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Controversial vending l(iosl(

could cost UCLA $100,000

Secession forum

low turnout

J. .^. _
.

CATHERINE JUN/Daily Briin Senior Staff
Keith Betts, who graduated from UCLA last year and now works In Bunche Hall, gets a drink at the vending
machines, which have recently been approved for removal by the administration, in front of Bunche Hall

By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cmlgnot@media.ucla.edu

Poor communication and bad planning
appear to be at the root of an administra-
tive blunder involving UCLA Vending
Services, which will likely cause almost
$100,000 in university funds to go to waste.
The administration has approved the

removal of a full-service vending machine
kiosk recently built in front of Bunche Hall,

following complaints mostly from faculty
members that the kiosk ruined the aesthet-
ics of the area, said Michael Foraker, direc-
tor of Housing and Dining Services.

The final decision to remove the the
machine was made by Executive Vice
Chancellor Daniel Neuman, Foraker and
other administration officials said. As EVC,
Neuman is second in administrative com-
mand only to Chancellor Albert Camesale.

The kiosk, completed in late August, cost
about $75,000 to construct, and will now
require an additional $25,000 to remove it if

plans are approved, Foraker said.

It was installed on the south side of the
building, directly opposite the Bunche
Tower elevators and next to the olive trees
a(^ent to the Palm Court structure.

Foraker said the request for installation
had originated 18 months ago by graduate
students studying late in the 24-hour
Bunche Hall graduate student centers.
They felt it was unsafe to walk to the

nearby Campbell Hall or LuValle Commons

VEMDINQ
I
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By Noah Grand

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

A group of Southern California
professors agreed that the main rear

son San Fernando Valley residents
want to secede from Los Angeles is

because of cultural differences, not
a lack of services.

These statements were a part of a
public forum on secession, spon-
sored by the School of Public Policy
and UCLA Extension, among others.

Los Angeles Mayor James Hahn
and leaders of the city's secession
movements also appeared at the
forum on Saturday to discuss
whether Los Angeles should be q)lit

apart

Just over two weeks from now,
voters will decide whether the
Valley and Hollywood can secede
from Los Angeles and form their
own cities.

To pass, a secession measure
needs to get a msyority of votes
throughout Los Angeles. Each mear
sure also needs to gain a nuyority
among voters within the city to be
created in order to pass.

The most important factor in
whether Valley residents support
secession is whether they consider
themselves from the Valley or from
Los Angeles, said Alexandra Cole, a
political science and sociology pro-
fessor at California State University,

Northridge.

PoUs she and her students con-

SECE8SI0N
I
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QUICK FACTS ABOUT SECESSION
On Nov. 5, voters will decide whether the

San Fernando Valley and Hollywood should

form their own cities.

> R^sure F is for Vaitey

secession. Measure H is for
'

Holly\*ood secession.

UCIA and the surrotmdr^

Westwood area w^ remain a

part of Los AngeiBSL

> ff secession passes, the new
Vafey Qty woaW be \!f)e sixth-

largest city m the nation.

> One secesskKi measure can

pass wnite the other fails.

> ^ a secession measure fafe, that

area wifi remain a part of Los

Angeles.

Va«ey and Hofliywood voters are

ateo votff^fbr a mayor and city

coundt memebers^ who wotiW

take office oniy rf secession

passes.

> ^teasure G gwes the Vattey

residents five names to choose

from, shotrfd Measure F pass;

Camefot. Mission Vattey, Rancho
San Fernando. San Fernando

Va«ey and Valiey City.

SOURCE: CounlyorLn;

'"Einstein's secret FBI

file inspires new book

Edgar

By Edward Chiao

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
echjaoig) media, ucla.edu

Albert Einstein, the greatest
scientist of the 20th century, was a
wanted man - by the FBI.

From 1933 to 1955, J.

Hoover's FBI
compiled "deroga-

tory information"

in an effort to

undermine the

physicist's influ-

ence and destroy

his reputation,

according to Fred
Jerome, a science
journalist and author of a new
book titled The Einstein File."

Jerome spoke about his book in

front of about 100 people in

Knudsen Hall last Thursday, high-
lighting the major points of
Hoover's plot to defame the scien-

tist
I

For the beloved and iconicized
scientist to be a target for the FBI
comes as a surprise to many.

Today, the image of Albert

I

Einstein is one of an absentmind-
ed and goofy-looking genius. But
in fact, he was involved in many
social issues, believing it was his

duty to use his fame to help
advance the cause of social jus-
tice worldwide.

In the United States, Einstein
used his fame to speak out against
McCarthyism and racism, as well
as dedicating his efforts to over 70
different socialist and pacifist

organizations.

All of this led Hoover to open a
file on Einstein in 1950, requesting
authorities from numerous agen-
cies to "furnish a report as to the
nature of any derogatory informa-
tion contained in any file your
bureau may have (on Einstein)."

The FBI obtained imauthorized
phone taps, read through
Einstein's mail, and even searched
his trash for anything that could
link Einstein as a communist One
thousand eight hundred pages
later, he was even labeled as an
"undesirable alien" and banned

EINSTEIN
I
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Speakers give views

on future of economy

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Edward Learner discusses the Anderson Forecast at the West Coast
Business Leadership Conference held at the Staples Center.

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Former Prime Minister of Israel Ehud Barak gives his view of the worid politi-

cal situation at the West Coast Business Leadership Conference on Friday

By Andrew Edwards

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
aedwards@media.ucla.edu

Students ofThe Anderson School at
UCLA and business professionals
from across Southern California con-
verged Friday on downtown Los
Angeles to see business and political

leaders fix>m around the world give
their take on the current events.

Anderson School senior economist
Edward Leamer was joined by nota-
bles such as Earvin "Magic" Johnson
and former Secretary of State James
Baker, who spoke on topics ranging
from iimer-city business management
to how a potential war with Iraq
would affect the economy.
The West Coast Business

Leadership Conference, held at the
Staples Center and partly sponsored
by The Anderson School, drew thou-
sands of attendees.

Leamer provided an overview of
this quarter's Forecast, which was
first released last month. Leamer's
contribution to the Forecast focused
on national issues, while other ana-
lysts concentrated on trends affecting

California and Los Angeles. Learner's
remarks at the conference for the
most part related to the national econ-
omy as a whole.

Future recovery will depend on
business, Leamer said. His analysis
shows that consumers have carried
the economy long enough, and the
government does not have the buying
power to pump enough money into
the economy since many states,

including California, are suffering
from m^uor budget problems.

"Business will have to ramp up
investment significantly, otherwise
we're going to have that second dip,"

he said.

The term "second dip" refers to the
possibility that recovery would halt
and the economy would enter another
downturn.
The Anderson Forecast has repeatr

edly stressed business' role in the cur-
rent recession, emphasizing that
unlike most recessions, caused by
declining rates of consumer pending,
causes of the present downturn can be
pinned on reduced business invest-

ment
The Forecast predicts a two-phased

recovery until mid-2003. The economy
is stiU in the first, slower phase,
Leamer said

The economy will continue toward
the second, stronger stage of recovery,
avoiding another dip unless investr

ment remains low or the Federal
Reserve makes a "nu^jor error" and
raises interests rates, Leamer said.

Most speakers at the event focused
on management, advising the atten-

dees on topics such as running urban
businesses, and brand management
Others placed financial matters within
the larger backdrop of national and
world politics, often turning to the
prospects of war against Iraq.

Former Secretaiy of State Baker,
along with former Prime Minister of
Israel Ehud Barak both cast Iraqi dic-

tator Saddam Hussein as a threat the

BUSINESS
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Birthday flute salute I Flautist Pedro Eustace
from the Arohi Ensemble performs at Ackerman Ballroom as part of
the Pt. R^eev Taranath 70th Birthday Celebration.

By Sandra Marquez

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — Eleven-year-old

Isabella Robbins has a message to share with the
world. She has HIV, the virus that causes AIDS,
and it's OK.

Isabella, together with her classmates and par-
entis, were among some 20,000 people who partic-
ipated Sunday in the AIDS Walk Los Angeles.

The fiftli-grader and her ftiends stood out along
the six-mile course dotted with walkers, baby
strollers and celebrities who joined forces to raise
an estimated $2.5 million and awareness for the
disease that has claimed more than 450,000 lives
in this country. Proceeds from the walk will help
the AIDS Project Los Angeles, which provides ser-
vices to men, women and children with HTV and
AIDS.

Isabella walked with about 20 people who all

wore T-shirts she designed that read: "My friend
has HIV and she is cool"

"I wanted to like sort ofshow our group and tell

that I have HIV," said Isabella, a student at a pri-

vate school in Pasadena, of her decision to make
a special shirt for the event

"If you have HIV, you are not weirder than
everyone else," chimed in her fiiend Nora Lang,
11. "You are just the same. You just have a virus
inside."

Isabella and her fiiends are s^proaching the
age group that event organizers had hoped to
reach.

"Half of all new infections occur among
teenagers aged 1&-25," said Craig E. Thompson,
executive director of AIDS Project Los Angeles.
"You can't just go out and preach to them.
Sometimes the messages have to be really subtle."

Los Angeles, which 17 years ago launched the
nation's first AIDS walk, has figured out a formula

for making its annual AIDS walk both fun and
glamorous.

The approach calls for tapping the star power
of such celebrities as Eric McCormack, who stars
on the NBC sitcom, "Will and Grace" and Ming-Na,
who plays Dr. Jing-Mei Chen on another NBC hit
series, "ER," to remind people of the reality of
AIDS.

"There still is AIDS. You still can get it Nobody
is inunune and these pills are not a cure," said
Thompson, referring to protease inhibitor drugs,
commonly called an "HIV cocktail" that have been
shown to delay the onset of AIDS in some
patients.

Los Angeles Mayor James K Hahn lent his
voice to the chorus of pep talks as walkers gath-
ered at the starting line.

"We want a cure. That is what we are marching
for," said Hahn. "Thanks for caring about your

Weather*" ex'lSIContact
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15th Annual Sammy Yukuan Lee Lecture
Chinese Archaeology and Art

Daolst Arts of the Ming Court

Stephen Little

Director Designate. Honolulu Academy of Arts

Saturday, October 26, 3:00-4:30 pm
Lenart Auditorium, Fowler IVIuseum

Slide presentation on imperial patronage of Daoism and Daoist art,

as reflected in works created for use at the Ming dynasty court (1368-
1644). Explores little-known involvement with Daoism of members of
the Ming imperial family. .

|

Stephen Little served as Pritzker Curator of Asian Art, Art Institute of
Chicago, 1995 to September 2002. He holds a doctorate in Art History
from Yale University and is a well-known authority on Chinese painting.

Sponsored by: Asia Institute, UCLA International

Cosponsored by: Center for Chinese Studies
Formore information: 310-825-0007

wvvw.international.ucla.edu/asia

Free and open to the public. Reception with refreshments to follow.

The Robert J. StoUer Foundation presents a lecture by

Professor Peter Brooks
Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature and French

Yale University

"The Future of Confession"
Professor Brooks's talk will highlight the history and future uses of

confession in our culture. He argues that psychoanalysis has always been
suspicious of the confessional gesture, while depended on it.

He speaks to the ambiguity of confession in our culture and in the
judicial system, as well as the shaded utility of confession in self-

purification and self-forgiveness.

Lecture will be Friday, October 25, 2002 at 8 PM
at the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic Institute.

2014 Sawtelle Blvd. (between Olympic and Santa Monica Blvd.)

Parking in rear or adjacent streets

Admission is free

Open to ail

For more information call

310.478.6541
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Computer

scientists work on

networic defense
UCLA computer scientists are

working on a new tool to prevent
network operators fix)m a harm-
ful internet-based threat - distrib-

uted denial of service attacks.

DDoS attacks overload a net-

work by bombarding it with tens
of thousands of data streams and
prevent access by legitimate
users.

A hacker can initiate an attack
within five seconds, compromis-
ing thousands of machines on a
particular network. The coordi-
nated attack comes fi-om a lot of
computers and is directed toward
one target, crippling its service.

DDoS attacks are capable of
interrupting service on high-traf-

fic Web sites like Yahoo, eBay and
CNN, as well as university cam-
pus networks nationwide.

Acjjunct associate professor of
computer science, Peter Reiher,
and computer science doctorate
student, Jelena Mirkovic, both
from UCLA's Henry Samueli
School of Engineering and
Applied Science, are working on
a program that could protect net-
works fi-om these attacks.

The automated defense pro-
gram, DDoS network Attack
Recognition and Defense, moni-
tors traffic on networks to identi-

fy potential threats.

D-WARD will stop the attack at
the source by focusing on the
router which serves as a gateway
between UCLA and the rest of
the Internet All traffic which
passes through the router will

also pass through D-WARD for

screening.

D-WARD will cut the flow of
traffic at the source in the event
of an attack and prevent further
harm.

Red Gross to give

free flu shots to

senior citizens

The American Red Cross of
Greater Los Angeles will be
administering fi-ee flu vaccina-
tions at 60 selected Southern
California sites from Oct. 21 to
Nov 26.

Only senior citizens age 60 or
older or individuals with weak-
ened immune systems (chronic
illnesses such as heart, kidney or
respiratory disease) will qualify

for the fi*ee vaccines.

No one under 18 may receive a
vaccination at these clinics.

The Red Cross will give vacci-
nations for this season's three
most expected strains of flu

virus, as predicted by the Centers
for Disease Control.

The typical flu season begins
January and lasts through March.
A vaccination will provide pro-
tection through six months.

This is the 28th year the Red
Cross has partnered with the Los
Angeles County Departmen! of
Health Services to provide this

service.

Vaccines are provided by the
Los Angeles County Health
Department

For more infomuUlon, call 1-

800427-8700.

Briefs compiledfrom UCLA wire
reports and Daily Bruin staff.

.:». . ^ \4M ^vc
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Washington-area sniper More campus

continues to elude police
By Connie Cass

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Even an army
of more than 1,000 law officers hunt-
ing for the Washii\gton-area snq)er
cannot bring a promise of swift jus-

tice. It took 17 years to catch the
Unabomber and longer to make an
arrest in the Green River serial

-tv ^vrr- <wr» .
'

UCLA Center for African American Studies presents a .

k <^iani

"featuring

killings in the Northwest
The 1996 Summer Olyn^ics bomb-

ing suspect is still at large, and last

year's deadly anthrax mailings
remain unsolved

Catching a serial killer can take
years, or the hunt can just fade away
into a smoke trail of false leads.

Sniper Idll^is ave particulariy hard to
apprehend They shoot fi-om longer
distances, often kill at random and
generally leave few witnesses and lit-'

tie evidence.

There are those who get away
with murder," said Eric Hickey, pro-
fessor of criminal psychology at

California State University, Fresno.
The "Zodiac killer" who terrorized

San Francisco in the late 1960s never
was caught An imknown snq)er shot
seven people, killing one, around
New York Qty's Pennsylvania Station
in 1983 and 1984, then disappeared

Yet Hickey and others who study

SNIPER
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protests point

to informed

generation
By Michelle Locke

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BERKELEY, Calif. — On a
tree-shaded • plaza' at the
University oi California,
Berkeley, two leaflet-covered
t^les, one advocating divest-

ment from Israel and the other
promoting "Buy Israeli bonds,"
are flash points of debate.
A new generation is rallying

on the red-bricked expanse of
Sproul Plaza and at campuses
across the coimtry on conffict
in the Middle East and other
issues, rekindling old passions
and presaging the anti-war
eruption that may be coming.

Thirty-eight years after the

CAMPUSES
I
Page 3

Johnnie Cochran

umnus

UCLA AD TEAM
Cickat& the n&xt b\q ad campaign.
Gain exposure.

Work with the pros.

Qene ral tnfoiTnatk>n Meeting
Wed Octaa.Z-^pm
Anderson B301.

UCLA

<9AAS
Founded 1969

Center for African American Studies

Monday, Oct. 21, 2002
4:30 PM - 0:30 PM
CAAS Library and
Media Center
Haines Hall 135

$24.05 plus tax

UCLA AD T
Cieat9 the next big ad campaign^
Gain exposure.

Wbrk v¥ith the pros. ^

General Infonnation MeeJ^
Wed. Oct 23, 7^pm /
Anderson B301.

For more info., call 310-206-8267 APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAIUBLE OCT. 24 IN KINSEY 334.
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Free Speech Movement at
Berkeley created the blueprint
for college activism, the new pro-
testers are tuned in and turned
on. I

•^This generation really seems
to yearn for connections and
meaning," said Molly Schaller, an

assistant professor of counselor
education and human services at

the University of Dayton.
Schaller, who follows student

culture, sees a shift as
Generation Y, which grew up with
the Internet at its fingertips,

takes over for Generation X,
raised in the "Me Decade."

Today's students "know a lot.

They have a lot of information,
and that's what calls them to

action," said Schaller.
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GET READY FOR .•i

I

2002 Forum on

Careers and Graduate programs in

INTERNATIONAL

AFFAIRS
1

Tuesday, October 22, 2002

6:30 to 7:00 p.m. - Presentation:

I Int'l Affairs Careers & Admissions

7:00 to 9:00 p.m. - Graduate School Fair

UCLA James West Alumni Center
I

Meet representatives from International Affairs Programs

from the following universities:

Georgetown University

Columbia University

UC San Diego

Tufts University

use I

University of Minnesota

Harvard University

John Hopkins University

University of Denver

University of Washington

Syracuse University

University of Michigan

Princeton University

American University

Duke University

University of Maryland

George Washington University

Sponsored by

UCLA Career Center, UCLA Alumni Association,

Student Alumni Association (SAA),

. UCLA School ofPublic Policy and Social Researchy «< -

APSM: Association qfProfessional Scfiools ofInternationalAffairs
'" "-'*'^

(www.a^)ia.oig) rr.t i^\'

if Thft UCU0mm Ctnlwr
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SECESSION
from page 1

ducted showed people who con-
,
sidered themselves Valley resi-
dents, not Los Angeles residents,
were more likely to favor seces-
sion.

Whether the respondents felt
services were being provided
equally to all parts of the city was
not associated with how they
would vote, Cole added.

Secession advocates claim they
do not receive the same services or
input as other parts of Los Angeles.
A new, yet-ta*e-named city in

the Valley would make government
more responsible to neighbor-
hoods and the people, said Richard
Katz, co-chair of the San Fernando
Valley Independence Committee. ^

If secession passes, each city
council district would represent
fewer people, which Katz said
gives people a better connection to
their government,

But academics questioned
whether the new Valley city -
which would be larger than Dallas
or Philadelphia - would better rep-

resent citizens.

Hahn said a unified city govern-
ment would be better able to rep-
resent citizens and provide ser-
vices than a city split into two or
three pieces.

He highlighted how the city was
able to expand the fire department,
keep water and power prices low,
and fix more potholes while the
nation suffered a recession as an
example of what the city could do
if united.

"We have shown we can
increase the direct level of ser-

vices, and that's what people
want," Hahn said.

Gene La Pietra, president of the
Hollywood Independence
Committee, compared Hahn to
King George III of England, wanti-
ng to prevent the American
Revolution.

"America, the greatest nation on
Earth, was the result of a seces-
sion," La Pietra said.

He also cited a CSUN study stat-

ing that secession would make
both the new cities and the remain-
ing city of Los Angeles more pros-
perous.

Neither message was well heard
though, since the forum's keynote

NEWS

speakers could not attract a large
enough audience to fill Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. There were few
students at the forum, with most in

the audience coming from outside
the UCLA community.

|

Some speakers attributed the
low attendance to a common per-

ception that the secession move-
ment is in trouble.

A poll conducted earlier this

week by the Los Angeles Times
showed that secession did not
have m^ority vote in the Valley.

Katz dismissed the poll, alleging

it is biased.

"I think the Times finds the
results it wants," Katz said.

The Times has publicly recom-
mended readers to vote against
secession.

While the recent Times poll did
not mention Hollywood secession,
previous poUs have indicated that
Hollywood secession cannot get a
mayority of the votes even in
Hollywood.

Regardless of the current poll
results, both Katz and La Pietra are
confident that they will be able to
win on election day.

"There's no chance that we're
gonna lose," La Pietra said.

SNIPER cnmes
killers to shed light on current

from page 2

serial killers believe the Washington-
area shooter or shooters will be
found, and relatively soon. They fear,

however, it will come at the cost of
more lives. •

"You hate to say it, but every time
he shoots someone, it brings you clos-
er to him," said Hickey, who estimates
about three-fourths of the U.S. cases
attributed to serial killers have been
closed.

"At the fi-equency he's doing it, he's
going to get caught," Hickey said.
"Unless he goes into hiding for a
while."

TVpical serial killer cases take
months or years to close, but the pace
of killing is slower than in
Washington.

"Son of Sam" David Berkowitz
killed six people and shot seven oth-
ers in New York City over 13 months
before he was caught in 1977.
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The Washington-area serial

sniper seems to know the

region well, allowing efficient

escapes. Firing from afar

with a high-powered weapon
decreases the chance of

leaving witnesses or physi-

cal evidence.

The Washington-area sniper is

blamed for killing nine people and
wounding two over 13 days, before a
lull that followed a slaying in Falls

Church, Va, on Monday night
On Saturday night, police investi-

gated a shooting in Ashland, Va, out-

side Richmond, and closed nearby
highways in search of the gunman,
but did not determine immediately if

the sniper was responsible. Pohce
said the victim was a 37-year-old man
and was in surgery for a single gun-
shot wound.

The killings became more personal
for law enforcers when an FBI analyst
was slain while leaving a Home Depot
store in Falls Church. Authorities do
not believe her job was related to the
killing.

Larry Thompson, the deputy attor-

ney general, said more than 1,000 law
officers "are doing everything we pos-
sibly can to identify the person who is

responsible for these horrible and evil

acts."

Those involved in the investigation
include local pohce, Virginia and
Maryland troopers, the FBI, the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, the Secret Service and U.S.
Park Police. The Defense Department
has promised help from military sur-

veillance planes.

The FBI has assigned some 400
agents, including trainees taking tips

called into a national hot line. That
makes it one of the bureau's biggest

cases, short of the war on terrorism.
A comparable FBI effort in a series

of bombings at Atlanta's Olympic
Park, a bar and two abortion clinics
led to the indictment of Eric Robert
Rudolph. He eluded a massive man-
hunt in the North Carolina mountains
and remains on the 10 Most Wanted
list.

The agency had better luck against
the "railroad kiUer," Angel Maturino
Resendiz, linked to 13 slayings across
the country. He is on death row in
Texas, v . v

The Washington-area serial sniper
seems to know the region well, allow-
ing efficient escapes. Firing from afar
with a high-powered weapon decreas-
es the chance of leaving vidtnesses or
physical evidence. The victims appear
to be chosen at random.

But intense public attention on the
case increases the chance someone
will notice something suspicious that
proves to be a vital tip.

At the same time, the shootings
could stop as suddenly as they began
with a ^urt of six killings Oct. 2-3.

In Washington state and Oregon, 49
women, mostly prostitutes and run-
aways, were killed from 1982 to 1984.
Then, apparently, the Green River
killer quit killing.

Authorities said Gary Leon
Ridgway, a Seattle hQusepainter, had
been a Green River suspect since
1984. Advances in DNA technology
led to his arrest last year in four of the
slayings, and he awaits trial.

Criminologists say it is more likely
the sniper would go on hiatus.
Unabomber Theodore Kaczynski took
a six-year respite before he resumed
mailing deadly packages.

"They don't stop unless they are
forced to stop," said Tbd Burke, asso-
ciate professor of criminal justice at
Radford University in Vii^ginia "They
may be in prison for another crime.
Sometimes they die, or this person
commits suicide and you never realize
that was the ^ree killer"
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VENDING
from page 1

vending areas at night.

The political science, econom-
ics, geography and history depart-
ments all make their homes in
Bunche Hall, along with the UCLA
International Institute.

Foraker said many faculty mem-
bers had demanded the removal of
the kiosk because its s^pearance
was unattractive and its placement
was unfavorable.

i

"They felt the placement of the
vending kiosk mitigated the view
of the green space around Bunche
as they came out of the elevators,"
he said.

Scott Waugh, dean of social sci-
ences, held an informal meeting
with the chairs of all academic
departments within Bunche Hall to
gather an understanding of their
concerns with the vending
machines. He said complaints
about the kiosk had been raised
even while it was being built

"The sentiment was that it

shouldn't have been built in the
first place," he said. "Many felt the
kiosk itself was too full and that it

was unnecessary considering the
proximity of other vending sites."

The location of the kiosk was
selected by the campus architect in
conjunction with Vending Services,
Foraker said, and was deemed to
be the best place to install such a
service. But some faculty felt they
had missed the mark.

The Idosk looks Uke it was
designed by a dropout from the
use School of Architecture," said
William Allen, professor emeritus
in the department of economics.
The placement of the machines
was not well-inspired; they could
have been put ... on the A-level out-
side Bimche facing Public Policy."

More importantly, those oppos-
ing the Idosk are angered by the
fact that there was virtually no
consultation with the inhabitants
of the building before the con-
struction was approved, a senti-

ment shared by those who would

like to see the machines remain.
"I feel that it is important for fac-

ulty to have some say about the
environment in which they live on
a daily basis," said Fred
Notehelfer, professor for the histo-
ry department. To my knowledge,
there was no consultation about
putting these machines in the pre-
sent space."

Most involved found out about
the situation after Neuman had
given the approval for removal.
The kiosk structure had barely
been standing for one month
before the decision to have it

removed was made by Neuman in

late September, Foraker said.

After numerous attempts to set

up a meeting with Neuman, a press
aide said he would be too busy to

comment.
In the meantime, graduate stu-

dents who demanded the installa-

tion of the machines for so long are
now faced with them being
removed. Many signed a petition,

given to Economics Management
Service Officer Todd August,
demandCig that the machines stay.

"It sounds to me like a very lit-

tle minority acted energetically for

the removal, but the silent great

mjgority of the users are going to

suffer the negative consequences
of such action," said Juan Manuel
Juaregui, a graduate student study-
ing economics.
The whole incident has forced

students to wonder how in such
times of economic difficulty, the
university can allow a chunk of
money to essentially go down the
drain.

"Presumably students in the
fields of economics and political

science are learning something
about social responsibility and effi-

ciency," said Yan Lee, an econom-
ics doctorate student. "Given the
costs of installing and then remov-
ing, if the vending machines are
indeed removed, in reality, what
we're getting is a lesson in waste
and abuse of power."

Although the go-ahead to
remove the kiosk has been given,
Foraker said it remains to be seen
how the decision will be imple-
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merited. He is working with the
campus architect to decide how
best to use the time and resources
already spent.

|

One potential outcome would
be to determine whether the kiosk
could be altered to serve a differ-

ent function, if the whole plaza
was to be given a face lift. This
may involve the placement of
tables and chairs in the courtyard
like those at LuValle Commons.

Alternatively, Foraker said
administration may consider par-
tially tearing down the structure in

a bid to tone down its presence; or,

finally, to remove the kiosk com-
pletely and restore the area to the
way it was prior to construction.

"All of us wish there had been
greater consultation of those who
study and reside in Bunche Hall,**

Foraker said. "Executive Vice
Chancellor Neuman beheves this
is the best solution, and with this
understanding we will continue to
work with graduate students to
find the best solution for them as
well."

WALK
from page 1

brothers and sisters. Keep walking
and we will beat this one day."

In all, 16,663 people are living
with AIDS in Los Angeles County,
according to the county's
Department of Health Services.
Academy award wiimer Rita

Moreno said she flew down fi-om
the Bay Areajust for the event - but
an unexpected ir\jury kept her from
joining other walkers on the
course.

"I was doing a show this week,
and I just forgot I was 70 and I kept
kicking my leg high and my left hip
is not happy," said Moreno, who
lifted spirits by posing diva-like

before a row of photographers. "So
I cannot walk. I was planning to,

but I just can't."

Another prima donna who gave
walkers something to smile about
was Keila, a 16-month-old boxer
puppy dressed in a pink ballerina

The Associated Press
Eleven-year-old Isabella Robbins, center left, who has HIV walks with her
classmates and parents, in the back, at AIDS Walk Los Angeles on Sunday.

outfit. Keila, whose photo was
posted on the Internet, raised
$2,400 from sponsors.

"She is very photogenic, so, I

said, 'Why don't I put a picture of
her on the Web site?"' said her
owner David Shanahan. "People
just started sending money."
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EINSTEIN
from page 1

]

from working on the Manhattan pro-
ject.

"(Fifty years ago) it was front
page news," Jerome said. The irony
is that (today) this is not something
that people know. So it had to be
buried."

Jerome attributes the change in

Einstein's public image after his
death to many factors.

In his book, Jerome argues that in

order to make the world forget
about the controversy surrounding
Einstein, there was a collective
effort to iconicize the scientist after

his death. The thought of Einstein as
anything but an absentminded
genius now seems unlikely to those
bom after the World War n era.

However, the existence of the
Einstein files did not come as a
shock to some who lived through
the post-World War II and
McCarthyism era

Albert Einstein

• For the
FBI to have
a file on a
politically

outspoken
man such
as Einstein

was no sur-

prise, since

"he was
also recog-

nized as the

greatest
pioneer in

scientific
thinking,"
and therefore imiquely powerful and
respected, said Jacqueline Popkin,
whose family knew Einstein closely.

Popkin was one of several non-
students in attendance at the
physics and astronomy colloquium
lecture, along with physics profes-

sor Rubin Braunstein, who lived in

Princeton when Einstein was a pro-

fessor at the imiversity.

"We know more (about Einstein)

than even (Jerome) knew (before

uncovering the files)," Braunstein

said.

Luckily for Jerome, he was in the
right place at the right time. He
uncovered the file while working on
a story about the 100 most com-
pelling science stories of the 20th
century.

After five and a half years of
requests and research into the files,

Jerome managed to obtain almost 80
percent of the original FBI file.

"If I wereto try to obtain the files
today, I wouldn't be able to get it,"

Jerome explained. "The rules have
changed, the procedures have
changed (as a result of the USA
PATRIOT Act). They're not giving
out this info anymore - and not just
about Einstein."

But while the book takes a critical
look at the FBI's investigation into
the life of Einstein, Jerome beUeves
the moral of the story lies else-
where.

"I had a vision when I read this
file that it could raise awareness of
the fact that Einstein would stand
up for (what he believed in) to make
a difference," he said.

BUSINESS
from page 1

United States should eliminate,
through force if necessary.

Baker said America caimot
afford to ignore dangers posed by
international terrorism and rogue
states like Iraq.

"We can't meet our economic
goals unless we can go to work

\.
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everyday without being afraid of
being shot or poisoned or blown to

bits," Baker said.

Barak was straightforward
about his views on Iraq: that a war
to remove any weapons of mass
destruction from Iraq is necessary.

"No one knows how close
Saddam Hussein is to k crude
nuclear device, and it was a crude
nuclear device that destroyed
Nagasaki and Hiroshima," Barak
said.

President Bush signed a
Congressional resolution to use
force against Iraq last Wednesday,
and the United Nations Security
Council is presently debating reso-
lutions demanding the uncondi-
tional return of weapons inspec-
tors to Iraq. Bush has threatened

war, with or without UN approval,
if Hussein refuses to disarm his
weapons of mass destruction.
A potential strike against Iraq

has been more controversial than
the military campaign against ter-

rorist organization al-Qaeda.
Several academics have spoken out
against war, and mass demonstra-
tions have been launched across
the country.

Some of those exposed to war
with Iraq argue the administration
has not sufficiently proved Iraq has
developed nuclear arms or ties to
al-Qaeda. Another point of contro-
versy is Bush's new national securi-

ty strategy, which allows greater
leeway for the United States to
launch preemptive strikes against
Iraq and other potential threats.
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UCLA astronomers take
space-breaking photograph

?y Jennifer Lauren Lee

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jlee2@medja.ucla.edu

The center of the galaxy never looked so good.
UCLA astronomers and their colleagues recently

released the highest-resolution mid-infrared picture
ever taken of the center of our Milky Way galaxy.
The photos reveal details about the bizarre phenome-

na surrounding a massive black hole in the middle of our
galaxy.

The team, led by UCLA professor of astronomy Dr.
Mark Morris, took the picture at the Keck U telescope in
Hawau, using an infrared camera built at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. The camera, called the Mid-
Infrared Large-Well Imager, or MIRLIN, created the
multi-colored image of the center of the galaxy using
several different wavelengths of infrared light
The images they took will help astronomers under-

stand more about the process of star formation and how
black holes affect that process - in our own galaxy and
elsewhere in the universe.

i

Astronomers have taken similar pictures of the galac-
tic center using other parts of the electromagnetic spec-
trum, according to JPL's Dr. Michael Ressler, who built
the camera with Dr. Michael Werner at JPL

"Before, (the center of the galaxy) always looked
smooth and flat," said Ressler. "Now, you can really see
all the knots and tendrils."

MIRLIN was originally built as a "general-purpose
instrument" to be used to take mid-infrared pictures of
the sky by any team of astronomers who wanted to use
it

But Morris' team chose to point it at the center of our
galaxy to see what would happen.

According to Morris, the mid-infrared part of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum corresponds with our perception
of heat Each wavelength of light detected by the cam-
era shows up as a different color in the picture, allowing
astronomers to "tell which parts are hot and which are
cold," he explained.

Getting such a clear image of our galaxy when it is

26,000 light years away is an amazing feat for an Earth-
based camera, according Dr. Andrea Ghez, also a pro-
fessor of astronomy at UCLA and member of the team
that processed the MIRLIN image.

The Earth's atmosphere absorbs much of the light
traveling through space (such as cancer-causing ultravi-
olet radiation), preventing it from reaching the ground
or astronomers' detection equ4)ment

THE UNION OF CAMERA AND TELESCOPE

The Keck II telescope gathers starlight and directs it

(using mirrors) into the camera (MIRLIN), which records

the images. MIRLIN stands eight stories tall on a '14.000-

foot high summit.

HOW MERLIN WORKS

MIRLIN detects infrared light in

much the same way that regular

cameras detect shorter

wavelength optical light. The Keck

II telescope acts as a lens.

focusing the mid-infrared

starlight onto the detector. The

detector is like the film, capturing ^'^^

the image..

IINGTHE HEAT AT THE CENTER OF OUR GALAXY

TWs imageri¥8^ the dust that is slowly beinglRim into the black hole
the center of the Milky Way. Heated by the stars, and the black hole, the
cloud of dust and gas glows in the mid-infrared, allowing the camera to
detect it.

raung Luminous Star

Black hole

CATHERINE JUN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
UCLA astronomy professor Mark Morris stands abrest one
of the telescopes atop the Mathematical Sciences building.

But certain wavelengths pass right through the gas
surrounding our planet. Morris' team used the mid-
infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum because it

matches one of these atmospheric windows.
Also, the 14,000-foot elevation of the Keck n tele-

scope of Hawaii makes it "by far one of the best tele-
scopes in the world," according to graduate student
Angelle Tanner, who wrote her thesis on the MIRLIN
project.

The telescope sits well above the clouds and weather
that obscure the views ofmany other ground-based tele-

scopes.

"It's amazing to me that we can beat our local (Earth-
based) background. You get a perfectly clean image
without having to go into space," Ghez said.

In the center of the image is a monstrous black hole
three million times more massive than the sim. Although
the black hole is invisible at these wavelengths, this new
picture clearly shows the effects of its enormous gravi-
tational pull on the surrounding stars and dust

i

Astronomers have long been aware of this phenome-
non, but "it's striking to see what you expect is taking
place anyway," Morris said.

Among the "striking" phenomena revealed by the
high-resolution MIRLIN image is a disc of dust, called
the "northern arm," which is spiralling inward and
preparing to fall into the black hole.

"The dust hasn't hit yet," said Dr. Morris. But when it

Eisht stories

14,000 ft tall

A LONG WAY FROM HOME

Light tiavels frorn the sun to the earth in eiofit

minutes, but it takes 2:1.000 years for light to

reach us from the (^.enter of the milky way.

Earth

' eight minutes

2 5,000 light years

Xenter of

Galaxy

OURCL- Dr. MUMi RMhr (JPU, MWM (UCU)

does in a few thousand years, he continues, "it will pro-
duce a cosmic fireworks show," spewing out huge
amounts of energy as the black hole feeds on the vis-
cous disc of dust and gas.

According to Morris, the MIRLIN image has also
detected something mysterious hidden within the dust:
a group of young, luminous stars strung out •'like lights
on a Christmas tree," obscured from our view, but hot
enough to warm the dust around them, making it glow
more brightly in the mid-infrared and allowing MIRLIN
to detect it.

RAYMOND GONZALES / Daily Bruin

Morris and his team know that these luminous stars
are young because brighter stars bum faster, rapidly
consuming themselves. But, he continued, "the tidal
forces (of the black hole) prevent stars from forming
anywhere near it"

In a cosmic game of tug-of-war, the black hole pulls
each star apart even as gravity works to pull it together.

So why are all these yoimg stars located near the
black hole at the center of the galaxy?

Monis' team does not have the answer, but "the IR
image (will help) us ... find answers to these questions."

HIV AND GOIIEGE AGE STUDENTS

1 in uUU college students is HIV positive

9or10
•I

college students who are HIV positive do not know
they are Infected

1 in 5 college students has an SID

Young people under the age of Id represent half of all new
infections in the United States

Among black females ages ZU^uH , HIV Is the number
cause of death

•*

Professor receives patent

for neurological treatment

HOW CYTOKINE INHIBITORS WORK
Immune cells have cytokine receptors on their surface. When cytokines bind with the
cytokine receptors, cellular changes occur and promote inflammation. Cytokine inhibitors

prevent them from binding to receptors on the surface of immune cells, preventing the
biological action of the cytokine molecule.

one

Among black males ages Z5""u4 , HIV is the number one cause
of death

j

Worldwide, 10 ITIllllOn people ages 15-24

HIV/AIDS
are living with

aOUML OMivlbr DIMM OoMm art

By David Zlsser

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dzlsser@media.ucla.edu

EMward Tbbinick, assistant clini-

cal professor of medicine at UCLA,
recently received a patent for his
new method for fighting neurologi-

cal diseases and related disorders.

Tobinick's method uses thera-

peutic agents produced through
recombinant DNA technology that

inhibits the action of certain natural
molecules in the body, called
cytokines.

|

"I believe it's the future of medi-
cine," Tbbinick said. "These
(cytokines) provide new treatment
methods for neurological disor-

ders."

Cytokines initiate and amplify ,

the body's inflammatory response.
The body has its own cytokine
inhibitors that last a few seconds,
but the bioengineered versions,
those used by Tobinick and other
doctors, can last several days.

Cytokine inhibitors have also
proven to be relatively safe, produc-
ing few or no side effects in most
patients.

One patient, Phil Lamb, who saw
one of Tobinick's associates for
treatment, had constant lower back
pain for 12 years.

Lamb had elected not to undergo
surgery and instead went to
Tobinick's office after hearing about
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HIV/AIDS education

program targets youths

80URCL Or.EdinrdTobialctUCUD«Mrtni8ntoril8(lclm JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

By Emiy Leung

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
eleung@media.ucla

There are more effective ways to
counter the spread of HIV/AIDS
beyond simply preaching absti-
nence and safe sex, according to
UCLA Regents lecturer Dr. Loretta
Sweet Jemmott

Jemmott, director of the Center
for Urban Health Research and pro-
fessor at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Nursing,
came to UCLA last Thursday to
speak about alternative research
methods to stop the spread of HIV
and ADDS.

"A person can have all the

confidence and knowledge in

the world, but there are a lot

of barriers between this and

putting on that condom.

"

Dr. Loretta Sweet Jemnfiott

Director of the Center for

Urban Health Research

Of the 50 people who attended
the free event held in the Factor
Building, the m^yority were profes-

sionals and graduate students.

While Jemmott acknowledges
that it may be easy to lecture ado-
lescents and young adults about the

risks and possible prevention of the

disease, it is a lot harder to make
them practice what is preached.

There are a lot of things that get

in the way of a person wanting to

change their behavior," Jemmott
said. "A person can have all the con-
fidence and knowledge in the world,

but there are a lot of barriers

between this and putting on that
condom."

Jenunott focuses on the social

psychological factors of HTV risk-

associated behavior. Her team of
researchers have raised over $74
million in federal research grants,

and led a series of intervention pro-
grams that have developed culture-

sensitive and age appropriate strate-

gies.

One of these is the program "Be
Proud, Be Responsible: Strategies to
Empower Youth to Reduce Their
Risk for AIDS," selected by the
Division of Adolescent and School
Health of the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention as its

national model.
The five-hoiu' program is aimed at

13- to 18-year-olds and includes
short exercises involving education-
al videos and films designed to trig-

ger discussion, role-playing, con-
dom demonstrations and other
activities. It is currently being used
in more than 26 states around the
coimtry in schools, community-
based organizations and clinical set-

tings.

The program's effectiveness
stems from a "i>ersonal and genuine
effort to get to know the kids, not as
subject #202, but as a people",
Jemmott said.

You've got to "walk the walk, talk
the talk" in order to build a trusting
and lasting relationship.

What Jemmott found was that,

although parents, church and peers
play an important role in influencing
sexual beliefs, "all this goes out the
window when you're Idssing your
partner," according to Jemmott

This is vital to the structuring of
programs, which were previously
focusing solely on the individual, or

HIY
I
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eve & Dodd
Drop by these weekly Ashe Center satellite clinics lor

Information, Rx Refills, Test Results, Appointments, Referrals, Healtfi Advice

Covel Commons, 2nd Floor, Mondays and Tuesdays, 5 to 7 pm

De Neve Plaza, ORL Office Suite, Wednesdays and Thursdays, 4 to 6 pm

2 Dodd Hall, Center for Women & Men, Thursdays, ^ to 4 pm
I

Fpr more information, to moke on appointment or ask health related questions, check out our

web site www^sfudenthealfh.ucia^edu or call 825^073

4iri[iftBinc!nnT»

Nationally Accredited

Li:
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ecial Egg Donor Neede
Compensation Starts at $8500

I

uOSJiU^.

Intelligent & Loving couple is looking for a special woman to help them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or
taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT

28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConcep f/o/i./ief and then co/ifact

Creative Conception, inc. at (888) 411-3447

UOiRimilH II
•••••

T y- LA'S HOTTEST

Karaoke
7 Nights A Week |

Starts @ 9:00pm

HappyHour
Everyday 5-9pm

Call To Book Yoi r Larc.l Rvrtv Todai!

Fine Dining • Free Parkii^

Heated Smokii^ Patio

10433 National Boulevard
@ THE Overland Exit off the 10 Fwv

310,837.5245
www.boardwalk11.com i

www.thebestkaraoke.com
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4SHOST SHIP

fOUIBOTSi

FREE MOVIE OF THE WEEK

!

GHOST SHIP!
WEDNESDAY OaOBER 23 8PM
ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

TIX now AVAILABLE AT 319 KERCKHOFF HALL!

THEAMAZING MINDYSTBRLIN _
(FRAU FROM AUSTIN POWERS)
LIVE IN PERSON AT UCU!

INFORMAL DISCUSSION AND Q & A!
WEDNESDAY OaOBER 23 NOON
ACKERMAN GRAND RATI ROOM

Ww§€IC##iiWR- ¥MBf%r SOAP
THE WISE CHUCK PALAHNIUK

DAY MJKTE!

(AUTHOR OF "FIGirr CLUB" AND "LULLABY"
LIVE IN PERSON AT UCLA!
FRIDAY OaOBER 25 1PM

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM $2.00 MOVIE OF THE WEEK!

SIGNS
THURSDAY & FRIDAY

OaOBER 24 & 25 7 & 9:30 PM
ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

$2 nX @ TOE DOOR $3 POPCORN AND SODA UNLIMniD FREE HllS"ANiatLflF LOVE

^iM

^nt PubLl5>ilng
»^ 1 e n c e

COMIC BOOK CONVENTION WITH APPEARANCES BY NOTED ARTISTS
SATURDAY OaOBER 26 10 AM TO 7 PM ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

FREE ADMISSION WTTH UCLA STUDENT ID $2 GENERAL ADMISSION
CHECK WWW.CAMPUSEVENTS

WWW.CAMPUSEVENrS.UCU.EDU 319 KERCKHOFF HALL 310-825-1958 CAMPUSEVENTS. SO SCARY YOULL WET YOUR PANllES!
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individual and peer interaction.
"You've got to take in the big pic-

ture," said Dr. Michelle Schneider, a
psychologist speciaUzing in
Emotional Growth and
Development at Stanford.
"Why is it so hard to do what you

can say? What are those factors that
turn that voice at the back of your
head off?" asked Schneider.

These barriers include negative
behefs about safer-sex practices,
sporadic sexual behavior, and most
importantly, lack of communica-
tion.

"No one wants to talk to their
parents about sex," said Amy Lee a
second-year undeclared student
"It's embarrassing, you wouldn't
4aiow how to bring it up, and if it's
pain that can be avoided why do if?"

Apparently, parents aren't the
only ones adolescents don't feel
comfortable talking to.

According to the American
Association for World Health, 50
percent of adolescents have never
talked to a partner about condoms
or other methods of birth controL
More than half have never talked to
a partner about HIV/AIDS or other
sexually transmitted diseases.

Embarrassment, shame and igno-
rance are key factors in communi-
cation barriers that can be over-
come with time and patience,
Schneider said.

"So what ifyou have to use a con-
dom, or not have sex," Jemmott
challenges. "You're a future leader.
What do you want to do (in the
future)? And how are you going to
do that if you're out here doing
these things that get in the way?"

PATENT
from page 7

the treatment. W^ithin minutes of
receiving the subcutaneous ii\jection,

he said he felt pain-free.

Tobinick predicts that the trea^
ment will be licensed and available
aroimd the world in two to three
years.

"We have a responsibility to make
these available to patients," he said

Cytokine inhibitors were original-

ly used to treat arthritis, but pub-
lished studies both confirm much of
Tobinick's work and suggest a wide
variety of other possible applica-
tions, including the treatment of
Parkinson's disease.

"I keep thintmi the pain fs

gom| to retorn, but it has-

n't. I feel like my life is

back."

Bridgette Browning

Patient of patented method

He originally discovered the
effects cytokine inhibitors have on
hearing loss when he treated a
patient for back pain.

Within minutes of receiving the
treatment in the form of an iiyection

in the back, the patient, who had
been using digital hearing aids for

two years, noticed that her hearing
had returned, Tobinick said-

Most patients who seek the use of
cytokine inhibitors for back or leg

pain have failed all other means of
treatment, mainly cortisone ii\iec-

tions near the spine and surgery.

Bridgette Browning, a rehabilita-

tion therapist from Apple Valley,

finally decided to use Tobinick's

method after 17 years of "chronic,

debilitating pain from head to toe"

due primarily to a tail bone fracture

in 1985.

She underwent three back surg-

eries, but when those failed to relieve

the pain, her doctors suggested
heavy narcotics. However, Browning
did not want something that merely
"masks the symptoms."
When Browning's primary physi-

^cian told her a year ago to see
Tobinick, she was cynical. Finally,

when the pain continued to worsen,
she made an appointment and was
treated in July.

"In ... milliseconds, I was pain
fi^ee," she said

It was more than pain relief,

though.

"I was just going through the

motions, withdrawing into myself,

because when you're in that much
pain, you start to withdraw socially,

spiritually and emotionally," she said

Browning is required to have a
checkup in November, but she will

not have to take another iiyection.

The medication is approved by the

Food and Drug Administration, but

the specific procedure with which
Tobinick uses the medication is not
As a result, the procedure is not cov-

ered by insurance and costs nearly

$2,500.

Another hurdle that Tobinick per-

ceives is a shortage in the U.S. and
international supply of cjrtokine

inhibitors.

"There are not enough manufac-
turers," he said. "It depends upon the

foresight of the pharmaceutical com-
panies."

For now, at least Tobinick's
patients are reaping the benefits of
his innovations.

"I keep thinking the pain is going
to return, but it hasn't," Brovming
said. "I feel like my life is back."
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Mobile
authorized dealer

UCLA Bruin Specials
i OFFERED EXCLUSIVELY BY

MERCURY WIRELESS
PERFECT WIRELESS EXPERIENCE

FREE Accessory Pack ($129 value)
FREE
FREE holster

'^

FREE hands-free earpi

FREE deluxe leather c;
I

FREE 'electromagnetic

FREE internal antenna

^>

ree GSM World Phone f

600 Whenever Minutes

Free Long Distance (Nationwide)

Free Roaming (Nationwide)

Free Weekends

ONLY $39.99/ month

FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY
5% of Your Money Donated to Charity of Your Choice!!!

CALL (888)739-8223!!!
Activation required through Mercury Wireless to receive promotion.

Must have valid UCLA Student/Faculty ID.
Must mention this "BRUIN PROMO" to receive offer. Promotion expires on Halloween (October 3 1, 2002)

Coverage not available in all areas. Credit approval, activation fee and one-year service agreement required with $200 early termination fee per number. Taxes, assessments tolls
and roammg charges additional. Unused minutes do not cany forward to a subsequent bill cycle. Any fraction of a minute used is rounded up and billed at the full minute rate-

calls are measured from the time the Network begins to process the call (before the phone rings or the call is answered) through its termination of the call. Except where noted, all
rates are for domestic calls. Free domestic long distance (but not for credit card or operator-assisted calls) is available within your regional calling area. Your use of the service

constitutes acceptance of the T-Mobile terms and conditions including the mandatory arbitration clause. Our PCS system is not compatible with analog TTY, which may prevent or
delay emergency calls. Additional restrictions apply; see printed materials for details. Offer valid in select T-Mobile markets only and subject to change without notice. T-Mobile

. I

'
is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2002
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Donations should not

sway appointments
When the governor was on campus last week interview-

ing with CNN, he was asked to conunent on the per-
ception that his appointments to state committees and

boards were based on campaign donations. Davis said that he
operates "fully within the law."

This didn't really help elucidate the issue: making dona-
tions is perfectly legal, as is appointing donors as overseers
of public institutions. Under the law, Davis can appoint
almost anyone to state boards. And he has.

The UC Board of Regents, for example, is stacked with
donors that Davis appointed. Sherry L Lansing, George
Marcus, John J. Moores, Norman Pktiz, Haim Saban and
Richard C. Blum have all contributed to Davis and the
Cahfomia Democratic Party.

What do Saban, creator of the Power Rangers, Lansing,
CEO of Paramount Rctures, or Pattiz, a radio station giant,
have to offer the UC in terms of a background in education?
Nothing. Saban and Pattiz dont even have degrees. OrUy one
of Davis' appointees, Odessa Johnson, actually has an exten-
sive back^und in educatioiL

Ward Cormerly, with nothing to lose becatlse appointed
by a previous governor, said it blunUy. "I was appointed
because I was a donor"

Operating tully within the law" certainly makes Davis a
non-criminal governor, but it doesn't make him a responsi-
ble one. A responsible governor would not let money influr
ence his appointment decisions - he would prioritize the
state's health and progress, and let that ^)eak for itself at
reelecticm time. A responsible governor would not put the
UC in the hands of a cartoon maker.

Gun control is illogical response to fear
Tjhe Washington, D.C. sruper has

claimed a runth victim and
Americans stand transfixed to the

story like deer in headlights, paralyzed by
the fear that they can
fall victim to a simi-

lar crime.

Yet as the media
circus over-drama-
tizes these sincerely

tragic events, we
must not get caught
up in the mass hyste-

ria and support drar

conian gun control
laws. We must
remain objective to
the facts of gun own-
ership.

The first fact we
must keep in mind is

that no amount of gun control legisla-

tion, including a universal ban on all

gun ownership (repealing the Second
Amendment), would put a stop to the
sniper's crimes. Drugs are illegal but
people seem to have no difficulty acquir-

Joel

Schwartz
jschwartagmala ucfa.edu

Schwartz
columnist.

is Viewpoint's Monday

ing them. Guns are the same way. The
imderground market for illegal guns is

already strong as evidenced by constant
gang violence and drive-by shootings in
the inner cities. likewise, violent crime
cannot be stopped with gun control.

Since banrung firearms in England,
the crime rates have skyrocketed as
opposed to the relatively static rates in
the United States. Also, big cities in
states such as Texas and Georgia, where
there is very little gun control, have
incredibly miniscule rates of crime com-
pared to Los Angeles and New York City,

both of which have stringent gun con-
trol.

California, New York and England
have completely forgotten the lessons
learned from 40 years of the Cold War.
When both the good guys and the bad
guys are armed, and neither knows the
extent to which the other has an advan-
tage, mutually assured destruction is

inevitable.

If I have a way to fight back, you can
attack me, but danm ifTm not going to
do my best to defend myself, even if it

means taking you down. As a result, not
one bomb, nuclear or otherwise, explod-
ed during forty years of intense conflict

The same logic applies to the gun coiv-

trol debate. Because such a large black
market exists for firearms, the general
public has no way of knowing who is

going to use a gun for a crime. As a
result, the single best deterrent for vio-

lent crime is to place the criminal at the
same disadvantage. Presumably, a crimi-

nal cares about his own life (else he
would waste away instead of risking

jail), and would therefore be loathe to
attack someone if there was a high prob-
ability of that person being armed.
A common objection to my argument

for broad gun ownership is the worry
that more kids will accidentally die due
to misfire. After all, the media constantly
feeds us imagery of children whose lives

were tragically cut short by playing with
firearms. But one must keep in mind
that the media's job is not to inform, but
to titillate. They know that stories of
death sell papers and make ratings.

Stories of criminals who run away fix>m
a potential robbery or assault because
their would-be victim had a firearm are
not exciting enough to make good news.
OrUy the victims of crime get coverage.
If no crime has occurred because a citi-

zen threatens a criminal tvith a gun.

there is nothing to report to the police.
Statistics taken from scientific sur-

veys and analyzed by impartial scientists
have yielded an amazing occurrence that
contradicts the media's selective reportr
ing. There are roughly 2,500 accidental
gun deaths each year in the United
States as opposed to 2.5 million occur-
rences where a gun is used for defensive
purposes to prevent a crime. This means
that if even one- tenth of a percent of the
deterred crimes would have been fatal,
lack of gun control would still save as
many lives as are lost through accidental
death with a gun
(www.gunsandcrime.org and "More
Guns, Less Crime" by John Lott).
The logic and proof is incontrovertr

ible. We must not allow an insane crimi-
nal to fiighten us into allowing the gov-
enunent to take away our rights, as we
did with the Patriot Act Crazy or evil
people will always kill others. Just
because a student at UC Santa Barbara
ran over a bunch of Isla Vista residents
is no reason to put restrictions on cars.
Let's remain rational and give people the
power they need to protect themselves,
instead of forcing them to stand like

deer in headlights.

Nations pose worse

threat than terrorists

ONLY GOVERNMENTS HAVE CAPABIUTY TO
KILL BILLIONS WITH NUCLEAR WEAPONS

GSA should support

on-campus pub
The Graduate Student Association has withdrawn its

support for an on-campus pub because it wants to
ensure it has graduate sti'dent-only hours.

This approach to incorporating graduate students into
the campus conunuiuty is somewhat counterproductive.
Graduate students ciurently feel unattached to the cam-
pus because they're segregated by department; now they
want to bond together but remain segregated from every-
one«i».{r^«ir5f 1" ' ^^ ^^V^r^t^*

Gracniate students cannot argue they share too little in
common with undergraduates to interact with them
socially. A microbiology undergraduate student is no less
interested in microbiology than a graduate student study-
ing it And a j)air of graduate students studying dentistry
or Enghsh, respectively, don't really have more in conv
mon than a graduate and undergraduate in similar
departments. Also, most graduate students and under-
graduate upperclassmen are in their early to nud-twerv
ties, so there's no generation gap to speak of. There's cer-
taiiJy no bar off campus that segregates people by age or
profession.

By refusing to facilitate the approval of an on-campus
pub everyone would er\joy together, and by hypothesiz-
ing about potentially nonexistent "problems," GSAs deci-
sion will only help perpetuate the sense of campus dis-

unity at UCLA - a disservice to the students it repre-
sents.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. All other columns, letters and artwork represent

the opinions of their authors.

3y Jane Shevtsov

I am more frightened by
nuclear weapons in the hands of
govenunents than by any in the
hands of terrorists.

Even before the recent surge
in terrorist activity, pundits pon-
tificated on the possibiUty of a
terrorists acquiring and using
nuclear weapons. However, we
heard remarkably little about the
threat of an actual nuclear war.
The whole topic seems to have
become pass^.

Maybe it's time for a little real-

ity check. It is true that al-Qaeda
operatives have tried to purchase
nuclear materials that could be
used for a bomb or radiation dis-

persal device. How many nuclear
weapons,^ however, are terrorist

groups actually known to have?
Zero. The only entities known for
sure to possess nuclear weapons
are nations: the United States,

Russia, China, Great Britain,

France, India, Pakistan and
Israel. And according to the
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation,
they have between 25,000 and
33,000 of them.

In a true nuclear attack, terror-

ists would use a uranium or plu-
tonium fission bomb, similar to
those dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. But nations have

ShevtsoT) is a second-year studying
political science.

fusion weaporvs that are thou-
sands of times more powerful.
Just one ordinary fusion bomb
can have a yield of two megatons
- the yield of all the bombs used
by all sides in the six years of
World War H. The Second World
War has been packed into one
bomb.|

A terrorist attack with a
nuclear weapon would likely

result in hundreds or even thou-
sands of immediate deaths from
the fires and collapsing buildings
and many more from radiation
sickness in the weeks to come.
There would be billions of dol-
lars in property damage. The sur-
vivors would overwhelm locUl
hospitals and emergency ser-

vices.

But nations in a full-scale

nuclear war can kill billions. The
lucky ones would die instantiy

from the shock wave, searing
heat and massive doses of radia-

tion. The unfortunate survivors
would face other agonies: radia-

tion sickness and infectious dis-

ease in the absence of medical
care, poisoning of the air, soil

and water by radioactive sub-
stances, starvation, the threat of
miscarriage and deformed chil-

dren and potentially paralyzing
despair. Everything they and
their ancestors worked for, the
hopes they had for their children

SHEVrSOVlPagell
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Criticize, but don't

miss the big picture
Both Ziv Kaufman and Scott

Anderson have a point. Kaufman argues
that it's absurd to criticize Israel when
its record on human rights, democracy,
and the rule of law is superior to any
state in the region.

Anderson replies that it's fair game to
criticize any goverrunent that does
something wrong. He asks, "Do you
mean to insinuate that if a person sup-
ports Palestinian rights, they therefore
support Arab regime atrocities?" Well, I

hope not. And the goverrunent of Israel

has done some things of which I highly
disapprove. But surely it's a question of
proportion? The United States does
oodles of business with Saudi Arabia,
whose human rights record is lousy. If

we criticize Israel, shouldn't we criticize

Saudi Arabia more? If you demand that
U.S. companies "^divest" from Israel,

what about the rest of the region? And
by the way, if we believe that the
Palestiruans have a right to a state on
the greater part of the West Bank and
Gaza, shouldn't we criticize Arafat first,

since he was offered a state on all of
Gaza and more than 95% of the West
Bank in a contiguous block of territory,

with half of Jerusalem too, and rejected
it? Criticize Israel all you like-just
maintain a sense of proportion.

Allan Tulchin

Clark Memorial Library

Forum criiics should be

informed
The article "Forums raise monitoring

questions" (Oct. 15) unjustly and unfair-

ly portrayed the users of the forum and
has since sent our small "community"
into outrage. Just hke any other com-

munity, the forum has built up its own
subcultm-e and dialect with each board
having its own 'personality.' Yet Mignot
seemed to only focus on a single board:
"The Social Comer," where the main
purpose is to joke around and make
friends, while totally disregarding the
other boards whose purposes are well-
defined academically and intellectually.

Furthermore, Mignot stated that
"Another post has one forum user refer-
ring to a fellow user as 'a whore.'"
FirsUy, the fact that he referred to a
thread as a post shows that he had not
researched his topic fully. Secondly, if

he had read at least three posts down
on that thread (a thread that conse-
quentiy has roughly 290 posts current-
ly), he would have instantiy understood
that the word whore is a sign of high
regard within our community.

Finally, the issue of censorship con-
cerns me greatiy because if we are
given a forum to express ourselves, who
is to judge to what degree we are Me
to? Is this not a college campus? Is col-
lege not about discovering, talking and
debating about things that you other-
wise would not in the "real world?" To
deny us our rights to freedom of speech
is to deny the foundations on which the
institution of the uiuversity was found-
ed.

Heather Barahmand
Third-year, women's studies

Infertile couples ask

too much of egg donors
This letter is meant to express how

extremely tired and outraged I am at the
egg/sperm donor ads in the Daily Bruin.
These infertile, generally affluent, cou-
ples claim to be desperate to have a
child, but their self-admitted selectivity
points to anything but desperation. The
context of these ads tells a story of a

couple who is willing to go to great
lengths and pay any price to have the
"perfect" child.

As a human being my heart goes out
to people cannot have children of their
own. After all, reproduction is part of
our human existence.

But there are enough orphaned chil-

dren to satisfy any infertile couple's
need for a child. What alarms me is that
the couple's selectivity clearly points to
the fact that it wants the "perfect child."

The couple bases the value of a poten-
tial child on such frivolous things as
skin color, hair color, and height
Therefore, an egg given to such a cou-
ple is already under pressure to perform
before it is even a zygote. Granted,
there is no such thing as a perfect par-
ent. But any person who wants to
become a parent must understand that
you cannot expect any child to grow up
into a healthy, happy and balanced indi-

vidual if its parents pressure it to be
perfect. Such selectivity indicates the
couple's reasons for parenting are
superficial at best, and superficial moti-
vation leads to superficial parents who
raise unbalanced, superficial people,
regardless of "how good" the initial egg
is.

I

If you say you are desperate for a
child, go adopt one. Don't take advan-
tage of my financial situation in college
to satisfy your Dr. Frankenstein-like
need for a perfect child. Because in
doing so you become a predator, not a
parent, to my eggs and me.

Antonia Jordan

Second-year, English

A pledge to students
Regarding Friday's editorial ("Neal

needs to focus on local dilenunas"), as
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Associating D.C. sniper with

al-Qaeda justifies racism,

generates unfounded alarm

ANGER OVER WASHINGTON KILLINGS MAY ELICIT
SUPPORT FOR AN ATTACK ON THE MIDDLE EAST

By Shirin Vossoughi

Amid false leads and a rising death
toll, residents, police and newscasters in
the nation's cs^ital struggle to make
sense of the recent rash of sniper
killings.

Is it a group of killers or someone act-
ing alone? Is there a political motive or a
twisted thirst for blood? Are the mur-
ders linked to terrorism or are they ran-
dom acts of violence?
The final question deserves our atten-

tion. For over a year, Americans have
been bombarded with warnings about
terrorism, periodically calming down
only to be shaken once more by orange
alerts and new Osama bin Laden video-
tapes. The media's portrayal of the
Middle East as a hotbed of terrorism gal-
vanizes a nation's fear into sustained
and fervent support for an open-ended
war.

The link between terrorism and the
Middle East has been developed to such
an extent that when someone not from
the Middle East runs around inciting ter-

ror by shooting irmocent people, the
media refrains from calling it terrorism.
As one headline in the Washington
Times declares, "Terrorism seen unUkely
as motive of shooting." In other words, it

might be a white guy and that's not who
we like to call terrorists. The poUce
don't even know who the killer is, but
apparentiy the Times knows the perpe-
trator's motives well enough to make i

such a statement. I

Yet the prospect of a sniper not from
the Middle East fails to shift the source
of fear away from that part of the world.
The Washington Times coupled coverage
of the shootings with the headline, "As
many as 5,000 al-Qaeda members may be
operating inside the Uruted States."

The stereotype is exacerbated by the
FBI's investigation of links between al-

Qaeda and the sniper, whereby the pris-

oners held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba are
being interrogated about the Washington
murders. It's absurd to think the 600
men who have been isolated and impris-
oned for months (without due process
or any substantial allegations) will have
details on such a current case. And in a
recent colunrn, William Safire suggests
in the New York Times that "even if, as

expected, the relentiess rampage turns
out to have been the work of two cra-
zies, the example will not be forgotten in
the cells of al-Qaeda."
By iirunediately associating the sniper

with al-Qaeda, such accounts project
American anger and confusion onto a
Middle Eastern "other," a tactic that suc-
ceeds in t^^jping into latent racism and
grief. Readers may end up angrier at the
imagined prospect of al-Qaeda opera-
tives taking notes for their own terrorist

schemes than they are at the actual
sniper.

Such outrageous cormections are not
lost on the general public. One witness
to a recent killing professed, "I saw the
sniper, he was short, Mid-East looking."
Another witness described him as
"Hispanic or Middle Eastern."

As people in Washington deal with the
very real threat of random violence, we
in the Middle Eastern community watch
the news coverage with another fear. If

the sniper does end up being from our
region of the world, it might trigger an
additional wave of violent backlash and
justification for racism, not to mention
illogical but effective rationalization for
an unjust war on Iraq. And if the shooter
ends up being a homegrown assassin of
the McVeigh variety, no doubt he will be
dubbed a madman or a sick serial killer,

not a terrorist. Such a label is reserved
for those Middle Easterners or Muslims
whose demoiuzation serves very specific
purposes.

Domestic evils are convenientiy con-
nected to a "land of evil" in order to
maintain a good self-image. We are okay
as long as "they" are more evil than we
are. Such a psychological state thwarts
critical thinldng about the complex roots
of violence. It strengthens the superficial
analysis of terrorists and murderers as
inherentiy fanatical and prevents the
type of deep societal analysis necessary
to avert similar attacks in the future.

If the ultimate goal is to work on end-
ing all forms of terrorism so the next
generation can focus on peace and unity
instead of hate and divisiveness, then we
must resist attempts to exploit one type
of violence in justification of another.

Vossoughi is a fifth-year international
development studies student.
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external vice president I do not
look for sympathy for the won-
derful opportunities that I have to
meet students throughout the
state, country, and now from all

areas of the globe.

USAC represents all under-
graduate students on this cam-
pus, including those from abroad
who have chosen the United
States as their place to study.
Quite possibly when someone in

politics makes a campaign
promise (as I did to expand my
office to international levels) and
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keeps it, it may seem odd to the
general public. With students
aware and an endorsement last

spring from the Daily Bruin, I

went forward with my plans to

continue the advocacy efforts I

have engaged in for the last three
years.

If you reexamine this paper
over the last few weeks you will

see the numerous efforts that I

and the various coalitions I work
with have been engaged in to
advance the needs of UCLA stu-
dents. More recently my office
has been a serious participant in
the Get Out The Vote Efforts. I

even went to Washington, D.C., to
be trained formally in the most
effective ways to get students

registered and out to the polls.

In the future, I will take a trip

to Ghana, and I will inform stu-
dents of the numerous things that
I will, without a doubt, learn
there. It's my privilege to repre-
sent not only UCLA students but
also all students who have taken
increased interest in other parts
of the world.

Change is good. I look forward
to finding more creative and
effective ways of reaching stu-

dents. I hope this p2^)er as well as
the larger student body will give
me insight on how best to reach
my constituents.

Christopher R. Neal

2002-2003 USA EYP
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and the prospects for advancing
civilization would be destroyed.
A few hundred nuclear war-

heads are estimated to be enough
to trigger a nuclear winter (small-
er numbers would have weaker,
but still noticeable effects). Black
soot from burning cities would be
sucked into the upper regions of
the atmosphere, blocking out
sunUght. These conditions could
last for months. Global average
temperatures would drop at least

10°C (12°F), enough to devastate
agriculture. The effects would be
especially pronounced in tropical

areas, where many crops
absolutely depend on steady
warm temperatures.
The fireballs resulting from the

explosions would produce thou-
sands of tons of oxides of nitro-

gen. These gases would react

with stratospheric ozone, eating

away at the survivors' protection
from the sun's ultraviolet rays.

Increased UV exposure leads to
skin cancer and suppression of
the immune system. In a popula-
tion ab-eady weakened by radia-
tion and lack of food, this could
be disastrous. In addition, UV
light damages crops and would
wreak havoc with the ocean food
chain on which we all ultimately
depend.

Nuclear winter and ozone layjer

depletion would result in condi-
tions not seen on Earth since the
comet or asteroid impact that
killed the dinosaurs 65 million
years ago. There can be no doubt
that nuclear war would cause
mass extinction. While this may
seem a trivial concern in the face
of so much human suffering,

weakened ecosystems would
make conditions even more diffi-

cult for the human survivors of a
nuclear war.

I do not wish to downplay the
very real threat of a terrorist
nuclear attack. However, the fact

remains that terrorist groups are
not known to have any nuclear
bombs. They cannot Idll billions

of people, plunge the Earth into

darkness or imitate the biological

effects of an impact from outer
space. Only governments can do
those things.

Here lies our reason for hope.
There is not much you can per-
sonally do about terrorists.

(Report your neighbors if you see
them stockpiling plutonium.) But
the United States and other gov-
ernments can be pressured
through the democratic process.
Write letters to poUticians. (You
can look up your senators and
representatives at http://con-

gress.org.) Learn about candi-
dates' positions on nuclear disar-

mament - and vote. Go to a
protest. Demand that the people
representing us in government
work for a safer world.

We, the citizens of planet
Earth, are being held hostage to
the nations' thirst for power. It is

time to act

,t.
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Howard Ho

North Campus

Avenger
hho@media.ucla.e(Ju

Melnitz Theater

shows oldies
j

. but goodies^
I

on the house
I

'

Great movies usually come out in

small doses. But free screenings
of great movies come in lar^e

doses at Melnitz

1409, known as

the James
Bridges Theater.

Take this

week for exam-
ple. Monday fea-

tures ^Roger &
Me," Michael
Moore's docu-
m e n t a r y .

Wednesday fea-

tures The Deer
Hunter,** Best
Picture Oscar-
winner.
Thursday fea-

t u r e s
I

"Chinatown," a film noir classic with
Jack Nicholson in a role he was bom
to play. Friday features The Shop
Around the Comer," the classic film
on which "You've Got Mail" is based.
Just one look at this list and you real-

ize, "UCLA!s got movies!"
OK, so maybe you don't know all

those movies I just mentioned and
you don't care to see them. You think
old movies are old for a reason; they
allow new movies to take their place.

Wrong. If anything, old movies
continue to define American cultural

life. Just because Charlie Chaplin
films are silent doesn't mean that they
arent fuimy anymore. In fact, new
films tend to look like they're trying

to keep up with 1939's "Citizen Kane"
> (Nov. 4) and 1972's The Godfather"
(Nov. 27) even as those films are bril-

liant without breaking a sweat
How could you disagree with the

aging film diva, who says "I am big.

It's the pictures that got small," in

1950's "Sunset Boulevard"?
You South Campus folk, however,

fear Melnitz, the northernmost part of
North Campus. Admittedly, the trek
firom the life Sciences building to
Melnitz will have you breaking a
sweat, but come on, there are firee

movies.
|

The films come from film classes

that screen them so students can
e3q)erience them as they were meant
to be seen. Let's face it, DVD quality

sucks because the digitized pixels

square away an image in bytes. The
big widescreen 35 mm experience
shows the analog detail and beauty
no DVD can capture.

In Melnitz, almost any seat in the
house gives you a great view. I've sat
in the fipont row and near the back
row and they both worked. The the-

ater is silent, popcorn firee and dark,
and the audience is respectful, which
provides the ideal space for getting

into a worthwhile film.

The only obstacle between you
and your firee movie is the professor
who is actually teaching the class.

Granted the Melnitz theater can hold
around 275 people, but Jonathan
Kuntz's "History of the American
Motion Picture" class already enrolls

HO
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UCLA Live and EdgeFest: friends or foes?
By Siddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spurj(§)media. ucla.edu

Two theater festivals, both alike

in dignity, in fair Los Angeles, where

j
we lay our scene . .

.

! Unlike the star-crossed lovers of
Shakespeare's tragic play, the Edge

I of the World Theater Festival and
UCLA Perfonning Arts' first

International Theater Festival are
not explicit rivals, but rather are
working together to bring a cutting-
edge collection of local and interna-
tional theatrical arts to Los Angeles.

Both festivals aim to promote
artists and theater, though they have
different regional concentrations.
While EdgeFest focuses on local
Los Angeles artists, UCLA Live's

international festival promotes
artists from outside the United

States - especially Europe.
UCLA's international theater fes-

tival is the first mayor intemational
theater festival this century in the
United States. The festival started
with the punk theater experience
"Lipstick Traces," and has contin-

ued with "Hashirigaki," "Junebug
Symphony," "Genesi: From the
Museum of Sleep" and will conclude
with four other performances
including a rare engagement ofTom
Waits' "Woyzeck." UCLA's festival is

undoubtedly rare and groundbreak-
ing, garnering a great deal of hype
from theater lovers and pubhca-
tions everywhere, and would seem
to rain on EdgeFest's cutting-edge
parade.

|

EdgeFest has reigned for four
years as L.A.'s torchbearer of new
and exciting theater so when UCLA
announced that it too would be

opening its curtains to vanguardist
theater, rumors of rivalry began to
fly.

Steven Leigh Morris ofLA Weekly
reported, "There was a small com-
motion this summer when someone
burst into a planning meeting for
EdgeFest 2002 with the news that
UCLA was hosting a mayor intema-
tional festival at the same time. On
hearing this, one of the EdgeFest
reps turned pale, as though UCLA's
festival was about to shove
EdgeFest off the ma^," ("The Oldest
Living Most-Promising Theater City
in the World," Oct. 4-10).

But Ray Simmons, the co-execu-
tive officer of EdgeFest and David
Sefton, director of UCLA Live and
the mastermind behind the festival,

both deny insinuations of rivalry.

"There's definitely a camaraderie
between the intemational festival

and EdgeFest," Simmons said. "In

fact, we even helped each other out.

During performances, the intema-
tional festival helped put out flyers

for our events and we did the same
for them."

It is tme that EdgeFest took place
in over 40 venues across L.A., while
UCLA's fest has stayed in two
venues on campus, which detracted
fi:'om a direct geographical competi-
tion. And EdgeFest only went on for
two weekends Oct. 10-20, while
UCLA's will last into December. The
competition would seem to be in the
bragging rights to which is exactiy
the edgiest, most experimental in

the world.

But Sefton says it's a symbiotic
relationship, not one of opposition.

"Both these festivals work off of
each other," said Sefton. "In

EdgeFest, it's more new-age and

local-based, while the intemational
festival^ is more avant-garde and
foctises on artists relatively
unknown in the United States."
As they continued their exhibi-

tions, neither Sefton nor Simmons
noticed a drop or decline in their
respective festivals due to the other
one. Simmons even commented that
the attendance at EdgeFest had
risen from previous years.

"Los Angeles has a huge market
for theater-goers," Sinmions said.
"We have every archetypal theater
watcher from the avid to the spon-
taneous and the occasional - these
two festivals, even though they hap-
pened at the same time, had enough
people to attend and ei\joy both."

"It is vital for us to work together
to make sure the public has a view
of all art - intemational and local,"
Sefton said.

IllustrIIion By ERIC SZE/Daily Bruin

TALKIN' ART

By Amber Noizumi

Daily Bruin Senior Staff
anoizunfiJ@media.ucla.edu

Walk around UCLA during
limchtime and eavesdrop on some
of the conversations. You'll hear
tidbits of gossip, vacuous banter
about clothes, TV and parties, but
you'll rarely hear a conversation
about Marc Chagall's dimension of
metaphor in the modernist art

movement
While most of society gets inun-

dated with toilet humor and shows
like "Jack Ass," on Wednesdays at

12:30 p.m., you can go leam and
talk about art at the UCLA
Hammer Museum's public program
Lunchtime Art T^dks.

They're really short - only 15
minutes - it lets people come in

and get their ii\jection of culture
for the day," said Heidi Zeller, pub-
lic information associate for the

Hammer.
The program began this summer

and took a brief break in

September, but resimied on Oct. 9.

Along with the program, the muse-
um added a lunch kiosk called

Soil's On, which seUs a range of
soups, sandwiches, salads and
drinks, so attendees can eat lunch
before or after the talk.

The talks are led by a guest or
regular museum curator and focus
on a single piece of art being
housed at the museum.
The first talk of the season

focused on the Hammer Project
"Inverted Retrograde Theme, USA"
by Simon Startling. To an average
museumgoer, the art pieces may
seem like wooden rectangular
boxes balancing on tree branches,
yet the curator concisely brought
new and deeper perspective to the
piece. He explained the pieces,
which were actually modernist

architecture containing live singing
birds, were a sort of marriage of
life and art, architecture and musi-
cality.

Last week's talk focused on
Catherine Sullivan's exhibition
"Five Economies," a video installa-

tion projected on four walls of two
rooms.

The topics always aim to be
interesting and educational, and
the 15-minute cap keeps the talk
fix)m becoming overwhelming like

entire museum tours (or class lec-

tures) oftentimes are.

"I've learned something new
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The upcoming topics for the Hammer Lunchtime chats run as follows.

3Bi£
Starling

Oct. 9

souacL

Sullivan Chagall Stevens TaKanasni Pearce Van Gogh Vuillard

Oct 16 Oct. 23 Oct 30 Nov. 6 Nov. 13 Dec. 4 Dec.t!
-02

\

The Armand Hammer Collection
A guide chats for 15 minutes during a Lunchtime Art Talk at the UCLA Hammer Museum.

WAC screens free

documentaries

Dylan plays intimate

final night at Wiltem

Photo cocrtesy of World Arts and Cultures Department
Anthropologist Ted Carpenter, who went to a New Guinea highland village for
his research, is featured in the film "Oh, What a Blow that Phantom Gave Me."

By Mayra Marquez
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mmarquez@media.ucla.edu

While its location in the Kinross
Building just north of Wiishire isn't

the focal point of the UCLA campus,
the UCLA World Arts and Cultures
Department hopes to make its pres-
ence felt through UCLArts.
The WAC department takes an

interdisciplinary approach to learning
about different cultures through
expressive mediums such as dance or
film, and incorporates anthropology
and art

The World Arts and Cultiu-es
Department hosts a fi:-ee screening of

the films "Venice: Where the Sidewalk
Ends" created by WAC students last

spring and "Oh, What a Blow that

Phantom Gave Me" by faculty member
John Bishop for firee at the Kinross
Building today.

The film, "Venice: Where the
Sidewalk Einds", a documentary about
street performers at Venice Beach was
filmed by John Bishop's video produc-
tion class last year. Students took sev-

eral cameras in different groups, each
shooting their own footage, and edited

everything together for the final prod-
uct - all within the span ofone quarter.

Venice Beach is one ofmany places

SIDEWALK
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By Andrew Lee

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
alee@media.ucla.edu

For the aging audience members
who probably still remember a rele-

vant Woodstock, and younger con-
verts seeing him in the flesh for the
first time, the last of Bob Dylan's
three shows at the Wiltem felt more
like a reunion between old fiiends
than a rock concert with a larger-

than-life cultural icon.

Thank, for one, the newly renovat-
ed Wiltem Theater for providing a
perfect intimacy within its adomed
walls. The 71-year-old historical

venue was given a $1.5 million
makeover during the summer, doing

away with seating in the lower level
and providing a multi-tiered general
admission floor. Dylan took advan-
tage of the ideal setting, offering up
an unpredictable performance as
thrilling as it was reflective.

Expectedly, the road-weary Djdan
physically showed his age. Dressed in
a black suit with red lining and
flanked by younger and more agile
players, he looked like aman who has
indeed toured incessantly, traversing
the world and back again. On
Thursday night, which was part of a
run labeled the "Neverending Tour,"
Dylan played as much for himself as
for the fans, losing himself in his own

DYLAM
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Film critiques, highlights technology
By Howard Ho

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
hho@media.ucla.edu

The simplicity of Godfi-ey Reggio's
new film, "Naqoyqatsi," is drenched
with complexity. TTie film is easy to

understand, but the ideas behind it

are overwhelming.
"If you're simple-minded, life is

either this or that, black and white,

good or bad, America or Iraq," Reggio
said after the film's LA premiere at

the Egyptian Theater Friday night
"Life is much more con\plex than that.

Life is usually this AND that This film

is about something that is this AI»fl5

that"
I

Reggio's comment came after the

definitive question, "How can a film

be critical oftechnology when its very

creation required the said technolo-
gy?" The answer is both simple and
complex-

The wordless documentary is com-
posed of mostly stock images (mush-
room clouds, athletes in exertion,
glossy commercials) that are manipu-
lated, making them seem pale,

washed-out and dead. Unlike Reggio's
previous two films in the "Qatsi" doc-
umentary trilogy, "Koyaanisqatsi"
(Hopi for "life out of balance'^ and
"Powaqqatsi" ("life in transforma-
tion'O, the new film "Naqoyqatsi" ("life

as war'O is less a celebration of life

than an elegy for the future. It is a cri-

tique of technology that Reggio
makes with clarity.

"From the point of view of these
films, technology is no longer some-
thing we use," Reggio said.

"Technology is something we live. We
breathe it It's as ubiquitous as the air

that surrounds us."

As an example, Reggio teUs the
audience to go take a drive down
Sunset Boulevard.

|

"The total spectacularization of
images as commodities is there for all

to see," Reggio said. "But we don't
even see them. They're part of the
wallpaper now."

j

Reggio's tactic is to create wallpa-

per that critiques the wallpaper The
most insightful image of the film is an
attractive woman smiling while hold-
ing a hambuiger close to her mouth.
She never stops smiling but hesitates
to bite the sandwich, generating an
uneasy laugh. Anyone who's had fast

REGGIO
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Singer makes use of unique vocals, persona

V

By Shana Dines

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
sdines@media.ucla.edu

The crowd at the Troubadour
Thursday night was about 75 percent
female. This is the case when an
attractive, acoustic singer-songwrit-

ers performs.

Jason Mraz, an up-and-comer
headlined the sold-out show, proving
to the 600 enthusiastic fans that he
has more to offer than many of his

crooning contemporaries. With a gui-

tar in hand, bongo drums and a
standing bass by his sides, plus the
occasional back-up saxophone or
bar\jo, Mraz and his fiiends proved to
be solid musicians.

Their extra edge comes from
Mraz's unique vocal style, which

ranges fi-om long soulful notes to
quick-tongued rap-like lyrics and
shockingly melodic scatting, which
Mraz put on display in one of the
many highlights of the hour-plus set
Mraz invited a fiiend, onto the stage
for their veiy own "Say Anything
Game," which is basically a fi-ee-

styling competition. After wowing
the crowd with their improvisational
skills, they invited a fan to join in on
the action. One brave soul respond-
ed to their request and earned
applause for her worthy attempts.

Having just released his first CD
two days earlier, Mraz glowed with
excitement about what he described
as one of the best weeks of his life.

He appeared overwhelmed by all the
attention. "I'm just a dude," he
answered to the screaming ovation

greeting him.

A key aspect to Mraz's charisma^
ic performance is his sensual, sexed-
up comments between songs and
within many of the lyrics. His per-
sona is part of the act He sported an
"I (heart) Sex" button at the show
and in every picture of his CD's liner
notes.

Snippets of songs ranging from
Elvis' "Viva Las Vegas" and Madness'
"Our House" to Etta James' "At Last"
were sprinkled into a number of the
scmgs. Mraz even did an entire rendi-

tion of Elton John's "Rocket Man,"
putting a uniquely catchy twist onto
the classic tune.

Overall, the show went off with-

out a hitch. The TVoubadour was
packed tight with great vibes, great

music, and lots of sexual tension.

1
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(Santa Monica Pier, Third Street
Promenade) where street performers
flaunt their talents for a buck or two.

"^I know they see themselves as
artists but they are in a position
where the audience members are
tourists watching them with that gaze
of 'the freaks on Venice,'" said
Danielle van Dobben, a WAC gradu-
ate student and teaching assistant for
the class last quarter. They have a lot

to overcome and at the same time,
this is their business."

Instead of documenting the
Venice street performers as a tourist
attraction, Bishop's students want-
ed to capture their value as artists

on film.

The underlying premise that we
discussed and decided on was that
these were accomplished performers
in their own right and that they
deserved to be treated respectfully in

media," Bishop said
"The people had a lot to say about

their work," said Athena Radomski,
a senior WAC student "^We learned
so much. You get a whole big pic-

ture of the Venice Beach culture."

The second film the WAC depart-
ment will be screening tonight is a

MONDAY. OCTOBER 21, 2002 • THE UULY BRUINW
portrait of anthropologist Edmund
Carpenter. "Oh, What a Blow that
Phantom Gave Me" documents
Carpenter's work and ideas in the
field of anthropology and media.
Carpenter was one of the first to
bring together the worlds of anthro-
pology and art and he oversaw the
inception of the anthropology
department at Cal State Northridge.

"He developed a lot of ideas of
how media worked," Bishop said.

"The main one was that media cre-

ates its own environment. It's not
about things and it's not about tech-
nology and it's not a flow of infor-

mation that 2ictually creates a differ-

ent reality and changes the world in
which we live."

Carpenter's work is pertinent to
studies in the WAC department,
including the fields of ethnographic
and anthropologic film seen in
"Venice: Where the Sidewalk Ends."
For this reason, film is necessary as
a tool for the documenting of world
cultures at the center of WAC's mis-
sion.

"Working in choreography or
dancing, folklore or anthropology,
there is no way you can afford a pro-
fessional film crew," Bishop said.

"But if you have some training and
some sense of the conceptual struc-
ture, you can make films in your
field at a low cost."
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from all the lectures Tve been to,"

said Blakely Mikula, a art talk
attendee and an employee of LRN, a
legal research firm in Westwood.

This past week, Mikula brought to
the limchtime art talk, her fiiend and
co-worker Liz Shore, who was sur-

prised the subject of the talk was
Sullivan's video installation.

**I thought it was going to be on a
painter or photographer," Shore said
**I thought it was really interesting -

1

didn't realize they were even having a
film installation like this."

Next week, the talk will focus on
the modem painting "Blue Angel"
by Chagall. Other talks will explore
various subjects such as post-
impressioiusm in Vincent van
Gogh's "The Sower" or the artistic

value in a pile of rubbish in Tomoko
Takahashi's "Auditorium Piece."

For both Blakely and Mikula, art

isn't a driving force in their life, but
what they both termed "a side inter-

est" that they can ei\joy for 15 min-
utes a week. i

"Groing to the art talks is time to
take our minds off of work and do
something that we haven't done
since college," Mikula said.

Yet w^e college students are
thought to be the demographic to
engage in the highest cultural and

scholarly discourse, according to
Zeller very few college students
attend. The art talks are well-

/ attended - generally 50 to 60 people
come each week - but most atten-
dees are professionals from nearby
businesses, not UCLA faculty or
students.

In fact, recent museimi statistics

revealed that of the college stu-
dents who were visiting the
Hammer Museum, the m^ority of
the students were not from UCLA,
but from outside campuses.

According to Zeller, the Hanuner
has started to promote more around
the UCLA campus, especially at the
art school, which, in its new location
at Lot 32, is closer to the museum.

Located at Westwood and Wilshire
Boulevards, the museum is quite a
walk from the campus, but students
can make their trek easier by taking
the Campus Ebqjress to the Wilshire
Center and walking across the street

to the museum.
So people who want to (gasp)

learn something during their lunch
break fix)m school can find a cultural

haven at the Hammer Museum. Or
forget learning, just get a change of
sceneiy and eivjoy your lunch.

The Lunchtime Art Talks will con-
tintie thnmgh Dec. 11 at the UCLA
Hammer Museum at 10899 Wilshire

Blvd. in Westwood. Call (310) 443-
7000for more irtformation.

DYLAN
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songs, belting them out in new
arrangements.

That road-weary edge is exactly
what gave the performance its emo-
tional punch. Armed with a gravelly
voice that sounded as wonderful as
ever, he delicately felt his way
through familiar classics like "Don't
Think Twice, It's Alright" and "Mr.
Tambourine Man." He energized the
audience with his keyboard playing
on "Seeing the Real You at Last" and
"Bye and Bye," and electrified the
Wiltem with the raging Stones cover
•Brown Sugar" and fan favorite "All

Along the Watchtower*
Constantly pulling out new tricks

and altering the tone of the concert
from song to song, he treated fans

not to a greatest hits show but to the
performance of a man in his prime.
He even charmed the crowd with a
few modest dance moves.

After the encore, the musicians on
stage stood side-by-side, soaking up
the raging applause that enveloped
them. Dylan stood motionless, head
tilted with a slight grin on his face.

He stayed that way for a while, with-
out an apparent sense of time or
place.

At times during the night, his mere
presence on stage provided enough
energy to keep fans delirious with
awe. Similarly, the way Dylan looked
as he stood on stage before varush-
ing proved the relationship more
symbiotic than one-way. In typical

Dylan fashion, he was just too cool
to brazenly reveal his happiness.

But inside the intimate walls of
thQ Wiltem, it was a little harder than
normal for Dylan to hide his grin.

Enjoy the
Movies!!

jamsi
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193 people. Space is limited but
according to Kuntz, he doesn't
mind if you stop by for a flick or
two.

Professor Robert Rosen, dean
of the School of Theater, Film and
Television says that the 5 p.m.
screenings of films, such as
Fellini's "8 172" (Nov 6), Robert
Altman's "Nashville" (Nov 20),
Tom lykwer's "Rim Lola Run"
(Nov 27), and Billy Wdder's
"Some Like It Hot" (Dec. 4) are
open to guests. To be safe, just be
polite and ask the professor for
permission.

i

Unfortunately, the forces
against free movies are constantly

at work. Semi-homeless people
who haunt the film classes and
make strange sounds as they
sleep threaten to take away audit-

ing privileges from the rest of us.

Undoubtedly, Holl>'wood studios

could get a bit irked by the idea
that their donation of films for

class screenings are being seen by
unpaying eyes. It'll be hard to con-
ceal your excitement at seeing
free movies but try to keep it on
the down-low.

South Campus may have the
Planetarium to provide free sights

and sounds, but this only happens
once a week with limited varia-

tion in what will be showed.
Melnitz varies its films like Don
Juan varied his lovers. It will

expose you to filmmaking that

you never knew could exist

Hey, you may even end up
wanting to pay money to see
these movies.

REGGIO
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food can feel her pain. The glossy

commercial image critiques glossy

commercial images.

Comparably, the film is er\joyable

as a collection of beautiful images. A
case in point is the fi^actals that dive

into fi:£ictals within fi'actals of rain-

bow colors. It's hard to hate technol-

ogy when you're so enamored and
hypnotized. The audience is not only

sniiling but also biting into what
Reggio terms an "unspeakable
tragedy"

Composer Philip Glass creates

perhaps his best score since

"Koyaanisqatsi," his first film score.

Reggio virtually discovered Glass,

who, before composing for
"Koyaanisqatsi," drove a taxi and was
regarded as the minimalist master of
the broken record needle. Glass
enlists Yo-Yo Ma for the cello solos
that sound part Bach, part mystical
new age. The musical language
works so well with the nonlinear
images that each one seems to stem
from the other Reggio and Glass are
no longer the filmmaking newcomers
they were when they started in 1975.

What is new, however, is the glam-
our the films have. The new film is

produced by Steven Soderbergh and
released by Miramax, in time for the
release of the other "Qatsi" films on
DVD. After the screening, a small
mob gathered around Reggio with
DVD covers in hand for autographs,
suggesting mass-media magnitude
and celebrity status. Reggio turned

no one away. It was an "and"
moment

Reggio's newfound guru status
among film lovers gives him room to
preach, but not too much ego that he
can't realize his own esotericism.

"Technology is new nature,"
Reggio said in prophetic tones. Yet he
stepped back with, "Please, Fm not
suggesting that you have to think that
way. Certainly, most of my crew
members don't even think about
these things, to tell you the truth. But
someone has to be a litde off-center
and think this way to keep the project
going, so it's my job to keep that fire

alive."

:'t:|

For more info visit www. qatsi.com
"Na/joyqatsi"plays through Thursday
at Hollywood's Egyptian Theater

^f^f^.
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Looking for an exciting job on campus?
Want to work in a fast-paced but friendly atmosphere?

THIS IS IT.
Daily Bruin Advertising Production is looking for GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

Must know Quark & Photoshop Bring Samples of work

Apply ASUCLA Human Resources
2nd Floor. Kerckhoff Kail

UCLA SlHd«'ntsOf4LY pit-as..

eBills @ucla

You no longer have to wait for
your BAR statement

You already know how easy it is to use URSA Online to view and pay
your BAR account from almost anywhere

f,0t

Now is the
time to save
a few trees

g®(o)(il°[o)5y© 0®

Starting with the BAR statement normally mailed to you in December, we will convert
your option for BAR statement presentation to eBill. This means you will no longer
receive the monthly paper statement. In lieu of the paper statement you may use URSA
Online to view and make payment on your BAR account. Student Accounting will

send you a monthly email reminder to review your account so that you can make any
required payments. In order to receive a monthly email reminder you must provide an
email address via URSA Online.

If you would like to continue receiving a paper statement, go to the Student AccounHng Office at B303 Murphy Hall and fill out an eBills Rejection FormWeq*e note! eBills are mandatory for statements with a balance less than $25, even if you've opted for paper statements.
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NATIONAL
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208-4366
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206-4575

PLAZA
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208-3097
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THX - Doi>y Digital

Mon-Thu (1:15 4:15) 7:15 10:15

Abandon (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Oigitai

Mon-WBd (11:30 2:15 4:45) 7:30 10:30

The Tranapoftar (PG-13)

THX-DQl)yOlgH
Mon-Thii (1 45 4 30) 7:00 9:45

FornHJla51 (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11:302:10 4:45) 7:20 10:10

TTK Rules Of Attraction (H)

Do«>y Digital

Mon-Thu (1 30) 4:15 7:10 9:50

Santa Monica

AEMML
West Hollywood

Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset (at Crescent Heights)

Free Pariting Auto Focus (fl)

(323)848-3500 Mon-Thu (11:40)2:10 4:50 7 30 10:00

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 45) 2:20 4 55 7:30 1 0:00

Bloody Sunday (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2 05 4:40 7:1 5 9:50

Bowling for Ck)lumbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9:55

Comedian

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2 30 445 7 15 9 45

WLA/Beverly Hills

Jffi BRIDGE
West Side

THE Bridge CiNEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Drive

The Promenada at Howwd Hughes Center Center Drf«e
On the HmMrt HughM PartnMy off ttie 405
1 7 SIM-al-me-Art AuMortwTB
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Center Staoe - LIVE PRE-SHOW ENTERTAINIUENT

- GIANT LAflGE FORMAT SCREEN

Cinema 1 Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 4:45 7 00 "BIS 9:15 -10:30

Wr^W-

THE BRIDGE

CRrrERI0N6

1313 3rd St

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-1 3)

THX • Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11 30 210 5:00) 7:40 10:20

TtieTran8portBr(P6-13)

THX - Dotty SR • Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 1 45 2:20 4:50) 7:30 10:30

Punch-Oruni( Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo
Mon-Thu (11:00 12:00 1 40 2:40 4:15 515)

17:10 8:00 9:40 10:45

The Ring (P6- 13)
THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 00 4:00) 7:00 10:00

My Big Fat (^eek Wadding (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

-Thu(1 1:1 5 200 4:40) 7:20 10:10

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

8 Women (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 10:00

Safe Conduct

Mon-Thu (5:00) 8:30

Alias Betty (R)

Mon-Thu (5:15) 7:40 10:00

Under the Moonlight

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7 30 9 50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:35 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4 50 7:15 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (1200) 2:30 5 05 7 45 10:20

Spirited Away (PG)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 400 7 00 ^0 06

Cinema 2

Cinemas

Cinema 4

Cinema 5

Cinemas

Cinema 7

Cinema 8

Cinema 9

Cinema 1

Cinema 1

1

Jonah: A Veggietales Movie (G)

Mon-Thu 1:10 3:10

Abandon (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:55 5:20 7:45 10:10

Hansel & Gretel (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:40 4 50

Punch-Druni( Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1:00 •2:20 3:20 •4:40 5:40

•71X) 8:00^9:20 10:20

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:55 4 35 7 15 955

Knockaround Guys (R)

Mon-Thu 2 20 4:55 7:30 1005

Jiick Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:25 4:55 7 15 9:35

White Oleander (PG-13)
Dtfedof's Hail Free Upgrade fhisWeeli

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5 05 7 30 9:55

Pokemon 4Ever (G)

Mon-Thu lOlOam

Brown Sugar (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1210 1:50 2:35 4 25 5:10

7:00 7 45 9:35 10:20

Cinema ^2

Cinema 13

Cinema 14

Cinema 15

Dnema 16

Cinema 1

7

QnemalB

Cinema 1

9

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 2:05 ^2:35 4:55 ^5:25
7:15 7:45 •8:15 10:05 10:35

Sweet Home Alabama (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:50 5:25 8:00 10:35

The Tuxedo (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50

Barbershop (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:10 4:40 7:10 9:40

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 5 20 7 40 10:00

Space Station 3D (G)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 1 1 ;30 4:30

Lewis & Qark: Great Journey West (NR)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 10:15 12:45

Apolk) 13: The IMAX Experience (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 5:45

AMC
Beverly Hills

LANDMARK

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Tuck Ever1astlng(P6)

Mon-Thu 2:30 4:50 7:05 9:20

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Swept Away (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:40 7:15 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 2:00 3:00 4:30 5:15 7:00 7:45 9:30 10:15

LANDMARK

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:30 7:00 9:30

Bloody Sunday
Mon-Thu (1 1 :00) 1 :40 4:20 7:10 9:50

Real Women Have Curves
Mon-Thu(1 1:30) 1:45 4:40 7:20 9:45

• Pokemon 4Ever (G)

Mon-Thu (11:10)

Hansel & Gretel

Mon-Thu (11:20) 1:30

Santa Monica
NUART
11 272 Santa MorwcaBlvd
(310)478-6379

The Happiness of Katakuris

Mon-Thu 4:30 7:15 10:00

Westwood
Westwood

NuWILSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Boulevanl

(310)394-8099

AVCO CINEMA
1 0840 Wilshire Blvd

1 BIk. E. of Westwood
(310) 777-RLM #330

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:10 10:05

Sweethome Alabama (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:40 4:30 7:20 9:55

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1:20 4:10 7:00 9:45

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

REGENT Bowling for Columbine
1 045 Broxton Avenue Mon-Thu (1 :30) 4: 1 5 7:00 9:45
(310) 208-3259

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS The Grey Zone
8556 Wilshire Boulevard Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 1 000
(310)652-1330

^

Moonlight Mile (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (11:15) 1:45 4:30

7:15 10:00

The Grey Zone
Mon-Thu (1 1 :00) 1 :30 4:1 5 7:00 9:45

West LA

PACIFIC

Westwood
WESTSIDEPAVILUON My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)
1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu 4:45 7:30 955
(310)475-0202

CREST Tuck Evertasbng (PG)
1 262 Westwood Blvd. THX - Digital

(S of WMshire) Mon-Thu 1 2:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:10
474-7866 or 777-nLM (#025)

to
ADVIitTtSI
th»BRUIM
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Toplace an ad call

31 0.8i!5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax /
310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118KerckhoffHall

By Mail

UCi^ Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

r

Mon-Thu: 9am -3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

3. Price-

Always include the price.,

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

OassMed Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 Insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box .$2.00 Box $40.00

5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

12pt. headline 8.50
16pt. headline. 11.00
Box .„.;..•.. $10.00

50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
1 2pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 103.15
Box $100.00

For Classtfied Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate informatlGn.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

r ^ 1

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

RatM sul^lect to change wfthout notice.

Special Features & Issues

litis

Entry Wediwtday and Friday

310.825.2221

h

Every dayl

310.825.2221

VIlLflCf DISfl

www.villagedlsh.com

FaH/Wbiter & Sprtng/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5tti and lOtti week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away ev^ry day.

—

i

T'yitiXiii:.'^.

Find everythingyou need online at

www.bruinmarketpuu;e.com

Board hasi

!^^^i^r!2^!^^?^^*y!? '^^^rr!^'l^^***°^' P°*^.°" "o^diachminrtKXi. No m«lH^ »ha« accept «^«ti.«T»r,t. wt^ p,..errt p«,ori. of any o^^^
"*=•• "•*• * "^^.^Ilr^^Jl i!^^!!^^:^^^ P*****- <=•*»*'*««•• "^- " •«"» •" »oc«ty ^4erthef the Da.ly Bru.n rxx the ASUCLA CommuncatSor

*;V^;^f^^^ ^nyP<»'«^t»hevir>gthatariadvert»eriwrtJrith«ia«jeviolrt«JtheBo«d8pottcyor

athttp7/>«»wjrda-yt)a*n.ucia«Ju. P«ac«n.m orv*, • o«««J a. a oomplim.rnary .^vtoe for curtorrw. arid is rxjt gu«««a^ ^DmtiBru^mr,npon»iblBfo."^!SoZA^-
tKXioHN. M«,rtypoor.phca. error, .« not ligible lor r,fux,. For ariy r^furxJ. the Da.^ Bru.ri Ctaw^ed Departme^^TnotrftedTan *Toro^^

Ad Writing Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con
dition, year, make, and
features

2200
Research Subjects

2200
Research Subjects

Do yon siiffor imn wvoro Pro-moiisrriial Syinploms?
UCLA and Berlex Laboratories are conducting a 6 month research study for women witti Severe Pre-menstrual
bymptoms (PMS). You may qualify for this study if you experience some of the following symptoms during the
week before your menstrual cycle: » j k •»

• Depressed mood • Tension • Irritability • Feeline suddenly sad arteuf^
Qualifying participants must: i5^^^\

• Have regular menstrual eycles -^F^-
*'

\

• Be between the ages of 18 and 40 (30 If you're a smokerX'P^
• Not be using medications for the treatment of PM§, ^'^'W^ '

including antidepressants, herbal treatments or birth conffofpills
All Study related evaluations will be provided irt no^xmllBjipu.

? too
Campus Happenings

BIG SALSA DANCE
TONIGHT!!!! FREE!!!!

EVERYONE IS INVITED
15TH ANNUAL NEW
STUDENT WELCOME
with TSA Featuring

LIVE SALSA MUSIC
with

Francisco Aguabella
Latin Jazz Ensemble

9-11:30pm at

UCLA Ackerman Union
Grand Ballroom

SALSA LESSONS 8-9PM
with ballroom@ucla.edu
www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ballroomdance
LEARN SWING-SALSA-TANGO-WALTZ@7
p.m. Mondays, 40weeks/year at Ackerman
241 4. Learn-Popular-Line/Folk-Dances9-
10pm. Weekly Salsa Lessons 10-1 1pm
Mondays. Fun field trips every Friday-
Saturday nights. www.geocities.com/Swing-
SalsaTango Ballroom-Dance-Club&lntema-
tional-Folk-Dance-ClubatUCLA WHERE
GREAT ROMANCES BEGIN31 0-284-3636
ballroom@ ucla.edu

1250
Greelis

Some women will be given the study medication, and ottiers will receive a sugar pill (placebo)

^
You will be pakJ for your participation.

10 get more information about taking part in this study
Contoct Dr. Andrea Rapkin at UCLA OB/GYN

(310)825-2452

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies In Culver City. 310-645-8576.

DO YOU HAVE
ITCHY SKIN?

IF you are 18 years or oWer and have pre-

vk)usly been diagnosed with having mlW to

moderate ECZEMA (atopfc dermatitis or

itchy, red skin), you may be eligible to par-

ticipate in a UCLA clinical research study

testing a new formulation of a drug already

being sokJ as PROTOPIC. The new drug is

in cream form and will be applied to the skin

affected with eczema. The study wlH consist

of 5 visits which include bkxxj draws ar>d

lasts about 5 weeks. About one-third of the

patients will receive placebo (cream without

active drug). Participants will be paid $30
per visit or $180 for all 6 visits. Please call

310-825-6777 or email rroberts@med-
netucla.edu for more details.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
snrwkers and non-snrjokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MR I and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $ 1 ,000-$2,000 this semesfer with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraisina event. Our programs make hindraising easy wHh no risks.

Fundraising dotes ore filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.camDusfunaraiser.com

1300
JCampiis Recruitment

^^^^* 1300
Campus Recruitment

tne
Best Job Fair

in Tovifn!
OCTOBER 23, 2002

10AM- 3 PM
RADISSONMID-WILSHIRE

GRAND BALLROOM 3515 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Sponsored by Working Worid Magazine & WorkingWorkl.com

IWsc^aneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & orHlne banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checkirig,

student k>an8, car bans. Campus offtee: Ack-

erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.

2000
Jkrsonals

DO YOU NEED
SEEKING a man wtu) truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplistied/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@mail.com

2200
Research Subjects

QUICK CASH! Earn $5 in less than 1/2 hour
by participating in a simple experiment about
language learning. Contact:
lingexp@yahoo.com

RESEARCH STUDY - Michael Green, PhD
with UCLA Department of Psychiatry is

kx>king for healthy volunteers to participate

in a study of visual perception. If you are
between 25&55 and have no more than 14
years of education, please contact Karen
Cornelius at (310)478-3711 ext 43929.
Partk:ipants will receive $12/hour for their

participation.

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/vkjeo/chat/music.

2050
Pregnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human devebpment and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable

human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood
tests. 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-

zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medicatk)n. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

^2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensatksn FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo. call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

kx)king for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http7Avww.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

-p-CTM«« 2200
mfiearcb Subjects

2200
Reseafgh Subjects

•^-NO¥^ CONDOM
Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED to
HELP CHILDLESS COUPLES

• Reliable, intelligent,

giving women
• 18 to 31 years of age

• Generous compensation
offered

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL ERIN 818-470-7008

Pay your tuition

_ with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tbe Center for Egg Options, LLC

ARE YOU A
GOOD EGG?

(jffonderhd Egg Donor Needed)

Loving, warm, Ivy-T^ague

i ^educated couple searching for

terrific egg donor. Jewish would
be great, but not essential (if you
meet all the other criteria, we'll

settle for you having seen

Fiddler on the Roof), attractive

(we're pretty dam cute

ourselves), strong academics/

SATs over 1200, (because

competition for preschool these

days is stiff), light or dark brown
hair, fair complexion, slender,

5'4 and above, creative (except

with your resume), outgoing,

healthy, happy.

While a good deed is its own
reward, this one also offers:

$12,000
eontpensatioit.
Send bio/photos/inquiries to:

torespond@earthlink.net
Once donor is selected by

couple, all arrangements will be
coordinated though abona fide

agency.

LEGOS BOUGHT! Turn your legos into cash.
Matt 800-269-0560. ibuylegos@aol.com.

eieiiSiiSiQiei

"^1:'^--|5*

foFsale

2700-450Q_^

a*a**(feKa«iii*i-i,..

3000
Books

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Call 1 800 521 521

1

HOW TO ATTRACT
ANYONE, ANYTIME

Guide to dating in college - $20.00: NUPRE,
PO BOX 147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.

HOW TO GET STRAIGHT
A's IN COLLEGE

75 steps pamphlet - $8.00: NUPRE PO BOX
147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.
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ofliWft 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Don't call your parents
for extra cash.

If youYe male, in college or

have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to

$900 per month
, call for

details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.
You'll receive free

comprehensive health

screening . Plus you can
help infertile couples
realize their dream of

becoming parents. So if

you're looking for a great

job and little extra cash,
call us first.

ftexibte hours
minimat'time
commitment

310-443-5244 ext.39
or check out our website at
http://www.cryobank.com

3300
Collectibles

John ± Christian
Designers ft Craftsmen Since 1850

UCLA
COtXCCe MONOCRAM

RiNfi

Autos for Sale

2000 QUEST MINI-VAN full power, dual air.

AM/FM, CD. cass. VHS player. Dual sliding

doors. $16,500 OBO. 310-892-3773.

Free Brochure

•year date
•Decree
•Creek letters
•Your Monocram

UK Gold $4S0

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

RiNGB0X.COM 1-888-646-6466

3^00
j^niptiters

COMPUTER FOR SALE! PowerPC Mac 6500
Series. 1998, barely used. Microsoft Word in-

stalled, plus much more! $650obo!. Call Thea.
310-569-4046.

Garage Sales

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

SI00
Motorcycles for Sale

1998KAWZX6ENINJA
Windsor green. Excellent condition, low miles.

Great commuting vehicle. Lots of extras.

$4700obo. John:31 0-739-2996.

mSAOO
Scooters for Sale

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

2001 YAMAHA RIVA 125
WHITE. 125CC. perfect condition, low miles,

very powerful, 55mph+. Priced to sefl. $2000
obo. Eric:31 0-71 0-7585.

250CC HONDA ELITE. Good condition, hel-

met and trunk. $900 obo. Call Mike/Gwyn 310-

966-1845.

HONDA ELITE 1987. Blue. Perfect condition,

new battery, runs perfect. Easy transportation.

Helmets Included for $700. 909-9841-3826.

3800
Miscellaneous

ADULT DVDs
6 for $50. Includes S&H. New. 2hrs Each. All

Kinds. Online at DVD.XOXO.NET. (Doni
Type WWW.).

'«^AAA««A^

Need Ttanspoi^atiOt
totf^rty or ^

Special Events
School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines
! . for hire.

call Gina (310)2ie<^27i8
or (310)578-3112

^
Let's Go

Transportation

II

CUSSIFIED

S700
Travel Tickets

S700
Travel Tickets

ft
^^^i

jn
'MEXICO
on AWAT FACKAOES

iDiarsoNioMis AiiwauuD

L0SCAB0S^*.,349

MAZATLAN ^.389

Plo.VALLARTiL^,399

CANCUN H..509

CvSTAHCABefldi. $2t}

mra.Vicforylravel.(offl

(800)878-9986

Airfares
RIO-SAO $259

COSTARICA... $209

MEXICO............ $119

GUADALAJARA. $119

GUATEMALA.... $235

BUENOS AIRES. $249

CHILE

LIMA.

••••••«•••••••••

'••••••••••••••A

TOKYO.....

LONDON.

$259

$189

$259

$239;

CST» 2053861-40

'.f "iPES *i>t EiCH WV S*SH? C»< ?vT PURCHAC^ 'hl% HOT INCUCE!

^^ G300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your In-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.eom,
www.deeslegal.com.

ervices
5800-7300 -

5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

|

€000
Insurance

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-
pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025. 310-
820-7553. Deadline:Thurs, Oct 31st.

Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:
800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

/Illstate
You're in good hands.

Mike Azer irtsurance Agency, lr»c.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Westvs/ood Blvd.
C2 blks. So. of Wllsf-ilr©)

24 Hours g Day Service

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small
jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry©310-391 -5657.

^^150
Rireign Languages

SMC Community Services
Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400
6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

323-938-4597
B A MUSIC

B.A EDUCATION

6500
JHusic Lessons

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Studio by 3rd A Fairfax

let your sou/ come out and sing'

We create a new progress

and practice CD every lesson.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

DENTISTRY
TEETH

WHITENING
DENTAL EXAM+x-ray+cleaning, $60. Reg-
ular $140. Teeth whitening, $75/arch. 10921
Wilshire #505. 310-824-0055. www.westla-
dentist.com. Dr. Moe Shammaie.

""^

Its like a garage

sale in the paper

i

transportation

4600-5500

N««d • rid* to th« hoai«
'••tib«ll g«ai«s, cavs« yovr
li«iis« didn't r«iiff a bvt?

4i900
Autos for Sale

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatic.
Power everything. Good condition. Price
negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

Check out our Bruin packages
(370)216-2718 (offJC«)

(310)578-3112 (p»g«f)

C^PQpnic Deskyntt
Looking for an exciting job on campus?
Want to work in a fast-paced but friendly

atmosphere? This is it!

Daily Brum Advertising Production is

looking for GRAPHIC DESIGNERS Must
kfK)w Quark & Photoshop Bring Samples
of work.

6600
Personal Services

Appli| ASUCLA Human Peso

I 2nJ Ploor. KerckUf Holl

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals arxi Books

Intemational Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

sources

Package A
$20.00 per mdude r/t tnnspoftatkjo to the g«me
One 6* ug^OttKh (chotce of ham, turkey, roast beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocoJate cake
Cole slaw

1 cup of 1
6' beer or 1 bottle water ^

Package B
$1 0.00 per person (roundtrip transportation only)

Package C
No transportation to game. You get everything m
package A for $8.00

RESERVE ASAP. CONTAC: Mt. ftrawn or Gina

^^200
Health Services

Ifyou are considering improving the

appearance of your nose, visit...

www,nasalsurqery,org
or

1992 WHfTE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic.
power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293. 310-841-0784.

1994 BMW 31 Sis. White witti tan leather. 111k
miles. Automatic. Excellent condition. Sun-
roof. 2-door. $8000 otx). 818-749-7609.

1994 GEO PRISM LSI-$3500!
Blue/Automatic/119k miles. All around great

car. New brakes, shocks, struts. Photo:
http7/Www. hemingwaycookbook .com/geo.jpg
CaM 310-319-5328.

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d. 88k, automatic. AC,
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack, original

owner, $3900. 310-479-0222 or 310-433-
7585.

1997 HONDA CIVIC LX. Black, grey Interior, 4
door cruise control, keyless entry, valet key.

81.000 miles, $6800 obo. 323-664-7998.

1 997 Toyota Corolla CE. Gold-cotor. 71,000-

miles. Automatic, power windows +locks.

New tires, battery, brake pads. New registra-

tion. $7500. Charlie 310-206-0230.

1998 FORD CONTOUR LX 11K miles. Dark
green Auto/AC LX model. Great for West-
wood/parallel parking. $7995 obo. Call Anand
310-569-8572. ,

oooooo

www,kevcare,com
. Keyes Surgicenter

3 1 0-859-9388
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l%fsonar Services

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou iofiow wliete to look

Dateline

Dateline

(310)696-
(213)572-
(562) 282-
(626) 484-
(818)264-

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

Access Code 333

It's always free to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

and free to send your ad

6700
Professional Services

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Leam unique strategies. Guaranteed to help.

You gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com.

NIGHT OWL
Research. Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

XactSOUND PRODUCTIONS. Complete Mu-
sic Production Services. On location/In studio
recording, an-anging, CD mastering, voiceo-
vers. www.XactSOUND.com 323-876-5004.

Tutoring Offered

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

ESL ENGLISH TUTOR
13 years experience. UC Beriteley Grad. Con-
versation, grammar, and writing skills. Friend-
ly and helpful. Ellen 310-649-6038.

MELANIE'S f^ASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: plano/vlo-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

(. R I G W \ I

GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESStONAL!!
(

*' Former t«»t pr»p cttttor Arvctor

[
> 10 yMfs t*«c»)n« ttandcfdixtd matti tMt«

f > Compr»h#««Jv» ir^thod p«rtonaH2*d lo acMsv*
I

nMHirnwm mjccvss
BM*r AND chtMMf than tht

NATIVE FRENCH SPEAKER available for tu-

toring in French reading, writing, and conver-
sation. Call any day after 6pm, Thieny 310-
836-8087. oliva_tp@hotmail.com.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Catch-up this fall. 8yrs of experience. One-
on-one tutoring in various subjects including

writing, math, economics, SATs & other
standardized tests. Personable. Reason-
able rates. Excellent references. Call Will

310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITERn^EACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the

rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College
math, including :Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Algebra, and SATI math. Flexible

hours. Friendly, patient UCLA senior (As-

trophysics major) with seven years experi-

ence tutoring math and three years teach-

ing experience. $25/hour in convenient
Westwood/Brentwood area location. Call

for more infonnation. Stephanie:31 0-993-

8064.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or
Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal
statements. Foreign Students welcome. 310-
824-2295.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

$16-20 PER HOUR
Urgent, immediate opening.

Tutor one on one
in Beverly Hills home.

SAT math, algebra, geometry, stats,

science, and calculus.

10 hours minimum per week.

Fax resume to:

(323) 931-4799 or visit

www.beverlyhillstutoring.com

Cell phone & car required

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Hfriting Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $ WORK 4 U
Invest in foreign cun'ency. $500 minimum.
Retums up to 60%. For more info call Daniel

(213) 747-3488.

Bachelor's degree in
COMPUTER SCIENCE

with wife and 2 children

j^ WANTS A JOB
Please call Juan Garcia

AT 626-968-9822
after 1 2 noon

7SOO
Career Opportunities

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES. Event pro-

duction company: highly motivated person to

take control and be promoted to management
within 2 months. 6-month sales experience/
friendly phone personality/40 word-per-mln-
type/willing to learn and be trained.

Drug&background testing. $500/week+bonus.
310-439-2244. www.eventprol.com.

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonic read-
ing method, must like young children 3-years
and up, tutor in West LA to go to home. 323-
467-6659.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduatwnal pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ckjse to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

:»^5S2ii**iitij FREE SENSE FACIAL. Professional Euro-
pean facial free with minimum $20 Sense pro-

duct purchase. 310-275-3604. I

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

6250
Acting/Modeling Classes

travel
5600-5720

S680
Travel Destinations

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

ACTORS NEEDED
FOR A STUDENT FILM

PROJECT
We are film students in UCLA Extension
and we are looking for two Actors (Male);

ages 20-30 to shoot a scene from a film.

Credit only, will provide meals. Shoot Date:

November 2nd&3rd. Location: UCLA cam-
pus. Audition will be held in UCLA campus
and the date is TBD. Please send submis-
sions/headshots to Eric Licano, 19942
Camino De Rosa, Walnut. CA 91789. For

Questions call Milka: 310-721-5635.

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.3 10-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EXPERIENCED STUDENT in Math and
Science for 7&8 yr old. 2hrs/day, 4times/week.
Afternoons, $10/hr. Sherri Nikka 310-488-
5058 or 310-470-2695.

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-
tional students welcome. Winslow's:3 10-475-

9585.

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER
NEEDED*

LOOKING for responslble/carlng/energetic

person to serve as babysitter In afternoons M-
F. Enormously bright/Intelligent 6-year-old who
loves to play/have fun. Located in BelAir/Ros-

comare Valley. Call:31 0-889-01 19.

ACTIVE, LOVING MOTHER'S HELPER
NEEDED. Room&board in exchange for P/T
household-help/child care. Flexible hours.

Wori< for great family I April 31 0-471 -2024.

AFTERNOON CARE and homewort< help for

7th grade boy, a few aftemoons/wk. 1 mile

West of UCLA. Male UCLA student prefen-ed.

310-435-1764. dweinberg@aol.com.

BABYSIT 1-2 nights/week, flexible for a 5 year
old giri. Mandarin speaking a plus but not

required. Call Nan 310-398-8120

BABYSITTER NEEDED Mostly evenings.
$7/hour. Call Victoria at 310-820-0224.

CHILD CARE/DRIVER/COOK for 8 and 11

year okj, 2.30-6.30 Monday-Friday. Must have
car and insurance. $10/hour. kcmartin@med-
net.ucla.edu. 310-794-9507

CHILDCARE PROVIDER NEEDED. 7:30am-
9:30am. Mon-Thurs. Loving, energetic and re-

sponsible. Driving required. Brentwood. 310-
471-3422.

NEED TO TEACH 4 YEAR OLD reading us-
ing the Phonics system and fun and games.
Call Dina ASAP - 818-590-8925.

NEEDED: TUTOR for 11th grade chemistry.

Location: Encino Hills. 1-2 times per week.
Transportation and references required. Send
resume aywldwdew@aol.com

CHILDCARE WANTED
For 10 y/o boy. Responsible, must like kids.

Pick up from school, drive to activities.

Tues:1pm-4pm. Westwood. 310-914-3156.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER^HW HELPER NEEDED
for 2 boys (6&9). M-Th, approx. 2-7pm. Very
reliable, organized, experienced w/kids
(esp.boys), energetic, fun, good driver. Car
provided. WLA. Call 310-841-6211.

,,,,>,,,,,,,,»^,^^-^...n^^^,,,.,^^n..,,.,,.,^,^

Display
206-3060
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DeNeve

&Dodd
For more information about these weekly
satellite clinics turn to the ad on page 1

1

ucla Ashe Center
N a t i o n a I ly Accred i ted

I TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Let out

5 911 responders
9 Head warmer
12 Love, to Claudius
13 "Nothing -!"

15 Frau's abode
16 Calf-length

17 Benefactor
18 Famous volcano
19 Not COD
21 Refuse to buy
23 Comply
24 Warm the bench
25 Hidden
28 Lulls

33 Moon's path
34 Get dirty

35 Wild West
revolver

36 Anger
37 Polar explorer
38 Deadlock
39 Soft metaJ
41 One in a million

42 Tod for digging
44 Fleet

commanders
46 Did KP work
47 Earth's star

48 Scream and
shout I

49 A. B or C
53 Glider's need
57 Aroma
58 Shearer of old

films

60 Dots in the Seine
61 Tower over
62 Us, to Pooo
63 Branch dn
64 Lodge member
65 New Age singer
66 Itches

DOWN
1 Shoe part

2 Abu Dhabi leader

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

YODAMI T EMSMCOMA
A WO LMLOG 1 cBa G E D
K E L PJIl E A ChBm L LE
b N E A KIBId R U B B F nilC U B fpo S L OlBH
D 1 Ha R R A yMso d a SB
R.OEllT 1 R E DJIT 1 T L E
E T N aMe L L E nMa TOM
WAS P SJBS P 1 E SJBJ_SMS E P 1 Alls T R E TIC H Yha s hMyo r£
PlT R AMP E DIHIfR 1 1 1

MA U iMe L E name R 1 E
EXE SHC LAY S|s OON
R 1 D EBtOR C hHa N no

10-21-02 (§> 2002 UnrtecJ featuro Syndicate, Inc

3 Bump or knot
4 Gaddafi's

capital

5 Swirled around
6 Melancholy
7 — Pan Alley

8 Haughty one
9 -Elder-

statesman
10 Reunion

attendee
It llth-grade

exam
14 Extremely
15 Too busy
20 Bean

accomplk^
22 Kennel sound
25 There, to

Pierre

26 Fouled up
27 Steel girder

rhyph.)

28 Thunders
29 Gael republic

30 Demolish
31 Skip a syllable

32 Hero's horse
34 Ice floe dweller
37 Pecan

confection

40 Deprive of

weapons
42 Put in the mail
43 Scare silly

45 PC acronym
46 Yeltow fruit

48 Card game
49 Mouse cousin
50 Rock star, say
51 Stole
52 Opposite of all

54 Lotion

ingredient

55 Plant with

fronds
56 Clucking sounds
59 Stimpy's pal

12

W
IT

6

36

30

44

6

FT

«4

10 11

[TRADITION,

Homecoming Preview

Tuesday, Oct. 22, 11 a.m.-1 p.m.

I

Bruin Plaza

Stop by Bruin Plaza tomorrow for

Homecoming, fun and good times. Enjoy

KROQ, free food and fun!

Visit www.UCLAlumni.net/Homecofning

I

for information.

^

1310) UCU-SM wmnUCUHumLiwlSM
—SAA if thf itudmt chapur oftht—

UCUXiumni
[Assoc la t i o III

Classifieds
825-2221

CLASSIFIED

7700
Child Care Wanted

FEMALE UCLA STUDENT (with id) to babysit
1-2x/week. Nonsmoker. Must have own car.
Ask for Greer:3 10-858-8839.

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

HOMEWORK
ASSISTANT/DRIVER

After school, 15-20hrs/wk. Santa Monica,
must have car, CDL, insurance. Please call

Lora, 310-395-9560.

MOTHERS HELPER homework, driving, 2
daughters ages 8/10. M-R, 2:30-8pm. Flexible.

Experience needed, start $l5/hr. Santa
Monica/Brentwood Debbie 310-440-8896.

NANNY FOR
12-YEAR OLD

Single parent seeks
nannyAutor/friend/cook/fashion consultant for

12-year oW girl. M-F after school starting at

3:30. Live-in and weekend work are options.

Must have references. Call Gabe at 310-278-
5704.

NEED BABY SITTER for 3 year oW girl.

Beverly Hills. Experience with kkls. Ask for

Tali 310-550-0607.

P/T CHILDCARE. 3 kids. Driving. HW, moth-
er's helper. Some aftemoons/evenings after

3pm. And/or Sat nights. Santa Monica area.
310-393-9297.

UC College Prep Initiative (UCCP)
a Statewide UC Initiative

Cybermentors Wanted
$13.00 per hour

Cybemientor Positions Available Now
Be an online Tutor and Mentor

for online High School students.

Schedule: 10-20 hours/week, variable,

includes evenings and some weekends

7800
Help Wanted

RESEARCH ASSISTANT Author needs li-

brary, intemet& telephone assistance. Must be
web savvy. Flexible hours. 10-15 hrs/week.
$12/hr. 310-455-8980 or uhme4@yahoo.com

SANTA MONICA entertainment company
seeks sales motivated staff. Inbound-call-cen-
ter. Up-to $20/hour. FT/PT hourly+commis-
sion+benefits. Sales experience required.
Computer-literate . Fax resume 310-566-1830

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-
service associates and experienced gift-wrap-
pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-
fessional-appearance. Flexible hours, Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

SHERMAN OAKS LOUNGE looking for Fe-
male waitresses and bartenders. Must be
21.Female Only. 5248 Van Nuys Blvd. 818-
784-1920.

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER NEEDS STUD-
ENT to supervise&drive llyo boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood area.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening)

T^eoo
Help Wanted

#1 WORK AT HOME International Business
$500-2000/month for Part-time. - $2000-
6000/month for Full-time. 310-485-0518.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the VaJley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Enr>aii: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

For Joh Description and Application Materials, please visit:

http://uccp.org/docs/Cybermentor/JobDescriiition_UCLA.pdf

Call Toll Free for Questions: 86(i-482-77.^7

LooUmffor cwrtml Mwifcigimfi' to

Mmtmrml Scimmcm amd Social Science megon to appfy

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and P/T sales posi-
tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and exceilcrit associate
discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,
1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025. 310-
312-9600.

I^IOUKLl^

:t2:i-57:t-3»oi

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

14 TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. PfT. Up-
per classmen and graduate prefen-ed. Car
needed. $14-17.50/hr. 310-335-5650.

CLERK WANTED
$10.61 /hour. General dericai and reception

duties. Periodic deliveries, work study pre-

ferred. Minimum 12-15hours/week. Fax re-

sume: 310-794-9565.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Hourly

plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-

nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-

cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

DELI COUNTER POSITION. Mon-Fri, 11-3.

$7/hr. Santa Monica. 310-449-4000.

DESK CLERK. Part-time mornings. Small
Westwood Village Hotel. English speaking.

310-208-3945.

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

EXHIBITIONIST DANCERS WANTED:
Professional/Non Professional Women 18-35
yrs. for cash prize competition. For details call

800-879-0347.

EXPERIENCED
TUTORS NEEDED!

Private in-home tutoring for K-12. Own car &
insurance required. Contact Future Youth Inc.

310-231-8656.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Freshman or sopho-
more. Evenings, 4daysAwk, Mon-Thurs, 4-8.

Must commit to lyr. $8-1 2^r, DOE. Fax re-

sume 310-479Jp4 attn. Daniel Salazar or
email dmgassftinc@earthlink.net.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at: 11 56
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA M.A. in Architecture student for part-
time position in real estate fimn. Must be or-
ganized, able to drive. Fax 310-917-1101.

P/r CASHIER NEEDED to woric weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

P/T DATABASE
CONTRACTOR

Must be proficient in MS Access for data-

base reporting & integration. ACT experi-

ence helpful. If qualified, fax resume to

Brooke at 310-575-1121.

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus . 888-440-2381.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Firm.
Knowledge of Word, Excel, QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting preferred. Email resume to
e.hudson@lrg-inc.com, or contact 213-250-
5900, ext. 27.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inmed PfT
days, 8 hrs M, 4 hrs ea T-F occasional
night/wknd hrs. Word/Excel required, MS
Access helpful. Good phone&publk: skills.

Relaxed environment w/nonprofit psych inst.

Fax 310-556-2290 e-mail junginla@earth-
Knk.net

i

FEMALE TUTOR/MENTOR Math/Science,
English, for 6th grade girt. M-Th after school.

Pacific Palisades. Must have car. $15/hr Call

Rachel 310-230-1940.

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law office:

1 :accounting/billing/admin. l.-word process-

ing/research. Responsible/detall-

oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing

mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
serios apply. Call 626-821-4035.

^ 7840
||ctors/Extras Wanted

WANTED: 29 people to tose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you tose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.to-
selikemaglc.com

WE PAY CASH
Santa Monica Research company. Looking

for parttoipants for martlet research. Ages 5-

75. Please call 310-392-7337. mentton ad.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*
No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7 714-
648-2258.

'78A0
ictors/Extras Wanted

FILE CLERK NEEDED
West LA law firm seeks P/T file clert<. Depend-
able, detail-oriented. $11 /hr. 20-30hrs/wk.
Permanent P/T. Fax resume 310-838-7700.

or Ucinf fo aci slarlccf?!
Lo«kli

mmale moaels

nofvunion commere i

fxpurmtcm \

.273.2566

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medtoal office. Will train, entry-

level. Computer knowledge mu st. M-F, 9-6.

Salary+benefrts. 10 min from UCLA. 310-476-
4205.

FOOD SERVERS/COUNTERPERSONS.
Busy Bakery/Cafe seeks friendly, energetic
servers. Nice working atmosphere.
$7.50/hour+tips. 310-552-1080.

FREE
REAL ESTATE SEMINAR
20YR vet developer/broker. Career opportuni-
ties, 25 max. Wed Oct 23& 30, 6-7pm. Brent-
wood. RSVP Matt 310-575-1555.

FEMALE BEAUTY NEEDED
Avrard-winning NY artist/creative guru/fashion authority.

published author/TV and fashion producer seeks
beautiful young v^roman (18-25) for important fine aft book
and documentary fUm on female beauty. Natural beauty.
Nudity required. Art photography of highest aesthetics.
Opportunity to emblazon your image and beauty around
the world. Fame plus editorial fees. E-mail a JPEG photo
plus resume to amb@silcom.com. You will receive my
credentials and be interviewed in Santa Barbara or LA.

FRONT OFFICE ASSISTANT Part-time. Mon-
Fri. Fax resume 310-246-4902.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm, 30-

40hrs/wk. $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

GIFT WRAPPER/STOCK CLERK in children's

bookstore 25-40hrs/week until Christmas.
$7.25/hr, WLA 310-559-2665.

7800
Help Wanted

AFFILIATE PHOTOGRAPHER. Part-time, set
own hours. No exerience required. Visit

www.finderz.net for information. Do It today!

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION Is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacations! Wort< at the

most famous tennis shop in LA. Work experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.

Advances in salary according to performance.
Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gayley Ave.
310-208-6215. i

GROWING CO.
PfT DRIVERS. Own vehrcle w/insurance. Flu-
ent English, customer service skills required.
Must know Westside. Fun, flexible, good pay
310-966-1919.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show. plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ASSISTANT/PERSONAL DRIVER F/T. to

wori< fi-om 7am-7pm. 5days/wk for driving and
running errands. Must have minimum of three
yrs expenence. Have clean DMV record, proof
of insurance. Energetic, flexible, and reliable.

Fax resume 232-231-3200. or email
elco@elcolighting.com.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials*Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-
1884 ext U4.

Part Time Positions

International company
seeking 14 part time managers

*No experience

* Flexible hours

* Perfect for students

If you didn't earn $ 1 ,500 last month

part time call today Mr. Herr

(310)801-5446

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT.
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perfonfn a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K, LA,
CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation.com

PART-TIME CHILDCAREn-UTOR needed.
PianoA second langugae preferred.
Afternoons 3:30-7:30pm. Sat mornings 9-

12pm. Flexible schedule. Must have car and
insurance. Jackie:31 0-826-2466.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beveriy Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for natk)nal TV com-

mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modemmedia2000.com

.

PART-TIME TYPIST: West LA Law Rrm. 20-
30hrs/wk. Transcribing tapes.
65+words/minute. Permanent P/T. $11 /hr
DOE. Fax resume 310-838-7700.

Internships

COLLEGE CREDIT INTERNSHIP 20hrs/wk.

Cover scripts, phones, general office tasks.

Looking for someone bright, energetic. Fax
resume: 310-204-2877. platforme@aol.com.

* INTERNS NEEDED at busy talent manage-
ment company. Rling, phones, submissions,

computer work. Fax resume and cover letter to

323-860-1546.

NON-PAYING INTERNS NEEDED for theatri-

cal and music management company. 16-

24hrs/wk. Script coverage skills, bookkeeping
skills, office skills, required. Great Industry ex-

perience potential. Call John or Bob 310-474-

4521 for fax resume 310-470-9273.

8300
Volunteer

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEON'S OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front
office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT NEEDED. Fast fe-
male. Must own car. After 7am. 310-429-0123.
310-820-2000.

HOUSEKEEPING JOB
SEEKING DAY-WORK for my excellent
housekeeper. Call 310-472-0206 or email
walterg@ucla.edu

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.5 10.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION ABA. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOV/\AS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email t>ekJnla@aol.com

BOOKSTORE
PUBLICITY ASSISTANT
wanted through year end, possibly beyond.

Approx. 15hrs/wk; hosting events and other

administrative duties. $9/hr. Call 310-659-

0653.

BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR seeks personal

assistant. Job Description: 16-20hrs/wk. over
3-4 days; must include Thursday and Sunday.
Tasks include computer work, shopping,
errands, very light house work. Love of cats

essential. Requirements: high energy, willing-

ness to do various jobs, from transcribing

research interviews to shopping at the local

Farmers Market. Salary $11-13/hr DOE.
Leave message for Professor Hadda at 323-
363-2571.

LIKE CHATTING ON THE NET? We'll pay
you! Cutting-edge ad agency needs ener-
getic/detail-oriented students w/flexible
schedules. Must be comfortable with
PCs/lnternet/MS Programs. Fun office,
Fortune-500 clients, musk:, and Dog! Great
Melrose location! $9/hr, up to $12/hr w/ln 90
days. P/T only. Start NOW! Interested-?
RecruitmentHR@hotmail.com.

PHOTO LAB: FT/PT Westwood. Good ap-
pearance required. Apply at: 10844 West
Olympic Blvd. LA. Corner of Westwood and
Olympic. 310-475-5267.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

^^ Looking for new Talent A.Sj^P. for Nat'L ti
M Commercials & Magazines H
l\

10 yrs. estab. Business M
M Serious inquires!!! ^^^ 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

PROJECT
ASSISTANT

To start immediately. Job includes, generat-

ing reports, tracking and following-up on

special events and writing proposals. Must

have strong English writing skills. If interest-

ed, fax resume to Brooke at 310-575-1121.

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S k>cal American Indian Centers!

You can receive 199 course credit! Take a

weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,

or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-
time Mondays & Wednesdays for dermatology
practice in Beveriy Hills. Experience proffered
Call Heidi 310-659-5173, fax resume to 310-
659-5174.

PUBLISHING INTERN
Responsible, energetic, writing and computer

skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful. Fast-

growing motion picture and television direc-

tory. $7/hour. Hours negotiable. Contact Su-

san Moore at Canoco Publishing, 310-471-

2287.

8400
Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM $1075
WLA Huge apartment with cute garden patk).

Quiet. No pets. Bike or bus to campus.
Available now. 310-477-0725.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,
separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parting extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

RADIO AND INTERNET CONTRACT
SALES. High Commission. 310-514-4654.

1380 VETERAN. Ibdrm/lbth. $1200(neg).
Parit view, rooftop pool/jacuzzi, intercom entry,

gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-in
ASAP. Pets considered. 310-477-5108.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club. Permanent
hours available. Please ask for Allison or

Chris:31 0-659-5002.

1380 VETERAN. 2bdrm/2bth. $1595(neg).
Park view, rooftop pool/jacuzzi, intercom entry,

gated parking, laundry, all appliances. Move-in
ASAP. Pets considered. 310-477-5108.
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Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

GLENROCK AND LEVERING
Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge
• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

•T1/DSL Ready
• A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view
• French doors

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

PALMS 1bdrm/1bth $850/mo. Stove, fridge,

parking, new paint/carpet, bright, upper level!

laundry facilities, near UCLA bus. Move-in
Nov.1. Eunice 213-278-5005.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $995/mo. Stove, A/C,
large closets, 2ndfloor, gated-parking, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-bkKk to UCLA bus, freshly
painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PRIME W.LA
$1395. 2Bedroomd/1.5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-
tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

RENT EXPRESS. WESTWOOD AREA. 2+2.
$1700/month. For a free list please call 310^
479-8526.

SANTA MONICA apartment, 1/2 block to

beach, $995. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368.

516 Landfair Ave
818-547-9478

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

VENICE House, private room, hardwood
fkxDrs, $595. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WALK TO UCLA I

1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa.

parking, fireplace, bateony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

BACHELOR. Private-patio, utilities included,
street parking, no kitchen, hotplate, mi-
crowave, fridge, washer/dryer in building.

1571 Manning Ave. $695/month. 310-475-
5468,310-475-7991.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper. baJ-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM. SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS. SOME W/BALCO-
NY. DSL. ONLY HALF BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENTS.
$700/mth, deposit $400. Utilities included,

gated, very quiet. 6-month minimum. 5-miles
from campus. Pool. Linda Alvarez manag-
er:310-837-3556.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.
Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST HOLLYWOOD guest house, hardwood
floors. 323-634-7401. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BEVERLY HILLS garden apartment, $795.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BEVERLY HILLS guest apartment. Private en-
trance. $875. www.westsiderentals.com 323-
634-7401.

LOFT BEDROOM, Ibth, new carpet and paint.

Laundry facilities, pool, Jacuzzi, paricing space
and utilities paid. $1350/mo. 310-281-4137 or
310-429-8534.

BRAND-NEW WESTWOOD. $1200-2400,
singles-2/bdrm. UCLAadj. Kitchens/laundry,
parking. 310-315-3402

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, res.

$455.33 www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

MAR VISTA HILL, WESTSIDE, 2bdrm, new
decor, patio, fenced yard, parking, laundry
hook-ups. utilities included. $1600. 310-313-
6073.

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered partying, large
ckDsets, huge kitchen, study area, laundry,

walk to campus. $1 082 through 7/31 . 310-709^
7060.

t

BRENTWOOD cute and cozy apt north of
Wilshire. www.westsiderentais.com 310-395-
7368

I

MAR VISTA. Spacious 2bdr/2bath. Very large

dosets, dish washer, fire place, AJC, pool,

laundry facilities. $1450. Sunbelt Sawtelle

Apts. 310-398-7975.

MARINA DEL REY cottage studio, $825.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD
New Ibdrm/lbth. Prime location. Carpet.
Stove. Refigerator. Nine month lease. Female
prefen-ed. No pets. $875. 310-475-9145.

WESTWOOD apartment. Bachelor, ref. $625.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bright, cozy apartment, $875.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368
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8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD courtyard, close to all. Won't
last, $650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WESTWOOD house, private room, yard,
$525. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD private room, $400/month.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1040

2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space
• Wetbar in selected units

^

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

k

8400
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+, 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-

tor, A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate parking. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi
$1800. 310-824-0833

WLA$1375up
Move in Special! Large 2bdrm, 2ba, fireplace,

gated, laundry. Available now &11/41. 2437
Corinth. 310-477-1120.

8900
House for Rent

VENICE Studio in great location close to all.

$695. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9300
Room for Help

FEMALE HELPER for house chores in ex-
change for free room/bath in a private house in

Pacific Palisades. Ria or Alan.310-569-6911.

REDUCED RENT for helping older lady do er-

rands, shopping, etc. Afternoons. Must have
own car. Residential area near campus. 310-
477-6977.

Casablanca West
1 HlDOms from $1095

acnelors

9^00
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON home, quiet, sun-
ny, tree lined yard, 15-min from UCLA. Private
room for studious non-smoking male tenant.

$525. incl.util. Avail Dec. 1st. Jim 310-470-
2142.

m,
MARINA DEL REY private room in house,
$600. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

530 Veteran
208-4394

PALMS: Unfurnished room in spacious apart-
ment. New paint. Share bath-kitchen.
$625/month. Senior woman prefers female.
Good location. 310-838-8440.

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes

pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :3 10-208-3797 for an ap-

pointment.

WESTWOOD
Shared room in 2bed/2bath (male).

$540/month. Parting, laundry, kitchen, fur-

nished. 430 Kelton (1 block to campus). 310-
663-5501.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdmi. $1150/month. All utilities and
parking. Days:31 0-475-7533, evenings:310-
659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1&2BDRM APTS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, UNIQUE, CHARM.
FRONT&REAR ENTRANCE. UPPER, ALSO
LOWER APT W/HARDWOOD FLOORS+PA-
TIO. 310-839-6294.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must see.
Call for free listing :3 10-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

MB 8AS0
Apartments to Share

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. Share
3bdr-upper, w/2 males, private bathroom.
Small quiet building. Short-temi OK. 20-min
UCLA. $490/month. After 1PM. 323-935-9152.

Condo/Townhouse for Rent

LUXURY TOWN HOUSE. 2-3 roomates.
$2500/month. Washers/dryer in unit. From 6
month-1 year lease. Pool/spa. Gated security.

310-398-7937 or 310-678-0760.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central
controlled heat and air. One half block to
bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.
$600/nr>onth. 323-939-9816.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 31 0-208-8931

.

SANTA MONICA: Fumished room w/2 extra-

large dosets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct
bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $875 includes utili-

ties. Lisa:31 0-394-7068.

SHORT-TERM ROOM
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED. Rent by
month. lOmin to campus. Ind maid SVC. Lo-
cal-phone. TV/VCR/Kitchen. Parking. Offered
by UCLA-Professional. 310-253-9849

WEST HOLLYWOOD private room in house.
$800. www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

VALUE, HUGE UPSCALE 1+2+den. 12th
floor. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-UCLA.
Available now. $1745/mo. Open daily. 7am-
9pm. 818-281-1715. 10751 Wilshire
Blvd.#1205.

WESTWOOD. PRIVATE ROOM w/private
bathtub& shower In beautiful house to share.
A/C, DirectTV, washer/dryer, new kitchen,

backyard, fountain. $925/nx). 310-479-8528.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BEACH COTTAGE TO SHARE IN VENICE: 4
blocks from beach. Off Abbott Kinney. Clean,

wood-floors, washer/dryer, yard. $725+1/2 util-

ities. 310-721-3470.

Diamond Head
Apartments

SInsle $895 .n. UP

2b€droom $1555.ocup

1 bedroom $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
within walking distance to UCLA, Gated

Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room.
Laundry facilities, AC/Refrlgerator, Stove.

Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

WEST HOLLYWOOD SPACIOUS CONDO! -

Ibdrm/lbth, Immunities: A/C. pool, fireplace,

refrigerator, dishwasher, major storage. Near
nightlife &UCLA! $1075. Rick (323)656-3554.

WESTWOOD CONDO, Wilshire Coridoor.
2bdrm/2bth, washer/dryer/microwave, dish-

washer. Tennis court/heated swimming
pool/gym/pari<ing/secure building. $2000/mo.
Pager:31 0-576-9752 or 310-472-8525.
Perfect for Graduates.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, partying. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo & Studio
$650/mo. 705 GAYLEY Walk to campus .

Nice unit. Prefer mature, quiet adult. 310-208-
7864.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rlse single, 1or2bdrm $150K-$325K. Walk to-

UCLA/Village, 24hr/security. Spectacular

views, pool, spa, sauna, valet-service. Agent-

Bob 310-478-1835ext.109.

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/I Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. All

amenities. Secure paridng. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 310-200-7222, 310-562-2830.

--^ 8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. STUDIO, $600 +utili-

ties. Full bath, satellite, small, quiet, security,

partially furnished, no pets/smoking. Student
prefen-ed. 323-852-0902. 310-244-2227.

WEST HOLLYWOOD bungalow, 2bed, hard-
wood fkx)rs, $1295. 323-634-7401. www.west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Newer building. 2 front

2bdrms/2bths. Bright and quiet apartments.

Balcony and security parking. $1700/mo and
up. 310-770-4111.

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR house. 3bed, great location. $2500.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in beautiful home
near UCLA, fumished/kitchen/Iaundry privileg-

es/utiljties/cabie included. Responsible male
student prefen-ed. $650/mth. 310-477-6977.
Car necessary.

WEST LA OWN ROOM
Private room/bath in 2bed/2.5bath apt. AC, fur-

nished, washer/dryer inside, parking garage,
controlled access. $1050. 310-843-0978.

WESTWOOD. PRIVATE bedroom and bath-
room. Walk-in ctosets. Gated parking, newfy
furnished, bakx)ny, rooftop spa. $900/mo.
Must seel 310-824-1538.

9600
Roommates-Sliared Room

SANTA MONICA. Female roommate needed
to share a room. Prefer student only. $325.
Call Danielle 310-319-9144.

9700
*K Siblets

SUBLETlROOMMAIi
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
I
Sublets in all cities!! l-a77-FOR-RENT

:,• ^/siJ^^m^ "iij^^s^^^sps^^vi

SANTA MONICA studio, hardwood floors, pet

ok. $750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368.

TOPANGA CANYON house, private room,

$460. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368
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SWIMMING
from page

team as it finished the relays and
proceeded to gather into a mass of
Bruin blue for a first team picture.
This year the team's bonded

really well, and it's reflected in the
way we swam," sophomore Taylor
Dahl said. The fi^hmen are really
talented and working hard; train-

ing's definitely a challenge. But
we're really excited about the sear
soa"

Next week, eight swimmers will
head to Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, Texas, riding

SPORTS

on the wake of their victory this

weekend. I

"It was a good opener. Both the
relays were a good start to the sea-

son, and we're all training really

hard," sophomore Lindsey Smart
said. "We're still working on the
technique, and more preparation.

But now we're more experienced
and we're ready to race." i

CALIFORNIA V. UCLA BOXSGORE

Quarter Scoring

UCLA

i
California 7 17-< 3?7 n

1781 Westwood Boulevard • Tel: 310-966-1772 -Fax: 310-966 1774

j

Clinch^ffC^laU
Served Between 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Chicken Curry. Dal of the day, Chicken Tandoori (2pcs.). Dal of the day.
Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 5.00 Rice. Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 5 QO

(White meat ADD $2.00)

Bakra (mutton) Curry. Dal of the day. Chicken Tikka Masala. Dal of the day.
Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 5.00 Rice, Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 6 50

(White me*t ADD $2.00)

Chefs Special (Plea«eA«k Your Server) $ 8 00
(White meat ADD $2.00)

Vegetable of the day. Dal of the day. Eggplant Bhartha. Dal of the day.
Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 4.50 Rice. Raita, Pickles fif Naan $ 4.50

Saag Paneer, Dal of the day,

Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan.. .$ 5.50

Channa Masala. Dal of the day,

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan .$ 5.50

12:30 GAL Mark Jensen 33 yd field goal

6:46 UCU Chris GrifRth 42 yd field goal

ilOrOICAl TomSwoboda24ydpass
from Kyle Bolter (Mark

Jensen kid()

|11:10 UOA Tyl^ Ebefl H yd run (Chris

Griffith kick)

[14:46 CAL Joe Igber 4 yd run (Mari<

Jensen kick)

^^^"W^^fiCf ?R ^^

Team StatJsUcs

FIRST DOWNS

NET YARDS RUSHING
Rushing Attempts

Avg yards/rush

NET YARDS PASSING
Passes Attempted

Passes Conr^pleted

Had Intercepted

TOTAL NET YARDS
Average (Sain Per Play

Fiwibles:

Nwnber-lost
Penalties:

Number-Yards
Pwt Returns:

No.-Yards
Kkikoff Returns:

No.-Yards
Interceptions:

Niffnb^-Yards

18 H

0.7 "I ^

202 377

19 33

14 19

2

226
3.3

\
Ebe«, Tyler

Taylor, Junior

Harris, Akil

Drew Olson

Paus, Cory

Totals

Paus, Gory 15-10-0

Sciarra, John 7-1-1

Olson, Drew 7-5-0

Totals 29-16-1

Yds

129

K)

58

197

Bragg. Crafg 7 113 28
Seidman, Mike 4 37 ^
Ebell, Tyler 3 9 10
Harrison, Jason 1 :s 25
Perry, Tab 1 13 13

Totals 16 197 28

Fikse.Nate 7 247 35.3 50
[Totals 7 947 35.3 50

JORGE CAICEDO/Daily Bruin

$1 off for UCLA Students, Faculty & Staff
Monthly Rates available as well

M SOCCER
from page 22

to Carl Acosta, who headed it into the
net
They capitalized on our one mis-

take," Wells said

However, the Bruins responded in

the 43rd minute, as Tim Pierce's pass
to Matt Taylor allowed Taylor to

shoot the ball over the goalie.

"Every Pac-10 game is a struggle,"

Taylor said. "You have to always put
the pressure on (the opponent)."

There were no goals the rest of the
match.

The win gave the Bruins sole pos-
session of first place in the Pac-10
with five conference games to play
UCLA travels to Corvallis, Oregon

for its next game, where the team will
play Oregon State on Friday The
Beavers (10^, 1-2 Pac-10) defeated
Washington 3-2 yesterday for the first

time in school history.

yBnTOnmreless
,ellularMall

350 450 650

4000 4000 4000

1000 1000 1000

•39.99 M9.99 •59.99

niT" ZZ FREE FREE

\m«'rM .I's ( hoK V IM.iiis
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£^ 4000 4000 4000

1000 1000 1000
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»149«*
-50

j^T'FREE FREE FREE MaksdiyBO
us 910 Motorol«V120 NolUa 5185

T -Mobile
IMIENEVCR Umi/fES

Mimile«

*49?« 3000

FREE ROAMilStG
LONG DISTANCE

Totai vya«k«nd
V^^t«n6v«r MinutM MmdM

$39.99 600 UNLIMITED
$5999 800 UNLIMITED
$9919 14d0 UNt

•49*
-SO<tt&

•49"
-50)02.

FREE FREE
ATfiT WIRELESS

(A'iA^'CSa^M^A/'iry/O,^

^Ki BRADBURY
Sat., Nov. 2

12:00 -2:00 p.m.

VAN ALLSBURG
Sat., Nov. 9

10:30 -12:30 p.m.

CHILDREN'S BOOK WORLD
10580 1/2 Pico Blvd., Los Angeles

(310) 559-BOOK
www« childrensbookworld.com

>»»'•

WWW.K0REANArR.COM

crlcMon foBi
Noida8390

Wast tos Aii9*tes

11659 Santa Monica Blvd

310-478-4444
B«tw««n Barrington & S«pulveda
Mon . Fri IOtMAM TO 7:00PII Sal 10:00AM TO 5:00PM

RHEERMMM6
« L0M6 DISTANCE

U^rted Incofniql

ItofffUfted Out Go!!^

$99.99 P«r IMb

Encino

16060 Ventura Blvd

818-528-3900
Corner cf WoodT«y & v«naira

Mon - Fri 10:00AM TO 7:00PM S«t. 10:00AM TO 5:00PM

FREE MMMMC
& LONG DISTANCE

SOO 700•»H«a«r«

f^ .? ^'K'

'**!

""*
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Subject to service agreement caHing ptan & plan promotion Promotton fw new customers onlv Ud to $300 earlv termination fpe taifP* nthor ^ha^r««^ « r^*,;^^^ i ,- .

FLY TO
CHINA, INDIA
JAPAN & KOREA

OVER 20% OFF

NXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

• Muscle tension?

• Increased sweating?

• Any Other physical discomfort?

v^o^>^^/ xpressmart
\^

. ^^^^ * 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

Village

VISA
FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research,

888-444-1 1 04
www.43S,com

-Village

^xpressmart
-Village^village

^xpressmart

'•^v.

X

y \x"^. .^

^ JN^i^ JKiJ^ti>wJN«

(.K\I)J 1

(VIIIK

for a half
v^":;??^?^^:^

of iMiik

20 02.

One item per coupon.

One coupon per customer per week.
Valid 10/21/02-10/27/02

One item per coupon.

One coupon per customer per week.

Valid 10/21/02-10/27/02

( mm^^BSk^
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'iniiL*:i:«eopQthic. Nil
and Herbol Phormacy

Brentwood Homeopathic
1 1 670 San Vicente Blvd

310.442.2667

Beverly Hills Homeopathi

9730 Wilshire Blvd.

310.278.8384

Our Doctors Will

Help You Choose
the Proper

Professional Line
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FREE
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Re. $4.00

20% OFF
Your First

Purchase

One Coupon Per Person
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practitioners such q$;

Chiropractic Doctor,
Ucensod Acupuncturist,|

Noturopothic and
Homeopcithic Doctors,

Nutritionists and
Herbalists
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SPORTS

Women's soccer nets 2 Pac-10 wins
STRONG DEFENSE
SECURES VICTORIES

AGAINST ARIZONA
AND ARIZONA STATE

•r»

By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez@media.ucla.edu

The No. 7 UCLA women's soccer
team had a successful weekend in

Arizona, notching two more Pac-10

victories by defeating Arizona 1-0 in

Tucson on Friday night and Arizona
State 3-0 in Tempe on Sunday after-

noon.

The Bruins (11-3, 3-1 Pac-10)
estabUshed offensive pressure early

in Friday's game, outshooting the
Wildcats in the first half 11-1.

Arizona goalie Natalie Juarez was
able to keep UCLA from getting one
in the back of the net by notching
five first-half saves.

Juarez needed help from her
defense to stave off a Bruin attack in

the 34th minute. She tipped away a
shot by freshman midfielder Jill

Oakes that was heading into the
goal before it was cleared out by
Arizona defender Jennifer Klein.

The game stayed scoreless imtil
the second half when the Bruins
were finally able to put one in on a
penalty kick taken by Oakes at the
67:46 mark. UCLA was awarded the
penalty kick when freshman mid-
fielder Allie True was tripped up
from behind inside the Arizona
penalty box.

The UCLA defense was dominat-
ing all throughout the match as
Arizona (5-7-1, 0-3 Pac-10) managed
only two shots the whole game.

The Bruins er\joyed a more com-
plete game on Sunday afternoon
against a stronger opponent in
Arizona State. UCLA survived an
early scare when Arizona State's
Patrice Fulner got behind the Bruin
backline and went one-on-one with
sophomore goalie Sarah Lombard©;
her shot sailed just outside the left

post.

The Bruins missed out on a num-
ber of scoring chances in the first

half, most notably an Oakes shot
from 15 yards out that went off the
top of the crossbar.

j
The game remained scoreless in

the first half. Finally, in the 55th
minute, freshman midfielder Stacey
Lindstrom launched a comer kick
from the left side toward the goal
that was finished by a header from
sophomore defender Kendal
Billingsley.

UCLA scored again in the 70th
minute when sophomore defender
Michelle Mangiardi took a pass from
sophomore forward Lindsay Greco
in front of the box and put it past
Sun Devil goalkeeper Kelly
Fitzgerald.

Nine minutes later the Bruins
added their final goal when
Lindstrom, on a feed from sopho-
more forward Crystal James, scored
from 15 yards out in the upper right
comer to put the game away. The
Sun Devils (8-3-2, 1-2 Pac-10) were
shut out for the first time in 23
matches and were out-shot by the
Bruins 19-6.

The team could not be reached
for comment following the game.

Undefeated Trojans dominate UCIA
By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cyuhl@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA women's volleyball
team needed to play a nearly perfect
match in order to have a shot at

upsetting its biggest rival.

Unfortunately, it just didn't happen.
The No. 1 use Trojans came as

advertised Friday, soundly beating
the No. 13 Bruins three games to
none. The loss dropped UCLA's
record to 12-7 (54 Pac-10) while the
TVojans remained undefeated at 16-0

(^).
The Bruins didn't appear to be

intimidated early on in the match,
taking an 8-5 lead in the first game.
But behind the serving of April Ross,
use stormed back to take a 10^
lead. The two teams seemed to trade
points until the TVojans pulled away
late, winning the game by a comfort-
able 30-24 margin.

**We had some opportunities early
on, but we weren't able to sustain it,"

UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said.

Service errors bogged down the
Bruins early in the second game, let-

ting use jump out to a 6-1 lead.

UCLA would eventually rally to trail

MICHAEL MANTEL u.^^x Bruin

Krystal McFarland sets the ball for
Heather Cullen in Friday's loss to USC.

16-15, but were never able to actually
tie the game. At 20-19, the Trojans
showed their donunant form and
wore UCLA down, taking the second
game 30-22.

n

FREE CONSULTATION

PAIUDE & RALLY • OCT. 25, 8 P.M

WESTWOOD miACE

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCIA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association

ofOrthodontists

^B^i^BRACES
Deliver Brilliant Results

(310)826-7494

(949) 552-5890

"Mentally, I think we just shut
down after certain points," senior
Lauren Fendrick said. "It shows
we're a young team, that we have a
lot to work on."

Tied at 18 in the third game, UCLA
had an opportunity to take a rare
lead in the match. But once again,
the Trojans defense stymied an ane-
mic Bruin offense. USC would go on
to win the third game 30-24.

use's blocking tandem of 6-foot-3
Katie Olsovsky and 6-5 Emily Adams
either rejected or altered nearly
every Bruin attack. Their huge
height advantage contributed to
UCLAjs paltry hitting percentage.

In games one and two, the Bruins
hit .000. They didn't improve much in?

the third game, either, hitting only
.089.

"There were times where I think
we should have put the ball away
and just didn't," sophomore Krystal
McFarland said.

Despite the flaws in the offense,

UCLA didn't embarrass itself on
defense at all. In all three of the
games, the Bruins stuck close to the
Trojans until the scores approached
the 20-point mark. After that, USC
simply asserted itself and took con-
trol of each game.
"We just couldnt play ihto thie

twenties evenly," Banachowski said.

"We ended up making too many
errors."

UCLA needed an off-day from the
TYx)jans and a season-best perfor-

mance to win. They got neither.

USC had experience, size, athleti-

cism and home court advantage on
its side.

"We'll use this e^qperience to see
what we need to do to get better,"

Banachowski said.
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OCT. 26 •12:30 P.M.* ROSE BOWL
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BY A MEMBER.) CATCH THE SAA BUS TO THE GAME FOR ONLY S2 ROUND-TRIP. RESERVE YOUR SEAT BY
oa. 21 BY E-MAiUNG $AA@UCLAIumnLnet.

SAA
A 4 4
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Bruins take

control in first

meet of season

By Regina Yeh
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ryeh@media.ucla.edu

Parkas cast off, sunglasses and
sunblock donned. Bruin swimmers
warming up in the pool, already
mounting the blocks and focusing on
their return to competition.

The heat is on.

It was the first meet of the season,
with UCLA matched up against UC
Santa Barbara and Oregon State. All

day Saturday, the Bruins were the in

control of the tri-meet

UCLA swifUy took the lead, win-
ning several events behind a cheering
crowd. Junior Taylor Spivey cap-
tured the 100- and 200-meter back-
stroke, setting the standard for the
Bruins, while juniors Sara Platzer
and Malin Svahnstrom took first in
the 50-meter and 100-meter
freestyles, respectively.

"We're better than we were at this

time last year, and we're taking
advantage of that," coach Cyndi
Gallagher said, reflecting on the
intense competition.

With 37 swimmers, about a fourth
of them new recruits, the swinuning
team has adjusted to a different beat,
but still dedicates itself to excellence.

Following freshman Kim
Vandenberg's win in the 100 fly, and
the 400-meter freestyle relay, the
Bruins clinched a victory over the
Gauchos 166-95, and the Beavers,
144-115.

"I think we've done really well.

We've been working on the relays,

and it was a really good first meet,"
Gallagher said. "The freshmen were a
little nervous, but this competition is

just part of the process of the sea-

son."

With timers in hand, both
Gallagher and assistant coach Greg
Meehan noted the potential for the

SWIMMING
I
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from page 22

UCLA sports information
director Marc Dellins con-
firmed on Sunday that Pans
has played his last game as
a Bruin and will have
surgery this week.
Two plays after Paus

yelled for his team to score,
tailback lyier Ebell went in

for an 11-yard touchdown
nm to tie the score at 10.

With three minutes left in

the taxing third quarter,
however, Olson was injured
himself.

"I feel sick to my stom-
ach," Olson said. "Cory
went down, and then I go
down. What the hell?"

Emotions were high after
the loss.

"We lost a game we
shouldn't have lost," senior
comerback Ricky Manning
Jr. said. "You get pissed off.

There's a point when you
have to say enough is

enough, and we've passed
that point. We've got to put
this behind us and show
some character."

After Cal's Jonathan
Makonnen took a safety to
kill off the final five sec-
onds of the contest, fans
rushed the field. The
Bruins, meanwhile, limped
to the locker room and fit-

tingly went back south.

AGASE I
QB losses a physical, mental blow

from page 22

"the real winner today is the UC
system!"

So now as we who still care

look ahead, it's hard to say where
this season will go. For all of the
fiack he's taken over his four years
at UCLA, Cory Paus is still the

most important link in an offense
that will now have to take signals

fi*om a passer with basically no
experience.

And make no mistake, his confi-

dence and poise will be sorely
missed, especially on the road and
in the now more ominous USC
game.

Olson was unsure whether or
not he'd be able to play next week,
but it's pretty safe to say that with
Olson's shoulder separated, John
Sciarra will start his first game.

Beyond the pure personnel loss
is the psychological blow this kind
of loss lands on a team.

"I'm concerned," Toledo said.

"We've lost some good football

players, and it's a mental thing
now, too." !

It's not all gloom and doom. The
defense was outstanding, repeated-
ly turning Cal back with three-and-
outs, and a very beatable Stanford
team (even under current condi-
tions) comes to the Rose Bowl
Saturday.

Wm the game, and Sciarra's got
a college victory under his belt.

Lose it, and - who knows - the
wins certainly won't come any eas-
ier.

A'ARD LIN/Daily Bk^ i^ ocNJuk Staff

Tab Perry receives a punt in Saturday's loss to Cal.

QUARTERBACKS I Paus' replacement uncertain
from page 22

screaming, "Get it in the end zone!
Score!"

His backup. Drew Olson, helped
the Bruins do just that as later in the
drive lyier EbeU took a handoff 11

yards into the endzone to tie the
game at 10. But in a bizarre turn of
events, the Bruins lost their second-
string quarterback as well.

lie threw a couple nice balls then
all ofa sudden he went down," UCLA
head coach Bob Toledo said

Olson separated his shoulder at

the end of the third quarter. He fin-

ished 5of-7 for 58 yards and would
have had more if a touchdown pass
to senior tight end Mike Seidman had
not been wiped out by a holding
penalty.

"I felt like this is my game and my
town, let's go," said Olson, a graduate
of Piedmont High - about 20 minutes
fix>m Memorial Stadium.

"It's bad luck or football. It's foot-

ball."

Beyond Saturday's loss, the
irvjuries have implications for the
rest of the season. Paus is lost for the
season and Olson's status for the
coming week and beyond is uncer-

tain. I

"Fve got to sit down and think,"

Toledo said "I might have to use
(freshman quarterback Matt)
Moore's redshirt year, Tm not sure. I

don't want to do that"

An emotional Paus wasn't ready to

sit down and think.

"I was just so pissed. Really mad
and mad because I was ready to go.

Then Drew Olson gets knocked out
of the game, what the hell? That is

not the way you draw it up," Paus
said. "This is going to put our team in

a big bind"
Time to take a shower.

I

SUMMARY: CAL 17, UCLA 12

Offense missing in

action during loss

UCLA was missing part of its

puzzle. The special teams and
defensive pieces were there, but
when the Bruins needed the
offense, it was nowhere to be
found I

Cal-UCLA was expected to be a
high-scoring shootout, but it

turned into a defensive battle. The
Bruins' defense more than did its

job, holding the Pac-lO's top-scor-

ing team to just 17 points on 173
total yards.

However, with third-string quar-

terback John Sciarra at the helm,
Cal loaded the box and blitzed on
almost every play. UCLA couldn't
muster any yards on the ground,
as. defenders swarmed to meet
Bruin running back lyier EbeU, or
through the air, when passes often
went awry or off receivers' finger-

tip*. UCLA's four trips into the red
zone resulted in only one score.

"Our defense played very well. I

was proud of the effort the team
gave right down to the end," UCLA
head coach Bob Toledo said
The lack of points hides the fact

that the special teams unit got the
Bruins great field position via two
blocked punts.

The first block occurred when

Marcus Reese broke through and
set up UCLA's offense for a try at

the end zone fi^m the Cal three-
yard line. The second block gave
UCLA's offense the ball on the Cal
20, but the Bruins' last-ditch

attempt was literally fumbled
away. In both cases, UCLA came
away with zero points.

"We blocked punts, but we
couldn't get any points off that,"

Toledo said. "We needed to make a
play on defense or in the kicking
game because I knew we'd strug-

gle on offense."

Sacks allowed
The UCLA quarterbacks were

oft«n on the run, which isn't a
good thing considering the dearth
of speed between Cory Paus,
Drew Olson and John Sciarra. So
when Cal's fi^uent blitzes and
speed pass-rushers came at the
line, it often resulted in a UCLA
quarterback on the ground.

All told, the Bruin quarterbacks
were sacked seven times, against
a team that entered the game with
19 sacks through seven games.

"They twisted a lot and brought
one more guy than we could pick
up at times," TDledo said.

Costly turnovers
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"I feel thai my life has been Wessed after receiving several treatments at 5 & 2
Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care Clinic Before coming to Mary I tried many skin care treatments, but
nothing seemed to work. I became very frustrated and my self-esteem was beginning to diminish.
Now thanks to the treatments that I received I am proud to show my face in public, I no longer
feel ashamed of my skin. Not only do I see a difference, but my friends and family have also seen
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- Tina Sampras (I'CU Junior)

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed!

A huge factor contributing to

Cal's turnaround has been its abil-

ity to force turnovers, as the
Golden Bears entered the game
with a +13 turnover niargin, fifth-

best in Division I. That ranking fig-

ures to get better following the
Bears' defensive performance, as
they snared one interception and
forced four fumbles, two of which
they recovered. One of the fum-
bles that UCLA did recover turned
the ball over anyway because it

was fourth down. The Cal offense
was able to convert two of those
turnovers into 14 points.

Iiljury Report
This gives new meaning to the

phrase "sympathy pain." Just a
quarter after UCLA quarterback
Drew Olson separated his shoul-
der, safety Jibril Raymo separated
his shoulder, too. While Olson's
ii\jury came as a result of being
hit, Playmo's came by less conven-
tional methods.

Following Marcus Reese's
blocked punt, Raymo flung his
arms in the air in celebration,
causing the shoulder separation.

"I just threw my arm out,"
Raymo said "I couldn't believe it"

?m^^^mŝ ^m^^Mm^^ip -. -v^-
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Bruins repeat win over Stanford, conquer Cal Disaster
By Gilbert Qulflonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

They did it again.

Stanford came into Drake Stadium last
year ranked No. 2 and lost to UCLA, 2-1.

This year, the Cardinal came into Drake
Stadium ranked No. 1, and lost 1-0.

Jimmy Frazelle did it again too.

The senior midfielder ended the intense
game when he scored the only goal of the
game, 1:47 into overtime. After the Cardinal
was called for a hand ball violation, Adolfo
Gregorio shot a fi-ee kick off the goalkeeper
and set up FYazeDe, who scored from 18
yards out .

j^

'*When Adolfo was kicking the free kick, I

decided to stay out at the 18-yard line, in
case the ball popped out," FYazelle said. "It

did, I kicked it, and it went in."

Frazelle seems to have a knack for being

in the right place at the right time. The
Bruins (8-1-2, 3-0 Pac-10), have won four
games this year by a margin of one goal.

Frazelle has scored the game-winning goal
in three of those games.

"As the game goes longer, I have been
better," Frazelle said. "Because of our fit-

ness, we can play better at the end."
For Frazelle to be put in a position to

score game-winning goals, one key part of
the team must play well - defense.
Eispecially when the defense shut out the
nation's top-scoring team.

"For some reason, we have the back to

shut down their forwards," goalkeeper Zach
Wells said.

Wells should know. He had the best
defense possible, as it helped him record yet

another shutout, his fourth of the season.

"Realistically, you can't expect a shutout
every game," \Vells said. "But you do go into

eveiy game looking for a shutout"

"This was a big win for us, but we still

have more conference games and more
games to go in the season," UCLA head
coach Tom Fitzgerald said. "But this keeps
us going in the right direction."

One of those conference games was a 2-1

win against No. 13 Cal on Sunday.

UCLA controlled the tempo in the first

half, outshooting Cal &4.
Their aggressive play was finally reward-

ed 20: 14 into the first half as defender Aaron
Lopez scored his first goal of the season.

The goal was started by a free kick just
outside of the goal box by Adolfo Gregorio.
Gregorio's pass was taken by defender Scot
Thompson, who shot hard right at the
goalie. Lopez then scored on the rebound
and Bruins were up 1-0.

Nineteen minutes later, Cal scored on a
breakaway Angel Quintero passed the ball

M SOCCER
I
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iv.nv HEL been/Daily Brlin
UCLA'^ Leonard Griffin fights for the ball from Cal defender
Kyle Navarro In Sunday's 2-1 victory at Drake Stadium.

CAL 17 - UCLA 12

Team plagued by injupies in Saturday's game
EXCELLENT DEFENSE,
SPECIAL TEAMS KEEP
UCLA IN THE GAME,
BUT CAL TRIUMPHS

By Diamond Leung

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung@media.ucla.edu

BERKELEY - After UCLA quar-
terback Cory Paiis fractured his

ankle, he squirmed -on the
Memorial Stadium turf, screaming
and swearing in excruciating pain.

After backup Drew Olson
grained his shoulder, freshman
John Sciarra came in to try to win
the game in the fourth quarter even
though he had never thrown a col-

legiate pass.

The ii\jury pandemic was
unbearable.

The Cal Bears grabbed UCLA's
graceless triimivirate and shook it

silly on Saturday until the Bruins
bowed out and were left a broken
bunch afteJ- a 17-12 loss.

"We lost more than the game,"
UCLA head coach Bob Toledo said.

"I feel bad about losing, but I feel

worse for those kids who are hiut-
ing."

The first time Sciarra ever
dropped back to pass, he was
sacked and lost a fumble deep in
UCLA territory. Toledo had actual-
ly called for a run (HI the play. Cal
tailback Joe Igber capitalized on
the miscommunication by scoring
on a 4-yard run with 12:08 left in
the game to give the Bears a 17-10
lead.

I

"It was weird not having the red
jersey on," said Sciarra, who went
l-of-7 for 10 yards and an intercep-
tion. **I just had some bad mishaps.
I wish I could have done more."

The defense, which only gave up
173 yards, and special teams kept
UCLA in ttie game.

Marcus Reese blocked a punt
that the Bruins recovered at the
Cal 3-yard line. But on third-and-

goal, Sciarra's pass went through
the hands of wide receiver Tab
Perry, who was all alone in the end
zone.

**! feel like the loss is on my
shoulders," Perry said. **! just didn't

make the play."

UGLA-Galifornia box score
|
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EDWARD LIN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Cory Paus was sacked repeatedly before suffering a broken ankle in Saturday's 17-12 loss to Cal.

"There's a point when you

have to say enough is

enough, and we've passed

that point. We've got to put

this behind us and show
some character."

Ricky Manning Jr.

Senior cornerback

Chris Griffith then continued his

kicking woes, getting his 21-yard
field goal attempt blocked.

UCLA (4-3, 1-2 Pac-lO) had
another opportunity to tie the
game when Matt Ware blocked a

pimt and gave the ball to the
Bruins at the Cal 20-yard line. On
fourth down, however, Sciarra was
sacked and fumbled once again to

seal the win for Cal (6-3, 2-2).

To be backed up like that so far

in our territory and to keep them
out of the end zone every time is

awesome defense," Cal head coach
Jeff Tedford said. "It's the best
defense I've ever seen."

The Cal pass rush was awesome,
recording a season-high seven
sacks. It was so effective that
although UCLA tailback lyier Ebell
rushed for 102 yards on 28 carries,

the Bruins only gained 29 net yards
on the ground and 226 yards in

overall offense.
1

Paus was sacked five times and

left for a series in the first quarter
after suffering a stinger. He lost a
fumble in the second quarter to set
up Cal's first touchdown. Three
minutes into the second half, he
went down for good.
Two Cal defenders crunched

Paus after he released a pass that
went to Craig Bragg for a 28-yard
completion. Paus was carted off
the field and taken to a local hospi-
tal where X-rays determined that
his ankle was broken.

**My initial reaction was that at

least I completed my last pass in

college," said the fifth-year senior,

who was on crutches after the game.

FOOTBALL | Page 21

WITH PAUS, OLSON
HURT, REDSHIRT

FRESHMAN SCIARRA
FILLED QB POSITION

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@media.ucla.edu

BERKELEY — After a 17-12 loss
to the Cal Bears, John Sciarra just
wanted to know if he could take a
shower.

It was that kind ofa day for UCLA.
Instead, the third-string quarter-

back was shoved onto a narrow
stairwell to face the media after

being pushed into the game when
UCLA's starting quarterback and
backup both went down with
ii\juries. Although he looked as doe-
eyed in the spotlight as he did when
he first took the field, Sciarra
opened his mouth before anyone
could ask a question.

The first thing I just want to say
is that the defense played unbeliev-
ably. The coaching staff did a great
job. A lot of our offensive guys did
really well too," he said.

Sciarra finished the game l-of-7,

which was about all you could
expect fi-om a redshirt fi-eshman
who has only taken "mental reps'*

this season.

Although he saw a few snaps at

the end of the San Diego State
blowout, Saturday was his first real

collegiate game experience. He was
sacked on his second snap and fum-
bled the ball after calling a pass play
when he was supposed to call a nm.

"It was just a total miscommimi-
cation. It's really hard to explain. I

could take the next 20 minutes to
explain it to you but the fact was I

messed up. I should have fixed it,"

Sciarra said.

Although Sciarra sustained sever-
al drives, bringing the Bruins as
close as the Cal two-yard line, they
could not capitalize on any of them.

"I wish I could have contributed
more to the team than I did tonight,"

he said.

On the first series of the second
half, starting quarterback Coiy Paus
audibled and completed a 28-yard
pass to sophomore wide receiver
Craig Bragg for a first down on the
Cal 20. But Paus, who finished 10-of-

15 for 129 yards, was then carted off

the field with a broken ankle,

QUARTERBACKS | Page 21
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strikes

UCLA in

Berkeley

BERKELEY— Over the course
of a beautiful Berkeley after-

noon, the Bruins lost two
quarterbacks, blocked two punts
but got no points, missed a 21-yard
field goal^d
saw a once-

promising sea-

son turn into

shrugs and
question

marks.

Oh, and did
we mention
doctors think

Cory Paus has
thrown the

last pass of his

college

career?
~

Even Murphy couldn't imagine
this many things going wrong.

"We just didn't have enough
bullets left," Bob Tbledo said,

speaking like a weary old general
Funny thing was, even afl^r all

the disaster, after all the bad luck,
UCLA still could have won the
game with a single shot In a con-
test that was supposed to be a
shootout, neither team had much
firepower.

And imfortunately, the guy try-

ing desperately to pull the trigger
was young John Sciarra, who has
all of zero college passes to his
credit

It was a most unlikely visual,

Sciarra dropping back to try and
pull out the kind of win upon
which movies are made.

Needless to say, it wasn*t the
way Toledo and his staff had
drawn things up.

"How do you prepare three
quarterbacks?" he wondered. "He
doesn't get any reps in practice.".

The loss of Paus early in the
second half was bad enough, with
all of Memorial Stadium staring

blankly as the redshirt senior
writhed in pain, a first>and-10

fi*om the Cal 20 awaiting him.
But then, to see fi^eshman Drew

Olson come in and display the
poise and promise Bruin fans
have been waiting to see, and
then to see him stay on the side-

lines with a separated shoulder, it

was just too much.
"When the second quarterback

went down, I started thinking,

'what else could happen?*" line-

backer Marcus Reese said.

What else could happen? Well?
UCLA ine3q)licably blocked a

Cal punt and recov^ed on the
two-yard line, but ended up falling

apart and settling for a 22-yard
field goal attempt, which was, of
course, blocked.

Honestly, on this day, could
there have been any other out-

come?
And then, as the UCLA fiaitliH

fill/faithless realized the only way
the offensively-impotent Bruins
could win was with something
like an interception return or punt
block. Matt Ware answered by
blocking the Bears' punt But?

Sciarra couldn't cormect with
his receivers and was popped on
an ill-fated fourth-down play.

And to cap it all off, I had to

deflect the well-wishes (read:

unapologetic insults) of scores of
Cal fans at my buddy Mike's fi^-

temity. It felt like trying to blast

past Gemini and Nitro at the same
time in the Eliminator on
"American Gladiators."

In response, I did my diplomat-
ic best, pathetically declaring,

AQASE
I
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Men's water polo defeats Cal, loses to Stanford

NICOLE MILLER/DAILY Bruin Staff

Brett Ormsby scored a hat trick In the No. 4 Bruins 4-3 win over No. 3 Cal.

(

By Adam Titcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
atltcher@medla.ucla.edu

The UCLA men's water polo team
had an ultimatum this weekend: sweep
or be swept

Going against two of the top three
teams in the nation, this weekend was
the team's biggest test And it passed,
sort of.

With a hat trick fixjm sophomore dri-

ver Brett Orsmby, the No. 4 Bruins
defeated No. 3 Cal 4-3 Saturday in a
defense-driven conference matchup.

The win was the first in conference
play for the Bruins (9-5, 1^) . Without
this win, UCLA could have fallen out of
championship contention. Instead, the

team put itself back in the race for the

Moutain Pacific Sports Federation
title, a much-needed boost in team con-
fidence.

"It feels good to get the conference
victory," head coach Adam Krikorian
said "I was worried about (the Bears)
coming back, but the key to the game
was our defense, and we were great"
UCLA held Cal (94, 2-2) to two

goals on 27 shots for the game, and
shut out the Bears on five power play
attempts. The final Cal score came as
time expired.

The Bruins went ahead 2-0 in the
first half, only to see the Bears score
two goals of their own in the opening
stages of the third quarter

But UCLA was ultinuitely stronger,

scoring two more in the fourth quarter
It was a close game to the end, but that

has been the season stoiy for UCLA.
"This year has been a roller coaster

ride and we need to be consistent with
this type of play," Krikorian said after

pulling off the upset
The Bruins sealed the win not only

with their defensive effort, but with an
offensive pimch fi-om Ormsby and his

deadly shots.

"I did what I always do," he said "I

got a couple of good looks and I put
them in the goal."

He affirmed that the victory was "a

huge win." It marked the first time in

three opportunities that the Bruins
beat the Bears, dating back to last

year's MPSF tournament
But after the win, the Bruins "were

only halfway there," according to

senior goalkeeper Brandon Brooks.

And halfway is where they would
stay. The team fell to No. 1 Stanford 7-

5 the following day.

"A loss is a loss and we dcait like it,"

Krikorian said.

"We have to give Stanford credit;
both teams played well, but we missed
some opportunities on goal," he added
The Cardinal (16-2, 3-1) once again

proved why it is the best team in the
nation. And despite losing to Stanford
for the fifth straight time, UCLA still
disagrees.

"We didn't lose because they are so
good, but because of our lack of con-
versions of goal opportunities," sopho-
more center Ted Peck said

"We absolutely have to beat
Stanford next week," he said
"We need a huge win."
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Opponents say

Vote campaign
I !•

reaches out to

liberal voters

By Robert Salonga
1 .

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

The Rock the Vote campaign came to
UCLA intending to get all students to
vote regardless of their political views,
but the approach the organization
takes is arguably geared toward poten-
tial liberal voters.

Rock the Vote, which originated with
the 1992 presidential election and was
largely disseminated through youth-ori-

ented media such as MTV and various
national rock concerts, has been work-
ing to get students registered to vote in
the upconung gubernatorial elections.

Some argue though the television
and concert forums reach the largest
amount of potential youth voters, they
are inherently skewed toward liberal

ideas.
**! have no problem with more

Democrats registering to vote. But
when (registration) efforts are geared
toward Democratic voters and issues,

it's inappropriate," said Andrew Jones,
president of Bruin Republicaiis and a
former Daily Bruin columnist

Jones pointed out that his organiza-
tion was not invited to speak at
Monday's concert, whereas the Yes on
Prop. 52 campaign - which co-qx)n-
sored the event - invited student
groups like the Affirmative Action
Coalition arid Peace and Justice
Coalition.

i

The two groups spoke out against
the Racial Privacy Initiative, a 2004 bal-

lot item which would restrict state-col-

lected ethnic and racial data, and a pos-
sible war in Iraq. Jones said no coun-
terpoint to these opinions - with which
many conservatives would disagree -
were provided at the event.

But meinbt^rs ol Uie Rock the Vote
campaign contend their mission is

purely to increase youth voting and

ROCK
I
Page 2

Rocking for

otes
RAPPER KRS-ONE, STUDENT GROUPS FILLED
WESTWOOD PLAZA IN SUPPORT OF PROP 52

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

FYisbees, tennis balls and CDs
flew through the air into a crowd
of over 200 onlookers as hip-hop
icon KRS-One headlined a con-
cert to encourage voting in this

November's elections.

The rapper, a local band, stu-
dent groups and the nationwide
Rock the Vote campaign filled the
Westwood Plaza air with speech,
music and thundering beats in
one of 30 statewide events
designed to get young potential
voters to beat Monday's midnight
deadline to register.

"(Voting) is the students'
voice," said Allende Palma-
Saracho, chief of staff for event
co-sponsor TJ. Cordero, internal
vice president for the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council.

**It's the only means of keeping
representatives accountable to
voters," he continued.
The parties involved in the

event had a conunon purpose of
jimipstarting student interest in

voting, a demographic which
voted at a paltry rate of 32 per-
cent in the last presidential elec-
tion in 2000.

'Tm not a political person;
(politics are) a big mess," said
first-year undeclared student Law
Yung. "It's too much of a hassle."

The event also pushed for a
ballot item that would remove the
hassle from voting: FYoposition
52, which would establish same-
day voter registration in
California. Similar policies
already exist in six other states.

PROPOSITION 57

Rock the Vote has made the passage of

Prop 52, which would allow same-day
voter registration, their top priority in

California.

TITIE

Election Day Voter Registration

SUMMAPHft I

Allows legally eligible people to register

to vote on election day after showing a
drivers license or two forms of valid ID.

Increases penalties for voter fraud.

^^ ^"i ^Hi ^^ ^^ t^m

cost I

Annual state costs of about $6 million to

fund counties for election day voter

registration acivities. Additional

administrative costs unknown, though

minor state costs to enforce new
election ft*aud laws are likely

warqumenT
Proposition 52 will increase voter

turnout while increasing the penalties

for voter ft^ud.

^^ ^^ ^* ^^ "^ ^^ ^^ ^m

"YES-ARQUMEMl^
Proposition 52 makes it easy for

criminals and noncltizens to vote without

providing ofncial ID to prove who they

SOIMCL (Mbnrii S«r«tey or aUtoM JoM

Proponents of Proposition 52
say college-age voters - who
change thmi addresses more fi-e-

quently thaki any other population
segment - will be most affected
by its passage and it could sub-

uno ri _* .
NICOLE miller/Daily Bruin Staff

KRS-One performed in WestwcxxJ Plaza Monday as part of the nationwide "Rock the Vote" campaign.

stantially increase turnout among
voters ages 18-24.

"Young voters have the been
the most mobile segment of the
California population. It's hard
for them to keep their voting sta-

tus current," said Tom Knox,
press aide for the Yes on Prop. 62
campaign.

"Students will vote once they
see that the system works for
them," he added.

Opponents of the proposition,
which include district attorneys
and various state sheriffs, say
same-day voter registration
would make it easy for criminals
and non-citizens to vote without
proper identification.

KRS-One, who was bom
Lawrence Krisna Parker, took

stage at the tail end of the event
and put on a 30-minute set of
fireestyle rapping and parts of hit

songs that have highlighted his
Id-year career. He also managed
to intersperse pro-Proposition 52
and pro-voting messages into his
songs.

But even though he came to
UCLA to spread the message of
increasing the youth vote, KRS-
One said after the short concert
that he does not vote himself. He
explained his non-voting with the
reasoning that there have been no
political candidates that he
agrees with on an ideological
level.

''I have not found satisfaction
in really anyone," he said.

"But that doesn't mean I don't

want to be politically active,"

KRS-One added, referring to his
decade-long involvement in dri-

ves like Rock the Vote, which he
has supported since its inception
during the 1992 presidential elec-
tion.

He also lent his support for
Proposition 52, which he said has
the potential to dramatically ease
the voting process.

"The idea of being able to reg-
ister and vote at the same time is

groundbreaking," he said.

Other students and speakers
used the event as a forum to
protest a possible war in Iraq and
the Racial Privacy Initiative, a
2004 California ballot item that
would restrict state-collected
racial and ethnic data.

SHOULD UCU SWITCH BACK TO THE SEMESTER SYSTEyp

The Academic Senate plans to review the academic calendar this year with a
comprehensive report on possible considerations, scheduled to be released In eariy
November.

I
UC History

|

All UC campuses used the semester Before
calendar. 1966

UC System changes to the quarter i

system to achieve year-round operation.

Berkeley's faculty votes to return to the

semester system. UC President David

Saxon delayed approval to keep all

campuses on the same system.

The Debate at UCLA3

UCLA School of Law returns to the

semester system. ,

Berkeley changes back to a semester

system after faculty votes 63% to 37%.

UCLA School of Medicine returns to

the semester system.

1976

1978

1963

1967

1971

1975

1977}

1965

1990

1994

UC Merced to begin operations using

the semester system.

SOJRCL

2004

UCLA considers returning to

semester system. Faculty votes

to switch 61% to 39%, however

Vice Chancellor Saxon decides to

end discussk)n.

UCLA discusses academic calendar

in response to a system wide

review. Faculty votes to retain

quarter system 54% to 46%.

UCLA reconskters academk:
calendar; faculty votes to keep

quarter system 59% to 41%.

UCLA conducts infbrmal survey

within each academic unit.

Academic Senate executive

board opposes campus-wkle
debate.

In the event of budget cuts.

Academic Senate leaders request
the UCLA administration investigates

cost-savings measures associated

with a switch to the seniemster

system. Ftesearch is inconclusive.

Habitat for Humanity reappears on campus
RECOGNIZED BY ASUCLA, GROUP TO HELP BUILD HOMES FOR IMPOVERISHED IN LA AREA

By Jessica Chung
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchung@nfiedia.ucla.edu

Habitat for Humanity International returned
to the UCLA campus last week when it became
an officially recognized student organization.
A chapter of the organization had been active

on the UCLA campus previously, but became
inactive a few years ago, according to new
Habitat for Humanity president, Kevin Gerrity, a
fourth-year history student. After working with
Habitat for Humanity International as a final

project in an urban planning class, Gerrity
made plans to revive the organization on cam-
pus.

By raising money and building houses, the
international organization works to eliminate

poverty housing and homelessness worldwide.
''Habitat for Humanitv helps families within

25 to 50 percent of the Los Angeles average
income," said marketing director Shayna
Arnold, a third-year English student "It gives
families who have the potential for financial
stability become stable. Homeowners also
work one hundred hours with the volunteers in
the building of their homes."
The UCLA chapter visits building sites in Los

Angeles, Long Beach, Van Nuys and San Gabriel
Valley.

It's a great way to get involved because you
see the physical results ofwhat youVe done. It*s

gratifying to see that your hard work is going
straight to use," Arnold said.

By the end of this year, the UCLA chapter of
Habitat for Humanity hoges to have a house,
with the total $100,000-200,000 cost funded by
UCLA through donors, alumni and fundraising,
completely built by UCLA students.

''It would be great for other clubs or ^)orts

teams to come to the house as a group suid help
work on it one weekend. It will be a way for the
entire UCLA commimity to get together,"
Gerrity said.

In order to become an officially recognized
student organization, the UCLA Habitat for
Humanity chapter must be recognized by
Associated Students of UCLA and become an
official chapter in the eyes of Habitat for
Humanity International

To do so, documents such as a constitution, a
covenant and by-laws had to be drawn up, and
the chapter was required to provide proof of
fulfillment of the three fundamental roles of a
chapter tc^^^draise, to build, and to educate.

While it takes most chapters a year to
become official. Habitat for Humanity plans to
be official by the end of the quarter.

HABITAT
I
Page 3

Report to extend

semester debate

Fsal

mile extension of city's subv^ay

By Shane Nelson

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
snelson@media.ucla.edu

If some faculty get their way,
UCLA could go back to the tradi-

tional semester calendar it used
until 1966.

Leaders of the faculty body who
determine academic policy at

UCLA think there is a good possi-

bility a semester versus quarter
debate will consume the campus
for the rest of this year, after a com-
prehensive report is released in the

next few weeks.

The Academic Senate started

investigating the issue last January

through a 12-member committee
created to gather information that
informs "full and open consultation
across the campus."
The highly-anticipated report,

which took nine months of
research to prepare, will be
released to the senate executive
board and the executive vice chan-
cellor in early November.

"We are looking forward to see-
ing what the report says," said
Duncan Lindsey, senate chair.

The Academic Senate is the leg-
islative body on campus responsi-
ble for setting academic pohcy and

SEMESTER | Page 4

ByPeyean

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ptsai@medla.ucla.edu

On the heavily-populated UCLA
campus, where an open parking
space has become almost an illu-

sion, students are in need of better
transportation options to be
mobile around Los Angeles.

A recent Los Angeles Times
article generated excitement
about a proposal for a 3-mile
extension of the city's only sub-
way down Wilshire Boulevard to

the Los Angeles Coimty Museimi
of Art

However, the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority is far

from having a proposal on the
table, as the prospect of a subway
extension is still in preliminary
planning stages, according to MTA
officials.

"There is no project today (to
build an extension). We're just try-

ing to preserve the option," said
Marc Littman, an MTA
spokesman. '

Though Los Angeles won't be
seeing a longer subway line any

{

time soon, the MTA is also
working to improve other trans-

portation options.

As of Oct 20, MTA buses will

operate for an additional hour.
And although construction has-
n't yet started, plans are in the
works for extensions on other
railways, including the
Exposition light rail, which will

extend from its current stop at

Culver City, stretching from
downtown to Santa Monica.

Meanwhile, the MTA is still

exploring the possibility of
extending the line to the Fairfax
district, and has just completed
safety and engineering studies
surveying the feasibility of tun-
neling.

In 1986, Congress rejected a
plan to allow a track that would
run under the Fairfax district,

citing underground methane
gas resources as potentially
dangerous. The year prior, a gas
explosion erupted into a fire at a
Ross Dress for Less in the area.

Safety concerns raised by the
accident prompted Westside Rep.
Henry Waxman to sponsor a

A HEW SUBWAY UHE?
MTA officials are exploring the possibility of extending the current Metro Red Une down
Wilshire to Fairfax.

,
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proposition in 1986 to forbid the
use of federal funds for construc-
tion in the Fairfax district. A
proposition in 1998 also banned
the use of local funds for subway
construction, which includes the

^ershing

Square

Union Station/

Gateway

Transit Center

use of public sales tax.

Right now, MTA's main goal is to

secure funding by getting this leg-

islation overturned, according to

I
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Sniper may have telephoned pohce
By Stephen Manning

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ROCKVILLE, Md — In a tantaliz-

ing turn in the hunt for the
Washington-area sniper, investiga-

tors said Monday the killer appar-
ently tried to contact them in a
phone call that was too garbled to

understand. They pleaded with the
person to call back.

The announcement came hours
after Virginia authorities surrounded
a white van in Richmond, Va., and
seized two men. Police later said the
men had nothing to do with the case
and would be deported for immigra-

tion violations.

The most intriguing development
came from Montgomery County
Police Chief Charles Moose, who is
in charge of the investigation.

Moose disclosed for the first time
that a call had been received fi-om
someone of high interest to investi-
gators - but the call was muddled.

"The person you called could not
hear everything you said. The audio
was unclear, and we want to get it

right. Call us back so that we can
clearly understand," Moose said.
He did not disclose who received

the call, when it was made, or other
details.

But investigators believe the call

may have come from the sniper and
the caller was the same person who
left a note and phone number
Saturday night at the scene of the
latest shooting, a law enforcement
source told The Associated Press on
condition of anonymity.

|

For the second consecutive day,

Moose seemed intent on establish-
ing a dialogue with the killer On
Sunday, he pubhcly pleaded with the
note writer to call authorities.

On Monday, he said, "The mes-
sage that needs to be delivered is

SNIPER
I
Page 4

Speaks Out
Are you voting in this November's elections? Why or why not?

Chieh Lu

Second-year, undeclared
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ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestem research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qtlalifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more Information

Southwestern Research,

888-444-1104
vinviv.
^Jt*]^i^p*j^u

com

i
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"I haven't

planned on voting

because I'm not

up to date on

what's going on.

I'm pretty unin-

formed since I

live In the dorms,

but I feel pretty

bad about it."

Jennifer Raab
First-year, biochenfiistry

"I don't feel I

have time to

educate myself

on the issues.

Instead of

being swayed

by others' opin-

ions, I won't

vote."

KRS-One
Rapper

"I dont

vote. I have

not found

satisfaction

in really any-

one. No
one's really

speaking my
language."

Stacey Chow
Fourth-year, political science

"I think that

Ifs the respon-

sibility of citi-

zens to vote in

what they

believe in and

give their opin-

ion on how soci-

ety should be

run."

R^' Singh

Third-year, political science

"I don't know

if it will have any

impact, so I'm

apathetic to the

process. But If I

get a free con-

cert, dude, I'll

vote; give

donuts, dude, I'll

vote."

James Pearson

Third-year business economics

"HI vote If I

find issues

I'm con-

cerTied about

and want to

affect I still

need to do

research and

find them."

Compiled by Robert Salonga, Daily Bruin Senior Staff: Photos by Nicole Miller, DaUy Bruin Staff

from page 1

promote political involvement, irre-

spective of party designatioa
"We go to places like clubs, con-

certs and campuses because that's

where the most students are," said

Lynne Lyman, program director for
Rock the Vote.

''Parties are of no interest to us,**

she continued
She also explained that the ratio-

nale for the groups invited to speak
was they were all affiliated to the Yes
on Prop. 52 campaign.
Though the campaign considers

itself to be nonpartisan, in the past

Rock the Vote has fought for affirma-
tive action and anti-discrimination

policies. Also, it does take stances on
issues it deems is in the interests of
all voters.

Lyman cited Proposition 52,
which would establish same-day
voter registration, as an issue with a
**wide s^peal" where *1iiere's not
going^ta be a lot of conflict"

from page 1

Littman.

If built, the 3-mile extension
would cost over $200 million per
mile. But the extension would only
be possible if these limits on fund-
ing could be lifted, Littman said.

"You can coimect all those *ifs'

and think there's a project in line,

but it's really prematiure to make

that assumption. The (Los Angeles)
Times got a little excited," he said.
A subway is not orUy a trans-

portation necessity but also a sym-
bolic necessity, said Joija Prover, a
social welfare professor at UCLA.

"We seem to be against public
transportation in Los Angeles. We
may be a car culture, but we've got
to (extend the subway).

"We have too many cars and the
traffic problem is increasing. At
some point we will have to under-
take a radical change toward pub-

lic transportation," she said.

Public transportation is an
essential ingredient in building a
community, said Jim Rawitsch, the
associate vice president of external
affairs at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, where the exten-
sion would meet
Though LACMA currently serves

700,000 visitors a year, a subway
extension might make the museiun
more accessible to the community.

"L.A. is a difficult city if you
don't have a car," he said.

o-
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HABITAT

Name helps

garner good

response
from page 1

"It's easier for us than most
other chapters because Habitat
for Humanity existed on the
UCLA campus before. We just
need to make a few minor adjust-
ments to most of the documents,"
Gerrity said.

Another benefit of being a
chapter of a large international

organization is students have
either worked with other chap-
ters of Habitat for Humanity, or at

least have heard of it.

"We say 'Habitat for Humanity'
4o students on Bruin Walk, 2md
they will recognize it. The
response has been overwhelm-
ing," Gerrity said.

NEWS

/^ CRIMEWATCH

Petty Theft

Habitat for Humanity
International is hctinng a meeting
tonight at Kerckhoff Grand Salon
at 6 30 p. m. to recruit volunteers
and students interested in leader-

ship.

An unknown suspect removed a
driver's hcense and credit card
from a cubby hole at the John
Wooden Center between 7:30 and
8:00 p.m. on Oct 17.

A suspect removed a wallet from
Jose Bernstein's between 11:00 and
11:10 am. on Oct 17. The loss

totalled $15.

Four suitcases were removed
from the garage of a building on the

3000 block of SawteUe Boulevard
on Oct 14. The loss came to $300.

A wallet was removed from
Powell Library on Oct. 9. On Oct 1

1

a wallet was removed from a Big
Blue Bus between 8:30 and 9:00

a.m. The total losses for stolen
wallets was $188.

A backpack was removed from
De Neve Dining Hall between 8:30

and 9:30 p.m. on Oct 9. Loss: $60.

Grand Theft

On Oct 15 a white Tbyota Camry
was stolen from Lot 11 between
7:15 and 9:30 p.m. It was later

located by the Cypress Police

Department on Oct 21.

A laptop was stolen from the 400
block of Gayley between 2:30 am.
and 2:00 p.m. on Oct 14. There
was no sign of forced entry. Loss:

Source: Iniversity Police Dept Log

$1,500.

On the same day between 10:20

am. and 3:00 p.m. another laptop

was stolen from the 400 block of
Gayley. There was no sign of forced
entry. Loss: $2,000.

Someone pried off and removed
a projector from Young Hall 2033
between 6:30 p.m. on Oct 11 and
4:00 p.m. on Oct 14. There was no
sign of forced entiy. Loss: $4,000.

Miscellaneous

On Oct 13 an unauthorized indi-

vidual was discovered practicing

dentistry without a license at the

School of Dentistry third floor den-

tal clinic.

On Oct 11 an unattended white

pit bull bit someone at an unknown
location on the UCLA campus.
On Oct 11 a man, naked from

the waist down, was warned and
advised by the UCPD to leave the

premises ofJews for Jesus, located
on Le Conte Avenue between
Gayley and Broxton avenues.

Someone hacked into the UCLA
campus computer network system
at unknown times between Oct 8
and Oct 14. i

Compiled from UCPD media
reports between Oct. 9 to Oct. 21 by
Karen E. Graulich, Daily Bruin
Contributor

Car explosion kills 16 in northern Israel
By Jamie Tarabay

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KARKUR JUNCTION, Israel — A
car packed with explosives pulled up
to a bus in northern Israel during
rush hour Monday and ignited in a
massive fireball that trapped passen-
gers in the blazing bus and killed at

least 16 people, including two suicide

attackers.

About 45 people were wounded in

the blast at Karkur Junction, several
miles from the town of Hadera. The
army said 15 of the wounded were
soldiers. The body of at least one sol-

dier was seen lying next to the bus.

The explosion unleashed intense
flames that sent huge plumes of
smoke into the sky and initially pre-

vented police and rescue workers
from approaching the bus. When the
fire was extinguished an hour later,

the bus and the car were reduced to
blackened skeletons.

The explosion was so strong that

1 fell to the floor," Michael Itzhaki, a
r

passenger who was sitting behind the

bus driver, told Army Radio. "I

looked back and quickly got off the
bus, then it burst into flames."

"We succeeded in getting one sol-

dier off the bus," Itzhaki said. "Two
minutes after that, more explosions
started ... and we couldnt get on the
bus because it was on fire. Some of
the soldiers climbed out the windows
and survived."

The militant Islamic Jihad move-
ment claimed responsibility in a le^
ter faxed to The Associated Press, in

Beirut, Lebanon. The group said the
attack was in "retaliation for the
series of massacres committed by the
criminal enemy against our people."
It cited recent Israeli military opera-
tions that have resulted in Palestinian

civilian deaths in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip.

The bombing raised the prospect
of tough Israeli retaliation, and
Public Security Minister Uzi Landau
called for disbanding of the
Palestinian security forces. "We must

'

2002 Forum on

Careers and Graduate programs in

INTERNATIONAL

AFFAIRS
Tuesday, October 22, 2002

6:30 to 7:00 p.m. - Presentation:

Int'l Affairs Careers & Admissions

7:00 to 9:00 p.m. - Graduate School Fair

UCLA James West Alumni Center

Meet representatives from International Affairs Programs

from the following universities:

Georgetown University

Columbia University

UC San Diego

Tufts University

use
University of Minnesota

Harvard University

John Hopkins University

University of Denver

University of Washington

Syracuse University

University of Michigan

Princeton University

American University

Duke University

University of Maryland

George Washington University

Sponsored by

UCLA Career Center, UCLA Alumni Association,

Student Alumni Association (SAA),

UCLA School ofPublic Policy and Social Research,

APSLA: Association ofFivfessional Schools ofLntemationalAffairs

(www.aspiaoig)

^m^UCLAIumni
Association

2LJ^, UCJA Career Caot»f

For more information, contact Alumni Career Services at

I (310) 206-3798 or

check the UCLA Career Center Home Page at

I
career.ucla.edu

not take our feet off the gas pedal,
and keep acting with the utmost thor-

oughness in all the pockets of
Palestinian terror," he said.

The army's chief spokeswoman,
Brig. Gen. Ruth Yaron, did not say
what the likely response would be
but linked the attacks to the recent
easing of curfews in some West Bank
towns.

**We*ll have to be very careful now,
there are probably more ticking
bombs on the way," she said. "We
have to re-evaluate the situation and
see if we have any information on
where the next attack might b^ com-
ing from." I

Israel has imposed curfews on
hundreds of thousands in the West
Bank's Palestinian cities for the past
four months, a move that has brought
a sharp decline in bombing attacks,

but not their complete cessation.

Ron Ratner, a spokesman for the
Egged bus company, said security

officers in cars are trailing buses,
watching for potential car bombs.
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SEMESTER
from page 1

reviewing administrative deci-

sions. All tenure-track faculty are

members. i

The report will addres3 the
effects on the quality of teaching,

learning and research; short term
transitional costs; long-term costs

of administration; and faculty, stu-

dent and staff welfare, per the sen-

ate's request.

If the senate determines the

semester calendar's transitional

costs outweigh potential benefits,

the debate won't go any further,
said Cliff Brunk, senate vice-chair.
Though Ray Knapp, co-chair of

the Joint Committee to Review the
Academic Calendar, is relatively
confident the report will jump-start
campus-wide discussion during
winter and spring quarters.
The committee also met with

student representatives to include
what they want to see in the report.
The Undergraduate Students
Association Council asked the
committee to include information
on how a switch would affect
retention rates and student fees,
said Chris Diaz, USAC academic
affairs commissioner and senate

NEWS

executive board member.
Students may have the opportu-

nity to voice their opinions through
debate forums and a student reso-
lution, Diaz said.

The debate is a recurring theme
in the history of UCLA. Before
1966, all University of California
campuses were on the semester
system. The UC converted to a
quarter system that year to add a
summer session.

After state budget cuts eliminat-
ed funding for summer quarters in

1969, UCLA considered a switch
back to the traditional system five

times. On two occasions the uni-
versity came close to a switch, but

decided against it because of stu-

dent opposition and mixed faculty
support.

With the exception of the
Berkeley campus who switched in

1976, all UCs still divide their year
into four partitions. UC Merced,
scheduled to open in 2004, will use
a semester calendar.

UC Merced director of academic
planning Karen Merit said, "The
chancellor wanted to increase the
possibility of cooperation with
community and state colleges in

the area," which are all on the
semester system.

Switching to semesters may
affect other UC campuses as well.

Undergraduate students Association

Programming Fee Referendum
Are you a member of an officially registered campus student organization?

If so, register now for the Undergraduate Students Association Endorsement
Hearings, and let your organization's voice be heard!

Endorsement Accreditation Applications are now available at the Election

Board Office at 312 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications must be submitted to the Election Board Office no later than

12:00 noon TODAY,

October 11, 2002

To qualify for accreditation, all organizations must be officially registered with the Center
for Student Programming, and agree to participate in the endorsement hearings process.

In exchange, organizations will be allowed to advertise their endorsements for the
Programming Referendum, and receive free public announcement of their endorsements

in the Daily Bruin.

Election Board 2002
Paid for by USAC

/ Princeton
^—"Review

Natiomd Stress-Free Grad Weekend

Take a FREEpractice LSATorMCAT
Attend a FREE GMAT or GRE Strategy Session

I

I

Over the weekend of October 26th & 27th, The Princeton Review will be holding FREE practice tests for LSAT and MCAT
and FREE Strategy Sessions for GMAT and GRE. This will be a tremendous opportunity for you to take a free proctored
full-length LSAT or MCAT or attend a free Strategy Session for GMAT or GRE. One of the best ways to improve your
LSAT MCAT GRE, or GMAT score is to take practice tests or attend Strategy Sessions to learn more about the test itself.

EVENT INFORMATION

Monrovia- Four Points Sheraton

Saturday October 26, 2002

MCAT Practice test 9:00am - 5:00pm

Pasadena- DoubleTree Hotel

I Sunday, October 27, 2002

LSAT Practice test 9:00am - 1:00pm

GRE Strategy Session 2:00pm - 3:30pm

GMAT Strategy Session 4:00pm - 5:30pm

Westwood- UCLA
Sunday, October 27, 2002

MCAT Practice test 10:00am - 6:00pm

LSAT Practice test i :00pm - 5:00pm

GMAT Strategy Session l :00pm - 2:30pm

GRE Strategy Session i :00pm - 2:30pm

www.R
Space is limited. Call now to reseve a seat.

etonReview.com • SOC^Meview

If UCLA makes the transition, it is

likely other UC campuses will fol-

low to unify the entire system,
Knapp said.

This is a good time to consider
the switch at UCLA, the conunittee
said.

One reason to switch is many
want all undergraduate and gradu-
ate schools to follow the same cal-

endar. Both the medical and law
schools are on the semester sys-

tem, which creates problems for

students and faculty who start

school five weeks before the rest

of the campus begins, Knapp said.

The Joint Committee also sites a
statistic that most of the nation's

colleges and universities - approx-
imately 85 percent - use a semes-
ter calendar.

The timing of this issue is awk-
ward, Knapp said. Though budget
constraints could preclude a
switch, Knapp said financial rea-
sons are not the primary motiva-
tion for change - research and edu-
cation are. .

|

If the switch actually happens -
"and that's a huge if," Knapp said -
the earliest the change would
occur is in 2008.

Check http://www. senate, ucla. edu
for updates on the report about a
possible semester switch. -

SNIPER
from page 2

that we are going to respond to a
message that we have received. We
are preparing our response at this

time."

Moose said he could not discuss
the message further.

The flurry of activity raised hope
there had been a break in the search
for the sniper who has killed nine
people and critically wounded three
others in Virginia, Maryland and
Washington since Oct. 2.

The latest attack came Saturday
night in a steakhouse parking lot in
Ashland, just north of Richmond.
The victim, a 37-year-old man, was
felled by a single shot to the stom-
ach.

He remained in critical but stable
condition at a Richmond hospital
Monday after having his spleen and
parts of his pancreas and stomach
removed. Surgeons removed the
buUet fi-om the victim, and a ballis-

tics test linked the slug to the sniper.

Surgeon Rao Ivatury said the man
is conscious and responding to his
wife's voice but will need additional
surgery in the next few days.

"He still has a long way to go,"
Ivatury said.

Through the hospital, the wife
issued a statement saying the caring

and prayers she and her husband
have received "have been a bright
ray of hope and comfort"

"Please pray also for the attacker
and that no one else is hurt," she
said.

Schools in Richmond and nearby
counties were shut down Monday,
and there was heightened interest
after the two men were taken into
custody in suburban Richmond.

The white van, which had 30-day
Virginia tags and a snudl Marine
Corps sticker on the back window,
had been idling beside a pay phone
at least 45 minutes, said David
Dimham, a mechanic at a nearby car
dealership.

.

Witnesses said officers in bullet-

proof vests converged on the van
and dragged out a man before slap-

ping him in handcuffs. Authorities
did not say how the second man
was arrested.

Hours later, the lead fell apart A
Justice Department official said
deportation proceedings had begun
against the 24-year-old Mexican and
35-year-old Guatemalan.

Meanwhile, the sniper's latest

fatal victim was laid to rest
FBI analyst Linda Franklin, 47,

was killed by the sniper Oct 14 out-
side a Home Depot in Falls Church
while loading packages with her
husband. Franklin had siuvived
breast cancer and was awaiting the
birth of her first grandson.

Join us for this informative workshop at YRL and

learn about the many resources available from

UCLA's extensive library system including ORION,

the reference stacks, and much more!

Wednesday, Oct.30 th, 12:00-1:00 pm
Young Research Library, East Electronic Classroom ( 2nd Floor

)

Reservations preferred. Please call by Oct. 28th to reserve your seat!

For more information, call 825-3945 or visit www.thecenter.ucla.edu
Sponsored by the Center for WcMnen & Men Jk^t

Teeth Whitening
*for new patients with dental insurance

OSMETIC & GENERAL OiimiiRr
iSMMi"

WHITER AND BRIGHTER
DENTAL CENTERS

Beautiful offices

Stereo headphones for Music or TV
Dental insurance welcome

Change yeur silver

fillings to white!

Invisalign

Invisible

Braces
WESTWOOD VILUIQE

951 Westwood Blvd.

Comer of Westwood Blvd.

and Weybum Ave.

TEL: (310) 824-2225

BRENTWOOD
Country Mart

225 26th St.

San Vicente at 26th St.

TEL: (310) 451-2728

Free Validated Parking
Marc Rojtman DPS, Eric Yum DPS & Associates

www, wnitmtndBrigMemmm
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CUE and UC-AFT are striking on campuses throughout the UC system -

YIKES!

STRIKES!
Learn about these actions and how you and

your union sisters and brothers can be part

of this movement.

HALL
Wednesday, October 23, 2002

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
I Presentations at 1 1 :30 and 1 2:30

Neuropsychiatric Institute Auditorium, NPI C8-183

I Light Refreshments will be Served

Join the Coalition of University Employees (CUE - the UC Clerical Employeesf

Union) along with UC-AFT, UPTE, SAGE/UAW, CNA and AFSCME, representing UC
Employees in a Town Hall Meeting as clericals decide their future.

CALIPGRNIA
NURSES
ASSOOAITCN
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For inore information, contact CUE at (310) A73-7428

HALLOWEEN
FREE MOVIE POSTERS

Wednesday, October 23

8:00 PM

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Pick up FREE Passes at

Campus Events Office

319 Kerckhoff

Presented By
Campus Events

Sign the Iraq Peace Pledge

afsc.org/peacepledge

^ To learn about local organizing, contact: AFSC-Office

980 North Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91 103

Call: Shady Hakim at 626-791-1978

Learn about the issues at: afsc.org/iraq

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
85 Years Workingfor Peace, Justice&Human Dignity
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UCLA eats up funds

for silly snack feud
The administration is about to waste $100,000 to relieve

faculty concerns about the aesthetic appeal of vending
machines outside one of the ugliest buildings on cam-

pus: Bunche HalL

The machines were installed in August for about
$75,000, but plans have now been approved to spend
about another $25,000 to remove them. Their removal is

largely due to the faculty's complaining about the vending
machines blocking their view of the green area surround-
ing Bunche. The reason for installation was no less petty
than the reason for removal - graduate students felt it was
unsafe to nmke the short walk to LuValle Conunons or
Campbell Hall during late night study sessions in Bunche.

Asinine justifications for the installation or removal of
vending machines aside, the university could have found
some much better ways to spend $100,000 than on a snack
machining feud

|

A year's worth of free registration fees, for example,
could have been offered to more than 20 low-income stu-
dents in the form of scholarships; the money could've cov-
ered a year's worth of housing fees for at least 10 of them.
The $100,000 could have been used to fund some

research grants, enhance faculty recruitment, or help sub-
sidize a real book^ending program.
A number of student services would also greatly wel-

come $100,000 to ensure their viability, or increase their
quality. For example, the BruinGo! program - which pro-
vides free transportation via the Santa Monica Big Blue
Bus to students, faculty and staff at the cost of $1 million
a year - was almost cancelled because of lack of funding
last spring. Pouring lOO-grand into the program would
have given it at least a little more viability, since the pro-
gram is up for renewal at the end of this year

The chunk of money could have also helped build an
on-campus pub once the Associated Students of UCLA
approve it With extra money, ASUCLA nught have been
able to afford two - one for the Graduate Student
Association, and the other for everyone else.

Giving the Post OfiBce on campus a **university helper^
- to bring the number of employees there to a grand total
of two - would reduce wait time substantially and make
life easier on a lot of students.

Other student services outlets that could use more
money, too: the Student Initiated Outreach Center, with jts

recent cut in funds; ASUCLA, so it can help pay for their
workers' benefits; and the Wooden Center, so it can
address its dearth of treadmills and other equipment

Speaking of athletics, the money could have been used
to hire another coach for Bob Toledo - one to advise him
against running fake field goals on fourth and 15 with a
six-point lead in the fourth quarter

Saving the money could have also opened a window of
opportunity to improve the quality of student representa-
tion: $100,000 can send a lot of Undergraduate Student
Association Council members to Ghana, not just External
Vice President Chris Neal.

Better yet, UCLA could have used the $100,000 to
enlarge Gov. Gray Davis' campaign chest - maybe buying
a share of him would make the governor more conunitted
to increasing funds for the University of California.

This could also be approached a tad more indirectly:

UCLA could give someone $100,000, have the person
donate it to Davis, and ask to be j^pointed to the Board of
Regents - it worked for Power Rangers creator Haim
Saban, so it's not impossible.

One hundred thousand dollars can go a long way -
unfortunately, at UCLA it's going to remove candy
machines so fi-umpy professors can look at grass on their
way out of elevators.

E
very act of community service is

selfish. But since the results of
icommuiuty service matter more

than its motivations, the UC should
enact a conununity service requirement
as a condition to

graduate.

With my experi-

ence tutoring chil-

dren in Watts
through Project
Literacy, I have
found tiiat, regard-

less of the personal
motivations of the
tutor, the child ben-
efits greatly from
receiving one-on-
one attention with
a college student
Community service is often falsely

perceived as hallowed ground
reserved for only those with the most
noble intentions; it is not to be tainted

Mike Hansen
nihansen(S)medla.uda.8du

Hansen appears
Tuesday.

in Viewpoint every

with people with selfish motivations.
But this is irrational because the rea-

sons for doing community service are
much less important than the life-

changing effects that service can have
on people in need.

The myth of community service as a
purely altruistic cause needs to be dis-

pelled. Conununity service is always
selfish. Take a hypothetical student,

Susie Do-Gooder, who helps out at the
local soup kitchen. It would be near
blasphemy to insinuate that Susie

helps out for reasons other than help-

ing the homeless. But the people who
do community service have a wide
diversity of motivations, none of
which is any better or worse than
altruism.

With Susie's case, alleviating her
own guilt about being a prosperous
middle-class American may contribute
to her desire to serve the homeless.
Or, perhaps, Susie is a master resume-
builder or wants people to think she is

a good person.

Or maybe Susie just helps out

because it gives her personal satisfac-
tion. When Susie goes to sleep at
night, she feels good about herself
because she does community service.
There is absolutely nothing wrong
with benefitting yourself while helping
others.

All of the above motivations are
selfish, but it doesn't matter because
the end result is always the same:
Society is better off. Likewise, doing
community service because it is a
requirement also improves society.
Now that the "community-service-

must-be-noble" myth is dispelled, we
can consider the proposal to include
some type of community service as a
UC graduation requirement. Students
of a state-funded institution have a
moral and social obligation to repay
the state and taxpayers that subsidize
their education. Conunimity service
would be the perfect way to do this.

Receiving a public education should
be like a contract between the citizen
and the state. The state subsidizes a
student's education in return for a

commitment by the student to give
something back to the state. Yes, we
pay taxes, but very few students pay
enough to equal the amount of their
education subsidy.

Doing 10 hours of community ser-
vice per quarter would be a small sac-
rifice on the part of each individual
student, but think of the net effect it

would have on our state. With every
UC student contributing, it would
result in over 5 million community ser-
vice hours per year. There can be no
doubt that these hours would be well-
served mentoring inner-city youth, car-
ing for the elderly or cleaning up our
streets.

The current absence of a conununi-
ty service requirement at UCLA pro-
vides no excuse for failing to fulfill

your moral obligation as a citizen.

There are plenty of organizations on
and off campus that need your help.
Regardless of your personal motiva-
tions, do commuiuty service, and the
state will be a much better place to
live for all Califonuans.

Pro-war speakers ignorant

of own country's actions

UNITED STATES GUILTY OF SAME CRIMES FOR
WHICH BRUIN REPUBLICANS CONDEMN IRAQ

By Corey Chapman

BAI^ZEE
By Byron Bradley bbradley@media.ucla.edu

I was taken aback by last week's pro-
war rally held by the Bruin
Republicans. Not that I was surprised
that the speakers would go along with
Bush and support a massacre in Iraq,

but rather that they, at the same time,

support such a strike against the United
ocaces.

According to the Daily Bruin, the
speakers "cited (Iraq's) long history of
aggression, its failure to disarm
weapons of mass destruction, the fact

that it never apologized for what it did
to Kuwait, its decimation of the Kurdish
people, and m^yor human rights viola-

tions as justifications for the war
effort," ("Pro-war rally held in

Meyerhofif Park," News, Oct 16). Sadly,

the Bruin Republicans must think
another attack on our soil is warranted,
as the Uruted States more than fulfills

all the requirements for being a victim
of a **preemptive strike: " c

.'

For being relatively young, the
United States has a pretty long history

of aggression Since 1798, the United
States has been in involved in 239
armed conflicts. Think about all the
times we've gone into other countries
to take land or resources, or to replace
a leader who didn't "suit our needs,"
and the millions of lives lost in those
bloody coups.

Anyone can look at recent events
and see that the United States still dab-
bles in "weapons of mass destruction"
Maybe Fm just naive, but I doubt the
thousands of Afjghans who lost their

lives in the continuing military canv
paign were killed with fairy dust And
just consider the thousands of nuclear
weapons we still have stored, or how
much of our tax money is fimneled
toward military expenditures. Bush's
proposed $396.1 billion 2003 military
budget is 15 percent more than the

Unsigned editorials represent a m^rity opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editoriaj Board. All other columns, letters and artwork represent
the opinions of their authors.

Chapman is a fourth-year English
and history strident.

average Cold War military budget (in

today's dollars). In addition, the current
administration has repeatedly shown its

support for research into the use of
nuclear warheads in "bunker buster"
bombs, while refusing to back the
Comprehensive Test Ban lYeaty.

I don't even need to go into how
rarely the United States apologizes for

its actions, antagonism and atrocities.

Speakers talked about Iraq's "decima-
tion of the Kurdish people," but did
they discuss the fact that the Uruted
States not only knew about this geno-
cide, but they even secretly supported
the regime that carried it out with mili-

tary and economic aid, not to mention
intelligence that was used to produce
the chemical we2^x)ns used against the
Kurds? And didn't the United States

sponsor the decimation of the Native
American population, a more thorough
and cruel series of massacres than
Saddam Hussein ever carried out?

Finally, the United States for cen- ^-
turles has been the child prodigy of
human rights violations, both at home
and abroad. How many cruel dictators

have we supported, and still continue to
si4)port? Call my bluff, but Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait aren't exactly advocates of
democracy. And, last time I checked,
carpet-bombing an Afghan wedding cer-

erTK)ny was a violation of human rights.

Closer to home, the U.S. government
has been holding indefinitely suspected
terrorists some of them American citi-

zens, using sleep deprivation and other
cruel psychological tactics to get them
to talk. In addition, the way the govern-
ment treats the poor and indigent and
rewards the wealthy isn't any more
indicative of a fair human rights policy.

So either the Bruin Republicans who
spoke last week believe that a war
against the United States is justified, or
they are just plain ignorant of their own
country's failings.

To those in the latter category, I say,

"Wake up!" Blind nationalism does not
equal true patriotism.

Preemptive strike benefits greater good
PREEMPTION PREVENTS LONG. DESTRUCTIVE WARS, SAVES MANY MORE LIVES

By Matthew Knee

One nation's leader, looking at intelli-

gence reports indicating that Saddam
Hussein's Iraq is developing nuclear
wessons, ponders his nation's predicament

Iraq has been hostile toward his people in

the past, but years have passed in an uneasy
armistice since the last conflict. To strike

against Hussein in order to prevent him
firom deploying nuclear weapons would
require a preemptive strike with no inunedi-

ate provocation, an action that is sure to

draw international condenmation. Moreover,
an election is three weeks away, and the

leader fears that his domestic opponents
will accuse him of trying to manipulate the
results through national military action.

On the other hand, he knows his own
nuclear arsenal is of limited deterrence
value due to the political realities facing his

nation. Because Hussein cannot defeat his

forces in a conventional war, nuclear
weaponry is Hussein's best, if not only,

option.

This is quite similar to the situation facing

President Bush today, but he is not the

national leader of this tale. Rather, it is the
tale of Israeh Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, who on June 7, 1981 ordered an air

strike against Hussein's Osirik Nuclear
Reactor on the outskirts of Baghdad. This
successful strike crippled Hussein's capabili-

ty to produce weapons-grade fissile materi-
al, which today, over 20 years later, remains
his primary obstacle in his quest to develop
nuclear weaporuy. Every nation harshly con-

Knee is a political science student responding
to a Daily Bruin Online Forum question.

denmed the raid, but countiess hves were
undoubtedly saved.

The doctrine of preemption, practiced by
Begin in the Osirik strike, states that

because a shorter, less deadly war is prefer-

able to a longer and more lethal one,

nations, in the interests of individual securi-

ty and the greater good, must have the right

to strike against an enemy preparirig for a
large offensive action.

For international law to be either con-
structed or construed in such a marmer as
to prevent preemptive strikes is dangerous
and irresponsible. Without preemption, all

wars will be waged in the time, place and
marmer most advantageous to rogue states
that flout international law, because only
rogue states, by defirution, can initiate hos-
tilities.

Some fear that preemptive strikes set bad
precedents and erode international coopera-
tion. Preemptive strikes potentially threaten
the power of international institutions, and
they directiy contradict the ideologies of
those who pursue peace through diplomacy
at any cost. Thus, many people naively put
their faith and loyalty in the Uruted Nations,
international treaties, and the reasonabihty,
rationahty and essential goodness of human-
ity, fearing that preemptive strikes will
erode our faith in all the ideals they hold
dear.

However, those who act to protect
against this erosion only set the worid up to
see these ideals shattered. If these ideals are
shattered by an Iraqi nuclear detonation,
either directiy or through a terrorist organi-
zation such as al-Qaeda, Hamas or
Hezbollah, it will not be the first time.

After the carnage of World War I, Europe

entered a period of wishful and naive diplo-
macy, typified by the ridiculous Kellogg-
Briand Pact that renounced war as a
method of security policy and by Neville
Chamberlain's assertion that selling out
Czechoslovakia to Adolf Hitier would pro-
duce "peace in our time."

This idealistic paralysis prevented Europe
fi-om responding mihtarily to the German
menace until it was already too late. a

From a humanitarian perspective, a pre-^
emptive strike could easily have replaced
the most destructive man-made event in his-
tory with a shorter and smaller conflict that
would have saved many millions of lives.

From the French perspective, it would have
averted their defeat and the deterioration of
their status from a centuries-old world
power into an international irrelevancy that
followed.

History has shown that pacifism, conciha-
tion and trust in the fundamental goodness
of humanity have their place. Such philoso-

phy is certairUy an important factor in pre-

venting democratic states from going to war
with each other.

But when a dictator arises with the skill

and the will to manipulate this system for

expansionistic and aggressive ends, the sys-

tem falls apart. Policies based on the funda-

mental goodness, reasonability and peace-

fulness of humanity have no place in rela-

tions with fundamentally evil and violent

men such as Hitier and Hussein.

War is hell. No one disputes that. When
war must come, however, the free people of
the world are duty-bound to stand tall and
crush the rampaging tyrants, or else choose
between selling their souls and honor and
dying as defenseless victims.
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LETTERS

Cartoon unfair to NRA
I was very disappointed to see

Jason Liu's editorial cartoon in

Monday's Daily Bruin ("D.C. Sniper
Equipment"). It makes me sick at

heart to see a cartoon directiy equat-
ing National Rifle Association mem-
bership with serial murder.

Ironically, the cartoon appears jux-
taposed with Shirln Voussoughi's col-

unm, correctiy reminding us not to

unfairly associate these murders with
extremist Islam or the Muslim conunu-
nity in general ("Associating D.C.

sniper with al-Qaeda justifies racism,
unfounded alarm").

Imagine the uproar if, instead of an
NRA card, Mr. Liu had chosen to fea-

ture a copy of the Noble Qur'aan, or
even an Iraqi passport. How disgusting

would that idea be to him? Yet Mr. Liu
seems not to have seen anything amiss
in making an equally disgusting,

insulting and insensitive equation in

this cartoon.

I use the word "equally" advisedly;

the U.S. Islamic population and the
NRA membership are both variously

estimated at between three and four
million.

Again, I find it ironic that The Bruin
is simultaneously able to remind us
not to tar four niillion American
Muslims with the brush of a single

murderer, yet on the same page turns
around and tars another four miUion
Americans with it. And, come to think
of it, there is some overlap between
the two. One of my very dear Muslim
friends is a card-carrying member of
the NRA, and he's hardly likely to be
the only one.

I would like to invite The Bruin to
retract the statement implicit in the
cartoon, and make an apology to its

readership for insulting our intelli-

gence.

By way of placing this request in

context, I would like to disclose that I

am a former college newspaper edi-

tor, a registered Green Party voter, a
gun owner, and I am not now nor do I

ever plan to be a member of the
National Rifle Association.

Luis Felipe Morales

Mechanical and aerospace engineering

Destruction of Iraq's

weapons necessary
In 1961 1 was awarded a Fulbright

Scholarship to teach for one year at

Alhikma University in Baghdad, Iraq.

After investigating the policies of the
Iratp government, I concluded it was
politically too risky for me to go to Iraq.

However, along with the help ofmy
Iraqi student at UCLA I continued to

follow political trends in their countiy.

Today, the policy of both the U.S.

and English governments calls for the

abolition of an Iraqi stockpile of
weapons of mass destruction. This is

largely because of Saddam Hussein's

long and consistent record of extreme
brutality toward the people of Iraq and
his nei^bors. First, fiill inspection will

be required and secondly destruction of
the stockpile is to take place, using

force if necessary.

Critics have argued this would mean
preemptive action against Iraq - of
course it would, and should. It would
be completely irrational to wait until

the we2^x)ns are used against others.

Secondly, critics have argued the stock-

pile should not be destroyed until its

plarmed use is imminent This argu-

ment is equally irrational because ifthe
destruction is delayed \mtil just before
the weapons are used it may well be
too late to prevent their use.

A possible rational argument against

destroying this stockpile is that it
|

would never be used. Is this a chance
that should be taken in view of the fact

that these weapons have been used in

the past against innocent people?

Additionally, Hussein has proved him-
self to be one of the most brutal men in

the history of brutal dictators. In terms
of degree of brutality, he ranks with the

Grerman Nazis. Admittedly, Iraq is of
course much smaller than Germany,
but its weapons are far more powerful.

It is my hope that the editorialists of
the Daily Bruin will in the future offer a
more comprehensive and rational

analysis of the threat posed by Iraq's

stoclq)ile of weapons of mass destruc-
tion With their abolition, the sanctions
could be lifted and living conditions for
the people of Iraq could be greatiy

improved.

Theodore Andersen

Anderson School of Business
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Rocket From the Crypt
"Live from Camp X-Ray
Vagrant Records

^^^f

Halloween's coining up, just
the holiday for label Vagrant
Records, which does its part
year-long with a Umitless well-
spring of horrific offerings.

It's not difficult to conclude
that Vagrant's lineup has been
a putrid stain on the musical
worid for years now. Take one
look at the lineup-such unin-
spired groups as The Get Up
Kids, Saves the Day and
Dashboard Confessional per-
vade airwaves and stereos like

a virus. The best thing to say
about the label is that it is, at
least, pretty consistent

Rocket From the Crypt has
usually been the exception,
but the mediocre '*Live from
Camp X-Ray" plods along
without any real sense of
direction or urgency. The
band has walked a fine line

with the use of horns, attempt-
ing to enhance its sound with-
out disintegrating into a sec-

ond-rate ska band. On its lat-

est album, however, the horns
only enhance the monotone
and uninspired mood. For an
album that clocks in at under
30 minutes, it still sounds too
long for the amount of musi-
cal ideas contained.
As it stands, frontman John

Reis' side band Hot Snakes
has had the better year -
''Suicide Invoice" rolls along
with more energy and pure
punk spirit

-Andrew Lee

Badly Drawn Boy
"Have You Fed the

Fish?"
XL Recordings Ltd.

It's good to see Badly

Drawn Bby** -^^
hasn't lost his sense of humor,
or his ego.

The British pseudo-pop
star's new album "Have You
Fed the Fish?" is a pompous,
overblown, cheeky romp, and
those are all good things.

"Fish" is an incredibly fun
look at BDB's personal strug-

gle of balancing his family life

with the ups and downs of
being a celebrity.

This might seem like a pre-
tentious basis for a song cycle,

and it is, but BDB pulls it off
with such style, you can't help
but smile. Fans who were
looking for a return to the lo-fi

reflection of his BDB's
beloved debut album "The
Hour of Bewilderbeast" don't
get their wish with "Fish."

This has more in common
with the slicker production of
BDB's songs for the "About A
Boy" soundtrack and abounds
with funky electric guitars and
basslines.

The key to BDB's success is

his ability to craft songs
around sweet and uplifting

melodies, and he maintains
that tradition even while mov-
ing forward with his overall

approach.
Despite the fact that the

second half of the album gets
a little slow (it might have
benefited from cutting one or
two of the fifteen songs) this

is an inunensely pleasing
album.

'Anthony Bromberg

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh... could 4 - Great

be better 5 - Classic
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Electronic literature shows
layered elements of stories

By Siddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spurl@media.ucla.edu

The room goes pitch black. The
small stage lights flicker as the
author takes her position at the
podium. In place of her book lies a
laptop. In place of the table with
her books on it lies a projector
And now the audience stares, not
at the author, but at the screen
behind her that is projecting her
novel.

Welcome to an electronic Utera-
ture reading.

Technology has slowly begun to
take over society, firom communi-
cation with fiiends, to shopping for
groceries and even studying for
classes. This process of intertwin-
ing life with technology continues
with the emergence of a new
movement in literature that bases
even book reading on the Internet
The electronic literature move-

ment is something that allows us to
read books in a network of pro-
granuned media," according to
Jessica Pressman-Lupien, a doctor-
al student in English Uterature with
a focus in electronic literature at
UCLA. "It basically aUows readers
to route their own storylines in
books - they can flip from chapter
4 to chapter 19, for example, and
the story would still make sense."

While there is a certain fi-eedom
for readers in e-literature to go in
different directions in a Uterary
work, there is still authorial con-
trol as the reading paths are

I

author-created and based on narra-
tive and aesthetic decisions.

Electronic hterature can be clas-

sified into numerous categories.

Animated text, usually poems, uses
words that move or morph
onscreen. Hyper text is work based
on reader interaction while perfor-
mance recordings or readings are
works performed with the help of
digitized audio or video of tiie text
being read or performed.

"El-Uterature is non-linear and
multi-linear, interactive and multi-

media," Pressman-Lupien said. "It

is a different experience than read-
ing print, demands different
skills/action and invokes different

interpretations."

Definitely different than e-

books, electronic literature is

becoming an important part of lit-

erature for the 21st century,
according to N. Katherine Hayles,
UCLA professor of English.

Diuing readings authors utilize

their laptops and screens as a way
to convey aspects of their works.
By slowly emphasizing words and
phrases accompanied with dramat-
ic pauses, audience members can
hear the slight clicking of comput-
er buttons and witness the morph-
ing of computer images.

While some have argued that
electronic hterature may draw
readers away fi'om classic, bound
novels, many rising experts in the
field comment that electronic liter-

ature merely mirrors a new way to
read.

The experience of reading liter-

ature in the digital realm is very dif-

ferent than reading print,"

Pressman-Lupien said. "E^lit is not
going to supplant books; this is not
the death of books. Rather, this is a
different incarnation of narrative

and reading."

The movement, now housed at

UCLA between the English depart>

ment and the design/media arts

department, is not just a phase or a
time specific avant-garde reaction
in the world of hterature, accord-
ing to Pressman-Lupien.
Though some see this as a revo-

lutionary movement not yet com-
parable to "classic hterature," e-Ut-

erature can lure a reader into a
medium that makes s^parent the
layered elements of storytelling.

While this medium is still in its

fledgUng stages, the Electronic
Literature Organization, with help
fi*om UCLA, will promote e-Utera-

ture through more readings and a
student e-Uterature competition.

"This is the technology of our
time, like the printing press before
it," Pressman-Lupien said. "Artistic

expression in the electronic medi-
um will continue to grow and
become standardized, just as more
people will leam to read, teach and
publish in this medium."

E-UTERATURE: For more infor-

mation on the Electronic

Literature Organization, please e-

mxiU Jessica Pressman-Lupien at

jesspres@ucla.edu or go to their

office in 228H Kinross.

"Th D- rf" M •
Universal Stidios

«M IK Ii"^ ^ n ^ n^I^^
^^^s discusses a scene with director David Lynch for

"Mulholland Drive." her breakout film.

Watts stretches her

range in 'The Ring'
By Anthony Bromberg and Howard

Ho
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

hho@medJa.ucla.edu

abromberg@media.ucla.edu

She has seemingly flawless good
looks. She's an import from
Australia. She's not Nicole Kidman.

"Nicole's a really good friend,"

said Naomi Watts, star of The Ring"
and ''Mulholland Drive." "And she's
someone you leam a lot from just
because you're in the same proximi-
ty, but she never sits me down and
says this is what you must do in this

experience and that experience.'
»»»

Since her award-winning role in
"Mulholland Drive," Watts has
become a sought-after Hollywood
commodity. With The Ring" out now
and a slew of other projects on the
way, she'll never have to worry about
the mysterious identity issues dealt
with in "Drive." Everyone will recog-
nize her name.

"I think she has tremendous tal-

ent," said Gore Verbinski, director of
The Ring" and a UCLA alumnus.
"She eanis her performance."

In "Mulholland Drive," Watts dehv-
ered a powerfully two-faced perfor-
mance, which shows her incredible

WATTS
I
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UCLA Philharmonia draws talent from all departments, plays unconventional pieces

J By Howard Ho
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

hho@medJa.ucla.edu

Photos by CATHERINE JAYIN JUN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

TOP: Members of

the trombone sec-

tion in the student

UCLA Philharmonia

rehearse Dvorak's
eighth symphony in

Schoenberg last

Thursday.

BOTTOM: Jonas
Lee, a first year
mechanical engi-

neering student,

plays the violin

along with fellow

students at the

UCLA Philharmonia.

For students in the music department, playing in the UCLA
Philharmonia is a way to earn credits. For fourth-year biology stu-
dent and Philharmonia m^nber Ketan Shah, itfe a way to relax.

"I've always studied music and it gives me a chance to get away
from all the biology stuff," saad Shah; who sljarted playing the vio-
lin when he was five. "It's a part of me."

Shah plays first violin in the Philhannonia's first concert of the
year tonight in Schoenberg Hall. He is one of ten or so students
who are in the Philharmonia but are not in the music department.
The number of students in the Philharmonia who are not studying
music has decreased as UCLA!s music department has grown.
String students in the music department can now fill almost an
entire string section.

"This year I think we have the best orchestra we've had in 10
years," said Philharmonia conductor Jon Robertson. "As our
department grows, the quality of our mayors (i.e. music students)
increases...There are a mmiber of non-nuyors, but they too are
very good."

Robertson notes that he is inclusive. In fact, he started a new
orchestra with all non-music students in the strings. They meet on
Mondays, and Robertson auditions new talent every quarter:

"There's a lot of kids who've taken violin for years but they're
in chemistry or in a lot of other regions," Robertson said.

Robertson also programs his concerts with diverse audiences
in mind. Antonin Dvorak's eighth symphony is a staple of the clas-
sical repertoire, but it's also full of drama and melody that's hard
to resist Shah says it's one of his favorites to play. Vocal professor
Juliana Gondek will perform several folk songs arranged by
Joseph Canteloube. UCLA composition Professor Roger
Bourland's "Ozma" is his musical take on "The Wizard of Oz."

"It's fun music, for sure," Robertson said about the Bourland
piece.

Robertson hopes to draw more students to the concert with the
imconventional program.

"Very often people involved in classical music would like peo-
ple to stop listening to eveiy other type of music and just like clas-
sical music," Robertson said. "Fm totally against that Fm simply
saying, why don't we add this to your diverse listening possibili-
ties."

The Philhannonia is composed of around 70 students, the
m^ority ofwhom are in the string section. Because of the demand
(at least 20 violins alone), the string section has often incorpora^
ed students from outside the music department

Shah has been in the violin section of the Philharmonia for all
his four years at UCLA. While he sees his future in the field of
medicine. Shah is grateful to have the opportunity to play in an
orchestra.

"I thought about doing a double nugor to pursue music," Shah
said "Medicine is the way I want it to go, but I definitely dont
want to lose this."

Mary Dang

TV Columnist

m(lane@)meffaicfa.eclu

Th£ UCLA PhiUmmwnia performs at 8 p.m. tonight at Schoenberg
Hall. Tickets are $7 general admission, $3for students.

Modernized 'Swan Lake' features shoeless, hairless, avant-garde dance
By Siddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spurfgmedla. ucla.edu

Those who say change is not a good thing
haven't seen the Cullberg Ballet perform its

radical interpretation of Tchaikovsky's "Swan
Lake."

This two-hour ballet performed FYiday and
Saturday night in Jioyce Hail went by in a
flash of bald heads and men in tutus. Who
could ask for a more pleasant and entertain-

ing evening? i

This Swedish ballet company's "Swan
Lake" imbues Tchaikovsky's 19th century ver-

sion with an eccentric, modem flair. In chore-
ographer Mats Ek's version, Siegfried's moth-
er is bringing him up alone, and he is jealous
of her lover. For his birthday his mother gives
him a paler, more subdued version of himself.

He decides to go on a quest to find a girl for
himself and, by doing so, his own personal
freedom.

The dancers are the most obvious contrast
with the classically elegant version.
Frolicking around with neither shoes nor
hair, they contort themselves into unusual
and seemingly awkward positions. Instead of
following the more traditional graceful and
rhythmic dancing style, they perform many
spasmodic motions. E>ven in an arabesque
movement, the dancers' legs and feet are
flexed.

Ek does an exceptional job of coupling
intense emotion with playfulness. Audience
members can actually feel the anguish and
jealousy in Siegfried's eyes as he gazes upon
his mother and her lover dancing together. In
the next instant, however, Ek maneuvers the
audience into a joyful and playful scene

where Siegfried is dancing with his friends to
upbeat, energetic music.

Performed against the changing backdrop
of enlarged silky swan feathers, the Cullberg
version paints a contemporary visage on the
play by adding multi-dimensional personali-
ties to the characters. Making Siegfried's

mother witchier than she is in the original

productions as well as adding underlying
jokes and insults lends a more realistic outr
look to the play.

What truly created the characters were the
acting and dancing abilities of the perform-
ers. The dancers entranced the audience with
their intricate movements and e3q)ression.

Everything from their pointed toes to their
extended arms and jumping cs^ability (move
over Michael Jordan) held the audience in
rapture. By affecting smiles and frowns,
heightening sulks and exuberance, the per-

formers' ability to convey emotion was as
beautifully skilled as their dancing.
Though the production was excellent,

there were some confusing parts. In many
early scenes, much of the audience had no
clue what was going on because ofthe radical
changes Ek made in the characters' attire.

Though this change was awkward at first

(seeing bald women jumping around and
then men in women's roles), the confusion
was dissolved 20 minutes into the play
An overall successful production, the

Cullberg Ballet easily surpasses even
Tchaikovsky's expectations for his own bal-
let For all ages and people, the modem twist
on this ballet makes it ideal for a younger,
more rebellious crowd, yet suitable for the
o|der, more traditional balletgoers. Here
comes a production that'll knock your fishnet
tights off - or your toupee.

WB and UPN
break network

mold with bad,

unique shows
There are two types of shows out

there. There's the type of show
that wins Enunys, and the type of

show that, well ... is just there. In other
words, it's on the WB or UPN. (Note: I

will refer to WB and UPN as one entity
since they are

almost the same.)
WB and UPN

aren't trying to win
Emmys. They're
just trying to get
viewers and don't
care if the shows
are stupid. Take,
for example,
"Charmed." What
was Aaron Spelling

thinking when he
created a show
about three young
witches and cast
Shannon Doherty
as one of them? Who would have
thought that it would attract viewers?
Even my brother watches it (I am
ashamed to say).

Then there's "Smallville." Who
would have thought that somebody
could make Superman sizzle after

Christopher Reeves and Dean Cain?
WB and UPN are the underdog sta-

tions. They are easily pigeon-holed as
carrying crappy teenage angst shows
since teenagers are the main audience,
but they do so much more.

Unlike the major TV networks, WB
and UPN are showing different types
of programming (though it's not as
well done as it should be).

WB and UPN are able to take
chances because they can; the stakes
for them aren't as high as NBC, which
has a "Must-See TV" reputation to

uphold. WB and UPN's motto is more
like "leave your expectations at the

door," and they have been able to get

away with it with such shows as
"Bufify the Vampire Slayer." Come on.

Vampires? You know guys watch that

show because they think Sarah
Michelle Cellar is hot, and girls watch
it for the cute clothes.

I don't think people should discount

WB and UPN for showing those types

of shows. They do have their crowning
glory, "Gilmore Girls," a show that

demonstrates WB and UPN's capabili-

ties. Here you have a show that pre-

sents an alternative lifestyle where a
single parent is trying to raise her
daughter. It has good plots and good
dialogue, which (surprise) make for a
good show.

Now "The West Wing," "Frasier,"

"ER," and "Friends" are some of the

most watched shows, because they

win Emmys and stick to the conven-
tions of "good taste," but it's kind of
boring to have the same-ol' same-ol'

each time aroimd. Three out of foui" of
these shows are about white-collar

professionals. i

i

The other difference is their priori-

ties when it comes to content. Gee,
how can we compare protecting the
security of our nation in "West Wing"

Bang's TV column runs every Tuesday.

DAIIQ|Page8
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WATTS
from page 7

range from enthused ingenue to disil-

lusioned wreck. After "Drive" Watts
chose her next project carefully.

"All that attention from

'MulhoUand Drive' was wonderful, so
it was enormous pressure for your
second film," Watts said. "People are
watching you, thinking, Was it a
fluke or did she just get a great role?
Will she be able to do it again?'"

Being thrown into the Hollywood
fumacehas been a trip for the nor-
mally^^I^^atts.

"rrki&icularly afi^d of speaking

Aps<£ENTERTA1NMENT

in front of large crowds," Watts said.

"Its not natural for me. Red carpet is

a phobia"
The attention has given Watts

opportunities to star in various films,

but Watts seems to have a pretty
good game plan in the exercise of
restraint.

|

"I think that 50 percent of talent is

choosing the right projects," Watts

said. "You don't want to choose a pro-
ject just because you're going to
make a lot of money, and you don't
want to do a project in too many of
the same things."

"It's a nerve-wracking thing
because you are trying to do what
you want to do, but you are being
judged all the way," Watts added.

Watts pushed the limits of her abil-

ities on the new film.

"It was more tough for her She
worked long hours," said "Ring" co-
star Martin Henderson. "She was
emotionally and physically exhaust-
ed by the end of the film."

"The Ring" is a remake of a
Japanese horror movie where every-
body who watches the contents of a
videotape dies after seven days. The

I

Japanese version made box office
records in Japan. In America, the film
comes just in time to capitalize on
the upcoming Halloween season.

So confident is she of her new
film, Watts has made a promise.

"If they wanted to do a sequel, I

would do it," Watts said.

Additional info compiled by CJ Yu.

ictp offers college students hands-on experience to prepare
them for a successful career in Information Technology

• Earn intornship credits for collogo

• Cuwn practical IT work oxporionce

• Hands-on workshops in Cisco. Sun. Microsoft, etc.

• IT car <H>r workshop to assist in your IT career

• Opportunity for bonus awards

DANG
from page 7

h)f more information call 714-783-1095
or email itprep@ictp.com
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to whether Lex Luther's bald head
is real or not?

NBC could never pull off
"Dawson's Creek," which for me
went up the danm creek a long
time ago, because people who
watch NBC expect witty quips or
good dialogue. Admittedly, in its

heyday Dawson's Creek had some
really intellectual dialogue that

was fun to Usten to because, being
a misunderstood teen myself, I

thought "Great, a show that does-
n't make us look stupid."

All the big networks are trjdng
to compete with HBO, but the
thing is, HBO is too good. It's

cable and that provides a license
for smart, risque material that
audiences like. Respectable
broadcast TV looks bad when it

tries to imitate the "real thing."

WB and UPN are commendable
because they don't even try.

They're just doing their thing and
don't really care about the awards.

They don't care if what they're
doing is "quality," as long as the
people tune in. They target the
teens (and grab some adults too)
with some hot-looking stars and
the newest fashions couched in
twisted high school drama.
Maybe NBC and the rest of the

pack should try and follow WB
and UPN for a change. I don't
mean they should make a lot of
bad teen shows, but maybe it

would be worthwhile to do some-
thing different. That way they may
be able to get out of HBO's shad-
ow.

invent yourselfn I

Graphic Designer

For Daily Bruin

Advertising Production Got promoted my first quarter!

Looks great on the resume.

Must know:
Quark & Photoshop.

Bring portfolio samples

Apply ASUCLA Human
Resources 2nd Floor,

Kerckoff Hall 219

86/0 of college students will

complete an internship ^y graduation...

will
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PART TiM£ JOBS AVAILABLE

* Vork on campus

* Flexible sdiedulcii

* Rapid promotion schedule

* Employee discounts

* Bonus programs

* Resume building

• Fun working environment

appiyat:

.\SUCJJV Job Center

Kerckhoff Hall, Rm 219
310-825-7055
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INFO SESSION
Tuesday 10/22 5-6 pm

Deadline: Friday 10/25 5pm
iDlerMhip and Study Abroad Scrvicea

- Full-time work experience

- Best chance to get the internship of your choice
- Great housing at IJC Washington Center
- Housing Stipend

- UC President's Scholarship

~ Stipend program to cam money
- Loans of up to $1000 available

- Receive credit through CEHSL

,„^_____ ^y UCLA Career Center

In the Anderson CourtyardHOURS
Mon-Thurs 7to9 Fri ZtoZ Sat 9to7 Sun 1 Oto8

•House Roasfed <zoffe.e. a y\ d
. p e.t'fe.cf esp^»esso dt-'inks

I

B^*ead cknd Pasf>*ies baked dally

Fj^esK Sandwiches a y\ d S a lad s

Hot S o u PS & Bni K e e s

501 Westwood Plaza Strathmorc Building Room 200 l^s Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831

ony large coffee ,
drink, hot or a

iced
with any sandwich
& drink

Enjoy the
Movies!!

Westwood

961 Braxton

206-5576

BnUN
d48Bn»lon
238-MMM

NAnONAL
10925 Undbrook
206-4366

FESnvilM.

10687 Undbraok
206-4575

PIAZA

1067Gtondon
206-3097

Whito Oleander (PG-1 3)

THX - OoRty Digital

Mon-Thu (1.15 4:15) 7:15 10:15

At»ndon(PG-13)
THX • Dolby Digital

Mon-VVed (11:30 2:15 4:45) 7:30 10:30

I

TheTraneporter(PG-l3)
' THX-Dol)yOig«al

Mon-Thu (1 45 4:30) 7:00 9:45

Formuie 51 (R)

THX - Oo«)y Digital

Mon-Thu (11 30 2:10 4:45) 7:20 10:10

The Rules Of Attraction (R)

I Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (130) 4:15 7:10 9:50

Santa Monica

AEMMLE
West Hollywood

Bargain Srx)ws () For All Theatres

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset (at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking A^jto Focus (R)

(323)848-3500 Mon-Thu (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00

; Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :45) 2:20 4:55 7:30 10:00

Bloody Sunday (R)

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2 05 4:40 7:15 9:50

Bowling tor Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7 00 9 55

Comedian
Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7 15 9:45

WLA/Beveriy Hills

M^idrnMnK^ml^^^^w^^^

West Side
THE Bridge DNEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Drive
The Pramanide at Howard Hughes Center Ceniar Oriw
On aw Howenl Hughes Pwfcway off ttw 405
1 7 Slate-of-flw-Art AudHonums
f\M Siai>um-Sty(e Sealing ALL DIGITAL SOUND
PurchHe Tcfceti by phone at (310»568 3375
or online O w«»w.lliebridgeanema.co(T>

Ovactor^ Hai HoOtoe (3t0>5e9-9295
SPtOAL STUOBIT PWCf WfTH VM.IO ID
• Direclor's Hal - toaturing extra wide uitraJeather

MHa and prernun reaerve seating
* Center Steoe - LIVE PRE-SHOW ENTERTAINMENT
** GIANT LARGE FORMAT SC8EEN

Cinema 1 Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:00 **8:15 9:15 •*10:30

THE BRIDGE

CnrTB«0N6

1313 3rd St
Ptomenade

Sweet Home Alabama (PG- 1 3)

T>K - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11 30 2: 10 5 00) 7:40 10:20

The Transporter (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 1 :45 2:20 4:50) 7:30 1 0:30

Punch-Orunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby OigNai - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11:00 12:00 1:40 2 40 4 15 5:15)

7:10 8:00 9:4010:45

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshtre

274-6869

8 Women (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7:15 10:00

Safe Conduct
Mon-Thu (5:00) 8 30

Alias Betty (R)

Mon-Thu (5:15) 7 40 10 00

Under the Moonlight

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7 30 9:50

Santa Monica
The Ring (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (100 4 00) 7:00 10:00

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11 15 2:00 4 40) 7:20 10:10

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St
(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:35 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

MorvThu (12:15) 2 30 4 50 7 15 9 45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:05 7:45 10:20

Spirited Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1 .00) 4 00 7 00 1(J 00

Cinema 2

Cinema 3

Onema 4

Cinema 5

Cinema 6

Cinema 7

Cinemas

Qnema9

Cinema 10

Cinema 1

1

Jonah: A Veggietales Movie (G)

Mon-Thu 1 10 3:10

Abandon (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 12:30 2:55 5:20 7:45 10:10

Hansel & Gretel (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:40 4:50

Punch-Drunl( Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1:00 '2 20 3 20 '4 40 5:40

•7:00 8 00 •9:20 10:20

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:55 4:35 7:15 9:55

Knocltaround Guys (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:55 7:30 10:05

JiKk Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:25 4:55 7:159:35

White Oleander (P& 13)
Director's HaN - Free Upgrade the Week

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

Pokemon 4Ever (G)

Mon-Thu 10:10am

Brown Sugar (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 12:10 1:50 2:35 4:25 5:10

7:00 7:45 9:3510:20

Cinema 1

2

Cinema 13

Cinema 14

Cinema 1

5

Cinema 16

Cinema 17

Qnema 18

Qnemaig

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 2:05 ^2:35 4:55 ^5:25

7:15 7:45 •8:1510:0510:35

Sweet Home Alabama (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:50 5:25 8:00 10:35

The Tuxedo {PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50

Barbershop (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:10 4:40 7:10 9:40

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:40 10:00

Space Station 3D (G)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 11 30 4:30

Lewis & Clark: Great Journey West (NR)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 10:15 12:45

Apollo 13: The IMAX Experience (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 5:45

AMC
Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Tuck Everlasting(PG)

Mon-Thu 2:30 4:50 7:05 9:20

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 2.45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Swept Away (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:40 7:15 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 2:00 3:00 4:30 5:15 7:00 7:45 9:30 10:15

LANDMARK

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:30 7:00 9:30

i:

BkxKJy Sunday
Mon-Thu (1 1 .00) 1 :40 4:20 7:1 9:50

kReal Women Have Curves

U{1 1:30) 1:45 4:40 7:20 9:45

i

Pokemon 4£ver (G)

Mon-Thu (11:10)

} Hansel & Gretel

Mon-Thu (11:20) 1:30

Santa Monica

Westwood
Westwood

NUART
11272 Santa Monica Bh^d

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

The Happiness of Katakuris

Mon-Thu 4:30 7 15 10:00

Moonlight Mile (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (11:15) 1:45 4:30

7:15 10:00

AVCO CINEMA
10840WNehtreBM)

1 BIk. E. Of Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259

Bowling for Columbine
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:00 9.45

The Grey Zone
Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:30 4:15 7.00 9:45

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1.50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:10 10:05

Sweethome Alabama (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:40 4:30 7:20 9:55

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1.20 4:10 7:00 9:45

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

West LA

The Grey Zone
Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 10:00

PACIFIC

Westwood
WESTSIDE RAVILUON My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)
1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu 4:45 7 30 9 55
(310)475-0202

CREST Tuck Everlasting (PG)
1 262 Westwood Blvd. THX - Digital

(S. of Wilshire) Mon-Thu 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 910
474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

t0

ill
JUIViRTISf
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Ipff
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CLASSIFIED
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2002 THE DAILY BRUIN

Toplace an ad, caH

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Itoiury

Mon-Thu: 9am -3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

AdWrtttngTIps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DeadKnos
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 wofd...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box .$2.00 Box $40.00

5 Insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

ouananf
50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headfine M 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline ^ 103.15
Box $10.00 Box ^.M .••..*$1 00.00

I

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate Information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

subject to change wfthout notice.

Special Features & Issues

• mns
Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

t

ir&iM^s
Every day!

310.825.2221

VILLllOf DlStl
www.villagedish.com

FM/Wintar & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

iniidipois

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

^r-

/ •uljls

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

:* i

^ Hnd eveiylhingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETP1ACE.COM
The ASUCLA ComrrxincatKxis board fuHy supports the Un«vwBity of Ctftomta^ policy on norxMcnmnMon. No rrwdium shall accept advwtisemems which present persons of any onqm
race.sex.ofsexua»onentation.nademe«»»^w«yorto»np»yth«lh«y«»lmil«jpo«ti^ N«ther the Dally Bruin nof the ASUCUV CommunK:ation
Boaitlhas.nvest.gatadanyofth«s«rv<»aadvartiaadorth>ad»«itiaamante f»pi»aant<dintt^ Any person believir>Q that an advertisement ki this issue vK)teted the Boards polcy on
nondacrmination staled herein sffcuWcomrTHjncrte complaints in writing to the Assists Los Anoelaa 90024-1641 Fora4is
tance with hous«g discnmtnation problems, call the UCLA Housvig Office at (310) 825-4271 or caN the WMside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 CtassMM ads also appear on-l»^
at http //www.dailybnjin ucia edu Placement on-line « offsrM as a compWmanttry service tor customers and is not guwanteed. The Daily Brum s responsible for the first incorrect mser-
tonooiy Minor typographKraiemys are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Bmin Oassified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

'W'W"'W>M' ««^>ippWM|iw«f«!^l^*;iMiP|i^^
^ftiimKK^'''''''^'^^miumm

n*T*r*7>7>if\
m^-
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-announcements
1100-2600

12SO
Greeks

^"^^s^^^^a^^f^fmw^

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EXCEPTIONAL EGG
DONOR NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple, both physicians in

search of a special woman to help us realize
our dream of having a baby. Donor must be
21-30 years, 5'6"-5'10'', attractive, slender,
with a beautiful smile that matches her warrri
personality. SAT 1300+, light/dark brown hair
and green/hazel eyes preferred. Compensa-
tion, $10,000 plus all expenses paid. Please
contact: A Perfect Match :800-264-8828 or dar-
lene@aperfectmatch.com

7250
Greeks

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CompusFundraiser 3

hour fundroising event. Our programs make rundraising easy with no risks.
Fundroising dotes ore filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.

Contact CompusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

1300
Campus Recruitment

?^ai 1300
Campus Recruitment

Best Job Fair
in Town!

OCTOBER 23, 2002
10AM -3 PM

RADISSONMID-WILSHIRE
GRAND BALLROOM 3515 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Sponsored by Working World Magazine & WorkingWorld.cxxn

1500
Birthdays

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NINKU!! From family and
friends.

1800
Miscellaneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.

^^ 2000
Personals

DO YOU NEED HELP??
SEEKING a man wtio truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/klnd/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf® mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor

program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So If you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

LEGOS BOUGHT! Tum your legos into cash.

Matt 800-269-0560. ibuylegos@aol.com.

P,e,S?^ 1.2700-4500

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the eariiest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

2200
Jtesearch Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

3000
Books

HOW TO ATTRACT
ANYONE, ANYTIME

Guide to dating in college - $20.00: NUPRE,
PO BOX 1 47 San Gabriel, Ca 91 776.

DO YOU HAVE
ITCHY SKIN?

IF you are 18 years or oWer and have pre-

viously been diagnosed with having mild to

rTKXJerate ECZEMA (atopic dermatitis or

itchy, red skin), you may be eligible to par-

ticipate in a UCLA clinical research study

testing a new formulation of a drug already

being sold as PROTOPIC. The new drug is

in cream form and will be applied to the skin

affected with eczema. The study will consist

of 5 visits which include blood draws and
lasts about 5 weeks. About one-third of the

patients will receive placebo (cream without

active drug). Participants will be paid $30
per visit or $180 for all 6 visits. Please call

310-825-6777 or email rroberts@med-
net.ucla.edu for more details.

HOW TO GET STRAIGHT
As IN COLLEGE

75 Steps pamphlet - $8.00: NUPRE PO BOX
147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.

3300
Collectibles

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-

ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-

8330.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy

smokers and non-smokers ages 1 8-55, to par-

ticipate in MR I and Smoking Study Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-

6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

QUICK CASH! Eam $5 in less than 1/2 hour

by participating in a simple experiment about

language learning. Contact:

lingexp@yahoo.com

John i Christian
Designers ft craftsmen Since 1850

UOJl
COLLEGE MONOGRAM

RtNG

Free Brochure

•Year Date
•Degree
•Greek letters
YOUR Monogram

f4K Gold $450

RINGB0X.COM 1-888-646-6466

3800
Miscellaneous

ADULT DVDs
6 for $50, Includes S&H. New. 2hrs Each. All

Kinds, Online at DVD.XOXO.NET (Don't

Type WWW.).

m: 3400
^Computers

COMPUTER FOR SALE! PowerPC Mac 6500
Series, 1998, barely used. Microsoft Word in-

stalled, plus much morel $650obo!. Call Thea:
310-569-4046.

RESEARCH STUDY - Michael Green, PhD
with UCLA Department of Psychiatry is

looking for healthy volunteers to participate

in a study of visual perception. If you are

between 25&55 and have no more than 14

years of education, please contact Karen
Cornelius at (310)478-3711 ext 43929.
Participants will receive $12/hour for their

participation.

3600
Garage Sales

2300
Siati*ji»aaiSperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

AAAAAw^

transportation

A900
Autos for Sale

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatic.

Power everything. Good condition. Price

negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,

power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293, 310-841-0784.

1994 BMW 318is. White with tan leather. 111k
miles. Automatic. Excellent condition. Sun-
roof, 2-door. $8000 obo. 818-749-7609.

1994 GEO PRISM LSI-$3500!
Blue/Automatic/119k miles. All around great

car. New brakes, shocks, struts. Photo:

http://www.hemingwaycookbook.com/geo.ipg
Call 310-319-5328.

1995 HONDA CIVIC DX A/C, 5-speed, new
clutch, AM/FM/CASS/CD 6-disc changer. 92K
miles, red, tinted wlrxtows, great condition.

$5200OBO. 310-820-8492.

1996 CHRYSLER SEBRING CONVERTIBLE
JX1 . 6cd. cruise, power everything. Black, tan
leather. 70K. new breaks, $6000 neg. 323-
445-6450.

1997 HONDA CIVIC LX. Black, grey interior. 4
door, cruise control, keyless entry, valet key.

81,000 miles, $6800 obo. 323-664-7998.

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

5100
Motorcycles for Sale

1998KAWZX6EMNJA|
Windsor green. Excellent conditlbnrtow miWs.
Great commuting vehicle. Lots of extras.

$4700obo. John:31 0-739-2996.

5300
Scooter/Cycle Repair

CycleTime Company (Since 197;

Motorcyde • Motor Scooter • Moped
Sales • Repairs • Insurance

EXCHANGE AD FOR PICK-UP
REPAIR, OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT.

(310)275-6734
1632 S. La Cienega BMj. Six Biocfcs Souti of Pico

2001 YAMAHA RIVA 125
WHITE, 125CC, perfect condition, low miles,

very powerful, 55mph+. Priced to sell. $2000
obo. Eric:310-710-7585.

250CC HONDA ELITE. Good condition, hel-

met and trunk. $900 obo. Call Mike/Gwyn 310-

966-1845.

HONDA ELITE 1987. Blue. Perfect condition,

new battery, mns perfect. Easy transportation.

Helmets included for $700. 909-9841-3826.

^ 5500
»| Vehicles for Rent

Need Transportation
toa Party or

m^Special Event? m
School buses, coaches,

vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)2:
or (310)578-311;

Lot's Go
Transportation " g^iijjj? -

5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and

PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).

Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org.
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6000
Insurance

>illstate 9
Hbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WestxA/ood Blvd.
C2 fc>lks So of Wllshtir©)

24 Hours g Doy Service

m^^ 6150
Foreign Languages

SMC Community Services
Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400
6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

6200
iHealth Services

DENTISTRY
TEETH

WHITENING
DENTAL EXAM-^x-ray-K:leaning, $60. Reg-
ular $140. Teeth whitening, $75/arch. 10921

Wilshire #505. 310-824-0055. www.westla-

dentjst.com. Dr. Moe Shammaie.

_

FREE SENSE FACIAL. Professjonai Euro-

pean facial free with minimum $20 Sense pro-

duct purchase. 310-275-3604.

6300
Legal AdviceMttorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violatkin. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact. Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

56.000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-

pared applk^ation. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Btvd #300 LA. CA 90025. 310-

820-7553. Deadline.Thurs. Oct 31sL

LEGAL RESEARCH. Law student to assist

incarcerated father In family law motion.

Excellent research, writing skills. Tele com-
mute $$ 818-222 6^88

6AOO
overs/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful. Many students

moved for $103. Lie. -T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager;

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/.14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notk» ok. SF. LV. SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

rpovers. Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
dorwtions for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry@31 0-391 -5657.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiasts
teacher with extensive expenence. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Compfhansiv Dtaamtmon HaMmtut

ThasM. Papers, and Paraonai Otalaiiiaiito

Propoaais arxj Books
imamitonai audanla Welooma. Since 1965

aharan Baar, Ph^.
www.Bear-Write.com

(310) 470-6662

j^i^ G700
IMesslonal Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.31 0-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

^

Personal statements, dissertation finaJizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edrts/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's;310-475-

9585.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Leam unique strategies. Guaranteed to help.

You gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-

tionaJ students welcome. Call Ron at 310-

572-6500.
I

C1A8SIFIE0

7000
Tutoring Offered

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
1 70+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

ESL ENGLISH TUTOR
13 years expenence. UC Berkeley Grad. Con-
versation, grammar, and writing skills. Friend-
ly and helpful. Ellen 310-649-6038.

MELANIES MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English. Math, All

Languages. Computer. Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-
•in/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/bio logy,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

7SOO
Career Opportunities

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation cleri< for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate preferred. Friendly, busi-

ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Catch-up this fall 8yrs of expenence. One-
on-one tutoring in various subjects including
writing, math, economics, SAT's & other
standardized tests. Personable. Reason-
able rates. Excellent references. Call Will

I
310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents wekx)nr>e. 310-475-9585.

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonic read-
ing method, must like young children 3-years
and up. tutor in West LA to go to home. 323-
467-6659.

Tmmm 7700
jgrji^^hUd Care Wanted

'ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER
NEEDED*

LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F. Enormously bright/intelligent 6-year-old who
toves to play/have fun. Located in BelAir/Ros-

comare Valley. Call:31 0-889-01 19.

ACTIVE, LOVING MOTHER'S HELPER
NEEDED. Room&board in exchange for P/T
household-help/child care. Flexible hours.
Work for great family! April 31 0-471 -2024.

SAT FRENCH TUTOR. Available to tutor
SAT/college French, language, reading, con-
versation. All levels. Call :8 18-634- 1996.
(Leave message).

AFTERNOON CARE and homework help for

7th grade boy, a few aftemoonsA^vk. 1 mile
West of UCLA. Male UCLA student prefen-ed.
310-435-1764. dweinberg@aol.com.

BABYSIT 1-2 nIghtsMeek, flexible for a 5 year
oW girt. Mandarin speaking a plus but not
required. Call Nan 310-398-8120

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the
rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College
math, including :Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry.
Pre-Algebra. and SAT1 math. Rexible
hours. Friendly patient UCLA senior (As-
trophysics major) with seven years experi-
ence tutoring math and three years teach-
ing experience. $25/hour in convenient
Westi^ood/Brentwood area kx:ation. Call
for more information. Stephanie :310-993-
8064.

BABYSITTER NEEDED Mostly evenings.
$7/hour, Call Victoria at 310-820-0224.

CHILD CARE/DRIVER/COOK for 8 and 11

year okl, 2.30-6.30 Monday-Friday. Must have
car and insurance. $10/hour. kcmartin@med-
net.ucla.edu. 310-794-9507

CHILDCARE PROVIDER NEEDED. 7:30am-
9:30am. Mon-Thurs. Lovir>g, energetic and re-

sponsible. Driving required. Brentwood. 310-
471-3422.

7800
Help Wanted

AFFILIATE PHOTOGRAPHER. Part-time, set
own hours. No exerience required. Visit

www.finderz.net for information. Do it today!

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacations! Worit at the

most famous tennis shop in LA. Work experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.

Advances in salary according to performance.

Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gayley Ave.

310-208-6215.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show. plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ASSISTANT/PERSONAL DRIVER F/T, to

work from 7am-7pm. 5days/wk for driving and
running errands. Must have minimum of three

yrs experience. Have clean DMV record, proof

of insurar)ce. Energetic, flexible, and reliable.

Fax resume 232-231-3200. or email

elco@elcolighting.com.

B.H. Model Management Co. kx)king for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious

inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email t>ekinla@aol.com

BOOKSTORE
PUBLICITY ASSISTANT
wanted through year end, possibly beyond.

Approx. 15hrs/wk: hosting events and other

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

UC College Prep Initiative (UCCP)
a Statewide UC Initiative

Cybermentors Wanted
$13.00 per hour

Cybermentor Positions Available Now
Be an online Tutor and Mentor

for online High School students.

Schedule: 1 0-20 hours/week, variable,

includes evenings and some weekends

For Job Description and Application Materials, please visit:

http://uccp.org/docs/Cybcnnenfor/JobDescription_UCLA.pdf

Call Toll Free for Qucstioas: 866-482-7737

LookiHgfor CMrrtM wtduffadt Im

ff*t-ral Scimiee ami Sociai Scimnc* mi9on to appfy

ONE HASHER needed for sorority. 3:30 to 7
pm, Monday only. Call Mrs. Ransone 310-208-
8368.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-
ner of Westwpod/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or
Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal
statements. Foreign Students weteome. 310-
824-2295.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChk^go Ph.D, Assistant Professor. UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

CHILDCARE WANTED
For 10 y/o boy. Responsible, must like kids.

Pick up from school, drive to activities.

Tues:1pm-4pm. Westwood. 310-914-3156.

CHILDCARE/DRIVERAHW HELPER NEEDED
for 2 boys (6&9). M-Th, approx. 2-7pm. Very
reliable, organized, experienced w/klds
(esp.boys). energetic, fun, good driver. Car
provkled. WLA. Call 310-841-6211.

administrative

0653.

duties. $9/hr. Call 310-659-

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EXPERIENCED STUDENT In Math and
Science for 7&8 yr okj. 2hrs/day. 4times/week.
Afternoons. $10/hr. Sherri Nikka 310-488-
5058 or 310-470-2695.

HOMEWORK
ASSISTANT/DRIVER

After school, 15-20hrs/wk. Santa Monica,
must have car. CDL, insurance. Please call

Lora, 310-395-9560.

BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR seeks personal
assistant. Job Description: 16-20hrs/wk, over
3-4 days; must include Thursday and Sunday.
Tasks include computer work, shopping,
en^ands, very light house wori<. Love of cats
essential. Requirements: high energy, willing-

ness to do various jobs, from transcribing

research interviews to shopping at the local

Farmers Market. Salary $11-13/hr DOE.
Leave message for Professor Hadda at 323-
363-2571.

P/T DATABASE
CONTRACTOR

Must be proficient In MS Access for data-

base reporting & integration. ACT experi-

ence helpful. If qualified, fax resume to

Brooke at 310-575-1121.

MOTHERS HELPER homework, driving, 2
daughters ages 8/10. M-R, 2:30-8pm, Flexible.

Experience needed, start $15/hr. Santa
Monica/Brentwood. Debbie 310-440-8896.

CLERK WANTED
$10.61/hour. General clerical and reception

duties. Periodic deliveries, wori< study pre-

ferred. Minimum 12-15hours/week. Fax re-

sume: 310-794-9565.

GEOGRAPHY: Need tutor(s) for GIS or bioge-
ography. Santa Monica. Daytime work
Phone:213-978-0044 teave message or email
i6lymon2@yahoo.com

NEED TO TEACH 4 YEAR OLD reading us-
ing the PtTonics system and fun and games.
Call Dina ASAP - 818-590-8925.

NANNY FOR

,

12-YEAR OLD

Single parent seeks
nanny/tutor/Triend/cook/fashlon consultant for

12-year old giri. M-F after school starting at

3:30. Live'in and weekend woric are options.

Must have references. Call Gabe at 310-278-
5704.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Hourty
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have tinished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

PfT TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law office:

1 :accounting/billing/admin. 1:word process-

ing/research. Responsible/detail-

oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attii:

Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K, LA,
CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424. Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation.com

22JJJ>iM

NEEDED: TUTOR for 11th grade chemistry.

Location: Encino Hills. 1-2 times per week.
Transportation and references required. Send
resume aywkJwdew@aol.com

TUTOR FOR AP BIOLOGLY High school stu-

dent. 310-452-0582

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
Needed for 7-year-old boy, 4-yf-old girl.

School pick-up/homework help/play. Good
driver with insurance. Near UCLA. Referenc-
es. M-F 1 -5:30PM. Flexible. Audrey:8 18-623-

2000x311.

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included
• it's not a Job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (SCO) 646 - MlXX (6499)
www.n,'»tionnlt>nrlonclors.com

PART-TIME CHILDCARE/TUTOR needed.
Piano& second langugae preferred.

Afternoons 3:30-7:30pm. Sat mornings 9-

12pm. Flexible schedule. Must have car and
insurance. Jackie:31 0-826-2466.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
In Beverly Hills. Mo^rFri, 1-5. Phones, sch^d-.
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

DATA ENTRY person wanted. 4hrs/day, Mon-
day-Friday. 310-281-5562.

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER NEEDS STUD-
ENT to supervise&drive llyo boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood area.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

DELI COUNTER POSITION. Mon-Fri,
$7/hr. Santa N^onrca. 310-449-4000.

11-3.

7300
ting Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING I Theses. Dis-

sertations. Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

WANTED NANNY, DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with chiWren (310)888-
0163

W800
Help Wanted

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

EXHIBITIONIST DANCERS WANTED:
Professional/Non Professtonal Women 18-35
yrs. for cash prize competition. For details call

800-879-0347.

NIGHT OWL
Research. Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students weteome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

$300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIB-
UTE BROCHURES. Wort<1-2hrs/day,

Mon-Thurs and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car
needed. Must be ambitious. Call 310-234-

0101.

EXPERIENCED
TUTORS NEEDED!

Private in-home tutoring for K-12. Own car &
insurance required. Contact Future Youth Inc.

310-231-8656.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. We are looking for Bright, Friendly,

Energette, Responsible People to join our
team. Will ti-ain. 15-25 hours, mornings or
evenings plus Saturday or Sunday. $9-
10/hour. Apply in person: 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Or Call: 310-474-8525. Ask for Jack.

PART-TIME TUTOR needed for 6-yr-oW child.

Strictly UCLA student. Must be bilingual Eng-
lish/Spanish. Please call 31 0-271 -01 22.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT NEEDED. Fast fe-

male. Must own car. After 7am. 310-429-0123
310-820-2000.

PHOTO LAB: FT/PT Westwood. Good ap-
pearance required. Apply at: 10844 West
Olympic Blvd. LA. Comer of Westwood and
Olympic. 310-475-5267.

FEMALE TUTOR/MENTOR Math/Science,
English, for 6th grade giri. M-Th after school,
Pacific Palisades. Must have car. $15/hr Call

Rachel 310-230-1940.

#1 WORK AT HOME International Business
$500-2000/month for Part-time. - $2000-
6000/month for Full-time. 310-485-0518.

FOOD SERVERS/COUNTERPERSONS.
Busy Bakery/Cafe seeks friendly, energetic

servers. Nice working atmosphere.
$7.50/hour+tips. 310-552-1080.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage productk)n company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
toick:31 0-208-71 83.

#;

rn^OOO
Pitorhig Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
IN-HOME TUTORING for grades K-12. All

Academic Subjects, including Test

Preparations, Foreign Languages and Com-
puters. Call:31 0-234-01 01, www.TheTutors-

Club.com

Classified

825-222

employment
7400-8300

7400
Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $ WORK 4 U
Invest in foreign currency. $5(X) minimum.
Returns up to 60%. For more info call Daniel

(213) 747-3488.

7SOO
Career Opportunities

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES. Event pro-

duction company; highly motivated person to

take control and be promoted to management
within 2 months. 6-month sales experience/

friendly phone personality/40 word-per-min-

type/willing to learn and be trained.

Drug&background testing. $500/week-i-bonus.

310-439-2244. www.eventprol.com.

Part Time Positions

International company
seeking 14 part time managers

*No experience

* Flexible hours

* Perfect for students

If you didn't earn $ 1 ,300 last month

part time call today Mr. Herr

(310)801-5446

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

i

FREE
REAL ESTATE SEMINAR
20YR vet developer/broker. Career opportuni-

ties, 25 max. Wed Oct 23& 30, 6-7pm.
wood. RSVP Matt 310-575-1555.

Brent-

FRONT OFFICE ASSISTANT Part-time. Mon-
Fri. Fax resume 310-246-4902.

PROJECT
ASSISTANT

To start immediately. Job includes, generat-
ing reports, tracking and following-up on
special events and writing proposals. Must
have strong English writing skills. If interest-

ed, fax resume to Brooke at 310-575-1121.

GIFT WRAPPER/STOCK CLERK in children's

bookstore 25-40hrs/week until Christmas.
$7.25/hr, WLA 310-559-2665.

GROWING CO.
P/T DRIVERS. Own vehicle w/insurance. Flu-

ent English, customer sen/ice skills required.

Must know Westside. Fun, flexible, good pay.

310-966-1919.

PUBLISHING INTERN
Responsible, energetic, writing and computer
skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful. Fast-
growing motion picture and television direc-
tory. $7/hour. Hours negotiable. Contact Su-
san Moore at Canoco Publishing, 310-471-
2287.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEON'S OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front

office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

HOUSEKEEPING JOB
SEEKING DAY-WORK for my excellent
housekeeper. Call 310-472-0206 or email
watterg@ucla.edu

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-
time Mondays & Wednesdays for dermatology
practice in Beveriy Hills. Experience proffered.
Call Heidi 310-659-5173, fax resume to 310-
659-5174.

RADIO AND INTERNET CONTRACT
SALES. High Commission. 310-514-4654.

•• TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car

needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

RESEARCH ASSISTANT Author needs li-

brary, internetA telephone assistance. Must be
web savvy. Flexible hours. 10-15 hrs/week.
$12/hr. 310-455-8980 or uhme4@yahoo.com

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-
service associates and experienced gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-

able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessional-appearance. Flexible hours, Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

SHERMAN OAKS LOUNGE looking for Fe-

male waitresses and bartenders. Must be
21.Female Only. 5248 Van Nuys Blvd. 818-

784-1920.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm, 30-

40hrs/wk, $11-13/hr.

1030x12.
Call Youn Mee 3 0-576-

OFFICE ASSISTANT Freshman or sopho-
more. Evenings, 4days/wk, Mon-Thurs, 4-8.
Must commit to lyr. $8-12/hr, DOE. Fax re-
sume 310-479-7771 attn. Daniel Salazar or
email dmgassocinc@earthlink.net.

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and P/T sales posi-

tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate

discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,

1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025. 310-

312-9600.

L-:««A£t^!£>i*Mtn!iF^^^_^

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 12th-grader taking be-
ginning chemistry&algebra. Four even-
ings/week. lOmin from UCLA. Evenings. Nan-
cy 310-476-4205.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Finn.
Knowledge of Word, Excel, QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting prefen-ed. Email resume to

e.hudson@lrg-inc.com, or contact 213-250-
5900, ext. 27.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.k>-
selikemagic.com

WE PAY CASH
Santa Monica Research company. Looking

for participants for martlet research. Ages 5-

75. Please call 310-392-7337, mention ad.

WOMAN STUDENT, PART-TIME HELP 3-

9hrs/wk. lOmins from UCLA. Days* hours
flexible. Assist retired professional woman.
Drive Volvo on errands, appointments, restau-
rants. Must be computer literate. 310-474-
4804.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started qutekly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417, 714-
648-2258.

78^0
Actors/Extras Wanted

PHOTOGENIC FEMALE
18+? Be a spanking star. Your own money-
making web site. Cute bare bottoms wanted.
310-326-7355.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for natwnal TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennlfer@modemmedia2000.com.

e

8000
Internships

COLLEGE CREDIT INTERNSHIP 20hrsA/vk.

Cover scripts, phones, general office tasks.

Looking for someone bright, energetic. Fax
resume: 310-204-2877. platforme@aol.com.

INTERNS NEEDED at busy talent manage-
ment company. Filing, phones, submissions,

computer work. Fax resume and cover letter to

323-860-1546.

NON-PAYING INTERNS NEEDED for theatii-

cal and music management company. 16-

24hrs/wk. Script coverage skills, bookkeeping
skills, office skills, required. Great Industry ex-

perience potential. Call John or Bob 310-474-

4521 for fax resume 310-470-9273.

^^^ 8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a

tutor at LA'S kx^l American Indian Centers!

You can receive 199 course credit! Take a

weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet

interesting and amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us ar>d we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,

or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

housing
8400-9800

ii^^^^^SSLtiJA.^ Lr'^^i.-'.

Display
206-3060
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Apartments for Rent
8^00

Apartments for Rent
8^00 8700

Apartments for Rent Condo/Townhouse for Sale

E
-555-

EliHl

TE ?T

• t

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment
3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

GLENROCK AND LEVERING
Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge
• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Paricing

• Individual alarm systems
• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C
• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view
• French doors

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

516 Landfair Ave
8 1 8-547-9478

1-BDRM $1050
WLA Huge apartment wrth cute garden patio.

Quiet. No pets. Bike or bus to campus.
AvailabJe rx)w. 310-477-0725.

FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENTS.
$700/mth. deposit $400. Utilities included,

gated, very quiet. 6-month minimum. 5-miles
from campus. Pool. Linda Alvarez manag-
erial 0-837-3556.

1380 VETERAN. Ibdrm/lbth. $1200(neg).
Park view, rooftop pool/jacuzzi. intercom entry,

gated parkjr)g, laundry, all appliances. Move-in
ASAP. Pets conskjered. 310-477-5108.

LOFT BEDROOM, Ibth, new carpet and paint.

Laundry facilities, pool, Jacuzzi, parking space
and utilities paid. $1350/mo. 310-281-4137 or
310-429-8534.

1380 VETERAN. 2bdrm/2bth. $1595(neg).
Park view, rooftop pool/jacuzzi, intercom entry,

gated parking, laundry, all appliartces. Move-in
ASAP. Pets considered. 310-477-5108.

MAR VISTA HILL. WESTSIDE, 2bdrm. new
decor, patio, fenced yard, parking, laundry
hook-ups. utilities included. $1600. 310-313-
6073.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP.
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM. SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS. SOME W/BALCO-
NY. DSL. ONLY HALF BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

MAR VISTA. Spacious 2bdr/2bath. Very large

ctosets. dish washer, fire place. A/C. pool,

laundry facilities. $1450. Sunbelt Sawtelle
Apts. 310-398-7975.

MARINA DEL REY cottage studio. $825.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BEVERLY HILLS garden apartment. $795.
www.westskJerentals.com 310-395-7368

BEVERLY HILLS guest apartment. Private en-
trance. $875. www.westsiderentais.com 323-
634-7401.

PALMS IbdmrVlbth $850/mo Stove, fridge,

parking, new paint/carpet, bnght. upper level,

laundry facilities, near UCLA bus. Move-in
Nov.1. Eunwe 213-278-5005.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1040
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wett)ar In selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $995/mo. Stove, A/C,
large dosets, 2ndfk)or, gated-parking, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus, freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-
tionAJCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

RENT EXPRESS. WESTWOOD AREA. 2-»-2.

$1700/month. For a free list please call 310-
479-8526.

SANTA MONICA apartment, 1/2 block to

beach, $995. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-

$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.

Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

VENICE House, private room, hardwood
floors, $595. www.westsiderentaJs.com 310-
395-7368

BRAND-NEW WESTWOOD. $1200-2400.
singles-2/bdrm. UCLAadj. Kitchens/laundry,

parking. 310-315-3402

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, res.

$455.33 www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

I

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

BRENTWOOD cute and cozy apt north of

Wilshire. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368
I

BRENTWOOD Great area near campus.
2bed/2bath, AC, parking, balcony, dishwasher,
refrigerator. 310-472-4724. Open House
Sunday Available 11/1/02. $1495.

BRENTWOOD: $1640. 2bdrni/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 MayfiekJ. Cell:3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

WEST HOLLYWOOD guest house, hardwood
floors. 323-634-7401. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking, large
ctosets. huge kitchen, study area, laundry,
walk to campus. $1082 through 7/31 . 310-709-
7060.

WESTWOOD
New Ibdrm/lbth. Prime location. Carpet.
Stove. Refigerator. Nine month lease. Female
preferred. No pets. $875. 310-475-9145.

WESTWOOD apartment. Bachetor, ref. $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bright, cozy apartment, $875.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD courtyard, ctose to all. Won1
last, $650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

|

WESTWOOD house, private room, yard,

$525. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD private room. $400/month.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes

pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :310-208-3797 for an ap-

pointment.

WESTWOOD
Shared room In 2bed/2bath (male).

$540/month. Parking, laundry, kitchen, fur-

nished. 430 Kelton (1 btock to campus). 310-
663-5501.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION '

SmaH 1-bdrm. $1150/nx)nlh.. /Ml utilities and
pariOng. Days;310-475-7533, evenings.310-
659-4834. (.0

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1&2BDRM APTS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN, DIN-

ING ROOM, DSL. UNIQUE. CHARM.
FRONT&REAR ENTRANCE. UPPER. ALSO
LOWER APT W/HARDWOOD FLOORS+PA-
TIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two bkx:ks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parting. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. IBDRM. $1100/mo & Studio
$650/rTX). 705 GAYLEY. Walk to campus .

Nrce unit. Prefer mature, quiet adult. 310-208-
7864.

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. >MI

amenities. Secure parking. Pool. Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 310-200-7222, 310-562-2830.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Newer building. 2 front

2bdrms/2bths. Bright and quiet apartments.
Bakx)ny and security parking. $l700/mo and
up. 310-770-4111.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+. 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-

tor. A/C. pool. Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate parting. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800. 310-824-0833

WLA$1375up
Move in Special! Large 2bdrm, 2ba, fireplace,

gated, laundry. Available now &11/41. 2437
Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, bakxDny. A/C and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must see.

Call for free listing :310-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1525 Sawtelle

B^d. 310-477-4832.

Condo/Towiihouse for Rent

VALUE, HUGE UPSCALE 1+2+den. 12th
floor. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-UCLA.
Available now. $1745/mo. Open daily. 7am-
9pm. 818-281-1715. 10751 Wilshire
Blvd.#1205.

I

WEST HOLLYWOOD SPACIOUS CONDO! -

Ibdrm/lbth, Immunities: A/C, pool, fireplace,

refrigerator, dishwasher, major storage. Near
nightlife &UCLA! $1075. Rick (323)656-3554.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Wilshire Coridoor.

2bdrm/2bth. washer/dryer/microwave, dish-

washer. Tennis court/heated swimming
pool/gym/pari<ing/secure building. $2000/hio.

Pager:31 0-576-9752 or 310-472-8525.
Perfect for Graduates.

WHY LIVE ON CAMPUS when you can buy a
condo? Santa Monica-West LA. For under
$1,500/month. Joyce Lunsford 310-306-
6525x140 Agent.

Guesthouse for Rent

WEST HOLLYWOOD bungalow. 2bed, hard-
wood floors, $1295. 323-634-7401. www.west-
siderentals.com

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR house. 3bed. great location. $2500.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA studio, hardwood floors, pet
ok. $750. www.westsiderentals.com 3 10-395-
7368.

TOPANGA CANYON house, private room,
$460. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

VENICE studio in great location close to all.

$695. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9000
House for Sale

WLA SINGLE FAMILY home, lOmins ft'om

UCLA. New roof, new plumbing, new land-
scaping, new windows, 3bdnn/3bth, 2200sq.ft.

New carpet, new kitchen floor and appliances.
Zone R3, very quiet and clean. Must See! Only
ask for $449,000. Won't last! Call 310-365-
6712 or 310-470-9345.

^^ 4^U*;JjHWI

J

"^ 9300
Room for Help

FEMALE HELPER for house chores in ex-

change for free room/bath in a private house in

Pacific Palisades. Ria or Alan:310-569-6911.

^ 9^00
Room for Rent

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM to rent! Ocean-view patio.

Share gourmet kitchen. Great location. Mar
Vista. $790/month.31 0-678-0760/31 0-398-
7937 Pat or Tony

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security. 1/bdrm. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17-10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

MARINA DEL REY private room in house,
$600. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

PALMS: Unfurnished room in spacious apart-

ment. New paint. Share bath-kitchen.

$625/month. Senior woman prefers female.
Good kx:ation. 310-838-8440.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half block to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.

$600/month. 323-939-9816.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA: Fumlshed room w/2 extra-

large ctosets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $875 includes utili-

ties. Lisa:31 0-394-7068.

WEST HOLLYWOOD private room in house,
$800. www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BEACH COTTAGE TO SHARE IN VENICE: 4
btocks from beach. Off Abbott Kinney Clean,
wood-ftoors, washer/dryer, yard. $725+1/2 util-

ities. 310-721-3470.

WESTWOOD. PRIVATE bedroom and bath-
room. Walk-in closets. Gated parking, newly
furnished, balcony, rooftop spa. $900/mo.
Must see! 310-824-1538.

mm 9600
Roommates-Shared Room

SANTA MONICA. Female roommate needed
to share a room. Prefer student only. $325
Call Danielle 310-319-9144.

WESTWOOD APARTMENTS roommate
needed. 515 Kelton Ave. 1/block from cam-
pus. 2/bdnms, 2/baths. $375/month plus utili-

ties. 310-824-1901.

Get great food,

products,

and services at

even better

prices.

Look for it on

newsstands

1 Oth Week

>

The Art of Sleeping (Free, drop in)

Improve your academic performance and
productivity by sleeping more effectively

1-2 pm, Ashe Center 4th Floor Conf. Rm. #414

Ashe at Covel Commons, 2nd Floor

5 7 pm, Mondays & Tuesdays, weeks 1-10

Check out the Ashe Center web site for more informa-

tion, ask a health related question, even request an
appointment www^udenthealfh,ucia>cdu

or call 825-4073

V

Nationally Accredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Thespian's need
5 Gattier

10 LIcketY-spllt

14 Soldering tools

15 Pullman amenity
16 Earttien jar

17 Natural eyewash
18 Ctiurcti table

19 "It's - move"
20 Astrology ctiart

22 Spring a leak

24 PC "brain"

25 Beseecti
26 Gets a move on
30 Root topping
35 Mouttis, in

zoology
36 Peron or Gabor
37 Hooded snake
38 To ttie point

41 Teahouse
hostesses

43 From Bangkok
44 Nurses org.

45 Keats work
46 Shove oft

47 Fosters
50 Mope
53 Pond maker
54 Driving force

58 Gets soft

62 intense rage
63 Kind of jacket

66 Think-tank output
67 Ice sheet
68 Dairy product
69 Teases
70 Evergreen shrubs
71 Mountain curves
72 To be, to Henri

DOWN
1 Famous hotelier

2 Two-piece cookie
3 Tamper with dice

4 Caruso of opera
5 Counting devices

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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6 -Mad Max" -
Gibson

7 Museum
contents

8 Beatle Ringo —
9 Shoulder

gesture
10 Indy winner

A.J. -
1

1

Felipe — of

baseball
12 Mumble
13 Weight

deduction
21 Gl's address
23 "My Cousin

Vinny" star

25 Olympics chant
26 Out loud

27 Came up
28 Obsession
29 First lady?

31 - Gates, Cal.

32 Dislike very
much

33 Exchange
34 Paves the way
39 Cleveland

NBAer
40 Klutzy

41 Veldt grazer
42 Tympanums
44 Aardvark prey
48 — chich'uan
49 Referee's kin

51 Pound division

52 Exploiters

54 Up in the air

55 Obstinate one
56 Figurehead site

57 Needle holes
59 Blue-pencil

60 Corn Belt st.

61 Business-letter

end.
64 --So Shy"
65 Actress —

Dawn Chong

14
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2(r

6 9 11 12 13

er

67
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TRADITION
UCLA

SAA Tailgate Party Bus

Oct. 26, Noon
Bottom of Covel Stairs

(Below Sproul Hall)

Catch the SAA bus to the SAA tailgate for only

$2 found-trip! Today is the last day to reserve

your seat by e-maiUng SAA@UCLAlumni.net.

All others will be seated if space is available.

Visit www.UCLAlumni.net/Homecoming
for information.

(310) UCtA-SAA www.UCLAIitinnLnet^SAA

—SAA is the student chapter ofthe—

^D

?6

UCLAIumni
lAssociationl
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QUIRONEZ
from page 14

phenomenal atmosphere. I was in

awe the entire game.
Sitting with the Molinas, I learned

that there is actually a third Molina
brother, Yadier. He is also a catcher
but does not play for the Angels. He
plays for a minor league afBliate of
the St Louis Cardinals.

How does my World Series expe-
rience relate to my argument that

the Angels will beat the Giants? Well,

even though the Angels lost Game 1,

they were in the game the whole

time. In the three games the Angels
have lost in the postseason, they
have had a great chance to win all of
them. They are never out of a game,
the sign of a truly great team.

Plus, Edison Field is turning into
a huge home-field advantage. As was
said by a Giant fan in attendance,
the Thunderstix sound like they are
nuide out of titanium alloy.

I almost forgot the rally monkey
factor. The Angels have come fi*om
behind in six of their eight postsea-
son wins, on top of 43 comeback
wins during the season.

The Angels will win the World
Series in six games. It is their des-
tiny.

EISENBERG
from page 14

bullpen will have to carry the
load.

That means the android-like
Ben Weber will have to hold off
the Giants' bats until the late

innings when the electric

Francisco Rodriguez and the

all-star Percival can enter the
game - a scenario that cannot
make Disney's army of red bal-

loon waving lenmiings feel con-
fident.

With J.T Snow, Reggie

Sanders and Kenny Lofton heat-
ing up, the Giants should have
more than enough firepower to
make the Angels pay dearly for
pitching around Bonds. Snow in
particular has shredded
Anaheim pitching, going 3 for 7
with a home run and four RBIs
against his former team.

Sure the national media will
be disappointed that the
"Cinderella" Angels have turned
back into pumpkins, but that is

how good Bonds and company
are playing right now.
Who needs a rally monkey

when you've got King Kong
himself playing left field?

WORLD SERIES

^Bills@ucla

You no longer hove to ^oit for

your BAR statement

You already know how easy it is to use URSA Online to view and pay
your BAR account from almost anywhere

from page H
Right after Hall of Famer Willie

Mays throws out the first pitch, the
rules change as Pac Bell hosts its

first Series game. With no more
designated hitter in the NL park,
the emphasis goes from longballs
to small ball, and the Giants like
that a lot.

Minus designated hitter Brad
Fullmer, the Angels could be at a
big disadvantage - the same sce-
nario AL teams face when they go
on the road in the World Series.

San Francisco figures to ei\joy
an edge on the mound and at the
plate when Livan Hernandez pitch-

es against Ramon Ortiz in Game 3.

Along with being 6-0 lifetime in
the postseason, Hernandez swings
a pretty good bat.

Hernandez is at .242 with 99
career hits, including four home
runs and 39 RBIs. Plus he's put
down 34 sacrifice bimts, 10 of them
this season.

Ortiz is another story. He's 0-14
lifetime, with five strikeouts and no
successful bunts.

"We do have a bit of an advan-
tage with the pitchers. Our pitchers
are used to hitting and bunting,**
Giants manager Dusty Baker said.

"I don't really anticipate 11-10 in
our ballpark," he said.

Tired ofCoveringyour Teeth with Liquid
Paper to Make Them Look White?

: SPECIAL:
f-'K^ V :jr-i^7i*tfLij

xammatlon. elf-Ways & Teeth Cleaning.
Rei^iUar Price: Si 60 - E^qaires 4/Z2/03

Now is the
time to save
a tew trees

g(c)®(o]°[o)y© u®

paper

80(i]0©[ID©DQ(JS

• TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING - Open Late Hours
• Veneers • Crowns and Bridges • Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
.Porcela.nFac.ng8 • Gum Treatnients • Free Validated Parking
. Root Canals . Nttroos Oxide (Laughing Gas) . 23 YearB in Private Practice in Westwood

|

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)
onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.18i)0onthemark.com

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

^n«4_

loi'

Starting with the BAR statement normally mailed to you in December, we will convert
your option for BAR statement presentation to eBill. This means you will no longer
receive the monthly paper statement. In lieu of the paper statement you may use URSA
OnLine to view and make payment on your BAR account. Student Accounting will

send you a monthly email reminder to review your account so that you can make any
required payments. In order to receive a monthly email reminder you must provide an
email address via URSA OnLine.

If you would like to conKnue reosiving a paper statement, go to the Student Accounting Office at B303 Murphy Hall and fill out an eBills Rejection FormPIMM noKs: eB<Hs are mandatory for statements with a balance less than $25, even if you've opted for paper statements.

(^yfd^t^ai^a^iaA^'i'yva^

RAY BRADBURY
Sat., Nov. 2

1 2;00 - 2.00 p.m.

CHRIS
IVAN ALLSBURG

Sat., Nov. 9
10:30-12:30 p.m.

CHILDREN'S BOOK WORLD
10580 1/2 Pico Blvd., Los Angeles

,

(310)559-BOOK
www.childrensbookworld.com

REAO AND WRITE
uniia>>-Mii:iMaMiavM

Brutn\»alk.com\ pfi>-

ftxsvor review has reviews

«nd coflUT)cnb aK>ui mon
«ha« 2.800 UCLA protcs-

stuv ail wriuen by yo»r fellow mu-
dents.. An indispcn$tHe toot for any
studenr planning lo laice clavics!

PROF REVIEW Free?

MO SOCUL LIFE?
SioK up lu 2i)mb of files online at

Bruinwalk.coin. A virtual floppy

drivcJ You can write a paper at home.
»lore it onlini>, and then accesu it on
campus later on. ()r just siorv crap.
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The UCLA women's cross countiy
team placed ninth Saturday at the
NCAA preview in Terre Haute,
Indiana. Despite the ninth-place fin-

ish, there was a bright spot for the
Bruins - junior Lena Nilsson,

In her cross country debut, NiJsson
placed ninth overall, setting a school
record with a tin^e of 20.28.2 on the
6000-meter course. The decision to
nm Nilsson in this meet was made by
coach Eric Peterson - one week earli-

er than he had planned
Peterson described Nilsson's per-

formance with one word:
"Sensational." Nilsson's time was over
two minutes faster than her previous
record at this distance.

Also running for the Bruins were
sophomore Al^andra Barrientos, who
placed 69th and freshman Jenna
Tlminsky who placed 65th.
Sophomores Lori Mann and Carmen
Winant came in 68th and 96th, respec-
tively. Junior Melissa McBain also put
in a solid performance, running in the
open race with a time of 21:52. This
gave her the fifth fastest UCLA indi-

vidual time for this meet
Competition between the women's

cross country team this weekend was
tough. With 1 spots to fill for the Pac-
10 ChaiT^ionships on Nov. 2, Peterson
said the meet was a preview of what
can be expected firom each of the run-
ners.

I

**niis just solidifies our top twenty
ranking," Peterson said

The UCLA men's cross coimty team
competed in the Cal Poly Invitational

Saturday in San Luis Obispo. The men
took first at the Invitational, with
sophomore Ben Aragon leading the
Bruins with his third place overall fin-

ish.

YElLDirJG
from page H

don't get to play and let them know
that I went through the same thing."

Yeilding does all the under-the-
radar jobs necessary for a winning
squad. He ranks second on the team
with 13 ejections drawn, and shares
the team lead with four field saves,
both of which are categories that
have more importance for a center
defender than goals scored.

••Field saves are dirty work. (It's)

getting up and throwing your body
in fit)nt of the ball like a hockey

TUESDAYOCTQBER 22, 2002 THE PAILY BBUIII 1^
player does," said Krikorian. "He
hasn't scored that much, but setting

people up and earning ejections
shows sacrifice to win and to the
team. I know what I'll get out ofhim,
which is a weakness of this team.
Hopefully other guys notice him."

"There have been a bunch of
times this year where I thought the
other team had beaten me and he
swam out of nowhere to save me,"
said Brooks.

So while the path to Yeilding's
starting role has been rough, the
fact that his contribution to the
team has finally developed into
what he envisioned four years ago is

a testament to his persistence and

unwillingness to give in to the situa-

tion.

"DJ has taken a lot of adversity in
this program," said fellow senior
defender and Yeilding's first-year

roommate, Matt Flesher. "We start-

ed with six guys in our class and
now it's just me and him. Now
everyday you can tell he is happy to
be here and that it's the biggest thing
in his life."

Yeilding acknowledges that this

will almost certainly be his last year
of organized water polo, ending a
part of his life that has been promi-
nent since childhood. However, his
younger brother, freshman driver
Rob, will keep the Yeilding tradition

going strong for UCLA after Dan
departs.

Though the number of games left

in Yeilding's career dwindles by the
weekend, he does not long for more
recognition or accolades before his
final game. '

"This year I focused on water
polo and made it my number one
priority. I just really want to er\joy

my last time playing and approach
every game like it's the last one,"
Fielding said

(

Hopefully for UCLA, the Bruins'
Mr. Consistency's last game in the
pool will end like Horry's season
ends almost every year, with clutch
play and a championship.

UCLA Department of Music presents

UCLA Philharmonia Orchestra

Photu Courtesy of Anna Avie

Erik Emilsson ran in the Cal Poly
Invitational with a time of 26:41.1.

Sophomore Erik Emilsson also fin-

ished in the top ten, finishing fifth with
a time of 26:41.1. Freshman Martell
Munquia followed in ninth place, post-
ing a very large improvement over his
previous finishes. Sophomore Puneet
Mahan and senior Pfiil Young placed
13th and 20th, respectively.

Sophomore Jon Rankin is siill recov-
ering from an iivjury, and hopes to be
back for the Pac-10 Championships.

Both teams are scheduled to com-
pete in the Cal State Fullerton
Invitational this Saturday. UCLA will

also be hosting the 2002 Pac-10 Cross
Country Championships at the
Brookside Golf Course in Pasadena.
Nov 2.

FOOTBALL
from page H

back there.'*
!

Sciarra's lack of experience
showed against Cal; he completed
just 1 of 7 passes with an intercep-
tion and lost two fumbles.
Moore is considered more athlet-

ic than Sciarra, with a cannon for an
arm and the mobility to avoid sacks.
However, Moore's experience at
quarterback consists of one year at

have what Paus brings to the table.

Without Paus behind center, UCLAs
offensive scheme will have to
change.

**When you don't have an experi-
enced quarterback like Cory Paus,
you narrow down the playbook so
it's not so complicated," Toledo
said

''Obviously, it's going to be a great
challenge for me and the staff, but I

believe that I can get them to play
down the stretch There's still a lot
of football left-

"We will find a way."

\e skinny side,' striding b-fooi _

inch and weighing in at 188 pounds.
"(Moore's) been prepared as far

as meetings and all," Toledo said.

"The only thing is that he hasn't
practiced at all with the starters."

Toledo openly admits that nei-
ther Moore nor Olson nor Sciarra
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WITH FREE FOOD AND FUN!
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PREVIEW
M.Tennis @ Omni Hotels Malibu, CA Wednesday All Day
W.Tennis @ Omni Hotels ' "

-4

X-Country @ Full. Invit.

Swimming vs. SMU
M.Soccer vs. Oregon St.

W.Volleyball vs. Wash St.

Football vs. Stanford

M.Polo vs. Stanford

Tuesday, October 22, 2002

San Diego, CAThursday All Day

Fullerton, CA Friday All Day

Dallas, TX Friday " All Day

Corvallis, OR Friday 12:00 p.m.

Pullman, WA Friday 7:00 p.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Rose Bowl AqSaturday 1:00 p.m.

www.dailybrtiin.ucla.edu

QB; kicker positions open
SATURDAY'S GAME AGAINST STANFORD MAY SEE

KEY POSITIONS FILLED BY SCIARRA OR MOORE FIKSE

By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
i

btran@media.ucla.edu '

• The UCLA football team is about to take
on Stanford, its eighth opponent of the

season, and two key positions are sudden-
ly up for grabs.

One was expected. With senior quarter-

back Cory Paus out for the season after

suffering a broken ankle against Cal, and
backup Drew Olson listed as doubtful with
a separated shoulder for this week's game,
redshirt freshman John Sciarra and true

freshman Matt Moore will battle it out to

Top 25 and DBCS polls | Page 3

determine who gets to start this week.
"We're going to play a freshman quarter-

back," UCLA head coach Bob Toledo said.
"Fm just not sure who it will be right now.
Tm probably not going to name a starter
until game time."

The other spot that is suddenly open is
a bit of a surprise. Placekicker Chris
Griffith has struggled in recent weeks,
niissing the potential game-winner against
Oregon and having a 21-yard field goal
attempt blocked against Cal. As a result,
Toledo will be giving punter Nate Fikse an
opportimity to kick field goals.

Fikse missed his only field goal attempt
of the season from 55 yards against
Colorado, but he has kicked field goals in
practice.

"I'm going to let them compete in prac-
tice a httle bit, and the best one will kick in

the game," Toledo said.

It is the quarterback position, however,
that has UCLA concerned. The team's
bowl hopes hinge upon the results of the
quarterback competition and the quick-
ness with which Moore, Sciarra or, later

on, Olson can mature. UCLA quarterbacks
were sacked seven times by Cal, and until

one of the freshmen proves capable of
throwing the ball effectively, Stanford is

expected to blitz out of unfamiUar defen-
sive sets.

"Like usual, we'll study the tape and
evaluate UCLA's pass protection
schemes," Stanford head coach Buddy
Teevens said. "At the same time, we'll be
thinking that they may have a guy who has
not had as much game-time experience

FOOTBALL | Page 13
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EDWARD LIN/Daily Brlin Senior Staff
Although freshman John Sciarra fumbled twice on Saturday and finished 1-7 with 10 yards oassinfi hemay play again Saturday because of Cory Paus' injury.

passing, ne

Angels

destined

Gilbert

Quinonez

STAT GEEK
dCMvnez^medauQla^du

for World
I

Series title

The Angels are a team of destiny. Being
an Angel fan for nine years, and hav-
ing watched this team play the entire

season, how can you not believe me?
This team just has so many storylines,

and they will win the World Series despite
what my counterpart

Jeff Eisenberg says.

The Angels will get

contributions from all

26 players.

Francisco

Rodriguez is the next
Mariano Rivera He
comes into games and
is unhittable for at

least two innings at a
time, as was shown in

Game 2 of the World
Series. With

Rodriguez and Angels*

closer TYoy Percival,

the game is realistical- __^
ly shortened to six

iimings.

The rest of the bullpen has also been
phenomenal. Ben Weber had an ERA of
2.64, Brendan Donnelly, 2.17. Also, both
players are starting to make wearing gog-
gles trendy.

David Eckstein, the "X-factor," has
given the Angels a spark at the leadofif

spot with an OBP of .363 and 63 RBLs.
Plus, he's listed at 5 feet, 8 inches in the
media guide, meaning he's really about 5
feet, 3 inches.

Darin Erstad is the best defensive cen-
terfielder in the American League and is
the ultimate hustler. He has also been
very clutch in the playofife, hitting .373,
and his hit in the eighth inning on Sunday
allowed Tim Salmon to hit the game-win-
ning home run.

Garret Andereon should be an MVP
candidate as the best hitter on the Angels.
He has hit .347 in the postseason with
nine RBIs after hitting .306 with 123 RBIs
in the regular season.

UCLA alumnus TYoy Glaus has been on
fire this postseason, hitting six home
runs, as many as Barry Bonds.

And, of course, the Molina brothers are
the first brother catching duo in World
Series history. In fact, Bengie Molina indi-
rectly helped me see Game 1 of the World
Series, the most incredible experience of
my life.

Apparently, one of my uncles is a
fiiend of a fiiend of Bengie; my uncle was
able to get Worid Series tickets because
he sold Molina a house. Also, I was very
fortimate that my aunt gave up her ticket,
giving me the opportunity to go.

Thank you. Aunt Isabel.

Edison Field was filled with red - a

QUIRONEZ
I
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Taking It to the Bay
SERIES MOVES TO PAG BELL PARK WHERE FEWEST HOME RUNS HAVE BEEN HIT

Jeff

Eisenberg

Jasenberg^mecfELudajedu

Anaheim Angel Tim Salmon reacts after hitting a two-run homer in the eighth inning of Game 2 of the World Series. The AngeTs^'wonTl-l'a

''

By Ben Walker

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Just
mention Pacific Bell Park and
what's the first image that

comes to mind? Barry Bonds
plopping balls into the water,
of course.

Fuimy thing about that pic-

ture: It's out of focus.

Believe it or not, there
were fewer home runs hit at

Pac Bell this year than any
ballpark in the mayors. And
that's fine with the Giants as
the World Series shifts to San
Francisco for Game 3
Tuesday night.

The Giants and Anaheim
Angels have already hit 11

homers combined, by far a
record for the first two games
of any World Series. After
Tim Salmon connected twice
Sunday night and sent the
Giants to an 11-10 loss that
left them with a split at
Edison Field, they were eager

to return home.
"For all the fans who like

to see teams scoring runs and
stuff, yeah, it was a great ball

game to watch," Giants short-

stop Rich Aurilia said. "It's

not the typical type of game
you want to be involved in.

We'd rather see a lower-scor-
ing game.

"People who have never

been to our park probably
will be in for a surprise at the
kind of hitter's park it is. It's

not much of one. So I don't
think we'll see 21 runs
scored."

J.T. Snow, who has one of
the Giants' seven homers,
agreed.

"We'd like to get back to
our park, play our style of

game, keep some of those
balls in the ballpark and see
what happens," he said.

WORLD SERIES
| Page 12

lES KfkfSt

The AssuciATEb i^kess

San Francisco Giants centerfielder Kenny Lofton dives but can't
reach a ball hit by Anaheim Angels' Brad Fullmer in the first inning.

vAbetelevlsddonFoK

"AME 1: San Francisco 4,

GAME 2: Anaheim 11. San
ffanciscolO

(^p 3: Toe. Oct. 22 - 6:30pm \

QrUz (Anaheim) v. Livan

ictez (San Francisco)

4: Wed, Oct. 23 -5:30pm
lackey (Anaheim) v. Kirk

(San Francisco)

5: Thu.Oct.24-5:30pjn.

JlSan Francisco

G^ 6*: Sat, Oct. 26 - 5.-00 p,m. \

at Anaheim

QAWE 7*: Sun, Oct. 27 - 5KK) p^.

at Anaheim

.com

Bonds' hot

hitting will

trompHak)
I

pitching
Tfie World Series is barely two games

old, and I can unequivocally say that
the Stat Geek has a better chance of

getting Barry Bonds out than any member of
the Angels pitching staff.

Unless tlie Halos are secretly planning
to start my flame-throwing colleague in
Games 3 and 4, the

Giants will win their

first championship
since moving to San
Francisco nearly five

decades ago.

Bonds' histoiy of
playoff failures has
been well-doclunen^
ed Prior to this year,

he had hit just .196

during a decade-long

postseason slimip in

which he never made
it out of the first

roimd of the playofife.

Nonetheless, the

38-year-old slugger has had a break-
through in 2002. He is hitting .303 in the
playoffs, and has had a number of crucial

hits, including a second-inning homer in

Game 1 of the World Series that gave the
Giants a lead they would never relinquish.

But the shot which left the primate-to^
ing misfits at Ekiison Field dizzy was the
485-foot sonic boom that Bonds
imleashed off of TVoy Percival in the ninth

inning on Simday.

The blast, which reportedly ricocheted

off the moon earlier this morning, left a
gawking Tim Salmon mouthing: "That's

the longest ball I have ever seen hit here,**

as the Fox cameras panned to the Angels
dugout

It is hard to imagine losing a Worid
Series game in a more intimidating fash-

ioa You have to believe that Bonds' home
run will be embedded in Percival's memo-
ry the next time the two face ofif against

one another.

As much as Bonds' power sui^ge has
been in the spotlight over the last two
years, it is his patience which has fueled

his recent exploits. He has already walked
18 times in the postseason, and swings at

a pitch outside the strike zone about as
fi:equently as Fox's Steve Lyons alludes to

Charles Dickens during interviews.

Bonds and the Giants head to monkey-
fi'ee Pac Bell Park for three games this

week with the opportunity to take control

of the series. On die mound for the Angels
will be an up-and-down Ramon Ortiz and
rookie John Lackey, who had to pitch two
innings of relief on Sunday night I

Unless either Ortiz or Lackey turns in

an une5q)ectedly brilliant performance, it

is likely that an overworked Angels
,

EISENBERG | Page 12 '

Dan Yeilding takes care of business

COURTNEY STEWART/ i- .V.i.1 LJKl IN MAFF
Defender Dan Yeilding has helped the Bruins achieve a No. 4 ranking, and
the Bruins hope Yeilding can lead them to a championship.

By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA men's water polo team
would love it if senior center defend-
er Dan Yeilding truly turns out to be
the team's Robert Horry, if that
means that they can expect last-sec-

ond heroics from him en route to
winning an NCAA championship.
A self-described huge Lakers fan,

Yeilding, or "DJ" as he is known to
the team, does the dirty, lesser-

noticed activities for the Bruins. "I

am the Robert Horry. I like to pattern
my game after his," Yeilding said.

Just like Horry, Yeilding is not the

} f

type of player other teams gear to
stop, nor is he the type whose stats
cry out for attention. But on a team
that has yet to find itself and tends to
leave the coaches wondering which
Bruin team will show up on a given
day, Yeilding has been one of the few
steady rocks on the team.

"His growth has been incredible,"
said head coach Adam Krikorian. "As
the season has progressed, he has
become the most consistent player
and a team leader."

Fellow senior goalkeeper Brandon
Brooks said, "He's come a long way
from his first year here. He has
turned himself into one of the most
consistent players, and you can tell

he's made a real commitment to the

team."

That Yeilding would turn himself

into one of the Bruins' positive role

models was not entirely evident from
the day he stepped into the UCLA
program. As a recruited walk-on, the

path to senior-year starter did not go
as smoothly as he or the coach would
have hked.

"When DJ came in, it was tough for

him because we were extremely tal-

ented," said Krikorian.

"He was young and it was tough
for him to break into the scene. At
times we butted heads because we're
both very competitive. He was very
frustrated with it and at times he did-

n't handle it like I thought he should
have," he said.

When every player on a team (like
UCLA) has received local and nation-
al accolades out of high school, it

takes time and patience to break into
the rotation. A player must cUmb the
team hierarchy and accept lesser
roles that are foreign to him.

"I've had every role there is to have
on this team," said YeUding. "From
setting up practices, to traveUng but
getting no minutes, to playing off the
bench, to finally starting. It makes me
appreciate every minute in the water
I want to be a positive influence on
the other players on the team that

YEILDINO
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Bond may ftind reconstruction
ENGINEERING I WILL

GET SEISMIC UPGRADE
IF PROPOSITION 47

PASSES IN NOVEMBER
By Christina Jenkins

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
cjenkins@medja.ucla.edu

A proposition on the November
ballot would give UCLA half of the
funds it needs to rebuild its woebe-
gone Engineering I building.

Proposition 47, a mulU-bUlion
dollar bond measure that allocates
$1.6 billion for higher education
construction projects, would hand
the university $24.9 million to
bring the engineering building into
compliance with earthquake safety
laws.

The building, which sits west of
Math Sciences and south of
Ackerman Union, **poses a serious
seismic safety hazard," according
to the university.

It ciurently houses instruction
and research in chemical engineer-
ing, civil and environmental engi-
neering, and material sciences and
engineering departments. The new
building will be equipped with a
modem laboratory for engineering
research.

PROPOSED ENGINEERING BUILDING

Half of the Engineering 1 building will be

demolished to make room for its

replacement.

Kprrkho^'

EDWARD LIN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
tf Proposition 47 passes on Nov. 5, the Engineering I building will be torn down and
reconstructed to comply with earthquake safety laws.

Grad students
*

favor transition

to semesters
DISCREPANCY IN ACADEMIC CALENDAR
YEAR MAKES DUAL-ENROLLMENT TRICKY

It is the only project on campus
that would be funded by the bond.

"If the bond measure is

approved, UCLA will be able to
make critical safety and seismic
upgrades to aging facihties," said
Chancellor Albert Camesale in a
statement.

The bond will only give the cam-
pus enough money to make the
building seismically sound. The
rest of the money needed to

rebuild the structiu-e - an addition-
al $25 million - will come from the
university's coffers.

If the bond does not pass, ''the

university is in trouble," said Keith
Parker, Assistant Vice Chancellor
of Government and Community
Relations.

"There aren't other fimds readily
available, particularly in the budget
climate that we're in," he said.

The bond is important in UCLA's

SOURCE: Caiifomia Secretary of State Ml Jones

quest to secure donors as well,
Parker said, because without state
support, donors are more reluctant
to contribute.

Plans for construction have been
discussed for ten years, according
to project manager Jeff Averill, and
if the bond doesn't pass, plans will

likely be postponed again.

An August field poll showed that

BUILDING
I
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By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cmjgnot@medla.ucla.edu

The potential switch from the
quarter to the semester system,
currently being considered by
Academic Senate, would make life

easier for two UCLA graduate
schools already on the semester

The Week Ahead

FACULTY RECRUITMENT

THURSDAY

Housing
I
How rising

housing costs affect

faculty recruitment.

FHMY

Private Schools
| Looking at

how the UC compares.

system - the School of Law and
the School of Medicine.

If UCLA was to revert back to
semesters, the academic calendar
would start at the same time for all

students, graduate and imdeigrad-
uate, at the university. Currently,
the law school and the medical
school students start classes five

weeks before other students.
The synchronization would

mean greater efficiency with
regard to the provision of services
to the graduate students involved
in both schools, from parking ser-
vices to student funding of campus
groups.

Both graduate schools (^)erated
on the quarter system after the
University of Caiifomia decided to
take up the fo\u>term year in order
to have year-round operation in
1966.

The law school then reverted to
the semester calendar in 1978,

SENESTER | Page 2

Students to debate
I

potential fee hike

ELECTIONS 2002

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

Students will have the
chance today to talk about
whether they should increase
the fee they pay toward the
campus' undergraduate student
government
The Undergraduate Students

Association Council will hold a
debate forum to explain direct-

ly to students the language and
rationale for a proposed $9.25
quarterly increase to the exist-

ing $24.09 it collects from them.
**I hope students become

aware of where their money
goes," said TJ. Cordero, USAC
internal vice president.
''(Council) is in dire need of
funding, whether or not stu-

dents agree on the avenue it

gets it from."

Most councilmembers agree
that USAC is in need of
increased funding, since a

shortage in programming funds
decreased financial support
toward many of the university's

numerous student groups.
Council usually operates on

an annual progranuning budget
of roughly $130,000, but lost

$30,000 due to increased over-
head costs.

The proposed $9.25 increase
would go toward the campus
activities committee, a USAC
progranuning fund, a general
programming fund and five

coimcil offices.

Td like to see it passed,"
said Campus Events
Commissioner Ryan Wilson,
whose office would receive an
exclusive allocation if the refer-

endum passes.

The campus events commis-
sion has not received a funding
increase since 1985, Wilson
continued.

Academic Affairs

DEBATE
I
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Cochran offers insight

into 'A Lawyer's Life'

By Andrew Edwards

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
aedwards(i)media. ucla.edu

Individuals can change a
country.

That was the message attor-

ney and UCLA alumnus Johnnie
Cochran gave his audience
Monday evening at an event
sponsored by the Center for
African American Studies.

Speaking before a full room at

Haines Hall, 135, Cochran gave a
brief retrospective on his legal

career before signing copies of
his new book, "A Lawyer's Life,"

co-authored by David Fisher
Cochran, best known for suc-

cessfully defending former foot>

ball starOJ. Simpson on charges
he murdered ex-wife Nicole
Brown and waiter Ron Goldman
in 1994, has defended a number
of high-profile figures. His clien-

tele includes rapper Sean "P.

Diddy" Combs and former Black
Panther leader Elmer
'*Geronimo" Pratt, whose case
Cochran worked on until Pratt's

murder conviction was over-

turned after he spent 27 years in

prison.

Still, Cochran does not want
to be thought of as an attorney

for the stars. i

"People think all my clients

are famous ... Tm interested in

clients you've never heard of," he
said after the event

Though the "not guilty" ver-

dict in the Simpson trial was
highly controversial - Simpson
later lost a civil suit, which had a
lower burden of proof than the
criminal trial, for wrongful death
filed by Goldman's family in 1997
- Cochran has always main-
tained confidence that Simpson
was innocent

"We had no reason to disbe-
lieve (Simpson)," Cochran said.

Both organizers and attendees
considered the event a success.

**I think whenever you have
anyone of Johnnie Cochran's
stature coming back to his alma
mater .. to inspire youth to make
a difference in the world ... I

think its awesome," said Robert
Nvengayi, a graduate student in

conflict resolution psychology.
"It was a great event ... you

couldn't fit more people in the
room," said CAAS director
Darnell Hunt

During his remarks, Cochran
credited UCLA for Ws personal
successes and discussed cases
where instead of defending the
rich and famous, he worked with
ordinary people, many of whom

COCHRAN
I
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Davis leads Simon

in governor race
MANY VOTERS DISLIKE BOTH CANDIDATES;
POLL SAYS 9 PERCENT FAVOR THIRD PARTY

The Associated Press

California Gov. Gray Davis gets a hug from long-time friend Sally Tanner of
Ferndale. Calif., during a campaign rally Monday, Oct. 21, 2002, in Eureka, Calif.

By Noah Grand

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

With state-wide elections less than
two weeks away, recent polls show
that while Gray Davis has a ten-point
lead, a m^yority of voters find both
main party candidates unsatisfacto-

ry-

In an election that has drawn
national attention, the winner, it

appears, will be the more popular of
two unpopular candidates.

Davis, the incumbent, has been
forced to deal with lingering criti-

cism over his handling of the state's

enei:gy crisis and fimdraising strate-

gies.

Meanwhile, Republican chal-

lenger Bill Simon's mistake-ridden
campaign - which was forced to
apologize for false accusations made
against Davis last week - has failed

to capitalize on his opponent's weak-
nesses.

This has caused an unusual cam-

Weather rr 4' £::^

^ ,.- .p. ...
. .

The Associated Press
California Republican gubernatorial candidate Bill Simon signs a surfboard belonging to Koho Mendiola. after speaking at a
campaign rally with Rudolph Giuliani (center left) in San Diego.

h 5 a^ a

paign, where voters are having diffi-

culty choosing who to vote for, said
Mark DiCamiUo, who has done regu-
lar polls for the non-partisan Field
Poll groiq) throughout the campaign.

"Voters are recoiling fix)m both
candidates,** DiCamillo said They're
having a hard time making a judg-
ment even though they know (the
candidates) better now,"

Last Thursday Rep. Tbm Davis of
Vu-ginia, the National Republican
Campaign Committee chair,

attacked the Simon campaign as
being the worst Republican cam-
paign in the nation.

"I don't think there's a worse run
race in the countiy than the gover-
nor's race in Caiifomia for
RepubUcans," Tom Davis told a
National Press Club audience last

Thursday.

Tom Davis - who has no relation

to the governor - added that
Republicans had hoped to take
advantage of the governor's weak-
ness in order to help them win
Congressional seats in the stata

Simon responded by inviting Tbm
Davis to cdane to Caiifomia and meet
lus campaign sta£f.

"We've run a good strong cam-
paign," Simon told the Associated
Press.

DiCamillo said R^. Davis' com-
ments were probably made out of
finstration, because Gov. Davis is

leading in the polls - including
DiCamillo's - even though they in<£
cate a msyority of voters have imfa-
vorable feelings toward the gover-
nor. His popularity has not recovered
from last year's enei©r crisis, v^iiich

Davis has been blamed for not pre-
venting.

In DiCamillo's poll, 52 percent of
voters have unfavorable ratings of
the govemor's performance while
only 41 percent give him a favorable
rating. Davis has also had to deal
with dissension among members of
his own party.

Earher this month the Latino
Caucus - an all-Democrat associa-
tion of 22 Latino state legislators -
refused to support Davis' re-election
campaign.

The decision was made largely
because Davis vetoed legislation that
would have allowed illegal immi-
grants to obtain Caiifomia driver's
licenses. The veto was was seen as

ELECTIONS
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CORRECTIONS ^
• The graphic which ran

with the story "Rocking for

Votes" TXiesday should have

been labeled "Proposition

52," not "Proposition 57."

Additionally the "'No'

Argument" should have read,

"Proposition 52 makes it easy

for criminals and noncitizens

to vote without providing

ofTicial ID to prove who they

are." The "'Yes' Argument"
should have read,

"Proposition 52 will increase

voter turnout while increas-

ing the penalties for voter

fraud."

ELECTIONS
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from page 1

an insult to the state's Latino population, which
represents close to a third of the electorate.

However, the Latino Caucus' decision does
not seem to reflect the opinion of Latino vot-
ers, who in all polls overwhehningly prefer
Davis to Simon. Many expected Simon to be
able to capitalize on his opponent's missteps,
but instead he has made numerous mistakes
himself.

The Simon campaign took another hit last
week after releasing photos of Gray Davis
allegedly accepting a campaign donation in the
Capitol, a violation of state law.

Simon later had to apologize for the accusa-
tion when the photos were found illegitimate.

This is not Uie first accusation of unethical
fund-raising Davis has faced in this campaign.

Simon has accused Davis of making policy
decisions and political appointments - such as

I

appointing Regents for the University of
California - based on donations to his cam-
paign.

"We operate fully within the law," Davis said
when speaking at UCLA last week.

Despite these accusations, a poll by the non-
partisan Public Policy Institute of California
released Tuesday indicates voters think Davis
is a better choice than Simon for maintaining
high ethical standards in government.

Earlier this year, Davis ran a series of televi-

sion ads highlighting Simon being found guilty

for fi^ud against a corporate partner
This conviction was overturned in

September, but is contributing to the negative
feelings towards Simon, along with federal
investigations of him using illegal tax shelters.

While both candidates have attacked each
other's ethics throughout the campaign, the
Public Policy Institute poll indicates voters
care most about education.

Davis, who has portrayed himself as the
"education governor," is seen by a m^ority of
voters to be a better governor for promoting

education.

Mark Baldassare, who conducted the poll,
told the Associated Press that this "goes a long
way to explaining the overall standings."

His poll, along with DiCamillo's, indicates
that a miyority of voters are dissatisfied with
their choices for governor and are turning to
other options.

j

"There is record high support for third party
candidates," DiCamillo said.

i

His poll, conducted in September, has 9 per-
cent of voters supporting a candidate other
than Davis or Simon. Third party candidates
only received 3.6 percent of the vote in 1998.

Davis press aide Gabriel Sanchez said these
results reflect a general feeling of dissatisfac-
tion among voters and is not specific to this
election.

"It is a common lament in several elections
throughout the country," Sanchez said. "I

wouldn't place more stock in it this year than is

any other year." j

With reportsfrom the Associated Press.

SEMESTER I Switch could ease administrative service issues

Thursdatfs Ipum-lpm

from page 1

while the medical school switched
back to operating on a semester
basis in 1987.

Barbara Varat, administrative

associate dean for the School of
Law, said the switch would allow
the university to better serve the

needs of students on the semester
programs.

|

"Some of the services don't work
as well because we start five weeks
earlier," she said. "Everything
requires different attention; the
departments have to work hard to

make siu-e services are put in place
for us on time."

Varat said one of the biggest
effects of a switch would be to sim-
plify the work required from adnun-
istrative services and housing ser-

vices.

Currently, administrative systems
must process fees and ensure regis-

tration takes place earlier for gradu-
ate students on the semester sys-

tem.
I

Any housing contracts are signed
for a different lease period, starting

in August and ending in May.
Different payment schedules make
the disparity between calendars

more worrisome for administrators
to think about.

Sean Pine, registrar for the Law
School, said a switch to the semes-
ter system would ensure graduate
students would not be short-
changed on benefits, including park-
ing services.

''If a graduate student doesn't
receive a parking permit for the
year, they can't appeal the decision
until the quarter starts, which is five
weeks in for these students," she
said. "In this sense, a lot of offices
aren't set up to deal with us."

But there also may be some nega-
tive aspects of a switch, as Patricia
Anaya, assistant director for educa-
tional development in the School of
Medicine, suggests.

"A switch to the semester system
would mean exam periods at Med
School would coincide with upper
campus exam periods," she said.

"Logistically, this could cause prob-
lems with regard to classroom avail-

ability and scheduling."

Students most affected by the
change would be those doing joint-

degree studies, in particular those in
two programs on different academic
calendars.

Addie Rolnick, a joint-degree stu-

dent in law and American Indian
studies, said the difference in dead-
lines for selecting classes often
made scheduling confusing.

"I don't always know if I will be
able to get into a grad course imtil it

is already too late to drop a law
school class," she said. "When I am
enrolled in classes for both pro-
grams, the schedules often conflict

because my quarter classes tend to
be longer blocks of time, and often
take the spKJt of two or more law
school classes, making it difficult to
fulfill requirements."

Taking BAR review courses can
also force some joint-degree law
students to miss part of their quarter
classes in the spring, as Michelle
Fahley, joint degree student in law
and American Indian studies,

explained.

"Generally, BAR studies begin at

the end of May and students in joint

programs who are taking classes in

Spring Quarter are still in class," she
said. "BAR review courses are usu-
ally every day for about five hours
per day, so it makes it more difficult

to attend quarter classes."

Anthony Solana, a joint-degree
student in urban planning and law,

said semesters allow students to

understand classes more compre-
hensively. I

"The semester system allows stu-
dents more time to be what they
should be: students," he said. "That
means not only attending class and
doing your reading, but becoming
involved in extracurricular activities

and taking the time to engage pro-
fessors and fellow students."

Both the School of Law and the
School of Medicine reverted to the
semester system for pedagogical
reasons: most professors felt the
material being taught required more
time to sink into students' heads.
"We switched in 1987 mainly

because of curriculum," Anaya said.
"At the time, we were running one
and a half quarter classes to allow
for the material to be adequately
covered."

Varat said a great incentive to
switch in 1978 was that the m^ority
of law schools operated on the
semester system, and as a result,
most law firm summerjob programs
started and finished too early for the
quarter system.

She also said the School of Law
supports and encourages the rest of
the university to return to the
semester system.

T
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Law School Admissions Panel
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Admissions Deans/Directors
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Cornell Law School
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New York University School of Law
Stanford Law School
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from page 1

64 percent of California voters
favor the bond, with a margin of
error of 5 percent, indicating that
the vote may be close.

General obUgation bonds, such
as Proposition 47, allow the state
to borrow money and pay it back
from the General Fund. They do
not affect property taxes.
A bond approved in 1998 gave

the campus $75.4 million for seis-
mic upgrades and construction,
including the construction of two
health sciences buildings that will

»
i

PROP. 47 I

replace the buildings damaged dur-
ing the 1994 Northridge earth-
quake.

Construction of these buildings
will begin in March 2003 and is

expected to be completed in sum-
mer 2005.

Proposition 47 Is endorsed by
the University of California Board
of Regents and the California
Taxpayers' Association, among
others.

Its most outspoken opponents
include state Sen. Pete Knight, R-
Palmdale, and the Howard Jarvis
Taxpayers Association.

Prop. 47 would found school facilities and repair, but would cost Californians billions of
dollars

SUMMARY
The $13.05 billion bond issue will provide
funding for education facilities relieve

overcrowding and to repair older schools.

Funds will also be used to upgrade and build

new classrooms in the California Community
Colleges, the California State University and
the University of California.

"YES" ARGUME>iT
Profy 47 wilf provide nrwre ctessrooms and
better schools without raising taxes.

California needs somf 13,000 new
cli^srooms to deal with a, growing
population. PiX)p. 47 ensures critically

ovwcrowded districts get their fdat share to

buW new classrooms and repair old ones.

lOMS: (Mknii iMTflvy of St«iM Joan

R

cosi
State costs of about $26.2 billion over

30 years to pay on both the principal

($13.05 billion) and the interest ($13.15

billion) costs on the bonds. Payments of

about $873 million per year.

n I "NO" ARGUMENT
Under Prop 47 the most needed schools

aren't required to begin construction

for six-and-a-half years. The bond
favors the Los Angetes Untfied School

District over ail ott)ers. Prop. 47 Is. the

wrong solution to Califomia's sOhoof

facilities crisis, tt is '^^oorly wrfttenj

patently unfair and will raise taxes. ?

COCHRAN
from page 1

had police brutality complaints.
"I always tried to look at cases

that would change things,"
Cochran said.

In one case he mentioned, he
sued the Los Angeles Police
Department after people had
been killed by officers using
chokeholds. In 1982, the LAPD
declared a moratorium on the
technique.

|

At the time, police chief Daryl
Gates defended the use of the tac-

tic, arguing that if the chokehold
were abandoned, officers would
resort to striking suspects with
batons. For Cochran, the switch
in tactics was an improvement.

"If there's a broken bone, I'd

prefer that than if somebody's
dead," he said.

Cochran discussed other cases
that captured national headlines,
including one he called the "worst
case of police brutality in U.S. his-

tory" - the 1997 incident when
New York Police Department offi-

cers sexually assaulted a man
with a toilet plunger, as well as a
1998 shooting along the New
Jersey Turnpike that led New
Jersey to adrnit it used racial pro-
filing.

Still, there is one case Cochran
regrets taking - a drug case where
the defendant confessed to

Cochran after giving his testimo-

ny.

"(The jury) found him not
guilty and it made me sick,"

Cochran said after the event
Cochran included in his book

several of the cases which he
-f

FREE CONSULTATION

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCLA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association
qfOrthodontists^.^._,

^urvivot' *^""^m
This ongoing women's network was designed to provide a

safe atmosphere for students to meet other students who
have been impacted by sexual violence. Information,!

resources and options will be provided weekly.

Wednesdays 3:00-4:00pm
i

@ The UCLA Center for Women & Men
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and apply to us by November 15
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spoke on during the lecture. He
said that since people in our soci-

ety are often defined by others, he
wanted to provide those who
would define him with a "full

record."

So how does Cochran, a man
lampooned on sitcoms, both
admired and hated by millions in

a nation whose citizens frequently
turn to litigation while openly
mocking the legal profession,
want to be defined?

"I would like to be defined as
one who sought justice for my
cUents," he said.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 23, 2002 - THE DAILY BRUIM I

Execution up to states
By Gina Holland

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The Supreme
Court has steered the debate over
executing juvenile killers away
from Washington and into state
legislatures.

The court refused Monday to
consider banning the executions,

but four justices deUvered sting-
ing criticism of what they called a
"shameful practice" allowed in 22
states. I

Justice John Paul Stevens,
joined by Justices David H.
Souter, Ruth Bader Ginsburg and
Stephen Breyer, said just 2 per-
cent of the 3,700 people on death

COURTS
I
Page

LAW SCHOOL
Secrets to 1" Year Success

At this FREE EVENT, get Insider tips from
Dr. Paul Lisnek, noted legal scholar and former
law professor. Learn how to brief a law case,
use the Socratic Method. ..and much more!

- ,-. .-::..-.
j.".
I

Wednesday, October 16
UCLA North West Auditorium

next to Sproui Hall

7:00pm - 8:30pm

.^fSS^.^Wmitef*' Register today by calling
L-800-KAP-TEST or v sTtinfif IcaDtest.cnm /lau

KAPtAN
www.UCUIIuinni.ii6t

r^ J r^.

Test prep. Admissions and Guidance. For Life
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"Be the change you wish to see in the world"

-Gandhi

Clothesline Project

sponsors

i3# y tAt/v •

TMt nviit.VisiT THE Exhibit fFn) Cm. Now 800-8(9-2247. loaTio in thi heart or Houywooo at Cmzns
CoMNBSioii ONMman Rmafi imniiATioNAi« ttlf Sunset Bivi^ Los Augeles 90028. Wau-ins aremam.

Sexual Violence Awareness

Advocacy Training

A 36-hour leadership-training program for women and men committed to

sexual violence education and advocacy

4

Fall Quarter workshop offered:

11/8,11/9,11/23,11/24

(Must be able to attend all four dates)

For applications go to. www>uclacp,homestead,com

Applications due midnight, October 2 5*5 2002

* The UCLA Clothesline Project * Reaching Out of Silence * Joining Hands Against Violence*

PAID FOR BVUSAC i
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countin COURTS
I
States to debate penalty

from page 1

Commissioner Chris Diaz said students
should not be afraid to question the rea-
soning behind the referendum.
He added that there has not been

enough consideration of possible oppos-
ing arguments, and if the fee increase is a
short of long-term solution to council's
funding woes.

"We're banking on this referendum
without discussing it thoroughly," Diaz
said.

The academic affairs commission was

originally slated to receive an exclusive
allocation from the referendum, but Diaz
pulled out because of what he considered
to be the item's lack of flexibility in dis-

tributing the additional funds.
Both Cordero and Diaz acknowledged

that most of council's focus has prioritized

getting the referendum passed over fully

addressing some of its flaws.

President David Dahle, who has helped
spearhead the item, said this referendum
underwent the most extensive preparation
in recent memory and is confident of its

benefit to students.

A similar referendum was up for online
election in spring, but did not meet the
minimum voter turnout required to pass.

Dahle said right now there is no backup
plan if the referendum does not pass.

"We're just taking it one day at a time,"
he said.

Wilson said council will need to dramat-
ically step up its efforts to get the word out
to students, to ensure its passage.

"I'm not convinced at all this is a sure
thing,** he said.

USAC will hold its forum in Franz Hall
1260 today at 6 p.m.

from page 8

row committed their crimes when they were
minors and "the fact that the legislatures
are paying attention to this issue is remark-
able."

No justice wrote separately Monday to
defend the practice.

The juvenile case rejected by the court
involved a Kentucky man sentenced to
death for abducting, sodomizing, and
killing a gas station attendant when he was
17. Kevin Stanford, now 39, has been on
death row since 1982. The high court used
Stanford's case in 1989 to uphold juvenile

executions.
.

Stevens said that since the 1989 case, **a
national consensus has developed that
juvenile offenders should not be execut-
ed." Indiana, Kansas, Montana and New
York now bar the practice, he said.

Kent Scheidegger, of the pro-death
penalty Criminal Justice Legal Foundation,
said that because there are not enough
votes at the Supreme Court to outlaw those
executions, state lawmakers will probably
now debate whether juvenile executions
are appropriate. "It might just be some-
thing that's legislated and goes away," he
said. ^ j .

Attend a Referendum Information Forum
fo discuss fhe PRO and CON sides of the

U9AC Programming Referendum

Today. OCTOBER 23^

From e;00-7:00 PM
@Franz 1260

Belnvolvedl

Paid for by USAC
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PARADE & RALLY • OCT. 25, 8 P.M

WESWOOD mUGE
TAKE THE CAMPUS SHIfTTLE TO

THE PARADE AND RALLY ON FRIDAY NIGHT.

HOURS WILL BE EXTENDED UNTIL 10 P.M. FOR

THIS SPECIAL EVENT.

SAA
.MAKl

$«*idW«tAtor

www.UCLAIumni.net/Homecoming

(310) UCLA-SAA UCLAIumni
Association

RAY BRADBURY
Sat., Nov. 2

12:00 -2:00 p.m.

CHRJS
VAN ALLSBUW

Sat., Nov. 9
10:30 -12:30 p.m.

CHILDREN'9 BOOK WORLD
10580 1/2 Pico Blvd., Los Angeles

(310) 559-BOOK
vvww.childrensbookworld.com

Teeth Whitening
*for new patients with dental insurance

COSMETIC & GENERAL DENTISTS

WHITER AND BRIGHTER
DENTAL CENTERS

Beautiful office's

Stereo headphones for Music or TV
Dental insurance welcome

Change your silver
fflllngs to whKel

Invisalign

Invisible

Braces
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

951 Westwood Blvd.

Comer of Westwood Blvd.

and Weybum Ave.

TEL: (310) 824-2225

BRENTWOOD
Country Mart

225 26th St.

San Vicente at 26th St.

TEL: (310) 451-2728

Free Validated Parking
Marc Rojtman DPS, Eric Yum DPS & Associates

www. WhiterandBr^hter.cnm

UCLA CLOTHESLINE
PROJECT

is starting up for Fall guarter!
Come join the UCLA Clothesline Project, a

non-profit student organization dedicated to
stopping all forms of sexual violence and
hate crimes. For facts, food and fun, come
join us at our Fall Quarter workshops:

1: Get to Know Clothesline Project
4th week, Wednesday, October 23rd

6:30-8:30 pm #
DeN^ve, Birch 1st Floor Lounge (Bl)

2: TransformingA Rape Culture
(Sexism and Homophobia)

6th weel|, Wednesday November 6th

^^^^f^x^ 6:30-8:30pm i:-^

DeNeveTsirch 1st Floor Lounge (Bl)

3: Self Defense Workshop
|

(bring comfy clothes!)

8th week, Wednesday November 20th
6:30-8:30pm

DeNeve, Birch 1st Floor Lounge (Bl)

For quCvStions conUict iiclacp@iicla.edu. edryan@ucla.etlu fir

.sky()_ 1 @hotniail.com

.

Or \'ivSit our website: http: '/'uclacp.homestead.coin.

'llie prograiris are sponsored by the Office of Residential Life

(ORL), the Depanment c^f Scxial Welfare, and the U;HT Center.

PAID FOR Bl^ IJSAC^

STARTS TODAY!
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on Sunday October, 27

Night lighting at UCLA is a leading priority for Facilities Management.
In 1982, we started a program to identify and correct safety hazards
caused by inadequate lighting. Since then, Facilities Management has
spent over $1,000,000 on night lighting unprovements.

I -

•
.

•
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Sharing Facilities Management's commitment to the

improvement of campus night lighting... /

Representatives from UCLA Police Department, Campus Architects and
Engineers and Student Government worked with us and a professional

Hghting consultant to meet UCLA's night lighting challenge.

• The Chancellor's Office has actively supported efforts to correct night

lighting deficiencies and funded several exterior lighting projects over
the last several years.

f Parking Services has invested in an on-going program to ujpgrade the

lighting in parking structures and on surface lots.

^
Capital Programs has managed lighting retrofits to upgrade campus
street lights.

t Jhe Housing Admlhfttratron has provided additional lighting in areas

adjacent to the Residence Halls.

Effective night lighting efforts require constant vigilance on the part of the

Facilities Management staff. Maintenance personnel replace exterior bulbs on a
daily basis, and grounds keepers trim shrubs back from walkways to keep them
from interfering with light sources.

You can help, too. Report burned out lights!

These calls receive our immediate attention.

Additionally, you can contact the USAC Facilities Commissioner at 5-1483.

1

your own safety, please select well-lit pathways, even if they take a few extra

minutes. Or call for a CSO Campus Escort at 4-WALK or 4-9255.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT/USAC FACILITIES COMMISSION

1

;
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Subway needs solid
I

proposal to succeed
Tfie meager LA subway system is in need of expansion,

but the proposal for a three-mile extension the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority has considered

is an inefficient way to start.

The proposal would extend the current underground
rail system three miles down Wilshire Boulevard to the
Fairfax intersection. The MTA has not adopted the propos-
al, though, and it's unlikely they will adopt any proposal
any time soon - which may very well be in the city's best
interest right now.
By nature, Los Angeles, compared to other cities, is

sprawling in a random, almost unorganized fashion -
that's the way the dty was founded, and that's the way it*s

growing. It doesn't have a true core defining its identity.

Having a more thoroughly developed, cohesive transporta-
tion system is one way of helping solve this problem. If

MTA were to approve the building of a three-mile exten-
sion to the subway, it would be no more than a Band-Aid
for a problem crippling the city. Moreover, local and feder-
al legislation have left the project, which will cost around
$200 million per mile, with no feasible source of funding.
The dty would benefit greatly from a subway system

extension, but not in this way. Finding more financial
resources that would facilitate an extensive revamping of
LA's transportation system would justify the expense,
and ber^efit the dty. The most reasonable way to approach
this enormous undertaking would involve the mayor's
office and the MTA forming a master plan for the subway
and LA transportation as a whole, reevaluating LA's
transportation philosophy.

dburke@nfiedtaiciELedu

Death penalty for

teens not a solution
The Siqjreme Court mistakenly refused to hear a case

regarding the use of the death penalty against minors
Monday despite four justices being staunchly opposed

to the practice. Twenty-two states consider juveniles eligible

for the death penalty when they are 16 or 17.

The death penalty is cruel by nature, but applying it to
minors is especially troubling - and unusual.

Sixteen and 17-year-olds are simply too w)ung to be put
to death. At their young age, they are still largely depen-
dent on their parents, and have not finished their emotion-
al and psychological development Because of this, there
is too much potential for reform to put these citizens to
death. Ebrtensive psychological treatment and education
can help troubled youths eventually become productive,
non-violent dtizens. Putting people to death is an abso-
hitist, irreversible punishment allowing for no correction
of wrong verdicts; it treats troubled people as inconve-
niences rather than social problems in need of address.

The Supreme Court ruled the mentally retarded cannot
be put to death earlier this year because they do not have
a comprehensive concept of the ramifications of their
actions. This time around, the high court failed to realize
teenagers' undeveloped psyches put them in a similar situ-

ation - and they should be given the same protections.

Unsigned edrtorials represent a nfi^jority opinion of the Daily Bruin

Edftorial Board. All other columns, letters and artwork represent

the opinions of their authors.

I
picked up the paper on
Monday and read about the

overwhehning stupidity of

UCLA students, faculty and
admiiustration in their decision

to bring in and then likely

remove a
vending

machine
kiosk at the

cost of

$100,000.

Since the

two things I

enjoy most
are writing

viewpoint
colunms for

the Daily

Bruin and
using my
mind-bog-
gling intelli-

gence to be sarcastic and
insulting, I felt like I couldn't

let this opportunity pass me
by.

The actions of UCLA stu-

dents, faculty and administra-
tion serve not only as a shining
example of ignorance and
carelessness, but also as a gen-
eral wussification of
Americans.

Let's start with the students
who requested the machines.
They pleaded with the adnun-
istration for vending machines
to be placed less than a stone's
throw away from Bunche hall

because they felt unsafe walk-
ing from Bunche to Campbell
Hall or Lu Valle Commons at

night. These whimpering stu-

dents thought it was worth
$76,000 to put in vending
machines so they didn't have
to walk an extra 100 feet to
purchase their Skittles and Dr.

Pepper.

Our campus is well-lit, well-

patrolled and reputably safe.

The incidences of rape, assault
or other late night criminal
activity are few and far

between. And the proximity of
vending machines to Bunche
Hall is probably not going to
affect criminal activity anyway.
The students' misplaced fears
are the latest example of our
inanely fear-centric culture
touched upon in Michael
Moore's "Bowling for

Columbine."
In reality, our campus is an

extremely safe place, but in

students' news-driven fan-

tasies, they can't walk a short
distance without feeling petri-

fied - and it will cost the
school more than it costs to
feed 1800 starving children for
a year.

If th^se students were really

worried about their safety, why
couldn't they just bring their

own food or walk to the "far

away** machines with a friend
or campus escort? Nah, that
would be too intelligent and
inexpensive.

Then we have the faculty,

who provided the impetus for
the pending machine removal.
While I agree with them that
the machines aren't necessary
to begin with, I don't agree
with their decision to formally
object to their placement after

$75,000 was spent. If Adam
Sandler were one of oiu-

admiiustrators, it would be all

too appropriate for him to yell,

"That's something that could
have been brought to my atten-

tion yesterday!"

Some members of the facul-

ty said the kiosk prevented
them from eiyoying the green-
ery outside Bunche when they
came off the elevators. Aw, Fm
sorry professors. Are you also
going to complain to the

administration on a winter day
when Mr. Cloud blocks out Mr.
Sunshine?
Even if the vending

machines are an eyesore, it's a
professor's job to teach, not to

complain because they can't

see an olive tree, especially

after the construction is com-
pleted. So the next time the
faculty members think about
complaining that the view of
greenery is mitigated, maybe
they should gain some per-

spective and complain about
your impersonally crowded
lecttu-es or your students get
unbehevably ripped-off every
time they have to buy one of
your course readers. I think I

speak for the student body
when I say that we'd appreci-
ate it

Last but not least, we have
the dunderheaded antics of
our administration. First, they
honored the requests of a
miniscule portion of students
to build an expensive eyesore
we don't heed without consult-
ing the faculty. Then once a
few faculty members chimed
in with their objections, they
overrode the students and
agreed to spend more money
to remove the vending
machines.

Instead of consulting all the
relevant parties and making a
thoughtful decision, adminis-
trators have rushed into two
decisions that will end up cost-
ing them a bundle. Great job
guys! I

Hopefully all parties
involved can learn a lesson
from this incident and turn this
disgrace into something posi-
tive. All they've done so far is

collaborated to spend $100,000
on nothing.

What a waste.

1
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Multiculturalism hurts

minorities, institutions
By Joseph Groff

The society that tortures children is

equally good to the one that opposes it.

Does that sound twisted to you? It should,
but to many multiculturalists it doesn't.
Embraced by many of today's intellectu-

als, multiculturalism is a philosophy which
proposes one society is no better than
another, just different. Neither is right nor
wrong, and one's greatest achievements are
not any more important than another's.
Universal truth does not exist. Truth exists
only according to the feelings of each par-
ticular race.

This means if a society had a tradition
that involved torturing yoimg children, no
other society would have the right to say
it's wrong. A society could disagree, but
would have to respect the tradition as an
equal belief. This equality of cultiu-e is obvi-
ously not what the world needs. Instead we
should strive to have equality as individu-
als.

Equality as individuals means every per-
son, no matter what race they are, has a
fair shot at acceptance to a school or job
based on ability. Those who demonstrate
they are the best of the best will be
eiu-olled at the best universities and hired
for the best jobs. An individual of a minori-
ty race can feel proud when they are
rewarded because of their achievements
and not because of the color of their skin.

Athletics are a great example of this
principle in practice. To have the best bas-
ketball team, a coach gathers the best play-
ers. The coach does not have a racial quota
to fill, though some would argue they
should.

Currently African-Americans are the
overwhehning majority in collegiate and
professional basketball and rightfully so.
But this does not mean other races are
excluded. If a player displays superior abili-

Grqff is a second-year history stvdent.

ty, they are picked regardless of their color.
The NBA proves this with the number of
ethnicities represented, especially recently
from Eastern Europe. Some races may be
underrepresented, not because of racism,
but because the best players are those in
the league. Why should striving to have the
best basketball team be any different than
striving to have the best people in a univer-
sity or business?

j

It is different at this university because
one of its highest priorities is creating
diversity at the expense of hard-working
people. This actually hurts hard-working
minorities. They have to live with the fact
many may look at them and think they only
got into this university because they are
part of a minority group and not because
they worked hard to get here.

Forced diversity also hurts achievement
If the best students are not working with
the best professors, how will we attain the
highest achievements? What if a certain
student capable of curing cancer didn't
meet the leading professional in the field
because he was denied admission due to a
racial quota?
Some will read this article and twist it to

make it soimd racist, when it is anything
but that What is being promoted is the
individual. As himian beings we are all

given the same tools, a mind to reason
with, and a body to implement what we
wish to do. Regardless of where we are
from, or what kind of formal education
we've had, we all should have the ability
and opportimity to achieve great things
•through a variety of means.

Contrary to popular belief, college is not
the only way. There are himdreds of great
Americans who did not go to college and
some didn't even get to finish high school.
The individual who has his or her freedom
is capable of doing anything. i

Multiculturalism restricts the freedom of
individuals by placing higher value on
racial groups.

IMAGINE THAT...

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu
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Stranded for several weeks, Dan and Jimmy
passed the time with Hide-and-Seek.

Fear wrong motivator for students
GOING AGAINST STATUS QUO A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

By Rahul Varshney

A scene from the movie "Waking
Life" poses a question that I thiiUc

is highly relevant to the UCLA stu-
dent body: "So what are these bar-
riers that keep people from reach-
ing anywhere near their real poten-
tial? The answer to that can be
found in another question, and
that's this, which is the most uni-
versal human characteristic: fear
or laziness?"

That second question has been
nmning through my mind over the
past few weeks because it seems
the more my peers learn about
how the world works, and how
messed up it is, the more I

encounter the attitude that they,
"just don't care."

Or they care, but, "^It's not a pri-
ority," "you can't save everybody."
... you get the picture. And so I

had to wonder why? Why is it so
hard to motivate, agitate, and
affect people to actually make
changes in their lives as well as the
lives of others? If you accept the
personal is political, then this ques-
tion naturally extends from the
first question in the quote above.
People won't help out others until
they first begin to help out them-
selves, i

For those of us in the "move-
ment," the one that is trying to
save the world (or at least a piece
of it), understanding the second
question is crucial if we ever hope
to make forward progress. It was
the masses that ended the Vietnam
War, the masses that brought about
civil rights, and it will be the mass-

Varshney is a fifth-year computer
science and engineering student.

es that will stop the United States

fix)m invading and bombing one
country after the next
As UCLA students we make up

an elite part of this mass. We are
also part of the most complacent
group of this mass, so let me try

and illustrate why.
After watching "Bowling for

Columbine," my old roommate pro-
claimed the U.S. was basically

going down the toilet. He put forth

some reasons as greed, inequality,

racism, etc., and even had some
progressive solutions.

Unfortunately, his solutions
involved other people and groups
doing things. I then asked what he
himself, with his knowledge and
privilege, could do to better the sit-

uation.

He replied, "HonesUy man, I'm
out to get mine right now. That
may sound messed up, but that's

how it is."

My initial reaction was, "Wow, I

can't believe my fiiend is so self-

ish."

Then I thought it over a bit. All

last year, my friend never men-
tioned having such a desire for
wealth. In fact, the most excite-

ment he showed was working on a
paper for Professor Von Blum's
Conunl75 class (Criticism and the
Public Arts). In it he critiqued Gary
Trudeau's "Doonesbury," illustrat-

ing how the comic was art in

action, how post-Sept 11, 2001
criticized many of the ii\justices

being committed by this nation
domestically and sUbroad.

It was a fabulous paper, and his

passion for it was obvious by the
way he talked about it, and reflect-

ed further in the amount of time he
put into it. Then graduation came.

summer passed, and suddenly he
was facing the real world.
And that's when it hits most of

us. That four years at UCLA has
prepared us for just what exactly?
A job we don't want? A career we
don't like?

Look around you, how many of
your fiiends are doing something
they er\joy? How many of them are
really happy?

|

The future doesn't have to be so
bleak, and it's for us to address
why we're in a constant state of
conformity. In my friend's case, he
has his parents* full support to do
whatever he chooses, yet he's

actively trying to get this job in

investment banking. After talking
with another fiiend, I realized that
his primary motive for this new-
found career path wasn't greed or
selfishness, but fear.

Because we are told day in and
day out, especially living in LA,
that you need the M3, the Gucci
watch, and the Diesel jeans to get
that girl. Or you need that degree
in business, medicine or engineer-
ing in order to have a stable life.

And without all that, then damn,
you had better be worried, because
you might end up alone and miser-
able.

It is this type of fear that keeps
the system of "dog eat dog" churn-
ing. And it is exactly this climate,
so prevalent here at UCLA, that
those of us in the movement must
confront and conquer if we ever
hope to affect broad change on

'

this campus. Let me end by saying
to all those pursuing their dreams
at odds with their parents or with
their peers, that your pursuits are
an action against the status quo,
and for this, you should be proud.

LETTERS

More guns aren't a

comforting thought
"Let's remain rational and give

people the power to protect
themselves," Schwartz says in
response to the gun control fren-
zy following the siuper shoot-
ings. (Viewpoint, Oct 21) I have,
but one question: how would you
protect yourself from a sniper
even if you had a hand gun?
One can't see a sniper in the

first place so it wouldn't matter
how armed you are. A sniper is

a shooter who remains con-
cealed.

While Schwartz recognizes the
possibility of media-induced hys-
teria and misplaced blame in the
wake of the sniper shootings, he
failed to see that his own pro-
gun stance was a conclusion in
search of evidence. He egre-
giously used these recent
tragedies and out-of-context sta-

tistics to support the claim peo-
ple should be able to defend
themselves. I wouldn't feel any
safer carrying a gun around cam-
pus, and the thought that every-
one else could be carrying one is

even more disturbing.

Theodore Jahng

First-year, undeclared

NRA doesn't

endoree murderere
Exactly what is Jason Liu try-

ing to imply in his Oct 21 editor-

ial cartoon?

Is he trying to say all serial

killers who use firearms are
members of the NRA? Is he try-

ing to say the NRA officially or
unofficially sanctions or endors-
es the use of firearms to conunit

serial murder? Is he trying to say
the ranks of NRA membership
consist of gun-toting psychopath
killers?

I stire hope not Liu's cartoon
smacks of ignorance, and imfor-

tunately, his closed-minded
assessment of the sniper attacks
is typical of those who wish to

approach the issue of gun con-
trol in the United States.

I feel it is important to remind
people like Liu of two important
points. It is not the gun that does
the killing, but the person pulling
the trigger. The gun is no more
responsible for the death of
those iimocent people than your
pencil is for misspelling words.
Secondly, serial and mass mur-
der has been accomplished with-
out the aid of fireanns for him-
dreds of years. Killers such as
the Hillside Strangler, and the
Sept 11, 2001 hijackers accom-
plished their ends without the
aid of firearms.

Our constitutional right to
keep and bear arms is not a con-
stitutional right to murder.
Organizations like the NRA exist

in order to protect this right and
do not serve to encourage mur-
der. It is too bad Mr. Liu decided
to shame himself by taking a
cheap shot at an organization

whose members are, on the
whole, peaceful and law-abiding

citizens.

David Wklden

Fourth-year, history

Removing kiosk

a big mistake
While I feel it was a complete

waste of $75,000 to install the
vending kiosks, I am opposed to
spending another $25,000 to get

rid of them, for a number of rea-

sons.

First, construction on this

campus has never been subject

to democratic vote. I don't recall

being consulted about building

Lot 4 or the new medical com-
plex. And even if it were, the
time for such endeavors should
have been before the $75,000
was spent, not now.

Secondly, the "aesthetics of an
area" have never been subject to

democratic vote. If so, we are

talking about a kiosk at Bimche
Hall, a building with zero or neg-
ative aesthetic value; and if we
are talking about aesthetics,

there are a few other buildings

aroimd here that Td like to pro-
pose be torn down as being even
bigger aesthetic offenses.

Dean Scott Waugh met with
faculty to discuss the offending
kiosks, but not with the graduate
students who had requested it in

the first place. The decision to
remove the kiosks was thus made
as arbitrarily and imilaterally as
the decision to install them in the
first place. Furthermore, the
kiosks were an attempt to
respond to the needs of graduate
students, a laudable action in my
opinion and more important than
aesthetics. i

In a period of severe budget
problems, given the kiosks are
already there and presumably
generating income (I assiune that
in keeping with the economic
behavior of other sales activities

on this campus, the machines
sell items at a healthy profit), I

see no reason to spend even
,

more money to get rid of them.
I'm sure our department, at least,

could use the $25,000.

Corey Hois
i Graduate Student
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J. Pall Ge,tty Museum

"About Life: The
Photographs of Dorothea
Lange''

J. Paul Getty Museum
Through Feb. 9, 2003

Dorothea Lange has been
well-recognized for her ability
to capture people on film with
realism and gripping ethos.
This exhibit on display at the
Getty gives people an opportu-
nity to experience the deep-felt
emotions of her photographs.
The exhibit, focusing mainly

on the Great Depression, is

divided into four sections.
Lange 's life-long career is cov-
ered, with approximately 80 of
her photographs.

The area **Lange and Dixon
in the Southwest," spans 1923-

1931, and is unique because it

offers visitors a look into the
personal Ufe of Lange as it fea-

tures intimate pictures of her
family.

One such photograph titled

"Maynard Dixon and His First

Son, Daniel" is a close-up of her
first husband holding their new-
bom son naked in his arms. Her
husband appears to be whisper-
ing, or maybe even singing, into

the sleeping baby's ear while
clutching him protectively and
gently. The visual elements
work together to produce a nur-
turing and comforting tone.

Another section. The Great
Depression and Wartime
America," features pho-
tographs Lange took for the
federal government's Farm
Security Administration, War
Relocation Authority, and
Office of War Information
between 1935 and 1945. These
somber black and white images
feature displaced Dust Bowl
migrant farmers who had
already arrived or were on their

way to California.

The subject matter is intensi-

fied by Lange's sharp contrast
of the black and white colors,

which brings the subjects to
life.

Lange's most noteworthy
photograph, "Human Erosion in

California/Migrant Mother,
Nipomo, California" can be
found in this section and truly

conveys the sense of sorrow
and hardship migrant farmers
faced. The picture is a close-up
of a mother surrounded by her
two children with their heads
on her shoulders. The perma-
nent fi-own lines in her fore-

head only hint at the stress and
worry that must have con-
sumed her life.

Though Lange took these
photos to document conditions
in California for the govern-
ment, their artistic quaUty is

unmistakable. It is clear that

Lange was no amateur as her
photos truly bring out the emo-
tions of these famiUes who
were hungry, homeless and had
nowhere to turn. i

- Barbara McGuire
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UCLA alumnus to perform in College Library
By Shana Dines

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
sdines® media, ucla.edu

College Library is usually thought
of as a cold, sterile 2ind quiet place.

As the quarter progresses, Bruins
from both North and South campus
are turning to this central building as
a prime place to study for their

midterms.

Thanks to the Powell Concert
series, however, the study environ-
ment will temporarily change as var-

ious student and faculty musicians
will be brought in to perform hour-
long sets. The series is a way to give
musicians at UCLA an opportunity
and venue for displaying their talent.

The concerts are centered in the
rotunda of the library, which is the

area with the high ceiling when you
first enter through the main doors.

"We typically have choral or quiet
instrumental music which works
well with the Rotunda acoustics,"
said Catherine Brown, associate
librarian and director of the concert
series.

The series, which was started in

1998 as a quarterly event, will kick
off tomorrow with a classical

acoustic guitar performance by
UCLA alumnus Payam Larijani.

Laryani is honored to return to his

alma mater and excited to open the
series that he remembers attending

while a student himself. Since leav-

ing UCLA, he has been in graduate
school for commercial music at

California State University in Los
Angeles.

"It made my day when they agreed
to let me come play at Powell,"
Laryani said. "I'm looldng forward to
setting the tone for the rest of the
concert series."

Laryani credits Professor Peter
Yates with having the biggest influ-

ence on him while studying here. He
remembers his lessons as being
inspiring and his theories were those
that could be applied to everything in

life. The education in classical guitar
he received here was perfect prepa-
ration for the work he is now doing
at CSITLA.

Having picked up the guitar less

than a decade ago, Laryani has pro-
gressed quickly He says the skiUs of
playing came very easily to him,
probably because of his immense
love for the instrument.

"The guitar is much more direct

than other instruments," Larijani

said. "It has a distinctly sensitive

quaUty to it."

Although it is Laryani's dream to

play in a popular rock band, he does
get to play with CSULA's school
group. Besides that httle side
endeavor, most of the work he is

doing there is very practical and
geared toward training him for a real

job. Laryani is learning to compose
scores for film and television at

CSULA's program.
Using all of the latest technology

for musical composition on comput-
ers, Laryani is acquainting himself
with his inner-computer nerd. With
his knowledge he has recently been
able to record his own CD. After
choosing 20 of his favorite classical

pieces for the guitar, he spent all of
last summer perfecting his selec-
tions, which are now available on
MP3.com.

"I love fi-ee music on the internet,"
Laryani said. "It gets my music to
people who would have never heard
me."

I : j
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When asked about the possible
disturbance the concert in Powell
could cause, considering it is right in
the middle of midterms, Laryani was
quick to reply.

"Everyone needs a good study
break at some point," he said.
"Besides, it's mellow music; maybe it

will even help some people study
better."

Payam Larijani performs at 4 p.m.
at Powell Library.
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er and hasn't regretted it

since.

"It left you with a happy
feeling," Lin said. "It was
really creative, kinda
wacky but also innocent
and fun."

In fact, it's difficult to pin-

point what makes "Amehe"
the charming film it is.

Could it be the telescopic

view of humanity, where we
see all the intricate workings
of a car smashing against a fly

or a table cloth dancing in the
wind without an audience?
Perhaps it Ues in being able to
count the number of orgasms
happening in a single moment
in Paris (15, we are told). For
sure, it's got a certain je ne sais

quoi.

"There's a fantastical quality

to it," said Vivian Umino, a visit-

ing assistant professor in UCLA's
film and television department
and an alumna as well. "I highly
recommend it. This film is a step
above the typical Hollywood film
that you'd randomly pick out of
the newspg^er. If you've only seen
Hollywood films, then it's a must-

l<changg>niRfla Lria.edu
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By Howard Ho
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hho@media.ucla.edu

The Garden Gnome Liberation FYont wants
you. These statued troll-like people stand guard
in gardens through the hottest summers and
coldest winters, and, as seen in the French film
"Amehe," tliey want out

"Amehe" is screening in the James Bridges
Theater tonight at 8:15 p.m. In the fUm, Amehe
does good deeds for the people around her.

Among her many whimsical deeds, she hber-
ates her father's gnome, sending it around the
world to places such as the Kremlin. The GGLF

would
be proud.

Fourth-year French and pohtical science stu-
dent Christine Khalih-Boma saw the film as an
Education Abroad student in Lyon, France. She
told her mom to see the film when it came out
in America Her mom loved it and bought a
gnome.

"When I hved in France, she said that some-
one stole the gnome and I started getting pic-
ttu-es of it at all my favorite restaurants,"
Khalih-Boma said.

Later the gnome made appearances in
Dickson Plaza, her old office workplace, her
grandfather's balcony and her old apartment.
Khalih-Boma says her mother is big "Amehe"
fan, even having "Amehe"-themed parties (truf-

fles anyone?).

When the film became a hit in America,
Khalih-Boma was happy to hear it.

"I think it restored my faith in American
movie culture," Khalih-Boma said.

"Amehe" was released last year but has sur-
vived as a hot item due to its buzz. The French
film was nominated for five Oscars last year (it

didn't win any) and is number 17 on the Intemet
Movie Database's hst of top rated fihns. Last
year's Daily Bmin Choice Awards named
"Amehe" actress Audrey Tautou "Coolest
Female." Numerous people interviewed on
Bruin Walk admitted they haven't seen it, but
that it sits on top of their "must-see" lists.

Fourth-year English student Angela Lin got
her friends to watch it when it was at Ackerman
Grand Ballroom through Campus Events last
spring quarter. She saw it earher with her broth-

Director Jean-Pierre Jeunet has .,

cementedhis re)putation as a quirkier 'if*
fihnmaker. He lent his talents to
Alien: Resurrection," his only

American fihn, but showed his tme
colors in the visually-entrancing
The City of Lost Children" and the
dark comedy, "Dehcatessen." While
Khalih-Boma studied in France for a
year, where she says the film was in

theaters during her entire stay, she
hopes that people not well-versed in French
culture will still be able to ei\joy it.

"It's an extremely visual fihn," Khalih-Boma
said. "The subtitles might take away fi-om the
visuals."

Nonetheless, the gnomes are watching and
waiting for their hberators. The least you could
do is watch the fihn and understand theu- phght.

"They're on back order in a lot of places
because they became really popular," Khalih-
Boma said. "(Onlme), it was originally sup-
posed to take two to six weeks (for dehvery).
Then it became six months."

Crude humor
in 'Jackass'

falls short of

hysterical
Jeny Springer's done it. Howard

Stem has kind of done it And
now, the people of MTVs

"Jackass" are

doing it.

Okay, I will

admit, I have
been prone to

laugh some-
times at the

oddities that

transpire on
"Jackass."

Okay, ru admit
it, I laughed a
lot. But my
question is, will

people really

want to pay to

watch the

movie that hits theaters this com-
mg Friday?

The show is in syndication, and
they show it all the time on MTV.
Will I be drawn m by the allure of
"uncut," which I'm sure will

promise lots of violence, lots of
profanity, and some nudi^*?J^ |
really want to watch more of the
same thing that can already be^^jx
found on TV? .\,.

I just can't bring myself to say
that I will.

When a show already borders on
themes of censorship, it seems like

a film version can be made just by
slapping an "uncut" on it, and mar-
keting it in the theaters and on
video. I mean, take a look: "South
Park: Bigger, Badder, and Uncut,"
"American Pie: Uncensored," and
the motto for "Jackass: The Movie"
- "with stuff you'd never see on
TV"

I

And since there's going to be
copious amounts of sex, violence
and profanity, it seems hke that's

what will seU. We might as well
make an "uncut and uncensored"
version for every show out there.

I can't wait for "The Golden
Gu^ls: Older, Older, and Uncut"
This is where you see the real

Dorothy and Rose - how they are
really whores pimped out by a
senior citizen at the local nursing
home. There will be gratuitous pro-
fanity and violence, as well as brief
topless shots of the prostitutes get-

ting ready for work.
Or maybe we should have

"Family Feud: Behmd the Scenes.**

It would show the tumultuous
downfall of Louie Anderson as
host, and how Richard Kam fought
his way up fi'om the ashes of
"Home Improvement" to become
the successor and host It would
probably show some sort of love
triangle where both Richard Kam
and Louie Anderson had sex with
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recounts

ean rebel

Sterling sheds 'Frau' persona, offers Bruins advice

By Kelsey McConnell

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kmcconnell@medJa.ucla.edu

With an old story and new story-

telling techniques, Dutch performer
Fectja van Huet will bring a bricklayer's

tale of bravery and rebeUion to the

Freud Playhouse Oct 23, 25 and 26.

Dutch theater company ZT
HoUandia returns to UCLA after last

year's performance of "Voices" to pre-

sent "Quick Lime," a one-man show
about a man who tried to rebel against

Hitler and the Nazi regime. "Quick
Lime" is an exploration of the histori-

cal character, Marinus van der Lubbe,
who presumably started a fire inside

Berlin's Reichstag in 1933 to warn
German workers about the onslaught
of Hitler's tyranny. Hitler used this fire

as an excuse to arrest 5,000 left-wing

opponents, helping himself to win the
election and begin his reign as dictator

Van der Lubbe's diaries and letters

provided much of the raw material for
the play, with fable and mystery play-
ing central roles as well.

"I had heard the usual stuff about
Marinus," said van Huet over the
phone from his hotel. "Did he do it or
not? We made a decision not to do a
'who-done-it' and ended up showing a
person who was not a very articulate

guy, but was a man with an idea that he
really went for"

Van Huet talks knowingly about van
der Lubbe. After playing him for years

in this production and appearing in a
documentary about him, van Huet
speaks with clarity about his charac-

ter's beauty and simpUcity - he hopes

LIME
I
Page 8

LORI DeWaAL & Assoc lATES

Mindy Sterling will visit Ackerman
Union today to discuss her acting

career and her famous role in the

"Austin Powers" trilogy.

By Amanda SufTecool

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
asuffecool@media.ucla.edu

Mindy Sterling, widely known
as Dr. Evil's shouting side-kick
Frau Farbissina, will share her
secrets to success noon today at

Ackemian Grand BaUroom. And
she promises not to yell.

Sterling's presentation is part of
the UCLA Campus Events Guest
Speaker Series.

In addition to playing with her 8-

year-old son and performing with
the improv group the Groundlings,
Sterling is involved with new pro-
jects. Sterling's latest theater role
in "Beverly Winwards Presents the
Actor's Showcase" can be seen
every Monday at 8 p.m. at the
Cannon Theatre through Nov. 15.

"It's a bunch of actors that pre-
sent themselves as real charac-
ters," Sterling said. "This is what
L.A. is all about, actors trying to
showcase who they are and who

they think they are in hopes of get-

ting work."

Sterling is excited to put aside
her stage face for a httle while and
share some serious thoughts with
her UCLA audience. She is recog-

nized often by fans after her third

Austin Powers performance, and
is accustomed to being bombarded
with questions. However, she is

not turned off by such attention.

"I worked hard to get to this

point," Sterhng said. "I'm so friend-

ly, and I'm not so severe that peo-
ple are blown away and say, 'Wow
you are so different than what you
do.'"

Sterling is frequently asked to
turn into Frau Farbissina - and she
can do so in a second. But she's
cautious about future roles.

"There is that trap," Sterhng
said. "When you do a successful
character, everybody wants you to
recreate it. I don't want to do Frau
for the rest ofmy hfe. I do get a lot

of requests to do the mean school

teacher, the horrible secretary."

Though she brings her "Frau"
persona, Sterhng was unable to
bring Austin and mstead will tell a
plethora of stories about her inter-

actions with Mike Myers.
"He makes me laugh and I make

hun laugh," Sterhng said. "It's a
nice combination."
When does Sterhng hke Myers

the best? When he's portraying Dr.
Evil of cours^ And it's not just
because Farbi^ina is fond of get- X
ting freaky wit^^the villam.

"I love watching (Myers) do Dr.
Evil," Sterhng said. "That's my ulti-

mate favorite character that he
does. I think he has the most fun
with him. I think he just connects
with him much stronger than the
other (characters)."

Filming the make-out scene
with Myers didn't make Sterling

sick, but one scene taken out of
the final cut did infhct illness.

STERLING
I
Page 8
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these attributes will survive the trip
to Los Angeles.

"In Germany, everyone knows the
story. I'm very curious to see how it

will work here, but I think people will
get the beauty and the sadness of it

that one mai\ tried to do a good deed
and was punished for it."

WMe van Huet is the only actor, he
is not the only thing communicating
with audiences. Music is important to
ZT Hollandia productions and "Quick
Lime" is no different. The music for
"Quick Lime" is mostly electronic, uti-

Uzing authentic recordings of van
Huet's own voice to create an atmos-
phere that belies the rural simplicity

/^(£ENTEirTAINMENT

of van der Lubbe s real life. Finding a
way to work with the music took time
for van Huet

I

"When we started we improvised a
lot while looking for possibilities," he
said.

I

Another part of the play that is in a
way central to its pulse is walking.

Van der Lubbe tried to walk to Soviet
Russia and later, to China These lofty

goals are evidence of both van der

.^^ -«"^elf-Defen8e aming
Please join us for one of these dates:

Sat. November 2. 2902-12:30-4:30 p.m. OR Wed. November 20. 2002-6-10 p.m. (ORL)
For Men:

Friday. November 8. 2002-5-9 p.m.

FREE to il UCLA Students, Staff and Facutty!!!!

For more bifo on liow to sign up, please call 825-3945 or drop by 2 Dodd Hall^

Sponsored by UCLA Center for Women A Mtn

Lubbe's naivete and his reaction
to what he saw happening to the
world around him.

"(Instead of walking to Russia)
he walked to Berlin and saw how
people were living there. He
describes everything and the play
is about his journey," said van
Huet

Van Huet is honest about van
der Lubbe's shortconungs.

"He was thick-headed and had
too many ideas," he said.

Yet van Huet is also quick to
emphasize van der Lubbe's devo-
tion to his own ideas. The play's

intention is to go beyond the sim-
ple histoiy of van der Lubbe and
get inside the mind of a worker
who tried to divert a huge social

movement with only himself.

PIGTUREPIGS
from page 7

fheCenter
iof women^men

"Quick Lime" runs Oct. 23, 25, 26
at Freud Playhouse at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $35 and $15 for stu-

dents.

^^

ills@ucla

You no longer hove to wait for
your BAR statement

J. Paul Getty Museum
**The Grapes of Wrath: Horace

Bristors California Photographs,"
J. Paul Getty Museum
Through Feb. 9, 2003

1

You already know how easy it is to use URSA Online to view and pay
your BAR account from almost anywhere

£i

Now is fhe
time to save
a tew frees

Aftm^-

357 gQ^yflfflg

g®®(i]°[«)57© (J®

[pQp©^

Horace Bristol's work basically
picks up where Lange's Dust Bowl
photographs left off. Also containing
photographs of Dust Bowl migrants,
Bristol's exhibit does not showcase a
great number of images, but is

nonetheless moving.
Bristol took these photographs in

the winter of 1937-^ while traveling

with writer John Steinbeck ("The
Grapes of Wrath"). Both were hoping
to document what they saw through
different media. I

A quote from "The Grapes of
Wrath" adorns one of the walls and
helps put words to the tragedy evi-

dent in the photographs:
"Three hundred thousand in

California and more coming. And the
roads full of frantic people running
like ants to pull, to push, to lifl^ and to
work. For every manload to lifl^ five

pairs of arms extended to lift it, for
every stomachful of food available,
five mouths opened."

Whereas Lange's photos focus
closely on the human subjects,
Bristol's photos pan out more and
show the environment and camps
these farmers were living in. Viewers
see farmers hard at work building
camps, as well as camps flooded
from when the rains came.
One especially touching photo

which has been compared to Lange's
"Migrant Mother" is likewise titled

"Nursing Mother in Camp," and fea-

tures a young mother breast-feeding
an infant Like in many of his other
photos, it seems as if Bristol perfectly
captured the expressions and emo-
tions of that moment in histoiy.

Bristol's photographs in this exhib-
it have a completely natural air about
them, laying down the truths of the
situation as he found them, with
absolutely no pretense or fabrica-
tion.

-Barbara McGuire

Starting with the BAR statement normally mailed to you in December, we will convert
your option for BAR statement presentation to eBill. This means you will no longer
receive the monthly paper statement. In lieu of the paper statement you may use URSA
Online to view and make payment on your BAR account. Student Accounting will ?h.

send you a monthly email reminder to review your account so that you can make any
required payments. In order to receive a monthly email reminder you must provide an
email address via URSA OnLine.

If you would like to confjnue receiving a paper statement, go to the Student AccounHng Office at B303 Murphy Hall and fill out an eBills Rejection Form
I

Please note; eBills are mandatory for statements with a balance less than $25, even if you've opted for paper statements.
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the same woman, and how they
both vied for her love, only to have
Anderson lose shamefully and fall

back into the ranks of Hollywood
Squaredom. Look, I don't know if

you get my point, but there has to
be more to entertainment than
brainless humor based on pain,
profanity and crude situations.

I really don't know what this

says about our society in general. I

know, I know, I'm no role model,
and certainly not a pillar of society
or someone even remotely close to
an authority on good morals and
such things, but something is hap-
pening here. Yea, yea, yea, this is

coming from the same guy that
used to go egging and toilet-paper-

ing houses, setting bags of dog
poop on fire, throwing pumpkins at
houses on Halloween and all that,
but hey, take my word for it, this is

different

We're talking about people mak-
ing millions of dollars by selling
sick humor. And the worst part
about it is that it's real - "^Jackass"
isn't contrived. And I won't be a
part of it

I used to think that films and
music document the current state
of society. You know, life imitates
art, art imitates life, all that jazz;
but is this saying anything about us,
or perhaps, ovur generation? Are
people now too apathetic to care
about what others are being influ-

enced by? Are we going to just
stand by and watch our generation
and future generations go down the
drain? Are we going to - oh I don't
care anymore, do what you want

.» ..

;d<
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"We were all in the (Dr. Evil) sub-
layer watching one of the villains

being eaten up by sharks. These
sharks in the tank look so real.

They were all mechanical," Sterling
said. "We were all viewing this and
we all started getting sick. All of us,

Yitzhak Rabin Hiliel Confer for Jeuriah Life af UCLA
Pizza Se Pluralism

Eaf greaf kosher pizza and learn from

Rabbi Muakin of Young Israel Century City as
he addrMSM. "Jewish QeJf-Censorship". This rabbi

is an amazing and engaging speaker. Don't miss it!

We'll be at

Ackerman room 3517

Today at Noon.

The Face of American Judaism in

fhe 2l8f Cenfurij
Join an important discus8k>n moderated by

Dr. David Myers with the leaders of the Reform, Conservative

and Orthodox oommunlttes.

Rabbi David Etienson, Rabbi Ismar 9ofK>rsch. and Rabbi

9aui Berman.

Thursday, Oct, 24th @ 7:30 PM
at Hlllel. 900 Hilgaixl Ave.

Qtudents are free, Community Members ^10, Co-

sponsored by ttte Center for Jewish Studies.

Ruach (fipirif ) Shabbat
We wNI say farewell to the old Hiliel buHding this

Friday. Espeoialiy upper-dass students - come and
say good-bye to the place you've made your

second home over the years.

Oet nostalgic.

What wHI you miss? What WON'T you miss? We'll

have a spirited farewefl with hoppin' services and a

song-session.

R8VP to rabblmychal@uclahillel.org by Today!

{R8VP even if you're not yet sure you're coming!)

including all the extras in the scene,
start projectile vomiting. From
what I heard, they had it in the orig-
inal fOm and they had to pull it

because (test) audiences were get^
ting sick."

As demonstrated in her portrayal
of Frau Farbissina, Sterling seems
to have natural talent. But today she
will talk about her work ethic for
UCLA students. For those aspiring
actors who can't attend today's pre-
sentation, she offers this advice.

"I think it is really important to
have a life outside of yovu acting
life, so that your whole life isn't

consumed by acting,** Sterling said.

"It can be pretty intense, and all of
the rejection and not working on a
regular basis can really get to you.
You have to have other things that
bring you joy. Never stop working.
And I mean working by taking class-

es, studying or watching people."
Sterling might yell and scream

out commands on occasion, but her
audiences shouldn't be afraid.

Sterling is quick to befriend her fans
- including her son's classmates.

"It's so funny when I go into my
son's school and everyone acts like

they know me saying 'Hi! How are
you?'" SterUng said. "Fm pretty
friendly and they really respond
nicely to it*^

i/IAN

Enjoy the
Movies!!

Westwood
VILLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUIN

948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL

10925 Undbrook
208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbrook
208-4575

PLAZA

1067Giendon
208-3097

White Oleander (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mt)n-Thu(1:15 4.15)715 10;15

Abs«ton(P6-13)
' THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Wed (1 1 30 2:15 4:45) 7 30 10:30

The Transporter (PG- 13)

THX-Dol)yOigiH
Mon-Thu (1 45 4 30) 7 00 9 45

Formula 51 (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11:30 2:10 4:45) 7:20 10:10

The Rules of Attraction (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu(1 30)4 15 710 9 50

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6 Sweet Home Alabama iPG-13)

1 31 3 3rd St. THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo
Promenade Mon-Thu(l1 30 2 10 500) 7 40 10 20

The Transporter (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-ThUi(11 45 2:20 4 50) 7 30 10 30

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo
w Mon-Thu (11:00 12 001 40 2 40 4 15 5 15)

i 7 10 8 009401045

The Ring (PG- 13)
THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 00 4:00) 7 00 10 00

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu |1 1 : 1 5 2 00 4:40) 7 20 1 0: 1

LAEMMLE
West Hollywood

Bargain Shovvs (} For AU Theatres

SUNSET 5

8000 Sunset (at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking Auto Focus (R)

(323)848-3500 Mon-Thu (11:40)2:10 4:50 7 30 10 00

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (11 45) 2:20 4:55 7:30 10:00

Bkx)dy Sunday (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 30) 2:05 4 40 7 1 5 9 50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9:55

•>^ Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

WLA/Beverly Hills

THE BRIDGE
West Side

THE Bridge DNEMA DELUXE
6081 Canter Drive

nw Promanade at Howard Hughes Canter Center Onve
On Iha Howard Hughaa Parkway on the 405
1 7 Stm-m-VrnM Audnonura
Ful Stadiun-Slyle SaHkig - ALL DIGITAL SOUND
Purahtae Tlciiela by phone at (310)566 3375
or online O www.iwbndgecinema.com
Director^ Hal HoMne p10)569-9295
SPECIAL STUDENT PfKE MftTH VWUO I.D

THE BRID^

• Dkedor's Hal - teaturing extra wUe uttralealher

•aals and premium raaerve seabna
* CenterS^ LNE PRE-SHOW ENTER

LARGE

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 WHshire

274-6869

8 Women (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7 15 10:00

Safe Conduct

Mon-Thu (5 00) 8:30

Alias Betty (R)

Mon-Thu (5:15) 7:40 10:00

Under the Moonlight

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7 30 9 50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 30 5:00 7:35 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4 50 715 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2 30 5 05 7 45 10 20

Spinted Away (PG)
Mon-Thu (1 00) 4:00 7:00 )0 06

••OAMT

Cinema 1

Dnema2

Cinema 3

Cinema 4

Cinema 5

Cinemas

Cinema 7

Cinemas

Cinema 9

Qnema 10

Cinema 11

FORMAT SCREEN
ERTAMMENT

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:00 •^15 9:15 -10:30

Jonah: A Veggietales Movie (G)

Mon-Thu 1:10 3:10

Abandon (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:55 5:20 7:45 10:10

Hansel & Gretel (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2 40 4 50

Punch-Dnjnk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1 00 •2:20 3:20 •4 40 5:40

•7:00 8:00*9:2010:20

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1.55 4:35 7:15 9:55

Knockaround Guys (R)

Mon-Thu 2 20 4:55 7:30 10:05

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:25 4:55 7:15 9:35

White Oleander (PG-13)
Director's HaN Free Upgrade me Weeic

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5 05 7 30 9 55

Pokemon 4Ever (G)

Mon-Thu 10:10am

Brown Sugar (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 12:10 1:50 2.35 4:25 5:10

7:00 7:45 9:3510:20

Cinema 12

Cinema 13

Cinema 14

Cinema 15

Cinema 16

Cinema 17

Cinema 18

Cinema 19

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 2:05 ^2:35 4:55 ^5:25

7:15 7:45 •8:15 10:05 10:35

Sweet Home Alabama (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:50 5:25 8:00 10:35

The Tuxedo (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50

Barbershop (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:10 4:40 7:10 9:40

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:40 10:00

Space Station 30 (G)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 1 1 :30 4:30

Lewis & Clark: Great Journey West (NR)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 10:15 12.45

Apolk) 13: The IMAX Experience (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 5:45

AMC
Beveriy Hills

ilANDMARK

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Tuck Ever1asting(PG)

Mon-Thu 2:30 4:50 7:05 9:20

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Swept Away (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:40 7:15 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 2:00 3.00 4:30 5:15 7:00 7:45 9:30 10:15

LANDMARK

The Man from Elysian ReWs (R)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4.30 7:00 9:30

Btoody Sunday
Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:40 4:20 7:10 9:50

Real Women Have Curves
Mon-Thu(1 1 :30) 1 :45 4:40 7:20 9:45

Pokemon 4Ever (G)

Mon-Thu (11:10)

Hansel & Gretel

Mon-Thu (1 1 :20) 1 :30

Santa Monica

Westwood
Westwood

NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Btvd

(310) 478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310) 394-8099

The Happiness of Katakuris

Mon-Thu 4:30 7:15 10:00

Moonlight Mile (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (11:15) 1:45 4:30

7:1510:00

AVCO aNEMA
1 0840 MIshire Btvd

1 BIk. E. of Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310) 208-3259

Bowling for Columbine
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:00 9:45

The Grey Zone
Mon-Thu (1 1 :00) 1 :30 4:1 5 7.00 9:45

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:40 7.30 10:15

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:10 10:05

Sv»eethome Alabama (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu 1:40 4:30 7:20 9:55

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1:20 4:10 7.00 9.45

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

Beverly Hills
CHECCi GORI RNE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

West LA

The Grey Zone
Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 10:00

PACIFIC

Westwood
WESTSIDE PAVILUON
10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 4:45 7:30 9:55

CREST Tuck Everlasting (PG)

1262 Westwood Blvd. . THX -Digital

(S.ofWiishire) Mon-Thu 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 910
474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

toADVERTISE
-CALL
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...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 84.50
16pt headline...:.^..:;.:..:.'.....103.15

.$10.00 Box ^..^ $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"
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r ^ ^
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announcements
1100-2600

tsoo
Miscellaneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.

^2000
Personals

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. VoiceA/ideo/chat/music.

20SO
iPregnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestor^e in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

DO YOU HAVE
ITCHY SKIN?

IF you are 18 years or okJer and have pre-

viously been diagnosed with having mild to

OKKJerate ECZEMA (atopic dermatitis or

itchy, red skin), you may be eligible to par-

ticipate in a UCLA clinical research study

testing a new formulation of a drug already

being soW as PROTOPIC. The new drug is

in cream form and will be applied to the skin

affected with eczema. The study will consist

of 5 visits which include blood draws and
lasts about 5 weeks. About one-third of the

patients will receive placebo (cream without

active drug). Participants will be paid $30
per visit or $180 for all 6 visits. Please call

310-825-6777 or email rroberts@med-
net.ucia.edu for more details.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study t>e-

ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Heatthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

tkapate in MRI and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

QUICK CASH! Earn $5 in less than 1/2 hour
by participating in a simple experiment about
language learning. Contact:
lingexp@yahoo.com

RESEARCH PROJECT on bulimia and early

chlkjhood relationships. Need volunteers to

complete an online questionnaire. Thanks!
www.bulimiasurvey.com

RESEARCH STUDY - Michael Green, PhD
with UCLA Department of Psychiatry is

k)0king for healthy volunteers to participate

in a study of visual perception. If you are
between 25&55 and have no more than 14
years of education, please contact Karen
Cornelius at (310)478-3711 ext 43929.
Participants will receive $12/hour for their

participation.

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

EXCEPTIONAL EGG
DONOR NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple, both physicians in

search of a special woman to help us realize

our dream of having a baby. Donor must be
21-30 years, 5'6"-5'10", attractive, slender,

with a beautiful smile that matches her warm
personality. SAT 1300+, light/dark brown hair

and green/hazel eyes preferred. Compensa-
tion, $10,000 plus all expenses paid. Please
contact: A Perfect Match :800-264-8828 or dar-

lene@apertectmatch.com

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a littie extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!
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'" Books

HOW TO ATTRACT
ANYONE, ANYTIME

Guide to dating in college - $20.00: NUPRE,
PO BOX 147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.

HOW TO GET STRAIGHT
A's IN COLLEGE

75 Steps pamphlet - $8.00: NUPRE PO BOX
147 San C Ca 91776.

3300
Collectibles

John i Christian
Designers ft craftsmen Since 1850

LEGOS BOUGHT! Turn your legos into cash.
Matt 800-269-0560. ibuylegos@aol.com.

CLA55I

ZlCLJi
COaEGE MONOGRAM

Ring

Free Brochorc

•YEAR DATE
•DEGREE
•GREEK LETTERS
•YOUR MONOGRAM

14K GOLD $450

RINGBOXXOM 1-888-646-6466

3400
Computers

COMPUTER FOR SALE! PowerPC Mac 6500
Series, 1998, barely used. Microsoft Word in-

stalled, plus much more! $650obo!. Call Thea:
310-569-4046.

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows^ doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

3800
Miscellaneous

ADULT DVDs
6 for $50. Includes S&H. New. 2hrs Each. All

Kinds. Online at DVD.XOXO.NET. (Don't

Type WWW.).

^IM? ^9f« a0bW^4.

thecbgstore.com
1 •800<94$<CLOQ

^900
Autos for Sale

1996 CHRYSLER SEBRING CONVERTIBLE
JX1. 6cd, cruise, power everything. Black, tan

leather. 70K. new breaks, $6000 neg. 323-
445-6450.

1997 HONDA CIVIC LX. Black, grey interior, 4
door, cruise control, keyless entry, valet key.

81 ,000 miles, $6800 obo. 323-66^-7998.

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean Ixxjy. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

5100
Motorcycles for Sale

1998KAWZX6ENINJA
Windsor green. Excellent condition, low miles.

Great commuting vehicle. Lots of extras.

$4700obo. John:31 0-739-2996.

5400
Scooters for Sale

2001 YAMAHA RIVA 125
WHITE, 125CC, perfect condition, low miles,

very powerful, 55mph+. Priced to sell. $2000
obo. Eric:31 0-71 0-7585.

HONDA ELITE 1987. Blue. Perfect condition,
new battery, runs perfect. Easy transportation.

Helmets Included for $700. 909-9841-3826.

5SOO
Vehicle for Rent

Hmmd a rld« to fh« hoM«
football goMos, caoso yoor
hooso didn't ront a bos?

tarn l«rs o»
Check out our Bmir) packages

(310)216-2718 (offic«)

(310)578-3112 (jMoer)

Package A
$20.00 per include r/t transportation to the game
One 6' sandwich (choice of ham, turkey, roast beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake ^ :

Cote slaw

1 cup of 1 6' beer or 1 bottle wrater

Package B ^
$1 0.00 per person (roundtrip transportation only)

I

Package C
No transportation to game. You get everything in

package A for $8.00

RESERVE ASAP. CONTAa: Mk. Irewn or Gino

seiauciBs
5800-7300 ._

S900
Ikiancial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackennan A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
insurance

/lllslate.
Vbu're in good hands,

fvlike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 NA/ostw^ood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wllshir©)

24 Hours g Day Service

^ ,.^ 6150
S^iporelgn Languages

SMC Community Services
Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400
6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

^900
Autos for Sale

6200
Health Services

FREE SENSE FACIAL. Professional Euro-

pean facial free with minimum $20 Sense pro-

duct purchase. 310-275-3604.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatic.

Power everything. Good condition. Price

negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com. i

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $2,000/obo. 310-433-1838.

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,

power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293, 310-841-0784.

1994 GEO PRISM LSI-$3500I
Blue/Automatic/119k miles. All around great

car. New brakes, shocks, struts. Photo:

http://www.hemingwaycookbook.com/geo.jpg
Call 310-319-5328.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025. 310-
820-7553. Deadline: Friday, Nov 1st.

LEGAL RESEARCH. Uw student to assist

incarcerated father in family law motion.
Excellent research, writing skills. Tele com-
mute $$ 818-222-6766.

1995 HONDA CIVIC DX A/C, 5-speed, new
clutch, AM/FM/CASS/CD 6-disc changer. 92K
miles, red, tinted windows, great condition.

$5200OBO. 310-820-8492.

in classified display

206.3060
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^ MindEody Workshop:
Asserfiveness ond Health (hoe. drop in)

Body Tolk: Freeing yourself from food,
weight, and dieting obsessions iniprove your

o^Kitionship wi|h foofi .jfrd your hmJy!

S 00 lo o (){} pii) \\'(uvAvn CvnU f Coni Hoom

f hiM k our the A^ho < rur-f vvchsilf' lor rnort) inforrrKUfon,

jsk .1 ho.iHh r.'i.Ht^l .jurslK^fi .vf.'n r<,H|u<,»st .in appoint

n)(Dt www^stydentheoith.ucla.edu
Of call o^'^^-IOTs

uda Ashe Center
N :j I I () n cH I y A ( c r <^ d i I e d

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Crestfallen

7 Health club
10 Far East nanny
14 Blackboard

accessory
15 Gear tooth
16 Ramble around
17 June's sign
18 Guanabara Bay

port

19 Plaid wearers
20 Porch furnishing

(2wds.)
23 Not our
26 Make a decision
27 In good time
28 — doeuvre
29 Denver hrs.

30 "Rope-a-dope"
boxer

31 Wayfarer s refuge
32 Sigh of content
33 Tow truck

37 "Vive le -!"

38 AAA suggestion
39 Tire filler

40 Boise's St.

41 Romantic
43 Set
44 Weeks per

annum?
45 No gentleman
46 Subway opposltes
47 Envelope abbr
4d Balked
51 -Paulo
52 Overgrown
53 Hockey or football

56 Sgt. Snorkel's dog
57 Feedbag morsel
58 Hesitated
62 Gull cousin
63 Sprawl
64 Give a compliment
65 Gin flavoring

66 Hockey great
Bobby —

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

R O L E

1
A M A S S

1

F A S T
1 R O N B E R T H O L L A
T E A R A L T A R Y U R
Z D 1 A CK R U P T U R Epp^c P U R G E^^^H
V A MIO O S E S S L A T E
o R AlHE V A C B R A
c O N C 1 S E| G

N
E 1 s H A 8

A S 1 A N A aI^ O D E
L E A V E N U R T UlR E S
I^^^P o UJ D A MwmM

1 M P E T u
N
S R 1 V E N S

F U R Y

1

E H R U

1

1 D E A
F L O E C R E A M R 1 B S

IIISwlH Els]sjE S E T R E

10-23-02 «) 2002 Unrted Feature Syndcate Inc

67 Bobcats

DOWN
1 Eldest f^rch

arri

2 Unrefined metal
3 Smash
4 Isis' t>eloved

5 Pedro's mister

6 Novelist
— Ambler

7 Actor's lirwt^J

«

8 Pencil end
9 In a tizzy

10 Primitive

11 Wisdom tooth
12 Be of use
13 Tudor name
21 Proper
22 Tuna salad

Ingredient

23 Ring finger

24 Esteem
25 Baseballer —

Banks

29 Alike, as socks
30 Met highlights

32 Reet of ships
33 Smack
34 Chieftain's

plaids

35 Mrs. Bunker
36 Damp
42 Cleanirjg fluid

46 Spring holiday
47 Fall

Ma Highlanders *•>
49 Monopoly buy
50 Preface, briefly

51 Ramp
alternative

52 "The - Bunch"
54 Wyo. neighbor
55 Translucent gem
59 Half a dozen
60 Before, to

Shakespeare
61 - Plaines, III.

CLASSIFIED

S680
inations

Lonoon $339..
FRflnHFURT: $359
PARI/: $339
Fares are roundtrip. Valid for October 21-31

. Subject to change and avaifability. Tax not
mc uded So^^e d&/Q'^ce pu'chase ^ca'j''cr?Gnts app y

r -BFT -.' ffSi :'%titMf''lai^'n rtTTiTrft'^fTI'^i u. -f
'

-^
^

- :

•

920 Wescwood Blvd.

(310) UCLf^.FLV or X60795 Prom campus
c«t# 1017560-40

www.sdacpavel.com TRAVEL
oniinE >> on thc PHone » on cnmpu/ » on the /thcct

Travel Tickets
S700

Travel Tickets

'^TRAVEL STUPEJiTST
'MEXICO
•iTAWAYPMKAOU
4Mn.3IIMNTt AfmCUIMft

LOSCABOS—i^.349
MAZATLAN ^

Plo.VALLARTA-^,399

CANCUN ^,509

COmRIMIefldi. iW
«ww.VictoiylriiveLon

(800)878-9986
csTw fossae 1-40

RIO-SAO $259
COSTA RICA... $209
MEXICO............ $119

GUADALAJARA. $119
OUATEMALA... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
CHILE $259
LIMA $189

TOKYO............ $259
LONDON $289,

ip^ii>i% «E EACH \'<f"i a*SED ON RT FURCWCE- Ti^^S NOT iHCUJC

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-K:areful. Many students
moved for $103. Lrc.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST VoicemaJI/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

nx)vers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pk:k-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391 -5657.

7000
Tutoring Offered

§''fVlEYUTORS CLUB** IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

incjudlrig Test Preparatfons, Foreign-l^uiguag-

es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE TUTOR. Native Eng-
lish-speaking UCLA honor student w/profes-
sional experience tutoring for SAT, SAT2,
TOEFL, ESL. 310-877-2744.

6SOO
Music Lessons

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

Personal Services

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: pianoA^io-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

BEARS RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistarx»

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bmt, Pti.O.

www.Bear-Wrlte.com
(310) 470-6662

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Catch-up this fall. 8yrs of experience. One-
on-one tutoring in various subjects including

writing, math, economics, SAT's & other

standardized tests. Personable. Reason-
able rates. Excellent references. Call Will

310-381-1525.

.J^

S

y^

^TRADITION,
Homecoming

Parade and Rally
I

Friday, Oct. 25, 8 p.m.

Westwood Village
!

The Homecoming Parade is FRIDAY! Dont miss

out on this great Bruin tradition. Come see the

band, special guests and lots of floats. Take the

campus shuttle down to the parade and rally.

Campus shuttle hours will be extended until

10 p.m. for this special event.

For infbnnation and the parade route, visit

www.UCLAliimni.nct/Homecoming.

(310} UCIA^SAA wmu\XXMmmijn^U^fJk
—SAA u the ittident chapter ofthe-

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your

personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.3 10-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

1SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the

rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College
math, including;Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Algebra. and SAT1 math. Flexible

hours. Friendly, patient UCLA senior (As-

trophysics major) with seven years experi-

ence tutoring math and three years teach-

ing experience. $25/hour In convenient

Westwood/Brentwood area location. Call

for more information. Stephanie :310-993-

8064.

5680
el Destinations

J

^

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters

from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's :3 10-475-

9585.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies. Guaranteed to help.

You gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students welcome. 310-

824-2295.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

-^^-T^:-

UCLAIunwii
lAssociationj

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-

572-6500.

L

"^^^ 7100
Tutoring Wanted

EXPERIENCED STUDENT in Math and
Science for 7&8 yr old. 2hrs/day, 4times/week.

Afternoons, $10/hr. Sherri Nikka 310-488-

5058 or 310-470-2695.

GEOGRAPHY: Need tutor(s) for GIS or

biogeography. Santa Monica. Daytime work
phone :213-978-0044 leave message or email

jellymonz@yahoo.com

7100
Tutoring Wanted

HOMEWORK BUDDY wanted for 4th grade
girt. Tues-Thurs. 4:15-5:30pm. Encino. Will

pay $15/hr. Please call Robin 818-262-1900.

NEEDED: TUTOR for 11th grade chemistry.
Location: Encino Hills. 1-2 times per week.
Transportation and references required. Send
resume aywldwdew@aol.com

TUTOR FOR AP BIOLOGLY High school stu-
dent. 310-452-0582

7700
CUM Care Wanted

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE/HOMEWORK
helper needed for 3 kids. T/W/TH afternoons
until 7. Excellent opportunity for female college
student seeking OT/SP degree. $10/hr. Pacific
Palisades. Laura 310-454-1150.

EXPERIENCED, CARING TUTOR NEEDED
5-8pm for ADHD 7yr-old. Prefer Psycholo-
gy/Education background. experience
w/ADHD. Brentwood/5mins-UCLA. Need own
car. 310-440-0808.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

HOMEWORK
ASSISTANT/DRIVER

After school, 15-20hrs/wk. Santa Monica,
must have car, CDL, insurance. Please call

Lora, 310-395-9560.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

H^^ 7^00
Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $ WORK 4 U
Invest in foreign cun-ency. $500 minimum.
Retums up to 60%. For more info call Daniel

(213) 747-3488.

WANT TO MAKE $$$?

Learn the fastest way to make up to

$10,000-$20,000 around your schedule this

year via

marketing/advertising/investing. market-
ing_adver@yahoo.com.

-#* 7500
.Importunities

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES. Event pro-

duction company: highly motivated person to

take control and be promoted to management
within 2 months. 6-month sales experience/
friendly phone personality/40 word-per-min-
type/wllling to learn and be trained.

Drug&background testing. $500/week+bonus.
310-439-2244. www.eventprol.com.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation clerk for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate preferred. Friendly, busi-

ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncotogyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonte read-
ing method, must like young children 3-years
and up, tutor in West LA to go to home. 323-
467-6659.

— 7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ctose to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

pmmm 7700
Child Care Wanted

'ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER
NEEDED*

LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in aftemoons M-
F. Enormously bright/intelligent 6-year-okJ who
toves to play/have fun. Located in BelAlr/Ros-
comare Valley. Call:31 0-889-01 19.

ACTIVE, LOVING MOTHER'S HELPER
NEEDED. Room&board in exchange for PfT
household-help/child care. Flexible hours.
Work for great family! April 31 0-471-2024.

AFTERNOON CARE and homewori< help for

7th grade boy, a few aftemoons/wk. 1 mile
West of UCLA. Male UCLA student prefen-ed.

310-435-1764. dweinberg@aol.com.

BABYSIT 1-2 nights/week, flexible for a 5 year
oW girl. Mandarin speaking a plus but not
required. Call Nan 310-398-8120

BABYSITTER NEEDED Mostly evenings.
$7/hour. Call Victoria at 310-820-0224.

CHILD CAREADRIVER/COOK for 8 and 11

year old, 2.30-6.30 Monday-Friday. Must have
car and insurance. $10/hour. kcmartin@med-
net.ucla.edu. 310-794-9507

CHILDCARE WANTED
For 10 y/o boy. Responsible, must like kids.

Pick up from school, drive to activities.

Tues:1pm-4pm. Westwood. 310-914-3156.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER/HW HELPER NEEDED
for 2 boys (6&9). M-Th, approx. 2-7pm. Very
reliable, organized, experienced w/kids
(esp.boys). energetic, fun, good driver. Car
provided. WLA. Call 310-841-6211.

MOTHERS HELPER homewori<. driving. 2
daughters ages 8/10. M-R. 2:30-8pm. Flexible.
Experience needed, start $15/hr. Santa
Monica/Brentwood. Debbie 310-440-8896.

NANNY FOR
12-YEAR OLD

Single parent seeks
nannyAutor/friend/cook/fashion consultant for

12-year oW girt. M-F after school starting at
3:30. Live-in and weekend wort( are options.
Must have references. Call Gabe at 310-278-
5704.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
Needed for 7-year-old boy, 4-yr-old girt.

School pick-up/homework help/play. Good
driver with insurance. Near UCLA. Referenc-
es. M-F 1 -5:30PM. Flexible. Audrey :818-623-
2000x311.

TUTOR 2hrs/day. 11 y/o boy with ADHD, son
of UCLA physician. Call JT: 310-825-4098.

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER NEEDS STUD-
ENT to supervise&drive 11 yo boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood area.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

WANTED NANNY, DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with chlkJren (310)888-
0163.

7800
Help Wanted

" $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Wori( 1-2hrs/day, Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

#1 WORK AT HOME International Business
$500-2000/month for Part-time. - $2000-
6000/month for Full-time. 310-485-0518.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert>al and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry. 9911 W. Pkx) Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducationjx)m.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

'* TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medical office. Will train, entry-

level. Computer knowledge mu st. M-F. 9-6.

Salary+benefits. 10 min from UCLA. 310-476-
4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. Small pensk)n firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability. 50wpm. 30-

40hrs/wk. $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

AFFILIATE PHOTOGRAPHER. Part-time, set

own hours. No exerience required. Visit

www.finderz.net for information. Do it today!

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio statk>ns.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ASSISTANT/PERSONAL DRIVER F/T, to

work from 7afTv7pm. 5days/wk for driving and
running en-ands. Must have minimum of three
yrs experience. Have dean DMV record, proof
of insurance. Energetic, flexible, and reliable.

Fax resume 232-231-3200, or email
ekx)@ elcolighting .com

.

B.H. Model Management Co. kx>king for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

BOOKSTORE '

PUBLICITY

ASSISTANT
wanted through year end, possibly beyond.

Approx. 15hrs/wk; hosting events aruj other

administrative

0653.

duties. $9/hr. Call 310-659-

Arc you a model.;.
~

or want to act started?
Looking

non-U r

I experience

3/e models

commerci(

310.273.2566

rfi^i^y^^llTTf
Earn SIOO^^JDO-a day
2 week training & Job
Placement included

It's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6493)
www.nationalbarlonclors.com

Classifieds p^^^^^m^^m.
325"222 ^^i^-^-'^i'-*'^-^*-*"*^ !:sife-&'3 iiskrfifci^^i fi^j^kM^^mMi^MMmmj^^^M Display

206-3060
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UC College Prep Initiative (UCCP)

a Statewide UC Initiative

Cybermentors Wanted
$13.00 per hour

Cybermentor Positions Available Now
Be an online Tutor and Mentor

for online High School students.

Schedule: 10-20 hours/week, variable,

includes evenings and some weekends

For Job r>escription and Application Materials, please visit:

http://yccp.orK/doca/Cyberincntor/JobDe<M:ription_UCLA.pdf

Call Toll Free for Questions: 866-482-7737

Seitme* mm4 So€iml Sdmiem mtafon to ^pfy

CLERK WANTED
$10.61 /hour. General clencal and reception

duties. Periodic deliveries, work study pre-

fen'ed. Mininnum 12-15hours/week. Fax re-

sume: 310-794-9565.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P^'-Flexitjle hours. Hourly
Dius bonus. Computer skllls/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Cal Pat:31 0-208-71 83

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TA^f^S for small Westwood law office:

1 :accountir)g/billing/admin. 1:word process-

ing/research. Responsible/detail-

oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

DATA ENTRY person wanted. 4hrs/day, Mon-
day-Friday. 310-281-5562.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE/TUTOR needed.
Piano& second langugae preferred.

Afternoons 3:30-7:30pm. Sat nwrnings 9-

12pm. Flexible schedule. Must have car and
insurance. Jackie :310-826-2466.

DELI COUNTER POSITION. Mon-Fri. 11-3.

$7/hf. Santa Monrca. 310-449-4000.

DRIVE ME HOME in my car after medk»l pro-

cedure 7:00AM to 1:00PM, 11/5. $70. col-

Iin89psych.ucia.edu

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to^rom school 3 one-way tnps/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

EXHIBITIONIST DANCERS WANTED:
Professional/Non Professtonal Women 18-35
yrs. for cash prize competition. For details call

800-879-0347.

EXPERIENCED
TUTORS NEEDED!

Private Irvhome tutoring for K-12. Own car &
insurarx» required. Contact Future Youth Inc.

310-231-8656.

FEMALE TUTOR/MENTOR Math/Science,
English, for 6th grade giri. M-Th after school,

Pacific Palisades. Must have car. $15/hr Call

Rachel 310-230-1940.

FOOD SERVERS/COUNTERPERSONS.
Busy Bakery/Cafe seeks friendly, energetk;

servers. Nice working atmosphere.
$7.50/hour+tips. 310-552-1080.

FREE
REAL ESTATE SEMINAR
20YR vet devek}per/broker. Career opportuni-

ties. 25 max. Wed Oct 23A 30. 6-7pm. Brent-

wood. RSVP Matt 310-575-1555.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverly Hills. Mon-Fri. 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing arxj combining transcripts. Please
call Jank^e: 213-961-4440.

PART-TIME TUTOR needed for 6-yr-okJ chiW.
Strictly UCLA student. Must be bilingual Eng-
lish/Spanish. Please call 310-271-0122.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastk:, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up. shopping. Administrative responsi-

bilities increased w/nnerit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

terTKX)ns&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Descnbe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

PHOTO LAB: FT/PT Westwood. Good ap-

pearence required. Apply at: 10844 West
Olympic Blvd. L.A. Comer of Westwood and
Olympic. 310-475-5267.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing. Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick.31 0-208-71 83.

FRONT OFFICE ASSISTANT. Part-time. Mon-
Fri. Fax resume 310-246-4802.

GIFT WRAPPERi^TOCK CLERK in chikjrens

bookstore 25-40hrs/week until Christmas.
$7.25/hr, WLA 310-559-2665.

GROWING CO.
P/T DRIVERS. Own vehrcle w/insurance. Ru-
ent English, customer sen/k:e skills required.

Must know Westside. Fun, flexible, good pay.

310-966-1919. i

,1^-.,

PROJECT
ASSISTANT

To start immediately. Job includes, generat-
ing reports, tracking and foltowing-up on
special events and writing proposals. Must
have strong English writing skills. If interest-

ed, fax resume to Brooke at 310-575-1121.

PUBLISHING INTERN
Responsible, energetic, writing and computer
skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful. Fast-

growing motion picture and television direc-

tory. $7/hour. Hours negotiable. Contact Su-
san Moore at Canoco Publishing, 310-471-

2287.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEONS OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front

office positkx) (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). f^sk

for Donna: 310-285-9612.

RADIO AND INTERNET CONTRACT
SALES. High Commission. 310-514-4654.

HOSTESS NEEDED
Restaurant in 3rd Street Promanade. PART
TIME. Contact DavkJ or Sue: 310-260-1994.

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT. $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP I Fax:310-
860-0748.

HOUSEKEEPING JOB
SEEKING DAY-WORK for my excellent
housekeeper. Call 310-472-0206 or email
watterg@ucla.edu

MALE MODELS 18-25 Asian, and other races.

Mags, cards, fine art. Fun I Hot! Free travel.

310-515-3343. 24hf. info.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-

time Mondays & Wednesdays for dermatotogy
practk» in Beverly Hills. Experience proffered.

Call HekJi 310-659-5173. fax resume to 310-
659-5174.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,

film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

ONE HASHER needed for sorority. 3:30 to 7
pm. Monday only. Call Mrs. Ransone 310-208-

8368.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT. Author needs li-

brary, internet* telephone assistance. Must be
web savvy. Flexible hours. 10-15 hrs/week.
$12/hr. 310-455-8980 or uhme4@yahoo.com

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-
service associates and experienced gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessional-appearance. Flexible hours, Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

SECRETARY/Part Time. Two person West
Side Law firm. Afternoons. Monday-Friday.
Fax resume 310-820-1559.

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and P/T sales posi-

tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate

discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,

1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA. 90025. 310-

312-9600.

.

Part Time Positions

International company
seeking 14 part time managers

*No experience

* Flexible hours

* Perfect for students

If you didn't earn $ 1 .503 last month

part time call today Mr. Herr

(310)801-5446

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381

.

Pr\ CASHIER NEEDED to wort< weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 3 1 0-446- 1 1 74.

WANTED BRIGHT&HAPPY individual for

small cafe inside a chrc&trendy BH Hair Saton.
Food-service experience preferred, not a
must. 310-395-7665/310-266-8430.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Firm.

Knowledge of Word. Excel. QuickBooks. and
Basic Accounting pretended. Email resume to

e.hudson@lrg-inc.com. or contact 213-250-
5900, ext. 27.

P/T DATABASE
CONTRACTOR

Must be proficient in MS Access for data-

base reporting & integration. ACT experi-

ence helpful. If qualified, fax resume to

Brooke at 310-575-1121.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

WE PAY CASH
Santel Monica Research company. Looking

for participants for market research. Ages 5-

75. Please call 310-392-7337, mention ad.
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WOMAN STUDENT PART-TIME HELP 3-

9hrs/wk. lOmins from UCLA. Days& hours
flexible. Assist retired professional woman.
Drive Volvo on errands, appointments, restau-

rants. Must be computer literate. 310-474-
4804.

I

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. Its Fun'Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417. 714-

648-2258.

Actors/Extras Wanted

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modernmedia2000.com.

8000
Internships

COLLEGE CREDIT INTERNSHIP 20hrsMk.
Cover scripts, phones, general office tasks.

Looking for someone bright, energetic. Fax
resume: 310-204-2877. platforme@aol.com.

INTERNS NEEDED at busy talent manage-
ment company. Filing, phones, submissions,
computer wori<. Fax resume and cover letter to

323-860-1546.

NON-PAYING INTERNS NEEDED for theatri-

cal and music management company. 16-

24hrs/wk. Script coverage skills, bookkeeping
skills, office skills, required. Great Industry ex-

perience potential. Call John or Bob 310-474-
4521 for fax resume 310-470-9273.

8300
"unteer

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S local American Indian Centers!

You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will serKJ it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,

or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIRII .

irtments for Rent

I

Diamond Head
Apartmants

SInsIc $895.ndup

2bedroom $ 1 555 .n<i up

1 bedroom $ 1 1 95
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within walking distance to UCLA. Gated
Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room,

Laundry facilities, AC/Refrlserator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

^

'*«.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1040

2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units Include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

•with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

\

J
CasaBtanca West
1 Bedrooms from $1095

Bachelo
. -^^WX'Jf

Gated ptfking. ari* ready, pod, la^.
stfi^ si4>€f ±s€ts. Low Seoirit)' De?>0sr!

530 Veteran
208-4394

8^00
Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM $1050
WLA Huge apartment with cute garden patio.

Quiet. No pets. Bike or bus to campus.
Available now. 310-477-0725.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1 .5bath. Bright, spacios,

clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-

tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM. SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS. SOME W/BALCO-
NY. DSL. ONLY HALF BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS garden apartment, $795.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BEVERLY HILLS guest apartment. Private en-
trance. $875. www.westsiderentals.com 323-
634-7401.

BRAND-NEW WESTWOOD: $1200-2400,
singles-2/bdrm. UCLAadj. Kitchens/laundry,

parking. 310-315-3402

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, res.

$455.33 www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

BRENTWOOD cute and cozy apt north of

Wilshire. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

pari<ing, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfleld. Cell:31 0-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENTS.
$700/mth, deposit $400. Utilities included,

gated, very quiet. 6-month minimum. 5-miles
from campus. Pool. Linda Alvarez manag-
er:31 0-837-3556.

LOFT BEDROOM, Ibth, new carpet and paint.

Laundry facilities, pool, Jacuzzi, parking space
and utilities paid. $1350/mo. 310-281-4137 or

310-429-8534.

MAR VISTA HILL, WESTSIDE, 2bdrm, new
decor, patio, fenced yard, paricing, laundry
hook-ups, utilities included. $1600. 310-313-
6073.

MAR VISTA. Spacious 2bdr/2bath. Very large

closets, dish washer, fire place, A/C, pool,

laundry facilities. $1450. Sunbelt Sawtelle
Apts. 310-398-7975.

MARINA DEL REY cottage studio, $825.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

PALMS Ibdrm/lbth $850/mo. Stove, fridge,

partying, new paint/carpet, bright, upper level,

laundry facilities, near UCLA bus. Move-in
Nov.1. Eunice 213-278-5005.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $995/mo. Stove, A/C,
large closets, 2ndfloor, gated-parking, Inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-bk)ck to UCLA bus, freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

RENT EXPRESS. WESTWOOD AREA. 2+2,
$1700/month. For a free list please call 310-
479-8526.

SANTA MONICA apartment, 1/2 block to

beach. $995. www.westslderentals.com 310-
395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned partying. Walk ta 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

VENICE House, private room, hardwood
floors, $595. www.westslderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa.

pari<ing. fireplace, bakx)ny, walk-in-ck)set,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD
>LAZ
Studios $ 945
1 bedroom. .$ 1195
2 bedroom..$ 1595

Call for details

Wtfkini; cil«taiic« to can^Mtt.

310-208-8505

8400
Apartments for Rent

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, partying.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for
winter quarter.

WEST HOLLYWOOD guest house, hardwood
floors. 323-634-7401. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

8^00
Apartments for Rent

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security buikJing. All

amenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 310-200-7222, 310-562-2830.

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered partying, large

closets, huge kitchen, study area, laundry,

walk to campus. $1082 through 7/31 . 310-709-
7060.

WESTWOOD
New Ibdrm/lbth. Prime location. Carpet.
Stove. Refigerator. Nine month lease. Female
prefen-ed. No pets. $875. 310-475-9145.

WESTWOOD apartment. Bachelor, ref. $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bright, cozy apartment, $875.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD courtyard, close to all. Won't
last, $650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WESTWOOD house, private room, yard,

$525. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD private room, $400/month.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Newer building. 2 front

2bdrms/2bths. Bright and quiet apartments.
Balcony and security parting. $1700/mo arxJ

up. 310-770-4111.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+, 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-
tor, A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,
gate paridng. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to
UCLA. 2 pariting spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.
$1800. 310-824-0833

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes

pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :310-208-3797 for an ap-

pointment.

WESTWOOD
Shared room in 2bed/2bath (male).

$540/month. Parking, laundry, kitchen, fur-

nished. 430 Kelton (1 bkxik to campus). 310-

663-5501.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1150/month. All utilities and
pari<ing. Days :310-475-7533, evenings:310-

659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1&2BDRM APTS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, UNIQUE, CHARM.
FRONT&REAR ENTRANCE. UPPER, ALSO
LOWER APT W/HARDWOOD FLOORS+PA-
TIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, pari<-

ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-

470-1513.

WLA $1375 & UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA,
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nlshed, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/flre-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, bak»ny, A/C and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must see.
Call for free listing :31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8^50
Apartments to Share

WESTWOOD. One female roommate
wanted to share large 2bd/2ba apartment
own room or share minutes from campus.
310-824-1497.

WLA 2bdrm/2bth secured building.

Female preferred. $650/mo , security

deposit $750. Hardwood floor, laudry In

unit, A/C, refrigerator, stove. 310-559-

1890.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

VALUE, HUGE UPSCALE 1+2+den. 12th

floor. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-
UCLA. Available now. $1745/mo. Open
daily. 7am-9pm. 818-281-1715. 10751
Wilshire Blvd.#1205.

8400
Apartments for Rent

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

Great Prices!

1

516 Landfair Ave
8 1 8-547-9478

ii

^i

ÊI

• •

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment
3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

GLENROCK AND LEVERING
Amenities inciude:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge
• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

•T1/DSL Ready
• A/C

I

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view
• French doors

i

Classifieds
825-2221

£n.
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The Roben J. Stoller Foundation presents a lecture by

Professor Peter Brooks
Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature and French

I Yale University

"The Future of Confession''
Professor Brooks's talk will highlight the history and future uses of

confession in our culture. He argues that psychoanalysis has always been
suspicious of the confessional gesture, while depended on it. |

He speaks to the ambiguity of confession in our culture and in the
judicial system, as well as the shaded utility of confession in self-

}

purification and self-forgiveness.

Lecture will be Friday, October 25, 2002 at 8 PM
at the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic Institute.

2014 Sawtelle Blvd. (between Olympic and Santa Monica Blvd.)
Parking in rear or adjacent streets

Admission is free

Open to all

For more information call

310.478.6541

W.VOLLEYBALL | Crowd fed on USC rivalry
from page B

Bruins could not establish an offen-

sive rhythm at any point during the
match.

The squad never could string

together a long run, and seemingly
played fix)m behind throughout the
evening.

"We had some opporturuties to get

into the game, but we couldn't sus-

tain them," said Banachowski, whose
team has lost nine of its last 12 games
against USC. "I thought that was the
difference tonight."

•••

Playing in front of a packed house
at the Lyon Center was a test of the
some of young Bruins' character.
Over 1,200 cardinal and gold clad
fans lined the court, but UCLA man-

Oo/J 99) 7 Oo)l Oo
^ 3', i'DAZZLING"

aged to keep its poise throughout
much of the match.

"It's part of the USC-UCLA rivalry,"

said starting setter Krystal
McFarland. "There are going to be
fans yelling and the band is going to
be playing. It doesn't really bother
me. You just have to block it out and
focus on playing."

(

Cullen actually credited the USC
band with motivating her to play bet-
ter with their verbal barbs.

"When we were warming up I was
getting excited because the band was
so loud," she said. They didn't affect
me, but I could tell they got into
some other people's heads."

•••

: SPECIAIT.
:4Ai,- ir^iiiiiJrkaiaiE^ur-'-

Jfafntrtatfon, 6 X-nays a leem Cleaning.

Reguiar Price; $160 - Expires 4/23/03

•TOOTH BONDING
• Veneers
• Porcelain Facings
• Root Canals

• BLEACHING • Open Late Hours
• Crowns and Bridges • Checks & Credit Cards are Weicofne
• Gum Treatments • Free Validated Parking
• Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) • 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood I

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wllshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.1 800onthemark.com
For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

The Bruins have struggled with
their serves collectively throughout
the season, and they made some cru-
cial errors against the TVojans.

After falling behind 5-1 to start
game two, UCLA valiantly battled
back, but four critical service enx)re
in the game prevented them from
ever grabbing the lead. The Bruins
were tentative serving the ball
throughout the match, and seemed
unwilling to go for the big shot

"When you get too cautious, you
make errors," Banachowski said.

"We were trying to hit some specific
spots. Those four errors were costly."

MwSSOO
GuesthiHil for Rent

WEST HOLLYWOOD bungaJow. 2bed, hard-
wood floors. $1295. 323-634-7401. www.west-
siderentaJs.com

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR house. 3bed, great location. $2500.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA studio, hardwood floors, pet
ok. $750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

9AOO
Room for Rent

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM to rent! Ocean-view patio.

Share gourmet kitchen. Great location. Mar
Vista. $790/month. 310-678-0760/31 0-398-
7937 Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725>$725-secunty. l/bdrni. W/LA. Access
to garage -t-pool. full house priv. Out of town
10/17- 10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

TOPANGA CANYON house, private room.
$460. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

MARINA DEL REY private room in house.
$600. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9^00
Room for Rent

WESTWOOD: ROOM available In

2bdrm/2bth apt. Walk to UCLA. Quiet
building, nice manager. Utilities included.
$400/share. $750/private. 310-209-0014,
oefada@ucla.edu.

9S00
Rooniniates-f>rivate Room

BEACH COTTAGE TO SHARE IN VE-.

NICE: 4 blocks from beach. Off Abbott
Kinney. Clean, wood-floors, washer/dry-
er, yard. $725+1/2 utilities. 310-721-
3470.

I

Graphic Designer

Daily Bruin Advertising Production is looking for Graphic Designers.

Must know Quark, & Photoshop. Bring samples of work.

VENICE studio in great location close to all.

$695. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

i NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Near stores/freeways.

Pool/laundry. Availat>le now. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895-HJeposit including utilities, direct TV.
310-392-0405.

WLA SINGLE FAMILY home, lOmins from
UCLA. New roof, new plumbing, new
landscaping, new windows. 3bdrm/3bth.
2200sq.ft. New carpet, new kitchen floor

and appliances. Zone R3. very quiet and
clean. Must Seel Only ask for $449,000.
Won't last! Call 310-365-6712 or 310-
470-9345

PALMS: Unfumished room in spacious apart-

ment. New paint. Share bath-kitchen.

$625/nrHDnth. Senior woman prefers female.
Good kx:ation. 310-838-8440.

WESTWOOD. PRIVATE bedroom and
bathroom. Walk-in closets. Gated park-

ing, newly furnished, balcony, rooftop

spa. $900/mo. Must seel 310-824-1538.

9600
Oomniates-Sfiared Room

SANTA MONICA. Female roommate needed
to share a room. Prefer student only. $325.
Call Danielle 310-319-9144.

Apply @ ASUCLA Human Resource:
2nd Floor. Kerchoff HaiJ

^

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half block to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.
$600/nK)nth. 323-939-9816.

WESTWOOD APARTMENTS roommate
needed. 515 Kelton Ave. 1 /block from cam-
pus. 2/bdmis, 2/baths. $375/month plus utili-

ties. 310-824-1901.

mns

SANTA MONICA: Furnished room w/2 ex-
tra-large closets (Montana Ave/6th
Street). Direct bus-UCLA. Walk to beach.
$775/mo. Lisa:31 0-394-7068.

FEMALE HELPER for house chores in

exchange for free room/bath in a private
house in Pacific Palisades. Ria or
Alan:310-569-6911.

WEST HOLLYWOOD private room in

house, $800. www.westsiderentals.com
323-634-7401.

advertise \
in classified displ^

k. 206J060

TV/VCR COMBO
AMDHEATSNK FAN

Description
Sony good cond.

AMDHEATSNK FAN

thermlike dragonorM

ANaMACHINE
Tt volcano6c-i- new!!

Price Plione
$75 310-443-1165

$19 714-299-5710

ANSWER MACHINE
BED

digital, bik

i15. 714-299-5710

white, great cond. ATT

$10 310-488-7588

$15

BELiaNCAT5e

>
BOOKEND

BRAND NEW SHOES

Head&Foot board.comolete set $30

Ethernet Cord. 50 tt $15
metal, black $5

310-824-2628

310-312-2465

310-235-2139

UOAtV*?

BUNNY

CANDLE HOLDER

men's slze-12 nike shoes

cage included

$25

310-558-1912

213-747-3488

CD-RW 4x4x12

bronze, hold 3 med cdls

LGused

free 310-824-1593

$6 310-558-1912

COFFEEMAKER

COMPUTER 100MHZ

CORDLESS PHONE

brews 12 CUPS

$10 310-235-2139

CORDLESS PHONE

win 98 office 2000 etc

900mhz ge. white

$30 310-312-2465

$65 310-488-7588

DELL COMPUTER
DESK LAMP

bIk. need new batt grt

p2. 400mh2. 128ram. dvd

M.
$15

310-488-7588

310-824-2628

Black metalite

Student Programming

Check out the NEW SEASON starting 10/31

Thursday of Week 5

DINING TABLE

RUNG CABINET

ikea pine wood -t^hr

$200 310-621-8790

$7 310-820-9417

FOOTBAUTKXET
FOOTBAU TICKET

2-diwr black, metal

Us vs.Stanfbrd. 1 tix

$50 310-801-8407

$35 310-488-7588

$20 626-61 7-7855

GAMEBOY COLOR

vs. Washton St. Itix

w/5 games link cord

$20 626-617-7855^
GE 2.4GHZ CORDLESS PHONE w/call-wait. id.dlgital ans.svst $50
HARDCOVER ART PORTFOUO never been used, black $ioo
INTaCPN HS fAN Tt votoano 478 newfl $10
IRON $9

310-621-8790

310-899-1970

310-479-4831

714-299-5710

JAPANESE/ENGLISH

LAB COATS

dtotfonary. rice paper

310-208-7904

LAB COATS

New, all sizes

ill

LAKER T1CKETS-4

new, all sizes

soMout

310-208-5058

$20 310-312-2465

$20 310-312-2465

LAMP

MAC LAPTOP-OLD

MIRROR
power booklOO. 6vrs

$43ea 213-371-1980

$3 310-312-2465

PAC BEU PHONE
full length

$30 310-267-7461

caller id unit included

PERSONAL FRIDGE 19.5x19x17.5x18.5

PHONE CORDED

PHONE-CORDED
Speakerphone New

PY HEATSINK FAN

Caller ID. brand new

REFRIGERATOR GE

$3 310-312-2465

$10 310-267-7461

$40 310-433-8846

$5 310-235-2139

$5 310-235-2139

$20

SNOWBD BINDINGS

thermaltakedragon41

8

$20 714-299-5710

great buy, white, call CCara $99 3ip-815-6000

are you ready for...

to advertise call

310-825-2161

published October 28th
deadline October 22th

STUDY LAMP

'02 ride Is. med. grey $50

SUEDE GUESS COAT

halogen bulb, black

31t)-892-1582

$10
size sm-med

310-558-1912

SUITCASE XNICE
$100

SUITCASE

Samsonite. hard-nwheels

310-479-4831

T-SHIRTS

four piece set

$39

$20

310-208-5058

All sizes

TABLE LAMP-PTTRYBARN pink based, toile shd

TIMBERIAND (NEW backpack, w/tags on

$1.50 ea

$45

310-312-2465

310-312-2465

310-558-1912

TWIN SIZE BED

WIN XP PRO-NEW
mattress+box-hspring

m_ 310-433-8846

WOODEN DESK 6DR

microsoft, sealed-cheap

r>'

-V

/

VILLflOf

VIS STUDICNET

Large, all wood 3x5

$40 310-208-1608

$89 310-824-2327

mterosoft sealed-cheap
m_ 310-820-9417

m^ 310-824-2327

m.

published NoveiTiber 12

deadline OCtOber 29

To place a FREE* ad in the

Bruin Bargains, fill out

information on the right and submit

to the Daily Bruin Classifieds.

• Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO 080)

•Phone: ( )

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

Phone: ( ) __-

*Ad must be submitted in person or by mail. No phone ordere allowed. Deadline is 1 work day prior to issue at 1 2pm. Bruin Bargains appear everv' Wednesday and Friday. Limit of 4
free ads per customer per week. We reserve the right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

The Daily Bmin does not authenticate, endorse, or verify the quality of the products advertised with the Bniin Bargains. In addiUon. the Daily Bmin is not responsible for transactions in
association with the items being sold. The ASUCL\ Communications Board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscrimination. The student media reser^ the right
to reject or modify the advertising whose content discriminates on the basis of ancestory, color, national origin, race, religion, disability, age. sex, or sexual orientation.

^^- {~-r.. - -

i

Display
^06-3060

I
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Sun Devils rise to top ofPac-1
don't nomially throw around the

phrase, "made a deal with the

devil," without referring to the

1997 Florida Marlins or to my buddy
Ben landing on

GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
If success is your destination, moke a Chapman Graduate degree your next stop.

Convenient evening programs meet just once per week • Financial aid
and Chapman scholarships available • Small classes taught by faculty that

are both academically and professionally accomplished

Evening MBA (aacsb Accredited)

The George L Argyros SchooJ of Business and Economics

MS Human Resources

Doctor off Physical Therapy

MA Psychology
- Marriage and Family Therapy
- Pre-Clinical

MS Food Science A NuffrMon

COMMUNICATION AND
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
DEGREES

MA English

MFA Creative Writing
MA Film Studies
MM FOm and MsvidMi Pradudion

EDUCATION DEGREES (ac Acoediied)

Califfomis Education CradMifiab
- Elementary, Secondary and Administrative

- Programs for Teachers with

Emergency Permits

- Internships

- ClAD/BCLAD

BA UlMial StudiM

MA SpMial Education

Special Education Credentials, Level I and II

Scfcod Piydiology Crodonrid (Ed^.)

Sdiool Counfoiing Crodontial {MA)
MA Education

Cumculum and Instujction, Reading Certificate,

Educational Leadership

H MA loacliina

Elementary and Secondary Education

Boardwalk the

first trip around
every freaking

time, but this

devil-opment

(wow, could I get

any lamer?) is

worthy.

Arizona State,

a team Bud
Selig might have
contracted last

year if he were
Pac-10 commis-
sioner, is sitting

atop the confer-

ence standings.

The 6-2, 3-0 Sun Devils came back
from down 21-0 to pull a 45-42 stun-

ner over Oregon in Eugene and
have an offense that's gone for 35
points or more in six games.

Holy Jake Plummer, Batman!
"To go in there with our team

and to win the game is one thing,

but to come from 21 points down
and win it like we did when we had
a lot of chances to quit, we couldn't

be prouder of our guys," ASU head
coach Dirk Koetter said.

No word on whether or not

Pac'n heat

jagase@medB.ucla.edu

Koetter had the Joe Torre 2002
what-the-hell-just-happened-here

face as he was uttering this, but
either way, you've got to like the
way ASH is trying to out-Pac-10 the
Pac- 10, and with a sophomore quar-
terback, no less.

Gunslinger Andrew Walter
hawked 53 balls in the air and set a
single-game conference record for
passing yardage with 536. Walter is

eighth in the nation in pass efficien-

cy.

As always in the Pac- 10, though,
you've got to take every winning
streak with the proverbial grain of
NaCl. ASU has Washington at home
Saturday and then goes up to

Wazzu the following week.
Lose those two gcunes, and the

Sun Devils' possible flash-in-the-

pan season might go the way of the
1998 Marlins, Slsqo and Gary Hart
in the 1988 Democratic primaries.

Maybe next year ... again
Thrilling as it was to see Oregon

beaten at home, the loss knocked
the Ducks from the ranks of the

unbeaten and in doing so, once
again killed almost any hope of a
Pac- 10 team landing in the BCS
Championship game.

With eight teams across the

nation still undefeated and polling

traditionally skewed (to put it kind-

ly) against the Pac- 10, it'll be a

tough task climbing anywhere near
the top two spots in the BCS stand-
ings.

The best hopes iire the two
teams with only one loss,

Washington State (No. 7 in the first

BCS ranking release) and Oregon
(No. 15), and they play each other
Nov. 9. ^

Our Game of the Week
No. 15 use (5-2, 3-1) at No. 14

Oregon (6-1, 2-1), 12:30 p.m., ABC
(regional). The Trojans bounced
Washington out of the conference
race last week and now unthink-
ably could do the same thing to the
Ducks, who are still reeling after
their 11-game winning streak was
snapped.

Elsewhere in the Pac-10
No. 9 Washington State (6-1, 3-0)

at Arizona (3-4, 0-3), 6:15 p.m., FSN
(national)

Stanford (2-4, 1-2) at UCLA (4-3,

1-2), 3:30 p.m., FSN (national)
Cal (5-3, 2-2) at Oregon State (4-

3, 0-3), 1:00 p.m.
Before you go ...

Cal tied a Pac- 10 record for
penalty yards in a game Saturday
with 195 and still won.

I didn't think this was humanly
possible, outside of intentionally
roughing the passer over and over
again to mock a friend who you're
beating 49-7 in Madden '93.

W.VOLLEYBALL |
Missed kills

prove the Bruins' downfall

^wFmSre information or to talk with an admission counseor^

^66-685-8802.
Unhforiity Drive, Orango, Colifonila 92866

W¥fw.clia|Niian.edu/gitNkMiiiiissioii

Selected programs are offered at the following Southern Californu Chapman University
College Campuses. Call 1-866-CHAPMAN for more informahon:

Antelope Valley • CoacheUa Valley • Edwards AFB • Irvine • Manhattan Beach • Moreno VaOey • Ontario
San Diego • Santa Maria • Vandenberg AFB • Victor Valley

lOyjpmon Univwsity is occreektwd by and r» a member oi the Western Assoaohon of Schools and Colleges
Teocher roining ond credentiol programs are approved by the Commission on Teacher Credentiofihg.

from page 14

to finish points that was the deci-

sive factor in Friday night's 3-0

drubbing at the hands of No. 1

use.
"I thought we were a little tenta-

tive with our swings at points, and
certainly USC's size had something
to do with that," Banachowski
said. **But there were points where
we had some openings, and ended
up making errors instead of capi-

talizing on the opportunities."

Facing a TYojan squad that fea-

tures the Pac-lO's tallest nuddle
blocking tandem in 6 feet, 5 inches
Emily Adams and 6 feet, 3 inches
Katie Olsovsky, UCLA (12-7, &4)
attempted to vary their shots
offensively.

Time and time again, the Bruins
manufactured chances for their

outside hitters, but they were
unaiite to convert them consistent-

ly. The squad had as many errors

as kills in the first two games, and
finished the match-up with an
handicapping hitting percentage of
.034.

Sophomore Brittany Ringel led

the Bruins with just nine kills,

while the team's primary offensive

weapon, senior Lauren Fendrick
managed a paltry six kiUs in 34
total attempts.

"We made amazing opportuni-
ties for ourselves, and we just did-

n't finish them," said sophomore
outside hitter Heather Cullen, who
had six kills in the match. There
was always one on one on our out-

side hitters. The sharp angle was
open all night."

Whether it was a by-product of
the team's mediocre play, a hostile

Trojan crowd, or a USC defense
that is among the nation's best, the

W.VOLLEYBALL
| Page 12

EDWARD LIN/Daily Brun Senior Staff

Soptiomore outside tiitter Heather'^fiwllen

(15) had six kills Friday against USC, ^^^
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Wednesday, October 23, 2002

M.Tennis @ Omni Hotels

W.Tennis @ Omni Hotels

X-Country @ Full. Invit.

Swimming vs. SMU
M.Soccer vs. Oregon St.

W.Volleyball vs. Wash St.

Football vs. Stanford

M.Polo vs. Stanford

J P R EVfE

W

Malibu, CA Today ' All Day
San Diego, CA Thursday All Day
Fullerton, CA Friday All Day
Dallas, TX Friday All Day
Corvallis, OR Friday 12 p.m.

Pullman, WA Friday f' 7 p.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Rose Bowl Aq Saturday 1 p.m.

www.dailybnim.ucla.edu

Mount played in 1996, ineligible for 2003 season
By Diamond Leung

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung@media.ucla.edu

UCLA all-conference men's volley-
ball player Cameron Mount has
unknowingly used up his four years
of collegiate eligibility and will not be
able to play this season, as deter-
mined by head coach Al Scates.

Mount, a 6-foot-8 opposite hitter,

was expected to provide firepower,
leadership and experience as a
senior for the Bruins' annual run at a
national championship.

But Mount actually played as a
senior last year.

Scates made the stunning discov-
ery as he was going through some old
score sheets in preparation for
UCLA's preseason tournament in

Canada two weeks ago. The records
showed that Mount had played in one
game of a preseason match in against
York College in 1996, using up his
fi'eshman year.

Because Mount went on a two-
year Mormon mission after the sear
son, Scates forgot about the brief

appearance and assumed Mount had

redshirted the year and had four

years of eligibility remaining.
|

**! really screwed up," Scates said.

"It came out of nowhere," senior

setter and team captain Rich Nelson
said. '^It'll be a big loss for us on the

court"

Mount could not be reached for

comment. He got the bad news a few
days before the Bruins left for

Canada '

"He took it hard," Scates said.

Any UCLA wins with Mount on the

court this season might have resulted

in forfeits.

Mount was second on tlie team in
kills and aces last season. He was a
member of the 2000 national champi-
onship squad and finishes eighth on
the all-time ace list with 83.

Because Mount will remain a
LTCLA student, he can train with the
team in preparation for a career in
the professional ranks.

Mount will play against his former
teanunates in Friday's alumni match,
and UCLA will use tlie match to get a
look at the candidates to start at his
spot. Sophomore J.T. Wenger, who
was cut from the team last season,

has emerged as the favorite.

Sophomore Brennan Prahler and
junior coUege transfer Allen Vince, a
converted middle blocker, are also in
the mix.

"We're going to fight through it,"

Nelson said. "We're going out on top
no matter what. We'll win it for
Cameron."

•••

Senior middle blocker Scott
Morrow is still having pain in the
knee that he ii\jured last season. He
will have an MRI tonight and miss
Friday's match.

New sports channel all-inclusive
DEBUTING IN 2003,

24/7 COVERAGE
WILL HAVE COLLEGE,
OLYMPIC EVENTS

ByGregSchain
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER

gschain{i)m edia.ucla.edu

Picture a world where UCLA
water polo games are on national
television.

Or imagine watching an
episode of SportsCenter that
doesn't even mention pro sports
for the entire hour.

Sound Uke the nightly fantasy
of a college sports nut?

Well it could soon be reality, as
the National College Sports
Network is set to debut in early
2003 with 24/7 coverage of all col-

lege sports, from archery to
yachting (there are no college
sports that start with a Z).

The NCSN, which will be on
most major cable companies and
satellite providers, is gambling
that traditionally-ignored
Olympic sports will catch on with
the general public.

"If presented properly, we
think our vision that speaks to
passionate college sports fans
and alumni gives us an opportu-
nity to succeed," said Chris
Bevilacqua, co-founder of the
NCSN.

Bevilacqua is a former Nike
marketing executive, and his
partners, Brian Bedol and Steven
Greenberg, helped launch ESPN
Classic.

The network has a simple busi-
ness model: Obtain the rights fees
to Olympic sports that aren't cur-
rently broadcasted, and show fea-
tures profiling athletes and teams
to help build a storyline and inter-

est

Combine that with highlight
shows about football and basket-
ball, and then put on variety seg-
ments and specials to fill the
8,700 hours of airtime each year.

'*Our plan is to present college
sports as a year-round Olympics,"
Bevilacqua said. "^There are 25
men's and women's sports.
Certainly two get a lot of cover-
age, but there are 23 other great
sports that would get viewership
if wrapped in the art of story-
telling."

The NCSN already has deals
with dozens of national and
regional conferences, and one is

UCLA voUeyball

unable to defend

against USC's

Adams, Cilsovsky

MISSED OPPORTUNITIES,
ERRORS TO BLAME FOR
3-0 LOSS, SAYS HEAD
COACH BANACHOWSKI

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFFS
jeisenberg@medla.ucla.edu

Downtown Los Angeles is chalk full

of towering buildings, and fittingly the

use women's volleyball team has a cou-

ple of skyscrapers across its fi*ont line.

Nonetheless, according to UCLA
head coach Andy Banachowski, it was
not the size of the Women of TVoy so

much as the No. 13 Bruins' own inability
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NCSN DAILY LINEUP?

What it might look like...
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College Sports Today,

.
7:00 a.m. - featuring all the latest

news, scores and

updates.

8:00 a^.- Gofie^ Sports Today

:
9:00 a.m. - College Sports Today

WmWi:-^ Women's lacrosse. New
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Men's Water Polo,

1

12:00 p.m.- Pepperdine at Cal (live

from Berkeley)
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Men's Soccer, Rutger's at
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Stanford (live from

Stanford).
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The National College Sports Network will go on the air early in 2003. The NCSN will be exclusively televising col-
lege sports, and showing Olympic sports, which currently have few television contracts
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currently in the works with the
Pac-10.

"Whether there is a rights fee

or not is still up in the air.," said
Pac-10 Assistant Commissioner
Jim Muldoon. "The (NCSN) wants
the product without a rights fee.

But regardless, the real benefit to
us would be exposure, not rev-

enue enhancement."
So what Pac-10 sports might be

shown on the NCSN?
Certainly not football or bas-

ketball, as the Pac-10 currently
has deals with ABC and CBS,
respectively.

Fox Spj^rts Net also has a deal
with the Pac-10 to show football,

basketball, and 39 hours a year of
other events, including volleyball,

baseball, Softball and track.

Locally, Fox Sports West has a
deal with UCLA to show basket-

ball, some football and 2-4 events
in other sports.

So whatever is left after these
networks have picked what to air

can go to the NCSN.
"They are interested in cover-

ing a wide variety of sports that
can be produced at a reasonable
cost," Muldoon said.

Even though they won't be able
to show major national games,
football and basketball will still

be a m^yor part of the network.
The NCSN has a deal in place

to show the best Div. I-AA foot-

ball games of the week, and they
also expect to provide in-depth
coverage of Division 1-A football
and hoops during their respective
seasons.

"It will be a lot Uke how the
Golf Channel covers the
Masters," BevUacqua said. "Even

though the actual Masters is on
CBS, real fans go to the Golf
Channel to get updates and sto-

ries."

But still, the network's back-
bone, not to mention its prime-
time programming, will be
Olympic sports.

If the network does succeed, it

has the potential to generate
interest in smaller sports that has
been lacking for decades.

"I wouldn't suggest for a
minute that college hockey fans
amount to the same as football
and basketball," Bevilacqua said.

"But when you add hockey, base-
ball, volleyball, and other sports,
you have a sizeable audience."

Could the presence of the
NCSN, designed to cover college
athletics, actually affect the out-
come of the sports they cover?

"If a recruit saw the exciting
atmosphere when we play teams
like Stanford and USC, he could
be convinced to come here," said
UCLA men's tennis head coach
Billy Martin.

Any exposure for Olympic
sports, which usually get virtually
no media coverage, could sway
potential recruits to choose
schools that get a decent amount
of airtime.

The presence of cameras could
also be intimidating to many ath-
letes in Olympic sports, who
aren't used to the pressure of
being on national television.

"But if these guys want to go
on the (professional) tour, they
better get used to the cameras,"
Martin said.

With the advent of the NCSN,
they are going to have to.

Going to class

helps students

get into better

physical sliape

Oh,
to work out.

I don't really understand going to

the gym. It seems like a lot of
work to lift weights, and running on a
treadmill is rather dull. You don't get

anywhere for all of that effort

Besides, gym people are scaiy. Buff
people with ridiculous muscles and hair
- that creeps me I

out. Pius, I'm aller-

gic to spandex,

sweat and B.O.

Fve tried run-

ning at Drake
Stadium, and that

is a bit more excit-

ing than the

Wooden Center -

the track is poorly

lit at night, and the

danger makes the

jog more exciting.

Especially when
you are wearing a
matching J.Lo

velourjogging suit

But to be honest, I usually opt not to

work out On the one hand, I wonder,
what's the point?

However, my wiser side prevails

occasionally, as I alarmingly ponder,
how am I going to keep this giriish fig-

ure?

Due to a rigorous academic and
social schedule, I don't think I could
possibly work out regulariy even if I

wanted to. I am at the end ofmy line.

Short of purging or stomach stapling,

what low-maintenance option do I have
tostayfit?

The solution was under my nose the
entire time: walking to class.

When you walk fix)m the Hitch Suites
to, say the Public Policy Building, did
you ever notice your litde heart thump-
ing in your chest? Ever notice that you
are all sweaty and gross? That's because
you just exercised.

Tm no cardiologist, but I figure that

UCLAjs dormitory area is at least a
bunch of miles from the campus, which
provides me with a fantastic daily work-
out

Additionally, UCLA has graciously

provided its students with an obstacle

course on which we can specialize our
workouts. We have treacherous con-

struction sites one must attempt to side-

step. We've got fi-eaky people on Bruin

Walk accosting us with fliers.

Look at it this way, pushing a flier-

passer-outer out of your way and onto
the ground is not just fun, but more
importantly, a calorie burning exercise.

Think that is a bit harsh? Once last

year a flier boy shoved his propaganda
in my face. When I politely told him I

was not interested in his cause, he told

me I was, and shoved his papers against

my chest

I toned my bicep against his face.

If walking back to the dorms after a
long day of class doesn't get your heart

beating, then you're probably in shape.

But I specifically wear shorts and a T-

shirt even on cold days because I know
I will be hot and drenched in sweat after

I trudge back to Hitch.

And what's the deal with the steps by
Puzzles? They progressively get steeper
as you hike up them.

I fell once.

Whether they are walking to North or
South campus, it must be reassuring for

students to now know they are getting

regular cardiovascular exercise.

Assuming all students regularly

attend their classes, that is.

Go to class, kids. It's good for yoa

Linebacker Reese lends unlikely hand against Cal
By Hannah Gordon

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
h go rdon(3)media. ucla.edu

Marcus Reese thought tight ends, kickoff

and punt team coach Gary Bemardi was
kidding when he said he was going to put
Reese in to the punt team at the Cal game.

"Next thing you know I blocked a punt,"

the senior middle linebacker said.

No joke.

Reese played on the punt team last year,

but had not been on it this year prior to the
Cal game because of ii\juries. He is current-

ly leading the team with 52 tackles.

"Call it luck, I don't know what it is. I just

hit the hole and try to beat tlie guy with
speed. Anytime somebody blocks a kick it is

blown coverage," said Reese, who has been
blocking punts since high school.

Bemardi repeated his success later in the
same game, getting sophomore free safety
Matt Ware in to block yet another punt. Both
big plays gave the UCLA offense a short
field, on which they could not capitalize
either time.

While UCLA is blocking kicks regularly, it

is ninth in the Pac-10 in kickoff coverage,
giving up 23.1 yards per return. The Bruins'
punt and kickoff returns have improved
from last year. Redshirt freshman Tyler

Ebell is fourth in the Pac-10 in punt returns
with a 12.4 average while junior wide
receiver Tab Perry is second in the confer-
ence with a 24.1 kickoff return average.

"I was pleased with some returns, but I

wasn't pleased with a couple penalties we
had," UCLA head coach Bob Toledo said. "I

think Nate (Fikse) is trying to pooch punt
and it is getting him out of his rhythm a lit-

tle bit."

UCLA's performance on field goals is no
laughing matter, however.

Their struggles may have started with the
blocked field goal returned for a touchdown
at Oregon State. The problem became even
more obvious when UCLA lost to Oregon
31-30 after the Ducks blocked a low extra
point kick and the Bruins missed a 46-yard
field goal attempt at the end of the game.

Griffith missed a 21-yard field goal
attempt at Cal.

UCLA ranks last in the Pac-10 in field

goals, making 53.3 percent of its attempts.
Only Fikse kicked field goals with the

whole unit on Monday and Tuesday, and
Toledo is leading towards Fikse as
Saturday's contest with Staiiford approach-

Olson, the Bruins' backup quarterback
when the season began, left last Saturday's
game against Cal with a separated shoul-
der. Moore has not seen any game action
this season.

•••

In the Bruins' three losses this season the
defense forced no turnovers and the
offense committed seven. Against Cal the
three turnovers came off of two quarter-
back fumbles, both of which Cal scored off
of on the ensuing drive, and an interception.

"In the Oregon game we knocked it out
twice and they landed on it, and that hsqj-
pened again in the Cal game," said Ware,
who has one interception on the season.

"Part of that is luck and part of it is being
in the right position, doing the things you're
taught."

•••

es.

•••

Freshman quarterback Matt Moore took
the mayority of snaps in practice yesterday,

I

EDWARD LIN/Daily Brun Senior Staff

Senior linebacker Marcus Reese leads the
Bruins in tackles with 52 for the season.

but Toledo said freshman Drew Olson
could start Saturday against Stanford if

Olson is 100 percent healthy.

Matt Ware practiced free safety with the
second team Monday because sophomore
safety Jibril Raymo is out with a separated
shoulder. Ware expects to start at comer
this weekend. Sophomore wide receiver
Craig Bragg did not practice due to a sore
leg.

•••

Stanford QB Chris Lewis, who left last
week's game with Arizona because of an
ii\jury, will start on Saturday.
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Campus clubs

have mixed
!

feelings about

semester plan

By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cmjgnot(i)meclia. ucla. edu

Campus groups have given mixed
reviews on the university's potential
switch back to the semester system
currently under investigation by the
Academic Senate.

According to the representatives
of various campus groups, the
reversion to a two-term year could
mean better planning and programs
but could also result in a dip in
recruitment and fundraising.

Berky Nelson, Director of the
Center of Student Programming,
said the change would also mean
restructuring policy and deadlines
for fund s^pUcation.

Currently, funds are made avail-

able every quarter for student
groups interested in putting on pro-
gramming, Nelson said.

If any money is left over after
events have been put on, he said, it

is all collected and redistributed to
other groups in the following acade-
mic term.

Nelson said student groups who
missed out on funding would not
have as many chances to reapply for
extra funds if the university was to
return to semesters.
The change would also limit the

number of times a group could put
on a certain program," he said.
They would only be able to hold
things two times a year instead of
three."

Anica McKesey, Chair of the
African Student Union, said the
switch would probably not affect

the amount of programming her
organization puts on but would
probably increase participation.

"We would have more time for
planning and more time for spread-
ing information, allowing students
to participate more," she said.

The longer academic periods
would mean less of a rush to pre-
pare events and might allow for
more energy to be invested, said
Elizabeth Delgado, student leader
for MEChA at UCLA.

"Semesters could certainly mean
more time and space for students to
balance out activities with class,"

she said. "In turn, this would mean
better distribution and preparation
of events for us."

But some student groups sug-
gested a change to a semester sys-

tem might have some negative side
effects on campus groups, including
a potential decrease in recruitment

"We usually kick off the quarter
with a recruitment drive," said Erin
Walsh, student leader for CALPIRG.

ACTIYISIM
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Timely resolution of

labor dispute doubtful

'"T-nrr

ELI GILL/Daily Bruin
Sara Selene Faulds, a CUE Member, speaks at Wednesday morning's "town hall meeting" where UC
union members discussed when to strike.

. J

By Andrew Edwards

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
aedwards@media.ucla.edu

The University of California offered lec-

turers a new settlement package
Wednesday, but a resolution to collective
bargaining disputes does not seem to be in
sight.

Though members of the University
Council of the American Federation of
Teachers said they have^ot yet completely
gone over the UC's offer, what they have
seen so far in writing and during mediated
talks on Monday and Tuesday does not
look like a satisfactory deal.

"We're not expecting to see something
that meets our expectations," said Fred
Glass, a press aide for the UC-AFT.
Though the union has not yet analyzed

all of the offer's specifics, lecturers were
disappointed that the UC even presented a
package in the first place.

"We were right in the middle of writing
articles to send to them ... when they
annoimced they were sending two pack-
ages," said Kevin Roddy, UC-AFT president
and medieval studies lecturer at UC Davis.

The university gave lecturers a settle-

ment package conditional on the signing of
a new contract and an overview of terms
possible if no agreement is reached after
impasse proceedings, a point negotiations
have not yet reached.

Lecturers are not satisfied with points of
the offer that they have already examined.

The new package would raise minimum
salaries for lecturers v^ath more than 6
years of experience to $41,712 and increase
pay for lectures with less experience to

'

$37,572 for the 2003-2004 year. Since many
lecturers already make more money, the »

union is imimpressed.
The UC is unlikely to make any substan-

tial changes to Wednesday's offer, as uni-
versity officials see little room for change.

The university has given the union its

best offer and sees no reason to change it,

said UC press aide Paul Schwartz.
Though the UC did not specifically say

the package was its last offer, Roddy said
sending two packages seems to indicate
the UC is moving toward its final positioiL

Schwartz said it was inaccurate to call
the packages a final offer though the uni-
versity is "looking to conclude these nego-
tiations as soon as possible."

Lecturers have worked for over two
years without a contract and an agreement
between the two parties has proven elu-
sive. Lecturers have striked in protest of
alleged unfair bargaining practices three
times since May, including a two-day strike
last week held at five UC campuses.

The UC has maintained that UC-AFTs
strikes were illegal, and the California
Public Employment Relations Board filed a
complaint against the lecturers union for a
strike held in August at UC Berkeley. PERB
also filed a complaint against the UC in

OFFER
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Unions organizing, may strike by next quarter
By Shane Nelson

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
snelson@media.ucla.edu

The largest unions representing
TTLA workers met Wednesday to

discuss organizing into a coalition
for a January strike.

Meanwhile, they struggle to orga-
nize and recruit members, a difficult

process due to the university's size.

The Coahtion of University
Employees (CUE) organized the
town hall meeting to inform mem-
bers of what other unions are doing
about their common target of griev-

ance, the University of California.

"We need to get organized and get
working ... we need to work togeth-
er," said Robert Hennig, a political

sciences lecturer and bargaining
member for the University Council

BY THE NUMBERS

of the American Federation of
Teachers, who was a panelist at the
meeting.

Most attendees showed their sup-
port for a proposed two-day strike,

though the turnout wasn't over-
whelming - attendees j)arely mari-
aged to fill halfthe Neuropsychiatric
Institute auditorium during the
noontime meeting.

Though CUE and UC-AFT autho-
rized some type of job action for

this quarter - strikes, teach-ins and
rallies - UCLA is the only campus in

the UC system to not do anything
publicly yet

|

Union leaders think a UCLA
strike will affect the UC more than
strikes at other campuses earlier

tlus year because it is the biggest
campus in the system.

In August, CUE and UC-AFT

struck at the Berkeley campus the
first few days of the semester. Five
other campuses - Santa Cruz,
Riverside, Irvine, Davis and Santa
Barbara - struck six weeks later,

with informative picketing at the
San Diego campus.
The strike at UC Berkeley in

August was fairly disruptive,

Homing said. But a UCLA strike has
the potential to be more iq)setting,

she said, because there are more
than twice the amoimt of telephone
operators, childcare workers,
administrative assistants and other
clerical workers at UCLA According
to CUE, UCLA has 4,000 clericals.

"I think we saw (the disruption)
at other campuses. Classes get can-
celed, work doesn't get done, deliv-

eries don't happen, surgeries get
rescheduled, bills don't get sent

out," she said.

The event also served as a forum
to motivate people to join, though
there weren't many non-members in

the room. Union leaders asked
members a number of times to
recruit fellow workers when they
return fi-om the lunch meeting.

While UCLAs size makes a strike
more powerful, it makes it difficult

to mobilize workers, Homing said
"We are fighting for hundreds,

thousands, who may be scared to
fight," Heimig said.

Many CUE members in atten-

dance thought fear of losing money
or their job was the biggest reason
more members didn't take their
lunch break to attend the informa-
tional meeting.

They are afi^d their supervisors
will see them at the meeting and

treat them differently, said Bert
Thomas, a clerical worker at the
Blood and Platelet Center.

Additionally, many clerical work-
ers at the Wilshire Center, who have
to swipe their cards in and out for
their lunch break, opted not to
attend, said Eloise Murphy, a
Wilshire Center employee. Th^y
don't want to be docked pay for
returning late, she added, though
she risked a 15-minute pay-dock
herself to attend the meeting.

All UCLA clerical workers con-
tribute half a percent of their wages
to CUE in a fair share agency fee,

but only 20 percent are full-fledged

members, said Claudia Homing, sys-

temwide CUE president
"People dont realize they arent

MEETIMQ
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A numerical look at the University of California lecturer negotiations.

2,500
Number of lecturers

employed by the UC.

15
Percent of UC faculty

comprised of lecturers.

1,704

SQUKLUCOmciortJM

In dollars, the increase in the 2003-2004

minimum salary, offered by the UC to

lecturers with less than six years of

experience.

1,512
In dollars, the increase in the 2003-

2004 minimum salary, offered by

the UC to lecturers with six years

or more of experience.

25
Percent of UC lecturers

with six or more years

of experience.

30
Percent of undergraduate

classes systemwide

taught by lecturers.

2
Number of years the

UC and AFT have been

negotiating.

UCLA logo popular worldwide
ASUCLA RECEIVES
ROYALTIES OFF THE

WHOLESALE PRICE OF
ITEMS WITH BRAND

By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhsiung@media.ucla.edu

After seeing UCLA-brand T-shirts

and sweatshirts for sale "all over the
place" in their own countries, to

many international students, UCLA
may seem like a home away from
home.

Third-year communications stud-

ies student Jee-Yeon Kim, who is an
international student from Korea,
said the UCLA brand is popular with
Korean students right now.

"The other day someone was
looking at a picture of this famous
Korean actor (online) ... he was
dressed in UCLA stuff," Kim said.

Second-year anthropology stu-

dent Michelle Jhun, who participat-

ed in the Education Abroad Program
in Korea affirmed this.

"(Former EAP participants) told

me not to buy any UCLA gear to

bring back to Korea because they
already have it," she said, adding that

in Korea there are even television

conunercials advertising UCLA
clothing. ^-^

UGUL- A UNIVERSAL BRAND
The Associated Students of UCLA earns millions of dollars in sales of UCLA apparel
throughout the world.

Gov. Gray Davis preoccupied with

public image, details of state aides say
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Unusual UCLA items that have been licensed

at some point in time:

• Jeans • Bicycles
• Tents • Limousine seat cover
• Lunch • Beaded car seat covers

SOUfiCE: AtsociitadStudantsofUCU

Kim also said seeing the populari-
ty of UCLA as a brand on clothing
helped strengthen the idea that
UCLA is a good school - and that in

turn influenced her decision to
attend UCLA
UCLA gives the Associated

Students of UCLA the authority to
license the conunercial use of the
UCLA logo. In turn, ASUCLA Ucens-

Sityrd^f

J'
Taiw?^

The official

UCLA logo,

right, hangs on

tags of apparel.

JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

es a manufacturer to create UCLA-
brand products, and receives a 5 to 6
percent royalty off the wholesale
price of the product from the manu-
facturer.

I

"(In other countries), the UCLA
brand is a fashionable brand like

Polo or DKNY," said Cynthia Holmes,

TRADEMARK
| Page 1
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ByAlexaKBIuth

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO— When Gray Davis first met his wife,
Sharon, on an airplane two decades ago, the then-flight
attendant teased him about being late for the flight

His response to her lighthearted coaxing - and the firet

two words he uttered to the woman he would eventually
marry - was a curt "black coffee."

The story, which Sharon Davis recalled recently, helps
sketch a man who rarely lets down his guard and has
marched through 20 years in elected ofiBce defined by his
moderate politics and rare and unbending personal and
professional discipline.

California Gov Gray Davis, current and former aides
said, insists on being kept abreast of the details of state
business, is preoccupied with his public image and
guarded about his personal activities. He often focuses on
headline-nuking issues while brushing off smaller trou-
bles until they reach the fit)nt page, allowing simmering
problems to swell into crises.

"He's very deliberate in everything he does," said Glen
Craig, former California Highway Patrol commissioner
who has known Davis since 1974. ''He doesn't do anything
spontaneously I think everything he does is thought out
and planned."

In poUs and in interviews, public reaction to the man
leading California is uniformly lukewarm.
He has climbed California's political ladder not by win-

ning hearts but by maintaining an edge over his oppo-
nents. "The public has not yet really warmed up to the
governor," said Mark Baldassare, poll director for the
Public Policy Institute of California

DAVIS
I
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The Associated Press

California Gov. Gray Davis comments on Enron, Oct. 18,

2002 at the Los Angeles Convention Center.
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CORRECTIONS
Tho promo which rail with tJio stoiy "Grad students favor transition to

sonit'sters'' (News, Oct. 23) was the wrong promo. Instead, it should have
previewed today's stoiy on student activism and tlie possible move to tlie

semester system.

UCLA loses a respected professor
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12:10 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA)
3500 Ackerman (M, R, F),

Life Science (T, W)
See www.my.ucla.edu

5 p.m.

UCLA PreDental Society
General Meeting
CHS 13-105

Kaplan Test Prep and
Elections.
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October 25

12:10 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA)
3500 Ackerman (M, R, F),

Life Science (X W)
See www.my.ucla.edu

1 p.m.

Campus Events
Conunission
Q&A with author Chuck

Palahniuk, author of "Fight

Club," to promote his new
book "Lullaby," followed by
a book signing.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Free

Contact: Annie, 825-1958

8 p.m. <:

SAA
Homecoming Parade and
Rally

Westwood Village

After a six-year hiatus,

Homecoming is back! This
Wild, Wild Westwood tradi-

tion is complete with a
Friday night parade and
spirit rally, tailgate and
football festivities all sup-
porting Bruin success
against Stanford during the
game at the Rose Bowl.
www.UCLAAlunmi.net/Ho
mecoming

Applications for What's
Brewin' events can be

filled out at the Daily
Bruin front desk in
Kerckhoff 118.

SOCIAL WELFARE AND
SOCIOLOGY SCHOLAR
HARRY KITANO PASSES

AWAY AT AGE 75

By Amy Frye

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
afrye@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA community lost a profes-
sor, scholar, mentor, author and friend
last Saturday, Oct. 19, when Harry
Kitano, emeritus professor of social
welfare, passed away. He was 76.

Kitano's 37-year professorial career
in social welfare and sociology was
spent entirely at UCLA, beginning in
1958 and ending with his retirement in
1995. Kitano was a two-time director
of the UCLA Asian American Studies
Center, and in 1990 was the first recip-
ient of the Endowed Chair in
Japanese American Studies at UCLA.

Kitano was the author of over 150
books, articles, and reports, which led
him to be known the world over.
Kitano has taught in England, Japan
and Hawaii as a visiting professor. He
was currently working on a sixth edi-
tion of his nationally recognized book,
"Race Relations," which was preva-
lent in college classrooms.

"Harry Kitano was one of the most
influential and natural teachers at
UCLA," said Professor James Lubben,
chair of the Faculty Advisory
Committee of the Asian American

Photo courtesy of Stan Pail

Professor Harry Kitano of the School of
Public Policy passed away this past
Saturday. Oct. 19.

Center.

Kitano had many friends and admir-
ers at UCLA. Don Nakanishi, director
of the Asian Studies Center who
worked with Kitano on various things,
remembers that Kitano did a lot with a
smile on his face and a sense of
humor.

"He had a very strong iimer passion
and commitment towards racial toler-

ance and trying to build positive rela-

tions in our community," Nakanishi
said, adding that World War II had a
very profound impact on everything
that Kitano did.

After the attack on Pearl Harbor,
Kitano and his family, who had immi-
grated from Japan and were living in
San Francisco, were relocated to the
Santa Anita race tracks where they
lived in a horse stall for six months.
They were then transferred to the
Topaz concentration camp in Utah
where they remained for three years.

This firsthand experience helped
Kitano write his last book in 2000,
"Achieving the Impossible Dream:
How Japanese Americans Achieved
Redress."

"I'm glad that in the end he could
write a book where he came full circle
and got the American public and gov-
ernment to recognize how awful
things were during World War II,"

Nakanishi said.
j

Nakanishi also said that since Sept.
11 last year, Kitano would talk about
how similar the situations were, and
how he was deeply concerned ' with
what would happen to Muslims.
Once Kitano was released from

Topaz he worked in Milwaukee as
farmhand, then he played trombone in
jazz bands in Minnesota. Kitano attrib-
uted his sense of humor to this musi-
cal experience in an interview with
UCLA TODAY.

In 1946 Kitano studied at Berkeley
where he received his B.A., M.A. in
social welfare, and Ph.D. in psycholo-
gy and education.

Don Harstock, who works for
Omsbudsman on campus, was friends
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Immigration
Law Offices of Neil J. Sheff

10850 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 550

Westwood (next to Avco Theatre)

(310)446-3844

njslawoffice@cs.com

Visas, Green cards, & Citizenship
($100 off all Green Cards with Bnifn i.D.)

Free Consultation

mmM
EVE ItV
ALL THE TIME

Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza
at regular price & get
a second one FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

824-4111

SUPER SPECIAL
Fost^ Free Delivery

1 medium 1 2 inch, 8 slices Any large 3 topping pizza or any
one topping pizza Speciality Pizza

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one toppir>g pizzas, only $12.98.

Speciames include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,
Bruin iSeluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

(save over $5)

NEWBRUIN A\EAL DEAL
1 Large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

$4.99
Dine-in or carry out only

oN*-

Shaicey^s
Combinotion

$15.99
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes,

FREE Salad! and your choice of:
• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Gahic Bread or* 5 Chicken Breast Strips

1114 Gayley Ave., Westwood Village ^^S ic^i

Todoi Sushi Sfiabu House
AU-You -Can-Eat Sushi & Shabu Shabu

Students
i

INTERESTED IN GRADUATE STUDIES at

UC BERKELEY?
Attend the

ADMISSION WORKSHOPS
FOR THE ARTS, HUMANITIES, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Monday, October 28 ^

Hacienda Room, UCLA Faculty Center
12-1:30p.m.

Or

4:00-5:30p.m.

Refreshments will be provided.

Diversity students are strongly
encouraged to attend.

1

Sponsored by UCLA Graduate Division and

Dr. Josephine Moreno Dr. Gloria Chun
Graduate Diversity Coordinator, Graduate Diversity Coordinator,
Arts & Humanities Social Sciences
510.642.5575 510.642.5565
morenojm@ucIink.berkeley.edu gloria_chun(^ls.berkeley.edu

Individual appointments can be made with Dr. Moreno for Tuesday,
October 29 via e-mail or arranged on the day of the workshops.

- Free Parking tulth Validation

- Birthday Gift: Free A/\eal Coupon

I

(picture l.d. required)

• Reservation Available for Private party

-Kids Discount (flge 1 2 or Vounger)

Lunch

$ 1 2.95

t*^,'

k ^r*
^ %

s-^m- w&>*.

Hours

Uincli

11 :30 - 2:30 (/V\on-Fri)

12:00 -3:00 (Sot-Sun)

Dinner

6:00

6:00

5:30

5:30

UJilshire Blvd

9:30 (Mon - Thurs)

10:00 (Fri)

1 0:00 (Sot)

9:30 (Sun)

H

Santo Monko

vr/

405

llfnner

$14.95
(fri-Sun & Holidays $15.95)

*Votad #1 Sushi in lA

-UCIA Doily Bruin Advartising
*5 Minulas from UCIA

BIG$CII€€MTV

12400 UUilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles. Cfl 90025

310.979.8655
UUe ore not affiliate lulth Todai Franchising LLC

Jenflifer Beals • Eliza^etli Betldetr • Jesse Eisenbery • Isabella Rosseinl • Campbell Scon

niniMII iiBfilE WMW Mi f
ONcn mmm mm
iMimimiiiicniiaii Aii»mii:yij«8»m.
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SEXUAL CONTENT AND LANGUAGE

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS AWESTWCX)D > WEST HOLLYWOOD

Vrf

START FRIDAY. OCTOBER 25th ""^^51^"
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(323) 848-3500
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Kuehl promotes family leave bill at UCLA
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By Kelly Raybum
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
krayburn(|)media. ucla.edu

State Sen. Shelia Kuehl paid a visit to
the UCLA labor center Wednesday to
reiterate her pride in a bill she authored
that provides paid time off for workers
who care for a new child or a sick fami-
ly member.
The paid family leave bill, Senate Bill

1661, was signed by Gov. Gray Davis in
September at the UCLA children's hospi-
tal and is designed to give most workers
about 55 percent of their salary for six
weeks of leave.

The legislation will go into effect in
July of 2004.

•'I'm very proud of this bill," said
Kuehl, a Santa Monica Democrat whose
district includes UCLA.

''This is a humanitarian response to
the need of people to balance ... work
and family." |

Funding for the program relies on
employee payroll deductions of about
$26 per year. It is estimated that over 80
percent of California's 16 miUion work-
ers will qualify for the paid leave pro-
gram.

Exemptions to the new law include
businesses with fewer than 50 employ-
ees and workers for state and local gov-

ernments, who contribute to a different
plan.

As Kuehl delivered her brief address,
she was flanked by Myra Katz and
Jeffery Norvet - the type of people the
bill aims to help.

Norvet, a camera operator from
Augora Hills, had to take time off work
last May after his wife endured a rup-
tured colon. Norvet's wife had to go
through five surgeries, and Norvet
recalled how difficult it was to make
time to care for his family.

"It was just impossible for me to
work," he said.

Norvet remembered following his
wife's ambulance to the hospital and
thinking, "My whole life just changed."

"I didn't know who was going to pick
my children up from school," he said.

Norvet went on to praise the paid
family leave bill - which many people
think would primarily benefit women -
and said "it would have helped a lot."

Similarly, Katz said the bill would help
her to take care of her husband.

Katz has taken care of her husband
Herb, who has advanced Parkinson's
disease, for years. She wakes up at 4:30
a.m. every day, shaves her husband,
helps him bathe, and prepares breakfast
and lunch for him.

"My whole life has been devoted to

him," she said.

After working at home and at a cancer
research center, Katz often felt exhaust-
ed, but she was still able to devote the
necessary time to her husband and her
job.

A few years ago, however, she was
diagnosed with breast cancer.

"I reaUzed I was mortal," she said. "I

realized the care-giver was now in need
of care herself."

Katz. said the bill would allow her to
use her own vacation and sick days to

take care of herself, while she could use
the family leave time to care for her hus-
band.

While those present at the UCLA
labor center fully supported the bill, oth-
ers staunchly oppose it.

Because the paid leave is paid for by
all employees regardless of whether
they use it, a press aide for the
California Manufacturers and
Technology Association said unmarried
workers will bear the brunt of the bill.

"A single employee may be paying for
this for others who will eventually take
the benefit. One of my concerns is

employees will see that and find ways to
take this six-week medical leave," said
Gino DiCaro. |

"This will inevitably lead to reduced
productivity," Dicaro said.
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Chechen rebels take theater

patrons hostage in Moscow

CIA
By Eun-Kyung Wm

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Richard Hehns, the
dapper career intelligence agent who rose
through the ranks to lead the CLA for six
years before President Nixon fired him for
refusing to block an FBI probe into the
Watergate scandal, has died. He was 89.

Considered the consimimate operations
officer whose advice was sought by many of
his successors. Helms played a critical role
in many of the CIA's most controversial and
troubling operations, from plotting the
assassinations of such foreign leaders as
Fidel Castro to overthrowing the Marxist
government of Chilean President Salvador
Allende Gossens.
Helms died Tuesday night at his

Washington home, the CIA confirmed. No
immediate cause of death was given but
Helms had been in poor health for some
time.

The United States has lost a great patri-

ot," CLA Director George J. Tenet said in a
statement Wednesday. "The men and women

of American intelligence have lost a great
teacher and a true fiiend."

The tall, lean tennis enthusiast with the
detached demeanor made an effort to renmin,
a part of the intelligence world after he left

the field. Agents often turned to him in times
of trouble, said Thomas Powers, who wrote
about Hehns in his authoritative 1979 book,
"The Man Who Kept the Secrets."

••During Iran-Contra, a lot of CIA people
suddenly found themselves on the wrong end
of an investigation. Helms would call up
those people, invite them to dinner or lunch
and he would more or less tell them how you
live through this, and beheve me, they were
grateful," Powers said.

What Helms carried away fi*om the agency
was "a lifetime of learning to understand how
Washington works, what presidents are like,

what you can expect at the hands of a con-
gressional committee, and how journalists go
after stories," Powers said. "These are things
that are hard won information and that
Helms had in spade."

After a brief stint in journalism. Helms

HELMS
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The Associated Press

Former CIA director and spymasterl
Richard Helms talks to reporters in

April 1975. He died Tuesday at age 89.

By Jim Heintz

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MOSCOW — About 50 armed Chechen
rebels stormed a crowded theater during a
musical show Wednesday night and took hun-
dreds of theater-goers hostage in an auda-
cious and well-planned attack. Police and
security forces surrounded the building amid
sporadic gunfire.

Moscow poUce spokesman Valery Gribakin
said about 100 women and children had been
let out of the theater, and news reports quot-
ed some of them as saying there were pools
of blood in the theater halls.

Those released did not see any dead bodies
but said the hostage-takers had beaten some
in the audience. Two pregnant women were
later released.

"The terrorists are demanding one thing -

the end to the war in Chechnya," Gribakin
said.

Russian news reports said the rebels
offered to release 50 more hostages if

Akhmad Kadyrov, the head of Chechnya's
Moscow-appointed administration, came to
the theater.

Earlier reports said the armed men and
women were laying land mines inside the the-
ater and had explosives strapped to their bod-
ies which they threatened to blow up if

Russian security forces stormed the building.

Gribakin, the police spokesman, said there
were about 600 people inside the theater
when it was seized

A woman who made her way out of the the-
ater told a television interviewer the men
wore camouflage as they took the stage, fired
into the air and said: "Don't you imderstand
what's going on? We are Chechens."
News reports said the hostage-takers

arrived in jeep-hke vehicles just as the second
act of the play was about to begin. When
police and security forces surrounded the
theater, the attackers opened fired and threw
a grenade. One of the hostages, a doctor, was
treating a hostage-taker who was wounded.

Russia is involved in a bloody war in
Chechnya, seeking to put down a decade-old
separatist insurrection in the oil-rich region.
News reports cited a Chechen rebel Web site
as saying the group was led by Movsar
Barayev, the nephew of warlord Arbi Barayev,
who was reportedly killed last year. The Web
site said some of the women hostage takers
were widows of Chechen rebels killed in the
war with Russia

"By the scope it can only be compared to
the tragedy in New York. The situation is

extreme now," liberal Russian lawmaker
Boris Nemtsov said in a television interview.
"We must start a dialogue."

HOSTAGES
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U.S. circulates

new resolution

saying Iraq must

allow inspections

^ WHITE HOUSE WANTS
QUICK MILITARY

ACTION, BUT U.N.

REMAINS UNDECIDED

By Edith M. Lederer

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

UNITED NATIONS— The United
States circulated a new draft reso-
lution Wednesday that warns Iraq
that it will face "serious conse-
quences" if it fails to comply with
inspections, and drops several earli-

er demands for a tougher inspec-
tion regime.

Russian Ambassador Sergey
Lavrov quickly rejected the text,

saying that it contained an unac-
ceptable authorization of force if

Iraq fails to comply with its terms
and provides inspectors with
requirements they can't fulfill.

The new text, a product of nearly
six weeks of difficult negotiations,

was circulated for the first time
Wednesday to the ftill 15 members
of the Security Coimcil, but wasn't

i

officially submitted for a vote and I

wasn't fully supported by key play-
ers, U.S. officials said.

The new text calls on Iraq to
;

allow international inspectors
|

'*inunediate, unimpeded, uncondi- i

tional and unrestricted access to
|

presidential sites equal to that at
i

other sites."
!

It gives inspectors the right to

declare no-fly and no-drive zones
around inspection sites, but drops
the demand for armed security
guards to help enforce the zones.

A senior U.S. official said the
United States beUeves that the reso-
lution contains **a tough inspection
regime that has a chance of success
and a clear message to Iraq that this

is the last chance to comply."
But the official, speaking on con-

dition of anonymity, said the resolu-
tion didn't reflect agreement among
the five permanent members.

Faced with mounting opposition
from Russia and France, the United
States stepped up pressure on the
U.N. Security Council Wednesday,
with the White House saying it

wanted to complete negotiations
quickly.

Talks on a resolution have

IRAQ
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Sat,, Nov. 9
10:30 -12:30 p.m.

CHILDREN'S BOOK WORLD
10580 1/2 Pico Blvd., Los Angeles

(310) 559-BOOK
www.childrensbookworld.com
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TWENTY-EIGHTH CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Westwood Village

1018 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, California

INVITES YOU TO A FREE ORGAN
CONCERT TO BE GIVEN BY

DR. THOMAS HARMON
UCLA UNIVERSITY ORGANIST EMERITUS

' Sunday, November 3, 2002
at2:OOP.M.

PLEASE JOIN us FORAWONDERFUL CONCERT

I
FBI searches Tacoma home

I
in connection with sniper

10 DEAD, THREE INJURED IN SHOOTING SPREE-
INVESTIGATORS DON'T EXPECT ARREST SOON

^--Jf"
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ByPaulQuearv

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TACOMA, Wash. — The search for

the serial sniper jumped across the

country Wednesday as FBI agents

converged on a home in T^oma with
metal detectors and chain saws. A
U.S. official in Washington said

authorities were looking for two
"people of interest" - one of them for-

merly connected to Fort Lewis, an
Army base south of Tacoma

The agents, acting on information

from the sniper task force based in

Maiyland, were seeking evidence at

the rental home related to ammuni-
tion, a senior law enforcement offi-

cial in Washington said on condition
of anonymity.

IL Col. Joseph Piek, a spokesman
at Fort Lewis, said the FBI had asked
for help from the base.

He said he could not confirm TV
reports that a Fort Lewis soldier may
have been a tenant at the home.

The flurry of activity raised hopes
that investigators had a lead in the
shooting spree that has left 10 people
dead and three others critically
wounded in and around the nation's
capital since Oct. 2. But the law
enforcement source said no arrests
were expected soon.

Outside the home, FBI spokes-
woman MeUssa Mallon said the
searcli had been going on for a few
hours and would be finished soon.

She said the search was consented
to by the property owner, but refused
to say why agents were there.

There's no immediate danger to
anyone in this neighborhood," she
said.
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Imagine,The Opportunity To Make

ily Bruin Advertising
internsliips

The Daily Bruin Advertising Department is looking for

Display Sales Interns. If you have thought about a career in

advertising, The Daily Bruin could be the perfect launching

point. Applications will be available this week.

LV
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Come to 1 1 8 Kerckhoff to

pick up your application

during this week.

Applications will be due
Friday, October 25th

The DAILYBRUIN and Paramount Pictures

Invite you and a guest to see a
Special advance screening of

jackass
Tonight! at 7:30 PM

at the Mann Bruin Theater in Westwood Village

To recieve your FREE movie pass, visit:

Baskint^RobHns

at 10916 Kinross Ave.

in Westwood Village

No purchase necessary, one pass per person, passes available
while supplies last on afirst-come, first-servrd basis.
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UCLA lecturers n..vV sirikt
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August for un laterally raising
liealth care costs

Despite legal questions surround
mg rC-APT, if })o agreeFiient is

reached, additicinal strikes may
occur by Jaiuiiu>. and the IClA
campus is unlikely to avoid a future
work stoppage

f

'*Long stor>' shortj I'C-AFT is

going to strike at J'C'U\," siud polit-

ical science lecturer Rob flennig
and member of the I'C-AI-T negoti-

ating team. I

i

Problems remaining unsolvt^d in

collective biu-gaining issues revolve
aroimd pay raisesi, job secunty iuid

dispute resolution procedure
The last item is a key pouit for

lecturers, who argue any future con
tract must include provisions for a
third party to settle any disagree-

menLs that may arise between the
VC and lecturers.

Neither Schwartz nor the I'C-

AFT were able to describe m detiiil

the exact dispute resolution
process contained in the new offer

though the union did not expect the
package would meet their demands.

MEETING
from page 1

automatically members," she said.

They see the agency fee on their

paycheck and assume it means they
are ah'eady in the union."

CUE is working to increase its

numbers with Wednesday s event as
the kick-off. Homing said she wanted
to see more members attend.

Although no date was set for a
coalition strike, Hennig was clear

when he said that UC-AFT will strike

in January. The union secured sanc-
tion strikes with other members of
the AFLrCIO - including construction
workers, the I'nited Parcel Service
and Federal Ebcpress - who agree not
to cross strike lines. The California

Nurses Association and I'nited Auto
Workers union which includes teach-
ing assistants and readers have also
agreed to honor strike lines.

IRAQ
I

from page 8

reached their "final moments" and
are down to the task of precise
wording, White House press secre-
tary Ari Fleischer said.

"The end is coming into sight. It

is not there yet, but it is coming into

sight. The end is either an agree-
ment or a failure to reach agree-
ment. It could be either one riglit

now," he said.

Coming out of a two-hour meet-
ing Wednesday with the other four
permanent council members, U.S.

Ambassador John Negroponte said
that with "an issue as complex and
as comphcated as this one, it's not
unusual for discussions to take a
while."

I 1

But Russia's Lavrov said time
had not yielded the results his
country had hoped for and that

Russia would not agree to any auto-
matic use of force or "unimple-
mentable, unrealistic demands to
be put in this resolution."

"Unfortunately, so far we have
not seen changes in the text which
would take into account these con-
cerns, and they are shared by
France and China," Lavrov said.

Wednesday was the first time the
draft was given to the 10 elected
council members, who vote on res-

olutions, but don't have veto power.
For a resolution to pass, it needs

nine "yes" votes in the council and
no vetoes by a permanent member.
The United States and Britain

have been at odds with P>ance,
Russia and China over how tough a
new resolution should be.

Washington, backed by London,
is pushin;^ a single resolution that

would ailov/ force to be used
against Iriq if it doesn't meet its

U.N. disarmament obligations.

But Paris, Moscow and Beijing
still want a two-stage approach giv-

ing Iraq another chance to comply
wit>i T .N weapons inspectors and
only authorizing forne in a second
resolution if Baghdad obstructed
inspections.

In Amman, Jordan, Iraq's Culture
Minister Hamexl You.sef Hamadi
called the U.S. draft |i "declaration

of war."
I

The issue of a new resolution has
been at the United Nations since
President Bush addressed the
General Assembly onl Svpi 12 and
warned that if the Security (ouiu il

didn't act decisively to disarm
Saddam Hussein, the United States

would take action on its own.
One of the mi\jor problems for

Russia and France has been lan-

guage in the US proposal that

could be interi)reted ;ls triggering

military action.

The draft includep two refer-

ences to Ira<j being
j
in "material

breach" for violating UN. resolu

tions. a phrase that some legal

experts say could open tiie door lor

militiiry action
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Special Egg Donor i

Compensation Starts ?

.

Vi

500

Intelligent & Loving couple Is looking for a special woman to help them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or

taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT
28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConcep f/(?/7./7ef and then contact

'Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447
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1781 Westwood Boulevard • Tel: 310-966-1772 -Fax: 310-966 1774

Served Between 11.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.
Chicken Curry. Dal of the day. Chicken Tandoori (2pcs'.). Dal of the day.
Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 5.00 Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 5.00

(White meat ADO $2.00)

Bakra (mutton) Curry. Dal of the day.

Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 5.00

Chicken Tikka Masala, Dal of the day,

Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 6.50
(While meal ADD $2.00)

Chefs Special (Please Ask Your Setter) J 8 00
(White meat ADD $2.00)

Vegetable of the day. Dal of the day. Eggplant Bhartha. Dal of the day.
Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 4.50 Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 4.50

Saag Paneer, Dal of the day.

Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 5.50

Channa Masala. Dal of the day,

Rice. Raita. Pickles & Naan $ 5.50

$1 off for UCLA Students, Faculty & Staff
Monthly Rates available as well

The first rule of Fight Club:
You don't talk about Fight Club" O

i
-Tyler Durden

author of the book FIGHT CLUB

Join us on
'

FRIDAY
' OCTOBER 25th

* at 1PM in
Ackerman

* Grand
* Ballroom for

an informal
Q&A with the
eccentric
author.
Afterwards
he will be
signing

copies of his
new book
"Lullaby."

campus events. gi n our LubJ

K.-TJ r.r.f f

. \^--.-r.

HELMS
from page 8

began his spy career during World
War n with the Office of Strategic

Services. He was well entrenched in

America's nascent spy establishment
when the OSS became the Central
Intelligence Agency.
Helms had a remarkable career in

the murky underworld of spies,

believed deeply in the CLAjs mission
and was one of its biggest boosters.

"I believed in the importance to

the nation of the function that the
agency served. I still do — without
regrets, without qualms, without
apology," he told the Rockefeller

Commission, which in 1975 investi-

gated allegations of unlawful CLA
activities in the United States.

Helms became deputy director of
the CIA in 1965 and became the first

career spy to head the agency after

President Lyndon B. Johnson nomi-
nated him to the post the following

year.

First for Johnson and later under
President Richard Nixon, Helms
headed Operation Chaos, which
spied on, poked into and disrupted

the private lives of U.S. citizens as
the CIA improperly investigated

whether the increasingly energetic

and powerful anti-Vietnam War
movement had links to foreign coun-
tries.

Under Nixon, the CLA's role in

domestic spying hovered on the
extreme edge of the agency's charter
and at times crossed over into activ-

ities that were clearly illegal. It was-
n't long before Helms found the CIA
sucked into the Watergate abyss.

The burglars who broke into the
Democratic Party's offices worked
for his agency. Nixon then tried to
enlist Helms' help in blocking the
FBI's investigation. When he refused
to cooperate, Nixon sent Helms
packing to Tehran where he served
as ambassador to Iran.

Helms maintained some bitter-

ness toward Nixon years later, "but
this is a big guy, an adult, who under-
stood that this is Washington, and
these kinds of things do happen,"
said John Gannon, former chairman
of the National Intelligence Council.

Over the next few years, however.
Helms was repeatedly called back to
Washington to testify before con-
gressional committees investigating

CIA operations. By the mid-1970s it

become clear that Helms had inten-

tionally misled Senate committees,
but Helms defended his testimony
by maintaining that his mission was
to protect intelligence secrets and
that he'd not been obliged to tell the

truth to Senate committees that held
no CLA oversight power.

Federal prosecutors refused to
accept Helms' explanation and
sought to indict him for perjury.
Helms responded by saying he was
prepared to play hardball, go to trial

and publicly reveal matters the gov-
ernment wanted to remain untold.
The Justice Department backed
down.

In the end. Helms accepted a plea
bargain, paid a $2,000 fine and
received a suspended two-year
prison sentence. He considered the
criminal conviction a "badge of
honor," and President Ronald
Reagan later presented him with the
National Security Medal for "excep-
tionally meritorious service."

Richard McGarrah Helms was
bom March 30, 1913, in St Davids.
Pa.

He graduated Phi Beta K^pa
fi-om Williams College in 1935. Out
of college, he worked in Europe as a
United Press reporter and gained
notice for his exclusive interview
with Adolf Hitler.

Helms' first marriage ended in
divorce and he later married the for-
mer Cynthia McKehie.
A memorial service will be held

for him during his interment at
Arlington National Cemetery on
Nov. 20.

ipog EQOTTST ^ ^^***^ ^^ s^g^g
by author Philip Fracassi

MONDAY, OCT. 28 8pm

8818 SUNSET BLVD
W. HOLLYWOOD
(310)659-3110

UCLA STUDENT WRITERS MAY BRING SUBMISSIONS
FOR THE UPCOMING EQUATOR QUARTERLY

LITERARY MAGAZINE
OR EMAIL TO PHIL@EQUATORBOOKS.COM

**...Fraca88i has created a vived, memorable, albeit frequency irritating character...**

- Chtia Watrtn, Les Angfks Ma^t^ne
*'.,.The Egotist serves as the asocial, self-absorbed archetype for the twentysomething generation...**®- Frank Provenzano, Oakland Obsm>€r

EQUATOR BOOKS wvtfw.equatorbook8.com
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PrMtmad by UCLA L(vt

Bridget ThMMw, Mekite Hal. S7 ovMrat. $5 studMts

SANKAJ JUKU HiBiK. 8pm. Royce HaH. $35-46 genarK. $15 studants w«h ID •

\OA LUPtNO OUTRAGE and HARD. FAST AND BEAUTIFUL 7:30pm. Jmtm9 Bridget Thaatw. MeMU Hal. $7 gansraL $5 studwitt wfth 10
• Pinotancad by UCLA fkn I Talavtftion ArcNva

MATSURO JAPMC^ rcsTivAL apts Through Fab. 9. FREE, fo<tAm Musaum

F Rj D,AY ..o cAo b e r
.,^ 5

SANKAl'JUKU Meuu 8pm. f^i^B y(ii(%3S-4S7i)ir^^^

ZT HOLLANDIA cxiCK LiM€ 8pm. Fraud Ptayhousa. $35 general. $15 ttudents wW> ID • Presemad by UCLA Lrve

WRHTTEN ON THE WIND wRtcTco av douglas sirk 7;30pm. The Getty Center. FREE, reservttions requred. ce«
310.440.7300 • Presented by UCLA Film 4 Televisk)oAfch»ve |-

DEREK BERMEL clarinet mastcr ciass 7-9pm. Schoenberg Music BuMding. Room 1343. FREE • Pretfoted by
UCLA Perfonrtng Arts Education Program Sportsored in par( (y ihe Heniy /Ubrioh/ £nddi%friefi(

SATURDAY Oct Q bee...2.6 ,
.'...

ZT HOLLANDIA quk:k LIME 8pm. Freod Playhouie. $35 genenri. $15 ttudentt vvfth ID • PreaenM by UCLA Uve
LOSANGELES PHILHARMONIC oiRecTfo 8v john aoams and esA-PtKKA saionen 8pm. Royce Hall. $35-60 general. $15 students ¥>*Hh ID
• PtaeeiMd by UCLA Uve • Pre^Mdbrmance talk wKh Esa-PelUia Saionen. John Adams and Derek Bermei at 7pm.
Haines H^ Room 39

SEOUL CINEMA: TURNING GATE 7:30pm. James Bridges Theetar. Melnitz Hal. $7 general. $5 students with ID •

Presented by UCLA FNm ft Televiston Archie

IMITATION OF LIFE oiREcrED bv dooglas sirk 7;30pm. The Getty Center. FREE, reservations required. caN
310.440.7300 • Prasented by UCLA FHm ft Televlskjn Archie

THE ECLECTIC GOUROi art workshop 1.4pm, $5 tor non'men^>ers. Fovvler Museum

SUN DAY....o c.to.jb..ej!.. 2 .7.

SPOT Li G H T

*^

IDA LUPiNO HJGH SIERRA and DEEP VALLEY 7pm, Jemes Bridges Theater. Melnitz Hall, $7 general, $5 students

wjth ID • Presented by UCLA ^ikr\ ft Television Archive

MO N DAX, o c to be r.,.,2
SAM EASTERSON "ANIMAL. VEGETABLE. VIDEO: DESIGNING NEW METHODS OF DELIVERY" lecture 6pm. 104 Kinross BuHding.
Free • Prescmad by UCLA Department of Design

| Media Arts
|

TO BELIEVE MUCH MORE THAN THAJ- FXH«»noN Through November 7. 9am-4:30pm. M-F. New Wight Gallery. Kinross Building. FREE.
• Presented by UCLA Department of Art

•EXHIBITING THE EXHIBIT* exhibition Through Nov. 1. 9am.5pm M-F, 1318 Perioff Galery. FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of

Architecture and Urban De»gn
1

I
.

•

TUESDAY October 29
CAETANO VELOSO 8pm. Royce Hafl. $45-60 general, $20 students wHh ID • Presented by UCLA Live

DOCUMENTARIES: THE EXECUTION OF WANDA JEAN and MURDER ON A SUNDAY MORNING 7:30pm. JameS Bridges Theater,

MeMz Hal. FREE • Presented by UCLA Flm ft Television Archive

Wl.DN.E.S DAY , o c t o b e r 3 O
CAETAI^ VELOSO ejpm, Royce Hai, $45-60 general. $k) stjients vvW^'lD'fvisefT^^

WAYS OF THE RIVERS: ARTS AND ENVIRONMENT OF THE NIGER DELTA EXH,erTiON Through Nov. 17. Fowler Museum. FREE
KATSINA/kaChiNA: TRADITION. APPROPRIATION. INNOVATION EXHJBrtioN Tlvpugh Mar 23. Fowler Museum. FREE

,

ucia live presents
caetano velos
October 2 9 - 3 O

royco hall

u c I a s t u d e n t t i c k 1 s $ 2
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W'A'.vv dv^s«C)n iicl.T edu

• \i f'\ 1 )f cthnomusJcolocjy
vvv A •thnoTnusiciJclfj.edu

fowkM mu-^-vCurn
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i

depi of music
www.music. uf.la.odu i

d(?pt of world nrt^; X culture
\

www.wnc ucla.odu
i

ceTTtral lick«n office
'

www,cto.ucl^i.edu

performinq arts student cofnmiltfn^

www. scrt ucla.edu
w.w::«Jk.V«(ifegvvi|-ii"-,

VOUR

UetA LIVK
STUDINT TICRKTS

DATE EVENT TIME ON-SALE PRICE

Oct24 S«*iiiuaM>MNr|R| 8pm ScMC^

Oct2S n HoHwHto X>iidlt Umt* |Flf»| apm Now

Ocl26 nHo*iwlla'Qulc*Ufl*'|FI^ apm No#

Oct 26 Lo»Angate» PW»>imwwk. |t^ apm

Ocl29 CMl«noVblQM(fQ apm

Oct30 CMtanoVWmotR) |pm

Oc(31 Kal\M»nar^iHiloMMRSho#(R} 8pm

Novl ^>^ Mi *T)« S» RckMt PKVKt* [^ 8pm

Novl SocMMRaftM«oS«r«to(Ff») 8pm \^iim UQO
Nov2 SoOMMRadMioSwttiotf^) 8|^ ^m \%m
Nom2 Jac^yuea DMbMd Strang IHo tS^ 8pm No# 1S.00

Nw2 S«WK«uW 8pm \km \%m
Nov3 SociUM RtftaeNo $«nDo trf>| 7pm No# UOQ
Nov3 Cw«gM da S«(«K Mwia t^ 7pm SoMOut) \%m
Nov8 Th« \M9QM Grauf) (TH Ipm Nmt \%m

POSTPONED! 8pm «W# iM8
POSTPONED! ^m Hm mm

Nov9 n« \MMMr Oroup tFP) 8pni Hmt tVOO
Nw9 A»a«F*W)«fg (Rj 8pm Nf»# U.W
NovIO Tht\M»n»GiOMp IfPl 2pm Hmt 18,00

NwlO Th*V\teo««rGroMp |FP) 7pm No# 1100

Nov 12 The \MmtQr Group tfi;^ 8pm Hfm \%m
Nw13 Th«Wx»t«rGroup (FPJ 8pm Ham UOO
Nov14 TheWaoKivGrogp IfP) 8pm Hm 1S.00

NovU n¥i\M»it«rGioup p^f^ 8pm Now 1100

Movie ThtVite«tt»QroMp trPJ 3pm Hm 1100

Nov 18 The Viteoiief Group irPl 8pm No# 1100
Movie P^Mathwy Group (R) 8pm Htm 1700

Nov 17 Tbe\AAxaterGro^> IFPJ 7pm Now 1100
Nan 21 nallil^uMtn] CANCELLED! 8pm Hm mm
Mw24 PvlaFHwioTrio8The^|oOu«rt«l(S}4pm ScMCXnl 12.00

Doci Mvi«>i>e FaithM IR] 7pm Now 1100

Dtc 3-7 WoyitKA \TP] 8pm Now 20^00

Doc 7 Anonymous 4 tSHJ 8pm Now 1100

Oac8 Woj|WK*lFPl 7pm Now 2aOO
D«:8 Anonymous 4 (SHJ 7pm Now 1100
Ooc 10-14 VyteyitckfFPI 8pm Now 2000
t:>ec15 WbywcklFPJ 7pm Noiw 20^00

[fP] Fimjti Pteyhoua* JR) Royc« HaN
(SH] Scho«nb«rg H«H (LT] MacgowAn LfM» ThwMm^

YOUR BRUIN CARD IS YOUR TICKET TO GREAT
SEATS AND DISCOUNTS!

Tha UCLA Parformmg Am StudiM Commim>« offon smmaniMly ckae^HiHMt tidMstf

f
laclu8^^ K> al lv#^*ne UCLA Htudw«*} A voW Bnj>rCw^ w

chaM acKl upon anHirvH) *H piMlomw««4^ liml two (k^
SludwA Tletota can be purchaMd In paraon at era

,u?.

--^rrf 'in-f^l\iKf^^ ^tH

£«=*
LY (3

y^^ TO VENTS AND GREAT DISCOUNTPf
^r^ci^n^SL^iM.^^iJiSM^d^isPa

TWT^KTv?-,,
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600
nationwide

minutes®

unlimited

weekends

free

nationwide

long distance

and roanning

only $39.99
a month

f

'fr • \ y)ffi'~.tiri>^fi^'*.^\v

"1«ia 3390 ^

FREE

Mobile'
authorized dealer

--i

Worry about running out

of things to say. Don't worry
1 "•-- .".':

about your wireless minutes

i-^

Mttmrnk-

Introducing T-Mobile. Get more*' with the world's largest all-GSM network,

'.'-•vy^c •*.',

I !

W.W. WIRELESS

1 1 544 PICO BLVD

LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

(31 0) 231 -91 1

1

Valid only in se.ec i -Mobile markets. Coverage not available in ail areas. Credit approval, activation fee and one-year service agreement required with $200 early termination fee

SLir ?; f « '^ ^ '^a''-'" offer that requires the purchase of the phone listed in this ad and a new T-Mobile activation on a qualifying rate plan. See in-store materials forcomplete details, offer dates arid proof-of-purchase requirements. Taxes and roaming charges additional. Unused minutes do not carry forward. Any fraction of a minute used isrounded up and billed at the M- minute rate; calls are measured from the time the network begins to process the call (before the phone rings or the call is answered) throuah

Ifrr H 11° a
weekends defmed as midnight Fri. through midnight Sun. All minutes include free domestic Song distance and roaming (but not for credit-card or oirator-assisted calls) on the nationwide GSM digital network of T-Mobile and its U.S. roaming partners. Mobil^to-mobile mmutes restricted to users on the T-Mobile digital networrVouuse of the service constitutes acceptance of the T-Mobile temis and conditions including the mandatory arbitration clause. Our PCS system is not compatible with analoQ TTYwhich may prevent or de.ay emergency calls. Additional restrictions apply; see printed materials for details. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG ©2002

1 1 Ml II ^^Jfc;—tijlyi
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DAVIS
jfrom page 1

Davis fiiKls supporters in a range of groups
- from enviroiuuentalists to police unions. He
is credited with boosting spending for schools
in the state and signing scores of laws from
expanding health care for poor children to
ensuring workers get paid overtime after an
eight-hour workday.

"We have made progress on a lot of fronts
in California," Davis said in a recent interview
with The Associated Press as he sipped min-
eral water witlx a twist of lime on an hour-long
Southwest Airlines flight from Los Angeles to
Sacramento.

But as he seeks a second term leading the
nation's most populous state, his popularity
has sagged at dismal levels for more tlian a
year and he holds a narrow, but steady, lead
over GOP challenger Bill Simon, a Los
Angeles financier and political newcomer

Davis' supporters hope Simon's equally low
popularity and controversies surrounding his
business practic-es will help a governor who
has gone from two years of high marks to a
series of crises, including a crippling power
shortage that many say caught Davis by sur-
prise despite warnings from advisers.

Then, after happily doling out billions of
dollars to various projects during the eco-
nomic boom of his first two years in office, he
was blind-sided by a budget deficit that bal-

looned to $23.6 billion.

Davis defends Ids spending policies by
blaming a nationwide economic crisis and
points to tl\e federal govenunent's return to
deficits. But he wistfully admitted, "I wish my
first two years were my last two years.
Everything started out rosy, but life has a lot

of twists and tiuits imd you just have to
accept them and keep moving forward."

Personally, Davis, 59, is "all business, not a
guy for small talk," said Joe Cerrell, a
Democratic political analyst who has known
Davis for more than two decades.

Meticulous in liis appearance, Davis is

never seen with a tie askew or hair out of
place. Aides said he rarely sheds his crisp
attire, even during tease late-night bill signing
sessions or budget negotiations.

"I don't think he's easy to get to know He's
probably never been tlie kind of guy that you
would get in a bar and pal around with," Craig
said.

!

Bom Dec. 26, 1942, in New York, Joseph
Graham "Gray" Davis moved to Cahfomia at

age 1 1 with lus parents.

His late father, an advertising sales repre-
sentative, "drank a little too much, didn't

always teU the trutli," and eventually left his
mother for another woman, Sharon Davis
said. Gray Davis determined then that he
would defy his father's loose-playing ways.
FYom that sprouted Davis' need for struc-

ture and oft-noted lack of charisma.
"I'm practical, I don't like to raise expecta-

tions beyond what is possible," he said. "It has
a lot to do with my father My father, though I

love him, was just the opposite."

NEWS

Davis has few personal fiiends — among
his closest is top campaign adviser Garry
South — and reftises to allow media to inter-

view or photograph him outside of tightly

controlled professional settings.

Davis places little weight on material
belongings— the only msyor asset he reports
on public documents is a 1,000-square-foot
condominium he and Sharon purchased in

Los Angeles — and er\joys few distractions
from his job.

His favorite activity is golf, but he said he
rarely has time to play and even then, associ-
ates say he often plays with campaign con-
tributors. He eats the same lunch every day—
tiu-key sandvnch, on whole wheat bread, fruit

salad — and exercises daily vnthout fail.

There is one topic that can distract Davis
from the politics: sports. During the recent
interview, he became noticeably gleeful as he
strayed from a spiel about school test scores
to talk baseball, specifically the all-California

World Series that is taking place during the
frenzied final weeks of the campaign.

Though careful not to pick sides, Davis said
the series makes for a "wonderful story for

California no matter who wins," he said. "I

know I'll be drinking champagne when the
series is over"

Davis is aware of his cardboard reputation,

poking fun at himself at times but never apol-

ogizing.

"I always said I would get the job done. I

never represented myself as a heartthrob. My
strength is in getting the job done and we
have made great progress," Davis said recent-

\

ly, speaking witii reporters during a Labor
Day campaign trip.

Davis also chalks up his poor poll showings
to a sagging economy and a general dissatis-

faction witli govenunent. "People will feel

better by election day,'* he said.

Before he got involved in politics, Davis
earned his undergraduate degree at Stajiford

University, where he joined ROTC to help pay
tuition. After graduation, he attended
Columbia University Law School and tlien

embarked upon tiie journey that would shape
lus political views.

He went t« Vietnam in the U.S. Army Signal
C^orps, where a technical job monitoring
radios put him in the line of fire and won him
the Bronze Star. That's when, Sharon Davis
said, Davis realized he was a Democrat.

"He saw how disproportionately tl\e war
had fallen on the shoulders of the poor,"
Sharon Davis said.

Davis returned to California to work briefly
for a conservative law firm before leaving to
take up politics full time. He launched a failed
bid for state treasurer in 1974, and then
caught the eye of the Democratic candidate
for governor Jerry Brovm, who later made
Davis lus chief of staff.

"He was Jerry Brown's alter-ego," said
Sharon Davis. "It was Gray who kind of kept
the office running, just the day to day stuff of
government ... He liked bringing some sense
of order"

Davis also then was honing his famed abil-
ity to raise money.
He is knovm nationally for his fund-raising.

collecting more tlian $56 million for his re-

election. His seemingly insatiable hunger for

campaign donations has caused some —
including fellow Democrats — to question
whetlier he mixes policy with politics.

"Fund-raising is the centerpiece of this

administration," said Jim Knox, executive
director of the political watchdog group
Common Cause of California.

Associates describe Davis' fund-raising
technique as persistent and, at times,
demanding. "A lot of politicians really hate it,

hate getting on the phone, asking for money.
He seems to kind of er\joy it," said Wayne
Johnson, president of the California Teachers
Association.

Some have said the governor's fund-raising
is a sign he plans to run for president, which
Davis has never discounted. "I never rule any-
thing out," Davis said.

But political experts have said his chances
of winning over national voters have waned
as the energy and budget crises have grown.
And budget watchers warn that next year,

California could be strapped with multi-bil-

lion deficits and few choices to help but carv-
ing into critical government programs and
raising taxes.

Still, some who know Davis warn against
discounting him as a contender, saying his

determination has before allowed him to
grasp the seemingly unattainable. After all, he
was an underdog, trailing two wealthy candi-
dates in finances and in polls in the 1998
Democratic primary, and went on to become
governor
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Universities discuss policies to limit chalking
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LBy Steve Giegerich

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stroll through any university
today and you'll likely tread on an
invitation to a fraternity party or
campus-wide event scrawled in
multicolored chalk across a side-
walk.

But some colleges are taking
steps to limit what's known as
chalking because of concerns that
their walkways will become low-
tech chat rooms or, worse, bill-

boards for ethnic hatred.

Minnesota State University
Moorhead this semester adopted a
policy requiring student organizar
tions to get a permit before leaving
messages in specific sections of
campus where chalking is allowed.

Approval of content is not
required for a permit although the
policy does prohibit "counter-
chaDdng" - advocating an oppos-

ing point of view anywhere near
the original message.

"It's a way for the people who do
the chalking to make themselves
known so we don't have anony-
mous hate speech," said university

spokesman Doug Hamilton.

During Holocaust Awareness
Week last spring, anti-Semitic mes-
sages appeared in chalk on the

University of Colorado campus in

Boulder University spokeswoman
Pauline Hale said administrators

there are now mulling a chalking

policy though she says their con-

cerns were not prompted by last

spring's incident

At Minnesota State, the presi-

dent of the student senate, Peter
Hartje, said he and his school-

mates view the restrictions as the

"university coming up with a stan-

dard to ensure dignity and to guar-

antee that our campus didn't turn

into a giant hopscotch box."

A get-out-the-vote message
chalked prior to the 2000 presiden-
tial election landed David
Hutchinson before the dean of stu-

dents at the University of
Kentucky.

Accused of defacing public
property, Hutchinson learned his
school lacked specific chalking
regulations.

Hutchinson, now a senior, ini-

tially enlisted the American Civil

Liberties Union to determine if the
university violated his free speech
rights but then began to work with
Kentucky officials to develop an
official policy on chalking.

"I understand that they're trying

to attract students or whatever, but
this actually shows that there is

student involvement on campus,"
said Hutchinson, who faced the
threat of suspension if he was
nabbed putting chalk to sidewalk a
second time.

Two years later, Kentucky is

about to join other schools limiting

chalking to designated areas.

University of Nebraska junior
Chris Norton said student activism
at his school is hindered by a rule
that confines chalking to what he
called two obscure locations on
the Lincoln campus.

"Not only does it restrict our
right to free speech, but it also
seems kind of silly," said Norton,
president of Nebraska's chapter of
the Campus Freethought Alliance.

"It's only chalk, after all. It's not
going to be there forever"

That thinking played into Ohio
Wesleyan College's decision to
reject a chalking policy earlier this

year. Plus, administrators wanted
to send a message that the school
trusts its 1,860 students.

"It's a good way for people to get
their messages across," said Dean
of Students John Delaney.

HOSTAGES
I
Rebels demand end to war in

Chechnya, Moscow police spokesman s^iys

...
J. ety J. , ^ '^"^ Associated Press

.Kr^L^'^'S!
olj^entucky senior David Hutchinson, a marketing student, poses with a box of

chalk in the "free speech" area on the campus in Lexington Thursday. Oct. 17.

from page 8

Senior Russian officials had no
inmiediate comment on the hostage
taking, which, in an unprecedented
move, was being broadcast live

from outside the theater on radio
and television.

The news reports said Aslanbek
Aslakhanov, a member of the
national parliament from Chechnya,
was inside the theater and negotiat-
ing, as was Ruslan Khasbulatov, the
former speaker of the Russian par-
liament who is an ethnic Chechen.
Khasbulatov was a leader of the
deadly uprising at the Russian par-
liament in 1993.

The Chechens are a small group
of Muslims in north Caucasus
Mountains in southern Russian.
They are among the fiercest nation-
al groups in the country and battled
the Russian Czars in the 19th centu-
ry before being finally defeated.

They were deported en masse by
Stalin to Kazakhstan in 1944 for
allegedly betraying the Soviet Union

and supporting Hitler. They were
allowed to return to their homes in

1957. The Chechens declared inde-

pendence from the Soviet Union
shortly before it collapsed in 1991,
but Russian forces subsequently
invaded the region trying to put
down the rebellion.

Chechen rebel leader Shamil
Basayev helped force Russia to the
negotiating table by leading a
bloody raid on the town of
Budyonnovsk in a neighboring
Russian region in June 1995. His
fighters briefly took more than 1,000
hostages and then escaped back
into Chechnya More than 100 civil-

ians died.

Russian forces left Chechnya in

1996 after the disastrous two-year
war but returned in 1999 after rebels
raided a neighboring region and
Russian authorities blamed rebels
for a series of apartment bombings
in Russia that killed more than 300
people.

In a January 1996 raid on the
southern Russian town of Kizlyar,

SNIPER
from page 4

The back yard of the home was
divided into grids, and agents swept
metal detectors back and forth over
the ground Other crews used chain
saws to remove a stump fix>m the
jrard and load it onto a truck; a
source said the stump would be
returned to Washington, D.C., for
analysis.

Dean Resop, who lives a block
away, said "quite a few tenants" had
been in and out of the home.

**Makes you want to watch your
neighbors closer," said Resop, who

"The investigation has taken

us down different avenues

and roads that we need to

explore."

Captain Nancy C. Demme
Police spokesperson

has lived in the area seven years.

Meanwhile, more than 2,000 miles
away, worried parents sent their chil-

dren off to schools across the
Washington area with extra-tight

hugs, defying the sniper's warning
that children are not safe "anywhere,
at any time."

ARE YOU DEPRESSED?
i

You may be eligible to

participate in a research study.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the possibility

that depression may be caused by a virus.

The study consists of 2 visits, 6 weeks apart. You will be
asked questions about your nnood and current and past
psychiatric history. Blood will be drawn at each visit and
you will receive $25 for each blood test. This is not a
treatment or medication study. Please call 31 0.794.MOOD
for more information.

i

a nUCLA 310.794.MOOD

UCLA Mood Disorders Research Program
Lofl A«sho«w. M • Mark Prye. MO • MtchMi OtOn. M.D

rebels took hundreds of hostages at

a local hospital. Some 78 people
were killed.

An Associated Press reporter saw
two ambulances, but it was unclear
what connection they had to events
in the theater.

The theater, a former Soviet-era
House of Culture that belonged to a
ball-bearing factory, was staging a
performance of the musical "Nord-
Ost" (North-East in German), one of
Moscow's most popular produc-
tions.

I

Police units and an Alpha special
forces unit went to the theater and
sealed the area in the freezing, wet
weather. The Federal Security
Service, the successor to the Soviet
KGB, and the Interior Ministry put
plan "Thunderstorm" into effect,

which required all officers to report
to their units.

Russian President Vladimir Putin
was immediately told of the hostage
taking, Interfax reported. Moscow
Mayor Yuri Luzhkov went to the the-

ater.

t %

CHAPMAN 'irNrv,EirsiTY
Crmhote Programs it UteramreJt trvftive Wtititg

Thousands of others kept their

kids at home.
As expected, police said ballistics

and other evidence had confirmed
that the bus driver shot to death on
Tuesday was the sniper's 13th victim
in the three-week rampage.

Investigators waited three days to
reveal the threat against children,

which was contained in a letter found
after a shooting Saturday in Ashland,
Va

Michael Bouchard ofthe Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
insisted vital information was not
being withheld.

,

"We're all parents and are certainly

SNIPER
I
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We create an atmosphere where we hope^you will not becfme each
other, but will become yourselves, as schollrs and/or writers.

We encourage exploration, difference, and the making of the new.

In small classes, with a faculty committed to teaching, you can earn

an M.A. in Literature, an M.F.A. in Creative Writing, or a special program
where you earn both degrees.

The core Creative Writing faculty includes:

Martm Nakell (Director)

Two Fields That Face and Mirror Each Other is the title of
this novelist and poet's latest work.

Mark Aielro4

Author of numerous film and te!rvis!un scripts as

well as four novels.

Pamela EitIt

Award winning producer, wtiter. and artistic director.

Jim Blaflock

A prolific novelist whose works include the

renowned Land of Dreams.

Our visiTiNc writers
PROGRAM HAS INCLUDED:

Alain Robbe-Grillet

Allen Ginsburg

Corfos Fuentes

Dcnise Levertov

Douglas Messerii

Fanny Howe

Steve Katz

Robert Creeley

Nathanial Mackey
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vennan*s show
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effective^

as ruthlessly

provocative as

anything since
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Lenny Bruce*'

' LA Times
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• Boston Lager

I • Oktoberfest
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• Pale Ale
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FOSTERlS'
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1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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"On semesters, we would do it twice a year
instead of three times; that might result in
fewer people joining."

Sinularly, Walsh said fundraising might
be affected by the fact that the year would
be divided into two periods instead of
three.

"We can't ask people to pledge financial-

NEWS

ly more than once a quarter because that
would be redundant and we would bug
people," she said.

Natasha Rastetari, a student representa-
tive for the UCLA chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union, said the greater
diversity of classes offered on the quarter
system provides ACLU with a greater vari-
ety of speciahst professors to speak at
events they hold.

"We advocate the quarter system
because it makes more professors avail-

able at different times of the year to be

guest speakers at our events," she said.

And despite more time being available
for commitment to planning and programs
on the semester system, MEChA's Delgado
said the pressure and pace of the quarter
system prepared students better for
activism and lobbying in the real world.
"When you leave school, you have to be

able to successfully balance a job and any
other outside interests you may have," she
said. "The quarter system is great prepara-
tion for this, you always have to be on your
feet."

OBITUARY
from page 2

with Kitano for 15 years and remembers
him as being very open, accommodating,
and a good listener.

"Harry was one of those people I was
always eager to run across," Harstock
said.

He and his wife have treasured the ying
and yang decoration that Kitano gave them.

20 years ago, and it stUl hangs over their
mantle to this day, reminding them of their
dear friend.

"It is a constant reminder of the kind of
guy he was. The memory of Harry will be
symbohzed by his gift," Harstock said.

Kitano IS survived by his wife, Lynn, five
children, one grandson, four sisters, and
many nieces and nephews

A public tHbutefor Professor Kitano will be
held on Saturday, December 14 from 10 30
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the UCLA faculty center
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The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow's success.

State Compensation Insurance Fund

If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post-graduation job
market then toss your hat in with State Fund.

State Fund the leading workers' compensation insurance carrier in California, is

interested In graduates seeking opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of
positions throughout California, plus an environment that will foster your
continued growth.

At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to expand your
horizons, and many advancement possibilities.

Learn how you can join us by visiting www.scifcom or by contacting Human
Resources at 41 5-565-1 722.Then launch your career with State Fund and rise to
new heights.
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Career opportunities
may be available in:

• Marketing
• Communications
• Underwriting
• Claims
• Loss Control
• Business Services
• Customer Service
• Legal
• Information Technology
• Finance and Accounting
• Human Resources
• Administration
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TOMORROWl

6-8 P.M. - LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ON BROXTON AVENUE

8 P.M. - HOMECOMING PARADE AND RALLY

SAA
DONT FORGET THE SAA TAILGATE SATURDAY AT 12:30

AT THE ROSE BOWL!
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Embark on a newjourney next semester.

STUDY ABROAD with Syracuse Univers

Live and Learn
IJapanese!

Wascda Oregon Programs take North American and international students to

the prestigious Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan for Japanese language and com-

parative US-Japan Societies study:

• Waseda Oregon Transnational Program

January 1 5 -.June 27, 2003

• Wascda Oregon Summer Japanese Program

July 9 -August 19, 2003

Scholarships of up to $1000 are available for the Transnational Program.
For more information, contact:

Waseda Oregon Office

Portland Sute University

(800) 823-7938 www.wasedaoregon.org
email: info@Svasedaoregon.org
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TRADEMARK
|
Korea leading seller in UCLA-brand products
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from page 1

who is the general manager of trade-
mark and licensing for ASUCLA.

Jhun said when she was getting'
her hair done in Korea, she was
stunned to see a full-page ad in a
teenage magazine of a Korean star
dressed in a UCLA-brand sweater-
vest

"I told the (hairdresser) that this
was my school," Jhun said, "but the
lady said it was just a clothes
brand."

Holmes said the licensing pro-
gram first began in Japan in 1978,
when the National Collegiate
Athletics Association was licensing
university trademarks in Japan.
UCLA, one of the hundreds of

licensed NCAA universities, eventu-
ally separated fi-om NCAA to sell

UCLA apparel in Japan because
UCLA was the predominant choice
there.

Eventually, other coimtries start-

ed generating an interest in the
bcensing program in the 1980s.

"Japan seemed to be an area of
great interest in U.S. sports and fash-
ions so it was an obvious place to
begin," Holmes said.

In 1962, Japanese Air Lines, the

Japan was so enthralled with

the UCLA brand that Suntory

Ltd., a worldwide beverage

company in Tokyo, wanted to

license the UCLA name for a

sports drink but was denied

when the UC Office of the

President prohibited it.

national airline of Japan, devoted a
10-page article and photo display to
UCLA in their monthly travel pack-
ages, said John Sandbrook, who is

the assistant provost of the College
of Letters and Science.

Japan was so enthralled with the
UCLA brand that Suntory Ltd., a
worldwide beverage company in
Tokyo, wanted to license the UCLA
name for a sports drink but was
denied when the UC Office of the
President prohibited it, Sandbrook
said

But because of a floundering
economy, Japan is no longer a lead-
ing seller of UCLA-brand products -
Korea is the leader, Holmes said.

Whether or not ASUCLA grants

manufacturers the right to license
their products depends on several
factors.

The interested country needs to
have the proper infrastructure to
produce and distribute the products,
have enough wealth so consumers
are interested, and enough university

popularity.
|

Holmes added that counterfeiting

is a good measiu"e of determining
popularity. I

"When there's counterfeiting, we
know there's a market for it," she
said.

Third-year biochemistry student
Yvonne Leung, who is also from
Hong Kong, said although she hasn't

seen any UCLA-brand products
being sold in Hong Kong, she has
seen Ivy League school names being
"ripped off."

"I have seen people wearing shirts

with designs similar to university

items, but they're obviously fake,

with misspellings on them," Leung
said, adding that Harvard University
was one of the schools counterfeit-

ed.
I

But in j£q)an, said Japanese sec-

ond-year biochemistry student Rei
Asami, UCLA is better known than
Ivy League schools like Princeton or

jThe Robert J. Stoller Foundation presents a lecture by

Professor Peter Brooks
Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature and French

j

Yale University

"The Future of Confession

1

55

Professor Brooks's talk will highlight the history and future uses of
confession in our culuire. He argues that psychoanalysis has always been

suspicious of the confessional gesture, while depended on it.

He speaks to the ambiguity of confession in our culture and in the
judicial system, as well as the shaded utility of confession in self-

purification and self-forgiveness.

Lecture will be Friday, October 25, 2002 at 8 PM
at the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic Institute.

iOl4 Sawtelle Blvd. (between Olympic and Santa Monica Blvd.)
Parking in rear or adjacent streets

Admission is £rc^

Open to all

For more information call

310.478.6541 J
FREE CONSULTATION WW COliC

IT vr 4oro.fa

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCLA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association

ofOrthodontists

UCLARADIO.com will be giving away tickets for the
next three weeks, listen and win tickets to great shows like

Dashboard Confessional, the Vandals, Glassjaw or Flogging
Molly. Check the site for other great ticket giveaways.
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Yale.

"Once my coach in middle school (in
Japan) was wearing a Yale sweatshirt
for some reason, and no one knew
about it," Asami said, "I mean, it's pret-
ty random, but people seem to recog-
nize UCLA more."

Other countries like FYance have
also seen the UCLA-brand logo.

Eric Gans, acting chair of the
Department of FYench and
Francophone studies, noted that UCLA
T-shirts and sweatshirts are seen selling

in clothing stands in various French
neighborhoods.

"Whatever their political views are,

they're very interested in American pop
culture," Gans said.

SNIPER
from page 9

concerned about the safety of
our kids and of our co-workers,"
he said. He said if information is

released too early, "it inhibits our
ability to do the job we need to
be doing."

For the first time in three days,
Montgomery County Police Chief
Charles Moose did not issue a
public statement to the sniper. A
news briefing was scheduled,
then abruptly canceled just
before word leaked of the search
in Washington state.

"The investigation has taken
us down different avenues and

roads that we need to explore,"
police spokesperson Capt Nancy
C. Demme said.

Earlier this week, Moose had
implored the sniper to contact
authorities and continue a dia-

logue, and he suggested police
were having trouble complying
with undisclosed demands.
The latest message believed to

be fi-om the killer was a letter

found not far from where bus dri-

ver Conrad Johnson, 36, was
slain TXiesday, two law enforce-
ment sources told The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity.

The message reportedly
demands $10 million - the same
request sources say was made in
Saturday's letter.

campus cuts>
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Now Introducing

Yuko System Hair Relaxer
15% off products

We also offer waxing!

ON CAMPUS
In Ackerman Union

Room A-207

(3 1 0) 2064770
Oper> 7 days o week
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As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell j^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sonnetimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-80G-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

US. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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More at stake than

just governor's seat

An election featuring a gubernatorial candidate who
hasn't voted in 13 of the past 20 elections challenging
an incumbent whose most notable public assessment of

his personality was describing himself as cautious may not
seem exciting to students, but there are plenty of other rea-
sons Bruins should get out and vote Nov 5.

Funding for University of California construction pro-
jects, Los Angeles secession, future regent appointments
and a potential war against Iraq will all be heavily influ-
enced by the decisdons voters make in these midterm elec-
tions. Because residents are often impacted more directly
by local elections than national ones anyway, the lack of a
presidential race or commendable gubernatorial candi-
dates shouldn't cause students to shy away fit)m the poUs.
The ballot measure most directly affecting students is

Proposition 47, which will provide UCLA with $24.9 mil-
lion out of $1.6 billion in order to fund higher education
construction projects. This money will partially fund the
$50 million project to rebuild the Engineering IB building
because it is not seismically sound.

Because there is no backup plan if Proposition 47 is not
passed, it is vital to the weU-being of the engineering
department, as weD as the school as a whole, that the mea-
sure pass. The university needs the money to demolish this
unsafe building before an earthquake does.

If the idea of splitting the city of Los Angeles down the
seams seems appealing or appalling, students should take
interest in the measure on the ballot that would allow the
San Fernando Valley and Hollywood to formally secede
from LA. and form their own cities. Splitting Los Angeles
would be a historic event with many sociological implica-
tions, so students should be interested in having a say

TTie war with Iraq received a huge boost this month
when Congress voted to allow President Bush to use mili-
tary force. One of the bill's supporters was Henry Waxman,
the democratic representative in the House whose district
includes Westwood and UCLA Students can choose to
approve or disapprove of his support for Bush by holding
him accountable at the ballot box. Students should also
consider Waxman 's campaign office stating he has no
plans for higher education or student issues when making
their decision.

Speaking of educational issues, the next governor will
be given the power to appoint four new regents. In recent
history, campaign donors have taken precedent over edth '^ '*

cational experts in Gov. Gray Davis' appointments. While
ottier attributes of these imcharismatic gubernatorial can-
didates may not generate a tremendous deal of interest,
the fact that they will appoint regents should, given the
actions of past ap[X)intees.

Ward Conner^, appointed by former Gov. Pete Wilson,
for example, used the regent platform to end affirmative
action at the UC and also to advocate for ending it in the
state overall Now he is using the notoriety he has gained
from the position to gamer support for lus Racial Privacy
Initiative, which seeks to eliminate racial classification
from almost all public records. Coimerly has bluntly stated
he was appointed to the board of regents because of his
campaign contributions, something that has notably influ-

enced Davis in his own appointments.
Though students carmot really control what appoin^

ments are made, they can help decide what ideological
background regents will come from based on the guberna-
torial candidate for which they vote, and they can also
hold Davis accountable for his decisions thus far.

Elections are often dominated by the few people ruiv
ning for executive office. That the two candidates nmning
for that office in this election are unusually weak has a sil-

ver lining: it has cast focus on important measures that
may have gone urmoticed otherwise.
UCLA students should go to the polls on Nov. 5 and

focus their attention on these "other" issues. If the two
main-party candidates are too appalling to vote for, vote
for a third-party candidate.

Unsigned editorials represent a nf^jority opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. All other columns, letters and artwork represent

the opinions of their authors.
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Rock the Vote should admit political slant
SI

1

tudents walking past Westwood
Plaza Monday afternoon came face
'to face with a political maelstrom.

In front of a cheering crowd, left-

leaning speakers lashed out against
conservative posi-

tions on a host of
issues, ranging
from the Racial

Privacy Initiative to
the potential war in

Iraq. But this was
no Democratic
rally. Rather, it was
part of the allegedly

nonpartisan Rock
the Vote campaign.

If you haven't

been watching MTV
lately, Rock the

Vote is a nonprofit organization that

attempts to lure indifferent and ill-

informed Americans to the polls by
linking voting with cool celebrities. A
typical RTV ad will state, "P. Diddy
rocks the vote because he cares about
health care . . . Iggy Pop rocks the vote

Ian Eisner
iBisner@mtrtHiria.edu

Eisner's column will appear
Viewpoint every Thursday.

m

because he cares about social security
. . why will you rock the vote?"

Since its creation in 1992, the prima-
ry goal of the RTV organization has
been to "empower people to change
the world through voting" - at least on
paper. But in practice, RTV has been a
highly successful recruitment tool for
the Democratic Party. Despite laws
which disallow tax-exempt organiza-
tions like RTV from being overtly polit-
ical, it has openly displayed its leftist

political bias.

Look no further than the Rock the
Vote Web site, rockthevote.org: a liber-
al propaganda machine firing on all

cylinders. Individuals traveling to the
site are whacked with hundreds of
links to left-wing organizations, includ-
ing NOW, Fight4Choice, ACLU,
Planned Parenthood and the Sierra
Club. There is even a link which
details Sting and Dave Matthews*
efforts to "save the environment."

In contrast, links to conservative
organizations are virtually non-exis-
tent, except for one link to the
Republican National Conunittee
(which is of course buried beneath the
Democratic, Green and Reform par-
ties).

The RTV Web site also issues
"action alerts," which state the alleged-
ly impartial organization's position on
several heated political issues". Without
fail, they are uniformly liberal.

Rock the Vote on the environment:
"Sign a petition to save the Arctic
National Wildlife Reserve ... to learn
more, read a message from West Wing
star Martin Sheen (aka President
Bartlett)."

Rock the Vote on campaign finance
reform: "The campaign finance system
is corrupted. ... Pass comprehensive
language for meaningful campaign
finance reform."

Rock the Vote on financial aid:
"Help make financial aid available to
those who need it. This year more than
43,000 young people will be denied
financial aid due to 1998 government
provision (which prevents convicted
drug users who refuse to undergo 12
hours of rehab from receiving tax-
payer-funded aid)."

Rock the Vote on the minimum
wage: "Call for an increase in the mini-
mum wage. Legislation has been intro-
duced in both the House and Senate
that, if passed, will increase the mini-
mum wage by $1.50 between now and

January 1, 2003."

Rock the Vote on the Electoral
College: "The Electoral CoUege should
be reformed to provide a more accu-
rate presidential election that reflects
the will of all the people."
The RTV platform goes on and on.
But rather than acknowledge the

organization's obvious political slant.
Rock the Vote founder Ricki Seidman
(an ex-Clinton staffer) and current
executive director Jehmu Greene have
climg to tax-exempt status by repeat-
edly denying the existence of bias.

They can't keep up the act much
longer. Especially when rallies like the
one held at UCLA seem to place more
emphasis on propaganda than registra-
tion. How concerned can Rock the
Vote be about voter registration when
they hire rapper and voting advocate
KRS-One, a man who admits he still

rocks the couch rather than the poUs
every Nov. 5?

With its blatantly overt political
agenda exposed. Rock the Vote should
come clean and drop its tax-exempt
status and nonpartisan label. At least
then when it preys upon impression-
able yoimg Bono fans, it can do so
honestly.

Student fee increase necessary
By Justin Levi

Next week, a student fee refer-

endum benefiting the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council will be put to
a vote of the undergraduate stu-

dent body.

This referendum would raise

quarterly student fees by $9.25 per
student, a rather unnoticeable sum
relative to what students are
already paying for their education.
The point, however, is that massive
benefits can be attained by this

small sum.
As budget review director, I

presided over a conmiittee this

past summer that was, quite literal-

ly, handcuffed in terms of the total

amount of money we were given to
work with. The total amount to
allocate to student groups and con-
stitutionally defined USAC offices
did not even reach $100,000.

That's right; more money was
"i^^rtt on a vending machine out-
side Bunche Hall than on one of
the most important funding
sources for student groups.

Because of this, no grol^) or
office received nearly what it

required to provide the student
body with progranuning that can

Levi is

director.

the USAC budget review

adequately supplement a college
education.

This lack of funds became even
more grossly apparent to me as I

studied UC Berkeley's budget for
their student government. The total

amount had seven figures.

Of course, given USAC's over-
head costs and earmarked funds,
we cannot possibly hope to com-
pete with Berkeley in this regard.
But the fee referendum would pro-
vide groups with more money than
they have seen in many years,

i

roughly $210,000 in additional base
budget funds.

There are two particular points
of contention that need to be
addressed. First of all, one msyor
criticism of the referendimi is that
many students would not see their
funds being put to good use
because they would be allocated to
groups and programs that do not
particularly cater to those students*
interests.

This is exactly why the referen-
dum needs to pass. If it does, there
will be money available to a much
wider range of student groups.

Indeed, large groups with a
proud history of progranuning
would still receive the largest

sums, and justifiably so, but small-
er, more recently established
groups would now have access to
funds for the first time.

Secondly, there has been much
debate in recent years over the use
of online voting. For those that are
unaware, such a system will be
employed on MyUCLA for this ref-

erendum. What better way to
involve students in the political

process than by making it easier
for them to cast their votes?
Furthermore, last year's student
government elections cost roughly
$25,000. Personally, I would love to
see that money go straight to the
student groups. With online voting
in place and the cost of elections
drastically reduced, this seems fea-
sible.

If the referendum passes, you
will see a vast increase and expan-
sion of student progranuning such
as cultm-e shows, conunimity ser-
vice events, educational lectiu-es,

networking seminars, campus safe-
ty advocacy, student health events,
entertainment and efforts to
increase student participation in
the political process both on and
off campus.
As a student myself, I am more

than sympathetic about the cost of
an education. However, when such
a small amount of money per stu-

dent can produce such enormous
benefits, the choice becomes clear.

I urge all undergraduate students
to go online and vote for the fee
referendum on Oct. 30.

C'EST LA VIE I

By JenniflBr Batxxxdc jbabcock@media.ucia.edu
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UC shouldn't force

community slavery
Mike Hansen's call for a service

requirement for UC ("Service should be
required at UCs," Vievii)oint, Oct 22) is

so altruistic that it is actually evil. What
he's calling for would effectively be slav-

ery.
I

If I were going to try to legalize slavery
in America, I would do it in the following
maimer. I

Use public education to put the private
school industry out of business. (Private
schools can hardly compete with fi'ee

public schools.)

Require conununity service of all stu-

dents at public schools.

Once these two goals were accom-
plished, every citizen of the Uruted States
would be faced with the following
choice: don't go to school, or go to
school and spend part of your time work-
ing as a slave. |

If community service becomes manda-
tory at public schools, then this plan will

practically have been implemented
ab-eady. Government funding of public
education has ruined the private school
industry, so that for many high school
grads the only viable option for college is

to attend a public university.

Hansen might be so racked with "guilt

about being a prosperous middle-class
American" that he is willing to sacrifice

his individual rights for the sake of the

•public good." But I am proud to be a
prosperous middle-class American, and I

insist that my l^e belongs to myself -
every single hour of it

Daniel O'Connor

Graduate student, mathematics

Knee ignores exampie of

Peari Harbor
Matthew Knee, in his article

"Preemptive strike benefits greater
good," (Viewpoint, Oct 22) makes refer-

ence to some historical preemptive
strikes to support an attack on Iraq, but
he ignores the most infamous and obvi-
ous counterexample of how these attacks
can backfire.

The Japanese surely thought their
attack on Pearl Harbor would save lives
in the long run by keeping the United
States out of the war. Iiistead, it resulted
in nuclear attacks on their own home soil

and the death of tens of thousands of
their citizens. I pray that our own actions
do not have the same devastating conse-
quences.

United States intelligence agencies say
attacks on Iraq will make chemical, bio-

logical and/or nuclear attacks more like-

ly, not less likely, if Hussein is backed
into a comer Why don't we heed the
warnings of our intelligence conununity
for a change?

A U.S. attack on Iraq would turn any
action by Hussein into a "justifiable" act
of war, just as our bombing of Japan was

^^justifiable" after we were attacked. Let's

not give this evil dictator any moral foot-
ing while debasing ourselves in the
process.

i

I hope Knee is wrong about history
repeating itself, because the conse-
quences of past preemptive strikes have
sometimes been horrible for the aggres-
sor. Instead, we can only hope that Knee
is right in his selective memory of history.

If the United States attacks Iraq, I des-
perately hope it saves the lives of
Americans, Iraqis, Kurds, Israelis,

Indonesians, Australians and everyone
else in the crosshairs of international ter-

rorism.
I

Still, I hope he is wrong in his assess-

ment of international law as "dangerous
and irresponsible" in its construction,

and I also hope he is wrong in his assess-

ment that the international conununity is

trying to appease Hussein. I agree that

appeasement would be just as much a
failure in this century as it was in the
past century.

TharUdiilly, there is a world of alterna-

tives between attacks and appeasement
Let's hope world leaders, and especially
our own leader, are wise enough to see
that the world is not so black and white.

Joe Albert Garda
Graduate student, psychology

Editorial board should

try the bus
Has anybody fi-om the editorial board

ever ridden the bus?

Tm not talking about the nice ones like
the Big Blue Bus but real buses from the
MTA.

Your editorial soimds so pompous, as
if you know what is in the best interest of
the city and public transportation users. I

ride the MTA 720, otherwise known as
the "Rapid," every morning and evening
so I can attend UCLA I take the bus for
one hour and 15 minutes fi-om Vermont
to Westwood.

With me are hundreds of working men
and women going to their jobs in the
Valley or West LA. Even though the bus
comes every five minutes or so, it is

always packed. So when you state in

your editorial that MTA's proposal to
extend the Red line to Fairfax is uruea-
sonable, I wonder if you know what it is

like to be one of us.

Yes, the public transportation system
in Los Angeles is flawed, but how can
you complain when so many working
class riders will benefit fi*om the expan-
sion? I have been waiting for the Red
Line Subway to expand to Westwood, as
have many people who have long shifts

to look forward to at the end of their bus
ride.

Before you write an editorial, try gath-
ering not only the facts but the personal
experiences of the people who will be
affected by the issue. Otherwise, you
look like the fools that a lot of people on
campus already view you to be.

BoMeeKIm
Fourtfi-year, Asian American studies

U.S. should drop

candidates v^ho

support Bush's

ill-advised w^ar

COST OF FIGHT, LACK OF
ALLY BACKING PROVES AN
AHACK IS NOT WORTH IT

By Anna Ferrinl

Attacking Iraq may not succeed in eliminat-
ing terrorism, containing Saddam Hussein,
and preventing his use of weapons of mass
destruction against the United States, but it

will certainly cost billions of dollars and thou-
sands of innocent Iraqi and American lives.

There are several alternative plans to han-
dling terrorism and oil consumerism, which
pro-war advocates should look into before
claiming that Bush detractors don't provide
any feasible alternatives to war. Bush's plan
may be simpler than others (in fact, simplicity
itself, given the circumstances, warrants
inunediate skepticism), but it is the antithesis
of progress.

When Bruins and American citizens who
actually participate in electoral politics go to
the polls on Nov. 5, they should ask them-
selves whether they are more secure than
they were a year ago.

Yes, the United States defeated the Taliban
in Afghanistan, but the country itself is sink-
ing into chaos. Neighboring, nuclear-armed
Pakistan and India - both wracked by terror-
ism - are closer to a disastrous war. Al-
Qaeda appears to have revived; witness the
recent bombings on Bali, in the Philippines,
and a French oil tanker in Yemen. Even the
suburbs of Washington, DC have been terri-

fied by a sniper that, like bin Laden, has not
been found.

Americans fear not only for their lives but
also for their jobs, savings and civil rights.

Will President Bush's plan to attack and occu-
py Iraq make any of these more secure? Only
days before Congress voted to authorize war,
CIA Director (Jeorge Tenet undennined the
administration's case by saying that war is the
one circumstance that would make Saddam
Hussein likely to use unconventional
weapons or transfer them to terrorists.

Even our traditional allies have warned us
that attacking Iraq will throw the Middle East
into chaos and promote global terrorism. Yet,
the Bush administration has scorned practical
alternatives, fi-om global arms control to
domestic gun control. As we prepare to
spend billions of dollars fighting Iraq (and
potentially much more in years of occupa-
tion), we can find less and less for health and
education. Who remembers that Bush cam-
paigned as "the education President"?

Wiih their past in oil and arms industries.
President Bush and Vice President Cheney
are willing to ask the nation to pay any price
to conquer Iraq, which has the world's second
largest oil reserves. They are also involving
the United States in oil-rich Colombia's tragic
civil war.

Yet, they have shortchanged alternative
energy soiurces, such as wind, solar, fuel cells
and energy-efficiency, which could make us
less dependent on imported oil. If the United
States neglects these, we will find that we are
no longer technologically competitive in a
world that takes climate change seriously. We
will face continuous war and terrorism, as
well as global warming, etc.

Dropping bombs will not solve our real
problems. The political implications of a imi-
lateral, preventative attack of the United
States are great, and the anticipated respons-
es of Hussein, terrorists and the global com-
munity are frightening. Bush's plan, endorsed
by some morally corrupt members of
Congress, and supported by various misin-
formed, blindly patriotic American citizens,
is rash, ill-advised and tragic. It ignores com-
mon sense and alternative plans for mean-
ingful, long-lasting, positive change in the
world.

Voters who know this should drop candi-
dates who don't.

Ferrini is afourth-year communicaticm studies
student.
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Forbidden fruit of Vegas: take a bite, but beware the deceptive taste
By Matt Goulding -

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
mgoulding(S)media. ucla.edu

In Greek mythology, Las Vegas would be
the island of the Sirens.

Content in its desert isolation, it beckons
weaiy travelers with the sounds of clattering

coins and neon hums. While most are defense-
less, one stands particularly vulnerable to the
sexy calls of Sin City, the college student ^

,

Bright eyed and naive, the college student
marches coniBdently into Las Vegas, armed
with fresh IDs and the dangerous dream of
breaking the bank.

,

The poor fool.

With a meager weekend allotment, I set out
for Vegas with five other UCLA students with
some common- conditions in my head I will

not make an ass of myself, I will not fall victim
to the all-night gambling session, and most
importantly, I will not lose next month's rent

money. To follow my condition, I would have
to abide by a scrupulous budget, display
painful strides toward self-restraint, and, in

some cases, remain sober.

While these thoughts raced through my
mind, our car sat at a relative stand still on the
10 Freeway with Ryan Falvey fourth-year

political science and histoiy student, driving.

His preliminary promise that we would be
winrung money by 5:45 p.m. had long since
faded to the melodic chaos of Friday after-

noon traffic in Southern California

If Vegas was to become a staple of our
superfluous college diet, a list of rules needed
to be established.

Rule 1: Never leave Westwood at 3 p.m. on
a Friday afternoon.

When Falvey, a Vegas native, said tiie trip

should take three hours and forty-five min-
utes, I really wanted to believe him.
When we crawled by San Bernardino in the

closing minutes of the third hour, I silently

vowed to never leave my apartment before 7
p.m.

I couldn't blame Falvey though. With his

Australian girlfriend in town from Sydney and
his firiends following his lead as the-local-in-

the-know, a weekend in his hometown could
only render him the overworked altruist

By 7 p.m., with the enticing lights of
Whiskey Pete's at the Nevada Border weighing
down on us, I forgot the soft mutterings of
early afternoon and felt the beating pulse of
slot machines and blackjack tables.

Last time, armed with a fake ID and $40,

1

rode out of Vegas a king, nearly $200 nestled
safely in my pocket Call it superstition, but I

denied the possibility of this ever happening
again.

Few college students ever go to Vegas with
more than $100 in their wallet, and this group
was no exception- This leaves veiy little room
for error

"^Some people go to Vegas with the dumb
monkey belief they can make money" said
fourth-year aerospace engineer student Pablo

, Eric Sze/Dailv Bki in

Kohan, a passenger in the other car.

After ruining his clutch in a hellacious trip

last summer that left him stranded at the
dodgy Boardwalk hotel for six nights, Kohan
remained veiy skeptical of his return to Vegas.

Kohan had all but sworn off gambling and
said he would opt for his favorite Vegas pas-

time, drinking in public. His fondest memory,

^iS^c/n
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JUGGLING SCHOOL,
WORK, A BABY MAY BE
DIFFICULT. BUT AGUILAR
SAYS IT MADE HER GROW

By Stephanie Herczog

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sherczog@media.ucla.edu

Balancing school, work, friends and
the latest fall lineup is difficult enough,
but try doing it while raising a baby.
That's just what fourth-year transfer stu-

dent Veronica Aguilar is doing: raising a
4-year-old daughter while msyoring in

biology, here at UCLA.
Aguilar was faced with the unexpect-

ed news that she was pregnant during
h^rJ\mioT year at Garfield JUgh School

"* "^ in 'EBiSt Los Angeles.

*I was shocked and I hid my pregnan-
cy from my mom for five months," she
said. ''I was really scared, and I didn't
know what to do."

Alone and depressed, and her due
date arriving quickly, Aguilar decided to
move to another high school, one that
supported young mothers.

Ehiring a meeting with a school coun-
selor, five months into her pregnancy,
Aguilar finally told her mother she was
having a baby Her mother was out-
raged, and she refused to take Aguilar to
church any longer Ultimately, it caused
Aguilar to give up on her religion.

When her daughter Leonor was bom
during the beginning of Aguilar's senior
year in high school, the situation got
tougher.

She received no support, financial or
otherwise, from the baby's father (who
also fathered two other children). This
forced Aguilar to work 40 hours a week
at McDonald's to support Leonor.
Luckily for Aguilar, she was able to keep
living at home, where she could at least

save the money that she would other-
wise have had to pay on rent
A hectic schedule was typical for

Aguilar.

She would wake up at 6:30 am. to get
the baby and herself ready for the day,
and drop Leonor off at day care before
school. Aft^r school, she left Leonor
with her grandmother so she could work
the late shift until 2 a.m. On average,
Aguilar got about four and a half hours
of sleep a night, only to wake up and
repeat the day over again.

"At the end of my senior year I wasn't
able to be active in clubs or anything like

that because I had to go straight home or
straight to work," said Aguilar.

As a consequence, her grades began
to drop because she didn't have enough
time to study.

Working full time while attending high
school meant spending every spare
minute working or taking care of her
daughter Aguilar was forced to give up
on things most high school students take
for granted, such as hanging out with
fiiends.

he said, was putting back a mid-afternoon sbc-

pack of Foster's in the middle ofM&M world.
Every college student is nervous when they

first roll into Vegas; they taste the complimen-
tary drinks tugging on their consciences, they
sec the bright«ieon X's pulsating toward their
libidos, they feel the overwhelming risk of
endangering their student loans.

"You want to create the sentiment of a for-

bidden fi-uit," said Falvey.

By the time we pulled into the Aladdin
Hotel and Casino at 8:30 p.m., everyone was
ready to take a bite.

"The most important thing of this two-night
trip is to live the life of a legend," said Adam
Gerston, a fourth-year political science stu-
dent, "and to make Daniel Ocean look like my
apprentice."

While the giils began the grueling process
of getting ready, the guys sat with cocktails,
discussing plans for the evening.

"I think what people need here is a broad
perspective ofVegas," said Falvey He said you
can er\ioy it all in this city fixjm upscale clubs
and $10 martinis to downtown dives and $.25
slots.

Gerston knew what side of Vegas he wan^
ed. His favorite drink is the $12 "Cable Car" at
the high class Belagio Hotel
We split While Gerston and his girl dropped

$10 a hand for black jack at the MGM Grand
and s^)ped Grey Goose, the rest of us headed
straight for the perermial poor man's favorite,

O'Shea's. We played $2 tables and drank White

Russians that tasted like iced milk. Ahh, the
life.

As the cocktail lady delivered rounds three
and four, these sentiments grew.

Rule 2: When gambling, know your drinking
limits. (Conversely when drinking, know your
gambling limits.)

Even the shoddiest establishment will con-
tinue to feed you drinks, knowing that the
impulsive drunkard will eventually forfeit any
profit earned on their turf.

The student is especially susceptible to this
corporate ploy; free drinks make young peo-
ple feel special.

Hours later, ignoring my own advice, I sat
solemnly at the end of the table fooli'.Jy
clutching the pitiful remains of my $30 invest-
ment In the surprise of the evening, Kohan,
the skeptic, sat at the opposite end fingering
his imposing stack of chips, smiling childishly.

"I felt the stupid, simplistic bUss in winning
$70," he said "I walked out a different maa I

was a lucky monkey."
When we finally walked out, a new axiom

hit me like so many bright beams of sua
Rule 3: Always wear a watch inside casinos.
They tint the windows, strip clocks from

their walls, and pump oxygen through the
floors of the casino, all with the hope that
suckers like me will stay a few extra hours to
forfeit any potential profit back over to them.

There is a level of concern roused by seeing
families head to the pool for the day as you
crawl silently into bed.

Good music doesn't help

The Palace's mediocrity

TYSON EVANS/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Fourth-year transfer student Veronica Aguilar struggles with the dramatically different
aspects of her life: full-time mother, student and employee.

The main thing was I didrv't go out . .

.

and I really did need that. I thirUc in high
school you want to go out with your
fiiends, especially your senior year."

After graduating from high school,
Aguilar attended Trade Tech Community
College where she attended classes for
two years, while working 40 hours a
week.

"It was hard and I was working full-

time," said Aguilar.

Aguilar's mgjor source of inspiration
was her best friend, who urged her to
continue school.

"My best fiiend (said), 'keep on going
to school because you're really smart
and I know you can do it When I fin-

ished high school I thought I wasn't
going to go to college or nothing
because I messed up like everybody else
in South Central, but I saw that I could
doit"

After two years at the community col-
lege, Aguilar was accepted to UCLA,
where she is now receiving financial
assistance, allowing her to decrease her

!

work hours.

Today, things are a bit easier now that
Leonor spends a msyority of the day at

school. I

She is currently dating someone she
met from a former job, who she says is

very understanding of her situation with
her daughter

Aguilar explained that it was difficult

to meet guys.

"It's hard because I can't go out much
but ... some guys, I tell them I have a
baby and they back off, but other guys
... don't mind."
One thing Aguilar certaiiUy does not

regret is keeping her baby.

"I wouldn't be where I am right now,"
she said. "I was always good in school,
but I really matured. I was like, 'Now I

have a fainily, how am I going to support
(it)?'"

j

In the future, Aguilar hopes to attend
medical school at UCLA.

It may mean even more hectic days
ahead, but Aguilar certainly has had
practice getting through them.

1 By Keely Hedges

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
khedges@medla.ucla.edu

An 18-and-up dance club doesn't
sound promising to anyone.

Although I tried to go with an open
and objective mind, I soon discovered
that all my preconceived notions could-
n't be closer to the truth.

My first beef with The Palace is its

insistence on making you pay way too
much for parking. Even though the club
is situated by ample parking (four lots),

each lot charges the extortionate price
of $10.

Handing over my car keys to a shady
valet, I soon had the pleasure of stand-

;;r,T ing in an intolerable line. Biat I have to

,,^ commend The Palace for at least keep-
^r^g the line mpviixg, and even though my
journey was just beginning, I knew I

was in for what would be a humorous
everung. If a girl vomiting at the
entrance isn't a surefire sign of a good
time, I don't know what is.

The Palace is essentially comprised
of two dance floors, a patio, lounging
areas and two full bars.

The lower dance floor is quite large
in size and very well ventilated, while
the upper dance floor is about the size
of a one-bedroom apartment in
Westwood (minus ventilation of any
sort). I would equate this room to a
sauna, but with the smell of alcohol and
body odor to boot.

The patio boasts a thick stench of
smoke. While it is definitely the coolest
place in the entire building, the people
congregating there take smoking to the
next level. I, unfortunately, had to
excuse myself after a near asthmatic
coughing fit.

The bathrooms, always of much
importance to the ladies, were well
equipped and very clean and had virtu-

ally no line (trying to make up for lost
points, I suppose).

The radio station 102.7 KIIS FM that
puts on Klub KIIS, spim hip-hop and
R&B from 10 p.m. to midnight in the
large dance arena. They played the lat-

est hits as well as classic favorites while
throwing shirts and prizes to the crowd.

KIIS also put on a "hot-bod contest"
which is a chance for the ladies to win
$100 for strutting their stuff.

From midnight until closing (suppos-
edly 2 a.m., but I left at 2:30 a.m. and the
party was still raging), the large room
spins techno while the small room
attempts to take on the hip-hop crowd.

Mustering enough courage to battle
the stench, crowd and beer-laden floor,

I took on the mission of dancing just to
see how the men conducted them-
selves.

After having my ass grabbed on five
separate occasions, as well as eaqoleri-

encing a choke hold applied to the libs
that lasted for three consecutive songs,
my conclusion is just as I had imagined;
the guys that frequent The Palace are
forward, extremely out of line and don't
take no for an answer. I normally have
no problem dancing with all sorts of
guys, but I actually had to say no to .

some because I feared being violated.

Overall, The Palace is nothing more
than a mediocre club for those desper-
ately wanting to be 21 years old. The
age discrepancy is amazing; everyone
looks either not nearly eighteen or just
about thirty. The music is about the only
good thing The Palace has to offer, but
that's not even enough to make it worth
your while.

Leaving the Palace drenched in
sweat, reeking of smoke and $25 in the
hole did make me somewhat hs^py
though. It meant that I could finally go
home.

The Palace is located on 1735 North
Vine Street in Hollywood. Most events,

like Klub KIIS, are for those 18 years
and over.

;

Quick Takes

20 down, more to go ^ ^^"""^ '''' ^^ ^""^ ^^^ "^^

Quick Takes'

conspiracy theory

News Item: The Betty Ford Center
celebrated its 20th anniversary last

weekend.

The Center hopes to continue to be
the sobriety haven for crackhead
Hollywood actors for many more years
to come.

Chicken, waffles unexpectedly good combo
By Jeanne M. Quirus

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jqulrus@media.ucla.edu

Want to get away from cam-
pus and try something unex-
pectedly good? I suggest roam-
ing off to Roscoe's House of
Chicken 'n' Waffles to try some
soul food in a combination most
UCLA students will find unusu-
al but filling.

I

Part of the appeal of Roscoe's
is you can get away with eating
something possibly harmful to

your health by justifying it by
saying you're trying something

^

new. The best approach to

Roscoe's is to not eat all day,

because you will find yourself
consuming a fat value that

should be spread across five

day's time, but God, is it good.
The simple fried chicken is

so good you'll never want to go
back to KFC again. And even
those who are not big fans of
the waffle will eixjoy these over-
sized, thick and highly flavorful

waffles drenched in butter and
syrup.

If you are feeling even more
daring, you may decide to add
one of the sides to your meal:

smothered potatoes (more
smother than potato), greens (a
vegetable with origins I'm still

not sure of), or perhaps a large
piece of rich combread.

All of these items are worth
trying, if only to announce
you've tried it. In what other
instance can you say you tried a
smothered potato? "Smothered
in what?" your friend asks. Your
reply, "I really do not know."
As for the service, it is nei-

ther overly friendly nor neglect-
ful, giving the place a come-as-
you-are feeling. The restaurant
serve delicious food and man-

ages to do so without imposing
upon your evening, creating a
great setting to hang out with
friends.

The atmosphere is simple yet
unique. For example, most all of
the restaurant's light sources
are red fluorescent lights,

which creates an overly warm
ambiance.

While all the offerings are
simple, you will be sure to have
a tasty treat and then some -

enough to bring home.

Roscoe's is located at 5006 West

Pico Blvd, off of the 10 Freeway

Finger of truth
News Item: A new Greek study

claims that the length of a man's index
finger can accurately predict the

length of his penis.

Women everywhere will no longer

have to crane their necks to eye the

size of their dates' feet

Birthd£(ys this weel(

Jeff Goldblum turns 50; Michael
Crichton turns 60.

No more Jurassic Parks. Please.

One giant leap for

(woman)l(ind
This day in history: In 1901 Aimie

Taylor became the first person to go
over Niagara Falls in a barrel. (Yes,

there have been others since.)

In Delaware in 1939, Nylon stock-

It seems the students at UCLA have
become the subjects of a little known
study observing the behavioral patr
terns of people subjected to insane
detour routes due to construction,
construction going on for no s^parent
reason.

Supermaricet tabloid

headlines = quality

Two Headed German Politician

Debates Himself and Loses"

Bushspeak as a

second language
"All of us here in America should

believe, and I think we do, that we
should l^, as I mentioned, a nation of
owners. Owning something is fi-eedom,
as far as I'm concerned. It's part of a
free society. ... It's a part of - it's of
being a - it's a part of - an important
part of America."

Who writes his speeches. Porky
Pig?

Compiled by Sharon Kim, Daily Bruin
Senior Staff, with reportsfrom dubyas-
peak.com, World Weekly News
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Bad vendors Mojo Records offers Bruins Words are Wheeler's marvel

Anthony

Bromberg
dticiitiiv88kiKxlaajda.edu

corrupt

ambience

ofmusic
Being a money-making business

does not have to ruin or cor-
rupt art.

**Adventures of Huckleberry
Firm," "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band" and "The Muppet
Babies" have all helped to prove
great works of art can be commer-
cially main-
stream. And
despite big

business having
a virtual stran-

glehold on
advertising

money and
putting the

word out on
their mostly
worthless artis-

tic ventures, it's

not difficult for

intelligent and
wily Idds to go
out and find

meaningful '

music to listen to. But subject any
art, good or bad, to bad consump-
tion conditions, and the potential

audience is either wrongfully
abused or shrinks.

And the saddest part is those
alternate routes of music consump-
tion is often like lawn gnomes in

the greater Los Angeles area: They
don't exist

j

Take, for instance, two entities

firom which I have had to do a sig-

nificant amount of consunung: Best
Buy and Tlcketmaster. Granted,
these are two of the worst perpe-
trators of soullessness in any busi-

ness, let alone music consumption.
Even minor evil-doers like Tower
Records or Wherehouse Music
aren't quite as bad.

My most recent (and final) inter-

action with Best Buy took place
when my best fiiend got me
"Emergency and T by the

Dismemberment Plan for my birth-

day. It's great that he was able to
buy an album put out by DeSoto at

,^_ a TOMJor ckaki like Best Buy, right?

Wrong. Defet)ite the fact that the CD
^ was if^an^Einergency and I" case

and had the right liner notes and
art, the music on the CD was,
strangely, The Dismemberment
Plan's latest album, "Change." I

already have "Change." Naturally, I

get my fiiend and we attempt to go
back to Best Buy and exchange the
album.

We work our way through the
customer service line and begin
our talk with the friendly Best Buy
employee. We explain the situation.

It isn't the right CD. She goes and
talks to her manager, blah blah
blah. She comes back and tells us
we have no options. They have no
more copies of the CD at their

store, so we can't exchange it It's

been opened so they can't give us
store credit Apparently, it was my
fault upon opening the CD they put
on their shelves that it contained
the wrong product
On the bright side, I have a

strange collector's item, and I have
decided never to shop at Best Buy
again. Unfortunately, I stOl don'l
have ''Emergency and I."

We shop at Best Buy in the first

place, not because of the quality of
the store, but because it is a dollar
or two cheaper than anywhere
else, and we're poor college stu-

dents. The truth is, though, that the
minuses far outweigh the extra 10
packs of ramen you can buy. Music
is supposed to be a bastion of
beauty, escapism, intellectual

thought and, yes, soulfulness. To
get your music at a place that is the
antithesis of all this can sully the
experience, and taking that chance
is idiotic.

Tlcketmaster is even worse.
For nearly every concert you go

to, the tickets must be bought or
are most feasibly purchased
through Tlcketmaster It has a vir-

tual monopoly on ticket distribu-
tion. This may even have made
sense in the pre-Intemet saturation
days, but now tickets could easily
be doled out to concerts in any
number of ways. But there's some
bad voodoo going on in the concert
business, and Tlcketmaster is at
the heart of it

i

I am going to at least five con-
certs in the next couple of months,
and I've given Tlcketmaster at least
$50. You may say this doesn't have
any direct effect on my experience
of the music, but think about it.

For the $50, $60 or $70 I've spent
on those special service charges I

could easily have gotten tickets to
at least a couple more actual con-
certs. How do we avoid
Tlcketmaster? I don't know, but
let's raise a little hell about it any-
way.

Step back and think about your
music consumption experience
sometime and make it as pure as
you can, or the gnomes will begin
their invasion and it's all over.

variety of music genres
By David Chang

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

"Niche" is a fitting word for Mojo Records.
Not only does UCLAs new record store find
itself positioned in a niche within Ackerman
Union, but it also serves a special niche in the
student community.

Located on Level A under the shadow of the
Cooperage and the textbook store, Mojo bene-
fits fi-om its neighbors' popularity as well as ele-

vators that lead patrons directly in fi-ont of the
store. However, only two or three customers are
spotted inside at any given glance. Are record
stores a vital niche to campus life?

"I like having stores in universities because
generally college students are looking for the
newer titles," Mojo founder and owner Brian
Molina said. "They're looking more to experi-
ment with their musical tastes. Most people get
introduced to more new music in coUege than
anywhere else. People here listen to all kinds of
different music - fi*om country to metal to rap to
classical jazz. You really get a great variety of lis-

teners on campus."
According to Mojo manager Guy Baker, prox-

imity is also an important factor. "When you
have a store on campus, it's just more accessible
for students," he said.

A graduate of Yale University, Molina was
convinced by fiiends to extend his 3-year-old
record store business from the University of
Arizona at Tlicson, his hometown and Baker's
alma mater, to UCLA, which had recently lost its

record store Moby Disc.

While at Yale, Molina longed for a place on
campus where he could be exposed to more
than just mainstream music. He made sure that
UA Tucson featured the place for fans of indie
rock and underground hip-hop.

MIKE CHIEN/Daily Bruin Staff

Browsing the aisles in the new Mojo Records store
in Ackerman, third-year theater student Lesley
Marshall searches for Eminem and Chevelle.

"I hate how typical radio stations have a top
20 list, and every song on that list is played 50 to
60 times a week so you don't hear anything else,"

Molina said. "Most of the bands I like can't afford
the playing time on the radio. Part ofmy mission
is to open people's eyes to all the other stuff
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By Amber Noizumi

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
anoizumi ©media. ucla.edu

From limericks to grocery lists as
"found poetry," everyone has written some
sort of verse. In this vast poetic world, it is

survival of the fittest - and Susan Wheeler
has proven that she wields the creative
vitality and originality needed to thrive.

Her accolades are a testament to her
survival skills: She has won the Four Way
Books Award Series selected by U.S. Poet
Laureate Robert Hass, the Norma Farber
First Book Award of the Poetry Society of
America and was short-listed for the Los
Angeles Times Book Award. Tonight at the
UCLA Hammer Museum at 7 p.m. Wheeler
will be sharing her award-wirming poetry.

Her poetry is known for its interest in

American life and culture, using tradition-

al form with unusual allusions and lan-

guage. But when asked to describe what
really drives and fascinates her as a poet,

Wheeler's answer is simple.

"Words," she says flatly. "I just get such
a thrill out of words - fi'om corny phrases
to great words."

And her thrill for words is evident in the
variation she uses in her poetry, from pop
culture references to 50-cent words like

"agglutinin," "hypoteni" and "perspicaci-

K
"As a poet, you try to make language

fi'esh again," Wheeler said. "We have to try

harder to come up with combinations of
words that may not denote - they may not
describe precisely the feeling - but they
may connote it, they may give you associ-

ations that get closer to the actual feeling."

Elven though Wheeler's command of the
English language is strong and her vocab-
ulary is extensive, she wasn't bom using
phrases like "sodden reprieve." To keep
her literary muscles flexed, she keeps a

runnmg list of fascinating words she
comes across, reads the word of the day
online, and plays Scrabble with her hus-
band. And even though she's a poet and
he s a scientist, he usually beats her

"He has a real knack for getting seven-
letter words," Wheeler said. "I get one
once every blue moon but he comes up
with one almost every game."

But having a grasp of words is only half
the batUe. A truly good poet must find
their creative voice to personalize their
work - at least that's what most people
say. Wheeler says she doesn't subscribe to
that spoon-fed idea

"Workshops teach you to find your
voice, but I feel like a personal imprint
happens whether you want it to or not
The main thing is to keep challenging
yourself," she said.

Wheeler even studied art history in
graduate school just to move away fi-om
her style, which she felt had become "too
academic" through the study of creative
vmting as an undergraduate. Now as a cre-
ative writing teacher at Princeton and the
New School, she urges her students not to
get locked into one academic territory.

"I think the most important thing is to
make sure they feel like they have a fi-ee
and open terrain to work in," she said.
And Wheeler's poems do exhibit a cer-

tain fi-eedom in their refusal to adhere to
one specific geru-e, tone or voice.

"I've never had a consistent voice. My
poems are always a littie bit more jum-
bled. But within that, I've always written
in a number of different styles," Wheeler
said.

And this originality has been noticed by
readers, writers and colleagues every-
where. UCLA English professor Stephen
Yenser, who is hosting the reading, once
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NEW LITERARY MAGAZINE ^SPILT TO
. COMBINE WORKS OF VARIOUS
STUDENT WRITERS WITH ART, DESIGN

By Nick Rabinowitsh

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
nrabinowJtsh@medJa.ucla.edu

For once, spilt milk is a good thing.

A new student-founded and student-run hterary magazine
called "Spilt," named for the overturned beverage, will soon
be hitting the racks of newsstands and bookstores in Los
Angeles, San Diego and Berkeley.
When speaking of the magazine's logo of an overturned

milk bottle, Christina Han, the magazine's founder, said,
"We're overturning the estabhshment"

"I was writing short stories on the side and didn't really
know how to get them out to literary agents," she said. "The
problem is that if you've never been published, they won't
look at your stuff."

Even though UCLA has had a few literary magazines for
students such as "Split Peas" and "Westwind," Han wanted a
magazine that would include literature and art that would be
widely distributed to newsstands and other campuses.

"I got the idea to make a functional literary magazine not
just for students, but for people in the community," Han said.

While the majority of submissions have come from UCLA
students, she has received work fi-om other campuses as
well. Those who have already contributed to the magazine
are enthusiastic that it is filling a void in the UC literary com-
munity.

Lauren Wang, a cognitive science graduate fi-om UC
Berkeley, sees it as a way to get a foot in the door of the lit-

erary conununity.

"I think it's a great idea because when they first told me
about the magazine, there was nothing like it in Berkeley,"
Wang said. "I think it is supposed to be good for helping you
find a job."

One of the goals for the magazine is to be as dynamic as
possible, with plenty of room for change. Every issue will be
different in terms of layout, and each issue will have its own
color theme, both visually and in the writing itself. Han said
the first issue will be themed "white" to start things off clean-
ly and simply.

Another intent of the magazine's staff is that the content of
the magazine should span all forms of hterature and art
The short stories range fi-om nonfiction stuff to really out-

CMs^^, r- ^1- u * J *A^u • X- .. • L RACHEL been/Daily Bruin
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^^"^®"^ Chnstina Han is on her way to starting her own literary magazine called "Spilt." She has already gained the inter-

est of fellow students, as well as publishers and advertisers and hopes to have the first issue on newsstands and book stores in January.

there, absurd Charles Bukowski-esque stories. And the poet-
ry ranges from spiritual, reUgious stuff to limericks," Han
said.

Given that the magazine intends to incorporate all forms of
art, it also intends to encourage all types of people to con-
tribute.

"It's pretty much an all-inclusive California magazine," Han
said. "There are a lot of people in the engineering,department
or biology who actually do write or do artwork, but they
never have the chance to let it show."

For Salima Hamirani, a third-year chemistry student, the
magazine is a way to get published even though writing has
Uttle to do with her msyor

"I heard about it on campus through a fiiend, and I thought
it would be cool to get some stuff published," she said. "I

talked to (Han), and she seemed really cool, and they didn't
want to edit too much what I'd written."

I The goal is for the magazine to come out seasonally, with
an issue for each quarter of the school year. Currently, Han
and her staff are gathering submissions and finalizing the lay-
out, aiming to publish the first issue in January.

The magazine will not be a bare-bones, newsletter-style
startup though; its staff of six is making every effort to ensure
that it will be a bonafide glossy-paged magazine published at
a professional printer.

"We were thinking of starting out like the first Rolling
Stone with just a newsletter-style issue, but that wouldn't be
fair to the art and photography," Han said.

That's why "Spilt" got in touch with a staff member of a
msyor magazine (who Han wishes to remain anonymous),
who has helped them work out issues of cost, layout, printing
and more.

While Han has gotten some advertisers, funding remains
an issue.

"We are basically just working out of our own pockets and
whoever is willing to donate or sponsor," said Han. "In the
future we hope it's fi-ee, but for now, just to get started, we
have to charge."

Submissions for the nui^azine can be dropped off in the
English department counselor's office, or sent to Han at
Starrynitel023@aol.com.

Mike Skinner paves way for U.K. hip-hop

Bromberg's column runs Thursdays.
LocKKi) On

The Streets, Mike Skinner's individual endeavor, will bring its British hip-
hop beats to the Troubador tonight.

By David Chang

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchangg) media. ucla.edu

Ever the social commentator,
comedian Chris Rock once quipped
that the world is coming to an end
because the best golfer is black and
the best rapper is white.

All joking aside, Eminem might not
even be the greatest of white hopes.
Some bloke by the name of Mike
Skinner has been making mzyor noise
lately fi-om across the pond.

Skinner is a man of the streets as
well as the man behind The Streets.

An individual hip-hop endeavor, The
Streets is not about the ghetto, but
about the working class in Skinner's
hometown of Birmingham, England.
His debut record, "Original Pirate
Material," has critics heaping praise.

Fans can judge for themselves as the
British emcee takes his rap-heavy
garage sound to the Troubadour
tonight.

"I never really thought that anyone
would be interested outside the U.K,"
Skinner said. "I'm only doing a few
shows in America so I haven't gotten a
lot of feedback."

If the 22-year-old wunderkind were
to beUeve everything he reads, he
might have to check his ego fi-om time
to time. "Original Pirate Material" has
already been given the standard
"among the best albums of the year"
treatment by the British music
press/hype machine. However, amid
the sudden fame and attention,
Skiimer tries to remain levelheaded.

"Just try not to take too much
notice of it," Skinner said. "That's the
only way you can deal with it. I carry
on doing the same thing. Don't believe
the hype."

Part of the reason for all the hype is

Skirmer's ability to infuse U.K. garage
with hip-hop elements. Skinner's laid-

back style deviates from the normal
pump-up-the-volume cheerleading
practiced by most emcees in the

garage scene. While club emcees con-
struct weekend dreamlands with their

lyrics, Skinner raps about weekday
experiences.

"I think I made it more real^"

Skinner said. "I talk more about real

English stuff rather than relying on
fantasy." '

Though he intended to make a
record that deals strictly with the

street culture of England, Skiimer
eventually discovered its appeal to the

masses as well as potential for over-

seas success.

"I think it's quite uruversal," Skiimer

said. "I didn't realize it at the time, but

the stuff that happens on the record

happens to a lot of people."
liie unexpected universal appeal of

Skinner's music bears a striking

resemblance to early hip-hop's suc-

cess despite its supposed lack of

worldwide influence. Skinner's music
might inspire a future artist in the

STREETS
I
Page 15
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RECORD
from page 14

that's out there. Just because it's not
on MTV or KROQ, doesn't mean it

doesn't exist"

Molina says that even though Mojo
carries plenty of titles from indie
bands, its inventory is very limited
con^)ared to those of Wherehouse
Music and Pug'z. He concedes that
Mojo is not going to have a stack of
every Red Hot Chili Peppers album.
His intentions, however, are not
about challenging the music store
titans of Westwood Boulevard.

**! consider it a chill spot," Molina
said **! don't mind students coming in

just to listen to music. At least I know
which records people are interested

m.
Some simply believe that people

are losing interest in record stores in

general In fact, many students either

have no knowledge of Mojo or have
yet to set foot inside the store. The
main reasons, as usual, are time and
money.

"I don't really know about the
record store on campus because I lis-

ten and shop for music on the
Internet," third-year UCLA student
Shao Shen said.

Like Shen, second-year student
Dominique Usiero usually buys her
CDs online. Despite the rise of the
Internet as a convenient guide to
music, lisiero still sees a function in

campus record stores.

"It's always nice to browse around
and have something tangible in your
hands, but record stores should
know that their prices aren't the best
out there," Lisiero said "It has to be
affordable because we're all college
students."

It remains to be seen whether
Mojo will hold on to its little niche or
become another casualty of the
Internet revolution.

WHEELER
from page 14

said in a review of her work, "If all

good poems resist (specific) ene-
mies, it is clear that two of Wheeler's
poems' enenues are regularity and
predictability."

But thou^ Wheeler does say that

she aims at remaining daring and
unpredictable in her poetry, she
laughs when she admits she's not
exactly a daredevil as a person.

Tm really predictable," she said "I

like regularity. I like routine, I don't

have a lot of it, but I like it I crave
work periods where I can shut
myself off and write, but those are
really rare."

But one thing very unexpected
about the seasoned writer was that
she worked as an auto mechanic for
three years while in college.

"^Former mechanic" she specified
"I don't want people calling me with
their car problems."

Tonight Wheeler will be reading
from her most recent collection
**Source Codes" and a few works
from "Smokes," but she is most exci^
ed about reading from "Ledger," a
collection not yet published

''I love the Hammer - (reading
there) is a terrific experience,"
Wheeler said. "Being a writer, it's not
like being a cellist or an actor where
you have a live audience that reacts.

It's always nice to go and put your
work out there and see what hap-
pens."

BRIEFS

Theater Literature
• Sankai Juku, a group of

Japanese Butoh dancers, take the
Royce Hall stage tonight and
tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

• ZT HoUandia, a theater com-
pany from Holland, performs its

play, "Quick Lime," at the Freud
Playhouse Friday and Saturday, 8
p.m.

• "Fight Club" author Chuck
Palahniuk comes to Ackerman
Grand Ballroom at noon to pro-
mote his latest novel, "Lullaby."

• The Hanmier features its

"Ghost and Horror Night" for fi-ee

on Sunday at 5 p.m. with artists

and writers reading, performing
and singing their spook stories.

Music Him
• Bands Almost Gone, Karoake

Outfit, and In Case of Fire play
their brand ofpunk rock toni^t in

the Covel Commons Grand
HoiizcHi Room at 8 p.m.

• Korean drumming while eat-

ing Korean BBQ in the Bruin Plaza
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today.

• The Los Angeles
Philharmonic, under conductor
Esa-Pekka Salonen, will play fi?om

John Adams' latest works on
Saturday at 8 p.m.

• Tlie American Youth
Symphony will start its season of
free concerts with symphonies by
Mozart and Mahler Sunday night at

8p.nL

• A free screening of "All That
Jazz," a look at Bob Fosse's life,

plays at the James Bridges
Theater Friday, 7:30 p.m.

• "Signs" will be at Ackerman
Grand Ballroom tonight and
Friday at 7 and 9:30 p.nL for $2.

• The UCLA Archive's D.W.
Griffith/Douglas Sirk film series

continues with Sirk's "Written on
the Wind" on Friday and
"Inutation of Life" on Saturday.
Both free screenings are at the J.

Paul Getty Museum and start at

7:30 p.m.
• The UCLA Archive's Korean

cinema series will show "TXiming
Gate" on Saturday at 7:30 pjn.

Compiled by Howard Ho, Daily Bruin Senior Staff

SUPERSALE! HOLIDAY PACKAGES!
LONDON SUPERSALEI

LONDON THANKSGIVING
PARIS THANKSGIVING
PARIS CHRISTMAS
AMSTERDAM CHRISTMAS
MADRID NEW YEARS
LONDON NEW YEARS

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 3 nts hotel, breakfast

R/r air, 3 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

Guaranteed best prices. Hundreds of packages.
Taxes and restrictions apply. Valid for select travel dates.

Enjoy the
Movies!!

STREETS
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same way his brother's Beastie Boys
and De La Soul records motivated
him to be a hip-hopper since age 7.

"(Hip hop) was just the most
interesting thing at the time,"

Skinner said.

The raps Skinner performs are

bloody interesting as well. To be fair,

he is more of a fast talker than a rap-

per. He rhymes but hardly flows.

Unlike American rappers, he deliv-

ers his lyrics with a relatively even
tone that cruises along independent-

ly from the backing garage beats.

The aggressiveness and dark

imagery are side by side with snide
and witty remarks.

"I think certain tracks I've done
are darker than a lot of American
rap songs," Skiimer said. "1 think
'Stay Positive' is really dark in terms
of its honesty. A lot of American rap
is like cowboys and Indians - trying
to show off in a sense."

Even though American hip-hop

fans might regard the idea of a
British emcee as a novelty act,

Skinner is hardly fretting over per-
ceptions.

"I'm not really doing this to be
accepted by black America or any-
one else," Skinner said. "I'm doing it

to be accepted by people from
where I came up."

Big-ups to Birmingham.
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Exp. 10/31/02
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Free Liter

Ib^^WO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
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LARGE
PIZZA w/ -

Free Liter

TlilO TOPPING^
TAX INCLUDED

p^ CUPANDSAVE

txp. 10/31^2
URGE

I
PIZZA w/

Free Liter
m^
JBiQIOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

N0 1/2&1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

^31^ CUPAND SAVE - — — -

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.
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In ceUbration of the opening of the

YHzhak Robin

C

UCLA
Presents:

ilie Face off

(t^m , American Judaism
^2 1 St ^ - -^" ^^^^ Pluralism find a

^^i^ebi^ -^x i jifrrB

HELEL
^^^ ^ III .»wwish Pluralism find a

Join an important discussion ^^ " ^" ^OmUiy home in the 21st Century?

Moderated by Dr. David Myers,
Professor of Jewish History and Vice Chair, DtfflkkS l%«mM«l Ell^M^^^a*
UCLA Department of History ,-;-...-. ?"t"*F u ?^*". F"®!?^'*

with this panel of distin^i,isfibil '^Sfebi:
^*;^S'dent, Hebrew Uniori CoJi^fe

Rabbi Ismar Schorsch
Chancellor, Jewish Theological

Seminary of America
(G>nservative)

Rabbi Saul Beiman
President of Edah,

a Voice of Modern Orthodoxy

This program is mode possible by a
generous grant from the

Shelley & Bruce Wnizin Family Foundation

Co-sponsored by the
UCLA Center for Jewish Studies

and Celebrafrng

Rabbi David Elienson^i
appointment as

President

Hebrew Union College

Thursday
Oct.24th.2002

7:30pm
Location:

l@UCLA
900 Hilgard Ave.

Fee: $10
Free for students
with current ID

Please check our website www.uclahillel.org

more inrorrhanon
pfeose contact

LeslieWallach at

310.208.3081 x240

^a.'^tM.,^^
m^i'" «£S^.

MANH
Westwood

EMMLE :j-^j^ps*--

VtLAGE
961 Braxton

208-5576

BRUM
948BroRlDn
^^ liJMii

IMTKMM.
10925 Undbrooi(

20e-4366

FESTMM.
10687 Undbrook
206-4575

PLAZA
1067Gtondon
208-3097

I WtMtoOl0ind8r(PG-13)

THX • Dol>y DigrtaJ

Mon-Thu (1:15 4:15) 7 15 10:15

'

Abandon (PG- 13)
THX - Oot>y DMtai

Mon-\^ (11:30 2:15 4:45) 7:30 10:30

I

ifcn-

TheTransportBf {PG-13)

THX-OobyOi^
Thu (1:45 4:30) 7 00 9:45

l51(R)
THX - Odby Okjitil

Mon-Thu (1 1 30 2:10 445) 720 10:10

Ttw Rules Of Attraction (R)

OoN>y Digital

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:10 9:50

Santa Monica *

CWTEflWWe SwMt Home Atabama (PG-13)

1313 3rd St THX - Oolt)y Digital - Stereo
Promenade Mon-Thu (1130 210 5:00) 7 40 10 20

' The liamporter (PG-13)

THX - Do«>y SR - Stereo

Mon-ThM (11:45 2:20 4:50) 7:30 10:30

Punch-Onjnk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo
Mon-Thu (11:00 12:00 1:40 2:40 4:15 5:15)

7:10 8:00 9:4010:45
I

The Hhig (PG-13)

THX • Dolby Digital - Stereo

Men-Thu (1.<X) 4:00) 7:M 10:00

My B<g Fat Greel( M^edding (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-TTni(11 15 2:00 4:40) 7:20 10:10

West Hollywood
Bargirin Stowa ( ) For Al Thaatna

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset (at Crescent Hatgm
Free ParWng Auto Focus (R)

(323)848-3500 Mon-Thu (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 lOiX)

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (11:45) 2:20 4:55 7:30 10:00

Bloody Sunday (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:05 4 40 7:1 5 9:50

Bowing for (kjiumblne (R)

Mon-Thu (1 10) 4.-05 7:00 9:55

Comedian
Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4 45 7:15 9:45

WLA/Beverly Hills

THE BRIDQE
West Side

THE Bridge QNEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Drive
n« Pranwwti at Ho«Mrd Hughn Center - Canlar Oitve

On 0a HoNtnt Hughn PKlnmy 0(1 tfw 405
17 SM»-ol-t«-4d/ki(Morlura
Ful StMSum-Slyto SeMng - All nGITAL SOUND
Purdwe Vtiukk by phone it (310)568-3375
or onHnt 4 www.ii(tiridgKlnBiTiccoin

Otractor^ \m HoAw (3101668-9295
SPEOM. STUerT PnCE WTTH VMJO 1

• Olractor^ HM - iBMurtnB extra artde litrHMttMr
Hits and pramMn renn* mting

* Cantor Stoae - UVE Pf€-SHOW ENTERIAMMENT
** GMNT LAAGE FORMAT SCREEN

Cinema 1 Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:00 "8:15 9:15 **10:30

IHE BRIDGE

Royal

11523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3
9036Wii9hire

274-6869

I

8Wi)men(R)
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 10:00

Safe Conduct

Mon-Thu (5:00) 8:30

Alias Betty (R)

Mon-Thu (5:15) 7:40 10:00

' Under the Moonlight

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9:50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St
(310) 394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:35 10:05

Real \¥omen Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 230 4:50 7:15 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12 00) 230 505 7:45 10:20

Spirited Away (PG)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7:00 \tm

Cinema 2

Qnema3

Cinema 4

Qnen)a5

Qnema6

Cinema 7

Cinemas

Cinema 9

Cinema 10

Cinema 11

. Jonah: A Veggietales Movie (G)

Mon-Thu 1:10 3:10

Atandbn (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:55 5 20 7 45 10:10

Hansel & Gretel (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:40 4:50

Punch-Drunl( Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1:00 '2 20 320 M^O 5:40

•7:00 8 00 •9:20 10:20

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1 55 4:35 7:15 9 55

Knockaround Guys (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:55 7:30 10:05

Tuck Everiasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:25 4:55 7:15 9:35

White Oleander (PG-13)
Director's Hall Free Upgrade ttiis Week

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

Pokemon 4Ever (G)

Mon-Thu 10 10am

Brown Sugar (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 12:10 1 50 2:35 4:25 5:10

7:00 7:45 9:3510.20

Cinema 13

Dnema 14

Dnema 15

Qnema 16

Cinema 1

7

Cinema 18

Cinema 19

Red Dragon (R)

. Mon-Thu 2:05 ^2:35 4:55 ^5:25

7:15 7:45 •8:15 10:05 10:35

Sweet Home Alabama (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:50 5:25 8:00 10:35

The Tuxedo (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50

Barbershop (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:10 4:40 7 10 9:40

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 5:20 740 10:00

Space Station 3D (G)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 11:30 4:30

Lewis & ClarK: Great Journey West (NR)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 10:15 12:45

Apolto 13: The IMAX Experience (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 5:45

AMC
Beverly Hills

^ANDMA

Beverty Connection

La Cienega at Beverty Blvd.

4 hours validated

partying $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Tuck Everiasting{PG)

Mon-Thu 2:30 4:50 7:05 9:20

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Swept Away (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:40 7:15 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 2:00 3:00 4:30 5:15 7:00 7:45 9:30 10:15

LANDMARK

The Man from Elystox > lu^io vR)

Mon-Thu 1.50 4:30 7:00 9:30

Bk>ody Sunday
Mon-Thu (1 1 :00) 1 :40 4:20 7:10 9:50

Real Women Have Curves

Mon-Thu(1 1 :30) 1 :45 4:40 7:20 9:45

Pokemon 4Ever (G)

Mon-Thu (11:10)

nanselo bretai

Mon-Thu (11:20) 1:30

Santa Monica

Westwood
Westwood

NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1 31 4 Wilshire Boulevard

(310) 394-8099

The Happiness of Katakuris

Mon-Thu 4:30 7:15 10:00

Moonlight Mile (P6-13)

Mon-Thu (11:15) 1.45 4:30

7:1510:00

AVCO CINEMA
1 0840 Wilshire Blvd

1 BIk. E. of Westwood

(310) 777-FILM #330

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue
(310)208-3259

Bowling for Columbine
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:00 9:45

The Grey Zone
Mon-Thu (1 1 :00) 1 :30 4:1 5 7:00 9:45

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:10 10:05

Sweethome Alabama (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1 40 4:30 7:20 9:55

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1:20 4:10 7:00 9:45

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANGO COM

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

West LA

The Grey Zone
Mon-Thu (5.00) 7 30 10:00

PACIFIC

Westwood

WESTSIDE PAVILUON
10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 4:45 7:30 9:55

CREST Tuck Everiasting (PG)
1 262 Weshwood Bhrd. THX - Digital

(S of Wilshire) Mon-Thu 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 910
474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

toADVERTISE
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310.8^5.2221

How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.296.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles,CA 90024-1641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am -3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

AdWrMngnpo

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price..!

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DmMUnes
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

OasMed Una RMtes

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85
1 2pt. headline 2.00

16pt. headline 2.75

Box $2.00

20 Insertions, up to 20 wofd...$1 20.00

...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00
Box $40.00

5 insertions, up to 20 wofd....$36.00 50lnserton8,upto20wofd...$245.00
...each additkmai word.... 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"
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9B
Altow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subioct to change without notice.
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2200
Research Subjects

QUICK CASH! Earn $5 in less than 1/2 hour

by participating in a simple experiment about

language learning. Contact:

lingexp@yahoo.com

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gon-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

7300
Campus Recruitment

New Firm, New Opportunities...

vioin Us 1 or a Piesentatior

Date Thursday. Octobef ?4"
. 2002

Tirne 6 (X) PM - 8 00 PM
Place. Tom Bradley International Hafi, Salons 1 and 2

Deloitte
Consulting
Sin"'- *) b-H .inii^ H».jv*on

1800
Miscellaneous

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-209-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

n 2000
Personals

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoii-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/maniwolf@ mai I .com

Consider o new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coll 1 800 521 521

1

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

2050
Pregnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human t)ehaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

Do you siiffor from so\oit Pi'o*mon««lrii:il SyiiiiHoms?
UCLA and Bertex Lat)oratories are conducting a 6 month researcfi study for women with Severe Pre-menstrual
Symptoms (PMS). You may qualify for this stidy If you experience some of the following symptoms during the
week before your menstrual cycle:

* Depressed mood • Tension • IrriUbility • Feeling suddenly sikI pf teiffiil

QuaJIfying participants must: ',
, ^ :

* Have regular menstrual cycles ;,, v,

* Be between the ages of 18 and 40 (30 if youVe a smokerj^^
*^~

* Not be using medications for the treatment of PMS,
including antidepressants, herbal treatments or birth coafrofpli

All Study related evaluations will be provided at ao^osttejBj^

Some women will be given the study medication, and others will receive a sugar pill (placebo).

You will be paid for your participation.

To get more information about taking part in this study
Contact Dr. Andrea Rapkin at UCLA OB/GYN

f(3 10) 825-2452-„.

2200M 2300
Research Subjects | tj^mnkaci Sperm/Egg Donors

RESEARCH PROJECT on bulimia and early

wm$2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-

ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-

8330.

RESEARCH STUDY - Michael Green, PhD
with UCLA Department of Psychiatry is

looking for healthy volunteers to participate

in a study of visual perception. If you are

between 25&55 and have no more than 14

years of education, please contact Karen

Cornelius at (310)478-3711 ext 43929.

Participants will receive $12/hour for their

participation.

EXCEPTIONAL EGG
DONOR NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple, both physicians in

search of a special woman to help us realize

our dream of having a baby. Donor must be
21-30 years, 5'6"-5'10", attractive, slender,

with a beautiful smile that matches her warm
personality. SAT 1300+, light/dark brown hair

and green/hazel eyes preferred. Compensa-
tion, $10,000 plus ail expenses paid. Please
contact: A Perfect Match:800-264-8828 or dar-

lene@aperfectmatch.com

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy

smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MR I and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-

6387. UCLA IRB #01 -03-048-02A.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood

tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-

zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.



CLASSIFIED

2300
perm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

f^or Cojtples Undergoing Fertility Treatment
MmwwwminuAWOT

21-32 years of age

Non-smokers, No drugsIII
Attractive Compensation to

donor, if accepted into program

Access to Recipients from 11 Highly
Reputed Fertility Physicians

*^

'^^

Special need for Asian donors
I

Genesis Egg Donor Corp

For information,

, .

.^' call Toll Free...877/37S^8888

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonynnous sperm donor

program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

caJI us;31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

3600
Garage Sales

We are is 100% Ph>\siciiif? Bfiscti

Dojior Oocyte Frogrjunl

www.genesisivf.com

eggdonors@genesisivf.com

A900
Autos for Sale

EGG DONORS needed to
HELP CHILDLESS COUPLES

I

• Reliable, intelligent,

giving women
• 18 to 31 years of age

• Generous compensation
offered

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL ERIN 818-470-7008

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now

S100
Motorcycles for Sale

1998KAWZX6ENINJA
Windsor green. Excellent condition, low miles.

Great commuting vehicle. Lots of extras.

$4700obo. John :310-739-2996.

3800
Miscellaneous

ADULT DVDs
6 for $50, Includes S&H. New. 2hrs Each. All

Kinds, Online at DVD.XOXO.NET (Doni
Type WWW.).

"^680
Travel Destinations

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. America's

#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips earn cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

Mit^...

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

E 2SOO
kets Wanted

WANTED UCLA Parent

Weekend Event Tickets

Will pay for your ticket. 559-284-6395. 559-

222-8227

2600
i^dVaiiterl

BOUGHT! Tlim yoorlegbs Into cash
Matt 800-299-0560. ibuytegoe^adcom. oracom

t 800 9480100

N««d a rid« to th« hoM«
football goMos, causo yoor
hooso didn't ront a bos?

Check out our Bruin packages
(310)216-2718 (office}

(310)578-3112 (pager)

AAAAAm^

Package A
$20.00 per irKlude r/t transportation to the game
One 6' sarxiwtch (choice of ham, turkey, roa»t beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake I

Coie slaw |

1 cup of 1
6" beer or 1 bottle water

P^cka^ B . «^. ,r-^'-n 0.00 per person (roundlrip transportation on
«

Package C
Ho transportation to game. You get everytNng In

package A for $8.00

RESERVE ASAP. CONTAa: Ms. Brown or Gina

transportation

4600-55(^..^.
3mo
^Books

CPA REVIEW BOOKS arxl CD. 2002. Call

Mark 310-313-9338, divJter@hotamll.com.

4700
Autos Insurance

4700
Autos Insurance

HOW TO ATTRACT AN-
YONE, ANYTIME

Guide to dating in college - $20.00: NUPRE,
PO BOX 147 San Gabriel. Ca 91776.

HOW TO GET STRAIGHT
A's IN COLLEGE

75 Steps pamphlet - $8.00: NUPRE PO BOX
147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.

Mercury Broker in westwooq. no Brokers ^e«, aiso omer
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

(310)208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

^900
Autos for Sale

5700
Travel Tickets

S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
Vbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Westvv/ood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wllshiro)

24 Hours g Day Service

CycleTlme Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LIABILITY INSURANCE IS THE LAWI

IT'S LESS THAN YOU THINK!
No Kidding! Call for a free quote!

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad for minimum $10.00
discount with insurance purchase

6150
Foreign Languages

SMC Community Services

Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400
6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

mmiiiis^si^iM.

6200
Services

FREE SENSE FACIAL. Professional Euro-

pean facial free with minimum $20 Sense pro-

duct purchase 310-275-3604.

Acting/Modeling Classes

ACTORS NEEDED
FOR A STUDENT FILM

PROJECT
We are film students in UCLA Extension

and we ^0 ijookfi^g
,
jpi iwo^ Actors :i(W«rfi^);

ages 20-30 "to shoot a ^^cejiw^frofTi ^ fjlm.

CTadirc^ly, will pi'bvi^e'meafe'.''li\x)Qt Dab;
Noverr^ber'^nd&Srd. Location: UCLA cam-
pus. Audition will be held in UCLA campus
and the date is TBD. Please send submis-
sions/headshots to Eric Licano, 19942
Camino De Rosa, Walnut. CA 91789. For
Questions call Milka: 310-721-5635.

L

Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point
on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com.
www.deeslegal.com.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-
pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025. 310-
820-7553. Deadline: Friday, Nov 1st.

LEGAL RESEARCH. Law student to assist
incarcerated father in family law motion.
Excellent research, writing skills. Tele com-
mute $$ 818-222-6766.

S700
Travel Tickets

John ± Christian
DCSieNERS ft CftAFTSMCN SINCE 1890

Free Brochure

College Monogram
Ring

•YEAH Date
•Degree
•Greek letters
•roUR MONOGfiAM

t4K Gold $450

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatic.

Power everything. Good condition. Price

negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

fQTRAVEL STUDENTS

J

RINGB0X.COM 1-888-646-6466

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $2,000/obo. 310-433-1838.

1989 BUICK CENTURY SW. A/C, electric

windows/locks/seat/mirrors, cruise control,

stereo. Excellent mechanic condition. Runs
Great!. $1900. 323-962-1493.

Computers

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,
power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293, 310-841-0784.

1995 HONDA CIVIC DX A/C, 5-speed, new
dutch. AM/FM/CASS/CD 6-disc changer. 92K
miles, red, tinted windows, great condition.

$5200OBO. 310-820-8492.

^^ ©n AWAY PACKAfiS
4Mn.3M«NTf AIIHailMD

L0SCAB0S-_»..349

MAZATLAN ^.389

Ple.VALLARTA^.399

CANCUN ^.509

COSTA nCABeMii». $2N

www.VictoiylraveLon

(800)878-9986

RIO>$AO $259

COSTARICA... $209
MEXICO........... $119
GUADALAJARA. $119

GUATEMALA... $235

BUENOS AIRES. $249

LllflAM************** $ 19w

UONDON $239.

CST* 2O53«ei-40

A«:f4ffS Ai« EAC«m 3iSa> C* K'\ FURCHACE- "AVES NOT IHCUDEi

stiSjrc Tc c-wiGEm>s\\mi scicm'^fm wim

COMPUTER FOR SALE! PowerPC Mac 6500
Series, 1998, barely used. Microsoft Word in-

stalled, plus much more! $650obo!. Call Thea;
310-569-4046.

vertise

1996 CHRYSLER SEBRING CONVERTIBLE
JX1. 6cd, cruise, power everything. Black, tan

leather. 70K. new breaks, $6000 neg. 323-
445-6450.

1997 HONDA CIVIC LX. Black, grey interior. 4
door, cruise control, keyless entry, valet key.

81.000 miles, $6800 obo. 323-664-7998.

in classified display

6.3060

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking

$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

M^rV.ti- M- a shH^-i I. .Jiklri (|e,., C^-

^ Its like a garage
" sale in the paper;

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lie.-T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.
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Dietary Supplements [free, drop in)

Vitamins, minerals, herbs, protein pov^ders, creatine, fat

burners ... do they work? Are they safe?

1-2 pm, Wooden Center Conference Room

Ashe at 2 Doddl Hall, Center for Women and Men
Thursdays, 2:00 to 4.00 pm

Check out the Ashe Center website for more information,

ask a health related question, even request an appoint-

ment www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
Nationally Accredite

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

U'.ldttf....!

.;*;>. ... 54

'C.8... 55
.''Iff 56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63

ACROSS
1 Muscle cramp
6 Rnished edges
10 Aussie rockers
14 Snert's master
15 Pizazz ^
16 Grill steaks ^

17 Undersized pups
18 Too
19 Innermost part

20 Mo. expense
21 Cookout treat

23 Rop
25 Most loyal

26 "Nigtitmare" street

27 String

29 Plenty
32 Stiaggy animals
33 Taxi

36 Lectern's spot
37 Wading bird

38 Big pet

39 Mail code
40 Pop up
41 Get on ttie tiorn

42 Cut ttie cake
43 Herbal drink

44 Rises
47 Opera tierolne,

otten

House coat

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M o R o 8 E

1
8 p A

1
A M A H

E R A 8 E R C o G R O V E
G E M 1 N 1 R 1 C L A N
I^R O ClK 1 N G C H A 1 R

T H E 1 RMO P THE A R L Y
H O R SHM 8 TlA L 'liBi
1 N N

1
A A H W R E CJK E R

R 1 R T E A 1 R

1
1 D A

D R E A M E R L A Y L 1 1

itac A D IE L SB A T T E
S IH 1 E bm 8 A OHB U 8 H Y
C N T A C T 8 PP R XPHHI

T T O

r
O A T

f
P A u 8 E D

T E R N L 1 E A D M 1 R E
[sjjjo] EJ O fijBJ L Y N X E 8

10-24-02 © 2002 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

5 Bride's new title

6 Genuine
warmtti

7 Raines of

1940s films

8 Sail's place
9 Auto accessory

'(^'^was.F-'<'V'^"^''^.^-'fb-

n

Gat'«yuttftfanca>cy

Inventory
., u:>c.(l

Ttiis senora .,

Fake diamonds
Witti. to Henri
Luxury liner

Potential oak
Nope opposite
Playing cards
Keys in data

(2 wds.)
B

BIytti

35 Deli bread
37 Freshest
38 Prescription

filler

40 "Jeopardy!"

host
41 Gusto

uild, as assets 42 flough drawing

f

DOWN
1 Mole's cousin
2 Abdul or Zahn
3 "The Eve of St. -
4 Briefcases

• I. 11^ Picked
](jg|Scurries

^ Hilltop

Mooch
22 Footed vases
24 Pamptona cry

27 Rirt with

28 Subside
29 Woodworking

tool

30 -tai
(rum drink)

31 Orange seed
32 — -a-brac
33 Murmur softly

34 Sothern or

43 Tricycle rider

44 Soothe
45 Forgo
46 Baffled (2 wds.j
47 Ginger cookies
48 Early moralist

49 Our, in Tours
50 Country singer

Buck —
52 Arthur — of

tennis

53 "Don t rub r

57 Reassure
Rover

j^

""TRADITION,
U C (. A

\AA Homecoming
Tailgate Party
Oct. 26, 12:30 p.m.

Rose Bowl
Join us for lunch, music, goodies and spirit face painting! isi

This event is free for S\A members - be sure to bring

your SAA membership card! (Cost is $5 for nonmembers
accompanied by a member,) Catch the bus at the

bottom of Cove! Stairs below Sproul Hall for just S2.

(Space is guaranteed to those who reserved a sear; all

others will be seated if space is available,)

For information, visit www.UCLAiumni,net/Homeconung.

(310) UCLA-SAA wwiUICLAIumnijwft/SAA

—SAA is the itudent chaptrr ofthr—

UCLAIumni
lA s s o c i a t i oni

Classifie

825-2221 Display
06-3060
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6200
Health Beauty/Services

6200
Health Beauty/Services

New CLEARLIGHT TM
r * c .. Kills Acne.
First Effective Office Treatment!

. FDA approved hi-tech "blue light treatment' . No Discomtort (Take a r^ap)
• Eradicates acne with 80% success rates • No blood tests
. 1 5 minutes sessions under patented blue light . No adverse effects m .-.x*
• Acne can contniue to decrease after

*^
<

treatment stopped wP^
Dematologist DouglOB homHton s one of the first doctors using
Cleorbght which woi approved for phynciara in August 2002

Cl^ar Up with ClearUght - Call
Beverty Hills 310-271-6663

WoocOond HiUs 818-884-7150
www drhamilton com

DOUGLAS HAMILTON, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor UCLA School of Medicine

Scar Treatment » Botox • Coltogen « Chemical peols • Skin Core Lme

|^'.'» ^

* >-
^•».'

^iHl

If you are considering improving the

appearance of your nose, visit...

www.nasalsurqery.org
or

Ci5
www.keycare.com

Keyes Surgicenter

3 1 0-859-9388

-m^oo
Movers/Storage

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful
rrwvers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Pacl<ing. boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry©310-391 -5657.

7000
Tutoring Offered

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:310-314-1643.

6SOO
Music Lessons

IMPROVE YOUR
c; R F G M A T

GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROTESSIONALII

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or ISmin from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

> iey«w«lMcMn«
> Co<n»r»h»nWv

limuni »ucc«»«
AND

pt*ontttamd to *chMv«

Ifl
1 SINGING LESSONS
1 POP R&B JAZZ
Lessc

let

ant

mWeb Studio by 3rd & Fairlax

Dar>ae Andrea 1
your soul come out and sing'

323-938-4597
B A MUSIC

B,A EDUCATION

Vb cnttt9 a new prognss

1 practice CD amy iKson

Personal Services

I

Datelim

LA'S BEST
^

DatelineJ

(310)696-DATE
(213)572-DATE
(562) 282-DATE
(626) 484-DATE
(818)264-DATE
Access Code 333

It's always free to call,

to create your ad,
« to listen to ads

and free to send your"''

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. PacMrs, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcooie. Since 1965
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

mOJOO
ProfessJonaf Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant.31 0-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's :310-475-

9585.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies. Guaranteed to help.

You gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com. i

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-

572-6500

1.1 mmTOOO
Storing Offered

§"TH£ TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-

es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01.

www.TheTutorsClub.com

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Catch-up this fall. 8yrs of experience. One-
on-one tutoring in various subjects including

writing, math, economics, SAT's & other
standardized tests. Personable. Reason-
able rates. Excellent references. Call Will

310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

wctoome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the

rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College
math, including :Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Algebra, and SATI math. Flexible

hours. Friendly patient UCLA senior (As-

trophysics major) with seven years experi-

ence tutoring math and three years teach-

ing experience. $25/hour in convenient

Westwood/Brentwood area location. Call

for more information. Stephanie :3 10-993-

8064.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for alt Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students welcome. 310-
824-2295.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago PhD, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EXPERIENCED STUDENT in Math and
Science for 7&8 yr old. 2hrs/day 4times/week.
Afternoons, $10/hr. Sherri Nil<ka 310-488-
5058 or 310-470-2695.

HOMEWORK BUDDY wanted for 4th grade
girt. Tues-Thurs. 4:15-5:30pm. Encino. Will

pay $15/hr. Please call Robin 818-262-1900.

SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED for third year high
school Spanish. $20/hr. Janet 310-470-8595.

TUTOR FOR AP BIOLOGLY High school stu-

dent 310-452-0582

GUSSIFIED

7800
Help Wanted

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE/HOMEWORK
helper needed for 3 kids. T/W/TH aftemoons
until 7. Excellent opportunity for female college
student seeking OT/SP degree. $10/hr. Pacific
Palisades. Laura 310-454-1150.

7800
Help Wanted

EXHIBITIONIST DANCERS WANTED:
Professional/Non Professional Women 18-35
yrs. for cash prize competition. For details call

800-879-0347.

7800
Help Wanted

employment
7400-8300.r-

7400
Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $ WORK 4 U
Invest in foreign cun-ency $500 minimum.
Returns up to 60%. For more info call Daniel

(213)747-3488.

EXPERIENCED, CARING TUTOR NEEDED
5-8pm for ADHD 7yr-old. Prefer Psycholo-
gy/Education background, experience
w/ADHD. Brentwood/5mins-UCLA. Need own
car. 310-440-0808.

FEMALE TUTOR/MENTOR Math/Science,
English, for 6th grade giri. M-Th after school,
Pacific Palisades. Must have car. $15/hr Call
Rachel 310-230-1940.

HOMEWORK
ASSISTANT/DRIVER

After school, 15-20hrs/wk. Santa Monica,
must have car. CDL, insurance. Please call

Lora, 310-395-9560.

FILM CREW NEEDED
Looking for crew for an upcoming Comedy
Digital Production. Potential pay copy and
credit and meals. Wanted: Director/Assistant

Director/Director of Photography(for digital

photography), Final Cut Pro Editor/Script su-
pervisor, Production Designer/Production As-
sistants. Call: 310-226-6192.

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and PfJ sales posi-

tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate
discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,
1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025. 310-
312-9600.

I

WANT TO MAKE $$$?
Learn the fastest way to make up to

$10,000-$20,000 around your schedule this

yr via marketing/advertising/investing.

<marketing_adver@yahoo.com>

NANNY FOR
12-YEAR OLD

Single parent seeks
nannyAutor/friend/cook/fashion consultant for

12-year okj giri. M-F after school starting at

3:30. Live-in and weekend work are options.

Must have references. Call Gabe at 310-278-
5704.

GROWING CO.
P/T DRIVERS. Own vehicle w/insurance. Flu-

ent English, customer service skills required.

Must know Westside. Fun, flexible, good pay.
310-966-1919.

7SOO
ij^reer Opportunities

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES. Event pro-
duction company: highly motivated person to

take control and be promoted to management
within 2 months. 6-month sales experience/
friendly phone personality/40 word-per-min-
type/willing to learn and be trained.

Drug&background testing. $500/week+bonus.
310-439-2244. www.eventprol.com.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation clerk for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate preferred. Friendly busi-

ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
Needed for 7-year-old boy, 4-yr-old girt.

School pick-up/homework help/play. Good
driver with insurance. Near UCLA. Referenc-
es. M-F 1 -5:30PM. Flexible. Audrey:81 8-623-

2000x311.

TUTOR 2hrs/day 11 y/o boy with ADHD, son
of UCLA physician. Call JT: 310-825-4098.

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER NEEDS STUD-
ENT to supervise&drive llyo boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood area.

Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

WANTED NANNY DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with children (310)888-
0163.

HAIR MODELS NEEDED FOR SM SALON:
You doni have to be a model to look like one.

310-392-3951x50. Must be willing to change
your look.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEON'S OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front

office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

HOSTESS NEEDED
Restaurant in 3rd Street Promanade. PART
TIME. Contact David or Sue: 310-260-1994.

LOOKING FOR P/T ASSISTANT Basic com-
puter skills, telephone friendly Fax 310-203-
3000 and 3 1 0-980-CKXX)

MALE MODELS 18-25 Asian, and other races.

Mags, cards, fine art. Fun! Hot! Free travel.

310-515-3343. 24hr. info.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

POETRY/LYRICS Successful composer
needs lyrics of all types: Rock, Pop, Country.
Royalties split 50/50. Email questions and
samples: Music@Marvista.com

7800
Help Wanted

" $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Work 1-2hrs/day, Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to wori< weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonic read-
ing method, must like young children 3-years
and up, tutor in West LA to go to home. 323-
467-6659.

Child Care Offered

Part Time Positions

International company
seeking 14 part time managers

No experience

* Flexible hours

* Perfect for stud^ntl

If you didn't earn $ 1 ,500last month*

part time call today Mr. Herr

(310)801-5446

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K. LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

P/T DATABASE
CONTRACTOR

Must be proficient in MS Access for data-

base reporting & integration. ACT experi-

ence helpful. If qualified, fax resume to

Brooke at 310-575-1121.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-6650.

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

|WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ctose to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

^ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER
NEEDED*

LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in aftemoons M-
F. Enormously bright/intelligent 6-year-old who
loves to play/have fun. Located in BelAir/Ros-

comare Valley Call:31 0-889-01 19.

ACTIVE, LOVING MOTHER'S HELPER
NEEDED. Room&board in exchange for P/T
household-help/child care. Flexible hours.
Work for great family! April 31 0-471 -2024.

AFTERNOON CARE and homewort( help for

7th grade boy a few afternoons/wk. 1 mile

West of UCLA. Male UCLA student preferred.

310-435-1764. dweinberg@aol.com.
|

BABYSIT 1-2 nightsAveek, flexible for a 5 year
old giri. Mandarin speaking a plus but not
required. Call Nan 310-398-8120

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math atwlity, 50wpm, 30-
40hrs/wk, $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

AFFILIATE PHOTOGRAPHER. Part-time, set

own hours. No exerience required. Visit

www.finderz.net for information. Do it today!

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200-i-per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law office:

1 :accounting/billing/admin. Iiword process-
ing/research. Responsible/detail-

oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE/TUTOR needed.
Piano& second langugae preferred.

Afternoons 3:30-7:30pm. Sat mornings 9-

12pm. Flexible schedule. Must have car and
insurance. Jackie :310-826-2466.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverty Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

ASSISTANT/PERSONAL DRIVER F/T, to

wortc from 7am-7pm. 5days/wk for driving and
running errands. Must have minimum of three
yrs experience. Have clean DMV record, proof
of insurance. Energetic, flexible, and reliable.

Fax resume 232-231-3200, or email
eteo@elcolighting.com.

B.H. Model Management Co. kwking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. We are looking for Bright, Friendly,

Energetic, Responsible People to join our
team. Will train. 15-25 hours, mornings or
evenings plus Saturday or Sunday. $9-
10/hour. Apply in person: 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Or Call: 310-474-8525. Ask for Jack.

BABYSITTING Help w/2 fantastic children

various weeknights and some v^eekend
nights. Santa Monica. Approx. 10+hours/wk.
All negotiable. Leave message w/references
310-458-3559 or email carol@goldenmange-
ment.com.

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college

job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

PART-TIME TUTOR needed for 6-yr-okJ child.

Strictly UCLA student. Must be bilingual Eng-
lish/Spanish. Please call 310-271-0122.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

ternoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11 LA
90024.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884 ext U4.

TUTOR FOR ninth grade student to help with

math and English. Must have car. 1-2 hrs/wk.

$20/hr. 310-397-7959.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

PHOTO LAB: FT/PT Westwood. Good ap-
pearance required. Apply at: 10844 West
OlympteBlvd. LA. Comer of Westwood and
Olympic. 310-475-5267.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for easy-going 7-

year-old giri. 1-2 nights per week, Beverty-

wood Area, $10/hr. Contact Kari at 310-968-
8143 or Kariann95@aol.com

BABYSITTER NEEDED Mostly evenings.
$7/hour. Call Victoria at 310-820-0224.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOV/\AS 1 70A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

CHILD CARE/DRIVER/COOK for 8 and 11

year old, 2.30-6.30 Monday-Friday Must have
car and insurance. $10/hour. kcmartin@med-
net.ucla.edu. 310-794-9507

I

7300
Writing Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts. Articles. International students

weteome. 818-345-1531.

CHILDCARE WANTED
For 10 y/o boy Responsible, must like kids.

Pick up from school, drive to activities.

Tues:1pm-4pm. Westwood. 310-914-3156.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER/HW HELPER NEEDED
for 2 boys (6&9). M-Th, approx. 2-7pm. Very
reliable, organized, experienced w/kids
(esp.boys), energetic, fun, good driver. Car
provided. WLA. Call 310-841-6211.

BOOKSTORE
PUBLICITY ASSISTANT
wanted through year end, possibly beyond.

Approx. 15hrs/wk; hosting events and other

administrative duties. $9/hr. Call 310-659-
0653.

PROJECT
ASSISTANT

To start immediately Job includes, generat-
ing reports, tracking and following-up on
special events and writing proposals. Must
have strong English writing skills. If interest-

ed, fax resume to Brooke at 310-575-1121.

CLERK WANTED
$10.61 /hour. General clerical and reception
duties. Periodic deliveries, work study pre-
ferred. Minimum 12-15hours/week. Fax re-

sume: 310-794-9565.

PUBLISHING INTERN
Responsible, energetic, writing and computer
skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful. Fast-

growing motion picture and television direc-

tory. $7/hour. Hours negotiable. Contact Su-
san Moore at Canoco Publishing, 310-471-
2287.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 12th-grader taking be-
ginning chemistry&algebra. Four even-
ings/week. lOmin from UCLA. Evenings. Nan-
cy 310-476-4205.

GIFT WRAPPER/STOCK CLERK in children's

bookstore 25-40hrs/week until Christmas.
$725/hr, WLA 310-559-2665.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

RADIO AND INTERNET CONTRACT
SALES. High Commission. 310-514-4654.

Are you a model.,
or want to get started?

DATA ENTRY person wanted. 4hrs/day Mon-
day-Friday 310-281-5562.

for all typiop,
KJ/e • temale model:

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

Looking
male • female models • actors

We also have Plus size & Children div
For print & non-union commercials

^4o experience required No fees

310.273.2S66

DELI COUNTER POSITION. Mon-Fri,

$7/hr. Santa Monica. 310-449-40(X).

11-3.

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. m
^ Looking for new Talent A.S.A.P. for Nat'L ^^

M Commercials & Magazines ^4

n lo yrs. estab. Business M
M Serious inquires!!! M
JJ^

310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M
^^zxxxzzxzzxxxxxxxzxxzij
CULVER CITY: 3-4 mornings a week for 2
school age children. 6:30-8:30am. $25/day
Must own car. Francis 310-839-6929. I

Dog Training wanted. One year old Lab needs
training. Pay performance based. Big perfor-

mance big pay 310-550-7862 or jross-
gunter@aol.com

DRIVE ME HOME in my car after medical pro-
cedure 7:00AM to 1:00PM, 11/5. $70. col-

lins@psych.ucla.edu

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT WANTED.
Proficient in SPSS data analysis, preferably

w/background in applied behavioral research.

Fax resume 310-398-6651 att. Steven.
$12/hour.

RESPONSIBLE UCLA STUDENT needed to

walk dog once a day in Brentwood. Monday-
Friday around noon-2:30pm. $300/mo. 310-
889-7100.

SECRETARY/Part Time. Two person West
Side Law firm. Aftemoons. Monday-Friday.
Fax resume 310-820-1559.

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

WANTED BRIGHT&HAPPY individual for

small cafe inside a chic&trendy BH Hair Salon.

Food-service experience preferred, not a
must. 310-395-7665/310-266-8430.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Rrm.
Knowledge of Word, Excel. QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting preferred. Email resume to

e.hudson@lrg-inc.com, or contact 213-250-
5900, ext. 27.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.to-
selikemagic.com

WE PAY CASH
Santa Monica Research company Looking

for participants for martlet research. Ages 5-

75. Please call 310-392-7337, mention ad.

WOMAN STUDENT. PART-TIME HELP 3-

9hrs/wk. lOmins from UCLA. Days& hours
flexible. Assist retired professional woman.
Drive Volvo on errands, appointments, restau-
rants. Must be computer literate. 310-474-
4804.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*
No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417 714-
648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-
perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

7840
Actors/Extras Wanted

PHOTOGENIC FEMALE
18+? Be an internet star. Your own money-
making website. Cute nude females wanted.
310-326-7355.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for natbnal TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact frifb to

Jer>nifer@modernmedia2000.coffi. * -' •

8000
Internships

COLLEGE CREDIT INTERNSHIP 20hrsAvk.

Cover scripts, phones, general office tasks.

Looking for someone bright, energetic. Fax
resume: 310-204-2877. platforme@aol.Com.

INTERNS NEEDED at busy talent manage-
ment company Filing, phones, submissk>ns,
computer wori<. Fax resume and cover letter to

323-860-1546.

NON-PAYING INTERNS NEEDED for theatri-

cal and music management company. 16-

24hrs/wk. Script coverage skills, bookkeeping
skills, office skills, required. Great Industry ex-

perience potential. Call John or Bob 310-474-

4521 for fax resume 310-470-9273.

- 8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S local American Indian Centers!

You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason. Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,

or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

housing
8400-9800

8400
Apartments for Rent

1-BDRM $1050
WLA Huge apartment with cute garden patio.

Quiet. No pets. Bike or bus to campus.
Available now. Thanks giving special 10-day
free rent. 310-477-0725.

Classifieds
825-2221

i
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Apartments for Rent

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, secunty entrance,
separate kitchen, laundry room, pool. 1yr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra SlOO/mo
310-824-0601

8900
House for Rent

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1 .5bath. Bnght, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-
tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesiey. 310-207-
7209.

I

I

I

FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENTS.
$700/mth, deposit $400. Utilities included,

gated, very quiet. 6-month minimum. 5-miles
from campus. Pool Linda Alvarez manag-
er:31 0-837-3556.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UR
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM. SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS. SOME W/BALCO-
NY. DSL. ONLY HALF BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

LOFT BEDROOM, Ibth, new carpet and paint.

Laundry facilities, pool, jacuzzi, parking space
and utilities paid. $1350/mo. 310-281-4137 or
310-429-8534.

BEVERLY HILLS garden apartment, $795.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BEVERLY HILLS guest apartment. Private en-
trance. $875. www.westsiderentals.com 323-
634-7401.

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room. res.

$455.33 www.westsjderentals.com 310-395-
7368

MAR VISTA HILL. WESTSIDE, 2bdrm. new
decor, patio, fenced yard, parking, laundry
hook-ups. utilities included. $1600. 310-313-
6073.

MARINA DEL REY cottage studio. $825.

www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

BRENTWOOD cute and cozy apt north of

Wilshire. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

^
Westwood Village

433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1040
2 Bedroom from $1700

k

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• • Wetbar In selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*wlth 1 year lease

Professionally managed t>y

Integrated Property Services, Inc

PALMS Ibdrm/lbth $850/mo. Stove, fridge,

parking, new paint/carpet, bright, upper level,

laundry facilities, near UCLA bus. Move-in

Nov.1. Eunice 213-278-5005.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $995/mo. Stove, A/C.

large ck)sets, 2ndfloor, gated-parking, inter-

com, Jacuzzi. 1/2-bkx:k to UCLA bus, freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

RENT EXPRESS. WESTWOOD AREA. 2+2,

$1700/month. For a free list please call 310-

479-8526.

SANTA MONICA apartment, 1/2 block to

beach, $995. www.westsiderentals.com 310-

395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdnn furnished apartment $2400-

$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.

Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

8900
House for Rent

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/lbth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST HOLLYWOOD guest house, hardwood
floors. 323-634-7401. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.

729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD
New Ibdrm/lbth. Prime location. Carpet.

Stove. Refigerator. Nine month lease. Female

preferred. No pets. $875. 310-475-9145.

WESTWOOD apartment. Bachelor, ref. $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1150/month. All utilities and
parking. Days:31 0-475-7533. evenings:310-
659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1&2BDRM APTS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL. UNIQUE, CHARM.
FRONT&REAR ENTRANCE. UPPER ALSO
LOWER APT W/HARDWOOD FLOORS+PA-
TIO. 310-839-6294.

8900
House for Rent

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must s^.
Call for free listing:31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8900
House for Rent

HOME NEAR MARINA
OCEAN BREEZES. 4415 Westlawn.
3bdrm/1 .75bth. Hardwood floors, fireplace.

Large family/dining. Large backyard. Close to

marina&beach. $2500/mo. 310-306-
6525ext.128.

SANTA MONICA studio, hardwood fkx)rs, pet
ok. $750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less
than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,
no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, park-
ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month 310-
470-1513.

WESTWOOD bright, cozy apartment, $875.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. All

amenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 310-200-7222, 310-562-2830.

WESTWOOD courtyard, close to all. Wont
last, $650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-

395-7368

WESTWOOD house, private room, yard,
$525. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD private room, $400/month.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. 2bdr/2bath. $1850. Luxury
apartment w/fireplace, walking closets,

microwave, gated parking, central AC. Walking
distance UCLA. Available November 8th. 310-
473-9998.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

8^SO
Apartments to Share

WEST HOLLYWOOD Quiet, large, sunny 2+2.

Fully-furnished. In nice, young neighborhood.

Including utilities. Pool. $700. 310-659-4766.

WESTWOOD. One female roommate wanted
to share large 2bd/2ba apartment own room or

share minutes from campus. 310-824-1497.

WLA 2bdrm/2bth secured building. Female

prefen-ed. $650/mo . security deposit $750.

Hardwood floor, laudry in unit, A/C, refrigera-

tor, stove. 31 0-559-1 89a

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise single, 1or2bdrm $150K-$325K. Walk to-

UCLA/Village, 24hr/security. Spectacular
views, pool, spa, sauna, valet-sen/ice. Agent-
Bob 31 0-478-1 835ext. 109.

TOPANGA CANYON house, private room,
$460. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

VENICE studio in great location close to all.

$695. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9000
House for Sale

WLA SINGLE FAMILY home, lOmlns from
UCLA. New roof, new plumbing, new land-
scaping, new windows, 3bdmT/3bth, 2200sq.ft.
New carpet, new kitchen floor and appliances.
Zone R3, very quiet and clean. Must See! Only
ask for $449,000. Wont last! Call 310-365-
6712 or 310-470-9345.

/^

VENICE House, private room, hardwood
fkx)rs, $595. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-doset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.

Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath. Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes

pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :3 10-208-3797 for an ap-

pointment.

WESTWOOD. Newer building. 2 front

2bdrms/2bths. Bright and quiet apartments.
Balcony and security pari<ing. $1700/mo and
up. 310-770-4111.

WESTWOOD
Shared room in 2bed/2bath (male).

$540/month. Parking, laundry, kitchen, fur-

nished. 430 Kelton (1 block to campus). 310-
663-5501.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+. 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-

tor, A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate partying. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WLA $1375 & UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA,
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1A)2. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WHY LiVE ON CAMPUS when you can buy a
condo? Santa Monica-West LA. For under
$1,500/month. Joyce Lunsford 310-306-
6525x140 Agent.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

WEST HOLLYWOOD bungalow, 2bed, hard-

wood floors, $1295. 323-634-7401 . www.west-

siderentals.com

9AOO
Room for Rent

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM to rent! Ocean-view patio.

Share gourmet kitchen. Great kx^ation, Mar
Vista. $790/month.31 0-678-0760/31 0-398-
7937 Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1/bdmi. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17- 10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

MARINA DEL REY private room In house,
$600. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR house. 3bed, great location. $2500.

www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Near stores/freeways.

Pool/laundry. Available now. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities, direct TV.
310-392-0405.

PALMS: Unfurnished room in spacious apart-

ment. New paint. Share bath-kitchen.

$625/month. Senior woman prefers female.
Good location. 310-838-8440.

Apartments for Rent
8AOO

Apartments for Rent

ROOM FOR RENT share house, centra)

controlled heat and air. One half t)lock to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.

$6CX)/month. 323-939-9816.

IE

it
-555-

1

A
ingj

• •

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment
3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

GLENROCK AND LEVERING
Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge
• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems
• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C
• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view
• French doors

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

SANTA MONICA: Furnished room w/2 extra-

large closets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. Lisa:310-
394-7068.

WEST HOLLYWOOD private room in house,
$800. www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

WESTWOOD: ROOM available in 2bdrm/2bth
apt. Walk to UCLA. Quiet buikjing, nk^e man-
ager. Utilities included. $400/share, $750/pri-

vate. 310-209-0014, oefada@ucla.edu.

Roommates-Private Room

BEACH COTTAGE TO SHARE IN VENICE: 4
blocks from beach. Off Abbott Kinney, Clean,
wood-floors, washer/dryer, yard. $725+1/2 util-

ities. 310-721-3470.

Great Prices!

WESTWOOD. PRIVATE bedroom and bath-

room. Walk-in Closets. Gated parking, newly
fumished, bakx)ny, rooftop spa. sioo/mo.
Must seel 310-824-1538.

16 Landfair Av
8 1 8-547-9478

REDO AND WRITE

'A Bruinwalk corn's pro-

fessor review has reviews

and n>mn>cnt.s afxjul nuwc
'than 2,8()0 UCLA proles

sors. all wnucn by >(?»«• lei low >iu

ik*nis. An inJispensibic uh)I for any
siudent planning fo lake clavseN!

PROF RFAIKW Free!

|QQSD]BS9 M soeuL LIFE?

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD APARTMENTS roommate
needed. 515 Kelton Ave. Mbkxk from cam-
pus. 2/bdrms, 2/baths. $375/nrx)nth plus utili-

ties. 310-824-1901.

- 9700
Sublets

SUBLETS ROOMMATE
« SERVICE a

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
I

Sublets in all citiesi! 1-877-FOR-RENT

Store up fo 20mb of files online at

Bruinwalk com A virtual floppy

drive! You can write a paper iA home,
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campus later on. O just store crap.
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TICKET
I
Fan could face up to six months in jail, probation NCAA looking into reforms

that favor grades over tests

from page 2B

am black, but also because of how
I was dressed," said Jackson who
was wearing a UCLA jacket over a
hooded sweatshirt, nylon pants
and a backwards hat on the night
of the game. "It's really not fair.

Now I can't help but worry about
how I look going to a game."

Resendiz resolutely denies that

the Pasadena poUce employ any
sort of racial profiling techniques
in their attempts to catch ticket
scalpers.

Nonetheless, Jackson is consid-
ering filing suit against the
Pasadena Pohce Department and
hopes that the Rose Bowl will
erect signs in front of the stadium
warning season-ticket holders not
to sell their tickets on stadium

property. He pleaded not guilty at

his arraignment on Oct. 9, but the

case will likely go to trial unless all

charges are dropped.

"The maximum penalty he could

face is six months at a county jail,"

Resendiz said. "If he's convicted,

he will likely be placed on proba-
tion for 12-24 months and forbid-

den from going to the Rose Bowl."
No matter what happens to

Jackson from a legal standpoint,
his devotion to the sport of foot-

ball has been permanently sullied.

"I have lost so much of my pas-
sion for college football," Jackson
said, wearily. "Before this hap-
pened, I usually couldn't talk the

Sunday morning after a game.
There is nothing anyone can do to

make me feel the way I did
before."

Imagine,The Opportunity To Make

$10^000 a year.

sVi?

Daily Bruin Advertising
internsiiips|

The Daily Bruin Advertising Department is looking for

Display Sales Interns. Ifyou have thought about a career in

advertising, The Daily Bruin could be the perfect launching

point. Applications will be available this week.

^
•^'

Come to 118 Kerckhoff to pick up

your application during this week.

Applications will be due
Friday, October 25th

'^\.

The
Princeton
Review

National Stress-Free GradWeekend

Take a FREEpractice LSATorMCAT
Attend a FREE GMATor GRE Strategy Session

Over the weekend of October 26th & 27th, The Princeton Review will be holding FREE practice tests for LSAT and MCAT
and FREE Strategy Sessions for GMAT and GRE. This will be a tremendous opportunity for you to take a free proctored
full-length LSAT or MCAT or attend a free Strategy Session for GMAT or GRE. One of the best ways to improve your
LSAT MCAT, GRE, or GMAT score is to take practice tests or attend Strategy Sessions to learn more about the test itself.

EVENT INFORMATION

Monrovia- Four Points Sheraton
I Saturday, October 26, 2002

MCAT Practice test 9:00am - 5:00pm

Pasadena- DoubleTree Hotel

Sunday, October 27, 2002

LSAT Practice test 9:00am - 1:00pm

GRE Strategy Session 2:00pm - 3:30pm

GMAT Strategy Session 4:00pm - 5:30pm

Westwood- UCLA
Sunday, October 27, 2002

MCAT Practice test

LSAT Practice test

GMAT Strategy Session

GRE Strategy Session

10:00am - 6:00pm

1:00pm -5:00pm

1:00pm -2:30pm

1:00pm -2:30pm

Space is limited. Call now to reseve a seat.

j^ww.PrincetonReview.com ^ 800.2Review

By Michael Marot

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
INDIANAPOLIS - The NCAA

thinks test scores are still important.
Grades, however, have proven

more indicative of academic suc-
cess.

On Tuesday, the Management
Council did something about it.

The council approved a package
of academic reforms that would
place greater emphasis on grade-
point averages and core high-school
courses than test scores.

If approved by the Executive
Committee on Oct. 31, the reforms
would go into effect in August.

"The research clearly indicates
the number of core courses and the
performance in those core courses
is the best predictor of college suc-
cess," said Percy Bates, the council
chairman and faculty representative
at the University of Michigan.

It is a m^or shift for the NCAA,
which had been criticized for plac-
ing too much weight on SATs, which
some people have argued are cultur-

ally biased.

In January, an NCAA study
showed that GPAs, not test scores,

were a stronger indicator of how a
student would fare in college, so the
Management Council agreed to
extend the "sliding scale" that helps
determine whether freshmen can
play.

Student-athletes must now score
at least 820 on the SATs, but the
changes would allow freshmen to
become eligible with lower test

scores - and a higher corresponding
GPA. The minimum GPA of 2.0 in
core courses remains unchanged
although high school students
would now have to complete 14 core
courses, one more than the current
rule.

The council discussed the pro-
posed changes at its meetings in
April and August, but did not act
until Tuesday.
As part of the reform package, the

council approved other changes that
would increase the workload to
remain eUgible while attending col-
lege.

Your Car. Your Style.
. Let us build it

IV
-Wheel and Tire Packages

-Engine Performance

-JDM Parts

-Custom Car Covers i

-Suspension
j

-Body Styling ^ ^
-lighting ^

-Car Care [
j

-Custom Floor Mats

-And Much More for ail I

Cars, Trucks, And SUV's

p ,

"••

' M^ •i'4

Store Hours:

Mon-Fri 10-7

Sat 10-6

2314 Westwood Blvd.

West LA, CA 90064

1/2 blocks, of Olympic CALL US AT: 310-470-4910

MgllPPPII!!^!
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! Uim^ ^

^ !. !il
'
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CELLULnRFflNTASY

Motorola V-60i

(1,2)

SOO AnyHnw Minutes
'"TT --• •r»««T'^:n!r y>*'»

1

"^^"^ •

'
»•<•*

Unlimited KIght + Weekends

1 f Mobile 10 Mobile Minutes

Nationwide Long Distance

2600 WUshire Blvd.
(Formerly Home Savings Building)

Santa Monica, Ca 90403

Toll Free: 866-888-4100
OR

310-315-8300

requires tax to be calculated on actual cost of the
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(1) Phone offer requires minimum of two year contract with a minimum access fee of $50.00/mo. or $600.00/yr.plus usage not including taxes, roaming, toll and long distance charges (2) State

; ^^o tr'f ,^''*'f/^"''*''=
(3) Mfutes include roaming and long distance in California and Nevada. Long Distance calls must be placed widun the Califonia/Nevada home calling area. (4) Nights and weekends calling period extends^ from 9:0 pm to 5:59am Monday through Thursday, and from 9:01pm Fnday to 5:59am Monday. (5) Mobile to Mobile applies only to calls made from one Verizon customer to another Does not include roaming, long distance toU surchaiws w
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Giants hit past Angels; series tied
By Ben Walker

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Just in the
nick of time, the San FYancisco
Giants solved the Kid.

David Bell hit a tiebreaking single
off rookie sensation Francisco
Rodriguez in the eighth inning and
the Giants rallied past the Anaheim
Angels 4-3 Wednesday night, tying the
World Series at two games a piece.

Somehow, the Giants slowed
down Anaheims persistent hitters.

And then, the biggest surprise of all:

They broke through against Mr.
Unhittable and posted San
Francisco's first Series win at home
since 1962.

"I wasjust trying to get a pitch over
the plate I could hit hard," Bell said.

"He has great stuff and he's been
doing a good job."

Rodriguez had blown away all 12
San Francisco hitters he faced in the
Series until J.T. Snow singled to start
the eighth. Snow moved up on Bengie
Molina's passed ball, but stayed put
when first baseman Scott Spiezio
made a sensational, diving catch on
Reggie Sanders' foul bunt

But Bell became the latest son of a
mayor leaguer to deliver in this Series,
singling sharply past diving shortstop
David Eckstein. Snow scored ahead
of center fielder Darin Erstad's throw,
and the celebration was on.

Rodriguez had been 5-0 this post-
season. The 20-year-old with a wicked
slider and crackling fastball absorbed
his first nr^jor league loss.

Tim Worrell got the win and Robb
Nen closed for a save in a game the
Giants trailed 3-0.

It was an October classic, and it

came on a fitting night Pete Rose
drew the biggest ovation during a
pregame celebration marking base-
ball's most memorable moments.

Twice, John Lackey intentionally

walked Bonds to load the bases with
one out Both times, he got Santiago
to hit grounders to Eckstein that the
shortstop turned into inning-ending
double plays.

The Associated Press
San Francisco Giant David Bell hits the game-winning RBI single to score J.T. Snow
against the Anaheim Angels during Game Four of the World Series.

Yet Santiago got sweet redemption
with an RBI single that capped a
three-run fifth inning that made it 3-

all. And in a tasty twist for a Series
dominated by long balls, the come-
back started with two of the shortest
hits yet

Pitcher Kirk Rueter led ofif with a
high chopper that he beat out for an
infield single. Kenny Lofton followed
with a bunt that slowly danced down
the chalk line until third baseman
TYoy Glaus picked it up for another

BRIEFS

Men's volleyball

takes on alumni
The UCLA men's volleyball

team will make its home debut on
Friday when the Bruins face their
alumni at the Wooden Center

Senior setter Rich Nelson leads
the UCLA squad against an all-

star cast of former Bruins.

Matt Komer and Cameron
Mount will play against their for-

mer teammates after recently
completing their eUgibility. Mount
only found out two weeks ago
that his UCLA career was over.

Former All-Americans Paul
Nihipali, Mark Williams, Tom
Stillwell, Seth Bumham and Stein
Metzger are also expected to be
in action for the alunmi.

Kapono a Naismith

Award Candidate
UCLA small forward Jason

Kapono was named a preseason
candidate for the Naismith
College Basketball Player of the
Year Award. Thirty men's and
women's basketball players were
named as preseason candidates.

K2^ono averaged 16.0 points
and 5.1 rebounds per game last

season for the Bruins as a junior.

He has been a candidate for the
award each of the last three
years.

. Daily Bruin File Photo
Cameron Mount (left. No. 16) will play for the alumni on Friday against the
Brums, his former team. Mount is ineligible to play for the Bruins this year.

Federation Player of the Week
Saturday, Ormsby scored a hat

trick, leading the Bruins to a4^ win
over Cal and giving UCLA their first

MPSF win this year.

Sunday, Ormsby scored two
goals in UCLAs 7-5 loss to No. 1

Stanford.

MPSF Names

Qpmsby Pl£(yep of

the Week
Second-year Brett Ormsby, a dri-

ver on the UCLA men's water polo
t«am, scored five goals over the
weekend against Cal and Stanford.

Because of this, Ormsby was
named Mountain Pacific Sports

Compiled by Diamond Leung and
Gilbert Quinonez, Daily Bruin
Senior Staff.

little single.

Rich Aurilia singled home the
Giants' first run, Jeff Kent hit a sacri-

fice fly and, after another intentional

walk to Bonds, Santiago singled up
the middle. The MVP of the NL cham-
pionship series clapped his hands and
pointed toward the San Francisco
dugout after rounding first base.

Glaus hit a two-run shot, tying
Bonds' record of seven home runs in

a postseason, to give the Angels a 3-0

lead in the third.
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SMr?

Phone (310) 208-7774
Fax (310) 208-4584

1151 Westwood Blvd.
L.A., CA. 90024
www.uclasubs.com
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FREEDOM
TO LIVE

lABA's effective service programs

promote the freedom to live, dream, and
grow. As part of our caring team, you'll

enjoy the rewards that come from

advancing adults and children with

developmental disabilities. Liberating

opportunities exist for Para-Educators,

1:1 Aides, Psychology/Education

Students.

AVAILABLE POSITIONS IN

LOS ANGELES:

BEHAVIOR SUFPORT
COMPANION
School support for young man with

Autism. $13.00 per hour. 7:30am to

3:30pm, 3 times p®- week. AA degree m
P^(^»logyorf^tocHteld iyear
experi^cera^ltiM.

COMMI7NITY
SII^PORT
COMPANION
Suf^rt a yoamman wfft ,

trtiln trauma, $TO-1 2 per hour.

M60Qm or related experience.

W6 offer ai&acflve bowfits and com-
pensatfoo. For knmediate considerattori?.

send reswTO to:

empioym«Ttd^d)a.com

Fax: 310.649.3109.

Toll Free Info: 877.924.2220

'9

i

For more information about these

and other positions, visit us at

www.iaba.com

join the band become a cpa
Listen up! Today's best career riff is C-P-A — that's

Certified Public Accountant. CPAs keep the beat of

business and finance and that's what you'll do too

if you go for it. Think about it. Talk to your adviser.

Or call Bill Spaniel at the California Society of CPAs,

80a922-5272, ext. 3552.
I

Check us out at www.cakpa.org. We have info on

scholarships, career choices and even landing a job.

Jam to the fune of a greaf career — become a CPA.

I/IFORNIAMHKjiTERN
I

faculty makes students
liey're genuinely committed

tomySUCCEl

•• j» California Certified Public

Society Accountants

DEGREE PROGRAMS

JD/PhQp*istory or Political Science

lL(y||gfti Advocacy

MCOLLw -Comparative Law

•^F CONCENTRATION
Child,3ity, Elder Law

^ . Property/Telecommunications Law

labofil||£mployment Law
:MiA

..^.^^. FOCUSED CENTERS
California Iwiocence Proiect

McGifiqHpior Creative Problem Solving

National CmSk for Preventive Law

s^ys§:if?i:sSJS;:;

mm

JfforHiaWesfern.edu
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. J.-.~m.L.
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KARON
I
Best Samake will likely

start for O'Neal
part of a trip

to Cal is the

drive home
from page 21

We all know how the game
turned out, but I want to talk about
what happened after the game.
The fans stormed the field. That's

right, the student section, after a
heroic victory against UCLA's
third-string quarterback, ran onto
the field in a wild celebration.

This is an action usually

reserved for upset victories over
top-ranked opponents. UCLA is

not in the top 25. In fact, they

earned zero votes in the
Associated Press poll this week.
Cal earned 26. What an upset
One of my fellow road trippers

and former eighth-grade flag foot^

ball coach Marc Steinberg put it

best when he said this:

The best part about going to

Berkeley is going home." Period

By Ken Peters
' THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EL SEGUNDO, Calif. - Seven-

foot center Soumaila Samake
probably will start in place of

Shaquille O'Neal when the Los
Angeles Lakers open the season
against San Antonio on Oct 29.

I
That would be good for him,

and me too," O'Neal said Monday.
O'Neal still is recuperating

from surgery on his right toe. He
has not received a doctor's clear-

ance to play and probably will

start the season on the disabled
list, requiring him to sit out at

least five games.
Dr. Robert Mohr scheduled to

examine O'Neal on Thursday.
Tlie Lakers signed Samake as

a fi-ee agent in August, after he
averaged 3.8 points and 6.0

rebounds for their sununer-
league team.

Samake was a second-round
draft pick of the New Jersey Nets
in 2000, but he averaged just L4
points and 1.6 rebounds in 34

games for the Nets the next sea-

son.

"He'U be OK," O'Neal said. "He
listens. He's young. So he's going
to be all right, once I teach him
some secrets. And then once
we're out there together, he can
do all that ... rebound, blocking
shots. I can get out on the wing
and run the court a littie bit"

O'Neal ran on the treadmill last

week and reported some pain in

the bottom of his right foot the
next day. He said there has be^
no change in his condition.

"It's hard to stay 1,000 percent
the whole season," O'Neal said.

"That's why every year I

always come in 80, mess around
and let you guys talk about me.
Then I take it up to 85, then I take
it up to 90. Then by All-Star, I'm

96, 97 and at playoffs I'm 100. The
guys that come in at 100, they got
to work extra harder to keep it at

100. Nobody works harder than
me. So right now, Fm just sitting,

looking, seeing who's doing
what"

SPORTS

PIERCE
from page 26

pie down on the field, he is known by his

teammates as a guy that loosens things up off

tiie field

"Tim brings a lot of character to the team,"
Taylor said. "He can really lighten up the
mood whether things are going well or not"

Pierce eryoys his role as the funny man on
the team, but also takes his responsibility as
a senior leader seriously.

"I'm kind of a jokester and I like to mess
around a little bit," Pierce said. "But for the

younger guys lean teU them what's up
because I've been through a lot"

Pierce is hopeful that this won't be all he
goes through during his soccer career. He
will graduate this spring, and hopes to con-

tinue his soccer career in the MLS.
"I expect to be taken (in the MLS draft),"

Pierce said. "My coaches seem to think it's a
pretty realistic thing."

Head coach Tom Fitzgerald, a former MLS
coach with the Columbus Crew, likes

Pierce's chances of being an asset to a pro-

fessional team.

"He is very capable of scoring goals here,

and at the next level as well," said Fitzgerald.

For now, Pierce is focused on trying to end
his UCLA career with an NCAA tide.

"We need to keep believing in ourselves,"

Pierce said. "As long as we do that and keep
fighting, we should have a really good shot at

(an NCAA championship)."

T"
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Largest Union Organizing Drive on the West Coast Begins as
Professionals at University of California Seek Union Recognition
More than 12,000 administrative and student support professionals at the University of California have begun taking the first steps
toward forming a union. Employees at every campus of the UC system are gathering signatures on authorization cards to build
majority support for union recognition and ultimately a coUective bargaining agreement. These UC professional employees are
working with the University Professional and Technical Employees, CWA, a union that represents 11,000 UC technical, research and
health care professionals at all the campuses, medical centers ahd the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories.

Increasing workloads, stagnating wages, uncertain job security, and rising health care costs are motivating the largest group of non-
union UC employees to seek bargaining rights. "I have worked at UCLA for more than four years, and I am very committed to this
institution and delivering the highest quality service " said Judith Magee a Student Affairs Officer and leader in the union drive. "We
are central to the University's research, medical and educational missions, but often our work is not given the recognition it deserves.
We need an effective organization to give us a voice in determining our future at UC," continued Magee.

In the first two months of the campaign more than1500 administrative, budget, legislative and programmer analysts and specialists,
student affairs officers, accountants, statisticians, hbrarian assistants and others have signed on to support the union. In order to gain
union recognition a m^ority of these high level administrative and student support employees need to show support by signing an
authorization card. UC has experienced growth in the student population over the past couple of years - which is predicted to
increase df-amatically in the coming years - with no commensurate increase in staff or pay. Many professionals say that this situation
has only increased the pressures found in a work environment plagued with threats of layoffs and budget cuts. Some feel that if these
issues are not addressed, the quality of service delivered to the student population, the faculty and the public at large will decline. UC
decision makers wiU be hard pressed to ignore these concerns if thousand ofUC professionals vote to unionize. "Imagine the power
of 12,000 highly skiUed, highly educated employees, united in a single organization, speaking with one voice," noted Carol Grese, an
Administrative -

•

- -

This campaign is pari: of a trend throughout the United States of white-collar professionals trying to win rights on the job. "Our
organizing drive is an affirmation that in today's economy white coUar professionals need, just as much as any other workers, a sti
and united voice to address their work life concerns," said Jelger Kalmi^n, a staff research associate at UC San Diego and Presiden
UPTE, CWA. UPTE is part of the Communication Workers of America, a national union that has in recent years made a particular
effort to support the organizing efforts of professionals in both tiie private and public sectors.

University Professional and Technical Employees/CWA 9119
UPTE - UCLA 1015 Gayley Ave. Suite US Los Angeles, CA 90024

Phone: (310) 443-5485; Fax: (310) 443-5487; E-mail: uptela@netwood.net
Grievance Hotline: (310) 859-2234; Website: www.upte.org

\ L
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Athlete looks forward to UCLA game
from page

c
"I had been trying to help every-

one else on the field as well as doing
my responsibUities," added Leonard,
who also has two interceptions oii
the season.

"Against Arizona, I finally had con-
fidence in my teanunates and the
opportunity to do my job. My energy
was more focused, and I was able to

rush the passer. As a result, 1 had a
great game."

All of which speUs bad news for

UCLA Aside fi^om an offensive line

that has been largely inconsistent,

the Bruins will be starting a fresh-

man quarterback against Stanford.
Leonard says he relishes the oppor-
tunity.

"A young guy like that can easily

be rattled," Leonard said. "You can

practice as much as you want, but as
soon as you see a 300-pound guy run-
ning down your back, it's a different
story. We want to make UCLA one-
dimensional."

As for Leonard's stuntman career,
it has been put on hold as he tries to
navigate his way through college to
the NFL. His favorite stunt scene -
the one where Bruce Willis jumps a
car over Leonard's head as Leonard

walks on a sidewalk - didn't even
make the final cut. In "Die Hard with
a Vengeance," it looked from the
camera angles as if the car actually

hit Leonard.

"I still have a picture to remind
me," Leonard said. "It's an outra-

geous picture, and I'll always remem-
ber the rush I got."

For Leonard, there is no better

rush.

SrANDINGS/8G0RES/8CHEDUL£S
MLB

WORLD SERIES
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You no longer hove to ^oit for

your BAR statement

You already know how easy it is to use URSA Online to view and pay
your BAR account from almost anywhere

t-V'j>.L
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A

Mow is the
time to save
a few trees

g®®(!]°[o)5y© 0®

HM?

Starting with the BAR statement normally mailed to you in December, we will convert
your option for BAR statement presentation to eBill. This means you will no longer
receive the monthly paper statement. In lieu of the paper statement you may use URSA
Online to view and make payment on your BAR account. Student Accounting will

send you a monthly email reminder to review your account so that you can make any
required payments. In order to receive a monthly email reminder you must provide an
email address via URSA Online.

If you would likefo conHnue re<^iving a pap^ statement, go to tf>e Student AccounHng Office at B303 Murphy Hall and fill out an eSills Rejection Form
Pleasa naf! eSills ore mandatory for statements with a balance less than $25, even if you've opted for paper statements.

Science Teachers
X i0t

Saturday, Oct 19

San Francisco 4, Anaheim 3

Sunday, Oct. 20

Anaheim 11, San Francisco 10

TXiesday, Oct 22

Anaheim 10, San Francisco 4

Wednesday, Oct 23

San Francisco 4, Anaheim 3, series

tied 2-2

Thursday, Oct 24

Anaheim (Washburn 18^) at San

Francisco (Schmidt 13^), 5:22 p.m.

Saturday, Oct 26

San Francisco at Anaheim, 4:58 p.m.

Sunday, Oct 27

San Francisco at Anaheini, 5:02

p.m., if necessary

NHL

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

New Jersey

N.Y. Rangers

N.y Islanders

Northeast Division

W L

W
3

3

3

2

2

L

1

1

2

2

T Pts

2 8

1

2

1

7

6

6

5

Boston

BufEalo

Montreal

Toronto

Ottawa

3

2

2

2

2

Southeast Division

TunpaBay

Washington

Carolina

Florida

Atlanta

W
3

3

2

1

1

2

2

3

1

L

2

3

3

4

T Pts

1 7

1

1

1

5

5

5

4

T Pts

1 7

6

5

3

1

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division

St. Louis

Detroit

Chicago

Columbus

Nashville

W
3

3

2

2

Northwest Division

Minnesota

Colorado

Vancouver

Calgaiy

Eklmonton

Pacific Division

W
3

2

2

2

1

Dallas

Los Angeles

Anaheim

Phoenix

San Jose

W
4

3

2

2

1

L

1

2

2

3

2

L

1

1

2

2

3

L

2

1

3

4

3

T Pts

1 7

1

6

4

4

3

T Pts

1 7

1

2

1

1

6

6

5

3

T Pts

1 9

1

1

7

5

4

2

For more information

on becoming a teacher, contact

CalTeach - your one-stop Information,

recruitment and referral service for

individuals considering or pursuing

a teaching career

>#"*

^?^;^

CalTeach can help you explore this

exciting careen provide Information

about current incentives and benefits,

assist you In understanding the

credentialing process and, once you

become credentiaied, direct you to

the teacher recruitment centers for

job placements. ^
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Malce the difference

of a lifetime. Teach.

Call 1-888-CALTEACH

(225-8322) or visit

www.calteach.com

leach

CSU Office of the Chancellor
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Give it the old college try.
/

-Kenneth Cole
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Go for 15, 20 or 50% off during our parent's weekend event.
Bring this ad, your college ID and your parent's credit card (parents optional) to a Kenneth Cole New York retail store

tor a chance to save up to 50%. And they thought seeing the student union was exciting. Promotion valid 10/24-11/3

Century City 310 282 8535 / 8752 Sunset Blvd. 310 289 5085 / Santa Monica Place 310 458 6633
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More Stories Inside

• World Series coverage

• Kapono candidate for Naismith

Award

• Men's volleyball to play alumnj

Page 26

X-Country @ Full. Invit.

Swimming vs. SMU
M.Soccer vs. Oregon St.

W.Volleyball vs. Wash St.

M.Volleyball vs. Alumni

Football vs. Stanford

M.Polo vs. Stanford

W.Volleyball vs. Wash

Thursday, October 24, 2002

PREVIEW ^

Fullerton, CA Friday All Day
Dallas, TX Friday All Day
Corvallis, OR Friday ..J2p.m.
Pullman, WA Friday 7 p.m.

Pauley Pav Friday 7 p.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Rose Bowl Aq Saturday 1 p.m.

Seattle, WA Saturday 7 p.m.

www.dailybruiii.ucla.edu

Pierce establishes self as UCLA asset
HIGH SCORER MAKES SOLID DUO WITH MATT TAYLOR, WANTS TO PLAY IN MLS

By Brian Kiley ^

.

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bkileydmedla. ucla.edu

In the early 1990s, when the likes of Joe-
Max Moore led a UCLA men's soccer squad
that dominated opponents at the Northern
Athletic Field, a young Tim Pierce watched.

The undersized youngster was a common
sight in the stands at Bruin games, where he
would sit and wonder if he would ever get
the chance to take the field for UCLA.

"Growing up playing soccer, it was a
dream to come play here," Pierce said.

For much of Pierce s youth, it seemed as
though the dream would never amount to
much. While he always possessed exceUent
technical skills, his height was a hindrance.

**! was always smaller than eveiyone else
growing up," Pierce said.

It was during hisjimior year ofhigh school

that things started to look up for the talented
forward. He grew enough so that his size was
no longer a problem.

Despite being named CIF offensive player
of the year his senior year of high school,
UCLA didn't show particularly strong inter-

est in him.

"UCLA didn't really recruit me that hard,"

Pierce said. "I just really wanted to come
here."

After two solid, but unspectacular seasons
at UCLA, he finally established himself as a
dangerous goal scorer last season. He scored
10 goals in 22 games and is on pace for simi-
lar numbers this year.

It is the thrill of putting the ball in the back
of the net that makes Pierce love the game.

"Soccer is such a long game and it's so low
scoring that when a goal is scored it's just
that much more exciting," Pierce said

Pierce has scored many of his goals off of

assists fi-om fiiend and roommate, Matt
Taylor The two of them are arguably the

most dangerous forward combination in col-

lege soccer today.

"We're two attack-minded players that

think alike," Taylor said. "And its good to be
on the field together"

Taylor and Pierce have combined to score
11 of UCLAs 24 goals this season.

Despite the excitement that Pierce brings

to the game with his ability to score at virtu-

ally any time, he is very relaxed in his

approach to the game.
"I tiy not to let my emotions run too high

before the game," Pierce said. "Because I like

to have some sort of calmness when I'm on
the field. When I get the ball 1 want to be able

to think through each situation."

Though Pierce is the guy that calms peo-

PIERCE
I
Page 23

Daily Bkl'in File Photo

Tim Pierce has helped lead the UCLA
men's soccer team to an 8-1-2 record.

Matt Leonard: it all runs in the family
STUNTIVIAN, STANFORD TACKLE FOLLOWS

IN PARENTS'. BROTHER'S FOOTSTEPS

By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@medla.ucla.edu

Forgive Matt Leonard if he
believes there's a bigger rush out
there than sacking a quarterback.

TYy walking along a sidewalk as
a car driven by Bruce Willisjumps
over the wall to the right and
comes crashing dowri on the
street to the left

On the football field, Stanford
senior defensive tackle Matt
Leonard spends a good part of his
time in the opposing team's back-
field. Off the football field, howev-
er, he's a stuntman in the movies.

**! find stunt work very interest-

ing," Leonard said. **! like that
they work half the year and still

make a decent living. I love it

because it's physical, and it's not a
desk job."

Leonard got his start through
his parents. His stepfather is a
director and former stuntman
himself, and his mother, in an
attempt to spend more time with
her husband, became a stunt-

woman. It was only a matter of
time before Leonard and his older
brother, Malosi, got involved, and
the brothers saw their first work
in middle school. Since then, the
family has had appearances in

"Rush Hour," "Mighty Joe Young"
and "Die Hard with a Vengeance."

Even as Stanford's date with
UCLA approaches, the rest of the
Leonard family is in Miami,
Florida, to do stunt work and film-

ing for the movie "Fast and the
Furious 2."

"My dad's the stunt director,"

Leonard said. "He has Malosi
hanging off a helicopter and
shooting a machine gun."

As exciting as stunt work is,

Leonard says he's concerned
about the lack ofjob security, and,
for that reason, he believes that
his immediate future is in the
NFL

"I was always a really big kid

while still being one of the
fastest," Leoiuird said. "I always
knew that I'd be really good at
football, and I plan on playing in

the NFL"
Apparently, athletic ability runs

in the Leonard family. Malosi is a
former wide receiver for
University of Arizona When
Stanford took on Arizona two
years ago, Malosi tried to block
his younger brother

"He hit me from the side and I

just grabbed him and threw him
out of the way," said Leonard,
who, at 6 feet, 4 inches, 299
pounds, holds a decided size

advantage over the 6-foot-2-inch,

212-pound Malosi.

"I didn't even know it was him.
Wl^n I saw it on filni,' 1 cotddn't
i*€^ laughing. *My God, ydu're
huge,' he said to me," Leonard
said.

It's a quandary for his mother,
but her solution is to sew one-half
of each team's jersey together in

support of either Ariford or
Stanzona. It's a close kiut family,

and they have had to be for the
past three years when Leonard's
football career was often halted
because of iryuries.

Highly touted out of high
school, Leonard has yet to play a
complete season in college. His
past three years have been
marred by back pain, and he has
leaned on his faniily for additional

support Now, Leormrd says that

he is completely pain-free and
able to play to his full potential.

Nevertheless, Leonard has been
quiet this season up until last

week's game against Arizona.

"Matt had a really good break-
out contest against Arizona,"
Stanford head coach Buddy
Teevens said.

"He pressured the quarterback
more than prior weeks. We'd like

to see him maintain that level and
play like that every week."
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The Bruins will have to find an answer for defensive tackle Matt Leonard in Saturday's game against Stanford.
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turn Cal games

into comic relief

Ffve people, plus one Nissan Maxima,
supplemented by a six-hour drive equals dis-

comfort.

Add a mean case of Puzzles' revenge courtesy of
a chili cheese dog and you get misery.
Throw in Berkeley as your final destination and

you are two horns and a tail away from hell.
For those of you who road-tripped up to

Berkeley in support of the UCLA football team,
bless your souls. Thank you for helping to clean up
Berkeley Your mere presence, assuming you
shower on a regular basis, had a cleansing efifect
on that cesspool of the bay

I myself made the trek up north, which remind-
ed me why I did not go to Cal. Indeed, I stiU would
not go there. I would not go
there if they paid for my
tuition. In fact, I would not
even go there if they paid me.
It was that bad.

Yes, the land of dreadlocks
and Stanford rejects was in
rare form this weekend, sports
fans. Despite the fact that the
Bruins lost, please realize that
you are all better off attending
UCLA and losing football
games than going to Berkeley
and being dirty. Period.

Our ride up started in the
Maxima packed with Bruins and gas. Not gasoline.
Just gas.

We had fun messing with Berkeley supporters.
Ifyou have the opportunity, I strongly recommend
carrying out the following sports-inspired pranks
on supporters of opposing teams.

1) The Hidden Ball Trick: For those of you
familiar with Coalinga, skip a few lines. For those
who are not familiar with it, Coalinga houses the
largest cow farm I have ever smelled. It reeks so
badly you can taste it Anyway here's what you do:
pull up next t» a car with Berkeley stickers on it

and, pretending you want to tell them something,
make a motion for the driver to roll down his/her
window. When they do roll down their window
(idiots) the smell should knock them out ... they
will never know what hit them. Unless they live in
Berkeley in which case their tolerance will be
super-human.

2) The Rope-a-Dope: Cut offa car with Berkeley
stickers. You must be going more than 70 miles per
hour. Spray your windshield wiper fluid. At that
speed, the dirty fluid will go over the top of your
car and land on the car behind you. That's Cal-
speak for "car wash."

3) The Fumble-rooskie: Pull up next to a car fiill

of Berkeley supporters. Leaning out an open wirv
dow, point to ti\eir tire and look concerned Then
make a roimd motion with your hands and shout
"Your tire! Your tire! It's round." I guarantee you
they will pull over Then they will spend twenty
minutes trying to figure out what is wrong with
their tire. See why Stanford did not accept them?

If there are any other road trip praiUcs that I did
not include - and no, I did not forget about the
group moonings that are a staple of road trips -

please let me know.
*

Now, I like fi-eedom as much as the next guy, but
let's be serious. Someone could make a lot of
money by marketing bras and close-toed shoes at

the prestigious UC Berkeley campus.
That said, let's discuss their "fans." If you were

there, you probably heard the Cal student section
giving a hearty ovation to the first band performing
prior to the game.

The band's formations were flawless; their

songs perfect The home crowd was going nuts.
The thing is, it was not the Cal b^d It was the
UCLA band wearing colors similar to those of the
Golden Bears and playing songs akin ta the Cal
band. Luckily, the intellectuals sitting on th^ 50-

yard line realized this as the Bruin marching band
was wrapping up their performance.
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PASADENA POLICE CRACK DOWN
ON UCLA TICKET SCALPERS,

ARREST BRUIN FAN D.R. JACKSON
ON SCALPING CHARGES

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

D.R. Jackson is one of those fans whose
enthusiasm in the stands is contagious - the
sort of gridiron aficionado who comes to
every game with a one-gallon thermos full of
herbal tea and still inevitably loses his voice
by the end of the first quarter.

So, when the UCLA football season-ticket
holder was arrested at the Rose Bowl prior
to the Bruins' victory over Colorado State on
Sept. 7 and charged with selling a ticket with-
out a permit, he reacted as any diehard fan
would have in his place.

"I was thinking let's get this over with,"
said Jackson. "I have a game to go to."

Now with a pre-trial set for Jan. 27 and a
potential jail term looming in the distance,
the 48-year-old computer repairs specialist is

fully aware of the severity of the charges.
**It's like a bad dream," Jackson said. "It is

a misdemeanor offense, and it is definitely

possible I could go to jail. This is actually
happening to me, and it's serious."

Jackson's arrest coincides with the
Pasadena Police Department's decision to

place a greater emphasis on stopping ticket

scalpers. The department currently deploys a
band of undercover cops at each UCLA foot-

ball game in an attempt to crack down on
professional scalpers.

"The police have a crew that is trained to

catch these people," said Kim Resendiz,
deputy prosecutor for the City of Pasadena.
"We are focusing on people who are scalping
tickets for a living."

Nonetheless, while the police intend for

their covert operation to discourage profes-

sional scalpers from working the Rose Bowl,
UCLA season-ticket holders like Jackson
seem to be the ones hurt the most.

Resendiz estimates the police arrest eight

ticket scalpers before each UCLA football

game, but some of those are just Bruin fans,

many of who have never scalped a ticket

before in their lives.

A resident of Acton, Calif., Jackson defi-

nitely falls into that category. He has made
the 50-mile drive to Pasadena for virtually
every UCLA home game in the past three
years and brought his family and several
members of the YMCA basketball team that
he coaches to the Colorado State game.

After his family and friends entered the

stadium, Jackson headed toward Gate D to
collect a set of free giveaway pins for his

children, when a woman approached him
and asked if he had any extra tickets.

"She was acting fidgety when she asked
me how much 1 wanted for the ticket," said
Jackson, who had a spare ticket since one of
his son's friends had cancelled at the last

moment. "1 thought she was going to take off
with it and nm. If she needed a ticket and
didn't have any money, I would have given it

to heri
Jackson was unaware of the UCLA policy

that, as stated on the back of each football
ticket stub, prohibits any attempt at resale
regardless of the price, and he paid dearly for
it.

The woman was actually one of the under-
cover officers from the Pasadena Police
Department, and she and her partner arrest-

ed a bewildered Jackson and led him to the
police headquarters at the Rose Bowl
between Gate B and C.

"It was the most humihating thing I have
ever been through," Jackson said. "They
pulled my pockets inside out, and questioned
me. I just kept wondering what I was doing
there."

The police
detained him
until after

halftime,
took away
both his tick

ets, and confis-

cated the $194
that he had in his

pocket. An irate

Jackson went back to

the car to get more
money, and then bought a
$12.50 ticket in order to get

into the stadium.

"I was almost at the point of
tears," Jackson said. "My wife
was looking for me. My kids were
asking where I was. There was
nothing I could do. I was so mad I

could barely talk."

What infuriates Jackson even more is

that he believes the police officers target-

ed him because he fit the typical profile of
a scalper.

"They approached me not only because I

TICKET
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ASUGLA workers' jobs jeopardized by ID discrepancy
By Jamie Hsiung social security numbers, the workers to provide proper fomis of identifica- Student-Worker Front, who submitted tor ofASUCLA human resources was regarding the enmlovee.' f.iinr. t
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By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhsiung@media.ucla.edu

Three of the Associated Students of
UCLA's newly-unionized employees
may lose their jobs Sunday after fail-

ing to provide proper identification to
their employers.

Because of a discrepancy in their

iHE Associated Press

John Allen

Muhammad

Police arrest
I

Army veteran

and teen in

sniper case
By Stephen Manning

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FREDERICK, Md. — One of
America's most extraordinary man-
himts culminated Thursday in the
arrests of an Army veteran and a
teenager, asleep at a roadside rest

stop - perpetrators, authorities
believe, of a
bloody, three-

week sniping
spree that left

10 people dead
and multitudes
paralyzed by
fear.

Montgomery
County State's

Attorney
Douglas Gansler
said state and
federal prosecu-
tors would meet
Friday morning
to discuss
charges against

John Allen
Muhammad. 41.

and 17-year-old

John Lee Malvo.
But law-

enforcement
sources told

The Associated
Press investiga-

tors were cer-

tain they had the culprits.

One source, speaking on condi-
tion of anonymity, said a gim found
in the suspects' car appeared to use
.223<:aliber bullets - the fatal call-

ing card in the attacks that began
Oct. 2 with the killing of James D.

Martin in a grocery store parking lot

in Wheaton, Md.
The weapon found in the

Chevrolet Caprice was a
Bushmaster rifle, according to a law
enforcement source.

The AR-15 is the civilian form of
the M-16 military assault rifle. As a
soldier, Muhammad received a
Marksmanship Badge with expert
rating - the highest of three ratings
- in use of the M-16, according to
Army records. Pohce also found a
scope and tripod in the car, the offi-

cial said.
I

The suspects, it seems, might
have been tripped up by their own
arrogance; authorities said they
received a call on the task force tip

line taking responsibihty for the
sniper attacks and for something in

"^Montgomery."

Evidence from a Sept 21 robbery
attempt outside a hquor store in

Montgomery, AL, which killed one
employee and wounded another,
then led pohce to Malvo and

SMIPER
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John Lee Malvo

social security numbers, the workers
failed to comply with the 1-9 section of
the Employment Eligibility

Verification form, according to a letter

sent by ASUCLA to the workers,
which union officials forwarded to the
Daily Bruin. All ASUCLA and universi-

ty employees are required to complete
the eligibility veiification form.

Though tlie employees had 10 days

to provide proper forms of identifica-

tion, as stated in the American
Federation of State County and
Municipal Employees contract, the
workers have failed to do so, resulting

in imminent termination.

AFSCME officials said they would
be meeting with ASUCLA manage-
ment today and hoped they could
resolve the issue. Members of tlie

Student-Worker Front, who submitted
a letter to Chancellor Albert
Camesale expressing their concern
over tills situation, said tJiey were
invited to attend the meeting.

Executive Director ofASUCLA Pat
Eastman said tliat she could not com-
ment on the situation because of per-

sonal reasons. Sally Amato-Rogers,
who wrote the letter and is the direc-

tor ofASUCLA human resources, was
not available to comment Thursday.

Additionally, a press aide said tlie

chancellor would not conmient about
this issue.

There were problems with the
social security information employees
provided as a primary source of iden-

tification, according to the letter.

AFSCME was contacted on Oct. 4

regarding the employees' failure to
comply witJi the 1-9, after a certified
letter regarding the social securit>'
number discrepancy was sent to the
workers, the letter said.

Lakesha Harrison, president of
AFCSME's University of California
cha|)ter, said the employees received

WORKERS
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Homecoming returns to UCLA, SAA goes wild

Jennrfer

working on

1 l^U.N EVANS/DaILV likl iN SKNkjH STAfT
Walker, a fourth-year sociology student, puts final touches on a "Wild Westwood''cactus. Walker was part of the firouo
on tne 5ig(]ia Aipiia Lpi>ilorvKappa Alpha Tlieta hoinecofning float - one of eigfit Hoau Hiaiined foi lui.iglifs pai ade.

By Sharifeh Williams

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
swilliams@medla.ucla.edu

After six years, an absentee
tradition is returning to UCLA
in the form of Homecoming.
With events such as a parade,
rally and the game against
Stanford, the celebration is

pegged to heighten Bruin pride.

Homecoming begins today
and will continue through
Sunday with events taking place
throughout Los Angeles.
The Rose Bowl will house the

game against Stanford, the
parade and rally will take place
in Westwood, and the Founder's
Day limcheon will be held in

Pauley Pavilion.

After receiving feedback
from both students and alumni
regarding the loss of communi-
ty-building traditions, Keith
Brant, assistant vice chancellor
of Alumni Relations, and his
colleagues formulated the idea
for the retmn of homecoming.

Michelle Lindsay, director of
the Student Alumni
Association's Homecoming
committee and a third-year
English student, began planning
and notifying student groups
about the parade in Marcy

Obtaining permits for the
paiade and working with secu-

irS BACK
The UCLA Homecoming parade will begin
tonight at 8 p.m. in the village, but festivities

start at 6 p.m. on Broxton Avenue.

> Rally stage

I
Parade parking

B street closed

street fest

—^ Parade lineup

MB Parade route

SOURCE: www.UCUUiumni.net/info/hoinecoming.nu^.btni

rity enforcers was another fac-

tor of preparing for the event.
The Los Angeles Police

Department will be patrolling
the parade. Undercover officers

will be involved to make sure

HOMECOMING
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arbershop
OAKLEY'S, A TRADITION IN WESTWOOD, HAS BEEN
SERVING UCLA STUDENTS FOR OVER 70 YEARS

By Brian Sullivan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bsulllvan@)media. ucla.edu

As many family-run businesses have
vanished from Westwood Village over
the years, much of the Village's charm
may have fled with them. But there are
still a few places with both history and
character that alumni can revisit this

weekend during homecoming.
Oakley's Hair Styling on Gayley

Avenue is the oldest business in

Westwood. The hair shop was original-

ly established in the village in 1929 in

the Dome building on Westwood
Boulevard, and was encouraged to do
so because UCLA needed a barber
shop.

But even before there was an
Oakley's cutting Bruin hair in the

Village, there was an Oakley's barber-
shop across the street from UCLA's
original campus on Vermont Avenue.
The Janss Investment Corporation,
which made a fortune donating the new
land for UCLA and then developing
what was sure to be a thriving area sur-
rounding it, offered 6 months free rent
to Bert Oakley to move from Vermont
Avenue to Westwood.

Walking into Oakley's is like walking
back in time. Barber polls, chrome bar-
ber chairs and a shoe shine booth are
just some of the trappings of the past
visible there.

Being somewhat of a museum, the
shop has a display case of barbering
rehcs of the past, including a box of
"singe" tapers, which barbers would
use to bum off wavy hair ends to give a
smooth look to a haircut.

NATE lam/Daily Briin
Owner Larry Oakley and customer Arthur Golden, a WWII veteran and client since 1949
share memories

Larry Oakley, owner of Oakley's and
nephew of the late Bert Oakley, the
shop's founder, said at the time, bar-
bers used to give 10 shaves to every
haircut, and that most men used to get
their shoes shined and hands mani-
cured.

"There were no slobs in those days,"
Oakley said. "Everyone dressed up."
The case also has a set of medieval-

looking metal instruments used early in
the century to dig boils out of cus-

OAKLEY'8
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USAC debate discusses pros, not cons, of fee increase

EI)WAKI) LIN/Daily Briin Sknior Sta^t

Suzanne Yu, a community service commissioner,
promotes USAC's fee referendum Wednesday night.

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga(a)med ia.ucla.edu

Student group heads met with
student government leaders on
Wednes<lay intending to discuss
the pros and cons of a proposed
student fee increase - but the
cons were nowhere to be heard.

Officers of the Undergraduate
Students Association Council
held hearings for their $9.25 self-

imposed fee hike in Franz Hall to

seek endorsements from many of
campus' student groups.

Speaking to an audience of
over 20, USAC members
explained the fee referendum
line-by-line and gave their justifi-

cations for where the money
needs to go.

The referendum would gener-
ate an estimated additional
$210,000, and the money would
go toward council offices and
general student programming
funds, which, at roughly $98,000,
are $30,000 less than last year,
due in large part to increased
overhead costs.

Conunissioners in four of tl\e

five offices slated to receive a
direct allocation from the fee
increase - campus events, com-
munity service, cultural affairs,

external vice president and stu-

dent welfare - spoke about the
benefits extra funding would pro-
vide for both their offices and stu-

dents.

Student Welfare Commissioner
Crisette Leyco described several

of the programs her office con-
ducts and would like to expand,
including the UCLA Run/Walk for

the Children's Hospital and the

office-initiated IronBruin
Triathlon.

More funding is needed to

bring well-known names to speak
and perform on campus, said
Robbie Clark, cultural affairs

conmiissioner. She added that

moving the popular UCLA
Jazz/Reggae Festival from the
under-construction intranuiral

field to Drake Stadium has also
increased necessary costs.

Although an opposing argu-

ment was included in documenta-
tion passed out at the hearing,

students in the audience ques-

tioned the council why no one
was scheduled to speak on behalf
of those who oppose the fee

raise.

"USAC should have had a con
argument (speaker) even though
they had a written one," said

Giovanni Scarfone, external vice

president of the Hilgard House.
"It would have helped greatly."

President David Dahle argued
that the lack of someone vocaliz-

ing a opposing view was an indi-

cation of generally favorable sen-

timent for the referendum.
But in response to Dahle,

Academic Affairs Conmiissioner

Chris Diaz, who has been the
most vocal councilmember to
question the language of the item,

pointed out what he called its

lack of flexibihty. He has repeat-
edly criticized the fact that the
five offices allotted exclusive ref-

erendum money would not be
subject to the same process as
student groups who apply for the
increased funds.

Others who attended the hear-
ing felt that a monetary infusion
into USAC is absolutely neces-
sary.

"It would be a he for any stu-

dent leader to say they couldn't
use more money to do a better
job," said Becky Kammerling,
campus organizer for CalPlRG.
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UC works on dealing with possible cuts
BUDGET CHANGES

MAY MEAN INCREASED
STUDENT FEES, CLASS
SIZE, TEACHING LOADS

By Shane Nelson

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
snelson@media.ucla.edu

The University of Califoniia is

expecting further cuts in its state
budget for the year, and faculty
leaders at UCLA are working on a
battle plan to handle their share.

Though Gov. Gray Davis signed
the 2002-2003 California state bud-
get on Sept. 5, he hasn't finished
balancing it. The state Legislature
adopted a spending plan authoriz-
ing whoever is governor in January
to make up to $750 miUion in fur-

ther reductions to state operations.
The UC is one of several state

agencies whose budget can be cut
by as much as 5 percent.
No one knows what the magni-

tude of the cuts will be, but last year
UCLA received about $658 miUion
of its $2.8 billion operating budget

from the state - of which 5 percent
would be $33 million.

The Committee on Planning and
Budget, which advises the UCLA
administration on budgetary issues,
is getting ready for the worst, said
committee chairman Eric Gans.
The governor has until Jan. 10 to

reveal this year's additional cuts,
the same day he will present his
first draft of the 2003-2004 budget.

Historically the governor and
Legislature have protected pubUc
higher education during shrinking
budget years, said Anita Gore,
assistant director of the California
Department of Finance.

But she also said the current bud-
get situation is similar to the reces-
sion levels of the early 1990s, and
could be worse.
UCLA saw a lot of staff and pro-

gram cuts during that time, Gans
said. Though professors are spared,
he said getting rid of temporary
employees "handicaps those who
are left."

"The '90s were very traumatic for

people ... I don't say we would rec-

ommend this," he said.

In addition to program cuts,

other solutions the committee -

along with six task force groups the
chancellor will create - may consid-
er are increased class sizes, profes-
sor teaching loads and student fees.

The UC says it won't raise in-

state student fees, which have been
steady for eight years, though it will
increase non-resident undergradu-
ate tuition 16 percent for under-
graduate students and 4 percent for
graduate students this year.

Gans said the committee will
leave student fees alone when ana-
lyzing the budget, but they will like-
ly spend a lot of time looking at pro-
fessor teaching loads.
A state audit released this year

said UC professors teach less stu-
dents and units per quarter than
what the state says they should,
Gans said.

"For (students) this is good
because (they) tend to get more of
our attention," he said.

But UCLA could save a lot of
money if it increased professor
teaching loads, he added.

Another solution the administra-
tion may look at is department
restructuring and consohdation.

"A big thing in the '90s was the
restructuring of the professional

schools," Gans said.

The administration created the
School of Public Policy and Social
Research in 1994 by combining the
School of Social Welfare and the
Architecture School's urban plan-
ning department. The undergradu-
ate nursing program was also cut.

Total UC expenditures amount to
roughly $13 biUion. The
Legislature's budget provides the
UC with $3.2 bilhon for 2002-2003, 3
percent less than it did in 2001-2002.

Budget reductions included a 10
percent across-the-board cut for
state-funded research - about $32
million - along with reductions for
outreach programs, instructional
technology, equipment and Ubrary
needs.

The budget also includes new
funding for enrollment growth,
salary increases, sununer sessions,
and $4 million in start-up costs for
UC Merced's faculty, the system's
tenth campus opening in 2004.

However, the budget office at the
UC Office of the President main-
tains that there aren't any pro-
grams, not even new ones, that are
exempt from further reductions in
January.
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Muslim activist speaks at UCLA
about conviction controversy
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MSA SPONSERS THE
EVENT ON IMAM JAMIL;

BRUIN REPUBLICANS
STAGE SILENT PROTEST

Charles Proctor

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cproctor@media.ucla.edu

In March, Imam Jamil Abdullah
al-Amin was convicted of killing an
Atlanta police officer and sen-
tenced to life in prison.
The controversy surroimding his

conviction came to UCLA
Wednesday night in the form of a
speaker presentation. Amir Abdel
Malik Ali, a Muslim leader and
activist, protested Jamil's inno-
cence and victimization by the gov-
ernment.

The speeclT was sponsored l)y
the Muslim Student Association at

UCLA and by its parent organiza-
tion, MSA West. Approximately 70
students attended the event, most
of whom were MSA members.
Imam Jamil was an activist dur-

ing the civil rights movement. After
a stint in prison, he converted to
Islam and changed his name from
H. Rap Brown to Imam Jamil.
He was convicted of killing

Ricky Kinchen and wounding his
partner while they attempted to
serve him an arrest warrant.
Although he was found guilty,

some of the evidence was deter-
mined to be conflicting.

MSA said the presentation was
designed to encourage people to
keep an open mind.

"The purpose is to raise aware-
ness of his trial and who he is and
why he is innocent," said Yousef
Tsysar, a third-year political sci-

ences studeot and, the, outreach
coordinator for MSA.

/

Ali called Jamil a martyr for the

Muslim community while he spoke
on both Jamil's trial and world
events including Sept. 11, 2001 and
the looming chance of a war with
Iraq.

AU elaborated on the intercon-
nectedness of world issues and
what he sees as a government
vendetta against Muslims.

"The war on terrorism is a war
on Islam," he said.

He concluded his speech by
imploring his audience to not
ignore events in the Middle East,
especially in Iraq and Palestine.

"It's a reminder for a lot of peo-
ple," Reem Salahi, a fourth-year
international development studies
student and an assistant director
with MSA, said of the speech. "It's

refocusing on reasons why we're
here, reasons why we're strug-
gling."

Sfjyeral people expressed oppo-
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One dead in Chechen rebels' takeover
;

SNIPER | Additional accomplices possible
By Jim Heintz

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MOSCOW — Medics dragged the

body of a young woman shot by
Chechen rebels from a Moscow the-
ater Thursday as the attackers
threatened to kill hundreds of
hostages unless the Russian army
pulled out of Chechnya. Two
women jumped from a window
under Chechen fire and escaped.

Forty rebels, including women
who claimed to be widows of ethnic
insurgents, stormed the theater just
before the second act of a popular
musical at 9:05 p.m. Wednesday The
woman, shot in the chest, was the
only known fatality of the hostage-
taking as it moved into its second
day

I

Relatives and friends stood in
freezing weather outside the theater
in a rundown southeast Moscow
neighborhood 3 miles from the
Kremlin, their dread matching the
grinmess of the scene and the des-
peration of the estimated 600 cap-
tives inside. Special forces troops

moved in formation around the
building and armored vehicles stood
ready. Snipers were on rooftops.

Three Americans were among the
75 foreign hostages in the theater.

In televised remarks. President
Vladimir Putin described the
hostage-taking as one of the largest
terror attacks in history and claimed
it had been planned **in one of the
foreign terrorist centers" which
•^made a plan and found the perpe-
trators." He did not provide evi-

dence the raid was organized
abroad.

In a broadcast monitored in
Cairo, Egypt, the Qatar-based satel-
lite TV channel Al-Jazeera transmit-
ted statements by some of the
hostage-takers who said thousands
of their comrades stood ready to die
for the Chechen cause.

"I swear by God we are more
keen on dying than you are keen on
living," a bls^ck-clad male said in the
videotaped broadcast. "Each one of
us is willing to sacrifice himself for
the sake of God and the indepen-
dence of Chechnya."

"Even if we are killed, thousands
of brothers and sisters will come
after us, ready to sacrifice them-
selves," said a female among the
group, only her eyes peering from a
head-to-toe black robe.

An employee said the tape had
been deUvered to Qatar from Al-

Jazeera's Moscow bureau Thursday
morning. It was apparently made
Wednesday before the theater
takeover. The language spoken by
those on the tape could not be
determined since the audio was
broadcast with a voiced-over Arabic
translation.

The tape underlined what
appeared to have been intense plan-

ning that went into the audacious
operation, which brought the
Chechen war 865 miles north to the
Russian capital.

One of the masked men on the
tape sat before the camera with a
laptop computer in front of him and
a Quran, the Muslim holy book, on
the floor at his right side.

HOSTAGES
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OAKLEY'S
I
Shop patronized by celebrities

I

from page 1

tomers' backs. Oakley said that up until the 20th cen-
tury, barber shops functioned somewhat like medical
offices, where customers would even come in for an
occasional blood letting - with leeches. ,

But it is more than just old furniture that gives
Oakley's character.

Back in the '40s and '50s, Hollywood movie stars
such as James Cagney, Humphrey Bogart and Bing
Crosby got their hair cut at Oakley's. Lany Oakley was
the personal barber of Howard Hughs, inventor of the
colossal aeronautical failure the "Spruce Goose" and,
at the time, one of the richest men in the world.

"I thought he was a bum, really," Oakley said,
remembering his first meeting with Hughs, who ran
into the shop wearing paint splattered clothes and
asked for a haircut.

The Oakley family itself has a famous member:
Annie Oakley, who, in the late 19th century, was one of
the greatest sharpshooters in the world and was later
associated with Buffalo Bill's Wild West Circus.
More recently, Pete Sampras has been getting hair-

cuts at Oakley's.

Though barber shops used to be a common sight,
they began to disappear after what Oakley calls the
"long hair thing" of the '60s. Oakley said that from
1964-1974, up to two-thirds of the nation's barber
shops went out of business when the short hair, clean-
cut look went out of style.

"People ask me why I'm not retired, and I tell them
I'm not because I spent all my retirement money keep-
ing this place open," Oakley said. "It was tough. ... No
one got haircuts.

"

But business began to pick up again with the boom-
ing '80s economy. Oakley remembers the Village being
filled "wall to wall" with people on the weeknights.

However, styling trends changed once again when
men began going to hair-styling salons, which
siphoned off many barbershop customers. It was at
this time that Oakley's Barbershop was re-christened
Oakley's Hairstyling.

Oakley also remembers the hard times of the late
'80s and early '90s, when the ballooning economy

Photo coi'RTE.sy of Oakley's

Blast from the past: a barber cuts a clients hair at
Oakley's In September of 1958.

burst and Westwood was virtually empty for a couple
years. Long-established businesses left in droves.

Clinton Shudy, a hairstylist at Oakley's, said part of
what keeps clients coming to Oakley's is its relaxed,
family-like atmosphere.

"You waUc in, and it's visually more laid back. It's

not so white, starchy and modem," Shudy said.

HOMECOMING |
Events continue untU Sunday

from page 1

public intoxication is not an issue,

said Michael Wang, Sr. Lead
Officer for the West Los Angeles
Division.

Christy Royce, member of the
Homecoming "Street Team," a
subconunittee helping out with
the parade, said her group distrib-

uted flyers and checked with busi-

nesses to let them know about the
parade.

**Most (businesses) were excit-

ed and wanted to do everything
they could to help," Royce said.

This week marked the begin-
ning of promotions for the
Homecoming celebration. On
Tuesday a game fair was held at
Bruin Plaza. Bowling down
Stanford trees, goldfish tosses and
a raffle were some of the activities
available to students.

Bruin football players Marcedes
Lewis and Tyler Ebell joined in by
throwing passes to students for
prizes.

During promotions week
Lindsay ensured everything ran
smoothly This included preparing
judges who will rate the floats and
marching bands during the
parade.

A stage will be set up on
Broxton Avenue today at 6 p.m.
and will feature alternative radio
station KROQ and punk bands.
The parade will start at 8 p.m. fol-
lowing the performances.
The theme of the parade will be

"Wild Wild Westwood." Lindsay
said since each organization will
have a different take on the theme,
not all the floats will be western!
Over 30 student groups will partic-
ipate in the parade. '

The Homecoming committee
decided to omit a Homecoming
court from the celebration.
Lindsay cited a lack of interest as
the reason for their decision.

An SAA tailgate party will take
place on Saturday at 12:30 p.m. in

Lot H of the Rose Bowl. Free
lunch, drinks, and face painting
are benefits for SAA members.
Admission for non-members is $5.

The tailgate party will be a I

chance to "have fun with fellow
Bruins and get excited for the i

game," said Ariel Hankin, director
of SAA's Member Benefits commit-
tee and a third-year communica-
tions and psychology student.
"Everyone come, everyone is wel-
come."
Homecoming festivities coincide

with Parent's Weekend, which
Brant said will bring approximate-
ly 1800 parents to the campus.
The weekend's activities con-

clude Sunday, with a Founder's
Day luncheon in Pauley Pavilion
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Dr.
Jorge A. Lazareff, the UCLA neuro-

surgeon who separated the con-
joined twins, will speak at the $20
luncheon.

Brant added that he hopes this
year's Homecoming will encourage
students to get involved in next
year's planning.

|

"We should bring back traditions
so that today's students can ei\joy

them like yesterday's students
did."

With reportsfrom Amy Frye, Daily
Bruin Senior Staff.

Fal
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Muhammad.
Two senior federal law enforcement officials, speak-

ing on condition of anonymity, said investigators had-
n't ruled out other accomplices, including some who
may have provided vehicles or other support.

But who were these two, and why might they have
unleashed terror on Maryland, Virginia and the District
of Columbia?
Muhammad, a veteran of the Gulf War, converted to

Islam, according to The Seattle Times. Malvo is a citi-

zen of Jamaica. The Times quoted federal sources as
saying the two had been known to speak sympatheti-
cally about the hijackers who attacked the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon.

But there was no indication, authorities said, that
they were linked to al-Qaeda or any terrorist group.

The two were arrested without incident by mem-
bers of the sniper task force at a rest stop in Frederick
County, 50 miles northwest of Washington. The time
was 3:19 a.m.

Three hoiu^ earlier, Montgomery County Police
Chief Charles Moose had announced that Muhammad
and a juvenile were being sought and issued a nation-
wide alert for a blue, 1990 Chevrolet Caprice with New

The Associated Press
Police officer M^'. Greg Shipley (left) announced the arrest
of two men at a news conference Thursday morning.

Jersey plates. A motorist and an attendant spotted the
car and called police.

The Caprice is co-owned by a New Jersey resident,
Nathanel O. Osboume; FBI officials said he was being
sought as a witness.

Two Bfioads

by
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Federal spending runs $159 billion deficit
By Alan Fram

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASfflNGTON ^ The govern-

ment ran a $159 billion deficit in
the past fiscal year, the Bush
administration said Thursday,
punctuating one of the federal
budget's worst nosedives ever, just
12 days before elections for con-
trol of Congress.
The figure was not a surprise

and largely reflected an ongoing
dip in federal revenue collections.
But it was nonetheless breathtak-
ing for its contrast with the $127
billion surplus - the second largest
ever - shown by the government's
books just a year before.
Though democrats hope the

budget's deterioration will help
them in next month's elections,
many analysts and officials fi-om
both parties believe the return of
deficits after four straight years of
surpluses will have a minimal
political impact. That is because
the public seems more focused on

the flagging economy and the
threat of terrorism and blames
them - not politicians - for the
revived red irik.

"It's important, but nobody's
paying attention," said Robert
Reischauer, president of the liber-

al-leaning Urban Institute and for-

mer director of the nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office.

In a written statement. White
House budget director Mitchell
Daniels blamed the red ink on
needed defense and domestic
security expenditures, and the end
of a federal revenue surge fed by
the booming economy of the late

1990s.

"Given these two developments,
it is absolutely essential that we
set aside business as usual and
keep tight control over all other
spending," he added, repeating a
demand the administration has
often made of Congress.

Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill
said the flat economy, stock mar-
ket drop and costs of responding

to the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist

attacks "created a deficit. But
going forward, I am confident that

we are on the road to recovery and
stabihty."

Democrats tried to blame the

fiscal turnabout on republicans in

hopes of enhancing their chances
of capturing House control and
strengthening their hold on the

Senate in the Nov. 5 elections.

They have long blamed the bud-
get's decline on the 10-year, $1.35

trillion tax cut that President Bush
won from Congress last year.

In January 2001, the
Congressional Budget Office pro-

jected that surpluses would total

$5.6 trillion from 2002 through
2011, an unprecedented bundle of
federal cash.

|

But with the recession, the costs

of terrorism and the tax cut, the
budget office estimated in August
that the surplus for that same peri-

od would be $336 billion. Both the

White House and the
Congressional Budget Office say

they expect annual deficits to con-
tinue for the next several years.
Many analysts say those projec-

tions are optimistic because they
assume that futiu-e federal spend-
ing will grow by only about the
rate of inflation, when in fact it has
grown much faster than that in
recent years.

Democrats also argued the
shortfall would look even larger
were it not for last year's Social
Security surplus, which was about
$160 billion.

This year's shortfall is expected
to have a minimal effect on the
country's $11 triUion economy But
if deficits persist, they could con-
strict policy-makers' abilities to
boost spending for priorities like
defense and schools or to cut taxes
further, ensuring years of partisan
budget warfare.

Administration officials had
been predicting for nearly a year
that the government would be

DEFICIT
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WORKERS
I
Current employees

worried about own job security 'i-A.

from page 1

No-Match letters, sent by the social

security office when there is an error
with employees' social security num-
bers. Because the workers were not in

compliance with the 1-9, ASUCLA sent
a letter to the workers and union offi-

cials on Oct. 17, annoimcing their intent

to dismiss the workers from employ-
ment effective Oct 27.

In August, ASUCLA fiilly unionized
eighty former part-time workers, giving
them full career wages and benefits
after negotiations with AFSCME.
AFSCME believes that a discrepancy
with employees' social security num-
bers is not a legitimate reason to termi-

nate employees. Harrison said
AFSCME will file a grievance report if

the workers are terminated Sunday.
"By every means necessary well get

these workers back," she said
Cynthia Rabuy, the chair ofthe ASU-

CLA board of directors, said student
board members had beeii informed by

management that some workers were
not in compliance with the 1-9, but she
had heard nothing about the three
workers' employment being tenninat^
ed. Reem Salahi, an undergraduate
board representative, said she did not
recall hearing about the three workers
losing their jobs.

The board of directors entrusts man-
agement with the responsibility to
ensure that workers are in compliance
with employment regulations, Rabuy
said

Current ASUCLA workers said they
are now worried about the status of
their own jobs.

LorenaArrieta, a seruor food ser-
vices worker fix)m Hilgard Houses said
she has also received a No-Match letter
from the social security office and is

concerned about the status of her job,
along with the rest of the en^loyees.

"We're worried that we're going to
lose ourjobs right after we became per-
manent workers of ASUCLA," Arrieta
said through an interpreter

The Robert J. Stoller Foundation presents a lecture by

Professor Peter Brooks
Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature and French

I Yale University

"The Future of Confession"
Professor Brooks's talk will highlight the history and future uses of

confession in our culture. He argues that psychoanalysis has always been
suspicious of the confessional gesture, while depended on it.

He speaks to the ambiguity of confession in our culture and in the
judicial system, as well as the shaded utility of confession in self-

I

purification and self-forgiveness.

Lecture will be Friday, October 25, 2002 at 8 PM
at the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic Institute.

2014 Sawtelle Blvd. (between Olympic and Santa Monica Blvd.)
Parking in rear or adjacent streets

WWW . campusevents . ucla . edu
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For more information

on becoming a teacher, contact

CalTeach - your one-stop Information,

recruitment and referral service for

Individuals considering or pursuing

a teaching career

CalTeach can help you explore this

exciting career, provide Information

about current incentives and benefits,

assist you In understanding the

credentialing process and, once you

become credentialed, direct you to

the teacher recruitment centers for

job placements.

Make the difference

of a lifetime. Teach.

Call 1-888-CALTEACH i

(225-8322) or visit

www.calteach.com

CSU Office of the Chancellor
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to aid anti-crime cooperation
By Audra Ang

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BEIJING— U.S. Attorney General

John Ashcroft on Thursday
announced the opening of an FBI
office in Beying - a step meant to
strengthen U.S.-Chinese cooperation
in fighting terrorism and internation-
al crime.

"The United States and China
agree that the most important ...

response to terrorism is that we act
- cooperatively and swiftly,"
Ashcroft said at a news conference
at the U.S. Embassy.

Washington has repeatedly asked
for permission to open an FBI office,

but China only agreed in February,
when President Bush met with
Chinese Resident Jiang Zemin in

Beijing.

The one-person FBI office is to be
staffed by Tony Lau, a 20-year
Chinese-American veteran of the
bureau. According to the agency's
Web site, it has more than 40 such
offices worldwide.

"We think that this will help the
two sides carry out law enforcement
and judicial cooperation on the prin-

ciple of mutual benefits," Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesman Liu
Jianchao said.

Lau's job will be to promote coop-
eration aimed at "curtailing orga-
nized and transnational crime ... and
in the m^or endeavor of counterter-
rorism," Ashcroft said. That is our
highest priority."

Ashcroft is in the middle of a
weeklong trip to Asia to discuss law
enforcement efforts in the war on
terrorism. ,

THK A.SS(M.lATEn PREJvs

Chinese President Jiang Zemin speaks
at Texas A&M University in College
Station, Texas, Thursday, Oct. 24.

Earlier in the week, he met with
Japanese Foreign Minster Yoriko
Kawaguchi in Tokyo. He planned to
visit Hong Kong before returning to
the United States on Friday.

Ashcroft said that in Beying he
had met with Luo Gan, the
Communist Party's senior law-
enforcement official, and Justice
Minister Zhang Fusen.
He said he was pleased that they

and other Chinese officials "uniform-

BEIJING
I
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Exhilarating, Revelatory!
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Many suffer witti

unhealthy looking

faces for many
months, many years,

due to the lack of the

knowledge on what
to do.

*Actual Patient Testimoniar

"I feel that my life has been blessed after receiving several treatments at 5 & 2

Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care Oinic. Before coming to Mar> 1 tned many skin care treatments, but

nothing seemed to work. I became very fimstraied and my self-esteem was begmning to diminish

Now thanks to the treatments that I received I am proud to show my face in public, I no longer

feel ashamed of my skin. Sot only do I see a difference, but my friends and family have also seen
an improvement in my skin as well as my self-esteem. 1 wholeheartedly recommend 5 & 2 to

anyone who is tired and frustrated with acne, it really works!"

j

- Tina Sampras (I'CU Junior)

Dramatic Results in 1 iMonth - Guaranteed!

SYNAGOGUE FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Shabbat Service

Friday^ November 1, 8:00 p.m.

Gindi Auditorium

University of Judaism

Rabbi Joseph Telushkin and Cantor Judy Fox will officiate.

Special Guest Speaker from the Israeli Consulate!
C'What will war in Iraq mean to IsraelfV

^ eet Rabbi Telushkin^ia -^
SPfCIAl BOOK SIGNING EVENT

as we introfluce his ^

newest publication, "The Golden Und."

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2002
7:30 - 9:30P.M.

Greenway Court Theatre
544 No. Fairfax Ave. (Park at Fairfax High School)

Admi^ooLFree to SFTPA M

Non Members; SS.OO/oerson

For membership information, call (310) 472-3500

mmmfisamDssmm'mim^
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w, LA'S HOTTEST

Karaoke
7 Nights A Week
Starts @ 9HK)pm

Happy Hour
Everyday 5-9pm

Cam To B<x)k Yoir L\RC,t Parh Toimn!

Fine Dining • Free Parking
Healed Smoking Patio

10433 National Boulevard
% THE Overland Exn on the 10 Fkv

310.837.5245
www.boardwalk11.com

WWW.THEBESTKARAOKE.COM

PSYCHIAlRi
• Over six million Americ
children have been placed
on addictive, mind-
altering psychiatric drugs.
Psychiatry in our school
UNDERLIES THE AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL CRISIS.

• In one 14-year period, mo
Americans died in psychiat
hospitals than were killed i

World Wars I and IL the
Korean, Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars combined...

inExiiirT

iit"-riniiri'ii>iirii"rti«^
^P^*«..WmWflifflr^^PpE) Call Now 800-869-22«7. LoatEOn the heart of Hollywooo at Cithms

CoNMsaoN ONjiuMAN RiGHTs« INTERNATIONAL, 6616 SuNSET Bm, LosA«Gps 90028. Wau-ins are welcome.
i.rSfflIf''*" J?*"' 'Vt- ^^T^ '!'»

ipQ^a^
SUPER SPECIAL

ALL THE TIME
Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza
at regular price & get
a second one FREE!

Fast,. Free Delivery
1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices

one topping pizza
Any large 3 topping pizza or any

Speciality Pizza

oN*-

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.98.

Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,
Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

(save over $5)

Limit 3 pizzas

111

NEWBRUIN MEAL DEAL
/ Large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

$4.99
f^tne-in or carry out only

Shakey^s
Combination

ON^

$1 U

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes,
FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or • 8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread or* 5 Chicken Breast Strips

1114 Gayley Ave., W^tWOOd Village lE^Srr]

The
Princeton
Review

National Mress-

Take a FREEpractice LSATorMCAT
Attend a FREE GMAT or GRE Strategy Session

Over the weekend of October 26th & 27th, The Princeton Review will be holding FREE practice tests for LSAT and MCAT
and FREE Strategy Sessions for GMAT and GRE. This will be a tremendous opportunity for you to take a free proctored
full-length LSAT or MCAT or attend a free Strategy Session for GMAT or GRE. One of the best ways to improve your
LSAT MCAT GRE or GMAT score is to take practice tests or attend Strategy Sessions to learn more about the test itself

i.

\
-~j \^ '\.

EVENT INFORMATION ^££
?-

Monrovia- Four Points Sheraton

Saturday, October 26, 2002

MCAT Practice test 9:00am - 5:00pm

Westwood- UCLA
Sunday, October 27, 2002

/T

Pasadena- DoubleTree Hotel

Sunday, October 27, 2002

LSAT Practice test 9:00am - 1:00pm

GRE Strategy Session 2:00pm - 3:30pm

GMAT Strategy Session 4:00pm - 5:30pm

MCAT Practice test

LSAT Practice test

GMAT Strategy Session

GRE Strategy Session

10:00am -6:00pm

1:00pm -5:00pm

1:00pm -2:30pm

1:00pm -2:30pm

itit
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FREE CONSULTATION

Introducing
Cingular Rollover

With Cingular Rollover your unused anytime

minutes roll over from month to month, .

.

1300 Minutes
PER MO.

1000 Nighttiiiie & Weekefid JMUniiles
(Roilcver does not apply to Night & Weekend Minutes.)

PLUS
iOO AnytiiM Minutes

PLUS
FREE Natioiiwide Lofig Dislanc«

PLUS
SSO In-Store CrediT

Towards Purchase Of Accessories

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCLA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association

ofOrthodontists

j^.BRACES
Deliver Brilliant Results^

(310)826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Monthly

Access

Monthly

Anytime Minutes

|99 199 199

1050

Plus 3000 Night and Weekend Mlni^
'Poilovet does net ' Night and Weekend Miautea

Authorized Agent of

>C cingular
V*

WIRELESS

fiFFOR0«BLE
PORTABLES

UiMii TiM (Mv Siliid 1^ a $36 adnato ieeiM«amt «<n
apples io ^ y (^1 valuej)i le (iioM. IIM lita

IseraceaMOfiw»<iBgl»ijM<Bfagrts<r«a

LMdbMStolRiiflMrals

}^J^*'L!9^^^f^^ a2iear serya agreement, Sales t»|

Speckiliziiig in broces for

odtflts & children

Invisible RemovoMe

Evropeon Troditionol

Cosmetic Porceloin

Surgicol Orthodontics

Invisolign

20% discount to all

students and faculty

wfth vaRd ID

Low Monthly Poyment: As

low OS $99/nionth OJLC with

No Finonce Charge

The Associated Press
An unidentified Russian negotiator raises his arms Thursday, Oct 24 as he
leaves the theater that was seized by armed Chechens in downtown Moscow.

HOSTAGES
I
Five released

Thursday after negotiations

Teeth Whitening
Upper or Lower

$75 00
leodi

(reg.|20a00)

only OB

I Ml|fiDalsfi9Je

, - r——m —/ •— —^ r.-.-.r>»w Ir ffie US- Visi

ArtM B lonM i|i to li iBiM nriin liiH purposes. Ait^_ per ffiir* Al (JsM a^cr to IKS. iMnM senioe cii^

ilonoliotlowLiqniliMlllMinRuringctBm ^

konliiMIMbMlCHMMMi...J jmlBMMflMCHMiailHlMiMjMk
IMnSsti

flBflHTtflMI

Wj^eiranuB

i

I 4igr«les;fl»(iirttea)(itwlfftofcr««al(iROfi^

IWWWUMCMV^ ,

^a/3m oner not valKiffiij

11645 Wilshlre Blvd.

#802
(lefween Barrinaton & Federal)

18124 Culver Drive.

Suite A, Irvine
(Mi(helson)
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"We came to the Russian capital
to stop the war or gain martyrdom,
and our demands are stopping the
war and the withdrawal of Russian
troops," one speaker said.

Another man on the AWazeera
tape said the attack was planned
"based on orders from the military
ruler of the Repubhc of Chechnya,"
possibly referring to Asian
Maskhadov, who was president of
the province in the interval between
the 1996 end of the first war with
Russia and the resumption of fight-

ing in 1999.

These days, some of the
Chechens who led efforts to create
an independent country and have
fought two brutal wars against
Russia have adopted the language,
methods and sometimes even the
dress of extremist Islamic move-
ments and taken to terrorism to
draw attention to their cause.

Al-Jazeera is known for having
broadcast statements by Osama bin
Laden and other members of his al-

Qaeda terrorist network. Russian
and U.S. officials also have said
some al-Qaeda fighters may be in

Chechnya. Chechens were among
fighters ousted from Afghanistan
late last year when the ruling
Taliban were overthrown.

The dramatic hostage-taking was
a heavy blow to Putin, who has
repeatedly said the situation in
Chechnya, ja. mainly Muslim repub-
'lic iA southern Russia, is under con-

trol.

Five hostages were released
Thursday afternoon after a negotiat-
ing session between two Russian
lawmakers and the rebels, raising

hopes for a peaceful end to the cri-

sis.

But optimism was dashed shortly

afterward when the body of the
dead woman was dragged out of the
theater by medics, and rebels fired

off two rounds from rocket-pro-
pelled grenade launchers at two
other young women who jim[iped
from theater windows and escaped.
Lawmakers Irina Khakamada and

losif Kobzon— who is also a singer
beloved by Chechens— briefed the
Kremlin on their talks with the
hostage-takers. The legislators said
one of the Chechens promised citi-

zens of countries "not at war with
Chechnya" would be released.

Late Thursday night, liberal

Russian lawmaker Grigory
Yavlinsky entered the theater for
negotiations and came out after

about an hour, but there was no
immediate word on any results.

Among the approximately 600
hostages in the theater Thursday
night, 75 were foreigners, said
Sergei Ignatchenko of the Federal
Security Service. He said 39
hostages had been released. Some
audience members and many in the
cast were able to flee in the early
moments of the crisis, including a
group who said they tied costumes
together and climbed from a third-

floor dressm^£ot)m windqw^
.. , i

1^^^ ^RGER SP
Cheese Burger Combo
Turkey Burger

TeriyakI Burger

BBQ Bacon Burger

$4.25
$5.00
$5.25
$5.75

All items include sales tax.

SANDWICH SPECIALS
steak Sandwich Combo
Pastrami Sandwich

Veggie Burger

Hot Dogger Special
AJI items include sales tax.

$6.50
$6.50
$5.50
$4.00

At£^

BREAKFAai SPECIALS

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and toast

3.25

Breakfast
served all day!

Ail items include sales tax

There's no place like Headlines I DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

10922 Kinross Ave. Westwood Village 208-2424
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MSA
from page 2

sition to a speaker who asserted
the innocence of a sentenced
killer.

Eight Bruin Republicans staged
a silent protest for half the speech,
holding signs that read, "Don't
Defend a Killer," and, "Justice for
Ricky Kinchen." i t

"^There's a lot of better people
out there (to talk about)," said
Andrew Jones, chair of the Bruin
Republicans. "He's no martyr."

i ,

Muhammad Mertaban, the presi-
dent of the MSA and a fourth-year

psychology and French student,
brushed off the Bruin Republicans'
protest as uninformed and "imma-
ture."

"They came to humiliate them-
selves," he said.

Jones responded by accusing
the speaker of being "racist" and
evasive, saying that Abdel talked
about "everything but what was
supposed to be talked about,"
referring to the issue of Jamil's
guilt or innocence.
Imam Jamil is currently in

Alabama facing federal charges on
fleeing the state. An appeals
process was occurring in Georgia
when prosecutors moved him to
Alabama.

BEIJING
from page 5

t

ly indicate that wherever, whenever,
however terrorism can be disrupted,
(it) needs to be disrupted."

Liu said the meetings were "an
important part of the international
campaign against terrorism and part
and parcel of the constructive and
cooperative relations" between
China and the United States.

China has accused the East
Turkestan Islamic Movement - a
small group seeking independence
for the Muslim Chinese northwest -
of being part of an international

Islamic terrorist conspiracy. ^
Beijing says the group got

weapons and training from Osama

bin Laden*s al-Qaeda network,
though it has not provided evidence
to support its claims.

The U.S. government had initially

rejected the Chinese claims, but in

August added the group to its own
list of terrorist organizations.

That step came the day after
China released rules on missile
exports that had long been sought by
Washington. The timing prompted
some observers to say the Bush
administration was motivated by
politics rather than solid evidence
against the group.

Ashcroft rejected those sugges-
tions, insisting Thursday that the
decision to put any group on the list

was "based not on political negotia-
tions ... (but) on the availability of
evidence that supports the designa-
tion."

DEFICIT
from page 4

that the government would be back
in the red in fiscal 2002 after run-
ning surpluses every year since
1998. Many analysts saw that as an
effort to get the bad news out early
and gradually, rather than dumping
it out all at once just before Election
Day.

Though there have been greater
one-year swings in federal deficits

and surpluses measured by percent^
ages, never before has the bottom
line swimg by $286 billion in a single
year.

The 2002 deficit, based on data
collected by the Treasury
Department came fi^om receipts of
$1,853 trillion and expenditures of
$2,012 trillion. Fiscal 2002 ran
through Sept 30.

Students
INTERESTED IN GRADUATE STUDIES AT

UC BERKELEY?
Attend the

ADMISSION WORKSHOPS
FOR THE ARTS, HUMANITIES, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Monday, October 28
Hacienda Room, UCLA Faculty Center

12-1:30p.m.
Or

4:00-5:30p.m.

Refreshments will be provided.

Diversity students are strongly
encouraged to attend

Sponsored by UCLA Graduate Division and

Dr. Josephine Moreno Or Gloria Chun
Graduate Diversity Coordinator. Graduate Diversity Coordinator.
Alls & Hunianities Social Sciences
510.642.5575 510.642.5565
morenojm@ucIink.bcrkeley.edu gloria_chun@ls.bcrkeley.edu

Individual appointments can be made with Dr. Moreno for Tuesday,
October 29 via e-mail or arranged on the day of the workshops.
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www.interviewwiththeassassin.coin
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SPECIAL
ENGORGEMENTS
START FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER 15th!

LOS ANGELES
LaMimilv's

Ftjrfax Cintmas
(323)655-4010

IRVINE

Edwards
UnivarsitY6

(800) 555-TELL

PASADENA
Laammia's
Playhousa 7 Cinamas
(626) 844-6500

CHECK THEATRE DIRECTORIES OR CALL FOR SHOWTIMES

WEST HILLS

LaanNnla't

Fallbrook 7

(818)340-8710
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PARADE & lULlY • OCT. 25, 8 P.M

WESTWOODmUGE
NIGHT!

6-8 RM. - LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ON BROXTON AVENUE

8 RM. > HOMECOMING PARADE AND RALLY

DONT FORGET THE SAA TAILGATE TOMORROW AT 12:30 RM.
AT THE ROSE BOWL!

SAA
www.UCLAIumiii.iiet/Hoiiiecoiiiing

(310) UCU-SAA
UCLAIunni
Association
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www.micron.com/jobs

joinMicron

,

of
Micron Technology, Inc has emerged as

a glol>al leader in the semiconductor industry.

We continually broaden our DRAM, SRAM, TCAM,

Flash and CMOS image sensor product offerings to meet the

needs of advancing technologies for today - and the futum.

meet micron!
I

-
\

Information Session

Monday, October 28

Career Center Conference Room, 3rd Floor, 5:

Pizza and sodas will be provided.

the future

technology

p.m.

Applicable Major:

Electrical Engineering

:<^ I-

Micron offers a generous benefits package including

Employee Stock Purchase Plan

401 (k) Plan witn company match

Competitive Base Pay ^ ^

Time Off Plan

^

m

4: ^

Submit your resume to:

E-mail (preferred): jobsOmicron.com
Fax: 208.363.2322
Micron Technology, Inc.

Attn: Human Resources, MS 707-2276
8000 South Federal Way
Boise, Idaho 83707-0006

^icron
EOE/AA
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I^JI£BRUIN| Media to blamefor lack of voter interest
Editorial Board

,

rFlhe voters blame the politicians. The ooliticians is«iiP^ i^ r.aQ«*^ on a hir^^rH^or. KooJo - .„i„._. , ..
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UG must explain

position on mediation
T^e

University of California needs to open up more to the
University Council of the American Federation of
Teachers about the rationale behind their recent con-

tract negotiations offer.

The labor dispute involves the UC and lecturers who
want higher pay, more job security and a guarantee that
third party mediation will be available to hear disputes
between the two sides.

The UC agreed to raise the minimum salaries for lectur-
ers to $41,712 for those with more than six years of experi-
ence and $37,572 for those with less. Sadly, a lot of high
school teachers can boast a larger salaiy than what the UC
is offering. I

In terms ofjob security, current lecturer's contracts have
to be renewed yearly for six years, after which they are
renewed every three years, contingent on evaluations of
their performance. This leaves lecturers and their families
with a constant sense of insecurity.

The main issue at the table now though - the one caus-
ing the most disagreement between the two sides - is the
issue of a third party mediator for dispute settlement The
UC does not want this included in the contract, but they
have not been upfix>nt enough about wl\y they oppose it
\\rithout a mediator lecturers are left to deal with the UC,
which already has inherent leverage over them as a func-
tion of being their employer

Regardless, in order for the dispute to begin approach-
ing some sort of consensus, the UC needs to speak up and
tell the union about their concerns on the mediation issue.
If not, the lecturers' union and the Coalition of University
Employees should expedite their talks about striking.

The voters blame the pohticians. The politicians
blame the voters. Nobody takes responsibility for
the uninformed, uninterested population. And

nobody blames what may be the
largest source of voter ignorance
yet: the media
A joint study completed this fall

by use and the University of
Washington analyzed 2,454 local

news broadcasts to find out how
much election coverage they pro-

vided. The astonishing results were
that in an election year, with both
the House and the Senate up for

grabs, over half of the broadcasts
carried no election news.

During the broadcasts that did
cover campaigns, the average story

was 80.5 seconds long. Less than
20 percent of those stories con-

tained any sound bites, and the

average sound bite was only 9.5 seconds long.

That's about long enough for someone to say: "I sup-
port (insert issue here) because it is important to the
(insert interest group here) and to Americans that (said

Michelle

Singer
msinger@me*Lucla.edu

issue) is passed on a bipartisan basis."

What can a citizen learn from that?

No wonder politicians run more and more campaign
ads; it's the only way they can get their message across.
They have learned how to use - and abuse - the media
through advertisements. They pour precious money
into running thousands of campaign commercials,
which are then repeated to instill the message in the
viewer's mind.

It doesn't matter whether or not they're factual or
truth-stretching, whether they're attack ads or issueK)ri-
ented. To the voter, it's all the same. And to the politi-

cian, it is propaganda at its best "if people see some-
thing enough times, they'll believe it"

It's appalling that the news has paid such scant
attention to the upcoming pivotal election. But the
twisted process that finds politicians grasping for air-

time in a television-oriented world that doesnt pay
enough attention to them is what's really wrong. It's not
that voters don't want to discuss the issues, it's that
they aren't able to find a forum for them. Yet

Campaign finance gurus Sens. John McCain and
Russell Feingold have teamed up with Sen. Richard
Durbin to begin the next phase of their uphill struggle
to reform the political process in America

Their new bill, known as the Political Campaign
Broadcast Activity Improvements Act, would require

Federalism can lead to global unity

New bill will greatly

benefit families
Amidst the slew of poor choices and failed actions that

have characterized Gov. Gray Davis' term so far, one
bill does stand out as particularly excellent - the paid

family leave bill.

Under the new law, which will go into effect ,(ujy.2004,
employees with an ill fanuly member can requ^fpaid
time off from work to attend to their medical supervision
needs. ft«nou»tathe|iaaBage of tte bill, emplD|Meft«^^~
could still request time off at the discretion of their
employer but were not guaranteed pay Now workers can
request up to six weeks off and receive about 55 percent
of their regular salary.

The bill works weU in that it's both cost efficient and
protects small businesses. Workers will only be charged
about $26 a year - this will go into a general fund, out of
which the workers approved for leave will get paid. Small
businesses are protected from losing hard-to-replace labor
- those with 50 employees or less are exempt

This bill will e^)ecially benefit those families who can-
not afford to hire full-time nurses to look aft«r their ill

family members. It's just as important for a mother who
has to take care of her newborn child to have time off as it

is for a person with a child - or anyone else in the family
- who has contracted a debilitating disease.

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board. All other columns, letters and artwork represent

the opinions of their authors.

By Jane Shevtsov

Oiu" generation has grown up
with an implicit internationalism.

Since preschool, we have been
learning about the damage people
are doing to the Earth. Many of us
are concerned enough about
sweatshops in developing coun-
tries to avoid bujing clothes we
know are made there. MEChA
activists wear t-shirts saying, "We
didn't cross the borders. The bor-
ders crossed us." My own fifth-

grade class learned to sing "We
Are the Worid" for the school's
winter pageant

In The Declaration of
Independence of Cyberspace,"
John Perry Barlow referred to the
Internet as "a world that all may
enter without privilege or preju-
dice accorded by race, economic
power, military force, or station of
birth." Many of us came of age in

that world.

The global enviromnental crisis

facing humanity reveals our inter-

connectedness. Burning rainforest
in Brazil causes ice at the North
Pole to melt Pollution fi^om

Cliuni^ coal-burningpower piajits

blows over to Southern California
U.S. chemical companies sell pes-
ticide»4ong bannediiKhe l>nited

States to developing nations and
the toxins return home on import-
ed produce.

On a more positive note, envi-

ronmental groups like Greenpeace
and the World Wildlife Fund work
all over the world, and thousands
of smaller local organizations now
network using the Internet

Where are all these trends, posi-

tive and negative, leading us? What
do we do about growing global
corporate power and the nuclear
weapons stockpiles that stiU

threaten us all? How do we react
to the rise of nearly instantaneous

Shevtsov is a second-year political

science student.

communication and to those stir-

ring images of the Earth against
the cold blackness of space?
One response is world federal-

ism > an exciting idea with an
enormously dull name. I prefer to
think of it as an acknowledgement
of global citizenship and loyalty to
all of humanity. World federalists

believe we need a system of demo-
cratic global governance on top of
(not instead of) national govern-
ments. Such a system would pro-
vide ertforceable legal mechanisms
for resolving conflicts, protecting
human rights and safeguarding the
enviromnent.

The current United Nations can
provide a base for this kind of
world state, but only with many
changes. A crucial change would
be switching fi-om one-nation-one-
vote to a voting system based on
population, so that a country with
a population of one million does
not have the same voting power as
one with a billion. Methods of
global law enforcement will also
have to be developed. To learn
more about the changes that will

have to be made, check out the
web sites of the World FediBrtlist

Association (www.wfaorg) and
World Federalist Movement
(www.worldfederaIist.org).

Perhaps the most exciting
aspect of the world federalist

vision is the prospect of eliminat>
ing war. Just as California does not
need to defend itself from Nevada,
the coimtries making up a world
state would not need weapons and
armies to protect themselves from
each other Right now, the world
impoverishes itself, spending a tril-

lion dollars each year on ways to
kill people. Just think of what
could be accomplished if that
money was available for peaceful
ends.

Can world federalism possibly
succeed? According to Paul H. Ray
and Sherry Ruth Anderson,
authors of "The Cultural

Creatives" the social movements
that succeed in the long run are
those that challenge cultural

assumptions and refi:ume issues in
a larger context Some, like envi-

ronmentalism, question widely
held beliefs; others, like the civil

rights movement, challenge people
to live up to their ideals. Either
way, the political and cultural

arms of such movements together
accomplish what neither could
alone.

What cultural assumptions do
world federalists challenge? We're
saying, "People outside your bor-
ders are no less morally important
than those inside them. It's not
acceptable that children's chances
of surviving are dictated by arbi-

trary lines around their place of
birth."

In April, hmnan rights groups
and world federalists celebrated
the creation of the International
Criminal Court This is a perma-
nent body for trying individuals
suspected of committing war
crimes, genocide, or crimes
against humanity, including mur-
der, enslavement, deportation, tor-

ture, rape, genocide and apartheid.
Unfortunately, the United States
has withdrawn from the treaty ere-

' ating the ICC, but this Will not stop
the court from going forward.

There is a powerful refi:-ame in
the very term "crimes against
humanity." Certain acts are so
heinous that, if committed against
civilians during a war, they are
considered crimes not just against
their specific victims but against
all of humanity.

"For total greed, rapacity, heartr
lessness and irresponsibility there
is nothing to match a nation,"

wrote Lewis Thomas in "The Lives
of a Cell." Surely we can do better
than this. Indeed, if humanity is to
survive, we have to do better. Our
loyalties, as Carl Sagan put it,

must be to the species and the
planet.

'Wall' between U.S., Mexico

incomparable to Berlin Wall
By Russell Gaietl

UNIVERSITY WIRE

An uimamed American Indian is said
to have remarked once in a letter to the
president, "Be careful with your inunigra-
tion laws, we got careless with ours."
On Oct. 3, 1990, the former East

Germany was formally absorbed into the
Federal Republic of Germany after the
dismantling of the Berlin Wall that start-

ed in November 1989. A nation that had
not had a centiuy's rest was finally

reunited; a nation divided first by the
Great War, economic woes and factional-
ism, genocide and strife, another world
war and finally the choking burden of
grossly unequal long-term occupation.

Throughout the past 20 years, the
Uruted States has spent hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars building and reinforcing a
wall along its southern border with
Mexico to discourage the rising influx of
illegal inunigrants crossing at certain
spots in the desert. A nation renowned
for its open borders is slowly realizing its

need to control these borders and decide
who can enter the country.

Increasingly and regrettably, more peo-
ple have been trying to draw parallels

between the two walls. People have
claimed that this is a closing of the bor-
der, comparing our border patrol to com-
munist East German pohce forces.

I regret to have to bring it to the atten-

tion of left-wing sensationalists, who
thrive on instances like the reinforce-

ment of the wall as a cause for frenzied
alarm, that we do not live in a pohce
state. In my research, I have seen the
United States blamed for the deaths of
immigrants shot by the border patrol
while refusing to cease crossing to some
immigrants who have been killed while
sleeping on railroad tracks while
trekking illegally across the desert.

Surely, the United States does not regu-
late where immigrants may sleep while
illegally entering its borders.
Owing my citizenship to SiciUan immi-

grants in the early 20th Century, it would
be foolish for me to take any type of anti-

immigration stance. There is plenty of
land, food, employment and tax collec-

tion for anybody who wishes to obtain
the privilege of citizenship. I am, howev-
er, very much in favor of heavily regulat-

ed immigration - not so much because it

would exclude certain people, but
because it would invite the right kind of
people. Achieving citizenship should be
Uke interviewing for a job; the appUcant
should be eager, motivated and innova-
tive, have a thorough knowledge of the
corporation/nation they are applying to,

and be excited to change their future

environment for the better Sadly, there
are many examples of American-bom cit-

izens who lack these attributes; why
should the government grant citizenship

to anybody else lacking those attributes?

Letting anybody pass through our bor-
ders would be like Microsoft Corporation
giving anybody a job, regardless of
whether or not they want to fill out an
apphcation, let alone are qualified for the
position. Make no mistake, the Berlin
Wall was a crime against humanity. It

divided a urufied people, caused needless
social inequalities, stimted national
growth and ultimately caused hundreds
of individual deaths.

A wall with Mexico does not divide
one nation; it separates two. It distincUy
points out where one begins and another
ends. Our nations may still be traversed
freely; the wall only ensures that it is

done in accordance with each nation's

wishes in the interests of national and
personal safety and to make proper use
of the agencies in place to manage these
borders.

IMAGINE THAT...

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu

\

Jack had the "better safe than

sorry" attitude.

television and radio stations to air at least two hours a
week of candidate- or issue-centered programming in
the time period before an election.

This programming would have to be in the form of
debates, interviews or something similar. In other
words, something substantial that would give viewers
(and hopefully voters) a real chance to learn about the
candidates.

Some people would of course take issue with the
fact that this bill attempts to regulate the media's ability
to choose its own programming - limiting the cher-
ished First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of the
press. But this biU would not inhibit that freedom; it

would help the media exercise it in ways that would
also facilitate another freedom - the right to vote.

Instead of arguing over the lack of separation
between politics and the media, the focus should be
put on why politicians are reduced to rurming their
mindless ads in the first place.

McCain said it best, "By increasing tiie fiow of poUti-
cal information, free air time can better inform the pub-
lic about candidates and invite viewers to become
more engaged in their govenunent by learning more
about the individuals seeking to represent them."

It's too bad McCain's argument won't show up on
any local news broadcasts - it's too long for them to
bother

LETTERS

Waxman should open his

eyes
I concur with the Oct. 15 editorial, "Waxman

disregards constituents' opiiuon," not just
because he has no plans for higher education or
student issues, but also because he opposes the
extension of the Red Line Subway west along
Wilshire Boulevard.

Despite the fact that the Red Line has 132,514
average weekday boardings, the intraiLsigent
congressman refuses to reconsider his
Congressional ban bill.

Congressman Waxman will not get my vote
November 5 for re-election. I'll cast my ballot for
a forward-looking House of Representatives offi-
cial who is not afraid to help alleviate the vehicu-
lar traffic in West Los Angeles, deemed to be the
densest traffic and employment corridor in
Southern California

It would be a tremendous boon to UCLA,
Westwood and the surrounding community if

commuters could use an underground subway
instead of having to endure untold minutes, even
hours, of gridlock in their cars.

Frank Beddter

UCLA extensk)n, 1971

Students need to support

rail system
Rather than spending millions on parking

structures every few years, UCLA should focus
on public transportation. With buses jam-packed
every morning, it's obvious that students will use
anything available to avoid West L.A.'s traffic and
UCLA's parking woes.

With the highly anticipated opening of the
Pasadena Gold Line in July 2003, the MTA will
have a Metro Rail system that reaches into the
San Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys, as weU as
Dovmtown L.A., Long Beach, LAX (via shuttie)
and Norwalk. Construction will begin on another
light rail route to East LA. in 2003. The closest
station to UCLA is the Red Line subway stop at
Wilshire and Western, about eight miles away.

So where does that leave us? After the MTA
proposed a busway for the Exposition Blvd rail-

road right of way, a grassroots group of volun-
teers from the Westside, known as Friends4Expo
coUected signatures and lobbied the MTA to
build a light rail line instead. The MTA is now
doing preliminary work on the route that will
eventually connect our friends over at USC to
Culver City, Santa Monica, Downtown L.A., and
the rest of the Metro Rail system. The only prob-
lem is that the closest it vidll get to UCLA will be
just south of the Westside Pavilion.

The only way UCLA is going to see the Metro
Rail system reach Westwood is with grassroots
work from the UCLA community and coopera-
tion from the university. If UCLA shows the MTA
that it wants rail badly enough, the MTA just
might change its mind like it did with the Expo
busway. Friends 4 the Red Line is an all-volun-
teer group that already has the ball rolling on
this issue, and could use the help of more UCLA
students and staff to get the Red Line extended.
Maybe interest will surge once USC starts brag-
ging about their rail line.

Martin Culjat

Graduate Student, Engineering

NRA makes It easier to kill

There seems to be confusion about the intent
of the Jason Liu cartoon (Oct. 21), but it's quite
clear to me.

The cartoon captures the reality of the NRA
continuing to support the hardware used to kill

innocent individuals each and every day in this

country. The NRA wishes to keep guns available,

while knowing that they make one-on-one killing

easier than any other weapon.

No, guns don't kill people - but they make it

very easy for people to Idll people.

The question is: Should we create new laws
and increase enforcement of current laws to
make it harder for people to use guns to kill oth-
ers? The NRA refuses to accept any new legisla-

tion, and wishes to revoke many current gun
laws. Why? They are afraid that with each new
step toward legislating gim ownership, the coun-
try gets closer to revoking the Second
Amendment.

I for one would not miss guns, because I've

personally seen countries like Js^an live quite
comfortably and safely without them.

It's up to the citizens of the United States to
decide this issue.

I believe there is enough ambiguity regarding
the intent of the Second Amendment, that the
country should vote to clarify it.

Dean J. Garrett

UCLA Alumnus

I
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Universal Stidios

**The TViith About
CharUe"

Starring Mark Wahlberg
and Thandie Newton

Directed by Jonathan
Demme

"^

Don't be fooled by the glitz

and glamour of the movie ads.

"The Truth About CharUe" is a
m9jor disappointment. As an
adaptation of the classic Gary
Grant and Audrey Hepburn film

"Charade," it is no surprise that

this film fails to live up the orig-

inal. What is surprising, howev-
er, is how insipid and tacky it is,

even by today's standards.

The only thing more infuriat-

ing than having to watch Mark
Wahlberg don a beret for two
hours (the setting is FYance
after all) is watching Mark
Wahlberg attempt to act. During
the course of the film, he alter-

nates between two looks: con-
fused and constipated. In fact, it

is unclear whether Wahlberg
was even aware that he was
shooting a movie.

The plot is equally horren-
dous. The film opens with a
murder and the potential for
thrills, but the over-the-top
characters and ridiculously

heightened drama quickly turn
the movie into unintentional
comedy. Jonathan Demme
("The Silence of the Lambs")
uses one film cliche after anoth-
er. Aside fix)m Wahlberg's beret,

the film constantly reminds the
viewer of its Parisian setting by
alternating between French and
English dialogue at very odd
moments and by showing that
every shopping bag contains at

least one French baguette.
The one saving element of

the film i<? the leading lady -

Thandie Newton CMission
Impossible H"). The exquisite
English beauty lights up every
scene. However, not even her
gorgeous looks are enough to
save this tedious film.

For a real dose of mystery
and witty banter, skip this film
and save your money to rent
"Charade" - you will not be dis-

appointed.

-Emily Camastra

"The THalfl of Henry
Kissinger''

|

Directed by Eugene
Jarecld

^^^^ ^^^y ^^^^ ^1

Putting former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger on trial

for crimes against humanity is

dangerous because it's a bit like

putting America on trial.

Kissinger defined American for-

eign policy for more than a
decade, and to criticize

Kissinger is to criticize

American international power
itself. ^

Filmmaker Eugene Jarecld
and screenwriter Alex Gibney
feel the burden of their claims
in their new documentary. The
Trials of Henry Kissinger" They
make their points forcefully, but
also cautiously, finding credible
people who were intimately
involved with Kissinger to call

him a liar. But, as a concession
to fairness, they include
Kissinger's public rebuttals of
his role in massacres in
Cambodia, East Timor, Chile
and Vietnam.

Most of the documentary is

spent on Vietnam, sifting
through archival footage, old
documents and eyewitness
accounts. The other things men-
tioned, especially a short seg-
ment on Kissinger's swinger
lifestyle complete with a
Motown soundtrack, tend to
seem like side notes. The fihn-

makers felt their strongest
cases were Vietnam and
Cambodia, which seem to slight

other atrocities Kissinger was
allegedly involved with.

This film remains powerful
because of its content and mes-
sage. Even with poor editing,

the film questions America at a
time when it is even more dan-
gerous and more relevant to do
so.

-Howard Ho

# Ratings#
1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 -Eh ...could 4 -Great
be better 5 - Classic

Harvey stresses education, gives prizes
By Graciela Sandoval

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gsandoval@media.ucla.edu

In between shouts and claps
outside Pauley Pavilion, 100.3 The
Beat radio comic Steve Harvey
gave his closing remarks focusing
dn increasing the number of
blacks that attend UCLA and uiu-
versities in general.

"Make it possible for others to
learn how to do your thing so they
can make it," said Harvey to over
100 students and employees gath-
ered in front of Pauley Pavilion
Thursday morning.
The Steve Harvey morning

show pokes fun at its mostly black
and Latino audience, but it also
strives to represent inclusion and
education.

"He's socially and politically

aware of a lot of things in the
black community and brings them
up on the air. He's being real, and I

appreciate that," fifth-year student
Niamah Adams said after winning
two tickets to Knott's Berry Farm.

TYSON EVANS/Daily Briin Senior Sta>t

100.3 The Beat's Steve Harvey and
crew broadcasted from outside
Pauley Pavilion Thursday morning.

Aside from having a morning
radio show, a TV show and being a
comedian, Steve Harvey also
donates money to schools in

Compton and Los Angeles to buy
much needed books for the class-

rooms.
The crowd started to grow

around 8:30 a.m. Steve Harvey
gave away prizes ranging from

Knotts' tickets to $100, while mak-
ing fun of the crowd with his
Southern humor.

"I'm from the South so 1 under-
stand his humor. He reminds me of
my uncles," said third-year student
Brandon Boykina

Steve Harvey is also an inspira-

tion to his audience, said Boykina.
"Steve Harvey is my favorite

comedian. It's cool to hear all the
community updates because when
you're at UCLA you're confined to
campus and you don't hear what's
going on on the outside," second-
year student Adriana Jordan said.

Yet, there were some students
who did not agree with everything
that Steve Harvey said, especially
about higher education.

"It's very unfair to think of uni-
versity students as just rich when
there's many poor and underprivi-
leged students coming here like
myself," said third-year Fabiola
Quezada after going one-on-one in
a debate match with Steve Harvey.

"Go to the African American
communities and tell them what to

do to get here," said Harvey since
only four percent of UCLA under-
graduates are blacks, compared to

over 30 percent for Asians and
whites.

At the beginning of his show,
Harvey expressed his displeasure
toward having to perform outside
of Pauley Pavilion instead of
indoors.

"We're inside in every campus
and for them not to accommodate
us, I don't know how to look at

that. But I've never canceled a per-

formance and I never disappoint
students. I love the UCLA stu-

dents," Harvey said.

Harvey also commented on the
Chancellor's absence during the
show, claiming that the chancel-
lors of other schools made the
effort to be present when their

schools hosted the program.
Lauren Bartlet, Albert

Camesale's press aid, said he was
not invited and was told the event
was going to focus on UCLA stu-

dents and on this weekend's
homecoming.

GONVENTIONai
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By Amber NoizumI ;„,,.,

.

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
anoizumi@medla.ucla.edu

It's a bird, it's a plane, no - it's an alcoholic,

suicidal crow.

This booze-binging bird is a character fix)m
the comic strip "Maakies" by Tbny Millionaire,
one of the many bizarrely creative works that fall

into the genre of independent comics.
Indie comics doni portray cape-clad super-

heroes saving humanity from woridwide domina-
tion, but instead present characters like "cute li^

tie dead girls," "demonized bunny rabbits" and
mischievous sock monkeys. And this Saturday,
uninitiated people will get a chance to delve into
the world of indie comics with a comic conven-
tion in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

Sponsored by the UCLA Campus Events
Conunission and Slave Labor Graphics,
Independent Publishing Experience will be the
only one of its kind in the LA area according to
Campus Elvents coordinator and student Jessica
Gao.

"Artists and fans in LA are really excited about
it," Gao said. "Apparently there's just been this

void in LA - like they were missing some kind of
forum forLA artists.'*

Slave Labor sponsored an ipex convention in

1999, but because it was too difficult to coordi-
nate from the San Jose office, it decided not to
hold them again. Since then, most of the conven-
tions have been trade shows or aimed at main-
stream print

Ipex will host a motley crew of artists and ani-

mators of widely different comics, beloved by
some, but unknown to most Some of the artists.

Epoxy l^W^R
John Pham. a third-year UCLA student and creator of his comic book "Epoxy," will be at the Ipex convention.

however, are recognizable names who boast a
number of mainstream credits in addition to their
indie work Among these are Phil Ortiz, artist and
animator for "The Simpsons" and Scott Christian
Sava, known for his work on "Spider-Man."

Jhonen Vasquez, known by his followers for his
comic "Johnny the Homicidal Maniac," as well as
"Invader Zim" (a cartoon on Nickelodeon), will
also be at ipex. Gao said she was extremely excit-
ed about getting someone as popular as Vasquez
for the convention. I

"His fans flock by the hundreds," Gao said.

"Hell have a signing at some obscure bookstore
in Arizona and there will be a line around the
block by 9 am." ,

While Vasquez's subject matter is dark, there is

a range of types of indie comics, including light-

hearted humor and romance. The whole point is

that the artists create comics fi-eely. But the genre
is especially recognized for its twisted proclivi-

ties, with nightmarish stories and dark humor.
"Lenore," for example, is tagged as "the adven-
tures of a cute litde dead girl" by Roman Dirge
and has risen to such popularity that a feature-
length movie is being made based on the comic.

Slave Labor artist Tommy Kovac is the creator
of "Skelebunnies," which he describes as little

dead bunnies who become litde walking skele-
tons when a demon vomits acid on them, and then
engage in a power struggle with Satan.

They're not censored, they're not ruled by
what people will buy or not," Kovac said "You can
find more genuinely creative ideas and more sin-

cere writing."

Campus Events did have hopes of UCLA stu-

dents showing their work in addition to theseLA
artists, but only a few students signed up, which
Gao said was a msyor disappointment

Three lone Bruins among over 60 artists are
scheduled to show their work: Jennifer Babcock,
creator of "C'est La Vie" will be exhibiting as well
as David Keyes and John Pham, a third-year Asian
American studies student, and creator of "Epoxy,"
a Noir-style anthology series which wasjust voted
hottest comic by British entertainment magazine
The Face.

With "Epoxy," Pham has garnered his own fol-

lowing and a grant from the Xeric foundation to
produce his comic. But imlike mainstream
comics, Pham says his comics arent just fluffy

entertaimnent witii shallow plot lines.

"It's trying to move toward something a litde

more arty and substantial," Pham said.

And this kind of creative avant-garde work is

what Gao and the artists hope to expose to comic
fans and non-comic fans alike to possibly help
make ipex an annual event

"I think my goal would be accomplished if peo-
ple come and find something new that they're

interested in," Gao said.

Burton's 'Nightmare' returns to haunt
By Mark Zabezhinsky

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mzabezhjnsky@media.ucla.edu

Nine years after the release of Tim Burton's
"The Nightmare Before Christmas," people and
clay figures alike can line up together to see this

Halloween musical agaiiL

Along with Burton's short films
"FYankenweenie" and his first film "Vmcent," the
El Capitan Theatre in Hollywood will be screen-
ing this Burton classic starting tonight until
Halloween night

As Hollywood exploits the Halloween season
with movies such as "The Ring" and "Ghost Ship,"
"Nightmare" reminds us of the days when Tim
Burton's creativity and Danny Elfinan's music
captured the public's imagination.

"The movie is creepy and funny at the same
time," said Henry Selick, director of "Nightmare."

Selick took on the task of bringing "Nightmare"
to life for three-and-a-half years. He filmed in

stop-motion animation that requires a painfully
long shooting process (according to Selick, at the
height of production, they only produced about 70
seconds of finished film per week) as well as hand
building the sets, props and characters.

Over the last nine years, however, that hard
work has paid off as the movie has grown into a
cult classic, inspiring the El Capitan to continue
its Halloween tradition of screening it for a con-
tinually-growing fan base.

"One of the main reasons it has enduring
appeal is because it is nearly 100 percent hand-

Ei. Capitan Thkatre

Burton's "Vincent" was an early short film featuring
the voice talent of horror-movie icon Vincent Price.

made," Selick said. "The characters, the sets actu-
ally existed. It's like a wonderful toy that comes to
life."

But the film didn't originally start off as a suc-
cess. Selick teamed up with Burton while working
together at Disney.

"The movie was a gift to Tim fi-om Disney after

Batman came out," Selick said. "It was Disney's
way of saying, *Come back home and make some
movies with us.'"

However, not knowing how to market the
movie, Disney never really got behind it, releasing
it as a Touchstone picture instead, according to

Selick.

Having "Nightmare" screened at the El Capitan
during the week before Halloween reflects the
way the movie has amassed a cult following. The
movie is a "sideways success," according to
Selick, as Danny Elfinan's original musical score,
Burton's creative script, and visually compelling
animation has endured next to Burton's other
chilling classics, such as "Edward Scissorhands,"
"Beetlejuice" and "Batman."

Glenn Shadix, who worked with Burton on pre-
vious projects such as "Beetiejuice" when he
played the psychic interior decorator, also did the
voice for the mayor in "Nightmare."
Tim and Henry were a great combination,"

Shadix said. "Tim is not the kind who had the
patience for stop-motion ... Tim created the
world and Heniy brought it to life."

"A lot of kids really picked up on it It has a
dark edginess, but a great heart," Shadix added.
Tim Burton has exemplified what dark and

mystical Halloween movies can achieve. Along
with the Burton's rarely-screened short films,
"The Nightmare Before Christmas" promises to
provide equal doses of fiight and entertaiiunent
for anyone who wants another chance to see his
magic on the big screen.

A special Friday engagementfeaturing two panel
discussions at 7 and 9:30 p.m. with director
Henry Selick and actors Glenn Shadia: and Shelly
Duvall will be nuxierated by E! Entertainment's
Thdd Newton. Behind-the-scenes info and set dis-

plays will be in the lobby.

Video-game

inspiredfilms

leave audiences \

thirstyfor plots

Do movies make good video
games and vice versa? That is

the question that has irked both
game and movie makers for years.
Generally, it turns
out that movies
translate well into

games, as "Golden
Eye" and "Star

Wars" have

Robert
Esposito

resp06tD@mflffairtafl(iu

proven.

Unfortunately, this

property is not

commutative, as

there has yet to be
a good movie
ads^tation of a
video game.

I write this col-

umn as we stand
on the precipice
of the release of two hugely antici-

pated "movie games." The first is

"The Lord of the Rings" for
PlayStation 2 (not to be confused
with the Xbox game of the same
name, which is based solely on the
book) and the second is "Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets"
to be released on PS2, Xbox and
GameCube. Interestingly, both the
"LOTR" and "Harry Potter" games
were developed by Electronic Arts
Games.

Fundamentally, a video game is

more difficult to adapt to the medium
of film because video games are
more action-driven than plot-driven.

Likewise, the characters are often
so fantastical that getting actors who
can play them is an impossibility
(with one exception possibly being
Angelina JoUe in Tomb Raider").

Another issue is movies based on
video games usually assiune the
viewer is familiar with the game,
instantiy cutting out a large portion
of the possible audience. In the fhp
case, practically every video game
consumer can be assumed to have
viewed the movie in question with-
out excluding any prospective buy-
ers.

Where am I leading with all of
this? Well, the video game industry
has been evolving at amazing speed
in the last few years, and it is steadi-

ly approaching Hol^rwood in terms
of cost of production and publicity
for each game. "Shemnue," for
instance, cost almost 30 million dol-
lars to produce.
Newer games are likely to cost up

to 50 million dollars to make, espe-
cially if the developer has to program
a new game engine.

More importantly, games like

"Shenmue," "Metal Gear," and "Final
Fantasy** are beginning to blur the
line between movies and games. The
result is a sort of interactive movie in
which the player becomes the will of
the main character.

While games can range fi^om
movie-like to arcade style, movies
have much less leeway. Most game-
to-movie failures simply lacked a
plot "Street Fighter," "Mortal
Kombat" and "Resident Evil" come to
mind. While "Tomb Raider" and
"Final Fantasy" were actually watch-
able, they were only commendable
with the qualification they had the
disadvantage of being based on video
games.

So, the verdict is video games
place a muzzle on film creativity,

while movies open a worid of possi-
bilities for games. Yay for gamers!

The word on the street is "Lord of
the Rings" for PS2 is a perfect adap-
tation of the movie into game format
The game follows the events starting

fi-om the end of "Fellowship of the
Ring" and ending somewhere within
the events of the "Two Towers." Most
impressive is that the actual actors
such as Orlando Bloom and Viggo
Mortensen provided voices for the in-

game characters. The game format
allows for heavy inclusion of video
firom "Fellowship of the Ring" and
"The Two Towers." Each level starts

with video fix)m the movie, followed
by a computer generated cut scene,
which flows seamlessly into game-
play.

The graphics are also said to be
top notch, and the sound includes
music fi-om the original soundtrack
score.

Meanwhile, in Harry Potter's

world, an entirely new game based on
"The Chamber of Secrets" will soon
be released for all three consoles.

The buzz around this game promises
gorgeous graphics and textures that

the exotic settings from the movie
would demand. The game is also tout-

ed for the various genres of gameplay
all built into one game. Some levels

will resemble normal action adven-
ture games a la Mario Sunshine, while
others wiU require stealth operations
in the vain of Metal Gear SoUd.
The holiday season is looking

good. With so many quahty films and
movie-inspired games on the way, I

can just hear the money flying out of
my pockets, and thankfully I don't

have to spend it on "Street Fighter
the Movie 3: Revenge of Street
Fighter."

Robert's entertainment technology
column runs on Fridays.
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Author Palahniuk breaks the first rule, to talk about new novel lullaby' at Ackerman
By Christopher Cobb

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ccobb(a)media. ucla.edu

When someone says the name
Chuck Palahniuk, if it's even pro-

^nounced right, the first tiling that
comes to most people's mind is

"Fight Club." .

Palahniuk, who gained fame \tith
the 1996 breakthrough novel turned
film and became a cult phenome-
non, is pushing his latest book,
"Lullaby," today at a free signing in
the Ackerman Grand BaUroom at 1

p.m.

But he says that today's appear-
ance will not just be another run-of-

the-mill-author-appearance-reading
signing. "It's always a challenge to
see what weird thing I can give away
at (these events)," he said, "or how I

can mix it up so that people are a lit-

tle more participatory."

"Lullaby" features Carl Streator, a
reporter who discovers that a
culling song in an antliology of chil-

dren's poetry has the power to kill

anyone who hears it.

When asked why he chose a jour-
nalist as a protagonist, Palaluiiuk
said "they have exposure to a lot of
different things, and because I want-
ed to play with that whole ethics
thing." The "ethics thing" questions
how involved a reporter should be in

his own story.

This becomes complicated when
Streator finds himself more con-
nected to the book he is investigat-

ing than he reahzed.

Other than Palahniuk's fiction, he
also writes as a journalist for maga-
zines Uke Gear. It is this connection

to the protagonist that separates
"Lullaby" from earher works Uke
"Survivor," "Invisible Monsters" and
"Choke."

"The other four books really deal
with the whole American archetype,
living in a country where you have
no established social structure and
no caste system - you're free to

invent yourself," he said. The char-
acter, lyier Durden, from "Fight

Club," is an obvious example.
In "Lullaby," there is no doppel-

ganger. The journalist has to deal
with a mess he didn't create himself.

This time it's eight lines of poetry
that can kill.

Palahniuk has found exploring
the world between fiction and non-
fiction fulfilling. "One is the antidote
for the other," he said, "because
when you write fiction, you bum out

a little bit, you end up using everj^-

thing in your experience."
"But with non-fiction, what you

have to do is just sit back and lis-

ten," he said, "and allow something
to occur, and then document it."

On top of touring, Palahniuk has
managed to keep himself busy with
two more pieces. One is a traveller's
guide to Portland, Oreg., his home
town. In it, he interviewed people
involved in strange activities that
tourists can take part in.

"And so Portland seems to be this
collection of weird people," he said,
"rather than buildings."

The other project is his next
novel, due out summer 2003.
Tentatively titled "Period Revival,"
Palahniuk described it as "my shot
at conspiracy horror."

When he's not writing, Palahniuk

keeps busy. "I think it was yesterday
1 sent off 30 boxes fuU of stuff to
people - toys and gifts and gags," he
said.

Palahniuk is notorious for
exchanging random bric-a-brac with
friends and associates.

He is not shy when it comes to

correspondences. "I make it a point
to return all of the first letters (from
fans) I get," he said. "Unless the first

letters are really scary and abusive.
Those go right in the trash. I get
some really insulting, kind of death
threaty letters."

When the name Chuck Palahniuk
is mentioned, the first thing that
may come to mind is Tyler Durden,
Project Mayhem and soap. But that
is not Chuck Palahniuk.

This is Chuck Palahniuk: "I col-

lect snowglobes from every place I

Doi-BLEDAY Press

I am Jack's promotional photo of Chuck
Palahniuk.

go on tour. Only the cheapest, tacki-
est snowglobes I can find. I think
I've got a dozen L.A. ones. I've got
Phoenix and Dallas snow globes."

the movie
paramount pictures and mtV films present a diCkhOUSe production in association with lynch SiderOW productions

"jackass the movie" johnny knoxville bam margera chris pontius steve-o dave england ryan dunn
jason "wee man"acuna preston lacy ehren mcghehey s«,«?SS karen glauber ^iss^i dimitry elyashkevich

tiecuthre
prtducers

«*.^ seat! diver dimitrV elyashkevich "/.Ssi michelle klepper Jessica swimoff

ISB
trip taylor john miller davidgale "^^ jeff tremaine spike jonze johnny knoxville

...,...„,....„„ J soundtrack available on american recordings **^ Jeff tremaineUNDER 17 MEONINtS •CCOMPAHYING
soundtrack available on american recordings

jackassthemovie.com mtvZ!:«'
IM by KTV Wef»io«s CopvcwM • ZOO? by Piujirwirl Pirtuo'. <nc

MTV •k-twoms. a Division o! Viacom Mi^atiwa'. In*. Mi RioJiN Pes.-'UO

For rating reasons,go to wvnv.filmratings.coin

EVERYWHERE OCTOBER ^S

Enjoy the
Movies!!

MANN
Westwood

VHXAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUIN

948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL
10925 Undbfook
208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Lmdbrook
208-4575

PLAZA
1067 Glendon

208-3097

I Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fn-Sat (1200) 2:20 4:50 7:30 10 25 12:40

Sun (12 00) 2 20 4:50 7 30 10:25

The Truth Atwut Charlie (PG-13)

THX - Dotby Digital

Fri-Sat (11 00) 1 45 4 30 7 15 10:15 12 45
Sun (11 00)145 4 30 7 15 10:15

Jackass The Movie (R)

TMX-DdbyDigrtal
Fn-Sat (11 30)100 4 40 7:20 10 00 12 30

Sun (11 30)2 00 4 40 7 20 10:00

White Oleander (PG-13)

I THX - Dolby Digital

Ff<-Sun(1:00)4 00 7 00 9:45

AlMOdon (PG-13)

I Do<t>y Digital

Fri-pun(130)4 45 7:35 10:10

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6

1313 3rd St.

Promenade

I

Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Dolby Digital
Fn-Sat (12 00) 3 30 5 00 7 30 1O10 12 30

Sun (1^00) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 10

The Ring (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Fn-Sat (IjOO) 4 00 7 00 10 00 12 40
Sun (100) 4 00 7 00 10 00
i

I Punch- Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo
Fn-Sat (11 15)h 45 4 20 7 10 9 45 12 15

Sun (jl 15)145 4 20 7:10 9 45

The Transporter (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Fn-Sun(lf45)215 4 45 7 40 1015

Swfet Home Alabama (PG-13)

ThX Dolby Digital - Stereo
Fn-Sun (111 30) 2 10 505 7 55 10 35

r

My Big ht Greek Wedding (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Fri-Sundl 20)2 00 4 40 7 20 10 05
!

^S
toADVERTISE

call

3

1

0.B2S.216 1
8^^8W''B!tfSW^ywwwt'

LAEMMLE
Hollywood

Bargain Shows For A« Theatres

SUNSET 5 Auto Focus (R
8000 Sunset Fn-Sun (1140) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10 00 12 15
(at Crescent Heights^

Free Parking aii or Nothing (R)

(323) 848-3500 Fri-Sun (1 00) 4 00 7 00 9:50

I
Roger Dodger (R)

Fri-Sat (1 140) 2:05 4 40 7 15 9 50 12 15
Sun (11 30)205440715950

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sat (110)4 05 7 00 9 55 12 15
Sun (1:10) 4:05 7 00 9 55

Comedian
Fri-Sun (12:15) 2:30 4 45 715 9:45

I

Friday and Saturday Late Nigfit 12 15am

Saturday and Sunday 10am
DaiHrs Playground

Oevd's Playground

In Praise of Love
Mamaional Shod Ctnema Showcase Sal and Sun tOam

New Images From Around the World

Cmena lienco In Short

WLA/Beverly Hills
Royal

11523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wllshire

274-6869

Frida (R)

Fri-Sun(1:30)4 15 7 00 9 50

BkxxJy Sunday (R)

Fri (5 00) 7 30 10 00
Sat-Sun (12 00) 5 00 7 30 10 00

Shanghai Ghetto (R)

Fn (5 05) 7 20 9 55
Sat-Sun (1215) 2 35 5 05 7 20 9 55

Under the Moonlight

Fn (5 10) 7 30 9 50
Sat-Sun (12:30)2 50 510 7 30 9 50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St

(310) 394-9741

Secretary (R)

Fn-Sun(1 45)4:30 7 15 9 50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Fn-Sun (12 15) 2 30 4 50 7 15 9 45

LAEMMLE
Auto Focus (R)

Fri-Sun (12 00) 2:30 5:05 7 45 10 20

Spirited Away (PG)
Fri-Sun (1:00) 4:00 7:00 1(J:()0

Saturday & Sunday Ham
fZamesta

international Short Cinema Sho«M:ase Sat and Sun 1 1am
New hnagas From Around the World

Australian Showcase: Shorts from Down Under

THE BRIDGE-

West Side
THE Bridge CiNEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Dnve
The Promenade at Hoyyard Hughes Center Center Dnve
On the Howard Hughes Parkway off the 405
1 7 State-o(-the-An Auditoriums

Fu« Stadium-Style Sealing ALL DIGITAL SOUND
Purchase Tickals ty phone at (310)568-3375

or online O www tt)et>ndgeonema com
DirBCtor's Hall Hotline (310)569 9295
SPECIAL STUKNT PRia WITH VALID I D
• Director s Hall featuring extra wide uttraleather

seats and premium reserve seatng
•
Center Stage LIVE PRE-SHOW ENTERTAINMENT

" GIANT LARGE FORMAT SCREEN

Cinema i

Cinema 2

Cinema 3

Cinema 4

Cinema 5

Cinema 6

Jackass The Movie (R)

Fri-Sat 11 00 12:15 1:15 2 30 3:30 4 45 5:45

7 00 8:00 915 10 15 11 3012 20
Sun 11:00 12:15 1 15 2 30 3 30 4:45

7:00 8 00 9:1510:15

Ghost Ship (R)

Fri-Sat 12:45 3:00 5 15 7 30 9 4512 00
Sun 12:45 3 00 5 15 7:30 9:45

The Truth About Chariie (PG-13)

Fn-Sat 1200 2 30 5 00 '7 30 *10 00 12 30
Sun 12 00 2 30 5:00 7:30 10:00

Formula 51 (R)

Fri-Sat 12 15 2 30 4 45 7:00 9:15 11 30
Sun 12:1 5 2 30 4:45 7 00 9:1

5

Jonah A VeggieTales Movie (G)

Fri-Sun 11 10 am 1 10 pm

Abandon (PG-13)

Fn-Sat 12:30 2 55 5 20 7 45 1010 12 30
Sun 12 30 2 55 5 20 7 45 10:10

THE BRIDGE
Cinema 7

Sun

Cinema 8

Cinema 9

Punch Dmnk Love (R)

Fn-Sat •12:00 12:55 •2:20 3:15 • 4:40 5 35
•9:20 10:15 •12:15 12:35

•12:00 12:55 •2:20 3:15 • 4:40 5 35 ^9:20 10:15

The Ring (PG-13)
Fri-Sat 11:15 1:55 4:35 7:15 9:55 12:35

Sun 11:15 1:55 4:35 7:15 9:55

White Oleander (PG-13)
Director's Hall • Free Upgrade this Week

Fri-Sat 12:15 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55 12:15
Sun 12:15 2:40 5:05 7:30 9-55

Cinema 1 Brown Sugar (PG-1 3)
Fri-Sat 12:00 2;35 5:10 7:00 7:45 9:35 10:20 12 10

Sun 12:00 2:35 5:10 7:00 7:45 9:35 10:20

Cinema 11
. Red Dragon (R)

Fri-Sat 1045 1:35 4:25 7:15 -8:00 10:05 ** 10 40 12 40
Sun 10:45 1:35 44 25 7:15 "8:00 10 05 "10 40

Cinema 1

2

Sweet Home Alabama (PG)

Fri-Sun 12:15 2:50 5 25 8 00 10:35

Cinema 1

3

itie Tuxedo (PG-1 3)

Fn-Sat 1 1 50 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50 1 2:20

Sun 11 50 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50

Cinema 14 Barbershop (PG-1 3)

Fri 3:20 10:35

Sat-Sun 3 20 5:45 8:10 10:35

Cinema 15 My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)
Director s Hall Free Upgrade this Week

Fri-Sat 2:40 5:20 7 40 10 00 12 20
Sun 2:40 5 20 7:40 10 00

Cinema 16 Knockaround Guys (R)

Director's Hall Free Upgrade This Week

Fri-Sun 12:10

Cinema 1

7

Hansel & Crete! (PG)

Fri-Sun 12 30 2:40 4:50

Cinema 18 Space Station 3D (G)

IMAX Theatre

• Fri-Sat 1 1 30 4 30
Sunn 30

Cinema 1

9

Lewis & Clark Great Journey West (NR)

IMAX Theatre

Fri-Sat 10 15 12:45

Sun 10:15

Cinema 20 Apollo 1 3 The IMAX Expenence (PG)

Fn-Sat 2:00 5:45

Sun 5:45

AMO.
Westwood

AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wllshire Blvd.

1 BIk. E.ofWeshwood
(310^777-FILM#330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Fri-Sun 120 4:10 7:00 9:45

Red Dragon (R)

Fri-Sun 1:00 4:00 7:10 10:05

The Ring (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 1:50 440 7:30 10:15

Sweethome Alabama (PG-13)

Fri, Sun 1:40 4:30 10:15

Sat 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

Beverly Hills
Beverty Ck)nnection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Abandon (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 2 10 4:40 7:30 9:55

Formula 51 (R)

Fri-Sun 2:45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Ghost Ship (R)

Fri-Sun 2:30 5 00 7:00 7:45 9:15 10:15

Paid in Full (R)

Fri-Sun 2:20 4:50 7 20 9:40

The Transporter (PG-13)

• Fri-Sun 2:05 4:30 7:10 9:30

Tuck Everiasting (PG)

Fri-Sun 2:00 4:15

LANDMARK
Westwood

REGENT
1 045 Broxton Avenue Roger Dodger (R)

(31 0) 208-3259 Fn-Sat (1 1 30 2:00 4 30) 7:00 9:30 1 2 00
Sun (11 30 2 00 4:30)7:00 9 30

LANDMARK
Beverly Hills

CHECCIGORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

West LA

The Grey Zone
Fri-Sun (2:00 4:45)7:15 9:35

WESTSIDE PAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Fn-Sun 1 1 :30 1 40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Fri-Sun 1 :50 7:00

All or Nothing
Fri-Sun 12:00 3:30 6:30 9:30

The Man from Elysian Relds (R)

Fn-Sun 11:15 4:20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun 11.001:45 7:15 10:00

Santa Monica
NUART The Trials of Henry Kissinger
1 1272 Santa Monica Blvd Fri (520) 7 30 9 40
(310) 478-6379 Sat-Sun (1 00 3:10 5:20) 7^30 9:40

\
NuWILSHIRE V

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Tremors

Fri 12:00am

The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Sat 12:00am

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun (1:30) 2:30 4:15 5:15 7:00

8:00 9:4510:30

PACIFIC
Westwood

CREST Tuck Everiasting (PG)
1262 Westwood Blvd. Fri 12 30 240 4 50 7 00 9:10
(S 01 Wllshire) Sat 4 50 7 00 9 10
474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025) Sun 12 30 2 40 4 50 7 00 910
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Toplxeanad,call

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bminmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

AdWriUngTIps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

ClBssMed Une Rates

Monthiy
One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 Insertions, up to 20 wofd...$1 20 00
...each addltjonal word 0.85 ...each additional word 7 20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33 00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39 00

$2.00 Box $40.00Box

5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

Quarterty

50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
each additional word 12.50

12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84 50
16pt headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box .$10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

r ^ ^
MastuCoid ^^^^

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change without notice.

Special Features & Issues

argqms

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

t

irfehdaif^
Every day!

310.825.2221

«VllLflOf DISH
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

s

Every 5th and 10th weeic

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I Rpxji everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETP1ACE.COM

^^^ ifa^SrSIiS^^^liilS?^ "^ C«Wom«s po^cy on nondacriminatKX. No medium shaH accept advert.sements whch present persons of any ongin
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Connie!
"% F^

I'm so glad to have you as my
lir sis, you always make me
smile. I can't wait to share this

year with you. . . I'm always right

here ifyou need anything. Hope
you have a special informals!

Love, ybs

Laura

1

^^ To MLS Grace, V
VHi sweetie, tomorrow is your SPECIAL

^F day! I am soo excited for you and for the ^PM year to come. I truly do believe that this M
^ year is going to be extra special and full ^
^r of life long memories. I can't wait to ^r

^^ guide you through the coming months ^0
^p and I Just know that we'll both gain and ^m^ learn a lot from it. Trust that I am always ^^
^P there and looking out for you and you cany^M always turn to me for anything 24/7. M
^ ALL MY LOVE,

ybs Julie V

To my dearest Nicole,

It seems like only yesterday that I

was standing there serenading you

with my "catchy" song. . .and now
your informals is already here!

Fm so unbelievably excited for

you...

Have a happy informals!

Diana

E

Is

Is

Is

Millie,

Tm so glad that you'it my lil' sis!

You're the sweetest thing! I hope

you'll make the itwst ofthis year.

Know that you can call on me for

anything, anytime. Can't wait to

make some memories with you babe!

Loveybs,

Tian

P
F
P
P
P
P
P
P

iJi Jenny, |L

Fm so grateful to have you as

my lil' sis. Yourjourney has

just begun, and do know that

I'll be here for you every step

of the way. Happy informals

and have fun tomorrow night.

^ Ybs,

IJSjl Yvonne _jfi

^^fW^%^.^^^^
Formy dearest Pam,

If I could only spend as much
time with you as I do the fish

tank game. I commend you for

putting up with azndexter. *jk*

Remember to make the most of

this year, don't ever be scared,

stop worryin' ! Tomorrow is your

night to shine!

Luv your 'lil' big sis.

Dear Diana,

Congratulations lil' one!!

Tonight is only the beginning,

of a wonderful year filled

with memories. Hope you

have fun tonight remember

you can always count on me!

Love.

YBS Judy

To my dearest lil' sis Anh!

Congrats! ! Fm so excited for

this year! I wish you nothing

but the best! Just know that I

am totally here for you! Have

fun at informals, this is your

night! Have fun! I love you!

Loveybs,

Tracy

wm mmum "^mm

To my dearest lil' sis AUDREY^
I'm so glad that you decided to pledge

Chis. This year will be filled with so

many memories to cherish.

Tomorrow is your night to shine, enjoy

it while it lasts. Ycu always bring

sunshine wherever you go. Good luck

ai the rest ofyour pledgeship

Loveybs,

^A

Dear Christine.

We hope you have the best time

tomorrow night but don't get too

crazy! We are so excited to share

the upcoming year with you, as veil

as all the memories. You are such a

great lil' sis. . .you already make us

so proud Ifyou ever need

anything, ve are both always hetx^

for you!

Love. Jen and Fung ^
n 1

n.Hey \\\ sis.

We are so happy and excited

for you dear. Already, we can
see all the love and warmth
inside of you which we know
you have to give. Know that we
will always be here when you
need and all that we do, we do
all for love, all for loving huer

Ybs's,

^
Tine and Alys

f Dear Debbie,

mt ^
c,x:-

^'°* ^ g^^ **^ you're my lil' ^W^,

^H^ sis, and even though we've only ^A^
'^^- just met, I know we're gonna '^^_

^^ have so much ftin together. Have ?^r
^^L a great time at informals, it's ^L
•^^; your night! I'm so proud of you! ^pj

Love, ^B^
' YBS Eileen

''^^•

Dear ohalin,

rlovvd^ lexasqipi!

I op 5 ininqs i^ou must do Top InTormals:

1. Upcss up, look D€aumui.

2. be on I imc.

3. omilel

4. Kcmembep that 1 11 be tlicpc Top i^ou.

5. riavc tun!

Love i^Ds,

ij7pace

To my 21 beautiful girls,

I'm so lucky andproud to share this

experience with all ofyou. You are

the sweetest bunch ofgirls a pledge
mom could ever askfor. I couldn t

imagine it any other way! I will

always be hereforyou, to guideyou
through your Chijourney. Tomorrow
night isjust the beginning ofa
lifetime ofsisterhood andfriendship.
Cherish every moment Chi's will

bring. Smile!

Love always,

Mom

Cherjsh Cherish Cherish...

What can I^say, except^

that I'm so proud of you!

Have fun on your special

night, and know that Til

always be by your side.

This is your night. ..make

the most of it.

Luvya,

YBS Linda

To my lir sis Virginia^

^ I'm extremely excited for

you this year! I feel

incredibly blessed to have

you as my \\V sis - good
things are worth waiting for!

Have a great year! I'll always

be here for you.

Love ybs,

Christine Luu

ir^^^^^A^^^*^^*^
Hi Tess, igT Happy informQisI I can't

JLbelieve it's already here, ^
9 these past few weeks have ^
'^^own by so quickly. I'm so ^
^ excited for you! J
yf^ This is where if all begins so'W'

i^ YDS LUVS YA! <
ii remember to have fun and
^keep fhat dafe in line!! :)

S iS

*TN(o other s-weeter
cj coutcf ha-yfc dreamed ^or

,

God hiessed me with a iW sis to
arfore.

^eXXer than the
twinkling cflamoncfs oj a

treasure.

cr»*«c^ Is a gljt
to which none efse can measure.

••••< ••••<

: ^app^ informab Lit sLsW "This •

IIS just the start of a ^reat I

^^ear... so hav^e Lots of fun! |

IS

'Your erter^ anb enthusiasm I

makes ^ou such a special I

• person anh Tm so thankful !

I*

\fOure part of the family. This
j

is ^our time to shine!
|

: £oVe ^a lots. I

I 'Ybd ^oelle
I

1800
Miscellaneous

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-209-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student toans, car toans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

2000
Personals

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoll-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

llteratureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/muski.

2050
Pregnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the eariiest observable

human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

••• ••••' ••••< ••••'

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical

studies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study

being conducted Culver City (3 visits).

310-845-8330.
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WOMEN
cSlSHE
We'll care for you equally.

For information about our Men's Services or our Women's Services,

check out our website www.studenthealth.uf^la pfiu

or call 825-4073

cla Ashe Center

I

Nationally Accredited

Friday, Oct. 25, 2002 Last Down clue is 61

I TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZ7I F

ACROSS
1 Funny stories

6 Peggy Lee tune
11 Small shots
14 Head off

15 Banded stone
16 Sign before Virgo
17 Exotic fruit

18 Jackson and
Capshaw

19 Pound sound
20 Roman poet
22 Huge blossom
24 Mechanic's device
28 Chubbier
30 Gertrude's son
31 Contributed
32 Steer dear of

33 Allow
36 Part of mp^
37 Carpentry joint

38 Subzero comment
40 Rapport
43 Fess Parker

played him
45 Eurasian range
46 Acted servile

47 Typical example
50 Horse's gear
51 Lone Ranger's

sidekick

52 WikJ pig

53 Tropical

54 Semester ender
57 Get the same

answer
62 Top-notch pitot

63 Wash out
64 Formation fliers

65 Edmonton Oilers

org.

66 Knights' wives
67 Gk}wlng coaJ

DOWN
1 Wedge in

2 Eggs, in biology

3 Novelist — Kesey

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s P A s M
R

1

H E M S

1

A C D C
H A G A E L A N C H A R
R U N T S A L S C R E
E L E CHB R A T W U R S T S
W A S H O u T^H T R U E S T

pMH E L M T W 1 N E^^H
A M P L E IB E A R S c A R
D A JJSHC R A N E| P N Y
Z± PHA R 1 S E IP H o N E^s L 1 C E T E A^^H
A W A K E S^H S P ^ A "n O
L A T E X P A 1 N T 1 M E W
L 1 S T

1

E S T A

1

P A S T E
A V E C S H 1 P A C O R n
Y E|a]HJ tJ e]n1S T Y P E s

10-26-02 2002 United Feature Syndicate. Inc

4 Unit of energy
5 Bent
6 Dervish
7 -Yikes!"

8 Wine cask
9 Riviera summer
10 Knight, to

damsel
11 Mild

12 European
capital

13
. so good!

21,^0 staffer

23 Tolstoy heroine
24 Bloke
25 Gushes
26 Atlanta campus
27 Gin inventor —

Whitney
28 The life of —
29 Finished

31 Sackers of Rome
33 Championship
34 Cut of beef

(hyph.)

35 Osprey relatives

37 Lady's honcxifk;

39 Cincinnati ball

club

41 Mongrel
42 Checked for

typos
43 Volley

44 Pay for

46 PikDt licensing

org.

47 Rctional Frome
48 Bowser .^
49 Pentium

producer
50 Donut centers
52 Ordered
55 Nest-egg letters

56 — de guerre
58 Garnet or ruby
59 CSA defender
60 WNW opposite
61 Poet's eternity

CTI IUDCno ^^" for answers • Toucn-tcjne or rot»y phones

W I Umr LU ; 95cperminute(900) 226-5934

RADITIOM,
M C «. A

Homecoming
Parade and Rally

TONIGHT, 8 P.M.

Westwood Village

The Homecoming Parade is TONIGHT! Don t

miss out on this great Bruin tradition. Come see

the band, special guests and lots of floats. Take
the campus shuttles down to the parade and rally.

Campus shuttle hours will be extended until 10
p.m. for this special event.

For information and the parade route, visit

www.UCLAiumni.net/Homecomine.
(310) UCLMM mmSXlMSmiAjHA/M

—SAA is the student chapter nfthe—

i

^

UCLAkmni
LA s s o c i a t i o n|

CLASSIFIED

2200
Research Subjects

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate In MR I and Smoking Study Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

RESEARCH PROJECT on bulimia and early

childhood relationships. Need volunteers to

complete an online questionnaire. Thanks!
www.bulimiasurvey.com

RESEARCH STUDY - Michael Green, PhD
with UCLA Department of Psychiatry is

looking for healthy volunteers to participate

in a study of visual perception. If you are

between 25455 and have no more than 1

4

years of education, please contact Karen
Cornelius at (310)478-3711 ext 43929. Par-

ticipants will receive $12/hour for their par-

ticipation.
I

5500
Vehicle for Rent

N««d a rid« to th« hoiii«
football games, cavso your
houf• didn't ront a bat?

Con i«f• 9* IrwMiipfftMtioMt
Check out our Baiin packages

(310)216-2718 (off»c«)

(310)578-3112 (pag«r)

^^ 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

kx)king for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:310-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

Pay your tuition

with eggs

3000
Books

CPA REVIEW BOOKS and CD. 2002. Call

Mark 310-313-9338, dlviter@hotamil.com.

HOW TO ATTRACT
ANYONE, ANYTIME

Guide to dating in college - $20.00: NUPRE,
PO BOX 147 San Gabnel, Ca 91776.

HOW TO GET STRAIGHT
A's IN COLLEGE

75 steps pamphlet - $8.00: NUPRE PO BOX
147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.

Package A
$20.00 per irKlude r/t transportation to the game
One 6' sandwich (choice of ham, turkey, roast beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake
Cole slaw

1 cup of 1
6' beer or 1 bottle water

Package B
$10.00 per person (roundtrip transportation only)

Package C
No transportation to game. You get everything in

package A for $8.00

RESERVE ASAP. CONTAa: Ms. Brawn or Gino

3400
Computers

COMPUTER FOR SALE! PowerPC Mac
6500 Series, 1998, barely used. Microsoft

Word installed, plus much more! $650obo!.

Call Thea: 310-569-4046.

setvices
5800-7300 I-

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The CEfSfTER for Egg Options

310/546-67861

•The Center tor Egg Options. UC

ARE YOU A
GOOD EGG?

(Wonderful Egg Donor Needed)

Loving, warm. Ivy-league

educated couple searching for

terrific egg donor. Jewish would
be great, but not essential (if you
meet all the other criteria, we'U

settle for you having seen

Rddler on the Roof), attractive

(we're pretty dam cute

ourselves), strong academics/
SATs over 1200, (because

competition for preschool these

days is stiff), light or dark brown
hair, fair complexion, slender,

5'4 and above, creative (except

with your resume), outgoing,

healthy, happy.

While a good deed is its own
reward, this one also offers:

$12,000
eompensatioit.
Send bio/photos/inquiries to:

torespond@earthlink.net
Once donor is selected by

couple, all arrangements will be
coordinated though a bona fide

agency.

EGG DONORS needed to
HELP CHILDLESS COUPLES

• Reliable, intelligent,

giving women
•18 to 31 years of age

• Generous compensation
offered

FOR MORE INRDRMATION
CALL ERIN 818-470-7008

'f 2500
Tickets Wanted

WANTED UCLA Parent

Weekend Event Tickets
I

Will pay for your ticket. 559-284-6395. 559-

222-8227. i

LEGOS BOUGHT! Turn your legos Into cash.

Matt 800-269-0560. ibuylegos@aol.com.

.. Its like a garage

NEW LAPTOPS. $899. Free printer, carry

case, cables, battery, shipping, 3 year war-

ranty. 866-883-0048

Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

3800
Miscellaneous

/llistate
Xbure in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Wostwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wiishiro)

24 Hours g Day Service

Go Bruins! Get your limited edition SC Sucks
T-Shirts. Special Pricing!!! Get these in time

for SC week, www.playhousetees.com

6150
Foreign Languages

SMC Community Services
Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400

6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

theclogstote.cofn
1 -iOO«94i^CLOQ

6200
Health Services

FREE SENSE FACIAL. Professional Euro-
pean facial free with minimum $20 Sense pro-

duct purchase. 310-275-3604.

ADULT DVDs
6 for $50, Includes S&H. New. 2hrs Each.
All Kinds, Online at DVD.XOXO.NET. (Doni

Type WWW.).

6250
.^^ing/Modeling Classes

ACTORS NEEDED
FOR A STUDENT FILM

PROJECT
We are film students in UCLA Extension

and we are looking for two Actors (Male);

ages 20-30 to shoot a scene from a film.

Credit only, will provide meals. Shoot Date:

November 2nd&3rd. Location: UCLA cam-

pus. Audition will be held in UCLA campus
and the date is T6D. Please send submis-

sions/headshots to Eric Licano, 19942
Camino De Rosa, Walnut, CA 91789. For

Questions call Milka: 310-721-5635.

. "f~iA^kDn I'MiJiT'

6300
legal Advice/Attorneys

4900
Autos for Sale

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatic.

Power everything. Good condition. Price

negotiable. 323-547-6167. 323-269-9960

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to pari<ing violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,

www.deeslegal.com.

1985 VOLVO 740 GLE 4dr. 73K miles.

Automata, Air Condttkjning, AM/FM, Cassette,

Sun Roof, Great condition, $2900. 310-391-

9912. dave@lgpp.ucla.edu

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $2,000/obo. 310-433-1838.

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,

power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293, 310-841 -0784.

1995 HONDA CIVIC DX A/C, 5-speed. new
clutch, AM/FM/CASS/CD 6-disc changer. 92K
miles, red, tinted windows, great condition.

$5200OBO. 310-820-8492.

1996 CHRYSLER SEBRING CONVERTIBLE
JX1

. 6cd, cruise, power everything. Black, tan

leather. 70K. nc v breaks. $6000 neg. 323-

445-6450.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025. 310-

820-7553. Deadline:Friday. Nov 1st.

LEGAL RESEARCH. Law student to assist

incarcerated father in family law motion.

Excellent research, writing skills. Tele com-
mute $$ 818-222-6766.

6/kOO
Movers/Storage

6600
Personal Services

Meeting someone is easy
ifyou l<now where to lock

t^^

Datelm

(310)696
(213)572-
(562) 282-
(626) 484-
(818)264

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

Access Caie 333

It's always free to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

and free to send your ad

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

intemationaJ Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

IB -'mm 6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant.3 10-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-
matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-
tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-
tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-
9585.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

7000
Tutoring Ottered

§**THE TLTTORS CLUB" FN-HOME
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Sut)jects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get

170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:310-3 14-1643.

MELANIE'S MASTER^: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages. Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/gultar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology.
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 600-

90-TUTOR.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-

nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the

rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College

math, including:Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry.
Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math. Flexible

hours. Friendly, patient UCLA senior (As-

trophysics major) with seven years experi-

ence tutoring math and three years teach-

ing experience. $25/hour in convenient
Westwood/Brentwood area location. Call

for more information. Stephanie:31 0-993-

8064.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal
statements. Foreign Students welcome. 310-
824-2295.

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lic.-T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:
800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

GREAT
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-

ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500.
Chevys, Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500.
For listings 1-800-319-3323ext.A214.
Call today. Start saving now.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small
jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bmins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry@31 0-391 -5657.

6500
Music Lessons

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastk:

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EXPERIENCED STUDENT in Math and
Science for 7&8 yr old. 2hrs/day, 4times/week.
Afternoons, $10/hr. Sherri Nikka 310-488-
5058 or 310-470-2695.

FEMALE LATIN TUTOR is needed for begin-
ning Latin. $20/hr. Please call 310-998-1115.

HOMEWORK BUDDY wanted for 4th grade
giri. Tues-Thurs. 4:15-5:30pm. Encino. Will

pay $15/hr. Please call Robin 818-262-1900.

Classifieds
825-222^^

1
^
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m 7100
iJtoring Wanted

TUTOR FOR AP BIOLQGLY. High school stu-
dent. 310-452-0582

TUTOR FOR ninth grade student to help with
math and English. Must have car 1-2 hrs/wk
$20/hr. 310-397-7959.

7700
Child Care Wanted

HOMEWORK
ASSISTANT/DRIVER

After school. 15-20hrs/wk. Santa Monica,
must have car, CDL, insurance. Please call

Lora. 310-395-9560.

7800
Help Wanted

GROWING CO.
P/T DRIVERS. Own vehicle w/insurance. Ru-
ent English, customer sen/ice skills required.

Must know Westside. Fun, flexible, good pay.

310-966-1919.

78^0
Actors/Extras Wanted

PHOTOGENIC FEMALE
18+? Be an internet star. Your own money-
making website. Cute nude females wanted.
310-326-7355.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

1 BEDROOM/1 BATH Large patio, convenient
parking. Brand-new custom construction.

Hard-wood floors. Granite counter-top. Re-
cest ceiling lights w/dimmers. $900, including

utilities. 310-346-8383.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

VENICE House, pnvate room, hardwood
floors, $595. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re^
ports. 310-828-6939.

I

P/T CHILDCARE. 3 kids. Some
afternoons/evenigs after 3pm, and Saturday
nights. Santa Monica area. 310-393-9297.

7300
.,.>,M Writing Help

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
Needed for 7-year-old boy, 4-yr-old girl.

School pick-up/homework help/play. Good
driver with insurance. Near UCLA. Referenc-
es. M-F 1 -5:30PM. Flexible. Audrey :8 18-623-

2000x311.

HAIR MODELS NEEDED FOR SM SALON:
You don't have to be a model to look like one.
310-392-3951x50. Must be willing to change
your look.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEON'S OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front

office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts. Articles. International students
weteome. 818-345-1531.

TUTOR 2hrs/day. 11 y/o boy with ADHD, son
of UCLA physician. Call JT: 310-825-4098.

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER NEEDS STUD-
ENT to supervise&drive llyo boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood area.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

HOSTESS NEEDED
Restaurant in 3rd Street Promanade. PART
TIME. Contact David or Sue: 310-260-1994.

LOOKING FOR PfT ASSISTANT Basic com-
puter skills, telephone friendly. Fax 310-203-
3000 and 310-980-0000

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing. Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

WANTED NANNY DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with children (310)888-
0163.

7800
Help Wanted

" $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Wori< 1-2hrs/day, Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

Business Opporttmities

LET YOUR $ WORK 4 U
Invest In foreign cun-ency. $500 minimum.
Returns up to 60%. For more info call Daniel

(213) 747-3488.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert)al and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE. etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructOfhirir>g@aceeducatk)n.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

MALE MODELS 18-25 Asian, and other races.

Mags, cards, fine art. Fun! Hot! Free travel.

310-515-3343. 24hr. info.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces

needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to wori< weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law office:

1 :accounting/billing/admin. l.-word process-

ing/research. Responsible/detail-

oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

OPENING
CASTING CALL!.'
MATCHMAKER TV IS COMING TO LOS
ANGELES!! This HOT international dating

show is all about friends hooking up friends

on dates! We are looking for outrageous,

sexy, up for anything guys and giris (19-34)

who want to be the "matchmakers" and peo-

ple to be the "daters"! All expense paid

extravaganza! for more info call

416.910.8284 and check out www.match-
makertv.ca. Auditions: Sun.Oct.27th 12-

5pm (Get Discovered like our last "dater"

who now hosts an extreme sports show!),

prime Casting (CNN Building/comer Sunset
and Cahuenga Blvd), 6430 Sunset
Boulevard #425, Hollywood, California

90028

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-

mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer®modemmedia2000.com.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
serios apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE/TUTOR needed.
Piano& second langugae preferred.

Afternoons 3:30-7:30pm. Sat mornings 9-

12pm. Flexible schedule. Must have car and
insurance. Jackie :310-826-2466.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverly Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

WANT TO MAKE $$$?
Learn the fastest way to make up to

$10,000-$20,000 around your schedule this

yr via marketing/advertising/investing.

<mafketing_adver@yahoo .com>

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medical office. Will train, entry-

level. Computer knowledge mu st. M-F, 9-6.

Salary-^benefits. 10 min from UCLA. 310-476-
4205.

Career Opportunities

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES. Event pro-

ductk)n company: highly nx)tivated person to

take control and be pronwted to management
wittyin 2 months 6-month sales experience/
fiitiMy phone personaiify/4e worc^-pwr-min-

type/willing to learn and be trained.

Drug&background testing. $500/week>bonus.
310-439-2244. www.eventprol.com.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation derk for a one-year
project. CarKlkJate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate preferred. Friendly, busi-
ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5406.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability. 50wpm. 30-

40hrs/wk, $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

PART-TIME TUTOR needed for 6-yr-old chiW.
Strictly UCLA student. Must be bilingual Eng-
lish/Spanish. Please call 310-271-0122.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

I

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyelk)w@aol.com

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonic read-
ing method, must like young chikjren 3-years
and up, tutor in West LA to go to home. 323-
467-6659.

7700
Ctiffd Care Wanted

AFFILIATE PHOTOGRAPHER. Part-time, set
own hours. No exerience required. Visit

www.flnderz.net for information. Do it today!

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.
' '•-' '»'

ASSISTANT/PERSONAL DRIVER F/T. to

work from 7anrv7pm. 5days/wk for driving and
running enrarnjs. Must have minimum of three
yrs experience. Have clean DMV record, proof
of insurance. Energetic, flexible, and reliable.

Fax resume 232-231-3200, or email
eteo@ekx)lighting.com.

B.H. Model Management Co looking for new
talent ASAP for Natkjnal CommercialsAMaga-
zNies. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTING Help w/2 fantastic children

various weeknights and some weekend
nights. Santa Monica. Approx. lOfhours/wk.
All negotiable. Leave message w/references
310-458-3559 or email carolOgoldenmange-
ment.com.

PUBLISHING INTERN
Responsible, energetic, writing and computer
skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful. Fast-

growing motion picture and television direc-

tory. $7/hour. Hours negotiable. Contact Su-
san Moore at Canoco Publishing, 310-471-
2287. <

RADIO AND INISAMET CONTRACT
SALES. High Commissfon. 310-514-4654.

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT WANTED.
Proficient in SPSS data analysis, preferably
w/background in applied behavwral research.
Fax resume 310-398-6651 att. Steven.
$12/hour.

RESPONSIBLE UCLA STUDENT needed to

walk dog once a day In Brentwood. Monday-
Friday, around noon-2:30pm. $300/mo. 310-
889-7100.

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

SECRETARY/Part Time. Two person West
Side Law firm. Afternoons. Monday-Friday.
Fax resume 310-820-1559.

ACTIVE, LOVING MOTHERS HELPER
NEEDED. Room&board in exchange for P/T
household-help/chiki care. Flexible hours.
Work for great family! /VprI 31 0-471 -2024.

AFTERNOON CARE and homework help for

7th grade boy, a few aftemoons/wk. 1 mile
West of UCLA. Male UCLA student preferred.

310-435-1764. dweinberg@aol.com.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-
1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for easy-going 7-

year-oW girt. 1-2 nights per week, Beverly-
wood Area, $10/hr. Contact Kan at 310-968-
8143 or Kariann95@aol.com

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOV/VAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and P/T sales posi-

tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary arxj excellent associate

discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,

1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025. 310-

312-9600.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156

26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

CHILDCARE for 3-year-oW girt. EartyAM, Late
PM -M/TU/W/F. Drop-off or pickup from
school. Good driving-referefKes/record. non-
smoking. West LA. 310-980-5231.

DATA ENTRY person wanted. 4hrs/day, Mon-
day-Friday. 310-281-5562.

DELI COUNTER POSITION. Mon-Fri. 11-3.

$7/hr. Santa Monk:a. 310-449-4000.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888. I

CHILDCARE WANTED
For 10 y/o boy. Responsible, must like kkls.
Ptek up from school, drive to activities.

Tues:1pm-4pm. Westwood. 310-914-3156.

CHILDCARE: TV producer needs for kids, 13
& 9, M/T/F 3-7p (flexible), light housekeeping.
$12/hr, Catherine 323-933-2325.

CULVER CITY: 3-4 mornings a week for 2
school age chiklren. 6:30-8:30am. $25/day.
Must own car. Francis 310-839-6929.

Dog Training wanted. One year oW Lab needs
training. Pay performance based. Big perfor-

mance big pay. 310-550-7862 or jross-

gunter@aol.com

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

EXHIBITIONIST DANCERS WANTED:
Professionai/Non Professional Women 18-35
yrs. for cash pnze competition. For details call

800-879-0347.

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-

ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 chikJren. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car, insurance, and
dean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

FEMALE TUTOR/MENTOR Math/Science,
English, for 6th grade girt. M-Th after school.
Pacific Palisades. Must have car. $15/hr Call

Rachel 310-230-1940.

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE/HOMEWORK
helper needed for 3 kids. T/W/TH afternoons

until 7. Excellent opportunity for female college

student seeking OT/SP degree. $10/hr. Pacific

Palisades. Laura 310-454-1150.

EXPERIENCED, CARING TUTOR NEEDED
5-8pm for ADHD 7yr-oW. Prefer Psycholo-

gy/Education background, experience

w/ADHD. Brentwood/5mins-UCLA. Need own
car. 310-440-0808.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a

serious cind energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN, ENERGETIC FEMALE with car/insur-

ance for two giris. M-R, 3-6pm/Friday 12:30-

6pm. Possible room exchange. Lovely chil-

dren/neighborhood! 310-390-8436.

Part Time Positions

International company
seeking 14 part time managers

No experience

* Flexible hours

* Perfect for students

If you didn't earn $ 1 .500 last month
part time call today Mr. Herr

(310)801-5446

HELP ME WITH MY 13 AND 8 YR/OLD. Fri-

days, 2:30-6:30 in Santa Monica $10.00/hr.

Must have own car. 310-393-5610.

FILM CREW NEEDED
Looking for crew for an upcoming Comedy
Digital Production. Potential pay copy and
credit and meals. Wanted: Director/Assistant

Director/Director of Photography(for digital

photography). Final Cut Pro Editor/Scnpt su-
pervisor, Production Designer/Production As-
sistants. Call: 310-226-6192.

WANTED BRIGHT&HAPPY individual for

small cafe inside a chic&trendy BH Hair Sak}n.

Food-service experience preferred, not a
must. 310-395-7665/310-266-8430.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Finn.

Knowledge of Word, Excel, QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting preferred. Email resume to

e.hudson@lrg-inc.com. or contact 213-250-

5900. ext. 27.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.k)-
selikemagic.com

WE PAY CASH
Santa Monica Research company. Looking

for participants for marttet research. Ages 5-

75. Please call 310-392-7337, mention ad.

WOMAN STUDENT, PART-TIME HELP. 3-

9hrs/wk. lOmins from UCLA. Days& hours
flexible. Assist retired professional woman.
Drive Volvo on errands, appointments, restau-

rants. Must be computer literate. 310-474-

4804.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 71 4-

648-2258.
|

WRITERS WANTED

,

ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor wilt supply topics. Email
paf®onceineverylife.com.

Classifieds

825-2221

COLLEGE CREDIT INTERNSHIP 20hrsAvk.
Cover scripts, phones, general office tasks.

Looking for someone bright, energetic. Fax
resume: 310-204-2877. platforme@aol.com.

INTERNS NEEDED at busy talent manage-
ment company. Filing, phones, submissions,
computer wori<. Fax resume and cover letter to

323-860-1546.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-

tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM. SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS. SOME W/BALCO-
NY DSL. ONLY HALF BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS garden apartment, $795.

www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

BEVERLY HILLS guest apartment. Private en-

trance. $875. www.westsiderentals.com 323-

634-7401.

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, res.

$455.33 www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368

BRENTWOOD cute and cozy apt north of

Wilshire. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

LOFT BEDROOM, Ibth, new carpet and paint.

Laundry facilities, pool, Jacuzzi, parking space

and utilities paid. $1350/mo. 310-281-4137 or

310-429-8534.

MAR VISTA HILL, WESTSIDE, 2bdrm, new
decor, patio, fenced yard, parking, laundry

hook-ups. utilities included. $1600. 310-313-

6073.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+),
pool/spa, parking, fireplace, balcony,
walk-in-closet, full-kitchen, laundry, re-

creation room. Gas/water paid.

www.keltontowers.com 31 0-208-1 976.

Free yourself.

Maiv<pl.iai?.g"nti!ii.vsiu<|„ii (^..J^ ^y

Free Advertisingfor

Items under $100.

118 Kerckhoff.

NON-PAYING INTERNS NEEDED for theatri-

cal and music management company. 16-

24hrs/wk. Script coverage skills, bookkeeping
skills, office skills, required. Great Industry ex-
perience potential. Call John or Bob 310-474-
4521 for fax resume 310-470-9273.

^ 8300
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S local American Indian Centers!
You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are
you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS.
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us arKJ we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact
Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844.
or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Rer^Qniber
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

Great Pricesl

516 Landfair Ave
8 1 8-547-9478

MARINA DEL REY cottage studio. $825.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

PALMS Ibdrm/lbth $850/mo. Stove, fridge,

partcing, new paint/carpet, bright, upper level,

laundry facilities, near UCLA bus. Move-in
Nov.1. Eunice 213-278-5005.

8^00
amsM^M^ttpanmenls for Rent

1-BDRM $1050
WLA Huge apartment with cute garden patio.

Quiet. No pets. Bike or bus to campus.
Available now. Thanks giving special 10-day
free rent. 310-477-0725.

PALMS IBDRI^IBTH $995/mo. Stove. fiJC,

large ctosets, 2ndfloor. gated-pari<ing, inter-

com, Jacuzzi. 1/2-block to UCLA bus. freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdrm/2bth. $2675. Anne
310-441-3783.

SANTA MONICA apartment. 1/2 block to

beach, $995. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, park-

ing. Laundry room in building. Two weeks
rent free. $1495 and $1650. Two parking

spaces available. 310-824-2112.

Accepting applications for winter quarter.

WEST HOLLYWOOD guest house,

hardwood floors. 323-634-7401.

www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, fumished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/nrK>nth. Partying extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA. Large Ibdr apartment.
Newly refurbished/stove/dishwasher/ 2 over-
sized ctosets/ 2 partying spaces/laundry-room.
Quiet neighbort)ood. Gary or Tica 310-548-
0013.310-453-1172

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large

closets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry.

Walk to campus. $1082 through 7/31.

310-709-7060. 729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT High-

ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace.

A/C. laundry in buitoing, partying, 10-min walk
to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately. Cats OK. 310-208-

4934.

E

r -sss-

• •

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment
3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

GLENROCK AND LEVERING
Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge
• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

•T1/DSL Ready

•A/C
• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

Display
206-3060

V
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RECEIVERS
from page II

on the jugs madune every day.
"It was different at first, but coaches

gave me opportunities to get balls,"

Bragg said.

When Perry went down with broken
ribs at Washington State and Bragg had
to start in his place, his success was
tinged with regret.

"It's a bittersweet feeling," he said
after he had 64 yards against Oregon
the following week. Bragg improved in
his expanded role, catching a career-
high seven balls for 138 yards in the
final game against Arizona State. Perry
was always right next to him in the
locker room, the first to congratulate
him.

This year they get to play the way
they envisioned as incoming recruits:

starting opposite each other as the
team's top two receivers.

Although Perry was exp)ected to be
the star this year and boasts greater size
at 6 foot 3 inches and 215 pounds to
Bragg's 6 foot 1 inch and 193 pounds, it

is Bragg who Is the No. 22 receiver in
the nation averaging 90.43 yards per
game.

The neat thing about those two is

they get as excited for the other's suc-
cess as if it were their own," Caragher

SPORTS

said.

And the playmakers proved there is

enough success to go around when they
exploded for over 350 combined yards
against Oregon.

"Going into the Oregon game, Craig
told me he was going to have three
touchdowns and over 200 yards. I

swear. I was Uke, 'All right.

Touchdowns are for running backs, I'm
just trying to make it hot when I get it

I'm gonna try to get 10 catches for 150,'"

Perry said.

Perry had seven catches for 126
yards and Bragg had 230 yards and
three touchdowns, as predicted. Bragg
is currently seventh in the nation in

touchdown scoring, averaging a touch-
down a game. Perry is second in the
Pac-10 in kickofif returns with a 24.1
yard per return average.

The two still complement each other
just as well off the field as they do on it

"Whenever I have a problem, the first

person I talk to is Craig. He gives good
advice," Perry said.

"Tab's taught me a lot about life. He's
given me good advice," Bragg said.

"Like with school, we've both struggled
at times. We usually sign up for a class

together and make sure the other per-

son studies."

Nothing like a little friendly competi-
tion to turn up the heat on both
receivers.

"We're each other's fire."

MEN'S BASKETBALL NOTEBOOK
r-

Kapono

Award

Uwm8^00
Apailments for Rent

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1040
2 Bedroom from $1700

I

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fulty equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year lease

Professionalty managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

WESTWOOD apartment Bachelor, ref. $625.
www.westsklerentate.cofn 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bright, cozy apartment. $875.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD courtyard, ctose to ail. Wont
last, $650. www.westskJerentals.com 310-

I 395-7368
, C s- M^ sst.

I WESTWOOD hoos«. private room, yard,

$5^5. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
. 7368*^^ " *

WESTWOOD private room, $400/month.
www.westsiderentate.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD Quiet Ibed/lbath, Strath-

moreAVeteran. $1100/month. Includes
pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :310-208-3797 for an ap-

pointment

j

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-t)drm. $1150ATX)nth. All utilities and
parking. Days :310-475-7533, evenings:310-
659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1&2BDRM APTS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM. DSL. UNIQUE. CHARM.
FRONT&REAR ENTRANCE. UPPER. ALSO
LOWER APT. W/HARDWOOD FLOORS+PA-
TIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

;
than two bkx*s. Ibdrm $1050. 9-month lease,

T\o pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2txlrm/2bth. A/C. fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, park-

ing, aJI kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-

470-1513.

WESTWOOD. 1 -mile from campus. Bachetor

4ipartment only $650. includes utilities. New
carpet, new paint & laundry. Profession-

al/grads preferred, non-snr>oker. 888-394-

3586.^ ^

WESTWOOD. IBDRM. $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spack)us, luxury security buikjing. All

amenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 310-200-7222, 310-562-2830.

WESTWOOD. Ibr+din, newly refurbished

hardwood fkxx/tower unit/one covered park-

ing/tots of ckxset space/backyard. Quiet buikJ-

jng. $1575/nx)nth one-year lease. 310-208-

^993. r
WESTWOOD. 2bdr/2bath. $1850. Luxury

apartment w/fireplace, walking closets,

microwave, gated parking, central AC. Walking

distance UCLA. Available November 8th. 310-

473-9998.
,

Casabranca West
1 Bedrooms from 1^1095

ow
^)(ed^M^ tsm r^\ poot, m^..

iun(^ super viciet$, lo» Secatjf Depo»t

530 Veteran
208-4394

Senior Jason Kapono
is once again a presea-
son top-50 Wooden
Award candidate, as he
has been for the last

three seasons.

Other candidates in

the Pac-10 include Jason
Gardner and Luke
Walton of Arizona, and
Luke Jackson and Luke
Ridnour of Oregon.

ArizatoUGLA
Trevor Ariza, a 6-foot-

8-inch small forward at

Westchester High School
in Los Angeles, has ver-

bally committed to

attend UCLA next year.

Ariza, who would
replace Kapono as a
deep shooter and ball

handler, chose UCLA
over Florida and USC.

SaiatoUTEP?
UCLA assistant coach

Jim Saia has been floated

as a candidate for the

coaching vacancy at the

University of Texas-El
Paso (UTEP).
Former Arkansas

head coach Nolan
Richardson was the top

candidate for the job, but
he decided to reject the

opportunity in order to

pursue other projects.

Richardson has not
ruled out taking the posi-

tion for the 2003-04 sea-

son, so UTEP nught pro-

mote a current assistant

coach as an interim solu-

tion, instead of hiring a
new permanent coach.

Saia was a candidate

for the UTEP position in

1999, but the Miners
decided to go with Jason
Rabedeaux instead.

Notes compiled by Greg

Schain, Daily Bruin
reporter

Men's soccer wants to get even

with Washington, Oregon State ^

By Brian Kiley

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bkiley(a)media. ucla.edu

The No. 4 UCLA men's soccer team trav-
els to two Pacific Northwest venues that
have not been kind to it in the past.

Today the Bruins battle Oregon State
(10-3-0) in Corvallis where UCLA has been
upended two consecutive times, and
Sunday they visit a Washington (4-5-1) team
that has sent the Bruins home unsatisfied in
each of their last three visits to Seattle.
UCLA (8-1-2) is coming off of a victory

against No. 1 Stanford last weekend, and is
very motivated to continue its success this
weekend.

"We've lost to OSU and UW the last two
years and this is the last chance for (the
seniors) to go up there," midfielder Jimmy
Frazelle said. "We really want to take it to
them and win these two games."

Both Oregon State and Washington are
powerful offensively, and UCLA head
coach Tom Fitzgerald knows that UCLA
cannot afford to take anything for granted
this weekend.

"Oregon State has done very very well
this year, and Washington is always difficult

at their place," Fitzgerald said. "It's going to
be a challenge for us to go on the road and
get two more victories, but we are certain-
ly capable of doing that.

OSU has proven itself to be a quality
team in several of its matche? this year,
including a match against Stanford in
which the Cardinal needed an overtime
period to squeak out a 1-0 win.

It is especially important for UCLA to
continue to win during the critical confer-
ence schedule.

"Wmning these conference games is the
most important thing right now because
the winner of the Pac-10 gets an automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament," goalkeeper
Zach Wells said "If we do our work then
there won't be any doubt during the (tour-
nament) selection process."

UCLA will head into this weekend with-
out any iryured players, and with confi-
dence that it is still performing at the level
it displayed last weekend.

"I feel great about the way we're playing
right now and I feel like we're going to put
some goals on the board no matter what,"
Frazelle said. "We've been doing very well
in practice and I think that's going to cany
over into the games this weekend."

8^00
Apartments for Rent

w^r^

Room for Rent

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING. DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Newer building. 2 front

2bdrms/2bths. Bright and quiet apartments.
Balcony and security parking. $1700/mo and
up. 310-770-4111.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+. 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-

tor. A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center.

gate parking. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
^Gayley Ave.
r
WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool arnj Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

VENICE studio in great location close to all.

$695. www.westsiderentals.com 310<395-7368

Hou^ lor Sale

WLA SINGLE FAMILY home. lOmins from

UCLA. New roof, new plumbing, new land-

scaping, new windows. 3bdrm/3bth, 2200sq.ft.

New carpet, new kitchen floor and appliances.

Zone R3. very quiet and dean. Must See!

Only ask for $449,000. Won't last!

Call 310-365-6712 or 310-470-9345.

9^00
oni for Rent

WLA $1375 & UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRMy2BA.
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM to rent! Ocean-view patio.

Share gourmet kitchen. Great location. Mar
Vista. $790/month.31 0-678-0760/31 0-398-

7937 Pat or Tony.

Diamond Head
Apartments

single $895.n„up

2bedroom $1555.n„up

1 bedroom $ 1 1 95
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
within walking distance to UCLA. Gated

Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room,
Laundry facilities, AC/Refri3«rator, Stove.

Short term avail Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1/bdrm. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17-10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

MARINA DEL REY private room in house. $600.

www.westskJerentaJs.com 310<395-7368

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MON?CA. Near stores/freeways.

Pool/laundry. Available now. Prefer non-smok-
•rs. j$89e>d«posit includinQ utilities, direct TV.

310-392-0405.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750Aup. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, t>alcony, /V/C and nvxe.
3dnn $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must see.

Call for free listing :310-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

aftments to Share

PALMS: Unfurnished room in spacious apart-

ment. New paint. Share bath-kitchen.

$625/month. Senior woman prefers female.
Good kx:atJon. 310-838-8440. I

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half bkx:k to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.

$600/month. 323-939-9816.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good kx:ation, close to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

SANTA MONICA: Fumished room w/2 extra-

large ctosets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct
bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. LJsa:310-
394-7068.

WEST HOLLYWOOD Quiet, large, sunny 2+2.
Fully-fumished. In nice, young neighborhood.
Including utilities. Pool. $700. 310-659-4766.

WESTWOOD. One female roommate wanted
to share large 2bd/2ba apartment own room or

share minutes from campus. 310-824-1497.

WLA 2bdrm/2bth secured buiWing. Female
preferred. $650/mo , security deposit $750.
Hardwood fk)or, laudry in unit, /V/C, refrigera-

tor, stove. 310-559-1890.

SHORT-TERM ROOM
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED. Rent by
month. lOmin to campus. Ind maid SVC. Lo-
cal-phone. TV/VCR/Kitchen. Parking. Offered
by UCLA-Professional. 310-253-9849

WEST HOLLYWOOD private room in house,
$800. www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

WESTWOOD: ROOM available in 2bdrm/2bth
apt. Walk to UCLA. Quiet building, nice man-
ager. Utilities included. $400/share, $750/pri-

vate 310-209-0014, oefada@ucla.edu.

8600 _ ^ ^.^^
Condo/Townhouse for Rent H U5UU

Roommates-Private Room
VALUE, HUGE UPSCALE U2+den. 12th

fkx)r. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-UCLA.

Available now. $1745/mo. Open daily. 7am-
9pm. 818-281-1715. 10751 WIsrtre B»vl#1205.

8700
Condo/Townhotise for Sale

WESTWOOD. Bright, open townhouse
w/2bdrms/2.5baths. Step-down living room
w/soaring celling. Large garden patio. Very pri-

vate. Formal dining. All white Euro kitchen. Big

master suite. Walk to Century City shopping.

$409,000. Sheri/Remax 310-473-6156.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

WEST HOLLYWOOD bungatow, 2bed, hard-

wood floors, $1295. 323-634-7401.

wwwwestsiderentals.com

BEACH COTTAGE TO SHARE IN VENICE: 4
bkxjks from beach. Off /kbbott Kinney. Clean,
wood-fk>ors. washer/dryer, yard. $725+1/2 util-

ities. 310-721-3470.
i

WESTWOOD. PRIVATE bedroom and bath-

room. Walk-in ckDsets. Gated paricing, newty
fumished, balcony, rooftop spa. $900/mo.
Must see! 310-824-1538.

9600
Roonimates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD APARTMENTS roommate

needed. 515 Kelton Ave. MtkxM from cam-

pus. 2/bdrms, 2/baths. $375/month plus utili-

ties. 310-824-1901.

Graphic <^w^«^»«i:;i

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR house. 3bed, great location. $2500.

www westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

HOME NEAR MARINA
OCEAN BREEZES. 4415 Westlawn.

3bdrm/1.75bth. Hardwood floors, fireplace.

Large family/dining. Large backyard. Close to

marina & beach. $250atno. 310-306-6525

ext.128.

For Daily Bruin

Advertising Production

SANTA MONICA studio, hardwood floors,

pet ok. $750. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368.

TOPANGA CANYON house, private room,

$460. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

Must know:

Quark & Photoshop.

Bring portfolio samples

Apply ASUCLA Human
Resources 2nd Floor,

Kerckoff Hall 219

barmins
student deals CJP

Item
13" TV/VCR COMBO
AMD HEATSNK FAN

AMD HEATSNK FAN

ANS.MACHINE

BEUQNCATSe

BOOKEND

Description
Sony good cond.

J[ierTnlikedraggnorb3^

Jtvo|^ng6c+jTew!L_

digital, bik

Price Phone
$75 310-443^1165

$19 714-299-5710

$15 714-299-5710

BRAND NEW SHOES

BREADMAKER MACHINE

BUNNY

Ethernet Cord. 50 ft

metal, black

$10

Jll

men's size-12 nike shoes $̂25

CANDLE HOU)ER

CD-RW 4x4x12

unused oster desiflnoL

cage included

$50

free

bronze, hold 3 med cdls

LGused

310-488-7588

310-235-2139

310-558-1912

213-747-3488

310-829-1568

310-824-1593

$6

COMPUTER 100MHZ
COMPUTER DEIl

COMPUTER DEIl

CORDLESS PHONE

win 98 offfee 2000 etc

$10

310-558-1912

310-235-2139

$65

Pl66 2gb 48mbnic'95
310-488-7588

p266 3gb 32mb nic 95

$40 310-966-5320

$75

CORDLESS PHONE
grt cond. need batt

310-966-5320

$15

DELL COMPUTER
OOOmhz ge. white

310-824-2628

DESK LAMP
p2.400mhz . 128ram.dvd

Black metallic

J8 310-488-7588

$200 310-621-8790

DIABLO II GAME
DINING TABLE

fdr comp w/manual

$7

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER

RLE CBNT. GREEN

RUNG CABINET

FOOTMASSAGER

ikea pine wood -t^chr

$20

310-820-9417

310-666-4107

$50
smith-corona good in case $75

310-801-8407

2drawer. lock, grt deal

2-drwr black, metal

$12

310-829-1568

310-208-2431

$35

FOOTBALL TICKET

heater w/3 speed

310-488-7588

'A. « i A0^
FOOTBALL TKXET

bruins VL wash, state

il5

GAMEBOY COLOR
Us vs.Stanfbrd, 1 tix

$15

626-827-1234

626-617-7855

$20 626-617-7855

GEO STORM REPAIR

w/5 games link cord

INTaCPN HS FAN

IRON

_manual 1 990-93 Haynes

$30

$8
Tt volcano 478 new!!

310-621-8790

310-838-4192

$10

JAPANESE/ENGUSH

KEYBOARD
dtotionary. rice paper

M.
714-299-5710

310-208-7904

$12

LAB COATS

w/hotkeys

310-208-5058

$20

LAB COATS

LAKER TICKETS-4

LAMP

New, all sizes

new, all sizes

$20

sold out

MAC LAPTOP-OLD

magk;mttixx3
power bookl 00. 6vrs

310-429-9924

310-312-2465

310-312-2465

$43ea 213-371-1980

$3 310-312-2465

$20

MICROWAVE GOOD
group rate tix-cheap

$30 310-267-7461

MICROWAVE
O'Keefe merritt brown

.6cuft

$21.5 310-490-5699

J^ 310-829-1568

NEEDBBALLTIX

NICK NACK WALL
student tlx full seat

$30 310-429-9924

$100

PAC BELL PHONE

PCMONfTOR

PERSONAL FRIDGE

sheh^es 3 mirrored slats

310-614-8984

caller id unit included

17-Inch

$20 310-838-4192

$10 310-267-7461'

$49 310-429-9924

PHONE CORDED

PHONE-CORDED

19.5x19x17.5x18.5

Speakerphone New
$40 310-433-8846

POLE LAMP HALOGEN
PY HEATSINK FAN

SC SUCKS T-SHIRTS

SNOWBD BINDINGS

SPRINT SCH3500

STUDY LAMP

SUITCASE XNICE

T-SHIRTS

Caller ID. brand new
black with dimmer

J5. 310-235-2139

$5 310-235-2139

thermaftakedragon41

8

$20 310-829-1568

www.playhousetees.com

'02 ride Is. med. grey

$20 714-299-5710

$10 N/A

charger. batbc3

J^ 310-892-1582

$30
halogen bulb. black_ $10

626-827-1234

310-558-1912

Samsonite. hard-t-wheels $39

TABLE LAMP-PTTRYBARN
TIMBERLAND (NEW
TOYOTA TERCa REPAIR

TV

WIN XP PRO-NEW
WOODEN DESK 6DR

All sizes

310-208-5058

pink based, toile shd

$1.50 ea 310-312-2465

backpack, w/tags oil

$45 310-558-1912

manual 1980-84 bentley^

13" new

$35 310-433-8846

^
microsoft sealed-cheap

Large, all wood 3x5

^^
$89

31 0-838-4192

_3_iP:429-?924

310-824-2327

WOODEN SPOONS WALL hanging 2 sets nice

$65

i15^

310-820-9417

310-^-4192

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( )
-

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( ) -

To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

^
•Ad must be submitted in pereon or by mail. No phone orders allowed. Deadline is 1 wori? day prior to issue at 12pm. Bruin Bargaias appear cvei>- Wednesday and Fridav. Limit of 4
free ads per customer per week. We reserve the right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeUng the standards of the Daily Bmin.

The Daily Bruin does not autlienticale, endorse, or verify the quality of the products ad\ertised with the Bruin Bargains. In addition, the Daih Bruin is not responsible for transactions in

assoaation with the items being sold. The .\SUCL\ Communications Board fully supports the L'niv^rsity of California's policy on nondiscrimination. The student media reserves the right
to reject or modify the advertising whose content discriminates on the basis of ancestory, color nationaj origin, race, religion. disabiliK. age. sex, or sexual orientation.

Classifieds
825-2221

jmsam^jiMt.

Display
206-3060

^
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• Swimming to compete at SMU
• Hockey home opener vs. Stanford
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X-Country @ Full. Invit.

Swimming vs. SMU
M.Soccer vs. Oregon St.

W.Volleyball vs. Wash St.

M.Volleyball vs. Alumni

Football vs. Stanford

M.Polo vs. Stanford

W.Volleyball vs. Wash

FRI^^^• Dr-Tfif^PT? ']^ '](^(y2

PREVIEW
Fullerton, CA Friday All Day

Dallas, TX Friday All Day

Corvallis, OR Friday 12 p.m.

Pullman, WA Friday 7 p.m.

Pauley Pav Friday 7 p.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Rose Bowl Aq Saturday 1 p.m.

Seattle. WA Saturday 7 p.m.

www.dailybn liii . ucla.edu
,. -*SbSS^Si»«*«K*fi*«.cs»*-

Bruins looking to end losing streak
INJURIES, TWO CONSECUTIVE DEFEATS
CANNOT SHAHER TEAM'S AMBITION

By Diamond Leung
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung(a)media. ucla.edu

The UCLA football teani has
lost two conference games in a
row as well as their starting quar-
terback and probably his backup
to ii\jury.

And now, Stanford (24, 1-2

Pac-10), the team that beat UCLA
(4-3, 1-2) last season to start a
four-game slide, visits the Rose
Bowl on Saturday and has the
Bruins seeing red.

There's something inside of
me that wants to kick the (exple-

tive) out of the red," junior defen-

sive tackle Ryan Boschetti said.

The red is dead tliis weekend.
I'm almost promisii\g it.

"We're overdue. If we lose this

third game in a row, which isn't

going to happen, you're going to

see a lot of people jump off the

ship," he said.

Predicting a win? Despite that

UCLA, who lost their last two
games to Oregon and Cal by a
total of six points, is sinking fast?

A win could happen.

"Definitely there's a sense of
urgency," freshman tailback lyier

Ebell said. "Nobody wants to lose

three games straight or even one
game."

It doesn't help that the Bruins
aren't sure who their starting

quarterback will be. TVue fresh-

man Matt Moore, who was
expected to redshirt the season,
will most likely get the nod.

I (JWdfcn,.

Senior Cory Paus broke his

ankle, and true freshman Drew
Olson separated his shoulder
during last week's game.

OLson has an outside chance of
starting, and redshirt freshman
Jolin Sciarra, who was ineffective

in relief against Cal, is another
option.

"Regardless of what happens,
we're going to start a freshman
quarterback," UCLA head coach
Bob Toledo said.

T\\e banged-up Bniins are also
without tailback Manuel White
and defensive tackle Rodney
Leisle.

Stanford is also unhealthy at

the quarterback position. Junior
Chris Lewis iryured his shoulder
last week, so the starter will be
redshirt freshman Kyle Matter

Matter and Moore were team-
mates at Newhall Hart High
School and highly touted signal

callers. Moore, with only one year
of experience playing quarter-

back, played safety in high school.

Stanford has struggled this

year under first-year head coach
Buddy Teevens. During a three-

game losing streak, the Cardinal

allowed 44 points.

They did, however, beat
Arizona 16-6 last week.

"This is a happier week for us,"

Teevens said.

UCLA, meanwhile, is in no
mood for fun and games. The
smiles that came with a 4-1 start

to the season are all but gone.

"We're not going to let what
happened last year happen this

year," senior tight end Mike
Seidman said.

Colin Yuhl
cyuhKS)mecia.iJCb.eckj

Freshman tailback Tyler Ebell takes off with the ball while playing against Oregon.

..0NA1...X., .wv ....,L^.\,,A Bri'in Senior Staff

.«tt^,V#"
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F'ire starters*
TOP RECEIVERS PERRY AND BRAGG MAKE IT HOT P<^

By Hannah Gordon

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
hgordon@nnedia.ucla.edu

Tab Perry would abuse the remote his

freshman year.

''Look, Craig, I burned you!"

Stop. Rewind. Play. Stop. Rewind. Play.

Perry would review his favorite segment
over and over again, torturing his new room-
mate Craig Bragg with a tape of a high school
playoff, the game where the two UCLA
receivers faced each other and Perry smoked
Bragg, who also played defensive back.

To me, they are more like brothers than
friends," Denice Perry, Tab's mother said.

These days Perry and Bragg are on the field

at the same time again, but this time on the

same side as UCLA's No. 1 and No. 2

receivers. Bragg, a redshirt sophomore, has
633 yards so far this season and Perry, a
junior, has 452.

"We've had some good duos here and those
two are right in there with (J.J.) Stokes and
(Kevin) Jordan, (Danny) Farmer and (Jim)

McElroy, (Freddie) Mitchell and (Brian) Poli-

Dixon," wide receivers coach Ron Caragher
said. For Caragher, the best part is that Perry

is only a junior and Bragg a redshirt sopho-
more.

The duo's philosophy is right up there with

Marx and Engels and Calvin and Hobbes:
"Make it hot."

( ATHERINP: JIN/Dmia Bui in Skniok Staff

Tab Perry and Craig Bragg are the two top receivers for the Bruins. They are also roommates and
played against each other in high school. ,

"That's when you get the ball you got to mates, met in high school through a mutual
make something happen," Perry said. friend who brouglit Bragg to a Cal football

They have been making it hot for almost game where he and Perry were recruiting
three years now. The two, who are still room- guests.

The acquaintances met again in the play-

offs where Perry notoriously torched Bragg
on that one play, but Bragg's alma mater won
the game. Perry conunitted to UCLA after

Bragg did and they decided to room together.

"I didn't like being his roonunate at first. He
wasn't the tidiest guy," Perry recalled. Now
the two have grown used to each other.

"I clean. That's it," Perry laughed.
As Perry has loosened up about the clean-

ing, Bragg relaxed in his own way.
"Before we were roommates, he never

swore. Lie went to an all-boys Catholic high
school. 1 went to a public school. A bad pub-
lic school," Perry said.

"I didn't really know how girls are," Bragg
laughed. "He kept me away from the wrong
kind of places and the wrong type of people."

But on the field they were not in sync at

first. Perry was playing as a true freshman but
wanted to redshirt so he could mature and get
more playing time when he started and Bragg
redshirted but wanted to play.

"1 wished 1 was playing. But I was really

frail, hke 170 pounds," Bragg said.

"We didn't have a lot in common at that

point," Perry recalled.

The following year presented more of a
potential strain on their fiiendship because
Bragg was Perry's backup at flanker. But the
two still stayed after practice catching balls

RECEIVERS
I
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Stanford loss

necessary to

satisfy rage

over rejection

I
want to see the Bruins annihilate

the Cardinal this weekend. 1 want
a bloodbath. You remember that

scene in "Fight Club" when Ed
Norton punches Brad Pitt right in the
ear? When you could just FEEL how
much that hurt? 1

want that, only

with more foot-

ball.

A simple vic-

tory won't suf-

fice; this game
needs to be a
blowout. All my
aggression,

though, doesn't

come as a result

of school spirit.

Instead, it has
more to do with
a simmering hatred of the enemy.

Simply put, I am a bitter, hateful,

spiteful Uttle man.
1 wasn't always this way. Once

upon a time 1 was a high school
senior, fresh-faced and with the
whole world ahead of me. I was
sublimely confident that 1 would
soon be attending my school of
choice: Stanford, the Harvard of
the West.

1 thought I had it all. There was
the bloated GPA, the sick SAT
score, tons of extra-curricular

activities, a best-selling novel, the
cure for cancer, and an internship
with the Dalai Lama. I was the per-
fect candidate.

It helped that my girlfriend was
applying to Stanford as well. She
and I had nearly identical college

resumes. From top to bottom we
were essentially the same candi-

date. We even edited each other's

entrance essays.

And then the thin envelope
came. Just a cursory, impudent ht-

tle note telling me I wasn't good
enougli for Stanford. Five little

words caused my whole world to

crumble faster than the ratings for

"Saved By the Bell" when they
tried that "The College Years" spin-

off.

"We regret to inform you..."

Needless to say I was incredu-

lous. I felt Uke Jim Mora after a
poor performance from his teams:
Rejected? Rejected?! 1 immediately
called my girlfriend to inform her
of my impending suicide by self-

immolation.

I needed a shoulder to cry on. I

expected sympathy, compassion
and most of all, empathy. Surely
she would be feeling my same pain.

What I heard on the other side of

the line, however, was giddy laugh-

ter. She got the thick envelope.

Well, in the words of Derrick
Coleman, "Whoop-dee-danm-do!"
What academic sin kept me out-

side the pearly gates of Palo Alto? I

searched my soul for answers. It

just didn't make any sense. Two
equal candidates; one accepted,

one rejected. As Robin once said to

the Caped Crusader, "Holy toilet

paper Batman, I've been flushed!"

Wise words my friends, wise
words.

So I was left to choose between

YUHL
I
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By Jeff Agase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
jagase@media.ucla.edu

As usual, it's about much
more than bragging rights

when No. 7 I'CLA goes to

No. 17 use Sunday
With both teams tied at 3-

1 in the Pac-10 and the NCAA
selection conmiittee looking

on from afar, the wimier of
this weekend's ttissle will

put itself in prime position

for favorable seeding in the

NCAA Toumamenf in thret

weeks.
|

"What's important in this

game is regional ranking,"

UCLA coach Jillian Ellis

said. "A win against USC
would put us at least into the

top four, along with
Stanford, Santa Clara and
Portland." i

The Trojans nave nar-

rowed the gap between the

two programs in {\w last few
years, pulhng out a home vic-

MICHAKI. M.\\TKI./l)Mi/> liKi i\

Sarah-Gayle Swanson (right) and the UCLA women's soccer team
will take on No. 17 USC this Sunday at USC's McAllister Field.

tory in 1998 a-il a

Coliseum w JOOO.

And vvi'll 4-0

«

tie at the

Stanford

seemingly running away
with the I*a( -10 title, second
place will likely go to one of
the.se two teams, both of
which are a bit banged up.

"They'll be without Megan
Abbamonto, who's a physical

player, and we're going to be
without a couple of starters,

"

Kllis said.

Bruin s<onng leader iris

Mora will he at the Rose
Bowl Sunday playing for the

Mexican national team,
while scoring threats Sarah-

(Jayle Swanson and Katie

Rivera are both doubtful.

Those three have accounted
for 37 percent <»f team scor-

ing this season.

.Senior defender Tracey
VVinzen still likes UCLA's

chances, though.

"We have a deep bench,"
she said. "Granted, we're
going to miss those girls, but
I tliink we'll be OK. We did
well this past weekend
under similar circum-
stances."

The Trojans moved this

season's liome matches from
the cavernous Coliseum to a
more intimate setting at

McAllister P^ield, where the
Bruins expect vociferous
fans and a tyi)ically boi.ster-

ous USC bauui.

"1 like playing on a big

field, but for 'SC, playnig on
McAli.ster is more pensouiil,"

Winzen said. "L^veryone's

right there, and 1 eiyoy that

so nuich more."

Men's water polo get second

chance to beat No. 1 Stanford
BRUINS, CARDINAL FACE

AGAIN SIX DAYS AFTER LAST
GAME; REMATCH GARNERS

NATIONAL AHENTION

• ••

SophoFuore defender
Kendal Billingsley was
named to Soccer America's
Team of the Week after help-

ing the UC|LA defense hold

Arizona to just two shots last

Friday and scoring the first

goal agains| Arizona State <m
Sunday.

By Adam Titcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
atitcher@media.ucla.edu

A clash of the Titans will take place this week-
end when No. 1 Stanford will face No. 2 UCLA at

the Rose Bowl Aquatic Center Saturday.

It's the second time UCLA has been ranked
that high this season.

"If people want to watch the two best teams in

the nation play each other, in tJie most physical

and gnieling sport, in the span of 45 minutes,
then this will be it," UCLA head coach Adam
Krikoriiui said.

But there is room for debate: the Bruins (9-5, 1-

2 Mountain Pacific Sports Federation) have been
nuikt^l No. 4 and No. 7 in the past. Nevertheless,

this matchup Iuls national attention.

LiLst week, Stanford (16-2, 2-1) beat UCI^ in a
7-5 stni^^le, for the fiftJi consecutive time. Tliis is

NlCOl.K .\11M,M;, DAliA ilKt iN MaKF
Josh Hewko will help the No. 2 Bruins try to beat
No. 1 Stanford.

another rematch, just six days later

On Smiday, Bniin junior driver Albert (iarcia
held the Cardinal's best player, Tony Azevedo,

M.WATERPOLO
I
l>aM( ir>



Washington games to test offense

SPORTS

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl(a)media|.ucla.edu

Halfway through the Pac-10
season, the UCLA women's vol-

leyball teain is tr^^ading water.
With a 12-7 (5-4 Pa( -10) record,
the teani hopes a !ui\jor sliift in

focus will result in a strong sec-

ond-half finisli

"Our focus this week has
been on hittu\g j\nd not making
so n\any imforced errors," head
coach Andy Banachowski said.

"We've made other teams a lot

better than how they really

are."

Perhaps for the' first time all

season, offense has taken
precedence over defense.
Earlier in the sea.s<^n, the team
and coach stressed defensive
excellence as the backbone of
this squad.

What was once a weakness
in the team is now its biggest
asset. The Bruins' defense has

proved that it can play with the
best teams in Uie conference,
such as use and Stanford.

But now the attention is turn-

ing to the offense. Hitting and
service errors have doomed tlie

Bruins in recent matches.
Banachowski has stressed
these aspects of the game in

recent practices. If the offense
experiences the san»e turn-
around as the defeiLse, UCLA
will be a formidable squad.

"Our defense has been our
main focus so far, but now we
waiU to attack and send a mes-
sage to otlier teams," sopho-
more outside hitter Heather
Cullen said.

The first message may be
sent today at Washington State
(14-5, 4-5). The Cougars took
the Bruins to five games before
eventually losing in Pauley
Pavilion. With home court
advantage this time, the
Cougars have a definite chance
of upsetting UCLA.

"I'm hoping we can get a split

on the road. Both teams play
really well at home. This is a
pivotal weekend for us,"

Banachowski said.

l^CLA faces Washington on
Saturday. The Bruins beat the

Huskies (12-5, 4-5) in three
games when the two teams
played in Pauley. If the team
drops the match at Washington
State, it will be crucial for

UCLA to make sure it wins at

Washington.

Nine more games will deter-

mine the Bniuis' seeding for the

NCAA tournament. The team
hopes to finish the season
strong to secure a decent post-

season bertli. If they merely
repeat Uieir first half, however,
their tournament run may be
quickly over

"We're halfway through the
season and every game means
something for the tournament,"
freshman setter Haley
Jorgensborg said.

MR H.\EL M.ANTEL/D.AiLV Bin in

Haley Jorgensborg, right, leaps for a set. Women's volleyball plays in Washington this weekend.
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The Cardinal

beatable say confident Bruins
from page 16

scoreless for the first time in his

three-year collegiate career. But that

was not enough to win.

Garcia is confident that he can do
it again, but he can only try.

."He's a player like anyone else,

and he's not perfect," Garcia said.

"By defensively doing a good job on
them, Stanford is beatable."

The national hype overlooks the
game's conference status, making it

even more important.

"It's a big game and a must-win for

us," senior defenseman Matt Flesher
said.

"We need to execute on goals and
stick to our game plan."

The Bruins are playing the best

team in the country and will have to

play near-flawless water polo and
convert on their one-man advantage
plays.

"A win is achieved by buying into

the system that our coaches have
been showmg us all year," sopho-
more center Ted Peck said. "We
know one-on-one, we are better than
(Stanford), but we just need to take
the gifts that they give us."

The Cardinal has earned its pres-

tige over the last year for not giving

up presents to opponents.
"It's probably going to be one of

the toughest and most intense
games of the season," Garcia said.

"We had a close one with them last

week, and we now want to make a
statement.''

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 25. 2002 • THE DAILY BRUIN
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Now

the Stanford

game is issue

ofrevenge
from page 18

Cal and UCLA, and I made thr
easy choice to be a Bruin. Alt*^r

all, I actually bathe and believe
in capitalism. But I'll never for-

get or forgive Leland St;mfon1
Jr. University. Games between
the Cardinal and Bniins hold a
special significance for me. I

want Stanford to lose even
more than I desire UCLA to win.

Last year's game was one of
the more painful experiences of
my life. The feeling of r(\jection

was still lingering in my black
heart. Before the game, I left

obscene phone messages on a
few of my so-called friends that

attended Stanford. (A color is

NOT a mascot you bleepy
bleep!)

My hopes were high.

Remember, our team was 6-0

and ranked third in the nation.

But somehow we managed to
blow that game, and our season
in general. Luckily, my room-
mate threw an asbestos blanket
over me before all of Hedrlck
Hall was burned to ashes.

Now imagine my glee as our
mighty football program stands
poised to thrash my most hated
of foes. Surely this year, despite
a dunce of a head coach and
freshman starting quarterback, I

will have my revenge.

Barring any last minute deci-

sions by Bob Toledo to start fak-

ing extra point attempts, tlie

Bruins should win this week-
end. Stanford is a pathetic 2-4

after all. But of course, UCLA
could lose, and in that case I'll

have to go find a book of match-
es and light myself on fire.

Not that I'm bitter or any-

thing.

<lClg]^tJiOgCU

<^^^''^i^
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ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

IVIuscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.

Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
www,43o.com
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Chancellor criticizes Racial Privacy Initiative
By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

Another university leader has joined in an
academic consensus against the current ver-
sion of an initiative that could hamper out-
reach efforts and curb social science research
- UCLA Chancellor Albert Camesale.
On FYiday Camesale voiced his concerns

More on Chancellor Albert

Carnesale's press conference
| Page 2

about the Racial Privacy Initiative, a ballot ini-

tiative that seeks to ban the state from collect-

ing and maintaining most forms of race-based
data.

"It appears to me to be unacceptable,"

Camesale said.

Slated for a vote in March 2004, the initiative

has come under fire from many students, pro-

fessors and administrators who argue it would
prevent researchers from identifying societal

problems correlated with race.

One of the best examples of the RPI's possi-

ble detrimental effects, Camesale said, is its

potential to eliminate accountability for tlie

university's outreach efforts.

"We spend a great deal of money on out-

reach programs," Camesale said. "Ifwe cannot
know the histories of people who come to

campus, including their race and ethnicity, how
will we know whether it's working or not?"

The initiative's campaign leader. University

of California Regent Ward Connerly, maintains

that it will only impair researchers who want

/ RPIj Page 3
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Thousands converge for peace

JONATHAN VOUNO/Dailv BBn\ Senior Staff

More than 40,000 antr-war demonstrators march through downtown San Francisco Saturday in an international day of protest against a possible U.S. war with Iraq.

I

--.
^nvTFi UC STUDENTS PART OF A MEDLEY OF PROTESTERS THAT

MARCHED IN SAN FRANCISCO AND WASHINGTON, D.C.

Many protesters in San Francisco said they

marched for Sen. Paul Wellstone. Who will

replace him in the Senate?! ^^^ 5

J<->.\AitlAN Y()rN(;/I)AiLY Bki IN Skmok Stut

Julia Herbst (left), Alice Kalens (center) and Caitlin Taffe march with a peace
pretzel from the Cheese Board of Berkeley, California to voice their opposition to

a possible U.S. war with Iraq.

By Michael Falcone and

Kelly Rayburn

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

mfalcone@media.ucla.edu krayburn@media.ucla.edu

SAN FRANCISCO AND WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Tens of thousands marched in the streets in the City by
the Bay and an estimated 100,000 rallied in the nation's

capital Saturday, in a loud and often outraged protest

against a possible war with Iraq.

"(I'm here today) to show my support for everyone
else that's doing something and to show the people that

are on tlie fence that they can do something, that

(peace) is worth fighting for," said Julia Wallace, a
fourth-year ITCLA history student, who made the trip to

the Bay Area for the march.
Wallace was just one of thousands from all over the

West Coast to pour into San Francisco in protest.

Students from UCLA, UC San Diego, UC Berkeley UC
Davis, UC Santa Cruz, the UC Hastings School of Law,
LTSC, CalTech, Stanford, the University of Oregon and
other universitiesjoined elderly people in wheel chairs,

mohawked anarchists, high schoolers, aging hippies,

babies in strollers and middle-aged suburbanites in

opposition of a strike against Iraq.

The demonstrations were part of an international

campaign of anti-war actions held in London, Berlin,

Mexico City and Rome.

In San Francisco, as the crowd of over 40,000
marched a mile-long walk from the city's financial dis-

trict to City Hall, people held signs reading "Drop Bush
not bombs," "No blood for oil" and "Bombing for peace
is like (having sex) for vii-ginity." One demonstrator
passed out bumper stickers reading "Iraq is Arabic for

Vietnam."

Others carried signs and wore T-shirts honoring the
late Sen. Paul WeUstone, a Minnesota democrat who
died in a plane crash Friday. Wellstone's last significant

vote in the Senate was to oppose a resolution giving

President Bush the authority he sought to attack Iraq.

Wellstone was the only Senator involved in a close elec-

tion to oppose the legislation.

Protesters were not so kind to Bush, using words
like "tyrant," "terrorist" and "murderer" - words oft:en

saved for the likes of Saddam Hassein and Osama bin

Laden - to describe their president.

After gathering in a park near City Hall, the crowd
heard from numerous speakers, including Peter

PROTESTS
I
Page 4
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UCLA
welcomes

Chinese

delegation
By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@media.ucla.edu

Officials from the People's
Republic of China stepped at UCLA
on Friday during a week of diploma-
cy between China and the United
States that was capped by a summit
between President George W. Bush
and Chinese President Jiang Zemin.

The visit ended a week of diplo-

macy between the two countries,

launched Monday with an agreement
signed by education leaders and
closed Friday by Bush and Jiang's

meeting.

Vice Minister of Education Zhou Ji

led a delegation that toured the
UCLA Medical Center to learn more
about medical education in the
United States. The visit, organized by
the UCLA International Visitors

Bureau, followed trips to medical
schools at UC Berkeley and Stanford

University.

China is in the process of trans-

forming its medical education pro-

grams. Previously, the nation fol-

lowed a model inspired by the Soviet

Union which kept medical schools
separate from universities. Now,
China is switching to a system more
similar to schools in the United
States that merges medical schools
with comprehensive universities.

Medical schools are more efficient

in Western countries, said Fang Jun,

first secretary of the Ministry of
Education.

Zhou and others in the delegation

were interested in many aspects of
UCLAs medical programs, he said,

but the primary purpose of their visit

was to learn more about administra-
tion ai I'CLA.

Zhou's activities in California were
preceded by his signing a memoran-
dum of understanding with
Education Secretary Rod Paige in

Washington, D.C.

The agreement will establish a
joint effort on an E-language project

that would use Internet technology
to aid Chinese language instruction

in the United States and to help teach
English in China, as well as to immi-
grant students in the United States.

Chinese officials plan wide imple-

mentation for the program, which
will assist educators without charg-

ing any fees.

"We hope every school will use it,**

said Zhang Xiuqin, deputy director-

general of the Minisdy of Education,
who is slated to administer the pro-

ject for China
Two hundred million Chinese stu-

dents study English, Zhou said.

Zhou's visit came as the United
States and China seek to improve
relations. Richard Baum, director of
the UCLA Center for Chinese
Studies, noted that since UCLA
became the first university in the

United States to sign an exchange
agreement with China in 1979, acade-
mic ties have continued to strength-

en.

"We've come a long way in 23
years," he said.

Though exchanges between edu-
cators can help international cooper-
ation, they do not tip the diplomatic
balance, he said.

Bush and Jiang's meeting Friday at

Bush's ranch in Crawford, Texas was
dominated by concerns over North

CHINA
I
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ASUCLA workers win Homecoming draws

social security dispute out Bruin spirit, pride

By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhsiung@media.ucla.edu

Three Associated Students of L^CLA
workers who were on the brink of losing

their jobs Sunday will remain with the

association, according to a statement from
the union tliat represents them.

As a result of an understanding between
the university and the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, the employees can continue to

be ASUCLA workers, according to the

statement.
|

Thougli the means of the agreen^ent

camnot be disclosed due to perscjnnel rea-

sons, AFSCME Organizer Grant Lindsay
said the union is pleased that tlie three

individuals will remain employed.
The three employees who work in

LuValle Commons and Taco Bell were ini-

tially facing tennination due to a discTep-

ancy in their social security numbers,
according to a letter stMit to tlie workers
on Oct. 17 by ASUCLA. Tliis conflicted

with the 1-9 section of the Eni])lovment

Eligibility Verification fonn iuid the

employees faced dismi.ssal from tlieir jobs.

Union officials said a di-scrcpancy with

social security niunbers is not ty[jically a

basis for empk).vment tennination.

WORKERS
I
PaM* :\

By Brian Sullivan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bsullivan@media.ucla.edu

Any perception that Bruins
don't have pride in their school
was erased this weekend.

After a six-year hiatus, a siz-

able crowd of present and for-

mer Bruins converged on Le
Conte Avenue early this week-
end to watch UCLA's home-
coming parade.

A parade of papier-mache
floats, fraternity "cowboys,"
sorority "cowgijls," student
groups and alumni streamed
up (Jayh\v Avenue, past a

grandstand of 1,600 spectators

on Le Conte and continued
down Westwood Boulevard
Friday night. The western-
themed festivities, dubbed
"Wild, Wild Westwood" started

at 8 p.m., and were emceed by
KROQ DJs.

Many attendees commented
that they felt the event was a
success.

"I like it when it's loud and
there's tons of people," said

Nancy Sin, a first-year unde-
clared student.

The alumni association sold

HOMECOMING
| Page 6
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Camesale tackles student issues in press conference
CHANCELLOR DISCUSSES UCLA'S ECONOMIC,
ACADEMIC FUTURE, ADMISSIONS POLICIES

By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cmignot(a)meclia.ucla.eclu

In addition to taking a stance
against the Racial Privacy
Initiative, Chancellor Albert
Camesale discussed budget con-
cerns, eiu-oUment surges, the unit
structure of classes, admissions
policies and the semester versus
quarter debate in a press confer-
ence with the Daily Bruin Friday.
Camesale warned that lower

state govemment revenue in the
years to come could result in a
potential increase in student fees
and could possibly mean layoffs of
university employees.

Camesale said the University of
Califomia might still face a 5 per-
cent budget cut for the remainder
of this fiscal year, which might lead
to some "terribly unpleasant

actions."

But Camesale said his greatest
concems lay in the years to come.
Even though the state economy is

expected to recover, govemment
revenues are hkely to lag because
they are so dependent on capital

gain taxes.

"Revenue projections are not so
great," he said. "We will have to

explore every avenue available to
us for increased revenue and
reduced expenditure."

Despite the poor economy,
Camesale said UCLA ei\joyed its

best year in terms of fundraising
with $509 million raised, including
the $200 million gift from media
mogul David Geffen to aid in the
construction of the Medical Center.

Even without that gift, UCLA
would have enjoyed its second-
best year since he arrived at UCLA
in 1997, Camesale said.

With regard to the anticipated
increase in student numbers in

accordance with Tidal Wave II, the
chancellor said the university is

currently employing strategies to

accommodate the rise in enroll-

ment without compromising the
quality of education provided.
He said one method would be to

continue expanding sununer ses-

sion programs, which so far have
been "very successful" in dealing
with the needs of more students.

"Summer school has expanded
markedly and offers more and
more of the required courses, and
as long as that is in place, we don't
have to add as msmy students dur-
ing the year," he said.

Another solution would be facil-

itating the ability for students to

take a full load of classes every
quarter, Camesale said, which is

currently difficult because of the
way units are allocated to classes.

The state of Califomia currently
considers 15 units per quarter a
full-time load, and provides a cer-

CORRECTIONS
•In the article "VITA may propose a-mile extension of city's subway" (News, Oct 22), it was reported that "As of Oct. 20. MTA buses

will operate for an additional hour." In fact, many buses run 24-hours, and it was the subways whose services were increased. Also, the
article referred to the subway extension as in "preliminary plarming stages" In fact, the extension is only a proposal, and there is no cur-
rent project to extend the line. I

• The article "ASUCLA workers' jobs jeopardized by ID discrepancy" (News, Oct 22) said ASUCLA Executive Director Patricia
Eastman could not comment for "personal" reasons. It should have said Eastman said she could not comment for "personnel" refeons.

"Whenever I have asked ...

have found only one person

who believed that the quar-

ter system was better for

student learning."

Albert Camesale

UCLA chancellor

tain amount of funding to UCLA
and other \JC campuses for each
full-time student.

It is currently difficult for stu-

dents to find classes with units that

literally add up to 15, so students
are more likely to take fewer rather

than more units.

By re-unitizing classes,

Carnesale said it would make it

easier for more students to take 15

unit quarters, increasing the
amount of full-time students on
campus.

With regard to concems that the
UC's new admissions program,
comprehensive review, may not be
in compliance with the state con-

stitution, Carnesale said he hasn't

seen anything yet that suggest the
admissions system is not in compli-
ance.

lender Proposition 209, the VC is

prohibited from taking race and
ethnicity into consideration for
admissions. Comprehensive
Review takes life experiences into
greater account than past admis-
sions policies and has led to higher
numbers of admitted under-repre-
sented minorities, but it does not
explicitly benefit anybody by race
or ethnicity.

The chancellor also spoke about
the proposed change from quarters
to semesters, currently being
investigated by the Academic
Senate, indicating that most people
he has spoken to who have experi-
ence in both systems said the two-
term academic calendar has more
advantages as far as learning goes.

"Whenever I have asked some-
one who has studied or taught
extensively under both systems
which (system) they think is better
for learning, I have found only one
person who beheved that the quar-
ter system was better for student

Chancellor Albert Carnesale discuss-

es on- and off-campus concerns in his

quarterly conference with the Daily

Bruin.

learning," he said.

Aside from potentially benefit-

ing academics, a switch might
reduce financial costs, Camesale
said, in terms of administrating
twice rather than three times a
year. Also, a semester system
would probably benefit students
looking for internships because
classes would end earlier.
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Rabbis discuss Jewish education at forum
By Michael Jahina

OAILY B^UIN CONTRIBUTOR
mjahinc (a)meclia. ucla.edu

Tlinv rahhis fr mi diffVrt'iit aivits (»( .Iwd.u.sin
(lisrussrd iht- «ltM- iiu- in Judaism and \\\v iiupm
lamf of Jewisli t'diicatioii durmu a <lis(iissi<.n
Tliursday aJ lliDfl.

TIk' foniin was K'|<i in honor of tht> t^pcninti "'
!lh* iit'w Yitzhak k^thm IliiU'l IVntrr and m ivny:,
nitum of Kahhi I);|vi<l Kllmson's apixiinfm.Mil .?-

lYt'sident of IK'hnw I nion ColU'^f.
Thi' (•<iih'i't' is (jevoitMl lo tht- dt'vt'lopnh-nl of

Reform Judaism, ind hits four ciuupuses world
wi<h\ iiK Uidin>; onl' m Los Angeles.

Hu' \hn^ rahhis i-omc from movenu-nts oi
Judaism thai differ m tluir a<lhtTen<v to iiadi
Monal Jevvisli laws ;uid prartices

i

Orthodox Judaism is {\\v most traditional .»l

\hv three >?roups followin>i idl hiws ;uul praetues
ol normative Jews

Kefonu Jutlaisni is the most hhenU. hrid.uin^
fraihtionid Juchusnl with the modem hfe clioicos
one fhooses to nuike.

« .»M>«'iAati\r Imiaism follows m<)st traditional

jMuu ipjes hut IS open to the luodituation <»f eer-

'aut laws.

I>«'spiit th»Mr difltreiu-es, the three rahhis
.inr» 'd diat iheit' JKLs heen a deiline in people
p.iriiripalin^ in .i Jeuish lilestyle. and emplia
SI//. (I iliat edueation is nect'ssan to reverse this

trend

Atrordin^' to Mavid .\I\ers. I ("L\ histor\' pro-
lessoi. ilu' Jewish population in Amerira went
«lov. u from :'>.') million memhers to 5.2 million
mrniht-rs m the last decade
TJIenson attnl)uted the decnvLse in the Jewish

population to the permeahility in Jewish life

lotlay, referring to the multitude of non-Jewish
activities availahle tiiat may appear more attrac

live.

Kal»hi Saul Ut'iiuan, president of Edalx, ;ui

Orthodox organization, was in a>*reement with
hini. and added that there are niiuiy kinds of
lifestyles that are present to Jews today. luul

hein>* Jewish may not appear to he the most
tulicins^.

ihe opening of the new Hillel facility should

cHMte "a huh tor Jewish activity." said Hahhi
Ismar Schorsch. chancellor (d" the Jewish
Theological Semmar>' of /Vmerica, a conseiTative
in.vfituiion located in New York.

,\11 three rahhis stressed thr im[)ortance of
h' vish education.

ni'iiiKUi. who pai1icipate<l in the discu.ssion via

satellite, said technology should he used as a tool

h)i Jewish education ;uid thai it should he avail-

al) e to all Jews. !

lie said that Jewish children iummI to !)e

involved in Jewish education 12 months of the
yeiu-. When not in school, they should he enrolled
in Jewish camps iuid take at least one trip to

Israel in order to keep tliem actively Jewish.

S<hor.sch agreed with iiernuui, adding that

Jewish education should he an "interlocking net-

vv(irk of educationid institutions to keep children
Jewisldy active."

I
he lack of conflict cunong the rahhis was good
s to Rahhi C'haim Seidler-Feller, the spirituid

leiuder at Hillel. He said that Hillel students are
taught to value the truths of Judai.sm, which are
all the same regardless of denomination.
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Rabbi David Ellenson, the new head of the Hebrew Union College spoke Thursday
evening as part of a panel discussing the current state of Jewish education in

America. In the background, Rabbi Ismar Schorsch, a Conservative rabbi on the
faculty at ttie Jewish Theological Seminary, also spoke

WORKERS
from pnge 1

ASrCL\ F]xecukive Director Pat
Kastman iuid Head of ASl'CLA
Hunuui Resources Lymi Tliompson,
v\ho were present at the meeting
hetween adinuustration iuid the imion
Friday nioniiiig. both vvoidd not com-
ment on the outcome of the situation,

citing that it was a persomiel issue.

However, Tliompsom did say that the
employees were at the meeting.
Members of thf Student-Worker

Fiont, who wrote a letter to
(liancellor Albert Camesale asking
for lus help to stop the tennination.

sui:)porteii the decLsion.

"We're happy, we got what we want-
ed in that these workers weren't fired,"

said Setli Cohen, ome of iLs members.
h\ August, after months of negotia-

I i( HIS witii the ludon, ASl'C'LA union-
ized 80 workers, giving them full

career wages and benefits.

According to AFSCME officials, the
three newly-imionized workers' inmii-

gration stiitus was iijever an Lssue with
.\SI CLA. I

"We don't know tlieir status, we
don't have tJie right to know, but we
know their papers are fine, and they've

worked for the imiversity for nuuiy
years," Grant said.

bikesha Harrison, president of
AFSCME's Tniversity of California
ch<ipter, said the workers' tenionation
was base<i on "No-Match" letters tlie

employees receivetl, notifying tiiem of
the enor ui their soiial security niun-

The S<K*ial ^H't iiniy Adnujasirauon
semis loutine, iuumal "No-Match" let-

ters to employei-s notifying Uiem when
there is a discrepancy with their

employees' social security numbers.
However, a "No-MatCh" letter from the

administration is n6t notification of
any inauigration or tax law violation.

RPI
from page 1

the .state to gather data for theni.

"That d(H»sn't meiui you can't col-

lect it on your own, " (oiuierlv said in

May
Coiuierly who

; spearheaded
I'loposition 209 - thi» 1996 uiitiative

-hat biuuied state u.se of affinnative

a<-tion - also continues to fight for

what he calls a "color-bUnd" society

wliere rare aiul ethnicity iu^e no
longer r-(msid»>rerl in the public

arena.

"I've always felt it Was idiotic or at

least offensive to ^ategorize and
clas.sify citizens on ^kin color and
pliysical traits into groups,"

f'onnerly siud.

Some institutions, iiicluding hos-

pitals and prisons, iire exempted
from the data-collection ban.

Hut (anieside i)oij<ted out that the

uuiiative's selective ^xemi)tions iue

piohlematic InMause they make the

uutiati\e uifl*'\ihle.

"Once you read .ioniething that

as excei)tions for nietlicid reasons

he pretty hard

they inteiuk-d

h

iind otiier reasons, it'c

to trake the case ...

s<»,ni»thing else) to he an except;* '>

»'H , hut that they forgot to mentioii

II
"

lit* siiid.

.MiUiy student groups and I'C

administrators havn spoken out

against the initiative since it (juidified

for «li»* \n\lU>t in hine.

In August I
( Berkeley Chiuicellor

}iN»hen 15erd;dd siii<l [he klM would
makt> It ijupossihie or the I'C to

measure its effoiis to improve stu-

d«'nt and faculty diversity on itsciuu

puses

T)»e I ( SUKlcnt Vss<Mialion. a

ate ;uid under< «»alition of the gradu
t^radiiate student govjenmients sys

• •mwidf. has made f

Maiive a major point <

I
r'<< lining year

ii makes it soum(

I ot"raci;d proHI.

;. n Slephi'ii

ghting the ini

f f<Kiis tor th<'

like it would
V'siud If .SA

ivh.

u< < Mipieieh slutl oui ability u
s< c hou -.<»ciid iiiei| I.

us<. in .July l.f

l>usiamante. a n*ucni I

;"»Niiion, r»H|i, -Sm tlijif ih«* reg*'nts

MKird mteiing

ir\. One of tin-

•d to exploK*
le elfecl.s on

-' i>s thf ai a

>.<»nielini'
'

, 'anu
:!i in po v\;uii

WIS 'lu \»'!s possil

iMi< h« dth rev,.;t|-<}i

s.-^. Hut It

ii> lilays'Hit
"

'lo.v Cruz
i\ vuiu • of ins
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PROTESTS
from page 1

Can\^ Green party gubernatorial
candidate John Burton, the president
of the California state Senate Dolores
Huerta, the co-founder of the United
Farm Workers Association, and
Congresswoman Barbara Lee,

D-Berkeley, a hero to many peace
activists who last year was the lone
member of Congress to vote against
U.S. military action in Afghanistan.

"You are the true American patri-

ots," Lee said to a cheering crowd.
"You are the people preserving our
democracy ... keep the heat on, my
brothers and sisters!"

So far, however, "the heat" seems
to have had little affect on Bush and
not much more on the rest of the

I

country. Bush was away from
Washington over the weekend,
attending an Asian Pacific E}conomic
Cooperation summit in Cabo San
Lucas, Mexico. Bush - having already

won congressional support - was
reportedly lobbying world leaders

there to support LT.S. plans for a pre-

emptive strike in Iraq.

As far as the American public goes,

a recent Gallop poll showed that sup-

port for war is not waning, even as the

1

ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

yeart pounding or racing?

IVIuscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Quailfed participants nfiay be compensated up to $225.00.

Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-
IV1V1V. com

anti-war movement picks up. Fifty-six

percent of Americans favor invading

Iraq in an attempt to remove Hussein
from power, while 37 percent oppose
such a plan, the poll said. The percent-

age of Americans who support war
was up 3 percent compared to a
Gallup poll taken at the beginning of
the month.

Some protesters in both San
Francisco and Washington wondered
how effective they could be.

"I'm here to prevent war, but I don't

think Bush is going to (stop war) any-
way," said Fat Mike of the rock band
NOFX.

In Washington, as Emily Jones, a
first-year Yale student, tied a white
peace ribbon around her arm, she said
it was hard to tell what kind of impact
the demonstration would have on
Bush's policies.

"So far they have ignored protests
like this one," Jones said. "One can
only hope this is a democracy and that
our leaders will listen to the voice of
the people."

Sloshing through the muddy
ground near the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial, the tens of thousands of
Washington protesters composed the
largest demonstration police and
demonstrators could remember since
the Vietnam war.

For more than three hours, protest-

ers in Washington listened to speakers
like Jesse Jackson and actress Susan
Sarandon before marching to the
White House.

Telling demonstrators "when young
America moves, the whole world
moves," Jackson acknowledged the
large numbers of teens and 20-some-
things in the crowd.

"Today Dr. (Martin Luther) King
would be happy to see so many young
people enei^gizing a new peace move-
ment in America," Jackson said

Sarandon, meanwhile, questioned
whether invading Iraq would lead to

the regime change the administration

is seeking and said she wanted to

know how much it would cost to

maintain stability in the region.

Sarandon also challenged the
notion that it is unpatriotic to chal-

lenge the government post-Sept 11,

2001.

Tm here because Fm tired of being
frightened to speak out," Sarandon
said. "Mr. Bush, you have hyacked our

i^.L^.
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with •
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Ashe

Covel, De Neve & Dodd

Drop by these weekly Ashe Center satellite clinics for

Information, Rx Refills, Test Results, Appointments, Referrals, Health Advice

Covel Commons, 2nd Floor, Mondays and Tuesdays, 5 to 7 pm

De Neve PlozO/ ORL Office Suite, Wednesdays and Thursdays, 4 to 6 pm
I

2 Dodd Hall, Center for Women & Men, Thursdays, 2 to 4 pm

For more Information, to make an appointment or ask health related questions, check out our
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Nationally Accredited
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Mike Farrel of the TV show "M*A*S*H" speaks about the late Sen. Paul Wellstone.
Flags flew at half-mast in honor of the senator's death. "A friend of mine died
(Friday)," Farrel said. "And if you didn't know Paul Wellstone, he was a friend of
yours too."

pain and our fear."

Volunteers from the Intemational.

ANSWER Coalition - the group that

organized both demonstrations - tra-

versed the crowds carrying red buck-

ets and asked for donations.

A 79-year-old Virginia woman, who
identified herself as Gertrude, was
handing out copies of the Communist
Party newspaper, "The People's

Weekly World," to passersby. She said

protests like this were essential at a
time when the media have been ignor-

ing the anti-war movement
"It is as if the politicians aren't

hearing the voice of the people," she
said.

Isaac Menashe, a UC Santa Cruz

senior studying political theory was at
the Washington demonstration and
said he was hopeful that more public-
ity would lead more people to pub-
licly express their concerns about war
plans in Iraq.

"The opposition has been nearly
invisible in the media thus far, and the
Bush administration has effectively

set the terms of the debate so far
along in the war process that it will be
hard to catch up," Menashe said.

"Whether the people will raise their
voices rapidly and loudly enough is

uncertain."

Wiih reports from Daily Bruin mire
services.
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Mondale to possibly fill
i •

Wellstone's ballot spot
By Brian Bakst

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ST. PAUL, Minn. — Sen. Paul

Wellstone's oldest son has urged for-
mer Vice President Walter Mondale
to step in as his late father's replace-
ment on the Nov. 5 ballot,
Democratic leaders said Sunday.

Mike Erlandson, chairman of the
state's Democratic-Farmer-Labor
Party, said David Wellstone asked
Mondale to run in his father's place.
He and other surviving family mem-
bers weren't immediately available
to comment, the late senator's cam-
paign staff said.

A group of up to 875 Mirmesota
Democrats will meet Wednesday to
officially choose the substitute can-
didate for Wellstone, who died
Friday in a plane crash.

Erlandson refused to say whether
Mondale would be the nominee,
although he has said the family's
choice would weigh heavily in the
party's decision. He said he believes
Mondale will run if nominated.

If Democrats succeed in drafting
Mondale, it will give them a power-
house candidate for a six-day cam-
paign against Republican Norm
Coleman, the former St. Paul mayor
who entered the race at the urging
of President Bush. The race had
been tight between Coleman and
Wellstone and was a top target of
Republicans trying to regain control
of the Senate.

White House spokesman Ari
Fleischer on Sunday said the admin-
istration would wait until the
Democrats formally name a replace-

ment before conmienting on the
race. "It's still appropriate to let the
people of Mimiesota grieve," he
said.

State Republican officials have
said they would attempt to cast a
MondaJe-Coleman race as a choice
between a reluctant placeholder
and someone who is eager to do the
work.

**Walter Mondale is a good man,
Coleman said Sunday, declining to
comment further on his potential
opponent. There will be a cam-
paign, but now is not the time."

Mondale, 74, hasn't returned calls

to reporters or answered the door at
his Mirmeapolis home.

Those close to Mondale said he
isn't expected to comment publicly
on a potential candidacy until after
Tuesday's memorial service for
Wellstone, his wife, daughter and
three campaign workers who died
in the plane crash. Relatives of the
six passengers and two pilots visit-

ed the northern Minnesota crash
site Sunday.

A reconstruction of the flight

showed everything appeared nor-
mal as the pilot made his approach,
Carol Carmody, acting chairwoman
of the National Transportation
Safety Bo2ird said Sunday.

She said they still don't know why
about a minute after the last radio
contact, the aircraft began drifting

south, away from the airport, and
slowing down before it crashed.

Erlandson said the blessing of
WeUstone's surviving family mem-
bers makes Mondale the clear
favorite.
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HOMECOMING
from page 1

blue and yellow blinkers for $5 a pair; many
of them were worn as v^arrings or on sweat-
shirts, making the grandstands sparkle
with blue and gold lights in the dark night
as the parade passed by.

''There was a sense of excitement in
Westwood I haven't seen in years," said Jim
Moret, a 1978 alumnus and master of cere-
monies for the rally held afterwards at the
base of Broxton Avenue.

Several students attending felt school
spirit had been running low lately, and
thought the revival of homecoming would
foster Bruin pride.

"After watching the past few football
games, I think it was looking kinda grim,"
said Chris Foster, a first-year life sciences
student. "This might get us excited," he
added.
The rally held afterwards seemed to

raise school spirit by bringing the UCLA
commimity together for a night of high
energy camaraderie.

"I think we were really lacking (in school
spirit)," said Kate Stickle, a third-year his-

tory student. "But 1 think this brings the
students and the alumni together," she said.

Some of the more noticeable acts of the
evening included the rowing team march-
ing with their oars and singing the nursery
rhyme "Row, row, row your boat," the
Dance Marathon "cowgirls" straddling toy
horses, the alumni scholars marching to
the beat of folded lawn chairs, and the
Triangle Fraternity's steamship float with
members dressed up as gamblers and pros-
titutes.

Spirits in the crowd were even high
enough to eUcit applause for the UCPD
when they were announced, represented
by two squad cars.

At the rally, spontaneous chants of "UC!
... LA!" began before the rally got under
way.

Some of the performances at the rally

were the UCLA alumni band. Awaken A
capella, and The Providers, an alternative
rock group from San Diego.

There was an awards ceremony during
the rally, presenting Alpha Delta Pi and
Beta Theta Pi a trophy for best overall
entry in the parade.

NEWS _
I

'

CHINA
I
Jiang unwilling to support attack on Iraq

from page 1

Korea's recent announcement of its nuclear
weapons program and the possible U.S.-led war
against Iraq, though it was originally scheduled as
a farewell for Jiang, who plans to step down from
the presidency and assume a lower position in

govermnent.
BiLsh and Jiang discussed more crucial issues in

Texas. They agreed peaceful means should be
employed to convince North Korea to abandon its

nuclear efforts but did not work on any specific

plans.

The leaders disagreed on Iraq - aides said Bush
was not given any assurances China would back a
U.S.-sponsored resolution in the United Nations to
use force against Iraq if Saddam Hussein refuses
to disarm any weapons of mass destruction in Iraq

and provide unconditional access to U.N. weapons
inspectors.

China, like France and Russia, has expressed
unwillingness to approve a measure threatening
war. As permanent members of the U.N. Security

t athfwinf javin jin dam^ uki in - . s ;
CouncU, they have the power to veto the U.S. pro- Mark Gelhaus, (second from left) director of Intemationai Relations at the UCLAMedlcal
posal. Bush has said the Umted States may launch Center, shows a Chinese delegation, headed by Dr. Ji Zhou, executive vice minister of
strikes against Iraq without U.N. approval. education, the models of UCLA's new medical center, designed by I.M. Pei.

Listen between 5:30 - 1 :00 for concert tickets giveaways.

The FINEST in independent radio.
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and Herbal Phormacy

Brentwood Homeoparhic

1 1670 San Vicente Blvd.

.2667

Beverly Hills Homeopathl

9730 Wilshire Blvd.

310.278.8384

Our Doctors Will

Help You Choose

the Proper

Professiorml Ur)e

of Product W\^
Correct Dosage

h\iiirn/Ttvh\ssiLvuil lines

FREE
e.lix.r Tonics

(Energy Tonics/Tea)
|

Re. $4.00

20% OFF
Your First

Purchase

* .»

<

One Coupon Per Person

'W^m^:

Staffed with

practitioners such as;

Chiropractic Doctor,
Licensed Acupuncturist,|

Noturopothic and
Homeopothic Doctors,

Nutritionists and
Herbalists

Students
INTERESTED IN GRADUATE STUDIES at

UC BERKELEY?
Attend the

ADMISSION WORKSHOPS
FOR THE ARTS, HUMANITIES, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Monday, October 28
Hacienda Room, UCLA Faculty Center

12-1:30p.m.
Or

4:00-5:30p.m.

Refreshments will be provided.

Diversity students are strongly
encouraged to attend.

Sponsored by UCLA Graduate Division and

Dr. Josephine Moreno Dr. Gloria Chun
Graduate Diversity Coordinator, Graduate Diversity Coordinator,
Arts & Humanities Social Sciences
510.642.5575 510.642.5565
morenojm@uclink.berkeley.edu gloria_chun@ls.berkeley.edu

Individual appointments can be made with Dr. Moreno for I uesday,
October 29 via e-mail or arranged on the day of the workshops.

FREEDOM
TO LIVE

lABA's effective service programs

promote the freedom to live, dream, and

grow. As part of our caring team, you'll

enjoy the rewards that come from

advancing adults and children with

developmental disabilities. Liberating

opportunities exist for Para-Educators,

1:1 Aides, Psychology/Education

Students.

AVAILABLE POSITIONS IN

LOS ANGELES:

BEHAVIOR SUPPORT
COMPANION
School support for young man with

Autism. $13.00 per hour. 7:30am to

3:3(^, 3 times per week. AA degr^ in

Psydiology or related field, 1 ye»
expalence required.

COMMUNITY
SUPPORT
COMPANION
Support a young man with

brain trauma, $10-12 per hour.

AA degree or related experience.

We offer attractive benefits and com-
pensation. For Immediate consideration

send resunte to:

employment@iaba.com

Fax: 310.649.3109.

Toll Free Info: 877.924.2220

IABA
For more information about these

and other positions, wisiX us at

www.iaba.coni
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Wednesday
October 30^\ 2002

Thursday
October 31^2002

Questions? Contact the Election Board Office

3 1 2 Kerckoff Hall

Elections

BOARD Election Board 2002

Paid for by USAC
UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS
:ouNCi

J
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NationwicTe Long Distance

2600 Wilshire Blvd.
(Formerly Home Savings Building)

Santa Monica, Ca 90403

Toll Free: 866-SSS-4100
OR

310-315-8300
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Guatemalan twins delay trip back home

ScienceSb
Heafthruns

everyMonday

FORMERLY CONJOINED
SISTERS TO REMAIN IN

HOSPITAL FOR MORE
RECOVERY TIME [

By Edward CWao and David Zlsser

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
i

echiao@media.ucla.edu
dzisser(i)media. ucla.edu

Formerly coi\jomed twins Maria de
Jesus and Maria Teresa had their
expected trip home delayed because of
"wound-care issues," according to hos-
pital officials.

The girls were expected to fly home
to Guatemala this week, but doctors at
Mattel Children's Hospital are keeping
Maria de Jesus hospitalized to allow
more time to recover from siu^ery to
clean and close her scalp incisions.
The decision to keep Maria de Jesus

ho^italized was made by lead plastic
surgeon Henry Kawamoto.

"Due to wound healing issues, Maria
de Jesus must remain at the hospital,"
said UCLA spokeswoman Roxanne
Moster.

When the girls are ready to go back
home, a UCLA medical team, including
doctors, three nurses, a physical/occu-
pational therapist and a representative
from the hospital, will accompany the
twins and their parents on the five-hour
flight frt)m Burbank to Guatemala City.

The girls cannot not fly home on a
commercial flight, since they wiU
require medical attention should any-
thing unexpected happen, according to
Cris Embleton, director of the local
chapter of Healing the Children, the
nonprofit group responsible for bringing
the twins to UCLA-

^ \

'..- fr"

«?
'.

Mana de Jesus (right) plays with the feeding tube of her sister, Maria Teresa, last week In the UCLA Mattel Children's Hosoital Aithnn^h
both gins eat solid food, Maria Teresa has been unable to consume a healthy amount of calories. Doctors expect the 15-rnonth r^S Ji^^^^
to return home to Guatemala with their parents soon. i

°'° ^"^'^

"Their lives would have been so

bleak without this surgery, and
now they have the possibility of

having a normal life."

Cris Embleton

Director of local chapter of

Healing the Children

I

Instead, FedEx will provide a corpo-
rate jet, arranged by Embleton's son,
who works for the company.

She is also in the process of trying to
arrange a bus to bring the rest of the
girls' family from their village in
Guatemala to greet the girls at the air-

port in Guatemala City.

From the airport, the girls will go
directly to a hospital in Guatemala City,
where the UCLA medical team will pre-
pare the staff there for the twins' special
needs before returning on Friday. The
parents will spend a day or two with
their daughters before returning to their
village.

Both of the 15-month-old girls, whose
motor skills resemble those of 9- or 10-

month-olds, have made significant
headway since their separation surgery
in August

Maria Teresa was recovering more
slowly than her sister because of post-
separation complications. Maria Teresa
had blood clots forming on her brain
that had to be surgically removed.

Both of the girls are eating solid
foods and ei\joy riding in the hospital's
child-sized red wagons.

Maria de Jesus gives "^high fives,"

blows air kisses, and can push herself
up while resting on her stomach, but has
not yet begun to crawl.

Her neck remains at an angle because
of the way she and her sister were
joined, but physical therapists are work-

ing with her to correct the problem.
Though the girls do not currently

have a normal set of hair and are miss-
ing bone where they were joined at the
head, they will undergo more surgery in

a few years to correct that, according to

Kawamoto.
|

''When everything is healed, you
won't know they had any sort of opera-
tion," he said.

i

.

Once they return home, the next step
is to gradually stretch the twins' scalps
so that the girls can grow a full head of
hair, he said.

The girls, who were joined at the
head, underwent a 23-hour separation
surgery at UCLA on Aug. 6.

UCLA accepted the twins' case for
humanitarian and research purposes
and has taken on the $L5 million cost
for the siu-gery and hospitalization of
the twins.

Since their arrival on June 7, the
twins have attracted national and inter-

national media attention. Their parents.
Alba Leticia Alvarez and Wenceslao
Quiej Lopez, have remained out of the
media spotlight, choosing instead to
focus on their daiight;ers. '

'

They are so relieved that the worst is
behind them, and now they can go home
and be a family," Embleton said.

While those involved in the twins'
case are also relieved to see the girls will
soon return home healthy and happy,
they have formed close bonds with the
girls, who have developed distinctly
individual and dynamic personalities.

"It is hard to say goodbye, but we look
forward to hearing future news about
two communions, two educations, two
boyfriends and two weddings," said Dr.
Jorge Lazareff, head neurosurgeon on
the twins' medical team, in a statement.

Embleton remains grateful for all the
work Kawamoto, Lazareff, and the entire
team have devoted to the twins' care.

"What they have given these two little

girls is a future," said Embleton, who
plans on visiting the twins regularly,
starting this February.

Their lives would have been so bleak
without this surgery, and now they have
the possibility of having a normal life,"

she added.

With reportsfrom The Associated Press.

UCLA scientists'

findings on mice
may help humans
overcome phobias

By Christopher Golis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cgolis@media.ucla.edu

UCLA scientists have identified a neurochemical
mechanism in mice that is involved in helping them
overcome fear.

The researchers conducted a study on mice, by
conditioning them to fear an audio tone. Each time
the mice heard the tone, it was accompanied by a
shock.

However, when the researchers played the tone
without the shock, the mice initially reacted with fear,
but after repeated tones without shock, the mice
eventually became unafraid of the tone.

This gradual reduction in fear is an important psy-
chiatric concept called extinction.

Researchers then treated the mice with chemicals
that inhibited a neurological mechanism in their brains,
and found that they continued to react to the tone -
without the shock - and did not lose their fear.
Then the researchers concluded that this mecha-

nism, called the L-type voltage gated calcium channel,
was an important part of extinction.

Further research indicated that while inhibiting the
mechanism would prevent extinction, it would not pre-
vent the learning of fears, suggesting that there are dif-
ferent mechanisms for learning fear and for extinguish-
ing fear.

The work was conducted under neuroscientist Dr.
Mark Barad, the UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute's
Tennenbaum Family Center faculty scholar and assis-
tant professor in-residence of psychiatry.

Most of the experiments were designed and con-
ducted by Chris Cain, a fourth-year Ph.D. student in the
Interdepartmental Program in Neuroscience.

For Cain, who joined the Barad lab because he Vas
interested in looking at the extinction of fear," this
study is the culmination of more than a year and a half
of work.

"We've identified a new target for drugs for treating
people with phobias," Cain said.

Both Barad and Cain hope this research will soon
provide relief for some ofthe millions ofAmericans suf-
fering from phobias and anxiety disorders.

This research should go rapidly to the clinic," Barad
said.

The next step is figuring out how to manipulate
LVGCCs to increase extinction and detennining what
areas of the brain are being effected by these manipu-
lating drugs.

It is their hope they will be able to work with drug
companies to develop drugs that will target LVGCCs to
increase the rate of extinction.

Barad's lab is financially supported by the National
Institute of Health, the National Alliance for Research
on Schizophrenia and Depression, and the Tennenbaum
Fanuly Interdisciplinary Center, which named Barad
their first faculty scholar last July. ! if

Fine particles may be health threat
UCLA STUDIES REVEAL EMISSIONS MOST

CONCENTRATED DOWNWIND OF FREEWAYS

By Jenntfisr Lee

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jlee2@media.ucla.edu

The next time you drive on the
freeway, you may want to hold your
breath.

Two new UCLA studies show
that people who live, work or trav-

el within 165 feet downwind of a
m^yor freeway are exposed to
potentially hazardous concentra-
tions of particles, which may lead
to future health problems.
Though the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency currently regu-
lates particles smaller than 2.5
micrometers in diameter, its

resources are not focused on regu-
lating the smallest - and potentially
most dangerous - of these parti-

cles, according to Wang Zhu, a
doctoral candidate in UCLA's
School of Public Health and co-
author of the studies.

The ultra fine particles (less

than 0.1 micrometers in diameter)
are very dangerous to people's
health, (perhaps) more so than the
larger particles," she said.

When inhaled, these tiny toxic
particles lodge themselves in inter-

nal tissues, causing pulmonary
infianunation, cardiovascular prob-

lems and neurological changes.
Recent toxicology studies show

that increased exposure to these
particles is linked to increased
mortality and illness in those
exposed.

Motor vehicle emissions repre-
sent the most significant source of
ultra fine particles - making these
studies an important first step
toward getting rid of these parti-

cles.

"We believe this is the first study
conducted in the United States that
provides a detailed spatial profile
of ultra fine particles near free-
ways," said co-author and environ-
mental health sciences professor
William C. Hinds, in a statement.
The studies, conducted through

the Southern California Particle
Center and Supersite, assessed the
concentration and size-distribution
of ultra fine particles near two
major freeways in the Los Angeles
Basin.

The first study looked at the car-
dominated Interstate 405, where 93
percent of vehicles are gasoline-
powered. The second study
focused on the 710 Freeway, where
more than 25 percent of traffic is

composed of heavy-duty diesel
trucks.

PARTICLE POLLUTION
Findings from the two studies:

1. The number of ultrafine particles is 25
to 30 times greater just downwind of a
m^or freeway than it is immediately

upwind.

2. The EPA currently regulates particles

smaller than 2.5 micrometers in

diameter. New studies show that the

very smallest of these particles (those

under 1 micrometer in diameter) may be
the most dangerous to human health, i

3. Cars and diesel trucks are a m^or
source of ultrafine particle emission.

4. Carbon monoxide and black carbon

are two other toxic polluants associated

with vehicular emission.

5. The inhalation of ultrafine particles is

linked with human health disorders,

including pulmonary inflammation and

cardiovascular problems.

•BHKci vww.KMwswirs.ori

Hinds and Zhu conducted their*
study with an instrument that
simultaneously detects the number
of ultra fine particles at that loca-

tion, the size of those particles, the
wind direction and speed, and a
report of traffic conditions at the
time.

PARTICLES
I
Page 10

Say Hello To

The New 99o
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Baked Potato
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Pop-up advertising supersedes content

In
the beginning, everything was

free. Web sites like Google,

Geocities and Webcrawler offered

killer content without a single caveat.

Then compa-
|

nies ranging

from Yahoo to

Sex.com
remembered
they were sup-

posed to make
money. Now it

seems that

everything on
the Internet is

either covered
with 50 pop-up
advertisements

or requires an
expensive sub-

scription.

Obviously it's natural for compa-
nies to want to make money, but it

.Derek
Lazzaro

dbznrD@mat1aijcfaadu

seems no one knows how to make

their site profitable without forcing
ads down users' throat or charging
for content and services.

Users who have been on the
World Wide Web since 1994 will
recall that back then, everything on
the Internet was free because it

was basically still a government
experiment.

America Online was one of a
small handful of m^or commercial
internet service providers which
charged an hourly rate to get
online. Once users covered that,

they were free to surf.

Now everyone has unlimited
access accounts, but the advertise-
ments start the second users open
their browser Many m^or
providers attempt to set users'
home page to their ad-laden "portal
page" which consistently contains
variations on the same useless
information.

Once users have searched for the
information they want, they're hit

with a dozen le^al pop-up ads
|

from the first Web site they click

on. It's as flashy as Las Vegas - but
lacks the sex appeal.

Unbelievably, many sites now
use HTML layers or flash to cover
their pages with moving ads.

Having clicked away the popups,
users are forced to wait for these
sticky bloodsuckers to retract back
into the dark holes they spawned
from.

Even TV ads are less annoying -
at least it's possible to change the
channel. With some Web sites, it

seems like the computer has been
taken over by a hacker, not letting

users leave the site.

Now if users' actually want con-
tent, they're in trouble. It's time to

LAZARRO
I
Page 10

Chili

Piece

Chiclien Tender

2 Crispy Tacos

Grilled Sourdough

Bacon Cheeseburger

The Original Chicken Sandwich

Just99C

@ BK YOU GOT IT!~

Comer of Westwood Blvd./Leconte in the Village

Ljmited time only.

Tel. 310*208*6781

-L-
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Check out the online forums at

www-dailybruin.ucla.edu/forums
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eat fresh-

Phone (310) 208-7774
Fax (310)208-4584

1151 Westwood Blvd.
L.A., CA. 90024
www.uclasubs.com

valid only w/coupon offer expires 10/31/02

I

I
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I

I

I

I
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rNeed
Tooth
Bonding

ir-fe*.-..

Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning.

Regu^ir Price: SI 60 - Expires 4/28/03

rlt^g'S'V*'^^**^^^

TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING • Open Late Hours
• Veneers • Crowns and Bndges • Checks & Credrt Cards are Welcome
• Porcelain Facings • Gum Treatments • Free Validated Parking
•Root Canals

,

• Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) • 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood
I

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wllshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

onthemark@cheerful.conri http://www.1800onthemark.com
For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

5&3 Beverlu hills Acne Sl^in Care Clinic
1/ lean oi LxpepierKe

930 S. PoUpfson BU. #6 (310) 289-1763

ntfpy/www.acncsMn.com

Many suffer with unhealthy
looking faces for many

months, many years, due
to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

*Actual Patient Testimonial*
"My skii probieni started when I was about H. partly from genetics and partly from

puberty. It got worse tile first two years. I was always trying everyihing I saw: Over-the-counter medicine
and bee wash but they were not good enough as my acne was getting worse. 1 even ordered medicine

from advertisements I saw on television but apparently they didn t work. In the end. my mom had to take

me to a dermaiolo«ist. He jjBj*:ribed fusi roonocycline and laier tetracycUnc pills for me along with
RiUn.i \ mt'dtcMon I irit-d ihi> for a tew months, wung lo the rlinic even mo wpH<<; It didn't «ef th.il

much beaer Then 1 sa« an ad m the newspaper m .April ami deuded to give the Beverly llills Acne Skin-

^Care ciink a caU. It turied out to^be one of the best dedswns I ever made! Now my skin has pretty much
cleared up and that s dramatic results in 2 months. ,

Sincerely,

' Esther, UCLA History Major. Sophomore

Dramatic Results in 1 Month Guaranteed!

Not always shall you be

what you are now.
You are going toward something great

1 am on the way with you and, therefore,

I love you.

Carl Sandberg

organic coffees & teas

breakfast • lunch • dinner

Open until Midnight on

Thursday, Friday & Saturday 12081 wilshire blvd.

wood
(310) 231-7484

www.literaticafexom

ucla student discount
Get $2.00 off any purchase of $7.00 or more with this ad. Offer good through November 15, 2002

Live and Learn
IJapanese!

Wascdn Oregon Programs rake North American .ind internarional srudcnts to

the prcsrigioas Was«ia Universiry, Tokyo, J.ipan for Japanese language and com-

parative US-Japan Societies study:

• Wa.scda Oregon Transnarionai Prt>gram

January 1 5 - June 27, 2003

• Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program

July 9 -August 19,2003

Scholarships of up to $1000 arc available for tUc Transnational Program.
For more information, contact:

Waseda Oregon Office

Portland State University

(800) 823-7938 H'ww.wasedaoregon.org
email: infb^Hvasedaoregon.org

Custom Apparel and
Promotional items for all of your

Sorority and Fraternity,

Club and Department Needs!

UCLA
Students/Staff
10% Discount
with this adi fp

Silkscreen/Embroidery
> T-sliirts, polos, sweatsliirts, caps, /

jackets, bags, uniform, etc...
'

Promotional Products
> mugs, pens, lanyards, keychiains,

water bottes, frisbees, etc...

Hurry In to Save!

To make your portrait appointment**",

stop by in person at

Campus Photo Studio/

Graduation Etc.

located on A-level Ackerman Union or call

310-206-8433

(ext. 68433 on campus).

^

*FREE SHIPPING

www.manhattanstitching.com
1069 N. Aviation Blvd.

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
;. phone 31 0-376-2570 fax 31 0-379-2097 .:

Purchase your Brulnlife yearbook at the time of

your portrait sitting and SAVE $7.

Order a package within 3 weeks of your sitting and
receive a set of 4 - 4"x 5" portraits for only $ I .

A $24.95 Value!

Visit our website for more information:

www.uclastore.com

Every Monday, Campus Photo Studio starts taking

appointments for the following week.

Campus Photo Studio 3IO.206.i433

www.ifclastore.com
In EnterprisffWfW^
Rssociated Students. STORE
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UCLA, KST Data

to offer computer

discounts
A new agreement between

UCLA and KST Data wiU allow
individuals within the UCLA
community (faculty, staff and
students) to purchase comput-
ers and peripherals from Dell,

Hewlett Packard (including
Compaq) and Gateway.
The campus program worked

with KST to estabUsh "sweet
spot" computers which repre-

sent the most popular configura-

tions for that particular three-

month period. These computers
will be available to individuals at

the same prices that UCLA
departments are currently pay-
ing.

For those interested in Apple
Computers, the UCLA Store will

also be on hand to showcase
their selection of computers.
The event will be held on Nov.

6. For staff and faculty, the
Personal PC Purchase Show will

take place between 11 am. and 2
p.m. in the Faculty Center
California Room. For students,
the event will take place
between 4:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. at
the Plaza Room in De Neve
Plaza.

Halfon appointed

to Los Angeles

child care panel
Dr. Neal Halfon, a UCLA pro-

fessor of pediatrics and pubhc
health, was appointed by Los
Angeles Mayor James K Hahn
to a three-year term on the Los
Angeles Commission for
Children, Youth and Their
FamiUes.
The 11-member panel is made

up of child and family advocates
who help coordinate public and
private resources to improve
access to child care, and health
and educational services for Los
Angeles children, youth and
famihes.

Halfon is director of the
UCLA Center for Healthier
Children, Families and
Communities, and directs the
Child and Family Health
Program in UCLA's School of
PubUc Health.

He also directs the federally
funded Maternal and Child
Health Bureau's National Center
for Infancy and Early Childhood
Health PoUcy Research.

Briefs compiled from UCLA
wire reports and Daily Bruin
staff.
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PARTICLES
from page I

After repeating these measure-
ments at varying distances from
the freeways. Hinds and Zhu con-
cluded that the number of these
tiny toxic particles just downwind
of a major freeway is 25 to 30 times
greater than its concentration
immediately upwind.
The particle concentration

Thurs, Oct 31
6-8 pm
^tate Rooms
1 St Floor

kerckhoff Hall

'T'octvam

40 recent UCLA srads currently in JET!

Come to the Jet Forum and
learn how you can spend a year
in Japan as an Assistant

Lan3uase Teacher (ALT) or
a Coordinator of International

Relations (CIR)!

Paid salary and airfare!

Housins arransed!

Learn Japanese!
Become a cultural ambassador!

Consul Masashi Mizobuchi, Ansel
Bridseport, Coordinator of the JET
Prosram, and alumni of the JET

prosram will be at the forum to
answer your questions.

Applications will also be available.

remains hazardously high up to 165
feet downwind of the freeway,
decreasing rabidly with distance,
and falling to 30 percent of peak
concentration at 330 feet

Furthermore, the studies
showed that concentrations of car-
bon monoxide and black carbon
(two other harmful pollutants
associated with vehicular emis-
sions) were much higher just
downwind of the freeways,
decreasing significantly (up to 80
percent) at a distance of 330 feet
away.

Zhu believes these are signifi-

cant findings - especially for a city
with 10 miUion vehicles contribute
ing to its daily traffic.

"Think about how many hours
people spend on freeways," she
said.

According to Zhu, the data col-

lected from these studies will be
used by future researchers to com-
pare how gasoline and diesel differ

in their effects on the environment
and on the people nearby.

ikt'ut <ive (want Jto fmd'omt<mken0e
these particles are coming frxHUy'

said Wendy Himter, the research
and outreach manager of SCPCS.

Hunter says that Hinds and Zhu
are providing information for other
organizations such as the EPA and
the California Air Resources Board
so that they can "create better reg-
ulations for these particles."

Researchers at the SCPCS are
very concerned with finding out
more information about these ultra
fine particles, according to Hunter.

"Our primary goal is to increase
human health," she said.

The studies were funded by the
EPA and the California Air
Resources Board.

w¥rw«mofa*so«jp/ie</
Internship and Study Abroad Services ff UCLA Career Center

501 Westwood Plaza Strathmore Building Room 200 Los Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831

LAZARRO
from page t

cough up some cash, or at least

their e-mail address, name, credit

card info and firstborn.

Web sites as varied as CNN.com,
Anandtech.com and even
Freeservers.com make users pay for
anything but their most basic ser-

vices. CNN charges for every video
watched on their site, and
Anandtech charges for forum
access (unless users want to use a
crippled, slower version).

Magazine Web sites like

Maximmag.com have taken p<^iq)
ads to the extreme. While the con-
tent remains free, a user can hardly
move fix)m page to page within the
site without being inundated with
pop-iq) ads.

This takes away fix)m the user
e3q>erience, and ultimately, this

trend means that finding quality

coiitent on the internet - without
the distractions - has become a
finstrating experience. It seems that

we are increasingly forced to

choose between questionable no-
name sites or mega-sites that bom-
bard us with ads.

It's totally understandable that

companies - especially content
providers - need to make money off
their Web sites. I don't blame CNN
or Encyclopedia Britaimica for

charging money for access to some
information.

But Web sites that are more user-

friendly might actually make a prof-
it. Dot-com companies are constant-
ly complaining about their low rev-

enues, but at the same time are try-

ing to rip users off with every new
"feature" they add to their services.

Likewise, bombarding customers
with ads is not going to make them
want to come back to a site.

Until someone comes up with a
revolutionary online business
model, both users and comparues
will continue to struggle with these
issues.
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UCLA needs

semesters,

not quarters
Tt's time for UCLA to improve the education

I
of its students by making a change from the

Aquarter system to semesters.
The quarter system, widely used across

the University of California and seldom ou^
side it, often causes a semester's worth of
content to be condensed into a ten-week
quarter. The result is an education filled with
facts but lacking in understanding, and a stu-
dent body scarcely involved outside the
classroom.

The semester system would give students
more time to participate in student groups,
athletics, commimity service and other
extracurricular activities. The quarter system
burdens its students with so many assign-
ments and tests in such a short time period
there is little time left over for active or sig-

nificant student involvement without jeopar-
dizing grade point averages.

Because it keeps students from becoming
involved with their conununities, the quarter
system is partially to blame for the degree
mill UCLA has become. Many students gain
little more fit)m their time at UCLA than text-

book memorization, instead of the critical

analysis, application and social skills that
will prove more useful in the real world-
Professors, too, have to compact their lesson
plans because of time constraints, where
they could help students explore issues and
consider theories in more depth.

The quarter system even interferes with
students' summers: by the time school ends,
many internships and jobs have already been
taken, making them inaccessible to UCLA
students. For example, Berkeley students
and TVojans can start internships when they
get out of school May 24 and 13, respectively.
Bruins, on the other hand, won't be able to
start ilndl'a month after, when they finish
finajfi on June 13.

The textbooks courses are based on are
almost all written for schools on the semes-
ter system, and it puts an unfair burden on
UCLA students. Because of this, students
often do the same amount of work as their
counterparts in the semester system in two-
thirds the time.

While some may argue squeezing in one
more quarter's worth of classes provides for
a well-rounded education, it's usually coun-
terproductive because it leads to students
cramming and pulling all nighters late in the
quarter to prepare for finals in classes of li^

tie vahie to them. Most of the material that is

learned** in this way is forgotten shortly
after the quarter ends. If students aren't

going to retain any of the subject matter in

the first place, taking additional classes isn't

exactly beneficial
|

Students in the quarter system may indeed
be more ^Veil-rounded," but their spheres of
knowledge will be significantly smaller than
students highly specialized in one or two
fields at other institutions.

The quarter versus semester debate boHs
down to quantity versus quality. While the
quarter system allows students to take a
whole lot of classes, they typically don't gain
as much firom those classes as they could
under the semester system. The semester
system provides time for students and pro-
fessors to explore topics and gain an under-
standing that goes beyond the facts to a svUb-

ject's underlying themes.
The quarter system is inefficient l)ecause it

expects students to learn more than is feasi-

ble - which is probably the reason why few
colleges use it

Unsigned editorials repnesent a majority opinion of

the Daily Bnjin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
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On Wednesday and Thursday, students

can vote online on a referendum to raise

stident fees ty $9.25. The mon^ will

be ^ven to USAC for discretionary use.

Do you support or oppose this referen-

dum? Do you benent from the activities

of student government' Send responses

to viewpoint@medla.ucla.edu

SUBMIT ID VJEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to

hear it Send a submission of 600-800

words or a letter of 200 words or less

on any topic, including a response to

published material, to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

LAPD's potency arrested by drug, gun policies
BRAHON SHOULD AVOID INEFFECTIVE SUBSTANCE
WAR, ISSUE FIREARM LICENSES FOR PROTECTION

Los Angeles has a new man to handle
the most challenging job in our city:

chief of the Los Angeles PoUce
Department.

Unfortunately, William

Bratton inherited a
mess he might not be
able to fix.

Plagued by years of
scandal and a con-
stant barrage of criti-

cism fi-om the media
under former chief

Bernard Parks, the
LAPD gained a nation-

wide reputation for

being hotheaded,
racist, and callous.

While the media are in

part to blame because

Schwartz publishes in Viewpoint every
Monday.

they apply a double standard to our men
and women in blue, most of the city's

problems come from dumb policies and
illogical rules of engagement.
As a result, the crime in Los Angeles

continues to rise, and the LAPD is put in
a difficult situation where it is hand-
cuffed by an inefficient bureaucratic
organization that puts its officers at con-
stant risk of losing their jobs.

The entire system needs to be over-
hauled, but until state and federal laws
are revised, there are many things
Bratton can do to make Los Angeles safe
again - especially in the areas of drugs
and guns.

Ever since Ronald Reagan's war on
drugs began, inner city gangs have
grown stronger. Though the brilliant

Reagan was usually smart in his eco-
nomic policy, he completely failed to
realize that the drug war would create
far worse problems than it has solved,

namely the perpetuation of inner city

gangs.

Prohibition created Al Capone, and
the drug prohibition has created a far

more lucrative black market. As long as
drugs mean easy money and gang life

offers rewards for abandoning a crime-
free lifestyle, the gang problem will

never cease. Wasting valuable manpower
and funds cracking down on drugs will

only serve to make drugs more prof-
itable, thus strengthening the gangs.

Gangs also survive by spreading fear
throughout the neighborhoods they call

their turf. Protection rackets and beat-
ings are conmion occurrences. Yet Chief
Parks was loathe to issue licenses to
carry concealed weapons as a means of
self defense. As a result, people who
were trying to do their best to live in a
horrible neighborhood were forced to
remain victims of violent gang warfare.
An interesting anecdote fi-om Larry

Elder's book *The Ten Things You Can't
Say in America" tells of a fiightened
Sharon Stone who calls the police as an
intruder tries to get into her house. After
more 9-1-1 calls and still no police, she

runs to retrieve a shotgun, cocks it once,
and the intruder runs off into the night.
Now if the police are slow to run to

the aid of Sharon Stone in a relatively
safe neighborhood, it is ludicrous to
think that the reaction will be any
swifter in the war zones of gang vio-
lence. Therefore, the people need the
power to protect themselves while they
wait for the police to arrive. The new
chief should liberally give out licenses to
law-abiding people who demonstrate
gun proficiency.

Los Angeles has many problems.
Failing school systems are trapping our
children in a perpetual state of inability.

We have an idiotic governor who cites
terrorism as the reason to deny driver's
liceiises to inunigrants, which would
have given them an escape fi-om the
cities and a means to fair better econom-
ically.

But we do have a new strong leader of
the police force. Hopefully William
Bratton will use clarity of thought to
empower people to protect themselves
and take power away fi-om the city's

criminal elements.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
By Jason Uu jliu@medja.ucla.edu

Infertile couples take advantage

of students when egg shopping
OUTRAGEOUS SUMS OF MONEY OFFERED TO STUDENTS
BY COUPLES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERING ADOPTION

By Monica BathOa

My sympathy for childless couples runs
short when I read their advertisements in
p£4>ers seeking egg donors.

If a couple can't have children for whatever
God-given reason, it just isn't meant to be -
plain and simple. I realize this sounds rather
insensitive and heartless, but the possibilities
of raising children don't end there. There's no
reason these couples can't adopt

Not only do the parents get the opportunity
to raise a child as their

own, but they are also giv-

ing back to the conununity
by adopting a child in need
of a loving family. For a
child, there is nothing more
important than having a
parent to protect, love, and
care for him or her. There
are millions of children

who have no family to give

them the stabihty, safety,

and conunitment they
deserve. Thus it is a bless-

ing for both childless cou-
ples and parentless children

when infertile couples are given the opportuni-
ty to adopt
The criteria couples place in the paper for

egg donors are absolutely ridiculous. "Wanted
Caucasian woman between the ages of 18-25,

possess no msyor family medical issues,

green^lue eyes, high SAT scores (preferably
over 1400), athletic, at least 5'7 in height" And
the list continues. How very unfortunate.

These people are trying to genetically engineer
the perfect child.

This thought sickens me. With millions of
kids homeless, parentless, and loveless around
the world, how can any sterile couple build a
convincing argument against adoption?

I find this form of egg hunting no different

from the new technologies of genetic engineer-
ing. These couples selectively choose charac-
teristics they wish for their child to possess.

Simply put, these couples are egg shopping.
TTie advertisements take advantage of stu-

dents by offering them money without supply-
ing them with the much-needed information
about the pain and possible dangers involved.

**Pay your tuition with eggs" some of the adver-
tisements read. Generally, couples offer com-
pensation of $2,500 to $5,000 to qualified

donors. And these couples couldn't stoop any
lower than luring poor college students into
making big bucks without having them even
consider the ramifications of donating eggs.

I

These students are swin-
dled into literally giving

away their children.

Infertile couples claim
that egg donation is often
the last resort for women
whose ovaries cannot pro-
duce eggs of their own to
be fertilized. For those
women, the donation of
another woman's egg is key
to having children with
their partners that are at

least half genetically theirs.

Egg donation is used only
for women with significant-

ly diminished egg quality or poor ovarian sup-
ply.

Moreover infertile women claim they target
college students to appeal to intelligent women
to help the childless couples. They thus call it

egg donation and not egg hunting. The money
is justiy viewed as compensation for the time
and trouble, and not as a way to entice women
to donate eggs.

However, I rest assured that you, my fellow
college-mates, wiU see things for what they
are. I for one won't be suckered into believing
the ridiculous line of reasoning infertile cou-
ples use to seek sympathy. Egg shopping is

wrong.

Couples couldn't stoop any

lower than luring poor col-

lege students into making big

bucks without having them
even consider the ramifica-

tions ... These students are

swindled into literally giving

away their children.

Bathija is a fourth-year mathematics and eco-

nomics student.

Wellstone embodied

progressive advocacy
^ Michael Weiner

With the tragic death of Senator
Paul WeUstone, D-Minn., in a plane
crash last Friday, this country lost

one of its most passionate and
inspiring social justice advocates
and a deeply moral voice for com-
passion in a nation too often char-
acterized by selfishness. Citizens
and politicians alike should look
to follow his lead.

For me, and for a growing num-
ber of people in our generation,
Wellstone was our Bobby
Kennedy. He inspired us to see the
best in this country, and to remain
hopeful that with sober reflection
and hard work, Americans might
transcend a history marred by
ii\justice.

It is a cruel irony that, like

Kennedy, Wellstone died prema-
turely and under tragic circmn-
stances long before his work was
completed. ^

The first time I saw Wellstone
speak - at the Shadow Convention
coinciding with the 2000
Democratic National Convention
in Los Angeles - 1 became con-
vinced that a Wellstone presiden-
tial campaign, while unlikely to
succeed, would engage, enlighten
and organize thousands, if not mil-
lions of Americans to laimch the
progressive movement for social
change that could one day trans-
form this country.

Unlike the vast nuyority of our
elected leaders, Wellstone under-
stood that elections shouldn't be
about poUs, ad buys and profes-
sional political operatives. His
Senate campaigns aimed at edu-
cating and organizing regular citi-

zens. He did not obfuscate or try

to mask his record. He stood for
his ideals, voted his conscience,
and went fi'om door to door, cof-
fee shop to coffee shop and
church to church to convince peo-
ple that he was right

That is how, during his first

campaign in 1990, Wellstone went
fi'om unknown college professor
to U.S. senator. That is how the
campaign left in its wake an orga-
nized movement that has advocat-
ed social justice in Minnesota ever
since. And that is how Wellstone
maintained a lead in his 2002

reelection campaign, despite being
one of the Bush Administration's
chief targets for defeat

Wellstone's death leaves a vacu-
um for progressive dissent in the
corridors of power at a time when
such dissent is vital.

For his entire career, Wellstone
championed the plight of the poor
and economically disenfranchised.
Amid the irrational exuberance of
the '90s economic boom, he
patiently chided the power elite to
pay attention to the millions of
Americans who had been left

behind.

Now, as the economy swings
downward and the realities of cor-
porate misconduct become appar-
ent, his critique of the excesses of
unimpeded capitalism seems par-
ticularly prescient

Likewise, Wellstone spoke out
in recent weeks against the firight-

ening militarism that has gripped
our national leaders and fueled
their irraUonal and irumoral zeal to
launch a preemptive strike on Iraq.

Wellstone was one of only a
handful of Jews in public office
who recognized that Jewish values
are more important than so-called
Jewish **interests,** and that criti-

cizing the actions of Yasser Arafat
and the Palestinian Authority with-
out also criticizing the policies of
Ariel Sharon and the Israeli gov-
ernment is morally bankrupt and
intellectually dishonest (just as the
reverse is true).

Wellstone was not a saint When
he supported the repressive U.SJL
Patriot Act one year ago, his vote
was based on a political calcula-
tion, not on his honest beliefs.

But ultimately, few public offi-

cials in the political history of this
country have spoken truth to
power with more eloquence, pas-
sion and poise. Wellstone's exam-
ple inspired thousands of others to
speak out, and I can only hope
that his untimely death will

prompt more Americans to
become advocates for justice.

Wellstone would want no other
legacy.

Weiner, a former Daily Bruin
Viewpoint editor, is a first-year
law student.

LETTERS

Community service

is far from slavery
I find the term "slavery" in

Daniel O'Conner's letter ("UC
shouldn't force community slav-

ery," Viewpoint, Oct 24) an inter-

esting word applied to communi-
ty service. It makes me wonder if

he was ever awake for his U.S.
history classes or if he simply
chooses to ignore the stories told
today about slavery in the world.

O'Conner needs to remember
that slaves did not have any
rights.

I will admit, when I first found
out about the conununity service
requirement for my small private
school, I was not thrilled with
the idea.

Then I got involved.

I discovered that corwnunity
service is not the monster I had
feared. Not only did the hoiu^ fly

by, but I made new friends, I

gained incredible experiences,
and I got to see my work inune-
diately and directiy affect the
lives of other people. Never once
did I feel enslaved.

I wish O'Conner was open-
minded enough to see that com-
munity service is a much-needed

and highly beneficial program
regardless of one's intentions. If

you are so content with your
"prosperous middle-class
American" lifestyle and so deter-
mined to make every hour of
your life belong to yourself that
you will go so far as to classify a
requirement as slavery, then I

pity you when the real world
comes knocking at your door.

Miloity '^^
Rrst-yBir, tstroMNny

Wlio really pays

for advertising?
I was surprised to find Durex

Condom handbills littered all

over campus last week. I foimd
that the ad was an insert to the
Daily Bruin as I grabbed my copy
and the ad fell to the ground,
revealing the witty slogan "I Did
It Here With Durex." How sug-
gestive. When Daily Bruin
Advertising negotiated the fee

for this ad, did it include the
costs of picking up the himdreds
of flyers strewn about campus?

It seems to me the tax payers
subsidized a Durex campaign.

Zidnnf J. Shmarrf

SdMolorUw
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ARTS^ENTERTAINMENT

Goldwyn awards
I

trades reality \UCLA screenwiiters

Sadly, present

entertainment

Howard Ho

North Campus
Avenger

hho@YTiedaijcia.edu

forfantasy

Going to see escapist musical
theater has never been more
horrifying than in Moscow.

Over three

days, hundreds
were held

hostage in a the-

ater, ending
when a Russian
team raided the

building. People
who wanted to

see a spectacu-

lar show actual-

ly got one, as

the real life

event was "just

like in the

movies."

Those seem
to be the words
of choice when people decide to
describe something that's real. When
the World TVade Center burned
down, you tried to hold back your
tongue, but it slipped out, "It's just
like a movie." When Bush is building
up support for the war, it's no mis-
take that video games of the Gulf
War are coming out making it seem
cool to blow away Iraqis. This
reminds us that going to war is "just

like a video game."
Entertainment used to promote

being a good person. Old movies
often had the overbearing distinc-

tion of sending messages of being
nice to others, being involved in the
community, and taking personal
responsibility for crime. They
showed normal people trying to get
along.

Now entertainment argues that's

not enough. Movies show us that in

order to be a good person, you must
have Matrix-like abilities and a
James Bond IQ to match.

Commercials show us that even
our most noble actions are some-
how disingenuous. Just as TV can
take a big event to your small
screen, so too can it take the trivial

Jerry ^ringer-esque material and
blow it out of proportion. That's why
Sept 11 TV coverage was without
commercials; the advertisements
would take away frc«n the serious-

ness and reakieoa of the event
Networks didn't realize (execu-

tive heads and their wallets) that

commercials always trivialize things

and getting rid of them for Sept 1

1

was not only an appropriate move,
it's one that makes TV permanently
better (PBS and the BBC, for exanh
ple).

In light of media inundation,

movies and TV shows now are
required NOT to coincide with cor-

responding real events. The movie
**Phone Booth" was pulled from Nov
15 release because it was about a
sniper similar to the Maryland
sniper. Instead of art imitating life,

life is imitating art

But thank goodness there's enter-

tainment out there that reminds us
of real reality. I mean the kind where
people may not be perfect but try to

do their b^t, the kind that happens
as North Campus students explore
their talents for expression.

C-SPAN may be the only truly real

**reality TV" out there. You see the

people you elected into ofiBce, and
the footage shows you just how
inarticulate and duplicitous they
really are. !

Go watch the NASA channel,

which may be government propar

ganda for the space program, but it

also provides beautiful imagery.

Watching cloud formations above
the earth gives you a window to the
worid I'd leave it on all night when I

was in the dorms as the calm before
falling asleep.

Yes, that's what's missing, calm
reality. For the one hour you've
gained due to end of daylight sav-

ings, try calmness. It's not like a
movie, but it's your sanity that

counts.

Ho's North Campus Avenger column
runs every Monday.

By Howard Ho
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

hho(a)media. ucla.edu

Filmmaking dynasties don't get
much more prestigious than Samuel
Goldwyn's. Samuel Goldwyn Jr. still

runs the company his father built,

grandson Tony Goldwyn directs and
acts, and together they run the
annual Samuel Goldwyn Writing
Awards.

This year's Samuel Goldwyn
Award is being given today at 4 p.m.
in the Alumni Center's James West
Auditorium. Elxpected to attend are
agents, producers and actors, not to

mention the Goldwyns. Even Tony
Goldwyn, who acted in "Ghost" and
directed "A Walk on the Moon," is a
judge in this year's awards.

"It is a family affair," Goldwyn Jr
said. "We all think writing is the guts
of the movie."

While most awards, such as the
Oscars, make a big deal about
actors or directors, the Goldwyn
Awards specifically highlight the
architect of films, namely the
screenwriter.

"If you look at the movies that

work, it's the script," Goldwyn Jr.

said. "The story's the thing. You'll

never get away from it ... Bad direc-

tion can hurt a good script but even
that sometimes can't destroy a good
story."

The awards are for all University

Miramax

"A Walk on the Moon" was made from
a Goldwyn award-winning script by
Pamela Gray. UCLA professors Gary
Gardner and Carolyn See are past

winners. i

of California students, but this year
only UCLA students became final-

ists, the first year that has hap-
pened.

"UCLA was a film school where I

had seen a lot of the movies and
liked a lot of the movies by its grad-
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HACHEL BKEN/Daily Brlin
The Los Angeles Philharmonic performs Bermel's piece at Royce Hall Saturday. John Adams is conducting.

L.A Philharmonic plays brightly
By Howard Ho

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
hho@media.ucla.edu

The Ughts never turned off in

Royce Hall Saturday night. The
audience waited for it, but the
music played on anyway.
The Los Angeles Philharmonic

played in bright Ughts with equal-
ly shiny pieces. The first,

"Halleltyah Junction," was a 1998
John Adams piece that harkened
back to older days of minimalism.
Two pianos played interlocking

harmonic and rhythmic patterns
that expanded into a kind of
musical stew similar to that in

Terry Riley's "In C."

"Halleliyah Junction" is not a
meditation on faith, but rather the
music inspired by a real

Hallelujah Junction, a truck stop
on the Nevada-California border.
The harmonies ventured occa-
sionally into jazz and sometimes
the rhythm rocked hard. The
piece was a beautiful exercise in

texture, but lacked the philosoph-
ical musings of Steve Reich's

music.

The second piece, "Voices,"
was the flashiest piece of the
night. Adams introduced the com-
poser Derek Bermel as his pro-
tege and conducted his piece. If

Adams' piece lacked philosophy,
then Bermel's was an affront to
philosophy.

Bermel doesn't build a climax,
he throws it in your face. His clar-

inet solos don't fight with the
orchestra, but interrupt it. He

LAPHIL
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Thinking
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Tony Le-Huynh's piece, "The Devil's Own," revs up the FOB art exhibit now on display in

the Kerckhoff Grand Salon Art Gallery.

VIETNAMESE ART EXHIBIT AIMS W
TO NULLIFY TOB' STEREOTYPES,
REACH ACROSS BOUNDARIES

By Mary Dang
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mdang@media.ucla.edu

Lots of stereotypes come with the derogatory
term "fob." For some, it might bring to mind a con-
fused immigrant wearing a rice paddy hat and
speaking in broken English.

Whatever the superficial notions may be, the
Vietnamese American Arts and Letters
Association and VSU.Voice intend to challenge
those ideas with the Multi-Art FOB Show, which
includes a visual art exhibit in the Kerckhoff
Grand Salon Art Gallery as well as film screenings
on Wednesday and live peri^onnaiices today in
Haines Hall 39 at 7 p.m.

The live show will consist of poetry readings, a
one-act solo play and a skit called "Fox Demon,"
performed by veteran actors from Club of
Noodles, an Orange County-based Vietnamese the-
ater troupe, as well as UCLA students Jenni TVang
Le, Taylur Thu-Hien Nguyen and Anh Dao Le Do.

The word fob is literally an acronym for "fresh
off the boat," which usually applies to immigrants
assimilating to a different country. In deciding on
the fob theme, the show's curator TYam Le, project
director for VAALA and co-founder of Club of
Noodles, wanted to find a common bond that all

Vietnamese people could share.

"Whether we came here in 1975 or just arrived
in the United States yesterday, I realized we all

have the connecting theme of being inrniigrants,"

Lesaid.

The term is typically used to stigmatize immi-
grants as old-fashioned, culturally dense, silly and
poor. To combat this stereotype, the show asks all

artists to substitute different words in the fob
acronym. "Fighting Occidental Bullies" and "Freak
of Beauty" are some examples of the artists recre-

ating a different identity for themselves.

"I wanted to take back that term and not allow
it to be derogatory anymore. I wanted the word to
be empowering," Le said.

Though the word has been specifically applied
to inrniigrants, the theme can reach across racial -

and even occupational lines - relating to anyone
who has felt alienated for being different.

"I realized that artists are fobs in our own
Vietnamese community because we don't fit into

what they have considered their standard of suc-

cess - that money is the only standard," Le said.

The exhibit will include all ranges of expres-
sion: painting, sculpture, photography,
installations and comic drawings. Presenting cre-

ative and sometimes bizarre ways of interpreting

the word "fob," the artist often uses shock value to

prove a point. For instance, the exhibition will fea-

ture an installation of a man hanging by his geni-

talia, which happen to be a miniature head, as well
as the painting of "BoLsa Girls," a portrait of an

JONATHAN YOUNG/Dailv Bruin Senior Staff

Vivian Tran's "Buddha's Fingers" Is an image of a
monk who set himself ablaze to protest the Vietnam
War. Cultural issues are at the forefront of the FOB
artshov\^

Orange County gang-related female.

The show's film component will take place
Wednesday in Young Hall CS24 at 6 p.m, present-
ing a number of short flicks like Victor Vu's
"Firecracker," Ham Quang Tran's "The
Prescription" and Van Phan's "Wildcard."
By displaying the work of \^etnamese artists

under 40 and living in California, the show repre-
sents a distinctive youthful Vietnamese voice.

According to Huong Ninh, the chairwoman of
VSU.Voice, the show allows the artists to confront
issues of today's youth in the Vietnamese commu-
nity such as the generation gap and homosexuali-
ty.

In questioning identities and what it means to
be a fob through various media, the exhibition
hopes to reach out to all types of people and to
change their perceptions.

"I'd Uke to expose not only Vietnamese
American students about issues within the
Vietnamese American community but also to edu-
cate the UCLA campus," Ninh said.

SHOW: All events arefree. The art exhibit will be in
Kerckhoffthrough Nov. 1. Live performances begin
in Haines 39 tonight at 7 p.m. Films will be
screeiwd Oct. 30 in Young CS24 at 6 p.m.

Burton movies haunt the Halloween season

V.L (apitan Tmkatkk

The Nightmare Before Christmas" is the main attraction in the El Capitan Theater's triple-fea-

ture of Tim Burton's work, which runs until Oct. 31.

By Andrew Lee

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
alee@media.ucla.edu

Though the El Capitan Theater was flooded
with laughter not screams Friday night, the
three Tim Burton films that were shown and
will continue to be through Halloween were
perfectiy suited for the season.

Cult favorite "Frankenweenie" opened the
lineup, and the twisted comedy quickly estab-

lished the night's tone. A SQ-minute featurette

originally intended to accompany Disney's re-

release of "Pinocchio" in theaters, the piece's

mock-horror feel leaves littie doubt to who had
the biggest hand in its production. The story
follows a littie boy named Victor Frankenstein
whose beloved dog is killed by a car. The story

proceeds to chronicle his attempts to bring the
dog back to life and the town's mob-like reac-

tion when he succeeds.

The film is distincUy Tim Burton - he refer-

ences early horror films while simultaneously
adding his own cartoon-like twist. According
to Shelly Duvall (who plays the mother in

"Frankenweenie" and participated in the
night's panel discussion), the set borrowed a
few props from the original "Frankenstein."
But while it may subtiy hint toward horror
films of the '30s, overall the film doesn't try to
be anything other than a genuinely heartfelt

and modest attempt by a young, yet visionary,

filmmaker
"Vmcent," Burton's 1982 directorial debut,

uses stop-motion animation a la "The
Nightmare Before Christmas" and to a similar-

ly macabre effect. Led by a poem read in the
suave baritone drawl of late actor Vincent
Price, "Vincent" carries the viewer through
varying notions of reality in the life of seven-
year-old Vincent Malloy. The boy imagines
inhabiting a horror film in an attempt to escape
the doldrums of everyday life. The story
repeatedly alternates between his reality and
his imagination, but to the viewer all of it is

spectacularly surreal.

The two early shorts only hinted at Burton's

uncanny ability to create brand new worlds
within 35 mm film. "The Nightmare Before
Christmas," a fully-realized visionary piece,

was given new life on the big screen with each
visually intricate fi:ume.

Danny Elfinan's score, blaring through the
El Capitan's speakers in pristine quality, mag-
nified the movie as much as the stop-motion
animation. His eerie, otherworldly yet charm-
ingly quirky pieces dictated the tone of the
movie as well as its story - as director Henry
Selick commented before the start of the film.

In essence, Elfhian practically wrote half the
script.

By also providing the authoritative voice of
Jack Skellington, Elfman proves as integral as
Burton in the movie's creation. This movie rep-
resents one of Elfinan's mzyor creative pinna-
cles, with an innovativeness recentiy lacking in
scores for films such as "Planet of the Apes"
and "Red Dragon."

Despite the long and arduous process of its

creation, nine years later "Nightmare" is an
inspirational tour-de-force that brought togeth-

er the best of Elfman and Burton. And judging
from the scattering of dressed up freaks at the
El Capitan, it may just become a mainstay of
Halloween.

J
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Shakira grabs five wins
[

LAPHIL | Variety contributes to the shining performance
at MTV Latin Awards

By Rafael Palacio

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. —

Colombian superstar Shakira swept
all five categories in which she was
nominated, including artist of the
year, at the first MTV Video Music
Awards Latin America. i

The Chilean rock band La Ley
also was a big winner Thursday
night, taking home honors for group
or duo of the year and rock artist of
the year.

The awards show, which aired
live in Spanish on MT\^ Latin
America and witli English subtitles
on MTV2, honored the best music
videos in Latin music at the Jackie
Gleason Theater.

Shakira also won video of the
year for "Suerte," female artist of
the year, pop artist of the year and
best artist-North. ^

'Thank you for not abandoning
me," she said during one of her
acceptance speeches. "I always
have you in my heart.**

Other wirmers included
Colombian singer-songwriter
Juanes, who took home the male
artist of the year award; Argentine
pop singer Diego Torres, who won
best artist-Southeast; and Manu
Chao, who won alternative artist of
the year.

Two English-language winners
included Pink, for international pop
artist of the year, and the Red Hot

Chili Peppers, for international rock
artist of the year.

After the Rolling Stones opened
the show, other performers included
Carlos Santana - who joined
English-language singer-guitarist
Michelle Branch - Mana and
Shakira.

Argentine rock band Soda Stereo
came together for the first time
since 1997 to accept the lifetime

achievement award.
Besides Shakira, the nominees

for video of the year were: Enrique
Iglesias, "Hero"; Juanes, "A Dios Le
Pido"; PauUna Rubio, "Si Tu Te Vas";
and Torres, "Color Esperanza."
The English-language versions of

some of the nominated videos have
been huge hits on MTV. Iglesias'

"Hero," Rubio's video, translated as
"Don't Say Goodbye," and Shakira's
video, known on MTV as
"Whenever, Wherever," have been
mainstays on the network's "Total
Request Live" countdown.

Last month, Shakira won a Latin
Grammy for the "Suerte" video.
Juanes also was a winner that night,
for best rock song for "A Dios Le
Pido."

The hosts were Argentine TV and
radio personality Mario Pergolini
and Mexican actor Diego Luna.
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doesn't write bad music in the name of acade-
mic complexity. He does, however, play his
own solos with a comic deadpan.

"Voices" began with an homage to Carl
Stalling's cartoon music. You could hear the
coyote sneaking up on the roadrunner only to
fall down a cliff. You could see stealthy tip-toe-
ing that gets exposed and the subsequent
shame of being caught. Later the music ven-
tiu-ed into Celtic fiddle music, a snake-charm-
ing parody and a raucous rock soimd complete
with backbeats and funky bass guitar. In the
words of one elderly woman overheard during
intermission, "Wasn't that different?"

Indeed, the mess of pop culture references
was a low-calorie meal, making "Voices" er\joy-

able and fun, providing comic relief for the clas-

sical music lover.

Under maestro Esa-Pekka Salonen, the final

piece, "Naive and Sentimental Music," was the

RACHEL BEPLNVDaily Bruin

Grant Gershon plays John Adams's piece "Hallelujah

Junction" on the piano at Royce Hall on Saturday.

best of the night. If the previous two pieces
lacked weight, "Naive" packed a heavy punch.
Adams is a master of using the orchestra and
he demonstrated this with a three-movement

piece that takes its time waxing and waning
like a vast ocean building up to a grand tidal
wave.

While the previous two pieces seemed to
have a self-conscious importance, "Naive" was
the expression of the unconscious, of where
we dreamed the music could expand to, but
never imagined it could actually get.
Adams made it happen with Salonen (to

whom "Naive" is dedicated), who was dancing
around his podium Uke a madman, eryoying
the changing rhythms and brass entrances. His
muscle power carried the piece and when he
dropped his arms and stood still like a mummy,
the orchestra stopped as if he had dropped it.

The shining display only required a final ele-
ment, stars. Fulfilling that was Geoffrey Rush,
who sat in the third row center. But there were
no fans around him. The truth was Salonen and
Adams, both who did post-concert signings,
were the real stars of the night, as they well
deserved to be.

FREE CONSULTATION

ON THE NET: MTV Video Music
Awards Latin America:
http://www. mtv. com/onair/vma~la/2
002/
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Distinction gets

writer noticed in industry

Citibank Credit-ED presents a

Special Advance Screening!

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCIA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association

ofOrthodontists
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uates,** said finalist Chuck Bigelow, a
UCLA screenwriting graduate stu-

dent Tt^ no accident that the final-

ists are firom UCLA I think it's the
best screenwriting school in the
worid"

Bigelow refers to UCLA alunmi
such as Paul Schrader ("Taxi
Driver'^, Ed Solomon ("Men in

Black"), and Francis Ford Coppola
("The Godfather"). In fact, Coppola
won the Goldwyn Award when he
was a student in 1962, and it helped
him launch his career, especially in

getting the writing gig for "Patton,"

I

w^plekvwon him his first Oscar.
Goldwyii Jr. says that 82 percent

oftiwwixiners are making Llteirlivuig

thiough some form of wnting. Those
are pretty good numbers in the com-
petitive profession-

There are thousands of scripts

written every year," Bigelow said.

"Because of the vast oversupply of
movie scripts, only a tiny fraction
ever gets attention and only a frac-

tion of that gets made into movies."
Winning the Goldwyn Award gives

a writer an edge in the industry.

Among other things, Goldwyn Jr. typ-

ically buys the ad space for entire

back pages of Variety and The
Hollywood Reporter to congratulate
the finalists by name.

"You immediately get an agent and
people reading your script," said
Allison Anders, the 1986 Goldwyn
Award winner, UCLA alumna, and
now a Goldwyn judge.

Anders at the time was juggling
raising two children by herself and
applied to the award as a way to
make ends meet This year's award-
wiimer gets $10,000 and the honor-
able mentions get at least $1000. Yet
Anders cautions against thinking the

award is the end-all be-all for getting
a career.

"I would go into these meetings
and (producers) would say, 'We love
your script Love it, love it We're not
going to make that kind of movie
here,'" Anders said "Or they'd say
*Gk)sh, 1 hope to see this film made
because Td love to see this on the
screen.' But not with their money."

"(That's) not to say this is your
passport to fame, success and riches,

but this is to say some people who
spent their lives writing have the
opinion that you should think about
doing it yourself," Goldwyn Jr added
The finalists themselves don't

seem to be too cutthroat In fact,

their attitude toward writing is simi-
lar to tliat of Anders, which is writers

should write about things that excite
them.

"If it turns out what you've written
wins something, well, OK," Bigelow
said "You're better off writing what
you feel deeply about"

This attitude may be a credit to the
kind of writers UCLAs School of
Theater, Film and Television attracts.

It also may reflect the quality of
teaching, as both Bigelow and
Anders cite the school's screenwritr
ing professor Hal Ackerman as a key
figure in developing their screen-
plays.

Since 1955, the awards have given
upcoming screenwriters a face. The
Goldwyn name is not only a touch-
stone of old Hollywood (for example,
MGM stands for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer), but a famous name that \^t11

help usher in a new generation of tal-

ent
"Over the years, the award has

produced so many distinguished peo-
ple ... it's accepted that there's a level

of quality with the scrq)ts that are
chosen," Goldwyn Jr. said
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Date: Tuesday. October 29, 2002

Inie: 7:30p.m.

Location: AVCO (AMC Avco Center Cinema. 10840 Wilshire Blvd.)

Students may pick up complimentary passes at the UCLA Campus

Events Office at 319 Kerckhoff Hall

Please amwe early! Seating is limited and on a first come, first serve basis. Screening is overbooked to ensure
capacity. No one will be admitted after the screening begins. Please be advised that all bags and/or purses are sub-
ject to search. Absolutely no cameras or recording devices of any kind will be allowed in theater.
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NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310) 394-8099

The Trials of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Djiumbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30 2:30) 4:15 5:15

7:00 8:W 9:45 10:30

AMC
Westwood

Westwood

PACIFIC

Westwood

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue
(310)208-3259

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

QpggJ
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of WilstuFe)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 3:00 5:00 7«) 9«0

AVCO CINEMA
10840 WMshire Blvd.

1 BIk. E. of Westwood

(310) 777-RLM #330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon.Wed 1:40 4:30 7:00 9:45
Tue 1:40 4:30 10:10

Thu 1:40 4:30

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1:30 4:20 7:10 10:05

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Sweethome Alabama (PG-13)

Tue-Thu 2 00 4:50 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

Beverly Hills
CHECDGORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

The Grey Zone
Mon.Thu (4:45) 7:15 9:35

Tue (4:45) 9:35

Wed (2:00) 4:45 7:15 9:35

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (1 1 30) 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1 50 7:00

toADVERTISE
CALL

310.825.2161
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VOTED 1 ^DLAL EMPLOYER BY BUSINESS STUDENTS
UNIVERSUM UNDERGRADUATE STUDY. 2002

investors need assurance to rnakc^ uecisions.

Help us he!p them and the companies whose stock

they buy. and vve\H help you build a career

For opportunities and information oo to:

www«pwcgioba!,coin/looi
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X cingular SM

WIRELESS

Spiderman DVD
w/any new activation on a

Rollover Plan

Westwood Location

1 1 45 Westv/ood Blvd
(befween Rite Aid & Subway)

EE
oPTsTRAer

: *FOR EXISTING
: CINGULAR CUSTOMERS!; --

^1

Village

VISA

i^ xpressmart
^^^^ " 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gaytay

FREE PARKfNG
ypinc? ' 'r-^r?*:

Mastf^Cofd

•-Village
^xp-essmart

HPH^-.w siww
•Village^village

^xpressmart

M.

[<^^/<^^

IVIIIK

«r

y

Aquafina

20 oz water
One Item per coupon | - Qne item per coupon. |

One coupon per customer per week ^ Qne coupon per customer per week
Valid 10/28/02-11/2/02 ^^ % VaW 10/28A)2-1 1/2/02

^ BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care ^

Service Center
Show your UCLA

student, house staff, or
faculty ID and receive:

$14.95
derviee includes:

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM ^ 5:00 PM
Monday > Saturday

%^x- \orVc\ Sepu.*ved<i SfvcJ,

'orag^

Bel Air Shell

/ax. . tU/ 4/6-7644

• Safety Inspection
• battery & charging system
/ brakes & tires

/ belts & hoses

/ cooling system

• Up to 8 quarts of oil

andflKor
ff0B Pick Up And Delivery
Offer good for most cars. See store for details

I

I

I

.y , ^.^-r

__--*^

C

\

We Accept

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am • Fri-Sat 'till 2:00 am
Can to nsenre Sliakey's Private Room for fundraisers, meetings, parties, etc. for FREE!

jh ofir new reil hot buffalo wings, jumbo ravioli, ami grilleil chicken pomoiloro samlwichi

SUPER SPECIAL

ALL THE TIME
EVERYE>A.V

Free Delivery

I

Buy any large pizza
at regular price &
get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

1 medium 12.inch^8 slices
one topping pizza

Fast, Delivery

#??> ? '^

Any large 3 topping pizza

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.98.

Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special, Bruin
Deluxe, BBQ ChlcRen, arid Fresh QardenPizza

(save over $5)

NEWBRUIN A^EAL DEAL
/ large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beveraqe bar

Dine-in or carry out only

Shakey's
Combination

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Salad! and your

choice of:

^ • 4 pieces chicken or • 8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread or •5 Chicken Breast Strips

1114 Gayley Ave., Westwood Village
i;A-;rrrtH!^7^^T!a^lT#if#irf''frwa'^^^ ^t.
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Muclio Food for a Little Dinerb!
$1.75 Margarita Mondays

AD traditional and fruit

house margaritas made with
Jojse Cuervo Gold Tequila
are $1.73 every Monday

until lOpm

Humongo Happy Hour

The best happy hour in

town featuring 1/2 price

cantina appetizers, 75^ tacos,

$1.93 Domestic Drafts

and $3.23 Jose Cuervo

House Margaritas.

Monday- Friday 4pm-7pm

Prontx) Lunch Buffet

M-you-can-eat Pronto
Lunch Buffet serves your

ftvorite traditional

specialties for just $6.99

Monday- Friday 11am-2pm

-^^„,

mtA900i4
foshjoi ir boutique

./^'
K\

». # ^ * ^ -^Jy "^ :*-.

*

mai

— -»j m. A^-mt^^„jimtLT^^^aZ^

)*. \

d^m^
rW

Any Entree For $1.49
Buy any regular priced entree for lunch or dinner and

receive the second entree of equal or l^ser value for Just $1.49.
Not valid with any other advertisedOnedisowint per person, wot valid wrth any l„.

special bengueu; or for carry out

Offer expires 12/0M)2

MEXICAN RESTAURANT Y CANTINA

V̂)i^

:^^^'

<^< "c^ t^'̂
t

Wegtwood Vfflage 1109 Glendon Ave. W«t Los Angeles (310) 208-3884 i

u;c?com6.

on any complete pair cS

eyegiQs^s

(frame and Imm)
Cwwof t» combined w^ any ctwr coupon.

Mu8l be pmMrlsd (tf time ctf pisT^hose

seeded

C5 u c c I

Cl>ri«tian I3ior

GlORGiO ARMAM

Caivin Klein

Modo
Saki

fram^

DKNY
Kata

Cazal

Dita

Porsche

Chanel

GUCCI
D&G

Silhouette

sunglasses

%^
Calvin Klein

Arnette

Cnrijitian Oior

Maui Jim

Connor be coiT^ned w8h any omer O0U|p.

Must be presftT^ at mT» of piffchcae

*vN<m uciA ID. expkes 1 ^mml

GwvKjtbecombfeiecf wiiw^ oiher coupon.

Mu$| l» prasflraed at tiiw erf purcnose

*wA«^Pd iKUSXa^ 1 1/30^

LUNCH
SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAD
• SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI
• VEGETABLE
TEMPURA

• SHRIMP FRIED RICE

JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

SAKE BOMB
SPECIAL
$13.00

• 1 PITCHER OF BEER
and

. 1 LARGE SAKE

J

DINNER
SPECIAL
$5,99

• RICE • SALAD
• SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

FIRE BEEF
•VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA .

ROLLS ;

CAN eW
/ sus

Lunch 11am -4pm
I

Dinner 4pm - 1 1 pm

Lunch-$15.95

Dinner-$18.95

1781 Westwood Boulevard • Tel: 310-966-1772 -^Fax: 310-966-1774

Served Between ll:00a..m. to 3:00p.m.
Chicken Cuny, Dal of the day. Chicken Tandoori (2pcs.), Dal of the day,
Rice, Raita, PicUes & Naan .$ 5.00 Rice, Raita, PicWes & Naan $ 5.00

(White meat ADD $2.00)

Bakra (mutton) Cuny, Dal of the day.

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 5.00

Chicken Tikka Masala, Dal of the day.

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 6.50
(White meat ADD $2.00)

Chefs Special (Please Aak Your Server) $ 8 fW)
(White meat ADD $2.00)

K.'<t*^ti:.k /4FiJi r1

Vegetable of the day, Dal of the day,

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 4.50

Saag Paneer, Dal of the day.

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 5.50

u
Eggplant Bhartha, Dal of the day,

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 4.50

Channa Masala, Dal of the day,

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 5^0

Mont?.!^.- P^^r--: ,,-^n;. hie a-^- el!

an Jicair alon
Maip otylists ape all Vidal Sasoon graduates

Haircut

Style - Blowdry
Hair Coloring

tHtlight

Perm
Hair Refaxing

Hair Treatment
Henna

853

$20-35
$20-35
$25-45

*^$50:^n^ijp
$50 an$J up
$50 and up
$20-25
$25-45

available: jckxyckrtcsc \^viito Syt

r> 'cxiaiV>rter>In
3

Open Sundays

walk-ins welcome
1 435 Westwood Blvd.

(3 1 0) 473-0066 or (310) 479-9325

I

HAIRCUT,
SHAMPOO &

CONDITIONINQ
HAIR & NAILS SALON

Estdbltshcd |y7H

V_
W/COUPON
REQ.M5.00

*25% 0\V ALL
HAIR CARE PRODUCTS^

'IS.1, .V».l ^•1 ^^-' -i^. m
' Valklated 2hr Parking w/cotor ^ Chemical
> Vatfdat0d Ihr Parking w/hair Cut

BroKton Lot, Qlendon Lot & Qaytoy Lot

1055 Westwood Blvd.
lo Ann Taylor in Westwood Village)

www.anmeSiilon.com
Manicure

Pedicure - S^3 now $«0

SpecialiTing in:

Highlights - $35 and up

Conditionihfj «ind Perm -

Reg, $45 now $55
(Long hair extra)

Cellophanes - Reg. $45 now $55

Full Color - $55 and up
Relaxer - $55

Waxing -(price varies)

Massage and Facials

Updo $25 (up to $55)

I ^5 OFF!
I 1

$iod6FF

Baskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048
1 091 6 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCLA ID (in store only)
WE DELIVER!
noon-1 pm BRUIN

ANY CAKE
$15 MINIMUM
•xp. U/U/02

99e
Meilium

Soft

etve

nOmBi
•xp. U/U/02 Yogurt

I $2.99
I Banana Royal
I or Brownio

I

Sundae
I cxp. 11/11/02

*«';'?* •

$1 OFF
any size

Cappuccino or

Smoothie

MR.U/ll/02

<222ZgZ/Sfe^
J!on4f4T>Jujuf4

Le Conte Ave.

N

[405

^ EntrBnca Ramp on La Conte
Stora Locatad on Upper Level

WeybumAve

Wilshir« Blvd.

' OUy ff ton.

ar Price

Long's Item FREE
I

Get One

Single*

Scoop
,'

Entire Purchase
* Exclude liquor, tobacco, dairy,

lottery, and presciptjons

Good at ejfeS^Sfe^ Westwood r

Coupon Required

*Of equal or lesser value

Good at ci&2^S!!2Z^ Westwood
Expires 1 1/5/02 Coupon Required Expires 11/5/02

wm mm

Good at ci&255/2te^Westwood
Coupon Required Expires 1 1/5/02

inaAM^Mi^aafl
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Mobile
authorized dealer

5r

UCLA Bruin Specials
OFFERED EXCLUSIVELY

MERCURY WIRELESS
"THE PERFECT WIRELESS EXPERIENCE"

FREE Accessory Pack ($129 value)
FREE
FREE
FREE hands-free earpi

FREE deluxe leather a
FREE 'electromagnetic

FREE internal antenna

Free GSM World Phone
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND ! ! !

!

;

WHENEVER
ee Long Distance (Nationwide)

Free Roaming (Nationwide)

ONLY $39.99 /month!!!

,000 Whenever Minutes

Tee Roaming (CA/NV)
? Long Distance (CA/NV)
ONLY $49.99/ month

600 Whenever Minutes

Free Long Distance (Nationwide)

Free Roaming (Nationwide)

Free Weekends

ONLY $39.99/ month

FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY
5% of Your Money Donated to Charity of Your Choice!!!

CALL (888)739-8223!!!
Activation required through Mercury Wireless to receive promotion.

Must have valid UCLA Student/Faculty ID.
Must mention this "BRUIN PROMO" to receive offer. Promotion expires on Halloween (October 31, 2002)

Coverage not available in all areas. Credit approval, activation fee and one-year service agreement required with $200 early termination fee per number. Taxe^assessments tollsand roaming charges additional. Unused minutes do not carry forward to a subsequent bill cycle. Any fraction of a minute used is rounded up and billed at the full minute rate-
calls are measured from the time the Network begins to process die call (before the phone rings or the call is answered) through its termination of the call. Except where noted, all
rates are for domestic calls. Free domestic long distance (but not for credit card or operator-assisted calls) is available within your regional calling area Your use ofthe service

constitutes acceptance of the T-Mobi!e terms and conditions including the mandatory arbittation clause. Our PCS system is not compatible with analog TTY which may prevent or
delaj. emergency calls. Additional restiictions apply; see printed materials for details. Offer valid in select T-Mobile markets only and subject to change without notice. T-Mobile

is a registered trademark of DpiitcrhpTplplfnTTi AH (p)innois a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2002

ii

i,j^
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I

The
Jv^r

LITE

C (
r K T A I L S

^' *:."--"".

He^er a cover char^^t

WEEKLY CAm/t>fiiR
Sundae

Monday
WCKIN'BlUESJAtA!!!
drifts voor inrtroment i

< see for yoor^e^fon
oor ^f^-^ereen Tk

slns^/or tc<( a yofrc

Thursday
t^WMOKBH! at 9 />.iv>.

comEsr
t^intsh^ $100 t>rtze

FrUav
I^W>iOKB!!! at 6 />.ivw

m^ bWESltl a\ 9 Nivt.

Saturday
B(oe^ Booze?

< ^7ews^ at r)oor>

r-.-*-,v-:^,- ,P_S

GIANT SUBMARINES

1 0968 Le Conre Ave

208-7171
between Goyley and Broxton

f

THE
TRADITION
CONTINUES
SINCE 1970

^ 60 u. Pltdiers

1

i!«**V

lengost Tlroditien in Westwoed

r

i/|/t BW£S!t! at 9 Mv>.

PATISSERIE BOULANGERIE CAFE

&uu tonoe off

Conitneniai TJO%exi)kLxeJi, JLunca &

I

I
PATISSERIE BOULANGERIE CAFE

Buy Qofi Salad, Sandwich, or I

Entree,

get one FREE
with coupon

I

I

®uvrvc/i

W^ere < a« Ha^pcn^t

NFL FOOTBALL
•Ai So'-rrav Games'

^fs?"
^:5

«»'>v.open 6 a.in. • x «••»•.^'

36$ days a year! ^^OSr l£2f

boo3 yiCuaic

Upen. JLote

Q«^ex^j;>^^0ccoMond.

1099 Gayley Ave.Westwood Village

(310)208-6505 I

'expires 11/30/02

PATISSERIE BOULANGERC CAFE

15% Off
with coupon

1099 Qaytoy Ave.Westwood VHIage

(310)208-6505

'expires 11/30/02
^^^

—

,

—^.^^ expires iiAWOiz i

1099 ^«y4y^ ^**/h>oo<? n^
f^/O' 208-6505

ca«A

PATISSERIE BOULANGERIE CAFE

$2~OFF
Any Lunch or Dinner Item of

$5^ or more
with coupon

1099 Gayley Ave.Westwood ViUage

(310)208-6505

'dxpires 1 1/30/02

PATISSERIE BOilLANGERC CAFE

$5°° OFF 9" Cake
$2°° OFF 6" Cake

with coupon

1099 Gayley AvaWestwood VWage
(310)208-6605

expires 11/3(VD2
i<p,;;^S*Or'«!l«^fiji.r;;(i

^ w,^„w . .,^,w,w^ - W(pireS 1 1/iW^LK
I

I

$ 2.00 off
Lowest prices in Westwood!

TUESDAYS
Excludes Siclllians

OFFER VAUD

.«

Westwood
(Limited Area)

iViONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer exdudes Sidlians.

No hsyf & h^ orders.

Must mention ad.

Co^3on must be giv^ to driv^.

'm^

NOT VALID ON SICILIANS OR WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION AD,

EXP. 11/03/02

I

TWO PIZZAS FOR THE
PRICE r

, Westwood

Offer valid Monday Nights only
(After 5:30pm).

No mediums and offer excludes Sicilians.
No half and half orders. Must mention ad.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

I

I

I

I

*

I

I

I

EXP. 11/03/02
' LARGE

PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Delivery Only

Westwood

Offer good only with this coupon,
one coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
N0 1/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

EXP. 11/03/02
' LARGE

PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
"^AX INCLUDED

Westwood

Offer good only with this coupon,
one coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
N0 1/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to drtver.

Coupons valid at westwood location only.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I



Index
Announcements

1100 Campus Happenings

1200 Campus Organizations
1290 Greeks OSh
1300 Campus Recmitment
1400 Campus Services

1900 Birthdays

1600 Legal Notices

1700 /.05f <S Found

1800 Miscellaneous

1890 Obituaries OwT)
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals

2090 Pregnancy

2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Subjects

2300 Sperm/Egg Donors

2400 T/c/cete (Were(y

2900 77c/cete yVantef^

2B00 i^dnfec/

merchandise

27(n Appfences

2B00 Arl/Paintings

2900 Bicyde^SkatBS

dOOOBooks

3\(n Catrig Cards

2B£D Cameras/Camcaders

?aad CoHecttles

ZWComputers Cmf)
yeo Sofh/vars/Games ^S)
3900 Fumkte <

3600 Garat^e^M5^is?

zm Health Products

JEfJO MbceHaneous

20OD Musical Instnjments

4000 Office Equipment

4100/^
42O0 Rental Equipment

4300 Sports Equipment

Am Bectponic Devices

4BO0 Table Sports

Transportation

4000 Auk)Accessories

47O0 AulD Instance

4000 Auto Repat

4000 Autos for Sale

dOOO Boats Pot Sale

S\00 Motorcycles fix Sale

52O0PMng
5300 Scooter/Cyde Repat

54O0 Scooters forSale

SSOi Vehicle for Rent

Travel

^

Resorts/Hotels

BB2D Rides Offered

. 9640/%:<s?MMxf
^ 5BG0 Taxi/Shuttle Service

^ 9660 Travel Destinations

* 9700 TmvelTckets

9720 Vacation Packages

Services

9800 1-900 numbers
dOOO fnndalAid

eOOOhsurance

e\00 Computer/lntemet

e\dO Foreign Languages

6200 Health Beauty/Services

eSBSDActincyModeinQ ClassesOSF)
630ti LegalAd\ice/Attorneys

040^ Mo¥ers/Storage

0900 Must Lessons

0BOO personal Services

0m Ptvfessional Sen^ices

eaoOResumes

6900 Telecommunications

7000 Tutoring Off&Bd

TMJO Tutoring \^/l^76dd

7200 Qpng
7300 ti^ /list?

Employment/Careers

7400 Business Opportunities

7500 Career Opportjnities

7000 ChU Care Offered

7100 Ctid Care Wanted

7000 He0 Wanted

7B2D High-Tech Jobs

7940Actoiz^B(trasWarjtBd

7900 Housesitting
,

8000 Internship

8\00 PersonalAssistance

8200 Temporary Employment

8300 M^AiTfeer

Housing

8400 Apartments for Rent

S4B0 Apartments to Share ^
BBOO Apartments Furnished

BBOOCondc/foiMThousefcrRent

sroo Condc/Townhouse for Sale

9000 Guesthouse for Rent

9900 House for Rent

9000 House for Sale

9\00 Housetxiats for Rent/Sale

92O0 Housing Needed

9300 Room for Help

9400 Room for Rent

9900 Roommates-Private Room
9600 Roommates-SharedRoom
970OSublets

|

9600 )^acation Rentals

CLASSIFIED
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28. 2002 • THE DAILY BRUIN

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Fmail

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

Ad Writing Tips

1. What Is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price-

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DeadUnos
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85
12pt. headline 2.00
16pt. headline 2.75
Box $2.00

MoaMf
20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00
Box $40.00

5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12 50
12pt. headline. 8.50 12pt. headline ../.> 84 50^
16pt. headline...... II.OO 16pt headline 103.15
^x ••-•- $10.00 Box .^^; .f^....$1 00.00

For Classtfied Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate Information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

iSB^ ^^M X

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to diange wittiout notice.

Special Fcalures & Issues

t wgms
Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Evef7 day!

310.825.2221

VILLIIOf DlStl
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5tti and lOtti week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day
'%'

!

'

'

im

\
Hnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUCE.COM

^t^* .^SrSiSiS^^TTiL^^ nondi.chm«rt«n No med»^ sha.. accept advert-sements whK:h present persons of any ong«.

toil^^^iSS^S^^ti^^ rotes, or status .1 soc«ty Neither the Daily Bro.n nor the ASUCU^ CoomioSon
naS«^^,;Z^^^ yrr^.l!*^*^ ^ P**^ »**^'^^ ^ advertisement .n th.s .ssue vK)teted the Boards po*cy on

toTSTTISf^^ The Da.»y Bom, «respons.ble for the first .noo<Tectint«r-nononcy Minor typographcal errors are not eUgOte for fBftjnd. For any refund, the Darty Bfu»i Classified Department must l)e not.f«d of an error on the f-rst day

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Don't tmkyryur pare
for extra cash.

Call us.

1800
IVIJscellaneous

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a piusi Foo. U2, MB20. 31 0-209-4991

.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, emptoyees & alumni. Free checking,
student toans, car toans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

-m 2000
Personals

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man wtx) truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/hearthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Vofee/vkleo/chat/musk:.

2050
Pregnancy

If you're male, in college or

have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job

where you can earn up to

$900 per month, call for

details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.

You'll receive free

comprehensive health

screening . Plus you can
help infertile couples

realize their dream of

becoming parents. So if

you're looking for a great

job and little extra cash,

call us first.

ftepbte hours
mimmaUtime
commitment

L

310-443-5244 ext.39
or check out our website at
httpy/www.cryobank.com

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone In human development arxj pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behavk)rs. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.fk^u.org

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, caH
for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So If you're
looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

httpV/www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tkikets just for applying!

3300
Collectibles

2200
Research Subjects

John i Christian
Desicners ft Craftsmen Since 1850

UCLSl
C0U.C6C MONOGRAM

RIN6

FreeBroclnuts

•year date
•Decree
•«REEK Letters
•Your monogram

I4K GOLD $450

RINGBOXXOM 1-888-646-6466

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300

Computers

NEW LAPTOPS. $899. Free printer, carry

case, cables, battery, shipping, 3 year war-
ranty. 866-883-0048

mmm^^*m^ 3600
Garage Sales

plus free supplies, movie posses/CDS/video rentals

Cd 1800 521 5211

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinteal stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
snfX)kers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-
trcipate in MRI and Smoking Study. Paitteip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

RESEARCH PROJECT on bulimia and early
chiWhood relattonships. Need volunteers to

complete an online questwnnaire. Thanks!
www.bulimiasurvey.com

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-
menstmal syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study whteh entails mood diaries, bkxxj
tests. 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-
zac for 1 4 days. Must not be taking any other
medk»tk)n. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The CEhfTER FOR Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Opttons. IXC

LEGOS BOUGHT! Tum your legos into cash.
Matt 800-269-0560. ibuylegos@aol.com.

If you
witnessed
accident
between

white Mazda 323
and black Toyota

Celica on Tuesday,
October 22,

2002
at approx. 4 pm at
Lindbrook and

Westwood
please call
Marlies at

310-825-1026 day
310-473-9046 eve

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and morel We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

r.-j:.'Si^i^'p^<af»ji,g^^'gtei 3800
Miscellaneous

Go BruinsI Get your limited edition SC Sucks
T-SWrts. Special Prfcjng!!! Get these in time

for SC week, www.playhousetees.com

4^4^4^AA€^

transportation
4600-5

^PfW* 4700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
WeH beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan'. 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.

y -iTys^i^pIg^

4900
Atitos for Sale

HELP CHILDLESS COUPLES

• Reliable, intelligent,

giving women
• 18 to 31 years of age

• Generous compensation
offered

FOR MORE INF=ORMATION
CALL ERIN 818-470-7008

3000
Books

CPA REVIEW BOOKS and CD. 2002. Call
Mari< 310-313-9338, diviter@hotamil.com.

HOW TO ATTRACT
ANYONE, ANYTIME

Guide to dating in college - $20.00: NUPRE.
PO BOX 147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.

HOW TO GET STRAIGHT
As IN COLLEGE

75 Steps pamphlet - $8.00: NUPRE PO BOX
147 San Gabriel, Ca 91776.

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatk:.

Power everything. Good condition. Price

negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

1985 VOLVO 740 GLE 4dr, 73K miles.

Automata, Air Conditk)ning, AM/FM, Cassette,

Sun Roof, Great condltton. $2900. 310-391-
9912. dave@igpp.ucla.edu

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good conditton, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $2,000/obo. 310-433-1838.

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,
power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293. 310-841 -0784.

1995 HONDA CIVIC DX AJC, 5-speed, new
dutch, AM/FM/CASS/CD 6-disc changer. 92K
miles, red, tinted windows, great condition.

$5200OBO. 310-820-8492.
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1300
.!S Kecruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

Ace-the-Case

Intervie^f Workshop

Bain & Company invites ali interested

students to our case interview workshop:

Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2002

Time: 6:00pm

Place: Bradley International Hall

Seniors are encouraged to apply for

the associate consultant position ihrough

our website, www.bain.corn

Lline: Midnight,Deadline: Midnight, October 31, 2002

Please include your resume with SAT scores,

a cover letter and an unofficial transcript

BAIN & COMPANY

springboord to opportunity
For more information, piease visit www.boin.cofn

An equal opportunity employer

4700
Atito Insurance

4700
Auto Insurance

Auto Insurance
'^cssQSTi^Mit:

markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OIC

(310)206-3548 1081 WestwoodBivd. Suite 221

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

IMMIGRATION
•Working Visas (H- IB)

• Green Lords, Labor Cent.
• Sponsor Companies

call: (310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865
e-nxiil: u$global$erv#ciol.coml

Free Consultation

-'flss 6SOO
Music Lessons

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enttiusiastic

teadier witti extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

eeoo
Personal Services

S900
Jutos for Sale

1996 CHRYSLER SEBRING CONVERTIBLE
JX1. 6cd, cruise, power everyttiing. Black, tan
leatt>er. 70K. new breaks, $6000 neg. 323-
445-6450.

700
Travel Tickets

5700
Travel Tickets

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nrce 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/CommerciaJ use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, dean body. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

TRAVEL''STUPEWTS

4Mn>«iMNn AimaMtt

CAB0S--^.349

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A2 14. Gal today. Start sav-
ing now.

ssoo
Vehicles for Rent

Need TranstHfrtation
to a Forty or
SpeckAEymki M

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)21j
or (310)578-311

Let's Go
Transportation

MAZATLMt 319

PI«.VALUniU.

CANCUN I.-,

COnUKftMiri. !

VktorylNnfell«ciiii

(800)878-9986

RIO-SAO $259
COSTA RICA... $209
MEXICO......^.... $119
eUADALAJARA. $119

OUATEMALA... $235
BUENOS AIRE& $249

UONPOM $239

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals arxj Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bmf, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

CSTI* 3063«et-40

M4M-LA.com, L.A.'s Gay College Dating Web-
sites 100s of picture ads and IM Chat. Ameri-
ca's Largest Gay dating service! Enter Code
2640.

6700
afc«,«frofessional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTSI Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/con3ultant.3 10-826-
4445.' www.wJnnlngpersonstatement.com. ^

k««s« didn't r«Mf m b«s?
w^

Check out our Srt^ packages
(310)216-2718 (offic*)

(310)578-3112 (oa^w)

qpHI

Package A
$20.00 per indude r/t transportatior to the game
Ow 6' laiK^Mch (choice of ham. turkey, roast beef)
Bagofchipc
Piece of temcn or chocolate cake
Cote slaw

1 cup of 1
6" beer or 1 bottle water

Package B I

$10.00 per person (roundlr^ tr»wportatioo only)

Package C '

hk> trarwportation to game. You get everything in

package A for $8.00

RESBtVEASAf. CONTAQ: Ak lro«*ii or Gno

6200
Health Services

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

^m6200
Health Services

6000
Insurance

New CLEARLIGHF^ Kills Acne.
First Effective Office Treatment!

• FDA approved hi-tech 'blue light treatnnent' • No Discomfort Jake a nap)
• Eradicates acne wtth 80% success rates • No blood tests
• 15 minutes sessions under patented blue light • No adverse effects
• Acne can contniue to decrease after

treatment stopped I

Dematotogist Dougk» homrtton is one of me first doctors using
CteorLight. wNch was opproved for physiciorw in August 2002

Ct«ar Up ¥vtth Ct«arLJght - CaN
B«v«fty Hills 3 1 0-27 1 -6663

WoocBond Hills 8 1 8-884-7 1 50
www. dfhamllton.com

DOUGLAS HAMILTON, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor UCLA School of Medicine

Scot Treotment • Botox • Conogen • Chemicol peols • Skm Core Line

Istate,
XbuYe in good tianda.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 W©st\A/oocl BlvcJ.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllsh>lr«)

24 Hours g Day Service

6 JSO
foreign Lanfiiiiujes

© © © ©©©M
SMC Community Services

Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400
6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

Ifyou are considering improving the

appearance of your nose, visit...

www,nasalsurqery-orq

' ^. ^:- «iiij«tt

r^

or

www,keycare.com
Keyes Surgjcenter

310-859-9388

1300
Campus Recruitment

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou l<now wliere to loold

Daielm

(310)696-dXtE
(213)572-DATE
(562) 282-DATE
(626) 484-rM 't
(818)264-DArF
Access CcxJe 333

It's always free to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

and free to send your ad

7000
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,
including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

NEED PROOFREADING. EDITING?
Experienced Editor/English tutor, published
writer, English BA can help with papers,
research projects, etc. Call Jessica 310-234-
8380.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the

rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College

math, including :Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math. Flexible

hours. Friendly, patient UCLA senior (As-

trophysics major) with seven years experi-

ence tutoring math and three years teach-

ing experience. $25/hour in convenient

Westwood/Brentwood area location. Call

for more information. Stephanie:31 0-993-

8064.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students welcome. 310-

824-2295.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

HOMEWORK BUDDY wanted for 4th grade
girt. Tues-Thurs. 4:15-5:30pm. Encino. Will

pay$15/hr. Please call Robin 818-262-1900.

SPANISH/PIANO TUTOR for high school stu-

dent in San Gabriel, near Alhambra. 2-3
hrs/wk. $20/hr. Call Melba 626-458-9485.

TUTOR FOR AP BIOLOGLY High school stu-

dent. 310-452-0582

6600
Personal Services

7300
Writing Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

7AOO
Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $ WORK 4 U
Invest in foreign cun-ency. $500 minimum.
Returns up to 60%. For more info call Daniel

(213) 747-3488.

WANT TO MAKE $$$?
Learn the fastest way to make up to

$10,000-$20,000 around your schedule this

yr via marketing/advertising/investing.

<marketing_adver@yahoo.conrt>

* ^^soo
er Opportunities

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation cleric for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate prefen-ed. Friendly, busi-
ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay Send
resumes to kbyelk)w@aol.com

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonic read-
ing method, must like young chikjren 3-years
and up, tutor in West LA to go to home, 323-
467-6659.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL' run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

"^o,^ n

%f

I'M A MOTHER'S HELPER/NANNY with

excellent references and k)ts of love. Flexible.

310-657-4588. CalUudy.

7700
Child Care Wanted

I

BABYSITTER NEEDED for easy-going 7-

year-old girt. 1-2 nights per week, Beverty-

wood Area, $10/hr. Contact Kari at 310-968-
8143 or Kariann95@aol.com

CHILDCARE for 3-year-old girt. Earty AM, Late
PM -M/TU/W/F Drop-off or pickup from
school. Good driving-references/record, non-
smoking. West LA. 310-980-5231.

CHILDCARE: TV producer needs for kids, 13
& 9, M/r/F 3-7p (flexible), light housekeeping,
$12/hr, Catherine 323-933-2325.

CULVER CITY: 3-4 momings a week for 2
school age chiWren. 6:30-8:30am. $25/day.
Must own car. Francis 310-639-6929.

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 chikJren. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car, insurance, and
clean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE/HOMEWORK
helper needed for 3 kids. T/W/TH aftemoons
until 7. Excellent opportunity for female college

student seeking OT/SP degree. $10/hr. Pacific

Palisades. Laura 310-454-1150.

EXPERIENCED, CARING TUTOR NEEDED
5-8pm for ADHD 7yr-okJ. Prefer Psycholo-
gy/Education background, experience
w/ADHD. Brentwood/5mins-UCLA. Need own
car. 310-440-0808.

im^^^] 6200
Services

travel
a00-572Q . ..

FREE SENSE FACIAL. Professional Euro-

pean facial free with minimum $20 Sense pro-

duct purchase. 310-275-3604.

M 6300
^LegaT Advtce/Attorneys

S680
Destinations

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips earn cash
TraveJ Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-K:areful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378.323-263-2378.
|,

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391 -5657

6700
Professional Services

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-

tlonal students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

$16-20 PER HOUR

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

Urgent, immediate opening.

Tutor one on one

in Beverly Hills home.

SAT math, algebra, geometry, stats,

science, and calculus.

10 hours minimum per week.

Fax resume to:

(323) 931-4799 or visit

www.beverlyhillstutoring.com

Cell phone & car required

EXPERIENCED, ENGAGING babysitter

needed for bright, cheerful, 20-month-old tod-

dler in Westwood. Every Wednesday 9-5, and
occasional evenings. Earty childhood devek>f>-

ment or chiWcare training/experience a plus.

310-278-0579.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN, ENERGETIC FEMALE with car/insur-

ance for two girts. M-R, 3-6pm/Friday 12:30-

6pm. Possible room exchange. Lovely chil-

dren/neighborhood! 310-390-8436.

HELP ME WITH MY 1 3 AND 8 YR/OLD. Fri-

days, 2:30-6:30 in Santa Monica $10.00/hr.

Must have own car. 310-393-5610.

S900
nnihcial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS ban lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

55.000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-
pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025. 310-
820-7553. Deadline:Friday Nov 1st.

LEGAL RESEARCH. Law student to assist

incarcerated father in family law motion.
Excellent research, writing skills. Tele com-
mute $$ 818-222-6766.

Danac

323-938-4597
BA MUSIC

B A EDUCATION

6SOO
Music Lessons

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Sludio by 3rd & Fair^

Let your soui corrw out and smg'

Wfe creete a new progress

and practice CD every lesson

^m7000
Tutoring Offered

TUTOR FOR ninth grade student to help with

math and English. Must have car. 1 -2 hrs/wk.

$20/hr. 310-397-7959.

TUTOR/MENTOR for 13 y/o boy. Looking for

"cool guy" who can tutor in geometry and

English; interest in basketball/rap music desir-

able. 4-7PM, 1-2days/wk. $15/hr. Near LAX.

R. Shulman 310-645-8162.

MALE/FEMALE BABYSITTER for three year
old boy. Required: responsible, love children,

car, personal references. $9/hour. Call Susan:
310-466-7903.

;
GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONALtl
-f foant tMt pr*p cvntcf dlrttctor

I
i' 10 ymr* tMcfMn9 ttondartfix*d m«th t«»t«

f •" Compr«h*n«tv* m«thod p«r«on«IU*d «o achi«v«

i

rrwMintwni »ui;c**k

B«tt»f AND chfpf than th« t>>flcomp«ni*s
, .. V r ,.,„» ....I,.,,, A»w* it I* jt r«,.:t|«, *> .. nj ret',
'.f rail !<„ «;,^-,,s >r "?% '.2«.1-:<5

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

P/T CHILDCARE. 3 kids. Some
afternoons/evenigs after 3pm, and Saturday
nights. Santa Monica area. 310-393-9297.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
Needed for 7-year-old boy, 4-yr-old girt.

School pick-up/homework help/play. Good
driver with insurance. Near UCLA. Referenc-
es. M-F 1 -5:30PM. Flexible. Audrey:818-623-
2000x311.

TUTOR 2hrs/day. 11 y/o boy with ADHD, son
of UCLA physician. Call JT: 310-825-4098.

Classifiedf^
825-^222^

.!.»-? ii 1 ^"^—t-Lr^' .i..w-^-

rm:

iiSUi iiiK
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7700
Care Wanted

TUTOR NEEDED for 2 kids. Good in English
and math. MANfTh. After 4pm. flexible hours.
Experienced w/kids. 310-205-0013 or 3 10-
801-7616.

7800
Help Wanted

HOSTESS NEEDED
Restaurant in 3rd Street Promanade. PART
TIME. Contact David or Sue: 310-260-1994.

WANTED NANNY. DRIVER. HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-
dren, ages 12.8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

LOOKING FOR P/T ASSISTANT Basic com-
puter skills, telephone friendly. Fax 310-203-
3000 and 310-980-0000

7800
Help Wanted

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

8400
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA 2+1 , gated entry, r/s, carpet,

balcony, laundry, parking, $1200. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with chikjren (310)888-
0163.

7800
Help Wanted

" $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Work 1-2hrs/day Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambrtious. Call 310-234-0101.

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

tram, flexible schedule. Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week. starters make $200-$400
WLA. 310-261-5454.

ors/
7840

s Wanted

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned parting. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

MALE MODELS 18-25 Asian, and other races.
Mags, cards, fine art. Fun! Hot! Free travel

310-515-3343. 24hr. info.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax. or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services. Attn: Barry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Ermul: instructorhiring(3aceeducatlon.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

M B.H. Model Manag. Co. M
^^ Looking for new Talent A.SJL P. for Nat'L ii
¥i Commercials & Magazines H
^ 10 yrs. estab. Business

^j
M Serious inquires!!! ^4

J^
310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-

time Mondays & Wednesdays for dermatokDgy
practice in Beverty Hills. Experience proffered.

Call Heidi 310-659-5173. fax resume to 310-
659-5174.

•• TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per dassmen and graduate prefen-ed. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm. 30-

40hr«A«rk. $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/norvpro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musicAaik-shows for our radio statwns.
P/T. $10-15/hr. $20afper/show, plus fantastk:

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-houfS.

ASSISTANT/PERSONAL DRIVER FfT, to

work from 7am-7pm. 5days/wk for driving and
rurming errands. Must have minimum of three
yrs experiefKe. Have clean DMV record, proof
of insurance. Energetic, flexible, and reliable.

Fax resume 232-231-3200. or email
eteo@ek»llghting.com.

|

B.H. Model Management Co. kx)king for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials*Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
Inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTING Help w/2 fantastic chiWren
various weeknights and some weekend
nights. Santa Monica. Approx. 10+hours/wk.
AJl negotiable. Leave message w/references
310-458-3559 Of email carol©gokJenmange-
ment.com.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tonwr service experience. Restaurant on cor-
ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law offrce:

1 :accounting/billing/admin. 1:word process-
ing/research. Responsible/detail-

oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverty Hills. Mon-Fri. 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

PHOTOGENIC FEMALE
18+? Be an internet star. Your own money-
making website. Cute nude females wanted.
310-326-7355.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modemmedia2000.com.

m 8000
Internships

MUSIC INDUSTRY
INTERSHIPS. Interested in the exciting area
of mariteting in the ROCK music genre? A
two-guarter minimum commitment required,
class credit can also be arranged. Duties:

Data entry, graphing, online, research, writing

skills, HTML, and photoshop proficiency +.

Please email resume to Jessica at jessi-

ca@linkinpark.com.

NON-PAYING INTERNS NEEDED for theatri-

cal and music management company 16-

24hrs/wk. Script coverage skills, bookkeeping
skiHs, offrce skills, required. Great Industry ex-
perience potential. Call John or Bob 310-474-
4521 for fax resume 310-470-9273.

8300
Volunteer

Diamond Head
Apartments

^ ' ' ^^^' ^^ ••••••••••••••«««^ ^9 ^r ^^ and up

2bedroom $ 1 555 .no up

1 bedroom $ 1 1 95
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within walking distance to UCLA, Gated
Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room,

Laundry facilities, AC/Rcfrlserator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, hardwood floors,

laundry, parking, utilities included, $550.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA. Large Ibdr apartment.
Newly refurbished/stove/dishwasher/ 2 over-
sized closets/ 2 parking spaces/laundry-room.
Quiet neighborhood. Gary or Tica 310-548-
0013.310-453-1172

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+). 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace. bakx)ny, walk-in-ctoset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

PART-TIME TUTOR needed for 6-yr-okl chikj.

Strictly UCLA student. Must be bilingual Eng-
lish/Spanish. Please call 310-271-0122.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up. shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S local American Indian Centers!

You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS.
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason. Demelza. or Eric at 310-825-3844.

or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIRII ,

WEST LA studio, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, utilities included. $550.www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WEST LA. Venice and La Cienaga. Huge
3bdr/2bath. All redone. Dishwasher, laundry,
parting. Quiet buiWing. Perfect for roommate.
$1300. 310-558-3847.

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large ctos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729Gayley.

WESTWOOD 1+1. near ucla. r/s, gated entry,

a/c. laundry, garage, $900. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT High-
ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace,

A/C. laundry in building, parking, 10-min walk
to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately. Cats OK. 310-208-
4934.

WESTWOOD 2+1
,
prime area, r/s, carpet, bal-

cony, laundry, partying. $1200. www.westsider-
entals.com 310-395-7368

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Rexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day 1-866-291-
1864 ext U4.

PRIVATE BEACH CLUB in Pacific Palisades
seeks friendly outgoing P/T receptionist.

Computer exp. needed. Sat & Sun. 3-1 1pm.
$12/hour. 310-230-4760

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT. $10. strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

BARTEND\NG TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifl-
catk)ns. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr oW autistic boy 818-370-1138.
email bekinia@aol.com

RESEARCH ASSISTANT WANTED.
Proficient in SPSS data analysis, preferably

w/background in applied behavioral research.
Fax resume 310-398-6651 att. Steven.
$12/hour.

RESPONSIBLE UCLA STUDENT needed to

walk dog once a day in Brentwood. Monday-
Friday, around noon-2 :30pm. $300/mo. 310-
889-7100.

WESTWOOD 2+1, walk to UCLA. r/s. high
ceilings, laundry, parking, $1300. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD fumished apartment, private
room. r/s. laundry, parking, utilities included.

$550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

CASTING CALL
"GET REAL" NEEDS

VICTIMS (18-22) FOR A
REALITY SHOW PILOT

Horizontal on the couch in front of the TV, the
black hole of the rest of your life tooming?
Serxl us a short DV, DVD or VHS telling us
who you are arxj what you want to be arxj we
may give you a foot in the door. (November 9
deadline). Fourthwall Films. 6646 Hollywood
Blvd. Suite 221. Los Angeles. CA 90028.

DATA EF^TRY person wanted. 4hrs/day, Mon-
day-Friday. 310-281-5562.

DEU COUNTER POSITION. Mon-Fri, 11-3.
$7/hr. Santa Monrca. 310-449-4000.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publrcations. Inc.. a
leader in technical publk»tions for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx^ation

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

8A00
Apartments for Rent

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studk), furnished, dean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

SECRETARY/Part T\rr\e. Two person West
SkJe Law firm. Afternoons. Monday-Friday
Fax resume 310-820-1559.

Dog Training wanted. One year oW Lab needs
ti-aining. Pay performance based. Big perfor-

mance big pay. 310-550-7862 or jross-

gunter@aol.com

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and PfJ sales posi-

tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate
discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,
1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025. 310-
312-9600.

1 BEDROOM/1 BATH Large patio, convenient
parking. Brand-new custom construction.

Hard-wood fkx)rs. Granite counter-top. Re-
cest ceiling lights w/dimmers. $900, including

utilities. 310-346-8383.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1040
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar In selected units

• Private twicony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated pariclng

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

jfem m^

WESTWOOD furnished studio, hardwood
fkx)rs, r/s, fireplace, parking, $750. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

Aue^l^PUl model...
fftwnnt to qet started?
LooklRfffor Iilljyp*9,

mow • nmale models

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at: 11 56
26th St.. Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

1 Bedrooms from $1095

Bachelors $745

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes
pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :310-208-3797 for an ap-
pointinent.

> axpsnanc*

noo-uni

•qutrad.

imarciols

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 12th-grader taking be-
ginning chemistry&algebra. Four even-
ings/week. lOmin from UCLA. Evenings. Nan-
cy 310-476-4205.

310.a73.aS66
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

530 Veteran
208-439

DRIVER NEEDED
1 hour/day pick up middle school student 3PM
in West Hollywood and drive to West LA.
$12/hour. Contact Robyn:21 3-580-7532.

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way tiips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.
I

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381

.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

WANTED BRIGHT&HAPPY individual for

small cafe inside a chic&trendy BH Hair Saton.
Food-service experience preferred, not a
must. 310-395-7665/310-266-8430.

FEMALE PRODUCTION ASSISTANT for TV
B.T.S. Documentary. Women's studies pre-
ferred. Shoots Nov. 9-10. $100/day Please
copy paste resumes to kiradale@earthlink.net.

FILM CREW NEEDED
Looking for crew for an upcoming Comedy
Digital Productwn. Potential pay copy and
credit and meals. Wanted: Director/ZVssistant

Director/Director of Photography(for digital

photography), Final Cut Pro Editor/Script su-

pervisor, Production Designer/Production /As-

sistants. Call: 310-226-6192.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Firm.

Knowledge of Word. Excel, QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting prefen-ed. Email resume to

e.hudson@lrg-inc.com, or contact 213-250-
5900. ext. 27.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bright, spacios,

clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-

tton/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley 310-207-

7209.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM. SOME
W/HARDWOOD FLOORS. SOME W/BALCO-
NY DSL. ONLY HALF BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD: $1640. 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parting, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 MayfieW. Cell :310-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

WESTWOOD studio, steps to UCLA, r/s, laun-
dry, parking, utilities included, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Studios $ 945
1 bedroom..$ 1195
2 bedroom. .$ 1595

Call for details

Waidng «irtane# to ean^Mi.

310-208^505

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking. Days:310-475-7533, evenings:310-
659-4834.

HAIR MODELS NEEDED FOR SM SALON:
You don't have to be a model to kx)k like one.
310-392-3951x50. Must be willing to change
your kx>k.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

WOMAN STUDENT, PART-TIME HELP 3-

9hrs/wk. lOmins from UCLA. DaysA hours
flexible. Assist retired professional woman.
Drive Volvo on errands, appointinents, restau-

rants. Must be computer literate. 310-474-
4804.

CHECK THIS OUT!
WESTWOOD $1200 and up. 1 bedroom.
1 bedroom+den. Furnished/unfurnished.

Walk to UCLA. Pool, locked building. Ask
about specials. 310-208-6735.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1&2BDRM APTS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, UNIQUE. CHARM.
FRONT&REAR ENTRANCE. UPPER, ALSO
LOWER APT W/HARDWOOD FLOORS+PA-
TIO. 310-839-6294.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEON'S OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front

office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-

648-2258.

LOFT BEDROOM. Ibth, new carpet and paint.

Laundry facilities, pool, Jacuzzi, partying space
and utilities paid. $1350/mo. 310-281-4137 or

310-429-8534.
|

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdrm/2bth. $2675. Anne
310-441-3783.

i

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C. fire-

place, balcony heated rooftop pool/spa, part(-

ing. all kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-
470-1513.

WESTWOOD. 1 -mile from campus. Bachetor
apartment only $650, includes utilities. New
carpet, new paint & laundry. Profession-
al/grads preferred, non-smoker. 888-394-
3586.

Classifieds

825 2221.

>- ,j../>...T.^..... af
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De Neve

For more informorion about these weekly
satellite clinics turn to the ad on page 4

ucla Ashe Center
Nationally Accredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Still in the game
6 Do garden work
10 Thaw
14 Buenos —

,

Argentina
15 Auel heroine
16 Sudden thought
17 Artichoke morsel
18 Ore deposit
19 Famous label

20 Like adobe
22 Model's need
23 Name in elevators
24 Sculpture medium
26 Humiliated
29 Pillows

33 Wry face
34 Tennis great —

Hart
36 Hit

37 Internet suff

.

38 Lily, to Pierre
39 Yves' vacation

time
40 Cheers
42 Outdistances
44 Ever's partner
45 Outside
47 Renter
49 Confederates
50 Auto-body woe
51 Body temperature
54 Steins

58 3tory-telling dance
:3SfEstraetti of films
61 Get slippery

(2 wds.)
62 Siberian river

63 Hardy vegetable
64 Sourdough
65 Acuff and Bean
66 Woolly ones
67 Strangely

DOWN
1 Sighs of relief

2 "Instead of word

PREVICXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

J K E S
A V E R T
M A N G

F E V E RHB BS

H AM L E
CREEPER

A G A T EML EO
K A TESBAR F

A VO I DBTO L E R A

O UNDER
V E N

ANNA

BSQ ciaaaiD msisi
so M P A T H YB BOIOINIEI

U R A LS F AJWINEIDj
E P 1 T O M E HARNJEISISI
T O N T JHB OA R
H T F 1 N A L AGREE
A C E E R O D E GEESE
MBj[Q dJAJMJ EJ^ E M|B £E
10-28-02 © 2002 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

3 Mideast nation
4 Long-winded
5 Heir's legacy
6 Brandishes
7 Leered at

8 Yale student
9 Karate level

10 Dwarfs
1

1

Entertainer —
Adams

12 Spinksof the
ring

13 Uke
cranberries

21 Notorious pirate

22 Paid notices
24 Beam
25 Capp and

Jolson
26 Romance, In

Rorence
27 Water softener
28 Zero
29 Thorn
30 Helen, in Spain

31 Boca -, Fla.

32 Dog-tired

35 Low-fat spreads
41 Old radio

dramas
42 Baby wear
43 Leave

speechless
44 Heartburn

soother
46 Blushir^
48 Kayak bulkier

50 Croupiers' tool»^
51 Calendar abbr.
52 Kind of doHar
53 Have fun
54 Linoleum

square
55 Tear to pieces
56 Sword fight

57 Frisky

59 Scrape by
60 Like sushi

^
37

^

rr

18

8 11 12 13

58

UCLA

SAA Members: your
FREE Events Calendar

Awaits You!

SAA members, pick up your fabulous SAA
events calendar at the James West Alumni
Center front desk. Calendars are free with your
SAA membership. Its just another way for SAA
to thank you for being a member. r

\

Stop by any weekday between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.,

orGill(310)UClJ\-SAA.

(310)UCU.5M ivwKUClJUHmnijMli/SM

"^SAA is tfje student chapter ofthr"

UCLAiumni

ii
Display

206-3060
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"I- U^WilUN 8400
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

u.mM

* •

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

Amenities Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge
• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C
• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD. Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 4 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

Call Today!! ip^elTr"^^

WLA$1375&UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA.
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nlshed, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/Tlre-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.

3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury, Must see.

Call for free listing :310-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1525 Sawtelle

Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, hardwood
floors, r/s, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$850. www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

WEST LA bungalow, r/s, carpet, laundry, yard,
parking, $800. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368.

9AOO
Room for Rent

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM to rent! Ocean-view patio.

Share gourmet kitchen. Great location. Mar
Vista. $790/month.31 0-678-0760/31 0-398-

7937 Pat or Tony.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT private room,
r/s, hardwood floors, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $500. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD duplex, close to UCLA, petok.
r/s, carpet, w/d, yard, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1/bdrm. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17- 10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

WESTWOOD duplex, close to ucia, r/s, car-

pet, w/d, yard, parking, $900. 310-395-
7368.www.westsiderentals.com

J

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/n)o. 705 GAY-
LEY Walk to campus. Nk» unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security buiWing. M
amenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 310-200-7222, 310-562-2830.

WESTWOOD. 2bdr/2bath. $1850. Luxury
apartment w/fireplace, walking closets,
microwave, gated parking, central AC. Walking
distance UCLA. Available November 8th. 310-
473-9998.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING. DSL CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Ibr+din. newly refurbished

hardwood fkx)r/k)wer unit/one covered park-

ing/lots of ctoset spaceA>ackyard. Quiet buiW-
ing. $1575/month orw-year lease. 310-208-

8993.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+. 1

bedrooms $1400-»-. Move-in special. Refrigera-

tor, A/C, pod, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate parking. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayfey Ave.

8450
Apartments to Share

PALMS: Roommate needed (male), grad stu-

dents preferred, for 1/2 of 2bdrm/2bath.

$523/mo. Can move-in immed. Keystone Apts.

Non-smoking, quiet, mellowal@yahoo.com.

WESTWOOD. One female roommate wanted
to share large 2bd/2ba apartment own room or

share minutes from campus. 310-824-1497.

WLA 2bdrm/2bth secured buikJIng. Female
prefen-ed. $650/mo , security deposit $750.

Hardwood fkx>r, laudry In unit. A/C. refrigera-

tor, stove. 310-559-1890

^600
Condo/Townhbuse for Rent

VALUE. HUGE UPSCALE 1+2+den. 12th
fkx)r. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-UCLA.
Available now. $1745/mo. Open daily. 7am-
9pm. 818-281-1715. 10751 Wllshire

Blvd.#1205.

WESTWOOD guest house, walk to ucIa, r/s,

carpet, laundry, yard, parking, $900.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

HOME NEAR MARINA
OCEAN BREEZES. 4415 Westlawn.
3txJrm/1.75bth. Hardwood floors, fireplace.

Large family/dining. Large backyard. Close to

marina&beach. $2500/mo. 310-306-
6525ext.12e.

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Near stores/freeways.

Pool/laundry. Available now. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities, direct TV.

310-392-0405.

SANTA MONICA CONDO: Grad student pre-

fen-ed. Great location. Spacious, bright. Balco-
ny, modern. 15min to UCLA. Available mid No-
vember. $800/mth utilities. 310-998-8330.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s.

hardwood floors, w/d, yard, garage. $525.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WEST LA HOUSE private room, close to ucIa,

r/s, carpet, w/d, parting, utilities included.

$500. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

PRIVATE ROOM, BATH in large 3bdrm apart-

ment in Koreatown. Gated Parting under
buiWing. $450/mo. Share Utilities. $900 move
in. No smoking/dmgs. Tim:21 3-381 -3323

WESTWOOD studio, close to UCLA. r/s. laun-

dry, parking, utilities included. $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9000
_Jfouse for Sale

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half block to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.

$600/month. 323-939-9816.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pool, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$400. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, ctose to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

WLA SINGLE FAMILY home, lOmins from
UCLA. New roof, new plumbing, new land-

scaping, new windows, 3bdrm/3bth. 2200sq.ft.

New carpet, new kitchen floor and appliarices.

Zone R3, very quiet and clean. Must Seel Only
ask for $449,000. Woni last! Call 310-365-
6712 or 310-470-9345.

advertise |

in classified dispfny

^ 206.3060

SANTA MONICA: Fumished room w/2 extra-

large dosets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. Usa:310-
394-7068.

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s, pa-
tio, high ceilings, w/d. yard, partying, $552.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD APARTMENTS roommate
needed. 515 Kelton Ave. 1 /block from cam-
pus. 2/bdrms. 2/baths. $375/month plus utili-

ties. 310-824-1901.

SHORT-TERM ROOM
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED. Rent by
month. lOmin to campus. IncI maid SVC. Lo-

cal-phone. TV/VCR/Kitchen. Parking. Offered

by UCLA-Professional. 310-253-9849

WESTWOOD: ROOM available in 2bdmV2bth
apt. Walk to UCLA. Quiet building, nice man-
ager. Utilities included. $400/share, $750/pri-

vate. 310-209-0014. oefada@ucla.edu.

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
» SERVICE
FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
I
Sublets in all citiesi! i-877-for-rent
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AGASE
from ^age S

For starters, Bob Toledo pulled
the redshirt off 18-year-old Matt
Moore, a freshman who until this
week had taken snaps only with
the scout team, and, of course,
hoped for the best.

Early on, he got the absolute
worst. The Bruin defense forced a

three-and-out to open the game
and looked to be easing Moore in

with some solid field position.

But fellow freshman TVler Ebell
couldn't handle the punt and
Stanford scored in just over two
minutes. To worsen matters, the
too-smart-for-the-world (as only a
Stanford reject could put it)

Carduial pulled out an unexpected
sucker punch fake PAT to put the
pressure on with an 8-0 lead.

Moore completed his first col-

SPORTS MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2002 THE DAILY BRUIN

lege pass on the ensuing drive, but
his second snap sailed between his
legs and eventually into the hands
of the onrushing Cardinal, who
scored to make it 15-nil. |

You had to feel for Moore. Two
snaps in, and down 15 points, in an
absolute must-win game.
Welcome to UCLA football,

Matt!

The early knocks were bad, for
sure. But not fatal. And Toledo had
stressed that.

tjc ur quide to...
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OVER 50 DIFFERENT FRESH INGREDIENTS
We accept UCLA P.O. 's!

*'• T*N*
1?1

CITY CHOP
Fresh Chopped Salads . . . Tossed to Order

flia^Chop.. .....I s.95/i.9S AN/ COMBINATION OF INGR£DI€NTS:
Romawe, Tuna, Hard Boiled (gg, Marinated Green Beans. h^LF FULL

OP TO 6FT5: S.fS 7.95
7-9 PT5: 4.95
10-12 PTS: 7.95

Olives, Artichokes,.Red Onion, Tomato

Sub/A4i: jtcama. Roasted Red Peppers, Hearts of Palm

OriginatCkop 6,9S/i.95

Iceberg. Salami, Turkey, Mozzarella, Tomato, Garbanzo

Beans

Sub/Add: Cucumbers, Roasted Red peppers. Avocado

GrilMVeggitChop <. 95/1.95

Romaine, Mozzarelta, Mixed Grill Veggies, Roasted Red

Ptppers, Asparagus, Tomato, Red Onion

Sub/AtU: Tofu, Olives, Mixed Grilled Mushrooms

BrUled Chickn C9e§ar....l S. 95/7. 95

Romaine, Grilled Chicken, Parmesan, Tomato, Ciouton%

Sub/Ad4: Radicchio, Avocado, Roasted Red Peppers

CftuicM ChJdIrm 6,95/8.95

Asian Mix, Grilled Chicken, Bean Sprouts, Carrots,

Radicchio. Chinese Pea Pods, fried Rontons, Almonds

Sovthwntum 7.95/9.95

Romaine, Grilled Chicken, Cheddar, Black Beans,

Avocado, Pico de Gallo, Cilantro. Tortilla Strips

Sub/Add: Roasted Corn, Beets, Olives

^•**
^ 7.95/9.95

Romaine, Turkey, Bacon. Hard Boiled fgg, Blue Cheese.

Avocado, Tomato

Sub/Add: Spinach. Radicchio, Hearts of Palm, Beets

Springning, 4.95/t.95
Romaine, Blue Cheese, Avocado. Cucumbers, endive,

Candied Pecans

^^*<V k 4.95/8.95

Spinach. Peta, Carrots, Jicama, Chinese Pea Pods, Raw
Mixed Peppers. Asparagus, Spring Onions

Sub/Add: Grilled Chicken, Roasted Corn. Beets

CityChopChef. 7.95/9.95

Rom'ur.e, Turkey, Smoked Ham. Hard Boiled Egg, Smoked
Godda. ^ited Grilled Mashrooms, Spring Omons, Tnmato
Sub/Add: Olives, Red Onions

IhniChickw
i 4.95/8.95

Asian Mix, Grilled Chick<fn, Bean Sprouts, Carrots,

Cucumber, Endive, Cilantro, Peanuts

Sub/Add: Grilled Shrimp^ Spring Onion

^'*^' ~ 5.95/7.95

Romaine, feta. Tomato, Cucumber, Olives. Red Onion

Sub/Add: Spinach, Grilled Shrimp, Avocado

All Salads include a choice of roll:

French Roll. Pumpernickel. Potato Dill. Country hench Sourdough.

Rosemary Honey Sanfh*>ei Whole Wheat, 9- Gram Onion Foccacia

8.95

9.95

Lettuce Mixes

Rornctni'

OPoint»
Spinach

A^ian Mix: Romaine, Hapa and Red Cabbage

Meats, Cheeses i. Men
Salami

Grilled Chicken

Smoked Ham
Turkey

\feggies£ Egg -1 Point
Aituhakti

Arugula

Grilled Asparagus

Bean Sprout

Beet^

Black Bean

Canots

Checca

Iceberg

'2 Points

Grilled Shrimp Cheddar

Bacon Morrorella

Tofu Parmesan
Tuna Blue Cheese

Cilantro Hearts of Palm
Roasted Com Jicamo
Cucumber Grilled Mushrooms
(ndive Olives

Hard Boiled igg Red Oman
Garbanzo Beans Orange Segments
Marinated Green Beans Mixed Raw Peppers
Grilled Veggies Chinese Pea Pods

ftta

Smoked Gouda

Tn -Colore Mix

Avocado

Pico de Gallo Saha

Radicchio

Roasted Red Peppers

Springs Onions

Tomatoes

€xtros ' I Point

Sliced Almonds

Croutons
Peanuts

Candied Pecans

That Vinaigrette

Ranch

Blue Cheese

Dressings - Points

Caesar

Vinaigrette

Balsamic Vmaigretti

Mini

Sandwiches 2.50

Salarrii artd Mozzarella on a

Rosemary Roll

Chicken, Mozzarella I Radicchio on
a Pumpernickel Roll

Tuna on a Potato Dill Roll with

Arugula I Tomato

Grilled Veggies with Tomato I
Mozzarella on 9-Gram Foccacia

Smoked Ham <f Smoked Gouda on a

French Roll

Southwestern Chicken on a Honey
mole meat Roll

Soups 2.75/4.50

Two Different Homemade Soups

Daily, Choice of Roll

Pine Nuts

Tortilla Strips

Chinese

Fried Wontons

Lorn fat Citrus Vinaigrette

I Homemade Soups A Baked Goods A Catering A

low Fat Creamy Herb low Fat Ranch

Homemade
Desserts .75-3.00

Grandma Evy's Banana Bread

Muffins

Lemon Bars - the best ever!

Monster Cream Cheese Brownies

Flourless Chocolate Cakes with

Crunchy Ififalnut Topping

Chocolate Melt -Away Cookies

with four kinds of chocolate

Heathbar Cookies

Old Fashioned Peanut Butter

Cookies

Date Oatmeal Bars

Pecan Shortbread Cookies

Almond Praline Biscotti

Chocolate Almond Orange Biscotti

If ^ ondmore

Weewday Combos

In a mmy? 'U run it out A^your carf

'

"Going into this game, we spoke
about attitude and effort," he said.

"I asked our players and coaches
to give a httle more."

In response, they gave Toledo
just that. A 36-yard field goal by
Nate Fikse wasn't much - it only
narrowed the lead to 12 - but hey,
it was a successful scoring drive
right after the Stanford blitzkrieg.

And what followed was a more
focused, if not aesthetically pleas-
ing Bruin attack.

Over the next 50 minutes, they
dodged, dove, jumped, rode all 170
pounds of TVler Ebell for 39 car-
ries and 160 yards.

And undermanned, thin with
resources, they won.

Just like Little Mario.
This isn't to sing the praises of a

season's resurrection. Moore was
impressive at times but on a whole
still Dilferesque, finishing 7-for-19
with 142 yards but no intercep-
tions.

He's still a freshman, and if he
starts in the coming weeks, he'll

have two road crowds to face. But
Ebell's running, along with Fikse's
kicking and the defense's typically
strong effort, were encouraging.

"We kept it simple, yet we
scored 28 points," Toledo said.

Little Mario survived, made it to
the end. And so, on to the next
level. Now we'll have to see just
how many Continues the Bruins
have left.

W.SOGCER
I

Bruin players

hitting their

stride late in

the season
from page

Millinder said. "The first half was our
worst half of the entire year, but play-
ing them probably had something to
do with it"

Time and again the Bruin back line

stood in fii-ont of USC chances, took
50/50 balls and soared to control the
air. The backline duo ofjunior Nandi
Pryce and sophomore Kendal
Billingsley, along with junior Whitney
Jones in the center of the field, took
the air out of most possible USC
breaks.

UCLA head coach Jillian EUis, on
her way after the match to see UCLA
freshman Iris Mora play for the
Mexican National Team at the Rose
Bowl, had high praise for her defense.

"Whitney Jones is the most domi-
nant player in the air that Fve seen in
college soccer this year," she said.

"And Kendal defends really well but
also gets forward up the field. It

allows her to control on both sides of
the ball."

Freshman Stacy Undstrom scored
the second goal, a 64th minute head-
er off a pass fix)m defender Amy
Fazio. When USC did get a rare
chance. Bruin goalkeeper Sarah
Lombardo was equal to the task,

jumping to force a USC penalty kick
over the crossbar and coming out of
the box to stop several rushes.

The Bruins came in without the
services of Mora and junior midfield-
er Sarah-Gayle Swanson, who is still

nursing an ankle sprain she suffered

NICOLE miller/Daily Bruin Staff
Freshman midfielder Stacy Lindstrom fights for possession of the ball against
Trojan defender Becky Myers in the Bruins 2-0 victory Sunday.

against Stanford two weeks ago.

Their absences allowed James and
other reserves to see significantly

more playing time, and they respond-
ed with solid contributions to the
Bruins' overall calm ball control and

energetic runs.

All of which makes EUis very
happy, especially with just two week-
ends left in the regular season.

"This is a good time to start hitting
our stride," she said.
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ommemorate your
graduation achievement

witii an officiaiQhiA .

Twindswept

October 28 - November I

1 am - 3 pm
A-Level Ackerman Union

(Campus Photo/Graduation Etc.)

1 am - 3 pm
B-Level Student Store

October 28-29

1 am - 3 pm
North Campus

(by Northern Lights)

10 am - 2 pm
Health Science Store

W€D€LIV£R!tEL (310)873 1388
10904 lindbrook Dr. • Westwood Village

(1 blk N. of Wtlshire, just west of Westwood Blvd.)

/IRTQ1RVED

310.206.3858

www.uclastore.com
fln Enterprise of tli^'^^

flssocidted Students.

''-'-ri'rfhi^^kltSIf

i i
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boTBALL: UCLA v. Stanford

SPORTS
-lite

UCLA V. STANFORD BOX SCORE

FOOTBALL I Ebell, Moore resurrect season
from page 8

After Fikse had connected on
three of his field goals, however,
UCLA still found itself down 18-16

early in the fourth quarter. The
Bruins then turned to Mighty
Mouse.

Ebell, UCLA's redshirt freshman
running back who sports a tattoo of
the cartoon character on his arm,
took a handoff from the Stanford 18,

shrugged off Stanford linebacker
Jon Alston, and raced the remainder
of the way into the end zone. The
touchdown gave UCLA its first lead

of the game at 22-18, and two more
field goals sealed the deal.

Ebell fmished with 163 yards on
39 carries as he became UCLA's first

ever freshman to rush for over 100
yards for four consecutive games.
As for Moore, he performed

admirably in his first collegiate
start. He finished just 7-of-19 with
142 yards, but it was enough to keep
Stanford from crowding the line of
scrimmage.

"Matt Moore stepped in and did a
great job," Ebell said. "He was like a
veteran in the huddle. He was the
three C's: cool, calm and collected."

"When you have a freshman quar-
terback, it's important for your
experienced players to step up,"

senior right tackle Mike Saffer said.

"Moore didn't come out there too
nervous. We kept telling him, 'You're

our guy.' I think he took it to heart."

In the postgame locker room,
each of his teanmiates came up and
gave Moore a pat on the helmet.
Slowly, his teammates circled
around him and began jumping up
and down.

The team rallied around its new
leader. Instead of a season down the
drain, the Bruins found new life.

Quarter Scoring

UCLA

Stanford

1st 2fKl3ftl4th T

< 3 10 3 J2 .
28

^15 13 10 to Tie

Team Statistics

FIRST DOWNS

Quarter Recap

+

RADUATESTUDirSIN

PSYCHOLOGY
\%

t«

Pepperdine's MFT program appealed
to me because it is sensitive to the

needs of working professionals yet

never sacrifices its quality. '^

I

The faculty is high caIibt.T and provides instruction that

has theoretical as well as practical implications.

M.A. IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Meets educational requirements for the MFT (Marriage

and Family Therapist) license

I

M.A. IN PSYCHOLOGY
To prepare for a human services position or doctoral program

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles

Orange County
San Fernando Valley

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Education and Psychology

'o^-^' » '•« T >«»•••<«• 'i, -tf*. .«/» -j-n

Calling all

Graphic Designers
4We want

Apply at ASUCLA Human Resources.

Second Floor Kerckhoff Hall
Bring Sample Work. UCLA Students Only.

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

11:27 STAN

i 10:26 STAN

6:18 UCLA

i 14:41 UCLA

6:47 STAN

1:24 UCLA

Kerry Carter 1 yd run (WHI

Svitek pass from Michael Sgroi)

Jutlan Jenkins 5 yd fumble

recovery (Sgroi kick)

Nate Fikse 36 yd field goal

NET YARDS RUSHING

Rushing Attempts

Mike Seidnrjan 22 yd pass from

Matt Moore {Fikse kidt)

Sgroi 42 yd field goat

Fikse 22 yd field goal

8:13 UCLA Fikse 19 yd field goal

^ 12:22 UCIA Tyler EbeH 18 yd run (Moore

pass failed)

8:21 UCLA Fikse 23 yd field goal

4:28 UCLA Fikse 44 yd fiekj goal

^T^i755?«S*sSSrr.

^38,629

NET YARDS PASSING

Passes Attempted

Passes Completed

TOTAL NET YARDS
Average Gain Per Play

Fumbles:

Number-Lost

Penalties:

Number-Yards

Punts-Yards

Punt Returns:

Number-Yards

KIckoff Returns:

Number- Yards

Interceptions:

Nunber-Yards

Possession Time

UOA

17

128

46

142

22

10

270

4.2

STAN

16

166

49

75

19

7

241

3.4

Individual Statistics

Ebell, Tyler

Harris, AkH

TEAM

Moore, Matt

Totals

No ^^ Tp J^
39 160 1 4.1

16 6.0

3

3

-17

-21

53 247

3-2 3-0

4-45

4-175

4-26

3-80

1-2

27:15

7-55

5-196

3-6

3-75

0-0

32:45

Pass&jg Att-Onp-ktt Yds TD St*

Moore, Matt 19-7-0 142 1 2

Totals 19-7-0 142 1 2

Receiving No Yds TD lo^

Bragg, Craig 3

Perry, Tab 2

Seldman, Mike 1

Ebell, Tyler

«= TotalsL
1

7

19

87

22

14

142

MeAooAv.^yuvA dw.v

Fikse, f»tete

Totals

Yds Avg

4 175 43.8 56

4 ''^'^ 43.8 56

SOURCE: www.uciifaniins.coni

JUNATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin
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?fAUWTED TfOUSE

Benefiing ^^

The Leukemi» &
Lymphoms Society

BOVS*aRLSCflI8S

MakiQVVVish

# *
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TOUR WORST FEARS

$i.OO OFF
Coupon not V3!td 10 3C- 10 ?'

Hollywood

HIGHLAND

Thurs - Sun + 10/30 & 10/31

24hr Info: (323) 2Scream or www.HauntsUSA.com

SPOIX~>>ORCO
PSW

Vn,v;l

mm 6801 Hollywood Blvd

(^me meat the pior^eri of "Corridos"

the teiendary Norteno music group
LOS TIGRES DEL NORTE

nvxm^ 'Difi'itf

Wherehouse Music

41 81 Tweedy Blvd. South Gate

Wednesday October 30th, 2002

5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

LOS TIGRES DEL NORTE
Preserrt

their new a(bi#n

LaReinai^Sur"

featuring the hottest"

"Corridos''

traditonal Nortelk) hits

and signing|iut%aphs
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Football: UCLA v. Stanfo
X JM^^^^^H

QUARTER BY QUARTER SUMMARY: UCLA V. STANFORD

OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE GAME HOT IN THE BOX SCORE

E

Tyter Ebell: Ebell's 160 yards on 39 carries
took the pressure off of the true freshman
OB Matt Moore. UCLA pounded the ball

again and again, and it finally paid off when
Ebell's fourth quarter touchdown gave
UCLA the lead for good.

DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE GAME
Brandon Chilian Stanford QB Kyle Matter
spent most of his afternoon on the run, as
UCLA's defense, led by Chillar's two sacks
and 11 tackles, applied pressure. Chillar

was also a big reason why Stanford RB
Kerry Carter never was a factor after the
first five minutes of the game.

1

SPECIAL TEAMS PLAYER OF THE GAME
Nate Rkse: Fikse helped stabilize an incon-
sistent placekicking attack. His first three
field goals kept UCLA in the game when
the offense couldn't find the end zone, and
his last two field goals put the game away.

QUOTE TO NOTE

"He was the three Cs: calm, cool and col-

lected." -Ebell on Moore's presence in the
huddle.

Only 54,116 people were in attendance for
UCLAs homecoming game. The sparse
crowd could have been due to the conflict

with Game 6 of the Worid Series at Edison
Field. Even the fans in attendance were
rushing home early in the fourth quarter,
when UCLA was holding a shaky 22-18 lead
with over 10 minutes left in the game.

FIRST QUARTER

The number - 2: number of turnovers
UCLA had in the first quarter. Both were
fumbles and led to 15 Stanford points.

Key play: On a poor snap fumbled deep in

UCLA territory, Stanford DE Julian Jenkins
recovers and takes it in for the 15-0 lead
barely four minutes into the game.

SECOND QUARTER

The number - 15: number of passing yards
allowed in the quarter by the UCLA
defense. The defense gave up only three
points and gave UCLA a chance to get
back into the ball game.

Key play: With 14:41 left in the second quar-
ter. Moore's 22-yard touchdown pass to TE
Mike SekJnrian pulled UCLA to within 15-10.

Furthermore, it forced Stanford to respect
the Bruins' ability to pass the ball.

ARE YOU DEPRESSED?
I

You may be eligible to

participate in a research study

The purpose of this study Is to investigate the possibility

that depression may be caused by a virus.

The study consists of 2 visits, 6 weeks apart. You will be
asked questions about your mood and current and past
psychiatric history. Blood will be drawn at each visit and
you will receive $25 for each blood test. This is not a
treatment or medication study. Please call 310.794.MOOD
for more information.

UCLA310.794.MOOD

UCLA Mood Disorders Research Program
Lon NH»wtm. MO • Mwk Fry*. M.D. • MichMl OMbt. MO.

IwA-zi. -JtUT'. ^^^'tM^.r>fK.^^a» maufjaatncttp

THIRD QUARTER

The number - 6: number of sacks in the
game by UCLA, including three in the third

quarter.

Key play: With 8:13 left in the third quarter,

despite having marched inside the

Stanford five for the second time, UCLA
again had to settle for a field goal. It did.

however, pull UCLA to within 18-16.

FOURTH QUARTER

PAC-10 SCOREBOARD AND STANDINGS

The number - 39: the number of cames
for Ebell. UCLA pounded the line of scrim-

mage eventually wearing down the

Stanford defensive front, and Ebell was
able to find holes for big gains.

Key play: With 12:22 left in the game. Ebell

bounces through a hole on a counter,

shakes off a linebacker, and streaks the

rest of the way for a 18-yard touchdown
run.

Compiled by Bruce
Bruin reporter.

TVan, Daily
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Redshirt freshman tailback Tyler Ebell made a strong showing in Saturday's
game rushing for 160 yards on 39 carries.

« & j

W: Win L: Lost JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

EBELL
from page

ter, throwing an option to tight end
Mike Seidman, who drew a pass
interference penalty. The play set

up a Nate Fitee field goal.

Running the ball is his specialty,

though, and it was shocking to
some as he was hidden in the
depth chart. But ever since Ebell
leapfrogged Akil Harris to replace

the injured Manuel White, the tiny
tailback has proven people wrong.

"And people thought he was too
small for college football," Toledo
said.

"I'm just trying to show them
what I can do, that I should be
back there, that I should have
been playing a long time ago,"
Ebell said.

Ebell set single-season high
school records, rushing for 4,495
yards and 64 touchdowns in his
senior year at Ventura High.
Now he's just getting stronger

ecial Egg Donor Neede
Compensation Starts at $8500

I

Intelligent & Loving couple Is looking for a special woman to help tliem

achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or

taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT
28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreatlveConcep f/o/i./ief and then contact

Creative Conception, inc. at (888) 411-3447
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CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISION PRESENTS WEEK5 FIVE flsucm.

REMEMBER TO VOTE AT THE ONLINE USAC REFERENDUM ELECTION DURING OCTOBER 30-31. JUST LOG ONTO MY.UCLA.EDU
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Bruins flounder in Washington
i

Angels defeat Giants 4-1

for World Series victory
ZARTMAN'S CONSISTENCY COULD NOT SAVE UCLA FROM TWO
LOSSES IN AS MANY DAYS; TEAM WILL PLAY STANFORD FRIDAY

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl(a)medla. ucla.edu

With the first half of the Pac-10
season over, the No. 13 UCLA
women's volleyball team was look-

ing to start the second half by
sending a strong message to the
rest of the conference. They start-

ed, instead, with a whimper.
The Bruins (12-9, 5-6 Pac-10)

layed a proverbial egg against
Washington on Saturday, losing 3-

0. A day earlier, the team dropped
a tough 3-2 contest to No. 20
Washington State.

The Bruins managed a five-

game victory against the Cougars
(15-5, 5-5) a month ago in Pauley
Pavilion, but were unable to pull
out a win this time around.

"I think their home crowd cer-
tainly helped them and gave them
a lot of momentum," head coach
Andy Banachowski said. **It

inspired them."
If any single player was

inspired, it was Cougar outside hit-

ter Chelsie Schafer, who had 24
kills to only five errors.

Down two games to none, the
Bruins reUed heavily on their
defense to get back into the
match. Freshman libero Chrissie
Zartman recorded 28 digs. The
blocking of Angela Eckmier and
Brynn Murphy caught fire as
UCLA stormed back to tie the
match at two games.

"Our blocking was very streaky.
At times we couldn't touch the
ball, at times it brought us back
into the match," Banachowski
said.

But in the deciding fifth game
the Cougars ran off six straight
points and won the game 15-7.

Once again the Bruins stumbled
with poor execution late in games.

"I think we could have executed
a little better on both offense and
defense," Zartman said. "Both
teams played well, but, all-around
we could have played better."

A day after the deflating loss,

UCLA traveled to Seattle to face
Washington. In their previous
meeting the Bruins swept the
Huskies (13-7, 5-6) in three games
at Pauley, but this time around
Washington was more than happy

to return the favor.
'

In what should be considered a
m^or flop by the Bruins, UCLA hit

.068 and .064 in the second and
third games, while tlie Huskies'
Sar\ja Tomasevic had fifteen kills

and no errors.

"I felt we had a very anemic hit-

ting performance and we really

weren't in the match,"
Banachowski said. ^ I

The team had stressed hitting in

practice, but based on its perfor-
mance at Washington it is clear
that the Bruins still have a lot of
work to do. The lone bright spot
for UCLA was Zartman, who
recorded 22 digs in only three
games. ^

"Chrissie was outstanding.
Other than that, 1 dcMi't think there

^
was a whole lot of consistency on

"

the rest of the team,"
Banachowski said. "No one else
really sustained their play very
well."

The schedule doesn't get any
easier for UCLA, as the Bruins
must face No. 6 Stanford - and a
possible three-game losing streak
- Friday. i

By Ben Walker

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
This is definitely movie material -

and the stars are the never-say-die
Analieim Angels.

They came out of nowhere to
reach their fu-st World Series, raUy-
ing past every team in their way.

Their rookie pitcher wins Game 7.

And the best hitter in the world
watches from the losers' dugout,
knowing he was once just six outs
away frem wftming the only title he
has ever wanted.
John Lackey, Garret Anderson and

the Angels made it aU come true,
beating Barry Bonds and the San
Francisco Giants 4-1 Sunday night
for the franchise's first champi-
onship in 42 ye^rs.

Plus the most amazing thing - the
Angels didn't even need to rely on
their Rally Monkey. Anaheim third
baseman Troy Glaus was voted MVP
after hitting .385 with three home
runs and eight RBIs.

"I can't believe it, man," Anderson
said. "It's been a long year - a testa-

ment to the guys who never gave
up."

Still, the highest-scoring Series in

history came down to pitching, as it

always seems to do in October.
Behind Lackey and the bullpen,
Anaheim had too much to win base-
ball's first all wild-card matchup.
The Angels became the eighth

straight home team to win Game 7 of
the World Series. History was on
their side from the start and so was
an omen - a skywriting plane put a
gigantic halo over Edison Field
before the first pitch.

A day after it blew a 5-0 lead in the
seventh imiing, San Francisco never
got close to winning its fust title.

Bonds went l-for-3 with a walk to
close out one of the most dominant
Series performances ever, yet it was-
n't enough.
When it ended. Bonds walked

down the dugout and picked up his
glove. He walked back, tapped his
son on the back and walked down
the runway as the Angels celebrated
on the field.

Lackey wasn't even with the
Angels, stuck in Triple-A, when they
went 6-14 for the worst start in team
history. But with both staffs worn
down, the 24-year-old righty gave
Anaheim exactly what it needed with
five innings of one-run ball.

MEN'S SOCCER
BRIEFS _

Twenty-five

shots not enough
How does a soccer team

get twenty-five shots and
not score? Zach WeUs.

The Bruin goalkeeper set
a school record for saves
with 11, recorded his fifth

shutout of the year and got
an assist in Friday's 3-0
UCLA victory over Oregon
State.

Matt Taylor scored the
first two goals for the
Bruins; Cliff McKinley
scored the final goal to
make it 3-0.

The 25 shots put up by the
Beavers were more than any
UCLA opponent - or the
Bruins - in a game this year,
including UCLA's 7-0 win
over San Diego State in
September.
UCLA scored seven goals

on 20 shots that day. The
Beavers didn't convert one
of their 25 shots into goals
against the Bruins.
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The Sarah Lawrence

ColU^ in Paris program

combines individually

crafted progmms of study

with total immersion in

the academic, artistic and

Sixiai life of Paris.

7*hc broad range of

options includc*s enroll

ment in the great French

institutions oi learning,

uith access to a full range of courses usually open
only to French students, and small seminars. The
hallmark of the program is private -—---———.
tutorials uith French faculty,

focusing on student interests.

The program is open to

students with two years or more
of college Freiich* Housing is

provided in the hcar^ of Paris.

A pioneerinj^ program

dedicated to blending

the rhythm ofParis with

the pace ofacademic studies

• Univcrsite de Paris:

Sorbonne, JiLvsieu et

Nantcrrc

• I nstitutd'Etudes

Politiques

• \rxo\c du ix»uvre

• Fcole Normale de

Musique

• F.A.C.T. (Theatre)

• Fcole Superieure d'^tudcs C^hor^graphiqucs

• Studio Vermes (Photographic)

• Ateliers de pcintres et sculpteurs

For more information: I

OtVuc of IntcmanonjI Programs

Santh Lawrence (vollcgc in Pari*

1 Mead Way, Brrnixvillc, NY 10708 5999

(«00) 873 47S2/E mail; slc.iwa\i^c.cdu

ianih laHTence O^Hcgc alst^ $pt>ns*)rs pmgranw in FlorCnCC, Londoil and OxfOFCl.
Financial Aid U available for all lour programs

Vancouver $177
Toronto '$325
London $326
Paris $363
Rome $429
Rio $490
Athens $510
Hong Kong $554
Tel Aviv $643
Sydney $983

Fires ar« roundtrip from Los Angeies. Restrictions
apply. Taxes not Included. Fares subject to change.

::iRAVELOUIS
See the worldyour way

901 Westwood Blvd.
(Comer of Westwood Blvd and le Conte.)

Los Angeles, CA 9002A

310-824-2500
1-800-592-CUTS (2887)

losangeles©travelcuts.com

www.trav«laits.coiii
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Twenty-two year

curse over
The UCLA men's soccer

team ended a curse that has
haunted it for 22 years - the
Bruins beat Washington, 1-0,

their first victory in Seattle
since 1980.

The No. 5 Bruins (10-1-2

overall, 5-0 Pac-10) got their
lone goal from freshman
midfielder Luke Mehring,
whose header off of junior
midfielder Adolfo Gregorio's
free kick found the back of
the net in the 38th minute.
UCLA outshot the

Huskies 15-8. Washington
(4-7-3, 1-4 Pac-10) has lost to
six ranked opponents this
season.

The Bruins host the
Huskies this Friday at Drake
Stadium.

Ju

Compiled by Gilbert
Quinonez and Daniel Miller,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

For more information

on becoming a teacher, contact

CafTeach - your one-stop information,

recruitment and referral service for

individuals considering or pursuing

a teaching career

CalTeach can help you explore this

exciting career, provide information

about current incentives and benefits,

assist you in understanding the

credentlaling process and, once you

become credentlaled, direct you to

the teacher recruitment centers for

job placements.
!

Make the difference

of a lifetime. Teach.

Cali 1-888-CALTEACH

(225-8322) or visit

www.caiteach.com

/Cal /
C Teach

CSU Office Of the CharKellor
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vaterhouseCoopers was yo\e6 Vc\e number one ideal employer \n the 2G02 Universum
Undergraduate Survey of more than 4^000 business students and me mmbQr om

recruiter m our profession in the 2002 Emerson Compare Campus Recruiting Survey.
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beyond the numbers.
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More Stories Onlme

• Robbie Moore, Tab Perry and Kelly

Skipper on Matt Moore's debut.

• Men's volleybail: UCLA v. alumni

exhibition goes down to the wire.
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RRnr PREVIEW
W. Tennis @ Omni Regionals San Diego, CA Today
W. Golf (a) Hawaii Invit. Kapolei. HI Tuesday
M. Soccer v. Washington Drake Stadium Friday
W. Soccer v. Oregon Drake Stadium Friday

W. Volleyball v. Stanford Pauley Pavilion Friday

Football V. Washington Seattle, WA Saturday
W. Soccer v. Oregon St. Drake Stadium Sunday
M. Soccer v. Oregon St. Drake Stadium Sunday

All Day

All Day

2:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

TBA
1:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.
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Ebell sets

record with

160 rushing

yards
i

By Diamond Leung
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung@media.ucla.edu

Asked about muffing a punt in

the first quarter to set up
Stanford's first score, UCLA red-

shirt freshman Tyler Ebell
showed off his best trait - his elu-

siveness.

"For the record, I didn't fum-
ble," Ebell said, smiUng. "I'm
tired of that rep."

Well, technically. EbeU did
fumble. FYeshman Glenn Ohaeri,
his own teanunate, accidentally

bumped into Ebell as he was
fielding the punt and caused the
turnover. At least he's exciting, as
head coach Bob Toledo once jok-
ingly described him.

But that's beside the point.

There's no denying this: Ebell has
excelled as a tailback.

The 5-foot-9-inch, 170-pounder
literally hid behind his blocker
and emerged to run through a
Cardinal linebacker early in the
fourth quarter on his way to an
18-yard touchdown - the go-
ahead score that led to a 2S-18
win over Stanford on Saturday.

"He's the man," offensive
guard Eyoseph Efseaff said. "He
played outstanding."

Ebell finished with 160 yards
on 39 carries. He is the first fi^esh-

man in school history to rush for

100-plus yards four times, and he
did it in four straight games.

"He made a big run," offensive

coordinator Kelly Skipper said.

"To rush for 100 yards in four
straight games is pretty good.
He's really come on."

It was essential that Ebell play
well because the Bruins were
banged up and forced to throw
true freshman quarterback Matt
Moore into the fire.

Moore had been a fourth-
stringer and expected to redshirt

the season. He only had limited

knowledge of the offense.

"He took so much off my
back," Moore said. "He ran hard,
hit the holes and got the yards we
needed."

"We had to run the ball effec-

tively to win because we weren't
going to throw a lot of passes
tonight," Toledo said.

Ebell also lent a hand in the
passing game in the second quar-

EBELL
I
Page 25

UCLA 28 - Stanford 18

JefTAgase
jagase@medaucia.edu

UCLA'T28-?8"viS'''
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Bruins taste fresh victory
By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@media.ucla.edu

Unable to rely any longer on the arm of Cory
Paus, UCLA turned to smaller, unlikely sources
for answers.

The Bruins used the feet of 5-foot-9-inch run-
ning back lyier Ebell and the leg of 5-foot-9

-'

inch kicker Nate Fikse to carry the Bruins to a
crucial 28-18 victory over Stanford, keeping
UCLA in the mix for a postseason berth.

True freshman quarterback Matt Moore,
pressed into his first collegiate start due to
Paus' season-ending ankle ii\jury last week,
performed just well enough for the Bruins to
win, and the UCLA defense was stifling in shu^
ting down the Stanford offense.

**Most teams starting a freshman quarter-
back might have bellied up and I don't believe
that was the case," UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo said. They fought back and hung in
there, and worked hard the entire game. If you

keep battling and hanging in there for 60 min-
utes, you always have a chance."
The Bruins got off to a rough start, as

Stanford converted two turnovers into a 15-

point lead just under five minutes into the
game.

Instead of folding, however, the Bruin
defense stepped up in a big way. Playing maybe
with the hopes of an entire season on their
shoulders, the defense responded by getting
aggressive and playing physical. The defense
allowed only a field goal in the second quarter
and shut out Stanford for the entire second
half, allowing UCLA to claw its way back into
the game.

"We knew that we had a young quarterback
at the helm," safety Matt Ware said. "If we let

Stanford score again, it's a pretty big deficit to
come back from. That's daunting to any quar-
terback. We knew we had to play very physi-
cal."

Slowly but surely, UCLAx^ffl^ed Stway atilie
lead. It was a far cry fi-om ane^IeiiTor^

engine, but it was just enough. Moore's 22-yard
touchdown pass to tight end Mike Seidman
brought UCLA to within 15-10 early in the sec-
ond quarter - the squad's first glimpse at
Moore's throwing ability.

*The touchdown set the mood for me for the
rest of the game," said Moore, the first fi-esh-

man quarterback to start at UCLA since Cade
McNown in 1995. "It made me jfeel more confi-
dent, and it felt really good. After that, Stanford
had to respect our abihty to throw the ball."

Nonetheless, UCLA's red zone problems car-
ried over fi-om the past two weeks. Twice, the
Bruins were able to march within five yards of
a touchdown, and twice, UCLA had to seuie for
field goals. Nevertheless, the field goals kept
the Bruins within striking distance.

Fikse, a punter who supplanted Chris
Griffith, hasn't kicked field goals since he was
a senior in high school. He made all five of his

field goal attempts, one shy of the team record.

^i/>'. FOOTBALL
I
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UCLA pulls

itself together,

will continue

to next level

Down 15-0 before half the stadi-

um filled up, left for dead with
a quarterback who couldn't

even legally buy
pom two months
ago, the Bruins

did a crazy thing.

They sur-

vived. And
moved on.

Just like Little

Mario.

It wasn't pret-

ty, but when the

evening fog had
cleared at the

Rose Bowl, the

Bruins and their

soaking-behind-

the-ears QB had succeeded in not
failing. They had avoided self-

destruction just when Stanford had
its finger hovering over the button.

Wait Just like who?
Why, Little Mario, of course.
What, you've never pulled off the

unthinkable, beginning a level as
Litde Mario and somehow inexplica-
bly making it through unscathed to
the next level?

Of course you have. Felt like a
survivor when you did, didn't you?
Just one flying turtle or stupid walk-
ing bomb away fi-om death?

It's not easy when you're just one
mistake away fi-om Game Over And
that, if nothing else, gives us some-
thing to take away fi-om UCLAs 28-

18 win over the Harvard of the West
The Bruins had been chucking

fireballs and mostly walking tall,

until Cory Paus and Drew Olson
both went down with iryuries last

weekend at Cal.

QB one, gone. QB two, gone.
Think about going fix)m Fire Mario
down to Tail Mario, then shrinking
into smallish, wimpy. Little Mario.

Just like that

And so the Bruins came in

Saturday, smaller in stature and
like Little Mario - vulnerable, trying

anything to get by, knowing one

more loss migii^^ spell the end to a

season alieady heading southward.

One life left, one level to beat
We've all been there in the eight-bit

world - you hold down the "B" but-

ton, run as fast as you can, jump
when you see danger and hope for

the b^ - but how would the Bruins
respond?

Agase's column on UCLA football

appears every Monday.
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Stanford sinks UCLA in overt;ime Angels 4 - Giants

By Adam Titcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
atitcher@media.ucla.edu

The fight was intense. The match went to
overtime. But No. 2 UCLA could not hold on,
losing to No. 1 Stanford 11-10 at the Rose
Bowl Aquatic Center Saturday.

"I have no clue what happened," Bruin
sophomore driver Brett Ormsby said. "We
should've won that game, but we gave them
a couple of goals that deflated us."

The match was close throughout. The
Bruins (9^, 1-3 Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) opened the game with a quick
score. But they needed more.

Instead, a defensive struggle began.
Stanford (17-2, 4-1) tied it inunediately, fol-

lowed by another UCLA goal to end the
quarter Both teams missed shot opportuni-
ties, due to great goalkeeping by botli teams.

"We had our opportunities and a lot of
(Bruin players) had big games, but without a
win this didn't matter," Onnsby said.

Stanford tied the game in the second
quarter, and after terrific defensive perfor-

mances from all players, Bniin senior Dan
Yielding scored to end the half up 3-2.

"I played well, but it takes the whole team
to play well in order to win," he said. "We
gave it away."

In the second half, the defenses were

CC)1;rtnE¥ STEWART/Daily Brlin Staff

Stanford's Matt Moser defends UCLA's Josh
Hewko in the Bruins' 12-10 OT loss Saturday.

stronger than ever, but balls began to finally

fall in the goals. Stanford tied and then
scored again to take the lead. It was back
and forth for the rest of the quarter UCLA
tied it, then the Cardinal went up again, until

in the final minute of the third, the Bruins
scored two, finishing up 6-5.

*There are no highlights fi-om this game,"
UCLA Head Coach Adam Krikorian said.

"We were up every time, but we got tentative

and played terrible in the last two minutes."
Up two goals with two minutes left in the

fourth quarter, the victory seemed inevitable

for UCLA But the Cardinal and the nation's

best player woke up.

Last week Tony Azevedo was shut out for

the first time in his college career But in a
span of one minute he scored two goals and
recorded an assist to take the lead 9^.

"We're not satisfied at all," Krikorian said
"Games are 28 minutes long, not 26."

The Bruins tied it on a last minute goal to

send it to overtime. But Stanford quickly
went up 11-9 on Tbny Azevedo's third goal -

a penalty shot
i

UCLA managed a goal but it was not
enough to win. The Bruins feel they owned
the match, while the box score says other-
wise.

"It was not a straight out Stanford beatr

ing," Stanford Head Coach John Vargas said.

"It's a big win for us. We played the entire

game and it was a great effort"

The Bruins are on the losing end of the
conference, a place they cannot afford to be.

"I know we're still the best team," Ormsby
said. "We just need to figure this out Most
likely, we'll need to win the MPSF confer-

ence tournament"

James, Lindstrom score for 2-0 victory
BRUINS SHUT OUT TROJANS DESPITE 2

MISSING PLAYERS IN ENERGETIC GAME
By Jeff Agase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
jagase@media.ucla.edu

Anybody who was anybody
had taken a shot on l^SC goal-

keeper Julie Peterson,

Fourteen times the highly

touted stars of the Bruins' high-

octane offense tried. But again
and again, they missed.

That is, until somebody who
had been a nobody found the

upper right comer of the net.

Crystal James, a sophomore
reserve who had seen action in

only seven previous matches
and had just five shots to her
credit, took a Jill Oakes pass,

put a Uttle move on a USC
defender, and fired the ball at

the last moment possible.

It got by Peterson to put the

Bruins (12-3, 4-1 Pac-10) on the

board and launch them to a 2-0

victory over cross-town rival

USC (8-5-3, 3-2) at McAhster
Field.

"I was just trying to get the

shot off," said James. "You
always hope for the perfect shot,

and it came."

The goal, coming in the 37th
minute, capped a one-sided first

half that saw the Bruins out-

shoot the Women of Troy 16-2.

"They just outplayed us
today," USC head coach Jim

I
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r LYING HIGH I Glaus (left), a UCLA alumnus, reacts with his fellow Anaheim
Angels catcher Bengie Molina and pitcher Troy Percival after the Angels won the World
Series in Anaheim Sunday. This is the team's first championship in 42 years.

For the story, please see page 26.
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Onlinie voting to begin

for proposed fee increase
By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

Starting at midnight tonight,

undergraduates can vote online on
whether they want to increase the
fee they pay to their student gov-
ernment.

Voting for the Undergraduate
Students Association Council's
proposed fee referendum will

occur for 48 straight hours on the
MyUCLA Web site beginning on
Wednesday at 12 am. It will run all

day until the end of Thursday,
when the clock strikes midnight
Friday morning.

At stake is a raise of $9.25 on
top of the existing $24.09 quarterly

fee USAC collects from undergrad-
uates.

If the referendum passes, it

could raise an estimated $210,000
for the council offices and student
groups affiliated with USAC, along
with all other groups registered
with the Center for Student
Programming.

Three dollars of the proposed
$9.25 increase would go toward
USAC offices and their sponsored
groups, and another dollar would
be added to a general program-
ming fund from which all student
groups can apply for funding.

The rest would be distributed

among the campus events, com-
munity service, cultural aiffairs,

external vice president and stu-

dent welfare offices, along with
the community activities commit-
tee,

t

USAC has hit hard financial

times this year, when increased
overhead costs contributed to a
$30,000 cut in its student program-
ming funds, bringing that total to

roughly $98,000.

Some of the offices slated to

receive an exclusive allocation
from the fee increase said more
funds are needed for student pro-

gramming to remain at its current
levels.

Campus Events Commissioner
Ryan Wilson pointed out that his

office, which puts on events like $2
movies in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom, has not received a bud-

get increase since 1985.

Other councilmembers, such as
Academic Affairs Commissioner
Chris Diaz, said the referendum is

too inflexible in its current version
because campus groups would
have to reapply for the additional
funds while certain council offices

will not necessarily have to do the
same.
A similar referendum was put

up to vote in the spring, but failed

to meet the minimum 10 percent
voter turnout required for it to
become campus policy.

To view the referendum language
and vote, log on to

http://my.ucla.edu on Wednesday
beginning at 12 am.

Butterfly Bakery may be forced to

. N'^HOLAS WESTON-SWAN/Daily Bruin

'ftf always been a famlly-Hke bakery," said owner Liz Brooks.

iO-YEAR-OLD BUSINESS NOW FACES NEW
BUILDING OWNERS, STEEP RENT INCREASE

1^ By Brian Sullivan

pA\li BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bsullivan@medla.ucla.edu

Due to a souring economy, many
Westwood merchants are not only
suflfering low sales, but are also

threatened with dramatic rent
indlfeses. In thes^ ^IfQatiohs, long-

tiir^e '^mom-and-pop" operations can

f
forced out of business.

le such business is the
irfly^^ Bakery on Westwood

Boulevard, just south of Wilshire

Boulevard. On Sept 30, Liz Brooks,
owner of the bakery, was informed
that her rent would be increased

from $1,837to $3,000 per month, an
increase of over 63 percent

The Butterfly Bakery opened
n^ariy 30 years ago, and for much of
that time it was a small operation,

run by Liz Brooks, now 71, and her
late husband.

In its early years, the bakery was
also partially owned by Barbra
Streisand's sister. For years the bak-
ery has had a strong connection
with Hollywood film stars and the
local community - Brooks has
catered to the likes of DoUy Parton
in her Beverly Hills home.

But more than anything else, the
Butterfly Bakery is a low-key place
for family and friends, according to

customers.

T do let her know when I wont
be in," said Bruce Snyder, a local

resident who has been coming into

the bakery every morning for 17
years. "And the customers get to

know other customers," he added.
**It's always been a family-like

bakery," Brooks said
"""Tustomers said the homey feel-

ing of the bakery has a lot to do with
its owner

"Liz has gotten to know the
whole community," said Andrew
Gross. "It's a shame that someone
can purchase the building, (raise the
rent), and with the stroke of a pen
put Liz out of business forever"

The building that houses the bak-
ery was purchased by the Phoenix
Investment Group in August.
Brooks was informed on Sept 30
that effective Nov. 1 she would have
to pay the increased rent on the first

of each month.
Almost immediately Andrew

Gross, a certified mediator with the

Los Angeles Bar Association who
volunteered his time to help Brooks
improve her business, notified

Henry Danpour, a managing mem-
ber of the Phoenix Group, that they
had a pre-existing lease which con-
tained a payment schedule of incre-

mental increases.

According to the lease's five-year

payment schedule, legally the

NICHOLAS WESTON-SWAN/Daily Bruin

Brooks, now age 71, may be forced to close shop due to a rent increase
from $1,837 to $3,000 per month.

Butterfly Bakery only needed to pay
their landlord $2,368.27. But Brooks
had a "handshake" arrangement
with the previous owner that she
wouldn't be assessed any increases
- she was allowed to pay the origi-

nal rent of $1,837 a month for years.

Gross said when Danpour was
made aware of the lease agreement,
Danpour said it was void.

Danpour said Brooks signed a
legal docimient called an estoppel a
few months earlier, at the behest of
the previous owner, who was still

trying to sell the building at the
time. The estoppel would legally

allow the new owners to raise rents
as high as they wanted.

At tlus point, Gross contacted
KCAL channel 9 news, which fear

tured the bakery and its plight dur-
ing a noon news hour in October.

Then the Phoenix group, as fea-

tured on the news segment, said
they would consider reducing the
bakery's rent in accordance with the
the lease's payment schedule - still

$531.47 a month more than what
Brooks was originally paying.

There was no increase from the
new owners," Danpour said, after

the rent was lowered from $3,000 to
2,368.27.

But the "Notice of Change of
terms of Tenancy" Danpour sent to

Brooks on Sept 30 - before
Danpour knew ofthe previous lease

payment schedule - states the
monthly rent will be "the sum of
$3,000 instead of $1,837." This indi-

cates Danpour understood the
Butterfly Bakery had been paying

BAKERY
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rSA unsatisfied with university medical insurance
SOME PROBLEMS INCLUDE UNCLEAR BILLS, DIFFICULTY IN SCHEDULING APPOINTMENTS

By Dorothy Augustyniak

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
daugustyniak@media.ucla.edu

Graduate students said they continue to
experience problems with their university-
issued medical insurance even after their stu-

dent government has brought the issue to cam-
pus health officials.

The graduate student population uses the
medical insurance more often than undergrad-
uates due to the wide range of ages among
graduate students.

The Graduate Student Health Insurance
Plan, the mandatory plan for graduate stu-
dents who would otherwise be uninsured,
costs them $750 per year. It includes core med-
ical services including mental health, dental
and vision coverage.

Dorothy Kim, Graduate Student Association
vice president of internal affairs, said graduate
student representatives have been complain-
ing about unclear medical bills since last

February.

"There is no clear-cut explanation or esti-

mate on how much x-rays or physical therapy

cost," she said.

GSA has yet to find solutions to this prob-
lem since it lost touch with the student health
advisory committee. Kim expects the new
members of the student health advisoiy com-
mittee to be at future GSA meetings this quar-
ter.

For now, many students are in the dark
about GSHIP.

Frank Kinkamos, a first-year physical sci-

ences graduate student, said he had to drop a

INSURANCE
I
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Oliver Rutz, a second-year Anderson business school MBA student, gives his key
to Luz Andino, the key box attendent in Lot 4.

Students question

parking allotment
By Hilaire Fong

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
hfong@media.ucla.edu

Despite the efforts of
Transportation Services to give park-
ing spaces to those who need it

most, there are numerous students
who feel cheated by the system and
question its methods.

There are over 22 thousand park-
ing spaces in UCLA lots, but there is

stiU a demand for parking among
students, staff, faculty, hospital
patients and visitors.

"Specifics need to be looked at in
a broader context," said Director of
Transportation Mark Stocki. '^There
is a morass of competing needs in a
complex environment."

Transportation Services gives
parking to those who s^ply for per-
mits and people with special alloca-
tions.

The pennit system is a need-based
system, taking into account factors
such as students' employment and
academic obligations, class stand-
ing, commute distance, and child-

care and elder-care requirements.

TVansportation services and stu-

dents sometimes have conflicting

opinions on who should get parking.

"Regents' scholars have academic
allocations," Stocki said. They have
an important academic position, stu-

dent governance, a high priority that
the campus places on them" he con-
tinued.

"Regents* scholars should not get
parking because they are getting a
free education," said fifth-year elec-
trical engineering student Craig
Riedel. "Also, first- and second-year
students should not get parking over
seniors."

The applications for parking per-
mits go through a conq>uter procesa,
in which there is a point system,
Stocki said. Students receive a cer-
tain amoimt of points per "need.*
The con^uter totals those points^
and Transportation Services issues
parking permits to students with the
most points.

Using the point system^
Transportation Services gave out
4500 parking permits to students this
past fall. Teaching and researai
assistants increase the number at
issued parking pennits to 9000.

This point system does not always
seem to work out in students' eyen.
Many who live off campus are sM
denied parking, and there are large
numbers on the waiti|ig list

Third-year molecular, cell andl
developmental biology student
Dilshan Gunawardena lives in Studio
City and has an on-campus job.
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Gunman kills three, commits

suicide at U. of Arizona

FLORES A GULF WAR VETERAN. STRUGGLING
NURSING SCHOOL STUDENT, SAY OFRCIALS

By Arthur H. Rotstein

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TUCSON, Ariz. — A student flunk-

ing out of nursing school opened fire

in a class at the University of Arizona
on Monday, killing two professors and
a third person before apparently

killing himself, officials said.

The attack sent scores of students

rushing toward the doors, many of
them screaming as they fled. Police

went room to room looking for more
victims and later called in the bomb
squad to search the building.

Senior Julie Raymond said she was
taking an exam when the gunman
came in.

"We just thought that he was late

for the test," Raymond said. Then he
started talking to instructors and fired

shots. All of us ducked imder the
tables and then ran out of the room.
At first, I thought it was a joke and
realized it wasn't when 1 heard the
shots."

The gunman was identified by uni-

versity Vice Provost Elizabeth Irvin as
Robert S. Flores, who had failed a
pediatric nursing class and was strug-

gling in a critical care class.

He apparently committed suicide.

Police Chief Richard Miranda said.

A university ^x)keswoman said the
victims included two female profes-

sors. Police did not klentify the vic-

tims, say how they died, or describe
their relationsh4) to Flores.

The gunman walked to the fix)nt of
the classroom and shot the first vic-

tim several times, assistant Chief
Robert Lehner said. He then walked
to the back of the room and killed the
second victim before telling students

to leave.

The third victim was found by
police later in another part of the'

building.

Bomb squad members were called
in after a backpack or package was
found imdemeath the gunman's bocfy:

The sui^>ect had threatoied to bkm
up the building though it was unclear
when the threat was made, Miranda
said

The college and neaitiy buikUngs
were evacuated
More than six hours later, authoti-

ties were still checking for explosivea
Flores, a Gulf War veteran, worked

at the Southern Arizona Veterans
Administration Health Care System as
a licensed practical nurse and wa^
studying to become a registered
nurse, ofiSdals said

Lori Schenkel, who was in the
building during the shootings, saki
two students banged on her class*

room door and told eveiyone to gel
out ''We ran out of the building, and
there were police telling us to nm
away," Schenkel said

She said she had several classes
with Flores, and he told classmates
about a year ago that he had gotten a
concealed weapon pennitv.

•He was just a veiy aggravated stu-

dent, a rude, obnoxious type erf per-
son," she said **He came across as
very aggressive and mean and seemed
to have a lot of issues with being,
angry."

'

v|'

Anu Nigam, a 29-yeaFold graduati^;
student, said she and her husbamv
were outside waiting for a shuttle bi^^
when a woman came out of the build~f
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State senator, district president
|

Bill Simon perseveres despite medley of problems

vie for superintendent position

CANDIDATES DISAGREE ON NATURE OF K-12 EDUCATION
IMPROVING TEACHER TRAINING AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL

'

By Noah Grand

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.eclu

Next week, voters will choose whether a vet-
eran legislator or the president of Anaheim's
school board will oversee California's K-12
school system for the next four years and sit on
the UC Board of Regents.

While the candidates for State
Superintendent of Public Instruction differ on
their ideas for K-12 education, both said state
universities must train more teachers. However,
they disagree on what the nature of that training
should be.

Both state Senator Jack O'Connell, D-San
Luis Obispo, and Katherine Snuth, president of
the Anaheim Union High School District Board
of TYustees, said they would use the position of
superintendent to try and improve how the uni-
versity trains teachers.

Primary schools and public universities are
expecting a teacher shortage over the next ten
years, and O'Connell said the university will
need to produce, more teachers to meet the
demand.

But Smith wants to focus on how the univer-
sity instructs teachers, not on how many future
teachers they instruct.

She wants teachers to focus on passing on the
fundamentals - reading, writing and math -
which are needed before students can learn
advanced concepts, she said.

''You need to have someone that serves on
Board of Regents that has some sensibility,"

Smith said. ''You have to go back to the tried and
true."

O'Connell criticized this philosophy as "mov-
ing backward" and said students also need to
know how to analyze and evaluate what they
leam.

**! don't think we want to move the clock back
40 years," O'Connell said.

For O'Connell, to be successful in his main
goal - expanding class size reduction to as many
grades as possible - he will need the state's uni-
versities to train more teachers.

O'Connell sponsored the original state bill to
reduce the size of all classes through third grade
to 20 students at most.

Expanding the program would require the
state to find more teachers and classrooms at a
time when there are shortages of both.

It would also cost the state $1 billion, Smith
said

Because of the cost, O'Comiell said he would
wait for the state's economy to recover before
implementing further class size reduction in as
n\any grades as possible.

Whoever is elected superintendent will not be
able to meet any of their goals working alone.
The winner will need to work closely with the
governor and the legislature to get things done.
The two candidates are seeking to replace

current superintendent Delaine Eastin, who is

being forced out of office because ofterm limits.

The position has weakened during Eastin's
term and many observers - including Smith -
expect the position to be diminished even more
in the future.

Having served 20 years in the state legislature

and sitting on both the Assembly and Senate
education committees, O'Connell said he has
the experience to be effective immediately.

But Smith has attacked O'Connell's record,
claiming he is only in the race because he can-
not run for the state Senate again due to term
limits.

She also criticized his work in paving the way
for the state's high-stakes high school exit
exams, saying, ''I think kids are being overtest-
ed. We are spending so much precious time
teaching to the test."

Not all of her recommendations are based on
the curriculum, however.

While on Anaheim's school board. Smith insti-

tuted a mandatory moment of silence for all stu-

dents after the Pledge of Allegiance.

This is intended to improve students' behav-
ior and make them ready to leam, she said.

The campaign has been one of contrasting
styles and behaviors, showing party lines even
though superintendent is technically a non-par-
tisan office.

O'Connell has raised over $5.1 miUion for his
campaign - more money than any previous can-
didate for the position - and he receives strong
support from teacher's unions and Eastin.

Smith, who has received the endorsement of
most Republicans, has only raised around
$138,000. She said that unlike O'Connell she
would not accept money fi-om teacher's unions,
who represent the status quo in education.

While O'Connell will likely use more advertis-
ing in the final week of the campaign, Smith is

relying on a grassroots campaign to get her mes-
sage out to voters.

"If people see the value of what you are talk-

ing about and reason for your goals, they will
vote for you," Snuth said.

ii

By Erica Wemer
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GARDEN GROVE, Calif.— After weeks
when nothing seemed to go right on the

campaign trail. Bill Simon was finally play-

ing to a friendly crowd: the Rip Roaring
Republican Rally.

"The people of California know what's
my heart, they know I'm a regular guy,

they know that I'm married to the greatest

girl I ever could have imagined," Simon
told the gathering of mostiy older women
from an Orange County GOP organization.

I "The fact is this," he continued earnest-
ly. "We're regular people, with a regular
family and kids that say the damdest
things. But our hearts are fiill of love ... for
all of California"

The crowd cheered. Simon grinned in
delight. But such approving audiences
have been in short supply for the
Republican gubernatorial nominee since
his upset win in the March GOP primaiy to
face Democratic Gov. Gray Davis in
November.

His campaign has stumbled, and nei-

ther donors nor the moderate and inde-
pendent voters who could help him to vic-

tory have responded as warmly as the
Orange County Federation of Republican
Women in early September

Simon's younger brother, Peter, said the
nominee has found the campaign trail

tougher than expected But Simon said he
does not regret trading in his routine of
family, faith, charity and business for the
harsh spotlight of a run for California's

highest office.

i
'Tf I don't make it, I don't have any idea

what I'm going to do, because having once
had the taste of something as exciting as
this, Fm not sure that going back to the old
way is going to be something tiiat will be
interesting and exciting for me," he said
recentiy during an interview in his Santa
Monica campaign office. "It's a great thrill

for me."

Simon, 51, stepped into politics only
recently, after years as an attorney, federal
prosecutor and, most recently, co-chair-

man of his family's New Jersey and Los
Angeles investment firm, William E. Simon
&Sons.

Friends and family members said they
were surprised - some said shocked -
when he decided to run for governor of
the nation's most populous state, his home
since 1990.

Simon's late father, William E. Simon
Sr, was U.S. TYeasury secretary under
presidents Nixon and Ford. But fiiends
said Simon never betrayed political ambi-
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Bill Simon. Republican candidate for governor, talks with students at Harbor Summit
Elementary School on Oct. 25 in San Diego.

^'^

tion or even an interest in politics. As a
youth, he wanted to be a doctor.

Td almost say apohtical. I never heard
a word" about politics from Simon, said

John Newman, a friend from Simon's high
school days in New Jersey who has
remained close to the candidate.

Simon grew up in suburban Summit,
NJ., in the shadow ofhis forceful and mer-
curial father, who made millions as a lever-

aged buyout pioneer after he left govern-
ment When Simon Sr. died in June 2000,
he left a fortune that had been estimated
two years earlier at $350 millioa

Simon was the oldest of seven siblings

who lived a Norman Rockwell childhood.
Their father took the train to Manhattan
each morning while mom stayed home
with the brood. There were family dinners
and church on Sundays. Neighborhood
kids crowded into the family home on
Prospect Hill Avenue.

"Plain vanilla," Simon calls it, but he
never left it behind. With his exclamations
of ''golly" and "gee whiz" he sometimes
seems to inhabit the 1950s stilL

"I marched on Washington twice; I grew
my hair pretty long. Bill looked pretty
much the same throughout," Newman
said "I can't really say I ever saw him
rebel"

Simon's sister, Mary Streep, said their
father had a standing offer for the siblings:

get to age 21 without smoking or drinking,
and he'd give you $1,000.

"Billy was the only one who made it,"

she said.

The dutiful son has become a dutiful
campaigner, carrying around stacks of
legal pads with careful notes on every-
thing from the state's water problems to a
debate involving then-Texas Gov George
W. Bush that he watched on tape and
wants to leam from.

Simon has convened 16 task forces
focused on various issues and regularly
rolls out plans on education, transporta-
tion, housing and other topics. They are
ambitious, but the details sometimes
remain vague.

The nominee never released a plan to
address the state's $23.6 billion budget
deficit, contending that was the governor's
job, not his.

A turning point in Simon's life was his
divorce from his first wife in 1984, after a
five-year marriage. Devastating for an
observant CathoUc, the divorce also
pushed him outward, and he got involved
with Covenant House, an organization that
helps homeless children Charitable work
would come to play a msyor role in his life.

In 1985, Simon went to work for the
U.S. Attorney's Office in New York under
then-U.S. Attorney Rudolph Giuliani, the
former New York City mayor who has
endorsed his campaign.
He counts his first year there as the

most exciting of his career, but when his
father invited him and his brother to he^
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U.S. diplomat assassinated in Jordan

ei^ht pist(»l .shots

geftMl attack on

By Paul Geitner

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMMAN, JonlJui — An American

dit)Ioinat was iLssjussinated Monday in
Iront ot iiis I10U.S0. guiuied down by

in the first such tar-

a U.S. diplomat in
dccade.s. 'Hie kiUi|i^ ai)peared aimed at
lUMlenninin.Li a key ally increasingly
luuler pressure is Washington pre-
I)iues for a slu)U(|o\vn with Iraq.

Liiiiivni-e Foley^ a 60-year-old admin-
istrator at the

I

U.S. Agency for
hUeniational DevHopment, was walk-
ij\g to his c.'ir vvlicn a single gmiman
opt^ned file. poUce said. The gmiman -

and likely accomplices - escaped.
U.S. iuid Jordanian officials said it

was to<» e.u ly to tell whether the attack
was terrori.st -related. Tliere were no
suspects aiid no one claimed responsi-
bihiy

A lordiuiiiui police official, speaking

Putin gives

Russian forces

power to strike

terrorists

By Steave Gutterman

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MOSCOW — ft-esident Vladimir
Putin said Monday he will give the
nulitary broader power to strike

agciinst suspected terrorists "wher-
ever they may be" after a hostage
siege at a Moscow tlieater ended
witli 118 captives dead, most from a
knockout gas used by Russian
autJiorities.

D(Ktors said 1 16 of the hostages
died from fumes pumped into the
theater by Russian special forces
before they stomied it, 2 1/2 days
after heavily armed Chechen rebels
staged an audacious raid.

U'.S. officials identified the sub-
stance Monday as an opiate related

to moiphine.

in tele\lsed conunents, Putin said

he would step up measures against
terrorists, and he suggested Russia
would not refrain from launching
strikes abroad. II-

Putin has soughH to portray the
c|s a I balUe wilJi

miei national terrorists, partly to get
broader support abroad.

Tlie BiLsh administration refused
to criticize Russian special forces for
using tlie gas, laying blame for the
deatiis squarely on the captors.

In a statement, the Russian
Foreign Ministry blamed ''al-Qaeda,

who, as is now absolutely obvious,
stand behind the monstrous terrorist

act in Moscow." The ministry, how-
ever, did not provide evidence.

Tlie statement came amid increas-

ing criticism about tlie number of
hostages killed at the tlieater and the
way tliey died. ^ i

Three top Moscow doctors

RUSSIAIriage'4
I

I I

Supreme Court

orders release of

letters accusing

Davis of bribery

By Alexa H, Bluth i

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — A feder-

al judge ordered the release Monday
of d<jcuments from a decade-old
fraud and racketeering case in

wliich a ( onvicted felon implicated
Gov. Gray Davis in a bribery
scheme.

Former Coastal Commissioner
Mark Nathansfjn named Davis, then
state controller u\ two letters he
submitted to prosecutors in 1993 as
part of an unsuccessful attempt u«

cut a more favoral>le deal after
pleading guilty to HiCketeering, tax
fraud nifl soliciting bribes.

ih' vvas sentenced to four years
aiMl nine montlis in prison and fined
SL'OCOOO. Prosecutors said
Nath;inson .solicited money from
celebritit»s ^uid (jthers in exchange
for help getting projects approved
by ihe powerful commission.

The Sacramento Bee has sought
fiiil release of the letters for two
yeiirs. I'ntil now tliey have been
relejLsed only in censored form. The
US. Supreme Court cleared the way
for the release three weeks ago
wilt '11 they refused] to hear an
appeal. '

Nathanson claimed he recalled ''a

nujnl>er of instanceji where Gray
I)a\is approached Mr Nathanson,
who was then a member of the

( alifoniia Coastal C<)nmiission, to

assist various friends I or supporters
of Davis who had matters pending
b»*ff)re the coastal commission,"
according to a 1999 letter tJiat was
urLsea!e<l Monday by U.S. District

Jud;:»' Lawrence Karlton. >

on condition of anonymity, said the
kilhng appeared to have been ciuried
out by protcssion.ils who had been fol-

lowing F<»ley for some time to dettT-

mine his .schcduUv

The killing siuiuied the estimated
:},0()0-stronii .\merican community in

Jordan, which generally considers
Amnuui siil'e. <lespire (K-casioniU wiuii-

ings of security threats.

Security was immediately uicreitsed

at embassies ;uid diplomatic missions.
In iui luuisual scene for Anuiuui, red
beret-clad spec i;il forces riding jeeps
momited with machine-guns escorted
diplomatic vehicles through the city.

The U.S. Eml)iLssy warned
/\mericans to "remain vigilant."

At a news conference, U.S.
Ambassador Edward (inehm con-
demned the shooting as a "cowardly,
criminal act" but refused to ciUl it ter-

rorist-related.

Foley, recently honored for 37 years

of "superior" service, ijad been work
ing on projects to deUVer cleiuj drink-

ing water and health care to poor
.lordiuiiaiis and provide loans to sm;ill

businesses. ,

His voice breaking 'several times,

(ineluu described the former Peace
Corps vohuUeer as "a nuui who dedi-

cated his life to improving the Uves of
others." He said Foley's wife, Virginia,

recalled him telling her the night

l)efore he died: "I'm wheie I want to be,

doing what I wiint to do["

Foley, a native of Boston iuid father

of three, worked for the Peace Corps in

India imd tlie Philippines and carried

out USAID assignments in Bolivia,

Peru, Zimbabwe and Jordiin.

(Jnehm said there had been no
threats or warnings and denied that

security had been lax outside the
fortress-hke walls of the sprawling

DIPLOyAT
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^^( RIMEWATCH

Petty Theft
A parking permit was taken

from a parked vehicle in Lot
13 between Oct. 13 and Oct.

22.

That same day, a car in

Parking Structure 1 had its

window smashed and parking
access card removed.
On Oct. 24, someone pried

open the passenger window of
a car and removed stereo
e(iuipment and miscellaneous
items. Total losses were
approximated to be $300.

Grand Theft
Someone removed $400

Source: University Police Dept Log

from a jacket in the
Biomedical Library on Oct. 22.
On the same day, a laptop

computer was taken from
Richer Hall. The laptop was
worth $2,000.

On Oct. 24, another laptop
computer was stolen from a
building in De Neve Plaza. The
laptop was worth $1,000.
A $400 surfboard was

removed from a building on
the 600 block of Gayley
Avenue between Oct. 22 and
Oct. 24.

Miscellaneous
Vandalism, possibly gang

graffiti, was discovered on the
walls of Lot 1 on Oct. 21.

A vehicle struck the
Strathmore underpass early

Oct. 24.

Later that day, there was a
misdemeanor vehicular hit-

and-run at Parking Structure
9.

On Oct. 25, there was a
holdup at the Candy Shop in

Ackerman Union.
On the same day, a vehicle

was keyed in Lot 8.

A soccer ball broke through
a window at Powell Library on
Oct. 27. The breaking glass
scratched one person.

Reports for Oct 22-27 from
UCPD media logs. Compiled
by Karen E. Graulich, Daily
Bruin Contributor
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25%OFF
All BearWear &

UCLA merchandise

* Sale excludes magazines, textbooks, selected Health Sciences books, class rings, computer hardware and software, pagers
calculators. MP3 players. PDAs, phone cards. Lecture Notes, Market merchandise, cosmetics, fragrance. Oakley, dental and
medical equipment and supplies (Health Sciences Store). Campus Photo/Graduation Etc.. and indlvklual greeting cards.

^ Cannot be combined with any other discounts. Limited to nierchandise on hand.

25%OFF
All Fast Track men's &
women's sportswear

ii-Lev4f Ackerman Union 3 1 0.825.77 1 I

Selected items available at LuValle Commons and Health Sciences Store.
www.uclastore.com

Rn Enterprise of the

Rssociated Students.
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INSURANCE
I
Read benefits

before using, says press aide
frorti page 1

class to pay for medical services he
received elsewhere because GSHIP
would not cover them.

"I got slammed with bills of over
$550, and the bill does not explain
what I'm paying for," he said.

Spinal manipulation, acupunc-
ture/acupressure, biofeedback and
allergy testing are some services
not covered by GSHIP and must be
paid for separately.

Kinkamos said he received no
assistance and was told by his
insurance company that a collec-
tion agency would contact him if

the bill was not paid on time.
Students who do not pay their

medical bills by deadline will have
their medical records on hold and
vidll be unable to make appoint-
ments with doctors, Kim said.

Michele Pearson, press aide for
the Student Health Advisory
Conmiittee, said there has been
confusion among graduate students
about what the insurance covers
and miscommunication with health
adnunistrators.

"Medical care in this area does
not give immediate responses to
student concerns like it should be,
and causes them to be frustrated,"
she said.

Pearson said it is critical that
graduate students read the benefits
of GSHIP online prior to using it.

Along with unclear medical
statements, Kim said graduate stu-
dents experience the most trouble
scheduling 2q)pointments with spe-
cialists.

"With classes, research and
teaching sessions throughout the

m^ority of the day, it's impossible
V to schedule an appointment that
works well with us," she said.
Some graduate students find

themselves in need of seeing a spe-
cialist as soon as possible and can-
not find an appointment that suits
their schedule.

Jane Leary, a second-year mathe-
matics graduate student, said she
noticed a bad mole on her arm last

quarter and was in need to see a
dermatologist.

"No dermatologist was available
when I had the time. I don't want to
go through the hassle of finding a
specialist," she said.

Leary said she feels she's putting
her health at risk by not seeing a
specialist right away due to her
time constrained schedule.

Some are willing to sacrifice
their studies to see a specialist.

Sandy lyoung, a first-year anthro-
pology graduate student, said she
had to make up an exam to make an
appointment.

"I had to cut class to see a spe-
cialist because my health has
always been a priority," she said.

With the limited number of spe-
cialist appointments, the Arthur
Ashe Health and WeUness Center
does its best to bring over special-
ists from the UCLA Medical Center,
said Albert Setton, deputy assistant
vice chancellor of student develop-
ment and health division.

Setton said he hopes specialty
hours available to students will bet-
ter meet their health care needs.

RUSSIA
from page 3

revealed Sunday that many of the
people found dead inside the theater
were killed by the sleeping gas, and
they were not sure how to treat the
survivors.

|

Russian authorities did not tell

medical officials what type of gas
they pumped into the theater short-

ly before special forces troops raid-

ed it early Saturday, chief Moscow
doctor Andrei Seltsovsky said. They
have also refused to tell the U.S.

Embassy what exactly the gas was,

GSHIP information can befound at

http://wtuw. studenthealth. ucla. edu.

r You Can't Afford Not To Eat At

Established 1946

Prime Rib & Steak House
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Banquet Room

i "Honest Food At Honest Prices"

For the best in Prime Rib, Steaks, Seafood, Chicken and More!
VOTED BEST IN LA. FOR OUR MARTINI, VALUE DINNERS

& EARLY BIRD MENU
Si:R\l\a LOSASGiltS FOR OVFR 50 YIARS

"despite repeated formal requests,"

an anonymous spokesman said.

The gas can paralyze breathing,

blood circulation, and cardiac and
liver functions, doctors said. The
effects were worsened by the
extreme conditions endured by the
hostages during their 58-hour
ordeal, and by the chronic medical
problems some suffered.

There were about 800 people in

the theater when it was seized by
Chechen gunmen during Wednesday
night's performance of the popular
Russian musical "Nord-Ost," or
"North-East."

The Moscow Health Department
said 405 former hostages, including

nine children, remained hospitalized
Monday after 239 were released. At
least 45 remained in grave condition
Monday, Deputy Prime Minister
Valentina Matviyenko said Monday.

Tatiana Lukashova's 26-year-old
daughter, Masha Panova, was a
hostage and now is missing.

Lukashova saw an ORT television

broadcast Saturday that showed her
daughter lying on a mattress in a
hospital with an oxygen mask on.

"But we didn't hear what hospital
it was, and our search through all

the hospitals was in vain,"

Lukashova said.

"It's imbelievable," she said.

"Even the head of the district where

we live went to meet officials of
ORT to find out in which hospital
they filmed the girl, but they told
Wm they can't tell without permis-
sion from prosecutors."

Even diplomats had trouble find-
ing information about the estimated
70 foreign citizens among the
hostages.

Putin declared Monday a day of
national mourning.

"If the explosives inside had gone
off, not only the theater but all the
neighboring buildings would have
been destroyed," pensioner
Lyudmila Yemelyanova said, echo-
ing the explanation offered by offi-
cials.

"

FLU VACCINE
For registered UCLA students
Bring your BruinCard. 300 doses at each event.

First come, first served - no appointment needed.

Fri. 8 November / 1 1 am - 2 pm / Center for the Health Sciences Patio

Wed. 1 3 November / 5 - 8 pm / De Neve Plaza Room
Thurs. 21 November / 11 am - 2 pm / Marian Anderson Courtyard, AGSM
Tues. 26 November / 1 2 noon - 3 pm / Bruin Plaza (outside the Ashe Center)

ucla Ashe Center

CX>MPLETE EARLY BIRD DINNERS
7 Day* a Week - 4t3O4i30

$11.95 to $12.95
I«IME RIB • STEAKS • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN AND MOKE!

Dinner Inckides Soup or Salad, Baked PMato, Rice or Fresich Friea, Vegetables,
Garik Checac Toa^ Bmiane and Deaaert

11326 W. Pico Blvd., West LA., 310.477.1426
(l/2bkM:kwestofSawfmae)

s

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment in the Ashe Center, while

supplies last. To make an appointment, call 310 825-4073

For more information or to request an appointment: www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

TODAY The Art of Sleeping (Free, Drop in)

Improve your adiademic performance and productivity by sleeping more effectively.

1 to 2 pm, Ashe Center 4th Floor Conference Room, #414

Ashe @ Covel Commons, 2nd Floor / 5 to 7 pm
. ^ /•^- •*.— -r-t.i.\ .^.-..l^i "IMi^

I

Looking for a fun and
exciting job on campus?

Want to work in a fast-paced and
friendly atmosphere?

This is it!

Daily Bruin Advertising Production is

looking for Graphic Designers.

Must know Quark & Photoshop.
Bring samples of work.

Apply at ASUCLA Human Resources

2nd Floor. Kerckhoff Hall
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SIMON

fouin! SiiiKui .<- Sojis in 1J>S8. Simon
Ux >k rJie (»rfer U'iiliitJio tmii coiLsider-

in^ a W.sl Coast oflliv. Simon and liis

st»coihl wile lind) rjune out for a
nu>ndi-Ion^ trial.

K(»r Suiion. :ui fK-ciisioniU surfer
;uid expert teiuus [Jayer. tlie lifestyle

y\cis i<ieiU T\\v fiuiuly nio\fd west for
^<hh1. settluig in raeitlc Pjilisades,

where (iiey now Uie in a $:^ million
home tJieyVe dnhh^d '*Hii|)py Hill."

He hetjiui traveling mid speaking to
groups about Cluifiiui tJiemes. Tlie
idea of nmiung fcir governor t(K)k

hold after sonuj (JOp leaders
a{)proa(hed liiin in s<'aich of new
blot kI for the party-.

i

"I figured. I'm r^L I've got a great

family. I've got a lo^ of gcxxl friends,

tJie finn's in gcKKp shape ... I caji't

thmk of a better time to try to be in

publie serxiee," Sinfion said. "At the
end of die day. it wasn't s<j much I

iu»ed U> be governor as here's a
ch;uue to l>e of real service."

Sun<in does not play up religion on
the ciunpaigii traU, but it's central to
him Dunng iui interview in lus cam-
paign office, he pulled out a Bible to
rea(i jiloud a faivorite passage,
Ronuuis 5, verses :M: "And not only
that, we also g^ory in tribulation,

knowing tribulation produces perse-
veraju.e. and perseverance character,

aiKKchiiracter hoi)e.*

He closed the Bible and gave a
tliumbs-up.

Aske<l what motivated her brother
to nm, Streep answered witli one
word: "Gcxl."

Simon's Catholicism goes with his

conservative world view of belief in

indivnduiil responsibility, private

ente^^rise and limited govenuiient.

He ojjposes new gun laws and does
not support abortion, but pledges to

uphold tlie law as governor.

Simon upset a more moderate can-
didate, former Los Angeles Mayor
Richard Riordmi. in the March prima-
ry, iu\i\ his conservative views put
him to tlie right of most Califomians.
Polls show he's made limited
progress in reacliing out to the mod-
erate and independent voters whose
ba<:'king he needs in a state where
I'pmocrats outnumber Republicans
4'» percent to ^55 percent.

Simon has needed the anchors of
fiunily anc faith in the months since
he won ^he primary. Buffeted by
Davis attack ads and lagging the gov-
ernor badly in fmiding, Simon's cam-
paign has suffered a series of mis-
steps, froai tlie bungled release of the
candidate's tax returns to the firing of
almost half his staff. I

In latf July, a jury found Simon's
investment firm liable for $78 million

FREE CONSULTATION

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCLA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association

ofOrthodor(tists

BRACES

\peliier Brilliant ResultsJ
(310)826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Specializing in braces for

adults & children '

Invisible Removable

European Traditional

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics

Invisalign

20% discount to all

students and faculty

with valid ID

Low Monthly Payment: As

low as $99/month O.A.C. with

No Finance Chorge

Teefh Whitening
Upper or Lower

$75 00
each

(reg. $200.00)

11645 Wilshire^ #802
(Between Borrinqton & Federal)

18124 Culver Drive.

Suite A^ IrviM
(MidwIsM) ^'

(•III (lu- Nt'nlhi SIX wet'ks lattT, hut
stTKiiis (l.uiiajjf had hct'ii doiu'.

Mosi HHt'iitlN, Suiion \\:ls lorct'd

into -.ux rnihiirnLssin^ ivtrral iUter ht*

t'rroiu'ously accust'd Davis ofiUr^iiJ-

ly a{<('|.fuj^ .1 (;un|)ai^i cluHk m tht*

sfatf ( "apilol lour yt'ju^ ii^o.

.MiU»y iuiiUvsts hhuue Simon's frac-

lionah/rd <;unp;upi stiilT. not tiie

ciuididatr, lor Ihc hulk of tJu' prol)-

K'lns Most ;il.so a^nv \\v has Davis'

extrcine uiipopuhuily to tluuik for

roiiKiiiiin^ wiilmi sinuh' or low-<lou-

hlo dijjits hrhuul 111 ilu' polls.

\\\\\ sonu' also crt'dited Simon
with determination juid discipline jls

he attempted to sluike off tJie ciun-
pai^jn's hhinders its Election Day
approached.

••You've ^ot to ^ive him credit for
not slashing liis wrists ajid nuuiiiig
home t(» monuny," siiid vetenui (JOP
consultiuit Ken Kliacliigian. "That
was a tou^i time ;md he survived it,

iuul If I were sitting in on a (Jray
Da\is session, I would've said,

'listen, t)oss, tiiis guy didn't fold.'

Lesser i^eople would've fokied like a
cheap chiiir."

DIPLOMAT
liniti pai;(- 3

eml)as.sy compound
Neighbors fold \he

an

Associated IVt\sstliat h»cally

employed embassy guiU'ds
usually parked overnight
outside Foley's villa iuid left

in the mornings. It was
uiu le;u if they were thertl at

the time of the shooting.

The kilhng of
.\merican official shocked
Jordan's pro-Western g<)v-

enuuent. which has nutin-

tained close ties fto

Washington despite rising
public iuiger over l:S. sup-
port for Israel and prepiira-
tions for Wiir against neigh-
boring Irati. T

/\iiti-American demon-
strations are less common
and sniiUler tliere than in

otlier Arab capitals. iu\d usu-

NEWS

allv lied fo protests agiiinsl

l.siat'l.

Nevertheless, nuu'e th;ui

lialf of .lortkui's r> million

people are of Palest ini;ui ori-

gin, some with close ties to

Palest inian extremist
groups. Jordan and Iratj

nuiintiiin close commercial
links, and there is consider-

able tniffic between the two
countries.

Jordan's foreign minister,

MiU'w^ui Muasher, went to

the I .S. Embassy to express
condolences juid promised
swift action to catch the
shooter, (inehm said U.S.

authorities were "working
closely" with Jordanian
investigators.

Jordan's information min-
ister, Mohammed Affash
Adwan, promised to "deal

seriously with this horrible
crime," which he called "an
aggression on Jordan and its

national security."

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 29, 2002 - THE DAILY BRUIN

- .
Thk Assrx i.^tki) I»kkss

A Jordanian forensic expert dusts for finger prints on the car of U.S. diplomat. Laurence
Foley, who was shot outside his home in Amman, Jordan Oct. 28.
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PARKING
froiji \)A^v 1

However, TnuiNf)ortati<)n Services
(ieiiied him pjifkin^, saying it was
unavailahle aiid other {people had
more points thiui him.

It takes j45 minutes for
Gunawardena tio get to campus in
the morning. If he has class at 1 1:00

he will leave his house at 8:30. He
often has to park south of Wilshire

and take the bus to campus.
"I have to have a safe zone,"

Gunawardena said. "Sometimes it

can take an hoiu- to find parking."
"It is not fair that I have senior

status and I do not get parking," he
said. "They should take more things
into consideration hke work and
how far you Uve."

Gimawardena is not the only one
with this problem.

"There are 4300 students on the
waiting list," said Stocki. "That is

the highest it has been in recent

NEWS

memory."
Less llian a (jnailcr of stii<lcnl

parknig spaces go to oiicMinpns
residents. Stocki .said. He added
that resident students are lu^re.

close to most of tlie activily. so ilu\v

do not need parking as nuuh ;ls

commuter students do
Anyone who does no have a

parking permit cjui get a ^'i one-day
parking piLss from the campus p;uk
ing kiosks. There are 1.100 one-day
parking passes resencd ll)r TCLA
medical center patients, iijul juioth

I t'^lfjrl^*^-—^ ->•

wiQiftrontinuiiljay^R Connectio
Lcam how to haiaiicc your needs and expcctatkni with ih.»M: .>f y«Hir family, friends, partners, roommates and others in your lift

Join us kw the entire 4 fiail series «»r pick and chi»ose nlial is of most inteivst to you.

>s^^,
\MAli

Tucs, November 5, 12-1 & Thurs. November 7, 12-1 pm ^^^h\
Oiiso

JlAl4^1ih}'AAu TflCiS
Tues. November 12. I2-1 pm

Sponsor,* by the center .or Wo.en » Hen
^""^ NoVtmber 14. 12-1 pm riAe Center

tofwomenpen

t'l ()00 pa.sses air ;i\ailah!«- lot who
«'ver wants to hoy lliciii.

I^ven with <»n<' <la> p,i.s>,<s soiiir

students liaxc to pai ois ;»u:»y

from campus. I laiisportMiion

Services may send siudents to lot

32, said Stocki

"One time they niadc^ nic j>ark hy
tlje .Softball field, winch is the tar

thest parking point away IVoni cam
pus, ' said Riedel.

"1 went to Parking Lot 1 and tiiey

told me there w;ls no parking, but 1

saw a lot of parking spaces still

open," fifth year electrical engi
neering student Victor Morales
said.

Stocki countered, saying "in the
pa.st, lYiui.spoilation Services has
run out of ]);Lsses. Hut this year, due
to exten.sive [)huuHng and alterna
lives, we have had spaces remain-
ing.*'^

"We are proadively trying to
expand and improve alternative
programs," Stocki said.

Tran.sportation Services encour-
ages people 4o ciui)ool by offering
guaranteed parking permits for

those who do.

Another alternative to (lri\ing to

<anipMs is the Hmin(i<»' system
^^hj<•^l uses the Santa .\Ioni.a P.if

l'>hn' Buses.

IVanspoitatiiJU Servires als<» pm
moles the vanpool system hy givini:

a i)arking discount to the drivers ol

the vjuis. Some cities that \;anpoo!
are over one hundred miles away
such as Moreno Valley.

The new parking .struct me niulvr
the Intramural Field, across from
Pauley Pavilion will provide l.r>(M»

more parking .spaces. Construction
for the structure is way ahead of
schedule, said Stocki. It isex[)ected
to l)e opened for spring quarter
2(K).S.

Parking will he furtlu^' affected
by the state mandate. Tidal Wave II,

m which VCIJK will have to house
over 4,000 additional students over
the next eight to ten years. rC'lJ\
will chiuige from being a commuter
campus to more of a resident cam-
pus, which will lighten the load on
the demand for parking, Stocki
said.
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SHOOTING
Iroiu pa^c 1

iiiji with a celJ phone, uyiii^ to

(lial and screaming that tliere

vviLs a ni;ui witJi a gun m the
h\n\(\i]\o Police were al th(» .scene
wit lib I seconcl.s.

"A group of people were cry-

ing juhI running desperately to
get out of Uie building," Nigain
said. "Th<\v were crying, tripping
over one another, falling down."

Nigam's husbatid, Vishwas
Seshadri. 27. said taey saw 50 to
(iO people scramble to get out of
the building.

- Iniversity Presdent Peter
Ijkins siiid tJiere wtre no iinnie-

diate plans to chaiige security
procedures at tlie :34()0{)-student

university which includes the
1380-student nursing .school.

"I don't now behc've tlieres
any reason to imply a deficiency
of seciuity either in that building
or on tJiis campus," he said.
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BAKERY
from page 1

$1,837 a month to the previous land-

lord, not the 2,36a27 for which the
lease's incremental payment sched-
ule called.

•*Jumping ahead five years of rental
increases is a hefly burden for us; one
we are not sure we can meet," Gross
said

The Butterfly Bakery is not the
only business to have had their rent
raised recently. The slumping econo-
my has actually caused real estate

market to soar. As investors pull

money out of the unstable stock mar-
ket, they look for safer investments,
namely real estate, said Steve Sann, a
Westwood business and real estate

consultant This drives up real estate
prices dramatically, he added.

"The problem for tenants is that

when a building sells for a high price.

unless the owner is willing to hold
onto the building as a long term
investment and recoup their purchas-
ing price over a long period of time,
the new land lord is forced to jack up
rents in order to justify the high price
they paid and to pay off their mort-
gage," Sann said .

I

Danpour said he won't negotiate
the price of Brooks' rent.

"We have to answer to our
investors and make the property
work," he said.
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RPI would inhibit

UG's outreacli,

data collection
I

Chancellor Albert Camesale has joined his
Bakeley counterpart in opposing the Racial
Privacy Initiative due to the potential threat it

can have on the University of California's ability to
conduct academic research and audit the effective-
fiess of its outreach prognuns.

Sponsored by UC Regent Ward Conneriy, the
RPI seeks to help turn California into a "color-
hliiid'* society by outlawing the accumulation of
facial data on state documents. Prisons and hos-
Iritals are the only exceptions. Tliough by virtue
of his office, it would seem Cbnnerly should first

and foremost seek ways to improve upon the
UC. Yet he continues to abuse his public ofifice.

using it as a pulpit for his Utopian fantasies.

AMiou^ it concerns the UC, the RPI is not a
political issue; it's a matter of practicality. Social
•oeiice professors rely on state collected data to
study social, political and historical trends -
Indeed, there are entire departments at UCLA
geared toward accumulating knowledge about
apedfic races.

|

Moreover, the imiversity has a mandate to
ensure diversity on can^)us, primarily throu^
putreach. Outlawing the data-collecting means
by which this could be ensured would go against
one (tf the basic missions of the university.

TTie solution Conneriy proposes calls for pro-
Jbssors to do their own reseaix:h - which raises
Che question of why not just allow the current
Mdent method to OMitinue?

Other chanceDors should follow UCLA and
Berkeley's leaders in opposing a proposition that
coukl a^le some of the UC*s main resources.

SAA should amp

up Homecoming

student turnout

T^
Student Alumni Association helped

bring some spirit back to the campus by
renewing homecoming festivities this

weekend after a six-year intenniasion.

SAAs event was the product of student^ini-

tiated campus community building and
flhouki be conunended as an honorable effort.

Next year, however, the organization
should consider extending the scope of pre-
game events beyond a parade and rally so
that it appeals to a larger number and variety

of students since it seemed like a lot of the
student floats this year were produced by tra-

temities and sororities.

TTiough SAA made a concentrated effort to
invite as many students as possible and to
publicize their event - as evidenced by the
homecoming logos present all over campus -
its real challenge is to motivate students who
wouldnt be involved in the first place,

lliis is a difficult task
SAA should explore the possibility of mak-

ing the event more camival-like, providing a
fieid of diverse activities. TUis would give stu-

dents more options so they wouldn't have to
be confined to specific areas and only a cou-
ple of events for prolonged lengths of time; it

would likely increase student turnout
Now that SAA has taken the difficult step -

actually resurrecting homecoming - it should
start fusing ideas for strengthening the
turnout of the event

Unsigned editorials represent a nfiauortty opinion of

the Daiy Bnin Edftorial Board. All other colunfins,

tetters and artwork represent the opinions of their

wihors.

mis WEEK'S (UESnON

On Wadnesdiy and Thonday, students

can vote onlne on a referendum to raise

stadent fees bn $9^. The mon^ would

be tfien to USAC fer discretionary use.

Do you support or oppose ttiis referen-

dum? Do you benefit from the activities

of student government? Send responses

to viewpoint@media.ucia.edu

SUBMIT TO yiEWPOINT

Do you have an opbiion? We'd lilu to

bear it Send a submission of 600-800

words or a letter of 200 words or less

on aqy topic, hichiding a response to

published material, to

viewpoint(i)niedia.ucla.edu.

Wte reserve the right to edit letters for length

and darity Ydu must include your name, malng
address and telephone number. Anommous
letters wl be accepted but not published.
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Measure JJ would threaten, not help workers
The government should adopt a $50 per

hour minimum wage so that everylxxiy
makes $100,000 a year.

This is the absurd logic behind Santa
Monica's Measure JJ, on
the ballot Nov. 5, which
would raise Santa
Monica's minimum
wage to $13.50. The
minimum wage would
affect all medium and
large businesses in the
coastal zone of Santa
"Moscow" including

Tliird Street

Promenade.
The Santa Monica

City Council tried to

adopt the increased
wage last year without
approval from the dti-

zens. But because of a petition drive
protesting the ordinance, the conu^des on
the council reluctantly allowed the people
to decide the issue this November

The supporters of Measure JJ call it a
"living" wage. I call it an Idiot" wage,
because you must be an idiot to think
poverty can be cured simply by waving a

,Uike

Hansen
fT^wnsen^lmRrlH LCfajBdu

Hansen's column appears every Tuesday.

magic wand.
In fact, increasing the minimum wage

hurts the veiy people it intends to he^
because it raises the price of hiring
unskilled workers. So employers must cut
costs to stay in business and are forced to
fire some workers, typically minorities and
teenagers.

The Santa Monica Coalition to Protect
the Minimum Wage uses Maria Cortez as an
example of someone who will benefit hom
Measure JJ. Maria is a housekeeper at the
DoublelVee Guest Suites and makes $9.94
an hour with paid time-off. She is an immi-
grant fix)m El Salvador with six children,
and she is unable to afford an apartment in
Santa Monica

If Maria is lucky enough not to be fired

because of Measure JJ, she will be making
$13.50 for cleaning hotel rooms. Is that fsur?

Consider a current job posting on
BruinlVaks for a full-time position as a
microbiologist for Amphastar
Phannaceuticais Inc. The job qualifications

are: "Bachelor of science in microbiology,
biology or chemistry. Lab experience
required Must have good GPA and work
ethic."

What would a UCLA graduate with a
high GPA make as a microbiologist? A
whopping $11.60 to $14 an hour.

I sure hope all you biology students get
into medical school because this is the
future you face. And any North Campus
students reading this need not get smug
because everybody knows you will make
even less. If you think this example is one
of a kind, I encourage you to do a quick
search on BruinlYaks and prove yourself
wrong.

So Maria wants to live in the People's
Republic of Santa Monica I doubt whether
she can afford a four-bedroom house
(remember, she has six kids) near the
beach even after the wage is approved. Is
$13.50 an hour really a living wage for
Maria? No, of course not

If Maria does indeed get fired because
the DoublelVee can no longer afford to
employ her, she will not be alone.
According to a study released this month
by the Employment Policies Institute, 14
percent of all workers covered by Measure
JJ will be fired It is likely that two of the
three department stores in Santa Monica
Place will be forced to close, which in turn
could force the entire mall to go out of
business, causing even more job losses.

The Santa Monica City Council is delu-
sional if it believes businesses can afford to
pay double the $6.75 California minimum
wage (which is already hi^er than the

$5.25 national minimum wage) with no con-
sequences.

Businesses and workers outside of the
Santa Monica coastal zone are not immune
to Measure JJ. Small businesses outside of
the zone will be forced to keep up with the
ridiculously high wages to retain their
employees.

Tm scared," said Jack Srebnik, owner of
the 17tii Street Caf(§, which employs 46
people. "I don't want to say the sky is
falling, but if I have to match those salaries,
It will shut me down." There's another 45
people out of work because of tit pro-
posed wage increase. I wonder how the
si:5)porters of Measure JJ will fe^ about
that

If Measure JJ passes on Nov. 6, many
impoverished minorities and unskilled
workers will lose their jobs. The oily thing
that will give these people a fighting chance
of earning a real living wage is better edu-
cation and irr^roved traiiung.

Raising the minimum wage is a dteincen-
tive to improve one's skills, like an linneed-
ed crutch that lifts you iqa when you can
walk on your own. The Santa Monica City
Ck)uncil should focus its attention on
improving education and worker training
instead of pushing for an idiotic minimum
wage.

IMAGINE THAT ...

ay David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu
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U.S. policy toward N. Korea

cannot be applied b Iraq
ayJusdnKahrl

North Korea's recent belligerent

aimoimcement of what everyone
already knew - that it is developing
nuclear weapons - has stirred up the
Iraq debate.

Thus far, though, it seems most com-
mentators, at least campus conunenta-
tors, are missing the point Just
because the two nations possess simi-
lar weapons programs doesn't mean
each should be treated the same.
Many anti-war activists have leapt at

the chance to add North Korea to the
catalogue of dubious hypocrisies that
serve as their argument against every
policy option the United States has
tried with Iraq since Saddam Hussein's
takeover. They scoff that the United
States seems eager to pursue war with
Baghdad over weapons of mass
destruction whereas it turns to diplo-
macy to deal with Pyong-Yang.

They claim this shows that the Bush
administration is hypocritical, eager to
^ill blood for oil, or eager to gain vic-

arious revenge for Papa Bush.
This argument ignores the critical

distinction between Iraq and North
Korea with regards to deterrence: One
can legitimately bluff that it has nuclear
weapons; the other cannot Because
North Korea might have such weapons,
it gets treated differently than Iraq.

Worse for this line of ar^gument, the
North Korean case actually makes it

seem more necessary to go to war with
Iraq now. The failure of diplomacy in

North Korea suggests that diplomacy
will also ultimately fail in Iraq as well

and encourages preemptive action to

head off proliferation.

There are a host of other reasons
why Iraq is more pressing than North
Korea Let us suppose for a moment
that there were no differences in either

nation's weapons of mass destruction

program. If so, then the first reason for

pursuing a different policy in North
Korea is that it sits on China's

doorstep. When it comes to internation-

al politics, there's a certain understand
ing that you just don't go picking fights

with other heavyweights' entourages.
Secondly, there are no international

resolutions specifically attacking North
Korea's weapons program, and it will

take even more work than it is taking

Kahrl is afourth^year political science
and history student.

on Iraq to build one.

Third, Iraq has proven to be a
greater offensive threat than North
Korea This is in part due to Iraq's rela-

tive regional strength compared to
North Korea's relative regional weak-
ness, but it also has to do with
Hussein's high tolerance for risk.

Hussein seems more likely to do
something risky with his weapons than
North Korea, and he is also more likely

to provoke a crisis in which he will use
his own tolerance for risk to extort

concessions out of his neighbors.

There are, of course, accurate rea-

sons for going to war with Iraq that

protesters allude to. Because of the
successes of the U.S. military in

Afghanistan, a war with Iraq is

assumed to involve less casualty risk

for Americans than a war with North
Korea A war with Iraq has something
to do with the war on terrorism really

being a war on Islamic terrorisnL A war
with Iraq may have positive conse-
quences for Israel and the oil industry.

It could also be a catastrophe for botii,

but let's assume that everything works
out as well as possible for American
interests.

Even still, it is unfair to si4>pose that
a war with multiple effects is somehow
mono-causal. Just because the United
States may gain from this war in strate-

gic terms does not preclude it from
also doing what is right in a him[ianitari-

an sense or for international law.

Sometimes what's right and what's in

your own interests align. You should be
comforted by this, not protesting. It's

like finding out that the giri you've
been eyeing is also respectable, strong
and a pleasant conversationalist

Should you refrain fipom pursuing
her just because of your selfish interest

in having sex with her? Wouldn't it be
wiser to celebrate because your coars-
er desires align with your nobler ones?
When TVuman integrated the military, it

had positive electoral consequences. It

was also the right thing to do.

Which motive was decisive? Who
cares? The right thing got done.
One doesn't have to celebrate the

war to be in support of it We build war
memorials to wars we had to win - not
to wars we wanted to engage in. A
humanitarian is not necessarily a paci-

fist As Theodore Roosevelt said, "A
just war is far better for a man's soul
than the most prosperous peace."

igressive bargaining

undergrad educatio]
QyRobHennig

UC lecturers are at the end of their rope.
Last Monday the bargaining team com-

posed of lecturers from different UC cam-
puses went to Sacramento for contract
negotiations with UC's Labor Relations
Department staff and representatives fix)m
the campuses. On the second day of negoti-
ations, we believe the university engaged in
regressive bargaining.

Their team made specific concessions
during negotiations that they later took
back. Understandably, we, as a bargaining
team, were not happy about this turn of
events. But this was only the begiiming.

After this breakdown in negotiations hap-
pened, the UC bargaining team annoimced
that they were making what amounted to a
tinal offer" for lecturers. This offer would
not be open to any substantive bargaining.
It was strictiy a "^take-it-

or-leaye-it" pro{>q8aL%

Furthermore if lectur-

ers rejected the UC
offer, the imiversity

would then withdraw
this final offer and put
an official ''last, best and
fiinal offer" on the table.

The ''last, best and final

offer," they aimounced,
would be significantly

worse than what they
were giving us.

The university was, in

effect, giving lecturers an ultimatum: Accept
our proposal, or we are going to move to
end the negotiations, declare impasse, and
eventually impose a contract upon lectur-

ers.

Ultimately, the offer came as a diss^
pointment because the marmer in which it

was delivered and the offer, itself, were con-
temptuous of lecturers and what we are try-

ing to achieve: first-rate imdergraduate edu-
catiort

Because UCLA lecturers teach about half
of all imdergraduate courses, a good under-
graduate program in the UC system can
only be achieved with good working condi-
tions for lecturers.

But many UCLA lecturers teach with little

job security. Some do not know their sched
ule for the next quarter until days before it

starts. Lecturers are dramatically underpaid

Hennig is a member of the UC-AFT lecturers
bargaining team.

compared to tenure track faculty or compa
rably qualified teachers in the Cal State sys-
tem, conununity colleges, or K-12 schools.

These issues have never been seriously
addressed by the UC labor relations bureau-
crats in their contract negotiations. Instead
these bureaucrats have arrogantly engaged
in unfair labor practices and refuse to
meaningfully bargain with lecturers.

TWo weeks ago, lecturers engaged in a
strike that affected classes on five canalis-
es: Davis, Santa Cruz, Santa Barbara,
Riverside and Irvine. We had hoped the two-
day strikes would minimize the harm to stu-
dents and to course instruction whiie at the
same time getting the university to stop its

unfair and arrogant labor practices. Instead
we were blinded by an ultimatum during
mediatiort

The UC has provided us no alternative

but to strike.

This time, UCLA will

be joiitinga systeftiwide
strike Jan. 21-24. Tl^'

believe this is necessary
to show that lectiibeJb

are tired of the UC
admirustration's disre-

spect Unfortunately,

UCLA undergraduates
will be hurt because UC
administrators are

unwilling to provide a
system that promotes
quality undergraduate
instruction

We would rather not have a systemwide
strike in January, but that decision lies in
the hands of the administration Lecturers
have been bargaining for over two and a
half years. We have refused to buckle and
sign a contract we believe hurts our p[iem-
bers and cheapens undergraduate educa-
tiort

Lecturers are also resolved to strike

agairt If the university continues its regres-
sive bargaining approach after the January
strike or attempts to impose a contract
upon lecturers, we may be forced into an
open-ended strike.

Bureaucrats that have never set foot on
the UCLA campus are holding your educa-
tion hostage. As students, you deserve bet-

ter. You might want to contact Chancellol"

Albert Camesale and UC President Richard
Atkinson and let them know UCLA must
make undergraduate education apriority by
inq)roving the working conditions of UCLAJs
lecturers.

We would rather not have a

strike. Lecturers have been
bargaining for over two and
a half years. We have

refused to buckle and sign a

contract we believe hurts

our members and cheapens
undergraduate education.

Two party system undemocratic
By Marc Tomey

UNIVERSITY WIRE

It has been 81 years since women won the
right to vote, yet men are still in power It has
been 37 years since the Voting Rights Act of
1965 was passed, guaranteeing suffrage for
Afiican-Americans, yet white men are still in
power.

For more than 100 years, workers have
been unionized and organized, yet wealthy
white men are still in power. These were
movements that were supposed to shake the
country to its very core, yet they remain only
a murmur. The poor, women, minorities and
laborers are still not represented in the United
States.

Voting offers citizens a choice. It gives us a
say in how our government is run Your vote
matters.

Or does it? The parties have become so
similar that it is difficult to teU the difference
anymore. Oh sure, one leans ever so slightly
to the left, while the other gently sways to the
right The key word is gently, almost as if to
avoid offending anyone, because if someone
got offended, well, they might not vote.
Or even worse, they might vote for a third

party candidate. Except they have virtually no
chance of being elected.

We've been told, over and over, that our
vote is too valuable to waste, that we should-
n't just Ihrow it away" on a third party. But
IVe come to a conclusion: TWo choices are no
choice at alL

Americans can get 500 TV charmels, but

only two legitimate political parties? Some
democracy. Just like TV, you can flip all you
want; there's never anything good on The
only program on either channel is servitude

by wealthy politicians to their wealthy
fiiends.

Both parties have s^tly demonstrated that

they are only concerned with furthering their

own interests, with no regard for those who
elected them.

For many, not voting is a political state-

ment in and of itself: You dont represent me,
and I wont legitimize your election

Unfortunately, this is not the type of state-

ment that gets politician's attention

Wasting your vote is the key. Tliere are two
things politicians respond to - money and the
polls. You may not have money, but you have
a vote. "Waste" your vote on a third party can-
didate.

Do some research. TV commercials aren't

the only thing to base your decision on; find

out the facts fit>m Web sites or alternative

news sources. Find a candidate who shares
your beliefs. If there isnt one who shares
your beliefs, vote for someone with opposing
beliefs. Third parties never win anyway, right?

A vote for a third party is a vote against the
Republicans and Democrats whose systems
have failed us. If there isnt a third party can-
didate nmning for a particular office, skip that
line on the ballot, or write in someone who
would do a better job than the Republican or
Democratic drone who is on the ballot

Your vote is far too valuable to throw away
on a Democrat or a Republicait
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As proven before, and again on **(

),** Jonsi Birggison's overbearing
choir boy croon isn't the most beau-
tiful thing in today's music scene (as
some would have you think); it's not
even the main strength of Iceland's
second best musical import

In fact, it's hard to pinpoint any-
thing about this consciously enigmat-
ic group. When "Iceland is cold and
its music is surprisingly warm" is the
same meaningless analysis tossed
around by listeners, Lester Bangs
should be turning in his grave.

But that's the group's trick - lis-

teners are without anything to say
because Sigur Ros is without any
apparent substance. We're not moti-
\^ited by the illusion that somewhere
this music is legitimate and authen-
tic, and Birgisson is eager to adver-
tise that the lyrics he's singing usual-
ly aren't in a real language (as if any-
one this side of the Atlantic would
even know the difference).

With only eight songs on the latest

album, all untitled and sung in
Birggison's made-up hopelandic, "(

)"

seems almost a tongue-in-cheek
response to the group's perceived
pretension. The grandiose melodies
are still present, but the band dares
to bring its essence to the forefront
with fewer strings, less bombast and
significantly fewer musical ideas per
song.

While "Agaetis Byijun" was
glossed over by its production and
gratuitous strings, here the soimd
stands on its own, and predictably it

now has more room to breathe. Even
the apocalyptic closer gains its

momentum by capitalizing on the
open space between Birggison's
reverb-laden voice and the mufQed
instrumentation.

Still, it's all shamelessly melodra-
matic statements about nothing
mv^ at all But even though the
aJb^m may not be emotionaJly afifect-

ingfor everyone, you can't deny that
tliip choir boy has got some balls -
and one day he might even have
something to say.

-Andrew Lee

Foo Fighters
"One By One'
RCA Records

^i
Images of bloody hearts cover the

liner notes and the title of the album
is "One By One." The band is the Foo
Fighters, but the sound is more fight

than foo.

And the fight is pretty much a
bunch of goo - no, it's not as bad as
the Goo Goo Dolls, thank God, but it

aint too keen either.

Dave Grohl and company appear
to be making a stab at reclaiming
their gnmge roots. Nirvana fans
might be pleased to find Grohl
embracing his inner Pixie.

Or maybe theyH be bored
Tlie wheel is not reinvented. This

rocks, but not too hard The sofl;-loud

song progression is very much alive
and well on "One by One.**

This is a pedestrian Grohl effort
The songs are catchy, if angrier than
usual. People who Uke the Foo
Fighters for "Everiong" and "Learn to
Fly" will have to wait for songs seven
through nine to get anything nearly
as poppy. And even then there are
some cuss words and big, distorted
power chords.

It's not a totally heinous album:
"Have It All" has a "My Sharona" kind
of groove to it. The lyrics are
extremely simple and repeated
numerous times so anyone who likes
a good sing-along should have fun
with this album i^ like the second
track, "Low," suggests, "there's
nowhere to go."

This time around, in Grohl's anger
there's no room for any Mentos
spoofing videos, no real fun, no real
essence of foo that made the band's
early emo-style pop so digestible.

"One By One," gets a big one-and-
a-half paws foo sure.

-Anthony Broniberg

1- Sucks 3 -Good
2 - Eh... could 4 - Great

be better 5 - Classic
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CityWalk crawls with bar-hopping student groups

Universal Studios

A view of Universal CItyWalk, an entertainment mecca of restaurants, theaters
shops and nightclubs, which hosts "College Club Crawl" for local college groups.'

By Christopher Cobb
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ccobb (a) media, ucla.edu

For anyone unfamiliar with the
Universal CityWalk, tucked right
beside Universal Studios in
Hollywood, it is a monmnent to
excess. Everything is big. And
loud.

It's just past 9 p.m., and not
many people are around before the
buses come. Kiosks and shops
close for the night. The only places
still open are bars. And although
they're not busy, it looks like they
know what's coming.

It's Thursday, Oct. 24, and
Pepperdine's business and law
school are coming to take over. In
a program spearheaded by UCLA
and Universal, students from col-
leges all over Los Angeles are
being bussed to and from CityWalk
to party and drink the night away.
Nov 7 will be UCLA's turn.

Everything started when Scott
Porter, manager of promotions at
Universal CityWalk, began a pilot
program, the CoUege Club Crawl
(C-3 for short), that bussed UCLA
students to the CityWalk spring
quarter of 2002. For Porter, UCLA
was the perfect testing ground.

"It was location, it was easy to
get there, it was the perfect
demoCgraphic)," he said. "I Uved
close to the school so it was easy
for me to go out one night and talk
to people about it**

The deal was students would go
out and party like mad. CityWalk

would foot the bill for transporta-
tion, offer specials for drinks at
each location, and waive any cover
charges that a club might have.

Porter contacted Anthony
Bertuca, now a fourth-year com-
mimication studies student,
through his fraternity, Theta Xi.

"You always wonder what the
catch is," Bertuca said. "So we did
the first one, and we didn't know
what to expect, and it was so much
fim."

"Every night kids go out to

Madison's and Maloney's and

BrewCo. ... a lot of students

don't know where else they

can go."

Anthony Bertuca

Fourth-year,

communication studies

Bertuca quickly became Porter's

liaison to UCLA for C-3, and the
two arranged a second run, tripling

the amount of students involved
from 50 to 150. From there,
Bertuca began a summer intern-

ship with Universal, and establish-

ing C-3 as a regular event became
his main focus.

"I think I have one of the best
jobs ever," Bertuca said, "because
it moves a bunch ofpeople who are
already fairly tight, like the
Marshall School of Business at

use, or the UCLA Fraternity and
Sorority System, all to a different
location, and it gives them a bunch
of different things to do."

But Porter notes this is not a
specifically Greek System pro-
gram, i^

"It's actually open to any groups
that want to participate," he said.

"The reason why it's (so far been
only) fraternities and sororities is

that they're the easiest group to
penetrate and get the word out to."

As a student, Bertuca's mission
is justified since his complaint
with nightspots in Westwood is

one that most students at UCLA
share.

"Every night kids go out to
Madison's and Maloney's and
BrewCo., the same old thing every
time," Bertuca said. "And a lot of
students aren't even from LA. and
don't know where else they can go.
People have heard of Universal
Studios, most have heard of
CityWalk, but nobody knows
what's up there."

Eric Bailey, a first-year
Pepperdine business student,
explains that the reason he decided
to show up is, "They listed the
drink specials (while promoting
this event). Two dollar beers. Two
dollar weUs. So I'm getting drunk
for cheap."

The Pepperdine crowd first

invades the Cafe Tu Tu Tango, an
outdoor patio bar/restaurant
before taking the stairs to the top

CITYWALK
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It's a FUNNY world

AMBASSADORS
PROVIDE FREE

MULTICULTURAL,

INTERNATIONAL
HUMOR AT THE
COOP TONIGHT

after all
"America is probably the best country to live in,

at least in terms of personal freedom," Hodge said.
"I have comics from Iraq, and they can't just make a
routine in their home country. America is one of the
few countries where you can do this, and make
money while you're at it."

While the United States provides opportunitiesfor
THfc Ambassadors*

Shari Vasseghi is Ms. Iran.

foreign cultures."

Since the Ambassadors of
Comedy's start in 1996, it

has become a traveling
group with a foreign flavor,

but also Iries to JiK^iide
other foreign comeckans
from all over the
United States.

"When we tour,

tfif: AifBAs«lii4i| >

Dat Phan Is Mr. Vietnam m the
free show playing tonight in the
Cooperage. - it -

By Nick Rabinowitsh

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
nrabinowitsh@media.ucla.edu

When America's comedy becomes too
homogenous, it's time to bring in a special-
ized international task force to overhaul
the situation.

The self-proclaimed Ambassadors of
Comedy, consisting of comedians from
Vietnam, Bangladesh, Iran, the Virgin
Islands and the Phillipines, will convene
at the Cooperage tonight from 7-9 p.m. to
bring a world of humor to UCLA.

"It's just cool that regardless of race,
we're all performing together and making
people laugh," said comedian Dat Phan,

who performs as
Mr. Vietnam.

Jeff Hodge, the
Virgin Islands native
and the Ambassadors*
founder/master of cer-

emonies, describes the
show as "the Kings of
Comedy with accents."

But while one of the
aims of the show is to

bring to Americans a
greater worldview of
humor, Hodge
explained that America
is the only place in

which people from all

over can come togeth-

er and make fun of any-
thing and everything.

fe. i

\MBA^SADORS

Lahai Fahnbulleh is Mr. Africa in a
show featuring international humor.

comics, Hodge
had the vision for the group because he saw a lack
of foreign flavor on the American comedy scene.

"I had never seen a show where they had three
foreigners on the same bill," Hodge said "Being a
foreigner, I thought it'd be interesting if there was a
show like that."

It wasn't until after Hodge moved from Texas to
the melting pot of Los Angeles that he could com-
plete lus vision.

"There just wasn't a whole lot of diversity to
draw from in Texas," said Hodge. "I knew that when
I moved to L.A., I would be exposed to lots of new

usually

about four of us, but I did a
show in Texas with two

other (comedians), since there
are foreign comedians all over. I

pull guys from other places,"
Hodge said.

Now, Hodge is working on finishing
up a degree at Cal State Northridge, so
lus schooling limits the mobility of the
show somewhat Most of the show's
touring happens in California, but
shows in Germany are on the agenda -

as long as the United States doesn't
start a war with Iraq, Hodge said.

While the Ambassadors have world
humor on their minds, they also focus

on world issues. For example, the
show has been raising money

for the fight against AIDS.
'I think it's pretty

cool that (fund-
raising) is a global

effort where comics
from all over the world

come together to fight AIDS,"
Phan said.

On a college campus, where
students can go for weeks with-
out leaving a one-mile radius,

Hodge likes to see the show as a
new form of "travel-tainment"

"Each comic brings a differ-

ent flavor to the show," Hodge
said. "I've never been to
Bangladesh, but it's kind of like

hey, I can take a vacation with-
out leaving the room."

'

m

TheAmbassadors ofComedy mill

be at the Cooperage tonightfrom,
7-9 p. m. The show isfree.

The Ambassadors

Edwin San Juan brings
Filipino comedy as Mr.
Philippines.

Local musicians shine at Acoustic Live
By David Chang

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

Seventh game of the World Series: six
words that meant absolutely nothing to
Acoustic Live organizers, fans and per-
formers.

The last and most important baseball
game of the season played second fid-

dle to the Acoustic Live Finals at the
Westwood Brewing Company Sunday
night

"What happened?" finalist Carlos
Calvo asked the audience. "Angels just

score?"

Sorry, Carlos, no one knows. Despite
a television perched atop the bar, all

audience members had their backs
turned to the game and eyes focused on
the stage, where Calvo and six other
finalists vied for first place in an eight-

week, 42-band acoustic tournament.

The leadoff batter, Calvo, started the
inning with an invigorating perfor-
mance that fired up the crowd. His
refi-eshingly earthy voice and laid-back
songs made him the epitome of a local
artist.

Anaheim Angels centerfielder Darin
Erstad stretched out for an amazing
catch around the time guitarist/singer
John Digrazia stretched out his high-
pitched voice for an amazing song. To
his left sat cellist Monica Rancher, who
supphed a dark and brooding reso-
nance that contrasted perfectly with
Digrazia's high notes.

By the time Beth Thomley stepped
up to bat, the cozy confines above the
Westwood Brew Co. officially became a
fire hazard as audience members had to
sit on the floor Uke kindergartners.
Thomley continued the show's trend of
incredible voices, belting out irre-

sistible and earnest pop numbers.

The Beth Band's guitar-keyboards-
accordion pop attack played opposite
to Holly Figueroa's solo guitar act.

Figueroa smiled, chatted, and joked
with the audience more tiian anyone,
but her songs of personal tragedy simg
with powerful, throaty vocals rendered
many tear ducts to start flowing.
Of all the great voices in the competi-

tion, Sara Bareilles's pipes were undeni-
ably the best. Norah Jones comes to
mind, but Bareilles has a livelier and
more emotional tone. A fifth-year com-
munications studies student at UCLA,
keyboardist Bareilles, along with gui-

tarist Budi Iskamdar and drummer
Michael Bove, delivered head-bobbing,
finger-snapping tunes that jazzed the
crowd.

With a scraggly fi-ontman. Scared of
Girls had the best rock band image. The

BREWCO
I
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YEE-SHING YANG/Daily Brlin

Jared Burton, a UCLA student, played solo in the last act of the
Westwood Brewing Company's Acoustic Live show Sunday night.

laammtM
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Multiple UCLA nights plWed

from page I

floor of Jillian's, which sports a ten-

lane bowling alley. Behind the bar
and between the bottles of booze are

a bunch of bowling pins.

From there, everyone heads over
to the nocturnal Universal Cityloft

The Karl Strauss Brewery is the first

stop. By now, the graduate students
from Pepperdine are flinging beer
coasters at each other from across
the bar.

Tonight, Porter, a Pepperdine
aliunnus, is among the group. He
makes it a point to accompany all the
schools that come out

"Tliis is a really tame crowd,** he
says. "With undergrads, it gets really

cra?y. And with UCLA, we're looking
at ten times the students we have out

here tonight"

Some head over to B. B. King's, a
bar/restaurant named afler the blues
guitarist Some check out Howl at
the Moon, a double piano bar which
takes audience requests for anything
from Quiet Riot's "We're Not Gonna
Take It" to The Monkee's ''Daydream
Behever" They also spend 15 min-
utes telling dirty knock-knock jokes.
After a few beers, this is the most
incredible piece of entertainment
ever.

Others head over to Rimdba
Room. Outside the bass beat is audi-
ble. Inade it's deafening. A live disc
jockey plays hip-hop, R&B and
dance music.

The final buses leave after all the
bars close for the night For the
Pepperdine crowd, it's best they're

not doing any of the driving. Porter
mentioned this was a tame crowd;
it's hard to imagine what UCLA is

capable of.

Concerning C-3 as a whole,
Bertuca ei\joys the prospect
The college club crawl is going to

stop Nov 21," he said. "And then
they'll pick up again in January.

There hasn't been a date set, but
there will definitely be multiple
UCLA nights. Starting January, we're
going all the way through June, every
Thursday night"

For any student organization inter-

ested in becoming involved in CS,
call Scott Porter, manager ofpromo-
tions at Universal CityWalk, at (818)
622-5946. I
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North Campus lore distracts parents

Anthony
Bromberg

abromber8i)medB.uc»a^du

Remember the halcyon days of
yore when you were young, full of
energy, and you er\joyed Parents'

Night at school?

Those days are probably gone for
most of us.

Youth has been
replaced by cyn-

icism; enei^ by
lethargy and
binge drinking

followed by
binge sleeping.

It's not too likely

that when your
parents show up
at school you
run around
excitedly show-
ing your latest

finger-painting

or 100 percent
on a spelling test posted on the wall
with sticky stars.

In fact, outside of dispensing cash
via mail or direct deposit, a weekly
phone call or two, and providing the
turkey at Thanksgiving, parents
aren't always a desired entity to
integrate into your college life.

Fortunately for most students
who don't live at home, it's rare to
be forced into merging College

George with Son or Daughter
George (worlds are colliding Jerry,

worlds are colliding). When it does
happen, though, it's really not that

different from those proud Parents'

Nights of the past
We students have to lead our par-

Bromberg's column regularly runs
on Thursdays.

ents around, showing off our good
sides and skimming over the less

parentally desirable aspects of col-

lege life. For instance, you want to

show your parents the view from
your Westwood highrise, but you
may not want to point out other
thirigs like, "Hey Mom, that stain on
the floor is where my next door
neighbor Kramer got alcohol poison-

ing and puked his guts out last

Tuesday." Bad idea

This last weekend was
Homecoming/Bring your folks

weekend, and it brought a few
things to my attention. Namely, that

there are advantages to being a
humanities/art m^or.

Sure, if you're an engineer or a
pre-med student, you can write up
some reports and draw up some
charts to show the exorbitant

amount of future earnings that will

one day help keep your parents in

the nicest retirement home around,
but more important than anything is

the ability to entertain your parents.

Think about it do you really want
your parents to be bored and have
nothing better to do than ask you
personal questions and rifle through
your things. And, let's face it, show-
ing your parents the new binary
code you wrote or the pictures of
the rat lymph nodes you've been sal-

vaging will take up a couple minutes
at best, and you've got a whole
weekend to think about
My dad came into town and I

found myself using my North
Campus knowledge (however feeble
it admittedly is) to make the week-
end pass by problem-free.

North Campus classes can help

you accomplish bonding with your
parents. He drove into town from
scenic Fresno, Calif., straight down
the 5 and 99 freeways. He would
have been miserably whining about
the boring ride if he hadn't been lis-

tening to Bob Dylan's "Blood on the
Tracks," which I gave him for his
birthday We also proceeded to dis-
cuss the album's merits for a half
hour period after he arrived (Music
History 5).

After dirmer that night, as the
conversation began to hit a lull, I

reached deep into my brain, and
remembered we had both seen the
new RT Anderson film, "Punch-
Drunk Love." Our collective musing
about the color symbolism, natural
light shot choices, and Adam
Sandler's dyriamic performance gave
us fodder to carry the conversation
well into the night (Film and TV
106).

Saturday we went to the football
game, and much to our surprise the
Toledo-led Bruins won. After revel-
ling in our victory got old, I had to
come up with some way to keqp my
dad busy for one last night
Thankfully, looking through my
desk, I found a short story I had just
written (English 134). My dad read
it, digested it, and then gave me a
lecture on character arc (he had
mgyored in English at Berkeley once
upon a time).

My weekend passed without inci-

dent, even amiably. Thanks to a little

culture that could all be learned in

open general education here at

UCLA, this Parents' Weekend
deserved a gold star sticker of its

own. Student Geor^ge didn't explode.

'Ring' falls to 'Jackass' at the box office
By David Germain

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

"Jackass" has puUed its craziest

stunt yet, debuting in first place at the

box ofBce with $22.7 million.

Last weekend's winner, Naomi
Watts' horror fihn The Ring," sl^)ped

to No. 2 but added about 650 more
theaters. The movie took in $3.8 mil-

lion more firom opening weekend,
pushing its l(><lay total to $39.7 mil-

lion, according to studio estimates.

Another fiight flick, "Ghost Sh^),"

opened in third place with $11.7 mil-

lion. The movie stars Julianna
Margulies and Gabriel Byrne as lead-

ers of a salvage crew that finds a
haunted ocean liner.

Debuting in narrower release (only
752 theaters) was Mark Wahlberg and
Thandie Newton's The TVuth About
Charlie," a remake of the Gary Grants
Audrey Hepburn crime caper
"Charade." Directed by Jonathan
Demme, it opened out of the top 10
with $2.3 millioa

The overall box office rose for the
seventh straight weekend. The top 12
movies grossed $88 million, i^ 21
percent from same weekend last

year.

Produced for just $5 million,

"Jackass" features Johnny Knoxville,
SteveO and others from the now-
defunct MTV show doing such haz-
ardous or crude acts as roUer-skating
with bottle rockets attached or uri-

nating on a snow cone.
Two thirds of the movie's audience

was male and nearly half the crt)wds
were young men fi-om 17 to 24,
acconing to distributor Paramount

Executives at Paramount and its

MTV subsidiary had expected
"Jackass" to gross $20 million at best
"We didnt e^qpect to exceed $20

million for a film...with no plot, no
Oscar-caliber performances and no
real writing," said Van Toffler, MTV
president -xoff

The R-rated movie ur^ed viewers
not to try the stunts themselves, and
Paramount offered to provide guards
at theaters that wanted extra security

to keep those younger than 17 from
sneaking in, said Wayne Lewellen, the
studio's head of distributioa

Adaih Sandler and Emily Watson's
quirky romance "Punch-Drunk Love"
broke into the top 10 after two week-
ends in limited release. The film

expanded to 481 theaters, \ip about
400 fipom last weekend, and came in

at No. 7 with $3.5 million.

The Harlem drug tale "Paid in

Full," featuring Mekhi Phifer and
Wood Harris, premiered with $1.4
million in 268 theaters.

Debuting strongly in five theaters
was "Frida," starring Salma Hayek
and Alfii^ed Molina as Mexican painter
Frida Kahlo and her husband, Diego
Rivera The film, directed by Julie

Taymor (Broadway's "The Lion
Kng"), took in $200,000.

Also opening well was "Rodger
Dodger," starring Campbell Scott as
an odious womanizer and grossing
$52,000 at just four theaters.

Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at North American
theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc.

1. "Jackass. The Movie," $22.7 mil-

liort

2. The Ring," $18.g million. '

3. "Ghost Ship," $11.7 million.

4. "Sweet Home Alabama," $6.4

million.

5. "My Big Fat Gr«ek Wedding,"
$6.3 millioa

6. "Red Dragon," $4.7 millioa
7. "Punch-Drunk Love," $3.5 mil-

lioa

8. "Jonah: A VeggieTsdes Movie,"
$2.9 millioa

9. "The 1Yaniq)orter," $2.85 millioa
10. "Brown Sugar," $2.8 millioa

BREWCO
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»_»unconventional trio had the rock *n

roU swagger to boot Unfortunately,
the irritating voice and indecipher-
able pronunciations of lead singer
Toggo made the band the clear odd
man out

Last, but defimtely not least, was
Jared Burton, a sixth-year UCLA

student. Burton may be studying lin-

guistic anthropology, but his politi-

cally charged songs made him seem
like a political science student The
crowd listened in dead silence to the
unexpected power of his music. A
Neil Young in baggy clothes. Burton
fit the "street singer with a cause"
archetype to a tee.

The pressure was on the industry
judges to identify the winner from a
lineup of outstanding artists. The
crowd hardly influenced the voting

since the volume remained high
throughout the show. When the dust
settled, Figueroa placed third and
Bruins Burton and Bareilles cap-
tured second and first, respectively.

While Burton and Bareilles busy
themselves with recording offers,

Figueroa, the self-professed "fat

chick," is set to be a guest speaker in

UCLA professor Robert Walser's
music class.

The Angels won the World Series,

by the way.

Enjoy the
Movies!!
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Mon-Thu (5^5) 7:20 9:55

UrKJer the Moor4ght
Farai Langume wNh Engaati autMes

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7.30 9:50

Santa Monica
oMi lA MUWGA
1332 2nd SI

(310) 394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1.45) 4:30 7 15 9:50

Real Wtomen Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4.50 7:15 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:05 7:45 10:20

Spirited Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1.00) 4:00 7:00 10:00

Cinema 1

Cinema 2

Cinemas

Cinema 4

Qnema5

Cinema 6

Cinema 7

Cinemas

Cinema 9

OnemalO

Cinema 11

Cinema 12

Jaclcass: The Movie (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 1:15 2:30 3:30 4:45

7«) 8:00 9:15 10:15

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon-Thu 12:45 3:00 5:15 7 30 9:45

The Truth About Charlie (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu 12:00 2:30 5«) 7:30 10:00

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 4:45 7 00 9:15

Jonah: A VeggieTales Movie (G)

Mon-Thu 1:10 pm

At)andon (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 12:30 2:55 5:20 7:45 10:10

Punch Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 12:55 •2:20 3:15 •4 40

;
5:35 •9:20 10:15

The Ring (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 1 55 4 35 7:15 9:55

White Oleander (PG-13)
tXrector's Hall Free Upgrade thb Week

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

Brown Sugar (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 2:35 5:10 7.00 7:45 9:35 10:20

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1 35 44:25 7:15 *^:00 10:05 "10:40

Sweet Home Aiat)ama (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:50 5:25 8:00 10:35

Cinema13
«

Cinema 14

Cinema 15

Cinema 16

Cinema17

Cinema 18

Cinema 19

Qnema20

The Tuxedo (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 450 7:20 9:50

Barbershop (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 3:20 5:45 8:10 10:35

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)
OlreciDr% Hal - Free Upgnde liiia Week

Mon-Thu 2:40 5:20 7:40 10«)

Knockaround Guys (R)

Nrecfers Ha* - Free Upgcade TMa Mtoet(

Mon-Thu 12:10

Hansel & Gretel (PG)

Mon-Thu 12.30 2:40 4:50

Space Statton 30 (G)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 11:30 4:30

Lewis & Clark: Great Journey West (NR)

IMAX Theatre

Mon-Thu 10:15 12:45

Apolk) 13: The IMAX Experience (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 5:45

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connectton Abandon (PG-13)
La Cienega at Beverly Btvd. Mon-Thu 2:1 4:40 7:30 9:55
4 hours vaiklated

parking $1 at Box Offk» Fonnula 51 (R)

(310) 659-591

1

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon-Thu 2:30 5:00 7:00 7:45 9:15 10:15

Pakj In Full (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:40

The Transporter (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:05 4:30 7:10 9:30

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:15

LANDMARK

AN or Nothing

Mon-Thu (12.-00) 3:30 6:30 9:30

The Man from E)y8ian FteMs (R)

Mon-Thu (11:15) 4:20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:45 4:30 7:15 10«)

Santa Monica
NUART
11 272 Santo Monk»Blvd
(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE
1314 Wiishire Boulevard

(310) 394-8099

The Trials of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30 2:30) 4:15 5:15

7:00 eXX) 9:45 10:30

AMC
Westwood

Westwood

PACIFIC

Westwood

REGBfT
1 045 Broxton Avenue

(310) 208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2«) 4:30 7:00 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood BhKl.

(S. olWllaMre)

474-7866 or 777-FlLM (#025)

Tuck Evertasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 3:00 5:00 7KX) 9:00

AVCO QNEMA
10e40WlisnireBlvd

1 Bik. E. of Westwood
(310) 777-RLM #330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon.Wed 1:40 4:30 7:00 9:45

Tue 1:40 4:30 10:10

Thu 1:40 4:30

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1 30 4:20 7:10 10:05

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Sweethome Alabama (PG-1 3)

Tue-Thu 2:00 4:50 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
pyVNDANGO.COM

Beveriy Hills

CHECa GORI RNE ARTS
8556 Wiishire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

The Grey Zone

Mon,Thu (4:45) 7:15 9:35

Tue (4:45) 9:35

Wed (2:00) 4:45 7:15 9:35

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILUON Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45
(310)475-0202

My Big f^ Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 7:00

toADVERTISE

310.825.2161

y —
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UCLA Dally Bruin Classifieds
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Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am
Friday: 1 0am

3:00pm
2:30pm

Ad Writing Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price-
many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

41

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

announcements
1100-2600

^^

12S0
Miscellaneous

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MRI and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01 -03-048-02A.

1250
Miscellaneous

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraisina event. Our programs make fundraising easy whh no rislcs.

Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

1300
Campus Recruitment Campus Recruitment

•¥ ..-C -S^v

DeadUnes
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing

12 noon.

12 noon.

Classified Une Rates

Monthly
One Insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 2.00 1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

t':*^

fi::

\\

Please join Dr. Robert Roberts,
Vice President ofReseardi,

to learn more about
The Institute for

Defoise Analyses (IDA).

October 30, 2002
UCLA Career Crater 3rd iloor

Conference Rocmi
5:00 pm-6:50pm

*

Dr. Roberts will discuss dialknges facmg die national

security community, the historical and C(»itemp(xaiy

ccmtext of those challenges, and IDA*s research faogram
in support of national security decision-makws.

IDA is a not-fOT-pn^t OKporatioii that operates two
Federally Funded Research and DevelopiMia C«fl«s
serving the OfSce ofthe Secretary ofDef^ise, the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, Unified

Commands and Deft^ise

Ag^ctes in ackbessing

important national security

issues. Please view chit

website f<x more inftxmation:

ht^y/www.ida,Qrg

5 insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

Quarterly

50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

..each additional word 12.50

1800
Miscellaneous

1800
Miscellaneous

12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

^BHI
Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

subject to change wfthout notice.

1*^*^

Special Features & Issues

•SALES PROS
Neededln Vdost HiV
Recycler Classifieds, a TWbune Co.,

is accej^ing resumes at our
'^%f40i^^9* Hills facility.

.M'

• irs^itni-iMinianWg^ms
Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Nt'^nthiisfj[g
Every day!

310.825.2221

VILLflCf DlStl
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

i<
:i>.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
A Join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,
avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential:j^isitimhshns

+ bonuses + other i^mMhieSi.
*.'-^

joe.moranQrecycler.com EOE

IninCoupoDS

Every 5tti and 10th week

310.825.2161

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-209-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car toans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

RESEARCH PROJECT on bulimia arxl early

chikjhood relationships. Need volunteers to

complete an online questionnaire. Thanksl

www.bulimiasurvey.com

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveiing/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/naturai/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

Hnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPLACE.COM

STO DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. VoiceMdeo/chat/music.

2050
Pregnancy

^^i^iS^r;;;^!^^?^/^!!^^*^^ ^!!!ZT 1?**^-?*^ °" nond«cnminat1on No medium shan accept advertisements which present persons of any ongin.'

Stl^^^JSi^S^^lJJZTTS^ ryl^.r:?" "^^ "^"^ capab..rt«s. rotes, or status .n soc^ty Neither the Daily Brum nor^tl^UCUV CommunSon
nSS^JiJlSS!!^^^.!!^^^^^ l!^""*^

i in W. iMu.. Any p««on bel«v,ng that an advertisement m th« issue violated the Board's polK^y on

2i;i*trSI-!J^!^^ ?^!r'?Tl?
" T5? ^^ Assistant Diractor Daily Bruin, 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westv^ood Plaza, Los Ange.es 90024-1641 For ass48-

T^^Z^^^SZ^^S^^^ 'SSSZnfll^'^hi.iS*^ ??^!^°' ^^*''' '^ ^"^ ^'"* '^ "°^«"9 °«^« ^' '310> ^^^-9671 CiSed ads also appear on-l.ne

JLr2;1^22^Jtil^.!^lI^!r-^^ ^?^" ' compi^nentary servK^ for custom*, and « not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible for the first incorrect inser-t»n only. Minor typograptw:* snor, »« not sNgUs (or r«(Unds For any refund, the Da.ly Bru.n CI«sMisd Department must be not,f,ed of an error on the first day of pubiicatKXi by noon

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an Important

milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor at>out it

today, www.ficu.org

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-

erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So rf you're
looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

ROLLING STONES TICKETS (3) Nov. 2,

2002. Edison Field. Good seats, $99/ea. 310-

822-4048.

.J

nmoo
Wanted

LEGOS BOUGHT! Turn your legos Into cash.
Matt 800-269-0560. ibuyle90s@aol.com.

MANDELL MANAGEMENT kxated in Los An-
geles is putting together a super band to begin
playing shows in mW-December. Influences in-

dudeiNo Doubt, The PoHce, U2, and Led Zep-
pelin. Guitarist, bassist, and drummer are
needed asap for local gigs. If you are ages 18-
28 and interested.-31 0-481 -4474.

--^^000
_ Books

CPA REVIEW BOOKS and CD. 2002. Call
Mark 310-313-9338, diviter@hotamil.com.

HOW TO ATTRACT
ANYONE, ANYTIME

Gukle to dating In coHege - $20.00: NUPRE,
PO BOX 147 San Gabriel. Ca 91776.

3300
illeclibies

John ± Christian
Oesicncrs ft Craftsmcn Since 1850

UCLH
COU.E6E MONO«RAM

RiN6

FreeBrednre

•YEAR Date
•Decree
•Greek letters
•Your Mono«ram

I4K Gold $450

RINGBOXXOM 1-888-646-6466

^ 3AOO
Computers

NEW LAPTOPS. $899. Free printer, carry
case, cables, battery, shipping, 3 year war-
ranty. 866-883-0048

SECRETS are kx*ed inside your computer
and the Internet! Release them now! 1-900-

226-3082 Ext1349. $2.99ADinute. Must be
18/Yr8. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

3500
furniture

FOR SALEl Wooden bureau wttt) clmwers.
Price Is t^egotfaWe. CaH 310-6l2-7fei^

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown mowing, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/offioe a special

finished touch.

Gregofy& Chris 818-321-5408

Miscellaneous

Go Bruins! Get your limited editkx) SC Sucks
T-Shlrts. Special Pricing!!! Get these in time
for SC week, www.playhousetees.com

^ftTSftWwE

transportation

4600~55TO ^^

Baggagg^ggg

^700
Jiitto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
Well beat anyone's price or we doni want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan". 310-777-

8817, 323-873-3303.

A900
OS for Sale

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatk:.

Power everything. Good condltton. Price

negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

1985 VOLVO 740 GLE 4dr. 73K miles.

Automata, Air Conditfoning, AM/FM, Cassette,

Sun Roof, Great condition, $2900. 310-391-

9912. dave@igpp.ucia.edu

1988 VOLVO 240DL. Automatk:. Excellent

condition. Restored engine. Power steering.

A/C. Stereo. Black. Must sell, leaving LA.
172K-miles. $2300. 310-826-7577.

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $2,000/obo. 310-433-1838.

j,ii„;i,SaaMmmam ML
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FLU VACCINE
For more information obouf FREE

Flu Voccine go to the od on page 04

Vi^ t the Ashe web site for more information, request

an appointment or ask o health related question:

www. studentheolth uc lo . ed

u

or call 825-4073

f 4900
iUtos for Sale

1992 VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET, wolfsburg.
perfect LA car, automatic-transmition.
CD/leather interior/power/ac/premium wheels.
New attematorAiming beft/battery/front tires.

2nd owner. $3750. 310-826-5753

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,
power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293. 31 0-841-0784.

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d. 88k. automatic. AC.
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack, original
owner. $3700. 310-479-0222 or 310-433-
7585.

6500
Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089. mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Services

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-319-3323ext.A2 14. Call today Start sav-
ing now.

I

5100
Motorcycles for Sale

00/01 SUKUZI GSXR750
FAST AND STRONG. Dyno-tuned and
mapped, NO upcoming film. High perfor-

mance. Extras. $6200obo. Chad 323-620-

2371.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Wrlte.com
(310)470-6662

M300
liriting Help

-mm 67OO
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant.3 10-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations. Essays, Personal Statemen*..

Manuscripts, Articles. International stude its

welcome. 818-345-1531.

Noficjnally Accredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Con game
5 Throng
8 Vague
12 Like Swiss cheese
14 Prima donna
15 Wind instrument
16 Friend
17 Senator —

Cranston
18 Guidry and Howard
19 Diving gear

(2wds)
21 Paul Hogan role

23 See — — glance
24 Pie container
25 Double curve .

26 Coral reefs

30 - Marbles
32 Ethical

33 Spring sound
36 Layer
37 Regions
38 Bottom feeder
40 Small parrot

42 Work dothes
43 Carxjy stripers

44 Granddad, to dad
45 Position

48 Get sleepy
49 Smklgen
50 Badge
52 HanfsheUed edibtee
57 Epic
58 Incoming-plane

stats

60 Delhi coin
61 Dull sound
62 Nefertiti's river

63 Emporium
64 Desert surface
65 Mag lie of baseball
66 Fabric sample

DOWN
1 George Bernard —
2 Show up
3 Got down

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A L 1 V E

1

W E E D

1
M E L T

A 1 R E S A Y L A 1 D E A
H E A R T V E 1 N D 1 R
S U N B A K E D^Ha G E N Ti^ T 1 SHJ A D E^^H
A B A S E D^ O L S T E R S
M O U£ D O R 1 S is L A P
O R G L 1 SB

1
E T E

R A H s|j. E A TS A N O N
E X T ^E R 1 RHT E N A N THiR E B U S tBH
T E P 1 D^tL A N K A R D S
H U L A

1

E R 1 K

1

T C E U P
U R A L K A L E M 1 N E R

|rJ2J YJsj EJwj EJS O D D L Y

10-29-02 g 2002 Unrted Feature Syndicate, Inc.

6
7

8
9

4 Ryan and Tilly

5 Wire
thicknesses
Biologist's eggs
Rrst-aid kit

items

Fearsome cape
Living quarters

10 Districts

1

1

Pro votes
13 Dixie pronoun

(hyph.)

14 Information
20 Part of TGI F
22 Squadron
24 Ask urgently

26 Oz. or lb.

27 Industry

28 Two-piece
cookie

29 Insect stage
30 Still-life

subjects
31 More helpful

33 Tested out

34 Pew locale

35 Cheshire Cat.

finally

37 Thorax
neighbors

39 LA. hours
41 One. to Helmut
42 Hercules'

twelve
44 Fell boot
45 Witty remarks
46 f^braska tribe

47 Air rifle (2 wds.)
49 Prescribed

amount
51 "Shane" star

52 Phone
53 Cashews and

filberts

54 Bone
55 Hatcher or Garr
56 Trickle

59 Senorita's aunt

U C L *

Cheer on UCLA Sckxer and
Give Local Kids a Head Start

!

Sunday, Nov. 3

Men's and WoNfEN's Soccer Doubleheader
I

Work with K-12 school kids as an Tm Going to

College volunteer and make a difference!

Volunteers work for three pregame hours and
receive a reserved seat at both games, free T-shirt

and complimentary breakfast. Contact Kelly Reed
at (310) 206-5990 or KReed@athletics.ucla.edu.

(310) UCIA^SAA wwiiLUCLAIumnLiMl/SAA

SAA is the muUnt chapter oftht""/r^ s a o c i a t i o nl

Classifieds

825-2221^

S300
Scooter/Cycle Rcipair

CycleTime Company i Since 1977i >
Motorcyde • Motor Scooter • Moped

Sales • Repairs • Insurarxis

EXCHANGE AO FOR FREE PICK-UP
REPAIR, OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT.

(310)275-6734
1632 S La Cianega Blvd. Six Blocfc* South o( Pkx)

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

Need Transportation
to a Party or

fc Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Umousines

for hire. '

call Gina (310)211
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

services
5800-7300 .

S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackenman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org. i

^ooo
Insurance

>iilslale.
VbuVB in good hands.

Mike Azor lr>surance Ager>cy. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 NA/ostwood Blvd.
(2 fc>lks. So. of Wllshdr©)

24 Hours g Doy Service

6ISO
Foreign Languages

SMC Community Semces
Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400
6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

^^300
igal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com.
www.deeslegal.com.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY i

55.000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley. Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA. CA 90025. 310-
820-7553. Deadline: Friday. Nov 1st.

-^^6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST VoicemaiI/pager:
800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry@310-391-5657.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-
tional students welcome. Winsk5w's:31 0-475-

9585.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

7AOO
Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $ WORK 4 U
Invest in foreign cun-ency. $500 minimum.
Retums up to 60%. For more info call Daniel
(213) 747-3488.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing. Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tbnal students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

WANT TO MAKE $$$?
Learn the fastest way to make up to
$10.000-$20,000 around your schedule this
yr via marketing/advertising/investing.

<marketing_adver@yahoo.com>

7000
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer. Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statls-

tlcs/English/Hebrew,chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting. AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring sen/ice. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

7500
Career Opportunities

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation cleri< for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-
oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate prefen-ed. Friendly, busi-
ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

NEED PROOFREADING, EDITING?
Experienced Editor/English tutor, published
writer, English BA can help with papers,
research projects, etc. Call Jessica 310-234-
8380.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT Strong phone and
computer skills required. M-F, 8am-4pm,
Westwood. Resume and salary requirements
to notlce@vipo.com or fax 310-470-7201

.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncotogyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonic read-
ing method, must like young children 3-years
and up, tutor in West LA to go to home. 323-
467-6659.

v'l^m 7600
Child Care Offered

I'M A MOTHER'S HELPER/NANNY with
excellent references and lots of love. Flexible.

310-657-4588. Call Judy.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math. Writing. Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent
references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER NEEDED for easy-going 7-

year-oW girl. 1-2 nights per week. Beverly-

wood Area. $10/hr. Contact Kari at 310-968-
8143 or Kariann95@aol.com

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-
tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-
ents weteome. 310-475-9585.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY seeking part-time nan-
ny for 11/2-year-old. 3days/week(9-5pm)
•-Saturday nights(5-11pm). Must have in-

surances CDL References required. $12/hr.

310-476-4701.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the
rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College
math, including:Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Algebra. and SAT1 math. Flexible
hours. Friendly, patient UCLA senior (As-
trophysics major) with seven years experi-
ence tutoring math and three years teach-
ing experience. $25/hour in convenient
Westwood/Brentwood area locatbn. Call
for more infomnation. Stephanie:31 0-993-
8064.

CHILDCARE for 3-year-old girt. Early AM, Late
PM -M/TU/W/F. Drop-off or pickup from
school. Good driving-references/record, non-
smoking. West LA. 310-980-5231.

CHILDCARE: TV producer needs for kids, 13
& 9, M/T/F 3-7p (flexible), light housekeeping,
$12/hr. Catherine 323-933-2325.

CULVER CITY: 3-4 momings a week for 2
school age chiWren. 6:30-8:30am. $25/day.
Must own car. Francis 310-839-6929.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul- 310-
387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language -for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

HOMEWORK BUDDY wanted for 4th grade
giri. Tues-Thurs. 4:15-5:30pm. Encino. Will
pay $15/hr. Please call Robin 818-262-1900.

SPANISH/PIANO TUTOR for high school stu-
dent in San Gabriel, near Alhambra. 2-3
hrs/wk. $20/hr. Call Melba 626-458-9485.

TUTOR FOR ninth grade student to help with
math and English. Must have car. 1-2 hrs/wk
$20/hr. 310-397-7959.

DRIVER^JANNY/TUTOR: 2 children. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car, insurance, and
clean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE/HOMEWORK
helper needed for 3 kids. T/W/TH afternoons
until 7. Excellent opportunity for female college

student seeking OT/SP degree. $10/hr. Pacific

Palisades. Laura 31 0-454-1 1 50.

EXPERIENCED. CARING TUTOR NEEDED
5-8pm for ADHD 7yr-old. Prefer Psychoto-
gy/Education background, experience
w/ADHD. Brentwood/5mins-UCLA. Need own
car. 310-440-0808.

7700
Child Care Wanted

TUTOR 2hrs/day. 11 y/o boy with ADHD, son
of UCLA physician . Call JT: 310-825-4098. ^

TUTOR NEEDED for 2 kids. Good in English
and math. M/W/Th. After 4pm, flexible hours.

Experienced w/kids. 310-205-0013 or 310-
801-7616.

wJj^^j^j^^ 7800
Help Wanted

" $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Work 1-2hrs/day. Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri. between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

GHOST WRITER NEEDED, help write& com-
plete full-featured comedy script. I have
idea&outline, just need help w/format.&typing.

Will pay. Liza 310-578-9652.

TUTOR NEEDED. Asist and supervise 4th
grade boy w/homework. Motivated-patient.
Mo/Tu/Th, 4-6pm(flexible). $12-15/hour. ChikJ
development experience prefen-ed. BH area
310-666-4213.

EXPERIENCED, ENGAGING babysitter

needed for bright, cheerful, 20-month-okJ tod-

dler in Westwood. Every Wednesday 9-5, and
occasional evenings. Earty childhood develop-
ment or childcare training/experience a plus.

310-278-0579.

FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED. 3-4 after-

noons/week. Pick-up/ babysitting 4year oW
boy. 5 min from UCLA. Must have car.

$13/hour+gas. 310-441-1005

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN, ENERGETIC FEMALE with car/insur-

ance for two girls. M-R, 3-6pm/Friday 12:30-

6pm. Possible room exchange. Lovely chil-

dren/neighbortiood! 310-390-8436.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert)al and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT GRE. etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructort)iring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

*• TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate prefen-ed. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension finri.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm, 30-
40hrs/wk, $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/lalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T $10-15/hr, $200-»-per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ATTORNEY WITH HOME OFFICE in Sher-
man Oaks seeks dert< (typing, filing) 20 hrs/wk
(flexible), $8.50. FAX 310-943-2339, email
advancedlaw@yahoo.com or call 310-443-
4228.

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included
• It's not a job -It's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (SCO) 646 • MIXX (6499)
w\A^w.nntionnlfc>ar-tonclers.coni

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National CommercialsAMaga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTING Help w/2 fantastic chikJren
various weeknights and some weekend
nights. Santa Monica. Approx. 10+hours/wk.
All negotiable. Leave message w/references
310-458-3559 or email carol@goldenmange-
ment.com.

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-
1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION ABA. POSU
TIQN. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED. or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow tor 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

CLERICAL, part-time in office in SM home
with two large dogs. Mon-Thur, 12.30-

4.30pm, Fri 9am-1pm. Strong computer
skills, errands, shipping, need car. Fax
Resume: 310-845-9173.

Dog Training wanted. One year okj Lab needs
training. Pay performance based. Big perfor-

mance big pay. 310-550-7862 or jross-

gunter@aol.com

DRIVER NEEDED
1 hour/day pick up middle school student 3PM
in West Hollywood and drive to West LA.

$12/hour. Contact Robyn:213-580-7532.

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

FEMALE PRODUCTION ASSISTANT for TV.

B.T.S. Documentary. Women's studies pre-

ferred. Shoots Nov. 9-10. $100/day. Please

copy paste resumes to kiradale@eeirthlink.net.

GOTHAM H/MJ. club/restaurant is now hiring

host/security/bartenders. Immediate openings.

1431 3rd Street Promenade. Apply in person

after 4pm daily.

HAIR MODELS NEEDED FOR SM SALON:
You doni have to be a model to kx)k like one.

310-392-3951x50. Must be willing to change

your look.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEON'S OFFICE. Ex-

perience needed. Full & Part-time for fi-ont

office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

HOSTESS NEEDED
Restaurant in 3rd Street Promenade. PART
TIME. Contact DavkJ or Sue: 310-260-1994.

LOOKING FOR P/T ASSISTANT Basic com-
puter skills, telephone ftlendly. Fax 310-203-

3000 and 310-980-0000

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule, Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week, starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

TUTOR/MENTOR for 13 y/o boy. Looking for

"cool guy" who can tutor in geometry and
English; interest in basketball/rap music desir-

able. 4-7PM, 1-2daysAvk. $15/hr. Near LAX.
R. Shulman 310-645-8162.

HELP ME WITH MY 13 AND 8 YR/OLD. Fri-

days, 2:30-6:30 in Santa Monica $10.00/hr.

Must have own car. 310-393-5610.

MALE MODELS 18-25 Asian, and other races.

Mags, cards, fine art. Fun! Hot! Free travel.

310-515-3343. 24hr. info.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-
ports. 310-828-6939.

MALE/FEMALE BABYSITTER for three year

old boy. Required: responsible, love children,

car, personal references. $9/hour. Call Susan:

310-466-7903.

P/T CHILDCARE. 3 kids. Some
aftemoons/evenigs after 3pm, and Saturday

nights. Santa Monica area. 310-393-9297.

PART-TIME BABYSITTER/HELPER w/er-

rands. dinner, and clean-up. Kids 8&5. Satur-

day 9-5. some afternoons 3-7:30. Flexible

days. Possible evening and travel. Must have
car&references. 310-393-4054.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-

time Mondays & Wednesdays for demiatology
practice in Beverty Hills. Experience proffered.

Call Heidi 310-659-5173. fax resume to 310-
659-5174.

's^m-W^Ji-'-iiAttSiiy*

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-
dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces

needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,

film, print Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

Display
20fi u)nn



/

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-
ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T OFFICE CLERK
SM law firm seeks office clerks. P/T, flexible

hours. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopying&fil-
ing court documents. Must have auto+in-

surance. Francis Che:3 10-453-6711.

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law office:

1 .accounting/billing/admin. Irword process-
ing/research. Responsible/detail-

onented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
serios apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Help needed for 1

5-

20hrs/wk. Minimum+tips. WLA:31 0-479-

4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required Approx. 20ftexhrs/wk during late af-

terrxwns&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe wori< expenence&your back-
ground, send to 1 520 Westwood Blvd. #11 , LA
90024.

PRIVATE BEACH CLUB in Pacifk: Palisades
seeks friendly outgoing P/T receptionist.

Computer exp. needed. Sat & Sun. 3-11 pm.
$12/hour. 310-230-4760

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Emptoyment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call:31 0-825-9681 or
email :erubio@ ha. ucla.edu

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT. $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task.ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

(.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT WANTED, prefer-

ably w/background In applied behavioral
research. Fax resume 310-398-6651 att.

Steven. $12/hour.

RESPONSIBLE UCLA STUDENT needed to

walk dog once a day in Brentwood. Monday-
Friday, around noon-2:30pm. $300/mo. 310-
889-7100.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publrcations, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA kx^tion. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx»tk)n
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SECRETARY/Part Time. Two person West
Skle Law firm. Afternoons. Monday-Friday.
Fax resume 310-820-1559.

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and PfT sales posi-
tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate
discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahafte@gartsports.com. Sportmart,
^9^Q S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025. 310-
312-9600.

TANNING SALON
Positk)ns available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi. Capable stud-
ent pretended. 818-355-9422.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monrca area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for pnvate parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381

.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

I

WANTED BRIGHT&HAPPY individual for

small cafe inside a chrcAtrendy BH Hair Saton.
Food-service experience preferred, not a
must. 310-395-7665/310-266-8430.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Rnn.
Knowledge of Word. Excel, QurckBooks, and
Basic Accounting preferred. Email resume to

e.hudson@lrg-inc.com, or contact 213-250-
5900, ext. 27.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.to-
selikemagic.com

i

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
wen* flexible scheduling* Get started quk:kly*
No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417 714-
648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych arxj/or counseling ex-
perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

PHOTOGENIC FEMALE
18+? Be an internet star. Your own money-
making website. Cute nixle females wanted
310-326-7355.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV corrv
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modemmedia2000.com.

Ir..^ f) «irlM e-ti^Oiirlii iV;

,. Its like a garage
" sale in the papetl

Classifieds
825-2221
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7800
erp Wanted

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by t)eing a
tutor at LA'S local American Indian Centers!
You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are
you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact
Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,
or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

8^00
Apartments for Rent

CHECK THIS OUT!
WESTWOOD $1200 and up. 1 bedroom.
1 bedroom+den. Furnished/unfurnished.
Walk to UCLA. Pool, locked building. Ask
about specials. 310-208-6735.

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

WEST LA. Ibdrm. $995. Close to bus/mar-
kets/UCLA. Brand new carpet. 1242 Barry, just

off Wilshire. 1 -year-lease, no pets. 310-471-
7073.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
IBDRf^lBTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated building. Laundry.
No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1200. 310-870-
1757.

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdrm/2bth. $2675. Anne
310-441-3783.

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD 1+1, near ucla. r/s, gated entry,

a/c. laundry, garage. $900. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD. Ibr+din. newly refurbished
hardwood floor/lower unit/one covered park-
ing/lots of closet space/backyard. Quiet build-
ing. $1575/month one-year lease. 310-208-
8993.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, hardwood
floors, r/s, laundry, parking, utilities included.
$850. www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

WESTWOOD. 2bdr/2bath. $1850. Luxury
apartment w/fireplace. walking closets,
microwave, gated parking, central AC. Walking
distance UCLA. Available November 8th 310-
473-9998.

WEST LA bungalow, r/s, carpet, laundry, yard,
parking, $800. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368.

SANTA MONICA 2+1. gated entry, r/s, carpet,
balcony, laundry, parking, $1200. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT High-

ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace,

A/C, laundry in building, partying, 10-min walk
to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately. Cats OK. 310-208-
4934.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+, 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-
tor. A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,
gate parking. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.
$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WESTWOOD 2+1, prime area, r/s, carpet, bal-

cony, laundry, parking. $1200. www.westsider-
entals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1, walk to UCLA. r/s. high
ceilings, laundry, parking. $1300. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

housing
8400-9800

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, hardwood floors,

laundry, parking, utilities included, $550.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA. Large Ibdr apartment.
Newly refurt)ished/stove/dishwasher/ 2 over-
sized closets/ 2 parking spaces/Iaundry-room.
Quiet neighbortiood. Gary or Tica 310-548-
0013.310-453-1172

SANTA MONICA. Studkj, $895. walk to mar-
ket/bus. Street parking, 1234 14th Street. Ga-
rage for rent (parking or storage) $150/month.
310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.
Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.

Great locatioa'condition! 818-653-5837.

WESTWObD fumished apartment, private

room, r/s, laundry, partying, utilities included.

$550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD furnished studio, hardwood
floors, r/s, fireplace, parking, $750. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

8^00
Apartments for Rent

$900 SPACIOUS 1BDRM/1BTH APART-
MENT. Separate dinning room, Woodfloor
5522 Satum Street. Pico and Fairfax area.

Call 510-521-4502 or email yge-
breyes@aol.com

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studk). fumished, clean, security entrarxie.

separate kitchen, laundry room. pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS (for

married students only. 1&2 bedroom available.

For information call :310-398-4692.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+). 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa.
parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-ctoset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes
pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :310-208-3797 for an ap-
pointment.

WESTWOOD studio, steps to UCLA, r/s, laun-
dry, parking, utilities included, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking. Days:31 0-475-7533, evenlngs:310-
659-4834.

WLA $1375 4 UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA.
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up.
many w/dishwashers, balcony. A/C and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must see.

Call for free listing :31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8^50
Apartments to Share

PALMS: Roommate needed (male), grad stu-

dents preferred, for 1/2 of 2bdrm/2bath.
$523/mo. Can move-in immed. Keystone Apts.

Non-smoking, quiet, mellowal@yahoo.com.

WESTWOOD. One female roommate wanted
to share large 2txi/2ba apartment own room or

share minutes from campus. 310-824-1497.

WLA 2bdnn/2bth secured- building. Female
prefen-ed. $650/mo , security deposit $750.
Hardwood floor, laudry in unit. /VC, refrigera-

tor, stove. 310-559-1890.

WESTWOOD duplex, close to UCLA, petok.
r/s, carpet, w/d. yard, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD duplex, close to ucla, r/s, car-
pet, w/d, yard, parking. $900. 310-395-
7368.www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD guest house, walk to uda. r/s.

carpet, laundry, yard, parking. $900.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

HOME NEAR MARINA
OCEAN BREEZES. 4415 Westlawn.
3bdrm/1 .75bth. Hardwood floors, fireplace.
Large family/dining. Large backyard. Close to

marina&beach. $2500/mo. 310-306-
6525ext.128.

WESTWOOD studio, ctose to UCLA, r/s, laun-
dry, parking, utilities included. $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9400
Room for Rent

MALE PROFESSOR Noa-smoker.
$725+$725-security. 1/bdrm. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17-10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Near stores/freeways.
Pool/laundry. Available now. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities, direct TV.
310-392-0405.

PRIVATE ROOM, BATH in large 3bdrm apart-
ment in Koreatown. Gated Parking under
building. $450/mo. Share Utilities. $900 move
in. No smoking/drugs. Tlm:21 3-381 -3323

1 BEDROOM/1 BATH Large patio, convenient
pari<ing. Brand-new custom construction.

Hard-wood fkx)rs. Granite counter-top. Re-
cest ceiling lights w/dimmers. $900, including

utilities. 310-346-8383.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bnght, spacios.
clean, upper. W/bakX)ny. Close to transporta-
tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Fk)or/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.
Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA studio, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, utilities included. $550.www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368. I

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two bkxjks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, bakx)ny. heated rooftop pool/spa, party-

ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/rTX)nth. 310-
470-1513.

8600
BTtownhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE 2bed/2bath, luxuri-

ous condo near UCLA. Central AC. controlled

access, subten-anean parking, bright, spa-
cious. Must see. $1950. Available
November:3 1 0-476-71 1 6.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central
controlled heat and air. One half block to
bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.
$600/month. 323-939-9816.

ROOM FOR RENT Private bedroom&bath-
room. Parking, gym, pool and spa. Kitchen
privileges. $650/month+security deposit.
Luxury buiWing. Burtway and Robertson. 310-
275-2200.

WESTWOOD. 1 -mile from campus. Bachelor
apartment only $650, includes utilities. New
carpet, new paint & laundry. Professlon-
al/grads preferred, non-smoker. 888-394-
3586.

BRENTWOOD. IbdmVlbth condo on Monta-
na. Security building. All amenities. Great loca-

tion. Rreplace. Partying space. $1500. 310-
995-5518.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close to

UCLA, very nice Inskle. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdmV2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,
partying, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :3 10-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

WEST LA. Venice and La Cienaga. Huge
3bdr/2bath. All redone. Dishwasher, laundry,

parking. Quiet buikjing. Perfect for roommate.

$1300.310-558-3847. I

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. All

amerwties. Secure partcing. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 310-200-7222, 310-562-2830.

VALUE, HUGE UPSCALE 1+2+den. 12th
floor. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-UCLA.
Available now. $1745/mo. Open daily. 7am-
9pm, 818-281-1715. 10751 Wilshire
Blvd.#1205.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise single, 1or2bdrm $150K-$325K. Walkto-

UCLA/Village, 24hr/security. Spectacular

views, pool, spa, sauna, valet-service. Agent-

Bob 31 0-478-1 835ext. 109.

SANTA MONICA: Fumished room w/2 extra-
large ctosets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct
bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. Lisa:310-
394-7068.

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

• •

516 Landfair Ave
8 1 8-547-9478

m.

^^^-

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

WESTWOOD: ROOM available in 2bdmi/2bth
apt. Walk to UCLA. Quiet buikJing, nice man-
ager. Utilities included. $400/share, $750/pri-
vate. 310-209-0014, oefada@ucla.edu.

mmmm^^ 3500
Roommates -Private Room

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking
roomate (professional prelarred). 2bd/2bth.
$820/month. Available any time between
1 1 /1 5/02- 1 2/1 5/02. Patrice tel :3 1 0-826-6654

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT private room,
r/s, hardwood floors, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $500. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA CONDO: Grad student pre-
ferred. Great kDcation. Spacious, bright. Balco-
ny, modem. 15min to UCLA. Available mkJ No-
vember. $800/mth utilities. 310-998-8330.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s,

hardwood floors, w/d, yard, garage. $525.
www.westsidefentals.com 310-395-7368

WEST LA HOUSE private room, dose to ucla,

r/s, carpet, w/d, parking, utilities included.

$500. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pod, laundry, partcing, utilities included,

$400. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s, pa-
tio, high ceilings, w/d, yard, partcing, $552.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

ertise
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KARON
I
Sport moves on after

\ W.GOLF
strike, Selig's All-Star

I

from page %
son, largely against commissioner
Bud Selig. If ever there was a vil-

lage idiot, it is Selig.

The conflicts started early in
the year, with the commissioner
talking of contracting the Twins
and the Expos. The dumbfounded
expression on his face when
those two teams started winning
ball games was priceless. OK, so
it is the same expression he
always has, but you get the point.
Jack Buck, longtime announcer

for the St. Louis Cardinals, passed
away. Not a laughing matter and a
huge blow to the morale of the St.

Louis Cardinals. To add to their
grieving, starting pitcher and
team leader Darryl Kile died just
weeks later as a result of clogged
arteries, further shaking the game
of baseball.

Then the All-Star game, a week-
end-long affair filled with joyous

festivities, ended in a tie. A tie!

Who is responsible for such a
travesty? Look no further than
the village idiot. Sir, are you
tying? There's no tying in base-
ball! A tie is like kissing your sis-

ter at the drive-in movie.
I am Fehr-ful of getting into

economics, but the near strike
almost prevented the Angels from
winning their first title in fran-
chise history.

Baseball has long been called a
thinking man's game, which
should have been a dead give-
away for young Bud that he has
no place in Msyor League
Baseball.

Sunday night cleared up a lot

of stuff for baseball fans and play-
ers worldwide. David Eckstein
will have to learn not to jump into
doggy piles of abnormally large
men. Baseball will have to get a
new commissioner.
And the baseball gods live on.

from page tt

five years," Carmichael said "A 77 is

no longer a top score."

To put that in perspective, Tiger

Woods shot an 81 at this year's

British Open, and 105 PGA profes-

sionals have had rounds of 80 or

higher this year, and they have cad-

dies who carry their bags and mas-
sage their feet.

|

The future is looking bright for

the Bruins - with the exception of

lone senior Vivian Phosomran, most
of the nucleus of the team will be
intact for years to come. However,
the golfers expect big tilings out of

themselves now.
"We haven't performed as well as

we've liked to, but we're a really

good team, and it's just a matter of
time before we put it together,"

Carmichael said.

When they put it together, expect
the Bruins to gather around in May
on the 18th green with an NCAA
championship trophy in their hands.

"With this team, we're always
expecting to walk away winners,"

Dwyer said.

Body discovered near Edison Field
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANAHEIM, Calif. -^ A body was
found near Edison Field's parking
lot foUowing the Anaheim Angels'
victory over San Francisco in
Game 7 of the World Series.

Investigators followed a trail of
blood leading fi-om the south park-
ing lot to tlie man, who walked
nearly two blocks before collaps-
ing, Anaheim Pohce Sgt. Rick
Martinez said Monday.

Paramedics responded and the
unidentified man was pronounced
dead at the scene, Martinez said.
He declined to release any infor-
mation about the man's ii\juries.

Investigators closed a portion
of Orangewood Avenue leading to
the Riverside Freeway, causing a
delay for fans leaving the stadium.

Police reported only sporadic
problems Sunday night, including
a few fans who threw bottles at
officers in the parking lot outside

the stadium's main entrance.
"They dispersed very quickly,"

Martinez said.

He said officers made a handful
of arrests, including a few who ran
onto the field to celebrate after the
Angels won the World Series. They
were booked for investigation of
trespassing.

Small groups of people lit trash
fires, and some were seen trying to
overturns cars, but Martinez said
police officers moved in quickly to

Two Giants file for free agency, Angels do not
By Ronald Blum

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ANAHEIM, Calif. — Close to

200 players have filed for free
agency.

Roger Clemens is expected to
decline his $10.3 million option
with the New York Yankees. The

Yankees also have an $11.5 mil-
lion option on Andrew Pettitte.

San Francisco Giants Shawon
Dunston and Bill Mueller filed
Monday. The Giants lost the
World Series to Anaheim. No
Angels filed.

Frank Thomas, twice AL MVP,
has until Dec. 7 to decide if lu'

will keep his deal with the White
Sox.

"Although we are not sur-
prised that Frank exercised his
right to shop ... the open market

we remain hopeful that we
ran keep Frank with the
rtearn)," Arn Williams, Thomas'
agent, said.

^ ucia westwood plaza

STUDENT SPORTS
HOLDER

If you ordered and paid for season basketball
tickets, they may be picked up at the Pauley

Pavilion Ticket Office (near Gate 3) on
Wednesday and Thursday, October 30 and 31.
Be sure to bring your current Bruin ID Card to

claim your tickets.

Go Bruins! 1

1

ucIa cofn

V-

For more Information \

on becoming a teacher, contact

CalTeach - your one-stop information,

recruitment and referral service for

Individuals considering or pursuing

a teaching career

CalTeach can help you explore this

exciting career, provide information

about current incentives and benefits,

assist you In understanding the

credentlaling process and, once you

become credentlaled, direct you to

the teacher recruitment centers for

job placements. V

Make the difference v

of a lifetinne. Teach.

Call 1-888-CALTEACH

(225-8322) or visit

www.calteach.com

CSU Office of the Chancellor
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BRIEFS Swim team takes fourth at SMU
SVAHNSTROM QUALIFIES FOR NCAA B CUT,
LONE DIVER GOSNELL FINISHES SECOND

Erfan Djanghiri won the ITA Regional singles title on Sunday, clinching a birth in the UA Nationals.

DJanghiri wins

ITA Regionals

Daily Briin File Photo

By Regina Yeh
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ryeh@media.uGla.edu

In an e}q)osition of underwater
exuberance, the swinuning and div-

ing team traveled down to Dallas,

Texas to take fourth place in the
Southern Methodist Classic competi-
tion and tournament
On Friday and Saturday, UCLA

con^)eted in the annual tournament,
racing against SMU, the host, Cal,

Florida State, Alabama and Pacific.

The Bruins had flown in during the
day only to suit up in swim suits and
goggles right before literally diving
into the competitioa

''Tliis competition definitely had a
different kind of atmosphere," assis-

tant coach Greg Meehan said It was
kind ofneat We were only allowed to
bring eight swimmers and one diver,

so it was veiy focused on the individ-

uals."

Due to sickness and other circiuw-

stances, two swinuners, juniors
Taylor Spivey and Sara Plateer were
unable to attend The team, however;
still competed hard and took home
some wins in the events.

Junior Malin Svalinstrom led the
Bruins with a win in the 100-meter
fiieestyle, immediately qualifying for
an NCAA B cut, and placing third in

the 200 free. Freshman Kim
Vandenbei^g also took the opportuni-
ty to demonstrate her speed with a
third place finish in the 100 butterfly

andSOfiree.

Senior Regan Gosnell, armed with
the sole responsibility of representing
UCLAs diving team, placed second in
both the 1- and 3-meter dives.

The two-day event also included
relay competitions, in which the team
had to improvise for their usual
teams with the eight members attend-
ing the Classic, yet still pulling in
solidly with a fourth place finish in
the 800 fi:ee relay and fifth in the 400
medley relay.

Back at UCIA, the Bruins rejoined
the rest of the squad in preparation of
continuing their winning season.

"The weekend at Texas was a great
opportunity. Ifs very focused on the
indhdduals, and so the playere had
the chance to con^)ete with the best
of the other schools," Meehan said.

The Bruins will return to the pool
with the entile team this weekend on
the UCLA campus, hosting UC San
Diego Saturday at noon at the Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center.

Senior Erfan Djanghiri, the
captain of the UCLA men's ten-

nis team and the No. 6 seed in

the tournament, won the ITA
Regional singles title on Sunday
with a 6-3, 6-4 win over team-
mate Chris Lam, who was seed-
ed No. 5.

With the win, Djanghiri earns
an automatic bid into the main

draw of the ITA Nationals,
which will take place November
7-10 in Dallas.

Marcin Matkowski, who is

now a junior, won the tourna-
ment last yea^, but had to with-
draw this year before the tour-
nament started due to a
sprained ankle.

Men's basketball

position open

The UCLA men's basketball
program has an opening for a
basketball manager; freshman
students are preferred.

|

Please call Doug Erickson,
Bruin men's basketball office
manager, for more information
at 310-794-9881.

i

Sports Briefs compiled by Greg
Schairiy Daily Bruin Reporter
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Two great reasons to visit
• Clinique Happy.
• And it's Great Clinique Gift Time.
It's the happy-maWng fragrance to wear and be happy^Clinique Happy. A hint of citais. A wealth of flowers
A mix of emotions.Spread Clinique Happy-ness to you and yours with a gift of Qlnique Happy
Cllnkjue Happy Perfume Spray; 3.4 fl. oz., $48.50.
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Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

\

r

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research
specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1104
iviviv.435,com

With your Qinlque purchase of $1 9.50 or more get
this 8-piece gift, free. CXiantlties are limited. One gift

to a customer, ptease, per event. While supplies last.

Great Gift News:
• Moisture Sheer Upsticl<SPF 15 In

Sheer Petal

Great Gift Favourites:

• Dranriaticalfy Drfferem N/k)isturizingU^
• SparWe Skin Body Exfoliator

• ainique Happy Perfume Spray
Great Gift Exclusives:

• Naturally Glossy Mascara/Liquid Lipstick

SPF 1 5 Duo in Jet Black/Rushy

• Sheer Powder Blush 'n Brush in Lucky Oover
• Clinique Notepad
• Cosmetics Bag

Ciinique.

Ailergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.
(With the exception of Clinique Happy products.)

J

Clinique ©ittilwr ItiJiuS#4
www.uclastore.com
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In Enterprise of the

Rssociated Students.
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More Stories INSIDE

• Djahangiri wins ITA Regionals

%...<4 %J
W. Golf @ Hawaii Invit.

M. Soccer v. Washington

W. Volleyball v. Stanford

W. Soccer v. Oregon

Football V. Washington

M. Soccer v. Oregon St.

W. Soccer v. Oregon St.

N PREVIEW :
Kapolei, HI Tuesday All Day
Drake StadiumFriday 2 p.m.

Pauley Pavilion Friday 7 p.m.

Drake StadiumFriday 7:30 p.m.

Seattle. WA Saturday TBA
Drake StadiumSunday tl a.m.

Drake StadiumSunday 1 p.m.
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Starting QB position in tiie air
OLSON, IVIOORE FILL-IN FOR INJURED PAUS;
WHITE, LEISLE TO SIT OUT WEEKEND GAIVIE

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@nfiedia.ucla.edu

Coach Toledo speaks a foreign
language. Or so it seems to fresh-
men quarterbacks Drew Olson and
Matt Moore.
The tough part about an inexpe-

rienced quarterback is acUusting
during the game. He's looking at

you like, 'What are you talking
about?" Toledo said.

"We're coaching all the time.
People have no idea, (during the
game) they think I'm on the phone
calling Chicken Light: 1 want one

more pizza, please,'" he said.

Which quarterback will be left to
decipher Toledo at Washington this

Saturday is unknown. Toledo said
that the two will split reps 50-50
during the week. Olson's shoulder
has healed from the separation he
suffered at Cal, and he could have
played Saturday if he had to. While
the starter will not be named until
late in the week, if at all, both will

see time in the game.
In a relief role, Olson completed

^f-15 passes for 104 yards in four
games. Moore completed 7-of-19
for 142 yards and a touchdown in

his single start

"It's going to be a dogfight,"
junior wide receiver Tab Perry said.

For Toledo the numbers do not
matter as much as his intuition.

"It's a gut feeling. Watching prac-
tice this week will be important,"
Toledo said.

Toledo significantly pared down
the offense for Moore, who never
threw to a secondary option in the
game.

"I think there is going to be a lit-

tle more for whoever, even though
we scored 28 points on such a sim-
ple offense," Moore said.

"I don't think you can win every
football game being too simple ... I

don't particularly want to give it to

Ebell 39 times," Toledo said. "We
can open the playbook more with
Drew because he's been running
the offense the last couple
months."

OURTNEY STEwart/Daily.BRuiJi Staff
Freshman Matt Moore hands off to Akil Harris in Saturday's 28-18 win over Stanford. Moore had 142 vards oaqqln^ and
completed 7-of-19 passes in his first game as a starting quarterback.

^
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WARD tJ^/T>K\tr Brttn Sev:

iBgffil^ikBWiQteoa 1^ UHie half oT
me rept aunng practice this week.

Sophomore tailback Manuel
White will miss another game this

Saturday at Washington with a
pulled hamstring. While lyier Ebell
leads the team with 632 yards rush-
ing, the 243 pound White has been
sorely missed in short-yardage and
goal-line situations.

"Ebell has great vision in the
hoie. He can cut back and the guy

breaks his ankles trying to tackle

him. He's better between the tack-

les than I gave him credit for. He
can do whatever we want a back to
do," Toledo said.

|

"My concern is short yardage
and the goal line. When Ebell gets
hit he's not going to drag people
into the end zone like DeShaun
Foster or Manuel White."

The Bruins are eighth in the
Pac-lO in red zone offense. One of
the most blatant red zone mishaps
came at Cal where they f^ed to
get points from first-and-goal on
the two-yard line.

Against Stanford, the Bruins set-

tled for a field goal after being in

first-and-goal fi*om the five-yard

line. They cannot afford such inef-

ficiency against Washington, which
sports the top run defense in the
conference, allowing only 79.2

yards per game.
•••

As for other iryuries, Rodney
Leisle is out again following foot
surgery and is not expected to
return next week. Paus is most like-

ly out for the season, even a bowl
game, following ankle «urgeiy last

week. Sophomore comer Matt
Clark is out with a hrokair toe.

Sophomore safety Jibril Raymo is

probable with a separated shoulder
suffered at Cal.

•••

UCLA's defense has improved to
third in the conference, giving up
326.6 yards per game.

"Coming into the season, the
linebackers were the concern more
than anything, and they've been the
most impressive," Toledo said.

"Chillar reminds me of Donnie
Edwards when he was here."

•••

Nate Flkse won Pac-10 Special
Teams Player of the Week honors
after hitting &of-5 field goals in
addition to his usual punting duties.

Glaus shines as World Series MVP
UCLA ALUMNUS CATAPULTS ANGELS TO FIRST

CHAMPIONSHIP IN TEAM'S 42 SEASONS

G^ Ronald Blum

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANAHEIM — TYoy Glaus can stop
throwing his equipment now.

He's tossed his helmet, tossed his
bat

But, he's not going to throw around
the World Series MVP trophy

Glaus, who won the honor after
Anaheim '9^, 4-1 victory over San
Francisco on Sunday night, is the
Angels' fire.

And when the championship was
securely in their hands, what made
him happiest was coming through for
those halo-wearing, monkey-waving
fans, some coming to games for four
decades, hoping for this moment.

"These fans have been waiting a
long, long time for this," Glaus said.

"And I know we're all happy to be part
of the team to bring it to them."

Glaus, UCLA alunmus and 2000
American League home run champi-
on, symbolized a team that came back
to win the World Series following a 6-

14 start, bringing the trophy to
Anaheim for the first time in the

Angels* 42 seasons.
He was knocked down by Jason

Schmidt in Game 5.

He was knocked down by Russ
Ortiz in Game 6.

He bounced back up both times,
just the way the Angels did in the
Series.

"Actually, we've had that way of
thinking all year," Glaus said. "No
matter what we came up against, we
were going to play hard and leave it

all out there, and that's what we did
here."

On a team where many players
stood out, Glaus had the most consis-
tent Series, batting .385 (lO-for-26)
with three doubles, three home runs
and eight RBIs.

He homered twice in Anaheim's
opening 4-3 loss and hit a two-run
drive in Game 4, another 4-3 defeat.

His biggest hit didn't go over the
wall, but instead swung the momen-
tum of the Series.

When he came up in the eighth
inning of Game 6 Saturday night, with
the Angels having clawed back to 5-4

after trailing by five runs, his two-run

double off Robb Nen sent the Angels
on to a 6-5 win and gave them life.

"Baseball is a funny game.
Anything can happen," he said then.
"Oiu- goal today was to get to Game 7.

Now we're giving ourselves that
chance."

Perhaps because the 26-year-old
ex-Bruin (1995-97) fi-om Tarzana has
20-12 1/2 vision (with contacts), he
can see the future better than most

Before Wednesday, his first six
homers of the postseason had been
solo shots, including a go-ahead drive
in the eighth inning of Game 3 against
Minnesota, another pivotal hit in the
Angels' postseason.
He didn't do much in Game 7, going

O-for-2 with a pair of walks, but on
Saturday he turned the Series around.

"I don't really know if there's any-
body on our club that has gotten
attention that's probably in line with
their accompUshments," Angels man-
ager Mike Scioscia said before the
game. "I think Troy, in the baseball
conununity, gets all the respect he
deserves. I don't think there's any
team that doesn't know Troy's talent.

"As far as the fans getting a chance
to see Troy play, forming their own
ideas on him, I think it's great. They're
going to see an incredibly talented
young player."

The Associated Press

The Anaheim Angels' World Series MVP Troy Glaus (left) shares a
moment with Jackie Autry, wife of Gene Autry, the deceased former
owner of the Angels.
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Eli Karon
flteron(amBfia( ria.edu

Angels'

'pennant

win saves

baseball
The baseball gods are for real.

Proving that good almost
always prevails over evil, the

Angels came out of nowhere to
save our national pastime. All
things considered, it wasn't really
fair. I mean, if you were a baseball
god, would you be cheering for
the Giants,

overgrown
beings who
grind up bones
to make their

bread, or the
Angels, your
very own mes-
sengers? That's
what I thought.

Not that it

wasn't close.

So close, in

fact, that the
baseball world
held its collec-

tive breath over a grueling season
that saw our national pastime
overcome obstacles such as
deaths, attacks on coaches, Barry
Bonds' ego, a near strike, a tie in
the All-Star game and Bud Selig.

That's right sports fans; after
struggling all year long with a
variety of setbacks, baseball
almost died this past weekend.

First the Giants tried strong-
arming the Angels with a 16-4

spanking of the Rally Monkey in
Game 5. It turns out that the
Angels, though their monkeys
were a little sore, would not give
up that easily.

The Giants also turned to the
psychological. In the seventh
inning of that same game, the
Giants tried playing on the home
crowd's emotions. And it worked.

With J.T. Snow rounding third
and heading for home. Dusty
Baker's 3-year-old son Darren was
seen rushing out to retrieve a bat
prematurely. Snow scooped him
up and saved him from potential

disaster. He did not know any bet-

ter, you say? Yeah, and Francisco
Rodriguez really is 20 years old.

To use the innocence of a child

to inspire a crowd is purely sadis-

tic. I am both saddened and
embarrassed by the Giants' lack
of sportsmanship.

Speaking of lack of sportsman-
ship, why can't Barry Bonds just

run around the bases like every-
one else when he hits a home
run? He is a good player with a
bad attitude; Bonds has to stand
and watch his moon shots, mak-
ing them the most excruciating in

history. End of story, right?

Wrong.
After Kenny Lofton's lazy fly

ball settled in Darin Erstad's glove
for the final out of the Series on
Sunday night, the camera panned
to Darren Baker, the 3-year-ol<j

puppet of San Franci^o, with^-

tears streaming dowti his face.

How are you supposed to cele-

brate a World Series

Championship with a toddler cry-

ing his eyes out in the opposing
dugout? That is just wrong.

These factors were the final

battle of the long and painful war
the baseball gods fought this sea-
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Karon's column appears every
Tuesday.

Cross country teams step up I Bruins to tee off in Hawaii
NEW TEAMMATE QAZI HELPS MEN'S SQUAD;
WOMEN NEARLY SWEEP TOP 5 IN MEET

By Katie RIbeck

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kfilbeck(i)medJa. ucla.edu

The UCLA men's cross country

team had a new member compete
last Friday at the CS Fullerton Titan

Invitational. Freshman Mohammed
Qazi, in lus first meet for the Bruins,

led the team with a third place finish.

Qazi joined the team two weeks
ago as a walk-on. His performance,

along with sophomore Reggie

Oronoz's ninth place finish, con-

tributed to the men's taking of second

place at the invitational held in Brea.

UCLA head coach Eric Peterson

was very pleased with Qazi's perfor-

mance. Qazi joined the team under

very unusual circumstances and
since then has been very competitive

both in practice and his Friday debut.
"Friday he showed toughness,"

Peterson said. "He showed enough
abiUty to add contribution to the
team."

The race earned Qazi a chance to
be in the pool of runners represent-
ing UCLA at next week's Pac-10
meet.

The women's team also competed
in Brea last Friday, dominating the
meet. Four Bruins placed in the top
five, leading UCLA to its first place
victory.

Junior Valerie Flores won the
women's 5000-meter race with a time
of 18:12. Following in second was
junior Tiffany Burgess, freshman
Laura Muller in third, and freshman
LesUe Barrie in fourth.

"This is a great indication of how

far our program has come" Peterson
said. "A year ago we had a good per-
formance but didn't dominate like
this year. It's rare you nearly sweep a
meet."

The race was very competitive for
the women. With the upcoming Pac-
lO meet this weekend, Peterson was
confident of his leading eight rurmers
but unsure who would fill the remain-
ing two spots. He felt the only fair

way to make the decision was to
remain as objective as possible.
Based on the performances given last

Friday, Peterson has decided to run
Flores and Muller to finish off
Saturday's roster.

Several of both team's top rurmers
did not run in the race Friday, using
the weekend to prepare for Pac-10
competition. Both teams will use the
remainder of this week to rest before
UCLA hosts the championships this

Saturday. The race will begin at 8:30

a.m. at the Brookside Country Club
in Pasadena.

By Seth Fast Glass

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sfast@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA women's golf team is

silently becoming one of the

Bruins' top sports programs.

Currently ranked No. 18 in the

country, the team heads to Hawaii
as one of the favorites to walk
away with wirming the Hawaii Fall

Invitational held at Kapolei

Country Club.

Despite the glamour of Hawaii's

surmy beaches and the rugged ter-

rain surrounding the golf course,

assistant coach Amanda
Carmichael is confident that the

women will be able to focus on
their game when they step up to the
first tee.

"The Hawaii course is no differ-

ent than any other course out
there," Carmichael said.

The team will rely on redshirt

juruor and Hawaii native Bridget
Dwyer for local knowledge of the

i

Kapolei course.

"It's great to be home," Dwyer
said. "We just eryoy the beauty of
Hawaii, it keeps you in a happier
mood on the course."

Head coach Carrie Leary is hop-
ing the "happier mood" will result

in a first place finish for the Bruins.

In addition to Dwyer, other Bruins
have had experience on the
Kapolei course.

"Said Uechi led the tournament
after the first round as a freshman,
so I expect big things out ofher and
the team," Leary said.

Only five golfers are allowed to

travel to the island paradise, and
with ten golfers competing for a
spot in every match, the pressure is

on each time they step on the
course.

While golf is noted for being an
individual sport, nothing can be far-

ther from tiie truth in the Bruins'

case. Plaudits, words of support
and even a Tiger Woods fist pump
are on display when these women

take the course in an attempt to
spread positive ener©r fix)m one
golfer to another.

"This is a really uruque team,
they're all really in si^port of each
other and they are fiiends outside
of golf," Carmichael said

In the recently completed
Stanford Pepsi Invitational, the
Bruins fiiushed with a combined
score of 905 and settled for a sixth
place finish despite leading the
tournament after the first of three
rounds.

"Sixth place is disappointing for

our team," Carmichael said.

Gina Umeck and Uechi played
solidly all three rounds, placing
12th and 17th, respectively.

Umeck and Yvorme Choe have
been the most consistent players so
far this season: The two have quali-

fied for all three matches this year.

"Golf for ladies has become so
much more con^etitive in the last

W.60LF
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ASUCLA hopes for Halloween profits Students prepare

to join U.S. Army
By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhslung@media.ucla.edu

When the footbaU team "scores
big," so do BearWear sales, as a
result of a discount taken at the
UCLA Store the following Monday

But the Associated Students of
UCLA is relying on today's
Halloween sale to rescue it from low
BearWear revenue, resulting from
the football team's failure to score
touchdowns.

However, this does not mean
store officials are implying a direct
cause-and-effect relationship.

''We're not blaming the perfor-
mance of the football team," said
UCLA retail store director Keith
Schoen, blaming instead the design
of the Score Big program.

Schoen pointed out that
Saturday's victory against Stanford
did not drive BearWear sales up on
Monday since the Bruins only
scored two touchdowns - only a 10
percent discount
ASUCLA gives a 5 percent dis-

count for every touchdown scored
on the Monday after a football game,
with a maximum discount of 25 per-
cent

The ASUCLA store would finan-
cially benefit from more touch-
downs scored, but it would rather
just have the team win.

"We would rather see teams win
all their games than score a lot of
touchdowns and lose," said UCLA
Store General Merchandise
Manager Patrick Healey
And though the football team is

plagued by injuries, Schoen and
Healey are not worried about store
profits being threatened, using
Saturday's 28-18 victory over
Stanford as an example.

But there is still light at the end of
the tunnel: though Score Big sales
may be down. Sports Marketing
Director Scott Mitchell said the
games are generating crowds of
over 61,000 on average, adding there
have only been eight years since
1940 in which the Rose Bowl aver-
aged over 60,000.

**We've had great crowds,"
Mitchell said. "Matched against his-

tory, we're doing really well."

After three home games last year,
when the Bruins were 6-0, BearWear
generated sales of $265,000.
Compared with the same period this

year, there is a negative difference
of nearly $200,000.

SCORE BIG, SELL BIG

Because of the Score Big discount program, the number of Bruin touchdowns
has partially drivien UCLA Store sales during football season.

Games Score' Sales Sales Score* Game

iorado St^
.'•iimammm

^otorattogii
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$18,066 13-6 Ohio

$128.466 35-13 Washington

$118.665 56-17 California

ROTO MEMBERS ASSESS THEIR PART IN

WAR ON IRAQ, CLARIFY MISCONCEPTIONS

• UCLA points shown first in score

SOURCL- ASUCU I

Healey said the high sales last

year also reflect the victories facing
highly-ranked opponents, generat-
ing a lot of excitement on campus,
and prompting fans to purchase
UCLA fan gear.

"This year the teams we've played
are non-Pac-10 teams. Without those
big powerhouse games, it's a differ-

ent feeling from the fans' perspec-
tive,** Healey said.

Fans say just the fact the football

team has a 5-3 record discoiu^es
them from buying UCLA gear.

"They*re not wirming that much
this year, and it makes me less moti-
vated to show that I'm from UCLA,"
said second-year psychology stu-
dent Rodolfo Yabut

Other students make sure to sup-
port their school, regardless of their
football team's success.

"I always want to represent
UCLA,** said second-year sociology
student Sam Barkin. "Even if our
football team's lousy, I'll still buy
BearWear.**

HAUOWEEN
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By Peijean Tsai

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ptsai(i)media. ucla.edu

In many ways, Melissa
McClenning, Charles Kim, James
Lee and Angela Yoon are just reg-
ular students - attending classes,

worrying about midterms and
papers.

But imlike their peers, many of
whom will later seek jobs or pur-
sue professional degrees, these
five will be officers in the United
States Army when they graduate
from UCLA.
As the possibility of war with

Iraq looms over the country, stu-
dents in the Bruin Battalion of
the Army Reserve Officer
Training Corps program find that
now, more than ever, they must
dispel stereotypes and myths
about the program, the military

and themselves.
"We're not machines trained to

kill. We're just students. We have
fears like anyone else,** said
Angela Yoon, a fourth-year poUti-
cal science student in her fourth
year as a cadet in the program.
The army ROTC program is a

training ground for students who
will be commissioned as second
lieutenants in the U.S. Army upon
completing the program and
graduating from UCLA.

Depending on where they
choose to work, they will be lead-
ers in one of three areas: combat
arms, combat support and com-
bat service support.
The combat arms sector works

with soldiers on the front lines of
battle, while combat support fos-
ters intelligence strategy for the

, IRAQ
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Santa Monica's increasing

affluence affects residents

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

David William, 63. who has been homeless in Santa Monica for the past 19 years, spends his
days on Third Street Promenade amid tough restrictions in an increasingly commercial
neighborhood.

By Charles Proctor

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cproctor@medla.ucla.edu

When most students think of Santa Monica,
they think of cool, palm tree-lined avenues,
white beaches, the Pier, dinner and shopping
on the boulevard.

But beneath this bustling vibe is a changing
city caught between its liberal roots and a bur-
geoning commercialism, and students are
trapped in the middle.

Rising rents, chain-stores, luxur^ cars - stu-
dents see the change.
"How sad is it to have people drive up in a

Mercedes-Benz and see homeless people every-
where?** asked Jessica Castillo, a student at
California State University, Long Beach and a
server at Wahoo's on Wilshire Boulevard.
Two ordinances, the homeless ordinance

passed last Wednesday and Measure JJ, the
Wage Ordinance up for voting on Nov 5, refiect
the conflict between gentrification and preserv-
ing the status quo.

The homeless ordinance prevents the hand-
out of free meals to the needy without a health
permit It also allows store owners to post signs
preventing them from sleeping in their store
doorways at night - a far cry from the city that
some once called the home of the homeless.**
Mayor Michael Feinstein expressed displea-

sure at the ordinance.

"When a community like ours is willing to
sink to the lowest common denominator, that
sends the wrong message," he said.

However, on the other end of the spectrum is

Measure JJ, the Santa Monica Wage Ordinance.
The ordinance, if passed, would require
employers to raise the minimum wage of 2,000
hotel and restaurant workers to $10.50.

Nancy Greenstein, a co-chairwoman of Santa
Monicans for Renter*s Rights, feels confident
the ordinance will pass, citing support by Santa
Monicans in the past for the living wage.
The living wage simply ensures that employ-

ers pay their fair share,** she said. Greenstein is

also the director of police community services

^

»

i*

RACHEL been/Daily Bruin

Berijamin Alcazar, 37, who works for the city of
Santa Monica removing trash from 3rd Street
Promenade, was unaware of the proposed living

wage.

at UCLA.
The change in Santa Monica and the looming

conflict of interests is noticeable to students,
particularly to those who live in the area

"I think it makes it a less fiiendly place to live

in,** said Michael Gross, a second-year unde-
clared student at UCLA.

Calling it the "yuppification" of Santa
Monica, Gross suggests that the city is becom-
ing "a place for fat wallets,** a carbon copy of
Beverly Hills and Brentwood.

However, Jason Spradlin, a fourth year politr

ical science student, points out that recent
efforts to "clean up" the city are beneficial.

"The one cool thing is that it's cleaned up the
streets a lot The streets have gotten a lot better
and lots of cool shops are coming up."

These "cool shops" are most visible along the
boulevard, where designer stores such as Puma
and Armani rub shoulders with Borders and
Italian and Greek restaurants.

But the boulevard was not always this com-
mercial.

WAeE|Page2

Henry

Waxman

Atkinson fields admissions

policy concerns at meeting
By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@media.ucla.edu

IRVINE - University of California

President Richard Atkinson responded
to concerns on a wide range of issues,

including admissions policy, at a gath-
ering of UC alumni Monday evening.
Members of the Ahmmi Association

of the University of California, along
with others who were simply interest-

ed in the UC, met at the Hyatt Regency
hotel near the UC Irvine campus.
Following brief remarks, Atkinson,
who makes few public appearances,
answered audience questions.

Though the evening's atmosphere
was generally sociable, some came to
address specific matters before the
president. Among these was David
Bei\jamin, a critic of comprehensive
review who also runs an SAT and col-

lege preparation business in Irvine
called Ahead of the Class.

' Benjamin thinks students fi-om

underperforming high schools would
benefit more &"om other segments of
California's higher education system
than direct admission to the UC under
comprehensive review.

"Clearly the community college path
is a better way," he said before the
event

Bervjamin had communicated his
objections to comprehensive review to
Atkinson before. In a letter written ear-

lier this month, Ber\jamin stated that
the policy substitutes for racial prefer-

ences and requested an external audit
of comprehensive review.

After the event, Atkinson said there
is no need for a controversy over com-
prehensive review.

"I don't think it's a very important
issue," he said.

Comprehensive review, approved by
the UC Board of Regents last

November, modified undergraduate

ATKINSON
I
Page 2

ELECTIONS 2002HH

Bipartisan

Congress gives

anti-war voters

little choice

By Kelly Raybum
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
krayburn@medla.ucla.edu

Students who oppose war and
plan to vote next week*^ in the corf^'

gressional district that includes
UCLA have two choices - vote for a
Democrat who helped grant
President Bush the authority he
sought to attack

Iraq or a
Republican who
said he would
have done the

same.

California's
29th District,

which includes

We s t w o o d
,

Beverly Hills,

Santa Monica,
and West
Hollywood, is

one of the most
affluent and most liberal districts in

the country. Henry Waxman, the
Democratic, 28-year U.S. House of
Representatives incumbent, is

almost sure to be reelected - when
elections come around he regularly

pulls in about 70 percent of the dis-

trict's vote.

But Waxman, himself a UCLA
alumnus who a generation ago
opposed the Vietnam War, voted ear-

lier this month with the minority of
House Democrats on legislation giv-

ing the president authority to strike

against Iraq, without United Nations

approval if necessary.

In a phone interview Tuesday,

Waxman said what many Democrats,
including Senators Diane Feinstein

of California and Hillary Clinton of
New York, have said since the legis-

lation went through Congress: "It

was a very difficult vote."

In his nearly three decades of ser-

vice, Waxman has pushed a rather

liberal domestic agenda. He called

for federal aid to study the ADDS epi-

demic in the early 1980s. He ruthless-

ly pursued big tobacco companies
and called for clean air legislation

Now, Waxman is seeking prosecu-
tion for corporate wrongdoers.

Though he ended up siding with
Bush, with whom he often disagrees,

on this international issue, Waxman
had a number of concerns about the

Iraq legislation.

CONGRESS
I
Page 2
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rASCINATING FINANCE I Russel Gould (left) and Joe Mullinix. senior vice president of busi-
ness and finance at a joint meeting of the UC Board of Regents Investment and Investment Advisorv
Committees at the Morgan Center Tuesday. ^

Online Elections Today

To vote on the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council student
fee referendum, log on to the
MyUCLA Web site.

Voting will take place all

day today and Thursday at

http://my.ucla.edu.
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ATKINSON
from page 1

admissions policies to take person-
al experiences and life challenges
into greater account relative to
grades and standardized test
scores.

Assessments of life experience
can impact which campus a stu-
dent attends, though whether an
appUcant gets in to the UC system
in the first place is detennined by
academics.

At the regents' meeting in
September, Regent Ward Connerly
proposed the UC allow an external
review to determine whether race is

a factor in adnussions.
Connerly, who, unlike Bei\jamin,

supports comprehensive review in
principle, feels an outside review of

the policy is needed to respond to
public concerns.

"Anytime someone says, 1 think
the university is discriminating
against me,' we have a responsibili-

ty to look into that," he said
Tuesday in Sacramento.
A faculty report on comprehen-

sive review is already under way,
and is expected to be completed
before the regents November meet-
ing. Senior Vice President of
University Affairs Bruce Darling,
also at the event, said the faculty
report will be sufficiently indepen-
dent, since adnussions are handled
by UC administrators, not profes-
sors.

"You don't usually hear faculty

being sycophantic to administra-
tion," he said.

Following his public comments,
Atkinson said changes will be made
to comprehensive review if the fac-

ulty report leaves unanswered ques-
tions.

Ber\jamin was joined by parents
sharing his concerns.

Barry Resnick, a counselor at

Santiago Canyon College in Orange,
whose son declined to attend the

UC despite being admitted to both
the Berkeley and Los Angeles cam-
puses, said before the event that the

decision was made out of expecta-

tions that UC education would
decline if admissions are not based
on grades.

Atkinson answered questions on
several issues besides comprehen-
sive review. Subjects addressed
included labor negotiations with
lecturers, whether university facul-

ty is overwhelmingly liberal, and
university funding.

Similar events are scheduled to

be held in San Diego, FYesno and
Cupertino.
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THE EVOLUTION OF COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW
I

in its short history Comprehensive Review, a new admissions program which takes life challenges into greater consideration, has been
praised by some but criticized by others who see it as a way around anti-affirmative action policy.
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State legislature includes $750,000

for the UC to move toward

Comprehensive Review, although the

policy hadnt been approved yet.

May
SP-1 is repealed, allowing the

university to consider non-academic

criteria for all applicants, not just a

lower tier of students.

SOURCL-Oi^lraiiiWvMMi

Nov. 15

UC Board of Regents

approves

Comprehensive

Review by a 13-2 vote.

Nov.l

UC Academic Senate unanimously

passes Comprehensive Review.

Aug. 11

Regents Chair John

Moores suggests an audit

of Comprehensive Review

policies on different

campuses.

^
September
UC Berkeley professor John

McWhorter calls

Comprehensive Review a

"canny end run around

I
Proposition 209" in a

. ^ .

.

Washington Post column,
Aug. 11

Regent Ward Conneriy proposes an audit of

Comprehensive Review at a meeting of the UC
Regents.

HALLOWEEN
from page 1

Student union officials are hop-
ing that the annual Halloween sale
- where discounts can reach up to
50 percent off - can set the store
on track again.

Schoen said last year's
Halloween sales dropped $53,000
from their projected revenue
because of the success of Score
Big just two days before.

"People just didn't want to buy
more merchandise after they just
stocked up a few days before,"
Schoen said.

But because this past weekend's
Score Big discount was only 10
percent, ASUCLA is hoping to do
better than its projected $651,000.
The Association has also imple-

mented a Fan Friday program
before the November USC-UCLA
game - which is anticipated to sell

out in attendance - where a 20 per-
cent discount is taken off mer-
chandise in the BearWear depart-
ment for customers wearing blue
and gold.

Though Association officials say
it is difficult to predict revenue

JAY MICHAEL TAYLOR/Daily Bri in

Katie Bunn, a fourth-year psychology
student, unloads bags in preparation
for the UCLA Store's Monster sale.

A
from the Fan Friday program, they
implemented this in order to help
plununeting BearWear sales.

"We're hoping people will take
advantage of this and buy a base-
ball cap or something," Schoen
said.

Healey added that ASUCLA was
not caught off guard from the low
BearWear revenue from Score Big,
because it did not plan the budget
with large Monday sales in mind.

CONGRESS
from page 1

First, he said^ the timing seemed
political - Waxman did not see the
need to rush the legislation through
Congress just before November's
elections.

Also, Waxman said he has not been
happy with the Bush administration's

record on a series of other interna-

tional issues - including its rejection

of the Kyoto Protocol, an internation-

al treaty designed to combat global
warming, and its ending of the Anti-

Ballistic Missile TVeaty with Rusaa,
the 30-year-old agreement that was
the centerpiece of U.S.-Soviet nuclear
equilibrium.

Waxman said he "disliked the
rhetoric surrounding the idea that the
U.S. can act unilaterally."

Waxman originally favored alterna-

tive legislation that would for a peri-

od of time have given Bush the
authority to use force only if the
United Nations approved it If that
time expired, Congress would then
consider granting Bush authority to
act imilat^:ally.

After that legislation failed,

Waxman "had a choice of having to
vote Ves' or *no'" on the resolution
that gave Bush authority to strike uni-
laterally.

Having consulted academics,
think-tank experts and other politi-

cians, Waxman - viewing Saddam
Hussein as a credible threat with
weapons of mass destruction, who
had repeatedly violated the truce that
ended the Gulf War - made the deci-
sion to vote "yes."

Waxman said many people Vho

felt strongly about the issue on both
sides" had called or written his office.

The Congressnuin considered their
views, and made the best judgement
he could, he said.

Waxman's Republican opponent in
a race that includes no third-party

candidates said he too would favor
authorizing force against Iraq.

"It's something that needs to be
done," said Tony Goss, in an earlier

interview. "If something had been
done against (Osama) bin Laden a
coi5)le of years ago, nmybe things
would be different"

"Obviously diplomacy hasn't
worked," Goss said of the Iraq situa-

tion "Hopefully we will not need to
use force, but ifwe have to, I thinkwe
should."

Students and othermembers ofthe
UCLA community who oppose the
use of force against Iraq, meanwhile,
differ on whether they could lend
support to a congressman who does
not share their views.

"rd want my congressman to find

other ways to help reconcile the con- '

flict ... before considering war," said
Rebecca Tran, a third-year molecular,
cell and developmental biology stu-

dent "It should be our very last

option"
Tbdd Henneman, who received an

MBA from the Anderson School in

2001 and is registered to vote in
Waxman's district, said in his view
"there's still a case to be made about
pursuing all diplomatic options
before going to war."

But Henneman said Waxman's
stance "would not automatically
make me not vote for him."

Td vote forhim ifhe were the best
option available," he added. "Fd have
to research his opponent first"

WAGE
from page 1

This promenade used to be a
community promenade. Now, it's

corporate America," James Grizzell,

an employee at the Midnight Special
bookstore laments.

Grizzell says when the book store
moved onto the boulevard 20 years
ago, it was guaranteed that there
"wouldn't be any chain stores."

The Midnight Special is one of
the last independent stores on the
boulevard.

Now, it is moving out because of
high rent, and Grizzell doesn't know
where it can relocate.

He cautions that, at the rate the
boulevard is changing, "Students
won't be able to afford to live here."

Affordability of housing is cer-
tainly something that weighs heavi-
ly on students' minds. When big
companies buy up space, they drive
business rent rates up.

This affects real estate value,
which increases the rent for apart-
ments.

"Almost everyone I know moved
out of Santa Monica over the siun-

mer," said Jessica Stokes, a foiuth-
year political science student who
moved out of her Santa Monica
apartment due to rising rents.

"The cost of living is high," con-
firmed Dave Schwartz, a fourth-
year psychology student and home-
owner in Santa Monica.

Schwartz has seen property val-

ues around his home triple in the
last eight years, forcing middle
class workers to move out and
allowing more affluent patrons to
move in.

Greenstein says that this is a
problem for Santa Monica, a place
where rent control was geared
towards "keeping the diversity of
the community."

"We want to conserve the mix,"
she said.

Students won't be part of this

mix if low-income renters continue
to be driven out
Mayor Feinstein encourages stu-

dents to get involved in policy meet-
ings and in joining groups if they are
interested in the direction that
Santa Monica is taking.

"People need to participate in
this process. We need to hear the
voices of yoimger people saying:
*Hey, we need a place for us.'"

Is God In My Cubicle?
Can you pray for a better job, or more
inspiration and creativity at work?
Is God really in your workplace?

Fri. Nov. 8, 2002
12 Noon and 1:30 P.M.

Christian Science
Reading Room

1125 Glendon Ave.,

Westwood Village

Honor Hill, C.S., a member of the

Christian Science Board of Lectureship,

will explore whether God and spirituality

are relevant to work life, finding the perfect

career, the right job, or loving the one
you've got!
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IRAQ
I

Elected officials, not the miUtaiy,
from page 1

battlefield.
j

Combat service support man-
ages supply, maintenance and
transportation of equipment and
necessities to soldiers on the front-
line.

Unlike those who enlist to serve
in the army or army reserves, con-
tracted students in the program are
not subject to deployment. Only
those who are concurrently enUst-
ed with the National Guard or

Reserves could possibly be sent to
do military action in Iraq.

One of the misconceptions that
those in the program feel civihan
outsiders often harbor is that those
serving in the military are responsi-
ble for whether the country goes to
war.

"Whether we go to war with Iraq
is not determined by the military,"
said Major Michael Berry, vice
chair of the military science
department, executive officer,

recruiting officer and an instructor

of the ROTC program.
"The people who decide don't

wear uniforms. They're elected
officials."

Yoon agrees, adding that people
should not blame the miUtary for
following orders.

"The military is like a tool. We're
there and ready to be used when
needed," Yoon said.

Charles Kim, a fourth-year
microbiology, immunology and
molecular genetics student and
fourth-year army ROTC cadet.

adds that he thihk^ government
officials should pursue other alter-

natives before deciding to go to
war.

"If we are going to be used in

Iraq, it's only because diplomacy
failed," he said.

Despite some controversy about
civilian policy makers declaring
wars fought by the military, stu-
dents in the program feel the two
sides share the same interests.

"We trust our leaders, and they
trust us. The trust goes both ways.

General Representative Office

Any desire to investigate

The Semester vs. Quarter System
or

Tidal Wave II

Any interest in:

Organizing Campus-Wide Activities
Working in the General Representative Office #

Pick up an application to get involved

In 308 Kerckhoff Hall

Issues or Concerns

Genrepi @yahoo.com

PAID FOR BY USAC

STUDENTS

COUNCIL

The decisions come from educated
people who think and plan," said
James Lee, a fourth-year religious
studies student in his second year
of the program.

Lee previously served in the
army reserve for four years with-
out deployment.

Having a system where policy
makers make the decision to go to
war is what makes the country
unique, Berry said.

Both policy makers and the mili-
tary are experts in their own
departments, whether they are
making the choices about going to
war or carrying out the policies, he
added.

Yet what distinguishes those in
the army ROTC program from
other students is an early commit-
ment to serve the country.

"We're all here because we want
to be here. We all want to protect
the country," said Melissa
McClenning, a second-year history

student who joined the program a
few weeks ago.

"We're the last people that want
to get sent out. Nobody wants to
leave their loved ones behind. But
if there's a threat, we are ready to
serve our country."

Those in the program also do
not have insider information or
specialized opinions on whether
war is likely or imminent.

"Just because we're associated
with the army doesn't mean we're
really for the army or for President
Bush. Just because we're in ROTC
doesn't mean we can't have our
own opinions," Yoon said.

Students in the program are no
different from students not in the
program in terms of their varying
opinions on the war.

"We're just UCLA students, and
ROTC is an extracurricular activi-
ty. If you asked the average UCLA
student that question, you would
get the same response," Kim said.

UCLA Army ROTC
A UCLA army ROTC cadet rappels off a tower in Fort Hunter-Liggett.
California.

For more information

on becoming a teacher, contact *

CalTeach - your one-stop Informatlonj

recruitment and referral service for

Individuals considering or pursuing
j

a teaching career.

CalTeach can help you explore this

exciting career, provide information

about current Incentives and benefits,

assist you in understanding the

credentlaling process and, once you

become credentlaled, direct you to

the teacher recruitment centers for

job placements. ;

Make the difference

of a lifetime. Teach.

Cail 1-888-CALTEACH

(225-8322) or visit

www.calteach.com

Cal y
Teach

CSU Office Of the Chancellor
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2002 USAC Programmin

Referendum Election
ty

3

Vote Online @ my.ucla.edu

Voting Hours: midnight Tuesday - midnight Thursday
USAC Programming Fee Referendum

Shall the Undergraduate Students Association Council create more funds to enhance and support
student initiated programs and services such as: cultural shows, concerts, movies, speakers, art
exhibits, community service, student health awareness, resource fairs, special events, lobbying
efforts, etc., by increasing the USA mandatory fee by $9.25 per student per quarter?

|

The USAC Programming Referendum shall be designed to support student programs and
services, specifically:

j

A. Three dollars ($3.00) to the USA fee to enhance funding for basic administrative operating
expenses and to expand programming resources for USAC offices and registered
organizations through allocation by USAC.

B. One dollar ($1 .00) to the USA Programming Fund to provide increased programming
,

resources for all UCLA undergraduate registered student organizations, USAC offices, and
commissions.

C. One dollar ($1 .00) to the Community Activities Committee to provide resources for
registered community service projects and activities.

One dollar and twenty-five cents ($1.25) to the Student Welfare and Community Service
Commissions (with seventy-five cents going to the Student Welfare Commission and fifty
cents going to the Community Service Commission) to provide service, community,
lacademic, and health-based programs, as well as outreach to underrepresented youth.

Two dollars ($2.00) to the Campus Events Commission and Cultural Affairs Commission
|(split evenly, one dollar each) to provide more student initiated educational and
entertainment programming.

pne dollar ($1 .00) to the USA External Vice President's Office to enhance student voice and
to provide a direct educational benefit to UCLA students through increased opportunities
for their direct participation at the local, state, national, and international levels in

t

educational conferences and in lobbying efforts on issues directly affecting UCLA
students in their status as students.

BOARD Yes STUDENTS

COUNCIL

Formore information contact the Election Board office @ 312 Kerckhoff Hall
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Voters should

approve USAC

fee increase
There are quite a few holes in the

Undergraduate Student Association
Council's argument for a fee increase,

but its potential to improve the undergraduate
experience should lead students to approve it

during online elections today and tomorrow.
The referendum would add $9.25 to the

$24.09 USAC fee students pay quarterly. USAC
is in need of this money because of increased
overhead costs that resiilted in a $30,000 cut
to their discretionary fund from a year ago.
Tlie referendum would generate an estimated
$210,000 to be distributed between student
groups and USAC offices.

USAC hasn't yet shown itself to be expert at
distributing funds, and the wording of this ref-

erendum is no different. President David
Dahle has claimed the referendum has under-
gone more preparation than any measure in
recent memory. But that planning didn't

include a comprehensive plan for how these
funds will be used aside from stating how
much funds will be available to each USAC
office, and what lump simi will be available
for division among student groups.
No student group has provided justification

for needing more money aside fi-om the fact

that they have received more in the past. And
the six USAC offices receiving allocations
have not identified how the funds will be used
even though they are by nature organizations
that rely on planned events. Movie nights, cul-

tural events and the like don't happen sponta-
neously, they need to be planned weU in

advance. None of the commissions have publi-
cally demonstrated any of this planning so far
in the context of receiving additional funds.

Academic Affairs Commissioner Chris
Diaz's actions have gone against Dahle's
claims, as weU - he forfeited a share in the
potential gains of the referendum because he
didn't feel his office needed more money allo-

cated directly to it. He felt restricting the
funds to a single office would result in immo-
bile funds when USAC really needs the flexi-

bility to distribute the money to the offices
and groups most in need.

While they should be weary, these concerns
shouldn't stop students fi^om approving the
referendum. It hasn't been perfectly planned
for, but the simple truth is USAC needs the
money if they are to have a chance at improv-
ing the undergraduate experience at UCLA
Some of the most popular and effective stu-
dent groups had their funding dramatically cut
this year and won't be able to provide as many
programs without more money.

If the groups do get this money, though,
they need to start differentiating between the
ability to simply do more programming and
actually program well. Additional funding
shouldn't result in adding more of the same
programs that are already occurring but
instead create new programs to lure previous-
ly uninterested students into university life.

Some important USAC offices, like the
Campus Events Commission, provide a solid
track record in serving students and are in

obvious need of funding. The CEC hasn't had
a fimding increase since 1985. Between infla-

tion and a growing student population, the
commission no longer has the resources to
provide programs for the undergraduate stu-
dent body like it once could.

With all of the problems with the referen-
dum, why should students vote for it?

Sadly, the best answer is USAC should be
given the benefit of the doubt

Unsigned edltonals represent a m^ority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

THIS WEEK'S psnON
On Wednesdstf and Tlwrsday, students

can vote online on a referendum to raise

student fees by $9.25. The money would

be given to USAC for discretionary use.

Do you support or oppose this referen-

dum? Do you benefit from the activities

of student government? Send responses

to viewpoint(a)media.ucla.edu

SUBMIT TO VIEWPOINT
I

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to

hear it Send a submission of 600-800

words or a letter of 200 words or less

on any topic, including a response to

published material, to

viewpoint(a)media.ucla.edu.
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The Daily Bruin

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
^'" Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Wb reserve the right to edit letters for lengtti

and clarity. You must include your name, mailing

address and telephone number. Anonymous
letters will be accepted but not published.

Media hype taints Davis, Simon 's qualifications
Issues count, candidates matter, and vot-

ing does make a difference.

(In every election but this one, of
course.)

Have you noticed
that we never seem to

have qualified candi-

dates to vote for?

Doesn't it appear that

intelligent, courageous
politicians - like Abe
Lincoln, Teddy
Roosevelt and Bobby
Kennedy - are a thing

of the past? Well,

maybe America is

doomed to mediocrity
amongst our leaders
and apathy amongst
our citizenry.

Personally, I don't think so. I believe

the same spirit of excellence that drove
past leaders to greatness is visible in the

candidates of today - 1 just think that we,

Ludlow's column publishes every other

Wednesday.

Doug

Ludlow
(ludto^)medb,uda.edu

the voters, have stopped looking for it.

In one week, Califomians will head to
the polls to pick the future governor, and
get the opportunity to decide between
Gray Davis and Bill Simon. According to
a poll conducted by the L.A. Times, most
Califomians don't consider that to be
much of a choice - both Simon and Davis
received negative marks from about 60
percent of those polled. Davis, the incum-
bent, is considered the "lesser of two
evils," while Simon is lucky to get any
positive feedback from those polled.
Why are voters so put off by this elec-

tion? I think it's because we, the voters,
have stopped caring about the issues and
put far too much emphasis on style, at
the sacrifice of substance.

The media reports on what the pubhc
wants to know. We haven't heard much
about Simon's plan to fix education, or
Davis' ideas on how to solve the power
crisis. Do we know how Davis feels about
abortion rights, or what Simon thinks
about taxes? Probably not. So what have
we learned about these two candidates?

We've learned that Davis is boring, and

Simon is an imbecile. More news time
has been devoted to Davis' lack of charis-

ma, and Simon's mishandling of his cam-
paign than any other topics. Two carica-
tures of candidates have emerged over
the last few months, obscuring two high-
ly qualified men who would bring differ-

ent assets to the highest office in the
state.

For a moment, let's put aside all the
hype and take a look at these candidates
as real people. Both come from extraor-
dinarily different backgrounds, and each
offers a unique perspective on how to
effectively govern the people of
California.

Gray Davis grew up with a semi-abu-
sive father, who left his family's finances
in ruins. As a young boy, Davis played a
large part in raising his four youngest sib-
lings while earning very high grades at
some of L.A.'s toughest schools. He went
on to graduate top of his class from
Stanford before heading to law school at
Columbia. As a California pohtician,
Davis has ei\joyed unparalleled success,
losing only one election in more than 20

years as a pubhc servant. Sure, he might
be boring, but he is also an inteUigent,
ambitious man who knows how to over-
come struggles and hardships in life.

Bill Simon comes from a very different,
yet equally impressive background.
Sunon also attended top schools, earning
very high grades, but has made his markm fighting crime as a U.S. Attorney and
as a generous man donating his time, tal-
ents and considerable brain power to
philanthropy Sure, he might have made a
few mistakes along the campaign traU
but don't forget the years he spent build-
ing a fortune for his family, and providing
the less-fortunate with opportunity.

Neither of our candidates are celebri-
ties. They won't win beauty contests, and
they might not be the most engaging pub-
hc speakers, but they are highly quaUfiedm their own way So next week, put aside
the images of the candidates you've seen
in the media, and focus on the issues and
the content of the candidates' character.

Issues count, candidates matter, and
voting does make a difference - especial-
ly in this election. .

IMAGINE THAT...

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu
UCLA seems to phase out

concerned professors

OTHER INSTRUCTORS PUSH OWN AGENDA
DISCOURAGE STUDENT CRITICAL THINKING

%^
Henderson, Adams. Stay sharp today. You guys are my,

• -> eyes aad ears- respectively, ofcourse.

Censorship not always detrimental
By Sarah Laribee

UNIVERSITY WIRE

This August I found myself
walking down Bourbon
Street with my father and my
sisters at dusk. As the night
progressed it began to reveal
a fairly seedy Uttle underbel-
ly that beckoned to the four
of us with bright Ughts and
the promise of an abundance
of alcohol.

I am 24, and my sisters are
not much younger. We've
seen our share of shady
things, but as we walked east
into the increasingly intense
Ughts, my father stopped,
outstretched his right arm a
little protectively, and turned
us down another side street.

My dad did not steer his

three nearly adult daughters
away from certain hcentious-
ness because he was afraid

we'd become Ucentious. My
father steered us away
because there comes a point

in time when censorship is

not such a heinous thing
after all, contrary to what
many may believe.

There is a tendency
toward the thinking we must
not shield our children from
anything because they will

undoubtedly get out into the
real world and either be big-

ots or will not be able to
cope with the way the ''real

world" is. That we must
always encourage the young
to expand their minds as
much as possible, at any
cost, so when the time
comes, they will make wise
and informed choices about
who they are in the world in

which they Uve.

This is wrong.
I love literature. I am a

staunch supporter of the
First Amendment. I will

never support the banning of
books, regardless of how
acrid the taste of them. And I

will encourage my students
to read voraciously.

However, it is my respon-
sibiUty as an educator to
realize that while everything
is permissible, everything is

not necessarily profitable.

And there will be certain
books I do not teach, and
certain books I will not
encourage my students to
read. This is not because I

am a prude. This is not
because I am afraid that if

my students read sexually
expUcit material they will

become sexually promiscu-
ous sophomores. I advocate
educator-censorship because
there are stages of appropri-
ateness in human develop-
ment, and there are some
things in life that really just
need to be avoided.

Don't throw out Hamlet
just because of weird
parental-fiUal relations.

However, understand that as
adults, we have responsibili-
ties to protectively turn stu-
dents down side streets if we
need to.

By Roy Cervantes

Have you ever sat in class,

bored senseless, and wondered,
"Where in the world did they find
this professor?"

Sometimes it seems professors
have an agenda of their own - Uke
they are more concerned with
hearing their own voice than actu-
ally engaging students to think
critically and actively participate
in their own education.

But don't get me wrong. UCLA
still has some great faculty and
outstanding professors, right?

Joshua Muldavin, former geog-
raphy professor, was known to
spend more time during his class
talking to students and answering
questions rather than preaching
aixd rambling. Infamous for his
Geography 5 class, he incorporat-
ed pohtics and economics into a
critical analysis of the world
around us and our own role in it.

Wish you could take his class?
Too bad UCLA denied him

tenure, forcing Muldavin to take
his gifts elsewhere.
How about "Boots" Pascual, a

beginning and advanced Tagalog
lecturer, whose research into sec-
ond language acquisition led him
to a first-tier university like

UCLA? Boots took the time to
speak to students beyond the con-
fines of lectures and office hours,
and dared to teach a language
class without using a hundred dol-
lar textbook.

Too bad UCLA let him sUp
through their fingers over the
summer.
And what about Dr. Pauline

Agbayani-Siewert, who recently
earned tenure in winter 2001, mak-
ing her the only tenured Pihpina-
American faculty at UCLA? Her
extensive research in cross-cultur-
al mental health practice, in con-
junction with various pubhc and
community-based organizations,
focused on Asian and Pihpino
American populations that are
often overlooked or ignored by
other "pubhc" agencies.

Dr. Agbayani-Siewert's pub-
lished work still is relevant to

Cervantes is a business economics
student.

social welfare and pohcy
researchers today. Undergraduates
and graduate students aUke were
privileged to share a classroom
with her, and her conununity roots
ensured students would be chal-
lenged to see the connections
between one's education and the
community.
Thus her abrupt, forced resigna-

tion from the UCLA School of
Pubhc Pohcy and Social Research
earher this siunmer may come as
a surprise to the reader. A job
offer from California State
University Los Angeles was met
with hostihty by the Dean of
Pubhc Pohcy to the point where
Dean Nelson not only ignored the
recommendations for a retention
package of Dr. Agbayani-Siewert's
home departments - Social
Welfare and Asian American
Studies - but also actively recom-
mended against it without justifi-

able cause. ..

Notice a disturbing trend?
Apparently at UCLA, bemg stu-

dent-friendly and encouraging stu-

dents to think critically about
issues concerning their msyors or
social change means you must be
doing something wrong. Muldavin,
Pascual and Agbayani-Siewert,
along with countless other profes-
sors, have been systematically
pushed out of the university with-
out just cause within a three-year
span.

Dr. Agbayani-Siewert and Boots
Pascual's cases in particular exem-
plify UCLA's seemingly discrimina-
tory practices involving Pihpino
faculty and other professors of
color who dare to challenge the
homophobic Eurocentric narrative
that has historically silenced pro-
gressive points of view.

It is absurd that administrators
can make unilateral decisions
affecting professors whose class-

rooms they do not sit in and stu-

dents whom they have never met
The university has a responsibihty
to fulfill its so-called conmiitment
to diversity and academic excel-

lence by providing students with
faculty whose top priority is to
develop students' consciousness
and critical thinking skills. An
education won't do us any good if

we don't know how to use it.

Speaks Out
Do YOU THINK BRINGING HOMECOMING BACK TO WESTWOOD WAS SUCCESSFUL?

Cody Badger

Second-year, mechanical engineering

"Considenng we haven't had
the homecoming parade in a
long time, it was pretty good.

It was nice to see some
school spirit expressed in a

way other than an athletic

event. A lot of people don't

have much school spirit and
these events help."

Adam Dreifuerst

Second-year, mechanical engineering

"I was surprised by the

amount of people who were
there, both participating and
watching, considering this

was the first year it was
brought back. It would be
great to bring back other

UCLA traditions."

Michael Marina

Fourth-year, cognitive science

"I don't think it was very suc-

cessful. The floats were
poorly constructed and
there wasn't a very big

turnout. I think traditions are
important, I just feel that this

attempt to bring back

homecoming should have

been better."

Yves Nguyen

Second-year, undeclared

"It wasn't what I really

expected. I thought the floats

were poorly made compared
to others that I have seen in

homecoming parades, but it

was still a good effort.

Homecoming is a great tradi-

tion to bring back, especially

to a university like UCLA."

Undsay Harrison _
Second-year, political science

"I was hoping there would be
more people. It seemed like the

parade was short and I think

more groups should have gotten

involved. I thought it was fun, but

there should have been more
emphasis on participation."

Diann Brizzoiara

Third-year, physiological science

"I was impressed with the

homecoming parade and rally I

thought most students would
overlook the whole event, espe-
cially for a Friday night, but

there was quite a good crowd,
even if the parade was kind of
small."
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The|Celebration Theater

'The Hungry Woman: A
Mexican Medea"

|

The Celebration Theater
Through Nov. 24

,

(323) 957-1884

Just when you thought there
weren't nearly enough hve
snakes perforniing on local
stages, playwright Cherrie
Moraga brings her adaptation of
"Medea" to Hollywood, complete
with obligatory reptiles and plen-
ty of murderous revenge.

"The Hungry Woman," howev-
er, takes place in the future, after

a revolutionary war has exiled
Medea (Lina Gallegos) to a
murky border region reserved for

homosexuals. Here she is forced
to choose between the love of
her lesbian partner, Luna (direc-

tor Adelina Anthony), and the
welfare of her son, Chacmool
(Ramon Granados Jr).

If it all sounds a little far-

fetched, it is. Moraga does a com-
mendable job of blending the
Greek tragedy with Mexican
myths like La liorana, but her
attempt to hold Medea up as a
rallying symbol for lesbian

empowerment strays too far

fix)m the realm of credulity.

The original Medea makes a
sympathetic character, even
though she killed her own chil-

dren, because she was a victim of
Jason's cruel indifference. In

Moraga's version however,
Medea is the one who strays

from her marriage vows. She
may not have had a choice about
her sexual preference, but she
never has to face the possibility

of raising a child on her own with
no money, as the character does
in the original play.

Clearly, Uving in exile has
taken an enormous emotional
toll on the characters in this play,

but it's a big leap from feeling

marginalized to killing your own
son, and Moraga just doesn't
quite connect the dots.

The production has its own
problems. The Celebration
Theater barely accommodates
the number of scene changes in

the play, making the story diffi-

cult to follow at times. And 13-

year-old Granados, while display-

ing plenty of wide-eyed charm, is

far too prone to mumbling.
The play does have a few

bright spots, however Gallegos
demonstrates a flair for playing a
woman at her worst, and
Anthony proves she can take her
own direction better than any-
one. But as a whole, The Hungry
Woman" fails to satiate as a
believable piece of theater
-Sommer Mathis

ii >Alagazam'
ITie Actors' Gang
Hirough Dec. 21
(323) 802-1764

^^9 ^^7 ^^y

The freaks come out at night,

and they're setting up camp on
the Actors' Gang stage.

"Alagazam," directed by Brent
Hinkley, is the new late-night

show at the stalwart Hollywood
venue. It is billed as "the

strangest show on earth," and if

the production doesn't quite rise

to the claim, it is still an intrigu-

ing spectacle.

Playwrights Adam Simon and
Tim Robbins (founder of the
Actors' Gang) use a traveling

i
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Goldwyn Award presented to UCLA film student
By Howard Ho

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
hho@media.ucla.edu

Against the advice of Samuel
Goldwyn Jr., UCLA screenwriting

graduate student Michael Bucklin
has decided what to do with his

$10,000 Saniuel Goldwyn Award
prize.

"I finally get to buy a car," Bucklin
said with his arms in the air, as if

from a Toyota commercial.

However, he assures people that it

will be a very cheap car. Bucklin
knows tliat the prestigious award
does not automatically equal suc-

cess, but with past wimiers like

Francis Ford Coppola, he has reason
to be proud.

The annual Samuel Goldwyn
Awards were announced Monday
afternoon in the James West Alumni
Center. By invitation only, the event
featured Goldwyn Jr., UCLA faculty,

"Gas Food Lodging" filmmaker

Allison Anders, and "The Basketball
Diaries" producer John Bard
Manulis.

j

Bucklin was caught by surprise
when his script, Teenorama," won.
He describes it as a "punk rock
'American Graffiti,'" risky material
for a big studio, but just the right mix
of milieu, character and story to win
the Goldwyn Award.

"It's a very personal script about
the music I love and people I knew
who I could reference," said Bucklin,
a punk rock fan.

Both Goldwyn judge Anders /a
past winner and UCLA alunma) and
Goldwyn Jr. stressed not resting on
the laurels of the award. Anders
became a waitress even after win-
ning the award.

|

"It's not going to be your career,"

Anders said. "You have to make that
yourself."

j.

"Your phone is going to be ringing
tomorrow morning," said Goldwyn
Jr, referring to the agents and pro-

ducers who solicit Goldwyn winners.
"Don't take it seriously ... Don't look
to destroy Hollywood overnight. It'll

more likely destroy you first."

This year, as often happens, all the
finalists were UCLA students despite
the award being open to all

University of California students.
Eighty-three of the 106 scripts sub-
mitted this year were from UCLA stu-

dents, an indication of the strength of
the UCLA screenwriting program.
Five finalists were chosen and given
first, second, third, and honorable
mention awards, judged based on a
blind reading in regards to school.
Yet the judges gravitated towards
UCLA graduate screenwriting stu-

dents with only one finalist, Jesse
Spero, being a playwriting student

The awards started at UCLA in

1955 when Samuel Goldwyn senior
and then Chair of the UCLA
Department of Theater Arts Kenneth

60LDWYN
I
Page 8

JOANNA GAN/Daily Bruin
UCLA alumna and past Goldwyn award winner Allison Anders passes the torch to
this year's winner, Michael Bucklin, a UCLA screenwriting graduate student.

ital World
ANNUAL RESFEST
DISPLAYS DIGITAL

PRODUCTION
INNOVATIONS

^PaulMendoza
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
pmend02a@media.ucla.edu

There is a new era dawning on
the music video horizon. And it's

pixilated.

"My heroes were all filmmakers,
like ^ielberg," said Joseph Kahn,
the man behind Eminem's "Without
Me" and Destiny's Child's "Say My
Name." "But I think the new film-

makers today are finding different

types of heroes, a different mental-
ity."

This new mentality will be
shown at the sixth annual RES-
FEST, showcasing innovative fea-

tures, shorts and music videos
involving <tigit^ production. The
woridw^ itinerary includes New
YcM-k, Rio De Janeiro, Osaka and
Los Angeles at the Egyptian
"fiieater, starting today and running
throu^ Sunday.

**Wejust want to show veiy inno-
vative work . . . different than what
you'd seen in the first 100 years of
Hollywood cinema," said Jonathan
Wells, the fe^Jtival's curator.

This year's music video roster
signals a turning point in the indus-
try, with graphicsoriented design
companies breaking new ground
amid established solo auteur direc-

tors. Their conceptual works are
the future of music video culture.

The next wave of digital fifaiv

makers is opting for animation and
nfwtion graphic design to innovate
the form that they grew up with.

Design coDectives like StyleWar
(The Hives' ''Main Offender"),
Shynola (Radiohead's "Pyramid
Song'O, and Logan (Jurassic 5's

'^What's Golden?*) are growing
rapidly, and their muac videos c(mv
stiti^e much of the RESFest lineup.

Tommy
RES Media Grot-p

a mu«c Video tor Zero 7; is part of the Cinema Bectmnica series itffiSFlSI

"Digital animaticsi is now miich
more accept2dt>ie,'' said Boi Ra^sdz,
member erf the sbc-^^rsoai des&$fi

collective MK12. Ifs scHneOing
that is so enq^hasized on the 1^
that pec^ple now understand it as a
sec<MKi language."

MK12 is typical of the ^nei^glng
collectives: a bimch of young, tal-

ented friends making in4iouse
shorts and contracted television

animation, d(»ng what they like cm
their own terms.

"We w«it off and wOTked separ
rate jobs, and we realized that we
didn't like to work for bosses that
we didn't understand," Radatz said.

"So, we got together; had a coi?)le

RES Media Group
Design collective Shynola's anti-war music video for U.N.K.L.E.'s "Eye for an
Eye" will screen on Friday at RESFEST.

bucks in the bank, and started wir
own thing. It's worked out for us."

In addition to their RESFEST
musk: video entry for Ihe Fainf

s

''Agenda Suicide,'* MK12 is also
responsible for the show packaging
(Ml MTVs Ibtal Rec^est live** and
Cartoon Network's "Adult Swim,"

\^deo may have killed the radio

atai; but des^ collectives killing

the s<^ video director Is unlike^.

TThere are so many p^:^le with
adigital video camera, the guitar of
the 21st centuiy, but itil make the
ccanpetition so high that only a few
peopte will get cm tqp," Kahn said,

"It^ak^hkerock'n^iolL''
Ihere win always be the Michd

Gondrys (The White Stripes' 'Fell

in Love With a Giii*) and the ^ike
Jonzes (Beastie Boys' 'Sabotage^,"

said Radatz. "This is just a new
aj^roach"

Unfortunately, most of the con-
ceptual vkleos at RESFEST are

rarely programmed <mi MTV
*Even Mnrv 2 has become more

regimented, and it's very hard to

see reaijr dynamic, innovative

videos," saki Wdls.
In a mediam wi^re art meets

c<Hiimerce head cm, music vi<ko
directxHs can find thaxisdves at

tJ» mercy of record labdbs in order

to finance their work.
**&'« a reai^yr weird place to te,**

Kahn said 1 have to bdieve rm
d<»ng new, exciting things, Thafs
the artistic side. But fm the crther

hand, record companies wcm*t give
you a million dollars to show a nun
throwingpoo at a cow."

Bizarre and low-budget concepts
like these must then rely on other
outlets, such as RESFEST

In fact, last year's Audience
Choice Award winner, Fatboy
Slim's "Ya Mama," directed by
Ttektor, never made it to the MTV
airwaves.

Digital filmmakers hope for
greater presence in firture music
video culture. And it's sooner than
3»citiliriay think.

*8fs a revc^uticm in acqidsltion,''

Kahn said ^'In fact, Vm willing la
b^ that in the next 5 years, the
WNsk: video industiy will abaraicm
film entirely for digstal."

As for the design collectives,

hi^H>r(#|e artists like Ko lk»M
and Moby have recently hired
them, giving them hope for wider
exposure and security in the music
video industry

For more irtformation please visit

toww.resfest.com

Ozma, loyal fans rock Knitting Facbiy during October run
By Kathleen Dunphy

|

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kdunphy@media.ucla.edu

It would be difficult to find "Rockstar
lOr listed within UCLA's course catalog, yet
many students find time to pursue their love
for music - even between midterms and
Tuesday pint nights,

j

Among these students are Bruins Ryen
Slegr and Daniel Brummel, both members
of the rock band Ozma. The two will return
to UCLA during winter quarter after taking
time off to concentrate on the band.

Presently however, Ozma has perfect
attendance at Hollywood's Knitting Factory
where the band spent October in residence.
Every Wednesday features a show consist-
ing of new material, and tonight the band
concludes the run with the seven-year
anniversary of its first show together

"The first (October residency) show was
a little rough for us, and the fans. It's

tougher to play for a smaller amount of peo-

KrN<i Fi Records

Rock band Ozma will finish its month-long resi-

dency at the Hollywood Knitting Factory tonight.

pie than just a sea of blank faces," Slegr
said.

"We'd never played most of those songs
live," added Patrick Edwards, drummer

The band is set to begin recording its

next album, due out next spring, and will

follow with what the band hopes to be a
monumental tour This year included many

days on the road, especially after the band
joined the Warped Tour this summer It

tiUTied out to be more of a challenge than
some might expect.

"It's definitely more fun and easy to play
for people who already know our stuff - our
audiences - rather than trying to win over
someone else's audience," Brununel said.

While the Warped Toiu' does incorporate
various geiu-es, punk is easily the front-run-

ner Ozma has been called many things, and
show-goers have even been seen moshing,
but "punk" is not a word that leaps out when
listening to the band, making them a differ-

ent flavor for Warped audiences.
The band is generally affable, and Slegr's

humor so dry that more jokes probably
shpped into the night than were caught and
appreciated. The most disappointing false-

hood was that he's putting together a com-
pilation from demos that other bands have
slipped him. Ozma fans show such dedica-
tion it wouldn't be surprising if such a CD
sold out immediately.

"(Our fans) are usually pretty nice. They
bring us cookies and things on the road.
They're really wholesome kids - to a fault

sometimes," Slegr said.

The members of Ozma have grown up
while out on the road, changing in similar
ways as college students away from home
for the first time.

"When we were playing I'd never drink,
just trying to be a good kid. Definitions of
goodness change," Edwards said.

More than one of the fans at last week's
Knitting Factory show bought tickets to all

the October shows, showing a rabidity often
seen in Weezer (and sports) fans.

With all they have accomplished, Ozma's
future looks bright. Aside from some of the
members retmning to school and the band's
new album, Ozma hopes even bigger things
he ahead.

Ozimi plays at the Knitting Factory tonight
with Smile, Dopamine and Sennce Group.
7021 Holhjwood Blvd. (323) 463-0204.

Murphy, Alien

scraping the

barrel with 7 Spy,
'

'Santa Clause 2'

remember when 1 was younger and IIreme
saw
time

kchang(S)nie(ia.ucia.edu

Beverly Hills Cop" for the first

time. I remember thinldng that there
was nobody that I

wanted to be more
than a smart-assed,

fast-talking, gun-toting,

foul-mouthed Axel
Foley I tried to ... hell,

I still try to, laugh like

Eddie Murphy.

Then came
"Beverly Hills Cop:
2." Great movie, again
reaffirming Murphy's
cool factor, and
showing that he
could still dominate
the box office.

Shoot, 1 even
watched "Vice Versa," with Judge
Reinhold and Fred Savage, and, you
know . . . just fi-om hanging around
Murphy in the "Beverly Hills Cop" series,

Reinhold had to be cool too (but I was
wrong about that).

I remember all the great Eddie
Murphy movies - "Trading Places,**

"Coming to America" They start getting
a bit mediocre after that, but his stand-
up videos ("Raw," "DeUrious") are great

But a little after that, namely begin-
ning with "Beverly Hills Cop: 3," things
started to get bad. Since then, Murphy
has had some decent films, but sequels,
remakes and sequels of remakes ("Nutty
Professor," "Dr Doolittle") get really old.

It's great that he has a family and wants
to make family-oriented movies but ...

eh.

So this week when I saw the adver-
tisement for "I Spy," I was puzzled. I had
no idea what to think. I remembered the
Eddie Murphy of my childhood years: a
smiling, cursing prankster who made the
funny voices and added a colorful vul-

garity to his films. Then I remembered
the Eddie Murphy of recent years.

Mr.-I-have-a-family-now-so-I'ni-going-

to-make-wholesome-movies. I remem-
bered the movies "Holy Man," "Nutty
Professor 2," "Dr DooUttie 2." I remem-
bered the Eddie Murphy ofjust last

month. "The Adventures of Pluto Nash"
came to mind. I shuddered, turned up my
collar and got on my way (I was wearing
a t-shirt, mind you). But hark, out of the
comer of my eye, I saw the name: Owen
Wilson.

Could this be Owen Wilson of the
Wilson brothers? The notorious co-writer
of "Bottle Rocket," "Rushmore," and
"The Royal Tenenbaums?" America's new

*

golden boy? Indeed, the one and only. So
maybe "I Spy" will be decent, I thought.
As I continued walking, I saw a poster

for the other big movie coming out this

weekend (I was walking in a place
where there were lots of movie posters
up). "The Santa Clause 2." I almost
laughed out loud. Yea, I never really

liked Tim Allen much, but he was big-

time when he was on "Home
Improvement"
The same guy who was always growl-

ing and making ape noises was going to

be in another "Santa Clause" movie.

Great. I think I'd rather eat bricks than
watch that flick. (Oh, and though it may
be a httle off-topic. Judge Reinhold is

also going to be in "Santa Clause 2," and
he was also in "Santa Clause" - score! Or
maybe that's just another reason not to

see "Santa Clause 2." You decide.)

But so yea, Tim Allen, yuck. Seeing as

there are no other m^yor films that are to

be released in the theaters this week, I

was trying to decide whether or not I

want to see these two.

I have decided not to, so I think I'm

going to call this weekend "The Weekend
of the FaUing Stars." If Tim Allen and
Eddie Murphy don't pick up their slack

this weekend, I'm afraid it may be the
end for them. Not that I'm threatening

them or anything. These are just my per-

sonal opinions. If you don't feel the same
way, more power to you, but you're
wrong!

Chang'sfilm column runs Wednesdays.

•.^AfiH^i^kAM
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CURTAIN GALLS
r

from page 7

freak show to satirize the way
television brainwashes the audi-
ence into compliant consumers
and glamorizes war for the cor-
porate barons who profit from
the massacre of young men and
women.

Cyrus T. Grifter (V.J. Foster), a
snakeoil salesman and ringmas-
ter, has brought his traveling freak
show to town. Among Grifler's

cavalcade of oddities are a pair of
pinheads, a bearded lady and a
human animal The freaks per-

form mini-productions including
biting satire and graphic violence
renuniscent of Bertolt Brecht's

post-war productk)ns like "Drums
in the Night" The anti-war senti-

ments of the freaks' performances

infuriates the sponsors who seek
to pacify the masses.

The ideological fingerprints of
the ultra-liberal Robbins are all

over the production. Robbins
who, with partner Susan
Sarandon, has been outspoken
against the war in Iraq, includes a
scene as subtle as a SCUD missile

where a dead soldier returns to
his sweetheart. However his

bully-pulpit is easier to swallow
because the freaks are really
freaky and quite funny The Gang
members all have fun with their
roles and provide enough comic
depth to balance the politics.

If you like pohtics with your
fi^akiness,/ "Alagazam" could be
just the spectacle you are looking
for.

-Scott SckiUtz

GOLDWYN
from page 7

MacGowan decided that the art of
screenwriting needed a publicity
boost. I

"People think directors direct pic-
tures and actors make up the dia-
logue," Goldwyn Jr. said.

"Neither studios nor directors
would have anything without the
solitary work of ... screenwriters,"
said Robert Rosen, dean of the
UCLA theater, film, and television

department.

You could even sense the emo-
tions from a tear-eyed Goldwyn Jr.

when he told a story about how peo-
ple wanted to become filnunakers

based on watching the films of past
Goldwyn winners. |-

"You have no idea how good that

makes us feel," Goldwyn Jr. said.

Xike a 'Good Housekeeping' seal of approvoT'— BiDboani

AWARE
Uteateitt/iU

Rare and exclusive versions of a dozen Top 10 hits from bands that helped redefine popular

music over the past nine years including, John Mayer, Train and Five For Fighting.

"Aware has been, and continues to be, one of the only record companies that concerns itself

with just two things: the artist's name and the music they make."

— John Mayer

ti
nAware is the fertUizer the music business has been sadly missing the last decade,

John Ondrosik (Five For Fighting)

"Aware Records has been a great influence on unknown musicians as well as people

looking for new music. No one does this better."

— Pat Monahan (Train)
in fc 1 I III

immm* rv«** uamiAi

Executivt Producm: Rick Krim. Evtm Lambtrf and Gregg Lottennon

WWW.aware9reatesthits.COm,
www.awarereconis.com, www.columbiareconls.com

"Arare" Ref . U.S. Pat. t Tm. Off. Marc« Registrada. ,

•Columbia" and •Reg. U.S Pat. & Tm Off. Marca Registrada./© 2002 Sony Music Entertainment Inc

Forum to address lack of minorities on TV
By Sommer Mathis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
smathis@media.ucla.edu

The only thing missing from a forum
on minority representation in the
media may be a dissenting opinion.

The panel discussion is to be held at
the L.A. Public Library this Saturday. It

is billed under the title "Can Equal TV
Representation Be Demanded As A
Next Civil Right?" and will help kick
off the month-long "TV or NOT TT fes-

tival being put on by the experimental
media advocacy group L.A. Freewaves.
While panelists will include scholars
and professionals from a wide variety
of mediums including TV, film, radio
and newspaper, don't expect any one
of them to stray too far from the
forum's premise.

FREE CONSULTATION

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCLA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association

ofOrthodontists

r

"No one's going to say we should-
n't be demanding (equal representa-
tion)," said Anne Bray, founder and
executive director of L.A.
FYeewaves.

Whether that fact is an oversight
or merely a reflection of how much
the issue's importance is still univer-
sally acknowledged is open to
debate.

UCLA Fihn & Television profes-
sor Chon Noriega, who also serves
as the director of the Chicano
Studies Research Center, believes
the latter to be true. He plans to par-
ticipate in the panel because he
thinks that while the concept of
increasing minority representation
on television has been talked about
since the 1960s, it has never really
been addressed or resolved.

"Since this issue was first

addressed, minority levels (within
the population) have doubled," said
Noriega.

Noriega went on to suggest that
according to data he has recently
compiled and will soon release as a
policy brief from the CSRC, the lev-

els of minorities appearing in televi-

sion shows have not been keeping
up with that high rate of growth.
Some of that shortfall, he says, may
have something to do with the fickle
nature of the television season.

"You tend to see changes here and
there, but what if they're only hap-
pening on four TV shows, and they
all get cancelled? TV is such a risky
thing. Seventy-five percent of new

shows are going to fail. You can't get
any riskier than that," Noriega said.

But, even in a business as risky as
television, the American people may
be more powerful than they realize.

"These (television) airwaves are
rented to the different corporations
that put out the broadcast and the
cable. 1 feel like people in the United
States don't even know that princi-
ple, which is that it is their property,
the same way that the air is their
property," Bray said.

A wide variety of solutions will be
offered by the paneUsts, ranging
from the possibility of launching a
new channel that first and foremost
embraces diversity to enacting legis-
lation that would place strict rules
on existing broadcasters about the
number of minorities that would be
on the air.

Other panelists will include TV
writer and producer Vince Cheung,
KCRW radio DJ Garth TYinidad, and
L.A. Weekly colimmist Erin Aubry
Kaplan. Professor Noriega looks for-
ward to the discussion, but isn't wor-
ried about butting heads with any of
them.

"I don't see there being any con-
flict, per se, though there will cer-
tainly be different approaches," he
said.

The panel discussion will be held
Saturday, 3-5 p.m. For more infor-
rruxtixm on the TVorNOT TVfestival,
check out iuiuw.freewaves.org.

BRACES

\peliver Brilliant Results

(310)826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Spedofizing in broces lor

odults & children

Invisible Removoble

European Troditionol

Cosmetic Porceloin

Surgicol Orthodontics

Invisolign

20% discount to all

students and faculty

with valid ID

Low Monthly Payment: As
low as $99/month O.A.C. with

No Finance Charge

Join us for this informative workshop at YRL and
learn about the many resources available from

UCLA's extensive library system including ORION,

the reference stacks, and much morel

TODAY!
12:00-1:00 pm

Young Research Library, East Electronic Classroom ( 2nd Roor

)

Reservations preferred. Please call by Oct. 28th to reserve your seat!

For more information, call 825-3945 or visit www.thecenter.ucla edu
Sponsored by the Center for Women & Men JliflR
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Teetl^ Whitening
Upper or Lower

$75 00
leodi

(reg. $200.00)

/prwiQ brscik

'

Ged 15 people
together and
go Pop FREE!
Ask us how!

1 1 645 Wilshire Blvi

#80?
(Between Barrinqton & Federol)

18124 Culver Drive.

Suite A, Irvine
(Michels

-*

orKconee'M "MnweoaaaMsoaeoi

Jamaica
Hawaii $689
Paris $584
Amsderdam...$659
Includes air & accommodations from LAX.
Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees
not included. Other departure cities and

920 Wesfcwood Blvd. ]

(31 0) UCLfi.FLV or x6P795 Pr-om campul
cst# 1017560-40

www.staCravel.com TRAVEL
online >> on the PHone >> on cwmpu/ >> on the /trect

Enjoy the
Movies!!
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310.825.2161
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Westwood
VILLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUM
948 Braxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL

10925 Undbrook
208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbrook
208-4575

PLAZA

1067Glendon
206-3097

Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Dotiy Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00 2:20 4:50) 7:30 10:25

The Truth Atnut Charlie (PG-1 3)

THX - Dot>y Digrtal

Mon-Thu (11:00 1:45 4:30) 7:15 10:15

Jackass: The Movie (R)

THX-OoliyDigitt
Mon-Thu (11:30 2:00 4:40) 7:20 10:00

MfhitoOte«)der(PG-i3)

Tm - Dol)y Digital

Mon-Thu (1 :00 4:00) 7:00 9:45

Abandon (PG-1 3)

Dot)y Digital

Mon-Thu (1:30 4:45) 7:35 10:10

LAEMMLE^
West Hollywood

Bargain Shows () f=or AJI Theatres

I
THE BRIDGE
West Side

THE BRIDGE

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Hetghts)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Auto Focus (R

Mon-Thu (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00

All or Nothing (R)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 400 700 950

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2:05 4:40 7:15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9:55

Comedian
Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6 I Ghost Ship (R)

1313 3rd St. THX - Dolby Digital

Promenade Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10:10

The Ring (PG-1 3)

TtiX - Doiby Digits - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 :00 4:00) 7:00 10:00

Punch-Dmnk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo
Mon-Thu (11:15 1:45 4:20) 7:10 9:45

The Transporter (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo
Mon-Thu (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:40 10:15

SmmM Home Alabama (PG-1 3)
-«- TIK - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11:30 2:10 5:05) 7:55 10:35

1^ Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo
Mon-Thu (1 1 20 2:00 4:40) 7:20 1 0:05

WLA/Beverly Hills
Royal

11523 Santa Monica Bt.

MUSICHAaS
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Frlda(R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7 00 9:50

Bk)ody Sunday (R)

Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 10:00

Shanghai Ghetto (R)

Mon-Thu (5:05) 7:20 9:55

Under the Moonlight
Far* Langiage wWi Engliah suMfles

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9:50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 9:50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:50 7:15 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12.00) 2:30 5:05 7 45 10:20

Spinted Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7:00 10:00

THE Bridge CINEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Dnve
The PrwnenedB « Howwd Hughn Center - Center Drive

On the Howwd Hughe* Partmiy on the 405

Ful Stedhan-Slyto SaMng - Ml OIGiTAL SOUND
PurchHe TVAets by phone at (310)566-3375
or anNne O www the(>rtdgecine(Tia.coni

Director's HaN HoOine (310)569-9295
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE VWTH VMX LD.

• Dtrecter-e HH - teetuhng ertw wide uHrateelher

seMand premium reeerve aealing
• Canter Stege LfVE PflE-SHOW ENTERTAiilENT
** GUWT LARGE FOflMAT SCREEN

Cinema 1 Jackass: The Movie (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 1:15 2:30 3:30 4:45

7:00 8:00 9:1510:15

Cinema 2 Ghost Ship (R)

Mon-Thu 12:45 3.00 5:15 7:30 9:45

Cinema 3 The Truth About Charlie (PG- 1 3)
Mon-Thu 12:00 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00

Cinema 4 Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:00 9:15

Cinema 5 Jonah: A VeggieTales Movie (G)

Mon-Thu 1:10 pm

Cinema 6 Abandon (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:55 5:20 7:45 10:10

Cinema 7 Punch Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 12:55 •2:20 3:15 '4:40

5:35 '9:20 10:15

Cinema 8 The Ring (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu 1:55 4:35 7:15 9:55

Cinema 9 White Oleander (PG-1 3)
Director^ Hal - Free Upgrade Ihii \MM(

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

Cinema 1 Brown Sugar (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu 2:35 5:10 7:00 7:45 9:35 10:20

Cinema 11 Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1 35 44:25 7:15 -8:00 10:05 "10:40

Cinema 1

2

Sweet Home Alabama (PG)

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:50 5:25 8.00 10.35

Cinema 13

Cinema 14

Cinema 15

Cinema 16

Cinema 17

Cinema 16

Cinema 19

Cinema 20

The Tuxedo (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50

Barbershop (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu 3:20 5:45 8:10 10:35

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)
Director's Hall Free Upgrade this Weel(

Mon-Thu 2:40 5:20 7:40 10:00

Knockaround Guys (R)
Director^ Hall - Free Upgrade This Weeit

Mon-Thu 12:10

Hansel & Gretel (PG)
Mon-Thu 12:30 2:40 4:50

Space Station 3D (G)

IMAX Theatre
Mon-Thu 11:30 4:30

Lewis & Clark: Great Journey West (NR)

IMAX Theatre
Mon-Thu 10:15 12:45

Apollo 13: The IMAX Experience (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 5:45

AMC ,,^
Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection Abandon (PG-1 3)
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd. Mon-Thu 2:1 4:40 7:30 9:55
4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office Formula 51 (R)

(310) 659-5911 Mon-Thu 2:45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon-Thu 2:30 5:00 7.00 7:45 9:15 10:15

Paid in Full (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:40

The Transporter (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu 2:05 4:30 7:10 9:30

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 2.00 4:15

LANDMARK

LANDMARK
All or Nothing

Mon-Thu (12:00) 3:30 6:30 9:30

The Man from Elysian FiekJs (R)

Mon-Thu (11:15) 4:20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:45 4:30 7:15 10:00

Santa Monica
NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Bh^d

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

The Trials of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30 2:30) 4:15 5:15

7:00 8:00 9:45 10:30

AMC
Westwood

Westwood

PACIFIC

Westwood

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310) 208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of Wllsiiire)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00

AVCO CINEMA
l0840Wllst«reBtvd

1 BIk. E. Of Westwood
(310)777-F1LM#330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon.Wed 1:40 4:30 7:00 9:45
Tue 1:40 4:30 10:10

Thu 1:40 4:30

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1:30 4:20 7:10 10:05

The Ring (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Sweethome Alabama (PG-1 3)
Tue-Thu 2:00 4:50 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

The Grey Zone
Mon.Thu (4:45) 7:15 9:35

Tue (4:45) 9:35

Wed (2:00) 4:45 7:15 9:35

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILUON
10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1 :50 7:00

toADVERTISE
CALI

310.825.2161
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Toiriaceanadcall

310.825.2221
Mnv to P/ace an >lif;

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mall

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1 641

T

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

Ad WriUng Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Deadlines

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

CtassMed Una Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85
1 2pt. headline 2.00
16pt. headline 2.75
Box $2.00

Wsskly
5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00
...each additional word 2.75
12pt. headline 8.50
16pt. headline li.oo
Box $10.00

Monthly
20 Insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 7.20

12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00
Box $40.00

Quarterty

50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 103.15
Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin" .

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change without notice.

Special Features

Xb-4ukniM(<

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

tns

Every day!

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DlStl
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

* •

^
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T^^^iT^Hr^Tl 3400
Computers

4900
Autos for Sale

NEW LAPTOPS. $899. Free printer, carry
case, cables, battery, shipping, 3 year war-
ranty. 866-883-0048

announcements
1100-260(^13

1250
Greeks

SECRETS are locked inside your computer
and the Internet! Release them now!
1-900-226-3082 Ext. 1349. $2.99/minute.
Must be 18/Yrs. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

12SO
, Greeks

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $ 1 ,00a$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundroisina event Our programs make ifundraising easy with no risks.
Fundroising dotes ore filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings
1 -800-31 9-3323ext.A2 14. Call today. Start
saving now.

51OO
Motorcycles for Sale

00/01 SUKUZI GSXR750
FAST AND STRONG. Dyno-tuned and
mapped, in upcoming film. High perfonnance
extras. $6200obo. Chad 323-620-2371.

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

W^f:^^^^ 1SOO
^lilMM^ Miscellaneous

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-209-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office:

Ackerman A-level, www.ucu.org, call
310-477-6628.

2000
Personals

FOR SALE! Wooden bureau with drawers.
Price is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

'^'^m 3600
^N^ge Sales

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmo-
politan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks
pretty/affectionate/natural/young female.
31 0-573-0270/maniwolf©mail.com

SMART FUNNY GIRL, 26, seeking nice,
charming, funny guy 24-34. Referrals
accepted. 3erious applicants only.
earthgirl100@hotmail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfnends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

wm 2050
Pregnancy

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partrtership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and nx)re! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

Neea Transportation
to a Party orr~

w^Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire,

call Gina (3:

or (310)578-311;?

Let's Go
Transportation

rr.

3800
Miscellaneous

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study
being conducted Culver City (3 visits)

310-845-8330.

5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level.
310-477-6628. www.ucu.org.

Go Bruins! Get your limited edition SC Sucks
T-Shirts. Special Pricing I! I Get these in time
for SC week, www.playhousetees.com

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-
ticipate in MRI and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call
310-794-6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

AAAA4v^
/llislaie

VbuYe in good hand*,
fvlike AZer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wllshir©)

24 Hours g Day Service

m
6150

Foreign Languages

transportation

SMC Community Services

Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400

6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

J

_^2300
Sperm^^ Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-
lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if you're
looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us :310-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free
movie tickets just for applying!

2600
Wanted

MANDELL MANAGEMENT located in Los
Angeles is putting together a super band
to begin playing shows in mid-December.
Influences include:No Doubt, The Police,
U2, and Led Zeppelin. Guitarist, bassist,
and drummer are needed asap for local
gigs. If you are ages 18-28 and interest-
ed:31 0-481 -4474.

4700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we dent want
your business. Student/staff/good driver
discounts. Request the "Bruin Plan".
310-777-8817. 323-873-3303.

'mmmmmC300
jgal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to partying violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact:
Dee 702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

4900
Autos for Sale

1983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatic.

Power everything. Good condltkjn. Price

negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

1985 VOLVO 740 GLE 4dr. 73K miles.

Automatic, Air Conditioning, AM/FM, Cassette,
Sun Roof, Great condition, $2900.
310-391-9912. dave@igpp.ucla.edu

1987 RED NISSAN 300-ZX. Power every-
thing. T-tops, factory alann. Custom wheels,
air, auto. Great Condition. $3500 obo.
323-935-8775. Leave message.

1988 VOLVO 240DL. Automatic. Excellent
condition. Restored engine. Power steering.

A/C. Stereo. Black. Must sell, leaving LA.
172K-miles. $2300. 310-826-7577.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline :Friday, Nov 1st.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,
power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500.310-413-1293.31 0-841 -0784.

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k, automatic, AC.
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack, original

owner, $3700. 310-479-0222 or
310-433-7585.

CPA REVIEW BOOKS
Call Mark
diviter@hotamil.com.

3000

and CD. 2002.

310-313-9338,

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-DOOR

Black with grey interior. Only 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. A/C,

power everything, Sspeed manual, fun to

drive. Excellent condition. Must see!

$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bmins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, t>oxes available. Also, pk:k-up

donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry@31 0-391 -5657.

6500
Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels arid

styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam
310-826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member.
323-932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

Intemational Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon B«ar, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Wrlte.com
(310) 470-6662
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^^miw^m

MindBody Workshop (Free, Drop in)
'

Relationships; CommunicaHon Patterns & Health

3 to 4 pm, Ashe Center Conf. Room, #414
^ Nutrition Basics (Free, Drop in)

Low carb? High protein? No fat? Which diet works

for optimal health, fitness and energy?

5 to 6 pm. Wooden Center 2nd Fl. Conf. Room

Ashe at De Neve Plaza, ORL Office Suite

4 to 6 pm, weeks I through 10

Check out the Ashe Center Website for more informa-

tion, ask a health related question - even request an

appointment - www,stu<ienthealth,Mcia«edu

or call 825-4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

J

ACROSS
1 Rstiing gear
5 Santa — , Cal
10 Long tiair

14 Jazz's fiome
15 Ventricle neighbor
16 It may be pumped
17 - Raton. Fla.

18 Penny pinctier

19 Fibbed, plus

20 Noisy sleepers
22 Mixers
24 Arctiltect I M. —
25 Once named
26 Movie rental

29 Caveman Alley —
32 More certain

36 Nile goddess
37 Printing goofs
39 Outback bird

40 Diamond stats

(2 wds.)
43 Feast
44 Put in order
45 Freeway strip

46 Jeer
48 Beatty of films

49 Gets bare on top
50 Poets contraction

52 Kind of pool
53 Hurt

57 Complains
61 Genuine
62 Heaped

n.s. = 84 Shrink's reply

(2 wds.)
65 Marie's companion
66 Steal the scene
67 Space station org
68 Realty sign
69 On the up-and-up
70 Cleans a fish

DOWN
1 Gists

2 English school
3 Mexican-menu

item

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s C A M

1

M O B

1

H A Z 3
H L E Y D 1 V A O B O E
A M 1 G o A L A N R N 8
W E T 8 U 1 T 8 Id UN D E E^^A T AHP A Nl E 8 8
Al T O L L 8 i E L G 1 nIH

1M O R A L IT W E E T _L N G
T 1 E R A R E A ^^ C A R P

1
L O V E B 1 R £ L E V 1 8
Iha 1 D E 8w A R E N tI

J o Bn O om D A B^^^H
E M B L E MPC O C n U T 8
S A G A

1

E T A 8

1

R V P E E
T H U D N 1 L E 8 T o R E
Is]A nJ£J sjA L 8 N 1 P

10-30-02 c 2002 United Feature Syndcate, Inc.

4 Most astute

5 Blue Grotto site

6 "HI and -"
7 Clumsy boat
8 AAA

suggestions
9 Composer —
Copland

10 Environment
11 Opera highlight

12 Caroler's tune
13 Cbses
21 Fair-hiring

letters

23 Romero or

Chavez
26 Intuitions

27 Physicist —
Newton

28 Likewise
29 Bodily structure
30 Give a speech
31 Blacktopped
33 Lordly

34 Revise

35 Sly tactics

37 Vane dir.

38 Perfect score
41 Deduce
42 Scary
47 Bumped

illegally

49 Comc-book thud
51 Force back
52 West Point

student
53 Tax shelters

54 Verne's skipper
55 Clink or cooler
56 Pocket change
57 Sasquatch

cousin
58 Genesis hunter
59 Take a siesta

60 Baltic and
Adriatic

63 Lumberjack
commodity

A ^

6fTrs^
remember

Nov. 3
I

Nov. 14

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

Nov. 20

Nov. 20

Nov. 2

1

Nov 22

rm Going to College

Senior Reception

Beat 'SC Week: Car Smash

Beat 'SC Week: Bonfire and Rally

Beat "SC Week: Blood Drive

Beat 'SC Week: Bruin Night Out

Bear 'SC Week: Bruin Fair

Beat 'SC Week: Bruin Spirit Day

(3101 UCU^M tnmUCUInmnLiwt/SAA

—SAA is thf studdent chapter of thi—
UCLAIumni
lAmsociationl

Classified

825-2221

CLASSIFIED

S700
Travel Tickets

^TRAVEL STUPENTST
^"^ an AWAY MeicAAicORAWAYMCKAOIt

4D«S.]NtOI(Tf AttWaUDID

LOS CABOS Anm% 349

MAZATUN ^.389

Pto.VALLARTiLH..399

CANCUN :»«,S09

COSURIttBeflcii. $2N

www.Victoiytravel«Nii

(800)878-9986

Airfares
RIO-SAO $259

COSTARICA... $209
MEXICO $119
GUADALAJARA. $119

OUATEMALA.. $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
CHILE... .... $259
LIIVIA**«««*«••••••••• $ 109

LONDON $239

CST«20S386 1-40

^'FAr^ES^ EACH ,V.A> &sSE3 0^ R'^ PIPCHACE- Ti:<ES hCT if.ai'C€

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.31 0-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:3 10-475-
9585.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates.

Intemational students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

Tutoring Offered

§**THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
Abby.31 0-31 4-1 643.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/gultar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physlcs/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew,chemistry/biology,
Econ/Aocounting, AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime.
800-90-TUTOR. ^

'
^

' 'f

NEED PROOFREADING, EDITING?
Experienced Editor/English tutor, published
writer, English BA can help with papers,
research projects, etc. Call Jessica
310-234-8380.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525^

NURSES/PHYS16IAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

TUTOR WANTED. We teach disphonic read-
ing method, must like young chiWren 3-years
and up, tutor in West LA to go to home.
323-467-6659.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-
ents wekxjme. 310-475-9585.

7600
re Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLAgrads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-
gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ctose to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the

rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College
math, including:Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math. Flexible

hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sentor (As-

trophysics major) with seven years experi-

1

ence tutoring math and three years
teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-
ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie:
310-993-8064.

FORMER TEACHER SEEKS live-in nanny
job. References provided. Call Katherine at
615-399-8026 or e-mail
katwmiller@yahoo.com

I'M- A MOTHER'S HELPER/NANNY with
excellent references and lots of love. Flexible.

310-657-4588. Call Judy.

~ 7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER NEEDED for easy-going 7-

year-old girt. 1-2 nights per week, Beveriy-
wood Area, $10/hr. Contact Kari at 310-968-
8143 or Kariann95@aol.com

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChk:ago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul:
310-387-7796.

BABYSITTER. 3 kids (12, 9. and 2 yr.old)

Some evenings and weekends. Santa Monica
area. 310-393-9297.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY seeking part-time nan-
ny for 11/2-year-old. 3days/week(9-5pm)
^Saturday nights(5-11pm). Must have in-

surance& CDL. References required. Sl2/hr
310-476-4701.

^

WP^^r^ 7100
Tutoring Wanted

SPANISH/PIANO TUTOR for high school stu-

dent in San Gabriel, near Alhambra. 2-3
hrs/wk. $20/hr. Call Melba 626-458-9485.

TUTOR FOR ninth grade student to help with

math and English. Must have car. 1-2 hrs/wk.

$20/hr. 310-397-7959.

TUTOR NEEDED. Asist and supervise 4th
grade boy w/homework. Motivated^atient.
Mo/Tu/Th, 4-6pm(flexible). $12-15/hour. Child

development experience preferred. BH area.

310-666-4213.

TUTOR/MENTOR for 13 y/o boy. Looking for

"cool guy" who can tutor in geometry and
English; interest in basketball/rap muse desir-

able. 4-7PM, 1-2days/wk. $15/hr. Near LAX.
R. Shulman 310-645-8162.

'^'^200
. Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

CHILDCARE for 3-year-old girt. Earty AM, Late
PM -M/TU/W/F. Drop-off or pickup from
school. Good driving-references/record, non-
smoking. West LA. 310-980-5231.

CHILDCARE: TV producer needs for kids, 13
& 9, M/T/F 3-7p (flexible), light housekeeping,
$12/hr, Catherine 323-933-2325.

CULVER CITY: 3-4 momings a week for 2
school age chikJren. 6:30-8:30am. $25/day.
Must own car. Francis 310-839-6929.

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 chikJren. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car, insurance, and
clean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

EXPERIENCED, ENGAGING babysitter
needed for bright, cheerful, 20-month-old
toddler in Westwood. Every Wednesday
9-5, and occasional evenings. Early
childhood development or childcare train-

ing/experience a plus. 310-278-0579.

FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED. 3-4 after-

noons/week. Pick-up/ babysitting 4year
old boy. 5 min from UCLA. Must have
car. $13/hour+gas. 310-441-1005

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching
for a serious and energetic french speak-
ing au pair for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call
310-995-3039.

FUN, ENERGETIC FEMALE with
car/insurance for two girls. M-R, 3-

6pm/Friday 12:30-6pm. Possible room
exchange. Lovely children/neighborhood!
310-390-8436.

-^7500
Career Opportunities

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation clerk for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate prefen-ed. Friendly, busi-

ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

7700
Child Care Wanted

HELP ME WITH MY 13 AND 8 YR/OLD. Fri-

days, 2:30-6:30 in Santa Monica $10.00/hr.

Must have own car. 310-393-5610.

7800
Help Wanted

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-
time Mondays & Wednesdays for dermatology
practice in Beverly Hills. Experience proffered.
Call Heidi 310-659-5173, fax resume to 310-
659-5174.

MALE/FEMALE BABYSITTER for three year
old boy. Required: responsible, love children,

car, personal references. $9/hour. Call Susan:
310-466-7903.

NEED STUDENT to drive great 12y/o boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood/Malibu.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

P/T Childcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
12hrs/week. 310-858-8321.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

Are you a model...
or want to get started?

fyp*F

PART-TIME BABYSITTER/HELPER w/er-

rands, dinner, and clean-up. Kids 8&5. Satur-

day 9-5, some afternoons 3-7:30. Flexible

days. Possible evening and travel. Must have
car&references. 310-393-4054.

j/e model

commercial
I experience

.273.2S66

^^300
Mting Help

GHOST WRITER NEEDED, help write& com-
plete full-featured comedy script. I have
idea&outline, just need help w/format.&typing.
Will pay. Liza 310-578-9652.

TUTOR NEEDED for 2 kids. Good in English
and math. MA/V/Th. After 4pm, flexible hours.

Experienced w/kids. 310-205-0013 or 310-
801-7616.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

WANTED NANNY DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with children (310)888-
0163.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to wort( weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-
ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Service positions. Pleasant work place in San-
ta Monica. Education publisher. 310-395-
9393.

m- 7800
Help Wanted

•* $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Wori< 1-2hrs/day, Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

P/T OFFICE CLERK
SM law fimi seeks office clertts. P/T, flexible

hours. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopying&fil-
ing court documents. Must have auto+in-
surance. Francis Che:31 0-453-6711.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or VertDal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax. or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law office:

1 :accounting/billing/admin. 1:word process-
ing/research: Responsible/detail-
oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Help needed for 15-

20hrs/wk. Minimum+tips. WLA:31 0-479-

4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

*• TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm, 30-
40hrs/wk, $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Physician seeks en-
thusiastk;. reliable help w/adminlstratlve mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA. flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good
speaking skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr.

310-688-6761.

PRIVATE BEACH CLUB in Pacific Palisades
seeks friendly outgoing P/T receptionist.

Computer exp. needed. Sat & Sun. 3-1 1pm.
$12/hour. 310-230-4760

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ATTORNEY WITH HOME OFFICE in Sher-
man Oaks seeks cleri< (typing, filing) 20 hrs/wk
(flexible), $8.50. FAX 310-943-2339,
email advancedlaw@yahoo.com or call

310-443-4228.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Emptoyment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call :3 10-825-9681 or
email :erubio@ ha.ucla.edu

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTING Help w/2 fantastic children
various weeknights and some weekend
nights. Santa Monica. Approx. 10+hours/wk.
All negotiable. Leave message w/references
310-458-3559 or email carol@goldenmange-
ment.com.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT WANTED, prefer-

ably w/background in applied behavioral
research. Fax resume 310-398-6651 att.

Steven. $12/hour.

RESPONSIBLE UCLA STUDENT needed to

walk dog once a day in Brentwood. Monday-
Friday, around noon-2:30pm. $300/mo.
310-889-7100.

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext U4.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx^tion
near 405/1 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and P/T sales posi-

tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate

discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,

1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA. 90025. 310-
312-9600.

STUDENT familiar with Mac performer 550 for

data entry wori<. $l5/hr. Telephone
310-473-9740.

CLERICAL, part-time in office in SM home
with two large dogs. Mon-Thur, 12.30-

4.30pm, Fri 9am-1pm. Strong computer
skills, errands, shipping, need car. Fax
Resume: 310-845-9173.

Dog Training wanted. One year old Lab needs
training. Pay performance based. Big perfor-

mance big pay. 310-550-7862 or jross-

gunter@aol.com

DRIVER NEEDED
1 hour/day pick up middle school student 3PM
in West Hollywood and drive to West LA.

$12/hour. Contact Robyn:213-580-7532.

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

FEMALE PRODUCTION ASSISTANT for TV.
B.T.S. Documentary. Women's studies pre-

fen-ed. Shoots Nov. 9-10. $100/day. Please

copy paste resumes to kiradale@earthlink.net.

GOTHAM HALL club/restaurant is now hiring

host/security/bartenders. Immediate openings.

1431 3rd Street Promenade. Apply in person
after 4pm daily.

HAIR MODELS NEEDED FOR SM SALON:
You don't have to be a model to look like one.

310-392-3951x50. Must be willing to change
your look.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEON'S OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front

office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

LOOKING FOR P/T ASSISTANT Basic com-
puter skills, telephone friendly. Fax 310-203-
3000 and 310-980-0000

:fM;^y:H:iiTS
• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement inciuded
• it's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School ^

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T Apply at: 11 56
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi. Capable stud-

ent prefen-ed. 818-355-9422.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 12th-grader taking be-
ginning chemistry&algebra. Four even-
ings/week. lOmIn from UCLA. Evenings. Nan-
cy 310-476-4205.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381

.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now.
310-485-0423.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Firm.

Knowledge of Word, Excel, QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting prefen-ed. Email resume
to e.hudson@lrg-inc.com. or contact
213-250-5900, ext. 27.

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-

sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule, Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week, starters make $200-$400.

WLA. 310-261-5454.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Eam $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477
www.loselikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*
No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417,
714-648-2258.

'iftr^'iiffTiii'h^^Jira'atg at^ite

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree In

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineverylife.com.

Display
206-3060
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78AO
Actors/Extras Wanted

PHOTOGENIC FEMALE
18+? Be an internet star. Your own money-
making website. Cute nude females wanted
310-326-7355.

i

a^oo
Apartments for Rent Apartments for Rent

ATTRACTIVE & FAIRLY STRONG
WOMEN WANTED. Former gymnast, ath-
lete, etc? Earn $75+^r for modeling work.
818-599-3160 or lrescott@yahoo.com.
No nudity.

|
i

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modernmedia2000.com.
.

8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S kx:al American Indian Centers!

You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS.
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tk)ns at the AIR office In 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we wil send it to you elec-

tronk:ally. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason, Demelza. or Eric at 310-825-3844,

or email: jbstar@uda.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdrm/2bth. $2675. Anne
310-441-3783.

SANTA MONICA 2+1. gated entry, r/s, carpet,

bateony, laundry, parking. $1200. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-

$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, hardwood floors,

laundry, parking, utilities included, $550.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA. Large Ibdr apartment.
Newly refurbished/stove/dishwasher/ 2 over-

sized closets/ 2 parking spaces/laundry-room.
Quiet neighborhood. Gary or Tica
310-548-0013, 310-453-1172

SANTA MONICA. Studio. $895, walk to mar-
ket/bus. Street parking, 1234 14th Street. Ga-
rage for rent (parking or storage) $150/month.
310-471-7073.

840P9800

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-ctoset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

$900 SPACIOUS 1BDRM/1BTH APART-
MENT. Separate dinnirig room, WoodfkxDr
5522 Saturn Street, Pico and Fairfax area.
Call 510-521-4502 or email yge-
bfeyes@aol.com

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studk), furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate krtchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/nr>onth. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

1 BEDROOM/1 BATH Large patio, convenient
parking. Brand-new custom construction.

Hard-wood floors. Granite counter-top. Re-
cest ceiling lights w/dimmers. $900, including

utilities. 310-346-8383.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refhgerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and 31 650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. /Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA studio, r/s. hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, utilities included. $550.www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WEST LA. Ibdrm.

kets/UCLA. Brand
just off Wilshire.

310-471-7073.

$995. Close to bus/mar-

new carpet. 1242 Barry,

1 -year-lease, no pets.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroomyi .5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to

transpoftation/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley.
310-207-7209.

5 MINUTES FROM UCLA. National Blvd/near
Overland. Beautiful 2bdrm/2bth condo. 2-park-
ing spaces. New carpet, painting, stove and
refrigerator. $1450/month. 310-839-7923.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdmi/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 MayfieW. Cell :310-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large ck)S-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD 1+1, near ucia, r/s, gated entry,

a/c, laundry, garage. $900. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

CHECK THIS OUT!
WESTWOOD $1200 and up. 1 bedroom.
1 bedroom+den. Furnished/unfurnished.

Walk to UCLA. Pool, locked buikJing. Ask
about specials. 310-208-6735.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated building.

Laundry. No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1200.
310-870-1757.

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Studios $ 945
1 bedroom. .$ 1195
2 bedroom. .$ 1595

Call for details

Walking distance to can^Mis.

310-20&«505

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

55S

GLEMROCK

GLENROCK
AND I

LEVERINdl

Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator
|

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors 'T

Casablanca West
1 Bedrooms from $1095

^nd up

$745

Classifieds

825-2221

Bfcrdoi^lMSiesH^

530 Vetera
208-4394

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT.
High-ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove,
fireplace. A/C, laundry in building, park-
ing, 10-min walk to UCLA. 6month-min-
lease. $1300/month. Available imme-
diately. Cats OK. 310-208-4934.

WESTWOOD 2+1 , prime area, r/s, carpet, bal-

cony, laundry, parking, $1200. www.westsider-
entals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1, walk to UCLA, r/s, high
ceilings, laundry, parking, $1300. www.west-
sklerentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.
Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair,

Great k)cation/condltionl 818-653-5837.

WESTWOOD furnished apartment,
private room, r/s. laundry, parking,
utilities included. $550.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD furnished studio, hardwood
fkx)rs, r/s, fireplace, parking, $750. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1lOO/month. Includes
pool, laundry facility, sonDe utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call:31 0-208-3797 for an
appointment.

WESTWOOD studio, steps to UCLA, r/s, laun-
dry, parking, utilities included. $650.
www.westslderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities

and parking. Days:31 0-475-7533,
evenings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two bkx*s. Ibdrm $1060, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdnm/2bth. A/C. fire-

place, bakx)ny. heated rooftop pool/spa, park-
ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month.
310-470-1513.

WESTWOOD. 1 -mile from campus. Bachetor
apartment only $650, includes utilities.

New carpet, new paint & laundry.

Professional/grads preferred, non-smoker.
888-394-3586.

WESTWOOD. 1BDRM. $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer
mature, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

Westwood.
1Bdrm/1Ba.

Bright, spacious, luxury security build-

ing. All amenities. Secure parking.

Pool, Gym, fireplace, laundry etc.

$1245/mo. Six months sublet. 310-200-

7222. 310-562-2830.

WESTWOOD. 1br-^din, newly refurbished

hardwood floor/lower unit/one covered
parking/lots of closet space/backyard.
Quiet building. $1575/month one-year
lease. 310-208-8993.

WESTWOOD. 2bdr/2bath. $1850. Luxury

apartment w/fireplace, walking closets,

microwave, gated parking, central AC.
Walking distance UCLA. Available

November 8th. 310-473-9998.

** MAR VISTA **

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

P, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec/Uann.CatOK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon.- Sat. 10 -4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

8^00
Apartments for Rent

Diamond Head
Apartments

Single $895 -no up

2bedroom $ 1 555 .nc up

1 bedroom $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within walkln3 distance to UCLA, Gated
Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room,

Laundry facilities, AC/Refriserator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. 1bdrm/1bth condo on Monta-
na. Security building. All amenities. Great
location. Fireplace. Parking space. $1500
310-995-5518.

WESTWOOD. Spacious studio w/loft. Next to

campus and village. Balcony, kitchen,
heat/AC. Gated parking included. Utilities

paid. $1100/month. 310-443-7715.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to
UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1 800 & 2weeks free. 31 0-824-0833

WEST LA**
IBD+IBA $1145/MO
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
vs^ww.westsideplaces.com

VALUE, HUGE UPSCALE 1+2+den. 12th
floor. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-UCLA.
Available now. $l745/mo. Open daily. 7am-
9pm. 818-281-1715. 10751 Wilshire
Blvd.#1205.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

BRENTWOOD CONDO. $422,500.
Ibdrm+br/loft, 3bth, pool, 1,507-sq-ft
•MUST SEE PICS ONLINE-
WWW. My Hollywood Home.com/condo2
Ray Croney Realty Exec. 310-621-8714.

WESTWOOD. Bright, open townhouse
w/2bdrms/2.5baths. Step-down living

room w/soaring ceiling. Large garden pa-
tio. Very private. Formal dining. All white
Euro kitchen. Big master suite. Walk to
Century City shopping. $409,000.
Sheri/Remax 310-473-6156.

WESTWOOD. Resort living in the city!

Ibdrm/lbth condo w/treetop views.
Move-in condition. Appliances included.
Pool, spa, gym, saunas, party room, sun-
decks, on-site manager, 24hr security
and much more. Beautiful grounds w/koi
pond. Walk to park, tennis & Westwood
Village. $249,000. Sheri/Remax
310-473-6156.

9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsable roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available didst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1/bdrm. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17-10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully furnished room w/pri-

vate bath. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-

ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities.

310-392-0405.

PRIVATE ROOM, BATH in large 3bdrm apart-

ment in Koreatown. Gated Parking under
building. $450/mo. Share Utilities. $900 move
in. No smoking/drugs. Tim:21 3-381 -3323

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half block to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.
$600/month. 323-939-9816.

ROOM FOR RENT. Private bedroom&bath-
room. Pari<ing, gym, pool and spa. Kitchen
privileges. $650/month+security deposit.
Luxury building. Burtway and Robertson. 310-
275-2200.

WLA $1375 4 UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA,
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury, Must see.

Call for free listing:31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8^50
Apartments to Share

PALMS: Roommate needed (male), grad stu-

dents preferred, for 1/2 of 2bdrm/2bath.
$523/mo. Can move-in immed. Keystone Apts.
Non-smoking, quiet, mellowal@yahoo.com.

SANTA MONICA. FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED to share Ibdrm/lbth apartment.
Ctose to UCLA. $600/mo. Call 310-451-2060.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, hardwood
floors, r/s, laundry, parking, utilities in-

cluded, $850. www.westsiderentals.com
323-634-7401.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good kxiation, ctose to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

WEST LA bungalow, r/s, carpet, laundry,
yard, parking, $800. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD duplex, close to UCLA,
petok, r/s, carpet, w/d, yard, parking,
$1250. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

^a 8600
Condo/Townhottse for Rent

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE 2bed/2bath, luxuri-

ous condo near UCLA. Central AC, controlled

access, subterranean parking, bright, spa-
cious. Must see. $1950. Available
November:31 0-476-71 16.

WESTWOOD duplex, close to ucIa, r/s,

carpet, w/d, yard, parking, $900. 310-
395-7368.www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD guest house, walk to ucIa,
r/s, carpet, laundry, yard, parking, $900.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

HOME NEAR MARINA
OCEAN BREEZES. 4415 Westlawn.
3bdrm/1.75bth. Hardwood floors, fire-

place. Large family/dining. Large
backyard. Close to marina & beach.
$ 2 5 / m .

310-306-6525ext.128.

SANTA MONICA: Furnished room w/2 extra-

large ctosets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. Lisa:310-
394-7068.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking
roomate (professional prefened). 2bd/2bth.
$820/month. Available any time between
11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:310-826-6654

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT, private room,
r/s, hardwood floors, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $500. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA CONDO: Grad student pre-
ferred. Great location. Spacious, bright. Balco-
ny, modern. 15min to UCLA. Available mid No-
vember. $800/mth utilities. 310-998-8330.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s,

hardwood floors, w/d, yard, garage. $525.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-396-7368

WEST LA HOUSE private room, dose to ucIa,

r/s, carpet, w/d, pari<ing, utilities

included. $500. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD studio, close to UCLA,
r/s. laundry, parking, utilities includ-

ed. $625. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pool, laundry, parking, utilities

Included, $400. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s,

patio, high ceilings, w/d. yard, parking,
$552. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368
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Squad optimistic for home games

from page 14

features two freshman and four sopho-
mores in the rotation in 2002.

That inexperience was critical last
weekend when the Bniins dropped a pair
of road matches they were expected to win
against No. 20 Washington State and
Washington.

"It really hurts us in the standings,"
Banachowski said. "We just didn't play
with the intensity that we needed this
weekend. We made a lot of mistakes."

After starting Pac-10 play with two loss-
es in the desert against Arizona and
Arizona State, UCLA has struggled to find
any rhythm on the road. The Bruins have
won just one match away from home since

•
i

then - a four-game victory over California
on Oct. 4.

One factor contributing to the Bruins'
road woes is their inexperience playing in
front of hostile crowds. Against both No. 1

use and Washington State, UCLA
appeared rattled, losing their focus and
intensity at crucial moments.

"Washington State had the band playing
and the obnoxious fans in the front row,

"

sophomore Krystal McFarland said. "Their
crowd was really good about trying to get
us out of our game."

Sophomore Heather Cullen agreed.
"The coaches got frustrated, and we got

frustrated," she said. "The crowd just gets
in people's heads, and gets the other team
fired up."

Heading into Friday's game vs. No. 6
Stanford, the Bruins have lost three in a
row, but there is reason for optimism.
UCLA plays six of its next eight games at

home, travelling only to the Pacific

Northwest to take on hapless Oregon and
an Oregon State squad whom the Bruins
swept three weeks ago at home.

Nonetheless UCLA must play with more
courage and intensity away from Pauley
Pavilion if they hope to match last year's

NCAA Tournament run to the regional
finals.

"They're starting to understand that
everyone has a role," Banachowski said. "I

think you will see a much more intense
team this weekend. I believe we're going to
get better real fast."

-f

MILLER
from page 14

The cheerleading squad is currently looking for
men to join the competitive team. We are look-
ing forward to going to the Nationals in Vegas
this February.

DM: Do the dudes hang out with the chicks
on the squad?

AS: Yes they do. Our team is pretty close.

Some of the members on the team hang out
outside of school. We'll go out and get coffee
or whatever. I am meeting people I would
never have met if not for the spirit squad.
DM: The lady cheerleaders are pretty hot,

huh?
AS: Yes, that's the one thing that everyone

asks about In a way you see them in the early
mornings, and no one cares what they look
like, and that's when you know you are really

comfortable with each other. We definitely
have a pretty cute squad this year, but besides
physical appearances we have a really talented
group of people.
DM: How about the dude who dresses up in

the bear costume?
AS: Being a mascot looks hke a lot of fun,

and it is fun, but it's really hot in the bear suit.
Once you get used to the smell it's not so bad.
DM: What does it smell like?
AS: Kind of like gym clothes.
DM: Do the cheerleaders everfeel like the

bear steals their thunder a little bit^
AS: Not at all.

DM: Whut type ofmusie do you like?
AS: Craig David, Mariah Carey, Linkin Park

and Dirty Vegas. And how can you forget
Nirvana?

DM: Do you like Bob Dylan? l

AS: No. 4

Male cheerleading? ^

Don't think twice, it's alright

klL/OU
cm e^T
SUSHi

^ LUNCIP^W
SPfeiAL
$4.99 ^

• RKJE • SALAD
•SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI
VEGETABLE
TEMPURA

• SHRIMP FRIED RICE

RICE • SALAD
• SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA
ROLLS

V .

.^ V,

m

Don't ALIENATE
Yourself from
the Dentist!

Dr. Friedman

CO W^ B .0 Y

Lunch 11am -4pm
Dinner 4pm - 11pm

yi^iv^ JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

Lunch-$15.95 Dinner-$18.95

SAKE BOMB
SPECIAL
$13.00

1 PITCHER OF BEER
and

1 LARGE SAKE

xamfnatfoTi. 6 X-Rays X Teefh Cleaning.

.Rf^i#r Pl«?e;$l§0 - Expires 4/30/03

•TOOTH BONDING
• Veneers
• Porcetain Facings
• Root CanaJs

• BLEACHING
• Crowns and Bridges
• Gum Treatments
• Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

• Open Late Hours
• Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
• Free Validated Parking

• 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wllshire & Santa Monica Bl

)

onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.1800onthemark.com
For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Special Egg Donor Needed!
Compensation Starts at $8500

Intelligent & Loving couple is looking for a special woman to help them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5*6" or

taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT
28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConceDtion.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447
f*.'^^

Vancouver $17T
Toronto $325
London $326
Amsterdam $356
Paris $363
Frankfurt $416
MadHd ' $429
Rome $429
Tokyo $550
Seoul $620

Fares are roundtrip from Los Angeles. Restrictions
apply. Taxes not Induded. fares subject to change.

^:iRAVELCUIS
See the wortd your way

CST#203«366-40

901 Westwood Blvd.
(Corner of Westwood BJvd and Le Conte.)

Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-824-2500
1-800-592-CUTS (2887)

losangelcs©travelcuts.com
www.travvlcutt.coin
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PROF R

harmins
student deals C3

Every Wednesday and Friday the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

00 YOU USE EMAIL?! 20 megs of web storage

Bnnnwalk.eom has ihc best Web mad
on campus. Attachments address

bo^^s, and no cute b«jars! Con^re
our email lo My.lJCLAs'

BHLINVirALK BRAND RMAIl. Frtv'

Store up lo 2l>rtih .>r files twlinc ai

Bminwalk.eoui. \ virtual floppy

dnvc* Yoo can wriie a |Xi(xr at Ikmik-,

sltire it online, ami ih*m airess it 00
campus later on. Or just store crap.

BRll>WALK MRU A I. FLOPPY Knx'

Item

10 ADULT DVDS _
2-DRAWER CHEST

3 PERSON SOFA

Description

_all new diff kinds

small

Price Phone Item

$50

me»a^-i !-<

free speed

can type!

MFVFKIK

mmBOM m
usFLEU rmms?

Let the campiis know hc»w

vxi feel aiifiui everythim:!

i x>g «.>n lo Bruinwalk's mes-

<.acc lM)ard Mcycrhoff
Park," where free s|xx'i.h i> euaraniced

K> anyone who can tvpe'

MKVKRHOFF PARK MMi Bt)\RI> Ffcc*

T»LM M LOT OF MFSS?
l-el ihe k.an>pus kno\A how
yt)U feel abtnti everything!

lAig on lo Bruinw.'dk's mes-
sage K>ard "Mcyerh*>ff

Park.' where five speech is guarantcvii

10 anyone who can type!

MKVKKIiOFFPVRK MSii. BOARD I ivii'
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hie lool f'
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S-DRAWER BUREAUL

4 lAKEB TIX VS

ALARM aOCK
ART PORTFOUQ.

AT LAPTOP P233

_tepestry fabric

small

JIO^

323-377-4872 GEO STORM REPAIR

310-209-1530 I NEED BBALL TIX

Description

manual 1990-93 Haynes

Price Phone
$8

$100 310-794-3384 KAPPA CHARM
Will pay $100/season $100

_homets declSfriday

digital

^^ 310-209-1530 KEYBOARD

14 karat kkr. neveased $10

310-838-4192

310-614-8984

310-794-3384

143
w/hotkeys $20 310-429-9924

BED FRAME&BOXPRING^

BLAIR WITCH VHS

BRAND NEW SHOES _
BREADMAKER MACHINE

BUREAU

_new, large, black, hard cover $100
modem cd-rom $250
Jull sbe, good cond $30
_pom€R5 w/curse tp

213-371-1980 KEYBOARD

818-258-0961

310-479-4831

w/hotkeys $20
KITCHEN TABLE oak, w/leaves and 4chair5 m_

310-429-9924

310-209-1530

LAPTOP LOCK kensington $15
310-825-0776 LEATHER LAPTOP BAG

310-824-0848

new w/pockets $35 310-210-5471

81 8-258-0961 MAGIC MT TIX X3

KOSl
F^ntl out

on camp
Bruinual

daily calc

crash .» pa

HRl IN>\ <

CHEM LAB COATS

COFEE TABLE _
COMPUTER lOOMjC

COMPUTER DEO
COMPirrER^DQi

COMPUTER

_men'$ size-12 nike shoes,

jinused oster designer

wooden

$5

$25

310-824-5456

213-747-3488

group rate tix-cheap

MARTIN LUTHER K

MCAT BOOK SET

i have a dream poster

^0
Princeton review

$21.5 31 0-490-5699

310-824-5456

$100 310-488-7588

$10

31 0-829-1 568 MICROWAVE GOOD

new all sizes

.glass top,^ black base

J40
O'Keefe merritt brown

$15

310-61 2-7240 MICROWAVE

310-312-2465 MICROWAVE

.6cuft

$20

$30
.6cuft

_310-8»-1568

310-429-9924

-^0
.Pentium, win98,office 200 $75
Pl66 2gb 48mb nic '^ $40

310-794-3384 NICK NACK WALL shehfes 3 mirrored slats

$30

$20
310-488-7588 PC MONITOR 17-inch $49

j)266 3gb 32mb nic 95
310-966-5320 PC MONITOR 17-inch

m^
CORDLESS PHONE
DESK LAMP

DESK, ALL WOOD ^
DESK

.pentiuni 1 0Omhz.cd player, modm $35
_grt cpnd, need batt $15
blacky metallic |5

310-966-5320 POLE LAMP HALOGEN
$49

Mack with dimmer $20

DIABLO II GAME,

DORM CHAIR

J dfWTs, 3x5 feet huge

Jncludes htitoh '_

Jdr WMTip w/manual

$60

310-312:2465 RADIO

310-824-2628 SC SUCKS T-SHIRTS

310-820-9417

310-820-9417

alarm am/fm/buzzer-snooze bar $10

www.playhousetees.com $10
SHOES (FOR MEN)

SPEAKERS

new, size 9 1/2. leather

310-429-9924

310-838-4192

310-429-9924

_310-4^99^4
310-829-1568

310-312-2465

N/A

$15
70 watts

i45^ 310-488-7588 SPIDERMAN CANDY
$30

n/a
$20

plus 10 comics

has reviews and coniAK

nv>re than 2Mi) I CL A pn

written by yi»ur fellow stj

mdispensabic i«,x>l h>r ^a^

J _. make a Incnd!

»RI INWAI K < \I>;>D.\R Hcc!

on camj

b(x>k>. ai

«HJr cmai

BRt INW

Tvf
Store up

Biuiiiwa!

dnvc' Y».

st«»re a «

campu> I.

MRIINW

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER

ETS GRE 9TH BK

FILA CHILLS III

FILE CBNT, GREEN

RUNG CABINET

.smith-corona good in case

jf^gre vpc flashcard

115^

1^

310-666-4107 SPRINT SCH3500

310-209-1530

310-829-1568

charger, batb(3

SUEDE GUESS COAT size sm-med. camel

TOYOTA TERCEL REPAIR

FOOT MASSAGER
FOOTBALL TICKET

FOOTBALL TICKET

size 10, red, navyblue_

Jdrawer, lock, grt deaL

Jdrwr^ blacky metal

J)ieater w/3 speed

-^
$10

310-824-5456 TV CONSOLE

626-827-1234

manual 1980-84 bentlev

shelf, comer unit

112^ 310-208-2431

310-488-7588

TV W/REMOTE
TV

TV

13".goodcond
13" new
13" new

Jruins v. wash, state

Us vs.Stanford, 1 tix

m_ VACUUM

$15

$20

626-827-1234

626-617-7855

626-61 7-7855. WOODEN SPOONS WALL

WARMING BLANKET

eureka lOamp

digital control

__626:827:i!^4
310-312-2465

$5 310-824-5456

$30 626-827-1 234

$100 310-479-4831

310-838-4192

310-794-3384

818-258-0961

310-429-9924

310-429-9924

310-824-0848

$8

$30

$̂49

$49

$15

$25
hanjing2 sets nice $15

_31 0-268-791
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310-838-4192

To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

• Item.

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
Phone: ( )
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*Ad must be submitted in person or by mail. No phone orders allowed. Deadline is 1 work day prior to issue at I2pm. Bruin Bargains appear every Wednesday and Friday Limit of 4 free ads per customer oer week We t^tvp th^
right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

^ ^
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iiiiiive, from the Daily Bruin
)rts cubicle, inside msyestic

Cerckhoff Hall, it's the First

Annual Halfie Awards! So now, with-

out further ado, here's your host, Jeff

Agase.

Thank you,

Charhe, _ and
thank you all for

the heartfelt

applause. I just

flew in from
R o e b 1 i n g
Avenue, and boy
are my arms
tired

Please, stop,

you're too kind.

Anyways, the
Pac-10 season is

already halfway
in the books, and

Jeff Agase

PAC'N HEAT
.edu

T
we've got a whole slew of awards to
dole out As usual, the conference has
had its share of surprises and disap-
pointments four games into the
schedule, as well as some memorable
moments.

|

Not that you necessarily want to
be the recipient of a Halfie. If we had
held the awards last year, UCLA and
its players might have swept the cere-

mony, what with a 3-0 conference

start and all.

And we all know what happened
after that Seriously folks, by the end
of the season, the Bruins couldn't
have won a game against the
Electoral College.

But before we all keel over with an
overdose of hilarity, let's get to the
awards.

Remember, all votes were tallied

under utmost secrecy by representa-
tives from Arthur Ander - hell, who
am I kidding? I came up with these
while sitting in poll sci an hour ago.

Bi^est Surprise
While we'd like to give the Halfie to

Cal for its unbelievable turnaround
firom a 1-10 season, we just can't

ignore Arizona State's improbable 4-0

start to the Pac-10 season. Picked to

finish ninth in the preseason. Dirk
Koetter's Sun Devils have ridden
sophomore QB Andrew Walter's

153.3 rating to their best start since
the Jake Plummer era
The Al Gore ''How Can You Fail

With So Much Going For You?*'
Award
As it typically happens in this

wacky conference, one of the
favorites is sputtering early.

Washington hobbles in at 1-3 after a
27-16 loss to ASU that wasnt nearly

as close as the score indicates.

With Rick Neuheisel's recruiting

peccadilloes migrating from
Colorado westward, Husky fans are

looking with disdain at the coach's

ten-year contract

The Maximum One Pac-10
Team Per Year That Actually

Plays Defense Award
The Halfie goes to (gulp) the

Cardinal and Gold across town. Pete

Carroll has USC giving up just over

300 yards per game, good for 14th in

the nation. I

Pac-10 history has shown that a

team with decent offense and a capa-

ble defense can often skate to the

Rose BowL The scaiy thing? USC's

offense looks good, too. i

Worst Game '

Was there really any doubt? It's

Stanford's 16-6 "win*" over Arizona

two Saturdays ago.

Thankfully, the game wasnt on
television, sparing Adelphia the dis-

traught calls from tens of angry view-

ers. It featiu^ five field goals, four

interceptions, one touchdown and a

win handed out only because the

rules dictate it happen
j

Our Game of the Week
No. 16 ASU (7-2, 4-0) at No. 8

Washington St (7-1, 4-0), 12:30 p.m.,

ABC (regional). Are the Sun Devils
for real? Heck, are the Cougars for
real? We'll find out Saturday

Elsewhere in the Pac-10
UCLA (M, 2-2) at Washington (4-

4, 1-^), 4 p.m, TBS (national)

Stanford (2-5, 1-3) at No. 19
Oregon (6-2, 2-2), 12:30 p.m.

Arizona (3-5, 0-4) at Oregon State

(5-3, 1-3), 1 p.m
Before you go ...

One last Halfie, for Best
Performance By a Punter in a
Placekicking Role.

Sure, the applicant pool was a lit-

tle thin (as in, one), but the Halfie

goes to ...

Nate Pikse of your UCLA Bruins!
Five for five on field goals against
Stanford last weekend and the job is

now his.

1 Okljtfwma

MotreDame

DB I CR ScN PT& il i Tat

2 2

3 1

Miam 1

Ohio St 4

Geor^ 6

VIrginlaTech 5

Washington St 8

8 NCSt 7

9 iowa 9
10 Texas 10

t1 USC 11

12 Cotorado 12

13 Alabama 18

14 LSU 15

15 Arizona St 14

16 Michigan 13

17 BowftigGreen 17

18 Florida a 21

19 Boise St

20 Minnesota

21 KansasSt

22 Oregon

23 iowaSt

24 Martial

20 72

25 20

16 0.32 3.32

5 0.10 3.60

37 074 4.74

26 0.52 6.52

11 a22 7.72

49 058 8.48

27 a54 1 13.54

81 152 13.62

48 0.96 1 14.46

22 a44 1 1654
3 ODS 2 2a56
23 0.46 2 20.96

28 0.56 2 26.56

0J2 2 26.72

1.44 2 27.44

0.40 2 27.90

2.04 28.54

25

20

16

19

24

22

23

nn rank CH ^ Coinpirter ^aj^ino

1. Mianii 118

2. Oklahoma 116

3. NcrtreDame 115

4. Ohio St 110

5. Virginia Tiech 107

6. Geor^ 105

7. NCSt 92

8. Washington St 88

9. iowa 80

10. Texas 78

11. \JSC 76

12. Cotorado 56

13. Michigan 53

U. Arizona St 52

15. ISU 47

16. Kansas^ 44

17. Bowing Green 43

18. Alidsama 42

19. Oregon 38

20. Minnesota 35

21. FforidaSt 25

22. MarshaS 20

23. PennSl 18

24. lows St 17

25. Boise St 16

SOURCE: (W^ Bruin

Otiiers hecie'.'Xiij Vote:

Tennessee 12, Coiorado St 10. UCLA 4, Hawaii 3, Air
[Force 2, Southern Miss 2. and Call

mm OKI )i<

v'^-^.v"

f

SH ^̂1
.'.a'
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Friday. Nov. 1 is the LAST DAY to purchase a ticket*

to the USC vs. UCLA Football game on Saturday, Nov. 23.

* Students will receive a prepaid priority number voucher and vouchers

may be redeemed for tickets on Nov. 7 and 8 at the Central Ticket Office.

(310) UCLA-WIN
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2002 USAC Programming Fee Referendum
Election Endorsements

YES Association of Chinese Americans

VES Best Buddies

YES Dance Marathon

YES Hunger Project

YES Jewish Student Union

YES On Campus Housing Council

YES Psi Chi

YES United Arab Society

YES Women and Youth Supporting Each Other (WYSE)

r

I lections

BOARD
Jn\2

ai OF AC A

UNDEftGRADUA'^E

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL
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Greco ready for aggression
?y Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberggmedia. ucla.edu

Over the past few months, MicheUe
Greco has spent more time camped in

front of the television than outside the
three-point arc.

Sidelined since last December
because of a history of mild concus-
sions, the fifth-year senior spent hours
each day analyzing the game film from
last season's 20-loss fiasco. She was usu-
ally dissatisfied with what she saw.

"We just needed to get meaner," Greco
said. "Meaner and more aggressive."

A nagging ankle iixjury has kept her
from practicing consistently since fall

camp ended Oct. 12, but the former all-

conference guard is optimistic as she
looks at the upcoming season. While fin-

ishing near the cellar of the Pac-10 the
last two years has gotten old, the team
itself has gotten younger.

Five heralded freshmen will don the
blue and gold this winter including
Parade Ail-American Nikki Blue, one of
the top prep guards in the nation last

year.

"Nikki's a great player and a great ball

handler," Greco said. "She sees the floor
really well, and she looks to pass first.

She is definitely going to help our team."
UCLA will play frenetic, up-tempo

basketball this season, and Blue should
be one of the focal points offensively.

One of six guards who figure to play sig-

nificant minutes for the Bruins, the 5-

foot-8 freshman could start alongside*
Greco and senior point guard Natalie
Nakase in the season opener at Hawaii
on Nov 23.

Whether Blue is in the lineup or not,

UCLA will depend on her to create her
own shot. Over the past two years, the
Bruins have lacked the offensive fire-

power to support Greco, but this season
Blue will take some of the burden off her
shoulders.

"When it's time to score, I will score,"
Blue said. "If Michelle and I are on the
court together, it's a one-two punch.
They are going to have to play us pretty
even."

The Bruin backcourt exudes athleti-

WOMEN'S BASKETBAU ROSTER

2002-2003 1

^ NAME HT POS YR

13 Gennifer Arranaga 5-6 G JR
52 NJkkJBlue 5-8 G FR
21 Jalina Bradley 5-7 G SR
20 Michelle Greco 5-9 G SR
14 Natalie Jarrett 6-0 F SR
56 Krystle Johnson 6-4 F/C SO
10 Whitney Jones 5-10 F JR
5 Melissa Maurin 5-6 G SR
1 Natalie Nakase 5-2 PG SR
00 OrtalOren 5-9 G/F FR
64 Sissy Pickett 6-7 C SO
t\ Julia Pitts 6-2 F SR
44 Emma Tautolo 6-2 F/C SR
35 Jamila Veasley 6-1 F JR
40 Lisa Willis 5-9 G/F FR
2 Brianna Winn 5-10 G SO

iH^'.-

cism and poise, but the front court is

much more of a question mark.
Led by 6-foot-7 center Sissy Pickett

and 6-foot- 1 forward Jamila Veasley,
UCLA's interior game is unproven and
inexperienced. Head coach Kathy
Olivier believes the group must continue
to get better if the Bruins are to reach
their potential this season.

"Our posts have improved a lot, but
they still have a level to go," the tenth-
year head coach said. "It makes me a lit-

tle bit nervous. They have to focus on
setting good screens and rebounding."

Olivier is aware that her squad's inte-

rior defense may not be up to par, and
she plans to employ full court pressure
to compensate. The Bruins will run
waves of fresh bodies at their opponents
to try to C2^italize on their athleticism
and depth.

"We are going to use our quickness to
our advantage, and hopefully our
defense will generate our offense,"
Olivier said.

"Maybe other teams won't get the ball

into the front court because we will be
putting so much pressure on them."

With an arduous slate ofgames ahead
of them including a trip to Georgia Dec.
6, the young Bruins will have to play
with composure and consistency.
Nonetheless, the return of Greco and a
talented quintet of newcomers give the
Bruins reason to believe that they could
end their two-year postseason drought
in 2003.

"Having to watch the team sitting on
the bench was very difficult," Greco
said. "It was finstrating, but it turned
into a positive for me in the long run.
We're faster, more athletic, and we can
press this year."

"We have a talented team. I can't wait
to contribute."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 2002-2003

OMt
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1/12

1/16
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V24
V26
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2/1

2/8

2/14

2/16
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Love & Basketball*

LA All-Stars*

Hawaiit

Sacramento St.t

Northwestern St.**

TBA**

St Marys (CA)

Qeorgia

Pepperdine

Baylor

CS Northridge

Oregon

Oregon St

Washington

Washington St

use
Arizona St

Arizona

Stanford

California

Washington St.

Washington

use
Arizona

Arizona St

California

Stanford

Oregon St

Oregon

Pac-10 Tournament
MIKE CHIEN/Dajly Bri in sttakf

Guard Nikki Blue leads a group of five talented freshman who will help the UCLA women's
basketball team make a run during postseason this year after a two-year absence.

LOCATION

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Hawaii

Hawaii

Las Vfegas, NV
feasimgas. NV
Pauley Pavilion

MlMMt,6A
Mal^,CA
Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Eugene, OR
Corvalfis, OR
Pauley Pavilion

f^uitey Pawfion

Pauley Pavilion

Tempe.AZ

"^son.AZ
Pauley Pavifion

Pauley Pav8k>n

Pullman. WA
Seattte.WA

Los Angeles Sports Arena

Pauley Pawfion

Pauley Pavi^
Berketey, CA
StandfoixJ, CA
Pauley PavHIon

Pauley PavHion

San Jose, CA

TIMF

2p.m
2p.m
4p.m
5p.m
1:30 p.m

TBA
7 p.m

4 p.m

5 p.m

7 p.m

2 p.m

7 p.m

1p.m

7 p.m

2 p.m

2 p.m

5 p.m

Ip.m

7 p.m

2 p.m

7 p.m

Ip.m

4 p.m

7 p.m

2 p.m

7p.m
2 p.m

7 p.m

4 p.m

TBA
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M. Soccer v. Washington

W. Volleyball v. Stanford

W. Soccer v. Oregon
Football V. Washington

Cross-Country v. Pac-10

W.Rowing

M. Soccer v. Oregon St.

W. Soccer v. Oregon St.

^PREVIEW
Drake Stadium Friday 2 p.m.

Pauley Pavilion Friday 7 p.m.

Drake Stadium Friday 7:30 p.m.

Seattle, WA Saturday TBA
Brookside CC Saturday 8:30 a.m.

Cal. Yacht Club Saturday all day
Drake Stadium Sunday 11 a.m.

Drake Stadium Sunday 1 p.m.

www.dailybniin.ucla.edu

Daniel

Miller

MILLER TIME
<>TaBr@mflftairiaedu

Male cheerleader kicks

stigma outy sleeps on

Japanese board

SHAO TALKS STUNT MISHAPS,
EARLY MORNING PRACTICES
AND THE BRUIN MASCOT

I feel that the cheerleading epic "Bring It On" is
one of the greatest cinematic achievements of all
time. As far. as my all-time favorite films, it is right
up there with "The Conformist," "Casablanca," and
"The Testament of Dr. Mabuse."

1 love cheerleading so much.
Abner Shao is a 19-year-old

second-year student at UCLA,
who is a male cheerleader under
the tutelage of advisor Rhonda
Robertson. Shao was gracious
enough to give me an interview,

so that I could learn more about
the world of male cheerleading. I

interviewed Shao from his donn
room.

As we began, the thin rectan-

gular slab of wood that lay over
Shao's mattress gave me the hee-
bie-jeebies. More on that later.

Daniel MiUer: What do ymi
enjoy about cheerleading?

Abner Shao: In high school I

was always part of ASB. I always
had school spirit When I came to UCLA they taught
us the &<:lap and I thought it was cooL I wanted to be
part of yell crew, but another part ofme wanted to
leam how to tumble. My mentor Tferri Kinsley, an
alunmi cheerleader, advised me to try out for cheer,
and said that it was a lot of fim. But I was like, "I am
too skinny - look at my twiggy arms." She told me a
lot of cheer is technique and weight lifting. I was kind
of hesitant at first, but I am glad that I tried out
DM: So what can you bench?
AS: Oh God, I don't know, like 140 pounds.
DM: I can bench 85 pounds.
AS: I doubt that

DM: I worked out last year and I got up to bench-
ing 180 pounds.

AS: Are you serious?

DM: No. I meant 100 pounds.
AS: Oh.

DM: Fm sure every cheerleader drops his team-
mates. How does itfed to drop a girl?

AS: If we drop in a stunt we have to run. We really
work hard at not dropping in the stunts. It just looks
dumb. The quote is "don't look Uke a jackass."
DM: You guys have to get up pretty early, huh?
AS: 6:30 anL
DM: That's ridiculous.

AS: (laughing) In the lifestyle of an athlete it's not
ridiculous. But in the lifestyle of a college student it's

early.

DM: The wooden board you sleep on looks really

uncomfortable. Can you tell me about it?

AS: It is a Japanese nmttress - a tatamL It is wood
with straw thatching.

DM: Do they make you sleep on it as a punish-
mentfor dropping cheerleaders in stunts?

AS: No, I've had it for five or six years. It is very
comfortable. I opt to sleep on hotel floors when the
team travels as opposed to a bed.
DM: Do you think there is a stigma attached to

being a male cheerleader?

AS: There is a stigma attached to being a male
cheerieader, but I think it's regional. At schools like

Kentucky or Hawaii, you get recruited for cheer -
cheerleaders are just as respected as football players.
At UCLA we are just supposed to represent ourselves
well and the school. It has definitely been a really
great experience that I'll take with me for a long time.

yiLLER
I
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Miller's column appears every Wednesday.

Coaches' feud 'water uftder the bridge'
By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@medla.ucla.edu

As intense as the UCLA-Washington rivalry is

on the football field, it might not even compare
to the verbal volleys off the gridiron last
February.

Following one of the most bitter and compet-
itive recruiting wars in recent memory,
Washington head coach Rick Neuheisel told the
Seattle Times, "Bob Toledo tells (Washington
recruit) Clayton Walker, You don't think that if

I'm (Toledo) gone, that Neuheisel is not going to
be the next head coach at UCLA?' I mean, Bob
Toledo is basically telling him he's going to get
fired."

To which Bob Toledo responded shortly, "We
never had a problem in the conference until he
started talking about negative recruiting. Now
I'm going to start talking. If you live in a glass

house, you shouldn't throw rocks, you know
what I mean?"
The Los Angeles Daily News reported that

Toledo accused Neuheisel of telling safeties

Jarrad Page and Eric McNeal that coaches lived

too far away fi-om campus and that a position

change to linebacker was forthcoming for

McNeal.
Welcome to the soap opera that is Pac-10

football. Behind the scenes of Saturday's Bruins-

Huskies matchup lurks a conference recruiting

war so stiff that Pac-10 coaches look for any
edge, even, apparently, if it means talking behind

another coach's back.

Oregon head coach Mike Bellotti, who was
also accused by Neuheisel of recruiting infrac-

tions, told ESPN that Neuheisel should have

called the coaches involved instead of going

public to the newspapers.

The Pac-10 later ruled that it found no blatant

evidence of wrongdoing, and instead, UCLA,

Um\, 'K Wasiiinctdn

Washington, with head coach Neuheisel, and UCLA
Will square off Saturday in Seattle.

Washington and Oregon were all reprimands;
essentially, a slap on the wrist.

However, in the spring following the accusa-
tions, the coaches got together to discuss prop-
er recruiting etiquette, and inunediately after-
ward, the issue seemed to be resolved. If any-
thing, both sides seem to regret that their verbal
scuffle had been public.

"It's whining," Neuheisel told the Seattle
Times over the summer. "It's not becoming and I

won't do it again."

There are no real formal rules regarding high
school recruits, especially those who have only
orally committed. According to NCAA guide-
lines, no commitment is binding until a signature
is placed on a formal letter of intent. Until then,
it is open season on the high school recruits.

Even more tricky, however, may be the coach-
es' code of ethics - or lack thereof. While there
are NCAA regulations that restrict the number
of visits and the amount of time a coach can
spend with a player, there are no such rules on
what a coach can say or do.

Ultimately, the length to which a coach will go
to gain a commitment is up to his own moral
standards. Arizona head coach John Mackovic
even went as far as describing Pac-10 coaches as
"Machiavellian."

Instead of going to the Pac-10 or speaking
directly with the coaches, Neuheisel went
straight to tlie press with his grievances last

year. It was a decision he ultimately regrets, as
does Toledo who pointed out last February, "We
should have kept it in-house."

Both coaches played golf together over the
sunmier, so any animosity or ill will seems to
have died down.

"It's an unfortunate thing, and I've taken the
responsibility and apologized," Neuheisel said.

"That's water under the bridge."

"Our relationship is good," Toledo added.
"Sometimes, we've had rocky moments, but
that's water under the bridge."

Both coaches are obviously looking to put the
verbal sparring behind them, but another
recruiting battle looms next February and
promises to be just as fierce and competitive as
past years.

It remains to be seen whether the water under
this bridge is a calm stream or a raging river.

Jonathan Young/Daily Briin senior staff

Sophomore Heather Cullen (15) andjunior Cira Wright (7) will look to end a three-
game losing streak when the women's volleyball team faces Stanford on Friday.

Inexperienced Bruins

struggle with road games
By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR^ STAFF
jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

Inside the confines of Pauley

Pavilion, the UCLA women's volley-

ball team has looked every bit as good
as their No. 18 ranking would indicate.

But when the Bruins (12-9, 5-6)

have taken to the road in the Pac-10,

they have struggled just to remain

competitive.

UCLA is an anemic 1-6 on the road

in conference play, and finds itself

mired in a four-way tie for fourth place
with just a month left in the season.

"Teams seem to be holding their

own on their home court," UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski said. "We
have a lot of young kids playing, and
they are not used to the routine yet."

The Bruins lost four starters fi-om
last year's squad, including AU-
American Kristee Porter, and the team

W.VOLLEYBALL
| Page 12
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UC workers protest,
''*!

.

\

warn of future strikes
By Noah Grand

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

UCLA clerical, professional and
technical workers protested in front
of Chancellor Albert Camesale's
office Wednesday, threatening to
strike if their demands are not met

Workers seek a pay increase and
lower costs for on-campus parking
and health care.

While members of both unions
that participated said they would
rather not strike, they said it may be
necessary if bargaining stalls.

"We don't want to strike. We want
to strike a deal,* said Cliff FVied,

president of the UCLA division of the
University Professional and
Technical Employees union.

More than 50 protesters marched
from Boelter Hall quad to the chan-
cellor's office in Murphy Hall, dis-

turbing classes while chanting about
the University of California's alleged
unfair bargaining practices.

In Halloween tradition, the pro-
testers gave Camesale's office a bag
of tricks and treats - a combination
of candy and complaints of universi-

ty practices that harm workers.
Barbara Fergeson, a member of

UCLA human resources speaking on
behalf of the university, said the
protest was in good taste.

They certainly have a right to
rally and protest," Fergeson said.

The university does certainly look
forward to the next bairgain session.**

But union members question
whether the university is acting in
good faith.

Tm tired of the UC jerking us
around," said I^yn Kelly a member of
the Coalition of University
Employees - the union representing
clerical workers.

"The UC is trying to go to
impasse," Kelly added.

If negotiations reach a point
where neither side is willing to make
further concessions, an impasse is

declared and the negotiation goes to
arbitration.

Members of the clericals' union
and the lecturers' uruon have already
held strikes at six UC campuses this

school year, with CUE protesting the
university's bai:gaining tactics.

No strikes have occurred at UCLA,
but both CUE and UPTE are prepar-
ing to strike if necessary.

Kelly said clerical workers are cur-

rently voting on whether to strike.

Union leadership would prefer to
strike at the same time as lecturers

plan on striking, she added.
UPTE members have gone

through a similar process. The

DEyONSTRATION
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New student

visa policy

to begin in

Januaiy
By Adam Foxman

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
asfoxman(i)ucla.edu

Hsuan Pei-Shuan arrived at
UCLA from the National Taiwan
University on Sept. 16 to find l'CI^\
much the same as it had been for
thousands of other international
exchange students who came
before Sept 11, 2001.

True, her student visa was a lit-

tle harder to get, her bursting suit-

cases were completely disassem-
bled and emptied at customs, and if

she goes back to T^wan for a visit

she will need a special note from
the Bradley International Center.

But for Hsuan, who is studying
English literature, the experience
has not been drastically different
from international students who
studied here before the terror
attacks prompted increased inter-

est in secmity.

Since Sept. 11, 2001, 91 percent
of UCLA's intemationaJ students
have attended workshops about
how to maintain their legal inuni-
gration status. But many may still

be imaware that the greatest
change is yet to come.

Currently, if one of the more
than 6,000 international students
or exchange visitors at UCLA fail

to satisfy the requirements of their
student visa, the problem is han-
dled by UCLA.

Beginning on January 31, col-

leges and universities across the
nation will be required to report
international student information
to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

Additionally, the document that

loo^o W'o«,:r»«u. «^* ^ -I 1 ^ •- ^ ^ ^ .
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Jason Kaminski^ first-year undeclared, hands out candy to elementary school students from the Nickerson Garden housing development in South Central.

All Hill Halloween monstrous success

VISAS
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By Sharifah Williams

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
swilliams@media.ucla.edu

The residence haUs experienced a Hany
Potter moment last night Mini ghouls, witches
and monsters roamed through the halls and
lounges of UCLA dormitories with candy on
the brain: it was time, once again, for All Hill

Halloween.
•

The event, sponsored by the Office of
Residential Life, brought inner-city elementary
students from the Los Angeles area into the
dorms to celebrate Halloween with trick-or-

treating and games, said Tere Valenzuela,
media relations for the ORL's Halloween
Committee.

Students from conununity centers are also
invited to participate in the festivities.

"The event started so that we could have a
safe place for inner-city elementary students to
trick-or-treat," said Cheryl Sims, Assistant
Director of Program Services.

The event has been taking place for 14 years,
and residence haUs, as well as children, have

always been willing to join in. This year, 2,296
dorm rooms participated in the event, Sims
said i

Hall residents looked forward to the event
"I know Halloween was a fun time for me,

and I like to see (the children's) faces light up,"
said Erika Noriega, an first-year undeclared
student and resident of Hitch Hall.

Noriega, and all participating residents, paid
for the candy they distributed to the elemen-
tary students.

Some residents served as tour guides, walk-
ing groups of children to each room.

"We're going to have two tour guides per 10
kids," said Amanda Michalek, a third-year
English student and tour guide.

"(Tour guides') costumes are optional, but
everyone is going to dress up," she stated
before the event.

Rieber Hall added to All HiU Halloween by
having an inter-floor decorating competition
with Krispy Kreme donuts as the prize.

"We broke the floor into haUs, the study
lounge and common area ... and came up with
a design for the floor," said first-year theater

student Megan Trimble of her involvement in
the competition.

Even the fi-atemities got involved in the
event by bussing the elementary students firom
pick-up points to the residence halls, Sims said.

The students were separated into groups,
going to the particular residence halls assigned
to them.

With the floors decorated, students ready
with bowls of candy, and children flocking into
the dorms. All Hill Halloween began.

Lounges were turned into activity centers
where the children participated in games and
met UCLA athletes who signed autographs.

Participating residents posted signs on their
doors, welcoming the children to knock on
their door and collect Halloween loot

Some of the children's parents accompa-
nied them to the event as escorts.

"We like it because it's a safe place to bring
our kids, and the students really seem to eryoy
it The faculty bring their children here too,"
said Lori Vogelgesang, whose husband was a

HALLOWEEN
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Blood drive intended to alleviate shortage
By Anna Panihgbatan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
apaningbatan@media.ucla.edu

The Student Welfare
Commission is sponsoring a blood
drive beginning today in an
attempt to help offset a blood
shortage that has affected the
entire nation.

The SWC, along with the Office

of Residential Life, are helping the
UCLA Blood and Platelet Center
by pubhcizing the drive to the stu-

dent body. The UCLA Medical
Center, classified as a number one
trauma center, receives all the
blood collected from the drives.

The hospital receives a signifi-

cant number of accident victims

and also treats a large number of
cancer patients and organ trans-

plants.

Over 1,000 units of blood were

collected last year, said Chris
Clarke, the blood drive's assistant

director.

"We hope to do better, even
hoping for 400 units per quarter,"
he said.

Each donor contributes about
one unit of blood and the commis-
sion is expecting the numbers to
go up because of increased pub-
hcity. A table has been set up at

Bruin Walk to attract more stu-

dents to sign up.

Donating blood through SWC
also helps the UCLA Blood and
Platelet Center save money, since
the national blood shortage has
prompted it to purchase blood
from the American Red Cross at
upwards of $100 per unit.

"I feel that it doesn't matter
where people donate, but it's nice
to know that the blood you donat-
ed goes to the community hospital

possibly to people you know,"
said Henry Lam, a fifth-year soci-
ology student who has worked
with the blood drive the past four
years.

During the fall quarter, the SWC
usually sponsors the "Beat 'SC"
blood drive. It has been a tradi-

tional competition against the
University of Southern California
on who can raise the most blood
donations between. But due to
scheduling difficulties, the event
will not happen this year.

The SWC also sponsors a blood
drive every quarter, and students
can participate in each one with-
out worrying about it affecting
their health.

"A lot of people don't know that
they can donate approximately
every two months," added Lam.
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Jackie Valenzuein (left) and Shanna Choi (right), clerical employees for UCLA and members of CUE. demonstrate on campus.

First floor of

Sproul to be

remodeled

during break
RESIDENTS TO LOSE
CARUSO'S, GAIN

SMOOTHIE, COFFEE,
SANDWICH BARS

By Se^s\C2L Chmg
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchung@medla.ucla.edu

The first floor of Sproul will be
completely renovated during win-
ter break, making more room for
student government, Office of
Residential Life and Housing
Administration offices.

The decision to remodel Sproul
stemmed from plans to create
more high rise residential haUs. To
make room for the new Rieber
North dormitory, the Housing
Administration Building will be
torn down, said Jack Gibbons,
associate director of ORL.

Since Housing Administration's
offices will eventually be moved to
Sproul, a change in floor plans was
necessary.

To compensate for overcrowded
mailboxes, the overhang above the
entrance to Sproul will be walled
off and made into additional mail-
boxes, allowing for at least one
mailbox per room.

"I forget my mailbox combina-
tion a lot and it'd be convenient if

your roonunate, a friend that you
trust, has the combo," said first

year pohtical science student
Andrew Huynh.
The glass windows across the

current location of the fi-ont desk
will become the new entrance to
Sproul, Gibbons said.

Caruso's Deli, the Italian eatery
on the first floor of Sproul, wiU no
longer exist as of December. The
area will be closed off, and
Caruso's and the area behind it,

which holds exercise equipment
and dining tables, will be converted
into Housing Administration
offices, Gibbons said.

Although students will no longer
have access to Caruso's, a new
boutique offering three services
will be built at the north end of
Sproul next to the Bruin Card
office.

A smoothie bar, made to order
sandwich bar and coffee bar will
be added, along with expanded
indoor and outdoor seating, said
Michael Foraker, director of hous-
ing.

"I think it'll be good because
sometimes you have to wait 10 to
15 minutes to get a smoothie (at
Puzzles), and it's kind of bad when
you have to study for midterms,"
said second-year physiological sci-
ence student Pav Mankal.
A new multi-purpose program

space will be used for lectures,
meetings, and other such activities

SPROUL
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DIA DE IjOS MUERTOS I German Gurrola. a fourth-year anthro-
pology student, speaks of the people memorialized on the Day of the Dead tribute
on Bruin Walk to passerby Ginger Campbell, second-year psychology student.
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What's Brewin'

Today

12:10 p.m. Daily

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
3500 Ackerman (M, R, F),

Life Science (T, W)
See www.my.ucla.edu

12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Ralph and Goldy Lewis Center for
Regional Policy Studies, and the
UCLA Department of Urban

Planning

"Targeting Occupations Instead of
Industries in Regional
Development"
Public Policy room 2343
310-206-0573

FYee (RSVP required)
Speaker: Prof Ann Markusen.
Buffet Lunch and Refreshments
will be served.

RSVP to: lewisctr@sppsr.ucla.edu
or fax to 310-825-1575. More infor-

mation: Margaret Johnson at 310-

206-0573.

5 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Music Club
Meeting

Ackerman 2410
Music@ucla.edu
Bring instruments to play, meet
other musicians, form bands, find
out how to perform on campus on
Band Night.

7 p.m.

Graduate Christian Fellowship
Worship, Discussion, Prayer
Ackerman Viewpoint Conference
#2

Contact Nate Leafgren
310-915-7642

Engaging the Culture as

Christians: Secularism and
Christian Hohdays

Former Berkeley chancellor dies

The Associated Press

Former University of California,

Berkeley, Chancellor Chang Lin-Tien.

By Michelle Locke

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"

BERKELEY, Calif. — Former
University of California, Berkeley,
Chancellor Chang-Lin Tien, the first

Asian-American to head a m^or U.S.
uiuversity, died at age 67.

Tien, who had a debilitating
stroke after surgery for a brain
tumor in fall 2000, died Tuesday at a
Redwood City hospital, Berkeley
officials said in a statement
Wednesday.
An internationally known expert

on heat transfer and thermal science
- he helped developed the insulating

tiles for the space shuttle - Tien was
also famous for his support of social

causes, speaking out in favor of affir-

mative action before and after UC's
governing board of regents dropped
race-based admissions in 1995.

"His energy and optimism, his
willingness to fight for the principles
he cherished, and his loyalty and
love for this campus made it

stronger and better," said Berkeley
chancellor Robert M. Berdahl.
A small man with a big smile, Tien

All SaInts Day Mass
Friday^ November 1st

12:1C PM at UCC

I

University Catholic Center
Service Schedule at ucc
SUN MASS 1 0:30 AM, 7:30 PM& 9 pm
MON MASS 1 2: 1 PM

RECONCILIATION 4-5 PM & BY APPT
TUE MASS 5:15 PM
WED MASS I 2: 1 PM
We're on Campus thi rs - 12:10 pm
FOR COMMUNION SERVICE, 417 KERCKHOFF

T-y« "-v

Serving the UCLA Community
With the URC for over 70 years

633 Gayley Avenue
We're between Strathmore
& LeConte 310/208-5015
www.uccla.org staff@uccla.org

^51^11 fusion cuisine

^^fmfW^^^

\/RSOf
MaNDAY-SVW>AV 1:50-7:50 pm

5^iii0 K^jnige^vi$hiAHb appetizers
iMimff'

El»--TB»^RjJTPJ_»M.-jF^

LvmcVi Specials
-all offered with choiceof soup, salad, or 3pc California roll-

GINGER-CRUSTED CHICKEN
sweef tempura onion, moui pineapple

10.5

GRILLED SOURDOUGH SANDWICHES
avocado, wasabi mayonnaise, mixed gren

salad, ginger dressing, lotus root chips
ani. Tuna, chicken, or steak

I

13.5

SPICY BEEF
Pan seared in a spicy papaya-tomato glaze

SEARED TOFU STEAK
grilled portobello mushrooms, soy-mirin glaze

GRILLED SALMON
cucumber-dill marinade

11

GRILLED VEGETABLE TOWER
Portobello Mushrooms, baby bok choy,
asparagus, Japanese eggplant, red
pepper rice, ponzu-basil sauce

SUSHI PLAn A '

1 shrimp tempura cut roll, 3pc California
cut roll, 1 pc albacore toro, 1 pc seared

tuna, 1 pc eel
1 ,4 *5

SUSHI PLATE B
1 tona, 1 yellowtall, 1 albacore, 1

salmon, 1 halibut, 1 shrimp, 1 spicy tuna
hand roll, 3 pc California cut roll

14.5

SASHIMI PLATE
3 pc tuna, 2 pc yellowtail, 2 pc salmon

14.5

10i?f3 LmbbrookDr. Wcstwoob VilU5C
(Omc block Mortli ixfWAshire AM^ Two blocks CAst ofWcstwoo^ DK^.)
iours : 11:30-2: 34)pm1vi>icli • f:30-l2Ani MttMC

(?10) 209-0071
VWWV.tCM5M.CC

was a cheer-leading, fist-pumping
fixture at Berkeley games and
rallies. He had a penchant for
squeezing in an ebullient "Go
Bears!" - delivered with the
Chinese accent that never left

him - into speeches and conver-
sations of every stripe.

Bom in Wuhan, China, on July
24, 1935, Tien's family fled the
Japanese to Shanghai during
World War II. In 1949, after civil

war put Chinese communists in
control, they fled again, this time
to Taiwan.

In 1956, Tien traveled to
Kentucky to get his master's
degree at the University of
Louisville. Living in the south in

the 1950s, he felt discrimination
firsthand, an experience he never
forgot.

In a 1990 interview with The
Associated Press he recalled
standing in confusion before
water fountains labeled "whites
only" and "colored."

Which one, he wondered, was
for him?
A professor took to calling him

"Chinaman." Tien told him to
stop.

Tien got his Ph.D. from
Princeton University in 1959 and
later that year joined the
Berkeley faculty, where he spent
all but two years of his 40-year
teaching career. In 1990, he was
appointed Berkeley chancellor.

In his first year Tien dealt with
a fi-atemity house fire that killed

three students and a hostage inci-

dent at a hotel bar near campus
in which a gunman killed one stu-

dent and iiyured seven others
before being fatally shot by
police.

In 1992, a local activist with a
history of mental illness broke
into Tien's campus residence
wielding a machete. Police shot
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join the band become a cpo
Listen up! Today's best career riff is C-P-A — that's

Certified Public Accountant. CPAs keep the beat of

business and finance and that's what you'll do too

if you go for it. Think about it. Talk to your adviser.

Or call Bill Spaniel at the California Society of CPAs,

80a922-5272, ext. 3552.

Check us out at www.calcpa.org. We have info on

scholarships, career choices and even landing a job.

Jam to the tune of a great career — become a CPA.

California Certified Public

Society Accountants
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ices resignations

party ministers
By Dan Perry

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
JERUSALEM — Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon's broad-based coalition
coU^sed Wednesday when Cabinet
ministers from the moderate Labor
Party resigned in a dispute over
funding for Jewish settlements,
threatening to push Israel into a bit-
ter election.

The crisis ended an uneasy 20-
month "unity government" formed
as a common front against the
Palestinian uprising, and could sab-
otage U.S. efforts to win support for
a peace plan.

Sharon told parliament he would
continue to lead the country, sug-
gesting he would try to govern with
a narrow coalition of far-right and
religious parties rather than call
early elections.

The crisis was precipitated by
Sharon's rejection of Labor Party
leader Binyamin Ben-Ehezer's
demands to cut $145 million in
funds for Jewish settlements in the
$57 billion 2003 state budget.
Compromise proposals failed and
Ben-Eliezer resigned from his post
as defense minister, followed by the
rest of Labor's Cabinet ministers.

Under Israeli law, the six resigna-
tions only take effect within 48
hours, leaving room for last-ditch

maneuvers - but politicians from
both sides predicted Sharon's
broad-based coalition was at an
end.

"We must fight terror, but this is

the day when we have to present a
diplomatic horizon," Ben-EUezer
said, referring to peace talks with
the Palestinians. **The prime minis-
ter is unable to present a diplomatic
horizon."

Critics accused Ben-Eliezer of
partisan pohtics, noting that in polls

ahead of Labor's Nov. 19 leadership
primary he trails two more dovish

The Assoc iatrd Prrss

Foreign Minister Shimon Peres signs

his letter of resignation at the Knesset,
Israel's parliament, on Wednesday.

challengers, and leaving the govern-
ment over a settlement dispute
could boost his standing.

"It's the height of irresponsibili-

ty," said Education Minister Limor
Livnat of Sharon's Likud Party.

The budget was put to parliament
after the Labor ministers resigned,

and it passed with the support of
parties outside the coalition - as
expected - by a 67^5 vote; it must
pass two more readings in coming
weeks before it is final.

Several officials involved in the
last-minute talks said Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres, who led
Labor for much of the past two
decades and has been a key sup-
porter of the unity government,
tried to persuade Ben-Eliezer to
back down. Peres then resigned
along with Ben-Eliezer and four
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ic Desianer
Looking for an exciting |ob on campus?

Want to work in a fast-paced but friendly atmosphere?

This is it!
Daily Brum Advertising Production is looking for GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

I
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Supreme Court to decide if 'three strikes' law is constitutional
By David Kravets

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SAN FRANaSCO — Leandro Andrade got 50

years in prison for stealing nine children's video-
tapes from Kmart Gary Ewing is serving 25-to-life

after stuffing three clubs down his pants at a golf
course.

Now the U.S. Supreme Court will decide
whether these repeat offenders received "cruel
and unusual" punishments under California's

three-strikes-you're-out law.

Most states have sentencing rules that require
steeper terms for revolving-door criminals, but
California has the nation's toughest, providing for
life terms for petty offenses such as shoplifting.
On TXiesday, the high court will hear arguments

on the Andrade and Ewing cases and consider
how far states can go in sentencing repeat offend-
ers for crimes that would normally bring minimal
prison terms.

Andrade, now45, had at least three prior felony

bui^glary convictions when he was caught stealing
five children's videotapes from a Kmart in 1995.
Two weeks later, while out on bail, he was caught
stealing four more tapes from another KmarL He
was convicted of petty theft and sentenced to two
consecutive terms of 25 years to life.

The Ninth U.S. Circuit Coiut found his sen-

tence so "grossly disproportionate" to his crimes
that it violated the Eighth Amendment ban on

GOURT
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hgee Deliuenr
We Accept

Sun-Thurs *till 1:00 am • Fri-Sat *till 2:00 am
SkMtitf's Private Room for fundraisers, meetings, parties, etc for FREE!

imsurnew red hot buffalo wings, Jumbo raviott, and grilled chicken pomodoro sandwichl

ALL THE TIME

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

otx^^ 1 medium 1 2 inch, 8 slices
one topping pizza oH^^ Any large 3 topping pizza

Free Delivery

I

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &
get a second one

FREEl

Limit 3 pizzas

Regular pHce $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one topplnci pizzas, only $12.

Speciatties include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,
Bruin Deluxe, BBQ ChicKen, and Fresh Garden Pizza

(save over $5)

NEWBRUIN A\EAL DEAL
/ large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

Dine-in or carry out only

NRA goes to Tucson

to rally gun owners

ot^»-^ Shakey^s
Combination

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Salad!

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or • 8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread or* 5 Chicken Breast Strips

Jf 14 Gapij|iiw#.,1«^twood Village ^S rn^iM V ^ J

L.

By Jonathan Drew
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
TUCSON, Ariz. — The National

Rifle Asscx^iation and its highi)n)file
leader Charlton Heston went ahead
with a rally Wednesday, just two days
after three university professors
were gunned down by a flunking stu-
dent who was also a gun collector
An estimated 700 people attended

the get-out-the-vote event for
Arizona Republican candidates at the
Tucson Convention Center, located
just four miles from Monday's shoo^
ings that left four dead at the
University of Arizona's nursing
school.

NRA Chief Executive Officer
Wayne LaRerre defended the rally's

timing, saying the event had long
been planned and there was no con-
nection between the gimman's

cur>

ctn

t:,

i^ooram

Thurs, Oct 31

^-8 pm
State Rooms
i St Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

40 recent UCLA srads currently in JET!

Come to the Jet Forum and
learn how you can spend a year
in Japan as an Assistant

Lansuase Teacher (ALT) or
a Coordinator of Internationa!

Relations (CIR)!

Paid salary and airfare!

Housins arransed!
Learn Japanese!
Become a cultural ambassador!

Consul Masashi Mizobuchi, Anse
Bndseport, Coordinator of the JET
Prosram, and alumni of the JET
prosram will be at the forum to
answer your questions.
Applications will also be available.

www«moffa«so4p/|c|/
Internship and Stndy Abroad Services W UCLA Career Center

501 Westwood Plaza Strathmore Building Room 200 Los Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310) 825-0831

actions and what his oi:ganization
stands for

"I honestly think that if a madman
had driven a car into a crowd and if

there was a car convention sched-
uled, they wouldn't cancel the con-
vention," LaPierre said.

Nonetheless, several Tbcson resi-
dents showed up outside the rally to
protest the event

They greeted attendees with neon
posterboard signs bemoaning the
oi:ganization's gun policy and said
they couldn't believe the NRA would
still hold its rally in light of the shootr
ings.

"We're here to teU Charlton
Heston to go the hell home," said
Sean Hammond, 31. "We just had the
worst shooting in the history of
Tucson just two days ago."

But another Tbcson resident who
attended the rally - Mike Middono,
41 - said "that tragedy would not
have happened if more people had
guns."

At the rally, several NRA officials

told the crowd to protect their free-

dom by voting for NRA-endorsed
candidates.

The crowd cheered loudly during
most of the speeches, and they
booed and hissed when the q)eakere
mentioned politicians who were per-
ceived as having anti-gun stands.

Heston took the stage at the end

I Page 11
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FREE CONSULTATION

Dr. Nader Dayani
Certified Specialist

UCLA Faculty Member
Member ofthe

American Association

ofOrthodontists

BRACES
Deliver Brilliant Results

(310)826-7494

(949) 552-5890

Spedalizing in broces for

odults & dddren

Invisible RemovoUe

Europeon Troditionol

Cosmetic Porceloin

Sorgicol Orthodontics

Invisalign

20% discount to all

students and faculty

with valid ID

Low Monthly Payment: As

low as $99/month O.A.C with

No Finance Charge

Teeth Whitening
Upper or Lower

$75 00
>eocli

(reg. $200.00)

11645 Wiishir

Between Barrinatoir

18124 Culver Prive.
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(Mkhelson)
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WHENEVER
minutes

about running out
\

®

of things to say. Don't worry

about your wireless minutes

unlimited

weekends

free

nationwide

long distance

and roaming

only $39.99
a month

Nok.d 3390

FREE

authorized dealer

Introducing T-Mobile. Get more"" with the worid's largest alKBSM network,

W.W. WIRELESS

1 1 544 PICO BLVD

LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

(310)231-9111

\
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Valid only in select T-Mobile markets. Coverage not available in ail areas. Credit approval, activation fee and onf-year service agreement required with $200 early termination fee
per number. Rebate is a mail-in offer tfiat requires the purcfiase of the phone listed in this ad and a new T Mobile activation on a qualifying rale plan See in-store materials for
complete details, offer dates and proof-of-purchase requirements. Taxes and roaming charges additional. Unused minutes do not carry forward Any fraction of a minute used is
rounded up and billed at the full- minute rate; calls are measured from the time the network begins to process the call (before the phone rings or the call is answered) through
termination of the call. Weekends defined as midnight Fri. through midnight Sun. All minutes include free domestic long distance and roaming (but not for credit-card or operator-
assisted calls) on the nationwide GSM digital network of T-Mobile and its U.S. roaming parlners. Mobile-to-mobile minutes restricted to users on the T-Mobiie digital network Your
use ot the service constitutes acceptance of the T-Mobile terms and conditions including the mandatory arbitration clause. Our PCS system is not compatible with analog TTY
which may prevent or delay emergency calls. Additional restrictions apply; see printed materials for details. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG ©2002
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want STUFF? warmins
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TWENTY-EIGHTH CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Westwood Village

1018 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, California

INVITES YOU TO A FREE ORGAN
CONCERT TO BE GIVEN BY

DR. THOMAS HARMON
UCLA UNIVERSITY ORGANIST EMERITUS

Sunday, November 3, 2002
at 2:00 P.M.

PLEASE JOIN US FORAWONDERFUL CONCERT
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There's only one way to go. Up.

As you begin your ascent to the top, remember, it's

what you learn along the way that assures your suc-

cess. At Ernst & Young, we give our recruits total

access to the tools they need to g9ln knowledge

and learn more about the marketplace. And

because leadership skills are so important,

we give them the opportunity to chal-

lenge themselves by working with

leading companies in leading indus-

tries. The result? An atmosphere

that's stimulating, innovative

[Bnd creative. Talk about a place

where you can really take off.

FORTUNE^
100 BEST
COMPANIES3
TO WORK FOR CNJ

ey.coni/us/careers i^'^
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The Associated Press
Former Vice President Walter Mondale (left) applauds Paul Wellstone the day
Wellstone was sworn into the Senate. He is ready to run in the senator's place.

Memorial mixes tears

with partisan politics

09009 Ffw^T A YrvHMr, mp

By Patrick Howe
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MINNEAPOUS— Tears gave way

to foot-stomping and cheers at a
memorial service for Sen. Paul
Wellstone as friends and relatives
urged Minnesotans to honor his
memory by putting a Democrat in his
seat

Former Vice President Walter
Mondale followed the service by
announcing Wednesday that he
would run for the Senate in
Wellstone's place, as the late senar
tor's family had asked

During a three and a halfhour trib-

ute at a University of Miimesota
sports arena Tuesday night, more
than 15,000 people cried and cheered
for Wellstone, his wife, his daughter
and five other victims of a plane
crash last FYiday Thousands more
watched on big screens outside and
in an adjoining arena.

For the first two hours, speakers
remembered the eight with poignant
anecdotes. But when Wellstone's
friend and longtime campaign trea-

surer Rick Kahn took the stage, he
adopted the late senator's fiery
speaking style and turned the topic to
politics.

"If Paul Wellstone's legacy in the
Senate comes to an end just days
after this unspeakable tragedy, our
spirits will be crushed, and we will

drown in a river of tears," Kahn said.

"We are begging you, do not let this

happea" .- .. .. -xi,. , ,

Four large screens then showed
Mondale in the crowd.

Mondale, 74, aimounced his intent
to run in a letter Wednesday to state
Democratic Party Chairman Mike
Erlandson. He was expected to be
ratified as the Democratic candidate
in a vote by party representatives
Wednesday evening.

Mondale, who represented
Minnesota in the Senate before going
to the White House with President
Carter, quickly emerged as the corv-

sensus choice of Democratic elders
concerned about holding Wellstone's
seat in one of a handful of races
around the country that will deter-
mine which par^ controls the
Senate.

Wellstone's sons, David and Mark
Wellstone, and Sen. TDm Harkin, D-
lowa, one of Wellstone's closest
fiiends in the Senate, also stoked the
crowd to fight for Mondale, though
none of them mentioned him by
r\ame.

Republicans were quick to criti-

cize the partisan tone. "I was fi^arUdy

stuimed. It was over the UypJ" said
Sarah Janecek, a Republican consul-
tant

Even some Wellstone supporters
in the crowd said they were a bit

uncomfortable. "I think Kahn probar
bly crossed that line," said Tom
Moore, a University of Minnesota
employee. "He can be forgiven,
though. He was basically preaching
to the choir, and the choir needed to
hear it"

Added Shaj»n Rezac, attending
with a Democratic women'fe group

WELUTONE
I
Page 8

on campus
State of the Art

Laser Hair Remova

Call now for your

free consultation.

And New Low
Prices.

James Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice in Gynecolosy
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

#383

10.208.2772 x 18

campus cuts>
FULL SEIVICE HAII SALON
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Hair Cut

Now Introducing

Yulco System Hair Relaxer
1 5% off products

We also offer waxing!

ON CAMPUS
In Ackerman Union

Room A-207

(3 1 0) 206-4770
Open 7 days a week

V
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Mainstream Spanglish use reflects cultural melding
By Deborah Kong

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
In the wacky cartoon world of

the "Mucha Lucha" wrestling
school, Buena Girl is trying to help
her friend gain weight in prepara-
tion for his match with three big
**brutos."

"And now for the ultimate in
buena eats! El Masked Montana's
mega torta!" she says, stuffmg an
enormous sandwich into his mouth.
The WB network's new show is

peppered with a blend of Spanish
and English dialogue often called
Spanglish. And TV isn't the only
place you'll find it.

An Amherst College professor
recently completed a Spanglish
translation of the first chapter of
"Don Quixote," and Hallmark is

expanding its line of cards that mix
America's most commonly spoken
languages.

Not everyone is happy to see
Spanghsh creep into the main-
stream. Critics see it as a danger to

Hispanic culture and advancement.
But Spanglish speakers, who often
move nimbly between the two lan-

guages and cultures, say it is an
expression of ethnic pride.

"Spanglish is proof that Latinos
have a culture that is made up of
two parts. It's not that you are
Latino or American," said Ilan
Stavans, the professor of Latin
American and Latino culture who
translated Miguel de Cervantes'
masterpiece. "You live on the
hyphen, in between. That's what

i

I

Spanglish is all about, a middle
ground."

Spanglish speakers span genera-
tions, classes and nationalities.

Immigrants still learning English
may turn to Spanglish out of neces-
sity. Bilingual speakers may dip into

one language, then weave in anoth-
er because it's more convenient.

"There are certain words or say-

ings that are just better in Spanish,"

said Danny Lopez, 28, who speaks
Spanglish with friends and family,

though seldom at work.

WELLSTONE
from page

fi-om Park Rapids: "With Paul, you
can't separate the personal from
the political, and this was his night."

Democratic officials defended
the tone of the event. "I think one
would have expected such a rally
cry, in such an important election,"
Erlandson said Wednesday "They
spoke passionately for their friend,
for their father"

The event marked an end to the
public mourning and a resumption

of the campaign, which has just six

days remaining before Tuesday's
election.

Coleman, who suspended his

campaign after WeUstone's death,
planned a statewide fly-around
starting early Wednesday.

It appears he faces a tough fight
A new Minnesota Poll by the Star
Tribune of Minneapolis showed
Mondale with a comfortable 47 per-
cent to 39 percent lead over
Coleman.

Tuesday night's service was
packed with national political fig-

ures, including former President
Clinton and Sen. Hilary Rodham
Clinton.

4.
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Organizing Campus-Wide Activities
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2002 USAC Programming Fee Referendum
Election Endorsements

YES Association of Chinese Americans

YES Best Buddies

YES Dance Marathon

YES Hunger Project

YES Jewish Student Union

YES On Campus Housing Council

YES PsiChi

YES United Arab Society
I I

YES Women and Youth Supporting Each Other (WYSE)

BOARD

Vote TODAY @ my.ucla.edu
PaiJ for ly USAC STUDENTS

COUNCIL
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2002 USAC Programming Fee

Referendum Election

my.ucla.edu

t ra

Voting Hours: midnight Tuesday - midnight Thursday
I

»

USAC Programming Fee Referendum
ShaU the Undergraduate Students Association Council create more funds to enhance and support
student initiated programs and services such as: cultural shows, concerts, movies, speakers, art
exhibits, community service, student health awareness, resource fairs, special events, lobbying
efforts, etc., by increasing the USA mandatory fee by $9.25 per student per quarter?

' *
I

I
*

I .
• :

The USAC Programming Referendum shall be designed to support student programs and
services, specifically:

A. Three dollars ($3.00) to the USA fee to enhance funding for basic administrative operating
expenses and to expand programming resources for USAC offices and registered
organizations through allocation by USAC.

B. One dollar ($1 .00) to the USA Programming Fund to provide increased programming
resources for all UCLA undergraduate registered student organizations, USAC offices, and
commissions.

C. One dollar ($1 .00) to the Community Activities Committee to provide resources for
registered community service projects and activities.

One dollar and twenty-five cents ($1.25) to the Student Welfare and Community Service
Commissions (with seventy-five cents going to the Student Welfare Commission and fifty
cents going to the Community Service Commission) to provide service, community,
academic, and health-based programs, as well as outreach to underrepresented youth.

*
I

•

Two dollars ($2.00) to the Campus Events Commission and Cultural Affairs Commission
(spHt evenly, one dollar each) to provide more student initiated educational and
entertainment programming.

One dollar ($1.00) to the USA External Vice President's Office to enhance student voice and
to provide a direct educational benefit to UCLA students through increased opportunities
for their direct participation at the local, state, national, and international levels in
educational conferences and in lobbying efforts on issues directly affecting UCLA
students in their status as students.

ions Yes Al

UNDERGPiCU^TE

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL

For more information contact the Election Board office @ 312 Kerckhoff Hall

<ai OF AC
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BERKELEY
from page 2

and killed the woman.
One of the biggest challenges Tien faced was

financial, as the California recession of the early
1990s shrank state education funding. Tien put
his formidable fund-raising skills to work, help-
ing brmg in millions in donations.

In 1995, Berkeley and the rest of the UC sys-
tem was plunged into the national spotlight with
the regents' 14-10 vote to drop UC's affirmative
action programs. Tien argued for keeping race-
based admissions and later publicly lamented
the drop in the number of black and Hispanic
students at Berkeley following the vote.

In 1996, Tien resigned as chancellor, saying he
had accomplished his goals.

Later that year, he was in the running for
Energy Secretary in President Clinton's cabinet.
But that did not happen after it was reported he
had helped relatives of Mochtar Riady, an
Indonesian businessman at the heart of a con-
troversy over Democratic campaign financing
involving Asian money.

Riady asked Tien for help getting three rela-
tives into Berkeley and also donated $200,000 to
Cal. The donation, which was part of $8.5 million
from several Asian philanthropists, was legal
and Tien was never accused of any impropriety.

In a July 1997 interview with Asian Week, Tien
said the "whole complexion of the situation"
changed after the controversy, although he said
he did not think it had a mayor impact on his can-

didacy.

Tien was an expert on radiative heat transfer.
He worked on the Saturn rocket boosters devel-
oped in the 1960s to send machines and men into
space, helping estimate how much the exhaust
plume would heat the base of the rocket. In the
1970s, he worked on the problem of keeping the
thousands of insulating tiles glued to the space
shuttle to withstand the heat of re-entering the
Earth's atmosphere.

Tien became a member of the National
Academy of Engineering in 1976 and was elect-
ed in 1991 as a Fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.

He is survived by his wife, Di-Hwa, three chil-

dren, Norman, Phyllis and Christine, and four
grandchildren. A memorial service on the
Berkeley campus is scheduled for Nov. 14.

c' ^-^..^
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Benefiting the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation

^anna see celebrities get
hit with balls?

Where: Los Angeles Center;

When: Saturday, November 2"*^

Time: 11am to 3pm
I

BBQ and auction \r\ Sunset Recreation Center following Tournament.

Special guests include members from the costs of:
The Real World Las Vegas, Dog-Eat-Dog, Road Rules Semester

at Sexsi, Felicity, Father of the Bride, Survivor, and morel!

www.allstardodgeball.org
I

PAID FOR BY USA PROGRAMMING FUND AND ASSOCIATED STUDENT
UCLA STUDENT INTERACTION FUND
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HALLOWEEN
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Ismael Mawfal and Eugenia Chung have a ghoulish encounter at the All Hill Halloween.

always fun," said Allison Muiphy, a
first-year undeclared student

The positive response fi-om the
elementary students, as well as
recognition from teachers, was
encouraging and suggested a bright
and lasting future for All HiU
Halloween.

"A lot of the kids don't get a
chance to go out trick-or-treating
It's a way for them to have fun in a
safe way. I would say that it's one of
the things they look forward to
every year," said Tezrah Dyson, spe-
cial education teacher's assistant at
Barrett Elementary School.

from page 1

resident director.

Vogelgesang, an employee of the

Graduate School of Education in

information studies, brought three

of her children to trick-or-treat at

UCLA.
The dorm residents helped make

the event a success by being enthu-

siastic about both the effects it had
on the children, and the fun of
Halloween.

"I'm working with kids because I

really like working with (them).
Besides, we get to dress up, which is

With reports form Jessica Chung,
Daily Bruin Contributor
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Vancouver
Toronto
London
Amsterdam
Parts

Frankfurt

MadHd
Rome
Tokyo
Seoul

Fares »re roundtrip from Los Angeles. Restrictions
apply, Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.

irJIRAVELCUIS
See the worldyour way

CST#203«3«6-40

901 Westwood Blvd,
(Comer of Westwood Blvd and te Conte.)

Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-824-2500
1-800-592-CUTS (2887)

losangeles©travelcuts.com
www.tnwtinitt.c—I' »w ..i
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"Yes, I want to drive a New car FREE
and No Longer Pay a car Payment!"

I

Please send your check or money
order to cover our one time fee of

$25.00

G&G International

1317 N. San Fernando Blvd. # 536
Burt>ank CA 91504-4272

Name:

Address:

Address:

City:

State: Zip:

Phone:

Email

(optional)

Age:

V Drive a new car

Absolutely Free!
PAY GAS & INSURANCE! UNBEI,IEVABI,E BUT TRUEF

* As reported in Time magazine, NY Times & Sojourner magazine.

Birth date:

Valid Drivers License? Y or N

I

Drivers License expiration: 20

Thousand of people around the

world are driving FREE vehicles

right now from the companies in

I our directory

!

TO BE ELTGABLE FOR THTS
PROGRAM AND GET A FREE I

CAR. YOU MUST RE...

YOUALREADY HAVE A Pap

Your entire application package
win be sent to you ASAP. Due to

large responses; this may take a
few weeks. We guarantee the

legitimacy of this program or

vour money back!

at least 18 years old

valid drivers license

citizenship in eitherUSA,

UK, Canada, Australia,

Mexico, Japan, France

Germany, Philippines

The Sponsoring company
will provide specific

terms & conditions

OR
You may also choose to

accept payment for

driving your own car!

ALL THAT IS EXPECTED
FROMYOU IS TO...

Drive so it is frequently seen

!

A Global Positioning

System (GPS) is often

placed in the car to

ensure that car is being

driven.

CALL (800) 817-9632 FOR INFORMATION

OUR SERVICES & BENEFITS: USE OUR DIRECTORY CONTAINING ALL THE COMPANIES SAVINGYOU TIME AND ENERGY AFTER YOU PAY OUR ONE TIME |25 FEE FOR ACCESS TO THE
DIRECTORY, YOU CAN APPLY FREE TO SEVERAL COMPANIES'
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ISRAEL
from page 3

other Labor Party ministers.

If the resignations go through,
Sharon would face the difficult

choice of trying to stay afloat with
the support of an array of extreme-
right and religious parties - meaning
political instability and constant
pressures for even tougher, interna-
tionally unpopular policies concern-
ing the Palestinians.

Sharon aides have said he is more
likely to call elections within 90
days, but the prime minister sug-
gested otherwise in his speech to
parliament. "We will continue to
lead the country in a responsible
and clear-headed way," he said.

Although polls show the bloc of
parties led by Sharon's Likud would
probably win a m^yority of the 120
seats, there is no guarantee and
Sharon himself would probably first

have to beat back a challenge for the
Likud leadership by former Prime
Minister Bei\jamin Netanyahu.

Either way, the developments
bode ill for U.S. efforts to win sup-
port for a three-phase peace plan
envisioning ja provisional
Palestinian state by 2003. Elections
would mean a delay of many
months, and Sharon's far-right part-
ners in a narrow coalition would
likely object to many of the provi-
sions, such as a settlement fi-eeze

and a significant Israeli troop pull-

back.

Palestinian reaction was mixed,
with Cabinet minister Saeb Erekat

calling the crisis **an internal Israeli

matter." But Erekat also warned
that "if there is a new coahtion
between the Likud and the right
wing in Israel, it will also be at the
expense of the Palestinian people
and against the peace process."

Recent developments on the
Palestinian side also suggested the
peace plan would run into prob-
lems. The proposal calls for sweep-
ing reforms of the Palestinian gov-
ernment and the security services.
However, the Palestinians signaled
Tuesday they would settle for more
modest changes when parliament
approved a new Cabinet that was
largely unchanged, with only three
new ministers.

Labor joined forces with the
hard-line Sharon after he routed
their candidate in prime ministerial
elections in February 2001, several
months after peace talks failed and
fighting with the Palestinians erupt-
ed.

But fi-om the beginning, the party
was widely expected to bolt the
coalition before the next election -
which by law must be held by
November 2003 - to try to position
itself as a moderate aJtemative to
Sharon.

Sharon and Ben-Eliezer have
worked closely in leading the strug-

gle against Palestinian militant
groups waging a campaign of terror-

ism in Israel - a campaign which
escalated to the point that Israeli

troops reoccupied most of the
Palestinian cities previous govern-
ments handed over to Palestinian
self-rule.

But Labor's constituency has
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grown increasingly unhappy with
Sharon's repeated rejection of inter-

national efforts to find a way out of
the fighting and his determination to

crush the Palestinian uprising
before any peace talks resume.

Tensions flared in recent weeks
over Ben-Eliezer's decision to dis-

mantle dozens of Jewish settlement
outposts established throughout the
West Bank in recent years - in some
cases, housing settlers outnum-
bered by the soldiers required to

protect them.

During a three-hour session
Wednesday to try to settle the fund-
ing issue, shouts were heard and at
one point Ben-Eliezer stormed out,

only to return later, aides said. By
evening, negotiators announced the
talks had collapsed.

Israel's coalition governments are
chronically unstable and plagued by
internal fighting. No government
has completed its full term since the
1980s, and the country has had five

prime ministers in the past seven
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of the program. He addressed the
crowd briefly, made no reference to
the shootings and didn't refer to any
of the candidates by name.

"This election is very important,"
Heston said. "Who you're voting for
is not about this man or woman. It's

about freedom."
|
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general candidate Andrew TTiomas
said he believed the event could
deliver a positive message.
Thomas once wrote a book that

called for all men without criminal
records to arm themselves and par-

ticipate in neighborhood watches.
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to deny us our constitutional fi^ee-
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VISAS
I
Violations to be reported directly to INS

from page 1

allows all international students and
exchange visitors to enter the United
States will be issued by an INS data-
base instead of by the university.
The Student Exchange Visitor

Information Service, an information
database maintained by the INS, trans-
fers international student information
from universities to the federal gov-
ernment.

This move changes UCLA's tradi-
tionally reactive approach to problems
concerning international students and
exchange visitors to be more proac-
tive, said Jeremy Wintringer, special
projects administrator for the Office
of International Students and
Scholars.

Under the new system, visa "events"
- breeches of an international stu-
dent's visa agreement - will have to be
reported to the INS. So any rule-break-
ing will be detected more quickly than

it would be now. There are 19 events,
ranging from failing to report a change
of address to having a prohibited off
campus job.

Before the SEVIS program was
implemented, if someone fell out of
visa status, the problem would be han-
dled by experienced counselors at
UCLA. With the new system, the infor-
mation goes straight to the INS.

Biographical statistics, such as fail-

ures to meet minimum progress, will
be reported automatically through
URSA.

"We are not spying on the students,"
said Jonathan Curtiss, who is working
closely with the registrar's office,
admissions, and the Administrative
Information System to develop the
SEVIS system.
The coahtion of UCLA department

heads working on SEVIS is trying to
ensure no international student or
exchange visitor is incorrectly report-
ed as being out of status.

"In this environment, our job is

changed to making sure that students
understand the rules before they make
a mistake," Wintringer said.

"We don't want people to slip

through the cracks," said Curtiss.

The possibility of erroneous mini-
mum progress reports primarily con-
cerns graduate students, because
undergraduates must be enrolled in at
least 13 units per quarter. However, a
full time graduate student finishing a
thesis might not be enrolled in any
classes.

Many international students are
concerned about rising costs coming
from the installation of the SEVIS sys-
tem, but these fee hikes are compara-
ble to increased fees for out of state
students, said Lawrence Gower,
Director of the UCLA office of
International Students and Scholars.

"CThe SEVIS program) should only
cost students about sixty dollars," he
said.

DEMONSTRATION
from page 1

union's negotiators have been authorized to call
for a strike if necessary. Fried said.

Fergeson said the university has received no
indication a strike will occur.

The university alleges any strike before negoti-
ations have concluded is a violation of state law.

Meanwhile, Kelly said that over 30 unfair labor
practice allegations have been filed against the
university.

"Ifwe go on strike that's what the strike wiD be
about," KeUy said.

One of the main union demands has been for
increased salaries.

Because of budget constraints, the university
can only offer a 1.5 percent pay increase,
Fergeson said.

Both unions want a larger raise.

Union leaders said the UC has other revenue
sources that could fund salaries, but Fergeson
said these funds cannot be used for salaries.

Despite the allegations made during bargain-
ing, both sides said they hope an agreement can
be reached before strikes occur.

PRIVE
from page 1

1

The SWC is the official student blood
drive sponsor at UCLA, with seven volun-
teers working for the program. It is funded
by the Undergraduate Students
Association Council, and if a proposed stu-
dent fee referendum passes today the
additional funding would help the commis-
sion further expand the program.

"It would be really good if the referen-
dum passed," Clarke said.

Sports bottles will be given to this year's
donors and four hours of comp time are
available for UCLA employees who take
time out of work to donate.

The blood drive will take place on Friday,
Nov. 1 and Nov. 6-7 at Ackerman 2414
from 11 a.m. -4 p.m. Students can sign in
at the Student Welfare Commission tables
on Bruin Walk, send an e-mail
swcblood@ucla.edu, or call 825-7586 to
schedule an appointment.
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You may be eligible to

participate in a research study.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the possibility

that depression may be caused by a virus.

The study consists of 2 visits, 6 weeks apart. You will be
asked questions about your mood and current and past
psychiatric history. Blood will be drawn at each visit and
you will receive $25 for each blood test. This is not a
treatment or medication study. Please call 310794.MOOD
for more information.
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Shelly Tidball, a second-year environmental studies student, puts the new "tak-
able surfaces" on Rieber's seventh floor to good use.

SPROUL
from page 1

'

and will be located where the cur-
rent entertainment center and
recreation room are.

Across from the multi-purpose
program space will be new group
study rooms.
Two music practice rooms will

also be built in the study area vicin-
ity, Gibbons said.

The recreation/rv room will be
relocated to the northern part of
the lobby, where the computer lab
is currently located.

Computers will be moved to the
second and third floor study
lounges for now, but final plans
have not yet been made, said Alan
Hanson, director of ORL.

Construction will take place

The Best Programs

Make the Best Educators

JOUR OUR WEBSITE:

http://gsep.pepperdine.edu

If you are planning to begin a

teaching career. Pepperdine's program,

designed for new teachers, will help

you reach your goal.

Flexible class schedules allow you to

earn a Master of Arts in Education and

Teaching Credential with an optional

CLAD emphasis all in one year.

Seasoned faculty provide the

real-world experience required and the

personal attention you deserve.

For more information

(800) 347-4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVE
Graduate School 0/ Education and Psychology

"(The construction) is going

to make the campus better.

It sucks for us, but it's going

to have to happen some-
time."

John M. Kim

Second-year student

throughout winter and spring quar-
ters and will be completed during
summer 2003 before the new
school year starts, Gibbons said.

The elevators and stairwells will

remain open and protected during
this time. Pathways will be avail-

able, according to Rob Kadota,
Area Resident Manager for ORL
and Chair of the Construction
Mitigation Committee.
"We have been talking with the

Sproul government to see what
their (the Sproul residents') priori-

ties and needs are," said Kadota.
To ameliorate effects of con-

struction, several key services,
such as the front desk and vending
machines will be temporarily relo-

cated.

Housing tried to warn students
about what they would encounter
diuing the year by mailing out a let-

ter to all on campus residents this

summer, informing them of all

future construction projects on the
hiU.

"(The construction) is going to
make the campus better. It sucks
for us, but it's going to have to
happen sometime," said second-
year aerospace engineering stu-
dent John M. Kim, who lives in
Sproul.

Sproul has already undergone
some changes over the past sum-
mer, with new carpet designs and
repainted walls. Gibbons said.

UCLA also experimented with
"takable surfaces," walls that allow
students to pin up posters, pictures
and memos, on Rieber's seventh
floor.

"We have been trying to see if it

is more cost effective in the long
run, rather than paying to repaint
the walls every year," said On
Campus Housing Committee presi-
dent Michelle Sivert.

Due to the favorable responses
concerning the takable surfaces,
all new residence halls will have
these walls, and old dorm rooms
will get them as funding allows,
Foraker said.

"The walls let you put stuff up
everywhere. You don't have to
worry about nails in the walls,"

said second-year business eco-
nomics student Jenny Liu.

COURT
from page 4

cruel and unusual punishment
California appealed. But with a

5-4 conservative bent on the high
court and few similar precedents,

some scholars suggest the

Supreme Court will not interfere

with California's law
The 1994 law, passed after 72

percent of voters approved a
three-strikes ballot initiative,

requires a 25-years-to-life term
^

for any felony committed by
someone already convicted of
two felonies.

Inside the state's prisons, more
than 7,100 inmates are serving

third-strike sentences. About 350
of them were handed life terms
for petty offenses, according to

the state Corrections
Department

The law's effect on crime is a
matter of dispute. Proponents say
it has led to a dramatic reduction
in California's crime rate.

Opponents say crime began
falling two years before the law
was adopted.

The state of California is urg-

ing the justices to uphold the sen-

tences and the will of the voters.
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a prlm^ spectade utterty strange yet eerily familiar.
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T H U R S DAY o c t o b e r 3 1
SPOTLIGHT

HAL WftLNER'S HALLOWEEN SHOW nevfr bet tmc cmm. your mcao 8pm. Royce Hall. $40-50 general. $17 students wtth lb • Presented
by UCLA Live i

ARCHfve TREASURES: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 7:30p(n, Jsmes Bridges Theater. Melntti Hall. $7 general. $5 students wih ID •

Presented t)y UCLA FNm ft Ttltvision Archive
j

MATSURi! jAPAHfest FES rivAt ARTS Through Feb. 9. FRfE, Fowter Museum
M.F.A. UPSTARTS SERIES 8pm. Kinross BuHding. FREE (seating Is Bmited) • Presented by UCLA Department of World Arts and Cultures

F„R I D AX,J1J3_ V t- la^^o !,„
'

^
THE S>LK ROAD ENSEMBLE WITH YO-YO MA 8pm. Royce HaH. $60^0 general. $20 students ^M\ ID 'Presented by UCLA Uve

sociETAS RAFFAELLO SANZio Giuuo ccsARt 8pm. Fnwd Playhouse. $40 general, $15 students with ID •

Presented by UCLA Live

"EXHiBmNG THE EXHIBIT" ixhwitjon FINAL DAY. 9am-5pm, 1318 Perloff Gallery. FREE • Presented by UCLA
Department of Architecture and Urban Design

M FA. UPSTARTS SERIES 8pm. KInrOss Building. FREE (seating Is limited) • Presented by UCLA Department of WorW
Arts and Cultures
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SATURDAY n o v 2 ^ ___
SALIF KEiTA 8pm. Royce Hal. $20-35 general. $15 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Uve
JACQUES THI8AUD STRING TRIO 8pm. Schoenberg Hafl. $40 general. $15 studems with ID • Presented by
UCLA Live

SOCIETAS RAFFAELLO SANZIO Giutio ccsare 8pm. Freud Playhouse. $40 general. $15 students with ID •

Presented by UCIA Lh«

IDA LUPiNO: ROAD HOUSE and THE LIGHT THAT FAILED 7:30pm. James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall, $7
general. $5 students wHh ID • Presented by UCLA FMm & Television Archive

ART. OIL. AND PROTEST ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN THE NIGER DELTA o.scuss»on 2pm. Fowler

Museum. FREE
I

M.F.A UPSTARTS SEWES 8pm. Kinross Building, FREE (seating is limited) • Presented by UCLA Department of Worid Arts and Cultures

ROMEO CASTELLUCCi .nformal otscussioig 108m-12noon, Macgowan HaH. Room 1350 FREE • Presented by UCLA Performing Arts'

Education Program

SUNDAY o vr 3
CANTiGAS DE SANTA MARIA Cantigas: songs of Nrvsnc Spain 7pm. Royce HaH. $20-35 general, $15 Students

with ID • Presented by UCLA Live

SOCIETAS RAFFAELLO SANZIO giulio cesare 7pm. Freud Playhouse. $40 general. $15 students vwith ID •

Presented by UCLA Live

IDA LUPiNO THE HITCH-HIKER ano THE BIGAMIST 7pm. James Bridges Theater, Melniu HaH, $7 general. $5
students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

MO N DJ\^Y no^y^^^^ 4 ^ __ _
-TO BELIEVE MUCH MORE THAN THAr rxMiwTJON Through Novemt)er 7, 9am-4 :30pm. M-F, New Wight GaHery. Kinross BuMkTg'FREE.
• Presented by UCLA Department of Art ;

MEDIA 8UNKA JAPANESE MED^A LECTURE SERIES art ourinsk. 6pm, 104 Kinross Building (EDA). FREE • Presented by UCLA
Department of Design

| Media Arts
|

JOEL COHEN CISC USSIC3N /demonstration 1lam-12noon, Schoenberg HaH. FREE • Presented by UCLA Perfom^ing Arts Education Program

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY r 6
WAYS OF THE RIVERS ARTS AND FNVIRONMENT OF THE NIGER DELTA FXHfBiTiON Through NOV. 17, FOWler

Museum. FREE

KATSINA/KACHINA TRADITION, APPROPRIATION, INNOVATION txHiBiTWN Through Mar. 23, Fowter Museum. FREE

m
^'

ucia live presents
s a I i f k e i t a
n o V e m b e r

royce hall
fUcIa student tickets $1 5

.JflLE_BLJSL.LX_E5L_

tiept, of archftocturo and urban desigi

www.9uci.ucla.edu

dept. of design^media arts

www.dcsign.ucla.edu

dept. of Gthnomusicofogy
www.«thnomusic.ucla.edu

fowler museum
www.frTich.ucla.edu

-film and television arctitve

www.cinema.ucta.edu

hammer museum ^
www.hammet.ucfa.edu

UCLA Live

www.performingai1s.ucta.edu .

dept. of rriusic '
^

www.musle.ucla.edu \i^

dept. of'worl0 arts * cuftuTQ

www.wac.ucla.edu ^ "

central ticket of^e |

www.cto.ucl%«<fu

performing arts ^^^rit committee
wuirw.s^iJ^cla.edu

UCLA LIVE
STUDENT TICKETS

DATE EVENT
,

^^ TIME ON-SALE PRICE
Oct 31 H8f WHiner's Halloween Show {R) 8pm Now 17XX)

Nov1 Yo-Yo Ma The SJIk Road Prc^" (RJ Bpm Sold OutI 20.00

Novl Societas Raflaello Sanzio (FP] 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 2 Societas Raffaello Sanzio (FP) 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 2 Jacques ThitMud String Trk) (SH] 8pm Now 16X)0

Nov 2 Sallf Keita (R] 8pm Now 1S>00

Nov 3 Societas Raffaello Sanzio (FPJ 7pm Now 16,00

Nov 3 Cantigas de Same Maria (R] 7pm Sold Out! 15.00

Nov8 The Wooster Group \fV\ 8pm Now 15.00

• ^ -* trsx n/^O T Pt^Mklf" rM

ff^Wr r9W^r fie^ee^

"TWUBfllefll llf J ^'LJo 1 HLJNtD! VpiTT ^Pw^r m9^^^

Nov 9 The Wooster Group (FP) 8pm Now 16JO0

Nov 9 Alan Feinberg [R] 8pm Now 12.00

Nov 10 The Wooster Group [FP) 2pm Now 15.00

Nov 10 The Wooster Group IFPJ 7pm Now 15.00

Nov 12 The Wooster Group [FPJ 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 13 The Wooster Group [FPJ 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 14 The Wooster Group (FPJ 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 15 The Wooster Group (FPJ 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 16 The Wooster Group (FPJ 3pm Now 15.00

Nov 16 The Wooster Group (FPJ 8pm Now 15XX)

Nov 16 Pal Metheny Group [RJ 8pm Now 17jOO

Nov 17 The Wooster Group (FPJ 7pm Now 15.00

t 'eoie MNanes \n\ CArsjctLLED! wpifr ^wtH^ ^«K!fM^

Nov 24 Paris Piano Trio » The Ysaje Quartet (SI 4pm Now 12,00

Decl Marianne Faithfull (R) 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 3 V^oyzeck (FPJ 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 4 Woyzeck (FPJ 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 5 Woy2eck(FPJ ' 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 6 Woyzeck (FPJ 8pm Now 20.00

Dec7 Woyzeck (FPJ 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 7 Anonymous 4 (SHJ 8pm Now 15.00

Dec 8 Woyzeck (FPJ 7pm Now 20.00

Dec 8 Anonymous 4 (SH) 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 10 Woyzeck (FPJ 8pm Now 20.00

Decll Woyzeck (FP) 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 12 Woyzeck (FP] 8pm Now 2aoo

Dec13 Woyzeck (FPJ 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 14 Woyzeck [¥?] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 15 Woyzeck (FP) 7pm Now 20.00

(FPJ Freud Playhouse (RJ Royce Hall

[SH] Schoenberg Hall (LTJ Macgowan Little Theater

YOUR BRUIN CARD IS YOUR TICKET TO GREAT
SEATS AND DISCOUNTS!

The UCLA PerTonning Arts Student Committee offers substantiaKy discounted tickets

I

exckisively to al tul-tlme UCLA students! A vaikj BoiinCard is required at the time of pur-

chase and upon entering a8 pertbnnances, Limit two tk:kets per BrukiCam.

Student Ttokflia e«t be punhtMd In perioii at CTO

op
''riS^fw^-T?^ - s^ T

GUIDE TO
f*^myspm,^ .ft'

A ARTS EVENTS^ND GREAT ||.
.'iifjIfcTitfT^WTyi - •

. T '^lii^m^Ai^ii-
COUNTS! 11

L^
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Economic
I

asylum should

be considered
About 200 Haitian immigrants intercept-

ed along the Florida coast line will be
deported by the government, but the

three Cubans who were with them on the
same water craft will not.

It's not difficult to understand why.
Cubans have a strong political commu-

nity in South Florida and, as such, can
make a case with politicians for why their
brethren should be allowed political asy-
lum in the United States. Haitians do not.

But this does not make them less wor-
thy of the same asylimti offered to Cubans
who flee and make it to American shores.
If anything, they are much more entitled to
asylum on economic factors alone. Cubans
may be politically "oppressed" in the Cold
War-perspective the U.S. government still

has of Fidel Castro, but they are not
impoverished. In Haiti, 1 percent of the
population owns 50 percent of the wealth;
its people are suffering from horrible liv-

ing conditions.

To deny them entrance to the United
States but allow Cubans in just because
they come from a conununist country is

wrong.
Of course, legal lines need to be drawn

when it comes to immigration - not every-
one in the world is going to be allowed
free access to the United States. But it

would not hurt the government to consider
exceptions for extreme cases Uke this one.

Measure JJ

can correct

inequalities
Businesses in Santa Monica have the luxu-

ry of being located in an area with an
affluent consumer base. They can

increase prices to pay for higher rents because
residents can afford more expensive goods.

Tlie downside to this is the increased cost
of living for the the non-affluent worker who
cannot afford to buy the products he helps
n^e, or live in his city of employment.
Measure JJ seeks to correct this for about
2,000 restaurant and hotel employees by rais-

ing their minimum wage to $10.50.

It may seem that increasing the minimum
wage almost $4 above the state minimmn
might hurt small businesses and encourage
the encroachment of corporate businesses
that can pay, but the issue is one of fairness.

It's unfortunate smaller businesses some-
times cannot compete with corporate chains,
but there's no reason workers should be
denied their share because of competition. If

businesses can make more money in an afflu-

ent community, workers should also be paid
more.

What's the worst that can happen?
Workers will be laid off due to higher costs -
not the measure's fault, but a choice busi-
nesses make to protect their profit margin
and downsizing will jeopardize their own
productivity in the long run.

Reminder: Vote Yes for the USAC
Programming Referendum today by logging
on to MyUCLA.

|

Unsigned editorials represent a m^rlty opinion of

the Daily Bruin EditoriaJ Board. Ail other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

THIS WEEK'S QUESTION

Who should students vote for in the

upcoming gubernatorial election and

wlQf? Do you feel like you have a real

choice between two vef7 different can-

didates? Should students vote at all?

Send your response to:

viewpoint®media.ucla.edu

SUBMIT TD VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd liice to

hear it Send a submission of 600-800

words or a letter of 200 words or less

on any topic, including a response to

published material, to

viewpoint@)media.ucla.edu.

We reserve the right to edit letters for length
and clarity. You must include your name, mailing
address and telephone numtjer Anonynious
letters will be accepted but not published.

Davis is a failure,

tainted by money

Vote to protect your $27.75

Ian Eisner
esner@mfrfa iriaedu

With election day fast approach-
ing, gubernatorial candidate
Bill Simon is just days away

from achieving the impossible: getting
Gov. Gray Davis re-elected.

This is bad news for Californians
because while Bill Simon may not
be a perfect fit for the state's high-
est office, Gray Davis has already
proven his inabili-

ty to govern. In

the last four
years, Davis has
been nothing
short of an ethical

and political fail-

ure. Because of
this, voters

should vote for

anyone but Davis
come Nov. 5.

Even the Los
Angeles Times, a
liberal paper by
most accounts, has written that
"Davis' obsessive pursuit of every
last campaign dollar from special

interests is unseemly, and the gover-
nor has been slow to grasp the lead
on critical issues ... he is robotic
and humorless. He is often at war
with the Legislature."

Without an attractive record or
personahty to run on, Davis' only
option has been to lob grenades at

Simon's character But if any candi-
date needs a moral awakening, it is

Davis.

Since his days as a state con-
troller. Gray Davis has been dogged
by a well-deserved reputation as
coin-operated politician. In his insa-

tiable quest for campaign contribu-
tions, there have been a staggering
number of "coincidences" in which
Davis' political actions have perfect-
ly coincided with the whims of key
contributors.

In just one of a laundry list of
improprieties, the San Jose Merciuy
News reports that Davis gave his
blessing to one of California's

biggest polluters as it dumped toxic
waste into the San Francisco Bay.
Though Davis had previously vowed
to "fight to protect the environ-
ment," it appears his resolve was
tempered by a $70,500 donation.

In a similar case, the Washington
Times reports that Davis vetoed leg-

islation that would have informed
the public about the adverse health
risks of ephedra, a substance found
in many products sold by the
Metabolife Corporation. Not surpris-
ingly, Davis also received a $125,000
donation from Metabolife and its

then president, Michael Ellis.

There has also been recently
released documentation which sug-
gests that while serving as state con-
troller, Davis worked in conjunction
with former coastal commissioner
and convicted felon Mark
Nathanson in a bribes-for-permits
scheme.
When Davis was questioned about

corporate influence on his political

agenda, the governor assured CNN
interviewer Lou Dobbs that he
"operates fully within the law."
When Dobbs pressed on, asking if

the state should be held to a higher
ethical standard, Davis, in true
Clintonian fashion, refused to recog-
nize the difference between legal

and moral requisites.

But while the public was willing
to overlook Clinton's ethical trans-
gressions because of a fruitful econ-
omy, Davis cannot lean on such a
crutch. There is no denying that
California is in a financial slide,

largely due to a handful of Davis
blunders.

The most outstanding of the blun-
ders is Davis' bungling of the
California power crisis. When
broached with news of a potential
shortage, Davis remained idle for
months. Finally, when political pres-
sure grew too hot to bear, Davis
overreacted, blowing the $8 billion
state surplus on emergency power
purchases. When the dust settled,

California was on its way to a $24
billion deficit, a rising unemploy-
ment rate and a sluggish economy.

Things haven't been much better
on the education front, despite
Davis' declaration that scholastic
issues are his "number one priority."
In addition to letting statewide SAT
scores drop substantially, Davis has
displayed his educational apathy by
failing to attend even a single UC
Board of Regents meeting as gover-
nor. This can hardly be chalked up
to a lack of time, as Davis has had
no problem fitting himdreds of polit-

ical fundraisers into his schedule. It

is just more evidence of his skewed
priorities.

The last thing Californians should
do is provide Davis with a mandate
for another term of incompetent,
corruptible leadership. There are a
host of other candidates on the bal-
lot, and the worst that can be said
about them is that they have the
potential to fail.

Gray Davis, on the other hand, is

a proven failure. Californians
deserve better.

Eisner publishes every Thursday.

C'est la Vie

By Armando Sanchez

Before UCLA students allow members of
student govermnent to steal directly from
our pockets, let's take a stand and vote no
on the proposed USAC referendum.
Contrary to what USAC officers are telling
us, the referendum is a corrupt ploy to fun-
nel our cash into USAC
offices without a clear need
for additional funds.

Although the proposed
$27.75 yearly student fee
increase would benefit stu-

dent groups, only about $12
of the total $27.75 would go
toward funding sources
available for all eligible stu-

dent groups. USAC offices would pocket
the rest.

We must be critical of the process under
taken by our student government revolving
around this referendmn. Although there is

a need for some offices to increase their
funding due to rising costs, this referen-
dum has too many issues around it to pro-
vide a sound solution.

It is clear that the referendum would
increase funds to cover the costs of basic
functions of USAC And student organiza-
tions. It is also clear that the USA
Programming Fund will receive an addi-
tional sum of money.
This will benefit student
groups by allowing
them to function more
efficiently.

Nonetheless, as you
move down the referen-
dum to see its other
components, specific

USAC offices (i.e., the
Student Welfare
Conunission, Campus
Events Commission, Cultural Affairs
Commission, Community Service
Commission and External Vice President's
Office) also receive an earmarked alloca-
tion.

The referendum proposes to increase the
collective pot of money for all USAC
offices and student organizations, adding
an estimated $210,000 to be allocated to
applying groups. Some USAC offices wiU
be getting earmarked funds without having
to undergo the same application process
that all student organizations will have to
go through. In addition, these same USAC
offices wiU still be eligible to apply to the
collective pots of money (i.e., base budgets
and USA Programming Fund). They're not
only getting funds straight to their offices,
but they also have the ability to take more
money that is supposedly for "student pro-
gramming."
The assumption that USAC offices are

the only spaces on campus that need addi-
tional money to program is absurd. The
need for additional funds stretches across
the board. Not one of the offices that are
on the referendum stand as the only means
by which students can get involved. There
are other organizations, for example, that
work on health issues that the Student
Welfare Conunission does not address.

The assumption that USAC
offices are the only spaces on

campus that need additional

money to program is absurd.

The need for additional funds

stretches across the board.

There are student organizations that work
on cultural events that the Cultural Affairs
Conunission does not focus on.

If anything, this referendum assumes
that no other organization is in the similar
financial position of the USAC offices. In
reality, everyone is experiencing a financial
crunch and USAC offices shouldn't be
guaranteed fimds just because they're part
of USAC.
As a member of a student organization, I

feel that it is very problematic that USAC
offices feel the only work that gets done on
this campus comes from their offices. The
Student Welfare Commission, for example,
hasn't provided any proposal that illus-

trates a need for the additional money.
Everyone has ideas about what they'd like
to do with money, but not everyone has the
need for it.

Finally, the referendum assumes that aU
students agree with whatever is included in
the referendum language. As a student, I'd
like to have more discretion to determine
how my money is spent. I might not want
to give money to the External Vice
President's Office or the Student Welfare
Commission, but I would like to give
money to the Community Service
Conunission. Under this referendum, I have
no choice on such issues.

To assume students all approve an
increase in our student
fees without having the
option to direct them
toward a particular

interest is ridiculous. It

would've been a differ-

ent story if the referen-
dum were broken up
into smaller referen-

dums in which students
could support only the
ones they wanted. By

clumping it all together and forcing stu-
dents to agree or disagree with all of it at
once, this referendmn is preventing stu-
dents fi-om making conscious decisions
about their money

It is true that student groups need
money for programming. Inflation and bud-
get cuts have cut the pool for student pro-
gramming to shreds. However, we must not
allow USAC offices to think they can piggy-
back on this referendum and increase stu-
dent fees at our expense for their own per-
sonal benefit.

It is easy for supporters of the referen-
dum like President David Dahle to teU stu-
dents that we need this referendum for
"student programming." But can we really
trust the authors of the referendum to be
objective in their opinions of whether we
should support it?

With the exception of privileged individ-
uals like Budget Review Director Justin
Levi, who consider $30 "a rather unhotice-
able sum," most istud^nts notice wli^n $30
is nussing, especially when it is spent on
fraudulent student government initiatives

without their discretion. The referendiun
has corruption written all over it.

Or:

ii

Sanchez is a fifth-year Latin American studr

ies stu/ient.

By Jennifer Babcock
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LETTERS

Arguments against egg

donation fall short
I find Monica Bathija's claims and

arguments in the Viewpoint submis-
sion "Infertile couples take advantage
of students when egg shopping" (Oct.

28) a little baffling. For starters, she
claims that "if a couple can't have chil-

dren for whatever God-given reason, it

just wasn't meant to be - plain and
simple."

While 1 applaud such an astute and
carefully thought out hne of reasoning,
I suspect there are a few of us who
don't subscribe to the idea that higher
powers have anything to do with our
reproductive capacities. So if Bathija's
husband can't "get it up" while they're
trying to make babies, will he resort to
adoption instead of Viagra?

I didn't think so. Then Bathija falls

into a common trap: she says that

infertile couples should consider adop-

tion and yet she fails to urge other
couples to do the same thing. The logi-

cal conclusion we can draw from this

is that somehow those couples who
are infertile are more responsible than
the rest of us for taking care of the
world's parentless children and these
couples are morally reprehensible for
not accepting the special burdens that

(apparently) God has placed upon
them. Furthermore, she seems to hold
a dim view of what she calls "genetic
engineering of perfect children." Is

shopping around (in this case literally)

for a mate really all that unsavory? Is

she wiUing to let just anyone father
her children? If the answer is "no",

then her uneasiness is baseless.
Perhaps she's intimidated by taU,

smart blondes. Aren't we all?

Lastly, if these super-donors are
really as bright as they're supposed to
be, I don't think we need to concern
ourselves with their emotional well-

being. I'm sure they can look out for

themselves. Now if only I could get
someone to pay thousands of dollars
for my genetic material...

J. Alasdalr Robertson
Graduate student, physics

Useless council doesn't

deserve more funds
With regard to the USAC referen-

dum, not only should the fee hike be
voted dovm, but USAC itself should be
minimized or done away with. Instead
of working toward improving the
undergraduate experience, USAC is

too busy throwing around buzzwords
like "multiculturalism" and "diversity."

The greatest service USAC could do is

to stop watering down culture and try-

ing to force-feed it onto students who
don't care and won't care.

The best example of this is USAC's

support for a GE diversity require-
ment. Instead of trying to minimize the
number of wasteful GE's that students
take, USAC is trying to stick bored stu-

dents with no passion for the subject
into another overcrowded lecture hall.

This does a greater disservice to the
students interested in the subject
because resources are being wasted on
students who don't want to be there. I

don't know of a single person who
cares about race, gender or orientation
when making friends: USAC is just
beating a dead horse. If it really wants
to improve the representation of
minorities at UCLA, it should donate
its budget to an inner city high school,
otherwise, USAC should quit trying to
lower the standards. When USAC
starts making a difference in students'
lives I'll start supporting them. Until
then, I hope they waste as little of my
money as possible.

Hector Leano
Second-year, undeclared
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Flashing lights,

classical music

add to horror

of cell phones

I
could never articulate how truly

irritating cell phones are until today
when my friend unveiled a mon-

strosity against nature: a digitized

Pachelbel's Xanon in D" ring tone.
We were getting ready to engage in

a night session of "Club Powell" (let's

dress up to go to the library!) when I

heard it. At first, I restrained my spite
toward my friend and his audacity for
ruining Pachelbel's masterpiece. But
suddenly a reaUzation, like a rehgious
conversion, dawned on me: I hate
people who abuse their cell phones.
Why are people so captivated by

their phones? What draw do cell

phones have that
turns their users
into servants
instead of their

rightful position as
masters?

John Shim
;sftm@mRflR i,da.edu

Cell users who
deserve my dis-

dain abound. For
instance, there's

the "import car"

cell user. This buf-

foon scoffs at the
plastic shell that

the phone makers
supply, and replaces it inmiediately
with a flashy chrome number. This is

usually accompanied by an antenna
that lights up whenever a call comes
in.

Not being content with a single
light that indicates they're receiving a
call, the next logical step is to add a
light show to their phone, replete
with ostentatious displays of phone
pyrotechnics.

Variations of this formula exist,

but it all comes down to the same
thing. Why not add some rims and
drop in an Alpine system?

I can only surmise that epileptics
must be increasingly cautious in

choosing their friends in this elec-
tronic age.

There's another group of cell

phone users that bother me inmiea-
surably: those who talk incessantly
on the phone wherever they go - a
nuisance to the eyes and ears.

Having nothing but hatred for
inconsideration, I rank this breed of
human lowest on the totem pole of
society. Whether at the movies,
library or house of worship, these
miscreants have no qualms chatting it

up on their phones.
For crying out loud, have they no

sha.ne? As self-centered as they may
be, they have absolutely no right to
impose their yanunering on the gen-
eral populace.
As individuals, these abusers are

crotch-grabbingly annoying. But as a
combined force, they flood cellular
networks with overuse. It makes the
message "system busy" a ubiquitous
occurrence every time I try to use my
own phone. Upholding my steadfast
delusion that I have some poetic
skill, I crafted a verse for this situa-
tion:

j

You climbed the highest walls and
breached my heart's defense.

You overcame all obstacles in
divulging inherent sense.

You understood the violence
required to enslave.

You showed no mercy in quickly
promulgating your enclave.

You banished my once rapid mind
into the sands of loss.

You gave instead your vapid hold,
imbuing love as dross.

You took my soul and squeezed it

whole into a stew of pain.
You cut my will with cuiming still

repeating spite's refrain.

You left me here with nothing yet
that is all that is left.

You raped my spirit and gave, in
trade, an existence Uved bereft.

You are the seed of evil that has
budded in my life.

You demand no less than perfect
deeds, no end to sacrifice.

Your motto "system busy's" like a
bullet from Aaron Burr.

Soon I'll get another phone, gosh
dam you Cingular!

Perhaps I was a bit rash in my
tirade against my service provider,
especially since it's the abusers' need-
less strain on the networks that
brings me such grief. In the end,
that's what it's all about: actually
showing a Uttle consideration for
those around you.

|

Let me teU you abusers the real
deal. Your phone is meant to be used
as a phone. If you're going to fix it

up, please show a little restraint; if I

wanted a light show Vd go to a rave.
To those incessant chatterers rack- I

ing up the anytime nunutes, remem-
ber that there are real people right in
front of you. I've terminated friend-
ships when I realized that my
"friends" were giving phone time
precedence over "John time", and I

urge others to do the same.
Finally, use some conmion sense: if

you get a call in class, a movie the-

ater or library, don't talk on the
phone as if you're the only one there.
That junk is unacceptable.

Let's all go back to the time before
didactic, face-to-face interactions

were preempted by the monstrous
technological advance of cellular

phones.

Internet encourages student plagiarism

—^ GREG DODDS^AiLY Bruin

Breathe in, breathe out I nrst year unde
dared student Nora Delgato (left) experiences Sah^a Yoga for the first
time from Instructor Rina on Bruin Walk. The Sah^a method is advertised
to be practiced by thousands to help them reach their "highest spiritual
potential." Meditational "awakening" occurs different^ in each individual.

By Lauren lacocca

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
liacocca@media.ucla.edu

The pressure is on during the fifth

week of the quarter, and with
nudterms and papers due, some may
see plagiarism as an effortless alterna-

tive to genuine work.
Increased usage of the Internet has

brought with it higher levels of plagia-

rism cases on campus, according to
Assistant Dean of Students Heidi
Hanzi.

"With the Internet, there's more ofa
temptation and more accessibility to
work on so many different topics,"

Hanzi said. "And when it is late at
night, it is tempting to take something
off the Internet, even when the paper
is almost done."

Adding to the temptation are Web
sites selling completed papers to stu-

dents.

"You can use one of our papers to
lessen your stress level," says
TermPapersRUS.com, one such site

that describes itself as a research aid
for students.

"If it isn't in our database of more
than 25,000 sample term papers,
essays and research studies, then we
will write one for you," the site says.

Third-year economics student
Anand Sambhwani said he has heard
of online term paper services, but
thinks they are counterproductive to
being a student in the first place.

"If you got into school here and
you're paying $15,000 a year (in

expenses), it's not worth it to buy
papers. You have to live up to the
UCLA standard," Sambhwani said

Where academic integrity alone
will not deter plagiarism, detection
services step in to help.

i

Professors at UCLA and other uni-
versities are using sites Uke
tumitin.com. to detect plagiarism in
their students' work.

Founded in 1996 by then UC
Berkeley graduate student John
Barrie, this self-described "eclectic
mix of former teachers, doctoral stu-
dents, designers, computer scientists
and business professionals" has orga-
nized services on the site to detect
and deter plagiarism.

When professors register with tur-
nitin.com, students subnut their
assignments through the Web site,

which then compares it to other stu-
dents' papers and to information on
the Web, to highlight similarities
between a person's work and work
that already exists.

Mthin 24 hours, the result is a cus-
tom, color-coded "Originality Report,"
complete with internet source links
for each paper where plagiarism is

found.

Steven Kim, a lecturer in the
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Department, used tumitin.com last
year and said he will continue to use
the site this year.

"Ifmost students are aware that we
are capable of detecting plagiarism,"
said Kim, "then most students are
intelligent enough not to jeopardize
the rest of their careers."

"It causes both students and faculty
to have additional work, but if it

means protecting the integrity of the
student's work and the grade they
eam, then such measures should be

taken," he said

Possible cases of plagiarism are
sent to the Office of the Dean of

,

Students for review If plagiarism is

confirmed, the consequence is typical-

ly a two-quarter suspension, with the
more severe cases resulting in a year's
suspension.

Hanzy says there seems to be a
laiger number of younger students
sent to the Dean for review, usually
because of uncertainty about what
constitutes plagiarism.

"Some students don't know how to
properly cite, but it's still plagiarism,"
Hanzi said

Professors sometimes take it upon
themselves to help remedy this situa-
tion. Astronomy professor Mark
Morris dedicates an entire lecture to
clarifying the meaning ofplagiarism to
students in his GE Cluster, Evolution
of the Cosmos and Life, which con-
sists of first-year students only.

Morris believes students use the
Internet irre^nsibly because of "the
naive impression that the Intemet is

not the same as books."
"Instead of bringing things into the

brain and remitting them with an indi-
vidual interpretation, plagiarism
short-circuits the process and works
against actual learning," Morris said

Morris' approach to combatting
plagiarism has worked

"Plagiarism in my classes used to
be depressingly common; but, maybe
because we are trying so hard fiom
the begirming, we do not see it so
much anymore," Morris said

The number of students caught for
plagiarism ranges fiom two to 12 peo-
ple per quarter.

Witches in Westwoo

O

By Jeanne M. Quirus"

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jqulrus® media, ucla.edu

For most people, Halloween means
dressing up in ghoulish costumes and

parading around town in search of candy.
And the definition of a wilch for many

coryures up images of the Wicked Witch of the
West, Samantha on "Bewitched" or the mostly

good, sometimes dark Willow on "Buffy th^
' Vanipire Slayer." .Tt ,,.

But for those who believe in Paganism ancl Wic^a,
these modem views are not the correct way to define
Halloween nor witchcraft in general.

^ Samantha Crowe, a third-year art and philosophy
student, wlw wished to use her Pagan name for reli-
gious reasons, says Paganism n^ans "not denying that
there is a much older spiritually to our world than the
Judeo-Christian beliefe say."

"There are different traditions to Paganism, and Wicca
is merely a part of it as, for «3tample, Methodists are a
part of Christianity,'* Crowe said.

Bronwyn Stewart, a second-year botany student, who
also wished to use her reli^us name, says Paganism is
about being in touch with one's imcestry, ti» earth and
other women.

Both students agree one of the biggest misconcep-
tions about their Wiccan religion is pec^le thinkhig
they are Satanists car devil-worshippers or tiiat they
practice dark magic I

Crowe said s^ has been given dirty looks from
strangers for wearing a pentacle around her neck

Despite such response, Crowe says one of the
reasons she became Wiccan was because the
rehgion allows for tiie "empowerment of the
feminine (that) is always ^ere but denied"

Crowe also says the Wccan concept of
the cosmic eternity of all things

attracted her to the religion as well.

Samhain, what Wiccans call

"alloween, is an important
holiday marking the

Ijeginning of the
iww year in

the

Cdtlc calendar,

and is observed
thrcmgh various rituals.

"(Samhain) is the closing of
the smnmer as well as a day to
commune with and remember the
dearly departed," Stewart said.

^'I am going to make a (broom)," she
said-

Brooms are significant because in the past^
witches could use them for their rituals bM
pass jthem off as household items to prevent
being_charg^ v^th witchcraft.

Om€3r cofyrion tVidca^ rituals. performed fqr
Samhain incliide making^ potidit^#ith incense aitd
oils, meditating and praying to the spiritual world

"^Samhain, after all, is a day in which mythically tlje
door to the spiritual worid is supposed to be op^"
Stewart said, "(It*s) a day to remember not j\M* those
who have gone, b^ honor life."

Paganism, ^s well as Wicca, has existed for centuries,
far before Ju<feo-Christian beliefs began to emerge.

In ancient tfeies, the pagans believed Samhain wa^ ^
day when mythical creatures, including fairies and
witches, wandered among the hving, according to the
Encyclopedia of Wicca and Witchcraft.

Christians changed Samhain so it would be the day
when hallows, or saints, roamed about, instead of
witches, which were looked down upon by the church.
This gave rise to the word Halloween, from **All
Hallow'js Eve," which came from "Hallowmass."
UCLA history professor Teofilo Ruiz teaches a

course on mysticism, heresy and witchcraft.
"I do not do research on the topic of witchcnift,

Raiz said, "but I teach a course that includes the
period of the witch craze, when|>eople believed
there wa« an international conspiracy of
witches.** '

Ruiz said that classes <»i witchcraft
2^peal to students because "people, not
just students, in general are always
fascinated by an alternate histori-
cal class and the contrast
between science and
escape from the real

worid"

WICCANS LOOK FORWARD TO COMING HALLOWEEN
CONTINUE PRACTICING THEIR FAITH. MAKING BROOMS

DESPITE THE PUBLIC'S MISCONCEPTIONS

Insomniac

By Tony Wu
twu@media.ucla.edu

WH€h^ DID

SIVJTTY GHOSTS,

S>;anky v4\tch£S

-k
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Halloween is a holiday for mischief and
mayhem. Halloween is a holiday for outsiders.

Halloween is a holiday for Edgar Allan Poe.
'"He had directed, in great part, the moveable embell-

ishments of the seven chambers, upon occasion of this great
fete; and it was his own guiding taste which had given char-
acter to the masqveraders. Be sure they were grotesque.
Tfiere were much glare and glitter and piquancy and plian-
tasm" (from "The Masque of the Red Death").

Students looking for much glare, glitter, piquancy and phan-
tasm this Halloween can turn to Poe as their ringmaster once
again. Tonight at 8 p.nL in Royce Hall "Never Bet the
Devil Your Head," a Poe extravaganza of read-
ings, music and performance co-pro-
duced by Hal Willner and Janine

Nichols, wUl be held. UCLA
Performing Arts is selling all tickets

for the event at a discounted $15 for
students, and anyone (student or civilian) willing to brave the last-minute
madness can try to get tickets 30 minutes before the show for $16.
Among the show's performers will be Antony and the Johnsons, WiU

Ferrell, Harry Shearer, Howard Hessman, Michael Hooker, Karen Black,
and yes, Velvet Underground legend Lou Reed.

"Lou loves Hal," Nichols said.

Reed even loves Willner enough to have re-written Poe's most famous
poem "The Raven" to perform at the event, as well as working with him

on an entire albmn of Poe-inspired niierial scliiuled to We released in January. Willner and Nichols
descnbed Reed's ^aven" as "amazing" and "astoniiiing," not lb mention that Nichols said Reed wiU also be
performmg some 0lder material (Velvet dl "Transfcarmer," any|ne?).
Uke a reinteii^tation of "The Raven" s|ggests, "BJever Bet fie Devil Your Head" is not a show about rest-

ing on your laur^ and letting Poe's wordi^^do all the work. The title ^ory, which wasn't even oerfbrmed at
last year's event,^as re-cut to fit the eveiirig's tone;

"Wethought Ope tide was) a good overview, becluse Poe writes aU about what's in your head " Nichols
said. But then \# were able to cut it in i wajr we thought really worked. And Howard (Hessman ' who wiU
be readmg the stgy) laughed out loud wfien h| read i."

,

Comedy it tm* out, can work just as weU vstoi Poe^ stories as^gloominess. Just look at the names Uke
Ferrell and Sheajoftr lit

"It's nice to h^e someone with a comic sensibility, becajuse there% a sick comic element to a lot of it

"

Nichols said. Poe s stones in a lot of ways ai^n't really scarl, but they cause you to think ... because thev'reso over the top and metaphorical." ^
^^^y i^

This year^ event is Winner's fourth Poe show (one year if did the Marquis de Sade), and second at UCLA.
Thelirst two were m St. Anne's churdi in New fork, but, according to Wilhier, the event now is

I much more consistent, professional and 1% dangeroiil - although it's tough to replace a
gothic church for Poe readings. To m^ md Nich* said they'll be raiding the prop
house for items like a chj^deUer or a c&delabra.

"We'U have some se^ieces, but it's certainly n|t high theater It's like jazz verv
unprovisational," Nich<^ said. I

As open to new ideas and innovation as WiUi^ and Nichols are, WiUner cau-
tions that Poe \m*t the eaiiest thing to read^#

"(The wote of) Edgar AUan Poe are be^tiful to read out loud, they're effec-
tive Willner %id. "But you can't just ]# on a jacket, show up, and read it
cold." J %^ -"^'^

^^W^^gocked in at around four hours last year, Nichols guessedB^e abO^t^ree hours tonight including intermission, but with som^ creative people onstag^^ sh^^ opuldn't say for sure.^u can't overstate JP^kimpirtance in American Uterature," Nichols
said For me it's a can't miss (event)."

HARRY SHEARER CROSSES GENRES WITH
COMEDY ON 'SIMPSONS/ HORROR AT ROYCE

By Andrew Lee

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
alee@medja.ucla.edu

Harry Shearer might best be known by today's
generation as the voice of Mr. Bums, Ned Flanders
and God, among others, on "The Simpsons." But he's
done far more than that, traversing genres, profes-
sions and audiences with the greatest ease.
Tve been acting since 1 was 7 years old," Shearer

said. "The dirty little secret is that acting is a snap
compared to writing or directing."

His actor side will make its appearance tonight at
the Royce Hall Edgar Allan Poe show as Shearer
projects his voice to spook his audience with tales
by Edgar Allen Poe. But this won't be Shearer's first

arrival to the UCLA campus; he first visited as a high
school senior and as an undergraduate student he
earned a political science degree and worked for
every section in the Daily Bruin except Sports.

"I have a miUion niemories of the paper, including
the very climactic student council meeting where
they voted against me fee t)\e editcH^^i^ because
they derided I was Ruti-Gre^k," sShearersaid "But I

lived most ofmy life at UCLA at that p«iper, so It was

,

a pretty amazing time. It was really the Center ofmy
life when 1 was there."

Shearer has since continued with journalism,
albeit to a much lesser extent. Odd jobs like writing
for Slate magazine have come between his tether
activities, which range from directing feature-length
fihns (such as the satirical "Teddy Bears' Picnic"

released earlier this year) and hosting "Le Show,"
an NPR radio program currently in its 19th

year.

"It doesn't get disorienting, it reUeves

I

the boredom," Shearer said of his helter-

skelter job description.

Shearer also spent
some time

writing and acting on
Saturday Night Live,

which was where
he met Hal
Wilner, the show's
music director and
mastermind behind
"Never Bet the Devil
Your Head."

"We've known each other
for quite a while; 1 guess almost
20 years," he said. "When Hal
first called me about it I

(ah-eady) was a Poe fan, I

like the floridity of his

prose. It's stuff that's

much more fun to

read aloud than
to read silently.

It's sort of
designed for

actors who like to

Go^iributing to at* aright

of dark aufh-iiMNrbid moods,
Shearer will be reading the "Pit and the
Pendulum" tonight He calls it a won-
derful story, but his biggest hope was
to read something they're not perform-
ing this year, a rewrite of "The Raven"
by comedian Lord Buckley who rein-

vented the story by converting it to
"hipster prose."

"I was bugging them to let me do
that, but 111 probably have to wait
another year," Shearer said.

The twisted version that Shearer lob-
bied for would be fittiiig for him, whose normally
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SNL VETERAN WILL FERRELL RETURNS TO
LIVE PERFORMANCE WITH POE READING

HAL WILLNER ADDS EVENT
CREATOR, CO-PRODUCER TO
LIST OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

By Anthony ax)mberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

abromberg@media.ucla.edu
_, I

Some people have that innate ability to have
great things happen around them, or maybe
because of them.

Hal WiUner, co-founder of the Knitting
Factory, music supervisor for Saturday
Night live, recording artist, producer of a
myriad artists from William Burroughs to
Marianne Faithfull, and a man who has
worked with Tom Waits, Harry Nilsson
and Lou Reed, could safely be said to
be one of those people. His acquain-
tance with David Sefton from work
they did together in England is what
brought the event "Never Bet the Devil
Your Head" to UCLA It's a phenomenal
thing when connected people collide.

Winner's contributions to the art he
helps create reflect his multitasking
abilities; he utilizes a number of
angles and perspectives. And this

holds true for putting together a
night at Royce Hall.

"I sort of make an evening like

you would make a meal. You have
your main course and your dessert,"

Willner said.

But he leaves it up to the audience to
decide for themselves which of the evening's
aspects correi^)onds with each part of the
meal.

"I hope you leave an evening feeling you've
been through something," Willner said. "You've

^ • gained, been entertained." i

^^ Winner's previous projects embrace an ethic
intending to both entertain and provoke
thought. "Stay Awake: Various Interpretations of
Music from Vintage Disney Films" saw Willner
collaborating with singers like Sinead O'Connor,

Aaron Neville and James Taylor on songs from "Pinocchio" and classics
like the "Mickey Mouse March." WiUner's 1998 solo electronic record is
titled "Whoops, I'm An Indian" and samples all sorts of roots music, every-
thing from the "Star Spangled Banner" to tribal chants.

WILLNER
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By Amb^ NcMZumi

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
anoJzumi@media.ucla.edu

He's been George W. Bush, a wannabe cheerleader, Ted Kazinsky
Alex TVebek and even Dr. Evil's cohort, but tonight Will Ferrell will try his

hand at something new - horror.
The Saturday Ni^t Live veteran will be performing live in "Never Bet the
DevU Your Head" at Royce Hall. After leaving the show last May, FerreU has

shed his SNL skin and is molting into bigger and, hopefully, better things.
But currently brewing in Ferrell's cauldron is tonight's "Never Bet

the Devil Your Head" reading of Edgar Allen Poe's "Cask of
Amontillado." Fans shouldn't expect a night of sketch comedy though,

this show is aiming to scare the bejeezus out of you. Yet with an actor
who can effortlessly don personas from Janet Reno to Tferrence, the
homeless, nude model, you never know what you're going to get

"I had a notion of dressing up Uke Edgar Allen Poe, but we'll see what
Hal lets me do," Ferrell said.

Since leaving SNL to pursue his film career, Ferrell will have his first per-
formance in front of a larger audience tonight

"There really is no duplicating the energy of a live show," Ferrell said.
"Evoking an immediate response - there just isn't anything like it"
Thou^ fihn is what Ferrell is currently Egging his daws into, his love of the

stage has led him to work with SNL writer Adam McKay to put together a tour-
ing stage show within the next year.

"It'll be something along the lines of SNL characters with some original work
- mavbe we can make it sUghtly political and do some stuff that we can't do on
SNL,^ he said
He and McKay have also written two scripts: "Anchor Man," in which Ferrell is

set to star as a veteran local TV anchor, and another fikn that Ferrell says
Paramount has made very clear they won't be producing any time soon.
Among his other projects, Ferrell recently fOmed "Old School," set to be

released Feb. 21, with Vince Vaughn and Luke Wilson on the UCLA campus. The
shoot did allow Ferrell, who studied broadcast journalism at USC, to spend some
time on the Bruin campus; he said that he actually wanted to go to UCLA but did-
n't get in.

FerreU also said he'U soon start fiUning "Elf," directed by Jon Favreau, which
FerreU described as a hoUday movie about a human raised by elves who find out he's not reaUy
an elf - sort of a "Taizan" goes to the North Pole.

FERIELL
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ACTRESS KAREN BLACK TAKES TIME OFF FROM TV
SERIES TO READ THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER'

By Howard Ho
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

hho@media.ucla.edu

Karen Black starred in over 130 movies, but
only about seven of them have been meant to
scare.

In fact, she maintains an amiable air that
doesn't quite mesh with the morbidity of Edgar
AUan Poe. But Black has over 40 yeare of expe-
rience in acting and is eager to flaunt her versa-
tiUty.

"As fuUy as you can imagine what is written
and as fiiUy as you can aUow it to honestly affect
you and stir you, that's probably how good
you're going to be and how weU you're going to
conununicate (the stoiy)," ^e said.

Black has managed to take time off filming a
TV series with Eric Roberts and Sean Young to
pay a visit to Royce HaU where she wUl read
Poe's "The FaU of the House of Usher." Black,
an actress whose resume includes "Five Easy
Pieces" and "The Player," also starred in Alfi-ed
Hitchcock's last fihn, "FamUy Plot"

It wasn't a horror flick, and Black is opposed
to pigeonhoUng Hitchcock with a misleading
label

"Hitchcock cant be the master of horror,
she said. "What is the meaning of horror?
Horror seems to be not inteUectual;
Hitchcock's films were pre-fi-ontal (the lobe
of the brain where rational thinking
occurs)."

Similarly, Black sees Poe's merit on a
higher plane than simply a writer ofpulp
and gore.

"It's a beautifiil, valuable piece of Ut-

erature; it's high culture; it's a high aes-

thetic," she said. "You can take any sub-

ject and its aesthetics would be equal to

the quaUty of the conununication,
rather than what the communication is

about. That's true with any art You can
take a photograph of a house and it can
be a wonderful work of art, but it could
(also) be horrible trash, depending on the

quaUty."

"Poe is a legend; the quaUty of his work

is incredibly high," Black added
Black beUeves that reading requires skills

simUar to acting, especially in recreating Poe's
southern drawL

"I reaUy do think that his mind s voice had a
Richmond accent," ^e said *lf >v>u use it, you
find things just flow out of >\hi, and aU of these
adverbs and adjectives arejust a psurt of the flow
of the air and the tongue and the ^)eech. Itls

flowing forth."

Black's newest filn\. *Hoi»e of 1,000
Corpses," wiU be released by l'ni\'ersal next
^ring. Though it is unaslianHHU> horror, direct-

ed by heavy metal rocker Rob Zombie, Black
says it is a good fihn aes(ht^io;Uly, not contra-
dicting her more phLlosi>^\hical bent on under-
standing the Uving, not the dead

"I dont understand fear,' she said "What^ it

Uke to Uve this Ufe. that's what Tm interested in."

J 1



Untraditional

scary music

can frighten

any passerby
Ooooooh Ohhhhh!

Aaaaaagghhhhhhhh!
Eeeeeeeeeee. Rruuuuuur!

Yes, spooky noises are a staple
of All Hallow's Eve and rightly so.
Where would a truly haunted house
be without the appropriate amount
of howls, creaks, screams and
other eerie effects? The sad truth,

though, is that
|

these old stand-

bys are utterly

passe. I mean,
honestly, no one
really worries
when they hear
the tired old

chched noises

because they've

been played out
over the last

hundred years.

So, I've taken it

upon myself to

search far and
wide for ways
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to rejuvenate the audible fright fac-

tor this lovely Halloween.

There are lots of routes you can
take when choosing the appropri-
ate music to play to scare anyone
who comes to your door, but these
are a few of the songs, albums or
artists that will instill fear in

passersby.

An easy route would be to go
with some creepy hard rock in the
vein of Alice Cooper, Marilyn
Manson or Aerosmith post-drug
addictions. But like the old spooky
sound tapes, these are all too pre-
dictable and have already passed
the ^ex of their scaring abilities

because of TV saturation (curse
you MTV, curse you).

So if you are more of a fright

soimd connoisseur, I suggest a
more subtle approach. One method
of messing with peoples' heads
only requires one song. If you can
put your music-playing apparatus
on repeat, then the thing to do is to

find a single song, cut off the last

minute of it by downloading it

incompletely on Kazaa, bum it

onto a disc, and push play. As peo-
ple walk by they'll hear the song
once and be dissatisfied when it

doesn't end. When they walk by
again, they'll start to get intensely
irritated. If they walk by a third
tiine and don't get to hear the end
of the song, they will have been
driven mad and will need to be
committed to an institution. Good
work. Suggested songs: '^A Little

Bit Me, A Little Bit You" by the
Monkees and "Mmmbop" by
Hanson.

There are numerous individual
songs by unlikely bands that you
might want to combine on a
Halloween disc. Think along the
lines of "Helter Skelter," (The
Beatles: cuddly rock stars or back-
ward inscribing Satanists?), ''Wake
Me Up Before You Go Go," (I don't
care what you say, anything by
Wham is scary, they're Wham peo-
ple, Wham), or "Dancing Queen"
(Americans are scared of Swedes;
whether this is because of ABBA or
the inuninent threat of a Swedish-
American epic battle for world
supremacy, you make the call).

Albums you could play run the
gamut from a haunting masterpiece
like Pink Floyd's "The Wall," which
would be both scary and funny on
Halloween, to Aphex Twin's
"Richard D. James," the manic
beats and poppy electronic noises
will have trick-or-treaters running
the other way.

Another way to scare people
would be to play music by the
world's worst band, Travis. This is

frightening not so much because of
the music (it's not so much good or
bad as it is a vapid void), but
because if I or someone else with
sensitive ears walks by your house,
it might inspire a killing spree in

BiOMBERe
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Bromberg's column runs Thursdays.

Screening, fans revive 'Rocky Horror' at Nuart

Tim Curry stars as Doctor Frank-N-Furter in "The Rocky Horror Picture Show.'

Nuart Theater

By Christopher Cobb
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ccobb@media.ucla.edu

It's Halloween - what are your plans?
Trick-or-treating? A party? How about a
mainstay of goblins and ghouls every-
where - "The Rocky Horror Picture
Show"?
On top of its regular Saturday midnight

showings, the Nuart Theater on Santa
Monica Boulevard will give a special pre-
sentation tonight at midnight to celebrate
All HaUow's Eve.

The 1975 film-

musical that blurred

the lines between
live and recorded
performance, sexual
identity, and good
and bad taste, has,

after 25 years,

remained a mainstay
for cult fanatics and
curious onlookers
alike. Launching the
careers of perform-
ers Tim Curry, Susan
Sarandon and Barry
Bostwick, some
might say the film no longer has the
impact it had in the past. In fact, even
Broadway has used "Rocky Horror" as
material for a live stage adaptation for
rich New York socialites and toiuists to
marvel at.

However many fans find the live
aspect the most refreshing part of the
"Rocky Horror" experience. Actors
mimic scenes and musical numbers live

in front of the screen at the same time as
their celluloid counterparts perform.

"They do this pre-show thiig called the
'Rocky Horror' pledge of allegiance," said
second-year English student Christy Gill.

"You put your right hand in the air, and
your left hand on the crotch next to you."

First-timers to "Rocky Horror," termed
by more seasoned viewers as "virgins,"

receive special attention. Gill, who saw
"Rocky Horror" at the Nuart for the first

time, experienced this first-hand.

"They do this pre-show thing

called the 'Rocky Horror'

pledge of allegiance. You put

your right hand in the air and

your left hand on the crotch

next to you."

Christy Gill

Second-year English student

"If you're a virgin, you get handed to
the front of the stage," Gill said, "Cast
members, employees, they pretend to
dry-hump you, so you're not a virgin any-
more."

The wild actions are less about sex
and more about having a good time. "It's

mostly to embarrass you," Gill said.

Others have seen the film and come
back for more. Daniel Lincohi, a first-

year voice student, was first exposed to
the "Rocky Horror" phenomenon on
video when he was 16. From then on, he's
seen it at the Nuart and at the Art

Theater in Long
Beach.

Lincoln's first time
was wild. "My friends

were all too eager to

inform (those per-

forming) that I was a
virgin. Definitely a
learning experience,"
he said.

Since then, Lincoln
has returned, dress-
ing up as characters,

including Rocky in a
gold speedo. "It does-
n't get too cold in

Long Beach," he said.

When asked if he had any words of
wisdom for anyone interested on attend-
ing, he said, "Come with an open mind ...

and colorful underwear."
The Halloween showing at the Nuart

promises no less than madness. The
assistant manager at the Nuart, who
refused to reveal his name for personal
reasons, has helped run the Halloween
show since 1999 and almost every
Saturday night performance since then.

Including the regular festivities,

tonight's viewing will also include a live ?^

performance piece dedicated entirely to
cult-film director Tim Burton.

The assistant further refused to reveal
what he thought was the wildest moment
he's witnessed during his time at the
Nuart. But he did elaborate, saying, "I

think whatever happens at 'Rocky,' stays
at 'Rocky.'"

BRIEFS

Frightening films
• **The Phantom of the Opera" plays

at the James Bridges Theater tonight at

7:30 p.m. General admission is $7 with spe-
cial $5 tickets for students, seniors and
kids.

• "Sleepy Hollow" screens at the
Ackerman Grand Ballroom for $2 tonight
and tomorrow at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

• Tim Burton's "The Nightmare
Before Christmas" will show on the big
screen tonight along with two shorter
Burton works at Hollywood's El Capitan
Theater, ending its week-long run. Call 1-

800-DISNEY6 for tickets.

Evil events
• Pink, Paulina Rubio, Debbie Allen,

Anna Nicole Smith and a host of other
celebrities and performers wiD get fi^eaky

at the 2002 West HoUywood HaUoween
Costume Camaval. which will have
booths, dancing, and the crowning of the
Honorary Mayor. Halloweeners clad in
ornate and wild costumes will line Santa
Monica Boulevard between Doheny Drive
and La Cienega Boulevard tonight fi-om 6
p.m. to midnight

• The Nightmare Factory (perhaps
known to some as the Knitting Factory)
will feature a fi^aky gallery, groping mon-
sters and screaming girls at Hollywood and
Highland. Screams begin tonight at 6:30
p.m. and go through midnight Call (323)
2SCREAM or log on to www.hauntusacom
for more information.

• The Hallowed Haunting Grounds is

a private yard haunt in its 30th year that

promises to scare you the old-fashioned
way Located at 4343 Babcock Ave. in

Studio City, it's free unless you feel scared
enough to donate. Visit www.haunting-
grounds.org.

• Six Flags Magic Mountain's
Fright Fest promises ghosts, haunted
houses and twisted roller coasters, fi:-om

10 a.m. to 10 p.m. CaU (661) 25S4849 for

tickets.

• Knott's Scary Farm's Halloween
Haunt has 160 acres with a thousand
monsters, 11 mazes and six horrifying

shows ft-om 7 p.m. to 1 am. Call (714)
220-5200 for tickets.

• Santa Monica is building am alter by
the sea for the Day of the Dead. To join

in the free event, bring a photo or special

item to add to the altar. Call (310) 396-
6131 for details.

Music of the macabre
• Tlie String Cheese Incident brings

Hulaween 2002 tonight to the Shrine
Auditorium. It's themed "The
Acadamunmiy Awards," so attendants
should plan on dressing up as their favorite
celebs. Fans dressed up in the Halloween
spirit can walk down the red carpet upon
their arrival. Doors open at 6 p.m. Call

(213) 749-5123 for more info.

• Dance of the liviiig Dead will be
haunted with electronic music and a silent

screening of "Night of the Living Dead" in
Room 235 at Santa Monica College, 1660
Stewart St at 7 p.m. The event is fi-ee. For
more info caU (310) 4344003.

• With My Life, the Thrill Kill Kult,

Cherie Blue Lady Galore, DJs and a light

and sound show will fi-eakify the Erotic-
Electro-Glam-Industrial Costume Ball
at the Henry Fonda Theatre in Hollywood.
The horror starts at 9 p.m. Admission is

$20. Call (323) 934-1339 for more informat-
tion.

Shocking shows
• For those looking to howl Halloween

night, improv group The Unusual
Suspects will be at the Comedy
Underground in Santa Monica Call (310)
451-1800 for reservations and additional
info.

• An Oldtime Seance will attempt to
contact late socialite Marchesa Luisa
Casati (1881-1957) who was known for
her decadent, eccentric parties. At
Velaslavasay Panorama, 5553 Hollywood
Blvd., reservation required. Call (323)
464-4108 for additional information.

• Halloween at the MET Theatre
will offer food, readings, performance
and music featuring Byzar and DJ Sula at

8 p.m. Admission is $12-20. Call (323)
957-1152 for more information.

• Life is a cabaret - so come embrace
the undead at Lili Barsha's Haunted
Cabaret where a witch hostess guides
Jack the Ripper, the Shadow and other
guests in an evening of comedy, dance
numbers and music. Shows are at 9 p.m.
and 11 p.m. $10 with a costume, $20 with-
out, at Les Deux Cafes in HoUywood. Call

(323) 465-0509 for more information.

Universal Misic
DJ Shadow spun around the Henry Fonda Theater Tuesday night as he played at the Shortlist Awards.

Shortlist Awards Concert

showcases emerging talent
ByDanCrossen

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
dcrossen(a)nfiedia. ucla.edu

Though it's intended to recognize the little

guy, in the end, the biggest act was the winner
at the 2002 ShortUst Awards Concert

The Shortlist Music Project, now in its sec-
ond year, was created in the summer of 2001 to
honor and give exposure to up-and-coming
musicians that might otherwise escape public
attention. The nominees are selected by a panel
of hstmakers. This year's panel included Beck,
Iggy Pop, Mos Def and filmmaker Spike Jonze,
among others. The only rule for eUgibiUty is

that a nominated record cannot have sold more
than 500,000 copies in the United States. Last
year's wiimers were Iceland's Sigur Ros.

Tuesday's concert featured performances by
three of this year's finalists: Dirty South
funkster Cee-Lo, turntable god DJ Shadow, and
hip hop group/production crew N.E.R.D.,

whom eventually won the night's prize. For the
other finalists, Bjork, The Avalanches, The
Flaming Lips, Aphex Twin, Doves, The Hives,
and Zero 7, music videos of their songs were
shown in Ueu of an actual appearance.
The night also featured impressive perfor-

mances between sets by virtually unknown
singer-songwriter Cody Chestnut and a reading
by the writer Toure from his collection of short
stories. Toure's readings were accompanied by
Mos Def singing.

Cee-Lo's opening show performance set a
standard that was difficult to match. He revved
up the crowd immediately, both singing and
rapping over his band's deep and dirty funk
grooves.

DJ Shadow was up next, and following a
rather lengthy description of exactly how he
planned to cut up and reassemble his old album
material for this set, proceeded to do just that.

SHORTLIST
I
Page 18

llow to get candy

So you've hung up your masks and tattered dresses because you've outgrown Halloween. Yet. there remains the sugar-craving side of you that threatens to come out every Oct. 31. Here are a few ways to cope.
1. Go chaperone a group of little trick-or-treatin'

kids. Usually you can sneak in a bag of your own
and in the chaos of little giddy kids, you'll get your
bag filled as well.

2. Act immature and overly wacky People may 3. Dress up elaborately. Do whatever it takes,

end up feeling sorry for all your effort and give frx)m being a Siamese twin with your best friend

you pity candy or wearing excessively shiny regalia. Hopefully

people will be impressed enough to dish.

4. Bully other little kids for their candy Hey, you

paid your Halloween dues on the streets while

your older ravenous siblings would grab the

goods for their lazy selves. It's your turn now.

5. Find houses where candy sits in a b«vl for

anyone to take. Anonymity is a beautiful

thing, and you may need to restrain yourself

ft"om taking the entire bowl of goods.

Secret weapon

-Go buy candy That's right, you're a responsible

college student capable of earning a wage. Buy a

bag of Snickers or Smarties and lock the doors.

While trick-or-treaters might threaten to knock,

you'll be safely inside hinging away to satisfy that

sweet tooth of yours.

Compiled by HOWARD HO/Dailv Briin Senior Staff

Illustration by BRIAN PAIK/Dailv Briin
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AirTS<£ENTERTAINMENT

Fomier SNL star expands
from page m

"I have a bunch of things that are in develop-
ment, which in Hollyvirood can lead to nowhere,
but hopefully will come about," Ferrell said.

But with more and more comedians constantly
doing meatier, more serious films in the vein of
Adam Sandler in "Punch Drunk Love," will per-
forming in an arts event like "Devil" lead to more
serious roles for Ferrell?

"I don't know if I would have been sought out
for this if I hadn't known Hal (Willner, the creator
of the show), but I would love to end up doing
something like 'Punch-Drunk Love' and branch
out into different genres like drama"

But the actor's roots remain in live sketch com-
edy, getting his start in the LA.-based improv
troupe The Groundlings." When asked if he miss-
es working on SNL, he doesn't even hesitate.

'^No, I don't miss it, not in a bad way or anything
-

1 don't miss all the work, staying up all night. It's

like your cramming for a final every week," Ferrell
said. "But you think of some of the funnier sketch-
es at 5 am., but that's part of the fun of it too. But
after seven years, 1 felt done with it."

Ferrell was thought by many to be the nucleus
of the show, and with him gone, many fear SNL's
cast won't be the same.

**rve seen all three of the shows, I think they're
still kind of finding their way," Ferrell said of the
new cast "But the show always is what it is - it's

uneven at best The shows have ranged from what
I didn't think was very strong, to really good."

Tonight Ferrell will work with a different cast of
performers, ranging from Lou Reed to Harry
Shearer, which sadly for him, means he won't be
able to go trick-or-treating.

"Halloween was always a great time for me,"
Ferrell said. "I grew up in an apartment complex
with a whole bunch of units, so I would fill up an
entire pillowcase full of candy."

But the comedian had other ideas in store for
his trick-or-treaters.

Tm handing out pamphlets (on) how to prop-
erly use a handgun."

SHORTLIST
I
N.E.R.D. wins

award despite going gold
from page 17

The crowd, at Shadow's request
(really), cheered loudly whenever a
familiar sample from one of his bet-

ter-known tracks came on, most of
them from his 1996 debut,
"Entroducing." He closed the set
following a brief diatribe against
commercial radio with a song he
claimed to be an overt anti-war
statement, though just how it made
such a statement remained unclear.

The next performance was from
N.E.R.D., the innovative hip-hoj)-

rock hybrid and brain child of red-

hot producers The Neptunes. One
member short and with lead singer

Pharrell Williams complaining
about crowd's energy and his voice

problems, they played a lackluster,

abbreviated set to close the main
part of the show.

Despite this, they were shortly

announced as the winners of the
2002 Shortlist Music Award. The
choice was an ironic one as
Williams closed his set with a heart-
felt thanks to the fans who helped
their record recently go gold; tlie

Shortlist Award is intended for
artists who haven't gone gold.

The highlight of the evening
came at the end, with a surprise
appearance by a super group con-
sisting of two members of The
Hives, punk legend Mike Watt, Pete
Yom and the still-electrifying Iggy
Pop. They played an inspired but
brief three song set to send every-

one home.
Ultimately, it may have been the

biggest seller who took home the
prize, but tliis year's Shortlist

Awards still gave a great deal of
recognition to under-appreciated
artists and put on a great night of
music to boot.

WILLNER
from page S

"It's a balance for me that may
not be a balance for someone else,"

Willner said of his works and
tonight's performance. "Everything
I ever do comes from when I came
of age with early '70s FM radio,
which could go from Dylan to
Beeflieart to Omette Coleman to
Stravinsky ... That's sort of my
roots, along with variety television."

Edgar Allan Poe, then, would
seem tame and routine for Willner
to tackle, but he has shaped the
event to be anything but middle-of-
the-road.

KDWARD UN/Daiu uhl ;.\ Semor Staff

Will Ferrell perfects his reading of The Cask of Amontillado/

SHEARER
from page V

baritone voice caa stretch to all pos-
sible dimensions, making him one
of the most versatile voices of the
night.

"I'm not one of those actors that
can cry on cue, so there's another
level of it that I'm not engaging in,"

Shearer said. "But comic acting has
always come pretty easily to me. I

think you're bom with timing,
and once that happens it does
come pretty easily."

But comic acting is likely not
something the Royce audience
will witness tonight as Shearer
takes the stage. This time
aroimd, the versatile talent isn't

interested in making the audi-
ence laugh.

"Everybody's got a dark side,

so that's what we're dealing with
here - we're playing with the
dark side," he said.

BROMBERG
from page 17

response to the terrible music. And
I hear killing sprees sometimes
freak out the American public.

Then there are the scary women.
Anything by Barbara Streisand is
horrifying. Ditto for most things by
Bette Midler and Cher, especially if
you can project the music video
where she shows off her butt. Ditto
for Julie Andrews (don't pretend
you really thought the hills were
alive with the sound of music and
not ritual animal slaughter).

If none of these ideas work, give
you inspiration, or suit your taste,
then my surefire advice to you is to
throw on Elliott Smith's
"Either/Or." It is 100 percent guar-
anteed to frighten everyone by how
good it is.

Todai Sushi Shobu House
I

All-You -Can-Eat Sushi & Shabu Shabu

- Free Parking lujth Validation

Birthday Gift: Free Meal Coupon

!
(picture i.d. required)

- Reservation flvoiloble for Private party

•Kids Discount (flge 12 or Vounger)

lunch

$12.95

Dump
Your Bank
^d ais\\ in

on campus/

Dinner

$14.95

University Credit Union

i$ banking for the needk

of students:

11:30- 2:30 (Mon-Fri)

1 2:00 - 3:00 (Sot-Sun)

Dkiiicr

6:00 - 9:30 (Mon - Thurs)

6:00- 10:00 (Fri)

5:30 -10:00 (Sot)

5:30 - 9:30 (Sun)

SoAtoMooko

*(Fri-Sun & Holidays $1 5.95)

*VeUd #1 Sushi in U
-UCIA Doiiv Bruin Advertisingl

*5 Minutes from UCIA

BIG SCB€€M TV

|12400lUilshireBlvd.

Los Angeles, Cfl 90025

310.979.8655
ULIe ore not affiliate uuith Todai Franchising LLC

^
• Generous & flexible

Student Loans

• FREE Checking

• Classic MasterCard -^

• Computer Loans

• On-campus ATMs ^

and office

(Ackerman Union, A-Level)

)

Call today, start banking the "University" way tomorrow.

www.ucu.org • 3 10/477-6628
Student Loan Lender #832123

£^^r UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

Westwood
VILLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUM
948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbrook
208-4575

PLAZA
1067Giendon
208-3097

Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Dott)y Digital

Mon-Thu (12.00 2:20 450) 7 30 10 25

T>» Truth Atxxit Charlie (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Otgttal

Mon-Thy (11O0 1.45 4:30) 7:15 10:15

Jadass: The Movie (R)

THX-Dol)yDqlU
Mon-ThU (1 1 30 2:00 4:40) 7:20 10:00

WhitoOlsan(ler(PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

llon-Thu (1 00 4 00) 7:00 9:45

Abandon (PG-1 3)

Dolby Digital

vThu (1:30 4:45) 7 35 10:10

Santa Monica
CWTEWON 6

I

Ghost Ship (R)

1313 3rd St ' THX - Dolby Digibl

Promenade Mon-Thu(12 00 2 30 5 00)7 30 1010

The Ring (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mqn-Thu (1:00 4.00) 7 00 10.00

Punch-Dnjnk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

llon-Th»i (11:15 1:45 4:20) 7 10 9 45

The Transporter (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-ThU (11:45 2:15 4.45) 7 40 10 15

^iM0t Home Alabama (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-ThU (11:30 2:10 5 05) 7:55 10:35

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG- 1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-ThU |1 1 .20 2:00 4 40) 7 20 10:05

West Hollywood
Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

SUNSET 5 Auto Focus (R
8000 Sunset Mon-ThU (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 1000
(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parttng All or Nothing (R)

(323) 848-3500 Mon-Thu (1 :00) 4:00 7:00 9 50

{
Roger Dodger (R)

j

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2.05 4.40 7 15 9:50

BOMgjug for Columbine (R)

'^wr(1ta<05 7aoq55

. ^ Comedian
^ ••-

- .Mpn-ThU (42:15) 2:30 4 45 7:15 9:45

WLA/Beveriy Hills

Westwood Westwood Santa Monica
AVCO CINEMA
10840\MWwenvd.

1 BIk.E. of Westwood
(310)777-RLM#330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon.Wed 1:40 4:30 7:00 9:45

Tue 1:40 4:30 10:10

Thu 1:40 4:30

Red Dragon (R)

Mon-Thu 1.30 4:20 7:10 10.05

The Ring (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Sweethome Alabama (PG-1 3)
Tue-Thu 2:00 4:50 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
. !. FANDANG0.COM

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

Beverly Hills

NUART
11272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE
1 31 4 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

The Trials of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30 2:30) 4:15 5-15

7:00 8:00 9:4510:30

CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

The Grey Zone
Mon.Thu (4:45) 7:15 9:35

Tue (4:45) 9:35

Wed (2.00) 4:45 7:15 9:35

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Frida(R)

Mon-Thu (1 30) 4:15 7 00 9:50

BkxxJy Sunday (R)

Mon Thu (5:00) 7 30 10 00

Shanghai Gfietto (R)

Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 20 9 55

Under the Moonlight
Far* Language witn Fng'isfi subtitles

Mon-Thu (5 10) 7 30 9:50

West LA

PACIFIC

Westwood

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7 15 9 50

Real Women Have Cufves (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu (12:15) 2 30 4:50 715 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2 30 5 05 7 45 10 20

Spirrted Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 4 00 7 00 10 00

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connection Abandon (PG-1 3)
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd Mon-Thu 2:10 4 40 7:30 9:55
4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Oftrce Formula 51 (R)

(310) 659-591

1

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:10 7:50 10:10

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon-Thu 2:30 5 00 7:00 7:45 9.15 10:15

Paid in Full (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:40

The Transporter (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu 2 05 4 30 7:10 9 30

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:15

WESTSIDE PAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu (1 1 30) 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1 50 7:00

All or Nothing

, Mon-Thu (1 2:00) 3:30 6:30 930

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Mon-Thu (11:15) 4:20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:45 4.30 7:15 10:00

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of Wilshire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00 ADVERTISE

CALL

3 10.825.2 1 6 wtr
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By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@meclia.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Horn
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

Ad Writing nps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-
dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

aassMed Una Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 Insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7 20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

QuartBrtf
5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 insertions, up to 20 wofd...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

••*-,*-

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate caiH for

variable rate informaflon.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

RttBS Bublect to change without notice.

Special Features &

e rt tv«iitUi:
ns

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Everyday!

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DISH
www.vlllagedisli.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th week
310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKnPUCE.COM

^r.^.?Zy!SriT^,l^,^r^
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announcements
1100-2600 1

1250
jGreeks

2200
Researcli Subjects

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-
dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. LorKion. IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

1250
6.iM Greeks

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraisinq event. Our programs make fundraising easyv^ no risks.

Fundroising dotes ore filling quickly, so get with the progroml It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfunaraiser.cQm

— 1800
Miscellaneous

m08OO
Miscellaneous

NeededinWest Mills

Recycler Classifieds, a Tribune Co.,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
A join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CAHDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,
avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IH RETURH, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

+ Ifonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a weeli

Call Joe Moran
1-800'300'2777 X32603
joe.moran@recycler.com EOE

BASSIST WANTEDS
^^or pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Baclcup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-200-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free ct^ecking,

student toans, car toans. Campus offtee: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628

2000
Personals

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looklng/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAravellng/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectlonate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

SMART, FUNNY GIRL, 26, seeking nice,

charming, funny guy 24-34. Referrals accept-
ed. Serious applicants only. earthgirtlOOOhot-
mall.com

WOMEN rvvjto io-4w wiui ana without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study whk:h entails mood diaries, bk>od

tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-

zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medteatton. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

HP®^

Pay your tuftfoi|

with eggs

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV. HIV and
ottiers. VoiceA^ideo/chat/music.

20SO
Pregnancy

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tb* Center for Egg Options, LLC

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behavtors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

^™ 2200
Research Subjects

chronic BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-

ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-

8330.

EGG DONORS needed to
HELP CHILDLESS COUPLES

• Reliable, intelligent,

giving women
• 18 to 31 years of age

• Generous compensation
offered

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL ERIN 818-470-700a

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo. call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

httpy/www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

.nilKI

in classifi^ display

206.3060

J'^^^^m2600
.-.. Wanted

MANDELL MANAGEMENT located in Los An-
geles is putting together a super bar>d to begin
playing shows in mid-December. Influences In-

dude:No Doubt, The Police. U2, and Led Zep-
pelin. Guitarist, bassist, and drummer are
needed asap for local gigs. If you are ages 18-

28 and interested:31 0-481 -4474.

John ± Christian
OCSIGNERS a CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1850

IICLPI
COU.£«C MONOGRAM

RiNa

Free Brodmre

•YEAR DATE
•DECREE
•Greek letters
•your monocram

I4K GOLD $450

RiNGBOXXOM t -888-646-6466

1

3^00
Computers

NEW LAPTOPS. $899. Free printer, carry

case, cables, battery, shipping, 3 year war-
ranty. 866-883-0048

SECRETS are locked inside your computer

and the Internet! Release them now! 1-900-

226-3082 Ext. 1349. $2.99Anlnute. Must be

18/Yr8. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

3500
Furniture

FOR SALE! Wooden bureau with drawers.

Price is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MRI and Smoking Study PartkHp-
ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-

6387. UCLA IRB #Q1-Qa-fUft-op^

3600
Garage Sales

r 2200
Researcli Subjects

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown mowing, paneling, chair rail. t>ase-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

I Call 1800 521 5211

3800
Miscellaneous

Go Bruins! Get your limited edltk>n SC Sucks

T-Shirts. Special Pricing!!! Get these in time

for SC week, www.playfwusetees.com

.^.^MaBidaii --=i^
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3800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

You can find just

about anything on

recycler.com. PCs,

Gravity Boots, Track

Lighting, Whatever.

So log on to

recycler.conri today.

To place a FREE

ad, log on to

recycler.com and

click "sell if. With

1 00,000 ads each

week, it's definitely

worth checking out.

Autos for Sale Vehicle for Rent

For Couples Undergoing Fertility Treatment '__

1 983 FORD
MUSTANG

Black exterior, black interior, automatic.
Power everything. Good condition. Price
negotiable. 323-547-8167. 323-269-9960

21-32 years of age

Non-smokers. No drugs

Attractive Compensation to
donor, if accepted into program

Access to Recipients from 11 Highly
Reputed Fertility Physicians

Special need for Asian donors

Genesis Egg Donor Corp

For information,

call Toll Free...877/37S^8888

I

We are a 100% Physician Bm$^
Donor Oocyte Pro^raun

3800
Mscellaneous

tlTectogstoie.com
1*a00-948'CLOQ

www.genesisivf.com

eggdonors@genesisivf.com

A700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want

your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan". 310-777-

8817.323-873-3303.

1985 VOLVO 740 GLE 4dr, 73K miles.
Automatic, Air Conditioning, AM/FM, Cassette,
Sun Roof, Great condition, $2900. 310-391-
9912. dave@igpp.ucla.edu

1987 RED NISSAN 300-ZX. Power every-
thing. T-tops, factory alarm. Custom wtieels,

air, auto. Great Condition. $3500 obo. 323-
935-8775. Leave message.

1988 VOLVO 240DL. Automatic. Excellent
condition. Restored engine. Power steering.

A/C. Stereo. Black. Must sell, leaving LA.
172K-miles. $2300. 310-826-7577.

1992 FORD EXPLORER XLT. Fully loaded.
Leather. Black-tan. $4700. Excellent condition.

6 CD changer. 310-980-6730.

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,
power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293, 310-841-0784.

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k. automatic, AC.
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack, original

owner. $3700. 310-479-0222 or 310-433-
7585.

1998 SAAB 900S Convertible, Excellent con-

dition, 74K miles, Black, stick shift, beautiful,

must sell. $12,900 OBO. 310-581-2000.

Neea Transportation
to a Party or
SpecialMent?^

School buses, coaches,

vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)21^
or (310)578-311:

Let's Go
Transportation

o o o o o o

mf

W'

trauel
5600-5720

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-DOOR

Black with grey interior. Only 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. A/C,

power everything, 5speed manual, fun to

drive. Excellent condition. Must seel

$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. America's

#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips eam cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

4700
UMB Insurance

4700
Aifto Insurance

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-

ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking

$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

Auto Insurance
-^-^w^-

fr in WKcwoM. no BroK^R hus. abo omer
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

(310) 208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1 -

800-31 9-3323ext.A214. Call today Start sav-

ing now.

5700
.{ts for Sale

^ Its like a garai
%^sale in thepape^

I

Classifieds

825-2221

OQ/01 SUKUZI GSXR750
FAST AND STRONG. Dyno-tuned and
mapped, in upcoming film. High performance
extras. $6200obo. Chad 323-620-2371.

BECmffi
c ; «. rv r-:i*.-fiir ti

Insurarrcie

/lllstale.
VtNite in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, fnc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wllshilrd>

24 Hours g Day Service

CycleTlme Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LIABILfTY INSURANCE IS THE LAWI

IT'S LESS THAN YOU THINK!
No Kidding! Call for a free quote!

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad for nuntmum $10.00
discount with irtsuranca purchase

61SO
Foreign Languages

SMC Community Services

Basic Business Japanese Class

. (310) 434-3400

6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union Is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackenman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

.egal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

GREEN CARD
LOTTERY

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-
pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025. 310-
820-7553. Deadline:Friday, Nov 1st.

6400
IVIovers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-i^areful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GaBEST Voicerfiail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

4



S700
Travel Tickets

S700
Travel Tickets

^ OCT AWAY MCKAOfS

LOSCABOS-^i^.349

MAZATLAN ^,389

P«o.VALLARTA-^,399

CANCUN »..509

COSIA NCA Bifldi » $21)

wwwiVictorylraveLoffl

(800)878-9986

Airfares
RIO'SAO $259

COSTARICA.... $209

MEXICO....... $119

GUADALAJARA. $119

GUATEMALA.... $235

BUENOS AIRES. $249

CHILE

LIMA.

TOKTO...

LONDON

••••••«••••«••••

••••••••••«••••

$259

$189

$259

$239
i,::.ffct :ccca-« • ;j;c- v^i;<'FtF<:t-'" -^.ctL-* i- ,i-<:i

CST« 2053881-40 :tCE5C*€

I 6200
Health Beauty/Services

6200
Health Beauty/Services

If you are considering improving the

appearance of your nose, visit...

www.nasalsurqery.org
or

\\ rr^ www.keycare.com
Keyes Surgicenter

3 1 0-859-9388

-«B3pi; 6300
Legal AlMce/Attorneys

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391 -5657.

PEa^ONAL INJURY/
pss^.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Cennirv Qtv, California

600
jal Services

I M P R O V
C, R I C. M A I

OCT PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONAL!!
'' Fomwt i»si p/tp cvum <Nr«ctof

' 10 yMT* tMchtng ctandarriiatf iMfHi tnts
' Cowipfhin*»» wtliod p iwowMwd Ibt¥ktM9
rMKimum Mic€«««
B«(tar AND chMMT ifMn dw

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.3 10-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

IMMIGRATION
•Workina Visas (H- IB)

• Green ^ards, Labor Cent.
• Sponsor Companies

cdl: (310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865
e-mail: usglobalserv^ool.cofn

Free Consultation

» 6SOO
Music Lessons

FLUTE LESSONS. Experienced and qualified

music teacher in Brentwood for ages 6+.

Teaches all levels plus theory and musician-
ship. 310-820-9183

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing. Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

323-938-4597

BA MUSJC

B A EDUCATION

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessorWeb Stud© by 3fd 4 Farfax

1

Let your toul come out and sing'

IiVb craafe a new progress

and pradhcB CD every itaean.

7000
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com
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7000
Tutoring Offered

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

fi^BB 7100
' oring Wanted

COMPUTER TUTOR. Need help with thesis

data analysis, Microsoft Excel, and SPSS.
Would like to learn Fortran. Contact
Geographil@aol.com.

MENTOR!!
NEEDED for 13 year-old creative high-

school boy. Must be camp counselor type,

with passion for music and creativity. Car
necessary. 5 days/week, $25+/hour.

Wonderful for grad student. Male preferred.

3 1 0-828-4 111. Fax 31 0-828-4488,

csk2@mac.com

SPANISH/PIANO TUTORS for high school

student in San Gabriel, near Alhambra. 2-3

hrsMk. $20/hr. Call Melba 626-458-9485.

TUTOR/MENTOR for 13 y/o boy. Looking for

"cool guy" who can tutor in geometry and
English; interest in basketball/rap music desir-

able. 4-7PM, 1-2days/wk. $15/hr. Near LAX.

R. Shulman 310-645-8162.

^200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

GHOST WRITER NEEDED, help write* com-
plete full-featured comedy script, i have
idea&outline, just need help w/format,&typing.

Will pay. Liza 310-578-9652.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-

572-6500.

CREATIVE RESUMES i

MBA/LAW/MED
Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words-'SI 0-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students weteome. Winstow's :3 10-475-

9585.

Business Opportunities

EXCELLENT
PART TIME INCOME

International Company Seeks independent
Reps. Work from home. Set your own
hours. Monthly residual income. No experi-

ence necessary. 323-281 -2223.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15mln from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehef^ve Dissertation Assistarx»

Theses. Papers, arxj Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

Intematonal Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
1 70+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:310-314-1643.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math. All

Languages. Computer. Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/bio logy.

Econ/Accounting, AFrench. Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutonng service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

7500
JKiiA Career Opportunities

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
positkjn for a litigation clerk for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate preferred. Friendly, busi-

ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncotogyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

POETRY/LYRICS Successful composer
needs lyrics of all types: Rock, Pop, Country.

Royalties split 50/50. Email questions and
samples: Music@Marvista.com

NEED PROOFREADING. EDITING?
Experienced Editor/English tutor, published
writer. English BA can help with papers,
research projects, etc. Call Jessica 310-234-
8380.

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou kr]o\^ where to look!

Daielifie

{Professional
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

FORMER TEACHER SEEKS live-in nanny
job. References provided. Call Katherine at

615-399-8026 or e-mail

katwmiller@yahoo.com

I'M A MOTHER'S HELPER/NANNY with -

excellent references and lots of love. Flexible.

310-657-4588. Call Judy.

7700
Child Care Wanted

EXPERIENCED, ENGAGING babysitter

needed for bright, cheerful, 20-month-old tod-

dler in Westwood. Every Wednesday 9-5, and
occasional evenings. Early childhood develop-
ment or childcare training/experience a plus.

310-278-0579.

FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED. 3-4 after-

noons/week. Pick-up/ babysitting 4year old

boy 5 min from UCLA. Must have car.

$13/hour+gas. 310-441-1005

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN. ENERGETIC FEMALE with car/insur-

ance for two girts. M-R, 3-6pm/Friday 12:30-

6pm. Possible room exchange. Lovely chil-

dren/neighborhood! 310-390-8436.

HELP ME WITH MY 13 AND 8 YR/OLD. Fri-

days, 2:30-6:30 in Santa Monica $10.00/hr.

Must have own car. 310-393-5610.

MALE/FEMALE BABYSITTER for three year
old boy. Required: responsible, love children,
car, personal references. $9/hour. Call Susan:
310-466-7903.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

(310)
(213)
(562)
(626)
(818)

696DATE
572 DATE
282 DATE
484 DATE
264 DATE

Access Code 333

^^fifliways free to call-

free to create your*
^ free to listen toads
and free to send yexjr ad

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the
rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College
math, including :Algebra 1 and 2. Geometry,
Pre-Algebra. and SAT1 math. Flexible
hours. Friendly, patient UCLA senior (As-
trophysics major) with seven years experi-

ence tutoring math and three years teach-
ing experience. $25/hour in convenient
Westwood/Brentwood area location. Call

for more information. Stephanie :310-993-
8064.

Classifieds
825-22

atiMat43g<L

^r^-;

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-

387-7796.

ivJ'

» 7700
ire Wanted

BABYSITTER. 3 kids (12. 9. and 2 yr.old)

Some evenings and weekends. Santa Monica

area. 310-393-9297.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY seeking part-time nan-

ny for 11/2-year-old. 3days/week(9-5pm)
+Saturday nights(5-11pm). Must have in-

suranceA CDL. References required. $12/hr.

310-476-4701.

CHILDCARE for 3-year-old girt. Early AM. Late

PM -M/TU/W/F Drop-off or pickup from

school. Good driving-references/record, non-

smoking. West LA. 310-980-5231.

CHILDCARE: TV producer needs for kids. 13

& 9, M/T/F 3-7p (flexible), light housekeeping,
$12/hr, Catherine 323-933-2325.

DRIVER NANNY Needed Mon-
Wed-

, 3-7PM, Tu, Th, 3-8PM. $10-12/hour. mileage

paid. Own car. insurance, clean DMV required.

E-mail:ruth@themcgregorco.com

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 children. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car. insurance, and
clean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

NEED STUDENT to drive great 12y/o boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood/Malibu.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

P/T Chiklcare needed. Must have excellent
references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
12hrs/week. 310-858-8321.

PART-TIME BABYSITTER/HELPER w/er-
rands, dinner, and clean-up. Kids 8&5. Satur-
day 9-5. some afternoons 3-7:30. Flexible
days. Possible evening and travel. Must have
car&references. 310-393-4054.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr old daughter. Internation-

al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-
erences required. Grand Piano. Beverlywood.
Laird:31 0-287-1 010.

TUTOR NEEDED for 2 kids. Good in English
and math. M/W/Th. After 4pm, flexible hours.
Experienced w/kids. 310-205-0013 or 310-
801-7616.

WANTED NANNY DRIVER. HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with children (310)888-
0163.

7800
Help Wanted

" $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Wori< 1-2hrs/day. Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K. LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducatk)n.oom.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medical office. Will train, entry-

level. Computer knowledge a must. M-F, 9-6.

Salary+benefits. 10 min from UCLA. 310-476-
4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm. 30-
40hrs/wk. $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA, flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr. 310-
688-6761.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr. $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ATTORNEY WITH HOME OFFICE in Sher-
man Oaks seeks cleri< (typing, filing) 20 hrs/wk
(flexible), $8.50. FAX 310-943-2339, email
advancedlaw@yahoo.com or call 310-443-
4228.

Are you a model...
or want to qet started?
L*okii

int & non-ur

) experience i

3/e model:

commerci

.273.2566

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-
1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED. or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

CLERICAL, part-time in office in SM home
with two large dogs. Mon-Thur, 12.30-
4.30pm, Fri 9am-1pm. Strong computer
skills, errands, shipping, need car. Fax
Resume: 310-845-9173.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/ADMIN need for

Westwood Office. Speak Vietnamese? If MS
efficient, reliable, can multi-task, and
resourceful, resume gnguyen@vitcnet.com.
fax 310-979-7775

DRIVER NEEDED
1 hour/day pick up middle school student 3PM
in West Hollywood and drive to West LA.

$12/hour. Contact Robyn:2 13-580-7532.

Student Nutrition (& body image) Action Committee

s
Check out our new website for information on how to

eat well, be active & feel good about your body.

www.studenfhealth.ucla.edu

click on Nutrition

SNAG is cosponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men,

Artfiur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center,

Dining Services and Office of Residential life.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Whirlpool locale

4 Paper quantity
8 Kind of bean
12 Without an escort
13 Napoleon's island

14 I.e. words
16 Forfeit

17 Slim down
18 Tenth
19 "- Baby Baby"
20 Sunny (hyph.)

22 Obvious
24 Heavyweight sport
25 Tribute in verse
26 Golfers' pegs
28 — de plume
31 Deadbolts
34 Jetty

35 Chenille item
36 Pact member
37 Throws hard
38 Church response
39 Hi or bye
40 "Rag Mop" brothers
41 Deuce beaters
42 — KIppur
43 Drinks a little

44 Curly's friend

45 Zoo barrier

47 Boom
..jSl^editatlYe „

exercise (3 wds.)
55 "— voyager
56 Prince Valiant's wife

57 Got a move on
58 Norwegian port

59 Tough question
60 Choir voice
61 Soil amender
62 Jazzy — James
63 A tractor pulls it

64 USN rank

DOWN
1 Bar seat
2 Harem head
3 Stone or Ice —

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

N E T S

1

C L A R A

1
M A N E

U T A H A R T A 1 R N
B, C A P 1 K E R L 1 E D
S N O R E R S li^OC 1 A L s
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4 Overhauled
5 "Adam Bede"

author
6 Not up yet

7 Trig or geom.
8 Paper in chem

lab

9 Set phrase
10 Musician's

gadget
1

1

Arthur - of

tennis

12 Litterbug

15 Koppel or

Williams

20 RIts about
21 Opportunists
23 Honshu

metropolis

26 Fatigues
27 Electric

swimmers
29 Follow orders
30 Largest sizes

31 Delicate

32 Miscellany
33 Most damp and

chilly

34 Well

mechanism
35 More scarce
37 Cuba neighbor
41 Tattered
43 Large desert
44 Grassy area
46 Sonnet stanza
47 Because of

(2 wds.)
48 "Peer Gynf

creator

49 Rum mixers
50 No-frills hairdo
51 Kind of dance
52 Burn soother
53 Fellow
54 Slope
58 Unseal, to

Blake

Alumni Network
Looking for a fulfilling career that pays

well? The Alumni Association oflFers you

full access to the Alumni Network, a

database with the contact information for

thousands of successful UCLA alumni who
are ready and willing to help students find

the job of their dreams.

Get your fbot in the door at

www.UCLAIiiiniii.net/AlumiiiNetwork.

(310) UCLA-SAA www.UCLAfaiimii.net/SAA

"—SjiA is thf student chapter ofthe—

UCLAkimni
lAssociationj

:j,sM^ci£^k:::l£MsmB^ss&'S^uMM^

Display
6-3060
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FEMALE PRODUCTION ASSISTANT for TV.
B.T.S. Documentary. Women's studies pre-
ferred. Shoots Nov. 9-10. $100/day. Please
copy paste resumes to kiradale@earthlink.net.

FILM CREW NEEDED
Looking for crew for an upcoming Comedy
Digital Production. Potential pay copy and
credit and meals. Wanted: Director/Assistant

Director/Director of Photography(for digital

photography). Final Cut Pro Editor/Script su-
pervisor, Production Designer/Production As-
sistants. Call: 310-226-6192.

FILMING OR MARKETING STUDENT need-
ed to help create a test infomercial. Should
have all filming and editing equipment. Call
310-702-3253.

GOTHAM HALL club/restaurant is now hiring

host/security/bartenders. Immediate openings.
1431 3rd Street Promenade. Apply in person
after 4pm daily.

HELP NEEDED IN SURGEONS OFFICE. Ex-
perience needed. Full & Part-time for front

office position (FT) and bookkeeping (PT). Ask
for Donna: 310-285-9612.

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experierx^e a plus, but will

train, ftexible schedule, Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week. starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-

time Morxjays & Wednesdays tor dermatotogy
practice in Beverty Hills. Expenence proffered.

Call HekJI 310-659-5173, fax resume to 310-
659-5174.

MODELS WANTED by pfofessionaJ photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. MaJe/female.

pro/horvpro. CaJI for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL AH ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. m
^ Looking for new Talent A.SJlP. for NatX ti

N CommercialB ft Magazines M
Q 10 yrs. estab. Business H
M Serious inquires!!! HM 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 N

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Otympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Servwe positions. Pleasant work place in San-
ta Monica. Education publisher. 310-395-
93».

' P/f OFFICE CLERK
SM law firm seeks office clerits. P/T, ftexible

hours. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopying&fil-

ing court documents. Must have auto-»-in-

surance. Francis Che:31 0-453-6711.

P/T TWO UNDERGRAD STUDENT ASSIS-
TANTS for small Westwood law offfce:

1 accounting/billing/admin, l.-word process-
ing/research. Responsible/detail-

oriented/computer-skilled. Compensation
DOE. Fax resume, cover-letter 310-443-4223.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Rexible hours. No selling. Only
serios apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PART TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Help needed for 15-

20hr8/wk. Minimum+tips. WLA:31 0-479-

4461; LA: 323-467-1 05Z

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusJastk:, rotable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing fites/paying bills), light kitchen
dearvup, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

PRIVATE BEACH CLUB in Pacifk: Palisades
seeks friendly outgoing P/T receptionist.
ConDputer exp. needed. Sat & Sun. 3-1 1pm.
$12/hour. 310-230-4760

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Employment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call :3 10-825-9681 or
email :erubio@ ha. ucla.edu

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Offk» FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverty
Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING
FOCUSED, PERSONABLE person!
P/T/Flex/$12/hr. Email:
tom@andersonstaff.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical puWicatwns for the con-
struction industry, has immediate peirt-time po-
sitions available at its WLA kx;at)on. $7/hour
starting. Ftexibte hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attentk>n to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

CLASSIFIED

7800
Help Wanted

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven
to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-
able. 310-204-3144.

7800
Help Wanted

STUDENT familiar with Mac perfomier 550 for

data entry wort<. $l5/hr. Telephone 310-473-
9740.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi. Capable stud-

ent preferred. 818-355-9422.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381

.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOKKEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Firm.

Knowledge of Word, Excel, QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting preferred. Email resume to

e.hudson@lrg-inc.com, or contact 213-250-

5900. ext. 27.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds arxj inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.kh
selikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7. 714-
648-2258.

Great Prices!

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship wet)site. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

78^0
Actors/ Extras Wanted

516 Landfair Ave
8 1 8-547-9478

BUNDY/WILSHIRE AREA 1 bdrm/lbth
$l150/mo, 2bdrm/1 .5bth, 2 partying $1450/mo.
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, /V/C, laundry. 10
minutes to campus. 310-586-1946.

ATTRACTIVE & FAIRLY STRONG
WOMEN WANTED. Fomier gymnast, ath-

lete, etc? Earn $75-«"/hr for modeling woric.

818-599-3160 or trescott@yahoo.com. No
nudity.

CHECK THIS OUT!
WESTWOOD $1200 and up. 1 bedroom,
1 bedroom+den. Furnished/unfurnished.

Walk to UCLA. Pool, locked buikjing. Ask
about specials. 310-208-6735.

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD 1+1, near ucla, r/s, gated entry,

a/c, laundry, garage, $900. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

NUDE MODELS WANTED Open casting call.

$200 and up for 3 hrs. The Sauce Production.
Female photographers. 213-840-1938.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV corrv

mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@nrKxlemmedia2000 .com

.

MAR VISTA HILL
WESTSIDE, 2bdrm, new decor, patio, fenced
yard, partying, laundry hook-ups, utilities in-

cluded. $1600. 310-313-6073.

WESTWOOD 1BDRM APARTMENT. High-
ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace,

A/C, laundry in buikJing. partying, 10-min walk
to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately. Cats OK. 310-208-
4934.

* * MAR VISTA * *
WESTWOOD 2+1 , prime area, r/s, carpet, bal-

cony, laundry, parking, $1200. www.westsider-
entals.com 310-395-7368

8000
Internships

MUSIC INDUSTRY
INTERSHIPS. Interested in the exciting area
of marketing in the ROCK music genre? A
two-quarter minimum commitment required,

ctaM ciwit can also be aninoad. Duties:

Data'§rilfy, graphing, onflnd; rji^arch, writing

skUte, HTML, and photoshop proficiency +.

Please email resume to Jessica at jessi-

ca@linkinpark.com.

8300
Volunteer

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

P, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage.

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon..sat:io.

4

(310)391-1076

www.westsjdeplaces.com

WESTWOOD 2+1, walk to UCLA, r/s, high
ceilings, laundry, parking, $1300. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD Extremely ctose to campus.
Studk) apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.

Great kx^tion/condition! 818-653-5837.

WESTWOOD fumished apartment, private
room, r/s, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD furnished studio, hardwood
floors, r/s, fireplace, parking, $750. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes
pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call ;310-208-3797 for an ap-
pointment.

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come arKJ help high school, mkjdie school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S \oca\ American Indian Centers!
You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are
you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tkxis at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will serxj it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,

or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIRII

PRIME BRENTWOOD
IBDRM/IBTH UPPER. Bakx)ny Refrigerator,

stove. Gated pari<ing. Gated building. Laundry.

No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1200. 310-870-
1757.

WESTWOOD studio, steps to UCLA, r/s, laun-
dry, parking, utilities included, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdrin/2bth, $2675. Anne
310-441-3783.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdnn. $1100/month. All utilities and
partying. Days:31 0-475-7533, evenings:310-
659-4834.

SAI^A MONICA 2+1
,
gated entry, r/s, carpet,

bakxDny, laundry, partying, $1200. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished $4000.
Assigned pari<ing. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two bkx^ks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, part<-

ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-
470-1513.

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, hardwood fkwrs,

laundry, parking, utilities included, $550.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA. Large Ibdr apartment.
Newly refurbished/stove/dishwasher/ 2 over-

sized ck>sets/ 2 pari<ing spaces/laundry-room.
Quiet neighbortTOOd. Gary or Tica 310-548-
0013.310-453-1172

|

WESTWOOD. 1 -mile from campus. Bachetor
apartment only $650, includes utilities. New
carpet, new paint & laundry. Profession-
al/grads preferred, non-smoker. 888-394-
3586.

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

••WEST LA^^
1BD+1BA $1I45/MO
Goted Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.west5ideplQces.cofn

housing
8400-9800

SANTA MONICA. Studio, $895, walk to mar-
ket/bus. Street parking, 1234 14th Street. Ga-
rage for rent (parking or storage) $150/month.
310-471-7073.

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. All

amenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet. 31 0-200-7222, 31 0-562-2830.

WESTWOOD. Ibr+din, newly refurbished

hardwood floor/lower unit/one covered park-

ing/tots of closet space/backyard. Quiet buikj-

ing. $1575/month one-year lease. 310-208-
8993.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS (for

married students only. 1 &2 bedroom available.

For information call:31 0-398-4692.

SAI^A MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-
service associates and experienced gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessional-appeararx:e. Flexible hours, Wee-
kerxls-included. Fax 310-451-9939

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetk:, w/a BAAteaching experience. P/T.

ExcoMent pay Classes in West Valley. 310-

377-4609. fax resume 310-914-3044

8400
Apartments for Rent

$900 SPACIOUS IBDRM/IBTH APART-
MENT. Separate dinning room, Woodfloor
5522 Saturn Street. Pico and Fairfax area.

Call 510-521-4502 or email yge-
breyes@aol.com

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, fumished, dean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room. pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+). 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, bakx)ny, walk-in-doset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD. Spacious studio w/loft. Next to

campus and village. Balcony, kitchen,

heat/AC. Gated parking included. Utilities

pakj. $1 1 00/month. 31 0-443-771 5.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and P/T sales posi-

tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate

discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,

1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025. 310-

312-9600.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/l.5bath. Bright, spacios.
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-
tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley 310-207-
7209.

5 MINUTES FROM UCLA. National Blvd/near

Overiand. Beautiful 2bdrm/2bth condo. 2-pari<-

ing spaces. New carpet, painting, stove and

refrigerator. $1450/month. 310-839-7923.

BRENTWOOD. $1640. 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony. refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

partting, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell:3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Fkx)r/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA studio, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

pariting, utilities included. $550.www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

I

WEST LA. Ibdrm. $995. Close to bus/mar-

kets/UCLA. Brand new carpet. 1242 Barry, just

off Wilshire. 1 -year-lease, no pets. 310-471-

7073. ,

Classifieds
825-2221

WLA $1375 & UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA,
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1A)2. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished. some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $895-$1345 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1550&up,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury, Must see.

Can for free listing:31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

84S0
lartnients to Share

PAi^MS: Roommate needed (male), grad stu-

dents preferred, for 1/2 of 2bdrm/2bath.
$523/mo. Can move-in immed. Keystone Apts.

Non-smoking, quiet, mellowal@yahoo.com.

SANTA MONICA. FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED to share 1 bdrm/lbth apartment.
Ctose to UCLA. $600/mo. Call 310-451-2060.

wm^^^^mm

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

• •

8450
^^ Apartments to Share

WEST HOLLYWOOD Quiet, large, sunny 2+2.
Fully-furnished. In nice, young neighbortxKXJ.

Including utilities. Pool. $700. 310-659-4766.

Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE 2bed/2bath, luxuri-

ous condo near UCLA. Central AC, controlled

access, subten-anean partcing, bright, spa-
cious. Must see. $1950. Available
November.31 0-476-71 1 6.

BRENTWOOD. 1 bdrm/lbth condo on Monta-
na. Security building. All amenities. Great loca-

tion. Fireplace. Partying space. $1500. 310-
995-5518.

VALUE, HUGE UPSCALE 1+2+den. 12th
floor. Ocean views. Gorgeous. Minutes-UCLA.
Available now. $1745/nrK). Open daily. 7am-
9pm. 818-281-1715. 10751 Wilshire
Blvd.#1205.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

BRENTWOOD CONDO. $422,500.
Ibdrm+br/Ioft, 3bth, pool, 1.507-sq-ft. *MUST
SEE PICS ONLINE*
www.MyHollywoodHome.com/condo2 Ray
Croney Realty Exec. 310-621-8714.

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Comdor/Hi-
Rise single, 1or2bdnn $150K-$325K. Walk to-

UCLA/Village, 24hr/security. Spectacular
views, pool, spa, sauna, valet-service. Agent-
Bob 31 0-478-1 835ext. 109.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, hardwood
floors, r/s, laundry, pari<ing, utilities included,

$850. www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

WEST LA bungalow, r/s, carpet, laundry, yard,

partying, $800. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368.

WESTWOOD Bright and roomy studio. Half

fumished. Excellent neighborhood. Ten minute
bus ride to UCLA (#8,12,16). $750/mo. 310-
470-6064.

WESTWOOD duplex, close to UCLA, petok,

r/s, carpet, w/d, yard, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD duplex, close to uda, r/s, car-

pet, w/d, yard, parking, $900. 310-395-
7368.www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD guest house, walk to uda, r/s,

carpet, laundry, yard, parking, $900.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
louse for Rent

WESTWOOD studio, dose to UCLA, r/s, laun-

dry, parking, utilities included. $625.
www. westsiderentals.com 3 1 0-395-7368

^^400
lom tor Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-mlnutes
UCLA. Reponsable roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available didst
$575(indu util). 310-470-2142.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1/bdrm. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17- 10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

Amenities Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna
• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• individual alarm systems
• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view
• French doors

9400
Room for Rent

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully fumished room w/^)ri-

vate bath. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-
ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-snx)k-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities. 310-392-
0405.

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,
$600/month. Private room!
Laudry/gym/pool/tennis court. lOmin-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. Across street

LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP. 323-571-
3608.

PRIVATE ROOM, BATH in large 3bdmi apart-

ment in Koreatown. Gated Partying under
buiWIng. $450/mo. Share Utilities. $900 move
in. No smoking/drugs. 71m:21 3-381 -3323

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half block to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.
$600/month. 323-939-9816.

ROOM FOR RENT Private bedroom&bath-
room. Partying, gym, pool and spa. Kitchen
privileges. $650/month+security deposit.
Luxury buiWing. Burtway and Robertson. 310-
275-2200.

SANTA MONICA 1 room In townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, ctose to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

SANTA MONICA: Furnished room w/2 extra-
large closets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. Usa:310-
394-7068.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking
roomate (professional preferred). 2bd/2bth.

$820/month. Available any time between
11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:31 0-826-6654

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT private room,
r/s, hardwood floors, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $500. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA CONDO: Grad student pre-

ferred. Great location. Spactous, bright. Bak»-
ny, modem. 15mln to UCLA. Available mid No-
vember. $800/mth utilities. 310-998-8330.

SAfsITA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s.

hardwood ftoors, w/d, yard, garage. $525.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WEST LA HOUSE private room, ctose to uda,
r/s, carpet, w/d, parking, utilities included.

$500. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pool, laundry, partying, utilities included,

$400. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s, pa-
tto, high ceilings, w/d, yard, parking, $552.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
W^ SERVICE
FIND SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
Sublets in all citiesi! 1-877-FOR-rent
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STANUNGS/SCORES/SCHEDULES
PACIFIC-10 FOOTBALL

Conf OveraU
W L W L

Washington St 4 7 1

Arizona State 4 7 2

use 4 16 2
Oregon 2 2 6 2
UCLA 2 2 5 3
Cal 2 3 6 4
Oregon State 13 6 3
Washington 13 4 4

Stanford 13 2 5
Arizona 4 3 5

PACIFIC-10 WOVEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Conf

use
Stanford I

Arizona State

W L

11

9 2

6 4

Overall

W L
18

19 3

10 6

Arizona

California

Washington St

Washington

UCLA
Oregon State

Oregon

6

6

5

5

5

2

4

6

6

6

6

9

11

15

15

13

12

7

7

6

6

7

9

13

11 10 15

NCAA
from page

players.

AL I F O RN I1A »Ji STERN
faculty makes students a ji

TheyVe genuinely committed
to my SUCCESS."

w

INVISALIGN OR
BRACES

For Adults & Children

FREE INITIAL EXAM
Maurice Firouz, DDS

wAvw^.brentwoodbraces.com

Qrthafcntlst ^)ecializing in beautiful smiles

• UCLA Graduate 1987

• UCLA Lecturer 1990-93

• Over 4000 Satisfied Patients

Please call Dr, Firouz at (310) ^47-5790 and schedule a

complimentary smile consultation.

0% Fimancing and no down paymentplans available.

Delta Dental and most other insurance accepted.

11645 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1060
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(one block east of Barrington)
(310) 477-5790

Impact on Minority Students
The one msyor result of the rule

change will be an increase in the
number of eligible minority students.

Minorities, blacks (average: 857) and
Mexican-Americans (average: 903)
in particular, have lower SAT scores
than the national average (1020),
according to The College Board's
2002 data.

Eliminating the minimum SAT
score of 820 means that more ath-
letes will be eligible for the sliding

scale, and, the NCAA hopes, meet
the other requirements to become
eligible to play.

"I think the people that voted for
this change are hoping to avoid the
unintended consequence of exclud-
ing anyone access to school unnec-
essarily," Stephenson said.

This new rule could potentially
change the complexion of the
teams," she added

The new rules, which go into
effect for the class of 2003, are likely

the first in a series of changes that
the NCAA hopes will maximize grad-
uation rates nationwide while
increasing opportunities for minori-
ty students.

"For the first time ever, we are
addressing in one legislative package
the entire academic experience of
student-athletes, fix)m high school
performance through college gradu-
ation," said Percy Bates, the chair-
manof the management council

i^irti Doctor
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As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell j^ou.)

^a^iiaaitaLi^iiat^xtsS^steLiiisss^itid^ *'a^-^-titiiTv''at"fi-ii jsj- v- • -

COPY & TECHNOLOGY CENTER

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometinnes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

YOUR^^AMPUS SOURCE FOR COPYING & IMAGING

• Custom Course Readers • Full/Self-Serve Copies

t Binding and Finishing • Federal Express

• Large Selection of Paper • Passport Photos

• Full Color Printing • Transparencies

• Business Cards & Letterhead

• Oversized Color Posters

w
U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

pulsed
^ >^^

Mitm this coupon for:

1 Free Color Transperency

or

2 Free Color Covies
liMit OM cnpon per mtomr.

Offer ^ooi on one visit 9hIj.

Conveniently located in Ackerman Union & LuValle Commons

tel: 206-0894/825-7568 fax: 206-4329/206-4526

e-mail: ucla@the-pulse

Bus. Hours: Mon-Thur 7:3flam - 7:00pm

Friday 7:30am 5:00pm k
[^

The Pulse Copy & Teclmology Center is a business unit ofCollege Enteiprises, Inc.

CoDege Enterprises Inc.
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\iWATER POLO NOTEBOOK

Brooks may soon
net UCLA records

Senior goalkeeper and three-
time Ail-American Brandon
Brooks is on pace to set the
record for total saves in a sea-
son as well as career saves for
UCLA men's water polo.

Bruin legend Matt Swanson
owns both records, with 250
saves in a season and 695 in his
career. Brooks currently has 632
total saves and is averaging 10.6
per game.

If he continues at this pace,
he will have 254 saves at the end
of the season, but crush
Swanson's career total with 727
saves. Even if Brooks numbers
decline in the next two weeks,
and he only saves seven times a
game, he will still own the
record by the end of the year.

MPSF play vital

for qualification
UCLA is currently 1-3 in con-

ference play. The team will play
four more conference games in
the next two and half weeks.
These games are the most impor-
tant of the season.

If the team continues to lose,

i-

JONATHAN young/Daily Bkiin Senior Staff

Brandon Brooks makes a save against USC earlier this year. He Is expected to break the UCLA record for saves this

season.

it will need to earn a bid to the

NCAA Final Four, by sweeping
the MPSF conference tourna-
ment at the end of the season.

The problem, though, is their

most hkely opponent will be No.
1 Stanford.

"We need all the wins possi-

ble," junior driver Albert Garcia

said. "Any conference win would
be nice because our ultimate

goal is to qualify for the NCAA
tournament." i

Despite losses,

team parties

After losing to the Cardinal
tvnce in six days, and for the
sixth consecutive time, the
Bruins still had a good time at
the Rose Bowl Aquatic Center.

Following the loss, parents of
players prepared a large bar-
beque for everyone involved in
the program.

CABIN GETTING CLUTTERED? UNLOAD
YOUR JUNK WITH

evetywed&fri

•ads for items over $100 are $2

Special Egg Donor Needed!
Compensation Starts at $8500

Intelligent & Loving couple Is looking for a special woman to help them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" of
taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT

28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConceDtion.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447

Graphic Designer
Looking for an exciting jcb on campus/ Want to work in a fast-paced but friendly atmosphere/

This is it!

Daily Bruin Advertising Production is looking for Graphic Designers. Must know Quark.
f*hotoshop. Bring samples of work.

Apply ASUCLA human Resources 2nd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall

\ \ {\ fL

i BROADWAY i:

TICKBT3 FOR

ON SALE NOW

Special llpm Late Show
Prl. 11/15 • All seat* tSC

8 Perfa Only!

NOVEMBER 13-17
213.366.3500 '

or 714.740.7878
'

Jesus js t^<^g}^

FOR A SPECIAL 2 WEEK
U^1ITED ENGAGEMENT

"Sarah

Silverman\s shmv
is savagely

effective,

as ruthlessly

provocative as

anything since

the heyday of

Lenny Bruce'*

' LA Times

Qroup Disoountst
3£3. 463. 4367

WWW, tloketmaiter. com
www.rentthetour.eoB

Wilshire Thentre Box Office open dally lOi

TWILSHIRE 1
8440 WILSHIRE BLVO

THEATRE
BEVERLY MILLS

•OpB

I NOVEMBER 6 -16
VVednesday - Friday: 8pm • Saturday: 7pm anlppm

For Information & reservations call (31 0) 859-2830

*•' n^?5M ''**'* *• iWSibfe at flw Camm theatre box office (!?pm-8pm) select ^dtetma^uH locatjons or

Cfi eOtt
*"^ ^ m&m^lsfjo^ Cturge by piioAC at {213} 480-3232.M ttckets at CC^gliiti«i^

.V.t: J »«> ^^ '^^^^ PH'-'S s.j{):fct to :h-:f!jjf ^Jtnc-jit notce. A sennce cHsfge ts adivj ;, tdij^^^^

NCAA
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most part, UCLA's admissions
standards are already above what
the NCAA requires.

\

"We don't beUeve it will have a
dramatic impact on what we're
doing," Stephenson said.

|

Even basketball players like
Rico Hines and Evan Burns, who
were both initially declared ineligi-

ble to compete by the NCAA,
wouldn't have been helped by the
new rule.

Both had the minimum SAT
score needed, but didn't complete
enough core courses to gain eligi-

bihty. Hines had to go back to prep
school in order to become eligible.

So the new rule, raising the
number of core courses needed,
only would have put eligibiUty fur-

ther out of reach for these two

NCAA
I
Page 23
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Sam Adams
• Boston Lager
• Oktoberfest
• Weiss
• Pale Ale
• Boston Ale

6 pk • 12 oz. bottles Reg. $7.39

Rolling Rock

i iSpi^
6pk •12 oz. bottles Reg. $6.99

Marlooro

V^«FOSTERS

+ tax

12 fri< • 12 oz. bottles

Reg. $11.99

1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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M.SOCCER NOTEBOOK

UCLA goalie named
Player of the Week
UCLA jiuiior keeper Zach Wells

was named ti\e Pac-10 Men's Soccer
Player of the Week for the week of
Oct. 29. Wells made a school record
1 1 saves in tiie Bniins' FYiday game at
Oregon State and fought off the
Beaver offense, which racked up 25
shots, 16 of which were in the second
half.

Wells also had UCLA's first assist
by a goalie since the 2000 season, off
of which junior Cliff McKinley
scored. He rounded out the weekend
with another shutout and four saves
off of eight attempts by the
Washington offense.

This is the second time this season
that he has won this award.

Huskies, Beavers
|

come to UCLA !

Both Washington and Oregon State
travel to Drake Stadium this week-

end, no doubt hoping to avenge last

weekend s losses to the Bruins.

The Bruins beat the Beavers, 3-0

on FYiday and the Huskies, 1-0 on
Sunday.

"These games were huge for our
defense," Wells said. "We haven't won
either away game since I've been
here, and we really played the whole
90 minutes. The assist felt amazing,
but CUff (McKinley) made the rest

happen."

UCLA will play Washington FYiday
at 2 p.m. and Oregon State on Sunday
at 11 am.

Mehring nets

game-winner
FYeshman midfielder Luke

Mehring also had a memorable week-
end, scoring his first collegiate game-
winning goal. This marked the first

time UCLA has beaten Washington in

Seattle in 22 years.

"I felt pretty good," Mehring said.

"It was my first game-winner, and
over Washington, it was perfect. We

- I __

haven't beat them in a long time.'As a
freshman, it was great to do that."

Iiljury updates
FYeshman defender Jordan Harvey

injured his ankle against Oregon
State, according to UCLA head coach
Tom Fitzgerald.

"He leaves for Under-20 National
Team duty on Sunday," Fitzgerald

said. "We're trying to get him healthy
for our games but also for his qualify-

ing national games."
Wells, who had been out of action

due to a lower abdominal iAJury, says
he is "98 percent recovered."

Junior midfielder Dm Hoshimiya,
who has sat out for seven months
with a similar lower ab ii\jury, started

playing again last Friday against
Oregon State and made an assist on
senior forward Tim Pierce's goal.

"It felt good to play," Hoshimiya
said. "The assist was secondary. I've

been nussing playing a lot"

Notes compiled by Elizabeth

Netuman, Daily Bruin Contributor.

YUHL
from page 2B

and finish in traffic, etc.

He can consistently hit open
three-pointers at the college
level. That's about it. Somehow
this guy is a first-round pick
and gets a guaranteed contract.
Did 1 mention his girlfriend is

gorgeous?
It seems like I'm picking on

Stanford, since both "Mad Dog"
Madsen and Jacobsen went
there, but there's plenty of
these DBPs to go around. I

don't at all intend to make
Satanford University out to be
a DBP factory, by any means.

There are plenty of other
examples. Neifi Perez, sup-
posed leadoff hitter for the
Kansas City Royals, has a
career on base percentage of
.303. This is also a guy that
played 668 games for the

Colorado Rockies and never hit

.300, yet for some unknown
reason Neifi made $4,100,000
this past season. Or how about
Robert "Tractor" Traylor,

Shawn Bradley, Mike
Penberthy, Ruben Rivera and
Juan Uribe?

Collectively, these players
have made millions of dollars,

and some live in palatial man-
sions and drive big shiny
Escalades with 40-inch rims.
All of them are considered dis-

appointing if they're not out-
right flops. Would Bryant "Big
Country" Reeves please kindly
make his way to the nearest
courtesy telephone? There's an
important message from the
Grizzlies for you: they'd Uke
their $20 million back, please.

Take a closer look at your
favorite sports team and 1 guar-

j

antee you'll find a DBP. The
next time that guy rears his
head in a game, take adequate
measures to protect yourself!
and your team.

Now, if you'll excuse me, I

have to go surround Staples 1

Center with a ring of garlic and
holy water.

|

I want a Laker four-peat, and
I'll be damned if 1 let Mark
Madsen embarrass the fran-

chise with his Victory Dance
any longer.

\rill, tr H n sill, ;• 1-1. .lil/Vl ill' , C^

^ Its like a garage

"^sale in the paper.
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For Daily Bruin

Advertising Production
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Your Car Your Style. Yoiofige.ImmM d it

s-^^fi'S
-Wheel and rve Padoiges

-Engine Pefformance

-JDM Parts

-Custom Car Covers
^

-Body Stying

-Lighting

-Car Care
i

-Custom Roar Mais

-And Much More for all

Cars, Trucks, And SUTs

i*^v-
1

Store Hours:

Mon-Fri 10-7

Sat 10-6

2314 Westwood Blvd.

VVtet LA, CA 90064

1/2 lilocfc S. of Olympic

»••
j:

CAU US AT: 310-470-4910
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Must know:

Quark & Photoshop.

Bring portfolio sample;

Apply ASUCLA Human
Resources 2nd Floor,

Kerckoff Hall 219
3^ CLIPANDSAVE ---------------,

«.^xp. 1 1 /7/02

LARGE *»
I

PIZZA w/

Free Liter |

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

TAX INCLUDED

^ CLIPANDSAVE

Exp. 1 1/7/Or*^
LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

JMQTOPPINGJ
TAX INCLUDED

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.

'

N01/2& 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

<p^^ CLIPANDSAVE - — — >

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.
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Office DEPOT
What you need. What you need to know."
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w Price

Guaranteed

'eat Selection

rything

You Need To

Make The Grade
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Oxford

Auded Index Cartis

Cartes Fidws Ugnees

• II
|k Per Pack

Reg. S1 .74 Per Pack

CD-R 50-PK
• 700MB/80 minutes

241-659

Limit 2 per customer.

m ESSELTE

INDEX CARDS
3" X 5", Blank, White 293-181
3" X 5", Ruled, White 293-231

UPS
Shipping

Services

Reg

COLLEGE RULED
SPIRAL NOTEBOOK 3-PK

100 Sheets 293-854

Reg. $79.99

OSuilivan
Furniture

COMPUTER WORKCENTER
• Sturdy pull-out keyboard shelf

• Convenient CD storage rack

• Tower CPU storage compartment
• Assembly required

Norwegian Alder/Euro-Tek" Laminate 887-474

i

i

I

i

i

$10 Coupon Savings otter good wrtti the purcfiase ot $50 or more Present this coupon and valid UCLA Student I D at
time ot purchase. Limit one coupon per customer/otter Quantities limited Valid tor in-stock items only Cannot be used
as 3 credit card payment Coupon offer not valid for purchases from Tech Depot, or purchases of a Gift Card wireless
satellite, Internet postage. a«d UPS services Offer expires 1 1/3A)2 Coupon redeemable in store only.

0*liCe I^POT ^ Coupon Code 0OOO6431

I
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We offer reduced rates when V
compared to other retail outlets,

along with convenient shipping times

during our business hours.

Full service wrapping and Iwxing. and

shipping supplies are available Simply drop

oft your package at the UPS Shipping Center,

and we will .

WRAP IT, PACK IT, AND SHIP IT.

$6
99 Each

Reg. $9.99 Each

eldon

SPACEMAKER " HLE BOX
• Durable file and storage unit for letter- or legal-size tianging files

Clear w/Purple Lid 204-671

Clear w/Blue Lid 204-761

Black 155-382

$
W 2999

Reg. $39.99

GIBSON LEATHER TASK CHAIR
• One-toucti seat heigtit adjustment

Black 105-479

CORTINA
EXECUTIVE LEATHER CHAIR
• Built-in lumbar support

• Seat height and tilt-tension

adjustment

Black 442-441

%^\«Mmm^^ .11 *»m ,»^M. hk »nf Slor. E.n,l.yH l««M« mM»M. Pric« and oHe„ good mmz through 11/3/02 only (unless otherwise noted). Some products and otters me, be e.aH,hl. in store only. Onantilies limit*] to in-stod, items only.
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NCAA may change athlete eh'gibih'ty rules
MINIMUM SAT SCORE
MIGHT BE ELIMINATED,
MORE CORE CLASSES
WOULD BE REQUIRED

By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
gschain@medla.ucla.edu

Richard Atkinson, the president
of the University of California,

said last year that "the SAT adds
virtually nothing to our ability to

predict freshman college grades."

The NCAA has apparently taken
Atkinson's advice to heart.

Keeping with the movement
away from the use of standardized
test scores to measure student
performance, the NCAA
Management Council last week
approved a measure to adjust the
sliding scale of GPA and SAT
scores used to determine first-year

athlete ehgibility.

The proposal is being forwarded
to the NCAA Board of Directors
for final approval on Friday.

This change was based on a lot

of research taking a look at pro-
files of college students who grad-
uate," said Wally Renfro, a press
aide for the NCAA.
The old plan required student-

NCAA CHANGES ITS STANDARDS

If the proposed NCAA rules change is approved Friday, here's what will change.

Old policy New policy
For Incoming ft-eshmen

j

Minimum SAT scores
A'

s
820 No Minimum

Minimum core classes 13 14

MnimumGRA 2.0 2.0

For continuing elgMlty

Percent degree progress
required per year

•

First year 25 percent 40 percent

Second year 50 percent 60 percent

Third year 75 percent 80 patient

athletes to reach the following
standards in order to be eligible to
participate in athletics:

•A minimum 820 SAT score.
•At least 13 core courses.
•A minimum GPA of 2.0 in core

courses.

Having all of the above wouldn't
guarantee eligibility for incoming
fi-eshmen, but it would allow their
grades and scores to be put on a
sliding scale to determine eligibili-

ty.

The new plan eliminates the
minimum SAT score and raises the
number of core courses to 14 in

order to determine who can quali-

fy to be on the sliding scale. The
minimum 2.0 GPA for core courses
doesn't change.

"At this point there is a lot of
debate related to standardized test

scores as a tool to measure acade-
mic performance," said Betsy
Stephenson, associate athletic
director at UCLA and a member of

the management council.

"That caused the NCAA to think
that the cutoff SAT score isn't

fair."

But the reform doesn't stop
there. The continuing eligibility

requirements were made tougher
for athletes already in school.
The old 25/50/75 rule required

students to finish 25 percent of
their degree requirements by the
beginning of their second year, 50
percent by the beginning of their
third year, and 75 percent by the
beginning of their fourth.
The new rule is 40/60/80, which

means students will have to take a
tougher load their freshman year
and hkely have to attend summer
school.

"Most athletes have to go to
summer school anyhow, because
of their time commitment to their
sport," Renfro said.

Renfro added that this policy
will likely increase graduation
rates, which is the main goal of the
adjustment.

Effects on UCLA
Though graduation rates will

likely increase nationwide, UCLA
probably won't be affected by this
rule as much as other schools.
The reason is because, for the
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COURTNEY STEWAHIVDaily Bruin Staff
Lindsay Greco is once more a key player for the women's soccer team despite spending last year on the sidelines due to an injury.

VALUABLE SCORER RECOVERED FROM INJURY, ON TRACK FOR ANOTHER GREAT SEASON
By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez@media.ucla.edu

Going into 2001, Lindsay Greco was feeling
pretty good about the development of her soccer
game.

Scoring to put UCLA up 1-0 over North
CaroUna in the 2000 NCAA championship game
highlighted her freshman campaign. Although
the Bruins lost the game 2-1, Greco took solace
in the fact that she could come back in 2001 with
a senior-laden team and make yet another NCAA
title run.

She wound up finishing fourth on the team for

the number of goals scored; it was one of the
most promising fi-eshmen seasons in the Pac-10.

Four games into her sophomore year, Greco
was striking with a vengeance, leading the
nation with six goals scored.

It was just two shy of what she had scored in

the whole of her freshman year.

She seemed on her way to Ail-American sta-

tus.

But on Sept 13th, 2001, during an easy warm-
up drill at practice, Greco accidentally twisted

her knee and heard a strange popping noise. The
sound stimned her, but she felt no pain.

But that sound - which Greco says she can
still hear to this day - led her to fear the worst.
She was immediately taken to the UCLA Medical
Center, where she found out she had torn her
ACL The ACL is the anterior cruciate ligament -
the one that guides the tibia (or shin bone)
through its normal range of motion. This injury
would put Greco out the rest of the year.

What was sh^^ing to be a breakout season
turned into every soccer player's worst night-

mare.
"1 was really sad," said Greco. She eventually

broke down into tears of fi-ustration after the
ii\jury was confirmed.

"I just knew that it's a long process to rehab. I

didn't even know that I was on the (Soccer
America) Team of the Week until after I got hurt,

and that just made it even worse."
After surgery, Greco had to spend the rest of

the season putting in long rehab hours, staying
home on road trips, and watching the rest of the
games fi^om the sidelines. She was given a med-
ical redshirt for the rest of the season.

"We were devastated," said senior defender

Tracey Wmzen when she found out that Greco
would not return in 2001. "She was our leading

scorer. She only played so many games but she
was scoring left and right and she was just a
huge asset to the team."

Greco watched fi*om the sidelines as the
Bruins went 16-2 the rest of the way, winning the
Pac-10 title before a 1-0 upset by Florida 1-0 in

the NCAA quarterfinals last year.

|"We missed her a lot last year," UCLA head
cdach Jillian EUis said. "1 felt that with Lindsay
we probably had a chance at winning the whole
thing, as she gave us a little more depth up
ft-ont."

With moral support from her teammates, fam-
ily and ftiends, Greco is back this year, a healthy
sophomore once again. While her three goals
this year don't match last year's pace, her five

assists make her an indispensable member of
the Bruin lineup.

rit was hard at first getting back into it

because our forward line is all new people."
Greco said. "But I like being back, and now I

have the rest of this year and two more soccer
seasons to just play. I'm excited because I know
our program is only getter better."

i %yj ^ ?

W; Soccer v7Washington

W. Volleyball v. Stanford

W. Soccer v. Oregon
Football V. Washington

Cross-Country v. Pac-10

W.Rowing

M. Soccer vroregon St.

W. Soccer v. Oregon St.

^PREVIEW
Drake Stadium Friday 2 p.m.

Pauley Pavilion Friday 7 p.m.

Drake Stadium Friday 7:30 p.m.

Seattle, WA Saturday TBA
BrooksideCC Saturday 8:30 a.m.

Cal. Yacht Club Saturday All Day

Drake Stadium Sunday 11 a.m.

Drake Stadium Sunday 1 p.m.

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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Junior defensive end Dave Ball has recorded seven sacks for UCLA during the
season, including one in each of the last six games.

Defensive line sacks well,

steps up despite injuries

By Diamond Leung

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA defense has been
doing well in the sack department
this season.

Junior defensive end Dave Ball
leads the team with seven and has
one in each of the last six games.

"They're all my babies," Ball
said with a smile. "Each one of
them is special in its own way.

"I'm playing pretty well - better
than last year. I gained a lot of
strength in the offseason, and I'm
using more of my moves. I'm
improving every day."

Ball, who only had three career
sacks before the year started, has
really improved in his second
year as a starter.

"David got better as the year
went on last year," defensive
coordinator Phil Snow said. "This
year, he has been really consis-
tent and made a lot of plays. He
imderstands his position more,
and he's getting sacks."

The defense as a whole has
needed to step up after fifth-year

senior quarterback Cory Paus
went down with a broken ankle.
With only inexperienced, fresh-

men quarterbacks left to play, the
Bruins can't be getting into
shootouts anymore.
The defensive line did its part

in UCLA's 28-18 win over Stanford
on Satiu-day, recording six sacks
in the game.

"We're doing really well," Ball
said. "We're getting more hits on
the quarterback. We're doing
what (defensive line) Coach
(Don) Johnson says. He's the
guru."

Opposite Ball is senior defen-
sive end Rusty Williams, who
struggled to even record a single
tackle in his first few games.

"I'm not getting as much pres-
sure on the quarterback as I'd like

to," Williams said. "But Dave is.

He works hard at it, and he's a
good player. Good for him."

Although the line suffered a
setback when jimior preseason
All-America candidate Rodney
Leisle went down with a broken
foot, it has held up. Junior Ryan
Boschetti has filled in admirably,
and senior defensive tackle Steve
Morgan has also played well.

Ball and Morgan lead the line

with 22 tackles apiece.

Leisle should make his return
in three weeks.

Bad players unfairly

get the cash, women

Colin Ylihl
(yH@merfa.icla.edu

Sometimes you encounter
sports personalities that

make you stop and wonder,
"What the HeU!"

Endowed with no discernible
skill or merit, these people are
somehow blessed with fame, for-

tune, and/or extremely attractive

girlfriends.

Think of Laker
forward Mark
Madsen.
Whenever he
gets into

games, people
always talk

about his

"heart" and
describe him
as a real "hus-

tle player,"

which is just

journalist-

speak for "this guy has no tal-

ent."

Nevertheless, he's wearing two
NBA championship rings and has
made loads of cash to basically

be Shaq's buddy. And there is no
surer sign of the coming
Apocalypse than his utterly

rhythm-less Victory Dance,
{

which sends shivers down my
spine every time I see it.

So, the general public is left to

wonder how the hell this hap-
pened.

Not coincidentally, hell figiu"es

a lot into the equation because it

is my assertion that these people
either a) are an incarnation of
the Homed One himself or b)
they sold their souls to him.
A suggested label for these

people might be "Soulless

Wonders" or "Satanites" or per-

haps "the Sacramento Kings."

These are DeviUshly Bad Players

(DBPs) who have, despite their

athletic shortcomings, achieved
the kind of success every guy
dreams about.

Now that there is an estab-
lished nomenclature and
acronym, I'd like to point out
another DBP of some controver-
sy: Casey Jacobsen.
Some people have been fooled

into believing Casey is a "nice
guy." It's entirely understandable,
as he is articulate, inteUigent,

and - I'm secure enough in my
own masculinity to say - even
handsome. But Casey Jacobsen
has all the makings of a DBP.
He had a highly successful

career as a shooting guard for
Stanford. He beat the Bruins at
Pauley Pavilion all four years he
was at school. The Phoenix Sims
drafted him in the first round
this past summer, when he has
marginal second-round talent at
best. And as anyone that

watched the NBA draft can tell

you, his girlfriend is incredibly
beautiful.

But facts are facts: he looks
Uke a Backstreet Boy, he's got a
little section of his hair gelled in

a sort of "Ooh baby, I'll be kissin'

you" type thing, not to mention
the archetypal highlights that
seem to be a prerequisite for the
Backstreet look.

His basketbaU skills are
mediocre. He's Jason Ks^ono,
only shorter. He has no leaping
ability; he's slow-footed; he's
afraid of contact and thus does-
n't rebound well; he can't play
defense, has no post up game to
speak of, can't create his own
shots, doesn't drive to the basket
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Dead event aims to raise awareness
By Graciela Sandoval

'

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gsandoval(a)media. ucla.edu

Red and black posters on wooden
sticks were sprinkled along the Bruin
Walk lawn this week to bring aware-
ness to the missing people of Latin
America, the theme of the Day of the
Dead celebration hosted by concien-
cia libre, a campus group dedicated
to social equality.

TVaditionally Mexicans celebrate
and welcome back the souls of the
dead by making calaveras, skull-
shaped candy treats, and pan de
muerto, bread of the dead, every year
from Oct 31 to Nov. 2. The Day of the
Dead celebration at UCLA included
people of different heritages and car-
ried a social and political message.

Over the weekend, conciencia
libre members and jomaleros, day
laborers, created the posters at the
Downtown Community Job Center.

Short biographies accompanied
the blown-up pictures of the disap-

peared in order to humanize the
tragedy.

About 50 students and family
members came together at the
Fowler Museum on Wednesday night
to take part in workshops, listen to
spoken word and eat together.

The violation of civil hberties of
Latin Americans over the last two
decades, along with recent violations

of U.S.-bom Muslims and people of
Middle Eastern dissent since Sept 1

1

was the unifying theme of guest
speakers.

"(Governments) think they can
silence (protesters) down with
threats and policies, but that's not
going to happen. We're stronger than
that," said conciencia libre member
Blanca Martinez, a third- year politi-

cal science and international devel-

opment studies student

Labor unions

reject latest

UG offers

TYSON EVANS/Uaily Bruin Senior Staff,P . -- .
.

• •^'^i^ r.*rti^o/UAlLY DKUIN SENIOR STAFF,
Francisco Zarathustra. sinfier and guitarist of Verba Buena Tribe, sang "La gente unidad jam^s ser^ vencida" (The peo-
ple united will never be defeated) as he performed during the Day of the Dead celebration at the Fowler Museum.

Special guest Nagwa Ibrahim from
the Muslim Public Affairs Council
spoke about the detainment of over
1,000 people, most of which were of
Middle Eastern or South Asian
decent, or Muslim, after Sept 11 in

the United States.

"The war against terrorism has
been pursued by this administration
at the expense of civil liberties at

home and human rights of people
abroad," Ibrahim said.

Latin American dictatorships
forcibly detained people during the

last two decades, and the same tac-

tics are being used here in the United
States in the name of terrorism, she
said.

"It's a human rights issue that we
as Americans have to care about,
either if it's happening in this country
or if it happened in Latin America,"
she said.

The celebration also included a
theater performance by conciencia
libre members that educated the
audience while providing comic
relief.

One play poked fim at the recent
LAX raids of domestic flights in
which passengers were asked for
proper identification and illegal

immigrants were deported back to
their countries.

"The main message of the event
was to stop racial profiling in the U.S.

through comedy but also through
straight facts and political means,"
Martinez said.

EHiring the intermission, students
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By Andrew Edwarxis and

Shane Nelson

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
aedwardsgmedla. ucla.edu
snelson@media.ucla.edu

Two unions involved in lengthy
labor negotiations with the
University of California rejected
UC's most recent offers this week.

Both the clerical workers' and lec-

turers' unions felt that the most
recent UC offers didn't adequately
address contentious issues, includ-
ing job security and wage increases.

The Coalition of University
Employees, the clericals' union,
informed university administration
Thursday - the deadline for accep-
tance of the proposal - that they
would not accept the UC's setde-
ment offer.

Lecturers, represented by the
University Council of the American
Federation of Teachers formally
rejected the university's terms on
Wednesday The UC had asked them
to respond by Oct. 25.

Both unions want to make their
own counter offers to the university
soon.

The UC is willing to meet with

each union and is currently dis-
cussing plans for a meeting with UC-
AFT, UC press aide Paul Schwartz
said in a statement

The university and CUE have not
had a contract since the end of last

September. A major obstacle to an
accord is disagreement over pay
increases. The union seeks a 15 per-
cent pay hike over two years, but UC
officials have consistently said there
is not enough in the university's bud-
get

Though the university is willing to
continue talks with clericals, UC
negotiators will stick to salary terms
contained in the offer CUE rejected.

The university offered clericals a
2 percent raise, followed by a 1.5

percent cost of living ac^justment
The UC proposed a percent increase
equivalent to raises planned for uni-

versity staff in other classifications.

CUE president Claudia Homing
said that the pay raise offered is

"chump change," adding that while
the imion has continued to negoti-
ate, the UC has been unwilling to
work with them.

"They don't refute the facts of our
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THIN FLOORS, WALLS
CAN MAKE ROOMS
UNCOMFORTABLE

FOR UCLA STUDENTS

By Jessica Chung and Amy Frye

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jchung(i)media. ucla.edu
afrye@media.ucla.edu

In most dorms, students either

have to use phones or go into the
hallways to talk to their floor-

mates. Students in De Neve said
they can talk to their neighbors
through the walls.

"When you go to the bathroom
and open the medicine cabinet,

you can practically have a normal
conversation with the people next
door," said second-year biology
student Nicole Lang.

When asked if he received com-
plaints about noise in De Neve,
Alan Hanson, director of the Office

of Residential Life, said "no one
has contacted me directly ... but I

wouldn't suggest that (the prob-
lem) isn't real" |

He said noise in residential-hall-

type living is an ongoing problem.
"The sense I have about what I

have heard is that the experience
people are having may or may not
be related to wall conditions,"

De Neve residents plagued by noise I UCLA lookiM to house more
Students in spite of crowding

JONATHAN YuliNG/DAiu' Britn Senior h^AJT

Juliet Gharibian, first-year undeclared (foreground), and Katie Brechtelsbauer,
second-year biology, find studying in their De Neve Plaza dorm room difficult at
times. "You can feel the bass through the walls," said Brechtelsbauer.

,

Hanson said.

No matter what the cause, stu-

dents said the ability to hear what's
going on next door, especially in

the bathrooms, can maJce it diffi-

cult for students to live comfort-
ably and normally in De Neve.

"I turn on the shower when I'm
in the bathroom because the peo-
ple next door can hear everything.
The people downstairs are loud
too," said first-year psychobiology
student Anthony Nguyen.

Whereas students in other resi-

dential halls can play instruments,

generally without the music being
carried to the next room, De Neve
musicians often receive complaints
from their neighbors, or even from
the people living beneath them or
above them, residents said.

The volume of the sounds fix)m

radios, televisions and computers
is also often considered too louc

PORHS
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By Amy Frye and Kelly Raybum
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
afrye(i)medla. ucla.edu

krayburn ©media, ucla.edu

Observing the crowded condi-
tions on the Hill - the three-person
donn rooms, or the long, late-night

lines at Puzzle's eatery - students
might assume university officials

would look for ways to take on
fewer tenants.

But not so.

They're in fact doing just the
opposite, striving to house a higher
percentage of the UCLA student
population in the next eight years.

They aim to ensure that incoming
freshman are offered four years, and
transfer students two years, of guar-
anteed on-campus living. Currently
incoming freshmen are guaranteed
two years of housing, and transfers
one.

As these policies begin to be put
in place, UCLA - once a commuter
school - is going through an at-times
painful transition, becoming primar-
ily a residential campus where
approximately 60 percent of stu-

dents will live on or within a mile of
campus by 2010, according to hous-

2000 -2001 figures

2000 - 2010 projections

HASTEBPLAHNING
By 2010 the University hopes to house more than 21,000 students on, or within one mile
of, campus."

HOUSING GOALS
• Guaranteed on-campus
housing to be guaranteed

to all entering first-year

students for four years

• Guaranteed on-campus
housing to be to all new
transfer students for a

period of two years

• Guaranteed University

housing to be to new
graduate and professional

students for a period of

two years

• University housing to

single postdoctoral

scholars for a period of

two years, as available

Undergraduate Graduate Private Sector TOTAL Students

Students Students Housing within 1 Housed

mile of campus

SOURCE: UCUstidMrtliOMiNgiMStarpiaii

ing projections.

Tlie change in mission is happen-
ing when the university is growing at

rates unseen in a generation Ifhous-
ing was not to expand their guaraiv-

tees, it would still have over-crowd-
ing issues, as UCLA expects an
increase of 4,000 full-time equivalent
students by 2010.

But Chancellor Albert Camesale
and housing ofQcials alike said pro-
viding more housing close to cam-
pus is a goal well worth pursuing.

UCLA has come a long way since

its early, humbler days as the
Southern Branch of the University

GROWTH
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Despite study, UCLA feels secure in sex crime dealings
By Karen E. Graulich

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kgraulich(a)media. ucla.edu

Crimes cannot be kept secret in U.S. col-

leges because federal law mandates colleges

make this information available to the pub-
lic, but recenUy a study found this is not
always done.

Last week, the Education Development
Center, in partnership with the University of
Cincinatti, released the results of a two-year
study finding many higher education institu-

tions to be in violation of the Clery Act, a
federal law that mandates that colleges and
universities must publicize crime statistics

and information on security policies.

Since the EDC/University of Cincinnati

survey was designed to keep school names
anonymous, it is unknown whether UCLA
was one of the schools studied or how it

fared if it was studied. But UCLA officials

are confident crimes are being reported cor-

recUy.

The UCPD has posted crime data for the

last three years on its Web site under a link

tided Clery Report.' According to UCPD
spokesperson Nancy Greenstein, these

numbers refiect all alleged crimes that
occurred on campus, on other UCLA prop-
erties and in Westwood.

Michael Foraker, director of Housing
Services, who works closely with UCPD
regarding crimes in on-campus housing
areas, said he liad no concerns about the
campus underreporting crime because "it's

mandated by federal law and ... the campus
takes it very seriously"

EDC spokeswoman Diane Berry said
about the Campus Sexual Assault Report,
one part of the EDC study "We coUected
aggregate data with the purpose (of giving)
the government a first picture of school
compliance (with the Clery Act) or lack
there of."

The national report indicated 37 percent
of American colleges are deficient in their

resources for dealing with sexual crimes.
But UCLA officials are confident the school
is not only meeting federal law, but campus
needs as well.

The Clothesline Project is a campus
group assisting in the goal of preventing
rape and sexual assault on campus.
Sponsored by the Social Welfare
Department, the organization's mission is to

build awareness of sexual violence. One of
their main events is the Clothesline Project
Display, in which survivors of violent crimes
hang up T-shirts that express their pain. The
purpose of this shirt display is to both aid
survivors in the healing process and to raise
awareness.

Additionally the UCLA Center for Women
and Men offers counseling and referrals for
survivors of sexual violence.

Tina Oakland, director of the center said,

"No one should have to go through the after-

math of a sexual assault alone."

In the case of a sex offense, the universi-
ty standard procedure is for the UCPD to
transport the person to the Santa Monica
UCLA Hospital.

"Our firet question is how do we get
resources to the student or staff member,"
Greenstein said.

Though botii UCPD and the Center for
Women and Men cannot force survivors to
receive counseling or press legal charges
against their offender, they encourage them
to do so. In addition to a UCPD investiga-
tion, if the alleged crime occurred on cam-

CRiyE
I
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JONATHAN young/Daily Bri'in Senior Staff

King of Halloween I Richard Reyna of UCLA parking Services, aka
the king." guides Sean Gerrior to parking during Halloween.
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Nonprofit Career Fair today I

^^^^
I
Residents try to keep noise down

EVENT PARTICIPANTS INCLUDE PEACE CORPS, TEACH FOR AMERICA
^.... . .. I

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga(a)media. ucla.edu

Students seeking an internship or
post-graduate employment will be
sought out when the second annual
Nonprofit Career Fair arrives at
Dickson Court today

Recruiters from 40 nonprofit orga-
nizations are expected to come, in an
event co-hosted by the School of
PubUc Policy and Social Research
and Idealistorg. Organizers for the
fair said it is important for students to
be exposed to nonprofit efforts when
they consider where they want to
work after college.

"It's a really good opportunity to
see the jobs available in this sector,"
said Maciek Kolodziejczak, a gradu-
ate student advisor in the School of
PubUc Policy and Social Research.

He also wanted to dispel the myth
that a nonprofit job equals a non-pay-
ing one.

•^Some people think there's no
money in nonprofit, but you can
make a decent living," Kolodziejczak
said. "But you won't be making six

figures right off."

He added that, in recent years, the
most popular jobs the fair exhibits
are those in the international arena
and in nonprofit foundations.

Some of the organizations looking
for Bruins include the AFLrCIO
Organizing Institute, Best Buddies of
California, Peace Corps of Los
Angeles, the nationwide Teach for

America program and the LA. Free
Clinic.

Additionally, employees from sev-

eral of the nonprofits will hold work-
shops in Perlofif Hall and the Public
Policy building.

Many students who are heading
into business-related fields don't
often consider nonprofit and educar
tion organizations, something that
Albert Aubin, associate director for
counseling and campus relations at
the Career Center, hopes the fair will

change.
,

"We encourage students to attend
so they can see for themselves the
numerousjobs available," Aubin said

The event was started last year and
catered to more than 600 students.
Non-students are also welcome to
attend, Kolodziejczak said, and sever-

al universities from Southern
California are expected to attend.

The Nonprofit Career Fair mill be
held in Dickson Court todayfnym 12
to 4 p/m The day's schedule is at

httpJAmvw. sppsritckL eduMpfairOS.
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Today

12:10 p.m. daily

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackerman 3500 (M, R, F). Life

Science (T, W)
See www.my.ucla.edu

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center
All Saints Day Mass
UCC, 633 Gayley Avenue
Phone Number (310) 208-5015

12-4 p.m.

School of PubUc Policy and
Social Research and Idealist.org

Nonprofit Career Fair

Nonprofit organizations will be
recruiting for internships, part-

time jobs, and full-time posi-

tions.

Dickson Court in front of Perloff

HaU
(310)825-3792
FYee

Maciek Kolodziejczak

November 2

7:30 p.m.

IMAN Youth Group Presents:

One Muslim. One Jew. One
Stage. Two Very Funny Guys.
3376 Motor Avenue
(310) 202-8181

cfMV biTlwCM^'l

November 4

12:10 p.m. daily

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackerman 3500 (M, R, F^, Life

Science (T, W)
|

See www.my.ucla.edu

6 p.m.

Undergraduate Investment
Society

General Meeting
Royce 190

(310) 824-3241

FREE
Gabriel Leung
Learn about consulting and what
it takes to start your own busi-

ness! Our guest this week is an
Anderson School alum and entre-

prenuer in the venture capital

sector. Workshop on the airline

industry and investment decision
process to follow the meeting.

7 p.m.

Bruins for Life

"The Feminist Case Against
Abortion"

Young C524
(310) 435-9848

Stephen Saron
A lecture including: Serrin

Foster ("President Feminists for

Life"), Patricia Heaton
("Everybody Loves Raymond")
and Ben Stein ("Win Ben Stein's

-•*?

Two Buoadi
and a Baud

Written by
Juliette Marshall and Jill Tracy

A coudcol wkim about ^ex, love qhcI being Jm

Music by Directed by
Paul Perry $am Lloyd

^, The Broads
Jill Tracy and Juliette Marshall

The Band
Robert Beckwith Denise Fraser Sam Lloyd Paul Perry

Hudson Theatre - Main Stage
6539 Santa Monica Blvd. •Valet Parking Available

TUESDAYS and WEDNESDAYS:
OCTOBER 22,23,29,30

NOVEMBER 5, 6, 1 2, 1 3, 1 9, 20

Show Time 8:00 PM • Tickets $10

Student Tickets Only $5 with current ID

• RESERVATIONS: 323-856-4200 •

from page 1

for studious neighbors.

Certain rooms in De Neve have a
more difficult time with loud noises
than other rooms. Those located
next to the stairs, the lounge or the
trash chute have added noises that
seep through the walls daily, resi-

dents said.

"We live next to the stairs, so we
can hear people running up and
talking. It sounds like pounding.
And people from the stucfy lounges
knock on the wall and lean their

chairs up against the wall. The peo-
ple above us fall off their beds in the
morning and wake me up," said sec-

ond-year Japanese student Jason
Kawamoto.

Residents with rooms beneath
them as well as above them also
seem to have more to deal with than
those who live on the lowest or
highest floors.

"We don't make any noise, and
we try to be really quiet, but the peo-
ple downstairs complain, and it's

not even us (who are being loud).

It's the people above us. We were
just sitting on the bed and the peo-
ple beneath us started complaining,"
said first-year business economics
student Priscilla Park.

"It's hard to tiptoe all the time,"

she added.

Even though complaints are
numerous, there are still those stu-

dents who accept it as a part of
dorm life.

"We try to be good about keeping
quiet we don't jump off the beds.
We go down the sides. And people
are pretty good about the volume of
their music," said first-year chemi-
cal engineering student Michael
Wahl.

"It's funny because we hear what
the people next door to us say about
us," said first-year business econom-
ics student Ricky Bueno.

Noise may not be such a problem
within the floor corridors. Hanson
said he has heard that Resident
Assistants on rounds sometimes
have a hard time determining where
noise is coming fix)m when they
answer complaints.

"We know that at least the doors
to the corridors are doing a pretty

Daily Bruin File Photo
De Neve Plaza, completed in 2002, houses a number of students who can
hear each other through the walls.

''We try to be good about

keeping quiet: we don't jump
off the beds. We go down the

sides. And people are pretty

good about the volume of

their music."

Michael Wahl

First-year student

good job of disguising where the
source of the noise is coming fix>m,''

he said.

Some residents in halls other
than De Neve don't notice noise as a
problem.

"Fve only received a complaint
once, when someone told me to tutn
my music off. The noise hasn't got-

ten to the point where I have trouble
getting to sleep," said first-year

English student Nathan
Weatherford, a Delta Terrace resi-

dent
"Most of the noise comes from

above us. As far as adjacent walls,

we can't hear anything. It's not that
much of a burden to live through,
and it's not to the point where we

have to complain," said first-year

molecular, cellular and developmen-
tal biology student Patricia
Calimlim, a Canyon Point resident

"We can't hear normal, everyday
activities. We can't even hear them if

they're laughing really loud I can
only hear noises if our next door
neighbors close their doors really
loud," said first-year computer sci-

ence student Christine Wang, a
Hedrick resident

Some students compare their De
Neve experience to other residence
halls.

"We can hear people running i^)

the stairs and throu^ the hallways
above us. People dont think about
who's below them. It's pretty bad,
but De Neve was a little worse
because their walls seemed thin-

ner," said second-year cyl)emetics
student ElUiot Lee, a Canyon Point
resident, who lived in De Neve last

year.

Elven if De Neve residents are
experiencing more problem than
other residents, they have not
e^ressed this to housing.

"In our quality of life survey each
spring, De Neve came up better
rated than some of the other resi-

dential haDs," Hanson said

r

All Saints Day Mass
friday , N oy E M B fe R ist

amiis!

University Catholic Center
Service Schedule at ucc
SUN MASS 1 0:30 AM, 7:30 PM& 9 pm
mon mass 1 2: 1 pm

reconciliation 4-5 pm & by appt
tije mass 5:15 pm
WT.D MASS 1 2: 1 pm
We're on Campus thlrs - 12:10 pm
FX)R COMMUNION SERVICE, 417 KeKCKHOFF

Serving the UCLA Community
With the URC for over 70 years

633 Gayley Avenue
We're between Strathmore
& LeConte 310/208-5015

www.uccla.org staff@uccla.org

ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

I\^uscie tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

I
Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1104
www,435.com
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Arafat warns against

U. S. attack on Iraq

nSON EV'ANJVDailv Bk, •[ ..^ i' 'n .>rAFF

Jessica Grande's spoken-word performance protested various governnfients' mis
treatment of its people during the Day of the Dead event in Fowler.

DAY
from page 1

ate Salvadorean food and members of
Raza Womyn, a campus service group,
sold and displayed their art.

UCLA transfer students showed they
were activists through their spoken
word performances.

"Soy poeta y no me dejo porque no
soy pendejo ^'m a poet and I don't

restrain myself because Tm not stu-

pid)," said first-year UCLA transfer stu-

dent Jessica Grande.
Grande came to the United States

from. EH Salvador when she was five.

She explained her poem was not
intended to entertain, but rather to
empower young people and to serve as
a testament to the disappeared, like

poets that speak up against the govern-
ments that take away their basic rights.

The cumbia and raggea beats of the
Yerba Buena TVibe, an East Los Angeles
band, invited all who attended to get
out of their seats to dance and have fim
at the end of a long day of building
political consciousness.

Fifth-year Chicana/o studies student
Francisco Zarathustra and Armando
Ibarra, lead singers of Yerba Buena,
energized the diverse crowd with their

songs.

"We're not all fix)m the same origins
but we're all together celebrating life

and death," said fourth-year women's
studies and sociology student Cristina
Lopez, also a member of conciencia
libre. "Let's continue to support each
other"

MEChA de UCLA, LASA, MSA,
Amnesty International and the
Community Programs Office, along
with others, collaborated with concien-
cia libre to organize this year's Day of
the Dead event

CRIME
from page 1

pus or at any university-sponsored
event, the student has the option of
filing a complaint at the Dean of
Students ofifice.

Under the Student Conduct Code,
in the case of an alleged rape or sex-
ual assault, both parties would be
called to the Dean of Students office.

Information would be taken fi^om

both the accused and accuser, which
can result in conflicting accounts.

"If there are no witnesses (the

fcgjpase) will be referred to the student ^

conduct commiUee,^ said Bob
^aples, assistant vice chancellor of
rftudent and campus life.

Even if a suspect is found not
guilty by a court of law, the student -
conduct committee may find the
person guilt>' of sexual misconduct
because they have a lower burden of
proof- requiring a preponderance of
evidence, not a lack of reasonable
doubt

Naples believes that UCLA is

doing a satisfactory job responding
to rape and sexual assault

REJECTION
from page 1

argument; they just say no, we won't
give you that," she added.

TTie UC is in a similar place with
the lecturers' imion, Schwartz said.

Though lecturers and UC officials

have been in collective bargaining
talks for over two years, they have
failed to produce a contract Neither
party has agreed on pay rates, job
security or arbitration mechanisms.
Though lecturers were dissatis-

fied with the UC's most recent offer,

contract language was not the only
reason they rejected the deal.

Kevin Roddy, president of UC-
AFT, said the uruon objected to the
UC submitting both a conditional
offer along with terms the UC would
adopt if lecturers rejected the first

deal. The union interpreted the uni-

versity's action as a move toward a
firud bargaining position.

"We don't really agree that things
are at impasse ... we think there is

lots more room for negotiation,"

Roddy said.

However, the university is less

optimistic.

Schwartz said though the next
step depends on the substance of
UC-AFT's response, everything
seems to be moving toward
impasse, a declanition that one or
both parties can't move any more at

the table.

Rob Hermig, a UC-AFT bargaining
team member and UCLA lecturer,

disagreed, saying that the outcome
depends on whether the UC decides
to continue bargaining or go to
impasse, where the university would
impose a contract. I

If the UC files impasse proceed-
ings with the State Labor Relations
Board, the next step is to go to "fact-

finding," or non-binding arbitration

In non-binding arbitration, the
State appoints a mediator to review
the facts of both sides and offer a
solution. Neither side is obligated to

accept the mediator's proposal.

Both unions have gone on strike

multiple times, and the threat of a
future work stoppage at UCLA
looms large. On more than one occa-
sion, Henrug has said lecturers will

strike on campus.

By Ibrahim Hazboun

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

RAMALLAH, West Bank —
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
warned Thursday against any
U.S. strike on Iraq, saying it

would have catastrophic conse-
quences in the Middle East and
urged resolving the conflict
through the United Nations.

In a joint interview with
Associated Press Television
News and an Israeh TV station,

Arafat also predicted the Israel-

Palestinian conflict will worsen
now that Israeli Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon depends on far-

right and religious parties to
cling to power.

Warning against a U.lS. strike

on Iraq, Arafat said, "I hope that
this war will not take place
because this will lead to a cata-

strophe in the whole area of the
Middle East."

"I hope that such conflicts

will be resolved in the United
Nations since the Iraqis have
accepted (U.N. weapons)
inspectors back," he said.

Arafat also said he remains
committed to achieving peace
with Israel despite two years of
fighting and said he considers
suicide attacks against Israeli

civilians to be immoral.
"I say to the Israelis, come

tomorrow and sit at the negotia-
tion table," said the beleaguered
Palestinian leader, who has
been mostly confined to his
Ramallah compound for some

The Associated Press

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat lis-

tens to declarations of a vote by
parliament members during the pre-
sentation of a new Cabinet Tuesday.

10 months. "Let's go back to the
peace of the brave."

Arafat said Israel's repeated
killing of Palestinian mihtants
accused of terrorism has sabo-
taged his efforts to reach agree-
ments with the radical groups to
end attacks on Israelis. He
pledged to work to end such
attacks if Israel withdrew from
the Palestinian areas that it has
occupied in the past two years.
"Why don't you pull out, and

we'll bring the Americans and
we'll work together to end such
attacks?" he said, addressing
Israel's government. Asked if he
considered the attacks immoral,
Arafat replied: "Yes, they are
immoral. We condemn these
attacks all the time."

EDWARD TUFTE IN LOS ANGELES

TALK, NOVEMBER 6
\

"Beautiful Evidence"
UCLA HAMMER MUSEUM
10899 Wilshire Boulevard

7 p.m. Free. Telephone 310 443-7000

EXHIBITION, NOVEMBER 7-FEBRUARY 13
"Escaping Flatland: Sculpture and Prints"
A + D ARCHITECTURE + Design MUSEUM
Bradbury Building, 304 South Broadway
Opening November 7, from 7 to 9 p.m.

Museum Hours, Tuesday through Sunday 11-5
Free. Telephone 213 62a9961
Elizabeth Martin, curator

Edward Tufte has written seven books. They
include visual Explanations, Envisioning Information,

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, and
Data Analysis for Politics and Policy, He writes,

designs, and self-publishes his books on information

design, which have received more that 40 awards
for content and design. He is Professor Emeritus at

Yale University, where he taught courses in

statistical evidence, information design, and
Interface design. His current work includes digital

video, sculpture, printmaking, and a new bopk called

Beautiful Evidence,
|

Enter UCLA Hammer parking building from Westwood
BLVD or Glendon Ave. Enter Bradbury parking from South
Spring Street between 3rd and 4th. For more information
see edwardtufte.com or telephone 310 657-5380
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20 MEGS OF WEB STORAGE
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"Democracy in Action!" is a component of the
USAC Academic Affairs Commission and Internal Vice President's Office.

The overall goal of these series of programs is to raise awareness
on issues relevant to all communities. By ensuring that discussions

of these issues occur outside of the classroom.
"Democracy in Action" promotes a form of relevant and empowering education

to all students. Many students may not have stances on key current issues,

but through this program students will be able to learn
from differing perspectives and ultimately gauge their own political positions.

Application: Join tiie debate on tiie war!

20 MEGS OF WEB STORAGE

Sune up u> 2<>mb ot tiks online m
Biuinwalk.com. A virtual llof^jn

dnvc! YtHJ can write a paper at honK.\

si<Me if t>niiiic. ainl then acecss it (xi

campus later on. Dr just store crap.
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ETRUrN

Name:

Major/s & Minor/s:

Year in school:

E-mail:

Phone:

Organization/Affliations:

Please answer the following questions on a separate piece

ofpaper These responses will be evaluated in order to select

candidates that can provide substantive arguments,

1) What is your position on the cun*ent policy undertaken

by the Bush administration?

2) What IS your reasoning for this position?

3) How would you refute some of the arguments against

your position?

4) What is your experience with public speaking?

5) What are some of the additional issues you feel that

this campus should be discussing throughout the year?

Clip this application* Answer the questions. And...

Submit your application at 310 Kerckhoff Hall by 11.05.02
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Academic Affairs Commission
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!T.J. Cordero
Internal Vice President
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HOUSING MORE STUDENTS

NEWS

The plans are for UCLA to eventually guarantee four years of housing to undergraduates coming fronn high school as welU^wo years of housing for transfers students.
Expected increases in undergraduate on campus housing by year.
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from page 1

of California, when students often
lived at home, drove in for classes
and drove back after tliem. The home
of the Bruins is now much more than

an extension of tlie Berkeley cam-
pus.

A world-class imiversity in its own
riglit, UCLA today draws students
who need housing from all over the
state, nation and world. On top of
that, even students who are from Los
Angeles or nearby often opt to spend
at least part of their Bruin experi-
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ences living in tlie domts.
And well they should, said

Caniesale, adding that living on or
near campus can contribute greatly
to the non-academic aspects of col-

lege life.
I

"It's becoming more and more
attractive to live on campus or near
campus and be part of the broader

i-

UCLA community, as opposed to
having to plan your student life

around the traffic on the 405
Freeway," Camesale said in a press
conference with the Daily Bruin last

Friday.

There's a lot that goes on at the
campus ... that is outside the class-

room," he said. There are activities,

All YOU
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FIRE BEEF
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• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA
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Lunch 11am -4pm
Dinner 4pm - 11pm

yiA4v^ JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

Lunch-$15.95 Dinner-$18.95

SAKE
SPECIAL
$13.00

• 1 PITCHER OF BEER
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1 LARGE SAKE

We Accept

Sun-Thurs *till 1:00 am • Fri-Sat *till 2:00 am
Skatuf^ Priwate Boom for fundraisers, meetings, parties, etc. for FREE!

PyomSBw red tiot buffalo wings, jumbo ravioli, and grilled chiclcen pomodoro sandwich!

mhai
ALL THE TIME

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

QtiX^ 1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices
one topping pizza ot^»-^

Any large 3 topping pizza

Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza
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get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

1^1^11
Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50

2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.98.
Specialties include VegetaHan, Shakey's Special,

Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

NEWBRUIN MEAL DEAL
/ Large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

Dine-in or carry out only

(save over $5)

Shakey's
Combination

99
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Salad!

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread or* 5 Chicken Breast Strips
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The threat is real Far the first time shice the right to abortion

was decided by the Supreme Court, we have an anti-choice

maiority in Congress, and a fragile 5 to 4 malorlty In the Court.

Set Acthfo - Join VOX! Voices for Planned Paremhood, the

iro-choice student organization at UCIA. Out first meeting will

be Wednesday. November 6 at 5:00 p.m. in Royce 162.

For questions, e-mail us at voMucia@hotmail.com

there are clubs, there are all kinds of
things ... that turn out to be a lot more
diflQcult if you have to worry about
when you have to go home" to an off-

campus residence, he said.

In Camesale's view, living near
campus can be fundamental to the
quality of student life. But that does-
n't mean the transition to housing
more students is going to be easy.

The numbers make an impression:

2,000 additional bed spaces for
undergraduates in two high rise

dorms are to be added in the next
eight years.

With campus dorms approaching
125 percent capacity, the university
hopes to reduce the number of stu-

dents living in triples, making even
more units necessary.

The university is also looking to
provide 2,000 single graduate stu-

dents with housing by 2010, whereas
now housing for sin^e graduate stu-

dents is almost nonexistent.

•••••
w, LA'S HOTTEST i

Karaoke
7 Nights A Week
Starts @ 9:00pm

Happy Hour
Everyday 5-9PM

C\u To B(X)K YoLR Largl Fakh Tooxd
Fine Dining • Free Parking

Heated Smoking Patio

10433 National Boulevard
^ THE Overland Exit off the 10 Fwv

310.837.5245
WWW.B0.ARDW.ALKll.COM

mVlV.THEBESTKARA0KE.COM

Providing housing, they hope, will

work as a recruitment tool for top
graduate students.

The process of taking more stu-

dents in involves not just more
rooms and beds, but also building
and renovating dining commons,
computer labs and administrative
spaces.

The changes wiU not be easy or
quick- and will be ejq)ensive.

The university needs to prepare
for Tidal Wave H," the expected
influx of about 50,000 students to the
UC by 2010, on all fronts - it needs to
build more classrooms, renovate old
ones and hire more teachers.

But housing more students pre-
sents a unique problem: all housing
costs are auxiliary - they cannot be
provided through California taxpayer
dollars.

Looking to expand its operation,
housing still must meet the bottom
Une. UtiUties, wages of housing
employees and basic student ser-
vices need to be paid without the
help of state money.
And so do the costs of construc-

tion.

Housing officials admit that some
of the burden will be passed on to
students who pay room and board
fees.

There is not only natural inflation

increases in cost, there will be addi-
tional increases in cost because of
the buildings," said Alan Hanson, the
director of the Office of Residential
Life.

Housing room and board at UCLA
is already rather high given UCLAs
West-Los Angeles location near Bel
Air, Westwood and Brentwood.
Though students can e3q>ect higher-

than-usual room and board increases
over the next few years, Michael
Foraker, the director of housing said
such increases to pay for expansion
are not unprecedented at UCIA

That's been true in different peri-

ods in our own history,*' he said
Despite various challenges,

Foraker and Hanson said housing
should be able to meet demand.

•^^m^
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NRA uses faulty

logic to explain

gun-violence
The National Rifle Association, in a show of

blatant disrespect for victinis of gun-facili-
tated crime, held a gun-owner rally to sui>-

port NRA-friendly politicians this week in
TVicson, Arizona

Earlier this week, a University of Arizona
student shot and killed three people in
Tucson. And, in case Charlton Heston was
unaware, a sniper also killed about a doz^
people in the Washington, D.C. area
NRA Chief Executive Officer Wayne

LaPierre said cancelling the event in light of
the university shootings would be equivalent
to cancelling a car convention because some-
one used a car to kill people.

This example helps elucidate the fundar
mental flaw in logic the NRA and its supppi1>
ers continuously use as a defense.

TVue, anything can be used to kill. But
most objects have other purposes; a car, for
example, is intended for transportation. A
gun has no other purpose than killing. Some
people like to shoot deer, but you don't really
need a semi-automatic militaiy-like machine
gun to bring one down.

Self-defense? Well, why not have more
police who can exercise sound control over
guns rather than disbursing them in greater
quantities to the public at large? It only
makes things worse when more guns are
available for us to need to "defend" against

But as long as the NRA has politicians in
its pockets, gun-lauding will continue even in
the face of cold-blooded murder

Three strilces

law ignores

cfime severity

T^e
California Tliree Strikes law, now being

challenged before the Supreme Court, is

not only unconstitutional, it's grossly non-
sensical,

i

Under the law, a person can conunit two
relatively minor offenses but still face 25
years to life in prisc»\, regardless of whether
their third offense is murder or videogame
theft. The huge disparity within crime severi-
ty makes this law an absolutist, unfair
method of conveniently locking people up
rather than examining the context and impact
of the crime.

Why have a three strikes law when people
who conunit heinous crimes like homicide
and serial rape are prosecuted with the intent
of securing them extended or life prison
terms anyway?

Because politicians get voted into office
when they use this measure to depict thenv
selves as "tough on crime," benefiting from
the sensibilities of fear-driven citizens.

Politicians can be just as tough on crime
by increasing police forces or helping remedy
poverty, but that's not as catchy or cute as
saying "three strikes and you're out"

Resigning our justice system to a mechani-
cal and unbending process defeats the pur-
pose ofjudges and juries assigning fair sen-
tences according to severity and circimv
stance. It bureaucratizes our legal system so
that cruel and unusual punishment is integrat-

ed into the system - rather than removed
firomit

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

THIS WEEK'S QUESTION

Who should stMdents vote for in the

upcoming gubernatorial election and

why? Do you feel like you have a real

choice between two very different can-

didates? Should students vote at all?

Send your response to:

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu l

SUBMIT TO VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to

hear it. Send a submission of 600-800

words or a letter of 200 words or less

on any topic, including a response to

published material, to

viewpoint(a)media.ucla.edu.

Patients need medicinal marijuanufor relief
e latest court ruling from the most lib-

eral appeals court in the countiy has
pot users and suf-

fering patients rejoicing

while the government
cringes.

The 9th Circuit

Court of ^peals in

San Francisco ruled

Tuesday that doctors
who reconunend mari-
juana primarily to

patients suffering from
cancer, AIDS and glau-

coma cannot have
their physician's

license taken away,
nor can the federal

government threaten
to investigate them reconunending medici-
nal niaryuana This decision comes on the
heels of a California Supreme Court ruling
three months ago protecting Califomians
who use marijuana for medicinal purposes
fi"om prosecution in court for either grow-
ing or using the plant

The Justice Department, which defend-
ed the federal government, is investigating
an appeal because the federal government,
in its callousness, wants to prevent sick

Michelle

Singer
niri<M^rBJa.ucia.edu

patients fi-om feeling better.

The most recent ruling is a thorn in the
side of the federal government's attempts
to limit the usage of medicinal maryuana
The government counted on stopping doc-
tor recommendation in order to disallow
patients fix)m lawfully growing cannabis
for medicinal use.

Now that the legal barrier has been bro-
ken down, there will be nothing stopping
the pained patients from growing and
smoking their own maryuana, which is the
least they should be allowed in their criti-

cal conditions.

This story's personal side is nothing
short of heart-wrenching. There are cer-
tainly people who abuse the system and
procure doctor recommendations when
they do not really need them, but the rul-

ing's benefits far outweigh the costs.

Witnessing a sick grandparent or a ter-

minally ill family member go through his
or her painful experience is horrible. But
being that person must feel worse. If you
could ease their pain with marijuana, what
would you do? You'd help them even if

maryuana is what it takes because you
would be happy that there is something
available to make their lives less painful.

You'd think the government would

agree.

But lawyers for the Justice Department
who defended the government's position
claim that there is no medical purpose for
smoking pot. This argument directiy con-
tradicts a 1999 report from the White
House Office of National Drug Control,
which states there is evidence that medici-
nal maryuana reduces patients' pain, con-
trols nausea and helps to stimulate
appetite.

The hypocrisy of this argument is over-
whelming - the lawyers appear to be fish-

ing for a reason, any reason, that would
make the other side seem less credible
because they know the federal govern-
ment is wrong.

The next argument the government
makes against this ruling is even more
absurd. The lawyers claim doctors will be
undermining the government's war on
drugs if they recommend pot as an option
for pain relief This is the most absurd
argument they could possibly make.

In legal terms, this ruling will in no way
decrease law enforcer's ability to carry out
their duties. In fact, it will be easier for
them because the line between legal and
iQegal activity is now more firmly drawn.

In practical terms, the war on drugs is a

disaster It is a bureaucratic nightmare
that only perpetuates itself - a never-end-
ing assault on specific countries and
groups that leads us in circles. It is practi-
cally laughable that the government
argued that legalizing medicinal maryuana
would lead to a downfall of the war on
drugs. They are already losing the war on
drugs.

Some critics of medicinal maryuana say
they do not oppose patients' rights to use
marijuana for medical purposes. Rather,
tliey believe legalization at this stage will
lead to legalization of all pot usage.

Tliese concerns are two separate issues.
Sick patients should not have to suffer
because of worries about the effects of
other legislation on the populace. The
fight against all legalization is different
from the fight for people who suffer

Pot is a hot button issue. It is one that
will only gain prominence as more states
take up ballot initiatives and deal with the
legalization issue. But during the debate,
we shouldn't deny pain relief to those who
suffer. It's too bad our government just
doesn't understand.

Singer's column runs every Friday.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu

More Title IX support needed
By Hannah-Beth Jackson

On June 17, 2002, 1 had the
honor to preside over the
California Assembly in a cere-
mony at the State Capitol cele-

brating the 30th anniversary of
TlUeDL

Titie IX is the landmark fed-

eral legislation that prohibits

discrimination on the basis of
sex in educational programs
and activities by educational
institutions receiving federal

funds.

Tliis inspiring event brought
together worid-class profes-
sional women athletes,

Olympic medal wiimers and
yoimg girls who were thrilled

to meet their idols. They had
the opportunity to try on
medals these feniale athletes

had won through their years of
hard-work and determination.

Brandi Chastain, whose win-
ning goal helped win the 1999
Worid Cup Soccer champi-
onship, spoke to the legislature

about what Titie DC has meant
to her and how it has positively

impacted her life.

Prior to the passage of Titie

DC, opportunities for girls and
women to participate in sports
were very linuted. I stiD

remember my experience in

high school of having to wait to

play basketball until the boys
were done with the gym, which
meant missing the last bus
home. Sometimes, it meant
entering a dark gym because
the jaiutor had already turned
out the lights and gone home
for the night

In 1970, young women's par-

ticipation in high-school athle^
ic programs was one in every
27. Today, the participation rate

is one in every 2.5, while the

participation rate Ifbr young
men has remained at one in

every two programs since 1970.

We provide our young peo-
ple with opportunities to par-

ticipate in high school and col-

Assemblymember Jackson
represents the 35th District

Assembly.

legiate athletics because they
are important learning experi-

ences. Young men and women
learn goal-setting, teambuilding
and strategizing. They learn to

take criticism, and build self-

confidence.

All these things will help
them succeed in their adult
lives. Studies have shown
young women who participate

in sports attain higher grades
and are more likely to gradu-
ate. They are less likely to

smoke, abuse alcohol and
drugs, and are less likely to be
sexually active and become
pregnant

j

There are those wno worry
that Titie DC, in providing
opportunities for girls, has
eliminated programs for boys
in the process. The facts tell a
different story. Though some
men's wrestling programs have
been cut, we have seen a huge
increase in men's soccer, bas-
ketball and baseball programs.

Similarly, women's gymnas-
tics programs have been
sharply reduced, while
women's swimming programs
have increased conunensurate-
ly-

I

In other words, adjustments
are being made as more popu-
lar sports replace less popular
ones. Just as overall opportuni-
ties for men have improved,
the overall opportuiuties for
women have substantially

improved.

Nonetheless, 80 percent of
all colleges are not in compli-
ance with the intent of Titie DC
While women represent 54 per-
cent of college students, female
athletes only receive 36 percent
of sports operating dollars, 42
percent of college athletic

scholarship dollars, 32 percent
of athletic team recruiting .

spending.

UCLA has made a conmiit-
ment to increasing athletic

opportunities for women by
adding women's soccer, water
polo and, most recenUy,

women's rowing. According to
the United States Department
of Education women represent

52 percent of the total full-time

undergraduates enrolled at

UCLA, but only 43 percent of
the opportunities in athletics

are available to women. UCLA
women athletes receive 34 per-

cent of the total operating dol-

lars, 47 percent of the athletic

scholarship dollars and 32 per-

cent of athletic team recruiting

dollars.

UCLA's continued conunit-

ment to women's athletics has
paid off with 20 women's
championships since 1982.

On October 16, 2002, the

California State Assembly
Select Conunittee on Titie DC,

of which I am co-chair, held its

first informational hearing at

UCLA's James West Alumni
Center. UCLA atiiletes Jill

Oakes and Nandi Pryce testi-

fied to the positive opportuni-

ties and experiences that par-

ticipation in athletics has given

them while advocates urged
the Conunittee Members to

continue to increase athletic

and educational opportunities

for all students.

On November 20, 2002 in

San Diego, President Bush's

Conunission on Opportunities

in Athletics will convene a
Town Hall to examine the

necessity of making changes to

Titie DC. In a time where Titie

DC is being challenged, we must
continue to urge the United
States Congress and the presi-

dent to stand firm in their com-
mitment to Titie DC and pursue
a strong ertforcement policy.

Legislators must come together

across gender and party lines

to support opportunities for all

our children to learn, to com-
pete and to succeed together

Our efforts must continue to

ensure that boys and girls have
the opportimity to experience
the pride and satisfaction of

participating in the excitement
and challenges that athletics

provide. Given the importance
of Titie DC, how far we have
come, and how far we need to

go, we must commit to contin-

uing to move forward in this

important work.

Measure JJ fair way
of helping workers

By Richard Abel

Mike Hansen recentiy attacked
the Santa Monica living wage in

these pages (Viewpoint, Oct. 29).

But having watched this issue
closely for more than three years,
I am confident that Measure JJ is a
fair way to lift thousands of work-
ers out of poverty, relieve taxpay-
ers of a welfare burden, and main-
tain Santa Monica's prosperity.

The living wage is a grassroots
movement that has succeeded in

more than 80 localities across the
nation in addressing the problem
of poverty, which government too
often prefers to ignore. Behind the
walls of UCLA, it is easy to forget
that many people earning low
wages must work more than one
job to make ends meet

It is jEdso hard to imagine that in
ithe Xxiattttii^e toorism industry in

prosperous Santa Monica, many
low-wage workers must choose
between rent and medical care.

But these facts are at the heart of
Measure JJ, which offers a practi-

cal solution to a pressing problem.
Measure JJ will raise the mini-

mum wage to $10.50 per hour
(plus health benefits) in enterpris-

es that can afford to absorb the
increase, located within a careful-

ly defined coastal district. By rais-

ing wages to this level, the
demand for millions of dollars in

taxpayer-financed anti-poverty

subsidies will be significantiy

reduced
There's a real human need for

Measure JJ. More than 75 percent
of low-wage workers in the afflu-

ent "city by the sea" fall below the
California Budget Project's Basic
Needs threshold, which establish-

es a modest standard of living for
such essentials as rent, food, and
childcare. That is why so many of
these hard-working women and
men hold down multiple jobs and
are forced to forgo medical insur-

ance.

Before enacting the living wage
law, the Santa Monica City

Council commissioned an evalua-

tion of the impact of the proposal
on the local economy. The study,

conducted by Professor Robert
Pollin of the University of .

Massachusetts, Amherst, is the
only report based on such data as
confidential business tax revenue
information and interviews with
low-wage workers.

Pollin found that the nwyority of
workers affected by the living

wage law are poor or near poor
and affected hotels can readily

afford to pay them a living wage.
His work was peer-reviewed by
Professor Richard Freeman of
Harvard University and the
London School of Economics, a
leading labor economist, who
affirmed Pollin's conclusions, call-

ing the study as "a fine piece of
applied economic analysis" and "a
well-done empirical investigation.":

If that's not enough, 120 econo-
mists from Hiayor imiversities

across the country have now
endorsed both Pollin's research
and Measure JJ. "As economists,"
they wrote, "we believe that living

wage legislation is an important
tool for in^jroving the living stan-

dards of working Americans." *We
note that the study by Professor
Pollin and colleagues offers strong
evidence of the law's overall mer-
its."

Living wages don't threaten or
hurt workers. That argument was
used when the minimum wage
was introduced years ago. It was a
scare-tactic then and it's just as
wrong today. Professor Pollin esti-

mated that job loss would be mini-
mal and gains for workers would
reduce poverty.

There's an old saying that

power never gives up anything
without a fight. Tiie powerful and
wealthy business interests in

Santa Monica and outside do not
want to give up a penny of their

profits. But the truth - and a more
just society - are worth fighting

for So review the facts and vote
yes on Measure JJ.

Abel is a law professor at UCLA.

Rights threatened by

government's Privacy Rule
By Jason Wells

UNIVERSITY WIRE

As of Oct 15, your medical
records are no longer a private

matter between yourself and your
doctor The federal government
enacted the Privacy Rule, which
allows the distribution of medical
records without prior patient con-
sent This enables doctors and
other leading entities within the

medical profession to distribute

records amongst themselves, insur-

ance providers, data processors
and employers without prior con-
sent given by the patient

Health and Human Services

claims, "Patients now will have a
strong foundation of federal pro-

tections for the personal medical
information that they share with
their doctors, hospitals and others
who provide their care and help
pay for it"

The purpose of the rule was to

provide patients with more health
care options. Unfortunately, this

rule also violates patient rights to
privacy because nearly anyone
with minimal clearance can access
various medical records. Patients

now have to worry about what
their doctors write about them and
who will see what is written.

Access to records about debili-

tating diseases, embarrassing dis-

eases, sexual partners, family histo-

ry and other personal and private

information has been made not
only legally accessible but easily

acquired

HHS states patients still must
give consent for the viewing of
their medical records "in most non-
routine circumstances, such as
releasing information to an
employer or for use in marketing
activities." Undefined routine cir-

cumstances, however, are out of
the patients' hands.

FYee distribution of medical
records is not a good way to create
a better health care system. There
are too many negative conse-
quences that go along with the
claimed benefits.

Increasing federal protections
will likewise increase federal

knowledge of personal medical
information and the amount of
control the federal government has
over a person's well being.

The HHS and the federal govern-
ment need to revise their idea of
improving health care to include
patient rights. Otherwise the
healtii-care industry could rapidly
degrade, destroying everything that
tiie Privacy Rule aims to achieve.
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I Spy" I

Starring Eddie Murphy and
Owen Wilson

Columbia TVistar Pictures

Wliat "I Spy" lacks in plot and
originality, it makes up with gen-
uine laughs and the great
comedic duo of Eddie Murphy
and Owen Wilson.

**! Spy" is a watered-down mix-
ture of "Austin Powers" and
"James Bond" in terms of its

action and humor Eddie Murphy
gives a strong performance as the
fast-talking, obnoxious and hilari-

ous World Boxing Champion
Kelly Robinson. And Murphy has
finally found a worthy sidekick in
Wilson as the two share moments
that seem Uke pure stand-up
comedy material. Tlie problem is,

the actors were obviously forced
to work very hard to create this

chemistry, as they were sur-

rounded by a not even mildly
interesting plot, or any cool sup-
porting spy gadgets or stunts.

Owen Wilson, known for his

comedic quirkiness in movies
such as "The Royal
Tenenbaums," superbly comple-
ments Murphy's weVe-seen-this-

before Axel Foley schtick.

The supporting actors really

fail to rise to that level. Famke
Janssen, aka Dr Jean Grey firom

"X-Men," does what she can with
a poorly developed character,
which is very little, in this PG-13
flick Also mundane is the role of
the arch-villain, played by
Malcolm McDowell, known for

his spooky abilities as the narra-

tor in Stanley Kubrick's "A
Clockwork Orange.'*

Altogether, the movie is a won-
derful example of how Eddie
Murphy and Owen Wilson can
keep the audience entertained
while the people behind the cam-
era have their backs turned.

-Mark Zabezhinsky

^j.'}^
%

m^
Walt Disney Pictures

""The Santa Clause 2'

Starring Tim Allen and
Judge Reinhold

Walt Disney Pictures

^^y ^c

The sweeping opening shots of
The Santa Clause 2" pan over the
elf village under the North Pole's

surface, introducing a merry
snow-filled city constantly in a
state of last-minute Christmas
production. Sliding fi-om rooftop

to rooftop, the display pays an
unintentional tribute to a comput-
er generated imagery version of
the Peter Pan ride at Disneyland,

eliminating any doubt that the

rest of the movie on the screen
will be a Disney product
And like "Peter Pan," "The

Santa Clause 2" foUows directly

on the path of childhood story-

telling for which Disney is

known. Magic abounds on
screen; Santa (Tim Allen) even
has a magic-meter on his watch
as he tries to find a wife to fill the
"Mrs. Clause" of the Santa con-
tract. Talking animals tell jokes -
the reindeer communicate in

some form of simplified Elvish. A
clear antagonist exists; an evil,

cloned version of Santa con-
vinces himself every child is bad
and closes down all toy produc-
tion, causing a m^yor work-stop-
page among the elves.

Still, "The Santa Clause 2" can-
not compare to the Disney family
classics. Where the classics
thrive on meshing childish and
parental humor together, "The
Santa Clause 2" drives a sharp,
deliberate wedge between them.
Smacking an elf into a trash can
pleases kids, and a reference to
Charlie Sheen pleases adults, but
no joke or reference can please
both groups simultaneously.

The first "Santa Clause" didn't

go out of the plotline's way for a
joke as its sequel does.
Sandwiched between childUke
goofiness and sweet parental
mush, "The Santa Clause 2" sim-

ply plays to the audience it

knows it already has.

yJake Tracer i

# Ratings^
1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh ... could 4 - Great

be better 5 - Classic

International ~i
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YO YO MA'S SILK ROAD PROJECT EXPLORESi^^^ wm^ ^4-1^ --^

RICHES OF MUSICAL BACKGROUNDS V^OIIII6CLIOH
By Howard Ho

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
hho@media.ucla.edu

It's easy to think that upon its

inception the Internet was a brand
new concept, but cellist Yo Yo Ma
believes that like most things in the

world, it is an old idea reinvented

with new technology.

The Internet of antiquity was the

Silk Road, snaking from Japan and
China to the Mediterranean and the
Middle East

To this end. Ma founded the Silk

Road Project, an organization that

hopes to use the openness and cre-

ative exchange from the past to

inspire more openness and dialogue.

"There were many periods of glob-

alization in the past 2000 years," Ma
said. "(Looking) at what kind of
exchanges there were, what were the
golden eras of creativity, it seems that

a lot of the greatest creative moments
in world heritage happened in the
most global times."

Ma and his Silk Road Ensemble
will visit Royce Hall tonight to

demonstrate the riches of his new
cultural enterprise. On the program
will be pieces composed by people
from India, Iran, China, Persia and
France. Many of the pieces challenge
western classical ideas with largely

improvised music and foreign instru-

ments, despite the fact many of the
underlying messages and traditions

of the music are very similar.

For example, Ma compares Sufi

music in India to the music of
Beethoven, which used sonata form
(basically an ABA structure) as a
means to transcendence. Sufi music
also seeks to achieve transcendence,
but does so in a different manner.
Ma also points out that various

western instruments, such as the gui-

tar, have their roots in other cultures.

They were passed around during
exchange on the Silk Road, where
history has shown that Buddhists,
Christians and Muslims all lived in

proximity of each other and shared
ideas. The guitar actually comes fipom

the single string Central Asian tar,

which became the dutar (a two-
stringed instrument), and later devel-
oped in Persia as the sitar, or three-

stringed instrument
The name of the cultural game is

hybridization, the sometimes random
act of marrying things together to
form something culturally vital and
create new traditions. Ma himself
hopes his Silk Road Project will be a
similar force as it commissions new
pieces fix>m composers around the
world to educate audiences on differ-

ent ways of viewing the world.

Ma names Persia, India and
Azerbaijan as countries that have
classical music traditions. Western
audiences, however, have notoriously
viewed music from other traditions as
subordinate to itself, and regarded
change as the kiss of death.

"One of the worst things you can
do to a culture is ghettoize it or keep

I

it the same," Ma said. "What you want
to do is make people conscious of
(the fact that) what they have is pre-
cious."

j.

Ma sees his project as an experi-
ment Certainly, self-experimentation
has been a hallmark of Ma's career,

going from collaborations with
Bobby McFerrin, John WiUiams,
Sesame Street's Elmo to tango com-
poser Astor PiazzoUa Ma grew up in

France, was schooled at Harvard, and
has traveled the world, performing
for the better part of the last 25 years.
In tonight's concert, he even leaves
behind his Stradivarius (a multi-mil-

lion dollar cello) to play a piece with
the morin khuur, the Mongolian horse
head fiddle.

Recently, Ma has collaborated with
Philip Glass on the score for Godfrey
Reggio's film, "Naqoyqatsi." Ma's deci-

sion to work with Glass was based
lai^ely on a kind of ideological kin-

ship. When Glass met Indian raga
guru Ravi Shankar in the 1960s, his
whole idea of music chariged. Ma
^pes everyone comes to that pivotal

lAusical experience in their lives,

whether through his Silk Road
Project, or elsewhere.

"Through traveling, you find peo-
ple telling you things that they know
to be true that is a different perspec-
tive than what I know," Ma said. "That
over a period of time, you realize

there are many different types of
truths, there are many different types
of classical music."

I

EVERYDAY IS A WINDING SILK ROAD
Here are some of the places along the Silk Road where the Silk Road Ensemble
will be drawing their music from.

Claude Debussy's "Sonata for Cello and

Piano, L. 135" is on schedule to,bring

French flavor to the table.

Byambasuren Sharav,

who hails from Mongolia,

will be performing

"Legend of Helen."

Kayhan Kalhor's

"Blue as the

Turquoise Night of

Neyshabur" ^'

Sandeep Das, an

Indian tabia player,

will be playing an as

yet unannounced

piece.

A piece of

Chinese

traditional music

will be

performed

utilizing the pipa,

a four-stringed

lute.

SOURCL- www.tlkr0adpn9ect.org
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coumries like lndia° Ir" ^'^^d C^h'^'"^

^°^^ Ensemble tonight at Royce Hall, bringing together classical music from

UCLA grad student's animation on fire
SOLID PRODUCES

VISUALLY-RICH PIECE

ABOUT A MATCH
PURSUING ITS FATE

By Michael Ray

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mray@media.ucla.edu

No lights, no actors, no crew -

artists like Kristin Solid take the

term "independent filnunaker" to

the next level.

As a third-year graduate student
in the UCLA film, television and dig-

ital media department's Animation
Workshop, Solid has written, direct-

ed, and animated several award-
winning short films. Her latest, a
five-minute 3-D animated film

called "Match Scratch Fever," has
won a slew of laurels fix)m film fes-

tivals nationwide and was recently
announced as a finalist in the 7th
annual Angelus Awards, which
offers a grand prize of $10,000.

While the Angelus Awards offers
a hefty sum of prize money, that
kind of cash is far fi^om the norm
and certainly not the reason to get
involved in the festival circuit. Solid
gets satisfaction simply from
exhibiting her art, which is the
product of an extremely personal
vision and months of independent
work.

"I find it really rewarding to be
part of a festival and to have people
get to know my work," Sohd said.

"A film like this is part of your j)er-

sonality, part of who you are."

I'iiwrw I OiKltb^ or kjwbliN SoUU
UCLA grad student Kristin Solid's animation. "Match Scratch Fever " is burn-
ing up the festival circuit - as well as its title character.

Whereas live-action film requires
collaboration between people fi^om

many fields of expertise, short ani-

mation pieces can be a completely
self-contained piece of work. For
"Match Scratch Fever," Solid guided
the film from the original idea
through story boards and finally the
3-D animation; the only aspect she
didn't personally create was the
score. She sticks closely to the
mantra of the Animation Workshop
- one person, one film.

Yet, Solid isn't completely isolat-

ed. Apart from influences Uke ani-

mator Rich Quade (a graduate of
the Animation Workshop and super-
vising animator for Pixar's "Toy
Story," "Toy Story 2" and "Monsters^

I

Inc."), she utilizes the student film-
makers around her

"I know my film wouldn't be
nearly as good without input fi-om
professors and other students,"
Solid said.

The film itself opts for fluid
motion and simple bright colors in
an attempt to break out of the
sometimes rigid feel of 3-D anima-
tions. It tells the story of a match
attempting to light hiniself (quite
unsuccessfully at first) to fulfill his
destiny. The final image of hz^pi-
ness in death tugs at a range of emo-
tions, and clever twists such as the
match accidentally splitting himself
to form legs shows a true creative
spark.

-"I wanted to give him the ability

to stretch and squish more like two-
dimensional animation," Solid said.

"A lot of 3-D animation is stiff. I

tried to make it beautiful."

Solid uses a program called Maya
to bring her vision to life. Like tradi-

tional two-dimensional animations,
each frame has to be rendered and
painted separately, but other
aspects, such as mathematics, come
into play when moving characters
around in a 3-D environment
Now Solid is working on her the-

sis fikn for the final stage of the
three-year Animation Workshop
program. It will be computer ani-

mated, similar to "Match Scratch
Fever," but the concept is still unde-
cided.

"I have so many ideas in my head.
The problem is deciding which idea
is right for this film," Solid said.

After she completes the course
for her M.F.A., she plans on making
her own fihns, though it's virtually

impossible to make a career out of
it. Working at Film Roman (The
Simpsons, King of the Hill) has
given her some experience in the
industry, but she hopes to pursue
teaching or web design to supple-
ment her filmmaking.

A benefit of 3-D animation Solid
plans on exploiting is its relatively

low cost. A five-minute live-action

film can cost upwards of $1000, but
animations are much cheaper.
"Match Scratch Fever" cost less

than $200.

"The most important thing is that

1 really want to continue making
films," SoUd said. "I'U find a way
when I have some money set aside."

Robert
Esposito

nespo6ilD@me(fa.ucia.eckj

New hardwares^

designs to make

entertainment

PCs a reality

Remember those pathetic "Media
PC" offerings from Gateway
that came out right around the

time DVD drives, audio cards and
video cards emei^ged on the computer
market?

Those old packages were nothing
other than a TV screen and nice
speakers connected to a normal PC
with a wireless keyboard.

But, good news - over the next
year, computers
are going to

grow fi-om pinv
ply-faced enter-

tainment PCs to

sleek, stream-

lined entertain-

ment purveyors
with specially

designed operat-

ing systems and
features to beat

all of their

stand-alone

counterparts at

Best Buy.

The first iter-

ations of most new technologies will

all be making their debuts this holi-

day season to make these new
entertainment PCs a reality. Once
refined, they will continue to push
computers ever closer to your fami-
ly room and further from your home
office.

Computers these days can just
about match everything the highest-
end audio/video hardware can
muster High definition DVD and
video playback? Ha! Computers
have used high-def resolutions for
years. High definition audio and
multichannel audio? Ha! The new
Sound Blaster Audigy audio cards
offer 96-bit audio (better than CD
quality) and multichannel decoding
for a fraction of the price of a tradi-

tional audio receiver Digital audio
and video recording? Check.

The two most exciting new tech-
nologies that will make media PCs
an even better choice than tradition-

al hardware are 802.IIG and hotel's

new Pentium 4 with Hyper
Threading technology.

.
802JXg is the next iteratiqa of the

wireless data transfer standard
known as Wi-Fi, and will provide a
120-foot range at a 2.4 GHi fi-equen-

cy. This will allow your entertain-

ment PC to take advantage of online
pay-per-view services such as cine-

manow.com, where for $3.99 you
can currently download "Harry
Potter" for 24 hours of unlimited
viewings.

Hyper Threading, to debut on
Intel's 3.09 GHz Pentium 4, allows a
computer to divide the processor
into two virtual processors, allowing
the computer to, for instance, play a
DVD while simultaneously encoding
digital video from the TV source.
But for now, oiUy Wmdows XP can
take advantage of HT.

The backbone of the new Media
Center PC will be the Wmdows XP
Media Center Edition, available next
month. The Media Center Edition
was designed to make great new
hardware available for computers
easy to manage fi*om a remote con-
trol

The centerpiece of the Media
Center Edition will be a remote con-
trol that streamlines all the features

of the enhanced media PCs. These
features include (in order of cool-

ness) the ability to pause live televi-

sion, digital TV recording (with all

the bells and whistles to compete
with TiVo), DVD and MP3 playback,
digital picture slide shows, and digi-

tal video playback.

While all of these features have
been available, never before has a
special operating system been made
to organize them all into one sleek,

easy-to-use package. With the touch
of one button, the computer will

switch to media center mode (fi-om

the normal Windows desktop envi-

ronment).

People dont generally place tele-

visions near their computers (except
in dorms), but if companies start

making horizontal towers instead of
vertical ones, that might change.

The first model to be installed

with Wmdows XP Media Center
Edition will come fi-om Hewlett
Packard, and despite the shivers you
might get from the company's bland
PC designs in the past, the new
Media Center PCs are outright sleek

with a black glass (or look-alike)

tronty shiny silver buttons and ports.

The only possible kidney stone in

our vas deferentia is Microsoft's

Palladium and its Intel-developed

hardware complement, LaGrande.
These two dastardly technologies

could be used to stamp out all traces

of fi-eedom with digital media that

we currently er\ioy (i.e. ripping and
burning CDs, and downloading digi-

tal media). But Palladium and
LaGrande are in such infantile

stages that we don't need to worry
quite yet.

Suffice it to say that Microsoft
will be the biggest force behind this

revolution and will consequently tiy

to mark its digital territory like a
dog on a fire hydrant
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Former Bruin revisits McCarthy era
I

By Siddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spuri@medla.ucla.edu

Looking around UCLA, protesters and
dissidents fill the canipus. However, it's

often easy to forget the people who fought
for their beliefs on the sanie soil genera-
tions ago.

Dorothy Jones, a UCLA 1959 alumna,
recaps her days as a radical during the
McCarthy era in her second novel, "When
Shadows Fell." Beginning Saturday she
will be in Los Angeles doing signings and
readings. I

Jones considers herself someone who
always speaks her mind and doesn't con-
form to the ideas of the masses.

Recalling her youthful days with nostal-
gia in her voice, Jones remembers listening
to her father (a capitalist) and her uncle (a
socialist), argue about pohtical issues.
Because of this exposure, Jones said she
started becoming involved in politics at
the young age of 10.

"My big step was a test in my Sunday
school confirmation class," Jones said.
The question was What is God?' and I

knew they wanted me to spit out what they
said, but instead I wrote, 'God is an Opium

1 —

of the masses' - they expelled me."
From then on, Jones was an avid pohti-

cal activist. Her pohtical arenas - ranging
from communism to feminism to peace
movements - have op)ened her eyes to an
array of perspectives on today's society.

She has learned you can't change the
whole world all at once, but you can make
a difference - little by little, movement by
movement

"During the 1950s and the age of
McCarthyism, I saw people's civil hberties
rolled over in the name of national securi-

ty and witnessed the intimidation and fear

spread like wildfire - I decided then to

make a difference," Jones said. "I joined
the Conununist Party, which, back then
was viewed as the youthful way of dissent,

hoping to make a change in the world."
Jones left the party after being disillu-

sioned by Khrushchev's revelations about
Stalin's brutality and the Soviet Party's sub-
sequent silence. But her spirits remained
strong and she continued her pohtical
advancements.

Now, many years later, Jones' second
novel acts as a means of expressing her
true feelings regarding the McCarthy era.

The novel recounts the main character's
struggle to express herself and build a rela-

tionship with her family during the Red
Scare and McCarthyism - something close-
ly related to Jones' real-life experiences.

"I wrote about an intense experience in

my Ufe when the FBI stormed my house
because of my political stance, threatened
my Ufe and terrified my children - I want-
ed to show the real experience of the ter-

ror of McCarthyism," Jones said.

"When Shadows Fell" was published at
an opportune time. According to Jones, it's

important for people to learn how histoiy
repeats itself, hi the aftermath of Sept 11.

2001, when people are sometimes afraid to
express their beUefs, this novel paints a sit-

uation doused in the colors of fear and
silence that describes numerous book
burnings and victimization that occurred
during McCarthyism and continue today.

"People, especially youngsters, need to
realize that they can't walk around being
afi^d of what people might do to them
because of what they say" Jones said.

JoTws mill be at the ScxuZhem California
Library for Social Studies and Research,

6120 S. Vermont, on Nov. 2 at 2 p.m. and
at the Midnight Special Bookstore, 1318
3rd St Promenade, Santa Monica^ cm Nov.

6 at 7:30 p.m for "When Shadows FeU"

Halloween Harmonies
i
Former framman

EVE (T)llKN b.Mu iiHiis

forms at Westwood Plaza Thursday afternoon:' Miiien who "has been touring with^ Da^^^^^^
Confessional put out a solo album. "The Instigator." in late September of this year which herecorded with L.A. pop master Jon Bhon. Guests on the album includes John Doe and Robyn
niicncocK.

Renowned filmmaker leads UCLA workshop
By Mark Zabezhinsky

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mzabezhinsky@media.ucla.edu

The full-length documentary
film is that elusive Hollywood art

form which from time to time rises

to the mainstream with releases
such as "BowUng for Columbine"
and The Kid Stays in the Pictures."

This weekend, through the
School of Theatre, Film, Television
and Digital Media, UCLA students
have the opportimity to gain first-

hand knowledge of what goes into
making a documentary from
Academy Award winning docu-
mentarian Freida Lee Mock, and
it's free

"The Strong Clear Vision of
Freida I.,ee Mock" is the workshop
that will take place Saturday, after

screenings of Mock's two
Academy-nominated lilms.

''Maya Lin: A Strong Clear
Msion," which took home the stat-

ue in 1995 for Best Feature
Documentary, tells the story
behind the artist/architect who
designed the Vietnam Veterans
Memoi^ in Washington, DC, and
the impact the memorial has had

on America.
As a documentary of one of the

most visited memorials in the
world. Mock's film may guide
artists and architects hoping to
construct a future Sept 11, 2001
memorial in New York.

"Sing," Mock's most recently
nominated documentary short, is

about a L.A. community-based chil-

dren's chorus overcoming hard-
ships.

"Both are life-affirming stories,

and "Sing" is actually quite furmy,"
Mock said.

Mock will focus her workshop
this Saturday on the processes that
go into making a feature documen-
tary film. After studying history
and law at Berkeley, Mock has
spent the last 23 years making doc-
umentaries, and her filmography is,

as she puts it, "all over the map."
Mock has movies ranging from por-
traits of artists to pohtical, and
social issues to the art of screen
writing.

"I got lucky right out of school,"
Mock said about beginning her
career working on "National
Geographic" and the "Jacques
Cousteau^ series.

X^llA^ ^ -

American Film Foundation

Freida Lee Mock, an Oscar-winning
documentarian, will be on campus
this weekend to talk about her films.

"I am interested in a huge variety
of things," Mock said. "I am drawn
to stories with pohtical and social
relevance, but told through a narra-
tive."

This is seen through her choice
of projects which often focuses on
an individual, or one unified group,
representing a storm of broad
issues and themes. |

Goldovskaya, UCLA professor and
coordinator of the documentary
salons. Mock's films, characters
and stories influence people's atti-

tudes, hves and visions of reality.

This weekend's workshop
promises to explore Mock's years
of experience as a documentarian.

"The workshop is designed to
look at the process of how to make
a theatrical documentary film,"

Mock said. "And I am deUghted to
be a part of it"

Goldovskaya, who organizes
these salons several times a quar-
ter, displayed particular excite-
ment for this upcoming event.

"Mock is one of the rare film-

makers and artists who is extreme-
ly sensitive and sensible for the
time we are Uving in, and who has
an amazing feel for topics, stories
and characters that make a differ-

ence."

Family, friends grieve

for Run-DMC co-founder
POLICE INVESTIGATE IF FEUD CAUSE OF

JAM MASTER JAY'S DEATH ON WEDNESDAY

According to"^ . Marina

The screenings will take place
Friday, Nov. 1 at 7 p.m. in the

James Bridges Theater in Melnitz
Hall. The workshops will follow on
Saturday Nov. 2 from 2-5 p. m. in
'^534. ^elnitjz Hall. Adm^ioru is

By Michael Weissenstein

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

While pohce investigated
whether a feud led to the fatal

shooting of hip-hop pioneer Jam
Master Jay, skeptical friends and
family mourned him Thursday, and
puzzled over the slaying.

"There's no reason," said the vic-
tim's teenage son, Jason Mizell Jr
"He didn't really do anything
wrong."

Witnesses reported that two
men in dark clothing were buzzed
into the rap star's second-fToor
Queens recording studio on
We d n e s d ay

"•free and open to the public.
jij.

rlills Acne okin Uare Clinic
17 leors oi Lxpepience

930 S. PoUplson BU. #6 (310) 289-1763

nHpy/www.acneskin.com

Many suffer with unhealthy
looking faces for many

months, many years, due
to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

^Actual Patient Testimonial*
"My skin problem siarted wten I was about 15. parth from genetics and partJv from

puberty It got worse the first two years. \ was always trying everything I saw: Over-the-counter medicine

md ba wmk but ihey were not good enough as my acne was getting worse I even ordered medicine

fipom advertisements I siw on tele>ision but apparently they didnt work. In the end, my mom had to take

me 10 a deriBalok)gist. He prescribed first monocychne and later letracyclme pills for me akwig with

i-A nndkHion. I tried this for a few months, going to the chnic every two weeks. It dkin t get that

modi betler. Then I saw an ad in the newspaper m April and decided to give the Beverly Hills .Acne Skin

Care chnic a call. It tuned out to be one of the best decisknis I ever made! .Now my skin has pretty much
cleared up smI dui's dramatic results in 2 months.

Sincerely,

Esther, I'CLA History Major, Sophomore

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed!

iV^ riC:^^.

MM****!" "A MUST SEE!
-WKomoAiynK

|
-fuiaM«[TK(UT«v

"Exhilarating, Revelatory!
Truly STRANGER THAN FiaiON."

n

.KWSIMir

ilWdMLRYTMES'DEVASTATING!"^

'Powerfully Muckraking!'
-rmnmiinmum

THE TRIALS OF
>>>

A nuN BY ALfX 6IBNEY S EUGBiE JAREQG

WTTN Almiier Haig, Brent Scowcrofl William Safire,

Scymiw Hwl. WiHiam Shawcreg. Chrirtophef Hitefcem

7 30 ^"^ at

*» 3: 10;
'

IAN n /MARK S

IMUART
1 1272 Santa Monica B)vd • (310) 47S-6379

EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY

Mof>-Fri: 5:20. 7:30. 9:40; Sat/Sun: 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

night, police
said. A single

bullet was fired

into the head of
the Run-DMC
co-founder as
he played a
video game
with another
man. Jam
Master Jay,

whose real

name was Jason Mizell, was 37.

The other man, Uriel Rincon, 25,
was shot in the leg and was
released from the hospital
Thursday. He was among five wit-
nesses being questioned by police,
said a law enforcement source,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.

"They're checking out varying
theories, including, 'Was it the
result of a personal feud? Was it

linked to this East Coast-West
Coast rappers?' and other possible
motives," the law enforcement
source said.

Another source, also speaking
anonymously, said: "They're look-
ing at some sort of dispute, any-
thing fi*om a personal dispute to
some kind of rap rivalry."

Many in the rap industry ques-
tioned whether Mizell, known as a
family man and social activist.

"Whoever did this, they

should know that they really

just took a piece of history

away."

JaCmine Mitchell

Community college student

--i

would ever be caught in a violent
flare-up - especially a coastal feud
that seemed to have httle to do
with him.

"Before the media rushes to
attribute this to East Coast-West
Coast violence, they should exam-
ine Run-DMC's two decades of con-
tributions and Jam Master Jay's
personal character," said hip-hop
mogul Russell Simmons, whose
brother Joseph founded the group
with Mizell.

Bereaved fans outside the crime
scene laid flowers, candles, per-
sonal notes and an Adidas sneaker
- a reference to the group's hit

song "My
Adidas" - with
"R.I.P JMJ"
handwritten in

marker
''Whoever

did this, they
should know
that they really

just took a
piece of history

away," said

Nassau
Community College student
JaCmine Mitchell, 20. "When I was
a kid, my mother never sang me
lullabies. She sang me Run-DMC."

Police investigating the shooting
discovered what one source
described as a "credible threat"
against rapper 50 Cent, whose
Thursday night show planned for a
midtown nightclub was cancelled
upon their recommendation.

Chris Lighty, 50 Cent's manager,
said he doubted the killing and the
reported threat were linked.

"There's a threat against anyone
in this business every day," he said.

He said he had no idea who
would want to harm Mizell.

"This is the worst thing that
could happen to a guy that has
nothing but kindness to spread,"
Lighty said. "He's an icon in our
business. It's a disaster in our com-
munity."

L
Enjoy the
Movies!!

^rgp" TKr

to ADVERTISE
can

310.825^2161
.M mmA

VtLLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

948 Braxton

NAT10NM.
10925 LJncR)rook

206-4366

FESTWW.
10887
208-4575

PIAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

ISpy(PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Sat (11:15) 2 00 4 45 7 30 10 20 12 45
Sun (11 15)2 00 4 45 7.30 10 20

The Truth About Charlie (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby Digital

F*i-Sun(130)4:15 7:0010 00

j

Jackass: The Movie (R)

THX -Doby Digital

Fri-Sat (12:00) 2:20 4:40 7:15 10:10 12 20
Sun (12:00) 2 20 4:40 7:1 5 10 10

Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Sun (12:10) 2:40 5:10 7 40 10 30

Oleander (PG- 13)

Dolby Digital

fri-Sun (1:20) 4:00 7:10 9:50

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6 Ghost Ship (R)

1313 3rd St THX - Dolby Digital

Promenade Fn-Sun(12:00)2:30 5:00 7 30 10;10 12 30

The Ring (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Fri-Sun (1 00) 4 00 7 00 10:00 12 40

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Fri-Sun (11:15) 1:45 4:20 7 10 9 45 1215

LAEMMLE
West Hollywood

Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

SUNSET 5 Auto Focus (R)

8000 Sunset Fri-Sat (11 40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00 1215
(at Crescent Heights) Sun (11:40)2:10 4 50 7 3010 00
Free Parking

(323) 848 3500 All or Nothing (R)

Fri-Sun (1 00) 4:00 7 00 9:50

Roger Dodger (R)

Fn-Sat (11 40) 2 05 4 40 7 15 9:50 12 15

Sun (11 30)2 05 4 40 7 15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sat (1 10)4 05 7 00 9 55 12 15

Sun (1 10)4 05 7 00 9 55

Comedian
Fri-Sun (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

Frid^r and Stdmmr Litt MgM 12 15am
LootonQ ttwouflii Uflton

S(Nke & Mte's Sck & Twolad FaaiMi at Artmakon
Saturday and Sunday 10am

. OavTi Pl^^)round

. _ ki Pnin of Love
I Start Qnama Sho«*caa» Sal and Sun lOam

The Piano Tawher

WLA/Beverly Hills

szju: >^;^-*i

^^J-AEMMLE
^ Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Fn-Sun (12: 15) 2:30 4:50 7: 15 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Fn-Sun (12:00) 2:30 5 05 7:45 10 20

Spirited Away (PG)
Fri-Sun (1:00) 4:00 7 «)1():(X)

Saturdays Sunday nam
In Praise ol Low

MwiaHonal Start Cinema Shovvcaaa Sal and Sun nam
) From Around the World:

Cinema Mexico In Short

THE BRIDGE

West Side

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Fri-Sun (

The Transporter (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

145)2:154:4574010:15

Sidreet Home Alabama (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Fn-Sun (11 30) 2:10 5 05 7 55 10 35

My Big Fat Greek VMMding (PG- 1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Fn-Sun (11 20) 2:00 4:40 7:20 10 05

Fnda (R)

Rl-Sun 0:15) 4:10 7:00 9:55

Tully (NR)

Fri (5:10) 7 40 10:00
Sat-Sun (12:15) 2:40 5:10 7 40 10 00

Shanghai Ghetto (R)

Fn (5 05) 7 20 9:55

Sat-Sun (1215) 2 35 5 05 7 20 9 55

Under the Moonlight

Fri (5:10) 7 30 9 50
Sat-Sun (12 30)2:50 5:10 7 30 9:50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Fn-Sun (1:45) 4:30 7:15 9:50

THE Bridge ONEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Drive
The Promenade at Howard Hughes Center - Center Onve
On Ita HoMwd Hughes Partnvay off the 405
1 7 SMmI the-Art Audllonums
Ful SMhan- Style Seating ALL DtGITAL SOiMO
Purctaaa fctate by phone at (310)568 3375
or onlne O www.VM()ridgecinema.com
Director's HM HoNne (310)569 9295
SPECIAL STUOEMT PWCE WITH VALID ID
• Olraclor^ Hal -lealuring extra «videu(traleather

seats and premium reserve seating
,*

Center Stage LIVE PRE-SHOW ENTERTAINMENT I
" GIANT LARGE FORMAT SCREEN I

Cinema 1
I Spy (PG-13)

Fri-Sat '12:10 12:40 •2:35 3:05 •5:00 5:30 ^7:25
7:55^9:50 10:20^12:15 12:30

Sun ^12:10 12:40 ^2:35 3:05 ^5:00 5 30
7:25 7:55 •9:50 10:20

Cinema 2 The Santa Clause 2 (G)

Fri-Sat 11:30 2:05 4 40 715 9 35 12 00
Sun 11:30 2:05 4:40 7:15 9:35

Cinema 3 Comedian (R)

Fri-Sat 12:00 2:30 5:00 '7:30 *10^ 12:30
Sun 12:00 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00

Cinema 4 Jackass The Movie (R)

Fri-Sat 11:05 12:15 1 20 2:30 3 35 4 45
5:50 7:00 8:05 9:15 10:» 11:30

Sun 11 05 12:15 1:20 2 30 3:35 4 45 5 50
7:00 8:05 9:15 10:30

XHE BRIDGE
Ghost Ship (R)

Fri-Sun 12:45 3:00 5:15 7:30 9:4512:00
Sun 12:45 3:00 5:15 7:30 9:45

Cinema 6 The Truth About Chariie (PG-1 3)

Fri-Sat 12:00 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00 12:30

Sun 1 2:00 2:30 5:00 7:30 1 0:00

Cinema 7 Punch Drunk Love (R)

Fri-Sat 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 12:15

Sun 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20

Cinema 8 The Ring (PG-13)

Fri-Sat 11:05 •11:35 1:45 ^2:15 4:25 ^4:55

7:05 •7:35 9:45^10:15 12:25

Sun 11:05 •1 1:35 1:45^2:1 5 4:25
•4 55 7:05 •7:35 9:45 •I 0:1

5

Cinema 9 White Oleander (PG-1 3)

Fri-Sun 11 50 4:50 9:45

Cinema 1 Brown Sugar (PG-1 3)

Fri-Sun 12:00 2:35 5:10 7:45 10:20

Cinema 11 Red Dragon (R)

Fri-Sun 10:45 1:35 4 25 7:15 10:05

Cinema 1

2

Sweet Home Alabama (PG)

Fri-Sun 12:15 2:50 5 25 8:00 10:35

Cinema 1

3

The Tuxedo (PG-1 3)

Fri-Sat 2:20 7:20 12:20

Sun 2:20 7:20

Cinema 1

4

Barbershop (PG- 1 3)

Sun 9:30

Cinema 1

5

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Fri-Sat 12:20 2:40 5:20 7:40 10 00 12:20

Sun 12:20 2:40 5:20 7:40 10:00

Cinema 16 Hansel & Gretel(PG)

Fri-Sun 12:50 2 40 4:50

Cinema 17 Abandon (PG-13)

Fn-Sun 7:00

anema 1

8

Star Wars: Attack of the Clones (PG)

IMAX Theatre

Fri-Sat 1 1 30 3:1 5 7:00 9:30 1 2:00

Sun 11:30 3:15 7:00 9:30

Cinema 1

9

Santa vs. the Snowman (NR)

IMAX Theatre

Fri-Sun 10:15 2 00 5:45

AMC
Westwood

AVCO QNEMA
10840 WilshireBtvd

1 BIk. E. of Westwood
(310)777-RLM#330

LANDMARK
Beverly Hills

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Fri-Sun 1:40 4:30 7:00 9:45

Red Dragon (R)

Fri-Sun 1:30 4:20 7:10 10:05

The Ring (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Sweethome Alabama (PG-1 3)
Fri, Sun 2:00 4:50 7:20 9:55

CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

West LA

Trials of Henry Kissinger

Fri-Sun 1:00 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:30

WESTSIDE PAVILUON
10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

Beverly Hills
Beveriy Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Abandon (PG-13)
Fri-Sun 2:10 4:50 7:30 9:50

Fonnula 51 (R)

Fri-Sun 2:45 5:20 7:50 10:00

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Fn-Sun 1 1 :30 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Fri-Sunl 50 7:00

Ail or Nothing
Fri-Sun 12:00 3:30 6:30 9:30

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Fn-Sun 11:15 4.20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun 1 1 :00 1 45 4:30 7: 1 5 1 0:00

Santa Monica
Ghost Ship (R)

Fri-Sun 2:30 5:10 7:00 7:40 9:15 10:05

Paid in Full (R)

Fri-Sun 2:20 5:00 7:20 9:40

The Transporter (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 2:05 4:40 7:10 9:30

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Fri-Sun 2:00 4:30

NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Bh^d

(310)478-6379

Food of Love

Fri (4:20) 7 00 9:40

Sat-Sun 1:40 4.20 7:00 9:40

Straw Dogs
Fn 12:00am

The Rocky Hoaor Picture Show
Sat 12:00am

NuWILSHIRE Bowling for Columbine (R)

1314 Wilshire Boulevard Fri-Sun (1:30 2:30) 415 515 7 00
(310)394-8099 8:00 9:45 10 30

LANDMARK
Westwood

PACIFIC
Westwood

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Fri-Sun (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd

(S. of Wilshire)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

Santa Clause2 (PG)

Fri-Sun 1 1 :00 1 30 4:1 5 7:00 9:25
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Toiriaceana(l,call

310.8^5.2221
Itoiy to P/ace an iltf;

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

AdWrtUngnps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price-

many classified readers ,

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads In

,

your section for examples.

Deadlines

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

aassmed Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85
12pt. headline 2.00

16pt. headline 2.75
Box.

20 insertions, up to 20 'word...$1 20.00

...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00

WBBkiy
5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00
...each additional word 2.75
12pt. headline 8.50

.$2.00 Box $40.00

50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 84.50

16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

r ^ ^
McKtvfCord

11 ]

Allow 5 worthing days for mailed payments.

Rata MbiKt to change without notice.

Special Features & iS:

U>skkktitmmns
Evtry Wednesday and Friday

310J25.2221

|6irfehida«/^
Everyday!

310.825.2221

VILLflCf DISH
www.villagedish.com

Fatl/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

BiniiiCeiNos

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

: / 8 f.

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

fiUSSfHEl

I

Hnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUGE.COM
TN» ASUCL^ Cocrniuncat-ors Qoard fully supports the UfwefS.ty of Calrfomas pohcy on nond«cnm.natK)n No medKim shall accept advertnecTwnts whch pcMent persons of any onan
race. sex. or sexiial or^ntaton ,rt a demean«,g way or to .mply that they are l«n<ted pos-tons. capab..rt«s. roles, or status .n soc«ty^i«h» the OMyBn^n^^TZSc^i^^^^ '"'Z^'^l^l'Zl"!!^^*'

"^^"^ " '"^ ac^.ert«emen., represented . tNs ^sue Any p^son b1»v.ng tJZ adv«tJnlS7t^.3v^tlS^SST^^nondiscrmmation st«ea t\ar»n sfxxjW communicate complaints in vynting to the Assistant D^ector Daily Bnjin. 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Wtestwood Ptaza Los Anoeles 90024-1641 FarJi^
tar^oe wrth ho,«ngd»cnm|natK*i fxoblems. call the uci^ Hous»,g OffK:e at f3l0) 825-4271 or call the WestsKte Fair Hou8«g Office at (310) 475-9671 CiZS ads also w^eaTo^K^e
at mpM^.da*^jjciae<i^ Placement orvhne « offered as a complimentary sen/ce for customers and • not guararrteed The Da.^ Bniin « respor^STSSCiJS^^s^t«n only M-xx typographical errors are not eligible lor refunds For any refund, the Daily Bru»i Classrf«d Department must be notrf«d of an errorc^^e^O^JljlZ^^r^

Vfiifimmm

>T>T>T*T*f*t^

announcements
1100-260Q .-.

1800
Miscellaneous

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo. U2, MB20. 310-209-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office:

Ackerman A-level, www.ucu.org, call

310-477-6628.

Personals

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who tmly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys litera-

ture/traveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female.
31 0-573-0270/maniwolf©mail.com

SMART, FUNNY GIRL, 26, seeking nice,

charming, funny guy 24-34. Referrals
accepted. Serious applicants only,

eart^girl 1 00@ hotmail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
ottiers. Voice/video/chat/music.

2050
j^egnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor abOut it

today, www.ficu.org

:^B 2200
Jlesearcti Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and leam to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study
being conducted Culver City (3 visits).

310-845-8330.

NATIVE SEOUL KOREAN SPEAKERS
NEEDED. Looking for native Seoul (standard)
Korean Speakers for finguistic experiments.
Must be 18 years of age or older. Must have
normal hearing. $20/two sessions. Each ses-
sion last less than an hour. Contact
sahyang@ ucla.edu

.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MRI and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call

310-794-6387. UCU IRB #01-03-048-02A.

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

EGG DONORS needed to
HELP CHILDLESS COUPLES

• Reliable, intelligent,

giving women
• 18 to 31 years of age

• Generous compensation
offered

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL ERIN 818-470-7008

2600
Wanted

3400
Computers

SECRETS are locked inside your computer
and the Internet! Release them now!
1-900-226-3082 Ext. 1349. $2.99/minute.
Must be 18/Yrs. Serv-U 619-645-8434.

3500
Furniture

FOR SALE! Wooden bureau with drawers.

Price Is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

MOVING SALE. Computer P3 w/monitor and

scanner ($400), 24-inch TV w/stand ($100),

dining room set (seats 4) mint-condition

($200). Call 310-826-5156.

™a 3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory* Chris 818-321-5408

3800
Miscellaneous

t>eck3gstor©.com
1 «60d«4l8CLOQ'

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're
kx)king for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cfyobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

nx)vie tickets just for applying!

^m^eoo
,. Wanted

MANDELL MANAGEMENT located in Los An-
geles is putting together a super band to begin
playing shows in mid-December. Influences in-

clude :No Doubt, The Police, U2, and Led Zep-
pelin. Guitarist, bassist, and drummer are
needed asap for local gigs. If you are ages
18-28 and interested :3 10-48 1-4474.

^900
Autos for Sale

1997 Toyota Corolla CE. Gold-color. 71,000-

miles. Automatic, power windows +locks.

New tires, battery, brake pads. New registra-

tion. $7500. Chariie 310-206-0230.

1998 SAAB 900S Convertible, Excellent con-
dition, 74K miles. Black, stick shift, beautiful,

must sell. $12,900 OBO. 310-581-2000.

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-DOOri

Black with grey interior. Only 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. /VC,
power everything, 5speed manual, fun to

drive. Excellent condition. Must see!
$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings

1 -800-31 9-3323ext.A2 14. Call today. Start

saving now.

51OO
Motorcycles for Sale

OQ/01 SUKUZI GSXR750
FAST AND STRONG. Dyno-tuned and
mapped, in upcoming film. High performance
extras. $6200obo. Chad 323-620-2371

.

N0ettWansf}ortation
^ to a Party or

j

^%JSpecial ^enfM s^

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call GIna (310)2l6^flft
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

'OOO OO
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56UD-5720

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level.
310-477-6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

^700
Auto insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver

discounts. Request the "Bruin Plan".

310-777-8817, 323-873-3303.

/Illstate.
Mxi're in good hands.

Mike Azer lnsurar»ce Agency. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Westwood Blvd.
(2 t>lks. So. of Wllshir©)

24 Hours g Day Service

6150
Foreign Languages

•- MiiS^nt.'Jsiukrt fc> 4u.imi iksilv

1987 RED NISSAN 300-ZX. Power every-

thing. T-tops, factory alarm. Custom wheels,

air, auto. Great Condition. $3500 obo.
323-935-8775. Leave message.

1988 VOLVO 240DL. Automatic. Excellent

condition. Restored engine. Power steering.

A/C. Stereo. Black. Must sell, leaving LA.
172K-miles. $2300. 310-826-7577.

1991 BMW 325i. White with blue top, original

owner, dealer serviced. $7900 OBO.
818-982-9610.

SMC Community Services

Basic Business Japanese Class

(310) 434-3400

6 Saturdays, 9am - Noon
Starting November 2

Its like a garage

sale in the papef!

1992 WHITE TOYOTA CAMRY Automatic,

power everything, good condition. 135K
$2500. 310-413-1293, 310-841-0784.

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k. automatic, AC,
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack,

original owner, $3700. 310-479-0222 or
310-433-7585.

6250
Acting/Modeling Classes

FACES OF
THE FUTURE CONTEST
Sunday, Nov 3rd, Comfort Inn Suites

(airport), West Century Blvd.

12pm-4pm. Registration Information

www.wsintalent.com

-i^
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FLU VACCINE
For registered UCLA students
Bring your Bruincard / 300 doses at each event.

First come, first served - no appointment needed.

Frl, Nov. 8, 1 1 am - 2 pm /

Center for Health Sciences Patio

Wed. Nov. 13, 5 - 8 pm / De Neve Plaza Room

Thurs. Nov. 21, 11 am - 2 pm /

Marian Anderson Courtyard, AGSM
Tues. Nov. 26J 2 - 3 pm / Bruin Plaza (outside Ashe]

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment
in the Ashe Center, while supplies last.

For more information or to request an appointment:

www.stvjdenthealth.ucla.edu or call 825-4073

I

ucia Ashe Center

I

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Rested
4 Saudi mooia
9 Furry feet

13 Mimic
14 Be in store for

15 Sioux prey
16 Hot idea (2 wds.)
18 Very very
19 Bonet and Hartman
20 Young horse
22 Classy

i

25 — colada
26 Glot>e feature
28 Dynasty
32 Pioneered
35 Not working
37 Window sticker

38 Gridder — Alonzo
Stagg

40 Black tea

42 Student's quarters
43 Type of headache
45 Distance down
47 Pvt s superior

48 Rour or sugar
50 Chops fine

52 Verse
54 One-horse shays
58 Small furnishing

(2 wds.)
82 Pack animat
63 ReaKy lisiling

64 Ranger s post
(2 wds.)

67 Glowing coal
68 Twinkle
69 Joule fraction

70 Exigency
71 Sentimental
72 Cotoring

DOWN
1 Valuable fur

2 One of twelve
3 Ruff, as hair

4 Rummage through
5 Labor org

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Ms P A

1
R E A M

1
L 1 M A

s T A G E L B A 1 D E s T
L s E D 1 E T T 1 T H E
o o HHG O O D H U M O R E D
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1
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1
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C 1 A O A M E SMT R E Y s
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H 1 E D

1
s L O

P s E R A L T O p E A T
i. T 11A El L O W E NJsj1
11-1-02 & 2002 Unrted Feature Syndicate Inc

6 Bond rating

7 Roman
historian

8 Marinate
9 Looted
10 — spumante
11 Frayed
12 Jagged tear
15 Scorched .•«;«»c

17 Desdemona's
enemy

21 Freshen
23 Kind of tide

24 Sealed a
package

27 Put in the

microwave
29 Click-on item
30 Antony or

Chagall
31 "Blondie" kid

32 Laird's

daughter
33 Give light

34 Portuguese

lady

36 Subject
39 Imagined
41 Write on glass
44 Further t>ehind

46 In good shape
49 Always, to

Tennyson
51 Fodder storage
53 Glove

alterruUives

55 Cut timber

56 Manicurist's

board
57 Beetle Bailey's

superior

58 Not now
59 Part of HBO
60 Cartoonist —

Goldberg
61 Large lizard

65 Kind of sheet
66 Psychic power

'•jni)2
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UCLA

UCLA Beat 'SC Week:
!
Nov. 18-23

What do a bonfire, sledgehammer, blood, football

and games have in common? They're all part of

Beat 'SC Week! Celebrate Bruin pride and get

fired up for the big football game against USC
by attending these spirited events: Car Smash,

Blood Drive, Bonfire and Rally, Bruin Night

Out and Bruin Fair.

I

For information, call (310) UCLA-SAA or visit

www.UCLAJumni.nct/SAA.

(310) UOA-SAA www.UCLAIunHiLnet/SAA

—SAA is the stwUnt chapter ofthe—

S'

5'

UCLAIumni
JAssociationl

CUSSIFIEO

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your
insurance. No Traffic School. Contact:
Dee 702-373-9671 deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

7000
Tutoring Offered

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

GREEN CARD
i

LOTTERY '

55,000 Visas awarded. $40 for attorney pre-

pared application. John Manley, Esq. 12304
Santa Monica Blvd. #300 LA, CA 90025.
310-820-7553. Deadline:Friday, Nov 1st.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007|
Free Consultation

Law offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Centurv (jt\\ California

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lie. -T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemall/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry@310-391-5657.

6SOO
Music Lessons

FLUTE LESSONS. fcxper;enced and qualified

music teacher in Brentwood for ages 6-»-.

Teaches all levels plus theory and musician-
ship. 310-820-9183

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam
310-826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member.
323-932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
sonaff Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITirsKsi & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(31 0) 470-6662

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou know where to look!

Dateline

LA'S BEST

DatelineJ

(310)
(213)
(562)
(626)
(818)

696-DATE
572 DATE
282 DATE
484-DATE
264-DATE

Access Code 333

Its always free to call,
' le to create your ad,

_ ree to listen to ads
arxJ free tosend your ad^

€700
iHpofessionaf Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your

personal statements? Get professional

help from renowned author/consultant.310-826-4445.
www.winningpersonstatement.com.

|

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing,

formatting. Credit cards. Ace Words
310-820-8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:
310-475-9585.

k ^^i^ ^'^^iiiJiitJimi'^it'^i^^^^iu 7000
Tutoring Offered

§**THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

MELANIES MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Mafri, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime.
800-90-TUTOR.

7500
Career Opportunities

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation clerk for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate preferred. Friendly, busi-

ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at

213-623-5405.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

7800
Help Wanted

CLERICAL, part-time in office in SM home
with two large dogs. Mon-Thur, 12.30-
4.30pm, Fri 9am-1pm. Strong computer
skills, errands, shipping, need car. Fax
Resume: 310-845-9173.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/ADMIN need for
Westwood Office. Speak Vietnamese? If MS
efficient, reliable, can multi-task, and
resourceful, resume gnguyen@vitcnet.com.
fax 310-979-7775

NEED PROOFREADING, EDITING?
Experienced Editor/English tutor, published
writer, English BA can help with papers,
research projects, etc. Call Jessica
310-234-8380.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

7600
Child Care Offered

FORMER TEACHER SEEKS live-in nanny
job. References provided. Call Katharine
at 615-399-8026 or e-mail
katwmiller@yahoo.com

I'M A MOTHER'S HELPER/NANNY with

excellent references and lots of love. Flexible.

310-657-4588. Call Judy.

DRIVER NEEDED
1 hour/day pick up middle school student 3PM
in West Hollywood and drive to West LA.
$12/hour. Contact Robyn :2 1 3-580-7532.

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven
to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-
able. 310-204-3144.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Fed up with math? Help has come to the

rescue! I tutor High School/Jr. College

math, including:Algebra 1 and 2, Geometry,
Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math. Flexible

hours. Friendly, patient UCLA senior (As-

trophysics major) with seven years experi-

ence tutoring math and three years teach-

ing experience. $25/hour in convenient

Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie:
310-993-8064.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul:
310-387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

Tutoring Wanted

COMPUTER TUTOR. Need help with thesis

data analysis, Microsoft Excel, and SPSS.
Would like to learn Fortran. Contact
Geographil@aol.com.

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thru Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.
tutor7892002@yahoo.com

..' 7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER. 3 kids (12, 9, and 2 yr.old)

Some evenings and weekends. Santa Monica
area. 310-393-9297.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY seeking part-time nan-
ny for 11/2-year-old. 3days/week(9-5pm)
+Saturday nights(5-11pm). Must have in-

suranceA CDL. References required. $12/hr.

310 476-4701.

DRIVER/NANNYNeeded
Mon,Wed, 3-7PM, Tu, Th. 3-8PM.
$10-12/hour, mileage paid. Own car,

insurance, clean DMV required.

E-mail:ruth@themcgregorco.com

EXPERIENCED, ENGAGING babysitter

needed for bright, cheerful, 20-month-old tod-

dler in Westwood. Every Wednesday 9-5, and
occasional evenings. Eariy childhood develop-

ment or childcare training/experience a plus.

310-278-0579.

FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED. 3-4 after-

noons/week. Pick-up/ babysitting 4year old

boy. 5 min from UCLA. Must have car.

$13/hour+gas. 310-441-1005

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french spesiking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

MALE/FEMALE BABYSITTER for three year
old boy. Required: responsible, love chiWren,
car, personal references. $9/hour. Call Susan:
310-466-7903.

FEMALE PRODUCTION ASSISTANT for TV.
B.T.S. Documentary. Women's studies pre-
ferred. Shoots Nov. 9-10. $100/day. Please
copy paste resumes to kiradale@earthlink.net.

FILMING OR MARKETING STUDENT need-
ed to help create a test infomercial. Should
have all filming and editing equipment Call
310-702-3253.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;
PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225
(626)616-5609

GOTHAM HALL club/restaurant is now hiring

host/security/bartenders. Immediate openings.
1431 3rd Street Promenade. Apply in person
after 4pm daily.

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule. Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week, starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST WANTED. Part-

time Mondays & Wednesdays for dermatokjgy
practice in Beverly Hills. Experience proffered.

Call Heidi 310-659-5173, fax resume to
310-659-5174.

MODELS & NEW FACES
5.2-5.11 all types. Interested in making P/T
money modeling or trade advertising modeling
for pictures. Pay-rates&lnfo. 323-464-3172.

NEED STUDENT to drive great 12y/o boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri aftemoons. Westwood/Malibu.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

P/T Childcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
1 2hrs/week. 31 0-858-8321

.

PART-TIME BABYSITTER/HELPER w/er-

rands, dinner, and clean-up. Kids 8&5. Satur-

day 9-5, some aftemoons 3-7:30. Flexible

days. Possible evening and travel. Must have
car&references. 310-393-4054.

MENTOR!!
NEEDED for 13 year-old creative high-

school tx>y. Must be camp counsekx type,

with passion for music and creativity. Car
necessary. - 5 days/weak, $25+/hour.
Wonderful for grad student. Male prefen-ed.

310-828-4111. Fax 310-828-4488,
csk2@mac.com

TUTOR NEEDED for 2 kids. Good in English
and math. M/W/Th. After 4pm. flexible hours.

Experienced w/kids. 310-205-0013 or
310-801-7616.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, musw
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

SPANISH/PIANO TUTORS for high school
student in San Gabriel, near Alhambra.
2-3 hrs/wk. $20/hr. Call Melba 626-458-9485.

TUTOR WANTED for 13 y/o to help w/ home-
worit and exams, must be reliable. 15-min
from campus. $10/hr. 310-430-4000.

TUTOR/MENTOR for 13 y/o boy. Looking for

"cool guy" who can tutor in geometry af\d

English; interest in basketball/rap music desir-

able. 4-7PM, 1-2days/wk. $15/hr. Near LAX.
R. Shulman 310-645-8162.

WANTED NANNY, DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for
Santa Monica Family to help with children
(310)888-0163.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olymplc. 3 1 0-446-J 1 74.

P/T MORNINGS. General Office or COStomer
Service positions. Pleasant work place in

Santa Monica. Education publisher.
310-395-9393.

^'T^gk 7800
Help Wanted

•* $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BRCXHURES. Wori< 1-2hrs/day. Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

P/T OFFICE CLERK
SM law firm seeks office clerks. P/T, flexible

hours. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopying&fH-
ing court documents. Must have auto+in-

surance. Francis Che:31 0-453-6711.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists,

reports. 310-828-6939.

Writing Help

GHOST WRITER NEEDED, help write& com-
plete full-featured comedy script. I have
idea&outline, just need help w/format,& typing.

Will pay. Liza 310-578-9652.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.,

Suite PH-K. LA, CA 90035;
Fax: 310-282-6424; Email:
instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

PART TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Help needed for

15-20hrs/wk. MInimum+tips. WLA:
310-479-4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. Intemational students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

*• TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiasts, reliable help w/administratlve mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-

bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe wori< experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

PRIVATE BEACH CLUB in Pacific Palisades
seeks friendly outgoing P/T receptionist.

Computer exp. needed. Sat & Sun. 3-1 1pm.
$12/hour. 310-230-4760

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medical office. Will train, entry-

level. Computer knowledge a must. M-F,
9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from UCLA.
310-476-4205.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Emptoyment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call :310-825-9681 or
email:erubio@ha.ucla.edu

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm,
30-40hrs/wk. $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee
310-576-1030x12.

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy SH Escrow
Office FTIPX $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:
310-860-0748.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA, flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr.
310-688-6761.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful
Beverly Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks
a THINKING. FOCUSED, PERSONABLE
person. P/T/Flex/$l2/hr.
Email: tom@andersonstaff.com

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

Business Opportunities

ATTORNEY WITH HOME OFFICE in Sher-
man Oaks seeks ctert( (typing, filing) 20 hrs/wk
(flexible). $8.50. FAX 310-943-2339.
email advancedlaw@yahoo.com or call GfAnhiC
310-443-4228. %*«i«pillW

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc.. a
leader in technical publications for the con-
stmction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA kx^ation. $7/hour
starting. Rexible hours, convenient kxiation
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

EXCELLENT
PART TIME INCOME

International Company Seeks independent

Reps. Work from home. Set your own
hours, Monthly residual income. No experi-

ence necessary. 323-281-2223.

L

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commerclals&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college

job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext U4.

w%
^^^^Sioriei

For Daily Bruin

Advertising Production

ACADEMIC TUTOR. Chemistry, math, and
science. Creative Activities. Flexible hours.

Competitive rates. High school/graduate

school/MCAT Call 310-573-2284.

advertise
\f\ classified dispfay

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BH LAW FIRM needs P/T file clerics. $7.50/hr.

Interest in law preferred. 15-20hrs/wk. Flexible

scheduling. Fax resume/availability:
310-274-2798, Attn:Recruitment.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

Must know:

Quark & Photoshop.
Bring portfolio samples

Apply ASUCLA Human
Resources 2nd Floor,

|KerckoffHall219

Classifieds

825-2221

^
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7800
Help Wanted

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-
service associates and experienced gift-wrap-
pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-

able/customer-friendly/responsible/have
professional-appearance. Flexible hours,
Weekends-includ ed. Fax 310-451-9939

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay. Classes in West Valley.

310-377-4509. fax resume 310-914-3044.

CLASSIFIED FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 1, 2002 - THE DAILY BRUIN tf

8^00
Apartments for Rent

$900 SPACIOUS 1BDRM/1BTH APART-
MENT Separate dinning room, Woodfloor
5522 Saturn Street. Pico and Fairfax area.

Call 510-521-4502 or email
ygebreyes@aol.com

SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
NOW HIRING for F/T and P/T sales posi-
tions. Cashier positions also available.

Competitive salary and excellent associate
discount. Apply in person or Email resume
mmahaffe@gartsports.com. Sportmart,
1919 S. Sepulveda Blvd. WLA, 90025.
310-312-9600.

STUDENT familiar with Mac perfonner 550
for data entry work. $15/hr. Telephone
310-473-9740.

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi. Capable stud-
ent preferred. 818-355-9422.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)
Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by t)eing a
tutor at LA'S k)cal American Indian Centers!
You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting arxj amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pen on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

Of email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason. Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,
or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIRI!

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-

ence a plus. 888-440-2381

.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now.
310-485-0423.

WANTED! FULLTIME
BOOK KEEPING

For Brentwood Commercial Real Estate Firm.

Knowledge of Word. Excel, QuickBooks, and
Basic Accounting preferred. Email resume
to e.hudson@lrg-inc.com, or contact
213-250-5900. ext. 27.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose.

Safe. Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477
www.toselikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417,
714-648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineverylrte.com.

m 78^0
Hctors/Extras Wanted

ATTRACTIVE & FAIRLY STRONG
WOMEN WANTED. Former gymnast, ath-

lete, etc? Eam $75+/hr for nxxjeling work.

818-599-3160 or trescott@yahoo.com.

No nudity.

NUDE MODELS WANTED Open casting call.

$200 and up for 3 hrs. The Sauce Production.

Female photographers. 213-840-1938.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennrtef@modemmedia2000.com.

8000
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/

Japanese/Chinese native speakers w/excel-

lent English language-skills. Possible
paid-position with INS-sponsorship.
For information access
www.wordexpfess. net/inhousepositjons.htm

S^OO
Apartmentaiw Rent

L

Diamond Head
Apartments

2b€droom $ 1 555 .oo .c

1 bedroom j $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
withtn walking distance to UCLA, Gated

Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rcc room,
Laundry facilities, AC/Refrigerator, Stove

Short term avail Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

Classifieds
825-2221

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD furnished apartment, private

room, r/s, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$550. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle

Blvd. 310-477-4832.

WESTWOOD furnished studio, hardwood
floors, r/s, fireplace, parking, $750.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bright, spacios,

clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-

tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley.
310-207-7209.

WEST LA studio, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, utilities included. $550.www.y^estsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD Quiet 1 bed/1 bath, Strath-

more&Veteran. $1100/month. Includes
pool, laundry facility, some utilities, refrig-

erator&stove. Call :3 10-208-3797 for an
appointment.

:r

5 MINUTES FROM UCLA. National Blvd/near

Overiand. Beautiful 2bdrm/2bth condo. 2-park-

ing spaces. New carpet, painting, stove and
refrigerator. $1450/month. 310-839-7923.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell:3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

BUNDY/WILSHIRE AREA 1 bdrm/lbth

$1150/mo, 2bdrm/1.5bth, 2 parking $1450/mo.

Stove, fridge, dishwasher. A/C, laundry. 10

minutes to campus. 310-586-1946.

WEST LA. Ibdrm. $995. Ck)se to bus/mar-

kets/UCLA. Brand new carpet. 1242 Barry, just

off Wilshire. 1 -year-lease, no pet^. 310-471-

7073.

WESTWOOD studio, steps to UCLA, r/s, laun-
dry, parking, utilities included, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

T

WESTWOOD
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools.
Full kitchen, 1 parking, A/C. $1000/mo.
310-208-2376.

8A50
Apartments to Share

PALMS: Roommate needed (male), grad stu-

dents preferred, for 1/2 of 2bdrm/2bath.

$523/mo. Can move-in immed. Keystone Apts.

Non-smoking, quiet, mellowal@yahoo.com.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE 2bed/2bath, luxuri-

ous condo near UCLA. Central AC, controlled

access, subterranean pari<ing, bright, spa-

cious. Must see. $1950. Available

November:31 0-476-71 16.

9400
Room for Rent

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully fumished room w/pri-

vate bath. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-

ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities.

310-392-0405.

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,
$600/month. Private room.
Laudry/gym/pool/tennis court. lOmin-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. Across
street LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP
323-571-3608.

PRIVATE ROOM, BATH in large 3bdrm apart-

ment in Koreatown. Gated Parking under
building. $450/mo. Share Utilities. $900 move
in. No smoking/drugs. Tlm:21 3-381 -3323

WESTWOOD 1+1, near ucla. r/s, gated entry,

a/c, laundry, garage, $900. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

CHECK THIS OUT!
WESTWOOD $1200 and up. 1 bedroom,

1 bedroom+den. Furnished/unfurnished.

Walk to UCLA. Pool, locked buikjing. Ask

about specials. 310-208-6735.

WESTWOOD 1BDRM APARTMENT High-

ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace,

A/C, laundry in building, parking, 10-min walk

to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately. Cats OK. 310-208-

4934.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking. Days:31 0-475-7533. evenings:
310-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, lAs
than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, park-

ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month.
310-470-1513.

BRENTWOOD. 1 bdrm/lbth condo on Monta-

na. Security building. All amenities. Great loca-

tion. Fireplace. Parking space. $1500. 310-

995-5518.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

BRENTWOOD CONDO. $422,500.

1 bdrm+br/loft, 3bth, pool, 1,507-sq-ft.

•MUST SEE PICS ONLINE*
www.MyHollywoodHome.com/condo2
Ray Croney Realty Exec. 310-621-8714.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half bkx* to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.

$600/month. 323-939-9816.

ROOM FOR RENT Private bedroom&bath-
room. Parking, gym. pool and spa. Kitchen

privileges. $650/month+security deposit.

Luxury building. Burtway and Robertson.
310-275-2200.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close

to UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo.
310-828-7768.

WESTWOOD 2+1. prime area, r/s, carpet, bal-

cony, laundry, parking, $1200. www.westsider-

entals.com 310-395-7368

MAR VISTA HILL
WESTSIDE, 2bdrm. new decor, patio, fenced

yard, parking, laundry hook-ups, utilities in-

cluded. $1600. 310-313-6073.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated building. Laundry.

No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1200.

310-870-1757.

SANTA MONICA 2+1, gated entry, r/s, carpet,

balcony, laundry, parking, $1200. www.west-

siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOpD 2+1, walk to UCLA, r/s. high

ceilings, laundry, partying, $1300. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.

Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.

Great location/condition! 818-653-5837.

WESTWOOD. 1 -mile from campus. Bachelor
apartment only $650, includes utilities.

New carpet, new paint & laundry.

Professional/grads preferred, non-smoker.
888-394-3586.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

WESTWOOD. IBDRM. $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

SANTA MONICA guest house, hardwood
floors, r/s, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $850. www.westsiderentals.com
323-634-7401.

Casablanca West

;, OOms from $1095
¥:;%• and up

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished apartment $2400-

$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.

Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-

nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

GM pari^ig, c^ reddy, pool. i»D(^,

suedeck, st^ closets, low Secunty- t>m%^

530 Veteran
208-4394

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s. hardwood fkx)rs,

laundry, parking, utilities included, $550.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA. Studio, $895, walk to mar-

ket/bus. Street parking, 1234 14th Street. Ga-

rage for rent (parking or storage) $150/nrK)nth.

310-471-7073.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1($1250+), 2bdrm{$l900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, t«fcony, walk-in-ck)9et,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.

Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD
PLAZA,„

Studios $ 945
1 bedroom. .$ 1195
2 bedroom. .$ 1595

Can for details

Walktaig dlstanc« to campus.

310-208^505

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

516 Landfair Ave
818-547-9478

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

m^

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment
3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!

Amenities Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. All

amenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet, MUST lease. 310-200-7222,
310-562-2830.

WEST LA bungalow, r/s, carpet, laundry, yard,
parking, $800. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA: Fumished room w/2 extra-

large closets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. Lisa:

310-394-7068.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking

roomate (professional prefen-ed). 2bd/2bth.

$820/month. Available any time between

11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:310-826-6654

WESTWOOD Bright and roomy studio. Half

fumished. Excellent neighborhood. Ten minute
bus ride to UCLA (#8,12,16). $750/mo.
310-470-6064.

WESTWOOD. Ibr+din, newly refurbished

hardwood floor/lower unit/one covered pari<-

ing/tots of ck)set space/backyard. Quiet build-

ing. $1575/month one-year lease.
310-208-8993.

WESTWOOD duplex, dose to UCLA, petok,

r/s, carpet, w/d, yard, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD duplex, close to ucla, r/s,

carpet, w/d, yard, parking, $900.
310-395-7368.www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. Spacious studio w/loft. Next to

campus and village. Balcony, kitchen,

heat/AC. Gated parking included. Utilities

paid. $1100/month. 310-443-7715.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA $1375 & UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA,
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished,. some w/pool. gated, krtChen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $950-$996 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1295-1595,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.

3dnn $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must $ee.

Call for free listing :3 10-278-8999.

WESTWOOD guest house, walk to ucla, r/s,

carpet, laundry, yard, parking, $900.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in beautiful home

near UCLA, fumished/kltchen/laundry privileg-

es/utilities/cable included. Responsible male

student preferred. $650/nrrth. 310-477-6977.

Car necessary.

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT, private room,

r/s, hardwood floors, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $500. www.westsiderentals.com

310-395-7368

8900
se for Rent

WESTWOOD studio, close to UCLA, r/s, laun-

dry, parking, utilities included. $625.

www.westsfderentals.com 310-395-7368

9^00
om for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes

UCLA. Reponsable roommates/arts-related

interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoKing
male tenat to move-in. Available didst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725-t-$725-security. 1/bdrm. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17- 10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

SANTA MONICA CONDO: Grad student pre-

ferred. Great location. Spacious, bright. Balco-

ny, modern. 15min to UCLA. Available mid No-

vember. $800/mth utilities. 310-998-8330.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s,

hardwood floors, w/d, yard, garage. $525.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WEST LA HOUSE private room, ctose to uda,

r/s. carpet, w/d. parking, utilities induded.

$500. www.westsiderentals.com

310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c. pool, laundry, parking, utilities induded.

$400. www.westsider6ntals.com

310-395-7368

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s, pa-

tio, high ceilings, w/d, yard, parking. $552.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368
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MANNING
from page H

"Warren Sapp was going against
Brett Favre. You can hear the mike,
they are talking loud during the
game and they are like, *I almost got
you there Brett'. It stayed with me,"
Manning said. "I want to be someone
who is liked, not thought of as a
jerk."

I

Perhaps the video was not quite
enough. After starting the season
with a new attitude, it took one of
his worst games to make Manning

his best. At Oklahoma State,

Manning was repeatedly out-jumped
by 1,000-yard receiver RaShaun
Woods who finished the game with
seven catches for 143 yards.
Manning finished with four pass
interference penalties. Although
Manning felt mentally alert but phys-
ically unwell at that game, it quieted
him.

"If I focus every play, I won't get
beat and if I do, I'm getting beat at
100 percent going 100 miles an
hour," Manning said. "One thing I did
in the San Diego State game was
really focus instead of getting all

involved emotionally and going back

-f

Dump
Your Bank
^d c^sK in

on campus/
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Computer Loans
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^
\. J

Call today, start banking the Vniversity'' way tomorrow.

www.ucu.org •310/477-6628
Student Loan Lender #832 123

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

SPORTS

and forth with the trash talking."

At San Diego State Manning
matched up on J.R. Tolver and held
the nation's leading receiver at that
time, to three catches for 30 yards.

"I still get in their heads but in a
different way. Last year I got in

their heads with my performance
and mainly my mouth," Manning
said. This year I toned it down. If

they are intimidated, it is by watch-
ing film and watching what I do to
other receivers. If not, oh well,

they'll see the results."

The payoff has been three inter-

ceptions, four pass defenses, one
forced fumble, and 27 tackles so
far this season.

"If you had 11 Ricky, Mannings
you'd almost win every game 1

think. No one gives any more effort

than Ricky Manning," Toledo said.

"He doesn't just talk the talk, he
walks the walk."

Even the opposing coaches
agree.

"Manning plays with a lot of
swagger and deservedly so,"

Washington head coach Rick

Neuheisel said.

Last year, Manning held
Washington's Reggie Williams to
four catches for 61 yards during a
season where he set a Pac-10
record for fi-eshmen with 55 catch-
es for 973 yards. This year Williams
is averaging 107 yards per game
and the second-year student is

already fourth on UW's all-time

career receiving list.

"Last year he was a freshman, he
had a lot of stuff to learn, that is

why he couldn't really do anything
against me," Manning said. "We'll

see how much he has improved."
While Williams undoubtedly will

be more prepared to play this year,

Manning has more than enough
intensity to match him.

"It is hard to find guys Ricky's
age with that spirit," defensive
coordinator Phil Snow said.

With the coaching staff watching
over him. Manning will stalk the
sidelines. Away fi-om bills and legal

troubles and baseball contracts,

he will be focused. And in three
hops, Manning will be a boy again.

Cr.
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Bruins to confront Oregon

schools in Pac-10 face-off
By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez@media.ucla.edu

There are two important events
taking place this weekend for the
UCLA women's soccer team as it

hosts the Oregon schools at Drake
Stadium.

First, it will be the final weekend
at home for the No. 6 Bruins as they
face Oregon tonight. Second, the
Bruins will move on to face Oregon
State on Sunday afternoon, which is

senior day, honoring the Bruins' lone
senior, defender Tracey Winzen. t

Of the two opponents, Oregon St.

(8-7-2, 1-5 Pac-10) should pose the
biggest threat. Last year the Beavers
managed to steal one away fi'om the
Bruins in Corvallis, giving them their
first win against UCLA since 1995.

The Bruins (12-3, 4-1 Pac-10) out-
shot the Beavers 33-10, but managed
only one goal in the 2-1 loss.

"We bombarded them and we had
tons of shots and we just didn't fin-

ish," UCLA head coach Jillian Ellis

said. They humbled us, and their
goal keeper played an exceptional
game last year.

"Oregon St has typically been the
stronger of the two Oregon schools,
Oregon St. is a very physical team
and very competitive, but at this

point we're just focusing on Friday,"
Ellis said.

Record-wise, Oregon (2-11-2, 14-
1) is having a horrible year and has
never beaten UCLA in Westwood. In
2000, the last time the Ducks played
in Westwood, they were trounced 8-

0.

Indeed, it has been a tough season
for the Ducks, who have 10 fi:"esh-

men on the squad and are taking an
awful beating in a difficult Pac-10
schedule.

"They've played a lot of top ten
teams," UCLA assistant coach
Katherine Mertz said. "They have the
fifth-toughest-ranked schedule in
the nation. They have a hard sched-
ule with a lot of iiyuries right now
and they are a very young team."
Coming off of a 2-0 victory against

use to take sole position of second
place in the Pac-10, the Bruins might
not catch first place Stanford, but
they are unperturbed and focused
on finishing strong.

"At this stage of the season, every
game is important," junior forward
Katherine Bjazevich said. "We've got
to win every single game the rest of
the way We've got to show Oregon
and Oregon St. that we're the better
team by dominating and outplaying
them, and I think that will prepare us
for the post season."

QUlNONEZ
I
Wells has good

weekend, Fiske leads offense

310.208.2772 x 18

from page H
within two runs.

The next inning, the Angels fin-

ished the best comeback in World
Series history, and the ANGELS
WON THE WORLD SERIES the
next day.

• Someone that went highly over-
looked in October. Zach WeUs.
WeUs may have had the best

weekend ever for a goalkeeper,
especially in the first game of the
weekend.
On Oct 25, Oregon State fired 25

shots towards the goal, a huge
amount for soccer (the average is

usually around 12).

None of them went in.

Wells had 11 saves, a school
record, and also got an assist, the
first by a UCLA goalkeeper in two
years.

In his next game, he recorded

another shutout, his sixth of the
year.

• Also in October The men's
water polo team lost to Stanford
again.

Twice.

That's five times in a row.
• Nate Fikse has turned into an

offensive juggernaut. Who would've
thought it? A punter-converted-
place-kicker got 16 points and
should've gotten 17 (If Bob Toledo
hadn't made a bad two-point
attempt decision, again).

• And last, but definitely not the
least there was no gymnastics at all

in October. A great month indeed!
Unfortunately, that ends this month.

The Angels have won more world
series than the Bruins have champi-
onships since Fall 2001. The Stat

,
Geek's,column appears every Friday.
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MEN'S SOCCER BRIEFS

Men's Soccer

Hosts Washington

and Oregon State
The opponents will be the

same but the venue will be differ-
ent for the UCLA men's soccer
team this weekend. After travel-
ing to the Pacific Northwest and
defeating both Oregon State and
Washington last weekend, the
Bruins v^oU host the two Pac-10
schools this weekend at Drake
Stadium.

On FYiday at 2 p.m. No. 2 UCLA
(10-1-2 overall, 5-0 Pac-10) will
try to hand the Washington
Huskies (4-7-3, 1-4 Pac-10) their
seventh loss to a ranked oppo-
nent this year. Washington comes
into this game defeated in six of
their last seven matches. On
Sunday, UCLA defeated the
Huskies 1-0 vdth a 38th minute
goal by freshman midfielder Luke
Mehring and stellar goal keeping

by junior Zach Wells.

Wells is coming off of a superb
weekend during which he shut
out both Washington and OSU,
and tied a school record with 1

1

saves against the Beavers. He has
allowed just one goal in his last

four games, enabUng UCLA a 4-0

record during that time.

The Beavers (11-4-0, 1-3-0) will

battle the Bruins on Sunday at 1

1

a,m. OSU comes into this match
needing just one win to tie their

school record for wins in a sea-

son. They managed to get off 25
shots while playing UCLA last

weekend, but Well's goal keeping
gave them a goose egg on the

scoreboard for the day. Senior
forward Tim Pierce scored twice
in UCLA's 3-0 triumph in Corvalis

last week.
UCLA is currently in first place

in the Pac-10 with four more con-
ference matches to play.

By Brian Kiley, Daily Bruin
Contributor

MIKE CHIEN/Daily Bri in Staff

Adolfo Gregorio will help the Bruins try to
beat Oregon State and Washington again.

FOOTBALL
from page 14

get the opportunity to hit a
hole and break a tackle, we
haven't made anybody
miss," Neuheisel said. "So
we leaned on our throwing
game. The throwing game
started off the season gang-

busters, but as we've
become a Uttle one-dimen-
sional, it has dried up a bit."

The UCLA offense will

jump in a true freshman
quarterback to the rivalry.

Whoever plays will likely

have to pass more than
last week because the
Dawgs boast the top run
defense in the Pac-10,
yielding 79.2 yards per
game. Neither Drew
Olson nor Matt Moore
have experienced anything
like the hostile environ-
ment of Husky Stadium,
which boasts the best
attendance in the league.
Who is left talking will be

^^ decided Saturday.

M.WATERPOLO j Bruins look

for strong, consistent offense
from page 14

against the Anteaters, but actually
trails in the all-time series 49-57-1.

"With UC Irvine what you see is

what you get," Coach Krikorian
said. "Their strengths are their size
and speed. They are defensively
aggressive in denying the ball and
vdth their press. They play extreme-
ly physical in order to try to take
you out of your game. Their weak-
ness, though, is their depth. They
can't go as deep as us so we need to
make it a game of conditioning."

The Anteaters feature two of the
best center forwards in the country
- senior Jeff Powers and sophomore
Dreason Berry. The two are the
MPSF's third and fourth leading
scorers. Hence, it viill be another tir-

ing week for Bruin junior driver
Albert Garcia who admirably dealt
with Stanford top scorer Tony
Azevedo the past two weeks, shut-
ting him out in the first match

between the schools.

"The games against Irvine are
usually similar," said sophomore dri-

ver Brett Ormsby, the reigning
MPSF Player of the Week. "They
have a couple of strong scorers so
we need to deny the ball there. We
also need to counterattack because
we're a better swimming team."
Though the regular season is

coming to an end. Coach Krikorian
still believes his squad has yet to
perform up to its capabihties. To
elevate their play, he has been
focusing on the team's power play
offense.

"In practice we have been empha-
sizing our six-on-five because our
conversion percentage vnih a man
advantage is only 36 percent, and
we'd like to be around 50 percent"

If the Bruins can improve their
power play and finally hit their elu-
sive peak offensively, they will be in
good position to vanquish the
anteaters.

k

^ ,. >.

MICHAEL MAN
Second-year outside hitter Heather Cullen will need a strong hitting performance
on Fnday night if the Bruins want to upset No. 6 Stanford.

Women's volleyball

keeps positive attitude
TEAM FACES CAL, NO. 6 STANFORD; HOPES

TO END THREE-GAME LOSING STREAK

m

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl@media.ucla.edu

A new weekend, same old story.
The UCLA women's volleyball team
is confident that their focus in prac-
tice will result in wins on the court
The Bruins (12-9, 5-6 Pac-10) face
No. 6 Stanford (1^ 9-2) today and
unranked Cal (15-6, 5-6) on Saturday.

Like last week, hitting and serving
have been the focal points in prac-
tice. Another disappointing showing
in the state of Washington, however,
has the Bruins hoping that playing at
home will be the catalyst for change.

I

the game against Stanford is it

De^ite their recent poor show-
ing, the Bruins feel that their season
is still promising.

**! think our confidence is high
right now," second-year student
Krystal McFarland said "We know
we've got nothing to lose."

Benefiting the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation

Wanna see celebrities get
hit with balls?

Where: Los Angeles Center
When: Saturday, November 2"*^

Time: 11am to 3pm
BBQ and auction in Sunset Recreation Center following Tournament.

special guests include menr\bers from the casts of:
The Real World Las Vegas, Dog-Eat-Dog, Road Rules Semester

at SeQ, Felicity,^Father of the Bride, Survivor, Will <& Grace and more!!

v^WW.allstardodgeball.org

PAID FOR BY USA PROGRAMMING FUND AND ASSOCIATED STUDENT
UCU STUDENT INTERACTION FUND

17CM
/^^ t_f.*«»<<4r«
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"We have to play with that

same intensity on our court. I

believe in the team and what
we can do." '

Andy Banachowski

Mead Coach

''We're working c«i being smart
and making good decisions with our
attacking," second-year student
Brynn Murphy said.

Although they're happy with what
they have accomplished in practice,
the team knows executing in games
is another matter especially when
the opponent is Stanford. They are
the clear underdogs, but the Bruins
did manage to take a game from the
Cardinal in their previous game.

"We have to play with that same
intensity on our court," head coach
Andy Banachowski said. "I believe in
the team and what we can do. We
just need to make good decisions
and adjustments in the game."
The Bruins are riding a three-

game losing streak, and Stanford
may make it four. The losses are
mounting, and UCLA is in danger of
falling out of the race for third place
in the Pac-10. The Bruins are cur-
rently stuck in a four-team jumble
with Cal, Washington and
Washington State, where only a
game and a half separates third place
from fifth.

"We've got to get hot down the
stretch and pull away from the
pack," Banachowski said.

The teams schedule fmally relents
after Stanford. Cal has never beaten
UCLA in 41 tries, and the Bruins are
also unbeaten at home thLs year.
Still, the Bears are not the doormat
they may appear to be, as they
recently defeated Arizona, and took
No. 1 use to five games Oct. 5.

Still, if there is any such thing as a
a game the Bruins simply must win.

Greetings from UCLA
Travel Study Programs
Taught by some of UCLA's most distinguished

faculty in some of the most incredible places on

earth, our travel study programs let you explore

a subject in its cultural and historical context, as

you enjoy an amazing summer adventure.

The programs vary from 2 to 6 weeks and offer between 8 to i6

quarter units of credit. Lower fees are available for UC students.

Courses transfer automatically For more information,

contact UCLA Summer Sessions at 310.794.8340. by e-mail at

travel@summer.ucla.edu. or visit www.summer.ucla edu/travel

Online registration begins Friday, November 1, 2002
at www.summer.ucla.edu/travel

Programs Planned for Summer 2003:

Asian American Studies
Honoluiu. Hawaii

Business Chinese
Shanghai. China

Communication Studies
Pans and London

English
Crasmere. England

English
Stratford-upon-Avon, England

French
Paris, France

German
Berlin, Prague, and Vienna

History
Gettysburg

History
Greece

History
Rome, Italy

History
South Africa

History
Spain and Morocco

History/Spanish
France and Spain

Italian

Florence. Italy

Marine Biology
British Columbia, Canada

Political Science
London, Brussels. Amsterdam, and Paris

Theater
Rome and Verona. Italy

Portuguese
Salvador Bahia, Brazil

Theater
Bali, Indonesia ^

Spanish
Costa Rica

Spanish
Puebla. Mexico

UCLA
SUMMER SESSIONS

Spanish
Madrid. Granada and Barcelona. Spain

«
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• Men's and women's basketball briefs
• Men's hockey
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Friday, November 1, 2002

M. Soccer v. Washington

W. Volleyball v. Stanford

W. Soccer v. Oregon
Football V. Washington

Cross-Country v. Pac-10

W.Rowing

M. Soccer v. Oregon St.

W. Soccer v. Oregon St.

PREVIEW
Drake Stadium Friday 2 miT
Pauley Pavilion Friday 7 p.m.

Drake Stadium Friday 7:30 p.m.

Seattle. WA Saturday TBA
Brookside CC Saturday 8:30 a.m.

Gal. Yacht Club Saturday All Day
Drake Stadium Sunday 11a.m.

Drake Stadium Sunday 1 p.m.

• www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Bruins look to beat Huskies a second time
BRUINS NEED WIN AGAINST WASHINGTON TO HOLD ON TO BOWL HOPES

COURTNEY STEWART/Daily Bri in Stacf

Quarterback Matt Moore led Bruins against
Stanford last week.

By Hannah Gordon

DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon(a)media.ucla.edu

The Dawgs don't like to lose in their

house, and they will be right at home
Saturday when UCLA (5-3, 2-2 Pac-10)
travels to Washington (4-4, 1-3). The last

time the Bruins were on their territory, in

2000, the Huskies scrapped for a 35-28
win. The rivalry has been, shall we say,

vocal.

''They made it known that we lost and it

didn't sit well with us," Tab Perry said,

after the Bruins got revenge last year with
a 35-13 beat-down. The Bruins did not shy
away from boasting either

"Rivalry? What rivaby? They gotta win
some games for it to be a rivalry," then-
senior wide receiver Brian Poli-Dixon
said.

The two then-undefeated teams met on
national television for a three-hour
DeShaun-Foster-for-the-Heisman-Trophy
infomercial, as the UCLA tailback ran all

over the touted Washington defense for a
record 301 yards, including a 92-yard
touchdown run. Meanwhile, the UCLA
defense shoved the Huskies backward for
minus 8 total rushing yards.

This year the game is not exactly a mar-
quee matchup. Neither team is ranked for
the rumble for the first time in 10 years,
which has a lot to do with a 4 p.m. appear-
ance on TBS, the Huskies first ever The
Dawgs' backs are against the wall as they
are in a three-way tie for seventh place in
the conference. The Bruins are hanging on
to bowl hopes at fourth, with a .500 Pac-10
record. So, while the conditions are differ-

ent, the need to win is the same.
"For both programs I would say this is

every bit as big a game as a year ago. Both
programs are trying to make this a posi-
tive season," Washington head coach Rick
Neuheisel said.

Neuheisel and UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo's relationship has been the subject
of gossip since Neuheisel, a former UCLA
quarterback and later an assistant coach,
was passed over for the head coaching
position in favor of Toledo. The backbiting
started again when each criticized the
other last February for negative recruiting
involving current Husky Clayton Walker
and current Bruin starting strong safety
Jarrad Page. The two coaches insist all is

forgiven and forgotten.

"I like to see all nine (other Pac-10)
teams struggle, not them in particular,"

Toledo said.

Neuheisel said in July that playing
UCLA is still the hardest game for him
every year because of his Bruin history.
He is not the only one with strong feel-

ings.

"This game was real personal to us. We
let our pads do the talking today," Craig
Bragg said after last year's game.

Washington backup quarterback Taylor
Barton felt the effects of that discourse.
The Bruin defense left him with a concus-
sion that put him in the hospital for the
night. A week later he received a letter of
apology from Bruin defensive end Dave
Ball, who laid a particularly vicious late
hit that displeased Toledo.

This year the defense is charged with
stopping a struggling Husky rushing
attack that averages under 80 yards per
contest and a lethal passing game that
averages 356 yards per game.

"They have probably one of the best
receiving corps I've seen so far," sopho-
more fi-ee safety Matt Ware said. "And
with Pickett at quarterback sometimes
they seem untouchable"

"We're not blocking very well. When we

FOOTBALL
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FOURTH-YEAR CORNERBACK RICKY MANNING CHANGES STYLE, BUT NOT INTENSITY AND LOVE OF THE GAME
HEAD TO HEAD
Ricky Manning matched up last year on Reggie Williams who caught only 4 balls. This year Williams averages
107 yards receiving.

RICKY MANNING
Comerback

5 feet 9 inches

180 pounds

27 tackles, 3

interceptions, 4

passes broken

up, one forced

fumble

rtCKY MANNING ON RICKY MANNING
T want to leave a legacy for the younger players.

AaX me being me. Being one of the best corners

to come through here and one of the hardest

workers.'

RICKY MANNING ON REGGIE WILLIAMS
last year It was nothing. He basically didnt have a
chance. He was a freshman, he had a lot of stuff

to learn. That's why he couldn't really do nothing

against me. I think he was improved from last

season, iril be a battle. He's pretty competitive so

we going to be competing.'

j

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon(i)m edia.ucla.edu

UCLA comerback Ricky Manning bound-
ed off Spaulding Field looking like Tlgger
prior to the Washington game last year. He
seemed to skip from the 20-yard line to the
locker room in three hops, as if he were on
a trampoline.

"Is that Reggie Williams on the phone?"
he had asked a reporter conducting a tele-

phone interview a few minutes earlier. What
ensued were five unprintable minutes of
trash talk that hyped Manning to the point
that he was not sure he could sleep for four
whole nights before playing Washington.

"You can't keep Ricky from being amped
up," UCLA head coach Bob Toledo said of
the fourth-year student

That is why, despite being 21 years-old,
playing professional baseball, driving a 2002
Cadillac Escalade, and talking about bills

and credit Uke a middle-aged banker,
Manning has a baby-sitter. Graduate assis-

REGGIE WILLIAMS

Wide receiver

6 feet 4 inches

220 pounds

48 Catches, 857

yards. 17.9 yards

per catch, 107.

1

yards per game

REGGIE WILLIAMS ON RICKY MANNING
"He was talking a lot of trash talk (last year). It

don't matter. It was a good competition. He
doesnt take plays off."

REGGIE WILLIAMS ON REGGIE WILLIAMS

"I'm pretty pleased. I could always do better. I'm not

the top in the country, that's always a goal."

tant Mike Babcock has the task of watching
Manning before games to make sure he does
not get into trouble.

"Because I used to go over and sit by
them and watch their routes and talk a little

trash. Every receiver you can think of, I got
into it with them," said Manning, who has
been All Pac-10 both of the last two seasons.

Manning's style has changed considerably
since last year, in part because of well-pubh-
cized trouble off the field.

In August, Manning was arrested for one
count of felony assault stemming from a
fight outside a local bar in April. According
to Manning, he tried to quash a disagree-
ment between a fiiend of his and one of the
alleged victims. The men, who were older
and intoxicated, then waited for Manning
outside the bar. A fight ensued between the
two parties, which Manning and his com-
panions won. Manning, who broke his hand,
told head coach Bob Toledo the next day,

but never thought any legal action would
come from it

"I asked him what had happened. He

TYSON EVANS/Daily Bbuin Senior Staff

UCLA fourth-year comerback Ricky Manning will square off against Washington wide receiver
Reggie Williams when the Bruins take on the Huskies Saturday in Seattle.

explained it to me, and at that point I felt

good about what he was telling me. In my
opinion he was trying to protect himself,**

said Toledo, who emphasized he was still

unhappy that Manning was involved in a
fight

The case has yet to go to trial - if it ever
does. But it has already aged Manning, who
chose to remain outside of Westwood when
his roommate, fourth-year punter Nate

Flkse, wanted to return to the chaos of cam-
pus life.

While the incident changed Manning's off-

field lifestyle, his maturity on the field came
from the gridiron and the meeting rooms. In
spite of the public image the arrest gave
Manning, he was affected by a video on
sportsmanship.
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Frequent

FOXpromo
irritates

sportsfans
October is over, which means two

key things.

First, THE ANGELS WON THE
WORLD SERIES! Much more on them
later.

Secondly, we will never have to see
another of FX)X's

brilliant ideas -

those stupid

October's Magical
Matchups commer-
cials.

The commer-
cials themselves
weren't that bad
the first few times I

saw them.
However, FOX
seemed to play that

commercial at least

once, if not twice,

Gilbert

QuiAonez

STAT GEEK
gUJnonez^raffairiaali

during each com-
mercial break of
baseball and foot-

ball games.
Just how many times was that com-

mercial from hell shown? Well, if FOX
had 18 breaks between innings, 4.6

pitching changes during the game, plus
three pre-game commercial breaks,
that's 25.6 times per game broadcast
There were 22 playoff games on FOX,
which means viewers were brain-

washed with that promo 563.2 times.
And that's just baseball.

For those who watched football,

there are about 20 commercial breaks
per game, with six games on FOX, and
four pre-game shows with six com-
mercial breaks each - a total of 144
times that October's Stupid
Commercial was stuffed down our
throats.

Add on the 31 times in October
sports fans may have watched the
promo during the ^x>rts segment on
the nightly news, and the grand total is

738.2 viewings of October's Moronic
Mutterings.

A subcommittee should be formed
to investigate why FOX showed the
world's most stupid commercial so
much.
Now that I've freed my body of

anger, I can focus on the best story of
the month - the Anaheim Angels. The
Angels were a team that finished 41
games out of first place the year
before, were chosen by most people to

finish last place in the division, and
were given 50-1 odds of winning the
World Series.

The Angels ended up leading the
league in batting average, and more
importantly, productive outs.

This explains how they made the
playoffs, despite finishing 29th out of
30 teams in home runs.

The Angels were matched up
against the evil New York Rich Guys in

the first round. The Rich Guys had
tons of history and "magic" while the
Angels had a history of choking.

Still, the Angels beat the Yankees in

four games and the Twins in five, giv-

ing them their first World Series berth
ever.

The defining moment of the World
Series came in game six, when the
Angels were down three games to two
and 5-0 in the seventh inning of the
game.
No World Series team had ever

come back fix)m a five-run deficit to
win the game. Also, the Angels had
done nothing offensively all game, and
the Giant bullpen was pitching very
effectively.

Scott Spiezio came up to bat and hit

a three-run homer to bring the Angels

QUIIONEZ
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Team has high hopes for meet
By Katie RIbeck

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kfilbeck(i)media. ucla.edu

Top men and women collegiate

cross-country rurmers are scheduled
to run this Saturday in the 2002
Pacific-10 Conference
Championships. The meet, hosted by
UCLA, will be held at the Brookside
Country Club in Pasadena, ac^jacent

to the Rose Bowl.

Scheduled to run for the UCLA
women's team are juniors Lena
Nilsson, Valerie Flores and Melissa

McBain; sophomores Alejandra

Barrientos, Lori Mann and Carmen
^^^nant; and freshmen Jenna
Tlminsky, Allison Hall, Sarah West
and Laura Muller.

Nilsson, who led the team at the

NCAA preview meet with her eighth

place finish, expects a second place

finish for the Bruins.

**Anything else is probably a disap-

pointment," Nilsson said.

She thinks a second place finish

can be achieved if the team runs the
way they know they can. Stanford,

ranked second in the nation, is

expected to win the meet
The UCLA men's team is sched-

uled to run senior Phil Young; sopho-
mores Ben Aragon, Jon Rankin, Erik
Emilsson, Puneet Mahan, Reggie
Oronoz and Bryan Bauerle; freshmen
Martell Munuiga, Nick De Felice and
Mohamnjed QazL.^-

Jon Rankin has been on the
ii\jured list and this will be his first

meet back competing for the Bruin
men. Mohammed Qazi is a new addi-

tion to the men's team, having run his

debut meet last Friday at the
Fullerton Invitational.

Sophomore Ben Aragon has an
optimistic goal for this weekend.

•^Ideally we'll place fourth then
gradually move up through the
years," Aragon said.

Individually he hopes to place in

the top ten.

UCLA head coach Eric Peterson
feels the same way. Though both
teams are young, he feels they have
demonstrated the e3q)erience needed
to achieve similar goals to the ones
set by Nilsson and Aragon.
The thing we have going for us is

the kids are feeling good and enthu-
siastic about the meet" Peterson
said.

Both teams expect lots of fiiends

and family to cheer on the runners.
Also running this weekend is

nationally raxUced Stanford, Arizona
State and Washington in the women's
division, and Stanford, Oregon and
Arizona State in the men's division.

The meet begins at 8:30 am. with a
6000m gender combined "B" race.

The 6000m women's championship
race will begin at 9:30 a.m. and the
men's 8000m race will l^egin at 10:30

am.

Squad unites for

Anteater match

The men's water polo team huddles during a game
against Stanford last week.

By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters@media.ucla.edu

Coming to haunt the No.

2 UCLA men's water polo
team this Halloween week-
end is the spooky specter of
anteaters.

But seriously, UCLA (9-6,

1-3 in the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation) cannot
take No. 5 UC Irvine (11-6,

2-2 MPSF) Ughtly because
another MPSF loss could
make the Bruins' status
scary.

After back-to-back excru-
ciating two-goal losses to

No. 1 Stanford, the Bruins
must regroup and focus on

Saturday because their

match with UC Irvine may
be the most meaningful
game of their season.

"This game is too impor-
tant," head coach Adam
Krikorian said. "It's an
MPSF game and any more
of those losses might force
us to win the conference
tournament to go to the
NCAA's."

That route is as favorable
to the team as a trip to
Transylvania, but to avoid it,

the Bruins better be ready
for a battle. UCLA has
already spUt two very physi-
cal matches this year

M.WATHPOLO
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Online voters pass fee hike
By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@medla.ucla.edu

Undergraduates made a positive case
for online voting last week when they
approved a fee referendum that ir\jects a
fiscal shot in the arm of their student gov-
ernment.

Seven hundred eleven votes provided
the margin of victory for the referendum,
approved by 57.2 percent of those who
voted. Due in a large part ta;ite online vot-
ing format, the referendum drew the
largest voter tumput of the past few years.

"The turnout is impressive," said
Elections Board Chainnan Chris Abraham.
"We enfranchised a lot of voters."

With 4,967 students casting an online
ballot via the MyUCLA Web site, the elec-
tion attracted more voters than the last

two general officer elections for the
Undergraduate Students Association
Council.

"(Increased turnout) was because of
online voting. It made for easier access,"
said USAC President David Dahle.
He added that he favors expanding the

use of online voting in futiu-e elections, and
the referendum election's turnout "is a tes-

I

tament to it."

This past week's election marks the
third time in the past two years that coun-
cil has decided to go online. In 2000 an
online election was held to elect a replace-
ment external vice president, and last
spring a similar referendum went to the
Web but failed to meet minimum voter
turnout of more than 10 percent approval.
The current referendum increases the

quarterly fee USAC collects from under-
graduates from $24.09 to $33.34 - an
increase of $9.25. Its passage comes at a

REFERENDUM
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USAC REFEBEMDUH BY THE NUMBERS
A numerical look at USAC's student fee referendum.

07 TC additional amount, in dollars,

^ I I u students will pay each year
to USAC at $9.25 per

quarter

30,000

4,967

3

voter turnout for this

election, higher than the

general elections of the last

two years

number of online elections

conducted by USAC dating

back to a special election to

elect a new external vice

president in 2000

210,000

20

amount of Student

programming funds, in

dollars, cut from student

government this year .

amount of additional

funding for USAC, in

dollars, as a result of the

referendum passing

average percent of

students voting in USAC
elections in recent years

SOURCL- USAC

Effectiveness

of iiyected

contraceptive

in question
ByAmyFrye

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
afrye@media.ucla.edu

Arthur Ashe Center officials are
trying to contact every female stu-

dent taking Lunelle, a contraceptive
ii\jected monthly, so they can arrange
for them to take another method of
birth control.

Two years after its Food and Drug
Administration approval, Lunelle
was pulled off the market

In October the Pharmacia
Corporation announced a voluntary
recall of all pre-filled Lunelle syringes
currently on the market The FDA
had no part in the decision.

The company explained in a press
release they were recalling only pre-
filled syringes "due to a lack of assur-
ance of full potency and possible risk

of contraceptive failure." Lunelle
packaged in viaJs was not recalled.

Tlie Ashe Cexit^r pulled all pre-
filled syringes they had in stock, said
Ann Brooks, a nurse practitioner and
nurse manager of women's health at
the Ashe Center.

The Ashe Center began carrying
Lunelle in April and May, Brooks
said, noting that the drug was gaining
popularity.

A month before the recall between
25 and 30 women received a Lunelle
ir\jection, Brooks said. LuneUe does
not have as many prescriptions
because it is relatively new she said,

but of those who were on it, the
msyority she spoke with switched to
EVRA, a once a week patch.

The once-a-month birth control

shot has contraceptive benefits simi-

lar to birth control pills, but is more
convenient, according to the
Pharmacia Web site. Lunelle was the
first once-a-month contraceptive for

women in th^ United States.

The drug is over 99 percent effec-

tive, said Bryant Haskins, a
spokesperson for Pharmacia
Corporation.

|

"We've seen no increase in the
number of pregnancies with
Lunelle," Haskins said.

Pharmacia also carries Depo-
Provera, a contraceptive shot taken
every three months, I

The recall of Lunelle sprung from
a customer who called in to complain
about the quality of the drug, Haskins
said.

There is some potential for sub-
potency in some pre-filled syringes,"

he said, explaining that subpotency
means the drug might not be as

LUNELLE
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Riding along i

Vincent Faflon hones his bike-

riding abilities outside Pauly
Pavillion on Sunday with his

parents, both UCLA alumni.

The Associated Press

CaWbmia Republican gubernatorial candidate Bill Simon and his wife, Cindy, speak to supporters during
a campaign stop m Rocklin, Calif.. Friday. The campaign kicked Into Ngh gear with four days remaining.

The Associated Prpss

California Gov. Gray Davis greets union workers during a rally at the Boilermakers Local 549
headquarters in Pittsburg, Calif., Saturday.

The final push DAVIS, SIMON MAKE THEIR LAST ATTEMPTS TO WIN
CRUCIAL VOTES Wll^ TWO DAYS LEF BEFORE ELECTION

By Alexa H. Bluth

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

With less than 48 hours until election day,
Gov. Gray Davis and challenger Bill Simon
raced to seal key votes Sunday and urged
residents to get to the polls.

Davis set out on a two-day sweep through
the state, jetting from port cities to the farm-
rich inland valley. He was with fellow candi-
dates on a slate that hopes to win the first

democratic sweep of statewide offices in

California history.

Davis began the day at the West Los
Angeles Church of God in Christ, telling a
predominantly black congregation that he
has worked to improve access to health care

and education for alL
'

He urged them to vote for the Democratic
Party.

"This election is not about me," he said.

"It's about you and your future. It's about
your children and their future. W^ith your
help and God's blessing, we'll continue to
make progress for all Califomians."

Davis then took a charter jet to San Diego
for a get-out-the-vote rally with union work-
ers.

Meanwhile, Simon and his Republican
ticketmates were joined by Arizona Sen.
John McCain at a rally in San Diego's Balboa
Park. About 200 people were at the outdoor
stop.

McCain, co-author of the bill that over-

hauled federal campaign finance rules,
delivered a stinging attack against the gov-
ernor's fund-raising practices.

Davis "has pjjit a for-sale sign on the gov-
ernor's office of the state of California, in
violation of everything I've ever stood for
and believed in," McCain said

"My fiiends, it's wrong, it's wrong what
he's done," McCain said.

There have been a series of controversies
surrounding the governor's collection of
some $68 million in contributions, including
some firom donors with personal stakes in
state business.

In his speech, Simon repeated his attacks
on the governor's fundraising tactics and
handling of the state's recent energy crisis.

"He's broken his word on so many occa-
sions, and that's why when Gray Davis asks
for four more years, I respond, 'How about
three more days?"' Simon said.

McCain, popular among moderates and
independents, praised the conservative
Simon as "a fine and decent man."

Simon, in the second day of a statewide
"Fire Gray Davis" tour, was to bus up to Los
Angeles to woo Hispanic voters at an Olvera
Street rally.

The moderate, independent and Hispanic
vote are considered crucial to wiiming the
election. About 15 percent of registered vot-
ers decline to state their party affiliation,

I
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UCLA may lose two programs
HARBOR-UCLA, OLIVE VIEW-UCLA MED CENTERS LOOK TO VOTERS
TO RELIEVE BUDGET SHORTFALL THAT THREATENS HOSPITALS

By Noah Grand
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

Los Angeles County may close two
hospitals where UCLA runs teaching
and research programs if voters don't

bail out the county's trauma centers
with a multi-million dollar ballot mea-
sure Tuesday.

Facing a budget shortfall of $326.6
milli(Mi in 2003-2004, the county is

looking to ballot measure B - along
with possible state and federal aid -

to keep the ho^itals open.

The county runs Harbor-UCLA and
Olive View-UCLA medical centers,

but UCLA provides them with some
staff.

The arrangement gives UCLA's
School of Medicine a way to let stu-

dents gain experience in hospitals,

but it suffers from a chronically

underfunded county health system.
Closure of Harbor-UCLA Medical

Center and Olive View-UCLA Medical
Center would harm the quality of
health care and UCLA's medical
school, said Dr. Jesse Thompson,
chief of surgery at Olive Mew.

"If they close both hospitals, lots of
faculty would lose their jobs,"
Thompson said

Last week, county supervisors
voted 4-1 to wait imtil Nov 19 - after

the general election - before deciding
whether to close the hospitals,

because ballot measiu^ B could pre-

vent closure.

This measure would provide the
county trauma system with $168 mil-

lion by placing a tax on developed

HOSPITALS
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Polls reveal voters

lack clear choice
ABOUT 25 PERCENT OF CAUFORNIANS
UNSURE WHOM TO FAVOR IN ELECTION

By Jm Wasserman

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO — They're the middle of the roaders, inat-

tentive, the late deciders. Just hours shy of polls opening,
they're still holding their noses and up for grabs— the great-
est bimiper crop of disaffected voters in California memory.

At Baron's Books in Anaheim, employee Myra Vevenecia, a
39-year-old Orange County Republican, says, "I haven't made

INDECISIVE
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Conferences promote Armenian cultural awareness
PROFESSOR ORGANIZES SEMINARS ON
CITY OF SMYRNA AND ITS TRIBULATIONS

By Shaun Bishop

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sbishop(a)medJa. ucla.edu

The 11th session in a series of con-
ferences on Armenian culture took
place this past weekend on campus,
enlightening both students and menv
bers of the surrounding community
to the little-known hist' 'y of the city

of Smyrna
Sessions took place in Young Hall

on Saturday and Sunday and featured

authorities on Armenian history from
around the world.

The conferences were organized
by Richard Hovannisian, a professor
in the UCLA history department for

40 years.
|

Hovannisian, the Armenian

Educational Foundation chair in
Modem Armenian History, has run
the conference bi-annually every May
and November since 1997.

"It's a very important campus and
outreach event," said Hovannisian. "It

binds the university to the surround-
ing community."

The conferences deal with the his-

tory of the Armenian communities
from 13th century B.C. to the end of
the Armenian genocide in the early

1920s.

The Armenian Genocide was a
series of killings said to have taken

place from 1915 to 1922 during which
1.5 million Armenians were killed by
the Ottoman TXirks. However, neither

the TurMsii nor American govern-
ments recognize that the events ever
occurred

This weekend's seminars focused
on the Ottoman Eknpire's genocidal
impact on the coastal community of
Smyrna, or what is known as Izmir,

Turkey today.

Speakers gave presentations on all

different aspects of Armenian life in

Smyrna, including dialect, architec-
ture and effects on American literar

ture.

Maijorie Housepian Dobkin of
Barnard College in New York spoke
on the burning of Smyrna in 1922, an
event in which the Turkish army was
said to have pillaged and burned the
city as Western powers looked on.

The burning marked the end of
Christian presence in the region, as
thousands of Armenians were
allegedly killed or cast to sea, where
they would find no help from
American warships.
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WHATS BREWIN'
Nov. 4

12:10 p.m. daily

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackerman 3500 (Monday,
Tliursday, Friday)

Life Sciences (Tuesday,

Wednesday)
See www.my.uclaedu

6 p.m. '

Undergraduate Investment Society

General Meeting

Royce 190

(310) 824^241
\

Free
|

;

Gabriel Leung
Learn about consulting and what it

takes to start your own business.

Our guest this week is a UCLA
Anderson School alumnus and
entrepreneur in the venture capital

sector. Workshop on the airline

industry and investment decision

process to follow the meeting.

7 p.A.

Bniins for Life

The Femirust Case Against
Abortion"

Young C524
(310) 435-9848

Stephen Saron
A lecture including: Serrin Foster,
president of Feminists for Life;

Patricia Heaton, "Everybody Loves
Raymond"; Ben Stein, "Wm Ben
Stein's Money."

Nov. 5

12:10 p.m. daily

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackerman 3500 (M, R, F)
Life Sciences (T, W)
See www.my.uclaedu

5:15 p.m.

PsiChi

Meeting

Franz 3435

6 p.m.

Pre-Optometry Society

General Meeting i

Math Sciences 5137

Vice president for student affairs

and director of admissions at

SUNY, Dr. Johnston.

3:30 p.m.

California NanoSystems Institute -

UCLA
I

John Pendry - UCLA
NanoSystems Seminar Series

CS 50, between Geology and
Young Hall

267-4838

Free

Please join us as we welcome our
next distinguished speaker, John
Pendry, all the way from Londoa

a

Port labor dispute

comes to compromise
By Justin Pritchard

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Botli

sides in the West Coast port
labor dispute hailed a tentative

agreement on computer tech-

nology use on the docks, but
unresolved issues - and bitter-

ness - remained.

Longshoremen and shipping
companies reached the agree-

ment Friday to track water-

front cargo more efficiently

using technology that would
make hundreds of union jobs
obsolete. The two sides called

it the first progress since a 10-

day lockout of dockworkers
last month shut down 29 m^yor

~i

Fast mgee Delivery
We Accept ^

Sun-Thurs *till 1:00 am • Fri-Sat 'till 2:00 am
CaM it resenie S»uiki9f% Mwate Room for fundraisers, meetings, parties, etc. for FREE!

nr ourammmihot buffalo wings, Jumbo ravioli, and grilled chicken pomodoro sandwichi

ALL THE TIME

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

\

Ot4^^ 1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices
one topping pizza OH»-^

Any large 3 topping pizza

Free Delivery

I

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &
get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.

Pacific ports.

"The parties have worked
long and hard," said federal
mediator Peter Hurtgen. His
statement said only that the
deal concerned "the key issues
of new technology and reten-
tion of union's jurisdiction for
marine clerk work."

Both sides have said once
technology is resolved, the
other issues, mainly arbitra-

tion and pensions, should fall

into place.

Shipping companies are
seeking to modernize ports to
use computerized records of
what cargo is stacked where
on each vessel and in each
yard. Often that information is

already in electronic form
when the cargo is loaded at

another Pacific Rim port, but
clerks now retype the data -

slowing the movement of
cargo but preserving union
positions.

With Hurtgen's prodding,
both sides agreed union clerks

wouldn't have jurisdiction
over cargo planning on ves-

sels. Also, the union dropped
its demand for minimum man-
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CORRECTIONS
In the article "Homecoming draws

out Bruin spirit, pride" (News, Oct
28), it says that members of Triangle

fraternity were "dressed up as gam-
blers and prostitutes." lYiangle mem-
bers were not dressed up as prosti-

tutes, but rather Phi Sigma Rho mem-
bers were dressed up as "cancan

girls."

Check out the

Dally Bruin Online

at

www.clailybnjin.com
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survey
LOWEST PERCENT OF BLACKS IN CALTECH'S
FRESHMAN CLASS; STANFORD, DUKE HIGHEST

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
PASADENA, Calif. — The

California Institute of Technology
has the lowest percentage of black
freshmen among the nation's top 25
universities, according to a survey
by the Journal of Blacks in Higher
Education.

The journal tracked the number
of black students accepted at uni-
versities ranked the best by U.S.
News & World Report this year. It

found that only three of the 13 black
students accepted by Caltech actu-
ally enrolled, which is sUghtly more
than one percent of the freshman

class.

In contrast, 63 black students
enrolled at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology this year.

The university also had 443 black
applicants compared to only 44 at

Caltech. However, both schools
reported a similar acceptance rate

for black applicants, close to 29 per-

cent.

The leading schools in the survey
were Duke University, the
University of North Carolina at

-Dr. Ross J. Somers, Optometrist (UCLA Alumni)
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Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

ANXIOUS?

Chapel Hill and Stanford University.

The 2002 freshman class at these
three schools was more than 10 per-
cent black.

The survey also found black
enrollments declined this year by
6.6 percent at the University of
California, Berkeley. There are 142
black freshmen, making up 3.9 per-
cent of the first-year class.

The survey said the university is

still trying to recover from
Proposition 209, which banned
affirmative action at California
state universities. As a result, black
enrollments dropped from 273 in

1997 to 113 in 1998.

Over the years, Caltech officials

said they have made an effort to
boost minority enrollment. In 1997,
the imiversity established presiden-
tial scholarships that considered
diversity and merit. That year,

DIVERSITY
I
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Family, friends mourn
Arizona shooting victims

By Arthur H. Rottistein

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TUCSON, Ariz. — Family,
friends, colleagues and students on
Saturday mourned two of three
nursing professors slain by a stu-

dent, including an instructor who
studied the relationship between
health and spirituality.

"We all feel robbed by her death,

thinking of what might have been
with Cheryl's continuing mimstry,"

the Rev. John Smith said at the
fimeral service for Cheryl Mallemee
McGafBc, 44, a clinical associate

professor at the University of
Arizona College of Nursing.

Smith, rector of St. Michael & All

Angels Episcopal Church, said

McGaffic "sees the big picture
clearer now more than ever ... what

good Cheryl can do now more than
ever. Stay tuned."

Several hours later, more than
400 people — including many
who'd attended the morning service— packed into Grace St. Paul's
Episcopal Church for an upbeat
memorial service commemorating
the life of Barbara Monroe.

Monroe, 45, a clinical assistant
professor, was gunned down with
McGaffic on Monday in a classroom
where both were administering a
midterm exam. Robin Rogers, 50,
also a clinical assistant professor,
was shot to death first in her office.

One of Monroe's nursing col-
leagues called her "the epitome of
professionalism" who had "tipped
over the flame of Florence
Nightingale on every nurse" she
taught

L ^ ^

Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestem research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
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Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
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strong as it is supposed to be.

Haskins said Pharmacia is

conducting tests, looking at

records, and examining each
step of the manufacturing
process before Lunelle is put
back on shelves. I

Sara Raoof, a fourth-year
psychology student, is current-
ly taking Yasmin, a daily pill.

She said that nothing is 100
percent effective, but patients
and doctors need to do their
own research.

"Patients need to read labels
for effectiveness," she said,
adding that they should check
to see how long the drug has
been out, what are the side
effects, and possibility of birth
defect.

Raoof said she noticed from
her personal work with a doc-
tor that pharmaceutical compa-
nies don't test drugs on large
enough samples before the
FDA approves it.

"But it's not their fault, they
don't have the funding," she
added.

Haskins is unsure when the
drug will be reissued, but for
now Pharmacia has contacted
customers, physicians and
agencies like Planned

Parenthood to make them
aware of the recall.

Brooks said she hopes to see
Lunelle back because it was
popular, and there are few con-
traceptive options available.

Dianna Lester, a fifth-year
molecular biology graduate stu-
dent, agreed with Brooks. She
said researchers should keep
looking for more convenient
options, anything patients take
less frequently.

Pharmacia is conducting

tests, looking at records,

and examining each step

of the manufacturing

process before Lunelle is

put back on shelves.

Lester, who has been taking
TriPhasal, a daily pill, for eight
years, said she has thought of
switching to other birth control
methods, but it would have to
be tested for years.

"It takes a while to find (a
contraceptive) that works for
you, that's why I haven't
switched," she said. Lester had
to try three different pills

before she found TriPhasal.

DIVERSITY
from page 3

Caltech had the largest number of
black freshman, with eight stu-
dents.

"Change doesn't happen
overnight," said Miriam Feldblum,
a special assistant to Caltech
President David Baltimore. "But
we are very optimistic about all the
different initiatives we've put in

place."

Caltech has created new staff

positions to focus on minority
affairs, encouraged administrators
to create scholarships and initia-

tives for underrepresented stu-
dents, and urged faculty members
to expand outreach efforts.

"If a prospective African-
American student comes and sees
very few (peers), that makes it

more difficult. We initially had a
very similar problem with women,"
said Gary Lorden, a Caltech mathe-
matics professor and former vice
president of student affairs.

John Dabiri, a black graduate
student from Toledo, Ohio, said
Caltech needs stronger recruit-
ment efforts.

"Some people worry about stig-

ma of affirmative action, but I

think there are so many well-quali-
fied women and minorities in sci-

ence and engineering now it really
becomes a moot point," he said.

HOSPITALS
from page 1

property, such as homes and busi-

nesses, of three cents per square
foot.

But the measure requires the sup-
port of two-thirds of county voters in

TXiesday's elections, a threshold that

is difficult to reach.

If measure B passes, it will be up
to county supervisors to decide
whether to use the money to main-
tain Harbor-UCLA or use it to help
fund the county's other 12 trauma
centers, such as County-USC
Hospital.

Hospitals designated as trauma
centers - such as Harbor-UCLA -
provide the highest level of care pos-
sible for patients involved in acci-

dents, said Dr. Tom Rosenthal, a vice
provost in the UCLA School of
Medicine.

"If you are in an accident going
down the 405 to Torrence,"
Rosenthal said, "you're going to be
taken to Harbor right now regardless
of whether you're insured because
that's where they have the best treat-

ment"
Closing any trauma centers will

reduce the quality of care at the
remaining hospitals, he said.

County supervisors are also ask-
ing for state and federal assistance to
maintain the county health system.
A combination of state, federal
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Compensation Starts at $8500
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Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447
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Thinking about a better future?
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and local funding succeeded in pre-
venting a similar crisis in 1994-1995,
Rosenthal said.

Those funds were only provided
for five or six years and have run out,

which is why serious problems are
appearing now, he added.

But even if additional revenue is

found, the County Department of
Health Services recommends reduc-
ing services at Harbor-UCLA, accord-
ing to a report sent to county supervi-
sors.

The report's less optimistic fund-
ing scenarios recommend changing
both Harbor-UCLA and Olive View-
UCLA to ambulatory care centers,

which offer fewer services than a
basic hospital.

"I'm a vice-chair (of sui:gery) and
Fd probably take off if 1 was just run-
ning a clinic," Thompson said

He expects other professors and
students to leave UCLA if the hospi-
tals close, making the university a
less attractive option for medical
school.

If some hospitals close, health ser-

vices recommends UCLAs medical
school developing joint training pro-
grams with other medical schools
such as use's.

Hospitals associated with UCLA
are not the only ones affected by bud-
get cuts.

County supervisors have already
cut services to other hospitals while
waiting to see if more funding will
arrive.

Last week, county supervisors
voted 4-1 to close Rancho Los
Amigos National Rehabilitation
Center and cut 50 beds from
County-USC hospital.
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GOVERNOR
from page 1

and Hispanics ate expected to
make up 17 percent of the vote on
Tuesday.

The campaigns capped an
expensive and often-negative fight
during which voters routinely told
pollsters that they disliked both
candidates.

Even recent newspaper endorse-
ments have been lukewarm.

In supporting Simon, the San
Diego Union-Tribune wrote that he
was "the candidate we oppose
less."

"How did a state of 34 million
come up with two such wretched
contenders for governor?" the
newspaper asked.

The San Jose Mercury News said
it supported Davis despite a state
budget gap "the size of Yosemite
.Valley."

* And the Los Angeles Times
endorsed Davis but accused him of
an "obsessive pursuit of every last

dollar fi-om special interests."

Simon, a businessman making
his first run for pubUc office, is

seeking to defy history by becom-
;ing the first challenger since 1942
•to deny an incumbent governor a
* second term.

Davis has run a well-financed
canjpaign and was expected to
sp^d $4.8 million on television ads
alone in the final seven days before
the flection.

The democrats started inundat-
ing voters Friday with eight nullion

recorded calls from former
President Bill Clinton, his wife Sen.
Hillary Clinton and others.

Beginning Monday, the republi-

cans planned to send two million

households a recorded message of
support firom President Bush.

INDECISIVE
from page 1

up my mind on which one, only
because they both seem pretty
rotten. It's not going to be Simon
or Davis. I'm thinking, actually
the Green Party guy, I don't know
his name. That will be a first."

Pollsters say they've never
seen anything like it. An estimat-
ed 25 percent of California voters
aren't committing to either msyor
candidate. A political analyst
says the race for insurance com-
missioner may draw more votes.

"That is, to my mind, a shock-
ing statistic," says Stanford
University political science pro-
fessor Shanto Iyengar. "I think
that's extraordinarily high. It's

emblematic of the mud. A plague
on both
houses."

"I am dis-

gusted with

both candi-

dates ,

"

explains
M o n i k a
Weiler, 50,

who works
at a down-
town San
Francisco
law office.

"I was very

unhappy
with the way Davis handled the
power crisis and Simon is too
conservative. It truly is choosing
the lesser of two evils."

Weiler usually votes for
Democrats and supported Davis
in 1998. Now, in a state of mind
that California needs change, she
may try Simon.

Such sentiment swells
Republican hopes for an upset
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*The whole campaign has

turned me off to the elec-

tion ... You come away with

a feeling not of the issues

but of who can sling the

most mud."

Jonathon Condit

San Francisco voter
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EDWARD TUFTE IN LOS ANGELES

TALK, NOVEMBER 6 j

"Beautiful Evidence"
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10899 Wilshire Boulevard
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Elizabeth Martin, curator

Edward Tufte has written seven books. They
include visual Explanations, Envisioning Information,

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, and
Data Analysis for Politics and Policy. He writes,

designs, and self-publishes his books on information

design, which have received more that 40 awards
for content and design. He is Professor Emeritus at

Yale University, where he taught courses in

statistical evidence, information design, and
Interface design. His current work includes digital

video, sculpture, printmaking, and a new book called

Beautiful Evidence,

Enter UCLA Hammer parking building from Westwood
BLVD or Glendon Ave. Enter Bradbury parking from South
Spring Street between 3rd and 4th. For more information

see edwardtufte.com or telephone 310 657-5380

But Iyengar says, "Going out on a
limb, I'd be shocked if Sinion won.
People are risk averse. Often, I

think they prefer the devil they
know to what they don't."

The newest Field Poll reveals

that most Protestants favor Simon
while a msyority of Roman
Catholics likes Davis. It holds that

women, union members, African-

Americans and Hispanics prefer

Davis, while whites in general pre-

fer Simon.

But beyond such certainties lies

mainly mystery about Tuesday.
What will the 25 percent - the

independents, nonpartisans, the

less informed and less interested,

the disaffecteds - really do in the

booth? Will the 8 percent who
favor third parties remember
Ralph Nader's effect on the 2000
presidential race and lose their

nerve? Will the 3 percent who say

they'll leave the
•

ballots blank real-

ly do it?

What will the 14

percent who are

undecided do?
Among the

undecideds,
Jonathon Condit,

a 33-year-old San
FYancisco waiter,

still doesn't know.
Reflecting wide-
spread sentiment
reported by poll-

sters, he says,

The whole campaign has turned
me off to the election. I couldnt
get to the issues. You come away
with a feeling not of the issues, but
of who can sling the most mud."

Political pros acknowledge it's

been that kind of campaign.
"When a candidate is calling the

other a criminal, and the other is

calling his opponent an incompe-
tent, there's not a lot left for most
voters," says Dan Schnur, a
Republican consultant and former
aide to Gov. Pete Wilson.

There's a sense from the elec-

torate that no candidate was really

talking about anything they cared
about," says Democratic political

consultant Gale Kauf&nan.
Enuly Stoper, political science

professor at Cal State University

Hayward, says simply: "I think we
just have two weak candidates."

In her Anaheim book store,

undecided Repubhcan voter
Vevenecia says Simon came off to

her as "cheesy and cheap." Davis'

$67 million campaign failed to stir

her heart Now alongside possibly
voting Green, she's considered
leaving her ballot blank.

"I've never done that before,"

Vevenecia says. "I just don't want

PORTS
from page 2

ning levels at some positions.

The dockworker's union and
the association representing ship-

ping lines were compelled to
restart talks after a federal judge
granted President Bush's request
for an 80-day "cooling-ofT period.
The 10,500-member

International Longshore and
Warehouse Union had insisted it

would only agree to cuts in the
number of marine clerks, whose
jobs will be obsolete, if the

Pacific Maritime Association
agreed that new jobs created by
the technology be under union
jurisdiction.

Both sides have said around
400 clerk positions would be elim-
inated under various technology
proposals that have been floated
since talks began in the spring.

"We had our bottom line on
jurisdiction on what we could do,
what we could accept, and they
met our bottom line," union
spokesman Steve Stallone said.

Sparring continues over who's
to blame for slow progress in
clearing the massive backlog of
cargo since the lockout ended.

JAY MICHAEL TAYLOR/Daily Bruin

Marjorie Housepian Dobkin, a professor emerita from Barnard College,
speaks on the history of the Armenian people in Smyrna/lzmer.

ARMEHIAN
from page 1

Dobkin read one American sol-

dier's accoimt of the event to the
conference attendees: "The spec-
tacle along the waterfront haunt-
ed me for the rest of my life.**

Other topics included Smyrna's
impact on Ernest Hemingway and
Henry Miller, Smymian refugees
in South America, and the dialect
of the region.

An estimated 250 people
attended Saturday, with about
200 in attendance Sunday, with a
majority of community members
and some UCLA students.

Anna Abolian, a second-year
physical sciences student, said,

"It's a great opportunity for peo-
ple not as famUiar with their roots
to learn. Even if you aren't

Armenian, you can learn so
much."

"It's a great opportunity for

^people not as familiar with

their roots to learn. Even if

you aren't Armenian, you

can learn so much."

Anna Abolian

Physical sciences student

Arminee Izakelian, a fourth-
year microbiology student,
helped sell books on Smjma writ-

ten by speakers of the confer-
ence.

"It's important to broaden your
horizons and get to know differ-

ent kinds of people," she said.

REFERENDUM
from page 1

key time for council, when
increased overhead costs slashed
its budget by $30,000 this past year.

The increase translates to an esti-

mated boost of $210,000 to their

existing $98,000 in student program-
ming funds.

Most of the money is earmarked
for specific council offices - cam-
pus events, community service, cul-
tural affairs, external vice president
and student welfare - and the rest
will go toward two general pro-
gramming funds available to stu-
dent groups.

Dahle had repeatedly said lead-
ing up to the election that council
was in "dire need of funding" and
was at risk of having to eliminate
some of its programming and ser-
vices for students. Many of the
council offices and large student
groups on campus had their base
budgets cut by half or more this

year.

"I'm extremely happy," Dahle
said. "Hopefully more groups can
seek funding, and this will help
established groups as well."

Campus Events Commissioner
Ryan Wilson pushed for the referen-
dum because his office - which
works on projects like weekly
movie screenings and campus con-
certs - had not received a budget
increase since 1985.

But even with the item's passage,
many groups slated to benefit fi-om
the increase in funding continue to
disagree with the process by which
the referendum was written.

Groups like the Muslim Student
Association, which saw its base
budget drop from $5,203 in 2001 to

$2,060 in 2002 and appealed unsuc-
cessfully for more funding, said the
referendum is a hasty bailout for
USAC's budget problems.
The principle behind the fees

was to correct someone else's (mis-
take)," said MSA President
Mohammad Mertaban. "The process
should be more important than the
outcome."
As for the distribution of the

newly acquired funds, Budget
Review Director Justin Levi said
those plans "are yet to be deter-

mined."

"There are a lot of options.on the
table," he said.

Some of the preliminary options,
Levi said, include redistributing
funds to groups proportional to the
percentage they received from the
original $98,000 budget, reconsider-
ing student group budget proposals,
or creating an entirely new budget
process.
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Study indicates mixed race,
I

physical symmetry correlate

MEASURING THE SYMMETRY OF A BIRACIAL PERSON

Phelan took two sets of eight different measurements, averaged them, and took the
difference to determine the asymmetry index. The higher the index, the lower the
symmetry. His findings suggest a noticeable increase In symmetry In body parts and
facial features for biracial people, compared to unlracial people.

By David Zisser

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dzlsser@)meclla. ucla.edu

A recent study by UCLA
Assistant Adjunct Professor of
Biology Jay Phelan concluded that
biracial people are perceived as
more attractive than "uniracial"
people because they have more
symmetric features.

Symmetry, according to Phelan,
reflects an organism's developmen-
tal stability and is strongly associat-
ed with longevity, health and fit-

ness.

Small random deviations from
perfect symmetry in bilateral traits

such as hands, ears and feet result
in what is termed "fluctuating sym-
metry.**

j

Since only one gene codes for
both the left and right side of an
organism, the two should, theoreti-
cally, be identical - or symmetrical.

If they are not identical, some-
thing has gone wrong, according to
Phelan.

Asymmetries, then, can be
viewed as developmental noise.

The gene instructions are not
being played out the same way for
both sides," Phelan said.

There are two reasons for asym-
metry. Either the gene is imperfect
or the environment was tough,
making proper development diffi-

cult

An example of the environment's
effect on development is fetal alco-
hol syndrome, which can result in a
3 to 4 percent difference on both
sides of the body, according to
Phelan.

Symmetry, he found, was greater
in heterozygous organisms. In other
words, organisms are more sym-
metrical - and therefore potentially
more "^fit** - when their genes have
two different alleles (for instance,
one dominant allele and one reces-
sive allele rather than two donunant
or two recessive alleles).

Crossing organisms fi-om different
populations, he believed, would
result in "hybrid vigor" The theory
was that their heterozygosity was
making them stronger and healthier

Genes produce enzymes that
assist in bodily processes. When two
slightly different enzymes are pro-
duced by heterozygous genes, the
organism is ''covered under a wider
range of conditions," he said.

Most humans are heterozygous in

about 20 percent of their genes.
Assuming that biracial people are

more heterozygous since they come
from different populations (despite
the debate surrounding the relative

amounts of genetic variation within
and among populations), Phelan
started by measuring the symmetry
of 99 UCLA student volimteers who
were either biracial or uniracial.

Biracial people were defined as
those whose mother and father were
of different races, but each of their

parents were uniracial. Both parents
of the uniracial subjects were of the
same race.

Phelan's study concluded that
biracial people were significantly
more symmetrical than *\miracial"

people. All 26 of the least symmetri-
cal subjects were from uniracial
groups, which were either Asian,
black, Hispanic or white. Seven of
the eight most symmetrical subjects
were from biracial groups (Hispanic-
white, Asian-white, black-white or
Asian-Hispanic).

In addition, Phelan found that
symmetry was about the same for all

uniracial people no matter which
group they were in, and about the
same for all biracial people, regard-

less of racial background
Phelan, however, did not want to

stop merely with symmetry. He
hypothesized that those who were
more symmetrical would also be per-

ceived as more attractive.

To determine attractiveness, 30
people then rated photos of the sub-
jects who had been measured for

symmetry on attractiveness, ranking
them from one to seven (seven being
the highest).

The results: Biracial people were
perceived as significantly more
attractive than "uniracial" people.

According to Phelan, this means
that symmetry, and its correlate,

attractiveness, are indications of fi^

ness.
j

They are important for reproduc-
tive success because people are
selected as mates partly based on
such characteristics.

Becky Sweet, a fourth-year molec-
ular, cell and developmental biology
student, participated in the study as a
first-year because it was a fundraiser
for her sorority.

"Biracial people have certain dis-

advantages, (so) it's luce to know we
* have certain advantages as well,"

said Sweet, who is half Filipino and
half white.

While she finds the research inter-

esting, Sweet hopes that it will lead
to more scientific studies.

|

"What genes control symmetiy?"
she asked as a potential research
question. i

The fact that biracial people are
more symmetrical and attractive is "a

nice conclusion," she said, "but
what's next?"

Emily Shin, a third-year psycholo-

gy student and president of the
UCLAHapa Club, also appreciates
Phelan's work.

"I think that it's really great that

people are doing research on hapa
people, generally a group that's mar-
ginalized," Shin said

|

She added, however, that there is

some dissent in the hapa conununity
about research like Phelan's, which
perpetuates the stereotype that
hapas are on average, more attrac-

tive people.

"It makes hapa people, espedlally

hapa girls, feel very objectified," Shin
added

Like Sweet, Shin expressed inter-

est in what kind of studies will come

Ear width

Ear length

Elbow bone
Wrist bone

Index finger
Ring Finger

Ankle bone

out of Phelan's work.
Phelan is weU aware of the coiv-

troversy surrounding his work, par-
ticularly his use of race as a category
for grouping subjects.

In the meantime though, Phelan
hopes to follow iq) on his work by
looking at the parents of his subjects

SSLJ^

for this study.

He hopes to confirm that the par-
ents are ofnormal symmetiy, and not
symmetrical anomalies, in order to
validate the idea that heterozygosity
is responsible for the increased fit^

ness and symmetiy of biracial peo-
ple.

PRECESSION OF THEmm
The posftion of the fixed stars In our sky have slowly changed over the past 2.400 years. This is a result of the earth's wobble as It rotates
around the sun in the shape of an hourglass. The wobble, or precession or the earth, causes It's intersection with the celestial
constellations at slightly different points each year. Over time, horoscopes which are based on the planets passing through these
constellations will then be inaccurate.
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Report gives consumers

low gradfex)n water reuse
PUBLIC'S RECLAMATION MISCONCEPTION

LEAVES MANY RESOURCES UNUSED

RAYMOND GONfZALES / Daily Bruin

Shifting stars skew zodiac signs
By Emily Leung

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
eleung@media.ucla.edu

The sky is falling for some astrol-
ogists, but niany are simply not
looking up.

According to some experts, the
Sidereal zodiac, which follows the
exact location of the constellations
in relation to the Earth, is so inac-
curate that, for example, those who
have been reading the Gemini horo-
scope their entire life should actu-
ally be reading it for Taurus.
The basis of this discrepancy is

that astronomy as a science is con-
stantly changing, but the rules of
Sidereal astrology for fortune
telling have not.

From the point of view of some-
one living on Earth, the stars and
the constellations today have shift-
ed from their original positions
2,400 years ago, according to James
Randi, internationally known for
his research and founder of the
Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal. I

This perspective is a result of
what is called the "wobble effect"
on the Earth (also known as the
"precession of the equinoxes**).

The center of the Earth spins at a
fixed point while the poles of the
Earth wobble, resembling an hour-
glass figure. This is caused by the
gravitational pull exerted by the
Earth's moon and the other planets
in the solar system.

This imperfect spin as the earth
orbits the sun has shifted the point
of view 24 degrees west of the orig-

inal intersection point (the vernal
equinox) with the ecUptic equator.

Western astrologers adhere to
the Tropical zodiac system - the
same system on which our horo-
scopes are based.

lYopical astrology is based on
the path of the sim traversing the
earth (in relation to the seasons
rather than the exact point of the
constellations) and is thus not
affected by the wobble effect

Only Sidereal astrology, which
depends on the earth's position
with the fixed constellations,

becomes inaccurate.

The two zodiacs are no longer in

agreement as they were 2,400 years
ago when the constellations coin-

cided with the 12-part division of
the sky.

**(Sidereal) astrologers cannot
ignore the modem perspective,"

said Robert Rockwell of The
Journal of American Society for

Psychical Research.

"It needs to be updated because
the world thousands of years ago
isn't the world it is today," he said.

The last time astrology was
updated was in 1930, with the dis-

covery of the telescope and thus
Uranus and Pluto, Rockwell said.

Previously, analysis of the plan-
ets, which also plays an important
role in astrology, involved tracking
the movements of the five planets
visible only with the naked eye

(Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn) across the sky.

i

A study by Michigan State psy-
chologist Bernard Silverman
showed that astrologers are ineffec-

tive in their predictions.

Silverman looked at the birth
dates of 2,978 couples who were
getting married, and 478 who were
getting divorces in the state of
Michigan. Most astrologers claim
they can at least predict which
astrological signs will be compati-
ble or incompatible when it comes
to personal relationships.

Silverman compared such pre-
dictions to the actual records and
found no correlations. I

For example, "incompatible
signed" men and women got mar-
ried as frequently as "compatibly
signed" ones.

Other studies showed that it

hardly matters what a horoscope
says, as long as the subject feels the
interpretations were done for him
or her personally.

One such study distributed a spe-
cific horoscope to 150 people and
asked how well it fit them. Ninety-
four percent of the subjects said
they recognized themselves in. the
description.

The horoscope used in the study
was the same horoscope for one of
the worst mass murderers in
French history.

|

According to Jerome Lawrence,
"Astrology: Myth or Science," the

HOROSCOPE
I
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By Jeyling Chou
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchou@media.ucla.edu

The water drinkers of
Southern California haven't
quite been making the grade.
The UCLA Institute of the

Environment recently pub-
lished its fifth annual Southern
California Environmental
Report Card, which discusses
water treatment and recycling,
along with three other local
environmental issues of con-
cern.

With a constantly increasing
population and scant rainfall,

the Southern California water
supply has always been under
pressure. The study in the
report card, written by
Professors Mike Stenstrom and
Richard Berk, discusses the
technology of water reclama-
tion sind reuse, which can help
ease the strain.

Water reclamation is the
process in which wastewater is

treated and filtered for reuse.
Currently, this recycled water
is being used to water highway
medians, golf courses and pri-

vate fi^ont lawns. '

The report card gave water
reclamation agencies and
plants an A grade. The rest of
us, the water consumers,
received a D.

Southern California resi-

dents have been given this low
mark due to a bad attitude and
inaccurate outlook. There has
been a long and wrongly held
perception that water reclama-
tion is simply channeling water
from "toilet to tap."

"People know where the toi-

let is, people know where the
tap is," said Earle Hartling,

water recycling coordinator of
the Los Angeles County
Sanitation Districts.

"They can connect the two
very easily. But they have no
idea of the himdreds of mil-

lions of dollars of infrastruc-

ture in between those two that

keep them separate," he said.

The product of the three-

stage reclamation and water fil-

tering process meets all federal

qualifications for drinking.

Thousands of gallons of waste-
water go through a reverse
osmosis filtering process in

which semi-permeable mem-
branes reject viruses, bacteria
and other impurities.

"What Mother Nature takes
weeks, months to accompUsh,

we do in 12 hours," Hartling
said.

So far, the public hasn't been
receptive to putting this water
to use.

"It's a change of attitude,"

said Berk, professor in the
Department of Statistics and
Sociology and co-author of the
report. "People have no prob-
lem with using recycled water
to water golf courses, but they
don't want to use it or wash
with it in their homes."

According to the report card,
this wastewater could create
new supplies equal to approxi-
mately 60 percent of our water
consumption.
The Southern California

water supply is imported from
a variety of places, including
soiurces in Sacramento and the
Colorado River. Agriculture
uses 85 percent of that water,
and another percentage goes to
preserve environmentally sen-
sitive areas like Mono Lake.

But consiuners show an
aversion to drinking recycled
water, preferring its bottled
and sealed counterpart.
Ironically, the regulations on
bottled water, according to
Hartling, are much more lax
than those placed on tap water.
Bottled water is not required to
meet the standards imposed on
tap water by the State Health
Department

"People seem to automati-
cally think that because it's in a
bottle and it's got a fancy label
on it, it's better than tap water."
Hartling said. "Sometimes it

may taste better, but it's not
necessarily safer."

In a survey, the loE found
that only 18 percent of respon-
dents woidd use reclaimed
water for drinking, even after it

was proven to be as pure as the
water that currently flows ft-om
the tap. On the other hand, 91
percent wouldn't mind using it

to water highway medians, and
85 percent would use it to wash
their cars.

The loE and Los Angeles
sanitation and water agencies
declare this is solely due to the
pubhc's misconceptions of
recycled water. Residents of
Southern California can't
afford to have those miscon-
ceptions after receiving below
average rainfall for the past
three years.

Several projects are being
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Know thefacts

y

protect yourself

from HIV/AIDS

Acommon misconception among
college-age students is that they
are in a low risk group for HIV

infection; the opposite is in fact true.

The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention recently estimated
that at least half of all new cases of
HIV infection are among people
under the age of 25, and most of this
group is infected sexually

The first cases of AIDS were
reported in 1981; three yeare later
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus
was identified as the causative
agent Today, almost 20 yeare later,

there is no effective vaccine or treat>-

ment, and the

epidemic contin-

ues to grow.

Recent
reports place the

number of HIV
positive people
between 800,000
and 900,000, and
the number of
people living

with AIDS at

300,000.

The CDC also

reports that

while the num-
berofAIDS
cases is decreasing in people ages
13-25, due to advances in antiviral

therapy, the HIV infection rate is

increasing.

This increase is mainly due to a
rise in risky behaviors, including
sharing needles during intravenous
drug use and unprotected sex with
untested or unknown individuals.

Since HIV is transmitted through
direct contact with blood, semen,
vaginal secretions and breast milk,
these activities are the most danger-
ous.

The greatest risk of infection
probably comes fit>m denial," or an
unwillingness "to discuss risk fac-

tors or sexual history with a part-

ner," according to Ann Brooks, a
nurse practitioner in the women's
health clinic at the Arthur Ashe
Student Health and Wellness Center.

Many college-age students are
embarrassed to discuss HIV status
with their partner, contributing to a
feeling of conq)lacency.
Women who have sex with

women are in the lowest risk group,

J
tiut^dies a^e still iimclear as to
whether HIV can be transmitted
woman-to-woman via sexual con-
tact

Stereotypes tend to focus' on men
who have sex with men as being the
only group affected by HIV, but in

reality, 61 percent of newly diag-

nosed cases of HIV in people
between the ages of 13 and 19 were
women Women under 25 accounted
for a full 47 percent ofnew cases of
HIV in 2000.

While prevention is still the best
"treatment" for HIV, there are a num-
ber of drugs that can combat the
virus. These drugs tai^get various
stages of the virus* life cycle.

Protease inhibitors, for exan^)le,

inhibit HDTs ability to make func-

tional proteins and therefore mature
viruses.

Most effective when used inune-
diately after infection (emphasizing
the need for testing) and in combi-
nation, the goal of the drugs is to
simply lower the viral load, or the
number of virus particles in the

body.

A vaccine using multq)le conqx>
nents ofHIVs protein coat to stimu-

late an immune re^x)nse is current-

ly in clinical trials, but Dr. Jerome
Zack, a professor in the Department
of Microbiology, Immimology, and
Molecular Genetics at UCLA who
studies how HTV causes disease and
is affected by stress levels, is not
c^tinustic about its efficacy.

He argues that "antibodies are
only one arm of an efficacious

immune response," and that the
virus' ability to mutate its coat pro-
teins make it difficult for this type of
approach to prevent infection by all

strains of the virus.

Although Zack is optimistic about
an eventual effective vaccine, he
sees it requiring more advances.

Public awareness of HIV as a dis-

ease affecting all races, genders, and
sexual orientations has been slow in

coming, as has a cure.

In response, the government
increased funding for HIV and AIDS
research by 13.1 percent for 2003.

Secretary for the Department of
Health and Human Services Tbnmiy
Thonpson said in response to the
continuing epidemic: "We are lead-

ing the world on AIDS research and
doing our part to stem the tide of
this global epidemic."

While government involvement
will surely slow the spread of HIV,
only personal responsibility, espe-
ciaUy among groups with the highest
infections rates, such as coUege-age
people, will stop it

This means engaging in low risk
behavior, not using intravenous
drugs or not sharing needles, prac-
ticing all types of safe sex (oral,

vaginal and anal) with both men and
women, and getting tested regularly.

The Ashe Center provides both
confidential and anonymous testing
for HIV
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Platinum coils make brain

anemysm surgery safer
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Platinuin slinldes implanted in
your brain may save your life.

A new study conducted by Oxford
University suggests that a less invar
sive procedure for treating brain
aneurysms may be much safer than
standard surgery.

The procedure, which was inven^
ed and first implemented at UCLA,
uses special coils of platinum wire
ir\jected into the aneurysm via the
blood vessels to stop blood flow to
the aneurysm.

Doctors have been using the coil

procedure to treat brain aneurysms
(balloon-like bulges in the wall of a
blood vessel) since it was approved
by the Food and Drug Administration
in 1996, according to Dr. Gary
Duckwiler, a UCLA professor of radi-

ological sciences and principal inves-

tigator of UCLAs beginning clinical

tfials.

The bulges are dangerous because
they can easily rupture, causing inter-

nal bleeding in the brain. However,
uncertain about whether the coil was
a safe substitute for surgery, doctors
were using the coils only in the
extreme cases where surgery would
be too difficult (such as for the sick
or elderly).

Surgery requires that the patient's

skull be opened, so that the
aneurysm may be found and
''clipped" shut But because of the
high risks involved in having this

invasive surgery, many doctors were
anxious to use a safer method for
treating aneurysms.

The purpose of the new study was
to determine which of these alterna-

tives was safer and more effective:

coiling or clipping?

**Overall, the coiling group did bet-

ter," Duckwiler said
Of the 2,143 patients involved in

the most recent trial, roughly half

were treated with surgery and half

with the coil procedure.
One year later, doctors had the

results: Over 30 percent of those
treated with surgery had serious side
effects including death, brain stroke
and paralysis, while less than 24 per-
cent of those who had had the less

invasive coil procedure experienced
those consequences.

"(The study) showed that coiling

was better than surgery at reducing
the incidence of death and (at

increasing the chances of) better neu-
rological outcome at one year," said
Dr. Reza Jahan, UCLA assistant pro-
fe^f'bf Mlblogicai sd^<!r^ ^d
one of three doctors who partic^at-
ed in the first clinical trials with
Duckwiler.

The other two were Dr. Yuichi
Murayama, UCLA acjjunct professor

of radiological sciences, and Dr.
Fernando Vinuela, UCLA professor of
radiological sciences and co-iirventor
of the coiling procedure.

Using X-ray images to guide them,
doctors feed a catheter, a tube less
than one millimeter in diameter,
through an artery in the groii^ up the
aorta, and into the targeted blood
vessel in the brain. Carefully, they
guide the tube into the aneurysm
itself.

They then manually feed the thin
platinum wire into the tube and
watch it reassume its natural coil

shape as it emerges fix)m the other
end When doctors are satisfied with
its position, they apply a weak elec-

tric current that causes the coil to
detach from the end of the wire.

This detachment mecharusm
gives you tremendous control over
the placement (of the coils) in the
aneurysm," Jahan said
The coils are very soft, so the

chance of rupturing an aneurysm is

very low," Jahan said
Doctors pack the aneurysm with

enough coils (typically four to seven)
to keep blood from flowing back into

it The soft platinum coils stay there
permanently, keeping blood from
reopening the aneurysm until the
membrane heals over it

The coiling procedure not orJy
reduces the chances of brain damage,
but it also reduces the amount of
recovery time.

"My recovery was extremely quick
and uneventful," said Dr. Brenda
Sowter, who had the coiling proce-
dure to treat a brain aneurysm in late

August Just four days aft«r being dis-

charged fix)m the ho^ital at UCLA,
Sowter could walk the long distance
to the airport gate for her flight back
home to Tennessee.

Despite the success, doctors at

UCLA are still working to improve
the coils.

"One of the problems with the old
coils that we're trying to solve is the
fact that old coils allow the reopening
of the aneurysm," Jahan said

"The new coils reduce the chances
of the aneurysm opening again,"
Jahan said

Tlie polymer coating of the new
coils speeds up the process of con-
verting jelly-like blood clots into

tougher scar tissue, reducing the risk

that blood pumping through the ves-

sel will push its way back into the
aneurysm and begin to feed it anew.

Even though they have been
shown to be safer than surgery, the
coils are not for everyone.

"(Sometimes^ the anatomy of the
aiMr0rf is'nk sAtafcl^^te t6ils,*

Duckwiler said. "(An aneurysm
slu^^ Jikie) a loUipop retains the
c6il^-v^dl, but<ii toenty^ shaped
like) a bowler hat doesnt retain them
well," he said

BRIEFSL

HOROSCOPE
from page I

stars lead astrologers to incorrect
predictions nine times out of teru

So why do people continue to
believe horoscopes?

"(People continue to believe)
because astrology is a cult," said
Seth Homstein, a graduate student
in the department of physics and

astronomy. "People follow it with-
out any scientific knowledge."

However, even despite learning
the scientific proof of astrology's

inaccuracies, horoscope readers
continue to believe.

"I (will) continue to read them
everyday," said Jermy Chang, a
fourth-year psychobiology student.
"It's nice to have something, how-
ever unproven, that can give you a
hint at what life has in store for
you."

REPORT CARD
Conclusions of the 2002 Southern Caiffomia Environmental Report Card.

Preserving Biodiversity

Water Reclamation

Solid Waste

Sustainable Building

KU iuMMa iT dM EMtrwMMt

C. California is a biodiversity hotspot and not

enough is being done to preserve the

habitats of uniquely endemic species.

A
Agencies are doing their part to reclaim and

effectively treat wastewater.

n But the general public is not receptive to^ using this water.

D ^ Population and economic presssures will^ greatly increase the difficulty of diverting

trash fl"om landfills and more innovative

methods will be needed.

A X Sustainability of building design displays
** excellent energy and resource

conservation.

n Some buildings demonstrate poor planning^ and increase traffic problems.

ENVIRONMENT
from page I

conducted by the Bureau of
Reclamation, a branch of the U.S.
Department of Interior, to increase
the reclamation of water in

California.
|

Among these are the West Basin
Water Reclamation Project at the
Hyperion Wastewater Treatment
Plant, which will ultiniately recycle
70,000 acre-feet of water aimually.
The East Valley Reclamation

Project being constructed by the
Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power will recycle 36,000 acre-
feet of water.

The numbers worsen with
impending drought. Water runoff in

Sierra Nevada was about 45 per-
cent to 80 percent below average
this past year. I

In the event of a drought, water
will be rationed and usage will be
necessarily cut back. The drought
that lasted from 1981 to 1997

brought with it an increased inter-

est in reclaimed water.

"I don't think that people pay
attention unless there is some sort
of a crisis," Hartling said.

So far, this has proven to be true
in Southern California

"There is a lesson to be learned
from the recent energy crises,"

wrote Stenstrom and Berk in the
article. "Water-reclamation plants
take just as long to construct as
electricity-generating plants, and
water is much less transportable
than electricity."

The report card by the loE
brings to light that the greatest bar-

riers are still the public's outlook
and a lack of awareness of this

pressing issue.

"The time to drill a weU is not
when you're thirsty," Hartling said.

"Because then it's too late."

Go to wwwioe.ucla.edu/publica-
t'ums/report02/RC02pdf to view the

full Southern California
Environmental Report Card.

~\-

New center to

study stress and

diseases in women
UCLA was awarded $3.75 mil-

hon by the National Institute of
Health to create a new national

research center, the Center for

Neurovisceral Sciences and
Women's Health.

The first of its kind, the center
will study the correlations that
may link stress and emotions with
disorders that primarily affect
women, including irritable bowel
syndrome and interstitial cystitis.

Irritable bowel syndrome,
which causes discomfort in the

abdomen, along with diarrhea and
constipation, affects 15 to 20 per-
cent of American women.
Of the 700,000 Americans

affected by interstitial cystitis, 90
percent are women.

Reasons why women are at
greater risks of developing these
diseases as yet remain unknown.
CNS will bring together

researchers from multiple disci-

plines including teams from the
UCLA departments of medicine,
psychology and neurology to
explore how gender and sex
affect the occurrence of these dis-

eases.

Briefs compiled from UCLA wire
reports and Daily Bruin staff.

"" Jfji-'.- ffv 1-* M ^:-i^

MONTHLYPARKING
AVAILABLE!

ONLY $88.00

• PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION
• 24/7 ACCESS (VIA KEYCARD)
• COVERED PARKING GARAGE
• CLOSE TO UCLA, HOUSING & SHOPS
• PAY BY THE MONTH/ CAR STORAGE OKAY

(310) 208-0654
CALL NOW!

LOCATEDAT 947 TIVERTON
(AT THE CORNER OF WEYBURN, ENTER ON WEYBURN)
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Motorola V-60i
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500 Anytime Minutes
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4,000 Night <i> Weetcends
f

.

I Mobile to Moliilo Minutos

Nationwide Long Distance

2600 Wilshire Blvd.
i

(Formerly Home Savings Building)

Santa Monica, Ca 90403

Toll Free: 866-88S-4100
OR

310-315-8300
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Online voting

secure enougli

to expand
The superiority of online voting in UCXA

elections was proven last Wednesday
and Thursday when 4,967 students

logged onto the myucla Web site to cast a
vote in the Under^^uate Students
Association Programming Referendum.
The turnout was higher than was experi-

enced diuring last spring's general elections
and should be used as a precedent for the
expansion of online voting in the future.

The official arguments against online vot-
ing have centered around seciuity concerns
and voters' guarantee to privacy. But there
are security measures already in place to
protect the my.ucla site from being hacked
into.

As opposed to paper elections that
require students to be on campus during
voting hours, online elections allow stu-

dents to log on and vote from virtually any
place at any time. Most of the ftmctions of
this university - witness the URSA Web site
- have l)een converted to function electroni-
cally for exactly the same reason.
The myucla site is no less secure than

any other Web site - reasons can be found
to call anything "insecure." If a Web site can
be made secure enough for students to file

their financial aid documents, income tax
forms and change their enrollment status,

they should be able to vote in a USAC elec-
tion by the same means.

>>

ytc

/*H«-%

Housing costs

responsibility

of taxpayers

r

•%

4

s

Students should not be made to fund the
university's quest to house a higher per-

centage of students on campus, period.
But perplexingly, the state deems all

housing expenses to be auxiliary to the
costs of education, meaning they aren't

included in taxpayers' financial responsibili-

ty to the UC. This means student pockets
will fund a lot of the costs necessary for the
university to meet the e:3q)ansion goals set
out by the housing Master Plan for 2010:
more than 21,000 students, or about 60 per-
cent, living on campus or within one nule.

There is ho practical way to separate
housing costs fi^m education - the former
are necessary to attain the latter. Toting
UCLA as affordable and then telling stu-

dents the only thing they have to pay for

themselves is the cost of living in West Los
Angeles is deceptive. Many students, espe-
cially those who are economically disadvan-
taged, have to take out a significant amount
of loans to nuJce up the difference.

\Wth students already paying up to two
and a half times more to live on campus
than they do to attend classes, the burden of
housing expansion costs has to be shifted

off their shoulders on to those of
California's taxpayers. Legislation should be
passed that makes tiiis possible and
acknowledges the obvious: housing costs
are a basic fact of higher education.

I

Unsigned edrtorials represent a mgyonty opinion of

the DaHy Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

FORUM (UESnON

Do you think politics attract

the most capable

candidates? What should be done to

improve the quality of our

officeholders? Send a response to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

SUBMIT 10 VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd ice to hear It Send us

a submission of 600-800 words or a letter of 300
words or less on any topic, Including a response to

published material.

E-MAIL

MAIL

viewpoint(S)media.ucla.edu

The Daily Bruin

TISKerckhoffHall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024-1641

w

Wb res8n« the rigrt to ed» bdBTS »y lenglh and cl»% >tu rrxjst indude
you- name, maing address and telephone number. Anonynxjus tett

wl be acoeptad but not puUshed.

GOF is political scapegoat
VOTING FOR 'LESSER EVIL' ON PARTY LINES COUNTERPRODUCTIVE

AS election day approaches, I am
reminded that the voters are
ultimately responsible for

.putting the worst of the worst in
office. One of the

causes for this is

our blind party

politics that

cause us to vote

with ignorance

instead of what
we truly believe.

Throughout
this election, I

have constantly

heard people
saying they will

vote for Gray
Davis because
he is the "lesser

of two evils."

Upon further inquiry, the only rea-

sons is because he's not a
Republican.

Such blind ignorance is not
becoming of a thoughtful student
population, supposedly educated to
think openly and be tolerant While
it is true that the Republican Party
does represent more traditional

America, it is also true that this tra-

dition has historically led the GOP
to embrace the fireedom loving doc-
trine of the United States.

While the Metnam War escalated
under Democratic executive rule, it

was the loathed Richard Nixon who

Schwartz writes every Monday.

« Joel
Schwartz

jBchwartaglnfwria I cia.edu

put a stop to the idiotic campaign.
George W. Bush packed his cabinet
and advisor positions with black
men, women, Jews, Latinos, and an
openly gay man.

Despite their progressive track
record, rancid special interest

groups, such as NOW, the NAACP,
and even our own professorship

continue to use the GOP as a sc«^)e-

goat for all that is wrong with soci-

ety.

The irony of the whole situation

is that there is almost no practical

difference between the two parties.

Big business fills the pockets of
both parties as evidenced by Davis*

behavior. Both parties have dramati-
cally increased the role of govern-
ment in private affairs, making the
United States an alien entity fiom
its original purpose of private prop-
erty, freedom, and personal respon-
sibility.

And while Bush cried about over-

taxation but gave a measly tax cut,

he signed legislation giving huge
subsidies to farmers and large tar-

iffs on foreign steel that will ulti-

mately cost the taxpayer. In prac-
tice, lx)th parties are essentially

equal.

Let's go back and re-examine the
two evils that are contending for the
governor of California. If we strip

away theanti-GOP propaganda and
biased media reporting, we know
very little about either candidate,
but enough to make the decision is

clear. Davis screwed Califomians by
fouling up our energy policy. He
closed the best privately run pris-

ons because union members of
state prisons made campaign dona-
tions. He has done nothing to help
Califomian's failing schools, has
neglected to alleviate the immigra-
tion problem and then cited terror-

ism as a reason to deny hard work-
ing inunigrants driver's licenses, and
passed tons of legislation that will

hurt small business owners.
Bill Simon, meanwhile, is a suc-

cessful businessman who has had
ups and downs (like all people in
business have), is married to a pro-
choice woman, and has said that he
will not pack the California

Supreme Court based on ideology. I

only see one evil here.

iTiose who know me well know
that I am not a big fan of the GOP I

am critical of Bush and realize that
both parties do more to hinder free-

dom than to perpetuate it But I do
not let special interests control my
thoughts and convert them into
malice for the GOP.

So tomorrow, think critically

about the issues, leave hate and
propaganda behind, and vote with
your values and with your mind.
And if you still feel that we only
have a choice between two evils,

vote for the Libertarian or Green
party. If we keep voting for the two
parties only, they have no incentive
to change.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
By Jason Uu

^^
jllu@medla.ucla.edu

eulf War II

Students should approve Props. 47, 52
6y Dexter U^-Gordon

Students have the chance
on T\iesday to pass two mea-
sures that will change not only
their futures, but also the
future of the entire state. It is

imperative that all members of
the can^us community use
their voting might to pass
Propositions 47 and 52 - two
of the most relevant measures
on the ballot

You've heard about the
freezing classrooms during
winter, the leaky roofe and the
obsolete science facilities.

Periiaps you went to a school
plagued by these conditions or
worse. While political candi-

dates vying for your vote on
Tuesday might harp on what a
shame it is that California's

schools are in shambles, only
one choice on the ballot is

actually guaranteed to give

money to improving educa-
tion

Proposition 47 would
authorize the state to issue $13
billion in bonds. This money
would be applied to public

schools from kindergarten to

the university level for the pur-
pose of improving facilities.

Clearly this measure is one
of the most promising steps

toward upgrading California's

substandard education sys-

tem. At the most basic level,

this bond aims to remodel
dilapidated buildings.

Furthermore, this bond can
also pave the way to address-

ing more complex and contro-

versial cuniculxmi improve-
ments or enhanced test stan-

dards that have been under
scrutiny.

It is premature for lawmak-
ers to talk about raising the

bar of student performance
when schools' infrastructures

are in dire need of repair. For
instance, how can schools

meet class size requirements if

they don't have enough class-

rooms? The state's first priori-

ty in education must be
improving basic facilities - the

implementation of Pr(^x)sition

47 would be a st^ in the right

direction

While the sum of $13 billion

may seem imposing, this is

nothing compared to gains

that the state will glean fix>m

the investment The phrase
**you need to spend money to

make money," is more than
apt in this case. A smart popu-
lation is an economically pro-

ductive population The state

can expect that as its schools
improve, so will its output

Proposition 47 is most perti-

nent to conununities of color
since the schools that serve
them would benefit the most
Proposition 52 aims to accom-
plish the same long-term goal

of empowerment for under-

represented groups - this time
in the political arena

The proposal, which calls

for Ejection Day registration,

would post inunediate results,

particularly for students, the

elderly and conmiunities of
color All three groups have

vastly reduced their voices in

Sacramento and D.C. by virtue
of their inability to register in
time for elections. Prop 52 will

allow them to assert their

presence as important demo-
graphics that need to be repre-
sented

The six states that have
implemented similar policies

have all reported marked
improvement in voter partici-

pation as a result California's

dismal voter registration

record calls for a step as radi-

cal as this in order to reverse
the state's present trend.

Opponents of Proposition
52 charge that this policy will

make voter firaud more ranv-

pant and tougher to catch.

According to them, two forms
of identification are complete-
ly inadequate in addressing
this problenL The last time I

checked, I don't need any
piece of ID to register with the
drives that take place on cam-
pus or outside the local super-

market Voter firaud is an issue

that needs to be questioned,

with or without Imposition
52.

Propositions 47 and 52 have
the potential to empower both
students and commimities of
color with the tools of educa-
tion and political representar

don. Without them, these two
groups will continue to be
ignored and their issues will

be left; unaddressed.

Ligot-Gordon istheUC student

.regent.

LETTERS

Price of war is

often paid with

soldiers' sanity
By Shirin Vossoughi

Last sununer, four soldiers at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina killed their wives within a span of six weeks.

Three of the miu-derers had just returned from ser-
vice in Afghanistan. Two of them conunitted suicide
after killing their wives. The army vowed to investigate
what triggered the breakdown of some of its most
proud and highly trained soldiers.

But do such outspurts of extreme violence represent
a "breakdovim" of highly disciplined individuals or the
direct consequences of being trained to kill and carry-
ing out murder as an occupation?
John Muhanunad, age 41, is the primaiy suspect in

the Washington area sniper shootings. On Monday,
October 28, Robert S. Flores Jr., also age 41, arrived at
University of Arizona with five handguns and two hun-
dred rounds. After killing three muring instructors
over his failing grades, Flores turned the gun on him-
self.

In addition to age, Muhanunad and Flores have
another thing in common both are veterans of the
Persian Gulf War. Both had been trained to kill by the
U.S. military. Although I do not attempt to suggest that
military training leads directly to psychosis and mur-
der, we cannot ignore the connections between mold-
ing people into killers in combat and the tendency for
some to snap and kill at home.

There are two pieces to this puzzle. Firstly, the psy-
chological effects of military training and the underly-
ing mantra within a society armed to the teeth: vio-
lence can resolve conflicts. One need look no further
than the ourent "debate" on Iraq to see that the hawks
within the government do not see war as a last resort
If the UN Security Coimcil decides not to support mili-

tary action, the U.S. will go it alone.

There is a clear link between how our government
chooses to use bombs and tanks against innocent civil-

ians abroad and how a sniper and a college student
choose to use M-16s against innocent civilians here.

The militaiy calls innocent deaths "collateral dam-
age." That's what Timothy McVeigh (another Gulf War
vet) called his victims too. As columnist Alexander
Cockbum argues, "Military training is designed to
desensitize recruits to the grim reality of using one^
wes^ns to kill people. Millions have been molded in
this manner."

Secondly, we must address the psychological toll

that the act of killing takes on soldiers. Between 1990
and 1996, the Defense Department Task Force on
domestic violence recorded 61,000 cases of such abuse
in military families. That's five times the amount in the
rest of the population.

While news of the sniper's string of murders gripped
the media for weeks, the association between such
killings and the military pasts of the killers often goes
imnoticed. This silence conveniently exonerates the
military fix)m any culpability. Charles Sheehan-Miles is

a Gulf War Veteran that breaks the silence.

Speaking out about the e3q)eriences of veterans*
"^

iQ)On Jgijuining home, he ^ta^ "Swoetimes we suffer
ft^m^Mk^t^, lack« sii^, iAiickslg^etimes
the nightmares are when we are awake. Sometimes
veterans inflict their nightmares on other people. War
is all about killing and destruction, and the sane reac-
tion to killing and destructipn is to go a little bit crazy"

At the very least, we shoidd push for more research
into the psychological and emotional effects of war on
soldiers. We need to examine our militarized culture
and ask difficult questions. If the war on terror is mar-
keted as a way to protect Americans, why does the
U.S. government not care about the state of its own
soldiers? Even more importantly, who declares a war
and who fights one?

Veteran Sheehan Miles concludes, "The price of war
is often anger, divorce, readjustment problems, drug
addiction, homelessness, and sometimes murder."

Abroad, the price involves the unnecessary and
U]:\justified murder of millions of innocent civilians. As
the U.S. prepares for another Persian Gulf War, all

Americans must ask themselves, is it worth it?

Vossouughi is aformer Viempoint columnist.

Artwork has more
than shock value
Thank you for a generally won-

derful article on the F.O.B.

MultiArt Show. However, as cura-
tor of the exhibition, I need to
clarify a few things in your article

regarding the following paragraph:

"...the artists often use shock
value to prove a point For
instance, the exhibit will feature

an installation of a man hanging by
his genitalia, which happens to be
a miniature head, as well as the
painting of *Bolsa Girls' a portrait

of an Orange County Gang-related
female."

First of all, simplifying provoca-
tive art for its "shock value"

degrades the artwork and invali-

dates its message. That term tells

the reader the piece is done only
to get the audience's attention. But
UuDam's description of lus art-

work (taped to his sculpture), says
"A man got hung by his penis. I

often use the penis as a symbol of
power or ego or a tool that can
give pleasure or impose punish-
ment"

Secondly, to say that Taylur
Thu-Hien Nguyen's portrait of a
"Bolsa Girl" is a "portrait of an
Orange County Gang-related
female" is clearly an imposition of
Dang's own preconception of what
a gangster is or is not Throughout
Nguyen's description of her art-

work (placed beneath the por-
trait), there is never a reference to
anything gang-related. Rather,

Nguyen writes that, ". . .her make-
up is an aggressive display of eth-

nicity and an act against assimila-

tion."

The FO.B. MultiArt Show is not
about breaking down barriers

between cultures (Vietnamese and
non-Vietnamese) as opposed to

reinforcing certain mytfis and half-

truths. To help overcome this

wall, the artists and I have taken
great pains to write "inspiration

statements" for each piece exhibitr

ed (placed around the artwork) in

order to share their own thoughts
on the artwork with the audience
in hope that their works will not
be reduced to some convenient or
stereotypical label.

Sadly, all this effort is for noth-
ing if thousands of people read
Dang's article in the Daily Bruin
without seeing the exhibit for

themselves.

TramU
Curator, F.O.B.: A MultiArt Show

Witch article

liighliglits diversity
Thursday's article, "Witches in

Westwood," made me proud to be
a Bruin. I am so happy to attend a
school where religious tolerance is

not just preached, but practiced as
well. I really appreciated this

insight into Wicca and Paganism,
and want to learn more about
these ancient and intriguing reli-

gions. Please continue printing

articles that highlight the beautiful

diversity of our campus communi-
ty.

Christina Johnson

Urird-year, law
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Rotten trick-or-treaters spoil fun

RAH LAWRENCE COL
Explore the ri^for and excitement of classical trainin£i in acting.

of
SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

and th*
BRITISH AMERICAN DRAMA ACADEMY

W

Program Highlights

• A faculty comprised of Britain's most
distinguished actors and directors

• Master Classes

• Private tutorials with faculty

• Weekly trips to London stage productions

• Participation in staged productions

• Choice of semester or full-year programs

Open to college juniors and seniors in

good academic standing.

Contact

Office of International Programs
Sarah Lawrence College

1 Mead Way, BronxviUe, New York 10708-5999
(800) 873-4752 / E-mail: slcaway@slc.cdu

Financial Aid is available for all four programs

By Maegan Carberry

They may have looked Uke
fairies, superheros and monsters,
but anyone who spent Halloween
distributing fun-sized packets of
fruity and chocolatey candy to
groups of rambunctious "children"
knows this is a far ciy from the
truth.

The pesky brats are nothing but
terrorists, and not because of their
scary costumes.

Case in point: After suffering
through a pack of hormone-raging
ninth-graders who offered their
oversized pillowcases in heu of a
greeting (not to mention their ter-

ribly unoriginal costumes: bum,
70s girl, mask from "Scream"), I

encounter two cute Uttle blonde 4-

year-olds dressed as fairies. "Now
this is what trick-or-treating is

about," I think to myself as I reach
for the Starburst. No sooner than I

drop a shiny yellow packet in ter-

rorist #rs orange pumpkin does
she snottily demand: "Can I have
two?" I look at the girl's parents
hanging out on my sidewalk, hop-
ing for some sort of chuckle and
apology and "One is enough;" or at

the very least: "Suzie, we're sup-
posed to say 'please' when we
want something." Not a peep, I tell

you.

As I recover from Suzie's audac-
ity to place a burst of fruity chews
in her Uttle friends bucket, I hear
another nasal whine: "Can 1 have
two, too?" rU show you two, too,

you nasty twerp! I'll ram that tutu
dovm your evil Uttle throat! I drop
two Starbursts in the bucket - bet-

ter to just get them off my porch
and out of sight - when I hear:

"Um, I asked for two." Instead of
backhanding her (child abuse is

very tempting sometimes), I say: "I

gave you two," and slam the
screen door, shaking my head at
the knowledge that Suzie and her
sidekick wiU no doubt make a nice
addition to a pack of nasty scav-
enging teenagers one day.

This is nothing less than the
degradation of society. Out of
about 50 kids I saw last Thiu^day,
only two actuaUy said thank you.

I could be getting more crotch-
ety with age, but there are a few
rules these trick-or-treaters need
to Uve by:

Um, heUo? How 'bout a greet-

ing. The point of going to other
people's houses for a pack of
candy you could just as easily buy
at the store is for sociabiUty. Get a
clue.

If you are one of the foUowing:
a) over five feet taU; b) over 30
(yes, a 30-year-old man came to
my door alone asking for choco-
late) - stay home!

You are not cute, and President
Bush says half of American adults
are overweight, so you don't need
any more candy. Go to a costume
party vdth people your ovm age.

Wear a good costume, and keep
it on! Your mom's old beU-bottoms
are not creative, and there is no
point in buying a mask if you take
it off because it's too hot. Stick it

out.

If these rules are foUowed,
Halloween v^ be a lot more fun
for everyone. Until then, I vow to
lock my doors, turn off my porch
Ught, and pass out prunes to any
wretched child-beast that dares to
cross my doormat.

Carberry is a former Viewpoint
editor.
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Pop is just as

important, if

not more so, as

classical works
Columbus, Ohio, is like many other

Middle American cities, only more
so. In other words, it's predomi-

nately white and
boring.

I was there to

attend the annual
national conference
of the American
Musicological

Society, and while
the fresh air and
nice waiters were a
welcome change,
the trip showed
how desolate the
place was - the
hockey arena had
nothing around it

and the mall was
closed, and it was
only 9 p.m.

Not to be rah-rah, but UCLA is an
incredibly lively place, musically and
otherwise. i

Almost all the UCLA musicology
department professors came to the
conference with the intention of rais-

ing hell. On my flight, I overheard
some snobs talking about post-mod-
ernism as devoid of meaning and rele-

vance. That's a bit like saying Michael
Jordan had no impact on professional
sports. Apparently, for the obnoxious
people, being smart means avoiding
reality and appreciating anything going
on now, such as musical sampling.
UCLA North Campus folk, on the

other hand, embrace postmodernism
and popular, present music. Half of the
graduate musicology students are pop
music specialists. The professors have
written about Monteverdi and Prince
alike. They're interested in being alive,

they're interested in both the past and
the present.

|

Similarly, at the conference, I gravi-
tated to lectures of Steve Reich and
the Beatles. I avoided lectures of
Beethoven, Mozart, and Wagner. This
reflects my interest in being aUve.

Living art and studying art are two
different animals. The art of listening
(a popular class, I'm told) is not so
important as the art of being. Here
again, UCLA triumphs over stodginess.
At a recent concert of new orchestral

"^^k'V^^^TMJftlK were talking about
th^woncstenthey mattered. Tliat
wasri*t hard because the composer
was not a dead entity (such as
Beethoven), but a breathing human
bobbing his head to his own music in
the fifth row.

Backstage was even more impres-
sive. A professor had me shaking the
hands of people I had a minute ago
thought were untouchables. I chatted
with a famous Russian conductor
about his financial woes that I had
previously only read about. I met both
the star conductor and composer of
the night.

At the AMS conference, both
schools of thought - the distaste for
and embracing of of popular music -
made it into the entertainment. There
were two competing parties, neither
alike in dignity. One was a ball, where
I imagined a big band group and a
disco ball to top it off. Instead, it was
old people imitating attendees at a
high school dance, where everyone
sits around, nervous to be the first to
get up and dance.
The UCLA party, on the other hand,

combined bebop jazz with intense dis-

cussions. Jumping from conversation
to conversation was like plugging
yourself into a socket and getting elec-

trified. An exciting Yale student hung
with us as well as a jazzer from
Harvard. We spent time exchanging
keyboard solos instead of watching
the band from afar.

The whole point of the trip (which
had been paid for by the AMS) was to
see if I'd want to grow into a musicol-
ogist's shoes. The only ones that

seemed to fit were the UCLA ones,
which are filled by humans full of life.

Don't take my word for it. Go talk

to UCLA people about music. They'll
love it, even if the music you Uke hap-
pens to be thriving.

Ho's column as the North Campus
Avenger runs every Monday.

Grad students hone

skills in workshop
ACTORS STUDY CHARACTER PORTRAYAL, VOICE
IN 'UNDER MILKWOOD/ THE LEARNED LADIES'

By Siddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spuri@media.ucla.edu

Cock fighting in Oklahoma and the
reformation of marijuana laws - not
only is Nov. 5 voting day, it's also the
opening day for IK LA's second-year
master's of fine arts acting workshop.

The first graduate theater event of
the year, the workshop is led by faculty

members Ellen Geer and Joe Ohvieri,

who are directing Dylan Thomas'
"Under Milkwood" and Moliere's "The
Learned Ladies," respectively. The
plays will be performed in repertory on
alternating nights with the same cast.

The second year of the program
focuses more on classical work and the
best way to work on classical is to

showcase it," said Giovanni Ortega,
one of the second-year actors in the
production. "The plays that we perform
are geared toward what the professors
want us to work on and improve."

This year, the plays chosen are
aimed at improving speech and voice,

specifically in classical texts. "Under
Milkwood," a play recounting the lives

of people in a small Welsh town, chal-

lenges the actor to play up to four char-
acters in the play and helps them devel-

op distinct qualities for each part.

"'Under Milkwood,' originally writ-

ten in the form of a radio play and poet-
ry, made us work extremely hard to

portray distinct qualities for each char-
acter we played," said Michael
Agrusso, another second-year MFA stu-

I

dent. "Because it was a radio play and
poetry also, it was interesting to transi-

tion the play to a stage production
where we have actions that enhance
our words,"

|

Moliere's play, "Tlie Learned Ladies"
is a quick-witted farce, and was chosen
to further the nine students' technique
on character portrayal.

"In The Learned Ladies,' we're all

concentrating on one character,"
Ortega said. "While the original play
had stock characters (exaggerated
archetypes), we try to add another
level to the characters and make them
more three-dimensional so they come
alive on stage."

Actors go from playing numerous
characters one night in "Under
Milkwood" to playing one character in
"The Learned Ladies," the following
night

"It's an intense experience to go
from playing four different characters
in one play and then playing only one in
the next," Shaw said
One of the main transitions MFA stu-

dents make going into the second year
is the technique they use to portray
characters. During their fu^t year,
actors are advised to use the "inside
out" approach where they dig deep
inside to try to relate to the character
they are playing.

This year, they are concentrating on
the "outside in" technique which
prompts them to take external aspects
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Interscope Records
The Washington, D.C. based band Dismemberment Plan performed at the Troubador this past week-
end, leaving audience members impressed.

Dismemberment Plan is full

of both potential, enthusiasm
By Anthony Bromberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
abromberg(§)media. ucla.edu

A good ftiend of mine will tell you that the
Dismemberment Plan is the best band in the
world - bar none. At worst, he's not far off.

The Dismemberment Plan has certainly
made a good case for itself with its last two
phenomenal albums, "Emergency and I," and
"Change." And the four men from Washington,
D.C, further dispelled any doubts about their
current place in the rock 'n' roll hierarchy with
an earth-shattering (my ears are still ringing a
day later) show at the Troubador Saturday

night.

The Dismemberment Plan is being supported
on the West Coast leg of its tour by Virginia
band Engine Down. The band led into the head-
liners with a solid set, which sounded like cur-
rent buzz band Interpol but denser and heavier,

while the vocals were a httle duller.

The Dismemberment Plan opened its

approximately hour-and-a-half-long set with a
winning version of "Following Through," off of
"Change." As frontman Travis Morrison sang,
"It coulda been good / It coulda been something
special / It may have had real potential," he set
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Photo Courtesy ov ;.;:: Rum Diary
Indie group The Rum Diary will be returning to the Cooperage this Monday night. Don't be surprised by the incongruity between their music and'image!

Musicians' humility veiled by musical intensity
By Sinh Iran

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
stran(a)medla. ucla.edu

Sounds can often be deceiving.

Listen to The Rum Diary and try

not to picture epic noise-making
bands Uke Scotland's Mogwai.
Mogwai is resoundingly serious,

larger than life, and has that cer-

tain panache for being different

and artsy that is often associated
with successful indie rockers.

The Rum Diary, who is playing
at the Cooperage tonight, delivers

a sound that suggests similar

intentions and personalities. The
group has fragile vocals reminis-

cent of fellow indie group Death
Cab For Cutie, and listeners can
only imagine a bunch of serious
indie rockers divulging in emo-

tionally intense recording sessions
and conversing about life, death
and politics. But the music can be
deceiving.

"I'm making a turkey sand-
wich," said bassist and backup
vocalist John Lee during a phone
interview, proving he isn't in fact

living inside the melodrama of his

music.

Their songs are crafts with the
same build-up and release struc-

ture often heard in the music of
Mogwai. On "Sunken Fields," fix>m

their last album "Noise Prints,"

vocals float over soft repetitive

electric guitars until chaotic
drums and distorted chords arrive

with storm-like ferocity. Tension is

slowly released as the song comes
to a dramatic conclusion.

The intense orchestrations of

their songs might give the impres-
sion that The Rum Diaiy members
see themselves as larger than life,

but they remain modest about
their work and comparisons to the
bigger bands.

"Both (Mogwai and the band
Godspeed You Black Emperor)
are amazing, and we'd be foolish
not to be flattered," Lee said. "But
we're not a big band. We're just
four guys next door making
music."

Lee, a Glendale High graduate,
met his bandmates at Sonoma
State University. Their new EP, "A
Key To Slow Time," is their follow-
up to their last well-received
album, "Noise Prints."

"We're really happy with these
songs, and we're becoming more
cohesive playing together, espe-

cially with two drunmiers," Lee
said. Their live shows often
employ two drum kits in order to
bring their dynamic rhythms to
life.

"The songs are much more orig-

inal," he continued
The Rum Diaiy is proof that

serious music can be made by the
guys next door. But the band
members are still working on the
image.

"We look like a bunch of dorks
in our pictures," Lee said.

Maybe they do, but it would be
difficult to detect any humble
geekiness by listening to their

songs.

The Rum Diary plays at the

Cooperage tonight at 7 p. m.

UCLA professor Ackerman presses writers to use own life

By Mary Dang
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mdang(a)media. ucla.edu

The standards for what makes
a great story can rely on many
elements. For some, good writing
has to succeed in drawing the
audience into another world.

For Harold Ackerman, there's
no better world to write about
than the real one. As a professor
of screenwriting at UCLA for
more than 16 years, Ackerman
emphasizes the importance on
drawing from one's own experi-
ences in order to write. His
method seems to be working
since five of his students have
successfully turned their scripts

into films and won many presti-

gious awards and honors from
the Goldwyn, Nicholl and Nissan
competitions.

Upon coming to UCLA in 1978
to substitute for a teacher on sab-
batical, Ackerman used what he
knew as a struggling screenwriter
to encourage his students to
glean from their own lives.

Originally a New York native who
wrote plays and musicals,
Ackerman moved to Hollywood
in 1971, steadily selling some
scripts while working as a pho-
tographer on the side.

His latest hterary effort is a
new play called "Blue Sunday:
Love in the Times of Prostate
Cancer," which deals with his
cancer treatment in the middle of
a budding new relationship.

Diagnosed with prostate cancer
in November of 1999, Ackerman
began to write about his whole
treatment process.

Some of his students, such as
Pamela Gray ("A Walk on the
Moon") and Allison Anders ("Gas
Food Lodging"), have achieved
success in the screenwriting pro-
fession. For Ackerman, who saw
Anders become a presenter for
this year's Goldwyn Awards after
winning first place in 1989 under
his tutelage, the feat signified
how nuich influence his teaching
has.

"It just gave me a good feeling
to know that you might have
helped to make (someone else's

hfe or career) more than it could
have been otherwise," Ackerman

said.

Ackerman's teaching style is

very lax. In believing that hfe
experiences shape writing, he is

not really teaching but actually
reinforcing the individual voices
of his students when they're writ-
ing.

"What I try to do is give them
confidence and faith in their own
voice because that's all they're
ever going to have in their hves,"
Ackerman said.

Using the metaphor of the
"writer's gym," Ackerman presses
the importance of hours of writ-

ing and sharpening one's senses
to find inspiration. For example,
Ackerman finds eavesdropping
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Harold Ackerman has been a screen-
writing professor for over 15 years.

Hal Willner's

Halloween show

scares with

readings, music

By Anthony Bromberg
DAILY BRUIN SEWOB ^Tf '

abromberg@media.ucta.edu

The theremin is best known-as -the

instnmient Brian Wilson used to
make spooky noises in the wall of
sound single "Good Vibrations." On
Halloween in Royce Hall it was one of
many instruments - musical and oth-
erwise - used to supplement the
already intense words of Edgar Allan
Poe.

The intensity of the event hit its

peak diuing the last reading of the
night. Harry Shearer masterfully read
The Pit and the Pendulum," his deep
voice pushing the audience to the
pitch of madness as the narrator of
the story was driven to the brink of
ultimate despair.

The entire "Hal WiUner's Never Bet
the Devil Your Head" show didn't con-
fine itself to a tone of fiightfukiess.

There were moments of laughter,
awe, gorgeous androgyny and some
good, old-fashioned bewilderment.
For anyone able to stay awake
through over three hours of reading
and musical performance, it was a
surreal night that satisfied every
Halloween craving, save candy con-
sumption.

The backbone of the evening's
entertainment was the other-worldly
sounds created by the musical ensem-
ble The Johnsons, of Antony and the
Johnsons. With strings, piano,
theremin and more, they crescen-
doed, played spine-tinglingly low and
jazzed it up at all the right moments.
And when Antony came onstage to
sing with them in oddly colored
dresses it was painfully stirring.

The night's biggest comedic
moment occurred during Will
Ferrell's subdued reading of "The
Cask of Amontillado," as he re-enact-
ed the doomed Fortunado's coughing
fit, sustaining it until the audience
was rumbling with laughter.

The other hght reading was
Howard Hessman's rendition of the
title story. The Johnsons provided a
jazzy backbeat, as Hessman played
the beat poet leading the band, cueing
them with snaps and a wickedly dry
reading.

The biggest jaw-dropping per-
former was the legendary Lou Reed.
His rewritten version of "The Raven,"
was as dark and hypnotic on first lis-

ten as the original. Reed was also
kind enough to play a couple of old
favorites, including "Candy Says,"
(fi-om "Velvet Underground"), as well
as "Perfect Day."

Instead of ending the night with a
Reed reprise after Shearer finished
his reading, as would have seemed
sensible, Kembra came out to sing.

Three women wearing only body
paint and wings made out of what
looked like some sort of ps^er came
out to perform Celine Dion's "My
Heart Will Go On." Bewildering, yes,
but somehow disturbingly fitting for a
hoUday best known for ghouls and
goblins.

i^
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String Cheese rocks Hulaween bash I

Rolling Stones concert a bag of tricks, treats
By Shana Dines

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
scllnes@media.ucla.edu

On Halloween night the Shrine
Auditorium hosted a different crowd
than usual, as the former home of the
Academy Awards housed the
^Academummy Awards," the special
"Hulaween" show featiuring
Colorado-based jam band The String
Cheese Incident

The band's energetic performance
style was clearly displayed at the
Thursday night show, during which
the members played three full sets
plus an encore. The concert lasted
over four hours, including the time
added for the awards segment
The Price is Right" announcer

Rod Roddy MC'd the night, donning
his signature golden jacket and bring-
ing his recognizably winning voice.

During the first set break, an award
was given for the best short film ear-

lier submitted by a fan. The winning
film was a five minute horror flick

about a serial killer whose weapon of
choice is a set of deadly hula hoops
(the hula hoop is one of the symbols
of the String Cheese community).

Tlie nominees for best costume
were announced and shown during
the second set break. Just before the
encore, the winners for best group
costume, a clan of Oompa-Loompas
from "Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory," and the best individual cos-
tume, an Evil Kinevil look-alike, were
welcomed onstage.

Perhaps the most exciting part of
the evening was The String Cheese
Incident's second set, during which
the band members emerged dressed
as some of rock 'n' roll's greatest leg-

ends. Elach member was announced
individually and given awards. The
group covered one of the hit songs of
each of their alter-egos. The dream-
team rock band consisted of Jim
Morrison, Stevie Ray Vaughn, Kurt
Cobain, Jimi Hendilx, and Queen
fix)nt man FYeddie Mercury.

Not only did they look hauntingly
like the legends they were resurrec^
ing, but they resembled them in

sound, too. Michael Kang, the South
Korean acoustic and electric man-
dolin player who also dabbles in vio-

By David Chang
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

Just as the unintelligible mum-
bling of archaic guitarist Keith
Richards kept the audience in the
dark, a sense of bewilderment fol-

lowed the entire Rolling Stones
show at the Staples Center last

Thursday night.

Stranger things have happened
on Halloween, but seeing the rock
band that spawned the infamous
Altamont concert in 1969 now
play on a tour sponsored by E-
Trade was frightening indeed.
The 24th stop on the Stones' 45-

show North American tour also
saw perhaps the largest congrega-
tion of drunken middle-age
women ever assembled, roimding
out a night of pleasant and not-so-

pleasant surprises.

After opening act Sheryl Crow
went through her top hits and
paid homage to the rock icons,

fans were treated to almost an
hour of absolutely nothing. An
obvious division formed among
the fans during the silence. One
group grew agitated and restless.

The other group was too drunk to

even realize what was going on.

However, when Richards,
singer/knight Mick Jagger, gui-

ViRGiN Records

The Rolling Stones performed at
Staples Center this Halloween.
Despite a drunken crowd and no
"Sympathy for the Devil." they still put
on a good concert.

tarist Ron Wood and drummer
Charlie Watts finally emerged
from the bowels of the arena, the
Stones proceeded to make noise
of the ear-splitting variety. A large
man in a Hell's Angels costume
(at least, we hope it was a cos-
tiune) went berserk as Sir Mick
and the others exploded into the
classic opener "Street Fighting
Man."

SCI Fidelity Records
The String Cheese Incident performed at the Shrine on Halloween, or
"Hulaween." as they like to call it.

lin and guitar, gave an amazing per-
formance as Jimi Hendrix. Despite
the racial difference, he scored the
look flawlessly and even tried to
channel the legend's spirit Following
the forceful cover of "Fire," Kang
broke into a guitar solo that included
such Hendrix antics as playing
against the microphone stand and
dancing on top of the guitar. He fin-

ished by smashing his instrument
against the stage in perfect Hendrix
form.

The nostalgic middle set ended
with a theater-wide sing-along of "We
are the Champions." With arms
raised in the air and voices in unison,
the crowd enthusiastically played the

sixth member of the band.
The rest of the show was played in

a more typical String Cheese
Incident style of bluegrass and rock
mixed together with a number of
spirited jams. The audience was
completely immersed in the music,
dancing and flailing around to every
song.

The fans who were wearing cos-
tumes received an extra-special red
carpet treatment upon arrival. There
was even a Joan Rivers impersonator
asking, "Who are you wearing?" to
the guests. But whether dressed up
or not, every attendant got the exclu-
sive treat of seeing the String Cheese
Incident in its finest form.

Despite their advanced age and
lesserung relevance in the past 20
years, the Stones are still a top-

notch live act. As the template for

everything rock 'n' roll, the
Stones continue to squeeze the
sleaze out of the blues better than
anyone else.

Songs like "Start Me Up,"
"Brown Sugar," and "(I Can't Get
No) Satisfaction" served as uni-

versal crowd pleasers. Yet it was
"Tumbling Dice" that carried the

most soul. Fans were exposed to

lesser hits "Rocks Ofr and
"Honky Tonk Woman," which
were equally inspired.

Unfortunately, after the rollick-

ing "Jumpin' Jack Flash," the
Stones bid farewell to their fans
and retired to their hotels, leaving
many disappointed. "Under My
Thumb," the song that could have
pushed every woman in the audi-
ence toward madness, was
absent, as were the dark master-
pieces "Paint It Black" and
"Gimme Shelter."

The omission of these classics
paled in comparison to the aston-
ishing exclusion of "Sympathy
For the Devil," the quintessential
Halloween song. These question-
able calls collectively ruined an
otherwise exciting concert. Trick
or treat indeed.

DISMEMBERMENT

WORKSHOP
from page ll

of the characters, such as their body
movements and voice, and then feel

the effect According to Agnisso,
this te(dmique can be summarized
M laying the line, then feeling the
character rather than feeling the
character and then saying the line.

"The new techniques we are
using are very different, but are
allowing us to experience a differ-

ent aspect of theater," said Maurice
Shaw, a second-year MFA student
This year, we're concentrating on
incorporating the characters' true
personalities rather than handling

the situation with our own style."

The directors have modified
some portions of the plays. In "The
Learned Ladies," the directors have
modernized the play by transform-
ing a wealthy French family to a
ritzy Beverly Hills family This tech-

nique helps the actors relate to the
play on a more personal level,

according to Ortega In "Under
Milkwood," the directors have
taken the original poem and adapt-
ed it to a stage play.

"The two plays we're performing
are drastically contrasting in many
respects," Agrusso said. "While The
Learned Ladies' is a short, fast

paced comedy, 'Under Milkwood' is

more poetic and actually artistic

and sharpens our voice and speech

techniques more."
Set against a minimal set, the two

plays are not geared toward audi-
ence entertaimnent, but are aimed
at helping the actors refine and
learn new techruques to further
their talents.

"In t|ia«iidfwe come out l^aining
new techniq\^es and being abl^ to
adapt to any unique directing style,"

Ortega said. 'We also learn how to
create styles that help us play four
different roles in the same play dis-

tinctly different"
j

from page 11

up the audience because this show
followed through on all of its

potential.

Morrison led the group with
child-like enthusiasm, sporting a
huge grin and shouting a nasally
"Yeah!" at least a couple of times in

over half of the songs.

The rest of the group easily

stayed on par with Morrison. Eric
Axelson on bass burst around his
side of the stage, proving himself
the world's coolest left-handed
bassist (take that Paul McCartney),
Jason Caddell provided the mellow
"I'm a guitar/keyboards master"
look, while Joe Easley maneuvered
through the superhimianly phre-
netic drum beats without breaking

a proverbial sweat.
Relying heavily on material fi-om

the two most recent albums,
Morrison and company knew their
repertoire inside and out, playing
up to the expectations of the
packed crowd at the Troubador.
Two staples of the

Dismemberment Plan shows
include a rendition of the older
song "The Ice of Boston," during
which crowd members are invited
to dance onstage, and a closing
number that sees Morrison play off
of current top 40 radio. This time
he drew from Nelly's "Hot in
Herre" and Avril Lavigne's
"Complicated," with amusing
results.

Other show highlights included
an stellar "You Are Invited," (fi-om

"Emergency and I") that opened
with just Morrison and a pro-
grammed drumbeat and eventually
exploded into a full band rocker,
and "Change's" closer "Ellen and
Ben," which saw Morrison tweak
out on his keyboard at the end
while riffing on Carly Simon.

The Dismemberment Plan also
played new songs, an imusual pret>
ty and slower number and a com-
pelling song called "Change" (not
to be coitfused with the album).

It was a great show and the new
songs make it look like the
Dismemberment Plan will have no
problems continuing to follow
through. The best part of the night
was knowing that anyone could
pay to see the intimate Troubador
Dismemberment Plan show for
$15.25 while some sucker paid
himdreds of dollars to see the
dinosaur-era Rolling Stones.

ouv
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• "^ ^^^ to Mijome a doaor."

"Under Milkwood" and "The
Learned Ladies" will be performed
on Nov. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 at 7:30 p.m.
and Nov. 9 at 2 p.m. in 1340
Macgowan Hall. Admission isfree.

ACKERMAN
from page II

on real-life conversations an effec-
tive way to gain a sense of reaUty,
especially in the way people inter-

act. As a writer, there is no shame
in hiding behind the bathroom
stalls or laying on a couch at IKEA.

"It is amazing what you can hear
if you can make yourself attentive
to it, catching people at unguarded
moments, the bits of dialogue that
you'll hear, the way people talk

with each other, the way a life is

revealed in just a couple of lines
back and forth," Ackerman said.

As a teacher and a screenwriter,
Ackerman himself, as well as his
approach to how he writes, has
been changed by the students at
UCLA. Teaching about writing has
given Ackerman a keener sensibili-

ty for how he writes.

"Being a teacher makes me
focus on the things that I consider
to be important as a writer," he
said. "So when I do my own writing
I hear my own teaching voice in my
mind thinking 'OK, if they read

what I'm writing would they say
I'm hypocritical to my own teach-
ing or I'm doing what I am saying?'

So it keeps me honest"
Writing and teaching is a recip-

rocal joy for Ackerman. He relates

to the sense of students' accom-
plishments as equivalent in some
ways to how he feels when he fin-

ishes his own piece of work.
"There's absolutely nothing that

makes me happier than when the
story just takes me away and I find

that I put the pencil down and I'm
just in the story. It's a gorgeous,
wonderful feeling," Ackerman said.

Kmfity:
"I don't have the

required courses

for medical school."

.^

The Johns Hopkins Post-Baccalaureate Premedical Program

prepares college graduates with strong academic records for

acceptance to the l}est medical schools by giving them the

personal attention, the necessary science and math courses,

and one-to-one academic advising.

Pursue your dream of being a doctor and apply by March 1.

For more information, visit www.jhu.edu/postbac
or call 410-516-7748. JOHNS HOPKINS

UNIVERSITY
Post-Baccalaureate

Premedical Program

VNIAGE
961 Braxton

208-5576

948 Braxton

239-MMM

NATIONAL
1092S Undbrook
208-4366

FEsnvw.
10687 Lindbrook

208-4575

PLAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

ISpy(PG-13)
THX - Mby Digitai

Mon-THu (1 1 -15) 2:00 4 45 7 30 10 20

PTrutt)
AtXMJt Ctuvlie (PG-1 3)

THX - Odby DigftaJ

Tlw (1:30) 4:15 7.00 10 00

EMMLE
West Hollywood

Bar{^n Shows () For AH Theatres

AMC
Westwood

LANDMARK
Westwood

PACIFIQ
Westwood

a^i&t6iT'.""?i.-.«*'A^'

: The Movie (R)

THX-OotoyD4U
Mon-TIHJ (^2:00) 2:20 4:40 7:15 10:10

I

Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Doiby Oigrtai

Mon-TTKi (12:10) 2:40 5:10 7:40 10:30

White0<eander(FG-13)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu(1:20)4:00 710 9:50

SUNSET 5

8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (11:40) 2:10 4 50 7 30 10 00

AM or Nothing (R)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 400 7:00 9:50

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 40) 2:05 4:40 7 15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7 00 9 55

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4 45 7 15 9:45

AVCOQNEMA
10e40IMWiireBivd.

1 BIk. E of Westwood
(310)777-HLM#330

Punch-Dnjnk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1 :40 4:30 7:00 9:45

Red Dragon (R)

Men 1:30 4:20 7:10 10:05

Tues 1:30 4:20
Wed-Thul 30 4:20 7:10 10:05

TheRh)g(PG-13)
Mon-Wed 1:50 4:40 7:30 10 15

Thu 1 50 4:40

Sweethome Alalama (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4 50 7 20 9:55

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

Beverly Hills
CHECa GORI RNE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Tnals of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Tue (5:20)730 9:30

Wed (1:00) 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:30

Thu (5:20) 7:30 9:30

CREST Santa Clause2 (PG)

1262 Westwood Blvd. Mon-Thu 11 00 130 4:15 700 9:25
(S. of WMshire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

tbmm
WLA/Beverly Hills

Santa Monica
CRfTERI0N6

13133rd SL
I

Ghost Ship (R)

I
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:10

The Ring (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Oigrtal - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7:00 10:00

Punch-Drunk U)ve (R)

, THX - Dolby Digrtal - Stereo

Mon-T^ (11:15) 1:45 4:20 7:10 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)

THX - Oo«iy SR - Stereo

Mon-Ths (11:45) 2:15 4:45 7-40 10:15

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2: 1 5:05 7:55 1 0:35

My lig Fat Greek \MMding (PG- 1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 1 20) 200 4:40 7:20 1 0:05

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

FridafR)

Mon-Thu (1:15) 4 10 7 00 9:55

Tully (NR)

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7 40 10 00

Shanghai Ghetto (R)

Mon-Thu (5:05) 7 20 9 55

Under the Moonlight

Mon-Thu (5 10) 7 30 9:50

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANGOCOM

Beverly Hills

WestU
initif

WESTglDE PAV1LU0N
10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Santa Monica

Beverly (Connection

La Denega at Beverly Blvd

4 hours validated

parking SI at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Abandon (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:10 4:50 7 30 9:50

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 2 45 520 7:50 10:00

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1 1 :30 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1 50 7:00

All or Nothing

Mon-Thu 1 2:00 3:30 6:30 9:30

The Man from Elysian Relds (R)

Mon-Thu 11:15 4:20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu 1 1 :00 1 :45 4:30 7:1 5 10:00

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1 45)4:30 7 15 9:50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (12 15) 2 30 4 50 7:l5 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

i-Thu (12:00) 2 30 5:05 7 45 10 20

Spirited Away (PGi

Mon-Thu (1 OQI 4:00 700 \0O6

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon 2:30 5:10 7 40 10 05
Tue-Wed 2:30 1 10 7:00 7 40 9:15 10:05

Thu 2:30 5:10 7:40 10:05

Paid in Full (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 5:00 7:20 9:40

The Transporter (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:05 4:40 7 10 9 30

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:30

Santa Monica

rtovif

OUIDf
NUART
11272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

Food of Love

Mon-Thu (4:20) 7:00 9:40

NuWlLSHIRE Boviriing for Columbine (R)

1314 Wilshire Boulevard Mon-Thu (1:30 2:30) 4:15 5:15 7:00

(31 0) 394-8099 8:00 9:45 1 30

310.825.216^
« - -*---• -
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Toplace anM call

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

Bv Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles. CA 90024-1641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

Ad WiMng Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

OasoUled Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

5 insertions, up to 20 word...$36.00 50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

I
-^^aFor CiatsTfied Display ads, please see our rate cani for

^

variable rate Information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

ll^g

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates sut^ect to change without notic8.

Special Features & Issues

t TiSn^Smiimt
ns

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Every dayl

310J25.2221

^VILlflQf DlStl
www.vlllagedlsh.com

Fall/winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

••
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Hnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUCE.COM
The ASUCLA Communic*ior» bOMti fully supports the Umvwsrty of Celifomw's policy on nondMchmration. No medium shall accept advertisements v^ich present persons of any onan
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Board r^invMligMKl any of the sen/wee advwtised or t^ Any p«»oo beliwring that an advwtlaement in this issue violated the Board's policy on
nondtscrminrtior) staled herein ahotidconimunicatecornplairita in iwfWing to the ^aairt^^ Los Angeies 90024-1641 Forassw-
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7700
Campus Happenings

Greek Culture Night X
TONIGHT 9-10PM

©Ackerman Union 2414
LEARN FUN DANCES
WITH ATHAN KARRAS
SalsaLessons @10pm

LEARN SWING-SALSA-TANGO-WALTZ @7.
p.m. Leam-popular-line/folk-dances9-10pm

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ballroomdance.

www.geocities.com/SwingSalsaTango Ball-

room-dance-club&international-folk-dance-

club@ucla WHERE GREAT ROMANCES
BEGIN:310-284-3636. ballroom@ucla.edu.

800
Miscellaneous

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-209-4991

.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
ennan A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.

2000
Personals

• Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,00a$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraismg dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

pHfilv 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

MAKE A
pE POSIT.

GET
CASH BACK.

MMmM

California Cryobank, the worlds leading reproductive rissue bank,

is lr>oking For healthy niides, in college or with a college degree, to

bc«>me a part oFour anonvTimus ^perm donor program, A5 a donor

youW receive up to S^KM) per month . In addition, you will-

receive a free comprehensive health and generic screening,

experience a minimal time commitment with flexible houri.

help inlertile couples reali?^ their dreams of parenrhocjd.

For more infomiation or to sec ifyou qudify cdi (310) 443-5244 aa.39

Of visit us on rhe web at www.cryobanLconi.

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man wtio truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectlonate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/maniwolf@ mall.com

CAUFORNIA
CRVtBANIC INC.

(310) 443-5244 ext. 39
www.cryobanlc.com

REPROCX^CTJVE SERVICES

<T?!?sw3^!?!P'.fya»r^»,-

MATURE, GENEROUS Professional to date
and pertiaps mentor attractive sensual co-ed.
Email Jerry_yes@yahoo.com.

SMART, FUNNY GIRL, 26. seeking nice,

charming, funny guy 24-34. Refenals accept-
ed. Serious applicants only. earthgirl100@hot-
mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest obsen/able
human t)ehaviors. Ask your doctor at)out it

today, www.ficu.org

Pay your UM
with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

m(^ey ea^ly ^od^noii^mously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Optioru, LLC

3300
Cdnectables

John ± Christian
Designers ft Craftsmen since 1850

Free Brocbore

COLLE6E MONO«MAM
Ri(t6

•YEA* Date
•De«ree
•greek letters
•your mono6ram

14K6OLO$480

RINGB0X.COM 1 •688-646-6466

J

3600
arage Sales

2200
Research Subjects

2200
Research Subjects

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and morel We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

$300
plus free supplies, movie posses/CDS/video rentals

Coil 1800 521 5211

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn -to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

NATIVE SEOUL KOREAN SPEAKERS
NEEDED. Looking for native Seoul (standard)
Korean Speakers for linguistic experiments.
Must be 18 years of age or older. Must have
normal hearing. $20/two sessions. Each ses-
sion last less than an hour. Contact
sahyang@ucla.edu.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55. to par-
ticipate in MR I and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A

m 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor

program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:3 10-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

^700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
Well beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan". 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.

-titos for Sale

1987 RED NISSAN 300-ZX. Power every-

thing. T-tops, factory alann. Custom wheels,

air. auto. Great Condition. $3500 obo. 323-

935-8775. Leave message.

1988 VOLVO 240DL. Automatic. Excellent

condition. Restored engine. Power steering.

A/C. Stereo. Black. Must sell, leaving LA
172K-miles. $2300. 310-826-7577.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red, great condi-

tion, well maintained, new clutch, 2nd owner,

alarm, 12 disc changer. $3300 OBO. 323-793-

4997.

SIMOKERS AND
NON-SIMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-
dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-
menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood
tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-
zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other
medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

MANDELL MANAGEMENT located in Los An-
geles is putting together a super band to begin

playing shows in mid-December. Influences in-

clude:No Doubt, The Police, U2, and Led Zep-
pelin. Guitarist, bassist, and drummer are

needed asap for local gigs. If you are ages 1 8-

28 and interested :3 10-481-4474.

W 3^00
M Computers

SECRETS are locked inside your computer

and the Internet! Release them now! 1-900-

226-3082 Ext. 1349. $2.99/minute. Must be
18/Yrs. Sen/-U 619-645-8434.

1991 BMW 325i. White with blue top, original

owner, dealer serviced. $7900 OBO. 818-982-
9610.

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k, automatic, AC,
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack, original

owner, $3700. 310-479-0222 or 310-433-
7585.

1998 SAAB 900S Convertible, Excellent con-
dition, 74K miles, Black, stick shift, beautiful,

must sell. $12,900 OBO. 310-581-2000.

FOR SALE! Wooden bureau with drawers.

Price is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

MOVING SALE. Computer P3 w/monitor and
scanner ($400), 24-inch TV w/stand ($100),

dining room set (seats 4) mint-condition

($200). Call 310-826-5156.

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-
ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking
$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-319-3323ext.A214. Call today. Start sav-
ing no

I
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Auto Insurance

Auto Insurance
•^^^^a£kh-

markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

(310) 208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

Motorcycles for Sale

00/01 SUKUZI GSXR750
FAST AND STRONG. Dyno-tuned and
mapped, in upcoming film. High pertomiance
extras. $6200obo. Chad 323-620-2371

.

S680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
MeaJsl 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips eam cash
Travel Free. Information/Resen/ations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

L

e3oo
Legal Advice/Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310)552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Century City, California

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

N««d a rld« to Hi* h«ai«
'••tliall gan^s, ca«s« yovr
hovs« didn't r«iit a b«s?

il

Check out our Bruin packages
(310)216-2718 (offtca)

(310)578-3112 (f»9er)

Package A
$20.00 per incKjde r/t transportation to the game
One 6' sandwich (choice of ham, turkey, roast beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake
Coie slaw

1 cup of 1
6' beer or 1 bottle water

Package B
$10.00 per person (roundtrip transportation only)

Package C
No transportation to game. You get everything in

package A for $8.00

RES€IVf ASAP. CONTAQ: Mt. Brown or Gina

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking vlolatk)n. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

6A00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lic.-T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378. 323-263-2378.

Neea Transportation
to a Party or
Special EvenH,^^

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)216^S^
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Studerit dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
nrwvers. Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing. tx)xes available. Also, pick-up
donatk>ns for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391-5657.

6SOO
Music Lessons

FLUTE LESSONS. Experienced and qualified

music teacher in Brentwood for ages 6+.
Teaches all levels plus theory and musician-
ship. 310-820-9183

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089. mytsu@mac.com.

W'5900
ancial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackennan A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org

323-938-4597
BA MUSIC

B A. EDUCATION

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessorWeb Studn by 3rd & Farfax

let your sou/ come out and sing'

VW» oMfe • nairpfO0rKs

amy practfca CO awary Hasson.

/ilistate
You're in good tmndm,

Mike Azer Irisurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 NA/ostw/ooc:! Blvd.
C2 fc>lks. So. of \A/llsl-ilro)

24 Hours g Day Service

6700
Professional Services

ATTEhTTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.31 0-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

i6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

IMMIGRATION
•Working Visas (H- IB)

• Green Cards, Labor Cent.
• Sponsor Companies

odl: (310) 440-3979 or (21 3) 388-3865
e-mail: usglobalsefv©ool.com

Free Consultation

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER: W/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:310-475-

9585.

STRESSED OLTT? Relax with a soothing mas-
sage! Swedish, deep tissue, reflexology by pro
CMT 9AM-9PM. $60/hr. Maxine 310-709-
6812.

S700
Travel Tickets

CLASSIFIED MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4. 2002 THE DAILY BRUIII "IS

6200
Health Beauty/Servuces

6200
Health Beauty/Services

If you are considering improving the

appearance of your nose, visit...

www.nasalsurqery.org
or

www,keycare.com

I

Keyes Surgicenter

1 310-859-9388

J

New CLEARLIGHF^ Kills Acne.
First Effective Office Treatment!

• FDA approved hi-tech "blue light treatnnent' • No Discomfort aake a nap)
• Eradicates acne with 80% success rates • No blood tests
• 15 minutes sessions under patented blue light • No adverse effects
• Acne can contniue to decrease after
treatment stopped

Demototogist Douglcjs hamitton is one of the first doctofs using
ClearUgnt, which wos opproved for physicians in August 2002

Cl«ar Up with ClearUght - CalltBeveity HIH$ 3 1 0-27 1 -6663

Woodland Hill$ 8

1

8-M4- 7 1 50
www.clrhamllton.com

DOUGLAS HAMILTON, M.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor UCLA School of Medicine

Scar Treatment » Botox » Collogen . Chemical peols « Skin Core Line

f

""^600
Peronal Services

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou laiow wliere to loold

Dateline

(310)696
(213)572
(562) 282
(626) 484-
(818)264-

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

Access Code 333

It's always free to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

and free to send your ad

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Compreherwive Dissertation Assistar>C8

Theses, Papers, and PersonaJ Statements
Proposals and Books

\rtlmmtMwt Students \Meicofna. Since 1965
Sharon B«ar, Pti.O.

www.Bear-WrJte.com
(310) 470-6662

wooo
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:3 10-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com
I

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get

170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-314-1 643.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lln/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tlcs/English/Hebrew,chemistry/biology,

Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring sen/ice. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math. Writing, Eco-

nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

WWW.KOR EAfm

^LY TO
CHINA. INDIA
JAPAN & KOREA

OVER 20% OFF

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-

387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

Tutoring Wanted

COMPUTER TUTOR. Need help with thesis

data analysis. Microsoft Excel, and SPSS.
Would like to learn Fortran. Contact

Geographil@aol.com.

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational

help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thru Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.

tutor7892002@yahoo.com

MENTOR!!
NEEDED for 13 year-old creative high-
school boy. Must be camp counselor type,
with passion for music and creativity. Car
necessary. 5 days/week, $25+/hour.
Wonderful for grad student. Male preferred.
310-828-4111. Fax 310-828-4488,
csk2@mac.com

7100
vjiitoring Offered

I M PROVE YOUR
WW. w'Wkx a 1

G€T PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONALII
Fomwf tMt prsp csntar director

!
' 10 /Mrs l*«cNn« st*n<l«rdlz»d math t»ato

I

> Compr»lMn*<v« m«thod p«r»onsii<*<l to sehicv*

Bvtter AND ch—pT ttw> ttw Mp con>p«ni«t

$16-20 PER HOUR
Urgent, immediate opening.

Tutor one on one
in Beverly Hills home.

SAT math, algebra, geometry, stats,

science, and calculus.

10 hours minimum per week.

Fax resume to:

(323) 931-4799 or visit

www.beverlyhillstutoring.com

Cell phone & car required

WORD PROCESSING speaalizing in theses.
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
.JAfriting Help

GHOST WRITER NEEDED, help write& com-
plete full-featured comedy script. I have
Idea&outline, just need help w/fomiat.&typing.
Will pay Liza 310-578-9652.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. Intematlonal students
wekx)me. 818-345-1531.

Business CfBportunities

EXCELLENT
PART TIME INCOME

International Company Seeks independent
Reps. Wori< from home, Set your own
hours, Monthly residual income. No experi-

ence necessary. 323-281-2223.

"^^«"- 7SOO
Career Opportunities

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM has a temporary
position for a litigation cleric for a one-year
project. Candidate must be organized, detail-

oriented, flexible with excellent communication
skills, writing and computer skills with WORD.
College graduate preferred. Friendly, busi-
ness-casual working environment. Salary
open DOE. Fax resume to N.Benz at 213-623-
5405.

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-
sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sume to: 310-278-4882.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@ psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company. Must be detail oriented

and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr
Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ctose to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

FORMER TEACHER SEEKS live-in nanny
job. References provided. Call Katherine at

615-399-8026 or e-mail
katwmiller@yahoo.com

Strictly UCLA students (with English major) tu-

tor for 14 year old. Need help with English, his-

tory and Math. 310-271-0122

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic
person to sen/e as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enomiously bright/Intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-
ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-
0119.

BABYSITTER. 3 kids (12, 9, and 2 yr.old)

Some evenings and weekends. Santa Monica
area. 310-393-9297.

7800
Help Wanted

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP: Growing invest-

ment firm needs help. Flexible hours. Base
pay w/ incentives. 310-546-1560.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;

PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225,
(626)616-5609

BABYSITTER/DRIWER For 21/2 y/o girl. 3
afternoons/wk, 12-6PM. English and Mandarin
prefened. Los Feliz area. John 323-229-4942.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY seeking part-time nan-
ny for 11/2-year-old. 3days/week(9-5pm)
+Saturday nights(5-11pm). Must have in-

suranceA CDL. References required. $12/hr
310-476-4701.

GOTHAM HALL club/restaurant is now hiring

host/security/bartenders. Immediate openings.
1431 3rd Street Promenade. Apply in person
after 4pm daily.

DRIVER NANNY Needed Mon-
Wed-

. 3-7PM, Tu, Th, 3-8PM. $10-12/hour, mileage

paid. Own car, insurance, clean DMV required.

310-777-8787.

FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED. 3-4 after-

noons/week. Pick-up/ babysitting 4year oW
boy. 5 min from UCLA. Must have car.

$13/hour+gas. 310-441-1005

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au p£ur

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

NEED STUDENT to drive great 12y/o boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri aftemoons. Westwood/Malibu.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

P/T Childcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
12hrs/week. 310-858-8321.

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule. Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week, starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1800-263-0174. ext. 210

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

PART-TIME BABYSITTER/HELPER w/er-
rands. dinner, and clean-up. Kids 8&5. Satur-
day 9-5, some aftemoons 3-7:30. Flexible

days. Possible evening and travel. Must have
car&references. 310-393-4054.

WANTED NANNY, DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/WH'H/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with children (310)888-
0163.

7800
Help Wanted

" $300-$600 weekly potential! DISTRIBUTE
BROCHURES. Wori< 1-2hrs/day, Mon-Thurs
and/or Fri, between 2-4. Car needed. Must be
ambitious. Call 310-234-0101.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-
ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

:(2:t-57:t-3.ioi

P/T MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Servk^ positions. Pleasant work place in San-
ta Monica. Education publisher. 310-395-

9393.

P/T OFFICE CLERK
SM law firm seeks office decks. P/T, flexible

hours. Phones, filing, faxing, photocopying&fil-

ing court documents. Must have auto-Hrv

surance. Francis Che :310-453-6711.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert)al and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportatwn required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE. etc.) to ACE Educational
Services. Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

M B.H. Model Manag. Co. H
^ Looking for new Talent A.SJLP. for Natl.

Commercials & Magazines H
ID yrs. estab. Business

Serious inquires!!!

M
N
M
H
N 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992

H
M
H
H

•* TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen arxJ graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Physteian seeks en-

thusiastk;, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-

bilities increased w/merit Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&flMMiftas in Westyyood. $15-20/hr

DOE. Describe work experience&your back-

ground, send to 1 520 Westwood Blvd. #11 , LA
90024.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/Insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST Small pension fimi.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,
detailed individual, math ability, 50wpm, 30-
40hrs/wk. $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-
1030x12.

Arc vou a iiiocJcl...
(M unnt to qct stdrttMl/
LookiRg

mnale models

commercic
I exp«ri«nc« i

.273.2866

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA. flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr. 310-
688-6761.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Enipk)ynr>ent avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call :310-825-9681 or

email:erubio@ ha.uda.edu

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/lalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr. $200+per/show, plus fantastfc

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

B.H. Model Management Co. k>oking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious

inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience

necessary. Eam up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.oW autistic boy. 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

BH LAW FIRM needs P/T file dert<s. $7.50/hr.

Interest in law prefen-ed. 15-20hrs/wk. Flexible

scheduling. Fax resume/availability: 310-274-

2798, Attn:Recnjitment.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun/ey. For details: www.adon-
ispubljshing.com.

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax.-310-

860-0748.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverty
Hills Healthcare Recmiter seeks a THINKING.
FOCUSED, PERSONABLE person.
P/T/Flex/$12/hr. Email:
torn @ar)dersonstaff.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the cor>-

struction industry, has immediate part-time po-

sitions available at its WLA kxjation. $7/hour
starting. Rexible hours, convenient kx»tion

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopplng-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-
servk^ assodates and experienced gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/responslble/have pro-
fessional-appearance. Flexible hours, Wee-
kends-induded. Fax 310-451-9939

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Vert)al&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay. Classes in West VUley. 310-
377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

STUDENT familiar with Mac pertomier 550 for

data entry work. $15/hr. Telephone 310-473-
9740.

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi. Capable stud-
ent prefen-ed. 818-365-9422.

CLERICAL, part-time in office in SM home
with two large dogs. Mon-Thur, 12.30-

4.30pm, Fri 9am-1pm. Strong computer
skills, en-ands, shipping, need car. Fax
Resume: 310-845-9173.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monk» area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888

CUSTOMER SERVICE/ADMIN need for

Westwood Office. Speak Vietnamese? If MS
efficient, reliable, can multi-task, and
resourceful, resume gnguyen@vitcnet.com,
fax 310-979-7775

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven
to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

FILMING OR MARKETING STUDENT need-
ed to help create a test infomercial. ShouW
have all filming and editing equipment. Call

310-702-3253.

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,

and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S local American Indian CentersI
You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are

you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,
or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

i
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7800
elp Wanted

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose
weight. Naturai/rw drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

8400
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds arxj inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.k)-
selikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly'

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-
648-2258.

Apartments for Rent
Close to Campus

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-
perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.oom.

78^0
Actors/Exfras Wanted

ATTRACTIVE & FAIRLY STRONG
WOMEN WANTED. Former gymnast, ath-

lete, etc? Earn $75+/hr for rrxxJeling wori<.

818-599-3160 or trescott@yahoo.com. No
nudity. I

NUDE MODELS WANTED Open casting call.

$200 arnj up for 3 hrs. The Sauce Production.
Female photographers. 213-840-1938.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV conrv

mercials. Payl E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer®modemmedia2000.com.

516 Landfair Ave
8 1 8-547-9478

ooo
rnships WfST-tOSnMt©ftB

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Transiatk)n Conr^wny in SM offers

unpaid-intemships for Spanish/Ger-
man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-
panaM/Chinese nativa speakers w/excellent
Englah language-skills. Possible pakj-posi-
tton with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-
cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tkxis.htm

1BD + 1BA $1095/MO
GATED GARAGE, INTERCOM, ENTRY, A/C UNIT

2884SAWTELJi BLVD

(310)391-1076
ot-iiftBfn (310)490-4109

400
ApartmerttSfor Rent

$900 SPACIOUS 1BDRM/1BTH APART-
MENT. Separate dinning room. Woodfkx)r
5522 Saturn Street, Pkx) and Fairfax area.
Can 510-521-4502 or email yge-
brayesOaoi.com

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Stucio, fumtohed, dean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room. pod. lyr-

laase. $850ATx>nth. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Fkx)r/Carpets. Stove. Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in buikjing. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two pcirking spaces avail-

able. 310-624-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA. Ibdr upstairs, completely done,
very bright. Parking, laundry room, quiet
neighborhood. $1095. 310-230-1252

WEST LA. Ibdrm. $995. Ctose to bus/mar-
ketsAJCLA. Brand new carpet. 1242 Bany, just

off Wilshire. 1 -year-lease, no pets. 310-471-
7073.

WESTWOOD. 1-mile from campus. Bachetor
apartment only $650, includes utilities. New
carpet, new paint & laundry. Profession-
al/grads preferred, non-smoker. 886-394-
3586.

WEST lA^^
IBD^-IBA $1I45/MO
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nk» unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroonn/1 .5bath. Bright, spack)s.
clean, upper. W/balcony. Ck>se to transporta-

tkxVUCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

5 MINUTES FROM UCLA. Natk)nal Blvd/near
Ovadand. Beautiful 2bdrm/2bth condo. 2-park-
Ing spaces. New carpet, painting, stove and
reWgafalDi . $1450/month. 310-839-7923.

BRENTWOOD Ibed. r/s. carpet, laundry,
parking Included. $995. www.westsideren-
tais.com 310-396-7368

BRENTWOOD 2bed. r/s, pod. laundry, carpet.

parldng, included, $1395 www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-396-7368

Casablanca West
1 Bedrooms from $1095

Bachelors

a^ P^rteg. c^ ready. ^. hs&i
fuiMt,s^ doisli low Secffi% Depost

530 Veteran
208-4394

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright. spack>us, luxury security buikjing. All

aPDenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/nrK). Six months
sublet. MUST lease. 310-200-7222, 310-
562-2830.

WESTWOOD. Ibr+din, newly refurbished
hardwood fkx)r/lower unit/one covered park-
ing/tots of ctoset space/backyard. Quiet buikj-

ing. $1575/month one-year lease. 310-208-
8993.

WESTWOOD. Spackjus studio w/toft Next to

campus and village. Balcony, kitchen,

heat/AC. Gated parking included. Utilities

pakj. $1100/nx)nth. 310-443-7715.

BRENTWOOD studk). r/s, , parking, $725.
www.westsktorantais.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdmV2bth upper, bal-

cony, rafrigarator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfiekj. Cell:31 0-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT High-
ceilings, fndge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace,

A/C, laundry in buikJing, parking. 10-min walk
to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately. Cats OK. 310-208-
4934.

MAR VISTA HILL
WESTSIDE. 2bdrm. new decor, patk), fenced
yard, parking, laundry hook-ups, utiittos In-

cluded. $1600. 310-313-6073.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1B0RM/1BTH UPPER. Bakx)ny Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated buikjing. Laundry.
No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1200. 310-870-
1757.

WESTWOOD Ibed. carpet, a/c. laundry, ga-
rage. $950. 310-395-7368.www.westsideren-
tais.com

WESTWOOD 2bed. pet ok, r/s, carpet, large

ctosets. laundry, parking. $135. www.westskj-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

p
SANTA MONICA Ibed. pet ok. r/s. hardwood
floors, large ck>sets, laundry, parking included,

$950. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD bachelor pad. carpet, laundry,

parking, $650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.
Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Larxjfair.

Great kx:atk)n/condition! 818-653-5837.

Diamond Head
Apartments

•n<t up

< mna up

Single $895
"Sbedroom $1555
1 bedroom $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
within walking distance to UCLA, Gated

Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rcc room,
Laundry facllltlct, AC/Refrlgerator, Stove.

Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

I

SANTA MONICA 2bed, r/s, carpet, large ctos-
ets, laundry, patio, parking. $1250. www.west-
8kJerentais.com 323-634-7401

.

SANTA MONICA guest house, pet ok, r/s, car-

pet laundry, yard, parking. $700. www.west-
sxtorental8.com 310-395-7368.

ESTWOOD

Studios $ 945
1 bedroom.. $ 1195
2 bedroom. .$ 1595

I

Call for details

Wrtktw< titmice to oamput,

310-20a«505
SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished $4000.
Assigned parldng. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, carpet, laundry,

parking, utilities induded. $750..www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA. Studk). $895. walk to mar-
ket/bus. Street parking. 1234 14th Street. Ga-
rage for rent (parking or storage) $150/month.
310-471-7073.

UNIVERSrrV village apartments (for

married students only). 1&2 bedroom avail-

able. For information call :31 0-398-4692.

310-824-9691

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!
Ain«nltl«s Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

WESTWOOD: Urge 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA$1375&UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRM/2BA,
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

* * MAR VISTA * *

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

P, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK ,

12630 Mitchelj Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon.- Sat. 10 -4

(310)391-1076
1

www.westsideplaces.com

WALK TO UCLA
1+1($1250-t-), 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, bateony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976. I

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools. Full

kitchen, 1 parking, A/C. $1000/mo. 310-208-
2376.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $950-$995 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1295-1595,

many w/dishwashers, balcony, NC and iix>re.

3dmri $2095-$2150. Large, luxury, Must see.

CaJI for free listing :31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-In special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1525 Sawtelle

Blvd. 310-477-4832.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days :3 10-475-7533. even-
ings.31 0-659-4834.

Apartments to Share

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2bdmT/2bth

apt. in residential area. Quiet, 10-unlt buikling,

laundry, parking, convenient. Corner Kel-

ton/PaJms. 310-836-2890.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two bkx:ks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parldng. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. large 2bdmi/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, bakx)ny, heated rooftop pool/spa. park-

ing, aJI kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-
470-1513.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE 2bed/2bath, luxuri-

ous condo near UCLA. Central AC, controlled

access, subten^anean pariting, bright, spa-
cious. Must see. $1950. Available
November:3 1 0-476-71 1 6.

BRENTWOOD. 1 bdrm/1 bth condo on Monta-
na. Security building. All amenities. Great loca-

tion. Fireplace. Paricing space. $1500. 310-
995-5518.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

BRENTWOOD CONDO. $422,500.
Ibdmri+br/loft, 3bth, pool, 1,507-sq-ft. 'MUST
SEE PICS ONLINE*
www.MyHollywoodHome.com/condo2 Ray
Croney Realty Exec. 310-621-8714.

WESTWOOD townhouse, pet ok, stove, hard-
wood floors, balcony, garage, $1290.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

T^'Smim 8800
Guesthouse for Rent

WESTWOOD Bright and roomy studio. Half
fumished. Excellent neighborfKXXl. Ten minute
bus ride to UCLA (#8,12,16). $750/mo. 310-
470-6064.

^mmmsOOO
House for Rent

BRENTWOOD spacious 2bed townhouse,
stove, carpet, balcony, laundry, pool, parting,

$1450. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

SANTA MONICA house, r/s, hardwood fkx)r,

large closets, /d, yard, parking, $1350.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD fumished guest house, carpet,

large closets, laundry, parking, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9^00
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-mlnutes
UCLA. Reponsable roommates/arts-related
Interest. Washer/dryer. Studwus non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available didst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1/bdnn. W/LA. Access
to garage +pool, full house priv. Out of town
10/17- 10/20/02. Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully fumished room w/pri-

vate bath. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-

ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities. 310-392-
0405.

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse.
$600/month. Private room.
Laudry/gym/pool/tennis court. lOmin-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. /Across street

LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP. 323-571-
3608.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half bkx^ to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.

$600/month. 323-939-9816.

ROOM FOR RENT. Private bedroom&bath-
room. Parking, gym, pool and spa. Kitchen

privileges.^ .^P^orrth+secgrity deposit.
Luxury buiWing. Burtway and Robertson. 310-
275-2200.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, ctose to

UCLA, very nice inskJe. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

SANTA MONICA: Fumished room w/2 extra-

large closets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/rTK). Lisa:310-
394-7068.

9500
oommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD private room, pet ok, r/s, car-

pet, large closets, laundry, garage. $620.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, $650.www.westslderen-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking
roomate (professional prefen-ed). 2bd/2bth.
$820/month. Available any time between
11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:31 0-826-6654

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in beautiful home
near UCLA, fumished/kitchen/Iaundry privileg-

es/utilities/cable included. Responsible male
student prefen-ed. $650/mth. 310r477-6977.
Car necessary.

SANTA MA private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, garage, utilities included,

$450. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s.

hardwood floors, laundry, parking. $500.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD private room, cat ok, r/s. a/c,

fireplace, pool, laundry, garage, $400.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, laun-

dry, pari<ing, included, utilities included, $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

^^^700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
Sublets in all citiesll i-877-FOR-rent

Free yourself.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLF

ACROSS
1 Necklace part

5 Speckle
8 Tiny insect

12 Scrapbook
14 Within sight

15 Basketball hoops
16 Sibling's daughter
17 'Diana" singer
18 Name in elevators
19 Some PCs
21 Coy
23 Miscellany
24 Take vows
25 Calif, hours
26 Gurgle, as a brook
30 Doohickey
32 Face-to-face

exams
33 "Titanic" name
36 Father, in Paris
37 Foot parts

38 Chits
40 Enough
42 Literary category
43 Party drink

44 Least hazardous
45 Droop
48 I, to Fritz

49 Atomic particle

50 Holly item
52 Loafer
57 Shaman's quest
58-Ah!-(2wds.>. 'ti

60 Spine-flngtfng^

61 Delicate (lower
62 Habit wearers
63 Blackboard
64 Sketched
65 Earn
66 Bright object

DOWN
1 Orchestra
2 Peace Nobelist —

Wiesel
3 Vigodaand

Lincoln

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1 1 -4-02 © 2002 Untted Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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4 Swerve
5 Family rooms
6 Acorn bearer
7 Pre-owned cars

(hyph.)

8 — scratch

9 Glowed, as a
face (2 wds.)

10 Kuwaiti leaders
11 Real estate

>3 Copper and lead
"-l^^wmi^ valtey

20 Individual

22 Ferber of

"Show Boar
24 Undivided
26 Move jauntily

27 Geometry
caJculatk)n

28 Minstrel

29 Censor
30 Canines and

molars
31 "Good -r
33 niter

34 Cooked enough
35 Yours and mine
37 Crouching
39 Place
41 Halt

42 Hindu sacred
river

44 OW French coin
45 Excalibur

46 Knight's attire

47 Overhead
honkers

49 Seine
moorages

51 For a second
time

52 Faxed, maybe
53 Rrms up
54 Smell
55 Beatles' meter

maid
56 Forest ruminant
59 Haul into court

J 9 10 11

15
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UCLA rememoer
DATE

Nov. 6

Nov. 14

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

Nov. 20

Nov. 20

Nov 21

Nov 22

Student Leader Networking Night

Senior Reception

Beat 'SC Week: Car Smash

Beat 'SC Week: Bonfire and Rally

Beat 'SC Week: Blood Drive

Beat 'SC Week: Bruin Night Out

Beat 'SC Week: Bruin Fair

Beat 'SC Week: Bruin Spirit Day

(3101 UCU-SM wwiMKUUumrijMtSM

—SAA is the jtuJtnt chapter ofthe"—

UCLAIumni
|A««ocl«tlonl

Classified
825-2221*
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New York wins United States Olympic bid

from page S
And just like he did against

Stanford and its top player, Tony
Azevedo, junior driver Albert
Garcia led a defense that success-
fully frustrated Anteaters' main
man senior two-meterman Jeff
Powers.

"I was definitely gearing up for
Powers," said Garcia "He's big and
strong, but the other guys and I

were ready for him."
Powers ended up with two goals,

but on a UCI team lacking in any
depth, only two goals firom him usu-
ally leads to an opponent's victory.

"The main key to the game was
the second quarter when we
outscored them 2-0," said head
coach Adam Krikorian. "We used 11
guys in the quarter and wore them
down with our speed and depth."

Another key for the Bruins was
their six-on-five goal conversions
after opponents' ejections. The

team went three for four in those
situations, an impressive 75 percent
success rate - much improved over
the 36 percent it had posted
through the year so far.

"The six-on-five was something
we have struggled with and empha-
sized in practice," said assistant
coach Matt Armato. "It's really pos-
itive for us to capitalize on those
opportunities and see the team
respond to what we've worked on."

Looking at the big picture, the
win saved the Bruins from facing
alarming odds for entering the post-
season. It was an MPSF conference
victory - essential to improve upon
their 1-3 in-conference record.
FYom now on, though, every game
possesses a sense of urgency as the
team jockeys for improved position
to advance to another four-team
NCAA finals.

"From this point on, every game
is the most important," said
Krikorian.

By Stephen Wilson

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Being selected the U.S. candi-
date for the 2012 Summer
Olympics was the easy part for
New York. Now comes the true
challenge - winning the interna-
tional race.

Backers of New York's bid were
ecstatic after beating out San
FYancisco in a vote of the U.S.
Olympic Conunittee on Saturday
to become the nation's official

entry for 2012.
|

i

It marked the end of a five-year
domestic selection process that
began with eight candidate cities.

But that was just a warmup for the
high-stakes global contest which
could feature a dozen contenders.

"We're going to win," New York
Mayor Michael Bloomberg
declared.

Not so fast '

New York might have the finan-
cial, social and cultural weight as
America's most famous city, not to

mention the symbolic impact of
rebuilding after the Sept. 11, 2001,
terror attacks.

But those elements may count
for little in the big picture of
Olympic geopolitics. For a number
of reasons, New York may be a
long shot in a race that will culmi-
nate with a vote by the
International Olympic Committee
in 2005.

"No doubt this was a hard-
fought contest," IOC president
Jacques Rogge said after the USOC
decision. "Congratulations to New
York. We look forward to receiving
their official bid to enter into the
race to host the 2012 Olympic
Games."

That was the diplomatic line.

There are some harsher realities

for New York and the United
States to consider

First, did the USOC pick the
right candidate to appeal to IOC
voters?

Dick Pound, a senior and influ-

ential IOC member fix)m Canada,

T

^ 1. t^A*

Drop by these weekly Ashe Center satellite clinics for

Information, Rx Refills, Test Results, Appointments, Referrals, Health Advice

Covel Commons, 2nd Floor, Mondays and Tuesdays, 5 to 7 pm

De Neve Maxa, ORL Office Suite, Wednesdays and Thursdays, 4 to 6 pm

2 Oodc( Hall, Center for Women & Men, Thursdays, 2 to 4 pm
InLtUK

L
For more information, to make an appointment or ask health related questions, check out
^®b s'^e www.shidantheqrfli,ucio.^u or call 825-4073

our

Nationally Accredited

''^Sf^

$2.00 Off

TUESDAYS

Excludes Sldlilans

Westwood

208-8671
* NOT VALID ON SICILIANS OR WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION AD.

OFFER VAUD

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

said San Francisco would have been
a better choice.

"I personally have never thought
New York would be a suitable city
for the games, before or after 9/11,"

he said. "It's too big, the infrastruc-
ture too unwieldy The games in
New York would disappear without
a trace.

"I don't think with something as
important as the Olympics Games
to the IOC that the members are
going to vote out of some misguided
sympathy or soUdarity for New
York, which is as far as I can see the
only card they have to play."

Earher, Rogge dismissed sugges-
tions that a New York bid would
benefit from sympathy following
the terror attacks.

The IOC in my humble opinion
will not be led by emotional issues,"
Rogge said in a conference call

Tuesday. "The best bid will win on
technical merits. The New Yorkers
themselves would want to win only
on the quahty of the bid, and not the
emotional issue."

Italian IOC member Mario
Pescante said European members
would have preferred San Francisco
because they consider it the most
European city in the United States."

Geography could work against
New York.

The United States hosted four
Olympics in the last 22 years (Lake
Placid 1980, Los Angeles 1984,
Atlanta 1996 and Salt Lake City
2002), more than any other country.

The 2012 field is expected to
include several European cities.

There will be definite bids from
Spain and Germany. Moscow and
Istanbul, Turkey, are Ukely entries.
London, Paris, Rome and Budapest,
Hungary, are possible contenders.

Also, Toronto, Rio de Janeiro,
and Havana are potential bidders.
Asia and Africa could also enter
candidates before the deadline for
submission of bids to the IOC, July
15, 2003.

The Olympics have never been
held in South America or Africa, and
Rogge said a viable candidate from
those continents would have an
edge. But Africa looks unlikely to
bid, and Brazil's current economic
problems don't help Rio's chances.

The U.S. bid could suffer if the
IOC chooses Vancouver over
Salzburg, Austria, and other con-
tenders for the 2010 Winter Games.
The IOC usually prefers to move the
Summer and Winter Games around
the globe, and it's doubtful North
America would get to host two
straight Olympics. However, there
were three consecutive Olympics in
Europe in the 1990s - Albertville,
France (winter) and Barcelona
(summer) in 1992, and Lillehammer,
Norway, in 1994.

And what about the anti-U.S. sen-
timent fueled by the Salt Lake City
bid scandal?

That's not playing any more,"
said Rogge, citing the successful
staging of the 2002 winter games.

Interested in Discussing Latino Identity?
Join a focus group discussion devoted to exploring Latino Identity.

• Latino/a, Chicano/a, Hispanic participants will be paid $50 to share their

views with a small group in a private setting.

!• Participants are asked to attend one 2-hour session on either November 19 or 20
at Loyola Maiymount University.

I

• Ifyou are interested in participating please contact

Xochiti Marquez
Center for the Study of Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount Universrty

* csla#lmu.edu * 310/338-4565

Vancouver $177
Calgary $238
Montreal $325
Toronto $325
Lxjndon $326
Paris $339
Amsterdam $356
Frankfurt $416
Madrid $356
Rome $429

Fares are roundtrip from Los Angeies. Restrictions
apply. Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.

^riRAVELOUIS
See the wofidyour way

901 Westwood Blvd.
(Comer of Westwrood Blvd and Le Conte.)

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-824-2500
losangeles®travelcuts.com

www.triv9lciiU.coin

»w?i"'lURAILPASSES ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT

&^^^^*^^tilettos • Exotic Shoes (sizes 5 15)

ZONE D'AMOUR
10% OFF to

criistudente

withi.D.
,>
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m
Komasutra • Videos

Pornographic
PicassoA I Q.95
Posters V y

1035 Gayley, Westwood
(310)443-9023

Adult Toys
& Videos

ingerie • Dancers' Clothing

TWO PIZZAS FOR THE
ONE

Westwood

208-8671
Offer valid Monday Nights only

(After 5:30pm).
No mediums and offer excludes Sicilians.

No half and half orders. Must mention ad.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

I
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I

I

I

I _

XP. 11/10/02

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

ake Out or Delivery Only

Westwood

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.*
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

NOl/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

I

i

I

EXP. 11/10/02~~^ LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery Only

,
Westwood

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.*
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

N01/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

cv€plu riills Acne Skin Care Clinic
•7 Years of Lxpepience

930 S. PoUpfson BU. #6 (3iO) 389-1763

nfipy/www.acnesKin.com

Many suffer with unhealthy
looking faces for many

months, many years, due
to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

'Actual Patient Testimonial*
"My skin problem started when I was about 15, partly from genetics and partly from

puberty. It got worse the first two years. I was always trying everything I saw: Over-the-counter medidnc
and fke wash but they were not good enough as my acne was getting worse. I even ortiered medicine

from advertisements I saw on television but apparendy they didn't work. In the end, my mom had to take

me to a dennatologist. He prescribed first monocycline and later tetracycline pills for me along with

Retina-A medication. I tried this for a few months, going to the clinic every two weeks. It didn't get that

much better. Then I saw an ad in the newspaper in April and decided to give the Beveriy Hills Acne Skin

Care clinic a call. It turned out to be one of the best decisions I ever made! Now my skin has pretty much
cleared up and that's dramatic results in 2 mondis.

Sincerely,

Esther, VQA History Major, Sophomore

Dramatic Results in 1 Month Guaranteed!
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from page 21

goal. I

"We wanted to redeem our-
selves because we didn't play up
to par (on Friday)," defender
Tony Lawson said. "It was good to
get back out here and show that
we are the team that we say we
are."

The aggressive goal keeping
that Wells provided anchored the
strong collective defensive effort.

"I felt like I needed to come out

)ss jump-starts
today and really establish a pres-
ence in the first 10 or 15 minutes,"
Wells said. "I tried to come for
cross balls early and I really tried
to communicate and be loud.
After the first 25 minutes or so I

really felt like I was in a groove."
The Bruins were very pleased

to be able to bounce back from
Friday's loss with a victory on
Sunday. Friday's defeat was their
first conference loss, and it puts
them in a tie for first place in the
conference. ;

SPORTS

"If we needed a jump-start for
the end of the season I think
Friday's game was it," Fitzgerald
said. "Today was a much better
performance and we've got some
tough games coming up next
weekend."
UCLA will travel to the Bay

Area to take on Cal and Stanford
next weekend. When those two
teams visited Los Angeles earlier

in the season the Bruins defeated
Cal, 2-1, and topped then top-
ranked Stanford, 1-0, in overtime.

GROSS
from page 22

The women's team contin-

ues its attempt to qualify as a
team to the upcoming 2002
NCAA Championships for the

fourth time in the last five

years.

The championships are

scheduled for Nov. 25 in

Terre Haute, Ind.

On Oct. 19, the top runners

fi"om the women's team com-
peted in a NCAA preview
meet on the same course.

UCLA disappointed by
losses to use, UCSD

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

"^'
Check out the

|

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for

Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate. i

By David Regan
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
dregan@meclia.ucla.edu

Whenever UCLA gets together
with use, regardless of time,
sport, and significance, the battle
is heated.

When the Bruins faced off with
the Trojans in a contest of Pacific-

8 Conference hockey rivals at
HealthSouth Training Center in El
Segundo on Friday, this tradition
held true. Unfortunately for the
Bruins, the powerful Trojan hock-
ey team defeated them 9-1.

"They just pimished us," first-

year coach Vic Venasky said. "I

think we hung with the Trojans for
the first eight minutes, but things
went downhill from there."

Scoring goal after goal, the
Trojan team incited a fever pitch in
the team's faithful. This created an
exciting game atmosphere and
allowed for some tension between
the fans of their respective teams.
Some choice words - words that

begin with T - were uttered, fur-

ther cementing the opposition
between the two schools.
The only bright spot for the

Bruins was a third period goal
from freshman David FYeeland.

Saturday night's game against
UCSD allowed for a few more
bright spots, but the end result was
the same. The Tritons downed the
Bruins 9-7, dropping UCLA's over-
all record to 1-5, 1-4 in Pac-8 play.

Ryan Samec provided the scor-
ing impetus for the Bruins, as he
led the team with four goals.

Venasky was more pleased with
his team's performance against the
Tritons, but he admits that it stiU
has a long way to go.

"The third period against UCSD
was the team's best period of the
year," Venasky said.

In that period the team
outscored the Tritons 3-1. The
offense was better than against
use but the Bruins' defense has
room for improvement.
UCLA hosts the Oregon Ducks

next Friday and Saturday at
HealthSouth Training Center.

W VOLLEYBALL j Cal's loss

ORIENTATION SCHEDULE
Tuesday, November 5"**

Tuesday, November 5"**

Tuesday, November ll"^

Wednesday, November 13'**

Wednesday, November 13"^

1:00pm
2:00pm
12:00pm
1:00pm
2:00pm

2412 Ackerman Union
2412 Ackerman Union
2412 Ackerman Union
2412 Ackerman Union
2412 Ackerman Union

[am

e to see you
hlp@iic^eda or Stop by ourdike at 1()5Ke^^

www^bruinleaders.ucla.edu ^
«MmpMiMM|i

from page 21

get her the ball," Banachowski said.

"I think a couple of kiUs she had
against Stanford gave her a lot of
confidence."

The Bruins' inabihty to finish

points has haunted them during a
four-game skid that has seen them
sUde to the outskirts of the playoff
picture. Prior to Saturday night's

game, UCLA was last in the Pac-10
in hitting percentage, but its offense
seemed to find its rhythm against
the Bears.

Playing predominately error-free

volleyball, the squad hit .286 against
Cal - the first time the Bruins have
hit over .200 in a match since defeat-
ing the Bears 3-1 on Oct. 4 at Haas
Pavilion.

''We played the way we wanted to
play offensively," Banachowski said.

"We felt it was a must-win game
with us being at home. You've got to
protect your home court advan-
tage."

One factor that aided the. Bruins

-» g-% ^

was the absence of outside hitter
Mia Jerkov, Cal's primary offensive
we^on. The 6-foot-3 sophomore
leads the Bears with 415 kills this
season, but has been sidelined with
a sprained ankle for four of her
squad's last five matches.

They're a very different team
without Jerkov out there,"
Banachowski said. "She's the ham-
mer on their team, and they didn't
have that tonight. Without her, I

think they had more difficulty ge^
ting side-outs than usuaL"

Faced with the chance to delay
their flu shots for as long as possi-
ble, the Bruins instead appeared to
be sick at the thought of losing a
fifth consecutive game. They turned
in their best performance ofthe con-
ference season, and made quick
work of the short-handed Bears.

"Getting the win against Cal was
what we needed to do,"
Banachowski said. "I felt really con-
fident going into the game. We've
worked so hard, and it feels good to

comf ^way with a win."

"^W " "
: -I

-^

Doni let 0th (9 Your Decisionsi

1

>4

'i./

h^s vaiiR FUTURE, h's van VOTE
ENVIRONMENT: Democrats enacted the llfSt law in the nation to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions. Democrats support strong enforcement of CI68II water laws, and will continue to

ensure that polluters pay for toxic clean-up.

DEMOCMTS HGHTING

FOR OUR ISSUES:

HEALTH: Democrats passed a law requiring health plans to

cover contraceptives, passed the nations first law authorizing

stem cell research to cure diseases, and are strongl

committed to a woman s right to clioose.
i

ECONOMIC RESPONSIBILITY: FOUHllt for workers

by F8iSinO the minimum wage and PfOVlllInO $4.3

billion in tax relief for working families. Democrats believe

that companies that abuse the HiISI of employees and

investors should be held accountable witn criminal penalties.

EDUCATION: Increased fInailCialM for students

and reduced fees at UC. CSU, and Community Colleges.

Governor- Gray Davis

Lt. Governor- Cruz Bustamante

Attorney General-^i77 Lockyer

Treasurer-/5^77 Angelides

ConXioWer-Steve Westly

Secretary of State-A^w/? Shelley

Insurance Commissioner-^///? Garamendi

Superintendent of

Public Instruction-^rA OGonnell

Board of Equilization-^/?/? Chiang

Oppose Seccession- A^(7 on F&H
Support Schools- y^S* <7/7 47andK

Vote Democrat on November 5th!
Paid for by the California Young Democrats and California College Democrats www.youngdems.org
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Team forges past Beavers, Ducks
in last home games of the season
SQUAD CAPTAIN, DEFENDER TRACEY WINZEN BASKS IN SENIOR
DAY SPOTLIGHT; TEAM HOPES TO IMPROVE ITS FOLLOW-THROUGH

BRIEFS

By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez@media.ucla.edu

Yesterday was Senior Day for the
women's soccer team. Tracey
Winzen is the lone senior on the
squad, so it was essentially Tracey
Winzen Day for the team C2^)tain
and defender.

Moments before the match,
UCLA head coach Jillian Ellis
talked about Winzen 's impact on the
team. Wmzen met Ellis, her parents,
brother, and associate athletic
director Betsy Stephenson on the
field to receive a bouquet of flowers
while Drake Stadium showered her
with applause. I

"It was reaUy special," said
Winzen after the match, as she was
given even more gifts and was sur-
rounded by yoimg autogrs^h seek-
ers.

Fortimately for Wnzen and the
rest of the No. 6 Bruins (14-3, 6-1

Pac-10), Oregon State didn't spoil
the party. The Bruins defeated the
Beavers 4-1 easily.

**! was upset it was my last game

(at Drake)," Wmzen said. "I'm going
to miss the girls, but I was excited
at the same time because it was just
me out there, so it was kind of a big
day."

UCLA scored in less than two
minutes when freshman midfielder
Allie True drove the ball up the right
sideline and launched a cross into
Oregon State's goaUe box, which
sophomore Lindsay Greco finished
off for the Bruins' first goal of the
match.

The first goal within two min-
utes was brilliant; it set the tone for
the rest of the game really," Ellis

said.

The Bruins scored again in the
second half when Greco passed the
ball fix)m midfield to sophomore
forward Crystal James, who fin-

ished it off for the Bruins' second
goal.

**We were pleased with our game
today, Oregon State has had some
good victories this year, and we
came out and got business done,"
Ellis said. "It was a good way to end
our last regular season home
game."

UCLA's backline defense was so
stingy that Bruin sophomore goal-
keeper Sarah Lombardo did not
have to make a save until 49 min-
utes into the match.
Lombardo was pulled in the 81st

minute for Jaclyn Harwood soon
after freshman forward Stacey
Lindstrom and freshman midfielder
Jill Oakes notched goals for the
Bruins to put the game away 4-0.

The Beavers scored a meaning-
less goal in the 83rd minute on a
chip shot over Harwood.
On Friday night the Bruins exe-

cuted a 2-0 victory over Oregon, fea-
turing a strong defensive perfor-
mance whereby the Bruins held the
Ducks to two shots on goal.

Both Greco and fi-eshman Katie
Rivera scored goals for the Bruins
in the second half.

"One of our objectives was to
score a lot of goals and to only
come away with two is a little dis-

appointing," said Ellis, as UCLA had
23 shots on goal. "We just have to
work on our finishing. We're creat-
ing a lot of chances, but we are not
really following through."

Winn Loses Playing Time,

Seelcs Transfer
Sophomore guard Brianna Winn has decided not

to play basketball at UCLA this season, and will
instead seek a transfer at the end of fall quarter.
The San Diego native was one of the Bruins' top

reserves as a freshman in 2001-02, averaging 4.7
points and 1.2 rebounds per game.

Winn probably would have seen her role with the
team diminish this season due to an influx in talent
at the guard position. Ail-American candidate
Michelle Greco has returned after redshirting last
season, and three fi-eshmen will also compete for
time at the position.

Women's Rowing Talces

Third in Newport Beacli
The UCLA women's rowing team placed third in the

Women's Open Eight con^)etition at the Newport:
Autumn Festival Invitational on Sunday in NewDoit
Beach.

*^

The Bruins rowed the 2.7 mile course in 17:35.00, 14
minutes off the pace set by eventual champion USC,
and 11 minutes behind second-place Loyola
Maiymount

The event marked the final competition of the foil
season for UCLA The Bruins wiU be back in action
against Long Beach State on March 15 in Marina Del
Rey.

Compiled by JeffEisenberg, DaUy Bruin Senior Stqff.
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^i4nckspecials
Served Between 11:00 a.m. to 3:00p.m.

Chicken Curry, Dai of the day, Chicken Tandoori (2pc8.), Dal of the day.
Rice, Raita, PicUes & Naan $ 5.00 Rice. Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 5.00

774

(White meat ADD $2.00)

Bakra (mutton) Cuny, Dal of the day.

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 5.00

Chicken Tikka Masala, Dal of the day.

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 6.50
, (UTiite meat ADD $2.00)

Chefs Special (Plea^ Aak Your Server) t « OH
(White meat ADD $2.00)

* ^^^

Vegetable of the day, Dal of the day. Eggplant Bhartha, Dal of the day,
Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan $ 4.50 Rice, Raita, PicUes & Naan $ 4.50

Saag Paneer, Dal of the day.

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan.. .$ 5.50

Channa Masala, Dal of the day.

Rice, Raita, Pickles & Naan .$ 5.50

I

$1 off for UCLA Students, Faculty & StaffMonthly Rates available as well

6et Rid
Of Your

on campus
State of the Art

Laser Hair Remova
James Heaps, MD ,

Call now for your
^^^^^^ ^^^^' ^D '

free consultation.
Practice in Gynecolosy
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

And New Low #383
Prices.

Availability of
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Notice ofPUBLIC HEARING
UCLA Long Range Development Plan and Northwest Housing Infill Project

The University of California, Los Angeles proposes to update the Long Range Development Ran
for the UCLA campus to accommodate the State's request to increase student enrollment in both
the regular and summer academic sessions, and extend the current 1990 Long Range Development
Plwi (1990 LRDP) horizon year from 2005-06 to 2010-11 whUe maintaining the development
parking and trip generation limits of the current Han.

The proposed update considers development of the remaining 1.7 mlUton square feet previous^
approved In the 1990 LRDP. and accommodates estimated growth In the on-campus av«rage
weekday population (of students, academic and staff employees, and virftois) of 4.873 Individuals
in the regular academic session, and 6.992 Individuals In the summer sesskm. The proposed Lone
Range Developmem Plan update ("2002 LRDP') Includes a project spedffc proposal to construrt
2,000 beds of on-campus undergraduate student liousing, Inciudli^ associated recieatfon and
^rklng in the Northwest zone of the campus. The proposed Northwest Housing InflU Project
(NHIP) construction is anticipated to begin in 2003, with comfdetiOT by 2006-07.

To analyze the potential environmental effects of the project, the Univereity has pi«pared a Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). The purpose of the DEIR Is to assess potential
environmental effects resulting from development of the proposed project. The Draft EIR states
that even with imfrfementation of the proposed mitigation measures. constnictkMi traffic air
quality and noise Impacts, as weU as operattonal traffic and air quality hnpacts would remain
signlflcant and unavoidable. All other Impacts are reduced to a less tiian significant teveL

To permit the public an opportunity to comment on the DEIR, copies of the document are
available during the 45-day public review period from November I. 2002 to December 16,
2002 at the following libraries: Los Angeles Public Ubraries: West Los Angles Regional
Branch, 11360 Santa Monica Blvd.; Donald Bruce Kaufman/ Brentwood Branch Ubrary
11820 San Vicente Blvd.; Robertson Branch Ubrary 1719 S. Robertson Blvd.; Studio City
Branch Ubrary 12511 Moorpark St.; the Santa Monica Public Ubrary 1343 Siarth St; the
Beveriy Hills Public Ubrary 444 N. Rexfbrd Dr.; the Culver City Julian Dixon Ubraiy 4975
Overiand Ave.; the West Hollywood Ubrary 715 N. San Vicente Blvd.; the Torrance PuWlc
Ubrary 3301 Torrance Blvd.; and the Charles E. Young Research Ubrary and Bion^dlcal
Ubrary on the UCLA campus. In addition, the DEIR is available for review and comment rni
the web at www.capital.ucla.edu/eprcurr-prt^.html. Copies of the DEK ar^jUw available
for public review at UCLA Capital Proffuns^at the adclress.below.

On November 20, 2002 at 7:00 p.m., a Public Hearing will be held in the California Room of
the Faculty Center on the UCLA campus, to accept public comnnnts on the potential
environmental effects of the proposed prefect. Courtesy parking will be provided at ttie kiosk
accesdble from the WestiK^me and HUgard Avenues entrance to campus. Written comments
on the Draft EIR may be submitted until 5«) p.m., on December 16, 2002 to:

Assistant Director of Environmental Planning
UCLA Capital Programs
1060 Veteran Avenue

Los Angeles. CA 90095-1365

FAX: (310)206-1510

31 0.208.277||i^ 1
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Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers
Where Quality and Ethics Come Frist... Since 1946

Some

CASH
advertise for «

In the Dally Bruin's

-Bruin
bargains

Come to

Kercklioff 118
to advertise

or call

ads for items over $100 are $2

Our 56* Annual Anniversary

Diamond Sale
November 1'* to the 27*

Only Once Each Year ive offer our
entire diamond inventory at truly special prices

Loose Diamonds • Diamond Jewelry
Engagement Rings • Custom Designs

All our merchandise, as long as it includes a Diamond,
however large or small, is on sale. Layaway now for the Holidays

Ik^ f AHP

fine jewelers*
Where Qualify and Bhics Come First. . .Since 1 946

1055 westwood blvd., westwood village, los angeles, ca 90024

(310)208-3131
9:30 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday • Validated Parking • Major Credit Cards

K^ia^iB^i^M
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Football: UCLA v. Washington

SHORT
from page 22

swung to Washington's side as Hunter
gave up a 66-yard touchdown on a
short pass. Husky wide receiver Paul
Arnold jumped outside Hunter, then
sped down the sideline untouched for
the score.

"When Ware went down we gave
up ten points in a short period of
time," Snow said

Hunter left with a bruised chest
after the play.

They were probably licking their
chops when Joe went down,"
Manning said.

Enter Short. Luckily for him,
Washington was hit with a five-yard
penalty before completing a ten-yard
pass on first-and-fifteen. On second-

and-five. Short broke up the pass - he
almost intercepted it, but dropped
the ball

"I was thinking - stop them. Let's

go home and celebrate the win,"
Short said.

The game was anything but over.

The Huskies had successfully made
seven-of-16 third downs and convert
ed their only fourth-down conversion
attempt
On third-and-five, Washington

knew it could win the game, but tight

end Kevin Ware dropped a pass,
sending the rabid Husky fans into a
fi-enzy.

Washington set up for fourth down
and 72,017 people collectively held
their breath imtil Havner's intercep-
tion.

In the hushed grumbling and swish
of goose down. Snow heard only
Short's words.

'*Coach, thanks for putting me in."

PAC-10 SCOREBOARD AND STANDINGS

wSccrdborci

UCLA

Washington

n^ .^. • . - . T I i-u II « .•«« .
MIKE CHIEN/Daily Bruin Staff

Sich^l^^i]"^^"
^^'^^

^^K^'L^" ^^l}^^ ^^^ ^"^ ^^^^ touchdowns in the Bruins' 34-24 victory over Washington in Seattle. The tailback broke the school'sfreshman single-season rushing record despite making only his fourth career start on Saturday against the Huskies

SOUMZ:«im.ooiii W: Win L: Lost JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

AGASE
I
Parents prove excessively vocal fans "cu v. Washington box store

from page B
It's not that they don't under-

stand football. Aside from an
unyielding opinion that ANY penal-
ty called on former Westlake High
player Mike Seidman is completely
wrong, they really know their stuff.

But at the same time, they don't
get completely silent right as the
ball is snapped, like it is when I

watch a game with my friends at

school. They talk, and then they
talk.

And then they talk a little flnpre,

until, when my mom catches a
breath, she yells, ''All right lyier,

go!" which Fm fearing is taking
over as her new cheer.

But I still remember where the
rent check comes from, and I have

to admit some of their stuff is pure
gold, such as my dad and Mr.
Lemoine mercilessly making fun of
TBS sideline reporter Craig Sager
(My dad: "This is Craig Sager
reporting!' And he is...?"). An unex-
pected surprise, for sure.

And between talking about a
new six-burner barbeque my dad
just got and how rough the housing
market is, they share the same frus-

tration when the Bruins only get
three points after starting with a
first-and-five, or the same elation

when UCLA picks off its fourth
Cody Pickett pass.

Yes, it turns out parents are real

fans, too. I only fear that 20 years
from now, instead of hanging on
every down, I too, will be more fix-

ated on the best way to cook a

turkey.

As for the game, Olson did calm
down, lyier Ebell is on his way to
the previously unthinkable - 1,000
yards - and the Bruins are a plucky
6^.

But all that was secondary, with
the Fearsome Foursome still yam-
mering away. And so, I'll leave you
with this classic interchange, after

Olson nearly threw a costly inter-

ception:

Mrs. Lemoine: Is that Olson? He
sucks!

Mr. Lemoine: That's a bit harsh.
My dad: Come on, he's 12!

Mrs. Lemoine: Wait, is Olson a
freshman, too?

My mom: Yeah.

Mrs. Lemoine: Oh.
And TBS thought it had the Big

Team Statistics Individual Statistics

BRIEFS
OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE GAME Toledo following me win.

Tyter Ebel: 102 rushing yards on 31 carries

was enough to catapult Ebell to the top of

UCLA's aJI-tinne freshnien running backs.
He now has 733 yards this season, sur-

passing Eric Bal's 706 yards in 1985. Ebell

also had three touchdowns.

DEFENSIVE PUYEI OF THE 6AHE

WHAT'S NOT IN THE BOX SCORE

Dave Bal: UCLA's newfound sack specialist

had three against Washington, pushing his

streak to seven games with a sack. None
was more crucial than the one late in the
game that pushed Washington out of field

goal range.

SPECIAL TEAMS PUYER OF THE
GAME

with Matt Ware out due to a hamstring

injury; UCLA's defensive secondary sud-

denly looked vulnerable. Washington quar-
terback Cody Pickett continued to pick

on Ware's replacement. Joe Hunter, and
was successful on two occasions, allowing

Washington to close the score with 27-24.

FIRST QUARTER

hatftinr^.

The number - 3: number of rushing touch-
downs by Ebel in the first half alone. All

three were from one yard out.

Nate Rkse: He connected on both field

goal attempts, but equally important was
the field position his foot provided. His last

punt pinned the Huskies at their own 13

yard line with UCLA holding a 27-24 lead,

and forced Washington to wor1( with a long
field to tie up the ball game.

QUOTE TO NOTE

Key Play: With 58 seconds left in the first

quarter, Ebel shakes off UCLA's red zone
problems with a one-yard touchdown run

to give UCLA a 10-7 lead.

The number - 72,017: the number of rau-

cous Husky fans in attendance. UCLA
freshman quarterback Drew Olson

seemed a bit rattled, and UCLA was called

for numerous false starts. Both problems,
however, were corrected as the game
wore on.

THIRD QUARTER
Key play: With 11:03 left in the third quarter,
Rkse connects on his seventh straight field

goal attempt to give UCLA a 27-14 lead.

The number - 1: Jarrad Page's first colle-

giate interception with 13:35 left in the third

quarter, the third thrown by Pickett in the
game. It took away any chance of the

Huskies gaining momentum coming out of
hatftime.

Quarter Recap

tsi Quarter

«:40 UCLA Rkse, Nate 27 yd field gosri

4:58 WASH Wtiams, R. 13 yd pass fTOm

Pickett, Cody (Anderson, John

ktek)

[€:58 IXJLA Ebel. Tyto* 1 yd nm (Fitse leek)

14:14 UCLA Ebelll yd nm (r*se kk)k)

1
10:58 WASH W»^, Kev»t 20 yd pass from

Pickett (Anderson ktek)

|5:28 LKILA Ebel 1 yd rwi (Flise kick)

tiM>c zo yu fiteW goal

13:44 WASH Anderson 22 yd fiekJ goal

8:36 WASH Arnold. Paul 66 yd pass from

Ptekett (Anderson kick)

1:17 UCLA ^tevner,p»icer42yd

Interception reum (Rkse kick)

Ff^TDOVW© «5 51

rCT YARDS mjsj#^
Fluslwig Attempts

127

37

69

32

NET YAf©S PASSING

Passes AttonptecJ

Passes Completed

27

13

429

60

29

fi>€i, Tyler 31 102 3 3.3

Taylor, Jw^or 1 38 ^0
H^iisor^ Jason 1 9 9.0

<^s(m»Orew 3 -21 '7.0

Totals 3/ 12/ 3 5.4

TOT/u.r€TYARC« mm
Average GaBi Per Ptey 4.9 5.4

fwnbtes:

Nuntf>«--Lost 3-2 5-0

Tlifrddowncom^r^ons 7/f7 7/17

Foirth (town conv»*aons 0/0 V2
Penalties:

Nun*^-Y£rds

fto^D«"-Yards

Kicked Ftetums:

Nun^>^-Yards

literceptlons:

Nunft>er-Yards

Possession T»ne

Olson, Drw 2743'0 188 1

Sek:bnan,MI» b 96 42

Perry. Tab 4 64 2A

&ragg,Cra^ 2 22 13

Cmr, Keith 1 9 9

Harrison, Jason 1 -2

iGtais 13 189 42

fl(se,Nate

TEAM

Totals

7 ^ 36.0 48

1 2 2.0 2

4 175 43,8 56

SOURCE: \Mfw.iidatruJn8.coni JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

Washington State takes first place

FOURTH QUARTER

SECOND QUARTER

•Vte're really close to being an excellent

foott)ail team" - UCLA head coach Bob

Key play: RIcKy Manning's interception at

the goal line with time running out in the

first half preserves UCLA's 24-14 lead into

Key play: With 1:17 left in the game, on
fourth and five, Spencer Havner picks off

Pldcett for the fourth time and returns It

for a touchdown, sealing UCLA's victoryi

i

The number - 10: number of yards lost on
Bal's crucial sack that put Washington out
of field goal range, with UCLA holding a
tenuous 27-24 lead.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PULLMAN, Wash. — Jason
Gesser threw three touchdown
passes as No. 8 Washington State
took over sole possession of first

place in the Pac-10 Conference
with a 44-22 win over IGth-ranked
Arizona State on Saturday.

Jermaine Green scored on runs
of 13 and 10 yards as Washington
State (8-1, 5-0) became the front-

runner for the Rose Bowl.
The Cougars kept the Sun

Devils* star defensive end, Terrell

Suggs, away from Gesser, who
broke Jack Thompson's school
record for career yards passing.

Gesser was 18-of-32 for 250
yards and was intercepted twice.

Walter completed 31 of 51 pass-
es for 328 yards, finding Mike
Pinkard for scoring passes of 35
and 23 yards, but the Cougars

stopped the Sun Devils twice on
downs inside the 3-yard line.

Arizona State (7-3, 4-1) was held
to 37 yards rushing, while the
Cougars ran for 135 yards. »

Washington State's Jerome
Riley caught eight passes for 131
yards and two touchdowns. Shaun
McDonald was held to 78 yards on
seven catches. The player from
Arizona State was the confer-
ence's leading receiver.

Area battle leaves 49ers triumphant
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

OAKLAND— The short kick went
wide left, and Jose Cortez knelt in

agony as the Raider Nation joyously
screamed for overtime.

But just when things were at their

silver-and-blackest in the Battle of
the Bay, Jeff Garcia smiled. Terrell

Owens shouted encouragement to

the crushed kicker, and with one
more drive that recalled the best days
of the storied franchise, the 49ers

beat the Oakland Raiders 23-20 on
Sunday.

Atoning for his 27-yard miss on the

final play of regulation, Cortez made
a 23-yard field goal 8:41 into overtime

that capped more than 15 consecu-

tive minutes of ball control by the

49ers. I

**It was gritty, it was courageous, it

was off the charts," San Francisco

coach Steve Mariucci said. "This

team was not intimidated by this

crowd, nor by the distractions."

The 49ers (6-2) ran the game's final

30 plays - and that was after a 15-

play, 88-yard drive that ate up almost

nine minutes spanning the third and
fourth quarters. San Francisco's
dynamic duo largely was responsible,

with Garcia passing and scrambling
spectacularly and Owens carving up
the Raiders' weary defense.

"I was very emotional in the locker
room after the game, but that was
relief more than excitement," Garcia
said. "Being a Bay Area guy and fol-

lowing both these teams my whole
life, it has to be my most satisfying
win."

It was a grim day for Jerry Rice,
who was playing against his former
team in the regular season for the
first time. Rice set every significant

NFL receiving record during his 16
seasons with the 49ers, and on
Sunday he had six catches for 74
yards. But when the game was on the
line, he was stranded on the sideline
as San Francisco's next generation of
offensive stars dominated.

"When you can't get the ball in the
second half, what can you say?" Rice
asked. "We were parked on the side-

line. It's very finstrating, but you've
got to deal with it We still have eight

games to go."
I

The Raiders have lost four straight

games following a 4-0 start On the
Niners' final three possessions,
Oakland allowed them to convert
eight third downs and a fourth-and-1

at the Raiders 45 in overtime.

Cortez sent the fans into delirium
when he shanked a 27-yard field-goal

attempt on the last play of the fourth

quarter, leaving the game tied at 20
after San Francisco had used up 6
1/2-minutes fi-om the clock-

But the 49ers won the coin toss

and simply never stopped moving,
with Garcia completing 11 consecu-
tive passes. Given a second chance,
Cortez sent his kick down the mid-
dle.

I

Garcia, whose family stayed at

home in Gilroy, had a few choice
words for the Raiders' fans.

"We felt like when it came down to

it, this offense was going to move the

ball no matter who they put on the
field," offensive tackle Derrick Deese
said. "It was inevitable. Jeff and TO.
drove us to victory. All 11 guys can be
proud."

The FPR-UCLA Center for Culture, Brain, and Development and the UCLA
Department of Anthropology would like to announce its

First Public Lecture:

HUMAN NURTURE:
Cross-Cultural Observation on Childhood

Environments and Developnfient

Robert LeVine
Professor Emeritus of Education and Human Development
Professor Emeritus of Anthropology Harvard University

Tuesday, November 5"^, 2002
Califomia Room, UCLA Faculty Center

Light supper at 6:00 PM, Lecture at 7:00 PM
Please RSVP for this talk only to Janet Tomiyama, CBD Administrator, at tomiyamaQpsych.ucla.edu

*tfyou like to meet individually with Professor Levine, please eJso contact Janet.

Professor LeVine will also be speaking at:

The Department of Anthropology Influential

Scholars Series

" Margaret Mead's Legacy: Historical

Reflections on Anthropology and Child

Development."
Monday, NovMnbar 4, 2002

352 HataMS Hal, IHU

Behavior, Evolution, and Culture Series

Attachment Research as an Ideological

Movement
Monday, Novonbor4, 2002

392 Halnoi Hal, UCU

\
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Women's volleyball kills
\

Men's soccer has weekend of mixed
Cal after losing streak

z'

!
i

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jelsen berg® media, ucla.edu

Midway through the third game
of their victory over California on
Saturday night, the members of the
UCLA women's volleyball team
must have stared collectively at the
scoreboard and cringed.

Sure, the
Bruins were
well on their

way to snapping
a four-game los-

ing streak, but
the squad was in

no hurry to

close out the
match.

"We all had to

get flu shots
after the game,"
head coach

"They're a very different

team without Jerkov out
there. She's the hammer on
their team. Without her, I

think they had more difficulty

getting side-outs than usual."

Andy Banachowski

Head coach

Andy
Banachowski said. "Nobody was
excited at all about that"

While the post-game locker room
may have resembled an infirmary,
the victory itself was relatively pain-
less.

After being out-classed Friday
night by No. 6 Stanford, the No. 18
Bruins (ia-10, 6-7 Pac-10) salvaged a
spht against the Bay Area schools,
dominating every facet of the match
against the Bears (15-8, 5-8) en route

to a three-game sweep 30-23, 32-30
30-24.

The victory improved UCLA's all-

time record against Cal to 44-0, and
kept the Bruins deadlocked with
No. 17 Washington State for fifth
place in the Pac-10.

"This was a really huge win for us
because we had not won a game in a
while," said senior Lauren Fendrick,

who led a bal-

anced Bruin
attack with 14
kills. -We
passed the ball

well, which
allowed us to hit

effectively."

Cal never
really chal-

lenged UCLA in

the initial game
of the match,
but it pushed
the Bruins to

their limits in game two. With the
score tied at 30, senior middle
blocker Angela Eckmier recorded a
kill and a block-assist to give UCLA
a two-game advantage.

Eckmier had six of her seven kiUs
in the first two games of the match,
allowing the Bruins to coast to vic-
tory in game three.

"So much of what Angela does
depends on the setters being able to

W VOLLEYIAU | Page 18

-, MICHAEL mantel/Daily Bruin
Sophomoreoutsfde hitter Brittany Ringel had a pair of strong matches against
NO. b btamerd and unranked CaHforrrta'comblning for 25 kills over the weekend '

STANNNGS/SCORES/SGHEDULES
f*m' to Men's S<M:cer

STANDINGS

UCLA

California

Stanford

Oregon State

Washington

Fresno State

Pac-10

6-1-0

4-1-1

3-2-2

2A-\

Overall

11-2-2

11^2

11^2

11-60

&*3

5^4

PaC'lO Women s .soccer

STANHNQS

Tfeam Pac-10

Stanford 7-0-0

UCLA 6-1-0

Washington State 4-1-2

use 5^^

Arizona State 4-3-0

Washington a^l

California 2-6-0

Arizona 1-6^

Oregon 1-6-1

Oregon State 1-7-0
i

Overall

16-1-0

14-4-0

106-2

10^^

11-4-2

&-7-3

9-7-1

6-10-1

2-13-2

8-9-2

NBA
STANDINGS

Eastern Conference
Atlantic W L
New Jersey 3

Orlando 3 1

Philadelphia 2 1

Boston 1 2

Miami 1 2

Washington 1 2

New York 3

Central W L
Chicago 2 1

Indiana 2 1

Detroit 2 1

New Orleans 2 1

Atlanta 2 1

Toronto 1 2

Cleveland 1 2

Milwaukee 2

per GB
1.000-

.760 VI

.667

.333

.333

.333

.000

1

2

2

2

3

PCT GB
.667 -

.667 -

.667 -

.667 -

.667 -

.333 1

.333 1

.000 1.5

Pglc-JO Womert^ VnUeybnfl

STANDINGS

Team
use

Stanford

Pac-10 Overall

Arizona

Washington

Arizona State

Washington State

UCLA

California

Oregon State

Oregon

12-1

U-2

r-6

6-7

6 7

2-10

Wl

MPSFMens Mater

STANDINGS

T^am

Pepperdine

Stanford

California

use

Pacific

UCLA

UC Irvine

Long Beach State

UC Santa Barbara

MPSF

6-1

^2

i2

4-2

a3

2^

2r3

1^

0^

19-1

21-3

12-8

15-7

10-7

16-7

13-10

1&^

7-14

11-15

Polo

OveraU

12-7

18<3

15^

16^

9-10

10-6

11-7

13-13

6-15

Western Conference
MIDWEST W L
Dallas 2

Minnesota 2 1

San Antonio 2 1

Houston 2 1

Denver 1 2

Utah 1 2

Meniphis 3

PACIFIC W L
Seattle 2

Sacramento 3 1

LA Clippers 1 2

Portland 1 2

Golden State 1 2

Phoenix 1 2

LA Lakers 1 2

PCT
1.000

.667

.667

.667

.333

.333

.000

GB

12

12

12

1.5

1.5

2.5

PCT GB
1.000-

.750 -

.333

.333

.333

.333

.333

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Saturday^ Games
Atlanta 98, Chicago 92

New Jersey 87, Washington 79

Indiana 87, Minnesota 80

Boston 117, New York 107

Sacramento 116, Memphis 99

Houston 88, Toronto 76

Orlando 100, Milwaukee 90
New Orleans 100, Miami 95

Dallas 97, Phoenix 83

Utah 101, Golden State 92

Denver 96, Portland 79

Sunday's Games
LA Clippers 74, Detroit 72

Miami 88, Sacramento 78

SeatUe 91, Utah 77

Portland at LA Lakers, 9:30 p.m.

Monday^ Games
Chicago at Toronto, 4 p.m
Milwaukee at New York, 4:30 p.m.

Minnesota at New Jersey, 4:30 p.m
San Antonio at Memphis, 5 p.m.

Golden State at Dallas, 5:30 p.m.

Detroit at Phoenix, 6 p.m.

BRUINS FALL TO HUSKIES FOR FIRST CONFERENCE
LOSS, BUT RECOVER TO BEAT BEAVERS SUNDAY

By Brian Kiley

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bklley@media.ucla.edu

Time of possession does not win soc-
cer games. No. 2 UCLA (11-2-2, 6-1 Pac-
10) found that out the hard way on
Friday.

Despite the fact that the Bruins com-
pletely dictated the pace of the game,
Washington counterpunched their way
to a 2-1 double overtime victory. UCLA
came back and handled Oregon State 2-

on Sunday. *

"It's disappointing when you lose
games like (Friday's game)," UCLA head
coach Tom Fitzgerald said. "Especially
when you have opportunities and you
think you should win, but ultimately you
have to score goals to win and we didn't
do that"

During the first half of Friday's game
it appeared UCLA was on its way to a
victory. The Bruins seemed to control
the pace of the game, but Brett Wiesner
was able to beat UCLA goalkeeper Zach
Wells from eight yards out to give
Washington the lead.

UCLA forward Cliff McKinley evened
the score in the second half with a div-
ing header off of an Adolfo Gregorio
cross in the 62nd minute.
The Bruins had numerous chances to

go ahead late in the second half. UCLA
outshot Washington 12-3, but Tim
Pierce, Jinuny Frazelle, and Aaron

Lopez were unable to convert on oppor-
tunities late in the game.

Seventeen minutes into overtime play
Washington sophomore C.J. Klaas
scored the golden goal off of a counter-
punching breakaway to give the Huskies
the upset victory.

"The loss on Friday stung a little bit,"

Wells said. "We felt we got robbed
because we were just a Uttle unlucky in
our finishing."

On Sunday the Bruins did not waste
any time before making it clear that they
were looking for a repeat of the 3-0
drubbing they laid on the Oregon State
last weekend in Corvalis.

In the fourth minute Gregorio took a
pass from Cliff McKinley and took off
down the right side of the field before
cutting inside and blasting a shot past
OSU goalkeeper Peter BiUmeyer fi-om
the 18-yard line.

"I just cut inside and waited for the
goalie to come out about two steps and
get off balance and then I just slotted it

past him." Gregorio said.

UCLA scored again when BiUmeyer
came out to challenge forward Matt
Taylor, and Taylor lobbed the ball over
his head for the goal.

OSU had a few goal scoring opportu-
nities of its own, but UCLA's defense
held the Beavers to just eight shots on

M SOCCEM
I
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GREG DODDS/Daily Bruin
Senior midfielder Jimmy Frazelle goes head to head with
Washington's Michael Chabala on Friday. The Bruins lost 2-1.

One of our job requirements

includes "being yourself^

How can you grow as an individual if you're being forced into a mold?

At Ernst & Young, we empower you to push the boundaries. We offer

the chance to generate creath/e ideas that really count. On our teams

everyone has a role to play and something to contribute, so not only

do you have a voice but you can make a difference with clients and

' co-workers alike. Break the mold.

FORTUNE'
100 BEST
COMPANIESg
TO WORK FORS

•stii^Jki :vj.iJriaft:;ilL----i^;j

cy.com/us/careers mErnstaYoung
From thought to finish:"

©2002 Ernst & Young up
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M.Tennis @ So Cal Inter L.A. Tennis Club Wednesday All Day

Swimnfiing v. TDI Location Thursday All Day
M.Soccer v. Cal Berkeley CA Friday 2:30 p.m.

M.WPolo V. Long Beach Sunset Rec Friday 3 p.m.

W.Soccer v. Washington Seattle, WA Friday 7 p.m.

W.Volleyball v. Oregon St Corvallis, OR Friday 7 p.m.

M.Volleyball V. Canada Wooden Cent Friday 7:30 p.m.

Monday, November 4, 2002 www.dailybniin.ucla.edu
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UCLA 34 - Washington 24 \j^

Bruins victorious in Husky Stadium
TEAM TRIUMPHS ON THE ROAD DESPITE BAHERED
DEFENSE, 13 PENALTIES, LOUD WASHINGTON CROWD

By Dianx)nd Leung
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

. ^r clljeung@media.ucla.edu

SEATTLE - UCLA picked a good time
to get warm.
The Bruins were left for dead after los-

ing their senior starting quarterback and
the game to Cal two weeks ago. They
were playing in front of a hostile
Washington crowd on Saturday, in weath-
er that was even colder.

And UCLA actually didn't get bowled
over. Instead, the Bruins (6-3, 3-2 Pac-10)
are now bowl-eligible after escaping with
a 34-24 victory over Washington (4-5, 1-4)

that just might turn around their season.
Redshirt freshman linebacker Spencer

Havner returned an interception 42 yards
for a touchdown with 1:17 left in the
fourth quarter to seal the win.

"Words can't even describe how happy
everybody was when he scored," redshirt
freshman tailback lyier EbeU said.

Senior defensive tackle Steve Morgan
came up with one word.

"Rehef," he said. "We were down to our
skin and bones at defensive back. At the
end, it got a little scary, but like we've
done aU year, we foimd a way to win."

Bruin safeties Ben Emanuel and Jarrad
Page got nicked up. Sophomore comer-
back Matt Ware left the game with a
strained hamstring. Senior Joe Hunter,
Ware's replacement, missed a tackle that
aUowed wide receiver Paul Arnold to
score a 66-yard touchdown on a short
pass with 8:36 remaining, and left the
game with a bruised chest

Still, the debilitated defense held up.
Husky quarterback Cody Pickett's charge
failed on fourth down when his pass went
into Havner's hands.

For the most part, Pickett had a busy
day picking on the UCLA secondary, going
29-of-60 for 429 yards and three touch-
downs. However, the Bruins taUied a sea-

son-high four interceptions and scored 17
points off of them.

*I turned the ball over too many times,"
Pickett said "I can't throw picks if we
want to win in the Pac-10. It was a frus-

trating night" I

UCLA picked Pickett at opportune
times. Two of them came in the second
quarter - one on the first play and the
other on the final play

Senior comerback Ricky Manning Jr.

intercepted the latter, killing Washington's

opportunity for a field goal try and pre-

serving a 24-14 halftime lead for UCLA
The previous pick was tipped by

Havner and snatched up by senior line-

backer Marcus Reese, who returned it to

the Washington one-yard line. Two plays

later, Ebell plunged in for the score.

Ebell scored three first-half one-yard
touchdowns and ran for 102 yards on 31

carries. In only his fourth career start, he
went over the century mark for the fiftli

consecutive game and broke the school's

freshman single-season rushing record.

UCLA needed a big day from EbeU
without an experienced quarterback at

the helm. True freshman Drew Olson was
also starting for the first time in his career

after missing last week's game with a
sprained shoulder. Head coach Bob
Toledo did not name him the starter over
true freshman Matt Moore until Saturday
morning.

"It was ideal to come in here and win in

my first start," said Olson, who went 13-

of-27 for 189 yards.

Senior tight end Mike Seidman was
Olson's favorite target, catching five pass-
es for 96 yards.

The Bruins committed 13 penalties in

the game, costing them 87 yards. Many of
the flags were a result of false starts and
offsides instigated by the loud Husky
crowd of 72,017.

The crowd cheered in the first half
when wide receiver Reggie Williams
hauled in a 13-yard touchdown that was
keyed by a blocked punt to give
Washington a 7-3 first-quarter lead. It

roared when Arnold cut the lead to three
points.

But in the end, the Bruins were more
dogged than even the Huskies and made
the loudest statement of alL

"Good teams have to win in November
and on the road," Toledo said.

"We haven't won in November lately,

and we haven't finished strong. For a
team to come away with a win in Husky
Stadium, I was pleased."

Complete UCLA-Washington box

score, quarter-by-quarter

summary, plus Pac-10 scores and

standings
I
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Jeff Agase
jaeas8@nfiedauGia.edu

MIKE CHIEN/Daily Bruin Stafj=-

Freshman Jarrad Page puts a headlock on Husky quarterback Cody Pickett in the first half of UCLA's 34-24
win. The Bruins pressured the Washington QB all day; sacking hinfi four times for 36 yards.

i
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Little-used Short has talent tall enough foj: game play
By Hannah Gordon

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
hgordon@media.ucla.edu

SEATTLE, Wash. - There was
silence. Only the rustle of parkas
heading for Uie exits could be heard.

Husky Stadiimi fell as quiet as the
bay beside it, except for a giddy
Bruin bench-

TTiey slapped helmets, congratu-

lating the defense on redshirt fi^esh-

man linebacker Spencer Havner's

interception return for a touchdown
on fourth-and-five that made the
game 34-24 with 1:17 left to play

"That was the game right there,"

fi^eshman safety Jarrad Page said of
the crucial fourth down.

Just a minute earlier, the roar of
72,017 Husky fans shook the stadium
from the freezing turf to the sky-high
aluminum rafters. But UCLA defen-
sive coordinator Phil Snow had a
decision to make. With 2:19 in the
game remaining, he had lost his first

and second string right comers -

sophomore Matt Ware and senior

Joe Hunter respectively - and was
up by three on a Husky offense that

had already passed for over 300
yards. The defense knew it would
win or lose the game on this drive.

*I put (redshirt freshman Marcus)
Cassel in and then I thought, 'You

know, this other kid (Short) has
played'," Snow said. So he turned
around and called Cassel out

"Come on, Keith. Go in the ball-

game."

That would be junior comer Keith
Short who played on the scout team
all week.

The same Short who, at barely 5-

foot-10, lives up to his name against

one of the Pac-lO's best receiving

corps.

"At the end we started running out
of players," UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo said.

But it was the same Short who
played in the Sun Bowl in 2000 as a

true fi'eshman, stepping in for an
iryured Ricky Manning Jr.

"He plays on the scout team only
because he doesn't want to stand
around," Snow said
On first down from their own 13

yard line, Husky quarterback Cody
Pickett (2^of-60 for 429 yards) com-
pleted a 17-yard pass to wide receiv-

er Patrick Reddick. The stadium con-
tinued to vibrate as the momentum

SNORT
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Football and

familyform

unforeseen

friendship

The only thing more entertaining
- and head-spinning - than a
typical heart-taxing Bruin foot-

ball game is watching one with your
parents.

Very rarely

do I get a
chance to go
home to

Westlake Village

and sit down for

some pigskin

with the 'rents,

mostly because
I'm either at the
game or watch-
ing it with the

proverbial

homies back in

Westwood.
Saddled with a bucket full of

laundry, I made the trek home this

Saturday. And from there, the col-

unm pretty much wrote itself.

First, though, you need to know
a few things about my parents.
My mom went to Michigan State

and bleeds Spartan green, so UCLA
is No. 2 on her Ust Always will be,
even on days like Saturday, when
State got spanked by 46 points
against Michigan.

The other thing is she has this

penchant for calling every running
back she's ever liked by his first

name. With the Lions, it was
always this ridiculously melodic
cheer of "Go Barry, go Barry, go
Barry, go!"

I'm not doing this justice,

though. It's like Dave Matthews
Band - you just have to see and
hear it in person.
My dad also went to State, but

he's ditched the Big Ten in favor of
the pass-drunk Pac-10. He grew up
the son of a Big Ten football coach
and teUs me he secretly clamored
for the blue and gold and script

helmets of UCLA while catching
hypothermia in places like

Evanston and Aim Arbor.

His relentless optimism is also a
great coimter to my jaded 21-year-

old self.

In fact, at the breakfast table

Saturday, he declared with
Fassellian confidence tliat UCLA
would win.

So that sets the scene. Me, my
mom, my dad, and their fiiends,

the Lemoines, who arrived late in

the first quarter. I swear, it was like

having the Costanzas over to the

Seinfelds'.

It's definitely a different environ-

ment when you're sitting around
the TV with two sets of parents and
not with college fiiends. Instead of,

"Hey jackhole, be a lamb and get

me a beer while you're up," you're

more likely to hear plans for

remodeling the house, or about
how gloomy the weather has been.

Case in point as Drew Olson is

trying to calm down early in the

second quarter and I'm bouncing
aroimd with nervous energy, Mrs.

Lemoine asks, "are those impatiens

out there?"
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Cross country doesn't stack up

i:L^\ BriinLife

UCLA's Jon Rankin (right) placed 45th in Saturday's Pac-

10 finals in Pasadena.

^ Katie RIbeck

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kfilbeck(i)media. ucla.edu

PASADENA— It was a
new year, but the same old
story at the Brookside
Country Club.

Stanford, ranked second
in the nation, won the
women's Pac-10 cross-coun-
try title for the seventh con-
secutive year; its men's team
won for the third straight

season.

The UCLA men's and
women's teams, meanwhile,
finished fourth and eighth
overall, respectively.

Junior Lena Nilsson led
the Bruin women with her
time of 20:01 in the 6000
meters, good for an overall

third place individual finish.

Also in the top 25 were
sophomore Alejandra
Barrientos (21:11, ninth
place), freshman Jenna
Timinsky (21:30, 22nd place)
and sophomore Carmen
Winant (21:31, 25th place).

Stanford amounted 23
team points, while Arizona
State came in second with
59 and Washington in third

with 79 points. UCLA fin-

ished with 86 team points.

Head coach Eric Peterson
feels performance was a lit-

tle low for the women's
team.

"We knew coming in we
were probably ranked
third," he said. "We have to
give Washington some cred-
it. They came in really
strong and aggressive in the
last 1500 meters."

The women's team, com-
ing into the race ranked
third among Pac-10 schools,
hopes to not become dis-

couraged before the NCAA
West Region Qualifying
meet Nov. 16.

Stanford's domination of
the men's division was not a
surprise, as the Cardinal
men are ranked first in the
nation.

|

They took first with 19
team points. No. 5 Oregon
took second with 51 points,

while the Bmin men gath-

ered 183 points.

The higliest UCLA men's
finisher was sophomore
Erik Emilsson in 24th with a
time of 24:47 in the 8000m.
Sophomores Ben Aragon
and Jon Rankin finished

31st and 45th, respectively.

in 25:05 and 25:22.

Sophomore Pimeet Mahan
came in with a time of 25:32

to take 50th.

For Rankin, it was his

first race back for the men's
team after coming off the
iiyured Ust. Suffering from
minor tendonitis in his right

calf, he felt his performance
was not up to his full poten-
tial.

"I was a Uttle too excited
to be back." Rankin felt. "I

came out a Uttle too aggres-
sive."

Prior to the champi-
onship races were an open
women's 6000m and a men's
8000m race. UCLA junior
Tiffany Burgess was the col-

legiate winner in the
women's race. The races did
not count towards the team
championship standings.

Both teams are looking
forward to the NCAA West
Region Qualifying meet at

Stanford on Nov. 16.

This meet will give the
teams a chance to see all the
conference teams again and
redeem what they lost this

past weekend.

CROSS
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Men's water polo dominates

Anteaters in physical game
By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters@media.ucla.edu

In a water polo match disguised

as aquatic wrestling, the No. 2 UCLA
men's team (10-6, 2-3 Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation) matched
power with power and pinned No. 5

Irvine (11-7, 2-3 MPSF) 9-6 on
Saturday.

All week the Bruins anticipated

the physicality the Anteaters would
bring, and the game Uved up to those

expectations. It featured players on
both sides receiving an obUgatory
mauling whenever they had the ball,

and often even while swimming
without it.

"You know coming into the game
that you're going to get grabbed,
pushed, and held," said senior center
defender Matt Flesher, "that's just

their style of play, really physical."

"We always have physical games
against UCI," added sophomore dri-

ver Brett Ormsby, "I was pretty tired

the whole game."
Ormsby could not have been that

tired though, as the team's leading

scorer led them yet again with four

hard-fought goals. Flesher and

JAY MICHAEL TAYLOR/Daily Briin

Senior center defender Dan Yeilding

takes aim at UC Irvine Saturday.

sophomore center Ted Peck both
added two each with sophomore dri-

ver Peter Belden providing one of
his own.

M WATERPOLO
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Election Day POLITICAL PARTY STUDENT GROUPS
ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO VOTE TODAY

By Andrew Edwards

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
aedwards@media.ucla.edu

Student groups affiliated with
political parties made low-key efforts

Monday to encourage students to

vote in today's general elections.

Though high-profile issues can
occasionally transform Bruin Walk
fh)m a recruiting ground for Fall

Rush into a hotbed of political con-
troversy, student activity on the eve
of this year's elections was relaxed.

Last-minute campaigning was lim-

ited to student groups passing out
campaign Uterature at tables on
Bruin Walk and at a late afternoon
session outside De Neve Plaza

At De Neve, members of Bruin
Democrats and the RepubUcan
Leadership Council were joined by a
local members of the Green Party.

Though UCLA does not have an offi-

cial Green Party presence on cam-
pus. Greens hope to see a change in

the near future.

**We expect to have a campus
Green chapter here very soon," said

Patrick Meighan, who graduated
&x)m UCLA with a degree in history

in 1995.
I

Candidates for m^yor parties tradi-

tionally have considerable advan-
tages over the Greens and other third

parties.
i

Though Green Party gubernatorial

candidate Peter Camejo is not
expected to threaten Democratic
incumbent Gray Davis or Republican
challenger Bill Simon, the msyor par-

ties have had trouble mobilizing sui>
port for their candidates, even among
party faithful.

"fm indifferent, but I know I dont
want Simon," said Bruin Democrat
Alexa Daniels, a third-year political

science and history student
Neither the Bruin Democrats nor

the RLC is taking official stances on
any of the candidates or ballot initia-

tives up for a vote today. RLC trear

surer Ariadna Vallejo said it was more
in^)ortant to get students interested

in poUtics than to take formal stands.

"The point right now is to get peo-

ple interested and exposed to the

Republican cause," said Vallejo, a sec-

ond-year EInglish and history student,

and RLC member.
Bruin Democrats refrain from

adopting official positions since not

all of their members have identical

views.

"Our club spans so many different

ranges of liberal-ness," said Kristina

Doan, a first-year English student and
club member.

Though the three groups outside

De Neve presented a broad spectrum
of political interests, the nuyority of
students who passed by the event

STUDENTS
I
Page 4

VOTING AT UCLA
Listed below are some polling locations for students who live on campus and in Westwood.

ik
Alpha Gamma Omega R^ternity -

Living Room
515 Landfair Ave., Los Angeles 90024

^^ fitet)er HaH^; Fireside Lounge

^W Hardman Hansen (UCLA) - Lounge

5O0 Landfair A^, Los Angeles 90024

'^:^
K Ij^ '. LamtxHa Cni Fraternity House

Meeting Room

3X) De Neve Dr., Los Angeles 90034#<

^^W De Neve Plaza - Plaza Room A^ 351 DeNtvepr.,los Angeles 90^ 5

^ Wbstw(^t^)ri;on HotelW 947 Tfvefton Ave.. Los Angel

10918 Strathmore Dr.. Los Angeles 90024^^ Hillel Councfl at UCLA - Lodge^ 900 Hilgard Ave., Los Angeles 90024

^y Covel Commons - West Coast Room , -^ C .^ 330 De Neve Dr., Los Angeles 90024 •

i^ 1
•

»

RACHEL BEEN/Daiu Brlin

Janelle Tillotson, a fifth-year Spanish student, tapes down flyers that
encourage UCLA students to vote.

Proposal may decrease

voter registration time
PASSAGE OF PROPOSITION 52 DEPENDS
ON VOTERS WHO REGISTERED ON TIME

UC officials advocate Prop. 47
BOND WOULD FUND FACILITY REPAIRS; MANY STUDENTS UNINFORMED ABOUT BENEFITS

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga ©media. ucla.edu

A proposition in today's
midterm elections would make it

easier for students to register to

vote, but its fate bes in the hands
of voters who registered the long
and hard way.

Proposition 52, commonly
known as Election Day Voter
Registration, is designed to elimi-

nate the 16-day buffer period
between the time someone can
register to vote and election day.

Supporters of the item said it

will increase voter turnout, espe-
cially among college-age voters,

who are usually more mobile than
any other segment of the popula-
tion and change their mailing
addresses frequently.

It would make life easier for

fourth-year psychology student
Annie Quan, who voted by absen-
tee ballot for this year.

**Between mailing the applica-

tion and waiting for the ballot to

be mailed to you, and then send-

PiOf 52
I
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By Christina Jenkins

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
cjenklns@media.ucla.edu

Elngineering students at UCLA have mixed
feelings about Proposition 47 - the largest

bond in state history - though they will be
the only students directly affected if it pass-
es.

The bond would give the university $25
million to fund the construction of a new
Engineering I building. The current structure
is not seismically sound and will be replaced
at a cost of $50 milhon.

However, despite university endorsements
and a systemwide e-mail sent over the week-
end, many engineering students said their

classmates are ill-informed about the bond,
and some admit they just do not know
enough about it to vote.

"I just don't know much about it, I'm in no
position to vote," said Chris Ju, a first-year

computer science and engineering student.
Proposition 47 dedicates $13 billion to

repairing educational facilities throughout
the state, from elementary school through

higher education. The University of
California would receive $408 million.

University ofHcials, including the UC
Board of Regents and UC President Richard
Atkinson, have endorsed the proposition.
Chancellor Albert Camesale has also pub-
licly supported Proposition 47.

Unlike their non-voting peers, students
who said they will be hitting the polls today
said they will be voting "yes.**

"It's probably the only thing I'll be voting
for," said Apurva Chandra, a third-year com-
puter science and engineering student.

For students who have had classes or dis-

cussion sections in the dilapidated building,

a "yes" vote promises future students safer -

and more attractive - classrooms.
"I'd probably vote yes," said first-year elec-

trical engineering graduate student Keith
Heinzehnann. "That building definitely need-
ed some help."

On Friday, Michael Eicher, UCLA's vice
chancellor of external affairs, sent an e-mail
to students informing them about the bond
and its impact on UCLA.

Proponents said the bond will fund much-

needed construction and repairs throughout
the state's education system, alleviating
growth and making facilities safer.

Among the bond's supporters are
California State University Chancellor
Charles Reed, Gov. Gray Davis and
Republican gubernatorial candidate Bill

Simon.
However, opponents argue that the state

cannot afford such a large bond in a fiscal

year when the governor may still make addi-
tional budget cuts.

The Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association
is among the proposition's most notable
opponents, in addition to State Senator
William "Pete" Knight, R-Pahndale.
A Field Poll survey released Saturday sug-

gests the proposition is faring well. It has gar-

nered support from 57 percent of voters
statewide.

The poll revealed 29 percent of California

voters are in opposition to the bond, while 14
percent remain undecided.

Democrats favor the proposition more
heavily than do Republicans, according to
the poll.

Former Israeli prime minister honored

The Ass<x-iated Press/^ J J • ^ 4-V-fc "VT" -4- Vfc T 7 4- I

IHE ASS<X^IATED PRE

(jreiling ine lOUin VOlel president Bush picks up 12-week-old Emma Mmcks dumg a
rally in Bentonville, Ark., Monday, Nov. 4, 2002, the last day of campaigning before Tuesday's midterm elections.

Bush is giving a last-minute assist to Sen. Tim Hutchinson, R-Ark., and other GOP candidates. For more on this

stof7, please see pa^ 5.

STUDENTS REMEMBER
YITZAK RABIN. OTHER
HUMANITARIANS'

EFFORTS FOR PEACE

By Ewan Cameron
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ecameron@media.ucla.edu

Marking the seventh anniversary
of the assassination of former Israeli

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, about
50 people gathered in Meyerhoff
Park Monday, holding lighted white
candles to honor his memory.
UCLA students and guests made

speeches and sang memorial songs
that included "A Song for Peace," the
song Rabin sang before he was
assassinated.

The conunemoration also paid
tribute to humanitarians Martin
Luther King Jr., Mahatma Gandhi
and former Egyptian President
Anwar al-Sadat, who, Uke Rabin,

were all murdered while seeking
peace.

On Nov 4, 1995, Rabin - a Nobel
Peace Prize winner - was shot and
killed at an outdoor peace gathering

in Tel Aviv by Yigal Amir, an ultrana-

tionaUst Israeli who strongly

opposed Rabin's Middle Eastern
diplomatic efforts.

Bom in Jerusalem in 1922, Yitzak

Rabin entered a 27-year-long military

career at age 18, and his subsequent
political career in the Labor Party
led him to the position of FYime

CATHERINE JUN/D/Jty Brltn Sewor Star-

Ross Neihaus, vice president of Bruins for Israel, addresses a crowd of students
gathered for a memorial honoring humanitarians in Meyerhoff Park yesterday

Minister in 1974.

Ross Neihaus, the vice president
of Bruins for Israel and a speaker at

the event, remembered Rabin as
being the man that brought the
Middle East "closer than it has ever
been to peace." Such an event was
epitomized by the historic hand-
shake between Yitzhak Rabin and
Palestinian leader Yassar Arafat in

1993.

Yet in Israel today, in a land that

Neihaus quoted Rabin having said

"where parents bury their children,"

the prospect of peace seems remote,
after more than two years of intense
fighting in the region.

On the same day that Bruins were
remembering an advocate of peace
for the region, a Palestinian suicide

bomber killed two and wounded 12

civilians in a shopping mall in the

very city where Rabin was killed

seven years ago.

Yet even against such a violent

backdrop, the speeches at the
memorial in UCLA by Bruin Walk
were pervaded by a sense of deter-

mined optimism.

"The flame of hope that Yitzhak

Rabin gave to each of us refuses to

bum out," Neihaus said.

I
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WHAT'S BREWIN'
Todilay

12:10 p.m. daily

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackomian 3500 (Mon., Thurs., Fri.)

Life Science (Tues., Wed.)
See www.my.ucia.edu

1-2 p.m.
Bniin Leaders Project
Bruin Leaders Orientation
Ackerman 2412
310-206-5071

Information Session. All UCLA students wel-
come.

I

;

3:30 p.m.
California NanoSystems Institute - UCLA
John Pendry - UCLA NanoSystems Seminar

Series

Lecture Hall CS50, H«Mweoii deology and
Young Hall

267-4838

Free
Mitch Moore
Please join us as we welcome our next distin-

guished speaker, John FVtulry. all the way
from London.

5:15 p.m.

Psi Chi
Meeting
Franz Hall 34;}5

6 p.m.

Pre-Optometry Society
General Meeting
MS 5137

Vice President for Student Affairs and
Director of Admissions an SUNY, pr.

Johnston.

November 6

12:10 p.m. daily

Alcoholics .\nonymous (AA)
'

Ackerman 3500 (M, R, F). Ufe Science (T, W)
See www.my.ucla.edu

6:30 p.m.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Real Ufe
Rolfe 1200

www.lacampuscrusade.org
Free
Come join in fellowship with other Christians
as we worship our awesome God!

Councils give youth voice in politics

CORRECTIONS
In the sports briefs that appeared on page 19 ofMonday's paper, we incorrectly said "The Bruins rowed the 2.7 mile course in 17:35.00,

14 minutes off the pace set by eventual champion USC, and 1 1 minutes behind second-place Loyola Marymount" It should have said 14
seconds behind use and 11 seconds behind Loyola.

ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

By Martha Irvine

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The governor of Missouri is lis-

tening. So are several mayors
across the country and any number
of corporate executives.

They want to know what young
people think. And increasingly,

they're appointing teens and twen-
tysomethings to advisory boards,
councils and cabinets to find out.

"A lot of adults have spent their

time trying to figure out what it's

like to be young, but don't involve
us," said Ben Smilouitz, a senior at

Washington University in St. Louis.
/^ When boards have included
young people, too often they've
only been "tokens," he said. But
that's beginning to change.

Already an experienced youth
activist at age 21, Smilowitz was
drafted by Missouri Gov. Bob
Holden to coordinate a youth cabi-
net, one of the first of its kind for a
state government.

Apphcations flooded in over the
summer. And this past week,
Holden announced the names of 45
young Missourians to be assj^ed
to state departments that deal with

everything from transportation to
poverty.

"I do not want these people to be
out getting the mail or the coffee,"
Holden said. "I want them to be
engaged."

He said he was inspired to create
the cabinet by young people already
involved in his state's politics -

from Students Against Driving
Drunk to the daughter of one state

senator who spoke in favor of legis-

lation that would allow people as
yoimg as 16 to donate organs.

Holden's wish for youth involve-

ment also goes back to his own col-

lege days. He was one of several

student leaders who fought, in the
1960s, to get a student on his uni-

versity's board of regents - a "radi-

cal" idea at the time, he said.

This fall, the city of Columbus,
Ohio, appointed its first youth
council. In Indianapolis, which
established a youth council three
years ago, members have helped
organize youth summits, write
grants and design a buyback pro-
gram for violent video games.
Gabe Smith, who has been a

member of the Indianapolis council
since its inception, said it has taken

a while for young people to feel
comfortable telling Mayor Bart
Peterson what they really think.

"But as we keep going, it's

becoming more of an avenue for us
to speak out," said Smith, a 17-year-
old high school senior.

Sometimes, young people are
organizing before politicians ever
get involved.

It happened last year in Seattle
after a young man was killed during
the city's Mardi Gras celebration.
After an 18-year-old was convicted,
Seattle youth joined forces to
counter a pubUc outcry against
young people.

"They were generalizing instead
of looking at the individual," said
17-year-old Vera Artison, a member
of the Seattle Youth Congress.

Through pubhc forums and
meetings with the mayor, she said
her peers "helped change that
image a lot."

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating ?
|

Any other physical discomfort?

resso

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00. :

Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc.
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BECOME ONE OF AMERICA'S
HEALTH CARE HEROES

• I

Consider a scholarship that helps you bring health care to a community in need

Ever thought about a career that gives you the chance to make a lasting difference in Americas

neediest communities? Then think about joining the National Health Service Corps (NHSC), and
make a commitment to practicing primary care in an underserved area after completing your training.

For 30 years, we've been leading the way to expand access to health care for vulnerable populations

living in the Nation's most underserved areas.

Right now, we're offering scholarship opportunities to dedicated primary care students who can

join us in our mission. You may be eligible for an NHSC scholarship if you:

• Are planning a career in primary care

• Want to work in a community with children and adults who desperately need you
• Are interested in belonging to a group that shares your commitment

and passion for helping others

Scholarships cover tuition, a monthly stipend, and other educational expenses.

DECIDE IF A CAREER WITH THE NHSC IS RIGHT FOR YOU
We have NHSC campus-based Ambassadors around the country who will be happy

to discuss this fantastic career opportunity with you. Call 1-800-221-9393
or visit our Web site to find out if there is an NHSC Ambassador on your campus.

National
Health
Sci-\ i(*c^

iC'oi'psi

AMERICA'S HEALTH CARE HEROES

He.«llh Resources mrQ Service* AdrntraslraHon

Bureau Of Health Professions

For information on how to apply, call 1-800-221-9393
or visit our Web site at http://nhsc.bhpr.hrsa.gov/ucla03/
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Elections
2002

UCLA students will go to the polls today to help elect state

officials and congressional representatives, and to vote on a

number of state and local initiatives. A look at some of the races:
LT. GOVERNOR CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY

GOVERNOR
Though the public has expressed dissatisfaction with both leading candidates, field polls
have Davis leading by 7-10 points. Third-party candidates, meanwhile, hope to cash in on
Davis' and Simon's unpopularity.

Gray Davis

Democrat
Governor of Caltfbmla

Davis, the former lieutenant governor and state controller

who graduated from Stanford University, has not fully

recovered from the energy crisis in terms of voter

opinion. Critics say he badly mismanaged the crisis and
point out that the state had a surplus when he entered

office and is now facing a multi-billion dollar budget hole.

Davis is a rampant fundraiser who has drawn criticism

from many who say his policy-making is designed to help

I

those who donate. But Davis still enjoys the support of

j
teachers, labor unions and abortion rights activists.

BiH Simon

Republican

Businessman /
Simon pulled off an upset in the March primary by

defeating former Los Angeles mayor Richard Riordan, "

who had the support of the Bush administration.

Endorsed by former New York mayor Rudolph Giuliani,

Simon stepped into politics only recently, after years as

an attorney, federal prosecutor and, most recently, co-

chairman of his family's New Jersey and Los Angeles

investment firm, William E. Simon & Sons. His firm was
the target of a federal fraud lawsuit that was thrown out

by a judge in August. But Simon never fully recovered and
so far has been unable to woo the moderate voters he

will need if he is to beat Davis. Early in October Simon
falsely accused Davis of taking an illegal campaign

jContribution, a mistake he later said he regretted.

Peter Cam^
Green

Activist

Camejo is a first generation Venezuelan American who
was a Civil Rights activist in the 1960s, marching in

Selma, Alabama with Martin Luther King. After being

elected student body president at UC Berkeley he was
suspended for "using an unauthorized microphone,"

according to his Web site. During this period Camejo
was on then-Gov. Ronald Reagan's list of the 10 most
dangerous people in California. Today, he supports

same-sex civil unions, abortion rights and pushes for

California to pursue renewable energy sources. Though
he has Ralph Nader's endorsement, Camejo has not

been able to win the support of a significant number of

liberal Democrats, like the presidential candidate was,

even though many of them are unhappy with Davis'

performance.
SOURCE: OfTiMofCaMmiiSflcrttvyorStatt

Despite attacks from McPherson on his attendance at higher educatjon board meetings,

Bustamante - the incumbent - is leading in an Associated Press poll by 12 points.

Cruz Bustamante

Democratic

Lt Governor

Bustamante erijoys the support of teachers, fire fighters,

labor unions and police officers in his bid for reelection. The

first Latino lieutenant governor in California history said he

Is proud of his work towards removing the University of

California from leading the way in the national anti-

affirmative action campaign. Though he trumpets his work

on education issues, he has missed a number of UC
Regents meetings and has made it to even fewer California

State University Board of Trustee meetings.

Bruce McPherson

Republican

State Senator
-r

^

A moderate, abortion rights Republican from Santa Cruz,

McPherson said if elected he would help return the state to

"fiscal sanity." He voted against the state budget bills in

each of the last two years, because he said they spent too

much. Coming from a senate district where fewer than 30

percent of registered voters are Republicans, McPherson

said he would stand up to either Davis or Simon when the

future governor is not doing what is best for the state.

Bustamante has criticized McPherson for missing numerous

votes as a senator.

SOURCE: Office of California Secretary of state

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
As of Saturday less than half of polled voters had decided who to vote for the office that

oversees California's K-12 system. The superintendent also sits on the UC Board of

Regents.

It would be a mcyor upset if Republican Jonathon Leonard defeats current assembly speaker
Herb Wesson in the 47th assembly district, which includes UCLA.

Herb Wesson

Democrat

Speaker of the Caiifbmia State Assembly

In the last four years much of the legislation Wesson
introduced as an assemblyman has dealt with human rights

or providing opportunities for children. As speaker, Wesson
sits on the UC Board of Regents though he has not attended

any meetings yet.

Jonathon Leonard

Republican

Entrepreneur ^

^

Leonard says that the state has spent its money unwisely,

noting the current multi-billion dollar budget hole, and said he

would be dedicated to tighter fiscal control. Leonard

challenged Wesson in 2000 and in 1998 and could not garner

as much as 20 percent of the vote either time.

SOURCE: Office of Califomia Secretary of State

UNITED STATES CONGRESS

Photo not available

Jack cyGonnell, State Senator

O'Connell, a Democratic senator from San Luis Obispo,

makes class-size reduction a top priority and would look to

California's universities to produce more K-12 teachers. He
has served 20 years in the legislature and has sat on

education committees in both the assembly and the senate.

Katharine Smrth, President of the Anaheim Union High

School District Board of Trustees

Henry Waxman has represented the West Side in the U.S. Congress for 28 years. Unlikely to

lose to Repulican Tony Goss in this election, UCLA's congressman has been campaining for

Democratic candidates whose seats arent as safe as his.

HenryWaxnnan

DenrK)crat

U.S. Congressman

A UCLA alumnus, Waxman is the most senior Democrat on the

House committee on goverment reform and has called for an

investigation of Enron and Vice President Dick Cheney's energy task

force. Recently Waxman voted with the minority of House

Democrats to grant President Bush the authori^ he sought to attack

Iraq.

TonyGoss

Repubfican

Writer

Goss said if elected he would work to change welfare policies to

reduce the number of single parents and promote marriage. Goss
said he supports military action against Iraq if necessary, adding that

so far diplomacy hasn't worked against Saddam Hussein. He
unsuccesssfully challenged Congressman Xavier Becerra, D - Los

Angeles, in a different district two years ago.

SOURCE: Office of Califomia Secretary of state

Smith said that educators need to get back to teaching the

basics -reading, writing, and math - which she said are

essential before students can learn in more abstract ways.

Additionally, she opposes high school exit exams and said

students are over-standardized-tested.

SOURCE: Office of Califomia Secretary of State

For information regarding elections for state controller,

secretary of state, state treasurer or state attorney gener-

al, or for information on other state propositions or other

gubernatorial, lieutenant governor, congressional and state

legislature candidates, visit www.ss.ca.gov. For information

on local initiatives, visit www.lacity.org

FUNDED BY
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Smoke-free zone policy may change student use

By Charlotte Hsu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

chsu(a)media. ucla.edu

The student group Campuses
Organized and United for Good
Health is pushing to revise the uni-

versity's smoke-free pohcy in order
to estabUsh a 20-foot smoke-free
zone around all building entrances
and exits.

Current university policy, which
dates back to 1998, forbids smok-
ing within five feet of a main exit

or entrance of a university-owned
or leased building. In addition,
smoking is prohibited within 20
feet of all building entrances and
exits at the Residential Halls and
the Medical Center.

The proposal is consistent with
the policies of the Medical Center
and residential halls, and would be
easier to enforce and remember
than the current pohcy, said Erica
Sutherland, campus organizer for
COUGH.

cough's proposed revision of
the UCLA policy comes after its

Smoke-Free Campuses Survey,
conducted last sununer. The sur-
vey, created by the L.A. County
Tobacco Control Program, was
completed by 273 UCLA students,
80 percent of whom said they
would be uncomfortable if some-
body were smoking witliin a 5-foot
vicinity.

Nicholas Reis, a first-year
English student, thinks the propos-
al is probably a good idea, but also
concedes that the situation is not
black and white.

"People are still going to smoke
in (the same) general areas ... it

could be hard to enforce," he said.

Reis pointed out that if the
smoke-free zone were increased to

20 feet, students would no longer
be allowed to smoke on the steps
of the College Library, an area on
campus frequented by smokers.
Many students do not know

what the current university smoke-

free policy is and .seem indifferent

to CCJUGH's proposal
One of these students is Rommi

Otkupman, a fourth-year etH)n()m-

ics student, who questions the pro-

posal's benefits, .saying the propos-

al is "not worth it" hocau.se

"nobody's going to count the feet."

Otkupman 's assertion addresses
a m^or concern of the .student

body. Many students, regardless of

whether they smoke, are apathetic

to the idea of spending university

funds to enforce a smoke-free
zone.

j

One of COUGH'S complaints
about the current policy is that it is

not enforced. If the proposal pass-

es, said Sutherland, the 20-foot

smoke-free zone would be
enforced by signage in the affected

areas.

Dean of Students Robert Naples
said he does not feel strongly
about the proposal, but cited it
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•••The Communication Connection^
Learr> how fo babnce your needs and expectofions with those of your family, friends, partners,

roommates and others in your life. Join us for the entire series or pick and choose what is of most
interest to you.

Parts lA^'BuiMina Blocksof Communication
Basic techniques to communicate your opinions and to develop positive "self-talk"

WKare? Tuesday, November 5, 12-1 pm ^ ,,
Qw^sHons?

2 Oodd Hon
Thursday, November 7, 1 2- 1 pm ^'*" "* * 825-3945

For more info check our website at v«^ww.thecenter.ucla.edu

PSYCHiATRYiKILLSlTliExiiiiT ;W?*^lj^^?!^' •v*^:.

• Over six million Americ
children have been plac
on addictive, mind-
altering psychiatric dru
Psychiatry in our schoo
underlies the american
educational crisis.

• In one 14-year period, NOij

Americans died in psycm^trj
hospitals than were killed irf

World Wars I and II, thc
Korean, Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars combined...

m .v<^

^uij t .

fe^*^ .^-H

Learn the truth. Visit the Exhibit (Free) Call Now 800-869-2247. Located in the heart of Houywood at Qt
Commission on Human Riguts^ Intirnatxmai, (616 Sunset Blvd^ Los Angelb 90028. ^KuMrmm mOliiu
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of housing

meal coupons

declines

By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhsiung@media.ucla.edu

Meal coupons that allow domi
residents to get discounts at on-
canipus food venues have lost

their appeal, due in part to the
opening of De Neve Plaza's din-

ing hall and lack of student
knowledge about the program.
At the last Associated

Students of UCLA's board of
directors meeting, student union
officials announced that meal
coupon usage has dropped by 44
percent.

Michael Foraker, director of
housing and hospitahty services,

said that though "there isn't a
singular cause" for the low meal
coupon usage, he speculated
that because De Neve is closest

to campus, resident hall students
no longer need to walk as far to

eat.

, The coupon decline does not
hiut housing financially, Foraker
said, adding that the coupon pro-

gram is in no danger of being
withdrawn.

Those are words of relief to

second-year microbiology stu-

dent Miles Morimoto, who needs
to use meal coupons almost
every day because he goes
directiy to work after a full day
of classes. As a result, he rarely

eats lunch in the dorms.
"I don't Uke how inconvenient

it is to have to walk back (to the
dorms)," he said.

Board members also pointed
out that the low interest in meal
coupons could be attributed to

the expanded food options and
hours instilled by the housing
administration two years ago -

eateries Uke Puzzles close at 2
a.m. now.

"There's only five hours when
the hill isn't serving any food,
and that's when everyone is

sleeping," said Dria Feam, who
serves on the the board's finance
conmuttee.

Caruso's and Puzzles, two res-

idential eateries that feature

COUPON
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PROPOSITIONS

There are two items in this years elections in particular that directly affect students at
the University of California.

Proposition 47 Proposition 52
Education Facilities Bond Act of 2002 Election Day voter registration

s
E
E3

This bond issue will provide funding for

education facilities to relieve

overcrowding and to repair older

schools. Funds will also be used to

upgrade and build new classrooms in

the California Community Colleges, the

CSU, and the UC.

Allows legally eligible people to

register to vote on election day

after showing a driver's license or

two form of valid ID. Increases

penalties for voter fraud.

^ State cost of about $26.2 billion over

P 30 years to pay off both the principal

** ($13.05 billion) and interest ($13.15

billion) costs on the bonds. Payments

of about $873 million per year.

Annual state costs of about $6

million to fund counties for election

day voter registration activities.

Additional administrative costs

unknown, though minor state costs

to enforce new election fraud laws

are likely.

g It will create more classrooms and

j^ better schools, without raising taxes. It

ensures critically overcrowded districts

get their fair share to build classrooms,

repair old ones and improve safety.

Proposition 52 will increase voter

turnout and the penalties for voter

fraud.

O The most needed schools aren't

Z required to begin construction for 6

1/2 years. This bond favors LAUSD

over every other district in the state.

It will also raise taxes.

SOURCE: Office of Canfornia Secretary of State

Proposition 52 makes it easy for

criminals and noncitizens to vote

without providing official ID to

prove who they are.

PROP 52
from page 1

ing it, it's really inconvenient," she
said.

Those who oppose the item argue
that it would increase the frequency
of voter fi:-aud, since people could
register without photo identifica-

tion - a utihty bill and bank deposit
sUp together would qualify as iden-
tification for registration purposes.

However, the item includes a
stipulation that criminalizes voter
fraud by making it a felony.

Secretary of State Bill Jones,
whose office oversees the state's

elections process, has spoken oJt
against Proposition 52, but said he
would have supported it if there
was a provision that ballots are
counted only after residency is veri-

fied.

The proposition is by no means
facing sure approval - according to
a Field Poll conducted in late
October, only 40 percent of voters
favored the item, compared with 45
percent in opposition and 15 per-
cent yet to decide.

Ironically, the passage of
Proposition 52 depends not on its

potential beneficiaries, but rather
on voters who took the time to reg-

ister ahead of time.

Several student-oriented organi-
zations have come out in favor of
the proposition, including the
nationwide Rock the Vote campaign
- which visited campus recently to
push for it - and the University of
California Student Association.

Same-day voter registration
already exists in six other states:

Maine, Minnesota and Wisconsin
have been using it since the 1970s,

and it was instituted in Idaho, New
Hampshire and Wyoming in 1994.

STUDENTS
from page 1

paid little attention. A few students
picked up flyers and asked questions,

but many simply hurried by without a
second glance.

Despite the cool reception, Doan
eryoyed the opportunity to provide
information to interested students.

"I don't really have high expecta-
tions, I'm just glad there were people
that stopped by," Doan said.

One student who stopped by said

that though the event was helpful, it

would have been better if held earli-

er.

"1 Jhink it needs to come a few
days before the election," said sec-

ond-year imdeclared student Monica
ShefteL

Both Brum Democrats and the
RLC plan to keep a low profile today.

On campus, Bruin Democrats plan to

work a table at Bruin Walk, while the
RLC has no activities scheduled.

Members of both groups plan to

await election results at party gather-

ings held tonight in Los Angeles.

Republicans are scheduled to meet at

a hotel near Los Angeles
International Airport while
Democrats plan to assemble in

Century City.

Looking for on exciting job

on campus?

Want to work in a fast-

paced but friendly

atmosphere?

This is it!
Daily Bruin Advertising Production

is looking for

Graphic Designers.
Must know

Quark, Photoshop.

Bring samples of work.

i'&iii'^iJiii

Apply ASUCLA Humgn Resources

2nd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall

UCLA Students ONIY please



Bush campaigns for GOP candidates
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By Jennifer Loven

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ST. CHARLES, Mo. — In a final,

frenzied day of campaigning.
President Bush implored
Americans to vote Republican on
Election Day and the White House
expressed optimism the GOP
would buck the historical trend
against first-term presidents.

"See, these elections - they're
kind of tight," the president said
at the first of four stops to boost
GOP chances of winning control
of the Senate. "And a tight elec-
tion means you can have a

tremendous influence on who
wins."

The last day of Bush's vigorous
effort to Uft Republican candi-
dates took him from Iowa's morn-
ing chill to his home state of
Texas. After campaigning for can-
didates in 23 states - and visiting

six of those twice - since the end
of September, Bush was starring
at a windup rally in Dallas
Monday night.

Tuesday morning, he and first

lady Laura Bush were to cast their

votes near their ranch in

Crawford - "I'm not undecided,"
he declared to his Monday audi-

ences - before heading back to

Washington to monitor election

results.

"Laura and I are working our
way home," Bush said at a Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, convention hall,

where the festivities began with
the singing of "Happy Birthday" in

honor of Mrs. Bush's 56th birth-

day.
I

Along the way, Bush sought to

influence elections in Missouri
and Arkansas, home states

respectively of the senators con-
sidered the Democrats' and

BUSN
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Information Technology Internship
ictp offers college students hands-on experience to prepare

them for a successful career in Information Technology

• Earn internship credits for college

• Gain practical IT work experi(»nce

• Hands-on workshops in Cisco. Sun, Microsoft, etc.

• IT careor workshop to assist in your IT career

Opportunity for bonus awards

For more information call 714-783-1095
or email itprep@ictp.com

_ I JL

invent yourself
-Ti-r-

WIN $2,500 CASH PRIZE
AND A TRIP TO NYC!

Goal odel^ Search

WHAT MAKES YOU A REMARKABLE
YOUNG WOMAN?

Tell us and you could be one of
fill

the first Goal Models
of mark.™ - Avon's

exciting new brand of cosmetics!

Log on to
www.makeupboard.com

now to enter!
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"Each one of us can and must be
an architect for peace," he contin-

ued.

Tami Reiss, the principal organiz-

er of the event ajid a l)()ard meml)er
of the UCLA HilleJ Jewish Student
Association, invited speakers to talk

in front of a banner for peace.
The baiuier, wliicii lias been avail-

able for signing in West wood Plaza,

has messages from over 200 peo[)le

in a number of languages that
include English, Hebrew, Arabic and

Korean.

Reiss called upon such a vision

for peace to be "independent of race,

sex, religion, and comitry of origin."

The event itself was co-sponsored by
the Indian Student Imion, Asian-
Pacific C'oalition, Jewish Student
l^nion, Bruins for Israel, and the
Hillel Jewish Student Union.

The GRE has
changed.-

The importance of a
higher score hasn't.

Kaplan's GRE prep course is fully updated
to meet the challenges of the new test.

Class starts November 9.

Westwood Kaplan Center
1133 Westwood Blvd, Suite 201

Call or visit us online to enroll today!

1

I
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1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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FACULTY & STAFF

Faculty Center,

California Room
1 1 :00 am to 2:00 pm

STUDENTS

Plaza Room,
DeNeve Plaza

4:30 to 7:00 pm

Want to buy a PC at a Great Price?

Ready to trash that old computer and trade It

In for a shiny new PC? Thanks to a new campus
agreement between UCLA and KST Data,

students, staff and faculty can buy the same
top-of-the-llne PCs used all over campus for

home use at rock bottom prices.

Models being offered Include Dell, Gateway
and HP/Compaq computers. Apple computers

will also be on display. Come meet the

vendors, see sample configurations and learn

the easy purchasing process! Plus, there will

be door prizes and light refreshments.
i

••

'

Personal PC Purchasing Product Show
Wednesday, November 6, 2002

isit http://www.iconfi|^as$.ucla.edu
for nnore information.

U.S. missile kills chief

al-Qaeda operative

D^fLL ^ I^Sl ^Gateway-

Need financing?

University Credit Union will be
on hand with loon options.

)•«•«!
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By John J. Lumpkin

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON ~ It.s. fones
killed a top associate of Osama bin
Laden in Yemen in a mLssile strike,

expanding the war on terror with
America's first overt attack on sus-
pected al-Qaeda operatives outside
of Afghanistan, a U.S. official said
Monday.
Qaed Salim Sunian al-Harethi was

one of several al-Qaeda members
traveling by car in northwest Yemen
when a Hellfire missile struck it

Sunday, killing him and five others.
The official, speaking on the condi-
tion of anonymity, said the attack
was believed to have been conduct-
ed by a CIA aircraft, possibly a mis-
sile-carrying Predator drone.

The official Yemeni news agency,
local tribesmen and the U.S. official

confirmed the strike killed al-

Harethi. Witnesses said they saw an
aircraft, possibly a helicopter, in the
area, Hellfire missiles can also be
launched by attack heUcopters.

The others killed were believed to

be low-level operatives. The attack
occurred in the northern province of
Marib, about 100 miles east of
Yemen's capital of Sana'a, where al-

Qaeda is considered active.

U.S. counterterrorism officials

COUPON
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"grab and go" options, could also
play a part in the decrease of meal
coupon usage, said Connie Foster,

the director of residential dining.

"If it's grab and go, it's more con-
venient to bring to class and they
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Nov 5

Nov?
Nov 8

Nov 12

Nov 14

Nov 15

Nov 19

Nov 21

Nov 22

Nov 26

5-6 pm
5-6 pm
10-11 am
5-6 pm
5-6 pm
10-11 am
5-6 pm
5-6 pm
10-11 am
5-6 pm

Full-time work experience

Many different internsthips to choose from
Great housing at UC Washington Center

Housing Stipend

UC President's Scholarship

Stipend program to earn money
Loans of up to $1000 available

Credit through CEESL

Internship and Study Abroad Services UCLA Career Center

501 Westwood Plaza Strathmore Building Room 200 Los Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831

have said al-Harethi, also known as
Abu Ah, was al-Qaeda's cliief opera-
tive in Yemen and a top target of
U.S. anti-terrorism efforts. An asso-
ciate of Osama bin Laden since the
early 1990s in Sudan, al-Harethi is a
suspect in the bombing of the
destroyer USS Cole in Aden, Yemen,
on Oct. 12, 2000.

The CIA declined comment.
A Yemeni official, speaking on

condition of anonymity, said,
"Authorities have been monitoring
this particular car for a while and
we beUeve those men belonged to
the al-Qaeda terror network."
Many al-Qaeda operatives fleeing

the U.S.-led war on Afghanistan
have joined comrades in Yemen.
After the United States detected
growth in al-Qaeda presence there
this spring, hundreds of U.S. troops
deployed to Djibouti, the tiny
African nation facing Yemen across
the Red Sea, officials said. The
Marine amphibious assault ship
Nassau recenUy replaced the USS
Belleau Wood in tlie waters between
the two nations.

Inside Yemen, U.S.-trained
Yemeni troops deployed to suspect-
ed al-Qaeda hotbeds in August.

In addition to al-Harethi, at least

CIA
I
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don't have to get it off site," Foster
said.

To publicize the meal coupon
program, ASUCLA officials are con-
sidering handing out fliers on Bruin
Walk to make more students aware
of this alternative dining option,
since there are still students on the
Hill who remain clueless about the
coupons.

"I wasn't informed about it," said
second-year cognitive science stu-

dent Mylene Ranchos. "Maybe I

heard something about it last year,

but then forgot about it."

When residents find themselves
on campus for most of the day with-
out feasible access to dining halls,

many rely on meal coupons that
deduct $1.55 off the price of lunch
or $1.60 off for dinner at any ASU-
CLA restaurant such as Panda
Express or Rubio's. For every
coupon used, one meal is subtract-

ed from their meal plan.

The decline in meal coupon pop-
ularity can also be attributed to stu-

dents' behefs that the $1.55 lunch
discount is not enough - prompting
some of them to just skip lunch
altogether.

"I used (the meal coupons) once,
and it didn't take off anything," said
first-year undeclared student
Quyen Ngo. "I'm just skipping lunch
now - sack lunches are too much of
a bother."

Sack lunches, where residents
can make their own sandwiches to

go, are another option for residents

who are on-campus most of the day
and imable to eat at the dining halls.

Second-year neuroscience stu-

dent Wes Gifford is anotlior student
who refuses to use meal coupons
consistently because of tlie unsub-
stantial discount. He prefers sack
lunches instead.

"If meal coupons were worth a
full meal, it would be different," he
said.

Students Uke Morimoto who rely

heavily on meal coupons need to

find inexpensive meals, since their

maximum discount - the coupons
can be combined for a single meal
and ASUCLA adds 30 cents per
coupon - is $3.75.

"Sometimes the eateries have
some deals and sometimes I can get

an entire meal with a dorm
coupon," ]V^primoto said, adding
that purchasing his lunch from
ASUCLA restaurants is a welcome
change from the monotony of eat-

ing donn food all the time.

BUSH
from page 5

Republicans' most endangered.
With Minnesota Gov. Jesse

Ventura's appointment Monday of

adviser Dean Barkley as interim

senator to replace the late

Democratic Sen. Paul Wellstone,

the Senate was split 49-49 between
the parties with two independents.

New polls showed former GOP
Rep. Jim Talent in a very tight race
with incumbent Missouri
Democratic Sen. Jean Camahan,
who was appointed to replace her
husband, Mel, after he was elected

in 2000 even though he had been
killed in a plane crash.

The outcome in Missouri dan-
gled a tantalizing extra prize:

almost instant control of the
Senate by Republicans.

Because it is a special election,

the winner would fill the four years
remaining in Carnahan's term and
take office right away. A win by
Talent would turn the Senate - and
thus the entire Congre.ss - over to
the GOP for the brief post-election
lame duck session.

"That's what I'm looking for -

some allies," Bush told Missouri
Republicans.
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from page 4

could pose an ihconvenience for
smokers in times of bad weather,
since most covered areas outdoors
are near building entrances and
exits.

Supporters of the proposed mod-
ification to the smoke-free pohcy
hope to make the UCLA campus a
healthier place for smokers and
non-smokers alike by reducing
their exposure to secondhand

smoke.
A report on secondhand smoke

conducted by the U.S. Surgeon
General's office concluded that sec-
ondhand smoke has higher concen-
trations of ammonia, carbon
monoxide, nicotine and certain car-

cinogens than the smoke actually
inhaled by smokers. The report also
linked secondhand smoke to respi-

ratory problems and diseases such
as lung cancer.

Sutherland said the effort to
change the smoke-free pohcy at

UCLA began in June 2002. Since
then. UCLA's School of Public

Health and School of Nursing have
shown support for the proposal,

and the Academic Senate is voting
this week on whether to endorse it.

Rick Greenwood, director of
Environment, Health and Safety,

said he has not yet seen the actual

proposal, but that in general, his

department is in support of it.

COUGH is active on 14 universi-

ty campuses, including Cal Poly
Pomona and Cal State Los Angeles.

Students interested in the smoking
proposal should contact COUGH at

(323) 512-9370.

CIA
from page 6

one more Yemeni al-Qaeda opera-
tive linked to the Cole attack,
Mohammad Hamdi al-Ahdal, is

thought to be in Yemen, U.S. offi-

cials say. In the Cole attack, two sui-

cide bombers slammed an explo-
sives-laden boat into the hull of the
ship, killing 17 U.S. sailors and dis-

abling the vessel. |

Also beUeved to be in Yemen are
Shaykh Dabwan and Suwaid,
described as al-Qaeda operatives
who plan and provide support to
terror operations, and an al-Qaeda
conmiunications expert known as
Miqdad, said a U.S. defense official,

speaking on condition of anonymity.
Many al-Qaeda followers in

Yemen, Osama bin Laden 's ancestral
homeland, are led by Abd al-Rahim
al-Nashiri, bin Laden's Persian Gulf
operations chief, VS. counterterror-
ism officials said.

U.S. intelligence beUeves Yemeni-
based terrorists linked to al-Qaeda
carried out the Oct. 6 attack on a
French oil tanker, the Limburg. A
small boat apparently crashed into

the ship and exploded, blowing a
hole in its hull and spilling 90,000

barrels of oil into the Gulf of Aden.
One crewman was killed.

Since the Sept 11, 2001 attacks

on the United States, the CLA has
used remotely operated Predator
drone aircraft to make pinpoint
strikes on al-Qaeda leaders and do
reconnaissance.

Mohammed Atef, bin Laden's mil-

itary chief and a Sept. 1 1 organizer,

was killed in November near Kabul
in a joint airstrike by a Predator and
U.S. military aircraft

\

EDWARD TUFTE IN LOS ANGELES

TALK, NOVEMBER 6
"Beautiful Evidence"

UCLA HAMMER MUSEUM
10899 Wilshire Boulevard

7 p.m. Free. Telephone 310 443-7000

EXHIBITION, NOVEMBER 7-FEBRUARY 13
"Escaping Flatland: Sculpture and Prints"

A + D ARCHITECTURE + Design MUSEUM
Bradbury Building, 304 South Broadway
Opening November 7, from 7 to 9 p.m.

Museum Hours, Tuesday through Sunday 11-5

Free. Telephone 213 620-9961
Elizabeth Martin, curator

Edward Tufte has written seven books. They
include visual Explanations, Envisioning Information,

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, and
Data Analysis for Politics and Policy, He writes,

designs, and self-publishes his books on information

design, which have received more that 40 awards
for content and design. He is Professor Emeritus at

Yale University, where he taught courses in

statistical evidence, information design, and

Interface design. His current work includes digital

video, sculpture, printmaking, and a new book called

Beautiful Evidence.

Enter UCLA Hammer parking building from Westwood
BLVD or Glendon Ave. Enter Bradbury parking from South
Spring Street between 3rd and 4th. For more information

see edwardtufte.com or telephone 310 657-5380

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.
I

I

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
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VIEWPOINT

ELECTIONS 2002 ENDORSEMENTS

Vote for Camejo, not Davis ! Bustamante deserves UCLA votes

GRAY DAVIS

Democrat

BU SIMON
Republican

mPETER
CAMEJO
Green

Green Party

gubernatorial

candidate Peter
Camejo will

likely not win
the governor's

seat in 2002,

but he should
still win the

votes of citizens

unhappy with
California's

"Democratic"

incumbent
During his

time in office,

Gov. Gray Davis
has based his

politics on the
whims of his

most "generous" campaign donors
instead of the wishes of California

voters. He has sold out places on
state committees and university

boards - including the University of
California Regents - to mostly
wealthy business owners rather

than to people with e3q)erience in

the committees' and boards' areas
ofjurisdictioa |

Camejo, on the other hand, has
an ideology more strongly aligned

with traditional liberal ideals. He
has pledged to prevent politicians

from fundraising while in office and
avidly supports affirmative action

and same-sex civil unions. Davis,

meanwhile, has waffled or weakly
supported these issues. He said he
does not support repealing Prop.

209, which bans affirmative action

statewide.

Camejo also opposes the death
penalty and California's three

strikes" law, both of which are over-

ly applied to minority communities
and often facilitate cruel and unusu-
al punishment These conservative

approaches to the criminal justice

system should be abandoned in

favor of rehabilitation, but Davis
isn't bold enough to challenge them
because they could hinder his abili-

ty to secure moderate and
Republican swing votes.

Whereas Davis refused to grant
drivers' licenses to undocumented
inunigrants, Camejo said he would
have signed the bill, recognizing
immigrants' integral function to the
state economy. Davis is no longer as
sensitive to the needs of Latinos as
should be required in a state that is

one-third Latino.

Camejo may not have the same
political experience as Davis, but
experience doesn't amount to much
if it isn't used to serve voters' wish-
es in the first place. And it was
Davis' "experience" which led to the
state losing $24 billion through his

mismanaging of the economy during
and after the enei®^ crisis.

Camejo's platform largely resem-
bles that of a liberal Democrat In

fact, he describes himself as a
watermelon - green only on the out-

side. His only true Green party lean-

ing is his desire to legalize and regu-

late marijuana Given California vot-

ers' support of medicinal maryuana
propositions in the past, this issue

shouldn't be a dealbreaker when it

comes to elections.

He also supports a living wage
law for the state of California and
would like to increase voter turnout
by institutionalizing instant runoff

elections.

Realistically, the Greens don't

have a shot at winning a m^yor elec-

tion anj^where in the United States

in the foreseeable fiiture. But if

California voters are doomed to

another term under the inept leader-

ship of Davis, they should send the

message that they are unhappy with

the way the state has been run the

last four years under Davis.

The fact that Republican nomi-

nee Bill Simon, who hasn't voted in

19 of the past 23 elections, and has

had charges of fraud brought

against him in the past, can still cap-

ture over 30 percent of voter sup-

port is in and of itself a testament to

the extent of Davis' failings in office.

Voters shouldn't be led astray by
threats that votes for the Green
party equal Republican votes.

|

Democrats need to earn their votes;

voting against them will force them
to move their ideology more to the

left.

Califomians should voice their

dissatisfaction today by picking a

candidate that reflects the liberal

values they would like to see in

Davis. If Davis receives a m^gority

of the vote, it will only allow him to

continue selling out the democratic

constituency he supposedly repre-

sents in favor of accumulating cam-
paign riches. 1

If voters want to change the polit-

ical status quo in California of hav-
ing weak leaders who try to sit in

the Gray area of the political spec-

trum, they need to vote according to

their conscience instead of along
traditional party lines.

Vote Green, not Gray.

m

Cruz
Bustanlante's

active involve-

ment in

University of

California poli-

cies and educa-
tion in general

should earn him
UCLA's votes

today.

Because the

Laeutenant

Governor has a
vague job
description with
no wide-reach-

ing powers, it is

one of his pri-

mary responsibilities to be a public
figure who advocates on behalf of
interests like education.

In March 2001, Bustamante did
just that at UCLA He appeared on-

campus to discuss SP-1 and SP-2,

which banned affirmative action at

the UC, with then African Student
Union chair Karren Lane. He
pronused more than 1,000 Bruin pro-

CRUZ
BUSTAMANTE
Democrat

BRUCE MO
PHERSON
Republican

testers he would pursue the repeal
of the policies and actually followed
through - they were unanimously
repealed by the regents at their May
meeting that year.

To his credit, Bustamante has also
had a better attendance record at
regent meetings than any other elect-

ed ex-officio member Neither
Governor Gray Davis nor Assembly
Speaker Herb Wesson has attended a
single meeting this year.

Perhaps it is this experience with
the regents that has led Bustamante
to challenge their political agenda.
The regents, especially Ward
Connerly, have used their position as
the heads of one of the nation's pre-

mier universities to tlim their ovm
political agendas into state policy.

SP-1 and SP-2, for example, were
used by Connerly to promote his

campaign to pass Proposition 209,

which banned affirmative action

throughout all of California

Although Proposition 209 still

stands, Bustamante's attempts to

repeal the university-specific poli-

cies, which helped give rise to

Proposition 209, sent tJie message
that he won't allow the regents to be
used as a political tool.

Now, Conneriy is trying to rein-
force Proposition 209 by passing the
Racial Privacy Initiative (RPD, which
would prohibit the state from
requesting race-related information
on any official forms.

Bustamante has again challenged
Connerly's abuse of his regent posi-
tion by calling for an audit of the
RPI's potential effects on univereity
research, among other things.

One thing Bustamante could
improve on is more vociferously
checking Gov Gray Davis' actions.
When he does disagree with the gov-
ernor, he keeps it low-key But it will
be necessary for Bustamente speak
up if Davis is to be prevented from
making another slew of bad deci-
sions if elected today.

Bustamante has made UC stu-

dents and their concerns a priority
during liis term in office. In turn,

they should make his re-election
campaign a priority when they head
to the ballot boxes.

Supporting Waxman is a vote for war

Wesson could represent UCLA's interests

MHERB
WESSON. JR.

Democrat

The Daily

Bruin endorses
Herb Wesson
for the 47th

District

Assembly seat

because
Wesson, the

current

Speaker of the

California

Assembly, has
the potential to

strongly repre-

sent the inter-

ests of the

UCLA commu-
nity.

UCLA was
recently moved into the 47th
District, which Wesson has repre-

sented for the last four years.

Hopefully, Wesson will take this

opportunity to listen to his new
constituents.

|

To this point, his involvement
with UCLA has been minimal - on
February 11, 2002, Wesson was
inaugurated as Speaker of the

JONATHAN
LEONARD
Republican

California Assembly in Royce Hall.

But he has pledged to develop rela-

tionships with students and faculty

members and, according to a press
aide, is "ecstatic about represent-
ing UCLA."

Wesson has a reputation as a
progressive Democrat who estab-

lishes strong community ties. He
has been influential in the passage
of several important measures,
including a state budget that miti-

gated the negative impact of bud-
get shortfalLs on the University of
California

However, UCLA should know
Wesson has not historically made
higher education a msyor priority.

Because of his position as Speaker,
Wesson serves as an ex-officio

member of the UC Board of
Regents.

But Wesson has had a poor
attendance record - thus far in his

term, he has not attended a single

Regents meeting. As the represen-
tative of UCLA's district, this must
change.

He also has not ruled out the

possibility of a student fee increase
to deal with msyor UC budget
shortfalls. But he has affirmed his

support of affordable higher educa-
tion, and one year he did author
legislation that would have pre-

vented a student fee increase.

In comparison to his chal-

lengers. Wesson promises to be a
stronger supporter of the liberal

policies university conununities
traditionally support

|

His Republican opponent
Jonathan Leonard, on the other
hand, has suggested that the solu-

tion to California's social problems
is to offer fewer state services.

Wesson and UCLA have the

potential to be a powerful duo.
Wesson should begin actively sup-

porting the efforts of UCLA and
the UC in general by attending

regents meetings and advocating
on their behalf in the state

Assembly. I

In return, student voters should
put this powerful, charismatic

politician in office so he can con-
tinue to serve their needs.

Because con-

gressional

incimnbent

Henry Waxman
voted to give

President Bush
the authority to

use force

against Iraq, his

reelection cam-
paigning cannot
be endorsed by
the Daily Bruin.

Unfortunately,

his opponent^

Republican Tony
Gross, would
likely have done the same, making it

impossible to endorse either one.

Waxman, along with 81 other
House Democrats, voted in favor of

HENRY
WAXMAN
Democrat

TONYGOSS
Republican

giving President Bush the authority

to use force against Iraq regardless

of whether Bush had U.N. support
on the issue.

This reckless policy flies in the
face of the Constitution and many of
his constituents' v^hes. The power
to declare war is granted solely to

Congress by the Constitution, but it

has essentially been signed over to

President Bush by this legislation.

Moreover, Waxman regularly wins
elections with nearly 70 percent of
the vote and was not obligated to

support Bush in order to vidn voter
approval. Therefore, Waxman voted
for what he truly felt an opinion that

does not correspond with the signifi-

cant anti-war sentiment on campus."
Students should not support can-

didates that vote for resolutions that

could send them or their relatives to
fight a war they do not believe in.

To his credit, Waxman has done a
great deal of good. He held the first

congressional hearing on AIDS in

the 1980s, was a primary sponsor of
the1990 Clean Air Act, has cam-
paigned for nursing home reform
and has continuously attacked
tobacco companies.

But with every term comes a new
issue, and the most important issue

over the next two years will be the
potential war v^th Iraq and the

expansion of the war on terrorism.

Despite his success in pursuing pro-

gressive domestic policies in the
past, Waxman's wanton position on
the Iraq issue should be enough jus-

tification for students to try and oust
him from office.

O'Connell best suited to be superintendent

Proposition 47 would help f]x

The Daily Bruin endorses \

state Senator Jack O'Connell
for state superintendent of
public instruction because his

primary goal is to reduce
class sizes.

He will be responsible for

overseeing the state's K-12
school system and will sit on
the University of California

Board of Regents for the next
four years.

O'Comiell's ambitions are
realistic: he wants to reduce
class sizes in as many grades
as he can but realizes this

may not be possible until the
state's economy recovers.

He rightly believes stu-

dents' ability to analyze is

essential to their education.

O'Connell also receives strong

support from teachers' union
and current Superintendent
Delaine Eastin.

With the experience

O'Connell acquired in the

state legislature - including

working in the Assembly and
Senate education committees
- he is aware of current prob-

lems and trends in California's

education system. He was
responsible for authoring the
popular bill that reduced class

size up to third grade to 20
students.

Katherine Smith doesn't

have a lot of experience with
the public sector or a grasp of
what it will take to hold a
state office responsible for

thousands of schools.

A commitment to lower
class sizes and vast public

experience make O'Connell

tlie clear choice for superin-

tendent

SJACK
O'CONNEU.

KATHERINE
SMITH

Proposition 52 will simplify

schools, Engineering I building
,

voting to increase turnout
The state of dis-

repair of

California's public
schools - from the

K-12 level on up to

the state's commu-
nity colleges and public universi-

ties - seriously intrudes on the
schools' educational mission.
As such, vote yes on

Proposition 47, which would pro-
vide a $13.05 bilhon bond to ease
overcrowding and repair older
facilities.

Opponents argue the financial

climate of the state reveals this

isn't the time to grant a multi-bil-

hon-dollar bond.
This isn't the time to propose

holding pubhc schools more
accountable when their facihties

need repair.

According to the state's

Legislative Analyst Office, the
msyority of bond revenue - about
$11.4 billion - would be ear-

marked for the state's K-12
schools.

Opponents of the initiative say
it unfairly favors schools found in

more urban areas, such as those
in the Los Angeles Unified School
District.

But urban districts, which are
the most overcrowded and tend to
have older, more exhausted facili-

ties, need funds the most.
At the university level, the UC

would receive $408 million of the
bond revenue. The UC has based
its entire construction budget for
fiscal year 2002-2003 on
Proposition 47's funds. If the ini-

tiative doesn't pass, there is no
backup plan.

At UCLA, the bond will give the
university half the funds it needs
to revamp the Engineering I build-

ing to make it seismically sound.
According to the project manager,
the university has discussed these
plans for a decade.

Voting yes on the initiative will

prevent these basic construction
projects from being delayed for
another 10 years.

Proposition 47 provides an
immediate, first-step solution to

the problems facing California
students.

The Daily Bruin
endorses
Proposition 52,

which would allow

eligible voters with

legitimate identifi-

cation to register at their polling

place in the days leading up to and
including election day.

As California law now stands,

the deadline to register to vote is

15 days before an election.

Absentee voters must apply for

their ballots at least 7 days before.

Proposition 52 will help stream-
line the registration process and
raise the abysmally low voter

turnout, particularly among col-

lege-aged students. Often, students

have hectic schedules and frequent

address changes which hinder

timely registration for local elec-

tions, i

Voter turnout among the young
is low regardless of college status,

though. During the 1998 gubernato-
rial election, for example, only 17

percent of 18 to 24-year-olds voted.

Proposition 52's simplification of
the voting process will help reverse

this upsetting trend.

Opponents of the initiative argue
Proposition 52 would make com-
nutting voter fraud easier If

passed, it would require a valid

California driver's license or two
other forms of identification,

including a credit card bill, utility

bill or vehicle registration. Some
view these requirements as too
lenient, allowing people to forge
documents and commit voter
fraud.

But the initiative itself safe-

guards against fraud by increasing
the penalties imposed and by mak-
ing conspiracy to commit fraud a
felony. This gives law enforcement
agencies considerable pimitive
authority, which they can use to
deter voter fraud.

A democratic society should
make voting as easy as possible,
and invest in deterring voter fraud
rather than seeking convenient
answers that disenfranchise peo-
ple. Proposition 52 ensures all eligi-

ble California citizens have an
opportunity to exercise their con-
stitutional right to vote.

Breaking up L.A. too risky

due to possible tax increase

YES

s/iNO

Voters should
vote No on
Measures F and H,

the secession

movements for

San Fernando
Valley and
Hollywood, respectively.

While Valley and Hollywood
residents have voiced valid com-
plaints about the inadequate pub-
lic services they receive from City

Hall, the potential consequences
of breaking up Los Angeles are

risky.

TTie new cities may be forced

to raise taxes simply to maintain
the emergency protections they
currently receive. They would
have to pay for the Los Angeles
Police Department to patrol the

new cities and would not have
access to Los Angeles' $101 mil-

lion emergency relief fund to deal

with serious emergencies.

Angelinos left behind by the

secession movement would likely

have to pay higher taxes as well,

since the citizens of the San
Fernando Valley contribute $1.3

billion in local taxes to support
Los Angeles infi:astructure.

Furthermore, L.A. city leaders,

led by Mayor James Hahn, are

already working to remedy the

complaints of Valley and
Hollywood residents.

The city is working on ways to

localize services by moving
municipal workers into regional

city haUs in several planning dis-

tricts. The city is also already busy
cleaning streets, filling potholes

and trimming trees.

L.A.'s City Hall is in need of

reform, not complete dissolution.

Support for Measure B helps

L.A. trauma centers financially
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endorses Measiu-e

B, which would
raise property

taxes in Los
Angeles Coimty to

maintain the fiscal

viability of L.A. county trauma
hospitals. TWo l^CLA affiliates,

Harbor-l'C LA <\i\d Olive View-
UCLA medical centers, are facing

massive cuts or possible closure

due to funding scarcity.

LA. County cannot afford to

close down nuYro trauma centers.

Since 1985, tlie number of trauma
centers has slunnk from 22 to 13 -

the state also reduced traiuna cen-
ter funding by about 88 percent in

the last decade. More closiu'es will

endanger public heaitli, reducing

outlets for treating m^jor injuries.

County officials recendy
requested $1.4 billion from the

federal govenunent to avert bud-

get cuts. The govenunent respond-

ed by offering a one-time payment
of $150 million - well short of

what the coimty needs.

Tlie estimated $168 million in

new taxes generated aimually will

provide a steady stream of rev-

enue into tl\e county's emergency
and trauma-care network, includ-

ing the two r^CLA medical centers.

Opponents argue that at 3 cents

per stjuare foot, a 1,500-square-

foot house would cost a taxpayer

jui extra $45 a year.

But this is a small price to pay
for life-saving senices emergency
and trauma centers provide in the

event of a critical ii\jury or heart

attack.
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SOUNDBITES

Nirvana
"Nirvana"
Geffen Records

A lot of fuss has been
made about Nirvana's previ-
ously unreleased swan song
"You Know You're Right,"
which kicks off the band's 14-

track con\pilation. However,
aside from being Kurt
Cobain's final recording, the
song offers httJe to waurant
an entire compilation.

"You Know You're Right"

disappointingly adheres to

the basic Nirvana formula of
lulling verses followed by
drummer Dave Grohl's
attempts to detonate both the
drums sitting in front of him
and the ones located in the
listener's ears.

With that said, "Nirvana"
refrains from stuffing itself

with "Nevermind" tracks, giv-

ing equal attention to the
underrated "In Utero." Both
albums contribute four
songs, ranging from the obvi-
ous "Smells Like Teen Spirit"

to the surprising "Pennyroyal
Tea." However, only one
song, "About a Girl," is

offered from the band's
debut, "Bleach."

The nostalgia concludes
with live tracks "All

Apologies" and the David
Bowie cover "The Man Who
Sold the World," from "MT\^
Unplugged." The acoustic
performances mark the
zenith of the record, as welJ
as the band's popularity.

-David Chang

Tori Amos
'Scarlet's Walk'
Epic Records

^
Tori Amos is an acquired

taste. But if you've acquired
the taste, "Scarlet's Walk"
will satisfy.

'

After "Strange Little

Girls," an album composed
of a barrage of covers from
The Beatles to Eminem,
Amos returns with some
original material. But the
album itself is not a return to
the perfonner known as Tori
Amos. With "Walk," Amos
channels an alter-ego.
Scarlet, who is on a road trip

across the United States.
There is less piano thai\ is

generally expected from an
Amos effort, while the times
themselves and orchestra-
tion are somewhat straight-
forward and not a great
departure for Scarlet.

In fact, the liner notes to
the album include colored
routes across the United
States that correspond with
particular songs. The famil-
iar "a sorta fairytale" follows
the Pacific Coast Highway
down California, before
meandering east into
Arizona and New Mexico.
The title song begins in

southern Virginia l)efore ven-
turing into the C arolinas.

Even Alaska ajid Hawaii
are included in the odyssey,
captured in "Amber Waves"
and "another girl's paradise."

The challenge for listeners
is in the .ittempt to under-
stand what Starlet is about.
With the complexity of
Amos's lyrics, this is no easy
feat

Weighing in at
|
almost 74

minutes, "Scarlet's Walk" is a
nianmioth album. For those
interested or aliteady into
Amos, make sure

along on the next
Fire down below.

to take it

road trip,

jaby.

-( 'hrisioithrr ('(\hh

-^ Ratings

1- Sucks 3'- Good
2 - Eh ... could 4 - Great

be better 5 >- Classic

DIANfcKvhAIUNPUIiSA
VERITABLE CORNUCOPIA
OF CLOWN PAINTINGS ON
EXHIBIT IN SANTA MONICA

By Amber ftoizumi

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
anoizumi@nnedia.ucla.edu

Clowns make us happy, clowns make us
laugh with their bulbous red noses, water-
squirting flowers and painted smiles ... or at
least in theory.

Anyone who's familiar with Stephen King's
"It'' will teU you otherwise. What is it about
these culttira] icons that is supposed to be
fum^, yet instead incites horrific, blood-our-
diing terror in so many people? Perhaps it is

Hie veiy fact that these walking contra<tic-

Hons are capable of inspiring such ambiva-
lence» such potent love and even more potent
liate, that makes them so enthralling a birth-

mark.

Diane Keaton, for one, has tapped into this

tresky/fmny force in her collection of clown
paintings, "A Thousand Clowns, Give or Take
a Few,** on display at Bergamot Station in

o<uiux iYiuiut:<t uiTough December.
The exhil^ which is free to the public,

showcases paintings collected from various
swap meets and flea markets by Keaton and
art collector Robert Berman, and was inspired
by Keafcon's recent book **Clown Paintings*'

(PowerHouse). Keaton^s book featiu-es 66
paiailings ofdowns in addition to essaj^ from
A-Usters such as Woody Allen, Ben Stiller, Lisa
Kudrow, and Martin Short, who e3$>ress either
devotion to or utter disdain for the flopj^y-

shoed entertainers.

Garnering hype (or gossip) and with 2,000
people expected to have attended the opening
oftiie exhibit, it's difficult not to wonder if the
sellingipoint is either society's innate fascina-
tion with clowTis or more of a fascination with
the lifestyle of the rich and famous.

But Keaton carries no pretension in regard
to her collected artwork. She seems to keep
her sense of humor about the fact tliat she is

placing •^low-brow" art on a pedestal, where
celebrities and art experts alike are now
examining tliese flea-market fmds that would
nonnaUy not earn a second glance.

''Am I qualified? Probably not It's my judg-
ment call, my impulses, thafis it," Keaton saki
at a recent lecture at tJie Santa Monica
Museum of Art

Keaton first started collecting clowns when

Powerhouse Books

This painting by Jesmutz Is from Steve Martin's cd-^
lection. Martin, an avid modem art coflector, wrote
a short essay. "The Sex Life of Ctowis,** for
Keaton's book "Clown Paintings."

she came across a clown painting that she
was eerily drawn to while at the Pasadena
Rose Bowl Swap Meet with her sister, and

CLOWNS
I
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This painting by Jesmutz is from Steve Martin's

iK^jtion andjis aJftftototKeat^

What do you think of clowns?

Yumi Lifer

Second-year, environmental

studies

"I think

clowns are

a very
important
aspect of
society
because
they're fun.

People
shouldn't
be scared.

They're just trying to entertain

you."

Walter Hernandez

Fifth-year, political science

and history

"Clowns
are pretty
funny - I

don't think

they're
scary at all.

I never saw
any of
those scary
clown
movies, so I

have no problem with them.
They put on makeup and wear
big shoes and wear real dorky
stuff. I find that amazingly
funny."

Sam Kobari

Third-year, anthropology

"Clowns
scare the

(expletive)
out of me. I

think a
midget
clown
would be
funny, but
I've never
seen a

funny clown. When I was a
kid, 1 got scared of a clown at

a birthday party. He was run-
ning around shaking me, trying

to do these .scary balloons."

Mary Dang
mdang(a)media.ucla.edu

Minority shows
must appeal to

wider audience

for success
It's

not interesting to have NBC's "The West
Wmg" pitted against ABC's "The Bachelor"
The networks are repeating the same

schtick we've seen before. ABC is trying to
chip away at NBC's core audience with the
enticement of a show that is full of guilty plea-
sure.

Most networks' strategies don't amaze me.
However, I am fascinated

by the Wednesday night
hneup. Fox has placed one
of its few good shows, "The
Bemie Mac Show," against
ABC's "My Wife and Kids."

Both of these shows con-
tain similar formulas; they
are comedies about black
famihes. With slightly dif-

ferent slants, they both
have enough similarities

that Fox thinks "The Bemie
Mac Show" can not only
chip away at ABC's viewer-
ship, but take it away com-
pletely.

Shows with minority casts have always been
a tough spot for TV networks to deal with since
they are constantly getting criticism for the
lack of them. However, when they do give them
a chance, there's usually a lukewarm, if not
negative, reception (ABC's Latino "The George
Lopez Show" and Korean "All American Girl")
so they promptly get cancelled. They're basical-
ly damned if they do and damned if they don't.

Nevertheless, minority-cast shows continue
to grow and now we have one black comedy
show competing against another The signifi-

cance may seem minor but this shows that TV
networks are confident enough to divide a
minority audience, because they perceive it to
be large and important.

TV networks are always fiddling with diver-
sity in shows. The novelty of showing certain
races (mainly Latino and Asian) on television
can be bait for anyone curious as to how
shows will fare. Second, there's the instant
draw of the minority who will want to support
shows like that. A niche audience will attract
more advertisers searching for specific mar-
kets.

In these difficult economic times, there's an
added burden on the entertainment industry to
find more advertisers. That's ignoring how
cable is stealing broadcast TVs audience.
TV networks are racking their brains think-

ing up different ways to get viewers, and thus
the battle between Bemie Mac and Damon
Wayans ensues. Instead, TV networks should
focus on the merits of a show rather than its

novelty if they want to sustain their audiences.
However, minority shows don't necessarily

try to be funny for everyone, which brings up
question: can shows that represent the lives of
minorities be universally funny?

The answer is yes. When "The Cosby Show"
came out, it was a hit with everyone because it

was funny to lots of people who were not
black. Granted, "Cosby" has a reputation for

being "whitewashed." However, I remember
talking to Korean-American Eddie Shin of
"That '80s Show," who told me his reason for
acting was Rudy, the adorable Huxtable girl,

played by Keshia Pulliam. This just goes to
show that you don't have to be a certain race
or culture to get someone else's humor or its

more comprehensive themes.
So overall, do I like shows with diversity?

Yes, but only when they broaden their scope to

universal issues.

Bang's TV column runs Tuesdays.

Sherry Reddit

First-year grad student,

education

"I think

that any-
body who
dresses up
in a dis-

guise and
hides their

face

likes

play
little

and
to

with
chil-

scary.dren is definitely

Clowns are too happy, and that

makes me suspicious."

Buckley gaining posthumous popularity

sow MI|Si(

Jeff Buckley's "Songs to No One." released last month, provides a glimpse into
the singer-songwriter's early stages of development.

By Anthony Bromberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
abromberg@media.ucla.edu

Mary Guibert, a resident uf
Silverlake, recently came to I'CLA
for an independent singor-song-
writor syniposiuni. Slie caino to
speak about musicians niaintainin<»

tlieir aili.stic status while making
money. She is an expert on I he sul)-

ject because her son was one of llu^

premier niche artists of tlie l*MH)s.

Her .son was JetT Buckley.
Brad Pitt was tiie one who canie

to me mui said, 'How did I not know
about your son? 1 was in N. Y. at tlw

very same lime. I was pretty hip. I

was there in town, how did 1 not

know about him?'" (iuiheil said

"But. it starts \\\\\\ that thni^ wljen^

people didn't really want to spoil
knowing about Jeff And plus he was
totally OK with that. He did not want
to be famous. He wanted to be very
orgiuiic in growlh."

Buckley's fan base stayed rela-

tively exclusive during his lifetime,

but since his death on May 29, 1997,
his intense cult following has contii>-

u.ed to grow. Multiple posthumous
releases and repackagings have
come out .since his passing, and with
the release last month of "Songs To
No ( )ne" iuid i\i\ upcoming box set of
KPs slatted to come out, still more
music lovers are sure to be intro-

<Iuc(m1 to Buckley's fan club.

A select but non-exclusive club,

Buckl(\v's fans include everyone
Irom Pitt juul other talented celebri-

ties hke fM HaiA'ey, Thom Yorke and

Hal Willner to the downright creepy.

"There's a couple girls, thajik God
they don't live in this comitry, who
are channeling Jeff," Guibert said of
some of the strangest fan mail she's

received for her son. "One of them
swears that she's foimd a medium
on the Internet who will guarantee
her if she can get a real article of
Jeffs clothing that she can bear his

child."

Some fans were also one-time
doubters.

Take for instance a classical

pianist at the Elvis Costello-lKj.sted

Meltdown festival in 1996. When
Buckley walked up with holey jeans
and greasy hair she was less tlum
enthusiastic about accompanying

BUCKLEY
I
Pa^« 1.)
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Synergy helps lead to artist's success

from p!age 9

him, according tx) Guibert.

"Elvis talked to her and told her to
just warm up with him, and if you really
can't do it, you can't," Guibert said. "It

was a choir boy (song they were sup-
posed to play) just Uke 'Corpus Christi
Carol' and he starts and Elvis says her
head went up... and he could just see
her head melt into pools on the stool."

The time period documented on
"Songs To No One," was, according to
Guibert, the most important period of
development in Buckley's life. The
spring of 1991 marked the first time
Buckley sang in pubUc. At the Tim
Buckley (Jeffs father) memorial con-
cert, Jeff sang four of his father's songs
to a large audience that included Lou
Reed, Laurie Anderson, and Gary Lucas.

After going public with his vocal tal-

ent, Buckley didn't slow down. Lucas, a
former guitarist for Captain Beefheart,
approached him with ideas for a collab-

oration. For the next year Buckley

worked with Lucas, honed his songwrit-
ing, and built a live following in New
York.

"We have this Uttle picture of him,
this Uttle comer, which is the 'Gods and
Monsters' rehearsals where he was just

sitting in Gary's Uving room," Guibert
said. "So this was lovely historically

speaking, but it sounded Uke shit. And
Gary thought it was lovely."

According to Guibert, after Buckley's
passing, Lucas would contact her every
few months wanting to release the
tapes. Busy putting together the first

posthumous release "Sketches for My
Sweetheart the Drunk" and dealing with
her loss, it wasn't until more recently

when the tapes were taken to Hal
Willner that the release became a possi-

biUty. Guibert had thought that the

material was high enough quaUty to

release, but Willner put together materi-

al from the tapes with some Uve tracks

that became "Songs," which she was
pleased with.

Guibert wrote the liner notes for the

upcoming box set release, which puts
together foreign released material with
other rare Buckley moments Uke the B-

side "Tongue."

"(The 'Tongue' session) was the first

time (Buckley and his future band-
mates) all played together and they
decided to do this Uttle jam that they
caUed 'Tongue' and that's the only time
they ever played it," Guibert said. "So
this was the moment for them when
they looked up at the end and knew they
were a group."

I

While immediate synergy could
account for much of Buckley's success
as talented people came together,

Guibert says he's an example of anyone
being able to make it in the art scene,

even in New York.

"He played at Two Boots Pizza,"

Guibert said. "He Uterally played any-
where that would let him stand up with
a guitar and sing."

"He had a buck ninety the day the

check came through from Sony. It can
be done," she added.

CLOWNS
from page 9

after that she was hooked.
"I've always hated clown

paintings, but if you spend
enough time at a swap meet,
eventually you turn around,"
Keaton said.

When asked why she would
pick such a bizarre, frightening

subject to coUect, Keaton, with
wild streaks in her hair and
wearing lavender-shaded lenses

and a dress over pants, was a
bit self-deprecating in her
humor.

"I gotta go with my own
team," Keaton said. "The way
that I perform, the way I dress,

it's very clown-Uke. I identify

with clowns. By coUecting, I'm

supporting myself."

Keaton wiU be the first to say
that the book wouldn't sell

without the star-studded Ust of
contributors and that the exhib-

V,

it wouldn't excel without her
own renown.

''I spent a lot of time in the
past trying to pretend I was
something I wasn't," Keaton
said laughing. "Now I'm just so
arrogant that I think I can pub-
Ush a book on this and people
win buy it."

Not only wiU people buy her
book and visit her exhibit, but
many will even Uke it.

One, Keaton's friend and col-
league Steve Martin, is a con-
noisseur of modem art, witli

pieces from Picasso to Edward
Hopper, yet doesn't think the
clown paintings areiowbrow at
all.

"They're fabulous," Martin
said in a recent interview.
"They're very moving. I

thumbed through (the book)
and it's sort of Uke a flip book
of emotions."

Martin wrote a humorous
essay in "Clown Paintings"
titled "The Sex Life of Clowns,"
and while he's a fan of the

clown paintings, not everyone
else in the bo(ik was so nice.

Chevy Chase, John Waters,
Joan Rivers, Woody Allen,
Carol Biunett and Larry David
all relayed their fear and disUke
of clowns in tlie book. Candace
Bergen, for example, writes: "If

clowns are so funny why are
they so frightening? Why are
clowns a compendium of
creepy? Why (and I am not
alone here) do I hate clowns?
And why does Diane collect
paintings of them (which she
will eventuaUy seU for milUons
of doUars and then I'll be
sorry). Why?"

Clowns are a mystery. But
love 'em or hate 'em, they'U
continue to hurl pies and pUe
into tiny cars, making some
children smile while perma-
nently scarring the rest of them.

"The fact that there's a sec-
tion in eBay called 'clown
paintings' shows that they're
here and they're not going
away," Keaton said.

Critics misjudge Eggers' 'Velocity'

PUS ON YOUR GOOD HEALTH!

SWC FALL BLOOD DRIVE
' Tuesday, November 5th

Wednesday, November 6th ^ Thursday, November 7th

11 am - 4 pm 4 Ackerman Union 4 Room 24 1

4

For an appointment please e-mail swcblood@ucla.edu or call (3 1 0) 825-7586

Please remember to eat well and increase your fluids the day of donation.

We Require Identification |l||^ UCLA Blood & Platelet Center
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By Tom McEnaney
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
tmcenaney ©media. ucla.edu

Dave Eggers' name alone coi\jures

images of literary superstardom, and
the dread of a sophomore slump.

Eggers began his career welcom-
ing readers into his life in the memoir,
"A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering
Genius." Two years later, that book's
shadow continues to envelop the
author's movements.

With last month's release of
Eggers' new book "You Shall Know
Our Velocity," published by his com-
pany, McSweeney's Publishing, the
author embarked on the momentous
task ofmoving beyond the hype ofhis
initial success in the pursuit of creat-

ing new, invigorating literature.

The critics, however, seem unwill-

ing to let Eggers go. E}ven Michiko
Kakutani of the New York Times, who
has previously praised his writing,

called the work "less inventive, less

daring, less affecting and less

intense" than AHWOSG.
The blame partly falls on Eggers.

In some ways, he himself hasn't
moved on. The book is full of bio-

graphical resemblances - most
notably, the narrator Will has recently
fallen into a large sum of money, rem-
iniscent of the author's situation after
writing AHWOSG, motivated by his

parents' deaths. Thematically he
retreads the death, guilty privilege,

and purging redemption that abound
in his previous work.
What the critics seem to miss,

however, is that Eggers has changed
the context. No longer is he recasting
real life in memoir form, but is now
transforming the characters of his

mind into unrealistic fiction.

It's the way he does it that is so fun.

The book foUows WiU and Hand's
attempts to give away $32,000 across
the span of two continents and five

countries, in hopes of making sense
of a friend's death through random
charity.

Nowhere is Eggers more exciting

than when recounting his two charac-
ters racing through the alleys of
Marrakesh, with Will fearful that the
cars on the road have plotted their

deaths, when the characters suddenly
explode back into the open.

The excitement isn't in the action,

but in the narrator's imagination. The

running commentary in WiU's hyper-
active mind, hovering "on humming-
bird wings," can twist a car ride into a
John Woo action flick.

Eggers pulls his readers into the
torment of Will's crowded head,
where "a large staff of humanoid peo-
ple, oily and pale and without hair"
gather files fi-om the library of his
mind, in which pain is "filed near the
front." The met^^hor is brilliant, at
once a vision of a perverse "Fraggle
Rock" underground and the mental
landscape of angst It is this type of
writing that makes the book both
emotional and entertaining, pushing
the reader through tears and on to
gales of laughter
On its own, "You Shall Know Our

Velocity," is a work of energetic prose
that discusses, as freelance writer
John Freeman has pointed out, the
arbitrary quality of wealth and the dif-

ficulty of redistributing that wealth in

a non-arbitrary way
The book's Kerouackian enthusi-

asm transfonns this difficulty into a
pleasure. And although Eggers may
never escape the shadow of his
debut, this book makes it obvious
that he is no one-hit wonder.

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?
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Programming. All students are invited to participate in developing leadership

skills. Upon completion participants receive a certificate.
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Dolby Digital

i-pu (1:20) 4 00 7 10 9 50

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (11 40) 2-10 4 50 7 30 10 00

All or Nothing (R)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4 00 7 00 9 50

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:40) 2 05 4 40 7 15 9 50

Bowling tor Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1 10)405700955

Comedian
Mon-Thu (1215) 2 3^4 45 7 15 9 45

AVCO CINEMA
l0840WilshireBlvd

1 BIk E otWeshwood
(310)777-FILM#330

WLA/Beveriy Hills

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6 Ghost Ship (R)

1313 3fdSt. THX - Dolby Digital

Promenade Mon-Thu (12«0) 2 30 5 00 7 30 1010

The Ring (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 00) 4 00 7 00 10 00

Punch- Drunk Love (R)

fX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 j:15) 1 45 4 20 7 10 9 45

The Transporter (PG- 1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11 1«5) 2 15 4 45 7 40 10 15

Swe«t Home Alabama (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11 30)2 10 5 05 7 55 10 35

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG-13)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 1 iO) 2 00 4 40 7 20 10 05

Royal

1 1 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilstiire

274-6869

Frida(R)

Mon-Thu (1 15)4.10 7 00 9 55

Tully (NR)

Mon-Thu (5 10) 7 40 10 00

Shanghai Ghetto (R)

Mon-Thu (5 051 7 20 9 55

Under the Moonlight

Mon-Thu (5 10) 7 30 9 50

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1 40 4:30 7:00 9:45

Red Dragon (R)

Mon 1:30 4:20 7 10 10:05

Tues1:30 4 2O
Wed-Thu 1:30 4:20 7:10 10:05

The Ring (PG-13)

Mon-Wed 1:50 4 40 7:30 10:15

Thu 1:50 4:40

Sweethome Alabama (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:50 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANGO COM

Beverly Hills

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue
(310)208-3259

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 30) 2:00 4:30 7 00 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S otWilshire)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

Santa Clause2 (PG)

Mon-Thu 1 1 00 1 30 4:1 5 7:00 9:25

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Trials of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Tue (5 20) 7:30 9:30

Wed (1:00) 3 10 5:20 7:30 9:30

Thu (5:20)7:30 9:30

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Santa Monica

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

4 hours validated

parking Si at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Abandon (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2 10 4 50 7:3q 9:50

Formula $1 (R)

Mon-Thu 2 45 5 20 7 50 to 00

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1 1 30 1 40 440 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1 50 7 00

All or Nothing

Mon-Thu 12 00 3:30 6 30 9 30

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Mon-Thu 11:15 4 20940

Bowling For Columbine {R)

Mon-Thu 1 1 00 1 45 4 30 7.15 10:00

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1 45)4 30 7 15 9 50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (12 15) 2 30 4 50 7 15 9 45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 30 5 05 7 45 10 20

Spirited Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1 00)4 00 7 00 1() 0(3

Ghost sup (R)

Mon 2 30 5 10 7 40 10 05
Tue-Wed 2 30 1 10 7 00 7 40 9 15 jO 05

Thu 2 30 5 10 7 40 10 05 Santa Monica

fiDVMISf
initlf

rtovif

auiDf
Paid in Ff II (R)

Mon-Thu 2 20 5 00 7 20 9 40

The Transporter (P€- 13)

Mon Thu 2 05 4 40 7 109 30

NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

Food of Love

Mon-Thu (4:20) 7:00 9 40

Tuck Everlastinc

Mon-Thu 2 00

(PG)

430

NuWiLSHIRE Bowling for Columbine (R)

1314 Wilshire Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 30 2:30) 4 15 515 7 00
(310) 394-8099 8 00 9 45 10 30

3I0.825.2I6itf
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Toplace an ad, call

31 0.8^5.2
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mall

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Mwrs
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

ill/ IMrWng H/xs

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-
dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Deadlines

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

Oassltted

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85
12pt. headline 2.00
16pt. headline 2.75
Box $2.00

5 insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00

...each additional word 2.75
12pt. headline 8.50
16pt. headline 11.00
Box $10.00

mOaumf
20 Insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00

...each additional word 7.20

1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00
Box $40.00

QUmwny
50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 103.15
Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for
variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change wittiout notice.

Special Features & Issues

harsains
i: 3v.£ii^iiikr.ii ^J -

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

IBirfehdaif^
Evef7 day!

310.825.2221

^VILLflOf DIStI
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

BninCoipem

Every 5th and lOtti week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

»-''y>»i.X''-

*.:•:-..

MARKET

CUSStREB

The ASUCL^ Commun.catKJ.is board fu((y supports the Unr^ersrty of Calrfornas polcy on noodiscrimKiation No medium shall accept advertisements whK:h present persons of anv ona.nrace sex. or »««';«l onentation ,n a demearwig way or to .mply that they are Lmited posrt.ons. capab.l.t^s. rotes, or status .n soc«ty Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCUV CornmunicationBoard has mvest^ated any of the servKres advertised or the advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this iss^v rlt^ tST^ZT^!!, ^
nor

tanc

Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Boards policy on
-
in should commun«:ate complaints m wntmg to the Assistant Director Daily Brum. 1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza Los Angeles 90024- 1 64 1 For aiis
lation probtems. call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads al«;n ann«.ar nn i.n*.

at hnp /.w.w.da,iybru.n.uc.a edoflacement on-,me « offered as a complimentary servce for customers and ,s not guaran.id The Daily Brum ^Z^^^o,Zt^XZZ^c^^ZtKXi only wmor typographical err«k are rK« e^,ibte for refunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notif«d of an error on X^lSl T̂poSl^X^^r^
wm -fs mmmmmm

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

i5r

announcements
1100-2600 ^

k

EGG Donors Needed
Healthy females ayes 18-31

Donate to infertile c ouples some ot the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION 55, (700 starting

Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494

H^

M

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 fhis semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundroising event. Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.

Fundroising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

v/ww.campusfundraiser.com

1800
Miscellaneous

i^hiL-ii^' ^^..-"j -*.;* ^ ^^.^-"^

1800
Miscellaneous

Neede
PROS

est Hills

Recycler ClassifiedSf a Wbune Co.,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
& join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,
avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

+ bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
i-800-300-2777 x32603
joe.moran&recycler.com EOE

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-209-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

2300
iperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-
tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

EAST INDIAN EGG
DONOR NEEDED

$50,000 (COMPENSATION) Highly success-
ful, professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is at-

tractive and intelligent (SAT score of 1400+)
with a good personality. Privacy is guaranteed.
Please contact our agent:

Darlene@aperfectmatch.com 800-264-8828.

EGG DONORS WANTED ages 19-32 all

backgrounds. Generous compensation. Call

541-266-8284 or www.creatingnewgenera-
tions.com

MATURE. GENEROUS Professional to date
and perhaps mentor attractive sensual co-ed.
Email Jerry_yes@yahoo.com.

SMART, FUNNY GIRL, 26, seeking nice,
charming, funny guy 24-34. Referrals accept-
ed. Serious applicants only earthgirl100@hot-
mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the eariiest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

Rese
2200
Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-
dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

NATIVE SEOUL KOREAN SPEAKERS
NEEDED. Looking for native Seoul (standard)
Korean Speakers for linguistic experiments.
Must be 1 8 years of age or older. Must have
normal hearing. $20Awo sessions. Each ses-
sion last less than an hour. Contact
sahyang@ucla.edu.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-
ticipate in MRI and Smoking Study Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01 -03-048-02A.

John ± Christian
Designers ft craftsmen Since 1850

College monogram
Ring

Free Brochure

•year date
•Degree
Greek Letters

•Your monogram

14KG0LD $450

RINGB0X.COM 1-888-646-6466

QUICK CASH! Earn $5 in less than 1/2 hour
by participating in a simple experiment about
language learning. Contact: lingexp@ya-
hoo.com

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy Receive up to $230. Dr. London. IRB
#98-09-0 18-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or

888-791-9988. .

3SOO
Furniture

FOR SALEf Wooden bureau with drawers.
Price is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

MOVING SALE. Computer P3 w/monitor and
scanner ($400), 24-inch TV w/stand ($100),
dining room set (seats 4) mint-condition

($200). Call 310-826-5156.

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.
Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special
finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

4^«»A^AA^

transportation
4600-5500

4700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-
8817,323-873-3303.

Autos for Sale

1987 RED NISSAN 300-ZX. Power every-
thing. T-tops, factory alann. Custom wheels,
air, auto. Great Condition. $3500 obo. 323-
935-8775, leave message.

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $1,700/obo. 310-433-1838.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red. great condi-
tion, well maintained, new clutch, 2nd owner,
alarm, 12 disc changer. $3300 OBO. 323-793-
4997.

1991 BMW 325i. White with blue top, original

owner, dealer serviced. $7900 OBO. 818-982-
9610.

1992 FORD EXPLORER XLT. Fully loaded.
Leather. Black-tan. $4700. Excellent condition.

6 CD changer. 310-980-6730.

1994 VOLVO 760. White with beige leather
interior. 72000 miles, loaded, factory CD play-

er. $9500. 323-761-8154

white 63000 miles,1996 FORD TAURUS
$6000.323-761-8154

1998 SAAB 900S Convertible, Excellent con-
dition, 74K miles. Black, stick shift, beautiful,

must sell. $12,900 OBO. 310-581-2000.

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-D00F{

Black with grey interior. Only 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. A/C,
power everything, 5speed manual, fun to

drive. Excellent condition. Must see!

$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

2000 FORD MUSTANG COUPE 2-door,

27K miles, automatic. Air condition, power
everything AM/FM Stereo, Cassette, Com-
pact Disc. $10,500. Call SEDA 31 0-209-

0528 or sdulgeroglu@hotmail.com.

GREAT DEAL!
FOR SALE: Nice 1985 Dodge Ram Fami-

ly/Commercial use van. Runs excellent,

manual transmission, clean body. Asking

$1500. Call Daniel 213-747-3488.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext./\2 14. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

51OO
Motorcycles for Sale

00/01 SUKUZI GSXR750
FAST AND STRONG. Dyno-tuned and
mapped, in upcoming film. High performance

extras. $6200obo. Chad 323-620-2371.

HONDA ELITE SCOOTER very reliable,

$500. 323-571-3088

S300
Scooter/Cycle Repair

CycleTlme Company (Since 1977)

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
Sales • Repairs • Insurance

EXCHANGE AD FOR FREE PICK-UP
REPAIR, OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT.

(310)275-6734
1632 S La Cienega Blvd Six Blocks Soutti of Pico

ssoo
Vehicles for Rent

Need Transportation
to a Party or
Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)216-2718
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation
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Jfewefuestinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

S900
[financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
UriJversity Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org. I

^^1 6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
Vbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 \A/©stv\/oocl Blvd.
(2 t>lks. So. or Wllshtlro)

24 Hours a Day Service

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

c^DID YOU GET A TICKrr IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,

www.deeslegal.com.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.UJ. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

Centurv Qtv, California

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378. 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for Amencan Cancer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391-5657.

6SOO
isic Lessons

FLUTE LESSONS. Experienced and qualified

music teacher in Brentwood for ages 6-f.

Teaches all levels plus theory and musician-
ship. 310-820-9183

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

6700
Professional Services

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

! 6600
i'ersonat Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

6700
iiig^ui,,, JUrofessTdnaTServices

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS' Frustrated developing your

personal statements'' Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant 310-826-

4445. wwwwinningpersonsitatement.com.

Classifieds
825-2221

STRESSED OUT? Relax with a soothing mas-
sage! Swedish, deep tissue, reflexology by pro
CMT. 9AM-9PM. $60/hr. Maxine 310-709-
6812.

7000
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01.

www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL'? Want to get
1 70-I-? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:3 10-3 14- 1643.

MELANIES MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English. Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: pianoA/io-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology.
Econ/Accounting. &French. Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutonng service. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-

nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kids fed up with math? Help has
come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math. including:Algebra 1 and 2.

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math.

Flexible hours. Fnendly patient UCLA sen-

ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years

expenence tutoring math and three years

teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-

ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie :3 10-

993-8064.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-

387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

COMPUTER TUTOR. Need help with thesis

data analysis. Microsoft Excel, and SPSS.
Would like to learn Fortran. Contact
Geographil@aol.com.

FEMALE MATH TUTOR WANTED for 8th

grade Algebra. Thurs 3:30-4:30PM on cam-
pus. $13/hour. If interested. email
clindstr@ucla.edu

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational

help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thru Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.

tutor7892002@yahoo.com

MENTOR!!
NEEDED for 13 year-old creative high-

school boy. Must be camp counselor type,

with passion for music and creativity. Car
necessary. 5 days/week. $25-f/hour.

Wonderful for grad student. Male preferred.

310-828-4111. Fax 310-828-4488.
csk2@mac.com

7400
Business Opportunities

EXCELLENT
PART TIME INCOME

International Company Seeks independent

Reps. Work from home. Set your own
hours. Monthly residual income. No experi-

ence necessary. 323-281-2223.

Strictly UCLA students (with English major) tu-

tor for 14 year old. Need help with English, his-

tory and Math. 310-271-0122

TUTOR NEEDED. Asist and supervise 4th

grade boy w/homework. Motivated-patient.

Mo/Tu/Th, 4-6pm(flexible). $12-15/hour. Child

development experience preferred. BH area.

310-666-4213.

TUTORS FOR MATH AND LATIN. After 4pm.
flexible days and hours. Near Mulholland and
405 fwy. Cindy 310.553.1500 (daytime),

310.472.4723 (evening)

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

disseftations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations, Essays. Personal Statements,

Manuscnpts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

%%%^ % %

employment
7400-8300

PUBLIC RELATIONS
ASSISTANT

Non-profit. Owner is APR.. Tremendous
opportunity to learn on the go. Immediate
opening. Salary-Miommission. Part Time
can morph into Full Time when you're

ready. Cuba travel. Computer skills a
must:Excel, Powerpoint, Quickbooks Pro.

Adobe. Fax resume: 213-626-8903

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduatwnal pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

FORMER TEACHER SEEKS live-in nanny
job. References provided. Call Katherine at

615-399-8026 or e-mail

katwmiller@yahoo.com

-mHJOO
lild Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F. 2:30-6;30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

BABYSITTER
Experienced female care for 2yo (daytime)

and 4yo before/after preschool. Mon&Thurs
7am-5pm+one Friday/month. Need own car+

references. SM. Monica 310-449-1984.

BABYSITTER. 3 kids (12. 9, and 2 yr.old)

Some evenings and weekends. Santa Monica
area. 310-393-9297.

BABYSITTER/DRIVVER For 21/2 y/o girl. 3
aftemoons/wk, 12-6PM. English and Mandarin
prefen-ed. Los Feliz area. John 323-229-4942.

DRIVER NANNY Needed Mon-
Wed-

, 3-7PM. Tu. Th, 3-8PM. $10-12/hour. mileage

paid. Own car. insurance, clean DMV required.

310-777-8787.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

LOOKING FOR BABYSITTER for every Satur-

day night. Beverly Hills area. Car preferred,

but not necessary. $10/hr. Call Sandra 310-

277-0045.

NEED STUDENT to drive great 12y/o boy
Wed/Thurs/Fri afternoons. Westwood/Malibu.
Call 310-441-5537 (day) or 310-470-0893
(evening).

P/T Chikjcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.

12hrs^veek. 310-858-8321.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr old daughter. Internation-

al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-

erences required. Grand Piano. Beverlywood.

Laird:310-287-1010.

WANTED NANNY DRIVER, HOMEWORK
HELPER for Santa Monica Family w/3 chil-

dren, ages 12,8,6 - M/W/TH/F 3p-6p and TU
3p-8p. (310)888-0163

WANTED WEEKEND NANNY for Santa
Monica Family to help with children (310)888-
0163.

7800
Help Wanted

7SOO
Career Opportunities

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-

sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sume to: 310-278-4882.
I

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company. Must be detail oriented

and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr.

Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours; Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational

Services. Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-S19/hr. 310-335-5650.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medical office. Will tram, entry-

level. Computer knowledge a must. M-F, 9-6.

Salary+benefits. 10 min from UCLA. 310-476-

4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. Small pension firm.

Analytical, bright energetic, organized,

detailed individual, math ability. 50wpm, 30-

40hrs/wk, $11-13/hr. Call Youn Mee 310-576-

1030x12.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION P/t, flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-

ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr. 310-

688-6761.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious

inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college

job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience

necessary. Earn up to $300 a day 1-866-291-

1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych. ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOV/^S 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

BH LAW FIRM needs P/T file clerks. $7.50/hr.

Interest in law preferred. 15-20hrs/wk. Flexible

scheduling. Fax resume/availability: 310-274-

2798, Attn:Recruitment.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/ADMIN need for

Westwood Office. Speak Vietnamese? If MS
efficient, reliable, can multi-task, and
resourceful, resume gnguyen@vitcnet.com.

fax 310-979-7775

DRIVER NEEDED
WLA family needs their 4th grader driven

to/from school 3 one-way trips/wk. Fee negoti-

able. 310-204-3144.

FILMING OR MARKETING STUDENT need-
ed to help create a test infomercial. Should
have all filming and editing equipment. Call

310-702-3253.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP: Growing invest-

ment firm needs help. Flexible hours. Base
pay w/ incentives. 310-546-1560.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;

PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dentaJ assistant (310)824-2225,
(626)616-5609

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule. Top Sellers MAKE
$1000A^eek. starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

MODELS & NEW FACES
5.2-5.11 all types. Interested in making P/T
money modeling or trade advertising modeling

for pictures. Pay-rates&lnfo. 323-464-3172.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,

pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1-800-263-0174. ext. 210

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

:f:^;Kb^:iiT?
Earn $100-$200 a day
2 week training & Job
Placement included

tt's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6499)
www.nationalbartenders.com

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/r MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Service positions. Pleasant work place in San-
ta Monica. Education publisher. 310-395-
9393.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

ternoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

PHONE SURVEYOR & ADMIN WORK. Con-
duct phone surveys. Need callers with great

phone manners. Good computer skills.

$10/hr+incentives. 310-914-5148.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Employment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call:31 0-825-9681 or

email:erubio@ha.ucla.edu ^

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverly

Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING,
FOCUSED, PERSONABLE person.

P/T/Flex/$12/hr. Email:

tom@andersonstaff.com— a >#.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-

struction industry, has immediate part-tirfie po-

sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour

starting. Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Fcix resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.
-J.

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-

service associates and experienced gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-

able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessional-appearance. Flexible hours. Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

7800
Help Wanted

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching expenence. P/T.

Excellent pay Classes in West Valley. 310-
377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

STUDENT familiar with Mac pertormer 550 for

data entry work. $15/hr. Telephone 310-473-
9740.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)
Come and help high school, middle school,
and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S local American Indian Centers!
You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are
you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact

Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,
or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIR!!

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-

ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineverylife.com.

78AO
ors/Extras Wanted

ATTRACTIVE & FAIRLY STRONG
WOMEN WANTED. Former gymnast, ath-

lete, etc? Earn $75-i-/hr for modeling work.

818-599-3160 or trescott@yahoo.com. No
nudity.

NUDE MODELS WANTED Open casting call.

$200 and up for 3 hrs. The Sauce Production.

Female photographers. 213-840-1938.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modernmedia2000.com.

8000
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalJan/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

MUSIC INDUSTRY
INTERSHIPS. Interested in the exciting area

of marketing in the ROCK music genre? A
two-quarter minimum commitment required,

class credit can also be arranged. Duties:

Data entry, graphing, online, research, writing

skills, HTML, and photoshop proficiency +.

Please email resume to Jessica at jessi-

ca@linkinpark.com.

housing
8400-9800

Apartments for Rent

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD 2bed, r/s, pool, laundry, carpet,
parking, included, $1395 www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD studio, r/s,
, parking, $725.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: $1640. 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,
parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :3 10-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-

tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+.
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parking.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

5 MINUTES FROM UCLA. National Blvd/near
Overiand. Beautiful 2bdrm/2bth condo. 2-park-
ing spaces. New carpet, painting, stove and
refrigerator. $1450/month. 310-839-7923.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195.
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068. 11069 Strathmore #3.

MAR VISTA HILL
WESTSIDE, 2bdnD. new decor, patio, fenced
yard, pari<ing, laundry hook-ups, utilities in-

cluded. $1600. 310-313-6073.

PALMS
$1100/month. 2bed/1.5bath. Appliances, pool,

laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and floor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, lots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA Ibed. pet ok, r/s, hardwood
floors, large closets, laundry, parking included,

$950. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA 2bed, r/s, carpet, large clos-

ets, laundry, patio, parking, $1250. www.west-
siderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

BRENTWOOD 1bed. r/s, carpet, laundry,

parking included. $995. www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933

Dariington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing, laundry/balcony Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Arnie 310-207-1965.

SANTA MONICA guest house, pet ok, r/s, car-
pet, laundry, yard, parking, $700. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, carpet, laundry,

parking, utilities included, $750..www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-ctoset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

310-824-9691

55S

GLENROCK

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!
Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT. High-

ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace.

A/C, laundry in building, parking, 10-min walk

to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately Cats OK. 310-208-

4934.

WESTWOOD 1bed, carpet, a/c, laundry, ga-

rage, $950. 3 10-395-7368.www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD 2bed, pet ok, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, parking, $135. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, carpet, laundry,

parking, $650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools. Full

kitchen, 1 parking, /V/C. $1000/mo. 310-208-
2376.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days:31 0-475-7533. even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

'•T^r^m^^^W^Ji wm^^i^m^^er^'^wj^

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C. fire-

place, balcony heated rooftop pool/spa, park-
ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month 310-
470-1513.

Display
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8^00
Apartments for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

Apartments for Rent
!

Close to Campus

8400
Apartments for Rent

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES -Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen.

$750&up. Ibdrm S950-$995 many w/fire-

places. luxury and more. 2bdrm $1295-1595,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/G and more.
3drm $2095-$2150. Large, luxury, Must see.

Call for free listing:31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles Near UCUWA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

9AOO
Room for Rent

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-secunty. 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house pnvileges. Dr. Bor-

den 310-391-2718.

Great Prices!

51^ Landfair Ave
818-547-9478

84SO
partments to Share

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2bdrm/2bth
apt. in residential area. Quiet, 10-unit building,

laundry, parking, convenient. Corner Kel-

ton/Palms. 310-836-2890.

immm-^ 'tmm 87OO
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

BRENTWOOD CONDO. $422,500.
1 bdrm+br/loft. 3bth. pool, 1,507-sq-ft. "MUST
SEE PICS ONLINE*
www.MyHollywoodHome.com/condo2 Ray
Croney Realty Exec. 310-621-8714.

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise single, 1or2bdrm $150K-$325K. Walk to-

UCLAA/illage. 24hr/security. Spectacular
views, pool, spa, sauna, valet-service. Agent-
Bob 31 0-478-1 835ext. 109.

WESTWOOD townhouse. pet ok, stove, hard-

wood floors, balcony, garage, $1290.
www.westsiderentals com 310-395-7368

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully furnished room w/pri-

vate bath. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-

ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities. 310-392-

0405.

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,
$600/month. Private room.
Laudry/gym/pool/tennis court. lOmin-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. Across street

LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP. 323-571-

3608.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half block to

bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.

$600/month. 323-939-9816.

WESTWOOD. 1 -mile from campus. Bachelor
apartment only $650, includes utilities. New
carpet, new paint & laundry. Profession-
al/grads preferred, non-smoker. 888-394-
3586.

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security buiWing. All

amenities. Secure parking. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet, MUST lease. 310-200-7222, 310-
562-2830.

WESTWOOD. 1br+din. newly refurbished
hardwood floor/lower unit/one covered park-

ing/lots of closet space/backyard. Quiet build-

ing. $1575/month one-year lease. 310-208-
8993.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Spacious studio w/loft. Next to

campus and village. Balcony, kitchen,

heat/AC. Gated parking included. Utilities

paid. $1100/month. 310-443-7715.

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large single, w/patio, full kitchen, full bath-

room, walking-closet, underground gated
parking. $925. Call 310-208-5166.

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large 2bdr/2bth. Newly remodeled, quiet com-
plex, gated parking, Jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$1900/month. 310-208-5166

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA $1375 4 UP
MOVE IN SPECIAL! LARGE 2 BDRMy2BA,
fireplace, gated, laundry. Available now and
11/1/02. 2437 Corinth. 310-477-1120.

8800
luesthouse for Rent

WESTWOOD Bright and roomy studio. Half

furnished. Excellent neighborhood. Ten minute
bus ride to UCLA (#8,12,16). $750/mo. 310-
470-6064.

BRENTWOOD spacious 2bed townhouse,
stove, carpet, balcony, laundry, pool, parking,

$1450. wwwwestsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

SANTA MONICA house, r/s. hardwood floor,

large closets, /d. yard, parking, $1350.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD furnished guest house, carpet,

large closets, laundry, parking, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

^^ 9AOO
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsable roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available didst
$575(inclu utlh. 310-470-2142.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-

7768.

SANTA MONICA: Furnished room w/2 extra-

large closets (Montana Ave/6th Street). Direct

bus-UCLA. Walk to beach. $775/mo. Lisa:310-

394-7068.

^r w?^ 9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD private room, pet ok, r/s, car-

pet, large closets, laundry, garage, $620.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, $650.www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368 •

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking
roomate (professional preferred). 2bd/2bth.

$820/month. Available any time between
11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:310-826-6654

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in beautiful home
near UCLA, furnished/kitchen/laundry privileg-

es/utilities/cable included. Responsible male
student preferred. $650/mth. 310-477-6977.
Car necessary.

SANTA MA private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, garage, utilities included,

$450. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking. $500.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD private room, cat ok, r/s, a/c,

fireplace, pool, laundry, garage, $400.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, laun-

dry, parking, included, utilities included, $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368
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because the Ashe Center cares about you

Visit the Ashe website for more information, request

an appointment or ask a health related question-

www.studentheQlth.ugJq-Arlit

or call 825-4073

Classifieds
825-2221
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TODAY The Art of Sleeping (Free, Drop in)

Improve your acodemic performance by sleeping more effecHvely

1 :00 to 2:00 / Ashe Center 4th Floor Conference Room, #414

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Sitter's bane
5 Alps' Mont -
10 Wedge up
14 McEntireof

country music
15 Sea duck
16 1492 vessel
17 PC screen image
18 Gandhi associate
19 Not the half

20 Elbowed
22 Done (2 wds.)
24 Euclid or Plato
25 Mild acid

26 Onion cousin
28 Ancient tale

32 Nimbus
35 Use a spade
37 Dress feature
38 Devoured
39 Grind, as teeth

41 Geisha's
accessory

42 Hero sandwich
45 Soho CO.

46 Help a crook
47 Alpaca habitat

48 Osiris' sister

50 Moor
54 Rascal
58 Catches off guard
61 Two-speaker

system
62 Strauss of jeans
63 Melanges
65 Afternoon socials

66 Dietary need
67 Trouser feature
68 Motels of yore
69 Small dent
70 Types
71 Lawyer's job

DOWN
1 Lug along
2 Happen again
3 Residence

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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1
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4 Hybrid citrus

5 Lean over
6 Tell a whopper
7 Kind of commit-

tee (2 wds.)
8 Cheek
9 Vinegar bottle

10 Fuji summit
1

1

LP player

(hyph.)

12 for the
money

13 Study of

numbers
21 Make do with

23 Widespread
25 Like

27 Sidle past
29 Amorphous

mass
30 Grease job
31 Radiate
32 Big laugh (hyph.)

33 Nile sun god
34 Main role

36 Cowpoke's
sweetie

37 Univ. degrees
40 Blend
43 Preparing, with

"up"

44 "Say it - so!

"

46 Cowl wearer
49 Ego ending
51 Hoofbeats
52 Conversation

starter

53 Willow shoot
55 Sports locale

56 Resources
57 Outlaw

pursuers
58 Lost traction

59 Garr of "Mr.

Mom"
60 Bard's river

61 Concorde fleet

64 Grain morsel

UCLA
[ tludMil Alumni i

UCLA Student Leader
Networking Night

Wednesday, Nov. 6, 6-8 p.m.

James West Alumni Center

Are you a member of a campus organization

besides SAA? Come to the UCLA Student Leader

Networking Night and meet other student leaders,

share ideas and learn about what's going on around

campus.

For information, e-mail PriyaK@UCLAIumni.net.

(310) UCU\-SAA www.UCUUumni.net/SAA

7'/;/.N n'CNt IS cospotisored by SAA, USAC and the Bruin Leaders Project.

—SAA is the studftu chapter ofthe—

lA s s o c i a t i o nl

Display
206-3060
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capable of this type of performaiue
every night. When she is in a rhythm
and playing well, she can do a lot of
things." I

Fendrick was not the only Bruin
who broke out of a hitting slump over
the weekend. After a disappointing
night against Stanford, sophomore
Brynn Murphy rebounded and posted
11 kills and a .526 hitting percentage
against the Bears.

,

Brittany Ringel also had a strong
'

match against Cal. After a string of
errors early in the match, Ringel
rebounded to tally 13 kills, includ-
ing eight in the final game of the

match.
"Brittany made some really excel-

lent choices tonight," Banachowski
said. "She struggled at one point early
in the match, but I give her a lot of
credit for keeping her head in there,

and playing the way she did."

Just as Jorgensborg was able to get
back on her feet after being knocked
down against Stanford, UCLA also
was able to steady itself against the
Bears.

"I got hit, and afterwards I was just
pissed off about it," Jorgensborg said.

"I just wanted to get out there and get
the next one."

With their playoff hopes flickering,

the Bruins did just that.

SPORTS

W.SOCGER
from page V

do better, but I'm pleased with how we've
played in the Pac-10 - we've done fairly well -

and we are young team. The future looks real-

ly bright."
J

Despite her public relations-Uke talk of a
bright future, Ellis certainly caUs it like she
sees it.

When NCAA pairings are announced Nov.
11, Stanford should be at the top of the heap.
The Cardinal came from behind to beat Cal, 2-

1 Saturday. With another win (Stanford plays
the Arizona schools next weekend), the
Cardinal will clinch at least a share of the Pac-
10 title.

"If Stanford keeps going, the chances of win-
ning the Pac-10 title kind of sUps away," Ellis

said. "So we're really focusing on wiiuiiiig the
whole thing right now; that's kind of our goal."
Due to its national ranking, UCLA will likely

play at home in the first round of the NCAA
playoffs Nov. 15.

The Bruins swept the Oregon schools in
their final home matches of the season tliis

past weekend and finish the regular season
next weekend against the Washington schools.
When you ask a player about team standouts

or to name an athlete key to the team's suc-
cess, diplomacy abounds - Stacy Lindstrom,
Lindsay Greco, Crystal James, Tracey Winzen,
Whitney Jones, Allie True, Amy Fazio, Sarah
Lombardo are all mentioned - so this year's run
at the championship is clearly a team effort.

"I think we're all playing really well as a
team, and that's how we win games," Greco
said. "I think that we're all playing really well
together."

Physically, UCLA is prepared for the post-

season, but looks to improve its set plays,
according to Ellis.

"We haven't really scored that much off of
comer kicks yet," Ellis said. And in the big
games tliose set pieces can be the difference
between winning and losing."

Maybe it's just easy to be jaded at UCLA -
where almost every team is a preseason pick to
win a national title.

Let's review the facts:

UCLA is the No. 6 team in the country.
They are one game out of first place in their

conference.

When talking to the team members, one can
tell that when the Bruins mention the national
championship, they are not simply being opti-
mists.

They are on to something.

With contributions by Eric Perez, Daily Bruin
Reporter.

'S A PROFESSOR

^holding firm the faithful word'
Meet Scott Rae, Ph.D.
Projessor of Biblical Studies and Christian Ethics

I

Scott is an ethical consultant for five large hospitals in Southern California.

He's also author of several critical books like Bioethics: A Christian Approach in a

Pluralistic Age (Eerdmans), Beyond Integrity: A Judeo-Chrtstian Approach to Business

Ethics (Zondervan) and Body and Soul Human Nature and the Crisis in Ethics

(InterVarsity).

I

Scott brings his real-life ministry experience to the classroom. Sometimes he
even takes students with him on his rounds. At Talbot, you'll find many more
professors like Scott who integrate their ministry experience into their teaching.

Find out how Talbot can prepare you through solid biblical teaching from
those with real-life ministry experience.

Come see us at the Graduate School Fair on your campus on October 2!

(800) 652-4652

tvww.talbot.edu
TALBOT
SCHOOL OP THEOLOSY

Biola University

13800 Biola Avenue

La Mirada. Caiifornia 90639

>', •. 1 -.- 02488

LOOKING FOR LEADERS!
Come to an Information Session for the

use

Master ofHealth

Administration Program

We're looking for future leaders in hospital and healthcare management
finance,

'

information technology, health policy & more.

Explore your options in the growing field of healthcare—apply
your skills and talents from any major.

Learn about our unique Diversity in Healthcare Leadership
Winter Enrichment Program—free to qualified students!

Wednesday, November 6, 2002
and

Monday, December 2, 2002
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Ralph & Goldy Lewis Hall, Room 108

Refreshments will be served.

RSVP to Marisol Rios at 213.740.0527 or marisoIr@usc.edu

/ Annual
Travel Study

Program

Pembroke College,
University of Cambridge

University of California, Irvine

Experience an educational
adventure youil treasure
for a lifetime!

« Study with Pembroke
College professors

« Trips to Scotland,

London, Stonehenge
and more

« Up to 8 units of credit

lor the Britain program

Britain - Cambridge
June 22 - July 26, 2003

Optional study
TOUR TO Italy - Florence,

Venice and Rome

For a free brochure and application please contact

UCIsummer
\J^^

sessi-firn

(949) 824-6494
SUMMER-SESSI0N@UCI .EDU
WWW.SUMMER.UCI.EDU

la CL ^1

^ .^
• M RESS, CAMPUS AND HOW YOU HEARD ABOUT THE PROGRAM IN imm EMAIL OR MESSA(a:
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Defense strong, focus is on avoiding mistakes KARON

Iroin paLif %
Olson said "Mayho I \v;ls oxcited,
trymg to get rid of tlio hall too quick.
But I wasn't iviil^v nonous."

Olson will stiutt at ^\rizona (;i-5, 0-

5) but Toledo rt*fuse<i to speculate
beyond this wtn^. Ip by IS in the
third quarter, Toledo thought about
putting m true 'freshnuui quarter-
back Matt Moore, who led TC'LA to
a win over St<uiford, hut then the
lead droppi'd to three points and
with it, Toledo's idea.

"Maybe I was excited, trying

to get rid of the ball too quick.

But I wasn't really nervous."

Drew Olson

Freshman quarterback

"Matt was great after the game,"
Toledo said. "I basically apologized
for not gettmg hiin in and he told me,
'Coach, don't worr> about it, we won
the game.'"

This weekend Toledo will try to
get Moore in at Arizona if the oppor-
tunity presents itself.

"We'll need them both down the
line."

Both will face a special challenge
against Arizona which, unlike any
other Pac-10 school, mns a Double
Eagle Flex defense, which uses
three down Unemen, three lineback-
ers, and two strong safeties.

"The quarterback has to direct

protections. That is going to be tlie

hardest part," Toledo said.

Since senior quarterback Cory
Paus went down with a broken
ankle at Cal, the focus for the young
quarterbacks has been not making

mistakes.

"We focused on that throughout
the week: let the teiun .score and
wui," Olson said. "But I feel they
have confidence in us that we can
make plays."

Neither quarterback has commit-
ted a tiuiiover in their starts.

"I tell them it is okay to make a
mistake but don't make the mistake
that gets us beat," Toledo said. "If

you make a mistake, don't com-
pound it by doing something stupid."

Sixty Men for Sixty Minutes
Tlie Bniins went tiirough almost

their entire sLxty-player travel roster
at Washington as several players
went down with cramps and various
minor iiyuries.

"It was hard to get them to sing
the fight song in the locker room,
they were all so exliausted," Toledo
said.

The secondary is still nicked up
but all the starters are expected to
be fully healthy by gametime.
Sophomore corner Matt Ware had a
strained hamstring and backup
senior comer Joe Hunter's chest X-
rays were negative.

"We need Ware to play," Toledo
said.

On offense, Manuel White is still

questionable with a pulled ham-
string. Redshirt freshman Tyler Ebell
has had five consecutive 100-plus
yard rushing games in his absence.

"Let's see if he's healthy first. We'll

pick our spots. We would play both
(Ebell and ^\'hite)," said Toledo who
added that White would likely play
some fullback.

One Ball, Three Sacks
Junior defensive end Dave Ball

put smiley faces on his late-hit apol-
ogy letter to Washington quarter-

back Taylor Barton last year.

"I never heard back," he said.

DAILY BRUIN CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES DAILY BRUIN TOP 25

Team CRSchPtjr i %t Rank

Oklahoma 2

Miami 1

Ohio State 3

Washington St 4

Notre Dame 6

Texas

Iowa

Georgia

Virginia Tech

10 use
11 N.C. State

5

7

9

8

1

3

2

7

4

9

6

5

10

10 17

14 13

15

33

22

23

6

19

39

8

44

5

89

12 Bowling Green 13 19

13 Michigan 11 27

14 Pittsburgh 17 11

15 LSU 16 18

16 Alabama 18 14

17 Colorado 20 12

18 Colorado St. 22 8

19 Kansas State 12 44

1 20 Florida State 21 16

0.30

0.66

0.4i4

0.46 1

0.12 1

0.38 1

0.78 1

0.16 1

0.86 1

2

1

0.10

1.78

108 2.16

24 0.4B

0.24

0.50

0.36

0.32

0.84

0.72

0.26

12

25

18

16

42

36

13

2.63

2.66

4.11

7.79

8.45

9.38

10.78

11.83

13.21

17.77

21.11

21.49

22.48

22.91

24.50

25.03

27.32

27.51

29.39

29.59

DB - Daiiy Buin rank Cfl ^ Coir^ter Ranking

Sch = Schedule strens^th L = losses

SOURCE: Daily Brum

This year's Wasliiiigton 'quarter-

back Cody Pickett has shown no
interest in being liis pen pal. Ball

was named Pac-10 defensive player
of the week after Ball sacked Pickett

three times. He had only one sack
last season.

"He's using some fundjtnientals

and techniques he's being taught,"

Toledo said. "Those Ball guys (twins
Dave cuid Mat) are something else.

You er\joy coaching players like that

because they put everything into

perspective."
|

Freshness Counts
"I'm cold. I'm sore. I'm tired,"

senior comer Ricky Manning Jr. said
after the game.

Washington held the ball for 33:35
of the game, straining the defense.

Team

Miami

Oklahoma

Ohio State

Washington State

Texas

Notre Dame
Iowa

Virginia Tech

Georgia

use
Michigan

Kansas State

Bowling Green

North Carolina St.

Oregon

LSU

Pittsburgh

Alabama

Arizona State

Colorado

Florida State

Colorado State

Penn State

Iowa State

Florida

votes

Proud American £

bad shot, but enjoys range
from page «

Buccaneers, Jolm Lynch will tuni
you into a bobble-head doll.

"If you screw up in shooting,
someone dies," Ma said before we
headed to the shooting range.
Thanks, Jeff. That was very com-
forting to hear before my first

experience firing real guns.
Obviously, nobody around me

made any mistakes, nor did I; my
experience on tlie shooting range
was fantastic.

We fired a .22 caliber semiauto-
matic and a .22 caliber revolver, a
.38 revolver, three .9 nmi semi-
automatics and a semiautomatic
shotgun. Everything went pretty
nmch according to plan: Sam and
I were terrible shots, the instruc-
tors knew their stuff, and the

Canadian said "Eh."
Then Ma, who has taken sever-

al courses in tactical shooting
(comparable to SWAT team train
ing), took out his semiautomatic
12-gauge shotgun. Holding an
imloaded shotgun is like seeing a
big red button in front of you.
Firing it is like pushing that but-
ton and having someone punch
you in the shoulder. Only way
more fun.

I'm proud to know about gun
safety. And yes, Dad, I too am
proud to be an American. I guess
the third time is a charm.

Speaking offiring, Karon once got
fired from a volunteer positiov
coaching a flag football teaw
Email him at

ekaron@media. ucla.edu

Others Recieving Votes;

UCLA 12, Boise State 11, Maryland 11.

Minnesota 9, Marshall 8, TCU 7,

i

Tennessee 3

SOURCE: Daily Bruin

Since senior quarterback Cory Paus
went down at Cal, the defense has
had to spend more time on the field.

"We need to be smart. We've cut

down practice," Toledo said.

The way the defense has shoul-

dered the burden has taken some
weight off Toledo.

"We can play a little closer to the

vest. We can win it on defense and
not lose it on offense."

SPECIAL:

CAVITIES,

UVE!
Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning.
Regular Price: $160 - Expires 5/5/03

Undbr the Hood:
Car Maintehmce Workshop

Join us for an introductory auto repair workshop to learn how to check
fkt'tds, add fluids, change a tire, handle roadside emergencies, recharge

a battery, tdk with a mechanic, and much more !!

Sohirday November 16, 2002
MM - 124M> p.in.

'

Location: TBA
Please coll the Center for Women & AAen at (310) 8253945 to sigmjp fag

this workshop Of drop by 2 Dodd Hall. 3
Sponsored by the Center for Women & Men WM^r

. TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING . Open Ute Hours

. Veneers . Crowns and Bridges • Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome

. Porcelain Facings • Gum Treatments . Free Validated Parking

. Root Canals . Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) . 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilstiire & Santa Monica Bl

)

onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.1 SOOonthemark com
For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

^-^Self Defense training for Men^
«9-^»^

*^"^"
Join us on:

''^'^
'odoyil

Friday November 8, 2002 - 5:00-7:30 p.m.
Certified Instructors from the Los Angeles Commission on

Assaults Against Women(LACAAW) will provide information on
violence prevention, assertive communication skills, conflict

resolution, how to develop a personal safety strategy, basic

self-defense techniques and much morel

FREE to oH UCLA Students, Staff and Faculty!!!

For more info on how to sign up,
please call 825-3945 or drop by 2 Dodd Hall.

Sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men and the UCPD Jl^ CBflfef
MUMH!)

Coll (510) UCLA'WIN uclaBruinscom

Please read these instructions carefully

1
.

student tickets for the UCLA-USC Football game will be distributed in accordance with the procedures outlined below The Game
will be played on Saturday. November 23. 2002. at the Rose Bowl. Student tickets are priced at $29.00 each and all are reserved
seats.

REPORTING TIMES FOR YOUR
use PRIORITY NUMBER

I

2. The student tickets for the UCLA-USC Football game will be distributed on the basis of the randomly generated priority numbers
pnnted on the pre-paid coupons which each student received either with their Student Sport Package or by separate purchase at the
Central Ticket Office. .

3. The prepaid coupons with priority numbers will serve as the method of admission to the area where the ticket windows are
located. Each prepaid coupon specifies the time and date when the holder of that prepaid coupon is to report to Pauley Pavilion to
obtain the actual admission ticket to the game. STUDENTS ARE URGED TO REPORT TO PAULEY PAVILION ONLY AT THE TIME
SPECIFIED ON THEIR PRE PAID COUPON WITH PRIORITY NUMBER. (A listing of reporting times for all priority number is listed
below.) 1

i

4. EACH STUDENT WITH ONE PREPAID COUPON WITH PRIORITY NUMBER WILL BE ALLOWED TO PICK UP ONE (1 ) USC
STUDENT TICKET. THE STUDENT MUST ALSO PRESENT HIS OR HER CURRENT VALID UCLA BRUIN CARD AT THAT TIME IN
ORDER TO GET THE GAME TICKET.

5. One student' may S\ck up two tickets together providing he/she brings two prepaid coupons AND two current Bruin Cards and
arnves at the la* 4- .>e designated on the prepaid coupons. If more than two persons wish to sit together, then, on the day of the
distnbution. th- .. arrive at the latest time designation on the priority numbers they hold and they will be issued tickets together
by standing in '.

,:: bdnnd the same ticket seller. Since the assignment of priority numbers was done randomly, students who desire
seats together will have to decide whether they wish to pass up the lower priority number in order to sit together.

6. Students should report to Gate 3, Pauley Pavilion at the time designated on their pnority number ticket. As the priority numbers
are called, the students must show their number to the gate attendant and are admitted to the area where the tickets are purchased.

7. When the student is at the window, he or she must present all of the following:
a. Prepaid coupon with pnority number, which is retained by the ticket seller.

b. Current UCLA Bruin Card, which is validated by the ticket seller, and must also be presented at the game
I

'

8. Large Groups: Students who desire to be part of a large group (20 or greater) should designate one representative to bring all
pre-paid coupons for that group to the Central Ticket Office for allocation. These coupons may be submitted starting Monday
November 4 and must be submitted no later than 5 PM. Wednesday, November 6. Large groups will be allocated tickets beginning in
section 7 of the Rose Bowl and continuing into section 8, then section 9. Only one representative needs to bring the coupons to the
Central Ticket Office ? ail other students in that groups should tum in their pre-paid coupons to their representative The actual tickets
or the large group may then be picked up at the Central Ticket Office beginning on Thursday. November 7 arid continuing^n until
Wednesday, November 13.

~

10. Those students who are not present at the time their priority number is called should report to Gate 3.
earliest convenierjce after their priority number time and get in line with the current time pnonty numbers.

11. All student ti :kets must be claimed no later than 5 PM, Wednesday, November 1 3.

If your number is

between (Repi

1-300 8:00 AM
301-600 8:30 AM
601-900 9:00 AM
901-1200 9:30 AM
1201-1500 10:00 AM
1501-1800 10:30 AM
1801-2100 1 1 :00 AM
2101-2400 1 1 :30 AM
2401-2700 12:30 PM
2701-3000 1:00 PM
3001-3300 1:30 PM
3301-3600 2:00 PM
3601-3900 2:30 PM
3901-4200 3:00 PM
4201-4500 3:30 PM
4501-4800 4:00 PM
4801-5100 4:30 PM
5101-5400 5:00 PM
5401-6300 8:00 AM
6301-6600 8:30 AM
6601-6900 9:00 AM
6901-7200 9:30 AM
7201-7500 10:00 AM
7501-7800 10:30 AM
7801-8200 1 1 :00 AM
8201-8500 1 1 :30 AM
8501-8800 12:30 PM
8800-9100 1:00 PM

It will be called at

(Report to Pauley Pavilion at).

Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Thursday, November 7, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Friday, November 8, 2002

Fjauley Pavilion, at their
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DAILY BRUIN
PREVIEW

M.Tennis (a) So Cal Inter L.A. Tennis Club Wed.
Swimming V. TDI . USC Thurs.

M.Soccer v. Cal Berkeley. CA Fri.

M.WPolo V. Long Beach Sunset Rec Fri.

W.Soccer v. Washington Seattle, WA Fri.

W.Volleyball v. Oregon St Corvallis, OR Fri.

M.Volleyball v. Canada Wooden Center Fri.

All Day

All Day

2:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

TUES )AY, NoVKMBEFi 5, 2002
-*•'*' *^j» *» >";?®»w(Ku»«i». ^^WcflfeSSo-JS*"-

Volleyball team overcomes

hitting slump, weak offense

Michael Mantel/Daily Briin

Senior Lauren Fendrick led the Bruins with 14 kills against
Cal on Saturday night at Pauley Pavilion.

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jelsenberg@media.ucla.edu

In the waning moments of Friday
night's loss to No. 6 Stanford, UCLA
freshman Haley Jorgensborg fell to the

floor after a laser beam off the palm of

the Cardinal's Ashley Ivy hit her square

in the neck.

Staggered and seething, Jorgensborg
bounced to her feet with a look of pure
fury across her face.

Harnessing that passion and intensity,

No. 18 UCLA (13-10, 6-7 Pac-10)
unleashed a barrage of missiles of their

own the next night, re-establishing a hit-

ting attack that has been woefully incon-

sistent all season and sweeping past
California 3-0 at Pauley PaviUon.

"Our hitting performance was a lot

better tonight," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "I think all of our
players made good decisions tonight. We
are trying to eliminate our errors and to
get better at taking advantage of oppor-
tunities."

Prior to defeating Cal (15-8, 5-8), the
Bruins had lost four games in a row and
were mired in an offensive slump. The
squad was struggling to finish off points
with any sort of regularity, and their hit-

ting percentage had not cleared the
Mendoza Line since a Sept. 28 victory
against Washington State.

But against the Bears, UCLA came out

with renewed vigor offensively. They
took advantage of a relatively diminutive
Cal front line, notching 61 kills and a .286
hitting percentage.

"We got a lot of good swings because
the middles were active," senior Lauren
Fendrick said. "We passed well which
gave people a lot of open shots. All
around we just executed better."

Fendrick herself had a shaky October
but came up huge in what the squad
deemed a "must-win" match. She led the
team with 14 kills against Cal and made
just three errors in 33 total swings.

"Lauren is a pretty awesome volleyball
player," Banachowski said. "I think she is

W.YOLLEYBALL
| Page 14

INDIVIDUAL RUNNERS FIND PLACE
IN LIMELIGHT; TEAM WILL NOW
FOCUS ON AGGRESSIVENESS

By Katie Ribeck

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kfilbeck@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA women's cross coimtry team is planning
on coming back strong after an upset at last Saturday's
Pac-10 Championships.
The Bruin women, expected to take third, came back

with an overall fourth-place finish. Despite the lower-
than-hoped-for standings, some individual runners had
their moment to shine -junior Lena Nilsson and sopho-
more Alejandra Barrientos ran races that could be list-

ed among their personal bests.

The women will now be focusing their time and
energy on improving their aggressiveness in order to
qualify as a team for the NCAA Championships. They
will be competing in the NCAA West Regional
Qualifying meet at Stanford on Nov. 16, hoping to
return to the championships scheduled for Nov. 25 in
Terre Haute, Indiana.

Almost certain to achieve an individual qualifying
time for the NCAA is Nilsson, who took third overall at

the Pac-10 meet with a time of 20:01 in the 6000 meters.
The former track runner has been practicing with the
team over the past couple months, strengthening her-
self for the long distance runs. Even with the loudest
cheering section at the awards ceremony and head
coach Eric Peterson's praise, she still felt she could
have done a Uttle bit better.

"I probably could have put a bigger effort, pushed
myself harder," Nilsson said. "Physically, I can run with
them but mentally I'm not ready."

She hopes that by next year's season she can "be
ready to fight for the win."

Nilsson was UCLA's fourth-best finisher at last year's
NCAA Championships. In track and field she was the
second athlete in P2ic-10 meet history to win both the
800 meters (2:03.88) and 1500 meters (4:20.81) and was
named Conference Women's Athlete of the Year.

Sophomore Alejandra Barrientos accompUshed both
goals she set for her race. The first was to place within
the top 10; she finished ninth with 21:11. Her next goal
was to pass a lead runner from the Arizona team, which
happened in the final stretch.

"What I accomplished, (for the) team and individual-
ly, was good," she said about her race. However as a
team she feels UCLA underachieved. "We need to work
on being tougher at the end," Barrientos said.

"We came in with really high hopes," Peterson said
about Saturday's meet. Yet with such a young team he
feels the women just got too discouraged towards the
end. I

"It takes time and experience to run effectively," he
said. Motivation and enthusiasm are also things he
hopes to work on*

The positive outlook on the meet, according to
Peterson, is that they had to get worse before they got
better. Now they can work on making the changes
needed to improve their program.

The next race for the women's and men's teams will
be the NCAA West Regional Qualifying meet at
Stanford, scheduled for Nov 16.

C(h;rtesy BriunLife
The UCLA women's cross country team struggled to a fourth place finish in the Pac-10 Championships at the Brookside Country Club in
Pasadena. The squad is looking for a better performance at the NCAA West Regional Qualift^ing meet at Stanford Nov. 16.

2002 PAC-10 CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS

Men
Race Team | Points

1
Team Time Runner Avg. 1 Rnish Order Scoring Order

1 Stanford 19 1:58:22 23:12 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 11 15 1236789
2 Oregon 51 2:00:32 24:12 4 5 12 17 18 21 46 4511151619
3 Arizona State 85 2:02:39 24:12 10 13 16 25 28 34 41 10 12 14 23 26 31
4 Washington 114 2:04:10 24:12 19 20 26 27 33 36 40 17 18 24 25 30 33
5 Washington State 165 2:05:48 25:12 23 29 37 44 48 59 68 21 27 34 40 43 50
6 California 166 2:06:03 25:12 22 30 35 43 54 58 62 20 28 32 39 47 49
7 Arizona 176 2:06:27 25:12 14 38 39 49 57 64 66 13 35 36 44 48 54
8 UCLA 18.3 2:06:19 25:12 24 31 45 50 51 60 61 22 29 41 45 46 51

Women
Place

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Team

Stanford

Arizona State

Washington

UCLA
Oregon

Washington State

USC
California

Arizona

Points
I
Team Time I Runner Avg.

23

59

79

86

134

197

202

208

242

1:41:27

1:46:08

1:46:47

1:45:56

1:49:39

1:53:30

1:53:14

1:53:48

1:56:16

20:12

21:12

21:12

21:12

21:12

22:12

22:12

22:12

23:12

SOURCE: www.pac-10.org

Hnisn order Scoring Order

1 2 4 5 11 18 26 33 12451118 26
6 10 12 15 16 21 23 6 10 12 15 16 21

7 13 14 17 28 30 31 7 13 14 17 28 30

3 9 22 25 27 29 46 3 9 22 25 27 29
8 19 36 40 44 54 58 8 19 33 36 38 45
20 37 52 53 68 77 20 34 43 44 56 62
24 42 48 59 62 69 71 24 37 41 49 51 57

35 38 45 60 63 70 72 32 35 39 50 52 58

50 56 57 65 66 67 76 42 46 47 53 54 55

www.dailvbruin.ucla.edu

Cross country places disappointing fourth
Eli Karon
ekaron@medaucfeLedu

New gun

enthusiast

gets fired

up at range
It's

not every day you come across
an Asian research technician who
listens to countiy music, wears

Wranglers and shoots guns. Then
again, Jeff Ma is fix)m Inglewood . .

.

I recently had the privilege of first

receiving

instruction and
then joining Ma,
his pals, a Mend
of mine and a
Canadian trau-

ma surgeon for a
day of shooting.

The event,

which took
place at a
Huntington

Beach-area

shooting range,

was an attempt
to combat my previous bad history
with firearms.

Here's some background: When I

was younger, I cried when my par-
ents refused to let me buy a toy gun.
Instead, I walked around the back-
yard with gun-shaped twigs making
shooting sounds.

As a 12-year old, a family friend

purchased a BB gun and let my
brother and me borrow it for a few
weeks. We were out shooting coffee
cans off the fence when I was
instructed by big brother to go fetch
something in the neighbor's yard.

On the way back over the fence,

something jumped up and bit me
right on the neck. And by that I

mean my brother shot me with a BB
gun.

To this day he claims that I

should not have been trespassing.

When I told my father I was going
to experiment with gims for the
third time in my life, he left the fol-

lowing message on my home
answering machine: "Son, the sec-

ond amendment of the Constitution
of the United States of America
grants us the right to arm bears.

Guns do not kill people; people kill

people. I vdll give up my gun when
you pry it fi'om my cold, clammy,
lifeless hands. I'm proud to be an
American.**

The thing is, my dad does not
own a gun. Aside fi'om some small

details, he was right on target.

Even Ma, owner of several

firearms and a huge advocate of gun
safety, said: "We left: a gun on a table

for a week once, and it never got iq)

and killed anyone."

Samuel Slomowitz, a senior who
is a pre-med student at UCLA (I

brought him along just in case), the

Canadian and I sat through a two-
hour lecture on gun safety. Not sur-

prisingly, gun safety is mainly conv
mon sense: Don't point a gun at

anyone, including yourself. Keep
your gun unloaded at all times.

Keep your finger off the trigger untQ
you are ready to fire. Well, duuuh.

Nathan, an instructor and long-

time gun owner, summed it up nice-

ly: "Your primary safety is your brain
on top of your shoulders."

The fact that my hat size is 6 7/8

was suddenly very relevant.

As you know, sports fans, mis-

takes are common in our world. In

baseball, if you crowd the plate

against Pedro Martinez, you are
going to get plunked. In basketball,

if you start a fight with Doug
Christie, you are going to get beat
down. In football, if you catch a
pass over the middle against the

KARON
I
Page 15

Olson to start against Arizona Bruin soccer aims for NCAA win

KE CHIEN/nAii.v Bri IN Stafk

Freshman quarterback Drew Olson led the Bruins to a 34-24 victory over
the Washington Huskies last Saturday in Seattle.

MAH MOORE ALSO A
POSSIBILITY LATER IN

GAME; PLAYERS WILL

FACE TOUGH DEFENSE

By Hannah Gordon |

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
hgordon@media.ucla.edu

Bruin true freshman quarterback
Drew Olson won his second start after

leading UCLA (6-3, 3-2 Pac-10) to a 34-24

win over Washington (4-5, 1-4) Saturday.

"Drew made a few mistakes, he's a
freshman. But he made some good
plays," head coach Bob Toledo said.

Olson was i;^f-27 for 189 yards. Prior to

Saturday, Washington had only lost twice
at home over the last 20 games.

"A lot of people say I looked nervous,"

FOOTBALL | Page 15

By Daniel Miller

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dmiller@media.ucla.edu

The women's soccer team
wants to win the national

championship.
They think they have a

good shot at it, too.

"We have the capability

and the talent to do it,"

sophomore defender Kendal
Billingsley said. "Oiu- team
works really hard and tliat's

our goal. We're looking for-

ward to becoming national

chanips tliis year."

Is this another example of
imbridled collegiate atliletics

optimism, or are tlie No. 6
Bruins (14-3, 6-1 Pac-10)
actually on to something?
Two years ago, UCLA lost

to North Carolina in the

NCAA championship, and
last year, the Bruins went 20-

3 and won the Pac-10 title

before losing to Florida in the

NCAA quart erfinjils.

While the Bruins have
established a pedigree of
excellence Uie last few years,

No. 1 Stanford (16-1, 7-0) is

poised to collect the Pac-10
crown tliis year. They defeat-

ed the Bruins 1-0 in the
teams' only matchup Oct. 13.

"It's important to win your
conference, and I think we've
done well in the conference,"

head coach JilUan EUis said.

"If you had to trade off, we'd
take the national champi-
onship in a heartbeat. Last

year, I would rather have
taken the win over Florida

and gone to the Filial Four,

rather than being the Pac-10

champions.
"Nationally, you want to

W.SOCCER
I
Pago 14

Lindsay Greco, who scored against OSU, battles for

the ball in Sunday's 4-1 victory against the Beavers.

ysm
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ELECTION RESULTS

Stati Officers

GOVERNOR

Gray Davis

Qeter Camejo

reen

Other 4.9%

5.3%

^

LIEUTENANT

GOVERNOR

Gruz
Bustamante

other B.8%

SUPERINTENDENT
OF PUBLIC

INSTRUCTION

Jack

O'Gonnell

SECRETARY OF STATE:

Kevin Shelley 46.7%

CONTROLLER: !

Steven Westly 45.8%

Tom McGlintock 44.7%

TREASURER: I

Phillip Angelides 49.8%

ATTORNEY GENERAL:

BniLockyer S1.9%

CuffORNuSmEAssEMiy'

DISTRICT 47

Herb
Wesson

I

Jonattian Leonard

Republican 15.7%

Keith Clemens

Libertarian 3.1 K

US Congress

DISTRICT 30

Henry
Waxman

Tony Goss

Republican

28.2%

State Initutiyes
««

PROPOSITION 47:

SCHOOL FACILITIES BOND ACT

g\es: 59.1% QNo: 40.9%

PROPOSITION 52:

ELECTION DAY VOTER REGISTRATION

Yes: 40.9% [^o: 59.1%

City Measures
##

MEASURE F:

VALLEY SECESSION

Yes: 31.7% \sAio:^.l%

MEASURE H: I

HOLLYWOOD SECESSION

Yes: 27.4% Mho: 72.8%

Results based on votes made toward respective parties and

after 88.7% (* . 90.8% {>S , 78.2% (#) , 88.7% (* m

,

76% (##) of the predncts reported.

SflMtKOfnCtOfl SicnInptfSWi

ill &u w«'"««*«y

w6atii6r ^ ^^ ^

Low: 55

ELECTIONS 2002

Davis keeps Gov. post as GOP
secures control over Senate

SIMON CONCEDES TO INCUMBENT
ARER CLOSE RACE; STUDENTS

AMONG VICTORY PARTY AHENDEES

By Christina Jenkins

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
cjenkins@media.ucla.edu

Gov. Gray Davis capped a Democratic sweep of the
state's mgyor offices Tuesday evening, eking out a victory
over Republican challenger Bill Simon in spite of pubhc dis-

content with both candidates.

With nearly 84 percent of precincts reporting early
Wednesday, Davis had secured nearly 48 percent of the vote,
six points ahead of Simon.

**! want to thank voters for the opportunity to finish this
job," Davis said in his victory speech at the party's celebra-
tion in Los Angeles. **I thank Mr. Simon for running an
impressive race."

Democrats also claimed the Lt Governor, Secretary of
State, Treasurer, Controller, Attorney General, and
Education Superintendent spots, defying a nationwide trend
toward Republican victors.

Incimibent Cruz Bustamante took the U. Governor's race
by earning nearly 50 percent of the reported vote, and State
Senator Jack O'Connell claimed the Superintendent's race
by garnering 61 percent.

In Los Angeles, support for Davis was higher than it was
statewide, coming in at close to 57 percent. In neighboring
- traditionally conservative - Orange Coimty, the results
were opposite: Simon garnered 57 percent to Davis' 35 per-
cent

Gubernatorial challenger Bill Simon conceded the elec-
tion to Davis at 11:45 pm, effectively ending the race.

"I don't think the numbers are going to hold up for us this
time," Simon said.

Davis' victory concluded a campaign plagued by charges
of incompetency against both sides.

However, results show public dissatisfaction with the
gubernatorial front-runners had little impact on the returns
for Green Party candidate Peter Camejo.

Camejo received 5 percent of the vote, consistent with

JONATHAN YOUNG/Daiu Bruin Senior Staff

Governor Gray Davis waves to supporters during his victory speech at the democratic election bash in the Century City Plaza
Hotel. ^

Valley and Hollywood secession failed and exit

polls are junked | Pagi 3

opinion polls held before Tuesday and with past election
results for third-party candidates.

Prior to the election, Camejo was projected to receive
between 4 and 5 percent of the anticipated turnout.

Locally, Democratic incumbents Herb Wesson and Paul
Koretz won additional terms in the state Assembly by large
margins, holding off RepubUcan challengers by taking more
than 70 percent of reported votes.

With 65 percent of precincts reporting early Wednesday,
Wesson had secured 81 percent of the votes, crushing
Republican opponent Jonathan Leonard.

Wesson, the current speaker of the Assembly, will repre-

sent UCLA's district for the first time.

Koretz currently holds the UCLA seat, but redistricting
this year put him in a neighboring precinct where he will
represent constituents living north and east of campus.

Koretz also scored a decisive victory over Republican
challenger Jeffrey Bissiri, garnering 74 percent ofthe vote to
Bissiri's 26 percent

Local college students attended both the Democratic and
Republican victory parties, expressing their siq)port in a
rare display of political commitment from students.

STATE
I
Page 2

Prop. 47 to boost
|

GOP retains House control

UC funds, 52 fails
By Robert SaJonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

University of California students will

directly feel the effects oftwo statewide

propositions that went to the ballot box
on Tuesday, as voters approved a fund-
ing boost into the University of
California, but rejected an item that

would loosen up the voter registration

process.

Proposition 47 passed with 60 per-

cent approval, allowing the state to

raise $13.05 billion toward improving
building facilities for the K-12 system
and UC, California State University and
community college systems.

The UC in particular will receive $279
million firom the funds raised through
the state sale of general obUgation
bonds.

Of that total, $25 million would go to

UCLA for the construction of a new
Engineering I building. The building is

currently not seismically sound, and the
money will offset the total $50 million

cost of the rebuild.

The proposition er\joyed the support
of education administrators and college

officials throughout the state.

Last Friday, Vice Chancellor of

External Affairs Michael Eicher sent out
a university-wide e-mail to let students
know about the impact of the bond item
on UCLA

I

Opponents of Proposition 47 contin-

ued to ai^e it is Ul-timed when the
state faces a $24 billion budget deficit,

and is facing up to $750 million in addi-

tional cuts this January.

Also Tuesday night, 58 percent of votr
ers rejected Proposition 52, which
would have instituted same-day voter
registration in California For now, th^
15-day buffer period between when a
person can register and election day still

stands.

The period is used to verify the resi-

dency and identity of voter registra-

tions. Those who were against the mea-
sure, including outgoing California

Secretary of State Bill Jones, argued its

verification methods - including utility

bills and junk mail, but no rigid photo
identification requirement - was too
lax.

"It offers no security against erro-

neous votes and there's no reason to

register the day you would vote," said

Kenneth Bubar, a third-year political sci-

ence student at Cal State Long Beach.

PROPOSITIONS
I
Page 3

REPUBLICANS
GAIN CONTROL
OF SENATE, WIN
KEY GOV. SEATS

By Kelly Raybum
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
krayburn@media.ucla.edu

Nearly as devastating for
Democrats as the "Republican
Revolution" midterms of 1994,
Tuesday's elections brought
good news for conservative
voters nationwide, as the GOP
retained control of the House
of Representatives and
regained control of the
Senate.

In addition. Republicans
won key races for open gover-
nor seats. Each party held 23
governor seats as of eaify
Wednesday morning, with
four races still too close to
call.

RepubUcan candidates
eiyoyed success Tuesday in
GOP strongholds, as well as in
areas where Democrats typi-
cally succeed.

"President Bush and the
Republican party tonight have
made history," said Ari

The AsBocMTED Press

Former Vice President Walter Mondale waves to his supporters after

addressing the crowd at his election night headquarters late Tuesctey

Fleischer, White House press

aide.

Maryland voters elected

Robert Ehrlich, who will be
the first Republican governor
in that state in three decades.
Georgia voters, meanwhile,
elected Sonny Perdue, who
will be the first Republican
governor in the state since

Reconstruction.

In Florida, Jeb Bush easily

won his reelection bid, even
though Democrats launched a
massive attempt to unseat
him.

In key Senate races,

Republican Saxby Chambliss
ousted first-term Democratic
incumbent Max Cleland in

CONBRESS
I
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Finalists selected for new vice chancellor of student affairs
By Christian MIgnot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cmignot@media.ucla.edu

The search for a new vice chancellor of
student affairs has been narrowed down to
two candidates, with the possibihty of a
third applicant being selected to enter the
last round of screening.

Janina Montero, currently vice president
for campus life and student services at

Brown University, and Tomas Morales,
vice president for student affairs at Cal
Poly Pomona, will be visiting the UCLA

campus in early December for final inter-

views, said Rene Dennis, representative of
the office of academic personnel.

Student campus groups, as well as
administrators, will have their chance at

that time to probe the applicants on a
range of tough issues.

"The December visits will allow the can-
didates to meet various stakeholders at
UCLA and to assist the chancellor to deter-
mine which candidate is best qualified and
represents the "best fit" for the campus,"
said Vice Chancellor Steve Olsen, chair of
the executive search committee.

The candidates, selected by an 11-mem-
ber search committee, will be vying for a
position vacated in January by Winston
Doby, now vice president for the
University of California.

Vice Chancellor for Graduate Affairs
Claudia Mitchell-Keamen has taken on the
duties of the position in the interim.

Olsen said the search, conducted with
the assistance of executive search firm AT
Kearney, initially scouted about 75 candi-
dates and retained 11 for interviews on
campus.

"I'm happy to report that the candidate

pool has been very strong," Olsen said. "We
have currently invited two candidates back
for further discussions in December, and it

is my hope to invite one additional candi-
date, but nothing has yet been scheduled."

Although he refused to comment on the
candidates specifically, Olsen conceded
both were "highly qualified and accom-
plished."

Morales, a native of New York, has been
an administrator in higher education for
the past 27 years, including vice president

SELECTION
I
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WHAT'S BREWIN1_
November 6

12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

Center for Women and Men
Brown Bag for Re-Entry and
Nontraditional Students
2 Dodd Hall

310-825^945

I

12:10 p.m. daily
;

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackerman 3500 (M, R, F^, life

Science (T, W)
See www.my.uclaedu

3 p.m. to 4 p.m. ^

Center for Women and Men
Survivors' Network
@ Dodd Hall i

310825-3945

Information, resources and
options for students or friends
of students who have been
impacted by sexual violence.

6 p.m. '

Bruin Repubhcans
6th-Week Meeting
Ackerman 3517
Andrew Jones
Bruin Republicans will be dis-

cussing plans for a Log Cabin
Republicans event and cele-

brating Republican election

success in California

6:30 p.m.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Real Life

Rolfe 1200

w-ww.lacampuscrusade.org
Free

Come join in fellowship with
other Christians as we wor-
ship our awesome God!

November 7

12:10 p.m. daily

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackerman 3500 (M, R, F^, Life

Science (T, W)
See www.my.uclaedu

12:15 p.m.

UCLA School of Public Policy

and Social Research
Post Election Policy Briefing

with Steve Soborofif

Public Policy 2365
310-20&8966

Stan Paul

Free

Steve Soboroff, former senior

adviser to the Mayor of Los
Angeles will give a post-elec-

tion policy briefing at the

School of Public Policy and
Social Research. Soboroff is a
senior fellow at the school
Brown bag event
Refireshments will be served

Results: Elections 2002

Valley, Hollywood secession measures fail
OPPOSING CAMPAIGN PREDICTED LESS SAFETY,

FEWER SERVICES, HIGHER TAXES, FINANCIAL LOSS

By Noah Grand
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand(i)media.ucla.eclu

Voters decided against splitting Los
Angeles - the nation's second largest city

- into three separate cities Tuesday,
defeating dual secession movements
soundly at the polls.

Measures F and H, which would have
broken the San Fernando Valley and
Hollywood fix)m Los Angeles, failed by
decisive margins both in Los Angeles and
within the boundaries of the proposed
cities. With 76 percent ofprecincts report-

ing early Wednesday morning, Valley
secession was losing dtywide 70 percent
to 30 percent

Within the boundaries of the San
Fernando Valley, the race was closer, with
51 percent voting against secession and
49 percent voting in favor of it

Even within the boundaries of the pro-
posed Hollywood city, with 76 percent of
the precincts reporting, more than 70 per-
cent of voters were saying no to seces-
sioa

Los Angeles Mayor James Hahn called
the secession movements a "wake-up call

for city officials" and urged secession
supporters to work with him in the future.

"Join us in making the city better We
know we're not perfect We have work to
do," Hahn said "Join us. Let's make the
city better"

Secession supporters argued a new
Valley city would provide better schools,
safer streets and lower taxes.

They also felt that the downtown Los
Angeles city government took money
from the Valley without providing a fair

amount of services.

Opponents, led by Hahn, based their

campaign on the pitfalls of secession,

warning that splitting the city apait could
lead to fewer services, less safety and
higher taxes.

While secession had more support in

the Valley, it was not up to Valley voters

alone to determine the area's fate.

Each secession measure needed a
minority of votes in the new city's boimd-
aries and a nuyority citywide, but failed

on both counts. If secession had been
approved, the new city in the San
Fernando Valley would have been the
sixth-largest in the nation.

While early polls indicated that Valley

secession had a good chance of passing,

support has decreased in the last few
months as the election drew near.

Hollywood secession had never gath-

ered as much support: few if any polls

gave it a chance of gaining a m^yority
even within Hollywood.

During that time, more studies by
UCLA professors and other academics
have predicted harmful effects if seces-

sion passed.

A study by UCLA urban planning pro-

fessor Eugene Grigsby stated the Valley's
growing poor and elderly populations
would have suffered from a lack of city
services had secession passed.

Secession opponents claimed financial
losses were inevitable, and everyone
would lose if the city split apart

Despite Tuesday's vote, secession sup-
porters may continue to push for more
services to be provided in the Valley and
for more local control.

They may also seek other ways to put
the secession question on the ballot in the
future. Meanwhile, even with a victory
Tuesday, Hahn had said he would seek a
state law prohibiting future cityhood
efforts.

"It shouldn't have to come iq) eveiy
year and eat up tajq)ayer dollars," said
Hahn, the leader of the anti-secession
fight Tm not going to spend my whole
term in office fighting every six months
secession efforts."

With reports from Daily Bruin wire
services.

Department ofArt
Department ofDesign

|
Media Arts

Department ofWorld Arts and Cultures
The UCLArts Office ofStudent Nervif^^ have moved to

The departments nill

be located in Westwood
until FaU 2004, while

the Broad Art Center
and Kaufinan Hall

are under construction.

The Kinross Buildings

(Kinross and Kinross South)

at Lot 32 in Westwood

The departmental offices for Art and

Design
|
Media Arts are in 245 Kinross Building.

The departmental offices for World Arts and Cultures

are in 200 Kinross Building.

The Office of Student Services is in 1 94 Kinross South.

Departmental phone numbers remain the same:

evils

Art

Advisor/Admissions

Design
|
Media Arts

Advisor/Admissions

World Arts and Cultures

Advisor/Admissions

Student Services

<h ^^

310.825.3281

310.206.7363

310.825.9007

310.267.4907

. 310.825.3951

310.825.8537

310206.3564

from page 1

"I think it's important that stu-

dents come to events like this and
it's important that (candidates) see
students," said Julia Falcone, a sec-

ond-year political science and inter-

national relations student at the
University of Southern California
who attended the Democratic recep-
tion.

"Bill Simon is just far too right for
me, and far too right for California,"

said Mark Karman, a fourth-year his-

tory student at USC and president of
the USC Democrats.

At the Republican party, students
e3q)ressed regret with the outcome.

"We're disappointed tonight," said
Becky Soil, a second-year poUtical
science student and member of the
Republican Leadership Council

Most students at UCLA reported
voting for one of the two leading
candidates, even if out of reluctance.

"(With) the msyor candidates, it

was a case of choosing the lesser of
two evils," said second-year unde-
clared student Karen TYattner after

voting on campus.
The "lesser of two evils" justifica-

tion was common among students,

CATHERINE JUN/Daily Bbuin Senior Staff

Bill Simon waves goodbye to supporters as he acknowledges his defeat to Gov
Gray Davis at LA)C Westin Hotel.

many of whom said they voted for
their candidate by default.

"Personally, I don't like either one
of them, but you have to stick with
your own party," said third-year
business economics student
Amanda Runner, who said she
favored Davis. Handing her vote to
Camejo, second-year economics stu-

dent Graciela Guzman said she did

not know enough about Simon to
vote for him, and disliked Davis
because he rejected a bill that would
have made it easier for immigrants
to obtain driver's licenses.

With reportsfrom Andrew Edwards,
Noah Grand, Charles Proctor and
Ayelet ffrah, Daily Bruin Stqff. iV.
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PASS ON YOUR GOOD HEALTH!

* JL^ ' i

Wednesday, November 6th 4 Thursday, N
11 am - 4 pm 4 Ackerman Union 4 Room 2414

For an appointment please e-mail SWcblood@Ucla.edu or call (3 1 0) 825-7586
Please remember to eat well and increase your fluids the day of your donation.

^We Require Identification

is Paid For By USAC

UCLA Blood & Platelet Center
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VNS rebuilt, but doesn't pass 'test''

AFTER ELECTION 2000 DEBACLE, SYSTEM AIMS TO SMOOTH EXIT
SURVEY PROCESS, BUT BROADCASTERS USE OWN SOURCES

CONGRESS
I
Bush ratings aid GOP campaign

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK— The debut of Voter
News Service's rebuilt system ran
into severe problems, as the consor-
tium was unable to deliver exit polls
designed to help explain results and
struggled to count the votes quickly.

The failures in Tuesday's midterm
elections were a m^yor setback for
VNS - a consortium consisting of
ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, Fox and The
Associated Press. VNS had com-
pletely overhauled its system in
response to the 2000 election, when
television networks twice used its

information to make wrong calls in

the decisive Florida vote for the pres-
idency.

The exit poll information was
intended to help media organizations
explain why people voted as they
did. But because of technical prob-
lems, VNS said it could not guarantee
the accuracy of its information and
did not release it

''We're disappointed that VNS was-
n't able to provide this material," said
Jonathan Wolman, senior vice presi-

dent of the AP. **Polling place inter-

views provide an invaluable glimpse
at voters' mood and priorities.''

The VNS exit poll was of particu-

lar importance to broadcasters and
19 newspapers, including The New
York Times, The Washington Post
and USA Today, that had contracted
with the consortium to receive that

information to report on Election
Day trends.

VNS was able to provide limited

information from the exit poll sur-

veys that gave its members guidance
in projecting winners for individual

races.

As in the past, AP called election

winners in a process that involved an
analysis of actual vote returns.

VNS' separate vote-counting oper-

ation started the evening well, but an
automated system overloaded and
caused delays, said Ted Savaglio,

VNS executive director.

"It's functioning and it's running,

but it's not running at peak efficien-

cy," he said late Tuesday night.

At midnight, he said, "We're catch-

ing up."

CBS, CNN and NBC complained
that vote totals were coming in so
slowly that they stopped using the
VNS count Instead, they relied on a
backup operation provided by the
AP. ABC said it was using both vote
coimts and had no complaints with
this part of the VNS operation.

ABC News spokesman Jeffrey

Schneider said the network had pre-

pared for the possibility that VNS
would not be ready on Election
Night It put the emphasis on "good,
old-fashioned reporting" to tell what
happens, he said.

Fox, anticipating possible prob-
lems with the exit polls, had
arranged to conduct Election Day

PROPOSITIONS
I
Students

not disheartened by failure

The UC Student Association,
which supported Proposition 52,

hoped it would increase the number
of coUege-age voters by streamlining
the registration process for students
who frequently change their mailing
addresses.

Though the push for a substantial

student voting block has been
momentarily impeded by the failed

proposition, students are not daunted
by getting out the vote the old-fash-

ioned way.
I

"Now we're going to have to work
harder to get students to register,"

said Chris Neal, UCSA vice chair and
external vice president for the
Undergraduate Students Association

Council.

Same-day voter registration

already exists in six states: Maine,
Minnesota and Msconsin have used
it for the last three decades, and
Idaho, New Hampshire and Wyoming
instituted the practice in 1994.

Elven with the unsuccessful bid to

get the item passed, Neal said the
experience gained by student cam-
paigners will leave them better pre-

pared for the 2004 election.

"People really understand now
what it takes to run a campaign," he
said.

With reports from Charles Proctor,

Daily Bruin Contriimtor, and Daily
Bruin wire services.
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telephone polls of voters in 10

states with key races for Senate
or governor, and iised some of
those findings on the air.

Bill Wheatley, executive vice

president of NBC News, said
there was still a possibility that

the VNS exit poll data would be
available in the next few days.

Meanwhile, NBC and CBS had
conducted their own joint poll of
voter attitudes last weekend
using the same survey questions
as VNS.

This was a midterm for (VNS),
also, Uterally," said MSNBC edi-

tor-in-chief Jerry Nachman. This
was going to be the night for them
to troubleshoot and fine-tune the
process that everyone expects to,

be perfect in 2004." I

CNN Chairman Walter
Isaacson said his network was
relying on pohtical reporters
across the country to provide tex-

ture for its coverage.

There is a good side to it,

which is we'll have a great lesson
in civics as people watch real

votes being counted," he said.

Angered by the networks' per-

fonnance in the 2000 election,

Congress brought news media
organizations to Washington last

year to explain their performance
and was watching to see if there
was a repeat this year.

Georgia, and Jim Talent defeated
Jean Camahan in a special election

in Missouri.

Camahan was appointed to the
Senate seat after her husband, Mel
Camahan, was elected in 2000, three
weeks after he was killed in a plane
crash.

In Minnesota, another highly-

watched Senate race between
Democratic former Vice President
Walter Mondale and RepubUcan
Norm Coleman, the former mayor of
St. Paul, was too close to call early
Wednesday, as state officials hand-
counted ballots.

Mondale was a last minute
replacement for the late Sen. Paul
Wellstone, who died in a plane crash
Oct. 25.

In the House, Democrats needed
to pick up seven seats to take con-
trol for the first time since the early

1990s. Even after redistricting -

which happens every 10 years to

reflect population change and often
leads to a number of close races -

the battle for House control came
down to just a few hotly-contested
seats.

It was apparent early in the
evening that a change in House con-
trol would not happen, as
RepubUcans earned victories in
races previously seen as toss-ups.

Most House seats were, for all

intents and purposes, locked up
before voters even went to the polls.

Defeating incimibents is typically

difficult.

For example, 28-year West Side

incumbent Henry Waxman, D-Los
Angeles, whose district includes
UCLA, cruised to victory, garnering
almost 70 percent of the vote. House
speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Dl. and
House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt, D-Mo., also coasted to

victory.

It appeared early Wednesday
Republicans would pick up about
four seats overall.

Politicians and pundits alike

pointed to the popularity of the
Republican president when explain-

ing the GOP's success Tuesday.
"I think I pin a lot of it on that this

is a president who has had very high
approval ratings," said National
Democratic Chairman Terry
McAuliffe. "He's had the longest sus-

tained approval ratings of any presi-

dent in modem history."

Bush - as he increases the
rhetoric for war against Iraq and
tnmipets the United States' efforts

in a war on terrorism - eryoys the
highest approval ratings during
midterm elections since President
John Kennedy's in 1962.

Bush campaigned furiously for
Republican candidates in 23 states
over the last five weeks.

The president and his GOP allies

defied history Tuesday - the presi-

dent's party had lost House seats in

every midterm election except three
in the past century.

The GOP will control the execu-
tive and legislative branches of the
federal government when elected
officials are inaugurated in January.

Additionally, five of the nine
judges on the Supreme Court were

appointed by Republican presi-
dents, and that number could
increase during Bush's presidency.

Now, with control over both poli-
cy-making branches of the govem-
ment, it remains to be seen how well
conservatives will succeed in pursu-
ing goals of cutting taxes, increasing
defense spending, and possibly
pushing for the privatization of
social security.

Meanwhile, some abortion rights
advocates fear if Bush appoints one
more conservative judge to the
Supreme Court, Roe v Wade, the
early 1970s court decision protect-
ing women's reproductive rights,
could be repealed.

As Republicans celebrated, oth-
ers found the results disturbing.

"It's depressing," said Nicholas
Corpuz, a third-year intemational
development studies student at
UCLA, who attended the
Democratic reception at the
Century City Plaza Hotel.

"We're going to see a conservative
Supreme Court for the next 25
years," he added.

John O'Kane, media director for
California College Democrats and a
third-year government student at
Claremont College, was able to put
his own positive spin on the results.

"It might be good," he said. "If

Bush is able to push through a con-
servative agenda, it might alienate

voters."

With reports from Charles Proctor,

Daily Bruin Contributor, and Daily
Bruin wire services.
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Heaton, Foster speak against abortion in Young Hall
ON-CAMPUS GROUPS
SPONSOR TALKS,

HOPE TO EXPAND
THEIR MEMBERSHIP

i

By Brian Rabkin !

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
brabkin(a)media. ucla.edu

A diverse crowd of students
filled Young Hall auditorium
Monday night and heard Feminists
for Life President Serrin Foster and
celebrity Patricia Heaton condemn
abortion as immoral.

Heaton, who stars on the hit CBS
show "Everybody Loves Raymond,"
said she was trying to create a new
discussion on abortion on college
campuses because she believes
that there isn't enough discussion
today, and she wanted "an honest,
reasoned discussion about abortion
and about pregnancy."
The event was co-sponsored by

two on-campus organizations.
Living Hope and Bruins for Life.

"I really felt there was a need on
this campus to address the issue of
abortion, what it really is and its

effects on our society," said
Charissa Arlen, president of Living
Hope.

Bruins for Life president Stephen
Saroki expressed his concern that
students at UCLA are too apathetic

TYSON EVANS/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Speaking at a forum on abortion, honorary chairwoman and "Everybody Loves Raymond" actress Patricia Heaton answers
questions from students. The event also highlighted Serrin Foster (in background), president of the national organization.

about important issues unless they
are affected directly. The orgamiz-
ers of this event do not have identi-

cal perspectives, nor do they agree
with Feminists for Life on every

aspect of abortion issues.

The two speakers lectured to a
largely anti-abortion audience -

composed of students who identi-

fied themselves with the

<bP^
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Room 2, Dodd Hall

Join us for our monthly Brown Bog Lunch discussion for

i
Re-Entry & Nontroditionol students

Bring your Hindi to these informal chats about topics such as balancing family & school

responsibilities, managing time, coping with stress, and child care among others

For more informotion please call 825-3945 or visit www.thecenter.ucla.edu.

Democratic, Republican and
Green parties.

Foster said she looks out for all

parties involved with an abortion
- mother, father and child - some-
thing that they contend abortion
rights groups don't do.

"Most people say that pro-lifers

are only interested in the baby
and have no concern for the
woman involved, but our interest
is to look out for all parties, most
importantly the woman and life

inside her," Saroki said.

Bruin Democrats President
Kristina Meshelski, who consid-
ers herself an abortion rights sup-
porter and did not attend the
event, argues that she strongly
supports the rights of babies but
that a fetus, or unborn child, is

not a baby. She also said anti-
abortion groups disregard the
rights of babies.

"Pro-life groups convince peo-
ple to have babies, but they are
left with no support from the
same people who convinced them
to have the baby," Meshelski said.

Feminists for Life also seeks to
overturn the landmark Roe v.

Wade Supreme Court case and
ban abortions in almost all

instances, even in cases of rape
and incest.

In the 1973 case the court divid-

ed a woman's nine-month preg-
nancy into trimesters, and
allowed women to seek an abor-
tion without state interference
within the first two trimesters.

After this time, the state has dis-

cretion over whether to adminis-
ter an abortion.

Foster added that only a com-
prehensive ban would prevent
women from being "coerced" by
well-meaning family, friends and
boyfriends into getting an abor-
tion that they don't really want.

Meshelski does not want legis-

lation to take away her right to
have an abortion.

"Being a woman, having con-
trol over my own health is impor-
tant to me," Meshelski said.

Foster gained a round of
applause from the audience by
adding that abortions don't erase
rape, and the only good thing to
ever come fi*om a rape is a baby.

Both Bruins for Life and Living
Hope are in their second years
here at UCLA. Though neither
group is large, both said they
hope their organizations will

grow. Saroki cited established
anti-abortion organizations at UC
Berkeley as examples of how he
would like for his organization to
grow each year.

"I would say that we were lay-

ing the groundwork last year and
this year we are working to
achieve our goals," Arlen said.
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Three-Strikes

law debated

by Supreme

Court justices

By Gina Holland

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — A conflicted

Supreme Court debated Tuesday
whether it's unconstitutional for
states to lock up shoplifters, bur-
glars, or other petty crinunals for
life in the name of public safety.

Justices are considering striking
down California's three-strikes-
you're-out law, the toughest in the
nation. Their ruling, expected next
year, could curb states' efforts to
give long sentences to revolving-
door criminals, or signal that other
states can strengthen their laws.

During TXiesday's oral arguments,
some justices seemed reluctant to
interfere with state punishments,
despite concerns about long sen-
tences given in minor crimes.
The California law, which

requires a sentence of 25 years to
life for any felony conviction if the
defendant has previously been con-
victed of two serious or violent
felonies, put a man, who shoplifted
children's videocassettes, in prison
until 2046, and gave another man a
life sentence for taking three golf
clubs.

''No other state in the country
would impose a punishment like

this," Erwin Chemerinsky, the attor-

ney for the man who stole $153
worth of videotapes, told the court
The three-strikes law was passed

in 1994, after voters endorsed
tougher sentences amid public
fiiror over the kidnapping and mur-
der of 12-year-old Polly Klaas. Tlie
law has been credited with lowering
crime in California, and state offi-

cials said it gets career criminals off
the streets. Opponents say it

amounts to cruel and unusual pun-
ishment and is therefore unconsti-
tutional.

More than 7,100 irmiates are serv-
ing third-strikes sentences, includ-
ing about 350, who received life

terms for petty offenses, ofQcials
have said.

''There comes a point when the
state has a right to say enou^ is

enough," Douglas Danzig, a deputy
attorney general in California, told
justices. < V

Justice Stephen Breyer said the
crimes seemed minor, but noted:
"We carmot convert this court into a
sentencing commission. There has
to be a way of deciding: Did they go
too far?"

Leandro Andrade, a heroin
addict, had previous burglary con-
victions when he was caught
shoplifting nine videotapes, includ-

ing "Snow White" and "Cinderella."

Under his three-strikes sentence,
he'll be at least 87 when he gets out
ofprisort

Danzig told justices that Andrade
was stealing to support his drug
habit, not to have movies for his

children to watch.

The other case justices reviewed
is that of Gary Ewing, caught with
three $400 golf clubs in his pants leg
at a pro shop. Because of previous
convictions for burglary and rob-
bery, he was sentenced to life in

prison, with the possibility ofparole
after 25 years.

"Why can't the state say ... it's

time to get him off the street?" Chief
Justice William H. Rehnquist asked
Ewing's lawyer.

Justice Antonin Scalia said: "It

sounds to me like your client is a
very good candidate for that law."
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surprises
By Karin Laub

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JERUSALEM - A reluctant Ariel
Sharon on Tuesday called early elec-
tions for Jan. 28 after the breakup of
his fractious coalition. Israel now
faces a tempestuous campaign that
threatens to cause further instability

in the Middle East at a time of possi-
ble confrontation with Iraq.

The surprise move also brought
Sharon's rival for Likud leadership,

Benjamin Netanyahu, back into gov-
ernment as temporary foreign minis-
ter. Netanyahu, who calls for the
expulsion of Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat, said he will challenge
Sharon for the party leadership in a
primary to be held within weeks.

The winner of that struggle will

face the Labor Party leader in the gen-
eral election. One of the issues on the
table then will be how to approach
the Palestinians, whether to empha-
size negotiation or war and whether

to expel Arafat '

The dramatic developments under-
scored the growing political volatility

in Israel, which has had five prime
ministers in seven years. Sharon's
coalition has lasted only 20 months,
despite his aim to hang on until next
October, the originally scheduled
election date.

Sharon said Monday that it would
be irresponsible to hold early elec-

tions, and announced Tuesday that he
was dissolving Parliament because he

was unable to set up a stable coali-

tion aft«r the departure of the moder-
ate Labor Party.

Sharon acciised Labor of "political

caprice" by bolting over Sharon's
refusal to cut funding to Jewish set-

tlements in the West Bank and Qaza
Strip.

Palestinian reaction was muted.
"We hope the Israeli people will elect

a government that can deliver peace,"
said Cabinet minister Saeb Ereket

Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel

Sharon addresses
a news conference
at the prime minis-

ter's office in

Jerusalem Tuesday
in which he called

for eariy elections.

In a surprise

move, Sharon dis-

persed Parliament
on Tuesday and
called snap elec-

tions, to be held at

the beginning of

February.

/^
CRIMEWATCH

Petty Theft

A parking permit was stolen
from a vehicle parked in Lot 11
between Oct. 26 and 27.

Between Oct. 28 and 29 a stereo
was removed from a vehicle
parked in Sunset Village parking
structure. The loss amounted to
$350.

I

Another stereo was stolen from
a vehicle parked in Sunset Village
parking structure between Oct. 29
and 30. The loss amounted to
$400.

A wallet was stolen containing
$40 in a women's rest room locat-

ed in Kinsey Hall on Oct 29.

A 1995 green Kawasaki moun-
tain bike was stolen Oct. 29 from
De Neve Plaza bike racks. The
bicycle is worth $146.

On Oct. 29 a parking permit was
removed from a vehicle parked in
Sunset Village parking structure.

SMrct: liivcnitjT Police 0«pt Lag

A bike parked in front of the
Wooden Center was stolen on
Oct. 30. The loss amounted to
$120.

On Oct. 31 a motorcycle hel-

met, key, and lock were stolen at

the Law School metered parking
area. The total losses amounted to
$105.

Grand Theft

Between Oct. 25 and 29 a lap-

top and telescope were stolen
from the Geology building. Total
losses amounted to $3,800.

Stamps and a mountain bike
were removed from The Anderson
School of Business between Oct
26 and 28. The total amount lost

was $1,500.

On Oct 29 a stereo, cd player,

amplifier and speakers were
stolen, collectively worth $600,

from a vehicle parked in Lot 6.

On the same day a stereo was
stolen from a vehicle parked in
the Sunset Village parking struc-

ture. The loss amounted to $500.

Miscellaneous

Between Oct 22 and 28 some-
one loaded pornography onto
computers in the Medical Plaza.

Animal rights posters were
mounted onto traffic signs near
Young Hall and Slichter Hall on
Oct 28.

A stereo was stolen from a vehi-
cle parked in Sunset Village park-
ing structure on Oct 29. The total

loss in imknown.
|

On Oct. 30, there was an aggres-
sive panhandler on the comer of
Weybum Avenue and Westwood
Boulevard.

Someone committed a hit-and-

run car accident at Lot 9 on Oct

I

SELECTION
I
Candidates enthused by move

from page 1

positions for eight years at The City
University of New York and for 15
months at Cal Poly Pomona.

Montero, who taught Latin
American literature at Wesleyan
University in Middleton, Conn.,
was dean of student life at
Princeton University for seven

years before moving to Brown
University in January 2000 to take
her current position.

Both Montero and Morales were
excited at the prospect of a move
and flattered to have been selected
as potential fits for the position.

Morales said he would encour-
age students to play an intricate

part in decision making by bringing

Interested in Disculssing Latino Identity?
Join a focus group discussion devoted to exploring Latino Identity.

Latino/a, Chicano/a, Hispanic participants will be paid $50 to share their

views with a small group in a private setting.

»• Participants are asked to attend one 2-hour session on either November 19 or 20
at Loyola Marymount University.

|« If you are interested in participating please contact:

I
XochitI Marquez

Center for the Study of Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount University

* csla@lmu.edu * 310/338-4565

Vancouver
Calgary

j

Morjtreal

Toronto

London
Paris

Amsterdam
Frankfurt

Madrid

Rome '

Fares are roundtrip from Los Anfe<es. Reslrictions
app<y. Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.

1RAVEL0U1S
See the worldyour way

CST#203«d66-40

$177
$238
$325
$325
$326
$339
$356
$416
$356
$429

Janina Montero Tomas Morales

their ideas to the table.

''The challenge will be to contin-
ue working with faculty, adminis-
tration and the entire university
conununity to advocate a student-
centered approach,*' he said.

"Students should be at the center
of all policy and practices at any
university."

Despite her long history of
working collaboratively with stu-

dents, Montero said she would be
walking into new territory at
UCLA. i

"I have a lot of experience work-'
ing in the private university sys-

tem, but the public system will be
new to me," she said. **So there will

be some learning at the beginning."
Both candidates said they are

looking forward to meeting with
staff and students when they visit

in December.

/

901 Westwood Blvd.
(Corner of Westwood Blvd and Le Coote.)

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-824-2500
losangeles©travelcuts.com

www.trivvlaiUUMi
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DeNeve Plaza
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GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
If success is your destination, moke a Chapman Graduate degree your next stop.

Convenient evening programs meet just once per week • Financial aid
and Chapman scholarships available • Small classes taught by faculty that

are both academically and professionally accomplished

IV^Ililig MBA (AACSB AcoBdHed)
Th* GMig* L Argyros School ol Business and Economics

MS Human Resources

Doctor off PhyBical Thorapy
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HMA Pisydiolo^y
- Marriage and Family Therapy
- Pre-dinical

flMS Food Sclonco & NuMHon

COMMUNICAnON AND
ENfEREAINMENT INDUSTRY

- Elementary, Secondary and Administrative

- Programs (or Teachers witfi

Emergency Permits

- Internships

- CLAD/BCIAD
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Special Education Credentials, Level I and II

Sdiool Piychology CradMfid (UA)
(MA)

MAEngHsli ^
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MA Film Studios
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Curriculum and Instruction, Reading Certificate,

Educational Leadership

Elementary and Secondary Education
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Chapnian University is accredited by and is a member of ifie Western Associatkxi of Schools ond Colleges.
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Want to buy o PC ot o Groot Prko?
Ready to trosti ttiat old computer and trade It

In for a shiny new PC? Thanks to a new campus
agreement between UCLA and KST Data,

students, staff and faculty can buy the same
top-of-the-line PCs used all over campus for

home use at rock bottom prices.

Models being offered Include Dell, Gateway
and HP/Compaq computers. Apple computers
will also be on display. Come meet the

vendors, see sample configurations and learn

the easy purchasing process! Plus, there will

be door prizes and light refreshments.

Personal PC Purchctsms Product Show
Wednesday, November 6, 2002

Visit http://wwwacompa$s.Mcla.edy
for more informaHon«

Need financing?

University Credit Union vsrill be
on hand with loan options.

i « * • « t

1^Gateway SPONSORED B^
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Responsibilities

of voters don't
I

end at polls

Even though election day is over and
the public is once again stuck with
bandwagon politicians like Gov. Gray

Davis and Congressman Henry Waxman, the
opportunity to make a difference in politics
is far from gone.

Voting is the most prominent method by
which the public can both define their
government and hold it accountable, but
there are still means for dissatisfied voters
to influence the policies which elected and
reelected officials enact. Rallies and
protests, for example, have traditionally
been successful at conveying the disen-
chantment of the electorate to elected
officials and often help inspire change.

For more long-term thinking malcon-
tents, advocating the drafting of certain
propositions, or preparing early to launch
a stronger third-party campaign in the
next election, are other options.

There are certainly policies holding
down and threatening the University of
California meriting legislative rebuttal.
UC Students Association, for example,

should start more actively spearheading a
campaign to repeal Proposition 209, which
bans affirmative action in California.

On a local scale, students can also take
matters into their own hands. SP-1 and 2,

which banned affirmative action in the
UC, were rescinded largely because of
widespread student activism and protests
against the Board of Regents.
Coordinating these demonstrations of pub-
lic discontent against state lawmakers
may help make repealing Proposition 209
more feasible.

Gov. Gray Davis has has already said he
will not work to repeal Proposition 209
because it was approved by California vot-
ers diuing general elections. Therefore,
efforts at ridding the state of the law will
largely have to work from the bottom up.

Regent Ward Connerly, proponent of
Proposition 209, has a campaign out to
put Racial Privacy Initiative on the ballot
If the RPI passes, it will be doubly diffi-

cult for California to return to the days of
affirmative action because the RPI would
ban the state from collecting data related
to race on official forms. If students want
to bring affirmative action admission poli-
cies back to the university, the time to
start planning and mobilizing a large,

effective campaign is now, not a few
months before the election when million-
aire politicians are backing and helping
fund the measiu*e.

One of the main linutations third-party
candidates have are small campaign
chests, relative to their democratic and
republican counterparts. The only reason
Ralph Nader was able to poll as many
votes in the last election for the Green
Party was because of his name recogni-
tion. If a more thorough and lengthy effort
is made to promote third parties, like the
Green Party, perhaps they can make a
larger dent into the percentage of victory
sell-out pohticians like republican-democ-
ratic senator Dianne Feinstein or warhawk
congressman Henry Waxman usually get.

Citizens' civic responsibility only begins
with voting - it does not end there. They
should consistently pursue their political

and ideological agendas by any means
available.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

FOROIKNIEinilHI

Do you think politics attract

the nfiost capable

candidates? What should be done to

Improve the quality of our
officeholders? Send a response to

vlewpolnt@media.ucla.edu

SUBMIT ID VJEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to hear it. Send
us a submission of 600-800 words or a letter of

300 words or less on any topic, including a
response to published material.

£""iyiAIL ^^P^'"^@"^edla.ucla.edu

MAlL
The Daily Bruin

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

\^ resen« the rigrt to edK letters Ibr length and darlty >t)u must ndu^
/3ur name, maing address and telephone nurrter. Anonymous letters

wi be accepted txjt not pubished.

Fundingfor education, not prisons, vital to blacks
Be prepared when you meet

one of the handful of black
men who entered UCLA this

fall based on academics alone.

Take pictures,

call your

friends, and
write in your
journal

because you've

seen an endan-

gered species

in higher edu-

cation: a black

male student.

But don't

worry, the

lack of admis-
sions for men
of color to

universities is being made up for
by one of the most funded insti-

tutions in the United States: pris-

ons. Attica, San Quentin, and the
like have increased the popula-
tion of black men in large num-
bers. One doesn't have to look

Ryan Smith
rsmlh$n«iaajda.edu

Smith's column runs every other

Wednesday.

further than our federal govern-
ment to find someone to blame
for this alarming trend.

According to recent statistics

from the Justice Policy Institute,

more black men in the United
States are in prison than in uni-

versities. This increase corre-
sponds to our government's two-
decade trend to increase state

prison funding while decreasing
educational spending.
As spending on prisons has

skyrocketed during the last twen-
ty years, college attendance by
black males has dropped propor-
tionally. In 1980 over 143,000
black men were in jail while
463,700 were enrolled in universi-
ties and colleges. Now roughly
791,600 black men are in jails

while only 603,302 attend institu-

tions of higher education.
Overtly racist laws with

lengthy prison sentences for non-
violent crimes have contributed
to the mass exodus of black male
scholars. Legislation like the infa-

mous three strikes laws, nuni-
mum mandatory sentencing, and

police misconduct have ravaged
black communities. It's no won-
der that prisons have literally

become America's black hole.

Even if a black male beats the
odds and tries to get into a uni-

versity, the barriers to higher
education would limit his

options.

Black men are more likely to
go through a public school sys-

tem that lacks resources, offers
few or no AP classes, and stiU

have to take racially and cultural-

ly biased standardized tests in

order to prove they are qualified.

And we question why affirma-
tive action was in place to begin
with?

Has this world become so full

of equality that diversity is no
longer an issue?

We have to recognize that the
system in place perpetuates itself

by keeping the status quo in

power while neglecting those
who have never had access to it

This includes not only black men,
but black women and Chicano
men and women who are over-

represented in jail and underrep-
resented in oiu* colleges.

If the tables were turned and
Caucasian males were being
incarcerated at higher percent^
ages than attending universities,

a state of emergency would be
declared and the system would
be changed. Even President Bush
would get involved and initiate

policies to fight higher educa-
tion's "access of evil."

Although crime has dropped
during the last twenty years,

Uncle Sam has exploited the

fears of his citizens by continuing
to build prisons. Many will say
"you did the crime, now do the
time." But we have to question a
government that imprisons a man
even though the cost of rehabili-

tating him would be far less.

We need to rehabilitate women
and men placed in jails for drug
offenses rather giving them 30
years to life on minimum sen-

tencing. But before that begins,

we need to work on preventative
programs and a public school
system which seeks to have

enough resources to educate our
youth.

The effects of this vicious
cycle have made things difficult

for the entire black community,
whether in or out of prison. I

don't know how to tell my future
son, nephew, brother, and cousin
that they're statistically more
likely to go to jail than get a
diploma. There is even a strain
placed on personal relationships.
Ask any black female looking for
black male companionship at
UCLA and many will tell you it's

easier to find a bald eagle soaring
through Westwood.

I encourage students at this
university, especially students of
color earning their degrees, to
reach back and remember those
who are trying to do the same.
We need to challenge discrimina-
tory legislation. Only through col-
lective involvement and collabo-
ration can we begin to fix the
wound within conununities of
color. Who knows? Maybe we
can take blacks off the endan-
gered species list

IMAGINE THAT...

By David Keyes dkeyes@medla.ucla.edu

Ethel fears that she is distrusted by her employe

Speaks Out
Now THAT THE USAC REFERENDUM HAS BEEN APPROVED,

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE WITH THE ADDITIONAL

FUNDING?

Evan Choifin

Second-year, paleobkriogy

I'm glad that

the referen-

dum passed.

Considering

there was a

decrease last

year, this

increase will be

beneficial,

especially to all

the on-campus organizations, If it

Is fairly distributed. But I personal-

ly don't really know where I would
like to see the money go."

Kris Naowamondhal

Second-year, neuroscience

"I am worried

that a lot of the

money from

the fee

increase will go
to USAC for

their personal

use. If it was up

to me, I'd make
sure that most

of the money was evenly distrib-

uted among cultural clubs on cam-
pus, because right now many of

the larger clubs are getting a

greater share."

Nancy Vazquez

Fourth-year, Spanish literature

"I voted 'no' on

the referendum

because as stu-

dents we
already pay

enough in fees

and tuition. The

funds aren't

distributed very

evenly now, so

they probably won't divide the

money from the increase appropri-

ately Now that it has passed, I

Wiiliam Kang

Fourth-year, sociology

"Now that the

referendum

passed, I think

the money
should fund

more club

activities. Last

year, ACA
threw a culture

night and was
fairly in debt afterwards. A little

more money would have really

helped."

Emily Shin

Third-year, p^chology

" Td like to see

better base

funding for

individual clubs

because I think

a lot of funding

only goes to a

certain few.

There are little

things too that

would be beneficial for clubs, like a
locker bay for storing papers and
signs, which are used when
recruiting out on Bruin Walk."

KietTran

Second-year, undeclared

"I don't mind

the fee

increase as

long as we're

Xj getting a lot of
^ benefits In

return. If I

don't see any-

thing happen-

ing with the

money, I'm going to feel cheated."

would like to see the money go CompHed by Kelsey Hicks/DaHy Bruin Senior Staff
towards more cultural events." photos by Catherine JUN/Daiu Bruin Senior Staff

Popping mind-altering drags
not always an answer to problem

Sarah
Jansen

9ansen@medELucia^du

C"

Fleeling depressed? Feeling sad? There is a
solution. Pump 100 milligrams of Prozac or
Adderall into your brain. It's no big deal.

Does it really matter whether speed-dealers
try to buy Adderall from ADD patients? Who
cares if Prozac should only be taken short-term
in concurrence with thera-

py? Taking a mind-altering
drug for 10 years without
guidance couldn't possibly
hurt anybody, could it?

Unfortunately, this atti-

tude is all too familiar in

today's culture, where more
yoimg people are beginning
to take psychiatric medica-
tion. However, when one
considers how little is

known of these new psychi-
atric drugs, it becomes
obvious that this generation
is a guinea pig.

The long-term side

effects of Prozac, Adderall, and Paxil (to name
a few) are unknown to doctors, who readily
tout the benefits and innocuous nature of these
drugs. Advertisements on and off campus
attempt to lure students and residents to partic-
ipate in psychiatric studies. One such study
involves taking a "test** drug for an entire year!
How could anyone be so careless with their
mind?

Yet patients and doctors are careless.

Powerful drugs are overprescribed everyday.
Anyone can get their hands on new medica-
tions, some of which have been known to leave
people vomiting all day or temporarily para-
lyzed.

Other drugs are notorious for sapping people
of motivation. More serious short>term side-
effects of the drug Adderall (now called
Dexedrine) include the potential for heart
attacks, psychotic episodes and anorexia The
Physicians Desk Manual lists Dexedrine as an
amphetamine with a potential for addiction.

Still, to be fair, some medications greatly
help people, literally transforming their lives.

But who knows how those people will feel in
ten or twenty years? There is a significant

chance they will become even more dependent
on their drugs of choice. And while doctors
claim that psychiatric drugs aren't addicting, it's

clear that an element of dependency exists.

Why else would dosages be so frequently aug-

fansen's column usun^lly runs every other
Monday.

mented?
People want quick solutions, and the drug

producers want quick money. There's no other
explanation for the gigantic increase in psychi-
atric prescriptions. Once upon a time, a cat
scan and other tests were required to evaluate
a patient's need for medication. Now, a 15-

minute visit with a psychiatrist seems
sufficient

Clearly, a lack of caution permeates today's
profit-driven medical community. And this new
emphasis may devastate the benefits of psycho-
logical research. Ck)gnitive reconstructive or
behavioral therapies have been eclipsed by a
pill-popping culture, even though therapy is a
perfectly viable solution - one that has the
power to alter brain chemistry just as drugs do.

Therapy is the natural, harmless method.
Any psychiatrist or psychologist is familiar with
brain plasticity, the ability of the brain to alter
its chemical composition of its own accord. Not
surprisingly, life experiences and environmental
factors have been tied to such alterations.

For instance, it has been foimd by numerous
researchers that victims of child molestation
are more likely to have an imbalance of Cortisol
in their brains. Therapy can help victims of
molestation by chan^ng their environments
and thought-patterns. But the popular solution
is Prozac - a seratonin uptake inhibiter that
reverses the effects of Cortisol in the brain.
Sadly, this emphasis on medical solutions cre-
ates a high demand for psychiatric research
and a relatively low demand for psychological
research.

The e^ansion of psychiatry goes hand in
hand with a certain mentality adopted by our
culture. It has become acceptable to suffocate
problems with drugs, rather than dealing with
them openly and directly. This phenomenon is

analogous to the devastating effects pain-killers

have on Americans. Because such drugs numb
a person, disabling his or her capacity to recog-
nize and address pain, a "dormant" disease can
go undetected.

Such danger can be avoided, if people are
brave enough to confront their problems. With
confrontation comes imderstanding and a
desire to change. Whereas medication weeds a
problem by "cutting at the stem," therapy goes
straight to the root, in hopes of forever eradi-
cating problems.

So before you sacrifice your mental well-
being to a psychiatric study or a trendy new
drug, think twice. Therapy is a second option -
a choice far more likely to ensure your hs^pi-
ness in the long-run.

LETTERS

Not all soldiers

are murderers
I was once again left in

awe of Shirin Vossoughi's
thinly-veiled hatred for that
which she does not know in
her submission "Price of
war is ofi;en paid with sol-

diers' sanity" (Nov. 4,

Viewpoint).

She cites military training
as a principal cause for

murder and other societal
violence, such as domestic
abuse. Vossoughi quotes
Alexander Cockbum's grim
warning that "Millions have
been trained in this man-
ner."

What she forgets is that
of these millions of
Americans who have
received training in the U.S.
Armed Forces and served in
wartime (over 33 million
since World War II), most
have led their lives without
incident. Some of them
even made a few contribu-
tions to society. Notables
John F. Kennedy, Lyndon
Johnson and UCLA's own
Jackie Robinson come to

mind. The truth is that for

every unbalanced Timothy
McVeigh, scores of men and
women who have con-
tributed productively to
society can be named.

Perhs^s Vossoughi does
not believe violence can
solve conflicts, but history
has and will continue to

demonstrate that some-
times military force is nec-
essary to achieve the great-

est good. That being said, I

for one want our nation's

military to be as well-

trained as possible.

Ryan Tashma
Alumnus '02

Veterans not

trained to kill

Monday's submission
"Price of war is oft;en paid
with soldiers' sanity" was
ill-informed and an uiyust
indictment of our nation's

veterans. Shirin

Vossoughi's conclusions are
based upon anecdotal and
incorrect evidence (Nov. 4,

Viewpoint).

For instance, her state-

ment that the D.C. sniper
John Muhammad had been
"trained to kill by the U.S.

military" and was a Gulf
War veteran was false.

Muhammad had been
trained as a machinist in

the Louisiana National
Guard, and received only
cursory marksmanship
instruction. His Gulf War

experience was at Fort
Lewis, Wash., again as a
machinist.

Similarly, the information
that domestic violence is

five times more conmion in

the military than in the gen-
eral population is also mis-
leading. The Task Force
concluded that "reported"
incidents occurred five

times more often - and this

higher incidence of "report-

ed" domestic violence was
a result of improved and
more accurate reporting

mechanisms in the military

than that available to bat-

tered spouses in the civilian

population. Domestic vio-

lence is not more likely in

the military, but it is much
more likely to be reported.

I am a former infantry

soldier. As a trained rifle-

man (unlike Muhammad) I

want to stress that I was
not "trained to kill and
carry out murder as an
occupation." I was trained
to fi^t in war. Those who
don't see the difference
between murder and war,
also would not see the dif-

ference between Hitler's SS
and the American soldiers
who fought to destroy
Nazism.

J.D. Henderson
Second-year law student

U.S. Army Infantry Veteran
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GAMER'S .CORNER

ii »»Blinx: The Time Sweeper
Microsoft Games

"Blinx The Time
Sweeper," casts doubt on the
future of Microsoft's XBox
game system.

All good games need a solid
premise and this is something
Microsoft has always struggled
with. Blinx, the hero and main
character of the game is a cat
(first problem), attempting to
save the world and rescue a
princess by sucking up time and
garbage with his vacuum (sec-
ond problem), and shooting
down monsters with this trash
(third problem).

Blinx is an annoying looking
character. The monsters are
also one-dimensional and
extremely easy to destroy. The
gimmick in the game seems to
be Blinx's abihty to control time
and slow down, speed up, or
even pause game play while
dodging obstacles and subvert-
ing enemies. This is all fine and
dandy, but the motif grows old
as the game progresses.

Microsoft seems to be target-

ing younger gamers with this

one, but even a 3-year old could
grow bored playing Blinx. With
an atrocious plot, sound effects

reminiscent of bad Nintendo,
and graphics that only exempli-
fy the mundane characters of
the game, the composition is

below par for a system that is

designed to astonish the imagi-
nation.

Windows Minesweeper is

probably where Microsoft
should have quit in the software
gaming business.

'Mark Zabezhinsky

''Kingdom Hearts''
Square Soft, Inc.

^B^^F ^^^^p ^^^y ^^^^9 wy

"Kingdom Hearts" is the best
role playing game ever devel-

oped for the Playstation 2. It

rocks.
i

Teaming up the Square Soft

"Final Fantasy" engine with
Disney Interactive, the story,

graphics and game play all cap-

ture the imagination, and are
guaranteed to please any gamer

The plot follows the young
adventurer, Sora, through a com-
pilation of worlds comprised of
all of your favorite Disney char-

acters and villains.

W\ih Goofy and Donald at

Sora's side, the adventurer trav-

els through "Peter Pan's"

Neverland, "Nightmare Before
Christmas'" Halloween Town,
Alice's Wonderland, and
Hercules' Coliseum. The player
must match wits, might and
magic against classic Disney vil-

lains such as Hook, Jafar, and
Ursula

Cutting in and out of mesmer-

ising computer graphic animar
tion, the game is as much a fear

ture film as it is an education in

the behind-the-scenes life of
your favorite Disney characters.

The soundtrack is great, the
game control is calibrated, and
the graphics are surreal

For these reasons, and the
pure nostalgia of interacting with
the characters that have domi-
nated children's' imagination,

"Kingdom Hearts" is a master-
piece. I

'Mark Zabezhinsky

^ Ratings^

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh ... could 4 -Great
be better 5 - Classic

T

UCLA poet selected as finalist for national award
By Tom McEnaney

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
tmGenaney@media.ucla.edu

Consider for a moment the dusty and dreary
sounding title of the "National Book Award,"
and then read Harryette Mullen's poetry, and
you will immediately be taken aback by this
UCLA professor's vibrant and punchy poetic
lines.

Lines such as **Paco's Tacos page gauge pale
ale paranoid android / Parappa the Rapper party
hearty Patel hotel" may not seem like typical
poetry, but this playful yet complex approach to
language is central to Mullen's new collection
"Sleeping With The Dictionary" (UC Press),
recently selected as a finalist for the National
Book Award. The award recognizes exceptional
books written by Americans. The winner will be
selected Nov 20 in New York City.

Like its style, the book's content mixes the
esoteric and demotic, touching on everything
from scientific principles and Greek mythology
to Mickey Mouse and Shakey's Pizza

Is it all just fun and games? Not exactly
"The things that are part of popular culture

have displaced poetry. My revenge is to turn
that back into poetry," Mullen said.

NICHOLAS WESTON SWAN/Daily Bruin

Harryette Mullen's book of poetry was selected as
a finalist for the National Book Award.

This fusion of popular culture and more typi-

cal poetic concerns fuels Mullen's demand for a
poetry that engages the contemporary world.

Tm always trying to multiply the points of
entry for any reader or anyone sitting in the
audience listening," she said.

For Mullen, poetry is accessible to everyone
because it's a part of everyday life.

"We are all familiar with poetry. Poetry is

your heartbeat, your dreams when you wakeup
and you've got this jumble of images in four
head," Mullen said.

Behind this desire for a new populinn in

poetry, this mixing of high and low cijbre, is

Mullen's serious belief in poetry's socirf useful-

ness. She sees poetry as something incfctricably

bound with the social world, a conscfing force
whose presence was obvious after tte events of
last September. J

"People wanted poetry after Swl. They felt

they didn't have words," Mullen 5liid.

Although written before last /bar's tragedy, a
poem like "The Anthropic H&iciple," seems
eerily in-tune with present cojteems.

"One theory says it's jus^ a fi-eak accident
locked up in a philosophiced debate. It's like

playing poker and all the cards are wild. Like
the arcane analysis of a bkck box full of insinu-
ations of error," Mullen add.

This awareness of poetry's social potential

saturates Mullen's poetic project Through com-

binations of the literary past and the popular
present, Mullen creates a new world that exists
fi-ee of the constructed borders of time and
social prejudice.

"That's been the story of my life, trying to
throw together all of my disparate sources in
my own work to suggest that all of these worids
really are cormected."

The roots of this eclecticism are derived
fi:-om her childhood e3q)eriences in Fort Worth,
Texas, where the young Mullen listened to
black spirituals at the local library, read the
Greek myths, and listened to the Spanish lan-
guage at the house of her grandmother's neigh-
bors.

One might wonder what the National Book
Award nomirmtion means to Harryette Mullen
now, far fi-om those begirmings, and after a 20-
year career of writing poetry.

"To me it means that people are paying atterv
tion to my work, and that it's gotten a certain
visibility that I never expected I would ever
have," she said.

Awards, however, seem relative alongside
her unceasing love for language.

"No matter how it ends, I'm happy If you
keep doing what you love, if nothing else, you
have the reward of doing it"
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'CRAZY DRUNK' HELPS
ENLIGHTEN ANGELENOS
ABOUT L.A. HISTORY

By Sommer Mathis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
smathjs@media.ucla.edu

The foimding members of a local theater com-
pany have two pieces of advice for aspiring actors
who are new to Los Angeles: see their new play,
and attend UCLA.

Buffalo Nights Theatre Company, formed in
1991 by a group of freshly graduated theater, film
and television students, will present "Crazy Dnmk"
this month at [INSIDE] THE FX3RD, the tiny the-
ater underneath the John Anson Ford
Amphitheatre. The play, which depicts the 1904
murder trial of eccentric philanthropist Griffith J.

GrifiBth (creator of the eponymous park), provides
a rare glimpse into the often bizarre history of Los
Angeles. -^

For the masses lured here by Hollywood's
promise of fame, the play will serve as an intrci"
duction to the story of Griffith and his showy
lawyer, Earl Rogers. Newbies shouldn't worry too
much about their own naivete, since most long-
time Angelenos have likely never heard the tale
themselves.

"Everybody's from somewhere else here," says

I
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Kevin Weisman and Kara Zediker of the Buffalo Nights Theater Company rehearse for "Crazy
Drunk" by Robert Fieldsteel at ONSIDE] THE FORD.

.

BUFFALO NIGHTS THEATER COHPAHrS NOTABLE PRODUCTIONS
The Nights, founded and comprised of UCLA alumni, have made a name for themselves on the L.A. theater scene as they approach their 12th year as a company.

1991: Buffalo Nights Theatre

Company formed out of a group of

UCLA students and recent alumni.

1995: Production of Oscar

Wilde's metaphysical play

"Salom6." Named Pick of the

Week by LA Village View. LA
Frontiers Magazine

1996: "Modijiani" by Dennis Mclntyre.

Winner of ttto LA Weekly Awards for

Revival Prtxluction of the Year & Best

Director- Ron Morasco. Critics' Choices in

Drama-iogue, Back Stage West, L.A. Times.

2000: "Apollo of Bellac"

by Jean Giraudoux. Critics' Choices:

L.A. Times. Hollywood Reporter. NPR,

Backstage West. Santa Monica Mirror.

Pick ofthe Week: LA Weekly

2002: Pulitzer Prize-

winning "J.B." by

Archibald MacLeish.

i^ i^ J^
1992: Worid premiere of "Hope on the

Range" staged at UCLA's Little

Theatre, written by Buffalo Nights

resident playwright Ethan Lipton.

Named Pick of the Week by LA Weekly

1996: Worid premiere or"Meat" by Ethan

Lipton. Winner of three Drama-Logue

Awards for directing and acting. Named
Pick of the Week by iA Weekly and Best of

the Weekend by theL.A. Times.

1999: staging of musical adaptation of "The

Madman and the Nun." The L.A. Times

called production "the theatrical equivalent

of electroshock treatment-only far more
enjoyable.'

2001: "Anatol" by

Authur Schnltzler.

NOW: "Crazy Drunk" to

start previews Nov. 7,

open Nov. 16.

'Dorkfesf

evokes inner

nerd, teaches

life lessons
Sorry folks, but I have some-

thing to admit, as it turns out that I

haven't been entirely . . . straight-

forward. It all

ends here. I

can't live this lie

any longer.

On
Halloween (last

Thursday), the
freaks came out
at night. And
one of those
freaks was me.

See, there

was this . .

.

event (Dorkfest

2002, more like

it). It was held
at Best Buy, and
essentially, dorks, er, people, were
td line Kp artd buy the ^^idehwan"
DVt), which was to be released at

midnight. My primary piupose was
to go observe the nerds, I mean,
Spider-dorks, or, movie-watchers,
and write a column about the
event

If anyone has seen TOumph the
Insult Comic Dog on "The Conan
O'Brien Show," that's who I was
trying to emulate.

I went to the opening in full

abrasive charm. I was hurling
insults with the best of them. I

talked it up with a couple of the
nerds and then shot them down
once I gained their trust and they
thought I was a fellow dork - a
member of their sworn legion of
brethren and protectors of the uni-
verse.

I even went up to the
Spiderman, who was in full regalia
After a few moments of useless
banter, "Spidey," as he liked to be

I
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Speak Out hopes to raise

awareness with film

'The naked truth' about body image

By Jake Tracer

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jtracer@media.ucla.edu

In an effort to promote political

awareness, Speak Out, a socialist

group on the UCLA campus, will

sponsor a screening of the Oscar-
winning documentary The Panama
Deception" tonight.

Following the film. Speak Out will

hold a discussion about the film, and
its parallels to the United States
potential war with Iraq. The discus
sion will be abridged for the sake of

time.

"It's an identical situation (com-
pared to the film)," Barbara T^ent,

the film's director said. "The I'nited

States builds up one man to be the

Boogie Man and goes after hm^"
Winning the 1993 Academy Award

for best featiue-length dociinientary,

"The Panama Deception" tells the

story of the United Stated' invasion

of Panama in 1989. During the inva-

sion, the U.S. military arrested cor-
*

rupt Panamanian President Manuel
Noriega, but according to Trent,

there were more, less publicized
reasons behind the action.

"George Bush said he sent 14,000
troops and a stealt/» fighter to arrest

one man," TYent said. "Either the
United States ha<i an inept and ill-

equipped military, or there was
another agenda"

Trent raises the argument that the

U.S. military took action in Panama

to ensure American political and
econoniic interests would be heeded
in th^ future. According to TVent,

Noriega had worn out his use to the

Uni^ States, and was removed in a
coup, leaving the country open to

larger American political and eco-
nomic influence.

i

Having already directed two
socially-conscious documentaries,
TVent and her partner, David Kasper,
knew what work and research
would be required for their new pro-
ject. Her previous films,

"Destination Nicaragua" in 1986 and
"COVERUP: Behind the Iran-Contra
Affair" in 1988, were critical of the
American government, and Trent
was able to use her previous con-
nections for "The Panama
Deception."

"(Trent) is a very active and pro-

ductive citizen of this country," said

Marina Goldovskaya, UCLA docu-
mentary film professor and longtime
documentary director. f

Trent beheves revisiting her film

is now, perhaps more than ever,

important to remembering what
happened in Panama and avoiding
the same ii\justices.

"Notice the deceit of the Bush
administration," Trent said, referring

to her film. "Notice the lies the U.S.

administration and the corporate
media got away with, and (people
can make their) own connections to

PANAliA
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By Mark Zabezhinsky

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mzabezhiGsky@media.ucla.edu

On Monday night, the Discovery
Channel taped the 65th episode of
"Berman and Berman" in fi-ont of
Royce Hall, with a student audience
and the topic, "The Naked TYiitii."

The hosts were the co-founders
of the UCLA Female Sexual
Medicine Center, doctors Jennifer
and Laiu^ Berman (yes, they're sis-

ters). Throughout the evening, the
doctors were accompanied by
guest speakers ranging fi-om UCLA
professors and students to
Hollywood actresses and UCLA
alumna Laurie Holden ("The
Mzgestic") to the UCLA spirit squad.

The discussion centered on body
image, and the audience listened to
experts and students discuss eating
disorders, self-confidence, dietary
advice and social tendencies.

According to Steve Lange, pro-
ducer and conceptual writer of the
show, "Bennan and Berman" deals
with the questions, "How much do
looks matter?" And, "If you looked
a certain way, will that affect the
way people respond to you?" :

For this episode, the show took a
theater student and placed her on
the comer of Le Conte and
Westwood, and observed the way
people reacted to her handing out a
survey while wearing two different

outfits. She was recorded by a hid-

den camera across the street.

Theater student Alexis Maron
took on the experiment after she
heard about the opportunity on the

...CHEL been/Daily Bruin

Laura and Jennifer Berman. doctors at the UCLA Female Sexual Medicine
Center, Interview first-year UCLA student Erica Membreno.

first day of school.

Standing on the street comer,
Maron passed out surveys to pedes-
trians. While wearing a T-shirt,

jeans and a backwards baseball
cap, Maron got few volunteers to
take the survey, and most of the
ones that did were women.
However, while wearing a mini
skirt and low-cut top with a padded
bra, Maron not only easily received
male volunteers who tried to flirt

with her, she also got plenty of
attention fi-om people just passing
by. Interestingly enough, the ones
that wouldn't volunteer to take the
survey were women.

"It's sad that's how predictable
humanity is, because that was what
we pretty much predicted would

happen," Maron said. "Dress sexy
and you'll get more attention."

The experiment was discussed
with professional psychologists,
and this fact was backed up with
evidence compiled by a British
research company that investigated

the question of attractiveness. The
company's conclusion was that
attractive kids are more popular,

attractive applicants get more jobs,

and attractive people are more
often foimd not guilty in court
The show also followed first-

year student Erica Membreno
through her first few weeks of
school as she confi-onted the pres-
siu-es and myths that accompany

BODY
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Truth, reality guide Yerba Tribe's music
By Graciela Sandoval

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gsand ova I (a) me dla.ucla.edu

Music is a stronger tie than blood for
Armando Ibarra and Francisco Zarathustra,
the lead singers and guitarists of the reggae-
tinged hip-hop group Yerba Tribe.

''We respect each other a lot. A band has a
really deep relationship; we're a tribe,"

Zarathustra said.

Meshing reggae protest themes with hip-hop
and cumbia ballads, the Los Angeles-based
Yerba Tribe has entertained and educated their
teenage audiences for over four years. They
performed last week as a part of the Fowler
Museum's Day of the Dead celebration, put on
by the community outreach organization,
Conciencia Libre.

Ibarra and UCLA student Zarathustra met in
high school, growing up in Huntington Park in
southeast Los Angeles. With his half Irish and
half Mexican ethnicity, Ibarra has gotten a
more unique look at ethnic issues. His two cul-
tures have helped him look at the situations
he's faced from different perspectives.

**(My songs) are not political songs, they're
truth songs," Ibarra said. "Truth to what is hap-
pening around us. I don't think rich people
should keep the poor poor.**

As Ibarra played his guitar and sang songs
of justice for the oppressed peoples from
Latin America, Zarathustra joined him in
singing and playing. But Zarathustra's playing
and singing had a different, distinctive,
Mexican feel.

During the show, Zarathustra swung his hips
seductively at his female audience. He proudly
displayed his Mexican roots with a tattoo of
Mariachi singer and actor Javier Solis.

Zarathustra was bom in Jalisco, but was
raised in Southern California. This year he will
graduate from UCLA with a bachelor's degree
in Chicana and Chicano Studies.
He sings rhythmic cumbia songs that cater
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to the Mexican heritage of much of the band's
audience.

Yet he also has a message for his listeners.
One of Zarathustra's favorite songs that he has
written is "Los Angeles," which has hip-hop
beats and reggae-style guitar, joined with rap
lyrics.

"It's a reality that I'm expressing. It's not a

reality that (Ibarra) is expressing. It's my per-
sonal message," Zarathustra said.

Bassist Jesus Yanez, dnmimer Marco
Antonio Madera, and percussionist Esteban
Ritmos make up the rest of Yerba Tribe. They
bring to their young Latino audiences the real-
ities of the L.A. streets, along with the social
and political iiyustices they've witnessed.

CHANG
from page 7

called, signed a card saying that I

met him. All of a sudden, emo-
tions flooded my dome.

It was as if I'd been a dork all

along and just didn't know it I

lined up and watched a costume
contest I got two Spiderman
movie posters and a couple of
^iderman glamour shots.

It was really festive - and I was
eating it up. I even lined up at the
Arrow 93 booth, trying to answer
classic rock questions so I could
win a Spiderman T-shirt And
needless to say, I won one. (Out of
the ashes of what band was there

a legendary guitarist that formed
another great band? The
Yardbirds, duhf). That's right,

Kenny Chang, comic-book geek
and classic rock trivialist extraor-
dinaire.

Then I got hit by another
swelling of emotions. This time it

was REALITY. I realized what a
complete idiot I was being and
shut away my inner dork to let

him deal with the other, much
darker, belligerent demons that
lurk in my subconscious. They
took care of that dweeb real

quick. He won't be back anytime
soon.

Once I had regained full com-
mand of my good old condescend-
ing self, I set out to finish the job
that I came for. I went back up to

Spidey ai\d started egging him on
about conung with me to the par-
ties on Landfair, and what a kick it

would be to see him there. He
wouldn't con\e, that louse.

What really had me disenchant-
ed was Spiderman that was there,
but it wasn't SPIDERMAN. I was
hoping for Tobey Maguire to come
out and bless us vrith his presence
but the pretentious jerk wouldn't
come. He could have at least
refrained from talkiivg so as to
fool us and let us believe that
maybe it was really Tobey Maguire
under there, but no.

So I learned a lot of things that
day. First, never let yourself be
drawn in by dorks. It will just pro-
pel you into perpetual dorl^tom,
where youTl find yourself dipssing

up as yoiu- favorite comic book
characters, posting online pictures
of yourself wearing the costumes,
and going to conventions where
you can show off for other dorks.

Second, if they say Spiderman
is coming anywhere, don't buy it

for a second. It's just going to be
some impostor wearing spandex
and looking nipply.

Third, stick with the traditional

stuff on Halloween - going out,

going to parties, and participating
in general mischief and mayhem.
You don't want to be caught hang-
ing around Best Buy, and there-
fore Ralphs, at midnight with a
congregation of nerds.

Chang's JUjn column runs every
Wednesday/.
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Special Egg Donor Needed!
Compensation Starts at $8500

Intelligent & Loving couple is looking for a special woman to help them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or

taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT
28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

bur website: CreativeConceDtlon.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447

DRUNK
I
Despite rough start,

actors succeed with support
from page 7

Marco Sanchez, co-founder of
Buffalo Nights along with Brian
Kite, Jeff Maynard, Mauiy Sterling

and Kevin Weisman.
The constant influx of newcom-

ers, says Sanchez, who plays a mem-
ber of the chorus in "Crazy Drunk,"
means that history is often dispos-

able.

"We don't keep anything around
for too long, we tear everything
down so quickly. All these names
people grew up with, John Anson
Ford, or Griffith, I mean who are

these people? A lot of people don't

know. I didn't know," he said.

The members of Buffalo Nights
aren't the only ones who think this

story is worth knowing. In the
process of bringing Robert
Fieldsteel's script to the stage, they
applied for and won grant money
from the Los Angeles County Arts
Commission and A.S.K. Theater
Projects, a nonprofit group that
looks to develop new American
plays. "Crazy Drunk" will be fol-

lowed in the coming months by
offerings from two other L.A. the-

ater companies, BOTH and Zoo
District, which will round out the
county's 2002-03 Hot Properties
series.

None of this would have been
possible without the lessons they
learned upon graduating from UCLA
in 1991, when the initial members
received $500 in grant money to help
launch "Hope on the Range," their

first production. With such meager
beginnings, they knew they had to
do more to get their company off the
ground. Theyjust weren't sure what.

Luckily, Weisman's father is an
attorney and was able to help them
attain nonprofit status, which
allowed the members to receive
public funding. But theater hopefuls
shouldn't worry if they don't know
anyone who has passed the bar
exam.

"My advice is to just do it, do the
art part first and then figure out how
the business works. I mean, don't
forget about the business, because
it's crucial, otherwise you're just
doing theater for your friends, and
in your basement for your family,"
said Kite, a UCLA MFA candidate.

Though their theater studies may
not have immediately prepared the
group to tackle the business aspects
of creating a theater company, it did
provide the opportunity to develop
professional relationships with fel-

low actors. Despite the din of friend-
ly banter during a tedious technical
rehearsal on Saturday, the members
of Buffalo Nights maintained a level
of productivity that speaks of their
commitment, not just to theater, but
to each other.

Many of them admit to having
taken the advice of their UCLA pro-
fessors to heart.

"I'll always remember (associate
professor) Tom Orth said, 'Whatever
you do when you graduate, it's going
to be tough, so the main thing you
want to do is surround yourself with
people that you respect, and that are
positive,'" Weisman said.

For actors, say the group mem-
bers, one of the best places to meet
such people is at UCLA's School of
Theater, Film and Television. In
their view, it serves as a magnet for
some of the most talented people in
the coimtry, and was directly
responsible for the formation of
Buffalo Nights. As for the rest of
UCLA, it seems the same old
north/south divisions still applied.

"I got scared when I went down to
the math area. We didn't go to South
Campus," Weisman said.

"Crazy Drunk" runs Nov. 16 thru
Dec. 22 at [INSIDE] THE FORD in
Hollywood, with low-priced pre-
views starting Nov. 7. For reserva-

tions call (323) 461-3673 or go to

www.fordamphitheatre. org.

PANAMA
from page 7

what's hs^pening now."
Not everyone agrees with her

analysis. Andrew Jones, a fourth-

yeal- political science, xn^of, former
Viewpoint colunmist, and chair of
the (Bruin Republicans, called the
docimientary "biased." He has not
seen the film.

"To argue that parallel is the
biggest joke of all," Jones said.

Though there are differing opin-
ions about the film, there is little

debate over its merits as a docu-

mentary.

"It's a very well-made film,"

Goldovskaya said. "There is no
doubt it proves its points well."

According to Speak Out, portions
of the film have been edited to
shorten its total nmning time. The
group assiu-es it has not cut any-
thing that presents an alternate per-
spective on the invasion, and that
the changes were made simply in
the interest of time. The abridged
version of the film runs about an
hour.

"ThePanama Deception" will screen
tonight in Haines A44 at 7:00 p.m.,

with discussion to follow.

BODY
from page 7

starting college. In fact, the myth of
the "Freshman 15" (gaining 15
poimds during the first year of col-

lege, which, in reality, is only an
average gain of 4.6 poimds) was dis-

pelled by an expert nutritionist on
the show.

"People fall into the pressures of
eating disorders," Membreno said.

"When you watch TV and look at
magazines everybody is a size 2 and
that is not what real life is."

"The theme of the show is the
importance in body image and your

need to be comfortable with your-
self. There is no size 2," Lange said.

"The media puts out false images,
and if I knew this stuff in college, I

would have been much more suc-

cessful"

The show displayed a wide range
of opinions without the rhetoric of
trying to stop social superficiality.

Instead, the show made the case
that looks do matter and that it is

more important to be comfortable
with yourself, to keep your body
healthy and to avoid damage to your
body caused by dangerous diets and
malnutrition.

"The Naked Truth" will air on the

Discovery Channel Jan 1 7th.
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Mon-Thu 2:00 4:50 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANG0.COM

Beverly Hills

LANDMARK
Westwood

REGENT
1 045 Broxton Avenue Roger Dodger R)
(31 0) 208-3259 Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7^9:5)

Beverly Hills
Trials of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Tue (5:20)7:30 9:30
Wed (1:00) 3:10 5:20 7 30 9:30

Thu (5:20)7:30 9:30

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S.ofWNstiire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Santa Clause2 (PG)

Mon-Thu 1 1 :00 1 :30 4:1 5 7:00 9:25

CHECa GORI RNE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILUON
10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Santa Monica

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Abandon (P6-13)

Mon-Thu 2:10 4:50 7:30 9:50

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:20 7:50 10:00

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu 1 1 :30 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 7:00

All or Nothing
Mon-Thu 12:00 3:30 6:30 9:30

The Man from Elyslan Relds (R)

Mon-Thu 11:15 4:20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu 11:00 1:45 4:30 7:15 10:00

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St
(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7 15 9 50

Rnl Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)
Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4 50 7:l5 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5 05 7 45 10:20

Spinted Away (PG)
Mon-Thu (1 00) 4:00 7:00 1():(X)

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon 2:30 5:10 7:40 10:05

Tue-Wed 2:30 tlO 7:00 7:40 9:15 10:05

Thu 2:30 5:10 7:40 10:05

Paid in Full (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 5:00 7 20 9:40

The Transporter (PG- 13)

Mon-Thu 2:05 4:40 7:10 9:30

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:30

Santa Monica

flDVMf
mTHf

rtOVIf

QUDf
NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

Food of Love

Mon-Thu (4:20) 7:00 9:40

NuWILSHIRE Bowling for Columbine (R)

1314 Wilshire Boulevard Mon-Thu (1:30 2:30) 4:15 5:15 700
(310)394-8099 8:00 9:4510-30

31(h825.216«

1
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To i^acean ad, call

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

I

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifjeds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

Bv Mdil

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

Ad VMUng Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price-

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

ClassHM Une Rates

One Insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

5 insertions, up to 20 wofd....$36.00 50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
1 6pt. headline ....1 1 .00 1 6pt. headline 1 03.1

5

Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate Information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bmln"

We Accept:

Allow 5 woridng days for mailed payments.

Rates subfect to change without notice.

Special Features & Issues

9ii-irv4ute((]
^ains

Every Wednesday and Friday

310825.2221

Every dayl

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DIStI
www.vlllagedish.com

Fall/Wkiter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

/rwrrirs^nr .-

^%»^;

^mitm '^

I

Find everyttiingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKErPUCE.COM

^'S.'iliZSiiir^rTJ:!.!^^ Nether the Da^Ba,*inor^«^lSu?S,mZiS

T^T ^«^^^'«="'^»«««" P2««^. c«» th. UCLA HouBing Offic. at |310> 825-4271 or caR ih. WMM* Fair Hourtig Office at (310) 475-9671 ClaaZflSada also appear oo-Nne

f ''l^*7Z?5S:rj^:*'
P*««^orHir»i.ofl.r«J..acompllrr»r«a,y«o«cefcxcu«om».,xJ*.«^ TM oLty Lin « r«KX)r«ZS^JS^i^S^^tKX>on^ M«ortypograph«a.emx,areno«eM)tefbr»,«Undi. For ary refurxJ. the Da-y Bruin Cl«a«l«» Dep«tn»nl mu« be notified o« an eno^

^^mmmmmm

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONORS WANTED ages 19-32 all

backgrounds. Generous compensation. Call
541-266-8284 or www.creatingnewgenera-
tions.com

Autos for Sale

1994 VOLVO 760. White with beige leather

interior. 72000 miles, loaded, factory CD play-

er. $9500. 323-761-8154

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if you're
looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

1995 MAZDA MPV LX(minivan). Great condi-
tion, automatic, green, 97K, air bag, AC,
AM/FM, power everything. $5,295 OBO.
310-824-0622

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k, automatic, AC.
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack,
original owner, $3700. 310-479-0222 or
310-433-7585.

1996 FORD TAURUS white 63000 miles,
$6000. 323-761-8154

1998 SAAB 900S Convertible, Excellent con-
dition, 74K miles. Black, stick shift, beautiful,

must sell. $12,900 OBO. 310-581-2000.

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundralser 3

hour fundraising event. Our programs make JFundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfunariraiser.com

.800
Miscellaneous

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BASSIST WANTED
For pop/rock band. Under 24 y/o. Backup
vocals a plus! Foo, U2, MB20. 310-209-4991.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, empkDyees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

•?-'*» 2000
Personals

ar

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-DOOFf

Black with grey Interior. Only 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. A/C,
power everything, Sspeed manual, fun to
drive. Excellent condition. Must see!
$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

EGG DONORS NEEDED ^
Healthy females aees 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly,

COMPENSATION ^5, ^(?(? starting

Call reproductive Solutions

^ (818)832-1494 M

2000 FORD MUSTANG COUPE 2-door,

27K miles, automatic. Air condition, power
everything AM/FM Stereo, Cassette, Com-
pact Disc. $10,500. Call SEDA 310-209-

0528 or sdulgeroglu@hotmall.com.

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle. enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

MATURE, GENEROUS Professional to date
and F>erhaps mentor attractive sensual co-ed.
Email Jerry_yes@yahoo.com.

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV. HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

94 BLACK HONDA ACCORD DX cupe.
Perfect condition. 55K miles. New interiors

and tires. $8000 OBO. 323-937-8919.

2050
^egnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-.

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor atjout it

today, www.ficu.org

3500
Furniture

FOR SALE! Wooden bureau with drawers.

Price is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

MOVING SALE. Computer P3 w/monitor and
scanner ($400), 24-inch TV w/stand ($100),
dining room set (seats 4) mint-condition

($200). Call 310-826-5156.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings

1 -800-31 9-3323ext.A214. Call today.
Start saving now.

fSSOO
Vehicle for Rent

19eed Transpottation
to a Party or

t Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)2:
or (310)578-311!

Let's Go
Transportation

3600
Garage Sales

2200
^search Subjects

siSistLiiiS:

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits).

310-845-8330.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown nrK)ldlng, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/offlce a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

NATIVE SEOUL KOREAN SPEAKERS
NEEDED. Looking for native Seoul (standard)

Korean Speakers for linguistic experiments.
Must be 18 years of age or older. Must have
noHTial hearing. $20/two sessions. Each ses-
sion last less than an hour. Contact
sahyang@ucia.edu.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Heatthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MR I and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call

310-794-6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

Miscellaneous

LADIES LOOK YOUR BEST! Designer in-

spired purses and wallets inspired by Kate
Spade, Graffiti and much more! $24.95
www.superhandbags.com

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Ftorida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

QUICK CASH! Earn $5 in less than 1/2 hour
by participating in a simple experiment about
language learning. Contact: lingexp@ya-
hoo.com

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or

888-791-9988.

'^ 2300
Sperm/Mig Donors

Of©.COfT^

1 -»00-«4«.CLOQ
J

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

EAST INDIAN EGG
DONOR NEEDED

$50,000 (COMPENSATION) Highly success-

ful, professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is at-

tractive and intelligent (SAT score of 1400+)
with a good personality. Privacy is guaranteed.

Please contact our agent:

Dariene@aperfectmatch.com 800-264-8828.

AAAAAm^

transportation
4600-5500

™ S900
uRnancial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford arxl

PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level.
310-477-6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

va^ your tuition

with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 1 8 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Options. LLC

4700
j^uto Insurance

/llistate
>ibuYe in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WestNA/ood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of \A/llsh»lr©)

24 Hours g Day Service

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver
discounts. Request the "Bruin Plan."
310-777-8817, 323-873-3303.

4900
Autos for Sale

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $1,700/obo. 310-433-1838.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red, great condi-
tion, well maintained, new clutch, 2nd owner,
alarm, 12 disc changer. $3300 OBO.
323-793-4997.

6ISO
Foreign Languages

LEARN/IMPROVE YOUR SPANISH: All lev-

els. Private, groups, and companies. Native

speaker. Experienced teacher. Sandra
Morgentsern 310-828-1606. Email:
Sandramor2@hotmail.com

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

i

1991 BMW 325i. White with blue top, original

owner, dealer serviced. $7900 OBO.
818-982-9610.

\^

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No fwint

on DMV record, f^o points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com.
www.deeslegai.com.
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S680
estinations

Mindftody Workshop (Free, Drop in)

Relationships, Communication Patterns & Health

3 to 4 pm, Ashe Center Conf. Room, #414
^ Meoi Pionnifig (Free, Drop in)

How to deal with all-you-can-eat dining halls, super-size

portions, stress eating and late night study snacks.

5 to 6 pm. Wooden Center 2nd Fl. Conf. Room
Ashe at De Neve Plaza, ORL Office Suite

4 to 6 pm. weeks 1 through 10

Check out fhe Ashe Center Website for more \v.\o\r(\oUon.

ask o heaith related question -'even request on ap{jo"ntment

www.snidenfheoifh.uclo.edu

or call 825-4073

get hyped Por

/pring breoU '03

Get 15 people
together and
go Pop FREE!
Ask us how!

uda Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Hitch

5 River transport

9 Dramatist
Henrik —

14 Eigtit, to Caesar
15 Lamb's pen name
16 Unsinkable Mrs.

Brown
17 Pact letters

18 Twinge
19 Cracked
20 Boating tiazard

22 Tartest

24 Dirigible

26 Eartti, in combos
27 Came unraveled
30 Tools
35 Parts

36 Hun7
37 Luxury liner

38 Oz. or lb.

39 Earliest

42 Compass pt.

43 Half-moon tide

45 Reassures Rover
46 Demean
48 Spanish) exptorer
50 Battery terminals
51 Small, in

Dogpatch
52 Ridicuies

-54^pposed
58 Spy's tite

- 62 .«iousting> weapon
63 Love, to Claudius
65 Not working
66 To date (2 wds.)
67 Poet's new day
68 Snout
69 Like an arbor
70 Move ttie puck
71 Delighted

DOWN
1 Dads, to

granddads
2 'Final Four letters

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

B R A T

1
B L A N C

1

s H 1 M
R E B A E 1 D E R N 1 N A
1 C N N e H R U F 1 T
N U D G E D V E R W 1 T H
G R E E K

E
lA C E T 1 ciHH

L E
D
K^^H F A B L E

H A L

ii
1 opp El p L U M

A T E G N A S H
19

O B 1

H A G 1 eH L T d" B E T
A N D E is ^^H 1 S 1 ^piHi^^A N C H ORs c A M P
S T A R T L E SPSIT E R E O
L E V 1

1
L 1 s

1

T E A S
1 R O N p L E A T 1 N N s

|dJjjNJGJ s Si T s C A S E

1 1 -6-02 g) 2002 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

r^ •v •v

.

3 Memo abbr.

4 Sayonara
5 Returned the

favor

6 Rreman's
signal

7 Plane stabilizer

8 Follows closely

9 Suffused
10 Takes

temporarily
11 Kind of Qlfi '

.:,.

12 Large deer
13 Russian veto

word
21 Post-sneeze

word
23 Man-eating

giants

25 Ghost
27 Pierre's coin

28 Shakespearean
teen

29 Wedding vow
site

31 Top pilots

32 Winning
33 Hair

conditioner

34 Rapiers
36 Kind of hog
40 Gemstones
41 Army vehicles

44 Kept order

47 Ordering about
49 Excellent grade
50 dqu}rl^Br%^evtf
53 Bad smells
54 Anquished wail

55 Ugly cut

56 Writer — Seton
57 Rll a pipe
59 Goddess's

statue

60 Joy Adamson
lioness

61 Marsh grass
64 RIghtless bird

14

Tr- ie

15

38"

^

6

62

w
Be

10 11 12 13

vmt' SAA
u ctrL3^1

Senior Reception

Thursday, Nov. 14, 5-7 p.m.

James West Alumni Center

Class of 2003: Kick off your last - and best -

undergraduate year at UCLA with us!

Food * Drinks * Networking
* Information about upcoming senior events

Bf sure to bringyour ID and BruinCard!

For information, visit www.UClAlumnj.net/Cla5sof2003.

I

(310) UCU^ inr,i.UCUMun«U.i/SM

•"SAA ii thf itudent chaptrr ofthr—

UCUUumni
jA » » O C I • 1 1 on!

Classifieds
825-222^

Jamaica $829
Hawaii $689
Paris $584
lAmsdendam...$659

[

Includes air & accommodations from LAX.

I

Prices are per person Some taxes & fees
!

not included. Other departure cities and
: destmatons availahip

920 Westwood Blvd.

(310) UCLA.FLV or X60795 Prom campus
cst# 1017560-40

www.sdadnavel.com TRAVEL
onimE >> on the PHone >> on cnmpu/ >> on the /treet

S700
Travel Tickets

S700
Travel Tickets

^TRAVEL* STUPEilTgjr
tiD#MIEXICO^'^ OITAWAYPACKAOIS

IMVI'SMMNTt An MOUND

LOSCABOS_».,349

MAZATLAN ^.3<9

Plo.VALLAItTiU..399

CANCUN ...S09

€0$TAnCAlM(li» $2N

NwiiVictoiytraveLMR

(800)878-9986

'•••«•••••RIO-SAO.

COSTA RICA...

GUADALAJARA.

GUATEMALA..,

BUENOS AIRES.

CHILE.

LIMA.

TOKYO
LONDON

«•••••««••••••

»*•••

••••••••••••

•«•«•••

$259

$209

$119

$119

$295

$249

$259

$189

$259

$239.

CST#20638«V40 SU&rCTCffl«llGEW!THCri|}TCES0HEI®l!?C11':!IBIWVi«'l)

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents ^

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OflBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Centurv Qtv, California

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personai. statements? Get professional
help from renowned author/consultant.

310-826-4445

www.wlnnlngpersonstatement.com.

IMMIGRATION
•Working Visas (H- IB)

• Green Cards, Labor Cent
• Sponsor Companies |

call: (310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865
e-nxiil: usglobalserv@aol.com

Free Consultation

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. WInslow's:
310-475-9585.

6AOO
lUtovers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lic.-T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378. 323-263-2378.

STRESSED OUT? Relax with a soothing
massage! Swedish, deep tissue, reflexology

by pro CMT. 9AM-9PM. $60/hr. Maxine
310-709-6812.

^OOO
Tutoring Offered

TUTOR
ALGEBRA/STATISTICS/MATH.* Former Col-
lege Instructor. Friendly, patient. Will tutor in-

dividually or in groups. Call for rates. Call

Curtis at 310-968-1649.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV. SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, prck-up

donations for American Cancer Society.
Jerry@310-391-5657.

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,
including Test Preparations. Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

FLUTE LESSONS. Experienced and qualified

musk: teacher in Brentwood for ages 6+.

Teaches all levels plus theory and musrcian-

ship. 310-820-9183

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam
310-826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS Ail levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member.
323-932-0089. mytsu@mac.com.

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

MATH/SPANISH/FRENCH TUTOR Math
major UCLA 2000. All Levels. Experienced;
cun-ently an Algebra Teacher; Geometry; Pre-
calculus, college undergraduate courses.
Tania (323)463-1231

Personal Services

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vlo-
lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physlcs/Statts-

tics/English/Hebrew,chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime
800-90-TUTOR.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

IntemationaJ Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

a(Jvertlse
in classified display

¥%. .206.3060

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

7000
Tutoring Offered

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kids fed up with math? Help has
come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math, including:Algebra 1 and 2,

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math.
Flexible hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sen-
ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years
experience tutoring math and three years
teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-
ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie:310-
993-8064.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-
gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.
Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul:

310-387-7796.

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED-
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic
person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/Intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-
ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-
0119.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

aqes/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

COMPUTER TUTOR. Need help with thesis
data analysis, Microsoft Excel, and SPSS.
Would like to learn Fortran. Contact
Geographil@aol.com.

FEMALE MATH TUTOR WANTED for 8th
grade Algebra. Thurs 3:30-4:30PM on cam-
pus, $13/hour. If interested, email
clindstr@ucla.edu

BABYSITTER
Experienced female care for 2yo (daytime)
and 4yo before/after preschool. Mon&Thurs
7am-5pm-K)ne Friday/month. Need own car+
references. SM. Monica 310-449-1984.

BABYSITTER. Every Saturday 2-1 0pm. flexi-
ble. Super sweet, like Mary Poppins. $10-
12/hr DOE. Pacific Palisades. Need own car
and references. 310-573-4171,

BABYSITTER/DRIWER For 21/2 y/o girl. 3
afternoonsAATk, 12-6PM. English and Mandarin
prefen'ed. Los Feliz area. John 323-229-4942.

DRIVER NANNY Needed Mon.Wed-
.
3-7PM, Tu. Th, 3-8PM. $10-12^our, mileage

paid. Own car, insurance, clean DMV required
310-777-8787.

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thm Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.

tutor7892002@yahoo.com

MENTOR!!
NEEDED for 13 year-oW creative high-

school boy. Must be camp counselor type,

with passion for music and creativity. Car
necessary. 5 days/week, $25+/hour.
Wonderful for grad student. Male preferred.

310-828-4111. Fax 310-828-4488,
csk2@mac.com

Strictly UCLA students (with English major) tu-

tor for 14 year okj. Need help with English, his-

tory and Math. 310-271-0122

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH,
Pacific Palisades student. For highschool
freshmen. Female prefen-ed. 310-285-9612
310-990-8552

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 children. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car, insurance, and
clean DMV required. $10/hr Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

ENTHUSIASTIC FEMALE GRADUATEAJN-
DERGRAD student to help with children.
Some Driving necessary. Child Develop-
ment/Experience necessary. Afternoon/Even-
ing hours, good salary. 310-471-0804.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair
for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

LOOKING FOR BABYSITTER for every Satur-
day night. Beverly Hills area. Car prefen-ed,
but not necessary. $10/hr. Call Sandra
310-277-0045.

TUTORS FOR MATH AND LATIN. After 4pm.
flexible days and hours. Near Mulholland and
405 fwy. Cindy 310.553.1500 (daytime),
310.472.4723 (evening)

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

Writing Help

P/T ChikJcare needed. Must have excellent
references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
1 2hrs/week. 31 0-858-8321

.

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportatbn required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pkx) Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instnjctorhlring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free infomiation
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAYJ EXPERT EDITINGI Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
weteome. 818-345-1531.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14,50-$19/hr 310-335-5650.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medrcal scheduling/insurance,

patient relatton/charts file maint/Qulcktwoks.

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA, flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr.
310-688-6761.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

W^OO
Business Opportunities

EXCELLENT
PART TIME INCOME

International Company Seeks independent
Reps. Work from home. Set your own
hours. Monthly residual income. No experi-

ence necessary. 323-281-2223.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for r>ew
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

:^l:^w>jv'li
• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement Included

• Ifs not a job -it's a PARTyil!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6499)
www.imtion.iltonrtonclorii.coiii

7500
Career Opportunities

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-
sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax
resume to: 310-278-4882.

BARTENDERS make UP to $300 oer shift No
exp. required. Rexible hours. Great college

job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company. Must be detail oriented
and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr.
Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay. Send
resunr>es to kbyellow@aol.com

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City kxjation seeking F/T and P/T
scooper and shift leader position. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

BH LAW FIRM needs P/T file cleri<s. $7.50/hr.

Interest in law prefen-ed. 15-20hrs/wk. Flexible

scheduling. Fax resume/availability: 310-274-

2798. Attn:Recruitment.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
ASSISTANT

Non-profit. Owner is APR.. Tremendous
opportunity to learn on the go. Immediate
opening. Salary+commission. Part Time
can morph into Full Time when you're
ready Cuba travel. Computer skills a
must:Excel, Powerpoint, Quickbooks Pro,

Adobe. Fax resume: 213-626-8903

BMW SALES ASST.
BH BMW is looking for a motivated individ-

ual. PT Sales Assistant. Four days a week.

Call: 310-358-7801.

CARE GIVER NEEDED
Need Assistant wtio can help with daily

activities for an elderiy gentleman. Has
trouble walking/standing. Need a strong

man who can drive. Flexible hours. Con-
tact 310-350-6959.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

TEACHER P/T. Private High School kx)king
for P/T geometry teacher Starting 2/1/03.

Please send resumes: School, 2118 Wilshire

Blvd, #454, Santa Monica CA 90404. Attn:B.K.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online
surveys $25-$90/survey. For details:
www.adonispublishing.com.

Display
206-3060
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7800
lelp Wanted

CUSTOMER SERVICE/ADMIN need for
Westwood Office. Speak Vietnamese? It MS
efficient, reliable, can multi-task, and
resourceful, resume gnguyen@vitcnet.com,
fax 310-979-7775

7800
Help Wanted

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

FILMING OR MARKETING STUDENT need-
ed to help create a test infomercial. Should
have all filming and editing equipment. Call
310-702-3253.

WEST SIDE DOGGIE DAY-CARE needs dog
wranglers. Available Thurs-Sun and holidays.

Fax info to 310-445-0092.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP: Growing invest-
ment firm needs help. Flexible hours. Base
pay w/ incentives. 3 1 0-546- 1 560. i

FRONT DESKyDENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;
PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225
(626)616-5609

FULL TIME FILE CLERK
For very busy westwood law firm. Experienced
only. Must be detail onented, highly organized
and personable. 10.30-7.30 Mo-Fri, full bene-
fits. Fax resume and salary history to
310-441-8015.

HELP NOW!!!
Top-performing company looking for stud-
ents who want to earn $1000-3000/month
P/T. Great resume builder. 888-206-3618.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well" flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineverylife.com.

78^0
Actors/Extras Wanted

NUDE MODELS WANTED Open casting call.

$200 and up for 3 hrs. The Sauce Production.

Female photographers. 213-840-1938.

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modemmedia2000.com.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD
" l*LA2A

Stu(Jios $ 895
1 be(Jroom. .starting @ 995

2 be(Jroom..$ 1545

*Low security deposit
• IVIove-in special

501QayieyAv« i

310-208-8505

partments for Rent

**MAR VISTA **

MAR VISTA HILL
WESTSIDE, 2bdrm, new decor, patio, fenced

yard, parking, laundry hook-ups, utilities in-

cluded. $1600. 310-313-6073.

PALMS
$1100/month. 2bed/1 .5bath. Appliances, pool,

laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and floor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule, Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week, starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

MEDICAL OFFICE HELP Light Bookeeping
for busy surgeon's office. Quickbooks a must.
Flexible hours. Beverly Hills. Pay negotiable.

Donna: 310-285-9612.

Ai^lrou a model...
of\^ar\i to act started?
Le^kiag9 l^' p"JypV/mae • hmde models •

We olso have Plus size & Children d..
For print & nofvunJon commercials

No experience required Nio iees.

.2S66

odbrs

8000
Internships

ENGINEERING INTERN: Part-time position

to assist in project management and perfonn
administrative duties, www.adeptgroup.net for

details and to submit resume.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information

access www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-

tkDns.htm

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, pnnt. Call 1-800-263-0174. ext. 210

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

PR CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service expenence. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Service positions. Pleasant work place in

Santa Monica. Education publisher.
310-395-9393.

housing
8400-9800

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply. Call 626-821-4035.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physiaan seeks en-
thusiasts, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up, shopping. Admlntetratrve responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

tenxwns&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

$1150 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm, 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attt)i.com. New carpets,

stove-i- fridge. 1-year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (k)wer). 310-398-3572.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pod. lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1 BDRM/1 BTH
$1195. Partying, Hardwood floors, lots of win-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

310-824-9691

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!,
Amenities inciude:

|

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parlting

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator I

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

SANTA MONICA Ibed. pet ok, r/s, hardwood
floors, large closets, laundry, parking included,

$950. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

PHONE SURVEYOR & ADMIN WORK. Con-
duct phone surveys. Need callers with great
phone manners. Good computer skills.

llO/hr-Hncentives. 310-914-5148.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bright, spacios,
dean, upper. W/balcony. Ck)se to transporta-

tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley.
310-207-7209.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Emptoyment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
4re 6AM-10AM. Call :310-825-9681 or
email :erubk)@ ha.uda.edu

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
dient contact, must multi-task,ASAP I Fax:
310-860-0748.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1 BDRM/1 BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, bakxjny, gated parking.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverly
Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING.
FOCUSED. PERSONABLE person.
P/T/Flex/$12yhr.

| Email:
tom@andersonstaff.com

WEST lA^^
1BD+IBA $II45/M0
Goted Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideplaces.com

Diamond Head
Apartments

single $895 .no up

fibedroom $1555.o«up

1 bedroom $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within walklns distance to UCLA. Gated
Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room.

Laundry facilities, AC/Refrlgerator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

SANTA MONICA 2t3ed, r/s, carpet, large clos-

ets, laundry, patio, parking. $1250. www.west-
siderentals.com 323-634-7401.

SANTA MONICA guest house, pet ok, r/s. car-

pet, laundry, yard, parking, $700. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publrcations for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA kx:atk>n. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient location
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SANTA MONICA LAW FIRM seeks file clerk

for filing and special projects. $8/hr. 16-
20hrs/week. Fax to Human Resources.
310-394-4700.

i

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs seasonal-holiday concierge/guest-
service associates and experienced gift-wrap-
pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/respcnsible/have pro-
fessional-appearance. Flexible hours. Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-461-9939

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay. Classes in West Valley.

310-377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1 BDRM/1 BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, bakx)ny, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP.
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

Casablanca West
1 Bedrooms from $1095

Bachelor

'^ted m^< cab« m^. pod. i3tfi4ff

so^jea, super :S^ets. j:m Secunty Depos.

530 Veteran
208-4394

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

I

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, carpet, laundry,

parking, utilities included, $750..www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

SINGLE $1295+. 1 BDRM/1 BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

WiST LOS ANGiLi
IBD + IBA $1095/MO

GATED GARAGE, INTERCOM, ENTRY, A/C UNIT

2884 SAWTELLE BLVD

(310)391-1076
Mhsfttagn (3)0) 490-4109
www.wtitsidtploctt.cow

VOLUNTEER
FOR AIR

(American Indian Recruitment)

Come and help high school, middle school,
and elementary school students by being a
tutor at LA'S k>cal Amerrcan Indian Centers!
You can receive 199 course credit! Take a
weekly adventure on the AIR van! Meet
interesting and amiable people! What are
you waiting for?? Volunteers are needed for

these days: 4:30-10 pm on WEDNESDAYS,
5-9 pm on THURSDAYS. Pick up applica-

tions at the AIR office in 160 Kerckhoff Hall

or email us and we will send it to you elec-

tronically. Potential volunteers can contact
Jason, Demelza, or Eric at 310-825-3844,
or email: jbstar@ucla.edu. Remember
...EVERYONE NEEDS AIRI!

L

BEVERLY HILLS Adjacent $1425. Large

2bdrm/2bth, gated buiWing. 9025 /Mcott. Avail-

able 12/1. Call 310-385-0092.

BRENTWOOD Ibed, r/s, carpet, laundry,

parking included. $995. www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dartington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of ck)set. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

BRENTWOOD 2bed, r/s, pool, laundry, carpet,

parking, included. $1395 www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD studio, r/s.
.

partying. $725.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS (for

married students only). 1&2 bedroom avail-

able. For information call :3 10-398-4692.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdnn/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extren>ely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok.

310-473-5061.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now.
310-485-0423.

KELTON/STRATHMORE IBDRM $1195.
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-

ing. Large kitchen, Pets ok. Neko
310-824-3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parlcing.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA. Ibdrm/lbth. Colby & Rochester. No
pets. $750/mo. 323-258-1354. I

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT High-

ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace,

A/C, laundry in building, parking, 10-min walk

to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.

Available immediately. Cats OK.
310-208-4934.

• 3 BD -I- 3 BA Townhome,

ff, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

li748 Courtleigli Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon. - Sat. 10 - 4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large 2txlr/2bth. Newly remodeled, quiet com-
plex, gated parking, Jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$1900/month. 310-208-5166

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large single, w/patio, full kitchen, full bath-
room, walking-closet, underground gated
parking. $925. Call 310-208-5166.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WESTWOOD Ibed, carpet, a/c, laundry, ga-

rage, $950. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsideren-

tals.com

WESTWOOD 2bed, pet ok, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, parking, $135. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachekDr pad, carpet, laundry,

parking, $650. www.westsiderentals.com

310-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools.
Full kitchen, 1 parking, A/C. $1000/mo.
310-208-2376.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities

and parking included. Days:31 0-475-7533,

evenings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 1-mile from campus. Bachetor
apartment only $650, includes utilities.

New carpet, new paint & laundry.
Professional/grads preferred, non-smoker.
888-394-3586.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES - Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $950-$995 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1295-1595,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.
3dnn $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must see.

Call for free listing :3 10-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

^^ Apartments to Share

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2bdmi/2bth
apt. in residential area. Quiet, 10-unit building,

laundry, parking, convenient. Corner Kel-
ton/Palms. 310-836-2890.

8500
Apartments Furnished

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE Ibdrm/lbth,
kitchen facilities. For one person, non-smoker.
$850/mo utilities included. Call 310-390-5589.

9400
Room for Rent

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.

$725+$725-security, 1-todrm. WLA. Access
to garage & pool, full house privileges.

Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully fumished room w/^-
vate bath. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-

ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities. 310-392-

0405.

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse.
$600/month. Private room.
Laudry/gym/pool/tennis court. lOmln-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. Across
street LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP.
323-571-3608.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central

controlled heat and air. One half bkx^k to

bus stop. No smoking or jUcohol.

$600/month. 323-939-9816.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdmi/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700. Jimmy.
213-272-3316.

^m8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

WESTWOOD townhouse, pet ok, stove, hard-
wood floors, balcony, garage, $1290.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

WESTWOOD Bright and roomy studio. Half

fumished. Excellent neighborhood. Ten minute
bus ride to UCLA (#8,12,16). $750/mo. 310-
470-6064.

'^^m

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. All

amenities. Secure partying. Pool. Gym. fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet, MUST lease. 310-200-7222, 310-

562-2830.

^ 8900
House for Rent

BRENTWOOD spacious 2bed townhouse.
stove, carpet, bateony. laundry, pool, paricing,

$1450. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS In

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room In townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, ctose

to UCLA, very nice Inside. $850/mo.
310-828-7768.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD private room, pet ok. r/s, car-

pet, large ck)sets. laundry, garage. $620.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, $650.www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking

roomate (professtonal prefen-ed). 2bd/2t)th.

$820/month. Available any time between
1 1 /1 5/02- 1 2/1 5/02. Patrice tel:31 0-826-6654

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH In beautiful home
near UCLA, fumlshed/kltchen/laundry privileg-

es/utilities/cable Included. Responsible male

student prefen-ed. $650/hrith. 310-477-6977.

Car necessary.

SANTA MA private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, garage, utilities included,

$450. www.westslderentals.com

310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA house, r/s, hardwood floor,

large closets, /d, yard, parking, $1350.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWPOD. Ibr+din, newly refurbished
hardwood floor/tower unit/one covered park-

>*ng/k)la'«>f tlusU space^ackyard. Chilet build-

ing. S|t675/month one-year lease. 31O9fil08-
8993.^

'

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING. DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD fumished guest house, carpet,

large closets, laundry, parking, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9300
Room for Help

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s,

hardwood floors, laundry, partying. $500.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

UCLA-GAYLEY AVE. Available now. $500
(utilities included) large single to be shared

with female only. Laundry, walking ctoset, fur-

nished. 310-497-2268/310-208-2834

WESTWOOD private room, cat ok, r/s. a/c,

fireplace, pool, laundry, garage. $400.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

WESTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet laun-

dry, paridng, included, utilities included, $625.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368
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YOGA
I
Exercise can alleviate back problems M.POLO living on his own

I

from page 14

"For some, yoga may be the right path to recovery," he
said.

Along with weight training and aerobics, "Voga pro-
vides the stretching and relaxation techniques necessary
for a balanced workout regimen," he said.

Many physicians reconunend yoga to their stressed
patients. People suffering from insomnia or various
other ailments and looking for a natural remedy should
consider yoga, according to Orthopedic Surgeon Dr.
Chadwick Smith.

,

Smith notes that llie lower back is a common source
for weak or deteriorated muscles and many cases of
whiplash and spinal damage require strength training."

''Yoga is a superior upper body workout, helps

my flexibility, and provides great physical

therapy"

Andy Lengyel

Rfth-year electrical engineering and

Scandinavian studies student

Yoga is a great alternative or compliment to power
qports, providing improvements in muscle tone while
focusing on the mental aspect of exercise.

The foreign origins of yoga drew the attention of the
American public in the 1960s. Yogi Jack Vemer, current-
ly teaching yoga classes at the John Wooden Center,
grew up on an Indian Reservation and at the age ofseven
was drawn to the open-minded practice.

It is the sense of freedom and exposure to new cul-

ture that Mr. Vemer offers to his students. He stresses
the importance of each individual developing a sense of
self at his or her own pace. The communal atmosphere
elinunates a lot ofthe fear and anxiety students may have
about trying a new form of exercise.
A swinuner for 13 years, Lengyel states that "yoga is a

superior iq)per body workout, helps my flexibility, and
provides great physical therapy." He was surprised when
he received peace of mind along with the physical aspect
Afler totally clearing his nund, his smile tells it alL

After the intense workout, fourth-year student Mara
Altman pointed out that the concluding relaxation and
breathing exercises are the '"best 10 minutes of my
week."

''Yoga reenergizes my body and I feel good," she said
Yogis have said that the age students start practicing is

the age that they will feel for the rest of their lives.

Yoga class is a time to rediscover one's toes and good
posture, while leaving personal concerns at the door. A
sense ofnewfound bravery seems to radiate from the stu-

MARY HCMJSCHER/Daii^ Briw Senior Siait

Yoga Instructor Jack Vemer assists fifth-year anthropology
student Ashley Karr with her yoga pose at the Wooden Center.

dents' glowing faces.
'

The underlying philosophy of yoga is that, throughout
the hour of body manipulations and seemingly endless
methods of lengthening a calf muscle, the mind prevails
and understands the body's potential.

Lying in rows, students slowly open their eyes and the
slight rustling of body parts signals the end of class. They
are imagining that they are moving for the first time.

"I can come to class totally pissed off and leave with a
totally opposite mindset," Lengyel said.

As stressful situations or tragic events invade our lives,

yoga provides a lofty feeling without a shot of cafe latte
or double-dose of Viagra.

Whatever gets the motor running.

r STUDENT-PARENT SUPPORT GROUP
Join us every other Tuesday when school is in session for this group designed especially for
UCLA studenl^parents. We'll discuss issues/concerns/topics of interest to you as a parent and

network with other student-parents in a supportive & understainding environment

Tuesdays (Foil Quarter): Nov. 12 & 26, Dec 10
3:00 PM, Room 2, Dodd Hall

Sponsored by the Center of Women & Men. For more information,

please call 825-3945 orvisitwww.thecenter.ucla.edu

nHo'

cO'
,0^
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• • congratulations!

2001-2002

Recipients of the

• •

Certificate of Distinction in Teaching

Awarded by the UCLA Life Sciences Division

Jonathan Fingerut

NiKKi Hamilton

Narineh Hartoonian

jStaceyJensen

jParkson Leung

KanLu
'Lisa Malone

Pierre Nguyen

GOLY Odabaei

Greg Oswell

Behnaz Pezeshki

John Probst

Vanessa Richlin

Rhine Shen

Samantha Soldan

MATrHEW Wartian

Please join us for a short reception honoring this years' winners today

in the Molecular Sciences Building, Room 1601, at 4pm.

from page 14

the right side of the pool."

Indeed, being left-handed gives an
angular advantage to a right-side

player as far as setting up team-
mates with passes and having more
of the goal at which to shoot.
However, a good lefty shot is useless
if a player cannot get the shot off,

but at 6-feet-4-inches and 220
pounds the 18-year-old March is

always one of the bigger players in

the pool.

"Mike plays older than his years
in water polo," fellow center defend-
er and senior Matt Flesher said.

"Being a true freshman, he is doing a
phenomenal job.

"

March did not wait long to make
an impact Even before his academ-
ic career began, in the fifth game of
his water polo career he hinted at
what he could bring to the team. On
Sept 15 against USC, March scored
three goals to lead the team to an
overtime victory - scoring a goal
against the Trojans in the extra peri-

od.

"Before the USC game everyone
was getting me pumped up by telling

me, Teah we're playing the TVojans!

There's nothing like it physically,'"

March said. "Then when the game
started, everything started clicking
for me, and it gave me a boost to see
the large crowd and my whole fami-
ly there."

When one is excelling in matches
of that nature, it's easy to forget the
non-water polo aspects of life, but
March has also had to deal with liv-

ing on his own for the first time -

another luxury of redshirting that he
does not have.

"In a way, I wish I was redshirting

because it's hard to spend time with
the other freshmen, and being with
the older guys you get picked on,"

March said. "1 do like the older guys
though. They are a fun group."

Two of the older "guys" that have
helped him most are sophomore
goalkeeper Joseph Axelrod and
senior goalkeeper Brandon Brooks,
whom March lived with dxuing sum-
mer training.

"My biggest problem here has
been with time management,"
March said. "I no longer have my
parents here to tell me what to do,

when to eat, and when to do my
homework because sometimes I'll

get back from practice tired and just

sit in my dorm room."
Luckily, March has help from

someone who understands his situa-
tion as his girlfriend, Morgan Smith,
is a true freshman playing on the
women's volleyball team.

Through the event-filled last few
months, March's life and especially
his game, has starting to settle
down.

"Mike seemed overwhehned in
the first few games," said Coach
Krikorian. "He's a true freshman and
eighteen and at times he seems
younger than that. It's a lot to ask of
him to play center defender where
everything is geared around him.
But in the last few weeks, I've start-
ed to see him more comfortable and
seeing things better"

So while March is guarding play-
ers three and four years his senior,
he is notjust in there to build for the
future. His play warrants his playing
time and starting role.

Added Coach Krikorian, "We all

know he can shoot the ball He also
has enormous hands and can really
grip the ball, so his fake is like no
other water polo player Fve ever
seen. He's going to be a great, great
player."
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barmins
student deals C-^ ^nt-tostudent

^very Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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Description
w/remote

AMETHYST RING

ARMCHAIR WHICKER
ARTPORTFOUO

jnirrpred glass

yellow, blue, peach, flowered

large stone

Price
iw
$20

$30

JZO_

BBALL TICKETS

BOOKSHaK STEREO _
BR^MAKERMAOIINE^
BROWN LEATHER BAG
CASSETTE HOLDER
CHAIR

Jull season

w/tape&cd player

COAOI PURSE_

COLOR TV

DAY BED

unused^ matching pillow _W5_.
hard coverj_black,32x40^,w/handle

$250

_^_
$50

__$30_
il5__

__I18_

Phone
310-435-7625

310-829-1568

_3_1(^838-4192

31 0-288-6609

310-470-8690

310-479-4831

310-571-0223

310-435-7625
unused oster designer

new, pockets, grt for laptop

for 100 cassettes

black, wood
brown leather

25"

DESK COMPUTER,
DIAMOND PENDENT
GUCa PURSE

. w/matress, twin size

IW

310-829-1568

J1 0-21 0-5471

310-479-3610

_31 0-479-3610

310-474-5419

310^29-9924

Item
UGHTTALL

Description
n/a

LUCITE PURSE
MEXICAN PONCHO
MK^OWAVE GOOD

jrjntaae_^lectiye_

_handmade uOOl

Price
$10

$90

Phone
310-479-3610

310-474-5419

MICROWAVE
MS 0FFK:E XP (SB)

OUUI BOARD
PC MONITOR
PC MONITOR

O'Keefe merritt^wn
O.Ocuft __^
word. excel^jjowgrP

predict future

14"8vga

145^ 310-288-6609

$20

$30

310-829-1568

310429-9924

J4P

HALOGEN POLE LAMP
IRON

31 0-435-7625
unused, white, shelves, cd rack $60 310-470-8690
14k chain $45 310-288-6609
collectible brown ^^_ 31 CM74-541

9

black with dimmer $2 310-829-1568
sunbeam $5 310-208-7904

ITInch

$99 310-721-5828

$25 310-288-6609

$25 310-721-5828

PORTFOUO CASE black
$45

REPAIR MANUAL
REPAIR MANUAL
SEGA VIDEOGAME

storm 1990-93 haynes
toyota tercel 1980

$19

31 0429-9924

310-479-3610

$8

SOUD WOODEN DESK
SUEDE GUESS COAT
TV

sega^nesis
6 ft X 3 ft

women's, sm-med. camel

»^
$50

$55

13"new
$75

310-838-4192

_310:^38::4192

310-201-0710

310-435-7625

310-479-4831

To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

WOODEN SPOONS WALL
XL-DOG CARRIER

"SALEM'S LOT VIDEO

$49
hangings gsetsjsmall-t-large $14

Ji^:a I $40
n/a 16

310-429-9924

_310-^38^1 92

31P::209:5J95
310-474-5419

•Ad must be sub^tred in person or by mail. No phone ocders allowed. Deadline is
1
work day prior to issue at 12pm. Bruin Bargains appear every Wednesday and Friday Limit of 4 f,« ads per customer per week. We rese.^ the right to i^se or reject any advertisement not meeting the standanis of the Daily B^^^

^^rrti."?giy.^^^^

Ciassifiecis

825-222t

t *

i

Display
206-3060
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SPORTS WEDNESDAY^ NOVEMBER 6. 2002 TIE DAILY BMW

STANDINGS/SCORES/SCHEOULES

nimmtt
WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W L Pet GB
3

ntiibi

^ssihility for the Bruins

Dallas

San Antonio

Houston

Minnesota

Denver

Utah

Memphis

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Pacific Division

W L T OL Pts
6

1.000 —
3 1 .750 .5

2 1 .667 1

2 2 .500 1.5

1 2 .333 2

1 3 .250 2.5

4 .000 3.5

Pacific Division

W L Pet GB
3 1.000 —

1 .750 .5

Dallas 6 3 3
Los Angeles 6 3 2
Phoenix 5 7
San Jose 4 6
Anaheim 3 6 3

1 16 Lo
1 15
1 11

1 9
9

ALTHOUGH A 3-2 RECORD ISN'T PROMISING.
PAC-10 STANDINGS CAN CHANGE EACH WEEK

St. Louis
Detroit

Chicago
Columbus
Nashville

Central Division

W L T OL Pts
8 1

6 4
5
5
1

5
5
5

1 17
2 14

1 11

1 11

1 4 7
Seattle

Sacramento 3

LA Lakers 2 2 .500 1.5

LA Clippers 1 2 .333 2

Golden State 1 3 .250 2.5

Phoenix i 3 .250 2.5

Portland l 3 .250 2.5

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantie Division

W L Pet GB
4 1.000 —
3 1 .750 1

2 1 .667 1.5

1 2 .333 2.5

1 2 .333 2.5

1 2 .333 2.5

4 .000 4

Central Division

W L Pet GB

Northwest Division

W L T OL Pts
Minnesota 9 2 2 20
Vancouver 5 4 4 14
Colorado 4 2 4 2 14
Calgaiy 4 3 3 2 13
Edmonton 3 4 3 1 10

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

New Jersey

Orlando

Philadelphia

Boston

Miami

Washington

New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

New Jersey
NY Rangers
NY Islanders

W L
8 1

7 2
7

4
3

2
8
8

T OL Pts

2 18

16

14

10

7

N
N

Boston
Montreal
Ottawa
Buffalo

Toronto

Northeast Division
W L T OL Pts
7
4
4
3
3

2

3
4
6
7

2

4
1

3
2

16

12

9

9

8

Detroit

Atlanta

Indiana

New Orleans

Chicago

Toronto

Cleveland

Milwaukee

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1 .750 —
1 .667 .5

1 .667 .5

1 .667 .5

2 .500 1

2 .500 1

2 .333 1.5

2 .333 1.5

IWnpaBay
Carolina

Washington
Florida

Atlanta

Southeast Division

W L T OL Pts
7
5
5
4

3
4
6
6

2
2
1

1

1 8 1

16

1 13
11

1 10
1 4

Call me a naive optimist. Accuse
me of having a disturbing

amount of free time.

Say what you will, but after min-
utes of

painstaking

finagling, I have
devised a path
for the UCLA
Bruins to the

Rose Bowl - for

the Rose Bowl.
With two

losses? And a
freshman quar-

terback? And,
and ...

Sinuna. Just

for a second. I

know the "ands"
can go on and
on. Understand, I'm not here to say
they wiU do it, only that they can
doit
And given the structure of

UCLA's remaining Pac-10 schedule,
along with ever5^thing else going on
in the conference, the Bruins are
actually (unbelievably) in about as
good shape as a two-loss team can

be.

Stop laughing. Please. This col-
umn is intended merely as a public
service.

Here are the standings:
Washington State
use
Arizona State

Oregon
UCLA

5-0

4-1

4-1^

3-2

3-2

JefTAgase

PAC'N HEAT

jagBse@m8dBicfa.edu

Let's assume (famous last
*

words) that the Bruins win out,
leaving them at 6-2 in the confer-
ence.

More importantly, UCLA running
the table would mean wins over
both use and Washington State.
Above all else, that's what the
Bruins have going for them in the
title chase. The Trojans would have
two losses and lose the tiebreaker
against UCLA.

So that drops one team out, with
three more to go. Washington State
would have to come into the Dec. 7
game against UCLA with at least
one loss, meaning the Cougars
would have to lose to either

Oregon or Washington at home.
Let's say Oregon beats them this

week. Wazzu is out with two
defeats and a head-to-head loss to
UCLA, but Oregon still has the
tiebreaker over the Bruins. The
Ducks play at home against

Washington and then on the road at
Oregon State in the season-culmi-
nating Civil War game.

It's tough seeing Oregon losing

either of those games. Likewise,
Arizona State would be forced to

absolutely skid out with two losses
in its last three games. The Sun
Devils play Cal at home this week
and then at USC, before finishing

up on the road at hapless Arizona.
So maybe it's not so clear-cut

And yes, nine years have passed
since a team won the conference
with two losses (UCLA, 1993). But
the beauty of Pac-10 pigskin is that
these five teams could easily make
like a Boggle game and completely
reshuffle every week.
The Bruins probably won't end

up champs, but you also can't say
with any reasonable degree of cer-

tainty that it will definitely be
Washington State. And that's fun.

Can't you just picture me piecing
this circuitous theory together
while huddled over newspaper clip-

pings, shrouded by an ominous red
light, photos of Oliver Stone Utter-
ing my wall?

Our Game of the Week
No. 15 Oregon (7-2, 3-2) at No. 5

Washington State (8-1, 5-0), 12:30
p.m., ABC (regional). My crackpot
theory would be greatly helped if

both teams could somehow lose
this game. Dammons!

Elsewhere in the Pac-10
No. 10 USC (6-2, 4-1) at Stanford

(2-6, M), 4:00 p.m., ABC (regional)
UCLA (6-3, 3-2) at Arizona (3^,

0-5), 6:00 p.m., FSN (regional)
Cal (5-4, 2-3) at Arizona State (7-

3, 4-1), 3:30 p.m., FSN (regional)
Oregon State (6-3, 2-3) at

Washington (4-5, 1-4), 12:30 p.m.

Before you go ...

Washington State's No. 5 ranking
is the highest in school history ...

With 10,305 career passing yards,
Carson Palmer stands just 607
yards away from No. 1 on the Pac-
10 career passing list ... Keenan
Howry's first reception in a 41-14
win over Stanford Saturday gave
him 44 straight games with a recep-
tion, the most among active players
and a Pac-10 record.

Tbesday^ Games

Qeveland 89, LA Lakere 70

Orlando 125, Sacramento 121

Indiana 83, Miami 79

SeatUe 104, Houston 97

San Antonio 93, Golden State 73

Atlanta 103, Denver 87

I

Wednesday^ Gaines

Dallas at Tbronto, 4 p.m.

Qeveland at Washington, 4 p.m
Sacramento at New York, 4 p.m
LA Clippers at Philadelphia, 4 p.m.

Detroit at Utah, 6 p.m
Boston at Chicago, 5:30 p.m.

Seattle at New Orleans, 5.30 pm.
Atlanta at Phoenix; 6 p.m
New Jereey at Milwaukee, 6:30 p.m
Memphis at Portland, 7 p.m.

TWo points for a win, one point for a
tie and overtime loss.

Ibesday's Games

Philadelphia 2, Carolina 1

NY Rangers 5, Edmonton 2
Washington 4, Columbus 3
Chicago 2, Detroit
St Louis 5, Montreal 2
Calgary 3, New Jersey 2
Toronto 4, l^unpaB^ 2
San Jose 5, Los Angeles 2

Wednesday^ Games
Pittsburgh at Florida, 4:30 p.m
Vancouver at Dallas, 5:30 pja
Ottawa at Colorado, 6pm
Nashville at Anaheim, 7:30 p.m

Thursday^ Games
BufEalo at Carolina, 4 p.m.
Florida at Washington, 4 pm.
Calgary at NY Racers, 4pm
New Jersey at Philade^h^ 4 p.m
NY Islanders at Montreal, 4:30 p.m
Nashville at San Jose, 4:30 p.m
Boston at Detroit, 5 p.nL
Columbus at St Louis, 5 p.m.
Atlanta at Chicago, 5:30 p.m
Minnesota at Phoenix, 6 p.m.

MILLER
from page 14

a penalty you can't control, and he'll say, 'Dude
what am I doing wrong, how can I get so many
penalties?' And I say, *I don't know man, it's just
the game, it's random,'" Brizolis said. ''He's

more concerned with the stats of his players
than actually winning the game or having fun.
He plays a season only to recruit - not for the
glory of the national championship."

Brizolis predicted a 15-point victory over his
roommate, and then the two settled down to
battle it out. Hirsch initially suggested that
Brizolis play as USC, a suggestion that enraged
Brizolis. It was decided that neither player
could use UCLA, and that the quarters would be
four minutes long.

**! definitely feel a special joy when I play as
UCLA," Hirsch said. "I know who all the players
are supposed to be. It's a little weird to play as a
guy I see at I*uzzles in the morning."

Using the random team selector, Hirsch set-
tled on No. 8 Colorado, which is ranked as a B+
team in the game.

After exclaiming that he thought it would be
a more competitive game if he played as a
worse team than his rival, Brizolis stuck with
.his random selection of No. 18 Penn State, a B

I'HOTo Courtesy of Daniel Mjller

Adam Hirsch (left) and Alex Brizolis in their NCAA
Football 2003-induced stupor.

team.

It was raining as the game began, and
Colorado kicked off to Penn State. Hirsch let
out a howl ofjoy after the Buffaloes sacked the
Nittany Lions on their opening play, but on Penn
State's fourth down punt, Colorado was called
for roughing the kicker, giving Penn State a first
down.
There are penalties against me that I can't

control," Hirsch said. Too bad you (Brizolis)
can't get a (expletive) yard on roe without the

(expletive) refs."

On a serious note, with three minutes remain-
ing in the third quarter, Penn State fullback No.
42 was injured with a PCL sprain and will be out
for four weeks.
Our thoughts and prayers are with No. 42.
At this point, Brizolis e3q)ressed great con-

cern for his fullback, and the following
exchange occurred.

"You take this too seriously," Hirsch said.
"Shut up," Brizolis countered.
"No, you shut up," Hirsch screamed.
"Shut up," Brizolis said.

In-game commentary by Lee Corso is possibly
one of the most annoying features of any video
game ever. The obnoxious announcer should be
taken out back and beat with a stick for uttering
phrases like, "Yo, don't do anything siDy, you got
this one in the bag, if you take one knee here."

Lee, don't say "yo."

Hirsch scored with four minutes left in the
fourth quarter; however, despite his efforts at a
comeback, Colorado lost, 30-19.

As Brizolis and Hirsch did some post-game
stretching, I asked Brizolis if, at the end of the
day, he would ever let the video game ruin his
fiiendship with Adam.

After a slight pause, he said no.
Did Brizolis have to think about that, I asked

him?
Yes, he did.

— ^

CqI! (510) UCiA-mN uclaBruinscom

Please read these instructions carefully

1. student tickets for the UCL^-USC Football game will be distributed in accordance with the procedures outlined below The Game
will be played on Saturday. November 23, 2002, at the Rose Bowl. Student tickets are priced at $29.00 eachZdZ are reserv^
SOalS.

I

•

nHn.I!l* ^^K
^"*

^'^''*!f
'°' '^* UCLA-USC Football game will be distributed on the basis of the randomly generated priority numbers

SS r"cSS3 '°"^°"' ^^^^ ^^""^^ '^^'"^ ^'*^^' ^'^ *^*' ^'"*^*"*^^ ^^"^'^^ °' ''y separate purchase at the

3. The prepaid coupons with priorrty numbers will serve as the method of admission to the area where the ticket windows arelocated Each prepaid coupon specifies the time and date when the holder of that prepaid coupon is to report to Pauley Pavilion toobtain the actual admission ticket to the game. STUDENTS ARE URGED TO REPORT TO PAULEY PAVIUON ONLY AT thf tjmf
SPECIFIED ON TWEIR PRE PAID COUPON W^H PRIORITY NUMBER. (A listing of reporting times forTp^n?, nl^eiTs liiS

REPORTING TIMES FOR YOUR
USC PRIORITY NUMBER

4. EACH STUDENT WITH ONE PREPAID COUPON WITH PRIORITY NUMBER WILL BE ALLOWED TO PICK UP ONE m I l<5r

l^of^oS^^nr^^^c'!^^''''^^
"^^ ''''^"'' "" °" """ ''''"""'" '^'° ^^^ BrSj SrD A??HAT USe IN

I

Lw2r!tl'''^f? "^.7
^'"L^

^^ ^° ^'^''^^^ ^°^®^^®' P'"^*"^'"^ ^^^^^ ^""9s two prepaid coupons AND two current Bruin Cards andamves at the latest time designated on the prepaid coupons. If more than two persons wish to sit together, then on the dav of the

^!T.nT' 7 ^
K° K ^^'l!''®

^^ ^^® '^^®^^ ^'"'^ designation on the priority numbers they hold and they will be Issued tickets togetherby standing in line behind the same ticket seller. Since the assignment of priority numbers was done randomly students who desireseats together wiM have to decide whether they wish to pass up the lower priority number in order to sit together.

^'
^^H®"!?

^^""""^ '^^""^ ^° ^^^ ^' ^^''•^y ^^''•''°" ^^ *^® ^'^'^ designated on their priority number ticket. As the priority numbersare called, the students must show their number to the gate attendant and are admitted to the area where the tickets are purchased.

7. When the student is at the window, he or she must present all of the following:
a. Prepaid coupon with priority number, which is retained by the ticket seller.

b. Cun-ent UCLA Bruin Card, which is validated by the ticket seller, and must also be presented at the game.

8. Large Groups: Students who desire to be part of a large group (20 or greater) should designate one representative to bring allpre-paid coupons for that group to the Central Ticket Office for allocation. These coupons may be submitted starting Mondav

^ZlTy' frl^^'^l^^
submitted no later than 5 PM. Wednesday. November 6. Large groups will be allocated tickets beginning in

r^l^ I .
^^""^^ .r'

^""^ ^o"^'n^'"9 into section 8. then section 9. Only one representative needs to bring the coupons to thecentra Ticket Office. All other students in that group should tum in their pre-paid coupons to their representative. The actual tickets

wLdJTeldT NovS^r 13^" ^^ ^'''^^'^ ""^ ^^ ^^^ ^^"^''^' ^'""^^^ ^""^ beginning on Thursday. November 7 and continuing on until

I !

10^ Those students who are not present at the time their priority number is called should report to Gate 3. Pauley Pavilion at their
eariiest convenience after their priority number time and get in line with the cun-ent time priority numbers.

11. Ail student tickets must be claimed no later than 5 PM. Wednesday. November 13.

Iff your number Is

between (Rep<

1-300 8:00 AM
301-600 8:30 AM
601-900 9:00 AM
901-1200 9:30 AM

1201-1500 10:00 AM
1501-1800 10:30 AM
1801-2100 1 1 :00 AM
2101-2400 11:30 AM
2401-2700 12:30 PM
2701 -3000 1 :00 PM
3001-3300

1 :30 PM
3301-3600 2:00 PM
3601-3900 2:30 PM
3901-4200 3:00 PM
4201-4500 3:30 PM
4501-4800 4:00 PM
4801-5100 4:30 PM
5101-5400 5:00 PM
5401-6300 8:00 AM
6301-6600 8:30 AM
6601-6900 9:00 AM
6901-7200 9:30 AM
7201-7500 10:00 AM
7501 -7800 10:30 AM
7801 -8200 1 1 :00 AM
8201 -8500 1 1 :30 AM
8501 -8800 12:30 PM
8800-9100 1 :00 PM

it will be called at

(Report to Pauley Pavilion at).

Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002

r
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BRUINPREVIEW
M.Tennis @ So Cal Inter L.A. Tennis Club Today All Day
Swimming @ TDI USC Thurs. All Day
M.Soccer v. Cal Berkeley, CA Fri. 2:30 p.m.
M.WPolo V. Long Beach Sunset Rec. FrI.

~
3 p.m.

W.Soccer v. Washington Seattle. WA Fri. 7 p.m. Z
W.Volleyball v. Oregon St Corvallis, OR Fri. 7 p.m.

"

M.Volleyball v. Canada Wooden Center Fri. 7:30 p.m.
FootbaJI^ Arizona Rose Bowl Sat" 6 p.m.

www.clailybruin.ucla.edu

March holds his ground as true freshman in pool ^caa Footbau

By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters@nriedia.ucla.edu

So you are a freshman and it's September.
You are moving into the dorms and living with
strangers. You are eating new food and sleep-
ing in a new bed. You go to class and sit

among 500 other students.

Oh yes, and you are starting at center
defender for the No. 2 UCLA men's water polo
team.

For most freshmen, everything but that last

sentence is reality, but for Michael March, his
introduction to college featured another
important difference from high school, athlet-
ic con^)etition.

**! remember being in the water before the
first game against UC Irvine," March said. "It

all kind of hit me that day."

What hit March that day has certainly
impressed the coaches as he has started in 14
of the team's 16 games.

**Before we started recruiting, we knew we
needed the strong left-handed presence we
hadn't had in the last three to four years,"
assistant coach Matt Armato said. "So when
we were recruiting last year we had to find

someone to play right away And with his play
in the spring and sununer tournaments, Mike
has shown his dedication from day one."

In a perennial powerhouse program like

UCLA, it generally takes two years for a play-

er to actually get his feet wet in a game. Even
for experienced Junior National and Junior
Olympic participants, redshirting the first

year is a formality, and the freshman year of
eligibility might pass with action only in a
mop-up role. That is why March's story is so
unique. He has skipped the standard two-year
transition period and hit the pool running, so
to speak.

"The speed and endurance of the college
game is the biggest difference," redshirt
freshman Chris Pulido said. "With high school
endurance, you wouldn't make it a quarter in

the college game. He's definitely head and
shoulders above the rest of our class."

"Usually a lot of the reason freshman don't
play is because they are not physically pre-
pared and not strong enough to hold their

own," head coach Adam Krikorian said.

"March coming in was already a big kid and
being left-handed, he has a big advantage on

M.POLO
I
Page 12

JONATHAN YOUNG/DAny Bruin Senior Staff

Men's water polo Mike March, as a true freshman, has already started In 14 of the team's 16 games
this season. The first year of college is a time when most other athletes are redshirted.

/

Healing
CHALLENGE AND RELAXATION LURE NOVICES AND
EXPERTS AS YOGA GAINS POPULARITY AT UCLA

video game may
take over life,

friendships

There is no Surgeon General's Warning
on the box of EA Sports' NCAA
Football 2003 video game for the

Playstation 2, but there should be.
Joe Lieberman isn't flipping out in

Congress about this game, but he ought
to be up in arms.

They should just
rename the game
NCAA FootbaU 2003:
There Goes the
Bathing and Social

Life.

I had played the
game with my room-
mates at beginning of
the school year, but
when I realized video
games wouldn't pay
my way through nurs-
ing school, I had to
kick the habit.

But the roomies,
sophomores Alex
BrizoUs and Adam
Hirsch, have kept the
flame alive. Over the past few weeks I

have seen their abilities develop, and a
rivalry form that is rich in pageantry and
tradition.

Brizolis and Hirsch are currently man-
aging UCLA dynasties - recruiting high
school athletes, and developing them
into stars. Last week I walked in on
Hirsch hunched over a notepad, keeping
track of his new recruits.

Brizolis initially played the game more
than Hirsch and boasts a 19-6 record
against his best fiiend, who is 45-25
overall.

MILLER TIME
dmier@medaucia.edu

MAKY HOLbCHEK/liAiLY Bruin Senior Staff

Andy Lengyel. a fifth-year electrical engineering and Scandanavian studies student, relaxes to tran-
quil music In his yoga class Tuesday afternoon. Lengyel is one of many UCLA students drawn to yoga.

By Raffl Martinian

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
rma^tjnian(i)media. ucla.edu

Yoga is like sex.

"You can read about it, hear about it,

and watch other people do it, but until

you experience it first hand, yourself, you
don't really get it," writes internationally

renowned yoga instructor and author
Susan Wmter Ward.

There are very seductive reasons why
a yoga class has become the best social
gathering place since the Coffee Bean.

Yoga instructors at the John Wooden
Center have devised a system to ease stu-

dents into the art ^liis fall, the 28 class
sessions were filled with curious novices
as well as fully initiatfed students. As stu-

dents advance, so do the poses that fur-

ther challenge their abilities.

Teachers combine various styles of
yoga into their own unique routines.

Hatha Yoga concentrates on deepening
each individual stretch, while Power Yoga
combines various movements in a flow-
ing ensemble of arms and legs. Gentle
Yoga is an introductory class, while
Restorative Yoga employs deep relax-
ation for rejuvenating effects.

Part-time instructor Ashley Karr likens
yoga to hiking. "It is mentally challenging
in preparing for the adventure and physi-
cally grueling on the traU," she said.

"Overall, it is like an escape into the
woods without actually stepping out-
side."

The body seems to chant the alphabet,
as shapes of O's, Ts, LPs and inverted Vs
are formed to the beat ofdrums and invig-

orating music. The Crow pose has some
students off the ground as the whole
body is suspended with the arms acting
as stilts.

As bodies are pushed to the limit in a
particularly challenging pose, grunts and
groans echo throughout the room. Beads
of sweat form necklaces of sacrificed

Gatorade.

The Yogi*s voice coaxes kindly, but
never hurriedly or judgmentally "Chin
into shin", "inhale butt straight up into the
sky", and "bend knees behind the ears"
are common utterances of the Yogi

"The instructor will demonstrate a
near-impossible pose and nobody cares
how ridiculous you look when trying

them," fifth-year engineering and
Scandanavian studies student Andy
Lengyel said.

The stretching techniques provide a
natural remedy to stifftiess and potential-

ly reduce the risk of ii\jury. Dr. Karlis

Ullis of the Arthur Ashe Sports Medicine
Clinic highly recommends gentle yoga to
the student population.
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"I definitely feel a specialjoy when I

play as UCLA. I know who all the

players are supposed to be. It's a

little weird to play as a guy I see at

Puzzles in the morning."

Alex Hirsch

Video gamer, second-year student

Neither competitor skimps on the
trash-talking when describing his oppo-
nent.

"Alex is a really cheap player," Hirsch
said. "When I first started playing, he
didn't teach me all the rules. He runs
plays he knows realistically won't work,
but I can't defend him because it's a
video game. If he loses, he makes sure
we don't save it (to a memory card), but
if he wins, he malces me save it because
he says it's his TV and game. Once he
even threw a controller at me."
The players agreed to an exhibition

match so that I could observe their abili-

ties, and as game time approached,
BrizoUs also weighed in on his oppo-
nent.

"Hirsch thinks the game has a person-
al vendetta against him, because he'll get

Miller's sports column runs every
Wednesday.

I
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Women's golf fails to

capture win in Hawaii
(

By Seth Fast Glass

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sfast@media.ucla.edu

Simny skies, crashing waves, tower-
ing palms, titanium woods and steel

irons - all present when the UCLA
women's golf team invaded Hawaii,
finishing second in the Kent Yeoul
Invitational held at picturesque
Kapolei (jolf Course last Tuesday.

Two-time champions of the tourna-
ment in 1999 and 2000, the Bruins were
unable to repeat the feat in 2002. The
squad shot a combined score of 888
over three rounds of play, 18 shots
behind first place Cal. Yvorme Choe led

the team with a score of 220 over the
three rounds, placing 6th overall in the
tournament

"Yvorme's one of our top players,"

coach Carrie Leary said. "We depend
on her to be consistently in the low
70s."

Junior Said Uechi and freshman
Susie Mathews also finished near the

top of the leaderboard, both shooting
222 and tying for Uth place. Uechi led

the Bruins with a blistering even-par 72

in the final round.

"Said should've shot a 68," Leary
said of Uechi's final round. "She hit the

ball so well, and more importantly, she
finished the round well."

UCLA's Gina Umeck and Bridget

team

Dwyer also had strong showings, fin-

ishing with 224 and 234 respectively.

"The first day is hard with 36 holes,"

Umeck said. "A lot of times, mental
fatigue sets in. But we were in a really

good mood because of the [Hawaiian]
atmosphere. It took away our inhibi-

tions."

The Bruins, walking into the tourna-
ment as the potential favorite, fell vic-

tim to the Cal Bears who were not to
be outperformed.

"Berkeley ran away with it in the
first round," Leary said of the Golden
Bears. "They've been playing really
well. They're the team to beat for us."

The Bruins will now go into hiberna-
tion for the winter, with their next
tournament seemingly Ught years away
on Feb. 3.

When they emerge again in the
spring, the team will have high expec-
tations for itself.

The level of play Leary hopes to see
is similar to that of professional
golfers. However, the Bruin golfers
only have themselves and the school
name sewn on their golf bags driving
them to excel, rather than a ruce fat

paycheck awaiting them at the 18th
hole.

"I want this team to shoot 295 or bet-

ter in a single round," Leary said. "If we
can shoot at that level, we can truly

compete for a national championship."

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@media.ucla.edu

The new sod on Spaulding Field gives the
UCLA football team fresh footing this
November - something the seniors could use
after the last few years.

"We have just been through it all - a couple
losing seasons," senior middle linebacker
Marcus Reese said.

Last season was technically a wiiming one,
the team finished 7-4, but it certainly did not
feel like it. After a 6-0 start, the Bruins dropped
their next four games: three of them in
November.

"I told them that if they want to be a good
football team, they've got to win on the road
and win in November," head coach Bob Toledo
said.

The Bruins are 6-3 right now. They sported
the identical record heading into the USC
game last year. This 6-3 could not feel more dif-

ferent, and Toledo credits that to the seiuor
leadership.

"Those guys, the Pages, and the Ebells or
the QBs, they don't know any different,"

Toledo said. "They don't know how to respond
(to losses). The seniors did a great job giving
them direction and leadership."

Ironically, there were 23 seniors on last

year's squad, while there are only 13 this sea-
son. However, there are 23 true and redshirt
freshman playing this year.

"It means we have to take our roles more
seriously," seiuor tight end Mike Seidman said.

"The seniors have accepted the young guys
that had to play," junior wide receiver Tab
Perry said. "They have played a different role

than the seniors last year. They are not saying

That meant the Bruins bounced back after a
loss, unlike last year.

"It was like someone put a pin in the bal-

loon. It just popped," he said. "The one thing

you want from your players is to play hard.

They had other agendas. They were looking
down the road. Half of them signed pro con-
tracts."

This year Toledo's having fun, and he's not
the only one. After two consecutive losses,

senior comer Ricky Manning Jr. took the

defensive backs paintballing. In return the

seniors have only asked the younger players to

have fun and to play with heart.

Perry put what he's heard simply.

"Less T and more *we.'"

•••

mVJrl CHIEN/Daily Brmn Staff

Cornerback Ricky Manning - one of the many
senior leaders - drives past a Husky Saturday.

it is just their team."
Since seiuor quarterback Cory Paus' season-

ending ankle ii\jury at Cal, this acceptance
turned out to be vital to the team's survival.

"The guys were awesome when I had to go
in," true freshman quarterback Drew Olson
said.

Senior backup wide receiver Jon Dubravac
was the special teams player of the game
Saturday.

"Normally guys like Nate or a returner get it

- guys who touch the ball fifteen times a
game," Dubravac said. "It's nice for a guy who
might not get on camera to be recognized."

Dubravac always starts on punt return and
kickoff return but had to add punt coverage
duties Saturday due to iivjuries.

The captains this week are Ball, Dubravac,
senior defensive lineman Sean Phillips and
senior offensive tackle Mike Saffer.

•••

Sophomore backup comer Matt Clark (bro-
ken toe), safety Jibril Raymo (shoulder), and
sophomore tailback Manuel White (hamstring)
retumed this week. Neither White nor redshirt
fi-eshman lyier Ebell know how the tailback
job will be shared.

"We're Uke thunder and Ughtning," Ebell
said. "We've got 18 tailbacks. We're not gonna
have to pass too much."
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Supporters

of secession
I

undeterred

by loss

ByAyeletlfrah

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
aifrah@media.ucla.edu

Propositions F and H, meant to
break the San Fernando Valley and
Hollywood from Los Angeles, may
have failed to pass in Tuesday's
elections, but do not expect propo-
nents of secession to start singing
Randy Newman's "I Love LJJ" just
yet
Many secessionists, while dis-

couraged by the outcome at the
poUs, maintain that their fight to
separate from Los Angeles, is far

from over
The measures lost in Tuesday's

elections by large margins in the
city. The valley measure barely won
support within its own boimdaries
by securing only 51 percent
s^proval. The Hollywood measure
failed with Hollywood voters.

"We have to realize that this

movement does not end with this

election,** said Carlos Ferreyra, co-
chair of the San Fernando Valley
Independence Committee, the orga-
nization which put the measures on
the ballot.

While the options of how to act
next are still being discussed, at

least one secession supporter,
Richard Close, plans to file a law-
suit in order to have non-Valley and
Hollywood votes discounted from
the election.

Others are also expected to file

suits, and some advocates are con-
sidering requesting state legislature

change current laws to make seced-
ing easier in future elections, should
the lawsuits be unsuccessful.

Meanwhile, Los Angeles Mayor
James Hahn has already suggested
he will propose legislation to make
secession harder to achieve in
future elections.

He said Wednesday that in order
to better integrate leaders in the
Valley and Hollywood in the future
he will meet with them in

December.
|

Many secession leaders remain
undeterred by the poll results,

believing that their movement was
damaged by insufficient funds and
Hahn's fight to keep Los Angeles
together - which Ferreyra dubs a
•"campaign of fear" - rather than by
imreceptive voters.

Ferreyra argued money was the
main reason secession did not pass,

as the campaign was heavily out-

^)ent - $5 million for secession to

I
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L.A. voter turnout 41 percent
INCOMPLETE VOTER REGISTRATION LISTS INTENSIFY ELECTION-DAY CONFUSION

By Adam Foxman
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

afoxman@media.ucla

Tuesday's midterm election

was met with indifference and
frustration at UCLA as a low
voter turnout was aggravated by
incomplete voter registration

lists on campus.
The low turnout for Tuesday's

gubernatorial election did noth-
ing to dispel widespread con-
cerns about voter apathy, espe-
cially among college students.

Slightly less than 45 percent
of California's registered voters
made their way to the poUs on
Tuesday, and the turnout in the
Los Angeles area was lower

Los Angeles had 41 percent of

registered voters cast ballots.

Both Orange and Ventura coun-
ties had higher turnouts with
44.5 percent and 42.5 percent,
respectively.

UCLA students seemed to
absorb some of the pohtical
g^athy of their city. Many forgot
to register, and many more felt

too busy or too ill-informed to
vote.

"I just didn't have time," said
Mike Tammen, a first-year

mechanical engineering stu-

dent.

On campus, students were
less than ecstatic about the
major candidates, but some
were more inclined to vote for
either incumbent Gray Davis or
businessman Bill Simon.

*1 voted for Simon because
Davis strikes me as sleazy," said

Joshua Fletcher, a third-year

math student.

Oluwasheun Omakomaiya, a
first-year political science stu-

dent and first-time voter, based
her opinion on policy rather
than instinct.

"I voted for Davis because I

feel that he has done a good
job," she said.

While many students
expressed dislike for the prima-
ry candidates, many more stu-

dents failed to vote out of indif-

ference.

Joni Park, an undeclared
first-year student, for example,
explained that she just turned
18 and had forgotten to register

For many of UCLA's students
who did vote, the experience
was a confusing and frustrating

one. Many students did not
know where to vote, partially as
a result of incomplete voter reg-

istration lists.

"We are missing an official

roster of voters," said Andrew
Reinicke, a Los Angeles county
precinct inspector

"L.A. county didn't get their

act together," he said.

Students who registered to
vote but were not on the coun-
ty's roster of voters were
allowed to vote on the condition
that their vote would only be
counted if the county could

TORMOUT
I
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ELI GILL/Dailv iiKbiN

Eric Ramirez, a fifth-year student, votes at the
Lambda Chi fraternity house yesterday.

Workers in mediation over port shutdown

Container ships such as the Columbine Maersk carry thou-
sands of containers from multiple import markets.

PRESIDENT BUSH INTERVENES,
OPENS PORTS; CLOSURE'S IMPACT
ON NATIONAL ECONOMY UNCERTAIN

By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@media.ucla.edu

Money.
Whether counted in dollars, euros, or yen, money - and

much of the goods it buys - is not confined by national
boundaries. International trade, the economic component
of what many call "globalization," is a msyor part of busi-
ness today, and many professionals expect its role to grow.
A lot of trade happens at ports. The ports of Los Angeles

and Long Beach comprise the largest port complex in the
United States; the only larger ports in the world are locat-
ed across the Pacific Ocean at Hong Kong and Singapore.
The Los Angeles/Long Beach complex recently captured
headlines not for its activity, but for the lack of it when a
labor dispute caused a ten-day shutdown. Many experts
saw the shutdown as a threat to the national economy.

Contract talks between shippers and dockworkers were

PHOTOS BY JONATHAN YOUNG/Daily Bruin
Once container ships make port, they are unloaded around the clock for the ship to resume trade.

Staff

fiiistrated by disagreement on technology expected to
enhance efficiency, but at the expense of unionized jobs.
Shippers closed all West Coast ports until President Bush
exercised rarely used authority under the Taft-Hartley Act
to order the ports back open on Oct. 9.

Shippers and dockworkers are currently in mediation,
and on Nov. 1 they reached a tentative agreement on tech-
nology. The full impact of the shutdown remains uncertain.

"Everybody's waiting to see what's going to happen,"

said Jack Kyser, chief economist at the Los Angeles County
Economic Development Corporation.
Under ordinary circumstances, ports are busy places.

After towering cranes unload ships, containers full of
goods are reloaded onto trains and trucks that haul every-
thing from industrial chemicals to the latest fashions to rail

yards just east of downtown Los Angeles or to Inland

PORTS
I
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On Campus Housing hopes to incorporate graduate students into the UCLA community by
building new housing for them In Westwood, closer to campus.

= Indicates number of

apartments in structure

Project may alleviate

grad housing problems
By Jessica Chung

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchung@media.ucla.edu

Site work on Weybum Terrace
housing, the new apartments
specifically designed to meet the
needs of UCLA graduate students,

is underway.
While UCLA has eight buildings

bordering the core campus to house
undergraduate students, it has none
within walking distance for gradu-

ate students. The new graduate
houses were plaimed to remedy this

issue.

Although a number of campuses
have some type of graduate student
housing, the Weybum Terrace hous-
ing project, which will be complet-
ed fall quarter of 2004, is the first of
its kind within the University of
California.

''We think when we're finished, it

will be the best of its kind in the

country," said Michael Foraker,
director of housing at UCLA.
The project plans for seven build-

ings with a total of 840 apartments
and 1387 bed spaces. Each of the
buildings will also include an interi-

or courtyard, study room and laun-
dry room.
The housing complexes will con-

sist of three types of housing: two-
story, two-bedroom, two bathroom
townhouses; two-bedroom, two-
bathroom apartments; and studio

2^)artments.

''Oiu' intention is to give each stu-

dent a bedroom and a bathroom. In
survey work, we found privacy to
be very important to students,"
Foraker said.

As well as being designed for pri-

vacy, the Weybum Terrace houses
are also specifically targeted for
single graduate students.

"I think it's a great idea. The ciu--

rent housing for singles is not as
good as those for married couples.
There's such a huge wait list for
graduate housing, and the mere fact
that they're adding one would be a
great help," said Martin Calles, a
first-year MBA student.

Hard-to-recmit students from
outside of California are concerned
about where they will live, the prox-
imity of the housing to campus, and
the quahty and availability trans-

portation, Foraker said.

"The graduate houses will help
UCLA tremendously in its endeav-
or to recruit the best students in

the country and in the world," he
said.

Current students have also
agreed that graduate housing spon-
sored by UCLA would be an asset.

.

"I had trouble looking for hous-
ing. It would have been more con-
venient if all I had to do was go
through the school to get it," said

I
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USAC working on

keeping promises
By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga(a)media. ucla.edu

With one summer, six weeks of
the quarter and a successful refer-

endum under their belts, officers

of the undergraduate student gov-

ernment say they are buckling
down to fulfill the campaign
promises they made last spring.

Many members of this year's

Undergraduate Students
Association Council sit at the
council table having won some of
the most competitive political

races at UCLA in the last few
years. Now that they're in office,

the promises they made during
their campaigns to edge out their

opponents are slow in coming to

realization.

General Representative Jenny
Lam campaigned with two prima-
ry intentions: to promote hate
crime awareness among Bruins
and to increase child care access
for student parents who attend

UCLA
Lam said most of the work

she's done so far toward her
vision of a hate crimes resource

Look for more officer

progress reports in the

Tuesday, Nov. 12 issue.

fair has been "behind the scenes."

She has contacted various centers
on campus who counsel and deal
with victims of hate crimes, such
as the Center for Women and
Men.

She intends to spend most of
the fall planning the resource fair,

and has tentatively set the date for

early winter quarter

In terms of improving child

care access, Lam said there are a
"substantial" number of student

parents in the UCLA conununity.
She has not done much beyond
collecting information toward
determining how existing child

carip services can be improved or
expanded.

"Many (student parents) dont
know there are services out there
for them," Lam said

Within the same office, Adam
Ham[ietz, top general representa-

tive vote-getter, said earlier this

year that he would produce a
report on university growth and
its impact on student life. Like
Lam, he said his priority is in the
research-gathering stage, and has
set up interactions with the
Academic Senate on the issue.

He admits that the work has
chugged along more slowly than
he had intended.

"We have not moved as far
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November 7

12: 10 p.m. daily

Alcohobcs Anonymous (AA)
Ackennan 3500 (Men, Thuis, FYi), Life
Science (T\ies, Wed)
See www.myuclaedu

12:15 p.m I

UCLA School of Pubhc PoUcy and Social
Research

|

Post-election policy briefing with Steve
Soboroff

I

Public Policy 2355
i

310-20&«966

Stan Paul

Free

Steve Soboroff, former Senior Adviser to
the Mayor of LA, will give a post-elec-
tion policy briefing at the School of
Public Policy and Social Research.
Soboroff is a Senior Fellow at the School.
Brown bag event Refieshments will be
served. i

12 p.m to 1 p.m
Center for Women & Men
The Communication Connection Pt 2:

Building Blocks for Communication
2DoddHall
310825^945

I

6 p.m.

Muslim Students Association

The Jinad of Jesus

Haines A-18

310-206-7877

Ahmad
Free

Learn about the true meaning of Jinad
and the struggles of Jesus.

6:45 p.m. to 9 p.nL

Afiican Americans in Conununications,
Media, and EIntertainment

*TTie Casting Director"

Delta Terrace B3 Lounge
aacme@ucla.edu
Featuring Felicia Fasano, Casting

Director of Barbershop, TYaining Day,
The Real Worid, All About the Bei\jamins,

and more!

8 p.m. to 9p.m
Music Chib

Meeting

Ackerman 2410

music@ucla.edu

Free

Play music, meet musicians, form bands.
Bring an instrument Find out about
Band Night

House Democrat leader steps down

Stop by the

Haagen-Dazs®

Shop on

1 0878 Kinross Ave

& find out what

makes every flavor

a winner!

By David Espo

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush and his party savored sweep-
ing midterm election victories

Wednesday and began sketching
an agenda for a new, Republican-
controlled Congress. The leader of
defeated House Democrats, Rep.
Dick Gephardt, signaled he would
step down.

"I'm excited to be able to be on
offense," said Republican Sen.
TVent Lott of Mississippi, the once
and future Senate m^ority leader.

He said GOP priorities will include
a new Homeland Security
Department as well as tai^eted tax
cuts to help the economy. He
added that Bush's judicial nomi-
nees could expect speedier review.

Bush made no pubhc remarks
during the day, and aides said he
wanted to avoid giving the appear-
ance of gloating. "There's a lot

more to do and the president looks
forward to working with
Democrats and Repubhcans to do
it," said his spokesman, Ari
Fleischer.

|

Republicans were assured of 51
seats in the new Senate, a gain of
two. Democrats had 47 and the
support of one independent One
race remained in doubt, in

Louisiana, where Democratic Sen.
Mary Landrieu will face

Republican Suzanne Terrell in a
December runoff.

In the House, Republicans had
227 seats - a gain of four - and led

for one more. Democrats won 203,

and led for three. There was one
independent

Senior aides, who spoke on con-

dition of anonymity, said Gephardt
intended to declare on Thursday
that he would not seek a fifth term
as House Democratic leader. The
61-year-old Missouri lawmaker is a
potential challenger for the White
House in 2004, but it was not
known whether he would discuss
his presidential ambitions when he
made his announcement

His decision not to seek a new
term in leadership came at the end
of a day in which two members of
the rank and file urged him to step
aside. And it triggered a race
between the second-ranking and
third-ranking members of the lead-

ership. Reps. Nancy Pelosi of
California and Martin Frost of
Texas.

Gephardt was elected to a 14th
term in the House on 1\iesday, and
is expected to remain in Congress
even though he will no longer be
leader of his party.

The elections marked a remark-
able triumph for Republicans, who
bucked history to gain seats in a
midterm election in which they
held the White House.

THE
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PROGRAM: 7 minutes per date

seven round robin dates

CONTACT: www.speeddating.com

310.278.8672x401
PLACE: hip coffee houses aish

The path yon choose today
can lead to tomorrow's success.

State Compensation insurance Fvnd

sif you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post-graduation job
market then toss your hat In with State Fund.

State Fund, the leading workers' compensation insurance carrier in CaliforniaJs
interested in graduates seeking opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of
positions throughout California, plus an environment that will foster your
continued growth. i

At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to expand your
horizons, and many advancement possibilities.

Learn how you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by contacting Human
Resources at 41 5-565-1 722.Then launch your career with State Fund and rise to
new heights.

Career opportunities
may be available in:

• Marketing
• Communications
• Underwriting
• Claims
• Loss Control
• Business Services

• Customer Service
• Legal

• Information Technology
• Finance and Accounting
• Human Resources
• Administration
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Get More. Worry Less.'
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"I think you have to give an
awfiil lot of credit to the president
of the United States," said Lott "He
put his prestige on the line and I

think it made a huge difference in
this election."

One Republican polling firm cir-

culated the results of an election-
night survey that made the same
point, saying that late-deciding vot-
ers gave Bush higher approval rat-

ings than the country at large

and that support for the president
was higher, still, among voters in

the pivotal House districts where
the battle for control was settled.

Democrats conceded the obvi-

ous. "This was one tough night,"

Senate Democratic Leader Tom
Daschle said on the morning after,

appearing on NBC's "Today" show.
And some party activists grum-

bled about the party's leadership.

"There wasn't any unified mes-
sage," said David Worley, former
chairman of the party in Georgia. "I

think the national leadership did a
miserable job of giving a theme to

the election."

Gephardt, a likely contender for

the presidency in 2004, flew back
to the capital fipom his Missouri

congressional district early in the

day to decide his next step. The 26-

year congressional veteran is

"going to spend a day with his wife
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Davis may face lack of public

support in upcoming term

By Alexa H. Bluth

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Democratic Gov. Gray Davis heads
into a second term with little faith

from his state's residents - many of
whom were so displeased with him
they simply didn't cast ballots.

Jaime Rowland, 39, a stay-at-home
dad from San Diego, said he punched
out a ballot, but left the spot for gov-
ernor blank because of his rising

energy bills under Davis' watch.
**I didn't vote for anybody. It was a

hard choice. Tm not in favor of either
^of them," Rowland said. ''I \^ishthere
was a better candidate out there.

most definitely."

His sentiments echoed widely
through the nation's most populous
state, where Davis won back his job
by a single-digit margin despite
spending at least $68 million to beat
Simon, whose campaign was hanv
pered by a lack of money and numer-
ous mistakes.

Davis said Wednesday that voters
realized the state faces tough times,
which is why they voted for him.

"I think people suspect they have
another difficult year in front of us
and they want a tested leader who's
???]??P*yJ^Jlt*^rough hard times," he
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FREE YOGA
Mark Blanchard's

Power Yoga

ONE FREE CLAS^
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-Bilge Ebiri, NY MAGAZINE

##

VISE AND ViTTY!
ii

'VA Musette, NY POST

DERRiOVs THOUGHT!
•Rhonda Lieberman, ARTFORUM

"BLISSFUL!
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ii

•THE NEW YORK TIMES

DIRECTED BY KIRBY DICK AND AMY ZIERINC KOFMAN

LANDMARK S
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KEEPING A PROMISE
When campaigning for office. USAC members set goals for the upcoming year. The following indicates their work on these campaign
promises. ^

David Dahle

President

« To conduct randomized

g survey to gather student

® opinion.

Is meeting with administrators

to finalize survey questions;

survery will be released either

late this quarter or early

winter.

Adam Harmetz

General Representative

To issue a report on the

university's growth and its impact

on student life.

Is currently gathering

information from several

university resources; release

slated for winter quarter.

SOURCE: USAC

Michelle Styczynski

General Representative

To revive Westwood as a college

town by bringing entertainment

back; to establish a committee of

homeowners and students to

address neighborhood issues.

Is working on a concert series

on Broxton Avenue; is meeting

with rally committee to publicize

non-revenue generating sports.

PERFORMANCE |
Progress on projects slow

FREE
Teeth Ufliltening

*f6r new patients with dental insurance

"i.

COSMEHC & GENERAL DEI«

WHITER AND BRIGHTER
DENTAL CENTERS

• Beautiful offices

• Stereo headphones for Music or TV
• Dental insurance welcome

Chang* your silver
fillings to whitol

Invisalign

Invisible

Braces
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

951 Westwood Blvd.

Comer of Westwood Blvd.

and Wevbum Ave.

TEL: (310) 824-2225

BRENTWOOD
Country Mart

225 26th St.

San Vicente at 26th St.

TEL: (310) 451-2728

Free Validated Parking
Marc Rojtman DPS, Eric Yum DPS & Associates

www.Wl^randBrig om

>|yiJi^l^^»?r;jR

I

• I

FOR A SPECIAL 2 WEEK
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

*'Sarah

Silverman's shinv

is savagely

effective f

as ruthlessly

provocative as

anything since

the heyday of

Lenny Bruce**

- LA TiiiK's

NOVEMBER 6 -16
Wednesday - Friday: Spin • Saturday: 7pni and 9pm

For Information & reservations call (310) 859-2830
" "i'liltMll [Vrr'i 'ir ' lii

"

'

ftcfcti? art aniMli m Si Camn Ttieatr* he% oflict(1^ Spm^ «?ecf tkket
'^i^'mii^M^^

•--, , ^ ^^ i fm diipf

Jenny Lam

General Representative

To create hate crimes

resources fair; to improve

childcare availability to
j

undergraduates.

Has hate crime resource fair

scheduled for winter quarter;

is still collecting information

about improving child c^re

services.
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along as we hoped," Harmetz said.

He contends that the report is the
top issue of his office, and expects
"something tangible" to come from the
office sometime during winter quarter

Michelle Styczynski, the third gen-
eral representative, has been busy
keeping up with her election-time
goals. She said she would bring enter-

tainment back to Westwood in the
midst of a community crackdown to
keep the surrounding college area
more tranquil than it has been in years
past.

The process of working with com-
munity leaders has been more bureau-
cratic than she expected, and she said
initially "it was difficult to get meet-
ings with them." .

'

Part of the difficulty for Styczynski,
she said, is that some of the people she
is trying to work with see change in

the area happening over a long period
of time ratlier than during tlie one-year
term of a USAC officer

"There's only so much you can do in

a year," she said.

But Styczynski remains ambitious
about her plans, and is working to
revive a concert series in Westwood
Village - particularly on Broxton
Avenue - that occurred on a regular
basis during the 1990s - as often as
four times a week.

She also mentioned her efforts with
the rally committee to publicize lower-
profile athletics on campus, so that
students support sports other than
football and men s basketball.

"I want to see students interested in

sports other than those that typically

do well," Styczynski said.

President David Dahle's msyor cam-
paigning project is a randomized sur-

vey designed to gather student input
on a "variety" of issues affecting stu-

dents. He is not taking on thie task
alone, however, and he has enlisted

the help of Harmetz's and Styczynski's
offices in conducting the effort.

Students shouldn't expect the sur-

vey t» hit their e-mail boxes any time
soon, though - Dahle said he is coor-
dinating with administrators to ensure
that the questions in the survey are
"objective enough."

"We really want to see what people
think," Dahle said. "We don't really
know right now."
Some of the issues that will be

addressed by the survey include a pos-
sible switch to a semester system,
United States military action against
Iraq and the BruinGo! free busing pro-
gram.

The promises have been made, and
the work has begun - and students will

have to keep their eyes and ears open
to make sure they get what they voted
for

X

Fr&e Delivetyu
We Accept

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am • Fri-Sat *till 2:00 am
CaH to nsente Shaker's Private Room for fundraisers, meeUngs, parties, etc. for FREE!

^ ournew red Iwt buffalo wings, Jumbo ravioli, and grilled chiclten pomodoro sandwich!

Mm i^j \^ -..^niij

ALL THE TIME

Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &

get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

oH»-^

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices ^^^juf^^^^ Any large 3 topping pizza
one topping pizza

^\w^^^^OH*-^

/

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.

Specialties include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,
Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

NEWBRUIN MEAL DEAL
/ Large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojo$,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

Dine-in or carry out only

(save over $5)

OHi-^ Shakey's
Combination

.99

-44

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Salad!

and your choice of.

• 4 pieces chicken or»8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread or» 5 Chicken Breast Strips

1114 GsfSfley Ave., Westwood Village g^ tesi^,

ATTENTION:
CSP Registered Student Groups

Don 't miss lottery sIgn-ups for

^^

• IImsmeeting r

banner space
IN ACKERMAN UNION AND KERCKHOFF HALL

SIgn-ups take place 7th week
Monday, Nov. 11 through i I

Wednesday, Nov. 13

Student Union Info Window, A-Level, Ackerman Union

Appointment times posted Thursday, Nov. 14

For information call

Meeting Room Reservations

310.206.0833

Student Union Operations 3 10.206.0833

www.eventservices.ucla.edu

fin Enterprise of thr^
flssocidted Students.
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SEC chairman resigns, fill-in unknown
By Marcy Gordon

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The
Senate's top Republican
urged President Bush
Wednesday to appoint some-
one who has "the confidence
of the American people (and)
the markets" to succeed
Harvey Pitt, the embattled
Securities and Exchange
Commission chairman who
resigned on Election Day.

The White House, relieved
to see Pitt go, insisted his
appointment last year was not
a mistake despite his numer-
ous missteps.

Bush wants an SEC chair-
man who will "help crack
down on corporate corrup-
tion that the president feels
so strongly about and who
also will continue Harvey
Pitt's very successful record
of taking action against cor-
porate corruption," said
Wlute House spokesman An
Fleischer.

!

Still, he said, it could be

weeks or months before Pitt

is replaced permanently.
Pitt's offer to end his turbu-

lent 14-month tenure as the
government's top securities
regulator removed one of the
Democrats' favorite targets.
Pitt's stumbles had been
viewed as weakening the SEC
just as the market was reeling
from corporate debacles -

including Enron Corp.,
WorldCom Inc. and Global
Crossing Ltd. - and the econ-
omy was wobbling.

Senate Minority Leader
Trent Lott, R-Miss., due to
become mgjority leader now
that the Republicans have
recaptured the Senate, said
Pitt did the right thing by
resigning. The SEC chairman
must be someone "that has
the confidence of the
American people, the markets
and both sides philosophical-
ly and politically," Lott said.

Pitt attended a commission
meeting Wednesday, Ustening
to staff and asking questions
as they discussed proposals

I
The Associated Press

Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Harvey Pitt pre-
sides over a meeting of the commission in Washington Wednesday.

requiring attorneys to report
company violations to a top
executive. The five commis-
sioners voted to tentatively

approve the rules, then aides
and security guards hustled
Pitt out of the room and away
from reporters.

Commissioner Harvey

Goldschmid, a Democrat who
had opposed Pitt's selection
of former FBI and CIA direc-

tor William Webster to head a
new accounting oversight
board, said during the meet-
ing that the last few weeks
have been "a period of enor-
mous pain" for the SEC.

SECESSION
from page 1

$750 million. against it - and they could not
afford any television commercials to counter-
balance claims made in advertisements for the
opposition.

"It is not a case of people not voting (to
secede), but how a campaign of hes and fear
can defeat a movement," he said.

Yet, legal wrangling with the city and a gen-
eral lack of interest in the campaign may mean
some secessionist coalitions and alliances will

ultimately abandon their current plans and
instead focus on garnering more money, social
projects and attention from City Hall.

Coupled with the fact that the measures
barely passed among Valley voters and failed
among those in Hollywood, gaining citywide
support in future secession measures could be
unlikely.

"There was no point in us seceding because
it would have cost too much and there would-
n't have been any real benefits," said Nisreen
Habbal, a first-year undeclared student from
the Valley.

Instead, some residents believe the cam-
paign should consider a new approach that
would not require a complete break with the
city.

"I would really like them to investigate com-
ing at the issue in a different way; possibly the
idea of boroughs, wherein there is more local-

ized control," said Ellen Hazeltine, a Valley res-
ident for nearly 20 years who voted for seces-
sion.

The candidates vying for various positions
within the proposed Valley and Hollywood
governments are also reexamining their
futures.

Some, such as Scott Svonkin, a Valley city
council candidate, are hoping the election will
provide them the exposure to pursue candida-
cy in future local and state elections.

In fact, the secession movement seemed to
begin fading even before elections were held.
Many of the campaigns aimed at attracting

voters towards secession were marred by a
lack of interest among voters and lackluster
participation among proponents of the mea-
sures and volunteers.

Rallies planned for the final weekend before
elections were canceled and few events aimed
at attracting voters were held outside the
Valley and Hollywood.
Some leaders believe that the campaign lost

momentum when it became media-heavy and
moved away from its grassroots base, alienate
ing some voters.

Most proponents believe, however, that irre-
spective of whether or not secession does take
place, changes must be made in how the Valley
and Hollywood are represented and these
measures, though unsuccessful, will be cata-
lysts for such change.

"Los Angeles will never be the same after
this, regardless of what happens in the elec-
tion," said Ferreyra.

RE YOU DEPRESSED?

You may be eligible to

participate in a research study.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the possibility

that depression may be caused by a virus.

The study consists of 2 visits. 6 weeks apart. You will be
asked questions about your mood and current and past
psychiatric history. Blood will be drawn at each visit and
you will receive $25 for each blood test. This is not a
treatment or medication study. Please call 310.794.MOOD
for more information.

Baskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048
10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCLA ID (in store only)

WE DELIVER!
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Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048 • Westwood Village Z
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$1 OFF
any Cappuccino
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Smoothie

•xp. 11/21/02
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THE ART OF HOU.YWOOO: ARRESTING IMAGES spn,, Samuel Goldwyn Thea'te,, AMPAS, $5'9eneral, $3' AMPAS member'. Presented
by UCLA Film A Television Archive • Call 310.247.3600 for information
MATSURi! JAPANESE FEST^/AL ARTS jhrough Feb. 9. FREE. Fowler Museum I

-TO BELIEVE MUCH MORE THAN THAT" exh«itk)n FINAL DAY! 9am-4:30pm. New Wight Gallery. Kinross Building, FREE • Presented by UCLA
Department of Art

CHRISTINE TARKOWSKI: FORTIFICATIONS AND LANDSCAPES exhibition r^ r, . «ivno ^r*u LAnud<^Art& EXHiemoN Opening Reception 5-8pm.1 31 8 Perloff Gallery. Through Dec. 6,
FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design
CHRIS CSIKSZENTMIHALYI LECTURE 6pm. 1 04 Kinross Building (EDA). FREE- Presented by UCLA Department of Design

| Media Arts

FRIDAY november 8

SPOTLIGHT
UCLA LIVE

STUDENT TICKETS
DATE EVENT .,-.__jnMl„, PN:SALE, PRICE

.!.=-

BRUNO LEONE 8pm. Jan Popper Theatre. FREE • Presented by UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee
ALAN FEINBERG
THE WOOSTER GROUP to vou. the wrcme!

8pm, Royce Hall. $40 general, $1 2 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Live
|

' 8pm, Freud Playhouse, Opening Night Special: $50 general. $15 stu-

dents with ID • Presented by UCLA Live

-SATJJRDAY,_.n_o V e_rriJb_e,r 9 _ „
THE WOOSTER GROUP TO YOU the birdie! D,H« c,« w CM u ^1« ."^ ^

"

^^ ^^' 8pm. Freud Rayhouse, $60 general, $15 students with ID • Presented by UCLA LiveTHE ART OF HOLLYWOOD: THE GODFATHER PART ll « «« .w^^ nt= ^«jui-A I MfcR PART M 7:30pm, James Bridges Theater. Melnitz Hafl. $7 general, $5 students with ID
Presented by UCLA Rim & Television Archive

CULTURE FOR SA1£: ISSUES OF APPROPRIATIONS WORL1JW.DE SVMPOS,UM9,„.5p„, pree, f„„,„ „,,,„

SUNDAY no ye m b e r 1_0
THE WOOSTER GROUP™ v^'t« "B,iD,.i'2pm"«"7pm7Freud ^•.fi^^'ui^'^^i^^^^i^^^r^ii^X^D-
Presented by UCLA Live

THE ART OF HOliVWOOD: JUST IMAGINE .uo FANTASTIC VOYAGE 2p„. j,„„. Badges Theater, Meln.tz »
Hall, $7 general, $5 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film « Television Archive
THE ART OF HOLLYWOOD: THE CROWD and THE WIND -7^ i o ^ -r.w *L^ .«>«

.
nc wiiNU 7pm^ jap^gs Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall, $7 gener

al. $5 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

M N D A Y| ri o v e m b e r 1 1

ucia live presents
th
starring wille

group
d a ff o e

8-17

VETEFRANS DAY

TUESDAY novemtoer 12
THE WOOSTER GROUP to vou the birdie! 8pm, Freud Playhouse, $60 general, $15 students with ID-
Presented by UCLA Live

|

DOCUMENTARIES: RAM DASS and SOUTHERN COMPORT c o« . r, . tu . »^ . .. ..^ ^y-tyj nci-tiN i^uMPURT 7:30pm, James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall.

FREE • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

WEDNESDAY »^ P y e m ber13
THE WOOSTER GROUP TO vou the b«o,6I 8p'„:'F,eLd B^^ouZTso'gene^i; $15 ^^6^Zt^Z^6'^7,7se:^Xe'6Z^y^Cl^(:^'^
UCLA WIND ENSEMBLE 8pm. Schoenberg Hall, FREE- Presented by UCLA Department of Music
WAYS OF THE RIVERS: ARTS AND ENVIRONMENT OF THE NIGER DELTA .x„,b,t,o. Through Nov. t7. Fowler Museum. FREE
KATSINA/KACHINA: TRADITION. APPROPRIATION. INNOVATION EXH,B,TK)N Through Mar. 23. FowIe, Museum FREE

Sm^^^W^m-.

f r e u d playhouse
ucIa student tickets $15

_WEBSiTES ;

dept. of architecture and urban design
www aud.ucla.edu

dept of designjmedia arts
.iwww design.ucla.edu

d«-| t )f etf->nomusic6logy i

^
vsi^jsTj « lhnomusic.ucla.edu

\

fowler museum-
www.fmch.ucla.edu ]

j

^ filnn arid television archive
|

r www.cinema.ucla.edu
\

hamnner museum :

I. www.hammer.ucla.edu
\

,.,
UCLA Live

%

• www uclalive.com
i

i.

.

- i

r dept. of music
I www.music.ucla.edu ^

i

dept. of world arts & culture ^

i;
www.wac.ucla.edu

[ central ticket office

www.cto.ucla.edu

performing arts student committee
www.sca.ucla.edu

Nov 8 The Wooster Group [FPJ 8pm Now 15.00

Tjpflfr TtVt^ eo.oo

wpiTr New- «e:ee>

Nov 9 The Wooster Group [FP] Bpm Now 15.00

Nov 9 Alan Feinberg [SH] 8pm Now 12.00

Nov 10 The Wooster Group [FP] 2pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 The Wooster Group [FP] 7pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 2 The Wooster Group [FP] 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 3 The Wooster Group [FPJ 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 4 The Wooster Group [FP] 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 5 The Wooster Group [FP] 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 6 The Wooster Group [FP] 3pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 6 The Wooster Group [FP] 8pm Now 15.00

Nov 1 6 Pat Metheny Group [R] 8pm Now 17.00

Nov 1 7 The Wooster Group [FP] 7pm Now 15.00

wpflfr «eree-

Nov 24 Paris Piano Trio & The Ysaye Quartet [S] 4pm Now 12.00

Dec 1 Marianne Faithfull [R] 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 3 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 4 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 5. Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 6 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 7 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 7 Anonymous 4 [SH] 8pm Now 15.00

Dec 8 Woyzeck [FP] 7pm Now 20.00

Dec 8 Anonymous 4 [SH] 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 1 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 1 1 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 1 2 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 1 3 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 14 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 1 5 Woyzeck [FP] 7pm Now 20.00

[FP] Freud Playhouse [R] Royce Hall

i5hiJ Schoenbera Hall [LTJ Macaovy^in Uttie Theater

YOUR BRUIN CARD IS YOUR TICKET TO GREAT
SEATS AND DISCOUNTS!

The UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee offers substantially discounted tickets

[exclusively to all full-time UCLA students! A valid BojinCard is required at the time of pur-

chase and upon entenng all performances. Limit two tkikets per BminCard.

Student Tickets can be purchased in person at CTQ

IDE T
''''r'lIlTU'ldiit

l^^
??-2*^H

ARTS EVENTS AND GREAT DISC TS!
'WPW
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Empire warehouses.
"It's a challenge but I wouldn't

call it tough," said Jim Flanagan,
general manager for safety and reg-
ulatory affairs at Maersk Sealand, a
Danish shipping firm.

At the port complex, some of the
major equipment that unloads
overseas products are imports
themselves. Cranes at Maersk
Sealand-operated Pier 400, the
world's largest privately owned
container terminal, were designed
by German engineers and built in

Abu Dhabi.

No matter which country prod-
ucts are imported from, trade at
the ports translates into money -
stacks of it. According to U.S.
Dept. of Commerce figures, $212.5
biUion in imports and exports
passed through the ports of Los

Angeles and Long Beach in 2001.
Though this was a decline from

the previous year, the numbers
show trade at major American
ports has steadily increased since
the mid-1980s.

The ports at Los Angeles and
Long Beach are a "major economic
engine," Kyser said.

To cope with the rising tide of
imports, Los Angeles and Long
Beach worked together to build the
Alameda Corridor, which consoli-
dated rail lines between the port
complex and downtown rail lines.

The corridor uses new bridges
and a ten mile trench so train

tracks do not have to cross surface
streets, easing traffic.

Combined with infrastructure

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 7. 2002- THE DAILY BRUIN 5
improvements at the ports, like

Pier 400, the corridor is expected to
aid efficiency as trade increases.

"The ability to handle cargo will

be greatly enhanced," said Joe
Burton, general counsel for the
Alameda Corridor Transportation
Authority. I

All the cranes, warehouses,
trucks and trains require thousands
of people to keep everything run-
ning. Figures cited by Kyser show
international trade employs over
440,000 people in Ventura, Los
Angeles, San Bemadino, and
Riverside counties.

Fed tries rate cut to revitalize economy

With reportsfrom Jonathan Young,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

By Martin Crutslnger

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The Federal
Reserve Wednesday reduced a key
interest rate by one-half of a per-

centage point to help ease America's
stop-and-go recovery.

Commercial banks were expect-

ed to respond by moving a bench-
mark consumer rate to its lowest
point since 1959.

The Fed moved the federal funds
rate fix)m its already low 1.75 per-

cent to 1.25 percent, surprising

many analysts who had forecast a

quarter-point move. They believed
the Fed would want to conserve its

power to aid the economy.
But analysts said the Fed appar-

ently has grown so concerned about
the weakening economy that it

decided on bold action.

The Fed wanted to ii\ject an ele-

ment of surprise in an effort to
boost financial markets," said Sung
Won Sohn, chief economist at Wells
Fargo in Minneapolis.

Wall Street had climbed to its

highest level in two months in antic-

ipation of a Fed rate an^^finished
Wednesday with the Dow Jones

industrial average gaining 92.74
points to close at 8,771.01.

The Fed also returned to a neu-
tral policy stance — indicating that
economic risks were equally bal-

anced between inflation and weak
growth. In August and September,
the Fed's statement was weighted
more toward economic weakness.

"If things improve and a possible
war with Iraq recedes, then they
may not have to cut rates again. But
my guess is that we will get another
quarter-point move in January," said
David Wyss, chief economist at
Standard & Poor's in New York.
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FREEDOM
TO LIVE

lABA's effective service programs promote
the freedom to live, dream, and grow. As
part of our caring team, you'll enjoy ttie

rewards tfiat come from advancing adults

and children with devefopmental disabilities.

Ut)€rating opportunities exist for Para-

Educators, 1:1 Aides, Psychology/Education

Students.

AVAILABLE POSITIONS IN

LOS ANGELES:

BEHAVIOR SUPPORT
COMPANION
School support for young man w/ Autism.

$13.00/hr. 7:30am-3:30pm, 3x/weekJ\A
degree in Psych, or related, 1 yr. experience.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
iCOMFANION
Suw>ort ytjung man w/hrain trauma,

$70-t2/hr.AA deffwi or related exp.

EMPLOYMENT
SPECIALIST
BA dograe or fsiited exp. $9-$ll/hr.

BEHAVIOR SPECIALIST
Serving group homes. MA in Psych. & 2 yre.

exp. designing/evaluating behavior plans.

We offer attractive twnefits and compen-
sation. For immediate consideration send
resume to:

employmentOi8ba.com

Fax: 310.649.3109.

Toll Free Info: 877.924.2220

lABA
For more information about these

. and other positions, visit us at W
wwvK.iate.coni ^
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THURSDAY & FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 7&S
7 & 9:30 PM BOTH
NIGHTS ACKERMAN
GRAND BALLROOM

us 0Ct»

, campus event©.

Is God In My Cubicle?
Can you pray for a better job, or more
inspiration and creativity at work?
Is God really in your workplace?

Fri. Nov. 8, 2002 (

12 Noon and 1:30 P.M
Christian Science

Reading Room
1125 Glendon Ave.,

Westwood Village

Honor Hill, C.S., a member of the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship,
will explore whether God and spirituality

are relevant to work life, finding the perfect

career, the right job, or loving the one
you've got!

C

Call (5i0) UCUk-¥nN uclaBruinscom

Please read these instructions carefully

1

.

student tickets for the UCLA-USC Football game will be distributed in accordance with the procedures outlined below The Game
will be played on Saturday. November 23, 2002. at the Rose Bowl. Student tickets are priced at $29.00 each and all are reserved
seats.

2. The student tickets for the UCLA-USC Football game will be distributed on the basis of the randomly generated priority numbers
pnnted on the pre-paid coupons which each student received either with their Student Sport Package or by separate purchase at the
Central Ticket Office.

Z. The prepaid coupons with priority numbers will serve as the method of admission to the area where the ticket windows are
located. Each prepaid coupon specifies the time and date when the holder of that prepaid coupon is to report to Pauley Pavilion to
obtain the actual admission ticket to the game. STUDENTS ARE URGED TO REPORT TO PAULEY PAVILION ONLY AT THE TIME
SPECIFIED ON THEIR PRE PAID COUPON WITH PRIORITY NUMBER. (A listing of reporting times for all priority number is listed
below.)

!

4. EACH STUDENT WITH ONE PREPAID COUPON WITH PRIORITY NUMBER WILL BE ALLOWED TO PICK UP ONE (1 ) USC
STUDENT TICKET. THE STUDENT MUST ALSO PRESENT HIS OR HER CURRENT VALID UCLA BRUIN CARD AT THAT TIME IN
ORDER TO GET THE GAME TICKET.

REPORTING TIMES FOR YOUR
USC PRIORITY NUMBER

if your number Is

between
It will be caned at

(Report to Pauley Pavilion at|.

5. One student may pick up two tickets together providing he/she brings two prepaid coupons AND two cun-ent Bruin Cards and
arrives at the latest time designated on the prepaid coupons. If more than two persons wish to sit together, then, on the day of the
distnbution, they should arrive at the latest time designation on the priority numbers they hold and they will be issued tickets together
by standing in fine behind the same ticket seller. Since the assignment of priority numbers was done randomly, students who desire
seats together will have to decide whether they wish to pass up the lower priority number in order to sit together.

6. Students should report to Gate 3, Pauley Pavilion at the time designated on their priority number ticket. As the priority numbers
are called, the students must show their number to the gate attendant and are admitted to the area where the tickets are purchased.

7. When the student is at the window, he or she must present all of the following:
a. Prepaid coupon with priority number, which is retained by the ticket seller.
b. Current UCLA Bruin Card, which is validated by the ticket seller, and must also be presented at the game.

8. Large Groups: Students who desire to be part of a large group (20 or greater) should designate one representative to bring all
pre-paid coupons for that group to the Central Ticket Office for allocation. These coupons may be submitted starting Monday,
November 4 and must be submitted no later than 5 PM, Wednesday, November 6. Large groups will be allocated tickets beginning in
section 7 of the Rose Bowl and continuing into section 8, then section 9. Only one representative needs to bring the coupons to the
Central Ticket Office. All other students in that group should turn in their pre-paid coupons to their representative. The actual tickets
for the large group may then be picked up at the Central Ticket Office beginning on Thursday, November 7 and continuing on until
Wednesday, November 13.

I

^ I

10. Those students who are not present at the time their priority number is called should report to Gate 3, Pauley Pavilion, at their
eariiest convenience after their priority number time and get in line with the current time priority numbers.

11. All student tickets must be claimed no later than 5 PM, Wednesday, November 1 3.

1

301

601

901

1201

1501

1801

2101

2401

2701

3001

3301

3601

3901

4201

4501

4801

5101

5401

6301

6601-

6901"

7201-

7501-

7801-

8201-

8501-

8800-

-300

-600

-900

-1200

-1500

-1800

-2100

-2400

-2700

-3000

-3300

-3600

-3900

-4200

-4500

-4800

-5100

-5400

-6300

-6600

6900
7200
7500
7800

8200

8500

8800

9100

8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM

10:00 AM
10:30 AM
1 1 :00 AM
1 1 :30 AM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1 :30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM

10:00 AM
1 0:30 AM
1 1 :00 AM
1 1 :30 AM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM

Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
Friday, November 8, 2002
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The
Princeton
Review

use Free Day & Strategy Session

Take a FREEpractice test& attend a FREE Strategy Session

The Princeton Review will be conducting a Free Test Day at USC. We will be offering full length practice tests for all graduate courses

(GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT). Take a practice test and after the test stay for our 90 minute Strategy Session. You will receive some tips

and techniques to help improve your test score. We will mail your confidential score report within one week of taking the test!

USC- Main Campus
Sunday, November 17, 2002

MCAT Practice test

LSAT Practice test

GRE Practice test

GMAT Practice test

9:00am

9:00am

9:00am

9:00am

5:00pm

3:00pm

3:00pm

3:00pm
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Rep. Dick Gephardt. D-Mo., thanks supporters after announcing his victorv for a
14th term during the Democratic Victory 2002 celebration at a hotel in St. Louis.

REPUBUCANS
from page 2

and family and talk to friends and
advisers and begin maidng a decision
about his future," said his

spokesman, Erik Smith. "If he choos-
es to run for minority leader we*re
confident he'll win."

Even so, one Democratic lawmak-
er, Rep. Peter Deutsch of Florida,

said, "It is now clearly time for him to
step down."

"It's obvious that we need some
fresh faces and in some cases fr"esh

ideas," Rep. Harold Ford, of
Tennessee said on Don Imus' syndi-

cated radio show. Rank-and-file
Democrats are asking "some pretty
tough questions about his leader-

ship," Ford said of Gephardt
A nationwide survey conducted by

Public Opinion Strategies, a GOP
firm, found a "late surge to
Republicans," much as was the case
in the GOP landslide year of 1994.
Interviews showed that "the handling
of Senator Wellstone's memorial ser-
vice and the way the ballot situation
was handled in New Jersey was
clearly a factor in helping drive
Republican intensity this election,"
the firm said

That was a reference to a memori-
al service in Minnesota for the late

Democratic Sea Paul Wellstone sev-
eral days before the election. Many
Republicans complained the event
veered into politics, and Democrats
had privately expressed concern
about possible fallout

New Jersey represented a political

victory for Democrats, who prevailed
in a court case to replace Sen. Robert
Torricelli on the ballot even though
the deadline for a switch had passed.

Interested in Discussing Lotino identity?
Join a focus group discussion devoted to exploring Latino Identity.

Latina/a, Chicano/a, Hispanic participants will be paid $50 to share their

views With a small group in a private setting.

' Participants are asked to attend one 2-hour session on either November
1
9 n^

;

?n

at Loyola Marymount University.

!• If you are interested in participating please contact:

X00 hit I Marquez
Center for the Study of Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount University

* csla@lmu.edu * 310/338-4565

Your Car. Your Style. Your Image. Lei us build it

IVI

-Wtieel and Tire Packages

-Engine Performance

-JDM Parts

-Custom Car Covers

-Suspension

-Body Styling ~™^

-lighting ^m
-Car Care

{ ^__J
-Custom Floor Mats

-And Much More for all

Cars, Trucks, And SUV's

^'Sasfe*

Store Hours:

Mon-Fri 10-7

Sat 10-6

2314 Westwood Blvd.

West U, CA 90064

1/2 block S. of Olympic cALL US AT: 310-470-4910

HAPPINESS IS BEING A BRUIN ALUM

SEPT CAUFORNIA CA67

BRUIN EYE GUY
GO BRUINS

$129.00 SPECIAL: Eye exam and glasses or contact lens exam and contacts

Village Eyes Optometry Jon. D. Vogel, O.D.

1069 Broxton ave, Westwood Village (310) 208-3011 Call office for details.

Graphic Designers with knowledge of Quark C Photoshop needed

Apply at ASUCLA Human Resources
2nd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall

UCLA Students ONLY pleas% ^^

1
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CELLULAR FRNTflSY

Motorola

* 5C n Anytrme Minutes

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

'^ I

4,0ba Night 4^ Weekemls

1000 Mobile to Mobile Mfnutes

Nationwide Long Distance

2600 Wilshire Blvd.
(Formerly Home Savings Building)

Santa Monica, Ca 90403

Toll Free: S66-$S8-4100
I

OR
310-315-S300

Hours of

Oper
Mon-Fri

Sat

Sun Closed

9am-6pm
9am-5pm

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k pLonrTmSZLlf.«r!!!!J!ir^rMC^^^^
'
"'"""r ""T

*''
°"f^'""° °^ $599.88/yr.pIus usage not including taxes, roaming, toll and long distance charges. (2) State requires tax to be calculated on actual cost of the

5k*T*Tr*T5fcTr5feT*^r**^^^^ w^w^^ 5k 5k^ 5k 5k^^^^IiTi

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k

5k
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••• Mil • ••
Learn how to balance your needs and expectations with those of your family. frierKis, partners, roommates,

and others in your life. Join us for the entire series or pick and choose what is of most interest to you.

Part 2 BttllcHna Blocks of Communication
Baste techniques to communicate your opinions and to devetop positive ^'self-talk"

-rOOA"^** Thursday, November?, 12-1pm
*^ 2DoddHali

For more info call (310) 825-3945 or check out our website at

www.thecenter.ucla.edii *

^i__.

WARREN
from page 1 .

,

Christina Liu, a second-year law
student.

To further attract students,
rents will be below market price,
although the actual prices have not
been set yet, Foraker said.

The graduate houses will also
provide parking under each build-
ing complex. Shuttle service from
the apartments to the core of cam-
pus will be available for students

<P^"

$2.00off

TUESDAYS

Exdudes Sidllians

.^.^
*Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

r
I

I

I

I

p>A^ CUPAND SAVE "

11/14/Ot''^^

- LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

I

I

I

I

J

TWO TOP^GS
TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11/14/02

URGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPING
TAX INCLUDED

' 3*- CUPANDSAVE

Exp. 11/14/02

URGE
I

PIZZA w/

Free Liter

fa TWO TOPPINGS^
TAX INCLUDED

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

y^ CUPAA/DSAVE - — — —

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Come DiscoverAuthentic North Indian Cuisine at

'^flem dndia^ '=&uil
^w*-*.^

*
oL
'0

tot^S^'^

Aew^s*

eaX^e

^\xvs^^
4.w i^show

•^^f/D
^tb

iuiici{

-- .4 ->-

'^;

Dinner Hours:

M-Th 2:30-10:00

F 2:30-10:30

Sat 3:00-10:30

Sun 3:00-10:00

I

Buffet Lunch • Dinner • Beer & Wine
Take outfood - Cateringfor all Occasions

(Earf^ qjlrrf gpcclaf: 2:30pm-5:00pm (aff rflsRcs served wltR naan or rice)

(310)996-0064

I

I

I

I

Lunch Buffet

$7.95
Monday-Friday

-1 1321 Wesmood Blvd., Los Angeles r champagne BrOn^
I

(3 Blocks South of Wilshire)
*-•-»-

I FRFE nFIJVRRYt7n^.n I c *, ^ e ^Saturday-Sunday

95

i \}^2.™^i?2P^. I
^^ ^^ ^y ^^^ ^^™^ Purchase. Dine in only. Excluding Buffet ' 12:00 noon-3:00pm

'*^-»'y-xy.\i,'>ivnB^
L•A^.^«A•'^.^A^A.vwA:VWv^^vw^VMV^v<

UCLA International Institute Open House
.•.•t!?.*,4W{^.•W'X^s-XWi'>I%'X^>iv»!yfr;'XOi'h>W^<v»< i-rt-^^v^i'-jvi-rtr i

- - •>'i>-r»vvivivif*rtvMf»Tr¥i.rx'»vi. u '.iyiAnriri.ri i jw^uul'.iu .

bitenicitional

Institute
onA FACULTYm GRADUATE STUDENTS

Join US at o

nternatiofiallilludies

r UNDING OPPORTUNITIES / APPLICATIO

I
Sandwiches. Lemonade, Coffee, and Dettert 1

GRANTS &
FELLOWSHIPS

Fill

juesday, November 12, 2002
11 am — 1 pm in the Kerckhoff Grand Salon

!

Please rsvp to: in1b@lnternational.ucla.edu
Xvi^iiW^'>«v^fs^iWiiiwvv^'tiiwWvvvwt

UCLA International Institute wwwjnternafionaf.txla.eclu

without cars.

"It sounds great. It's cheaper and
provides transportation. Especially
for students who have a lot activi-
ties on campus, the close proximi-
ty would be great," said Tarik
Benbahmed, a first-year African
studies student.

Weybum Terrace housing will
also provide live-in apartment
coordinators, who, like the resi-
dents, are single graduate stu-
dents.

Like the resident advisors in the
dorms, the apartment coordinators
will get to know the residents and
help them get acclimated, arrange
social events, and provide a wide
array of services for the tenants,
Foraker said.

"The houses will allow students
to live in a supportive environ-
ment. It will provide them with a
sense of belonging, a sense of com-
munity, " Foraker said.

The graduate houses were also
designed to help with academic
retention. Students will be able to
settle into activities of academia,
he said.

Weybum Terrace housing will
be built on what is currently south-
west campus. It is bordered by
Veteran on the west, Weybum on
the south, and the Strathmore
Regency apartments on the north.

While site work began two
months ago, construction on the
buildings will not begin until
December.

DAVIS
from page 2

said.

That's not the message from many
voters Wednesday, who said the can-
didates spent too much time attack-

ing each other and placed too little

emphasis on important issues facing

Califomia.

Davis will quickly be forced to
handle many of these matters - par-
ticularly a budget deficit expected to
exceed $10 billion which could force
him to either raise taxes or make cuts
in the budgets for state programs.

"It's not a pretty sight," said Mark
DiCamillo of the statewide Field Poll.

"For his own political standing it only
looks like the clouds are darkening."

Davis said he's confident the
state's economy will rebound "and
there will be opportunities to finish

our agenda."

If that doesn't happen, however,
Davis will face decisions that will

cost Califomians financially through
either higher taxes, or cuts in ser-

vices.

lb do anything, hell have to work
with a Democrat-controlled
Legislature that has been lukewarm
in its support for him.

The degree to which Davis can
work with the new Legislature "is the
degree to which he will be successful
in his second term," said outgoing
Assemblyman Fred Keeley, D-
Boulder Creek.

Grim predictions about Davis'
political future come as his populari-
ty is already decidedly dim.
He received less than half of the

vote to win re-election.

Davis' poor showing Tuesday has
raised questions about his plans for
the future. Despite statements that
he has no plans to run for office in
the next four years, e3q)erts specu-
late he may be looking forward to a
U.S. Senate run in 2006, or simply
looking to build his legacy as gover-
nor of the nation's most populous
state.

"The fact of the matter is his stand-
ing with the public is ata historic low
and if you look at the near-term
future you really see no opportuni-
ties for him to revise that standing
any time soon," DiCamillo said

SUPERSALE! HOLIDAY PACKAGES!
LONDON SUPERSALE!
LONDON THANKSGIVING
PARIS THANKSGIVING
PARIS CHRISTMAS
AMSTERDAM CHRISTMAS
MADRID NEW YEARS
LONDON NEW YEARS

fVr air. 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 3 nts twtel, l)reakfast

R/T air, 3 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts twtel. breakfast

Guaranteed best prices. Hundreds of packages.
Taxes and restrictions apply. Valid for select travel dates.

$549
$599
$649
$829
$879
1039
1749

?www.gotoday.com 425-487-9632

NVISALIGN OR

For Adults & Children

FREE INITIAL EXAM
Maurice Firouz, DDS

w"svw^.brentwoodbraces.com

Ortliodontist Specializing in beautiful smiles

•UCLA Graduate 1987

• UCLA Lecturer 1990-93

• Over 4000 Satisfied Patients

Please call Dr. Firouz at (310) ^47-5790 and schedule/a

complimentary smile consultation.

0% Rmancing and no down paymentplans available.

Delta Dental and most other insurance accepted.

11645 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1060
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(one block east of Harrington)
(310) 477-5790

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

Hair Cut
FREE Shampoo w/ Student ID

25% off all professional products

Now Introducing

Yuko System Hair Relaxer

HAIR SALON
962 Gayley Ave.

Westwood, a 90024

(310)824-7697
by In & Out

FREE
PARKING
IN BACK
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detemiine they were registered.

Provisional voters will be noti-
fied of the status of their votes by
telephone, said Andrew Reinicke,
the local precinct inspector.

Voter turnout at UCLA varied
greatly between polling places.
Between 40 and 55 people trickled

into Covel to vote Tuesday, accord-
ing to Gloria DeLeon, a first-year

undeclared student working at the
Covel poll.

"The m^yority of voters have no
idea where they're supposed to
vote," she said.

Meanwhile, poll workers at De
Neve described the turnout as
"overwhelming."
The station recorded more than

200 votes, according to Roman
Kleynvery, a first-year biology stu-

NEWS THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 7. 2002- THE DAILY BRUIN

dent who worked af the De Neve
poll.

I

Wliile the low voter turnout for
this election suggests a general lack
of interest, some first-time voters at

UCLA constituted a comparatively
infonned and enthusijLstic demo-
graphic group.

"A lot of the new voters were
really excited ... and they all want-
ed the stickers," said Michelle
Tigno, who helped nm the poll at

Covel.
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join the band become a cpa
Listen up! Today's best career riff is C-P-A — that's

Certified Public Accountant. CPAs keep the beat of

business and finance and that's what you'll do too

if you go for it. Think about it. Talk to your adviser.

Or call Bill Spaniel at the California Society of CPAs,

800-922-5272, ext. 3552.

Check us out at www.calcpa.org. We have info on

scholarships, career choices and even landing a job.

Jam to the tune of a great career — become a CPA.

California Certified Public

j^y Society Accountants

Dcgmning
an exploration of unknown
lands, challenges arise. Winds are

unpredictable. Storms hit unexpectedly.

Uncertainty rules. Superstitions abound.

Why explore aJone? USAC. a consortium

of 27 U.S. universities has berths available for

stout-hearted individuals. With programs in 19

countries and as many years of experience, no one

is better equipped to help you readb your stu^

dbfoad goak USAC. Yourgatews^ to the wcnld.

"TfOnslatitm: Apf>iy notof ^acafiU up qmcklyt

Australia

Chile • China • Czech Republic

Costa Rica • Denmark • England

France ' Germany Ghana • Ireland

Israel • Italy • Malta • New Zealand • Scotland • Spain

Sweden • Thailand

University credit

Scholarships available

language classes at all levels

dMonthy summery semester ^yearlongprogram

Wide range ofacademic courses

Internships

field trips ^ tours

Jmall classes

UNIVERSITY TT ^^,
STUDIES

I I
I

ABROAD
I I

.

CONSORTIUM ^^/ t

http://usac.unr.edu -775-784-6569
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Lookingfor a Nonmajor Life Science GE?

Winter Quarter: Tuesday/Thursday 2:00-3:15

OBEE 10: Plants and Civilization (4 units)

Professor Arthur C. Gibson, OBEE and Director of the Botanical Garden

• Planning to be on "Survivor"? a contestant on "Jeopardy!"? a forensic scientist on "CSI"?
• Tired of mathematical equations? !

• Looking for some scientific information and insight that will be really useful in your life?
• Want stories to tell your children and grandchildren? educational topics to discuss over
Thanksgiving dinner? subjects for party chatter?

• Want a course with an inexpensive textbook?
• Seeking a course where you look forward to going to lecture?

Ask for testimonials from any of the 8000 students since 1984 who have taken (and survived)
this course. Even if you are not a closet botanist or plant lover, you will discover interest in

plants through this course.

Prof Gibson, known in his college dorm as "The Plant," enjoys spreading the gospel about
plants. You will be amazed how much interesting stuff you can learn about plants, some of
which may even help you understand subjects in your own major.

Class enrollment limited to 2 1 0.
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Thin msuority

a threat to

democracy
Tuesday's elections gave the m^ority of

seats in Congress to the Republican
Party, and with it, dominion of the entire

federal government since they also control the
White House and Supreme Court.
The government has been "democratical-

ly elected by the public, but it doesn't nec-
essarily represent what the m^ority of the
public wants - especially when considering
the competitiveness of the last two years'
worth of elections.

The presidency, held by George W. Bush,
was attained without a m^yority of the popu-
lar vote in the 2000 elections. Bush managed
to get in office by a freak incident that gave
him a m^yority of electoral college votes. He
was ''democratically" elected, but he wasn't
popularly elected.

The Supreme Court is supposed to func-
tion as the neutral bastion of fairness, com-
pletely independent from politics. But this

has become a joke. Republican-appointed
justices outnumber democrat-appointed jus-

tices 5-4. A difference of one person influ-

ences the law hundreds of millions of
Americans must follow. Who will check this

power? Congress?
In Congress, a razor-thin margin gives

republicans the m^yority in the Senate - and
even those seats which granted the party
dominance were largely attained in heated
races themselves. Only in the House do
R^ublicans have a credible lead.

But it doesn't matter. The larger issue of
Constitutional concern is the stifling of any
hope for checks and balances. Sure, if an
overwhelming m^ority of people support a
particular party, having it control all three
institutions of government is less problemat-
ic since its in accordance with a legitimate
"democratic" mjyority.

This is not the case now, though. The
numbers by which Republicans and their

appointees control Congress and the
Supreme Court is not convincing; it's too
close to being evenly split

The fEict that this gives President Bush
and his comrades leeway to change domes-
tic policy with no restrictions seems incon-
sistent with the original spirit of the
Constitution - which meant to safeguard the
coimtry from political extremes by setting up
federal branches with the power to force
each other into ideologically moderate com-
promises.

Without this safeguard, Republicans have
unimpeded liberty to prevent "wasteful
spending" federal programs providing health
care, welfare and Social Security to the poor
and elderly. Instead, these programs will give
way to greater military spending for interna-
tional coups. The Republican government
will also continue devaluing global environ-
mental concerns and continue demoiLstrat-
ing apathy toward intematioiial cooperation,
unless it involves facilitating corporate trade.

This places a large burden on Democrats:
they must urureluctantly challenge republi-
cans on all controversial questions. They
must filibuster when necessary in order to
halt the passage of legislation hurtful to the
non-wealthy classes. Only by doing this can
they bring back the essence of checks and
balances to the government

The new government might be "democrat-
ically^ elected, but the narrow hold it has
ethically commits it to compromise with
democrats on controversial issues if it's to
actually run a democracy.

Unsigned editorials represent a msyority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

FORUM QUESTION

Do you think politics

attract the most capable

candidates? What should be done to

improve the quality of our

officeholders? Send a response to

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

SUBMIT ID VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to hear It.

Send us a submission of 600-800 words or a

letter of 300 words or less on any topic, includ-

ing a response to published material.
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Got ways to stop .commercial takeover?
The California Milk Processor Board is

looking for a town willing to rename
itself "Got Milk?"

What's going on here? A phenomenon
called "ad creep" is

sweeping the nation;

IBM has hired graffiti

artists to launch a guer-
rilla marketing cam-
paign on the sidewalks
of Chicago. The
Oakland Coliseum
became the Network
Associates Coliseum.
Our public spaces are
becoming commercial-
ly colonized, and no
one seems to care.

Spaces that previously
were out of bounds to

advertisements are
now considered fair game.

This encroachment of commercialism
into public spaces needs to stop, or soon
we may even have ads in such sacred
places as urinals. Oh wait, that's already
happened. Clearly ad creep is in an
advanced stage of development, and corpo-
rations have done an excellent job of desen-
sitizing the public to this grotesque prac-
tice.

Mike
Hansen

nihansen@mede.ijcla.edu

When 3Com bought the naming rights to
Candlestick Park in 1995, there was a great
brouhaha A city-owned sports stadium
with a corporate name? Who had ever
heard of that? Now, Americans don't even
think twice about corporations naming pub-
licly-owned stadiums.

FYesh from their easy success with com-
mercializing stadiums, corporations
planned their next attack, literally.

Companies such as Snapple, IBM, Nike and
Microsoft planned and carried out covert
guerrilla ad campaigns on public sidewalks.
Billboards and magazines are so passe.

Sidewalks are the next frontier in the adver-
tising war.

Last year, IBM hired graffiti artists to

spray-paint the "Peace, Love and Linux"
logo on sidewalks in order to promote the
Linux operating system which it supports.

In San Francisco and Chicago, hundreds of
blue and black peace signs, hearts, and pen-
guins (the Linux symbol) appeared mysteri-

ously on city streets ovemi^t
Most cities attacked by these guerrilla

campaigns are treating the culprits like

preschoolers who went overboard with
their finger-paint In Chicago, the police

actually caught one of these corporate com-
mandos in the act Was he treated just like

any other graffiti vandal with heavy fines or

jail time? No, of course not He received 30
days of community service.

Just last month, Microsoft plastered city

sidewalks and streets in New York with
hundreds of butterfly-shaped decals adver-
tising its new internet service, MSN 8. In

response to this visual nightmare, the city

of New York immediately slapped Microsoft
with a fine that would surely teach Bill

Gates a lesson: $50.

Why do corporations continue their guer-
rilla ad campaigns even though they are ille-

gal? The answer is simple: The profits gen-
erated from "cutting-edge" sidewalk ads
vastly outweigh potential vandalism fines.

Surprisingly, many cities actually wel-
come ad creep with open arms. More than
20 cities have signed contracts to buy
police cars for $1 each from corporate
sponsors in return for allowing NASCAR-
style advertisement on the outside of the
cars. Will anyone really give police officers

respect when a police car puUs up covered
with Dunkin' Donuts and Jenny Craig ads?
Kent Allison, a partner with Government
Acquisitions LLC, the firm pushing the ad
proposal, says the company will solicit ads
from "even the local bail bondsman." If that
doesn't present a conflict of interest, I don't
know what does.

The CMPB has truly crossed the line in

issuing a general invitation to small towns
across California proposing that they
change their name to "Got Milk?" in return
for undisclosed compensation. The city of
Biggs reviewed the proposal at length
before refusing it Wednesday morning.

Perhaps it's a good thing Biggs didn't
look to the citizens of Half.com, Oregon.
They received 22 computers, $75,000 for
civic improvements, and "a prize to be raf-
fled at the county fair" in exchange for
changing the city's name from Halfway to
Half.com.

Even UCLA has its very own example of
ad creep. In 1998, the UCLA Children's
Hospital became the Mattel Children's
Hospital after the toy company made a
donation to the replacement hospital pro-
ject As generous as the $25 million dona-
tion was, why did UCLA feel the need to
name the hospital after Mattel if the true
intention was just to he^ children? What's
next, K-Y JeUy Student Health Center?

Advertising in the public sphere presents
many ethical and aesthetic dilemmas. Ad
creep needs to go. Do you really want to fly
into the airport one day only to hear the
captain announce that you will be landing
shortly at ex-LAX?

Hansen usually runs every Tuesday.

Voters wisely defeat

foolish Prop. 52

Ian Eisner
ieisner@mRrtai.riaedu

California voters move in mys-
terious ways. On TXiesday

night, they inexplicably voted
for a governor that has been
plagued by cor-

ruption, and
then turned

around and
rejected a
proposition

that would
have plagued

our voting sys-

tem with cor-

ruption.

Of course
the dichotomy
makes little

sense. But if

Califomians weren't going to

dump Gray Davis, they did the
next best thing by defeating

Proposition 52, a measure that
would have made the state's vot-

ing ^stem a soft target for voter
fr^ud.

The proposition aimed to

increase voter participation by
allowing same-day voter registra-

tion. Proponents of the measure
argued its passage would have
made the registration process
more convenient, particularly for

highly mobile segments of the
population such as college stu-

dents.

But while Proposition 52's

heart was in the right place, its

mind was somewhere else - and
this was not lost on Califomians.
If passed, the measure would
have opened the floodgates for

fraud by accepting easily forge-

able forms of identification for

registration (such as utility biUs
and lease agreements). And even
more problematic, the measure
provided no way of separating
fraudulenUy cast votes from their

legitimate counterparts.

So despite the worthy ideal of
instant registration, Proposition
52's version just wasn't ready for

prime time. Califorruans were not
willing to trade electoral integrity

for convenience. But more than
that, Califorruans recognized that

lackluster voter tiunout has less

to do with registration rules and
more to do with cipathy.

Indeed a segment of the

nation's population simply has no
interest in exercising its right to
vote, regardless of how conve-
nient voting becomes.
A poll by the Rock the Vote

organization indicates that young
voters particularly fit this mold,
as a quarter of 18- to 24-year-olds

could not identify one of the
msyor presidential candidates in

the 2000 election; 70 percent were
dumbfounded when asked to

identify the vice-presidential can-
didates. Far more identifiable was
the entire cast of "Friends."

In light of these statistics, a 32
percent turnout in the youth
demographic doesn't seem so hor-
rendous. A strong case can be
made that the rate is even
respectable in the middle of the
of the MTV generation, where a
youth culture that puts "Jackass"
at the top of the movie box office

appears to have less and less in

common with conventional politi-

cal culture.
1

Apathy goes deeper than voting
regulations, and as such it is no
surprise that band-aid measures
like Proposition 52 have done lit-

tie to spur voter turnout through-
out the rest of the country.

Instant-registration laws, motor
voter laws, progressive absentee
laws and early voting laws have
not resulted in the participation

spike their backers had hoped for.

So unless a novel approach
comes along, voter apathy is a
problem that is not going away
anytime soon. And as much as
Americans hate the idea of an
individuals not taking advantage
of their right to vote, it is not jus-

tifiable to take drastic measures
by shortsightedly reforming the
voting system.

|

Yet this is exactiy what
Proposition 52 attempted to do.

Despite good intentions, the
proposition would have done lit-

tie to increase voter participation

and a great deal to undermine
electoral credibility. Thankfully,

California voters were savvy
enough to vote it down.

Eisner writes every Thursday in
Viewpoint.

LETTERS

Blacks should not

wait for system
As a college educated black man

myself, 1 congratulate Ryan Smith
for being one of the apparentiy few
"black men who entered UCLA this

fall based on academics alone"

("Funding for education, not pris-

ons, vital to blacks," Nov 6).

While I agree with several key
points of his assessment of the state

of minority affairs, I must take issue

with his oversight of a key factor in

the failure of blacks, chicanos and
other people of color to make an
impact at the uiuversity level.

That factor, the lack of positive

and appropriate adult guidance, is,

of course, exacerbated by the

unusually high number of our peo-
ple incarcerated at this time. But it

is a mistake to wait solely for a
political or judicial system to slowly
right itself and begin to take care of
our people.

We must challenge ourselves to
do this work on our own.

Cecil Smith

UCLA UniCamp

Smith misses

important factors
Judging from Ryan Smith's

Wednesday colunm, "Funding for

education, not prisons, vital to

blacks," you would think the U.S.

government or the Los Angeles
Police Department arbitrarily arrest

black men.

In reality, these black men com-
mit crimes in far greater numbers
than is proportional to their per-

centage of the society, and not just
for so-called "non-violent" crimes
like drug dealing (and possession),

but also for murders, armed-rob-
beries and burglaries, which often
leave black victims in their wake.

Smith also harps about the evils

of California's three strikes law - as
if third-felony criminals would be in

college save for that last mugging.

Readers should remember that

black leadership called for truth in

sentencing and mandatory mini-
mum sentences - like those of
California's three strikes laws - to

make up for white judges going
easy on white criminals. ^

Racist laws are blamed (but not
cited) for an "exodus of black male

EDITORIAL CARTOON
By Jennifer Babcock jbabcock@media.ucla.edu
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Hyphenated tags are anti-American
By Jared Vaughn

„.v>a ^.. UNIVER?.IT.Y VyiRE,,,,. „

I would lik^ to di^uss our
hyphenated America and my
hatred of the hyphen and dis-

dain for those who perpetuate
the use thereof.

Why can't we just be
Americans (members of the
United States) and resist the
urge to add that little ethnic or
racial statement preceding
that bloody hyphen? Do we
really need that eitra mill-

stone hanging about our
necks?

There are a few exceptions
to the rule of non-hyphen-
ation. If you have inunigrated
directly from another country
and applied and gained U.S.
citizenship, then you may add
that little hyphen. Generations
once-removed from non-U. S.

countries may also carry the
extra hyphenated word.

That's right, if you or your
parents didn't just come from
Africa, you aren't African-
American. The same applies if

you call yourself Chinese-
American, Mexican-American,
Swedish-American or anything
with that dastardly hyphen.
Some of you may think that

was a racist statement. Don't
fool yourselves. I think it is

more racist to walk around
with that extra hyphenated tag
than to be nothiiig more than

the non-hyphenated
American.

- »
^ All^ hyphens might even be

'

tnade redundant, depending
on which scientist or archeol-
ogist you choose to believe.
Some scientists say all

humans originated from either
Africa or Asia. Could this
mean that I am African-
American?
None of this is to say that

we should ignore what "her-
itage" or perceived traditions
we think we possess. If you
wish to dress a certain way or
eat a particular herb or root or
anything else that sustains
your diet, feel free. Have fun
with your long-lost "heritage."

America is the bastard child
of this world. We are the out-
casts and runaways with no
father and no mother. Therein
lies the bulk of the problem.

Americans have little cul-

tural identity other than what
MTV or Old Navy wants you to

believe. We search for some-
thing to link ourselves to.

Few Americans have any
form of self-cognition; there-

fore, we feel the need to iden-

tify ourselves with some form
of preexisting doctrine or cul-

ture.

I am of such mixed blood
that, if I were to use the
damnable hyphen system, I

would be something like

German-English-Irish-Scotch-

French-Dutch-American.
Wasn't that nasty? With all of
that being said, how difficult
is it to find the "American" tag
line in there?

The fact that we are^

Americans gets lost under the
ignorant layers of hyphens and
long left cultures.

To make things easier and
cleaner, I choose to drop
everything but the American
part. I realize I have heritage
from many places but under-
stand that I only have one true
coimtry and culture.

We Americans scream for
unity. We also plead for
racism, sexism and any other
isms that have negative conno-
tations to be buried deeply
within some abyss. How can
we be unified if we continual-
ly separate ourselves?

Racism, especially, is fur-

thered by our own inability to
drop silly titles from our per-
sonages and realize that we
are one nation, one people and
one humanity that should love
one another and treat every-
one as we wish to be treated.

If we continue to put
humans in subgroups, then the
problems of racism will con-
tinue even if we put ourselves
in the aforementioned groups.
How can a wall be overcome
when it is continually rebuilt
by those you are trying to
free?

scholars," as if some white man
made these "scholars" break the so-
called racist laws.

Are the laws also to be blamed
for the influence of an anti-intellec-
tual hip-hop culture that accuses
and rebukes young black "scholars"
for acting white (Oreos) or a com-
munity that praises Snoop Dogg
while dissing Colin Powell as a
"house slave."

Smith also teUs the same old lie

about culturally-biased university
admissions tests without offering
any proof, as if the mere repetition
of the charge makes it true. He fails

to mention more relevant factors to
blacks' underachievement: black
youths watch more television than
any other ethnic group, have sub-
par reading levels and come from
more single-parent homes than any
other ethnic group.

In fact, Smith offers no balance
whatsoever in his simple-minded
diatribe, making it easy for another
generation of black men to avoid
any responsibility in their futures or
their education. I just wonder how
you beat the odds? Makes me think
that if one black man can do it,

many of them can.

Jeffr^Abeison

NewYorkCity

VIEWPOINT
COLUMNIST
APPLICATIONS

Viewpoint columnist

applications for winter

quarter are now available at

the front desk of the Daily

Bruin office in 118 Kerckhoff.

They will be due on Monday,

Dec. 2, unmediately following

Thanksgiving break.

DUE
MONDAY

NINTH WEEK
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Law students, veterans emphasize importance of Veteran's Day
By Stephanie Herczog

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sherczog@media.ucla.edu

Many students view Veteran's Day as just a
break from the eveiyday hectic life of school
and work.

But to those who have actually served in
the armed forces, this upcoming Monday
holds more significance.

Like a number of students, J.D. Henderson,
a second-year law student, originally enlisted
in the Army during high school to help fimd
his college education.

Henderson enlisted for what he thought
was only a two-year conunitment to pay for
college.

"I ended up loving it so much that I re-enlist-

ed immediately," Henderson said
Riillip Carter, also a second-year law stu-

dent, enlisted in the ROTC program as an
undergraduate. In search of a challenging
opportunity after college, he joined the mili-

tary inunediately after graduating.

"I was in charge of thirty military police sol-
diers," said Carter. "We did a mix of field stuff
where we were combat soldiers and not field

stuff where we were cops."

Henderson began his career with the Army
as a private, then climbed the rarUcs to become
a corporal, sergeant, staff sergeant, lieutenant
and captain.

Tliough he declined to to comment on any

possible past war experiences, Henderson did
say the Army has played a positive influence in
his life.

The leadership I had in the army was
inspiring," said Henderson. "FYom the day I

erUisted, I had people committed to nmking
me a better human being than I was before
and that's continued"

"If you don't bother to thank veter-

ans, then you're giving an impression

that people shouldn't be respected

... for their service, and eventually

people won't feel the need to serve."

J.D. Henderson

UCLA law student

**It's made me a more committed citizert I

understand more about our republic and what
it is to be a citizen of a republic," he said
When his time with the Army was over,

Henderson decided to go to law school at
UCLA

Since Sept 11, 2001, a larger focus has been
placed on the U.S. military's role in the war on
terrorism. Although he served in the Army,
Henderson believes it is more important to
concentrate on attacking terrorism rather than

151 : leader of the alcoholic pack

on waging war.

Tm not a policy maker, Tm not an expert,
but right now it strikes me as not a good idea,"

he said.

"Americans like their wars like their foot-

ball games. They want them to start on time,

they want them to end on time, and they hate
a tie," Henderson added.

Despite his personal views on war,
Henderson enphasized the importance of rec-
ogruzing veterans on Monday.

"Ifyou don't bother to thank veterans, then
you're giving an impression that people
shouldn't be respected and thanked for their

service, and eventually people won't feel the
need to serve as veterans or marines," he said.

"When that happens our nation will cease
to exist," he added.

Henderson will spend Veteran's Day with
his family, remembering the fiiends he has
lost over the years.

Carter, on the other hand, plans to spend
Monday camping at Joshua Tree National
Park.

Carter said Monday should be a day to

thank the veterans, living or dead, that have
helped make this coimtry what it is today.

"I thirUc people should take Veteran's Day to

thank those Americans who have served in

uniform, and use this day to encourage service

for future generations," he said "Whether you
do that with a barbecue, watching football, or
going out with fiiends is all iq) to you."

Captain Phillip Carter of the U.S.

School of Law.

EDWARD LIN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Army was stationed in Korea and Is now attending the UCLA

John Shim

In
every realm of nature there

have aiways been struggles for

the throne of bad-assed-ness.

Whether it's alpha males com-
petitively vyir\g for female atten-

tion, rivers and
mountains strug-

gling for ulti-

mate geologic
supremacy or
me haranguing
my editors to get

profanities
included in my
columns,
nature's dictate

has always cre-

ated a power
struggle.

In this vein,

Fd like to pay homage to the tyran-
nical titan of alcoholic beverages:
Bacardi 151. Everything about this
drink is no joke.

First of all, 151 is undeniably a
badass number. The number rolls

off the tongue so well in so many
different ways. My personal
favorite is "one-five-one" although
most are partial to the more com-
monplace "one-fifty-one."

Indeed under the auspices of
heavy inebriation, I've gone so far
as to call it "Beluga" and, on one
particularly brazen occasion,
"Griselda," a ruimesake of my fiery

ex-girlfiiend.

But all trivialities aside, there
are many reasons I hold such
esteem for this particular brand of
alcohol
The most obvious is that this

rum has an alcoholic content of
roughly 75 percent. The label
specifically states it is highly flam-

mable, and on top of the bottle lies

a fimnel conveniently shattering all

would-be delusions of taking shots
of this potent liquid from the bot-
tle.

Of course, this is not to say that
many have not looked into the fiery

depths of 151 and consumed it in

the enveloping yield of a shot glass.

But it's like one of those asinine
"Do Not Remove" labels that adorn
comforters and blankets: the more
one sees the message of negation,
the more one yearns to defy its

decree.

Mixed or taken straight, Bacardi
151 has brought about slackening
of inhibitions, dulled senses and in

general, good times since its incep-
tion in the alcoholic arena.

I recall one instance where my
four fiiends and 1 firushed a bottle
of 151. Forgoing more modem
incarnations of video game enter-
tairunent, we broke out an O.G.
Nintendo replete with a Track and
Field pad and promptly began to
stomp furiously on the spots to
simulate actual rurming.

In the course of that drunken
night, my friend, a 280-pound behe-
moth, broke a previous 100-meter
world record of 9.8 seconds by four
ticks of the second hand. Needless
to say, the 151 set the mood ofjubi-
lation for the unbelievable race he
had won.
My friend's time, physique and

glory as world 100-meter champion
were merely an alcohol-induced
fantasy. But how badass is a drink
that can turn this humble man into
an Olympic god?

Indeed, many claimants to the
throne of alcoholic supremacy

CLUB REVIEW

By Keely Hedges
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
khedges@media.ucla.edu

A hot rught on the town does-
n't always have to involve the
Simset Strip or the Miracle Mile.

Instead, look to Silver Lake
for your next entertainment des-
tination. Even though . getting
there can be a battle, the bar
you will find on arrival is worthy
of the drive.

Nestled among tattered strip

malls and suburban hving, 4100
is a gem few Westsiders know
about. Located at 4100 Sunset,
as the name of the bar implies,

4100 proves quality socializing

can be found even at the unlike-

liest of venues.

Nondescript on the outside
and standing directly beside a
Jiffy Lube, this bar comes alive

on the inside with its Far
Eastern decor. Larger-than-life

Buddha and bodhisattva statues
adorn the walls, and a plethora
of tapestries hang overhead. A
crimson, oblong bar sits in the
middle of the spacious room
softly illuminated by candle-
light. The entire bar is bathed in
darkness. Even the couches and
booths are made of soft, black
leather. Getting there early is

key if you hope to snag one of
these cozy nooks for cuddling
or conversation.

This bar is a great place to
bring a date - but if you don't
have one, you'll have no prob-
lem finding one when you get
there. i

While the parking situation is

a bit difficult, getting into the
bar itself isn't a problem
because there are no long lines.

There is no set dress code
either, so feel free to dress up or
dress down, depending on yoiur
mood.

The people that fi-equent 4100
seem pretty mellow; only a few
were trying too hard to imitate
the Hollywood vibe. That's not
to say this place isn't trendy -
there are a lot of singles dressed
to impress, even if not by the
more pretentious Skybar or The
Standard standards.

Definitely not your typical
young college scene, 4100
appeals more to the older, twen-
ty-something crowd who don't
just want to get drunk.

Mixed drinks are fairly priced
at $8 apiece - especially when
you consider how loaded with
alcohol they are. But you won't
have cocktail waitresses bring-
ing them to you; drinks must be
ordered at the bar.

The music selection is very
diverse, but not what you
expect from a place with such a
Far Eastern flare. Playing such
artists as Jimmy Hendrix and
Marvin Gaye, their jukebox
mixes it up but keeps it fresh,

on a volimie where your voice is

still audible and permits easy
conversation.

4100 isn't big enough for

dancing, but the arena is more
of a lounge than a dance club
anyway.
The only sore spot is 4100's

bathroom facilities. The
women's rest room fell short of
the demand, with only one rest

room stall and long lines.

4100 suits someone looking
to go out of Westwood and try

something new. Silver Lake may
be off the beaten path, but the

journey you will have getting

there is ultimately rewarded
with visually pleasing scenery
and a laid-back atmosphere.

4100 Bar is located at 4100
Sunset Blvd.

maintain any alcohol could induce
these effects just as well as 151.

Although these other liquors may
have a claim (a dubious one) to
the throne 151 regally possesses,
none have the right mix of attrib-

utes that keep Bacardi in its

monarchial position. i

Beer? Urmecessary calories.

Midori hqueur? Many dislike
sugary tastes when it comes to
alcoholic drinks.

XO Cognac? You have to drop
the Gross National Product of
small island countries for a bottle
of that rotgut.

Bacardi 151? At eighteen dol-
lars a bottle, with a name that
reeks of style and sporting a triple

digit proof? This choice is remi-
niscent of the excellent Jagged
Edge song, "Where the party at?
An appropriate answer would be:

"Where the Bacardi's at."

Many will no doubt decry me as
an idiot or, judging from my hate
mail, much worse, for writing such
an esoteric homage on rum.

Yet, faith without works is dead.
At least try 151. Drink it with
Coke to 'add kick to an otherwise
boring cocktail. If you're feeling
especially saucy, garnish your
drink with a cherry bomb, a
maraschino cherry soaked in 151.

Throw down a shot and receive
the warm embrace - preceded by
initial throat searing - of 151-
induced bliss. i

Whether swayed or umnoved by
my anecdotes, statistics and theo-
ries, I hope you have the courage
to accept Bacardi 151 as the reign-
ing badass of alcoholic drinks.

'inura

Todai Sushi Shabu House
All-You -Can-Eof Sushi & Shabu Shabu

Free Parking luith Validation

Birthday Gift: Free Meal Coupon
(picture i.d. required)

• Reservation Available for Private party

Kids Discount (flge 1 2 or Vounger)

Lunch

$12.95
t^mBSSsm

Dinner

$14.»

11:30

! 12:00

Dinner

6:00

6:00

5:30

5:30

2:30 (Mon-Fri)

3:00 (Sot-Sun)

9:30 (Mon - Thurs)

1 0:00 (Fri)

1 0:00 (Sat)

9:30 (Sun)

UJifeshire eivd

SontoMonlco

*(fri-Sun & Holidoys $1 5.95)

*Vel«d #1 Sushi in lA
-UCU Doily Bruin Adverlisingl

*5 IMinules from UCU
BIG $Cft€€M TV

1 2400 UJilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles. Cfl 90025

310.979.8655
UJe arc not affiliate ujith Todal Frandilsing LLC
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Legends

appreciated

most as

mysteries
Your heart races. You aren't sure

if you re breathing. Your legs

move under you, but that's

more from desperation than
strength. You are trying to shake
hands with, talk to, and make any
form of contact with a legend - Lou
Reed.

Unfortunately for you Reed has
mastered that age-old celebrity
mantra, "Keep your distance."

So as you
walk by his

side, he walks
faster. As you
try to keep
your gaze
aimed directly

at his pale blue
eyes, he looks
stolidly

straight ahead;

he has tunnel
vision and
you're stuck
on the outside.

Quickly, he
makes his

move into the next room, cleanly
and effectively breaking from you,
the erstwhile fan.

This is not the stuff of fiction. In
fact it happened to a certain

blonde (sadly for him not female in

this case) friend of mine. Drunk off
a glass or two of free red wine, my
friend, wanting Reed to sign any-
thing he could find, approached
the former Velvet Underground
frontman at an after party. But
Reed never gave him the chance to
ask even once, amd he was left, jaw
hanging, on the other side of the
legendary threshold.

Meeting people isn't easy. What
most people don't realize is that

what happened to my musical the-

ater-loving friend was the best
thing possible. "Keep your dis-

tance," should be the credo for
fans and legends alike.

After the after party my friends
and I were still able to talk about
the mysteriousness of Lou Reed.
His status as a legend in our nund
was solidified by the fact that we
were able to get close to him, but
not that close. Lou Reed is still

enshrouded in the guise of stand-
offish genius.

What would have happened if

my friend had actually been able to
engage in an intimate conversation
with Reed?

"Hey, Lou how's it going?"
"Well, actually I've got a com on

my left foot that's really killing me,
and jeez I've just had the biggest
fiight, one of my mutual funds
dropped a point."

To demystify the legendary
writer of songs about heroin,

cocaine, lust and self-destruction

couldn't be a good thing. I don't
want to know whether Lou Reed
wears boxers or briefs, prefers
Captain Crunch with berries or
without. I want to picture him as a
simglasses and leather wearing
untouchable rock star.

Not to say that meeting celebri-

ties can't be great if you can handle
it. I've gotten the chance to talk
with many of my favorite musi-
cians from Grant Lee Phillips to
Travis Morrison, and they were
cool guys just reinforcing my admi-
ration for their talent. But a legend
is a legend. If mystery is part of the
appeal of genius then a mystery it

needs to remain, i

No one wants to see Paul
McCartney (a former Beatle) make
a jerk out of himself on television.

And believe me you don't try and
justify meeting these legends to
yourself by saying they could give
you good life advice. Imagine meet
ing Bob Dylan, probably the great-
est genius of the 20th century, and
asking him the meaning of life.

Then having to try to make sense
of the gravelly mumbled answer
you get that sounded something
like "fake fish jam boots."

These people are legends
because of their art. Dylan and
Reed put any answers they have in
their songs.

Besides, actually talking to

celebrities is just Uke talking to
anybody else. Take the rest of that
after party. My tee-totaling fair-

skinned friend rambled on with
Howard Hessman (of "WKRP in

Cincinnati") for 15 minutes about
some play. Genial, yes. Life chang-
ing, no. While that was going on,
an inebriated Karen Black (of "Five
Easy Pieces" fame) asked my girl-

friend how old she was.
"Twenty."

**You must get carded all the
time because you look like you're
fifteen."

"No, 1 get carded because I'm
not of age."

"Oh, well you'll appreciate look-
ing young someday."

WeU, they give you some good
anecdotes, anyway.

Bromberg's column runs TJiursdays.

Campus Events, to benefit from fee referendum

JONATHAN YOLING/Daid Bri in Senior Staff

Campus Events is in charge of organizing concerts, like

O.A.R.'s show in KerckhotT Grand Salon on Wednesday.

By David Chang
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang(a)media. ucla.edu

Christmas arrived early this year for the
folks at Campus Events. Thanks to last

week's passing of the Undergraduate
Students Association Council's student fee
referendum, the organization will finally

receive the budget boost it sorely needs to
keep up with the rising costs of providing
high quality concerts for students.
The referendum, which was approved by

57.2 percent of the votes, calls for an extra
$27.75 from students each year, which
amounts to $210,000 of additional funding
for student programming. Campus Events
Conmiissioner Ryan Wilson, co-writer of a
similar referendum last spring that suffered
from insufficient voter turnout, is relieved
that his efforts are finally paying dividends.

"We built a signboard and people got
dressed up on Halloween to pass out flyers.

The more things people started to do, the
better feeling I had. I'm just happy almost
5,000 people voted," Wilson said.

According to Wilson, the price to book
an artist of national caliber has increased
significantly since 1985, the last time
Campus Elvents saw a hike in its budget.

"Even your Jurassic 5-type bands need
five to ten thousand dollars a perfor-
mance," Wilson said. "It's hard to do a big
concert without risking losing a lot of
money. We might lose programming for the
entire year if that one show doesn't do well.
That's why the referendum is important, so
we would have the capital to put into a
large show and keep programming at a high
level."

Since the mid-1990s, the artists appear-
ing at the Cooperage and Westwood Plaza
have been less prominent than their 1980s
predecessors due to the grovmig risk of
booking big-name acts. This roll-of-the-dice

mentality vidll be greatly alleviated with the
additional funding - allovmig Wilson to
revive the presence of Campus Events with
higher profile performers.
One of the biggest names to perform this

quarter was Blackalicious, commanding a
price tag of around $5,000.

"They're the type of artists UCLA wants
to see - bands that are on the cusp of main-
stream but still underground," Wilson said.

"To keep on the level of Blackalicious, we
have to stay competitive. They can go to
clubs and make just as much. We have to
make it worth their while to come to
UCLA."

Campus Events is currently holding
meetings to decide how to better utilize
this gift. Wilson pointed out that the extra
cash comes in handy during instances
when Campus Events is a few hundred dol-
lars short of booking a band. Advertising,
which sometimes costs more than the
bands, will also reap the benefits

"The breakdovm for us will probably
have the departments in most dire need
getting more money than others," Wilson
said. "For example, the film program is
pretty much stable because rentals are at a
fixed price. We can program all tlie films on
our current budget. The concerts, speakers
and advertising departments are where
we're going to need the most money."

Plans are under way for rewarding stu-
dents vnth a higher and more consistent
level of entertainment. Thus students need
not worry about waiting interminably for
the results of their dollars.

"One thing my staff is excited about is
getting a really big-name act to come here,"
Wilson said. "Our concert staff is really
anxious to find out the exact breakdown
because they want to start calling artists
for spring ... We have a lot of creative minds
on our staff that come up with great ideas,
but we often lacked the resources."

Ailartin'QTTTCn Ul I O
ALTHOUGH MOST KNOWN FOR HIS COMEDIC ROLES,
STEVE MARTIN IS ALSO AN ACCLAIMED PLAYWRIGHT

By Amber Noizumi

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
anoizumi(i)media. ucla.edu

He's the jerk, the wild and crazy guy, the
arrow-through-the-head jokester, the sadistic
singing dentist and one of the three pelvic-
thrusting amigos. As a comic, Steve Martin is

unmistakable.

Also the creator of such screenplays as
"LA. Story" and "Roxanne," few know Martin
as the sophisticated writer and playwright he
has become, contributing to the New Yorker
and having written the acclaimed play
"Picasso at the Lapin Agile."

Some may stiU see him as the funny-guy
actor even though his professional life has
currently been immersed in his wTiting. But
does Martin now see himself more as a writer
than an actor?

"In my own head, yes, but I don't know if I

want that out because I've put a lot of invest-

ment in my acting to call it a career," he said.

His renown as a playwright has been grow-
ing since the 1993 staging of "Picasso" at

Chicago's Steppenwolf Theater Since then,
theater companies all over have been putting
on his plays.

Starting tonight and running through Nov
23, three of his shorter plays will be produced
by the loud*R*Mouth Theater Company in
Toluca Lake. Each of the plays, "The Zig-Zag
Woman," "Patter for the Floating Lady" and
"WASP," are steeped in surrealism and take an
absurdist journey into the female psyche.

Martin partially attributes his sense of the
absurd firom his studies in philosophy at Cal
State Long Beach and UCLA before he quit
school to pursue a career in show business.
Though his plays have been, for tlie most

part, well-received, Martin is no stranger to
rapier-sliarp criticism. As a playwright, critics

love to lambaste the actor riding on the coat-

tails of his fame, but Martin takes that in
stride.

"One of those L.A. Weekly-type papers
wrote a bad review of ("Picasso") and said
'this is the kind of play that's only produced
because it has a celebrity's name attached,
and it keeps people fi*om seeing good plays,'"

Martin said. "And I thought, 'Now wait, let's

see, I wrote a play, and he wrote a review, and
that's the difference between us.'"

When asked what the difference between
working in the medium of theater versus film,

Martin says that his playwriting is more of a
precise art form.

"I've foimd that in all my plays, if an actor
had a question about a line, I could answer it,"

he said. "Sometimes in movies, I don't have an
answer. Ill think, 'It doesn't matter,' but in my
plays >every«lina(has to be that way* It has a
rhythm."

jAnd that rhythm of writing is what brings
Martin joy. According to him, the fact that he
can write without having to worry about mak-
ing a living is a luxury that most writers don't
have.

"I never write to deadline," Martin said. "I

never start writing imtil that idea is nine
months pregnant, and it just starts to come.
It's like you're running to the toilet, only you
start typing."

Now after 40 years in the business, Martin
feels comfortable with where he is and who
he has become as an actor and as a writer.

"There's a certain time when you kind of
accept that you are no longer new, you're no
longer iconoclastic or would look silly being
iconoclastic," Martin said. "But there's also a
certain time when you don't need it anymore,
you're just in a different place in your life."

And Martin is in a different place in his life

than when he was that wild and crazy guy.
While some artists stay in the comfort zone of
their artistic niche, Martin has proven the

Gro\'e Press
Comedian Steve Martin, as shown on the book jacket for his "Picasso at the Lapin Agile - and Other
Plays, IS fast becoming a renowned playwright.

diversity of his skill while staying as prolific
as ever

"I'm still going very strong," he said. ''My
mind is throwing out things, and I like that."

What's up for Martin next? WeU, he'U be
starring in the film "Bringing Down the
House" with Queen Latifah and is currently
making his hit novella "Shopgirl" into a movie
starring Claire Danes and Jimmy Fallon. And
as for writing, he has just finished a new novel
and constantly has ideas for more.

**I have a title in my head and a first parar
graph, but I've never been able to finish it. The
title is 'Steve Martin, Nude Photographer' and
the first sentence is, 'First, I'll need a camera.'
I don't really know where to go after that"

Steve Martin's three one-act plays will play at

the Sidewalk Studio Theater Thursday and
Friday at 8 p.m. and Saturdays at 7:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m. For reservations, call (562) 972-
3593.

HOW TO GET ON A GAME SHOW

Focus Features

Julianne Moore (left) and Dennis Quaid star in Todd Haynes' "Far
From Heaven."

Haynes reveals different

side of 1950s in 'Heaven'
By Ryan Joe

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
rjoe(a)media. ucla.edu

Todd Haynes has been on
the fringe of Hollywood, but
never quite in the spotlight.

Credit that to his idiosyncratic
movies, which include the styl-

ish and experimental films
"Safe," a portrait of a house-
wife who might be allergic to
society, and "Velvet
Goldmine," a bombastic pic-

ture of the 1970s glam-rock
scene.

Now comes "Far From

Heaven," which will likely

become his most popular
movie. Starring Julianne
Moore and Dennis Quaid, the

fihn opens Friday and depicts

a belated coming-of-age for a
1950s housewife, played by
Moore, in a Connecticut sub-
urb. The film is a throwback to

the 1950s melodramas.
"1 knew 1 wanted to make a

film that would emotionally
grab you, and I knew 1 was
doing a bunch of things that

would hav e hindered that since

HEAVEN
I
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Ever want to provide the questions to a "Jeopardy" answer? Here's how:

Step t' Do the Research

Want to quiz Trebek backstage to find out how much he really knows? Or have you just been dying to cuss out
that annoying "Weakest Link" host? Go online first to see which of the shows are actually still looking for
contestants before you go any further. Some shows only recruit a few weeks out of the year, while others do it

on a continuous basis. Usually typing in the name of the show in any search engine will bring you to Its official
Web site. There you'll be able to find out what the audition process entails, and how you can schedule an
appointment.

Step 2: Abide by the Rules

Once you've decided which game shows you want to try out for, make sure you know how to play This may
seem obvious, but there's nothing more embarrassing than getting to an audition and not knowing any of the
rules. Things like spinning the wheel out of turn, or answering a question before you buzz in are surefire ways
to say "goodbye" to your hopes of winning it big.

Step 3: PractJoe the Game
If there's a home version of the game. PLAY IT No matter how easy a game might seem on television
playing face to face with real people is an entirely different challenge. Having trouble finding
contestants? Talk to your friends; once they find out you're practicing to be on a game show, they
should be more than willing to help you out. Just be careful, or else before you know it, you'll have ten
other people expecting to get a piece of the prize when you win that trip for two to Jamaica.

Step 4: Leam the Lingo

Sometimes getting on a show requires much less than kissing up to casting directors, although that helps too.
Mostly though, what separates the contestants from the viewers is their language. As silly this may sound, it's all

about the stupid phrases that people reiterate on the show. Stuff like "big money! big money!" on "Wheel," and
"Let's make it a TRUE daily double" on Jeopardy are what make the game show pros (those that go on game
shows for a living) stand out from their peers.

Step 5: Schedule an Audition

So you think you're finally prepared to try out for a show? Then what are you waiting for; call and let them
know you want to audition! Sometimes, auditioning just means showing up to the day of the taping, like on
"Price is Right." where audience members are screened the same day to be on the show. Other programs,
such as "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" and "Weakest Link" involve a much more lengthy process, including
preliminary quizzes, mock games, and follow-up interviews.

Step 6: The Wbltir^ Qanoe

After the audition is done. "Don't call us, we'll call you," is what you're likely to hear. Even if you do get a call
back, there are no guarantees that you'll actually be chosen to spin the wheel or bid on a new dining room
set. Most shows maintain an "active file" that they place prospective contestants. The good news? This
means that you might appear on the show if you get in the file. Bad news? There are no guarantees.
Sometimes it may take months or even over a year before contestants are contacted to appear on a game
show.

SOURCLCJyh
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BRIEFS

Film
• Mexico's 2001 hit "Y Tu Mania Tambien" comes to

the Ackerman Grand Ballroom tonight and FYiday at 7:30
p.m. and 9 p.m. Call (310) 825-1958 or log onto www.cam-
pusevents.uclaedu for more information.

• The UCLA Film and Television Archive's "Art of
Hollywood" film series highlights film art design. UCLA
alumus Francis Ford Coppola's The Godfather 11" is
screening Satxirday night at 7:30 p.m. "Just Imagine" and
"Fantastic Voyage" will screen Sunday at 2 p.m. The
Crowd" and The Wind" will screen at 7 p.m. All screen-
ings are at the James Bridges Theater Call (310) 206-
FILM or log onto www.cinemaucla.edu for additional
information.

Film industry unions push for higher tax credit

Music
• The Ethnomusicology Undergraduate Association

promises jazz trio music at Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
tonight 7-9 p.m. Contact Isaac Darche at
isaacdarche@hotmail.com for more info.

• Alan Feinberg plays works by Bach, Ives,
Ustvolskaya and Chopin in Schoenberg Hall 8 pm
Saturday. Call (310) 825-4401 or log onto
www.uclaUve.com for more information.

Tlieater
• The Wooster Group, a New York theater ensamble,

performs its show To You, The Birdie!" which updates
Jean Racine's play, "Racine," Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 2 and 7 p.m. in tlie Freud Playhouse.
Call (310) 82S4401 or log onto www.uclalive.com for
more information.

• UCLA Film and Television Professor Mel Shapiro
directs "Big Love" by Charles L Mee, a story about 50
modem-day Greek brides who are seeking refuge fi-om
their forced family-arranged mass marriages. The show
runs through Dec. 15 at the Pacific Resident Theatre, 703
Venice Blvd. For additional information, log onto
www.pacificresidenttheatre.com.

By Karen Matthews

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

With a movie about former Mayor
Rudolph Giuhani set to start shooting in
Montreal on Thursday a Brooklyn con-
gressman called for tax credits to offset
the Canadian film industry's competitive
advantage.

"Today, somewhere in Canada, a net-
work called USA Network is making a
movie about the mayor of the city ofNew
York," Rep. Anthony Weiner said
Wednesday "I guess they're going to show
him watching baseball games at the
SkyDome or eating pommes firites rather
than eating at Patsy's."

Members of the Screen Actors Guild
and other film industry unions joined
Weiner, a Democrat, in ftx)nt of City Hall
to urge federal legislation that would pro-
vide producers with a 25 percent tax cred-
it for wages if they film in the United
States.

"What we have to do is level the playing
field between ourselves and these other
countries," said former SAG president

Richard Masur.

Canada offers wage-based incentives
that can cover 35 percent of labor expens-
es. Entertainment industry executives
estimate that those credits have cost the
United States 25,000 jobs and $10 biUion
annually for each of the past three years.
The two-hour Giuhani movie, "Rudy!,"

is the latest example of the trend. It's

based on Wayne Barrett's biography and
stars James Woods in the title role.

A spokeswoman for USA Network had
no comment on the protest. Sunny
Mindel, a spokeswoman for Giuliani, also
declined comment.

Weiner, who is co-sponsoring the U.S.
Independent Fihn and Television
Production Incentive Act, said New York's
film industry has been particularly hard
hit since Canada implemented tax credits
in 1998. He said total gross budgets for
feature fihns in New York state dropped
fi-om $695 million in 1999 to $167 miUion
in200L

California legislators also have dis-

cussed ways to offer fUmmakers wage-
based tax credits for filming in that state.

The As- I - ;- - S

I

Rep. Anthony Weiner, D-N.Y, far left, listens as actor and former Screen Actors Guild
national president Richard Masur, second from left, joins with other actors and film
industry representatives to protest the USA Network's decision to film In Canada

Hurt portrays FBI spy in miniseries

Art
• The Hammer Museum's Hanuner Conversations

series continues with Nicolai Ouioussoff and Peter
Scl\ieldahl talking about the issue of contemporary
museum design and how art and architecture affect a vis-

itor's experience, today at 7 p.m. For more information,
call (310) 443-7000 or log onto www.hammer.uclaedu

• Sean Griffin performs her new works for sopranos,
turntables and laptops to accompany her film installation
at the Hammer Museum Simday at 7 p.m. For more info,

call (310) 443-7000 or log onto www.hanuner.uclaedu.

SEPI'S
GIANT SUBMARINES

10968 Le Conre Ave, 206-71 71
I between Goyley and Droxron

TRADITION CONTINUES
SIHCE 1970

By Frazler Moore [

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — William Hurt, considered a
fine actor and a compUcated man, may have
met his match with his latest role.

He plays the main character in the CBS
miniseries "Master Spy," based on the hfe of
FBI special agent Robert Hanssen, a flesh-and-

blood enigma whose quirks and contradic-
tions are as hard to grasp as air.

"What if," muses Hurt, "you went to the 'nth'

degree to prove to yourself that you're the per-
son you want to be? But you found that it's

completely different fix)m the person that you
are, and you foimd yourself in a place that con-
sistently refuted the facts as you sensed
them?"

I

At least this much is sure: Arrested in
February 2001, Hanssen was sentenced last

May to life in prison without parole for selling

government secrets to Moscow over a period
of two decades, for a bargain-basement price
of about $1.5 miUion.

,

The enormity of Hanssen's crime speaks for
itself. But what of the impulses at war within
this otherwise loving husband, devoted father,

pious CathoUc and avowed
patriot?

"I want to go in many direc-

tions at once," Hanssen tells

himself in the movie. "I feel that
I am a man open to every kind
of experience."

Mana^ging this "openness,"

then losing control - that's what "Master Spy"
investigates. It airs Nov 10 and 17 at 9 p.m.

Co-starring with Hurt are Mary-Louise
Parker as Hanssen's wife; Peter Boyle as his
psychologically abusive father; David
Strathaim as his best fiiend with whom he
shares a kinky sex drive; Ron Silver as his
boss; and Wayne Knight as a fellow FBI ana-
lyst

The fihn was directed by Lawrence Schiller
and written by Norman Mailer, who came up
with "a very stout script," says Hurt approv-
ingly.

His first question to them: Is Hanssen crazy
or not? "I said, That is our issue here as
artists.' Norman held off answering. Larry said
that was what he was here to explore."

Talking with a reporter at CBS headquar-
ters, Hurt said, "Two things I began to figure
out Hanssen's father had been really bad to
him. And I felt that he, as someone beaten up
by his father, identified with the Russians -
that he felt the Soviet Union was badly beaten
by us."

A growing sense ofvictimization might have
led (at least, fi'om Hanssen's perspective) to
Russia waging a pre-emptive strike against the
United States, Hurt goes on.

By helping the other side, "was Hanssen try-

ing to balance out those two ferocious forces
and keep the Soviet finger off the button? Or
was he just rationalizing his own inner conflict
he couldn't resolve any other way?"

Such was the spectrtmi of possibilities that
Hurt was trying to account for in his portrayal

HEAVEN
from page 12

we were exploring an outmod-
ed style of storytelling," Haynes
said. "They're a lot of red flags
that go up when people
encounter melodrama or a so2^
opera."

The way to reconcile this

potential problem, which could
cause audiences to snicker and
make their way to the back
exits rather than reach for
another Kleenex, is in the com-
pelling nature of the themes the
movie brings up. In "Heaven,"
Haynes tackles issues of sex
roles, sexual orientation and
race with boldness.

"We hke to think that we've
moved on from the '50s more
than we actually have," Haynes
said. "The movie 'Pleasantville'

is a good example of that atti-

tude, and I'm taking the oppo-
site tact."

There is notable artificiality

to "Heaven," but Haynes sees
tliat as a central theme of film-

making itself.

"I think when you set out to
be real, you'll always fail," said
Haynes. "For a while, the hand-
held camera was supposed to
be more real or gritty.

Naturalistic acting also has
almost everything to do with
the method style in the Marlon
Brando-James Dean style of
film performance. But there's

nothing real about cinema. And
if you start out knowing that,

you can achieve a surprising
reality."

In a continuation of his pref-

erence for artifice, Haynes'
next project is set to be a biopic
of Bob Dylan in the same way
that "Being John Malkovich"
was a biopic ofJohn Malkovich.

"It's a very imtraditional
biography movie where there'll

be a cluster of characters which
are all Bob Dylan and of course
none of them are Bob Dylan,"
Haynes said. "It should be real-

ly fun, not at all a head-scratch-
er.

It's certainly unorthodox,
and Haynes basks in his unusu-
al technique and sensibihties; at

least he's doing what he wants
to do and if his work happens
to be accepted by critics or the
mainstream audience, well,
that's just a by-product.

"I've never made a film that
was not a film I wanted to
make," Haynes said. "I've been
very lucky that way. Any criti-

cism has been secondary
because I'm doing what I want
to do."

ft.-

ecial Egg Donor Needc
Compensation Starts at $8500

I

•LntdMn
$3.95

Longest Tradition in Wostwood

cents Arty Smol
' Sepi's w/
coupon

^MJMI — -

$1.00

i

nyLorg
Sepi's wf^

coupon

Intelligent & Loving couple is iooiiing for a special woman to help them
aclileve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or

taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT
28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConceDtion.net and then contact

Creative Conception, inc. at (888) 411-3447

Westwoou
VNXAGE
961 Braxton

206-5576

948BrmIuii
23&-MANN

UMPONAL
10925 Lindbrook

206-4366

FESTMU.
10687 Lindbrook

206-4575

PLAZA

1067GJendon
206-3097

I ISpy(PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mo»»-THi (11:15) 2:00 4:45 7:30 10:20

the Trutti About Charlie (PG- 1 3)

THX - Doiby Oigitai

Moo-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7«) 10:00

Jackass: The Movte (R)

THX-OobyDigtai
Mon-Tht (12:00) 2:20 4:40 7:15 10:10

Ghost Sbip(R)

THX - Dolby Digttal

Mon-Thu (12:10) 2:40 5:10 7:40 10:30

Whfte Oleander (PG- 13)

Doiby Digitai

Mon-Thu (120) 4:00 7:10 9:50

West Hollywood

Bargam Shows () For Ail Theatres

Westwood

SUNSET 5

SOOOSonset
lat Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 84d-3S00

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00

All or Nothing (R)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7 00 9:50

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:40) 2 05 4 40 7 15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9:55

Comedian
Mon-Thu (12-15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

AVCO CINEMA
l0e40WHaNre»vd

1 BIk.E. of Westwood
(310)777-H1J||#330

yVNDMARiL
Westwood

PACiFJC

Westwood

WLA/Beverly Hills

Santa Monica
CRfTERICNS

1313 3fdSt
Promenade

I

Ghost Ship |R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12 00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:10

, The Ring (PG- 13)

!
THX - Dofcy DlglW - stereo

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7:00 10:00

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-THu (1 1 :1 5) 1 :45 4:20 7: 1 9:45

Royal

11523 Santa Monica Bi.

MUSIC HAll 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Frida(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15) 410 7:00 9:55

Tully (NR)

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:40 10:00

Shanghai Ghetto (R)

Mon-Thu (5:05) 7:20 9:55

Under the Moonlight

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9:50

Punch-Dnink Love (R)

Mon-Thu 1:40 4:30 7KX) 9:45

Red Dragon (R)

Mon 1:30 4:20 7:10 10:05

Toes 1:30 4:20

VHM-Thu 1:30 4:20 7:10 10:05

TheRlng(PG-13)

Mon-Wed 1:50 4:40 7:30 10:15

Thu 1:50 4:40

Sweethome Alabama (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:50 7:20 9:55

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FAN0ANG0.COM

Beveriy Hills

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310) 208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Bivd

(S. of Wilsftire)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

Santa Ciause2 (PG)

Mon-Thu 1 1 :00 1 :30 4:1 5 7:00 9:25

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI RNE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Trials of Henry Kissinger

Mon-Tue (5:20)7:30 9:30
Wed (1:00) 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:30

Thu (5:20)7:30 9:30

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILUON
10800 Rco Boulevard

(310)475-0202

The Transporter (PG-13)

THX - Dolby 5fl - Stereo

Moo-Thii (11:45) 2:15 4:45 7 40 10:15

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2 10 5 05 7 55 10 35

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 1 :20) 2:00 4:40 7:20 1 0:05

Santa Monica

Beverty Connection

La Cienega at Beverty Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Abandon (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:10 4:50 7:30 9:50

Formula 51 (R)

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:20 7:50 10:00

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 11:30 1:40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 7:00

All or Nothing

Mon-Thu 12:00 3:30 6:30 9:30

The Man from Elysian Relds (R)

Mon-Thu 11:15 4:20 9:40

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu 1 1 :00 1 :45 4:30 7:1 5 1 0:00

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7 15 9:50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4 50 7:15 9.45

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2 30 5:05 7:45 10:20

Spirited Away (PG)
Mon-Thu (1 00) 4 00 7 00 ld:00

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon 2:30 5:10 7:40 10:05

Tue-Wed 2:30 tlO 7:00 7:40 9:15 10:05

Thu 2:30 5:10 7:40 10:05

Paid in Full (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 5:00 7:20 9:40

The Transporter (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:05 4:40 7:10 9:30

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:30

Santa Monica
NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

Food of Love

Mon-Thu (4:20) 7:00 9:40

NuWlLSHIRE Bovirting for Columbine (R)

1314 Wilshire Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 :30 2:30) 4:15 515 700
(310)394-8099 8:00 9:4510-30

liDVMf
niw

bpum

rtovif

(JUDt

310.825.
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CLASSIFIED

Topixe an ad, call

310.8^5.2221
'

How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classjfieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles,CA 90024-1641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

AdWrtUngTIps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DoadHhss
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

dassHled Une Rates

One Insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 Insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

5 insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

12pt. headline 8.50

16pt. headline 11.00

Box $10.00

Ouartertjt

50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50

12pt. headline 84.50
1 6pt. headline 103.15
Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate Information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

^^^^
Allow 5 worldng days for mailed payments.

RatBS subject to change without notice.

Special Features & Issues

mimtts
Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Everyday!

310.825.2221

sVILLflOf DIStI

www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th weeic

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a dick-click

away every day

!
Hnd everylhingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPLACE.COM
The ASUCLA Communicationa txMd fi«y supports the University of CaMomia^ policy on nonOocrimmation No med.om shall accept advertisements which present persons of any ongm
?^:-"'''. °'. **^ ortantation m a demeaning way or to imply that they are Imilad positions. capab.iit«s. roies. or status m soctety Neither the Daily Bnjtn nor the ASUCLA Communication

^?.^ "l^'

-lf?^ .*^ ^ ** strvtcea advertised or the advertiaaments repreaantod m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on
nondisuiiuullon MadherMn should communicale complaints in wrtting to the Aaaistant Director Daily Bnim 1 18 Kerckhoff Hail. 308 Weshwood Plaza. Los Angeles 90024-1641 For assis-
tance with housing dNCrimination problems, call the UCLA Houswig Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line
at httF^/www.dartybnj«i.ucla.e<*j Placement on-line ia oftared as a compivnentary senrice for customers and is not guarwMeed. The Daily Bmm is responsible for the first incorrect inser-
tion only. Mmor typographcal errors are not eNgibta for raMida. For any refund, the Daily Bojm Classified Department must be notified of an er-or on the first day of publication by noon.

tmm^ mmmmm "^iPiiliPiiliiiiliPliiM

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

t250
Greeks

1250
Greeks

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraisina event. Our programs make fundraising easy wHh no risks.

Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the programi It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

1800
Miscellaneous

1800
MisceTlaneous

LES PROS
NeetfetUn West Hills

Recycler ClassifiedSf a Wbune Co.,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
& join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CAHDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,

avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IH RETURH, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

+ bonuses * other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
1'800'300'2777 x32603
joe.moran@recycler.com EOE

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car kDans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man wtK) truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

llteratureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectlonate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/manlwolf@ mail .com

MATURE, GENEROUS Professional to date
arxl perhaps mentor attractive sensual co-ed.

Email Jerry_yes@yahoo.com.

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. VolceA^deo/chat/music.

2050
Pregnancy

2200
Research Subjects

NATIVE SEOUL KOREAN SPEAKERS
NEEDED. Looking for native Seoul (standard)

Korean Speakers for linguistic experiments.
Must be 18 years of age or oWer. Must have
nomial hearing. $20/two sessions. Each ses-
sion last less than an hour. Contact
sahyang@ ucla.edu

.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers ar\6 non-snfX)kers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MRI arxj Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

QUICK CASH! Earn $5 in less than 1/2 hour
by participating in a simple experiment about
language learning. Contact: lingexp@ya-
hoo.com

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or

888-791-9988.

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the eariiest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

VOLUNTEERS BETWEEN the ages of 18-30

with normal visk)n, balance and in good health

are needed for paid research on eye move-
ments at UCLA. For more information call 310-

206-6354.

2200
Research Subjects

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a

diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coll 1 800 521 521

1

Healthy, 8-17 yrs
Participate in a research study on

how people react to pain tasks

Come to UCLA for 1 or 2 research

sessions to fill out forms & experience

3 pain tasks. Each session lasts 31/2 hrs.

Researchers will monitor responses

to 3 tasks (pressure on finger, hand in

cold water, arm over dot of heat).

Receive a $30 Blockbuster certificate(s)

(310) 825-0731
contact Xio or Reema at UCLA Peds

2200
Research Subjects

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, bkxKJ

tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-

zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

2300
iiiasi « iiSperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-

erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EAST INDIAN EGG
DONOR NEEDED

$50,000 (COMPENSATION) Highly success-
ful, professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is at-

tractive and intelligent (SAT score of 1400+)
with a good personality. Privacy is guaranteed.
Please contact our agent:

Dariene@aperfectmatch.com 800-264-8828.

I.

Weil-Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 1 8-30 years of age, 5'l"-5'8", thin

build, and b^own^lack hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

fT OPTIONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses

EGG DONORS WANTED ages 19-32 all

backgrounds. Generous compensation. Call
541-266-8284 or www.creatingnewgenera-
tions.com

Egg Donors Needed *

Healthy females aees 1 8-31
Donate to infertile couples sonfie of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION ^5, (?(?0 starting

Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494k
IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonynious sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So If you're
k)oking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http7/www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tkikets just for applying!

3300
Collectibles

John cJj christiak
DESieMCRs a cntFTsMCN Since fSMI

ucui
C0UX6E MONOCRAM

RfM«

Ftm Bfockare

•Yeah Date
•Oegree
•greek letters
•Your Monogram

14K GOLD $450 .

RINGB0X.COM 1-888-046-6466

3500
Furniture

FOR SALE! Wooden bureau with drawers.

Price is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

MOVING SALE. Computer P3 w/nx)nitor and
scanner ($400), 24-inch TV w/stand ($100),

dining room set (seats 4) mint-condition

($200). Call310-Ri>fi-«^156.

Garage Snios

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregorys Chris 818-321-5408

3800
Miscellaneous

1heclogstore.conr)
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

1-e00*^46-CLOQ
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HP 23OO
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

forCowp/es Undergoing Fertility Treatment
m^:-

21-32 years of age

Non-smokers. No drugs

Attractive Compensation to
donor, if accepted into program

Access to Recipients from 11 Highly
Reputed Feilility Physicians

Special net^di for Asian donors

f

Genesis Egg Donor Corp

For information,

call Toll Free...877/375-8888

We are a 100% Fhvsiciari Busied

Donor Oocyte Pfogrsumj

www.genesisivf.com

eggclonors@genesisivf.com

EAST INDIAN EGG DONOR
$50,000 (Compensation)

Highly successful^ professional East Indian couple, need an egg

donor of East Indian descent, who is attractive and intelligent

(SAT score of 1400+) with a good personality. Privacy is

guaranteed.

Please contact our agent: Darlene@aperfectmatch.com

1 -800-264-8828

3800
•cellaneous

i^ 3800
MTscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

^^@
4iiiii^_

4900
Autos for Sale

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k, automatic. AC,
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack, original

owner. $3700. 310-479-0222 or 310-433-
7585.

1996 FORD TAURUS white 63000 miles.
$6000.323-761-8154

transportation
4600-550r

4700
Auto Insurance Auto Insurance

Auto Insurance
^___ :^"i^g@,'M
irok^nnwestwoM. no BroK^i '

i> i-wk Aij^ootner I

markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

(310) 208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

LADIES LOOK YOUR BEST! Designer in-

spired purses and wallets inspired by Kate
Spade, Graffiti and much morel $24.95
www.superhandbags.com

Auto Insurance

-I INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817, 323-873-3303.

^900
Autos for Sale

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new cHjtch. Gets great gas
mileage. $1,700/obo. 310-433-1838.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red. great condi-

tion, well maintained, new clutch, 2nd owner,
alarm. 12 disc changer. $3300 OBO. 323-793-
4997.

1991 BMW 325i. White with blue top, original

owner, dealer serviced. $7900 OBO. 818-982-
9610.

1992 FORD EXPLORER XLT Fully loaded.
Leather. Black-tan. $4700. Excellent condition.

6 CD changer. 310-980-6730.

1994 VOLVO 760. White with beige leather

Interior. 72000 miles, loaded, factory CD play-

er. $9500. 323-761-8154

1995 MAZDA MPV LX(minivan). Great condi-
tion, automatic, green. 97K, air bag, AC,
AM/FM, power everything. $5,295 OBO. 310-
824-0622

3800
Miscellaneous

A900
Autos for Sale

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-doof!

Black with grey interior. Only 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. A/C,
power everything. 5speed manual, fun to

drive. Excellent condition. Must seel
$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

2000 FORD MUSTANG COUPE 2-door.

27K miles, automatic. Air condition, power
everything AM/FM Stereo. Cassette, Com-
pact Disc. $10,500. Call SEDA 31 0-209-

0528 or sdulgeroglu@hotmall.com.

2002 MITSUBISHI MONTERO SPORT XLS.
V6, champagne color. 20K-miles. Roof rack,

power windows tinted, warranty. Almost brand
new. $19,950. 310-266-8305.

advertise i

in classified display

t, 206.3060

OO o o o

travel
5600-5720

- ^

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

Need Transportation
to a Party or
Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)216^
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

;r^,.

94 BLACK HONDA ACCORD DX cupe.
Perfect condition. 55K miles. New interiors

and tires. $8000 OBO. 323-937-8919.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas. Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

S100
Motorcycles for Sale

HONDA ELITE SCOOTER very reliable,

$500,323-571-3088

BDQ[S]Dh/^^r5jcr-:5

Its like a garage

sale in the paper.

3800
Miscellaneous

LiV. ?^'

You can find just

about anything on

recycler.com. PCs,

Gravity Boots, Track

Lighting, Whatever.

So log on to

recycler.com today.

To place a FREE

ad, log on to

recycler.com and

click "sell it". With

100,000 ads each

week, ifs definitely

worth checking out.

com BECYCIEB

Classified^ mmm
Display

206-3060

r^.
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''^^mms. S700
Travel Tickets

S700
Travel Tickets

^TRAVEL STUPEiiTST

Cordio Do's ond Don'fs (Free, drop in)

Explore intensity, training zones, frequency and duration

of cardio exercise to maximize results.

1 ;00 to 2:00 pm, Wooden Center Conference Room

Ashe at 2 Dodd Hall, Center for Women Q\^6 hAen

Tfiursdays, 2:00 to 4 00 pm

Check out the Ashe Center website for more information,

ask a health related question even request an appoint-

ment www.sHidentheaith.ucla,gdu

or coll 825-4073

'MEXICO
MTAWAYPACKAOIf
IMBS-SKMHTI AIIMCUIM0

L0$CAB0$-_^,349

MAZATUN ^.3S9

Ple.VALyUtriU..399

CANCUN ^.509

cosniiCAhKii*. $119

i)ww.VictorylravelM«

(800)878-9986

Airfares
RIO-SAO $259

COSTARICA... $209

MEXICO $119

GUADALAJARA. $119

eUATEMAIA... $235

BUENOS AIRES. $249

CHILE $259

LifffiAa««**««**«*«*««» % 1 ay

LONDON $239

7000
Tutoring Offered

I M P JR O V E Y O U R
G R E . C M A 7

GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONAL!!
'r Fonrwr tt»t fK*p c«nt«r director

* 10 y««rv tMching standatdtzed math tasts
' C{><npr«h«nBo>o mttr>od p«rsorMltz*d to achiavi*
mawimum aiKcaas
B«tt«f AND chMpcr than tHa big comDanitk

aBBWwrw

C5T«206S«61-40

i#?*ffS ARE EC-I \W SiSS) 'DfJ R<T FlRCHACf- T*«£S HO^ IMCUJDEJ

SUBLETC TO CH-!ftGE '.MTiOiT 'CTCE SC« PESlt^CHC*mm\l

Nationally Accredited

I TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 "Quaking" tree

6 Kind of jockey
10 Redpeamt.
14 Greek letter

15 Cavern effect

16 Wolfs plaint

17 Planet

companions
18 Appear
19 Dairy-case buy
20 Musical piece
22 Banistied
24 Vexation
26 Meal
27 Keepsake tiolders

31 Alamo St.

32 More competent
33 Gloss
36 Sawbuck
39 Reddlstvbrown

horse
40 Got ttie news
41 Doom
42 Clue
43 Helms or Owens
44 Smidgens
45 Grassy field

46 Fighits against
48 Consoles
51 Waiter's ctieck

52 Reminded
54 Coarse, as tiumor
59 Sliowroom itenn ,

60 Inkling

62 Brazilian port

63 Archie or Jughead
64 "Good gnefr
65 Rival

66 Pipe joints

67 Rip apart

68 Pronx) tapes

DOWN
1 Cash dispensers
2 Frighten a fly

3 Unskilled laborer

4 Long-active

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

S N A G

1

R A F T

1
1 B 8 Ie N

C T E L 1 A M L L Y
N A T P A N G B R K E
S A N D B A R1 O U R E 8 T

R^H B L 1 M G E o^^m
F R A Y E D H A R D W A R E
R O L E 8r A C E 8 H 1 P
A M T IS O o N E 8"e N E
N E A Pi P A T ^ A B A 8 E
C R N A D A N OD E 8
I^^L 1 L MO C 1< Sl^^
A G A 1 N STI D O 8 8 1 E R
L A N c E

1
A M O R

1
1 D L E

A 8 Y E T M O R N N O 8 EmHIA DJiJ £1A iJS si L HD

6400
Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry©310-391-5657.

services
"5800-7300

S680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Rorida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com '

S600
Personal Services

6000
Insurance

>illstaie.
>ibuYe in good hands.

Mike Azor Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3

1

2-0202
1281 \A/©stwooc< Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllshilr©)

24 Hours a Day Service

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou h\(M where tolooid

11-7-02 © 2002 Unrted Feature Syndicate, Inc.

volcano
5 Worse, as the

weather
6 — Moines, Iowa
7 Put In the

cooler

8 Gauzy
9 Vied
10 Mosquito's

chest
-11 Fasteners
12 Ragrant
13 Go slow
21 Craft or skill

23 Friendly

25 Double curves
27 Songbird
28 Band member
29 Soil component
30 Barbie's beau
34 Possesses
35 Build

36 So long, in

Soho
37 Coup d'—

38 Monster-
hunter's loch

40 More sincere
41 Watch chain
43 Army vehide
44 Drank
46 Slot-machine

fruits

47 Dinghy's need
48 Merciless
49 Irm * ^ y-^
50 Marsh grass''

52 Gourmet
appetizer

53 Dizzy — of

baseball
55 — of one's

existence
56 Polite cough
57 Large sedan
58 Dog or salad —
61 Use a

calculator

CycleTime Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LIABILrV INSURANCE IS THE LAWI

rr'S LESS THAN YOU THINK!
No Kidding I Call for a free quoteJ

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad for minimum $10.00
discount wNh Inauranc* purchas*

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips eam cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Unk>n is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

Datelm

(3 1 0) 696
(213)572
(562) 282-
(626) 484-
(818)264-

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

Access QxJo 333

Ifs always free to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to acb

and free to send yoiir ad'

6ISO
Foreign Languages

6500
usic Lessons

LEARN/IMPROvt YOUR SPANISH: All lev-

els. Private, groups, and companies. Native
speaker. Experienced teacher. Sandra
Morgentsem 310-828-1606. Email:
Sandramor2@hotmaJI.com

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310^
826-9117.

^^W200
Health Beauty/ Services

^ 6200
Heattti Beauty/ Services

If you are considering improving the

appearance of your nose, visit...

www,nasalsurqery,orq

1^ 1IJ5I
Keyes Surgicenter

www,keycare.com

3 1 0-859-9388

€300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

SffiEADITIOM
UCLA

UCLA Beat 'SC Week:
Nov. 18-23

What do a bonfire, sledgehammer, blood, football

and games have in common? They're all part of

Beat 'SC Week! Celebrate Bruin pride and get

fired up for the big football game against USC
by attending these spirited events: Car Smash,

Blood Drive, Bonfire and Rally, Bruin Night

Out and Bruin Fair.

I

For information, call (310) UCLA-SAA or visit

www.UCLAiunini.net/BcatSC.

I

(310) UCIA.SAA iiivw.UCLiUuninLiMt/SAA

I

"SAA is the student chapter ofthe—

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point
on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com.
www.deeslegal.com. 323-938-4597

B A MUSIC

B.A. EDUCATION

^6SOO
Music Lessons

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

ivWb Studio by MiPiifax

let your soul come out and soig'

iVe (Teate a new progress

and pracbce CD wery lessai

PERSONAL INJURy
D.U.I. DEFENSE^

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & FaU • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OflBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Century Gty, California

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC memtjer. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

^mmBBOO
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Stixients WelcorT>e. Since 1985
Sharon B«ar, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

"T^fwris'

UCLAIumni
lAssociation

™*^ 6400
overs/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters

from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

STRESSED OUT? Relax with a soothing mas-
sage! Swedish, deep tissue, reflexology by pro
CMT. 9AM-9PM. $60/hr. Maxine 310-709-
6812.

7000
Jhtoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call;31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

MATH/SPANISH/FRENCH TUTOR Math
major UCLA 2000. All Levels. Experienced;
cun-ently an Algebra Teacher; Geometry; Pre-

calculus, college undergraduate courses.
Tania (323)463-1231

MELANiE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages,
. Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-
sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to
function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sume to: 310-278-4882.

FULL-TIME/PART-TIME Office assistant posi-
tions available. Must have pleasant phone
manner and abilty to function in a dynamic/fast
paced environment, fax resume to Tony 310-
861-8943.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH PfT research position at
BH media company. Must be detail oriented
and very organized. Flexible hours. $10/hr.
Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncotogyst office. Top pay. SerKJ
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

POETRY/LYRICS Successful composer
needs lyrics of all types: Rock, Pop, Country.
Royalties split 50/50. Email questions arxj
samples: Music@Marvista.com

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fall. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
ASSISTANT

Non-profit. Owner is APR.. Tremendous
opportunity to learn on the go. Immediate
opening. Salary+commlssion. Part Time
can morph Into Full Time when you're
ready. Cuba travel. Computer skills a
must:Excel, Powerpoint, Quickbooks Pro,
Adobe. Fax resume: 213-626-8903

PROFESSIONAL WRITER^-EACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kids fed up with math? Help has
come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math, Including:Algebra 1 and 2,

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math.
Flexible hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sen-
ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years
experience tutoring math and three years
teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-
ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more infonnation. Stephanie :310-

993-8064.

J

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

FEMALE MATH TUTOR WANTED for 8th

grade Algebra. Thurs 3:30-4:30PM on cam-
pus, $13/hour. If interested, email
cllndstr@ucla.edu

TEACHER PfT. Private High School kwking
for P/T geometry teacher. Starting 2/1 A)3.

Please send resumes: School, 2118 Wilshlre
Blvd. #454, Santa Monk^a CA 90404. Attn:B.K.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-
gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

'ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED'
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who kDves to play/have fun. Loca^
ed in BelAlr/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

BABYSITTER
Experienced female care for 2yo (daytime)

and 4yo before/after preschool. Mon&Thurs
7am-5pm-H)ne Friday/month. Need own car+
references. SM. Monkja 310-449-1984.

BABYSITTER. Every Saturday 2-1 0pm, flexi-

ble. Super sweet, like Mary Poppins. $10-
12/hr DOE. Pacifk; Palisades. Need own car
and references. 310-573-4171.

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thru Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.

tutor7892002@yahoo.com

Strictly UCLA students (with English major) tu-

tor for 14 year old. Need help with English, his-

tory and Math. 310-271-0122

TUTOR NEEDED. Asist and supervise 4th
grade boy w/homeworic. Motivated-patient.

Mo/Tu/Th, 4-6pm(flexible). $12-15/hour. ChiW
development experience preferred. BH area
310-666-4213.

BABYSITTER/DRIWER For 21/2 y/o girt. 3
aftemoons/wk. 12-6PM. English and Mandarin
prefen-ed. Los Feliz area. John 323-229-4942.

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 chlWren. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car, insurance, and
dean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

ENTHUSIASTIC FEMALE GRADUATEAJN-
DERGRAD student to help with chikjren.

Some Driving necessary. Child Develop-
ment/Experience necessary. Aftemoon/Even-
ing hours, good salary. 310-471-0804.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o . Call 310-995-3039.

FRENCH/ENGLISH speaking driver/nanny
needed. M-F. 12:45-5PM. Located In Holmby
Hills. (Sunset/Beverty Glen). $15/hr. 310-288-
0821. Send resume: alcatelrobin@aol.com

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH. Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female prefen-ed. 310-285-9612, 310-990-
8552

TUTORS FOR MATH AND LATIN. After 4pm,
flexible days and hours. Near Mulholland and
405 fwy. Cindy 310.553.1500 (daytime).

310.472.4723 (evening)

LOOKING FOR BABYSITTER for every Satur-

day night. Beverty Hills area. Car prefen-ed,

but not necessary. $10/hr. Call Sandra 310-
277-0045.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

P/T Chikjcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
12hrs/week. 310-858-8321.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr oW daughter. Intemation-

al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-

erences required. Grand Piano. Bevertywood.
Laird:31 0-287-1 010.

PT Nanny needed for 8 month old boy In

Santa Monica. Must have good references.

310-449-3476. Contact Alison.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education
female-student. School pick-up, help

w/homewori( &prepare healthy meals for 7-

year-okj girt. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,
310-828-8260.

Mark. <T> ,>r. (1 «aiiflfMi-.t/- .iiifVi. iV--.,! €^-

Classifieds "^
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7800
Help Wanted

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people

to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational

Sen^ices, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;

Email: instructorhiring@aceeducatk>n.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.
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8^00
ents for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

8A00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

-tv

^Vcfcome C[^ruins ^ "friends

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies.

We
-OT Whether

—
!«

• ''» • «- J '

you need a bachdHSIf,X 2, or 3- fUV

apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westsid

Of the many amenities availble, we offer gyms, swimming
pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios, more.
It necessary, we have custom designer furniture a
well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

more, in short anything you maynffd wf can

(310)
(linglish, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

-1700
, Tagalog,

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

iii^lt^^

J^
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** TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

7800
Help Wanted

OFFICE ASSISTANT F/T or P/T. High-energy,
articulate. EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION
SKILLS. COMPUTER LITERATE. Leave mes-
sage 310-476-1868.fax resume:310-271-
3959.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,
patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,
Spanish

. Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medical office. Will train, entry-
level. Computer knowledge a must. M-F. 9-6.

Salary+benefits. 10 mm from UCLA. 310-476-
4205.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to wori< weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-
ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA. flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr. 310-
688-6761

.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musicAalk-shows for oor radio stations.

PfT. $10-I5yhr, $200-»-per/show. plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080. 24-hours.

B.H. Model Management Co. kx)klng for new
talent ASAP for National CommerciaJsAMaga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-
es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required Flexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-
1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-
cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

NOW HIRING
All Positions

For our "New" Location
in Westwood

Opening Mid-January 2003
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
IS the leading natural foods retailer In
the country and proud to be included
in Fortune Magazine as one of the top

100 Best Companies to work for!

Leam the business and start a canw!
Starting wage range is

$ 7.50-$ 9.00/hr

Allriid our Joli hair
md^f A SiAurd^f, Mnwwiibw IS 416

MX) am to 3KX> pm
At the new store locatk)n,
1050 South Gayley Ave.
In the city of Westwood

Great Benefits!
• Medrcai/DentatVision Insurance Plans
• Team Memeber discount (20%off)

• Benefit hours (sick/vacation) pay
• 401(k) retirement savings plan

• Paid community service hours

• Team Member incentive program.

or fax your resume to

(818)990-1066

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City k)catk)n seeking F/T and P/T
scooper and shift leader position. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

BH LAW FIRM needs P/T file derks. $7.50/hr.
Interest in law prefen-ed. l5-20hrs/Wk. Flexible
scheduling. Fax resume/availability: 310-274-
2798. Attn: Recruitment.

BMW SALES ASST
BH BMW is k)oking for a rrwtivated individ-

uaJ. PT Sales Assistant. Four days a week.
Call: 310-358-7801.

Pn POSITION 1-2 daysAveek. 8-5.30pm, will

work w/school schedule. Some ECE/CD units

preferred & experience working w/pre-kinder-
garten children. 310-459-0920

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
serios apply. Call 626-821-4035.

CARE GIVER NEEDED
Need Assistant who can help with daily

activities for an elderly gentlenrian. Has
trouble walking/standing. Need a strong

man who can drive. Flexible hours. Con-
tact 3 1 0-350-6959.

CASH PAID vV

for your op«nion! Complete simple ^njine sur-

veys ^5-$96/survey"For 3etails: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

DRIVER to take 13yr-oW daughter home from
school. Imile in Beverly Hills. Tue, Wed,
Thurs. 3:20pm. References. $15/lrip. 310-477-
7541 310-553-5610.

M.D.R. clothing mfg.
CO. seeking energetic,
organized, detailed,
multi-task individual.
Computer skills are
preferred (Mac).
Flexible hours -

20 hrs/wk.
Please fax resume to

(310)273-3884.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP: Growing invest-
ment firm needs help. Flexible hours. Base
pay w/ incentives. 310-546-1560.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Dettvery drivers wanted.
South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our office, Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion
to schedule and interview.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental offk» seeking 2 positions;

PT front desk for TuesAThurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED denial assistant (310)824-2225,
(626)616-5609

FULL TIME FILE CLERK
For very busy westwood law firm. Expenenced
only. Must be detail oriented, highly organized
and personable. 10.30-7.30 Mo-Fri. full bene-
fits. Fax resurDe and salary history to 310-441-
8015.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
dean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work expenence&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

HELP NOW!!!
Top-performing company kx)king for stud-
ents who want to eam $1000-3000/month
P/T. Great resume builder 888-206-3618.

PHONE SURVEYOR & ADMIN WORK. Con-
duct phone sun/eys. Need callers with great
phone manners. Good computer skills.

$10/hr-fincentives. 310-914-5148.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Emptoyment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM- 10AM. Call :3 10-825-9681 or
email :erubio@ha.uda.edu

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule, Top Sellers MAKE
$1000/Week. starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Offk» FT/PT. $10, strong phone skills, good
cHent contact, must multi-task.ASAP I Fax:310-
860-0748.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverly
Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING
FOCUSED. PERSONABLE person'
P/T/Flex/$12/hr. Email:
tom@andersonstaff.com

MEDICAL OFFICE HELP Light Bookeeping
for busy surgeon's offrce. Quk:kbooks a must.
Flexible hours. Beverly Hills. Pay negotiable.

Donna: 310-285-9612.

MODELS WANTED by professwnal photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

Are ymam model...

RETAIL CLERK
Technkjal bookstore. BNi Publrcatwns. Inc., a
leader In technk:al publicatkxis for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA k)cation. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx»tion
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

or w
lili

uet starte d?i

male • hmje model:

SANTA MONICA LAW FIRM seeks file clerk

for filing and special projects. $8/hr. 16-

20hrs/week. Fax to Human Resources. 310-
394-4700.

fj • odbrs
We al$o Kav« Plus site & Children d..
For pfinf & rKjfHjnioo commefciols

No •xperKfic* re^irad No (ms

1 0.273.2566

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces

needed. No exp. required. TV, commercials,
film, print. Call 1-800-263-0174. ext. 210

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. m
^ Looking for new Talent A.Sj\.P. for Nat'L ^1

M Commercials & Magazines H
n 10 yrs. estab. Business ^
H Serious inquires!!! M
M 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Leam to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose
weight. Natural/no dmgs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music

videos and commercials. All ages. Work

Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Eam $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.k)-
selikemagic.com

WEST SIDE DOGGIE DAY-CARE needs dog
wranglers. Available Thurs-Sun and holidays.

Fax info to 310-445-0092.

7800
Help Wanted

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

Now Hiring: Driver and waitress needed
for New India Grill. Indian food experience
necessary. Call Dave (310) 996-0064

7840
Actors/Extras Wanted

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to
Jennifer@modernmedia2000.com

.

8000
Internships

ENGINEERING INTERN: Part-time position
to assist in project management and perform
administrative duties, www.adeptgroup.net for

details and to submit resume.

8A00
Apartments for Rent

PALMS
SllOO/month. 2bed/l.5bath. Appliances, pool,
laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and floor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 31 0-839-551 0.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking. Hardwood floors, lots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA Ibed. pet ok, r/s, hardwood
floors, large closets, laundry, parking included,

$950. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA 2bed, r/s, carpet, large clos-

ets, laundry, patio, pari<ing, $1250. www.west-
siderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less
than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,
no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C. fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, party-
ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month 310-
470-1513.

8900
House for Rent

BRENTWOOD spacious 2bed townhouse,
stove, carpet, balcony, laundry, pool, parking,

$1450. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368.

SANTA MONICA house, r/s. hardwood floor,

large closets, /d, yard, parking. $1350.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, pet ok. r/s. car-

pet, laundry, yard, parking. $700. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD. 1-mile from campus. Bachetor
apartment only $650. includes utilities. New
carpet, new paint & laundry. Profession-
al/grads preferred, non-smoker. 888-394-
3586.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-
man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent
English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-
tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-
cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

mmS^OO
tti^M^j#partments for Rent

$1150 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm. 1.5bth.

http;//LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets.
stove+ fridge. 1 -year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (kjwer). 310-398-3572.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,
separate kitchen, laundry room. pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parting extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdnn furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned parting. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, carpet, laundry,

parking, utilities included, $750..www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym. large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

WESTWOOD. IBDRM. $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

Westwood. 1 Bdrm/1 Ba.
Bright, spacious, luxury security building. All

amenities. Secure partying. Pool, Gym, fire-

place, laundry etc. $1245/mo. Six months
sublet, MUST lease. 310-200-7222, 310-
562-2830.

WESTWOOD furnished guest house, carpet,

large closets, laundry, parking, $650.

www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD. 2bed/2bath house. 10788
Wilkins Ave. Stove, fridge, dishwasher,
microwave, hardwood floor, fireplace, laundry,
pets OK. Small yard. One-car garage.
$2750/month. 310-578-7512 JKW.

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific
Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

L

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,
pari<ing, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD. Ibr+din, newly refurbished
hardwood floor/lower unit/one covered park-
ing/lots of closet space/backyard. Quiet build-
ing. $1575/month one-year lease. 310-208-
8993.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

9^00
Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS LARGE ROOM separate
from house. Grad student preferred. Must
have car, kitchen privileges, utilities included
$600. Washer/dryer. Abby:310-275-3831.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1-bdmi. WLA. Access to
garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

P/T MORNINGS. General Offrce or Customer
Service positions. Pleasant wori< place in San-
ta Monica. Education publisher. 310-395-
9393.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1 .5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/bateony. Close to transporta-
tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1 BDRM/1 BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parking.
Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE AVAIL-

ABLE
WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parting.
Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA. 1 bdrm/1 bth. Colby & Rochester. No
pets. $750/mo. 323-258-1354.

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-
washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, parking, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-
7512 JKW.

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully furnished room w/pri-
vate bath. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-
ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities. 310-392-
0405.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1 BDRM/1 BTH $1225.
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, bak»ny. fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UR
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BLOCK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

"WEST LA**
IBD+IBA $I145/MO
Gated Garoge, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
yy^ww.westsideploces .com

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large 2bdr/2bth. Newly remodeled, quiet com-
plex, gated parking, Jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$1 900/month. 31 0-208-51 66

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large single, w/patio, full kitchen, full bath-
room, walking-closet, underground gated
parking. $925. Call 310-208-5166.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to
UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,
$600/month. Private room.
Laudry/gym/pool/tennis court. lOmin-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. Across street
LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP 323-571 -•

3608.

ROOM FOR RENT share house, central
controlled heat and air. One half block to
bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.
$600/month. 323-939-9816.

BEVERLY HILLS Adjacent $1425. Urge
2bdrm/2bth, gated building. 9025 Ateott. Avail-

able 12/1. Call 310-385-0092.

WESTWOOD IBDRM APARTMENT High-
ceilings, fridge, dishwasher/stove, fireplace,

A/C, laundry in building, parking, 10-min walk
to UCLA. 6month-min-lease. $1300/month.
Available immediately. Cats OK. 310-208-
4934.

BRENTWOOD Ibed, r/s. carpet, laundry,
parking included. $995. www.westsideren-
tal^.corn 31p>;395-.7^

WESTWOOD Ibed. carpet, a/c, laundry, ga-
rage, $950. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsideren-
tais.com

•.NJ»«* ,«.

WfS^-tOt-A1««ftfS
1BD + IBA $1095/MO

GATED GARAGE, INTERCOM, EHTRY, A/C UNIT

2884SAWTELLE BLVD

(310)391-1076
MMittMn (3)0)490-4109
WWW.Wtlt»M«|»l«<>S.f

WESTWOOD 2bed, pet ok. r/s. carpet, lar^e
ckDsets, laundry, partying, $135. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, carpet, laundry,
parking, $650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen,

$750&up. Ibdrm $950-$995 many w/fire-

places, luxury and more. 2bdrm $1295-1595,
many w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more.
3dmi $2095-$2150. Large, luxury. Must see.
Call for free listing.310-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

Apartments to Share

ROOMMATE WANTED to ^^e '2bdh7i/2bth
apt. in residential drfeaVQulei,Vo-unitbUlldihg,

laundry, parking, convenient. Corner Kel-
ton/Palms. 310-836-2890.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 31 0-208-8931

.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD private room, pet ok, r/s, car-
pet, large closets, laundry, garage, $620.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, large
closets, laundry, $650.www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking
roomate (professional prefen-ed). 2bd/2bth.
$a20/mor»th. Available any time between
11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:310-826-6654

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.
Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.
Great locatwn/condrtioni $930/nrK). 818-653-
5837.

8500
Apartments Furnished

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE 1 bdrm/1 bth,
kitchen facilities. For one person, non-smoker.
$850/mo utilities included. Call 310-390-5589.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595.. 11933
Dariington Ave. Large rooms &krtchens/part<-
ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of ckjset Cats ok
Amie 310-207-1965.

**MAR\/KTA** I ^^8600
Vini\ VIOIAA B Condo/Townhouse for Rent

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in beautiful home
near UCLA, furnished/kitchen/laundry privileg-

es/utilities/cable included. Responsible male
student preferred. $650/mth. 310-477-6977.

Car necessary.

SANTA MA private room, r/s, carpet large

closets, laundry, garage, utilities included,

$450. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

BRENTWOOD 2bed, r/s. pool, laundry, carpet,
partying, included, $1395 www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD studio, r/s.
. pariting, $725.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes.

pari<ing, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.

310-271-6811.
I

JR EXEC $1150. 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace.

A/C. gated paricing, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061.

310-824-9691

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING
!

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!
Afiienlti«t include:

,

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator I

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon.-Sat.10-

4

(310)391-1076

www.westsjdeplaces.com

Walk to UCLA. 2bdnn/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two Indoor parking. $1700. Jimmy.
213-272-3316.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking. $500.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8700
ihouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise single, 1or2t)drm $150K-$325K. Walk to-

UCLAA/illage, 24hr/securlty. Spectacular
views, pool, spa, sauna, valet-service. Agent-
Bob 31 0-478-1 835ext. 109.

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdmi/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, furnished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools. Full

kitchen, 1 parking, A/C. $1000/mo. 310-208-
2376.

WESTWOOD townhouse, pet ok, stove, hard-
wood floors, balcony, garage, $1290.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME. GUEST-
HOUSE FOR RENT Fully fumished. Pool/Ja-

cuzzi use, Private Bathroom, Call Nina: 310-

471-6562.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days :310-475-7533, even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

8900
House for Rent

$500/MONTH+security $500, payable two
months. Private room/shared bath/parking on
street, near bus/kitchen use/utilities

payed/phone extra. Female student. 310-475-

1264

UCLA-GAYLEY AVE. Available now. $500
(utilities included) large single to be shared
with female only. Laundry, walking ctoset, fur-

nished. 310-497-2268/310-208-2834

WESTWOOD private room, cat ok, r/s, a/c,

fireplace, pool, laundry, garage, $400.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, laun-
dry, partying, included, utilities included, $625.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
Sublets in all citiesl! 1-877-for-rent
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KELTON/STRATHMORE IBDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen, Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.
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The Fourteenth Annual
UCLA Indo-EuropeanConference

SPORTS JHURSDAY^NOVEMBER7.2002-THEIttllYBR0lll 19

Friday-Saturday^ 8-9 November 2002
starting at 8:30 a.m. • Royce mil, Room 314 • Humanities Conference Room

Featured Speakers:

Prof. Dr. Helmut Rix D, giena Kuzmina
(Albert-Ludwigs-Universitat Freiburg) (Institute for Cultural Research, Russia)
"Towards a Reconstruction of Proto-Italic: "The Problem of Indo-Iranian Genesis"
the Verbal System**

,
.

j

Paper Titles ir Participants:

* Brian Agbayani & Chris Golston
(California State University, Fresno): "The
Order and Placement of Wackernagel
Clitics in Hittite" * Gregory E.
Areshian (Cotsen Institute of Archaeol-
ogy at UCLA): "The Zoomorphic Code of
the Proto-Indo-European Mythological
Cycle of 'Birth-Death-Resurrection*"

* Annamaria Bartolotta (University
of Palermo): "Toward a Reconstruction of
Indo-European Culture: Semantic Func-
tions of IE *men-" * Jon Billigmeier
(California State University, Northridge):
"The Dorians, Crete and the Sea Peoples"
* George E. Dunkel (Universitat
Ziirich): "Two New IE Particles: Exclusive
*ue and Perfectivizing *es" Joseph F.
ESKA (Virginia Polytechnic Institute):

"The Distribution of the Old Irish Per-
sonal Object Affixes and Forward Recon-
struction" Jay Friedman (UCLA): "IE
'blood' and Related Matters" * Martin E.
HuLD (California State University, Los
Angeles): "Processed Grain in Indo-Euro-
pean" Karlene Jones-Bley (UCLA):
"Basal Motifs and Indo-European Liba-
tions" Brian D. Joseph (The Ohio
State University): "Evidentiality in Proto-

Indo-European? Building a Case"
* Ronald Kim (University of Pennsylvania):
"Accentuation and the Prehistory of the
Slavic Aorists" * H. Craig Melchert
(University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill): "PIE Thorn* in Cuneiform Luvian?"

Angelo Mercado (UCLA): "Italic Poetic
Meter: The Old Latin Saturnian and the
Iguvine Tables" * Karl Praust
(Westfalische Wilhelms-Universitat
Miinster): "What Armenian Can Tell Us
About the Indo-European Augment"

Nicoletta Puddu (Universita di Pavia):

"Reflecting on ^se-lswe-: From Typology to
Indo-European and Back" * Jens Elmegard
Rasmussen (University of Copenhagen):
"The Dual Markers of Indo-European"
* Giovanna Rocca (Libera Universita de
Lingue e Comunicazione lULM-Milan):
"Ideology and Lexis: Umbrian iihtur, Latin
auctor"" * Paul-Louis van Berg (Universite
Libre de Bruxelles): "Arts, Languages and
Reality in the Mesopotamian and Indo-
European Worlds" * Marc Vander Linden
(Universite Libre de Bruxelles): "The Band
vs. the Cord, or Can Indo-European Recon-
structed Institutions be Tested Against
Archaeological Data?"

Bruno Leone
Friday November 8th

8pm
Jan Popper Theater

(located in Schoenberg Music Building)

FREE

The fu//program is available on line at bttt>://www,bumnetMcla.edu/pies/IECi^Pro^ram.html
.

For more information, visit the UCLA Program in Indo-European Studies website at http://www.bumnet. ucla. edu/pifs/.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The 14th Annual UCLA Indo-European Conference is funded by The Campus Programs Committee of the Program
Activtties Board. We would also like to give thanks to * Tbe UCLA Graduate Student Association.
The conference is also made possible through the generosity and efforts of-
* The A. Richard Diebold, Jr Endowment in Indo-European Studies The Friends & Alumni of Indo-European Studies
(lAIkS) ^^ The UCLA Society for Indo-European Studies The UCLA Program in Indo-European Studies The Dodd
Humantttts Group The Annual Indo-European Conference Student Organizing Committee.

doors open @ 7:30pm seating is first-come

Bruno combines a dazzling mastery of the piano with the true art of storytelling

in his original show, lEGEHDSO¥mOADVJAY and other tales. The show is an
entertaining collection of music and stories revealing the lives and personalities

of some of Broadway's best-loved composers.

uCL^By

brought to you by the UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee www.sca.ucla.edu

TJovcihBcr 12 -DecchJBct 22, aooa
:::/.:::::.f::::::i

Pearlwas commissioned by the Education Department of the John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts, Washington DC. Michael Kaiser, President; Derel< E. Gordon, Executive Producer;

Kim Peter Kovac, Producer.

- Tlie \l^sKin4ton Post

Allen rcforns fo fhc Ceffen Pl^oose

a netj d^4 confemporary a<(apf^f(^*>

! Br«fhers GriHun's Snow Whffe fale.

FOR TICKETS
in-person one hour prior

to each performance

10886 Le Conte Avenue

(student ID required)

10886 LE CONTE AVENUE IN WESTWOOP VILLAGE

GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE
GILBERT CATES

PRODUaNG DIRECTOR
RANDALL ARNEY

ARTISTICDIRECTOR
STEPHEN EICH

MANAGING DIRECTOR

— WWW.GEFFENPLAYH0USE.COM
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Golf team swings into fourth at Prestige
j

UCLA to represent at four tourneys ,:. is.,

By Gilbert Quinonez
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@medla.ucla.edu

The La Quinta Resort Mountain
Course is supposed to be one of the
premiere golf courses out there.
UCLA was one of 18 men's coUege
golf teams from across the country
given the opportunity to play at the
course in The Prestige at PGA WEST.

This was another great event,**

Stanford head coach Jeff Mitchell
told ucdavisaggies.com. "It's just a
superior event at a great location, a
great course."

The Bruins finished fourth with a
13-over par 877, 24 strokes behind
Texas Christian University, the win-
ner of the event While 24 strokes
behind the leader may seem like a
lot, the Homed Frogs finished far
ahead of everyone, not just the

Bruins. They shot an 853 (-11) and
finished 15 strokes ahead of second-
place UC Irvine.

"We played exceptionally well
over the last two rounds, and I am
really proud of the guys,** TCU head
coach Bill Montigel said in a state-

ment
Going into the last round of the

tournament, it was basically a four-

way race for second place between
UC Irvine, Pepperdine, UCLA and
Vanderbilt, who were all within one
stroke of another. After shooting a
292 and a 293 in the first two rounds,
the Bruins stayed consistent and
shot a 292 in the final round.
However, UC Irvine and Pepperdine
both had much better rounds than
their first two and finished well
ahead of the Bruins. The Anteaters
shot a 286 in the final round, finish-

ing at 868 (+4), and the Waves shot a

288, finishing with an 873 (+9)
Vanderbilt shot a 294 in the last

round, finishing with an 880 (+16),
five strokes behind the Bruins.

Individually, freshman Spencer
Levin tied for ninth place overall
with a 215 (-1). It was his third top 10
finish in four events.

UCLA senior Sang-Eun Ji had the
best i>erformance of his career. He
finished tied for 23rd with a 220 (+4).

Also for the Bruins, sophomore
John Poucher and junior John
Merrick tied for 33rd with a 223 (+7).

Junior Roy Moon tied for 39th place
with a 224 (+8).

The Prestige at PGA WEST was
the last preseason tournament on
the schedule for the Bruins before
the regular season gets under way in

February. UCLA finished in the top
five in all four of their preseason
tournaments.

EISENBERG | Enthusiasts

hail EPS as a serious sport
from page S

playground game of chance?
For the true RPS enthusiast,

the site lists a number of
advanced tactics designed to
give players the competitive
edge. According to the Web
site, "cloaking** is a trick in

which you hold back a throw of
paper until the last possible
moment to dupe an opponent
into believing that you may be
throwing a rock.

And "priming the chump** is

not a lewd public act that will

have you arrested by a team of
khaki-clad mounties, but a
count of 1-2-3 used to dictate
the pace of the game at the
beginning of each throw.
The RPS society has even

created a virtual "RPS Grand
Master** against whom players
can practice over the internet
So as you read this, hundreds
of civilization-starved

Canadians throughout
Saskatchewan and Manitoba
are playing hooky from their
jobs at the brewery or the log-

ging factory to play RPS against

an online trainer.

What's more is that when
these sports-deprived lunatics
are not playing against one
another, they are talking about
the sport on internet message
boards that the RPS society has
provided.

One string of posts actually

describes someone as the "Joe
DiMaggio of RPS," while in

another, a man calling himself
"Mr. Fancy** (could I make this

stuff up?) bemoans a ligament
iiyury in his wrist that will like-

ly sideline him for four-to-six

months.
Tournament coordinators are

unsure of how many fans will

show up in Toronto to watch
the competition unfold, but
sadly, attendance figures will

likely soar above those expect-
ed for Opening Day with the
Expos.

In the meantime, before the
start of the RPS championships
sit back, pop open a Labatt
Blue, and in the spirit of
Canadian pride, enjoy a game of
RPS with a friend.

It beats playing lacrosse.

BRIEFS

SoCal recruit

headed to UCLA
Marlborough High School's Shaina

Zaidi has verbally committed to attend
UCLA on a basketball scholarship.

The 5-footr8-inch point guard aver-

aged 22 points per game as a junior,

leading the Tigers to the second round
of the Southern Section playoffs.

The 79th ranked recruit in the nation
according to the All Star Girls Report,
Zaidi chose to attend UCLA over both
Loyola Marymoimt and Harvard She
will likely back up 2002 freshman Nikki
Blue at the point guard position when
she joins the squad next yean

Zaidi is part of a heralded 2003
recruiting class that already includes
guard Noelle Quinn, Zaidi's club teanv
mate and one of the nation's top ten
recruits, and forwards Consuelo
Lezcano and Amanda Livingston.

The extra scholarship for Zaidi

opened up after sophomore guard
Brianna Wmn announced earlier this

week that she will be transferring at the
end of fall quarter. The Bruins are still

hoping to land another post player with
their remaining scholarship, aft^r 6-

foot-2-inch power forward Crystal
Erwin verbally conmiitted to Notre
Dame in late oi:tober.

i

Compiled by Jeff Eisenberg, Daily
Bruin Senior Staff

\

M.H^PS |^£Ha looking into hiring agent
from page S

ketball," senior Jason Kapono said.

"He loves the game, and he really

cares about the team and the indi-

vidual players."

"He really has a great basketball
foundation," Lavin added.

There are 319 Division I baske^
ball schools, but only a small fi-ac-

tion are the msyor or mid-m^jor pro-
grams that Saia is most interested
in. I

He hasn*t hired an agent yet, but

says that he has several offers for
representation and will likely hire
someone soon to help him land his

dream job.

"The process ofcampaigning for a
job and getting your name out is

important, and as a basketball coach
lam inexperienced in that area,"

Saia said.

But until that big break comes,
Saia is going about his business at

UCLA He is set to tip off his seventh
season as an assistant coach for the
Bruins. He is content where he is,

but yearning for an even bigger
break.

He continues to plan the offensive
plays, bring in recruits, and work
toward winning a national champi-
onship. Such an accomplishment
would not only cap years of hard
work and dedication, but would also
raise his profile to a national level.

"I have a great job at UCLA," Saia
said. "Fm happy here. But the grass
is always greener on the other side. I

feel the next step for me is to be a
head coach."

i
t 1

CHAPMAN IfNIVJRSITY
Graduate Programs in literatures Creative WHting

We create an atmosphere where we hope you will not becfme each
other, but will become yourselves, as schcfers and/or writers.

We encourage exploration, difference, and the making ^f the new.

In small classes, with a faculty committed to teaching, you can earn

an M.A. in Literature, an M.F.A. in Creative Writing, or a special program

where you earn both degrees.

ThI core ClMAirVE WrITINC fACUlTY INCLUDES:

MartHi HaktW (Director}

T^o FieltK ''"h.if fitM> .iru; V.if«'' f ,».'

!

"s ;*U ntif nf

Mark Aielrod

Author fif nun-.f'th,-- / '- ,. "' ''•
. .\inn s( /i,'-; ijs

At'*' js totii niKi'l ^

Pamela Eieil

Awaid »vn>r,iiui p-oiUi t".. %'.ri'ri. > nj :'f'^!:t dirttti,!.

Jim UaylocK

A pnilifit ,,ov»;',sf n'f'os*' .vo'^s ,n- liuit' ,'/?<

Our visitinc writers

program has included:

Alain RobbeGiillet

Allen Ginsburg

Carlos Fuentes

Denise Levertoy

Douglas Messerii

Fanny Howe

Steve Katz

Robert Creeley

Nathanial Mackey

SICH A P M A N
N I V r R S I T Y

()K\\C.», C \III()K\|\

866-346-8799 • www.chapman.ecJu/english

By Gilbert Quinonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez ©media. ucla.edu

This weekend was made for ten-

nis fans.

Players representing the UCLA
men's and women's tennis teams
will be competing in four different

tournaments this weekend, at the
national and local levels.

Both Erfan Djahangiri and Sara
Walker are the lone representative
from their respective men's and
women's teams competing in the
Onrni Hotels National Indoor
Championships in Dallas, Texas.

Only players who have qualified
in regional tournaments which
occurred throughout the last

month are allowed to play in these
Omni Hotels tournaments

The fact that Walker made £he
tournament should not surprise
anyone, as she is currently the No.
6 singles player in the country.

However, Djahangiri is ranked
No. 95, and he was the fifth starter

on the team this past season.
"Erfan has been playing very

well for us," UCLA men's tennis
head coach Billy Martin said.

**E>ven though he's always been
the fourth, fifth or sixth starter for
us, he gives everyone on the team
fits when he plays against them."

Locally, eight different players
fi-om the men's team will play in the
Southern California
Intercollegiates, played at the Los
Angeles Tennis Club.

With Tobias Clemens and Chris
Lam, the Bruins have the top two

Daily Bruin File Photou»An,i DKLi.> riie rnoio
Sara Walker will play at the Omni Hotels National Indoor Championships in
Dallas. Walker and Erfan Djahangiri are the only Bruins scheduled to compete.

seeds at the tournament. Today,
Clemens, the No. 2 player in the
country, will play as the No. 1 seed
at the tournament. Lam (No. 86)
will be the No. 2 seed and Lassi
Ketola will be the No. 5 seed.

"Lam definitely deserves the No.
2 seed," Martin said. "He did very
well in the regionals and beat
Clemens in the regionals."

Wednesday, three Bruins had to

qualify to get into the main draw of
the tournament, including Aaron
Yovan, Travis Kinard and Alberto

Francis.

In doubles, Clemens/Ketola (No.
18 nationally) will play as the No. 1

seed on Friday. Needing to qualify
today are Francis/Lam and Chris
Surapol/Yovan.

The women's team will send four
players - Jackie Carleton, Laura
Gordon, Sarah Gregg and Anya
Loncaric - to the Desert Collegiate
Classic, which starts on Friday in
Palm Springs.

Gordon is making her first colle-

giate appearance for UCLA

White
from page

between being in physical shape
and running and making cuts,"

head coach Bob Toledo said.

"That's why he's not going to play
a whole bunch on Saturday."

But what little he carries will go
a long way in helping the Bruins
regain some semblance of a bruis-

ing running attack. In past weeks,
they have had some trouble with
this in the red zone and short-
yardage situations.

Still, lyier Ebell has done more
than enough to make up for

White's absence. The freshman
has run for over 100 yards in each
of his last five games and set the
single-season school record for
fi'eshman rushing yards.

"We'll complement each other
pretty well," Ebell said. "Manuel is

a big part of our offense."

Ebell replaced White in the
Oregon State game and ran for 203
yards. Junior Akil Harris, who had
platooned with White before the
injury, has seen few carries after
that game.

It remains to be seen how Ebell
and White split carries from here

on out.

"I really don't know," White
said. "I'm not too concerned about
that. I just want to get back out
there."

With White returning, logic
would follow that Ebell's streak of
100-yard games is in jeopardy.
But Ebell doesn't think so. He

believes that the thunder and light-

ning combination will allow him to
continue the streak in lightning-

quick fashion.

"I might get 100 yards on less
carries now since they won't be
able to key on me."

r^
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As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sonnetimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

ULS. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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advertisement

CAL TOPS 'CANES IN LATEST POLL
17 NEBRASKA

Just avenge the CU mauling and
beat the Oklahoma Sooners for
all to be right in Huskeriand.

18 use

Must turn off "Injuries" for the
thin Trojans to succeed. Con-
trolling the playbook is crucial

with use's quarterback.

19 BOISE STATE

8 FLORIDA

9 UCLA

Can the 'Canes repeat? Can the Sooners make it two out ofthe last three?Who will win the Heisman?How many polygons does a Butkus Award winner get? Where is Berkeley? The answers to these (No
No. Look to Texas. Thousands. Take 1-80 west and follow the signs.) and other pressing questions
can be found in this year's College Football Top 25 poll:

Say hello to the first ''Houston
Bowl" winner. Increased frame
rates show that this year these
boys are on their way up.

20 AUBURN

1 CAL

10 UNIV. OFTOLEDO

So they went 1 - 10 last year. Big deal. Serious time spent in the Blue Chip Recruiting Mode has made
this team mto a rough bunch on the gridiron. That combined with a new Power I formation adds
an unexpected threat for this turn-around team.

2 MIAMI (FL) 7 FLORIDA STATE

11 WASHINGTON STATE

12 ALABAMA

13 OREGON

14 OfflO STATE

11 WASHINGTON STATE

A strong passing offense makes
them a team to beat. Explosive
gameplay makes this perennial
Pac 10 little brother into a legit-

imate head-turner. WAZZU is

neaciyito fanglp VNJthtfe^ Ijig ^js'^ ;

12 ALABAMA^

Old coach sacked in Career
Mode. Team should improve.

21 SOUTH CAROLINA

15 WASHINGTON

16 LSU

17 NEBRASKA

How good is this team? Eight or
nine of their starters should be
in NFL GameDay" next year. The
'Canes may have the toughest
schedule in football, with games
against the Florida Gators,
Tennessee Volunteers, Virginia
Tech Hokies and Florida State

Seminoles. About the only qual-
ity teams not on their schedule
are in the NFL.

3 OKLAHOMA

Same coach. Same expeciauons.
Same potential: Nothing but a

national championship will do.

8 FLORIDA

18 use

19 BOISE STATE

20 AUBURN

New Hot Routes can put the
2000 NCAA champs right back
at the top. Which means almost
as much to this Oklahoma
Sooner team as beating their
heated rival, the Nebraska
Comhuskers. But, kickinggame
may be a chink in the armor.

4 COLORADO

•f ,V,aa

Lots of excitement building for

'Cocks this year. Volatile offense
could be a threat with the addi-
tion of a full-house formation.

22 MARSHALL

New coacn. 5ame expeaations.
Same potential: Nothing but a
national championship will do.

The Crimson Tide not only has
the polygons but also offensive
line to outmuscle anyone in
college football. Not to mention
an impressive amount ofdepth
in the backfield. If that's not
enough, new high-low tackling
gives their defense the bite it

needed. Roll, Tide, roll.

13 OREGON

9 UCLA

21 SOUTH CAROLINA

22 MARSHALL

Will the Buffs defend their Big
12 crown using the wishbone?
The flexbone? The full house?
Only the coach controlling the
playbook knows for sure.

5 TENNESSEE

23 TEXASA&M

24 LOUISVILLE

25 PENN STATE

New high-low tackling may
allow theVolunteers to field their

toughest defense in years. And
defense wins championships.
The question is: will their offense

underachieve?A 0-0game doesn't

go down in the win column.

6 TEXAS

Can their quarterback capture

the Heisman Trophy against

what may be the toughest con-

ference in Division 1 football?

Can the defense come up big?

Texas big? Not even our highly
evolved artificial intelligence can
answer that one.

Look for the Bruins to utilize a

sensational receiving core and
Hot Routes to vie for a national
championship. Then expea the
Bmins to vie for a championship
all over again in the NCAA* Final
Fouf 2003 edition.

10 UNIV. OF TOLEDO
A great run in Career Mode gets
these overachievers a major BCS
Bowl bid and a Top 10 finish.

And their coach the chance to
take over a major college pow-
erhouse. Enjoy that animated
contract, coach.

Blue Chip recruiting made the
loss oftheir 2001 Heisman can-
didate easier to stomach. A new
wishbone offense could help the
2002 Ducks rain on just about
anyone's parade.

14 OHIO STATE

More control over the running
game puts them at the top of
their conference. But they must
beat archrival Michigan for the
Big 10 Conference title first,

which won't be easy, but defi-

nitely a possibility for the Ohio
State Buckeyes.

15 WASHINGTON
Unproven defense must come
through for a Rose Bowl berth.

Total Control Passing gives this

Huskyteam a verypotent attack.

16 LSU

A weak schedule equals strong
wins. Will Keith Jackson, in
GameBreaker's booth, call them
"rumbling" or "bumbling"?

23 TEXAS A&M
Several players converted to
defense. Too bad they're in the
countr/s toughest conference.

24 LOUISVILLE

Gamebreakers on both sides of
the ball. Look for the Louisville

Cardinals to go to their Wing T
offense for big points.

25 PENN STATE

Same classic CGI uniforms. Same
classic spot in polls.

EVERYONE

e
SRB

'0|l»f;fATT
! K l.'.Si 1)

;pKttl>V€T

Tigers are looking to claw their

way to another SEC title.

Louisiana State University's
pass- and run-blocking is top-
notch this year.

PlayStation*?



DAILY BRUIN
More Stories Inside

• Men's golf takes fourth in tournament.
• Tennis team goes to local, national

competitions.

Page 22

- PREVIEW
Swimming (a) TDI USC Today
M.Soccer V. Gal Berkeley, CA Fri.

M.WPolo V. Long Beach Sunset Rec. Fri.

W.Soccer v. Washington Seattle, WA Fri.

W.Volleyball v. Oregon St Corvallis, OR Fri.

M.Volleyball v. Canada Wooden Center Fri.

Football V. Arizona Rose Bowl Sat.
~^...

ATI Day
2:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

6 p.m.
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Eckmier suffers torn ligament
MIDDLE BLOCKER TO HAVE SURGERY;
SQUAD LOSES EXPERIENCED LEADER

uUNAi ilAN VUUNij/DAlLY Bkiin

Senior Angela Eckmfer will miss the rest of the season
after tearing her right ACL in practice on Tuesday.

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl(a)media. ucla.edu

Bruin middle blocker Angela
Eckmier has seen her college
volleyball career come to an
end.

The 6-foot-2-inch senior
from Sinu Valley tore her right

ACL Tuesday after colliding
with a teammate in practice
and will undergo surgery today.

The ir\jury will prevent her
from participating in the
remainder of the season and

I

will end her career at UCLA.
"She's the best blocker on

the team and the nicest girl

anyone will ever hope to meet,"
freshman Haley Jorgensborg
said. "All she wanted to do her
senior year was play."

Angela has started every
match this season, averaging
1.87 kills and 1.17 blocks per
game. She leads the team with
91 blocks, 20 more than sec-

ond-place Cira Wright.

Eckmier redshirted in 2000
after suffering the same iryury,

an ACL tear in her right knee.

She returned in 2001 to average
1.3 blocks per game and was
ultimately selected for the
Honorable Mention Pac-10 All-

Academic Team.
"To lose a senior like Angela

is huge," head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "She's such
a hard worker. To not have her
complete her senior year is dis-

heartening."

As one of only two seniors to
play this season, Eckmier pro-
vided much needed leadership
for the young team Bruin team.
She was also an emotional
leader, exuding a confident
attitude that the rest of her
younger teammates picked up.

"She's awesome,"
Jorgensborg said. "Just when

we were starting to really con-
nect, this happens."

Her loss comes at an espe-

cially bad time for the Bruins.

The team needs to win most of
their remaining games in order
to secure a playoff spot. If the

Bruins struggle in Oregon this

weekend, the team may ndss
out on the postseason entirely.

"We've got to get things

going on the road, but it will be
hard without Angela,"
Jorgensborg said.

True freshman Nancy Barba
will replace Eckmier on the
Oregon road trip, making her
first start of the season. The
freshman has played in a total

of two games, recording one
block and one kill.

On The
GOALIE ZACH WELLS
HAS SIX SHUTOUTS
AND TIED A UCLA
RECORD FOR SAVES

By Gilbert QuiHonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gqulnonez@media.ucla.edu

Imagine having one of the greatest games
in ITCLA history and not even realizing it

On Oct. 25, Bruin goalkeeper Zach Wells
tied the school record for saves with 11 and
got an assist to help UCLA beat Oregon
State 3-0.

"I couldn't see the scoreboard because of
the sun, and I didn't know I had that many
saves," Wells said. "It wasn't until after the
game when (teammate) Matt Taylor told me
Hey, you got a lot of saves today' that 1

found out I had that many."
It isn't the saves that Wells cares about.

It's the shutouts.

Wells has six this year, and has been a
part of seven - he was taken out early in

UCLA's 7-0 win over San Diego State on
Sept. 29.

I

"You always go into a game looking for a
shutout," Wells said. "There are always
chances to score later in the game, but it's

more difficult when you're scored on early."

His six shutouts are second in the Pacific-

10, behind only Cal's Josh Saunders, who
has eight. However, Wells leads the Pac-10
in goals allowed per game (0.62) and save
percentage (.873).

Wells also holds the UCLA record for
most consecutive shutout minutes with 541,
something even U.S. World Cup goahe Brad
Friedel never accomplished in his days
(1990-1992) at UCLA.

"A good goalkeeper is usually the differ-

ence in a game," UCLA head coach Tom
Fitzgerald said. "We've had games where we
haven't played well but good goalkeeping
has bailed us out"

Case in point: Oct. 6. UCLA 0, No. 1 St.

John's 0. The No. 5 Bruins were outshot by
the Red Storm 17-7, but still came away
without a loss.

j

"That's what makes good teams good,"
Fitzgerald said. **When your goalkeeper is

playing well."

Not only is Wells playing well, but his
teammates are too.

The Bruins are in first place in the Pac-10,
a conference that contains three of the top
12 teams in the country.

"We've proven that we're national title

contenders," Wells said. "When you look at
what we've done to top-ranked teams this

year, we've proven it on the West Coast and
on the East Coast"
And to be a national title contender, you

need a leader. Wells gives the Bruins that
leader.
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established himself as one of the best goalkeepers in the NCAA. He has six shutouts this year and holds the UCLA record for

"Wells is a good leader," Fitzgerald said.
"He motivates players on and off of the
field, and good leaders make you play hard-
er."

Wells has also been helping two freshman
goalkeepers on the roster this year, Nate
Pena and Eric Reed. Pena is the only one
who has seen game action, starting one
game when Wells was ir\jured and playing in
one other as a backup.

"(Wells) has taught me that when you
make mistakes, you just have to look at the
next opportunity," Pena said. "You can't get
frustrated, you just have to stop the next
one.

"He makes the whole team feel confi-
dent," Pena added.

Wells is becoming a part of UCLA's illus-

trious soccer history, a part of a program
that has won three national championships
and put five players on the U.S. World Cup
roster that went to the quarterfinals in Jime.

Wells, a junior, hopes to continue in that
tradition when he leaves.

"It's a goal of mine to play in the MLS,"
Wells said. "It's very encouraging, being at
UCLA, the right environment, and surround-
ed by some of the best players in the coun-
try."

"He has a lot of potential," Fitzgerald, for-

mer coach of the MLS Columbus Crew
(1996-2001), said. "If he keeps improving the
way he has, he'll be in a position to get draft-

ed in the MLS."
Soimds like Wells is well on his way to

that goal.

ZACH WELLS' 2002 STATS

Games Played M

Goals Allowed 9 ::

Average 0.62

Saves 62

Percentage .873

W-L-T 10-2-2

SOURCE! ZacklMb
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Canada shakes

things up with

rock, paper,

scissors tourney

Canadians are a strange lot.

Just when you think you've
got them pegged as a nation

of lacrosse fanatics guzzling
Molsons and flaunting their free
health care, they shake things up
a little bit.

From our northern brethren in
Canadia who brought us maple
syrup, a figure skating scandal,
and the world-
wide tragedy
that is Celine
Dion, comes
the

International

Rock Paper
Scissors

Championship
in Toronto on
Nov. 16.

That's right -

rock, paper,

scissors.

What's that

all aboot, eh?
Well, according
to the Worid RPS Society, the gov-
erning body of the sport of rock,
paper, scissors, the event will

draw the world's premier players
to Toronto to compete in the
championship tournament.
A total of $2,000 dollars in

prize money will be up for grabs,
and top-ranked players from all

over the globe will be on hand for
the competition. Each tourna-
ment match will be the best of
three rounds, with three throws
per roimd.

The RPS Championships might
be the most convoluted sporting
event to come out of Canada
since Stone Cold Steve Austin
screwed Bret "The Hitman" Hart
out of the WWF TiUe at Survivor
Series several years ago.

Perhaps the most ludicrous
aspect of the entire tournament is

the RPS Society Web site,

www.worldrps.com. Scores of
bleary-eyed Canadians squander
hours every week staring blankly
at their monitors memorizing tid-

bits of RPS strategy, as the
screeching voice of Alanis
Morissette pierces the air.

According to the Web site, the
society's mission is to promote
the game as a fun and safe way to
resolve disputes. It lists the offi-

cial rules in excruciating detail,

going so far as to caution players
to "think twice before using RPS
for life-threatening decisions."

In another words, folks, don't
use the game to determine
whether you or your roommate
has to explain to the landlord
why a game of drunken indoor
mud wrestling seemed like a good
idea the previous night.

Obviously conscious of its

members' safety, the society
warns players to remove all sharp
jewelry and watches before each
game to prevent scraping or
chaffing of the knuckles.

Furthermore, they list a num-
ber of strategic combinations or
"gambits" designed to baffle

novice opponents including "the
crescendo" (paper, scissors, rock)
or "the avalanche" (rock, rock,
rock).

But you thought RPS was just a

I
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Coaching assistant aiming for top
By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
gschain@media.ucla.edu

First it was the University of
Texas-El Paso in 1999.

Then it was Fresno State after

last season.

And in October it was UTEP
again.

|

It seems that UCLA assistant

coach Jim Saia's name always gets

thrown around whenever there is a
coaching vacancy in Division I bas-

ketball, but the talented assistant

has yet to land a top position in any
major or mid-m^or program.

"He's ready," said UCLA head
coach Steve Lavin. "He's done an
apprenticeship under some great

coaches. He's definitely prepared

to take over his own program."

But, as Saia has learned, prepa-

ration doesn't always guarantee

success.

When coach Jerry Tarkanian left

Fresno State, Saia was one of the

leading candidates to take over the

Bulldog program.

Saia had been an assistant there

from 1990-1994 under Gary Colson,

and had many contacts and friends

in the program.
"I really thought I could get that

job," Saia said. "I had coached
there and 1 know a lot of people in

the (Central) VaUey."

Instead FYesno State hired Ray
Lopes, the top assistant at

Oklahoma
At UTEP in 1999, Saia was a

finalist, along with Jason
Rabedeaux, an assistant at
Oklahoma

Rabedeaux was chosen instead,
but after going 46-46 in three sea-
sons, he stepped down last month
citing personal reasons.

This year, UTEP again consid-
ered Saia, but instead chose Billie

GiUispie, who was a top assistant at
Illinois.

"They just decided to go a differ-

ent direction," Saia said.

Despite the frustration, Saia is

confident enough in his resume to

keep pursuing his dream of becom-
ing a head coach.

Since Saia took over the UCLA
offense, the Bruins have shot 48
percent from the field, and they

have averaged almost 77 points per

game during that span while run-
ning a 1-4 offense that Saia has
worked hard at implementing.

"Three years ago, coach Lavin
gave me the whole offensive sys-
tem, and it has been an unbeUev-
able experience," Saia said. "To
know your systems, if run properly
from an X's and O's standpoint, can
compete against top coaches in the
country is amazing."

Lavin has also made Saia his

main recruiter, and Saia has
responded by travelling all over the
country and throughout the world
to bring in players such as Dan
Gadzuric, Jerome Moiso and Jason
Kapono.

|

"He has a great reputation as a
recruiter internationally as well as
in this country," Lavin said. "He has
a lot of recruiting contacts."

But Saia's biggest asset might be
his general basketball mindset.
According to players, he has a vast
knowledge of the game and knows
how to incorporate his vision and
ideas into the game plan.

"He is a great enthusiast of bas-

M.HOOPS
I
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White back

in action

after four

weeks out
By Diamond Leung

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung@media.ucla.edu

Manuel White is back, but it's

not in black and white.

The UCLA sophomore tailback
returns to action Saturday against
Arizona after four weeks of sitting

out with a hamstring ii\jury. Still,

he is a bit rusty.

"1 feel clumsy out there," White
said. "But my hamstring is feeling

100 percent. I just have to get back
in game shape."

White, who suffered the iiyury
against Oregon State, retmned to
practice this week.

"He's in good cardiovascular
shape, but there's a difference

FOOTBALL | Page 20
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Redshirt sophomore Manuel White may see limited action on Saturday against
Arizona after missing four weeks with a severe hamstring pull
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Admissions policy called success
IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW IN

FIRST YEAR GOES WELL, BOARS' REPORT FINDS
By Andrew Edwards _

DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aeclwards@media.ucla.edu

The University of California
Academic Senate issued a report
Wednesday declaring the UC's modified
admissions policies a success in their
first year of implementation.
The senate's report was commis-

sioned last November, when the UC

Board of Regents changed admissions
procedures by adopting comprehensive
review. Though the senate found that
some aspects of the policy require fur-

ther study, the report contained no find-
ings of mismanagement on any of the
six campuses using the policy.

The report was released at a time
when the policy has come under ques-
tion, as some wonder whether it fairly

balances academic qualifications with

personal considerations.

Comprehensive review changed UC
undergraduate admissions policy by
placing greater emphasis on personal
challenges and life experiences relative

to academic performance in selecting

apphcants on each campus. Eligibility to

the UC as a whole is still determined
solely by grades and test scores.

Two undergraduate campuses, UC
Santa Cruz and UC Riverside, do not use
comprehensive review, since there is

enough space on those campuses to
admit all eligible applicants.

The Board of Admissions and

Relations with Schools, a committee of
the Academic Senate, conducted the
review. Though specific admissions
policies vary on each campus, BOARS
gave positive evaluations across the
board.

BOARS recommended that the
regents approve comprehensive review;
the report checked if admissions offi-

cials followed their recommendations.
The campuses, not BOARS, imple-

mented comprehensive review, so the
review was independent, not internal,

BOARS
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Ray Comfort spoke on the Ten Commandments, offer-

ing cash to students who would answer his questions.

Speaker advocates

Evangelical values,

questions students

on their behavior

By Sharffah Williams

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
swjlllamsdm edia.ucla.edu

Meyerhoff Park became the center of heated
rehgious debate Thursday afternoon when a
platform speaker urged students to listen and
react to his ideas regarding Christianity amd
the Ten Commandments.
The speaker was Ray Comfort, an

Evangehst who said he was invited by Campus
Crusades for Christ to inform the UCLA cam-
pus about Christianity.

"We're out here today to show people how
to find eternal Ught in heaven and God," said
Rick Hart, one of the volunteers passing out
flyers with Comfort's message.

Comfort and the volunteer group were con-
fronted with a mass of about 50 students who
were more than willing to speak out against
his ideas.

Comfort's debate centered on issues such as
breaking the Ten Commandments, science
confirming the Bible and eternal salvation.
He pulled participants from the audience by

offering cash prizes for people who could
answer questions unrelated to reUgion, such as
how many people die in car accidents, said
Shawn Harris, an audience member who was
visiting UCLA from Northern California.

Once students were standing at the micro-
phone, he questioned them about their adher-
ence to the Ten Commandments. After he
spoke for an hour, students remained empty-
handed.

"If you answer the question correctly, you
get money, and then, suddenly, he's talking
about the Bible," Harris said, explaining his
confusion about Comfort's purpose.

Comfort told the crowd they would have to

face the consequences of breaking command-
ments after they died.

Although some applause broke through in

support of Comfort, most of the students
cheered for the opposition.

"I think we have the right to freedom of
expression of religion, but he is trying to shove
(his views) down people's throats," said
Demetrious Polychron, first-year graduate film

student, one of the students who took to the
microphone for debate.

The debate was one-sided and did not allow
the students to adequately defend their own
beliefs, Polychron added.

"When I started saying something he didn't

RELIGION
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Seplow to

replace

Hanson as

ORL director

SEPLOW WILL STEP
UP IN DECEMBER,
HOPES TO CREATE
SAFE COMMUNITY

Michael Jahina

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mjahma@media.ucla.edu

After 24 years of service on the
Hill, Director of the Office of
Residential Life Alan Hanson is pass-
ing the reigns on to his successor,

Suzanne Seplow.

Seplow was appointed director of
the Office of Residential Life Friday
following a six month search.

Hanson helped to successfully link

academics with dorm life by creating

programs such as Academics in the
Conunons at Covel and the cable stu-

dio in the De Neve complex that was
designed to give students a crack at

television production.

Seplow, who will carry on this

legacy, believes the residential expe-
rience has a strong effect on overall

student learning and college success.

"My vision for residential life is to
continue to create safe, supportive,

engaging and inclusive conunimi-
ties," she said.

The search committee, chaired by
the assistant vice chancellor for stu-

dent affairs administration, consisted
of ten members including undergrad-
uate and graduate student represen-
tatives.

The committee reported to
Assistant Vice Chancellor Robert
Naples, who made the selection firom

a group of five candidates.

"She was an outstanding candidate
(and) has done an outstandingjob for

the university for seven years,"

Naples said. "It was an excellent pool
and a very close call"

JONATh.\.\ iULN(j/DAiu Bruin Senior Staff

Suzanne Seplow has been named the new director of the Office of Residential
Life and will assume the position in December.

Matt Kaczmardk, the undergradu-
ate representative on the search com-
mittee said, "She has visions ofwhere
the office will go and demonstrated a
lot of experience, esj>ecially on con-
struction issues."

Seplow said the goal of the Office

of Residential Life is to create living

and learning experiences for resi-

dents. ORL manages resident assis-

tants, program assistants and floor

governments.

Seplow acknowledges that her
first several months on the job are
going to be about learning.

"I value the concept of learning
and I believe I can learn from all

those around me," she said.

Prior to being appointed as direc-

tor, Seplow was the South Area direc-

tor for ORL, and oversaw Dykstra
and De Neve residence halls as well
as the Hilgard houses. She also creat
ed and coordinated the emergency
response system.

Additionally, Seplow chaired the
ORL Safety and Security Education
Committee. ^
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Student councils

debate whether to

pass resolution for,

against war on Iraq

By Menaka Fernando
DAILY BRUINCONTRIBUTOR
mfernando(a)med ia.ucla.edu

While student governments from colleges
around the country have grappled with how to
address a possible war against Iraq, the under-
graduate and graduate councils at UCLA have not
taken official stances.

The Undergraduate Students Association
Council is proceeding with caution on the matter,
considering the significance and international
scope of the issue, said President David Dahle.
A resolution is not expected to be brought up in

the future, said USAC External Vice President
Chris Neal, who added he would support a resolu-
tion against war.

"We need to gauge student opinion on the war,"
Neal said. "(The resolution) would have to come
fi:-om student groups so we're not working inde-
pendently of the students."

The Graduate Student Association is not
proposing a resolution. GSA feels its priority is to
monitor issues that impact all graduate students,
and the Iraq issue is not a top priority, said
President Charles Harless.

But other schools have already taken action -
the student government of the University of Texas
at Austin, the city where George W. Bush served as
Texas governor, passed a resolution opposing the
war on Oct. 22.

The resolution was passed after four hours of
heated debate with a mai:gin of 20 to 17 votes,
according to the university. The student council
said war would result in education budget cuts,

discrimination against Muslim and Arab students
on campus and possible draft reinstatement

"The resolution is symbolic coming from Bush
country," said University of Texas press aide
Shannon Clark.

The student government at Texas hoped to send
a message that the war is "immoral and illegal,"

Clark said.

A similar resolution was introduced during the
Gulf War in 1991 and inunediately shot down,
Clark said. The council's present denunciation of
war shows how much has changed since then, she
said

"People are more willing to talk about the
issue," Clark said.

Eric Bums, vice president of the undergraduate
student body at the University of Michigan, said
the school does not take official stances on politi-

cal issues. Nevertheless, he said students are con-
cerned about the subject.

"The student body is fairly evenly split," Bums
said.

The Associated Students of UC Berkeley wrote
a bill earlier this quarter stating, "the Bush
Administration has failed to provide adequate jus-
tification to wage war on Iraq." According to the
bill, ASUC said most students strongly supported
peace, and it was the student government's respon-
sibility to represent their views.

Unlike Berkeley, most UC campuses have yet to
take an official stance.

The scope of the issue is too big, said Chia-Saun
Lai, undergraduate student government president
at UC Davis.

The council felt it couldn't accurately speak for
all 24,000 undergraduate students at UCD, Lai said
A bill calling for the support of using force went

through UCD's student senate three weeks ago and
didn't pass. The senate felt it did not have enough
information to make a decision, he said.

STANCE
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The Graduate Students Association

passes a resolution in support of an
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3 drug policy reforms fail;

advocates to keep fighting

By Andrea Lenhardt

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
alenhardt@media.ucla.edu

Though m^or dmg poUcy reform
measures failed in three states
Tuesday, supporters of the initia-

tives have said the movement to
change the enforcement policies of
drug usage - and marijuana usage
in particular - is not dead.

"These initiatives may have been
ahead of our their time, but similar
initiatives will sweep the country
soon enough,** said Ethan
Nadelmann, executive director of
Drug Pohcy Alliance, a nationwide
organization that advocates for new
drug policies. "Yesterday's losses
were a tough blow, but we see them
as just a bump in the road."

Voters in San FYancisco and
Washington, D.C. passed drug poU-
cy reforms Tuesday, but significant

measures were rejected in Arizona,
Ohio and Nevada.

Advocates for drug policy

change were not deterred, though.
The results bring the total num-

ber of victories for drug policy
reform to 19 out of 24 since 1996,
according to Nadelmann.

Measure S in San Francisco
received nearly 63 percent of the
vote, allowing the city government
to explore the possibiUty of creat-

ing a program to grow and distrib-

ute marijuana to patients who seek
treatment under Proposition 215,
California's Compassionate Use Act
of 1996, which legalized the med-
ical use of marijuana.

San Francisco Supervisor Mark
Leno, the proposition's author, said
the program is in response to
recent federal Drug Enforcement
Agency crackdowns on medical
cannabis clubs that serve patients
with AIDS, cancer and other dis-

eases.

The measure is the" first in the
country that could possibly put the

DRUGS
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^Oing Solar I Coral waters, Maya Oren and Eva Khov were among the students
gathered Thursday afternoon associated with Go Solar. The organization advocates the increase
of renewable energy, such as solar power, in all new UC buildings.
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Some have concerns about new admissions policy

from page 1

said BOARS chairwoman Barbara
Sawrey.

According to the report, during
the first year of comprehensive
review, the policy was adminis-
tered without bias, but with suffi-

cient oversight, and yet it kept aca-
demic quality high and maintained
access.

Important areas where BOARS
recommended future studies
include examining the academic
careers of students admitted under
comprehensive review, whether
applicants supply honest informa-
tion, how best to assess personal
hardships, and the clarity and pre-
dictability of the admissions

There are worries that since

six campuses have their own
versions of comprehensive

review, there isn't enough

predictability in UC admis-

sions ... Currently, the UC is

looking at whether the appli-

cation process can be

improved.

process.

Some parents find comprehen-
sive review more problematic than
BOARS believes. There are wor-
ries that since six campuses have

their own versions of comprehen-
sive review, there isn't enough pre-
dictabihty in UC admissions.

Parents "have no idea what it

takes to get in the UC system,"
said David Benjamin, who runs
Ahead of the Class, an SAT and
college preparation business in
Irvine.

|

It's hard for students to fill out
one application to multiple UC's
when each campus will evaluate it

differently, he said.
|

Currently, the UC is looking at

whether the apphcation process
can be improved.

"The application can*t be perma-
nent ... (it) has to be flexible with
the times," Sawrey said.

Because of concerns similar to

ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concemed
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestem research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.

Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
IVW1V. com
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Bei\jamin's, an additional, exter-
nal report on comprehensive
review is being considered.

At the September regents meet-
ing, Regent Ward Connerly sug-
gested that the regents consult an
outside auditor to look at compre-
hensive review to assure the pub-
lic that UC admissions are fair.

The idea, opposed by UC
President Richard Atkinson, was
not addressed by the senate's
report.

Connerly wants to know if

comprehensive review could be
used to circumvent Proposition
209, which banned racial prefer-

ences in California.

Statistics in the report show
admissions percentages for

, underrepresented students in

2001-2002 were relatively stable,

except at UCLA and UC San
Diego. The report stated that the
percentages were higher at these
schools since these students are a
larger proportion of the applicant
pools than at other campuses.
Though a higher percentage of

underrepresented students came
to UCLA in 2002 than last year,
the university accepted a smaller
percentage of their total applicant
pool.

The regents plan to discuss
BOARS' report at their meeting
next Thursday in San Francisco.

Sawrey hopes that the BOARS
report will answer all questions
that the regents might have.

DRUGS
from page 1

city government in charge of
growth and distribution, according
to Sue North, chief of staff to
Senator John Vasconcellos, D-San
Jose, who supported Measure S.

The state law allowing the use
of medical marijuana conflicts with
a federal law that says marijuana
has no role other than as an illegal

substance," North said.

North said it is not clear whether
the federal Drug Enforcement
Agency will challenge the measure.

Washington D.C.'s Measure 62,
modeled after existing policies in

Arizona and California, gives non-
violent offenders access to treat-

ment instead of jail. The measure
received 78 percent of the vote, but
a similar issue in Ohio was defeated
by a 2-1 margin.

Proponents of Ohio's Issue 1 said
the wording oji. the ballot misled
voters on the fiscal impact. '

'

WHAT'S BREWIN'

November 8

8 a.m.

Society for Indo-European
Studies

The 14th Annual Indo-

European Conference
Royce314
Free

Richard Jones, Jr.

310-825-4171

Conference will feature

papers that cover Indo-

European archaeology, lin-

guistics, mythology, and cul-

ture. Open to the general pub-
lic. FYee food and drink.

12:10 p.m. daUy
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Ackerman 3500 (Monday,
Thursday, Friday), Life

Science (Tuesday,

Wednesday)
See www.my.ucla.edu

6 to 8 p.m.

Falun Gong Club
Falun Gong Free Workshop
Ackerman Union 2408
310-699-1020

Hsinling Hsieh
Free

Free instruction of Falun
Gong, a meditation exercise

from ancient China (the way
to truthfulness, compassion,
and tolerance).
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"It was indicating the cost of the
initiative, but never indicating the
savings," said Bill Zimmerman,
executive director of Campaign for
New Drug Policies for Drug Policy
Alliance.

Proponents of Issue 1 said the
annual cost of treatment averages
$3,500, while a prison inmate costs
$23,000. Issue 1 required the state

to invest $38 million amiually in

treatment for six years, but, accord-
ing to Zinunerman, the state would
net $21 million each year.

However, all msyor Ohio newspa-
pers and dozens of religious, busi-
ness and victim groups like

Mothers against Drunk Driving
opposed the issue saying it would
have limited how judges can deal
with drug offenders and disregards
Ohio's current system of justice for
drug-offenders.

"Our most obvious objection was
that it was a constitutional amend-
ment," said Judy Mead, executive
director for the Ohio Mothers
Against Drunk Driving chapter.

While Ohio's measure would

have changed the state constitu-
tion, the similar proposition in
California, was deemed a statute.

However, according to
Zimmerman, a statute cannot be
overturned by the legislature in
California, but it can in Ohio. By
attempting to pass Issue 1 as an
amendment, it would be out of the
reach of the legislature.

Meanwhile, propositions in
Arizona and Nevada received heavy
opposition from federal and state
law-enforcement ofRcials for their
attempt to decriminalize marijuana.
The Nevada measure, which

failed 39 percent to 61 percent,
would have legalized possession of
up to 3 ounces of pot. The Arizona
proposal, which failed 43 percent to
57 percent, would have imposed a
$250 civil fine on small-scale mari-
juana possessions instead of crimi-
nal penalties.

In spite of the failed proposi-
tions, Nadehnann said the recent
victories in policy reform indicate
more progress than any other issue
in the last decade.
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GSA discusses future of on-campus pub
DESIGNATED TIME FOR GRADS. DRINKING
BEHAVIOR OF UNDERGRADS TWO ISSUES

their meeting

By Dorothy Augustyniak
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

daugustyniak@media.ucla.eclu

After heated debate among
Graduate Student Association mem-
bers about sharing a pub with
undergraduates, a new resolution in
support of an on-campus pub was
approved at

Wednesday
night.

Yet in the
middle of the
new resolution,

GSA members
continue to
debate over
pub space for
their social

gatherings and
events.

Graduate students have com-
plained that many of their depart-
ments do not provide opportimities
for them to meet other graduate stu-

dents.

Charles Harless, GSA president,
said for graduate student issues to
be heard, graduate students need to
participate in the pub s plans.

"We at GSA support ASUCLA to
create a pub on campus, but gradu-
ate students need to be active in the
planning," he said.

Designated hours for graduate
students and monitoring drinking
behavior of undergraduates have
been the nwyor issues brought up
repeatedly by GSA members.

With no graduate student involve-

ment in the pub's planning, Harless
said these issues will not be
addressed.

Richard Kahn, GSA representa-
tive, said designated hours are nec-
essary for graduate students who
plan to go to the pub.
Many supporters of the on-cam-

pus pub say it can serve as a gather-
ing place for both undergraduates
and graduate students.

Hanish Rathod, GSA vice presi-

dent of external affairs, said gradu-
ate students should not complain
about socializing in a pub with
undergraduates present.

Rathod said as an undergraduate
at Vanderbilt University, no prob-
lems erupted when undergraduates
and graduate students socialized
together.

Supporters of the pub say it can
give undergraduates a chance to see
that graduate students also need a
sense of belonging to the university.

After visiting various student

"Undergraduates need to

know it's not going to be like a

frat house."

Jenny Lalkxj

Second-year graduate student

unions in other colleges, Patricia

Eastman, ASUCLA executive direc-

tor, said an on-campus pub would
make Ackerman Union more
appealing to students.

"Our vision is that this facility will

be more upscale than the fast food
services in Ackerman," she said.

Eastman said an on-campus pub
would give undergraduates a

chance to learn

responsible
consumption of
alcohol.

Because the

on-campus pub
would serve
the entire stu-

dent body, GSA
members also

debated moni-
toring drinking

behavior of undergraduates.
Eastman said students would be

monitored whether it's with stamps
or wristbands to keep the environ-
ment as safe as possible.

An on-campus pub in Ackerman
Union would give graduate students
a sense of community, but they want
reassurance that undergraduates
will be monitored.
The proposed monitoring pro-

grams do not alleviate many of grad-
uate students' concerns over their

undergraduate counterparts.

Jenny Lallou, a second-year grad-
uate student in humanities, said
undergraduates should know prop- i

er behavior when drinking.
I

"Undergraduates need to know
it's not going to be like a frat house,"
she said.

But Kenny Wu, a third-year politi-

cal science student, said most
undergraduates know proper eti-

quette.

"I know undergraduates who do
not abuse alcohol in public," he

|

said.

Still, some graduate students are
concerned that drinking among
undergraduates could get out of
control.

Debanise Howlman, a second-
year psychology graduate student,
said undergraduate binge drinking
could make the pub unsafe.

I

"The atmosphere is no longer
comfortable when undergrads drink
too much," she said. I

However, Amanda Ma, a second-
year mathematics student, argued
there are undergraduates who con-
simie alcohol responsibly.

j

"Not all undergraduates are going
'

to abuse alcohol," she said.

STANCE
from page 1

However, Lai felt international
issues are relevant on campus.

"Students do have a say in inter-

national
affairs, just

look at

Vietnam," Lai

said "We just

need to be
more educat-

ed."

The stu-

dent council

at UC
Riverside has
not tackled

the issue yet,

said council president Nadine
Sayegh.

"We've just been too busy right

now with the elections and propo-
sitions that we had to take stances
on," Sayegh said.

"Students do have a say in

international affairs, just look

at Vietnam. We just need to

be more educated."

Chia-SaunLai

UCD undergraduate student

government president

The same sentiment was shared
at the UC campuses in San Diego
and Santa Barbara

"We haven't taken an official

stance on Iraq," said UCSD student
government press aide Navneet
Grewal. The council was busy deal-
ing with more relevant issues,

Grewal said.

UCSB Internal

Vice President
S u m b o
Bamitboye
said that the
university had
been presently

occupied by
other issues.

"Unofficially,"

Bamitboye
said, "we have
been against

the idea of war.

With reports from Dorothy
AugzLstynmk and Robert Sakmga,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Charles Harless, GSA president, presides over Wednesday's meeting during
which graduate students discussed an on-campus pub.
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from page 1

thewant to hear, he would cut
(microphone) out," he said.

After the debate, a handful of
students approached Comfort to
show their support.

Other students found Comfort
well-meaning, but wrong in his
interpretations saying that science
supports the Bible.

''Personally I think (Comfort) is

wrong, but his intentions are ... to
help others," said Gil Rosen, third-

year electrical engineering stu-
dent.

Rosen and his friend, Bassel
Rifai, second-year electrical engi-

neering student, did not agree
with the pamphlets Comfort
passed out connecting scientific

facts to passages in the Bible as
proof that science confirms the
text. I

Despite the dissension. Comfort
was satisfied with the students'
feedback. I

"When a Christian preaches the
gospel, (the response) is always
negative. I've been beaten up and
things like that, but it's normal,"
he said after the debate.

He found the audience to be
very nice, and said he was willing

to go anywhere people will listen.

Comfort explained his reasons
for converting to Christianity and
spreading its message.

**The knowledge that everything
I loved was going to be ripped
from my hands by death. That's
what made me open my heart and
... look to the Bible," Comfort said.

Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &

get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices
one topping pizza Ot4»-^

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.

NEWBRUIN MEAL DEAL
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oi^^^ Shakey^s
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Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Salad!

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffalo wings or
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5^:i'.

REPLACEMENT
from page 1

Last year, Seplow earned her doc-
torate in education at UCLA.

Seplow will work with Hanson for

the next six weeks to transition into

the director position. She will

assume full-time duties in mid to late

December, once students have left

the residence halls for winter break.

In addition to taking advice from
Hanson, Seplow also values input

fit)m students and faculty.

"I think it is really important for

me to hear from the staff in terms of
what their hopes and desires are,"

she said.

Seplow gives the credit for her
new role to the teamwork that is

displayed among the members of
ORL. "1 beheve my success in being
appointed to this position has had a
great deal to do with the faculty,

staff and students, and the lessons

they have taught me.
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Judge addresses students on career, heritage
By Charlotte Hsu

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
chsu@media.ucla.edu

Superior Court Judge Zaven
Sinanian spoke on campus
Wednesday night, sharing with the
UCLA community his insights into
the responsibihty of working in
the judicial system.
The event held by the UCLA

Armenian Graduate Students
Association and the UCLA Student
Bar Association drew a small audi-
ence at the School of Law, creating
an intimate setting that allowed
students a
chance to ask
questions and
meet the judge.

Gov. Gray
Davis appointed
Sinanian to the
Los Angeles
County Superior
Court in June
2002. Sinanian's
past duties
include serving
as a deputy attorney general and
representing clients in both civil

and criminal courts. Sinanian is a
founding member and former pres-
ident of the Armenian Bar
Association.

Sinanian, who stressed the
importance of not forgetting one's
roots, travelled to Armenia in 1992
to participate in the newly-inde-
pendent republic 'Sj nation-building
process. I

Haig Hovsepian, executive offi-

cer of AGSA and one of the event's

organizers, said Sinanian was cho-
sen to speak in part to highlight
the judge's recent appointment
and in part to provide students
with a chance to benefit from
Sinanian's career experiences.

Hovsepian said he felt that it

was important to provide role
models from all sectors of the

community for Armenian students
and all UCLA students.

"I never imagined that someday
I could reach the heights I have
reached today," said Sinanian,
speaking about his career.
He reminded students of the

value of dihgence and education in
life.

Emphasizing experience as the
best way to make the connections
necessary to begin a career,
regardless of how low the position
held, Sinanian told students to just
"go out and do it."

By sharing his own understand-
ing of being an
attorney,
Sinanian said
he wanted to

dispel the
myth of the
lawyer as an
occupation for

people who
just want
money. As
both an objec-
tive problem-

solver and a subjective advocate,
an attorney, said Sinanian, needs
to love the profession and main-
tain a level of respectability.

"Reputation," Sinanian said, ''is

the most important thing you have
as a lawyer."

A judge's duty, said Sinanian, is

to uphold the integrity and inde-
pendence of the court. He said the
fundamental difference between
the two occupations of attorney
and judge is that a judge is not an
advocate and is, instead, an impar-
tial arbitrator.

A central theme in Sinanian's
speech was the idea of using pub-
Uc service as a channel to help oth-
ers.

''Pubhc service (is) a satisfying
way of realizing you've helped
people that need your help," he
said.

"Public service (is) a satisfy-

ing way of realizing you've

helped people that need your

help."

Zaven Sinanian

Superior Court judge
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Sinanian reminisced about a
visit he once paid to a 93-year-old
relative, a survivor of genocide.
When told that Sinanian was con-
templating a career as a judge,
the relative told him a career as a
judge could be used to change
people's lives for the better, and
people should do good in the
short time they are given to live.

Sinanian said judges are

encouraged to be involved in

their communities, and he cited

talking to immigrant communi-
ties, whose members may not be
familiar with the law, about the
importance of serving on a jury.

Sinanian hails from the Middle
Eastern country of Cyprus, locat-

ed south of Turkey, and immi-
grated to the United States after

Turkey invaded the island in

September 1974.

Varand Vartanian, a UCLA
alumnus who is now a graduate
student at the University of
Southern California, attended
the event and said Sinanian was
a sound choice for a speaker and
a good representative of judges
in general.

"He's a role model. Someone
to look up to," said Vartanian.

ROSANNA BUMP
Zaven Sinanian, Superior Courtjudge for L.A. County,
speaks at the UCLA School of Law V\tednesday
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Public should

properly honor

war veterans
Veteran s Day doesn't mean much to people

who don't know any veterans, or are not
veterans themselves. Most students at

UCLA will likely use the day to catch up on
studying or as a means of extending their social

plans for the weekend.
And why would it mean anything? The hor-

rors of war have become almost completely
removed from public conscience. The country
has a standing army so drafts no longer con-
cern us and the United States has "evolved"
technologically, as bombing countries from
afar has replaced man-toman combat

These methods make war seem convenient,
almost easy. E^orts of veterans who have
experienced bloodier carnage in past wars are
pretty much forgotten and unappreciated by
younger generations.

And what has the government done to honor
and reward these veterans, aside from declar-

ing a day in their name? They've given them
many health, educational and disabilities bene-
fits which politicians are quick to point to as
positive accomplishments. But this is expec^
ed; Just as parents are expected to take care of
their kids, the government is expected to take
care of its veterans.

However, many veterans, especially those
with mental illness, are without government
aid and consequently left homeless. Efforts to
set things right seem almost nonexistent

Veteran's Day will no doubt bring more pro-
paganda fix>m President Bush and other politi-

cians branding veterans as our heroes. But
heroes shouldn't be sleeping on the street

Winona Ryder

deserves to

serve jail time
yf a poor woman walked into Saks Fifth

I Avenue and tried to lift $5,500 worth of mer-
Achandise, she'd likely go to jaiL Lucky for

Winona Ryder, she's an attractive, rich celebrity.

The district attorney prosecuting Ryder
announced she will not seek jail time for the
looting actress, who is scheduled for sentenc-
ing on Dec. 6, after being convicted of felony
grand theft and vandalism. Ryder's actions
make her eligible for three years in prison-

Some tabloids allege that Oder's prosecution
has been too harsh: Most similar cases in Los
Angeles end up in a misdemeanor plea bar-

gain. Ryder's case, though, is different

One can more easily understand a non-
wealthy criminal's reasons for wanting to

shoplift They have no money; they want
something valuable they can sell to get

money. Though it doesn't make it morally jus-

tified, there is at least some logic to it

But Ryder stole for the thrill of it She con-
sciously mocked the city s judicial system,

knowing her notoriety would probably save
her &t)m harsh punishment

It doesn't matter if the district attorney is

trying to restore the credibility it lost in the
OJ. Simpson debacle, Ryder needs to be
made into an example. It wouldn't be unfair -

she did, after all, commit a felony. Along with
that, she challenged the integrity of the city's

judicial process and now needs to be pun-
ished for it

Unsigned editorials represent a mcgority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All ottier columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
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RepuUican sweep hazardous to nation's health
Tuesday s election was a disaster - not

only for Democrats, but for all

Americans. Voters went to the polls, in

record numbers in some districts, and some-
how decided a unified Republican govern-
ment is in our country's

best interests.

Many groups should
share the blame. It

should be placed on the

Democratic Party's mes-
sage, or rather, its lack

thereof, as well as the

party's lack of exciting

candidates. Bush's

inflated approval rat-

ings, mostly as a result

of Sept 11, 2001, are

also responsible for cre-

ating coattails that

pulled even the most

Michelle

Singer
manger@medbajctaMj

Singer's column runs on Fridays.

unlikely Republicans into office.

Partisanship aside (for a moment), the
concept of unified government is a bad
idea A one-party government allows the
ruling party unchecked power to influence

the country's direction. The legislative

branch is there to limit the president's

power and make it difficult for him to enact
sweeping legislation. But how can the
Senate do its job if its soon-to-be leader will

be at the president's beck and call?

The Democrats failed In the middle of a
recession, they let the Republicans control
the debate. They did not present a cohesive
or unified fi-ont against the aspects of
Bush's policies they should have chal-

lenged, like tax cuts or the war with Iraq.

The Democrats thought the weak economy
was an advantage for them. Well, it would
have benefitted their party if they had only
said something about it Lack of party unity,

exacerbated by the absence of any real

party leader, propelled them to the worst

losses suffered by an outof-power party in

years.

The imminent Republican takeover of
the Senate has far-reaching implications,

most importantly -judicial appointments.
Until now, the Senate Judiciary Conunittee
has managed to stop some of Bush's most
conservative and controversial nominees
fi-om making it to the Senate floor for a
vote. Now, with the Senate changing hands,
Democrats will no longer be able to ensure
the quality of the nation's judges.

Worst of all, there is talk of one or more
Supreme Court justices retiring during

Bush's term. This means that the

Republicans will have an easier time getting

a conservative justice on the bench, tilting

the court's delicate balance, and leading to

potentially devastating rulings. The lines

between church and state could be erased.

The rightsiof the disabled could be severely

limited - and the list goes on. The effects of
appointing extremely conservative judges

would be far-reaching and will last for the
next quarter century.

Just because Bush managed to hold onto
high approval ratings, and people liked how
he handled the war in Afghanistan, it does
not mean that the same people support the
rest of his agenda Many voters have trou-
ble separating emotions fix)m intellectual

decisions, thus Bush should be careful with
how he uses his newfound power. When he
first came into office. Bush acted like he
had a mandate when he had nothing of the
sort It is scary to think what hell do with
the si4)port he got in this electioa

As for now, we say goodbye to the mod-
eration the Senate provided in the midst of
a Republican-controlled Washington And
now we say hello to conservative-packed
courts, threats to a woman's right to
choose, m^rovoked war with Iraq, perma-
nent tax cuts, an ineffective prescr^tion
drug bill, and much more.
Good luck, Americans.

Liberals at risk, trade

rationalefor emotion

IMAGINE THAT ...

By David Keyes dkeyes^media. ucla.edu

Shiva

Bhaslcar
sfahastargimfrtatrtaadu

Recently, members of the radi-

cal left have been spewing
emotional but intellectually

unsound ideas

instead of ratio-

nal debate. If

fellow liberals

do not confi*ont

this trend, they

risk compromis-
ing their own
credibility.

One exam-
ple is Rev. Al
Sharpton.

Sharpton's first

indiscretion

occiuredin
1987, when a
black teenager

named Tawana
Brawley was allegedly raped and
beaten. Sharpton implicated New
York Assistant District Attorney
Steven Pagones in the attack, for
which Sharpton was subsequently
convicted of slander (he never
apologized or paid).

Sharpton again gave into race
baiting in 1991, when a Hasidic
Jew ran over Gavin Cato, a black
child, in a traffic accident
Sharpton implied Cato had been
killed on purpose, and said, '*If th^
Jews want to get it on, tell them to
pin their yarmulkes back and
come over to my house." In more
recent times, Sharpton railed

against **white interlopers'* doing
business in Harlem. But instead of
confronting Sharpton, leftist politi-

cians like Hillary Clinton pander to
him.

The problem with Sharpton's
acid-tongued approach to politics

is that it makes dialogue, under-
standing, and the search for com-
mon ground impossible. Sharpton
seeks to arouse his intended con-
stituency, black voters, with dema-
goguery.

Most of all, spevdng venom
helps no one. Cato's family will

likely find little solace in

Sharpton's conunents. Attacks on
white businesses will not help
increase the economic status of
blacks in Harlem. If Sharpton
stopped making accusations and
offered one concrete solution to a
social problem, the civil rights

movement that the radical left has
championed would not be in such
decay. Sharpton epitonuzes the
lack of rationality fi-om recent lib-

eral thought

Shiva's column normally runs
every other Thursday.

Other leftists do not seek to

demonize a specific ethnic group,
but rather the entire United States.

This is especially common in uni-

versities. Dr. Noam Chomsky, a
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology professor, claims the
purpose of U.S. forces in

Afghanistan is to "murder three to
four nullion people." He describes
the Afghanistan conflict as a
"silent genocide." Chomsky also

believes that the U.S. role in the
Cold War was to "pick up where
the Nazis left off." All of these
claims are gross distortions.

Chomsky's conclusions come
from small truths which have been
magnified to produce a collage of
American malevolence. This low-
ers intellectual debate and pro-
motes falsehoods. When someone
chooses to remain ignorant, it is

very difficult to have any serious
debate. The radical left is thus
quashing the very intellectuahsm it

avows to promote.
Student groups on campuses

across the country have often
taken equally one-sided approach-
es. During a recent demonstration
at Cornell University, an American
flag was defaced and the Founding
Fathers slandered as "cheats,

rapists and murderers." One stu-

dent even fumed that George
Washington was a "terrorist"

These students again chose to
let emotions take precedence over
scholarly thought It is true that

millions of Native Americans died
from colonization until the mid-
1800s. However, anyone with a
basic knowledge of history knows
that Europeans unintentionally

killed many more Indians with dis-

ease than acts of war.

These students have not tried to

separate inadvertent tragedies

fixjm actual malice, or individual

mistakes from overall accomplish-
ment They are muddling issues

and focusing the debate on the

wrong topics.

Until the radical left - fi*om the
race mongers to the conspiracy
theorists and the America-haters -

recognizes the error of its ways, it

will continue to hinder real diar

logue, progress and fairness.

Responsible liberals such as for-

mer Nation Magazine writer

Christopher Hitchens have con-
fix>nted the extreme members of
their political spectrum. Until

more liberals do the same, true lib-

eralism is in grave danger As
someone who often considers

himself a liberal, I think that

would be a terrible tragedy.

"It's OK! We catch you with rock.^

UCLA
toxins

Qy Erica Sutherland

The move to strengthen the current campus
smoking policy would be beneficial for the vast
nuyority of students, faculty and staff.

Smokers would have to move 20 feet away
from the area inunediately in fix)nt of building
entrances to smoke instead of 5 feet as the policy
stands now.

Secondhand smoke has proven to be more
dangerous than previously believed, needlessly
killing 53,800 Americans a year. While bad for all

84 percent of students, faculty and staffwho
don't smoke, it is particularly damaging to those
who suffer from asthma and other respiratory
problems. Most smokers do not want their habit
to damage the health of others.

Most students and faculty are not apathetic to
this issue. Quantitative surveys conducted on
campus show widespread siq[)port for smoke-fi-ee
policies. Just this week, the UCLA Academic
Senate endorsed our efforts on creating a healthi-
er can^)us by strengthening the smoking policy.

Many faculty members have shown their sl^>port
for the policy including Professor diaries E.
Lewis, M.D., Sc.D., Center for Health Promotion
and Disease Prevention; Professor Robert
Schilling, School of Public Policy and Social
Research; and Director/Professor Richard lYirco,

Institute of the Elnvironment
Campuses Organized and United for Good

Health is not asking for something outrageous. At
least 10 mayor colleges in California have already
adopted policies of 20-feet or greater. None have

Sutherland is the campus organizerfor COUGH.

repQ^;!^ serious enforcement problems, with rel-

atively inexpensive signs communicating this

easy-to-grasp message. The Califomia State
University is in the processes of drafting new
smoking policies with a minimum of 20 feet on all

campuses, and most community colleges have
adapted highly regarded policies that exceed 20
feet Neighboring Santa Moruca College imple-
mented a smoke-fiee policy of 25 feet fix)m build-
ing entrances, windows and ventilation systems
two years ago.

How much of an inconvenience is it to walk an
additional 15 feet to smoke? I have ^x)ken to
many people who smoke and the overwhelming
majority of them agree that walking 15 extra feet
is no big deal However, smoking 20 feet away
fix)m entrances will allow those who should not
have to breathe in secondhand smoke to have a
clear pathway to their destinations.

In regards to potoitial compliance and
enforcement issues, signs stating that the pro-
posed 20-foot policy is an effective way in

acquainting students, faculty and staff with a
safer distance to smoke. Campuses that have
installed s^prc^riate signs, accoiiq)anied with
clear communications of their new policy, have
had few issues with con^liance. Why is a pro-
gressive can^us like UCLA lagging behind other
campuses in having a smoking policy that pro-
tects the health of all of its students, faculty and
staff? Certainly, the minor inconvenience of a few
and the relatively modest expense of implemen^
ing a new pohcy do not justify this lethargy It is

time to move forward with a new policy that con-
tinues to respect the rights of people who smoke
while re^)ecting the rights of all who ei\joy our
beautiful canq)us to breathe noivtoxic air

LETTERS

Fight back against greed
Mike Hansen wisely brings to light the disturbing

trend of guerrilla marketing ("Got ways to stop com-
mercialism takeover?," Nov. 7), but neglects to illus-

trate what makes it so repugnant. Guerrilla marketing
reveals the total, sickening saturation of our society by
egotistic capitalist greed.

|

When people see blatant exploitative opportunism,
such as $15 T-shirts featuring the American flag mere

|

days after the tragedies of Sept 11, 2001, they are right-

ly upset But people are inexplicably silent when corpo-
rations engage in the same profanity on a daily basis.

All corporations exist to give you as little as possible
in exchange for as much of your blood, sweat and tears

as you will part with. Anyone who says differently is

selling something.

Do I have a solution? Yes! Stop tolerating it If you
see one of Microsoft's little butterflies somewhere, take
out your Sharpie and give it genitalia Make it as offen-

sive as capitalistic greed is. Show your offense and put
corporate guerrillas on the defense.

Kevin EMott

Second-year, undeclared

Whining won't solve problems
Apparently the editorial board has a problem with

our democratic system ("Thin msyority a threat to
democracy," Nov. 7). To begin with, the word democrat-
ic is continuously placed in quotes, implying that the

word is not descriptive of what is actually going on.

I voted Tuesday and while some of my candidates
won, not all did. That's the essence of our representa-
tive democracy. The editorial board seems to believe
that since most of its candidates lost, something is

wrong with the system.

Furthermore, the continual complaints about the
2000 presidential election are tired and misplaced.
George W. Bush won because he got the m^yority of the
electoral college votes. Bush is the third president to
have been elected in such a manner If you don't like
the system, try and change it, but stop whining.

MarcLavy
Fourth-year, mechanical en^neering

Abusers are at fault, not drugs
Sarah Jansen's Nov. 6 column, "Popping mind-alter-

ing drugs not always an answer to problem," had a
number of it's own problems.

Yes, it matters that speed-dealers abuse psychiatric
medication. However, drug abuse will occur with or
without such medication. Most patients do not take
medication without guidance; those who do are irre-

sponsible. Psychotropic or psychiatric medication can-
not be distributed to patients, even in a trial study,
before receiving Food and Drug Administration
approval. The FDA does not approve drugs until

researchers and scientists have inspected their effects.

If Jansen legitimately inspected the history of mental
illness, she would realize how grateful we should be to

have drugs with minimal side-effects that can treat
depression, armety and schizophreiua

I believe in a system that works for the majority of
its patients rather than not providing suitable care
because of the few who abuse it

IMnyrndDi
nMrtli~yiaii p^yciwlBCf

Non-smokers have rights too
In Charlotte Hsu's article, "Smoke-fi-ee zone policy

may change," (News, Nov. 5) I feel there was a failure
to address the positive issues of the potential smoking
policy change, like student support for the policy.

As a student, I highly favor this change. I feel that
20 feet is a reasonable distance from buildings to ask
people to smoke. I don't know how many times I have
been forced to walk through a cloud of smoke as I

made my way into buildings.

The article also addressed the inconvenience posed
toward implementers or smokers. I feel that this
change will undoubtedly require some initial inconve-
nience. In the same respect, it will bring about bene-
fits that will more than compensate for this extra
effort.

What I don't understand is why there aren't more
efforts forwarding the rights of non-smoking students
to have clean air. Changing the policy from 5 to 20
feet would be a minimal gesture.

DoriiCbM
commuRicaDORB
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ARTS<&ENTERTAiNMENT
SCREENS(pENES

I MvKRSAL PiCTlRES

"8 Mile '

Starring Eminem, Kim
Basinger

Directed by Curtis Hanson

Producer Brian Grazer
should be punished. The crime:
capitalizing on otherwise
intriguing stories and talented
performers, hiring hackneyed
writers, and creating service-
able, cowardly pictures. And
winning awards for it.

In the past year, the man with
the caffeinated coif has pro-
duced Best Picture Oscar-win-
ner "A Beautiftil Mind," "Blue
Crush" and now the hotly antic-
ipated "8 iMile." But don't be
fooled: this fine Grazer product,
Uke its predecessors, is merely
formulaic film candy.

"8 Mile" stars post-modem
punk Eminem as Rabbit, one of
many young talents trying to get
out of Detroit. Rabbit is essen-
tially an edgier Rocky, spitting

rhymes instead of, well, spit.

The score effectively portrays
Rabbit's writing process, and
Marshall and the gang bring
their A-game to the battles,

adding much-needed wit to "8

Mile."

Eminem's commendable per-
formance adds heart to his lyri-

cal prowess and flagrant stage
persona, but he alone cannot
rescue the film from pre-
dictability.

Previous urban dramas, like

"Boyz N the Hood" or **Menace
n Society," proved that these
could be entertaining and art-

fully done, with a genuine
social conscience. **8 Mile" fails

miserably here, with its lacklus-
ter screenplay that relies heavi-
ly on stereotypes: the big-boy
comedian, the preachy son of
Afiica, the hapless half-wit, and
the rock-solid Christian com-
plete with blingin' crucifix.

Do not be fooled by the pro-
fanity, the artsy lens, or the stel-

lar pedigree. This is just anoth-
er Brian Grazer production:
entertaining at best, pedestri2in

at worst.

-Paul Mendoza

Focus Features

"Far from Heaven"
Starring Dennis Quaid,

Julianne Moore
Directed by Todd Haynes

^^^^
Todd Haynes' new film, ''Far

fi'om Heaven," is a beautifully

multilayered throwback to the
domestic dramas of Douglas
Sirk.

Basking in the prosperity of
post-war America, "Heaven"
centers upon a household
where people say things like

"aw shucks" and "oh jiminy,"

and where "geez" is considered
a sUght obscenity. Cathy
Whitaker (Juhanne Moore) is

the picture-perfect housewife.
She's a loving mother, a caring
homemaker, and she looks
dehghtful as an ornament on
the arm of her successful and
handsome husband Frank
(Dennis Quaid).

Then, Cathy stumbles upon
her husband with another man,
and her entire world begins to
turn upside down as many of
the tensions and emotions
repressed begin to surface.
Through this, Haynes explores
racism and homophobia One of
these themes would be weighty
enough, but Haynes ambitious-
ly and masterfully examines
both.

The movie doesn't propose
answers to all of the questions
it raises, but that may be the
point. Haynes confronts the
issues of sexuEility and race
intelligently through good, well-

intentioned characters who had
previously existed in an oblivi-

ous bubble of bliss. "Far From
Heaven" is a poignant, and
inteUigent fihu and is so far one
of the best this year.

-Ryan Joe

^ Ratings^

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 -Eh ...could 4 -Great
be better 5 - Classic

Films to honor art direction I
Digital tv technology

By Maria San Rllppo

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
msanfilippo@media.ucla.edu

For anyone who's ever wondered
about a film's art director's job. The
Art of Hollywood" film series at
UCLA!s James Bridges Theater pays
tribute to one of the most underrated
professions of cinema.

Kicking things off tomorrow is a
screening of The Godfather Part U,"
in the James Bridges Theater at 7:30

p.m., for which Dean T^voularis won
an Oscar. Art direction - or produc-
tion design, as it is now known - cre-

ates the look of a film from set con-
struction to prop placement.

"They used to say that the art

director was in charge of everything
in the background shghtly out of
focus," said production director Tbm
Walsh ("The Majestic," "John
Carpenter's Vampires").

Walsh vnll speak at the Sunday
screening of two early examples of
exceUence in art direction, "The
Crowd" and "The Wmd." Both films

represent the apex of the silent era,

according to Walsh.

Rather than using a controlled stu-

dio sound stage, both films were shot
on location (Manhattan and the
California desert, re^)ectively) - no
small feat in 1928. In addition, MGM's
art department rose to the challenge
of creating special effects. From the
miniatures created to the duplicate
city skyscrapers, and the cyclone
whipped up by airplane motors
mounted on trailers, these early art

directors developed methods still

used in filnmiaking today
"There was less money to finance

pretensions (while there was) more
collective knowledge being shared,"
Walsh said. "Today, everything hap-
pens in its own petri dish."

During its heyday, production
design paid closer attention to detail,

according to Michael Hackett, profes-
sor of directing in UCLAs theater
department

"Early art directors consulted
experts to ensure that their sets and
designs were architecturally and his-

torically accurate," Hackett said.

Choosing the eleven films to be
screened throughout the month was

should not be restricted

BOARD'S LIMITATIONS ON PERSONAL USE
WILL INCREASE PIRACY, HURT INDUSTRY

UCLA Film and Texevision ARomT:
Hitchcock's "Vertigo." will be screened on Nov. 24. The film features art director
Henry Bumstead s work, which includes James Stewart's dream sequence.

films back to the big screen is an
often overlooked one. For example,
the 1930 sci-fi odyssey fihn, "Just
Imagine," is screening Sunday, but is

not available on video.

The crown of the series will be an
2^pearance by 87-year-old art design
legend Henry Bumstead at the
screening of "Vertigo" on Nov. 24.

Bumstead brought Hitchcock's
obsessive vision to life within the
film's dream world.

"'Vertigo' is one of the only films
that makes San Francisco look sinis-

ter," said Hackett. "Everything in the
fi:'ame is coordinated to accentuate
the atmosphere. Even the colors of
Kim Novak's costumes are meaning-
ftil."

Despite technology allowing work
to be done more simply and quickly,

today's designers face other con-
straints on their creativity.

"Before, art directors could learn
their craft through making mistakes,

"

said Walsh. "Today we don't have the
time or money for mistakes; we have
to finish the film in time for
Sundance."

Robert

Esposito
resposito1@medla.ucieLedu

UCLA FILM AND TELEViaON ARCHIVE

Robert de Niro's clothing is a product of
art direction in "The Godfather: Part 11."

daunting, according to Mimi Brody
associate programmer at the UCLA
Film and Television Archive.

"Even our short list had over 100
titles - so many films deserve a clos-

er look and deserve to be seen on the
big screen," Brody said.

The dual mission of highlighting

art direction and bringing rarely seen

For more info, call 310-206-FILM or
log onto imjuw.cirierria.tucla.edu.

This week let's talk Digital TV,

a technology hideously over-

due and potentially wonderful
for the enter-

tainment indus-

try and con-

sumers alike.

According to

current plans,

the entirety of

over-the-air

television

broadcasts will

be digital/high

definition by
2006.

Has anyone
else noticed

that your aver-

age television

broadcast looks like crap, for

lack of a less technical word? I'm
not talking about DirecTV, but
about regular TV broadcasts. In a
world where we have freakin'

laser beams shooting missiles out
of the sky (I saw it on CNN
tonight) and digital cell phones
selling for a dollar at Cingular,

you'd think we'd have implement-
ed a solution to fuzzy, pathetic
television broadcasts.

"Not so fast," says Hollywood.
Before high definition television

can be fully implemented, they
are requiring the technology
industry to negotiate a "consen-
sus" in order to protect new high
quality broadcasts from piracy.

The consensus board has been
named the Broadcast Protection
Discussion Group.

Out of the consensus has come
the "Tauzin Broadcast Flag
Legislation Draft," named after its

author Representative Billy

Tauzin. The draft calls for a stan-

dard set of physical restrictions

Esposito's technology column runs
Fridays.

placed on every intermediary
between digital television, and
your eyes and ears including
HDTV, computers, set top boxes,
DVD players and more.

This draft would effectively
prevent free competition and
invention in the electronics indus-
try and allow Hollywood to
decide which features and capa-
bilities to allow into final prod-
ucts. Under the draft, every piece
of hardware built after 2005 must
comply with these restrictions,
and uncertified hardware will be
nonfunctional with other possibly
supplementary components.

Not only is this an unprece-
dented atrocity, but it will hurt
the entertainment industry in the
long run. Hollywood's perceived
threat is by all reasonable
accounts a phantom. New tech-
nologies always require a period
of acyustment, but letting the
techies achieve equiUbrium is

what has worked in the past.
When we buy a computer, a

DVD player or a high definition
television for that matter, we
should be able to do anything we
want with that technology as
long as it is for personal use.
After all, we make recordings of
shows to watch later or copy
them onto other devices such as
portables to watch on the go, etc.

If anything, the industry benefits
fi'om this flexibility.

Under the new scheme, our
digital televisions will only have
digital outputs, so that encryption
and digital restrictions can be
built right into the television.

With analog outputs, one could at
least make an analog copy of
source material. But digital copy
protection will foil everyone's
attempts to exercise their rights

ESPOSITO
I
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THE GEHY MUSEUM'S AHEMPT TO
ACQUIRE 'MADONNA OF THE PINKS'

SETS ITS PRICE TAG AT $50 MILLION

Siddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spuri@media.ucla.edu

As the price ofmodem machinery, such as computers and
cell phones, decreases, the price of classical artwork contin-
ues to rise exponentially.

Raphael's "Madonna of the Pinks," is one such classical
painting. In the J. Paul Getty Museum's esteem, it is worth a
price tag that has estimatedly reached a phenomenal $50 mil-
lion.

Though Raphael's creation is just a painting - vibrant col-
ors doused on a panel, recalling the slight touch of the virgin
mother's hand on her child - the Getty has been in negotia-
tions to acquire the painting from the National Gallery in
London for such a price.

Raphael's "Madonna of the Pinks" was loosely based on
Da Vinci's "Benois Madonna" Painted between 1507-1508,
before he journeyed to Rome to work at the papal court,
Raphael's creation has recently caused a stir in the art world.
The secretive acquisition of the painting is the basis for

all the commotion," said Gloria WiUiams, deputy curator for
the Norton Simon Museum in Pasadena "The rarity of the
painting and that Raphael painted it so early in his career
add to the appeal."

Though Getty officials and curators have refused to com-
ment on the details of their acquisition, it has gained much
publicity because of the clandestine process and great price
they appear to be willing to pay.

The National Gallery has had the painting on loan since
1992 from the Northumberland family, who has held the cre-
ation since 1853.

Bo Smith, a pubhcist from LACMA, speculates that the
Getty is attempting to show historical representations of art
because current collections in other museums are being
overpowered by more modem art.

"Contemporary art has emerged, and because it's cheaper
than traditional styles, many museums exhibit it," Smith
said. The Getty may be trying to keep aspects of 'tradition-

al' art in their gaUery with this purchase."
Others in the art world, though, feel that the Getty is not

purchasing the painting in an attempt to save the popularity
and importance of traditional art, but rather to strengthen its

own status.

"The Getty is not purchasing the Raphael painting as a
manifesto of traditional art," WiUiams said. "It is merely try-
ing to create a more stable name for itself."

While the Getty's acquisition has eUcited a lot of world-
wide publicity because of the painting's rarity and the com-
petition with London's National Gallery, this Is not the first
sign that classical art is rising in price.

Paintings such as Van Gogh's "Portrait of Dr. Gachet" and
Renoir's "Au Moulin de la Galette" were auctioned for $82.5
million and $71 milhon, respectively in 1990, while contem-
porary paintings, according to WiUiams, are more easUy
replicated and can be sold for cheaper.

If the Getty does acquire the piece at the speculated price,

RAPHAEL
I
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National Gallery IN London

Raphael painted Madonna of the Pinks" sometime between 1507-1508, early in his career. The J. Paul Getty Museum has
been in negotiations with the National Gallery in London for acquisition of the $50 million classical artwork.
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Artist turns Hammer exhibit into party
"THREE DAY WEEKEND"
EVENT INCLUDES MUSIC,
PHOTOGRAPHY FROM

MULLER'S 'CONNECTIONS'

By Anna Whitwtiam

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
awhjtwham@meclia.ucla.edu

Dave Muller is an artist who Ukes to party.
His tongue-in-cheek approach to art is clear

in his representations of old rock flyers, exhi-
bition programs and cartoons. His current
show, '^Connections," exhibits a range of play-
ful work.

Muller's partying, rock 'n' roll, approach to
art is evidenced in the "Three Day Weekend"
events he has hosted in cities all over the
world. His next "Weekend" will be held on
Nov. 10 in conjunction with "Connections" at
the Hanuner Museum from 5 to 10 p.m. The
event will feature DJs (including himself) and
photographer Patterson Beckwith.

The event enables Muller to merge music,
art and photography into one conceptual
party. The pubUc too can interact with the art.

For a small fee (the event itself is free), peo-
ple will have the opportunity to pose against
an array of backgrounds, and have a profes-

Dave Muller's "Supergraphic" (1999) is part of
his upcoming show at the Hammer.

sional photo of the pose of their choice.
His art, which includes artifacts of pop cul-

ture such as personalized versions of Andy
Warhol work and Winnie the Pooh, is not
rephcation, according to Mullen, but personal
interpretation often using cynical humor.

In person, Muller is reassuringly chill and
as unpretentious as his art. He sits back and
eats a bagel in a Westwood cafe as he talks
about his work. Anyone who used to watch
"He-Man" will appreciate the poster of "She-
Ra" in classic superhero pose from his
"Cosmos" collection. He places the cartoon

figure next to a poster of the jazz musician
Sun Ra.

"'Cosmos' is about order ... Ra being their
last name ... maybe they're related?" Muller
said.

I

When it comes to art and rock 'n' roll,

Muller knows his stuff. Studying at Davis, he
found the social scene a little dry and took it

upon himself to hven things up. There were
no easily accessible clubs at the time, so
Muller and his friends would cough up $200 to
get punk bands like The Meat Puppets and
Camper Van Beethoven to play at friends'

houses.

You'll no doubt hear traces of a punk influ-

ence at the party, where Muller will DJ every-
thing from easygoing jazz to what he called
"techno of some sort."

Muller's art is intended to be accessible, as
well as fun. There's no explanation and no his-

tory to read up on, the only requirement is

showing up. When asked what he'd Uke peo-
ple to get from his art and "Three Day
Weekend" events, his answer is as unpreten-
tious as he is.

"Quite frankly, just to keep people from
being bored enough that if they were to wait
in line they wouldn't leave."

Muller's exhibit "Connections" is on display at

the Hammer Museum through Jan. 6, 2003.

Women celebrate with art, poetry in Ladyfest
By Kathleen Mitchell

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kmjtchell@ucla.edu

In the early 1900s, a woman
could not attend a show at the
Downtown Palace Theatre without
a male escort.

This weekend, from Nov. 8 to
Nov. 11, LA. women will unite at

the Downtown Palace Theatre and
the Spring Tower to celebrate and
exhibit creativity at Ladyfest Los
Angeles where 800 to 1,000 atten-

dees are expected.
The four-day festival, organized

entirely by 40 women, will offer
visual art displays, theatrical per-
formances, music, film screenings,
spoken word, poetry, and work-
shops by and about women in soci-

ety. All profits from the event ben-
efit the East L.A. Women's Center.

"This is an opportunity for girls

to meet other girls with conunon
interests and share and learn from
each other," said Brooke Olsen,
film coordinator for the event. "We
want to form a sense of conununi-
ty in Los Angeles, let women min-
gle and be aware of what other
women do."

Ladyfest presents a variety of
performance with acts like Penny
Arcade and emerging musicians
like the Young People who are
scheduled to take the stage. The
"Sex Workers' Art Show" is a
cabaret combination of music,
spoken word, striptease, poetry
and fire dance that reflect issues in

the sex industry.
|

Ladyfest Los Angeles is the sis-

ter event to Ladyfest Olympia,
Washington. Last Christmas,
Christine King, an L.A. organizer,

returned from the celebration in

Washington with the inspiration to
kindle the spirit she experienced
farther north in Los Angeles.

King, Olsen and eight other
women tabled at Milk, a local club,

on Valentine's Day and enlisted 30
other women to help with the pro- i

ject.
j

Olsen lauded the women's
enthusiasm as well as the enthusi-
asm of the potential participants,

reflected in the enormous number
of submissions.

LADn-EETT Los A.NGELES

The band Radio Vago is part of Ladyfest, Nov. 8-11 in downtown Los Angeles.

"Five people had to help me
carry all the submissions from
the post office. They filled up
the back of my car," Olsen said.

In fact, women are still sub-
mitting their work. Olsen said
two weeks would not be suffi-

cient to showcase all the
women who responded and all

the women they wanted to
invite to participate.

Kristina Wong, a UCLA grad-
uate with dual degrees in

English and world arts and cul-

tures, was one of the women

the organizers asked to per-
form.

"Ladyfest is about women
creating a positive space for

other women to show their
work," Wong said. "It's about
supporting a world that we can
change together through ambi-
tious thinking and action."

The former UCLA student
will perform her piece, a the-

ater/visual/movement show,
titled, "Miss Chinatown 2nd
Runner Up" Sunday at 1 p.m. at

the Spring Tower. Wong created

the work to investigate the
process through which women
discover their bodies, a process
she sees as fraught with
"shame, guilt, and lack of infor-

mation."

"I want (the audience) to
identify with the part of them
that is *the second runner up,*"

Wong said. "I want them to
cheer for me and for them-
selves, at the end feeling that
we all can make awkwardness
sexy."

Wong is just one of many
who will use the opportunity to
celebrate women in the arts in

a venue where just 100 years
ago, the law demanded male
accompaniment.

"Ladyfest has the potential to
attract and create empowered
women who feel they are given
permission to create and
explore their lives through art. I

want to be part of that
process," Wong said.

For more information, visit

www. ladyfestlosangeles. org.

Full passes cost $65 for admis-
sion to both venues for the

entire weekend. A pass for a
single day, both venues costs

$25, and adm,ission to one
venu^for one day is $15.

$2.,
mooVie!

r
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DPI !;evpain]in(:s

The value of rare paintings has been rising at an exorbitant rate. Take a look at the
paintings that have drawn the biggest price tags.

1

Portrait of Dr. Gachet

Artist: Vincent Van Gogh

Price tag: $82,500,000

May 15, 1990 6

Au Moulin de la Galette

Artist: Pierre-Auguste Renoir

Price tag: $78,100,000

May 17. 1990 7

Woman Seated in a Garden
Artist: Picasso

Price tag: $49,500,000

Nov. 10, 1999

Irises

Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Price tag: $49,000,000

Nov. H. 1987

3
Portrait de I'artiste sans barbe

Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Price tag: $71,500,000

Nov. 19, 1998

8
Lerfive

Artist: Picasso

Price tag: $48,402,500 r 1

Nov. 10. 1997 W
h.

4
Still Life with Curtain. Pitcher, and
Bowl of Fruit

Artist: Paul Cezanne

Price tag: $60,500,000

May 10, 1999

/
9

Nude in a Black Armchair

Artist: Picasso

Price tag: $45,102,500

Nov. 9, 1999

5
Les Noces de Pierrette

Artist: Picasso

Price tag: $51,671,920

Nov. 30, 1989 10
Self-Portrait: Yo Picasso

Artist: Pablo Picasso

Price tag: $43,500,000

May 9. 1989

SOURCE: wimMjwmwKnucaiR/i»A/\s^^
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Painting could rank

among most expensive artwork
from page 6

the purchase would rank among the
highest-priced pieces of artwork, right

around Picasso's "Les Noces de
Pierette," which was purchased for
$51.7 million in 1989.

"One reason that classical art is so
much more expensive and seen as bet-

ter than contemporary art (of artists liv-

ing) is that (classical) artwork seems to
hold its value," Al Boime, UCLA profes-
sor of art history said. "The art market is

stable because people beheve an older
painting holds its value over time."

Not only will these well-known paint-
ings give museums a sense of stability,

but they will also keep the classical

paintings desirable for the pubUc.
"Contemporary art doesn't have the

narrow style that classical art does,"
Boime said. "Because it is woven in
diverse styles, contemporary art has not
estabUshed itself yet, which is why it is

not as expensive as classical works
are."

Whether the Getty aims to acquire
Raphael's work to further its repertoire
or to hold on to classical artwork, its

actions mirror the recent trend of
increasing prices in classical art

"No painting is worth $50 miUion,"
Boime said. "It's ridiculous for a gallery
to waste that much money on a piece of
artwork the size of.a piece of typewrit-
ing paper."

ESPOSITO
from page I

of fair use except the very pirates that
the technology is meant to block.
And what would happen to the more

than two million digital televisions that
have already been sold in the United
States without any of these copy pro-
tection schemes? The current proposal
is to intentionally degrade the picture
and sound that these sets receive to
prevent any temptation to make
copies.

History has proven two things: leav-
ing the industry to find its own equilib-

rium fuels invention, and trying to limit

technology to prevent piracy only
causes more piracy. There have been
countless television-related inventions
that have increased our ei\joyment of
media, earned money for technology
companies, and given Hollywood more
opportimities to sell its product And if

it were inexpensive to have Kazaa-like
access to our favorite shows and songs
but with HDTV quality, people would
pay the money for the added ei\joy-

ment
Wake up and smell the mother freak-

ing steaming pile of dimg that you're
trying to lay on us, Hollywood! If you
don't sn2^ out of it, I'll just keep laugh-
ing all the way to Kazaa.

"'Pommt* »>

warn'

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 7 & 8

7 & 9:30 PM BOTH
NIGHTS ACKERMAN
GRAND BALLROOM

[>. -r-^^ J
canyus events, palabra a tu mama. 319 kerckhoff hall. 310-825-1958. www.campusevents.ucla.e-

Westwooa
VILLAGE

961 Bfoxton

208-5576

BRUIN

948Broxton

239-MANN

nKTom.
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbfook
208-4575

PLAZA
1067 Glendon

208-3097

'

ISpy(PG-13)
THX - Dotty Digitai

Fri-Sun (11:45)2:104:507:201 0:00

Femme Fatate (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Frt-Sat (1 1 :00) 1 45 4:30 7:30 1 0:20 1 00
Sun (11:X) 145 4:30 7:30 10:20

Jackass: The Movie (R)

THX -Doby Digital

Fri-Sat (1200) 2:20 4:40 7:45 10:30 12 40
Sun (12:00) 2:20 4:40 7:45 10:30

The Truth About Charlie (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Otgttal

Fri-Sun (1 30) 4 20 7 00 9:40

White Oleander (PG-13)

Dolby 0ig(tal

Fri-SUn (1:15) 4:00 7:10 9:50

Santa Monica
CRfTERlON6

1313 3fdSt.

Promenade

Ghost Ship (R)

THX • Dolby Digitai

Fri-Sun (12:00) 2:30 5 00 7 30 10:10

The Ring (PG-13)

THX - DTS Digital

Fn-Suni(1:00) 4:00 7:00 10:00

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - DTS Digital

Fri-Sun (11:15) 1:45 4:20 7:10 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Sun (11:43) 2:15 4:45 7 40 10:15

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Sun (11:30| 2:10 5:05 7.55 1035

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Fri-Sun (1 1 201 2:00 4:40 7 20 1 05

j^ V )A'^'

m(^ 'tm M
LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
Bargain Shows () For AH Theatres

SUNSET 5 Auto Focus (R)

8000SuH9rt Fri-Sun (11:40) 2:10 4:50 730 1000
(at Crescent Heights)

Free Partong Far From Heaven (PG- 1 3)

(323)848-3500 Fn-Sat (11:30) 2:05 4 45 7 25 10:00 12:15

Sun (11 30) 2:05 4:45 7:25 10.00

Roger Dodger (R)

Fri-Sun (11:45) 2:10 4:35 7:15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sat (1:10) 4.05 7 00 9:55 12:15

Sun (1:10) 4 05 7:00 9:55

Comedian (R)

Fri-Sun (12:15) 2 30 4:45 715 9:45

Saturday and Sunday Morning 10 00 am
Flip Side

Love m me Tune Of Money

B^M and Docs Saturday and Sunday laoo »n
A Jewiati Documentary Series

The Struma

Kkio nmnment Saturday vid Sunday 10:00m

to ADVERTISE
call

310.825.2161
okx^L^^^I^ES^ iSg

THE BRIDGE
Santa Monica <

^M LANDMARK

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Secretary (R)

Fri-Sun (1:45) 4:30 7:15 9:50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Fri-Sun (12:15) 2:30 4:50 7:25 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Fri-Sun (12:00) 2:30 5:05 7 45 10:20

Spirited Away (PG)
Fri-Sun (1:00) 4:00 7:00 10:()0

and Docs: Saturday and Sunday lOiX) am
A JewW) Documentary Series

Mamadrama: Ttw Jewisti Mottier in Cinema

Kino tntomMonH Saftntay & Sunday 1 1am

THE BRIDGE

Cinema 5

Cinema 6

West Side
The Piano Teacher

Fnday and Saturday Late Night 12 15 am
FHpSide

I • Spike & Mika^ Sick & Twisted festival ol Animatton

I Don't Know Jack

WLA/Beveriy Hills
Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wiishire

274-6869

201 2:00 4:40 7 2011

Fnda(R)

Fri-Sun (1:15) 4:10 7:00 9:55

Tully (NR)

Fri (5:10) 7 40 10 00
Sat-Sun (12:15) 2:40 5:10 7:40 10:00

Shanghai Ghetto (NR)

Fn (5:05) 7 20 9:55

Sat-Sun (12:15) 2:35 5 05 7 20 9:55

The Rising Place (PG-13)

Fn (5 10) 7:30 9 45
Sat-Sun (12:30)2 50 510 7 30 9 45

THE Bridge CiNEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Dnve
The Promenade al Honvard Hughes Cantor Center Drive

On the Howard Hughes Parkway off the 405
1 7 SMi-o(-the Art Audnortums
RH Sladkim-Styto SeMng ALL DIGITAL SOUND
Purchase Tickats by phone at (310)568-3375
or onNns O www thebrUgednemacom
Director^ Hal HoOine (310|569 9?9S
SPECIAL STUDENT PWCE WITH VALID ID.
• Directors Hril- torturing axtrawkteulMsrtisr
seats and prenMum reaarve aaatmg

•
Cantor Stage • LIVE PRE SHOW ENTERTAINMENT

•* GIANT LAflGE FORMAT SCREEN

Cinema 8 Mile (R)

Fn-Sun 10:30 11:00 •11:30 12:45 1:15 1:45 •2:15

3:30 4:00 4:30 "SOO 6:30 7 00 7 30 'SrOO

9:15 9.45 10:15 -ll 00 12:00 12:30

Cinema 2 Frida(R)

Fri-Sun 11:00 1:45 4:30 7:15 9:5512:30

Cinema 3 Femme Fatale (R)

Fn-Sun 1:30 4:30 7:15 955 12:05

Cinema 4
I Spy (PG-13)

Fn-Sun 10:30 12:10 2:35 3:30 5:00

6:00 7:25 9:5012:15

Dnema7

Cinema 8

Cinema 9

Cinema 10

Cinema 1

1

Cinema 12

Cinema 13

Cinema 14

The Santa Clause 2 (G)
Fri-Sun 11:30 2:05 4:40 7:15 9:3512:00

Jackass: The Movie (R)
Fri-Sat 11:05 12:15 1:20 2:30 3:35 4:45 5:50

•7:00 8:05 •9:15 10:30 11:30
Sun 11:05 12:15 1:20 2:30 3:35 4:45

5:50 7:00 8:05 9:15 10:3011:30

Ghost Ship (R)

Fri-Sun 12:45 3.00 5:15 7:30 9:45 12:00

Punch-Drijnk Love (R)

Fri-Sun 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 12:15

c-i r ,-«. The Ring (PG-13)
Fn-Sun 1 1 :05 •! 1 :35 1 :45 ^2:1 5 4^5 -4 55

7:05 •7.35 9:45 •10:15 12:25

Brown Sugar (PG-13)
Fri-Sun 12:00 2:35 5:10 7:45 10:20

Red Dragon (R)

Fri-Sun 12:45 8:15 11:15

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)
Fri-Sun 12:20 2:40 5:20 7:40 10:00 12:20

Star Wars: Attack of the Qones (PG)

The IMAX Experience
Fri-Sun 1 1 :30 3:1 5 7:00 9:30 1 2:00

Santa Vs. The Snowman 3D - IMAX (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 10:15 2:00 5:45

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-1 3)

Fri-Sun 1:30 4:30 7:20 9:55

Beveriy Hills
Beverty Connection

La Cienega at Beveriy Bhrd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Pakl In Full (R)

Fri.Sun 7:15 9:30

Ghost Ship (R)

Fri-Sun 12:40 2:50 5:10 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Fri-Sun (1 1 :20) 1 :50 4:40 7:20 9:50

Trials of Henry Kissinger

Fn-Sun (11:10)

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Fri-Sun 1:30 4:20 7:00 9:30

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun (11:00) 1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

8 Mile (R)

Fri-Sat 12:15 1:00 2:30 3:15 4:00 5:30 6:15 7:00

8:30 9:1510:0011:3012:00am
Sun 12:15 1:00 2:30 3:15 4:00 5:30

6:15 7.00 8:30 9:1510:00

The Transporter (PG-1 3)
Fri-Sun 12:50 3:00 5:20 7:40 10:15

Tuck Everiasting (PG)

Fri 12:30 2:45 5:00

Sat 12:30 2:45 4:45

Sun 12:30 2:45 5:00

LANDMARK

Santa Monica
NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE
131 4 Wiishire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Cool As Ice

Fri 12:00am

Derrida

Fri 5:15 7:30 9:45

Sat-Sun (12.45) 3:00 5:15 7:30 9:45

The Rocky Hon-or Picture Show
Sat 12:00am

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun (1:30) 4:1 5 7:1 5 10:00

Far Fnjm Heaven
Fri-Sun (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9 30

Westwood

AMC
Westwood

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue
(310)208-3259

Roger Dodger (R)

Fri-Sat (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30

Sun (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

Beverly Hills

PACIFIC

Westwood

AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wiishire Blvd

1 BIk. E. of Westwood
(310)777-FILM#330

Punch-Dojnk Love (R)

Fri-Sun 1:40 4:40 7:10 9:40

8 Mile (R)

Fri-Sun 1:00 4.00 7:00 10:00

The Ring (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 1:20 4:40 7:30 10:15

CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wiishire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

On Guard

Ffi-Sun (1:00) 4:00 7:00 9:45

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of Wiishire)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

Santa Clause2 (PG)

Fri-Sun 11:00 1.30 4:15 7:00 9.25

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Fri-Sun (11:30) 2:00 4:45 7:30 9:45
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

AdWrMngTIps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price-

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DeadUnos
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Una Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85

12pt. headline 2.00

16pt. headline 2.75

Box $2.00

5 insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

12pt. headline 8.50

16pt. headline 1 1 .00

Bqx. $10.00

20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 7.20

1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00
Box $40.00

Quarlmlf
50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 103.15
Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate Information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change without notice.

Special Features & Issues

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Everyday!

310.825.2221

VILlflOf DISfl
www.vlllagedish.com

Fall/winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

PniiCMiiaes

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I"
Find everythingyou need online at

www.bruinmarketpuu;e.com
TheASUCLACorminic^^ rto m««um shrtl «x*pl acM»rtisements whK:h p«»ent persons of any or^
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announcements

1100-260(1.,.,.-

1800
Miscellaneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
ennan A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

1900
Personal iVIessages

COLLEEN- Go to: 10958 Weyburn Ave. There
Is something waiting for you. Happy Anniver-
sary. Love. C.

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/manlwolf@ mail.com

MATURE, GENEROUS Professional to date
and perhaps mentor attractive sensual co-ed.
Email Jeny_yes@yahoo.com.

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV. HPV, HIV and
others. VolceA^ideo/chat/music.

' 2050
Pregnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

Oift'Rjy^fSs

ese
2200
Subjects

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-
ticipate in MRI and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-
6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

QUICK CASH! Earn $5 in less than 1/2 hour
by participating in a simple experim^t about
language learning. Contact: lingexp@ya-
hoo.com

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-018-04J exp. 3-03. 310^825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

EAST INDIAN EGG
DONOR NEEDED

$50,000 (COMPENSATION) Highly success-
ful, professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is at-

tractive and intelligent (SAT score of 1400+)
with a good personality. Privacy is guaranteed.
Please contact our agent:

Dariene@aperfectmatch.com 800-264-8828.

Autos for Sale

94 BLACK HONDA ACCORD DX cupe.
Perfect condition. 55K miles. New interiors
and tires. $8000 OBO. 323-937-8919.

POLICE ir^POUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas. Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

3500
laFurnlture

FOR SALE! Wooden bureau with drawers.

Price is negotiable. Call 310-612-7240.

Need Transportation
to a Party or'^

^^ Special Event}

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory* Chris 818-321-5408

I
School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call GIna (310)21€^ui^
or (310)578-311?

Let's Go
Transportation

,3700
Health Products

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your own
sampler pack! Free shipping on orders over
$10.

3800
Miscellaneous

LADIES LOOK YOUR BEST! Designer in-

spired purses and wallets inspired by Kate
Spade, Graffiti and much more! $24.95
www.superhandbags.com

80
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

IheckMstorecom

-NO WAR" T-SHIRTS. $15ea.
http://www.PayPal.com & send payment
teachinsi ©yahoo.com or mail Coffee House
Teach-ins (non-profit), 12335 Santa Monica
Blvd. #114, LA, CA, 90025.
http7/www.stopUSwars.org (310)203-1542

AAAA^i^wS^

^^5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

transportation
>illstate.

>^'rs in oood hands.
IV<1lke Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 NA/estwood Blvd.
(2 t>lks. So. of Wllshiro)

24 Hours g Day Service

ay your tuitftili

with eggs

^700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
Well beat anyone's price or we dont want
your business. Student/staff/good driver

discounts. Request the "Bruin Plan."
310-777-8817. 323-873-3303.

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,(XX)

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Options, LLC

4900
Autos for Sale

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $1,700/obo. 310-433-1838.

1989 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red, great condi-
tion, well maintained, new clutch, 2nd owner,
alarm, 12 disc changer. $3300 OBO.
323-793-4997.

6150
Foreign Languages

LEARN/IMPROVE YOUR SPANISH: All lev-

els. Private, groups, and companies. Native

speaker. Experienced teacher. Sandra
Morgentsern 310-828-1606. Email:

Sandramor2@hotmail.com

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

1994 VOLVO 760. White with beige leather
interior. 72000 miles, loaded, factory CD play-

er. $9500. 323-761-8154

1995 MAZDA MPV LX(minivan). Great condi-
tion, automatic, green, 97K, air bag, AC,
AM/FM, power everything. $5,295 OBO.
310-824-0622

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k, automatic, AC,
AM/FM stereo, power steering, lo-jack, original

owner, $3700. 310-479-0222 or
310-433-7585.

k

EGG Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples sofT>e of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION .^5, ^(^f? starting

Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494

"^

M

1996 FORD TAURUS white 63000 miles,

$6000. 323-761-8154

1997 NISSAN ALTIMA GXE. auto, air, power,
cruise control, airbags, radio/cass, 63,935
miles, $7200/obo (31 0)376-6891/eve/wknds
(31 0)794-5391 /days.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Century Qty, California

EGG DONORS WANTED ages 19-32 all

backgrounds. Generous compensation. Call

541-266-8284 or www.creatingnewgenera-

tions.com

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor

program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

kx)king for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-DOOri

Black with grey interior. Only 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. A/C,

power everything, 5speed manual, fun to

drive. Excellent condition. Must see!
$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

2000 FORD MUSTANG COUPE 2-door,

27K miles, automatic. Air condition, power
everything AM/FM Stereo, Cassette, Com-
pact Disc. $10,500. Call SEDA 31 0-209-

0528 or sdulgeroglu@hotmail.com.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small
jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry©310-391-5657.
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GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

7000
Tutoring Offered

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul:

310-387-7796.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or ISmin from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089. mytsu@mac.com.

«* 6600
Personal Services

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER. Every Saturday 2-10pm. flexi-

ble. Super sweet, like Mary Poppins. $10-
12/hr DOE. Pacific Palisades. Need own car
and references. 310-573-4171.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

IntemationaJ Students Wekx>me. Since 1 985
Sharon B«ar. Pti.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou laiow where to lock

Daielm

(310)
(213)
(562)
(626)
(818)

696 DATE
572 DATE
282 DATE
484 DATE
264DATE

AcLVss Lucie 333

It's always free to cal^
to create your ad, ^

B to listen to acts |

and free to send your sd^

Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal staternents? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatenTent.com.

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's-
310-475-9585.

FREE EMAIL NEWSLETTER show you how
to become a $100,000 earner! no cost or ob-
ligation! www.ezinfocenter.com/7604163
/Free. 11.

STRESSED OUT? Relax with a soothing mas-
sage! Swedish, deep tissue, reflexology by
pro CMT. 9AM-9PM. $60/hr. Maxine
310-709-6812.

§*THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,
induding Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

ACADEMIC TUTOR. Chemistry, math, and
science. Creative Activities. Flexible hours.

Competitive rates. High school/graduate
sctxxjI/MCAT. Call 310-573-2284.

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
At)by:310-3 14- 1643.

CONVERSATION
You used a cell and spoke quickly (November
5th). I couklnl hear your number. Please call

again. 'Writing Tutor".

MATH/SPANISH/FRENCH TUTOR Math
major UCLA 2000. All Levels. Experienced;
currently an Algebra Teacher; Geometry; Pre-
calculus, college undergraduate courses.
Tania (323)463-1231

MELANIES MASTERS; AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English. Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: pianoA/io-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fail. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

FEMALE MATH TUTOR WANTED for 8th
grade Algebra. Thurs 3:30-4:30PM on
campus. $13/hour. If interested, email clind-

str@ucla.edu

BABYSITTER/DRIWER For 21/2 y/o girl. 3
afternoons/wk, 12-6PM. English and Mandarin
prefened. Los Feliz area. John 323-229-4942.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required.
West Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call
310-440-6738

7800
Help Wanted

BMW SALES ASST.
BH BMW is looking for a motivated individ-

ual. PT Sales Assistant. Four days a week.
Call: 310-358-7801.

CARE GIVER NEEDED
Need Assistant who can help with daily

activities for an elderiy gentleman. Has
trouble walking/standing. Need a strong

man who can drive. Flexible hours.

Contact 310-350-6959.

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR -^ Organizational
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thm Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.

tutor7892002@yahoo.com

QUICKEN FOR MAC
Tutor wanted by retired senior. Please fax re-

sume to 310-202-6184.

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 children. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car. insurance, and
clean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

Strictly UCLA students (with English major) tu-

tor for 14 year old. Need help with English, his-

tory and Math. 310-271-0122

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH, Pacific
Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female preferred. 310-285-9612,
310-990-8552

TUTORS FOR MATH AND LATIN. After 4pm,
flexible days and hours. Near Mulholland and
405 fwy. Cindy 310.553.1500 (daytime).
310.472.4723 (evening)

TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Math,
Spanish, Biology, or English/any combination.
Please call Don 310-989-2100 or machine at
310-535-3161.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists,

reports. 310-828-6939.

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.
Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car,in-

surance.&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

ENTHUSIASTIC FEMALE GRADUATE/UN-
DERGRAD student to help with children.

Some Driving necessary. Child Develop-
ment/Experience necessary. Aftemoon/Even-
ing hours, good salary. 310-471-0804.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
warm/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-nn/o. Light

housewort^/cooking, English speaking. 310-
433-1320.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun/ey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHRISTMAS HELP
INSCRIPTIONS luxury bath and linen. PT po-
sition available. Retail experience necessary
$10/hour. Please call immediately. Pam or
lris:31 0-573-9931.

DRIVER to take 13yr-old daughter home from
school. Imile in Beverly Hills. Tue,
Wed, Thurs. 3:20pm. References. $15/trip.

310-477-7541 310-553-5610.

FINANCIAL INTERNSHIP: Growing invest-
ment firm needs help. Flexible hours. Base
pay w/ incentives. 310-546-1560.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted.
South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FRENCH/ENGLISH speaking driver/nanny
needed. M-F, 12:45-5PM. Located in Holmby
Hills, (Sunset/Beverty Glen). $15/hr. 310-288-
0821 Send resume: alcatelrobin@aol.com

LOOKING FOR BABYSITTER for every Satur-
day night. Beverty Hills area. Car prefened,
but not necessary. $10/hr. Call Sandra 310-
277-0045.

7300
Writing Help

PfT Childcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
1 2hrs/week. 31 0-858-8321

.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations. Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts. Articles. Intemational students
weteome. 818-345-1531.

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education
female-student. School pick-up, help
w/homework Aprepare healthy meals for 7-

year-old giri. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm. some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,
310-828-8260.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;
PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225.
(626)616-5609

FULL TIME FILE CLERK
For very busy westwood law fimi. Experienced
only. Must be detail oriented, highly organized
and personable. 10.30-7.30 Mo-Fri. full

benefits. Fax resume and salary history to
310-441-8015.

Grant Writers needed by non-profit Health
Care Organization. P/T,F/T excellent pay. well

motivated. Health
, fitness and environment.

310-305-8680, 310-306-2401.

HELP NOW!!!
Top-pertorming company looking for stud-
ents who want to eam $1000-3000/month
P/T. Great resume builder. 888-206-3618.

employment
7400-8300

7SOO
Career Opportunities

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-
sistant Needed. Must have stror>g computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax

resume to: 310-278-4882.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert)al and Acade-
me Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax. or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT GRE. etc.) to ACE Educational
Sen/ices. Attn: Bany. 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

MAKE CASH
SALES P/T-FOR UNIQUE Wireless Con-
sulting Company, experience a plus, but will

train, flexible schedule. Top Sellers MAKE
$1000A/Veek, starters make $200-$400.
WLA. 310-261-5454.

MEDICAL OFFICE HELP Light Bookeeping
for busy surgeon's office. Quickbooks a must.
Rexible hours. Beverly Hills. Pay negotiable.

Donna: 310-285-9612.

MODEL SEARCH
Looking for new faces for TV. film, and music
videos. 310-821-3007.

FULL-TIME/PART-TIME Office assistant posi-
tions available. Must have pleasant phone
manner and abilty to function in a dynamic/fast
paced environment, fax resume to Tony:
310-861-8943.

M.D.R. clothing mfg.
CO. seeking energetic,
organized, detailed,
multi-task individual.
Computer skills are
preferred (Mac).
Flexible hours -

20 hrs/wk.
|

Please fax resume to
(310)273-3884.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female.
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
AND MODELS

$350/DAY POTENTIAL. All ages and faces
needed. No exp. required. TV. commercials,
film, print. Call 1-800-263-0174. ext. 210

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie tovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH PfT research positkjn at

BH media company. Must be detail onented
and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr.
Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per dassmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

OFFICE ASSISTANT FfT or PfT. High-energy,

articulate. EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION
SKILLS. COMPUTER LITERATE. Leave
message 310-476-1868. fax resume:
310-271-3959.

29 people needed, lose weight, eam$$, limit-

ed time! 800-335-7851.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
ASSISTANT

Non-profit. Owner is APR.. Tremendous
opportunity to learn on the go. Immediate
opening. Salary+commission. Part Time
can morph into Full Time when you're
ready. Cuba travel. Computer skills a
must:Excel, Powerpoint, Quickbooks Pro.
Adobe. Fax resume: 213-626-8903

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to work in the
UCLAAckerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,
customer service or financial institution ex-
perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,
verbal, written,

PfT CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T COMPUTER CLERICAL. Good w/num-
bers. quick book pro experienced preferred.

Home office in Culver City. $10/hour. 15-20
hours/week, 310-390-1240

PfT MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Service positions. Pleasant work place in

Santa Monica. Education publisher.
310-395-9393.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,
patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,
Spanish

. Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA. flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr. 310-
688-6761.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series apply Call 626-821-4035.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverty Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kids fed up with math? Help has
come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math, including Algebra 1 and 2.

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math!
Flexible hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sen-
ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years
experience tutoring math and three years
teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-
ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie:
310-993-8064.

TEACHER P/T. Private High School kxjking

for P/T geometry teacher. Starting 2/1 A)3.

Please send resumes: School, 2118 Wilshire

Blvd, #454, Santa Monica CA 90404. Attn:B.K.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to sen/e as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enonnously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun.

Located in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:

310-889-0119.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

PfT. $10-15/hr, $20afper/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

B.H. Model Management Co. tooking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-
es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybarlendingschool.com

BARTENDERS make up to $300 per shift. No
exp. required. Flexible hours. Great college
job. Call 800-806-0082 ext. 1225. I

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Eam up to $300 a day 1-866-291-
1884 ext U4.

PART-TIME WEBMASTER for Peace group
wanted. 310-203-1542 or peachinsi @ya-
hoo.com

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning

facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or

just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-

bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

PHONE SURVEYOR & ADMIN WORK. Con-
duct phone sun/eys. Need callers with great
phone manners. Good computer skills.

$10/hr+incentives. 310-914-5148.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Employment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call :3 10-825-9681 or

email:erubio@ha.ucla.edu

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students welcome.
310-824-2295.

BABYSITTER
Experienced female care for 2yo (daytime)

and 4yo before/after preschool. Mon&Thurs
7am-5pm-K)ne Friday/month. Need own car+

references. SM. Monica 310-449-1984.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-
cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

RECEPTIONIST
FOR BUSY MEDICAL OFFICE. STD test-

ing. Heavy phones. Fax resume or back-

ground to 818-779-1908. PfT. Can work ar-

ound school schedule

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City location seeking F/T and P/T
scooper and shift leader position. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10, strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task.ASAP! Fax:

310-860-0748.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy salon.

Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy
310-824-7666.

O^FLU VACCINE

\Q#T

For registered UCLA students

Bring your Brulncord / 300 doses at each event.

First come, first served - no appointment needed.

Fri. Nov. 8, 1 1 am - 2 pm
Center for Health Sciences Patio

{or adjacent area Indoors, if raining)

Wed. Nov. 1 3, 5 - 8 pm / De Neve Plaza Room

Thurs. Nov. 21, 11 am- 2 pm/
Marian Anderson Courtyard, AGSM

Tues. Nov. 26J 2 - 3 pm / Bruin Plaza (outside Ashe)

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment

in the Ashe Center, while supplies last.

For more information or to request an appointment:

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Small pet

7 Rock-band need
10 Magazine stand
14 Opposed '

15 Promoted maj.

16 Zest tor life

17 Disarm a bomb
18 Frat letter

19 Bombay attire

20 Crisis (2 wds.)
23 Wild time
26 USCG officer

27 Osprey relatives

28 Casual wear
29 Wtieel nut
30 Skim milk's lack

31 Pale gray
32 Baronet's title

33 Abandon
37 Fern, saint

38 Lennon's Yoko —
39 Not up to snuff
40 401 (k) cousin
41 Four-bagger (2 wds.)

43 Cloud's region
44 Tractor-trailer

45 Stomacti muscles
46 Dell or Gateway

wares
47 Gong
48 Kind of tactics

51 Soccer player —
Hamm

52 Tureen utensil

53 Large tawny cat

(2 wds.)
56 Actress — Baxter
57 Halter

58 Nurture
62 Bilko and Preston
63 Wager
64 Fake
65 Party giver

66 Computer
language

67 Preactier's talk

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A 8 P E N D 1 S C T BIs P
T H E T A E C H H o|w L
M N S S E E M L E
S N A T ^P D E P OR T E D
i^^i R E 1^ E P A S T 1

L O C K E TS T ExJUMI
A B L ERBS H E E NllT E N
R A nHh E A R DH F A T E
K E YHJ E S S E l O T A S

P
Ihl E A CO mIb A T S
C H E E R"1 T A Bl^^^

P R M P T E DHR 1 B A L D
A U T O

1

1 D E A

1

B A H 1 A
T E E N E G A D E N E M Y
LlJ L L iJ El E nJD D E M O S

11-8-02 2002 United Feature Syrxlicate, Inc.

DOWN
1 Run around a lot

2 Actress —
Arden

3 Sports "zebra"
4 Beasts
5 Campaign topic

6 Wolfish look

7 On the stage
8 ^erie sounds
9 Stop up
10 Vacation spots
1

1

Delon or Le
Sage

12 Judy -of
"Laugh-In"

13 Mends, as a
bone

21 Nerve cell

22 Lustrous
23 Cache
24 Sauce with basil

25 Change dress
length

29 "Peanuts" kid

30 People
32 Frozen dessert
33 Kind of year
34 Made public
35 Tiny shrimp
36 Aerie builder

42 Quite serious
46 Resta

decoration
47 Joke around
48 Broadway hit

49 African river

50 Women with

nieces
51 Bogged down
52 Roomy
54 "Dancing

Queen" group
55 Brats

59 Croon
60 Ancient Tokyo
61 Director —

Howard

UCLA

Alumni Network
Looking for a fulfilling career?

The UCLA Alumni Association offers you full

access to the Alumni Netw^ork, a database with

contact information for thousands of successful

UCLA alumni w^ho are ready and willing to help

students with career advice. Get your foot in the

door at www.UCLAlumni.net/AlumniNetwork.

(310) UCLA-SAA wwwOICLMiiinnijiet/SAA

—SAA is the student chapter ofthe—

UCLAIumni
lAssociatiom

Classifieds

825-222f^
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8AOO
Apartments for Rent

8^00
partments for Rent

8A00
Apartments for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

*
/ _ .

rlencfs

The Best Apartments
i

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We

no ^T^vv hTcht^/iiTiji 'W-iJi> X^eS^iM

with a host of amenitites. Whether
you need a bachelor;; a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom

I

I

apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!

amenities ava

pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

If necessary, we have custom designer fumiture a
well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

tore, IN SHORT ANYTHING YOU MAYNEED WE CAN

more.

Call for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
(bnghsh, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian^
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

Tagalog,

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

Classifiecfs

825-2221 lfe"-?SJt_ Display
20H-3060

^I^AA^I^^Mi^rirfB
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NOW HIRING
All Positions

For our "New" Location
in Westwood

Opening Mid-January 2003
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
is the leading natural foods retailer in
the country and proud to be included
in Fortune Magazine as one of the top

1CX) Best Companies to work fori

Learn the business and start a carrerl

Starting wage range is

$ 7.50-$ 9.00/hr

Allriid our Joh Fair
^Way A Saturday, Mo¥awbai 15 A16

^00 am to 3:00 pm
At the new store location,

1050 South Gayley Ave.
In tt>e city of Westwood

Great Benefits!
• Medical/Dental/Vision Insurance Plans
• Team Memeber discount (20%off)
• Benefit hours (sick/vacation) pay
• 401(k) retirement savings plan

• Paid community servrce hours
• Team Member incentive program.

S^OO
Apartments for Rent

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,
separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo
310-824-0601.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.
Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.
Great location/condition! $930/mo
818-653-5837.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1.5bath. Bright, spacios.
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-
tlon/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley
310-207-7209.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, bateony. gated parking
Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to
campus, beside dental/medical schools.
Full kitchen, 1 parking, A/C. $1000/mo.
310-208-2376.

I

2BDRMy2BTH $1750+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+ 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

2BED, 2 1/2BATH. Large balcony, townhouse
lease. Palms area. $1450. 310-441-9552.

WESTWOOD Sunny, ibdrni. Luxury buiWing,
close to UCLA. 1 Parking + utilities inci'd. 24hr
guard, pool/)acuzzi/gym/sauna/Iaundry rooms.
Available 11/15. $1450/mo. Natasha7@earth-
link.neL 310-235-1970.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
P1C0BUS. 310-839-6294.

or fax your resume to

(818)990-1066
RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverly
Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING
FOCUSED, PERSONABLE person
P/T/Flex/$12/hr. Email:
tom@afKJersonstaff.com

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
* Move-In special

501Q«yleyAve

310-208-8505

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days:3 10-475-7533, even-
ings :31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE U2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two bkx:ks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,
no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technrcal publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx^ation
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attentwn to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

BEVERLY HILLS Adjacent $1425. Large
2bdrm/2bth, gated bulkjing. 9025 Alcott. Avail-

able 12/1. Call 310-385-0092.

BRENTWOOD Ibed, r/s. carpet, laundry,
parking included. $995. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA LAW FIRM seeks file derk
for filing and special projects. $8/hr. 16-
20hrs/week. Fax to Human Resources
310-394-4700.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kltchens/park-
ing, laundry/balcony Lots of ctoset. Cats ok
Amie 310-207-1965.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls. fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11/hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

BRENTWOOD 2bed. r/s, pool, laundry, carpet,
parking, included, $1395 www.westslderen-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD studk). r/s. , parking, $725.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at: 11 56
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Leam to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applicatrans are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
caahiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

BRENTWOOD: $1640. 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,
parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap^
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :3 10-480-7275
310-271-6811.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok.
310-473-5061.

\^ITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$.
Experience a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now
310-485-0423.

WANTED: 29 people to tose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you tose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagto.com

WEST SIDE DOGGIE DAY-CARE needs dog
wranglers. Available Thurs-Sun and holtoays.
Fax info to 310-445-0092.

KELTON/STRATHMORE IBDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated
parking. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko
310-824-3068. 11069 Strathmore #3.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace. AC, secur-
ity buiWing. 310-208-4796.

PALMS
$1100/month. 2bed/1 .5bath. Appliances, pool,
laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and ftoor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $995/mo. Stove, A/C,
large ctosets. 2ndfk)or, gated-pari<ing, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-bk)ck to UCLA bus, freshly
painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1 BDRM/1 BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, tots of ¥vin-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

310-824-9691

GLENROCK
AND

LEVERING

Luxury 2
Bedroom
Apartment

3 Blocks to
Campus

Call Today!!
Amenities include:

i

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parlcing

• Individual alarm systems

• 11/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher,

refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

4 *

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started qutokly*
No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417
714-648-2258.

SANTA MONICA Ibed, pet ok, r/s. hardwood
floors, large ctosets. laundry, paridng included.
$950. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

Diamond Head
Apartments

,

Sinsle $895.o„up

2bedroom $1555.n«,u,

1 bedroom $i 195
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within walkins distance to UCLA, Gated
Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room.

Laundry facilities, AC/Refrlserator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree In

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-
perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

78AO
Actors/Extras Wanted

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
nrwrcials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modemmedia2000 com

.

8000
Internships

ENGINEERING INTERN: Part-time position
to assist in project management and perform
administrative duties, www.adeptgroup.net for

details and to submit resume.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-
man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent
English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-
cess www.wordexpres8.net/inhouseposi-
ttons.htm

SANTA MONICA 2bed, r/s. carpet, large ctos-
ets, laundry, patio, partying, $1250. www.west-
stoerentals.com 323-634-7401

.

SANTA MONICA guest house, pet ok, r/s, car-
pet, laundry, yard, partying, $700. www.west-
stoerentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned partying. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade* Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, carpet, laundry,
partying, utilities included. $750..www.weststo-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD. large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa. party-

ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month.
310-470-1513.

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, qutot adult. 310-208-7864.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING, DSL CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

1

SINGLE $1295+, 1 BDRM/1 BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigtous full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym. large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-
washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, partying, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-
7512 JKW.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, batoony, or patio,
gated pari<ing. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS (for

married students only). 1&2 bedroom avail-
able. For information call :310-398-4692.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+). 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa.
parting, fireplace, batoony, walk-in-ctoset.

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large single, w/patio, full kitchen, full bath-
room, walking-closet, underground gated
parting. $925. Call 310-208-5166.

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large 2bdr/2bth. Newly remodeled, quiet com-
plex, gated parking. Jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$1900/month. 310-208-5166

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to
UCLA. 2 partying spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.
$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Ftoor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in buiWing. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES -Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $695-
825. Ibdrm $950-$1025 many w/fireplaces,

luxury and more. 2bdrm $1375-1595, many
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury, Must see. Call for

free listing:3 10-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

^9400
ents for Rent

WEST LA. ibdrm/lbth. Colby & Rochester. No
pets. $750/mo. 323-258-1354.

WESTWOOD Ibed. carpet, a/c, laundry, ga-

rage, $950. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsideren-
tals.com

Casablanca West
edrooms from $1095

and up

$1150 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm, 1.5bth.

httpy/LArents.home. attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1 -year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (tower). 310-398-3572.

Classifieds
825-2221

WESTWOOD 2bed. pet ok, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, parking, $135. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachetor pad, carpet, laundry,

parking, $650. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

Jrt®i9,a^fe8(Jjf,poot,lwn(^,

,a^ closets, to* S«cuntv O^pm^

530 Veteran
208-4394

8450
Apartments to Share

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2bdrm/2bth
apt. in residential area. Quiet, 10-unit building,

laundry, parking, convenient. Corner Kel-
ton/Palms. 310-836-2890.

8500
Apartments Furnished

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE Ibdrm/lbth,
kitchen facilities. For one person, non-smoker.
$850/mo utilities included. Call 310-390-5589.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor periling. $1700. Jimmy
213-272-3316.

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 chlWren in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific
Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-
ends only 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

8700
i/Townhouse for Sale

WESTWOOD townhouse, pet ok, stove, hard-
wood floors, balcony, garage, $1290.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private
room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(lnclu util). 310-470-2142.

BEVERLY HILLS LARGE ROOM separate
from house. Grad student prefen-ed. Must
have car, kitchen privileges, utilities included
$600. Washer/dryer. Abby:31 0-275-3831.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1-bdnm. WLA. Access
to garage &pool, full house privileges.

Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

8900
floiise for Rent

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully fumished room w/pri-

vate batii. Short-term ok. Easy access-free-
ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smok-
ers. $895+deposit including utilities.

310-392-0405.

BRENTWOOD spacious 2bed townhouse.
stove, carpet, batoony. laundry, pool, parting,
$1450. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA house, r/s, hardwood floor,

large closets, /d, yard, parking, $1350.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD fumished guest house, carpet,
large closets, laundry, parking, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. 2bed/2bath house. 10788
Wilkins Ave. Stove, fridge, dishwasher,
microwave, hardwood floor, fireplace, laundry,
pets OK. Small yard. One-car garage.
$2750/month. 310-578-7512 JKW

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,
$600/month. Private room.
Laudry/gym/poolAennis court. lOmln-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. Across street
LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP.
323-571-3608.

ROOM FOR REf^ share house, central
controlled heat and air. One half block to
bus stop. No smoking or alcohol.
$600/montii. 323-939-9816.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

9400
Room for Rent

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close

to UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo.

310-828-7768.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD private room, pet ok, r/s, car-

pet, large closets, laundry, garage. $620.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry. $650.www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking

roomate (professional preferred). 2bd/2btti.

$820/month. Available any time between

11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:310-826-6654

SANTA MA private room, r/s, carpet, large

closets, laundry, garage, utilities included,

$450. www.westsJderentals.com

310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA HOUSE private room, r/s.

hardwood floors, laundry, parking. $500.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdmi/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parkIng,

washer/dryer inside apt, fumished, cable.

Ctose-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/mon«i. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WESTWOOD private room, cat ok. r/s. a/c.

fireplace, pool, laundry, garage, $400.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD private room, r/s, carpet, laun-

dry, partying. Included, utilities Included, $625.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

Graphic Designer
Dally Bruin Advertising Production is looking for Graphic Designers
Must know Quark & Photoshop. Bring samples of work.

Apply cdj ASUCLA Human Resoi
2nd Floor. Kerchoff Hall

harmins
student deals %^—nt-to-student deals

Item
3-NiCK-NACK SHELVES

4 LONG DRESSES MED
A-t- LAPTOP P233

AIR CONDITIONER

AMETHYST RING

ART PORTFOLIO

BACKPACK (NEW)

BOOKCASES

Description
mirrored glass

yeltow. blue, peach, flowered $30

modem cd-rom $250

Price Phone
$20 310-829-1568

310-838-4192

large stone

$200

310-825-0776

323-937-8919

$70
hafd cover. black.32x40".w/handle$75

Tlmberland w/tags on $35

$60

310-288-6609

310-479-4831

par. 64''x28'

310-268-1432

ikea. white.7'x3'BOOKSHEIVK

BREADMAKB^ MACHINE unused oster designer

BROWN LEATHER BAG
CD TRAVELED BAG
COACH PURSE

COLOR TV 25"

310-234-1090

310-209-2058

_|M
new, pockets, grt for laptop $30
for discman & CDs $15
brown leather $50

310-829-1568

310-210-5471

310-268-1432

310-474-5419

COMPUTER 100MHZ
COUCH

DESK

Pentium win9e 48RAM
Beige vekxir vintage

w/ hutch

DIAMOND PB<DENT

RUNG CABINET

14k chain

GUCCI PURSE

HALOGEN POLE LAMP

2drwr. black, metal

collectible brown

IKEA DESK SET

IRON

black with dimmer

$99 310-429-9924

$65 310-488-7588

$500 323-937-8919

$45 310-488-7588

$45 310-288-6609

$35 310-488-7588

310-474-5419$60

LEATHER JACKET

LOVE SEAT

inc drawer unit blue

sunbeam

$20 310-829-1 568

$80 310-314-1815

XL New Conditkxi

$5 310-208-7904

LUCTTE PURSE

MDOGAN PONCHO

Dark green, leather

vintage collective

MICROWAVE GOOD
MICROWAVE

MICROWAVE

handmade uOOl

O'Keefe menitt brown

jittonieoowts

$20 310443-1,165

$500 323-937-8919

$90 310474-5419

$45 310-288-6609

0.6cuft

$20 310-829-1568

$25 310-3937522

OUUI BOARD

PC MONITOR

REPAIR MANUAL
REPAIR MANUAL
SCREENS

predict future

17inch

m. 310429-9924

$25

storm 1990-93 havnes
i45.

toyota tercel 1980
»

SUEDE GUESS COAT

Wooden beehive style

$8

310-288-6609

310429-9924

310-8384192

310-8384192

TKO PUNCHINGBAG

TV-VCR-STAND

TV

TWIN MATRESS

women's, sm-med, camel

free-standing, new

$200 323-937-8919

$75 310479-4831

new, clean wood finish

13"new

$70 310-267-6810

WATCH. MEN'S

like new, super comfy

WOODEN SPOONS WALL
XL-DOG CARRIER

Chronograph MINT big

$35 310-927-7277

$49 310429-9924

$30 310-927-7277

hangings 2sets small-hlaroe

n/a

$50 310443-1165

$14 310-838-4192

'SALEM'S LOT VIDEO n/a

$40 310-209-5195

$6 310474-5419

To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

•Item;

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

Description:

(20 characters maximum, including ^aces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
•Phone: ( )

.

Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

Description:

Price:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
Phone: ( )

-

•Ad must be submitted in person or by mail. No phone orders allowed. Deadline is 1 work day prior to issue at 12pm. Bmin Bargains ap,)ear ev^n' Wednesday and FriH.v i w x
free ads per customer per week. We resene the right to r^se or reject any adv^rUsement not meeting the standard of the Daily^^^

^^^ even Wednesday and Fnday. Um.tof4

The Daily Bruin does not authenticate, endoree, or verify the quality of the products advertised with the Bmin Bargains. In addition, the Daily Bruin is not resmn.ihl. f. r h.
association with the items being sold. Ihe ASl>CU Communications Boani fully supports the University of California's policy on nondiscrimfnatrTSr^ ^""^ '"

to rejea or moc%^advertrsingwh(^a>ntent discriminate, on^basis of anc«to^,color.nationd^

Display
206-3060

il
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Swimming to liost

San Diego
On Saturday, the UCLA swinuning and

diving team will face the Univereity of
San Diego. The meet will take place at
the Sunset Recreation Center at noon.

The undefeated No. 12 Bruins (2-0, 1-0

Pac-10) are also sending some members
of the diving team to the USC TVojan
Invitational, starting today.

Gouldliave been

cliamps, but no
The University of Michigan punished

its basketball program Thursday because
of the Ed Martin booster scandal. The
team forfeited all games played with the
invohred players - Chris Webber, Robert
Traylor, Maurice Taylor and Louis
Bullock.

The Wolverines will also be unable to
participate in the 2003 NCAA or NTT
championships.

UCLA plays Michigan on Dec. 28, but
it may not even matter for the
Wolverines.

The real controversy lies in a game

between the two teams several years
ago.

UCLA was 7-1 all-time against
Michigan, with the one loss in the 1993
NCAA Tournament.

The 86-84 loss came in overtime in the
second round. The No. 3 Wolverines
went on to lose tiie championship game
when Chris Webber made his infamous
bonehead timeout although his team had
none.

The loss is now a victory, making
UCLAjs all-time record against Michigan

Abdul-Jabbar makes
Pac-10 Hall of Fame
Kareem Abdul Jabbar was among the

10 inductees to the Pac-10 Hall of Fame.
Abdul-Jabbar, known as Lew Alcindor

during his Bruin days (1967-1969), led the
team to three national championships.
He later went on to play in the NBA for

20 years, where he earned six MVP hon-
ors, as well as numerous NBA titles.

Compiled by Adam Titcher, Daily Bruin
Reporter, and Gilbert Quinonez, Daily
Bruin Senior Staff.

EBELL
from page 14

to eryoy what he's been doing
- making believers out of
doubters.

The Bruins' last opponent,
the Washington Huskies,
came into the game giving up
just 79.2 rushing yards a game.
Ebell had surpassed that total

by halftime, finishing with 102

yards and three touchdowns.
Washington head coach Rick
Neuheisel got to see firsthand

the player he recruited just

two years ago as a wide
receiver or defensive back.

"He's fantastic," said

Washington head coach Rick
Neuheisel, who didn't believe

that Ebell could play tailback.

"You always worry about
smaller players because of
their durability, but here's a
guy who's about 170 pounds
and he carried the ball 39
times against Stanford. He's

thrown all those questions
about durability out the win-
dow. He's a proven commodi-
ty."

Add Neuheisel to the list of
converted believers.

YUHL
from page 14

FOOTBALL
from page 14

returning fi*om a hamstring
injury.

The Bruins will continue to

rely on a defense that has
been stellar as of late, and
fi:"eshmen at quarterback and
running back. Drew Olson
and Matt Moore are both
expected to see time in the

pocket against Arizona, and
running back lyier Ebell has

*' \f

Two Bnoad^
and a Baud

Written by
Juliette Marshall and Jill Tracy

A comical wkim about sex ^ love and being aIIm

Music by Directed by
Paul Perry Sam Lloyd

The Broads
Jill Tracy and Juliette Marshall

The Band
Robert Beckwith Denise Fraser Sam Lloyd Paul Perry

L I M I T E RUN
Hudson Theatre - Main Stage
6539 Santa Monica Blvd. 'Valet Parking Available

TUESDAYS and WEDNESDAYS:
OCTOBER 22, 23, 29, 30

NOVEMBER 5, 6, 1 2, 1 3, 1 9, 20

ShowTinne 8:00 PM • Tickets $10

Student Tickets Only $5 with current ID

• RESERVATIONS: 323-856-4200 •

a streak of five games with
over 100 rushing yards. A win
over Arizona would make the

Bruins bowl-eligible and
undoubtedly send them into

the bye week with high spir-

its.

USC and Washington State

loom on the horizon, holding
wrapped gift boxes that,

when opened with victories

over both teams, could yield a
Rose Bowl, Pac-10 title and
respect

But don't worry - UCLA
won't be peeking.

College basketball has its own
version of John Madden in the
form of Dick Vitale. Before games,
he will actually predict the winner,
and then, he'll qualify his opinion
with some of the most profound
insight you'll ever hear escape the
lips of such a mental colossus.

How many times have you
heard this pregame ritual:

"This is going to be a tight race,

but the team that has the fewest
turnovers and that can get out and
get easy baskets is going to win
this game. It's going to be one
amazing ride, baby!"

Check the box scores after the
game, and you'll find out that
Dicky V. is incredibly accurate in
his predictions. The team with the
fewest turnovers and most fast-

break opportunities do indeed win
the mgyority of their games.

Amazing.
Not only are his forays into

mental telepathy dead-on accu-
rate, he also gets me pumped up
to watch games.

"Wow, baby, this game is going
to be great! Incredible baby! Can
you feel the energy in here? I'm

telling you there's no place like it

in all of college basketball. We're
in heaven baby! Yeah baby! I just
said baby 10 times in 30 seconds -

wow I did it again!"

And when the broadcast is over
and it's time for everyone to retire,

CBS or ABC or ESPN hand over
the cash with a sheepish look in

their eyes. Meanwhile, Madden or
Vitale grab the money and rush
out the door, eager to find the
next network willing to pay for
their services. Better than having
them stick around though, eh
Charlie?

I dare not imagine a world with-
out great analysts such as these.
The complete reverse, however, is

a definite possibility: A world full

of analysts.

^ After much debate, controversy
and compromise, these pinnacles
of sports success would be able to
tell the viewer who won, why and
how. You wouldn't even need to
watch the games at all. In fact,

they probably wouldn't even play
the games.
One day, this Utopian vision will

come to pass, and when that glori-

ous day arrives, we can all cheer
the likes of Madden and Vitale and
thank them - on hand and foot -

for their contribution to the world
of sports.
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on campus. Log on to
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calendar of events. Hear a lecture, crash
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i

Find out what's happcnine r ^
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calentiar of events. Hear a lecture, crash

a party, make a frienti!
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BRUINWALK EMAIL
Bniinwalk.cont now featun's BOL

. VNib mail. Ih<; lasti'st email avail-

able u> LCl^ .studeiiis. Bruinwalk

aiWs value u> BOL email, including

ad^tress b<M»ks and qu^Ha ch^vk!

BEAR FREE EMAIL
Bruinwalk.com now featurv.s BOL
Web mail. Vhe fastest email available

u> UCLA KUidenis. Bruinwalk adds
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UCLA to play games with urgency
By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters@ucla.media.edu

Last week UCLA men s water polo
head coach Adam Krikorian
declared, "From this point on, every
game is the most important."

Though accurate, tlie statement
seems odd since the No. 2 UCLA
team (10-6, 2-3 Mountain Pacific
Sports Federation) has matches
against No. 9 Long Beach State (la-

13, 1-5 MPSF) Friday at Sunset
Recreation Center and UC Santa
Barbara (6-15, 0^ MPSF) the next
day in Santa Barbara.

The significance, though, does not
lie in the opponents. Rather, both
games are conference matches, and it

is crucial for the team's hopes to
improve their MPSF post-season
record.

"One concern is that we take these
t^ams too lighUy," Krikorian said. "We
don't care who we're playing. We just
need to make sure we're ready and
get the conference wins."

Senior goalkeeper Brandon
Brooks agrees.

"I e^qpect two hard games even
though the teams are not as highly-
ranked," he said. "There are no easy
games in conference play because it

weighs so heavily on everyone's posi-
tion for the tournament."
Wmning the conference tourna-

ment (Nov. 21 - Dec. 1) guarantees
entry into the four-team NCAA
Championships, and the Bruins des-
perately want to lock that up to avoid
praying for an at-large bid.

Hence, they need to collect confer-
ence wins and secure better position
in the tournament, especially to avoid
No. 1 Stanford in the early rounds.

This weekend, UCLA hopes to
repeat last Saturday when it defeated
UC Irvine. Like Irvine, Long Beach
State features two star scorers,
sophomore two-meter player Erik
Geoffi-oy and senior driver Aaron
Holloway.

UCLA has also begim emphasizing
finishing games, as they have notice-
ably slipped at the end of the fourth
quarter and overtime at times this
season.

|

"It's definitely not a lack of
endurance," Krikorian said. "It's a
lack of concentration and focus that
starts in practice and carries over to
the games. We're trying to add more
pressure at the end of practice to bet-
ter prepare."

"Our play is almost there," added
Brooks. "We're playing three and a
half quarters each game and we need
to find that last piece to get to four."

Bruins prep

for season's

opening

exhibition

RETURN OF GRECO,
OTHER SENIORS TO
HELP LEAD TEAM

WITH FIVE FRESHMEN

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

Don't tell Kathy Olivier that
exhibition games don't count in
the standings. I

After struggling through a 20-
loss season last year, the UCLA
women's basketball coach wants
her team to build some confidence
when the Bruins take on the exhi-
bition team Love and Basketball at
Pauley Pavilion on Satiu-day in the
season's first exhibition game.

"This team needs to learn Kow
to win again," Olivier said. "As
much as this game doesn't mean
anything to the win-loss record, it

means something to me and the
players know that."

Perhaps the 'most important
aspect of Saturday's game is the
return of senior Michelle Greco.
The former all-conference guard
sat out the last four months of the
season last year due to a history of
mild concussions. Greco will play
Saturday despite sustaining an
ankle injiuy in practice in mid-
October

I

"She'll be adamant about get-
ting back out there," Olivier said.
"Her ankle is probably about 80
percent. She is so anxious to get
back that we just have to be care-
ftil."

Having seniors like Greco on
the court should be a boost for the
Bruins, who will have five talented
freshmen making their collegiate
debuts this weekend.

Parade Ail-American Nikki
Blue, Israeli guard Ortal Oren, and
local products Lisa Willis, Julia
Pitts and Emma Tautolo will each
don the blue and gold for the first

time.

"The freshmen are excited,"
Olivier said. "We've been scrim-
maging with uniforms just to get
them relaxed. They don't know
what to expect."

Love and Basketball has won a
pair of games thus far in the exhi-
bition season, crushing Cal State
Northridge 71-47 and eking out a
seven-point victory over Cal State
Fullerton 73-66. The squad fea-
tures a host of ex-Pac-10 players,
including former Bruin forward
Marie Philman.

"An exhibition game allows you
to look at different combinations of
players," Olivier said. "We don't
have a set starting lineup yet. I'm
excited to see how we do."

The love (and basketball) fest
tips off at at 2 p.m.
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Women's volleyball needs wins in Oregon
By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl(a)media. ucla.edu

Tlie UCLA women's volleyball

team heads north to the state of
Oregon in dire straits. The team
(13-10, 6-7 Pac-10) is in danger of
missing out on the NCAA tourna-
ment for the first time since 1996,
but two conference wins against

Oregon (11-15, Ml) and Oregon
State (7-14, 2-10), however, could
provide some much needed play-

off security.

The Bruins dominated the
Ducks and the Beavers in Pauley
Pavilion, sweeping both matches.
Still, UCLA is a paltry 1-6 on the
road, and the team laiows better

than to take these matches lightly.

"Everyone knows how to play
volleyball at this level. 1 think
we're confident but not overconfi-

dent," sophomore Heather Cullen
said.

Two weeks ago the team trav-

elled to the state of Washington
with high expectations and pro-
ceeded to lose a tough five-game
decision to Washington State,

before being decisively swept by
Washington. The Bruins know
that a repeat performance could
cost them a chance to play in the
postseason.

"We can't take things for grant-

ed," Cullen said. "Look what hap-
pened in Washington."

In the two previous games in
Pauley Pavilion against the
Oregon schools, second-year
Brynn Murphy recorded 24 kiUs
and made only four errors. In
each match, the Bruins wore
down their opponents, getting
stronger as the game progressed.

Against both Oregon and
Oregon State, the Bruins hit over
.300 while holding their oppo-
nents to a meager .000 hitting per-

centage in the tliird and final game.
Such dominance, however, may be
hard to find away from the comforts
of home.

"I think we can take care of busi-
ness," head coach Andy
Banachowski .said. "Tliey're going to
play a lot better at home than they
did here. Both of those teams have
great home courts."

While the Bruins will not overlook
their opponents, the fact remains
that neither is nationally ranked. In
fact, Oregon is in kist place in the
conference, and Oregon State is
nintli.

After national pcjwers USC and
Stanford, the Pac-10 picture is very
jumbled. Currently, UCLA is in a
sixth-place tie with Washington
State, but only two games out of
third.

With difficult games still to come,
including a home match against the
Trojans, the Bruins know that these
are must-win matches.

"We've got to get wins to keep oiu"

hopes alive. These are crucial games
for us," Banachowski said.
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Second-year Brynn Murphy spikes the
ball against the Oregon Ducks.
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• A preview of tonight's men's voHey-
ball match against Team Canada
Masters
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• UCLA's hockey team to play Oregon
Ducks
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W.Soccer v. Washington
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Football V. Arizona

Friday, November 8, 2002
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Bruins focus

on weekend

match with
I

Wildcats
TEAM NOT THINKING OF
FUTURE GAMES AGAINST
use. WASHINGTON STATE.

ZEROS IN ON ARIZONA

By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@media.ucla.edu

Like a kid who has been told he can't see
the contents of a wrapped gift box, UCLA
can't afford to sneak a peek.

They might want to take a little glance at

the fact that with three straight wins, they'd

have a shot at the Rose Bowl and a Pac-10
tide.

It might be irresistible to take a glimpse at

the game in two weeks when they could
snap a three-game losing streak to USC.
They might be itching to take just a peep at

the chance, in four weeks, to knock off

Washington State, the leading candidate to
repeat as Pac-10 champions.

But they won't submit to temptation. The
Bruins say they'll keep their hands in their

pockets and just worry about their next
game in Arizona It'd be easy to overlook the
Wildcats, who have yet to win a league game
and were thoroughly overmatched against
Oregon State, when Arizona fell, 38^. But in

lieu of last year's fade down the stretch,

UCLA says it has learned its lesson and can't

afford to underestimate their opponents.
"You have to respect your opponent,"

head coach Bob Toledo said. They've got
some good football players, and they play
well at home.

"What worries me the most is us. We need
to play to our standard and our level, and
not worry who we're playing against"

What started out as a promising seaion
for the Wildcats has become a mess, as knee
iiXJuries have claimed top running back
Clarence Farmer and top defensive back
Michael Jolivette.

It is questionable whether or not Jolivette
will return in the match against the Bruins,
but if he does, he would be returning to a
team that is last in the Pac-10 in total offense
and second-to-last in total defense.
The ii\juries are difficult because you

don't have a set lineup every week," Arizona
head coach John Mackovic said. "We're in

the qpoiler role now. We have to accept
that"

Any offensive production for the Wildcats
has had to come through the air, and while
there has been no running game, quarter-
back Jason Johnson has still managed to
connect with wide receiver Bobby Wade 71
times for 974 yards.

Defensively, with a battered secondary,
the Wildcats have had to rely on linebacker
Lance Briggs, who leads the team with 71
tackles and has been a first team All-Pac-10
selection the past two years.

They're a tough and battered team, but
they're going to be ready for us," said UCLA
running back Manuel White, who should be

I

FOOTBALL
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on campus
AT ONLY 5-FOOT-9, 177 POUNDS. TYLER EBELL PROVES THAT SIZE DOESN'T MAHER

Colin Yuhl
gyilTl@mBdB.uda.edu
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JONATHAN YOUNG/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

five gc^e?
^ ^ ^^ contributor to UCLA's success this season, rushing for at least 100 yards in the Bruins' last

By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@media.ucla.edu

Physics says that when a
small object collides with a
much larger object, the larger

object wins.

TYy telling that to Stanford's
Jon Alston, a 6-foot-2, 195-
pound linebacker, who met 5-

foot-9, 177-pound running back
lyier Ebell head-on in the hole.

Alston managed to get his arms
around Ebell's neck, only to be
thrown off and watch the
diminutive running back streak
towards the end zone for the
game-winning touchdown.
Jon Alston, meet Mighty

Mouse.
**! guess you could say that it

was a play that's been typical of
my football career," said Ebell,

who has worn the same Mighty-
Mouse T-shirt underneath his
jersey since he was a freshman
in high school. "I've always been
able to shrug off all the people
who didn't beheve I could play."

Ebell got the nickname
Mighty Mouse when he was
much younger, and it has stuck
with him since. He sports the

tattoo of the cartoon superhero
on his left bleep - a reward for
getting on the honor roll and
rushing for over 1,000 yards dur-
ing his freshman year in high
school. Repeatedly deemed too
small for football, Ebell took
great thrill in proving doubters
wrong.

I

"The best running backs
aren't tall; they're small," Ebell
said. "Look at Barry Sanders,
Walter Payton, Emmitt Smith.
I'm just tired of hearing about
my size because I've proven I

can play and that I am durable. I

wish people would just drop
that label and just say, 'He's a
good player' instead of saying,

'He's a good player, but he's lit-

Ue.'"

During his senior year in high
school, Ebell rushed for 4,494
yards to set the national high
school season record. Calls
poured in from Miami,
Tennessee and each of the Pac-
10 schools, but every school -

noting his lack of size - wanted
to switch him to wide receiver
or defensive back.

Except UCLA.
"I told the other coaches that,

if they weren't interested in me

as a running back, don't call,"

EbeU said. "UCLA said they'd
give me a chance at running
back. It's close to home
(Ventura, Calif.), and I wanted
to stay close to home. There's a
good program here and a lot of
potential. I knew I could play at

running back successfully in

college."

Still, it took the Bruins one
year and four games to give
Ebell the opportunity to prove
himself. With experienced run-
ning backs Manuel White and
Akil Harris in front of him, Ebell
was relegated to punt return
duties. Then, in UCLA's first

Pac-10 game at Oregon State,

White sustained a hamstring
ii\jury, Harris was ineffective,

and the Bruins found them-
selves down 14-0.

Mighty Mouse came to the

rescue.

Ebell rushed for 209 yards on
29 carries leading the Bruins to

a crucial 43-35 victory.

"I was waiting for my time to

come," Ebell said. "I knew that,

as soon as I got my chance, I'd

be able to show people I could
play and that I was capable of
getting the job done."

And how.
In addition to his high-school

hardware, Ebell has now set
some records at the collegiate

level. He has reeled off five con-
secutive 100-yard rushing yard
games - the longest streak by a
freshman in UCLA history, and
just one shy of Gaston Green's
all-time record of six games
with more than 100 rushing
yards. He also holds the most
number of rushing yards by a
freshman running back in UCLA
history - all despite seeing scant
action in the team's first four
games of the season.

Ebell's statistics could dwin-
dle when White makes his

expected return against
Arizona. Ebell, however, has no
qualms about sharing the rush-
ing load.

"I'm excited Manuel's coming
back," he said. "We complement
each other because he's a big
back and I'm a small back. He
can run over people and pound
the ball, and I can squeeze into

holes and run around people.
We'll be thunder and lightning."

So Ebell figures to continue

EBELL
I
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Analysts

regurgitate

obvious

observation
Charlie Sheen once quipped that

he didn't pay hookers to have
sex with him. He paid them to

leave.

Sheen hated "gold-digging"

women, who dated him simply for
the money and
self-glorifica-

tion.

In a way,

sports analysts

are a lot like his

"girlfriends:"

You love them
for a while, but
eventually, you
just want them
to go away.

They're usu-
ally ex-jocks or
former coaches,
and their job is

to fill in the blanks for us poor lis-

teners. Personally, I believe they
are indispensable. For without
them, we as lay people could not
possibly comprehend the intrica-

cies of the game.
Many times I find myself hope-

lessly lost while watching sporting
events, and I rely on my friendly
analyst to help show me the way.
They tell me what to look for,

who's playing well and who is not,
why a certain play unfolds as it

does, and, usually, what they would
have done instead. For the icing on
the cake, these wondrous sources
of sports knowledge almost always
have their signature word or
phrase designed to make us laugh.

"There, there," they seem to say.

"It's alright if you don't understand
what's going. I'm here for you.
Behold my catch phrase, and mar-
vel at my greatness!"

Where would a game of profes-
sional football be if it were not for
John Madden? Not only does the
man make a fantastic video game,
but he also passes onto us mere
mortals incredible little nuggets of
his greatness.

During one particular football

contest, Dallas Cowboys quarter-

back Troy Aikman lost a contact
lens. I wasn't sure what kind of
implications this would have on the
game, but luckily Madden was
there.

The analysis went something
like this:

"Now here's a guy who, when he
puts his contact lenses on, can see
better. Without his contact lenses
he won't be able to see as well, and
maybe he won't be able to hit his

receivers on time."

Thank you, John. That's exactly
what I needed.

Later on Madden said "Boom!"
and "Pow!" every time one player
had a particularly vicious tackle on
another. I was amused and
informed; what else could a person
possibly desire while watching a
game?

YUHL
I
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UCLA ready for key conference games Women's soccer strives for double wins
By Elizabeth Newman

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
enewman@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA men's soccer team has been eyeing
the Pac-10 trophy all season, and wins this week-
end will almost assuredly clinch its first place
position in the conference.

Today the Bruins will play at No. 2 Cal, and on
Sunday at No. 3 Stanford.

"If we win against Cal and Stanford, we pretty

.Mifkf^ ;. ilir^N/iiAiLi iikl IN StaFK

UCLA forward Matt Taylor is second on the team in

goals with six.

much win the Pac-lO," senior defender Scot
Thompson said. The Golden Bears (11-3-2, 4-1-1

Pac-10) lost to UCLA (11-2-2, 6-1 Pac-10), when
they played at Drake Stadium Oct 20. Out of the
last four games UCLA has played against Cal, the
Bruins have not lost any of them.

"With Cal, we have to stay compact and not let

them come through the middle," said senior mid-
fielder Jimmy Frazelle. UCLA will also have to

play aggressively as Cal goalie Josh Saunders has
eight shutouts, leading the Pac-10.

"If we dictate the pace of the game, keep pos-

session of the ball, and play very weU coUectively
as a defense, well be in good position to win,"

added head coach Tom Fitzgerald.

Sunday's matchup will find the Bruins playing

Stanford, the defending Pac-10 champions.
Stanford also lost to the Bruins at Drake Stadium
this season, 1-0, in overtime.

"We need to shut down their midfielders,

Stanford is very organized," said Thompson. "It's

going to be tough, we need to come out and be
aggressive."

Although Stanford has a tide to defend, and
boasts 2001 Pac-10 Player of the Year Roger
Levesque, they have not won a game or scored a
goal since their loss to the Bruins Oct. 18. The
Cardinals play Pac-10 newcomers Fresno State
today.

"With Stanford, we have to have the same kind
of game as we did last time," said Frazelle. "If we
do, we'll win."

The team's confidence is high and everyone,
including Fitzgerald, seem to be looking forward
to a Pac-10 championship.

This is the time of the year we have to try to
peak and play our best soccer," said Fitzgerald.

"These are the two biggest games of the season.
Two wins and we take care of the conference."

By Jeff Agase
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

jagase@media.ucla.edu

With Stanford just two
home wins away from an
undefeated Pac-10 season,
UCLA's one loss is looking
like it will be one too many.

The Bruins stand at 6-1 in

the conference and No. 4 in

the nation coming into a
weekend trip to Washington
and Washington State - not
exactly your typical second-
place team, but a second-
place team nonetheless.

"What I said to them was
that ifwe can take care of two
wins this weekend it will bode
well in the playoffs, as far as
home field advantage goes,"
UCLA head coach Jillian Ellis

said.

The Bruins lost to Stanford
1-0 back on Oct. 13 at Drake
Stadium in a game that left

UCLA players and coaches
clamoring for another shot at

the top-ranked Cardinal.

And that's why this week-
end's matches against the
Washington schools take on
an appendix-like quality: They
might go by unnoticed - just

like the human organ - unless,

of course, the Bruins should
unexpectedly drop one of the

"I think, if we get wins,
they might give us the nod
over Pepperdine because
we're used to hosting," Ellis

said.

That "ir isn't just coachs-
peak. Ellis is genuinely con-
cerned about going in, getting
business done, and leaving.

However, Washington may
have an added home-field
advantage, as weather reports
indicate a low of 46 degrees
and a 70 percent chance of
rain in Seattle Friday night for
the match against the
Huskies, who are 5-1 at home.

Ellis said that she expects
Washington to be playing witii
a sense of heightened playoff
urgency, as a win against
either UCLA or USC would
greatiy improve the Huskies'
NCAA resume.

Washington State is a sur-
prising 4-1-2 in conference
and has, in Ellis' opinion,
probably the best team in its
history. The Bruins kickoff in
PuUman at 11:00 am. Sunday

•••
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Sophomore defender Kendal Billingsley in the UCLA v. OSU game.

games.

In that case, UCLA would
probably lose its No. 2 (tied)

ranking in the West Region

and any chance at ultimately

hosting a quarterfmal match
once NCAA playoffs begin
next week.

Junior defender Nandi
Pryce was announced as one
of 15 finalists for the
Hermann Trophy, awarded to
the top player in NCAA
women's soccer.
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BID lacks funds to

pay off creditors
By Brian Sullivan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bsullivan@media.ucla.edu

Westwood Village merchants and
property owners continue to feel

frustrated with their Business
Improvement District, which,
among other problems, appears to
be missing money and is having
trouble paying off creditors, includ-
ing UCLA.

Board members said Westwood's
now-defunct BID, an oi^ganization

formed to improve Milage business
conditions, cannot account for hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars in

funding collected for "capital

improvements."

Each year ^^proximately

$220,000 was supposed to be
deposited into this account to be
drawn iqx^n for coital improve-
ments, such as new park benches.

But three years worth of this

money is unaccounted for, and
upwards of $750,000 may be miss-
ing, according to board members
and community activists.

At present the BID is barely oper-
ating with the small amount of
money it has left and, to conden-
sate, has been making cuts in per-

sonnel and Wlage services.

One of the services eliminated on
Oct 31 was the Community Service
Center on Broxton Avenue, manned
by a UCPD officer and three UCLA
community service officers.

Though the UCPD paid for

Officer Robert Sadeh to be stationed
in the center, UCLA fronted the
wages of the students working as
CSOs, who managed the office on
rotating shifts 35 hours per week.
UCPD spokeswoman Nancy

Greenstein said the BID owes the
UCPD around $15,000 for the CSOs.
"We believe we will be paid,"

Greenstein said, adding that the BID
has always been behind in pay-
ments.

"A really good service will not be
provided in the Village anymore -
that's my issue," Greenstein said.

The Westwood BID was formed
in 1995 in order to improve business
conditions in the then economically

WESTWOOD
I
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Graduate student B^ Marschke grades midterms at his home. Many midterms are graded by readers.

How Tests Are Graded
PROFESSORS OFTEN NEED READERS' AID IN LARGER CLASSES

By Jennie Herriot and

Shane Nelson

DAILY BRUIW CONTRIBUTORS
jherriot®me dia.ucla.edu
snelson@media.ucla.edu

V

Undergraduate students
fiercely scribblinjg in their blue-
books midquarter may be sur-

prised to learn many of their'

exams are graded by graduate
students who didn't even attend
the lectures on which students
are being tested.

Readers, students hired to
assist professors . with grading
undergraduate papers, exams
and homework, provide a neces-
sary service to the university, but
many faculty members agree
using readers for this purpose is

not ideal. i

Some professors think employ-
ing graduate students as teaching
assistants is the best way to
enhance undergraduate educa-

I
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READER BENEFITS
|

Students who assist professors with grading papers, exams and homework for large upper
division classes that dont use teaching assistants say they enjoy a number of benefits. Some
include:

undergrackjate average $10.^7/hour graduate averafs $10.82/hour

While some contend the pay isn't enougn to live on Decause most readers don't

work very many hours per week, readers still get paid for each hour they work
:„.. .^:„.

ji^g ^Q^ Classes the^ attend.
J

EVC Neuman prepares for possible

budget cuts, enrollment growth
UCLAS SECOND IN

COMMAND OVERSEES
DAILY OPERATIONS,
ACADEMIC PLANNING

I
If grad students work 25 percent time, which is at least 10 hours per week, they
can get a significant portion of their student fees waived.

FtaWeWdrkSohecUe

I

Readers can do their work at home whenever they want as long as a certS?
number of hours or papers are completed each week. It can also be a second job
for someone who wants to make a little extra money.

VaWbis TaaoMg Expertonoe

I

Grading is one aspect of teaching that will probably always exist. Many grad
students agree being a reader is a good way to gain grading experience under the
guise of an accomplished professor.

Ffln^ to AcMw/ProfiM8or

I

Many students say they become readers to help out a professor or advisor. Usually

they have taken the class before or have significant experience with the material, so
can grade in much the same way as the professor.

MMH: KU BridMtt OMria. Ti

By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cmignot@media.ucla.edu

After four months at his new
post, Executive Vice Chancellor
Daniel Neuman has settled into his
position, already faced some
tough challenges, and is now wary
of difficulties that may arise in the
near future.

As chief operating officer of the
campus, Neuman said his first few
months on the job have mainly
involved exploring the broad
scope of his responsibilities, famil-
iarizing himself with his complex
duties, and meeting with col-

leagues, faculty and campus lead-
ers.

The executive vice chancellor,
second only to the chancellor, is

responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the campus, including
preparing the strategic planning
for each academic year - the map
for the immediate future of the

DAay Bruin F^E Photo

EVC Daniel Neuman said dealing with added funding cuts would be difficult forUCLA.

imiversity.

Neuman replaced former EVC
Roiy Hume, who left UCLA on Jul.

1 to take a position at the
University of New South Wales in
Sydney, Australia. Neuman was
promoted fi"om his post as dean of
the School of Arts and
Architecture.

"It's been a very smooth ttrinsi-

tion, but thank God there ar^ only
24 hours in a day," he joked, l

Chancellor Albert Carr^esale
praised his integration intp the
new position, adding that Neuman
was no stranger to his current col-

I
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ASSESSING EARLY PEBFORMAHCE
A look at how USAC officers have been keeping up with the goals they set when running for ofTice.

.8
E
2

Chris Neal

External Vice President

Devetop ties at lntematk)na)

level with student associations

worldwide; increase student

input in local community

planning.

Traveled to Ghana recently to

meet with the International

Union of Students; relieved

community input plans to

internal vice president.

TJ. uoraero

Internal Vice President

Increase government-subsktoed

student housing in Westwood and

residence hails; create "Know Your

Rights' series to address issues

including hate crimes, campus

Safety and parking.

Conducted two projects in the

"Know Your Rights" series so far in

the quarter, with more planned for

the winter: setting up task force on

housing issues to advise

chancellor's committee.

SOmCE: OSAC

Chris Diaz

Academic Affairs

Commissioner

Better define a proposed diversity

requirement; research possible

switch to a semester calendar year

and Its impact on student retention;

address the minimum progress

requirenr>ent.

Has staffers working with the

faculty committee drafting a

diversity requirement proposal-

created focus groups to research

semester switch; seeking data to

explore effects of minimum

progress on incoming freshmen.

Andrew LaFlamme

Rnancial Supports

Commissioner

Create apartment index so that

apartment information in

Westwood ranging from rent,

location, manager quality, etc.

are compiled in a central

source.

Updating information on .

apartment price changes,

working to put the database

online; project scheduled for

upload by winter quarter,

expected to be fully complete

by beginning of spring.

USAC officers adjust plans for new year

The Associated Press

A moment of reflection I president Bush
closes his eyes for a moment during the singing of "God Bless
America" during a Veterans Day ceremony at Arlington National
Cemetery in Arlington. Va., Monday, Nov. 11. 2002. For more, see arti-

cle on page 3.

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

Now that they're settled into the
new acadeniic year, undergraduate
student government council mem-
bers continue to work on their

campaign goals - with some shift-

ing focus and others taking on addi-

tional challenges.

For many members of the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council, the fall quar-

ter has served as a springboard to
get their gears in motion toward
the promises they made last spring.

But some have moved faster than
they expected.

External Vice President Chris
Neal made the promise to increase
student representation on the inter-

national level - his office is tradi-

tionally involved in state and
national student coalitions - and
already traveled to Ghana in the
last month to participate in the
International Union of Students on

behalf of the United States Student
Association.

**A lot of things happened quick-
ly," Neal said. "I didn't expect some-
thing like Ghana until the end of
the year."

Neal also plans to lobby the state

Capitol to fight for student issues
such as keeping student fees at cur-

rent levels. He plans to bring more
people along with him in the
process, which he hopes the
recently passed student fee refer-

PERFORMANCE | Page 8

EVP'striptD

Ghana inspires

international

awareness goal

NEAL TO SHARE
EXPERIENCES FROM
CONFERENCE WITH
UCLA STUDENTS

By Menaka Fernando

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mfernando@media.ucla.edu

Full of mosquito bites and new-
found inspiration, undei^graduate stu-

dent councilman Chris Neal returned
to UCLA from a conference in Ghana
late last month with a mission: to
increase global awareness on cam-
pus.

Neal, the external vice president
of the Undergraduate Students
Association Council, traveled to the
Ghanaian capital ofAccra to attend a
10-day global conference held by the
International Union of Students, a
coalition uniting students worldwide.

Neal justifies the trip - funded by
the United States Student
Association, an Afiican affiliation of
JUS, and a cash advance fix)m the
EVP office - because it is his duty to
reflect all students' interests.

"There are a lai^ge number of inter-
national students on campus, and as
an elected official, I also represent

NEAL
I
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WHAT'S BREWIN:
- Today

12 p.m. I

Bruin Leaders Project
Orientation

Ackerman 2412
310-206-5071

Information on the Bruin Leaders
Project Senunare and how to obtain a
certificate. Open to ail students.

5:30 p.m.
\

UCLA AstroBiology Society
"^Cosmic Journey: an Astronomy
Slideshow and Presentation"

Geology 5681

310^24-1337

November 13

4 to 5:30 p.m.

School of Law
Application and Financial Aid
Information Session
Uwl447

NEWS

November 14

5 to 7 p.m.

SAA

Senior Reception

James West Alumni Center
310-825-2252

I

Kerri Kraft

Food, drinks, networking, info about
Class of 2003 events.

November 16

2 to 10 p.m.

Students for Art

Festival, Benefitting Pachamama's
Alliance

UCLA Sculpture Garden
students_for_art@hotmail.com

Contact: Matthew
Free

November 18

12 to 2 p.m.

SAA
Beat 'SC Week Car Smash
Bruin Plaza

310-UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free

Take out your aggression for the
school across town while listening to
the tunes of KROQ.

DAILY BRUIN

CORRECTIONS

Acco!"2g t™T^ft^^fr^!,'!!,^r''"''^
"''"''•

r'"""" ^''*"«l°"
*«" "«•'»"<"" f^'''^. Nov. 8), the spoLoring group is identified as Ca„.pus Crusades for Christ,

g to a representative from the sponsormg group, this is mcorrect. The speaker was invited by a group called Studies in the Old and New Testament, not CCC.

YVO

Village
xvf^^xpressmart/;

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

VISA
FREE PARKING
(While Shopping in store)

I

-VllUge
xpressmart I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

HALF
<;allon

OF
MILK

g One item per coupon.

One coupon per customer per week.
V^Vaik^ 11^12/02-11/18/02 .^_ .

I

f

^xpressinirt

Tasty Calces

^llSVabe

One Item per coupon.

One coupon per customer per week.

V3^1AV1^02-1 1/18/02

FREEDOM
TO LIVE

lABA's effective service programs promote
the freedom to live, dream, and grow. As
part of our caring team, you'll enjoy ttie

rewards ttiat come from advancing adults

and children with developmental disabilities.

Ut)erating opportunities exist for Para-

Educators, 1:1 Aides, Psychology/Education

Students.

AVAILABI^ POSITIONS IN

LOS ANGELES:

BEHAVIOR SUPPORT
COMPANION
School support for young man w/ Autism.

$13.00/hr. 7:30am-3:30pm, 3x/week.AA
degree in Psych, or related, 1 yr. experience.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Support yoflig mar^ni^l^rain trat^Ttt,

$10-12/hr.AA^^(x related exp.

EMPMIYMENT
SPECIALIST
BA de^pee «fIftoted exp.^-$11/hr.

BEHAVIOR SPECiALlST
Safvlng group homes. MA In Psych. & 2 yis.

exp. designing/evaiuating t)ehavior plans.

We offer attractive benem^ and compwi-
satkKi. For immediate €0ft8ideratk)n send
reswne to:

enf9)}oymCT»t@laba.com

Fax: 310.649.3109.

To« Free Info: 877.924.2220

lABA :^^-^y

For more information about these

and other positions, visit us at

www.iaba.com
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West Coast ports return to

normalcy after shutdown
The Associated Press

The turnaround time for contain-
er ships at the West Coast's largest

ports has returned to normal a
month after a labor dispute and
shutdown that stranded nearly 200
ships.

But containers remained stacked
high on the docks, and electronics,

toys, and other goods are still hav-
ing trouble reaching stores across
the country, officials said.

Long strings of vessels were
backed up by a 10-day lockout that
was ended by a federal ii\junction

Oct. 9. At the time, industry experts
estimated it would take at least six
weeks to get through the backlog.

Authorities at the California
ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach and at Washington's Puget
Sound, which includes Seattle and
Tacoma, said long lines have now
vanished.

"We're now declaring ourselves
at the high end of normal," said
Dick McKenna of the Los Angeles-
Long Beach Marine Exchange, an
industry cooperative that monitors
ship movements.
McKenna said a decline in the

mmiber of ships entering the ports
helped clear the backlog. Typically
the two ports receive about eight
container ships a day, but in recent
weeks the average has been about 3
L^

, he said. He said activity should
build back up as shipping lines

resume normal rotations, McKenna
said.

However, some terminal yards
remainjanmied with containers and
are short on equipment and labor,
causing delays in the movement of
cargo to customers, according to
representatives of the International
Longshore and Warehouse Union
and the trucking industry.

"It's definitely improving," union
spokesman Steve Stallone said.
"But it will be a couple more weeks
before things are really cleared up."

Retailers report little improve-
ment thus far in getting goods they
ordered from Asia, said J. Craig
Shearman, spokesman for the
National Retail Federation. Many
retailers have been worried about
running short on products during
the holiday.

"If we've moved it from the ship
to the dock, we've got to get it fi-om
the dock to the shelf," he said.

"FYom what we've been hearing
fi"om retailers, merchandise is still

trickling into the stores very slow-
ly."

The products hit hardest have
been toys, consiuner electronics,
shoes, clothing, and housewares,
Shearman said. Ninety to 95 percent
of toys and more than 50 percent of
electronics sold in the United States
are made in Asia, he said. More than
40 percent of shoes sold here are
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lunch = $3.70

dinner = $3.80

November 12th-14th - Tues, Wed and Thurs

This week only! Taco Bell is doubling the value of

your dorm coupon! A lunch coupon will be

worth $3.70 and a dinner coupon $3.80. To

k enhance the value of your dorm coupons, we

^ have always added 30c to each one - but
I '

now we're ADDING MORE!

iljf;' P:

'-UW^ -1

i-^J

Kamasutra • Videos

1035 Gayley, Westwood
(310)443-9023

Adult Toys
& Videos

3oncers' ClothiriQ

FREE
Teeth Whitening

*for new patients with dental insurance

COSIVIETIC & GENERAL DENTISTRY

f-**Si.

•*.'^

1
ri^

cf' m
% ^A 1^s Ka

^^ fit

Border Bowl Taco Salad Chalupa/Gordita
' .( .> f,- ^ ,«

sf^y^'m
Taco Bell

Right off Bruin Walk
Rn Enterprise of the

flssociated Students. RESTflUllRHTS

WHITER AND BRIGHTER
DENTAL CENTERS

• Beautiful offices

• Stereo headphones for Music or TV
• Dental insurance welcome

Change your sliver
fllllngs to whitel

Invisalign

Invisible

Braces
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

951 Westwood Blvd.

Comer of Westwood Blvd.

and Weybum Ave.

TEL: (310) filA-lllS

BRENTWOOD
Country Mart

225 26th St.

San Vicente at 26th St.

TEL: (310) 451-2728

Free Validated Parking
Marc Rojtmaii DPS, Eric Yum DPS & Associates

, -,.:,,i.i,As.3i)XL

www.WhiteraudBrighter.com
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Bush to use force if Iraq fails to disarm j

Anti-giobaiization
By Ron Foumler

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — In somber
tribute to soldiers of wars past,
President Bush said Monday he will

commit 'the full force and might of
the United States military" against
Iraq if Saddam Hussein refuses to
disarm swiftly. I

As the rubber-staniping Iraqi par-
liament condemned a U.S.-backed
United Nations resolution, Bush
used two Veterans Day addresses to
underscore his impatience.
The time to confront this threat is

before it arrives, not the day after,"

he told several dozen veterans during
an E^ast Room ceremony.

Behind the scenes, Bush has
approved tentative Pentagon plans
for invading Iraq should a new U.N.
arms inspection effort fail to rid the
nation of weapons of mass destruc-
tion. The strategy calls for a land, sea
and air force of 200,000 to 250,000
troops, administration officials said,

as they sought to build up pressure
on Saddam to relent

"We have to keep, in a sense, a gun
pointed to the head of the Iraqi
regime because that's the only way
they cooperate," Bush's national
security adviser, Condoleezza Rice,
told National Public Radio's "The
Tavis Smiley Show."

The talk of war grew to a crescen-
do just three days after the U.N.
Security Council approved a tough
new resolution with an unexpected
15-0 vote. Iraq has until Friday to
accept the resolution that would
send U.N. inspectors back to
Baghdad after an absence of neariy
four years with broad new powers to

go anywhere at any time backed by
the threat of force.

With the clock ticking, Bush trav-

eled across the Potomac River to visit

Arlington National Cemetery, lay a
wreath at the Tomb of the
Unknowns, praise America's veterans
and pledge his resolve against terror-

ism and Iraq.

"We will not permit a dictator who
has used weapoas of mass destruc-
tion to threaten America with chemi-
cal, biological or nuclear weapons,"
the president said. 'This great nation
will not live at the mercy of any for-

eign plot or power."

Standing beneatli the marble dome
of the cemetery's flag-draped
amphitheater, the president drew
cheers and whistles of approval when
he declared, "The dictator of Iraq will

fully disarm or the United States will

lead a coalition to disarm hint"

In Baghdad, Iraq's parliament con-
demned the U.N. resolution as fiill of
lies, and a senior lawmaker urged
that it be rejected — a prospect that
likely would bring on war.

|

Rice dismissed the response and
the parliament itself.

"I don't think anyone believes this

is anything but an absolute dictator-

ship and this decision is up to
Saddam Hussein," she told reporters
at the White House.

Even if Saddam accepts the reso-

lution, Rice said she will remain skep-
tical. ^

"They are obligated to accept, but
the U.N. thought it best to ask for

return-receipt requested," she said.

Bush himself said Iraq is behind
the eight-ball. I

"No enemy that threatens our
security or endangers our people wiU
escape the patient justice and the

The BOLD, BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL SMILES
Thome burned his mouth on hot pizza.

Brooke ordered Stephanie to find the

crown she swallowed. Sally vowed to

make Nick pay her dental bill.

Angela finally found a great dentist.
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Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?
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If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for yoU. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc.
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Pepperdine's MFT program appealed
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needs of working professionals yet
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To prepare for a human services pc^sition or doctoral program
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Orange County
San Fernando Valley

(800) 888-4849
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PEPPERDINE UNIYER^ITY
Graduate School oj Education and Psychology

overwhelming power of the United
States of America," he said in the
East Room. "Should military action
become necessary for our own secu-
rity, I will commit the full force and
might of the United States military,

and we will prevail."

Bush began his day with a pre-
dawn visit to the Vietnam War
Memorial. As a chilly rain pelted his

umbrella, Bush placed an American
flag at the base of the black granite
wall, where 58,229 names of those
killed or missing in the war from 1959
to 1975 are inscribed.

Later, at the East Room reception,

Bush said America owes its freedom
to the ex-soldiers gathered before
him and its greatness to their postwar
service. "Our veterans from every era
are the finest of citizens," the presi-

dent said. "We owe them the life we
know today."

protest in Italy peaceful
By Aiessandra Rizzo

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple marched through Florence yes-
terday in a peaceful protest against
globalization and U.S. poUcy in
Iraq.

There was none of the violence
that marked last year's Group of
Eight sununit in Genoa, Italy.

Instead, the atmosphere was
more hke a carnival with food
stands, exhibits and street theater
along with the discussions of free

trade and war. Though security
was tight, police kept a low profile.

Italy was criticized as having pro-
voked clashes in Genoa by insist-

ing on a heavy police presence.
Police in Florence said about

450,000 people took part in the
demonstration, the highlight of an
anti-globalization gathering that
started Wednesday and ends today.
The figure was more than twice the
number expected.

Organizer Vittorio Agnoletto
estimated the crowd at 800,000 to 1

million.

Demonstrators came from
across Europe - Greece, Spain,
Britain, Denmark and elsewhere -

to protest against a war on Iraq and
the corporate interests of multina-
tionals which they said harm the
poor and the environment.

PROTEST
I
Page 4
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www.uclastore.com
Hn Enterprise of tii^^
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NEAL
from paige 1

them," Neal said.

As a member of VSSA, Neal said
the meeting was held to both reunite
lUS divisions from across the globe
and to discuss commonly tackled
issues. The RIS has branches in the
United States, Canada, Africa, Asia
and Latin America

Neal traveled to Ghana with USSA
President Jo'ie Taylor and USSA
Student Labor Action Project
Coordinator Ana Rizo.

Rizo, a UC Santa Barbara alumna,
was surprised to see that local issues
important to students are globally
relevant, she said.

**It was good to talk about (the
issues) and see our common strug-
gles," Rizo said. I

Neal said the conference focused
on three main issues: factors that hin-
der access to higher education, the
increasing epidemic of AIDS, and the
ongoing effects of war.

The group discussed ways to work
together to lobby government offi-

cials and to educate local popula-
tions, he also said.

It is significant, Neal added, that
students be globally connected in a
world that is increasingly becoming
smaller.

"Our world is larger than UCLA
and larger than the United States," he
said. "We are in a privileged position
to make a difference - this is the first

step."

Neal pointed out that he can better
serve his student constituents
because of the larger resource base
he has acquired. He can provide stu-

dents with infonnadon on how to get
involved and organize to advance
their causes, he said.

USAC President David Dahle said
althougli he didn't know tJiat much
about what Neal did in Ghana, he
thinks the trip will benefit the student
government.

"All the knowledge he gained will

give us all a broader view, and more
of an international perspective in all

USAC programs," Dahle said.

Neal plans to formally present his

experiences to the student body in

the form of a public forum to be held
sometime iji the winter quarter. Neal
also hopes to promote a more global
mindset on campus, he said.

"Students should think of them-
selves as international citizens," Neal
said. "There are many ways to figure

out their roles in the international

community and understand them-
selves in an international context
This goes beyond the classroom."

Students interested in becoming
more internationally active can con-
tact the EVP office, Neal said.

Students can apply for future USSA
delegations or take part in National
Lobby Day, scheduled to take place

March 7-11 next year.

Considering the diversity of the
conference-goers, Neal also said that
he learned a lot from his foreign
peers.

"I found them more engaged and
highly aware of their government,"
Neal said, comparing international

students to students at UCLA.
Neal was also impressed by their

abilities to function having far less

resources than American students,

he said. I

Also a member of the African
Student Union, Neal gained experi-
ences on a personal level with the
West African country, formerly active
in slave trade.

"1 felt a sad connection with my
ancestors," Neal said referring to his

visit to a slave castle.

Neal added that he brings a new
perspective to his fellow ASU mem-
bers having seen people in true
poverty and a country making
strides.

I

Despite the hot weather and mos-
quitoes everywhere, "(the trip) was a
tremendous experience," Neal said.

"Whether in a formal or informal
setting, I learned a lot," he said I

PORTS
from page 2

imported from China.
' Truck traffic at the ports
is still snarled, although
Union Pacific reports train

traffic continues to improve,
in large part because many
shippers load train cars right

from the docks.

Containers contiime to be
piled up on the docks while
longshoremen spend more
time unloading ships than
organizing containers and
loading them on trucks,

according to the California

Trucking Association.

The auto industry was
never too hard hit by the dis-

pute, because the Big Three
auto manufacturers do not
rely heavily on parts made in

Asia and used air freight to

get around the difficulty, said

David Healy an auto industry

analyst at Bumham
Securities Inc.
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PROTEST
from page 3

"I was a bit afraid, because they
were saying this would be a 'Genoa
Two' but it's been very peaceful and I

hope it stays that way," said Uwe
Schurmarm, a demonstrator from
Germany.

"We want to demonstrate that a
different world is possible," said
Noemi Cucchi, 31, from Ancona,
Italy.

Marchers walked 6 kilometers
along the Amo River to an area near
the soccer stadium for a concert and
speeches.

The centre of the city, with its nar-
row alleys and Renaissance build-

ings, was closed to the demonstra-
tors, and dozens of pohce stood
guard to enforce the restriction. As a
precaution, many shops in the fash-

ionable streets were shuttered.

Premier Silvio Berlusconi's gov-

The Ass(xtatei) Press

The European Social Forum organized a
march advocating peace Saturday.

emment approved the demonstra-
tion after weeks of debate and after
adopting an intense security plan
because of last year's violence.
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WESTWOOD
from page 1

staggering village. Some of its goals
were to provide clean-up services
such as street and sidewalk sweeping
and tree trinmiing.

Despite meeting these goals, the
BID failed to find ways to alleviate

the Village's de^)erate lack of park-
ing.

There had been many other prob-
lems within the BID, including a vio-
lation of the Brown Act, a state law
prohibiting secret legislation by pub-
lic organizations, in September.

In early September, after hearing
numerous complaints through an
investigation lasting several months,
Los Angeles City Councilman Jack
Weiss, whose fifth district includes
Westwood, decided not to endorse
the BID'S renewal, effectively killing

its charter.

Since then the BID's management
staff and board of directors have
been trying to wind operations down,
but are scheduled to continue pro-
viding services until June. But the
BID was ordered to stop collecting

assessments from properties within
its district, thereby restricting it to
^pending money already collected.

Some board members said being
behind in payments to UCLA is only
syn^tomatic of a flawed institutioa

Tliey blame the BID's management
staff for not conducting indep)endent
audits for the past three years, which
it did every year before 1999, and for

working with only a handful of board
members when deciding to close
down operations.

Those who were doing things
without the knowledge and consent
of the rest of the board didnt know
what they were doing,'* said Jeff
Abell, board member and manager of
Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers.
Bob Walsh, the BID's executive

director, resigned in October, and
since then, most of the BID's admin-
istrative staff have been laid off.

During a meeting on Oct 31, exas-
perated board members advocated
conducting an independent audit to
determine if all assessment funds
collected by the City of Los Angeles
were deposited into the BID's
account

Properties within the district paid
fees to the city government, which
then di^)ersed the funds back into
the bid's expense account

This Wednesday at 3 p.m. some
members of the board and other

,

interested parties are holding a mee^ i

ing at Jerry's Famous Deli to discuss
forming a new BID.

But doing so will require the confi-

dence of Village merchants and prop- !

erty owners involved, which could
prove to be a difficult task, Abell said

READERS
from page 1

tion at a large research institution.

Financial restraints, however,
require academic departments to
use readers in many large classes
instead.

"In the best of possible worlds
we wouldn't have readers, but in

the best of worlds we would have
small classes," said English
Professor Lynn Batten, who added
readers are a necessary aide for
grading large stacks of papers each
quarter.

In the social sciences and
humanities, readers are usually
graduate students conducting
research in the relevant field. In

other departments with classes that
assign problem sets for homework,
professors also may hire under-
graduate students who have passed
the course already, usually with a
minimimi grade of an A or a B.

The fundamental difference
between readers and TAs is that
readers follow specific grading
guidelines the professor sets,

whereas TAs have more freedom
and contact with students, said
Mark Pollard, a third-year graduate

student, current TA and former
reader in the history department.

Professors find readers through
a few different ways: from col-

league recommendations, respons-
es to graduate adviser e-mail
requests, or by using past students.
The ideal way of having a reader

is someone who has taken your
class and knows the way you
teach," Batten said.

Professors said the main reason
they use readers is the large
amounts ofwork they must grade in
a short period of time. To grade all

the p^^jers in an upper division sem-
inar with 70 to 90 students without
readers. Batten said he would have
to assign papers too early in the
quarter for the students to have a
firm grasp of the material yet.

Each department has different
policies on how much a professor
ultimately grades as well. In the
English department where readers
are used for classes with 32 stu-

dents or more, professors grade 30
percent of the papers, while in the
history department where classes
are upwards of 100 students, a pro-
fessor grades the first 40 papers and
readers grade the rest
Though each professor only

grades 40 papers, "in principle" he
or she reviews each one when it is

entered into the gradebook, said
history department Chairman
Teofilo Ruiz, who is currently
teaching a lecture with 398 stu-

dents. Additionally, professors
often make themselves available to
students who want to go over their
paper even if it was graded by a
reader.

"Students always come to me if

they have some issue with grading,"
Ruiz said.

Lack of funding is another big
factor for using readers instead of
TAs, Ruiz said.

"We use TAs in all lower division
course and some upper division
courses; we would like to use more,
but are limited by financial con-
straints," Ruiz said, though he
added that "the quality of our read-
ers is superb."

Readers are not required to
attend classes, he said, though they
are all provided with the class text-

books and "know the material fairly

well." It is ultimately up to individ-

ual professors to decide whether a
reader attends class, he added.

Pollard said that in his experi-
ence he has always been encour-
aged to sit in on classes and do the
readings, and he eiyoys it

Less than a year ago, a mmiber of
readers in the history department

were upset when they were asked
to attend lectures without pay, said
Dave Eason, a representative for
the Student Association of
Graduate Employees, the union
that represents TAs, readers and
tutors at UCLA

Readers and professors were
unclear on the requirements of the
job - including whether readers
were paid to attend lectures - so
the union met with department offi-

cials and determined readers would
be paid for the extra time conunit-
ment

Policies on reader class atten-

dance vary from department to
department. Though most don't
require it, funding is generally avail-

able to professors who request that

their readers attend lectures.

About 50 percent of the English
department's readers attend lec-

tures, said Gail Furham, English
Department Manager. Many who
don't go to lecture have attended
the specific class at some point
before, she said.

Graduate students said they
become readers for a number of
reasons; benefits include hourly
pay, fee remission and valuable
grading experience.

"Hardly anyone does it just for
the money because it's not a lot,"

Pollard said, though he finds the
grading experience valuable in
preparing him to be a professor.
Ben Marshke, a fourth-year grad-

uate student and history depart-
ment teaching fellow, said he does-
n't normally like to be a reader, but
he's doing it this quarter as a favor
to his adviser,

"Grading sucks, and you can
quote me on that," Marshke said,
explaining that most professors
hire readers because grading is the
most mundane aspect of teaching.

Other readers have a different
take on their job.

Piruz Motamedinia, a fourth-year
physiological sciences student, said
he likes his two-yearjob grading for
lower division physics classes very
much.

"It's very convenient You can do
it all at once or spread it out
through the week," he said

Even though some professors
find readers indispensable, Furham
said others prefer to forgo their
opportunity to hire a grading assis-
tant and do all their own grading or
at least comprehensively review the
grading done by readers, assigning
the final grade themselves.

She added, "You lose control as
soon as someone else grades
papers for you."

Do you want to lieeome
a leader on campus?

^^*f>l*^:'w^

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for Student

Programming. All students are invited to participate in developing leadership
skills. Upon completion participants receive a certificate.
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Exploreyour graduate studies atLMU

ORIENTATION SCHEDIJf R
Tuesday, November 12"**

Wednesday, November 13***

Wednesday, November IS'**

12:00pm
1:00pm
2:00pm

2412 Ackerman Union
2412 Ackerman Union
2412 Ackerman Union

UliNuADIiofKuiKIi.

www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu
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Choose from one of die following
eight nationally accredited graduate programs:

• BUSINESS ADMINISTRAnON
Eight emphases and an International Certificate Program

• SCHOOL OF FILM AND TELEVISION
Film/Television Production and Scrcenwriting '

• EDUOOTON
Teacher Education, Human Services and Specialized

Programs, 15 Certificate and Credential Programs
• SCIENCE/ENGINEERING

Civil, Electrical, Environmental, Mechanical, Computer
Science, and Production Management

• ENGUSH
Creative Writing, Literature, Rhetoric

• MARITAL AND FAMnyTHERAPY

•PHILOSOPHY

• THEOLOGICAL STUDIES AND PASTORAL THEOLOGY

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
University Hall Room 2525 • One \M\J Drive • Los Angeles, CA 90045
3,0.338-272. • &. 3.0.338.60S6

^^j^^,^ MA8YM0UNTUNIVEISITTwww.lmu.edu • email: graduace^lmu.cdu
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TUESDAY, IVovember 12

Aekerman Grand Ballroom

9:00 PM
Tickets Available NOW?

THURSDAY, Novcmlier 14

7:00PM ® the COOP

THURSDAY, November 14

FRIDAY, Noveiober 15

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

7:30PM & 9:00PM

uiuiui.cdmpuseuents.ucla.edu

Campus Events. 319 Kerekhoff. 8251958. Oie most magical plaee on earfk^ flSUCLR
WAIVER POOL
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The Associated Pressint. /\>»u«.iAitu rKta

U.S. Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.. speaks at a news conference in San Francisco.

Pelosi aims to become
I

1
- •

House minority leader
By Mark Sherman

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — Rep. Nancy

Pelosi will try to unify House
Democrats with an inclusive style
and a willingness to confront
Republicans on the issues, her sup-
porters said.

Pelosi, 62, a Democrat fi:x)m San
Francisco, is on the brink of becom-
ing the first woman to serve as a
leader of either party in the House or
Senate.

She is expected to move up fi-om
democratic whip, the No. 2 job, to
nunority leader of the GOP-led
House, replacing Rep. Dick
Gephardt, D-Mo., when Democrats
elect their new leaders this week.

Pelosi has one challenger Rep.
Harold Ford of Tennessee, who calls

himself a "big, big underdog." Ford,
32, says Pelosi is too far from the
center and would lead the party to
further defeat I

A close Pelosi ally. Rep. Anna
Eshoo, D-Calif., described her col-

league this way: "She is, first and
foremost, pragmatic. Ideologically,

is she a liberal? Yes. But she will cast
her vote and doesn't try to change
someone's mind on those kinds of
votes. She is someone who knows
how to build, knows how to lead."

The liberal label, which Pelosi
welcomes, has been used by her
opponents and Republicans to sug-
gest that she will be unable to win
.over mod^«:?jte, independent vo|«cs^

Before he dropped out of the race
for Democratic leader 'on Friday,

'?^JP:_Martm_Frost, D-Texas, said
Pelosi's eiffectiveness would be li^u^
ed because her politics "are to the
left."

There is no doubt where she

stands. Pelosi represents a liberal

congressional district, taking in

most of San Francisco. Her votes
against the resolution authorizing
the use of force in Iraq and in sup-
port of such domestic initiatives as
needle exchange programs for AIDS
sufferers reflect her constituency.

Pelosi, who dealt with the same
issue when she became Democrats'
chief vote-coimter in February,
addressed the criticism. "I don't
think they chose me as an outspoken
San Francisco liberal," she said. "I

think they chose me as a person who
can lead the caucus to victory."

By all accounts, Pelosi has run a
coUegial whip operation, recruiting

Democrats from across the spec-
trum to sway rank-and-file lawmak-
ers and round up votes on behalf of
the party.

liiat quality will be tested when
she tries to unify historically fi-ac-

tious Democrats to confront
Republicans on economic issues,

where she has said the party will

make its stand.

Pelosi was 47 before she won her
first election, after raising five chil-

dren with her businessman husband,
Paul. But she has been involved in

politics all her life. Her father was a
New Deal congressman from
Maryland and later the mayor of
Baltimore. Her brother also served
as Baltimore's nmyor.

Pelosi has led a charmed political

life. She was hand-picked to run for
Congre^ by Jii^ dying Rep. Sala
burton, whose seat Pelosi won in a
special election in 1987.

She has never lost an election.

Pelosi offers congressional
Democrats the most charismatic
leader they have had in recent times,
said Rep. Bob Matsui, D-Calif.

• Opportunities for Hispanic Students •

Paid Interships and fellowships in Washington,
DC and scholarships. Call the congressional
Hispanic Caucus institute at 1-800-EXCEL-DC

or visit www.chcivouth.orq .

LOOKING FOR LiVER DONOR
• Blood group B or O
• Height at least 5' 8"

• Weight at least 1 50 pounds

For details 3 1 0-804-2679 (cell)

call: 3 1 0-824-0078 (home)
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coffee drinks
between 6-9pm for undergrods*
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NEUMAN
from page 1

leagues when he was appointed.
Camesale said Neuman has

transitioned "superbly ... and it's

not a surprise ... this is someone
who has been at UCLA for some
time as a professor, as a dean, and
as a leader." I

Of greatest concern to Neuman

in the coming months is whether
newly reelected Gov. Gray Davis
chooses to implement the state
legislature-approved five percent
mid-year budget cut.

Such a cut, he said, would be a
"draconian measure for the univer-
sity."

The true severity of the impact
would depend upon whether the
cut is implemented over a six-

month period or an 18-month peri-

od, Neuman said.

"The worst-case scenario would
be a five percent cut by Jul. 1,

2003," Neuman said. "At this point,
it is not possible to even conceive
how we would deal with such a
cut; suffice to say, it would change
things dramatically."

If push come to shove, Neuman
said the university would prioritize

to ensure the sustenance of key
areas which allow UCLA to main-
tain its competitive edge on other
universities nationwide.

But he remained cool-headed
about the prospects of the cut and
the tough decisions that would fol-
low.

"I'm a believer in not structuring
decisions before their time," he
said. "It is important to understand
the scope of the problem fu-st and
not jump to any conclusions."
The largest obstacle for Neuman

so far in office has been the flare-

I
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Hurry Save

Purchase your Bruinlife yearbook at the time of

your portrait sitting and SAVE $7.

Order a package within 3 weeks of your sitting and
receive a set of 4 - 4"x 5" portraits for only $ I .

A $24.95 Value!

To make your portrait appointment*,
stop by in person at

Campus Photo Studio/

Graduation Etc.

located on A-level Ackerman Union or call

310-206-8433

(ext. 68433 on campus).

Visit our website for more information:

www.uciastore.com

Every Monday. Campus Phpto Studio starts taking

appointments for the following week.

Campus Photo Studio 310.206.8433

www.uclastore.com Rssocjdted Students.

$2.00 off

TUESDAYS

Excludes Siciliians

Westwood

208-8671
* NOT VALID ON SICILIANS OR WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION AD.

OFFER VAUD

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.
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EXP. 11/18/0apes^i«p

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

T^lS^:^immi

^(nn
TWO PIZZAS FOR THE

PRICE OF ONE
Westwood

208-8671
Offer valid Monday Nights only

(After 5:30pm).
No mediums and offer excludes Sicilians.

No half and half orders. Must mention ad.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver. ^ ww-,^..w ...w^^ ^^

^^ Coupons valid at Westwood location only. I Coupons valid at Westwood location only. I CouponsVaird at wSw'ood to I

I

EXR 41/18/02

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery Only

Westwood

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
N01/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coup>ons must h% given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery On^.

Westwood

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.*
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

NOl/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood locatton only.
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Information la ogyjnternship
i«p offers pollege students hands-on experience to prepare

them for a successful career in Information Technology

• Earn internship credits for college

• Gain practical IT work experience

• Hands-on workshops in Cisco. Sun. Microsoft, etc.

• IT career workshop to assist in your IT career

• Opportunity for bonus awards

For more information call 714-783-1095
or email itprep@ictp.com

«. I J I

i
invent yourselt

PERFORMANCE
from page 1

endum - injecting an estimated
$210,000 into council - will allow
him to do.

. "I haven't done as well as Fd like

to,"Neal said. "Things are going
well more so through luck in the
opportunities coming our way."

Another plan Neal made during
his campaign was to increase stu-
dent input in local community plan-
ning, but he decided this would be
better served by the internal vice
president.

That means the sitting IVP TJ.
Cordero would assume the domain
of the surrounding UCLA communi-
ty. But Cordero said this would hap-
pen on a case-by-case basis: he cited
that issues Uke housing would fall

under his jurisdiction.

"It depends on what we*re talking
about," he said.

During last year's USAC elec-
tions, Cordero promoted a cam-
paign that included establishing a
"Know Your Rights" series of events
designed to inform students about

their rights regarding topics such as
rental law, campus safety and park-
ing.

So far, his office co-sponsored
with Rock the Vote, an event in
October that featured rapper KRS-
One, to help promote voter registra-
tion on campus. Cordero now plans
to pass out flyers telling students
about their ri^ts should they face
eviction from their apartments or
expulsion from the university.

Working largely within USAC's
Kerckhoff Hall headquarters,
Financial Supports Commissioner
Andrew LaFlanune has been work-
ing steadily on a comprehensive
apartment index compiling topics
such as rent and manager quality for

students to refer to when apart-

ment-hunting.
*

He said he hit a slight roadblock
when an unprecedented number of
apartment vacancies recently hit

Westwood, causing pricing changes
and prompting LaFlamme to revise
the information he had compiled
over the past simuner.

The index, which has morphed
from a print version to a Web site,

should be online by winter quarter
and fully function^ - plans call for

an interactive map - by the time
students look for apartments in the
spring.

LaFlamme also wants to increase
awareness of little-known financial
aid sources and how students can
apply for them.

Academic Affairs Commissioner
Chris Diaz has been behind the
scenes conducting background
work on the effects of a UCLA
switch to semesters. So far he has
created focus groups to perform
research and gather student input,
but needs more help - he is seeking
more student representatives to the
Academic Senate.

"We need to fill our (Senate) com-
mittees," he said.

Diaz's office is also looking into
the minimum progress requirement
- a baseline of 13 units to be com-
pleted per quarter, effective with the
incoming fall 2001 class - and how it

affects how freshmen actjust to the
coUege environment

However, he has been struggling
to collect hard data on the subject
But Diaz still plans to spread the
word on it by making in-class pre-
sentations of their work throughout
campus.

f
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•Over six million AwERiCAii
children have been placed
oh addictive, mind-
altering psychiatric orugs^
Psychiatry in our schools
UNDERLIES THE AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL CRISIS.

• In ONE 14-YEAR PERIOD, M(

Americans died in psychiati

hospitals than were killed
World Wars I and 11/ the
Korean, Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars combined...
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Karaoke
7 Nights A Wclk
Starts @ 9:00pm

HAPn Hour
EvERvn \^ 5-9PM
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Fine Dining • Hav Parking
Heated Smoking Patio

10433 National Boulevard
@ THi 0\ f:hi AM) Exit oi i thi 10 Fwy

310.837.5245
WWW.BO.\RDWAlKl1 .COM

WWW.TIjKBESTiyiAQKEXOM
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Special Egg Donor Needed!
Compensation starts at $8500
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Intelligent & Loving couple Is looking for a special wonian tb'hefp them
achieve their dreams of having a child, fdeal candidate would be: 5^"* or

taller, light eyes, Bionde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT
28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConceDtion.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447
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Summer

tnfo Sessions
Tucs

Thurs

Fri

Tucs

Thurs

Fri

Tucs

Nov 12

Nov 14

Nov 15

Nov 19

Nov 21

Nov 22

Nov 26

5-6 pm
5-6 pm
10 -11 am
5-6 pm
5-6 pm
10-11 am
5-6 pm

Full-time work experience
Many different intemsthips to choose from
Great housing at UC Washington Center
Housing Stipend
UC President's Scholarship

Stipend program to earn money
Loans of up to $1000 available

Credit through CEESL

Internship and Stody Abroad Services VUCLA Career Center
501 Westwood Plaza Strathmore Building Room 200 Los Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831
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up surroimdihg the vending kiosk
placed in front of Bimche Hall and
ensuing complaints from both fac-

ulty and students about the deci-
sion-making consultation process.

Faculty had complained about
the kiosk installed over the simi-
mer, claiming it ruined the aesthet-
ics of the Bunche Hall plaza area.

They also said there had been little

to no consultation of those resid-

ing in the building as to the place-
ment of the kiosk.

Following pressure from faculty,

Neiunan decided it was in the
school's best interest to remove

the kiosk completely, raising ques-
tions over the efficiency of the sit-

uation.

Neuman said the whole affair
has taught him how important con-
sultation with faculty and students
is prior to decisions.

"A very strong consultative cul-
ture exists at UCLA, but it is not
perfect," he said. "We must use this
incident as a lesson to think about
how we can improve this process."
Neuman said the next few

months would involve planning
how to deal with enrollment
growth as well as the continuing
budget shortfalls.

He said any other plans he may
have for the future of the universi-
ty would have to wait imtil these
more pressing issues are resolved.

New Weight Loss Product!!!
*>, • Dr. Recbmended

' • Ephedra-free
• Eat Your Favorite Foods
• Guaranteed
• Only $45

Call Toll Free: 888-231-9997

UCLA 6chool of Law is conducting

a Law School Application and

Financial Aid Information &e(B(Sion.

Please Join U« On.-

Wednesday, November 13, 2002

4:00pm to 5:30pm

The «c««ion will be held in Qoom 1447 in the Lav Achool Building

on campus
State of the Art

Laser Hair Removal

Call now for your

free consultation.

And New Low
Prices.

Jannes Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice in Gynecolosy
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

#383

3^0.208.2772 xJ8

inic5&3 Bevcplu Hills Acne Sl^in Cqpc CI
I / Years of Lxpepience

930 S. PoUpfson BU. #6 (310) 389-1763

nttpy/www.acnesKin.com

Many suffer witti unhealthy
looking faces for many

^ months, many years, due

.V \ ^r ^o ^^® ^3c/c of the

knowledge on what to do.

*Actual Patient Testimonial*

After just four facial treatments at the Acne Clinic in Beverly
Hills, I have seen a 100% improvement in the appearance of my skin. In
the oast, despite having used all kinds of medication including strong
antibiotics, nothing was able to help the frequent and persistant breakouts
on my face, mary at the acne cDnic put a stop to my hopeless acne
problem and I am grateful for her incredible treatment. Mary, thank you
for all your help!

Sheri Sepaniou, USC Student

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed!
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PRICm/ATERHOUsEQOPERS Q
VOTED M IDEAL EMPLOYER BY BUSINESS STUDENTS

UNIVERSUM UNDERGRADUATE STUDY, 2002

Investors need to be able to t! ui.t the information
that companies supply to the public. Help us audit
that information and well help you build a career.

For opportunities and information go to:

www.pwcglobal.com/iookhere

Look beyond the numbers.
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Before starting

war, U.S. needs

more evidence

The last time the United States bombed a
suspected weapons development facility,

they destroyed a phannacy in Sudan.
In Afghanistan, the United States acciden-

tally bombed what they thought to be an al-

Qaeda af&liate - it was a wedding.
Similar mistakes are likely to be made if

the United States or United Nations use Iraqi
refusal of a U.N. resolution mandating the
readmittance of weapons inspectors as a
basis to go to war. This would certainly
increase international suspicion and mistrust
of Iraq's claims of nuclear innocence, but
suspicions alone don't justify war.

That said, Iraq should by all means accept
the U.N. resolution and readmit the weapons
inspectors they agreed to after surrendering
in ^e Gulf War. Weapons inspectors are not
only the easiest way for the United Nations
to ensure Saddam Hussein remains a minor
threat - they are also the easiest way for
Hussein to continue his tenure as the head of
Iraq. By refusing them, he would only antago-
nize a world already apprehensive about his
rule.

Unfortunately, the Iraqi parliament
appears ready to reject the resolution, having
already expressed fury at its demands. If this
happens, the United States should not inmie-
diately launch a war against Iraq. Instead, it

should continue collecting evidence it can
use to make a convincing argimient before
the United Nations and its own public. The
United States has an entire bureaucracy at
hand to covertly gather the same information
weapons inspectors would provide - the
Central Intelligence Agency. So use it

Diiring the Cold War, weapons in^)ectors
certainly weren'tthe only source for U.S.

information on Soviet weapons programs.
There is no apparent reason they need to be
in Iraq. The (3A is already coUeeting informih
tion, but the Bush Administration has not
openly shared convincing data with Congress
or the public because either it's weak or they
don't have it Once they do, a course of
action will become much clearer - a vast
improvement over the unfounded accusa-
tions and hypyothetical situations currently
being used as justifications for war.

Earlier this year, Vice President Dick
Cheney said sharing "^evidence" already acc^^
mulated might expose intelligence sources in
Iraq - but this doesn't really matter if a
regime change is going to take place anyway.
And if such a great threat to national security
is inmiinent, it should take precedence to
everything else.

The U.N. resolution threatened **serious

consequences" for Iraq if it does not comply
with the resolution. But this doesn't neces-
sarily need to take the form of war. War
hawks would say not following through with
a war resolution would damage the U.N.'s

credibility and only encourage Hussein to
continue to ignore its mandates.

But the damage done to the U.N.'s credi-

bility by refusing to adopt a war resolution
would be much less than that done if it blind-

ly gives into the wishes of the United States.

France, Russia and China, three of the per-
manent U.N. Security Council members, all t

originally opposed war with Iraq but now
appear to be caving into the United States'

incessant demands.
If the United States receives U.N. support

for its war on Iraq without first presenting
sufficient evidence, it will have bracked the
veto rights of the three aforementioned
nations and the decision-making powers of
the U.N. as a whole. War with Iraq would still

be as unilateral as it was before - opposing
states simply would have given into the wish-
es of the more powerful United States, with
which many of them have economic ties.

E>ven if Iraq is a nuclear explosion waiting
to happen, current projections show it will

not detonate for the next decade or so.

Unless Bush can prove there is a much more
imminent threat to the American people, the
next five years should be devoted to defusing
this threat diplomatically.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. Ail other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

SUBMIT TO VIEWPOINT
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us a submission of 600-800 words or a letter of

300 words or less on any topic, including a

response to published materiaJ.
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viewpoint@media.ucla.edu
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Rankings can counteract GPA inflation
At private universities across the coun-

try, grade inflation is rampant.
Average GPAs at private schools like

Stanford range from 3.4

to 3.6, while at public

institutions, such as
UCLA, Berkeley and
UNC, the averages
range fi-om 3.0 to 3.2.

UCLA needs to

bring back class rank-
ings to preserve the
value of our hard-
earned grades. Class
rankings would
demonstrate that a 3.0

at UCLA, where the
average GPA ranges
from 3.1 and 3.2, is

much more
respectable than a 3.0 at Stanford, where
the average GPA was recently brought
down fi'om 3.6 to 3.4.

The general trend of private universities
to inflate grades harms UCLA students in

Mike
Hansen

mhansen@>niedELuda.edu

the job market and when applying to grad-
uate schools.

"Grade inflation can eat a fat one," says
UCLA history mayor Tina Shull, who is

currently applying to history Ph.D. pro-
grams. Tina has a 4.0 GPA in her m^or,
and understandably doesn't want her GPA
to be confused with a 4.0 from an expen-
sive private school, where professors give
out As as if the entire university were on a
football scholarship.

So why are good grades at private uni-
versities so easy to get? Well if you were
paying $35,000 a year for your education,
wouldn't you feel ripped off if you gradu-
ated with a 2.9 in return? When asked why
GPAs tend to be higher at private universi-
ties, use student Alice Chang explains,
"Private school students pay more, so they
care more." I see. USC kids buy their
grades. What a surprise.

Private universities treat their students
like consumers. The consumer must be
satisfied, and how better to satisfy them
than giving out easy As. Alumni are the .

cash cows of private universities, and
these cash cows will keep giving if they
graduate satisfied with their university

experience (translation: GPA).
While grade inflation is a national phe-

nomenon, former Harvard dean Henry
Rosovsky and University of Pennsylvania
lecturer Matthew Hartley say it is "espe-
cially noticeable" in the outrageously
expensive Ivy League. The expectation of
private school students that they are enti-

tled to a high GPA is so ingrained that one
Harvard professor, Harvey Mansfield, has
a two-grade policy. Professor Mansfield
hands out a merit-based grade which is

shown only to the students and an inflated

grade which gets recorded on transcripts.

Can you even imagine a UCLA profes-

sor handing you an unofficial C because
you deserve it and an official A because
you want it for your transcript? Of course
not. UCLA and similar public schools
haven't succumbed to the grade inflation

disease.

"Having a high GPA at a state school is

a bigger accomplishment than having a
high GPA at a private school," says Vidya
Prabhakaran, former president of Yale
College Council. Okay, maybe private
school students are aware of this, but do
you really believe employers know? I

doubt it.

We need a common yardstick to better
nieasure academic achievement among
different schools. Universities will never
agree on consistent grading standards or
create a standard distribution curve. The
chance of that happening is about equal to
the chance that Christina Aguilera's next
video will be called "Clean."
UCLA can print class rankings on tran-

scripts, so that potential employers and
admissions czars see that we attend a rig-
orous university that has upheld its acade-
nuc standards. We have a right to show
people where we stand relative to our fel-
low students, and we should demand that
the administration grant us this right.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
By Jason Uu

Hansen's column runs every Tuesday.

jllu@medla.ucla.edu

Israel maintains democracy

in otherwise unstable region

GOVERNMENT'S POLICIES ENSURE SECURITY
OF JEWISH STATE, OPEN NEGOTIATIONS

By Avishai Shraga

It's politics as usual in Israel.

Early last week, Israel's Labor Party
left Ariel Sharon's unity government
in a dL^ute over budget allocations.

Sharon was then forced to make
a decision: he could either invite

fiinge right-wing parties to join his
government or he could call for
early elections. On Wednesday,
Sharon reluctantly went with the
latter approach, all the while
adnutting that elections are the last

thing that Israel needs.

As in any political story-line, the
plot thickens. But first some back-
ground As a parliamentary democ-
racy, Israel's electoral system differs

firom the Jeffersonian democracy of
the United States. Israel's political

system is neither bi-cameral nor is it

bi-partisan. Israel has a uni-cameral
parliament (the Knesset), with 120
seats spread amongst 19 different
political parties. Israel's two largest
political parties are the right-leaning
Likud party (of which Sharon is a
member), and the left-leaning Labor
party (of which former Prime
Minister Yitzchak Rabin was a mem-
ber).

The Knesset also has Arab mem-
bers and Arab parties. Since no sin-

gle party has ever held a nuyority of
the 120 seats in Israel's 54 year his-

tory, all Israeli "governments" are
formed by a coalition of parties.

Nineteen months ago, Ariel Sharon
was able to organize the largest

such coalition in Israel's history
with over 80 members. The depar-
ture of the Knesset's largest party,
the Labor Party, fix)m Sharon's gov-
ernment forced him to call for early
elections likely to be held on
January 28, 2003.

And this is where it gets interest-
ing. One of the consequences of the
Labor Party's departure from Ariel
Sharon's government is that he now
has to fill important positions vacat-
ed by members of the Labor Party,

including the coveted defense and
foreign minister positions. For the
post of defense minister, Sharon
nominated Shaul Mofaz, the Israeli

Defense Force's Chief of Staff until

four months ago. For the position of
foreign nunister, Sharon invited his

rival in the Likud Party, and former
prime minister of Israel, Binyamin
Netanyahu.

Netanyahu, who has been on a
hiatus from IsraeU ix)litics since
1999, has made no secret of his

wanting to return to the Knesset.
But it doesn't stop there: Netanyahu
has publicly stated that he intends
on challenging Sharon for the Likud
Party's leadership, and the prime
minister's position that would likely

come with it You heard me right

Netanyahu will be representing
Ariel Sharon and the Israeli govern-
ment to the rest of the worid while
at the same time campaigning
against Ariel Sharon for the leader-

ship of the Likud Party. This is the
equivalent of Colin Powell announc-
ing tomorrow that he intends on
challenging President Bush for the
Republican Party's presidential

nomination in 2004.

Sounds like a joke, doesnt it?

The Israeli government could never
function! Actually, nothing could be
further fi-om the truth. In a region
where dictatorships and theocracies
are commonplace, Israel has devel-

oped and maintained one of the
strongest democracies in the world.

Regardless of who will be elected
as Israel's next prime minister, the
fundamental policy of the Israeli

government will not change: secur-
ing the Jewish state while at the
same time keeping the door open
for negotiations with the

Palestinians. Netanyahu showed his

commitment to peace when he
(with Ariel Sharon) signed the his-

toric Wye River Accords with the
Palestinian Authority. And to this

day, Ariel Sharon continues to hold
high-level negotiations with
Palestinian diplomats - sometimes
sending his own son as his personal
emissary.

|

What the Israeli government (and
the rest of the region) really needs
right now is a partner in the

Palestinian people. I think it is

insulting to the Palestinian people
to have a thug like Yasser Arafat
dictate their policies.

The time for peace in the Middle
East has come. But before there can
be peace, there has to be an end to
Palestinian terror, and there has to
be a complete reformation of the
Palestinian political system.

Shraga is the vice president of
Bruinsfor Israel

United States guarantees

worldwide stability, security
VACUUM OF POWER FOLLOWING WORLD WAR II LEFT
SPACE FOR COUNTRY TO STEP IN AS SUPERPOWER

By Jorge Magdaleno

I was recently asked, "Why cant the United
States be more like Canada? Just your ordinary,
international-law abiding country, that keeps to
itself and doesn't bully other countries." My first

reaction was, "Are you on crack?"
The United States will never be like Canada.

First of all Canada and the United States have
different national histories. The American
colonists fought the British and, with the help of
the French, won their independence. The
Canadians achieved their autonomy fix>m the
British Empire but remained a part of the British
Commonwealth of States. The Canadian chief of
state is Queen Elizabeth H. So Canada remains
an extension of Great Britain.

Great Britain, France and Germany all fought
each other to exhaustion and bankn^tcy twice
in the 20th century This resulted in a vacuum of
power after World War n where the Cold War
ensued.

We have all taken classes dealing with how
and why the United States fulfilled tfie role of

'^''

the former Great Powers. For all the rhetoric
about the future of the European Union and the
Euro, the American dollar remains the strongest
currency in the land. OPEC countries, drug-deal-
ers and weapons manufacturers want dollars,

notEIuros.

Therefore the United States is in a position to
sustain and protect its interest in a dramatically
different way than the Canadians. The current
exchange rate with Canada is 1.56 to 1.

Economically, politically and socially the
United States is a very different country than
Canada Most people hate the fact that the
United States "bullies" other countries around

But if its not the United States it would
inevitably be someone else. France, Russia,
China - take your pick. With American troops in
Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan and possibly Iraq, the
basis of the Middle East state system is now
dependent on the United States for the sover-
eignty and security of each state. Otherwise the
states would ryp each other apart until one
would emerge the strongest

The United States in effect has become the
guarantee of worldwide stability, sovereignty and
security. This status inevitably brings in compar-
isons to lasting peace of earlier hegemonies such
as Rome and the former British Empire.
However, comparisons of empires are ridiculous.
The United States helped rebuild Germany with
the Marshall Plan and Japan under the guidance
of General Douglas MacArthur. They are now the
second and third largest economies in the worid
and the primaiy industrial competitor of the
United States. Case in point - how many
Hondas, Mercedes and BMWs do you see in
UCLA parking lots?

Additionally, students from all over the worid
come to the United States, especially UCLA and
stay here. Some go back to their countries, but a
large majority stay. Freedom of movement^
expression, association and speech are eivjoyed
throughout the western industrialized world
What n\akes America exceptional is economic
opportunity. Canada has a lot of taxes, I mean a
lot of taxes. Although they have a premier Social
Health Care system, most cities are dependent
on trade with its big neighbor to the south. So
that's the long answer to a short question.

Magdaleno is a fourth-year political science
student.

LETTERS

Denxicrats alienate the left

As a leftist, I was deeply embarrassed by the
Nov 7 editorial ("Thin msyority a threat to
democracy"). Just a few days earlier, the Bruin
made it clear it was leaning left in endorsing
such candidates as Camejo. Now you complain
that democracy is not functioning properly,

which is simply false. This is the reason why
liberals have a whiny reputatioa We never
look at ourselves.

If you don't recall. Bush's Iraqi War resolu-

tion passed through both houses of congress
(even the democratrdominated Senate) with
top Democratic leaders Daschle's and
Gephardt's blessing. But have you ever noticed
that the Republicans are a great deal slower to
compromise? While I may not agree with much
of their platform, at least they stick to their

guns. During this mid-term election, the
Democrats did not seem to know what to say
or do, and I think the voters sensed it

I voted Green, and I am fully aware of the
risks. Just as I am willing to accept that my
third-party votes may haniper the democratic
cause, the Daily Bruin editorial board has to

accept that their third-party endorsements may
help the (jOP indirectly.

Yes, it is a little scary that the GOP has a
monopoly in the government, but I figure that

this will be a huge kick in the pants to the

Democrats. So long as they alienate the left,

they will suffer in these ti^t elections.

ErtaiKatz

Third-year, history

Bruin is a model of

misunderstanding
Your editorial analysis of the 2002 mid-term

election suffers fi:"om a few severe errors
("Thin nuyority a threat to democracy," Nov.
7). You stated that the Republican legislative

branch does not represent the magority of
Americans. But voters went to the polls with
the specific intent of supporting the presi-

dent's agenda; if they had other plans, they
would have voted for Democrats.

The Bruin also erred when it said
Republicans intend to elinunate Social
Security. What Republicans campaigned on is

the idea that yoimger workers (that means
us) should have the right to individual retire-

ment accounts for 2% of our Social Security
payroll taxes. A poll taken by the Cato
Institute shows that this plan has a mayority
of support among Americans. Republicans
who campaigned^on this issue won, even
despite constant attack ads by Democrats.

Michael Gordon

Political science

VIEAVPOINT
COLUMNIST APPLICATIONS

Viewpoint columnist

applications for winter
quarter are now available at the front desk of the Daily Bruin ofiRce in

118 Kerckhoff.
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SOUNDBITES

David Gray
"A New Day at

Midnight''
RCA Records

^^^^^^P ^^^9 ^^^9 ^5

After a four-year hiatus,
Welsh singer David Gray's
fifth album marks a matura-
tion of the sound in his previ-
ous album, "White Ladder."

Everything from the jacket
of the album, which depicts
an illuminated skyline at sun-
set by a river, to Gray's
twangy yet sultry vocals
accompanied by organic
instrumental sounds, com-
bines to create a homegrown
and deeply reflective ambi-
ence.

Gray holds onto some of
the pop flavor and infectious
sampUng of "White Ladder"
in songs such as "Caroline,"
"Be Mine," and "Knowhere"
with their house beat under-
current, yet piano and
acoustic guitar dominate the
pseudo-techno beats in many
of the songs, such as "Easy
Way to Cry" and "Long
Distance Call."

Gray goes further emo-
tionally on this album, writ-

ing raw and honest lyrics

about different states of the
heart. On "The Other Side,"

he contrasts live-for-the-

moment feelings and the
secrecy associated with a
one-night stand with the
inevitable conclusion of the
encounter

"A New Day at Midnight"
is innovative, lyrically rich,

and musically stellar. Gray is

a composite of style similar
to that of Dave Matthews,
with a voice that parallels the
likes of Rob Hotchkiss of
TYain.

For faithful Gray fans still i

playing "White Ladder," it is

time to clear the way for "A
New Day at Midnight" For
those vaguely familiar with
David Gray, (yes, the guy
who sang "Babylon," unfor-
tunately, the only track of his

album that reached MTV air-

waves) try this album.
'Monique Keshishian

Jufltin Umberlake
""Jwtifled''

Jive Records

itt^l^^
John Lennon did it So did

Michael Jackson. But break-
ing away from a popular
group to sustain a level of
success and relevance can be
difficult. With "Justified,"
Justin Timberlake tries to
moonwalk his own path with
moderate results.

Imagine The Neptunes
having lunch with Marvin
Gaye, Stevie Wonder ham-
ming it up with Timbaland,
and Jacko giving Justino a
few pointers. The verdict:
"Justified" rehes heavily on
its influences and is satiuat-
ed with mediocre contempo-
rary R4iB.

Produced mainly by
Timbaland, whose distinct
hip-hop soul was more excit-
ing a few years ago when
accompanied by Aaliyah, and
the Neptimes, whose infec-

tiously danceable rhythms
are becoming equally pre-
dictable, the tracks straddle
the line between manufac-
tured beats and soulful
treats. i

Justin sings of heartbreak,
swinging bachelorhood, and
narcissistic romance through
awkward lyrics: *\ want to be
your sky, so blue and high."

Juvenile lyrics are imbal-
anced by racier ones: "I

could think of a couple posi-

tions for you."

Of course, there are a few
highlights. Justin's vocals are
more studied; often an
homage to The King of Pop,
other times offering a soulful

hint of Stevie Wonder
The leap from boy band to

solo artist will have legions
of fans unyieldingly tearing
up the Billboard charts, but
when they do, they will stum-
ble upon a more soulful
Justin.

i

-Sink Tran

^ Ratings^

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh ... could 4 - Great

be better
---1

5 - Classic

Casting director stresses industry connections
By Mary Dang

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mdang@medla.ucla.edu

African Americans in Communications,
Media, and Entertainment is a UCLA organiza-
tion for anyone interested in going into the
entertainment business. It provides intern-

ships, workshops, and in the case of last

Thursday night, a group discussion with cast-

ing director Felicia Fasano (MTVs The Real
World" series, "Barbershop" and "Training
Day").

Though there was some confusion as to its

whereabouts, the loimge in Delta
Terrace B3 was a suitable setting

for an intimate, in-depth discus-

sion. The dialogue between
Fasano and the discussion par-

ticipants resembled more of a conversation
among friends than a speaker presentation.
There was no hesitation on anyone's part to
pass the chips and soda.

In the first half of the discussion, Fasano
described her professional background and
how her connections with actors enabled her
to become a casting director As the discussion
shifted to question and answer, the mood
became more informal due in part to Fasano's
directness and down-to-earth attitude.

Much of the discussion centered around
what a casting director does, which is to
advise, rather than dictate to the director
which actors to cast She talked about eti-

quette and the casting director's role during
the casting tug of war that goes on

between a director and a producer.
I'm going to give (^e directors)

YEE-SHING
YANG/Daily Bruin

Rasta Thomas
will perform in

-Pearl.- The
modern-day
version of

-Snow White"
opens tonight

at the Geffen
Playhouse and
will run through

Dec. 22.

what their vision is," Fasano said. "I want to be
the person that is their ally because mostly the
producers don't feel the same way."

In trying to give directors what they want,
Fasano looks for the whole package in actors,
which includes their past work, the strength of
their readings, as well as their appearances.
Fasano described the big difference between
someone who has "IT" and someone who does-
n't

"You really do see people grow, and I've seen
it where a person all of a sudden becomes con-
fident, and they become a different person,"
Fasano said.

Fasano also had advice for student film-mak-
ers. She expressed the importance of getting
internships and watching student films as a
good way of finding new talent She also sug-
gested strategies to help first-time directors get

high-end actors, which would help students in
the process of making their thesis films.

"I think a really good thing to do would be to
look at movies that you like and then see who
was the assistant to it and then call up their
office," Fasano said.

The msyor thing that Fasano stressed was
the personal nature of the entertainment busi-
ness. Her advice was to focus on the bonds
made inside the industry between people as the
bedrock of any type of success in the enter-
tainment business.

The one thing that I can't stress enough is

your relationship, and I mean true relationshq),
with people," Fasano said.

To become an AACME member, log onto
www. stitdentgroups. ucla. edii/aacme.

UNCONVENTIONAL DANCER RASTA THOiVIAS
COMBINES BALLET, MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING

By Kim Okamura
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kokamura@media.ucia.edu

One of the best reasons to see
the new adaptation of **Snow
White" at the Geffen Playhouse has
little to do with dwarves and every-
thing to do with Prince Charming.

Opening tonight for a six-week
run, **Pearr is a dance-driven, con-
temporary version of the Brothers
Grimm classic, written and direct-

ed by veteran choreographer
Debbie Allen. The show features
many young dancers whose
careers show signs of promise, but
it has in 21-year-old Rasta Thomas
a superstar in the making - a clas-

sically trained dancer and martial
artist whose versatility and uncon-
ventional career choices are craft-

ing him into a brand new type of
performer.

Recently called -one of the
world's leading young dancers" by
the San Francisco Chronicle,

Thomas is a graduate of the Kirov
Academy of Ballet in Washington,
D.C., an accomplished martial arts

practitioner (earning his first black
belt by age 6), and in 1998 at age 16,

was tl\e youngest dancer ever to
win the senior men's gold medal at
the U.S.A. International Ballet
Competition in Jackson, Miss.
Noted for his dramatic stage pres-
ence and strong technique, he per-
forms as a guest artist (dancer)
around the world. In 2001, the boy
who was forced into ballet for bad
behavior became the first

American to dance with the illustri-

ous Kirov Ballet in Russia
Although some dance tradition-

alists question his decision not to
affiliate himself with a single com-
pany as most young dancers do,
Thomas prefers the creative con-
trol of a fi*eelance artist.

"A lot of dancers are slaves to
the art instead of pushing bound-
aries," he said during an interview
at the Geffen with self-confidence

uncommon for some-
one so young. "Working
with different choreogra
phers, having to pull
bits and pieces togeth
er, you can't be a
purist They say, 1
want you to flip here;

I want you to. do this

extension; I want this

lyrical quality.'"

His desire to e3q)eriment
with new forms of dance
has also led to more main-
stream work. Television
viewers might recognize
him fix)m the Gap's "West
Side Story" ads a few
years ago or as one of the
five featured dancers in

1999's Academy Awards
telecast

This ability to adapt to a variety
of styles led him to his association

lASTA
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Rasta Thomas, trained in ballet and martial arts, was called by
Entertainment Tonight a cx)mbination of Baryshnikov, Bruce Lee and
Michael Jackson.

Narcissism of Greek play 'Phedre'

mirrors vain Hollywood attitude
By Sommer Mathis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
smathis@media.ucla.edu

If Hollywood celebrities are
the royalty of America, then
it's oiUy appropriate that New
York's Wooster Group has
impressively brought its

spoiled, self-obsessed version
of Racine's lustful queen to
Los Angeles.

Based on Paul Schmidt's re-

envisioning of "Phedre," the
story of the Greek queen who
is overcome by lust for her
own stepson, the world-
famous avant-garde theater
troupe has brought To You,
the Birdie! (Phedre)" to
UCLA's Freud Playhouse
through Nov. 17.

Kate Valk plays the title

character as the ultimate pam-
pered neurotic: obsessed with
her own feet, compulsive
about handbags, and unable to
complete a bowel movement
without elaborate assistance.

Director Elizabeth
LeCompte effectively executes
her portrayal of these royal
excesses to underscore the
fact that Phedre is a woman so
indulged she is allowed to suc-
cumb to a violent passion for
her stepson. By bringing this

production to Los Angeles.,
the capital of over-served
fame, LeCompte hits the nail

precisely on the head. Where
Racine borrowed from
Euripides to needle the FYench
aristocracy, the Wooster
Group takes aim at the
Hollywood eUte.

Phedre is so coddled she
won't even speak for herself
most of the time, leaving her
part to be read by the brilliant-

ly understated Scott Shepherd,
who doubles as Theramenes.
Theseus, the king, played by
Willem Dafoe ("Last

UCLA Perporxong Arts

New York theater troupe The Wooster Group is currently performing
To You, the Birdie! (Ph6dre)." at the Freud Playhouse through Nov. 17.

Temptation of Christ"), is so
hyper-aware of his own physi-
cality he often stops mid-sen-
tence to pose Uke a statue and
shout, "Look at this!" And
under the strict supervision of
Venus, all of the characters
play endless amounts of bad-
minton.

Wooster's impressive set
design and utiUzation of sound

effects (for which the group is

famous) effectively assist with
the intertwined themes of
excess and badminton. Flat
screen televisions and sUding
glass panels give the audience
unexpected (and at times,

undesirable) perspectives on
each scene, while the sound a
racket makes when connect-
ing with the birdie often

speaks volumes about the
character holding it.

Just the novelty of staging a
live badminton match seems
enough to merit praise. The
actors have been thoroughly
trained in the sport, and
together with agile court atten-
dants and Venus as referee
calling out cryptic regulations
like "the play must be continu-
ous," the entire feat carries the
energy of a video game gone
mad.

Despite the play's tendency
to put style over substance,
most of the actors more than
manage to avoid being over-
shadowed by the play's tech-
nological prowess. Valk dis-

plays an unforgettable physi-
cal presence as the stiunbling,

out-of-control queen. Dafoe
lends his star power appropri-
ately to the role of arrogant
Theseus, accepting sensual
massages from courtesans
even while seething in anger.
Only Sheena See, stepping into
the role of Oenone which was
played by Frances
McDormand in New York, fails

to deliver a commanding per-
formance as she visibly hesi-
tates a few too many times.
As a cohesive piece, "To

You, the Birdie!" offers a
manic vision of vanity nm
amuck. Even where the action
appears to suffer from atten-
tion deficit disorder, its sheer
ambition makes it hard to not
be impressed.

"To You, the Birdie! (Ph^drey
is playing through Nov. 17,

Tuesday through Friday at 8
p. m, Saturday at 3 and 8 p. m.
and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
UCLA's Freud Playhouse. For
tickets go to www.u^lalive.edu,
visit the UCLA Central Ticket

Office, or call (310) 825-2101.

Despite dubious

first half, Boy
rocks in the end

By Anthony Bromberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
abromberg@media.ucla.edu

Sitting - 1 mean standing - through intermission
at the redesigned Wiltem theater, there were some
questions that needed to be answered.

First off, why in the world was there an inter-
mission? This was not a play or even a showing of
"Gone With the Wind;" this was supposed to be a
rock 'n' roll concert

Secondly, what was up with the night's headlin-
er, Badly Drawn Boy? By intermission he had only
played two songs fix)m his new album, •'Have You
Fed the Fish?" which had been released stateside
the preceding Tuesday, and his abrasive persona
left many audience members questioning whether
he was funny or simply a jerk. Was Badly Drawn
Boy going to pull it together in the second half of
the show to prove himself the consununate rock
star, or would he flounder like a fake field-goal
attempt on fourth and seventeen during the fourth
quarter?

Thankfully, the smoking, drinking British singer-
songwriter rocked in the end.

Badly Drawn Boy - backed by a full rock band,
including a bassist, dnmuner, keyboardist and sup-
plementary guitarist - opened the post-intermis-
sion section of the show with a sweet rendition of
"The Shining," the standout first track from his
debut, The Hour of Bewilderbeast, and continued
on to songs fi-om the new album.

These songs elicited the highest energy from the
band and, not surprisingly, sounded the fireshest
The title track was particularly dynamic with its

synthesized intro transitioning into one of the
hardest rockers of the night. "The Further I Slide,"

Badly Drawn Boy's sexiest, most grooving song to
date, got the crowd's hips shaking while Badly
Drawn Boy shook hands with people in the pit
between verses.

After listing a number of musicians who have
passed away in an untimely manner. Badly Drawn
Boy broke into his current single, "You Were
Right." Uke the title track and much of "Fish," "You
Were Right" exhibits the fun of Badly Drawn Boy's
sound and his playful lyrical style.

The big melodies and big guitar rock layering
around Badly Drawn Boy's sweet and smooth voice

MY
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Badly Drawn Boy performed at the Wiltem last Friday filling the venue with
enough smoke, hot air and good music that they were all palpable to the audience.

j

BOY
I
Rock star combines

arrogance, sensitive lyrics

from page "H

buoyed up the second half of the
concert, capturing the fun, cheesy,
ultimately uplifting tone of "Fish."

Badly Drawn Boy's stage pres-
ence was defined by moments like
when he declared ''Fish" the best
album of the year - forget the oth-
ers, he suggested. He stopped a
song a little way in only to respond
to the audience's impatience by
telling it that, while he knows it

sounds great out there to the audi-
ence, if he can't hear himself
singing, it can't go on. Near the
beginning of the show, he asked
the band members who the press
claimed he was dating most recent-
ly. Was it Gwenyth Paltrow or
Winona Ryder?

His cheeky sarcastic persona
was heightened by the fact he
brought a drink on stage with him,
both pre- and post-intermission,
and both he and the guitarist

chain-smoked, a general no-no in
the health-conscious California
venues.

Despite all this, he found time to
bring out a picture of his new son
to show the audience. It's this com-
bination of arrogant rocker/musi-
cian and ultra-sensitive lyricist -
which he pulls off so successfully -
that makes his music worth listen-

ing to.

And the whole show featured
solid music - his pre-intermission
set included most of the material
from his **About A Boy" sound-
track, including a super "Donna
and Blitzen" and a kickin' version
of what he introduced as his big hit

"Silent Sigh." For the most part,
the "Boy" songs were not as com-
pelling as they were on his tour
earlier in the year - the "Fish"
tracks were appropriately the
biggest highhghts as Badly Drawn
Boy embraced his off-kilter rock
star status.

RASTA
I
Thomas hopes to

pursue career in film one day
from page II

with Debbie Allen, who has called
him, quite simply, a "genius."
"Pearl" will be their third project
together.

"Working with Debbie is always
fun because of the 'extra-cmricular'
dance activities you learn - the
singing, working with children, act-

ing," Thomas said. "The whole
ambience that makes you a more
complete artist is what I value with
her."

Thomas hopes to devote himself
one day to a film career, envision-
ing himself a new American action
hero who would combine dance

with martial arts. He has a role in

Patrick Swayze's upcoming film,

"Without a Word," to be released
sometime next spring, but in the
meantime, he plans to keep taking
risks with his dancing.
"Fm not great at any one thing,

but I'm good at a lot of things," he
said. "I just feel that this is a quick-
er way to the artistic fulfiUment in
my life and what I want out of it"

"Pearl" opens tonight at the Gejffen

Playhouse and runs through Dec.

22. Student rush tickets are avail-

ablefor $10 one hour prior to show-
time.
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Sweeps shows networks' lack of class
November isn't just a turkey

season when we give thanks.
It's also TV sweeps month.

While for many families it's a
time for car-

ing and shar-

ing, for televi-

sion networks
it's time to

battle for

more viewers.

Sweeps
month is cru-

cial for televi-

sion net-

works. For
those who
don't know,
November is

^

the time when the number of
viewers in the Nielsen ratings, the
deciding factor for a TV station's

futiu-e advertising rates, is racked
xsp. \

Advertising money is the fund-
ing bloodline for television net-

Mary Dang
mdBn0Smidlaajda.edu

works, so television stations will

do anything to get viewers watch-
ing during sweeps. Thus I person-
ally Uke to call this time of year
the Month of Shame.

For example, Fox is going to
present "Celebrity Boxing 3." Ah.
There's nothing like some good
old fashioned humiliation to
make viewers tune in.

The show is Uke a train wreck;
you just have to stop and look. Of
course, NBC is going the classy,

nostalgic route by showing the
traditional Macy's Thanksgiving
Day Parade. But if nobody times
in for that, it also has a "Jennifer
Lopez in Concert" program just to
be on the safe side. ABC is doing
its patriotic duty, showing the
"United We Stand" marathon con-
cert in Washington D.C. and is

milking American jingoism for all

its worth.

Folks will say it's the same old
jive, and TV is just tiying to use

shock or merit or whatever it

does best to get you watching.
From tasteless to even more
tasteless, even I can't really tell

the difference.

Last night's "Crossing Jordan"
on NBC featured a terrorist

bombing of a building and the
ensuing manhunt. In light of
events in the news, this episode
strikes uncomfortably close to
home, and it's hard to say
whether the echo is helping
America cope with its loss, or just
capitalizing on the sensationalism
of real-life tragedies.

However, this isn't the TV net-
works' fault. They are just follow-
ing what we want to watch. And
dagnabbit, if we want to watch
scantily-clad, impossibly beautiful
women catwalk down runways
like in CBS's "The Victoria's

Secret Fashion Show," then why
would the networks deny us that?

That's just it - they never

would. Networks know our lives

are unpleasant and we need our
daily dose of fantasy to distract
ourselves from that disturbing
fact.

•

TV is back in action, and it's a
good thing ... I think. Television
plays a dual role in our hves; it's a
vice and comfort rolled into one.
We watch as a way to cope with
reality in general by displacing it

with another world that is

absolutely devoid of substance.
Sweeps reminds us that our

television viewing is a reaUty cre-
ated by commerce, where the sin-
cerity of heartfelt sentiments is

proportional to the money they
earn. With all the celebrity cameo
appearances and plot twists, tele-
vision networks take advantage
of their greatest herding titilla-

tions, and we're the cows.

Bang's TV column runs Tuesdays.

Weekend brings *8 Mile'

earnings of $54.5 million
SUCCESS OF MOVIE STARRING EMINEM, DIVERSITY
OF AUDIENCES SURPRISES UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

By David Germain

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Eminem show has conquered movie

theaters.

"8 Mile," the rapper's semi-autobiograph-
ical movie debut, took in $54.5 million in its

first weekend - the sort of success that
eludes most pop stars when they try to
cross over to film.

It was the second-best opening for an R-
rated fihn behind "Hannibal," which
debuted last year with $58 million.

The big debut and strong results for
holdover films lifted the overall box office.

The top 12 movies grossed $133.8 million,
up 15 percent over the same weekend last

year.

In "8 Mile,""Eminem plays a young white
singer struggling in the black-dominated
hip-hop scene of Detroit's bleak Eight Mile
area, which is where Eminem grew up.

"8 Mile" bumped last weekend's No. 1

movie, "The Santa Clause 2," into second
place with $24.8 million, according to stu-
dio estin\ates Simday.

The triumph of "8 Mile" follows the No. 1

debut of the film^ soundtrack this month
and the chart-topping success of the
singer's latest album, "The Eminem Show."
The movie's huge opening indicates

Eminem has gained more mainstream
acceptance after critics branded him a
homophobe and misogynist for violent,

obscenity-laced lyrics on his previous bes^
selling records.

i

Universal, which distributed the movie,
said women made up 53 percent of the
audience. And while 69 percent of the audi-
ence was younger than 25, a fair number of
older adults showed up, the studio said.

"A lot more parents are interested in it

than I would have thought," said Nikki
Rocco, Universal's head of distribution. "In

my neighborhood, we went to a theater
nearby, and quite frankly, I saw parents in

their 40s and 50s going to see the film with
their teens."

Results for "8 Mile" far exceeded the stu-

dio's expectations. As late as FYiday morn-
ing, Rocco said she had been hoping for an
opening-weekend gross of $25 million to
$30 million.

|

"Eminem's on top of the world," said
Paul Dergarabedian, president of box-
office tracker Exhibitor Relations. "Right

now, he*s just the hottest thing going."
Playing in a relatively modest 2,470 the-

aters, "8 Mile" averaged a whopping
$22,050 per cinema. The weekend's only
other new wide release, Brian De Palma's
crime thriller "Femme Fatale," opened
weakly at No. 9 with $2.8 million, averaging
$2,655 in 1,066 theatere.

Todd Haynes' 1950s-era melodrama "Far
From Heaven," starring Julianne Moore
and Dennis Quaid, opened big in limited
release. The film grossed $207,000 in six
theaters for an impressive $34,518 average.

Unlike many singers aiming for big-
screen success, Eminem benefited from a
collaboration with top-notch filmmakers.
Directed by Curtis Hanson ("L.A.
Confidential," "Wonder Boys") and pro-
duced by Brian Grazer (an Academy Award
winner for last year's "A Beautiful Mind"),
"^S Mile" earned solid overall reviews and
good notices for Eminem and his co-stars,

including Kim Basinger.

Singers such as Ice Cube and LL Cool J
have done well on film but often in ensem-
ble or supporting roles. Madonna has had k
fitful film career, including the nuyor flops
"Shanghai Surprise" and this fall's "Swept
Away." Britney Spears' "Crossroads" was a
minor success last spring.

Mariah Carey had perhaps the most
notable bomb among pop-star flicks with
last year's "Glitter."

"Typically, expectations are extremely
low for this kind of movie. People go, *0h,
another pop star in a movie,"*
Dergarabedian said. "*8 Mile' raises the
standard for pop stars in terms of what is

possible in a movie if the filmmaking pedi-
gree is there."

Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at North American the-
aters, according to Exhibitor Relations Co.
Inc. Final figures will be released Monday.

1. "8 Mile," $54.5 miUion.
2. "The Santa Clause 2," $24.8 million.
3. "The Ring," $16 million.

4. "I Spy," $9 miUion.
5. "Jackass: The Movie," $7.2 millioa
6. "My Big Fat Greek Wedding," $5.8 mil-

lion.

7. "Sweet Home Alabama," $3.8 million.
8. "Ghost Ship," $3.2 million.

9. "Fenune Fatale," $2.8 million.

10. "Punch-Drunk Love," $2.6 millioa

Art sales affected by

poor global economy
By David Minthom

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Claude Monet "Water Lilies" fetched $18.7 million at

Sotheby's and a Picasso sculpture sold for $6.7 million at rival
Christie's, but two other hi^ily touted Monet garden studies
failed to sell at fall auctions of impressionist and modem art

This month's sales, which include mgyor works by Andy
Warfiol and Roy Lichtenstein

, provkle a barometer of the high-
end art market With the global economy still in the doldrums,
and some collectors feeling the pinch, a number of renowned
works offered this week failed to find buyers.

Bidding was generally selective for many of the works by
Picasso, Monet, Modigliani, Gauguin, Rodin and other masters
of French styles of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Christie's noted the most interest in works in the $500,000 to
$600,000 range, and $5 million to $6 million range, with more
than 90 percent of the bidders fi-om America and Eurxjpe.

Sotheby's sold 45 of 66 featured works for $81.4 million at its
Tuesday night sale, and added $17 million in sales of the
impressionist and modem artists Wednesday for a two-day
total of $98.5 million. Christie's rang up $67.5 million from sales
of 40 of 54 lots of impressionist and modem works Wednesday
night, and $20. 1 million in sales Thursday for a two-day total of
$87.6 million.

"Quality ruled," said Charles Moffett, co-chairman of
Sotheby's Impressionist and Modem Art Department "Buyers
made very deliberate and reasoned choices."

"We have a solid and steady international market, and works
of good quality, if priced correctly, continue to sell well," said
Christopher Bur:ge, honorary chairman of Christie's Americas.

Monet's "Nympheas" from 1906, one of his series showing '

lilies floating on his garden pond at Givemy, France, garnered
the top price by far at $18.7 million— topping Sotheby's high
estimate of $18 million. The buyer wasnt identified

Three years ago, the same oil on canvas brought $22 million
at Christie's in New York, an indicator of retrenching in prices
for some very prized works.

Modigliani's "Giovanotto dai Capelli Rossi," a 1909 portrait,
sold at $8.4 million, just above Sotheby's high estimate of $8
million. Matisse's "Still Life, Checkered Napkin" sold for $4.8
million, surpassing the $4 million low estimate.

Christie's top seller was Picasso's bronze of a mother ape
cradling her baby The 21-inch statue from 1951 sold for $6.7
million to an unnamed collector for an auction record by
Picasso, nearly matching the high estimate of $7 millioa

Christopher Eykyn, co-head of Christie's Impressionist and
Modem Art department, sununed up the current market by
referring to buyers' "flight to quality and rarity" over the last 18
months to two years.

Results were largely disappointing for Phillips, de Pury &
Luxembour^g, the No. 3 house. It sold 19 of 44 works for about
$7 million at its high-end auction Monday, including a top price
of $2.2 million paid for Lyonel Feininger's painting, "The
Newsps^r Readers."

"Japanese Bridge in Monet's Garden" failed to find a buyer
after it was publicized by Phill4)s at $6.5 million to $8.5 milliorL

So did Picasso's "Bust of a Smiling Woman," from 1901, esti-

mated at $5 million to $7 millioa

At Christie's, Monet's 1917-1919 "Water UUes" oil on canvas
failed to sell. It was estimated at $10 million to $15 million, but
didn't draw a bid above $8.5.
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THX - Dolby DigtW
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Dolby Digital
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1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand
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Research Subjects

VOLUNTEERS BETWEEN the ages of 18-30

with normal vision, balance and in good health

are needed for paid research on eye move-
ments at UCLA. For more information call 310-

206-6354.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

«

announcements
1100-2600

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood
tests. 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-

zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

7250
Greeks

Egg Donors Needed i«

Fraterniries • Sororiries • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event. Our programs make tundraising easy wHh no risks.
Fundraising dotes ore filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.compusfunaflraiser.com

1800
Miscellaneous

'iLALES PROS
eededinJ/VesMiills

Recycler Classifieds, a Wbune Co.,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
A join the company's largest Tele^enter.

THE SUCCESSFUL CAHDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,
avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IH RETURH, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

+ bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
1'800'300'2777 x32603
Joe.moranerecycler.com EOE

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student toans, car toans. Campus office: Ack-
ernwrn A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

^Iggm^m^s^n^

2000
Personals

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man wtw truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looklng/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/heatthy lifestyle, enjoys
literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/manlwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/vkleo/chat/musk;.

2050
Pregnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human devek>pment and pres-
ents us with one of the eariiest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

F 2300
mks, Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

Pay your tuitiort

with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center fer Egg Options. IXC

2200
Research Subjects

-mm 2200
Research Subjects

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a nnajor, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular
spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coll 1 800 521 521

1

J

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy

smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MR! and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-

6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

QUICK CASH! Eam $5 in less than 1/2 hour
by participating in a simple experiment about
language learning. Contact: lingexpOya-
hoo.com

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or

888-791-9988.

2300
9|Mimi/Egg Donors

EAST INDIAN EGG
DONOR NEEDED

$50,000 (COMPENSATION) Highly success-
ful, professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is at-

tractive and intelligent (SAT score of 1400+)
with a good personality. Privacy is guaranteed.

Please contact our agent:

Darlene@aperfectmatch.com 800-264-8828.

EGG DONORS WANTED ages 19-32 all

backgrounds. Generous compensation. Call

541-266-8284 or www.creatingnewgenera-
tions.com

Healthy females aees 1 8-31
Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION 55, ^(?(? starling

Call reproductive Solutions

^ (818)832-1494 ^

Well'Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 18-30 years of age, 5'l"-5'8" thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

iT OPTIONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses^
IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help Infertile couples. So if you're

kx>king for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

nrK)vle trckets just for applying!

bl6l

for^sale

2700-4500 .^^

3300
Collectibles

John i Christian
Designers ft Craftsmen Since 1850

Free Brocbnrt

College Monosram
Ring

•Year Date
•Degree
•greek letters
•YOUR Monogram

UK60t0$4S0

RINGB0X.COM 1-888-646-6466

3SOO
Furniture

FOR SALE: 3 futons $50 each. Great condi-
tkKil 310-613-6211.

""^^600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown nrHjkJIng, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and nDorel We can
give your home/apaftn>ent/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

3700
Health Products

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your own
sampler pack! Free shipping on orders over
$10.

Miscellaneous

"NO WAR" T-SHIRTS. $15ea.
http://www.PayPal.com & send payment
teachinsi ©yahoo.com or mail Coffee House
Teach-ins (non-profit), 12335 Santa Monk»
Blvd, #114. LA, CA, 90025.
http7/www.stopUSwars.org (310)203-1542

AAAAAA^

transportation

4600-5500

^700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we donl want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.

^900
Autos for Sale

1988 VW Cabriolet. Good condition, manual
transmission, new clutch. Gets great gas
mileage. $1.700/obo. 310-433-1838.

k%

ll^|SBIlBia«HBdtia
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2300
.Spemi/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EAST INDIAN EGG DONOR
$50,000 (Compensation)

Highly successful, professional East Indian couple, need an egg

donor of East Indian descent, who is attractive and intelligent

(SAT score of 1400+) with a good personality. Privacy is

guaranteed.

Please contact our agent: Darlene@aperfectmatch.com

I

1-800-264-8828

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant,

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 3 1 0-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310)552-0007
Free Consultation

Law offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Century Qty, California

T^^^^

SidSii*;;!:^;
^700

Travel Tickets

SOMETIMES IT WWW.K0REANAIR.COM

TO BE A MAN

California Cryobank, the world s leading reproductive tissue bank,

is looking for healthy males, in college or with a college degree, to

become a pan of our anonymous sperm donor program. As a donor

youll receive up to $900 per month. In addition, you will:

I

receive a 6re comprehensive hc^dth and genetic screening.

experieocc a minimal time commitment with flexible hours.

help infertile couples realize their dreams of parenthood.

•
I

For more infbrmarion or to sec if you qualiiy call (310) 443-5244 ew.39

or visit us on the web at www.cryobank.com.

5tMd^w
Special

'^^.
'<0a:W-

I OMJFORMA
\itm III.,.,

^71 (310) 443-5244 e«. 39
^^J www.cryohank.com

•CWtsi^^'U', ;c*

FLY TO !

CHINA. INDIA
JAPAN & KO REA

OVER 20% OFF

WFOO
Auto Insurance

^700
Auto Insurance

^^^ arr away wckaoo
4 :nai 3 n\mn air iwauf i

10$ CABOS

Auto Insurance

martcets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivei^ oic

(310) 206-3548 1061 Westwood BNd. Suite 221

;i4»

i389

ssoo
Vehicles for Rent

Pr^VAiLAftriU.,399

CANCUN 1^,509

COSTA EiaSeodi., $31f

«ww.Viciorytravelxoai

1800)878-9986

RIO-SAO $259
COSTARICA... $209
MEXICO............ $119
GUADALAJARA. $119
OUATEMALA... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
CHILE $259

LONDON $239.

CSTW206»M1-40

1992 FORD EXPLORER XLT Fully loactod.

Leather. Black-tan. $4700. Excellent condition.

6 CD changer. 310-960-6730.

1994 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE Laredo
4WD. 11OK mies. $6300 OBO. 310-306-6890.

phoussaye9earthiink.net.

1994 VOLVO 760. Whrte with beige leather

Interior. 72000 mHes. k>aded. factory CD play-

er. $9500. 323-761-8154

1995 MAZDA MPV LX(mJnlvan). Great condi-

tion, automatte, green. 97K, air bag, AC,
AM/FM, power everything. $5,295 080. 310-

824-0622

^eed Transportation
tAM Parlor

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)2:
or(310)578-31ir

Let's Go
Transportation

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d, 88k. automatte. AC,
AM/FM stereo, power steering. k>-jack, original

owner, $3700. 310-479-0222 or 310-433-

7585.

1996 FORD TAURUS white 63000 miles,

$6000.323-761-8154

1997 NISSAN ALTIMA GXE, auto, air, power,

coiise control, airt>ags, radto/cass, 63,935
miles, $7200/obo (31 0)376-6891/eve/wknds

(31 0)794-5391 /days.

1998 FORD ESCORT ZX2. 36K miles. $6200
OBO. 310-306-6890. Email:
phoussaye@earthiink.net.

S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackennan A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

|

6000
Insurance

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

IMMIGRATION
•Workina Visas (H- IB)

• Green (fords, Labor Cenf.
• Sponsor Companies

call: (310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-38^
e-mail: usgloixilserv^aol.oom

Free Consultation

H%md m rld« t« tli«

•• ymw

ir ipMtaMhMM
Check out our Bruin packages

(310)2l6-271«(offlc»)
(510)578-31 1 2 ^Mjw-)

/llistate.
VbuVe in good hands,

fs/llke Azer Insurarvce Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WostNA/ooci Blvd.
C2 talks. So. of Wlls»-»lr«)

24 Hours Q Day Serv/tce

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record, fslo points to raise your In-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

2000 FORD
MUSTANG
COUPE,
2-DOOFi

Black with grey interior. Oniy 23K miles.

Ford Mach premium sound system. A/C,

power everything, Sspeed manual, fun to

drive. Excellent condition. Must see!

$12,500. Contact Justin 818-501-0166.

Package A
$20.00 per indude r/t tnn$poftation to the game
One 6* sandMAch (choice of ham. turlcey. roa«t beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake
Coleslaw

1 cup of 1
6' beer or 1 bottle water

Package 8
$10.00 per person (roundtrip transportation only)

Package C
No transportation to game. You get everything in

package A for $8.00

RESEtVf ASAP. COmAa:M».lfownorGno

CycleTime Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LiABiLrry insurance is the uvwi

rrS LESS THAN YOU THINKI
NoKkldingI Call for a free quote!

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad for minimum $10.00
discount with Insurance purcf^ase

61SO
Foreign Languages

^s 6/§00
overs/Storage

HONEST MAN w/14ft tojck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go BruinsI lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry@31 0-391 -5657.

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Rorida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertour8.com

LEARN/IMPROVE YOUR SPANISH: All lev-

els. Private, groups, and companies. Native

speaker. Experienced teacher. Sandra
Morgentsern 310-828-1606. Email:

SandranrK>r2@ hotmail.com

6200
Health Services

^JBiisfc Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

6200
Health Services

2000 FORD MUSTANG COUPE 2-door.

27K miles, automatic. Air conditkjn, power
everything AM/FM Stereo, Cassette, Com-
pact Disc. $10,500. Call SEDA 310-209-

0528 or sdulgeroglu@hotmail.com.

94 BLACK HONDA ACCORD DX cupe.

Perfect condition. 55K miles. New interiors

and tires. $8000 OBO. 323-937-8919.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,

Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-

ing now.

Classifieds
825-222*

If you are considering improving the

appearance of your nose, visit...

www,nasalsurgery,org
or

WWW,keycare.com
Keyes Surgicenter

3 1 0-859-9388

323-938-4597
B,A. MUSIC

B.A. EDUCATION

6SOO
Music Lessons

SINGING LESSON<
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Studio by 3rt 4 Fairfax

let your sou/ come out and sing'

We create a new progress

^id pradKe CD every lesson

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
'ersonal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Asslstarx»

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

international Students Welcome. Since 1985
Shvon Bmt, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Wrlte.com
(310) 470-6662

(310)696
(213)572-
(562) 282-
(626) 484-
(818)264-

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

A(cessGxie333

It's always free to cai?
free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

^

and free to send your ad

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Fmstrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

mattinjf. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Leam unique strategies. Guaranteed to help.

You gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com.

I 7000
Tutorinc) Offered

§**THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call :3 10-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get

170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

CONVERSATION
You used a cell and spoke quickly (November
5th). I coukjnt hear your number. Please call

again. "Writing Tutor".

MATH/SPANISH/FRENCH TUTOR Math
major UCLA 2000. All Levels. Experienced;

currently an Algebra Teacher; Geometry; Pre-

calculus, college undergraduate courses.
Tenia (323)463-1231

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lln/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

7000
Tutoring Offered

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students wekx)me. 310-
824-2295.

R O V E YO U R
(. R I c; M A T

OCT PRIVATE LESSOM8 FROM A PR0FES8I0NALII
> Poraw tost pfvp c«nt*r dirtctor
f 10 ywrs iMcMns MMKtordlzMl matfitMlB
> ComprvhwMlv* ifwtfcod p*rsonaHx»d to mM*v«
ntMlmuni Micc«M

AND chMOMT than ttM

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Fail. Vari-

ous subjects including Math, Writing, Eco-
nomics, SAT's & other standardized tests.

Personable. Reasonable rates. Excellent

references. Call Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRPFER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kkJs fed up with math? Help has
come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math, including:Algebra 1 and 2,

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math.
Flexible hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sen-
ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years

experience tutoring math and three years

teaching experience. $25yhour in conveni-

ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie:310-

993-8064.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIEf^ Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

FEMALE MATH TUTOR WANTED for 8th
grade Algebra. Thurs 3:30-4:30PM on cam-
pus, $13/hour. If interested, email
clindstr@ucla.edu

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thm Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.
tutor7892002@yahoo.com

QUICKEN FOR MAC
Tutor wanted by retired senior. Please fax re-
sume to 310-202-6184.

$16-20 PER HOUR
Urgent, immediate opening.

Tutor one on one
in Beverly Hills home.

SAT math, algebra, geometry, stats,-

science, and calculus.

10 hours minimum per week.

Fax resume to:

(323) 931-4799 or visit

www.beverlyhillstutoring.com

Cell phone & car required

TUTOR NEEDED. Asist and supervise 4th
grade boy w/homeworic. Motivated-patient.

Mo/Tu/Th, 4-6pm(flexible). $12-15/hour. Child

devetopment experience prefened. BH area.
310-666-4213.

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH, Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female prefened. 310-285-9612, 310-990-
8552

TUTORS FOR MATH AND LATIN. After 4pm.
flexible days and hours. Near Mulholland and
405 hvy. Cindy 310.553.1500 (daytime),
310.472.4723 (evening)

TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Math,
Spanish, Biok)gy, or English/any combination.
Please call Don 310-836-9514 or 310-989-
2100.

7200
u.m& Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing In theses.'

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

"^7300
Writing Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAYI EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertattons, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts. Articles. International students

wekxjme. 818-345-1531.

J

7500
Career Opportunities

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-
sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function In a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sume to: 310-278-4882.

FULL-TIME/PART-TIME Office assistant posi-

tbns available. Must have pleasant phone
manner and abilty to functton in a dynamic/fast
paced environnrwnt. fax resume to Tony: 310-
861-8943.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie bvers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company Must be detail oriented

and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr.

Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncok>gyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

PUBLIC RELATIONS
ASSISTANT

Non-profit. Owner is APR.. Tremendous
opportunity to leam on the go. Immediate
opening. Salary+commission. Part Time
can morph into Full Time when you're
ready. Cuba travel. Computer skills a
must:Excel, Powerpoint, Quickbooks Pro,

Adobe. Fax resume: 213-626-8903

W&^ sl.aj4iigfeifefe*gfc^^^»te^a»^siifcgkai*r.j^> i^i^i^^^^^r

s!Lk>,^s^^Mi^^Bis^^i:^i^^iMxi^
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400
s Opportunities

7AOO
Business Opportunities

7400
Business Opportunities

Peter Jeziorek

Alyssa Austria

Yousuf Dalai

Life-rewarding woric that matters.

Each year, students from UCLA accept exciting and challenging

internships at Guidant. Their outstanding efforts help fulfill our mission
. i

to pioneer technology that saves and improves the lives of patients
I

around the world. The people of Guidant extend their sincere thanks to

these outstanding individuals.

ij

I II I

. > f JIW JIB1« k: IGUI DAIMT
IT'S A GREAT TIME TO BE ALIVE'

7500

SCRABBLE
The al new game show is iooldng for contest-
ants. Cal our hoMne at 323-96^-6890.

TEACHER PfT. Private High School looking
for P/T geometry teacher. Starting 2/1/03.
Please send resumes: School, 2118 Wilshire
Blvd, #454, Santa Monica CA 90404. AttnrB.K.

TOP COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE IN-

VESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Seeks Intem/Agent. PT/FT. Salary/Com-
misikm. Fax Reeume 310-575-1964.

7700
Child Care Wanted

ENTHUSIASTIC FEMALE GRADUATEAJN-
DERGRAD student to help with chiklren.

Some Driving necessary. ChlW Develop-
ment/Experience necessary. Aftenxx)n/Even-
Ing hours, good salary. 310-471-0804.

fn NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
wamVresponsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light
housewofWcooking, English speaking. 310-
433-1320.

7800
Help Wanted

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Unton seeks
a part-tinw representative to work in the

UCLA Ackerman EJuiWIng. Must have 1yr.

cunent experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT.
vertMU. written,

Cnfm
600

Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL mn by
UCLA grade. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduatwnal pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ctoseto UCLA 310-473-0772.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energette french speaking au pair
tof a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FRENCH/ENGLISH speaking driver/nanny
needed. M-F, 12:45-5PM. Located in Holmby
Hills, (Sunset/Beverty Glen). $15/hr. 310-288-
0821. Send resume: ak:atelrobin@aol.com

LOOKING FOR BABYSITTER for every Satur-
day night. Beverly Hills area. Car prefen-ed,
but not necessary. $lO/hr. Call Sandra 310-
277-0045.

223i2IE[iS
• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 waek training & Job

Placenwnt Induded
• ITS not a Job -ITS a PARTYIII

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6409)www M.-itK>ii.ill>nr-torirlor5i.coni

P/T ChlkJcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.
12hrs/week. 310-858-8321.

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responslble/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:3O-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-okJ who toves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley Cali:31 0-889-

0119.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very spedaJ 4yr oW daughter. Internation-

al or bilingual background prefened. car&ref-

erefKes required. Grand Piano. Beverlywood.
Laird:31 0-287-1 010.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:

Experience in medteal scheduling/Insurance,

patient relatk>n/charts file maint/Quk;l<txx}ks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/OFFICE
MANAGER. Medical office. Win train, entry-

level. Computer knowledge a must. M-F, 9-6.

Salary+benefits. 10 min from UCLA. 310-476-
4205.

BABYSITTER
Experienced female care for 2yo (daytime)
and 4yo before/after preschool. Mon&Thurs
7arr>-5pm-K)ne Friday/month. Need own car+
references. SM. Monrca 310-449-1984.

BABYSITTER. Experienced female for 7Ano.
old needed. Few hrs. Wed. and Thus, even-
Inga. $10/hr. 310-264-1 993 or 213-487-6690.

BABYSITTER. Every Satunday 2-1 0pm, flexi-

ble. Super sweet, like Mary Poppins. $10-
12/hr DOE. Paciffc Palisades. Need own car

aixl references. 310-573-4171.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
Ptek up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (arxl time varies).

Experierx»d and references required. West
SkJe Resklence prefered. $10/hr. Call 310-

440-6738

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Educatk)n

female-student. School pick-up, help

w/homework Aprepare healthy meals for 7-

year-oW giri. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158.

310-828-8260.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION P/l. flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr. 310-
688-6761.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musk:Aalk-shows for our radto stations.
PfT. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic
benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

DRIVEai^ANNY/TUTOR: 2 chiklren. Needed
after 2pm MorvThurs. Own car, insurar>ce, and
dean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

SEEKING a nurturing chikl toving baby sitter

for our 20months okj girt. Part-Time. Please
call 310-828-605lor 310-828-6054.

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert)al and Acade-
mk: Subjects. Transportatx)n required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA arxj the Valley. Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educattonal

Services, Attn: Bany. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;

Email: instructorhiring@aceeducatk>n.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free informatk>n

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

M.D.R. clothing mfg.
CO. seeking energetic,
organized, detailed,
multi-task individual.
Computer skills are
preferred (Mac).
Flexible hours -

20 hrs/wk.
Please fax resume to
(310)273-3884.

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12yhr.

Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-

Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car,ln-

surarx:e,&references needed. Teaching organ-

izatk>rv\vriting skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. PfT. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

29 people needed, tose weight. eam$$. limit-

ed time! 800-335-7851.

B.H. Model Management Co. k>oking for new
talent ASAP for Natk>nal Commercials*Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/nlght. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day 1-866-291-
1884 ext U4.

7800
Help Wanted

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-

cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

catwns. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

NOW HIRING
All Positions

For our "New" Location

in Westwood
Opening Mid-January 2003
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
is the leading natural foods retailer In

ttie country and proud to be Included
in Fortune Magazine as one of ttie top

100 Best Companies to work fori

Leam the business and start a carrBfl

Starting wage range Is

$7.50-$9.00/hr

\M^ml uur Jiili Fail

mdivik 18A16
antoSBODpm

At the new store k>catk>n,

1050 South Gayfey Ave. •

In the city of Westwood

Great Benefits!
e Medk:al/Dental/Visk>n Insurance Plans
eTeam Memeber discount (20%off)

e Benefit hours (sfckAracatkxi) pay
e401(k) retirement savings plan

e Pakl community service hours
e Team Member incentive program.

or fax your resume to

(818)990-1066

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM In Westwood
and Century City kx»tion seeking PfT and PfT
scooper and shift leader positbn. Please call

310-546-1717x10. .

BMW SALES ASST.
BH BMW is kx)king for a motivated indivW-

ual. PT Sales Assistant. Four days a week.
Call: 310-358-7801.

CASH PAID
for your oplnkxi! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun/ey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHRISTMAS HELP
INSCRIPTIONS luxury t)ath and Knen. PT po-
sitk>n available. Retail experience necessary
$10/hour. Please call immediately. Pam or
Iris51 0-573-9931.

DRIVER to take 13yr-okJ daughter home from
school. ImHe In Beverly Hills. Tue, Wed.
Thurs. 3:20pm. References. $15Arip. 310-477-
7541 310-553-5610.

DRIVER/BABYSnTER/HCM^EWORK helper
w/strong math skills prefen-ed. Safe car/excel-
lent driving record. 12hrs/wk guaranteed.
M/T/W 3-6:30 minimum. $10/hr plus gas.
Judith 310-441-1556.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted.
South Steet 1010 Broxton.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental offfce seeking 2 posittons;

PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225,
(626)616-5609

or want to qo( stcirtcd?
L*oki

mc^ • ImiJe models • odors
We also hove Plui size A Children div.

For print & nofviinion commercials
No experieiKe required. No fees.

310.a73.25««

FULL TIME FILE CLERK
For very busy westwood law flmi. Experienced
only. Must be detail oriented, highly organized
and personable. 10.30-7.30 Mo-Fri, full bene-
fits. Fax resume and salary history to 31 0-441 -

8015.

Grant Writers needed by non-profit Health

Care Organizatton. P/T,F/T excellent pay, well

motivated. Health
, fitness arxl environment.

310-305-8680, 310-306-2401.

HELP NOW!!!
Top-performing company kwking for stud-

ents who want to earn $1000-3000/month
P/T. Great resume bulkier. 888-206-3618.

MEDICAL OFFICE HELP Light Bookeeping
for busy surgeon's offtee. Qutekbooks a must.
Flexible hours. Beveriy Hills. Pay negotiable.

Donna: 310-285-9612.

MODEL SEARCH
Looking for new faces for TV, film, and music
vkJeos. 310-821-3007.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dk> for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. M
^ Looking for new Talent A.S.A.P. for NatX U
H Commercials & Magazines M
M lo yrs. estab. Business ^
H Serious inquires!!! ^
M 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

OFFICE ASSISTANT FfT or PfT. High-energy,

artk:ulate, EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION
SKILLS. COMPUTER LITERATE. Leave mes-
sage 31 0-476-1 868,fax resume:31 0-271-
3959.

PfT CASHIER NEEDED to wort< weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-
ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

PfT COMPUTER CLERICAL. Good w/num-
bers, quick book pro experienced prefened.
Home office in Culver City. $10/hour. 15-20
hours/week, 310-390-1240
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The Art of Sleeping (Free, drop mj

Improve yoL-r academic perfnrrrance and

productivity by sleeping more effec^ivf^ly

1-2 pm, Ashe Ceriter 4th Floor Conf. Rm. #4 14

Ashe at Covel Commons, 2nd Fioc

5-7 pm, Mondays & Tuesdovs. weeks 1-10

Chec< cjr Hie Ashe Cente' web s-e for -or^> nb^ma-
)
on osl o henhn related q.estio- even '•-q.,e>* o-^

"

apo r >.enr www.studentheQtrii.ucla.edu

or roi; 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
4 a ? I c i e o t e d

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Judge's garb
5 Fumble
10 Skillful

14 Receptive
15 Wore the crown
16 Tobacco wad
17 Kitty's feedback
18 Imposing on
19 Coffee dispensers
20 Are, in Taxco
21 Alms asker
23 Orange seed
25 Watch
26 Confine
31 Motel rentals

35 Thurman of films

36 Dries up
38 Closes tightly

40 Parade feature
42 Stair-climbing aids
44 Muffin spread
45 Tummy exercise

(hyph.)

47 Simon and
Diamond

49 Rin Tin —
50 Filled with cargo
52 Smudging
54 Curtain hanger
56 Add color

57 Leisurely

62 Tot's wheels
66 Oorikey comment
67 Prefix meaning

' "large"

68 Car import
69 Party-thrower's

plea
70 Between
71 Archeologist's find

72 Jokester Martha —
73 Bowling alleys

74 Furniture buy

DOWN
1 Heavy gold chain

2 Concerto or

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

G E R B 1 L

1
A M P

1
R A C K

A V E R S E C L E L A N
D EIF U S E T A U S A R 1

T ^4-RlN 1 N G P 1 N T
S P R E E| E N S E R N E S
T E E Sk U! F A ^IPB
A S H

1
s 1 R F R s^ K E

S T E b N 1 L L

1
1 R A

H M E R U N S K Y R 1 G
A B S p C ^P B E L T

S C A R E M 1 A L A D L E
M U N T A 1 N L 1 N ^PBI
A N N E

1
B R A

1

M T H E R
S G T S B E T P S E U D
MojIJ TJ A DJA S E R MO| N

1 1 -1 2-02 © 2002 UrWed Feature Syndicate. Inc.

symphony
3 Ernie's pal

4 Wholly
absorbed

5 Crankier
6 Trick

7 Ken - of "LA.
Doctors"

8 Awaits
judgment

9 More neryous
10 Greenieh-blue
11 Char
12 Dryer fuzz
13 Newspcper VIPs
22 Execs
24 Treasury dept.
26 Causes a

blister

27 AOL message
(hyph.)

28 - Fe Trail

29 "Rollerbair star
30 Makes an effort

32 Qk)ating cry

33 Vitamin lead-in

34 Author
Gertrude —

37 Lissome
39 Ballad

41 Rop
43 Musher'steam

(2wds.)
46 Bolivia

nelgTibor

48 Dedare
51 Usual
53 Gave back
55 Serious theater
57 Big Dipper bear
58 Dark cokx
59 Ad spiel

60 PC menu item
61 Atlantic flier

63 Not courteous
64 Hubbubs
65 Cak^ium source
66 Icy remark?

SAA
UCLA 2VJ

Senior Reception

Thursday, Nov. 14, 5-7 p.m.

James West Alumni Center

Class of 2003: Kick off your last - and best -

undergraduate year at UCLA v^ith us!

• Food • Drinks • Networking

• Information about upcoming senior events

Be sure to bringyour ID and BruinCard!

For information, visit www.UCLAlumnLnet/Classo£2003.

(310) UCtA^AA www.llCtJUumniji0t/SAA

—SAA is the stiuUnt chapter ofthe~-

lA s »« elation!
* *

Classifieds
825-2221

\

i^mwvgws
Display

206-3060
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8^00
Is (or Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE^

^Wefcome Cgruins g^ "friends

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We
ameatiititess %Qiether

you need a bachelor, a single or 1 172, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside! \

'

I

Of the many amenities availble, we offer gyms, swimming
pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios. more.
Ii necessary, we have custom designer fumiture a
well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

nore, in short anything you mayneed wf can

/"
-*r-

Pall for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

Display
206-306

(L_ ~- —
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SPORTS

Hockey team struggles over losses
By David Regan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
dregan(a)media. ucla.edu

Getting over the proverbial
"hump" is a difficult endeavor in
the world of sports.
The UCLA hockey team has

seen the hump ajnd skated to the
hump, but it just hasn't been
able to overcome the hump.

This past weekend was anoth-
er in a long series of near-wins
for the team. When all was said
and done, however, the Bruins
skated away with two home loss-
es at the hands of the Oregon
Ducks, 6-4 on Friday and 3-2
Saturday.
The losses drop the Bruins to

1-7 overall, and 1-6 in the
Pacific-8 Conference.
Though it is really no consola-

tion to anyone, they almost had
it.

"We played pretty well," said
coach Vic Venasky, "but
turnovers killed us again."

Turnovers and penalties. That
has been the story of the Bruins'
season.

Friday night's game saw the
Bruins fall behind early, as
Oregon scored in the first 13
seconds and didn't look back.
With 7:46 remaining in the peri-

T 7800
Help Wanted

PfJ MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Service positions. Pleasant work place in San-
ta Monica. Education publisher. 310-395-
9393.

PART TIME $14.95/hour possible. Preparing
mailings. Flexible hours. No selling. Only
series appl>. CaJI 626-821-4035.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverty Hills. Mon-Fri. 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning
fadlrty management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our office. Gate 1 . Pauley Pavilion
to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clearvup, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

tenrx)onsAevenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work e)qDerience&your back-
ground, send to 1 520 Westwood Blvd. #11 . LA
90024.

I

PHONE SURVEYOR & ADMIN WORK. Con-
duct phone surveys. Need callers with great
phone manners. Good computer skills.

$10/hr+incentives. 310-914-5148.

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE Emptoyment avail-

able with on-campus hotel. $8.33/hour. Hours
are 6AM-10AM. Call:31 0-825-9681 or
email :erut)k)@ ha.ucla.edu

RECEPTIONIST
FOR BUSY MEDICAL OFFICE. STD test-

ing, Heavy phones. Fax resume or back-
ground to 818-779-1908. P/T. Can work ar-

ound school schedule

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT, $10. strong phone skills, good
dient contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax-310-
860-0748.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy saton.
Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy 310-824-
7666.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverty
Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING
FOCUSED. PERSONABLE person."
P/T/Flex/$12/hr.

I Email:
tom@andersonstaff.com

SANTA MONICA LAW FIRM seeks file cleri<

for filing and special projects. $8/hr. 16-

20hrs/week. Fax to Human Resources. 310-
394-4700.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls, fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11 /hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156
2eth St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilties. Learn to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletk: and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Can 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

. od, the Ducks held a 4-0 lead.
They got that lead with the

help of the Bruins. Two penal-
ties led to two power play goals.

"We've got to play smarter,"
forward Allen Serban said.
Venasky agreed. "Once we

overcome (panicking), we're
going to be a much better team."
The Bruins outplayed the

Ducks for the remainder of the
game, outscoring them 4-2, but it

wasn't enough to prevent the
team's sixth defeat.

Saturday night was supposed
to be a night of redemption, but
it turned out to be a night of
more disappointment. The
Bruins played a better game and
held a 2-1 lead going into the
third period, but a win wasn't in
the cards.

Two third-period Oregon goals
proved to be the Bruins' undo-
ing, as the Ducks defense held
the UCLA offense scoreless for
the entire period. Making the
loss even tougher to swallow,
Oregon's game-tying goal was
short-handed.
"We keep making dumb mis-

takes," said Venasky.
Individual performances typi-

cally lack luster in defeat, but
some Bruins did have good indi-
vidual games.

8000
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible pakj-posi-
tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-
cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tkjns.htm

8^00
Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-
ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of closet. Cats ok
Amie 310-207-1965.

liD + lBA $1095/MO
GATED GARAGE, INTERCOM, ENTRY, A/C UNIT

2884SAWTELLE BLVD

(310) 3911076
qn (3)0)490-4109
f.wtftsidtplflcts.cow

ot-sitf

www.

BRENTWOOD studio, prime area, r/s, walk-in
closets, full kitchen, pari<ing, $725. www.west-
skJerentals.com 310-395-7368

JR EXEC $1150. 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061.

housing
8400-9800

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen, Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

8400
Apartments for Rent

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA
Studk). furnished, dean, security entrance,
separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Paricing extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace. AC. secur-
ity buikjing. 310-208-4796.

C^^rica^est
f Bedrooms from $1095

and up

Achelors f

**MAR VISTA * *

•3BD + 3BATownhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

SecAJann.CatOK

12630 Mitdiel! Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigli Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon.-SaUO-

4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

SiM p«Mb§.tife1^ pog^iK^,

530 Veter
208-4394

PALMS
$1100/month. 2bed/1 .5bath. Appliances, pool,

laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and fk)or.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking. Hardwood floors, tots of win-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s, ctose to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Be<^room/1.5bath. Bright, spacios.
dean, upper. W/bateony. Ctose to transporla-
tionAJCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, batoony. gated pariiing
Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

WAITERS. WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-
ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

WANTED: 29 people to tose weight. Earn $$$
for the pourKJs and inches you tose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.to-
selikemagic.com

WEST SIDE DOGGIE DAY-CARE needs dog
wranglers. Available Thurs-Sun and holidays.
Fax info to 310-445-0092.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started qutokly*
No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417 714-
648-2258.

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Studios $895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
*Move-Jn special

501 Qayley Aw

310-208-8505

SANTA MONICA 2+1. ctose to UCLA, r/s. car-

pet, balcony, laundry, parking. $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA apartment, private room, r/s,

patio, hardwood floors, very cozy, parking.

$388. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished apartment $2400-

$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished $4000.
Assigned pari<ing. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, near UCLA, pool,

laundry. parking, utilities included,

$675.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA, 2+1, r/s, carpet, balcony,

laundry, gated entry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

i
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Matt Miller had a very solid
night in goals Friday. After
replacing Frank Niu, he held the
Ducks to only two goals.
Forward Ryan Samec delivered
two assists, while defenseman
Carlos Cazares and forward Rob
Morel scored a goal apiece in
the third period.

In Saturday's game, UCLA got
goals from forward Justin
Williams and Serban. Samec
extended his streak of games
played without spending time in
the penalty box. He is the only
non-goaltender to do so for the
Bruins.

Things have been rough this
year for the inexperienced team
(11 of 20 roster players are in
their first season). The games
haven't been easy, but they're
not giving up.

"They're all going to be tough
this year," said Venasky, "but
we're going to do our best to
keep plugging away."
The Bruins travel to Long

Beach State Nov. 15. Then they
return home to face USC Nov.
21, hoping for some revenge
after suffering a 9-1 drubbing at
the hands of the Trojans last
week. 1

W^m

Homeopathic. Nutritional
,

and Herbal Pharmacy

Brentwood Homeopathic

11670 San Vicente Blvd.

310.442.2667

Beverly Hills Homeopathu
9730 Wilshire Blvd.

310.278.8384

Our Doctors Will

Help You Choose

riie Proper

Professional Line

of Product With

Correct Dosoge

HV Cinri/ T) \^ftssuvu il Lines

otTiViiucts hr inntr T'F'TS

FREE
e.lix.r Tonics I

(Energy Tonics/Tea) I

Re. $4.00
'
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SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS (for

mamed students only). 1&2 l>edroom avail-

able. For information call :3 10-398-4692.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-
perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@ onceineveryllfe com.

78AO
AetiNV/Extras Wanted

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials. Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to
jc-nr, fpr@rnodemmedia2000.com.

8000
Jnternships

ENGINEERING INTERN: Part-time position

to assist in project management and perform
administrative duties, www adeptgroup.net for

details and to submit resume.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

2BED. 2 1/2BATH. Large bateony, townhouse
lease. Palms area. $1450. 310-441-9552.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP.
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS Adjacent $1425. Large
2bdmn/2bth, gated building. 9025 Alcott. Avail-

able 12/1. Call 310-385-0092.

BRENTWOOD 1+1, awesome kx:ation, petok,

r/s. carpet, laundry, parking, $980. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2+1, r/s, very quiet area, laun-

dry, high ceilings, parking. $1350. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, par1<ing.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA. Ibdnn/lbth. Colby & Rochester. No
pets. $750/mo. 323-258-1354.

WESTWOOD 1+1. catok. r/s. gated entry,

walk to UCLA, laundry, parking. $995.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD 2+1, close to UCLA, r/s, carpet,
balcony, laundry, parking, $1250..www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s, carpet, laundry, near
UCLA, quiet and cozy, parking, $1325.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pool, laundry, garage, $400. www.westsld-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WEST IA^»
IBD+IBA $n45/MO
Gated Gorage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sdwtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.wesfsideplaces .com

,H 9300
oni for Help

FREE RENT in exchange for housekeeping,
private entrance/bath one-bk)ck east of UCLA.
No children, women only. Close to bus. 310-
474-4354,7am-7pm

.

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 chlWren In

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overlooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, walk to UCLA,
r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$625.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.
Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.

Great location/condition! $930/mo. 818-653-
5837.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

Diamond Head
Apartments

SInsIc $895.n<,up

Sbedroom $1555.n<,up

1 bedroom $i 195
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within walklns distance to UCLA, Gated
Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room.

Laundry facilities, AC/Refrigerator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-

washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, parking, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-

7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large 2bdr/2bth. Newly remodeled, quiet com-
plex, gated parking, Jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$1900/month. 310-208-5166

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-
ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to
campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD studio, r/s. balcony, carpet,
pool, laundry, parking, utilities included, $700.
31 0-395-7368.www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools. Full

kitchen, 1 parking, fiJC. $1000/mo. 310-208-
2376.

WESTWOOD Sunny, Ibdmi. Luxury building,

close to UCLA. 1 Parking + utilities inci'd. 24hr
guard, pool/jacuzzi/gym/sauna/laundry rooms.

Available 11/15. $1450/mo. Natasha7@earth-
llnk.net. 310-235-1970.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdmi. $1lOO/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days:31 0-475-7533, even-
ings:3 10-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Walking distance to UCLA.
Large single, w/patio, full kitchen, full bath-

room, walking-closet, underground gated
parking. $925. Call 310-208-5166.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and iacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weekl free. 310-824-Q833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $695-

825. Ibdrm $950-$1025 many w/fireplaces,

luxury and more. 2bdmi $1375-1595, many
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury, Must see. Call for

free listing:31 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1525 Sawtelle

Blvd. 310-477-4832.

mm 8A50
am!.. Apartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utillties. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-

9748

9^00
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private
room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

BEVERLY HILLS LARGE ROOM separate
from house. Grad student prefen-ed. Must
have car, kitchen privileges, utilities included
$600. Washer/dryer. Abby:310-275-3831.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-securlty, 1-bdmi. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

NEAR BEACH
SANTA MONICA. Fully fumished room w/pri-

vate bath. Sh&rt-temi ok. Easy access-free-
ways/stores. Pool/laundry. Prefer non-smolj-i.
ers. $895-KJeposit including utilities. 310-392-
0405.

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,
$600/month. Private room.
Laudry/gym/poolAennis court. lOmin-UCLA,
Near farmers market&grove. Across street
LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP. 323-571-
3608.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, ck)se to
UCLA, very nice inside. $850/nrx). 310-828-
7768.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, ca-
tok, r/s, laundry, parking, utilities included,
$550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C. fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, park-

ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-

470-1513.

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-

ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/bakx)ny+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $750/mth.

310-471-9549 leave message.

8500
Apartments Furnished

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE Ibdrm/lbth,

kitchen facilities. For one person, non-smoker.

$850/mo utilities included. Call 310-390-5589.

^ 8600
Condo/Tovy/nhouse for Rent

Walk to UCLA. 2bdnn/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700. Jimmy.
213-272-3316.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking
roomate (professional prefen-ed). 2bd/2bth.
$820/month. Available any time between
11/15/02-12/15/02. Patrice tel:310-826-6654

SANTA MONICA townhouse, private room, r/s,

laundry, quiet area, parking, $425. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,

granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-

rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking

w/doonnan. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

-^^ — - -•^^" 8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING WILSHIRE Corridor/Hi-

Rise single, 1or2bdmi $150K-$325K. Walk to-

UCLA/Village, 24hr/security. Spectacular
views, pool, spa, sauna, valet-service. Agent-

Bob 310-478-1835ext.109.

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.
Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt. fumished, cable.'

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WESTWOOD duplex, r/s, hardwood fkwrs.
laundry, near UCLA, parking, $1850.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
H SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
[Sublets In all cities!! 1-877-FOR-RENT

^^^8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEL AIR guest house, close to UCLA, r/s, w/d
hookups, yard, parking, $1100. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

vertISC
in

cias^ifi

Free yourself.

M.itfalpi.K: t ^fjSr'A 1- -Miickut ,ii .,!

SANTA MONICA guest house, laundry, yard,

parking, utilities included, $750. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

ife^^,

8900
House for Rent

Free Advertisingfor

Items under $100.

118 Kerckhoff.

BEL AIR house, private room, r/s, patio, hard-
wood floors, a/c, w/d, fireplace, parking, $500.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. 2bed/2bath house. 10788
Wilkins Ave. Stove, fridge, dishwasher,
microwave, hardwood ftoor, fireplace, laundry,

pets OK. Small yard. One-car garage.

$2750/month. 310-578-7512 JKW.
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Men's soccer loses to Cal, beats Stanford
By Bizabeth Newman

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
enewman@media.ucla.edu

In a game like soccer, being in
the wrong place at the wrong
time can mean - to say the least -
unfavorable results. Senior mid-
fielder Ryan Futagaki learned

that the hard way FYiday night, as
UCLA lost to Cal, 1-0, in double
overtime. The Golden Bears
scored off a penalty kick, award-
ed to them after Futagaki was
cited for having a handball in the
box in the beginning of the sec-
ond overtime period.

**I thought I was in pretty good

position," Futagaki said. "But the
ball was knocked over me, and
(Cal's Mike) Munoz hit it on his
chest, and then kicked it into my
hand. It wasn't intentional, and
the ref should have seen that but
things happen."

H.SOCCU
I
Page 1^

The importance of a
higher score hasn't.

I

I

Kaplan's GRE prep course is fully updated
to meet the challenges of the new test.

Class starts November 9.

Westwood Kaplan Center
1133 Westwood Blvd, Suite 201

Call or visit us online to enroll today!f

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

l(aptest.com

I

i

I

I

?

'
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Since you have a choice

Choose wisely —

Choose MyUCLA

If you want to...

fH Access
Humnet,

Send, receive and view

(Bruin Online,
) from a single page

attachments inline

^ Personalize email vnth sisnatures

& Edit messages with spelicheck

^ Create an addressbook to store contacts

^ Use real organizational tools to store email (drafts
sent Items, or your choice of messages) into '

integrated ^^*' *' " * '

folders

...there is only one choice

webmai

1

.ucl a .edu

Check out MyUCLA WebMail 2, 1 today!

mill

win, water polo has tough
By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters(i)ucla. me dia.edu

The No. 2 UCLA men's water
polo team's 1-1 weekend w^ as
damaging as a .500 weekend can
be. In two conference games
against two teams they should
have defeated, UCLA lost to No. 9
Long Beach State 6-5 Friday and
beat No. 12 UC Santa Barbara 8-6
Saturday.

Friday's loss assured the Bruins
(11-7, 3-4 Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) that the trek to the
NCAAs will go through the confer-
ence tournament, as an at-large bid
seemingly vanished after Friday's
debacle.

"It puts us in the position where
we have to win the conference
tournament," said head coach
Adam Krikorian. "We still have two
games left, but ultimately our focus
will be on the conference tourna-
ment."

Long Beach State pounced on
the sluggish Bruins early with
three unachieved first quarter
goals. The Bruins seemed a com-
pletely different team than had
dominated then-No. 5 UC Irvine
the previous weekend.

UCLA's shots were rushed and

they could not stop LBSU's six-on-
five offense, led by three goals
from team-leading scorer sopho-
more two-meter Erik Geoffroy.
Three times the Bruins clawed
within reach of a goal, but they
could never tie it up, as LBSU
repeatedly scored key goals to
build on their early momentiun.

"It was evident in the first few
minutes that we were not ready to
play," said assistant coach Matt
Armato. "We had no energy until
after the first half. Plain and simple
this team doesn't know how to pre-
pare for games."

Krikorian added, "We tried to
beat them with solely our arms. We
don't have the group of shooters to
do that. We need to use oiu* speed
and defense."

Though Friday's loss cast a long
shadow over the weekend, the
Bruins still managed to save some
face in beating UCSB. This time the
Bruin scored three in the first quar-
ter, all of them by sophomore dri-
ver Brett Ormsby. They proceeded
to cruise to a 7-2 lead behind two
goals by fi:-eshman center defender
Mike March heading into the fourth
quarter.

However, the Bruins were again
plagued by poor fourth quarter
play, allowing four goals and a

» near-miraculous comeback by
UCSB.
"We played very well in the first

and third quarters," said Krikorian.
"But in the fourth we were true to
our form."

Nevertheless, the win gave the
Bruins something other than
Friday's game to think about as
they concentrate on making it to
the NCAAs.

"If we would have had to wait a
week before playing again, it

would have been awful," said
Armato. "The guys were trying to
get over yesterday and came ready
to play."

Unfortimately, the Bruins have
no more time to use losses as
lessons for the future. The season
has only two games left, and then
comes the crucial conference
tournament where the Bruins will
need to come ready and be ready
every quarter lest they be sent
home without the NCAA appear-
ance that the Bruins make nearly
every year.

"We need to use this as a wake-
up call," said Krikorian. "I'm not a
big believer in losing being good
for you, but you have to try to
make it a positive thing. We can't
hide fi^om the fact that this week-
end was a disaster."

RAH Lawrence coLLEG^«Pi
Located in a 15th-century

palazzo in the heart

OF THIS Renaissance city,

the program offers

students the opportunity

to live intimately among

Florence's masterpieces,

its people

and CULTURE.

Sarah Lawrence College in Florence combines individually
designed programs of study with total immersion in the academic
and social life of Horencc.

The broad range of options includes enroUment in the University
of Florence. Students can take classes with some of Florence's
finest artists and scholars. Hallmarks of the program are private
tutorials and small seminars with distinguished Italian feculty.

The program is open to students who are new to the language and
who speak Italian. Homestays are available in the heart of Horence.

For mcTt W^ormuitum:

Office of International Programs, Sarah Lawrence College
1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-5999
(800) 873-4752 / E-mail: slcaway«slc.edu

Sarah Liwrcncc CoUegc also sponsors programs in Parfs, Londoil and Oxford.
Hnandal Aid is available for all four programs
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Many things happened Friday
night that shouldn't have. More
surprising than UCLA's five yel-

low-card violations and one red-
card violation was that the Bruin's
head coach Tom Fitzgerald also
received a red card at the end of
the game, which sidelined him for
Sunday's key match against
Stanford. t

"The ref and I had a disagree-
ment," said Fitzgerald. "I always
regret it afterwards, and it was
just one of those moments when
you get really frustrated.

"FYiday's match was a charac-
ter- builder for the whole team,"
he said.

UCLA's offense lacked their
usual, unrelenting barrage and
only took four shots while Wells'
four saves kept Cal's offense at

bay, until the deciding penalty
kick, when he dove in the wrong
direction.

"There should have been more
shots on goal," Futagaki said. "We
definitely could have played a lot

better."
|

Sunday did indeed find the
Bruins playing more to their nor-
mal par, as they defeated Stanford
1-0 for UCLA's fifth-straight victo-
ry over the Cardinal.

"We played well against
Stanford," Fitzgerald said. "They
dictated the first half of play, but
the second half was one of the
best halves UCLA has ever
played."

UCLA's six goal attempts may
seem meager, but the Bruin
defense certainly was, fending off
Stanford's 10 goal attempts. Junior
forward Cliff McKinley, assisted
by senior midfielder Chadd Davis,
gave UCLA its only goal, which
Fitzgerald said "maybe UCLA's
best goal this season."
The weekend's matches played

a crucial role in determining who
will take the Pac-10 title and
receive automatic berth in the
NCAA tournament. UCLA, cur-
rently 7-2 and Cal, currently 7-1-1,

are only separated in the confer-
ence standings by two points.

"It's unfortunate that we're leav-

ing it in the hands of other teams,"
said Fitzgerald, "now, if Cal wins
their last two games, they'll take
the conference by one point. If

they tie or lose, we'll take the con-
ference by one point."

UCLA's next game is Thursday
against San Francisco State at
Drake Stadium.

m vm* 1 1 mmn

Football: UCLA v. Arizona

QUARTER BYQUARTER
Quarter Scoring

1st 2nd 3rd 4th T

UCLA 10 10 14 3 37

Arizona 7 7

Quarter Recap

First Quarter

12:47 UCLA - Tyler Ebell 22 yd run (Nate Fikse kick).

8:52 UCLA - Nate Fikse 39 yd field goal

Second Quarter

12:45 UCLA - Tyler Ebell 19 yd run (Nate Fikse kick),

10:42 ARIZ - Andre Thurman 92 yd pass from Nic
Costa (Bobby Gill kick)

8:02 UCLA - Nate Fikse 51 yd field goal

Third Quarter

13:45 UCLA - Craig Bragg 33 yd pass from Drew
Olson (Nate Fikse kick).

6:51 UCLA - Manuel White 1 yd run (Nate Rkse kick)

Fourth Quarter '

14:51 UCLA - Nate Fikse 23 yd field goal

Time: 3:00

Attendance: 43.613

Team Statistk)s

Passes Attempted

Passes Completed

TOTAL NET YARDS

Average Gain Per Play

Fumbles: Number-Lost

Penalties: Number-Yards

Punts-Yards
|

Average Per Punt

Punt Returns: No.-Yards

KIckoff Returns: No.-Yards

20

13

443

6.2

2-1

9-70

5-40

1-24

Interceptions: Number-Yards 0-0

Time of Possession

27

13

249

4.5

3-1

5-35

1-6

1-12

0-0

33:34 26:26

Individual Statistics

RRST DOWNS

NET YARDS RUSHING

Rushing Attempts

NET YARDS PASSING

UCLA ARIZ

21 9

242 12

51 28

201 237

Rushing No I Net TD

Tyler EbeH 22 124 2

Akil Harris 8 52

Manuel White 8 27 1

Pat Norton 2 12

J.D. Groves 2 8

Jason Harrison 2 7

Wendell Mathis 3 6

Craig Bragg 1 4

Matt Moore 1 2

Totals 81 242 3

Lg Avg

36 5.6

Drew Olson

Matt Moore

Totals

Receiving

Tab Perry

Craig Bragg

Mike Seidman

Junk)r Taylor

Jon Dubravac

Tyler Ebell

Totals

Punting

Nate Fikse .

Totals

12-7-0

8-6-0

20-13-0

111

90

201

1

1

No. Yds TD Long

3

3

3

2

1

1

13

No.

4

4

89

64

15

6

19

8

201

Yds

165

165

1

1

40

33

9

8

19

8

40

Avg Long

41.2 53

41.2 53

21

9

7

4

4

5

4

2

36

6.5

3.4

6.0

4.0

3.5

2.0

4.0

2.0

4.7

RHC-10 8C0BEBQMD AHD STAHMNGS
Scores

Final 1 2 3 4 T

UCLA 10 10 14 3 37

Arizona 7 7

Passing Att-Cmp-Int Yds TD Sk

Final

use

Stanford

1 2 3 4 T

14 7 14 14 48

7 3 7 17

Final

Caltromia

Arizona State

Final

Washington State

Oregon

Rnal

Washin^on

Oregon State

Standings

TEAM

Washington State

use

UCLA

Arizona State

Oregon

California

Oregon State

Washington

Stanford

Arizona

1 2 3 4 T

7 14 T7 17 55

17 21 38

1 2 3 4 T

7 D 3 12 32

7 7 7 21

1 2 3 4 T

17 14 7 3 41

10 12 7 29

CONF. OVERAa
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were four weeks ago, back
when Cory Paus was lying on
the Memorial Stadium turf,

writhing in the third quarter
of a loss that now seems a lit-

tle more distant

But at the same time, even
the most ardent of TVojan-

haters must admit that USC is

clicking on a level it hasn't

been able to reach in years.

UCLAs freshman QBs, accus-
tomed to the soft defenses
they've seen the last three
weeks, will no doubt feel

pressure from the top front
line in the conference.

Still, though, you're bound
to hear the phrase, "in a rival-

ry game like this one, you can
throw the records out the
window" more times than Fox
Sports Net aired that Rick
Fox playground basketball ad

during the UCLA-Arizona
game.

You'll be hard-pressed to

find someone who honestly
feels UCLA has superior per-

sonnel to the No. 9 TYojans,

but you'd also have a tough
time finding a member of the
UCLA team or coaching staff

who doesn't feel like this

team is in a good place right

now.

USC is the team with the
36-point headlines in the local

papers. UCLAs articles are
tucked away out of view,

ei\joying as much prominence
as those of teams three time
zones away.

The Bruins have a week off

and will probably continue to

fly under the radar while USC
plays Arizona State at home,
visions of BCS bowl bids
dancing in TVojan heads.

Just how good are these
guys? It's a complex question
with a simple enough answer
- one we'll know in 11 days.

»-n%»'

FOOTBAU
from page 9

And who could blame them? All
week they had resisted the temptation
to look past the winless ^^ildcats. All

week they assured the public that they
would not collapse in fix)nt of an
opponent without a win in conference
play as Bruin teams of the past had
done.

**Arizona is a dangerous team,"
Toledo said last Monday. But the
WQdcats looked anything but danger-
ous on Saturday. The Arizona offense
was de-clawed by a Bruin defense that
gave up 11 yards rushing despite play-
ing a number of reserves, and its

defense looked downright domestic
allowing 443 yards to UCLASs fr-esh-

men quarterbacks and tailback.

On the opening drive, with true
freshman quarterback E>rew Olson at
the helm, the Bruins marched 80 yards
downfield to score on the opening
drive on Ebell's 22-yard touchdown
run, where he broke a goal line tackle
to (topbackwards into the end zone.

"I was really looking forward to let-

ting them loose," Toledo said of his
players.

6i their second drive the Bruins
scored again on Nate Fikse's 39-yard
field goal. The bye, a 7-3 record and
bowl plans were growing closer by the
second.

But Arizona moved the ball well in
its second drive to the UCLA nine-
yard line, putting Snow's golf plans on
hold

"Elarly in tihe game I was a little ner-
vous," he said.

Redshirt freshman Spencer Havner
put Snow's mind at ease after blocking
the field goal and deflating the Wildcat
homecoming crowd.

''We held it down pretty good They
fought hard though; they weren't
going to give it to us. We had to take
it," Ware said diplomatically.

UCLAs other true fr-eshman quar-
terback, Matt Moore, went into the
game in the second quarter up 10-0.

The offense faltered momentarily,
earning three consecutive penalties,

making it third-and42 at their own 46.

But Moore made it look like a day at
the beach as he threw a deep ball to
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jimior wide receiver Tab Peny, who
made the 3d-yard catch on the side-

line at the Arizona 19-yard line.

The media's gonna say we've got
a quarterback controversy. We've
got a nice situation," Tbledo said.

Olson finished 7-of-12 for 111 yards
and one touchdown, and Moore fin-

ished 6of-8 for 90 yards. Neither
turned the ball over.

With Moore's toss, the Bruins
were just 2 yards short of a first

down. They decided to go for the
fourth-down conversion and ended
up with a touchdowiL

"That play was a good call by the
coach. It was wide open. Matt
pitched me the ball, and I just had to
make one person miss," said Ebell,

who ran the ball in firom the 19 to
put the Bruins iqp 17-0 in the second
quarter.

The Wildcats had one last ga^
before going on permanent vacation
themselves when wide receiver
Andre Thurman scored on a 92-jrard

touchdown pass. Backup quarter-
back Nic Costa scrambled away
from Marcus Reese in his own end
zone and got the ball off to Thurman

^ who c^titstmem^mrmm^
ran 50 y^rds untouched for
Arizona's only score to make the
game 17-7.

"He was running a streak and
then went back then came back up,
that's where I slq)ped up. I thought,
'He's about to throw it short, Tm not
going to let him catch it'," Ricky
Manning Jr. said
The Bruins killed any Arizona

momentum by reqx)nding on the
ensuing drive with a 51-yard field

goal. They then ^)ent the third and
fourth quarters playing a mix of
starters and reserves in a mostly
empty Arizona Stadium before call-

ing it a day.

"We're just happy," sophomore
taUback Manuel White said in the
locker room following the game. He
came back from a pulled hamstring
to gain 27 yards and a touchdown
against the Wildcats.

"Quit smiling," true freshman
tight end Marcedes Lewis called out
fi^m his locker.

But White grinned from ear to ear.

No one could tell him what to do.
He was on vacation.

STUDENT-PARENTSUPPORTGROUP
Join us every other Tuesday when school is in session for this group designed espegially for

UCIA student-parents. We'll discuss issues/concerns;lopics of interest to you as a parM and
network with other student-parents in a supportive & understanding environment.
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Tuesdays (Fall Quarter): Nov. 12&26, Dec 10 Ml^^
"300PM,Room2,DoddHall ^

Sponsored by the Center for Women & Men. Form ore Information, plecue V^"^
call 825-3945 or uisit WAuivW.thecentBr.ucla.edu. A^SM(
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The Daily Bruin and Screen Gems

Invite you and a guest to see a

special advance screening of

Half Past Dead
Tonight, at 7:30 PM at the AMC Beverly Connection 6

To recieve your free movie pass, visit:

South Street 1010 Broxton Ave. WestwoodVloge

No purchase necessary, one pass per person, passes available w^ile|

supplies last on a first-come.first-ser/e basis. The AMC Beverly

Connection 6 is located at 100 N. La Cienega Blvd.

Chi f [< Tug-o-
Wednesday, Nov 13. 2002

Competition : 6pm at Sunset Rec

After Party: Madison's $5 entry fee, 18 <& up
/^
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All proceeds go to Make-A-Wish Foundation
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W.VoHeyball vsrPepp.

M.Hoops vs. Branch W
M.Socc8r vs. USF
W.Socc8r vs. LMU
Hockey vs. Long Beach St

MPok) vs. Pacific

X-Country @ West Reg.

W.Hoops vs. L.A. All-Stars

TuEsbAY, November 12, 2002

y P R E V I EWJ
Pauley Pavilion Today 7 p.m.

Pauley Pavilion Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Drake Stadium Thursday 7 p.m.

Drake Stadium Friday 8:30 p.m.

Long Beach Friday 9 p.m.

Stockton, CA Saturday 12 p.m.

Palo Alto, CA Saturday All Day
Pauley Pavilion Sunday 2 p.m.

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

UCLA 37 - Arizona 7
^^^^•)^»;

Though ranked

third in Pac-10,

Bruins beat Wildcats without a scratch ^^^eya

I \n\ A»« T I ru II I ... *.i. _.
JONATHA>J YOUNG/Dailj' Bruin Senior Staff

UCLAS Tyler Ebell leaps into the endzone. sconng the first of his two touchdowns to start the Bruins on their 37-7 victory over Arizona Saturday.

TYLER EBELL BECOMES
SECOND UCLA PLAYER
TO RUSH 100 YARDS IN

SIX SEQUENTIAL GAMES
; By Hannah Gordon

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
hgordon@media.ucla.edu

TUCSON— The Bruins had forgotten
the Wildcats before they even left
Arizona Stadium Saturday.
Tm going golfing with my wife and

my boys," defensive coordinator Phil
Snow said in the locker room after UCLA
(7-3, 4-2) defeated Arizona (3-7, 0^) 37-7.

"I'm taking my girlfiiend to the movies
and Ruth's Cris Steakhouse for a nice
dinner," sophomore safety Matt Ware
said.

"I get to hang out with my family and
chill," said redshirt freshman lyier Ebell,
who rushed for over 100 yards in his
sixth consecutive game - second on the
all-time single-season list at UCLA.

All the Bruins could think about was
their day off Monday - head coach Bob
Toledo gave the team Veteran's Day off -
and the upcoming bye week.

FOBllALl
I
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Wide receiver Bragg makes all the right moves
By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@media.ucla.edu

UCLA sophomore wide receiver Craig
Bragg enjoyed a hard-earned slice of pep-
peroni pizza following the Bruins 37-7 vic-

tory over Arizona.

It was a pizza dehvery for Bragg after he
had delivered for UCLA - hot, fresh and on
time.

I

Just a minute into the second half, and
with UCLA cUnging to a 20-7 leao, Bragg
returned a punt 20 yards to the Arizona 33.

Then, coaches decided to call a simple
stop route that, in the end, sealed the
Wildcats' fate.

"It wouldn't have happened if we hadn't
gotten the ball into his hands," UCLA head
coach Bob Toledo said.

"But we said, 'Listen, let's pass the first

play.' And then he takes it for a touch-
down, and we stop passing anymore. He's^
a game-breaker"
What happened next was one of Bragg's

more memorable touchdowns in his colle-

giate career
After taking the short pass from fresh-

man quarterback Drew Olson, Bragg side-

l^is^ped Wildcat comerback David Hinton.
Rethen gave safety Clay Hardt a stiff-arm
to the helmet before avoiding two diving

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA wide receiver Craie Bragg outruns the Arizona secondary on his way to a 33-yard touch-
down. After Saturday's plays, Bragg became the No. 1 sophomore receiving yardage leader in
school history with 738 yards.

tacklers. Off-balance and seemingly on the
verge of going down, Bragg managed to
regain his balance, avoid another Wildcat
defender and trot into the end zone as the
Wildcat crowd oohed and aahed. In total,

Bragg made five tacklers miss.

The play is designed for me to make
something happen," Bragg said. "After the

play, I saw the fans started to leave the sta-

dium. That's always a good sign for the
away team. When the fans start to leave,
that means that they've given up."
The play had the number one written all

over it It was Olson's first touchdown as a
UCLA quarterback, and prompted Olson
to remark after the game, "It was nice to

finally get my first touchdown, but it was-
n't me at all - it was all Craig."

The play catapulted Bragg past J.J.

Stokes into becoming the No. 1 all-time
sophomore receiving yardage leader in
school history with 738 yards.
The touchdown was also the first for

Bragg in the past three games. Following a
200-yard effort against Oregon and a 140-
yard effort against Cal, Bragg seemed to
be lost in the shuffle for the past two
games.
The UCLA coaches were detennined to

get the ball into Bragg's hands in any way
possible. They handed off to him (Bragg
took a hand-off for four yards in the first

quarter), kicked to him (he had five punt
returns for 40 yards) and, of course, threw
to him (he finished with three catches for
64 yards).

"I love it when the ball's in my hands,"
Bragg said. Toledo knows I'm a play-
maker. Any way that I can make plays,
that's great. That's my role on this team -
make the big play, and tonight, I did."

UCLA-Arizona quarter-by-quarter

summary, box score and Pac-10

scoreboard and standings | Pago 19

to prove worth
Could it be true? Are the Bruins really in

third place in the Pac-10? Is UCLA car-
rying an actual, bona fide winning

streak into a USC game? And doesn't all this
beg another question?

Just how good are these guys?
We've asked this last

one about the Bruins
before, of course. But
then, it had always been
in that Bo Jackson-like

context, where you
admired how good he
was but always won-
dered how good he
could be.

This year is different.

This year, it's more of a
push and pull, between
skepticism and hopeful-

ness, painful memories
and potential redemption.
We really don't know how good these

guys are - on the one hand, you see a 37-7
romp that is so one-sided and composed it

somehow manages to be (gasp) boring.
But on the other hand, you see it was

against an Arizona team that might have a
tough time against the JV team fi-om Ann's
School of TVping.
On the one hand, you see a 4-2 Pac-10

record, a three-game winning streak and a
5-1 mark in road games.
On the other hand, you see the four

teams the Bruins have beaten sitting in sev-
enth, eighth, ninth and tenth places in the
conference standings.

On the one hand, you have two faiiiy

comfortable fi^eshman quarterbacks brinv
ming with confidence, 3-0 as starters with
zero interceptions.

On the other hand, you wonder if all this
juggling by Bob TDledo won't become a bit

frustrating if he can't decide on just one
guy to be The Guy for the USC game.

The study in confusing contrasts goes
on, but the Bruins are focusing on the one
hand and not on the other.

Defensive back Matt Clark tells us, "the
games we lost, we definitely should have
won, and we're definitely as good as any
team in the Pac-10," and we want to believe

him, we really do.

But with UCLA, it's always been a lot

like the boy who cried wolf. The Bruins
assure us every time that they're ready to

take on USC, that we won't get stung again.

And we seem to buy in, only to get burned
and swear we'll never do it again

So when Tyier Ebell romps over 100
yards for the sixth straight week, and when
the defense nmkes itself look impossible to
run on, forgive us if we don't book a restau-

rant for a post-USC victory celebration just
yet.

Prospects for that USC game - now just

11 <iays away - are far rosier than they

AOASEI Page 19

^omen's soccer receives a disappointing

0. 7 seed despite No. 4 national ranking
^• ByJeffAgase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
Jagase@media.ucla.edu

NCAA WOMEN'S SOCGEB FIBST/SECOND ROUNDS

Strong offense key in Oregon victories

of the four 16-team brackets for the
wom«i's soccer tournament had been

)unced, and UCLA had yet to hear its name.
So there sat the Bruin women's soccer team

Monday at the Morgan Center, ^wrting a 16-3
>rd, No. 4 national ranking, seven game win-
streak, and ... i

. 7 seed? Possible quarterfinal game at
Carolina, the women's soccer equivalent of

the Yankees, Packers, Celtics and Caiuidiens all

rolled into one?

-JI thought we'd be a litUe bit higher," senior
(iBfender Tracey Winzen said. "But there's noth-
ing we can do about it I'm glad we're at home."

The Bruins will host Loyola Marymount FYiday
night at 8:30 p.m. at Drake Stadium. Should they
beat the Lions, they will play Sunday afternoon at

1 p.m. against the vnnner of the San Diego-USC
game, which kicks off at 6 p.m. FYiday

All matches are at Drake Stadium, where
UCLA has posted an 8-3 record and beat San
Diego 6-0 to open the season.
The Bruins also defeated LMU (3-2) and USC

(2-0) on the road. |

''It's tougher, but we're more familiar with
these teams, so there's a plus side to it," junior
midfielder Sarah-Gayle Swanson said.

The NCAAs efforts to minimize travel in the
first two rounds means that the Bruins and other
West Coast teams are faced with more competi-
tive opening-round matches than teams in other
parts of the country. Penn State, for example, has
such juggernauts as Princeton, Maryland and
American in its first- and second-round brackets.

"I don't think that I'm biased in saying that I

think a lot of lower seeds on the West Coast
would beat a lot of the higher-seeded teams on
the East Coast," UCLA head coach Jillian Ellis

said.

Five of the eight seeded teams come fi-om

either the Pac-10 or the West Coast Conference.

•?

SanPief^o (14-6-0)

-^^

1p.m.

Sunday

6 p.m.

Friday

USC (10-7-3)

* All games at Drake Stadium

Stanford was the clear choice for top seed, while

Pepperdine took No. 3, Santa Clara is No. 6, the

Bruins are No. 7, and Portland grabbed the eighth

seed. The conmiittee selected six Pac-10 teams.

UCLA was a No. 6 seed when it advanced to

the championship game of the NCAA College
Cup.

That year, the Bruins lost to North Carolina,

but with the Tar Heels seeded second this year,

the teams would have to meet up in the quarter-
finals - in Chapel Hill

But given what she's seen this year, Ellis isn't

assuming anything.

"You would assume Carolina is going through,
but everyone has had upsets," she said. "Besides
Stanford, there hasn't been another team that's

really stood out."

•••

UCLA earned its sixth and seventh consecu-
tive victories with a pair of 2-1 road wins at

Washington and Washington State last weekend.
Swanson returned from an ankle ii\jury she

suffered against Stanford a month ago, scoring a
goal in each game.

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

Two weeks ago, the UCLA women's
volleyball team returned from the state of
Washington, red-faced and reeling.

This weekend's jaunt to the Pacific
Northwest left the squad feeling much
more optimistic.

The No. 19 Bruins swept a pair of
matches against the Oregon schools,
trouncing the Beavers on FYiday night
(30-19, 30-25, 33^1) and cruising past the
Ducks on Saturday (30-24, 30-25, 28^0.
30-27).

The pair of victories elevated UCLA
(15-10, 8-7 Pac-10) to fourth in the confer-
ence race, just a half game behind third-

place Arizona.

"It was critical for us to get a couple of
wins against teams that we are supposed
to beat," said UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski. "We can't afford to stub
our toes too many more times."

After a month-long hitting slump in

October, the Bruins fed off of the offen-

sive momentum they had built last week
against Cal.

The squad hit .298 against Oregon State

(2-12, 7-16) and .340 vs. Oregon (1-13, 11-

17), displaying the sort of potent attack
that has been elusive all season. Brittany

Ringel led the Bruins vdth 16 kills in

Corvallis and Lauren Fendrick tallied 21
on Saturday night in Eugene.

"We are getting better offensively, and
eliminating our mistakes," Banachowski
said. "In the past we have hurt ourselves
with unforced errors. It was certainly nice
to see our hitters making better deci-

sions."

Sophomore outside hitter Heather
Cullen agreed, citing a change in philoso-

phy as the principal reason for the team's
offensive improvement

"We've been more strategic instead of

ED\^AKD LIN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA's women's volleyball team swept a pair of matches against the Oregon schools
over the weekend. The squad takes on Pepperdine tonight at Pauley Pavilion.

hitting the ball as hard as we can," said
Cullen, who notched a combined 20 kills

over the weekend. "We're obviously not
the most physical team so we have to play
a little smarter"

It will be critical for UCLA to continue
to play well offensively as the squad is

without senior middle blocker Angela
Ek^kmier who will miss the remainder of
the season after suffering a torn left ACL
in practice last Tuesday.

Freshman Nancy Barba made her first

career starts over the weekend in place

of Eckmier, and performed admirably.

She notched seven kills in both games
and did not make an error either night.

"I^ot having Angela's experience is

going to hurt us a lot, but Nancy came in

and had a great weekend," Banachowski

t

said. "She played very well."

To extend their winning streak to four,

the Bruins will need an even better per-

formance when they host No. 10
Pepperdine (18-6) tonight The Waves
split a pair of matches with UCLA last

season, and have won eight straight
entering tonight's contest

"We're not knovm to have the best relar

tionship with them," Cullen said. "Every
time we play them we need to win. We
don't really like them that much."

While Banachowski downplays the
personal aspects of the rivalry, he is fully

aware of the potential implications of a
UCLA victory.

"We haven't had a lot of big wins yet
this season," he said. "Beating a team like
Pepperdine would be absolutely huge."

.^
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New Master Plan may limit enrollment
By Noah Grand

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

California's new Master Plan for
Education may cut down on the
number of students admitted to
the University of California, allege
activists at UC Berkeley
The original Master Plan for

Higher Education, written in 1960,
guarantees admission to at least
one UC campus for every student

in the top 12.5 percent of the

state's high school seniors.

But the new plan could have
loopholes that would negate the

guarantee, said Yvette Felarca, a
founding member of the Coalition

to Defend Affirmative Action By
Any Means Necessary.

This was done to leave open
the opportimity to restrict the
number of students who could be
admitted," said Felarca, currently

a student in UC Berkeley's

Graduate School of Education.
However, the university is com-

mitted to guaranteeing admission
to every student in the top 12.5

percent, said UC press aide Hanan
Eisenman.

"^The University of California
has fought very hard to have that

guarantee," Eisenman said.

"That's how we serve the very stu-

dents we're mandated to serve."

The current plan states the UC
"should continue to adhere to the

policy of guaranteeing that all stu-

dents who 2^ply for freshman
admission and are eUgible to
attend (students within...the top
one-eighth, in the case of UC
applicants) are offered admis-
sion."

Felarca said this is open to

many interpretations. The use of
words such as "within" allows the

UC to admit only a portion of
those who are in the top eighth of
graduating seniors, she said.

Staff for the state legislative

committee which wrote the plan
and the UC Office of the President
said there was no change to the
guarantee of admission.

"We're not trying to overrule the
higher education plan," said
Christina Galves, a consultant for

the master plan committee. "I hon-
estly do not know where they are
coming from."
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Academic calendar
I

called into question
59-PAGE REPORT ON SEMESTER SYSTEM'S PROS AND
CONS EXPECTED TO SPARK STUDENT, FACULTY DEBATE

By Shane Nelson
i

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
snelson@media.ucla.edu

Faculty, staff and students will have some-
thing new to talk about with the release of a
report about the semester system this week.

The conunittee appointed to research the
pros and cons of moving the UCLA calendar to
semesters made its highly anticipated report
available to the public via its Web site Tuesday.

Academic Senate leaders and committee
members expect both formal and informal
campus-wide discussion among faculty, staff

and students to ensue for the rest of the acad-
emic year. Specific forums have yet to be
determined.

The comprehensive 5^page document pre-
pared by the Joint Academic
Senate/Administration Committee to Review
the Academic Calendar addresses three main
areas: quality of education, workload for fac-

ulty and students, and research.

When the adiiiiiiisaation formed the com-
mittee in January, it hoped the product of
countless meetings and research would pro-
vide for an informed debate. After researching
the issue for a couple months, the committee
asked for an extension on its anticipated
March deadline to provide the most exhaus-
tive - yet brief - report possible on such a
recurring topic. It has been discussed at UCLA
five times before.

The committee solicited several sources of
information including department heads all

over campus. A large portion of students, fac-

ulty and operational expectations were based
on a case study of the University of Minnesota
which made the switch to semesters in 1999
aft^r 86 years on the quarter calendar.

Two questions guided the committee's
research, said committee co-chairman Ray
Knapp, an ethnomusicology professor.

The first question gets at the heart of the
committees formation: it asks whether UCLA
should move to a semester system, placing

more emphasis on a switch's long-term conse-
quences.

The second question asks which calendar
system better meets the university's three-

pronged mission of education, research and
service. While both systems have the same
basic goals for the institution, the comprehen-
sive report provides information, or proof, to

support whatever calendar is chosen, Knapp
said.

The committee also used four guiding prin-

ciples to determine what to include in the

report in terms of the long-term goals for a

possible switch, said Committee Co-chair-
woman Judith Smith, also the vice provost of
undergraduate education for the College of
Letters & Science.

The goals served as a method to evaluate
whether a switch would make the campus
more competitive with other high-brow
research institutions in the long run, said sen-
ate Chairman Duncan Lindsey
One goal for a switch is that it would

enhance the effectiveness of educational pro-

grams at UCIA
A critique of the quarter calendar is that it is

too quick-paced. Many graduate students
complained in the report that they have to
take "incompletes" in their quarter classes
because they just don't have enough time for

ideas to "maturate," or add new information to
their existing knowledge.

Another goal for a switch is to balance
UCLAs tripartite mission of teaching, research
and service, helping the three elements to sup-
port and enhance one another.

A third goal of a switch is to maintain
"workload neutrality," the idea that a switch
would neither increase nor decrease the
amount of work time for students and profes-
sors.

In their research, the committee found one
troubling and uiuversal effect of conversion to
semesters: a student workload reduction that

usually persists for one to two years.

The university receives funds from the state

based on the numbers of full-time enrolled
students; if this nimiber goes down because
students are taking fewer classes per semes-
ter, then state funding will follow. According
to the report, this happens because of a mis-
conception that taking more classes each term
equals more work.
The fourth goal the committee used to

determine what to include in the report is

building a more "integrated and accessible
academic conununity." Many students and fac-

ulty experience unnecessary headaches due
to divergent professional school and under-
graduate academic calendars. The easiest way
to do resolve this, the report concludes, may
be to put all schools on the same system to
facilitate ease of interaction between the
schools.

The administrative and faculty mixture also
chose to include contextual background infor-

mation in the report
According to the report, 87 percent of trans-

fer students come from either a semester or
trimester calendar. Since 40 percent of stu-

CALENDAR
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MCHULAb WESTON-SWAN/DAiLV Brlin

Joint Committee member Judy Smith speaks at the Legislative Assembly meeting which was called
to address UCLA's possible switch to a semester system.
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A CALENDAR CHANGE? ^
A UCLA Joint Committe's report found both positives and negatives regarding the university's possible change
to semesters. The faculty will be discussing this fundamental question the rest of this year: does the good
outweigh the bad?

Mil
Could make transfer student transition easier since

nr)ost transfer from semester calendars

Slower pace could decrease stress for many
students who feel the quarter system is too fast;

could increase time for extracurricular and sports

activity

Could make it easier for students to study abroad

in botti fall and spring portions of each year since

most universities abroad are on the semcotcr

system

May allow students to develop a more in depth

understanding of course subject matter

Would coordinate all professional and

undergraduate schools' calendars on the UCLA
campus

BAD
Slower parft could allnvy '-.fijiipnt', to slack on
studies

Could be fewnr course"^ availabin

May be difficult and confuting for continuing

:studRntf. to adiust to new system

Would shorten summer break during transitional

year by .V 4 weeks to accomodate new starting

datfi

'vx wof;k summer session classes might be
weighted the same ar. 15 week fall and spring

cia^r.es

$6 / million in trdn->itionai cost!

SOURCE: TlMRainrtoftiMJoMAcadMicSinti/MMiniitntioaCo^^

www.dailvbmin.ucla.edu

Student

groups find

various uses

for funds

SOME ORGANIZATIONS
THAT DID NOT MEET
USAC CRITERIA GET
MINIMAL MONEY

By Claudia Spooner
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cspooner@media.ucla.edu

Various campus student groups
have seen substantial increases in

funding this year, enabUng them to

improve and increase their pro-
gramming, activities, equipment
and advertising.

The increase is a result of this

year's newly implemented base
budget allocation process by the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council.

Some groups who did not meet
the minimum criteria as stated in

the USAC bylaws were still granted
funding; however, it fell below the
typical $500 minimum allocation.

One such group is the Iranian

Students Group, which the Budget
Review Committee deemed did not
meet a guideline that called for a
group to stimulate on-campus dis-

cussion.

Babak Khamsi, an officer for the
Iranian Students Group, said the
funds will go toward the group's
largest annual event, the Persian
New Year in March, which costs
about $3,000, but noted that they
are extremely disappointed with
their allocation.

"It's so insignificant an amount
that we're not counting on it. We're
still going to have our events, but
we're going to have to find other
sources of funding," Khamsi said.

The United Arab Society, which
received the largest increase
among student groups - $2,380
more than last year's $480 - plans to
use the allocation for its annual cul-

ture night and outreach education
programming aimed at dispelling

untruths and misrepresentations
about its conununity.

"The increase in funds gives us
more power in which to further

expose the campus to our culture

and our poUtical causes," said UAS
President Maraam Haddad.

She added that the group is also

interested in creating coalitions

and co-sponsoring events with
other campus organizations.

Likewise, the Indian Student
Union will put its additional $1,710
in funds toward its annual culture

show in the form of programming,
graphics and advertising. The show
costs upwards of $25,000.

ISU Internal Vice President
Kavita Reddy is hoping that the

increased advertising made possi-

ble by the funding will promote
awareness and attract more people.

"There's a lack of South Asian
programs on campus, so the culture

show fills a void. There's a lot of

GROUPS
I
Page 6

Some faculty upset by vendors

M(( )IJ-: MILLER/I)AJU Britn Stafv

Janny Li, a first-year marine biology student, browses the booths in front of
Ackerman. The booths draw student business and protests from professors.

By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
cmignot@media.ucla.edu

UCLA is transforming into an intellectual vend-
ing machine, where ideas have to resemble fast

food and be readily available for 75 cents.

Such is the opinion held by FYed Notehelfer, a
professor in the history department and director
of the Center for Japanese Studies. Notehelfer is

one of several disgruntled campus-dwellers, most
ofwhom are faculty members, upset by the degree
to which they say campus is being pervaded by
commercialism.
And when they say commercialism, they mean^

anything ranging from the beaded jewelry sold
bazaar style on tables outside LuValle Commons
to the procession of trailers that visit campus
ahnost quarterly to shoot on UCLA grounds for
the next WiLson brothers teen movie.

Broadly speaking, Notehelfer and others
beUeve a wide-scale presence of such conuner-
cialism on campus is distracting the university
from its true purpose: to educate and provide a
thought-stimulating environment where students
challenge each others' ideas.

Geoffrey Symcox, a professor in the history
departmeiit, is one of those calling for the sup-

COMMERCIALISM | Page 4

Donor center to move to Village
By Brad Greenberg

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bgreenberg@media.ucla.edu

UCLA's Blood and Platelet

Center is being forced out of its

current location in the UCLA
Medical Plaza and is looking to

move into Westwood Village.

But for the center, searching
for a new home in an area full of
retail businesses and restaurants

hasn't been the easiest process
and after six months, it has yet to

find a location.

The UCLA Surgery Center is

expanding into the Blood and
Platelet Center's current l(>cation,

said Barbara Willihan/ nursing
supervisor at the Blood and
Platelet Center. Currently, the
center is looking at two available

buildings on Gayley Avenue.
Willihan said the center has

already placed several bids in the

village, but one was too late, and
the others were rejected.

One of the buildings it tried to

acquire was the one vacated by
Beyond the Beach, right in the

heart of the Village. Willihan said

she thinks the Westwood busi-

nesses want to keep the area
occupied by restaurants and
clothing stores.

A mayor problem in the search
is that the Blood and Platelet

Center demands a fairly large

building. Willihan said the center

"requires a minimum of 7,000

square feet."

"We wiU need about 1,000 to

2,000 square feet just for sup-

plies," she said.

Brad Erickson, director of
campus service enterprises, said

the difficulty in finding an appro-
priate building is "a supply and
demand issue."

The fact is, there are not many
buildings of that size in the

Village.

The center has also been con-

fronted by Westwood retailers

who are less than eager to wel-

come the nonprofit business into

the Village, Willihan said.

Westwood is an area predomi-
nantly dedicated to food and
shopping. Village store owners

welcome businesses that will

help draw customers into their

own stores, but are sometimes
opposed to businesses such as
dentists, post offices, and medical
offices, which do not attract cus-

tomers, said Westwood business

and real estate consultant, Steve
Sann.

"A blood donation center that

is closed at 5 or 6 p.m. deadens
retail environment," he said. "You
just don't see a blood donor cen-

ter on the Third Street

Promenade."

Establishments such as a
donor center do not promote
business for other vendors and
they will take away from the
already limited parking in

Westwood, he added.

"We need more retail. That
type of store \\t11 not benefit any-

one," said Phillip Gabriel, owner
of Scrubs Unlimited, and a mem-
ber of Westwood's Business
Improvement District.

Other store owners, like

BLOOD
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WHATS BREWIN'
Today

1 and 2 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

Orientation

Ackemian 2412
310-206-5071

Information session on certificate

program. Open to all students.

4 to 5:30 p.m. i

School of Law
Application and Financial Aid
Infonuation Session
Law 1447

6:30 p.m.

Golden Key International Honor
Society

General Meeting

Boelter 5440
FYee
310-650-6068

FYee Pizza, Golden Key 25th
Birthday Party, outstanding com-
munity service award, announce-
ment of committee director posi-

tions.

November 14

5 to 7 p.m.

SAA
Senior Reception

James West Alumni Center
310-825-2252

Kerri Kraft

Class of 2003: You may be old, but
you're not dead yet. Celebrate the

beginning of your senior year at

UCLA! Food, drinks, networking,
info about Class of 2003 events.

November 16

2 to 10 p.m.

Students for Art

Festival, Benefitting Pachamamas
Alliance

UCLA Sculpture Garden
students_for_art(5^hotmail.com

Contact: Matthew
Free

Food, live music, improv, dance,

spoken word, open mic, live instal-

lation art, circus performers and a
massive art sale (paintings, sculp-

tures, photography, blown glass,

grafitti art and graphic design).

'Memo' supports immigrant workers
ISSUES INCLUDE DRIVER'S LICENSE, BANK ACCOUNT, DOCTOR ACCESS

-1

Your Passport to World Service

You'll be traveling to multicultural places whether you stay home or go abroad. We'll help you pack

your briefcase with cros.s cultural communication, language and education. You can Ik an international

educator, relief worker, a hnguist or one of numerous professions. We're more than missionary training.

At Biola University's School of Intercultural Studies, you'll receive the necessary cross-cultural tools for

your passport to world service.

By Shaun Bishop

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sbishop@media.ucla.edu

The first event in the United
States under a new "Memo of
Understanding" between UCLA and
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico took place Monday on cam-
pus, raising awareness about
neglected human rights issues for
inmiigrant workers.

,

Speaking on behalf of Mexican
immigrant workers, presenters in

Tom Bradley International Hall
worked Monday to educate legisla-

tors and poUcy makers on the basic
human rights issues they say the
state of California has overlooked.

"Gray Davis has failed to under-
stand that they'd better serve the
population or else," said James
Wilkie, chairman of the UCLA
Program on Mexico and UCLA histo-

ry professor.

In combination with Mexico's
National Human Rights
Commission, UCLA and UNAM
signed a "Memo of Understanding"
facihtating the exchange of profes-

sors, ideas, and research between
the two universities.

Their hope is that tlie organiza-

tions in tandem might better inform
officials and legislators of the

California state government on
issues that affect tlie basic human
rights of workers coming from
Mexico and Central America.

"They can't solve the problem if

they don't know what it is," said

Wilkie.

"It is entirely appropriate that the

speakers come to Los Angeles, the

second largest city of Mexico, to talk

about these human rights issues," he
added.

Speakers discussed the right of
immigrants going through the

process of obtaining citizenship to

get a driver's Ucense.

Gov. Gray Davis recently vetoed a
bill that would have allowed quali-

fied undocumented immigrants to

obtain driver's Ucenses while waiting
to be granted citizenship.

"These people are not hiding,

they're not Uving in caves, they are
just trying to fulfill the American
dream," said Pedro Mojica-Pineda,
an urban planning graduate student.

Issues addressed include the
inability of undocumented immi-
grant agriculture workers to open a
bank account and the lack of quah-
fied Spanish-speaking physicians in

California.

Other topics covered the new
challenges immigrants face after

Sept. 11, and moral and legal assis-

tance for immigrants.
Wilkie argued that inmiigrants

have a basic right to public health,

and if they can't communicate tlieir

symptoms, that right is denied to

them.

"These issues cost (iray Davis a
shot at tiie presidency, and almost
cost him the (gubernatorial) elec-

tion," Wilkie said.

"The myth is that undocumented
inunigrants come to the United
States and utilize health benefits and
Uuu\ stamps," Mojica-Pineda said.

"At times, politicians are empty
vessels tliat need to be filled," he
said.

California Sen-elect Gilbert
(-edillo, D-Los Angeles, spoke for

about an hour at the conference
Tuesday. I'CLA C hancellor Albert
Caniesale was scheduled to make an
appearance today, but is not expect-
ed due to his attending a University
of California Board of Regents meet-
ing in San Francisco.

The conferences are open to the
general pubUc and take place today
on the second floor of Tom Bradley
hitematioiial Hall from 10:30 a.m. to
5 p.m.

Wilkie expects the groups to con-
vene again in six montlis to a year to
see how awareness about issues has
progressed.

Iraqi parliament against U.N. resolution
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MA in Applied Linguistics
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By Waiel Faleh

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — h-aqs parUa-

ment recommended Tuesday that

President Saddam Hussein reject the
new U.N. weapons inspection resolu-

tion, but the Iraqi leader's son offered

a way out— make Arabs part of the
U.N. team.

Odai Saddam Hussein's proposal,

which echoes one from the Arab
League, didn't impress Washington.
The United States insists Iraq accept
the U.N. resolution without quibbling

in order to avoid war. The final deci-

sion rests with Saddam, who must
respond to the United Nations by
Friday.

There's nothing in this resolution

that is negotiable," Sean M^Cormack,
President Bush's press aide, said in

Washiiigton.

Bush scoffed at the Iraqi parlia-

ment's rejection of the U.N. resolu-

tion.

"If Saddam Hussein does not com-
ply to the detail of the resolution, we
will lead a coalition to disann him,"

Bush said Tuesday in Washington.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan said he would be happy to

accept Iraq's response to the U.N. res-

olution anytime before the end of tlie

day Friday, the U.N.-imposed dead-
line.

"We haven't fixed any precise time,

but I think everybody will be satisfied

if we got a letter ... by the end of the

day on the 15th," Annan told

reporters.

Iraqi representatives, who must
pledge loyalty to Saddam to earn a
place in the 250-seat parUament,
voted unanimously Tuesday to rec-

ommend rejecting the U.N. resolu-

tion.

Parhament Speaker Saadoun
Ilammadi described the vote as "a

message to the United States that the

%

Monday, Nov. 25,

7-8 p.

James West Aumni Center

Find out how you or your group

can get involved with talent,

company or stage crew by

attending the Spring Sing

information Meeting.

Snce its hiunUe beginnings in 1944 as

a serenading competition between

fraternities Spring Sing has evolvecl

into UCLA^ oldest and greatest

musical tradition and student

competition

participate in this ^^eai^s
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FOR INFORMATION
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www.UCLAIumni.net/SAA
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people of Iraq are united behind their

leadership, and it also shows that the
people of Iraq know that in the U.N.
resolution ... there are m^yor allega-

tions which are baseless."

Tlie parliamentary resolution went
on to say the "political leadership"

should "adopt what it considers
appropriate to defend tJie Iraqi peo-
ple and Iraq's independence and dig-

nity, and authorizes President
Saddam Hussein to adopt what he
sees as appropriate, expressing our
full support for his wise leadership."

Russia's Interfax news agency
quoted Russian Deputy Foreign
Minister Yuri Fedotov as calling on
Baghdad "to exercise self-control

and pragmatism" by accepting U.N.
Resolution 1441, which would open
tlie way for the return of weapons
inspectors to Iraq.

In the clearest statement yet from
France, Foreign Minister Dominique
de Villepin said on France-Inter radia
that force would be used against

Saddam if he does not cooperate
with U.N. weapons inspectors.

France had opposed maldng the
recourse to force automatic.

TllF. /\SS(K lATKP PRKSS

Odai Saddam Hussein encouraged
Iraqi lawmakers to accept the U.N.

resolution in exchange for United
Nations membership.
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CALENDAR
from page 1

dents who earn a bachelor's degree
from UCLA transferred from a com-
munity college - 91 percent of them
from a California community col-

lege - many upper division students
have to adjust to the "fast-paced"
calendar when they start at UCLA.

While the committee made no
recommendation - it was not the
design of the report - the material it

gathered identified both long-term
benefits and short-term costs for a
switch at UCLA.
The big campus-wide question

this year will be whether long-term
benefits outweigh short-term costs.
The committee submitted the

report to Lindsey and Executive
Vice Chancellor Daniel Neuman on
Nov. 4; the committee officially

shared the results of its study and
I

QUARTER vs. SEMESTER

3
distributed copies of the docmnent
at a quarterly Legislative Assembly
meeting Tuesday.

"This is only the begiiming of dis-

cussion," Lindsey said, encouraging
members to discuss the issue with
their respective academic depart-
ments after the meeting.
The senate is considering a vote

in spring, he said, though the deci-
sion to bring the motion to the
University of California president
for a vote by the UC Regents is ulti-

mately left up to Chancellor Albert
Camesale.

If the regents approved the calen-
dar switch - a two-year process -
the committee thinks it will take
another three years to implement.
Thus the soonest it would be imple-
mented, Knapp said, would be the
2008-2009 school year.

The entire report is available online
<^^ http://www.senate.ucla.
edu/calendar

The following comparison illustrates schedule differences between the current quarter
calendar and a possible semester calendar. The committee chose to use UC Berkeley's
proposed semester calendar (rather than the current one) because it allows more room
for summer sessions.

!

Current UCLA
(^jsuter cai^Kiar

Ptooomd^er^ifMU
tmmi^ GUmtdi^

I

No. of academic terms

3 quarters pfeis summer
sessions

2 semest^^ plus

Si^mw^88k>n8

No. of weeks per academic term for

Instruction and reading days
10 weeks 14 weeks

Start of September instruction Last Thursday of Sept. Rrst Tuesday of Sept

Fall final exams Second week of Dec tl^tlweekofDea

Start of January instruction Second Monday of Jan. TfW Tuesday of ,fen. i

Spring final exams Second weei( of June mma^
From day 1 of fall instruction to last

day of spring exams
37 weeks, 2 days

"— " 1

56 weeks, 4 (fe^ 1

Weekdays available for instruction 146 days 140 days ,

Weekdays available for examinations 15 days 10 di^

Weekdays available for Exam Prep

("Reading Days')
Odays 4 days

Winter Break (1) 3 weeks, 2 days 4 we^s, 3 da^
I

Weekend days and holidays during

academic year
77 (toys 71 (fe^

Summer Break (2) 14 weeks, 5 days 15w6eks»3c^ !

No. of weekdays during summer
break, excluding holidays

73 days

(14 weeks. 3 days)

•."""" *"•' •' '

1

78days

(©weeks,3(feys)

No. of Instructional weeks during

summer
i

t2 weeks TBD

(1) "Winter Break" is defined as the number of calendar days from the last day of fall

day of instruction in January, including holidays.

(2)"Summer Break' is defned as the number of calendar days from the last day of spring exams to

the first day of Instruction In the fall. Including holidays.

Tit lipvt IfdH JoM teidMrie S«nti / lUMiMritiM (VmmMm

Absence of Taliban not a

cure-all for Afghanistan
By Kathy Gannon

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KABUL, Afghanistan — One year
after U.S. warplanes drove the
Taliban from Kabul, few in

Afghanistan's capital long for its

return, but it's also hard to find any-
one who thinks the world has kept
its promise to help the Afghans.

The face of Kabul has changed
since the Taliban retreated south.
Traffic jams stretch for blocks.
Women are in the streets, most still

in burqas or hidden behind large

shawls. But gone are the men with
wooden sticks and steel cables who

beat women for exposing their
faces.

''Yes, things are much better for
women. No one is beating them.
There is no law to wear the burqa.
Girls are in school. But still there
are a lot of problems," said Sima
Samar, head of the Afghan Human
Rights Commission.
One of the most serious problems

is that President Hamid Karzai's

government is weak and its control
is largely confined to the capital.

Rebgious restrictions have crept
back into the administration, with
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Foes of Racial Privacy Initiative hold forum to rally support
By Menaka Fernando

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mfernando(a)med ia.uGla.edu

Opponents of the Racial Privacy
Initiative are holding an information
session Wednesday night to rally sup-
port against the measure, which calls

for the ban of collecting most race-

based data by the state.

Organized by the Affumative
Action Coalition and the Academic
Affairs Commission of the
Undergraduate Students Association
Council, the forum wiU provide rea-

sons for students not to vote for the
initiative when it shows up on the bal-

lot in the March 2004 primary elec-

tions.

The session is intended to educate

the campus about the negative effects

of the RPI, said USAC Academic
Affairs Commissioner Chris Diaz.

If approved by voters, the initiative

would prohibit the state from gather-

ing any form of race related data -
including asking students' ethnicities

on the University of California admis-
sion application.

The initiative was introduced by

UC Regent Ward Conneriy, who has
said the categorization of citizens
based on skin color and physical traits

is offensive and unnecessary.
Conneriy also led the campaign for

SP-I and -2, and Proposition 209 -
efforts to end affirmative action and
create what he calls a "colorblind" UC
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Chj Omega Tug-o-War
Wednesday, Nov 13. 2002

Competition: 6pm at Silnset Rec

After Party: Madison's, $5 entry fee
I 10 pm, 18 A dp
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All proceeds go to hhake-A-'^'xsh Foundation
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The
Princeton
Review

\
^

Take a FREEpractice test& attend a FREE Strategy Session

The Princeton Review will be conducting a Free Test Day at USC. We will be offering full length practice tests for ail graduate courses

(GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT). Take a practice test and after the test stay for our 90 minute Strategy Session. You will receive some tips

and techniques to help Improve your test score. We will mail your confidential score report within one week of taking the test!

X— ..
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USC- Main Campus
Sunday, November 17, 2002

^^^s^ /

A v^
MCAT Practice test 9:00am 5:00pm

LSAT Practice test 9:00am - 3:00pm

GRE Practice test 9:00am - 3:00pm

GMAT Practice test 9:00am - 3:00pm
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COMMERCIALISM
|
Students unperturbed by concession

from page 1

\
posed spread of coiuniercialisni to

? be halted and reversed.

"How long will it be before we
have a Wal-Mart on canipus?" he
asked. "We are promoting the idea
that the life of the niind should

• come second, that students are
' here to shop rather than learn."

\ Notehelfer began teaching at
UCLA in 1968, and since then he
said he has witnessed the universi-
ty gradually change into a commer-
cial entity.

"Last year, even the quiet of the
Sculpture Garden was invaded by a
'Coffee Sellers C art,' or marketers
seUing goodies and food," he said.

"Will no quiet, bt^utiful spaces be
left to us in which to talk and
think?" I

Notehelfer is most disturbed by
the vendor stands placed on the
sidewalk in front of LuValle
Conmions, selling a variety of small
gifts and accessories.

"I am not against these products
being marketed, but maybe a uni-

versity is not the right place for it,"

he said. "These products have
invaded spaces set aside for differ-

ent types of contemplation: quiet

spaces allowing human beings to
interact with broader ideals."

He added if he was convinced
the profit from the stands was
being used to fund scholarships or
nm seminars, he might accept the
benefits as outweighing the costs.

According to Keith Schoen,
director of retail operations for the
Associated Students of UCLA,
these outdoor concession vendors
are permitted to market their wares
on campus in exchange for a 20
percent sales commission paid to
ASUCLA.

In total, the sales bring in

between $50,000 and $60,000 per
year with vendors at three different

locations: LuValle Commons,
Ackerman Union and the Health
Sciences store near the UCLA
Medical Center.

The profit made from these ven-
tures, combined with money made
from other ASUCLA projects, are
used to support ASUCLA opera-
tions, fund campus student unions,
and provide fmances for student
groups via the campus program-
ming fund.

**! guess you could call the con-
cession vendors and the stores
'commercialism' because we do

advertise and we have sales,"

Schoen said. "But really, they are
more so retail outlets that support
the campus and students."

Schoen did h(3wever say tliat the
concession stands only provide a
small portion of profit to ASUCLA
and are only present at certain
locations for 15 weeks out of the
year.

Additionally, most students
seem not particularly disturbed by
the presence of the vendors.

"For a lot of students, the vendor
stands are a way of getting a ser-

vice they need," said Dria Feam, a
student representative on the ASU-
CLA board of directors. "I highly
doubt that they seriously detract
from the academic environment of
the university."

Karen Orren, professor of politi-

cal science, said the increase in the
number of films shot on campus
was also cause for concern.

"No one gets to park on (Charles
E. Young Drive) except for the
handicapped, and movie trucks,"

she said. "On days when movies are
being shot, I guess the handicapped
are forced to go elsewhere - this is

transmitting the wrong message."
Orren suggested that certain

locations on campus be selected
for such commercial enterprises,

such as Bniin Plaza around the
Ackerman Store.

Commercial activity would then
be concentrated and restricted to

one area, leaving the rest of the
campus free of potential distur-

bance.

"Perhaps the university should
investigate some form of campus
protection guidelines, outlining an
elaborate set of values unique to
our campus," she said. "It should be
a priority to maintain ITCLA as an
intellectual oasis in what has
become a pretty venal corporate
world."

Most importantly, . Notehelfer
said in a case like this, faculty and
students should have a chance to

voice opinions about the forces

that shape their hves.

"This is a typical case of a fait

accompli, and we are now told we
simply have to hve with it," he said.

Overall, some form of action is

being r;dled for

"Our university should not be in

the business of selling things,"

Symcox said. "It is pathetic when
we have to grub for money by sell-

ing trinkets."

The UCLA Career Center proudly presents the

rum for UCLA students and Recruiters to meet.

^y, November 15th, 2002
^

1 am - 3 pm
nion Grand Ballroom

Actuate Corporation

Anheuser-Busch Inc

palifomia Department of Transportation
^ Capital Group Companies

Countrywide Home Loans
defense tnteJIIgence Agency
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dwards Air Force Base
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"j Ferguson

Gap Inc.
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Lockheed UaT\m Corporation
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ipdhsors For Educational Opportunity

StaDles Inc.

Teach For Amenca
Tiage Consulting Group
'omputer Science Department

Walgreens
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Government Non-Profit Public Policy

Environnnent And More. .
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BLOOD
from page 1

Michael Kohan, owner of Michael K.

Jeweler, expressed feelings that
UCLA is trying to dominate the vil-

lage and limit the business of
Westwood merchants.

"Enough is enough. UCLA is tak-
ing over too much of Westwood,
they killed Westwood already by hav-
ing the campus store. We need retail

stores," Kohan said.

Michael Dean of Imports
Showroom said the Village needs to
be kept "a retail neighborhood."

Dean said he fears placing a Blood
Donor Center in Westwood will bring
in transients looking to market their
blood.

Erickson wished to dispel the
belief that homeless people will use
the Blood Donor Center to market
their blood, saying the center is not a
"blood for hire operation," and the
main donors are UCLA students and
faculty.

The quest for a new building has
led UCLA Real Estate to Gayley
Avenue, which has a different make-
up than the inner Village.

Gayley's building tenants are not
exclusively retail. The 1,000 block,
for example, is already home to the

Westwood Professional Building and
California Cryobank.

Steve Broder, director of
California Cryobank said the Gayley
strip was a good place for the Blood
Donor Center.

"I see no downside to it," he said.

.

UCLA Real Estate asked that the
two buildings they are looking at not
be specifically identified, fearing that

it might hurt its ability to close a deal.

But both buildings back up to

southwest campus and lot 32.

Erickson said one main criterion of
the new location is proximity to cam-
pus. Either of the two buildings
would be near a lot that would pro-
vide parking for potential donors.
Some students support the reloca-

tion. Fourth-year poUtical science
student, Toby Lees, said, "I think
(moving the Donor Center into the
village) is a phenomenal idea"

Lees, who has used the current
Blood and Platelet center many
times, finds its location inconve-
nient.

His sentiment was shared by
Carrie Hague, a second-year unde-
clared student.

When asked how she felt about
relocating the Blood Donor Center,
Hague said, "It would be a good thing
because it will be more in the com-
munity. That will help get more peo-
ple to donate blood."
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^How to Develop
Willpower ^^

Willpower is a decision - the decision

to live an intentional life.

Roger Cantu author of "Powerful

Mental Development" will present a

fascinating lecture on how to develop

willpower.

This presentation will include a

one-hour lecture, followed by a twenty

minute guided meditation, and a

question and answer session.

Tonight at 7:30 PM, Borders Books
1360 Westwood Blvd. Free Admission

www.MeditationClub.com

Roger Cantu
Teacher of Meditation

and Self-Discovery

SPECIAL:

PLAQUE
WARS

Episode 22

See Dr. Friedman

Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning.

Regular Price: $160 - Expires 5/13/03

•TOOTH BONDING
• Veneers

• Porcelain Facings

• Root Canals

• BLEACHING
• Crowns and Bridges

• Gum Treatments
• Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gias)

• Open Late Hours
• Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
• Free Validated Parking

• 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood I

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.1 800onthemark.com
For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Don't be fooled by low prices
in downtown hotels... stay on the beach!

Mazatlan $459.00
Jamaica $669.00
Cancun $729.00
Acapulco $7A9.oo

Accomodation also available for

Hawaii, Spain/lbiza and Florida!

*Rates including roundtrip airfare from LAX,
6 nights accommodation and ground transfers

Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.
Restrictions apply. cst«2038366^4o

IRAVELCUIS
See the world yourway

CST«2038366-40

901 Westwood Blvd.
(Corner of W*$twoo<J Blvd and U Conte.)

Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-824-2500

800-592-CUTS (2887)
losangeles@travelcu ts.com

^9
ir'jf»afca;ife;:.i^

.,-ffme work experience

IntemsNps in Government hkn-Profit

Public Policv, Environment and more

l*^mara^9«lSla:>n^orate apartmints

-Stipend student director position available

- Stipend program to earn money
- Loans of up to $1000 avoilolDle

- Credit through CEESL

www.travelcuts.com

•%>.

Info Sessions:
!

Wed Nov 13 5-6 pm
Thurs ! Nov 14 12-1 pm

Wed Nov 20 5-6 pm
Thurs Nov 21 12-1 pm

Internship and Study Abroad Services

Deadline; Dec 6 @ 5pm
Questions? Contact Eric Baldwin

Email: ebaldwin^saonet.ucla.edu

310.206.1917

career, ucla.edu

<r UCLA Career Center
501 Westwood Plaza Strathmorc Building Room 200 I OS Angeles, (A W095-1573 (?H)) X2.S-OX3]

ROMA
In the Anderson CourtyardHOURS

Mon-Thurs 7to9 FrI 7to7 Sat 9to7 Sun 1 Oto8 ,.

UNb'ERGRAb
SPECIAL

coffee drinks
between 6-9pm for undergrads*

*must show ID

__1
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Camesale, Berdahl ADMISSIONS

voice disapproval of initiative
fronji page 3

and state.

But some argue the implementation
of the RPI woiilci result in decreased
state accountabilit>.

"It woidd prevent determining
which discriminatory measures are
being practiceci by tl\e state," he said.

The meeting Wednesday will also
feature a guest speaker, Malek
Moazzam-Doulat, who is a representa-
tive of the Coalition for an Informed
California Moazzam-Doulat will break
down the text and explain the mea-
sure's provisions to the meeting-goers.

Discussion among those present
will then break into small groups.

Initiative opponents hope to orga-
nize students and inform them of RPI's
detrimental effects, Diaz said.

Leaders on some UC campuses
have already expressed their concerns

about the measure.
UCLA Chancellor Albert Camesale

voiced his disapproval of the initiative

late October this year. He said tlie ini-

tiative could curb the imixersitys out-

reach efforts, which prepare underrep-

resented students for college.

In August, VC Berkeley Chancellor

Robert B^^rdal\l said die RPI would
hinder UC efforts to increase diversity

on campus.
The initiative was originally slated

for a vote in the November 2002 elec-

tions. However, the verification

required for 670,816 petition signa-

tures took longer than tlie June dead-
line needed to get on the November
ballot.

The rueeting is scfwduled to take place

tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in Math
Sciences 5200

from page 1

The new Master Plan, released in

September, is intended to be a guide
for how education in California
should be organized and delivered,

but it is not a law and its recommen-
dations are not binding, i

"We just have to hopl» it is fol-

lowed," Galves said.

The plan had been in develop-
ment sii\ce 1999, when .state senator
Dede Alpert, D-San Diego, created
the Committee to DeveU)p a New
Master Plan.

Eisenman said preliminary ver-

sions did not include the admission
guarantee, but tlie university pushed
for its inclusion.

I

Felarca wants members of tlie UC
Regents and VC President Richard
Atkinson to publicly declare their

support for the 12.5 percent plan at

their meeting in San Fraiicisco

today.

This is needed to offset students'

LOOKING FOR LEADERS!
Come to an Information Session for the

ISC

Master ofHealth

Administration Program

We're looking for future leaders in hospital and healthcare management,
finance,

information technology, health policy & more.

Explore your options in the growing field of healthcare—apply
your skills and talents from any major.

Learn about our unique Diversity in Healthcare Leadership
Winter Enrichment Program—free to qualified students!

Wednesday, November 6, 2002
and

Monday, December 2, 2002
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Ralph & Goldy Lewis Hail, Room 108

Refreshments will be served.

RSVP to Marisol Rios al 213.740.0527 or marisolrC?^ usc.edu

WIN $2,500 CASH PRIZE
AND A TRIP TO NYC!

AVON

Goal odel"^ Search

WHAT MAKES YOU A REMARKABLE
YOUNG WOMAN?

Tell us and you could be one of
the first Goal Models*"

of mark.™ - Avon's
exciting new brand of cosmetics!

Log on to
www.makeupboard.co

now to enter!

loss of access to the UC starting

with tiie repeal of affinnative action

in 1995, she said.

"The attack on the guarantee is an
extension of racist attacks on affir-

mative action," Felarca said.

The debate over UC admissions
pohcy comes at a time when the uni-

versity is facing emoilment growth
and budget shortfalls.

These circumstances caused
UCLA administrators to consider
limiting enrollment, an option they
decided against because of expect-

ed public disapproval.

But Felarca said tliis is an issue of
legislators making priorities, not
one of a state lacking funds to keep
the doors open.

The state's budget problem is

only being used to justify existing

conservative attacks against educa-
tion, Felarca said.

Change could be made by the
regents at any time; the Master Plan
does not have the force of law.

Galves said the conmiittee has to

hope the UC will follow the recom-
mendations.

The university does not appear
likely to make a change in the near
future.

"The UC plans on continuing to

guarantee admission to top 12.5 per-

cent of high school seniors,"

Eisenman said.

Thk AssofiATKi) Press

Sayeed Omran waits for customers at his shop on Chicken Street in down-
town Kabul, Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2002.

AFGHANISTAN
from page 3

the establishment of a religious

instructions department, television

censorship and attacks on schools
for girls — some say with the
approval of some in government.

Warlords, who rule by virtue of
their private armies, are stronger
today than a year ago.

The search for fleeing al-Qaida

and Taliban troops lias strength-
ened the country's regional bullies,

permitted the Defense Ministry to
flout a U.N.-brokered agreement,
and some say even sabotage
attempts to build a national army.
The problem now is because of

the warlords. In some cases, they
are an official threat," said Yusuf
Pashtim, minister of housing and
urban development.

^»L:.^<?»t:.*t.^<gwiafy -:-*»!^as»»

Jpo you warn lo^^^ecome
a leader on campus

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for

Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

ORIENTATION SCHEDTTT.F

Wednesday, November 13th

Wednesday, November 13th

1:00pm

2:00pm

2412 Ackermfm Union

2412 Ackerman Union

We hope to see you!
RH*HKse McHToaiicm CHI ihe BRiin Le^fcrsP^
<310) :X)6-5(y7l or blp@mlaeclu orm^hy ourc&^u 105 Km^dbdOTHall.

Cwww.bruinleaders.ucla.edu^

You and a guest are cordially invited to

Hollywo^
A New Looki

'^

n in

OIM» Co
JaanHyim

Susan Nanus
Laraine Newman
Mens Ssmer
Paula Silver

ii's informal panel discussion
featuring soma of Los Angolas*

most powerful woman In tha
antartalnmant industry wUI focus
on tha portrayal and slgnmcanca
of Jewish woman In tha madia -
both on-camara and behind the scenes

Vice President of Broadcast Standards ^^^^__
president of Hyler Management, and Fblii^^^K' Vioe

%es/denf of tf)e William Morris Agency
SW^^^iiter
T^vilon and Screenwriter (If These Walls &mM Talk")

Admss, Of^fimMCast Member of 'Saturday Night Live"

Screenwriter, Playwr^ht, Pnniucer CPeggy Sue Got Mattied")

President Beyond the Box Productions; MarkeVng Speaalist tor

Big Fat Greek Weddm

wmrn:-

Panel Discussion

Networking and Umitorkig

|||^liifi imftistry insiders, bring questions for small gmup discussions

Wednesday, Novemt>er13, S-Tpm

Re-Recording Studio, Room 1422

Melnitz Hall, UCLA School of Film and Television

This event is free, and for sbidents only.

For more information or to RSVP. please contact Senta Burke

at st)urke@hillel.org or call (323) 761-8568

CLA mnmMM^miiismmiamm
UCLA mm Department; and USC Hillel

See Website for Officfaf Elites and Regufations.
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GROUPS
from page 1

interest in South Asian culture on
canipus but there aren't any venues
for that to be filled," Reddy said.

With $1,180 more than last year's

$555, the Pohtical Science Student
Organization will also increase
advertising expenditures in an
attempt to get its name out and

attract higher attendance at

events.

The group sponsors Career in

Politics symposiums, and hosts
groups such as the FBI, Peace
Corps and American Civil Liberties
Union. While some of these are
politically-oriented fields, the
group said these resources are not
limited to political science stu-
dents, but are open to everyone.

"Our events are designed to
serve the student body," said PSSO
President Amber Richer. ''It has

NEWS

made a big difference when people
know what's going on."

Jewish Student Union President
Robert Hurwitz said the group's
$1,467 funding increase means
everything JSU does this year will

be new since the organization was
"crippled in the past by the budget."
The group is planning a large cul-

tural show in the spring to promote
cultural awareness on campus
which was not possible before due
to lack of funds.

"With the larger budget we can

also engage in outreach to potential
students, thereby showing students
there is diversity at UCLA and we
are but a face of that," Hurwitz
said.

Up $1,157 from last year,

Interfraternity Council Treasurer
Jason Bow said his group will put
its funds toward programming such
as motivational and educational
speakers that promote awareness
on issues such as sex, hate crimes
and drug awareness.
The group will also continue to

play an active role in its Operation
Clean Sweep, which helps clean the
streets of Westwood and fraternity

row, the Greek-sponsored Dance
Marathon, and homecoming events.

"The referendum is a culmina-
tion of improved relations between
USAC and IFC," Bow added. "We've
made big strides."

While others focus on program-
ming, the Chess Club, which
received funding for the first time
this year, is using the funds for

equipment and education.

"You need a coach and you need
equipment," said Chess Club
President Shantanu Deshpande.
"Those are the absolute essentials."
The funds have enabled the

group to buy new chess sets in
addition to clocks - a requisite for
tournament play - which it did not
have before.

The club is also looking for a
coach. In the interim, the funds
enable it to receive instructional
sessions with stronger California
chess players.

Interested in Discussing Latino Identity?
Join a focus group discussion devoted to exploring Latino Identity.

Latino/a, Chicano/a, Hispanic participants will be paid $50 to share their

views with a small group in a private setting.

|« Participants are asked to attend one 2-hour session on either November 19 or 20
at Loyola Marymount University. IV

!• If you are interested in participating please contact:

! XochitI Marquez
Center for the Study of Los Angeles. Loyola Marymount University

* csla@lmu.eclu 310/338-4565

Graphic Designer
Looking for an exciting job on campus? Want to work in a fast-paced but friendly atmosphere?

This is it!

Daily Bruin Advertising Production is looking for Graphic Designers. Must know Quark,
Photoshop. Bring samples of work.

_^____ Apply ASLfCLA human Resources 2nd Floor. Kerckhoff Hall

I spy...with my little eye...

a FREE RAFFLE!

FUN, OUTGOING
CONTESTANTS FOR

ANEW

BIG MONEY!
rA"

No book knowledge required.
Must be 18 or older

i

©
Win a $50 gift certificate

to the UCLA STORE!

LOOKING FOR LIVER DQNQP
• Blood group B or O
• Height at least 5' 8"

• Weight at least 150 pounds

For details 3 1 0-804-2679 (cell)

call: 3 1 0-824-0078 (home)

**

Just go to our website

www.thecenter.ucla.edu
|

to enter the raffle today!

ithe Center 2Doddhaii
tor women^men 31 0-825-3945

Deadline is Friday, November 22 by 5 pm**

^ Opportunities for Hispanic Students •

*

*

Paid Intershlps and fellowships in Washington, if

DC and scholarships. Call the congressional if

Hispanic Caucus Institute at 1-800-EXCEL-DC if

or visit www.chcivouth.org . if

J *•*•••••••••••••••••••

lfccSi2ICK^'It'Ii'2!Ii*±'^'It'2L'«^'*"*'*"^^

UCLA School of Law \s conducting

a Law School Application and

Financial Aid Information Se^ion.

I Please Join U* On:

Wednesday. November 13. 2002

4:00pm to 5:30pm

The «c&9ion will be held in Doom 1447 in the Law 6chool Building

. ;• /•-»j' 1
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UCLA Department of Music presents

,,
bruinwalk.com e-mail

Now featunnp BOL s new Web mail client

Going to Law School?
UCLA Wind Ensemble

I Thomas Lee, conductor

Victor Aguilar, guest conductor

Music by Berlioz, Grantham, Hesketh,

Kozhevnikov, and Sullivan

Allegra Fonda-Bonardi (John Adams Middle School student)

winner of this year's essay contest

will conduct Sousa's Stars and Stripes Forever

Free Admission

Wednesday, November 13, 2002

8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

chambermusic@ucla
Second concert in a yearlong Thursday night series

featuring an outstanding roster of internationally

renowned artists

Roger Bourland - Three Dark Paintings

Paul Hindemith - Sonata for trumpet and piano

Thomas Stevens - Carnival of Venice for four trumpets

Rebecca Clarke - Morpheus

Paul Coletti - From My Heart

Sergei Rachmanioff - Sonata in g minor for cello and piano

Paul Coletti, viola • Jens Lindermann, trumpet •

Doug Masek, saxophone • Andrew Shulman, cello •

Jennifer Snow, piano • Walter Ponce, piano

assisted by Adam Bhatia, Carl Etizen and

Meghan Turner

i Admission : $10 general, $7 students and seniors

Thursday, November 14, 2002

8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

Presents . .

.

The 10th Annual
Law School Forum

Thursday, November l4th

7:00pm - 9:00pm
Bradley International Center

UCLA Philharmonia Orchestra
Jon Robertson, conductor

Paul Coletti, viola soloist

Hanna Helledi Moller - From the Sanctuary to the City

William Walton - Viola Concerto

Johannes Brahms - Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 73

Admission: $7 general, $3 students and seniors

UCLA Central Ticket Office

(310)825-2101
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• The Largest Law School Recruitment Fair on Campus
• Come Talk One on One to over 60 of the nation's top

schools

• Pick up Applications & Network with Law School Deans
• Learn What it Takes to Get into Law School

Teaturing tfie 'Deans of'Mmissions from:

Yale, Boalt, Columbia, Cornell, USC, Boston College, UCLA,
Pepperdine, Stanford, Notre Dame, Duke, Hastings, USD,

Pennsylvania, Northwestern, Boston University, Georgetown,

and many more!

Free Event!
Visit W^W^W.UClaprelaw.COm for more infomiation.
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Young builds bodies, character
I

southern California's

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
INSPIRES COLLEAGUES,
COMPETITORS. PATIENTS

By Lindsay Spann
DAICY bruin CONTRIBUTOR
lspann(a)media. ucla.edu

53-year-old Renee Young has taken a drink
from the fountain of youth.

At her age, when most people are thinking of
retiring, Young is working as a physical therapist
at the UCLA Medical Center, helping to improve
patients' lives. In her free time, she is also a com-
petitive bodybuilder.

It's ironic that her last name is Young, because
her youthful appearance suggests she's much
younger than she actually is.

However, life wasn't always this enjoyable for
Young.

Young had a difficult start in life. When she
was just 18 months old, she contracted polio.
From ages 4 to 19 she took ballet, which helped
her overcome the disease.

At the time, Young wanted to be a physical
education teacher or a nurse, but her uncle sug-
gested that she become a physical therapist so
she could combine her gift and passion for help-
ing others.

Because of her bout with polio, Young "want-
ed to give back."

Six years ago. Young started working at UCLA
as a physical therapist. She works at the UCLA
Medical Center three days a week, commuting
from hen home in San Diego and staying with
family in Santa Monica during the week.
As a physical therapist, Young is well-hked

and highly-respected.

"Young is very creative, very motivational and
works hard to get patients up and moving," said
Cindy Jaeger, lead occupational therapist, and
one of her co-workers.

"She has a lot of experience and is able to
bring her background to her treatments."

"And if one doesn't work, she has a lot of
tricks to try and get the best treatment session
she can."

In February 2001, Young became interested in
bodybuilding. She was flipping through a med-
ical magazine that was showing the life cycle of
both a male and a female. The article showed the
mental and physical changes of degeneration in
every organ of the body. This drew Young's

environment grade: C+
ENVIRONMENTALISTS HOPEFUL DESPITE
FALL OF HABITATS, SPECIES TO SPRAWL

Photo Courtesy of Renee Yolng

Renee Young began body building less than two
years ago. and is now representing the U.S.A.
Team in bodybuilding competitions.

Renee Younfi (right), a physical therapist, listens to
32. in the UCLA Medical Center.

attention to how dramatic the body changes
were.

"Having gone through the battle of poho," she
said, "has given me much in regards to staying in
shape, and a perseverance to deal with whatev-
er life puts in front of me."

"I looked in the mirror and didn't want to be
the stereotype of the menopausal woman with a
thickening midriff," she said.

"I said to myself, 'no way am I going to do
that.'"

At that moment, she made a decision to get
herself a trainer and"work out at the<^ym. So she
went to the gym to find herself a trainer who
really knew ^hat he was talking al^QUt. ! . , *

"If I'm going to do this, I'm going to do it

right," she said.

Young enlisted the help of her trainer Ivan
Higashi, her "master and mentor," as she calls
him.

At first, Young had no intention of pursuing
competition. Higashi agreed to help her reach
her goal of trimming some body fat and getting
into the same shape she was in her during her
20s and 30s.

"I've always done cardio," she said. "I love
running - I've always run. I've done my skiing
and rollerblading. I've never lifted weights
before this because 1 was afraid I would bulk up
Uke a guy. As a teenager, I was also muscle
bound and afrzdd to work out with weights."

Young was just glad about the 15 pounds she
lost. But Higashi had other ideas about compe-
tition.

In September 2001, he tried to convince
Young to compete. At the time, she was com-
pletely against it.

"Well, my insightful Ivan never gave up plant-
ing the seed," Young concedes.

JOANNA JUAN GAN/Daily Brlin

and encourages heart surgery patient Hillary Hulce,

She eventually succumbed to her trainer's

pressure and entered a local bodybuilding com-
petition in the Grand Masters category (for
women ages 50 to 59).

TU do one," she said. "I'll do the Grand
Masters, but I'm not going to compete with peo-
ple who are younger then me. It's bad enough
getting up there in a freakin' bathing suit with a
bunch of people watching in an auditorium
doing this stuff."

"That's not my personality; I'm not an exhibi-
tionist in that regard."

At the competition, Young took home second
place. With a taste of success, she entered and
won nine more competitions, many of them
competing against the 20- to 30-year-old crowd.

Yoimg recently changed trainers before repre-
senting the U.S.A. Team at the Natural Olympia
in Phoenix, Ariz, on Nov. 10, winning a bronze
medal in the Grand Masters Physique category,
and taking home fifth place in the Masters
Figure, competing against younger women in the
40 to 49 age group.

Young is considered an inspiration in the body
building world, at work and in the health indus-
try. Trainers and judges have asked for pictures
of her to use as an example for others.
"Some of my clients, they're in their 20s and

30s," Young said. "I get so tired of them saying
that they can't do this, they can't do that."

"I want to put my picture up there and say
'look at this woman, how old do you think she
is?' and then they'll guess ... and I'll say 'well,
she's 53 and if she can do it you can do it too."

Young's next competition is the Natural
Universe competition, held this weekend at
Fairfax High School. She will represent the
U.S.A. Team against bodybuilders from all over
the world.

By Jeyling Chou
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchou(a)media. ucla.edu

California is one of only five

small regions in the world charac-
terized by a mediterranean climate
with mild, wet winters and arid

summers. The unique temperate
qualities of th's region have led to
the evolution of unique speciation
in plants and animals.

According to the UCLA Institute

of Environment's Southern
California Environmental Report
Card 2002, not
enough is

being done to

preserve this

varied and
threatened bio-

diversity.

The marks
have been
made and
Southern
California received a C+ for
efforts.

In the past century, Southern
California has prioritized econom-
ic and structural development
instead of enviromnental preserva-
tion.

"We can protect the species
through protection of their habi-
tats," said Philip Rundel, author of
the biodiversity article and
Professor in the Department of
Organismic Biology, Ecology, and
Evolution.

The pressures of developers
upon natural habitat has resulted
in the extinction of 21 animal
species and 34 plant species in

recent decades, according to the
report.

But developers are simply
answering to demand.

California's population increas-
es annually by 2 percent - the
national average is 1.1 percent

"There's such an opportunity to
profit in land conversion because
of the demand for space," said
Gary Himd, a senior ecologist with
CaliJfomia State Parks.

"A lot of wildlands and agricul-

tural lands continue to be convert-
ed into residential, commercial,
and industrial uses," he said.

Urban sprawl has resulted in

the fragmentation of natural areas
in the Santa Monica mountains
and wetlands habitats.

Habitats which were once large
and continuous have been reduced
to small pockets that are increas-
ingly subdivided.

This fragmentation greatly
increases the threat to endemic
organisms by restricting migratory
patterns and gene flow between
populations.

"Regulations and laws are forc-

ing developers to avoid significant

impacts to wetlands areas," said
Edith Reed, senior ecologist with
Psomas, an engineering and natur-
al resource consulting company.

"However, there are many cases
where impacts to these areas can
not be avoided," she said.

Urban development not only

"A lot of our species and

habitats aren't as charismatic

as a large jungle canopy."

GaryHund

Ecok^st

its

decreases the land for native
species, but makes the region
more susceptible to invasive non-
native organisms.

Alien species pose a threat to
endangered native species by
occupying niches and overtaking
resources.

Actions iare being taken in the
Ballona Wetlands (located
between Marina del Rey and the
Westchester Bluffs) to remove the
non-native iceplant from its dunes
to decrease crowding out of
endemic species.

Ballona
Wetlands, the

last msyor
wetlands in

Los Angeles
County, once
encompassed
over 2,000
acres, but
have been
reduced by

human activity to less than 190
acres.

Restoration efforts by the
Ballona Wetlands Foundation and
the Friends of the Ballona
Wetlands Organization plan to
increase the wetland habitat to
about 250 acres.

The number one concern of
environmentalists working to pre-
serve biodiversity renudns public
and government awareness.

California is on a short list of
endangered hotspots which
includes places like the Amazon.

"A lot of our species and habi-
tats aren't as charismatic as a large
jungle canopy," Himd said.

"We have scrub brush and grass-

land, but people don't realize that
\

there are still a lot of species that
^

depend on if
Six of the ten counties in the

United States with the largest mmv
bers of threatened and endangered
species are in California: Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Diego,
and San Bernardino counties.

The report card grade reflects

that residents of California aren't

aware of the fragility of this regioit

They don't understand the grav-
ity of the impact," Hund said.

"They just don't think of wherft
they live as being that important
because the resources aren't as evi-

dent or glamorous."

Educating the residents, howev-
er, may be best way to increase
concern about the environment

"We hope to motivate the public
to vote certain ways," said Michael
Stenstrom, contributing writer to
the report card and professor in

the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering.

Environmentalists are hopeful
for a change in public policy and
more funding through the public's

increased awareness.
A grade of C+ shows apprecia-

tion for current effort, and opti-

mism for future improvement
"There's been great improve-

ment, and people mean well,"

Rundel said. "Now we have to
have the resources to do it."

UCLA researchers test new cancer model
NEW STUDY INDICATES TCL-1 GENE IS

RESPONSIBLE FOR LYMPHATIC TUMORS
WHEN GOOD GENES GO BAD

By Jennifer Lauren Lee

- DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jlee2(a)ucla.edu

UCLA researchers may soon
be able to coax human genes
into stopping a cancer before it

starts.

Scientists at UCLA's Jonsson
Cancer Center have created a
genetically engineered breed of
mice which they can now use to
test drugs to combat three com-
mon types of lymphoma. These
cancers claim the lives of 26,000
Americans each year, according
to the American Cancer Society.

"People have been trying for a
long time to develop a model to

study this type of lymphoma,"
said Dr Mike TeiteU, a physician
and researcher at UCLA's
Jonsson Cancer Center, and lead
author of the article published
about this study.

However, previous animal
models have never been able to

catch the cancer at the stage of
development that usually afflicts

humans, according to TeitelL

In many of these previous
models, the cancer would devel-

op so quickly that it would kill

the animal before scientists had
a chance to identify the mecha-
nism that was causing the dis-

ease, Teitell said.

But the new animal model
designed by LTLA scientists is "a

better model for the cancers that

humans have," he said. "It's the

most accurate model to date."

The immune systems of both
mice and men contain lymphatic
tissue, which helps the body
fight off infection, according to
Dr Samuel French, a member of
Teitell's research team.

Located in such areas as the
tonsils, spleen, and lymph nodes,
lymphatic tissue houses "B-
cells." These specialized cells

produce the antibodies that help
our bodies defend themselves
against microscopic foreign
invaders like bacteria.

The new study suggests that a
single TCL-1 gene is responsible
for the tumors.

"The normal function (of TCLr
1) is to protect cells," Teitell

said.

The gene TCH is found in

every cell in your body, but it is

usually activated, or
"expressed," only in certain situ-

ations. For example, when it is

expressed in B-cells, TCL-1 acts
as a "disguise" that protects the
B-cell from the body's own
defense mechanisms.

However, when a genetic
mutation causes TCL-1 to be
activated at the wrong time, a
harmful B-cell, which the body
has marked for destruction, can
"hide" and make copies of itself

along with the normal B-cells,

according to French
"We (had previously) identi-

fied (this) gene by comparing
AIDS-associated lymphomas

In a normal lymph node germinal center (A), most of the nascent B-cells are
eliminated when a gene, called TCLl, that protects them from death Is turned off.

Researchers used genetic methods to keep the TCLl gene on in mouse lymph node
germinal centers, and the result was an accumulation of mutant B-cells destined to
become cancerous (B).

BRIEFS

(A) Lymph Node Germinal Center

SOURCE: Dr. Vike Teitell, UCU Joiusm Cancer Center

with non-AIDS-associated lym-
phomas," French said.

He and his collaborators had
screened patients both with and
without AIDS to see if there was
a connection between the abnor-
mally expressed TCL-1 gene and
these types of cancer.

Their results: with or without
AIDS, every patient who had one
of the tumors also expressed the
TCL-1 gene at the wrong time.

Teitell and his team, which
also includes Microbiology,
Immunology & Molecular
Genetics professor Randolph
Wall and graduate student
Katrina Hoyer, genetically engi-

neered mice to express the TCL-
1 gene in their B-cells, thereby
mirroring the conditions that the
team has seen in patients with
these lymi))K>nias.

(B) Lymph Node Germinal Center

"(The mice) are genetically

I

engineered to continually
express TCL-1 in the lympho-
cytes (cells of the lymphatic tis-

sue)," Teitell said. "We're basical-
ly letting the mouse make its

own tumors."
Now that they have identified

the gene responsible for these
cancers, the next step for Teitell

and his research team is to deter-
mine how TCL-1 causes those
cancers, and how its interactions
with other molecules can be
blocked.

"(The study) also provides a
powerful animal model for test-

ing drugs that might be used to
treat lymphoma," Wall said.

The team is currently trying to
find out if abnormally expressed
TCL-1 genes are responsible for
other human cnmers as well.

UCLA Receives

American Heart

Association Award
The UCLA Medical Center received

its second straight Get With the
Guidelines Coronary Artery Disease
Performance Achievement Award.

The award recognizes the medical
center's new standard for cardiac care
which improves treatment for patients

with coronary artery disease.

The new program starts patients off

on cholesterol-lowering drugs, cardio-

protective medications, and are given
dietary and lifestyle counseling while
in the hospital.

The medical center reports that
under the new program, repeat heart
attacks and one-year mortality rates

were cut in half.

The American Heart Association's
Get With the Guidelines program, now
being used in hospitals around the
country, is modeled in part after

UCLA's Cardiovascular
Hospitalization Atherosclerosis
Management Program.
UCLA is one of only three hospitals

nationwide to receive this honor this

year. The plaque presented to the med-
ical center will be placed in the
Cardiac Care Unit.

Neuropsycliiatric

Institute opens new
center

The UCLA Neuropsychiatric
Institute and Hospital, and the
Department of Psychiatry and
Biobehavioral Sciences officially

armounced the opening of the
Nathanson Family Resource Center
last Thursday.

The center will coordinate all family
programs offered by the
Neuropsychiatric Hospital, educate
families on patient care, organize pub-
lic lectures on issues of mental illness

and provide information on existing

conununity services and resources.

One in tliree

children regularly

exposed to tobacco

smoke
A joint UCLA and RAND study,

found environmental second-hand
tobacco smoke threatens one in three
American children age 17 and younger,
according to a press release.

It found that 19 million American
children age 17 and younger are
exposed to tobacco smoke at home on
a daily basis.

Studies have linked children's expo-
sure to second-hand smoke to
increased rates in bronchitis, asthma,
ear infections, and sudden infant death
syndrome.

Researchers also found that nearly
20 percent of families with children
have visitors smoking in their homes
on a weekly basis. Six percent of non-
smoking families with children have
visitors smoking in their homes.

Laws such as Healthy People 2010
aim to reduce the proportion of chil-

dren exposed to second-hand smoke
to 10 percent by 2010.

Briefs compiled from UCLA
reports and Daily Bruin staff.

wire
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Nations

iwild be less

on U.S.

«ki

of the United Nations states it

, by the acceptance of princi-

tlie institution of methods, that

not be used, save in the
* But as it stands now, armed

li Ml «nd save in U.S. interests.

H does not have a standing mill-

own, the United Nations is largely

ll can issue resolutions, but
time to enforce them, it

states to voluntarily pro-

needed to enforce its

hi many cases, this means it turns
IMtod Slates to provide the bulk of

Mid relies on other nations to

Ualted Nations plans to imi>ose the
kMis consequences'* on Iraq

to reftise weapons inspectors
FkftikQr, for example, it will be
Ml \5A, forces to provide any mill-

of these consequences,
would likely provide

5, but because the United
Ttionately large

w<orid*s military power, it will

to be the primary contributor

U.N. missions.

on the United States is

to liie United Nations. It results

iRaUA iHgemoiiy over what should be a
% independent entity. Indeed, the

liie recent Iraqi weapons
peaohition was passed was

of liie United States' wishes.

and China - pennanent U.N.
Coondl members with veto powers

. opposed an attack on Iraq,

Prnident Bush the justifica-

for doing just that by passing
The only reasonable expla-

if^ iMi is that the United States
* they would attack with or

soppoft of the United Nations.

Ilie United States says it will

Security (Council mem-
to gain damaged diplomatic

Wi^^t^wm hf Opposing it

bb^iMMttag a standing army for the
DiiM Nattona would free it from many of
iMakMi to die United States. First of all,

H caiM pwaiie peacekeeping missions and
in iMemational conflicts in which
Slates does not hold any particu-

Al nations would be able to

w a^iinst the deployment of troops
llie aMral integrity of the individ-

. inatead of also considering how
llicy will have to conunit to the

f, a U.N. standing army would lift

of the responsibility of "polic-

off of the United States and
H hIhji. it belongs - in an objective

'
entity. The United States usual-

SpHmna lianianitarian causes where there

abaocanamk; or political gain to be had.

fitt Ualtoii Nations would not be directly

to IlKae ulterior motives, though,

H does not stand to make any per-

Uaited Slates, Supreme Court jus-

for life so they can vote

of pressures from U.S. citi-

Politicians may try to

the court makes by
of their own political

court, but they cannot fire the

If liiesr do not vote the way they

logic, the United Nations
I ka |l¥en Us own army so it can pick

'on the common good. While
may still try to control the

by a U.N. army, its abili-

ao would be balanced by the votes

permanent members of the

/CoundL
.IJpitIHk United Nations has an army of

^OTM, M wtt be forever subjected to the

Mited fliataa' militaristic wishes and fiscal

nepresent a nfi^rity opinion of the

Ori||6Mi GJlorlal Board. All other columns, letters

the opinions of their authors.
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VIEWPOINT

Knowledge of others' traditions beneficial to all
BRADLEY CENTER BRIDGES CULTURAL GAPS, EASES
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' TRANSITIONS TO UCLA

In
our multicultural worid, international

links are established through travel, econ-
omy and politics. However, we at UCLA

do not necessarily have
to go on the road to

make these connections;

we ourselves make up a
colorfiil, vivacious quilt

Look around you.

Elavesdrop on conver-

sations. You will be fas-

cinated to learn from
those who have left

their familiar environ-

ment and traded highly

valued norms - local

culture, food, religion,

social celebrations,

holidays and friends

and family - to at least

temporarily accept a new tradition and
lifestyle in America.

How are, for example, weddings cele-

brated throughout the world? A UCLA stu-

dent, who met and married his Grerman
sweetheart during his jimior year abroad in

the university's partnership city

Goettingen, recalls the wedding: ''On the

Colleen

Yorke
(yyi«B@nie(la.ucia.edu

I

eve of the wedding, friends and family
members of the bride held a Polterabend, a
custom in which dishes are smashed in

front of her house. Germans believe that
the noise will drive evil spirits away. When
the bride sweeps up the broken pieces,

luck is brought into her new household."
An exchange student from Russia said,

"My parents married in a square atop
Moscow's Lenin Hills. On the morning of
their wedding, bridesmaids gathered at my
mother's house, playfully demanding a
"ransom" (in Russia, it is usually money or
vodka) from my father before allowing him
to take the bride away."

Other UCLA students know or have
seen brides who change their wedding
dress seven times (Morocco), or have belly

dancers at their receptions (Egypt), or
release doves from a cage (Italy), symbol-
izing the newlyweds' send-off to a new life.

These students' experiences connect to
our fast-paced lives by contrasting our
norms and value systems to the adventur-
ous and exotic strangeness of the unfamil-
iar. We taste the goats and a cow roasted
on a big spit, and say goodbye to the white,
creamy, multi-tiered wedding cake. By

I
.4

telling the other side of the story, by show-
ing that alternative ways of living exist and
have their own intrinsic value, institutions

on campus such as the Bradley Center
attempt to bridge cultural gaps and make
students more familiar with foreign cul-

tures. Located on the west side of campus
near the dormitories, the Bradley Center
stresses the importance of getting to know
international students "whole-heartedly."

Panel discussions, seminars, mixers, and
miscellaneous outreach programs encour-
age students with diverse backgrounds to
simply tell their stories.

Unfortunately, we often neglect to take
advantage of these opportunities. Many
students are unable to spend the holidays
with their families. When did you last

invite a "dislocated" student to celebrate

one of the upcoming holidays with you?
"I have not seen my family for four and

a half years," says Natalia Futasova, a
third-year M.F.A directing student, whose
family is from the Czech Republic.

Vladimir Pefic, a fourth-year mathemat-
ics student originally from the former
Yugoslavia, asserts, "You come here and
you know that you will have to compro-
mise values and traditional norms to adapt
to American culture, but some things just

are not the same."
Others are more outspoken, expressing

their bewilderment regarding several

American social events and holiday cele-

brations, such as Thanksgiving. "Why are
Americans so crazy about turkey?"

Other opportunities are lost when we
fail to accept an invitation to celebrate one
of the upcoming holidays in a non-
American traditional manner. Imagine a
Russian Christmas Eve dinner, meatiess
but festive. The most important ingredient
would be a special porridge called kutya. It

is made of wheatberries or other grains,

honey and poppy seeds. Eaten from a com-
mon dish, the kutya symbolizes unity.

"We used to throw a spoonful of kutya
up to the ceiling," a student said. "If the
kutya stuck," he continued, "we would
have a rich honey harvest."

After twenty years, Larry Gower,
Director of the Office of International

Students and Scholars, still sees interna-

tional students come and go while e3q)eri-

encing awe, worry, and apprehension. He
places great emphasis and importance on
achieving maximum understanding and
knowledge, as available, of foreign cultures
to accommodate specific needs as well as
to ease the difficult transition into the rich
UCLA community. "Only complete stories
make up complete people," Gower rein-

forces.

Yorke's column usually runs every other
Tuesday.

IMAGINE THAT...

By David Keyes dkeyes® media, ucla.edu
LETTERS

"You can be so insensitive, Floyd! Sometimes all you think

about is yourself."

Love is Christ's

message
I could not fail to respond

to the preacher who came to

town last week E>vangelist

Ray Comfort is quoted as say-

ing that "when a Christian

preaches the gospel, (the

response) is always negative.

I've been beaten up and
things like that, but it's nor-

mal," ("Speaker advocates
E)vangelical values, questions
students on their behavior,"

News, Nov. 8). I can only say
he has been expounding a
distorted view of Christianity

if that has been his experi-

ence.

I have found that almost
everyone is open to dis-

cussing and debating the

meaning of love, its obligar

tions and consequences. The
overwhelming message of
Christ is love. EIric Fromm in

his "Art of Loving" v^rote that

"love is a constant challenge;

it is not a resting place, but a
moving, growing, working
together; even whether this

harmony or conflict, joy or
sadness, is secondary to the

fundamental fact that two
people experience them-
selves from the essence of
their existence, that they are

one with each other by being
one with themselves." It

could equally be applied to

our experience of the primor-
dial source of love fi-om

which all else is derived -

and that is a subject which is

almost never responded to

negatively if expressed with
the awe it deserves.

Reverend Marie Speeks

Associate for Campus Ministry

Pastor sliould

be praised
I am delighted to see my

fiiend and fellow Christian

evangelical Pastor Ray
Comfort is again stirring up
the broth at UCLA, the bas-

tion of liberal humanism,
("Speaker advocates
Eh/angelical values, questions

students on their behavior,"

News, Nov. 8).

The article blasted Pastor
Comfort for, as one student
stated, "shoving (his views)
dovm people's throats." He

was also accused of making
the debate "one-sided"

I read your article amazed.
How many classes are taught
at UCLA where the profes-

sors openly "shove" their per-

sonal political and philosoph-

ic views down the throats of
students without debate? As
we say in the real world, the

"Uberal-minded" UCLA estab-

lishment elite can dish it up,

but they are not too good at

taking it. Bty the poor
preacher who dares to stand
before the great Goliath.

But the fact is, Pastor
Comfort is brilliant in his

delivery. He is courageous as

a lion and his confrontation

with the naysayers at

Meyerhofif was both funny
and witty. He challenged stu-

dents to think and to ponder
the bigger questions in life

like "is there a God, are there

absolute rights and wrongs in

^ewofW, and where does
Jesus fit into the schen>e of
redemption?" What hacks off

Comfort's detractors is his

success in carrying on and,

often, wirming the debate.

Robert Hamilton, M.D.

School or Medk:ine

Class ori980

Filipino American veterans

deserve U.S. recognition
Speaks Out

By Randy Bautista

On Veteran's Day, America honored the
women and men who served their coun-
try by promising allegiance to the United
States, and proved it in armed combat.
But while our veterans have proven their
loyalty to our government, our govern-
ment has not proven its loyalty to them -
particularly the Pilipino soldiers who
fought during Worid War II.

Imagine enlisting in the American
armed forces during World War n,
promised money, services, health care,
and burial rights for serving your country.
You are then sent to war, enduring enemy
gunfire, hunger, fatigue, tortiu-e, and the
unforgettable memories of seeing your
comrades die.

When the war is won, you turn to the
U.S. government for the pronused bene-
fits, but it betrays you. The government
does not give you what it pronused, and
worse, does not even recognize your miU-
tary service. And now, more than 60
years later, the U.S. government still does
not give you your fair share.

This is the situation of the Pihpino
American World War II Veteran. Sixty
years ago when the PhiUppines was still a
commonwealth under the United States,

140,000 Pihpinos responded to President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's call for Pilipinos
to fight the Japanese army and to serve
under the command of American officers

on July 26, 1941.

Roosevelt promised these Pilipinos

benefits equal to their American counter-
parts. However, after fighting behind
enemy lines for five years during the
Japanese occupation, the Pihpinos were
betrayed on Feb. 18, 1946, when
Congress passed the Rescission Act
which withdrew the Pihpinos' status as
American veterans, thus denying them
any benefits.

In 2001, a bill was introduced to

Congress, H.R. 491, better known as the
Equity Bill. If passed, this bill will restore
American veteran status to those
Pihpinos so they could receive their bene-
fits. However, due to the war on terror-

ism, Congress pushed the bill back, and
they have yet to pass it into law.

In the meantime, our Pihpino American
veterans continue to suffer and die with-
out gaining the recognition they deserve.

Today, there cu-e only 12,000 surviving

Pihpino American veterans in the United
States, a m^yority of them hving in pover-
ty. These veterans only have Social

Security to support them, most of the
money going back to their famihes in the
Phihppines.

Many of them Uve in Historic Pihpino
town in the Rampart District of Los
Angeles. They hve in one-bedroom apart-

ments with as many as five or more veter-

ans sharing a room. These veterans suffer

medical ailments and diseases such as
tuberculosis more readily than their

American counterparts because VA hospi-

tals will not accept them due to their non-
veteran status. They are old, and do not
have the energy to sustain their fight for

equal benefits without the help of stu-

dents such as yourself.'

Whether you consider yourself Pihpino
or not, this issue concerns us all because
we are all American. The actions of the

U.S. government are sponsored by our
tax dollars, so its actions, or inactions,

should concern us all.

At this time, when Social Security,

health care benefits, education, and other
social services are being diverted so we
can better bomb and kill people on for-

eign soil, we must ask the question: how
much value does our government put on
human life?

What does it say about our government
if is unwilling to give health care to

12,000 aging veterans - veterans who
were willing to fight and die for it - but is

spending billions of dollars to bomb the
populated deserts of Afghanistan and
Iraq? If it doesn't care enough to give

12,000 veterans their benefits, how much
does it care about us?

If our government can get away with
breaking its promises, what good then,

are the promises made to us in the
Constitution? We cannot let these insin-

cerities go unchecked. Otherwise, all of
our benefits are at risk.

Today, the passage of the Equity Bill

for Pilipino American veterans is no
longer about the benefits, since for many
the benefits come too httle, too late.

This passage is about recognition.

These people are proud to have served
the United States. Now, they want the

United States to recognize their service.

Bautista is a third-year computer science

and engineering student.

Do YOU NOTICE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROFESSORS AND LECTURERS?

Is THERE A DIFFERENCE IN TEACHING QUALITY OR AVAILABILITY?

Jonathan Foley

Third-year, biology

Professors

seem to be a lit-

tle less con-

cerned with

classes than lec-

turers.

Lecturers seem
to be more
available, they

have more office

hours for example. Lecture quality

is about the same. Availability is the

biggest difference.

Claudia Sun

Third-year, psychobiology

I think profes-

sors and lectur-

ers are pretty

much the same
in availability.

Phillip Shen

Third-year, history

They seem pret-

ty much the

same. I can't

really tell the dif-

ference when I

have either one.

One of my stats

classes is taught

by a lecturer

who's in the psy-

chology depart-

ment. I don't know if he knows as

much because he's out of his

department.

Teresa Breen

Fourth-year, history and political

science

I don't notice a

difference

between profes-

sors and lectur-

ers. I think

they're both

qualified and the

quality is the

same.

Alex Kaplan

Fifth-year, history and sociology

I think lecturers

can be experts

in their field and

they can pre-

pare a lecture,

but it sounds like

they're reciting a

speech.

Professors have

more resources

and you can tell when they ir\ject

their opinion, which adds to lectures

more than just reciting something

you can read out of a book.

Agnes Manembu

Fourth-year, sociology and econom-
ics

I can't really talk

about it because
I don't know
who's a profes-

sor and who's a

lecturer.

Coni/ulid \)u Ihii ,({ I<ink>\ i'hi>tt)s f.-ii fniitithmi Yoiniq, Ddilii Bruin Senior Staff
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'Conversations"
Museum of Contemporary

Art at California Plaza
Showing indefinitely

^^^7 w^^ ^^wy

"Conversations,'' one of the
three current exhibits at the
downtown MOCA location, has
taken pieces of art and shown
them in concert with works of
similar topics. This method of dis-

play helps museum patrons
explore relationships between
works. While some of these aes-

thetic, intellectual and formal
relationships are easy to recog-
nize, other associations are deep-
er and vague.

An interesting example of the
effect of this juxtaposition is

Jasper Johns' "Map" and Robert
Frank's photographs of
Americans. "Map" is a large can-
vas depicting a stylized map of
the United States. Frank's pho-
tographs - ranging from a
Southern cafe to a New York win-
dow - flesh out the "Map" provid-
ing a back-story for many of the
states in Johns' dark and shad-
owy work.

I

One of the museum's newer
acquisitions is Adrian Piper's

"Concrete Infinity Document
Piece" from 1970. Piper recorded
details of her everyday life,

including how much she weighed
and her temperature, on pieces of
ratebook paper

These notebook entries, and
contemporaneously taken pic-

tures of Piper, are tiled across one
wall of the MOCA, allowing audi-

ences a window into Piper's

habits. The more whimsical paintr

ings and sculpture surrounding
Piper's piece contrast her stylistic

dryness showing the many faces

of everyday life.

"Conversations" is an interest-

ing form in which to see MOCAs
coUectioa However, it may be
best suited for those with previ-

ous experience with the works
who are up for the challenge of
looking for a new way to see old
pieces.

-Kelsey McConnell

MusEL'M OF Contemporary Art

SamDorant
Museum of Contemporary

Art at California Plaza
Tliroagh Jan. 19

l^^l^^
Mixed media and popular cul-

ture combine to record and recre-

ate some of the most pivotal

themes in American society in the
first museum survey devoted to

SamDurant
Durant, one of the most

respected and influential young
artists, takes on subject matter
like the death of Kurt Cobain,
Southern Rock and civil rights.

While the exhibition di^lays
four older works , it also includes

a newer piece, "Upside-Down:
Pastoral Scene," which is a haun^
ing exploration of America's
social politics. Twelve up-ended
tree stumps are placed on large

mirrors and wired for sound.
Music ranging from artists like

Billie Holiday to Public Enemy
echo through this '*forest" creat-

ing an intense and forbidding

atmosphere.

All of Durant's pieces allow

audiences to move around, but

"Proposal for Monument at

Friendship Park, Fl" allows for

some audience participatioa The
"monument" includes a to-scale

model of a wooden front porch
complete with rocking chairs. In

fix)nt of the porch is a rock gar-

den with a trash can at its center

Two crates of records sit on the

porch and museum-goers can
pick a song from the Lynyrd
Skynyrd and Marshall Tucker
Band albums to play on a nearby
record player The sound then

comes out of the trash can and
the stones to create a very literal

interpretation of Southern Rock.
Durant's work is keenly cre-

ative and fun with an inescapable

edge. By rejecting modenusm
and tying together set^mingly dis-

parate media and subjects,

Ehirant shows his wit and intel-

lect and puts an emphasis on art's

greater context
-Kelsey McComieU

^ Ratings i^
1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh... could 4 - Great

be better 5|- Classic

Former Bruin shines on KCBS morning news
By Howard Ho

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
• hho@media.ucla.edu

When L.A's KCBS anchorwoman
Suzarme Rico says on air that it

would have been nice to skip work
today, it sounds like an irrelevant
comment. But it's a calculated
move that allows her to point out
the day happens to be a holiday.
Veteran's Day.

"The most important character-
istic of a television joumaUst, espe-
cially on a show like this, is the
abiUty to think on your feet," Rico
said. "You have to switch gears in

mid-sentence and if you can't think
fast on your feet, you end up look-
ing like an idiot."

When it comes to looking smart,
the camera doesn't lie. In another
case, the teleprompter fails to tell

her the location of an upcoming
shot and she must recognize it as
the Los Angeles International
Airport on her own. Without miss-
ing a beat, she gets it right, because
she knows Los Angeles. She went
to UCLA as an undergraduate com-

mimication studies student!
Since Oct. 23, Rico has been co-

anchor for KCBS's morning show
from 5 to 7 a.m. with Kent
Shocknek, a man whose name and
likeness bears a striking resem-
blance to **The Simpsons" bumbling
anchorman, Kent Brockman.
Shocknek graduated from USC,
and the school rivalry is a nmning
joke.

"I didn't know USC turned out
(students) that smart," Rico said as
a pseudo-compliment to Shocknek.
The energetic Ughtness of the

morning show exists both on and
off the camera.

|

"I think people want a little bit of
energy and some friendly faces to
wake up to," Rico said. "Viewers
can sense when people do get
along and are friends on-air as well
as off-air"

Rico and Shocknek are friends
(Rico spends weekends with
Shocknek and his family), even
though Rico's only been at KCBS
for three weeks. They play off each
other, and when off-air Rico says
the hght glistening off a shot of

PHOTX) COITTTES^- OI-- KCBS

UCLA alumna Suzanne Rico anchors KCBS's 5 a.m. morning show with Kent
Shocknek.

cars on the freeway is beautiful,

Shocknek incorporates that into a
live cut-in traffic segment, saying

"but she doesn't have to drive in it."

Indeed, she doesn't. Rico wakes
up around 3 a.m., goes to work an

Wiricis

THE UCLA WIND ENSEMBLE WILL
CELEBRATE THE HUMAN SPIRIT'

TONIGHT, WITH PIECES BY HECTOR
BERLIOZ AND DONALD GRANTHAM

PHOTO
ILLUS-

TRATION
JONATHAN

young/Daily Bruin
Senior Staff

Yosuke Miyoshi. a fourth-year student,

plays trombone in preparation for the

UCLA Wind Ensemble's performance
tonight.

By Jessica Rodgers

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
j rodgers (3) media, ucla.edu

The conductor who received
enthusiastic applause from stu-

dents in the UCLA Wind Ensemble
after a rehearsal last week was not
the ensemble's veteran band direc-

tor Thomas Lee. She was an eighth-

grade student from John Adams
Middle School in Santa Monica

The student, Allegra Fonda-
Bonardi, will have the opportunity

to conduct "Stars and Stripes

Forever" tonight in Schoenberg
Hall in front of what Lee believes to

be the best wind ensemble he has
had at UCLA

Fonda-Bonardi was the winner
of the annual essay contest started

nine years ago as an outreach pro-

gram with the neighboring Santa
Monica community. The program
was created to build a relationship

between the students in Santa

Monica and those at UCLA in order
to encourage them to eventually
enroll here.

This year, students were asked to
write their response to the ques-
tion, "What does music mean to
you?" It was a topic that interested

Fonda-Bonardi and she wanted to
spend time reflecting on it.

"Basically music brings people
together," Fonda-Bonardi said. "It

bridges language gaps, races, cul-

tures, everything. Its a universal
language."

Her essay will be printed in

tonight's program for the audience
to read.

Fonda-Bonardi has a musical
background in trombone, piano,
and singing, but is new to conduct-
ing. She was thankful to receive
help from her music teacher Angela
Woo.

According to Lee, one way that
Fonda-Bonardi is taking her role as
guest conductor to a higher level

than previous contest winners
is by showing dynamic contrasts

with her left hand in her routine.

Yet despite Fonda-Bonardi's tal-

ent in conducting, she is nervous.
"One of the biggest challenges is

getting over the butterflies in your
stomach. The scariest part is the
downbeat and the walk onto stage,"

Fonda-Bonardi said.

Lee attributes the success of this

year's wind ensemble to a chem-
istry between what he calls a great

faculty and talented, bright stu-

dents. These praises come in spite

of the group's younger make-up.
"It's a great ensemble," grad stu-

dent David Brennan said. There are
a lot more younger musicians, and
they display a maturity in their

musicianship that you (usually)

don't find until a much later age."

Tonight, the UCLA Wind
Ensemble hopes to use this "univer-

sal language" of music to celebrate

"the human spirit." Each piece in

the program, including works by
Hector Berlioz and Donald
Grantham, represents some aspect

of the theme. The performance will

feature the world premiere of
Grantham's "Come, Memory ..." a
tributetoSept. 11, 2001.

UCLA is one of six universities to

receive the honor of being asked to

perform this piece, which is com-
missioned by Kappa Kappa Psi and
Tau Beta Sigma, ^e national band
honorary fraternity and sorority. A
large audience is expected to

attend the concert.

"I am very proud of this concert
I think it is going to be exhilarat-

ing," Lee said. "We can do things

with music that you can't express in

any other way. I promise you it will

move you. It will touch your soul."

T?ie UCLA Wind Ensemble performs
8 p.m. tonight at Schoenberg Hall.

Admission isfree.

'RENT' ultimately an old favorite
By Siddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spuri@media.ucla.edu

In the rapidly changing world
of theater, there are certain clas-

sics that remain on Broadway
and continue to travel the
national theater scene because
of their timeless appeal.

"RENT," which will be at the
Wilshire Theater from Nov. 13-

17, has remained a favorite since
its 1996 Broadway opening. The
show was ground-breaking in its

day, as it dealt with controversial

subjects such as homosexuality
and AIDS, but it would seem to

have lost some of its steam
seven years later Some of the
hot issues it addressed have
become lukewarm, especially in

the wake of such media-domi-
nating events like Sept. 11, 2001.

However, the play is still going

strong on national tours and on
Broadway. In fact, "RENT" just
surpassed "My Fair Lady" on
Broadway to become the 14th
longest-running musical of all

time, and has maintained pop
culture appeal with recent cast
addition Joey Fatone of *NSync.
Though it's no longer new, many
people at UCLA and across the
United States still love the musi-
cal.

"I remember always getting
excited when my friends and 1

would (listen to) 'RENT' on a
Friday night and sing along to

it," Olivia McManus, a second-
year music theater student said.

"It's not the type of play you only
see once - it touches you in a
way that you are constantly
reminded of daily because you
learn to relate to the characters."

Based on Puccini's "La
Boheme," Jonathan Larson's

5

musical recalls the story of love
and loyalty among starving
artists in New York's East
Village, where drugs, sex and
drag queens run rampant. It was
seen by many as revolutionary
theater because it incorporated
certain issues - homosexuality,
drug use and poverty - that were
not always openly discussed.

"'RENT'S' plot is one that
deals with contemporary issues
and is presented in a context
everyone can appreciate," said
Natalie Liberatore, a second-
year communication studies stu-

dent.

But there are some skeptical

theatergoers that feel "RENT"
has run its course as a nmsical
and lacks a certain "classy"
Broadway appeal.

"'RENT' is the kind of play you

REMT
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hour later, and is on the air at 5 a.m.
five days a week.

"I'm in bed by 8:30 p.m.," Rico
said. "It's not good for the social
life. It's the exact opposite of what
I did at UCLA, which was late

nights and late mornings."
Rico didn't know what she want-

ed to do after graduating from
UCLA and tried advertising for a
year. After watching the news one
day, she decided she could do it

and went to graduate school at San
Francisco State. Her first reportiiii''

gig was in Sacramento, the iSt^;.

largest TV market in the coimti^.
She had jobs in Chicago and San
Diego before moving back to -Lqs

Angeles, the second largest market.
While 5 a.m. may not seem like a

time teeming with news, Rico and
Shocknek beg to differ. After all, ai^

entire day of news has already hap-,
pened around the world, and writ-

ers come in from 10 p.m. until

dawn to make sure Rico and.
Shocknek are up to speed. f

"It's a competitive game in newi,

RICO
I
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Musicians^

silver screen

not always

compatible

EMINEM'S IMMINENT
FILM SUCCESS

SHOWS INCREASING
CROSSOVER TREND

When musicians become
actors, what happens?
Is it like when basketba^

players become baseball players'

(let's hope not)? Or more Uke
when actors run for poUtical
office (eek!)?Well,
Eminem is an
actoy

,,
,,,;i9»{y„.

What
, wojUlq

if his acting •

career took off?

tehang@me(faijclaedu

I'llOTd Col KTKSV OK NkDERLANDER

Kevin Spencer & Krystal Washington In

"RENT," which opens tonight at the
Wilshire Theatre for eight performances.

"8 MUe" is

booming at the
box office, and
given his world-
wide fame, he's

sure to be get-

ting more
movie offers.

But what would
hs^pen?

Let's just see what's happened
to others that wore similar shoes
(but not the same shoes, because I

saw this one poster where Eminem
was wearing Nike Air Max's, so
well, actually I guess maybe some-
times other people did.)

First, the most obvious candi-
date: Will Smith. Given Smith's act-

ing ... talent, and his big-budget
films, his career in film has obvi-
ously boomed, but his musical
career has, um, what's the word -

not boomed.
Did you know he put out an

album this year? Yea, I thought it

was a joke too, but it's called
"Bom to Reign." More Uke "Bom
to Feign." Feign, in this sense
meaning to fabricate, as in, fabrir^

eating good music.
It seems like while Smith was

acting, his brand of idj^ just faded
out, and he lost his musical appeal.
How about Ice Cube then? His

last album was released in 2001,
and it was a greatest hits album.

Prior to that, he put out an
album in 2000, which was VoL 2 of
his "War and Peace" series (Vol. 1

was released in 1998). There were
some decent songs, but nothing
spectacular.

His musical career is on hiatus,

but his movie career is on the up-
and-up.

Given the changing face of hip-

hop, can Ice Cube bring back the
gangsta rap? I don't think so,

homey won't play that (the
"homey" being the listener, and
"that" being Ice Cube's music).

Oh, and if you didn't pick up the
reference, that was a play on
words from what Homey D. Clown
(played by Damon Wayans), used
to say on "In Living Color" (a
comedic sketch show from the
early '90s).

Let's not forget Marky Mark and
Ice-T, both of whom became
actors with ... decently prosper-
ous careers (Marky Mark anyway -

oh I'm sorry, I mean Mr.
Funkybunch). But if they were to

go back into music . . . eww.
On the other hand, there are

others who walk the line between
actor and musician (I guess they're
called actor-musicians), and they
emanate success.

Look at J-Lo, or Jennifer Lopez,
or whatever her name is. Her

CHANG
I
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Musical role lets actor revisit past
By Bob Thomas

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SAN FRANCISCO — He enters

center-stage near the end of the first

act, dapper in a yachting jacket,
smiling widely, eyes -glittering, still

handsome after all these years. And
the matinee audience at the Golden
Gate Theater goes wild.

Matinees have always attracted a
preponderance of white and blue
hair, and Tony Curtis had been the
screen idol of the cheering women
when they were teenagers. Now
here he is at 77, singing, dancing,
and cutting up in a musical version
of "Some Uke It Hot."

Curtis is not playing his original

RICO
from page I

but especially in the mornings,"
Rico said. "There is so much break-
ing news going on. If you don't have
a big rig over the side, you've got a
fire going on. It's a really fast-

paced, loose show because you
never know what's going to
change."

The morning show is a stabiliz-

ing change for Rico, who is used to
running around the world covering
everything from the Columbine

role from Billy WUder's 1959 cine-

matic comedy classic, in which
Curtis and Jack Lemmon dress as
female musicians to hide from mob-
sters who had caught them witness-
ing a gangland massacre. In the
musical Curtis plays Osgood
Fielding III, the ditsy millionaire por-
trayed by Joe E. Brown in the movie.
The movie tops the American

Film Institute's list of all-time funni-

est films, and the musical has been
touring the United States since June.
After the San Francisco run, the
company is bound for 20 other
cities, ending in Las Vegas in June
2003.

Unlike other movie stars who
chafe at playing the same role night

after night, Curtis is thriving.

"I'm having a really good time -

the audiences have been so affec-

tionate," he says. "I do 18 or 20 min-
utes onstage; I'm making a lot of
dough; people love me doing it."

After the final curtain, backstage
at the Golden Gate is bustling with
activity. Stagehands shove the
scenery aside. The actors, most of
them in their 20s or early 30s, take
off for dinner dates before the
evening performance. Curtis is

greeting visitors, including a woman
who had played a chorus girl in the
movie "Some Like It Hot." She came
to see the show with a busload of
seniors, and Tony insists on visiting

the bus to thank them for coming.

shootings to the Sept. 11 attacks.

She was at Ground Zero working
16-hour days for 10 days on story

after story.

"I wanted to (work that much)
because I didn't want stop long
enough to think about what was
happening," Rico said. "When I did

stop, I would go back to my hotel,

sit there and cry. I realized that the

world had completely changed
from the way we knew it.

"They didn't have to drag me,"
Rico continued. "If something hap-
pens, (an earthquake or fire), my
first reaction is I've got to be there

and be apart of it."

During breaks, Shocknek pro-
vides lemon-flavored vitamin Cs to
Rico, who is usually powdering her
face, fixing her hair, and looking
over and revising what she'll be
reading from the teleprompter.
Occasionally, there will be periods
of ad-hbbing to fill time, and at

these moments Rico shines.

"If we have to ad-hb for a minute
over the Iraqi resolution at the
United Nations, we need to know
the history, what's coming up, and
what both sides are saying," Rico
said. "Bottom line is you've got to
know your stuff, because if you
don't, you'll get hung out to dry."

RENT
from page 9

see when you're not in the
mood for something classic,

but rather in the mood to see an
extreme social commentary on
modem issues that don't really

play a role in your life," said

Michele Roeder, a UCLA alum-
na and avid theatergoer. "It's

not that it's completely horri-

ble, but that it's more suited for
an immature audience who
doesn't appreciate the value of
true theater."

While the musical touches on
many issues, one that continues
to affect crowds is the inclu-
sion of HIV-positive characters
and the focus on their diminish-
ing lives. For many audience
members, this addition was
emotionally eye-opening
because when the play first

started, people didn't know
anyone who was living with
HIV, or the real ramifications of
the virus.

"When I first saw 'RENT' in
New York eight years ago, I was
most affected by the physical
aspects of the characters," said
McManus. "When you see the
intimate life of an HIV-infected
person and watch them die, you
really feel like getting this dis-

ease is the end of the world; it

scared the crap out of me."
According to Liberatore, the

musical didn't explicitly aim to

scare people. Instead, she says,

the musical tells a narrative of
people living with the disease.

The HIV incorporation doesn't
seem to have the same effect in

today's world in which a variety

of life-prolonging drugs are
now available to HIV patients.

"('RENT') tries so hard to

shock people that it alienates a
group of people that it should
aim to affect - an old crowd,"
said Roeder.
Though "RENT" is no longer

revolutionary in a conservative
theater world, some feel the
broader themes of friendship
and fighting the status quo
remain relevant and add to the
musical's appeal.

"'RENT' explores a real,

more raw culture, that every-
one who believes in rebellion

would love," said Liberatore.
"Because it's a musical, you
can't help but grip yourself to

these people's lives and realize

that there is no day but today."

"RENT" will be at the Wilshire

Theater, 8440 Wilshire Blvd.,

Beverly Hills from Nov. 13-17:

Wednesday and Thursday at 8
p.m., Friday at 7 p.m. and 11

p.m., Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8
p.m., and Sunday at 1 p.m. and
6:30 p. m. Seats in the front two
rows will be made available for
$20 two hours prior to the
show. Call (213) 365-3500 for
tickets or visit

ticketmaster com.

CHANG
from page 9

records/singles sell like hotcakes
(wait, what's a hotcake anyway? I

think it's a pancake or maybe a
bundt cake). Her music is topping
the charts, and she puts out movie
after movie. She is to movies and
music what Marie Osmond is to

babies - she just keeps pumping
them out.

Then there's Madonna, whose
movies and music do rather well.

Except for, according to the
Internet Movie Database, the $25
million "Swept Away," which came
out this year and raked in less than
$600,000.

But Madonna is a model
actress/singer, and she's good at

what she does. With musicians
becoming actors, like those men-
tioned above, or actors becoming
musicians (Keanu Reeves, Bruce
Willis, Billy Bob Thornton, Russell
Crowe), the constantly redefined
term of entertainer encapsulates
many forms.

It's unlikely that Eminem will

pursue a full-blown acting career,

as his albums are selling like hot-

cakes (probably better than J-

Lo's), but it's still interesting to see
what happened to people who did
pursue acting, isn't it? ISN'T IT?!

Yea, well what do you know, any-
way.

Chang's film column runs every

Wednesday.
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CHAPMAN I^Nhr(ErS^ITY
ermhtte Pninm ii Ufntfn^ tnitin WHti»i

I
We create an atmosphere where we hopetyou will not become each

oihcr, but will become yourselves* as schArs and/or viriters.

We encourage exploration, difference, and the making Of the new.

In small classes, with a faculty committed to teaching, you can earn

an MA in Literature, an M.FA in Creative Writing, or a special program

where you earn both degrees.

Tne coRf CRfATiVE VMhtinc MOHIY UKUIDES:

Martii Nakdl (Directar)

Two Fields That Face and Mirror Each Other is the title of
ttiis novelist and poet's latest work.

MaHiAitM
Author ofnumerous film and television scripts as

well as four novels.

Pa«ebEztll

Award winning producer, writer, and artistic director.

A prolific novelist whose works include the

rencmned Land of Dreams.

Our vismiK WMTERS
PROttAM HAS INOUOID:

Alain Robbe-Grillet

Allen Ginsburg

Carlos Fuentes

Denise Levertov

Douglas Messerii

Fanny Howe

Steve Katz

Robert Creeley

Nathanial Mackey

BBCH APM ANUNIVERSITY
Orange, California

866-346-8799 • www.chapman.edu/english
Chapman J in vorsitv w accredrted by and IS a raembei of the Western Assooiilion of Schools and CoNeges

The GHE lias
chaiigecl.

The importance of a
higher score hasn't.

Kaplan's GRE prep course is fully updated
to meet the challenges of the new test.

• Mj. .. .> k-i/;

V. I Class Starts No¥ember 9.

Westwood Kaplan Center
1133 Westwood Blvd, Suite 201

Call or visit us online to enroll today!

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

VILLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUIN

948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

PLAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

vvesiwooa
I

I spy (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-Wed (11 45 2:10 4:50) 7:20 10 00

I

Femme Fatale (R)

I THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu(11 00145430)7301020

Jackass The Movie (R)

THX-Dot)yD9H
Tue-Thu 112:00 2:20 4 40) 7.45 10:30

LAEIVIIVILE

West Hollywood

Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

Westwood
LANDiVIARK
Westwood

PACIFIC
Westwood

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Ttt Truth About Charlie (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu (130 4 20) 7 00 9 40

White Oleander (PG-13)

Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu (1 15 4 00)7 10 9 50

Auto Focus (R)

Tue-Thu (1 1 40) 210 4 50 7 30 1 00

Far From Heaven (PG-13)
Tue-Thu (1 1 30) 2:05 4 45 7 25 10 00

Roger Dodger (R)

Tue-Thu (11 45) 210 4 35 7 15 9 50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Tue-Thu (1 10)405700955

Comedian (R)

Tue-Thu 112:15) 2 30 4 45 7 15 9 45

AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilshire Blvd.

1 BIk. E of Westvwod
(310)777-FILM#330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Tue 140 4:10

Wed-Thu 2:20 4:40 7:10 9:40

8 Mile (R)

Tue-Thu 1 45 4 20 7:00 10:00

The Ring (PG-13)

Tue 2:00 4 30 7 30 10:15

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)

Tue 130 4:00

Wed-Thu 2 10 4:50 7:20 9:50

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue
(310) 208-3259

Roger Dodger (R)

Tue-Thu (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S of Wilshire)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

Santa Clause2 (PG)

Mon-Thu2:15 4 30 7:00 9:15

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

On Guard

Tue (4 00)9:45
Wed (1 00) 4:00 7:00 9:45

Thu (4:00) 7:00 9:45

Santa Monica WLA/Beverly Hills

CRITERION 6

1313 3rd St

Promenade

I Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu (.12 00 2:30 5 00) 7 30 1010

The Ring (PG-13)

THX OTS Digital

Tu^-Thu(1:00 4 00) 7:00 10 00

I Pu(Kh-Drunk Love (R)

T'-'* ' • 7 Digital - DTS Digital

Tue-T- 45420)710945

The Transporter (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu (1 1 45 2:15 4:45) 7:40 10 15

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

(il 30 2 1(

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Frida (R)

Tue-Thu (1 15)410700955

Tully (NR)

Tue-Thu (5 10) 7 40 10 00

Shanghai Ghetto (NR)

Tue-Thu (5 05) 7 20 9 55

The Rising Place (PG-13)

Tue-Thu (5 10) 7 30 9 45

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FANDANGO COM

Beverly Hills

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Paid in Full (R)

Tue 10 15pm
Wed-Thu 7:10 9 30

Ghost Ship (R)

Tue-Thu 2 15 4 20 7130 9:50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St

(310)394-9741

Tue-Thu ( 10 5 05)7 55 10 35

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

THX Dolby SR - Stereo

Tue-Thu (jl 20 2 00 4 40) 7 20 10 05

Secretary (R)

Tue-Thu (145) 4 30 7 15 9 50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Tue-Thu (12 15) 2 30 4 50 7^5 9 45

Auto Focus (R)

Tue-Thu (12 00) 2 30 5 05 7 45 10 20

Spirited Away (PG)

Tue-Thu (1 00) 4 00 7 00 1() 00

8 Mile (R)

Tue.Thu 1 30 2 30 3 30 4 30 5:30 6 15

7 008309:15945
Wed 1 30 2 30 3 30 4 30 6:15 7 00

9115 9:45

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Tue-Thu (1 1 30) 1 40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Tue-Thu (1 1 20) 1 50 4 40 7 20 9 50

The Trials of Hery Kissinger

Tue-Thu (11:10)

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Tue-Thu 1:30 4:20 7:00 9:30

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Tue-Thu (1 1 00) 1 40 4:30 7: 1 1 0:00

Santa Monica

flDVKTISf

initif

bpuin

rtovif

(iUIDf
The Transporter I PG-13)

Tue-Thu 2 00 4 10 7:20 9 40

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Tue-Thu 1 '45 4 00

NUART
1 1 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

Dernda

Tue-Thu 5 15 7 30 9:45

NuWILSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310) 394-8099

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Tue-Thu (1 30)4 15 7 15 10 00

Far From Heaven
Tue-Thu (1 1 30) 2:00 4 30 7 00 9 30

3I0.825.2l6if
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

iliflMrft*i9 7]|ps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DeadUnos
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Una Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85

12pt. headline 2.00

16pt. headline 2.75

Box $2.00

WBBtOy

20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00

...each additional word 7.20

1 2pt. headline 33.00

1 6pt. headline 39.00

Box $40.00

duartBrty
5 insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00 50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 2.75

12pt. headline 8.50

.each additional word 12.50

12pt. headline .Z 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline..... r. 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

r ^ ^^s
Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change without notice.

Special Features & Issues

• ^{^ibarmins

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Every day!

310.825.2221

"VILlflOf DIStI
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

TT"^

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPLACE.COM
The ASUCLA CkXTXTXjntoations boafd fully supports the Umversrty o* Cal.fofnia's policy or noodiscnm.nation No mechum shall accept adveflisements which present persons of any origin.
race. sex. or sexual orientation m a 0emeaning way or to imply that they are timited positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communication
Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the advertisements represented m this »ssue Any person tielieving that an advertisement in this issue violated the Boa-'d's policy on
nondiscrmination stated herein should conrvnunicate complaints m writing to the Assistant Director Daify Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles 90024-1641 For assis-
tance with housing discnmmation problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line
at http //www dailybruin ucia edu (placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Bmm is responsible for the first incorrect inser
tioo oniy Mifxx typographical errori are not eligtbte for refunds For any refund, the Daily Boim Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

mii m m m mm mmm !iiSP!PiP15PliPipww?P^

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundroisina event Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.

Fundroising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

W^^ 1800
ik-Mi Miscellaneous

LATE NIGHTS? Don't Be A Victim!

www.protectmetirst.CGm/ucla.titm

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source tor

students, employees & alumni. Free ctiecking.

student loans, car loans. Campus otfice: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man wtio truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplistied/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/tiealttiy litestyle, enjoys

literatureAraveling/outdoors. seeks pretty/at-

tectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdtriends.com has ptioto

personals for people witti HSV, HPV, HIV and
ottiers. Voice/video/ctiat/music.

2050
Pregnancym&kj^

Babies Hatch
Ttie tiuman tiatctiing event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable

human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

m^ 2200
seiarch Subjects

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages 18-

59, male/female, are needed for a study by in-

vestigators at the UCLA Brain Mapping Cen-
ter involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Vol-

unteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking. Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-206-4456 or

email lsa@ucla.edu, lmolnar@ucla.edu,
koski@loni.ucla.edu.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy
smokers and non-smokers ages 18-55, to par-

ticipate in MR I and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-

6387. UCLA IRB #01 -03-048-02A.

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230 Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or

888-791-9988.

^ 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

EAST INDIAN
EGG DONOR
NEEDED

$50,000 (compensation) Highly successful,

professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is

attractive and intelligent (SAT score of

1400+) with a good personality. Privacy is

guaranteed. Please contact our agent:
Darlene@ pertectmatch com 800-264-8828

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

ir Egg Donors Needed
s;^

Healthy females aaes

mes some ot the

..S18-J1
Donate to infertile coup

many eggs your body disposes monthly

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

bfe>
(818)832-1494 ^

John ± Christian
Designers & Craftsmen Since 1850

cou.ege monogram
Ring

Free Brochure

•Year Date
•Degree
• Greek letters

•Your Monogram

!4K GOLD $450

RINGB0X.COM 1-888-646-6466

1 3500
Furniture

FOR SALE: 3 futons $50 each. Great condi-

tion! 310-613-6211.

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

3700
Health Products

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your own
sampler pack! Free shipping on orders over
$10.

y 3800
Miscellaneous

"NO WAR" T-SHIRTS. $15ea.
http://www.PayPal.com & send payment
teachinsi ©yahoo.com or mail Coffee House
Teach-ins (non-profit), 12335 Santa Monica
Blvd, #114, LA, CA, 90025.
http://www.stopUSwars.org (310)203-1542

thectogstoreconn
1 -60 0-946 -CLOG

5500
Vehicle for Rent

Need a ride to the heme
feetball games, cause your
house didn't rent a bus?

4700
to Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
Well beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.

^900
Autos for Sale

1985 CHEVY BLAZER, white, 95K mi, 4wd,

am/fm/cassette, $1,195 obo 310-446-2734

1994 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE Laredo

4WD, 11 OK miles. $6300 OBO 310-306-6890.

phoussaye@earthlink.net.

1995 MAZDA MPV LX(minivan). Great condi-

tion, automatic, green. 97K. air bag, AC,
AM/FM. power everything. $5,295 OBO. 310-

824-0622

1995 SATURN SL1. 4d. 88k, automatic. AC,

AM/FM stereo power steenng, lo-jack. original

owner. $3700. 310-479-0222 or 310-433-

7585.

C«B \m¥t 9« trMMfMfftatiMil

Check out our Bruin packages
(310)216-2718 (office)

(310)578-3112 (pager)

Package A
$20.00 per include r/t transportation to the game
One 6' sandwich (choice of ham, turkey, roast beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake
Cole slaw

1 cup of 16' beer or 1 bottle water

Package B
$10.00 per person (roundtnp transportation only)

Package C
No transportation to game. You get everything in

package A for $8.00

RESERVE ASAP. CONTAa: Ms. Brown or Gkw

1997 NISSAN ALTIMA GXE, auto, air, power,

cruise control, airbags, radio/cass, 63,935
miles, $7200/obo (31 0)376-6891 /eve/wknds
(31 0)794-5391 /days.

1998 FORD ESCORT ZX2. 36K miles. $6200
OBO. 310-306-6890. Email:

phoussaye@earthlink.net.

94 BLACK HONDA ACCORD DX cupe.
Perfect condition. 55K miles. New interiors

and tires. $8000 OBO. 323-937-8919.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

o o o o o o

travei
5600-5720

- 5680
ravel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

5900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

/lllslate.
You're in good harxis.

Mike Azer Ir^surance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wilshiro)

24 Hours g Day Service

6150
Foreign Languages

LEARN/IMPROVE YOUR SPANISH: All lev-

els. Private, groups, and companies. Native

speaker. Experienced teacher. Sandra
Morgentsern 310-828-1606. Email:

Sandramor2@hotmail.com

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your

skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671

. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.UJ. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310)552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Ccniun Cit\ , California
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FLU VACCINE
For registered UCLA students

Bring your BruincarcJ / 300 doses of each event.

First come. First served - no appointment needed.

Wed. Nov. 13, 5-8 pm / De Neve Plaza Room
Thurs. Nov. 2 1 , 1 1 am - 2 pm

j

Marian Anderson Courtyard, AGSM
lues. Nov. 26J 2 - 3 pm / Bruin Plaza (outside Ashe)

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment

in the Ashe Center, while supplies last.

For more information or to request an appointment:

www.studenthealth.uclo.edu or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
Nationally Accredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Tread tieavily

6 Complexion
problem

10 Mini-play

14 "The Tempest"
spirit

15 Constant ctiange
16 Dixie bread
17 Sicily neighbor
18 Boat runway
19 Kind cjf rug

20 Work by Keats
21 Driveway clearers

(2 wds.)

24 Tends \he

aquarium
26 Rococo
27 Ry trap

28 Turkish) coins
30

. so good!
33 Brand name
34 Neon or ozone
37 Toe the line

38 Crystal-dear
39 Luxurious
40 Beat the tield

41 Burglars' need
42 Sentimental
43 Advertises
44 Have a snack
45 Era
48 Absortjs

52 Very scary (hyph.)
55 Straw^^tem* ^^ *

56 Movie canine '

57 Kind of muffin

58 Toughen up
60 Pit

61 Like one Ranger
62 "48 Hours' lead
63 Otherwise
64 Ceases
65 Understand

DOWN
1 Mead's island

2 Commerce

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

R O B E G R O P E

1

A B L E
O P E N R U L E D Q U 1 D
P U R R U S 1 N G U R N S
E S T A M E N D 1 C A N T 1^P 1 P^HS E E l^^lIR E s^R 1 C tB R M S
U M aUs E A R sps H U T S
B A N DHR A 1 L SHO L E o
s 1 T U PPN E 1 L sHt 1 N

I L A D E Ns M E A R 1 N G
Mhi R O dPHd Y eMBI

1 u N H U R R 1 E D P R A M
B R A Y

1

M A C R O A U D 1

R S V P A M N G 1 D O L
R A Y EJ jjA N E S D e S K

11-13-02 © 2002 United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

3 Tennessee
gridder

4 Bumped into

5 Wall covering
6 Puffy coifs

7 Lobster's

appendage
8 Without feeling

9 Surveyed new
territory

10 Deposits eggs
11 Pusan's country
12 Lifeless

13 Pick on
22 Kan neighbor
23 Spoken
25 On vacation
28 Shortages
29 Egret cousin
30 Plant crops
31 — -Wan Kenobi
32 Boggy ground
33 Greed
34 Bush's org.

35 Poisonous

snake
36 Reserved
38 Worth praising

39 Gourmet
appetizer

41 Dock
42 Drooping
43 Harangue
44 Bonn single

45 — out

r- (discontinue)
'•46 Palette adjunct
47 Ceremonies
48 Anends a

banquet
49 Football coach

Don —
50 Fruit pastries

51 Marinate
53 It may be

pumped
54 Beach cover
59 Hide — hair

7^W^
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Beat 'SC Week:
Nov. 18-23

Celebrate Bruin pride and get fired up for the

big football game against USC! Come to these

spirited events:

MoiKJay: Car Smash, Noon-2 p.m., Bruin Plaza

Tuesday : Bonfire and RaJly, 9:30 p.m., Wilson Plazii

Wednesday: Biood Drive, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,

James Wesr Alumni Cenrer

Bruin Night Out, 7-10 p.m., Wesrwood
Bruin Fair, Noon-2 p.m.. Bruin Plazii

Bruin Spirit Day, Noon-l p.m.. Bruin Plaza

UCLA vs. USC football game. Rose Bowl

For information, caJl (310) UCLA-SAA or visit

www.UCLAJunini.net/BeatSC.

I ^

;^

(310) UCU^SAA www.UCLAIiinnlnetSAA

-SAA If ihf studm: chtipur of the—

UCLAIumni
iAssociationl

=^

5700
Travel Tickets

n(^TRAVEL STUPEMTST
OnAWAYMCKAMS
iDflrs-imoHTi AiimauDfo

LOS CABOS

MAZATLAN

.*Mi $ 349

jhB$389

ne.VALIJUlTA-H..399

CANCUN -.509

COSTA IIIUB(odi» \\n

mm-VictorytraveLm

(800)878-9986
CST« 2063861-40

Airfares
RIO-SAO $259

COSTARICA... $209
MEXICO...„„..... $119

CUADAUUARA. $119

GUATEMALA.... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
VniftiE*«*«*»*«*««««»«« %mt0w

LIMA...... $189

.LONDON $239

sjsjEic TOym.mm notice, scicmwammm

B^OO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-K^areful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, t>oxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391 -5657.

6SOO
Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! CaH Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Baar, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your

personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's;31 0-475-

9585.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND MBA
SCHCX)L APPUCANTS

Learn unique strategies. Guaranteed to help.

You gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com.

"^7000
Tutoring Offered

TUTOR
ALGEBRA/STATISTICS/MATH. Former Col-

lege Instructor. Friendly, patient. Will tutor in-

dividually or in groups. Call for rates. Call

Curtis at 310-968-1649.
|

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:310-234-0101,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get

170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

CONVERSATION
You used a cell and spoke quickly (November
5th). I couklnl hear your number. Please call

again. "Writing Tutor".

MATH/SPANISH/FRENCH TUTOR Math
major UCLA 2000. All Levels. Experienced;
currently an Algebra Teacher; Geometry; Pre-

calculus, college undergraduate courses.
Tania (323)463-1231

MELANIES MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/bio logy,

Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytihie. 800-

90-TUTOR.

7000
Tutoring Offered

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525. I

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kids fed up with math? Help has
come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math, including :Algebra 1 and 2,

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math.

Flexible hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sen-

ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years

experience tutoring math and three years

teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-

ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie :3 10-

993-8064.

.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students welcome. 310-

824-2295.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-

387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

^y^^^^^EejiWW

GEOGRAPHY MAJORS: GIS ArcView Tutor
wanted Santa Monrca or on campus email
Tom at jellymonz@yahoo.com

JAPANESE TUTOR w/experience working
w/chiklren. Once a week, rates negotiable.

Must have own car, female preferred. 310-

394-0863.

MATH/SGIENCE TUTOfV^ii^ Of^fiteationa*
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thru Nov15 4-6PM
MTVy.T 3days min. Perfect English.

tutor7892002@yahoo.com

QUICKEN FOR MAC
Tutor wanted by retired senior. Please fax re-

sume to 310-202-6184.

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH. Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female preferred. 310-285-9612, 310-990-
8552

TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Math,
Spanish, Biology, or English/any combination.
Please call Don 310-836-9514 or 310-989-
2100.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

Writing Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts. Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

7SOO
Opportunities

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-

sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sume to: 310-278-4882.

FULL-TIME/PART-TIME Officfe assistant posi-

tions available. Must have pleasant phone
manner and abilty to function in a dynamic/fast

paced environment, fax resume to Tony: 310-

861-8943.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

PART-TIME Office assistant position available

in Brentwood. Must have good computer skills.

Please fax resume to Donna Heidt: 310-593-
0094.

SCRABBLE
The all new game show is looking for contest-

ants. Call our hotline at 323-969-8890.

TEACHER P/T. Private High School looking
for P/T geometry teacher. Starting 2/1/03.

Please send resumes: School, 2118 Wilshire

Blvd, #454, Santa Monica CA 90404. Attn:B.K.

TOP COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE IN-

VESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Seeks Intern/Agent. PT/FT. Salary/Com-
mission. Fax Resume 310-575-1964.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLAgrads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in aftemoons M-
F. 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

BABYSITTER. Experienced female for 7/mo.
old needed. Few hrs. Wed. and Thus, even-
ings. $10/hr. 310-264-1993 or 213-487-6690.

BABYSITTER. Every Saturday 2-1 0pm. flexi-

ble. Super sweet, like Mary Poppins. $10-

12/hr DOE. Pacific Palisades. Need own car

and references. 310-573-4171.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
Pick up foRTi school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call 310-

440-6738

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 children. Needed
after 2pm Mon-Thgrs. Own car. insurance, and
clean DMV required. $10/hr. Call after 6pm
310-475-4221.

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.

Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car.in-

surance,&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

ENTHUSIASTIC FEMALE GRADUATEAJN-
DERGRAD student to help with chikJren.

^Some Driving necessary. Child Develop-
ment/Experience necessary. Afternoon/Even-

ing hours, good salary. 310-471-0804.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
wami/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light

housework/cooking, English speaking. 310-
433-1320.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FRENCH/ENGLISH speaking driver/nanny
needed. M-F. 12:45-5PM. Located in Holmby
Hills, (Sunset/Beverly Glen). $15/hr. 310-288-

0821. Send resume: alcatelrobin@aol.com

MOTHER'S HELPER FOR 2KIDS (10&15).
Mon-Fri. 1-6pm approx. $10/hr. Looking for re-

sponsible organized person. Must have
car&insurance, references required. Glenridge
area, Bel Air. Call Lakshmi 310-474-8733 or

email ninakumar@aol.com.

MOTHER'S HELPER
WLA/Rancho Park. Monday-Thursday, 2:30

start, Wed until 10PM. 2 preteens, homework.
Light chores. $10/hr+gas. Need own car. 310-

202-6703.

P/T Childcare needed. Must have excellent

references. Own car. Coldwater canyon.

12hrs/week. 310-858-8321.

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education

female-student. School pick-up, help

w/homewori< &prepare healthy meals for 7-

year-old giri. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,

310-828-8260.

7500
Career Opportunities

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company. Must be detail oriented

and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr.

Email resume; jobs@psvratings.com.

NURSES/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT NEEDED
very busy oncologyst office. Top pay. Send
resumes to kbyellow@aol.com

SEEKING a nurturing child loving baby sitter

for our 20months old giri. Part-Time. Please

call 31 0-828-6051 or 310-828-6054.

WLA P/r Nanny 20hrs/wk, M-F, afternoon to

early evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,

creative to watch 2 young girls 7&4. 310-351-

1767

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational

Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;

Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

7800
Help Wanted

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to work in the

UCLAAckerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours

11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,

University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, Ca 90025.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

29 people needed, lose weight, earn$$, limit-

ed time! 800-335-7851.

:^;^;iih:^:i71T;

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:

Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks.

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ADVERTISING SALES POSITION PA, flexi-

ble hrs. Commission. Must have good speak-
ing skills, on time. Starts at $7.50/hr. 310-

688-6761.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200-fper/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included

• It's not a job -its a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6<499)
vNAA/w.nationalbartenders.com

z

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.

Great student job, P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 1 70A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City location seeking F/T and P/T
scooper and shift leader position. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

BMW SALES ASST
BH BMW is looking for a motivated individ-

ual. PT Sales Assistant. Four days a week.

Call: 310-358-7801.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHRISTMAS HELP
INSCRIPTIONS luxury bath and linen. PT po-
sition available. Retail experience necessary
$10/hour. Please call immediately. Pam or

lris:31 0-573-9931.

DRIVER to take 13yr-old daughter home from
school. Imile in Beveriy Hills. Tue, Wed,
Thurs. 3:20pm. References. $15Arip. 310-477-

7541 310-553-5610.

DRIVER/BABYSITTER/HOMEWORK helper

w/strong math skills prefen-ed. Safe car/excel-

lent driving record. 12hrs/wk guaranteed.
M/T/W 3-6:30 minimum. $10/hr plus gas.

Judith 310-441-1556.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted.

South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;

PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225,

(626)616-5609

FULL TIME FILE CLERK
For very busy westwood law firm. Experienced
only. Must be detail oriented, highly organized
and personable. 10.30-7.30 Mo-Fri, full bene-
fits. Fax resume and salary history to 310-441-

8015.

Grant Writers needed by non-profit Health

Care Organization. P/T. F/T excellent pay well

motivated. Health . fitness and environment.

3 1 0-305-8680. 3 1 0-306-240 1

.

HELP NOW!!!
Top-performing company looking for stud-

ents who want to earn $1000-3000/month
P/T. Great resume builder. 888-206-3618.

MEDICAL OFFICE HELP. Light Bookeeping
for busy surgeon's office. Quickbooks a must.

Flexible hours. Beverly Hills. Pay negotiable.

Donna: 310-285-9612.

MODEL SEARCH
Looking for new faces for TV. film, and music
videos. 310-821-3007.

Are you a model...
or want to act started?;
Looking

commerci

310.273.25tf6

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

OFFICE ASSISTANT F/T or P/T. High-energy,

articulate, EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION
SKILLS. COMPUTER LITERATE. Leave mes-
sage 31 0-476-1 868,fax resume:31 0-271-

3959.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T COMPUTER CLERICAL. Good w/num-
bers, quick book pro experienced pretended.

Home office in Culver City. SlO/hour. 15-20

hours/week, 310-390-1240

P/T MORNINGS. General Office or Customer
Service positions. Pleasant work place in San-
ta Monica. Education publisher. 310-395-
9393.

PART-TIME
ASSISTANT

$10/hr. + commission. 20/hrs./week. Bilin-

gual (Spanish) Multifaceted work, includes

Computer/Office skills. Cuba Travel. Great

Opportunity! 213-626-8902.

Classifieds

825-2221 r^fW^E'
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NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

//

^Wcfcome Q3^^^^s

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
^ Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We offer a wide selection of apartments at modest prices,

in all the best locations with a host of amenitites. Whether

you need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom

apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!

Of the many amenities availble, we offer gyms, swimming
pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, 'sundecks, patios. more.

necessary, we have custom designer fiimiture available as

well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators, and much
more, in short anything you mayneed we can provide.

I

Call for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

|The Roberts Companies

oberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com
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it 7800
J Help Wanted

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverly Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcnpts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning
facility managemenf? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546. or
just stop by our office. Gate 1. Pauley Pavilion
to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up. shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk dunng late af-

ternoons&evenings In Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work expenence&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11. LA
90024.

RECEPTIONIST
FOR BUSY MEDICAL OFFICE. STD test-

ing. Heavy phones. Fax resume or back-
ground to 818-779-1908. P/T. Can work ar-

ound school schedule

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy BH Escrow
Office FT/PT. $10. strong phone skills, good
client contact, must multi-task,ASAP! Fax:310-
860-0748.

M.D.R. clothing mfg.
CO. seeking energetic,
organized, detailed,
multi-task individual.
Computer skills are
preferred (Mac).
Flexible hours -

20 hrs/vvk.
Please fax resume to

(310)273-3884.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy salon.

Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy 310-824-
7666.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverly
Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING,
FOCUSED, PERSONABLE person.
P/T/Flex/$12/hr. Email:
tom@andersonstaff .com

SANTA MONICA LAW FIRM seeks file derk
for filing and special projects. $8/hr. 16-

20hrs/week. Fax to Human Resources. 310-
394-4700.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls, fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11 /hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156

26th St.. Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Learn to work
with tods, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay Is $7.75-

$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-

ence a plus. 888-440-2381

.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you tose. Safe.

Doctor recommended 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.oom

NOW HIRING
All Positions

For our "New" Location

in Westwood
Opening Mid-January 2003
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
is the leading natural foods retailer in

the country and proud to be Included
in Fortune Magazine as one of the top

100 Best Companies to work for!

Leam the business and start a carred

Starting wage range is

$ 7.50-$ 9.00/hr

Alteimonr Joh Kaii

FHcfay A Saturday. Nofwambar 15 416
9!00 am to 3900 pm

At the new store location,

1050 South Gayley Ave.
In the city of Westwood

Great Benefits!
• Medical/DentalA/ision Insurance Plans

• Team Member discount (20%off)

• Benefrt hours (sick/vacation) pay
• 401 (k) retirement savings plan

• Paid community service hours

• Team Member incentive program.

7840
Actors/Extras Wanted

WANNA BE ON TV
Women 18-25 wanted for national TV com-
mercials Pay! E-mail photo and contact info to

Jennifer@modemmedia2000.com.

sooo
Internships

ENGINEERING INTERN: Part-time position

to assist in project management and perform
administrative duties, www.adeptgroup.net
for details and to submit resume.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-
man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

8400
Apartments for Rent

or fax your resume to

(818)990-1066

WEST SIDE DOGGIE DAY-CARE needs dog
wranglers. Available Thur&-Sun and holidays.

Fax info to 310-445-0092.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. Its Fun'Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417. 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineverylife.com.

PART-TIME WEBMASTER for Peace group
wanted. 310-203-1542 oir teachinsi® ya-
hoo.com I

acJv^iise
> in classifted (Tisptey

housing
8400-9800

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studk), furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room. pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1 .5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporla-

tionAJCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+.
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parking.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1225.
BACH&SNG $895-»-. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace. A/'C. Pool, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

2BED, 2 1/2BATH. Large balcony, townhouse
lease. Palms area. $1450. 310-441-9552.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS Adjacent $1425. Large
2bdrm/2bth. gated building. 9025 Alcott. Avail-

able 12/1. Call 310-385-0092.

BRENTWOOD U1. awesome location, petok.

r/s. carpet, laundry, parking, $980. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2+1 , r/s, very quiet area, laun-

dry, high ceilings, parking. $1350. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

BRENTWOOD studio, prime area. r/s.

walk-in closets, full kitchen, parking.
$725. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

Casablanca West
1 Be(k|Mffl&|{Qmi1095

mdeet si^ doieti. Lou Secatjf Depok

530 Veteran
208-4394

8400
Apartments for Rent

REMODELED GUEST STUDIO Washer/dry-

er, stove/fridge, pool, paid utilities, one-year-
lease, quiet student/professional, no; pets. Bel
Air. $895. 310-474-5080. ]'

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, tots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-86161

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s. close to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking. $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

BRENTWOOD: $1640. 2bdrm/2bth
upper, balcony, refrigerator/stove,
new carpet/drapes, parking, laundry,

no pets, near UCLA, by appointment
11728 Mayfield. Cel!:310-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

JR EXEC $1150. 2BDRM/2BTH $1895.
10933 Rochester. Extremely large unit,

fireplace. A/C, gated parking, pool/spa.

Cats ok. 310-473-5061.

I

Diamond Head
Apartments

Sinsle $895.naup

2b€droom $1555 ..d up

1 bedroom $1 1 95

1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

Within walklns distance to UCLA. Gated
Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room,

Laundry facilities, AC/ Refrigerator, Stove
Short term avail Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

310-824-9691

Unhappy with

your roomate?

We can help!
Luxury 2 B«droom

Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities Include:

• Rooftop Sundecic, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parlting

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, disiiwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors
|

• Roommate Matching Service Available

SANTA MONICA 2+1 . close to UCLA, r/s, car-

pet, balcony, laundry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA apartment, private room, r/s,

patio, hardwood floors, very cozy, parking,

$388. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. $1555 2 bedroonV2 bath-

room. Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen

and bath. Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered
Parking, 937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900
SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, near UCLA, pool,

laundry, parking, utilities included,

$675.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA. 2+1. r/s. carpet, balcony,

laundry, gated entry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym. large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WEST LA^^
1BD+IBA $n45/MO
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideplaces.com

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refngerator, parking.

Laundry room in buikjing. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA. Ibdrm/lbth. Colby & Rochester. No
pets. $750/mo. 323-258-1354.

WESTWOOD 1+1, catok, r/s, gated entry,

walk to UCLA, laundry, parking, $995.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
* Move-In special

501 Gaytoy Ave

310-208-8505
KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace. AC. secur-

ity building. 310-208-4796.

PALMS
$1100/month. 2bed/1.5bath Appliances, pool,

laundry, upper, carport New carpet and floor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

WESTWOOD 2+1, close to UCLA, r/s, carpet,

balcony, laundry, parking, $1250.www,west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s, carpet, laundry, near
UCLA, quiet and cozy, parking. $1325.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pool, laundry, garage, $400. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368.
|

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, walk to UCLA,
r/s carnet laundrv narkino utilities included

$625.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

Classifieds
825-2221

8400
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.

Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.

Great location/condition! $930/mo. 818-653-

5837.

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.

729 Gayley.

** MAR VISTA **

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon.- Sat. 10 -4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD sludb, r/s, balcony, carpet, pool, laun-

diy. paitdng, utilities included. $700. 310^395-

7368.www.westsiderentals.oom

WESTWOOD STUDO. 5 minutes wak to catT^xis,

tieside dentaWmedical schools. Ful kitctien, 1 pok-
ing, AC. SlOOOtno. 31O-206-2376.

WESTWOOD Sunny, Itxtm. Luxuiy buHdrig, dose
to UCLA. 1 Partdng + ulilies {nd'd. 24lv guar),

pool^acuzzi/gynVsauna^aundry rooms. Avaitai^le

11/15. $145arno. Nalasha7@earthlink.net 310-

235-1970.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Smal 1-bdrm. $1100A7XDnth. Al utities and partdng

included. Days31 0475-7533, evenings:310^9-
4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT. W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C, fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, park-
ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-
470-)513.

WESTWOOD. IBDRM. $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

8400
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm^2bth. Walk to UCLA. 2
parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi. $1800 & 2weeks
free. 310824-0833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES- Fumished/unfumished,

some w/^xxd, gated, kitchen, $695-825. 1 txjrm $950-

$1025 many w/fireplaces, luxury and more. 2bdrm
$1 375-1 595, many w/dishwashers, balcony, /VC and
more. 3bdrm $1895-$1995. Large, luxury. Must see.

Cal for free listing^l 0-278^999.

WLA.-$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive singles.

Near UCLAA/A kteal for student Suitable for two.

Definite must see! 1525 Sawtele Blvd. 310477-
4832.

S Apartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-

9748

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $750/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

8SOO
partments Furnished

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE Ibdrm/lbth.
kitchen facilities. For one person, non-smoker.
$850/mo utilities included. Call 310-390-5589.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spa-
cious room, pool, two indoor parking.

$1700. Jimmy. 213-272-3316.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally reno-

vated, granite kitchen w/new appli-

ances/marble bathrooms, w/spa in mas-
ter. Secured parking w/doorman.

$2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEL AIR guest house, close to UCLA, r/s, w/d
hookups, yard, parking. $1100. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overlooking the ocean, week-
endsonly. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

ROOM.BOARD in brentwood apt in exchange
for P/T childcare for 5 year-old. Walk to UCLA
Female, references. 310-562-9863, Kay.

9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private
room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

BEVERLY HILLS LARGE ROOM separate
from house. Grad student preferred. Must
have car, kitchen privileges, utilities included
$600. Washer/dryer. Abby:310-275-3831.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$725+$725-security, 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

NEAR BEACH
SATyfTA MONICA Fuly fumished room w^xivale
bath. Short-temi ok. Easy acoess-fneeways/storBS.

PooMaundry. Prefer non^nx)kers. $895+<teposJt irv

duding utilities. 310-392-0405.

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,
$60Ohionth. Private room. Lau(*y/gym^xioWef¥Tis
court lOmin^JCLA, Neer famiers market&grove.
/Scross street LACMAMuseum. MovennASAR 323-
57K3608.

ROOf^ FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA
Rates start at $50a^TX)nlh. utatjes^xeakfast includ-

ed. 310-208^931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Ful kitchen,

washer/dryer. Good location, ciose to UCLA, very

nice inside. $850Atio. 310-828-7768.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, catok, r/s,

laundry, partdng, utiWes included, $550. www.v^e^
sidefBntals.com 310<B95-7368

CULVER CITY. Own room in 2bdrm/1bth apt.

w/garage, nice area. Prefer female, available

Dec.1 $700/mo. 310-702-1267.

SANTA MONICA guest house, laundry, yard,
parking, utilities included, $750. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA townhouse, private room, r/s,

laundry, quiet area, parking, $425. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdmT/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, fumished. cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.
a^A.lte...?i,;

BEL AIR house, private room, r/s, patio,
hardwood floors, a/c, w/d, fireplace, park-
ing. $500. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH.
$1400&UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEP-
DOWN LIVING ROOM. HIGH CEIL-
ING. DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE SOUTH
OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-

washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, parking, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-
7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD. 2bed/2bath house. 10788
Wilkins Ave. Stove, fridge, dishwasher,
microwave, hardwood floor, fireplace, laundry,

pets OK. Small yard. One-car garage.
$2750/month. 310-578-7512 JKW.

9300
Room for Help

FREE RENT in exchange for housekeeping,
private entrance/bath one-block east of

UCLA. No children, women only. Close to

bus. 310-474-4354.7am-7pm.

WESTWOOD duplex, r/s, hardwood floors,

laundry, near UCLA, parking, $1850.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

Large private room/ba. Partying in 2bd apt in

WLA, close to UCLA and freeways. Quiet re-

sponsible male/female. $750/mo. 310-699-
2555.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD-FEMALE sublet needed winter

and spring, 424 Lanfair, private room, fur-

nished, parking possible. Quiet apt, fun com-
plex. $650/month. Call 310-824-1585.

tplace of student-to-student deals

harmins
student deals %^ —

Item Description Price Phone
4_L0NG PRESSES ma^ $30 310-829-1568.
A+ LAPTOP P233 modem cd-rom $250 310-825-0776
AIR CONDmONER $200 323-937-8919.
ART^ORTFOyp black hard cover $50 310-479-483t.
BACKPACK(NEW)^ Timberland w/tags on $35 310-268-1432
BEDSIDETAByi wh^ wicker $35 310-209-2058.
BOOKCASES pai; 64"x28^' $60 3 1 0-234-1 090
BOOKSHEiyES^ jkea 7'x3' $45 31 0-209-2058.

BOOKSHELVES__^ ikea, white,7'x3' $45 310-209-2058
BREADMAKER MACHINE unused oster designer $50 310-829-1568
CO TRAVELER BAG for discman & CDs $15 310-268-1432

CDJUNER-CASS new, sealed $150 310-576-7996
CHAIR WHITE tall $15 310-479-3016.

CHESJ DRAWERS ikea white 4'x'41^ ______ $45 310-209-2058.

COMPUTER lOOMHZ Pentium win98 48RAM $e5_ 310-488-7588
COMPUTER 100MHZ pentium, cdrom etc _$50___ 310-312-2465.

COMPUTER MONITOR pc 1 4;;^ i/^ 310-31 2-2465.

COUCH Beige velour vintage $500 323-937-8919.

DESK w/ hutch $45 310-488-7588
DRAWER UNIT ikea white 3 drawers $45 310-209-2058.

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
^ $100 _31 0-479-301 6.

RUNG CABINET 2drwr, black, metal $35 31 0-488-iaM
HALOGEN POLE LAMP___ black with dimmer __ $20 310-829-1568.
IKEA DESK SET inc drawer unit, blue J80 310-314-1815

LEATHER JACKET XL New Condition $20 _31 0-443-1 165
MICROVVAVE GOOD O'Keefe merritt brown $20 ^310-829-1568

MICROWAVE littonieOOwts $25 310-3937522.

MOTORCYCLE HELMET black ___ $50 310-312-2465.

NICK NACK WALL shelves 3 mirrored slats $20 310-838-4192

RCA TV 20" $100 310-312-2465

REPAIR MANUAL storm 1990-93 haynes $8 ^J10-838-4i92
REPAIR MANUAL toyota tercel 1 980 $8 310-838-4192

SCREENS Wooden beehive style $200 323-937-8919.

SUEDE GUESS COAT camel sm-med $50 310-479-4831.

TALL LAMP $14 310-479-3016.

TKO PUNCHIN6BAG free-standing, new $70 310-267-6810.

7V-VCR-STAND new, clean wood finish $35 310-927-7277

TWIN MATRESS like new, super comfy $30 310-927-7277

VISUALSTUDIO.NET microsoft new $99 310-824-2327.

WATCH, MEN'S Chronograph MINT big $50 310-443-1165

WOODEN SPOONS 2 sets small &large $14 310-838-4192.

XP WINDOWS microsoft new $87 310-824-2327.
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Lam Chops up So. Cal

Field

Chris Lam just never seenis to lose. The
UCLA sophomore won the Southern
California Intercollegiate

Championships over the
weekend, extending his

record as a Bruin to 10-1.

His only loss at UCLA
was against teammate
Erfan Djahangiri at the
final of the Onmi Hotels
Regionals in October.
Lam transferred to

UCLA from Santa Clara
over the off-season. As a
freshman last season, he
was the Broncos' No. 1

starter and compiled a 25-
{

9 record.
i

In the SCIC. Lam won the final against
Johan Berg of USC, 64, 6-3.

Several other Bruins competed in the
SCIC.

Chris Lam

Aaron Yovan advanced to the second
round by beating Jonathan Endikrat of UC
Irvine, 6-2, 6-3. \()vjui then lost to Jorgen
Anneasen 7-(>, -^-7, 1 1 -J).

UCLA's Lassi Ketola, Travis Kinard, and
Chris Surapol iUI lost in the first roimd.

In doubles, Tobias Clemens and Ketola
lost in the finals to Endikrat and Brian
Morton, 7-C, 7-5.

Djahangiri, Walker play

in Nationals
Djaluuigiri qualified for the Onmi Hotels

National Intercollegiate Indoor
Championships by virtue of beating Lam in

regionals.

He lost in the first round to Georgia Tech's

Roger Anderson, 6-3, 7-5 and lost in the con-

solation roiuid to Vanderbilt's Chad Harris, 6-

3, 64.

Also at tlie Omni Hotels Nationals was
Sara Walker, representing the UCLA
women's temiis team.

Walker won her first round match against

Juha Scaringe of Florida 6-2, 6-2. In the sec-
ond round, Walker lost to Oregon's Daria
Panova 4-6, 6-2, 6-2.

Carleton reaches final

I

in Desert
Jackie Carleton went all the way to the

finals of the Pahn Springs Fall Desert Classic,
losing to Arizona's Diane Hollands, 6-1,6-3.

"Jackie had a very good tournament,"
UCLA women's tennis head coach Stella
Sampras said. "She's stepped up, proven her-
self in the college rankings, and the players
have gained respect for her."

Three other Bruins played in the tourna-
ment, including Anya Loncaric, Sarah Gregg,
and Laura Gordon.

Gregg was defeated in the second round
by Hollands, Gordon lost in the first round to
Loyola Marymount's Denka Sileva, and
Loncaric lost in the second round.

Bruins swim their way
to victory in the rain

Notes compiled by Gilbert Quifkmez, Daily
Bruin Senior Staff.

FOOTBALL
from page V

two games from what I'm hearing."

Toledo will spend the weekend tailgating in his

own backyard since it is illegal for him to attend
this weekend's USC-ASU matchup.

"Needless to say I am very impressed," Toledo
said. "They are the best 'SC team I've seen since
I've been a coach here."

Meanwhile, his coaches will be on the road
recruiting wldle his players are recuperating.

"I really think the bye week is going to help us
out a lot It will give us some physical rest and get

our bodies right," redshirt fi-eshman quarterl)ack
John Sciarra said. I

This week junior defensive tackle Rodney
Leisle, who missed the last month due to a fi^ac-

tured foot, should return. By the rivalry game,
Toledo expects to get senior wide receiver Ryan
Smith (ankle) and sophomore safety Jibril Rajnno
(shoulder) back. Sophomore tailback Manuel
White, who returned at Arizona, could also use
the time to fully heal from his pulled hamstring.

"Well focus on ourselves more than 'SC this

week," Toledo said.

The unranked Bruins will be the only ones
focusing on themselves this week. They are
unranked although they have won their last three
games.

"We lost two league games by a total of five

points. I would hope maybe we are one of the top
25 teams in the country," Toledo said.

• • •

This week and next, true freshmen quarter-
backs Drew Olson and Matt Moore will get equal
reps as they have for the last two weeks. Overall,

Moore posts a 132.55 quarterback efficiency rat-

ing and Olson a 122.66.

- "I think I know what I got and Fm please<l with
what I have," Toledo sai4^

Botli played at Arizona where Olson finished 7-

of-12 for 111 yards and Moore finished 6-of-8 for

90 yards.

"It was kind of fim to see who was going to do
better," junior wide receiver Tab Perry said. "I

saw a competition between ftiends. I would hate

to see them getting mad about getting taken out
But there was nothing like that"

Toledo expects Olson to start against USC,
although both freshman will play.

They are probably lx:)th playing more than
they thought they would anyway. Why can't two
guys play if you treat them right?" Tbledo said.

"There is not a big difference between the two
right now."

• • •

UCLA's defease ranks tliird in the conference
ciurently allowing .3:36 yju-ds per game.

"We almost had a shutout and we got every-
body in," redshirt freshman Unebacker Spencer
Havner said of tlie 37-7 victory over Arizona

In Tlicson tlie team gave up 11 yards rushing
and 249 overall yards - a week after allowing over
300 passing yards.

"Unfortimately we have given up some big pass
plays. With the exception of Colorado, we've
played the nm well," Toledo said.

• • •

At Arizona, senior pimter Nate Fikse made all

three of his field goals, including a 51-yarder, to
bring his streak to 10. Ironically, he lost all the
kicking contests in practices with senior place-
kicker Chris Griffith going into the year.

"Until tliis year he wasn't very accurate,**

Toledo said.

Most importantly at Arizona, Fikse kept the
ball away from tlie Pac-lO's leading return man,
Bobby Wade. Wade had only one return - a kick-

off return for 12 yards.

"Nate gets the ball off so quick. It just
expkxies," Toledo said. "He's really a student <rf

Uie game of kicking. He understands kicking bet-

ter than most coaches do."

T

KARON
from page S

Icky ShufQe. We want something
catchy, like the Lambeau Leap. It

should be funny, like the New Tweeder
End Zone Dance.

Maybe we should just consult Shaq.

After calling himself everything from
Shaq Diesel to The Big Aristotle, and
several names in between that you
probably could not understand, I am
sure Shaq would provide me with a
plethora of catchy titles. I can see it

now: Shaqspeare. F Shaq Fitzgerald

Ralph Waldo Shaqerson. Um, Mr.

O'Neal? This is my colunm, not yours.

I tried naming my colimin based on
my past experiences, such as my
recent termination from coaching
eighth grade flag football. For exam-
ple, I have considered "Terminated"
(instead of "Terminator"), "The Fired
Scribe," and "They Call Me Ex-Coach."
None of these names have the ring I

am^looking for.

Therefore I am challenging you, my
faithful (and tolerant) readers, to name
my colunm. Whoever e-mails me a
catchy colimin name that actually

works earns a no-expenses paid trip to

a Bowl Game of your choice and free

body paint for the UCLA v. USC game,
as weU as getting your name men-
tioned in the prestigious Daily Bruin.

Happy hunting, sports fans.

ByReginaYeh
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ryeh@media.ucla.edu

Like the ethereal dancing pairs of
Vettriano's paintings, the UCLA swim
team seemed to thrive in the rain.

Poised over the edge, rain pouring from
the sky and then rippling through the
pool, the swimmers nonetheless had the
grace of dancers in Saturday's competi-
tion.

For many of the Bruins, the meet was
their second of the season, with the rain
adding an extra element that did not
deter the swinmiers.

"It was my first time swimming in the
rain," junior Taylor Spivey said. "But
everyone was in a good mood, and
swam their best."

The enthusiasm compelled the
Bruins to defeat the Toreros of the
University of San Diego, 194-146; the
meet concluding vdth the individual
medleys and the highly anticipated
relays.

While many of the sv^inuners found
themselves placed in different events
from their usual forte, the Bruins
seemed to take it as an opportunity in
exploring their stroke work and dis-

tance.

"Our focus this meet was not to con-
trol the uncontrollables," coach Cyndi
Gallagher said, referring to the down-
cast sky and the pelting rain. "It was just

to get up and race. Every time we got up
into the pool, we were trying new
things. There was a lot of effort and
enthusiasm."

As a team, the Bruins won 12 events
throughout the day. Junior Sarah Platzer
was victorious in the 50- and lOO-meter
freestyle. Junior Leslie Hovsepian and
sophomore Lindsey Smart also swept
their events in the 100 breaststrokt' and
the 200 freestyle, respectively.

"It was an experience to be sure, and
we had a lot of fun. We've been working
on stroke work, springing, and speed
It's encouraging to actually see the
results of all of our hard work in the
meets," Hovsepian said.

The diving team also competed
against the Toreroj, with freshman
diver Paige Thompson sweeping the
one- and threr-nieter springboard
events.

The victory this weekend improved
UCLA's Pac-10 record to 3-0, and built

up the anticipation for competitions the
next two weeks agaiiist .Vrizona and
Arizona State.

While still on a high from trieir last

performance, the UCLA team mtends to
stay focused on the next test of speed
and composure.

"Next Friday and Saturday will be a
real test of talent, but we want to beat
them, and it might just be the case of
who wants to win more badly,"
Hovsepian concluded.

M.HOOPS
I
Forward McKinney

decides to redshirt this season

Karon has a wart on hisfoot named
Chaz. It works, OK? E-mail him at

ekaron@niedia.ucla.edu.

from page V
pleased with their development so far,"

Lavinsaid.

Tonight's starting five will be Cummings,
Kapono, Thompson, Bozeman and Young,
but most of the players should see some
action tonight.

"We want everyone to get comfortable on
the floor and we want to get the freshmen
some exposure," Cummings said.

•••

Freshman forward Matt McKinney has
decided to redshirt this season because he
would have likely seen only limited playing
time.

"With Kapono and Dyon ahead of me, I

don't want to waste a year," McKinney said.

"With Ray and Kapono gone next year, it will

c^n up a lot for me.**

UAILV Bklin Fill- I'ikito

Jason Kapono will lead the basketball
team in the season opener today.

on campus

bruinwalkxom e-mail
Now featuring BOL 's new Web mail ciient
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M.X00PS vs. Branch W
M.Soccer vs. USF
W.Volleyball vs. use
W.Soccer vs. LMU
Hockey vs. Long Beach
M.Polo vs. Pacific

X-Country @ West Reg.

W.H00PS vs. LA All-stars
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PREVIEW
Pauleypav Today 7:30 p.m.

Drake Stad Thursday .7 p.m.

Pauley Pav Friday 7 p.m.

Drake Stad Friday 8:30 p.m.

Long Beach Friday - 9 p.m.

Stockton, CA Saturday 12 p.m.

Palo Alto, CA Saturday All Day

Pauley Pav Sunday 2 p.m.

wv^w.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Waves sink Bruins at the net
By Colin Yuhl 1 ;

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER '

cyuhl@>media. ucla. edu

As the UCLA women's volleyball team
took on the Pepperdine Waves (19-6, 10-0

WCC), the intensity at Pauley Pavilion was
palpable. At least, it was during the first

game.
After dropping an incredibly hard-fought

game 37-35, the Bruins (15-11, 8-7 Pac-10)
limped through the rest of the match, losing

in three straight games to the Waves. The
loss all but dashed UCLAs chances of host-
ing a playoff game.
Up 29-28 in the first game, senior Lauren

Fendrick's service error was the first in a
series of blown opportunities for the Bruins.
Sophomore Brittany Ringels kill gave UCLA
a 32-31 lead, but again the Bruins were
unable to sustain the momentum. Overall,
five consecutive game points were lost.

Tied at 35, the two teams exchanged a
ferocious rally. Sophomore Chrissie
Zartman had three digs, and both the Bruins
and the Waves hustled to every ball. The
crowd was on its feet, alternating between
hushed attention and raucous encourage-

ment
It was Pepperdine, though, that eventual-

ly won the point, and the game.
"It was kind of a letdown but we didn't

respond well; we didn't take it back up to
the level of the first game," Ringel said.

Indeed, after the first game, it was all

downhill for UCLA. The Bruins relaxed
defensively and displayed no emotion after

such a deflating loss. The blocking especial-
ly left; much to be desired.

**After losing that first game, it really took
the air out of our balloon," head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "By the end of the match
we played out of rhythm, and looked tired

out there."

In the second game, the Waves jumped
out to a 10-5 lead. With the score 12-10, the
teams fought another long rally, but once
again the Bruins were unable to finish it off.

UCLA still had a chance to win the game,
down only 25-24. However, a hitting error by
Ringel seemed to be the final blow to a
demoralized UCLA squad, and the Waves
cruised past the Bruins to win 30-25.

"We were frustrated," sophomore
Heather Cullen said. Things weren't going
the right way for us. I don't think we

•t

brought our *A' game."

In the third game the Bruins spotted

Pepperdine a 14-8 lead. As a team, the

Waves hit at a gaudy .435 clip in the third

game, a testament to the Bruins' lack of

defensive intensity.
;

Late in the game, Cuflen's service ace cut

the lead to three, but the Waves would hold

on to win comfortably, 30-25. The match
was Pepperdine's ninth consecutive win.

"Their middle blockers had a field day

with ours," Banachowski said. "We didn't

block well tonight."

Although they lost at home in straight

games, there were stiU a few things going

right for the Bruins. Ringel led all players

with 21 kiUs, while Fendrick had 17. Ringel

also had 54 attempts, a whopping total for

only three games. Still, Ringel and Fendrick

hit a solid .278 and .297, respectively

"We were a little bit unbalanced, but our

outside hitters didn't embarrass them-
selves," Banachowski said.

In addition, fi-eshman Nancy Barba, play-

ing in place of ii\jured senior Angela
Eckmier, recorded only her first hitting

error of the season. Barba now has 22 kills

to the lone error

ju.>AiHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Heather Cullen sends a shot into the Pepperdine
court in Tuesday night's 3-0 loss to the Waves.

Eli Karon
ekaron@mBCia.uda.adu

TOO

BUSY
UCLA MEN'S BASKETBALL

PLAYERS COACH LOW-INCOME
CHILDREN IN MAYOR RIORDAN'S
PROGRAM FUNDRAISER CLINIC

By Raffi Martinian

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
rmartinian@media.ucla.edu

Coach Jason Kapono. Referee Ray
Young. Basketball star Mayor Riordan.
Spectator Lavin.

It was a day of role reversal for the
UCLA men's basketball team at the first

annual Riordan Programs fundraiser
Sunday at Pauley Pavilion.

Kindergarten through eighth grade stu-

dents, many fi'om low-income households
and sponsored by tax-deductible dona-
tions, participated in the basketball skills

clinic, which raised money for the
Riordan Foundation.

Riordan said that it was a joy to see the
basketball players give back to the com-
munity, i

•^It tells me what a great school UCLA
is, that their athletes are good students
and citizens. That is why they are going to
be national champions," he said. "It is a
certainty."

Riordan's bank shot firom the elbow
elicited cheers from the UCLA players and
coaches, and children. Redshirt sopho-
more guard Ryan Walcott said, "once the
mayor's blood started flowing, he made
it."

The clinic allowed the players to expe-
rience the coaching life. The children ran
lines alongside senior forward Jason
K£4)ono with matching headbands and
number 45 jerseys.

Kapono, however, doesn't want to
coach in the future, citing the pressure as
a deterrent.

"I do not know how coach Lavin does it

... he has to read or hear something bad
every day," Kapono said.

Sophomore guard Cedric Bozeman said
coaching for a day helped his social skills

and allowed him to realize how difficult it

is to keep a child's attention. Bozeman
supervised dribbling drills, a three-on-
three half-court game simulation, and full-

court games throughout the day.

On a rare day off for the hard working
basketball team, not one player missed

Junior forward TJ. Cummings goofs around with

the fundraiser. Bozeman summed it up
nicely, "It is my day off and I am putting it

to good use."

Michael Fey, one of two freshmen cen-
ters, said that the fundraiser was "a good
break, and something to do on the day off,

or else we would probably just be sitting

around and watching television."

Fey concentrated on conveying the
basic skills of basketball to his group of

a L.A. County kindergarten student during a skills

.
I

'

apprentices. When asked about his puffy
hair, he said it was getting bigger every
week and he has no plans for cutting it

soon.
I

Freshman forward Matt McKinney said
it felt good to work with kids as a first-

time coach.

"I remember how I was a kid and
looked up to college basketball players,
and now I am the role model," he said.

RACHEL been/Daily Brlin

clinic at Pauley Pavilion Sunday.

President Nike Irvin of the Riordan
Foundation was grateful for the team's

enthusiasm.

"Children from both public and private

schools got privileges only a few people
get - the chance to receive valuable tips

from players like Kapono and Young, the

opportimity to visit the Bruin locker room
and have photos with the team, and of

course, the chance to learn the 8-clap."

Attention loyal

readers: help

me narrie my
sports

Tfie names that originate from the worid
of sports: The Bash Brothers, The Bob-
n-Weave, Chocolate Thunder, are catchy

and creative, ludicrous and forgettable.

And because I am involved in the world
of sports - 1 played Little League once -

1

figure my column
should have a name.
Now, I don't consider
myself to be the most
creative of geniuses. In
fact, I don't consider
myself to be a genius at

all; one need simply
read these ramblings to
discover that In any
case, sports fans, my
colunm needs a name
like Kurt Warner needs
a shave . . . And I need
your help like Mike
Tyson needs counsel-

ing.

There are plenty of resources from
which to draw. We could go with a long,

drawn out title taken from Terrel Owens'
recent antics. We would call it the "Take-a-

Sharpie-Out-Of-My-Sock-and-Sign-the-

Column" column.
We could also do a rip-off of Jamal

Anderson's touchdown dance and call my
column "The Dirty Word." Does that mean I

would have to dance each time I write a
column? Scratch that ide^

There are lots of coluAns out there fi-om

which we could try to steal a name: Brian
Murphy, a former Daily Bruin sports editor,

now writes for (among other publications)
ESPN's Page 2. His colunm is called the
Weekend Water Cooler. The Weekday
Drinking Fountain sounds good to me, but I

doubt anybody would get it

Sports Dlustrated's Rick Reilly has The
Life of Reilly, which is probably the most
egotistical colunm tide on the market
Reilly can get away with that, because his

colunm is also the most entertaining. The
thing is, people actually care about the Me
of Reilly The Life of Karon? Not so much.

Steve Rushin (Sports Iflustrated) has Air
and Space. I could have Elmpty ^ace or
Airhead Space.
My roommate and I thouglit about choos-

ing a generic name, then spreading the
word about how that was not the real name
of the column. Like "Buck Fiddy" In reality,

the place is called "Roll-In Subs," but when
is the last time you heard someone call it

that? We can claim the colunm is called

"The Write Stuff," then tell eveiyone that

the column is actually called "Good
Writtance."

All this thinking about names forced me
to look at my life, and I realize that I have a
problem: I name things. In fact, I name
eveiything. I named one pet frog "Swan"
and the other "Turtle." I named my ball

python "The Dude" after the greatest movie
character of all time. I named my car

"Lucky," as in "lucky it is still running."

I even named the UCLA Bruins' newest
end zone celebration "The Airplane." In

case you do not know what I am talking

about, you know when you are around your
littie nephews, cousins, or siblings and you
pick them up, swing them around, and
make airplane noises? Well this airplane is

when 5-foot-9-inch (yeah, right), 170 pound
lyier Ebell scores a touchdown, and 6-footr

6-inch, 296 pound Bryce Bohlander shoul-

der presses him into the night sky while
Ebell pumps his fists, points to his lineman,
thumps lus chest, sings "Sons of
Westwood," and pats Bohlander on the hel-

met Then Bohlander puts him down.
We need something memorable, like the

I
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Bruin basketball ready for Toledo, Bruins anticipate upcoming USC game

action with new lineup
By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
gschain®media. ucla. edu

Someone tell Captain Helmet to dust off his

basketball headgear.

The preseason No. 12 Bruins make their first

public appearance tonight in their exhibition

opener against Branch West, a team of former
midlevel college players who have so far this sea-

son gotten blown out by Miami (OH) (91-76), San
Diego State (83-72), and Mississippi State (80-

56).
,

To Branch West's credit, they did defeat Lamar
by four points.

But this game \sn\ about Branch West. It is

about UCLA finally getting some game action

and not having to scrimmage against themselves.

"This game gives us a chance to not have to

practice for four hours anymore," senior Jason
Kapono said. "It also gives us a chance to see
where we're at and where we need to get better"

Even though tonight's game does not count in

the standings, it will help begin to piece together

answers to some of the most important ques-

tions facing the team this season.

Will the combination of T.J. Cummings,
Michael Fey, Ryan Hollins, and Dyon Thompson

be able to negate the losses of Dan Gadzuric and
Matt Barnes in the low post?

"The front line has to collectivelly contribute

at both ends of the floor to neutralize the impact
of losing Dan and Matt," Lavin said.

At point guard, will sophomore Cedric
Bozeman and junior Ryan Walcott be able to
consistentiy show the leadership and flair that
they gave us glimpses of late last season?

"They both have to continue to develop and
pick up where they left off," Lavin said.

Also, will Jason Kapono be able to increase
his shot attempts this year?

"In the past, I've been scoring 16 or 17 points
per game," Kapono said. "But I've passed up
shots that I could have taken. I can't turn down
quality shots this year."

Other issues:

Will senior Ray Young and junior John Crispin
be able to return strong after sitting out last sea-

son?

Will Fey and Hollins have smooth transitions

fi*om high school to college?

And will sophomore Dyon Thompson have a
breakout season?

"It will take time for them to ac^just, but I am

M.HOOPSI Page].)
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By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon(a)media. ucla.edu

UCLA head coach Bob Toledo spent
his Sunday watching footage of the USC
football team, and he'll spend every day
fi-om now until Nov. 23 thinking about
it But he would rather his players did

not
"Number one, we won't have any-

thing in the locker room about 'SC until

next week," Toledo said. "From a prac-

tice standpoint, we'll shorten it and
work on some fundamentals. (We're)

not going to put in a big game plan this

week because (it will) get stale if you
do.**

But it won't be easy.

''You think about that game almost
the whole year. E>ven though you're not

supposed to, you do," sophomore cor-

ner Matt Ware said.

Toledo will have plenty on his plate

thei next three weeks with a No. 8

ranked USC followed by No. 3
Washington State, but he has the

appetite for it

"There is not a lot of pressure on us
right now," Toledo said. "Not many peo-

ple are giving ils a chance to win the last

FOOTBALL | Page 15

J'^^ATHAN YOl'NG/bAiu iiKi is Senior Staff

UCLA linebacker Brandon Chillar latches on to an Arizona player in Saturday's 37-7 victory.
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UC President Atkinson announces resignation
By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@media.ucla.eclu

SAN FRANCISCO - University of
California President Richard Atkinson,
who in the past seven years led the UC
through a term marked by high rates of
university growth and intense debates
over admissions policies, announced
Wednesday that he plans to retire.

\

At a meeting of the UC Board of
Regents, Atkinson, who is 73, said he
will remain at his position until next
October.

After spending 27 years in top posi-
tions at the National Science
Foundation, UC San Diego, and all

throughout the UC system, it was time
to bring his career to a close, he said,
adding he wants to spend more time
with his family.

"It also is time ... for my grandchil-
dren to see more of their grandfather,"
Atkinson said.

After addressing the board, Atkinson
received an enthusiastic standing ova-
tion from regents and university offi-

cials, many of whom said they greeted
the news with some sadness.

"He's been an outstanding president
and I'm very sorry to see him (go),"
said Regent John Davies.

Davies' praise for Atkinson^s
achievements were echoed by several
others.

"I believe he's done a briUiant job,"
said UCLA Chancellor Albert
Camesale.

Atkinson took office in October
1995, less than three full months after
the regents adopted SP-1 and SP-2,

... * r» lir
^"^ Associated Press

university or California President Richard Atkinson answers questions at a news conference after
announang his retirement from the UC system during a UC Board of Regents meeting Wednesday.

UC regents approve fiinds for

conttructioii of UCU's
Engineering I building
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which prohibited the university from
considering race, gender or ethnicity in
university admissions, hiring, and con-
tracting.

Though Atkinson disagreed with the
regents' decision, his leadership at this
time was praised Wednesday by Regent
Ward Connerly, original proponent of
the controversial poUcies that were
rescinded in May 2001.

"(Atkinson) has steered the universi-
ty through some very difficult times,"
said Connerly, who added that "We
could have come unravelled totally
eight years ago."

When asked what he considered the
most difficult part of his presidency,
Atkinson described the affirmative
action debate as a "comphcated
aspect."

The UC adopted several initiatives to
reframe the admissions process after
SP-1 and Proposition 209, which pre-
vented entities which receive state
funds from using racial preferences to
seek diversity in admissions or hiring.

During Atkinson's tenure, the UC
approved plans to extend ehgibility to
students in the top 4 percent of their
graduating high school classes, use a
comprehensive review admissions pol-
icy, and implement dual admissions, a
plan that facilitates transfers into the
UC system.

In February of- 2001, Atkinson made
headlines by arguing that the SAT -
taken by nearly 2 million college-hope-
fuls annually - did not suit the UC's
needs.

Saying the tests forced students to
study word riddles and enigmatic math
problems instead of reading poetry and
practicing chemistry, Atkinson led the
opposition side of a nationvidde debate
against the standardized test.

In response to the possibility of los-

ATKINSON
I
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RICHARD ATKINSON'S CAREER
Highlights In the academic career of

University of California President Richard

Atkinson, who announced his retirement

Wednesday.

1^ Started teaching as an

assistant professor in UCLA's

Department of Psychology.

1956

Left UCLA to become a

1959 1^ professor at Stanford

University. Also held

appointments in the schools

of Engineering and Education.

1977

1980

Oct

1995

Sept

2000

Feb.

2001

|L. Named director of the'

National Science Foundation.

I
Became the fifth Chancellor^ of UC San Diego.

Named 17th President of the

University of California.

He introduced the dual

admissions program,

allowing all students in the

top eighth of thefi^ high

school class to attend the

UC after completing a

transfer program.

Proposed the UC stop using

1^ the SAT I in admissions

decisions, starting a national

debate over the test.

Nov.

2001

UC approved a system of

comprehensive review,

where all applicants'

academics, personal

achievements and life

challenges are considered in

admissions.

Announced his retirement,

effective Oct. 1, 2003.

SQiWCE:UC0fnc8orflMl

Nov. 13,

2002 t

Ex-secretaiy of

state to teach

honors course

next quarter

By Brian Rabkin

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
brabkin@medja.ucla.edu

Former Secretary of State Warren
Christopher will be teaching a class
at UCLA next quarter through the
Honors Collegium.

Christopher was secretary of state

under Democratic President Bill

Clinton during his first term as presi-

dent fix)m 1993 to 1997. The class will

concentrate on nine international hot
spots.

The hot spots include North and
South Korea, Colombia and Sudan.
Each session will include two stu-

dent presentations, with one student
arguing for each side, followed by a
group discussion. Presentations will

be turned into analytical essays.

As an honors collegium class, it

wiU be open to students from all

fields, but the class will be restricted

to 18 juniors and seniors who com-

COURSE
I
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Iraq accepts U.N. resolution,
By Edith M. Lederer

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
UNITED NATIONS — Claiming Iraq was

seeking the "path of peace," Saddam Hussein's
government agreed Wednesday to the return of
international weapons inspectors, accepting a
stringent U.N. resolution two days ahead of a
deadline.

Although Iraq accepted the tough terms,
President Bush warned he had "zero tolerance"
for any Iraqi attempts to hide weapons of mass
destruction and said a coalition of nations is

ready to force Hussein to disarm.
Iraq's nine-page letter of acceptance was

laced with anti-American and anti-Israeli state-

ments as well as stem warnings for U.N.
weapons inspectors.

In contrast, Iraq's U.N. ambassador,
Mohammed Al-Douri, said his government had
chosen "the path of peace" and its acceptance
had "no conditions, no reservations."

Still, the harsh tone in Iraqi Foreign Minister
Nsyi Sabri's letter to U.N. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan, and its warnings about how
Baghdad expects inspectors to behave, raised
questions about Iraq's plans to cooperate with
the resolution.

Annan, speaking to reporters in Washington
after meeting with Bush, said he would wait to
determine Iraq's intentions.

"I think the issue is not their acceptance, but
performance on the ground," Annan said. "Let
the inspectors go in, and I urge the Iraqis to
cooperate with them and to perform."

Annan said the advance team of inspectors
is scheduled to arrive in Baghdad on Nov 18.

They have until Dec. 23 to begin work and must
report to the Security Council 60 days later

If Iraq fails to cooperate, the resolution
orders inspectors to immediately notify the
council, which will discuss a response.
By Dec. 8, Iraq must declare all its chemical,

biological and nuclear programs, according to
the terms of the resolution.

Al-Douri said his government has nothing to
fear ftx^m inspections because "Iraq is clean."

In the letter, Sabri accused Bush and British
Prime Minister Tony Blair of fabricating evi-

dence that Iraq possessed or was on its way to
producing nuclear weapons - and had already
stockpiled biological and chemical weapons.

"The lies and manipulations of the American
administration and British government will be
exposed," Sabri said.

He also warned that Iraq plans to monitor
the inspectors while they are in the country In
1998, Baghdad accused inspectors of spying
for the United States and Israel.

Under Security Council resolutions adopted
after Iraq's 1990 invasion of Kuwait, U.N.
inspectors must certify that Iraq's nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons programs
have been eliminated along with the long-range
missiles to deliver them. Only then can sanc-
tions against Iraq be lifted.

Iraq's acceptance culminates a two-month
campaign that began with Bush's Sept. 12
speech to the U.N. General Assembly challeng-
ing world leaders to deal with Iraq's failure to

peace
comply with the international demands to dis-

arm.

On Tuesday, Iraq's parliament rejected the
resolution, but it has no power and Annan and
others said they would wait for the official gov-
ernment response.

Bush declined to discuss the letter, though
he thanked the U.N. Security Council for unan-
imously adopting the U.S.-backed resolution
last Friday.

White House spokesman Scott McClellan
said the test of Iraq's compliance would come
in Baghdad's actions.

"We've heard this before fi^om Saddam
Hussein and the Iraqi regime," he said. "The
U.N. resolution is binding on Iraq, and the Iraqi
regime. Saddam Hussein had no choice but to
accept the resolution."

Officials in Russia, which has long-standing
economic and political ties to Iraq, welcomed
Hussein's decision to accept the return of
inspectors.

"We were confident that Iraq would make
this decision, which opens the way for a politi-

cal resolution of the situation," Russian
Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov said. "Now it is

important that the international inspectors
quickly return to Iraq."

In Baghdad, state-run television announced
Hussein's acceptance of the Security Council
resolution two hours after Iraq's U.N.
Ambassador Mohammed Al-Douri told the rest
of the world.

iWQI Pages

The Associated Press

Iraq's U.N. ambassador, Mohammed Al-Douri,
announces Iraq's acceptance of the U.N. res-
olution at U.N. headquarters Wednesday.

AFSCME holds forum for UCLA ' Newsmagazines go online after delay

workers

'ATRICKIjORD/DailvBrun

Antonio Villaraigosa responds to workers' testimonies regarding UCLA manage-
ment as AFSCME President Lakesha Harrison looks on at the forum in Hershey Hall.

By Charlotte Hsu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
chsu@media.ucla.edu

The American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees held a forum
Wednesday afternoon to investi-

gate management abuse at
UCLA.

Union members voiced their

complaints in front of a panel
that included former state
assembly speaker and city coun-
cil hopeful Antonio Villaraigosa
and state Senate Labor
Committee Chair Richard
Alarcon.

Grant Lindsay, one of the
event organizers, said worker

WORKERS
I
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Weather
TlMrtd^

High: 73

Low: 56

Friday Saturday

WEB PUBLICATION
HALTED FOR ONE

MONTH DUE TO LIBEL,

ETHICS WORKSHOP
By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhsiung@media.ucla.edu

Three newsmagazines have
been approved for publication on
the Web after a month-long delay.
UCLA students can look forward
to reading a new range of media
from political commentary to
women's issues from the conve-
nience of their computers.

Three Webmagazines, The
Worldly, Criterion, and Josie, each
received full approval from the
Associated Students of UCLA's
Communications Board Tuesday
night to launch their pubhcations
online.

'I'm really excited (about the
approval)," said Jennifer Chang,
editor-in-chief of The Worldly. "I've

been prepared for this since last

year. It's just good that we get this

opportunity to use another medi-
um."
The magazines were up for

approval last month, but pubhca-
tion got delayed because the
Communications Board imple-
mented a three-hour-long work-
shop for the staff to learn about
libel and ethics.

The Communications Board is a
component of ASUCLA that over-
sees all Student Media, including
the Daily Bruin, Al-Talib, Ha'Am,
Nommo, FEM, La Gente de Aztlan,
Pacific Ties, TenPercent, UCLAtv,
the UCLA radio station and the
yearbook, Bruinlife.

Media Director Arvh Ward also
announced during the meeting that
anyone with a magazine proposal

yAGAZINE
I
Page 6

PUniNG THE "NEW" IN THREE

NEWSMAGAZINES
Three online newsmagazines are set for

publication after tieing approved by
ASUCLA.

Title: The Worldly

Creator: Jennifer Chang

Suyect Matter: World cultural Issues

Title: Josie

Creator: LiU Tan

Sul^ect Matter; Women's Issues In the

form of a general women's magazine

Title: Criterion

Creator: Andrew Jones

Subject Matter: News and commentary
on different political issues

SOIMCE: ASUCLA ComwicrtiMi Board

nnnfant ^o^^ ^!lfS!'^'*" ^"^ sports desk ADVEimSIN6UNEUUIIUIUi 310-825-2795 310-825-2216 310-825-2538 310-825-2095 310-825-2161
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November 14

12 to 1 p.m.

Center for Women and Men
The Communication
Connection: Part Four,

Communicating with
Partners

Dodd2
310-825-3945

5 to 7 p.m.

SAA
Senior Reception
James West Alumni Center
310-825-2252

Kerri Kraft

Class of 2003: You may be
old, but you're not dead yet.

Celebrate the beginning of
your senior year at UCLA!
Food, drinks, networking
and info about Class of 2003
events.

6 p.m.

Pakistani Student
Association and Muslim
Student Association

Giyarat: Facing the Truth
Haines 39
310-206-7877

Free

Join us as we come face to

face with the reality of the
massacres of Giyarat.

6 to 8 p.m.

The Committee for Unified
Independent Party

Speaker: Professor Omar Ali

Franz 1260

Speaker: Professor Omar Ali,

will be speaking in regards
to independent party.

November 16

2 to 10 p.m.

Students for Art

Festival, Benefitting

Pachamama's Alliance

UCLA Sculpture Garden
students_for_art@hotmail.co

m
Contact: Matthew
Free

Food, Uve music, improv,
dance, spoken word, open
mic, live installation art, cir-

cus performers and a mas-
sive art sale (paintings,

sculptures, photography,
blown glass, grafitti art and
graphic design)

I

Located at 2239 Hershey Hall Opposite Parking Lot 2, Between
Hilgard Ave., Charles E. Young Drive, and The Botany Building

^tuderit TrtiiislRer OiitWi^ i^

You can get involved in:

• Workshops/Presentations
• Mentoring
• Tours
• Transfer Conferences
• Social events
No Ejcperience Necessary!

«1SS
UCLA Undergraduate Admissions

STOMP
2239 Hershey Hall 405 Hilgard Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1436

For More Information Contact:

Leilor Boron or Giovanni Ortega
Phone: (310) 206-81 18
Fax: (310)794-4350

Email: stompdsaonet.ucla.edu

We are current UCLA Transfer Students doing
outreach to potential transfer students through

Community College Transfer Recruitment
(CCTR) in the Undergraduate Admissions &

Relations with Schools (UARS) Office.

Our goal is to Increase the number of

competitive underrepresented students
transferring from community colleges.

Achieving

Higher

Education,

Step

By
Step!

[ffl©ODS®{?

A5iA>i fusion cuisine

MOMDAY-SVNDAY 5:30-7:30 pm
-icMmins s^ect^ Iwklfprice miki Mit> Appetizers

' LviticVi Specials
-all offered with choiceof soup, salad, or 3pc California roll-

GINGER-CRUSTCD CHICKEN
sweet tempura onion, maul pineapple

' 10.5

GRILLED SOURDOUGH SANDWICHES
avocado, wasabi mayonnaise, mixed gren

salad, ainger dressing, lotus root chips
ani,Tuna, chicken, or steak

, 13.5
I SPICY BEEF

Pan seared in a spicy papaya-tomato glaze

SEARED TOFU STEAK
grilled portobello mushrooms, soy-mirin glaze

GRILLED SALMON
cucumber-dill marinade

11

GRILLED VEGETABLE TOWER
Portobello Mushrooms, baby bok choy,
asparagus, Japanese eggplant, red
pepper rice, ponzu-basil sauce

SUSHI PLATE A
1 shrimp tempura cut roll, 3pc California
cut roll, 1 pc albacore toro. 1 pc seared

tuna, 1 pc eef
14.5

SUSHI PLATE B
1 tuna, 1 yellowtail, 1 albacore, 1

salmon, 1 halibut, 1 shrimpy 1 spicy tuna
hand roll, 3 pc California cut roll

14.5

SASHIMI PLATE
3 pc tuna, 2 pc yellowtail, 2 pc salmon

14.5

I0»f3 LmbbrookDr. Wcstwoob VilU5c
{One block north of Wilshirc Afib Two blocks CASt ofVVcstwoob Blvb.)

iours : 11:3i)-2:3i>pm1vmcli • f:30-l2^m bmticr

(?l4>) 209-0071
V\rwW.tCM5VI.CC

r

[gineering 1 building to be replaced
By Andrew Edwards

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
aedwarcls@media.ucla.edu

SAN FRANCISCO — Budget
plans for a new engineering build-
ing at UCLA were approved by
committee at the University of
California Board of Regents meet-
ing on Wednesday.
The project will replace the

Engineering 1 building, which
houses part of the Henry Samueli
School of Engineering and Applied
Science, as it has been given a
"poor" seismic rating.

The new building is hoped to be
completed by March 2006.
Much of the funding for the pro-

ject will come from revenues
raised by the state from
Proposition 47, a bond initiative

approved by California voters on
the November 5 elections.

Funds from Prop. 47 are primar-
ily allocated to K-12 schools, but
higher education is slated to
receive millions to finance several
construction projects.

The UC budgeted capital pro-
jects over the next year on the
basis that voters would approve
Prop. 47, though as late as
September, polls of California vot-
ers indicated the measure could go
either way.

Senior Vice President of
University Affairs Bruce Darling
credited late advertising by the
pro-47 campaign and the regents
for the initiative's success.

"We couldn't have done it with-
out the mianimous endorsement of
this board," Darling said.

If the measure did not pass, the
building's plans would not have
been canceled, but they would def-

initely have been delayed, said

UCLA Chancellor Albert
Camesale. '

According to the executive sum-
mary of the project, the UC decid-
ed to replace the existing building,
completed in 1954, after judging
the costs would be too high to
retrofit and update facilities in a
building determined to be obso-
lete., .;:. V ,r. '

"It*s reached the end of its useful
life," Camesale said.

When completed, the replace-
ment building will be five stories
high and will feature both research
and instructional labs, including
facilities for bioengineering
research.

The bond will only fund half of
the $50 miUion project, forcing
UCLA to take the remaining $25
million from its own funds.

Construction is planned to begin
within one year, Camesale said.

BRIEFS

Mixed-ethnicity,

minority marrow
donors needed
Student groups at UCLA are

sponsoring a bone marrow dona-
tion drive today in the courtyard
in fi-ont of the UCLA Center for
Health Sciences.

The marrow donor drive main-
ly targets minority and mixed-
ethnicity populations, which are
severely underrepresented on
the national registry donor list,

according to Enisha Narang, task
force director for Asians for
Miracle Marrow Matches.

To register, potential donors
should be between the ages of 18
and 60 and willing to donate mar-
row/stem cells if a match is

found.

Volunteers will have their

blood drawn, which will serve as
the tissue sample needed for

marrow typing. The results of
the blood samples are then
stored on the national database,
and the volunteer is contacted
when there is a match.

Matching donors are most
often found in the same ethnic
group as the patient.

The event is put on by the
Asian Pacific American Medical
School Association, Latino
Medical School Association, and
the Student National Medical
Association.

The marrow drive will be held
between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.

For more information, contact
Asians for Miracle Marrow
Matches at (888) 236-4673.

Briefs compiledfrom Daily Bruin
mire services and Daily Bruin
Staff.

CORRECTIONS

Beginning in the last three paragraphs

of the story "Young builds bodies, charac-

ter" (Science & Health, Nov. 13), Renee
Young was misquoted The quotes were
made by other trainers, health store mer-

chants and bodybuilders, who came up to

Young and made the statements.

Also, in the caption for the second
photo of the same story, a mistake was
made. The caption should have said

Young has been bodybuilding for a little

AVer one yeaiJ ^ ' si- \ji« ^

M ^jjk. .^ t 't zi. •t
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References to

God to remain

in Pledge of

Allegiance

TTie Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Bush signed into law a bill reaffirm-
ing - with a slap at the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals - refer-

ences to God in the Pledge of
Allegiance and national motto on
Wednesday.
Bush signed the legislation with-

out conunent It reinforces support
for the words "under God" in the
pledge, and "In God we trust" as the
national motto.

The measure was approved unan-
imously in the Senate and drew just
five "no" votes in the House.
Congress rushed to act after the
Federal Appeals Court in California
ruled in June that the phrase "under
God," inserted into the pledge by
Congress in 1954, amoimted to a
government endorsement of reli-

gion in violation of the constitution-
al separation of church and state.

The legislation faulted the court
for its "erroneous rationale" and
"absurd result" ^ '

The hew law alscf modifies thfe
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Going to Law School?

(Presents

.

.

.

The 10th Annual
Law School Forum

Thursday, November l4th

7:00pm - 9:00pm
Bradley International Center

• The Largest Law School Recruitment Fair on Campus
• Come Talk One on One to over 60 of the nation's top

schools

• Pick up Applications & Network with Law School Deans
• Learn What it Takes to Get into Law School

Teaturing the "Deans oj'Admissionsfrom:

Yale, Boalt, Columbia, Cornell, USC, Boston College, UCLA,
Pepperdine, Stanford, Notre Dame, Duke, Hastings, USD,

Pennsylvania, Northwestern, Boston University, Georgetown,
and many more!

I

Free Event!
I

Visit WWW.UClaprelaW.com for more information.
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Students advocate solar power at rally I
USC student may have

PARTICIPANTS SERVE COFFEE HEATED BY
SUN'S ENERGY WHILE GREETING REGENTS

By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aed ward s(i)media. ucla.edu

SAN FRANCISCO — Members
of the University of California
Board of Regents were greeted by
the sight of about 20 UC students
clad in bright orange T-shirts advo-
cating solar power and energy con-
servation.

While many demonstrations at
regents' meetings are in protest of
controversial policies, the day's
activities were far from confronta-
tional - students served coffee
heated by solar energy and
cheered as regents and others
pulled into the parking lot.

Participants at the early morn-
ing rally on Wednesday were affili-

ated with a variety of environmen-
tal groups, including Greenpeace
and UC Go Solar.

The Go Solar campaign is push-
ing the uruversity to use solar cells

to produce 25 percent of the ener-

gy used by all new and renovated
buildings. It has already found sev-
eral supporters among students
across the UC system.

Another 25 percent of energy
used by those buildings should be
generated by "clean" sources, such
as geothermal or wind-generated
power. The campaign also wants
the UC to adopt more stringent

standards for energy efficiency.

i-

Proponents of solar energy have
won endorsements from student
governments on all nine campus-
es.

Students on the board also sup-
port the idea. Student Regent
Dexter Ligot-Gordon said he hopes
the regents will initiate a process,

with a timeline, to develop an
energy sustainability policy.

Ligot-Gordon said he will seek
to place an item on the December
grounds and buildings committee
meeting agenda that would allow
the university to conduct a feasi-

bility study on solar energy and
sustainable growth.

After the meeting, student
regent-designate Matt Murray said
he and Ligot-Gordon are working
together on the issue.

Solar energy supporters point to

the UC's many construction pro-

jects as a reason for the university

ANEW
FUN, OUTGOING

CONTESTANTS FOR

P
BIG MONEY!

No book knowledge required.
Must be 18 or older

g C323> 953-5500

BROADWAY C
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I

p

3 WAYS TO
PAY THE

!• CnJjL TICKSTV43TSRt £13.365.3600
OR 714.740.7878

2. 00 TO THB WILSHIRE THK4TRK BOX OW^ICB '"^Jo^^
8440 WIL9HIRS BLVD.. BSV8RLY HILL9

I

3. ALL RIOHT. FOR 20 bucks
TOU (K)TT4 WORK A LITTLB. THB 13T 2 R0W3 4RB $20 CA3H

41 THB DOOR. OH 34LB 2 H0UR3 BBPORB THB 3H0W

CLOSES
SUNDAY f

Special llpm Late Show
Pri. 11/15 • 411 3eats iSC

THURS AT 8 • PRI AT 7 & 11
S4T 4T 2 & 8 • 9UH AT 1 & 6t3C

. r«Dtth6tota*. ooB
TWILSHIRE THEATRE

• 440 WILSHIRE BLVO . BEVERLY HILLS

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

^^ fillk

m
Hi [ileip

Hair Cut

Qflio

FREE Shampoo w/ Student ID

25 ^ off all professional products

I

Now Introducing

Yuko System Hair Relaxer

HAIR SALON
962 Gayley Ave.

Wwtweod, CA 90024

(310)824-7697
by In & Out

FREE
PARKING
IN BACK

to make more of an effort to build
with conservation in mind.

With UC Merced expected to
open in 2004, it will be a good way
to promote sustainable energy,
said Angela Mo, a third-year envi-
ronmental studies student at
UCLA who attended the demon-
stration.

UCLA students held their own
demonstration on campus last
Thursday.*

Some California schools have
already taken steps to incorporate
energy sustainability with con-
struction. The Los Angeles
Community College District decid-
ed to generate 15 to 25 percent of
energy used in new buildings from
renewable sources.

Additionally, Bren Hall at UC
Santa Barbara uses solar panels to
produce 7 to 10 percent of that
building^ power.

died of mening
The Associated Press

An 18-year-old student at the
University of Southern California
has died from what may have been
bacterial meningitis. Leading univer-
sity officials to urge anyone who had
close contact with him in the last 10
days to seek treatment as a precau-
tion.

Jered John Connon, a freshman at
use's University Park campus, died
Saturday at Mission Hospital
Regional Medical Center in Mission
Viejo. Connon came down with sep-
ticemia, a disease that poisons the
blood and may be related to the
meningococcal infection.

Tests are pending to confirm that
Connon, of Dana Point, was infected
with bacterial meningitis, said

Penny Weismuller, manager of
Orange County's disease control and
epidemiology division.

Connon's family was placed on
antibiotics as a precaution,
Weismuller said. r

School officials also have been
contacting all students who live in
the dormitory where Connon Uved,
and any other students who may
have had close contact with him
prior to his death. Close contact
includes the sharing of drinks, food,
utensils and kissing.

The vast majority of people
exposed to meningococcal disease
become carriers only and don't actu-
ally suffer symptoms, which include
high fever, nausea, vomiting, severe
headache, a stiff and painful neck, a
sore throat and a rash.

bniinwalk.com e-mail Now featuringBOUs new Webmail client

^«'f'•«?Mcliver^We Accept

Sun-Thurs *till 1:00 am • Fri-Sat 'till 2:00 am
Can to resenre Shakey*s Private Room for fundraisers, meetings, parties, etc. for FftBE!

our new red liot buffalo wings, jumlto ranoli, and grilled chicken pomodoro sandwich!

rati
MZIAI
ALL THE TIME

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

ot^»-^
1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices

one topping pizza

Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &

get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

oH»-^
Any large 3 topping pizza

»'.-Tv "•'

•*!; .v;.'.'.

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.

Speciatties include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,
Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chiclcen, and Fresh Garden Pizza

NEWBIUIIN MEAL DEAL
/ Large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

$4

(save over $5)

oi^v-v

Dine-in or carry out only

Shakey's
Combination

15.99
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE SaladI

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffalo wings or
•Pasta & Gariic Bread or • 5 Chicl<en Breast Stnps

-*H II 1114 Gayity mm., Ww^wood Village ^^ W ^ J

UCLA STUDEKTSm
Today is the last day to redeem
your pre-paid ticket voucher for

student tickets to the

UCLA-USC football game.
Be; sure to stop by Pauley

Pavilion Ticket Office at Gate 3
with your Bruincard and

voucher to get your tickets.
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COURSE
I
Enrollment to be limited to juniors, seniors

from page 1

plete a one-page essay about them-
selves and their interest in the
course.

|
,

In a statement, Christopher
explained why he wanted to teach.

**! wanted to find a way to be in
touch with the views and attitudes
of talented young people," he said.

Third-year history student
Alejandro Sanchez said Christopher
would have an insightful perspec-
tive as a political insider

Second-year Matt Datlow, a bio-
chemistry student and self-

described liberal Repubhcan, said
he was disappointed that the course
will only accept upperclassmen.

"I don't like that too much ... It's

kind of biased because I would want
to take it," Datlow said.

Second-year Jared Zack said he
was concerned that the class might
not be worth the effort

"Fm not too interested in it I

don't know if I'd want to dedicate a
whole quarter on it I don't really

know how good a Secretary of State
would be as a professor," Zack said.

However, fourth-year Lisa
Alberta said that she learned more
from campaign strategist Dan

Daily Briin File Photo

Warren Christopher will be teaching an Honors Collegium course next quarter.

Schnur than firom any professor
when she took his class. Schnur was
a guest professor at the University
of California, Berkeley when
Alberta was taking classes there.

Alberta, who described herself as
conservative, said she would be
very interested in taking
Christopher's class even though his

relatively liberal pohtical views
aren't similar to hers.

"I want to hear what everyone
has to say We have a lot to learn,"

Alberta said.

Many students, even underclass-
men, said preventing fi^eshmen and
sophomores firom enrolling is a way
to ensure only motivated people use

this opportunity.

Prat Panda, a first-year psychobi-
ology student, said he would be
interested in taking the class and
supported the restriction.

"Sophomores and freshmen don't

seem as tuned into the world.
They're still in their high-school
bubble," Panda said.

Geoff Garrett, vice provost of

international studies at UCLA, and
Jennifer Wilson, assistant vice

provost of honors programs, are

partly responsible for bringing

Christopher to UCLA.
"The course developed fi'om con-

versations and e-mails that I

exclianged with Vice Provost Geoff
Garrett and Jennifer Wilson, and
they encouraged me to do it,'*

Christopher said.

The small class size and require-

ments were implemented to help
make the class more intimate for
students.

"This is incredibly generous for
Warren Christopher to be willing to
do this," Garrett said.

For students interested in taking the

course, the one-page essay urill be
due Nov. 25 at 4 p.m. in the honors
office at Murphy Hall A311.

^ ImUnn UmfriAnA ^. M SaariMchcolitefMiitMMl^l.

^ Film rrsiival Grand Pii/e
|^^ CvMea Cafe Award 0^

Qiai Film Festivri

THIS YEAR'S HNEST DOCUMENTARY. Miss it at yourperil!
M>ke DAngelo. TIME OUT NY

STARTLING ! a jaw dropping assault on cultural stereotype^
Glenn Lovell. SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS

Quite simply one of the best and
most profound documentaries
I have seen in years."

John Petrakts. THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE

rom

IN PERSON
SATURDAY NIGHT

CO-DIRECTOR,

GAIL DOLGIN
7:30 & 9:40

anan
•# ^

^ A FILM BY

illL DOLGIN AND VICENTE FRANCO
lANO/MARK S

NUART
11272 Santa Monica Blvd- (310)478-6379

EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY!

Daily: 5:20, 7:30, 9:40; Sat/Sun: 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

Imperial Valley officials

debate water transfer
By Laura WIdes

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Imperial Valley water officials have

found themselves caught between
state and local interests as they strug-
gle to decide whether to approve a
billion dollar water transfer from
desert farms to fast growing San
Diego.

The agriculture-to-urban transfer is

key to ending decades of dispute over
the Colorado River. It also is the cor-
nerstone of a water plan California
must present to the federal govern-
ment by Dec. 31 - or face a drastic,

immediate cut to its river supply by
the Department of the Interior.

California has used more than its

share of Colorado River water for
years, but until recently it didn't mat-
ter because the other states didn't use
all of their allotments.

Imperial Valley business leaders
and farm workers fear that the deal,

which includes paying farmers to fal-

low some land, will crush the agricul-

ture dependent region in southeast-

em California The proposed fallow-
ing is difficult for many to accept in
Imperial Valley, a region that is proud
of its nearly 100-year farming tradi-

tion.

"It's a situation of damned if we do,
damned if we don't," said Imperial
Irrigation District board member
Andy Home.

The five-member board tentatively
agreed to the transfer in October,
along with the MetropoUtan Water
District of Southem California, the
Palo Verde Irrigation District and the
San Diego County Water Authority.
All the other water district boards
akeady have ratified the water trans-
fer agreement.

The agreement includes the trans-
fer of up to 500,000 acre-feet of water
per year. The largest single portion,
200,000 acre-feet, would go to San
Diego. One acre-foot is enough to
cover one acre of land with one foot
of water, an amount equivalent to
326,000 gallons.

WATER
I
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LOOKING FOR LIVER DQNQP
• Blood group B or O
• Height at least 5' 8"

• Weight at least 1 50 pounds

For details 3 1 0-804-2679 (cell)

call: 3 1 0-824-0078 (home)

OPSJAdUCC

About L(uft Night*^.

,

.

TOOTHACHE

• ui lLIAL!
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning.

Regular Price: $160 - Expires 5/14/03

• TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING • Open Late Hours
• Veneers • Crowns and Bridges • Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
• Porcelain Facings • Gum Treatnients • Free Validated Parking
• Root Canals • Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) • 23 Years in Private Practtee in Westwood

|

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wllshire & Santa Mofiica Bl.)

onthemark@cheerful.com http.V/www.l 800onthemark.com
For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

-1 -mil'i^^-mkQw.^,''

THURSDAY n o v e m b e r 1 4 I

THE WOOSTER GROUP to vou the b^rcme! 8pm. Freud Rayhouse, $60 general. $15 student8~iwth"lD • Presented by u5a Live"^
IN/TANGIBLE CARTOGRAPHIES: NEW ARAB VIDEO sclkted smorts 7:30pm. James Bridges Theater. Melnitz Hall. $7 general. $5 stu-

dents with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive i

CURATORIAL WALKTHROUGHS MATSURH Japanese festival Ams 6pm. Thursdays. Through Feb. 9. FREE. Fowler Museum
CHRISTINE TARKOWSKI: F0RT1RCAT10NS AND LANDSCAPES ExnemON Through Dec. 6. 1318 Perloff Gallery. FREE • Presented by UCLA
Department of Architecture and Urban Design i

CHAMBERMUSIC^UCLA 8pm. Schoenberg Hall. $10 general. $7 students with ID and Seniors • Presented by UCLA Department of Music

THE WOOSTER GROUP to vou the Bif^E! 8pm. Freud Rayhouse, $60 general. $15 students with ID • Presented
by UCLA Live

SPOTLIGHT

SATURDAY
V"-

PAT METHENY GROUP 8pm, Royce Hall. $45-65 general. $1 7 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Live

THE WOOSTER GROUP to vou tvc B4Ro«! 3pm i 8pm. Freud Rayhouse, $60 general, $1 5 students with ID •

Presented by UCLA Live

THE ART OF HOLLYWOOD: ALL THAT HEAVEN ALJ.OWS and LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN 7:30pm, James
Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall. $7 general, $5 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

SUNDAY 1 '» « "^M^ w '%^ i it a u» cu;; ff t d
THE WOOSTER GROUP to vou the bipdie' 7pm. Freud Rayhouse, $60 general, $15 students with ID •

Presented by UCLA Live • /.AST" CHANCE!
THE ART OF HOLLYWOOD THE SHANGHAI GESTURE and CLEOPATRA 2pm, James Bridges Theater.

Melnitz HaJI, $7 general, $5 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

IN/TANGJBLE CARTOGRAPHIES NEW ARAB VIDEO "untitled.- recent v»orks bv Javce Salloon* 7pm,
James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall, $7 general, $5 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

WAYS OF THE RIVERS ARTS AND ENVIRONMENT OF THE NIGER DELTA ExniaTON FINAL DAY, Fowler

Museum. FREE

1^

•Slints'

%

r#jrce hall
isludent tickets $1

IJES
c^^mM^liim^ <^«sMr

^C%;^^T^*

MONDAY
I

SERVO L£CTu«E 6:30pm. 1302 Perioff Hall, FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design
MEDIA BUNKA JAPANESE MEDIA LECTURE SERIES %oburu tsuba«. 6pm. 104 Kinross Building (EDA), FREE • Presented by MCLA
Department of Design

| Media Arts

^ .«:,t • "i XJ^t'^'Ji^-,^^

Arts

TUESDAY «% ?•

^

vvWw fmch.ucla.edu

CODY CHESNUTT 12noon. Westwood Raza, FREE • Presented by UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee

*| ARCHIVE TREASURES THE CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA 7:30pm, James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall, $7 general,

$5 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive I

UNDERGRADUATE JURIED EXHIBITION 9am-4:30pm M-F, Through Dec. 13. New Wight Gallery/Kinross, 103 Kinross

Building, FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of Art

WEDNESDAY
KATSINA/KACH(NA TRADITION. APPROPRIATION. INNOVATION EXMBiTKJM Through Mar. 23. Fowler Museum, FREE

Jtim ar>d televisio

wWW
,
c i n ejp^^^'

*

j^w^^^^^smm

h amme r rr^useu rh

UCLA L
www.uclalive.

i
dept. of muj

"www.music.ucl

dept. of world arts,

www wacucla

central ticket

ri^f^
^^^t

^>*

www.cto.u

EEKLY GUIDE TO i^j V

performing arts lMJPil['''iii>lliililll'i'iH

UCLA LIVE
STUDENT Tl C KETS

DATE EVBsrr^ „.-,„.I!Mi,„ pN-SALEL^PRjCi

Nov 14 The Wooster Group [FP] 8pm Sold Out! 15.00

Nov 1 5 The Wooster Group [FP] 8pm Sold Out! 15.00

Nov 1 6 The Wooster Group [FPl 3pm Sold Out! 15.00

Nov 16 The Wooster Group [FP] 8pm Sold Out! 15.00

Nov 1 6 Pat Metheny Group [RH] 8pm Now 17.00

Nov 1 7 The Wooster Group [FP] 7pm Now
M

Now

15.00

Nov 24 Paris Piano Trio & The Ysajte Quartet [SH] 4pm 12.00

Dec 1 Marianne Faithfull [RH] 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 3 Woyzeck[FP] \ 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 4 Woyzeck[FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 5 Woyzeck[FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 6 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 7 Woyzeck [FP; 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 7 Anonymous 4 [SH] 8pm Now 15.00

Dec 8 Woyzeck [FP] . 7pm Now 20.00

Dec 8 Anonymous 4 [SH] 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 10 Woyzeck [FPl 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 11 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 12 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 13 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 14 Woyzeck [FP; : 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 15 Woyzeck [FP] 7pm Now 20.00

Jan 23 Katia & MarieHi Labeque [RH] 8pm 12/2 15.00

Jan 25 Washington Square Memoirs [RH 8pm 12/2 15.00

Jan 30 Merce Cunningham Dance Co. [RH] 8pm 12/2 15.00

Jan 31 Merce Cunningham Dance Co. [RH 8pm 12/2 15.00

Feb 1 Merce Cunningham Dance Co. [RH] 8pm 12/2 15.00

[FP] Freud Playhouse [RH] Royce Hall

[SH] Schoenberg Hall [LT] f^acgowan Little Theater

YOUR BRUIN CARD IS YOUR TICKET TO GREAT
SEATS AND DISCOUNTS!

The UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee offers substantially discounted tickets exclusively

to all full-time UCLA students! A valid BruinCard is required at tfie time of purchase and upon

entenng all performances. Limit two tickets per BruinCard.

Student Tickets can be purchased in person at CIO.

'v^ij^

EVENTS A
*i^

AT Dl
''^^"v?'r'f'fe^^!^^iiii^^

u^^,/^:-^i
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Tighter U.S. border I

Israel raids Gaza, urges Arafat's removal

career full of P^^^^Y upsets Canada

honors and

tough calls

from page 1

ing support from the UC, its largest
customer, the College Board
amiounced in May it would change
the test by dropping analogies and
adding a writing section worth as
many points as existing math and
verbal sections.

Regent Velma Montoya
described Atkinson's work on
admissions initiatives as an effort
to "buckle-down** and help under-
represented students and appli-
cants from low socio-economic
backgrounds get into a UC.

Atkinson spent much of his
career in academia, which he
entered in the late 1950s after serv-
ing in the Army.
He was on the faculty at

Stanford from 1956 until 1980, a
period interrupted only by a 3-year
stint at UCLA, where he studied
cognitive psychology.

In 1975, President Gerald Ford
appointed Atkinson deputy direc-
tor of the National Science
Foundation, a federal agency cre-
ated to promote scientific
research. He was promoted to the
top position in 1976 by President
Jinuiiy Carter.

At the NSF, he negotiated the
first ever memorandum of under-
standing between the United
States and People's RepubUc of
China, when the two countries
made an agreement to exchange
scientists and academics.

Atkinson left Washington and
returned to the West Coast in 1980,
when he became Chancellor at
UCSD and where he remained for
the next' 15 years.

Atkinson has also received sev-
eral honors from his colleagues
and has been elected to multiple
prestigious bodies, including the
National Academy of Sciences. A
mountain in Antarctica bears his
name.

\

As UC President, Atkinson has
faced more than just the contro-
versy surrounding affirmative
action and admissions policies.
As the VC faces an expected

influx of 50,000 students by 2010 -

dubbed Tidal Wave n - Atkinson
has led the university to approve a
new undergraduate campus in
Merced, the first new UC campus
to be built since the 1960s.

Plans to expand existing
schools included the Mission Bay
campus at UC San Francisco. The
UC also extended its out-of-state
presence by estabUshing the UC
Washington Center, which gives
UC students the chance to study
politics on Capitol Hill.

|

Before Wednesday, Atkinson
had not revealed to the regents or
any of the chancellors his decision
to retire, said UC press aide
Michael Reese.

However, Jordan Rasmussen, a
press aide for Gov. Gray Davis,
said Atkinson did tell the governor
what his plans were before he
made them pubUc.
A special committee to select

the UC's next president will be
formed by Regents Chairman John
Moores.
Whoever is chosen as the next

president will have to lead the UC
through not only Tidal Wave II, but
also severe budget difficulties,

issues Atkinson himself will con-
tend with during his remaining
months in office.

'He's got a great deal to do in the
next 10 months," Camesale said.

IRAQ
from page 1

Iraqi TV showed images of
Hussein, in a dark suit and tie, pre-

siding over a meeting of his

Revolutionary Command Council,
made up of senior military officers.

The picture was frozen on the screen
while an announcer read the mes-
sage recounting at length a history of
Iraq's dispute with the United
Nations.

China's deputy U.N. ambassador
Zhang Yishan, the current Security
Council president, notified the 14
other members of Iraq's acceptance.

"Members of the Security Council
welcomed the correct decision by
the Iraqi government," he said.

The advance team that will arrive

in Iraq on Monday will be led by chief
U.N. inspector Hans Bhx, who is in

charge of biological and chemical
inspections, and Mohamed
ElBaradei of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, which is in

charge of nuclear inspections.

Blix said he would not comment
until he had read the letter.

The resolution allows inspectors
to go anywhere at any time to search
for weapons of mass destruction. It

also warns that Iraq faces "serious

consequences" if it doesn't comply.

By Tom Cohen

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TORONTO — The cases of two
Canadian citizens ensnared by
tighter U.S. border screenings have
so angered the country that the
Canadian foreign affairs minister
will raise the issue with Secretary of
State Colin Powell during a visit on
Thursday.

Powell's visit is to discuss a pos-
sible military strike against Lraq. But
Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister
Bill Graham plans to raise the cases
of the two Canadians, one involving
a man jailed in Maine after crossing
the border to buy cheaper
American gas.

The other involves a dual
Canadian-Syrian citizen deported to
Syria while switching planes at New
York's John F. Kennedy
International Airport after U.S. offi-

cials reportedly accused him of
Unks to al-Qaeda. Graham has
protested that the man should have

been deported to Canada
Canada has criticized the U.S.

National Security Entry Exit

Registration System created after

the Sept 11 attacks. It authorizes

border officials to fingerprint and
^photograph people who were bom
in or are citizens of the five coun-
tries accused by the U.S. govern-

ment of having terrorism links.

Those countries are Iran, Iraq,

Libya, Sudan and Syria
Canada even issued a travel advi-

sory warning people bom in those
countries to avoid trips south of the
border.

The U.S. responded by promising
Canadians equal treatment but say-

ing that U.S. security overrode any
Canadian concerns about unfair

treatment I

Graham rescinded the travel

advisory last week, but foreign
affairs spokesman Rodney Moore
said the "high-profile consular

CANADA
I
Page 6

1
By Ibrahim Barzak

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip— IsraeU

forces backed by 30 tanks and three
heUcopters stormed into central
Gaza City early Thursday - the deep-
est incursion into the city in more
than two years, Palestinian security
officials and witnesses said.

In the second major incursion by
Israeli troops in as many days, the
amiy raided the two-stoiy home of
Yosef Meqdiad, an officer in the
Palestinian preventive security ser-

vice, to arrest him and three of his

brothers, according to a 21-year-old

relative, Msyida Meqdiad.
The operation began about 2 am.

and ended less than two hours later.

Soldiers fired machine guns as they
penetrated just over a mile into the
city from the south, witnesses said.

The army declined immediate
comment

The incursion marked the far-

thest penetration by Israeli forces
into the city since renewed fighting
empted between Palestinians and
Israelis in the fall of2000, witnesses
said. .

It came hours after Yasser Arafat
warned Wednesday against any
attempt to send him into exile, while

Israeli Cabinet ministers repeated
calls to drive the Palestinian leader
out of the region following an attack
that killed five Israelis.

The move into Gaza City also fol-

lowed Wednesday's incursion into
the West Bank's largest city, Nablus,
by dozens of Israeli tanks and
amiored vehicles to round up 30
suspected Palestinian militants in
what was the biggest security sweep
in months.

In Thursday's early-morning raid
in central Gaza City, Israeli forces
rolled into the Tgdalhawa neighbor-

':' BAZA
I
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• •• e Commumcation Connectio
Learn how to balance your needs and expectations with those of your family, friends, partners roommates

and others in your life. Join us for the entire series or pick and choose what is of most interest to you.

Part 4-Communicating with Partners
Learn how to share you innermost thoughts and feelings in intimate relationships.

\\ How and when to talk about love, sex, dating and more... fg
Thursday, November 14, 12-1pm 2 Dodd Hall

For more info call (310) 825-3945 or check out our website at

www.thecenter.ucla.edu

mmm
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Since you have a choice

Choose wisely —
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MyUCLA IViebMaU 2
If you want to...

E7 Access
Humne

(Bruin Online,
rom a single page

& Sendy receive and view attachments inline

& Personalize email with sisnatures

fH Edit messages with soellcheck

& Create an addressbook to store contacts

Use real organizational tools to store email (drafts,
sent Items , or your choice of messages) into
integrated QgiBBB

...there is only one choice

webmail .ucla.edu
i

Check out MyUCLA WebMail 2.1 today!
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CANADA
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cases" would be discussed with
PowelL

Michel Jalbert, a 32-year-old
Quebec resident living near Maine,
was arrested Oct 11 while driving a
few yards into the U.S. to buy gas at
a station less than a mile from a U.S.
border post in northern Maine.

Residents routinely buy gas without
first registering with U.S. authorities.

When Jalbert stopped for gas, he
had a hunting rifle in his vehicle that
attracted the attention of a U.S.
pohceman. A background check
found a 13-year-old criminal convic-
tion for vandalism and possessing
stolen property, making him inad-
missible for entry into the U.S.

Jalbert was arrested and charged
with illegally entering the country
and two weapons violations. He
faces up to six months in prison if

convicted.

Locals call the case unnecessary
U.S. harassment, while U.S. officials

say border security has changed
after the Sept 11 teirorist attacks.

Maher Arar, who holds joint
Canadian-Syrian citizenship, was
detained Sept 26 while switching
planes in New York during a trip

from TYmisia to his Montreal home.
He was then deported to Syria

According to Canadian reports, an
inunigration lawyer who tried to
help Arar said a U.S. Immigration

and Naturalization Service docu-
ment she examined alleged that Arar
was a member of al-Qaeda.

Canada's Muslim community this

week issued its own warning that

travel to the U.S. by Canadian
Muslims could bring delays, ques-
tioning and even detention.

. U.S. Attorney General John
Ashcroft insists birthplace in one of
the coimtries was not an automatic
referral to the U.S. registration sys-

tem, but that citizens of any country
could face increased monitoring.
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.
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LiLi Tan, a fourth-year communication studies student soeaks to the
Communications Board about her proposed publication titled Jo'sie.

MAGAZINE
I
Creators question

necessity of delay, workshop

magazine.

from page 1

would need to take the same libel

and ethics workshop before the
publication is approved by the
board.

The creators of the
Webmagazines were initially dis-

appointed by the delay because
most of them already had a full

staff of writers
eager to start

working. One
month later,

they are still

questioning
the necessity
of the libel

workshop
which caused
the postpone-
ment.

"The real

problem
focuses on trying to teach some-
thing that's gained by experi-
ence," said Andrew Jones, creator
of the political commentary mag-
azine Criterion, and former Daily
Bruin Viewpoint colunmist.

Jones said the delay caused his
magazine to miss coverage of sig-

nificant stories last month, like
the anti-gay graffiti that showed
up on campus five weeks ago.

"A lot of good stories have
come and gone ... we were stalled
by five weeks," Jones said.

Though online pubUcation can
be^in for the three news-
magazines, Jones said , the
progress of Criterion Is further
slowed because of unfamiliarity
with' tlie Student Media office's

facilities.

LiLi Tan, creator of the
women's magazine Josie, said that
although the training was effec-
tive, she would have preferred to
have gotten an early start on the

LiLi Tan, creator of the

women's magazine Josie,

said that although the train-

ing was effective, she would

have preferred to have got-

ten an early start on the

magazine.
"The whole quarter is gone

now. We could've had it up and
nmning ... a lot of time is wasted,"
Tan said, adding that she will be
holding an informational staff
meeting for story ideas.
Tan said she was inspired to

create Josie last year after seeing
all the airbrushing done on maga-

zine model
photos during
an internship
at a teen maga-
zine over the
sununer.

"I want to
change the
body ideal,"

Tan said.

"Maybe some-
day other mag-
azines will fol-

low."

Unlike magazines such as
Cosmopolitan and Glamour
which are geared toward an older
demographic, Josie will be
designed for 18 to 24-year-olds,
Tan said.

Chang said she's excited that
The Worldly has been moved to
the Web because now it won't be
limited by printing costs.

The magazine, which covers
world culture and race relations
in the United States, was limited
to four issues last year because it

only had enough funding for 500
copies.

Chang wants to implement an
online message board for reader
feedback aji(^^ online archive of
all print issues from last year.

Both Tan and Chang anticipate
their newsmagazines to hit

Bruinwalk.com around the begin-
ning of winter quarter, noting that
because it's the end of the quarter,

it's more difficult to get started.

PLEDGE
from page 2

manner in which the Pledge of
Allegiance is to be delivered by stat-

ing that, when not in imiform, men
should remove any nonreligious
headdress with their right hand and
hold it at the left shoulder, the hand
being over the heart Previously, the
standard dictated that "any head-
dress" be removed.
Those House members voting

against the bill, all Democrats, were
Barney Frank of Massachusetts,
Michael Honda and Pete Stark of
California, Jim McDermott of
Washington and Bobby Scott of
Virginia. ^

At the time, Scott called the legis-

lation "totally gratuitous" even
though he shared the mayority's

objections to the court's ruling.

Four House Democrats - Gary
Ackerman and Nydia Velazquez of
New York, Earl Blumenauer of
Oregon and Mel Watt of North
Carolina - voted present

WATER
I
Some in coirnnumty

ask for board to oppose deal

O2002 ERNsr & Young up

from page 4

The Imperial Valley board likely
will not vote until December, after it

holds more public forums and its

staff finalizes the terms of the agree-
ment.

Some board members only
agreed to the initial deal after
Assembly Speaker Emeritus Robert
Hertzberg - who moderated the
negotiations - threatened them.
Home said.

"I remember him talking about
sending people to follow our farm-
ers and essentially putting them out
of business ifwe didn't do this deal,"
Home said.

Home said Hertzberg talked
about stirring up farmworker
imions over labor conditions and
even legislating the water board out
of existence.

Hertzberg told The Associated
Press on Wednesday that he was
simply conveying ideas that were
floating around the state

Legislature.

"There were pubhc statements by
others, and I was simply referring to

those," Hertzberg said. "I was just

giving them my best advice."

On the other side of the debate,

conununity members at a pubUc
forum Tuesday demanded board
members oppose the deal.

"We elect officials to make deci-

sions, popular or unpopular," El
Centro resident Jaime Gonzalez was
quoted as saying in Wednesday's

edition of the Imperial Valley Press.

*There comes a time for elected

officials to listen to the people. If

the people don't want it, don't do it,"

he said.
,

The transfer touches only a fi-ac-

tion of the more than 3 million acre-

feet Imperial Valley farms receive

from the Colorado River each year,

but community members fear it is

only the first of water grabs by
coastal cities.

Bruce Kuhn, considered a swing
vote on the board, said he is most
concerned about the district's

responsibility to the Salton Sea, a
nearby inland body of water that

serves as a rest stop to hundreds of
thousands of migratory birds.

The sea survives on farm runoff.

Under the 75-year deal, Imperial
Valley would transfer less water
during the first 15 years to protect

the fragile sea Farmers also would
fallow an average of 20,000 acres of
land a year, out of the 400,000 acres
in production, to ensiu*e that enough
water runs into the sea.

Officials, however, have yet to
come up with a plan for long-term
protection of the sea. It likely will

become too salty for wildlife to sur-

vive in the next two decades unless
measures are taken.

Kuhn questioned the value of
continuing to feed the sea if state
and federal officials still don't have
a plan for its long-term protection.

"This transfer is not a done deal,"
Kuhn said.
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The strength of our Hyperlearning MCAT course comes from the combination of over
100 in-class hours, well researched materials and the highest quality instructors.

All your materials are yours to take home - you will never have to borrow from a library.

Course Start Dates

for the April 2003 MCAT Exam
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begins January 22nd
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begins January 18th

Certain Class times are starting to close! Call today to enroll!
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Nov. 14
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Celebrate the beginning

of your senior year at UCLA!

Food • Drinks • Networking

Find out about other exciting Class of 2003 events!

Chinese leaders chosen;

to be announced soon
By Joe McDonald

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEIJING — The list naming
China's next ruling elite was ready
Wednesday but sealed to the rest
of the world until the Communist
Party wraps up its congress - a
process expected to culminate in
the retiring of President Jiang
Zemin, 76.

Party leaders had approved can-
didates to be elected Thursday to
its Central Committee, setting in

motion what could become the
communist government's first

orderly change of leadership. The
new committee will, in turn,

appoint the exclusive Politburo
and its Standing Conunittee - the

party's highest echelon ofpower—
a day later.

Jiang, who was installed as party
leader in 1989, is expected to be
succeeded in March by his vice
president, Hu Jintao, 59.

Delegates to the party's week-
long 16th National Congress also
are expected to amend its constitu-
tion to formally endorse Jiang's
invitation for entrepreneurs to join
- an effort to keep the party in con-
trol of a fast-changing China.

Jiang vowed in a speech at the
opening of the congress to protect
private property and profits - a
path known as "socialism with
Chinese characteristics" that his
successors are expected to stick
to.

WORKERS
from page 1

complaints range from inappropri-
ate harassment to wrongful termi-
nation of contracts.

Seven union members fi-om var-
ious labor and service depart-
ments of the university spoke out
about their working conditions
during the forum.
They said they felt threatened

for wanting to use sick days and
were afraid to speak their non-
English native languages in the
presence of management.
AFSCME President Lakesha

Harrison said management often
threatens and disrespects work-
ers, making them feel "less than
human."

"We are here today to ask this to
stop," she said.

Harrison said the workers are
not looking for monetary solutions
- the issue is one of respect.

Alarcon expressed support for
the workers, saying supervisors
are there "not to step on people
but to raise them up."

"It is absolutely what we should
root out of our society," Alarcon
said, regarding the management's
alleged behavior.

Villaraigosa also supported the
workers, saying he would make his
stance on the issue known to the
chancellor and Regents of the
University of California,

"The idea that you can't use a

sick day just sounds Uke some-
thing out of the stone ages,"
Villaraigosa said. "I closed my eyes
for a second ... it's hard to beUeve
that these kinds of things are hap-
pening in a public university."

Under the current system, work-
ers file grievances in response to
perceived contract violations.
Harrison said 95 percent' of griev-
ances are denied.

The next step in the process,
she said, is for the panel to send
reconunendations to the universi-
ty. The union's ultimate goal is for
UCLA to negotiate with AFSCME
about workers' recurring prob-
lems.

In August last year, AFSCME
members gathered in a similar
fashion to protest working condi-
tions at the Medical Center. The
complaints then revolved around
staffing shortages and an overly-
demanding work environment.
AFSCME and UCLA met with

Medical Center representatives
within the next month to discuss
the issues. As a result, the two
groups ultimately reached a com-
promise that streamlined workers'
duties.

UCLA Professor Albert Boine
said he was appalled by the stories
of managerial nusconduct. He said
public institutions like UCLA are
rooted in democracy, and the
abuse of workers is contrary to
this idea.

"I'm particularly disturbed that
(UCLA) doesn't practice what it

preaches," he said.

USAC General Representative 2 Office Is pleased to welcome

Omar H. Ali
Spokesperson for the Independent political

movement

presenting

For the American People,
Independent of the Special Interests '

Professor Ali has embarked on a national tour to speak to college students
and communities about the independent political movement and the
important role independents have in upcoming elections.

What do you believe? This is an excellent opportunity to learn more about
the independent political movement and ask questions of one of its most
prominent leaders. ^

Please join us
Thursday, November ^A^ , 2002 from 6:00— 8:00 p.m.
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Arafat
from page S

hood, an area where the headquarters
of the preventive security service and
the studios of Palestinian state televi-

sion are located.

TVoops also swept into the neigh-
borhood of Sabra, home to many
members of the militant Palestinian
group Hamas, including its spiritual

leader, Sheik Ahmed Yassin.

Two Palestinians, including a
guard at the television station, were
taken to hospital with light ii\juries.

At least a dozen ambulances rushed
to the area of the siege, witnesses
said.

I

The proposal to expel Arafat,

backed by several members of
Israel s Security Cabinet, failed to win
approval Wednesday.

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon said in

a television interview Wednesday that
Israel's security chiefs have advised
him not to expel Arafat, as demanded
by several hard-line ministers in his
Cabinet. But he also said the debate
would continue.

Sharon also predicted that a
Palestinian state will be created after
the current round of Mideast violence
ends.

Sharon's comments came after
Foreign Minister Bei\jamin
Netanyahu urged for the second time
in two days that Arafat be expelled.

Sharon has sought to diminish
Arafat's powers and the government
has long since halted direct dealings
with the Palestinian leader

In a speech Tuesday night,

Netanyahu said if he becomes prime
minister in the January elections, his

first move would be to expel Arafat.

He renewed tlie call at

Wednesday's Security Cabinet meet-
ing, and was supported by Defense
Minister Shaul Mofaz, according to

Netanyahu's spokeswoman, Rena
Riger.

Arafat responded angrily to
Netanyahu.

"Netanyahu has to remember that I

am Yasser Arafat and that this is my

land and the land of my grand-grand-

grand-grand-grandfathers, " he said on
the steps of his offices in the West
Bank town of Ramallah, just north of
Jerusalem.

Meanwhile, in Cairo, Egypt, a

meeting between Hamas and Arafat's
Fatah faction ended Wednesday with
no agreement on abandoning
Hamas's suicide bombings in Israel,

but an Egyptian mediator said the
two sides would keep talking.

The Palestinian Authority, domi-
nated by Fatah, has called for an end
to suicide bombings but Hamas has
resisted, arguing that Palestinians
have no other effective means against
the better equipped Israeli army.
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As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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Bush should
I

cooperate with

U.N. on Iraq
I

Saddam Hussein agreed yesterday to allow
U.N. weapons inspectors into Iraq, a sur-

prise given the Iraqi parliament's vehe-
ment condemnation of the U.N. resolution on
Tuesday.

Hussein's compliance with the resolution
pushes back the possibility of President
Bush mounting a unilateral, preemptive war
against Iraq for at least a little while.

But equally important is the Iraqi presi-
dent's consent also bestows U.N. interna-
tional protocol with some credibility and
viability in light of the flagrant disregard
given to it by Bush's policy approach so far.

Bush refers to the imminent war with Iraq
as one that will involve a "coalition" (read:
the United States and Great Britain), but
he's made it clear the United States' wishes
will override the United Nations' when there
is discord.

The reason Bush does this is simple:
because he can. The United Nations doesn't
have any teeth without U.S. support. It cer-
tainly can't check the United States for
actions its members condemn - it has no
true means, militaiy or otherwise, of doing
so.

Given these realities, the president
received wide support for bothering to pre-
sent his case before the United Nations at
all. In the end though, the United Nations
has an unappealing choice: choose to serve
as a rubber stamp of approval for the United
States or make itself an irrelevant entity.

It's ironic Bush responded to the Iraqi

parliament's rejection of the U.N. resolution
saying it serves as proof there is "no democ-
racy" in Iraq and that it confirms the body's
function as a "rubber stamp" for Hussein -
the United Nations' role vis-a-vis the United
States can be described the same way.

TTu-oughout Bush's campaign to gamer
support for attacking Iraq, he has claimed
"evidence" of weapons development exists
in sufficient quantity to justify war. Now
that a team of weapons inspectors will
search the country, the world can get a
clearer idea of the reality of the situation,

independent of what the Bush administra-
tion says.

I

Assimiing Hussein does not impede the
inspections proceedings, the wes^jons
inspectors will likely find some indication
we2q)ons development programs are in
place. Whether Iraq has weapons of mass
destruction is not really a debated question
- more likely than not, it does. What should
be at issue is the extent of, and intentions
behind, the weapons development itself.

Bush should not unleash the military on
Iraq upon the weapons inspectors' finding
their first gram of chemical or biological
warfare material. Instead, the U.S. govern-
ment should continue having the situation
dealt with at an international level, where it

belongs. i

It's crucial to the U.S. government on
multiple levels to have the Iraqi situation

resolved by the United Nations because,
though the United Nations may not have
military might, it is still recognized by
almost everyone as the official world voice.
A U.N.-supported attack on Iraq would be
unpopular, but a U.S.-only invasion would
be worse, eliciting more hatred toward
Americans and perpetuating their horrible
reputation abroad - especially in the Middle
East. Having the United Nations take out
Hussein's weapons accomplishes the same
goal as having the United States do it on its

own, so there's no real reason to refuse
cooperation unless Bush has his own per-
sonal agenda

j

Bush and Hussein must let the weapons
inspectors do their job without impeding or
placing political pressure on them. It's espe-
cially necessary for war-hungry Bush to do
this for the sake of advancing the merits of
international cooperation.

It will be a sad day in world politics if

Hussein does a better job of cooperating
with internationally agreed upon plans of
action than the leader of the "free worid."

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of
the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,
letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
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RPI goes too% in

name of equaJity
RACIAL PRIVACY INITIATIVE DENIES UC
DATA NEEDED TO GAUGE PROGRESS

By David Dahle

Whatever your personal feelings about Ward Connerly, chair-
man of the California Civil Rights Initiative Campaign and a UC
Regent, or affirmative action may be, it is imperative that you
understand the consequences of the Racial Privacy Initiative
because it simply goes too far.

The RPI, if passed, will phase out some racial classifications
made by the state government. Specifically it will prohibit classi-
fying "any individual by race, ethnicity, color or national origin in
the operation of pubhc education, pubUc contracting or pubUc
employment." But medical research, law enforcement, and the
Department of Fair Employment and Housing are exempted from
the RPI and can continue to specify individuals by race "lawfully."
On the surface, the wording of the measure seems neutral, but

the potential outcomes could be devastating, particularly in terms
of the outreach efforts by the university and many dedicated stu-
dent groups who rely on this information to gauge their progress.

For example, as a UC Outreach Counselor, I, along with many
others, work primarily with underfepresented students fi-om vari-
ous Los Angeles high schools. The university spends thousands of
dollars each year to fund programs like this, which work to boost
minority applications to the UC system. The university is already
prohibited from tracking the academic development of these stu-
dents by racial classifications. If the RPI is passed it will make it

even harder to evaluate how outreach programs are doing.
Ward Connerly is loved by some and vilified by others for help-

ing to introduce Proposition 209, the equally controversial ballot
initiative that banned preferential treatment on the basis of race
in the hiring and admission of individuals in local and state gov-
ernments and school. In short. Prop. 209 eliminated affirmative
action programs in California.

Connerly has said that he started the RPI because he beUeves
that categorizing people on the basis of race or ethnicity is offen-
sive.

There is a long Ust of individuals and organizations opposed to
the RPI. State administrators and legislators, as well as countless
university officials and student groups, have spoken out against
the measure. Chancellor Camesale and other UC chancellors
have pubUcly opposed the RPI because it will make it harder to
improve student and faculty diversity, which is akeady lacking.
UCSA, the official lobbying arm of UC students, is also opposed
to the RPI because it views the measure as an information ban
rather than a privacy increase.

i

In an era where inequaUty is still a fact of life, we cannot eUmi-
nate all means of gauging a situation. Ward Connerly may support
this measure because he truly believes that eUminating racial data
collection will make society more colorblind, but the RPI is naive
because it does not address the problems of discrimination and
inequahty. Instead it takes away the data that is necessary to ana-
lyze trends and progress in hiring and university admission poli-
cies.

This measure will not make our problems go away Instead, if

the RPI passes it will only substitute ignorance for helpful infor-
mation in the name of social equality.

GPA mania sucks

fun out of college
CONSUMED BY STUDYING, GRADES,
STUDENTS MISS OUT ON UCLA LIFE

l-

Dahle is the USAC president.

By Jorge Magdaleno

Each student at UCLA is

connected through one com-
mon inescapable bond: the
manic need to study until our
eyes bleed.

Have you ever caught
yourself saying "I have to
study" when confronted by a
social situation? Have you
ever said "Yeah, right, that
place," when your friends
come by to let you know
what a great time they had at

such-and-such place with you
know who. You end up
replacing disappointment
with sarcasm.
My point is there has been

a huge constraint placed
upon all students at UCLA.
The ever-important GPA

has become the defining col-
lege experience, replacing all

the wackiness and mayhem
you see in movies like

National Lampoon's "Van
Wilder."

Why? For starters, we all

know how difficult it was
getting into UCLA in the first

place. Unless you're an
extremely gifted athlete, you
have all taken AP classes,

SAT prep courses and packed
a load of extracurricular
activities into your schedule
just so the admissions officer

wouldn't pass you over or,

God forbid, send you to UC
Riverside.

Let's be honest, how many
of us placed UC Riverside on
the top of our list of colleges
and universities? We all want
to do well at UCLA.

Translation: we all want
high GPAs so we can get out
of here ASAP. Law school,
medical school and graduate
school programs at ehte uni-

versities are some people's
next step.

Others plan on careers in
business and finance that
depend on expertise in all

sorts of fields. Gotta keep

that G-P-A if you want to get
P-A-I-D.

These are the constraints
we live under. LSATs,
GMATs, GREs, etc. are all

awaiting us. Studying is per-
haps the greatest impediment
to partying, drinking, and
watching football with
friends since the whiny girl-

friend.

Take the Stanford game
this season for example,
scheduled right before
midterm exams.
No one I knew was going

to the game; everyone was
staying in Westwood study-
ing. I'm from Pasadena -

1

grew up with UCLA in my
backyard, and I haven't been
to one home game this sea-
son.

So, do we like taking all

those GE classes? No! Do we
like studying all the time to
protect that coveted GPA?
No! Do we Uke spending an
additional $1200 for

TestMasters in the summer?
No! Do we like telling our
friends we can't go out with
them because we have to
study? No!
UCLA can be fun as long

as you have a good group of
friends that imderstand
where you're coming from.

Perhaps if we had a bar on
campus as suggested in pre-
vious articles the social

atmosphere at UCLA would
turn around. At least we
wouldn't have to walk very
far from the library to have a
good time.

The collective geniuses in
the Graduate Student
Association are working hard
at this moment to vaUdate
the academic and social fea-
sibility of such an endeavor.
Hurrah! You go, grads! Until
then, I have to go study.

Magdaleno is a fourth-year
political ^science student.

C'EST LA VIE
By Jennifer Babcock

TO ^^ A XATPEK A^ANKJ*?
S"TUPip!

jbabcock@medla.ucla.edu

Endangering job security unwise move for Bush
By Jason Brown

UNIVERSITY WIRE

On Tuesday evening. The Associated
Press wrote a story with the lead, "The
White House and congressional leaders
agreed Tuesday to begin pushing a bill to
create a Homeland Security Department
through Congress this week, moving toward
a msyor legislative victory for President
Bush."

Those last seven words will be read and
heard more times than wanted by well-rea-
soned, non-conservative (that's repetitious,
isn't it?) people in the next two years ... but
I'm getting ahead of myself.

The bill - which was approved by the per-
petually daft U.S. House of Representatives
299-121 Wednesday - would allow the newly
formed department to make decisions about
the workplace without having to get
approval from the employees' union. The
bill requires the department to try to negoti-
ate any changes with the union and would
require the federal government to get
involved if a resolution cannot be reached.

But it still allows the Homeland Security
Department autonomy when making these
decisions, leaving some 170,000 workers
with no job security in an economy that has
been wrecked by the foolish actions of this

administration. The bill also will allow air-

line pilots to be armed in cockpits and other
varieties of GOP-supported nonsense.

Of course, the bill still has to get past the
Democratically-led Senate. And while oppo-
nents of this bill might use procedural
delays to hold off on final passage, this bill

beconung law is all but inuninent. If

approval doesn't come from the current iter-

ation of the Senate, it will come from the
version waiting in the wings.

Both Democrats and Republicans came
up with versions of a Homeland Seciuity
Department bill, but the two sides ran into
difficulties while coming up with a compro-
mise bill. Of course, there doesn't necessari-
ly have to be a compromise bill once the
new Congress starts.

Now is an opportimity for Republicans to
prove they are right and the rest of us are
wrong. This bill and other GOP initiatives

are sure to be pushed over the next two
years.

And, thanks to the president, Americans
have trusted RepubUcans to protect them.
However, their domestic agenda - as it is

right now with the White House focusing
much of its attention on problems abroad -
shouldn't be trusted.

This new soon-to-be law will test the
administration's abihty to sell changes in
domestic behaviors under the auspices of
needing to take care of foreign concerns.
Thus far, Bush has depended on the
American people to trust him when it

comes to foreign concerns, but that was
before the stakes had less to do with things
happening in some foreign country and
what could be happening to people's bank
accounts.

The Bush administration is willing to
trade job security and the well-being of
more than 100,000 workers for its abihty to
be able to decide exactly who and when
someone may be expendable.

I have a feeling this may be a bet he
might regret later on.
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for winter quarter are now available
at the front desk of the Daily Bruin office in 118 Kerckhoff.
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Malvo 's case

wrongly used

to

Ian Eisner
ieisner@mfiffairia.edu

death penalty

YOUTHS LACK
MATURITY OF AGE,
SHOULDN'T BE

TRIED AS ADULTS

Alleged Washington area
snipers John Lee Malvo
and John Muhammad may

have unwittingly claimed yet
another victim: the movement
against juvenile execution.
The archaic practice of

putting juveniles to death was
falling out of fashion prior to
the shooting spree but has
unfortunately been revitalized
following

the appre-
hension of
17-year-old

Malvo.

Death-
penalty
advocates,

seizing the

sensational

nature of the
killings,

have made
Malvo the
new poster-

boy for juvenile execution.
They argue that any juvenile
"adult enough" to help perpe-
trate the beltway killings is

"adult enough" to face capital
punishment. Malvo - currently
the most loathed juvenile in

America - is held up as proof
of this principle.

It. is a line of thinking
embraced by the U.S. Justice
Department, made evident
when it gave first crack at

prosecution to Virginia, a state
with a rich history of executing
juveniles, rather than
Maryland, a state which forbids
adolescent executions. It is in a
Virginia courtroom that Malvo's
status will be upgraded from
juvenile to adult, largely

because a segment of society
nusinterprets overtly heiitous
juvenile crime as evidence of
maturity.

Malvo is a callous killer well-
past rehabilitation. He deserves
a life behind bars, and proba-
bly more - but execution is a
step too far. Malvo has a cruel
heart but not an adult mind. He
was ah impressionable foot-sol-

dier in John Muhammad's com-
mand, a disciple in crime
rather than a partner.

The New York Times reports
that Muhammad functioned as
Malvo's surrogate father, con-
trolling every aspect of Malvo's
existence, including "...what to
eat, when to speak, and investi-

gators beUeve, how to shoot a
gun."

Sharon Douglas, a reception-
ist at the Maryland YMCA fre-

quented by the alleged killers,

was quoted by the Times as
stating, "It was like he
(Muhammad) was ruling him
(Malvo). ... If that man told

him to stop breathing, the boy
would have stopped
breathing."

Though Malvo could and
should have extricated himself
from Muhanmiad, his juvenile
status only antagonized a dire

situation.

As Supreme Court Justice
John Paul Stevens has pointed
out, neurological studies con-
firm that juveniles, when com-
pared with adults, have a less

refined abiUty to comprehend
the ramifications of their

actions. This is not to excul-

pate adolescent killers, but
rather differentiate their liabiU-

ty with that of adults Uke John
Muhammad.

It is a distinction our govern-
ment has been more than will-

ing to make in matters resting

outside of the criminal arena.

There is a good reason individ-

uals under 18 are not allowed
to serve on juries, vote or
marry without parental permis-
sion - they lack the foresight

and maturity of adults. The
logic is seldom questioned.

However, when adolescents
commit pernicious crimes,

there is an inexpUcable ru^ to

try them as adults, and in many
cases pursue the death penalty.

Justice Stevens argue* that this

pursuit is "a relic of the past,

inconsistent with the evolving
standards of decency in a civi-

lized society."

And indeed, Stevens is right.

The execution of juvenile
offenders is a throwback to a
more primitive, less estimable
brand of justice. While teen
offenders like Malvo should
pay a heavy price, decency
should preclude them from
paying the ultimate price.

Eisner writes every Thursday.
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J ARTS<£ENTERTAINMENT
Consumers

I

need to be

cautious of

comparisons

IT DOESN'T MAHER
WHO MAY SAY IT.

AVRIL LAVIGNE IS

NOT BOB DYLAN

mtfie Coo

I
recently had
an out of

this worid
experience.

No, I didn't

use my mil-

lions of dollars

and boyish

good looks to

buy my way
onto a Russian
spaceship like

that guy from
*NSYNC. I

took my voy-

age by simply
picking up a
magazine.

Anthony

Bromberg
afartntwggmBcfa, ucfa.edu

There was Avril Lavigne's pic-

ture on the glossy page. There was
her name. There was the question:
This generation's Bob Dylan?"
This really blew my mind.

Sure, the magazine was
Entertainment Weekly, a publicar
tion that is by no means expected
to have highly intellectual music
coverage, but this comparison
seemed to spit in the face of every-
thing I hold dear. On the one hand,
the mumbling, gnomish, greatest
lyricist of the 20th ... well, ever,

and apparently in that same hand,
the Canadian tie-over-T-shirt-wear-

ing gnomish girl who doesnt want
things to get compbcated. Like I

said, this really blew my mind-
But it makes all too much sense

when you look at the history of the
press talking about musicians.
Everything is done in comparison.
Ck)mparisons are fine. They're
quite necessary, even when our
vocabulary falls short of being able
to describe a sound or a mood a
band creates. The problem arises

when these comparisons become
misleading, distracting and even, in

the case of putting the name of the
'*Sk8er Boi" songstress next to the
man who wrote '^T^mgled Up in

Blue," egregiously anti-intellectual

Granted, the m^yority of a music
fEin's real gripe shouldn't come
from these preposterous, ea^-to-
dismiss atrocities, but from the
more subtle, potentially misguiding
instances. Everyone needs to be
careful when making references to
other acts, or your friends might
end up buying CDs they never real-

ly wanted.
j

EX^en though anyone who does-
n't live in a cave would be able to
tell that Dylan and Lavigne have
nothing to do with each other,

when every member of the press
compares the Strokes to the
Velvet Underground, people might
get confused. Sure, the Strokes
may try to look like Lou Reed and
company, but your ears may dis-

agree. The Strokes' brand of sim-
ple straightforward three-minute
pop songs with cosmopolitan
party lyrics and Julian

Casablancas' quirkless singing
style has little to do with the
imj^rovisational explosiveness of
Reed's guitar playing and singing,

John Cale's viola work, and song
lyrics that pushed the boundaries
of the rock song. Listen to

•'Heroin" and then "Last Nite," and
see if you can tell the difference.

Basically, despite what you may
have read, don't go buy "Is This
It" just because you liked "White
LightAVhite Heat"

If you haven't heard every
British pop band whose singer's

register is higher than a bass com-
pared to Radiohead, then you're
lucky. Names like TVavis,

Colc^lay, Starsailor and Shania
Twain always get labeled with
having a Thom Yorke-like yodel to
their sound. Listen to "You and
Whose Army," then listen to "Why
Does it Always Rain On Me?" or
"Yellow," then play the good old
"Sesame Street" game, which one
of these is not like the others? I

think you get the picture.

So, be careful when telling peo-
ple who is like who, as well be
wary when digesting comparisons
from outside sources yourself.

Don't forget they can be helpful.

For instance - continuing in the
Brit pop vein - if you were to say
Oasis sounds like updated, less

intelligent, more whiny, but still

catchy Beatles covers you'd be
doing people a favor, but shoot
straight my friends, shoot straight

ahead with your analogies, com-
parisons and contrasts.

Oh, by the way, I hear there's

this new band called the Dave
Matthews Band that sounds just

like Pink Floyd circa

Ummagumma, check 'em out.

Bromberg's column runs every

Thursday.

DESPITE PUBLICITY,

THE COOPERAGE .

DRAWS IN SMALL
CONCERT CROWDS

By David Chang
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@medja.ucla.edu

Six chicken strips and a side dish
for $2.99 is not the only deal avail-

able to students at the Cooperage.
Unknown to most concertgoers,
the Coop offers a night of free live

music about every other week.
The likelihood of randomly find-

ing a student who frequents shows
at the Coop is only a few percent-
age points higher than finding the
UCLA campus not under construc-
tion.

"I was dragged to one show last

year," third-year English and psy-
chology student Brian Hsieh said.

"I appreciate the school's effort,

but I don't see myself going to any
shows in the future."

Hsieh admitted his indifference
for indie bands, which is problem-
atic because the Coop is geared
toward the indie scene. While its

cousin, Westwood Plaza, features
the higher priced and higher expo-
sure acts, the Coop has spotlighted
more experimental artists such as
stage eccentric Jason Webley and
discordant San Diego noise rock-
ers Dropscience.

"The more experimental artists

often have only 40 people show
up," Campus Events staff member
Eric Palgon said. "That's including
the bands, their friends, me and
everyone else. The Velvet Teen,
however, drew well over 100 fans.

Trembling Blue Stars, who are per-

EDWARD LIN/I)Aii.Y Briin Senior ^taff

While the Cooperage dishes out lunch during the day the
stage where indie bands perform at night remains empty

forming
Thursday, should
attract a lot of fans
because they're well
known

Palgon, universally
known among the Campus
Events clique as "the Coop
Guy," is in charge of booking bands
for the Coop shows. A third-year
art student, Palgon aims to return
the Coop to its glory days of the
'80s when a little band called Guns

N' Roses defied all laws of physical
nature and actually showed up.

Increased promotion during the

past two years has
rescued the Coop
from its coma, but

Palgon is hardly fin-

ished rehabilitating the
ailing venue.
"I (hand out) flyers on

Bruin Walk, which is pretty lone-
ly," Palgon said. "I do secret dorm
runs where I shove flyers under
people's doors. You do as much as
you can. (But) my job can only go
so far in letting people know about

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior StaffTKrt r»^ M •
i. r _J •

"^'-'^mrAi,
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The cooperage is transformed into a concert venue at night with shows usually scheduled every other week TheRum Diary was one of the acts who performed Nov. 13.

it The best way is word of mouth.
You can have a million flyers on
Bruin Walk, and it doesn't matter."

Steve Araiza, a third-year history
and business economics student,
concurs with the need for more
word of mouth, but he blames the
location of the venue for his lack of
participation points.

"I think the Coop's problem is
that it doesn't offer enough rea-
sons for people to come all the way
back to campus that late," Araiza
said. "Even if they have a blues
artist I like along with plenty of
promotions, I still might not go. It

has to be worth my while, and the
Coop just isn't."

The Coop is not exactly the
Troubadour, but what gives the
students' Coopaphophia?

"I personally Uke it, but I heard a
lot of people don't Uke the Coop
because of the kitchen-cafeteria
aspect," Palgon said. "I just look at
it Uke The Max from 'Saved By the
Bell.'"

As the Cooperage senior staff

member responsible for setting up
the venue, Eddie Rivera, a fourth-
year Spanish hterature student,
lacks the abihty to perform magic
tricks like The Max owner, but is

supportive of the concerts.
"As long as everything is cleaned

up at the end of the show, I'm cool
with it," Rivera said.

Pollstar.com lists the Coop in its

venue directory, but under
"Cooperidge." More people pass
through the Coop during lunchtime
every weekday than they do for a
free concert one night a week. But
with bands Aberdeen, The One AM
Radio and Trembling Blue Stars,

and a bunch of fliers, Palgon is

doing his best to strive for legiti-

macy.

One AM Radio to offer electronic, indie sound
I

By Dan Crossen

I

• DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
' dcrossen@media.ucla.edu

Los Angeles can be a tough diamond to
cut.

"The music scene has seemed kind of
opaque so far," said Hrishikesh Hirway of
Connecticut band The One AM Radio.

This sentiment is doubtless a common
one made by bands that have recently
made the move to Los Angeles and tried to
grasp the city's musical identity. Even
though they're new to the scene, the two

members of The One AM Radio hope to
make an impact on the local indie music
community.
The duo, playing today at the Cooperage,

cites influences as diverse as acoustic
singer/songwriter Nick Drake, modern
indie giants Yo La Tengo and The Flaming
Lips, and abstruse electronic artists
Fennesz and Boards of Canada.

Their own songs, described by gui-
tarist^singer/sampler/producer Hirway as
"quiet indie rock," recall the sound of other
electronic-influenced artists such as Dntel
and The Notwist. This melange of noises

can be found on their Web site,

www.theoneamradio.com, where their
recorded output is available for visitors to
hear.

Hirway founded the group as a solo pro-
ject in Connecticut in 1999. The other
member, violinist Jane Yakowitz, first
helped with the recordings of a few songs
for an early release and then joined as a full

member in 2001.

This summer they made the move to
California so that Yakowitz could start law
school at UCLA. Hirway, a film and art stu-
dent in college, is not merely along for the

ride as he hopes to get into the fihn indus-
try as a score composer.

Despite their other pursuits, the band
remains a high priority for both - this sum-
mer saw the release of their first full-lengtli

album, "The Hum of the Electric Air," on
Hirway's own Translucence label, which
also featiu-es local bands The Wind-Up Bird
and The Scientifics.

Hirway and Yakowitz are no strangers to
the West Coast or Los Angeles in particular,
having toured extensively across the coun-
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Department pushes actors with challenging
THIRD-YEAR FINE ART GRAD STUDENTS FORCED BEYOND
COMFORT ZONES IN DARK COMEDY SPOOF ON SEXUALITY

SiddarthPuri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spurj@media.ucla.edu

Comedies and spoofs are central on this
year's menu of UCLA's theater department
play series.

Kicking off their 2002-2003 series, third-
year master of fine art students in the theater
department present Christopher Durang's
"The Marriage of Bette and Boo" and Caryl
Churchill's "Cloud Nine," directed by profes-
sors Larry Arrick and April Shawhan, respec-
tively, starting tonight and running through
Nov 23.

''We wanted to choose plays that were dif-

ferent in acting styles and would be able to
give students the opportunity to play chal-
lenging roles in two different plays," said
Arrick, a visiting directing professor.
"Furthermore, it forces the students to mold
themselves and act in two plays with drasti-
cally different styles.*^

Many of the students said that the plays
give them a chance to work on parts that
force them to reach beyond their regular lim-
its and obhterate their comfort boundaries.

"Arrick made the language very chaUeng-
ing for the actors," said Armando Gutierrez,
who plays Matt the narrator. "It was a great
exercise in realism and being able to actually
talk to cast and audience members during the

production."

The plays differ greatiy, not only in basic
plot, but also in their themes, and in the way
the actors were trained to perform in them.

Durang's comedy recalls the story of a mar-
riage, seen through the eyes of Durang's alter
ego. As he guides the play through the mar-
riage, he encounters many experiences with
his dysfunctional family - including his alco-
holic father, uncles and overbearing aunts -
that make him want to change his ways.

"This is definitely a dark comedy," Arrick
said. "The absurdity is apparent in numerous
scenes including one in which the character
goes to have lunch with four relatives, two of
whom are dead. This was Durang's outlet in
working through the difficulties he saw in his
own family."

Rather than focusing the play on the witty
language, Arrick centralized the play on the
design and set to create a dream-like

ambiance for the actors. By making a set with
mobile furniture, Arrick shows how nothing
in this play stays in one place, but rather has
a more ephemeral existence. According to
Arrick, it reflects a slow-motion kaleidoscope
that he aims to convey to the audience.
On the flip side, Churchill's "Cloud Nine," is

a play that not only stretches actors to reach
beyond their acting skills, but also to reach
out of their skin.

According to Arrick, speaking for director
Shawhan, who was unavailable for comment,
"Cloud Nine" concerns people during imperi-
al moments in British history as well as con-
temporary British times. The play couples
themes of colonial politics and sexuality,

focusing on sexual ambiguity with actors
crossing genders in their roles.

"'Cloud Nine' is symbolic of the repression
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Arab videos aim to

incite new thought

'Big River' crosses more than racial lines

By Jake Tracer

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jtracer@media.ucla.edu

In the short video "Upside
Down," an older woman makes
makloubeh, a traditional

Palestinian food dish. The last shot
shows the completed product: sep-

arate and distinct layers of chicken,
rice and vegetables piled on each
other, but combined to form some-
^toig bigger than its individual

parts.

Similarly, the widely-varying
world of Arab video shorts piles up
into a more complete vision of
Arab society. "Upside Down" is the
first of 11 Arab-influenced videos
to be screened this week by the
UCLA Film and Television Archive

at the James Bridges Theaters.

Tonight's series "in/tangible car-

tographies," presents a series of
video shorts made by young Arab
fihnmakers. On Sunday, the sec-
ond program, "untitled," will fea-

ture three longer pieces that focus
on the Middle East and its conflicts.

According to Archive programmer
David Pendleton, the pieces should
give audiences a sense of what
modem-day life is like in the Arab
world. i

Both nights of screenings in th4
James Bridges Theater are co-spon-
sored by L.A. Freewaves, a national
media arts advocacy group, as a
part of their biannual TV or NOT
TV festival. Attempting to expan(J
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By Tom McEnaney
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
tmcenaney(a)media. ucla.edu

Twisting the expectations
of genre, the Mark Taper
Forum's new production of
the musical "Big River - The
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn" aims, at least in part, to
fall on deaf ears.

"Big River" features a cast
of deaf and hearing actors
from the Deaf West Theatre
and will run at the Taper from
Nov 14 through Dec. 24.

The move to the Taper rec-

ognizes the show's success,
already evident in its 11

Ovation Award nominations
(an Los Angeles-based tlieater

award). Only last year the
show was playing to audi-
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DfcAK West Thkatre
Rufus Bonds Jr. (left) and Tyrone Giordano star as Jim and Huck Finn in a production
of "Big River" which opens tonight with a deaf and hearing cast.
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Alumna learns ropes of film funding PR0DUCTI0M8

RAMIREZ-JOHNSTON PRODUCES FIRST SHORT
WITH AID OF HUSBAND, JOB CONNECTIONS

ByCJYu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

cjyu(a)media. ucla.edu

Jacqueline Ramirez-Johnston, a
recent graduate from the UCLA
School of Theater, Fihn, Television
and Digital Media has decided to
stick with filmmaking for the long
run despite the career's difficulties.

Her first short film, "Bloodshot," a
cheesy, dark vampire comedy that
touches sUghtly on the issues of
Sept. 11, 2001 helped Ramirez-
Johnston learn what could never be
taught through textbooks: the hectic
process of finding funding for a
movie.

There were times when I was

very overwhelmed by the amount of
work," Ramirez-Johnston said.
"When you have no money, you have
to do everything yourself, and that
means you're not only the producer,
but you're every position."

For her film, however, many of
Ramirez-Johnston's monetary bur-
dens were alleviated by her connec-
tions. She's an entertainment jour-
nalist by day and is able to put her
connections there to use for her film
work. For example, "Bloodshot" fea-

tures actors who worked for free,

including her star, Michael Bailey
Smith, who appeared most recently
as a henchman in the Dana Carvey
film "The Master of Disguise."

With a condensed four-day shoot-

ing schedule, Ramirez-Johnston
needed support. Fortunately she
was able to turn to her husband,
Dietrich Johnston, for help in direct-

ing her films. Together, they've
formed their own production com-
pany, Fine Lookin' Productions, to

develop their projects.

Even before taking some film his-

tory courses from her community
college before transferring to UCLA,
Ramirez-Johnston knew that she
wanted to make her mark in the film

industry.
|

"When you go into a theater, for a
few hours you can disappear into

another world," Ramirez-Johnston
said. "Films that can do that for you,
who wouldn't want to be involved in

making that? And I just loved it and
ever since, I have wanted to be a
filmmaker, the only thing that I want
to be."

from page II

felt by numerous minorities
including women and gays and
lesbians," said Kara Revel, playing
the role of a divorced lesbian.

"(It's) divided into two acts: colo-
nial Britain and 1980s London.
Audience members can see the
development of sexuality and how
the veil of repression was ripped
off toward the end."
The play, set in the playful envi-

ronment of a park, aims to create
a different ambiance for audience
members - one where they too are
forced to deal with a spoof on sex-

uality, but it also affects the cast
members themselves.
"When you present a topic, you

can't help but open yourself to the
experience and dive into your
own psyche," Revel said. "I even
dove into the world of different

sexuahties to get into character. I

went to Palms in West Hollywood,
danced with go-go dancers and
flirted with girls to experience the
world of lesbians and learn more
about relationships and repres-
sion."

By combining different themes
and styles, both plays create envi-
ronments where the student-
actors can learn how to simulate
distinct emotions and portray
them accurately.

"I wanted the actors to go
beyond reality and naturalism,"
Arrick said. "They're always deal-

ing with reality and truth, but I

wanted them, while holding on to
the truth, to extend past reahty
and experience the differences."

THEATER: "The Marriage of Bette

and Boo" will be performed on
Nov. 14, 16, 21, 22 at 8 p.m. and
Nov. 23 at 2 p. m. "Cloud Nine" will

be performed Nov. 15, 19, 20, 23 at

8 p.m. and Nov. 16 at 2 p.m.. The
performn,nces will take place in the

Little Theater at Macgowan Hall.

Tickets are $1 7for general admis-
sion and $7for students. For more
information call (310) 825-2101.

ARAB
I
Films include interviews, narratives

RADIO
I
Duo communicates through music

from page "B

try. Still, today marks their first

performance here as full-time resi-

dents. Without the recognition they
erxjoyed at home, the transition has
been at times slow for the band,
which laudably shuns bar gigs to
instead play all-ages shows.
The group remains busy with

several shows scheduled for the
near future. Further down the
road, Hirway plans to tour alone in

support of the album while
Yakowitz remains in school. The
two are also continually writing
new music, and what can't be
found on one of their records can
often be heard live.

Hirway feels the local music
crowd will come around to the
sound of The One AM Radio.
"We don't like to talk a lot," he

said. "We'd rather just play our
music, and if it doesn't work, too
bad."

I

Hopefully once tiiey have a few
local shows under their belts, the
band will do their part to help cut
through Los Angeles' opaque

from page 12 -

the audience for experimental
media art, TV or NOT TV will pre-

sent over 300 films, videos and
other works throughout the month
in various locations and across
various mediums in Los Angeles.

"I think there's an audience for

experimental works," said Anne
Bray, L.A. Freewaves executive
director. "All it takes is curiosity,

that you're willing to suspend
knowing the answer."

The works shown at UCLA were
compiled by media artist Jayce
Salloum as part of a 10-hour Arab
video program for the Worldwide
Video Festival in Amsterdam.
Salloum, who also produced and
directed the "untitled" videos to be
shown on Sunday, will curate the
Archive event. '

"I don't see my program as part
of 'in/tangible cartographies,'"

Salloum said. "(My work) looks
more like a dociunentary."

Indeed, of his three pieces being
screened, two are heavily inter-

view-based, including one 41-

minute dialogue with Soha
Bechara, a now famous ex-
Lebanese National Resistance
fighter. Interviewed a year after
being released fi-om a torture and
interrogation center where she
was held for 10 years, Bechara dis-

cusses life in the center as well as
her changed views of the world.

"People are generally engaged
with (Bechara), with the dynamics
of how she presents herself, even
though there's nothing fancy in the
video," Salloum said.

In contrast, most of the pieces
in the "in/tangible cartographies"
program take on more narrative
structures, addressing various
aspects of life in the Middle East
fi*om the filmmakers' own perspec-

tives. "Cyberpalestine" retells the
story of Mary and Joseph in a mod-
ernized Palestinian setting, reveal-
ing the abuses suffered under
Israeli occupation. In "Survival
Signs," a series of distorted images
and animations stress the impor-
tance of communication as a
means of survival.

"I'll be happy if people walk
away with more questions than
answers," Salloum said. "My role
is to challenge and provoke the
audience and make them consider
different angles and different ways
of life."

"in/tangible cartographies" screens

tonight at 7:30 p.m., and "urUitled"

screens Sunday night at 7.00 p.m.
Jayce Salloum will be present at

both screenings. For more info, call

(310) 206-FILM or log onto
www. cinema, ucla. edu.

The One AM Radio

UCLA law student Jane Yakowitz and bandleader HhshJkesh Hirway of The One
AM Radio will perform at The Coop tonight.

music scene.

The One AM Radio performs at the

Cooperage today at 7 p.m. with the

Aberdeen and Trembling Blue Stars.

Admission is free.

RIVER
I
Play unites hearing, deaf audience THE AD

from page S
ences at the company's own small
theater.

Based on Mark Twain's classic

book "The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn," "Big River" origi-

nally debuted on Broadway in 1985,
winning the Tony Award for best
musical. In Deaf West's production,
director Jeff Calhoun's unique
approach unites song and sign, using
both a deaf and a hearing performer
for each role. The show seeks to
break auditory boundaries, bringing
the musical to a deaf audience while
also allowing the hearing audience to
enter the worid of sign language.
The hope is that the imaginary

line that exists between hearing and
deaf cultures is completely blurred
for the two-plus hours of the play"
said Bill O'Brien, Deaf West's produc-
ing director and the recipient of a Los
Angeles Drama Circle Critics Award
for Best Production in last year's
show.

This imaginary division resonates
within Mark Twain's classic and con-
troversial portrayal of racial inequali-
ty in the American South. Deaf West's
production does not lose focus of
this all-important theme, but rather
creates an additional layer of mean-

ing that broadens the original text's

theme of unity across cultures.

"Jeff (Calhoun's) creativity has
really shaped the show without tak-
ing the heart out of it," said actor l^yle

Kanouse.

Kanouse, a four-time veteran of
the show who toured with part of the
original Broadway company in the
early '90s, plays the speaking role of
Pap alongside deaf actor Troy
Kotsur. Although much of the cast
features deaf actors signing onstage
while their hearing counterparts sing
and voice firom the wings, Kanouse
and Kotsur appear together on stage
in their presentation of Pap.
According to Kanouse, the shared
role is an example of the unity
between the deaf and hearing
worlds.

"We try to be sensitive about each
others needs, and we've come to a
pretty good understanding, intellec-

tually, as to what Pap is about It'd be
difficult if there wasn't give and
take," Kanouse said.

The conmiunal aspect of their

work, in which each learns from the
specialized skill of the other, is a ben-
efit for actors in the Deaf West
Theatre.

"I think (hearing actors) develop a
better appreciation of how they're

able to conununicate to people with-

out words," O'Brien said. "An actor
can take that skill out of sign lan-

guage and use it in Chekhov."
The acting methods and mission

of Deaf West, which have helped
shape award-winning actors like

Kotsur, began in 1991, when the com-
pany was founded by deaf artists Ed
Waterstreet, now the company's
artistic director, and wife Linda
Bove, a long-time cast member of
"Sesame Street"

The idea for a musical came from
Waterstreet's own exF>erience grow-
ing up in a hearing family and his

feeling of exclusion when attending
musical events as a child, O'Brien
said. Waterstreet changed all that
with the Deaf West Theatre's produc-
tion of "Oliver," which won the
Ovation Award for best musical of
the year in 2000.

The company's current production
continues where "Oliver's" success
left off. And with "Big River's"

themes of cultural understanding
and unity, Waterstreet is giving voice
something within and beyond the
deaf community.

"Our hope is that the core message
will resonate even stronger when
both onstage and in the audience, we
start to look past the boundaries that

we may have been conditioned to

see," O'Brien said.
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MANK
Westwood

AEMML

VILLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUM
948Bn»lon
239-MANN

NATIONAL

10925 UndbnMK
208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbrook
208-4575

PLAZA
1067Gl6n()on

208-3097

ISpy(P6-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-«W (11:45 2:10 4:50) 7:20 10:00

Femme Fataie (R)

, ^ THX - Ooiby Digital

Tue-Thu (11:00 1:45 4:30) 7:30 10-20

West Hollywood

Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

AMC
Westwood

LANDMARK
Westwood

PACIFIC
Westwood

.-The Movie (R)

THX-Oatyndu
Tue-Thu (12:00 2:20 4:40) 7:45 10:30

The Ihjth About (>«r1ie (PG-1 3)
THX - Dolby Dtgitai

Tue-Thu (1:30 4:20) 7:00 9:40

SUNSET5
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

•(PG-13)

, ' DoNiyDtgital
Tue-Thu (1 15 4:00)7:10 9:50

Auto Focus (R)

Tue-Thu (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00

Far From Heaven (PG-13)

Tue-Thu (11:30) 2:05 4:45 7 25 10:00

Roger Dodger (R)

Tue-Thu (11:45) 2:10 4:35 7:15 9:50

Bowling for Ck)lumbine (R)

Tue-Thu (1:10) 4 05 7 GO 9:55

Comedian (R)

Tue-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

AVCO CINEMA
10840 WIshire Blvd.

1 BIk. E of Westwood
(310)777-RLM#330

Santa Monica WLA/Beverly Hills

CRITERION 6

1313 3rd St

Promenade

Ghost Ship (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7 30 10:10

' The Ring (PG-13)

THX - DTS Digrtal

Tue-TlHJ (1:00 4:00) 7:00 10:00

Punch-Orunk Love (R)

THX - DoNiy Digital - DTS Digital

Tue-Thu (11:15 145 4:20) 7:10 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)

THX • Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu (1 1 :45 2 1 5 4:45) 7:40 1 0: 1

5

Swett Home Alabama (PG-1 3)

THX - Dolby Digital

Tue-Thu (11:30 2:10 5:05) 7:55 10:35

My Big Fat Greek MIedding (PG)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo
Tue-Thu (11 20 2 00 440) 7 20 1005

Royal

11523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036Wilsh(re

274-6869

Fnda(R)

Tue-Thu (1:15) 4:10 7:00 9:55

Tulty (NR)

, Tue-Thu (5:10) 7 40 10 00

Stangfni Ghetto (NR)

Tue-Thu (5:05) 7:20 9:55

The Rising Ptace (PG-13)

Tue-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9:45

Punch-Dmnk Love (R)

Tue 1:40 4:10

Wed-Thu2:20 4:40 7 10 9 40

8 Mile (R)

Tue-Thu 1:45 4:20 7:00 10:00

The Ring (PG-13)

Tue 200 4:30 7:30 10:15

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)

Tue 1 30 4:00

Wed-Thu 2:10 4:50 7:20 9:50

NOW YOU CAN PRINT YOUR TICKETS AT HOME ON
FAN0ANG0.COM

Beverly Hills

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310) 208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Tue-Thu (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of Wilslure)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Santa Clause2 (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:15 4:30 7:00 9:15

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

On Guard

Tue (4:00)9:45

Wed (1:00) 4:00 7:00 9:45

Thu (4:00) 7:00 9:45

West LA
WESTSIDE PAVILUON
10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Beverly ConnectKXi

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Paid In Full (R)

Tue 10:15pm
Wed-Thu 7:10 9 30

Ghost Ship (R)

Tue-Thu 2:15 4:20 7:30 9:50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310) 394-9741

Secretary (R)

Tue-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7 15 9:50

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Tue-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:50 7^5 9:45

Auto Focus (R)

Tue-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:05 7 45 10 20

Spinted Away (PG)

Tue-Thu (100) 4:00 7:00 10:00

8 Mile (R)

Tue.Thu 1 :30 2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:15

7 00 8:30 9:15 9:45

Wed 1.30 2:30 3:30 4:30 6:15 7:00

9:15 9:45

The Transporter (PG-13)

Tue-Thu 2 00 4:10 7:209:40

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Tue-Thu 1:45 4:00

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Tue-Thu (1 1 :30) 1 :40 4:40 7:30 9:45

My Big Fat Greek Wedding(PG)

Tue-Thu (1 1 :20) 1 :50 4:40 7:20 9:50

The Trials of Hery Kissinger

Tue-Thu (11:10)

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Tue-Thu 1:30 4:20 7:00 9:30

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Tue-Thu (11:00) 1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica
NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

Derrida

Tue-Thu 5:15 7:30 9.45

NuWlLSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Tue-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 10:00

Far From Heaven
Tue-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9 30

flDVKTISf

initif

bpuin

MOVIf

OUDf

310.825.
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CLASSIFIED

To place an ad, call

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu
<

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

Bv Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1 641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am
Friday: 1 Gam

3:00pm
2:30pm

Ad Writing Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price.,

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DeadUnos
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85
1 2pt. headline 2.00

16pt. headline 2.75

Box $2.00

munUmf
20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00

...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00
Box $40.00

QuartBrty
5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 Insertions, up to 20 WDrd...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 1 2.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to chaQge without notice.

Special Features & Issues

t mm^
Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Everyday!

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DlStl
www.villagedish.com

Fall/winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

BhIiCminiis

Every 5th and 10th weelt

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I Bnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETP1ACE.COM
The ASUCL^ C<xnmunjcat«f« board fuWy supports the u™ver«ty of Caltfomia's policy on nondtocriminMon. No rr«dium shell accept adven,semems whK:h present persons of any ong,n^sex. <xsexu«^on«ntat,oo.na d«Ti6«wjpwayor to »nply that they are hmrted po«t>one. cpaMittes. roles, or status in »oc«ty. Nerther the Da.ly Bru.n nor^l^uCUV Communi^t^^ ^!L2r?2!l'^*^I^'*' '^^^a^ °'^ adv«t»a,r»nte rspr—nted m this !.««. Any person believing that an advert-sen^ ^ th« ,ssue volated the Bo^'TS^
nondiscrmmttion stated herwn should communicate complaints m writing to the Assistant DirBctor Daily Brum. 1 18 Kerci^hoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza Los Anqeles 90024-1641 For a«,s
tiirwe wrth ^'O^dmcnmw^tKxy pnbiems. call the UCIA HousKig Office at (310) 825^271 or call the Westsxle Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classrfied ads also appear on-i.ne
athttp://www.dai»yt)ruin.ucla.edu. Placement on-line » offered as a compftmentary sen/ice for customers and is not guaranteed The Da.ly Brum « responsible for the first .ncoirect inser-t«n only. Mmor typograpNcal ertors are not eMgible for refunds. For any refund, the Daity Bruin Clasaified Department most be ootrf«d of an error on the f.rst day of publKation by noon

'^hr^^^^ 2200
Research Subjects

2200
Research Subjects

announcements
1 100-2600 :a
wSWr"^'^-

1100
a«..^, iCampus Happenings

Armenian Culture Night
Monday NovlSth 9-10PM
©Ackerman Union 2414
LEARN FUN DANCES
with TOM BOZIGIAN
7pm Waltz Lessons

Swing-Lindy Hop @8pm
SALSA Lessons®10pm
LEARN SWING-SALSA-TANGO-WALTZ @7
p.m. Leam-popular-line/folk-dances9-1 0pm
www.studentgroups.uela.edu/ballroomdance

www.geocities.com/SwingSalsaTango Ball-

room-dance-club&lnternational-Folk-Dance-

Club@ucla WHERE GREAT ROMANCES
BEG IN :31 0-284-3636. ballroom@ucla.edu

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coll I 800 521 521

1

2200
Mfe^iliSHesearch Subjects

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages 18-

59, male/female, are needed for a study by in-

vestigators at the UCLA Brain Mapping Cen-
ter involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Vol-

unteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking. Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-206-4456 or

email lsa@ucla.edu, lmolnar@ucla.edu,
koski@loni.ucla.edu.

NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH: Healthy

smokers and non-smokers ages 1 8-55, to par-

ticipate in MR I and Smoking Study. Particip-

ants will receive up to $120. Call 310-794-

6387. UCLA IRB #01-03-048-02A.

1250
Greeks i,^mk Greeks

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundroisina event. Our programs make fundraising easy wirfi no risks.

Fundroising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

-J

1500
Birthdays

'-"mm 22OO
Research Subjects

CLAUDIA GONZALEZ
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. I hope all your wishes
come true on this special day. I will always
love you. DM.

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-018-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or

888-791-9988.

800
Miscellaneous

1800
Miscellaneous

NeetfUni
ESPROS
fest Hills

Recyeler Classifieds, a nibune Co.,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hilis facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
A join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,
avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

+ bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe HHoran
1'800'300'2777 x32603
joe.moran@recycler.com EOE

LATE NIGHTS? Dont Be A Victim!

www.protectmefirst.com/ucla.htm

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.

2000
Personals

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

SID DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and

others. Voice/video/chat/music.

,
2200

jgpsearcn Subjects

Healthy, 8-17 yrs
Participate in a research study on

how people react to pain tasks

Come to UCLA for 1 or 2 research

sessions to fill out forms & experience

3 pain tasks. Each session lasts 31/2 hrs.

Researchers will monitor responses

to 3 tasks (pressure on finger, hand in

cold water, arm over dot of heat).

Receive a $30 Bkx;kbuster certificate(s)

(310) 825-0731
contact Xio or Reema at UCLA Peds

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

ililiil

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood
tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-
zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other
medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EAST INDIAN
EGG DONOR
NEEDED

$50,000 (compensation). Highly successful,
professional East Indian couple, need ari

egg donor of East Indian descent, who is

attractive and intelligent (SAT score of

1400+) with a good personality. Privacy Is

guaranteed. Please contact our agent:
Dariene@perfectmatch.com 800-264-8828

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

httpy/www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

Well-Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 18-30 years of age, 5'r'-5'8", thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

f< OPTIONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses J
«

k

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 18-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

^XOWPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494

«

J

3300
Collectibles

John ± Christian
Designers a Craftsmen Since 1850

UCLPI
COUE6E MONO«RAM

Ring

Free Brochure

•YEAR DATE
•DEGREE
•GREEK LETTERS
•YOUR Monogram

UK Gold $450

RINGB0X.COM 1 •888-646-6466

3500
Furniture

FOR SALE: 3 futons $50 each. Great condi-
tion! 310-613-6211.

^m 3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

3700
Health Products

ATTENTION: 99 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie
800-918-8446.

.^.nM m
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2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

§?^^^?3

\ For Couples Undergoing Fertilitv Treatment
- '^^IPCAinMKWMic-:-: :iW:^W>\^JWtS:><:A«W:-

21-32 years of age
I

I

Non-smokers. No drugs
I i

Attractive Compensation to

donor, if accepted into program

Access to Recipients from 11 Highly
Reputed Fertility Physicians

b

Special n&edi for Asian donors

Genesis Egg Donor Corp

For information,

call Toll Free.,.877/375^8888.^'

We are -^ 100% Fhysician BUs^ed

Donor Oac\te FrimtMT

www,gene$i$ivf.com

eggdonors@genesisivfcom

J
ms3JOO

Heattb Products

Piqpak.com. A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your
own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders
over $10.

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

Miscetlaneous

Need Transportath
to a Party or

^^'^pecial Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire. ^
call Gina (310)2l6i-27l6
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

^S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org. i

6000
Insurance

thecfogstore.com
1 '800-948CLOO

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips earn cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

/lllstate.
You're In good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 W©st\A/oocJ Blvd.
C2 fc>lks. So. of Wlisr^ir©)

24 Hours g Day Service

-NO WAR- T-SHIRTS. $15ea.
http://www.PayPal.com & send payment
teachinsi ©yahoo.com or mail Coffee House
Teach-ins (non-profit), 12335 Santa Monica
Blvd. #114, LA, CA. 90025. 310-203-1542.
<trttp7/www.stopUSwars.org >

^^<^^^W^

6200
Health Services

ABOO-^DOi*

FREE 2 NIGHT STAY IN

A 4 STAR HOTEL
By saving 50% on your phone bill. Over 20
major cities -Cancun, Honolulu. Vegas.
Contact Agentms33@aol.com.

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy.. .create a System befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents '

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-00071
Free Consultation

Law offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Century Qty, California

4700
Auto Insurance ii^^^i^l^ufo fnsuranee

Auto Insurance^^^^^^-[
Aui

I
Mercurv Brokerm westwoM. m BrokersVwsTAish

I
markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

|j310) 208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

cal

IMMIGRATION
•Working Visas (H-IB)

• Green Cards, Labor Cent.
• Sponsor Companies

(310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865
e-mail: usglobalserv@aol.com

Free Consultation

^5
>fner

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we doni want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Brum Plan." 310-777-
8817.323-873-3303.

S700
Travel Tickets

^TRAVEL STUPEMTST
W^ AVT AWAY AArirAABC

1985 CHEVY Bi^AZER. wt^ite, 95K mi, 4wd.
am/fm/cassette. $1,195 obo. 310-446-2734

1986 SUBARU DLXT. 73K miles, 5-speed.
Power steering. AM/FM cassette. Runs great!
$950 obo. 310-391-9912 or
dave@ igpp . ucla.edu

1988 VW CABRIOLET
Good condition, manual transmission, new
dutch. Gets great gas mileage. $1200/obo
310-433-1838.

1992 FORD EXPLORER XLT. Fully loaded.
Leather. Black-tan. $4700. Excellent condition.

6 CD changer. 310-980-6730.

1994 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE Laredo
4WD. 11 OK miles. $6300 OBO. 310-306-6890.
phoussaye @earthlink. net.

1997 NISSAN ALTIMA GXE, auto, air. power,
cruise control, airbags. radio/cass. 63,935
miles. $7200/obo (31 0)376-689 l/eve/wknds
(3 10)794-5391 /days.

1998 FORD ESCORT ZX2 36K miles. $6200
OBO. 310-306-6890. Email:
phoussaye@ earthlink . net.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas. Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

OnAWATMCKAOES
IMTtOMMKIS AIIMaUDfD

LOS CABOS _-.»., 349

MAZATLAN »..389

Pfo.VALLARTA-^,399

CANCUN *-.509

COSTA RICA Bead! ». iW
www.VictorytraveLoffl

(800)878-9986
\i

Airfares
RIO'SAO $259

COSTA RICA... $209
MEXICO...^^..... $119
GUADALAJARA. $119

GUATEMALA... $235

BUENOS AIRES. $249

CHILE $259

... $259

... $239.

TOKYO.....

LONDON.

CST»» 2O53861-40

S680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

get hyped Por

/pring t)#%Qh '03

Get 15 people
together and
go Pop FREE!
Ask us how!

/
Jamaica $829
Hawaii $689
Paris $584
iAmsdendam...$659

\

Includes air & accommodations from LAX.

I

Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees
I not included. Other departure cities and * «

[destinations available. I

920 Westwood Blvd.

(310) UCLfi.FLV OPX60795 Prom cam^s
cst# 1017560-40

www.sdaC;navel.com TRAVEL
onLinE >> on the PHone >> on cnmpu/ >> on the /treet

6AOO
overs/Storage

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391-5657.

7000
Tutoring Offered

IMPROVE YOUR
GRE«GMAT

;
GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONAL!!

I

jr Form«i t*>i pftp c«nt*r «JI»«ctor

J
* 10 fean teaching star^dardued math tests

I > Compr«t>«n»iv» msthod ptnonaitfd to achi«v«
: maximum success

Bettsr AND cheaper than the big compantcsfifl compa

or cjtK i.^n Si.-npson i23-H/3' i;:s

ffSSfOHBtr^ama

6SOO
Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-

826}^117.

323.938-4597
BA MUSIC

B.A. EDUCATION

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&BiJAZZ

LessonWeb Studio by 3rd & Fairfax

'Let your soul come out and sjng'

We create a rrew progress

and practice CD every lesson.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies guaranteed to help

you gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood

or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0088, mytsu@mac.com.

n
600

Personal Services

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou /cwoiv where to look!

Dawm

(3 1 0) 696
(213)572-
(562) 282
(626) 484-
(818)264-

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

Access Code 333

It's always free to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

and free to send your ad

TISTAERT DENTAL
310-394-2661. www.tistaertdental.com. 1333
7th St, Santa Monica. 3rd generation LA den-

tist-established 1918. General & cosmetic
dentistry. Implants. RCT, etc.

^ 7000
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

CONVERSATION
You used a cell and spoke quickly (November
5th). I couldn't hear your number. Please call

again. "Writing Tutor."

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering
business worid. Taught by experienced profes-

sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

Intemational Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Don1 waste your time on amateurs. Various
subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.

Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

|

www.endlesssummertours.com

Classifieds

825-2221

6300
^tegal Advice/Attorneys

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your

personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,

www.deeslegal.com. i

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-

8830. delstrat@netcom.com

Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters

from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow 's:310-475-

9585.

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kids fed up with math? Help has
come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math, including :Algebra 1 and 2,

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math.
Flexible hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sen-
ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years
experience tutoring math and three years
teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-

ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie:310-

993-8064.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students welcome. 310-

824-2295.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-

387-7796.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

CALCULUS TUTOR NEEDED for high school
junior. Proficient with graphing calculator.

$20/hr. Janet 310-470-8595.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR assist high school 1st

year chemistry student. Santa Monica. 2-

4hrs/wk. $15-20/hr DOE. 310-794-7678.

GEOGRAPHY MAJORS: GIS ArcView Tutor

wanted. Santa Monica or on campus. Email
Tom at jellymonz@yahoo.com

JAPANESE TUTOR w/experience working
w/children. Once a week, rates negotiable.

Must have own car, female preferred. 310-
394-0863.

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thru Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Pertect English.
tutor7892002@yahoo,com

QUICKEN FOR MAC
Tutor wanted by retired senior. Please fax re-

sume to 310-202-6184.

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH, Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female preferred. 310-285-9612, 310-990-
8552

Tutoring needed for 4th ans 6th grader. Four
day/week, 3hrs/day. $12/hr. 310-276-3828.

TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Math,
Spanish, Biology, or English/any combination.
Please call Don 310-836-9514 or 310-989-
2100.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

»ss 7300
Writing Help

NEED WRITING
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. Intemational students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

»^ »

^;

Jf^

employ^nt
7400-8300'^^

e^ 74tOO
Business Opportunities

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

' 7SOO
Career Opportunities

CYBERNET, a regional full sen/ice teleconrv

munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cybemet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1 110.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No more Western
Union Fees, Receive a Visa ATM and
Mastercard. Everybody qualifies! 'Call home
1 cent/minute calling cards. *Win a free laptop

P.C. "Learn how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. 1-800-303-3351, fax

resume 619-296-4532.

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-

sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sume to: 310-278-4882.

FULL-TIME/PART-TIME Office assistant posi-

tions available. Must have pleasant phone
manner and abilty to function in a dynamic/fast

paced environment, fax resume to Tony: 310-

861-8943.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do It on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company. Must be detail oriented

and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr.

Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

PART-TIME Office assistant position available

in Brentwood. Must have good computer skills.

Please fax resume to Donna Heidt: 310-593-

0094.

SCRABBLE
The all new game show is looking for contest-

ants. Call our hofline at 323-969-8890.

SPOKE MODELS WANTED Go to

www.spacebooth.com. Email: bank@ space-

booth,com. Telephone 1-800-303-3351. Fax
resume 619-296-4532.

Display
206-3060

I
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r^s^s

8^00
Its for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

CLASSIFIED

lartments for Rent
8^00

Apartments for Rent
8400

s for Rent
8^00

Apartments for Rent
^P^^^

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

•Wetcome CRruins ^ ^^rientfs

The Best Apartments
\

• Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We
Whether

.rl^ ..->

you need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!
"

Of the many amenities availble, we offer gyms, swimming
pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, bundecks, patios. more.
If necessary, we have custom designer fiimiture a

well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

tlOre, IN SHORT ANYTHING YOU MAYNEED WE CAN
*%

X

pall for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

Tagalog,

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com



7500
Career Opportunities

TOP COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE IN-

VESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Seeks Intern/Agent. PT/FT. Salary/Com-
mission. Fax Resume 310-575-1964.

7700
^fMV Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old wfx) loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

BABYSITTER. Experienced female for 7/mo.
old needed. Few hrs. Wed. and Thus, even-
ings. $10/hr. 310-264-1993 or 213-487-6690.

• -

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
SkJe Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call 310-
440-6738

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12^r.
Mon&Wed 3-6. Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car.in-

surance.&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

^^™^^' —
F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
wann/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light

housework/cooking, English speaking. 310-
433-1320.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a

serious and energetic french speaking au p£ur

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FRENCH/ENGLISH speaking driver/nanny
needed. M-F. 12:45-5PM. Located in Holmby
Hills, (Sunset/Beverty Glen). $15/hr. 310-288-
0821. Send resume: alcatelrobin@aol.com

FUN LOVING-VIBRANT-Happy mother's
helper needed. Mon-Sat 4pm-9pm. Car/refer-

ences/long term commitment required. High
Pay/Bel Air. 310-889-1840.

FUN/RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER FOR P/T
for 2&7yr.oW. In Westwood. Please Call: 310-
989-2276.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/15-year-okJ daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from school& tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

MOTHER'S HELPER FOR 2KIDS (10&15).
Mon-Fri. 1-6pm approx. $10/hr. Looking for re-

sponsible organized person. Must have
car&insurance, references required. Glenridge
area, Bel Air. Call Lakshml 310-474-8733 or
email ninakumar@aol.com.

MOTHER'S HELPER
WLA/Rancho Park. Monday-Thursday, 2:30
start Wed until 10PM. 2 preteens, homework.
Light chores. $10/hr-^gas. Need own car. 310-
202-6703.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr old daughter. Intematbn-
al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-

erences required. Grand Piano. Bevertywood.
Lajrd:31 0-287-1 010.

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education
female-student. School pick-up, help
w/homewort< Aprepare healthy meals for 7-

year-oW girt. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,
310-828-8260.

SEEKING a nurturing child k)ving baby sitter

for our 20months okj giri. Part-Time. Please
can 31 0-828-6051 or 310-828-6054.

WLA P/T Nanny 20hrsAvk. M-F, afternoon to

early evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,
creative to watch 2 young girts 7&4. 310-351-
1767.

"^"^W 7800
Help Wanted

$10/HR TO ASSIST INDIVIDUAL with comput-
er and telephone calling. Possible bonuses.
Can wori< from home in evening. P/T, hours
flexible. Call 310-476-9059.

$13/H0UR RETAIL
PT/FT, flexible scheduling, any hours between
5AM-11PM, new shop inside LAX. Need sev-
eral people, fax:949-481-0245. call:949-492-

4149. josie@caterinas.com

M.D.R. clothing mfg.
CO. seeking energetic,
organized, detailed,
multi-task individual.
Computer skills are
preferred (Mac).
Flexible hours -

20 hrs/wk.
Please fax resume to

(310)273-3884.
$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send. fax. or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAX GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Sen/ices. Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K. LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

7800
Help Wanted
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7800
Help Wanted

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to wort< in the

UCLAAckerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT.
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
I1am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org. or fax to 310-477-2566.
University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA. Ca 90025.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F. 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks.
Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

PfT. $10-15/hr. $200^-per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

OFFICE ASSISTANT F/T or P/T. High-energy,

articulate. EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION
SKILLS. COMPUTER LITERATE. Leave mes-
sage 310-476-1868,fax resume:31Q-271-
3959.

I

'J

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends,
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

PfT COMPUTER CLERICAL. Good w/num-
bers, quick book pro experienced preferred.
Home office in Culver City. $10/hour. 15-20
hours/week, 310-390-1240

8000
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

LITERARY AGENCY- Paid intemships. Flexi-

ble hours. Book/screenplay evaluation, gener-
al office. Fun&pleasant environment near
UCLA. Send/fax letter of introduction stating

interest in books/film&learning agency busi-

ness&availability. Prefer graduate students.

Include resume: Agency 10532 BIythe Ave. LA
90064. Fax:310-559-2639. Tel :3 10-559-0831.

P/T POSITION 1-2 daysMeek, 8-5.30pm, will

wort< w/school schedule. Some ECE/CD units

preferred & experience wori<ing w/pre-kinder-
garten chikjren. 310-459-0920

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials*Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

Are you a mod el.

.

or want to qet started?

PART-TIME
ASSISTANT

$10/hr. + commission. 20/hrs./week. Bilin-

gual (Spanish) Multifaceted work, includes

Computer/Office skills. Cuba Travel. Great

Opportunity! 213-626-8902.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.

Great student job. P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd. Brentwood.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. M
^ Looking for new Talent A.S.A.P. for Nat'L

^^H Commercials & Magazines ^i

^ ID yrs. estab. Business M
M Serious inquires!!! H
^ 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M
^ _^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^fc ^» ^fc ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^Z ^£ ^r ^r^ ^^^fc ^^^^^^^^

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.6.A. f>C)§l-

TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverly Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning

facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or

just stop by our office, Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-

bilities increased w/merlt. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

ternoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

PT TUTORS $15-20/hour, Psychology/Educa-
tion majors preferred, flexible after-school

hours. Located in BH, email:shoshie2b@ya-
hoo.com for more info call 310-360-1745.

RECEPTIONIST
FOR BUSY MEDICAL OFFICE. STD test-

ing. Heavy phones. Fax resume or back-
ground to 818-779-1908. P/T. Can wori< ar-

ound school schedule

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy salon.

Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy 310-824-
7666.

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City kx»tion seeking F/T and P/T
scooper arxj shift leader position. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

RECRUITER ASSISTANT Successful Beverly
Hills Healthcare Recruiter seeks a THINKING.
FOCUSED, PERSONABLE person.
P/T/Flex/$12/hr. Email:
tom ©andersonstaff.com

CASH PAID
for yo«r opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHRISTMAS HELP
INSCRIPTIONS luxury bath and linen. PT po-
sition available. Retail experience necessary
$10/hour. Please call immediately. Pam or
lris:31 0-573-9931.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Poblfcations, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

Dance instructor Hip-Hip/etc. for small group
of six y/o girls. 1/wk, flexible schedule.
Experience, no license needed. Pay nego-
tiable. 310-440-4015.

DRIVER to take 13yr-okJ daughter home from
school. Imile in Beveriy Hills. Tue, Wed,
Thurs. 3:20pm. References. $15Arip. 310-477-

7541 310-553-5610.

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs concierge/guest-service associates
and experienced seaonal-holiday gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessional-appearance. Flexible hours, Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

DRIVER/BABYSITTER/HOMEWORK helper
w/strong math skills prefen-ed. Safe car/excel-

lent driving record. 12hrs/wk guaranteed.
M/T/W 3-6:30 minimum. $10/hr plus gas.
Judith 310-441-1556.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls, fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11/hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

TANNING SALON I

Positions available. PfT, PfT. Apply at:1156

26th SL, Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers yvanted.

South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Learn to wori<

with tools, machines, and raw materials. Wort<
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-

$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

NOW HIRING
All Positions

For our "New" Location

in Westwood
Opening Mid-January 2003
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
Is the leading natural foods retailer in

the country and proud to be included

in Fortune Magazine as one of the top
1 00 Best Companies to wor1( fori

Laam the business and start a carrsrl

Starting wage range is

$ 7.50-$ S.OQ/hr

Vu<'ihI our Joh Fair

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BAR-
TENDERS for private parties. Big $$$. Experi-

ence a plus. 888-440-2381.

* ^,
9KX> am to 3c00

10Aie

At the new store location,

1050 South Gayley Ave.
In the city of Westwood

Great Benefits!
• Medical/Dental/Vision Insurance Plans
• Team Member discount (20%off)
• Benefit hours (sick/vacation) pay
• 401(k) retirement savings plan

• Paid community sen/ice hours
• Team Memt)er incentive program.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Eam $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun-Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

|

^^^^ptors/Extras Wanted

or fax your resume to

(818) 990-1066

SURFER DUDE$ ONLY!
Photo$ by Deej $eek$ open minded surfers

over 21 to photograph at the beach. 310-

676-9921.

•• TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutonng for K-12. PfT. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;
PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225
(626)616-5609

Grant Writers needed by non-profit Health
Care Organization. P/T. F/T excellent pay, well

motivated. Health
. fitness and environment.

310-305-8680, 310-306-2401.

29 people needed, tose weight. earn$$, limit-

ed time! 800-335-7851

.

MODEL SEARCH
Looking for new faces for TV, film, and music

videos. 310-821-3007.

MODEL SEARCH/CONTEST Selecting fe-

males ages 13 & over. All colors, shapes & siz-

es for Faces of the Future Magazine, an exclu-

sive model & talent showcase. For considera-

tion send a photo, contact information, height,

dress size, w/a $20 registration fee to: WSIN
Model Management, PO Box 382, Mathews,
VA 23109. I

advalise
in classified display

"

206.6060

SEEKING GRADUATE
STUDENT

with exceptional writing skills to assist an
individual in writing his memoirs as an inter-

national political consultant for a writer's

credit. A feature film starring several major
actors based on his stories has already

been made and will be distributed worid-
wide next year. For further information

please contact Irene Gazaryants at 310-
473-8335.

housing
8400-9800

8A00
Apartments for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdnn. 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove-*- fridge. 1-year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

2 BDR PRIME W.LA
$1295. 2Bedroom/1 .5bath. Bright, spacios,
clean, upper. W/balcony. Close to transporta-

tion/UCLA. 1242 South Wellesley. 310-207-
7209.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, bateony, gated partying.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

2BED, 2 1/2BATH, Large bateony, townhouse
lease. Palms area. $1450. 310-441-9552.

SEVERITY HIUS APJ. 1BDRM $950&UP.
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP.
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Large one bedroom/full
bathroom, unfurnished, walk to grove/fanners
market. No-pets. Like a home. $1550. 323-
731-5311 5-1 0pm. 12/01

BRENTWOOD 1+1, awesome location, petok,
r/s, carpet, laundry, partying, $980. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2+1, r/s, very quiet area, laun-

dry.' high ceilings, partying, $1350. www.west-
slderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dariington Ave. Large rooms &kltchens/park-
ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of ctoset. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

BRENTWOOD studio, prime area, r/s, walk-in

ctosets, full kitchen, parking, $725. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 MayfieW. Cell :310-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
roonry hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-
ing' granted, laundry room. $1095. 310-230-
1252Adj Brentwood.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C. gatecf parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195.
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated partc-

ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

310-Jfeg4-9691
Unhappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 B«droom
Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

•T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• Roommate Matching Service Available

Weight Training: Truth or Tabloid (Free, drop in)

Slimming down, bulking up, getting stronger, spof reducing

or spot maximizing . . . let's set the record straight.

1 :00 to 2:00 pm, Wooden Center Conference Room

Ashe at 2 Dodd Hall, Center tor Women and Men
Thursdays, 2:00 to 4:00 pm

Check out the Ashe Center v^ebsite for more information, ask

a health related question, even request an appointment -

www.$tydenthealth,ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
Nationally Accredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Urgent
6 Black-ink item
11 Condensation
14 Scent
15 Disconnected
16 Spinks deteater
17 Entice
18 Marry in haste
19 Pinch off

20 Orlando attraction

22 Dull

24 Locks horns with

28 Thin layer

29 Arrow parts

30 Exciting

32 Price

33 Dolphin habitat

35 What a gossip's
tongue does

39 Gambling stake
40 Thing, in law
41 Miffed

42 Actress Meg —
43 "Iliad" beauty
45 Brickell of pop
46 Light swords
48 Green
50 Fragrant fir

53 Rained ice

54 Playing marble
55 Teen hangouts
57 Clamor
58 Feminine principle

60 Bedtime stories

65 Attorney's deg.
66 Canonical hour
67 Napoleon's fate

68 Sportscaster's
shout

69 Rustling sound
70 Ms. Reese

DOWN
1 Wine cask
2 Part of the UK
3 Back-fence yowler
4 Elec. unit

PREVICXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

s T O M P

1

A C N E

1
S K 1 FT]

A R 1 E L F L U X P N E
M A L T A R A M P A R E A
O D Eps NO W B L O W E R S
A E R^ T E S fe^ O R N A T E
I^^HW E B L 1 R A sWMISO F A R L A BE LHGjA S
O B E Y L U C 1£ P OIS H
W 1 N A s K Ss A P P Y

Hhi T U T S e A T|Hi
p E R 1 O D^HD 1 G iJs T S
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1

B R A N

1

1 N U R E
S E E D L O N E N O L T E
llJjjsj Ej e]N D S G R A S P
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5 Breaking news
6 Guinness and

Baldwin
7 By oneself
8 Chimney

deposit

9 Para-
psychology
t<5plc

10 Overflowed
11 Beatrice's

admirer
12 Typewriter

choice
13 Windshield

device
21 Senor's coin
23 Someplace
24 Famed statuette

25 Not genuine
26 Ravioli or

linguine

27 Most frequent
28 Delivery truck

30 Sock parts

31 Relieve tension
34 Hudson Bay

thbe
36 Look at the

books
37 Bellyache
38 Hero's horse
43 Dress bottom
44 teto
4? Songs of joy
49 Made a home
50 Poorly
51 Limber
52 Docks
53 Hack
55 Kind of bus
56 Iowa town
59 Currently
61 Lumberjack's

tool

62 Mae West role

63 House addition

64 Vast expanse

SAA
UCLA

-•
^^

.Cl^^^
ot

Senior Reception Tonight!

5-7 RM.

James West Alumni Center

Class of 2003: Kick off your last - and best -

undergraduate year at UCLA with us!

• Food • Drinks • Networking

• Information about upcoming senior events

Be sure to bringyour ID and BruinCard!

For infonnation, visit www.UCLAluiniii.net/Classof2003.

(310) UCLA-SAA wv«vw.UCUUimnLiieC/SAA

.
—SAA is the studmt chaptrr ofthe—

jAssociationl

Classifieds
825-2221

I
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Miami coaches suspended after run-in on field
FAN ASSAULTED, COACHES' BOX DAMAGED IN
EMOTIONAL LOSS TO MID-AMERICAN RIVAL

By Joe Kay

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

OXFORD, Ohio — Two Miami
University assistant football coaches
were suspended Wednesday after one
was charged with assaulting a fan and
another acknowledged damaging a
coaches' box at Marshall University in
West Virginia.

Defensive coordinator Jon Wauford
and linebackers coach Taver Johnson
were suspended with pay while the
southwest Ohio school investigates.

Wauford was led off the field in hand-
cuffs and charged with battery, a misde-
meanor, for allegedly shoving a fan who
ran on the field after the game. Johnson
admits to damaging the visiting coaches'
box, Miami coach Terry Hoeppner said.

Hoeppner apologized Wednesday, say-
ing things got out of control when fans
rushed the field following Marshall's
last-second, 36-34 win over its Mid-
American Conference rival.

Hoeppner took two university police

officers with him for extra protection on
the field, anticipating a volatile situation.

"It's scary," said Hoeppner, who hadn't
slept following the bus ride back from
West Virginia. "I had more police protec-
tion around me last ni^t, and that
shouldn't be necessary. We've lost a little

bit of our perspective."

The post-game problems were
uncharacteristic for a school that prides
itself as the "Cradle of Coaches.**

"I don't want to prejudge our investi-
gation of the facts. But I have to tell you,
as president, to see one of my coaches
led away in handcuffs was one of the
most difficult things I've seen since I've

been here," Miami University school
president James Garland said in a phone
interview.

"We justify our support of athletics
because of the message that it sends
about character," Garland said. "These
events of yesterday suggest that we've
fallen short of our goal."

Interim athletic director Steve Snyder
said Miami will pay to repair the coach-

"To see one of my coaches led

away in handcuffs was one of

the most difficult things I've

seen."
I

James Garland

Miami University president

es' box. A shelf and chairs were dam-
aged, and holes were knocked in the
wall, Snyder said.

Wauford was released on $5,000 bond
early Wednesday and has a court hearing
on Dec. 13. The fan, Robert Flaugher, 36,
was treated at a hospital and released.

Flaugher was among thousands of
fans who stormed the field moments
after Marshall scored the winning touch-
down in the closing seconds.

West Virginia State Pohce said
Wauford shoved Flaugher, who fell and
struck his head on the artificial turf. He
was taken away on a stretcher with what
was diagnosed as a concussion.

Flaugher's brother, Todd, said that
neither he nor his brother used abusive
language toward Miami players or
coaches.

bruinwaUccom e-mail
Now featuring SOrs new Webmail client

Apartments for Rent

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC. secur-
ity building. 310-208-4796.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

PALMS
$1100/month. 2bed/1.5bath. Appliances, pool,

laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and floor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

REMODELED GUEST STUDIO Washer/dry-

er, stove/fridge, pool, paid utilities, one-year-

tease, quiet student/professional, no pets. Bel
Air. $895. 310-474-5080.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1($1250^-), 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa,
parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-doset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

J

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood ftoors, tots of win-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA U1, r/s. close to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentaJs.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA 2+1, dose to UCLA, r/s, car-

pet, balcony, laundry, parking. $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA apartment, private room, r/s,

patto, hardwood fkxDrs, very cozy, parking,

$388. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

WEST lA^^
IBD^IBA $n45/MO
Goted Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideplcices.com

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE AVAIL-

ABLE
WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove. Refrigerator, paricing.

Laundry room in buildir>g. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WESTWOOD U1. catok. r/s. gated entry,

walk to UCLA, laundry, parking. $995.
www.westsiderentaJs.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1, ctose to UCLA, r/s. carpet,
balcony laundry, part<ing, $1250..www.west-
siderentaJs.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2+1. r/s. carpet, laundry, near
UCLA, quiet and cozy, parking, $1325.
www.westsiderentaJs.com 323-634-7401.

** MAR VISTA **

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. $1555 2 bedroom/2 bath-

room. Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen

and bath. Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered
Pari<ing, 937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900
SANTA MONICA studio, r/s, near UCLA. pool,

laundry, parking, utilities included,

$675.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA, 2+1. r/s. carpet, balcony,
laundry, gated entry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

• 3 BD ->- 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon.-Sat.10- 4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-

$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.

Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:

Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-

10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included. 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pool, laundry, garage, $400. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

"He was waving goodbye to Miami's
players ... the coach basically hit him
with a forearm. That knocked him flat.

His head definitely hit first on the turf. It

was basically a sucker punch," Todd
Flaugher said.

Hoeppner predicted that Wauford, a
Miami assistant for three years, will be
exonerated because of the circum-
stances on the field.

Marshall coach Bob Pruett said he
didn't see the confrontation and
declined to comment on it.

Asked about the damage in the coach-
es' box, Pruett said: "People get excited
after games. It's a very emotional game.
You put your life and soul into a ball-

game, and sometimes you react in ways
that would be distressful."

Mid-American Conference commis-
sioner Rick Chryst talked to both
schools on Wednesday and approved of
their responses.

Miami is proud of its history of pro-
ducing coaching luminaries such as Paul
Brown, Weeb Ewbank, Sid Gillman, Ara
Parseghian and Woody Hayes, who was
fired by Ohio State for hitting a Clemson
player who made an interception during
a game.

Tut ASSO' (ATKO PkK«»<.

Miami University. Ohio, coach Terry Hoeppner speaks on the
suspension of two assistant coaches following a Marshall game.
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u - 8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, walk to UCLA,
r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$625.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD Extremely close to campus.

Studio apartment kitchen/bath. 650 Landfair.

Great location/condition! $930/mo. 818-653-

5837.

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley

WESTWOOD studio, r/s, balcony, carpet,
pool, laundry, parking, utilities included, $700.
31 0-395-7368.www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools. Full

kitchen, 1 parking, A/C. $1000/mo. 310-208-

2376.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $695-

825. Ibdrm $950-$1025 many w/fireplaces,

luxury and more. 2txJrm $1375-1595, many
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury, Must see. Call for

free listing :3 1 0-278-8999.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite. must seel 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

WESTWOOD Sunny, Ibdnn. Luxury building,
close to UCLA. 1 Parking + utilities incrd. 24hr
guard, pool/jacuzzi/gym/sauna/laundry rooms.
Available 11/15. $1450/mo. Natasha7@earth-
link.net. 310-235-1970.

8A50
Apartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-

between Westgate&Bundy Own Room and

Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utillties. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-

9748

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom, Hardwood fkx)rs, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, parking available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
. TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/nrK>nth. All utilities and

parking included. Days :310-475-7533, even-

lngs:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-

ING ROOM, DSL. CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT. W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/bakx)ny+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $750/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

«^ 8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. Ibdrm/lbth condo;
Ibdrm/lbth+den on Montana. Security build-

ing. All amenities. Great location. Fireplace.
Parking space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-
rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

WESTWOOD, large 2bdrm/2bth. A/C. fire-

place, balcony, heated rooftop pool/spa, park-

ing, all kitchen appliances. $1750/month. 310-

470-1513.
I

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEL AIR guest house, ctose to UCLA, r/s, w/d
hookups, yard, parking, $1100. www.westsld-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. IBDRM, $1100/mo. 705 GAY-

LEY. Walk to campus. Nice unit. Prefer ma-

ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

|

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-

washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, partying, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-

7512 JKW. I

BEVERLY HILLS TWO-STORY GUEST-
HOUSE. Includes electricity and water. First

floor-hardwood floors, second floor-carpet-

ed. Private bath and shower. $1200/mo.
310-918-8861.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME, GUEST-
HOUSE FOR RENT. Fully furnished. Pool/Ja-
cuzzi use. Private Bathroom, Call Nina: 310-
471-6562.

SANTA MONICA guest house, laundry, yard,

parking, utilities included, $750. www.westsld-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

i

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR house, private room, r/s, patio, hard-

wood floors, a/c, w/d, fireplace, parting, $500.

www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD HOMBLY SFR 4 bedroom. Den,

4.5 bath courtyard house, hardwood floors,

great space 3 car garage North of Wilshire

$3950. Call david 310-271-7064/470-4797.

9400
Room for Rent

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/morithL utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931. •

WESTWOOD. 2bed/2bath house. 10788
Wllkins Ave. Stove, fridge, dishwasher,
microwave, hardwood floor, fireplace, laundry,

pets OK. Small yard. One-car garage.
$2750/month. 310-578-7512 JKW.

9300
Room for Help

FREE RENT in exchange for housekeeping,

private entrance/bath one-block east of UCLA.

No chiWren, women only. Close to bus. 310-

474-4354,7am-7pm.

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH EMERITUS Family. Free
Room/Board in exchange for help with

home/family/etc. Need CDL/Car.

Organized/Responsible Male preferred. 310-

472-1944.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, ctose to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-

7768.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, ca-

tok, r/s, laundry, partying, utilities included,

$550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368

BRENTWOOD. Wilshire and Bundy. Available
now! $690/mo. Female for private room in

2bdnTi/1bth. Must be neat and friendly. Emma
310-826-4556.

ROOM.BOARD in brentwood apt in exchange

for P/T childcare for 5 year-old. Walk to UCLA
Female, references. 310-562-9863, Kay.

9^00
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

BEVERLY HILLS LARGE ROOM separate

from house. Grad student preferred. Must
have car, kitchen privileges, utilities included

$600. Washer/dryer. Abby:3 1 0-275-383 1

.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.

$675+$675-security, 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-

den 310-391-2718.

CULVER CITY. Own room in 2bdmT/1 bth apt.

w/garage, nice area. Prefer female, available

Dec.1 $700/mo. 310-702-1267.

SANTA MONICA townhouse, private room, rlz,

laundry, quiet area, partying, $425. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, furnished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WESTWOOD duplex, r/s, hardwood ftoors.

laundry, near UCLA, paridng. $1850.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

Large private room/ba. Pari<ing in 2bd apt in

WLA. dose to UCLA and freeways. Quiet re-

sponsible male/female. $750/mo. 310-699-

2555.*

PARK LABREA 3bdr/2bath townhouse,

$600/month. Private room.

Laudry/gym/poolAennis court. lOmin-UCLA,

Near farmers market&grove. Across street

LACMA Museum. Move-in ASAP. 323-571-

3608.

9700
MaBubiets

WESTWOOD-FEMALE sublet needed winter

and spring, 424 Lanfair. private room, fur-

nished, parking possible. Quiet apt. fun com-

plex. $650/month. Call 310-824-1585.

SUBLET & ROOiVIMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
Sublets in alt cities!! 1-877-FOR-RENT

'14

you see it

now... forever.
Whatever memories you make
UCLA, make sure the Bruinlife

yearbook becomes one of your

traditions. With more than four

hundred pages of full color pages of

clubs, sports, and campus life,

Bruinlife is the ultimate record of

history and tradition at UCLA. Since

Bruinlife yearbooks often sell out

early, make it your tradition to buy

one each fall.

Call (310) 825-2640 or stop by Kerckhoff

Hall 11 8 to reserve yours today.

» *^
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STANDINGS/

SCORES/

SCHEDULES

ST/WJNNGS

Team Pac-10 Overall

Washington IState 6-0 9-1

use 5-1 7-2

UCLA 4-2 7-3

Arizona State 4-2 7-4

Oregon 2S 7^

California 3-3 &4
Oregon State 2-4 6A

Washington 2A 5-6

Stanford 1-5 2-7

Arizona 0« 3-7

Pac 10 Men s Soccer
STANDINGS

Team Pac-10 Overall

UCLA 7-2-0 12-3-2

California 6-1-1 13-3-2

Stanford 3^2 124-2

Oregon State 3-5-0 12-6-0

Fresno State 2-6-1 5-104

Washington 2-6^ 5-^

nunmn
"yoccer

Team Pac-10 Overall

Stanford 9-(M) 18-1-0

UCLA 8-1-0 16-3-0

Washington St. 5-2-2 11-6-2

use 5-2-0 10-5-3

Washington 4-t-l 9-^
Arizona State 4-54) 11-6-2

CaUfomia 4-5^ 11-7-1

Oregon State 2-6-0 9-9-2

Oregon 1-7-1 2-14-2

Arizona 1-8^ 6-12-1

.%fPSF Mcn'sWafcr Poio
STANDMQS

Team MPSF Overall

Pepperdine 7-1 13-8

Stanford 6-2 19^

California 4-3 15-5

use 4-3 17-6

UC Irvine 4-3 14-7

UCLA 3-4 11-7

Pacific 34 10-11

Long Beach St 2-6 14-14

UCSB 0-7 6-16

RECRUITS
I
Coaches happy

with composition of class
from page 22

foot-9-inch fonvard from Villa Pack
High, was made official yesterday.

"There were so many little pros
and cons for each school," said
Phaler, who was also being courted
by Indiana and Washington.

"(Head coach Steve) Lavin's been
recruiting me for a while. I really like

his coaching style; 1 like the motion
offense."

Women^s basketball
Noelle Quinn from Torrance's

Bishop Montgomery highlights a tal-

ented quartet of players that should
make an immediate impact on the
women's squad next season.

One of the top 10 players in the
nation according to recruiting publi-

cations, Quinn is a versatile combinar
tion guard who averaged 22 points
and 12 rebounds as a junior last year.

With her tremendous court vision

and her ability to deliver in the clutch
in high school, Quinn has evoked
comparisons to Magic Johnson.

"She watches tapes of him on
ESPN Classic and truly emulates his
game," UCLA head coach Kathy
Olivier said. "She is a huge catch for
us."

Quinn chose UCLA over Stanford.
In addition to Quinn, the Bruins

have added a pair ofpost players who
should compete for playing time next
season. Forward Amanda Livingston,
who was also being recruited by
use, Pepperdine and UC Santa
Barbara, is an imposing physical
presence under the basket. Center
Consuelo Lezcano is a seasoned play-

er who should bring more of a scor-

ing punch.

Men's volleyball

The men's volleyball team may
have the best recruiting class in the
country, with outside hitter Steve
Klosterman and setter Julio Acevedo
expected to sign this week.

"Julio is by far the best setter in the
U.S.," said Jesus Prieto, the director
of the Puerto Rican voUeyball federa-
tion, who confirmed Acevedo's com-
mitment "Whoever's the second best
is a million miles behind."

A member of the Puerto Rican
National Team, Acevedo told Prieto
he was coming to UCLA and has been
seen wearing a UCLA volleyball shirt

"His experience of three years in

the men's league will help him,"
Prieto said. "He's a good kid and hell
fight out a starting spot"

Women's volleyball

Interested in Discussing Latino Identity?
Join a focus group discussion devoted to exploring Latino Identity.

|« Latino/a, Chicano/a, Hispanic participants will be paid $50 to share their

views with a small group in a private setting.

|« Participants are asked to attend one 2-hour session on either November 19 or 2Q
at Loyola Marymount University.

|« If you are interested in participating please contact:

XochitI Marquez
Center for the Study of Los Angeles. Loyola Marymount University

* csla@lmu.edu 310/338-4565

Stop by the

Haagen-Dazs®

Shop on

10878 Kinross Ave

& find out what

makes every flavor

a winner!

THE

INDULGENCE

OF

CHAMPIONS.

a second scoop

FREE with your

BRUINCARD

10878 Kinross Ave

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-208-0770

The women's volleyball team has
signed a class that is nearly as
impressive. According to Student
Sports, four of the top 50 seniors in

the nation will wear blue and gold

next year, including 6-foot outside

hitter Colby Lyman and 5-foot- 1 1-inch

Rachell Johnson.
|

Lyman, the No. 19 prospect in the

nation, is an athletic left-hander and
one of the top hitters in California

Her father, Brad, played football for

UCLA, and brother Chase is a wide
receiver at UC Berkeley.

Johnson is rated No. 8 nationally,

and has leaping ability reminiscent of
former Bruin Kristee Porter She has
only played volleyball since her fresh-

man year in high school at Torrey
Pines ofSan Diego, yet has developed
quickly as a player

"With this class, I think we have
people with a great blend of athletic

ability, jumping ability and volleyball

skill," head coach Andy Banachowski
said. "I think that this will turn out to

be one of the best classes we've had
in several years."

SoftbaU
While UCLA couldn't officially

confirm any Softball signing, Valencia
High announced catcher Jaisa Creps
had signed her letter of intent

Creps led Valencia to a league
championship and a 234-2 record.

She also played for the OC
Batbusters - a club team that fea-

tured Lisa Dodd, who has verbally

committed to UCLA, according to

spysofl±)alLcom.

Men's golf
The men's golf team announced

the signings of Peter Campbell and
Chris Heintz. Campbell, from
Carlsbad's La Costa Canyon High,
was honored as the 2002 San Diego
Hall of Champions Athlete of the
Year.

|

"Peter is a fairly new player,"

UCLA head coach O.D. Vincent said
"He's only been playing four years
and has a lot of potential. His upside
is astronomical."

Campbell is Golfweek/Titleist's
No. 26 golfer in the country.

Heintz, from Olinda High in Brea,
has finished in the top 10 in several
jimior golf tournaments, including a
fourth-place finish at the American
Junior Golfers Association Spokane
Tournament with a 209 (-8).

"(Heintz's) golf swing is as sound
as can be," Vincent said. Heintz has
worked with former UCLA head
coach Br^ Shei:^^. Jjcj^u^r^qx^ Jjjs
game.

''•"'
:^.
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MILLER
I
College ball means exciting games

from page 22

7. NFL players are egotistical
and self-absorbed. They use a lot
of hair gel and pluck their eye-
brows (so do use football play-
ers).

6. The movie "Any Given
Sunday" On the other hand, one
of the greatest films of all time,

"Rudy," is about college football.

5. John Madden.
4. NFL overtime is completely

illogical (whoever scores first

wins, making the coin toss, and
luck, cruci2il), whereas collegiate
overtime is a paragon of fairness.

3. Replay is stupid.

2. The thing about college foot-
ball is you've got one team trying

to win the game. And the other
team is trying to achieve the
same goal. So you have two
teams fighting for the same prize.
It makes for an exciting game -
you don't get that in pro football.

1. NFL players get paid more.

E-mail Daniel Miller
dmiller@media. ucla. edu.
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The
Princeton
Review
BetterScores. BetterSchools.

Classroom
USMLE

Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the right course for you.

USMLE Step 1 Online Course
m

• Prep anywhere, anytime with the most
comprehensive online learning

• More than 1,500 pages of the best material

available to supplement your online tools

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course"

All the benefits of our Online Course, plus:

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert

teachers

• Personal attention with small classes of

fewer than 25 students

• Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor

i
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BARBA
from page 22

defensively. The 6-foot-2-inch senior
was an intimidating presence at the
net, and had led the Bruins in blocks
with 91 on the season.
The loss of Eckmier proved partic-

ularly costly in UCLA's 3-0 loss to No.
9 Pepperdine on Tuesday night, as the
Waves middle blocking duo of
Lyndsay Hache and Stacy
Rouwenhorst torched the Bruin
defense for 17 and 13 kills respective-
ly.

SPORTS
-4

"Their middles really had a field

day against us," Banachowski said.

"That game certainly highlighted the
loss of the block that Angela brought
us."

While Barba's defense is admittedly
still a work in progress, her offensive
prowess could give the Bruins anoth-
er weapon to boost their attack.

The squad will need all the fire-

power it can muster tomorrow night
for its cross-town showdown with
No. 2 use.

"With use, it's such a big rivahy,"
Barba said. "They're one of the best
teams in the nation, but hopefully we
can show them we're just as good."

determine
from page 22

ence record (12-3-2 overall). The
seven wins give UeiA 21 points
(three points for a win, one point
for a tie). Second-place Cal is 6-1-1

in the Pac-10 (13-3-2 overall), giv-

ing the Golden Bears 19 points.

However, eal has two conference
games left, while the Bruins have
only one.

"Going into the season, our
objective was to win the Pac-10,"

The Bruins are currently

No. 6 in the country, and a

Pac-10 title would probably

move them up in the rank-

ings.

UeiA head coach Tom Fitzgerald

said. "And we've put ourselves in a
good position to win it."

Winning the conference title is

9HH B"
"iiiiiiiiilM

Washington
nterns

9

ips

also important for another reason
- playoff positioning. The first four
rounds of the 64-team tournament
are played at campus sites, mean-
ing that a team ranked in the top
four nationally can host all four
rounds.

The Bruins are currently No. 6
in the country, and a Pac-10 title

would probably move them up in
the ranidngs.

"Playing at home is very impor-
tant," Taylor said. "We get to play
with our atmosphere and take
teams out of their elements."

The Bruins could have con-
trolled their own Pac-10 destiny,

but a 1-0 double-overtime loss to
eal last weekend gave the Bears
the chance to win the conference.

"I think that loss could have a
domino effect," Fitzgerald said. "If

we win both our games this week-
end, and eal loses or ties one, it

doesn't have an effect at all. If they
don't, that loss is big."

On Sunday, the Bruins play their
last conference game of the season
at Fresno State (5-10^, 2-6-1).

Cal will play at Washington (5-9-

3, 2-6) on Friday and at Oregon
State (12-6, 3-5) on Sunday

•••

Tonight, UeiA plays its last reg-
ular season home match against
the University of San Francisco
(10-7).

This will be the Hrst non-confer-
ence game for the Bruins since
Oct. 6. For seniors Chadd Davis,
Jimmy Frazelle, Ryan Futagaki,
ehapin Kreuter and Tim Pierce, it

marks their last regular season
appearance at Drake Stadium.

Freshman midfielder/defender
Jordan Harvey will miss the game
because he is playing for the U.S.
Under-20 National Team.

wm
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on campus
State of the Art

Laser Hair Remova
James Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
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100 UCLA Medical Plaza
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Info Sessions
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!

Tucs

Nov 14

Nov 15

Nov 19
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5-6 pm
10-11 am
5-6 pm

Full-time work experience
Many different intemsthips to choose from
Great housing at UC Washington Center
Housing Stipend

j

UC President's Scholarship
Stipend program to earn money
Loans of up to $1000 available

Credit through CEESL

Call now for your

free consultation.

And New Low
Prices.
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- Joe Morgenstern, WALL STREET JOURNAL
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Pembroke College,
University OF Cambridge

* *

University of California, Irvine

Experience an educational
adventure youil treasure
for a lifetime!

« Study with Pembroke
College professors
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London, Stonehenge
and more

« Up to 8 units of credit

for the Britain program

Britain - Cambridge
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Arizona football coach

Mackovic admits mistakes

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 14, 2002 - THE DAILY BRUIN s $

The Associated Press

TUCSON, Arid. — Arizona fi)otball

coach John Mackovic, his voice choking
with emotion Wednesday, admitted
m^or mistakes in deahng with his play-
ers and assistant coaches.

However, Mackovic said he would not
resign and pledge<l to do a better job in
the future. An earlier report that
Mackovic was going to step down tiuiied
out to be premature.

i

He has three years remaining on a
contract that pays lum $800,000 aiuuially.

Arizona is wiiUess in the Pacific- 10
Conference at 0-G for the first time in
their 25 years in the league.

The Wildcats are 3-7 overall with two
games remaining tliis season.

They are 8-13 overall and 2-12 in the
Pac-10 under Mackovic, who replaced
Dick Tomey on Dec. 4, 2000. Tomey quit
after 14 seasons.

Mackovic met with his players for 90
minutes Wednesday afternoon and
allowed them to air their grievances with
him.

I

More than 40 players met with school

president Peter Likins on Tuesday night
- without Mackovic's knowledge - to
reportedly voice their concerns about
their head coach.

At a news conference, Mackovic apol-
ogized for remarks he had made to some
players, including one in which he told a
player that he "was a disgrace to his fam-
ily" for the way he had performed.

Mackovic said the comment came
after Arizona's 31-10 h)ss Sept. 21 at

Wisconsin and he had "allowed it to fes-

ter since tlien."

The Wildcats, who have lost 17 of their

last 19 Pac-lO games, play Saturday at
California and close out their schedule
here Nov. 29 against archrival Arizona
State. , f

Mackovic, 59, was hired by Arizona
after previous head-coacliing stints at
Texas, Illinois and Wake Forest. He also
was head coach of the NFUs Kansas City
Chiefs from 1983-86 and a Dallas
Cowboys' assistant in 1981-82.

According to some Wildcats,
Mackovic is more impersonal in his day-
to-day dealings than Tomey, who favored
more of an open-door pohcy.
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Senior Young promising in exhibition game
By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
gschain(a)medja. ucla.edu

Despite the plethora of dark horrors for
UCLA Wednesday iiight, there was a glim-
mer of hope for its upcoming season: the
inspired play of senior guard Ray Young,
especially in the fu'st half.

Young scored the last 1 1 points for UCLA
before halftime, and finished the half with

13, going 6 for 9 from the floor in 13 minutes.
"Ray hit his first couple of shots there and

that gave him a lot of confidence," said

Branch West head coach Bob Gottlieb. "Tliat

hiut us bad in the first half."

This game was Young's first college bas-

ketball game in 20 months after he redshirt-

ed last year in order to make sure the team
had senior leadership for this season.

However, he hardly took a vacation from
basketball during the hiatus. Young was at

practice every day, showing up even earher
than his teammates in order to keep work-
ing on his play.

"I'm always the first player at practice,"

Young said. "I work out everyday at 12

o'clock before anyone gets there. I either

work with my shooting coach or by myself,
because I want to stay on top of my game."

The Bruins will need Young to continue

1 __

the hot shooting if they want to make a run
at the Pac-10 and NCAA titles.

Opposing defenses will likely try to clamp
down on senior Jason Kapono through dou-
ble-teams and other defensive schemes,
which means that Young will likely get plen-
ty of opportunities for shot attempts this
season.

"He's spent a lot of quality time practicing
his shooting, because he needs to come in
here and have a great season," Kapono said.

Young finished the game with 15 points,
going 7 for 13 from the field with one
rebound and one assist. He was, for the
most part, silenced in the second half, play-
ing just 10 minutes as the Branch West
defense tightened up on liim.

"He had a great first half, but didn't take
over in the second half," said Branch West
forward Nate Pondexter, who was matched
up against Young for most of the game. "He
should have taken over the game." n

Young agreed with Pondexter's assess-
ment. After the game. Young was angry that
he wasn't able to lead the Bruins to a victo-
ry.

"This is definitely a game I'll forget,"
Young said. "I'll make sure we have some
real competitive practices now. We need to
regroup ourselves because this is downright
embarrassing."

>I.\FITYSON EVANS/Dailv Bkii . - -

Guard Ray Young fights past Branch West's Craig
Austin . Young led the Bruins with 15 points.
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Bruins put on disappointing show
^m
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Pauley Pav. Friday 7 p.m.
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Long Beach Friday 9 p.m.

Stockton, CA Saturday 12 p.m.
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ByJefTAgase
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

jagase@media.ucla.eclu

Steve Lavin said on Tuesday that he considere
exhibition games to be like dress rehearsals.

Apparently the stage directions didn't call for
defense.

Or winning.
'

Instead, the Bruins acted out an uninspired
tragedy that ended in a 92-67 exhibition loss to
Branch West Basketball Academy Wednesday
night at Pauley Piavilion.

"Even a blind man could see what we strug-
gled with tonight," senior forward Jason Kapono
said. To start the season off like this is very
poor."

I

Quite poor, considering UCLA hadn't lost an
exhibition game since 1993, when the Bruins fell

to the Australian national team 96-85.

How bad was it?

Consider
• The 25-point defeat qualified as the woret

UCLA loss ever at Pauley Pavilion.

• The bombers from Branch West broke the
Pauley record for three pointers in a game, with
14 three balls in all, most of them uncontested

while the Bruins looked on.

• UCLA had no offensive rebounds in the first

half and was outrebounded 45-24 overall.

• Branch West had just one win coming into
the contest, a four-point thriller over Lamar.

What, were the Bruins looking ahead to next
week's game against EA Sports?

"Defensively, we didn't play with the neces-
sary intensity or intelligence that it takes to win
basketball games," Lavin said. "But this is why
we play exhibition games - to find out what we
need to work on."

Lavin can start in the paint. FYeshman centers
Michael Fey and Ryan HoUins combined forjust
two rebounds in 21 minutes, and junior T.J.

Cummings (also two rebounds) picked up a
fourth foul with over 13 minutes remaining in
the game.

To their credit, they were matched up against
hulking former NBA player Horacio Llamas,
who generally had his way with the youngsters,
finishing with 15 points and 10 rebounds.

"A coach needs to see his freshmen and real-

ly evaluate them to see who's ready both physi-
cally and emotionally, and that's what Lavin was
doing out there," Branch West head coach Bob
Gottlieb said.

On !offense, the Bruins forced shots and
turned the ball over repeatedly, often telegraph-

ing passes that turned into steals and layups.

But most of all, it was a lackadaisical, almost

uninterested defensive attitude that gave the

Academy repeated open looks. Former
Quinnipiac standout Nate Pondexter was four

for five from beyond the arc and finished with

21 points, while Doug Gottlieb was a perfect

four for four.

"There was a lot of switching out there with-

out us talking, which left a lot of open shots,"

Cummings said.

Ray Young was impressive in his first game
since the 2000-2001 season. The senior, who red-

shirted last season, went 7 for 13 to lead the

team with 15 points.

But beyond Young, the only Bruin who
looked to be in game form was Lavin, who was
clad in typically dapper digs, black undershirt

and all

With UCLA's season opener against San Diego
less than two weeks away and Duke lurking in

16 days, Pondexter had some advice for the

Bruins.!

"Boy, they gotta practice tomorrow, man,**

Pondexter said.

MIKE CHIEN/Daily Bruin Staff

Forward Jason Kapono struggles for control
In last night's 92-67 loss to Branch West.

UCUF/Ul RECRUITING UPDATE

I

MEN*S BASKETBALL
• Trwor Anza, 6T/200. PF/SF, Westchester HS (Los Angeles).*
• Swohftater. ff^/TK, PF/SF. Villa Park HS (VBIa Park).

Noele Qdnn, W; SCVSF, Bishop Montgomery HS (Torrance).

Amarda LMnggtdli^ Srf. F, Troy HS (Fullerton).

CoRSueio leid^SA', C, Marathon (a) HS.

Sttina ZakS, 5^M?G. Marlborough HS (Los Angefes).

Fall NCAA signing begins;

UCLA captures prized athletes

Daniel

Miller

MILLER TIME
(tnier@mecfeujciB.edu

"SCKBALL
•ite Creps. C. Valencia HS* ^^
• iSa Dodd. P^, San Diego UnJversfty'fe*

Jig&ra Heflry» OF, El Modena HS.*

^ JodlsLegasli, INF. PadtoHS.*

WATER POLO

CRifittitJlon^.

ME^fS VaLEYBALL /)
• Steve Klosterman, ST, opposite Mtt^^

Beach).*

• Julio Acevedo. Puerto Rico,*

WOMEN'S VaLEYBALL
• Rachel! Johnson, 5ir, OH, Torrey Pin« te (San Btego^:
• Colby Lyman, 6'0", OH, St Francis HS (MbuRtefcyView).
• Becky Green, SV\ OH, Marina HS (Hun^to Sochi
• Katie Carter. 6'2', MB, Steamboat Spr1ngs(^lQrado) Hi

">

—

'^

GOLF
• Peter Campbel. La Costa Canyon f«.
• Chris Heintz, Brea-OlfrKfa HS.

ially received a National Letter of

letes.

MML- KU AtMitk DmtrtMirt, RAY GONZALES/Daily Bruin
Lt)s A.NGKLEs Times

Trevor Ahza, ranked among the top 15 high school basketball recruits in the nation, will sign
a National Letter of Intent to UCLA this week after having announced his oral commitment.

TREVOR ARIZA
EXPECTED TO SIGN,

QUINN PICKS BRUINS
OVER CARDINAL

By J.P. Hoomstra, Jeff

Eisenberg and Gilbert

Quiftonez

D.AILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
sports@media.ucla.edu

UCLA has locked up several
prized high school athletes for
many of its NCAA sports, with
more National Letters of Intent
on the way, after the first day of
the fall recruit signing period
Wednesday.
About half of UCLAs recruits

were expected to have signed by
the end of the day.

Announcements in several sports
- namely baseball, tennis, gym-
nastics, cross-country and track

and field - are expected within

the next several days. The NLI
binds an athlete to compete for a
university for one year.

Among the top names expect-

ed to come to Westwood is

Trevor Ariza, a forward from
Westchester High in Los Angeles,
who has not officially submitted
his letter, but is expected to do so
later in the week. Ariza is ranked
14th among U.S. prep basketball
players by Rivals.com.

"It's a great marriage that is

mutually beneficial for UCLA and
Trevor," Ariza's mother, Lola, told
The Sporting News. "A great
opportunity was presented when
Evan Bums didn't qualify - a lot

of doors were opened, and
Trevor hopes to go in there and
make an immediate impact"

The signing of Sean Phaler, a 6-

RECRUITS
I
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Profootbairs

lame
J
college

football rules

in comparison

NFL FANS GRUBBY
NACHO EATERS;

PLAYERS OLD, VAIN,

PAID TOO MUCH
Every couple of months some

group of rich guys tries to
bring an NFL team back to

Los Angeles. Sometimes they want
to use the

Coliseum, some-
times it's the

Rose Bowl, and
other times the

businessmen
want to build a
new stadium
with taxpayers'

money.
I don't under-

stand why Los
Angeles needs
another profes-

sional sports

team. The
Anaheim
Angels, the Los
Angeles Lakers and the Los
Angeles Galaxy all won champi-
onships this year.

Los Angeles is the pinnacle of
sports towns, and if you get bored
with shopping, hanging out with
celebrities and surfing, just
remember:

Los Angeles Sparks, 2002
WNBA Champions.

After the mass exodus of 1995
that saw the Raiders and the Rams
skip town faster than former
Bruin Matt Barnes was sent to the
developmental league, Los
Angeles was only left with college
football teams - clearly a good
thing.

Obviously, college football
rules. Our Bruins are 7-3, and a
packed Rose Bowl on a brisk
Saturday in the fall is a thing of
beauty.

College football is not tainted
by the sloth, gluttony and vanity
of the NFL.

C'mon, pro football players
drive Escalades whereas college
football players ... well, scratch
that one.

So here they are, from the home
offices in Westwood, California,

the top ten reasons why pro foot-

ball is lame and college football
rules:

10. Professional football is for
uncouth nacho eaters. The NFL is a
vapid, soulless waste of AstroTurf
that exemplifies everything that is

wrong with American culture.

9. Pro football players are old.

The Chiefs' place kicker Morten
Andersen is 42 years old, and Jerry
Rice is 40. ;.;../:'« i

8. NFL fans have less of a^sertse

of belonging or team spirit ivhen
they cheer for a pro football team
- NFL players don't cheat off me
in class. We've all done our part to
make UCLA football players eligi-

ble to play.

yiLLEi
I
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Soccer rooting
; Barba shines in Eckmier's shoes

\I1KK

Bruin Matt Taylor battles a San Diego State University player. The Bruins
can win the Pac-10 if Cai doesn't win both its games this weekend.

for Cal loss in

order to score

Pac-10 goal

UCLA LOOKING FOR
WEEKEND WIN; TITLE

COULD MEAN HIGHER
PLAYOFF RANKING

By Gilbert Quinonez
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

Winning the Pacific-10 Conference is a
goal for any of its member teams, including
the UCLA men's soccer squad. '

Unfortunately for the Bruins, they'll

need some help over the next few days.
"We will really be rooting for Oregon

State and Washington this weekend," for^

ward Matt Taylor said. "We need them to
take a point off of Cal."

Technically, the Bruins are currently in

first place in the Pac-10, with a 7-2 confer-

y.SOCCER
I
Page 20

TRUE FRESHMAN IS

ON TOP OF OFFENSIVE
GAME, WORKING ON

HER DEFENSE

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg(a)media. ucla.edu

Freshman Nancy Barba is soft-

spoken away from the volleyball

court, but on it, her game speafe for

itself.

An emerging presence on the No.
19 UCLA women's team, Barba made
her first three career starts earUer
this month and reeled off 20 consec-
utive kills before making an error.

"I guess one in 21 attempts is not
bad," Barba said. "I did not even real-

ize 1 had so many in a row."

One of three true freshmen on the
team, Barba had planned to apply for

a medical redshirt this season after

sustaining a stress fracture in her
right foot in early September that
kept her out of action for six weeks.

Instead, she was thrust into the
starting lineup last weekend against
the Oregon schools after senior
Angela Eckmier tore her left ACL in

practice on Nov. 3.

RACHEL been/Daily Bruin

Freshman Nancy Barba has been nearly
flawless Since joining the starting lineup.

"It was a shock because I had a
day to prepare," Barba said. "Angela
is a big part of the team. 1 was think-

ing how am I going to fill those
shoes?"

Barba's concerns proved to be
unfounded.

Making her first appearance since
Sept. 2, she talhed seven kills in 12
attempts against Oregon State
Friday She followed that up with
seven more kills against both Oregon
and Pepperdine, and has hit above
.500 in all three matches.

"Nancy has been a breath of fresh
air for us," head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "We've been try-
ing to get her the ball as much as we
can. She's really stepped in
admirably for Angela."

Prior to her ii\iury, Eckmier had
been a mentor of sorts for Barba,
often taking her aside in practice to
offer advice or a pat on the back.

"She's always been there to
encourage me, and help me with my
blocking," Barba said. "I talked to
her on Monday. She's recovering
really well."

Barba's emergence as an offensive
force is not shocking in light of her
prep resume. A member of Volleyball
Magazine's Fab 50, the 6-foot-l-inch
middle blocker was a two-time All-

State selection at Westwood High
School in Midlands, Texas, and won
the 5A state championship as a
sophomore.

In spite of Barba's impressive cre-
dentials, she cannot be expected to
measure up to Eckmier's standards

BARBA
I
Page 20
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Budget plan may mean fee hike

www.dailybrum.ucla.e(lu

By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aed wards ©media, ucla.edu

SAN FRANCISCO — The
University of California Board of
Regents voted to pass a preliminary
budget plan Thursday for the 2003-
2004 fiscal year that could include a
6.5 percent student fee hike, if the
state does not provide requested
funds.

If the final version of the budget is

approved next year, a hike would
compensate for a portion of next
year's expected budget cuts. The
announcement coincided with a
report from the legislature's financial
analyst that predicts the state will be
burdened with a $21 billion deficit

The state does not have a final

budget for 2002-2003, and UC budget
vice president Larry Hershman said

the Department of Finance has told

him the university will not be
immune fix)m further cuts.

"I don't know how deep these
budget cuts are going to be ... it

looks scaiy," Hershman said.

The potential fee hike would give

the university $49.1 million, though
the state could decide to buy out the
increase by providing that amount to

the UC. The state bought out fee

hikes from fiscal year 1995-1996
through fiscal year 2001-2002. This
year, there was no buy-out, and the
university absorbed the costs.

If the regents approve the fee hike
next year, in-state undergraduate

and graduate educational fees would
increase by between $178 and $189,
respectively, while nonresident fees
would go up by $202. These increas-

es would be compounded by an
additional $47 registration fee hike.

Nonresident tuition would be
$500 more for undergraduates and
$445 more for graduates.

Fee hikes for professional stu-

dents would vary widely by field.

The University of California
Students Association opposes any
fee increase, especially since strident

services may be cut
|

To ask students to pay more and
give them less is unacceptable," said
Stephen Klass, UCSA chair.

During his presentation to the
board, Hershman announced if the

university does not receive enough
funding, the UC may raise fees by up
to 10 percent - equivalent to levels

during the early 1990's.

Regent John Davies, who sup-
ports a fee increase, said fees may
ultimately go up more.

"We have to face-up to a msyor
increase in student fees," Davies
said.

No final decision about fees will

be made until the governor releases

his budget proposal, scheduled for

Jan. 10. The Board of Regent's next
meeting is planned for Jan. 15 and
16, but a decision may not be made
that session.

"(The regents) probably won't

BUDGET
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Projects break ground at UCLA
WORK ON INTRAMURAL FIELD

WILL HELP TO ALLEVIATE
PARKING, ATHLETIC PROBLEMS

By Hilaire Fong

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
hfong@media.ucla.edu.

To many students, it may seem that construction
projects at UCLA are years behind schedule, but the
construction for the new intramural field and parking
structure is actually three months ahead of schedule.

People should be able to park in the new lot for the
spring 2003 quarter, said Mark Stocki, director of
Transportation Services.

The intramural field should be up by the start of fall

quarter, said Michael Deluca, director of Cultural and
Recreational Affairs.

**It is great if the construction is ahead of schedule,"
said third-year economics student Brad Silldorff. "^It

would be nice to have an IM field before I graduate."
Since the demolition of the old intramural field.

Transportation Services and Cultural and Recreation
Affairs have cooperated with each other to help intra-
mural activities run as normally as possible.

Transportation Services is compensating CRA for
their losses," Stocki said.

Parking is off-setting CRA's lost income during con-
struction and maintaining other fields for them,
Deluca said.

i

"For the past year-and-a-half, we have been creative
in adapting intramurals," Deluca said.

Students have been playing most of their intramur-
al games on the North Athletic Field and at Drake
Stadium, he said. Some games are held in Pauley
Pavilion, and there are a couple of special events on
Spaulding Field.

In addition to moving games, the CRA staff has
modified the sports and reduced the number of play-
ers to accommodate smaller fields, Deluca said.

**Instead of seven-on-seven players for football, stu-
dents are now playing five-on-five," said Chad Brown,
manager of intramurals and club sports.

To some, these measures take away from the
games.

''Seven-on-seven is real football," said first-year

ly FIELD
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Above is a computerized image of what the completed Wooden Center will look like.

MORE ROOM TO PLAY
The John Wooden Center is expanding its weight room and building more office space. An
additinal new outdoor adventure resource center will also be built.

Storage
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SOURC£: Marketing, ItenlMniiip and ProimtJMis for UCLA

A construction worker tars the top of the parking structure underneath
the IM Field. The project is three months ahead of schedule.

JOHN WOODEN CENTER'S
WEST ADDITION NOW
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

By Jessica Chung
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchung@medla.ucla.edu

The 15-mmute waits for tjeadmills and the
chipped, rusted weights familiar to students who
visit the John Wooden Center will cease to exist as
of March 2004.

The groundbreaking ceremony marking the
beginning of construction of the John Wooden
Sports and Recreation Center's West Addition took
place Thursday morning.

The West Addition will include a new Outdoor
Adventures Resource Center, an expanded weights
room and workout zone.

"We think it's a fantastic addition to help students
adhere to a healthy lifestyle," said Elisa Tfeny, man-
ager of sports and fitness programming.

In addition to 40 new cardio machines, including

elliptical trainers, treadmills and stationary bikes,

the size of the completed weight room will be triple

its current size.

"Within the past fifteen years, the demand for

more weight room equipment increased. A larger

weight room was the number one demanded ser-

vice," said Mick Deluca, director of Cultural and
Recreational Affairs.

Students agree that an expansion to the weights
room and additional equipment was long overdue.

"I think it's excellent because Wooden is too
small, and the weights are rusted and old. I think it's

about time they did something," said fifth- year com-
puter science and engineering student Leon Lee.

"It would be a definite improvement because the
Wooden Center is way too crowded. It'd make me
come here more often, instead of LA Fitness," said
second-year marine biology student Brett Gamble.

The other addition to the John Wooden Center,

EXPANSION
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jTlUCKy UOnatlOn I Janet Adnano. a first time donor, gets
blood drawn at the bone marrow drive in front of the UCLA Center for Health
Sciences. Over 100 people participated in the two-day event.

UC regents review

admissions report
By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@medla.ucla.edu

SAN FRANCISCO — The University of
California Academic Senate presented its

review of the university's one-year-old contro-
versial admissions policy to the UC Board of
Regents on Thursday.

The report, first released last week, gave high
marks to UC admissions policies as implement-
ed during the first year of comprehensive
review. The report study found that academic
criteria continued to dominate admissions deci-
sions and that all campuses using comprehen-
sive reviewed selected students fairly.

Many regents said the senate's analysis
answered many of the questions that have been
asked about the policy.

"I think anyone . . . would conclude the system
works," said Regents Chairman John Moores.

Comprehensive review, approved by the
regents in November 2001, changed university
admissions to give greater weight to life experi-
ences and personal hardships in the selection of
applicants to attend individual campuses.

Grades and standardized test scores
remained the standards for admission to the UC
system as a whole. UC Riverside and UC Santa
Cruz did not employ the policy because they
have enough capacity to admit all qualified
applicants without needing to be selective.

The report was conducted by Board of
Admissions and Relations with Schools, a com-
mittee of the Academic Senate. Faculty fi-om
across the UC system worked on the study.

The policy has come under public scrutiny in
recent months after national publications pub-
lished articles and colunms that alleged the UC
adopted comprehensive review to hide usage of

racial preferences, forbidden by the California
constitution, when selecting students for highly
competitive campuses like UCLA and UC
Berkeley.

At the September regents meeting, Regent
Ward Connerly proposed that an outside agency
examine comprehensive review in order to con-
vince the public the process was fair, or to deter-
mine if printed allegations were correct

The idea was sharply criticized by both UC
President Richard Atkinson and Lt Gov. Cruz
Bustamante, a regent by virtue of his position.

Thursday's presentation, however, was fi-ee of
such heated controversy. Though he suggested
the senate perform additional studies, Connerly
himself said the report would go a long way to
reassuring those suspicious of comprehensive
review.

He suggested though, that the faculty com-
pare students who were selected to those who
were not to further examine if any considera-
tions of race have been made.

Gayle Binion, chairwoman of the Academic
Senate, said that she was sure that the faculty
would be willing to take further steps to check if

admissions decisions were "reasoned, consis-
tent and defensible."

Connerly did not say if he still thought an
external analysis was in the UC's interest.

Alumni regent Alfredo Terrazas said the study
had the potential to show that comprehensive
review does not lower academic standards.

COMPREHENSIVE
I
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Controversy over admissions policy

prompts university to spot-cliecic

appiications to verify personal

acliievements j Pa^ 2
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Suffusion of Iraq coverage

attracts criticism, praise
ByAyeletlfrah

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
aifrah@media.ucla.edu

For months, headlines like "Bush Signals:

The Time to Act is Now" and "Italy Braces for
Anti-War Clashes" have filled the airwaves and
news pages on a daily basis.

The possibihty of a war with Iraq has been
the primary media focus since President
George Bush first expressed his desire to expel
Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq.

Yet, according to at least one UCLA conunu-
nications studies professor, the fact that many
people are already apathetic to Iraq coverage -
even before war has begun - may be a sign of
oversaturation by the media on issues concern-
ing the Middle East.

"When I get tired of an issue, I no longer pay
attention to it. This happened some time ago
with the possibihty of war with Iraq. Every day
there are multiple articles in the papers on this,

but I never read any of them," said Michael
Suman, a communications studies professor
teaching "Introduction to Communications"
this quarter.

Even with what some consider incessant
coverage, other conununications studies pro-
fessors at UCLA maintain that the media and its

reports have been both responsible in nature
and important in keeping the pubhc informed.

Tim Groeling, a professor who is teaching
"Political Communication" this quarter,
beUeves that while the stories about possible
war with Iraq have been numerous, they have
also been justified. Such coverage ensures that
the public realizes the seriousness of such an
event, he said.

"I don't think they've overdone the coverage

at all. Invading Iraq represents a shift in our for-

eign poUcy that has far-reaching conse-
quences," Groehng said, suggesting that the
intense media scrutiny of the situation in Iraq
has also affected the actions of the key players
involved in the conflict

Criticisms of Bush's actions may have in part
led him to rethink his strategy on invasion and
integrate the United Nations in his attempts at

Hussein's ouster, he said.

PoUtical science professor Matthew Baum,
who specializes in the affects of the media on
poUtics, also beheves that the media coverage
has been necessary and understandable, con-
sidering that the media is under pressure to
break stories rather than simply to follow
them.

"I don't think there are too many bigger
issues to be focusing on. The media takes the
lead of the government, which is focusing
almost exclusively on Iraq now," he said.

Baum contends that informing the pubUc
about Iraq gives them the opportunity to form
fact-based opinions and leam about the issues
impartially. As a result, what some consider
"excessive" reporting may actually be neces-
sary for balanced coverage.

While it may now seem to some that the Iraq
coverage is excessive, if it ahenates readers
and viewers enough to hurt ratings it will prpb-
ably lessen.

"I think that turning viewers off a subject is

self-correcting: when ratings decline, TV (and
other media outlets) will change the subject,"
Groeling said.

However, if war with Iraq does occur, these
complaints will likely subside.

"Wait until the war starts, (opiruons) will

change," Baum said.
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By Noah Grand
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

In response to controversy over
the adnussions process enacted
last year, the University of
California will require applicants to
verify additional information in
their applications.

Starting next fall, the university
will check information found in
personal statements before guaran-
teeing adnussion, but it is undecid-
ed how this will be accomplished.
The change was based upon

increased pubUc concern over the
accuracy of subjective, student-
reported information, which now
plays a larger role in the admis-

sions process.

While faculty and 2idministrators
say they trust the honesty of 2^)ph-
cants, they maintain that measures
are needed because of the increas-
ing competitiveness in UC admis-
sions.

"We recognize the need to verify
information in order to maintain
the highest pubhc confidence,"
said Barbara Sawrey, chairwoman
of the committee releasing the
report.

Appbcants' personal statements
are often used to demonstrate per-
sonal achievements and life chal-

lenges, which are used along with
academic criteria to decide who to
admit in a process known as com-
prehensive review.

Before comprehensive review's
passage last November, at least 50
percent of applicants were accept-
ed based on academics alone.

The university already checks all

students' self-reported academic
information, which is the most
important factor in admissions.

Now, some believe that's no
longer enough. "They should check
a student's personal statement,"
said Brandon Besch, a third-year

electrical engineering student. "It's

no different than checking any-
thing else on the appUcation."

The change to comprehensive
review makes it more hkely stu-

dents would consider cheating on
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That myth now has the data to
be automatically and unequivocal-
ly dispelled,** Terrazas said.

The BOARS report shows the
average high school GPAs for
2002 admits, the first class to be
evaluated under comprehensive
review, were veiy close to 2001
levels on each campus. The
largest change was a 0.03 grade
point decline at UC Berkeley.

The senate report is far from a
fijial verdict on the effectiveness

of comprehensive review
BOARS will continue to monitor
the progress of students admitted
under comprehensive review, and
many at the meeting said the poli-

cy's true measure of success will

be whetherUC students do well in

school and in their careers, not by
comparing the academic records
ofincoming students.-^ X *^ ^'
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$100 Early Enrollment
Discount Ends Nov. 15th

The strength of our Hyperlearning MCAT course comes from the combination of over
' 700 in-class hours, well researched materials and the highest quality instructors.

All your materials are yours to take home - you will never have to borrow from a library.

Course Start Dates

for the April 2003 MCAT Exam

Westwood

Northridge

use

begins January 22nd

begins January 28th

begins January 18th

Certain Class times are starting to close! Call today to enroll!
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Today

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Hapa Club, APC & MEChA
"Marrow-Thon" Bone Marrow Donor
Drive

Westwood Plaza

Free

Specifically targeting minorities and
mixed-race individuals. It takes just a
few minutes and you could save a life!

6 p.m.

Vietnamese Language Culture Club
(VNLC)
Buddy Auction

Doddl47
Open to all/Free

824-0728

Half of the proceeds will sponsor

underprivileged college students in

Vietnam.

1 to 3 p.m.

Marschak Colloquium . -

C-301 (Anderson)

Ted Bergstrom, professor of econom-
ics, UCSB will be lecturing.

7 p.m.

Grace on Campus
Friday Night Bible Study

Rolfe 1200

310-443-5571

Jon Szeto

7:30 to 11:30 p.m.

Music Club
Band Night

Grand Salon in Kerckhoff
music@ucla.edu

Free

Come and see many new and upcom-
ing UCLA bands perform for free.

Open jam session at the end, so bring
an instrument if you want to play.

November 16

2 to 10 p.m.

Students for Art

Festival, Benefitting Pachamama's
Alliance

UCLA Sculpture Garden
students_for_art@hotmail.com

Matthew
Free

Food, live music, improv, dance, spo-
ken word, open mic, live installation

art, circus performers and a massive
art sale including paintings, sculp-

tures, photography, blown glass, graffi-

ti art and graphic design

/

CORRECTIONS
In the article "Newsmagazines go online after delay," (News, Nov. 14) Andrew

Jones' reference to the graffiti on campus was incorrect. He was actually referring
to pro-gay graffiti put on display during National Coming Out Week.

Forum speaker warns

against colorblind RPI
STUDENTS ENCOURAGED TO LEARN ABOUT
AND VOTE ON RACIAL PROFILING INITIATIVE

By Menaka Fernando

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mfernando@medla.ucla.edu

Students were encouraged to
lead a fight against the Racial
Privacy Initiative Wednesday night
at an information session organized
by initiative opponents.

Coordinated by the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council Academic
Affairs Commission and the
Affirmative Action CoaJlitio.n, the
session informed students about
the possible damage of the mea-
sure. If made law in the March 2004
elections, the RPI would ban the
collecting of race-based data by the
state.

Many students at the session
said they had heard the measure
would create a colorblind society,

get rid of biases and end racism.
The joint efforts of student gov-

ernment, student groups and the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Southern California were devoted
to explain why the RPI would do
the exact opposite.

The measure - copies of which
were distributed to all the meeting-
goers - calls for the ban of the
"(classification) of any individual
by race, ethnicity, color or national
origin in the operation of pubhc
education, pubhc contracting or
pubhc employment.**

However, the RPI includes
exemptions for medical research,
law enforcement and the
Department of Fair Employment
and Housing.
The language, beginning with the

initiative title itself, is deceiving,
said guest speaker Malek Moazzam-
Doulat of the ACLU-SC to the
^^proximately 40 students filling

the Math Sciences lecture hall.

The Information Ban - a term
Moazzam-Doulat said was more
indicative for the content of the ini-

tiative - would result in detrimental
effects especially in pubhc health
and pubhc education, he said.

Moazzam-Doulat explained that
target fimding for education of
underrepresented ethnic groups
would be prevented.

"Hate crimes would go on in
darkness," Moazzam-Doulat added.

Campaign leader of the RPI and
University of California Regent

Ward Connerly has contested that
private organizations can conduct
their own race-based research
without depending on the state.

Additionally, racial categorization
is outmoded now, when people
often marry across race lines,

Connerly says.

Initiative opponents are facing a
challenge in the fight against the
Connerly camp, Moazzam-Doulat
said.

Moazzam-Doulat added that
Connerly, who has been leading the
battle to end affirmative action
since the mid-1990s by spearhead-
ing UC pohcies SP-1 and 2 and
statewide initiative Proposition
209, is wrong to beheve ignoring
the race problem will make it go
away.

"There is no magic, one-pop
solution to the race problem,"
Moazzam-Doulat said. "The initia-

tive won't change people
overnight."

But supporters of the measure
argue that race shouldn't even be
an issue in the pubhc arena.

"I feel (the RPI) will be a signifi-

cant step forward, away from peo-
ple always using the race card ...

especially in university admissions
process, race should not be an
issue," said Chris Riha, a third-year

business economics student and
member of the Bruin Repubhcans.

Addressing concerns that pro-

grams - such as university out-

reach efforts - designed to attract

people from underrepresented
conmiunities may suffer under the

RPI, Riha said if people want to tar-

get certain groups, "they should
target the neighborhoods, not the

race."

Students attending the forum felt

otherwise, saying colorblindness
will not cure societies race iUs.

"We have to eliminate racism,

but not by eliminating race," said

Emerson Lego, fifth-year biology-

chemistry student and president of
Samahang Pihpino.

Forum coordinators closed by
stressmg the impact of the student
vote.

"Students play a big role when it

comes to social justice issues with
their abihty to organize, educate
and contribute to the community,"
said USAC Academic Affairs
Commissioner Chris Diaz.

RACHEL been/Daily Bruin

Malek Moazzam-Doulat, of ACLU Southern California argues against the Racial
Profiling Initiative, which would stop state classification of individuals by race.
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Sovereignty focus of
i :

American Indian forum
SPEAKERS DISCUSS LAND RIGHTS, BORDER

ISSUES; ASIA. MECHA JOIN TO ORGANIZE TALK
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Business owners discuss Village's future
By Brian Sullivan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bsullivan@media.ucla.eclu

By Vanda Suvansllpakit

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
vsuvansilpakit@media.ucla.edu

The American Indian Student
Association held its annual
Sovereignty Forum in an effort to
deal with the issue of American
Indian tribal sovereignty and federal
recognition in the southwestern
United States.

The forum, organized with the
help of Chicano/a student group
MEChA, took place at Dodd Hall late
Wednesday. It addressed the issue of
land jurisdiction and the establish-
ment of a nation-to-nation relation-
ship between tribes and the U.S.
government

Guest speaker David Garcia, leg-

islative councilman of the federally
recognized Tohono O'odham Nation
in Arizona, discussed the current
issue of life along the United States-

Mexico border.

The Tohono 0*odham land is

divided by the borderline between
the two coimtries, and tribal mem-
bers find it very difficult to travel

back and forth. Garcia said this has
been a problem especially during
the past few years as border restric-

tions are increased due to an
attempt to crack down on drug traf-

ficking and smuggling.

Garcia said these restrictions are
hindering those members living in

Mexico fi-om receiving their entitled

health care benefits within the
Tohono O'odham Natioa

The restrictions also create prob-
lems for people on both sides of the
border who have no proof of their

births and as a resiilt are not able to
get back to their own countries once
they leave to visit fiiends or family
members.

In response to the situation, U.S.
Rep. Ed Pastor, D-Ariz., introduced
a bill which will endow all enrolled
tribal members, including those
residing across the border in

Mexico, with U.S. citizenship.

The Tohono O'odham has been
living on the land long before there
was a border," Garcia said

If the initiative were to fail this

time, ''We will just try again," he
said.

Two other speakers from the

Barbareno Chumash tribe and the
Chumash Tomol Society gave pre-
sentations on the history of
American Indians as their lands and
sovereignty were expropriated by
Europeans and Americans. They
placed particular emphasis on the
necessary fight to obtain full sover-
eignty.

Eric Sanchez, vice president of
AISA and coordinator of the event,

said he hopes that the forum will

help increase the awareness of the
general student population at UCLA
to American Indian sovereignty
issues.

Patricia Lamas-Gonzalez, a
fourth-year sociology student, said
the forum gave her many new
insights into the American Indians'
perspective on the issue of sover-
eignty and the long process of
becoming federally recognized as a
nation.

''I feel that the U.S. government
has not given such amount of
respect to the American Indian cul-

tures as they should," she said.

Other students went a step fur-

ther, saying American Indians
should be granted independence.

''Indigenous people should be
respected as autonomous nation,"
said Andy Ramirez, a third-year
Chicano/a Studies student
The federal government should

also recognize people across the
(U.S.-Mexico) border which is now
separating families and preventing
people firom receiving their entitled

health and other services," he
added

Jose M.P. Leon, a fourth-year his-

tory student, said the U.S. govern-
ment has failed in recognizing the
true sovereignty of American Indian
tribes. He also felt that the issue of
submitting proofs of their continu-
ing presence on the land to the U.S.

government in order for a tribe to be
federally recognized is unreason-
able,

j

''(American Indians) were suffer-

ing the consequences of Western
colonialism, being ripped apart from
their fanulies and forced out of their

homes," he said, "and somehow they
were supposed to be able to provide
proper documentation of their exis-

tence on the land?" i

In the eyes of more than a few
Westwood merchants, getting more
people to shop in the Village - and
making Westwood a more attrac-

tive place in general - basically

boils down to one thing: more park-
ing.

About 60 merchants and proper-
ty owners got together for an iribr-

mal meeting at Jerry's Deli on
Wednesday to discuss how to
improve business conditions and
set priorities to make Westwood vil-

lage more commercially attractive.

Overwhelnungly, those attending
agreed that the Village's lack of
parking keeps many potential visi-

tors away.
j

Also items of importance were

dealing with the large number of
homeless people populating the the
streets of the Village, and prevent-
ing the Village from becoming too
generic by encouraging a mix of
unique businesses to move into
Westwood.

Through the 1980s, the Village's

commercial economy, which was
largely driven by youth culture and
movie theaters, was so successful
that those who remember the time
say Westwood was referred to as
"Times Square West" - filled wall to
wall with people on the weekends.

But with the large crowds came
isolated incidents of gang related

violence, and in a 1987 shooting an
innocent bystander was killed.

Some merchants blame the sub-
sequent "bad press" for driving the
crowds elsewhere - largely to the
newly opened Century City mall

and later the Santa Monica
Promenade, both of which have
plenty of parking and newer multi-

plex movie theaters.

By the early 1990s commercial
vacancy rates soared. In order to

reverse an ominous trend,

Westwood merchants got together
and formed a Business
Improvement District in 1995.

Those within the district agreed
to pay an assessment fee based on
property size which would be spent
supplementing maintenance ser-

vices the city government provided
infi*equently, such as street sweep-
ing, sidewalk cleaning and tree
trinuning.

But the BID was also formed
with the intention of creating more
parking spaces in the Village, and in

the seven years since then only one
city owned parking lot on Broxton

has been added to the viUage. Many
merchants involved with the BID
felt out of the loop, fhistrated with
a management staff that they say
never seemed to address their con-
cerns or to be visible within the
community.

The meeting was called in the
wake of much community aggrava-
tion over Los Angeles Councilman
Jack Weiss's dissolving of the BID
this September when he decided
against renewing its charter.

To it's organizers, the meeting
was largely successful.

"We weren't trying to find solu-
tions, (instead) we got a really good
cross section of ideas," said Phil
Gabriel, a former BID board mem-
ber and owner of Scrubs Unlimited.
"I haven't seen a turnout for that
kind of meeting in years," Gabriel
said.

We Accept

Sun-Thurs *tiH 1:00 am • Fri-Sat 'till 2:00 am
CaU to reserve Shakey's Priwsrte Room tor fundraisers, meetings, parties, etc. for FRBCf

Try our new red hot buffaJgwingsJumbo ravJM^

PMI
miAi
ALL THE TIME

OH*-^

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

1 medium 1 2 inch, 8 slices ^^^tflf^^t^ Any large 3 topping pizza
one topping pizza

i^i^^^

Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &

get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

824-4

ot^Of

9,99
Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50

2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12.
Speciatttes Include Vegetarian, Shakey's Spedcri,

Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

NEWBRUIN A^EAL DEAL
/ Large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

« 1F W
Dine-in or carry out only

1114Gay|«y Ave.,

(save over $5)

oH»-^ Shalcey^s
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Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Salad!

and your choica ot
• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Gartic Bread or •5 Chicken Breast Strips
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IN PERSON.

IN HER FATHER'S HONOR.

DALIA RABIN-PELOSSOF

dedicating the new

Yitzhak Rabin HILLEL Center
Lee & Irving Kalsman Campus

1

1
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2002
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Opening Ceremonies include reception . .

.

tours . . . kWiat mezuzot . .

.

performances by students . . . folk dancing

12:30PM - Processional with ^//re/ 7bra/i

from former Hillel building,

900 Hilgard Avenue (at Le Conte), Westwood

1 :00PM - Program at new building

574 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood

The opening celebrations are made possible

by a generous grant from Leonard Nimoy
>an Bay-Nimoy and the Whizin Family Four

Parking available in UCLA's Lot 2 at

southwest comer of Hilgard and Westholme
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IM FIELD
I
New features an improvement

from page 1

undeclared student Brad Keyes. "It

is more fun."

To compensate for less space
Brown said, "including the end
zones, we had to shorten the foot-
ball fields to 60 yards, instead of 80
yards."

CRA also had to reduce the
number of teams from approxi-
mately 180 to 200 teams, to 130, he
said.

In addition to football, CRA had
to alter other sports, such as soft-

ball.
I

The usual number of four fields
used for the sport was dropped
down to two, Brown said.

Because of the limited amount
of space and construction, stu-
dents have to use a softer ball, so it

will not go as far, he said.

With the new field s completion,
intramural games will go back to
normal. The field itself will have
improved features.

The new intramural playing field

will have better and safer playing
conditions, Deluca said.

The main features of the new
field will be a sport-turf grass sur-

\

face, full lighting on both halves of
the field, and a sand-based materi-
al below the field to provide
drainage for better irrigation, he
said.

"By having the field lit - which

"By having the field lit
-

which will allow students to

play at night - and having

the ability to rotate the

sports, we will be able to

maintain the field better."

Michael Deluca

CRA director

will allow students to play at night
- and having the ability to rotate
the sports, we will be able to main-
tain the field better," he said.

In the past, huge activities and
festivals were hosted on the field,

such as dog shows and the after
party for the MTV awards, which
were held in Pauley Pavilion one
year.

For future events, the new field

will feature tent tie-downs embed-
ded in the parking structure.

"With the completion of the new
field, we would like to have open
recreation for anyone,** said
Brown.

|

Students like Silldorff would be
pleased to hear that

|

Silldorff said that he could not
practice for intramural football on
the North Athletic Field. "They are
always using it for soccer or other
events," he said.

The new parking structure will

be located underground, beneath
the new intramural field.

The new parking structure will

be similar to several structures
that we have built recently, such as
the extension to Parking Structure
4," Stocki said. The lot will provide
about 1500 parking spaces and will

help with the student waiting list

for parking, he said. I

The new structure will compen-
sate for the loss of several lots,

such as those on the southwest
part of campus, which were lost to
the Southwest Graduate Student
Housing, and Lot 14, which was
demolished for hospital construc-
tion.

ADMISSIONS
I
Previous random checks

find most students provide truthful info
from page 2

their application, he said.

But early indications - including
random checks by the UC Office of
the President and UC San Diego to
investigate applicants' honesty -
show that most students are not
lying on their applications.

Out of 681 students who had their
admission offers rescinded, only 17
offers were taken back because stu-

dents lied on their application,
according to data fi-om the universi-
ty.

"I think students are typically

very honest on what they report in
their application," said UC press
aide Hanan Eisenman.
The random checks enacted last

year only sampled a small portion of
the students who were admitted; it

appears that the university will not
check every apphcation this year.

When it implements the policy in

2003, the university plans on verify-
ing personal achievements such as
extracurricular activities and on
some personal hardships such as
poverty.

Very personal hardships, such as
being the victim of a criminal

assault, would not be investigated.

It is also unclear whether there
will be one procedure used by all

UC campuses, or whether each cam-
pus would decide on their own
method of verification.

UCLA Admissions Director Vu
TVan declined to comment on the
changes. He said he felt uncomfort-
able commenting before the policy
is finalized.

Tran's office does not decide how
to change admissions policy, it

implements changes decided upon
by the Academic Senate, the associ-
ation of UC faculty.

Pelosi elected minority leader

CLC^E TO T«e UCLA CAMPU
UUest Lfi's Friendliest Hotel

UUelcomes fill College Students

and their Families

Cmmmimm^f localM 1 mlU from UCyir<k tiM^S c^^
Scmto Monlan Sm^iwitdi

Ihrmm mll#s from Santa MontCQ / V#fMc#

By David Espo

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Rep. Nancy
Pelosi, (D, San Francisco), won an
election Thursday to become the
leader of minority House
Democrats and swiftly set a goal of
craf^ng a "down the center** pro-
gram for economic growth.

"Hopefully, we can find a great
deal of common ground with
Republicans*' across a range of

i« iiii
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* 75 Spacious Guests Rooms
* flflfl Three Diamond Rating
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Los Angeles, Ca 90025
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Princeton
Review
BetterScores. BetterSchools.
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Classroom or Online
USMLE Step 1 Test Preparation

Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the right course for you.
• ..^^M.,,.4..

USMLE Step 1 Online Course

• Prep anywhere, anytime with rfte most
comprehensive online learning

i

• More than 1,600 pages of the best material
available to supplement your online tools

I

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course
*•

All the benefits of our Online Course, plus:

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert
teachers

• Personal attention with small classes of
fewer than 25 students

• Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor

800-2Review

r

PrincetonReview.com

issues, said the 62-year-old, a veter-

an of 15 years in Congress. "But
where not, we will put up the
fight."

With her victory, Pelosi became
the first woman leader of either

party in Congress. "I've been wait-
ing over 200 years," she quipped,
but the triumph, when it came, was
an easy one. She defeated Rep.
Harold Ford of Tennessee on a
vote of 177-29.

Pelosi takes the helm of a party

that has been out of power in the
House for eight years, and suffered
a dispiriting loss of seats in last
week's elections.

She succeeds Rep. Richard
Gephardt of Missouri, who stepped
down after four terms as minority
leader.

In the run-up to the leadership
election, Pelosi's Democratic crit-

ics had said her brand of pohtics
could pose a problem for a party
struggling to regain a m^uority.

• Opportunities for Hispanic Students •

* Paid Interships and fellowships in Washington, i
J DC and scholarships. Call the congressional if

J Hispanic Caucus Institute at 1 -800-EXCEL-DC *
7 or visit www.chcivouth.ora . i(

You Can't Afford Not To Eat At

Established 1946

Prime Rib & Steak House
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Banquet Room

"Honest Food At Honest Prices"

For the best in Prime Rib, Steaks, Seafood, Chicken and More!
VOTED BEST IN L^. FOR OUR MARTINI, VALUE DINNERS

& EARLY BIRD MENU
SERMXa LOS ASGEI.es EOR over 50 YEARS

COMPLETE EARLY BIRD DINNERS
7 Days a Week - 4:30-6:30

$11.95 to $12.95
PRIME RIB • STEAKS • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN AND MORE!

Dinner includes Soup or Salad, Baked Potato, Rice or French Fries, Vegetables,
Garlic Cheese Toast, Beverage and Dessert

V 11326 W. Pico Blvd., West LA., 310.477.1426 )N^ (1/2 block west ofSawteUe) ^

5&3 Bcverlu Hills Acne SL'n Care CI inic

1/ Years of Lxpepience

930 S. PoUrfson BU. #6 (310) 389-1763

ntfpy/www.acnesKin.com

Many suffer with unhealthy
looking faces for many

months, many years, due
to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

'Actual Patient Testimonial

After just four facial treatments at the Acne Clinic in Beverly
Hills, I have seen a 100% improvement in the appearance of my skin. In
the oast, despite having used all kinds of medication including strong
antibiotics, nothing was able to help the frequent and persistant breakouts
on my face, mary at the acne clinic put a stop to my hopeless acne
problem and I am grateful for her incredible treatment. Mary, thank you
for all your help!

Sheri Sepaniou, USC Student

Dramatic Results in 1 Month Guaranteed!

bruinwalk.com e-mail
Now featuring BOL 's new Webmail di&it
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EXPANSION
from page 1

the Outdoor Adventures Resource Center, was
planned due to the 250 percent increase in partici-
pants for these programs over the past five years,
Deluca said.

Currently, the Outdoor Recreation Center pro-
vides pre-trip meetings for the wilderness outings
which take place almost weekly and are led by stu-
dent volunteers.

"Right now we have outdoor trips, but the new
center will allow us to expand on this," said
Outdoor Adventures Manager Shane Reynolds.
The new Outdoor Adventures Resource Center

will introduce the Adventure Resource Library and
house a computer terminal providing maps, infor-
mation on national parks, suggestions on where to
camp and other outdoor activities information.

Also featured will be an equipment rental and
checkout area, which will allow UCLA students,
faculty and staff to rent outdoor equipment, such as
backpacks, camping gear, snowboards, tents,
stoves and lanterns.

Seventy-five hundred square feet wiU be added
to the John Wooden Center to make way for the
new West Addition.

This is the third and final currently scheduled
remodeling of the John Wooden Sports and
Recreation Center.

The original John Wooden Center was complet-
ed in 1983. UCLA was the first among the
Universities of California to build a recreation cen-

referendum to help fund Services
ter.

"When Coach Wooden had retired, the only
building he wanted named after himself was one
that all students could use," said Deluca.

Plans to expand the Wooden Center began in the
late 1980s. Tlie first addition was the relocation of
the Ashe Center to the center of campus in 1997 to
make it more accessible to students.

The North Addition, which includes the mens
staging building and houses the Navy ROTC, was
the second part of expansion and began renovation
in January 2002.

Just as student fees were used to construct the
original John Wooden Center building, a student
referendum passed in 2000 will also help pay for
the cost of this $14 million project

"If we match student demand for services with a
student referendum, I think we have a real wirmer.
It is an exceptionally well-conceptualized project,"
said Vice Chancellor and Dean of the Graduate
Division Claudia Mitchell-Keman.

Students also support the use of student refer-
endum funds to help pay for construction on the
John Wooden Center.

"I think it's OK, because if you're going to allo-

cate student funds toward something, it should be
toward something everyone uses," said Dilon
Jacobs, a third-year political science student

"It's a risk-fi-ee investment because it's a service
that's already being used," said Nathan Striker, a
fourth-year political science student

The 2002 senior class gift will also supp)ort con-

fund

- ... -utLv Center

Mike Deluca, Harold Pruett and Claudia Mitchell-
Keman pose at the John Wooden Center
groundbreaking.

struction of the John Wooden Center's West
Addition by providing new cardio equipment

Swinerton Builders, who are the same contrac-
tors renovating the men's gym, will construct the
West Addition.

from page 1

vote in January," Hershman said.

In addition to fee hikes, the UC
may make several budget cuts to

protect the bottom line. Possible
targets include outreach and other
public services, administration and
student services, and research.

State funding for summer sessions
could be delayed.

Hershman said top priorities for

the UC are plans to give faculty and
staff a 4 percent raise and protect-

ing $72 million for basic operational

costs and enrollment growth.

The regents' budget requests the
full funds guaranteed by the
Partnership Agreement with Gov.

Gray Davis that secures university

funding in exchange for the UC's

commitment to multiple objectives,
including maintaining access for
students.

The Partnership Agreement has
been underfunded by the state for
the past two fiscal years, and it is

not anticipated the state will sppply
the revenue requested. ^

UC press aide Brad Hayward
said the UC expects that close to
$421 million in Partnership funds
may not reach the UC in 2003-2004.

Though student fees at the UC
are historically tied to the ups and
downs of the state and univereity
budgets, there may be changes
ahead. The 2002 budget act requires
the Cahfomia Postsecondary
Educational Commission to work
on a long-term fee policy, and make
a presentation to the legislature.

"-^^^aa^^^g^i '^"W'^^iii^j^ir^i'r
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Oiai Film Festival

THIS YEAR'S HNEST DOCUMENTARY. Miss it at your peril!
Mike Angela. TIME OUT NY

STARTLING! a jaw dropping assault on cultural stereotypes'
Glenn Lcveil. SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS

Quite simply one of the best and
most profound documentaries
I have seen in years."

- John Petrakis THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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THERESE MCCABE HASNT LET HER

INABILITY TO SEE HOLD HER BACK IN LIFE

' By Stephanie Herczog
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

1 sherczog(a)media.ucla.eclu

In almost every aspect, first-year undeclared student Therese McCabe is
just like any other fi^eshman dealing with class schedules, sharing a bath-
room in the dorms, and moving away fix)m home.

The only thing that makes McCabe different fi-om other students is that
she lacks the ability to see - she is blind.
McCabe was bom without sight, and the cause is unknown.
But while McCabe herself is used to being blind, others seem to feel as

if they should treat her differently
"Probably the most difficult thing is dealing with people's attitude,"

McCabe said.

People feel she can't do things on her own because she's blind, she said.
It's not a tragec^y," McCabe said, **it's a minor inconvenience."
T don't really make a big deal out of (being blind)," she added. "I dont

see myself as being essentially different than anyone else."

But being blind does present a few obstacles.
McCabe had to arrive at UCLA three weeks before her scheduled move-

in day to familiarize herself with the campus.
She does not require a guide dog, but does have a walking stick which

she uses to navigate through student traffic and when going off campus.
Fulfilling academic responsibilities sometimes is a challenge as well.
"It's not that it's necessarily harder, it'sjust (about) getting books in a for-

mat that I can read," McCabe said. "Teachers aren't required to provide me
with Braille books."

Instead, the Office of Students with Disabilities assists McCabe and
other blind students by scanning materials into a machine that translates
printed words into Braille.

McCabe prefers to do the mjyority of this herself, but will make use of
their services fi*om time to time.

"I had one of the people in there help me learn my way around when I

was here in the sununer," McCabe said
McCabe was bom in Ireland where she lived for a few years until mov-

ing to California She er\ioys playing the violin, singing with the UCLA
Chorale, and swinuning.
McCabe does not look at her blindness as a disability but rather as a

part of her of life. She even attended the same high school as her fiiends
who were not disabled.

"I think if you go to a high school for a blind person, you're not really
familiar with the ways of the outside world," McCabe said. "High schools
for the blind are (also) generally below standard"

Students should delight

in seasonal celebrations

Bonnie

Chau
tx}hau@mecia.ucia.edu

JONATHAN YOUNti/DAiLi Bhlin StMoR Staff
Therese McCabe is a blind student at UCLA who is adjusting to her first vear
in college.

.

Nor does being blind limit McCabe's ability to travel, something she
ei\joys because of the opportunity to explore the world

"I think you can definitely experience different cultures without seeing
the physical landscape," she said

The prospect of surgery to correct her vision has sometimes crossed
McCabe's mind

i

"It's not enough of a disability that I would just do (surgery) without
thinking about it," she said

i

-
^

A life of not being able to see the world through her own eyes has not
hindered McCabe fi-om realizing her goals. She is eryoying her first quarter
here at UCLA, joirung clubs, and hanging out with fiiends.

After graduating, McCabe hopes to pursue a career in law orjournalism.

Right about now is when 1 start

thinking, "Ahhhhh, holiday sea-

son." Halloween has just passed,

Thanksgiving is right around the comer,
and suddenly

before you know it,

it's Christmas or

Hanukkahor
Kwanzaa, followed

by New Year's.

But really it's

"Ahhhhh" in a
good way, and it

should be that way
for everyone.

These holidays

seem to matter
less to some peo-

ple the older they
get, mainly

because of a "cool-

and-jaded" phase many college stu-

dents undergo.

Holidays are something that should
matter more as we get older. Maybe
you think Halloween is for 8-year-old

trick-or-treaters, Thanksgiving is for
tracing your hand to make turkey
drawings, and Christmas is for little

people who still believe in Santa and
hang up stockings. You are too cool for
holidays, too blase for buying into the
trend, too jaded to give in to such con-
ventional consumer-aimed ginunicks.

I say that's dumb.
There are a million excuses on

every other non-festive day of the year
to be imeventftil and boring. But what
justification do you have on a holiday
when society as a whole makes it so
easy to be better than boring? To be
(fasten your seat belts) fim?

If you're one of those people who
have a nonconformist thing going on,
and you're trying to make some sort of
statement by being weird and creating
and celebrating holidays on non-holi-
day days, then fine. Hooray.

But if you're one of those people
who have a noncortformist thing going
on and you're just figuring to boycott
holidays, take a look around. I'm sure
at least half your peers are thirUdng the
exact same noncortformist thought

Gretting into the holiday spirit is

important because the older we get,

the less our normal daily lives bear any
resemblance to what could be our holi-

day lives.

I mean, back when you were in ele-

mentary school, practically everyday
could be Halloween. If you had a thing
for Batman and dressed up in a
Batman costume every sirigle day,
you'd just be some weird little kid who
always wore a Batman costume.
When you were little, every day

might as well have been Christmas;
you were always stuffing yourself with
cookies and candy anyway. And school
was pretty much fim all the time; there
was never really any work to do. As a
result, the holidays were just a more
intense version of the fun times that

constituted life.

But now look at your average non-
holiday day, 10 or 15 years later. Your
work life looks like a scene firom

"Office Space," your school life looks
like, well, not elementary schooL
As an adult, you have more societal

obligations, more things to worry
about And whether or not you pay
attention to it, you actually know
about the nutritional value of eating
four pounds of cookies in one day.

This is where the beauty of the holi-

day comes in. Not that we really need
any more excuses to party, but holi-

days are lovely occasions to make peo-
ple bring presents or dress up in weird
costumes, or just nice non-grungy,
ragged and stained clothes.

Think of all the fun things you can
do with a whole turkey (fi*ozen or
thawed), cranberry sauce and mashed
potatoes. Not to mention eggnog,
mistletoe, New Year's revelry, com,
finit, and the fasting, dancing and
singing involved with Kwanzaa And if

you're more into the solely-alcoholic

kind of fun, bars always have some
sort of holiday drink specials.

Don't wait until New Year's to start

something new. Thanksgiving is fast

approaching. You know you want to
get festive, and can you help it if it

involves turkey, tryptophan and pass-
ing out? Of course not So stop cynical-
ly rolling your eyes, and take a govern-
ment-approved day to have a little holi-

day fim.

Food Review

Eurochow's

great service

comes with

high price
By Jeanne M. Quirus

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jquirus@media.ucJa.edu

You've all walked past
EJurochow wondering what was
behind the large, white drapes.
You've probably also pondered
what the name means since it

sounds a bit like some sort of pet
food. When I found out the
restaurant offered Italian-Asian

cuisine, it had me even more corv
fused

But finally entering Eurochow
was a cool experience - it almost
felt like revealing a mystery that

had been standing in Westwood
ever since I first arrived at UCLA

The ambiance of the restau-

rant is, in a word, pretty. It

appears very clean and pure as
you are led up a white, glowing
staircase overlooking the per-
fectly synmietrical interior.

The staff is as courteous as
any you will find nearbjr: They
make sure you get a royal treat-

ment when they seat you, place

your napkin in your lap, and very

kindly help throughout your
meaL

I

The food was good, but not
great The best part of the meal
was the calamari appetizer,

served with lemon and lime and a
fancy-looking tartar sauce in a
bowl, but a wide assortments of

other appetizers are offered,

such as asparagus and fi"og legs.

I had the New Zealand lamb,
but you'll probably be better off

ordering a pasta dish, since its

simpler and relatively cheaper
Besides, the actual dish was

made up largely of bones; finding
edible meat proved to be diffi-

cult, though I swallowed some
fat-filled meat just to be polite.

Otherwise I would not have
touched much of my plate.

The coffee was good, but like

everything else, it was served in

minute portions. Everything,
while arranged very decoratively,
was quite small and perhaps
worth a lot less than what it actu-
ally cost You get the impression
you are payir\g mostly for the
presentation and not for the actu-
al meal. While Eurochow is

indeed a very nice enviromnent
with some of the best service
around, you may want to recon-
sider your weekend dining plans
if you like larger portions or are
eating on a budget
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MEET MEGAN MULULLY
"KAREN" FROM THE UIT SITCOM

£i

WILL& GRACE
performing UVE and

AUTOGRAPHING copies of her new CD

BIG AS A BERRY

BORDERS
BOOKS- MUSIC* CAFE

WHERE:

BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC
1360 Westwood Blvd.

WHEN:

lOAY, NOVEMBER 15 at 8:00 pm
For More Info Call: 310-475-3444
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Available on Pysnworth Ail^ Records

WWW.l7nSWOrthAlley.com

Toll Free 877-773-3967
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president has

big slioes to fill

Now that University of California
President Richard Atkinson has
announced his resignation, the univer-

sity faces the daunting task of finding a
replacement able to continue guiding the UC
through the changes he implemented.
As an active and aggressive president,

Atkinson has worked to ensure university
diversity and equal accessibility to educa-
tion. For these reasons, he favors affirma-
tive action and supported the repealing of
SP-1 and -2 - UC pohcies disallowing the
use of race in hiring and admissions deci-
sions - in May 2001. But since California
law also bans affirmative action under
Proposition 209, the rescinding of the two
measures was mostly symbolic.

Atkinson's commitment to making the
UC accessible to students with difficult

backgrounds or from subpar schools has
never been deterred by affirmative action's
ban. The president has oriented the UC
through a thorough rethinking of its adniis-
sions policies.

i

In 2001 Atkinson's dual admissions pro-
gram passed, guaranteeing a place in the
UC system for everyone in the top 12.5 per-
cent of their high school class, with the
condition that they complete the appropri-
ate requirements at a junior college if not
during high school. Later that year, he
helped guide the introduction of compre-
hensive review into the admissions process
systemwide. Under comprehensive review,
UC applicants' life challenges are given
consideration along with their academic
and personal achievements in making an
admissions decision.

This will likely help increase the number
of students from difficult socioeconomic
backgrounds, who often face disadvan-
tages in the number of advanced placement
courses their schools provide and the
amount of private test preparation materi-
als and schooling they can afford. A fairly

strong correlation exists between socioe-
conomic difficulty and belonging to a
minority group, so the comprehensive
review admissions system may also
increase diversity on such color-lacking
campuses as UCLA and UC Berkeley.

Atkinson didn't just help reform the UC's
admissions policies, he also fomented a
national debate over the utility and fairness
of standardized testing - he proposed that
the university stop using the SAT I com-
pletely. Terrified at the prospect of losing
their largest customer, the testing service
which administers the SAT changed the
test based on the concerns Atkinson
raised. The old SAT I carried with it a lot of
stigma, namely because students could eas-
ily prepare for it through repetitive memo-
rization exercises and with expensive
tutors and study aids many can't afford.

Other problems Atkinson has helped
guide the UC through but that will persist
for years to come include overcrowding
and funding problems. Under Atkinson, UC
Merced was approved and its construction
began, but the campus has yet to be com-
pleted.

Not only will the next UC president have
to cope with even more overcrowding and
budget challenges, he or she will also be
responsible for making sure the adnussions
and testing reform Atkinson started is con-
tinued and improved upon. The next UC
president will have to challenge the state
government regarding the funding Gov.
Gray Davis agreed to give the UC if it

accepted more students; the UC has done
its part, now the state needs to Uve up to
its end of the bargain.

The regents need to select someone vig-

orous to be the next president. But most
importantly, the regents need to select
someone who has the same ideals as
Atkinson and the intellectual and lobbying
skills to carry them out given the great
challenges the UC will face in upcoming
years.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^'ority opinion of
the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,
letters and artwori< represent the opinions of their

authors.
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Local activism best way to save environment
Walking down Bruin Walk this week,

there was yet another set of signs
in the grass. But unlike previous

Undergraduate Students Association
Council election signs or the Halloween
"graveyard," this

California Public
Interest Research
Group display had a
positive message:
People can be a force
for positive change.

Unfortunately,

though, people don't
seem to be coming
through when it

comes to the concerns
raised by the environ-
mentally conscious
CALPIRG. Stm, the
group's efforts are

commendable since it

is becoming harder and harder to find
real support for the environment, on
either a local or national level.

When Republicans take charge of the
Senate, the EInvironment and Public
Works Committee will change more than
any other. The incoming chairman is

Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), who

Michelle

Singer
fTB>i8Br^>mB(iEHJCfa.edu

once called environmental agencies
''Gest^o bureaucracies." The League of
Conservation Voters has given him a zero,
the worst score, every time they ranked
him in the past ten years.

Inhofe is replacing Senator Jim
Jeffords, a Republican tmned
Independent, who had a special affinity

for environmental issues and was willing
to make compromises to pass meaningful
legislation.

Inhofe seems to favor economic gains
over environmentally conscious deci-
sions, and environmentalists are con-
cerned that this will lead him to under-
mine important environmental laws such
as the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act,
and the National Environmental Policy
Act He sees provisions in these laws, like

reducing coal emissions, as economic
burdens, not positive steps that help pre-
serve the environment.

Inhofe has not put together a concrete
list of his priorities for the conunittee, but
a spokeswoman said he wants to "ensure
that everything we do is based on sound
science and cost-benefit analysis."

It seems anti-environment politicians
are always tossing around the term
"sound science," as if the evidence pre-

sented to them is somehow intentionally
faulty. Although one must always

i

approach scientific fact with a degree of
skepticism, starting with the attitude that
the data is going to be wrong can only >

lead to false conclusions.
And while cost-benefit analyses are

important, they should not be the basis
for environmental decisions. Making the
case that an environmental policy is

detrimental to the economy is easy '

because it generally will be - at first. The
benefit comes later, and oftentimes can-
not be measured monetarily.

Policies have already begun changing,
even though Inhofe has not yet taken
control in the Senate. A ban the Clinton
administration placed on snowmobiles in
Yellowstone and Grand Teton National
Parks, which was to take effect in March
2003, has now been reversed by the Bush
administration.

The new plan will allow a set number
of snowmobiles to enter the park. Steve
Bosak, fi-om the National Parks
Conservation Association, said of the
decision: "If they can go in and meddle
with a decision that was founded on
years of scientific research and based on
laws that defend our parks - and was

well supported by the majority of the
American public - who's to say they
won't favor a special interest that will
mess up another park?"
And who's to say they won't favor

another special interest that will mess up
the ozone? And the forests? And the air?
And the ocean?

The park issue is one that hits close to
home for many people. When park
rangers have to wear respirators, work in
kiosks that have fresh air pumped in and
some even have to wear hearing protec-
tion, as they do in Yellowstone, there is
something very wrong.

It is much easier to be pro-environment
in a situation like Yellowstone than it is in
one that is more amorphous, which most
are. More environmental issues need to
be addressed in a concrete fashion,
though, in order to make the pubhc, and
thus the poUticians, more supportive.

The best place to start learning to love
the environment is with local activism.
The CALPIRG campaign is a great exam-
ple of a positive message and a positive
direction for a cause that too often finds
itself without either.

Singer's column runs every Friday.

IMAGINE THAT ...

ByDavfdKeyes dkeyes(3)media. ucla.edu

'We met through a Mormon dating service.
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Funding will not improve

public school education
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Most Americans believe the
politicians' mantra that more
money will produce better
schools. These elected politicians
fight hard so that "no child is left

behind" and "we have a quality
teacher in every classroom."

If one looks at just the money,
it seems as if they are doing their
job. The federal government has
spent more than $200 billion on
education since 1965.

Furthermore, the U.S. Department
of Education has a $64 billion

annual budget, up 132 percent
from 1996.

Well, are Americans getting any
bang for their buck? The answer
is a resoimding no. According to
the federal government's own sta-

tistics, only 32 percent of fourth-
graders read at a proficient level.

These statistics are disgraceful

considering the United States is

the richest country in the world.
If these facts are not convinc-

ing enough, the American
Legislative Exchange Council
study, measuring over 100 educa-
tional issues from 1976 to 1991,
found that "the report shows
there is no inmiediate evident cor-

relation between conventional
measures of education inputs,

such as expenditures per pupil
and teacher salaries, and educa-
tional outputs, such as average
scores on standardized tests."

Even more outrageous is the
fact that of the 10 states that
spend the most money on educa-
tion, none rank in the top 10 in
terms of performance.
Why is this? This discrepancy

exists because the current struc-
ture of U.S. schooling is monopo-
listic. The government has taken
over schooling and sold it at zero
cost.

The government even allowed
the teachers union to practically
take over the school districts.

Tenure for teachers is given out in
as little as two years in some
states.

Even more egregious is that
states require only a two- to four-

year certification for these teach-
ers. All this requirement does is

stifle individuals with doctorates
or professional experience from
teaching. If you have a doctorate
in physics, chances are you can-
not teach it to an eighth-grader.

No one doubts that many of
those who care about public edu-
cation want to see better public
schools. But they do not under-
stand the system they have set up.
As the system currently stands, it

hurts the poor far more than it

hurts the rich. A rich family can
always send its child to a private
school. This gives a strong incen-
tive for the public school to keep
its standards high,

j

However, this same incentive
does not apply to poor parents.
Poor parents are stuck with over-
paid and imderperforming public
schools. The least politicians
could do is give those parents
their own tax money and allow
them to send their children to a
better school.

But this does not happen. Think
about the politicians that claim to
truly care about "helping the chil-

dren." Bill Clinton considered
himself the "education president"
after he did a wonderful job of
taking his state from 50th in the
nation to 49th with regards to the
quality of education.

Congratulations, Bill.

One of the main reasons many
of the inner-city poor remain as
poor as they are for so long is that
the government refuses to give
parents the freedom to make sure
their children are getting the best
education for the amount of hard-
earned money they pay out.

Instead, politicians deny these
parents this freedom with such
excuses as, "This is a fine idea,

but what about those poor par-
ents who are addicted to drugs
and who do not care?" and, "How
dare you introduce capitalism to
our cherished schools." Please.

Should the problems of 10 per-
cent of the poor dictate how ^e
other 90 percent live?

With regards to capitalism, we
entrust parents to use capitalism
to provide food, clothing, housing
and even higher education. Why
can't we apply this same principle
to our failing public schools?
As long as the corrupt politi-

cians and bureaucrats run our
schools, our children (especially
the poor) will continue to suffer.

These politicians deny people the
quality education they need to
succeed in our society.

The next time a 'politician

claims to be the education presi-

dent, look at him with skeptical
eyes.

Saddam, Bush should duke it out

in 'Celebrity Death Match' fashion
By Sarah Henry

As I sat in deep contemplation under a banyan
tree with my mocha frappe, I came to an impor-
tant conclusion: War must be eliminated.

People shouldn't have to go to war just
because the president says so. If leaders want to
fight, they can fight - just them, "American
Gladiators" style. I suppose the title would have
to be changed to "International Gladiatore," or
something a litUe more catchy, like "Watch
Saddam Hussein and George W. Bush Beat Each
Other Up With Giant Foam Q-Tlps."

The war on terrorism then would be Bush and
Dick Cheney paired against Osama bin Laden
and one of his cave-dwelling homeboys. They
would be participating in events like dodging ten-
nis balls and rolling aroimd in human hamster
balls. If more than two forces were involved, the
competition would become more of a "Celebrity
Death Match," free-for-all kind of event

The World War n match would have included
FYanklin Delano Roosevelt, Adolf Hitler, Wmston
Churchill, the French guy and whoever else was
involved They would all be in a room, duking it

out As well as being entertaining, the events
would be historically significant and educational,
thus preventing future generations from forgets
ting who the French guy was in World War H.

The contestants of each team would undoubtr
edly fight while wearing extravagant costumes.
Bush would probably be decked out in a stais-

and-str^)es-adomed unitard, with "Dubya" printr
ed in capital letters on the back. His bright red
helmet would have the slogan, "Dont Mess With
Texas" on the back. He'd also wear the ail-

American classic shoes - white high-top
Converse All-Stars.

Cheney would be dressed similarly, with a
Batman-style tool belt, rigged up with a defibrillar

tor, an emergency respirator and a bedpan. At
the start of the match. Bush (the U.S. superhero)
would come swinging in on cables and land
gracefully on the mats, while Cheney would be
wheeled in by his nursing staff.

After landing, Bush would begin jogging in
place, throwing punches at the air, and revving
up the roaring crowd which would be simultane-
ously cheering for and hysterically laughing at
their clownish leaders.

This plan is the best possible war deterrent
simply because Saddam would rather give in to

U.N. weapon inspections requirements than be
caught dead in some revealing leotard. Bush, on
the other hand, would rather just leave Iraq alone
than have to see Saddam in a leotard.

If the confrontation was to take place, this is

how it would play out in the Green Room, before
the fight

G Dubs: Dude, you really wanna do this? We
look stupid in these unitards.

Saddam: Yeah, I agree. Man, everyone's gonna
see us.

G Dubs: Tve been workin' on a mean half-

Nelson - you better watch your back.
SaddanL- Well, I was learning Brazilian jiu-jitsu

until I had my instructor killed. (Saddam growls
and looks at Bush fiercely)

G Dubs: Me and my trainer bench-pressed 20
poimds this week, and I assure you, I was
responsible for lifting at least two of those
pounds.

Cheney: Yeah, today I made it all the way
around the nursing station without stopping. Tm
pumped! (Growls toothlessly at Saddam, who
recoils in fear.)

(A tense silence ensues.)

Saddam: Hey, I want you to know that I

thought your State of the Union address was
delivered just superbly. ....„^ .^

G Dubs: You really think so? I thdujght it was-
n't so hot

Saddam: No really! I think it was great!
G Dubs: (coyly) Gee, thanks Saddam! Hey, Fm

sorry I called your country the armpit of the
world, but I've just been under so much pressure
lately. My country thinks Fm an idiot, I cant talk
right, and worst of all, Fm fix)m Texas!

Saddam: Hey, it's OK, man. I never meant to
hurt your feelings with all the stuff I said
G Dubs: (extends hand) Friends?
(Saddam rejects his hand and gives him a bear

hug.)

Stage Manager Saddam, Bush, you're on in 10
seconds!

(Bush and Saddam, holding hands, prepare to
walk onto the niats to discuss an agreement)

Epilogue: The Hussein family and the Bushes
now regularly vacation together at the waterfix)nt
villa in Haiti that Saddam and "Dubya" designed
together over mocha fiappes.

Henry is afirst-year undeclared student.

Ability matters, not

race
I disagree with David Dahle's reasoning in

his Nov. 14 submission, "RPI goes too far in
name of equality."

The RPI will eliminate the collection of
racial data for state programs, and yes, this
will hurt programs like Dahle's UC Outreach
and UCLAs top priority: "Diversity." But the
RPI represents an ideal which most people
want a color-blind society.

Race is not the most important thing when
evaluating a person; it is their abilities that we
should care about Ability is what should be
desired at universities and workplaces.
Racism is only fennented by the current sys-
tem that puts race in the foreground. Thinking
that we need to give minorities a crutch
through "outreach" is only making things
worse.

We forget how much we have in common.
We are all members of the human race and are
all given the same abilities of reasoning to act
upon. Fd be embarrassed if someone thought I

needed special attention because I was a
minority. Fd want to be judged by what I can
do, not by the color ofmy skin.

Discrimination would not exist ifwe could
see our brothers and sisters as humans and
not as ethnicities. All we would have to judge
people on would be their ability. When it

comes to universities and workplaces, what
else matters?

Joseph Groff

Second-year, history

U.N. can't achieve

peace with army
While reading the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board's suggestion that the United Nations be

given its own army ("United Nations should
be less reliant on U.S.," Nov 13), I was
reminded of Jar Jar Bink's tragically comic
proposal in Star Wars, Episode n granting sinv-

ilar powers to the Federatioa That proposal
led t» the rise of the Empire and the 2q)parent

triumph of the Dark Side.

This fictional scenario has realistic roots.

Never in the history of mankind has there
been anything to suggest a standing army
without national allegiance would bring any-
thing other than death and destruction. Also,
such an army is impractical. It is doubtful that
a U.N. army would be able to establish a home
base, since no country would willingly open
its borders to a foreign force.

The Editorial Board asserted that an inde-
pendent, standing army would temper U.N.
reliance on the United States. However,
financing for the project would likely come
from the United States and its closest allies,

perpetuating that reliance. Consequently, cre-

ation of a standing U.N. army is an impractical
and potentially dangerous idea

Jeffrey Turk

UCU^ law student

Army contradicts U.N.'s

peacekeeping purpose
In response to the Nov. 13 editorial,

"United Nations should be less reliant on
U.S.," applying the use of military force to an
organization that is responsible for maintain-
ing world peace strikes me as a contradic-
tion.

The international conmiunity as a whole
abhors war and violence. If the United
Nations ever did construct a standing army,
the United Nations would be reaching out to
the very instruments it condemns. Such an
opinion is reactionary and Utopian.

Jorge Magdalene
Fourth-year, political science



Warner Bros.

and theHarry Potter
Chamber of Secrets"

Starring Daniel Radciiffe
Directed by Chris Columbus

As a phoenix is crying on his lac-

erated arm, Harry Potter tells us, "Of
course, phoenix tears have healing
powers." This is one of the many
lazy coincidences that the new
Harry Potter JSlm uses to save our
hero just in time. It s not dramatic
because it's too easy.

Not that it really matters.
Xhamber of Secrets" is a wonderful
display of computer graphics.
Inanimate objects are given person-
alities, such as a temperamental car,

a book that writes back, and the
rodent-like Mandrake plants. This is

not a bad way to spend lots of
money on a movie.
The characters also expand a bit

since the last film which was pretty

much all exposition, but the exces-
sive close-ups, firom grimaces to big
smiles, feel manipulative. However,
they've also added two scene-steal-

ers: Kenneth Branagh as vain, but
inept magician Gilderoy Lockhart,
and Shirley Henderson as a moody
Moaning Mjntle.

Perhaps the greatest challenge
the movie faces is the mass of chil-

dren you'll have to deal with when
you watch the film. They naturally

eat up the scenery, aiction, and gross-

out gags while climbing over their

seats and vocally commenting on
the film with their parents. It's not
the ideal way to see a movie, but it

may actually add to your eryoyment
of "Harry Potter."

John Williams' score isn't his best,

and like the film's plot, it's too easily

entertaining without being interest-

ing. But then again why was this film

made? Of course, the Harry Potter
firanchise has money-making ix)w-
ers.

-Howard Ho i

Miramax Films

I

"Ararat"
Starring David Alpay and

Christopher Plummer
Directed by Atom Egoyan

v^^ ^^9 ^^y

"Ararat" is the first picture to

directly address the controversial

Armenian genocide of 1915, which
the Turkish government denies ever
occurred. Director/
writer Atom Egoyan explores the
effects of fiction, the discovery of
truth, and the dangers of denial in

this ambitious undertaking.

Set in the present day, "Ararat"

features Raffi, David Alpay, a young
man who wants to know the cause
of his father's death. Raffi's search
for answers leads him back to his

homeland's Mount Ararat and the
brutal genocide.

While the camera work and film

score are breathtaking, "Ararat"
does not settle for a mere epic tale

of oppression and tyranny. By draw-
ing broad comparisons between the
Armenian plight and its modem-day
impUcations, Egoyan demands that
the audience step outside of the sim-
ple good-guy V bad-guy frame and
understand these struggles as exer-
cises in raw conviction and belief, a
highly refi-eshing proposition.

"Ararat's" main fault, however, is

its overly broad agenda Egoyan
tries to make too many points and
mixes too many metaphors in the
course of two hours, leaving sub-
plots and characters underdevel-
oped and certain scenes unex-
plained to make room for the very
hteral account of the Armenian
genocide. This film would have ben-
efited fi"om tighter editing and a
screenplay with stronger characters
and narrative.

However, the grand scope of this

project and its groundbreaking sta-

tus make "Ararat" a film not to be
missed. Its ultimate success is its

efficacy in bringing the Armenian
struggle to the world's attention.

Egoyan aims for the top of Mount
Ararat, and makes the climb with
only a few stumbles.

-Paul Mendoza

^ Ratings^
1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh... could 4 - Great

be better 5 - Classic
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Singer, student Bareilles to
I

showcase talent at Brew Co.
By David Chang

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

She's not an accountant secretly
pushing screenplays in between cof-
fee breaks. For a resident in the city

of broken dreams, the young Sara
Bareilles has been experiencing a
considerable amount of success and
recognition.

Since she began playing gigs in

January, Bareilles, a fourth-year
communications studies student,
has twice heard her name
announced as the winner of show-
case competitions.

In May, the singer/songwriter cap-

tured her second consecutive Mortar
Board Award for Best Solo Entry at

the annual Spring Sing. More recent-

ly, she triumphed in Acoustic Live's

Battle of the Bands in October
For those eager to learn the secret

of her success, Bareilles will be
bringing her soulful voice to

Westwood Brewing Company

Saturday at 9 p.m.
|

"It's been such an exciting year for

me because of the positive feedback
and support," Bareilles said. "1 was
shocked when 1 won (Acoustic

Live). There's so much talent, and I

was very humbled by that."

As a part of UCLA's a cappella

group Awaken, she has the experi-

ence as a vocalist. The Eureka, Calif,

native described her keyboard skiUs

as mediocre, but she makes up for it

with pipes that have industry profes-

sionals perking their ears.

There's been some interest, but
everything is in the preliminary
stages right now," Bareilles said. "I'm

trying to meet people and establish

some connections."
i

With her foot at least in the door,

Bareilles is a step closer to becoming
the full-time performer she has
always wanted to be. Her aspirations

to be a performer make sense. She
grew up with an actress mother, a
sister who sings, and a father who
played piano and guitar around the

house. In grade school, Bareilles also

went through the community theater
and choir routine.

"It's been something I just always
knew," Bareilles said. "There was
never that pinnacle moment where 1

went 'Oh my God, tlus is it,' but when
I thought about my future, I never
imagined it being anything without
music in it. There was never a ques-

tion that I wanted to at least pursue
it and see what happens."

That pursuit will require Bareilles,

a fan of Jeff Buckley, Fiona i^ple
and Tori Amos, to take the next step

as a songwriter since a captivating

voice is only part of the equation.

However, she says, songwriting can-
not be forced.

"I read a poignant quote by Tori

Amos saying (songwriters) should
trust their songs to end up being
what they're supposed to be,"

Bareilles said. "It can sound con-
trived if you try to rush it. I try to

take each song one at a time and let

it happen organically."

Photo Courtesy of Sara Bareilles

Sara Bareilles, a fourth-year communication studies student, won the Acoustic
Live competition at Westwood Brew Co. last month.

Bareilles has gone from a nervous
first gig at Molly Malone's, an Irish

pub/music venue, to playing one
show every two weeks. She's also

ready to make a demo tape to send
out to record labels and producers.

However, Bareilles admitted that

balancing schoolwork and playing

gigs can prove difficult, and after a
year of studying abroad in Italy, her

main goal right now is to graduate in

spring.

"After graduation, I'm going to
really dive into the music scene and
give it my all," Bareilles said.

Sarah Bareilles performs at

Westwood Brewing Company
Saturday at 9 p.m.

UCLA Performing Arts

Guitarist Pat Metheny will perform with his group at Royce this

Saturday.

Unconventional jazz

guitanst climbs to

success at early age
By Shana Dines

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
sdines@media.ucla.edu

Guitarist Pat Metheny is no stranger to academia, but after
becoming a professional jazz guitarist at age 14, homework
and grades were never a priority to Metheny.

"My (high school) graduation was like a mercy graduation-
There was no way I had the credits to get out of school," he
said.

Metheny brings his jazz repertoire to UCLA this Saturday
night as he and his group will perform from their newest
album, "Speaking of Now." The Pat Metheny Group plays
experimental jazz in an effort to craft a distinctive sound.

"Most kids in high school are in to rebelling against their
parents. I was not only in to rebelling against my parents, but
also (against) all of my friends," Metheny said. "Jazz was by
far the most extreme vision of individuality I had ever run
across, and in a lot of ways, that remains the case."

Following his high school completion, he was offered a
scholarship to the University of Miami. Soon after Metheny
arrived, however, he realized that he could not do any actual
schoolwork. Not wanting to lose the young talent, Miami
offered him a position as a teacher in the university's new
electric guitar program. While merely a teenager teaching stu-

dents who were pretty much all his elders, Metheny experi-
enced college from a strange perspective.

"Age doesn't really matter that much, it never has. I was 14
or 15, playing with people who were iji their 50s," Metheny
said "As soon as you start playing, it doesn't matter what age
anyone is. That's something that's great about the jazz world."

In 1974, at the age of 20, Metheny started touring and has-
n't stopped since. Playing anywhere from 120 to 240 shows a
year for the last three decades, he is living his dream.
Although he has released an average of an album per year, he
er\joys live performances more than recording.

His recording count has broken 30, including his solo out-

put work with the Pat Metheny Group, and collaborations
with other artists. Throughout his career, he has also been
awarded 14 Grammys, seven of which honored during in con-
secutive years for consecutively produced albums. His latest

effort, "Speaking," was released this year after the addition of
three new members to the Pat Metheny Group.
As an electric, acoustic and synth guitarist, and composer

of most of his group's music, Metheny credits his upbringing
in a small Missouri town as a m^or influence in his writing.

"Rather than denying that (my geographic origin), I

embraced it and brought elements into the music that referred
to that," said Metheny "There's a lot of space in the music,
there was more opportunity for things to happen because
there were fewer events along the way."

Early on, Metheny was also hugely influenced by jazz leg-

end Miles Davis. Mentheny's guitar-playing style has been
likened to a horn player's characteristic sound. Hearing Davis
as what he considers a high-level improvisational artist, he
experienced a musical awakening.

"For me as an 1 1 year old kid, it was like somebody walked
into the room and turned on the lights," said Metheny "When
I heard jazz, it was like lightning bolts went off in the sky"

Metheny has made a stop at almost every mayor college
campus in the nation, helping him build a following of dedi-
cated fans. But he doesn't foresee a return to academia any-
time in the near future - he's too focused on performing.

"Maybe some day I'll teach again," said MeUieny "As long
as 1 can keep playing as much as I'm getting to play I'll be
doing what I want to do."

Pat Metheny petfomts at H p.m townrrow niqht at Royce
Tickets are SI 7for students
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Panel discusses portrayal I'Bmins join improv lineup, team scores big

of Jewish women in media
By Lisa Bonos

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
lbonos@media.ucla.edu

UCLA students got a peek inside Hollywood
Wednesday evening. They weren't watching a film
screening or premiere - they were in Melnitz Hall
getting behind-the-scenes insight into how movies
and television shows are made fi^om seven women
who are involved with making them.

**Hollywood Images: A New Look at Jewish
Women in the Media," sponsored by UCLA Hillel,

use Hillel and the UCLA film department, show-
cased a panel that included an actress, screen-
writers, playwrights and public relations execu-
tives.

The informal discussion began with each speak-
er detailing how she got started in show business,
and ways they incorporate Jewish values into their
work. They are all members of the MomingStar
Commission, a group aimed at ensuring that Jews
- particularly Jewish women - are portrayed in a
positive and accurate light in the media

Joan Hyler, president of Hyler Management and
agent for actor Eric McCormack (Will on "Will and
Grace"), explained why the commission considers
actress Debra Messing (Grace on "Will and
Grace") a positive Jewish role model in the media,
where many Jewish characters are portrayed
through stereotypes.

**Usually the Jewish characters are the over-
bearing mother, the 'Jewish-American Princess' or
the schleppy best fiiend you're not so thrilled
with,** Hyler said. That's why Grace Adler is so
great - she just happens to be Jewish."

The commission recently counseled UC Davis
students from the Jewish sorority Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Pi who s^peared on the MTV series,
"Sorority Life," after the show garnered them a
slew of bad press. Commission members helped
the students cope with Anti-Semitism and negative
notoriety they faced as a result of the show. They
assisted the sorority members in taking advantage
of their position in the spotlight MomingStar
counseled them to make people aware of commu-
nity service and philanthropic projects in which
they're involved

The panelists are no strangers to Hollywood's
rough waters and the difficulty of learning to
swim. Playwright Susan Nanus discussed the
opposition she faced to get her Holocaust-themed

RACHEL BEEN/Daiu Britn

CMJvia Cohen-Cutler, Vice President of ABC, Inc., facili-

tated a panel of seven Hollywood-related professionals.

plays produced when it was a topic the entertain-
ment industry hadn't yet explored in 1970s.

Hyler mentioned how she had "hit the glass ceil-

ing" in the male-dominated talent management
business.

These persistent Hollywood professionals
never gave up and eventually made it Nanus was
the only woman to write one of 10 in a series of
Showtime TV-movies about the Holocaust,
"Rescuers, Stories of Courage in the Holocaust,"
and Hyler now owns her own successful indepen-
dent talent management company.

The panelists also took the time to offer advice
to all students aspiring to work in show business.

Paula Silver (president of Beyond the Box
Productions and the marketing guru behind the hit
"My Big Fat Greek Wedding") higl>Ughted the
importance of gaining experience in the industry.

"All of us have done everyjunk job," Silver said.

"T^e every opportunity, even those you think are
beneath you. Don't be afi!^d of hard work."

By Nick Rabinowitsh

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
nrabinowltsh@media.ucla.edu

What hz^pens when you take improv experts fi^om UCLA
and elsewhere, put them in baseball jerseys, separate them into
teams, and warn them that if they curse or use obscenities they
will have a paper bag put over their heads?

They get funny.

Case-in-point ComedySportz, an improv show in Hollywood,
bases its format on a sporting event

Not to mention, some of the show's newest talent hails fi-om
UCLA. Myles Nye, a fourth-year UCLA theater student, plays in
shows a few times a month. Andy Goldblatt, a recent graduate
of the UCLA theater department with an emphasis on directing,
also participates. Representing the newest generation of Bruins
is Kim Weisberg, a first-year student
An average college student's first impression of the

ComedySportzShow is probably one of bewilderment After all,

how funny can a show be after a referee introduces it as a "fanv
ily show," with no swearing or sexual references?
As it goes on, though, the show is no less funny than most

improv shows which are known for their tendency toward R-
ratedhimior

"It's really easy to get a roomful of people to laugh just by
being dirty or racist or gross," Nye said. "It takes a littie more
skill to keep tilings rated PG, and better yet, to flirt with being
dirty, but never to cross that line."

Since the perfonners are forbidden fix)m using obscenities,
they must have a finely tuned sense of comedy to constantiy
come up with jokes on point, while being cognizant of over-
stepping the boundaries of PG humor

"It sets us apart fi-om other companies," said Nye. "It's a show
that I can bring my parents to and not be worried about being
in a scene with a 60-foot-long penis."

Despite being a family show, the players still manage to slip
in plenty of adult themes and jokes, albeit in a discreet way that
flies right over children who happen to be at the show.

"It is a family show, but the people who perfonn aren't all

sugary sweet," said Goldblatt
Adding an edge to the show is the competitive atmosphere

that the sports theme creates. After selecting an event (such as
"Blind Line," in which sentences written down fix)m the audi-
ence are randomly thrown into a scene), a team wins points by
performing a better improv sketch than the other team.

This sort of improv competition requires lightning-fast wit,
instant adaptability to unejqjected transitions, and a vision of
where the skit is headed. The players fix)m UCLA, all of whom
are relatively new to the show, e3q)ressed initial anxiety

"Fm still very much starstruck," Nye said. "I am an audience
member who got to cross the footii^ts and join the company
The players who I used to watch and look forward to seeing are
now working alongside me."

The players got their starts in different ways, but all of them
had a strong appreciation for tiie art ofimprov well before joiiv-

ing ComedySportz.
Weisbei^g actually started her high school's ComedySportz

C'omedyS^'ortv

Some of the ComedySportz players include (clockwise from lower
left): James Thomas Bailey, Mark Mohelnitzkv; Gale Brennan
Michael Schoolcraft. Robyn Roth and Frank Maciel.

team (ComedySportz has high school teams, which compete in
their own "league"). Goldblatt grew up in San Jose where
another branch of ComedySportz is located

"I grew up watching it, and when I was 16, 1 decided I wantr
ed to be in the show," she said.

As a theater student, improv has helped to teach Nye the art
of living in the moment and continues to be a welcome chal-
lenge for him.

"The thrill ofimprov is that the conception and execution are
simultaneous," he said. "As soon as you think of something, it is

made manifest on the stage. Ifyou try to describe a good improv
scene, it never comes out soimding fimny. It is always a cir-

cumstance of Vou had to be there.'"

Shews run twice every Friday and Saturday night, at 8 p.m.
and 10:30p.m. Tickets are $15 at the door, but $12for the 10:30
show with a reservation by 9 p.m. For more information, call

(323)871-1193

BRIEFS

Film
"Lilo and Stitch" screens

at the Ackerman Grand
Ballroom for $2 through
Campus Events tonight at 7
and 9:30 p.m.

This Saturday at the James
Bridges Theater you can
expect a litUe slice fi^om above
with screenings of **AU That
Heaven Allows" directed by
Douglas Sirk and "Leave Her
to Heaven" by John Stahl
beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the
James Bridges Theater at $5
for students as part of the "The
Art of Hollywood" series. The
series continues Sunday at 2
p.m. with Joseph von
Sternberg's "The Shan^ai
Gesture" and Cecile B.
Demille's "Cleopatra."

the LA. area for another show
at Hollywood's The Derby
tonight.

Seattle's punk rock quintet
Pretty Girls Make Graves
makes a stop at the
Troubadour Sunday night, as
they continue to promote their

well-received debut LP "Good
Health." The show starts at 8
p.m., and tickets are $8.

Future of electronics depends on color blue

Theater

Music
Built to Spill's Doug

Martsch arrives at the
Knitting Factory tonight for a
concert promoting his solo
outing "Now You Know."

For fans who were unable
to make last night's lyembling
Blue Stars and Aberdeen
shows at the Cooperage, the
two acts are hanging around

As part of the UCLA theater
department's 2002-2003 series,

students can check out
"Cloud Nine" tonight and
"The Marriage of Bette and
Boo" tomorrow night. Both
shows are in the LitUe Theater
at Macgowan Hall and begin at

8 p.m. Tickets are $17 general
admission, $7 for students.

Mr. Show's David Cross
and Bob Odenkirk will be
joined on stage by Janeane
Garafalo, Kids in the Hall,
and IViumph the Insult
Comic Dog for a comedy
extravaganza called "Clash of
the Titans." The one-time
event will be held at the
Wiltem, Sunday at 7 p.m. Go to

www.ticketmaster.com for
ticket information.

Tfie future looks blue. And Tm very
excited about it By simply
changing the color of a laser, the

consumer electronics industry will

finally have the next generation's

answer to VHS.
We are going to

ei\joy a world of

differences.

Confused? Read
on.

Whether the

entertainment

industry wants to

admit it or not,

high-definition

television is defi-

nitely headed our
way, and this

calls for an entire

new set of con-

sumer electronics i

to facilitate this transition. The most
obvious change will be in our televi-

sions, which will need to support i

HDTVs 720 and 1080 resolution for-

mats (current television broadcasts
are in tiie 25(K300 range). ,

But where does this leave DVDs?
The fastest growing consumer elec-

tronics device ever to hit the market
is going to be left in the dust at a
mere 500 lines of resolution. For the
record, the higher the resolution, the
more realistic and smooth the image

Robert

Esposito
nBsposto(§>Twtla,uc>a.edu

will appear.

The reasonable conclusion to this

dilemma is we need to start making
DVDs tiwOi can offer HDTV-level Reso-
lutions ... While we're at it, lei!s make
these DVDs recordable and rewritable
like old-fashioned VHS systems.

But it is not as simple as making
DVD recorders that can record at

higher resolutions. Higher resolution
video requires more space to encode
the same amount of video. This is

analogous to how MP3s encoded at a
higher bit rate sound better but
require a bigger file size.

The solution to this conundrum is

to go blue. Optical disc players read
data stored on CDs and DVDs by
shining a laser at microscopic pits

that have been "burned" into the sur-

face of the disc. As the laser strikes

the series of pits on the bottom of the
disc, the player interprets the nuances
in the laser stream as bits of data.

Suffice it to say that the two main
components that determine a disc's

capacity are the laser and the pits.

DVDs have 4.7 gigabytes of data
capacity compared to the 700-

megabyte capacity of the CD. This
means that DVDs have smaller pits on
their surface and therefore can fit

more information onto the same size

disc. Smaller pits require a laser with
a shorter wavelength to read the pits.

Current DVD players employ an 800
nanometer red laser, but higher
capacity DVD players will make use
of a blup laser whose 405 njn wave-
length can facilitate smaller pits and
the Iai:ger amount erf data necessaiy
to encode HDTV video.

I know all this techno crs^ can be
confusing, so I liken the situation to a
highway. Increased traffic has
required wider roads. But instead of
making wider roads, automakers
make thinner cars and thus allow
more lanes to be crammed onto roads
of the same width.

Currently, there are two competing
formats - Blu-Ray and Advanced
Optical Disc - that will vie for wide-
spread acceptance next year when
the first blue laser DVD recorders hit

the market Blu-Ray DVD has the
backing of nine ma^or electronics

manufacturers, including Sony and
Matsushita (Panasonic), while
Toshiba and NEC are backing
Advanced Optical Disc (AOD) DVD.

Both formats are based on identi-

cal lasers, but Blu-Ray DVD was cre-

ated on a clean slate, taking advan-
tage of as many new manufacturing
processes as possible, while AOD
makes use of traditional DVD specifi-

cations for things like lens aperture
and platter thickness. The result is

that Blu-Ray DVDs wiU be offered in

three capacities; 23.3, 25 and 27 gigar

bytes (depending on the quality and
e3q)ense of materials used), while
AOD DVDs will have a maximum
capacity of only 20 gigabytes. But
remember that 20 gigabytes is still

more than four times the capacity of
today's 4.7 gigabyte DVDs.

The format war is a bit more com-
plicated than just capacity, though.
Blu-Ray was created outside of the
auspices of the national DVD Forum
(kind of like aUnited Nations ofDVD
manufacturers) with the reasoning
that it is a next generation DVD sys-

tem. In addition, Tbshiba, which is

backing the AOD format, is the chair
of the DVD Forum, and argues that its

format is more kind to the existing
DVD infi-astructure and^will allow a
lower price point

The way things are shaping up, it

looks like neither format backer is

going to give in, and the DVD Forum
might dissolve due to conq)anies
backing the "imapproved" Blu-Ray
format At the recent Ceatec
Electronics E^qx) in Jj^an, most of
the blue laser prototypes shown were
Blu-Ray recorders, with only one
AOD prototype offered by Toshiba.
m sit back and eivjoy the competi-

tion. May the best format win.

VLLAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUM
948Bro)rtoo

239-MANN

MANN
Westwood
Harry PMtar and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby DMtai
Fri-Sun(11«)) 3:00 7:00 10:45

I
Fetnme Fatate (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

^-Sun (1:45) 4:30 7 05 9:45

Harry Potter and the Qnmber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri. Sun (101)0)12:15

Sat 12:15

Esposito's column runs on Fridays.

toADVERTISE
call

310.825.2161
wf»>>5S3fef.->-..^ iWia Ill iii:„aipaiBy'iii

iii i:

NATIONAL

1G925Undbrook
208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbrook
208-4575

PLAZA
1067Giendon
208-3097

:TheMo¥le(R)

! THX-DoliyDloM
Frt (12:15) 2-35 4:50 7 20 1000
Sat-Sui (2:35) 4:50 7:20 10:00

I
ISpy(PG-13)

THX - Dol>y DtgNii

-Sun (1:30) 4:20 7:00 9:40

My Big Fat Greek Mtoddirn (PG)

Dotty OtalW
Frl.Sun (12:00) 2:25 5:00 7:40 IftIO

Sat (2:25) 5 00 7:40 10:10

Santa Monica
CRTTEnON 6 Harry Potter and the (Sinnber of Secrets (PG)

1313 3fdSt. THX -Dolby Digital on 3 Scream
Promenade Fri-Sat (9:30 10:30 12:00) 100 2:15 3:30

4:30 6:15 7:00 8:00 10:00 10:30 11:45

Sun (9:30 10:30 12:00) 1:00 2:15 3:30

4:30 6:15 7:00 8:0010:0010:30

The Ring (PG- 13)

THX • Dolby Digital

Fri-Sun (12:45) 4:00 7:30 10:40

LAEMMLE
West Hollywood

i
Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

SUNSET 5 Auto Focus (R)

8000 Sunset Fri-Sun (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00
(at Oescent Heights)

Free Parking Far From Heaven (PG-1 3)

(323) 848-3500 Fri-Sat (11:30) 2:05 4:45 7 25 10:00 12:15

Sun (1 1:30) 2:05 4:45 7:25 10:00

Roger Dodger (R)

Fri-Sun (11:45) 2:10 4:35 7:15 9:50^

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sat (1:1 0)4:05 7 00 9:55 12:1

5

Sun (1:10) 4:05 7 00 9:55

Comedian (R)

Fri-Sun (12:15) 2 30 4:45 7 15 9:45

Homing lO-QOam

FlpSid*

tM Oocc Saturday and Sund^ 10:00 «n

j

A JewWi Oocunwrtaiy Sartes

FarawaHto my country

_ „ Q&Aw«idlreclor.Andrezi|Kra»ioski
iqno ^Mmm»am Salawliy and Sunday 10 00 an

Friday and Saturday Lata Mghl 12 15 am
PlaMura&Wn

Sp*e & Miha's Sicfc & TiMstad FMtval o( Mmalian
I Don't Know Jack

WLA/Beverly Hills

LAEMMLE
Santa Monica

J^E BRIDG AMGL LANDMARK

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

B Crimen Del Padre Amaro (R)

Fri-Sun (1:30) 4:20 7:15 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Fri-Sun (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

Bank Ban (NR)

Fri-Sun (1:45) 4:357:30 10D5

Spirited Aivay (PG)

Fri-Sun (1:00) 4:00 7:00 10:00

t and Docs Saturday and Sunday 11 KX) am
A Jawiah Documanfery Serias

Tiie Struma
Kkio Mamiltanal Saturday & Sunday 1 lam

Himalaya

THE BRIDG^
West Side

Royal

11523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

THX
Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Dolby Digital - Dolby Digital

Fri-Sun (11:45) 2:30 5:15 7:45 10:15

My Big Fat Greek WMdIng (PG)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Fri-Sun (11:20) 2:00 4:40 7:20 10:00

Fnda(R)
Fn-Sun(1:15)4:10 7 00 9 55

The way Home (PG)

Fri (505) 7 15 9:40

Sat-Sun (12:30) 2:45 5:05 7:15 9:40

Shanghai Ghetto (NR)

Fri (5:05) 7 20 9 55
Sat (12:15) 2 35 5:05 7 20 9:55

Sun (12:15) 5:05 7 20 9 55

Ararat (R)

Fri (5:00) 7:30 10:00

Sat-Sun (12 00)230 5:00 7:3010:10

THE Bridge DNEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Drive
The Promenade at Howard Hughes Center Center Drive
On the Howard Hughes l>wtcway oft the 405
1 1 Stato-ol-tha-Art Auditoriums
FuN Stadhan-Style Seating ALL DlQTAL SOUND
PurehaM Tidjets by phone at (310)568-3375
or omma O www.thet)ndgednema.com
Otector-s Hal Hotline (310)569-9295
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE K«TH VMUO i.D
• Dvedor^ HaH - taaturing extra wide uKiMather
seate and premium reaarve seating•
Center Stage LIVE PRE SHOW ENTEHTAWMBIT
" GIANT LARGE FORMAT SCREEN

Cinema 1 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG-1 3)
Special Digital Qnema Presentation

Fri-Sat 10:55 11:20 •11:50 12:20 2:30 2:55 '3 25
3:55 6:05 6:30 '7:00 7:30 10:05 '10:35 1 1 05
Sun 10:55 11:20 •11:50 12:20 2:30 2:55 '3 25

3:55 6:05 6:30 ^7:00 7:30 10:05 •10:35

Cinema 2 Half Past Dead (PG-1 3)
Fri-Sat 11:40 2:05 4:30 5:00 6:55 9:20 10:10 11:45

Sun 1 1 :40 2:05 4:30 5:00 6:55 9:20 10:10

Cinema 3 8 Mile (R)

Fn-Sat 10:30 11:00 •1 1:30 12:45 1:15 1:45 •2:15 330
4:00 4:30 ^5:00 6:20 7:10 7:30 'SOO 915

9:55 10:20^11:00 12:00 12:30
Sun 10:30 11:00 '11:30 12:45 1:15 1:45 ^2:15 3:30

4 00 4 30 •S 00 6:20 7 10 7:30 •8:00 9:15 9:55 10:20

Cinema 4

(Cinemas

Qnema6

Cinema 7

Cinema 8

Cinema 9

QnemalO

Cinema 11

Cinema 12

Cinema 13

Frida(R)

Fri-Sat 11:00 1:45 4:30 '7:1
5
-9:55 12:30

Sunll.-OO 1:45 4:30 7:15 9:55

Femme Fatale (R)

Fri-Sat 1:30 4:30 7:15 9:5512:25
Sun 1:30 4:30 7:15 9:55

The Santa Clause 2 (G)

Fri-Sat 1 1 :1 5 1 :50 4:25 7:00 9:35 1 2:1

Sun 11:15 1:50 4:25 7:00 9:35

Jackass: The Movie (R)

Fri-Sat 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:00 9:15 11:30

Sun 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:00 9:15

I Spy (PG-13)

Fri-Sat 12:10 2:35 5«) 7:25 9:50 12:15

Sun 12:10 2:35 5:00 7:25 9:50

The Ring (PG-13)

Fri-Sat 1:00 3:20 5:40 8:00 9:45 10:20 12:25

Sun 1:00 3:20 5:40 8:00 9:45 10:20

Brown Sugar (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 12:00 2:35 7:30

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Fri-Sat 12:20 2:40 5:20 7:40 10:00 12:20

,
Sun 12:20 2:40 5:20 7:40 10:00

Star Wars: Attack of the Clones (PG)

The IMAX Experience

Fri-Sat 11:30 3:15 7:00 9:30 12:00

Santa Vs. The Snowman 3D - IMAX (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 10:15 2:00 5:45

The Ring (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 1:20 4:40 7:30 10:15

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 1:30 4:30 7:20 9:55

West LA

Beverly Hills

WESTSIDE RAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Beveriy Connectkxi

La Cienega at Beveriy Blvd.

4 hours vaiklated

partOng $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Paid In Full (R)

Fri.Sun 7:15 9:30

Ghost Ship (R)

Fri-Sun 12:40 2:50 5:10 7:30 9:45

8 Mile (R)

Fri-Sat 12:15 1:00 2:30 3:15 4:00 5:30 6:15 7:00

8:30 9:1510:00 11:3012:00am
Sun 12:15 1:00 2:30 3:15 4:00 5 30

6:15 7:00 8:30 9:1510.00

The Transporter (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 12:50 3:00 5:20 7:40 10:15

Tuck Evertasting (PG)

Fri 12:30 2:45 5:00

Sat 12:30 2:45 4:45

LANDMARK
SunJ2:30 2:45 5:00

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Fri-Sun (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:45 7:20 9:40

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Fri-Sun 1:50 9:50

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Fri-Sun (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

The Man from Elysian ReWs (R)

Fri-Sun (11:20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun (1 1 :00) 1 :40 430 7: 1 1 0:00

Santa Monica
5*1^ „ Daughter From Danang
1 1 272 Santa Monica Blvd Fri 5 20 7 30 940
(310) 478-6379 Sat-Sun (1 :00) 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:40

Princess Mononoke
Fri 12«)am

The Rocky Horror PkAjre Show
Sat 12:00am

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Westwodcf

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun (1:30) 4: 15 7:30 10: 15

Far Rom Heaven

Fri-Sun (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

AMC

Westwood

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Fri (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30
Sat-Sun (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilshire Blvd

1 BIk. E. of Westwood
(310) 777-RLM #330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Fri-Sun 1:40 4 40 7:10 9:40

8 Mile (R)

Fri-Sun 1:00 4:00 7:00 10:00

Beverly Hills

PACIFIC

Westwood

CHECCIGORIRNEARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Derrida

Fri-Sun (12:30) 2:45 5:00

7:15 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of Wilshire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Santa Clause2 (PG)

Fri-Sun 12:30 2:40 4;50 7:00 9:10
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How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

Ad Writing Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Une lUrtBs

One Insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 Insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

Ouarterty
5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 1 2.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $1 0.00 Box $1 00.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates sublact to change without notice.

Special FeOures & Issues

mns
Every Wsdiwsday and Friday

310.82S.2221

i

irfel^tf^
Everyday!

310.825.2221

^VILLIIOf DlStl
www.vlllagedlsh.com

FallAinntar & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

tv:-.'^> :v.^- -^.-^v.

i

jm i i

m

im

L

W

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

-i--...»^.;

find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUCE.COM
The ASUCL^ Commun«at»ns board fully supports the Urwersrty of Califoma's pOicy on noncJi«:rtm«iatK)n No medium shall accept advertisements whch present persons of any orioin
race, sex. or sexual ooentationrideme«iing way or to imply that they are lirnrted positions. capaMities. roles, ors^ Nerther the Daify Bru^n nor the ASUCL^ CommiJilcaton
Board has investigated any of the aer/ices advertised or the advertisements represented in this wue. Any person bel«v.ng that an advertaernert in this isaue vWrted the Boards oc^^Ton
nondiscrrnination stated herwn Should commun«ateconiplants in writing to the AaairtantOre^ ^^Tj^
tancewrth housing diacriminationproblefn^c^i the UCLA Housing Ofllce at 010)825-4271 or ca« the VVte^ Classified ads also aDoeeroS^I
athttp://www.dai»yt)ruin.ucla.edu. Placement on-line is oflersd aa a complmentary service for curtomers «xl is not gu«nteed The Daily Bnj»i is reaponaible for the flrit inconert^^
tiononly Minor typographical emors are not ettgibie for refljnds For any refund, the Daily Bn^ CiMslftsd Department rnust be notrfM^J of an amy on the flr»t day of publican

"lil mmmmm 9R Hi
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announcements

1100-260(r^''T

1800
Miscellaneous

LATE NIGHTS? Don't Be A Victim!

www.protectmefirst.com/ucla.htm

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student toans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ftcu.org

-'^ ^^•&s'^i^»4aiartftiWii^*«'&^'-

2200
Research Subjects

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages 18-

59, male/female, are needed for a study by in-

vestigators at the UCLA Brain Mapping Cen-
ter involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Vol-

unteers will t>e paid $25/hr plus parking. Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-206-4456 or

email lsa@ucla.edu, lmolnar@ucla.edu,
koski@loni.ucla.edu.

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or

888-791-9988.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

Pay your tuMion

with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•T»»e Center for Egg Options, LLC

S500
Vehicle for Rent

3SOO
Furniture

Need Transportation
to a Party or
Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire,

call Gina (310)21^
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go '^

Transportation

FOR SALE: 3 futons $50 each. Great condi-

tion! 310-613-6211.

3600
irage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and morel We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

^ 3700
Jlealth Products

^ EGG Donors NEEDED ^
Healthy females ages 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494% M

advertise
in classified display

. . . .206.3060
^,..JL. M

EAST INDIAN
EGG DONOR
NEEDED

$50,000 (compensation). Highly successful,

professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is

attractive and intelligent (SAT score of

1400+) with a good personality. Privacy is

guaranteed. Please contact our agent:

Darlene@perfectmatch.com 800-264-8828

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor

program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

ATTENTION: 99 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie
800-918-8446.

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your
own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders
over $10.

3800
VMiscellaneous

"NO WAR- T-SHIRTS. $15ea.
http://www.PayPal.com & send payment
teachinsi ©yahoo.com or mail Coffee House
Teach-ins (non-profit), 12335 Santa Monica
Blvd, #114, LA, CA, 90025. 310-203-1542.

<http://www.stopUSwars.org >

com
i>eoO'd4d'CLOQ

^300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fitnessgear4less.com/2478253.

4700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we doni want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.

A900
Autos for Sale

1985 CHEVY BLAZER, white, 95K mi. 4wd,
am/fm/cassette, $1,195 obo. 310-446-2734

1986 SUBARU DLXT 73K miles, 5-speed.
Power steering, AM/FM cassette. Runs great!

$950 obo. 310-391-9912 or

dave@igpp.ucla.edu

1988 VW CABRIOLET
Good condition, manual transmission, new
clutch. Gets great gas mileage. $1200/obo.

310-433-1838.

1992 HONDA ACCORD SEDAN ROSE-
WOOD. Excellent condition, maintenance
record. Standard transmission. Original owner.
Only 67k $4200 obo. (310)415-2930.

1994 HONDA ACCORD EX, black.

105,000miles, auto, great condition. $5700.
Nick 818-506-8213

1994 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE Laredo
4WD, 11 OK miles. $6300 OBO. 310-306-6890.

phoussaye@earthlink.net.

1997 NISSAN ALTIMA GXE. auto, air, power,

cruise control, airbags, radio/cass, 63,935
miles. $7200/obo (31 0)376-6891 /eve/wknds

(31 0)794-5391 /days.

1998 FORD ESCORT ZX2. 36K miles. $6200
OBO. 310-306-6890. Email:

phoussaye@earthlink.net.

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid
instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.

Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A2 14. Call today. Start sav-

ing now.

o o o o o o^

m

travel
5600-5720 1-

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

5720
Vacation Packages

FREE 2 NIGHT STAY IN

A 4 STAR HOTEL
By saving 50% on your phone bill. Over 20
major cities -Cancun, Honolulu, Vegas.

Contact Agentms33@aol.com.

^^fSM S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).

Campus office: Ackemian A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org.

/llistate6
MmjYb in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 \A/©st\A/'ooci Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllshilro)

24 Hours g Day Service

.\

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your

skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.mafykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parting violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,

www.deeslegal.com.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & FaU • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OflBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Century aty, California

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courleous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.
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3800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

J3800
Miscelliineous

3800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

You can find just

about anything on

recycler.com. PCs,

Gravity Boots, Track

Lighting, Whatever.

So log on to

recycler.com today.

To place a FREE

ad, log on to

recycler.com and

click "sell if. With

100,000 ads each

week, it's definitely

worth checking out.

^ ^'^*j^4. t

!T IT. GOT IT
P- :„a-Ofe

c>:

RECYCmt
^it it_ :>

6^00
Movers/Storage

JERRY'S MOVING&DELfVERY. The careful

movefs. Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Carx»r Society. Jer-

ry®3 10-391-5667

8700
Professional Services

GUITAR INSTRUuiiUN. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from tfie firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS Ail levels. Enthusiasts
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytso@mac.com.

ikGGOO
Personal Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
persorud statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.

310-826-4445. www.winningpersonstate-
ment.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters

from U-Chk:ago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptwns. Intema-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:
310-475-9585.

WOOO
Tutoring Offered

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math. All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime.
800-90-TUTOR.

|

7100
Tutoring Wanted

JAPANESE TUTOR w/experience working
w/children. Once a week, rates negotiable.

Must have own car. female preferred.
310-394-0863.

MATH/SCIENCE TUTOR + Organizational
help for 9thgrader 7-9PM thru Nov15 4-6PM
MTWT 3days min. Perfect English.
tutor7892002@yahoo.com

QUICKEN FOR MAC
Tutor wanted by retired senior. Please fax re-

sume to 310-202-6184.

Business Opportunities

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

7SOO
Career Opportunities

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprahenaive Disaeitation Assistance

Theaas. Papars. and Parsonal Stalaments
Proposals and Books

kHamattonai Studonts Wslconia. Since 1965
Sharon B«ar. Ph.O.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Leam unique strategies guaranteed to help

you gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math. Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH. Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female prefen'ed. 310-285-9612, 310-990-
8552

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou laiow where to look!

* Dateline

LA'S BEST ^
Dateline 4

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

(310)696
(213)572
(562) 282
(626) 484-
(818)264

7B I -^ c-
> Code 333

It's cNwaysfree to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

and free to send youriiJ

TISTAERT DENTAL
310-394-2661. www.tistaertdental.com. 1333
7th St, Santa Monica. 3rd generation LA den-
tist—established 1918. General & cosmetic
dentistry. Implants, RCT. etc.

7000
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:310-234-0101,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

SAT/MATH TUTOR
Are your kids fed up with math? Help has

come to the rescue! I tutor High School/Jr.

College math, including:Algebra 1 and 2,

Geometry, Pre-Algebra, and SAT1 math.

Flexible hours. Friendly, patient UCLA sen-

ior (Astrophysics major) with seven years

experience tutoring math and three years

teaching experience. $25/hour in conveni-

ent Westwood/Brentwood area location.

Call for more information. Stephanie:

310-993-8064.

Tutoring needed for 4th ans 6th grader. Four
day/week, 3hrs/day. $12/hr. 310-276-3828.

TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Math,
Spanish, Biotogy, or English/any combination.
Please call Don 310-836-9514 or
310-989-2100.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-

munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
eamlngs. Send resume to: hrd@cybemet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1 110.

£im Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduatlonal pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA 310-473-0772.

^^1^^' 7700
I Child Care Wanted

'ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun.

Located in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:

310-889-0119.

7300
Writing Help

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get

170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

rvertise
in class display

CONVERSATION
You used a cell and spoke quickly (November
5th). I couWnl hear your number. Please call

again. "Writing Tutor."

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-

mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering

business world. Taught by experienced

professors. 310-226-2996.

www.accurateenglish .com.

TUTOR/EDITOR
Popular UCLA Professor offers Tutoring and or

Editing for all Literature, writing, and personal

statements. Foreign Students wekx}nr)e. 310-

824-2295. I

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-

387-7796.
|

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help

with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

-^^lOO
Tutoring Wanted

CHEMISTRY TUTOR assist high school 1st

year chemistry student. Santa Monica.

2-4hrs/wk. $15-20/hr DOE. 310-794-7678.

GEOGRAPHY MAJORS: GIS ArcVlew Tutor

wanted. Santa Monica or on campus. Email

Tom at jellymonz@yahoo.com

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. Intematkjnal students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-

572-6500. •

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No nriore Western
Union Fees, Receive a Visa ATM and
Mastercard. Everybody qualifies! 'Call home
1 cent/minute calling cards. *Wln a free laptop

P.C. '*Leam how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. 1-800-303-3351, fax

resume 619-296-4532.

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-
sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sume to: 310-278-4882.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company. Must be detail oriented

and very organized. Flexible hours, $10/hr.

Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

PART-TIME Office assistant position available

In Brentwood. Must have good computer skills.

Please fax resume to Donna Heidt:

310-593-0094.

SCRABBLE
The all new game show is looking for contest-

ants. Call our hotline at 323-969-8890.

SPOKE MODELS WANTED Go to

www.spacebooth.com. Email: bank@space-
booth.com. Telephone 1-800-303-3351. Fax
resume 619-296-4532.

BABYSITTER. Experienced female for 7/mo.

oW needed. Few hrs. Wed. and Thus, even-
ings. $10/hr. 310-264-1 993 or 21 3-487-6690.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call
310-440-6738

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.
Mon&Wed 3-6. Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car.in-

surance.&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
warm/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby In house, stay-at-home mom
needs help w/our sweet 22-m/o.
Light housework/cooking, English speaking.
310-433-1320.

»»-»-»
FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair
for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN LOVING-VIBRANT-Happy mother's
helper needed. Mon-Sat 4pm-9pm. Car/refer-
ences/long term commitment required. High
Pay/Bel Air. 310-889-1840.

MOTHER'S HELPER FOR 2KIDS (10&15).
Mon-Fri, 1-6pm approx. $lO/hr. Looking for re-

sponsible organized person. Must have
car&insurance, references required. Glenridge
area, Bel Air. Call Lakshmi 310-474-8733 or
email ninakumar@aol.com.

MOTHER'S HELPER
WLA/Rancho Park. Monday-Thursday, 2:30
start. Wed until 10PM. 2 preteens, homeworic.
Light chores. $10/hr+gas. Need own car.
310-202-6703.

TOP COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE IN-

VESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Seeks Intern/Agent. PT/FT. Salary/Com-

mission. Fax Resume 310-575-1964.

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Educatk)n
female-student. School pick-up. help
w/homewori< &prepare healthy meals for 7-

year-old giri. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, sonr>e

Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,
310-828-8260.

SEEKING a nurturing child loving baby sitter

for our 20months old giri. Part-Time. Please

call 31 0-828-6051 or 310-828-6054.

Classifieds

825-2221
"'SiiliMei'^aa^f^fiMrfer^ '^a£S^a&i^tMi!SKru=^ki:^si

Display
206-3060



7700
Child Care Wanted

WLA PfT Nanny 20hrsAA<k. M-R attemoon to
earty evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic
creative to watch 2 young g.rls 7&4. 310-351-
1 767.

mm 7800
diHelp Wanted

$10/HR TO ASSIST INDIVIDUAL with comput-
er and telephone calling. Possible bonuses.
Can work from home in evening. P/T. hours
flexible. Call 31 0-476-9059.

, $13/H0UR RETAIL
rl/FT, flexible scheduling, any hours between
5AM-11PM, new shop inside LAX. Need sev-
eral people, fax:949-481-0245. call:949-492-
4149. josie@caterinas.com

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
my Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send. fax. or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K. LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

7800
Help Wanted

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-
dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

P/T CASHIER NEEDED to work weekends.
Saturdays/Sundays. Preferably female w/cus-
tomer service experience. Restaurant on cor-

ner of Westwood/Olympic. 310-446-1174.

P/T COMPUTER CLERICAL. Good w/num-
bers. quick book pro experienced preferred.

Home office in Culver City. $10/hour. 15-20

hours/week, 310-390-1240

PART-TIME
ASSISTANT

$10/hr. + commission. 20/hrs./week. Bilin-

gual (Spanish) Multifaceted worit. includes

Computer/Office skills. Cuba Travel. Great

Opportunity! 213-626-8902.

•* TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate prefen-ed. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

29 people needed, tose weight. eam$$, llmrt-

ed time! 800-335-7851.

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to work in the

UCLAAckerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, bankir^g,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,
vert)ai, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org. or fax to 310-477-2566.

University Credit union. 1 500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, Ca 90025.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr. $200-»-per/show. plus fantastk:

benefits. 323-468-0080. 24-hours.

ATHLETICS: P/T UCLA students to woric in

ofTfce. Pays: $7.39/hr. 10-20 hrs weekly. Must
be friendly and hard working. Apply at J.D.

Morgan Facilities office 310-206-6662.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
taJent ASAP for Natkjnal Commercials^Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.

Great student job. P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd. Brentwood.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es. 1-2we6k dasses. 1 -800-9W.7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mytjartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

catrans. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

BEN & JERRYS ICE CREAM In Westwood
and Century City location seeking F/T and P/T
scooper arxJ shift leader positkjn. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

CASH PAID
for your opinkjnl Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHRISTMAS HELP
INSCRIPTIONS luxury bath and linen. PT po-
srtkjn available. Retail experience necessary
$10/hour. Please call immediately. Pam or
lris:31 0-573-9931. I

Dance instructor Hip-Hip/etc. for small group
of six y/o girls. 1/wk. flexible schedule.
Experience, rx) license needed. Pay nego-
tiable. 310-440-4015.

DRIVER/BABYSITTER/HOMEWORK helper
w/strong math skills preferred. Safe car/excel-
lent driving record. 12hrs/wk guaranteed.
M/T/W 3-6:30 minimum. $10/hr plus gas.
Judith 310-441-1556.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted.
South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

FRONT DESK/DENTAL ASSISTANT
Westwood dental office seeking 2 positions;
PT front desk for Tues&Thurs 9-2; FT EXPE-
RIENCED dental assistant (310)824-2225
(626)616-5609

Grant Writers needed by non-profit Health

Care Organization. P/T,F/T excellent pay, well

rrwtivated. Health , fitness and environment.

310-305-8680, 310-306-2401.

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company.
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would be
also helpful, but not mandatory. Call 310-474-

4521.

MODEL SEARCH
Looking for new faces for TV, film, and musk:
vkjeos. 310-821-3007.

M.D.R. clothing mfg.
CO. seeking energetic,
organized, detailed,
multi-task individual.
Computer skills are
preferred (Mac).
Flexible hours -

20 hrs/wk.
Please fax resume to

(310)273-3884.

Classifieds
825-2

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverty Hills. Mon-Fri. 1-5. Phones, sched-

uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please

call Janice: 213-961-4440.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in leaming
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or

just stop by our office, Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-

thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work expenence&your back-
ground, send to 1 520 Westwood Blvd. #11 , LA
90024.

PT TUTORS $15-20/hour, Psychotogy/Educa-
tion majors preferred, flexible after-school

hours. Located in BH, for more info

email :shoshie2b©yahoo.com

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy salon.

Must t>e able to wori< 10-8. Stacy 310-824-
7666.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx:ation

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs corwierge/guest-service associates
and experienced seaonal-holiday gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-

able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessKDnal-appearance. Flexible hours, Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls, fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11 /hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

STAFF ASSISTANT
MUSIC PUBLICATION

P/T. Helpful exp: Mac and/or PC. Internet/e-

mail, data entry, great phone presence. Small

SM office w/casual dress code and flexible

hours. Resume and cover letter: jobs@ice-
magazine.com.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. /\pply at:1156

26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Leam to woric

with tools, machines, and raw materiaJs. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-

$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applicafions are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

WANTED: 29 p>eople to tose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

p)erience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineveryiife.com.

8000
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For informatk)n ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-

tk)ns.htm

INTERNS FOR GROWING ENTERTAIN-
MENT COMPANY College credit. No experi-

ence necessary. Flexible. Great for your

resume! Contact: Andrew @ 310-288-8105

LITERARY AGENCY- Paid internships. Flexi-

ble hours. Book/screenplay evaluation, gener-

al office. Fun&pleasant environment near

UCLA. Send/fax letter of introduction stating

interest in books/film&leaming agency busi-

ness&availability. Prefer graduate students.

Include resume: Agency 10532 BIythe Ave. LA
90064. Fax:310-559-2639. Tel :310-559-0831.
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$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm, 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stoves fridge. 1 -year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, bateony. gated partying.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

SEEKING GRADUATE
STUDENT

with exceptional writing skills to assist an
individual in writing his memoirs as an inter-

national political consultant for a writer's

credit. A feature film starring several major
actors based on his stories has already

been made and will be distributed worid-

wide next year. For further information

please contact Irene Gazaryants at 310-
473-8335.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace. A/C. Pool, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

2BED, 2 1/2BATH, Large balcony, townhouse
lease. Palms area. $1450. 310-441-9552.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP.
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

i

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Urge one bedroom/full

bathroom, unfumished, walk to grove/tarmers
market. No-pets. Like a home. $1550. 323-
731-5311 5-10pm, 12/01

BRENTWOOD 1+1, awesome location, petok,

r/s, carpet, laundry, partying, $980. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2+1, r/s, very quiet area, laun-

dry, high ceilings, parting, $1350. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dariington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

BRENTWOOD studio, prime area, r/s, walk-in

ckjsets, full kitchen, pari<ing. $725. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

I

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdnn/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

pari<ing, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-

ing granted, laundry room. $1095. 310-230-

1252Adj Brentwood.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061

.

I

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated party-

ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-

3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-

ity building. 310-208-4796.

PALMS I

$1100/month. 2bed/l .5bath. /Appliances, pool,

laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and floor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $995/mo. Stove, A/C,
large ctosets, 2ndfloor. gated-partcing, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus, freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdmT/2bth. $2600. Anne
310-441-3783.

REMODELED GUEST STUDIO Washer/dry-

er, stove/fridge, pool, paid utilities, one-year-

lease, quiet student/professional, no pets. Bel

Air. $895. 310-474-5080.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Partying, Hardwood floors, lots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA 1+1, r/s, close to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA 2+1, close to UCLA, r/s, car-

pet, balcony, laundry, parking. $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA apartment, private room, r/s,

patio, hardwood floors, very cozy, parking,

$388. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdmri furnished apartment $2400-
$2700. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished $4000.
Assigned pari<ing. Walk to 3rd Street Prome-
nade* Pier. 310-399-3472.

i

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. $1555 2 bedroom/2 bath-

room. Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen

and bath. Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered

Parting, 937 7th Street.
j

CATS OK 818-980-5900
SANTA MONICA studk), r/s, near UCLA, pool,

laundry, parking, utilities included,

$675.www.westslderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA, 2+1, r/s, carpet, balcony,

laundry, gated entry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym. large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

ytfESTWOOD
BLAZA

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom.. starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
*IMove4n special

501 Qayley Ave

310-208-8505

8^00
Apartments for Rent

Casablanca West
1 ^drooms from $1095

and up

Bachelors $745

Gitd partdng,c^ rea^, f»4 tHidf;,

smdeck, nper dD$«li. iMf $eeai% DeposI

530 Veteran
208-4394

Diamond Head
Apartments

Sinsle $895 -n., op

2b€droom $ 1 555 .n^ up

1 bedroom $ 1

1

95
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
within walking distance to UCLA, Gated

Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room.
Laundry facilities, AC/Refriserator, Stove.

Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+). 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.

Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA. Available ASAP. LARGE 1B+1B.
$950rent+$950dep. Gated access+parking.
New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.

5-min to 10+405freeways. #12 BlueBus.
Contact 213-446-5772/310-210-7380.

WESTLA
Large 1/bdrm, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, parldng,

laundry. Near Santa Monica+ Bundy. Water,

trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

WESTWOOD 1+1, catok, r/s, gated entry,

walk to UCLA, laundry, parking, $995.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1 , close to UCLA, r/s, carpet,

balcony, laundry, parking, $1250..www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s, carpet, laundry, near
UCLA, quiet and cozy, parking, $1325.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, r/s,

a/c, pool, laundry, garage, $400. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, walk to UCLA,
r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$625.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.

729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD studio, r/s, balcony, carpet,

pool, laundry, parking, utilities included, $700.
3 1 0-395-7368 .www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD STUDIO. 5 minutes walk to

campus, beside dental/medical schools. Full

kitchen, 1 parking, A/C. $1000/mo. 310-208-

2376.

WESTWOOD Sunny, Ibdrm. Luxury building,

close to UCLA. 1 Parking + utilities inci'd. 24hr
guard, pool/jacuzzi/gym/sauna/laundry rooms.
Available 11/15. $1450/mo. Natasha7@earth-
link.net. 310-235-1970.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom, Hardwood floors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, parking available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1lOO/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days:31 0-475-7533, even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

310-824-9691
Unhappy vyith

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 Bedroom
Apartment

GLENROCKAND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

•T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• Roommate Matching Service Available

Got a lieallh-related queslion

Here are some options for anlWers*

If you like e-mail, ask your question at E-nurse on the

Ashe Center website - www. studentheotth

.

ucIq.edu

If you prefer to ask your question by phone, caH the

Triage Advice Nurse at 310 825-4073 ,,#

If you prefer an in- person discussion of your question or

area of interest, come If the first floor of the Ashe Center

and ask to see the Triage Nurse.

ucfa Ashe Center
Nationally Accredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Not bogus
5 Tendon
10 NFL team
14 Ceramic square
15 Hunting knife

16 Beehive state

17 Columnist —
Bombeck

18 Great!

19 Style

20 Connery and
OCasey

22 Arrested

24 Cake layer

27 Bored response
28 Labyrinth monster
32 Tibetan monks
36 Big bird

37 Sgt. Bilko

39 Tangle
40 Quaff with sushi

42 Like a foal

44 Forum wear
45 Model's need
47 Frat letter

49 Guitarist — Wood
50 Marsh grass
51 Kind of factor

53 Hit the bell

56 1920s art form
57 Sunshades
61 Rockies ski resort

65 Part of NYU
66 Guttering adornment
69 Faucet hookup
70 Sort

71 Lethargy
72 Bride in

"Lohengrin"
73 Mouth off

74 Hard metal
75 Low-pitched

DOWN
1 AAA suggestions
2 Patrick's domain
3 — mater

PREVICXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

V 1 T A L

1

A S S E T

1
D E W

A R M A L S E A L 1

T E M P T E L P E N 1 P
E PC T i M A T T E

P P OS ES IpV E N E E R
8 H A F T S H E A D yHhi
C S T

li
C E A N W A G S

A N T E R E S ^H H U R T
R Y A N 1 H E L E N E D 1 E
PI^HE PEE S U R 1 P 1
B A L S A uWm S LEE T [E D
A G A T Em A L L s^H
D 1 N

1

A N 1 M A

1

T A L E S
L L D N N E S E X 1 L E

111 eJs] s]w| 1 sjH D E L L A

1 1 -1 5-02 © 2002 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

4 Shack (hyph.)

5 Dan Rather's

network
6 Common query
7 Ran up a tab

8 Pat-oftheNBA
9 River-mouth

formation
10 Grazing animal
11 Like of

bricks

12 Compelled
13 Lose hair

21 Location

23 Leather-

working tools

25 Countess'
spouse

26 Viking letters

28 Grand Canyon
sights

29 Snapshot
30 Used the

microwave
31 Not pliant

33 Early New
Zealander

34 Ught bulb filler

35 Teen language
38 Urged on
41 Makes a wood-

cut

43 Swimming-pool
loc.

46 Herbal soothers
48 Verdi princess
52 Rushed off

54 Quick letters

55 Brief sparkle
57 Situates

58 Writer - Seton
59 Splits open
60 Well-reasoned
62 Rshing rod

63 Latin I verb
64 Kind of tide

67 Regret
68 Have a cough

1

14

TT

sr

6

iF

3F

40

4r

8 9 11 12 13

rr

iT

46

w

73

54

rr

UCLA

Alumni Network
Do you know what you want to be

when you grow up?

The Alumni Association offers you fUl access

to the Alumni Network, a database with con-

tact information for thousands of successful

UCLA alumni who are ready and willing to

help students with career advice.

Get your foot in the door at

www.UCLAIumni.net/AlumniNetwork-

(310) UCIA-SAA ivwiv.UCUUiinni.iiet/SAA

"SAA is the stiuient chapter ofthe—

UCUVIumni
IA s s o c i a t i o nl

-^ork-^^^iaa^ftfeaa

p Display
06-3060
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8400
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

1

* "
, I .

* -*''',''-,--."-";.*

^Wcfcome Cgruins ^ "friends

The Best Apartments

• Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We
Whether

you need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!
( je

Of the many amenities availble, we offer gyms, swimming
pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios. more.

necessary, we have custom designer fumiture available a

We can offer maid service, refrigerators, and muc
% IN SHORT ANYTHING YOU MAYNEED WE TAN PWOVrnF

Call for a list of our locations at (310)
(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian, Ro
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

e Roberts Companies

oberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

Classifieds
825-
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foot;ball
from page V

Since arrivmg at UCLA, however,
he has hardly seen playing time. He
redshiited in 2001 and, this year, has
made just two tackles.

"Some games IVe played a lot,

some I hardly get in," T^utofi said "If

it makes the team happy, then I'm
happy But I'm striving to get better.
Every practice, I take very seriously"

Defensive line coach Don Johnson
has capitalized on that commitment
by pushing Tautofi to play both out-
side at end and inside at tackle.

What made the transition work
was family, again.

"Football is more like a family
away from my family" Tautofi said
"At first it was never like that I was
more anti-social."

It was not until after last season
when Tautofi worked out with his fel-

low defensive linemen and started
playing basketball with Williams that
he bonded with them.

''(Dave and Mat) Balls have taken
him under their wing," Johnson said
''I don't know if that is a bad thing or
a good thing."

j

They even lost a bet to Tautofi and
Williams for 100 push-i^s on the
Raider-Charger game.

SPORTS FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 15. 2002 • THE DAILY BRUIN 15
"We're both San Diego Charger fans.

Me and him are always shooting it about
the Chargers and ganging up on the Ball
brothers because they are Raider fans,"
Williams said

"It's weird because we all came here,
we feel like there is a small community'
and we all get along. We call each other
'brother,'" Faoa said.

Tautofi has four new siblings now:

Faoa, true freshman defensive lineman
C.J. Niusulu, junior middle linebacker
Dennis Link and true freslunan offensive
lineman Alex Potasi. t

"(Tautofi) plays guitar really well, so
we'll go to his apartment or mine and
sing some of the old Samoan songs and
reminisce on the culture," Faoa said.

After a brief exile, Tautofi is home
again.

W.BASKETBALL
|
Greco offers experience

from page 17

Bruins are looking to improve.
"We're really looking to play up

tempo, but it's hard to both play up
tempo and not foul," Olivier said.

"After this game we'll be able to
see who's more of a starter," she
said.

In addition to Greco, senior
guards Natalie Nakase and Jalina
Bradley brought their experience

to last weekend's game in which
all five freshmen played. Sunday
will be an opportunity for the
Bruins to solidify their starting
lineup and prepare for the start of
their regular season.

Over six million Ameri^nj
CHILDREN HAVE BEEN PUdb
on addictive, mind-
altering psychiatric dru61
Psychiatry in our schools
underlies the american
educational crisis.

• In one 14-year period,

Americans died in psychiaI

HOSPITALS THAN WERE KILlED'
World Wars I and IL the

,

Korean, Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars combined.,.

'€^:. _iL*_LJ>--

,'**

<*»,, -.flt^*

^... s^^^^::^::?; .

-

Learrthe TRUTH. IRsiT THEfxHiBH (Free) Cail Now 800-869-2247. Located in the heart of Houvwooo at Gtizeks
Commission on Human Rights^ Internatwhai, 6616 Sunset Blvo, Los Angels 90028. Waik-ws are wacoME.

J^ 8^00
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ing room, dsl, charm. front&rear
entrance, upper/lower apt W/HARD-
wood floors+patio. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. 520 KELTON. 1bdmV1bth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking. baJcony. laundry. Walking distance to

UCLA. $1200/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 1BDRM. $1100/mo. 705 GAY-
LEY. Walk to campus. Nk» unit Prefer ma-
ture, quiet adult. 310-208-7864.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD: Urge 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool arxj Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $695-
825. Ibdrm $950-$1025 many w/fireplaces,

luxury and more. 2txlnn $1375-1595. many
w/dishwashers. bakx>ny. A/C and more. 3bdnn
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury Must see. Cail for

tree listing ;310-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS
3bdrm/2bth. Large unit 2.5 miles from cam-
pus, half a block fro«i blue-line
bus. $1500/month, one year lease. Call
310-276-3138 Henry.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

84S0
Apartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate & Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utilities.
Available 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell
310-266-9748

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/bateony+front patk). Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $750/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

8600
for Rent

BRENTWOOD. 1bdrm/1bth condo;
Ibdrm/lbth-KJen on Montana. Security buiW-
ing. All amenities. Great tocation. Fireplace.
Parking space. $1500; $1 800. 310-995-5518.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdnn/2bth. w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appWances/ma/tle bath^
rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doonnan. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

WLA Large 1/bdrm, A/C. dishwasher, fire-

place, large ckDset space, secure buiWing.
1.5/'miles from campus. $1100/month. Avail-
able 12/1. 310-560-7632

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEL AIR guest house, dose to UCLA, r/s, w/d
hookups, yard, parking. $1100. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

f
BEVERI^' MiiLs TWO-STORY GUEST-
HOUSE. Includes electricity and water. First

floor-hardwood fkxjrs, second fkx)r-carpet-

ed. Private bath and shower. $1200/mo
310-918-8861.

I

MAR VISTA Bus routes to UCLA. Residential
area. High ceiling, tots of light, utilities includ-
ed. $800/mo. Female, non-smoker prefened
310-915-0629.

SANTA MONICA guest house, laundry, yard,
parking, utilities included, $750. www.westsid-
erentals com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR house, private room, r/s, patio, hard-

wood floors, a/c, w/d. fireplace. pari<ing. $500.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD HOMBLY SFR 4 bedroom. Den,

4.5 bath courtyard house, hardwood floors,

great space 3 car garage North of Wilshire

$3950. Call david 310-271-7064/470-4797.

^^300
Room for Help

FREE RENT in exchange for housekeeping,

private entrance/bath one-btock east of UCLA.

No children, women only. Close to bus.

310-474-4354,7am-7pm. |

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 chiWren in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-

ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

9300
Room for Help

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH EMERITUS Family Free
Room/Board in exchange for help
with home/family/etc. Need CDL/Car.
Organized/Responsible Male preferred
310-472-1944.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD. Wilshire and Bundy. Available
nowl $690/mo. Female for private room in

2bdrm/1bth. Must be neat and friendly. Emma
310-826-4556.

ROOM.BOARD in brentwood apt in exchange
for P/T chiklcare for 5 year-oW. Walk to UCLA
Female, references. 310-562-9863, Kay.

9^00
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private
room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arls-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studtous non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$675+$675-security, 1-bdmi. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc
seeking roomate (professional preferred).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patrice

tel:3 10-826-6654

CULVER CITY. Own room in 2bdrm/1bth apt.

w/garage, nice area. Prefer female, available

Dec.1 $700/mo. 310-702-1267.

SANTA MONICA townhouse, private room, r/s,

laundry, quiet area, periling, $425. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, fumished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

NORTH SANTA MONICA $795Ano. Secure,
quiet, upstairs bedroom, downstairs study.

Large townhouse. Kitchen privileges. Declst.
310-453-8508. 6-8pm. Female grad only.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close

to UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo.
310-828-7768.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD apartment, private room, ca-

tok. r/s, laundry, paridng. utilities included.

$550. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD duplex, r/s. hardwood floors,

laundry, near UCLA, parking. $1850.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

9600
Roonmiates-Shared Room

FEMALE STUDENT TO SHARE Ibdmi/Ilving
room apartment. Gated complex. pari<ing,

near SMCC. $385/mth. Available nowl Call
Heather 310-453-5558.

Large private room/ba. Pari<ing in 2bd apt in

WLA. ctose to UCLA and freeways. Quiet
responsible male/female. $750/mo.
310-699-2555.

I

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD-FEMALE sublet needed winter
and spring, 424 Lanfair. private room, fur-

nished, parking possible. Quiet apt, fun com-
plex. $650/nx)nth. Call 310-824-1585
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Item
10 GALLON AQUARIUM

20 GALLON TERRARIUM

4LAKERT1Xffll

4 LONG DRESSES

Description
w/screen

Price Phone
$15 310-479-4429

_w/proJieati|KLPad and screen $25 310-479-4429
_13decjec31 r2~#1 -4 $73ea 31 0-21 3-1 980
med

ARTPORTFOUO

BEDSIDE TABLE

black hard cover

white wicker

$30 310-829-1568

BOOKSHELVES Ikea 7'x3'

$50

$35

310-479-4831

BREADMAKER MACHINE unused oster d^ignpr^

CD.TUNER-CASS

CHAIR WHITE

new, sealed

$45

$50

310-209-2058

310-209-2058

310-829-1588

tall

CHEST DRAWERS Ikea white 4'x'4'

$150 310-576-7996

$15 310-479-3016

CHESTER DRAWERS

COLOR TV

sm.whlte.3drawers

13''new

$45 310-209-2058

$20 310-313-3583

COMPUTER 100MHZ

COMPUTER DESK

COMPUTER MONITOR

COMPUTER PENT II

COMPUTER

DESKTOP COMPUTER

DRAWER UNIT

$39

Pentium, cdrom etc

polermo wood desk

PC 14"

$50

$100

$45
__Mon, modem, pmtr

win.cdr.monitor. 46b

$100

310-429-9924

310-312-2465

310-923-0680

310-31 2-2465

310-271-4961

ELEC-ADJUST BED

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

FENDI TOTE BAG

mac8.6 new w/scanner

ikea white 3 drawers

Remote head/foot

$100 310-995-8368

310-592-0552

310-209-2058

$600^

FUR COAT VINTAGE

GUCCI PURSE

HALOGEN POLE LAMP

original/red

beaver/small

classk: shoulder

HP SCANNER

IKEA BOOK SHELF

IKEA COFFEE TABL£

IKEA DESK SET

IKEA RECUNER CHAIR

INDIAN JEWELRY

KEYBOARD

LOVESEAT

black with dimmer

high color flatbed

n/a

light maple color

inc drawer unit

$200 310-271-4961

$100 310-47>-3016

$45 310-474-5419

$85 310-474-5419

$59 310-474-5419

$20 310-829-1568

$40 310-479-4429

$50 310-923-0680

$12 310-923-0680

-f- ottoman

old pieces (5)

$80 310-314-1815

$100 310-923-0680

ergonomics

MICROWAVE GOOD
MICROWAVE

Floral print durable

O'Keefe merritt brown

$20ea 310-474-5419

310-429-9924$15

$100

$20
6cuft

310-271-4961

310-829-1568

MOTORCYCLE HELMET

NICK NACK WALL
PC MONITOR

RCA TV

$25
black

310-429-9924

shelves 3 mirrored slats

$50 310-312-2465

$20
17-inch $40
20*

REPAIR MANUAL

REPAIR MANUAL
storm 1990-93 havnes

$100

310-838-4192

310-429-9924

310-312-2465

SUEDE GUESS COAT

toyota tercel 1980

camel sm-med

$8 310-838-4192

$8 310-838-4192

TALLLAMP

TOASTER-t-COFFEE

$50 310-479-4831

white

$14 310-479-3016

TWIN XL BED

use TICKET

MATT, box-spr. frame

student section

$10 310-592-0552

$100 310-422-2852

VISUAL STUDIO.NET

WALL MIRROR

WHITE ART DESK

WOODEN SPOONS

XP WINDOWS

microsoft new
$29 310-422-2852

tall 17"
^9. 310-824-2327

or computer desk

$10 310-592-0552

_2 sets small Aiaroe

microsoft new

$20 310-313-3583

$14 310-838-4192

$87 310-824-2327

To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( )

• ^
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( ) -

• Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( ) -

Ad must be submitted in pereon or by mail. No phone ondere allowed. Deadline is 1 work day prior to issue at 12pm. Bniin Bargains appear everv Wednesday and Friday Umit of 4
free ads per customer per week. We reserw tfie right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the standanis of the Daily Bruin.

The Daily Bruin does not authenticate, endorse, or verify- the quality of the products advertised with the Bmin Bargains. In addition, the Daily Bruin is not reponsible for transactionsm association with the items being sold. The ASL'CU Communications Board hjlly supports the Univereity of California's policv on nondiscriminaUon. The student media reserve the
nght to reject or modify the advertising whose content discriminates on the basis of ancestor^; color, national origin, race, religion, disabilitv, age, sex. or sexual orientation
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SCHEDULE
from page M

Football won't be the only
sport where critical games are
played close to finals. The men's
soccer playoffs won't start until
next weekend, and they contiime
through Dec. 15, the weekend
after finals. The women's soccer
playoffs end the weekend before,
along with the men's water polo
championship.

"Fortunately, we've done well
enough so we get the first three
rounds at home," UCLA women's
soccer head coach Jillian Ellis

said. "It is very di^cult to focus

on soccer and finals before a big
match."

Tlie NCAA didn't return phone
calls inquiring about scheduling
tournaments during finals.

"It would be nice if we could
bring the tournament up a week,"
Ellis said. "To be honest, are
there really 64 outstanding soc-
cer teams? Ifwe could return to a
48-team field, this would be suf-

ficed."

Non-fall sports, like basket-
ball, have problems scheduling
during the season.

The Big Ten Conference rou-
tinely schedules road trips for
teams to play on Wednesday and
Satiu-day, and the Big East plays a
lot of Sunday-Tuesday road trips,

causing students to miss multiple
days of class, as does the Atlantic
Coast Conference.

Some schools from these con-
ferences did not return phone
calls on the matter

The Pac-10 generally sched-
ules road trips for Thursday-
Saturday.

In addition to the above,
Stanford has a policy against
scheduling games during dead
week or finals week.

"Tlie policy is good for the stu-

dents," said Stanford women's
basketball assistant coach Karen
Middleton, who also makes the
team's schedule. "We may only
miss one or two days of class in

the entire fall quarter."

SPORTS

For a Thursday-Saturday road
trip, tlie team would leave on
Wednesday, and miss class on
Thursday. There aren't many
classes on Fridays at Stanford,
meaning they miss only one day
of class.

Stanford also went against the
norm in football, scheduling only
11 games this year instead of 12
or 13, like most of the teams in

the country.

"The university administra-
tion, along with the athletic direc-

tor, determined that an ll-ganie
schedule is sufficient," said Gary
Migdol, assistant athletic director

at Stanford. "Football season is

very time-consuming for our stu-

dent-athletes."

In both men's and women's
basketball, the tournament is

played in March, when schools
on the quarter system, like UCLA
and Stanford, have finals, and
schools on the semester system
have midterms.

"Fortunately for us, professors
are very cooperative," Middleton
said. "They let our players fax in
exams and e-mail assignments."

Still, no matter what schools
do, student-athletes finding time
for their sport and their acade-
mics will always be a problem.

"Every game affects study
habits," said Tyson Clayton, a
third-year offensive guard on the
UCLA football team. "You've got
to learn to get it done."

QUINONEZ
from page tt

UCLA, 92-67).

No. 15: Lamar (they
only lost to Branch West
by four points).

Oh, and to answer
Humperdink - Jose
Hernandez struck out
188 times this year and
should have broken
Bobby Bonds' record of
189 if Jerry Royster did-

n't bench one of his best
hitters for the last week
of the season.

Stats of the week:

• The UCLA men's
water polo team is tied

for sixth in the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation
standings but is ranked
No. 2 in the country.

• Msyor League
Baseball's Western
Divisions accounted for

both World Series teams,
MVP winners, Cy Young
winners and eight of the
nine American League
Gold Glove awards. The
West rules!

ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

• IViuscle tension?

• Increased sweating?

• Any other physical discomfort?

UClA's Jewish Student Webmagazine

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestem research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

i

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-
IWIOV. com

Special

Student & FacultJ' Rate

To/From LAX

PRIME TIME®SHUTTLE
1-(800)599-9990
Offer good within a 1/4 mile radius

of campus

latimes.00
m/coHeg

.
•i«ies.coi«/cottege.
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Immigration
Law Offices of Neil J. Sheff

10850 Wiishire Blvd., Suite 550
Westwood (next to Avco Theatre)

ni8lawofficeecs.com

(310) 446-3844

Hebrew and Spanisti spolcen

Visas, Green cards, & Citizenship
($100 off all Green Cards wWi Bruin I.D.)

Free Consultation

99

•f

THE CINEMATIC EQUIVALENT OF
AMIND-EXPANDINGDRUG!"

- Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

CHALLENGING AND FASCINATING!
- Joe Morgenstern, WALL STREETJOURNAL

ff

DIRECTED BY KIRBY DICK AND AMY ZIERING KOFAAAN
A\'(>/V1 ARK ( K ( HI <,(»KM

CIMC ADfC EXaUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY
riniC /\l\ I3 ''"^""' ^^^' ^2-30' 2:45, 5:00. 7:15, 9:30;

8556 Wjlshire BW.{310) 652-1330 Sat, Mon/Tues: 5:00, 7:15, 9:30; Thurs: 4:00 • Presented in Dolt>y SR
AMPAS Drx ! L.vn '• pi .id: i! ar^n ,i ci'i-'-s! f ?.\} D'^'^O'n^vr'
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FUN, OUTGOING
CONTESTANTS FOR

ANEW
Pi

GADR^
BIG MONEY!

No lx>olc Icnowledge required.
Must be 18 or older

H
H

H

H
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INVISALIGN OR
BRACES

For Adults & Children

FREE INITIAL EXAM
Maurice Firouz, DDS

w"vvTv.brentw^oodbraces.com

CHthodcMitist Spedalizmg in beaudful smiles

• UCLA Graduate 1987

• UCLA Lecturer 1990-93

• Over 4000 Satisfied Patients

Please call Dr. Firouz at (310) 447-5790 and schedule a

complimentary smile consultation.

0% Rmancing and no down paymentplans available.

Delta Dental and most other insurance accepted.

11645 Wiishire Blvd. Suite 1060
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(one block east of Harrington)
(310) 477-5790

Muclio Pood
for a little dinero!

$1.75 Margarita Mondays
All traditional and fruit margarit^ made witli

Jose Cuervo«> Gold Tequila are ^1.75
every Monday until 10pm

Humongo Happy Hour
Tlie best liappy liour in town featuring 1/2 price

cantina appetizejra 75t tJicos, $193 Domestic Drafts
and $3.23 Jose Cuerv'^o® Margaritas

Monday- Friday 4pm-7pm in the cantina

Pronto Luncli Buffet
All-you-can-eat Pronto Lunch Buffet serv^ your

favorite traditional Mexican specialties for Just $6 99
Monday- Friday 11am-2pm

Westwood Village
1109 Oendon Ave.
West Los Angeles
(310)208-3884

E

MEXICAN RESTAURANT Y CANTINA

li
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UCLA kicks off first round v. LMU Weekend to decide team's playoff rank
By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez(a)media. ucla.edu

The No. 3 UCLA women's soccer
team's quest for an NCAA champi-
onship begins tonight at Drake
Stadium when they take on Loyola
Marymount.
UCLA (16-3, 8-1 Pac-10) has

nevfer lost to LMU, beating them all

seven times they have played,
including a 3-2 come-from-behind
victory earUer this year. The Bruins,
as one might expect, refuse to look
past the Lions (10-6-3, 3-3-1 WCC).

"We have to come focused and
ready to play; once you have beaten
a team during the season, you have
to get mentally prepared to beat
them again," UCLA head coach
Jillian Ellis said. "That's going to be
our main focus this weekend, we're
just going to focus on the first
game. Loyola Marymount gave us a
difficult game earher this year. The
emphasis is on us trying to play
well."

I

Though the Bruins finished sec-
ond to top-ranked Stanford in the
regular Pac-10 season, they drew a
No. 7 seed in the 64-team field. For
a team that finished third in two
major national polls and finished
the season with a seven game win-
ning streak, a No. 7 seed was a bit
surprising.

"It was kind of shocking that we
got a number seven seed," senior
Tracey Winzen said. "I'm not disap-
pointed because I think it will be a
tough bracket, but 1 think it will be
awesome to prove that we could go
through that hard bracket and get
to the Final Four."

All that talk is fine, and could
make for something quite reward-
ing, but the pavement is poor on the
Bruins' road to the Final Four.
Looming as a possible pothole is a
quarterfinal matchup against North
Carolina. The No. 2 Tar Heels have
won 16 NCAA titles in the last 21
years. Their most recent title came
in 2000, when they defeated the
Bruins, 2-1, in the NCAA Finals.

"Our strategy right now is to play
one game at a time. Obviously
we're aware that we could poten-
tially meet UNC in the quarterfinals
and if that comes, then we'll accept
that challenge, but we won't get
there if we don't beat LMU Friday,"
freshman midfielder Jill Oakes
said.

I

Should the Bruins defeat the
Lions, they will then face the win-
ner of the USC-University of San
Diego match.
A tough bracket, the pressure of

a single elimination tournament,
and even a possible second round
matchup with a cross-town rival,

has EUis believing that the.best is

yet to come from her young team.
"In a sense I feel like this team

responds better to the big games.
The better the competition we play,
the more pressure, the better we
play,** Ellis said. "So 1 think they
understand what's at stake. We
obviously looked down the line at
our bracket, but our goal is to get
past the first two rounds."

Bruins look to improve court presence

DAiur Britn FJle Photo

Senior Natalie Nakase \M\\ try to lead the Bruins to their first
wm ofthe^eason Sunday against ttre Wfest Coast All-Sfars.

By Elizabeth Newman
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
enewman@media.ucla.edu

With one game under its

belt, the UCLA women's bas-
ketball team is ready to host
their last exhibition game
this weekend against the
West Coast All-Stars.

Last weekend's exhibition
game against Love and
Basketball resulted in a 77-74

Bruin loss but also displayed
both the fi-esh and returning
Bruin talent that will hope-
fully translate into an
improvement over last year's

4^14 Pac-10 record
"Tlus weekend we are

really looking to press more
and to rebound better," head
coach Kathy Olivier said.

"We also need to keep our
opponents off the fi-ee-throw

line. We put (Love and
Basketball) on the line 33
times and we can't to that
this weekend," she said

What the Bruins can do is

shoot Senior guard and Pac-
10 scoring champion
Michelle Greco is back on
the court after redshirting

fast'Jear cRie tg a hlstoiy of
mild concussions and led the

Bruins in scoring last week-
end with 12 points albeit on
3-of-22 shooting.

"Fm feeling great," Greco
said. "It feels so good to be
back and playing."

Freshmen Nikki Blue,
Julia Pitts and Lisa Willis all

added 1 1 points apiece to the
Bruin scoreboard last week-
end, and after any first-game

jitters, fans can expect to see
their court presence improve
even more.

Tlie All-Stars, whose ros-

ter includes Los Angeles
Sparks player Nicky
McCrinunon, have already
lost against UC Santa
Barbara (95-81), University
of Nevada, Las Vegas (80-71)

and Nebraska (97-63) this

season. UCLA defeated the
All-Stars in exhibition play
last year, 96^.

"We're still going to be tiy-

ing different combinations
this weekend," Olivier said

Looking to their first regu-
lar season tournament, the
Waikiki Beach Mariott
Resort Classic, hosted by the
University of Hawaii, Olivier

said there are in which the

W.BA8KET|Mi
I Page 15

By Adam Titcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
atltcher@media.ucla.edu

The University of Pacific is noth-
ing more than a school in Stockton.
Nonetheless, the No. 5 UCLA men's
water polo team goes north
Saturday in need of a victory in

order to flush out its postseason
fortune.

The No. 7 Tigers are 10-11 over-
all - subpar for water polo. The
team isn't all that impressive, but
this matchup is imperative.

"We're just trying to get on the
right page," senior defenseman
Dan Yielding said. "We're never
thinking about a loss, but a win,
and one this weekend."
The Bruins (11-7, 3-4 Mountain

Pacific Sports Federation) look for-

ward to the MPSF tournament in

the next couple weeks. And this,

their last conference match, deter-

mines where the Bruins place.

If UCLA wins, it will be seeded
either fifth or sixth, and play USC
or Cal in the first round. If the team
loses, it will be seeded seventh and
will definitely play No. 1 Stanford.

Regardless of this weekend, the
Bruins' destiny is not so pleasant.

"Pick your poison," UCLA head
coach Adam Krikorian said of the
tournament possibilities.

But, he was more optimistic
about this weekend's game. "We're
upset with last week's play and that

NICOLE miller/Daily Bruin Staff
Third-year driver Albert Garcia against Long Beach State, earlier this season.

may have been our wake up call,"

he said.

The Bruins are banking on a win
because they have had better luck
with the Trojans and the Bears in
the past. They would Uke to avoid
playing the Cardinal, against whom
they are 0-6 the last two years.

"This tournament is our ultimate
fate," junior driver Albert Garcia
said. "We're just coming out here
looking for wins."

The Bruins beat Pacific earher in

the season 9-8, and have a 21-3
record against the Tigers, Ufetime.

Nonetheless, Pacific also has a 3-

4 conference record, making this a
competitive matchup on psqper.

"Stockton is a very difficult envi-
ronment," Krikorian said. "There's
definitely no momentum for us."

The Bruins have seen their share
of upsets, including four this sea-
son. The team would like to avoid a
fifth and final one, especially when
it matters most.

Huge Commissions + Lifetime Residuai Income

Full Time / Part Time
Training i*rovided

No Experience Necessary

(310) 472-8960
finals coming up, there's never been
i mm ^ I

With

a better time for a DVD study break.
Research shows that university students who come in to Circuit City

to sample our great selection of DVDs, are in fact 99.99%* more likely

to perform better on tests after they watch a movie and relax.

off all action,

thriller and
comedy DVDs

**

$2999
tNifore savings

Mr. Deeds
(WIdescreen

& Full Frame) $^999
More savings

National

Lampoon's
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Disc Set)
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The Fellowship Of The Ring™
Special Extended Edition

(4 Disc Set)

W99
Spider-Man:

The Movie
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With you

*Percentages arrived at from our memories of

what it was like to be in college and have no
scientific basis beyond the gut feeling of what
could have been if we had only known.

-Otfer and prica are vaUd tl/15/02 dmiNih 1 1/21/02 on m-itm purdnKj only made
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W.Volleyball v. USC
W.Soccer v. LMU
Hockey v. Long Beach

M.Polo V. Pacific

X-Country @ West Reg.

PREVIEW
Pauley Pav. Friday

Drake Stad. Friday

Long Beach Friday

Stockton, CA Saturday

Palo Alto, CA Saturday
M.Volleyball @ Concordia Bronx. NY Saturday
W.Hoops V. LA All-Stars Pauley Pav. Sunday

7 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

9 p.m.

12 p.m.

All Day

10 a.m.

2 p.m.
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Men's soccer game ends in tie

tuwAKu Lin /Daily Brt in Senior Staff

UCLA's Adolfo Gregorio, who scored the lone Bruin goal in a
1-1 tie against the Dons, battles a USF player for the ball.

By Gilbert Quiflonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

The glass was half-empty for the

Bruins. Last iiight, the No. 6 l^CLA mens
soccer team played 110 minutes against

the l^niversity of San Francisco and
couldn't determine a winner, as the game
ended in a 1-1 stalemate.

This is definitely a team we shouldVe
beaten," junior midfielder Adolfo
Gregorio said. "We couldn't finish."

The Bruins (12-a^, 7-2 Pac-10) outshot
the Dons (10-8-1, 3-2 West Coast
Conference) 22-13 but didn't dominate the
entire game.

With two minutes left in tlie first half,

USF had outshot l^CLA 7-3 and had a 1-0

lead.

"Our first half was awful," Bruin head
coach Tom Fitzgerald said. "It wasn't a
great performance by us."

The Dons' goal came in tlie first halfs
19th minute when freshman Luke Holmes
lobbed a pass to freshman Cameron
Kolovos, who kicked it into the goal.

Still, UCLA carried some momentimi
witii Uiem into the second half witli two
late shots on goal.

Only three minutes into the second
half, Gregorio kicked tlie ball into the net
on a pass from senior Jinuny Frazelle.
Jimior Matt Taylor also got credit for an
assist.

"It was a good combination," Gregorio
said. "1 played the pass tlirough, and 1 had
an open shot."

From Uiat point on, tlie Bruins outshot
the Dons 13-5 but still couldn't muster a
goal.

The best chance may have come when
forward Tim Pierce passed it to Cliff

McKinley, who had an open goal.
McKinley's shot missed wide.

"We just didn't finish our chances,"
McKinley said. "We didn't come prepared •

at all.

There was controversy over
McKinley's opportunity because USF
head coach Erik Visser thought the UCLA
forward was offsides. He argued vehe-
mently with tlie Une judge and was ulti-

niately given a yellow card.

Tlie Bruins nearly won the game at the
end of regulation when a shot by Pierce
went off of the goalie. After the resulting
comer kick and a pass from McKinley,
Aaron Lopez had a shot flyjust wide of the
net.

"It's tough to score a goal in soccer,"
McKinley said. "For whatever reason, we
didn't score on a lot of opportimities we
usually make."

The Bruins took seven more shots in

overtime, including a Matt Taylor break-
away attempt that the goalkeeper
stopped.

USF managed just two shots in the
overtime period but also could not find
the back of the net.

"Fortunately, we didn't lose," Fitzgerald
said. "Unfortunately, we didn't win."

UCLA's next match will be on Sunday at
Fresno State. U the Bruins win and Cal
(13^2, 6-1-1 Pac-10) either ties or loses
one of its last two games against Oregon
State and Washington, UCLA will win the
Pac-10. ff the Bruins tie against the
Bulldogs, Cal would need to lose a game
for the Bruins to capture the Pac-10 title.

Junior defensive lineman David Tautofi finds a distant cousin in fellow defensive lineman Asi Faoa and a system of support within the UCLA football team.

("ATHKRINE JAYIN JUN/Daily BRt'iN Senior Staff

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@media.ucla.edu

Rusty Williams likes to ask fellow defensive
lineman David T^autofi about his Samoan cul-

ture and his family in Hawaii.
"It seems like they are related to every-

body," Williams said
That is not ignorance, but experience

speaking.

"Samoan families are all related," junior
defensive lineman Asi Faoa said. He discov-
ered that he and Tautofi, also a junior, are dis-

tant cousins after visiting T^utofi's church and
discovering that Faoa's aunt is married to

Tautofi's uncle.

"Seriously, well find one way or another if

you trace back the family line. Because our
parents' generation came from Samoa **

According to ESPN.com, there are over 200
Samoan players in Division I football. There
are 28 Sanioans on NFL rosters this season, 21
of whom play on the offensive or defensive
line. Of course, the most famous of these play-

ers is Junior Seau, the San Diego Chargers'
All-Pro linebacker

He is Tautofi's first-cousin.

If it seems that he has family everywhere,
he realized when he arrived at the University
of Missouri out of Kamaiki High School in

Hawaii, this was not the case in Missouri.

I

"I stressed out," Tautofi said. "It was just
too far for me. Being away fi-om my family
was totally different."

The effects of being separated fi-om fanuly
comes as no surprise, as David is one of eight
children of Faufau and Siamalu Tautofi.
Although Tautofi didn't grow up on the tiny
island of American Samoa with a population
of roughly 65,000 people, he Ls part of the dias-
pora of approximately 500,000 Samoans in the
world. He spent 1 1 years in Colorado while his
father was in the military but had never been
far from his ciUtiu-e because of his family

There was no fire dancing in Missouri.
Tautofi learned to fire dance fi-om his uncle
who now perfomis with Cirque du SoleU in

I

•;:-74

Las Vegas.

"I like it because it is my culture. It keeps
me close to my roots," Tautofi said. "And I like

it because it is fun."

After a miserable year in the Midwest, he
transferred to Fresno Community College.

Despite having relatives on the West Coast,

the transition to UCLA had the potential to be
difficult. Tautofi starred at Fresno Community
College as a defensive end, earning Prep Star

Junior College All-America honors, tallying 53

tackles, eight sacks and 17 tackles for loss. He
forced seven fumbles and broke up four pass-

es, as well.

FOOTBALL
I
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Big games coincide
,

Bmins look to bounce back against USC

with finals week '

RIVALRY INVIGORATES NO. 19 UCLA TEAM
STRUGGLING TO REACH POSTSEASON

By Gilbert QuiHonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

For most students, dead week
is a time to feverishly study for

finals. For the UCLA football

team, dead week means prepar-
ing for a big game against
Washington State, a game that

may have Rose Bowl imphca-
tions.

"I'm sure it will be tough to

focus on finals with the game that

week," wide receiver Garrett
Lepisto said. "But we'll get a lot of
help from tutors for finals that

week."

When the football schedule
was originally made, the
Washington State-UCLA game
was originally going to be played
this Saturday.

However, that game was
switched to Dec. 7 over the sum-
mer.

The game was nioved for a
variety of reasons," UCLA sports

$

information director Marc Dellins

said.

"The national exposure will

give a lot to the program, being
the only game on ABC at that

time slot. This creates a bye week
before the USC and the
Washington State game. And
there are some financial ramifica-

tions when you're guaranteed a
national audience," he said.

According to Dellins, the
school will get twice as much
money as they would for a nor-

mal regional game, wliich comes
out to several hundred thousand
dollars.

The vast m^yority of the games
played on Dec. 7 will be televised

nationally, including Miami-
Virginia Tech, the Big XU title

game, the Southeastern
Conference title game and the tra-

ditional Army-Navy game.
Finals start shortly after tlie

game at all of these .schools.

SCHEDULE
I
Pago i()

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl(a)media. ucla.edu

After a tough loss in the first

game to Pepperdine on Tuesday,
the UCLA women's volleyball
team looked flatter than warm
Coke.

In tonight's matchup against
LISC, however, there's little

chance of that happening again.

"After that first game (against

Pepperdine), it really took the air

out of our balloon," head coach
Andy Banachowski said. "But,
unless you're dead, you gel up to

play USC."
Whenever the Bruins and the

Trojans face off - in any sport -

the games are always intense.!

Whether or not this is a tnie rival-'

ry match, however, is debatable.
This is not a typical matchup of

conference powerhouses. Rather,
the game features the No. 2

Trojans (21-1, 14-1 Pac-lO) play-

ing against a struggling No. 19

Bruin (15-11, 8-7) team. UCLA has
won two games and lost 24
against opponents ranked in the
top 10.

Still, there is no doubt about
how nmch the Bruins want to win
this game.

"Everyone is going to play their
hearts out," sophomore Brynn
Murphy said. "1 think having
home-court advantage is a big
advantage."

In the previous meeting
between these two teams at LISC,

l^CLA was able to hang close until
tlie scores reached the 20-point
mark. USC dominated the late

stages of the match, however, and
won all three games comfortably.
The home-court advantage

goes to the Bruins this time
around, and playing in Pauley
PaviliiHi nuiy have a decided
impact on the outcome.

"It's fun to play at home. I think
that could be a big advantage for
us," said sophomore libero
(hrissie Zailnum. the team leader

in digs.

Indeed, the team is cautiously

optimistic about its chances in

tonight's match.
"We're better than we were

before," Banachowski said.

"We're making progress, and if

everyone brings their A' game, we
can win."

Indeed, a victory over the

Trojans would almost certainly

secure a postseason berth for

UCLA. Another loss, on the other

hand, pushes the Bruins ever

closer to a precarious position.

"It'd be great for our confi-

dence," Murphy said. "With
Arizona and Arizona State coming
in afterwards, this could put us in

a great position for NCAAs."
This match clearly means much

more to UCLA than to USC. The
Trojans are a team with national

title dreams, whereas the Bruins
are fighting just to make the post-

season.

A victory would essentially sal-

vage an otherwise mediocre sea-

son.

"It's a tremendous thought, to

beat them. It would definitely be
great for the postseason,"
Banachowski said.

www.daHybruin .ucla.edu

Web message
[

- - /

board poster

achieves own

milestone

Last week, a record that is far

more impressive than Cal
Ripken's 2,632 consecutive game

streak or Brett Favre's 166 straight

starts was surpassed: Internet message
board geek
DERF18 made his

10,000th post.

"What was the

name of that

baseball player

who set the

league record for

strikeouts in sea-

son?" fellow

Gilbert

Quiiionez
gquinonez@medauda.edu

nerd

Humperdink
posted. "That's

kind of like Derf,

just keeps on
swinging and
swinging until

the law of averages kicks in and he
knocks a few out of the park."

Confused?
DerflS and Humperdink are inter-

net message board posters on BRO,
bruinreportonline.com, a site that
focuses solely on UCLA sports. The
site contains message boards about
UCLA football, basketball and other
Bruin sports.

"Internet message boards are
addictive," an anonymous BRO
poster said.

That has to be the understatement
of the day DerQS has 420 posts in
the last ten days, or 42 per day, or
1.75 per hour over a 24-hour period.
Assuming he sleeps six hours a day,
that's 2.3 posts per hour - every
hour.

According to the same anony-
mous source, DERF18 didn't post on
weekends for the first six months of
his internet existence, making his

number of posts even more impres-
sive (in a sad way, of course).

Two words come to mind when
thinking about DERF18 - lovable
loser. He's lovable only because of
his extreme, unmatched passion for

the Bruins. He's a loser for obvious
reasons.

DERF18 isn't the only lovable

loser on BRO. There are many other

active posters.

"Derf to me is an inspiration," lit-

bitd, another BRO poster, wrote.

After Wednesday's loss to Branch
West, the BRO posters went crazy

(As they probably should have.

Branch West?!? Aren't they a law
firm or something? And by 25?).

"T minus 121 days and then hasta
la vista baby!" poster Rob75 said

about UCLA head coach Steve Lavin.

Several other posters compared
UCLA to last year's 8-20 North
Carolina squad.

This leads me to my personal col-

lege basketball rankings fi*om No. 11

to No. 15. Remember, the Bruins
were No. 12 before their loss to

Branch West.

No. 11: Mississippi State (they

beat Branch West).

No. 12: San Diego State (they beat
Branch West, 83-72). ;

No. 13: Miami of Ohio (they beat
Branch West, 91-76).

No. 14: Branch West (they beat

QUIRONEZ
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•JONATHAN VOrN(;/|)Aii.i nni in >KM(iK Mafk
Senior outside hitter Lauren Fendrick leads the
Bruins into tonight's crucial matchup with USC.
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Each street in the Village is allowed a certain number of fast food restaurants. Some
streets are already over their designated capacity.

Fast food

establishments

Full service

restaurants

Groups oppose

more eateries
ORGANIZATIONS APPEAL NEW LEGISLATION Ih

EFFORT TO KEEP VILLAGE'S UNIQUE MAKEUP

Retail snack

and beverage
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RAYMOND GONZALES / Daily Bruin

By Betsy Popken
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpopken@media.ucla.edu

''Would you like fries with that?"

may become Westwood's new
motto if certain legislation isn't

overturned.

Nearly every restaurant, fast

food establishment and homeown-
ers' association in Westwood has
joined forces to appeal new legisla-

tion that would allow an influx of
fast food restaurants into the
Village.

Bob Sutton, deputy director of
the Los Angeles City Planning
Department, created the Westwood
Village Restaurant Interpretation in

order to clarify the definitions of

full-service restaurants and fast

food establishments and to intro-

duced a new category, Retail Snack
and Beverage, to the Village.

Sutton could not be reached for
comment by press time.

This legislation has instead
opened the door for more fast food
restaurants to move into
Westwood - a neighborhood which
many residents and business own-
ers beUeve is akeady too saturated
with eateries.

Sutton's interpretation was an
amendment to the 1989 Westwood
Village Specific Plan, originally

written to create a delicate blend of
dining and shopping in the Village.

FASTFOOD
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Ceremony marks opening of new Hillel Center

JEWISH COMMUNITY HOPES
BUILDING WILL BECOME

PLACE FOR ALL STUDENTS

By Charles Proctor

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cproctor@media.ucla.edu

With the rich call of a ceremonial ram's horn,
Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller proclaimed the new
Yitzhak Rabin Hillel Center at UCLA open for
business.

j

**! hope that I can say that this building is a
gateway," Seidler-Feller said before a gathering of
500 students and members of the community on
Sunday afternoon. "You enter this building to
learn. You leave this building with love. Let's hope
that the learning induces love.**

The ceremony marked the culmination of 1 1/2
years of construction and 6 1/2 years of planning.
The new three-story structure is located on the
comer of Hilgard and Strathmore Avenues and is

characterized by its distinct Middle Eastern archi-
tecture and white stone facade.
The event was hosted by UCLA Hillel and

boasted many prominent guest speakers such as
Professor Dan Neuman, the executive vice chan-
cellor of UCLA, Congressman Henry Waxman,
and Yuval Rotem, the consul general of Israel.

The building cost $6 miUion and was complete-
ly funded by donors, including Steven Spielberg
and the late Lew Wasserman.

Although the ceremony was attended almost
entirely by members from the Jewish community,
much emphasis was placed on the fact that the
building is a place for all students.

"It's going to be a hub," predicted Avishai
Shraga, a fourth-year computer sciences student
and the vice president of Bruins for Israel. "It's

going to be a campus building that happens to be
Jewish."

"We're all about pluralism," affirmed Matthew
Knee, a second-year political science student and
the media chair for BFI. Knee said that the attrac-

tiveness of the building will hopefully draw stu-

dents of all races, religions and backgrounds.
The ceremony began with a procession from

the old Hillel headquarters on the first floor of the
University Religious Conference Center on
Hilgard Avenue to the new center. Preceded by
musicians and bearing the ceremonial Torah
beneath a chupah, or canopy, the revelers sang
Jewish songs of celebration.

NILLEL
I
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JONATHAN YOUNG/Dailt Bhuin Senior Staff

Gov. Gray Davis speaks after his election win on Nov. 5. His budget plan this
January could determine the extent of possible student fee increases at the UC.

UC to undergo cut

in state funding
BUDGET DEFICITS COULD AFFECT STUDENT
PROGRAMS, CAUSE INCREASE IN TUITION

NICOLE miller/Daily Bruin Staff

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller. director of the Yitzhak Rabin Hillel Center for Jewish Life at UCLA, sings while
carrying a Torah under a chuppah as Jews march from the old Hillel building to the newly completed one
across from the Faculty Center.

By Leila Kamgar
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
lkamgar@media.ucla.edu

The UC system faces budget
cuts in light of a projected $21 bil-

lion state budget deficit through
the 2003-2004 fiscal year, according
to nonpartisan legislative financial
analyst Elizabeth Hill.

The report, issued by the
Legislative Analyst Office, esti-

mates that the state remains
strapped with a $6.1 billion deficit

that must be balanced before the
fiscal year ends on July 1.

It also forecasts state budget
deficits
between $12
and $16 billion

for the next five

years.

Hill attribut-

es deficit pre-

dictions to

insufficient rev-

enue, a product
of the stagger-

ing state econo-
my.

Among the organizations facing

cuts is the University of California

system. The budget crisis "could
affect a number of higher educar
tion activities," Hill said.

Last year's budget woes led the
state to reduce UC funding by 10
percent while increasing out-of-

state tuition.

Currently, higher education
accounts for 11 percent of the
state's general fund spending.

Cuts to the UC system could
include reductions in state funding
of research grants, cuts in funding
for student services, and raises in

resident tuition, said Steve Olson,
UCLA's vice chancellor of budget
and finance.

While in-state undergraduate
tuition hasn't increased for eight
years, "It is becoming increasingly
difficult to keep tuition low," Olson
said.

There are plans for at least a 6.5

percent increase in tuition, which
is currentiy $3,429 for resident
undergraduates, Olson said.

Increases may be even lai:ger,

however, depending on Gov. Gray
Davis' budget plan, slated to be
unveiled Jan. 10.

In a recent press conference,
Chancellor Albert Camesale said,

The governor and legislature have
worked veiy hard to protect the
UC's and minimize cuts" and pre-
dicted continued protection of the
UC.

Still, he said he is not ruling out
the possibility of student fee hikes
and staff layoffs.

"I don't think any of those things
can literally be taken off the table,"

he said.

The state is looking at ways to
make the UC system more self-suf-

ficient; right now, 26 percent of
funding for the UCs comes directly

fix>m taxpay-

said
"This year more direct and
genuine reductions will need
to be made in speftdmg."

John CampbeH
Budget committee vice

chair in the state legislature

ers,John
Campbell, R-
Irvine, and
vice chair of
the budget
conunitteein
the state leg-

islature.

There's a
fundamental

imbalance because state revenue
and growth aren't keeping up with
rising e3q)enditures mandated by
the state," Campbell said.

While Gov. Gray Davis grappled
with a similarly dismal budget
deficit last year, both Hill and
Campbell say that the types of
measures taken to balance the
budget this year will be more diffi-

cult

last year, Davis borrowed a lot

of money - that can't be repeated
to the same extent this year ... this

year more direct and genuine
reductions will need to be made in

q?ending," Campbell said
Of nw^jor concern to the UC sys-

tem isjust how soon projected cuts
will go into effect Olson expects a
mixture of cuts, with some taking
effect as soon as January and oth-
ers deferred until July 1.

Hill e3q)ects Davis to urge the
legislature to take inunediate
action, however, because of the
$6.1 billion deficit for this fiscal

year alone.

The UC Regents set a financial

agenda at their Nov. 13 and 14
meetings for the governor to con-
sult before his final January budget
decision.

Ali speaks on Independent Movement Counselors prescribe answers for dUemmas
By Chariotte Hsu

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
chsu@media.ucla.edu

Touring professor Omar Ali
spoke to students at FYanz Hall
Thursday night about reforming
the current political system to
include the voices of ordinary citi-

zens and about the importance of
participating in politics.

Two students attended and were
given a chance to meet and speak
personally with Ali.

Aii is a member of the
Independent Movement and is cur-

rentiy the director of research for

the Committee for a Unified
Independent Party. His visit to
UCLA was part of a nationwide
tour which began in September and
will end in early December.

Jenny Lam, general representa-
tive for the Undergraduate
Students Association Council,

invited Ali to speak because she
wanted to bring a new perspective

to campus.
"I think that oftentimes we

always hear about RepubUcans and
Democrats. To bring something
new to campus ... is a good experi-

ence for students," Lam said.

All's speech focused on the
Independent Movement, a move-
ment which he says is geared
toward reforming the poUtical sys-

tem of the United States to give

ordinary people a real voice in the
nation's decisionmaking.

"PoUtical process is the most
important thing to focus on. It

doesn't matter how many great
ideas you might have if people
aren't represented," Ah said.

Ah said the partisan pohtics that
have emerged in the United States
leave Uttle room for people to be
independent of the Repubhcan and
Democratic parties and have a say

in the pohtical system.
"We have the second loweit

voter turnout in the Western
Democracies," Ah said. "The issue
is people don't feel that there's a
way to meaningfully impact the
pohtical process and decision-mak-
ing."

To correct what he perceived to
be the problems with the United
States' democracy. Ah suggested
giving people more choices and
more opportunities to have a voice
in government.

|

One suggestion Ah presented
was a measure to allow voters to
register on election day - the idea
behind Proposition 52, which was
rejected on Nov. 5 by California

voters.

Speaking of the possibihty of
war with Iraq, Ah said, "I'm insult-

ed that the congressmen and con-

ALI
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ROOMMATE DOCTORS HELP STUDENTS
COPE WITH DIFFICULT LIVING SITUATIONS

THE DOCTOR'S IN

Students primarily go to see the

roommate doctor to sort out the following

issues:

Weather High: 70 V^
Low: 54 6-^_ ^ pi

Contact

Sharffah Williams

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
s Willi am s(i)media. ucla.edu

When your roonunates are loud
and don't give you space, when they
borrow your stuff without asking,

and you can't communicate, who are
you going to call? The roonunate doc-
tors.

Most students have not heard of
the roommate doctors, even those
who have been to The Center for

Women and Men - where the doctors
are located.

The doctors were created by The
Center because the staff recognized
many of the students coming in for

counseling needed advice that
focused on roonunate issues.

"For a lot of students, Uving away
from home ... is an a4iustment," said

Tina Oakland, director of The Center
for Women and Men and one of sev-

eral roommate doctors.

On a typical day, patients will

either come to The Center for assis-

tance by appointment or drop in

without an appointment
Oakland, who has been involved

with The Center for 30 years,

describes the problems she helps stu-

dents with daily as being complex
and unique to each individual.

Over 400 students were aided by
the doctors last year, and Oakland
said she expects an even larger
amount this year.

ROOMMATE | Page 6

1. Bill payment

responsibilities

2. Borrowing

roommate's property fl^s
3. Being able to say "o^^^-irs.

4. Sharing clean-up duties ^y^

5. Homesickness

SOURCE: TlmOaUaiid,DirtetirarT1nCMtarlkrlloMA
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STAYIN6 THE COURSE
USAC members set certain goals when running for offjce: here's how they're keeping up with them.

Crisette Leyco

Student Welfare

Commissioner

Continue ofTtae's routine

projects; expand current

programming

Working on increasing

tUTTXxjt to events; looking to

increase programming

t)eyond health-related

projects

Commissions plan for influx of funds

Ryan Wilson

Campus Events Commissioner

Secure more funding for his

commission; increase

number of campus concerts

Helped promote a student fee

referendum to give the office a

flnancial boost; large-scale

concert is in the works

Suzanne Yu

Community Service Commissioner

Seek altematrve funding sources

for the office; establish Southern

California community service

conference

Worked toward passage of fee

referendum; looking to

increase the number of

projects the office sponsors;

conference is scheduled for a

spring launch

Robbie Clark

Cultural Affairs Commissioner

Start independent film series;

increase educational

programming from office; work
on adding a diversity requirement

to required coursework

Began film series with Graduate

Student Association's Melnitz

Movies; coordinating Global

Justice Week with two other

council offices; still exploring

options of diversity

requirement i

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.eclu

A few members of student gov-
ermnent ran against no opposition
last spring intending to continue
their offices' longstanding tradi-

tional programming, while another
member looks to use increased
funds to attract bigger names to
Westwood Plaza.

The campus events, conununity
service, cultural affairs and stu-

dent welfare commissions of the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council are also all

direct beneficiaries of a student
fee referendum passed last month
to boost student programming
funding by approximately
$210,000.

The $9.25 hike - which raises

the quarterly fee USAC collects

fi-om students to $33.34 - provides

Free Delivery
We Accept ^

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am • Fri-Sat 'till 2:00 am
CaM §o reserve Stoker's Prtvate Homn for hmdnisers, meetings, parties, etc. tor FREE!

Tiy our new redhot buffalo wings, jumbo ravioli, and grilled chicken pomodoro sandwichl

-'*-

ill

mhai
ALL THE TIME

of^\~^

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

Any large 3 topping pizza1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices
one topping pizza oi^»-^

Free Delivery

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &

get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 ptaacts' ^ <

Regular price $10.99, Save $4.50
medium one topping pizzas, only $12.98.

Speciames include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,
Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

* %

NEWBRUIN MEAL DEAL
/ Large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

$4.99
^ Dineiin^qr, carry out only

(save over $5)

oi^^^ Shakey's
Combination

Any medium on« topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Saladf

and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffafo wings or
* Paste & Garlic Bread or • 5 Chicken Breast Strip^

1114 Gayley Ave., Westwood Village

Bombshelter South Campus. Court of Sciences

KerckhofT Coffee House 2nd Floor. Kerckhoff Hall

fln Enterprise of the

Rssociated Students.

S^^-T /oo %^ee^. Snn^ m.

for $3.25 in specific allocations to
the four offices.

It comes in handy for the cam-
pus events commission, which has
not received a funding increase
since 1985 - having to fend off ris-

ing parking costs for artists and
inflation with a static budget.
One of the primary projects the

office is taking on with the addi-
tional $1 it will receive fi*om each
undergraduate is a large concert
with three yet-to-be-named high-
profile artists.

Campus Events Commissioner
Ryan Wilson said students will
need to be patient before they see
tangible effects of the extra fund-
ing.

"They may not see immediate
dividends, but rather long-term
improvements,** he said.

A CEC-hosted awards show is in
the works, and W^ilson said his
office is brainstorming how to
expand its audiences and "attract
different types of demographics."

"It's everybody's money," Wilson
said.

Cultural Affairs Conunissioner
Robbie Clark has similar goals for
her $1 per-student allocation, hop-
ing to improve noontime shows in
central campus.
"We haven't been able to pull

better people and bigger names,"
Clark said. "Now we have the
opportunity to diversify oiu* pro-
gramming."

In addition, Clark has started an
independent film series in coryunc-
tion with the Graduate Student
Association's Melnitz Movies
series, and she wants to host more
educational programming fi-om her
office.

However, she admits she'll need
more help from the student body to

make these plans reach firuition.

"We need to pull more people
and get them involved with plan-

ning," Clark said. "We also need to

get more people to help with adver-
tising so that more people are
drawn to the office."

Suzanne Yu, community service

commissioner, said she has no hard
plans yet for the 50-cent funding
increase her office will receive
other than working to "figure ways
to use the funds for undergrads as
a whole."

But Yu added that the bulk of the
additional money will likely help
her office expand the number of
sponsorships it can offer communi-
ty service organizations on cam-
pus.

Other plans currently behind the
scenes for the community service
commission include a spring-
scheduled community service and
leadership conference for Southern
California colleges.

Generally, Yu said she doesn't
expect to have a full grasp of her
office until at least the end of this
quarter.

"I still have a lot of learning to go
on," Yu said. "Hopefully by winter
I'll have established myself."

Increasing turnout to pre-exist-
ing programming will receive a
large portion of the student welfare
commission's 75-cent student fund-
ing injection, said SWC head
Crisette Leyco.

"With the referendum, we'll have
more to work with," she said.

Some of the routine programs
already in progress by the conunis-
sion include weekly CPR classes,
and today begins the office's self-

initiated AIDS Awareness Week.
For the most part, Leyco said her

commission is self-running, with
more than a dozen event directors
working within her office. She said
she sometimes feels "limited" by
the sheer logistics of meeting with
a staff of 13 directors and eight
executive board members.

But she wants to spearhead an
effort to venture the SWC beyond
its traditional health and fitness-
oriented programs.

"I want to help publicize culture
nights and work on other things
beside health stuff to provide stu-
dent well-being," she said.

HiUEL
from page 1

The chupah is symbolic of the
Jewish home, and the bearing of
the Torah symbolizes the transfer
firom one house to another.
The parade made its way up

Charles E. Young Drive to the new
building, where a brief opening
ceremony was conducted.

During tKfe progfam, WotdS^dr
joy and praise were mingled with
calls for awareness and peace.
Neuman called the building a

testament to the bond between
Hillel and UCLA.
He also drew attention to the

building's namesake, former
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin, calling Rabin a "great
statesman and a champion for

peace."

Rabin conducted a landmark
peace treaty with Jordan and made
significant steps toward a peace
process with Palestine before
being assassinated by a Jewish
nationalist in 1995,

Rotem praised the opening of
the Hillel Center and charged the
UCLA community with safeguard-
ing Rabin's legacy and ideas. •

"I invoke his name and caU upon
his memory to help gui(^e us

""fbvvaid |TRice,'*'ifefeJti ^ditir

Waxman, a staunch supporter of
Israel, welcomed all students to
"join us in celebrating Rabin."
"We are all proud of our her-

itage, and we stand ready to make
peace," he said.

Seidler-Feller concluded the
ceremony by calling for tolerance:

"We must pursue unity, but let us
never be frightened by difference."

WHAT'S BREWIN'
TVxlay

12 to 2 p.m.

SAA
Beat 'SC Week Car Smash
Bruin Plaza

(310) UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free

Take out your aggression for the
school across town while listening

to the tunes of KROQ.

6 to 8 p.m.

Undergraduate Investment Society
Investment Banking Forum
Roycel90
(310)824-3241

Free

Gabriel Leung
Analysts fi-om Morgan Stanley,

Lehman Brothers, and Credit Suisse
First Boston will come and speak
on a variety of topics, including the
current I-Banking climate and how
to prepare for a career in the finan-

cial industry.

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club
Dance Lessons: Waltz 7 p.m., Swing-
Lindy Hop 8 p.m.. Salsa 10 p.m.
Ackerman Second-Floor Lounge
(310)284-3636

ballroom@ucla.edu

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Screening of the fihn "About
Schmidt"
UCLA James Bridges Theatre

(310) 206-8170

Free

7 to 9 p.m.

Undergraduate Communication
Association

Networking Night

Kerckhoff Grand Salon
Want to explore the different com-
munications jobs out there? Wish
you knew some professionals in the
field that interests you?
Representatives from NBC Fihn, the
L.A Times, Miller Group Advertising
and UCLA's School of Law will be
there to speak to you about their

careers. (Attire: business casual).

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club
Armenian Culture Night VIII

Ackerman 2414
(310) 284-3636

Learn fun dances with world
famous dance teacher Tom
Bozigian.
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FASTFOOD
from page 1

Sutton's new category allows for
an unlimited number of fast food
restaurants.

j

This will increase the number of
fast food restaurants in a neighbor-
hood that is already over its limit The
Specific Plan originally designated
one fast food establishment per 400
feet of lot frontage and one restau-
rant for every 200 feet, with the
exception of Broxton Avenue. Many
Village streets already far exceed
their designated amount.

The appeal to Sutton's interpreta-

tion was filed on Oct. 8 by Jay
Handal, president of the Westwood
Chamber of Commerce, with the sup-
port of multiple homeowners associ-
ations and restaurants. After having
discovered and discussed the amend-
ment, the groups said they believed it

was unfairly written without their
consultation.

The real problem I have with the
way the city did this was that it did it

in isolation without talking to the
j)e<^le it impacts," said Laura Lake,
president of Friends of Westwood.
"It'sjust not right."

The amendment was not released
to any restaurant or business owners
in Westwood and would have gone
into effect in mid-October had these
groups not discovered the legislation

and appealed it i

Opposition to Sutton's interpreta-

tion believes that this new legislation

runs contrary to the original intent of
the Westwood Village Specific Plan,
which was to create a healthy mix of
coUege-fiiendly shops and eateries.

"Adding a third category of retail

uncaps what can be put into
Westwood and will hinder the mix,"
said Michael Madvig, owner of RocIq^
Mountain Chocolate Factory

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 18. 2002

"Some people say that the

legislation was rewritten to

accommodate Corner
Bakery; some say to clarify

the Specific Plan. In clarify-

ing it, they have muddied it

up even more."

Jay Handal

Westwood Chamber of

Commerce president

"We have enough food places.
What we need is more true retail such
as clothing and shoes," he added.
Many opposed to the new legisla-

tion also question the original intent
of the reinterpretation.

Many accuse Madison Marquette
(the largest retail owner in

Westwood, now selling its entire
Westwood Village portfolio) and
Brinker International's Comer
Bakery of being the cause of the
change in legislation.

Accusers, such as Sandy Brown,
president of Hohnby-Westwood
Property Owners Association, said
Comer Bakery would have been
unable to enter Westwood under the
current law because of an already
present overflow of fast food restau-

rants. Both Marquette and Brinker
International lobbied to have the def-

inition of fast food and full service

restaurants altered to "accommodate
Comer Bakery," Brown said.

One basis for this argument is the
fact that about nine months ago,
California Pasta Company was not
allowed to open on Broxton Avenue
because it was considered fast food,
just as Comer Bakery would have
been under the old definition, said
Steve Sann, Westwood Village busi-

ness and real estate consultant
In order to open, Greg Crespo,

owner of California Pasta Company,
had to change the entire concept of
his establishment to make it a full-

service, sit-down restaurant, Sann
said.

I

Because of the new change in def-

inition. Corner Bakery does not
have to do this. I

On Nov. 13, Handal filed a new
appeal specifically against the city

planning department's allowance of
Comer Bakery to enter Westwood.
"Some people say that the legisla-

tion was rewritten to accommodate
Comer Bakery; some say to clarify

the Specific Plan. In clarifying it,

they have muddied it up even more,"
said Handal. I

While most residents and busi-

ness owners in Westwood agree that
the Specific Plan's definition of fast

food and restaurants must be clari-

fied, many see parts of Sutton's
"clarified" definitions as irrelevant

"What they use to classify restau-
rants in this reinterpretation is a
joke. They should go by the National
Restaurant Association's definition,"

said Steven Brower, partner of
Damon and Pythias.

One aspect of the definition that
seems to have little relevance is that
a fast food restaurant may be con-
sidered retail if it has "eight or fewer
indoor seats or stools." Because of
this definition, Baskin Robbins is

considered fast food and Haagan

BEDEFINIMG FAST FOOD
Eateries in Westwood have been redefined, and a third category added.

Old Definition:

Fast Food Establishment:

-Dispenses prepared food over a counter for consumption on or off the premises
Restaurant:

-No definition

New Oeftrftwn (Westvwjod Vlfe^ Ftestauram imer^
Restaurant

-Prepares cooked-to-on^ meals

-Has tables and seats for coibwr^tkm on^ pr«T^ses
-ProvJcfes waterir^Avaltresaf^ table 8»*vlce

-Utilizes chin^«re/silverware^assware

Fast Food Establishment:

-Dispenses nnea^s. snacks or non^cc^Kiic beve^agwovw a coiwt«* ft»*con8WT^tkm on
oroffthepren^ses

-Has a limited memj tfiat Is posted aftfl food is nm cr«temd at^t£^
-Utilizes cgsposatde plates mnititencfls

-Does not provide watteringAWBtressir^t^^ servkse

Neighborhood RetaM {New Cate^xy):

-A snack shop or nonalcohcrfic bevera^ store that hase^ or feww mdoor seats or
stools and tess than 180 scpjare fe« of open fkKjr jrea that Is axjesslJte to cu8tc»nef8
and can be used for eatir^

SOIWCL Weitwnd VMi» itetainirt hrtvinUtiM

Dazs is considered retail.

In Sutton's reinterpretation, other
such contradictions arise.

City Bean Coffee is classified

under retail whereas Starbucks and
The Coffee Bean are considered fast

food. Elysee Patisserie is consid-
ered fast food, but Comer Bakery is

considered a full-service restaurant.

Damon and Pythias is classified as a

full-service restaurant, and yet simi-
lar South Street is considered fast
food.

EJven the owners ofsome ofthese
restaurants don't agree with their
classification.

When asked about Damon and
Pythias now being considered full-

service, Brower replied, "It's wrong.
Tm not full service."

Hu replaces

Jiang as

Communist

Party leader
By Ted Anthony

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEIJING — If it wasn't clear
enough already, the genera-
tional leadership change of the
Communist Party revealed
exactly what propels today's
China: a frantic longing for bet-

ter tomorrows, the same fuel

that fired the revolution of Mao
- but with a profit motive.

The departing top man, Jiang
Zemin, used the word "new** 90
times in his speech to open the
Communist Party Congress,
and official media obediently
counted them up. Hu Jintao,
Jiang*s newly ascended succes-
sor, invoked the notion repeat-
edly Friday, talking of a "new
situation,** a "new century,** a
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• Guaranteed
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^ Examination, 6 X-Rays ftfi^ Cleaning.

Regular Price: SI 60 - Expires 5/18/03 !

Open Sundays
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1435 WestwcxxlBh/d.

(310) 473^066 or piO) 479-9325

• TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING • Open Late Hours
• VeneerB • Crowns and Bridges • Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
• Porcelain Facings • Gum Treatments • Free Validated Parking
• Root Canals • Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) • 23 Years in Private Practice In Westwood

|

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wjishire & Santa Monica Bi.)

onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.1 800onthemark.com
For Appointment Call: (31 0) 474-3765
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Algeria: 25</minute

Afghanistan: 90</minute
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Bosnia: 23</minute
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Brentwood Homeopathic

11670 San Vicente Blvd.

310.442.2667

Beverly Hills Homeopathic

9730 Wilshire Blvd.
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of Product With
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gresswomen didn't come into com-
munities and ask 'should we launch
into war?'"

He said the possibility of war has
been widely publicized as a surge
to protect democracy, ignoring the
economic implications of war with
a region rich in oil production.

Ali said the problem with this is

people do not have enough of a
choice when it comes to candi-
dates.

Speaking of the Independent
Movement, Ali said a growing per-
centage of Americans are beginning
to identify themselves as
Independent.

He said people are aware of
problems within the United States'
political system, and ordinary peo-
ple feel ignored.

"A country as wealthy as ours
shouldn't allow the poverty we

have to exist ... we don't have uni-
versal healthcare. There are basic
problems in this country that get
covered over by the politicians," Ali
said.

Erin Katz, a third-year history
student who attended the event,
echoed some of All's views,

i

"(They) want accountability out
of the candidates and that's kind of
something we don't have right now
in politics," Katz said, speaking of
the Independence Movement.

Ali teaches U.S. and world histo-

XbeGR
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The importance .

higher score hasn

Kaplan's GRE prep course is fully updated
to meet the challenges of the new test.

Class starts November 9.

Westwood Kaplan Center
1133 Westwood Blvd, Suite 201

Call or visit us online to enroll today!

KAPLAN
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ry at Fordham University in New
York City and said he is especially
invested in his efforts to involve
young people in the political
process.

Ali said young people are least
invested in the status quo, and are
therefore more willing to pursue
the changes in the political sys-
tem that would allow ordinary
people's voice to be heard.

"There is some dialogue and
debate in this country," Ali said.

"We Uve in a form of democracy,
but the question is, how much of a
democracy is it? How can we
improve?"
Lam said although she was dis-

appointed by the turnout to hear
Ali speak, the event was still

worthwhile.
"I wish more people would

have come, but at least (All's)

reaching out. That's more impor-
tant than anything," Lam said.

CHINA
I
Party looks for

new ways to maintain rule
from page 3

"new phase."

"New thought and new ideas
dominate," the Beijing Evening
News enthused.

The communists have been
experimenting with ways to stamp
their vision onto China's unique
society for 53 years now, and recent
history is littered with promises of
progress that failed, from the disas-
trous Great Leap Forward to the
excruciating Cultural Revolution.
But since shortly after Mao Zedong
died in 1976, the future has been
increasingly about cash.

It's notjust that China is obsessed

with changing, which it must do to
keep its 1.3 billion citizens fed, at

work and too busy making money to
turn against the party. It's also that
the leadership desperately needs to
swagger about its evolution - and
persuade the world that the changes
are no threat

Together, those twin motifs will

define the next decade of Chinese
communism as the party wrestles to
maintain its rule over a civilization

many millennia old.

As head communist, and as the
likely president from next March,
Hu will probably have less control
over China than any party leader
before him.

ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concemed
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestem research

specializes in shidying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1104
::*''•*;,.

wwn/if. com
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* Paid Interships and fellowships in Washington, if

J DC and scholarships. Call the congressional if

J Hispanic Caucus Institute at 1 -800-EXCEL-DC if
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BEAT 'SC 2002

TCiAY! OAR SMASH nooh

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.

(31 0) 477-7550

21 & Over with ID

IUUAT ! %mK 5IVIAMI noon-2 p.m., bruin plaza
Take out ywir agression towank the school across town while listening to the tunes of KROQ.

1

UPCOMING BEAT 'SC EVENTS:

TUESDAY:

WEDNESDAY:

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

BONFIRE AND RALLY • 9:30 p.m. • Wilson Plaza

BLOOD DRIVE • 10 a.m.-3 p.m. • James West Alumni Center

BRUIN NIGHT OUT • 7-10 p.m. • Westwood

BRUIN FAIR • Noon-2 p.m. • Bruin Plaza

BRUIN SPIRIT DAY • Noon-l p.m. • Bruin Plaza

UCLA vs. use FOOTBALL GAME • Rose Bowl

8

Check out www.UCLAIunini.net/BeatSC
for a calendar of events, %lit songs, jokes and more Beat 'SC fun. mtUdJUunm
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Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 and $5.50 pitchers

FREE POOL all day
and all night

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm
1 hr FREE POOL

Monday-Friday
Happy Hour 4-7

Specials

1 /2 off selected appetizers

Thursday-Friday

Free Buffet during

Happy Hour

Upstairs Available for Private Parties

r
Free Pool with Lunch M-F, 1 1 :30-4:00pm

A
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ROOMMATE
|
Doctors say communication key to success

fropi page 1

'The work that I was doing (before
being a roommate doctor) had a conv
mon denominator - that was aiding
students," Oakland said, describing
her initial interest with student coun-
seling.

As a roommate doctor she contin-

ues along these lines

"Working with the students direct-

ly is my favorite part," she said.

The staff at The Center is weU
equipped to aid students with their
problems.

Each roommate doctor has at least

a masters degree in counseling, and
there are a few clinical psychologists

in the group, Oakland said.

"All of the staff here are extremely
committed to supporting the stu-

dents," she said.
|

Oakland said the team is available
to guide students through their prob-
lems, rather than giving them
answers.

The doctors and The Center are

meant to equip students with the
tools to lead a happy, healthy life with
their roommates, she said.

The doctors also work closely with
other facilities, such as Student Legal
Services.

"One of the most common prob-
lems is when one roommate is leav-

ing, (and they need to figure out)

who's responsible for taking their
place and paying their rent," said
Elizabeth Kemper, director of SLS.

This is one of the main reasons
roonmiate doctors refer patients to
SLS.

Students go to the roonmiate doc-
tors for a variety of other reasons as
well.

Many students have difficulties

setting boundaries with their room-
mates because they lack the confi-
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STUDENT Rates!

dence to be assertive, OaJdand said.

A mild problem like this can set off

violent outbursts when students try

to avoid confrontation with their

roommate, she said.

Some students also come in

because they are worried about signs
of their roommates having substance
abuse habits or an eating disorder.

Oakland also cites lack of commu-
nication as one of the m^yor hurdles
in roommate relationships.

"I had a lot of expectations and
fears about having a roonunate
because I was afraid that she would
judge me," said Emily Rolph, third-
year ethnomusicology and anthro-
pology student.

Once Rolph and her roommate sat
down and talked about their initial
fears, their relationship bloomed, she
said.

A wide variety of students visit
roommate doctors, but off-campus
students make up the largest per-
centage of patients.

Oakland attributes this to the fact
that students who live on campus
have a well developed support net-
work with their resident assistants.
Those living in apartments don't have
access to this service.

One tip Oakland stresses is not
bringing up problems during periods
of high emotion, such as right after
an argument.

The roomrmUe doctors are available
on Mondays from 2 to 4 p.m., bat
drop-ins and non-roommate oriented
problems are welcome at The Center
at any time. For more informati(m,

call (310)825-3945.
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17 Years of Lxpepience

930 S. PoUpfson BU. #6 (310) 389-1762

nnpy/www.acneskin.com

Many suffer with unhealthy

looking faces for many
months, many years, due

to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

*Actual Patient Testimoniar

After just four facial treatments at the Acne Clinic in Beverly
Hills, I have seen a 100% improvement in the appearance of my skin. In
the past, despite having used all kinds of medication including strong
antibiotics, nothing was able to help the frequent and persistant breakouts
on my face, mary at the acne clinic put a stop to my hopeless acne
problem and I am grateful for her incredible treatment. Mary, thank you
for all your help!

Sheri Sepaniou, USC Student

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed!
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Students not
i

responsible

for funding UG
Hlents at the University of California

interested in being held financially

nsible for ensuring their quality of edu-
cation, they would have gone to private schools
in the first place.

But at public schools like the UC, the state
is responsible for keeping the institution

afloat In the case of a budget shortfall, which
the UC and state axe each facing now and in
the coming years, taxpayers' pockets, not stu-
dents, should be the source for university
funding.

Yet the UC Regents approved a preliminary
budget Thursday that could increase student
fees by as much as 6.5 percent if the state
fails to provide the funds it promised the UC
in the 1998 Partnership Agreement Thus far,

despite UC commitments to the promises it

made under the agreement, the deal has been
ominously underfunded by the state.

VWthout the promised fimds or a student
fee increase, the UC will likely have to cut
services in 2003-2004. But if the state is hav^
ing trouble providing necessary funding to
the UC, it should raise taxes to generate the
needed revenue. This may not be a politically

pleasing alternative, but it coincides with the
mission of the UC - raising student fees does
not

Given the fact that the state economy is in
shambles and the budget has been plagued by
cuts system-wide, proponents of a student fee
increase have understandably asked when, if

not now, a student fee increase would be
appropriate. The answer is never

According to the CaDfomia Voter
Foundation's Archive of Campaign Promises,
Governor Gray Davis' top priority during the
1998 elections was to '^Restore our public
schools to greatness by raising our expecta-
tions of students, increasing funding and
requiring more parent-teacher-student inter-

action-"

Note that ne does not mention raising stu-

dent fees or undermining the ideological mis-
sion of the UC any\^ere in this promise. And
while Increasing funding" could be achieved
by these means, it is implied that the burden
of this ambiguous goal would not be achieved
this way.

To his credit, Davis has enacted legislation

to increase the financial aid available to stu-

dents. Any student who maintains a B aver-
age in hi^ school is now guaranteed some
form of financial aid, and Cal Grants have
consistently provided at least partial funding
for underpriveliged students. But these and
similar programs are enfeebled if the gains
students make by attaining financial aid are
negated by a student fee increase.

The UC has made substantial progress
over the past four years, especially in the area
of access to education, but if Davis wants to
maintain the integrity of his campaign
promise, he will have the taxpayers, not the
students, fund this increase.

A tax increase, though, is only a short-term
solutioa If the UC is ever to become finan-
cially stable, it will have to implement eru^ll-

ment caps to keep its annual costs consistent
The caps would, of course, have to be deter-
mined on a campus by campus basis, but
without them the UC will always be going
back to the taxpayers - or worse yet, the stu-
dents - for more money. Enrollment caps
would be decided according to each campus'
resources and funding - which the state can
help increase by living iq) to its partnership
agreement

Unsigned editorials represent a nr^jority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork repnesent the opinions of their

authors.
i
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FOMIH QUESnON

North Korea claims It is in

possession of a nuclear

weapon. Should It be believed? What
means, If any, should the United States

pursue in attempting to disarm this

nuclear threat. If It does in fact exist?
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U.S. interests enough to justify war with Iraq
T" ately it is quite appropriate that the ele-

I
chant is the Republican mascot; the

J—Jparty's recent rhetoric regarding the
war on Ii^ makes
about as much sense as
what those animals
fling at zoo passersby.

The only true rea-

son to justify war on
Iraq is plainly self-

interest, but the

Republicans have
come up with their

own whiny, bleeding-

heart reasons to pla-

cate a handful of cry-

ing pacifists, who
would rather die than
raise a finger in

defense. Hussein is

cited as a madman and dictator who rapes
and kills, maims and tortiu-es. It is our
duty to stop this terrible madman and
make the world safe for democracy.

The result of this whimpering is that
anti-war pacifists and liberals have good
arguments to counter George Bush's stam-
mering. It is true that the United States

Joel
Schwartz

jschxwrtzgmfiRrihiriRedu

has helped dictators before and regime
changes have historically led to other dic-

tators taking power Furthermore other
dictators exist who treat their people just
as harshly and other countries have
already developed horrible weapons.

Until Bush goes beyond these peripher-
al, albeit relevant, reasons for war on Iraq

and gets to the true cause of the matter,

there will always exist rational dissent.

It is simply in the interest of the United
States and its citizens that Hussein be
brought down, tarred and feathered, and
that his entire infi-astructure and weapon-
ry be deactivated.

The purpose of the United States gov-
ernment, as established by the ideals of
the founding fathers, is to protect the life,

liberty, and property of its citizens. It is

not to ensure that the United States police

the world, protect other nations, and give

handouts to everyone while taxing heavi-

ly-

In accordance with these criteria, we
helped the Taliban when it was in our
best interest to weaken the Soviet Union.
We supported Iraq when Iran was the
largest threat. And we helped the Soviet

Union when Germany and Japan were the
greater threat during World War II.

We did not support and/or create these
dictatorships out of a general feeling of
duty to the world, or to make the world
safe for Democracy. We did it because it

was the proper action for the government
to take to protect the life, hberty, and
property of its citizens.

World War II serves as a perfect exam-
ple of proper reasoning for entering a war.
It was true that Hitler was a madman bent
on world control, eradicating groups of
people fi-om the earth, and gross crimes
against humanity. It is a travesty that he
rose to power

But the United States was wise to stay
neutral until the war directly threatened
the people living under its governance. If
we had entered early, the United States
might have ended up like Britain, broke
and unable to continue fighting due to lev-
eled infi-astructure. By waiting until it was
in our best interest, and it was apparent
that the war effort would pay off, we led a
campaign to rid the world of some of the
most terrible men in history.

Iraq is the same way. It is a direct

threat to the existence of the American
way of life. And while Iraq has not direct-
ly attacked us yet, Hussein has shown
constant antagonism and hatred toward
our country. Furthermore, Iraq has also
shown the ability and will to destroy inno-
cent countries and people during Desert
Storm. Lastly, diplomacy has proven
unsuccessful, unlike in other hostile coun-
tries where options still exist. With such a
terrible record, it is ignorant to think
Hussein would hesitate to assault the
United States if given the opportunity.

That is why we must act swiftly,

despite what the United Nations instructs.
The U.N. countries that are anti-war have
their own interests in mind too. War with
Iraq would mean the loss of years of
diplomacy, business and negotiations.

So until Bush sweeps the elephant dung
aside and cites pure self-interest as the
true reason for a war, there will always be
good reasons to avoid conflict. The only
argument against self-interest is that the
United States should deny its founding
principles.

Schwartz writes every Monday.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
Qy Jason Uu jliu@medla.ucla.edu

Female professors vastly superior to males
By Rachel Shasha

Fm sure that just fi-om the headline,
a number of readers have already
quickly jerked their eyes to another
story, and many who haven't (male and
female) are either nodding their heads
or noticing that their blood has begun
to bubble.

Well, for those red-faced responders
that have already gotten their laptops
out and are looking for my e-mail
address, rest assured this will not be
written firom a feminist perspective
(sorry ladies, but as a side note, I do
feel females are superior).

Thus far my classes at UCLA have
been predominately taught by male pro-
fessors. Now if I were still in jimior
high this would probably give me a few
opportunities to have great fantasies
and might motivate me to wake up
extra early in the morning to put make-
up on

However, I am now at a large univer-
sity where the stereotype of the old
male professor telling dull jokes is the
norm. Now don't get me wrong, I have
had my share of wonderful male profes-
sors, old and dull, but statistically the
few females I have had have outper-
formed them in numerous categories.

For starters, many female professors
actually have a sense of himior Now I

will admit that I have always found
male comedians to be funnier than

female ones, but that standard has not
held up in the UCLA classrooms.

Granted I have had a few pretty
funny male professors, but for the most
part, I've been giving a fake giggle and a
simple roll of the eyes. The female pro-
fessors, on the other hand, either tell

funny jokes or don't make any attempt
at all. They simply don't try so hard to
get the title of 'knee-slapping professor
of the year' and by doing so actually
make people laugh.

In the classroom, appearance does
count, and the female professors that I

have run into thus far are far more
pleasant to look at than their male
counterparts. In other words, females
can admirably look at their professors
with the thought, "See, you can be a
professor and still look good" and the
males can either pleasantly look or
heavily drool and fantasize (depending
on the specific professor).

OK, I know, let's not forget educa-
tion. My female professors have better
taste in reading material and are more
interesting lecturers. I have also

noticed that they tend to assign a rea-

sonable amoimt of reading that actually
may result in people opening their

books.

The male professors, for whom I'm
always buying numerous books, assign
reading as if we are all like that large

man with glasses on the speed-reader
infomercial who reads faster than I can

turn a page.

Once you get behind in these classes,

which usually happens on day one - or
day two if you have perseverance - you
figure why even bother reading; you'll

just read for one of your other classes
(the one taught by the female profes-
sor).

And finally, there's personality. I find
it easier and less intimidating to ask
UCLA!s female professors for help than
the male professors. In the past, when I

approached a female professor, she
would present herself with a huge smile
and appear to be hs^py to help me. The
males on the other hand looked stoic
and appeared as if they were doing me
a huge favor.

Who knows, maybe the females are
just putting on an act and are really
thinking, **0h, great, here comes anoth-
er loser to bother me," but as long as
they continue to make students feel

comfortable, it doesn't really matter.
Therefore the female professors

have qualities vastly superior to their
male counterparts.

Finally, a note to my male professore
that either recognize my name because
I am currently eru-olled in their classes
or will be in the future, this article does
in no way apply to you because you
are, I'm sure, all wonderful professore.

Shasha is afourth-year psychology stu-
dent.

LETTERS

Cartoon botches

Mormon marriage
On Friday, Nov. 15, 1 was distressed

to see David Keyes* cartoon because it

supports a misguided stereotype -

polygamous Mormons - that has been
the cause of all too much grief to

membere of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints (often
referred to as Mormons).

It is not the case that Mormons
have multiple wives. The Latter-day

Saints have not allowed polygamy
among their membere since before
the 1900s.

Unfortunately, the myth that the
practice continues pre\Tails in popular
culture thanks to material like this

cartoon. The truth is, any member of
the church who advocates or prac-
tices polygamy is exconununicated
fix)m the church. This has been the
case for over a hundred yeare.

Furthermore, during our extensive
missionary work worldwide, when
people want to be baptized, they are
required to have only one wife (an
important requirement in a world
were monogamy is the exception).

Latter-day Saints are among a dwin-
dling population of Christians who
teach and affirm the sanctity of mar-
riage. We believe marriage is ordained
of God and an essential part of God's
plan for all of us. As such, marriage is

encouraged among our membere. But
the Church has no dating services and

teaches that polygamy is wrong.

Timottiy Cross

Rmrth-year, political science

RPI moot if other

policies adhered to
The News article featured in the

Nov. 15 Daily Bruin titled "Forum
Speaker Warns About Color Blind
RPI," awoke some very interesting

thoughts in youre truly.

I had never thought of the Racial
Privacy Initiative as being an initia-

tive based specifically on the term
"racial profiling." The term racial pro-
filing coivjures up images of airport

security officials avidly searching
Arab or Middle Eastern men in the
weeks and months following the
Sept 11 terrorist attack. Irmocent
people were considered suspects
around the globe because of their

race and the way they looked.

It seems that racial profiling is,

well, racist in cases when those tar-

geted are mistreated, but just fine in
cases where people can benefit.

Many feel that for students, it should
not only be allowed, but also encour-
aged.

I don't know if people wiU ever live

in a world that doesn't put physical
characteristics such as race in such
an important position when consider-
ing individuals. I don't know if I

would want to live in such a world.
My own ethnicity plays a huge role in .

my identity and who I am, as it does
for many othere.

As much as people would love to
not be judged by raqe, race and eth-
nicity are primary characteristics by
which people identify and see them-
selves. If people are willing to recog-
nize their own races and ethnicities
and uphold them proudly, they
shouldn't have a problem with expos-
ing that information to univereities
and administrations, right? Race is, in
fact, a form of classification, above
all else.

The question is whether race
should be a mode of classification
concerning admissions policies, edu-
cational funding and other univereity
policies. The way I see it, life chal-
lenges and hardships are already
heavily weighed in the admissions
process along with academic criteria.
Even if race and ethnicity are not
revealed in the appUcation process,
things like fanuly income, home envi-
ronment, educational background
and physical and mental hardships
are, and are considered accordingly I

don't understand how imderrepresen-
tation can come fi-om such already
successful programs.

I guess the real question is whether
creating a diveree campus compli-
ments the univereity's high standards
or stands in its way It seems that if

all other things are held justly, it

should already be the former

Sona Bekmezian

First-year, biology

Pelosi optimal

House minority

leader choice
177-29 VOTE IN FAVOR OF

REP. OVERRIDES FEARS THAT
SHE IS TOO LIBERAL

By Shannon Flaherty

Finally, a breath of fi-esh air fix)m a much
needed wind of change.

Last Thursday, House Democrats voted Nancy
Pelosi their minority leader 177-29, after weeks
of ridiculous debate over the threat of her being
too liberal to lead the party to a desperately
needed comeback, but I couldn't imagine a be^
ter woman for the job.

Pelosi, who will be the first woman ever to
head a political party's caucus in Congress, will
certainly have her work cut out for her in the
Republican-controlled, conservative-led, 108th
Congress, which will begin in Januaiy.

Pelosi has been noted for her outspokenness,
fund-raising prowess, and reputation as an effec-
tive party strategist as well as a good whip (the
person responsible for counting and corralling
votes on the House floor). Representing a strong-
ly liberal district in San Francisco for 15 yeare
now, Pelosi has led opposition against the
administration on such issues as Iraq, the struc-
ture of the new Homeland Seciulty Department,
and trade with China. She is brave.

In The Weekly Standard, David Brooks caUed
Pelosi "the most caricatural politician since
Newt Gingrich," while six yeare ago, they agreed
with Human Rights Watch's assessment of her as
"the conscience of the Congress."

But the fear in making Pelosi the minority
leader is the possibility she'll lose the center
votes, which the Democrats need to win back.
Peter Beinhart of the New Republic warned
against a shift to the left and wrote that with
Pelosi, "the United States will no longer be a SO-

SO nation; it will be a 40^ nation for a genera-
tion" And for this reason, one top Republican
aid was cited in The New York Times as saying,

'they would be willing to go 'door-t(Mioor' for

Mre. Pelosi."

This makes a progressive lean to the left

soimd disastrous for the Democratic Party, but
change is good; finally, we have someone who
isn't afraid to shake things up a bit

I call the debate over Pelosi being too liberal

ridiculous because of the 177-29 vote in her
favor Along with the fact that a large msyority of

House Democrats voted against the Iraq war res-

olution on Oct 11, it seems she isnt any more
liberal than the average House Democrat

But Pelosi should certainly keep her promise
to "reach out to more moderate and conservative

membere of her own party who say Democrats
must not lose touch with the centrist votere who
are determining the outcomes of elections."

Pelosi promises her first official act as leader

will be to nominate Rep. John Spratt of South
Carolina, top Democrat on the Budget
Committee and a respected moderate, as her
assistant. He said of her "She knows where the

center of gravity is, and she'll seek it"

The Democrats' selection of Rep. Steny Hoyer
of Maryland, a 21-year veteran known for work-
ing well with Republicans, to succeed Pelosi as

whip, should also serve to balance out the bad-

wrap "peace-loving" Pelosi has received.

The volatile reaction to Pelosi's personal poli-

tics has been discouraging, when it would seem
that a strong, savvy Democrat fi-om a side of the
spectrum opposite conservative Republican is

exactly what the 108th Congress will need. If

Pelosi was such a bad choice to lead the party's

caucus in Congress, then why was she the only

strong candidate in the race with othere pulling

out before the vote? Before he dropped out of
the race for Democratic leader on Friday, Rep.
Martin Frost of Texas, said Pelosi's effectiveness

would be limited because her politics "are to the
left."

However, votere want action, and Pelosi is

action. She will be sure to match a hard-lining

conservative like Tom DeLay on partisan issues.

Although both party leadere hope to find com-
mon ground, DeLay has described the
Republican approach as "hit the ground running"
while Pelosi declares, "we must stand our
ground."

I'm putting my money on the lady in the left-

She may be tiie underdog, but folks, she's got
heart

Flaherty is a second-year graduate student at the
School ofPublic Policy & Social Research.
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Science, art

help no one
i I

by existing

in a vacuum
Over the summer, my cousin

had me tutor her in English.

Mind you, she isn't in ele-

mentary school or high school, she
was Popeye applying to medical
school, and I

was going to

be her MCAT
\ can of

spinach.

Or maybe
that's just

what I tried

to tell

myself. It

soon became
clear that her
verbal abibty

was lacking,

and she did-

n't like the

fact that

understand-

Howard Ho
North Campus

Avenger
hte@mBffa.uda.edu

ing literature had no formula
My cousin is outgoing and

smart, yet she couldn't infer an
author's tone for her life.

Meanwhile, her science section
practice scores were skyrocket-
ing. Reflecting this, she asked,
"Why do we need to do close
readings and writings anyways?
It's pointless. Just give me a
scalpel and I can do the work.**

She wasn't joking.
. It didn't occur to her that sci-

ence can learn as much from art

as it can from a test tube. It's

normal to declare something
meaningless when you stink at it

It's scary when you use that to

invalidate the entire enterprise of
cultural literacy. She couldn't see
the forest and realize that sci-

ence is merely one of many
trees.

You can see this subtle single-

mindedness in the physical
makeup of South Campus. The
concrete sprawls through the
South Campus plaza while the
botanical garden is contained in

a fenced area, lest it try to invade
the sterile structures around it

You're even reminded of science
in the South Campus eatery, the
Bombshelter, which mixes pizza
and nuclear holocaust paranoia
to make a pleasant.lunclL It's no
mistake that the main piece of
art in a place so intently focused
on creating a confined void is an
earwax sculpture.

OK, this desire for purity of
academic precision doesn't limit

itself to South Campus. In fact,

North Campusers are often guilty

of the same offense, namely priz-

ing technique over creativity. You
can easily find Chaucer-quoting
EInglish students and musicians
who practice 10 hours a day
without ever wondering about
the different viewpoints and
interpretations they could possi-

bly use to enhance their work-
Having grand art and science

is great, but the perfection of
technique should aid expression,

not hijack it Ugliness and imper-
fection in art is powerful. We
need Ringo Starr singing out of
tune in "With a Little Help From
My Friends" to egress the beau-
ty of ordinary, unpretentious
friendship. In the new "Harry
Potter" film, we need Ron's ele-

gantly soaring owl to slam mis-
takenly into a window as if to

mock the overly perfect comput-
er-graphics. It's the imperfec-
tions, what Ray Bradbury calls

"texture," that make grandness
possible.

I

You South Campus people
don't have to take my word for it

When looking for inspiration in

deciphering the structure of
DNA, James Watson would
watch movies. According to
Watson's memoir "The Double
Helix," a week before discover-
ing the double helix along with
Francis Crick, he went to a
screening of the semi-pom
movie, "Ecstasy" featuring Hedy
Lamarr. To get the film out of his
head, Watson made doodlings
that led to his Nobel Prize-win-
ning discovery.

Recently, Harvard Medical
School professor Donald Ingber
wrote in Elsquire that he had a
revelation - ceUs are flexible yet
strong based on an artistic prin-

ciple called "tensegrity," where
tension is necessary for structur-

al stability. Ingber thought of
applying it to biology not in his

lab, but during an art class study-

ing the tensegrity sculptures of
Kenneth Snelson. Yes, science
need not be created in an imper-
sonal reclusive fashion.

I like my cousin, but she's

stuck herself into a one-track
mindset that doesn't allow any
mockery of her own pretensions.

Unfortunately for her, the MCAT
wants students to have a wide
range of understanding. I should
tell her all open-mindedness
requires is cleaning out the ear
wax once in a while and hearing
things out of tune. i

Distant singers lull audience at Coop
By David Chang

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

Detached singing was on the
menu at the Cooperage last

Thursday. However, most audience
members refrained from detaching
themselves from their seats over
the course of the show.

Hrishikesh Hirway of The One
AM Radio set the tone as he deliv-

ered lyrics in soft whispers barely

audible to the normal human ear.

The hardly discemable words,
along with an aversion to small
talk, contributed to a mystique sur-

rounding Hirway.

While he lifelessly plucked away
at his guitar, Jane Yakowitz, the

equally quiet half of this two-piece
act stood to the side waiting calmly
for the occasional moments when
she could chime in with her violin.

The dark ambience produced by a
drum machine contrasted nicely
with the elegant sounds of
Yakowitz's violin, creating a sound-
track for lonesome rainy days. The
audience listened in dead silence as
Hirway sang the words, "I'm so sick
of this" in the dreamiest manner
possible.

The volume was noticeably
cranked up for Aberdeen's perfor-
mance. The Los Angeles-based
quartet opened its set with march-
ing band-style drumming eerily sim-
ilar to U2 drununer Larry Mullen's
fiery attack on "Sunday Bloody

Sunday."

Aberdeen's sound was hardly
delicate, but frontwoman Beth
(Aberdeen is strictly on a first-

name basis) continued the
detached-singer theme of the show.
Dressed all in black, Beth provided
a mysterious presence to an other-

wise straightforward hard-rock
band. She sang serenely with few
emotional theatrics, while gui-

tarists John and Johimy punctuated
each note with a little hop or a head
bob. Beth, standing center stage,

was the eye of the storm to the
whirling band members surround-
ing her.

Unfortimately, Beth, who is also

one-half of Trembling Blue Stars,

became too sick to perform with

partner Robert Wratten for the
night's final set. Even though
Trembling Blue Stars is essentially
Robert Wratten's project, it would
have been intriguing to see Beth in
a band with a completely different
aesthetic from Aberdeen.

Trembling Blue Stars was more
One AM Radio than Aberdeen.
However, Wratten was merely mel-
low while Hirway sounded melan-
choly. Wratten performed several
short acoustic numbers that were
met with enthusiasm by the audi-
ence. Like Hirway and Beth,
Wratten performed indifferently
with few facial or body expres-
sions. Toward the end, a few audi-
ence members looked almost lulled
to sleep by his tranquil melodies.

Nicholson's

ALEXANDER
PAYNE'S NEW
MOVIE 'ABOUT

SCHMIDT,'

STARRING JACK
NICHOLSON,
PROMPTS

UoCAR BUZZ Jack Nicholson (left) and director Alexander Payne discuss a scene on the set of "About Schmidt/

iNEw Line Productions

By Ryan Joe
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

rjoe@media.ucla.edu

Alexander Payne is the writer-director who
turned Ferris Bueller into a pathetic, adulter-
ing, bumbling high school professor, and abor-
tion into the subject for a screwball comedy.

This auteur behind "Election" and ''Citizen

Ruth** has now turned one of the great dynam-
ic womanizers of our time into an old codger.
The actor is Jack Nicholson and the movie is

"About Schnudt." Based on the book by Louis
Begley, Payne, a UCLA alumnus, both adapted
for the screen and directed "About Schmidt."
The film screens at 7:30 p.m. tonight at the
James Bridges Theater, and will be released
Dec. 13.

The film follows the post-retirement crisis
of Warren Schmidt (Nicholson) in the days
preceding his daughter's (Hope Davis) immi-
nent marriage to a waterbed salesman
(Dermot Mulroney). Schmidt has to deal with
this man who has a mullet and a Jekyll-and-
Hyde Earth-Goddess mother (Kathy Bates).
Similar to his performance in "The Pledge,"
Nicholson is toned-down here. His trademark

shark's grin is subtler, hidden beneath a frus-
trated mask of determination.

"I looked at Warren as a man I might have
^
become if I wasn't lucky enough to wind up in

" show business," said Nicholson.
But Nicholson is Hollywood royalty, after

all, and there has already been early Oscar
buzz for his turn as Warren in "About
Schmidt." Nicholson shrugged his shoulders at
the mention of another Academy Award.

"We're all only interested in people seeing
the movie," he said.

Nicholson's nonchalant attitude is under-
standable. He's been Oscar-nominated 11
times and has won twice. He's become a regu-
lar part of film history.

"The question's come up a number of times
in interviews," Payne added. "Is he intimidat-
ing? Does he do what he wants to do? But he
makes it easy. He's completely accessible and
smart and widely read."

"About Schmidt" places Nicholson in
Payne's own hometown of Omaha, Nebraska
where Warren Schmidt leads a rather imexcep-
tional life, going doggedly through the motions
of retirement. This is unusual material for the
flamboyant Nicholson, who typically plays jok-

ers and crazies. But Payne was less interested
in cuckoo's nest-type antics than imderstated
iimer turmoil.

"I was somewhat inspired by 'The
Graduate,' to take someone at t^e crossroads
of his life where people are patting him on the
back and saying congratulations when, in fact,
he's feeling great alienation and loneliness and
hatred," Payne said. "And treating that as a
comedy."

"A problem with movies in general is that
we're not seeing Americans in movies," he con-
tinued. "We're seeing movie stars doing big oth-
erworldly things that are easily digested in
buses in Thailand."

Accordingly, "About Schmidt" is a character
picture. It is subtle and notably devoid of any-
thing large and exploding. Payne hopes movie-
goers will be able to give up spiderwebs and
muggle-defying wizards for a naked Kathy Bates
sharing a hot tub with Jack Nicholson.

"Is subtlety and humanity a bad word in the
movie business?" Nicholson said. "No one is
blowing up or ramming a car into a supermar-
ket. I'll probably do that in my next movie. But if
I wasn't in ("About Schmidt") myself, I'd call it

quite beautiful."

New Harry Potter movie darker, edgier
BRIEFS

VIEWERS PRAISING

'CHAMBER OF
SECRETS' OVER ITS

PREDECESSOR

By Anthony Breznican

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Harry Potter crowds might have
been bigger last year, but many say

the movie is better this year.

Brooke Fowler and her husband
left their home in Palm Springs,

Calif., at 4:30 am. to bring her three

sons, aged 8, 6 and 3, to Hollywood's
historic Graunum's Chinese Theatre
for an 8 am. screening of "Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets."

"My husband's a teacher and we
all played hooky today," she said.

Her boys all agreed that they loved
the movie. "It had better effects and
more scary parts," said 8-year-old

Avery, who wore a homemade wiz-

ard's robe stitched with the Hogwarts
logo.

Adapted from the second of J.K.

Rowling's best-selling books,
"Chamber of Secrets" follows Harry
through year two at Hogwarts School
of \^itchcraft and Wizardry, where he
has a rematch with the evil cor\jurer
who killed his parents.

At the Chinese Theatre, workers
hung giant banners featuring the
Hogwarts crest and logo: "Draco
Dormiens Nunquam Titillandus,"
which is Latin for "Never tickle a
sleeping dragon."

As the movie opened around the
country, the sequel was to be shown
on even more screens in more the-
aters than "Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone" a year ago.

Valerie Kadium, a 57-year-old

Art
• Part of the UCLA Department

of Art lecture series, there will be a
lecture by artist Sam Durant, an
L.A.-based artist of drawings, mod-
els, installations, sculpture and
photography. He will discuss his
work in relation to current cultural
trends. Thursday, Nov 21, 7 p.m.
UCLA Hanmier Museum.

• Principals of Servo, a research
and design collaborative of four
designers living, working, and
teaching in Los Angeles, New York,
Stockholm and Zurich, will be
speaking in 1302 Perloff HaU
tonight at 6:30 p.m.

Film

The Associated Press

"Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets" cast member Rupert Grint is joined
by a European eagle owl, Tacoma, who is also seen in the film, at a Los Angeles
screening of the film Thursday, Nov. 14.

library worker from Los Angeles,
took the day off work to take her
place in line outside the theatre for a
midmoming showing.

"I was a little disappointed with

the last movie because they tried to

cram so much in. They didn't let you
get to know the characters and Harry
didn't quite have the verve he had in

the book," she said. "I'm definitely

hoping for something different."

"Sorcerer's Stone" held the record

for best opening-weekend gross until

"Spider-Man" came in last spring with
a $ 1 14.8 million debut.

|

"Chamber of Secrets" opened in a
record 3,682 theaters, 10 more than
"Sorcerer's Stone," and on a record
8,500 screens, up about 400 over the

first film.

While it may not break cash
records, early reviews generally are
calling "Chamber of Secrets" a better
movie than "Sorcerer's Stone." That's
a sign the new film may have more
staying power and eventually exceed
the $317.6 million total taken in by
"Sorcerer's Stone."

The filnunakers again followed the
text of Rowling's novel as inclusively
as possible, producing a two-hour,
41-minute movie.

"I knew we wanted to get it darker
and edgier and more intense, more
exciting. The first one had 45 min-
utes of introduction. This film, we
got into the story" right away,
Columbus said.

• The UCLA Film Archive wiU
screen "The Captain Hates the
Sea" (1934), directed by Lewis
Milestone in addition to a series of
short films from the 1930s jon
Tuesday, Nov 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the
James Bridges Theater.

• Sneak preview of "Friday
After Next," the third film in the
"Friday" series starring Ice Cube,
will be shown in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom on Wednesday, Nov 20 at

8 p.m. For more info, visit the
Campus Events office at 319
Kerckhoff Hall.

Music
• Janet Klein will be armed

with a ukulele and her loose-knit

group of Parlor Boys to recreate
songs fi-om the 1910s, '20s and '30s

Tuesday, Nov 19 at 7 p.m. in the
Cooperage. Visit

http://students.asucla.ucla.edu/cec
for more info.

• Har Mar Superstar will per-

Datsuns

dynamically

rock set at

Troubadour
THE YOUNG BAND

EMULATES LEGENDS,
BUT NEEDS TO GROW
INTO ITS SWAGGER

By Daniel Miller

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dmiller@media.ucla.edu

The Datsuns is another The"
band, like The Strokes or The Hives,
that has stopped in Los Angeles for
a show fuelled by messy hair, old
clothes and dirty guitars.

This four piece. is more con-
cerned with aping 70s garage and
glam rock than the punk many of
the other current The" bands have
embraced. Its hour-long perfor-
mance Friday night at the
TYoubadour was an inspired tribute
to Led Zeppelin, Ted Nugent and
AC/DC.

Though The Datsuns were below
the Bellrays on the night's bill, it

was clear that the audience was in
attendance to survey the band from
Cambridge, New Zealand - as a
good number of people cleared out
after the Datsuns' set ended. The
crowd was an odd mix of young
fans and some older industry men
who s^peared to be sizing up the
band.

The set featured almost every
song off the band's self-titled debut,
with several ripping highlights.
About halfway into the set, the band
unleashed "MF From Hell," the
highlight of the night, with its sear-
ing guitar riff and howling chorus.
Singer and bassist Dolf De Datsun's
vocal range is impressive - he com-
mands a deep sneer that he utilizes

just as often as his high screech.
The members of The Datsuns

have charisma; theyjump, convulse,
and shake the energy from their
music, but their shtick fails to cap-
ture the darkness they seem to be
going for. Sometimes the guitar
heroics were over wrought, as the
extended guitar-solo intro to the
finale ''Freeze Sucker" sent patrons
to the bar. When the band finally

settled into the song, it turned out
to be quite a kick, as Datsun led the
assault with another solid bass line

and more vocal histrionics.

Songs like "Fink For the Man,"
were fun and entertaining, but the
band seemed to be shooting for
something more than fun, some-
thing sinister a la Led Zeppelin. The
members of The Datsims, who
clearly emulate the legends, seem
like little boys in comparison.

It is not the band members* fault

they strut and sweat as perfectly as
any rock and roll band could.
Maybe the whole act will be a bit

more convincing if they tour the
world for a few more years and sell

a few million records - which they
probably will

form in Westwood Plaza
Wednesday, Nov. 20 at noon. His
live act consists of him strutting

around onstage in his underwear, a
practice that got him harmed fix)m

the Miimesota State Fair this sunv-

mer and arrested while touring
with Incubus. Visit http://stu-

dents.asucla.uclaedu/cec for more
info.

Theater
• Third-year MFA students in the

theater department continue their

run of two plays in repertory.

^'Marriage of Bette and Boo'' by
Christopher Durang is a comedy
about family and matrimony and
has remaining performances on
Nov 21 and 22 at 8 p.m. and Nov 23
at 2 p.m. A spoofon sexual liaisons,

"Cloud Nine" by Caryl Churchill

will be performed Nov 19, 20, 23 at

8 p.m. All performances are in the

Little Tlieater in Macgowan HalL
Tickets are $17 general, $7 stu-

dents, and $10 rush. For tickets call

(310) 825-2101.

• UCLAs chapter of theV-Day
Campaign (a national day and
movement to raise awareness and
end violence against females) is

holding auditions for "The Va^na
Monologues." All students, staff

and faculty are invited to partici-

pate. Auditions will be held
Wednesday, Nov. 20 9-11 am. in

3517 Ackerman, 1-3 p.m. in 131
Kerckhoff, 3-5 p.m. in 2408
Ackerman and 5-10 p.m. in 96
Kinsey Call (310) 435-3027 or e-

mail vday_ucla2003@yahoo.com to

set up an audition time.

Briefs compiled byAmber Noizumi,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff. All events

arefree unless otherwise specified.
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Protesters storm catwalk at fashion show
I

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Aninial rights pro
testers tried to steal the spotlight at
the taping of the Victoria's Secret
Fashion Show, storming the stage as
scantily clad supermodel Gisele
Bundchen strutted down the runway.

Carrying signs that said "Gisele: Fur
Scum," four members of People for
the Ethical TVeatment of Animals ran
on stage Thursday night PETA has
targeted Bundchen since she signed a
HKxieling contract with Blackglama, a

leading American fur company.
The protesters were led away by

security guards and three of them
received summonses for disorderly
conduct, said a spokesman for the
New York Police Department

The entire runway segment was re-

staged and re-taped. A Victoria's

Secret spokesman declined to com-
ment

The Victoria's Secret Fashion Show
draws a lot of attention each year for
bringing the world's most famous

faces and bodies to the airwaves.
Other leading supermodels, including
Heidi Klum and lyra Banks, also head-
lined the show. This year's show, the
eighth annual, is scheduled to air at 6
p.m. Wednesday on CBS.

Last year, the show came under jQre

when it aired on ABC. The National
Organization for Women called it

demeaiung to women and the Parents
Television Council said it was part ofa
trend of "crass and vulgar" TV pro-
gramming.

A Federal Communications
Commission member asked for an
investigation into whether the show
violated indecency regulations; in
March, the FCC decided it did not

The special drew 12.3 million view-
ers last year, finishing third in its time
slot and doing marginally better than
the show it replaced.

The lingerie maker, owned primari-
ly by the Columbus, Ohio-based The
Limited Inc., paid to produce the fash-
ion show for ABC.

ecial Egg Donor Needc
Compensation Starts at $8500

f

Intelligent & Loving couple Is looking for a special woman to help them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or
taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score i260 or higher (or ACT

28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConceDtlon.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447

The Associated Press
PETA (People for Ethical Treatment of Animals) activists rush the stage as
supermodel Gisele Bundchen struts on the runway during the Victoria's Serrpt
Fashion show Thursday, Nov. 14 in New York. ^ ^
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The Ne2ct Half
Billion Cases:

Diabetes*

Evolution and
Future ff

Los Angeles campus 590 North Vermont Avenue • Los Angeles, CA 90004
(323) 906-2031

|
(800) 466-CCLA

| la.admissions @cleveland.edu

WWW.CLEVELAND.EDU
Accredited by both professional (CCE) and regional (NCA) agencios.

H' •

ROMA
In the Anderson CourtyordHOURS

Mon-Thurs 7to9 Fri 7to7 Sat9to7 Sun lOtoS

IINDill>®RAD
SPECIAL

%
coffee drink

between 6-9pm for undergrads*

*m\ti\ show iD

Westwood
VULAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUM
948 Broxton

239-MANN

MATIONAL

1092S bndbrook

208-4366

FEsnvw.

10887 LmdtNDOk

208-4575

PLAZA

1067Glendon

208-3097

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby Dtgitd

Mon-Thu (1 1 00 3:00) 7 00 10:45

Femme Fatale (R)

THX - OoDy Oigitai

Mon-Tliu (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10:20

j

Jackass: Th»» Movie (R)

I
THX-DoDyOgtt

Mon-Thu (12:25 2:35 4:50) 7:20 1000

ISpy(PG-13)

THX - Dolby DigM
Mon-Thu (1M5 2:40 5:20) 7:55 10:30

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1?:00 2:25 5:00) 7:40 10:10

west Hollywood
Bargain SHOWS () For AH Theatres

Westwood Westwood Westwood

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Aulo Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00

Far From Heaven (PG- 13)

Mon-Thu (1 1:30) 2 05 4:45 7:25 10:00

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :45) 2:10 4:35 7:1 5 9:50

Bowling tor Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9:55

Coinedbn(R)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

AVCO DNEMA
10840 HMWilraBM

1 BIk.E. or Westwood

(310) 777-Rljyi #330

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon 2:10 4:30 7:10 9:40

Tue.Thu 2:10 4:30

Wed 2:10 7:10

REGENT

1045 Broxton Avenue

(310) 208-3259
Roger Dodger (R)

Fri (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30

.,.

WLA/Beverly Hills

8 Mile (R)

Mon-Thu 1 45 4:20 7 00 10:00

TheRingfG-13)

Mon 2:00 10:15

Tue, Thu 2:00 440 7:30 9:55

Wed 4:40 10:15

Half Past Dead (PG- 13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:55

Beverly Hills
CHECa GORI RNE ARTS

8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Denida

Mon-Tue (5:00) 7:15 9:30

Wed (12:30) 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30

Thu (4:00)

CREST Santa Clause2 (PG)
1 262 Westwood Blvd. Mon-Thu 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00
(SolWiishire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

flDVMISf
West LA

Santa Monica
CRTTERWN 6 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

1 31 3 3rd St THX - Ddby Digital on 3 Screens

Promenade Mon-Thu (9 30 1030 12 00 100 2 15 330
4:30) 6:15 7:00 8 00 10 00 10:30

The Ring (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Ttu (12:45 4 00) 7:30 10:40

I Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11:45 2 30 515) 7:45 10:15

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1120 2:00 4 40) 7:20 10:00

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl

MUSIC HALL3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Fnda(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15) 4:10 7:00 9:55

The way Home (PG)

Mon-Thu (5:05) 7 15 9 40

Shanghai Ghetto (NR)

Mon-Tue (5:05) 7 20 9:55

Ararat (R)

Mon-Thu (5:00) 730 10:00

Beverly Hilts

Beverly Connecton

La Qenega at Beverly Blvd

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon-Thu 7:10 9:20

The Transporter (PG-13)

Mon 2:15 4:50 9:40

Tue-Thu2:15 4:50 7 20 9 40

Santa Monica
SANTA MOMCA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

El Cnmen Del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:20 7 15 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

Bank Ban (NR)

Mon-Thu (1 45) 4:35 7:30 10:05

Spirited Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1D0) 4:00 7:00 10 00

8 Mile (R)

Mon 1:30 2:30 3:30 4 30 5:30 6:15 7:00

8:30 9 00 9:45

Tue-Thu 1:30 2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:15 7:00

8:30 9:00 10:00

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 1:45 4:00

Half Past Dead (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:15 7:00 9:30

WESTSIDE PAVtLUGN Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)
1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 200 445 720 9:40

(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 9:50

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

The Man from Elysian ReWs (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 00) 1 40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica

initif

NUART

11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310) 394-8099

Daughter From Danang

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:30 10:15

Far From Heaven

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

rtovif

OUDf

310.825.216
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Toplace an adcaU
310.8^5.2221

/VoMf to Ptece aii4if;

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

Bv Mall

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Moors
Mon-Thu: 9am -3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

_

AdWrtttngmfs

1. What is It?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-
dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DeadUnes
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

OassMed Una lUriBS

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 wofd...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 2.00
16pt. headline 2.75
Box.

1 2pt. headline 33.00
1 6pt. headline 39.00

.$2.00 Box $40.00

Wsekfy
5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box :v...; :;:;.;.:..$1 00.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

RatBS subject to change withoiit notica.

Special Features & <^:

mns
Every Wednesday and Frtday

310.825.2221

Everyday!

310.825.2221

VILfKif DISfl
www.villagedish.com

FaJi/Wlntar & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5tti and lOtti week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I» :-

.

^jtjTVv"

I

CUSSiFIED

I
Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPLACE.COM
The ASUCLA Communcations bo»rcJ fuly supports the Unwersity of Califomws pofccy on nondiM:r4mination Ho mwtajm shall ac«»t *du*iimm^Li> ..Mrh rv..^ n.»nn. nf •«, «**,
r«». sex. or ,e«ual orientat«n ,n a demeantng way or to -npfy that they are l^ed P<itKX«^apSIJS^^^^S^
Board has ^ivestKHrted any of the servces advert««d or the adveft«ements repreaer^ed r, thi^
nond.scn..natKX, statedr^re. shcx.« conKT,un«:ate con^^Aa^ . wnfng to the As«««* Olr«:lor 0.^liZ^S^^^ZT^S^Z^^^^^Z^^
tarKe wrth hous«g d«cnminatK)n problems. ca« the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or can the WestsKle Fair Housing 6fflceTomTr^r^^uZ!^Slio ^LLTrH^
tK)non»y, Minor typographcal errors are not eUgibte for refunds ^or any refund, the Da.ty Bni»i Ctassrfied Department rT»i«t t>^ rx>trfW o* an error on the fWit day of publ^

Pw???51 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

announcements
1100-2600

rreo
Cainpp Happenings

Armenian Culture Night

VII Tonight 9-

10pm@Ackerman Union
2414 LEARN FUN
DANCES with TOM

BOZIGIAN
WALTZ Lessons@7pm
Swing-Lindy Hop@8pm
SALSA Lessons®10pm
with ballroom@ucla.edu
LEARN SWING-SALSA-TANGO-WALTZ @7
p.m. Leam-Fx>pular-line/folk-clances9-1 0pm
www.studentgroups.uda.edu/ballroomdance

www.geocities.com/SwingSalsaTango Ball-

room-Dance-Club&lnternational-Folk-Dance-

Club@ucla WHERE GREAT ROMANCES
BEGIN :310-284-3636.

^m^ 1S00
Miscellaneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student toans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
emian A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

^2000
Personals

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/klnd/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
ItteratureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV. HPV. HIV and
others. Vowe/vkteo/chat/musk:.

HELP A LOVING

COUPLE
BECOME A LOVING

FAMILY
CaJifoniia Cryobaiik, the worlds leading reproductive tissue bank,

is looking for healthy malcs^ in college or with a college degree, to

beconic a part of our anonymous sperm donor program. As a donor

youll join an exceptional group ofmen who help infenile couples

reali/x.^ their dreams of parenthood. In addition, you will:

reaive a free comprehensive health and generic screening.

experience a minimal time commitment with flexible hours.

receive up to $900 per month.

For more information or to jwc ifyou qualiB' call (310) 443-5244 ext.39

or visit us on the web at wH-M-.crvobank.com.

EAST INDIAN
EGG DONOR
NEEDED

$50,000 (compensation). Highly successful,

professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent who is

attractive and intelligent (SAT score of

1400+) with a good personality. Privacy is

guaranteed. Please contact our agent:
Darlene@perfectmatch.com 800-264-8828

^ Egg DONORS NEEDED ^
Healthy females aees 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494

2050
pregnancy

% m

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone In human development aruJ pres-
ents us with one of the eariiest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about It

today, www.ficu.org

2200
Research Subjects

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So If you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:310-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

^^2200
Research Subjects

Pay your tuition

with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can eam

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for £99 Options. LLC

3700
Health Products

ATTENTION: 99 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie
800-918-8446.

PiqpsJ^.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your
own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders
over $10.

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular
spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

4300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.frtnessgear4less.com/2478253.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coll 1 800 521 52) 1

itlOO
Auto insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
Well beat anyone's price or we dont want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817. 323-873-3303.

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages 18-

59, male/female, are needed for a study by in-

vestigators at the UCLA Brain Mapping Cen-
ter involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Vol-

unteers will be paid $25/hr plus paridng. Study
duratk)n up to 4 hours. Call 310-206-4456 or
email lsa@ucla.edu, lmolnar@ucla.edu,
koski@loni.ucla.edu.

^eS^?^??^^(^p

3300
Collectibles

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-01 8-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and wrthout pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, bkxxJ
tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-

zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medication $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

John ± Christian
Designers ft Crarsmen Since 1850

COUeeE MONOGRAM
Ring

Free Brochure

•YEAR Date
•Degree
•Greek letters
•Your Monogram

t4K Gold $450

RINGBOXXOM 1-888-646-6466

FOR SALE: 3 futons $50 each. Great condi-
tion! 310-613-6211.

Well-Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 1 8-30 years of age, 5' r'-5'8", thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

rT OPTIONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses

"^^600
Garage Sales

1985 CHEVY BLAZER, white, 95K mi, 4wd,
am/fm/cassette. $1,195 obo. 310-446-2734

1986 SUBARU DLXT, 73K miles, 5-speed,

Power steering, AM/FM cassette. Runs great!

$950 obo. 310-391-9912 or

dave@igpp.ucla.edu

1988 VW CABRIOLET
Good condition, manual transmission, new
clutch. Gets great gas mileage. $1200/obo.

310-433-1838.

1991 MAZDA MIATA. Good conditions. $180K
miles, $2500. Call 818-845-1114.

1992Acura Integra RS. White, 5-speed, man-
ual, AC. 90kmiles. Very good condition. $5000.
310-573-9892 orjgrogger@hotmail.com

1992 HONDA ACCORD SEDAN ROSE-
WOOD. Excellent condition, maintenance
record. Standard transmission. Original owner.

Only 67k $4200 obo. (310)415-2930.

1994 HONDA ACCORD EX, black,

105,000miles, auto, great condition. $5700.

Nick 818-506-8213

1994 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE Laredo
4WD, 11 OK miles. $6300 OBO. 310-306-6890.

phoussaye@earthlink.net.

1998 FORD ESCORT ZX2. 36K miles. $6200
OBO. 310-306-6890. Email:

phoussaye@earthlink.net.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid
instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

— ->
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1250
Greeks

!

CLASSIFIED

1250
Greeks

7250
Greeks

1250
Greeks

9^

1250
Greeks

1250
Greeks

CongratuCations to our amazing new
'%

SupHa CCassiI

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $ 1 ,00a$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour tundraismg event Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundroismg dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundroiser rr>m

6000
Insurance

6600
Personal Services

/lllsiBte.
Vbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WestNA/ood Blvd.
C2 tolks. So. of Wilshilr©)

24 Hours g Day Service

k

WeCcome to (Diamond (Days,

77¥ , Tfic CDeCtas ofJMn

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your

skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.conn/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

,^6300
fc'..il*93' AcWcemttorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic Sct)ool. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,

www.deeslegal.com.

Meeting someone is easy
ifyou laiow where to look!

Datefiiie

lA'sBEST
OateJine ^

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

(310)696
(213)572
(562) 282
(626) 484
(818)264-

PERSONAL INJURY/

iE,>^U.t. DEFENS

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OfiBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Century City, California

Access Code 333

Ifs always free to call,

.

,Jfree to create your ad/
free tD listen to ads

and free to send your ad

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

Kjonqraiufaiions on

S/ni/iah'on

CP. G. 2002 !

mm 5500
Vehicle for Rent

Need Transportation
to a Party or
Special Event? .

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)21||^l|k<
or (310)578-31l9B|||^

Let's Go ^^-^ ^^

Transportation

IMMIGRATION
•Working Visas (H- IB)

• Green Cards, Labor Cent.
• Sponsor Companies

call: (310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865
e-mail: usglobaiserv@ool.com

Free Consultation

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

_jSS5^S

FAST AND EASY
STUDENT
LOANS

Up to $20,000 in 24hrs. upon approval. 640
and up Credit Score. Call: 323-497-7059.
Reference* 1978.

Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:
800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Wlnslow's:31 0-475-
9585.

N««d a rld« to Hi« hon«
football goMos, caoso yoor
hovso didn't ront a bos?

Check out our Bruin packages
(310)216*2718 (off»c«)

(310)578-3112 (pa9«r)
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Gfai're OBafcfauf

OCyia OSfascfeff

OBrooJee OBu^in

OCico/e Co£en
JBi'sa Crau^or
^yCeffy \Dorsey

J\.oeile L/'ormosa

Z/iiAo Urujimo/o

^uiia JficAs

LattcAeffe ^acoSs
duenna jBorenz

Cara JBucAiesA
JlCerec/i/A !7IVc!jBric{e

Siffian JlCin/er

Jhtz lUtom'sseu
^enny JlCunroe

^£annon l/^acAejr

SZie/sy T^opAen
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Z7ori lQ)a/ers

Qjinc/u \^ouna
Cjfenor CHerooJeAim
/Bynn Sifoerfoo^e

^sAa <5A/o<z/i

Jessie GAen

Package A
$20.00 per include r/t transportation to the game
One 6' sandwich (choice of ham, turtcey, roast beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake
Cole slaw

1 cup of 1
6' beer or 1 bottle water

Package B
$10.00 per person (roundtrip transportation only)

Package C
No transportation to game. You get everything in

package A for $8.00

RESERVE ASAP. CONTAa: M». Brown or Gino

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small
jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry@31 0-391 -5657.

6500
Music Lessons

^""^v

323-938-4597
B A MUSIC

B A EDUCATION

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Studw by 3rd & Fairfax

let your scuA come out and sing'

kVe a^sKe a new progress

and practice CD every lesson

HYPNOTHERAPY^
RESULTS

Positive help for test anxiety, smoking ces-

sation, nnotivation, goal achievement, self-

confidence, self-esteem, relaxation. Free
consultation. Affordable rates. Confktential.

Michael Moss, C.Ht. Brentwood office. 310-
709-9934.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies guaranteed to help

you gain admission to your dream schools.

For more Information please go to

TheBluelvy.com

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Rnest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

S700
Travel Tickets

5700
Travel Tickets

^''^ on AWAY PACKAMf
4Mn-aiH«l!t AtlMaUBi»

L0S€AB0S__*.«349

MAZATLAN ««.3<9

Pto.VALIARTA.1^,399

CANCUH ^,109

COSTA «€ABm(Ii» $219

¥ ancf'TlOCj

iM^>ir'

www.VictorytraveLoiit

RIO-SAO $259
COSTARICA... $209
MEXICO $119
GUADALAJARA. $119
GUATEMALA.... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
CHILE

LIMA..

••••••••••••••••

(800)878-9986

TOKYO
LONDON

•••«••••••••

$259
$189
$259
$239

TISTAERT DENTAL
310-394-2661. www.tistaertdental.com. 1333
7th St, Santa Monica. 3rd generation LA den-
tist—established 1918. General & cosnwtic
dentistry, Implants. RCT etc.

7000
toring Offered

§**THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,
including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

I M P R O V E YO U R
C. R I C M A 1

i OCT PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONAL!!

I
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APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-
cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call
Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign TA's&graduates entering
business worid. Taught by experienced profes-
sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

A700
Auto Insurance

:^^^gSffW^^ Auto Insurance

Auto Insurance
^^%~2^2g^"^|

M(^rcu rv Broker inw«T!woo(j. no BWkeM-wi>. Ai^^wner
I

markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK-

v^~^
5680

Travel Destinations

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips earn cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

-rm. S720
Vacation Packages

FREE 2 NIGHT STAY IN

A 4 STAR HOTEL
By saving 50% on your phone bill. Over 20
major cities -Cancun, Honolulu, Vegas.

Contact Agentms33@aol.com.

m<i^lr- II

5900
Rnancial Aid

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or ISmin from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Services

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments; pianoA^io-
lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

(310)208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender {Lender Code 832123).

Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

international Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-

sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

Classifieds
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r 7000
ing Offered

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLAgrads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language-for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
oring Wanted

CHEMISTRY TUTOR assist high school 1st
year chemistry student. Santa Monica. 2-

4hrs/wk. $15-20/hr DOE. 310-794-7678.

Urgent, immediate opening.

Tutor one on one
in Beverly Hills home.

SAT math, algebra, geometry, stats,

science, and calculus.

10 hours minimum per week.

Fax resume to:

(323) 931-4799 or visit

www.beverlyhillstutoring.com

Cell phone & car required

GEOGRAPHY MAJORS: GIS ArcView Tutor
wanted. Santa Monica or on campus. Email
Tom at jellymon2@yahoo.com

JAPANESE TUTOR w/experience working
w/chJIdren. Once a week, rates negotiat>le.

Must have own car, female prefen-ed. 310-
394-0863.

NEED STUDENT TO HELP W/ HOMEWORK
for 3rd grade boy Mon-Thurs. 4-6(flexible).

5th st.& WHshire in SM. Starting $8/hr 310-
383-2397.

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH, Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female preferred. 310-285-9612, 310-990-
8552

Tutoring needed for 4th ans 6th grader. Four
dtCjffweek, 3hrs/day $12/hr. 310-276-3828.

^m2oo
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
llP^iting Help

MAKE YOUR PAPER AN "A" PAPER!
II proofread your thesis, dissertation, term pa-
per for only $1/page! The EdItBoss -www.ge-
ocities.com/edittx>ss.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-
sertations, Essays. Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-345-1531

| r.^f^

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tionaJ students wekx>me. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

I

Business Opportunities

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/sp«u-e-time business
toPDorrow! Enrich other women's Hves by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

7SOO
Career Opportunities

CYBERNET, a regional full sen/ice teleconrv

munk^tions company has immediate open-
ings for activated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensatkxi with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cyt)emet-

com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1 110.

DESIGN/SALES
Positk)ns for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle
4-5PM. 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No more Western
Union Fees. Receive a Visa ATM and
Mastercard. Everybody qualifies! 'Call home
1 cent/minute calling cards. *Win a free laptop

P.C. "Learn how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. 1-800-303-3351, fax

resume 619-296-4532. i

FULL-TIME BEVERLY HILLS Real-Estate As-

sistant Needed. Must have strong computer
skills, pleasant phone manner and an ability to

function in a fast-paced environment. Must
have own car and cell phone. Please fax re-

sunr>e to: 310-278-4882.
I

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch

arxj review nnovies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com
j

MEDIA RESEARCH P/T research position at

BH media company Must be detail oriented

arxJ very organized. FlexiWe hours, $10/hr.

Email resume: jobs@psvratings.com.

PART-TIME Office assistant position available

in Brentwood. Must have good computer skills.

Please fax resume to Donna Heidt: 310-593-

0094.

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic
person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley Call :3 10-889-

0119.

BABYSITTER. Experienced female for 7/mo.
old needed. Few hrs. Wed. and Thus, even-
ings. $10/hr. 310-264-1993 or 213-487-6690.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call 310-
440-6738

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.

Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car.in-

surance,&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious arKJ energetic frerwh speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN LOVING-VIBRANT-Happy mother's
helper needed. Mon-Sat 4pm-9pm. Car/refer-

ences/long term commitment required. High
Pay/Bel Air. 310-889-1840.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/1 5-year-old daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from schoolA tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

MOTHER'S HELPER
For 9-year-okJ boy & 16-year okl girt. Week-
days from 3-6. Must have car. Salary negoti-

able. Westwood. 310-470-9850.

7800
Help Wanted

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es. 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day 1-866-291-
1884extU4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych. ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City location seeking F/T and P/T
scooper and shift leader position. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun/ey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com. i

Are you a model...
or want to get started?

mnale models actors
have Plus size & Children div.

int & non-union commercials
1 experience required No fees.

0*273.2566 I

MOTHER'S HELPER FOR 2KIDS (10&15).
Mon-Fri, 1-6pm approx. $10/hr. Looking for re-

sponsible organized person. Must have
car&insurance, references required. Glenridge
area, Bel Air. Call Lakshmi 310-474-8733 or

email ninakumar@aol.com.

MOTHER'S HELPER
WLA/Rancho Park. Monday-Thursday 2:30
start. Wed until 10PM. 2 preteens, homework.
Light chores. $10/hr+gas. Need own car. 310-
202-6703.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR for High school chem-
istry. Must have 4.0 in subject area, and expe-
rience. ReferencesAransportation necessary.

$25/hr. 310-393-3000.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Rexible hours. Hourly
plus tx>nus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

Dance instructor Hip-Hip/etc. for small group
of six y/o girls. 1/wk, flexible schedule.

Experience, no license needed. Pay nego-
tiable. 310-440-4015.

DRIVER/BABYSITTER/HOMEWORK helper

w/strong math skills prefered. Safe car/excel-

lent driving record. 12hrs/wk guaranteed.
M/T/W 3-6:30 minimum. $10/hr plus gas.
Judith 310-441-1556.

I

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education
female-student. School pick-up, help
w/homework &prepare healthy meals for 7-

year-old girl. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,
310-828-8260.

Earn extra $FT/PT. Work from home, help oth-

ers $1000-$3000 mp. www.nellanfunds.com
800-518-8219.

|

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted.
South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

SEEKING a nurturing chikJ loving baby sitter

for our 20months oW girl. Part-Time. Please
call 310-828-605 lor 310-828-6054.

WLA P/T Nanny 20hrsAvk. M-F. afternoon to

early evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,

creative to watch 2 young girls 7&4. 310-351-
1767.

7800
Help Wanted

$10/HR TO ASSIST INDIVIDUAL with comput-
er and telephone calling. Possible bonuses.
Can work from home in evening. P/T, hours
flexible. Call 310-476-9059.

$13/H0UR RETAIL
PT/FT, flexible scheduling, any hours between
5AM-11PM, new shop inskle LAX. Need sev-
eral people, fax:949-481-0245, call:949-492-

4149, josie@caterinas.com

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. m
^ Looking for new Talent A.Sj\.P. for Nat'L Va

H Commercials & Magazines M
^ 10 yrs. estab. Business

JJ
H Serious inquires!!! H
JJ^

310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

GRAPHIC ARTIST/WEB
DESIGNER

Contemporary clothing co. is seeking F/T&
P/T graphic artist. Must be proficient w/MAC,
Photoshop* Illustrator. FAX: 323-234-8327.

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would be
also helpful, but not mandatory. Call 310-474-
4521. I

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

P/T BABY SITTER in Westwood area. For one
5year-okJ child. Some afternoons, flexible

hours. Must have car. Call Sharon 310-476-
6059

PART-TIME
ASSISTANT

$10/hr. + commisswn. 20/hrs7week. Bilin-

gual (Spanish) Multifaceted work, includes

Computer/Office skills. Cuba Travel. Great
Opportunity! 213-626-8902.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT, GRE. etc.) to ACE Educational
Sen/ices, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K. LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverly Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 21 3-961 -4440.

1

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in teaming
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

" TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate prefen-ed. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Physician seeks en-
thusiasts, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen

clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoons&evenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1520 Westwood Blvd. #11, LA
90024.

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks

a part-time representative to wori( in the

UCLAAckerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or finarK:ial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,

vert)al, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566.

University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA. Ca 90025.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F, 9-6. Salary+beneflts. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

SCRABBLE
The all new game show is looking for contest-

ants. Call our hotline at 323-969-8890.

SPOKE MODELS WANTED Go to

www.spacebooth.com. Email: bank@space-
booth.com. Telephone 1-800-303-3351. Fax

resume 619-296-4532.
|

TOP COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE IN-

VESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Seeks Intern/Agent. PT/FT. Salary/Com-

mission. Fax Resume 310-575-1964.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.
Pn. $10-1 5/hr, $200-»-per/show, plus fantastic
benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ATHLETICS: P/T UCLA students to wori< in

office. Pays: $7.39/hr, 10-20 hrs weekly. Must
be friendly and hard working. /\pply at J.D.
Morgan Facilities office 310-206-6662.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BARISTA wanted. Expenenced preferred.

Great student job, P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

PT TUTORS $15-20/hour, Psychology/Educa-
tion majors preferred, flexible after-school

hours. Located in BH, for more info

email:shoshie2b@yahoo.com

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy salon.

Must be able to wori< 10-8. Stacy 310-824-

7666.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a

leader in technical publications for the con-

struction industry, has immediate part-time po-

sitions available at its WLA kx:ation. $7Aiour

starting. Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center

needs concierge/guest-service associates

and experienced seaonal-holiday gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-

able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessional-appearance. Flexible hours, Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

STAFF ASSISTANT
|

MUSIC PUBLICATION
P/T. Helpful exp: Mac and/or PC. Internet/e-

mail, data entry, great phone presence. Small

SM office w/casual dress code and flexible

hours. Resume and cover letter: jobs@ice-

magazine.com.

7800
Help Wanted

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T. F/T. Apply at: 11 56
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Learn to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athlefic and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relafionship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineverylife.com.

8000
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese nafive speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-

tions.htm

INTERNS FOR GROWING ENTERTAIN-
MENT COMPANY College credit. No experi-

ence necessary. Flexible. Great for your
resume! Contact: Andrew @ 310-288-8105

SEEKING GRADUATE
STUDENT

with exceptional writing skills to assist an

individual in writing his memoirs as an inter-

national political consultant for a writer's

credit. A feature film starring several major

actors based on his stories has already

been made and will be distributed worid-

wide next year. For further information

please contact Irene Gazaryants at 310-

473-8335.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm, 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1-year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

$795 ELEGANTLY REMODELED Ibdrm.
great Van Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman
Oaks shopping. UCLA buses, freeways. Oak
floors,.ceiling fans, carport. 818-399-9610.

310^^4-9691
Unhappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 Bedroom
Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

•T1/DSL Ready

•A/C ;

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• Roommate Matching Service Available

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, flreplace, balcony, gated parking.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

Apartment for Sublet. Starting January,

2bdrm/1 ba on Strathmore/Landfair. Across the

street from campus. Lease ends Julylst.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550, 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Large one bedroom/full

bathroom, unfurnished, walk to grove/farmers

market. No-pets. Like a home. $1550. 323-

731-5311. Available 12/01

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing. laundry/balcony. Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Arnie 310-207-1965.

TODAY

FLU VACCINE
For registered UCLA students

Bring your Bruincord / 300 doses at each event.

First come, first served - no appointment needed.

Thurs. Nov. 21, 1 1 am - 2 pm

Marian Anderson Courtyard, ACSM
Tues. Nov. 26J 2 - 3 pm / Bruin Plaza (outside Ashej

+ Qi Gong demo at each event

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment
in the Ashe Center, while supplies last.

For more information or to request an appointment:

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
Ashe at G>vel Commons, 2nd Floor

5 - 7 pm, Mondays and Tuesdays, weeks 1-10

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Cheap nightclub

6 Favoritism

10 Skin care problem
14 Raring to go
15 Lawyer, briefly

16 Rber source
17 Mall tenant
18 Come across as
19 Parade feature
20 Vampire's target
22 Massages
24 Veggie-tray item
26 Stout
27 Rambe
31 Reur-de- —
32 Sharp
33 Holland export
36 Deuce
39 Ink spot
40 Take fright

41 Faculty head
42 Utter

43 Ralph — Emerson
44 Danger
45 Miss Piggy, to

herself

46 Cancel
48 V\/ell-versed

51 Travel on powder
52 Noise from the hall

54 Art stands
59 Iron oxidation

60 Rolling (rich)

62 Prove false

63 Nautical position
64 Memo
65 Los Angeles

c^|er
66 U.S. rival, once
67 Mortarboard

wearer
68 Come afterward

DOWN
1 Witty remark
2 Promise
3 Borodin prince

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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1
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4 Mad emperor
5 Sewing

machine part

6 College degs.
7 Livy'sroad
8 Rnished off

(2 wds.)
9 Standing for

10 Monastery
heads

1

1

Go very slow
12 Pram pusher
13 Concludes
21 Dead heat
23 Trickle down
25 Sachet

component
27 Prods
28 Bruins sch.

29 Warnina float

30 "The Addams
Family" cousin

34 Sturm — Drang
35 Wildebeest

chasers

36 Garr or Hatcher
37 Ragamuffin
38 Just
40 Wielding a

brush
41 Computer key
43 Misfortunes
44 Springy
45 Grumble
47 Small guitar

48 Referee's calls

49 Bites the dust
50 Quartet

member
52 Herr's spouse
53 Pocket bread
55 Madonna ex
56 Large deer
57 Place
58 Arid

61 Newscaster —
Koppel

nr

FT

8 9

35"

W

11 12 13

""TEADITIONSf
UCLA

Car Smash
Today

NooN-2 P.M., Bruin Plaza

Take out your aggression towards the

school across town while listening to the

tunes of KROQ.

For information, call (310) UCLA-SAA or visit

www.UCLAlunuu.net/BeatSC

(3101 UCiASU mnUlCLMMnLnal/SM
—SAA is the stutient chapter ofthe—

UCLAIumni
[Assoc! a t i o nl

ClassifiedP
825-2221
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8^00
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

^Vcfcome Cgrulns ricnds

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We
amenitites. Whether

)r».flSLfc- >t;J»*»

yotj need a bachelor, a single of a" 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!

Of the many amenities availble, we offer gyms, swimming
pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios. more.
[r necessary, we have custom designer furniture a
well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

more, in short anything you mayneed wf can

(310)
(bnglish, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian.
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

[The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com
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on campus
State of the Art

I

Laser Hair Remova

Call now for your

free consultation.
I I

And New Low
Prices.

Jannes Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice in Gynecolosy
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

#383

Kes*'*.'^
10.208.2772 x 18

HO-

A !Sf I LA ^^^ QiNGdAo

JAKARTA

OKYO
O CHI MINH CITY

HANOISEOUL
SINGAPORE

KUALA LUMlUR

BAJ/GKOK
mmmimiimii^iliUmiiAiimtmik

Click & Save Now
TRAVEL FOR THE NEXT GENERATION

Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD- $2300
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,

paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bkjg,

close to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village

for shops, restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun. 10-4. and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdmn/2bth. $2600. Anne
310-441-3783.

REMODELED GUEST STUDIO Washer/dry-

er, stove/fridge, pool, paid utilities, one-year-

lease, quiet student/professional, no pets. Bel

Air. $895. 310-474-5080.

** MAR VISTA **

ROCHESTER/MIOVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood fkx)rs, lots of win-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

•3BD*3BATownhoine,

FP. Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

4OPEN HOUSE Mbn.- Sat. 10

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
* Move-In special

501 Qayiey Ave

310-208-8505
J

SANTA MONICA U1, great area, r/s, carpet,

hardwood fkx)rs, laundry, parking, www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s. ctose to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking. $925.
www.westsiderentals.conn 310-395-7368.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 MayfieW. Cell:31 0-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-

ing granted, laundry room. $1095. 310-230-

1252Adj Brentwood.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C. gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-

473-5061.

SANTA MONICA apartment by beach, private

room, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry, parking,

$500. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA bachelor pad, near beach,
r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s. great
views, laundry, parking, utilities included
$750.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

/ ^
Westwood Village

433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995

2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space
• Wetbar in selected units
• Private balcony
• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths
• Intercom entry & gated parking

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc J

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

t>edroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace. AC. secur-
ity building. 310-208-4796.

PALMS
$1100/month. 2bed/1.5bath. Appliances, pool,

laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and floor.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

Classifieds
825-2221

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok. r/s, great
views, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

SANTA MONICA guest house, prime area, pe-
tok, r/s, carpet, garden, laundry, parking,

$1 095. 31 0-395-7368.www. westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished/unfumished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd

Street Promenade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. $1555 2 bedroom/2 bath-

room. Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen

and bath. Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered
Parking, 937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900

SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-

$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes;
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-

10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.

Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+). 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa.

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.

Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com

310-208-1976.

m

W WLS S S

Through direct encounters
with choreographers,
dancers, directors,

musicians, actors. painters.
performance artists. and
media artists, students

will. enhance their
understanding of the

contemporary art scene.
Instructor: Robert Israel,
theater and opera designer

Enrollment Information
Arts Encounters: Encountering the Arts in the 21^* Century

Art & Arc 10 Winter Quarter 2003
.MX & Arc 10 is an approved GE Hi«naniues-Arts course for students in the College of Letters and Science and the School of the Am and Architecture.

Lecture:
Mondays and Wednesdays

1 200 POPPER Theater
SCHOENBERO MUSIC BU3G

1 :OOPM — 2:SOpm

Discussion Sections:
1 4-02 SCHOENBERG MUSIC BLDG

Section a: 122030201 -Friday; 1 2:OOpm
Section b: 1 22030202 - Friday, l :OOpm
Section c: 1 22030203 - Friday. 2:OOpm

UCLfflB
f^-f^-f.s^B^W^^^w/wiVWW^^v^^^MtrAWV^v^-,^

School of the kis and Architecture at UCLA

Apartments for Rent

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1 bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

abJe.^ 0^24-21 12. AcceptiRg applications for

winter quarter.

WEST LA. Available ASAP. LARGE 1B+1B.
$950rent+$950dep. Gated access+parking.
New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.

5-min to 1 0+405freeways. #12 BlueBus.
Contact 213-446-5772/310-210-7380.

Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking Included. Days:31 0-475-7533, even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

WLA Large 1/bdrm, A/C, dishwasher, fire-

place, large closet space, secure building.

1.5/miles from campus. $1100/month. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-560-7632.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT, private room,
gated entry, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, $550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

•*WEST LA**
IBD+IBA SIMS/MO
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideploces.com

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS TWO-STORY GUEST-
HOUSE. Includes electricity and water. First

floor-hardwood floors, second floor-carpet-

ed. Private bath and shower. $1200/mo.
310-918-8861.

BRENTWOOD. Wilshire and Bundy. Available

now! $690/rrK). Female for private room In

2bdrm/1bth. Must be neat and friendly. Emma
310-826-4556.

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA, gated, r/s,

carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1100.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401.

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA, R/S. CAR-
PET, A/C, LAUNDRY, POOL, PARKING, $950.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

i*£V.^iieci si^ do$^, low Secant)' D€^

530 Veteran
208-4394

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two btocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. Ibdrm/lbth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, balcony, laundry. Walking distance to

UCLA. $1200/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING. DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-

washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, parking, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-
7512 JKW.

MAR VISTA Bus routes to UCLA. Residential

area. High ceiling, lots of light, utilities includ-

ed. $800/mo. Female, non-smoker prefered.
310-915-0629.

WESTWOOD guest house, petok, r/s, patio,

carpet, pool, laundry, yard, parking, $950.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD HOMBLY SFR 4 bedroom, Den,
4.5 bath courtyard house, hardwood floors,

great space 3 car garage North of Wilshire

$3950. Call david 310-271-7064/470-4797.

WESTWOOD STUDIO, near UCLA, r/s, hard-

wood floors, quiet area, laundry, parking,

$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc
seeking roomate (professional preferred).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patrice

tel:3 10-826-6654

CULVER CITY. Own room In 2bdrm/1bth apt.

w/garage, nkie area. Prefer female, available

Dec.1 $700/mo. 310-702-1267.

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, furnished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month . Fahti 3 1 0-446-6682.

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s, hard-

wood floors, walk to UCLA, w/d, parking,

$650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9600
Roommates-Sliared Room

FEMALE STUDENT TO SHARE Ibdrm/living

room apartment. Gated complex, parking,

near SMCC. $385/mth. Available now! Call

Heather 310-453-5558.

WESTWOOD 2+1, ctose to UCLA, r/s, balco-

ny, carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa. gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,

pool, utilities, clean, parking, best deal in

Westwood. $1100/month. Call Andrew 310-

562-8397

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, catok,

r/s, bateony, a/c, pool, laundry, garage, $400.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

Diamond Head
Apartments

SInsle $895.ooup

2bedroom $ 1 555 -n^ up

1 bedroom $ 1 1 95
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
within walktn3 distance to UCLA. Gated

Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room,
Laundry facilities, AC/Refrigerator, Stove

Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

WESTWOOD bachetor pad. walk to UCLA,
r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$625. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

WESTWOOD furnished, 1+1, close to UCLA,,
catok, r/s. carpet, gated, laundry, parking,

$995. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.

729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom. Hardwood floors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, parking available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $675-
925. Ibdrm $950-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury. Must see. Call for

free listing :310-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS
3bdrm/2bth. Large unit. 2.5 miles from cam-
pus, half a block from blue-line bus.
$1500/month, one year lease. Call 310-276-
3138 Henry.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Deflnite must seel 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8^50
M^^ Apartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-

9748

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-

ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2t)drm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $750/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. Ibdrm/lbth condo;
1 bdrm/1 bth+den on Montana. Security build-

ing. All amenities. Great location. Fireplace.

Parking space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1 700. Jimmy.
213-272-3316.

9300
Room for Help

FREE RENT in exchange for housekeeping,
private entrance/bath one-block east of UCLA.
No chiWren, women only. Close to bus. 310-

474-4354,7am-7pm.

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath In beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overlooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH EMERITUS Family. Free
Room/Board in exchange for help with
home/family/etc. Need CDL/Car.
Organized/Responsible Male preferred. 310-
472-1944.

Large private room/ba. Parking in 2bd apt in

WLA, close to UCLA and freeways. Quiet re-

sponsible male/female. $750/mo. 310-699-

2555.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD-FEMALE sublet needed winter

and spring, 424 Lanfair, private room, fur-

nished, parking possible. Quiet apt, fun com-
plex. $650/month. Call 310-824-1585.

ROOM.BOARD in brentwood apt in exchange
for P/T childcare for 5 year-old. Walk to UCLA
Female, references. 310-562-9863, Kay.

Room for Rent

BEL AIR HOUSE, close to UCLA, r/s. carpet,
walk-in closets, parking, utilities included,
$1100. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
I

Sublets in all cities!! 1-877-FOR-RENt|

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$675+$675-security, 1-bdnn. WLA. Access to
garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

NORTH SANTA MONICA $795/mo. Secure,
quiet, upstairs l>edroom, downstairs study.
Large townhouse. Kitchen privileges. Declst.
310-453-8508. 6-8pm. Female grad only.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-
rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

BEL AIR STUDIO, close to UCLA, catok, r/s,

carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$725. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

Free yourself

.
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UCLA cross country teams redeem Pac-10 performances at NCAA
By Katie Filbeck

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kfilbeck@media.ucla.eclu

The pride has been restored
UCLA's cross country program.

Both the men's and women's teams
competed in tlie NCAA West Regional
Cross Country Qualifiers at Stanford
on Saturday and returned redeemed

to

and confident after an upset at the
Pac-10 championships the week
before.

The men ended their season with
an eigl\th overall finish. The women
finished in third place - the highest
ranking the team has garnered in the
regional championships since head
coach Eric Peterson has been coach-
ing it.

Now the women's team must wait
for the decision to be made on
whether or not it will continue on as
an at-large bid in the NCAA champi-
onships next weekend in Terra
Haute, Ind.

The top two teams in each region
automatically qualify for a race slot at

tlie NCAA championships. In addi-

tion, 13 teams are chosen by a com-—_ 1

mittee based on their performances
at the regional qualifiers and their

regular seasons. A large factor in that

decision is a team's personal win-loss

record against teams who received
automatic placements.

The outlook is positive for the
Bruin women. The team advanced
with an at-large bid last year after

placing fifth at the qualifier.

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEG l« Jill

The Sarah Lawrence

Collejje in P/im program

combines indi\ jduallv

crafted programs ot study

with total immersion m
the academic, artistic and
social life of Pans.

The broad range of

options includes enroll-

ment in the great French

institutioiv* of learning,

w ith access to a tiili range of courses usually open
only to French students, and small seminars. The
hallmark Ot' the program is private

tutorials with French faculrv,

focusing on student interests.

The program is open to

students with two years or more
of college French. Housing is

provided in the heart of Paris.

A pioneering program

dedicated to blending

the rhythm of Paris with

the pace ofacademic studies

• Universitc de Paris:

Sorbonne, Jussieu et

Nanterre

• Institut d'Etudes

Politiques

• Ecole du Louvre

• Ecole Normale dc

Musique

• F.A.C.T. (Theatre)

• Ecole Superieure d'Etudes Chorcgraphiques

• Studio Vermes (Photographic)

• Ateliers de peintres et sculpteurs

For more information:

Office of International Programs

Sarah Lawrence College in Paris

1 Mead Way, Bronxvillc, NY 10708-5999

(800) 873-4752/H-mail: slcaway@slc.edu

Saitah Lawrence College also sponsors programs in FlorCnCC, Londoil and Oxford,
Financial Aid is available for all four programs
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"I think our chances are very good.
We have the significant wins needed,"
Peterson said.

EarUer this season, they beat
Florida State, which placed second in

the South division to secure its own
championship spot.

In the event the team does not

qualify, junior Lena Nilsson already

has her individual spot secured.

Placing second overall at the qualifier

with a time of 20 minutes, 45 seconds,

Peterson feels that Nilsson "has cer-

tainly placed herself amongst the

contenders for the title next week."

He also feels Nilsson is the most
improved cross-country rurmer in

America, having come from a 135th

place finish at last year's NCAA
championships.

Also scoring for the women
Saturday were freshman Jerma
Timinsky in ninth place, followed by
sophomores Carmen W^ant (19th),

Lori Mann (27th), and Alejandra
Barrientos (28th).

For both the men and the women,
Peterson declared the day to be "the

best day of racing we've had all sea-

son." The men came back from a dis-

appointing last-place finish at the
Pac-10 championships tx) take eighth
overall on Saturday

,

Since then, the men have been
working on setting realistic expecta-
tioiis for the regional meet.

"Seventh place was the best we
possibly could have been under any
circumstances." Peterson said.

The team was led by sophomore
Erik Emilsson, who finished 34th.
Sophomore Ben Aragon finished 44th
despite battling illness, and sopho-
more Jon Rankin came in 52nd.
Rankin is just recenUy back running
after being on the ir\jury list for most
of the season.

The women's at-large decisions
vidll be announced later today If cho-
sen, the team viill leave this Friday
for Terre Haute and race Nov 25.
From the Western region, Stanford
and Arizona State have qualified for
the championships - joining
Georgetown, Brigham Young,
University of Colorado, Oregon,
North Carolina State, Notre Dame,
Michigan, and Northwestern.

CATHERINE.II;n,Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA senior outside hitter Lauren Fendrick tallied just six kills in 32 swings during
Friday's 3-0 loss to No. 2 USC.

W VOLLEYBALL | Remaining 2

Pac-10 games crucial to team
from page V

(6-foot-3), and Bibiana Candelas (6-

foot-3) notched a combined 23 kills

onjust 6 errors.

Freshman Nancy Barba was a
pleasant surprise at middle block
since senior Angela Eckmier went
down with a season-ending knee
ii\jury, but she failed to record a kill

against the Trojans, finishing with
just one block.

"We haven't played a team viith

really good middles other than
Pepperdine," Barba said. "We're not
used to it, but now that I have seen

it, I'll know what to look for."

With two games remaiiung on the
Pac-10 slate, a lot is left to be decid-
ed. The Bruins could finish as high
as third in the conference with a
sweep of the Arizona schools, but
could drop to eighth if they fail to
secure a victory.

The Wildcats and Sun Devils
swept LJCLA in late September dur-
ing the first road trip of the confer-
ence season.

"We need to win both games,"
McFarland said. "We're a lot better
team than we were a month and a
halfago when we played in Arizona."

*Rates iiKiuding rourxltrip airfare from LAX,
6 nights accommodstion and ground transfers.

Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.
Restrictions apply. cst#20)»$6« ^
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• Men's volleyball makes its talent

crystal clear in New York

• Rojer's smashing performance
garners tournament win

• UCLA sinks Pacific in last conference
game of season
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PRJVIEW
Pauley Pavillion Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
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Sunset Rec Friday 12:00 p.m.

RoseBowl Aq Saturday 10:00 a.m.
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Drake Stadium Saturday 7:00 p.m.
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conference
By Gilbert QuiHonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

Soccer balls being kicked into
the back of the net weren't the only
kind of goals the UCLA men s soc-
cer team wanted to achieve. It also
had team goals, one of them being
a Pac-10 title.

That goal has been crossed off

the list. With the Bruins' 3-1 win at

FYesno State yesterday, UCLA won

\

UCLA falls to

'SC, must sweep

Arizona schools

for top 3 spot
By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jelsenberg@media.ucla.edu

The script was in place for a historic
upset on Friday night, but No. 2 USC
refused to play its part
The No. 19 UCLA women's volleyball

team came into the match looking to
avenge a 3-0 sweep at the hands of the
TYojans earlier this season. Instead, USC
demonstrated why it is in the hunt for a
national championship, laying waste to
the Bruins on its own court 30-24, 30-21
30-23.

They're certainly a very solid squad,**
said UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski. "When they go to the
bench, they only get bigger and better.

We played a good game tonight, but I

think their blocking, their hitting, and
their serving were too much for us."

The loss was the fourth in a row
against USC for the Bruins (15-12, 8-8

Pac-10), and made the already murky
Pao-10 playoff picture just a little bit

blurrier. Heading into the conference
season's final weekend, UCLA is tied for
fifth place in the conference and will

likely need at least one victory against
either Arizona or Arizona State to avoid
missing the playoffs for the first time
since 1996.

j

"We really need to get a couple wins
this week," Banachowski said. "Ifwe can
do that, well really solidify our position
playoffs-wise."

The Bruins looked like a squad who
could go deep into the playoffs at times
against USC (22-1, 15-1), but never could
maintain that momentum. After hanging
with the Trojans throughout much of the
first game behind four kills and three
blocks fi-om junior Cira Wright, UCLA
collapsed midway through game two.

Leading 12-9, USC reeled off eight
straight points behind All-American
jimior Katie Olsovsky's serving, and the
fi-ont line that recorded four blocks dur-
ing the run.

|

"We tried different plays to see if we
could get out of the rotation, but Katie
Olsovsky is a very good server," said
UCLA sophomore Krystal McFarland.
"They're a very good team, and I give
them a lot of credit"

In game three, the Bruins came out
with renewed intensity, taking a 23-22
lead on a Heather Cullen kill. That
turned out to be their final point of the
match, as USC's junior April Ross
squashed UCLA's momentum, burying a
crosscourt kill to tie the game and then
tallying the final seven points of the
match on her powerful serve.

"Those two serving nms really spelled
the difference in the match tonight,"

Banachowski said "We tried to slow
things down and break their momentum,
but they were in a zone. They weren't
getting aces, but we just couldn't get the
sideout"

i

The Bruins strugigled to contain USC's
imposing front line, as middle blockers
Emily Adams (6-foot-5), Katie Olsovsky

W VOLLEYBALL
| Page 16

the Pac-10 conference, its first con-
ference title in five years.

"I'm extremely happy," UCLA
head coach Tom Fitzgerald said.

"Winning the Pac-10 was our first

goal. The guys deserve it."

Going into the weekend, the
Bruins didn't control their own
destiny in the conference, but Cal's
2-1 overtime loss at Washington on
Friday gave UCLA (13-3-3, 8-2 Pac-
10) the conference lead for good.

Against the BuDdogs (5-1M, 2-7-

1), the Bruins took an early lead
when senior forward Tim Pierce
scored two goals, one in the 21st
minute and the other in the 31st
Pierce finishes the season with a
team-high ten goals.

|

"Those goals were very Impor-
tant for us," Pierce said. "We need-
ed them. They put us in a good
position to win."

Fresno State made it a one-goal
lead when Kupono Low scored on
a penalty kick in the 50th minute.

However, UCLA's Matt Taylor
scored a goal in the 82nd minute to
secure the win. Pierce added an
assist on that goal.

"We're feeling great right now,"
sophomore defender Tony Lawson
said. "We have the talent and the
coaching staff to go all the way."

The first step towards a champi-
onship will be this weekend. The
draws for the NCAA tournament
are announced today at 1:30 p.m.,
and the No. 6 Bruins figure to have

a high seed. Getting a top-8 seed
would ensure UCLA hosting the

first three rounds of the tourna-

ment. A top-4 seed would ensure
hosting four rounds.

"There's always a few surprises

in the draws every year," Fitzgerald

said. "We're hoping for a top-8

seed. But stranger things have hap-
pened."

The first round match, probably
at Drake Stadium, will be played on
either Friday, Saturday or Sunday.

Bruins run through USC, LMU
By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA women's soccer
team kicked off Beat 'SC week in

the most brutal fasliion imagin-
able Sunday afternoon.

It took two overtimes, 22
shots, two injuries, a missed
penalty kick, and nine comer
kicks for the No. 3 Bruins to

finally put away USC 1-0 in the
second round of the NCAA play-

offs.

The Golden Goal came in the
103rd minute when sophomore
defender Kendal Billingsley col-

lected an oddly bouncing comer
kick among a flurry of USC and
UCLA bodies to put away the
game-winner.

"I was ecstatic, it was a great
feeling (to score the game win-
ner)," Billingsley said. "It was a
long game. It felt like there was a
force field (blocking the USC
goal) and to finally get one in was
awesome."

USC's strategy was painfully

obvious.

The Women of Troy eventually
dropped into a 5^1 formation,
essentially playing nine defend-
ers, with a constant stream of
substitutions. This strategy was
successful thanks in large part to
the spectacular play of USC
goalie Juhe Peterson.

At halftime, the Bruins had
outshot the Women of Troy 8-1,

but Peterson notched seven
saves in the first half and finished
the game with 10. The Bruins
wound up outshooting USC 22-2.

"The big thing we talked about
at halftime was trying not to let

them dismpt our rhythm," UCLA
head coach Jillian Ellis said.
"They were just looking for the
counter goal. That sometimes is

ftustrating because they're by-
passing our midfield."

In the 22nd minute, midfielder
Jill Oakes was fouled hard and
twisted her knee and was out for
the rest of the aftemoon. Nine
minutes later senior defender
TYacey Winzen sustained a colli-

sion and roUed her ankle and
also did not return.

The bmtality carried over into

the second half. In the 54th
minute freshman forward Iris

Mora was flattened inside the
USC goalie box, and UCLA was
awarded a penalty kick.

Junior defender Nandi Pryce
shot the penalty kick into the
right comer, but it was blocked
by Peterson.

"For about five or six minutes
I was replaying (the missed kick)

in my head and thinking 'if we
don't win this game, I'm going to

quit soccer,'" Pryce said. "There
was going to have to be some
other way for us to win."

It was a wild game, as the
number of UCLA shots that bare-

ly missed is too numerous to cat-

alogue, and it seemed that every
player who had the ball went
down hard into the Drake

CATHERINE JUN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Sophomore forward Lindsay Greco slices through LMU defenders in the Bruins' 4-0 Friday night victory in the
first round of the NCAA playoffs. UCLA defeated USC 1-0 Sunday in double overtime in the second round.

Stadiimi turf.

Close to the end of the first

overtime, sophomore forward
Kim Devine was shoved hard
into the ground by a USC defend-
er inside the box, and no foul
was called. Drake Stadium empt-
ed into boos. ,

"Kids just don't fall without
being hit," EUis said who
engaged in a colorful discussion
with the official after the first

overtime.

The Bruins had no trouble fin-

ishing on Friday night, as they
easily put away LMU 4-0. Junior
Sarah-Gayle Swanson scored
two goals in the first half.

DIVISION I WOMEN'S SOCCER PUYOFF BRACKET
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Nickname

pickiness of

'Southern CaV

unwarranted

When it comes to rivalries, we
have it easy here at UCLA. With
all due respect to brussels

sprouts, telemarketers and people with
poor oral hygiene, is there anything
more loathsome than those Gucci-clad
Carson Palmer
apologists at the

University of

Southern

California?

And now, the

school whose stu-

dents have dubbed
the J-Crew catalog

required reading

gives us this shock-

ing revelatioiL

On page three of
USC's football

media guide, promi-
nently featured in

the bottom right

hand comer is a box containing the
headline, **It's not ^Southern CaL***

The remaining text reads: "Note to

the media: In editorial references to
athletic teams of the University of
Southern California, the following are
preferred: USC, Southern California,

So. California, T^oy and TYojans for
men's or women's teams, and Women
of TYoy for women's teams. PLEASE do
not use Southern Cal (it's like calling

San Francisco "Frisco" or North
Carolina "North Car'^."

This has to be a joke.
I hate to tear you self-absorbed buf-

foons in the athletic department at
good ol' South Central Tech away fix)m
their duties manning the sinking
"Carson Palmer for Heisman" ship, but
let's think about this rationally for a
moment

San Francisco is a city, and a damn
fine one at that North Carolina is a
state. Using them as examples when
talking about the naming rights of your
school is a lot like making analogies to
the cuisine at Spago Beverly Hills when
grabbing takeout fix)m Roscoe's
Chicken & WafQes.

Let's call a spade a ^ade here.

What you really meant was this:

"Please don't criticize our poor little

TYojans. Our fans need a self esteem
boost after the Paul "Cant" Hackett
era, and we could use all the positive

publicity we can get"
My question is what's wrong with

"Southern Cal?" It beats the hell out of
all the other names people have for
your esteemed academic institution

(SUC, the University of Spoiled
Children, and the University of South
Central, just to name a few of the clas-

sics.)

Besides, if anything needed a name
change worse than NASCAR driver

Dick Trickle, it's not the name of your
school - it's your mascot

To say the least, the word "Thyans"
does not evoke images of ancient
Greek warriors (or even Heisman tro-

phy-caliber tailbacks) anymore. The
only way the football team could possi-
bly be less intimidating would be if its

players painted "ribbed for her plea-

sure" across their chests.

Three cheers for USC for being so
easy to despise. From its alumni sec-

tion teeming with failed movie produc-
ers still living ofif their tnispt funds to
their golden boy quarterbackwho has
been in college since the Reagan
administration, the T)x)jans are an easy
target

Oh, and USC fens-here is a t^ for all

of you planning to bet daddy's pay-
check on the game this weekend, but
still deciding who is going to wItl

Your media guide is right "It's not
Southern CaL"

Each of this week's sports columns will

celebrate Beat 'SC Week.

Women's basketball slams All-Stars

MICHAEL MAN! EL/Uaily Briin

Freshman Julia Pitts tallied 23 points and 14 rebounds as the UCLA women's
basketball team defeated the West Coast All-Stars Sunday, 90-76.

By Jeff Bsenberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

Last Wednesday, the UCLA
women's basketball team took a trip

to a local ropes course to build cama-
raderie and team unity.

Fittingly, the Bruins' balanced
offensive attack kept the West Coast
All-Stars on the ropes the entire
game en route to a 90-76 victory
Sunday aftemoon at Pauley Pavilion.

"We wanted to approach this as a
real game," said UCLA head coach
Kathy Olivier. "I think if we take care
of the basketball a little better and
make our freethrows, we can be a
pretty good team."

Senior guard Michelle Greco led

the Bruins with 26 points on 9-of-20
shooting, but the most encouraging
aspect of the game was the play of
freshman Julia Pitts.

The 6-foot-2-inch forward poured
in 23 points on ll-of-13 shooting and
grabbed 14 rebounds to record a
double-double in just the second
appearance of her collegiate career.

"I just try to use my quickness and
try to get the ball," said Pitts, who tal-

Ued 11 points in UCLA's exhibition
opener against Love and Basketball
on Nov. 9.

"I tried my hardest to play my
game out there."

The Bruins raced out to an early
10-3 lead behind some stingy half-

court defense. They forced turnovers
on each of the West Coast All-Stars

first four possessions, and used their

quickness and depth to maintain a
single-digit lead throughout the first

half.

The All-Stars pulled to within 69-

61 midway through the second half,

but a 10-2 UCLA run capped off by a
Jamila Veasley putback gave the
Bruins' a comfortable 16-point mar-
gin that they never relinquished.

Both Pitts and fellow freshman
Nikki Blue were in the starting line-

up yesterday, and they should also
start alongside seniors Greco,
Veasley, and point guard Natalie
Nakase when the Bruins open the
regular season against Hawaii on
Saturday in Honolulu.

"Our freshmen are getting much
more comfortable," Olivier said.

"Nikki had a real good week of prac-
tice and she earned the starting spot
Julia is very explosive and uses her
quickness well. She definitely isn't

playing like a fi-eshman."

Heading into the regular season,
the Bruins are playing well but they
have a few areas to shore up. The
squad shot an abysmal 21-of-40 fi-om

the fi-ee throw line including an ane-
mic 2-of-13 from starters Pitts and
Veasley.

"We have to spend a httle bit more
time on that in practice," Olivier said.

"I am going to go on record. I expect
75 percent or better."

If that doesn't work, the coach has
another solution.

"I'm going to make sure Greco
shoots them all," she said
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L.A. county likely to

delay facility closure

Reagan hospital must

$200 million for equipment

By Noah Grand
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.eclu

Three Los Angeles county supervisors are expected to
postpone a vote on closing Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
today.

Supervisors Gloria Molina, Don Knabe and board chair
Zev Yaroslavsky will back a motion to prevent a vote from
occurring until Jan. 21, 2003 - giving the county more time
to solicit funding from state and county sources.

The alternative is closing hospitals even after voters
approved a tax increase during November's elections to
keep hospitals open, because the tax does not provide
enough revenue to offset a $326.6 miUion budget shortfall
in 2003-2004.

|

"We don't know what future is now," said Avianna
Uribe, Molina's press aide. "It's hard to tell without a final
decision from the federal government and state govern-
ment"

Molina, Yaroslavsky and Knabe form a mayority among
the five-member board, so their motion will pass.

Meanwhile, discussions are progressing with state and
federal authorities to try and gain additional funding,
Uribe said.

The supervisors have scheduled a meeting with Gov.
Gray Davis to discuss the county's health problems, and
want him to call a special session of the legislature for
this purpose.

They have also met with Tom Scully federal adminis-
trator for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services,

to discuss funding.

"He's going to be the key guy who helps frame the Bush
administration's strategy," said Joel Bellman,
Yaroslavsky's press aide.

State and federal funding helped the county overcome
similar financial problems in the mid-90s, but that funding
was only provided for a limited time and has run out.

Along with waiting for funding, county supervisors said
they may want to avoid closing hospitals only two weeks
after county voters approved Measure B with 73 percent
of the vote.

"It would be political suicide to close any hospitals
with trauma centers right now," said Jon Musella, Knabe's
press aide.

The measure provides the county trauma system with
$168 million by increasing property taxes, but this is not
enough to prevent hospital closures, Uribe said.

The county runs Harbor-UCLA and is responsible for its

funding, but UCLA provides some staff.

This gives UCLA's School of Medicine a way to let stu-
dents gain experience working in hospitals.

Harbor-UCLA is one of the county's 13 trauma centers,
providing the greatest level of emergency care possible
for accident victims.

If additional funds can't be found, county supervisors
must decide whether to use Measure B revenue to keep
Harbor-UCLA open or to help fund the county's other
trauma centers, such as the County-USC hospital.

Supervisors will have a better idea of whether the coim-
ty will receive additional funding and should be able to
decide on cuts in January, Bellman said.

FUNDS EXPECTED TO COME
FROM DONATIONS, SPONSOR

By Michael Jahina

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mjahjna@medla.ucla.edu

UCLA's Ronald Reagan Hospital - the largest
investment in the history of the world's most presti-
gious public university system - is currently in need
of hundreds of millions of dollars in private dona-
tions.

The funds are needed to purchase medical equip-
ment so that the hospital will be ready to serve
patients by the expected opening date of 2005. The
hospital is still receiving contributions and pledges
for the equipment, and an unnamed sponsor is run-
ning a campaign to raise $150 million, said Sergio
Melgar, chief financial officer of the UCLA Medical
Center. The other $50 million is to come from other
donors.

While the need for equipment funds is the hospi-
tal's biggest monetary deficiency, other areas of con-
struction and renovation are more adequately fund-
ed. Of the $1.3 billion budget, used for the building
and renovation of the Reagan and Santa Monica
Hospitals, as well as three research centers, $672.7
million has been allocated to the reconstruction of
the Reagan Hospital, Melgar said.

If the campaign is not able to fulfill its goal of rais-

ing $150 million for the equipment, its sponsor will

HOSPITAL
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Construction workers walk along the site of the new
Reagan Hospital, which is lacking in funds, In Westwood.

Thirty U.N. arms inspectors flj

to Iraq in search of weapons
FULL COOPERATION SEEN AS SADDAM'S
LAST CHANCE TO AVOID WAR WITH U.S.

By Bassem Mroue

THE AS^e^fATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — U.N. arms
inspectors returned to Iraq after a
four-year hiatus Monday, calling on
President Saddam Hussein's govern-
ment to cooperate with their search
for weapons of mass destruction in

the interest of peace. But
Washington said it already sees like-

ly violations.

Chief U.N. inspector Hans Blix
and about 30 inspectors flew into

the Iraqi capital aboard a white
cargo plane emblazoned with the
black letters "U.N." as allied war-
planes bombed Iraqi air defense sys-
tems in the northern no-fly zone.
The U.S. military said the jets were
fired on during routine patrols.

At the White House, spokesman
Scott McClellan said Monday the
Iraqi anti-aircraft fire "appears to be
a violation" of the U.N. resolution
that sent the inspectors back to Iraq.

It was unclear whether other
coimtries on the Security Council
would consider incidents in the no-
fly zone serious enough to merit a
response, because the council never
explicitly authorized the patrols.
Iraq considers such patrols a viola-
tion of its sovereignty and frequent-
ly shoots at them. Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld, trav-
eling in Chile, said the United States
is waiting for a pattern of Iraqi mis-
deeds before going back to the
council.

The return of the inspectors is

widely seen as Saddam's last chance
to avoid a devastating war with the

United States. President Bush has
warned Saddam that failure to coop-
erate with the inspectors will bring
on an American attack and that
Washington will pursue a pohcy of
"zero tolerance" toward Iraqi infirac-

tions.

Saddam's deputy, Izzat Ibrahim,
told the official Iraqi News Agency
that Iraq will work with inspectors
to protect its people from America
but will fight "if war is imposed on
us."

Eventually more than 220 inspec-
tors from 49 countries will be
deployed, although how many at
any one time would vary depending
on what is required. At least 30
inspectors are American, the largest

nationality represented, and at least

five are women. At least six of the
group are Arabs, and Mohamed
ElBaradei, who oversees the
International Atomic Energy
Agency, is Egyptian.

ElBaradei and Blix, a Swede, sat

down Monday night for the first offi-

cial meeting with Gen. Hossam
Mohammed Amin, who acted as an
Iraqi liaison for past inspectors, and
Iraqi presidential adviser Amir al-

Saadi.

After the two-hour meeting,
ElBaradei said the two sides had
begim to discuss arrangements for

the inspections and would continue
Tuesday. "I think we are making
progress," he said.

But the long history of confronta-
tion between the Iraqis and previous

U.N. inspectors - especially over

IRAQ
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third-year political science and international developmental studies student, talks about why he thinks theUnited States should not to go to war with Iraq in the first USAC and Academic Affairs Commission sponsored event of "Global Justice Week.-

Bruins debate implications of Iraqi attack
By Shaun Bishop

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sbishop@media.ucla.edu

On the same day U.N. weapons inspectors
returned to Iraq, thousands of miles away UCLA
students debated the war-inducing implications
of their investigation.

More than 100 students came to Rolfe Hall to
watch advocates for both sides of the controver-
sy discuss whether to invade Iraq.

Three members of the self-proclaimed "pro-
intervention" side of the argument engaged in a
verbal melee with three members of the "anti-

war" side.

The event was organized with coordination
from the Undergraduate Students Association
Council and its Acadenuc Affairs Commissioa

It was the first event of "Global Justice Week,"
a series of events this week put on by USAC and
other student organizations intended to educate
students about issues regarding global peace and

justice.

The debaters were selected through an appli-

cation process that Academic Affairs
Commissioner Chris Diaz said was to make sure
"we didn't get people who weren't going to offer
us depth."

The debate began with opening statements
from both sides, followed by rebuttals from both
sides to their opposition's arguments. Questions
from the audience to the debaters and conclud-

DEBATE
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ouyjv 11 lU HiM I Marlon Abrazado. a fourth-year physio-
logical science student removes the hood of a broken and bashed car for
the use car smash.

By Adam Foxman
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

afoxman@media.ucla

As the United States braces
for war with Iraq in the event the
Iraqi government does not com-
ply with the United Nations reso-

lution, the majority of UCLA stu-

dents polled opposes sending
American troops to remove
Saddam Hussein.

In addition, very few students,

even among those who support
war, said they would volunteer
to fight.

"I don't think (war) is the right

way to go about things," said

Carrie Stem, a first-year unde-
clared student. "Going to war is

just the easiest option ... there

are other less violent ways to
achieve a goal."

Many students, hke Rollin
Matthews, a third-year political
science student, share Stem's
opinion, but emphasize that
action does need to be taken.

"Saddam needs to be in check,
especially in making nuclear
weapons, and there is a good
argument for disarmament,"
Matthews said.

"But I'm not sold on military
force this soon. It would isolate
us."

Some students, like Chris
Ward, a third-year history stu-

dent, have ambivalent feelings
about the issues, but place them-

I
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STUDENT SUPPORT FOR WAR
Of 100 students polled, 65 percent oppose war in Iraq, and only 6 percent of students

said they would volunteer to fight.

Do you think that the United States

should go to war with Iraq?

a) Yes

b)No

c) Only with United Nations support

Yes No

With U.N. support

(If a or c) If the United States sends

troops to Iraq, would you volunteer to go?

a) Yes ,0,

b) No
^^

c) Undecided

X

Yes HNo
Undecided

OISCUIMER: This poll is non-sdentme and reflects only the answers given by 100 Interviewed UCIA students.

SOURCE: DAILY BRUIN
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Ibday

3:30 to 4:30 p.ia

Education Abroad Program
National Security Education Program
Scholarship and Fellowship Workshop
Hershey 1111, 310^254995

5:15 p.m.

Psi Chi Meeting
Franz 3435

Graduate/LIndergraduate Mixer

9p.ia
Habitat for Humanity @ UCLA
Benefit Concert at Westwood Brew Co.
Free admission, 208-7986

Fundraiser for Habitat for Humanity - over
$2000 in prizes will be raffled off.

9:30 p.m.

SAA
Beat "SC Bonfire and Rally

Wilson Plaza, 310-UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free - Join thousands of Bruin fans and the
UCLA Spirit Squad, band, football players
and coaclies at one of UCLAjs biggest tradi-

tions!

November 20

10 am. to 4 p.m

SAA
I

Beat "SC Blood Drive '

James West Alumni Center, 310-UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Get the red out and he^ UCLA win the

annual Blood BowL

10 am to 2 p.m.

Psi Chi Bake Sale

Franz Hall Lobby

6 p.m.

PreOptometry Society

General Meeting, MS 5137
Admissions Counselor, Nova Southeastern
College of Optomedy, TYacy Tfemplin

7 p.m.

SAA
Beat *SC Bruin Night Out
Westwood
310-UCLA.SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free

Ei\joy a special iiight of Bruin discounts «i
food and drinks in Westwood

8:15 p.m
Melnitz Movies
Free movie screerung of the film

"Brotherhood of the WolT
UCLA James Bridges Theatre, 310-206«170

». IMt AbbULlAitU TKtSh

CORRECTIONS
In the story "Groups oppose more eateries," which ran on Monday's

front page, Jay Handal was incorrectly identified as the president of
the Westwood Chamber of Commerce. There is no Westwood
Chamber of Commerce. Handal is president of the West Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce.

Alabama Gov. Don Siegelman concedes the election to Rep. Bob Riley, R-Ala.,
during a news conference at the Capitol In Montgomery, Ala., Monday, Nov. 18.

Siegelman abandons
petition for recount

Department of Near Eastern Languages and Cultures:

Winter 2003

Near

Chrisianity

Join your fellow students in learning about the development
of Jewish, Christian and Muslim beliefs and practices.

Discover the richness of sacred texts, theology and
tradition, and explore the unique teachings and claims of,

each religion as well as the common ground that they share.

Professor Carol Baklios

Near eastern Languages 50B

By PhilHp Raviris

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Saying
he didnt want. to "hurt Alabama,"
Democratic Gov. Don Siegelman
gave up his bid for a second term
Monday and conceded the nation's

last undecided governor's race to
Republican Rep. Bob Riley

The announcement cleared the
way for Riley's inauguration Jan. 20,

when he will become just the third

Republican governor in Alabama
since Reconstructioa It also gave
the GOP a 26-24 advantage over
Democrats nationally.

Siegelman, who announced his

decision at the state Capitol, said he
felt he could have won a recount,
but it would have taken months of
legal wrangling and *a prolonged
election controversy would hurt
Alabama."

Even had the Alabama Supreme
Court allowed a recount, it would
have been appealed to federal

courts, Siegelman said.

'^So for the good of the state of
Alabama, for the good of our peo-
ple, I am dropping my request for a
recount,* Siegelman said.

Siegelman called Riley to person-
ally inform him of the decision.

The official tally showed Riley
winning by 3,117 votes out of 1.3

million votes cast, or 0.23 of a per-
centage point Siegehnan had
demanded a statewide recount.

complaining about the accuracy of
the optical scanners used to read
ballots. Since Ejection Day, each
man had acted as if he i^ Alabama's
next governor.

On election night, Siegelman ini-

tially led in uhofficial returns and
called on Riley to concede. But
Rileyjumped in fix)nt when officials

in Baldwin County, a GOP strong-

hold, reduced Siegelman's total by
neariy 7,000 votes, saying a comput-
er glitch in their election system
had overstated his returns.

Siegelman's supporters filed peti-

tions in every Alabama county seek-
ing a recount The move was all but
shut down by Republican Attorney
General Bill ftyor, who said
recount rules do not override a
state law that keeps ballots sealed
except in limited, circumstances.
The state Supreme Court had been
considering the legality ofa recount
when Siegelman made his decision.

In his announcement, Siegelman
said "serious questions" had been
raised about the vote « returns in

Baldwin County.

He said the GOP district attorney
in the county "threatened to put
eveiyone in jail" who tried to con-
duct a recount He also said Riley
had **blocked a recount at every
turn" and that 13 days after the
vote, not a single ballot had been
recounted.

But, said the governor, he decid-
ed to avoid "a long, divisive fight"
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Experience fine and perfoproing arts
from different coitares aroand the World/

November 23rd at Tpm
Ackernian Grand Ballrooro

Entrance for a $1 roembership feold on Brain Walk
Monday 11/18 throogh Friday 11/22
at GACP booth from 9AA4 to 3PM.
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For more info contact n(Jbira©gacpla.org/310-837-7627
on visit www.gacpla.org

Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers
Where Quality and Ethics Come Frist... Since 1 946

Our 56* Annual Anniversary

Diamond Sale
November 1" to the 27*

Only Once Each Year we offer our
entire diamond inventory at truly special prices

Loose Diamonds • Diamond Jewelry
Engagement Rings • Custom Designs

All our merchandise, as long as it includes a Diamond,
however large or small, is on sale. Layaway now for the Holidays

^&mA,
BRUIN CARD

fine jewelers*
Where Quo//7y and B/)/cs Come First...Since 1946

1055 westwood Blvd., westwood village, los angeles, ca 90024

(310)208-3131

9:30 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday • Validated Parking • Major Credit Cards

Embryonic

stem cells

make insulin

in mice
CURING DIABETES IN

HUMANS UNCERTAIN,
BUT RESEARCH STEP
IN RIGHT DIRECTION

ByPaulRecer

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — In a possible

step toward a new treatment for diar
betics, embryonic stem cells were
used to produce insulin and keep diar
betic mice alive.

Researchers cautioned that the
technique was not yet ready for testr

ing in humans.
The researchers at Stanford

University nurtured mouse embryon-
ic stem cells until they developed
into a tissue that made insulin. Then
they put the tissue into diabetic mice
and showed that the animals were
sustained with the insulin produced
by the tissue graft

Ingrid C. Rulifson, a first author of
the study z^pearing this week in the
Proceedmgs of the National
Academy of Sciences, said the
research did not grow fully mature,
insulin-producing pancreatic islets,

which are called beta cells.

"We've made something that
shares several important properties
with the beta ceUs, but we have not
made beta ceUs," said Rulifson. *We
believe this is the furthest anyone
has gone (in making insulin-produc-

ing cells fix>m embryonic stem cells).

The fact that we were able to achieve
rescue survival in these mice hasnt
been demonstrated before in this

way."

Dr. Robert Goldstein, chief scien-

tific officer for the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation International,

said the Stanford finding is "a signifi-

cant advance" in diabetes research
using embryonic stem cells, but he
said it will have no immediate human
application.

The principle of being able to
take embryonic stem ceUs and
reverse diabetes is an extremely
important observation, ** said
Goldstein. He said ultimately
researichers hope to use embryonic
stem cells to make new beta cells

that could be trani^lanted into dia-

betics and produce normal levels of
insulin.

He called the Stanford study *'one

of the necessary steps toward
achieving this goal," but en^^hasized
that the next steps - translating the
mouse data into human therapy -

can be a long and difficult process
taking many years.

**We can't fix people tomorrow,"
said Goldstein.

Embryonic stem ceUs are the
ancestral cells fix)m which all the tis-

sue in the body develops. Scientists

believe that if they can leam how to
direct the transformation of embry-
onic stem cells they will be able to

grow fi'esh, new cells to replace
those that have died or stopped fimc-

tioning. This could cure some dis-

eases.

Some forms of diabetes are
caused by the death or malfunction-

ing of the pancreatic islet beta cells

that make insulin, a hormone essen-

tial for regulating sugar in the blood
Some researchers hope to use
human embryonic stem cells to grow
new beta ceDs, which could then be
grafted into diabetic patients to nor-

malize the metabolism of sugar
In the Stanford study, researchers

used special chemicals to cause

mouse embryonic stem cells to trans-

form into cell masses that resembled

pancreatic islets. Test-tube experi-

ments showed that the cells made
insuliiL

The researchers then used chemi-

cals to kill the beta cells in a group of

laboratory mice. This, in effect,

turned the mice into diabetics. The
scientists then grafted some of the

insulin-producing tissue into the ani-

mals. The traiv^lanted tissue made
insulin, req)on<ing to the levels of

sugar in the blood stream of the

mice, and kept the mice alive.

Control mice, which had diabetes

but did not receive the graft, died
But the test mice survived

To prove that it was the trans-

planted tissue that was making the

insulin, the researchers removed the

grafts after three weeks. The mice
soon died from excess sugar in the

blood
"At least for a short period, we

extended the life of these animals
convincingly and showed that i4>on

removal of the graft the animals suf-

fered severe relapse of the disease,"

said Seung K. Kim, a Stanford
researcher and senior author of the
study.

Kim said that the transplanted tis-

sue produced insulin at only 10 per-

cent to 12 percent of the levels in

normal mice and did not produce
some of the other hormones or fac-

tors made by the normal beta cell.

This is one step in the right direc-

tion," said Kim, but he added that
before human diabetics can be treat-

ed with tissue fi-om embryonic stem
ceUs, "we have a long way to go."
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IRAQ
I
Searches may begin Nov. 27, says Blix

from page 1

sensitive sites such as presidential
palaces, mosques and military bases
- cast doubt on how smoothly the
two sides will be able to cooperate
this time.

i

Controversy swirled around
Blix's mission from the moment he
and his team landed at Saddam
International Airport.

At a chaotic airport press confer-
ence, Iraqi and other Arab reporters
demanded to know whether the
inspectors expected friction with
the United States and whether they
would accept intelligence informa-
tion from Washington. The inspec-
tors said they did not expect trouble
from the Americans and welcomed
information from all over the world.

"The situation is tense at

the moment, but there is a

new opportunity and we are

here to provide inspection

that is credible."

Hans Blix

Chief U.N. arms inspector

A front-page editorial in the ruling
Baath Party newspaper Al-Thawra
called the previous U.N. inspection
program "an American organiz^on
to spy on Iraq," and said it hoped the
new team would avoid that trap.

"The situation is tense at the
moment, but there is a new opportu-
nity and we are here to provide
inspection that is credible," Blix
said. "Inspection that is credible is

the only thing that is in the interest
of Iraq and in the interest of the
world, and we will try to do so."

He said inspections could begin
as early as Nov. 27. Blix then must
report to the Security Council with-
in 60 days about his progress.

Total cooperation from Iraq is

important to us," ElBaradei said.

"We hope this is going to be the
case." He promised that the inspec-
tions would be impartial and in-

depth.
I

Under the new U.N. resolution,
inspectors have the right to go any-
where and talk to anybody they
want to determine whether Iraq still

maintains banned weapons. In the
past, weapons inspectors had to
give advance notice of visits to sen-
sitive sites including eight vast pres-
idential palace complexes, losing
the effect of surprise inspections.

The new resolution gives inspec-

Rumsfeld looks south for help
By Matt Kelley

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTIAGO, Chile — Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld invit-

ed South American countries on
Monday to join in the fight against
terrorism and drug trafficking, say-
ing both are "threats that represent
potential dangers to free countries."

After meeting with Chilean
Defense Minister Michelle Bachelet,
Rumsfeld said his mission was to
find out what help Latin American
countries wanted to give, not to
bully countries into cooperating
with a U.S. plan.

Rumsfeld talked with defense
ministers from Chile, Colombia,
Brazil and Argentina ahead of
Tuesday's opening of a meeting of
Western Hemisphere military chiefs.

Colombia is of particular con-
cern, with the United States provid-

ing more than $1 billion in aid to
help the government battle drug
trafficking. The three main groups
fighting in Colombia's civil war are
all funded by drug proceeds and list-

ed as terrorist organizations by the
State Department.

Rumsfeld is proposing greater
naval cooperation among countries
in the Americas, with the United
States providing help with equip-
ment and information to nations
that want it. Rumsfeld also is

encouraging greater participation in

international peacekeeping mis-
sions by Latin American countries.

Bachelet said she and Rumsfeld
agreed that terrorism and drug traf-

ficking are serious threats.

Al-Qaeda is not much of a threat
in Chile, Bachelet said, though the
Chilean government is on the alert

for possible activity by the terrorist

network.

Rumsfeld repeatedly said individ-
ual countries must decide for them-
selves what role to play in the fight
against terrorism, a position meant
to counter the view of some in Latin
America of the United States as try-

ing to force other nations to do its

bidding.

A small group of protesters
demonstrated outside Chile's
defense ministry as Rumsfeld and
Bachelet met, holding banners say-
ing, "U.S.— the big terrorist" Chile's
small Communist Party also
denounced Rumsfeld's visit, calling
it "part of the policy of aggression
and war developed by George
Bush."

Bachelet and Rumsfeld said they
also discussed Chile's upcoming
term as a member of the U.N.
Security Council, which could be
called on to decide on mihtary
action against Iraq.

The Associated Press

Mohammed ElBaradei, head of the International Atomic Energy Agency (left) and
Hans Blix, U.N. Chief Inspector at the Al-Rashid Hotel in Baghdad Nov. 18.

tors the explicit authority "to
inspect any sites and buildings,
including immediate, uiumpeded,
unconditional, and unrestricted
access to presidential sites equal to
that at all other sites." Even
mosques are not off limits, Blix said
before leaving for Baghdad.

In the Bosnian capital Sarsyevo,
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Arman
also called on Iraq to ensure a
smooth irispection program. "I urge
President Saddam Hussein to com-
ply fully for the sake of his people,
for the sake of the region and for the
sake of the world order," Arman
said.

Now that the inspectors are back
in Iraq, Saddam's govermnent must

file a detailed report of its banned
weapons programs by Dec. 8,

informing the United Nations either

where the arms are located or pro-

viding convincing evidence that

they no longer exist.

The inspectors must verify that

fraq is free of proscribed weapons
before the Security Council will lift

strict economic sanctions imposed
after Saddam invaded Kuwait in

1990.

Russian Deputy Foreign Minister
Yuri Fedotov was quoted Monday by
Russia's Interfax news agency as
saying Moscow would push for end-
ing sanctions if Baghdad cooperated
with the inspectors. Russia is a long-
time ally of Iraq.

*
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• Over six million Americah.
children have been placed
on addictive, mind-
altering psychiatric drug,
Psychiatry in our schools
underlies the american
educational crisis.

• In one 14-YEAR PERIOD,

Americans died in psychi/I

hospitals than were kilied
World Wars I and II, the
Korean, Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars combined...
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Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Quallfed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.

Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1 1 04
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WAR
from page 1

selves against war.

"Both sides can be very persuasive
when articulated well," Ward said.
"There is a significant threat to the
United States if Saddam gets nuclear
weapons, however, I am generally
against armed conflict. I also think
that running in brashly alone right
now might compromise our relations
with other nations in the region."

Out of 100 students polled, 65 said
that they oppose war. Thirty-five stu-
dents said they support war, and, of
these students, six said they would
volunteer to fight.

Ryan Fix, a first-year mechanical
engineering student who thinks the
United States should go to war if

there is international support,
expressed his uncertainty about vol-
unteering for war.

"Part of me would want to go, but
I wouldn't want to leave what I'm
doing now," he said.

On Nov. 8, the United Nations
passed a resolution stating that
weapons inspectors must have com-
plete access to anywhere weapons of
mass destruction might be stored,
including presidential palaces. In

addition, Iraq must eliminate or
declare all banned weapons pro-
grams by Dec. 8.

Though Iraq has accepted these
terms, President Bush has said if

Saddam fails to comply, the United
States will disarm him. Some stu-
dents said Bush's comments imply
the nation might be rushing into an
armed conflict.

Other students, like Rodrigo
Ramos, a third-year Spanish student,
cited humanitarian concerns and
ambiguous evidence against Iraq as
.reasons for their positions.

"I can't express the frustration I

feel that our president ... is leading
this country into a war that I don't
think is deserved," Ramos said.

"Saddam Hussein will not feel the
effects of this as much as the Iraqi

people will."

Bush recently approved a plan
that would send a total of 250,000
troops to Iraq in the event that the
United States goes to war.

Eleven years ago, during the
Persian Gulf war, reservists were
called to active duty, and some UCLA
students left school to fight in Iraq.

Currently, no reservists have with-
drawn from UCLA to serve on active
duty, according to Paul Taylor of the
Veteran's Affairs branch of the regis-

trar's office.

HOSPITAL
fro|n pag( 1

likely cover the rest, said Melgar. He added that
no date has been specified to complete the cam-
paign.

Melgar, however, does not fear the possibility
of not having the full $200 million needed for
equipment because "interest rates are at an all-

time low." 1

Equipment can bt leased with an interest
rate as low as 4 percent. Additionally, the hospi-
tal still has two years in which it will be
completed, and it has between now and then to
collect sufficient funds.

Loans are expected to be taken out, regard-
less of whether or not the equipment will be
leased, because most donations are made in
annual installments.

For example, Mattel's $25 million donation to
the hospital is made in five annual payments.
Since the money is needed during the construc-
tion, loans are taken out, so, in actuality, the
money used ft-om the donation is more like $23
million or $24 million with the rest going to
interest, according to Melgar.

The replacement hospital will feature a skin
made of Ambralight travertine marble mined in
Tivoli, Italy. The building of the skin began with
the completion of the steel structure and is

scheduled to be finished in June 2003.
The marble represents a gift of gratitude fi-om

Carlo Mariotti, a patient at the UCLA Medical

Center who underwent surgeries for bone can-
cer and gall bladder removal.
About 90 to 95 percent of the money needed

for "brick and mortar" has been donated or
pledged.

Although money received through pledges is

not necessarily secured, the hospital can
receive bank loans on the credit of pledge let-

ters as they are law-binding documents, which
in essence guarantee that the hospital will
receive the money promised to them by con-
tributors.

The hospital's reconstruction project

canfie about as a result of the damage
done in the 1994 Northridge earth-

quake, but the 40-year-old hospital had
already been in need of retrofitting.

The steel structural frame of the hospital was
completed less than three weeks ago, and the
entire process took a mere ten months to com-
plete, said Project Director of UCLA Capital
Programs Alvin Lee.

Lee further expects that this hospital will be
the strongest building in California in terms of
earthquake resistance and, perhaps, one of the
most structurally sound in the United States.

The Reagan Hospital was designed to with-
stand an earthquake with a magnitude as high

as 8.4, and will be one of the first hospitals to
meet the new 2008 California seismic safety
standards, which are among the most stringent
in the country.

The hospital's general contractor is TXitor-
Saliba-Perini, and they presenUy maintain about
500 people on the job site of the million-square-
foot structure.

That number is likely to rise as high as 700 or
800 workers as the contractor diligently strives
to finish construction within the next two years
Lee said.

'

Although completion is scheduled for 2004
the hospital won't open untU 2005 because a
four to six month period is anticipated to movem $21 million worth of furniture, including 5000
office chairs for the more than 3500 offices and
525 large hospital beds.

'

The hospital's reconstruction project came
about as a result of the damage done in the 1994
Northridge earthquake, but the 40-year-old hos-
pital had already been in need of retrofitting

Instead of repairing the damage done by the
quake, it was decided that the hospital be recon-
structed in order for it to become one of the pre-
mier hospitals in the area.

It was named after former president Ronald
Reagan in response to a group led by Univision
CEO Jerry Perenchio making a $150 miUion
donation in Reagan's name.
The UCLA Medical Center has made large

strides in progress within the last year as it has
been ranked as the best hospital west of the
Mississippi for the last 12 years, according to a
U.S. News & World Report survey
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Actor may pull weight in politics

SCHWARZENEGGER WANTED BY GOP AS GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE
By Erica Werner

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

He has been a genetically engi-

neered twin and a pregnant nian, a
barbarian and a spy, a kindergarten
cop and a killer. Now some
Republicans are casting Arnold
Schwarzenegger as the next gover-
nor of California.

Fresh from the Election Day suc-
cess of a $550 million education
measure that he sponsored, the
actor has become perhaps
California's most promising GOP
candidate - even though he is not
yet running for anything.

"Arnold Schwarzenegger would
do a tremendous amount to reinvig-
orate the party itself and the image
of the party to most Califomians,"
said Brian Todd of Bakersfield, a
delegate to state party conventions.
The body-builder-tumed-action-

hero deflects questions about his

polititaP'%f!fJIWbris,''''"Tyut many
Republicans expect - and hope - he
will run for governor in four yearsi
The Austrian-bom actor consid-

ered seeking the nomination
against Democratic Gov. Gray
Davis this past year. Supporters
launched a ^2 in '02" movement,
and T-shirts with the slogan were

snapped up at the party convention
in February. But Schwarzenegger
decided not to run, citing his con-
tract to film "Terminator 3," set for
release next summer

Instead, he drafted, funded and
starred in TV commercials for
Proposition 49, which dedicates as
much as $550 million annually to
before- and after-school programs.
The measure passed by a wide mar-
gin earlier this month.

'To me it's a great honor to be

considered for those kind of

things. I think it's great people

say, 'He's the ideal candidate'

or 'He can win' ... But I don't

have a plan like that."

Arnold Schwarzenegger

Actor

America's most successful actor-

tumed-politician, Ronald Reagan,
blazed the trail a generation ago.
Before becoming governor of
California and then president,
Reagan made the transition into
politics as president of the Screen
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Actors* Guild and a spokesman for
General Electric. Other celebrities
who have switched to politics
include former Carmel Mayor Clint
Eastwood and Mirmesota Gov.
Jesse Ventura.

Schwarzenegger's name, wealth
and potential to appeal to
Democrats and moderates make
him an attractive candidate in a
state where Democrats outnumber
Republicans 45 percent to 35 per-
cent.

"It's pretty clear that right now
Schwarzenegger is a strong early
front-runner for the nomination,"
said GOP consultant Dan Schnur.
"Proposition 49 was the first prima-
ry of the 2006 governor's race if

Arnold Schwarzenegger wants it to
be."

Schwarzenegger, 55, told The
Associated Press: "To me it's a
great honor to be considered for
those kind of things. I think it's

great people say, IFIe's the ideal
candidate' or *He can win.'
Obviously, it's much better if peo-
ple say that than if they say the
opposite. But I don't have a plan
like that."

Republican state Sen. Tom
McClintock was viewed as a poten-
tial rival in 2006, but he conceded
defeat Monday in the state con-
troller's race. The move gave
Democrats control of all statewide
offices for the first time since 1882.

If Schwarzenegger runs, he
could have the advantage of a
Democratic field divided among
four or five of the Democrats'
statewide officeholders.

Another Democrat mentioned as

a contender has been actor-direc-

tor Rob Reiner of "All in the
Family" fame, raising the prospect
of a Terminator v. Meathead
matchup. But Reiner associates say

I

he has no plans to run.

!

There are obstacles between the

Terminator and the Republican
nomination. GOP primaries in

California tend to favor conserva-
tive candidates, and
Schwarzenegger describes himself
as "very liberal" on social issues.

He favors legalized abortion, some
gun control measures and gay
adoption. His wife, Keimedy cousin
Maria Shriver, is a Democrat.

Republican insiders differ on
whether the nomination is his for

the taking.

"At this point for the RepubUcan
nomination, it would be a corona-
tion," said GOP consultant Kevin
Spillane, who helped run former
L.A. Mayor Richard Riordan's los-

ing campaign for governor
Riordan, a GOP moderate, lost the

nomination to a conservative, Bill

Simon.
"It's not going to be a corona-

tion," said veteran GOP strategist

Ken Khachigian. But he added: "If

he makes the roimds and raises

money, participates in the debate,

lets us know where he is on issues

over the next year and a half, obvi-

ously he has a great deal of name
ID, and everything being equal, I

think people would be interested in

his running."

Schwarzenegger got a taste of

the rough and tumble of politics

last year, when a Davis strategist

responded to his potential candida-

cy by bombarding newsroom fax

machines with tabloid stories of

alleged groping and womanizing by
the actor.

Schwarzenegger is also respon-

sible for hundreds of on-screen
deaths and is shown smoking pot
in "Pumping Iron," the 1977 docu-
mentary about his bodybuilding
days.

"None of those things have been
an obstacle to me and I don't think
any of the things will be an obsta-
cle to me," he said. "I'm extremely
proud of my background."
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Steve Luongo of Super Fresh supermarket In Northfield, N.J. holds the original
nair-gallon size container, left, and the new 1.75-quart container side by side.

Half-gallon ice cream

containers shrinking
By John Curran

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EGG HARBOR TOWNSHIP, N.J.— The half-gallon ice cream con-
tainer - the sweet standard of gro-
cery store freezers for decades - is

starting to shrink.

While manufacturers over the
years reduced the package size of
everything from candy bars to dish
detergent, the traditional ice cream
"brick" remained what it was - the
half-gallon.

Now, pinched by rising ingredient
costs and afraid to raise prices
already above $5, at least two ice
cream makers have started silently

phasing out the half-gallon with a
1.75-quart carton, a half-pint smaller.

Dreyer's, which is based in
Oakland, Calif, and sells the Dreyer's
and Edy's brands, began introducing
the smaller package in March. The
new and old cartons can be foimd
side-by-side during the transition,

identical in shape and design - and
price. But one has two quarts, the
other has 1 3/4 quarts.

"We have over 100 flavors and
many of them - because people are
preferring indulgent, chunky flavors
- cost more to produce than regular
flavors like vanilla," said Dreyer's
spokeswoman Dori Bailey. "We'd
like to keep the cost at a price that's

more affordable for folks."

Schwan's, which seUs primarily
via a 7,000-vehicle fleet of home
delivery trucks, made the switch in
2001.

DEBATE
from page 1

ing statements from the debaters
wrapped up the session.

Sam Shimon Soleimany, a third-

year linguistics student, argued
against war, saying, "The government
isn't taking on its moral responsibili-

ty, that's my job."

Prior to the debate, many mem-
bers of the audience seemed unsure
on their stance on the issue at hand.
Doug Taylor, a second-year

physics student, said prior to the
debate he "doesn't know too much
about the situation" and Richard Kan,
first year graduate student in Asian
American Studies said, "I'm on the
fence, leaning toward (being) anti-

war."

Debaters arguing in favor of inter-

vention said the United States should
invade Iraq because Saddam
Hussein's regime is in violation of
international law.

"If you allow this to continue,

——

—

i '

"If you allow this to continue,

you are taking ail that is holy

about international law and

throwing it aside." ^

OwenPaun
Fifth-year, European studies

you are taking all that is holy about
international law and throwing it

aside," said fifth-year European
studies student Owen Paun.
Paun and his two companion

panelists also argued that the
killings of Kurds in Iraq is unac-
ceptable and must be stopped
through mihtary intervention, if

that's what it comes to.

Panelists on the other side of the
podium arguing against war, calling
themselves "pro-peace," stressed
that military action is not a good
course of action and that it is not in
the best interest of the American
people.

I

"This is not for us, this is not for
Iraq," argued Yousef T^sar, third-
year political science and interna-
tional developmental studies stu-
dent. "We want peace in the world,
not for Bush, for the people."

T^gsar was critical of the oppos-
ing side's view, saying, "It's the
voice of the eUte talking ... it's dis-

honest."

The two sides clashed for about
an hour before moderator and
USAC Internal Vice President T.J.

Cordero opened up the debate to

Other m^or ice cream makers,
including Good Humor-Breyers and
Turkey Hill, are sticking with the
half gallon for now. About three
quarters of all ice cream is sold by
the half-gallon, according to the
International Ice Cream
Association.

Some customers are noticing the
change and don't appreciate it.

"Everybody's doing it," com-
plained Dorothy McGrath, 73, as she
shopped the ice cream aisle at a
Super FYesh supermarket in Egg
Harbor Township. "The same thing
happened with laundry detergent
The brands I used to buy in 100-

ounce bottles are now 80 ounces,
only the price is the same. They're
cheating the public because they
don't advertise it."

Manufacturers have heard such
complaints, but sales haven't been
significantly affected, they say.

"We've had a few people say, 'Wait
a minute, there's less ice cream in
this package,'" said John Nabholz,
spokesman for Schwan's Sales
Enterprises of Marshall, Minn. "But
our research shows there's effective-

ly the same yield. It's a more user-
friendly package, and it's more effi-

cient"

The lidded containers eliminate
the messy problem of half-gallon
bricks that frequently were opened
at both ends, and reduce "knuckle
muck," which is the ice cream that
gets on your hands from the box
flaps as you dig your spoon deep
into the box, Nabholz said.

the audience, where listeners could
ask questions of the debaters.

Members of the audience asked
all but a few questions of the pro-
intervention side, hitting on issues
such as the impUcations of terrorist

activity if an invasion of fraq occurs
and about the apparent lack of sup-
port from the international conmiu-
nity.

Diaz said they came up with the
idea for a debate because they have
traditionally done debates on
important issues and because it

"provides a space where people can
hear each other out."

The appUcations for the debate
were handed out fourth week and
were advertised in political science
classes and on Bruin Walk.

Other USAC-sponsored "Global
Justice Week" events include vari-

ous speakers throughout the week
and a concert Thursday evening.

33=?>^:m

STORM TO PE/^K THIS WEEK, NEXT DISPLAY OF SIMILAR SIZE
Leonids will probably be better than any other
for the next hundred years," Don Yeomans, an
astronomer at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena said in a statement. "If
you're ever going to see them, this might be
the year to try."

The shower was predicted to have two
peaks, each a few hours long, during which the
most meteors can be seen, according to the
lab.

The first peak was expected over Europe
and Africa.

For instance, in Britain, the show was
expected between 3 a.m. and 5 a.m. Tuesday,
with the peak in the middle.
The shower's second peak, most prominent

in North American skies, was expected at
around 10:30 Greenwich Mean Time Tuesday.
Even though the moonlight could wash out the
dimmest meteors, viewers in good locations
will be able to see a few meteors or more every
minute.

The Associated Press

LONDON — With hundreds of meteors visi-

ble over Europe and North America, this

week's Leonid meteor shower may be the
largest of the century.

"It's such a rare event that I shall make the
effort, no matter what the weather is," Dr.

Simon Mitton of the Royal Astronomical
Society said Tuesday.

Stargazers were hoping for the best Tuesday
morning in Britain, but predicted cloudy skies
cuid fog threatened to spoil the show.

This week's meteor shower may be the
largest such display until the end of the centu-
ry, with possibly hundreds of meteors visible

in the sIq^, first over Europe and Africa, then
the United States.

The annual meteor shower usually delivers

only a few visible meteors. But hundreds per
hour might be visible as they bum up in the

atmosphere this time, scientists said.

"Even with the fujl moon, this year's

N until end of century

PREDICTED TO ARRIVE IN 2099
Astronomers predicted that the next occur-

rence of a Leonid storm even close to this mag-
nitude will be in 2099.

"I say, in the very least, a person should step
out their back door, look up, and give it 15 min-
utes," said Erik Hubl, an amateur astronomer
and chairman of the Hyde Memorial
Observatory Board in Lincoln, Neb.

In Britain, Mitton said the meteors would be
so bright they weren't Ukely to obscure the full
moon. But the weather forecast was not auspi-
cious. ,

The meteors are dust particles shed by
Comet Tempel-Tuttle, which swings around
the sun once every 33 years. The shower
occurs each November, when the Earth's orbit
takes it through the trail left by the comet.
The dust for this year's show was actually

laid down by the comet in 1866. Most of the
particles are smaller than a grain of rice but
enter the atmosphere at 45 miles per second,
burning up from friction.
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Lack^ of creative password enables U.S. journalist access to Saddam's e-mail
By Holly Ramer

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
DURHAM, N.H. — Even Saddam

Hussein gets spam.
He also gets e-mail purporting to

be from U.S. companies offering busi-
ness deals and threats, according to a
journalist who figured out a way into

an fraqi government e-mail account
and downloaded more than 1,000
messages.

Brian McWilliams, a free-lancer
who specializes in Internet security,

said he hardly needed high-level
hacking skills to snoop through e-

mail addressed to Saddam. While
doing research late one October

night, the Durham resident clicked on
the official fraqi government Web
site, httpL//www.unildink.net/iraq.

The site, which worked last week
but was off-line Sunday, included
links that allow visitors to send e-mail
to Saddam and allowed users of the
government-controlled site, which is

hosted in Dubai, to check their own

accounts.

That mail-checking feature caught
McWilliams' eye. On a whim, he typed
in the address for Saddam,
"press@uruklink.net,'' using "press"

for president, and tried "press" again
as a possible password.

"It took a long time. I was about to
hit stop, but then, boom! The inbox

appeared," said McWilliams.
There's no way of knowing if

Saddam ever received any e-mail
addressed to him. The messages that
filled McWilliams' screen were sent
between mid-June and mid-August,
when the mailbox apparently
reached capacity. None of them had
been read or replied to, McWilliams
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said

Although he has described his find
in an October article on Wired News
online, and has been written about in
the International Herald TYibune,
McWilliams hasn't heard anything
from U.S. authorities. He also has no
plans to share his findings with the
government
The fact that I haven't heard any-

thing leads me to believe either they
don't care, or they already know
about it," he said

Rob Nichols, a spokesman for the
Treasury Department, which
enforces trade sanctions against
Iraq, wouldn't comment on the e-
mails McWTiiiiams found But he said
his office actively investigates any
credible information it receives
about violations.

There are plenty of investigations
imderway," he said
The most disturbing messages

appeared to be business proposals
from American companies, despite
U.S. prohibitions against such trans-
actions, McWilliams said

The CEO of a California wireless
technology company e-mailed
Saddam to request a meeting, sug-
gesting they could discuss 'technolo-

gy improvements and exporting of
rich technology abroad," McWilliams
said

He said the company, which he
did not identify, claimed to have
developed wireless technology capar

ble of *igniting large sections of the
atmosphere.'* But when McWilliams
called the company he was told it

contacted Saddam only to get per-

mission to put a conununication
antenna in Iraq.

He also found interview requests

from journalists and obscene mes-
sages from angry Americans. Some
requested signed photographs.

McWilliams said he e-mailed Iraqi

officials about his actions and rec-

ommended that they change the
password but heard nothing back.

Just before he published an article

in Wired News online about his find

in October, McWilliams changed the
account's password himself, fearing

others could access the inbox and
harass people who had sent support-
ive messages to Saddam or would tiy

to send e-mail imder Saddam's name.
"I was worried mayhem would

ensue," he said
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State budget

woes warrant

enrollment caps
Great strides have been taken at the

University of California to reform admis-
sions policy to make it accessible to

more students. But unless the university wants
to teach them in an overcrowded environment
with strained resources, it s going to have to
find a way to pay for it on its own.

The state, for the most part, is out of the
question; it's trying to find ways to distribute
budget cuts, not dispense handouts, given its

$21 billion deficit for the 2003-2004 fiscal

year. This is not a one-time deal either
Recent estimates predict the state will face
$12-$16 billion deficits for at least the next
five years. The only thing worse than this is

the fact that it will occur alongside the
unfolding of Tidal Wave H the projected addi-
tion of 60,000 students to the UC by the year
2010.

Last year, the UC had to acconunodate
budget cuts as well - it had to downsize by 10
percent, as well as increase fees for out-of-
state students. Among the ideas for helping
reduce the amount of cutting the UC will

have to do is the idea of raising student fees
for resident undergraduates as well Research
grant and student service funding will also
likely face cuts. Without the state's help, it's

either raise fees or start cutting from impor-
tant areas. For example, last year, Davis pro-
posed cutting $33 million out of outreach pro-
grams.

Tlie UC*s dual admissions program - which
would guarantee admission to one of the UC
campuses to students who are not in the top
12.5 percent of the state's high school gradu-
ates but between the top 4 to 12.5 percent of
their high school, on the condition that they
complete m;^r requirements at community
colleges - is still on hold because there's no
moaey to launch it

Hi^/tat^jnd the university have worked
outa^gfajiSIiip where the UC gets funding
incrtaSei^ it accepts mor^'stiidents into the
system. Although the state has done what it

can to live up to the agreement, it has only
been able to do so partially.

^Unless there are multiple David Geffens
waiting to be tapped, the university is on its

owa As of now, the state taxpayers only pro-
vide about 25 percent of UC funds. This does-
n't niean the university is independent of tax-

payer responsibilities - it would surely wel-
come a larger percentage of tax money to
meet its cost It's the University of California
forareasoa

This soimds easy, but politics make it hard.
Lawmakers know raising taxes and keeping
office can be quite at odds with each other
come election time, even though Davis did
promise to make education his top priority.

The university must act on its own.
The financial situation of the state and con-

sequently, the UC, juxtaposed with its current
resources, make the case for a real solution.

Erux)llment caps.

It might seem contradictory to advocate
against increases in student fees on the basis

that it might decrease access to education,

and then to advocate for capping enrollment
anyway. But it's not

Increasing student fees makes paying for

college a lot more difficult for underprivi-

leged students. But setting enrollment caps
doesnt - it reduces the number of students
who can attend the UC, but it doesnt sub-
tract from any of the admissions reform poli-

cy changes under comprehensive review that

would still give students from difficult back-
grounds a fair opportunity.

Enrolhnent caps don't have to be perma-
rvent or equally enforced on all campuses -

they're important right now given the difficul-

ty the state is facing. And they're e^)ecially

in^)ortant at the two flagship campuses -

UCLA and UC Berkeley - facing overcrowd-
ing issues that will likely mean more financial
difficulty. Should the regents ever choose to
do this, these factors should be kept in mind

Until the state can help the UC meet the
costs of growth it can't pay itself, the univer-
sity has to take matters into its own hands
now. I

Unsigned editorials represent a m<yority opinion of
the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,
letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
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War on terrorism weakening al-Qaeda
DEMOCRATS' ANTI-WAR STANCE, QUESTIONING OF U.S.

POLICIES ABSURD WHEN EFFORTS REVEAL PROGRESS
Fresh fi^om their humiliating election

defeat. Democrat party leaders have
concocted what they believe to be an

ingenious new strategy: criticize the U.S.-

led war on terrorism.

You can't help but
feel sorry for

Democrats these
days. Out of sync
with the American
people and complete-
ly removed from real-

ity, the Democrats
are shooting them-
selves in the foot
with this new anti-

war rhetoric.

In an Associated
Press article, Senator
Tom Daschle, D-S.D.,

revealed concern on
"whether or not we
are winrung the war on terror." No mat-
ter that in the recent Gallup Polls, only
34 percent of Americans believe the
Democrats are tough enough on terror-

Mike
Hansen

mhansemgmadb.ucia.edu

ism. Forget Bush's 59 percent approval
rating for handling foreign affairs.

What a brilhant move, Mr. Daschle.
The American people just gave your
party a nice kick in the ass for not being
tough enough on terrorism, and you
decide to publicly voice doubts about
the war itself.

In the same AP article, Daschle said,

"We can't find bin Laden, we haven't
made real progress in finding key ele-

ments of al-Qaeda. So by what measure
can we claim to be successful so far?"

Well, I have a few. First of all, there
has not been a single terrorist attack on
U.S. soU since Sept. 11, 2001. The United
States launched a successful mihtary
campaign in Afghanistan and captured
and interrogated thousands of terrorists.

In addition, the United States has enlist-

ed 90 nations in a global coaUtion
against terrorism. One hundred and thir-

teen miUion dollars in terrorist assets
have been seized worldwide.

So, we haven't yet found Osama bin
Laden. Is it fair to judge the war on

whether bin Laden is captured? It's

ridiculous.

What matters more than catching bin
Laden is that al-Qaeda is now about as
strong as silly putty. Recent small-scale
strikes show just how weakened al-

Qaeda and bin Laden really are. In a Los
Angeles Times article, Bruce Hoffman,
Washington director of Rand Corp., a
think tank based in Santa Monica, said,
"We've forced them onto softer, more
accessible targets."

Does this sound like a losing war to
you? Of course not. But don't blame the
Democrats completely for not knowing
the difference. Most of them can't even
operate a sling shot. As nulitarily chal-
lenged as the Democrats are, they
should at least recognize that ur\justly
criticizing a war does not help its

chances for success.
Wrongly questioning the progress in

the war on terrorism also has a demoral-
izing effect on the men and women who
do an excellent job of defending this
country. "If we want to win this war it

wiU take the support of the nation to
send its yoimg men to battle," says Jeff
Piimey, midshipman second class, U.S.

Naval Academy.
If you risked your life to protect your

fellow Americans, only to hear
Democrats like Tom Daschle criticizing

your job, you wouldn't exactly feel

appreciated.

After all the actions we've taken to
fight terrorism since Sept. 11, 2001, the
Democrats still don't think we're win-
ning the war. What, then, will it take to
ensure that we win? Is it going to take
some nukes to do the job? No, but what
else could Daschle possibly be suggest-
ing?

Maybe the Democrats want to
increase the defense budget from $393
billion to half a trillion or more. Maybe
they want to create a domestic spy
agency. Or maybe they want to drill for
oil in Alaska so the United States would
be less dependent on the Middle East.

If the Democrats aren't willing to take
any concrete measures to win the war
on terror, they should at least recognize
the progress made so far and stand imit-
ed behind the conunon cause of fighting
terrorism.

Hansen's column runs every Thiesday.

IMAGINE THAT...

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu

Against overwhelming odds, Stan
simultaneously wins the lotto and gets struck

by lightning.

Internet filters violaie free speech,

libraries have more viable options
By Alex Roosemberg

UNIVERSITY WIRE

When intervening in a dispute regarding
Internet free speech, the Supreme Court should
keep in nund that our nation is based on our
constitutional rights. To rule against these rights
calls in to question the very system that governs
us.

Early next year, the court will be deciding on
whether the Children's Internet Protection Act,
which would require all libraries that receive
federal Internet subsidies to use filtering soft-

ware against pornography, violates the
Constitution. The decision will affect orUine
choices and Internet coverage available to mil-

lions of Americans who depend on public
libraries for their Internet access.

However, the act clearly violates First

Amendment rights. Rather than using filtering

devices to severely limit Internet options to pub-
lic library patrons, libraries should find other
ways to ensure children will not look at pornog-
raphy sites on the Internet

In May, a panel of three federal judges ruled
unanimously that the CIPA was indeed unconsti-
tutional. The court ruled that ''CIPA wiU neces-
sarily block access to a substantial amount of
speech whose suppression serves no legitimate

government interest" If libraries enact a filter

system on their computers, they will block out
not only pornographic materials, but pertinent
sources, as well, that may contain key words,
which are blocked through the filter For exam-
ple, a child doing a report on types of cancer
would be unable to find up-to-date online
sources providing information on breast cancer

Children shouldn't be so limited in their

research of non-pornographic materials just

because their libraries cannot come up with
alternative ways of monitoring proper Internet
use, like adding more staff members and
increasing children's interaction with librarians.

According to the Washington Post, nearly 143
nullion Americans use the Internet regularly, and
10 percent of them rely on public libraries for
access. Because so many people rely on the
public libraries to provide unlimited resources,
we cannot block non-pornographic sites just

because we are afi^d of what children might
accidentally access. The libraries in question are
public and receive federal money. Having them
block First Amendment rights is like questioning
the hand that is feeding them.

Libraries do not need filtering systems to pre-
vent children from viewing inappropriate sites
when surfing the Internet The libraries could
add an extra member to their staff whose sole
duty would be to monitor children at computer
stations. Granted, one person cannot see and
catch everything that children look at, but chil-
dren won't have the time or the nerve to look \sp

pom when they know a librarian is pacing back
and forth behind them.

Other options include having parents come in
to sign a consent list when their children come
into the libraries to use the computers. This
option should be a last resort, however, because
it does not ensure that children will not look at
inappropriate sites so much as it relieves
libraries from liability therefor Along the same
lines, a parent could be required to come in and
sit beside his or her child at the computers in
order to take control of what the child sees and
quickly censor any disturbing sites before the
child has a chance to really look around them.

This option may serve as an inconvenience to
parents. But, if they are sincerely worried about
what their children wiD see when surfing the
Internet at a public library, then these parents
should be the ones to take time out of their
schedules to take action.

If possible, public libraries should have a chil-

dren's computer section and a separate adult
section. The filters should just be eimcted on the
children's computers, as a precaution If a child
needs access to information which has mistak-
enly been blocked via the filters on their com-
puters, they can consult with a librarian and
have him or her accompany the child to the
adult section where they could work together to
properly search the Internet for pertinent
sources.

Libraries have other options to help prevent
children from accessing pornographic Internet
sites, and these should be tried and tested
before making drastic decisions which wiU
affect adult libraiy-goers, as well.

Students in college

to learn, not party
MAGDALENO'S SWEEPING GENERALIZATIONS
IGNORE PURPOSE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

By Scott Rentschler

Jorge Magdaleno's Nov. 14
Viewpoint submission, **GPA mania
sucks fun out of college" initially

caught my interest because of its

title and potential to be humorous.
Upon reading the article, howev-

er, I foimd myself reeling from
what appeared to be serious con-
clusions arrived at by a multitude
of sweeping generalizations and
non sequituis. I broke into a cold
sweat at the thought of a member
of the general public reading
Magdaleno's submission and
assuming that his reasoning ability

(or lack there-

of) is represen-
tative of UCLA
students in gen-
eral.

Let's examine
the first sweep-
ing generaliza-

tion (referred to

hereinafter as
''SO'* to save
space) that

opens
Magdaleno's
submission:

"Each student at UCLA is connectr
ed through ... the need to study
until our eyes bleed." Now, I don't
know about the rest of you, but Tve
known plenty of students in my
time at UCLA who cared more
about getting drunk than getting
good grades.

To a lot of students who don't
plan on attending professional or
graduate school, there is little moti-
vation to be at the top of the class.

If you think that all 25,328 under-
graduates at UCLA study until the
wee hours of the morning, you've
got another thing coming.
As for Magdaleno's lament that

the GPA has become more impor-
tant than 'ihe wackiness and may-
hem you see in movies like

National Lampoon's Van IWlder,'"

(SG #2), I can only say the follow-
ing: I seriously hope you're joking.

Has it ever beien otherwise? If any-
thing, the GPA used to be emphar
sized less because the focus was
on the genuine search for knowl-
edge, not the search for sex and
beer.

And how about SG #3: "We all

want high GPAs so we can get out
of here ASAP?" I wasn't aware that

earning a high GPA somehow
speeds up the educational process.
No, I'm afraid Einstein's special

theory of relativity applies better to

high velocities than it does to satis-

fying degree requirements. I don't
recall ever being told "If you have a
GPA above 3.8, you can graduate
early."

Instead of identifying the rest of
the SGs in Magdaleno's column
(believe me, there are plenty), I

will sin^)ly summarize why I dis-

fijgree with Magdaleno's conclu-
sions. Life is full of choices, and
often the consequences of our
choices end up constraining what
we can and cannot do. The people
who choose as wisely as possible
and deal maturely with the conse-
quences are smart The people who
make a choice and then complain

about the con-

I wasn't aware that earning a

high GPA somehow speeds
up the educational process.

No, I'm afraid Einstein's spe-

cial theory of relativity

applies better to high veloci-

ties than it does to satisfying

degree requirements.

sequences are

called whiners.

For example,
if you have
improtected
sex with sever-

al girls and then
go ballistic

when one of
them becomes
pregnant, you
fall under the

whiner catego-

ry. Likewise, if

you make the important decision to
attend college (and are lucky
enough to get into UCLA, to boot),
complaining about your study time
impinging on your party time
makes you a whiner. It's as simple
as that

For those of you who chose to
attend college because you desire
to make a lot of money or have a
prestigious career, at least have the
maturity to acknowledge that until

you get that dream job, your goal
largely dictates what you can and
can't do.

Beer, sex and football games are
nice, but if you really want to party
you generally won't be able to pull
off a 4.0 GPA (unless, of course,
you go to use or Cal State Chico).
It's the nature of the game. Hey, I'm
not happy about it either - but
instead of complaining, I get my
work done.

So to Jorge Magdaleno and all

other students who see hard work
and long hours of studying at
UCLA as a punishment inflicted

upon them, grow up and learn to
live with your choices. Do us all a
favor and either stop whining or
transfer to an easier college so
someone who actually wants to
learn can take your place here.

Rentschler is afijth^year cybernetics

student.

VIEWPOINT
COLUMNIST APPLICATIONS

\lewpomt columnist

applications for winter

quarter are now available at the front desk of the
Daily Bruin office in 118 Kerckhoflf.
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ARTSiSENTERTAINMENT

Missy EUiott
"Under Construction"
Elektra Records

Isa^Q ^ift^
It's hard to pull off raunchy

and eccentric and make neither
come off as forced or con-
trived, but Missy Elliott makes
it so real you wish she weren't
so good at it

Take, for example, when
Elliott sings an ode to her
nether regions in *T***ycat,''

imploring it to help her make
her man stay, or the sampladel-
ic opus "Work it," where the cry
of an elephant functions as a
phallic symbol.

Arguments on feminine
empowerment aside, Elliott

speaks her mind because, sim-
ply put, she can - though she
isn't up against much competi-
tion. Missy Elliott is still one of
the most talented and enter-

taining MCs around. She gets a
helping hand from producer
extraordinaire Timbaland,
who's unleashed some of the
best beats of the year and is

welcome reUef from producers
The Neptimes' monotony,
which has been dominating the
airwaves. Timbaland provides
the perfect background to
Elliott's rampant tongue, bal-

ancing dirty beats with just the
right mix of ridiculously
diverse samples, offering up a
sonic palette that's only a tad
chaotic.

Unfortimately, every risky
and experimental song is sur-

rounded by filler more influ-

enced by R&B than Elliott's

own genuine ambitions. Jay-Z's

talents are sadly wasted on the
self-consciously cliched "Back
in the Day," and, even more dis-

appointingly, Beyonce Knowles
actually finds her way onto the
aJbimt

Elliott caUs her latest a work
in progress, which potentially

provides a defense for the ram-
bling interludes on the album.
The disc is a sprawling mix of
sounds and doesn't flow so
much as bounce clumsily. But
the fact remains that despite, or
perhaps because of its raunchy
and dangerously slipshod
nature, the album contains
some of the most creative and
adventurous hip hop singles of
the year.

'Andrew Lee

Pavement
Lance Bangs, Spike Jonze

(directors)
**Slow Century" DVD
Matador Records

V9WW
"Slow Century" is a fitting

name for this comprehensive
repository of Pavement music
videos and live footage, which
has kept fans salivating for
years. Its elusive release date
crept further into the back-
ground even as the Pavement
mythology steadily grew after

the band's breakup in 1999.

The included documentary
dispels some of the group's
mystique with its intimate
look into the band's internal
workings, aspirations and con-
sistent yet modest success. It's

hard to believe that once upon
a time ''Cut Your Hair" was on
heavy rotation on KROQ. One
of the most influential rock
groups of the '90s, Pavement
ditches its indie-rock king
image in the documentary.
Instead the group is portrayed
as a bunch of middle-aged
white guys dealing with a mod-
icum of success, with inno-
cence hidden behind their
slacker facades.

In the film a stone hits

singer Stephen Malkmus in the
chest while on stage at

Lollapalooza, prompting him
to raise his arm in defeat and
walk off. Pavement is por-
trayed as balancing on that

perilous edge between rock
stardom and indie obscurity
throughout its career - by the
time we see the band perform
its final song together ("Here,"
off •'Slanted and Enchanted")
we can't help but think that for
the band the end was a long
time coming. i

'Andrew Lee

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 -Eh ...could 4 -Great

be better 5 - Classic

Chesnutt aims for human experience
By Anthony Bromberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
abromberg(a)media. ucla.edu

Cody Chesnutt doesn't beat
around the bush; he lets you know
he looks good in leather

"You put the leather jacket on
and the collar up and you feel

invincible," said Chesnutt, a singer-

songwriter and multi-instnunental-
ist. "1 looked in the mirror and had
one of those moments where I

tapped into something and I wrote

I

the song ("Look Good in Leather")
in 15 minutes and recorded a little

piece of American history."

"Look Good in Leather" is one of
the standout tracks from
Chesnutt's recent release, the dou-
ble album "The Headphone
Masterpiece." Chesnutt is bringing
his guitar, his voice and possibly a
backing band (he wasn't siu-e if it

would be able to make it) to per-
form songs from "Masterpiece" at
noon in Westwood Plaza today.

Recorded in Chesnutt's apart-
ment bedroom, the production
value of "Masterpiece" is different.

Unlike recording studios where
artists attempt to filter out every
sound for a perfectly clean mix,
Chesnutt intended to catch the
flow of life through his apartment.
So if you hear the sound of his

roommates closing doors, that's

not a mistake.
|

The double album spans 36
songs all of which Chesnutt holds
equal in his esteem. The songs
range in subject matter from the
blatantly sexual to the spiritual, but
to Chesnutt, it's all part of the same
experience.

"There really is no two different

messages, it's just human,"
Chesnutt said. "There is no separa-

tion and when people try to make
one, that's when they get tripped
up."

Chesnutt speaks philosophically
about music and his record. He
breaks things down to a more liter-

al level where they are what they
are. When he started recording
"Masterpiece," he didn't think of it

in terms of a double album, that's

just what it naturally became.
According to Chesnutt, the

album should take you to a place in

your imagination connected to the
human experience, because that's

what music does. The songs he
plays in his live sets are chosen
because those are what he feels

Uke playing at the moment. It's all

positive, and it's all about the
music.

"You have to abandon the flesh
and let the music take over,"

Chesnutt said.

On stage Chesnutt riffs with the
audience, moving around, though
not excessively. He has a look
that's as much classic rock and
soul as anything else, but with a
fresher edge than someone like

Lenny Kravitz. His vocals have a
yearning quahty, which evoke the
longing for common human experi-
ence he talks about so avidly. But
Chesnutt likes to say there are no
magic tricks to what he's doing. He
may look good in leather, he may
be able to sing and write songs, but
it's just his way and he wants to

inspire people to find theirs.

"There's nothing about it, just

me and my guitar and meeting new
people," Chesnutt said. "1 just
share my spirit with the people
standing before me and the people
they stand with. I hope they're just

ready to see another human."

HEADY SET GO!

Cody Chesnutt is playing at noon today in

Westwood Plaza.
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GUEST CURATOR

SELECTS WORK FOR
UNDERGRADUATE ART

EXHIBITION

ROSANNA BuMP/DaILV BkUIN

TOP: Fifth-year art
student Lindsay King
waters "Peel and
Reveal," one of the
pieces featured in the

Undergraduate Juried
Exhibition.

LEFT: The New Wight
Gallery in the Kinross
Building Is currently
home to some 46
works of art.

Joanna Juan Gan/ Dailv Bbiin

By Sommer Mathis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
smathis@media.ucla.edu

UCLA art students are getting a
glimpse of what hfe could be like once
they exit the comfortable womb of their
college years.

The art department's annual
Undergraduate Juried Exhibition opens
today in the New Wight Gallery, which
gives students the opportunity to have
their work evaluated by a respected
member of the local art community.

Participants faced fierce competition
just to make it into the show, with only
46 works selected out of 168 entries.

Many artists who submitted a series of
pieces had to settle for only one or a few
of those being displayed in the New
Wight.

This year's guest juror, local sculptor
and Art Center instructor Liz Lamer, said
she tried to include as many pieces in the
show as possible without turning the art
department's small gallery into the
Louvre.

"A lot of people submitted a series of
works ... but there's only so much space.
I tried to make it so things aren't just a
big mish-mash," Lamer said.

Lamer's choices have resulted in a
variety of artwork ranging from a three-
dimensional triangle made of chicken
wire to a sketch of a bunny rabbit cage to
a simple painting of a yellow chair on a
brown floor.

Though an art show Uke this one lends
itself to a diverse sampling of styles and
media, the exhibition manages to avoid
overwhelming viewers by keeping clutter
to a minimum.

Maintaining a balance of art and
empty wall space was more difficult than
usual this year, as the New Wight has
been spUt into two rooms and is signifi-

cantly smaller than the old location in
the Dickson Art Center. The gallery
moved this summer along with the rest
of the art department to its temporary
home in the Kinross Building while
Dickson is under construction.

The move to Kinross Avenue in
Westwood Village has left many students
feeling out of touch with the main cam-

pus.

"I don't Uke being so far away from
campus. I miss the Sculpture Garden,
and getting lunch with my friends at
Northem Lights, '' said Jessica Seymour,
a fifth-year art student who wiU partici-
pate in the Undergraduate Exhibition for
the first time this year.

Seymour wiU have one painting in the
show, a large recUning nude made with
fluorescent spray-paint.

Though some may feel they're being
pushed out of the nest a Uttle too soon,
students stiU jumped at the chance to
submit work to an outside curator.
Second-year art student Avigail Moss
feels this kind of process closely mirrors
the real art world in which she one day
hopes to work.

"It's important to show work. Some
people rely on the faculty to help them
get recognition, but you have to have a
level of self-promotion,** Moss said. "If

you want to make yourself known, you
have to do that yourself.

**

Moss' work in the show includes
sketches and drawings done on lined
notebook paper, one of the only submit-
ted series chosen in its entirety. Many of
the images she depicts draw on elements
of her early childhood, including one
sketch of a Pez dispenser with Liza
MinelU's misshapen head on top. The
idea was loosely based on MinelU's por-
trayal in the "Princess and the Pea** from
the children's video coUection Faerie
Tale Theatre, Moss said.

Fourth-year art student Kimberly
Sinclair will have three smaU drawings in
the exhibition which are part of a much
larger series. She takes the selection of
her work in stride, ascribing it to the
often tmpredictable nature of juried art
shows.

"It always works out that the thing you
did in five minutes is the one they like,"

Sinclair said.

An exhibition of work completed in the
undergraduate B.A. Studio Art program
opens today and runs through Dec. 13 in
the New Wight Gallery/Kinross Building.
An opening reception will be held Nov.
21, 5-8 pm.
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Panel discusses Raining Jane to play for Habitat benefit
the fusion of

film, museums
By Maria San Rlippo

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
msanfJlippo@media.ucla.edu

Films are usuaUy seen in dark theaters, but
new artists want to take that experience into the
museum.

"Can you make the museum into a comfort-
able viewing space?" said Santa Monica Museum
of Art curator Elsa Longhauser "Some think it's

very inhospitable to expect people who come to
museums to watch films."

UCLA film professor Peter WoUen wiU take
part in a panel about how film can function in a
museum, "Neither Here Nor There: Art & FUm in

the Age of Anxiety," at the SMMoA tonight at
7:00 p.m.

The panel takes place in coryunction with the
museum's Guest Curator Series. This year's
guest is Chrissie lies, film and video curator of
New York's Whitney Museum of American Art.
lies will serve as moderator on the panel.

"At this moment in art and cultural history,

film and video have entered the dialogue in a
very msyor way," Longhauser said. "We felt it

was important to bring that dialogue to Los
Angeles, home of the film industry and to so
many artists working within the film medium."

Participating with WoUen on Tuesday's panel
is artist Jeremy Blake, curator Heidi Zuckerman-
Jacobson and filmmaker/artist Morgan Fisher
The SMMoA exhibit, which addresses the

social, cultural, and poUtical upheavals in the
United States, India and Israel, displays the
work of six artists selected from the 2002

WOLLEN
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SPRING SING 2000 WINNERS SAY MUSIC IS WHAT BRINGS THEM TOGETHER
By Jessica Rodgers

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jrodgers@medla.ucla.edu

The four women who make up the band
Raining Jane are an eclectic group, with
interests and time commitments ranging
fi'om voUeybaU to ceUo performance. But
they StiU have time to promote humanitari-
an causes with their music.

Laughing and praising each other's indi-

vidual accomplishments after a late night
rehearsal was one way the band showed
the chemistry to which they unanimously
credit much of their success.

Raining Jane performs tonight in a
Habitat for Humanity benefit concert at

Westwood Brewing Company in the first

"Construction Concert and Benefit." The
money raised tonight goes to support the
UCLA Chapter of the international non-
profit organization Habitat for Humanity,
designed to increase awareness of and
eliminate poverty-housing and homeless-
ness across the globe. The UCLA Campus
Chapter is a student-run branch dedicated
to making the UCLA community aware of
housing problems, raising money, and
enabling underprivileged famiUes in the
L.A. area to acquire homes.

Raining Jane's members ei\joy putting
their musical talent to good use by promot-
ing community endeavors Uke Cluldren's
Walk for Life and AIDS benefit organiza-
tions. Tonight, the band expects to find an
audience who, Uke it, er\joys coming out to

support both live music and important
causes.

"We try to do benefit shows Uke this,

throughout the year," vocaUst and guitarist

Mai Bloomfield said. "It's just reaUy nice to

be asked to perform at something that you

Raining Jane

Los Angeles' Raining Jane will perform at
Westwood Brewing Company tonight in a
Habitat for Humanity benefit concert.

actuaUy stand behind, a cause that you
want to spend time supporting. We can do
that through music."

The Los Angeles based band includes
three UCLA alumni and has performed on
campus on numerous occasions since its

formation in 1999. The 2000 Spring Sing
winners ei\joy playing m front of a UCLA
audience.

"Everyone's just open and excited,"
TavakoU said. "And, three of us went there
and Mai is from L.A., so there's a sense of
community. They're so supportive there."

The band is recognized for its two-part

harmonies, driving rhythms- and dynamic
Uve performances. Inspired by artists like

Ani DiFranco, Dave Matthews Band and
Fleetwood Mac, the group plays a fusion of
rock, folk and pop, with the occasional
raps of drummer Mona TavakoU adding a
touch of a hip-hop.

Raining Jane is working on a second
album, which it plans on releasing by the
end of this summer. The band beUeves that
its music has evolved to a new maturity,
capturing more of the energy for which its
Uve performances are known. Many of the
lyrics on the new album are the product of
a coUaborative effort, a symbol of how the
band members have grown together since
they self-produced their first album in 2001.

"Our songs are beconung a Uttle more
mature," bass guitarist Becky Gebhardt
said. "The lyrics are developed; everything
is developing, (Uke) musicianship. We're
trying different things."

In addition, the second album wiU most
Ukely feature a cover of AaUyah's "Are You
that Somebody," a crowd favorite and trib-
ute to the late smger.

The band has also been busy expanding
its fan base with a recent tour around
Northem California. Still, its members
haven't quit theu* day jobs, and it is music
that brings them together.

"We aU have talents in other areas but we
aU come together and play music, and it's

what we love," TavakoU said. "We love cre-

ating together. We love playing music and
empowering ourselves and others."

Raining . Jane will perform in the first

annual "Co7?struction Concert and Benefit"

at Westwood Brewing Company at 9:30
tonight.
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Expo| gives amateur screenwriters

a taste of the Hollywood machine
By Jake Tracer

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jtracer(a)nnedia. ucla.edu

The Los Angeles Convention
Center, normally populated by
boats and cars, played host last

weekend to aspiring screenwrit-
ers instead.

The 2002 Screenwriting Expo
brought together people from
across the country to learn
about, and then compete in, the
art of screenwriting. Sponsored
by Creative Screenwriting maga-
zine, the event was the largest
convention ever held for screen-
writers, filling the second floor
of the West Hall of the
Convention Center.

The expo had, the traditional,

informative lectures and work-
shops held by working screen-
writers, script consultants and
film professors, as well as a
"Htch Fest" with Hollywood pro-
ducers, development executives,
agents and managers. The expo
also included the "Creative
Screenwriting Open," the first

on-site, timed screenwriting
competition in history.

The "Open" gave 1000 contes-
tants 90 minutes to write a scene
with a predetermined plot, such
as a protagonist who must fend
off dark forces and protect the
love interest. The scenes were
then judged on structure, origi-

nality, dialogue and style to
determine who would advance in

the competitive round format. In
each round, the top ten percent
advanced until the top three
were determined. The ultimate
winner was decided by an audi-
ence vote at the closing ceremo-
ny.

While amateurs participated in

the competition, veterans were
on hand to advise other ways of
winning your way into
Hollywood's machine. Writer-
directors Frank Darabont ("The
Shawshank Redemption," "The
Green Mile") and David O.
Russell ("Flirting With Disaster,"
"Three Kings") highlighted the
lineup of keynote speakers and
guests of honor.

"I hope it was helpful," said
Richard Krevolin, a USC film pro-
fessor who occasionally teaches
screenwriting classes at UCLA
and gave three lectures at the
expo. "I know that many people
across the world are dying for
information, and I think this was
a great way to educate them."
Many attendees, however, did

not get a chance to attend the
lectures they had registered for,

as the ticket-purchasing system
for the "Pitch Fest" event slowed
almost to a halt. This caused
some to wait in line for five
hours or more. Additionally,
because the demand for "Pitch

Fest" tickets was larger than
expected, many ended up wait-
ing in vain.

|

"They (messed) the whole
thing up," said David Blue, an
attendee there to pitch his movie.
"It was like they sold 500,000
tickets for an arena that only
holds 4000."

The "Pitch Fest" had 1200
pitching slots for aspiring screen-
writers, with tickets being dis-

tributed on a first-come, first-

served basis. Each person could
purchase five slots, meaning
about 240 people would be able
to participate. However, approx-
imately 2700 people attended the
expo, according to Erik Bauer,
the expo's coordinator and a
managing editor for Creative
Screenwriting.

I

"If there was one area that fell

down organizationally, it was the
•Pitch Fest,'" Bauer said.

Many people came to the expo
solely for the "Pitch Fest," wait-
ing in line all day on Saturday for

the chance to talk briefly with
production companies on
Sunday. Each pitch lasted only
five minutes, with time warnings
at one minute and at ten seconds
to go. After five minutes passed,
a bell rang, and writers had ten
seconds to leave.

"It's all very Hollywood-ish,"
Blue said after the first of his five

pitches.
I

Fowler to host performances
MUSEUM TRIES TO ATTRACT STUDENTS WITH 'OUT LOUD' SERIES

By SIddarth Puri

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spuri@media.ucla.edu

Singing sopranos, Bulgarian
folk music and a mix of European
Renaissance music are just a few
of the performances the UCLA
Fowler Museum is featuring to

spice up its image.

"Fowler Out Loud," a new per-

formance series, kicks off its year-

long program on Thursday from 6
to 8 p.m. with performances by
Scattertones, Random Voices,

Superdevoiche and Musica
Humana, all campus a cappella
singing groups. The night, filled

with everything from reverberat-
ing music to revitaUzing refresh-

ments, is the first of a weekly
event to be held in the Fowler's
Davis Courtyard.

"We started this program to
attract more students so we would
see more students in the muse-
um," said Maria Bems, director of
the Fowler Museum.

"We want them to discover the
museum and to see that what we
are doing in the museum is differ-

ent and exciting."

By incorporating student
groups into the performances,
"Fowler Out Loud" coordinators
hope that it will both attract more
students to the performances as
well as give campus groups a
chance to perform at a different

venue.

"There are numerous student
groups that perform in Westwood
plaza and Royce, but performing
at the Fowler will give them a dif-

ferent atmosphere to exhibit their
talents," said Jonathan Ritter,
Ph.D. student and campus out-
reach coordinator at the Fowler.

While showcasing a cappella
groups this week, future perfor-
mances will range from Taiko
drumming to classical Indian
dancing. Together, all of these pef-
formances highlight the numerous
talents and diversity that mirror
the campus, according to Olivia
McManus, a second-year musical
theater student.

Fowler also hopes to have per-
formances that further enhance
the museum's exhibitions. During
winter quarter, as the Fowler
exhibits "MATSURI! Japanese
Festival Arts," it will also host the
Kyono Taiko drumming group to
add to the experience.

Fowler wants to attract not only
college students, but elementary
school students who might other-
wise only visit the museum for a
class requirement.

"Usually, when we walk past the
Fowler, we see a lot of elementary
school students running in and out
of it," McManus said. "I've never
really thought of it as a museum,
but more as a lecture hall or
another building on campus."

Bems said that this was exactly
the frame of mind she wanted to
change with the Fowler's new per-
formance schedule. She hopes
that by attracting the students to
the museum for a performance,
they will see the whole museum
and become interested in it, even-
tually visiting it more frequently.

"We just need people to walk
through the door," Ritter said. "As
long as people are actually coming
into the museum, they will see
how it is one of the premier cul-
tural institutions in Los Angeles."

According to McManus, the per-
formances will also give student
groups experience performing in
an open courtyard in front of an
audience, in addition to changing
the Fowler's image as being a
stodgy campus museum to a fun
hang-out for students.

"These performances will help
mold our image, but will also help
students relate to the museum on
a more personal level," Bems said.

"After this, hopefully they will
come to the museum not only to
see the exhibits, but will also
come to relax and hang out with
friends."

"Fowler Out Loud" begins this
Thursday from 6-8 p.m. at the
Davis Courtyard. Performances
arefree and refreshments will he
served. For more information
call (310) 825-4361.
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hrlstian Jankowaski worked with a Baptist televangelist to create the 16 minute
video. The Holy Artwork," part of a Santa Monica Museum of Art exhibit.
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Whitney Biennial's film and video
roster.

"We have in common that we're
all interested in new uses for film,"

Blake said.
|

Blake's piece, "Chemical
Simdown," is on display at SMMoA
and represents what the discussion
will be about. "Chemical" uses new
images and found footage taken
fi-om the film "Casino Royale" to
create a 12 minute digital video that
interacts with the gallery lighting.

This creates unique colorscapes,
which Blake says were inspired by
the visual effects of L.A. smog.

Wollen, who teaches in the criti-

cal studies program of the depart-
ment of film, television & digital

media, is legendary within the field

of fihn studies for his 1969 study of
film structuralism, "Signs and
Meanings in the Cinema"

**Wollen's breadth in understand-
ing art history is so deep, he'll be a
great contributor to the panel,"
Longhauser said.

In addition to his work as a
teacher and scholar, Wollen is

noted for having been a founding
editor of the seminal British film
journal Screen and for having co-
written the screenplay for
Michelangelo Antonioni's 1975 film,

"The Passenger," starring Jack
Nicholson.

"Each participant is interested in
the evolution of the film medium,"
Longhauser said, "and they each
have a different perspective on the
way that medium functions and
how it should be presented."

Admission for the panel discussion
is $5for members and students and
$8 for non-members. The exhibit

will continue until Dec. 29.

Admission to SMMoA is free; the

museum is closed on Sundays and
Mondays.

Info Sessions

Tues

Thurs

Fri

Tues

Nov 19

Nov 21

Nov 22

Nov 26

5-6 pm
5-6 pm
lO-Uam
5-6 pm

Internship and Sfady Abroad Services

ummer
2003

~ Full-time work experience
- Many different intemsthips to choose from
- Great housing at UC Washington Center
~ Housing Stipend
- UC Presidents Scholarship
- Stipend program to earn money
- Loans of up to $1000 available
~ Credit through CEESL

WUCLA Career Center
501 Westwood Plaza Strathmore Building Room 200 Los Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831
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THX - Dolby Digital
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Femme Fatale (R)

THX - Dolby Digital
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THX - Dolby Digital
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Ararat (R)
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1332 2nd St.
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Santa Monica
El Cnmen Del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (1 30)4 20 7:15 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 3:15 5 30 7 45 10:00

Bank Ban (NR)

Mon-Thu (1 45)4:35 7.30 10:05

Spirited Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7.00 10:00

8 Mile (R)

Mon 1:30 2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:15 7:00

8:30 9:00 9:45

Tue-Thu 1:30 2.30 3:30 430 5:30 6 15 7:00

8:30 9 00 1 DOO
NUART

11272 Santa Monica Blvd

Tuck Everlastng (PG)
(310)478-6379

Mon-Thu 1:45-1:00
NuWILSHIRE

Half Past Dead (PG

Mon-Thu 2:00 4.15 7:00 <

•13)

):30

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

WESTSIDE PAVILUON Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

10800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:45 7 20 940
(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 1 :50 9:50

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Mon-Thu (11:20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica

Daughter From Danang

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:30 10:15

Far From Heaven

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

initif

rtovif

QUIDf

3 10.825.2 1 61»
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CLASSIFIED

7& l^acem ml,caK

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles,CA 90024-1641

Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am - 2:30pm

i

MWrmngnps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price-

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

CUmsHled Una RalBS

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 worcl...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7 20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
1 2pt. headline 8.50 1 2pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline... 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

r ^ ^
MnMcvCwd W^

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Ratas tubiect to change wfttHMit notice.

Special Features & Issues

rgfuns

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Every dayf

310.82S.2221

^VlUflOf DIStI
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Wbiter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

IM^Mig
Every 5th and lOtti week

310.825.2161

T-

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I

Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUCE.COM
TheASUCL>Commo«Mto^ No frwdKim ahall «xept ach/ert.s«T*nt8 whk^i prasent persons of any ork>n

^!^.I^^^^-T1- .!?^!!^ *^!!^-°l!l!^*^^!r'*^
r»p,e«6nted .n tNs ««ue. Any per«)n brttovino that an «^erti«ment In tt* ««« vk)i«ed the Boart^

nondacmwiationstatwJ herein 8hooklcomrTiun«at»comp«aint8flwrt«g to the AaaiatartDii*^ Los Anoelee 90024-1641 FoTaM*-
tance wrth hous»g diacnmmatnn problems. caN the UCLA Housing Offlc. at (310J 825-4271 or caN the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 Claaaifi^ ads alao aooear on-lineiim0Jts^ximkitnm.iKi».^. Pl*:emert on-line is o»Hr«J as a corr^lirnentary service tor oirtorrwrs and • n^ The Da.ly Bniin « rBsponsit)le for the first incorrect -nser-twoonly Minortypograph«al errors are not sligit)le for refunds. For any refund, the Deify Bruin Classrftod Department nrwst be notified of an enor on the first day of publ^^

iMiiiiililiilii^^

pT^TSr^T^f^ 1250
Greelts

12S0
Greel^s

&^"

announcemems
1100-2600 :

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraisina event. Our programs malce fundraising easy with no rislcs.

Fundroising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

1800
Miscellaneous

1800
IVliscellaneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free ctiecking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man wtio truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf©mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/musk:.

^^™ 20S0
Pregnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

TELE-SALES PROS
Ne^md in wm Hills

Recycler Classifieds, a Tribune Co,,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
& join the company's largest Tefe-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CAHDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,

avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

-h bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
1^800^300-2777 x32603
joe.moran@recycler.com EOE

HEALTHY RESEARCH SUBJECTS, ages 18-

59, male/female, are needed for a study by in-

vestigators at the UCLA Brain Mapping Cen-
ter involving magnetic stimulation of brain. Vol-

unteers will be paid $25/hr plus parking. Study
duration up to 4 hours. Call 310-206-4456 or
email lsa@ucla.edu, lmolnar@ucla.edu,
koski@k)ni.ucla.edu.

3600
Garage Sales

^900
Autos for Sale

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS

Age 18-55 needed for UCLA research stu-

dy. Receive up to $230. Dr. London, IRB
#98-09-018-04J exp. 3-03. 310-825-0618 or
888-791-9988.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and morel We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory* Chris 818-321-5408

1994 HONDA ACCORD EX, black,

105,000miles, auto, great condition. $5700.
Nick 818-506-8213

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Pakj
instantly. Must have dear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. CaH today. Start sav-
ing now.

Ef 5500
Vehicles for Rent

2300
Mii^ .**erm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

r^^wfm^ 3JQO
Mealth Products

ATTENTION: 99 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie
800-918-8446.

EASTINDIAN
EGG DONOR
NEEDED

$50,000 (compensation). Highly successful,

professional East Indian couple, need an
egg donor of East Indian descent, who is

attractive and intelligent (SAT score of

1400+) with a good personality. Privacy is

guaranteed. Please contact our agent:

Dariene@perfectmatch.com 800-264-8828

Pkipak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your
own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders
over $10.

^300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fitnessgear4l9SS.com/2478253.

^¥A^€@

Need Trcmsffm^ion
to a Party or

k Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire. _^
call Gina (310)21^^L|k^
or (310)578-31l|PHI^

Let's Go
--=^-

Transportation

WL

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 18-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http7/www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

mmni 111

46(^550(1
-- -^680

Travel Destinations

foFsale

27(J1M500

"^A700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-
8817, 323-873-3303.

^900
Autos for Sale

1985 CHEVY BLAZER, white, 95K mi, 4wd,

am/fm/cassette, $1,195 obo. 310-446-2734

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamak^, Bahamas, Fk>rida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

FREE 2 NIGHT STAY IN

A 4 STAR HOTEL
By saving 50% on your phone bill. Over 20
major cities -Cancun, Honolulu, Vegas.
Contact Agentms33@aol.oom.

3300
jiCollectibles

1986 SUBARU DLXT, 73K miles, 5-speed,

Power steering, AM/FM cassette. Runs great!

$950 obo. 310-391-9912 or

dave@ igpp.ucla.edu

1988 VW CABRIOLET
Good condition, manual transmission, new
clutch. Gets great gas mileage. $1200/obo.

310-433-1838.

John ct Christian
Designers & craftsmen Since 1850

COaCGC MONOGRAM
RlNb

1990 HONDA CIVIC LX. Red color. Automatic.

Excellent condition. lOOKmiles. $3300 obo.

Please contact 310-206-1629/310-618-9472

email prakku999@hotmail.com

Free Brochure

•YEAR Date
•Degree
• Greek letters
•YOUR Monogram

14K6OL0 $450

RiNGB0X.COM 1-888-646-6466

1991 MAZDA MIATA. Good conditk)ns. $180K
miles, $2500. Call 818-845-1114.

1992 ACURA INTEGRA RS. White, 5-speed,

manual, AC. 90kmiles. Very good condition.

$5000. 310-573-9892 or jgrogger@hot-

mail.com

S900
Financial Aid

1992 HONDA ACCORD SEDAN ROSE-
WOOD. Excellent condition, maintenance
record. Standard transmission. Original owner.

Only 67k $4200 obo. (310)415-2930.

FAST AND EASY
STUDENT
LOANS

Up to $20,000 in 24hrs. upon approval. 640
and up Credit Score. Call: 323-497-7059.

Reference* 1978.
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900
inancial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

6700
Professional Services

7^00
Business Opportunities

Allstate
Vbu'rft in good hands.

Mike Azer Irtsurance Agency Ir^c

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Wostvy/ood Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllshlro)

24 Hours Q Day Service

9

CycleTime Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LIABILITY INSURANCE IS THE LAWI

IT'S LESS THAN YOU THINK!
No Kidding

! Gal for a free quote!

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad for minirTHim $10 00
dtacoum wWi msuranco porchase

6200
Heafffi Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant,

www.marykaycom/cmsoott. 310-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartimian

Century aty,CaJifomia

Wnivers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Lk»nsed. insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-^careful. Many students
nx)ved for $103. Lie. -T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV. SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
Hvery. Packing, boxes available. Also. pk:k-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry@31 0-391 -5657.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or ISmin from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089. mytsu@mac.com.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprahenaive Disaertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Weknme. Since 1985
Sharon Baar. Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies guaranteed to help
you gain admission to your dream schools.
For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com

LET YOUR $
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign currency. Initial invest-

ments $500-25k. Returns up to 30.9%.
For more info call: (213) 747-3488. For
smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

NIGHT OWL
Research. Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

TISTAERT DENTAL
310-394-2661. www.tistaertdental.com. 1333
7th St, Santa Monica. 3rd generation LA den-
tist—established 1918. General & cosmetic
dentistry. Implants. RCT. etc.

7000
Tutoring Offered

§"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,
including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01.
www.TheTutorsClub.com

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

Career Opportunities

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-
munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cybernet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1110.

7800
Help Wanted

$13/H0UR RETAIL
PT/FT, flexible scheduling, any hours between
5AM-11PM, new shop inside LAX. Need sev-

eral people, fax:949-481-0245, call:949-492-

4149, josie@caterinas.com

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax. or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE. etc.) to ACE Educational
Sen^ices. Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K. LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

•• TUTORS & COMPUTER TRAINERS
WANTED. Home tutoring for K-12. P/T. Up-
per classmen and graduate preferred. Car
needed. $14.50-$19/hr. 310-335-5650.

STUDENT SPECIAL: Internet Users Want to

Save $$!! Student Internet access only!

$9.95/rTX)l For details/sign-up see www.icolle-

gedirect.net today!
|

^^mm 6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chk:ago, edrts/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

HYPNOTHERAPY=
RESULTS

Positive help for test anxiety, smoking ces-

sation, motivation, goal achievement, self-

confidence, self-esteem, relaxation. Free
consultation. Affordable rates. Confidential.

Michael Moss. C.Ht. Brentwood office. 310-

709-9934.

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL? Want to get
170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with darity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering

business worid. Taught by experienced profes-

sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math. All

Languages, Computer. Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: pianoA^io-
lln/guitar, singing! 310-442-9665.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No more Western
Union Fees, Receive a Visa ATM and
Mastercard. Everybody qualifies! 'Call home
1 cent/minute calling cards. *Win a free laptop

PC. "Learn how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. 1-800-303-3351, fax

resume 619-296-4532.

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to wori< in the

UCLA Ackerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,
veriDal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,

University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, Ca 90025.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT position

available in Brentwood. Must have good com-
puter skills. Please fax resume to Donna
Heidt: 310-593-0094.

i

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Doni waste your time on amateurs. Various
subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

7600
jChild Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLAgrads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ctose to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago PhD, Assistant Professor. UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

CHEMISTRY TUTOR assist high school 1st

year chemistry student. Santa Monica. 2-

4hrs/wk. $15-20/hr DOE. 310-794-7678.

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F. 2:30-6:30PM. Enom>ously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL. own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call 310-
440-6738

GEOGRAPHY MAJORS: GIS ArcView Tutor
wanted. Santa Monica or on campus. Email
Tom at jellynx)nz@yahoo.com

JAPANESE TUTOR w/experience working
w/chikjren. Once a week, rates negotiable.

Must have own car, female preferred. 310-
394-0863.

DRIVER/COMPANION FOR 14YR.0LD BOY
Thurs. 2:30pm. occasional other afternoons
and evenings. Need references, clean DMV
record. $12/hr. 310-472-8564.

MENTOR/TUTOR
WANTED FOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR.
Santa Monica. Special attention to math, sci-

ence, and architecture. 818-560-1848.

NEED STUDENT TO HELP W/ HOMEWORK
for 3rd grade boy Mon-Thurs. 4-6(flexible).

5th st.& Wilshire in SM. Starting $8/hr. 310-
383-2397.

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Vert)al&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay. Classes in West Valley. 310-

377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH, Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female preferred. 310-285-9612, 310-990-
8552

TUTORING NEEDED for 4th ans 6th grader.

Four day/week. 3hrs/day $12/hr. 310-276-

3828.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

MAKE YOUR PAPER AN "A" PAPER!
I'll proofread your thesis, dissertation, term pa-
per for only $1/page! The EditBoss -www.ge-
ocities.com/editboss.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-
sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
weteome. 818-345-1531.

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.
Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car,in-

suranee,&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
warm/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light

housewori(/cooking, English speaking. 310-
433-1320.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN LOVING-VIBRANT-Happy nrwther's

helper needed. Mon-Sat 4pm-9pm. Car/refer-

ences/long term commitment required. High
Pay/Bel Air. 310-889-1840.

FUN/RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER FOR P/T
for 2&7yr.oW. In Westwood. Please Call: 310-

989-2276.
I

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/15-year-oW daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from school* tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

MOTHER'S HELPER
For 9-year-old boy & 16-year oW giri. Week-
days from 3-6. Must have car. Salary negoti-

able. Westwood. 310-470-9850.

MOTHER'S HELPER FOR 2KIDS (10&15).

Mon-Fri, 1-6pm approx. $10/hr. Looking for re-

sponsible organized person. Must have
car&insurance, references required. Glenridge

area, Bel Air. Call Lakshmi 310-474-8733 or

email ninakumar@aol.com.

MOTHER'S HELPER
WLA/Rancho Pari<. Monday-Thursday, 2:30

start, Wed until 10PM. 2 preteens, homework.
Light chores. $10/hr+gas. Need own car. 310-

202-6703.

P/T CHILDCARE I

For Very special 4yr old daughter. Intemation-

al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-

erences required. Grand Piano. Beverfywood.

Uird:31 0-287-1 010.
I

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood

Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:

Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/lalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

APPAREL4LESS.COM, EBAY COMPANY in

Westwood needs computer-literate or HTML
or Adobe or Ebay junkie. P/T or F/T. David
310-717-7412.

:^il;^y>^:ii):^;f:

• Earn $100-6200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement inauded
• It's not a Job -it's a PARTYIM

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6499)

ATHLETICS: P/T UCLA students to wori< in

office. Pays: $7.39/hr, 10-20 hrs weekly. Must
be friendly and hard worthing. /Vpply at J.D.

Morgan Facilities office 310-206-6662.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTER NEEDED 1-2 days/week. Sal-

ary commensurate upon experience. Pacific

Palisades family of 2 children. 310-230-2067.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.
Great student ;iob. PfT hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOWfiJKS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City k)cation seeking F/T and P/T
scooper and shift leader position. Please call

310-548-1717x10.

BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC dental assistant for

busy& growing Beverty Hills dental practice.

Must be trained in all back office functions.

818-789-1615.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun/ey For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR for High school chem-
istry. Must have 4.0 in subject area, and expe-
rience. References/transportation necessary.
$25/hr. 310-393-3000.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Rexible hours. Hourty
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

DANCE INSTRUCTOR Hip-Hip/etc. for small
group of six y/o giris. 1/wk, flexible schedule.
Experience, no license needed. Pay nego-
tiable. 310-440-4015.

EARN EXTRA $FT/PT Work from home, help
others $1000-$3000 mo.
www.nellanfunds.com 800-51 8-821 9.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted.
South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing. Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education
female-student. School pick-up, help

w/homewori< &prepare healthy meals for 7-

year-old girt. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,
310-828-8260.

FRONT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST and a MED-
ICAL ASSISTANT wanted in cardiology office.

F/T, P/T, flexible hours. Encino. 818-905-1240.
Fax resume 818-905-1238.

m>0^

employment
7400-8300

SEEKING RELIABLE, ENTHUSIASTIC, Tmst-
worthy people to work various hours/days for

babysitting service. College, CPR/First-Aid,

fluent English a must. $9-11/hr. 310-545-5181.

WLA P/T Nanny 20hrs/wk, M-F, afternoon to

earty evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,
creative to watch 2 young giris 7&4. 310-351-
1767.

^^800
Help Wanted

$1 0/HR TO AiiiSlST INDIVIDUAL with comput-
er and telephone calling. Possible bonuses.
Can work from home in evening. P/T, hours
flexible. Call 310-476-9059.

GRAPHIC ARTIST/WEB
DESIGNER

Contemporary clothing co. is seeking F/T&
P/T graphic artist. Must be proficient w/MAC,
Photoshop* Illustrator. FAX: 323-234-8327.

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemari^eter for Santa Monica education

publisher. Hourty and good commissions.

10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would be
also helpful, but not mandatory. Call 310-474-

4521.

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,

pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

':1

The Art of Sleeping (Free, drop in)

Improve your academic performance and

productivity by sleeping more effectively

1-2 pm, Ashe Center 4th Floor Conf. Rm. #414

Ashe at Covel Commons, 2nd Floor

5-7 pm, Mondays & Tuesdays, vy^eeks 1-10

Check out the Ashe Center web site for more informa-

tion,, ask o heal'h reloted question, even request an

appointment www.studentheatth.uclo.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
Nationally Accredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Bass or tenor

6 Kind of committee
(2 wds.)

11 Pooch's greeting
14 An inert gas
15 Broadcast again
16 Aloha token
17 December temp
18 Postponed

(2 wds.)
20 Bulldogs backer
21 Physicist Niels —
23 Drop by
24 Count up
26 Parched
28 Stayed
30 Reunion attendee
31 Pine source
32 Food-processor

setting

33 "- bad was it?"

36 Guidry and Howard
37 Feigned
38 Wash out

39 Mo. multiples

40 Processed cotton
41 Highway haulers
42 Fortified

43 Biker's protection
44 Most newspapers
47 — blanche
48 "The five of SL -"
49 Mock fanfare

50 Hitter's stat

53 Vegetable grower
(2 wds.)

56 Mop companions
58 Poet's always
59 Sergeant Bilko

60 Boredom
61 Catch a glimpse of

62 A Beatle
63 Philosophers

DOWN
1 Bouquet holder

2 Vaccine type

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

J 1 N T

1

B 1 A 8

1
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3 Spark-plug
switches

4 Camp bed
5 Makes possible
6 "-and

mehltabel"

7 Letter starter

8 Computer in

"2001"

9 Rx a squeak
10 Fissure
11 At

(baffled)

12 Do a tailoring

chore
13 Grant's bill

19 Urgent
22 Dilapidated

25 States further

26 Bushed
27 Listen carefully

28 Twisted
29 Oaf
30 Put In the

microwave

32 Fence pickets
33 Carpenter's

racket

34 Comic-strip dog
35 Frontier, once
37 Renown
38 Sensed
40 Chillier

41 Mariachi wear
42 Baldwin Of

Guinness
43 Possessed
44 Invites out
45 Say yes
46 Toughen up
47 Brief

appearance
49 Math course
51 Primary color

52 Osiris' sister

54 Part of TGI F
55 Raggedy doll

57 Nurses org.

1

W
W
2(r

rr

3T

36

w

8 9 10 11 12 13

PT
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W
61

g^TRADITIONSfUCLA

BONHRE AND RALLY
Today

9:30 P.M., Wilson Plaza

Join us as SAA hosts thousands of Bruin fans and

the UCLA Spirit Squad, band, football players

and coaches at one ofUCLAs bluest traditions.

For information, call (310) UCLA-SAA or visit

www.UCLAlunmi.net/BeatSC.

(310) UCLASM www.UCUUumiiLnet/SAA

—SAA is the stwUnt chapter ofthr—

UCUUumni
lAssociationl

Classifieds
825-2221
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400
rtmeiils for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

8400
irtments for Rent

* *.

parfments for Rent
^S^^sS^IS**"';

'

8AOO
s for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

» .1 'I

^Vefcome CJ^ruins ^ "friends
J

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

1

The Roberts Companies

We
in all the best locations with a host of amenities. Whether
jYOu need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside

!

many amenities| available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

more.
If necessary, we have custom designer furniture a
well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

IN SHORT ANYTHING YOTT MAVNFFn WF f- ant

Call for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
(tnglish, bpanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com
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_ 7800
Tlelp Wanted

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

8000
Internships

PfJ BABYSITTER in Westwood area. For one
5year-old child. Some afternoons, flexible
hours. Must have car. Call Sharon 310-476-
6059

PART-TIME
ASSISTANT

$10/hr. + commission. 20/hrs./week. Bilin-

gual (Spanish) Multifaceted work, includes
Computer/Office skills. Cuba Travel. Great
Opportunity! 213-626-8902.

SEEKING GRADUATE
STUDENT

with exceptional writing skills to assist an
individual in writing his memoirs as an inter-

national political consultant for a whter's
credit. A feature film starring several major
actors based on his stories has already

been made and will be distributed worid-

wide next year. For further information

please contact Irene Gazaryants at 310-

473-8335.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, prime area, pe-
tok, r/s. carpet, garden, laundry, parking,

$1095. 3 10-395-7368.www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished/unfurnished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned partying. Walk to 3rd

Street Promenade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-
ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Servrces. Attn:
Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-K. LA,
CA 90035. Fax 310-282-6424. Email: admin-
staff@ aceeducation .com

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverly Hills. Mon-Fri. 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry

cleaner. We are looking for Bright, Friendly,

Energetic, Responsible People to join our
team. Will train. 15-25 hours, mornings or
evenings plus Saturday or Sunday. $9-
10/hour. Apply in person: 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Or Call: 310-474-8525. Ask for Jack.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm. 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1 -year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, dean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Urge, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parking.
Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. $1555 2 bedroom/2 bath-

room. Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen

and bath. Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered
Parking, 937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900
SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym. large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated partying. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion
to schedule and interview.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Urge
unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET. Starting January,
2bdrm/1bth on Strathmore/Landfair. Across
the street from campus. Lease ends July 1st.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550. 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP.
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BLOCK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa.
parking, fireplace, bateony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

^
PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
clean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoonsAevenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1 520 Westwood B^d. #1 1 . LA
90024.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera. Editing. Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

PT TUTORS $15-20/hour. Psychology/Educa-
tk)n majors preferred, flexible after-school

hours. Located in BH. for nrwre info

email:shoshie2b@yahoo.com

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy salon.
Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy 310-824-
7666.

^^

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995

2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space
• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony
• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths
• Intercom entry & gated parking

•with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room In building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $260. 1624 Veteran #5.
310-877-8817.

i

310-824-9691
Unhappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 B«droom
Apartment

CLrNROCK

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, jnc, a
leader in technical publications for the con-
aHuction industry, has immedteie part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA tocation. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient k)cation
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Large one bedroomAull
bathroom, unfurnished, walk to grove/farmers
market. No-pets. Like a home. $1550. 323-
731-5311. Available 12/01

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-
ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of ckJseL Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs concierge/guest-service associates
and experienced seaonal-holiday gift-wrap-

pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-

fessional-appearance. Flexible hours. Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

STAFF ASSISTANT
MUSIC PUBLICATION

P/T. Helpful exp: Mac and/or PC. Internet/e-

mail, data entry, great phone presence. Small
SM office w/casual dress code and flexible

hours. Resume and cover letter: jobs@ice-
magazine.com.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T. F/T. Apply at:1156
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to wori< flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Leam to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay Is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

BRENTWOOD- $2300
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in ctosets. New: carpets,

paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unlt bWg,
close to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village

for shops, restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4, and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave#1. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD: $1640. 2bdmV2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

partying, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 MayfieW. Cell :3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Ain«nitl«s fnclud«: I

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room
• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace '

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors
|

• Roommate Matching Service Available

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-
ing granted, laundry room. $1095. 310-230-
1252 Adj Brentwood.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C. gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061

.

WEST LA. Available ASAR LARGE 1B+1B.
$950rent+$950dep. Gated access+parking.
New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.
5-min to 10+405freeways. #12 BlueBus.
Contact 213-446-5772/310-210-7380.

WESTLA
Large 1/bdmi, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, parking,

laundry. Near Santa Monica+ Bundy. Water,

trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Naturai/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

WANTED: 29 people to kDse weight. Earn $$$
for the px)unds and inches you tose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.to-

selikemagic.com

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineveryIrfe .com

.

KELTON/STRATHMORE IBDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated party-

ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground paridng,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-
ity building. 310-208-4796.

PALMS
$l100/month. 2bed/1 .5bath. Appliances, pool,
laundry, upper, carport. New carpet and fkx)r.

3455 Jasmine Ave. 310-839-5510.

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA, gated, r/s,

carpet, a/c, laundry, parking. $1100.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA. R/S, CAR-
PET, A/C, LAUNDRY, POOL, PARKING, $950.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1, close to UCLA, r/s, balco-

ny, carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,

pool, utilities, clean, partying, best deal in

Westwood. $1100/month. Call Andrew 310-
562-8397

10777 Ashon Ave.

310-441-3783.
3bdmV2bth. $2600. Anne

REMODELED GUEST STUDIO Washer/dry-

er, stove/fridge, pool, paid utilities, one-year-
lease, quiet student/professional, no pets. Bel
Air. $895. 310-474-5080.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, catok,

r/s, balcony, a/c. pool, laundry, garage, $400.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

mBooo
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent
English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-

tions.htm

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, tots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, walk to UCLA,
r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$625. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

INTERNS FOR GROWING ENTERTAIN-
MENT COMPANY College credit. No experi-

ence necessary. Flexible. Great for your

resume! Contact: Andrew @ 310-288-8105

LITERARY AGENCY- Paid internships. Flexi-

ble hours. Book/screenplay evaluation, gener-

al office. Fun&pleasant environment near

UCLA. Send/fax letter of introduction stating

interest in books/film&learning agency busi-

ness&availability. Prefer graduate studer\ts.

Include resume: Agency 10532 BIythe Ave. LA

90064. Fax:310-559-2639. Tel :3 10-559-0831.

SANTA MONICA 1+1. great area, r/s, carpet,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, .www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA 1+1, r/s. close to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA apartment by beach, private

room, r/s. hardwood floors, laundry, parking,

$500. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368

SANTA MONICA bachetor pad. near beach,

r/s. carpet, laundry, partying, utilities included,

$650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368.

WESTWOOD furnished, 1+1, ctose to UCLA,,
catok, r/s, carpet, gated, laundry, parking,

$995. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.

729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom, Hardwood floors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, paricing available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small l-bdrni. $1100/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days;3 10-475-7533, even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities included

$750.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. Ibdrm/lbth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, balcony, laundry. Walking distance to

UCLA. $1200/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING. DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS TWO-STORY GUEST-
HOUSE. Includes electricity and water. First

floor-hardwood floors, second floor-carpet-

ed. Private bath and shower. $1200/mo.
310-918-8861.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

ASAP ONE-TWO FEMALES for huge mas-
tert>edroom and a bathroom. Walking closet.

Westwood, close to campus. $400each.
Laundry, pool, parking. 310-824-7684/310-

443-1129

MAR VISTA Bus routes to UCLA. Residential
area. High ceiling, lots of light, utilities includ-

ed. $800/mo. Female, non-smoker preferred.
310-915-0629.

BEL AIR STUDIO, close to UCLA, catok, r/s,

carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$725. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-
washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, parking, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-
7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $675-

925. Ibdnn $950-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury, Must see. Call for

free listing :310-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS
3bdrm/2bth. Large unit. 2.5 miles from cam-
pus, half a block from blue-line bus.

$1500/month. one year lease. Call 310-276-

3138 Henry.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1 525 Sawtelle

Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8^50
lartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-

9748

WESTWOOD guest house, petok, r/s, patio,

carpet, pool, laundry, yard, parking, $950.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great
views, laundry, parking, utilities included.
$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT, private room,
gated entry, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

partying, $550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

BRENTWOOD. Wilshire and Bundy. Available

now! $690/mo. Female for private room in

2txjrm/1bth. Must be neat and friendly. Emma
310-826-4556.

WESTWOOD HOMBLY SFR 4 bedroom. Den,
4.5 bath courtyard house, hardwood floors,

great space 3 car garage North, of Wilshire
$3950. Call david 310-271-7064/470-4797.

WESTWOOD STUDIO, near UCLA, r/s, hard-
wood ftoors, quiet area, laundry, parking,
$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9300
ftoom for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific
Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH EMERITUS Family. Free
Room/Board in exchange for help with

home/family/etc. Need CDL/Car.
Organized/Responsible Male preferred. 310-

472-1944.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc
seeking roomate (professional prefen-ed).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patrice

tel:310-826-6654

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/bak»ny+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $750/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

INCREDIBLE PRICE: Chill roommate wanted
to share 2bdrm/1bth in Brentwood, Iblk south
of Wilshire on Barrington. No Anal-retentives

$550/mo. 310-962-3546.

Cfendo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. Ibdrm/lbth condo;
1bdrm/1bth+den on Montana. Security buikl-

ing. All amenities. Great location. Fireplace.

Pari<ing space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdnTi/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700. Jimmy.
213-272-3316.

ROOM/BOARD in Brentwood apt in exchange
for P/T childcare for 5 year-old. Walk to UCLA
Female, references. 310-562-9863, Kay

9^00
Room for Rent

BEL AIR HOUSE, close to UCLA, r/s, carpet,

walk-In closets, parking, utilities included,

$1100. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368

CULVER CITY. Own room in 2bdrm/1bth apt.

w/garage, nice area. Prefer female, available

Dec.1 $700/mo. 310-702-1267.

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdmi/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,

washer/dryer inside apt, fumished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighbortiood.

Female-prefen-ed. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s, hard-

wood floors, walk to UCLA, w/d, pariting.

$650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

FEMALE STUDENT TO SHARE Ibdrm/living
room apartment. Gated complex, parking,
near SMCC. $385/mth. Available now! Call
Heather 310-453-5558.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great
location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-
0760,31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$675+$675-security, 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

Large private room/ba. Partdng in 2bd apt In

WLA, close to UCLA and freeways. Quiet re-

sponsible male/female. $750/mo. 310-699-
2555.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/mariDle bath-
rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doomian. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

WLA Large 1/bdmri, A/C, dishwasher, fire-

place, large closet space, secure building.

1.5/miles from Campus. $1100/rinonth. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-560-7632. . .«

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7766.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Female roommate
wanted. Levering Ave, walk to campus. Sunny,
charming 1 bed/bath. Fully fumished, stove, re-

frigerator. Pool. Huge balcony on top level.

Pari<ing available. $525/month includes water.
Available starting 1/1/3 or 2/1 A)3. Betty:310-
208-3059.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD-FEMALE sublet needed winter

and spring, 424 Lanfair, private room, fur-

nished, parking possible. Quiet apt, fun com-
plex. $650/month. Call 310-824-1585.

SANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,

upstairs bedroom, downstairs study. Large
townhouse. Kitchen jirlvileges. 3T0-453-8508.
B-8pm. Female grad drily. $795/mo.
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CENTEI^
I
Position to be filled by rotation of five players

from page %
Lavin said. **Now he's moved into a
more primary role on the team."

However, Cummings doesn't
present the same rebounding
threat as Gadzuric, who averaged
7.7 rebounds per game. Against
Branch West, he only had two
rebounds and picked up his fourth
foul with over 13 minutes left in the
game.

Fey, who is 7-feet tall and 257

pounds, is the most traditional cen-
ter the Bruins have, and the closest
UCLA has in terms of body stature
to Gadzuric, who is 235 pounds and
6-foot-ll.

"I'm the only true center on the
team," Fey said. "I can rebound
and play defense, and when we
have fast breaks I can get out and
run and get put-backs."

However, he didn't have much
success doing any of those things
against Branch West, finishing with

just two points and two rebounds
in 19 minutes.

Granted, it was his first game in
a UCLA uniform, but Llamas domi-
nated Fey on both ends of the floor,

getting easy lay-ins under the bas-
ket on offense and pulling down
nine of his 10 rebounds on defense.

"Llamas was big and athletic,"

Fey said. "It was tough."
HoUins has the height to play the

position, but at only 215 pounds, he
will get knocked around in the

Ifc'-ii. =^--^-'-:i:= i:

paint by larger centers. Because of
Llamas' size, HoUins only played
two minutes against Branch West,
recording just two points and no
rebounds.

"I'm not a traditional center,"
Hollins said. "I'm much lighter and
more athletic, and I play well in the
high post."

Lavin acknowledges HoUins'
abiUties, although he knows that
his game is different from what a
normal center possesses and he

Westwood Rotary Club WHO
J

Undergraduate studen

college graduates, and
graduate students are eligible

I

I I I

$25,000
non-degree scholarship

to study abroad for one
academic year

Don't miss this opportunity!

Announcing the

2003-2004

Rotary Foundation
Ambassadorial
Scholarship for

One Year of

Study Abroad

Tues Nov 19 5-6 pm
Thurs Jan 23 5-6 pm
Wed Feb 1 9 5-6 pm
Thurs Mar 6 5-6 pm

Conf. B
EXPO
EXPO
EXPO

Internship &
Study At>foad Services

UCLA Career Center

501 \MBSIwood Ptazs

Stratwnor* Bulking

Room 200 I

Lot Ang«<M, CA 90095-1573

(310) 82&-0e3l

www.carMf ud« aduMxpo

Former Rotary scholars and
members from the Westwood
Village Rotary Club will be
present to share their

experiences and to answer
any questions!

TONIGHTTBONFIRE AND fOTL
9:30 RM., WILSON PLAZA

Join us as SAA hosts thousands of Bruin (ans and the UCLA Spirit Squad, band, football players

and coachesjTone of UCLA's biegcst traditions!

UPCOMING BEAT 'SC EVENTS:

WEDNESDAY: BLOOD DRIVE • 10 a.m.-3 p.m. • James West Alumni Center

BRUIN NIGHT OUT • 7-10 p.m. • West^vood'

THURSDAY: BRUIN FAIR • Noon-2 p.m. • Bruin Plaza

i

FRIDAY: BRUIN SPIRIT DAY • Noon-l p.m. • Bruin Plaza

SATURDAY: UCLA vs. USC FOOTBALL GAME • Rose Bowl

Check out www.UCLAIumni.net/BeatSC
for a calendar of events, fight songs, jokes and more Beat 'SC fun.

mrUCUUunmi
Association

has a lot to learn about the posi-
tion.

"Ryan is a great shot blocker
and also a good offensive rebound-
er," Lavin said. "He also gives good
defensive pressure and moves the
floor really well. But he's young,
and there is a learning curve."

Lastly, there is Hoffart and
Johnson, both of whom rarely
played last season but are on
scholarship.

"I expect to see more time,**

Hoffart said. "I'm older, and I'm
more physical."

Hoffart's and Johnson's playing
time will likely depend on the pace
of the development of Hollins and
Fey. If both are struggling during
the Pac-10 season, Lavin will Ukely
be quicker to go to Hoffart and
Johnson to come off the bench.

"Hoffart and Josiah give us
toughness, and they understand
the system," Lavin said. "They
both play intelhgent basketball.**

Hoffart and Johnson each
pulled down three rebounds
against Branch West, in nine min-
utes and six minutes, respectively.

But regardless of their perfor-

mances in their first exhibition
game, the freshmen have first dibs

at earning playing time this sea-

son.

"It will depend on how we do in

practice, and how hard we play,"
Fey said in talking about how he
and Hollins can earn minutes.
Sophomore point guard Cedric

Bozeman concurred.
"The freshmen are being thrown

into the water and they're going to
have to swim," he said.

If they don't swim, the Bruins'
struggles, especially on the
boards, will continue.

Altogether, UCLA was outre-
bounded 45-24 in the game, and
didn't pull down any offensive
rebounds in the first half. Also,
Branch West had second, third and
even fourth opportunities on the
offensive glass.

Lavin said that if rebounding
continues to be a m^or concern,
he could go with a big Uneup that
would feature a combination of
Cummings, Fey and HoUins.
"We could play Fey with T.J., or

we could even play all three guys
at once," he said.

If UCLA is to be successful this
season, Lavin will have to keep
experimenting to find the lineup
that will most help offset the loss

BRIEFS
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The women's cross country team advances to the NCAA championships
which will be held Nov. 25 at Terre Haute, Ind.

Women's cross

country advances

to championships
While the NCAA gave the

UCLA women's cross country
team the green light to advance
to the NCAA Championships,
head coach Eric Peterson
ignored a green light as he
screamed the good news across
the intersection of Strathmore
and Gayley Avenues fi-om his car.

The team received one of the 13

at-large bids to participate in the

championships to be held in

Terre Haute, Ind. on Nov 25. The
team returned fi-om Stanford last

weekend, where they placed
third overall at the NCAA West

Regional Qualifier. Because they
finished third, though, the team
was one spot away fi-om securing
an automatic entry.

Men's hoops

position still

available
The UCLA men*s basketball

program has an opening for a
basketball manager (freshman
preferred). Please call Doug
Erickson, Bruin men's basketball
office manager, for details (310)
794-9881.

Briefs compiled by Katie Filbeck

and JeffAgase, Daily Bruin Staff.
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UCLA ready to tackle USC in Pac-10 rivalry
BRUINS LOOK TO END 3-YEAR LOSING STREAK
TO TROJANS. INCLUDING SHUTOUT LAST YEAR

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon (a) me dia.ucla.edu

After three years of losing to USC,
UCLA football head coach Bob
Toledo has a little more sympathy
for the Trojans' eight straight losses
from 1991-1998.

**Now I know how bad it must
have been," Toledo said. "We've lost
three, and I don't Uke it at all. It will
turn again some-
time, hopefully
this year."

The No. 24
Bruins (7-3, 4-2

Pac-10) are com-
ing off a bye
week while the
No. 7 Trojans (8-

2, 6-1) decisively

defeated Arizona
State (7-5, 4-3)

on Saturday, 34-

13.

This rivahy is different because
we are so close. We have to live with
each other 365 days a year," saitl

Toledo, who has lived with TYojan
bragging rights for 1,091 days.

"I think the proximity of the two
schools (makes the rivalry unique).
People working together. People
that are married. One's a Bruin,
one's a TYojan. We've had players
room together Keyshawn Johnson
and Kareem Abdul-Jabar."

This year USC-UCLA is the pre-

I

DAILY BRUIN TOP 25

"It's a big, big game ... You

come down that tunnel and

people are yelling and
screaming and the end
zones are filled."

Bob Toledo

UCLA football head coach

leam Votes

Miami
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Washington State

Iowa

Oklahoma

Georgia

USC
Notre Dame
Michigan

Kansas State

Texas

Virginia Tech

Rorida

Colorado

Ftorida State

Colorado State

Maryland

Penn State

Alabama

Pittsburgh

Boise State

UCLA
I

LSU

TCU
Texas Tech

I

Oregon 6, Marshall 5, Hawaii 3,

I

W^ington 3, North Carolina State 1,

and West Virginia 1

mier rivalry game in the Pac-10 with
USC in second place in the confer-
ence and UCLA in third.

**WeVe won a couple in a row, and
we are riding high," senior tight end
Mike Seidman said.

Given the humiliating nature of
last year's 27-0 shutout, the Bruins
might have more pride at stake.

"I want to go out with a win
against my rival. It's a thorn in my
foot," Seidman added. "Last year is a

bad memory."
But the con-

sequences for

the IVojans are

a bit more dra-

matic. Should
USC • defeat

UCLA and
Notre Dame, it

has a long shot
at the BCS
national cham-
pionship.

"It's a big, big
game," Toledo said "It is so exciting.

You come down that tunnel, and
people are yelling and screaming,
and the end zones are filled. When
the end zones are filled at pre-game
warmups, you know the rest of the
stadium is going to be full."

Quarterback challenge: True
freshman Drew Olson will start, but
Toledo said fellow freshman Matt
Moore will likely play as well at
quarterback for UCLA this Saturday.
Both will be challenged by a USC
defense that ranks second in the
Pac-10 in every category, allowing
only 298.2 yards per game.

"Pete (Carroll) does a great job at

scheming and putting guys in differ-

ent positions to keep you off bal-

ance," Toledo said.

"The quarterbacks will have a

DAILY BRUIN CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
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Bruins exhibits preseason

prowess at tournament
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL WINS CONCORDIA

CHALLENGE; HOSTS HONOR UCLA COACH

By Regina Yeh
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ryeh@media.ucla.edu

After arriving in New York to com-
pete in the Concordia Challenge,
UCLA men's volleyball head coach Al
Scates, who led the Bruins to 18
national championships, was pre-
sented with a thank-you gift

The tournament's hosts awarded
Scates a crystal

desk set in

appreciation of
his years of sup-

port and friend-

shq), and in rev-

erence of his

reputation as a
prominent fig-

ure in NCAA vol-

leyball

Graciously
accepting the gift, the legendary
coach then sent his Bruin men onto
the court to write his thank-you note.

The Bruins won the two-day
Concordia Challenge, defeating the
Concordia Clippers (100-79) Friday
night, Lewis (100-97) and Rutgers
(100-94) back to back on Saturday.

The preseason tournament experi-
mented with a new rally scoring
method, consisting of four 26-point
quarters, for a total of 100 points per
match.

Riding the Friday victory, the
Bruins began competing at 10 am.
Saturday against Lewis. Sophomore
Jonathan Acosta and senior Rich
Nelson led the team to victory.

Lewis showed strong defense
against UCLA, but sophomore out-

side hitter Allan Vince had 17 kiUs
along with numerous digs and blocks
to seal the Bruins' second win.

"Vince is continuing to get better

at his new position. He had been
playing middle blocker, but he is

turning out to be talented as a hitter,"

Scates said

Following that victory, the Bruins

Td like to start the season,

instead of going to practice

for the next few weeks."

Al Scales

Men's volleyball head coach

used their second-team lineup to
defeat Rutgers. Junior J.T. Wenger
had 13 kills, with sophomore Kris
Kraushaar adding 12.

The Concordia Challenge attracts

ed a record number of fans, largely

because UCLA is e3q)ected to con-
tend for a national championship this

year.

Scates is confident in the direction

the Bruins are headed.

Thisisagood
sign for the sea-

son. I think our
biggest problem
is to replace the

position Matt
Komer had last

year, and both
Ounior Jesse)

Debban and
Kraushaar are
playing strong,"

Scates said **We outhit everybody
we've played That's why we beat

everybody."

Scates voiced his eagerness to

begin Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation play after watching his

team breeze through the preseason
tournament

"I'd like to start the season, instead

of going to practice for the next few
weeks and then taking time off

before January," Scates said.

"We played very well this weekend
- the best we've ever played."

•••

UCLA has confirmed that two top
prep players have signed National
Letters of Intent

Steve Klosterman, a 6-foot-7 out-
side hitter from Marina High in

Huntington Beach, is considered to
be the top recruit in the natioa

Julio Acevedo, a 6-foot-2 setter
fix)m Puerto Rico, is thought to be
the top setter recruit

"He's the best high school setter

in the U.S. and Puerto Rico," Scates
said. "In fact, I have never seen a
better high school setter play."

hard time with doing some things.

They will get pressured, get hit, and
get sacked. We just gotta hope they
don't do anything to beat us," he
said.

The game plan will be simpler
than it would be if senior quarter-
back Cory Paus were playing, but
Toledo is still confident

"It's not like we'll have our hands
tied. We will try to give the quarter-
back an opportunity to make some
plays."

No Bowl for Bears: The Cal (6-5,

3-4) 2^peal of its one-year bowl ban
failed yesterday, but the NCAA
restored nine scholarships it

revoked after finding academic fraud
and other infractions in 1999.

Consequently, even if UCLA loses
its next two games and Cal beats
Stanford and then UCLA to end up in

a two- or three-way tie for fourth, the
Bruins are still guaranteed a bowl
bid. Cal is currently in a four-way tie

for fifth place in the Pac-10.
Sugar and Spice: Toledo had

nothing but nice things to say about
the Trojans at Monday's press con-
ference. After declaring last week
that this is the best USC team he has
coached against dtiring his tenure in

Westwood, Toledo had praise for
individuals as well.

The UCLA head coach was partic-

ularly impressed with Trojan fresh-

man wide receiver Mike Mlliams,
who leads the Trojans with 93.1
yards per game.

**He should declare for the NFL

draft," Toledo said. "I'll ante up a Ut-

tle money to get him going."
No bulletin board material here.
Iigory Report: UCLA true fresh-

man C.J. Niusulu had an appendicitis
attack yesterday and was rushed
into surgery. He will miss the
remainder of the season because of
the ii\jury. Senior Saia Makakaufaki
will move from tight end to defen-
sive tackle to provide the Bruins
with extra depth on the defensive
line. *

Junior defensive tackle Rodney
Leisle is questionable for the game.

"If he's not ready to play, I'm not
going to play him," Toledo said.

Junior wide receiver Ryan Smith
(ankle) is also probably out.

Bonfires and BonBons: On-cam-
pus rivalry week activities include
tonight's bonfire and rally at 9:30

p.m. at Wilson Plaza (at the bottom
of the Janss steps). There will be a
blood drive Wednesday in the James
West Alunmi Center followed by
"Bruin Night Out" in Westwood.
There will also be events in

Westwood Plaza on Thursday and
Friday.

The Westwood Bruin Touchdown
Club's "Beat $C Breakfast" with
defensive line coach Don Johnson,
quarterback coach John Pearce and
UCLA football players and cheer-
leaders is Friday morning at 7 am. at

the Doubletree Hotel on Wilshire
Boulevard. It is $25, $20 with a UCLA
student ID. For information, call

Claudia Hart at (310) 348-UCLA.

Uaiu Bruin File Photo
UCLA wide receiver Cralg Bragg reacts to last year's UCLA-USC game. The
two teams will face-off again on Saturday at 12:30 p.m.

Enjoy a good challenge?

You want a personal life, but you also want a career that challenges you.

At Ernst & Young, you can have both. True, we have high expectations.

Afid some tasks will no doubt rack your brain. But rest assured.

We help our people face assignments with some remarkably handy

tools, such as the most advanced technology, information, and resources,

bar none. And with a talented pool of colleagues and mentors

by your side, success is closer than you think. And so are the rewards.
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M.Hoops V. EA Sports

W.Volley V. Arizona St

SwIm&Div V. Arizona St

M.WaterPolo v. USC
Football V. use
W.Hoops V. Hawaii

W.Soccer v. Texas A&.M

J PREVIEW
Pauley Pav Today 7:30 p.m.

Pauley Pav Thursday 7 p.m.

Sunset Rec Friday 12 p.m.

RoseBowl Aq Saturday 10 a.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 12:30 p.m.

Honolulu, HI Saturday 4 p.m.

Drake Stad Saturday 7 p.m.

Tuesday, November 19, 2002

Bruins receive No. 3

seed in NCAA tournament
FIRST-ROUND BYE GIVES TEAM 10 DAYS OFF TO PREPARE FOR MATCH

By Gilbert Oulfionez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gqulnonez@media.ucla.edu

Smiles were on the faces of the
UCLA men's soccer team. Previously
ranked No. 6 in the country, the
Bruins were awarded the No. 3 seed
for the NCAA tournament.

**The No. 3 seed is very cool,"
senior midfielder Ryan Futagaki said.

"We didn't think we'd be that high."
A panoply of losses among the top

teams in the nation helped UCLA
move up. No. 4 St. John's lost to No.
7 Connecticut, No. 6 Virginia lost to
Maryland while Connecticut also lost

to Boston CoUege.
To their credit, the Bruins clinched

the Pac-10 title Sunday with a 3-1 win

over FYesno State to solidify their

position.

The Bruins will play the winner of
the Loyola Marymount and Cal State

Northridge on Nov. 27 at Drake
Stadium.

"The 10 days off is an advantage,"
head coach Tom Fitzgerald said.

"We'll take a couple of days off, then
work really hard, and tone it down
before the game."
The Bruins get a first-round bye

because of their No. 3 seeding. Due
to the tournament's 48-team field, 16

teams have to have a bye. The first-

round games will be played this

week. 5

In the second round, UCLA will

likely face LMU (14-3-2, 4-2 West
Coast Conference). The Lions beat

the Bruins in their only meeting this

year 2-0 on Sept. 22.

"I'd expect a game with them to be
very physical," senior forward Tim
Pierce said. "We have a rivalry with
them; it would be high-tempo." The
Bruins' loss to LMU in September
was on the road. This time, the match
is at Drake Stadium.

"I don't think anyone can beat us
when we play our best, especially at

home where we play much better,"

Futagaki said.

If the Bruins keep on winning, they
won't have to travel until the Final
Four. Also in UCLA's bracket are Cal
(a possible third-round matchup).
No. 6-seeded Virginia and No. 2
Maryland. Wake Forest was given the
No. 1 seed.

MIKE CHIEN/Daily 3ruin Staff

Senior forward Tim Pierce battles for control of the ball with a University
of San Francisco player, Nov. 14. Pierce leads the team in goals with 10.

Home-game loss a learning experience
DEFEAT TO BRANCH WEST HELPS

BRUINS ADDRESS. FIX WEAKNESSES

ByJelTAgase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
jagase@media.ucla.edu

In the week following its

record-setting 25-point home
exhibition loss, the UCLA bas-

ketball team has done every-

thing short of sending choco-
lates and personalized notes of
gratitude to Branch West
Basketball Academy for deliver-

ing such a
resounding
w ak e - up
caU.

"The
valuable
part of get-

ting waxed
on your
home floor

is that it

gives you an
immediate
report
card," head
coach Steve Lavin said. "As a
coach, it's a blessing when your
deficiencies are exposed early

in the season."

Humbled, but promising
greater focus, the Bruins host
the EA Sports East All-Stars

tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Pauley
Pavilion for the team's last exhi-

bition game of the season.

Though it would be a tad
hyperbolic before Thanksgiving
to say UCLA is already facing a
must-win scenario, and in an
exhibition game no less, con-
cern exists over the lack of
offensive ball movement and
defensive intensity.

"We saw what we did wrong
out there," senior guard Ray
Young said. "We didn't play as a
team. We were basically just
five inctividuals out there."

As the deficit became wider
in the 92-67 loss last week,
shots started to go up with 25 or

The valuable part of getting

waxed on your home floor is

that it gives you an immediate

report card. It's a blessing

when your deficiencies are

exposed early in the season."

Steve Lavin

UCLA basketball head coach

more seconds left on the shot
clock, which gave Branch West
occasionally effortless transi-

tion points.

Lavin stressed in practice the
value of getting the ball around
and sustaining defensive effort,

but he's also taking more of a
big-picture view of his young
team's development.

"We're a team that's in transi-

tion," Lavin said. "At UCLA,
you're not
allowed tohave
rebuilding
years, but
we have
three kids

who are

freshmen
transition-
ing from
high school.

And we
I

• have play-

ers who last

year were complementary play-

ers that this year are going to

play more prominent roles."

Lavin said he may give more
minutes to his starters tonight.

Eight different Bruins played 10
minutes or more against Branch
West, as Lavin used the oppor-
tunity to observe some of his

more inexperienced players'

reactions in front of a crowd
cind outside practice.

As has been customary, Lavin
and his team used a cornucopia
of analogies to explain the
team's position, but with finals

around the comer, Jason
Kapono's evaluation seemed
most apropos.

"We got our early test scores
back, and we're weak in a few
areas," he said.

Luckily for the Bruins, this

test - like that against Branch
West - counts for zero percent
of their final grade.

Cedric Bozeman drives past a Branch West player in a Nov. 13 game. The Bruins will take on EA Soorts East All
today at Pauley Pavilion. ^

->iift.i:. cuit..N,'UAiLY Buxjii, Staff
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UCLA without

definite center

r\ t.T

ATALLTASK

,1'

These five players will try to fill the starting center spot for the Bruins this year.

By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
gschain@media.ucla.edu

It looks as if UCLA needs
Dan Gadzuric back.

Last week. Branch West's
center, Horacio Llamas,
exploded for 15 points, 10
rebounds and four assists

against the Bruins.

His performance not only
contributed to the 25-point
Bruin loss, but it also helped
expose the gaping hole that

UCLA has without an expe-
rienced true center roaming
in the paint.

"Obviously, we can't

replace Dan Gadzuric, who's

now starting in the NBA,"
head coach Steve Lavin said.

"But we could help neutral-

ize the loss through a collec-

tive effort."

The center-by-committee
strategy that Lavin intends
on using this year will con-
sist of five players: junior

TJ. Cununings, who is cur-

rently the starter, freshmen
Ryan HoUins and Michael
Fey, and, to a lesser extent,

junior John Hoffart and
sophomore Josiah Johnson.
Cummings is starting

mainly because of his expe-
rience and his ability to step

out of the paint and shoot.

"In the past, T.J. was play-

ing a complimentary role to

Dan and Matt (Barnes),"

CENTER
I
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NAME:

YEAR:

HEIGHT/WEIGHT:

STRENGTHS:

WEAKNESSES:

TJ. Cummings

Junior

6-10, 215

Shortjump

shots,

rebounding.

Often in foul

trouble.

Michael Fey

Freshman

7-0, 257

Inside presence for

rebounding and

defense.

Inexperienced at

college level, needs

to Improve

conditioning.

Ryan Hollins

Freshman

6-11. 215

Speed, blocking

shots.

Inexperienced at

college level, too light

to be a meuor Inside

presence.

John Hoffart

Junior

6-10.250

Josiah Johnson

Sophomore

' 6-8. 2U

Basketball IQ.

inside

presence.

Basketball

10.

Lack of speed, not

muchgsyne

experience.

Lack or

game
experience.
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Eli Karon
ekaron@mfifiauda.9du

True sports

fans will

'take onefor

the team'

I
am sick and tired of hearing USC
fans talk about their three straight

victories over UCLA, just like I am
sick and tired of hearing Dick Vitale

after only one game of his obnoxious
commentary.

Being a Bruin supporter has not
been easy over the past few years,

sports fans.

That's why it is

time to sack up
and make some
sacrifices. We
will not be
embarrassed
again.

Take one for

the team. Think
about what you
would rather do
than lose to 'SC,

and offer it up
to the football

gods. How bad
do you want it?

I would rather have a root canal.
I would rather be buried under a

pile of sweaty, dirty UCLA jerseys
after a cold and rainy game against
Washington State in Pullman, Wash.

I would rather live in Pullman.
I would rather attend UC

Berkeley than see USC walk away
with the Victory Bell. And you all

know how I feel about Berkeley.

I would rather watch MTVs
Sorority Life marathon. TWice.
Sober.

I would rather have my coaching
job back.

I would rather eat Panda Express
and Puzzles at every single meal for
a month straight

I would rather drive to LAX at

5:30 p.m. on the Friday of a holiday
weekend than see a TVojan victory

over the Bruins.

I would rather try to register for

Sociology 1 after missing my first

and second passes.

I would rather look, act and write

like the Stat Geek.
I would rather be banned fix)m

Buck Fiddy for life.

I would rather see a baseball

game end in a tie.

I would rather go fix)m Hedrick
Hall to Life Sciences in the pouring
rain, sit through a math lecture fi-om

a teacher who should be enrolled in

ESL, trudge all the way back to

Rieber Hall before realizing I forgot

my raincoat, return to Life Sciences,

discover the raincoat has been
stolen before arriving home again in

the pouring rain just after the

Hedrick dining hall closed on com
dog night

I would rather watch the WNBA
than lose to USC.

No, no I wouldn't But you can
imagine what it would be like if I

would, huh? Huh?
Enough about me: I knew you

die-hards were out ther^, and I

knew you would be willi^ to sacri-

fice quite a bit for a Bnc^ victory.

With that in mind, I hit the streets.

Dilon Jacobs, a third-year politi-

cal science student, would rather

have the Giants win the World
Series. He wouldratha?livein

Canada
One fan, who goes by the name

"Big Dizzle," gave the following

potential sacrifices: "I would rather

have a tapeworm. I would rather

walk back and forth up Bruin Walk
receiving eleventy billion handouts

than lose to 'SC agairt"

A student speaking on condition

of anonymity offered the following

sacrifice: "I would rather not be
quoted than lose to USC."

Avid amateur golfer and staple on
the winter outdoorsman tour Jason
"Frosty" Gaulton said: "I would
rather not golf for a week. I would
rather someone staple my scalp to

my skull."

My research proved that the

more I asked, the more intense, cre-

ative and nauseating the sacrifices

became.
"I would rather comb my brain

with a rake or use your toothbrush,**

Dylan Loewe, a second-year politi-

cal science student, said.

There are plenty more sacrifices

that loyal fans were willing to make,
but my editors would not let me
print them. Most of them involved
public toilet water and sexual acts,

though not at the same time.
So wrestle Dave Ball, try to tack-

le lyier Ebell, have a dunk contest
with TJ. Cummings. Sacrifice some-
thing, anything, to help ensure a
Bruin victory.

Hey, it would be worth it How
bad do you want it, sports fans?

Each of this week's sports columns
will celebrate Beat 'SC Week.

k
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UC declares jmpasse ^^^^^^^ ^8^^^^^ ^™^ spirit

with clerical union
By Shane Nelson

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
snelson(a)media. ucla.edu

After 18 months of labor contract
negotiations, the University of
California declared it is at an impasse
with its clerical workers' union.

The UC informed the Coalition of
University Employees last week at
their last bargaining session that it

didn't think any further movement
could be achieved through normal
bargaining procedures.

The UC hopes this move will facil-

itate a speedy resolution, said UC
press aide Paul Schwartz.

Though the UC wants the cleri-

cals' union to join in mutual declara-
tion of impasse - it would speed up
the process - the union doesn't agree
the two entities have reached a
negotiations dead-end yet, said CU'E

President Claudia Homing.
The clericals' union is confident

the Public Employment Relations
Board, the state agency that oversees
the UC labor relations, will see the
UC has been bargaining in bad faith

due to a number of reasons, includ-
ing unfulfilled information requests
to purposefully stall bargaining, and
won't confirm impasse. Homing said.

The UC has no intention of chang-
ing their position on the remaining
issues, and instead wants to impose
their last contract offer on clericals,

she added.

CUE representatives have said
strikes are inrmiinent if the last con-
tract proposal is imposed, and the
university maintains that any strike
prior to a completion of impasse pro-
ceedings is illegal.

The imiversity filed a formal
"unfair labor practice" complaint

with PERB for CUE's strikes earUer
this quarter at six other campuses.
Both parties have filed these com-
plaints against each other. Thirty are
currently pending, with more filed by
CUE against the UC, said Les
Chrisholm, a PERB representative.

The UC's next step after ending
table negotiations is to send a formal
declaration of impasse to the rela-

tions board. The UC plans to send its

impasse declaration to PERB some-
time this week, Schwartz said.

When it is received, PERB Labor
Relations Specialist Jerilyn Gelt said
she has five days to confirm the
request. If she does, the state agency
will appoint a mediator to help the
two groups arrive at a resolution. If

the mediator is unsuccessful, then it

is up to the two groups to resolve

iyPA8SE|Pag(

By Diamond Leung
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dieunggmedi a. ucla.edu

For once, Ricky Manning Jr. looked awfully
good in red. At the annual Beat 'SC bonfire and
rally the UCLA senior football player proudly
donned a USC cap before about 1,000 people.

Well, to be exact, it was a cap reading
"FUSCK."

That was the basic theme on Tuesday night at
WUson Plaza as the UCLA fans came out to
cheer on their football team and yell profanities
before the game against cross-town rival USC
on Saturday at the Rose Bowl.

"I hate them," said Manning, a comerback, of
the Trojans. He then proceeded to lead the
crowd in a profane chant condemning USC.

Manning and the rest of the seniors on the
team have reason to hate USC even more this
year, as they have yet to defeat the Trojans in
their careers. UCLA has lost the last three con-
tests, which include an embarrassing 27-0
defeat a year ago.

This season, however, the Bmins go into the
game having won three in a row, as opposed to
losing three straight before the game last year.

"We'll be whooping their asses all day," said
senior tight end Mike Seidman, who was one of
about 20 players to show up at the event.

BONFIRE
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Ricky Manning leads the crowd of UCLA students and alumni In

chants of "(screw) 'SO" at the bonfire rally at Wilson Plaza.

Graduate students raising

support for taxing situation

SlSI'
^"*^ ^'°'^^'' demonstrators compete for sign space at yesterday's speak out on a possible war with Iraq sponsored by Students frGlZlTeace'^d

Anti-war rally draws varying ideas
By Menaka Fernando

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mfernando(a)media. ucla.edu

''No to war, yes to peace, U.S. out
of the Middle East," chanted stu-

dents gathered in Meyerhoff Park
Tuesday afternoon at a student
"speak out" against a possible war
in Iraq.

Coordinated by Students for
Global Peace and Justice, the speak
out was a means to raise awareness
and rally support against war, said
organization member Yousef T^sar,
a third-year pohtical science and

international developmental stud-
ies student

Sporting anti-war arm bands, stu-

dents waved peace-advocating ban-
ners around the podiimi as speak-
ers took to the microphone.

Speakers reiterated the theme of
the rally that was stated on one of
the banners: "War is a Distraction."

The first speaker Joel An^ires,'

author of the recently published
book "Addicted to War," explained
what he thought were the real

motives behind the U.S. push for

war.

The United States does not want

to combat terrorism or promote
democracy in Iraq, Andres said.

"The war is about estabUshing a
U.S. client state in Iraq," he said
referring to his belief that the
United States is only concerned
with its own interests.

|
.

As the rally progressed, students
who supported war began sur-
rounding the stage with their ban-
ners sporting anti-Saddam Hussein
slogans. \

"They're getting completely off-

topic," said Tony Napolitano, a sec-
ond year biology student and mem-
ber of the Bruin Repubhcans.

"They are bringing up irrelevant
race issues that have no bearing on
the war," he said.

Holding up the face of a bruised
and bloodied Saddam Hussein,
Napohtano said the United States
should do whatever is necessary to
protect the world.

But some see the war as having
detrimental effects at home.

Fourth-year American literature

student Catherine Arendano
addressed education budget cuts
that some fear might correlate with

8PEAIC0UT
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Camesale discusses possible war

By Dorothy Augustyniak

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
daugustyniak@media.ucla.edu

Graduate student representatives
from the University of California
Student Association and the
National Association for Graduate
and Professional Students continue
to build support for current legisla-

tion on making academic fellow-
ships tax exempt

Hanish Rathod, vice president of
external affairs of the Graduate
Student Association and member of
UCSA, said that because fellowships
have increased relatively little in all

departments, tax exemption would
provide immediate benefits to gradu-
ate students.

"Fellowship money is granted to
graduate students to perform
research, it does not grant us
employee status for us to be taxed,"
he said.

Rathod said graduate students
need to meet their everyday living

e3q>enses in order to perform their

research.

Those who advocate tax exemp-
tion say graduate students con-
tribute up to about $200 monthly to
their federal income tax, depending
on the size of the fellowship.

According to the Department of
Education, the average annual cost
ofgraduate school attendance is $26,
300. But the average amount of aid
received through academic fellow-
ships and grants is about $19, 521.

Some graduate students remain
unaware of the national movement
to make fellowships tax exempt

Along with his coursework and
research, Richard Bielman, a sec-
ond-year medical student, said he
did not know efforts were underway
to make fellowships exempt

"Holding two jobs on the side,

plus my academics and research,
keeps me busy. I had no clue this was
a serious issue," he said.

Though UCSA and NAGPS contin-
ue to make progress in the national
movement for tax exemption, some
graduate students with family obliga-
tions oppose the idea

Thoue Lee, a second-year dental

LOOKING FOB TAX EXEMPTIONS

student, said that being a graduate
student does not mean escaping the
reality of paying taxes.

"As a mom and wife, I feel that

being taxed on fellowships is a taste

of real life and a real test of respon-
sibility," she said

Graduate students were not taxed
on fellowships prior to 1986. That
year, in an attempt to restructure and
simplify the tax code, Congress
made several changes, including
removing tax exen^tion for govern-
ment stipends.

Republican Congressman John
Lewis of Florida tried to overturn
parts of the changes in the code that
related to graduate students'
stipends. The measure he introduced
was never voted on by Congress.

Alik Widge, legislative coordina-
tor of NAGPS, said that the current
measure 26 USC 117, the legislation

that UCSA and NAGPS support,
applies a twopart system .on taxing
^aduate students throu^ fellow-

ships.

Widge said tuition and required
fees are educational expenses, and
the portion of a fellowship that pays
for them is exempt fix)m federal
income tax. He said non-research
expenses used fix)m fellowships are
not exempt

SiQ)porters for tax exemption say
that it would assist graduate stu-

dents in meeting their monthly finan-

cial expenses, such as rent and utili-

ty bills.

"The m^ority of graduate stu-

dents have trouble paying their rent,

and getting anywhere from $100 to

$200 back could make a big differ-

ence," Widge said.

Alex Arteaga, director of legisla-

tive affairs of UCSA, said students
were met with strong support fi-om

both the House of Representatives
and the Senate.

"I am optimistic in that this bill

will be introduced on the floor," he
said.

For more information on the nation-

al movement towardsfellowship tax

exemptions, visit www.nagps.org
and www.itcsa.org.
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Chancellor Camesale, a national
security expert, talked about Iraq.

DISARMAMENT, NOT
REGIME CHANGE
SHOULD BE GOAL,
CHANCELLOR SAYS

By Charles Proctor

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cproctor@media.ucla.edu

Taking part in the growing national

debate on Iraq, Chancellor Albert
Camesale, UCLAs resident expert in

national security, said in an interview

Tuesday that the Uruted States should
not go to war with Iraq with the sole

objective of removing Saddam

Hussein fix)m power.
A former advisor to both tne

Department of Defense and the dii'ec-

tor of the CIA, Camesale believes

weapons of mass destmcticwi pose a
greater threat than Hussein remain-
ing in power

"I do not think that it's an appropri-
ate objective to invade a country to

change its leadership," Camesale
said.

Drawing on experience garnered
from advising the govemment on
nuclear policy spaiming fi-om the
Carter to the first Bush administra-
tions, he said there is no claim by U.S.

intelligence agencies that Hussein
possesses nuclear weapons.

Camesale also said Hussein has

not shown that he is psychologically
inclined to use of weapons of mass
destmction even if he had them.

"My own impression is that
Saddam Hussein's behavior has been
basically rational," Camesale said,
adding that the Iraqi leader is not
rational in the sense that he does
what is best for his country, but rather
what is best to keep himself in power

According to Camesale, using
weapons of mass destmction would
run counter to that goal because it

would encourage attempts to destabi-
lize him.

Camesale cautions that Hussein
would be "more inchned to use

CARNESALE
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The University of California Student Association and National Association for Graduate
and Professional Students are fighting to regain tax exemptions for graduate stipends.
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Congress, in an attempt to simplify the tax code, passes House
Resolution 3838 that eliminates many exemptions for education including

the exemption of graduate stipends.

Congressman Tom Lewis, R-Florida, introduces a measure to repeal

the changes in the tax code as they relate to graduate student

stipends. However, no action was taken on the measure.

Pennsylvania GSA representatives discuss attempting to repeal the

taxes on student stipends.

Graduate students make preliminary contact with legislators' offices

to understand legislative climate regarding stipends.

NAGPS joins the effort and makes its resources and mailing lists

available.

Graduate students meet again in Washington, D.C., to share draft

language with Congress and to continue to develop bipartisan support

measure. In addition, the coalition expanded to include several Ivy

League schools.

A lobby day will be held in effort to build cosponsorships and support
for the bill.
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WHATS BREWIN'
Tbday

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

PsiChi

Bake sale

FYanz Hall Lobby

10 am. to 4 p.m.

SAA
Beat 'SC Blood Drive

James West Alumni Center

(310) UCLA-SAA
Kem Kraft

Get the red out and help

UCLA win the annual Blood
Bowl.

6 p.m.

Pre-Optomedy Society

General Meeting
MS 5137

Admissions counselor, Nova
Southeastern College of

Optometry, TVacy Templin

7 p.m.

SAA
Beat 'SC Bruin Night Out
Westwood
(310) UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free

Eiyoy a special night of
Bruin discounts on food and
drinks in Westwood

—itm

8:15 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Free screening of the film

"Brotherhood of the WolT
James Bridges Theater

(310) 206-8170

UCLA psychiatry professor dies

November 21

12 to 2 p.m.

SAA
Beat 'SC Bruin Fair|

Bruin Plaza

(310) UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free

Take a break with some
BEAT use games, food, and
music!

7 p.m.

Bruin Democrats
Meeting

Ackerman 2408

(310) 274-2287

7:30 p.m.

Dept of Ethnomusicology
Music of India Student

Ensemble (recital)

Jan Popper Theater,!

Schoenberg 1200

(310) 20^^3033

Donna Armstrong
Free

,

Sexual

Assault ll*f my fcnilt

Iwanttocie

lcbn*twcmtto tcfib

ciMut it

Iwent to hide

SHAME TRAPPED &
GROWING INSIDE

RELEASE THE SHAME.^TALK ABOUT IT!

By Charlotte Hsu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
chsu@medla.ucla.edu

Herbert Weiner, professor emeri-
tus at UCLA's David Geffen School
of Medicine, died Nov. 12 of lung
cancer at his home in Encino. He
was 81.

Weiner was a psychiatry profes-
sor at UCLA from 1982 up until his

retirement last year. He wrote a
number of books as well as training

programs, and trained post-doctor-
ate fellows in various scientific

fields.

Weiner, who was considered by
colleagues to be a pioneer and one
of the leading researchers in the
field of psychosomatic medicine,
was recognized for his contributions
on a national and international level.

Bom in Vienna, Austria and edu-
cated at both Harvard University
and Columbia, Weiner worked for a
decade as the editor for
**Psychosomatic Medicine", a promi-
nent journal in the field.

Michael Irwin, a UCLA professor
who was one of Weiner's colleagues
at the Neuropsychiatric Institute,

said Weiner had a special gift for
teaching and always challenged peo-
ple to think and ask questions.

The day that I walked into his
office nearly 16 years ago ...

(Weiner) sat down with me and he
says, 'if you want to do big things
you have to think big questions and
you have to tackle big problems,'"
Irwin said. "And that kind of sums
up what Herb was about."

NPI professor Thomas Newton
described him as "no-nonsense."

Richard Weiner, the late profes-

sor's son, said his father was dedi-

Photo Courtesy of the Weiner Family

Professor Herbert Weiner, former chief of

psychiatric medicine at UCLA, died Nov. 12.

cated and passionate about his
work. He said over the last few
months Weiner's students visited his
home - even while the professor
was immobile and on oxygen -
because of the high esteem in which
they held him.

"(They came) because they had
great affection for him but also
because they were still eager for his
wisdom," Richard said.

He also said that days before his
father's death his father published
the last of 200 papers.

Richard said his father worked
hard to ensure that his three sons
pursued all of their own diverse
interests and dreams.

"As a father ... he was interested
in what interested us, and that
allowed us to follow our own stars,"

Richard said.

He said the family did a lot of trav-
eling together because his father

wanted them to appreciate the
world through their own experi-
ences.

Herbert Weiner was married to
his wife, Dora, for 49 years. Dora
said the two met in New York
through mutual friends, who
thought she and Weiner were
absolutely right for each other.

"I took one look at him - he just
came from Aspen and had what we
call an "Aspen glow" on his face -

and I said, 'that's the man for me.'. .

.

Three months later we were mar-
ried," Dora said.

Dora said she and her husband
traveled all over Europe, particular-
ly to France, Italy and Spain. She
said because her husband was
always interested in her history
research, he would always choose
historic hotels during their travels.

Dora added that Weiner loved ski-

ing and was a rock-climber in his
younger days. She said he also loved
to cook and was a great chef.

"His favorite dish? Chocolate
mousse with swiss chocolate ... he
liked butterfly lamb, poached
salmon and good wine," she said.

Weiner is survived by his wife and
his two other sons, Tony and Tim.
He is also smvived by his sister and
seven grandchildren.

In lieu of Jlmuers, Weiner's family
requests that corUributians be sent
with a note titled "WeinerAward" to

the Herbert Weiner Early Career
Award, c/o the American
Psychosomatic Society, 6728 Old
McLean Village Drive, Mclean, VA.,

22101-3906.

^^-J IMPASSE
I
Clerical pay below market value

* Shame is common after sexual assault ^ Withdrau/ing from others mabes it worse*
* It stays inside until you let it out!

5pon5ore#l9i

Sexual Assault Resources:

Center for Women & Men 310-625-3945
...Rape Treatment Center 3IO-319-4000

forU/omen <ScMen and Ihe UC Police Deparbnent
iheCenter
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their contract differences them-
selves, she added.
The impasse procedure is outlined

by state law and gives UC employees
the right to use bargaining as the sole
means of determining wages, hours
and working conditions. If the state's

help is exhausted without both par-
ties arriving at a solution, then the
university can impose its last con-
tract offer.

Both groups agree that wages are
the key issue separating the two
groups, though job security and
health and safety issues are also fac-

tors.

UC clerical wages have consistent-
ly been under market. Clerical
salaries systemwide lagged behind
the labor market by 18.8 percent in

2000, according to the UC.
During negotiations that year,

CUE had T-shirts printed that said
"On Fridays I work for fi-ee," Homing
said.

The UC said it has made measur-
able progress toward bringing com-
pensation in line with the labor mar-
ket UC data suggests clerical wages
are currentiy about 8 to 10 percent
below market value.

However, UC clericals appear to
be near market when health benefits
and retirement packages are figured

into total compensation, Schwartz
said

The imion is also upset because
their last contract had provisions for
merit increases, pay raises each year
based on excellent supervisor evalu-
ations, and the current one does not,

Homing said
The UC's current proposal only

provides a cost of living ac^ustment,
the same that all UC employees
receive.

The UC is not opposed to merit
increases. It depends on if funding is

available," Schwartz said adding that
the UC cant offer them now because
all university funds are 100 percent
committed to other areas.

BECOME ONE OF AMERICA'S
HEALTH CARE HEROES

Consider a scholarship that helps you bring health care to a community in need

Ever thought about a career that gives you the chance to make a lasting difference in America's

neediest communities? Then think about joining the National Health Service Corps (NHSC), and
make a commitment to practicing primary care in an underserved area after completing your training.

For 30 years, v^re've been leading the way to expand access to health care for vulnerable populations
living in the Nation's most underserved areas.

Right now, we're offering scholarship opportunities to dedicated primary care students who can
join us in our mission. You may be eligible for an NHSC scholarship if you:

• Are planning a career in primary care

• Want to work in a community with children and adults who desperately need you
• Are interested in belonging to a group that shares your commitment
and passion for helping others

Scholarships cover tuition, a monthly stipend, and other educational expenses.

DECIDE IF A CAREER WITH THE NHSC IS RIGHT FOR YOU
We have NHSC campus-based Ambassadors around the country who will be happy

to discuss this fantastic career opportunity with you. Call 1-800-221-9393
or visit our Web site to find out if there is an NHSC Ambassador on your campus.

Xntionn
Ilcaih
Service
I ( < )l-| )S I

AMERICA'S HEALTH CARE HEROES

For information on how to apply, call 1-800-221-9393
or visit our Web site at http://nhsc.bhpr.hrsa.gov/ucla03/
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NOVEMBER 2ist, 11:00-3:00pm ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

Exposing all PreMed and PreHealth Students to

SERVICE and RESEARCH opportunities to help each individual succeed

PRESENTING:

NEIL PARKER, MD.
Senior Associate Dean, Student Affairs and Graduate
Medical Education of the David Geffen School of
Medicine at UCLA. Speaking on the how times in the

medical field are changing and what you can do to

better your odds of getting accepted to medical school

COORDINATORS:
UCLA Premed American Medical Student Association:
www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/amsa, uclaamsa@ucla.edu
PREMEDICAL PEER ASSOCIATION:
www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ppa

SOCIETY for the ADVANCEMENT of EXCELLENCE in PREMEDICAL EDUCATION:
www.saepe.org

SPONSORS
UCLA Career Center: career.ucla.edu

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee
of the Program Activities Board

GUESTS INCLUDE:
Circle K

Peace Corps

American Red Cross

California Physician's Alliance

UCLA Hunger Project

Student Health OUTreach
UCLA CARE Extender

Asian American Tutorial Project

UCLARunAValk
UCLA Stroke Study

AND MANY MORE!
50+ GROUPS

wo Little Manas ?

Think again.
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Come hear a firsthand account ofthe C(Mijdined twins

miraculous journey from a one-room shack in rural

Guatemala to hi-tech - and high touch

-

UCLA medical facihties.

Don't miss this opportunity I

A reservation is not required, but seating

is limited and Will be on a "first come,

first served'' basis,

«

For more information, call (310) 794-0660

Dr, Jorge Lazareff, lead neurosurgeon arid director of pediatric

neurosurgery at Mattel Children's Hospital at UCLA, w ill share

his personal recollections and professional insights ai this

exclusive presentation for the UCLA comnniniiv.

^^m
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BONFIRE
from page 1

The rally featured perfor-
mances by the spirit squad and the
marching band before the bonHre
was lit.

**This is what you support,"said
yell leader Geoff Strand, motion-
ing to the team. "The education
means nothing on Saturday."

According to Shaun Lagadi,

event director of campus spirit

and a third-year microbiology stu-

dent, the event took a month and a
half to put together.

"We had to get them to beat the
Trojans," he said. "This can unite
the campus. If they know the fans
are behind them, they will have
confidence to win.

"I've heard that UCLA is lacking
in school spirit, but right now, it

feels great to be a Bruin."

Football team members echoed
Lagadi's sentiments.

NEWS

"I wish they had more events
like this," said junior wide receiv-
er Tab Perry. "This is college."

Fans rejoiced in the atmosphere
by watching wood bum and pro-
fessing, in no uncertain terms,
their hatred for USC.

"The bonfire is a symbol of
what we're going to do to USC this
weekend," said UCLA fan Cindy
Morales.

Otherwise, red is the only color
UCLA fans and players will be see-
ing for the next year.

ANNUAL RESEARCH COLLOQUIUM SERIL

Tlii

2002-03
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CARNESALE
from page 1

(we2^x)ns of mass destruction) if that
is the only possibility to preserve
power," and that Bush must allow
Hussein room to maneuver for a
peaceful resolution.

"Always leave your adversary some
way out Do not force him to fight to
the death," he said.

Iraq announced last Wednesday it

would comply with a U.N. resolution
that requires it to give weapons
inspectors unrestricted access to the
country.

Camesale said that, should U.N.
weapons inspectors find evidence of
nuclear or biological weapons in Iraq,

and should Hussein prove uncoopera-
tive, the United States would be able
to rally the support ofan international

coalition to disarm Hussein.

Camesale warned against the
United States declaring war on the
basis of Iraq's firing on U.S. war-
planes.

"You wouldn't get an international

coalition to go to war because Iraqi

guns fired against American aircraft,"

he said.

Some nations question the legiti-

macy of the U.S.-patrolled "no-fly

zones" over Iraq.

On Monday, U.S. warplanes
bombed Iraqi antiaircraft guns that
fired upon them, an Iraqi move that
infuriated Washington with what
White House spokesman Scott
McClellan cited as a "material breach**
of the U.N. resolution.

In addition, Camesale addressed
the issue of the United States assault-

ing Iraq while al-Qaeda is still at large.

In his opinion, the United States
should not allow the presence of al-

Qaeda to postpone an attack, if an
attack is warranted. But, the nation
would have to accept the risk of an
increase in terrorist attacks by al-

Qaeda if it attacks a nation of Muslim
people.

"Weapons of mass destruction
pose a significant threat if (possession
of them) is allowed to go unabated,
and sometimes you have to make
trade-ofEs," Camesale said, alluding to
the partial trade of decisive nulitaiy
action for homeland security.

Camesale also said a great threat to
national security resides with states
like Iraq that could arm terrorists with
weapons of mass destmction.

"As a general rule, it is hard to think
up scenarios in which terrorist groups
get nuclear weapons without the sup-
port of some state," Camesale said.

A 1966 graduate in nuclear engi-

neering fi-om the North Carolina State

University, Camesale worked from
1969 to 1972 as an advisor to

Department of Defense and the State

Department Camesale also served as
a delegate to the SALT I talks and as
part of Reagan's Strategic Defense
Initiative.

"

Camesale will be teaching an hon-
ors seminar titled "Rethinking
National Security" next quarter. The
seminar will focus on threats to
national security and how these
threats should be resolved.

The Fiat Lux senunars give priority

registration to fi:-eshmen, but open
enrollment begins Dec. 9.

He concluded his remarks on Iraq
by saying that, regardless of whether
the United States goes to war with
Iraq or not, long-term involvement is

necessary.

"It will take something more than
simply having inspectors go in and
saying: *We found something.'"

"It's going to require some sort of
continual presence (by weapons
mspectoTs).''

Office of tf» Otttfifr of|if»m4 m^f^cm Sc^ncm
Cc^HI^ of Uttes and ScmiN^e

SPEAKOUT
from page 1

increased defense spending.

"It is clear where (President

Bush's) priorities lie,** Arendano
said referring to what she called a
disproportionally small amount of
the federal budget spent on educa-
tion compared to the percent spent
on defense.

"This is not what we as students
need. What we need is for the gov-

ernment to rebuild our schools," she

said.

The war will also hinder students'
aims for a higher education said
Bryant Tan, former academic affairs

conunissioner for the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council.

Instead of going to college, many
men and some women may have to
enlist in the military. Tan said.

"A lot of men will have to sacri-
fice their lives," he said.

Another student speaker, Cristina
Lopez, a member of Conciencia
Libre, said money taken fi*om social
service programs for defense would

-f^
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harm laborers and immigrants.
Second-year political science stu-

dent Jane Shevtsov said a U.S.
attack on Iraq would be an attack
on the people as well.

"It is a he that (the United States)
has no quarrel with the (Iraqi) peo-
ple," Shevtsov said.

"How can you starve them and
say you have no quarrel with them?"
she added.
Some students said they beUeved

the protesters weren't representa-
tive of the general student body.

"The average student is not as
devoted to the pro-peace cause as
the (rally-goers) are," said David
Hackett, a fourth-year political sci-

ence student.

Rally coordinators encouraged
students to sign the petition going
around for an anti-war resolution to
be considered by USAC.

But others thought student gov-
ernment should focus on what they
thought were more relevant issues
to campus.

"I don't think (student govern-
ment) should waste their time,
when they don't have control over
the issue," Hackett said.

The Students for Global Peace
auid Justice will present the resolu-
tion to USAC at their meeting next
Tuesday.

Global Justice Week also features
a panel on fact and fiction about the
war Wednesday and a fi-ee night
concert Thursday.
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Biotechnology advances allow control of protein activi^r
METHOD USED ON
DOES NOT DISTURB

I

By Christopher Golis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cgolis@media.ucla.edu

Researchers at UCLA, in collabo-
ration with scientists at Duke
University and Sandia National
Laboratories, have made an
advance in modifying biochemical
systems. i

In an article published in the
November issue of Nature
Materials, researchers reported that
they could modify a naturally
occurring protein by adding an
on/off switch, which allows it to be
deactivated by the addition of a sin-

gle atom.

The protein, ATPase, exists natu-
rally in all living cells and plays a
central role in cellular energy
metabolism by turning like a water
wheel, generating chemical energy.
The modification represents an arti-

ficial method of controlling the pro-
tein activity without disturbing it's

natural function.

UCLA professor Carlo
Montemagno, the new chairman of
the Department of Bioengineering,
heads this research group and said
that this work "demonstrates a new
modality for controlling protein
activity."

j

Dr. Homme Hellinga, a professor

MOLECULE ATPASE.
NATURAL FUNCTION

of biochemistry at Duke University,
played an important role in plan-
ning for and characterizing the
changes in the modified ATPase.

Using sophisticated software he
developed, researchers were able
to identify changes in the genetic
code that would produce a modi-
fied ATPase with an additional
binding site. This new binding site

made it possible to control the
activity of ATPase without disturb-
ing the natural function of the mol-
ecule.

By attaching tiny metal pro-
pellers to the rotor of the modified
molecule, the researchers created
what was essentially a nanomotor.

"We could build all sorts of inter-
esting devices that could transport
materials along a track at the nano
level," Hellinga said.

While the development of the
motor switch may have direct appli-
cation to biotechnology, the true
innovation is the process by which
it was created.

This provides a general mecha-
nism for controlling protein activity
without making changes to the sec-
ondary and binding sites responsi-
ble for primary function,"
Montemagno said.

Building upon the revolution in

genetics and microbiology of the

I

past couple decades and making
use of advances in protein model-
ing, researchers can now engineer
useful changes in natural biochemi-
cal systems.

j

"We are in a very fertile time for
taking the advances of the last 10 to
15 years and combining them in a
synergistic manner," he said.

Hellinga agreed.

"This technology has enormous
ramifications that we are just
beginning to realize."

|

In the coming decades, bioengi-
neered technology will make use of
naturally evolved biological sys-
tems to create microscopic devices
and new materials with embedded
functionality.

Using modified proteins, scien-
tists could create drug delivery sys-
tems that release medication
directly to affected tissues, or that
react to the temperature or chemi-
cal environment. I

Using biochemicals that react to
light, moisture, or the presence of
toxins, smart materials could be
constructed, which react to stimuli
by changing their flexibility, perme-
ability or color.

For example, this technology
might make it possible to construct
an anti-fever implant that detects
fever and releases anti-inflammato-
ry drugs in response.

While such ideas may now seem
like science fiction, they "may in

five to 10 years become science
fact," according to Hellinga.

COMPARING THE NATURAL VS. MODIFIED PROTEIN
The protein, ATPase, generates cellular energy by turning like a water wheel, generating
chemical energy (1). Researchers indentified a binding site to control the protein's

behavior (2). Inserting an atom into the binding site can control the spin of the protein
without disturbing its natural function (3).

Natural DNA
Natural DNA
allows for normal

ATPase

revolutions

o

Modified DNA
Modified DNA
creates a binding

site for atoms to

prevent ATPase

revolutions

Zinc Atom

SOURCE: UCUSciMO< of Engineering and Applied Science

The diverse application possibili-

ties for this technology is reflected

in the diversity of the funding sup-
port that Montemagno receives.

In addition to support fi*om the

National Science Foundation and
the National Institute of Science
and Technology, groups like NASA,
the Department of Energy, the
Office of Naval Research and

JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

DARPA are interested in the possi-
bilities that this technology has for
smart materials.

The National Institution of
Health is also supporting the
research, and is interested in its

biomedical potential in direct treat-

ment, diagnosis and powerful med-
ical devices that incorporate
embedded functionality.

Fractals used to optimize antennas
By David Zisser

DAILY BRUIh* REPORTER
dzisser® media. ucla.edu

Engineers at UCLA have com-
bined engineering with the mathe-
matical field of geometry to design
smaller, more diverse antennas.
UCLA electrical engineering chair-

man, Yahya Rahmat-Samii, and Ph.D.
student John Gianvittorio are using
fractals, mathematical models nor-
mally used to define curves and sur-
faces, and applying them to the
design of antennas.

Rahmat-Samii found that using
fractals in designing antennas con-
serves space and allows antennas to
operate simultaneously at several
different frequencies.

''FYactals enable the users to put a
long length in a small area,** Rahmat-
Samii said. "(Using) the same size,

we can (have) a lot larger perimeter."
It works like this: starting with a

line, a small fold is made in the line.

Another bend is made in that line,

and a bend is added to each addi-
tional bend.

"You have an infinite number of
little kinks, but your endpoints are
fixed," Gianvittorio said.

In other words, a fractal can be a
line which approaches the shape of a
sheet. The line can meander in such
a way as to fill almost the entire
sheet, meaning that the curves are
electrically very long but fit into a
compact physical space.

Fitting such a large amount of
information in a small space has
allowed the researchers to miniatur-
ize antennas by up to 30 percent so
far, while maintaining the same per-
formance.

"Miniaturization means you'll be
able to put an antenna on more
things," Gianvittorio said.

Potential applications could
include watches, appliances and lap-

top computers, according to

CHEATING A FRACTAL I

T^e transformation of a given shape occurs ttirough a process of small iterations through each generation of •prefractals ' The step-
tjy-step process transfonnsihe original aquara shape mto the desired fractal which can resemble almost any shape, including clouds,
trees, mountam ranges and ooaafnes. The resulting ft^ctal allows researchers to maease the perimeter length using the same area.

Ill m iiij i'M ij >
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Gianvittorio.
*Because of the "iterative," or

repeated bending, process available
in geometry, a number of different
"scales" of different lengths are
achieved.

The process of designing and cre-
ating a fractal starts with under-
standing each unique application.

Using their understanding of fun-
damental antennas, Gianvittorio and
Rahmat-Samii first develop an idea
of what they want the fractal anten-
na to do. They then analyze different
fractal geometries and visualize a
design.

Rahmat-Samii and Gianvittorio
then simulate the potential design on
a computer before making a physical
antenna. Once they have what looks
like a design which fits their hypoth-
esis, they build the antenna in their
research lab by hand or by using a
process called etching, where the
antenna is etched out of a sheet of
copper using a machine.

While Gianvittorio considers the
technology novel, he admits that
fractals are just another means of
achieving the same result.

"It's definitely been a well-
received tool, but (it is) basically just
a tool," he said.

Rahmat-Samii and Gianvittorio
have also designed fractals to model
the complex shapes found in nature,

JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

including mountain ranges, trees,
clouds and even waves.

"It's a very broad field, so there's a
lot of geometry that's possible,"
Gianvittorio said.

"This is an area that is just kind of
under way. ... By pursuing various
geometries, we'll try to get a more
fundamental understanding."
A better understanding of the effi-

ciencies of fractal antennas can also
lead to many different appUcations.

"I would say two fronts we're very
excited about are ... (the) interaction
of anteimas with the human head for
communications application and
also for implanted devices," Rahmat-
Samii said.

"The medical community has a lot

of interest in implanting devices in

the body."

Rahmat-Samii is also excited
about nature-based optimization
techniques with fractal antennas
using genetic algorithms.

|

Following the Darwinian theory of
evolution for antenna optimization,
Rahmat-Sanui and Gianvittorio are
using evolutionary processes to
cross "species" of antennas, and let-

ting them grow to the "fittest"

design. ;

Rahmat-Samii and Gianvittorio
started working with fractals in 1998
in coi\junction with a colleague from
Barcelona, Spain. .

1-jrT-. . The Associated Press

WlSrung -upon a star I a meteor streaks above the
Missouri state champion bur oak tree in this one minute time expo-
sure of the Leonid meteor shower taken at about 4:30 a.m. Nov. 19 in

Boone County, Mo. The annual shooting star event occurs when Earth
passes through dust left by the tall of Tempel-Tuttle. a fast-moving
comet that approaches Earth's orbit every 33 years.

BRIEFS

UCLA professors

named in list of

'visionaries'

UCLA chemistry professor
James R. Heath and neuroscientist
Gary W. Small were named by
Scientific American magazine as
one of the "Scientific American
50" visionaries in the world of
research. I

The list appeared Nov. 18 in the
magazine's December issue.

Heath, along with his colleagues
R. Stanley WiUiams, Philip Kuekes
and Yong Chen were selected for
inventing "self-assembling nan-
otechnology devices that might
eventually surpass those etched
into chips," according to Scientific

American.
Heath and his colleagues at

UCLA and HP Labs have been
working on the creation of molec-
ular microprocessors, potentially

smaller, cheaper, and more ener-
gy-efficient than today's sihcon-
based microprocessors.

"This molecular approach could
have failed early on in many
places, and it's not failing," Heath
said in a statement.

"We're getting there. Overall,

the progress is faster than any of
us expected."

Heath was a founder and for-

mer co-director of the California

Nanosystems Institute, a joint

i
partnership between UCLA and
UCSB to build a nanosystems
institute on both campuses.
One of Heath's projects is to

build a direct, electronic interface
to certain components of the
human immune system, which will
help researchers better under-
stand the nano-circuitry of biolog-
ical systems.

Small, a Parlow-Solomon pro-
fessor on aging at the David
Geffen School of Medicine at
UCLA, was the first to report early
brain function decline in people at

genetic risk for Alzheimer's dis-

ease.

He discovered a new PET scan
compound which could provide
more definitive diagnoses and
treatment of hving Alzheimer's
patients.

Study links races,

diseases and

education levels
UCLA researchers recently

released a study which identifies

and ranks diseases which con-
tribute most to the life-expectancy
gap between races and education
levels.

The study, which was reported
in the Nov. 14 issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine,
found that the top four contribu-

tors to the life-expectancy dispari-

ty between blacks and whites are

hypertension, HIV, homicide and
digibetes.

Dr. Mitchell Wong, lead investi-

gator and assistant professor of
the UCLA Division of General
Internal Medicine and Health
Services Research, believes the
research will help shrink the life-

expectancy differences.

UCLA researchers took a
national sample of approximately
600,000 adults, age 18 and older.

The sample was taken fi-om the
1986-1994 National Health
Interview Survey, and also from
the Centers for Disease Control.

Researchers reported that

hypertension was responsible for

the 15 percent life expectancy gap
between blacks and whites, while
HTV made up 1 1 percent of the dif-

ference. Diabetes and homicide
each made up 8 percent of the dif-

ference.

Heart attacks were responsible
for 12 percent of the difference
between high school graduates
and those who didn't finish high
school. Lung cancer followed with
8 percent, strokes 6 percent, and
congestive heart failure, chronic
lung disease were each responsi-
ble for 5 percent of the difference.

All together, the conditions
were responsible for 40 percent of
the total mortality difference
based on education levels.

The study was supported in part
by the University of Southern
California - UCLA Center on the

Demography of Aging, funded by
the National Institute on Aging.

The study was also funded by
an Institutional National Research
Service Award from the Health
Resources and Services
Administration.

The center on aging is one of 11
across the United States.

Physical therapist

places at contest

for bodybuilding
53-year-old Renee Young, a

UCLA physical therapist at the
David Geffen School of Medicine,
competed and placed in four dif-

ferent categories at a bodybuilding
competition last week in Fairfax.

Yoimg, who has been a physical
therapist for over 20 years, includ-
ing the last six at UCLA, placed
2nd in Open Women Bodybuilding
Short Class, 2nd in Grand Masters
Bodybuilding, 2nd in Grand
Masters Figure, and 4th in the
Open Figure competition.

Young placed despite compet-
ing against women in their 20s and
30s.

The competition fielded com-
petitors from around the world,
including Australia and New
Zealand.

Young, who works out with a
trainer four days a week, also runs
four to five miles three to four

times per week.
She began bodybuilding a little

over a year ago, and estimates her
body fat to be around 9 percent
before a competition.

Young lives and works in San
Diego four days a week, and com-
mutes to Los Angeles Wednesday
nights to work at UCLA Thursday
through Saturday.

IMeteor shower

one of century's

largest
This week's Leonid meteor

shower fulfilled predictions and
was one of the largest expected
until the end of the century.

The shower had two peaks,
each a couple of hours long. The
first peak happened in North
America around 11:30 pm EST
Monday, with the second peak
arriving around 5:30 am EST
Tuesday.

Astronomers predict that the
next occurrence of a Leonid storm
even close to this magnitude will

be in 2099.

Meteors are dust particles shed
by comet Tempel-Tuttle, and the
dust for this year's show was actu-

ally laid down by tlie comet in

1866.

Briefs compiled from Daily Bruin
wire reports and Daily Bruin staff.

. Derek
Lazzaro

dbzzaro@mflffairiaedu

UCLA should

use technology

to electrify

education

Education has always relied on
technology. Dating back to the
invention of the paper and pen-

cil, technology has revolutionized the
education

process.

However, in a
country which
struggles to

maintain basic

literacy rates, it

is difficult to see
how technology
has actually

improved the

learning envi-

ronment.

In contrast to

the corporate
world, where
computers are

seen as tools, the education system
has struggled to define the role of
technology.

Is technology training supposed
to be an end in itself? Or should
technology only be used to enhance
the rest of the learning experience?
UCLA is a good example of an

institution which relies on technolo-

gy to function, but has yet to reach
a digital nirvana.

Certainly, students use compute
ers to conduct academic affairs

ranging from submitting undergrad-
uate applications to selecting class-
es.

The Internet, which we all surely
use, offers a tremendous array of
knowledge, but requires patience
and training to be used effectively.

Faculty members use computers
to conduct scientific research, man-
age their classes, and communicate
with colleagues across the globe,
but undergraduate students lost in
massive lecture halls rarely see any
really revolutionary use of computr
ers as a tool to help them learn.

Aside fixjm PowerPoint presenta-
tions and class Web sites, students
have yet to see a true integration of
technology and learning.

Across the board, schools and
teachers remain short on hardware
- according to the California

Teacher's Association, our state

remains ra^ed 50th in computers
.

per student-

Regardless ofhow many compute
ers and projectors are available,

managing large numbers of students
while integrating technology can be
very difficult

Moreover, I would venture to

guess that few professors at UCLA
have ever taken a course on how to

integrate new technology into their

lectures.

How can our professors and lec-

turers be expected to teach with
technology if they have not been
taught themselves?
Of course, technology has caused

important incremental changes.
Students no longer have to struggle
with handwritten handouts or
ancient "ditto" copies. Textbooks
designed with computers boast rich
graphics and benefit fix)m modem
color printing.

Still, modem technologies should
improve the overall classroom e3q)e-

rience, rather than simply stream-
line school business or serve as
examples of what will be in the
future.

At UCLA, at least some people
are working to make current tech-
nologies impact students directly.

Run by the Academic Technology
Services office, the Visualization

Portal is a project which aims to lit-

erally immerse students in a digital

world.

The portal offers two compo-
nents, a computer center which
offers the latest modeling software
and a Trimension virtual reality dis-

play which surrounds users with a
24-foot screen.

According to Pieter Lechner,
manager of the Visualization Portal,

"You'll (understand) a lot quicker
looking at a model than reading
about it in a textbook."

The portal seems to represent a
useful integration of learning with
advanced technology. Professors
can now take their students through
the ancient Myan ruins, fast for-
warding them through thousands of
years, as if they were really there.
A far cry fix)m a PowerPoint pre-

sentation with slides that depict the
same information in a less effective
way.

And while PowerPoint presenta-
tions may be better than chalkboard
scrawls, they do little more than
organize existing information.

At UCLA, professors and lectur-

ers have the technological facilities

at their disposal, and should tiy to
develop curricula which uses this

technology to inunerse students in

rich multimedia environments.
However, there are limits to what

technology can do.

Technology may be able to trans-

form a good lecture into a great
one, but no amount of technology
can bring a bad lecture - or a stu-

dent sitting in one - back to life.
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Augusta club

policy wrong,

but legitimate
A ugusta National Golf Club has the
l\ legal right to define their membership

JL JLpolicies however they see fit.

Unfortimately, in excluding women, they are
using this right in a manner that is morally
wrong.

Granting one group preference over
another in any form seems intuitively

incorrect, especially when it is openly
admitted that the only grounds for it is

something as arbitrary as sex. The issue
in itself is petty: it wouldn't harm men to
let w^omen play on the same golf course.

But given that sex-based segregation is

readily accepted - and in many cases
encouraged - in various other private
institutions, it would be logically inconsis-
tent to deny the same legal right to
Augusta National in this case.

For example, Barnard College, an affili-

ate of Columbia University in New York
City, does not adnut men. It "aims to pro-
vide the highest quality liberal arts educa-
tion to promising and high-achieving
young women," according to its mission
statement This certainly results in a sex-
ist admission policy, but it is the legal
right of administrators, trustees, and the
like to determine the goals and policies of
their own institution.

And if the American public is prepared
to guarantee Barnard's right to determine
its own adnussion policies instead of
male students' universal access to educa-
tion, it seems contradictory to deny the
same right to Augusta National over
women's desire to play golf on their
greens.

Indeed, the entire controversy over
whether women are allowed membership
to Augusta National trivializes the
decades of civil rights activism it draws
on as its base for support. Past genera-
tions fought for womens' suffrage or to
end racial segregation in public schools;
this one is arguing over whether a group
of predonunantly rich men should be
allowed to ban a group of predominantly
rich women from their weekend golf out-
ings.

The real shame here is more important
issues of social inequality are being
ignored while all of this media attention is

focused on Augusta. Women of color, for
instance, hold only 1.6 percent of corpo-
rate officer positions at the 429 Fortune
500 companies who report such data.
Moreover, women currently hold only 13
of the 100 seats in the U.S. Senate.

Since legal avenues to resolve the issue
are not available, advocates who are in
favor of Augusta admitting women should
use social and economic pressure to
make club members listen. If they do not
support the club's decisions, they should
boycott the Master's tournament to be
held there in 2003 and campaign for tele-

vision viewers not to tune in. Leaders in

the golf conununity who have voiced simi-
lar sentiments, most notably Tiger Woods,
should back their words up by refusing to
play at the course.

The Boy Scouts are permitted to
exclude gays and atheists. Wrong as this

policy may be, it is vital to the American
ideals of free speech and a right to priva-
cy that they be constitutionally protected
so other institutions with more noble
ambitions - like private colleges that still

use affirmative action regardless of legis-

lation in some states banning it in public
institutions - can pursue whatever poli-

cies they see fit. Legally forcing Augusta
to admit women would set a dangerous
precedent for impeding on private institu-

tions' independence from the state.

Individuals, though, have as much right

to protest the poUcies of private institu-

tions as the institutions do to make them.
To change Augusta's membership policies
is to change the minds of its male mem-
bers - and this is most effectively done in

the court of public opinion.
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Society shoul^ stop inflicting 'skin-coloritis'

Mi
'y skin is too dark, too
light, too brown, or not
-brown enough. My nose

is too broad,

my lips too

fiill, and my
hair is too

thick, too thin

or too nappy."

If you've

thought any of

those

thoughts, or

said any of

those phrases,

you are a vic-

tim of a dis-

ease that has

plagued

African Americans and other cul-

tures for the past two centuries,

what I call "skin-coloritis."

Last week, I was handed a stu-

dent survey that asked if I liked

being dark-skinned and if I

would rather date a dark-skinned
or light-skinned woman.
Although many might have been
shocked by this question, at least

Ryan Smith
rsmilh(gimedbacfaLedu

it shows how we truly define
what looks good and more
importantly who fits into that

beauty box.

Although we pride ourselves
on being a melting pot of diversi-

ty throughout the ages and today,

only a very narrow Eiu-ocentric

ideal of beauty has been
embraced. The privilege of being
lighter-skinned can reward indi-

viduals while denigrating those
who are darker.

These perspectives separate

African Americans into man-
made class systems. It is no
secret that the most affluent,

educated and highly regarded

people of African descent have
been lighter-skinned. Even
Martin Luther King Jr. was sub-

ject to this form of "colorism."

Many people in the Civil Rights

Movement regarded him as too
dark to lead the movement.

Sociological studies even
show that many families will

treat their children who are

lighter-skinned better than their

IMAGINE THAT ...

darker children.

You don't have to look past the
media to understand this phe-
nomenon. Many African
American television shows only
feature dark-skinned characters
as comic relief. This even affects
the Latino community. If you
look at "telenovelas" on stations
like Univsion you'll see that
"White Latinos" are portrayed as
the most afQuent and powerful
while those of dark complexion
are normally maids and cooks.

Like all social constructions,
"skin coloritis" is not inherent; it

has been taught. As Willie Lynch,
an 18th century slave owner, stat-

ed in his speech on how to
"train" slaves, putting light-

skinned slaves against dark-
skinned ones will have blacks
fighting for 200 years. Two hun-
dred years later "skin coloritis"

continues to be an issue.

Women of all colors have^
spent millions of dollars to fit

into a very white image. If you
go to any local beauty supply

store for women you'll see every
product fi-om hair relaxer to skin
lightening cream. These boxes
usually state that you'll see less

"kinky" and more manageable
hair. Some women pay hundreds
of dollars on gym passes,
Hollywood fad diets and ab-
busters to fit into a size that has-
n't been created for women with
full figures.

We need to stop investing our
time and money into changing
our image. We need to embrace
the ones we already have. What's
wrong with "nappy hair," broad
noses and full lips? What's the
issue if you have dark or light

skin? Don't question your "look."
Know that your God-given beau-
ty transcends labels and boxes
and even your appearance.

Although many students at
this university think that student
of color organizations have
embraced their "heritage" to the
point of segregating themselves,
universities like UCLA actually
create environments that rein-

force an ideal of European iden-
tity. As students of color try to
find their roots, all students will
face a university inundated by
ads, clothes, food and an educa-
tion that reirrforces western val-

ues and attitudes rather than
opening up broader, more global
perspectives.

As students at UCLA, let's col-

lectively redefine the standard of
beauty for our generation.

Support student movements like

a UCLA diversity requirement
that will broaden our perspec-
tives on culture. Let's not be hin-
dered by divisions that have
plagued our conmiunities.

Today if your skin tone is

mocha, dark chocolate, dulce de
leche, caramel pecan, almond
joy, ebony or even ivory, walk tall

and know that there are more
important things than your
reflection in the mirror.

Smith writes every other
Wednesday.

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu

"HeyZarg. What you call that?

Speaks Out
In order to make up for UC budget shortfalls, should
the state raise taxes or increase student fees by

approximately $200?

AUfNoori

Graduate student, material science

and en^neering

I think it should

be taxes

because we're

a public school.

W6 should be

publicly funded.

If we're upgrad-

ing the Wooden
Center that

should come
from student fees, but if money is

going toward general funds for the

UC system, it should be a

California tax.

JInna Ramsey

Second-year, undeclared

I think it's okay to

raise tuition fees

to a certain

extent, but people

have to keep in

mind that this is a
public institution.

There should be
tax money funding

it and making it

more available to people who can't

afford more expensive forms of edu-
cation.

Ben Storm

Graduate student, p^cholo^

I think we
should raise

fees because if

you're going to

school you

should pay for

it. Why should

we tax every-

body?

Brian Rores

Fifth-year, electrical engineering

I would say raise

student fees.

We're already

getting more than

what we pay for. I

don't think I'd

mind paying

another $200.

Richard liun

First-year, life science

payers won't feel

much as students

We should

increase the

state taxes

because we're

already paying

thousands of

dollars. If the

cost is less per

person for

taxes, the tax-

the increase as

would.

Sasha Shimblcova

First-year, p^chobioiogy

I think we should

raise student

fees because
we're paying

over $1000 any-

way, so $200
won't make that

much of a differ-

ence.

Compiled by David Burke/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Photos by RACHEL BKKN/Dailt Brlin

UCs must better regulate

comprehensive review process

Sarah
Jansen

^ansen(3)me(lai£ia.edu

UC San Diego recently decided to "check
up" on the integrity of its applicants. No
doubt it was a long and troublesome

process.

However, even more
troubling were the results,

which ultimately ferreted
out 17 phonies. Out of
more than 600 students
whose personal essays
were investigated, 17
shameless applicants lied

about hardship as a
method of getting accept-
ed via comprehensive
review.

Comprehensive review,

officially accepted by the
UC Board of Regents in

November 2001, allows
admissions to evaluate applicants in light of
personal circumstances, whether emotional
or financial. An applicant's ability to over-
come obstacles, endure, and succeed in a dis-

advantaged atmosphere is considered through
admissions by means of a personal essay.

For instance, imagine pulling a 3.8 GPA
while fighting a disease or fending off an abu-
sive parent. Such an achievement is a mark of
a strong, relentless spirit - one that perse-
veres and has the potential to rise even fur-

ther in a more stimulating environment
But now fakes callously mimic the suffer-

ing of othe». Is there anything more
deplorable, dishonest and shocking than such
a blatant display of indifferent deceitfulness?
It is a slap in the face to any high school stu-

dent who has beaten the odds.
And although the vast mgyority of the

UCSD applicants were true to their stories, it

is still filghtening to think of the iixjustice that
would have been done to 17 truthful appli-

cants had it not been for the withdrawal of
the guilty impostors' offers of acceptance.
Each year, at UCSD alone, at least 100 appli-

cants are wrongly admitted and, consequent-
ly, 100 applicants unfairly denied admissioa

Throughout the years and an ever-expand-
ing UC system the numbers of people getting

an education on the basis of a lie will grow.
Fortunately, the UC regents have chosen to

begin implementing "^background checks."
This certainly isn't a straightforward process
- thoroughly researching every applicant's
history is an impossible imdertaking, and in
many cases the evidence of hardship is hard
to find. Not everyone can prove child abuse,
victimization or even financial difficulty.

Nonetheless, the UC system does have the
power to avert potentially fraudulent essays
by invoking harsh punishments for those who
do submit counterfeit tales. If the UC were to
blacklist liars, thus preventing their admit-
tance into other UC schools, applicants
would think twice about lying.

The UC regents should make their plans
known to applicants and emphasize truthful
essay writing. Our government doesn't do
away with taxes purely because certain indi-

viduals falsify their tax returns. Instead, an
ominous threat, the IRS and its auditing
power, works to better the tax-collecting sys-
tem as a whole.

Imagine life without auditing - the honest
and hard-working would be mere slaves to
the fi^uds. The UC system must not operate
on the premise that rules are disregarded in
the absence of punitive consequences. The
UC regents need to create an IRS of their
own, the Individual Review System perhaps.
We cannot allow comprehensive review to

become as unattainable and elusive as acquir-
ing independent status. Although there are
those who will attempt to swindle an educa-
tion, one must weigh two ii\justices: all

together ignoring the personal feats of indi-

viduals in the admissions process or unknow-
ingly allowing a handful of frauds to enter UC
schools.

Because the latter iiyustice can be dimin-
ished by a UC IRS of sorts, repealing con^re-
hensive review should not be considered. We
must search for creative and effective ways to
fairly implement comprehensive review, or
else one of the foremost indicators of an indi-

vidual's future success - one's personal forti-

tude and endurance - will be senselessly
overlooked

Jansen's column usiuilly runs every other
Monday.

Bin Laden in hiding, but seeks

U.S. attention with audiotaoe
^y Jorge Magdaleno

The current issue of Time magazine has
a picture of Osama bin Laden on the cover.
Beneath it is a question, "Why can't we find
him?" Well, because he's hiding.

Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda are on
the run, so they are now fighting a different
type of war, they are fighting a propaganda
war. They are desperately trying to reclaim
the momentum they lost after the fall of
the TaUban in Afghanistan.

The audiotape made by Osama bin Laden
shouldn't be taken as a warning, but as a
pep talk for his troops. Osama bin Laden
now has the same symbolic power of a
cliche Halloween movie villain who just
keeps coming back until you get tired of
them.
The recent audiotape with his voice on it

proved as much. He* won't show his face,

because doing so would imply some type of
action to follow. He can only threaten us
with words. The words have become cheap
talk. The tape, its contents available in

many newspapers and at CNN.com, con-
tains bin Laden attempting to gain credit
for terrorist acts unconnected to him in

Moscow and Bali, Indonesia.

Bin Laden is desperately trying to main-
tain his credibility. With all the recent
attention placed on Saddam Hussein and
the possible United States-led war against
Iraq, people pass over bin Laden's al-Qaeda
organization as yesterday's news.

Furthermore, Osama bin Laden realizes
that no government, no matter how much
they hate the United States would be will-

ing to host him and his al-Qaeda group.
After what happened to the Taliban, every
anti-U.S. regime is careful not to associate
itself with bin Laden or his group.
Even Saddam Hussein, whether or not

he has weapons of mass destruction, will

not admit to any ties to the group. Saddam
is a secular autocrat, interested in his own
power. He will only invoke the symbols of
Islam if it suits his purposes. The phrase
"God is Great" was only added to the Iraqi

flag to improve their Islamic image. He is

unlikely to proclaim a Jihad against the
United States. First of all because he can't.

Second, such an act would undermine his
own legitimacy.

Nevertheless, Hussein and bin Laden are
unlikely allies. Bin Laden should be the
first person to argue that the war with Iraq
is a distraction. It has pulled attention
away fi-om Osama bin Laden, who until the
release of the tape was considered dead in

the mountains of Tora Bora.
The recent death of a top al-Qaeda agent

seems to have forced Osama bin Laden to
make this ti^e. An U.S. Air Force specialist

killed the agent by pressing X on the con-
troller of a remotely-controlled Predator
drone. Like playing Nintendo, Playstation
and XBox, the "War on Terrorism" has
transformed itself into a high-tech version
of cat and mouse, with Osama as the
mouse.

Don't get me wrong, Osama bin Laden's
continued existence is still a threat.

However killing an al-Qaeda agent by
remote control sends a powerful message
to any terrorist group. The message is,

"The United States of America is willing to
kill you if they find you, even if you're dri-

ving in a deserted desert road or high atop
the mountains of a place called Tora Bora,"

That's why the mouse is hiding in his
hole, and that's why we can't catch him. He
will have to come out eventually. All we
need is the right cheese and then, "Boom!"

Magdaleno is a fourth-year political science

student.
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"The Syringa TVee"
The Pasadena Playhouse
Through Dec. 1

(626) 356-7529

i
Watching a fully-grown adult

portray a young child onstage
usually has about as much
appeal as a dog trained to dance
in tap shoes and a hat. Sure, it's

interesting and oddly cute at
first, but after a while it just
seems sad.

Amazingly, actress and play-
wright Pamela Gien, in her one-
woman show, "The Syringa
Tree," manages to play 6-year-
old Elizabeth Grace without a
single embarrassing moment.

The show is loosely based on
Gien's own life growing up in
South Africa Gien portrays 23
other characters in addition to
EUzabeth, each with a distinct
personahty. The actress' abihty
to transition seamlessly
between characters while giv-

ing an assured voice to each
one is a feat deserving of every
bit of praise the show has
received since its Seattle pre-
miere in 1998.

However, Gien works so
ardently through each character
shift that she often brings an
out-of-breath quality to many of
her personas. With her flawless
accents and commanding stage
presence, it is a wonder that
director Larry Moss did not
think to include some pauses.

Unfortimately, Gien's writing
does not hold up as well as her
acting. The first two-thirds of
the play teU a compelling story
of two famihes, one white and
one black, struggling to get by
at the height of apartheid.

The last third, however, is a
disappointing, highly sentimen-
tal epilogue that serves only to

allow a grown-up Elizabeth to
flog herself with the play's obvi-

ous themes.

While "The Syringa Tree"
faUs short of a thoroughly satis-

fying story, it delivers an excit-

ing and ambitious performance.
- Sommer Mathis

.»"Big Love'
Pacific Resident Theatre
Through Dec. 15
(310) 822-8392

^ ^^^^9 ^^^f

By this time, everybody and
their uncles know that Greek
weddings are wild, wacky fun.

In the Pacific Resident
Theatre's "Big Love," an updat-
ed version of Aeschylus' "The
SuppUant Women," playwright
Charles L. Mee provides a
darker take on the issues of
ethnic tradition and marriage.
The premise is intriguing and
the performances are strong,
but the muddled script and
awkward pacing give an end
result that is more confusing
than classic.

Directed by UCLA professor
Mel Shapiro, the play about 40
Greek sisters condemned to
marry their 40 cousins at a
mass wedding in Egypt has
been updated to include
American cousins. The women
escape this fate on their wed-
ding day. When the intended
grooms reclaim their
betrothed, the brides conspire
to murder their husbands on
the wedding night And that's

where the fun begins.

Or at least, that is where the
fun could have begun, had the
playwright had any idea what
kind of point he wanted to
make about marriage and tra-

dition. Instead, we get the typi-

cal funny old matriarch char-
acter with an accent and
crotchety attitude, saying
things hke, "I love-a my a-fami-
ly" or Tm-a going-a to slap-a
you, but-a I love-a you so
much-a."

However, two actors stand
out in their performances. Katy
Selverstone, as the man-hating
Thyona tears up the stage Uke
a raptor on ephedrine, and
Jason Huber provides a hilari-

ous bit of physical comedy as
the nervous groom who cannot
sit still in his chair.

This adventurous Venice
theater group makes a vahant
attempt to update an under-
performed Greek classic, but if

you only have time for one
Greek wedding this year, you
should probably see the movie.

- Scott Schultz

# Ratings^

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh... could 4 - Great

be better 5 - Classic

I *

Grad students combine energy, intellect in 'Ajar'
By Kim Okamura

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kokamura® media. uGla.edu

Although studying dance at UCLA
may not prepare you for a Britney
Spears video, the latest work in the
MFA choreography program's
"Upstarts Series" proves that it's not
just about theory, either.

Directed, choreographed, and pro-
duced by World Arts and Cultures
graduate students Erica Rebollar and
Ai\jaU Tata, "Ajar" opens Thursday at

Highways Performance Space in

Santa Monica The performance rep-

resents three years of graduate study
in an 2ittempt to combine art, acade-
mics and real life into Uve perfor-

mance.
Composed of two segments, one

by each choreographer, the work
comments on the effects of contem-
porary American society on individu-

als and the ways people respond to a
hectic, conflicted, material world.

Both women came to UCLA as

established, working artists. Tata is a
respected classical Indian dancer
(Bharata Natyam form) and teacher

while Rebollar is an award-^^inning

contemporary dancer and choreogra-

pher. They also share similar philoso-

phies on creating dance in the
department's theory-driven academic
environment

|

"I think that the difficult thing is to

try to put the kinesthetic and the vis-

ceral and the sweat with intellectual-

ism - the academic, 'brained-
approach' with the instinct
approach," Rebollar said. "You have
to be objective about your instinct

and be able to describe it intellectu-

ally"

For Tata, that dichotomy has led
her beyond the boundaries of classi-

cal Indian training. Combining mod-
em dance and yoga witli Bharata
Natyam in "Ajar," she examines
Eastern spirituahty in the context of
the New Age subculture. It's a risky
blend of forms and ideas that could
distance her from the traditional
Indian community. Sometimes, she
says, "If it's too abstract, they don't
get it." .

I

While trying to incorporate critical

theories such as postmodernism into
their choreography, Tata and
Rebollar hope to create work with
themes that will ultimately appeal to
a larger audience. Instead of promot-
ing dance as an eUtist art form, they
beheve they have something funda-
mentally universal to offer.

"It's giving tlie audience your ener-

gy, it's as simple as that." Rebollar
said. "Beyond the academic, beyond
the bubble of UCLA, that's what peo-
ple need. They go to work nine-to-
five and they come home tired. They
don't need someone intellectuaUzing
about orientalism."

Rebollar's section in "Ajar"
explores the strain of a multitasking
world on the minds and bodies of
individuals. The dance deals with
issues Uke addiction, isolation and
the trauma of world events.

The process of getting their work
to the stage has been no less of an
education than their classes. The
department encourages graduate stu-

dents to experience the real-life diffi-

culties of putting together a perfor-

mance, dealing with budgets, sched-
uling and publicity as well as chore-
ography and direction. The depart-
ment intends not only to teach them
how to cope with problems that
arise, but also to give them the skills

to prevent the same problems from
happerung in the future.

The whole experience has made
the two women think about what it is

they're trying to accomphsh as
choreographers, and what it means
to create dance in an academic set-

Photos CorRTES>' OF Anjau Tata A\r. KR\r\ Rkb(ji.l\r

Anjali Tata (left) and Erica Rebollar's dance series "Ajar" will open Thursday.

ting.

"Sometimes there's a danger, if

you become so cerebral, the art
becomes something else," said Tata.
"TYying to blend the two, that's where
tlie talent is."

Performances run Nmi 21-23 at 8:30
p.m. in Highways Performance
Space, 1651 18th St., Santa Monica.
Tickets are $15 general, $13 for stu-
dents. For reservatixms, call (310)
315-1459.

MUSIC PARTNERSHIP
ALLOWS STUDENTS TO
TEACH SKILLS, PASSION
TO INNER-CITY CHILDREN

By David Chang
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

At the Boys and Girls Club of Hollywood,
CaroUna Pineda, an 11-year-old fifth-grader at

Grant Elementary School, pines for a fiuture

career in singing. Daniel Cruz, a ^year-old fomth-
grader at Vine Street Elementary School, amply
hopes for a chance to lear^ how to play "Rirlolph
the Red-Nosed Reindeer" on the piano.

The Music Partnership Program, which was
introduced in 1995, has been sending UCLA
music students into under-served inner-city com-
munities to impart music training tij students at
elementary, middle and high schodte. Instruction
in strings, woodKvinds, brass, pefcusslon, voice
and k^ix)ani are currently offered at five part-
ner^dp sites m South Central Los Angeles, East
Los Aog^p, Compton and the Boys and Girls
Club of Hollywood, as after-school programs.

John Nunez, a first year musical arts graduate
student m^yoring in bassoon, not only teaches,
but also serves as the site director at the Boys and
Girls Club of Hollywood.

RACHEL BEEN/DMLyBrnxN
A UCLA mentor plays piano for a student, who Is one of the participants of the Music Partnership Program.

"What UCLA is doing through the Music
Partnership Program is providing musical oppor-
tunities for young people who would otherwise
not have any exposure because the club cannot
pay for this kind of mtfcsicai instruction and this
many hours as what they're gettii^ here," Nunez
said. Through the Partnersh^ Prdgram's funding
and resources, this club here in Hollywood gets
to effect many people."

Music students at Nunez's cltib are generally
receptive and ^ager to receive lessons. Every
piano and keyboard is occupiki even during

^fW^mm many wonderfullyoung kids who
are pm so ilrterested in learning and seeing a
piano - many ofthem iton't have pianos at home,**
Nunez said. "Some ^dents hzve the talenlyou
can really develop. Onii» t>tf\er hand, some jtist

want the experience, and they move at a slower
pace. However, just to have the opportunity to
study is sometWng that really opens up their
minds and connects them to music in general."

Music Outreach Director Annissa Lui, who
came aboard in July agrees that inner-city stu-
dents are often deprived of a chance to develop

their creative talents.

"They can't afford private lessons," Lui said.

"The program gives them a source of creative out-
let and keeps them off the streets. I think it^ a
model program."

Whjje^^de school kids are training to jje

musicians, cpjleg^ music students are training to
be fut|ire music teacheis. Aside fi-om community
outrepii, thepi5Qgrami)rovides a stepping-stdne
for 1|CIA music students who are striving for
care^ in teaching, siich as third-year musical
arts graduate piano Student, Axel Schmitt

.

"A part of my scholarship at UCL^ipte cdme
herefand teach three hours a weeli" Sdiiisll^t said.

"Ifs^ry fun actually Jbecause it's rr^ fip* experi-
ence teaching young (ilhildren and beginners. It is a
veijr good opportui^ for them to get music
lessons with dis8fere|it kinds of instruments or
sing in the choir. For me, it's a good teaching
experience."

The teachers are chosen based on desire and
teaching experience. Upon completing an acade-
mic year of instruction, they receive up to $2,000
in payment According to Lui, plans are imderway
to continue the program during the summer

UCLA student finds success with film

T

ByCJYu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

cjyu@media.ucla.edu

It's not often that film students get their "big
breaks" immediately after college, but producer
Lance W^iUiams' career as a professional film-
maker has taken off though he's still a UCLA stu-
dent

While WiUiams is stiU in his second year of
graduate school, calling his most recent project
just another student film would be an understate-
ment

"Charly," which made its initial debut in Utah
several weeks ago, (it's scheduled to be released
in the Los Angeles area on January 24th), contin-
ues to hold steady at the box office, aheady
grossing half a miUion dollars in Umited theatrical

release, according to Yahoo! movies. WilUams
made most of the film while taking classes, allow-
ing him to use professors' experience, and to ask
questions directly relevant to his film.

Hoping to mirror the success of other inde-
pendent fihns, such as "My Big Fat Greek
Wedding," WiUiams is confident that the box
office dollars will continue to trickle in as the
movie makes its way around the nation.

Based on a novel of the same title written by
Jack Weyland, the fihn tells the story of Sam, a
buttoned down Mormon from Salt Lake City, and
Charly, a fast city girl from New York. With the
religious thematic backdrop, their different per-
sonahties clash as they learn to love each other.

Williams first discovered the novel as fresh-
man at Brigham Young University, where he grad-
uated in 1984. At the time, the book created a
phenomenon among many students on campus.

"Everybody was reading it," Williams said.

"All the girls were openly reading it, and that's

BaSEO ON INK Bi:STi£lUNG NOVKI RY

Excel Entertainment Groip

UCLA student Lance Williams' feature-length film,

"Charly," will come to Los Angeles on Jan. 24.

all they talked about ... the guys were reading it

too, but they just wouldn't admit it," added
WiUiams.

When finally given the opportunity to produce
his own project, WiUiams knew that "Charly" was
the story he wanted to teU on film, as he felt both
men and women could relate to it.

Shot on location in Utah and New York,
WdUams co-produced the film with Kaleidescope
Pictures using a budget of $1 miUion; it was a
miniscule amount compared to mainstream
HoUywood movies, but huge for a project pro-

duced by a student stiU earning lus degree.
To off-set many of the additional costs associ-

ated with feature-length films shot on location,

WiUiams gathered product placement from
Southwest Airlines, which provided free travel

within the continental United States during pro-
duction, and fi-om Palm PUot, which provided
some of the props used in the film.

Though StiU in the process of earning lus mas-
ter's degree, several large production studios,

including Disney and Warner Brothers, have
already contacted WUUams with offers to pro-
duce films.

A large portion of WiUiams' success can be
attributed to his years of prior experience in the
film industry, despite just having been accepted
into the graduate school at UCLA last year. He
kept his connections fi-om acting on such pro-
jects as "Return of the Jedi" and various com-
mercials. He was also the protege of acting coach
Ted Danielevsky, who discovered Woody AUen.
In fact, for the past 12 years, WUhams has run
Danielevsky's Professional Actors Workshop in

New York.

According to Denise Mann, co-chair of the pro-
ducers program at UCLA, WUUams' fihn serves as
a prime example of what projects in the graduate
school should aspire to be.

"I'm completely tickled pink because this is

the tradition that the producers' program was
buUt on: the notion that you go out and find a
piece of material that you love and ... you figure
out how to get it written and how to get it devel-
oped into the project that you saw originaUy in

your mind ... and then to top things off, find a dis-

tributor so that people wiU see the movie," Mann
said. "Lance accompUshed aU that whUe a fuU-
time student at UCLA, and we're extremely proud
of that accomplislunent."

Paul
Mendoza

pmen(loza@medB.ucfeLe(lu

Would-be

'Idols ' storm

LA, brave

cold, hunger
Justin Guarini's got nothin' on me. I

could take him and his evU
Sideshow Bob hair, no sweat

I've been a loyal "American Idol"
fan since the first episode. So when
Fox announced Monday's Los
Angeles audi-

tions, I imagined
the opportunity

through rose-

colored glasses:

sharing my love

for cheesy pop
music, meeting
lots of beautiful

women in sexy
attire, and party-

ing untU the

break of dawn.
When I actuaUy
arrived on
Sunday at mid-
night, I found
mUes of would-be pop stars either

fast asleep or sleep-deprived at the
bitterly cold Rose Bowl. It was going
to be a long night, or so I thought

I first encountered contestant

nimiber 673, which I inferred from
the permanent marker on her wrist
A student fix)m Glendale, 673 had
been in line since Saturday after-

noon, and informed me that those
ahead of her had been at the Rose
Bowl as early as Thursday. 673
showed up alone, but took part in a
clever system to stay clean and fed

"BasicaUy, a couple people step

out of line, ask their neighbors to

save their spot, and pick up some
fast food for their block," 673 said.

"Also, people like me Uve pretty

close, so we can take people back to

our homes for a hot shower and a
clean bathroom."

Once I found the end of the line, I

was branded with my own number,
2.680, which cor\jiu-ed horrible

visions of Murphy HalL
Over 3,000 people abandoned

their normal Uves to join this reaUty
TV circus in Pasadena with sleeping

bags, makeup cases and food
rations in tow. Being the incredibly

inteUigent person I was, I had only
brought a backpack. I could see it

now: "Here Ues 2,680, whose dying
wish was a verbal beating fix)m

Simon CoweU."
Lucidly, I had a friend, number

2.681. A 17-year-old Downey native,

2,681 wore fishnet stockings and a
fashionably fi-ayed black skirt (read
"fi-eezing") and covered herself with
a blue, knitted blanket She was
kind enough to share it with me, and
we spent most of the night trying to
stay warm, running the gamut of
poUte conversation to keep awake.
2,681 and I found that rubbing your
feet with your hands is quite effec-

tive as we huddled up as close to
each other as possible. (I assure you
I was a gentleman. Besides, her
mom was chaperoning her)

Having spent most ofmy time in
the 2,600 block, I wanted to find out
what was going on in other parts of
the line, and I knew exactly where
to go: the toUets. The queue for the
bathroom was the central hub for
audition Une news. 1,699 told every-
one about the auditioning process in

Austin, Texas, which she had also

attended. 301 was happy to teU any-
one Ustening about her trek fi-om

Wisconsin, whUe 2,874 and 2,875
were laughing about a guy who
crooned "good morning" at 2 am., to
everyone's chagrin.

When the sun finaUy rose, the

MENDOZAI Page 9
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Auditions forge

bonds among competitors
from page I

auditioning staff made us sign soul-
sucking release statements while
overly chipper marketing drones
hocked Herbal Essences samples. I

don't know about everyone else in
line, but the last thing I needed at 6
am. was an "organic experience."
WTiat s next? Staffers in Ford
Focuses serving Coke for breakfast?
The producers ordered us to pick

up camp and walk forward in line in
anticipation of the big audition. As
everyone walked, it was hard to
ignore the trail of trash on the
ground: paper cups, dirty blankets,
beauty magazines, talent scouting
flyers, remnants of the awful audi-
tion process you never see on
"Access Hollywood." But everyone,

on the whole, remained very posi-

tive. 2,681 said she was "excited and
anticipatory but still a little cold."

People were swapping audition tips,

touching up each others faces, keep-
ing each other warm and collected.

The moment of truUi finally

arrived around 8 am. 1 didn't get

selected, unfortunately, but by the

end, it was beside the point. I had
the privilege ofjoining a charitable

community ironically forged from
the cynical cauldron of capitalist

excess. I expected to drive home a
lesser man, but as I thawed, I found
the "American Idol" auditioning

experience warmer than a foot-rub-

bing. To 2,681, 673 and the other

integers I met along the way, I, 2,680,

salute your drive and aspirations.

But bring more blankets next time.

Special Egg Donor Needed!
Compensation Starts at $8500

Intelligent & Loving couple is looking for a special woman to lielp them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or
taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT

28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreatlveConceDtion.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447

Don't be fooled by low prices
In downtown hotels... stay on the beach!

Mazatlan

Jamaica

Cancun

Acapuico

$A59.00

$669.00

$729.00

S749.00

Accomodation also available for

Hawaii, $pain/lbi2a and Florida!

*IUtM including roundtrip airfare from LAX,
4iiq{ti(s acco«tmod«tkMi and frourn) transfers.

Hmks not inctuded. Fares subject to change
Restrictions appty. csr«2a)ft)M4a

1RAVEL0UIS
See the wotid your ¥iQy

CSTf303t366-«0

901 Westwood Blvd.
Konw •< WMtiMM« Btorf ana L* C4MNB.)

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-824-2500

800-592-CUTS (2887)
tosangetes9tfavelcuts.com

w w A 1 1 a V e I c ti t s . t o at

Teeth Whitening
*for mmm nMmmt^ Witll d«ital insurance

EAT 'SC 2002
TODAY! BLOOD
TONIGHT! BRUIN

9 A.M.-4 P.M., JAMES WEST ALUMNI CENTER
I Get the red out and help save lives.

NIGHT OUT ''-^^ l*-M-. WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
Enjoy a special night of Bruin discounts on food and drinLs in Westwood.

COSMETIC & GENERAL DENTISTRf*

WHITER AND BRIGHTER
DENTAL CENTERS

Beautiful offices

Stereo headphones for Music or TV
Dental insurance welcome

Change your silver
fillings to white!

Invisalign

Invisible

Braces
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

95] Westwood Blvd.

Comer of Westwood Blvd.

and Weyhum Ave.

TEL: (310) 824-2225

BRENTWOOD
Country Mart

225 26th St.

San Vicente at 26th St.

TEL: (310) 451-2728

Free Validated Parking
Marc Rojtman DPS, Eric Yum DPS & Associates

treet Phiily Cheesesteaic
i ft lo^^ fms with purdiase of 1 ft U^iig & 32oi djrink

odBistitw -•• r- -'" .JO%ofr
:

.•.........»- ^^ off in-hoiae beer

Wesmood Brewing Coiimaiir. • • - • •
• ' *

*

'A*5b% off one cott^ and watikr drii^

Baja Fresh Mcadcan Grilli ......*
;.;;;;.\... 4100 offa&« Sept^

RiKkv Mountain Chocolate Factory: . . .

.

• :., >./-,

UPCOMING BEAT *SC EVENTS:
THURSDAY: BRUIN FAIR • Noon-2 p.m. • Bruin Plaza

SUA FRIDAY: BRUIN SPIRITDAY • Noo.,-l p.m. • Bruin Pla..a

SATURDAY: UCLA vs. USC FOOTBALL GAME • Rose Bowl

O C L A

' Check out www.UCLAIumni.net/BeatSC
for a calendar of events, figirt songs, jokes and more Beat 'SC fun.

Association

Westwood
VILLAGE Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

961 Broxton THX - Dolby Digital

208-5576 Mon-T!HJ (11 00 3:00) 7:00 10:45

' Femme Fatale (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (145 4 30) 7:30 10:20

Jackass: The Movie (R)

THX-Dot)yDigrt^

Mon-Thu (12:25 2:35 4:50) 7:20 10:00

I

ISpy(PG-13)

THX - DoJby Digrtal

Mon-Thu (1M5 2:40 520) 7:55 10:30

My 8ig Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00 2:25 5:00) 7:40 1010

West Hollywood
Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

Westwood Westwood Westwood

BRUIN

948 Broxton

239 MANN

NATIONAL

10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Lmdbrook

208-4575

PLAZA

1067 Glendon

208-3097

SUNSET5

8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (11 40) 2.10 450 7 30 10:00

Far From Heaven (PG- 13)

Mon-Thu (1 1 30) 2:05 4:45 7:25 1 0:00

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:45) 2:10 4:35 7:15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9 55

Comedian (R)

Mon-Thu (12 15) 2:30 4 45 7 15 9:45

AVCOCiNBMA

10640 WMiimBM
1 Blk.E. of Westwood

(310) 777-RLM #330

WLA/Beverly Hills

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

Mon 2:10 4:30 7:10 9:40

Tue.Thu 2:10 4:30

Wed 2:10 7:10

8 Mile (R)

Mon-Thu 1:45 4:20 7:00 10:00

The Ring (PG- 13)

Mon 2:00 10:15

Tue, Thu 2:00 4:40 7:30 9:55

Wed 4 40 10:15

Half Past Dead (PG- 13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:55

REGENT

1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259

Roger Dodger (R)

Fri (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30

Beverly Hills
CHECa GORI RNE ARTS

8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Derrida

Mon-Tue (5:00) 7:15 9:30

Wed (12:30) 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30

Thu (4:00)

CREST Santa Clause2 (PG)
1 262 Westwood Blvd. Mon-Thu 3:00 5:00 7:00 900
(S. ol Wilshire)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

flDVMiSf
West LA

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6 Harry Potter and tt» Chamter of Secrets (PG)

1 31 3 3rd St THX - Dolby Digitii on 3 Screens
Promenade Mon-Thu (9:30 10 30 12:00 100215330

4:30)6:15 7:00 8 0010:0010:30

The Ring (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:45 4:00) 7:30 1040

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - DWby Digrtal - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11;45 2:30 5:15) 7:45 10:15

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (11:20 2:00 4:40) 7:20 10:00

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl

MUSIC HALL3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Fnda(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15)410 7:00 9:55

• The Way Home (PG)

Mon-Thu (5 05) 7:15 9:40

Shanghai Ghetto (NR)

Mon-Tue (5 05) 720 9:55

Ararat (R)

Mon-Thu (5 00) 7 30 10:00

Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking Si at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Ghost SNp(R)

Mon-Thu 7 10 9:207:1()9:2

Br(PG-i;The Transporter (PG-1 3)

Mon 2:15 4 50 9:40

Tue-Thu 2:15 4:50 7:20 9:40

Santa Monica
' Miie '

SAfTTA MONICA

1332 2nd St.

(310) 394-9741

El Crimen Del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:20 7.15 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 315 5:30 7 45 10 00

Bank Ban (NR)

Mon-Thu (1 45)4 35 7 30 10:05

Spirited Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 4.00 7:00 10:00

8Mtte(R)

Mon 1 :30 2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:1 5 7:00

8:30 9:00 9:45

Tue-Thu 1.30 2:30 3:30 4 30 5:30 6:15 7:00

8.30 9:0010.00

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 1.45 4 00

Half Past Dead (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:15 7:00 9:30

WESTSIDE PAVILUON Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:45 7:20 9:40

(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 9:50

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

- Mon-Thu (11:1 0)1:55 4:45 7:30 10:1

5

The Man from Elysian fields (R)

Mon-Thu (11:20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica

initif

NUART

11 272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Daughter From Danang

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:30 10.15

Far From Heaven

Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

bpuin

tovif

dm
310.825.
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GUSSIFIED

ToptacemadcaU
310.8^5.2221

How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCU\)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Moors
Mori-Thu: 9am -3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

AdWriUngTIps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

CtassHM Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, upto 20 word...$120 00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7 20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00

$2.00 Box $40.00Box

5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00

ttUmWnf
50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 1 2 50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline ......103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, plea»e see bur rate card for

variable rate information.

- Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

^9
Allow 5 woridng days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change without notice.

Special Features & Issues

• IJCCt7a£il-t>-«ilaiiw^ms
Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

'^TtikM^s
Everyday!

310.825.2221

^VIlLfKif DlStl

www.vlllagedish.com

FaN/Wbrtar & Spring/Summer

310.825.2181

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I Rnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUCE.COM
The ASUCLA Comfno«catK)ns board fulty supports the University of Calrfoma's policy on nondiscnminatKjn No medium shaH accept advertisements which present persons of any origin
race. sex. or sexual onentatw m a demea«ng way or to irnply that they are Hmrted positions, capabilities, rotes, or status in society hterther the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communication
Board has investigated any of the aervcas advertised or the advertisements rapreaented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on
nondiscrmination stated herein shoiiM communicate comptarrts m writing to the Aaaistant Director Daily Bnjm, 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Weshivood Plaza Los Angetes 90024-1641 For assis-
tance wrth houang dischmination protXems. caN the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the VMsataide Fair Housing Offrce at (310) 475-9671 Classrfied ads also appear on-line
at http7/www.daifybru«.uc«aedu Placement on-line a offered m a compilment^y service for customers and is not guaranteed. The Daily Brum is responsibte for the first mcorrect inser-
tion only. Mmor typographical errors are not eiigibie for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

IJWBPP"

i

>T*T*f*T*T*fl 3700
Miscellaneous

;...*>f>»U»\

^^"mm^mmi^^m] iim iiiwwwwwwiij, mwmmmmmimmmm

announcements
1100-2600

1800
Miscellaneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-

erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.

mSOOO
Personals

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks
pretty/affectionate/natural/young female.

310-573-0270/maniwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV. HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

20S0
Pregnancy

orecom
t • 8 - 9 4 e • C L o o

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about It

today, www.ficu.org

2200
lesearch Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and leam to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study
being conducted Culver City (3 visits)

310-845-8330.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

httpy/www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

Pay your ttii^^i

with eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Options, U.C

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and morel We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

4300
irts Equipment

TREADIMILLS 4 LESS
TheradyneTM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fitnessgear4less.com/2478253.

»»»»^^m

jrhmrr-portation
4600-5500

%^700
AutH^^urance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we doni want
your business. Student/staff/good driver

discounts. Request the "Bruin Plan."
310-777-8817. 323-873-3303.

4900
Autos for Sale

$2000-1988 Volvo 740 GLE. Excellent condi-
tion-great student carl! 174K miles/very well

maintained. Blue/w/black leather. Power win-
dows and min-ors, heated seats.31 0-488-1 052

1986 SUBARU DU<T. 73K miles. 5-speed,
Power steering, AM/FM cassette. Runs great!

$950 obo. 310-391-9912 or
dave@igpp.ucla.edu

1988 VW CABRIOLET
Good condition, manual transmission, new
clutch. Gets great gas mileage. $1200/obo.
310-433-1838.

1990 HONDA CIVIC LX. Red color. Automatic.
Excellent condition. lOOKmiles. $3300 obo.
Please contact 310-206-1629/310-618-9472
email prakku999@hotmail.com

1991 MAZDA MIATA. Good conditions. $180K
miles, $2500. Call 818-845-1114.

1992 ACURA INTEGRA RS. White, 5-speed,
manual, AC. 90kmiles. Very good condition.

$5000. 310-573-9892 or jgrogger@hot-
mail.com

1992 HONDA ACCORD SEDAN ROSE-
WOOD. Excellent condition, maintenance
record. Standard transmission. Original owner.
Only 67k $4200 obo. (310) 415-2930.

1994 HONDA ACCORD EX, black,

105,000miles, auto, great condition. $5700.
Nick 818-506-8213

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid
instantly. Must have clear title. 31 0-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings

1 -800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start

saving now.

5500
Vehicle for Rent

Need Transportation
to a Party or

k Jpeci^^venti^
School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Glna (310)2:
or (310)578-31l4t

Let's Go ^^* ^^

Transportation

Vacation Packages

FREE 2 NIGHT STAY IN
A 4 STAR HOTEL

By saving 50% on your phone bill. Over 20
major cities -Cancun, Honolulu, Vegas.
Contact Agentms33@aol.com.

FAST AND EASY
STUDENT
LOANS

Up to $20,000 in 24hrs. upon approval. 640
and up Credit Score. Call: 323-497-7059.

Reference* 1 978.

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level.
310-477-6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

>lllstate
VbuYe in good handa

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WestNA/ood Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllsl-ilro)

24 Hours a Doy Service

6100
Computer/Internet

STUDENT SPECIAL: Internet Users Want to

Save $$!! Student Internet access only!

$9.95/mo! For details/sign-up see wv»^.kx)lle-

gedirect.net today!

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & FaU • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Century aty, California

ooo o oo

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry@31 0-391 -5657.
3»¥"

JTm
5600-^201

6500
^' Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam
310-826-9117.

3700
^dHealth Products

ATTENTION: 99 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT Serious people only Call Debbie
800-918-8446.

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member.
323-932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Lessons

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source

for premium-brand condoms. Create your

own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders

over $10.

advdrtisd ^
j

in classified (iispf;

^ ^^6.3060

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertatton Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1 985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Wrlte.com
(310) 470-6662
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S680
Travel Destinations

S680
Travel Destinations

get hyped Por

reoK '03

Get 15 people
together and
go Pop FREE!
Ask us how!

/ I

Kjr

Jamaica $829
Hawaii $689
Paris $584
Amsterdam...$659
Includes air & accommodations from LAX.
^rices are per person. Some taxes & fees
not included Other departure cities and
desf"->a*'0"s 3v3''ahic

920 Wesdwood Blvcj.

(310) UCLfi.FLV or x4p795 Prom campus
cst# 1017560-40

I

www.statravel.com TRAVEL
oncine >> on the phooe >> on cnmpu/ >> on the /treet

Travel Tickets

HLTRAVEL STUPEiiTSn
w^ ATT AUTAV AA#OnAWAYMCKAOiS

IMn.SNIOMTS AMMaUDfD

L0SCAB0S_>..349

MAZATLAN ».,389

N».VALURTA-w,399

CANCUN -,509

COSTA nOl Bead! »< $2N

wwii.VictorylrciveLoffl

(800)878-9986

Airfares
RIO-SAO $259

COSTARICA.... $209

MEXICO $119

GUADALAJARA. $119
GUATEMALA... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
CHILE $259

LONDON $239.
; --^<

CST« 2063*61-40 xi:
.^^-ACE-TA-EShCTRCUiOEi

^<.^ Ar^^, -K.u ion^^^mmmm

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL SCHCX)L
APPLICANTS' Frustrated developing your
personaJ statements? Get professional help
from rono^ffied author/cxxisulart 310-6264445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com.

J 7000
MsSi^mAi Tutoring Offered

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarityAaccuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering
business world. Taught by experienced profes-
sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing,
formatting. Credit cards. Ace Words
310-820-8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcnptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:
310-475-9585.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: pianoA/io-
lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-
gramming. Computehzed statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime
800-90-TUTOR.

HYPNOTHERAPY=
RESULTS

Positive help for test anxiety, smoking ces-
sation, motivation, goal achievement, self-

confidence, self-esteem, relaxation. Free
consultation. Affordable rates. Confidential.

Michael Moss, C.Ht. 6rentwood office.

310-709-9934.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.
Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various
subjects including Math. Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references Call
Will 310-381-1525.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies guaranteed to help

you gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com
,

PROFESSIONAL WRITERyTEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul;

310-387-7796.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

TISTAERT DENTAL
310-394-2661. www.tistaertdental.com. 1333
7th St, Santa Monica. 3rd generation LA den-
tist—established 1918. General & cosmetic
dentistry. Implants. RCT etc.

i^OOO
Tutoring Offered

TUTOR
ALGEBRA/STATISTICS/MATH. Former Col-
lege Instructor. Friendly, patient. Will tutor in-

dividually or in groups. Call for rates. Call

Curtis at 31 0-968-1649

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

CHEMISTRY TUTOR assist high school 1st

year chemistry student. Santa Monica.
2-4hrs/wk. $15-20/hr DOE. 310-794-7678.

MENTOR/TUTOR
WANTED FOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR.
Santa Monica. Special attention to math, sci-

ence, and architecture. 818-560-1848.

NEED STUDENT TO HELP W/ HOMEWORK
for 3rd grade boy Mon-Thurs. 4-6(flexible).

5th st.& Wilshire in SM. Starting $8/hr.

310-383-2397.

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay. Classes in West Valley.

310-377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

••THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-

es and Computers. Call :31 0-234-0 101,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

TUTOR WANTED FOR MATH, Pacific

Palisades student. For highschool freshmen.
Female preferred. 310-285-9612
310-990-8552

APPLYING TO LAW SCHOOL'? Want to get

170+? Experienced LSAT teacher and appli-

cations advisor. Competitive rates. Call

Abby:31 0-31 4-1 643.

EXPERIENCED
JAPANESE TUTOR

Available evenings. Ask for Toshiko.

818-248-7084

TUTORING NEEDED for 4th ans 6th grader.

Four day/week, 3hrs/day. $12/hr.
310-276-3828.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

MAKE YOUR PAPER AN "A" PAPER!
I'll proofread your thesis, dissertation, term pa-
per for only $1/page! The EditBoss -www.ge-
ocities.com/editboss.

7700
Child Care Wanted

MOTHER'S HELPER
For 9-year-old boy & 16-year old girl. Week-
days from 3-6. Must have car. Salary negoti-

able. Westwood. 310-470-9850.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations. Essays. Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

7400
JIusiness Opportunities

LET YOUR $
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign currency. Initial invest-

ments $500-25k. Retums up to 30.9%.
For more info call: (213) 747-3488. For
smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomon-ow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

^^^SOO
Career Opportunities

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-
munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cybemet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1110.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchenTbath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No more Western
Union Fees, Receive a Visa ATM and
Mastercard. Everybody qualifies! 'Call home
1 cent/minute calling cards. 'Win a free laptop

PC. "Learn how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. 1-800-303-3351, fax
resume 619-296-4532.

I

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

RN CASE MANAGER. LVN. QA (RN/LVN
ONLY). Busy home health/hospice office

in Westwood Village. Excellent benefits.
310-824-9798.

7600
i^ik.,i,.i£hild Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
|

CHILD CARE
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.
|

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:

310-889-0119.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call
310-440-6738

DRIVER/COMPANION FOR 14YR.0LD BOY
Thurs. 2:30pm. occasional other aftemoons
and evenings. Need references, clean DMV
record. $12/hr. 310-472-8564.

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER Westwood
for 4 yo./boy Own car and insurance. Ref-

erences. Up to 15hrs. Male prefen-ed but

not mandatory. 310-481-6001.

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education
female-student. School pick-up, help
w/homework Aprepare healthy meals for 7-

year-old giri. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,
310-828-8260.

WLA PfT Nanny 20hrs/wk. M-F, afternoon to

early evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,

creative to watch 2 young girls 7&4
310-351-1767.

7800
Help Wanted

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would
be also helpful, but not mandatory. Call
310-474-4521.

$1 0/HR TO ASSIST INDIVIDUAL with comput-
er and telephone calling. Possible tx)nuses.
Can work from home in evening. P/T, hours
flexible. Call 310-476-9059.

$13/H0UR RETAIL
PT/FT, flexible scheduling, any hours between
5AM-11PM, new shop inside LAX. Need
several people, fax:949-481-0245, call:

949-492-41 49, josie@caterinas.eom

$14.50-$19/hr. TUTORS WANTED. In-home
tutoring for K-12. P/T. Upper classmen and
graduate preferred. Car needed. Call 24hrs.
310-335-5650.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Veriaal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT. GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to work in the

UCLAAckerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,
University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, Ca 90025.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F, 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Qulckbooks.
Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200-»-per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

APPAREL4LESS.COM, EBAY COMPANY in

Westwood needs computer-literate or HTML
or Adobe or Ebay junkie. P/T or F/T. David
310-717-7412.

ATHLETICS: P/T UCLA students to work in

office. Pays: $7.39/hr, 10-20 hrs weekly Must
be friendly and hard working. Apply at J.D.
Morgan Facilities office 310-206-6662.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTER NEEDED 1-2 daysMeek. Sal-
ary commensurate upon experience. Pacific

Palisades family of 2 children. 310-230-2067.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-
rate parties. Flexible hours. Apply in person,
937 Westwood Blvd, 310-208-1180.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext U4.

BARTENDING TRAINEES NEEDED. $250 A
DAY POTENTIAL. 1-800-293-3985 ext.510.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM in Westwood
and Century City location seeking F/T and P/T
scooper and shift leader position. Please call

310-546-1717x10.

DRIVER/NANNY/TUTOR: 2 children.

Needed after 2pm Mon-Thurs. Own car, in-

surance, and clean DMV required. $10/hr.

Call after 6pm 310-475-4221.

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.
Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car,in-

surance,&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
warm/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light house-
work/cooking, English speaking.
310-433-1320.

BH law firni need part time file clerks, $7.50/hr.
Interest in law preferred. 15-20 hr/week.
Flexible scheduling. Send resume/availability

(310)274-2794, Attn: Recruitment.

BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC dental assistant for

busy& growing Beveriy Hills dental practice.

Must be trained in all back office functions.

818-789-1615.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a

serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

FUN LOVING-VIBRANT-Happy mother's
helper needed. Mon-Sat 4pm-9pm. Car/refer-

ences/long term commitment required. High
Pay/Bel Air. 310-889-1840.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR for High school chem-
istry. Must have 4.0 in subject area, and expe-
rience. ReferencesAransportation necessary.

$25/hr. 310-393-3000.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Houriy
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only'
Call Pat:3 10-208-71 83

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/1 5-year-old daughter. Includes part-

fime driving to&from schools, tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

DANCE INSTRUCTOR Hip-Hip/etc. for small

group of six y/o giris. 1/wk, flexible schedule.

Experience, no license needed. Pay nego-
tiable. 310-440-4015.

Classified^
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> MindBody Workshop:
Past Traumas and Future Health (Free, drop in)

Using emofional expression fo improve health & well-being

3:00 to 4:00 pm / Ashe Center 4rh Fl. Conf. Rm. #414

^ Acupuncture in Ashe
One hour for $18. Wed. & Frj. from 1 fo 5 pm,

Thurs. from 8 am to 12 pm. By appointment only.

Check out the Ashe Center website for more information

ask a health related question, even request an appoint-

ment www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
NationallyAccredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Stiorttiand pro
6 Deadly snakes
10 Lingerie item
14 — GurJey Brown
15 Wyleor Yannick
16 Split

17 Caruso
renditions

18 Basilica area
19 Very soon after

20 Math class need
(2 wds.)

22 Heal
23 SST destination

24 Move jauntily

26 Sticks to

30 Awful

34 Renter's

document
35 Hobby shop

buys
36 John Wayne's

"- Lobo"
37 Skip
38 Byron

contemporary
40 Pine for

41 Three strikes

42 Begrudge
43 Riyadh resident
44 Lawn game
46 Pinata

occasions
48 CEO's degree
49 Threshold
50 Masking —
53 Delayed reaction

(2 wds.)
59 Ring
60 Besides
61 Painter's choice
62 River in Asia
63 Caboose's place
64 Demolish
65 Strong, as meat
66 Close relatives

67 Pebble

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 Fetch
2 Geog. region
3 Lamb's pen
name

4 Kind of tide

5 Like some
breezes

6 History

7 Needing a
rinse

8 Improve the road
9 Frozen

desserts
10 Tree ends
1

1

Easy pace
12 Hair curler

13 Await judgment
21 — -game show
25 NATO cousin
26 Standoffish
27 Object
28 Cuba neighbor
29 NYC setting

30 Chomped

31 Speckled fish

32 Ms. McCartney
33 Hindu mystics
35 Round Table

knight

38 Bread makers
39 Day before
40 Vegas lead-in

42 Subside
43 Chooses
45 Not fragrant

46 Threads
47 Under par
49 Sarandon of

films

50 Mugger
51 Faint glow
52 Nanny's vehicle
54 Dairy-case item
55 Honk
56 Choir member
57 Zen question
58 Whodunit name

'RADITION
U C c A

L nHtSont AluMint i

\^-

Blood Drive
Today

10 A.M.-3 F>.M., James West Alumni Center

Get the red out and help save Uves.

Bruin Night Out
Tonight

7-10 P.M., Westwood
Enjoy a special night of Bruin discounts

on food and drinks in Westwood.

For information, call (310) UCIA-SAA or visit

ww-w.UClj\lumni.net/BeatSC.

(310) UCtA^SAA wwir4JCLAIiiinm.net/SAA

'SAA h the student chapter ofthe—

«

UCLAIumni
[Associationi

isplay

206-3060
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8AOO
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE REN'i'AL SERVICE*

•Wefcome Cgruins gj^ 'friends

The Best Apartments
I

Close to Campus
I

«

• Are Found at

• The Roberts Companies

We
in all the best locations with a host of amenities. Whether
YOU need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside

!

• •ir." -•;

many amenities available, we offer gyms.
swimming pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios.

more.
If necessary, we have custom designer furniture

well. We can offer maid service, refi-igeraton

more, in short anything you maynkkd we c^

(310)
(bnglish, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

ismmsima^massmst

I

i. - - ^ _ ^ k.
- .. . ^— - ^-----^^-^ ^ -. ^ -^-^—.^
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I 7800
elp Wanted

DOG WALKER part-time, mostly mornings,
perfect for ctog-loving student. Must have car
$10/hr. Also occassional house/dog sitting
Call Chris 310/471-2771.

EARN EXTRA %F1IP1. Work from home, help
others $1000-$3000 mo.
www.nellanfunds.com 800-518-8219.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted
South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

FRONT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST and a MED-
ICAL ASSISTANT wanted in cardiology office.
F/T, P/T, flexible hours. Encino. 818-905-1240.
Fax resume 818-905-1238.

GRAPHIC ARTIST/WEB
DESIGNER

Contemporary clothing co. is seeking F/T&
P/T graphic artist. Must be proficient w/MAC.
PhotoshopA Illustrator. FAX: 323-234-8327.

GREAT WEEKEND JOB
$10/hr Need enthusiasm to hold sign to di-

rect buyers to new homes. Hiring immediate-
ly for LA, Hollywood, and Beverly Hills.

1800-343-8368.

GREAT WORKPLACE
PIT Telemarketer for Santa Monica education

publisher Houriy and good commissions.
10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

HOME CLEANERS: PrT-F/T. $10/hr up +tips

to clean in Westside areas. Must be depend-
able and have car. Immediate positions.

April:31 0-471 -2024.

HOTEL DESK CLERK/NIGHT AUDITOR. Full

time graveyard. Small Westwood Village Ho-
tel. English speaking. 310-208-3945.

LOOKING FOR SALES PEOPLE Great P/T-
F/T opportunities in new music records store in

Hollywood. 310-617-7692

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

or want ^%» started?
Lookinf for all fypos,

mae • nmale models
We also have Plus size & Children d.
For print & non-ynion commercial

No experienc* required No (••»

.2S66

octors
IV

NORM'S RESTAURANT is hiring for cashier
and server positions! Please apply in person
at 11001 Prco Blvd or call (310)479-2978

P/T BABYSITTER in Westwood area. For
one 5year-old child. Some afternoons,
flexible hours. Must have car. Call Sharon
310-476-6059

PART TIME
Sales Representative. Health & Fitness Co
seeks highly motivated individuals to help
increase sales. 15-20hrs/wk. Call today
310-242-6722.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthu^lSlld! dbtail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resufDe to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-K, LA,
CA 90035. Fax 310-282-6424. Email: admin-
staff@ aceeducation.com

'7 t ' Ijj2n
• Earn $100-5200 a day
• 2 vvaek training & Job

Ptaoemant inciuded
• It's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 6^6 - MIXX (6499)

iMiifl

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverty Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice: 213-961-4440.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our offk». Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

7800
Help Wanted

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Learn to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-

$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP Personal
Management Firm seeks P/T asst.. M-F 9-
11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call
310-209-1244, ask for Kate.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to

lose weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now.
310-485-0423.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.to-
selikemagic.com

WESTWOOD LITIGATION firm seeks P/T
word processor Must have excellent typing
skills and grammar 10 hours/week, flexible,

email resume humanresources@gascouhop-
kins.com.

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator,

parking granted, laundry room. $1095.
310-230-1252 Adj Brentwood.

JR EXEC $1150. 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok.

310-473-5061.

Casablanca West
1 Bedrooms from $1095

and up

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD 2+1, close to UCLA, r/s, balco-
ny, carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,
pool, utilities, clean, parking, best deal
in Westwood. $1100/month. Call Andrew
310-562-8397

8400
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.
$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

** MAR VISTA**

8900
House for Rent

WESTWOOD HOMBLY SFR 4 bedroom. Den,
4.5 bath courtyard house, hardwood floors,

great space 3 car garage North of Wilshire

$3950. Call david 31 0-271 -7064/470-4797.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417
714-648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-
perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

7820
High-Tech Jobs

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,

possible F/T. Fax resume or call 213-840-9200
Attn. Nick.

Bachel

Gated padong, cdl^ rea^, pooi lauiK^,

w^deck, super clc^ets. lot %mti Depok

530 Veteran
208-4394

PERSONAL ASSISTANT P/T possible F/T to

work for medium size computer software com-
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fax resume or

call Nick 323-578-8208

8000
Internships

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED
for basic accounting and bookkeeping for

medium-size computer software company.
P/T, possible F/T. Fax resume or call

213-840-9200 Attn Nick.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-
ity buiWing. 310-208-4796.

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION t

10777 Ashon Ave.

310-441-3783.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, lots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA 1+1, great area, r/s, carpet,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, .www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-
man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent
English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For informatwn ac-
cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

INTERNS FOR GROWING ENTERTAIN-
MENT COMPANY College credit. No experi-
ence necessary. Flexible. Great for your
resume! Contact: Andrew @ 310-288-8105

Diamond Head
Apartments

SInsle ...$895.n.up

2bedroom $1555.n«,up

1 bedroom $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
within walking distance to UCLA, Gated

Parking, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rcc room,
Laundry facilities, AC/Refrlgcrator, Stove.

Short term avail. Summet discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

SEEKING GRADUATE
STUDENT

with exceptional writing skills to assist an
individual in writing his memoirs as an inter-

national political consultant for a writer's

credit. A feature film starring several major
actors based on his stories has already
been made and will be distributed world-

wide next year. For further information

please contact Irene Gazaryants at

310-473-8335.

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s, close to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA apartment by beach, private

room, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry, parking,

$500. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

tiSANTA MONICA bachetor pad, nearbeach,
r/s, carpet, laundry, partying, utilities included,

$650. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great
views, laundry, parking, utilities included
$750.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great
views, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$750. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368. ];

SANTA MONICA guest house, prime area,
petok, r/s, carpet, garden, laundry,
parking. $1095. 310-395-7368.
www.westsiderentals.com

housing
8400-9800

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished/unfurnished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned periling. Walk to 3rd
Street Promenade&Pier 310-399-3472.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Physician seeks en-
thusiastic, reliable help w/administrative mat-
ters (organizing files/paying bills), light kitchen
ctean-up, shopping. Administrative responsi-
bilities increased w/merit. Undergrad. degree
required. Approx. 20flexhrs/wk during late af-

temoonsAevenings in Westwood. $15-20/hr
DOE. Describe work experience&your back-
ground, send to 1 520 Westwood Blvd. #1 1 , LA
90024.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

PT TUTORS $15-20/hour. Psychology/Educa-
tion majors prefen-ed, flexible after-school
hours. Located in BH, for more info

email:shoshie2b@yahoo.com

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy saton.
Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy
310-824-7666.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA kx^ation. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx^ation
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SANTA MONICA PLACE shopping-center
needs concierge/guest-service associates
and experienced seaonal-holiday gift-wrap-
pers. Full and Part-Time. Must be person-
able/customer-friendly/responsible/have pro-
fessional-appearance. Flexible hours. Wee-
kends-included. Fax 310-451-9939

8^00
Apartments for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm, 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1-year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+.

SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 MkJvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parking.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,

BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large

unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET Starting January,

2bdrm/1bth on Strathmore/Landfair Across

the street from campus. Lease ends July 1st.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550. 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Large one bedroom/full

bathroom, unfurnished, walk to grove/farmers

market. No-pets. Like a home. $1550.
323-731-5311. Available 12/01

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dartington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator Covered Parking,

937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900
SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated pari<ing. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa,

partying, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-doset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

I

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE I

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600. 1624 Veteran #5.
310-877-8817.

STAFF ASSISTANT
MUSIC PUBLICATION

P/T. Helpful exp: Mac and/or PC. Internet/e-

mail, data entry, great phone presence. Small
SM office w/casual dress code and flexible

hours. Resume and cover letter: jobs@ice-
magazine.com.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T. F/T. /\pply at: 1156
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

BRENTWOOD- $2300
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,

paint, oven, dishwasher Quiet 8-unit bidg,

close to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village

for shops, restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4, and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

WEST LA. Available ASAP LARGE 1B+1B.

$950rent+$950dep. Gated access+parking.

New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.

5-min to 10+405freeways. #12 BlueBus.

Contact 213-446-5772/310-210-7380.

WESTLA
Large 1/bdrm, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, parking,

laundry. Near Santa Monica+ Bundy. Water,

trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

WESTWOOD 1+1. walk to UCLA, gated, r/s,

carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1100.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA, R/S, CAR-
PET A/C, LAUNDRY POOL, PARKING, $950.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

Classifieds ^^^^S
825-22»« ^^j^-jf^ t^-j^r.v?*-"^

3bdrm/2bth. $2600. Anne

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom, Hardwood floors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, parking available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities

and parking included. Days:31 0-475-7533,
evenings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less
than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,
no pets, pari<ing. 310-471-7073.

"WEST lA**
IBD+IBA $I145/M0
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. Ibdnn/lbth. Ful-
ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, balcony, laundry. Walking distance to
UCLA. $1200/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM
HIGH CEILING, DSL CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. 650 'Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-
washer Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, parking, laundry. $1725/month.
310-578-7512 JKW.

3ldAr824-9691

Untiappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 B«droom
Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

•T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• Roommate Matching Service Available

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995
2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*wjth 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, catok,

r/s, balcony, a/c, pool, laundry, garage, $400.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, walk to UCLA,
r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$625. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD furnished, 1+1, close to UCLA,,
catok, r/s, carpet, gated, laundry, parking,

$995. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large clos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.

729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD
.i PUtZA -

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
* Move-in speciai

SOI Qayiey Ave

310-208-8505

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitdiell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave.

OPEN HOUSE Mon.

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

$1395/M0

Sat. 10 - 4

WESTWOOD STUDIO, near UCLA, r/s,

hardwood floors, quiet area, laundry,
parking, $750. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overlool<ing the ocean, week-
endsonly. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH EMERITUS Family. Free
Room/Board in exchange for help with
home/family/etc. Need CDL/Car.
Organized/Responsible Male preferred.
310-472-1944.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pooi, gated, kitchen, $675-
925. Ibdrm $950-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury, Must see. Call for

free listing.31 0-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS
3bdrm/2bth. Large unit. 2.5 miles from cam-
pus, half a block from blue-line bus.
$1500/month, one year lease. Call 310-276-
3138 Henry.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-
gles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal for student. Suit-
able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8450
Apartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utilities.
Available 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell-
310-266-9748

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in exchange helping
w/household chores, errands and driving for

older lady. References and car needed.
310-477-6977 leave message.

9AOO
Room for Rent

BEL AIR HOUSE, close to UCLA, r/s, carpet,
walk-in closets, parking, utilities included,
SHOO. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private
room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great
location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-
0760,31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$650+$650-security, 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool. full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,
fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

INCREDIBLE PRICE: Chill roommate wanted
to share 2bdrm/1bth in Brentwood, Iblk south
of Wilshire on Barrington. No Anal-retentives
$550/mo. 310-962-3546.

mm^ 8GOO
ondo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. Ibdrm/lbth condo;
Ibdrm/lbth+den on Montana. Security build-

ing. All amenities. Great location. Fireplace.
Partying space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700. Jimmy.
213-272-3316.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, ckjse
to UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo.
310-828-7768.

SANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,

upstairs bedroom, downstairs study. Large
townhouse. Kitchen privileges. 310-453-8508.
6-8pm. Female grad only. $795/mo.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

ASAP ONE-TWO FEMALES for huge
masterbedroom and a bathroom. Walking
closet. Westwood, close to campus.
$400each. Laundry, pool, parking.
31 0-824-7684/31 0-443-1 1 29

BEL AIR STUDIO, dose to UCLA, catok, r/s,

carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$725. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth. w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-

rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT private room,
gated entry, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, $650. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WLA Large 1/bdrm, A/C. dishwasher, fire-

place, large closet space, secure building.

1.5/miles from campus. $1100/month. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-560-7632.

BRENTWOOD. Wilshire and Bundy. Available
now! $690/mo. Female for private room in

2bdrm/1bth. Must be neat and friendly. Emma
310-826-4556.

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition, one bedroom, furnished/unfurnished

gesthouse. Kitchenette. Will like quiet/consid-

erate, non-smoker. Cable/utilities/cleaning

included. $1600/nx)nth. 310-804-3851.

Available Dec. 1 st.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc
seeking roomate (professional preferred).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patrice

tel.3 10-826-6654

BEVERLY HILLS TWO-STORY GUEST-
HOUSE. Includes electricity and water. First

floor-hardwood floors, second floor-carpet-

ed. Private bath and shower. $1200/mo.

310-918-8861.

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt. furnished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

MAR VISTA Bus routes to UCLA. Residential

area. High ceiling, lots of light, utilities includ-

ed. $800/mo. Female, non-smoker preferred.

310-915-0629.

WESTWOOD guest house, petok. r/s. patio,

carpet, pool, laundry, yard, parking. $950.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
tis^iouse for Rent

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.
Female-prefen-ed. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room. r/s. hard-
wood floors, walk to UCLA, w/d. partying,

$650. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

FEMALE STUDENT TO SHARE IbdnWIiving
room apartment. Gated complex, parking,
near SMCC. $385/mth. Available now! Call

Heather 310-453-5558.

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities included.

$750. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Female roommate
wanted. Levering Ave, walk to campus. Sunny,
charming 1 bed/bath. Fully furnished, stove, re-

frigerator. Pool. Huge balcony on top level.

Parking available. $525/month includes water.
Available starting 1/1/3 or 2/1/03. Betty:
310-208-3059.

Graphic Designer
®f^Sf

Daily Bruin Advertising Production
is loolcing for Graphic Designers.

IMust know Quark, & Photoshop.
Bring samples of work.

Apply @ ASUCLA Human Resources
2nd Floor, Kerchoff Hall

I
Display

•ji^iffliifi ti'iinht !-.» 206-3060

i
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LUNCH
SPECIAL

i^i$4.99

• RICE • SALAD
• SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI
• VEGETABLE
TEMPURA

• SHRIMP FRIED RICE

C W^ B iO Y

Lunch 11am -4pm
Dinner 4pm- 11pm

•ivj^ JAPANESE FOC
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

Lunch-$15.95 Dinner-$18.95

DINNER
SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD
• SOUP

' CHICKEN TERIYAKI or |
FIRE BEEF

VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA

ROLLS

SAKE BOMB
SPECIAL
$13.00

• 1 PITCHER OF BEER
and

1 LARGE SAKE

Ouch!
E.T. WAITED TOO LONG!
TO SEE THE DENTISTS

SPECIAL:
Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning.
Regular Price: $160 - Expires 5>/20/03

Do you want to become

• TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING . Open Late Houre
• Veneers • Crowns and Bridges
• Porcelain Facings • Gum Treatments
• Root Canals

• Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
• Free Validated Parking

. Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) . 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

a leader on campus?
Check out the

tiv
ote

Ltvto

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate. I

YoV« attetvd»

setftv
na^

SOCIAL CHANGE MODEL OF LEADERSHIP SEMINARS

Thursday, November 21

I

Friday, November 22

Monday, November 25

12:00pm

3:00pm

1:00pm

I

3517 Ackerman Union

152 Kerckhoff Hall

152 Kerckhoff Hall

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl

)

onthemark@cheertul.com http://www.1800onthemark com
For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

on campus
State of the Art

Laser Hair Removal
James Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice in Gynecolosy
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

#383

Call now for your

free consultation.

And New Low
Prices.

310,208-2772 x 18

(This is a required seminar for a certificate)
itier in

im J:»iij'i

I

We hope to see you!
11

f^ nxxe mliOTiiiMJOT tM the Bnim Ixado^s ft

blp@uclaedu or ^)p by our ofiBksem I(K KercldK^

(^ www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu ^
i-*^;^dfcwris*iii ^^ :&^

^- ^^

UNIVFRSltf
'

of PARIS
1WO 5-week Summer Sessioo^

'
[». I I, 2003

Two 3-wcek Sessions

of French Immersion:

I. June 2 June 2 S, 2003
II. July 12 Aug. 1,2003

Other Special Programs

TcIm33) I 10 62 06 I'l

Fax: iXM I 40 62 0*^ 1?

or in the VS.: (303) "^57-6333

sunimer#aup.eiiu www.aup.eda

jharoiains
nt-to-student deals CJ

1

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise absolutely FREE* some of the best

deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

Kern Description

10 GALLON AQUARIUM w/^croen

100MHZ COMPUTER
20 GALLON TBWARIUM
4LAKERFR1

Pentium Win98. Office '00

Price Phone

ii5

w/pro heating pad and screen $25

13decsec310r2#1-4
4UU(ERT1XFRI

ADIDAS KOBES

ADIDAS KOQEI
ALIAS POSTER

13dec8ec310r2»1-4

tilvef. size 14. new
white, size 14. new!

310-479-4429

310-488-7588.

310-479-4429

$73ea 213-371 -1 980

IM

$73ea 213-1980

»5 310-914-3135

B8)StDE TABLE

at)c pnnno poeter
m. 310-914-3135

White wicker

BEDSIDE TABLE

CHESTER DRAWBS
Hghtwood

COFFEE MAKER
sm.whitB.3drawers

$10 626-827-1234.

$25 310-209-2058

$15 310-209-2058

-M
COLOR TV

Bfawn white jyews 12 cups $20

310-313-3583

13"new
310-312-2465

COMFORTER

COMPUTER DESK

new, king pastel

COMPUTER KEYBOARD

potefmo wood desk

COMPUTER MONITOR

pS/2 Interface & usfa

13"

COMPUTER MOUSE ms wheel mouse w/scroll wheel

COMPUTE PENT II

COMPUTER

$39 310^29-9924.

$30 310-234-0068

$100 310-923-0680^

$10 310-312-2465

$30 310-31 2-2465

DESKW/HUTCH

Mon. modem, pnitr

win.cdr.monitof. 46t)

J15. 310-312-2465

Item

IKEA COFFEE TABLE

IKEA DESK SET

Description

light maple cokM-

Price Phone

$12
inc drawer unit

310-923-0680

IKEA RECUNER CHAIR->- ottoman

INDIAN JEWELRY

IRON

old pieces (5)

KEYBOARD
sunbeam

$80 310-314-1815

$100 310-923-0680

$20ea 310-474-5419

^ 310-208-7904

LAKER GEARS
ergonomtes $15 310-429-9924

LEATHER JACKET

LOVESEAT

jersey, cap

suede. sizeM. new

MICROWAVE

PARKING SPACE

PC MONrrOR

JFjoral print durable

.6cuft

$22 626-827-1234

$20 626-827-1234.

$100 310-271-4961

Kelton/Levering

17-inch

$55

ROLLfRBLADES

SCOOTER

$40

310-429-9924

310-208-0861.

310-429-9924

new size 7

TQASTER-i-COFFEE

TWIN XL BED

use TICKET

newmetallte

$75 310-234-0068

$30 310-234-0068

white

MATT, box-spf. frame

$10 310-592-0552

$100 310-422-2852

Student sectk>n

$100 310-271-4961.

\gtnfntwooo
DESKTOP COMPUTB) mac8.6 new w/scannef

$100 310-995-8368

$40 310-488-7588.

DRAWER UNIT ikea white 3drawer8

ELEC-ADJUST BED Remote head/foot

$600 310-592-0552.

$45 310-209-2058

FENDI TOTE BAG
$200

RUNGilABINET

FUNG CABINET

Original/red

310-271-4961.

145 310-474-5419

Black, metal. 2-dwr -^
FUR COAT VtffAGE

GUCa PURSE

HP SCANNER

black, metal. 2drwr

310-488-7588.

beaver/small

^0^ 310^88-7588^
dassk: shoukJer

310-474-5419

IKEA BOOK SHELF

_high color flatbed

n/a

m. 310-474-5419

m^
$50

310-479-4429

310-923-0680

WALL MIRROR

WHITE ART DESK

$29

tall17«

or computer desk

310-422-2852

$10 310-592-0552

$20 310-313-3583

• Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

Phone: ( )
-

To place a FHEE* ad in

the Bruin Bargains, fill out

information on the right and

submit to the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.

• Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
Phone: ( )

-

•Item:

( 1 5 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
• Phone: ( )

.J L,

•M must be submllttd in person or by mail. No phone onler,alk>««i. Deadline is 1 work day prior to issue a: 12pm. Br«in Bargains ap|«areve^Wedn«day and Friday Um^M,^^^,c,>,«^f,,^w.,^l^',^^^^^
Standards of the Daily Bruin. N/A for price is disallowed.

TT)e Daily Bmin do« not authenticate, endor.. or verii)- the quality of thep^^
\

media reserves the nght to re)ect or modify the advertising who^ content discriminates on the basis of ancesto.>; color. nationaJ origin, race, religion, disabilit); age. sex. or sexual orientation.

nono^cnmmation. TT)e student

i
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Bruin, Husky wins can
lead UCLA to Rose Bowl

ATHLETES |
Swim coach optimistic with three new recruits

from page

Jeff Agase

PAC'N HEAT
jagase(a)medB.ucia.edu

I

All right boys and girls, it's time to
play an old-fashioned game of
"Jeffs Crackpot Way for the

Bruins to Get to

the Rose Bowl
Says."

Same deal as
"Simon Says,"

just with a labo-

riously drawn-
out, stupider

name.
So ...

Jeff's

Crackpot Way
for the Bruins to

Get to the Rose
Bowl says

Washington is

your second-
favorite team
this weekend

Everybody, all together now!
OK So why in the name of

Warren Moon or Mark Brunell
should we care two excrements
about a game 1,100 miles away?

Well, a Husky win over confer-

ence leader Washington State in the
Apple Cup at 3:30 p.m. amazingly
leaves UCLA controlling its own
Rose Bowl destiny.

I know. Tough to believe, especial-
ly given how my little Oliver Stone-
esque diatribe that showed up in this

fine newspaper three weeks ago had
about eight contingencies that could
have squashed the Bruins' chances.

Yet here we are and no such dis-

aster has struck.

Anyway ...

JCWFTBTGTTRB says the Bruins
absolutely need to beat USC
Saturday at 12:30 p.m.

They need to, have to, are

required to, and mess everything up
if they don't

Should UW knock off Wazzu, on
the road, and should UCLA do the
unthinkable and upset Southern Cal
(no small feat, for one to happen, a
titanic feat for both to go down), the
Dec. 7 UCLA-Washington St game
effectively becomes the Pac-10 title

game.
Oh, and ...

If the law of averages delivers

Bruin fans a punch in the groin and
one of the above doesn't occur, USC
deserves a Rose Bowl shot over
Wazzu. The TVojans have a heck of a
team this year and plenty of upstand-
ing citizens.

Ha! Didn't say Jeffs Crackpot Way
for the Br—, ah screw it, you get the
idea.

I warned you the game was stu-

1

pid, so m just put it out of its misery
right now.
No JCWFTBTGTTRB necessary.

The UCLA-USC crosstown rivalry

is just one of this weekend's big Pac-
10 grudge matches.

The Apple Cup
* Washington (6-5, 3A) at No. 3

Washington State (^-1, 6-0), 3:30

p.m., FSN (national). Streak:

Washington has won four straight

Back in August, this game was
supposed to decide the Pac-10 chanv
pion. Instead, UW is an eight-and-a-

half point underdog. But a strong

performance last week against

Oregon on the road iivjected some
bite into the Husky dog pound, and
the Cougs might have their eyes
fixed into the weeks (and BCS
games) ahead.

The Big Game
Stanford (2-8, 1-6) at Cal (6-5, a4),

12:30 p.m. Streak: Stanford has won
seven straight

On the 20th anniversary of The
Play," Cal comes in 11-point favorites

with its best chance to break the
streak in years. Too bad the Bears'

appeal to lift a postseason bowl ban
was denied, because a 44 confer-

ence record nught have been good
enough for a magical Christmas in

Las Vegas.

The Civil War
Oregon (7-4, a4) at Oregon State

(7-4, 34), 1:00 p.m. Streak: Oregon
won last year.

Remember just about 400 days
ago, when Sports Illustrated said this

game would decide the No. 1 team
in the nation? The times, they have
a' changed. The winner wiU probably
be in a tie for fifth place in the Pac-
10, and the game isn't even on TV in

Southern California.

The Why is This Game on a
Sunday Game

Arizona (4-7, 1-6) at Arizona State
(7-5, 43), 12:00 p.m. (Nov 29), FSN
(national).

Streak Arizona won last year.

From the state that brought you
no Daylight Savings Time, it's the
rivalry game nobody wiU watch.

Before you go ...

Washington's Cody Pickett sur-

passed Ryan Leaf on the all-time sin-

gle-season Pac-10 passing record ...

Carson Palmer needs just 75 passing
yards to pass Steve Stenstrom on the
career conference passing list ...

UCLA fell behind USC in average
attendance last week, but the Bruins
should end up on top after a sellout

this Saturday and a big crowd
against Washington State.

signings, Brant Rustich and Brian
Schroeder.

|

Rustich (Grossmont High School,
El C^on, Calif.), a 6-foot^ right han-
der, was listed among Baseball
America's top 50 high school
prospects.

"Brant is a well-polished right-

handed potential power pitcher,"

UCLA pitching coach Gary Adcock
said in a statement. "He has an
extremely high upside and awesome

mound presence."

Schroeder (Christian High
School, San Diego), is the son of for-

mer UCLA quarterback Jay
Schroeder.

"Schroeder is a very competitive
and tenacious left-handed pitcher
with a ton of movement on his fast-

ball and a nasty slider," Adcock said.

Swimming
Three recruits were announced in

the past week: Amy Thurman, Jeana
Fuccillo and Katie Nelson.

Thurman (Miramonte High

School, Orinda, Calif.), currently
competes for the Orinda Aquatics
club team.

"We're very excited that Amy will

be part of our team next year," head
coach Cyndi Gallagher said in a
statement "She was a very highly
recruited athlete and will have an
immediate impact on our team."

Fuccillo (Althoff CathoUc High
School, Lebanon, 111.) is on the
national junior team and was a final-

ist in the 200 and 400 Individual
Medley at the 2002 Senior National

Championships.

"Jeana is a versatile swimmer
who will help us in several areas,"

Gallagher said.

Nelson (Peninsula High School,
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.) is a
national record holder in the 1000
fi-eestyle and a three-time YMCA
national champion in the 1650
fi-eestyle.

"Katie will bolster us in fi-eestyle

events," Gallagher said. "Both Jeana
and Katie will help us tremendously
nextseasoa"

mmmm t^mmmimmmmmmmmmmmmm mmm mmm

S^€^l^^fs£/hi^ CA03

Government Non-Profit Public Policy

Environment AndlVIore. .

.

- Full-time work experience

- Internships in Government Non-Profit,

Public Policy, Environment and more
- Housing arranged at corporate apartments

Info Sessions:

Wed Nov 20 5-6 pm

Thurs Nov 21 12-1 pm

Internship and Study Abroad Services

- Stipend studeit cfir^lbf pS^^
- Stipend program to earn money

- Loans of up to $ 1 000 available

- Credit ttirougti CEE-

Deadline; Dec 6 @ 6pm
Questions? Contact Eric Baldwin

Email: ebaldwir!@$aonet.ucla.edu

310.206.1917

career.ucla.edu

^ UCLA Career Center
501 Westwood Plaza Strathmore Building Room 200 Los Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831
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More Stories Onune

• Final NCAA regular-season men's

and women's cross country rankings.

Page 16

W.Volley V. Arizona St

Swim&DIv V. Arizona St

M.WaterPolo v. USC
Football V. use
W.Hoops V. Hawaii

W.Soccer v. Texas A&M

PREVIEW^
Pauley Pavilion Thursday TpTm.
Sunset Rec Friday 12 p.m.

RoseBowlAq Saturday 10 a.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 12:30 p.m.

Honolulu, HI Saturday 4 p.m.

Drake StadiumSaturday 7 p.m.
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Determination, teamwork
pay off for men's crew team

By Marcus Anderson
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
manderson@media.ucla.edu

More goes into a crew boat than
just eight athletes.

"We're the most tight-knit team
on campus," explains UCLA rower
Cory Salisbury, who joined the
men's crew team last year. "Yeah,
we have to get up early in the
morning, but it's absolutely worth
it"

So, how important is team
unity?

Some rowers wake up at four in

the morning on a regular basis to
travel to Marina Del Rey. They row
for a couple hours, eat a quick
breakfast and then head off to
class. No complaints.

During those early-morning
hours, the team gets closer

While enthusiastically increas-
ing awareness of men's crew along
Bruin Walk last week, Salisbury
added an interesting point.

"We get the opportunity to er\joy

a peaceful moment in Los Angeles
every day That's not something
many people have."

The rowers - among the top ath-
letes in their class coming out of
high school - have to give up a lot

to be on the team. But their posi-
tive attitudes, cohesiveness and
smiles nullify any notions of sacri-

fice.

"You're on the water with a pas-
sion to row," first-year student
Chris Dekker said. "You've got
seven other guys dedicating them-
selves to the team, giving every-
thing they've got. It's a competitive
drive unknown to any other sport."

Established as a varsity sport at
UCLA in 1933, the school spon-
sored the program until 1990 when
it was cut to comply with Title IX.

In its last season, the team finished
third in the nation.

Since then, men's crew has
returned fi*om a few years of dor-
mancy in the mid-90s to being

nationally recognized. In 2001,
UCLA finished 14th out of 24
teams and improved last year to

finish 12th.

In his seventh year as head
coach, Erinn McMahan sees his

team making strong improvements
and growing more competitive
with each stroke.

Added as a varsity sport last

year, the women's crew team has
collaborated with the men's team
to share its school-sponsored
resources.

"It is great to have a women's
crew team," McMahan said. "The
men's program has no bitterness

with Title IX; there should be equi-

ty."

In 1972, Title IX was enacted to

end to sexual discrimination and
has since changed college sports

programs, as schools are now
required to allocate equal
resources and funding to men's
and women's sports.

Loss of funding has kept men's

UCLA MEN i) (. KEW
The UCLA men's crew team begins practices as early as 4 a.m. on a regular
basis despite the fact they have not been an NCAA sport since 1990.

crew fi'om maintaining its status as
one of the nation's top programs,
but their dedication and hard work
propels them to return to great-
ness. Currently, Berkeley has the
top-ranked program, providing
UCLA with its toughest competi-
tion in the Pac-10.

Although the season doesn't
begin until spring, the rowers are
anticipating an important match
against USC this weekend. While
most sports fans at the two rival

schools will be focusing on the
football game, the men's crew
team will be going for its third con-
secutive win against the Trojans.

An exceptional tradition occurs
at the end of each race - the losing
team removes the shirts off their

back and rewards the winners for
a well fought race.

Dedication, competition and
good times will be present tliis

Saturday at 7 am. in Marina del
Rey.

Men's basketball
I

offense lacks

coordination,
I

confidence
By Adam Trtcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
atitcher@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA men's basketball team was
supposed to run a fluid motion offense
against EA Sports.

The strategy was simple: move the ball
several times until a shooter is set to take his
shot Yet, something went wrong in the
Bruins' 70-64 loss to EA Sports.

"We kept running the same play we
know," sophomore guard Ryan Walcott said.

"It's a play we do all the time in practice, the
high pick and roll, but it was just two or
three passes, and then shooting."

Moreover, the team's main threat, senior
guard Jason Kapono, sat out with a sprained
right thumb. His presence was missed. Even
their opponents could not even believe it.

"They looked like they weren't confident
out there in their offense," EA Sports guard
Brian Jones said. "They came out a little

tight, and they looked like they were second-
guessing themselves. I really didn't see a
consistent effort the whole game."

To fill the void of Kapono, the team start-

ed Walcott at point guard, who switched off
directing the offense with sophomore Cedric
Bozenum.

Both players tallied two steals but were a
combined 4-14 shooting fi-om the floor.

"Cedric is the typical NBA point guard,
and Ryan is our 'Speedy Gonzalez,'" senior
Ray Young said. "They might not have scored
much, but their intensity on *D' was great."

Bozeman and Walcott helped keep EA
Sports under 70 after UCLA gave up 92
points last Wednesday to Branch West But it

did not bring a victory.

"Good thing it's not a real game,"
Bozeman said afterwards.

"It was a different look, and we had to
make the adjustment," he added. "I think we
gave a good effort, but we need to sustain
that effort"

i

The point guard change was not only a
tryout, but a necessary move for UCLA.
Kapono will be back, but other options must
be available if something is to fumble the
starting lineup in the future.

"We were trying to bring up the speed,"
UCLA head coach Steve Lavin said. "We're
trying to make the pieces fit, but we're not
going to be a well-oiled machine in three or
four days. We have five months to get bet-

ter."

Bruins stuffed in 70-64 defeat
By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
gschain(a)medi a. ucla.edu

UCLAs fans didn't see much offense
played last night

Nor did they see much defense, energy
or heart from the Bruin squad.

In fact, the most passionate and enter-

taining performance given for the 3,379
fans at Pauley Pavilion last night was
probably by the UCLA marching band.

In an embarassing display of sloppiness
and disunity, the UCLA men's basketball
team dropped its second straight exhibi-

tion game last night, losing 70^ to an EA
Sports team that came into the game with
an 0-12 record and was playing for the
fifth night in a row.

"The family grade of this game was a
D-," UCLA head coach Steve Lavin said.

The game started offon a bad note right

away for the Bruins. Before tip-off, Lavin
decided to sit out senior Jason Kapono,
their team leader and best player, because
of a sprained right thumb.

The news didn't get much better after

that. Without their top scorer, UCLA's
offense looked disarrayed for much of the
game, going only l-for-U fi-om the three
point line and missing easy shots in the
paint

"We made it a point to get the ball

inside," said freshman center Michael Fey,

who finished with two points in nine min-
utes. "But we didn't make jump shots in

the paint Me and a couple of other guys
weren't finishing."

In fact, out of EA Sports' 12 previous
games, no opponent had scored less than
72 points, and sbc teams racked up over 90
against the squad.

"They needed to get out in transition
and make baskets on the fast break, which
they didn't do," said Brian Jones, a guard
for EA Sports. Jones scored 17 points in

26 minutes.

The one semi-bright spot for the Bruins
was on defense, where they showed a
slight improvement fi^om their 92-67 loss
to Branch West last week.

"We got a little better, but we're not
there yet," Walcott said

For much of the first half, the Bruins
went with the full court press they had
been working on in practice. But UCLA
abandoned that in the second half aft^r
EA Sports hit seven of 14 fi-om beyond the
arc in the period, going to a zone defense.

"What we need to work on is identtify-

ing the shooters," said junior T.J.

Cummings. "Guys were railing one or two
three-pointers in a row, and we still

weren't finding them. We kept playing the
same guys and not cheating towards the
hot guy."

CATHERINE JUN/Daily Bruin staff

EA Sports' forward D.J. Harrison records his only block of the game against UCLA center
Michael Fey in the Bruins' 70-64 loss. Fey finished with two points in nine minutes.

Senior Ray Young tried to lead the
Bruins to a comeback in the second half,

scoring 17 of his 26 in the period. But his

efforts proved to be futile.

UCLA couldn't overcome its 16

I-

turnovers, 20 personal fouls and, most
importantly, an apparent lack of passion.

"They've got a lot of work to do," said
EA Sports' Bennett Davison. "We were
just messing around out there."

UCLA
6y Gilbert Quinonez and Seth

Fast Glass

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
sports@media.ucla.edu

As expected, UCLA has received
National Letters of Intent fi-om
high school athletes this week, fol-

lowing the beginning of the fall

signing period last Wednesday
Gymnastics
Three gymnasts have signed

with UCLA
Ashley Peckett (Port Credit

Secondary School, Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada) is the current

Canadian beam champion, and
qualified for the all-around finals at

the 2001 Worid Championships.
Aimee Walker (Valley Village,

Calif.) is training for the 2003 U.S.

and World Championships.

Courtney Walker (Santa Monica
High School) is a two-time Level 10

national championships qualifier

"Once again, we are reloading

with amazing talent," UCLA head
coach Valorie Kondos Field said in

a statement
Men's Basketball
Forward Trevor Ariza

(Westchester High School, Los
Angeles) submitted his NLI on Nov
14 to play at UCLA He is the No. 4
power forward in the coimtry
according to The Sporting News,
and was rated by Pac West Hoops
as the No. 2 power forward on the
West Coast.

"(Ariza's) a tremendous athlete

with the versatility to play inside

and outside," L'CLAhead coach
Steve Lavin said in a statement.

Men's Tennis
Robert Yun, the No. 1 player in

(

the U.S. Termis Association Boys'
18's singles rankings returned his

NLI Monday.
Yim, fi-om Glendale, competed

in the main draw of all four junior

grand slam tournaments, reaching

the round of 16 in both the
Australian and U.S. Opens.

"I expect Robert to come in and
maintain UCLAs tradition as one of
the top teams in the country," head
coach Billy Martin said in a state-

ment
Yim also reached the semifinaLs

of the USTA Super National
Hardcourts in August.

Women's Golf
The Bruins' women's golf team

has added a dynamic component
to an already well-rounded^squad.

Hannali Jyn, a senior at Torrey
Pines Ujgn School in San Diego,
subntitted her NLI on Nov. 14.

Coach Carrie Leary is very opti-

mistic that Jun can contribute to
the team as a freshman.

"I expect her to make an imme-
diate impact with her game," Leary
said. "She's a really great player
with a proven junior record."

Jun's track record is almost as
impressive as her golfing ability.

She finished second at the 2002
Junior World Championships,
shooting a sizzling 11 under par
over three rounds. She is currently

ranked 13th in the national ama-
teur rankings.

Last week, Jun set a California

Interscholastic Federation record
by capturing her third consecutive
CIF-San Diego Section
Championship.

le Bruins hope to be the recip-

ient of Jun's talents for the next
four years.

"Jun's a huge part in our building

for the future," Leary said.

SoftbaU
Infielder Jodie Legaspi from

Pacifica High School, Garden
Grove, Calif., has signed a letter of
intent to come to UCLA

"1 can't wait to come to UCLA,"
Legaspi said. "It's going to be cool."

UCLA couldn't confirm the sign-

ing, but Legaspi did say that she
signed the National Letter of
Intent

"From when I was very little, I've

been fascinated by UCLA," Legaspi
said. "It has a good tradition, good
athletics and academics."

Legaspi earned all-CIF honors
last season.

Baseball
LTCLA baseball announced two

ATHLCTES
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J UCLA-USC games
unite generations

of loyal Bruins,

keep rivalry alive
Sometimes I really freak myself out when

I examine the depth of my hatred for
USC.

On the way to the Coliseum for the rival-
ry game several years ago, I recall being
worked up into such a fury at the sight of
Southern Cal fans that

as our car approached a
parking lot, I stuck my
head out of the sun roof
and told a couple of
geriatric Trojan fans to

do something to them-
selves that involved the
F-word.

I was probably 13- or
14-years-old, and I really

don't understand why I

felt the need to express
myself in that manner
My mom and dad -

model UCLA fans -

were not pleased with
me.
My parents, Larry and

Adrian, graduated fi"om UCLA in 1974 and
have remained loyal to their alma mater
since. My dad has been to every 'SC game
over the last 20 years.

In actuality, it is quite easy to see how I

can be worked up into such fervor at the
sight of a surgeon (this slur for a TYojan
was coined by radio personality Jim Healy
and is a shortened version of the moniker
"brain surgeon," which USC fans and play-
ers clearly deserve, as they are geniuses).
This hatred runs in the family with my dad
as the paradigm of outrageous behavior.

"I am much more mature now than I

once was. I am able to stay calm," he said.

"The week before the game I get kind of
excited. But once I get to the stadium and I

see someone wearing cardinal polyester
pants, my hair stands on end and it's all

over after that."

I recall some of my father's more irisane

shenanigans at the 'SC games, as I remem-
ber him coming home from every game, so
hoarse from yelling that he could not speak.
Some might say my dad takes the game

too seriously.

"He takes it too personally," my mom "

said. "He hates the 'SC fans - 1 don't hate
the fans, I just want the Bruins to win."

"Certainly mistakes were made with
regards to substance abuse," my dad added.

"He should be regretful," my mom coun-
tered, laughing. "I just remember when you
kids were little, and he got very drunk and
loud and stood up, and people asked him to
be quiet, and he became belligerent and
grabbed himself and flicked people off."

Back in his wilder days my dad used to
t2^e a flask of whiskey to his upper arm in

order to partake of the sweet barley nectar
inside the stadium. That method was
acUusted when his children arrived on the
scene.

"He used to tape bottles of alcohol to

your sister's arms and legs because who is

going to frisk a little girl?" my mom said.

She later told me she was joking about
that tale, but my sister Felicia was able to

partially substantiate the claim.

"He had me sneak in a flask for him to
get through security," she said. "I was
scared that I was doing something obvious-
ly wrong, but I was happy to help my dad."

In fact, Felicia has a rzither levelheaded
opinion of our dad's behavior

"Sometimes it was embarrassing to be
with him when he was screaming and
yelling at the football field and the peopi^;

*

in the stands," she said. "I wanted to pre-

tend I wasn't with him, but in the end I was
always proud to have such a spirited, ani-

mated and loud father."

The pageantry of the rivalry is another
exciting aspect of the game. And by
pageantry I mean downing alcohol and
eiyoying some chili with all of the fixings.

"I love going to the games, I like the
whole experience of it," my mom said.

My parents will be attending Saturday's
game with some of their friends, and I will

go visit their contingency after my com-
padres and I ingest some food that will look
rather plebian in comparison to the parents'
spread.

My mom iiiformed me of their menu:
deviled eggs, bagels and lox, spinach
quiche, fiiiit salad, and homemade choco-
late chip cookies and brownies. To drink
Bloody Marys.

Of course, my mother, the best cook in
the worid, will be preparing the feast While
I'm trying to figure out how to wrap bacon
around a hot dog like the delicacy the ven-
dors at the Rose Bowl sell, my parents will
be eating quiche.

Spinach quiche.

But we all know that going to the big
game is so much more than fancy food and
cocktails; the game is primarily about flip-

ping out.

All of this talk of wild behavior makes
me wonder about what my dad was like in
college at the games.

"I'm sure I went to all the UCLA-USC
games in college, but I only remember
freshman year."

I hope I don't remember my four
Southern Cal games - then I'll know I had
fun.

/

J

Ecu:h of this week's sports columns will cele-
brate Beat 'SC Week.

aoB
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Local bar subject
l

^SAC approves online voting
%^ I

By Menaka Fernando accessibility provided by the ability to
j||||f DISTRIBUTION OF ONLINE VOTES

of public hearing
MADISON'S MAY FACE OPERATIONS RESTRICTIONS,

CLOSURE DUE TO ALLEGED UNDERAGE DRINKING, FIGHTS

By Brian Sullivan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bsulllvan ©media, ucla.edu

One of the few watering holes in Westwood
is being called a "^public nuisance," and is facing
possible censure for allegedly serving alcohol
to underage patrons and because of fights start-

ed in the bar, some involving UCLA football
players.

Madison's NeighbortKXKi Bar and Grill is the
subject of a public hearing today which could
possibly result in the establishment's closure or
restrictions placed on its operations. The hear-
ing has been called by the Los Angeles City
Planning Department, on the recommendation
of the Los Angeles Police Department, who said
they have received complaints from community
members that violent behavior and underage
drinking at the bar are adversely affecting the
area and endangering the public at large.

Over the past year, Madison's has been cited
by the LAPD multiple times for serving alcohol

to underage customers, according to Sergeant
Carmine Sasso of the LAPD's West LA Vice
unit Sasso said his officers issued citations on
an almost weekly basis to either underage cus-
tomers with fake LD.s or to one of the restau-

rant's employees for serving them.
The bottom line is these are issues that

could be controlled in certain steps," Sasso
said.

Sasso recently met with Milton Zampelli,
Madison's proprietor, and discussed solutions
for the problems Madison's has faced

"They (West LA Vice) appreciated the diffi-

culties of operating a restaurant/bar in
Westwood Village, especially when a high per-
centage of your patrons are of student age,"
Zampelli said in a letter addressing the iqx;om-
ing hearing.

"We discussed our concerns and they helped
us with a number of suggestions which we have
since implemented. We are optimistic that these

I
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By Menaka Fernando

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
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After over an hour of heated debate,
the Undergraduate Students Association
Council approved the implementation of
online voting for the spring 2003 general
elections at their meeting Tuesday night.

Following the special online referen-
dum election in October that drew more
voters than the past two general elec-

tions, USAC approved the implementa-
tion of online voting via the MyUCLA
Web site. USAC also caUed for the
Elections Board to present a revised
election code and specific strategies of
implementation by fifth week of winter
quarter.

Despite council concerns about secu-
rity and vagueness, the proposal was
s^proved with a 10-0-2 vote.

External Vice President Chris Neal
and Academics Affairs Commissioner
Chris Diaz abstained from voting on the
proposal.

Due to the lack of a specific voting
strategy, Neal and Diaz said they felt

uncomfortable voting on the proposal.
"We are not saying we don't want

online voting, we just want something
more specific," Diaz said.

Neal suggested the council vote to
implement online voting but to use it

only at specific locations on campus.
But E-board Chairman Chris Abraham

contested that this would reduce student

accessibility provided by the ability to
vote online from any location.

Students abroad wouldn't be able to
vote in the elections, Abraham said.

"(Neal) wouldn't be able to vote if the
elections took place when he was on a
trip," Abraham said, referring to the
Neal's recent trip to Ghana.
Abraham said the E-board based their

recommendation on the fact that online
voting would be the most cost-effective,

secure and inclusive method of voting
for undergraduates.

Due to BruinCard office requests that
futiu-e USAC elections have all polling
locations permanently wired, costs
under the paper ballot system would
exceed $50,000, according to statistics in

literature presented to USAC by the E-
board.

The statistics showed that voting
through MyUCLA would cost five times
less than a paper ballot system.
The money saved in an Internet vote

compared to a paper-ballot vote would
be tremendous, Abraham said.

"It is my responsibility to use student
funds most efficiently," he said. "Its just
too good to pass up."

In addition to reduced costs, online
voting would be more convenient for stu-

dents, E-board Adviser Mike Cohn said.

A breakdown of the referendum vote
distribution showed that a large percent-
age of students voted during the hours
that paper-ballot voting would not be
available - specifically between the

TIME DISTRIBUTION OF ONUNE VOTES
Earlier In the quarter, the online fee

referendum vote drew more voters than

the past two general elections. A large

percentage of students voted online

during the hours that a paper ballot vote

would not have been available.

(8 a.H.-5 p.a.) - o«Hm voti«g dwiNg rtgirfir paptr baJtot bo

(5 P.III.-8 a.111.) - oflKne voting dwin Mw-papw balot Imra

Local merchants seek ways

to address homelessness
BUSINESS OWNERS WORRIED ABOUT QUALITY OF LIFE,

COMMERCE; WORK WITH POLICE ON PROBLEM-SOLVING

By Hilalre Fong

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
hfong® media. ucla.edu

Los Angeles poUce officers and business
owners discussed homeless people in
Westwood who may hurt businesses at a town
hall meeting at Jerry's Famous DeU Tuesday.

About 25 merchants showed up to ask
questions and address concerns about the
quahty of life aroimd their businesses. They
wanted to know what to do when homeless
people interfered with their businesses.

Los Angeles Police Captain Richard
Wenuner advised business owners to develop
a relationship with Officer Michael Wang and
Sergeant Jeff HoUis, who deal with Westwood
\lllage complaints.

There are two parts to the goal of the police
uiut, said Wemmer. The first part is determin-
ing which laws homeless people might be
breaking and the second part is enforcing
those laws, he said.

Mollis suggested merchants call the prob-
lem solving unit, a non-emergency line, or 9^1-

1 if they have any problems with homeless
people breaking the law.

People can make a citizen's arrest if a
homeless persooi commits a misdemeanor
that is not in the presence of a pohce officer,

said Wang.
"It is an investment on your part and the

part of your employees," said HoUis. "It does
not solve problems to just call the police, and
then have the guy come back."

"If we have a community that does not take
actions, it is hard to solve the problem,"
Wemmer said.

The police department handed out a
Trespass Arrest Authorization form, which
may force homeless people to leave business-
es for at least 24 hours. If homeless people
violate the law, they may be prosecuted.

One homeless man, Harold Prather, Jr.,

said people should have a right to be any-
where.

Besides discussing ways to deal with
homeless people who break the law, the
police department and business owners
talked about how to improve the Uves of
homeless people.

"We aren't the bad people trying to get rid
of them," said Wang. "We want to help them,
and get them to another place to help them
start a new life."

Homeless people are in Westwood for eco-
nomic reasons - they are looking for food and
possibly shelter, Wang said.

Students in particular may be more sympa-
thetic towards homeless people asking for
food or money.

"I give them change sometimes," said
Hammad Samana, a first-year liberal studies
student at Santa Monica City College. "You or
I or anyone else can be there someday."

Others do not agree with helping the home-
less in that way.

"The worst thing that you can do is hand
them money," said Janet Ganaway, associate
executive director of People Assisting the
Homeless.

"It seems like the homeless in Westwood
are just living day to day instead of going out
to get help," said fourth-year bio-chemistry
student SusAnn Wmbush.

It does not take that much to get help, she
said. There are shelters and public assistance
for the homeless if they really wanted them,
she added.

There are many shelters the homeless can
go to, such as the one at the Hollywood
Center, Ganawa said.

But one homeless man in Westwood, who
identified himself as B.J., said he does not go

HOyEliSS
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Homeless people in Westwood can hurt business, shop owners say. Business owners met on
Tuesday with Los Angeles police officers to talk about what they can do regarding their concerns.

UC-managed nuclear research lab

under investigation for missing items

ALLEGATIONS OF CORRUPTION AT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL
LABORATORY PROMPT DIRECTOR TO REQUEST INQUIRY

MIKE \_ mr^_> L' \iL5 uklin ^takf

VJlVinS tllSriRS I mgh school students in the Upward Bound program eiijoy

a Thanksgiving lunch at the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity house. See story on page 3.

By Noah Grand
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand ©media, ucla.edu

Federal inspectors are investigating allega-

tions that management has covered up illegal

activities at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
which is managed by the University of
California.

The investigation comes after nearly $3 mil-

lion worth of items disappeared or were
reported missing fi^om the nuclear research
lab in the last three years, according to an
internal document obtained by the
Albuquerque Journal.

Lab director Dr. John Browne requested the
investigation in early November after anony-

mous allegations of corruption affecting
national security were reported by other news
organizations.

"It was important to have investigators come
in quickly," said Los Alamos press aide Jim
Danneskiold.

Acting administrator of the National Nuclear
Security Administration Linton Brooks
endorsed Browne's inquiry.

The NNSA works with the lab and the UC to
develop nuclear weapons and maintain the
safety of the United States' nuclear weapons
stockpiles.

Officials fi^om the Department of Energy's
Office of Inspector General launched the inves-
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hours of 5 p.m. and 8 a.m.
But some council members expressed

concern about students' rights of privacy
and the issue of block voting.

Block voting had not been an issue in
the previous online election, Abraham

ONLINE
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Many groups

on campus

divided about

war with Iraq

By Rebeoca Steirrfeld

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
rstelnfeld(?medla. ucla.edu

Student groups are divided on how
to react to the increasing possibility of
an American war with Iraq. Some
groups speak out in full si5)port of
American military action, others criti-

cize current U.S. policy and voice
their opposition to war, while the
msyority remain undecided
Many student groiq)s are so divided

on the war issue that they have been
unable to adopt an official stance.

Kristina Meshelski, chairwoman of
the Bruin Democrats and Daily Bruin
contributor, said she was unable to
comment on the position ofher group
as the views of the membersh4) were
so diverse. She did, however, say
more members were against war than
in favor of it

Bruins for Israel chair Jennifer
Dekel, a fourth-year communication
studies student, remained similarly

closed on her group's view. She said
the members have not taken an offi-

cial position and only intend to do so
if Iraq attacks LsraeL In that case, they
would definitely support American
action against Iraq, and the deposition
of Saddam Hussein.

However, some groups have adopt>
ed clear positions on the controversial

issue. They either criticize the current
U.S. foreign policy and condemn the
possibihty of war with Iraq, or
s^plaud ttie foreign policy and sup-
port the war.

Behzad Raghian, a member of the
International Socialist Organization
and fifth-year political science student
is vehemently anti-war. He said he
believes the United States wants
regime change not for humanitarian
reasons, but so that it can install a
puppet government to do its bidding.

The U.S. has a lot to gain - Iraq has
the second biggest oil reserve in the
world,** he said He also said the
United States wants to legitimize its

unrivaled economic and military posi-

tion and is using the facade ofhuman-
itarian concern to do so.

Raghian is convinced that the
United States is a war monger. 1
guarantee you, within the next two
months the U.S. will find a way to
invade Iraq,** he said
By contrast, some student groiqjs

have spoken out in si^port of the
United States and its aim to remove
Hussein.

Andrew Jones, chair of the Bruin
Republicans, fourth-year political sci-

ence student and former Daily Bruin
Viewpoint columnist, unequivocally

supports President Bush's positioa

He said he believes Hussein repre-

sents a serious threat to the United
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ligation Monday, 10 days after the UC's
top official in charge of laboratory
oversight, John McTkgue, announced
his intention to leave this position.

UC press aide Jeff Garberson said
McTague s announcement is not con-
nected to the investigation.

"He had decided to retire several
months ago and was just waiting for
right time," Garberson said.

Garberson said McTague would
not comment on the investigation.
His resignation is effective once the
UC appoints his replacement

Garberson said the university will

cooperate with the investigation.

"The DOE review will run its

course and the laboratory, university
and Department of Energy will all

take action as appropriate,"

The Office of Inspector

General confirmed in a state-

ment that charges against lab-

oratory management are

being investigated, but the UC
is not specifically mentioned.

Garberson said.

The UC oversees the operations of
three national laboratories - includ-
ing Los Alamos - for the Department
of Energy and the NNSA.

Lab directors, including Browne,
are appointed by the university's pres-
ident, while the federal government
provides lab funding.

The Office of Inspector General
confirmed in a statement that charges
against laboratory management are

being investigated, but the UC is not
specifically mentioned.

The office would not say when the
investigation will be concluded and
will not make additional comments
until the investigation is over, accord-
ing to press aide Wilma Slaughter.

The university might conduct its

own investigation after federal
authorities finish their investigation,

Garberson said.

Los Alamos has been the target of
other federal investigations in recent
months.

In October the FBI got warrants to
search the homes of two lab workers,
alleging they have used lab credit

cards to buy more than $50,000 of
unapproved merchandise.

With reports from Daily Bruin wire
services.
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free Delivery
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Sun-Thurs *till 1 :00 am • Fri-Sat 'till 2:00 am
SkaUy*9 Frhratt K&mm fm tundnisers, meetings, parties, etc. for FREE!

Ttjf our nemmiMo! buffalo wings, jua^ ravioli, and grilled chicken pomodoro sandwic

ALL THE TIME

SUITER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery

Free Delivery

I

Buy any large pizza

at regular price &

get a second one

FREE!

Limit 3 pizzas

24^11

1 medium 12 inch, 8 slices

one topping pizza

.^9
Regular pric^e $10.99, Save $4.50

medium one topping pizzas, only $12.

ow\^ Any large 3 topping pizza

$9.?^
Spedames Include Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,

Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

NEWBRUIN MEAL DEAL
/ large Slice of Pizza, salad, 1/2 order of mojos,

with FREE all you can drink beverage bar

(save over $5)

oH»-^

Dine- in or carry out only

Shakey's
Combination

Any medhrni one topping pizza plus mojo potatoes, FREE Salad!

I
and your cttoice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread or* 5 Chicken Breast Strips

*

Special

Student & Faculty Rate

To/From LAX

1114G^^ Ave., Westwood Village

'W-r ^ [ * I
'

T ^i-^

PRIME TIME®SHUTTLE
1-(800)599-9990
*Offer good within a 1/4 mile radius

of campus

Spoivtoredby

USA Programming Fynd,
USAC Omtingency Fund, cSl^,

OCHC, EPC fCP. DHRA, DNPRA

ate:

mm: 4:00i

WHATS BREWIN'
Today

12 p.m. to 2 p.m.

SAA
Beat 'SC Bruin Fair
Bruin Plaza

310-UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free

Take a break with some BEAT USC
games, food, and music!

7 p.m.

Bruin Democrats
Meeting

Ackerman2408
310-274-2287

7:30 p.m.

UCLA Dept of Ethnomusicology
Music of India Student Ensemble
(recital)

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg
1200

^

Donna Armstrong
Free

November 22

12 p.m. to 1 p.m.
SAA
Beat 'SC Bruin Spirit Day
Bruin Plaza

310-UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

Free

Free goodies going out to those dis-

playing their Bruin Pride!

November 25

12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Chancellor's Office

Twins Presentation by UCLA's Dr.

Lazareff

James West Alumni Center Conference
Room
Price: Free

310-794-0660

Carrie Smith

Dr. Jorge Lazareff, lead neurosurgeon
and director of pediatric neurosurgery
at Mattel Children's Hospital at UCLA,
will share his personal recollections

and professional insights about the
coi\joined Guatemalan twins surgery.

7 p.m.

SAA
Spring Sing Information

James West Alumni Center
310^25-2252

Keri Kraft

Find out how you can participate in

this year's Spring Sing and perform for

celebrity judges and an audience of
more than 4500.

7:30 p.m.

UCLA Dept of Ethnomusicology
Music of Mexico Student Ensemble
(recital)

Jan Popper TTieater, Schoenberg 1200
310-206^33
Doruia Armstrong
Free

^tA4ukUcmal(esUual dancUif, koAJUu t^ rn^ike^ rnacfil

(a^ t^fie^o^ tice^ caAe^) , and aii^amd^J<^^ %he^
uidt^ to4s^ opcmtmml slt^le^ (^uniesy, and^p^ee^ samples^

Of cultatat food.

Performances B
UCLA Kvodo Taiko
UCLA NSU's Odori

Kijjma Daiko
Kasnima-Shinryu
MegumI Yasutomi

DirecticM to UCLA:
From ffie 405
Exit east onto Sunset Blvd.
Right on Westwood (1st Street after Bellagio)
Parking for Sunset Village Available at Kiosk

For more information, please visit wwwJcianikMlCcom
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Fraternity serves high schoolers, community
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By Eriinda Santiago

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
esantiago ©media. ucla.edu

Students may think of drinking and partying
when they hear the words "Greek life."

But members of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
were busy serving 25 high-school students turkey
and mashed potatoes Wednesday as part of the
first Thanksgiving Luncheon and Speakers
Program.

i

In cooperation with the Provisional
Accelerated Learning Center, students participat-
ing in the Upward Bound program spent an after-
noon touring the UCLA campus and meeting
members of the fraternity. The program is

designed to academically prepare low-income
and first-generation students to attend and suc-
ceed in a college environment.

Christian McKenly, who was the tour guide and
a member of the fraternity before he graduated
fit)m UCLA last spring, said Greek life, in general,
suffers from a negative image when in fact many
members are involved in the community.

"There is a perception that the Greek system
just parties. That is untrue,*' McKenly said.

For McKenly, hosting the luncheon and mak-
ing it an annual event is a way to dispel this
image.

"We are doing this just to get the word out that
the Greek system is not just about partying," he
said.

Berky Nelson, Director of the UCLA Center for
Student Programming, was one of the guests who
received the Delta Award for career achievement
in service to students. He applauds the fi-atemity
for being involved and for trying to chip away the
negative image of Greek life.

"Seeing this fraternity expending itself and
helping young kids is a positive for me because
usually we only see the negative aspect of Greek
life," Nelson said in a speech he gave after being
presented with an award from the fi-atemity.

Alan Hanson, the retiring Director of the UCLA
Office of Residential Life and also a recipient of
the Delta Award, said the partnership being fos-
tered by the PAL Center and the fi-atemity is an
"excellent idea"

"UCLA is in a situation where there is an awful
lot of interest in having a mist of students,"

Hanson said.

"The outreach can help produce that, and it's

the best kind of educational experience for every-

one," he added.

Delta Sigma Phi is not the only fi-atemity active

in the conununity.

Alpha Tau Omega, for instance, is conducting a
toy drive for abused children. The toys will go to

the Westside Children's Hospital just in time for

the Christmas season.

According to Mike Huber, president of Alpha
Tau Omega, many sororities and fraternities are
also involved in a canned food drive and a book
drive.

When Steve Morris, the president of Delta
Sigma Phi, was asked what he hopes the kids
learned from this experience, he hoped only that
they had a good time.

"The primary reason we are doing this is to

motivate them. But we also hope that they felt

welcomed at UCLA and at the Delta Sigma
house," he said

Community college bans

smoking anywhere on campus
The Associated Press

RIVERSmE, Calif. ~ Riverside
Community College approved a plan
to ban all tobacco use on its three
campuses after Jan. 1.

Tuesday's unanimous vote by
school trustees makes the college one
of the first public institutions in
California to prohibit tobacco use on
its campuses.

"It's going to be more of an educa-
tional effort than anything else," col-
lege President Salvatore Rotella said.

"There are sanctions, but they are a
last resort The emphasis is on educa-
tion."

The policy will take effect Jan. 1 at
the district's three can^)uses, which
are in Riverside, Moreno Valley and
Norco.

Under the new plan, the school will

distribute information and hold class-

es to help people quit using tobacco.
RCC currently prohibits smoking

inside and within 20 feet of buildings
as well at Wheelock Field, the football

stadium in Riverside. The ban also

will include parking lots and inside

college vehicles.

Rotella said each campus will have
the option of designating a smoking
area Each campus will form a com-
mittee of students, faculty, staff and
administrators to oversee the imple-
mentation of the policy.

The school's chapter of the
California Teachers Association may
file an unfair labor-practices claim
over the ban, union chapter President
Dwight Lomayesva said. He said the
ban represents a change in working
conditions that should have been part
of collective baigaining.

Department of Near Eastern Languages and Culture

Winter 2003

Jubahm b ChrhtCamt^ b Islam

^ear Eastern £an^ua^e5 50"^

Join your fellow students in learning about the development
of Jewish, Christian and Muslim beliefs and practices.

Discover the richness of sacred texts, theology and
tradition, and explore the unique teachings and claims of,

each religion as well as the common ground they share.

Now more than ever, show your Bruin Pride!

Professor Carol Bakhos

Near Eastern Languages SOB

v
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Senate passes homeland security bill

THK ASS(K1ATKI> l*KE.SS

ben. Dick Durbin. D- II., seen in this image from video, presides over the Senate, announcing the bill to create the
Department of Homeland Security has passed the Senate by a vote of 90-9 Tuesday. Nov. 19. in Washington. D.C.

By Jesse J. Holland

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHIN(;T()N - The Senate

approved the larj^esl j^overnnient
reorganization since World War II in
hopes of preventing another Sept. 1 1-

type attack. But the nionthslong
effort may have been just a warniup
for a bigger battle over h(jw to get the
new Homeland Security Department
up and ruiming.

"Setting up tliis new department
will take time, but I know we will
meet the challenge together," a jubi-
lant President Bush said after the
Senate, nearing ac^oumment of the
107th Congress, voted 90-9 on
Tuesday to authorize the new
Cabinet agency.

On a day that gave Bush a number
of decisive legislative victories, the
president hailed the bill as "landmark
in its scope."

"The United States Senate voted
overwhelmingly to better protect
America and voted overwhehuingly
to help people find work," Bush said
at a news conference Wednesday in

Prague, Czech Republic, referring to
bills creating the new department
and bolstering businesses with ter-

rorism insurance.

Speaking with Senate Republican
leaders from Air Force (3ne as he
flew to NATO meetings in Europe,
the president said the Senates work
"ends a session which has .seen two
years wortli of legislative work which
has been very productive for tlie

American people."

Eight Democrats and independent
Sen. James Jeffords of Vermont
voted "no" on the homeland security

bill, which merges 22 diverse agen-
cies with combined budgets of about
$40 billion and which employ 170,000
workers. It will be the largest federal

reorganization since the Defense
Department was created in 1947.

Tom Ridge, director of the White
House Office of Homeland Security,

indicated Wednesday that he would
head the new department if that's

Bush's wish.

"I'm prepared to serve the presi-
dent in whatever capacity he thinks I

can serve the country," Ridge said,

when asked about this on CBS' "The
Early Show."

But the battles over the depart-
ment are just begirming. It will take
months for the agency to get fully off
the ground. And a budget stalemate

T
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Think again

continues to block most of the extra
money for domestic security
enhancements both that parties
want for the fiscal year that began
Oct. 1.

On top of that, many senators
were not happy with the fmal ver-
sion of tlie bill and said they would
work to make changes next year.

"I have no doubt that next year
we will back addressing the short-
commgs that are in this bill," said
outgoing Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle, D-S.D.

^
But Republicans cheered the

biU's passage, saying it was better to
have a final product than to keep
trying to amend the legislation.

"The terrorists are not going to
wait for a process that goes on days,
weeks or months," said Sen. TVent
Lott, R-Miss., who will be next year's
Senate m^yority leader.

The Senate also:

- Sent Bush a bill making the gov-
ernment the insurer of last resort for
terrorist attacks, with a maximum
annual tab to taxpayers of $90 bil-
lion. The vote was 86-11.

- Voted 55-44 to approve U.S.
District Court Judge Dennis Shedd
to be an appeals court judge.

- Sent Bush a measure keeping
federal agencies open through Jan.
11, needed due to unfinished spend-
ing bills.

- Used voice votes to approve
about 130 land and water bills. They
included a bill sent to the House
extending for three years the CalFed
project, aimed at restoring the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta
which provides water for drinking
and irrigation for much of the state.

The 107th Congress isn't officially

finished yet. The Senate was to meet
again Wednesday, with no voting
planned. The House was to meet
Friday to give final, voice-vote
approval to small changes the
Senate made in the homeland secu-
rity bill before sending it to Bush for
his signature.

Most senators fled Washington on
Tuesday, cleaning out their desks
and saying goodbye to departing
members like 99-year-old GOP Sen.
Strom Thurmond of South Carolina,
as well as GOP Sens. Jesse Hehns of
North Carolina, Fred Thompson of
Tennessee, Bob Smith of New
Hampshire and Phil Gramm of
Texas.

Some Democratic senators were
on their way out as well, including
Sens. Jean Camahan of Missouri,
Robert Torricelli of New Jersey and
Max Cleland of Georgia, all ofwhom
either lost re-election campaigns or
did not run.
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High winds impede oil spill cleanup in Spain
250 TONS OF FUEL OIL RECOVERED; PROCESS
MAY TAKE SIX MONTHS SAYS SPANISH MINISTER

lUL A.Sai>^iAi tU i'ntSS
Naval cadets clean the oil pollution from a beach in northwestern Spain, on Wednesdav a dav after the
Bahamas-registered 'Prestige' oil tanker sank into the Atlantic Ocean about 150 miles off the coast.

By Mar Roman ~t

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAION, Spain — Winds reaching 60
mph and hi^ waves hindered shoreline

cleanup as seafood farmers scrambled to

salvage the cockle, mussel and clam har-

vest Wednesday, a day after the tanker
Prestige and its cargo of fuel oil sank off

Spain.

However, the high winds, which pushed
waves to 26 feet, helped break up a large

oil slick off Portugal as Spanish authorities

worried the storm was shoving a second
fuel oil slick closer to the coast

Spain's Interior Ministry said no fuel had
spilled since the single-hulled vessel broke
apart and sank about 150 miles off the
Spanish coast Tliesday, six days after it

ruptured in a storm. Officials said they
hoped the oil would solidify two miles
down in frigid water, limiting damage in

the short-term.

The Prestige has spilled about 1.6 mil-

lion of its 20-million gallon load of heavy
fuel oil, a total twice the size of the Exxon
Valdez crude-oil spill off Alaska in 1989.

Spain said Wednesday it had spotted
four oil slicks, including one 10 miles long
and 3 miles wide, near the wreckage about
150 miles off the Galician coast
Two smaller slicks are about 40 miles

west of Cape Finisterre, and a third is just
off the coast at the Muros inlet, Spanish
officials said. Portugal said a large slick it

was monitoring Tuesday apparently dis-

persed in rough seas.

Spanish Environment Minister Jaume
Matas said oil has contanunated nearly 180
miles of Galicia's scenic coastline and rich
fishing waters. During a visit to a soiled
beach near the fishing port of Caion, he
estimated economic losses at $42 million

so far and said the cleanup could take six

months.
Crews with shovels and buckets

worked in strong wind and heavy rain to
scoop up sludge along Galicia's craggy

Gang Violence rising; homicide

rate in L.A. highest in six years
By Paul Chavez

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

An eruption of deadly street vio-

lence in Los Angeles led top police
brass to sound the alarm
Wednesday and vow to try to stop it.

Gang violence is a msyor contrib-

utor to the surge in the city's gener-
al homicide rate, which in the past
week alone has been staggering: 13
people were killed between Friday
and Monday. Another seven were
shot in less than an hour Tuesday,
one fatally.

Not all those crimes were known
to have involved gangs, but much of
the violence has occurred in gang-
plagued South Los Angeles, where
top officers and community leaders
met at the 77th Street poUce station

Wednesday to publicly take a stand
against it i

The message is, the community
isn't going to tolerate the violence
that's going on out here and we're
going to work with them," said
Capt James Miller, the area com-

manding officer.

There have been 583 homicides
in Los Angeles so far this year.
Miller said - the most since 1996.
Forty-three percent of the killings

have occurred in the South Bureau,
one of the city's eight police
bureaus.

In the past week alone there were
eight homicides in 77th's area, one
of four South Bureau units. Five of
the killings were on one thorough-
fare, Western Avenue, and two at
one intersection, 83rd and Western.

.

Chief William J. Bratton called
the weekend of violence "four hor-
rific days" and warned that the city

could become the homicide capital
of the nation by year's end.

Bratton asked commanding offi-

cers last week to develop an ongo-
ing strategic plan to deal with the
rise in crime. The multiagency
approach would involve state and
federal law enforcement agencies
as well as community involvement.
Bratton also called for detectives to
respond to more crime scenes.

coast The government said more than 250
tons of fuel oil had been recovered so far,

half on land and half at sea by skimmer
boats.

Rough seas kept two of the vessels -
sent fi-om France and Holland - out of the
mission Wednesday, the interior ministry
said.

In some coastal areas not yet hit by the
fuel oil, seafood farmers rushed to harvest
mussels, clams and cockles ahead of
schedule. Spain's fishing industry is worth
$330 million a year.

In the inlet of Ria de Arosa, described as
one ofthe world's top mussel grounds, har-
vesters pulled up ropes on which clusters
of black mussels grow, and plucked them
all. Normally smaller ones are left behind
to mature.

The same area of northwest Spain suf-
fered a disastrous spill 10 years ago when
the Greek tanker Aegean Sea ran aground
nearA Coruna and lost 21.5 million gallons
of oil. In 1999, an oil spill fi-om the tanker
Erika polluted 250 miles of French coastr
line.

A U.N. treaty banning single-hulled
tankers entered into force this year, but
the phase-in period stretches to 2015.

ECSTASY USERS NEEDED
FOR A

RESEARCH STUDY

• Healthy Voulnteers, Ages ] 8-45

• You may be compensated up to $105

• Study consists of 3 visits to UCIA

FOR INFORMATION CALL

1 -888-699-7878

This study is conducted by Thomas F. Newton, M.D.
and is coverd by a certificate of confidentiality issued

from the State Department and the Department of

Health and Human Services.
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lynmnviiit:

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

LOS ANGELES KINGS NASHVILLE PREDATORS

Thursday, December 5th -7:30 pm
United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

US. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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FBI surveillance powerful in past, may become stronger in future
By Ted Bridis

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — They have bro-

ken into homes, offices, hotel rooms
and automobiles. Copied private
computer files. Installed hidden
cameras. Listened with micro-
phones in one couple's bedroom for

more than a year. Rummaged
through luggage. Eavesdropped on
telephone conversations.

It's the FBI, operating with per-

mission from a secretive U.S. court
in a high-stakes effort pitting the
nation's premier law enforcement
agency against the world's spies and
terrorists.

The Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act - enacted in 1978
and strengthened after Sept. 11,
2001, by the Patriot Act - gives
investigators a potent arsenal
against "agents of a foreign power."
The Bush administration this week
won an important court victory

affirming its plans to expand these
tactics to more cases.

The whole thing is very, very
mysterious and quiet," said Plato
Cacheris, the Washington lawyer
who represented spies Aldrich Ames
and Robert Hanssen. "There's not a
lot that anyone can teU you."

Surveillance is a deadly serious

game among the trench-coat set fea-

turing "black bag" jobs and wiretaps.

Their 007-like gadgets - one cap-
tures every keystroke typed on a tar-

get's computer - and the specialized
agents who use them are among the
best available.

These tools and the law are
"designed to target intelligence offi-

cers and people trained by intelli-

gence officers," said Michael Woods,
a former senior FBI lawyer who
coordinated many investigations.

Nearly all those known to have
been targeted did not detect what
was happening until FBI agents
flashed guns and badges.

ashington
ii
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Info Sessions

Thurs

Ffi

Tues

Nov 21 5-6 pm
Nov 22 10-11 am
Nov 26 5-6 pm

laterBship and Study Abroad Scrvjcea

- Full-time work experience
- Many different intemsthips to choose from
- Great housing at UC Washington Center
- Housing Stipend
- UC President's Scholarship
- Stipend program to earn money
- Loans ofup to $ 1000 available
- Credit through CEESL

I

^UCLA Career Center
501 We«twood Pla2». StrtduMR BuiMiiig Room 200

L

Lo« Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831
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Classroom
USMLE

Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the right course for you.

USMLE Step 1 Online Course

• Prep anywhere, anytime with the most
comprehensive online learning

• More than 1,500 pages of the best material

available to supplement your online tools

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course
•«

All the benefits of our Online Course, plus:

\

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert

teachers ,

• Personal attention with small classes of

fewer than 25 students

Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor

"They're very good at not getting
found out," said Nina Ginsberg, a
lawyer in Alexandria, Va., who has
represented three people under sur-

veillance. "I'm sure they would sit

outside a house for a week before
they made sure they could go in."

The FBI watched Therese Marie
Squillacote, a Defense Department
lawyer, and her husband for 18
months. Over that time, they broke
into their home three times and
planted a microphone in their bed-
room to monitor their conversa-
tions, according to court records.
She was sentenced in 1999 to nearly
22 years for attempting to spy for

East Germany and Russia with her
husband.
What little is known about these

FBI techniques emerges from court
records spread across dozens of
cases. But only a fraction of these
nearly 1,000 surveillances each year
result in any kind of public disclo-

sure, so little is known outside clas-

sified circles about how they work
Convinced that a longtime

Defense Department analyst was
spying for Cuba, the FBI sneaked
into her apartment in northwest
Washington last year to search her
bedroom and make a secret copy of
all the files on her aging laptop.

They went back six weeks later to

look around, while other agents
secretly watched her elsewhere.
And the FBI rifled through her purse

and wallet one week after that. Their
evidence haul: e-mails and codes
describing espionage, a shortwave
radio and a prepaid calling card
used to send spy messages over pay
phones. Ana Belen Montes pleaded
guilty and was sentenced last month
to 25 years in prison.
One message found on her com-

puter was prescient advice from
Cuban agents warning her not to
leave anything where spy-hunters
might find it: "Do not leave prepared
information that is not ciphered in
the house. This is the most sensitive
and compromising information that
you hold."

Sometimes the FBI overreaches.
An FBI memo that surfaced last
month said agents in early 2000 ille-

gally videotaped suspects, intercept-
ed e-mails without court permission
and recorded the wrong phone con-
versations. In one case, the FBI lis-

tened on conversations long after its

target gave up a ceU phone and its

number was reassigned to an inno-
cent person.

"The average citizen has no idea
whether information about them
might be caught up in one of these
investigations," said David Sobel of
the Washington-based Electronic
Privacy Information Center, an
expert on this type of surveillance.

Legal experts said this week's
court decision will lead to increas-
ing use of the surveillance law.

HOMELESS
from page 1

to shelters anymore.
"Sometimes I just don't like the

way they run them," he said.

Meanwhile, to improve communi-
cation between business owners,
Westwood owners can commit to
forming a business watch, Wemmer
said.

Business watches in other cities

have effective meetings in which
there is a speaker and participating
officers each time, he said.

Through a business watch, peo-
ple can make presentations to edu-
cate others about crime reports.

A training course can be created

on how to deal with homelessness
issues. There can also be a UCLA
student representative, said
Wemmer.
The Westwood business owners

could have a meeting about starting
a business watch as soon as
December, said Wemmer. That time
of year is especially important to
merchants because that is when
they get most of their business.

The Westwood business owners
had a meeting about the transient
situation a few years ago, said
Gabriel.

"There was more information and
concrete solutions in this meeting,"
he said.

With reports from David Zisser,

Daily Bruin Contributor

"DAZZLINGLY IMAGINATIVE.
A wondrously beautiful and
astonishing masterpiece!"

-Kevin Thomas, LOS ANGELES TIMES

^ A Kino International Release^^
www.kino.com

Ml likPT EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY
I IIV/ll\ I Daily: 5:00, 8:30; Saturday. Sundav and Holidav fThurs. 1 1/28): 1 -30 500 fl-a
1U77 SMb Hm*M •oil 47M37S

- Groceries Health and Beauty Products
- Frozen Foods (excluding ice cream)

*with $10.00 minimum purdiase

Sam Adams
• Winter Ale
• Boston Ale
• Pale Ale
• Weiss
• Boston Lager

Spk • 12 oz. bottles Reg. $7.39

Miller Genuine Draft

^1099
iSpk» 12 oz. bottles

1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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Rebuilding of sleeker,

safer 7 WTC announced

TODA^ BRUIN FAIR noon-2 P.M., BRUIN PLAZA
Take a bfcak vri^ some fun BEA1 SC games, food and music!

'-^^^^StSP^^

UPCOMING BEAT 'SC EVENTS:

FRIDAY: BRUIN SPIRIT DAY • Noon-1 p.m. • Bruin Plaza

SATURDAY: UCLA vs. USC FOOTBALL GAME • Rose Bowl
\

Check out www.UCLAIumni.net/BeatSC
for a calendar of events, f^ songs, jokes and more Beat 'SC fun.
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Classroom
USMLE

Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the right course for you.

USMLE Step 1 Online Course

i

• Prep anywhere, anytime with the most
comprehensive online learning

t

• More than 1,500 pages of the best material

available to supplement your online tools

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course"

All the benefits of our Online Course, plus:

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert

teachers

Personal attention with small classes of

fewer than 25 students

Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor

By Karen Matthews

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK — A 750-foot glass-

and-steel office tower - with bet-
ter fireproofing and wider stairs

for quick evacuation - will be built

on the site of one of the smaller
buildings to collapse at the World
Trade Center complex.
The plans, unveiled Wednesday,

represent the first major rebuild-
ing project at the World Trade
Center to be announced.
The 52-story building at 7 World

Trade Center - across the street
from the main trade center site -
will be sleeker and five stories
taller than its predecessor, which
collapsed in a raging fire several
hours after the twin 110-story tow-
ers were destroyed in the Sept. 11,
2001 attack.

"The fact that this building is

going up now and going up here,
right on the site of the old No. 7,

says that we will not be intimidat-
ed by the terrorists," Mayor
Michael Bloomberg said.

Architects are still laboring to
create designs for the larger trade
center site. Although those plans
will not be made final until next
year, developer

Larry Silverstein and his archi-
tect, David Childs of Skidmore
Owings & Merrill, said their design
for 7 World Trade would serve as a
model.
The main site is owned by the

Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey; Silverstein is the
leaseholder.

The new building, scheduled to
open in late 2005, has been
designed with stairs 20 percent
wider than required by the city
code, sturdier fireproofing than

The Associated Press

This artist's rendering of the new 7
Worid Trade Center, to replace the one
destroyed in the Sept. 11. 2001, attacks.

required and an internal antenna
system for improved communica-
tion by firefighters and police.
Rescuers have complained of
radio trouble on Sept. 11, 2001.
The first 10 stories will be occu-

pied by a Con Edison power com-
pany substation; other tenants
have not been determined.
The original 7 World Trade

Center housed a Con Ed substa-
tion, the mayor's Office of
Emergency Management and other
government and financial offices.

It had been evacuated when it fell,

and no one died there.

Silverstein said that $800 mil-

lion in insurance proceeds will

cover most of the new building.

Bush challenges NATO allies

to join war on terrorism

PRESIDENT CALLS FOR EXPANSION OF GROUP,
PUSHES FOR ACTION AGAINST TERRORISTS

By Ron Foumier

^ THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

./ PRAGUE, Czech Republic —
president Bush, recalling Europe's
grim history of "excusing aggres-
sion," challenged skeptical NATO
allies Wednesday to stand firm
against Saddam Hussein as the
alliance expands in size and might
to combat terrorism.

Should the Iraqi leader deny next
month that he possesses weapons
of mass destruction, "he will have
entered his final stage with a Ue,"

Bush said
"And deception this time will not

be tolerated. Delay and defiance
will invite the severest of conse-
quences," he declared.

Even as Bush spoke. President
Jacques Chirac of France renewed
his position that the United States
cannot determine on its own
whether to wage war against Iraq.

The U.N. Security Council "is the
only body established to put in

motion action of a military nature,
to take the responsibility, to commit
the international community,"
Chirac said.

Czech President Vaclav Havel
said he would prefer that Iraq dis-

arm without force. "If, however, the
need to use force does arise, I

believe that NATO should give an
honest and speedy consideration to

its engagement as an alliance," he
said.

On the eve of a two-day NATO
summit dominated by talk of war.

Bush endorsed plans to usher seven
former commimist nations into the
fold - Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia,

Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia and
Slovenia. And he renewed his call

for greater e^ansion.
"We strongly support the enlarge-

ment of NATO, now and in the

future," the president said.

As the alliance's leaders trickled

t into this medieval city of spiffs,
Bush used the centerpiece address
of his five;(^ European trip to
press them to "take up global
responsibilities or choose to live in

isolation from the challenges of our
time."

While he did not directiy accuse
Europe's leaders of indifference
toward Hussein, Bush's sternly
worded appeal for action against
terrorists and like-minded regimes
was cleariy aimed at the likes of
Germany, which opposes military

action in Iraq, and France, which
forced the United States to water
down a U.N. resolution to disarm
Hussein.

"The world needs the nations of
this continent to be active in the
defense of freedom, not inward
looking or isolated by indifference,"

the president told students in this

Bohemian capital

"Ignoring dangers or excusing
aggression may temporarily avert
conflict, but they don't bring true

peace," he said.

The Bush administration has qui-

etiy contacted 50 countries, includ-

ing Canada, Britain and Germany, to
solicit contributions of troops and
war material in the event Bush
decides to use force, a senior
administration official said
Wednesday.

Hussein has until Dec. 8 to give
the United Nations an accounting of
his wei^ons of mass destruction.

Bush said Iraq had a "short time" to
come clean.

White House communications
director Dan Bartiett refused to be
pinned down on whether the United
States intends to use any Dec. 8
Iraqi declaration it deems deceitful

as automatic groimds for war.

GROUPS
from page 1

States.

"Saddam would kill American
peace activists just as eagerly as he'd

kill those who support the war," he
said.

Jones also said that "(America's)

own interests" are paramount in the
debate about war.

"We need to be concerned with
ourselves" he said. The loss of Iraqi

lives, he said, is "a sacrifice" that

needs to be made, as is the destabiliz-

ing effect that the war is likely to have
on the region

Furthermore, Jones said he
believes that this is "the most just

kind ofwar you can imagine" and one
which shows "we are willing to stand
up for what is right"

Some student groins, though con-
cerned about the possible negative

effects of war, have nevertheless
decided that the likely humanitarian

benefits will probably make it a
necessity.

Sam Torkan, president of the
Peace and Justice Coalition and a
third-year psychology student, does
not support the concept of war "on
Iraq," which he believes is a mis-
nomer, but agrees that it is imperative
to remove Hussein from power and
accepts that it may be necessary to
do this using militajy force.

He said Hussein is an oppressor
who has systematically annihilated
over 500,000 Kurdish hips. He said it

is crucial to create "a place where
people can say whatever they want to
say and where human rights prevail -
not a place where people are killed

for who they are and what they say."

Torkan supports a "thought-out,

calculated and careful war" but
hopes Hussein will comply with the
United Nations, and avoid further vio-
lence.

While some student groups have
taken strong stances, both pro- and
anti-war, the msyority continue to
remain significantiy silent

•
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from page 1

changes will lead to our being a prob-
lem-free location from this point for-
ward," Zampelli said in the letter.

Zampelli was unavailable for an
interview.

Sasso agreed that the meeting was
successful.

i

Some Westwood residents criticize
Madison's as being a historically trou-
bled site.

"Selling to minors is a public safe-
ty issue," said Sandy Brown of the
Holmby-Westwood Homeowners
Association, of the reports of the
numerous violations.

Zampelli maintains that his
employees do the best that they can
to keep underage customers out of
the bar, and if employees are caught
selling to illegal customers in the
future, they will be fired.

But he also said that it's very diffi-

cult to screen out every fake I.D.

when there are thousands of under-
age students living nearby with at
least a portion of them having sophis-
ticated fake LD.s.

Madison's has had other problems
besides the alleged underage drink-
ing. Over the past year, several fights

broke out involving UCLA football
players, attracting attention fix)m the
media and the community.

Last April, Ricky Maiming, Jr., a
senior comerback and Ail-American
candidate, was involved in a fight out-

side of Madison's. Manning surren-
dered to the police after a warrant for
his arrest had been issued.

In May, reserve offensive guard
Shane Lehmann was involved in a
fight at Madison's. At the time
Lehmann was working as a security
guard for the bar, though he was not
on duty when he got in the fight

After Lehmann pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor for the fight. Head

; Coach Bob Toledo banned all player's

from patronizing or working as secu-
rity guards at "certain establish-
ments" historically presenting prob-
lems for them.

Zampelli and community members
will provide testimony at the hearing,
which will be chaired by a represen-
tative from the Los Angeles City
Plarming Department, which over-
sees land use and zoning codes.
The hearing will address the con-

cerns of the (police) department and
the community," Sasso said.

According to the public hearing
notice given to property owners in

the surrounding area, the zoning
administrator representing the plan-
ning department could decide to
place conditions on Madison's opera-
tions, or, in an extreme case, decide
that the establishment needs to be
shut down.

The hearing will be held at 10 am
today in the West Los Angeles
Municipal Building, second Jloor
hearing nxm% 1645 Corinth Ave., Los
Angeles.

ONLINE
from page 1

said. He pointed out that 88 per-
cent of the votes were cast by indi-

viduals each using different com-
puters.

Security and privacy are not a
major issues either, Cohn said.

MyUCLA already has high secu-
rity standards dealing with grades,
he said.

"(MyUCLA) is a product of the
UCLA community, and they want to
serve us well," he said.

Cohn added that online voting is

not any less private than the way
students traditionally vote, point-
ing out that through the paper-bal-
lot system, students vote on a table
surrounded by other students and

friends.

The motion that was passed - to
approve online voting while plac-
ing a time restraint on the E-board
- was suggested by General
Representative Adam Harmetz.

"It was a combination of what
the council was feeling at the time
and what the E-board wanted to
do," Harmetz said.

Neal still had reservations about
the motion after the meeting.

"I still think there's a lot of
vagueness," Neal said.

He said he still wanted all coun-
cil members with concerns to be a
proactive part of the implementa-
tion process.

But other council members were
satisfied with the outcome.

''We gave the E-board the direc-
tion that was asked for and was
needed," Harmetz said.
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BRUIN EYE GUY
GO BRUINS

$129.00 SPECIAL: Eye exam and glasses or contact lens exam and contacts

Village Eyes Optometry Jon. D. Vogel, O.D.

1069 Broxton ave, Westwood Village (310) 208-3011 Call office for details.
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ecial Egg Donor Needc
Compensation Starts at $8500
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Intelligent & Loving couple is looking for a special woman to help tliem

acliieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or

taller, light eyes, Bionde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT
28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreativeConceDtion.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447

Todai Sushi Shabu House
^U-You -Can-Eat Sushi & Shabu Shabu

- Free PatUing luith VQlldotion

- Birthday Gift: Free AAeol Coupon
(picture i.d. required)

- Reservation Available for Private party

Kids Discount (flge 1 2 or Vounger)
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Hours

lunch

11 :30 - 2:30 (Mon-fri)

1 2:00 - 3:00 (Sot-Sun)

Dimi«r

6:00 - 9:30 (A/ten - Thurs)

6:00- 10:00 (Fri)

5:30 - 1 0:00 (Sot)

5:30 - 9:30 (Sun)

UMfigfllvd.

H
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*(Fri-Sun & Holidays $15.95)

*Voted #1 Sushi in lA

-UCU Doily Bruin Advortisingl
*5 Minulos from UCUI

BIG SCIi€€N TV

12400 LUilshire Blvd.

Los flngeles, Cfl 90025

310.979.8655
UUe ore not offjliote ujlth Todoi Franchising LLC
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Government Non-Profit Publfo Policy

I Environment And More...

Full time work experience
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Public Pol cv Environment, and rr^ore

Housing arfonged at corporate apartments

Info Session:

Thurs Nov 21 12-1 pm

Stipi^nd student birectcx posiWci?a^^
Stipend program to earn msoney

Loons of up to $ 1 000 available

- Credit throLigh CEESl

Internship and Stody Abroad Services

Deadline: Dec 6 @ 6F)m
Questions? Contact Eric Baldwin

Email: ebalclwin@saonet.ucla.edu

310.206.1917

career.ucla.edu

tr UCLA Career Center
501 Westwood Plaza Strathmore Buiiding Room 200 Los Angeles, CA 90095-1573 (310)825-0831
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Dockworkers' union expects resolution to shipping dispute by end of year
By Justin Pritchard

* THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SAN FRANCISCO — Officials

with the West Coast dockworkers'
union have suggested their bitter

contract dispute with shipping
lines could be resolved by year's
end - in time to meet a federal

mediator's deadline and avert
another shutdown of m^or Pacific
ports.

The chief Washington lobbyist
for the International Longshore
and Warehouse Union predicted
this week that the two sides will

agree to a contract before federally
mediated talks end Dec. 27.

Lindsay McLaughlin said at a
conference of importers and
exporters he believed the union
and the Pacific Maritime
Association, which represents
shipping Unes and port terminal
operators, could build on a recent
compromise to equip the water-
front with new cargo-tracking

I HATTmmN C0STS!''
-Dr, Ross J. Somers, Optometrist (UCLA Alumni)

That s why ail of my contact lens

packages are complete. You won't
be surprised by unexpected fees

when you allow us to CARE for you.

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

AUSCH * ^^'^'^^ agreement (like insurance)

&LOMB

COMPIHYE CARE
(310)319-9999
1531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(comer of 1 6tfi Street, across from Jaguar Sfiowroom)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 tiours a day!
m

Do you want to become
a leatfer on campus?
Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT

?or more info on

A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for

Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in developing

leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certiHcate.
BLP»attend

seminar

SOCIAL CHANGE MODEL OF LEADERSHIP SEIVflNARS

Thursday, November 21 12:00pm 3517 Ackerman Union
Friday,

' November 22 3:00pm 152 Kerckhoff Hall
Monday, November 25 1:00pm 152 Kerckhoff Hall

(This is a required seminar for a certificate)

e fsee you!
" Rr riKiie mfonn^ii c«i the Bruin Leaiki^ Pt^^

orblp@uda.edu t£j^ip^' chit <Mcc di 105 KgckfaaBTHall.

.uiUiiAicaders.ucla.edu ^'>> \s V>

technology and sign a comprehen-
sive deal.

"I am certain that as surely as we
were able to find mutually accept-
able compromises on technology,
we will be able to do the same on
pensions," McLaughlin told the
National Industrial Transportation
League's meeting in Anaheim.
"This is true for the few remaining
issues that divide us right now."

That assessment broke a pubUc
silence over the talks, which are
taking place in San Francisco
under a press blackout called by
federal mediator Peter Hiutgen.

Citing the blackout, spokesmen
for the union and maritime associ-
ation declined comment
Wednesday, except to say that the
two sides were scheduled to meet.

But a few things are known.
Pensions are on the table and

federal actuaries from the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corp. have
reviewed several proposals. The
maritime association has offered a
maximum annual benefit that
exceeds $55,000 - the 10,500-mem-
ber union has suggested that a fig-

ure closer to $69,000 would suffice.
Assessments of progress or

impasse at the bargaining table
seem to change by the day and
what seemed like a deal one after-
noon can turn into an impasse by
morning.

Should the union and associa-
tion agree on pensions, next up is

the arbitration system that
resolves contract interpretation
disputes. The two sides must

estabUsh a process to replace cur-
rent arbitrator Sam Kagel. Widely
respected, Kagel has held his post
for decades but is now in his 90s.
Of course, arbitration may never

come up if the fragile technology
deal doesn't hold.

Hurtgen's greatest feat thus far
has been the Nov. 1 agreement that
increased the union's control over
some cargo planning jobs in
exchange for the introduction of
computer technology that will
speed containers across the docks
but cost around 400 unionized
clerk jobs in the short run.

But one of the most influential
members of the association,
Seattle-based Stevedoring Services
of America, has been ambivalent
over the fragile deal.
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VISA

xpressmart
^^^^ ' 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

FREE PARKING
(While Shopping in store)
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Aquafina
20 oz. water
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1THE ART OF HOLLVWOOO: BARRY LYNDON directed by Stanley kubrick 7:3dpm. JamVs Bridges Yheat'errMe]n^^

students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television /Archive
)

-^11^ MUSIC OF INDIA ENSEMBLE 7:30pm. Jan Popper Theater, FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of
""^ Ethnomusicoiogy

j ; ,

SAM DURANT LECTURE 7pm, Hammer Museum, FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of Art

^OWLER OUT LOUD: VOICE! THE A CAPPELUV CHOIRS OF UCLA 6pm, Fowler Museum, FREE

•f CURATORIAL WALKTHROUGHS: MATSURI! Japanese festival arts 6pm, Thursdays, Through Feb. 9, Fowler
JU Museum, FREE

|

^ FREEWAVES FESTIVAL: "MODIFY- SPECULATIVE TECHNOLOGY" and DIGITAL
WORKS EXHIBITION 11am-5pm, 104 Kinross Building, FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of Design

| Media
Arts in conjunction with the Hammer Museum

M.FA. UF>STARTS SERIES: AJAR 8:30pm. Highways Performance Space, Santa Monica, $15 general, $13 students
with ID • Presented by UCLA Department of Wortd Arts and Cultures and Highways Performance Space • Call (310)
31 5-1450 for tickets and information.

SPOTLiGHT

F R I D A Y _jr| o V e ^^^^^^

U\ FREEWAVES FESTIVAL; DIGITALWORKS EXHIBITION 11am-5pm, 104 Kinross Building, FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of
Design

|
Media Arts in conjunction with the Hammer Museum !

M.FA. UPSTARTS SERIES: AJAR 8:30pm, Highways Performance Space. Santa Monica, $15 general. $13 students with ID • Presented by
UCLA Department of World Arts and Cultures and Highways Perfomiance Space • Call (310) 315-1459 for tickets and information

SATURDAY n^^
NEW CHINESE CINEMA: SPRINGTIME IN A SMALL TOWN 7:30pm, James Bridges Theater. MelnitzHali,'$7 general. $5 students with ID*'
Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive i

LA FREEWAVES FESTIVAL: "GEN MOD CAFE" and DIGITALWORKS EXHIBITION 1 1am-1 1pm, 104 Kinross Building, FREE • Presented
by UCLA Department of Design

|
Media Arts in conjunction with the Hammer Museum I

M.F.A. UPSTARTS SERIES: AJAR 8:30pm, Highways Performance Space, Santa Monica. $15 general. $13 students with ID • Presented by
UCLA Department of World Arts and Cultures and Highways Performance Space • Call (310) 315-1459 for tickets and information.

SUNDAY
, n o v^^ .j. . ^ ^ ,

^ jTHE PARIS PIANO TRIO AND THE YSAYE QUARTET 4pm. Sch'oenberg Hall. $46'general. $12 students
wrth ID • Presented by UCLA Live 1

NEW CHINESE CINEMA: THE ORPHAN OF ANYANG and BEIJING SUBURB 2pm. James Bridges
Theater. Melnrtz Hall. $7 general. $5 students with ID • Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

THE ART OF HOLLYWOOD VERTIGO directed by Alfred hitchcock. APPEARING IN PERSON
^RT DIRECTOR HENRY 8UMSTEAD 7pm. James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall. $7 general. $5 students with ID •

Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive • A limited number of free tickets are available at (310)206-8014

A FREEWAVES FESTIVAL DIGITAL WORKS EXHIBITION 1 1am-5pm. 104 Kinross Building. FREE •

SELECTED VIDEO WORKS 1 1am-5pm. Hammer Museum. FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of

Design
|
Media Arts in conjunction with the Hammer Museum

MONDAY
STANLEY SAITOWrrz LECTURE 6:30pm. 1302 Perloff Hall. FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design

'^

MUSIC OF MEXICO ENSEMBLE 7:30pm, Jan Popper Theater. FREE • Presented by UCLA Department of Ethnomusicoiogy

UNDERGRADUATE JURIED EXHIBITION 9am-4:30pm M-F, Through Dec. 13. New Wight Gallery/Kinross, 103 Kinross Building, FREE
Presented by UCLA Department of Art

CHRISTINE TARKOWSKI: FORTIFICATIONS AND LANDSCAPES exhibition 9am-5pm. M-F, Through Dec. 6, 1318 Perloff Gallery. FREE •

Presented by UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design

^I^Hpl3(Sl?6^**^*-^^ ^ c^^-^^I^M -ZX-^^iA'e-^^^^^ ^--J,^- -?r"-'^a>y».:yiii!aaiB

^

tsi-Tfc afct c* ft-- --,.TUESDAY! -- - -.- *

DOCUMENTARIES: SISTERS IN RESISTANCE and UNFINISHED SYMPHONY 7-30pm. James Bridges Theater. Melnitz Hall. FREE •

Presented by UCLA Film & Television Archive

UCLA PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA 8pm, Schoenberg Hall. $7 general. $3 students with ID and Seniors • Presented by UCLA Department
of Music

I

WEDNESDAY I

KATSINA/KACHINA TRADITION, APPROPRIATION, INNOVATION EXHIBITION Through Mar. 23. Fowler MuseurrirFREE

mm-

ucia live presents
par is piano trio

with tH« y«ay« ^- -

novambor ;

schoenberg hail
^cla student tickets $12

r .

LWEBSITES .

i ^
|M»pt. of architecture and urban design
Iv www.aud.ucla.edu

dept. of design|media arts |

% www.design.ucla.edu |

jl
dept. of ethnomusicoiogy - |

www.ethnomusic.ucla.edu

%' , fowler museum
J www.fmch.ucla.i6du

I film and television archive

% www.cinema.ucla.edu .^

hammer museum -^

www.hammer.ucla.edu

^ UCLA Live J
www.uclalive.com i»

dept. of music |
wwW.music.ucla.edu

dept. of world arts & culture ,^

ww^.wac.ucla.edu 1

eontral tIcHot office 'M
www.cto.ucla.edu

informing arts student ebr«^*t»itf#li

' V wy«fw.aea.uolfi.#d«i
' .

mwFf.
i^..,t".>^»_s* .1 I ~^

UCLA LIVE
STUDENT TICKETS

DATE EVBsfT TIME ON-SALE PRICE

xjp^^ «e:9e^

Nov 24 Paris Piano Trio A The Ysa^Cki»tet ISM] 4pm Now 1Z00

Decl Marianne Faithfull [RH] 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 3 Woyzeck[FP1 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 4 Woyzeck[FPI 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 5 WoyzeckFP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 6 Woy2eck[FPI 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 7 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 7 Anonymous 4 [SH] 8pm Now 15.00

Dec 8 Woyzeck [FRI 7pm Now 20.00

Dec 8 Anonymous 4 [SH] 7pm Now 15.00

Dec 10 Woyzeck [FPl 8pm Now 20.00

Dec11 Woyzeck[FPl 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 12 Woyzeck [FPl 8pm Now 20.00

[Dec 13 Woyzeck [FP] 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 14 Woyzeck [FPl 8pm Now 20.00

Dec 15 Woyzeck [FPJ 7pm Now 20.00

Jan 23 Katia & Marielle Labeque [RH] 8pm 12/2 15.00

Jan 25 Washington Square Memoirs [RH] 8pm 12/2 15.00

Jan 30 Merce Cunningham Dance Co. [RH] 8pm 12/2 ' 15.00

Jan 31 Merce Cunningham Dance Co. [RH] 8pm 12/2 15.00

Feb 1 Merce Cunningham Dance Co. [RH] 8pm 12/2 15.00

Peb 2 Orchestre National de Lyon [RH] 7pm 1/6 10.00

=eb4 KODO[RH] 8pm 1/6 15.00

-eb5 KODO[RH] 8pm 1/6 15.00

-eb 5 Salia NTi Seydou "Rgninto" [FP] 8pm 1/6 15.00

Feb 6 KODO[RH] 8pm 1/6 15.00

Feb 6 Salia NTi Seydou "Rgninto" [FP] 8pm 1/6 15.00

Feb 7 KODO[RH] 8pm 1/6 15.00

Feb 7 Salia Ni Seydou "Rgninto" [FP] 8pm 1/6 15.00

Feb 8 KODO[RH] 8pm 1/6 15.00

Feb 8 Salia Ni Seydou "Rgninto" [FP] 8pm 1/6 15.00

[FPJ Freud Rayhouse [RH] Royce Hall

[SH] Schoenberg Hall [LT] Macgowan Uttle Theater

YOUR BRUIN CARD IS YOUR TICKET TO GREAT
SEATS AND DISCOUNTS!

The UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee offers substantially discounted tickets exclusively

to all full time UCLA students! A valid BruinCard is required at the time of purchase and upon

entering all performances. Limit two tickets per BruinCard.

Student Tickets can be purchased in person at CIO.

M. ypt;
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Disarmament

should be

only priority
Although wessons inspectors have land-

ed in Iraq and are preparing to conduct
their U.N.-mandated investigation, the

possibility of war is long from gone given
President Bush's not-so-subtle conunitment
to a regime change in Iraq.

But if Bush must go to war, he needs to
provide the correct rationale and motives.
Chancellor Albert Camesale, a former
adviser to the federal government on
national security, does. Camesale does not
believe a war in Iraq should be launched
with the sole purpose of ousting Saddam
Hussein - he believes the purpose of mili-

tary involvement should be to secure disar-

mament.
In an interview this week, the chancellor

said Bush has several "lessons" to learn,

including gaining both congressional and
international approval before attacking
Iraq and ensuring he doesn't force Hussein
and Iraq to fight to the death because that
itself might prod them to use weapons they
may not have wanted to use before. He
acknowledged Bush has learned the first

two, but still needs to work on the third.

If the president's motivation behind the
war is ensuring national security, he'll

allow the United Nations to determine the
level of threat Iraq poses and declare war
only if weapons development is found.
Otherwise, he has no reason to oust
Hussein on the basis of a national security
threat to the United States.

Financial aid

should be free

from taxes
The phrase ''financial aid" should be

self-explanatory: it means providing
funds where funds are lacking. But the

government does not view "aid" in this man-
ner since they tax graduate student fellow-
ships, abstracting money from an award
whose purpose is to increase money for stu-

dents. I

Fellowships help graduate students pay
academic research costs, as well as per-
sonal and living expenses. They help spare
students fi-om having to earn the money
themselves and allow them to focus on
advancing their research instead.
Whatever funds are not used specifically
for research, though, incur a tax, some-
thing graduate student organizations are
currently rightly lobbying against.

Removing taxes could free about $200
more a month from fellowships - this is

significant help since the Department of
Education estimates graduate students
face about $6,000 more a year in costs
than provided through fellowships and
grants.

Education is not something the govern-
ment should make subject to taxation. Its

purpose is to produce individuals and a
body of knowledge able to advance our
society and should be prioritized as such.
Placing taxes on financial aid aimed at

helping people achieve this is wrong.
The University of California should be

particularly concerned about helping
secure tax exemptions for graduate stu-
dents. Private schools are attracting tal-

ented graduate students by offering higher
financial aid packages and waiving out-of-
state fees, something the UC finds hard to
compete with. If fellowships are exempt
from taxation, it will ease some of the
financial worries that prospective gradu-
ate students may have.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of
the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,
letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
,

SUBMIT TD VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? Wed like to hear it.

Send us a submission of 600-800 words or a let-

ter of 300 words or less on any topic, including

a response to published material.

MAIL

viewpoint(i)media.ucla.edu

The Daily Bruin

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Vie remr^ the rigbt to edit letters for length and danty Mdu must
nckJde your name, maing address and telephone number.
Anorvnous letters «Hi be accepted but not puWshed.

NOW's TV guide guideless ^Sexual suppression
FLAWED REVIEWS PROVE GROUP'S LACK OF RELEVANCY, INSIGHT

Ian Eisner
lBisner(S)medB.udaedu

Forces at the National

Organization of Women have
been telling women how they

should act for the last 30 years.

Now, with the release of its

Feminist

Primetime

Television

Report, it is

also telling

them what to

watch.

"Network
programming
sends a dis-

torted, often

offensive,

image of
women ...

brought to

you through the point of view of
white men and boys," explains
NOW Foundation President Kim
Gandy, "... so the NOW
Foundation is determined to help
the viewers hold the networks
accountable."

To aid women duped into
watching "chauvinistic" program-
nung, NOWs Feminist Primetime
Television Report provides easy-
to-read grades which support or
condemn shows on the basis of
their gender diversity, social rele-

vancy and positive portrayal of
females.

If you had any doubts that
NOW could objectively gauge
these categories, they were well
founded. The NOW report sug-
gests that exploitation can be a
simple as a female lawyer in a
short skirt, an attractive female
wed to a less attractive male, a
female crime victim or a stay-at-

home mom.
Equally offensive is any televi-

sion show which does not "bear
relation to real people." Of
course, by "real people" NOW
means Murphy Brown-types that
fit nicely with the feminist agen-
da.

For an organization that stays
in business by perpetuating
female victinihood, it should
come as little surprise that

shows which slightly deviate
from the feminist ideal are given
poor marks by the NOW report.

Listed below are the NOW
grades for several prominent
shows.

"The EUen Show" (A+): The
"EUen Show" gamers NOW^s
highest grade. The organization
lauds the program because it fea-

tured a highly visible, openly gay
female character played by Ellen
Degeneres. Unfortunately, the
show featured little humor and
was cancelled. (No word yet on
whether NOW believes it nega-
tively stereotyped lesbians as un-
funny.)

"Friends" (C): The report gives
"Friends" a low mark because of
what it labels "The Jennifer
Aniston Rule." NOW complains
that too many women on televi-

sion are "conventionally beauti-

ful" and believes the female
friends should be less attractive.

NOW fails to grasp that beautiful

people are on TV because male
and female viewers want them
there.

"The Simpsons" (C-): NOW has
some serious problems with the
long-running cartoon, even
though its most sympathetic
character, Lisa Simpson, is a
female. The report contends the
show contributes to the "men^
rule the world" myth because
Principle Skinner, a man, is head
of Springfield eletnentary school.

(They forget to mention that

Skinner is a comically pathetic

figure who lives with his highly-

empowered mother.)
The report also alleges the car-

toon perpetuates a double-stan-
dard because the "attractive"

Marge would never in real life

settle for the homely Homer.
"The Drew Carey Show" (D+):

The program receives a poor
grade because it "portrays femi-
nine qualities as undesirable." As
evidence, the report cites that

the phrase "he throws like a girl"

was used by one of the charac-
ters. But it gets worse: another
character reportedly called a sen-
sitive man by a woman's name.

"America's Most Wanted" (D):

The long-running, highly success-
ful crime-stopper program is

awarded a "D" because, as one

NOW grader puts it, "its empha-
sis on (victims') beauty and fear
seems geared toward attracting

male viewers." The grader goes
on to absurdly suggest the
show's anti-crime crusade is just
an excuse to portray women as
victims - little thanks for a series
that has saved countless female
lives by helping apprehend hun-
dreds of dangerous criminals.

"Law and Order SVU" (D-):

According to the report, shows
like "Law and Order SVU" are
too preoccupied with female
crime victims. (Never mind that
the show is about a police sex
crimes unit, and in real life 90
percent of sex-crimes victims
happen to be women.)

"The Bachelor" (F): NOW
finally gets it right. "The
Bachelor" films the nation's 20
most desperate women as they
compete to become the wife of a
msyor slime-ball. The show
reflects poorly on women, yet
interestingly gamers an audience
that is overwhelmingly female.
NOW would likely contend that

these women are duped into
- watching the show, but the tmth
is far more benign. As a recent
New York Times article suggests,
women just like to watch a good
train wreck.

With the exception of "The
Bachelor" and a few other pro-
grams, primetime television is a
far cry from the "adolescent
boy's fantasy world" that NOW
would like women to believe.

Shows routinely consist of strong
female characters just as females
are beginning to dominate the
television entertainment divi-

sions at the mgjor networks.
But all this seems lost on

NOW as it stmggles for relevancy
in an age when women no longer
need its assistance. Instead of
invigorating the women's move-
ment, NOW's Feminist Primetime
Television Report indicates just
how out-of-touch the organiza-
tion has become.

sustains social ills

Shiva
Bhaslcar

sbhaskar@medB.ucia.edu

Eisner's column runs every
Thursday.
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As teenage pregnancy and
abortion continue to

damage U.S. youth, and
Catholic priests are implicated
in sex abuse scandals, a large

segment of

cultural

critics have
cited exces-

sive sexual-

ity and lib-

eral sexual

values as

the source

of the prob-

lem.

But in

reality,

eliminating

sexual

taboos and
pursuing
an aggressive contraception
campaign is the only way to
cure the United States of vari-

ous sexually related social
ills.

In recent months, we have
been bombarded with the
shocking sexual misconduct
of certain Catholic priests.

Conservative critics like Rod
Dreher and Michael Novak
have argued that the large

number of closet gay priests
has led to molestation. They
see sexual orientation as the
problem and believe molesta-
tion is a product of moral
ambiguity caused by liberal-

ization of the church.
In reality, the vow of celiba-

cy itself is to blame - it is

unrealistic and ineffective.

Letting priests marry would
solve many of the molestation
problems and also give priests
a more realistic perspective
on life. How can someone
realistically counsel about
marriage if they've never been
married?

After all, molestation cases
haven't been showing up in

religious groups that do not
proscribe celibacy.

Furthermore, psychologists
have shown that everyone,
including priests, has sexual
feelings that are irrepressible.

^ Yes, even Father John notices
that hottie you're checking
out in the third pew.

If priests, the supposed
moral leaders of our society,

canj:iot suppress their sexual
desires, what makes people
think teenagers can? While
abortion rates in the United
States have dropped steadily

throughout the 1990s, U.S.

abortion and teenage birth
rates are much higher than
rates in countries such as
Belgium, the Netherlands and
Sweden.

It would seem to follow
that rates of sexual activity

among teenagers are appre-
ciably higher in the United
States; however that is not the
case. Teenagers in Europe
have more sex but less preg-
nancy and abortions. More
sex equals less abortions?

Well, not exactly. According
to a survey by the Alan
Guttmacher Institute, teenage
sexual relationships are seen
as being a normal part of life

in Europe. Contraception and
sex education is more avail-

able in schools, family and the
media. This is in sharp con-
trast to the prevailing U.S.
attitude, where approximately
65 percent of U.S. parents
strongly disapprove of their

teenagers having sex, and a
msyority feels uncomfortable
discussing sex or making
widespread sexual education
available.

What is needed is a frank
acknowledgement that sex is

a natural part of life.

Teenagers mostly have sex
because of peer pressiu'e and
a desire to buck societal con-
straints. And, most of all, sex
is known to be eryoyable -
and it has medical benefits to
boot. Sex has been shown to
prolong people's lifetimes and
lower blood pressure. Even
premarital sex, so reviled by
the more uptight among us,

has its benefits.

The attempt to impose a
clearly ineffective abstinent
status quo on vulnerable
teenagers actually damages
young lives, which are the
most precious assets of any
society, by causing a higher
abortion rate and personal
fhistrations.

Also, the societal costs of
teenage pregnancy and STDs,
such as welfare payments for
teenage mothers and medical
treatment, far outweigh any
marginal benefit of creating
innocent, pure teenagers who
have never viewed pornogra-
phy or talked about sex with
their peers.

Those who believe in sexu-
al suppression, such as
Senator Jesse Hehns (R-NC)
and Strom Thurmond (R-SC)
are members of the Pat
Robertson School of Political

Thought. They favor restricts

ing funding for AIDS research
gince so-called degenerates
are the only ones who con-
tract the virus. They also viru-

lently demonize sexual
"inmiorality." They believe
through sermonizing,
teenagers will overcome peer
pressure and natural desires
and be virginal and virtuous.

Of course, it's unlikely that
Helms and Thurmond are the
Don Juan's of the Senate; per-
haps this explains their bitter-

ness. Those who believe

Catholic priests can be
expected to suppress their

feelings share a similar pho-
bia of sexuality, and a misun-
derstanding of fundamental
human nature. Hopefully, they
will wake up before any more
lives are destroyed.

k
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Bhaskar's column runs every
other Thursday.
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Keyes pokes fun,

not harm
I am a Mormon, and David

Keyes' cartoon on Friday Nov.
15th was absolutely hilarious.

He was not stereotyping, but
rather finding humor in one
aspect of Mormonism. Would
that all humorists were as gen-
tle as Keyes in poking fun ...

imagine that.

Finding humor in situations
is healthy and reasonable. In
addition, it is his first amend-
ment right to express himself.
Keyes' cartoon hurt no one and
made my friends (many of
whom are Mormon) and me
laugh. It was a riot and should-
n't be perceived as offensive.

People who are upset by his
cartoon should be called
morons, not Mormons.

Matthew Wood
Fourth-year, aerospace

Cartoon reveals

double standard
To be quite honest, I really

didn't find David Keyes' cartoon
Friday too offensive, but I do
know that such comments
would never be made in The
Bruin about gays, Muslims,
Jews or many other groups.

If Viewpoint were to print

something portraying Islamic
people as terrorists, it would be
considered very offensive. The
cartoon was not funny but
rather was naive and based
upon ridiculous stereotypes.
Please, in the future just think
about what would be offensive

to another religion or group.

Marmot Smith

Second-year, undeclared

Private rights go

past membership
I was pleasantly surprised

yesterday to see that the
Editorial Board isn't as liberal

as I thought. The editorial,

"Augusta club policy wrong, but
legitimate" (Nov. 20) presents a
great point about private insti-

tutions being independent.

It goes beyond membership
though - if a private institution

doesn't want to hire black peo-
ple or refuses them as cus-

tomers, who is the government
to force them to? We can only
insist that the government not
discriminate in its jobs and ser-

vices.

Of course, I'm not naive. If

Jesse Jackson started working
for NOW, women would be
playing golf at Augusta tomor-
row. When a government insti-

tutes civil rights for its people,

private institutions don't get an
exemption. i

i David Bruno

RNirth-year, materials en^neering

I

Attack against

Senator uruust
I was offended by Mike

Hansen's recent column, "War
on terrorism weakening al-

Qaeda," (Nov. 19). Rather than
addressing Sen. Daschle's valid

criticism of President Bush's
handling of the war on terror,

he engaged in an ad hominem

attack against the senator and
Democrats.

Questioning the methods
used to fight al-Qaeda does not
mean that Daschle is against
the war on terror. To state that
he is "wrongly questioning the
war on terror" suggests that any
questioning of the president by
an elected member of Congress
is disloyal.

As an Army veteran, I did not
consider Daschle's criticism of
President Bush's policies as
criticism of the military. To
equate any one party with mili-

tary service is dangerous and
unpatriotic. The military is apo-
litical, and if it ever ceases to
be we will no longer have a
democracy.

J.D. Henderson

Second-year, law student

Military should be

used for defense
I was just reading the colrnnn

"War on terrorism weakening
al-Qaeda" written by Mike
Hansen (Nov. 19) and wanted to
point out that I disagree with
the colunrn very much.

The military is for defense,
and this offensive war is not a
just war by any means. If I were
in the military right now, I

would appreciate it if politi-

cians preserved the meaning of
the duty to defend by pulling
back from this strong pro-offen-
sive war stance.

It seems to me that Hansen,
along with a large amount of
U.S. citizens, is too caught up in
the war on Iraq.

The fact of the matter is.

Iraq's government does not like

us. But does that make an
attack justified? Last I checked,
war involves a lot of innocent
people dying for greedy govern-
ments. I think that trying to

solve our problem with Iraq

through the United Nations is a
better idea than trying to take
out Iraq ourselves.

Azad Zahoory

Second-year, computer science

Semesters give

too much slack
I just read "Academic calen-

dar called into question,"
(News, Nov. 13) regarding the
possible switch to semesters.
Just an old alunmus' opinion
here, but keep the quarter sys-
tem. While I never took a
semester class, I worked for

both a semester system univer-
sity as well as a quarter system
university.

Even as just an employee,
those semesters always
seemed to drag on way too
long. I really enjoyed the quar-
ter system as a student in junior
college and at UCLA. From my
perspective as both a former
student and employee, the quar-
ters just move sdong much
more efficiently because there
is no time to "slack off."

Shannon Hawkins

Class of 1975

Students should

foot education bill

The Daily Bmin Editorial

Board is just a bimch of spoiled
brats ("Students not responsi-
ble for funding UC," Nov. 18).

The in-state undergraduate
tuition at UCLA is often $20,000
per year less than some compa-
rable, or less than comparable,
private universities. Factor in
the added costs of travel, long-
distance phone bills and other
costs related to being a student
across the country, and the cost
saved by California residents
attending UCLA instead of a
private school could easily
reach $30,000 a year.

Yet, the editors feel tha* the
differences in tuition should
come out of the state taxpayers'
pockets when times get finan-

cially difficult rather than fi^om
the people directly receiving
the benefits of the service. Well,

it's time the editors suggest
something they apparently lack
- responsibility by those who
directly benefit the most fi-om

the services: the students them-
selves.

Ethan Green

Class of 1999

USAG 'Justice'

too limited
I am writing about the ridicu-

lously biased "Global Justice

Week" that USAC is sponsoring.
Although the event starts with a
debate, ensuing
programs/speakers are all anti-

war liberal rabble-rousers. Why
does USAC beheve that the def-

inition of "justice" is limited to
the left?

Mike 07oung
Dally Bruin Webmaster 2001-2002
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Unlike the past,

today's music

has no influence

on U,S, culture

The 549th sign of the apocalypse of
good mamstream music: no
embarrassing (five years later) fash

ion trend

This is pathetic. . i

While we nmy spend our time forget
ting these sometimes regrettable fash-
ion statements, there's no denying that
at one moment in history, guys who
were wearing tight pants with flared
legs represented the
heart of a musical
revolution. OK, so
not everyone is

going to recognize
the Bee Gees as the
great songwriters

they are, but let's

look at the facts.
|

Beatlemania:

Mop-top haircuts,

cheesy leisure suits.

The early look did-

n't last forever, but
it got a generation
thinking (or at least

holding hands).

Hip-hop: It started out with jumpsuits
and tennies; now you're sagging your
pants and wearing big necklaces, and
you've got FUBU on your back. Sure it's

evolved, but it's all part of the same
thing - this does not count as a new
style now.

Disco: Sparkles, roller skates, white
suits and chest hair, and even the
eponymous disco ball - that's right, '70s

pop music was disco baby, disco.

Country: Who doesn't feel a little

more authentic listening to Hank
Williams while wearing boots, a buckle
and a 10-gallon hat?

Psychedelia: In the late '60s it

became cool to look like a wandering
gypsy. Sure, no one looked good doing
it besides Jimi Hendrix, but hey, they
were all too stoned to notice.

Rave: Pacifiers, glow sticks and any-
thing soft enough to feel good on ecsta-
sy. Let the breakbeats roll

Grunge: Revenge of the lumberjack -
flannel here, flannel there, that's right,

flannel everywhere.
There you have a slice of the most

obvious examples of music proving its

influence over the conununity through
dress. The great thing is that each of
these movements is, in its own way, a
viable form ofpop music. Look around
you now. There aren't droves of people
wearing polyester hats because that's

what everybody's favorite band is

doing. There is no favorite band.
Not only does mainstream music

suck right now, but no one's even trying

anymore. Even in the shameful late '80s

when hair metal was the biggest thing
on the planet, music had a visible stylis-

tic influence on American culture. Men
with feathered hair and a poseur cock-
rock sound may not be ideal, but at

least it's something.
Tliere is no contender for a biggest

band in the worid right now, or a partic-

ular style that's taking over, period. So
I'm going to take you into a different

dimension to see what it would be like

if some of the hot bands now had their

stylistic way.

Don't believe them, but "respected"
publications like Rolling Stone and the
LA. Times will try to tell you we're in

the nudst of a garage rock revival This
is a lie, but the bands they think will

save rock 'n' roll are prime examples
why we have no mainstream saviors.

The White Stripes: These two kids
have their own s^le, the candy cane.
Uninspired, but kind of furmy could
work as an actual style if their music
was at all original. It is not

The Strokes: Ripping off past move-
ment's styles doesn't count as a style.

No points. Also, the music, while fim, is

too di^x)sable to matter
The Hives: Ah, the most promising of

this bunch. Some three-chord rockin'
Swedes. The dreamy lead singer wears
T-shirts with his own name on them
onstage. This is pretty cool. Too cool in
fact for the rest of us to get away with
(remember the MC Hammer baggy
pants? Yeah, you thought you could pull
that look off too).

Let's look at some other options.

Eminem: Spits venomous rhymes,
has badass flow for a white boy or any-
one for that matter, and also has a
bland-as-bland-can-be hii>-hop

.j

wardrobe.
U2: Some people would like to see

these guys return to their peak.
PersonaUy, one Bono running around
pretending to be the messiah is enough
for me.

Radiohead: Sure, when you look at

quality and sales, these guys are our
best bet, but dress code? It ain't hap-
pening, just some boring-looking Brits.

Justin Tlmberlake: Pop music quality
- low. Originality - none. Style - no uni-

fied motif people can hang onto. Fail.

Dave Matthews Band: A good song-
writer whose band makes all of his

songs sound the same isn't going to be
the leader of the new world. Plus, style

points are particularly low for this

slacker-looking singer.

Well, there you have it folks. There is

no great hope, and frankly I'm a little

bored still having to revert back to

James Dean for all my style tips.

Bromberg'& column runs on Thursdays,
but will run on Tuesday next week,

because of Thanksgiving.

I
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MARATHON BRINGS THEATER,
FILM STUDENTS TOGETHER
FOR NEW EXPERIENCE

g(^j*00j| meets tilG

NICOLP: miller/Daily Bruin staff
Theater students Scott Ibarra (left) and Matt Ferrill star in the one-act play "Holy War and the
Headless Horseman," one of the works in the Francis Ford Coppola One-Act Marathon.

By Tom McEnaney
. DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
tmcenaney ©media, ucla.edu

UCLA students are merging theater and
film, word and image to bring fresh stories
to the dark heart of Los Angeles.

Begiiming tonight and running through
Dec. 7, directors from the graduate depart-
ment of film, television and digital media
will join graduate student playwrights and
undergraduate actors in tlie department of
theater to host the fourth annual "Francis
Ford Coppola One-Act Marathon."

Although Coppola himself has no direct
involvement with the project now, the
UCLA alunmus did agree to lend his name
because of his own dedication to the col-
laboration of theater and film.

Professors Jose Luis Valenzuela and
Gyula Gazdag, with the help of others in the
two departments, assure that Coppola's
aim is not forgotten.

"We are there to make sure that we part-
ner the right director with the right writer,"

Valenzuela said.

Putting together this collaborative show
requires intense planning in both depart-
ments. Valenzuela holds a playwrighting
workshop each spring quarter, in which the
scripts for the following year's Coppola
marathon are selected. In a separate film
class, directors from film and TV learn the
art of theater and are then selected for the
event. Once the two are paired, they begin
production, which includes six weeks of
rehearsals, as well as participation in
another class taught by Venezuela designed
specifically for those involved.

The marathon reminds the separate
departments of their similarities, and
allows both director and writer to learn
from the other's specialized skills.

"We're like siblings. We fight, but we love

each other," said second-year master of fine
arts student and playwright, Marlene
Shelton.

Shelton, who wrote "The President's
Wife," says there are some core differences
in how the two media communicate their
stories to audiences.

"Theater is to be heard and film is to be
seen," she said.

Fellow second-year MFA student and
playwright Beryamin Lamoso, author of
"Holy War and the Headless Horseman,"
agrees with Shelton's distinction between
the visual and the linguistic. After complet-
ing his undergraduate degree in screenwrit-
ing, Lamoso turned to theater because of
the new significance he found in the lan-
guage.

"Writing for theater has really made me
think about the power of words," Lamoso
said. "The power of the different meanings
a word can have, the way you put words
together, the rhythm they create, the world
they create."

Lamoso is extremely thankful for the
effect his director, Miranda Yousef, has had
in bringing those words to life.

"I wrote the play like a big poem, and she
has helped me dramatize it," he said.

Yousefs filmmaking experience in cut-
ting and editing helped her bring out ideas,
and shape themes that she said already
existed in Lamoso's play. These specific
skills allowed her to reshape Lamoso's text,

he^)ing him revise the ending so that it

closed on a more dramatic and effective
note, without altering her partner's artistic

vision.

"I have no interest in rewriting his play
for him, but I do want to bring out what his
story is," Yousef said.

Jesse Spero, a third-year MFA playwright

COPPOLA
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Script show 'Buck Naked' traces life of '80s rocker
By Nick Rabinowitsh

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
nrabinowitsh@media.ucla.edu

Ah, the '80s. When else could a
straight man wear nothing but a
pink cowboy hat, matching boots
and a strategically-placed toilet

plunger?

The real life story of the scant-
ily clad 1980s rocker Buck Naked
of the band Buck Naked and the
Bare Bottom Boys will be
brought to the UCLA stage
tonight in a staged reading of
first-year UCLA master of fine
arts student Tony Moton's origi-

nal screenplay, "Buck Naked."
The performance will be put on
by Theater Underground, a regis-

tered student organization spon-
sored by the theater department
to support and produce student
theater on campus.

The main purpose of the script
show is to get some sort of cri-

tique of Moton's screenplay, and
hopefully some attention from
Hollywood.

"The hardest thing to do is get
good, solid feedback on a script,"

Moton said.

The show will be performed by
40 UCLA students, and will be the
first collaboration between film
and theater students that Theater
Underground has ever attempted.
It's also a cross section of gradu-
ate students and undergraduates.

"Buck Naked" is the first script
show (meaning direct reading
and acting of a screenplay) that
Theater Underground will per-
form. Nevertheless, the group has
high hopes for tonight's show.

"It's really exciting to see new
work that's up on its feet," said
Joy Vanides, president of Theater

Underground. "It is fresh and
there's something very electric
about it. People have almost a 'no
fear' kind of mentality."

The timing for tonight's show
has a special significance: it

marks the 10th anniversary of
Buck Naked's untimely murder
while walking his dog in San
Francisco's Golden Gate Park.
Moton odginally took interests

in Naked's dtory after the untime- "^

ly death of his own brother»ifv||o >.

died in a plane crash.

"I wanted to write a script
about two brothers," Moton said.

After his brother's death,
Moton began to see parallels in
the lives of Buck and his brother.
He took a weeklong trip to San
Francisco to look deeper into the
life of Buck Naked. He was met

I
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Graduate theater student Benjamin Hunter (left) and third-year theater
student Chris Jackson rehearse for the staged reading of "Buck Naked."

Isaac Darche Trio showcases
talent ofjazz studies program
GROUP HOPES TO DRAW ATTENTION TO UCLA'S STUDENT
ENSEMBLES WITH SHOWS AT KERCKHOFF COFFEEHOUSE

.lOANNA JUAN GAN/Dailv Brimn

Ethnomusicotogy students (left to right) Joe Petracek, Issac Darche and Tom Altura perform
at Kerckhoff Coffeehouse last Thursday. Tonight will be the trio's last fall quarter appearance.

ByDanCrossen
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
dcrossen@media.ucla.edu

UCLA's jazz studies program has at times been
eclipsed by its more prestigious neighbors, Cal
Arts and USC. Butjust try telling members of the
Isaac Darche Trio that they represent a lesser
institution.

"In recent years, in part because of the out-
standing faculty here, UCLA has attracted some
really exceptional talent," guitarist and band-
leader Darche said.

His trio, which plays Thursday nights at
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse, is just one of the stu-
dent ensembles reflecting this trend.

The group, which also features drummer Joe

Petracek and bassist Tom Altura, has been
together for the past year, playing adventurous
interpretations of jazz standards and original
tunes. The three met as students in the jazz pro-
gram, and while they all play in other groups,
they ei\joy the flexibility and sense of equality
that only a trio format can deliver.

''As opposed to a distinct rhythm section with
soloists, (in a trio section) all three band mem-
bers have an equal role in the texture of the
sound," Darche said. "There is a particular
accent on the interplay between the members."

With so much focus on each of the musicians,
there is ample opportunity for each to showcase
his individual talent, which Darche says is

JAZZ
I
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TV
ByCJYu

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cjyu@ucla.medla.edu

As part of the biannual monthlong experimental media
arts festival in Los Angeles this month, "TV or NOT TV"
finally reaches Westwood, bringing the strange and the
bizarre to the UCLA Hanuner Museum and the EDA space in
Suite 104 of the Kinross Building this weekend.

The festival finishes its run in Westwood with a series of
three video programs which touch on varying aspects of tlie

experimental art form.
In "Modify - Speculative Technology," one of the exhibits

to be featiu-ed, artists present video works that question the
results of artificially-created human body parts, challenging
people's views on the future of technology.

Think of it as something like Edward Scissor Hands cre-
ating art with computers and Web sites rather than forming
it with hedge trimmers and topiaries, or Michael Jackson
using his talents to create something other than music, like
performing plastic surgery on others. In this art form, there
are no boundaries, no norms, and nothing unexpected.
To promote the exhibit, a free reception on Saturday

night from 7 to 1 1 p.m. in the EDA space is open to the pub-
lic and will include a Genetically Modified Cafe, where
everything served from wine to cheese and crackers will

TV OK Nf)T TV

Michelle Handelman's "DJ Spooky vs Webspinstress" is one of many
video works featured in the monthlong event. "TV or Not TV."

come from a genetically modified source.
Several of tlie video works can even be viewed at night-

time on public access cable channels in Pasadena and Los
Angeles.

According to Aime Bray, founder and executive director

of the festival, the public access component gives both art
connoisseurs and couch potatoes an equal opportunity to
experience the video art form by extending its accessibility
outside of the museum.

"We started using public access right away to address the
fact that it was video and the fact that we wanted to increase
audiences for this experimental material," Bray said. "The
artists will drive over and go to the gallery, but the folks that
are at home on their couches, we wanted to entice them to
come out."

According to Bray, over 57,000 people tuned in to watch
the offbeat programming last Sunday, a number that is con-
sidered unusually high in comparison to the ratings of many
other public access programs.

For those brave enough to trek down to the actual venues
to see the works, however, there's still time. The last event
for the festival occurs Nov. 30 at the Vermont Music Caf^,
where experimental artists will showcase their original
karaoke videos accompanied with vocal performances by
members of the audience.
Who knows? Maybe Edward Scissor Hands might be

there singing his own rendition of "Thriller" Nothing should
be unexpected.

For more information and location of venues, log on to
Freewaves.org.
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BRIEFS

Film
• "The Good Girl" is screening at Ackerman

Grand Ballroom for $2 tonight and Friday night at
7 and 9:30 p.m.

• "Barry Lyndon" screens as part of the UCLA
Film and Television Archive film series, "The Art of
Hollywood." The Stanley Kubrick film begins
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the James Bridges Theater.

Smokeout" to town this Saturday at the Los
Angeles Cohseum. A bill includes rap, DJ and rock
acts with everyone from Adema and Mudvayne to
Redman, Snoop Dogg and 4th Ave. Jones.

• The electronica DJ act Thievery Corporation
will be spinning their way to the Wiltem Theatre
on Friday, continuing the high profile acts the
Wiltem has had since re-opening with general
admission seating.

JAZZ
I
Trio also perfomis with guest soloists

Music Tlieater
• Hip-hop stars, including Saul WUliams and

Aceyalone, and the band Rx Brothers, will be per-
fomung in Westwood Plaza today at 5 p.m. as part
of the anti-war-themed concert, "Rhymes of
Resistance."

i

• Musicology professor and cellist Elisabeth Le
Guin performs the music of J.S. Bach, Luigi
Boccherini, and Domenico Scarlatti with harpsi-
chordist Charles Sherman in Schoenberg 1655
tonight at 5:30 p.m. Admission is free.

• The Ethnomusicology Undergraduate
Association presents jazz trios at the Kerckhoff
Coffeehouse stage tonight at 7 p.m.

Ethnomusicology students will also perform
North Indian classical music featuring instruments
such as the tabla and sitar in Schoenberg's Jan
Popper Theater tonight at 7:30 p.m.

• The Paris Piano Trio, composed of renowned
solo musicians Regis Pasquier, Roland Pidoux and
Jean-Claude Pennetier, performs Sunday at
Schoenberg as part of the 2002-2003 UCLA Live
series. Call the Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-
2101 for ticket information.

• Cypress Hill will bring their "Cypress Hill

• Debbie Allen's "Pearl" is now playing at the
Geffen Playhouse through Dec. 22. The play is a re-
envisionment of "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves," incorporating dance and song. Student
rush tickets are available for $10 at 10886 Le Conte
Ave. in Westwood.

Arts

from page 12

among the best at the school.

"Because of the nature of the gui-

tar, wliich offers a much more open
and sparse sound than (the more
traditional) piano, our trio really

plays to the strength of our bass
player and allows him to display his
virtuoso abilities."

But even with so much talent in
the group, Darche's trio splits each
show between playing as a trio and
playing with other guest musicians.
This week they will be joined by fel-

low UCLA jazz students Hitoma
Oba on tenor sax and David Hart on
trumpet.

While the addition of guest
soloists forces them to push the trio
elements to the back and revert to a
more traditional role as a separate
rhythm section, they enjoy the
chance to play with their friends
and to give them more opportuni-
ties to showcase their abilities in a
live performance setting.

Ultimately, Darche wants to gain
exposure and recognition for as
many musicians as possible in this

increasingly prestigious program.
"We feel that (these shows)

would give a lot of people on cam-
pus an opportunity to see some of
the exceptional talent that is here in

the jazz studies program. It's a pro-
gram that's changing rather dramat-
ically," he said.

Hopefully students on campus
will heed this call allowing groups
hke Darche's to continue to thrive.

The Isaac Darche Trio performs at

the Kerckhoff Hall Coffeehouse
tonight at 7 p.m.

• "Under the Moonlight," an arts event hosted by
the Global Association of Culture and Peace, will
be in Ackerman Grand Ballroom Saturday at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $7. The evening will host various L.A.
visual and performing artists from various cul-
tures.

• Opening Nov. 24 at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art is "Making," a collaboration
between LACMA and five major art schools,
including UCLA. Teams of students and faculty
artists and designers have created installations
that investigate the process of making art.

Briefs compiled by Andrew Lee and Amber
Noizumi, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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who wrote "Kicking Gravity, or
How to Negotiate with a Charging
Elephant," also experienced the
benefits of a partnership with a
film student. Participating in the
marathon for the second time,

Spero has come to learn that there
is a shared center to the dramatic
spheres.

"The basic art of the story is

inherent in theater, film and televi-

sion," Spero said. "CoUaboration is

challenging, but in the end it makes
for a stronger production."

Shelton also insists that, while
film and theater serve to accentu-
ate each other's differences, the
story is still the nucleus of both.

"It still comes down to the fact

that you are a storyteller. It doesn't
matter what the medium is," she
said. "If you have a good story it's

goin^ to translate."

T?ie question is, do these writers
wart their stories moved trom the

stage to the screen? As Spero
points out, the relationship
between theater and film has more
similarities than differences. i

"I think theater lends itself to
Hollywood. 1 think good writing is

appreciated anywhere," Spero said.

The Coppola One-Act Marathon
will be performed in Macgowan
1340. Plays run Thursdays and
Fridays at 7.30 p.m., Saturdays at

2 p.m. and 7 30 p.m. Nov. 21-23
and Dec. 5-7. Admission is free.

NAKED
from page 12

with positive support, and he began to seriously consid-
er the potential of turning the story into a screenplay

"The trip to San FYancisco was a way to deal with my
own loss," Moton said. "In a lot of ways, I was exorcis-
ing my own demons."

After sitting on the script for four years, Moton final-
ly submitted it as part of his application to UCLA's MFA
program.

"Once I got accepted this past spring, 1 realized that
maybe there might be an opportunity to have it per-
formed," Moton said.

A month and a half ago, Moton held a staged reading
of eight pages of his script at CBS TV with the Nebraska
Coast Connection, an industry resource group that net-
works writers, actors and directors. After getting some
positive feedback, Moton decided that the 10-year
anniversary would be a fitting day to perform the full

script show.
The main premise of the script is a road trip that

Naked and his brother Hector take fi-om Omaha, Neb. to
San Francisco (interestingly, Moton made the same trip
to learn about Naked's life in San Francisco - Moton
was working at a newspaper in Omaha at the time).

"It's a cross between Howard Stem humor %nd
'Almost Famous'," said Casey Garritano, a fourth-year
musical theater student and actor with Theater
Underground. "It takes the form of a rags-to-riches
story, but he never was rich, so it's more of a rags to rags
story. He had a screwed up life, and the screenplay is a
really comical glimpse into how he handles it."

The script has a sad turn at the end, of course, but

ROSANNA bump/Daily Bruin

Tony Moton. a first-year master of fine arts student, acts In
the staged reading of his screenplay "Buck Naked."

Moton sees it as more than just a tragedy.
"It's a pretty sad story, but there is also this kind of

celebration that I think will show on Thursday night,"
Moton said.

*^

t

*'Bux:k Naked" will be performed tonight at 7 p.m. in
Dodd 147. Admission is free.

SpeedDating
the most popular Jewish singles program

in the vorid.

West LA
Nov 24 25-35

Nov 24 Wm 40r65

• Men 45-60

Dec 5 25-35 I

Dec 5 30-40

(Aish Hanukkah Part^lf)

Dec 8 21-27

Valley

Nov 10 35-45

Nov 10 30-40

Nov 24 35-45

Dec 8 Wm 40-55

Men 45-60

Dec 15 25-35

Dec 29 30-40

*** ***"SpeedTasting"
Meet a new person and a new wine each time!

Ages 21-27

Coming in January

PROGRAM: 7 minutes per date

i ^seven round robin dates

CONTACT: wvvw.speeddating.com

310.278.8672x401
PLACE: hip coffee houses *

sV^^o^

^eV
S^?.ecNC

FREEDOM
TO LIVE

iABA's effective service programs promote
ttie freedom to iive, dream, and grow. As
part of our caring team, you'll enjoy ttie

rewards that come from advancing adults

and children with developmental disabilities.

Liberating opportunities exist for Para-

Educators, 1:1 Aides, Psychology/Education

Students.

AVAILABLE POSITIONS IN

LOS ANGELES:

BEHAVIOR SUPPORT
COMPANION
School support for young man w/ Autism.

$13.00/hr. 7:30am-3:30pm, 3x/week7\A

degree in Psych, or related, 1 yr. experience.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
COMPANION
Support yoi»ig i3^n w/brain trm^ni,

|10-t2/fe:AA d«5pw or rel^d &p.

BMKW1¥MENT
^nSCIAUST
JAd^»eorreWedexp;^4tt/tir. ^

*^

BEiOAVIOR SPEClALlSt
iSsrv^gritnq) homes. MA in Psych. & 2 yis.

«]9. des^ntfiQ/evaiuatfng behavior plans.

We crffer ^liac^ b$ne^ and compen-
sation. For ^mnediate consMeration send
reswittiK

enf9^oyfna^Oteba.c(m

Fax: 310,649.3109.

Toll Free bift): 877.^4.2220

IAEA
For more information about these

and other positions, visit us at

www.iaba.com

MANN
Westwood

.^'**
... _

VILLAGE

961 Broxton

206-5576

948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONM.

10925 Undbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbrook

208-4575

PLAZA

1067Glendon

208-3097

Harry Potter and ttie Gtiamber of Secrets PG)

THX - Dolby Qgitat

Mon-Thu (1 1 00 3:00) 7 00 1045

Femme Ritale (R)

THX - Do^ Oigrtal

Mon-Thu {1 45 4:30) 7:30 1020

Jacfcasa The Movie (R)

THX-OObyDigM
Mon-Thu (12 252:354.50) 7 20 10 00

ISpy(PG-13)

THX - Dolby Oigitai

Mon-Thu (12 152 40 5:20) 7:55 10:30

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Dolby Dtgrtai

Mon-Thu (12 00 2:25 5:00) 7 40 10:10

vvest Hollywood
Bargain Shows () For AN Theatres

AMC
Westwood

MNDMARK
Westwood

PJVCIFIG

Westwood

SUNSETS

8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

AutD Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (1 140) 2:10 4:50 7 30 10:M

Far From Heaven (PC- 13)

Mon-Thu (11:30) 205 4:45 7:25 1000

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:45) 2:10 4:35 7:15 9:50

Bowting for Cotumbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7 00 9:55

Con)edtan(R)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

AVCO CINEMA

10840 VMWm Blvd.

1 Blk.E. Of Westwood

(310)777-RLM#330

WLA/Beverly Hills

Punch-Dmnk Love (R)

Mon 2:10 4:30 7:10 9:40

Tue.Thu 2:10 4:30

Wed 2:10 7:10

8MHe(R)

Mon-Thu 1:45 4:20 7:00 IQflO

The Ring (PG- 13)

Mon 2 00 10:15

Tue. Thu 2:00 440 7:30 9:55

Wed 4:40 10:15

Half Past Dead (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2 20 4 50 7:20 9:&5

REGENT

1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259

Roger Dodger (R)

Fri (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30

Beverly Hills
CHECCI 60RI RNE ARTS

8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Derrida

Mon-Tue (5:00) 7:15 9:30

Wed (12:30) 2:45 5.00 7:15 9:30

Thu (4:00)

CREST Santa Clause2 (PG)
1 262 Westwood Blvd. Mon-Thu 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00
(S. of WNahire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

flDvmf
West LA

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

1313 3rd St THX - Dolby Digital on 3 Screens

Promenade Mon-Thu (9 30 103012 00 100 2 15 3 30

4 30) 6:15 ?:00 8:00 10.00 1030

!

The Ring (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:45 4:00) 7 30 10:40

Punch- Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11:45 2 30 5 15) 7:45 10:15

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

TH( - DoKyy SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu (1 1 20 2 00 4 40) 7:20 1O00

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869 .

Fhda(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15) 4:10 7:00 9:55

The way Home (PG)

Mon-Thu(5 05)7 15 9 40

Shanghai Ghetto (NR)

Mon-Tue (5 05) 720 955

Ararat (R)

Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 10 00

Beverly Hills

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverty Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box 0ffk:e

(310)659-5911

Ghost Ship (R)

Mon-Thu 7:10 9 20

The Transporter (PG-13)

Mon 2:15 4:50 9:40

Tue-Thu2:15 4:50 7 20 9:40

Santa Monica
SANTA MOMCA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

B Crimen Del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (1.30) 420 7:15 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7 45 10:00

Bank Ban (NR)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:35 7:30 10:05

Spinted Away (PG)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4 00 700 1O00

8 Mile (R)

Mon 1:30 2 30 3 30 4:30 5:30 6:15 7:00

8 30900945
Tue-Thu 1:30 2 30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:15 7 00

'

^ 8 30 9:00 1000

Tuck Everlasting (PG)

Mon-Thu 1 45 4:00

Halt Past Dead (PG-li)

Mon-Thu 2 00 4 15 7.00 9.30

WESTSIDE PAVILLION Real Women Have Curves (PG- 1 3)

1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:45 7:20 940
(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 9:50

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Mon-Thu (11.20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 140 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica

rtOVIf

NUART

11272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Daughter From Danang

Mon-Thu 5:20 7:30 9:40

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:30 10:15

Far From Heaven

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2 00 4 30 7:00 9:30
31 0.825.216«
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CLASSIFIED

Toi^aceanad,call

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.eclu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mall

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am -3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

AdWrtUngJIps

1. What Is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DoadUnes
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

CiMsHM Una Rales

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 2.00 1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

12pt. headline 8.50
16pt. headline 11,00
Box....^...« ^ , ,$10.00

50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
1 2pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 103.15
Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept: s

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject te change wtttiout notice.

Special Features a Issues

t rMHAtkiMumt^
Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Every dayl

310.825.2221

VIUfKif DlStl
www.villagedisli.coni

FaU/Wkiter & Spring/Summer

310825.2161

Every 5th and lOtti week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

' Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKEIP1ACE.COM
The ASLK:lA Conrwnunfcabons boaid fu»y supports the Univefsity of Ci*fom«s poticy on nondiscnmtnatkjn No medium shaN accept advenaements which present persons of any origin
raoBjwx. or sexuatoher>tation in a Oer>eaningw^ or to triply that they are limited poert^ Nerther the Daily BrUn nor the ASUCUV CorTvnunK:ation
Boardhw investigated any of the services a^^»«ti8ed or the adve^ Any peraon believinQ that an advertiaamert in this ieaue vioiated the Board's pdcy on
nond»crm«at»on stated herein shooWcomrTiunic«»compJaint8 in writing to the Aaaiatart Director Dai^Bru^ 1 18 Kerckhoff Hrt, 308 Wtestwood Plaza Loe Angelas 90024- 1641 Forassis-
tance with housing diacnrnmation ptoblema. ca« the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 . Classified ads also appear on-lne
at httpy/www^dailyt)ru*i.ucla edu Placement on-line s offered as a compl»Tientary service for customers and a not guarwiteed. The Daily Bru«< is responsitjle for the first mconect inser-
tion only Minor typographical errors are not eligibie for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

liiiiiiiiiiPiii >:•>?*?:::':•»::

2200
Research Subjects

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diahes, blood
tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-
zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

a^,..:..: Sperm/Egg Donors

tioo
Campus Happenings

ARAB CULTURE NIGHT
MON. NOV. 25 9-10PM
@ KERCKHOFF HALL

GRAND SALON
LEARN HOW TO
BALLY DANCE
SALSA LESSONS
7-9PM, 10-11PM

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ballroomdance

www.geocities.com/SwingSalsaTango Ball-

room Dance Club& International Folk Dance-
Club@ucla Where Great Romances Begin:

310-284-3636. ballroom@ucla.edu

Pay your tuition

withe^js ^

If you're a woman between the

ages of 1 8 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The CE^fTER for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Cemer for £99 OpCiom. LLC

r
1800

Tscellaneous
nip 1800
Miscellaneous

Need West Hills

Recycler Classifieds, a Wibune Co.,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hilis faciiity.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
A join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,

avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Qreat earning potential: commissions

+ bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
1-800-300-2777x32603
ioe.moran@recycler.com

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line txanking source for

students, emptoyees & alumni. Free checking,

student toans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

FRIENDSHIP?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoll-

tan/hiature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo

personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

20S0
Pregnancy

^m23oo
Sperm/I^ll Donors

^ EGG DONORS NEEDED ^
Healthy females ages ld-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes cnonthly.

COMPENSATION $5,0(^0
Call reproductive Solutions

j^ (818)832-1494 ^

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

if

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human t)ehaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

Well-Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone

between 18-30 years of age, 5'l"-5'8" thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

ff OPTiONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses
Ji

Research Subjects Research Subjects

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coll 1 800 521 521

1

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and leam to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-

ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-

8330.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're
tooking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

2^00
Tickets Offered

TWO PAIR UCU VS use FOOTBALL TICK-
ETS, 20-yard line in season section. $80 pair.

Trojans need not apply! 310-613-6200.

3300
Miscellaneous

John ± Christian
DESIGNERS ft CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1850

UCUl
COLLEGE MONOGRAM

Ring

¥rtt Brochure

•YEAR DATE
•DEGREE
• Greek letters
•Your Monogram

t4K COLO $450

RiNGBOXXOM 1-888-646-6466

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
Iboard, wirxJows, doors, and more! We can
[pive your home/apartment/office a special

I

finished touch.

h Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

3700
Health Products

ATTENTION: 85 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie 1-

888-974-7546.

I

Pkipak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your

own sampler pack I Free shipping on orders

over $10.

3800
Miscellaneous

Ihectogstore.cxyT^

\ ••oo-«4a-CLoa

A300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fitnessgear4less.com/2478253.

A4^AA4«<»^

transportation
4600-5500

adv#tfie
in classified display

4700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. StudenVstaff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-
8817,323-873-3303.
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3800
:ellaneous

mm 3800
fOITscellaneous

800
Miscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

3800
iscellaneous

3800
Miscellaneous

You can find just

about anything on

recycler.com. PCs,

Gravity Boots, Track

Lighting, Whatever.

So log on to

recycler.com today.

To place a FREE

ad, log on to

recycler.com and

click "sell if. With

100,000 ads each

week, it's definitely

worth checking out.

D IT. WAS3T IT. GOT IT. Kcou RESYCLER

Research Subjects
2200

Research Subjects
2200

Research SuluecU

.>AmM-m^2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
gg Donors

*«A .ef• .v* .v.AS JiSk Jit* .tf• At. .v. .tf• .tf• .v* •^.ASM#• •• •#•

M
AS

At.

At.

M

•V.

M
M
M
•ef.

l>o you hciv* Qll^rgles
«ii«un<l calsf

If you hove problems around cots, you moy be Interested In

participating In a dinical study of on Investigational use of a
FDfl-approved medication.

During the study, you uuill receive:

Free ollergy tests

Free medication for your ollergies

FinonclQl compensation up to $385

If you ore Interested, please call:

Dr. Jonathan Corren, MD
Clinical Faculty at UClfl

310-477-1734

extension 242

For Couples Undergoing Fertility Treatment

21-32 years of age

Non-smoker8« No drugs

Attractive Compensation to

donor, if accepted into program

Access to Recipients from 11 Highly
Reputed Fertility Physicians

Special need for Asian donors

^''^f'mmk^W^^^

Genesis Egg Donor Corp

For information^

^^ call Toll Free...877/37S-8888

We Are m 100% Pb^ickn Based

Donor Oocftc Program

www.genesisivf.com

eggdonors@gene^8ivf.com

M .tt. .tt. Jit. .tt. .^. .^. At. .^. .^. .^. .^. .^. .'it. «M. Ad. .M
.• Ok*«M «aci

m70o
Auto Insurance

Ma§700
ito Insurance

S500
Vehicle for Rent

Autolnsurance
'/^asae^Oas!^-

I markets. Low Rates. Foreign students and New Drivers OK.

I (310)208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

^900
tos for Siile

1990 HONDA CIVIC LX. Red color. Automatic.
Excellent condition. ICWKmiles $3300 obo.
Please contact 310-206-1629/310-618-9472
email praJtku999@hotmail.com

1991 MAZDA MIATA. Good conditions. $180K

miles. $2500. Call 818-845-1114.

1992 ACURA INTEGRA RS. White. 5-speed.

manual. AC. 90kmiles. Very good condition.

$5000. 310-573-9892 or jgrogger@hot-
mail.com

1992 HONDA ACCORD SEDAN ROSE-
WOOD. Excellent condition, maintenance

record. Standard transmission. Original owner.

Only 67k $4200 obo. (310)415-2930.

1994 HONDA ACCORD EX. black,

105.000miles. auto, great condition. $5700.

Nick 818-506-8213

Neea Transportation
to a Party or

^ Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire. _ ^
call Gina (310)21^7^
or (310)578-31i;|

Let's Go
Transportation

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas, Ftorida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. America's

#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips eam cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

Travel Tickets

^^n^fjg^^pj^^-^SJOO
Travel Tickets

O^

5900
jlpancial Aid

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

FAST AND EASY
STUDENT
LOANS

Up to $20,000 in 24hrs. upon approval. 640
and up Credit Score. Call: 323-497-7059.

Reference* 1978.

^TRAVEL

LOSeABOS_i.,349

mmNn ».»38f

ouicuM ^,m

idorytrovelMB

(800)878-9986

STUDENTS

R»»Victoryti

CST» 2063861-40

RIO-SAO |2S9

COCTARICiL.. $209

MEXICO.......... $119

GUADALAJARA. $119

GUATEMAUU. $235

BUENOS AIRES. $249

TOICrO....... $259

.LONDON $239,
mmimita\mmsi ok«t pukhace-ikmm souDei

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid

instantly. Must have dear title. 310-908-2333.

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628.www.ucu.org.

Classified
825-2221

!^ESSI*?5SSSS^^I^S^
,l^l'ijt Display

206-3060
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cussincD

TODAY

6000
Insurance

TODAY

FLU VACCINE
For registered UCLA students .

Bring your Bruincard / 300 doses at each event.

First come, first served - no appointment needed.
I *

Thurs. Nov. 21, 1 1 am - 2 pm
Marian Anderson Courtyard, A05M

Tues. Nov. 26J 2 - 3 pm / Bruin Plaza (outside Ashe)

+ Qi Gong demo at each event

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment
ifijthe Ashe Center, while supplies last.

F6r more information or to request an appointment:

www.studenthealth.uclg.edu or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

Flexibility & Injury Prevention in Everyday Life

1 - 2 pm / Wooden Center Conf. Room / Free, Drop in

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Kind of hunter
5 Swindles
9-500
13 Possessed
15 WItti. to Pierre

16 Dorm unit

17 Touch or taste
18 Coffee, slangily

19 UtII. bill

20 Victorian, e.g.

21 Lifeguard's beat
23 Meditator's chant
25 Cereal holder
26 Buying frenzies

27 Catch off guard
30 "Gidgef actress
31 Scholarly volumes
32 Like railroad tracks
37 Collar style

38 Diner employees
40 Leak
41 Borrow on
43 - Ingalls Wilder
44 Internet addr.

45 Cracker topping
47 Pianist's span
50 Candied Items
51 Dell buy
52 Canyon comeback
53 Milk source
56 Peter or Nicholas
57 Diamond or Simon
59 Sleep disturber

61 PC gadgets
62 "Runaway Bride"

co-star

63 Oil-bearing rock
64 Reproving ducks
65 Coast downhill
66 Spirit j

DOWN
1 Vacuum part

2 Big pitcher

3 Actress — May
Wong

4 Some, to Pierre

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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5 Wheedle
6 Ellipse

7 Comstock Lode
St.

8 Dashes away
9 Curie daughter
10 "Lorenzo's Oil"

star

11 Active folks

12 Gym org
t4 Railroad

terminals

22 Harry Potter's

messenger
24 Length x width

25 Musburgerof
sports

26 Black Hills st.

27 Wineglass part

28 Dorothy s dog
29 Love, to

Claudius
32 "The Bells" poet
33 Shipments
34 Earsplitting

35 Philanthropist
— Cornell

36 Bard's tragk:

kina

38 Jade pieces
39 Look rudely at

42 Pacific island

43 Citrus fruits

45 Went by bike
46 Derisive laugh
47 Camel stop
A8 Metallk; sound
49 Container

weights
51 Mo. bill

52 Patrick's domain
53 HI or bye
54 Norway's

capital

55 Dandelion, to

many
58 Conger
60 Electrical unit

56

W
64

fT
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TRADITIONS

Bruin Fair
Today

I

NooN-2 P.M., Bruin Plaza

Take a break with some fun

BEAT 'SC games, food and music.

For information, call (310) UCLA-SAA or
visit www.UCLAliunni.net/BeatSC.

(310t UCtA^AA wwiiLUCUIumnijMt/SM
"^SAA is th< studm: chaptrr ofthe—

UCUyumni
\k%% o c i a t i o nl

Classifieds

825-2221

6600
Personal Services

/instate
Vbu're in good hand&

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 triks. So. of Wllsf-ilr©)

24 Hours a Day Service

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

Intemational Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon BMr, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

B^^s^ 61OO
Computer/internet

STUDENT SPECIAL: Internet Users Want to

Save $$!! Student Internet access only!

$9.95/mo! For details/sign-up see www.icolle-

gedirect.net today!

«s 6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
l4£gal Advice/Attorneys

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou l<now where to loold

Dateline

lA'sBEST
DateUnej4

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

IMMIGRATION
•Workina Visas (H-IB)

p • Green Cards, Labor Cent.
• Sponsor Companies '

call: (310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865
e-mail: usglobolserv^aol.com

Free Consultation

PERSONAL I

D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OflBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Century City, California

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

lobs, short notice ok. SF. LV, SD. Student dis-

count Go Baiins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

nx)vers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, txjxes available. Also, pk:k-up
donations for American Car)cer Society. Jer-

ry©310-391 -5657.

^msoo
Music Lessons

D^inar' Aid.pa

323-938-4597
B A MUSIC

B.A. EDUCATION

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Studio by 3rd & Fairfax

let your sou/come out and sing'

We cnete a new progress

and practice CD every lesson

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6700
^^ofessional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chlcago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-
tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

HYPNOTHERAPY=
RESULTS

Positive help for test anxiety, smoking ces-
sation, motivation, goal achievement, self-

confidence, self-esteem, relaxation. Free
consultation. Affordable rates. Confidential.

Michael Moss, C.Ht. Brentwood office. 310-
709-9934.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies guaranteed to help

you gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

(3 1 0) 696
(213)572
(562) 282-
(626) 484-
(818)264-

DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE

Access Code 333

_ _; always free to call,

free to create your ari^:^

^ free to listen to ads L
and free to send your ad

7000
Tutoring Offered

"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-0101,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

EXPERIENCED
JAPANESE TUTOR
Available evenings. Ask for Toshiko.

818-248-7084

Tm PR O^^V YOUR
C. R F: . G M A 7

GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONALtf
t > Pofnwr t*»i pr»p c«mar d<r*cter

> 10 yMf* teaching •tandsr^Md math ttsti
> Cotnprt>mt\uv m«thod p«r«on«ii2*d to acMav*

raajumum t\tec**m

I ' BaOarANO

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering
business wortd. Taught by experienced profes-

sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, aH musical instruments; piano/vio:*

Hn/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew,chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-

387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language-for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

MENTOR/TUTOR
WANTED FOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR.
Santa Monica. Special attention to math, sci-

ence, and architecture. 818-560-1848.

NEED STUDENT TO HELP W/ HOMEWORK
for 3rd grade boy. Mon-Thurs. 4-6(flexible).

5thst.& Wilshire in SM. Starting $8/hr. 310-
383-2397.

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay. Classes in West Valley. 310-
377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

TUTOR WANTED for 13 & 17 y/o for general
subjects. Spanish is a plus. 15-min from cam-
pus. $10/hr. 310-430-4000.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

Business Opportunities

LET YOURS
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign currency. Initial invest-

ments $500-25k. Returns up to 30.9%.
For more info call: (213) 747-3488. For
smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

mm^ 7500
Career Opportunities

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-
munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible
hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cyt>emet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to
Job Code U-1 110.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM. 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No more Westem
Union Fees. Receive a Visa ATM and Master-
card. Everybody qualifies! 'Call home 1

cent/minute calling cards. 'Win a free laptop
PC. •*Leam how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. SPOKE MODELS WANT-
ED. Go to www.spacebooth.com. Email:
bank@spacebooth.com. Telephone 1-800-
303-3351. Fax resume 619-296-4532.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jot)s@psvratings.com

RN CASE MANAGER, LVN, QA (RN/LVN
ONLY). Busy home health/hospice office in

Westwood Village. Excellent benefits. 310-

824-9798.

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLArgfa^;-iAges 2;6«yearsrEduationaI pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare VaJley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call 310-

440-6738

CHILDCARE FOR 11 -year-old boy in ex-

change for room. 4-8pm weekdays. Room,
board, use of car, stipend. Brentwood. UCLA
doctors. 310-825-4098.

CHILDCARE WANTED, help mother w/2 girts

(3-year&new bom). During early evenings, 5-

7.30. 2-4 days/week. Westwood kx»tions.

salary negotiable. 310-475-0865.

DRIVER/COMPANION FOR 14YR.0LD BOY
Thurs. 2:30pm, occasional other afternoons

arnj evenings. Need references, clean DMV
record. $12/hr. 310-472-8564.

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.

Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-

Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car.in-

surance,&references needed. Teaching organ-

ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,

warm/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,

new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light

housewort(/cooking, English speaking. 310-

433-1320.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a

serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/15-year-okJ daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from schoolA tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

MOTHER'S HELPER
For 9-year-old boy & 16-year old girt. Week-
days from 3-6. Must have car. Salary negoti-

able. Westwood. 310-470-9850.

7700
Child Care Wanted

SEEKING RELIABLE, ENTHUSIASTIC, Trust-
worthy people to wori( various hours/days for

babysitting service. College, CPR/First-Aid,
fluent English a must. $9-11/hr. 310-545-5181.

WLA P/T Nanny 20hrs/wk, M-F, afternoon to
eariy evening. Need car/insurance. Energetk;,
creative to watch 2 young girts 7&4. 310-351-
1767.

7800
Help Wanted

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company.
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping woukj be
also helpful, but not mandatory. Call 310-474-
4521.

$14.50-$19/hr. TUTORS WANTED. In-home
tutoring for K-12. P/T. Upper classmen and
graduate prefered. Car needed. Call 24hrs
310-335-5650.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert)al and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley Send. fax. or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Bany, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to wori< in the
UCLA Ackennan Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,
customer service or financial institutton ex-
perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT.
vert)al, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,
University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA. Ca 90025.

J

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medk^ai scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,
Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.

Host music/talk-shows for our radio statk)ns.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show. plus fantastk:

benefits. 323-468-0080. 24-hours.

APPAREL4LESS.COM. EBAY COMPANY in

Westwood needs computer-literate or HTML
or Adobe or Et)ay junkie. P/T or F/T. DavkJ
310-717-7412.

ATHLETICS: P/T UCLA students to work In

office. Pays: $7.39/hr. 10-20 hrs weekly. Must

be fiiendly and hard working. /Vpply at J.D.

Morgan Facilities office 310-206-6662.

B.H. Model Management Co. kx)king for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
Inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTER NEEDED 1-2 days/week. Sal-

ary commensurate upon experience. Pacific

Palisades family of 2 children. 310-230-2067.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-

rate parties. Rexible hours. Apply in person.

937 Westwood Blvd. 310-208-1180.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience

necessary. Earn up to $300 a day 1-866-291-

1884 ext U4.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSJ-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cattons. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.oW autistic boy 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

BH law firm need part time file clerics, $7.50/hr.

Interest in law preferred. 15-20 hr/week.

Rexible scheduling. Send resume/availat>ility

(310)274-2794, Attn: Recruitment.

{fXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^
H B.H. Model Manag. Co. H
^^

Looking for new Talent A.SA.P. for NatX ^
M Commercials & Magazines M
JJ For the Holiday Season H
W MM Serious inquires!!! MM 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC dental assistant for

busy& growing Beverly Hills dental practtee.

Must be trained in all back office functk>r^.

818-789-1615.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR for High school chem-
istry. Must have 4.0 in subject area, and expe-
rience. References/transportation necessary.
$25/hr. 310-393-3000.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Hourty
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agerv
cy across fi-om Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER Westwood
for 4 y.o./boy. Own car and insurance. Ref-

erences. Up to 15hrs. Male preferred but

not mandatory. 310-481-6001.

MAKE YOUR PAPER AN "A" PAPER!
I'll proofread your thesis, dissertation, term pa-
per for only $1/page! The EditBoss -www.ge-
oclties.com/editboss.

P/r CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr okl daughter. Intemation-

al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-

erences required. Grand Piano. Bevertywood.

Laird:31 0-287-1 010.

PT Nanny needed for 8 month old boy in

Santa Monica. Must have good references.

310-449-3476. Contact Alison.

DANCERS WANTED
For Performing Egyptian Dance Troupe, Ages
21-29. 5'6-5'9, attractive; dance training a
plus. Call Isis 310-474-8433.

EARN EXTRA SFT/PT Wori< from home, help
others $1000-$3000 mo.
www.nellanfunds.com 800-518-8219.

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP. Personal
Management Rrm seeks P/T asst.. M-F 9-

11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call 310-209-
1244, ask for Kate.

FREE LUNCH. FREE DINNER. FREE PARK-
ING. FREE GAS. Delivery drivers wanted.
South Steet. 1010 Broxton.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts. Articles. Intemational students
welcome. 818-345-1531. v

SANTA MONICA. Prefer Psych/Education

female-student. School pick-up, help

w/homework &prepare healthy meals for 7-

year-old girt. Monday-Thurs@5-7pm, some
Fridays/late nights. $10/hr. 310-234-7158,

310-828-8260.

FRONT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST and a MED-
ICAL ASSISTANT wanted in cardiology office.

F/T, PfJ, flexible hours. Encino. 818-905-1240.
Fax resume 818-905-1238.

!
iT-^Vt^F^l^FET^ f*i"*'W?a?»'Tf ,^

i^Sk ^^^^aS^ii-M^:^.^^HlBIyi^^...ij^i±^^^^

GLOBOPOLIS-The Worid's hottest new board
game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.
Interested in a fun, money-making opportunity
for the holidays? Check out game & opp
at<www.glotx)polis.net.>

Display
206-3060
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8A00
r^Jkpartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8A00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
^FREE RENTAL SERVICE^

^Welcome CRruins rxcnds

The Best Apartments
I

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

• The Roberts Companies

We
in all the best locations with a host of amenities. Whether
you

,

need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, tSf 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside

!

>c

• •

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios.

more
necessary, we have custom designer fiimiture a

^11. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

are, in short anything you mayneed we can

Call for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

Tagalog,

[The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

Classifieds
825-222^

^sss^^

SSIS^^^^^^^^^S^S
Display
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'mm ^^^^
"^felp Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

> 1. im^iiiiip

^mx^

THE

UCLAFund ifcSS:

^iMmUmmm

Want a Schedule That Allows You

More Room to Breane?

^.«

V%'b per hour

PLUSBONUS

• Convenient Scheduling
(Mon. - Fri. evenings & Sat., Sun.)

• Build Your Resume
• Speak Directly to Alumni
• We are an equal opportunity employer

Interview Times : 11/21 1-4 pm
11/22 1-4 pm
11/25 1.4 pm
11/26 1-4 pm

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email caIlcenter@support.ucla.edu

Call Sandin for Appointment

310-794-0277

M
for the

Daily

Bruin

Arc you a model...
or want to qct started?;

graphic D€sigTi€rs with knowledge of Quark C Photoshop needed.

Looking for an exciting job on campus?

Wont to work in a fast-paced but friendly

atmosphere?
This is it!

Daily Bruin Advertising Production

is looking for

Grapliic Designers
Apply at ASUCLA Human Resources

2nd Floor. Kerckhoff Hall
UCLA Students ONLY please

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

fannily studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

7820
Hifih-Tech Jobs

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,

possible FfT. Fax resume or call 213-840-9200
Attn. Nick.

GRAPHIC ARTIST/WEB
DESIGNER

Contemporary ctothing co. is seeking F/T&
Pfl graphic artist. Must be proficient w/MAC,
Photoshop* Illustrator. FAX: 323-234-8327.

GREAT WEEKEND JOB
$10/hr. Need enthusiasm to hoW sign to di-

rect buyers to new homes. Hiring immediate-
ly for LA, Hollywood, and Beverly Hills. 1800-
343-8368.

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemarketer for Santa Monica educatran

publisher. Hourly and good commissions.
10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

HOME CLEANERS: P/T-F/T, $10/hr up +tips

to dean In Westside areas. Must be depend-
able and have car. Immediate positions.

April:31 0-471 -2024.

HOTEL DESK CLERK/NIGHT AUDITOR. Full

time graveyard. Small Westwood Village Ho-
tel. English speaking. 310-208-3945.

LOOKING FOR SALES PEOPLE Great P/T-

F/T opportunities in new musk: records store in

Hollywood. 310-617-7692

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dto for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

NORM'S RESTAURANT Is hiring for cashier
arxJ server positions! Please apply in person
at 11001 Pico Blvd or call (310)479-2978

OFFICE ASSISTANT Must be computer-lit.

Contract-template,word, heavy phones. Roof-
ing exp.+ Temp to possible perm. 20-

25+/hrs/week. Fax:310-838-7531.

P/T BABYSITTER in Westwood area. For one
5year-okj chiW. Some afternoons, flexible

hours. Must have car. Call Sharon 310-476-

6059

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. We are looking for Bright. Friendly,

Energetic, Responsible People to join our
team. Will train. 15-25 hours, mornings or
evenings plus Saturday or Sunday $9-
10/tx)ur. Apply in person: 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Or Call: 310-474-8525. Ask for Jack.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in teaming
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion
to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT P/T possible F/T to
work for n^edium size computer software com-
pany EBAY experience a plus. Fax resume or
call Nick 323-578-8208

8000
Internships

DESIRE EDUC/PSYC research experience?
Literacy project needs intem assistance. Col-
lect chiW data, manage information. Car/morn-
ing availability ideal. katie_kandm@ya-
hoo.com

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,

possible F/T. Fax resume or call 213-840-
9200 Attn Nick.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanlsh/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tk)n with INS-sponsorshlp. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tlons.htm

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage productk)n company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

INTERNS FOR GROWING ENTERTAIN-
MENT COMPANY College credit. No experi-

ence necessary. Flexible. Great for your
resume! Contact: Andrew @ 310-288-8105

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy salon.
Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy 310-824-
7666.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Ftexible hours, convenient kx:ation
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

P/T POSmON 1-2 daysMeek, 8-5.30pm. will

work w/school schedule. Some ECE/CD units

preferred & experience worthing w/pre-kinder-

garten chikjren. 310-459-0920

PART TIME
Sales Representative. Health & Fitness Co
seeks highly motivated individuals to help

increase sales. 15-20hrs/wk. Call today
310-242-6722.

i

STAFF ASSISTANT
MUSIC PUBLICATION

P/T. Helpful exp: Mac and/or PC. Internet/e-

mail, data entry, great phone presence. Small
SM office w/casual dress code and flexibte

hours. Resume and cover letter; jobs® ice-

magazine.com.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156

26th St., Santa Monk:a. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Learn to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-

$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applicatbns are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

LITERARY AGENCY- Paid internships. Flexi-

bte hours. Book/screenplay evaluation, gener-
al office. Fun&pleasant environment near
UCLA. Send/fax letter of introduction stating

interest in books/film&leamir)g agency busi-

ness&availability. Prefer graduate students.

Include resume: Agency 10532 BIythe Ave. LA
90064. Fax:310-559-2639. Tel :310-559-0831.

81OO
Personal Assistance

TOP HOME CLEANING. My cleaner is seek-
ing more wort( in the Westwood area. She is

totally thorough, reliable, honest. 310-208-

3335.

/

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm. 1.5bth.

http7/LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1 -year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,
separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Pariting extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & abte to pertorm a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax. or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K, LA,

CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation .com

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beverty Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-

uling, typing and coinbining transcripts. Please

call Janice: 213-96 -4440.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-

0423.

WESTWOOD LITIGATION firm seeks P/T
word processor. Must have excellent typing
skills and grammar. 10 hours/week, flexible,

email resume humanresources@gascouhop-
kins.com.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-

648-2258.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvate. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony gated parking.
Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1225.
SACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Urge
unit, bateony fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET Starting January.
2bdrm/1bth on Strathmore/Landfair. Across
the street from campus. Lease ends July 1st.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550. 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP.
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

VIllfKif D
8^00

Apartments for Rent

UCU's Dining and Entertainment Magazine

-310-824-9691
Unhappy witti

your roommate?

«** *<•*..

88 ARTICLES
^S^-*

88 REVIEWS

Hs^'

88 COUPONS

88 AND MORE

A popular publication, the VILlflGf

\M provides UCLA Students, Faculty

and Staff a free guide to the array of

restaurants and more available in Los

Angeles. To Advertise, call

310.825.2161

m
« «

BRENTWOOD- $2300
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshlre. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,

paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bWg,
close to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village

for shops, restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4. and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,
parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-
ing granted, laundry room. $1095. 310-230-
1 252 Adj Brentwood.

JR EXEC $1150. 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C. gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061^ ^

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1196,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068. 11069 Strathmore #3.

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-
er, all new carpet, painted. $1200. One year
lease. 310-420-7884

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/rTX)nth 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-
ity buikling. 310-208-4796.

PACIFIC PALISADES
2bdrm/1bath. Brartd new, redone unit. Tile

fkx)rs, gas cooktop, wall oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-

ered parking, storage kxjker. 2nd ftoor. small

buikjing (8 units). Ck>se to UCLA. Walking dis-

tance to beach and shopping area.

$1795/month. 310-589-5952. Available Dec.

1st.

PALMS AREA. 1 bedroom, pool, $950/month.
All new. 310-420-7884.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Bateony Refrigerator,

stove. Gated paridng. Gated building. Laundry.

No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1095. 310-870-

1757.

PRIME WESTWOOD
LOCATION

10777 Ashon Ave. 3bdrm/2bth. $2600. Anne
310-441-3783.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Partying, Hardwood fkx>rs, tots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA 1+1, great area, r/s, carpet,
hardwood floors, laundry, parking, .www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA 1+1, r/s, dose to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA apartment by beach, private

room, r/s, hardwood ftoors, laundry, paridng,

$500. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

SANTA MONICA bachetor pad, near beach,
r/s, carpet, laundry, partdng, utilities included,

$650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dariington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/pari<-

ing, laundry/balcony Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities included

$750.www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, prime area, pe-

tok, r/s, carpet, garden, laundry, parking,

$1 095. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished/unfumished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned paridng. Walk to 3rd

Street Promenade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,

937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900

K S

SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony or patio,

gated partying. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,
paricing, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-ctoset,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove. Refrigerator. pari<ing.

Laundry room in buikling. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two partying spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime JVestwoodJHuge
3bed/3bath remodeled, n&H, redUce<J" rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran
#5. 310-877-8817.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry, 2 car partying, quiet neighborhood. 2
miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

WEST LA. Available ASAP LARGE 1B+1B.
$950rent+$950dep. Gated access+paridng.
New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.
5-min to 1 0+405freeways. #12 BlueBus.
Contact 213-446-5772/310-210-7380.

WESTLA ~
Large 1/bdrm, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, partying,

laundry. Near Santa Monica+ Bundy Water,
trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

*WEST
IBD+1BA $I145/M0
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

{310)391-1079
www.westsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA, gated, r/s,

carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1100.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401

.

WESTWCX)D 1+1, walk to UCLA, R/S, CAR-
PET, A/C, LAUNDRY. POOL. PARKING, $950.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWCX)D 2+1. ctose to UCLA. r/s. bateo-
ny, carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Rreplace, bakx)ny, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,

pod, utilities, clean, parking, best deal in

Westwood. $1100/month. Call Andrew 310-
562-8397

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, catok,

r/s. balcony a/c, pool, laundry, garage. $400.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWCX)D bachelor pad. walk to UCLA.
r/s. carpet, laundry, paricing. utilities included.

$625. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368.

WESTWOOD fumished. 1+1. ctose to UCLA,,
catok, r/s, carpet, gated, laundry, partying,

$995. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

** MAR VISTA **

GLENROCK

We can help!

Luxury 2 Bedroom
Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• Roommate Matching Service Available

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered paricing/Jarge ctos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.
729 Gayley

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom, Hardwood floors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, pari<ing available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/rTX)nth. /Ml utilities and
pariting included. Days:310-475-7533, even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, lees
than two btocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,
no pets, partying. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. Ibdrm/lbth. Ful-
ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, bateony laundry. Walking distance to
UCLA. $1200/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.
Hardwood flqgi^ stove, refrigerator, dlsh-
wsisher. SepafSfd dinning room. Swimmlr^
pool, paridng, laundry. $1725/month. 310-578-
7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD: Urge 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES -Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $675-
925. Ibdrm $950-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers, bateony NC and more. Sbdnrn

$1895-$1995. Large, luxury. Must see. Call for

free listing:31 0-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS
3bdrm/2bth. Large unit. 2.5 miles from cam-
pus, half a block from blue-line bus.
$1500/month, one year lease. Call 310-276-
3138 Henry.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Close to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-

tor, stove, closets. Pool. 310-204-4332, ask
for Shiriey.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995

2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 twths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

SecAlann,CatOK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

2 BD, 2 BA Townhoflies

11748 Courtleigh Or. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

8^50
Apartments to Share

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $850+utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-
9748

4OPEN HOUSE Mon. -Sat. 10

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

HEART OF BRENTWOOD. Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

INCREDIBLE PRICE: Chill roommate wanted
to share 2bdrm/1bth in Brentwood, IWk south
of Wilshire on Barrington. No Anal-retentives

$550/mo. 310-962-3546.

PALMS. Bright, Spacious Single. Full Kitchen,

appliances, parking, most utilities paid. 310-
842-9797.

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk den-
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in

2bdrm/2bath. Male. Furnished, pool, security,

cable. $1100/month, $550/month share. 310-
209-0382.

I
^
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Th^ African Graduation Committee Presents:

"Autumn Jubilee"

Fowler Museum
Friday, November 22, 2002

7pm-9pm

Featuring: African Arts Ensemble's Jooba. Hip Hop. Poetry
I

I ASP'S African Brothers & Sisters

Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Delta Sigma Theta
i Harambee Council Fair

Catfish Dinner sales from Roscoe's Chicken and Waffle &
I Slauson Fish l\/larket

African Grad/ Senior Voting & Nominations
Co-Sponsored by Cultural Affairs Commission, USAC, SIOC, USA

Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund

GET STUFFED
BOY

I PRESENTS
LOS ANSELES

GET AN EXTRA HELPING OF bovLA
AS WE JOIN THE EVIL CLUB EMPIRE FOR

ONE CRAZY NIGHT!

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER ir"
AT THE HOLLYWOOD ATHLETIC CLUB

HO GETS YOU ACCESS TO
FIVE TITILLATING CLUB ROOMS

18
+ 6525 SUNSET BLVD. HOLLYWOOD

CORNER OF SUNSET A SCHRADER

ONE INCREDIBLE NIGHT FEATURING:

BOY ^m^mm perversion ^vet
GOTO boyLA.com FOR ALL THE LATEST INFO

BOY
LOS ANGELES

CUTE BOYS, EVERY FRIDAY
FEATURING HIP-HOP |R«B| POP |70$-80s-90s Hin

THIS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER ll**"

UCLA VS. use
PRE-GAMERAUY

«5
WITH THIS AO
OR on IN FREE BEFORE MIDNIGHT
WITH YOUR SCHOOL ID

18
+

I
1642 LAS PALMAS AVE, HOUYWOOO
JUST S. OF HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

| $8, DOORS AT K)

AT boyLA.com YOU CAN:
MEET « RATE OTHER BOYS

|
BUY PRIORITY TICKETS

| VOTE i REQUEH MUSK

www.boyLA.com
photos: a. salmen

Noyy boyy^ IS everymMf NIGHT!

"To my mind,

to kill in war
is not a whit

better than to

commit
ordinary murder*

Albert Einstein

"Do WO tho poopio
really want to be a new Ro
that Imposes Its rule by the

"^eofovenvhe/ming

lUFCfi whenever its

interests are

rceived poteriti

it endless warfar!
-Susan Sarandon

tmCEED BY FIDIL RODRlGUEa OF KPFK
Featured Speaker: Itfilliam lipski Ufimsatt

Author of Ko ftlore Priiom and Bomb the Suburbs

86om
>/1bvn|||||ise for Rent'

BRENTWOOD. 1 bdrm/l bth condo;
1 bdrm/l bth+den on Montana. Security build-
ing. All amenities. Great kx:ation. Fireplace.
Parking space. $1500 ; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrTn/2ba Condo. Spacious

room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700. Jimmy.

213-272-3316.
j I i

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORfDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-
rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

WLA Large 1/bdrm. A/C. dishwasher, fire-

place, large closet space, secure buikjing.

1.5/miles from campus. $1100/month. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-560-7632.
I

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

WESTWOOD guest house, petok, r/s. patio,

carpet, pool, laundry, yard, parking, $950.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great
views, laundry, parking, utilities included,
$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

Room for Rent

BEL AIR HOUSE, close to UCLA, r/s, carpet,

walk-in closets, parking, utilities included,

$1100. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

^^ 8800
Guesthonse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition, one bedroom, furnished/unfurnished

gesthouse. Kitchenette. Will like quiet/consid-

erate, non-smoker. Cable/utilities/cleaning

included. $1600/month. 310-804-
3851.Available Dec. 1st. i

WESTWOOD STUDIO, near UCLA, r/s, hard-

wood floors, quiet area, laundry, parking,

$750. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-

7368

9000
House for Sale

ELEGANT, 4-fbdrm. 2.5bth, 3-car garage,

368sq.ft.. secluded yard. UCLA Professor's

Bel Air home $1,020,000, 310-206-6392.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME. GUEST-
HOUSE FOR RENT Fully furnished. Pool/Ja-
cuzzi use. Private Bathroom, Call Nina: 310-
471-6562.

MAR VISTA Bus routes to UCLA. Residential

area. High ceiling, lots of light, utilities includ-

ed. $800/mo. Female, non-smoker preferred.

310-915-0629.

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 chikjren in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overkx)king the ocean, week-
ends only 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in exchange helping

w/household chores, errands and dhving for

older lady. References and car needed. 310-

477-6977 leave message.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related

interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great

location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-

0760.31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.

$650-»-$650-security. 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-

den 310-391-2718.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates Stan at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good tocation. close to

UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

SANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,

upstairs bedroom, downstairs study. Large
townhouse. Kitchen pnvileges. 310-453-8508.
6-8pm. Female grad only $795/mo.

WILS 1 HOOD i»I^I/.l
riiiKsiiiv mr^iir*)!

r>-ni»%i iitf 1 .^ 1

"T;

WCUtTIILlLSS
Paid for by USfiC. Funded by B.O.D.

Sponsored by Cultural Affairs 6 Academic Affairs
Organized by Students for Olobal Peace & Justice

Design by fAayura Kona-mQyurakona@yahoo.cora

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

BEL AIR STUDIO, close to UCLA, caiok, r/s,

carpet, laundry, parking, utilities included,

$725. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT private room,
gated entry, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, $550. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Female roommate
wanted. Levering Ave, walk to campus. Sunny,
charming 1 bed/bath. Fully furnished, stove, re-

frigerator. Pool. Huge balcony on top level.

Parking available. $525/month includes water.
Available starting 1/1/3 or 2/1/03. Betty:310-
208-3059.

9700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
Sublets in all cities!! 1-877-FOR-RENT

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc
seeking roomate (professional preferred).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patrice
tel:310-826-6654

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, furnished, cable.
Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.
Female-preferred. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD HOUSE, private room, r/s. hard-
wood floors, walk to UCLA, w/d, parking,

$650. www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-
7368

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

FEMALE STUDENT TO SHARE Ibdrm/Iiving
room apartment. Gated complex, parking,
near SMCC. $385/mth. Available now! Call

Heather 310-453-5558.

^NEMAN'i

TRASH
MOTHER MAN'S

I

m T ^

#
Bruin
Bargains
*ads for items over $1 OO are $2
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SWIMMING NOTEBOOK

Swimmers out of

jiivater

A two-week break allowed the
development of an even more rigor-
ous training schedule for the Bruin
swimmers.

Along with gradually extended
meter lengths, known as increasing
"yardage," the team has also been
miming on the track, lifting weights,
and practicing yoga on Fridays.

"They're in great shape," head
coach Cyndi Gallagher said. "We're
choosing not to have our faces so
much in the pool six hours a day, but
also working outside for better ath-

leticism."
I 1

Bruins get season

bests at San Diego
The last meet against San Diego

State brought a number of season
best swims for the individuals in the
team. )

Junior Sara Platzer took home first

place in the 50-meter free (23.64) and
100 free (52.18). Sophomore Lindsey
Smart won her event in the 200-

meter free (1:54.22), and on FYiday
will be competing against her former
university's team, Arizona State.

"At the San Diego meet, a lot of
people did extremely well, and there
will be definitely great Pac-10 compe-
tition this Friday and Saturday,"

junior Naoko Watanabe said.

No 'SG game for

swimmers
UCLA will race against both

Arizona State and Arizona on Friday
and Saturday, respectively.

Admittedly, while Saturday's meet
conflicts with the UCLA v USC foot-

ball game, the swimmers still antici-

pate a competitive atmosphere for
their meets.

"There's going to be a higher inten-
sity this weekend, and I'm glad that
the weather has been heating up,"
Gallagher said.

"Playing against these two Pac-10
teams will give us some really good
match-ups, and the true fans will still

be there."

Notes compiled by Regina Yeh, Daily
Bruin Contributor.

YUHL
I
Movie quotes prove UCLA

may have a shot at a big game win

NICOLE MILLER/Dailv Bruin

Freshmen step upl Read about
Stacey Lindstrom and the other freshmen making
contributions to the women's soccer team online.

from page 22

a lot buddy. I better go find some
Listerine.

"Wanna hear the most annoying sound
in the world?"

Aside from the

noise Jim Carrey
makes after he
asks that ques-

tion, what else

could be more
abrasive to the

ears than

Southern Cal's

fight song? I hate

to confuse movie
lines, but remem-
ber in "M^gor League", when the evil

female owner groans, "I hate that f-ing

song" as the Wild Thing (Charlie Sheen)
comes in to close the game for the rag-tag

Indians?

Yeah, that's the way I feel about it.

"Whoever they are, they're good. Very
good."

Tyler Ebell was a fourth-string back,

and now he's breaking rushing records.

The guy is short, but he's quick and elu-

sive.

Ebeirs breaking rushing records.

The guy is short, but he's quick

and elusive. It's like trying to tack-

le your little brother after you
pour a gallon of gasoline on hinfi

and try to light him on fire.

It's like trying to tackle your little

brother after you pour a gallon of gaso-
line on him and tiy to light him on fire.

He's had, what, six straight hundred
yard rushing games? He's only a fi-eshman
too, with, as Hubie Brown would say,

tremendous upside.

Stay away from
open flames, Tyier.

Please.

"Sometimes,
when I think you
couldn't POSSIBLY
get any stupider, you
do something Uke
this ... and TOTALLY
REDEEM YOUR-
SELF!"

And finally, the Bob Toledo section.
Disclaimer: only applies if UCLA wins.
Which, if they do, I'm pretty sure will
cause a repeat of the Flying Snot
Incident. Be prepared, Bruin fans, and
carry some Kleenex with you at all times.
You never know if I'll be sitting behind
you.

Eax:h of this week's sports columns will

celebrate Beat 'SC Week.
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pi^ CUPAND SAVE

Exp. 11727/02^'^

LARGE \

P\7Zk\Nl

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11/27/02

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
— — • • Sfc. CUPANDSAVE

txp.il/27/02

URGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

*y* TAX INCLUDED

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

^^j^^ CUPAND SAVE - — — —

Westwood
208-8671

Offer gcx)d only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
/en to driven.

Since its humble beginnii^ in 1944 as

^ a serenading competition betiveen

fiatemities, Spring Sii^ has evoked

L into UCLAs oldest and greatest

musical tradition and student

Monday, Nov. 25,
7-8 p.

James West Aumni Center

Find out how you or your group

can get involved with taient,

company or stage crew by

attending the Spring Sing

Infonnation Meeting.

competition.

partiapate m

can

years

FOR INFORMATION
call (310) UCLA-SAA or vistt

www.UCLAIunini.net/SAA

Spring Sing and per-

fimn fi3r celebrity

^ judges and an

audience of

more than

^
4,500.

/

Tickets

go on sale

atCTOon

March 31.

^

^TO

ERASE b.U.I.?
• DUI defense

• DUI deletion from

your past record

• Car accidents

no recovery : no fee ,

(800)242-9495^

Law Offices of Ya-EI Trock

We Fi3ht For You!

STUDENT Rates!

yjlLflOf DIStI
UCLA's Dining and Entertainment Magazine

CONiim SOON..,

look for it!

SUPERSALE! HOLIDAY PACKAGES!
LONDON SUPERSALEI

LONDON THANKSGIVING
fVVRIS THANKSGIVING

JARIS CHRISTMAS
AMSTERDAM CHRISTMAS
MADRID NEW YEARS
LONDON NEW YEARS

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 3 nts hotel, breakfast

RH" air, 3 nts hotel, breakfost

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

Guaranteed best prices. Hundreds of packages.
Taxes and restrictions apply. Valid for select travel dates.

$549
$599
$649
$829
$879
11039

1749

|iH!l»*fH|,

www.gotoday.com 425-487-9632

Vancouver $177
Toronto $325
London $326
Paris $339
Barcelona $356
Frankfurt $416
Tokyo $550
Seoul 5J578

Sydney $983
Johannesburg $938

Fares arc roundtrip from Los Angeles. Restrictions

apply. Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.

niRAVELOUIS
See the woridyour way

901 Westwood Blvd.
(Comer of Westwood Blvd and Le Conte.)

Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-824-2500
losangeles©travelcuts.com

www.tnv*laitt.coai

URAILPA4§J|SiJSUED ON-TJ^-SEi^i

Your Car. Your Style. Your Image. Let us build it

IVI

-Wheel and Tire Packages

-Engine Performance

-JDM Parts

-Custom Car Covers

-Suspension

-Body Styling

-Lighting ,

-Car Care |
^^

-Custom Hoor Mats

-And Much More for all

Cars, Trucks, And SUV's

Store Hours:

Mon-Fri 10-7

Sat 10-6

2314 Westwood Blvd.

West LA, CA 90064

1/2 blocks, of Olympic CALL US AT: 310-470-4910
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advertisement

CAL TOPS 'CANES IN LATEST POLL
17 NEBRASKA

Just avenge the CU mauling and
beat the Oklahoma Sooners for
all to be right in Huskeriand.

18 use

8 FLORIDA
Can the 'Canes repeat? Can the Sooners make it two out ofthe last three?Who will win the Heisman?
How many polygons does a ButkusAward winner get? Where is Berkeley? The answers to these (No.
No. Look to Texas. Thousands. Take 1-80 west and follow the signs.) and other pressing questions
can be found in this year's College Football Top 25 poll:

Must turn ott "Injuries tor the

thin Trojans to succeed. Con-
trolling the playbook is crucial

with use's quarterback.

19 BOISE STATE

Say hello to the first 'Houston
Bowl" winner. Increased frame
rates show that this year these

boys are on their way up.

20 AUBURN

9 UCLA

10 UNIV. OFTOLEDO

11 WASHINGTON STATE

1 CAL
So theywent 1 - 10 last year. Big deal. Serious time spent in the Blue Chip Recruiting Mode has made
this team into a rough bunch on the gridiron. That combined with a new Power I formation adds
an unexpected threat for this tum-around team.

2 MIAMI (FL) 7 FLORIDA STATE

12 ALABAMA

13 OREGON

14 OfflO STATE

- 15 WASHINGTON

16 LSU

11 WASHINGTON STATE

A strong passing offense makes
them a team to beat. Explosive

gameplay makes this perennial

Pac 10 little brother into a legit-

imate head-turner. WAZZU is

readyto tangle with the big boys.

12 ALABAMA

Old coach sacked in Career
Mode. Team should improve.

21 SOUTH CAROLINA

How good is this team ? Eight or Same coacn. 5ame expeaauons.
nine of their starters should be Same potential: Nothing but a
in NFL GameDay" next year. The national championship will do.
'Canes may have the toughest

17 NEBRASKA

18 use

schedule in football with games
against the Florida Gators,
Tennessee Volunteers, Virginia

Tech Hokies and Florida State

Seminoles. About the only qual-
ity teams not on their schedule
are in the NR.

3 OKLAHOMA

8 FLOIUDA

19 BOISE STATE

New Hot Routes can put the f^Hr^^^^^^^pv^ r^-- ^
2000 NCAA champs ri^t back l^^if^l^tKm^m^''-^
at the top. Which means almost New coach. Same expectations,
as much to this Oklahoma Same potential: Nothing but a
Sooner team as beating their national championship will do.
heated rival, the Nebraska

20 AUBURN

21 SOUTH CAROLINA

22 MARSHALL

23 TEXASA&M

24 LOUISVILLE

25 PENN STATE

Comhuskers. But kickinggame
may be a chink in the armor.

4 COLORADO
Will the Buffs defend their Big

12 crown using the wishbone?
The flexbone? The full house?
Only the coach controlling the

playbook knows for sure.

5 TENNESSEE

New high-low tackling may
allow theVolunteers to field their

toughest defense in years. And
defense wins championships.
The question is: will their offense

underachieve?A 0-0game doesn't

go down in the win column.

6 TEXAS

Can their quarterback capture
the Heisman Trophy against
what may be the toughest con-
ference in Division I football?

Can the defense come up big?

Texas big? Not even our highly
evolved artificial intelligence can
answer that one.

9 UCLA

Look for the Bruins to utilize a

sensational receiving core and
Hot Routes to vie for a national

championship. Then expect the
Bruins to vie for a championship
all over again in the NCAA* Final

Four* 2003 edition.

10 UNIV. OF TOLEDO
A great run in Career Mode gets

these overachievers a major BCS
Bowl bid and a Top 10 finish.

And their coach the chance to

take over a major college pow-
erhouse. Enjoy that animated
contract, coach.

The Crimson Tide not only has
the polygons but also offensive

line to outmuscle anyone in

college football. Not to mention
an impressive amount ofdepth
in the backfield. If that's not
enough, new high-low tackling

gives their defense the bite it

needed. Roll, Tide, roll.

13 OREGON
Blue Chip recruiting made the
loss oftheir 2001 Heisman can-

didate easier to stomach. A new
wishbone offense could help the
2002 Ducks rain on just about
anyone's parade.

14 OHIO STATE

More control over the running
game puts them at the top of
their conference. But they must
beat archrival Michigan for the
Big 10 Conference title first,

which won't be easy, but defi-

nitely a possibility for the Ohio
State Buckeyes.

15 WASHINGTON
Unproven defense must come
through for a Rose Bowl berth.

Total Control Passing gives this

Huskyteam a very potent attack.

16 LSU

Lots of excitement building for

'Cocks this year. Volatile offense

could be a threat with the addi-

tion of a fiiU-house formation.

22 MARSHALL
A weak schedule equals strong
wins. Will Keith Jackson, in
GameBreaker's booth, call them
''rumbling" or ''bumbling"?

23 TEXAS A&M
Several players converted to
defense. Too bad they're in the
country's toughest conference.

24 LOUISVILLE

Gamebreakers on both sides of
the ball. Look for the Louisville

Cardinals to go to their Wing T
offense for big points.

25 PENN STATE

Same classicCGI uniforms. Same
classic spot in polls.

Tigers are looking to claw their

way to another SEC title.

Louisiana State University's
pass- and run-blocking is top-
notch this year.

• COLLCr.UTt
LICL*,S£D

,' PRODl'iT PlayStation.E

'p^',^?oal^e J^'A'?Jfn"t"o„^'rle,^7„' Mlmi'ram^^^^^ ["i^rJn'^M ,w^T"^ of the l„dep,„d.„,UMi„g Group All nam«. logo, .earn icon, and ma«„« a»ocia,«l wi.h ch, NCAA, univmi.ies. bowls and conference, are >he exclusive
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Coming Tomorrow^
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• UCLA V. use 2002: a 12-page

special section

Page 22
Thursday, November 21, 2002

W.Volley V. Arizona St

Swim&DIv V.Arizona St

W.Volley V. Arizona

M.WaterPolo v. USC
Football V. USC
W.Hoops V. Hawaii

W.Soccer V. Texas A&M
W.Hoops V. Sac. St.

Tendon sprain not phasing Kapono
PATTERSON'S ABSENCE HITS TEAM; BRUINS DRIBBLE TOO MUCH, SAYS LAVIN

ByJefTAgase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
jagas 6©mad ia.ucla.edu

Precautionary x-rays performed
yesterday afternoon on the right
thumb of forward Jason Kapono
revealed a sprained tendon.
The iivjury, feared to be a hairline

fracture, kept Kapono out of
Tuesday's exhibition loss to EA
Sports.

I

"He would've played on Tuesday if

it were a real game. I expect him to
play against San Diego (next Tuesday)
without a problem," UCLA Sports
Information Director Bill Bennett
said.

Ks^ono has yet to sit out a regular
season game in his four-year career.

The senior said he jammed the fin-
ger at practice Friday while trying to
poke away a quick pass during a five-
on-five drill.

Although a hairline fracture could
have sidehned the Bruins' co-captain
for six to eight weeks, Kapono never
seemed too concerned about the
injury, joking with Steve Lavin about
redshirting as his coach passed by
before practice yesterday.

**! can show you guys how strong
my left hand is," Kapono told
reporters. **! can shoot threes with my
left hand, too."

Patterson's presence on the glass.

Patterson was in attendance at the

game against EA Sports but is not per-

mitted to play because of academic
inehgibility.

"If he does the work, then the
potential is there for him to return,"

Lavin said. "He's a great kid."

Former Bruin Matt Barnes had to sit

out games during fall quarter of the

1999-2000 season for similar reasons,
but he retu^ed at the beginning of the
2000 calencSr year.

•••

•••

Though most of the attention on
UCLA's rebounding woes has been
linked to the absence of Dan Gadzuric,
the Bruins have also missed Andre

The Bruins managed just six assists,

to go along with sixteen turnovers,

against EA Sports.

"We were dribbling too much,"
Lavin said. "We've got to give the ball

up sooner and get a better shot."

PREVIEW _
Pauley Pav Today 7 p.m.

Sunset Rec Friday 12 p.m.

Pauley Pav Friday 7 p.m.

Rose Bowl Aq Saturday
. 10 a.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 12:30 p.m.

Honolulu, HI Saturday 4 p.m.

Drake Stad Saturday __7 p.m.

Honolulu, HI Sunday 4 pjTh

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

TYSON KVANS/fJAii.Y BRtiiN Staff

UCLA senior forward Jason Kapono missed Tuesday's
game due to a thumb injury

/Dumb and

Dumbef gives

smart insight

into rival game
Orson Wells can kiss his Rosebud.

Francis Ford Coppolla and Oliver
Stone are great directors, sure, but

can they make you laugh so hard that
boogers come flying out of your nose? I

didn't think so.

Only one movie ever caused me to fall

into such an imcontrollable fit of laughter
the Farrelly brothers' classic "Dumb and
Dumber."

Fve watched this

movie more times than
I'd care to publicly

admit, and perhaps the
greatest thing about

PASSION, SKILL SET JIMMY FRAZELLE
AMONG PAC-10'S BEST MIDFIELDERS

IS

EVE COHEN/Daily Bri'in

UCLA senior Jimmy Frazelle has established himself as one of the better midfielders in the Pac-10. The
Sacramento native has scored three game-winning goals this season.

By Brian Kiley

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bkiley(i)media. ucla.edu

SkiU is what makes a soccer play-

er good, but in Division I, it's not

enough to make a player stand out
When that skill combines with

passion for the game, then a player

becomes great

"When I was younger I tried to be
at any soccer ftmction there was,"

senior midfielder Jimmy Frazelle

said "I did a whole bunch of things

just to keep involved with soccer.

Even if I wasn't playing I loved to

watch it"

Frazelle's love for the game paid
ofif once he got into high school The
Sacramento native attended Bella
Vista High School, a school that

boasts one of the best soccer pro-
grams in Northern California.

"All of the guys on my team (in

high school) were big-time players,"

Frazelle said "We were a veiy com-
petitive team,, wd we were all

fiiends so we had a really good
time."

Frazelle, who was named the
Sacramento Bee's Player of the Year
during his senior season, didn't have
to think too hard about where he
wanted to play in college.

"UCLA was definitely my top
choice. Tlie reputation for soccer
that it has is amazing," he said

Ac^usting to the fi-antic pace of
the college game was initially a chal-
lenge, but Frazelle improved quickly
by practicing with a team that fin-

ished 21-3 and advanced to the Final
Four.

"Our team freshman year was
really good," Frazelle said. "It

seemed like the practices were even
harder than the games, but it was a
really good experience."

Since then Frazelle has been con-
trolling the middle of the field and
creating opportunities for his team-
males. This year, head coach Tom
Fitzgerald has allowed him to play
closer to the goal, and as a result

Frazelle has found the back of the

net a career-high four times.

"Coach Fitzgerald has shown a lot
of confidence in me this year, and
that's allowed me to be a lot more
comfortable on the field," Frazelle
said "Tliat brings a lot more out of
me as a player."

When talking about Frazelle,
Fitzgerald emphasizes his rare com-
bination of exceptional skill and
work ethic.

There are two types of players,
piano players and piano carriers,

and Jimmy is a little bit of both,"
Fitzgerald said "I wish he could
stick around for a few more years
because he's the kind of player that
you want on your team."

Frazelle attributes much of his
success at UCLA to both his family
and his teammates.
He is the youngest of four chil-

dren and has received continuous
encouragement from his parents
and his three sisters throughout his

athletic career.

"My parents are amazing. For
four years now theyVe been at every
single home game," Frazelle said
"Tliey come from Sacramento, and
they drive six hours for every game.
They've been very supportive and I

appreciate it a lot"

Frazelle's teammates are the
prime reason that he is able to main-
tain his passion for soccer game in

and game out
"The guys on the team are great,

we're all really good friends,"

Frazelle said. "That's what keq)s me
going every day."

If the No. 3 Bruins end this year
with a championship, Frazelle, hav-

ing established himself as one ofthe
best midfielders in the Pac-10, will

likely be a big reason behind th|U;

success.

"His work ethic and work rate

are extremely high," Fitzgerald said
"He creates a lot of problems for

other teams."

In the next couple of weeks,
Frazelle will discover if he and his

teammates can cause enough prob-
lems to claim a national title.

Golln Yuhl

'Dumb and Dumber
that you find some-
thing new each time
you view it Most
recently, Fve discov-

ered that the entire

film is a conceit (that's

a literary term for

'extended metaphor,*
not what you call TYojan sorority girls) for
this year's rivalry game. Read on, and
you'll see what I'm talking about

"So, what do you think of our chances?'
"Not good."

"Like one in a hundred not good?"
"More like one in a million."

"(Pause.) So you're saying there's a
CHANCE!"
My bookie says UCLA is a 3 1/2 point

underdog, but I think he's just trying to
con me. The Trojans have a Heisman can-
didate quarterback and the best defense in
the Pac-10. I'm not going to say that UCLA
is chopped liver, but there's little doubt as
to who the favorite is in this game.

I will go out on a limb here: the Bruins
will do better than last year's miserable
performance. One field goal would be bet-
ter than last year. One fi-eaking first down
would be better. Let's just move on, Tm
starting to get angry already.

"Man, some guys get all the luck."

Sneaking of things that make me angry,
why is it that UCLA has the worst luck in
the conference? If Cory Paus didn't break
his ankle at Cal, and if Chris Griffith made
a field goal against Oregoi^ the BruinfiJ

would be 9-1. Something tells me that

UCLAs luck is going to catch up to them
at some point.

By the way, the scene that produced
this line still makes my skin crawl: Harry
(Jeff DanieLs) and Lloyd (Jim Carrey) actu-

ally turn down an offer to oil iq) bildni-

clad women for a swimsuit contest Great
googly moogly, get on that bus!

"You'll have to excuse my fiiend He's a
little slow."

I know you want this to be the Bob
Toledo joke, but it isn't

This one goes to Carson Palmer. Until

this year, the guy had a Cory Paus-like

(read: migraine-inducing inconsistency)

career, but he's finally making something
of himself. It took a little while, but he's

now having the kind of season that niakes
it hard for me to keep myself from vomit-
ing in my mouth. You just couldn't be a
complete flop, could you Carson? Thanks

YUIIl|Page20

Bruins look to end losing I
Arizona matches key for playoffs, ranking

I ' * .^^^^

streak, pass Trojan test
By Hannah Gordon and Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
hgordon@medla.ucla.edu
btran@m8dia.ucla.edu

Sophomore safety Matt Ware is a good
student. He loves tests.

"It is going to be so much fun to play
against this offense because it is a chal-
lenge. You have to make sure you are so
into it because all their shifting and
motioning. If you are out of it for a play, it

is a touchdown, easy," he said.

use's offense has generated 421 yards
per game.

"The way they get into formations by
motiorung, shifting, and shifting back they
make your defense go through all its

checks in one play. Most offenses will

probably confuse tfiemselves with what
they're doing," Ware added.
Ware will likely draw 6-foot-5-inch

freshman wide receiver Mike Williams,

who leads the Trojans with 93.1 yards per
game.

•••

Senior defensive tackle Steve Morgan is

one of the few fifth-years on the team, one
of the few who remember UCLA's last

cross-town rivalry win, 34-17 in 1998.

"I was redshirting the last time we beat
them. Just the feeling in the locker room
after the game, Cade McNown and those
guys, I remember that.

"It's been tough to put that out of my
mind the past three years because they
have beaten us. I want to set a standard

for the young players to continue to do
well against them."
The oiUy player on the team who has

actually participated in a win against the
Trojans is senior Jon Dubravac, who med-
ically redshirted last year with back prob-
lems.

•••

UCLA rurming back lyier Ebell's older
sister, Jermifer, goes to USC. As a result,

the USC-UCLA rivalry resembles more of
a sibling rivalry.

Ebell refused to give Jermifer tickets to
the game because she would be rooting
for USC.

However, Jermifer still supports her
younger brother, and she's putting her
money where her mouth is. She has bet
$200 that Tyler will surpass the century
mark for the seventh straight game.

•••

UCLA fans shouldn't expect to see to
much of No. 77 on Saturday. Defensive
tackle Rodney Leisle, while participating
in practice drills, won't be playing much.

"Even if he can, he won't be playing
much," UCLA head coach Bob Toledo
said. "He hasn't practiced much."

Dubravac suffered a concussion on
Monday in practice, but should be able to
play on Saturday.

•••

Losing is a sore spot with many among
this year's class. Practice got a Uttle ram-
bunctious Tuesday with everyone's eager-

ness to leave as wiimers.

"They are fine," Toledo said.

C

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
HOPES TO PAY BACK
LOSSES SUFFERED AT
BEGINNING OF SEASON

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl@media.ucla.edu

As the Pac-10 season winds to a close, the
UCLA women's volleyball team finds itself

right back where it started. The final two
conference opponents are the very same
teams the Bruins (15-12, 8-8 Pac-10) faced to

start the season. UCLA will play Arizona
State (12-9, 8-8) today and No. 16 Arizona
(15-9, 10^) on Friday in the final two home
matches of the season.

Although the Bruins have historically

dominated these matchups, the squad was
upset first by Arizona 3-1 and then by
Arizona State with the same score. EX^en

now, UCLA is still trying to crawl out of the

hole they fell into in the begiiming ofthe sear

son.

"We owe them," Bruin head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "It's time for some pay-
back." '

Of the two games, both players and coach
point to Arizona State as being the key
match. The Bruins are 47-6 all-time agairist

the Sun Devils, 24-1 in Pauley Pavilion, and
UCLA has yet to lose to a team ranked below
them at home. The old adage of 'beating

teams you should beat' definitely applies

here.
I

"I think its certainly the biggest match,"
Banachowski said. "We have to beat the

teams ranked below us. We haven't been

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Seniob Staff

Sophomore Chrissie Zartman (23) and the rest of the UCLA women's volleyball team will take
on Arizona State tonight at Pauley Pavilion.

able to do so with teams ranked above us."

Urtfortunately for the Bruins, the Wildcats
are indeed ranked above them - third in the
Pac-10 overall. If the team caimot manage a
victory over Arizona, their playoff position
will likely suffer Therefore, it is absolutely
critical that UCLA finds a way to win tonight

"A win will definitely give us confidence
going into the postseason," Banachowski
said.

Still, the team is not focused on just one
opponent While a win against Arizona State

nught secure a playoff berth, two victories

would allow the Bruins to finish third in the
Pac-10, right where they were predicted to
finish all along.

"I think it's very important to get both
games," senior Lauren Fendrick said. "If we
get both we'll end up third in the Pac-10, and
that will be huge for the NCAAs."

Her teammate, sophomore Krystal
McFarland, agrees.

"Both Arizonas are big matches, but not
only for the standii\gs," she said. "Well get a
much better route in the tournament if we
get both."
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Researchers' possible link to
i

search k on for

malariotiierapy scrutinized
By Edward Chjao

and Jeyling Chou
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
echJao@media.ucla.edu
jchou@medJa.ucla.edu

The UCLA Office for Protection of
Research Subjects is investigating the possi-
ble connection of two UCLA researches with
controversial malariotherapy HIV research
being conducted in China by the Heimlich
Institute.

|

Steven Peckman, associate director of
Hunian Research Subjects for the OPRS at
UCLA, received an anonymous e-mail in early
October of this year requesting an inquiry as
to whether or not Drs. John Fahey and N^ib
Aziz of the UCLA AIDS Institute were
involved in researching malariotherapy -
which involves the ii\jection of human HIV
patients with a curable form of malaria
A UCLA statement released Wednesday

said Fahey ''did not collaborate on the malar-
ia studies" and that "any claims of association
with UCLA are inaccurate."

The Institutional Review Board of the
UCLA OPRS is responsible for reviewing all

research protocol and allegations involving
the use of human and animal subjects,
according to Peckman.

"It's not a concern of ours whether it's

threatening to (UCLAs reputation) or not,"
Peckman said.

The charge of our office is to ensure the
rights and welfare of our subjects in
research."

The Institutional Review Board of the
OPRS has been reviewing the allegations
since October and is expected to be complet-
ed within the next three to four weeks,
Peckman said.

Malariotherapy treatment has been dis-

couraged by the Center for Disease Control
and the World Health Organization.

The CDC issued a public health warning
against malariotherapy for HIV treatment in
April 1993.

According to the fall 1999 issue of "Caring
World," the Heimlich Insrt:itute's online
fimdraising newsletter, Fahey requested to
join the Heimlich Institute, a non-profit orgar
nization based in Cincinnati, Ohio, in its

malariotherapy experiments in 1996.

"UCLA intends to ask Dr. (Henry J.)

Heimlich to omit UCLAfi-om all references
relating to the malaria studies or other
Heimlich Institute research," according to the
UCLA statement
The Heimlich Institute refused to com-

ment
In December 1999, Dr. Xiao Ping Chen pub-

lished a medical paper titled "Phase- 1 Studies
of Malariotherapy for HIV Infection" in the
Chinese Medical Sciences Journal.
The paper, which was co-authored by

Heimlich, president of the Heimlich histitute,

states that "levels of soluble immune factors
in serum ... were measured by ELISA (enzyme
linked immunosorbant assay) in the
University of CaUfomia at Los Angeles,
U.S.A."

The paper also acknowledged Fahey "for
providing a part of financial support, sugges-
tions, and comments."

According to the UCLA statement, Fahey
and Aziz "helped to train Dr. Chen Xiao Ping
of the People's Republic of China ... on how to
conduct and evaluate AIDS research studies,"
and that this "was performed under the aus-
pices of the UCLA/Fogarty AIDS International
TVaining and Research Program."

I
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

next UC President
POTENTIAL IDENTITY OF ATKINSON'S
SUCCESSOR ALREADY UNDER DEBATE

Winter 1998 -

A timeline of malariotherapy research and the events leadeing up to the UCLA
Institutional Review Board's inquiry.

Early 1990s - ^ Dr. Henry J. Heimlich proposes induced malaria treatment

April 29, 1993 - The Center for Disease Control and Prevention issues a

public health warning against Heimlich's proposal to use
malariotherapy for HIV.

The Heimlich Institute's newsletter claims that "UCLA
requested to join the Heimlich Institute in this project" after

Dr. John Fahey of the UCLA AIDS Institute attended the XI

International Conference on AIDS in Vancouver in July

1996.

Dec. 1999 -W Dr. Chen Xiao Ping publishes a paper co-authored by
^ Heimlich titled "Phase-I Studies of Malariotherapy for HIV

Infection." In his paper, Chen acknowledges the help of

Fahey and Dr. N^ib Aziz of the UCLA AIDS Institute, and
also claims that blood samples used in his research were
measured at UCLA.

March 9, 2000-

r

March 24. 2001 -

Oct 5-11, 2002

Oct. 2, 2002

The Food and Drug Administration issues a warning letter tc

GLCCM for IRB procedural failures, prohibiting the IRB from
approving future studies.

The Institutional Review Board at Great Lakes College of

Clinical Medicine, which had approved Heimlich's

malariotherapy research, ceases operation.

Dr. Chen presents his paper at the 6th International

Conference on AIDS in Asia and the Pacific, in Melbourne
Australia. In his paper, he thanks Fahey for "help in

research design, generous donation" and a second
researcher for "technological guidance of cytokin

measurement."

UCLA receives an anonymous e-mail pointing toward
evidence linking both Fahey and Aziz with Heimlich and
Chen's malariotherapy research in China. An inquiry into

the allegations begins shortly after.

SOtlRCE: Los Angeles fimes, COC Natwnai AIDS Clearii^ioMe, Los Angeles Fimes, The Heimlicii

InstiUte, CMnese Hedical Sciences Joamal, Food and Drag Atfministrition, International college of
iRtergrative Hedicine, "Impact of acete VIvax Malaria on the Immune System of HIV-positive Snijieets",
Steven Peckman

By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@medja.ucla.edu

The University of California will

have a new president next October,
and though the selection process is

still in its very early stages, some
who will have a voice in the deci-

sion have already conunented on
what the UC should look for in a
new leader

A special committee is to be
selected by John Moores, chair of
the UC Board of Regents, the uni-

versity's governing body This com-
mittee will ultimately choose the
next president though it will be
advised by groups representing fac-

ulty, students, staff and alumni, and
each UC campus must be repre-
sented on each advisory committee.

Student leaders who will serve
on the selection and advisory com-
mittees have said the new president
should have a strong commitment
to access. Other university figures
have given differing views on
whether candidates will come fix)m

within or outside the UC, and if acar
demic or administrative experience
is more important

The student regent. Dexter Ligot-

Gordon, and the chairman of the
University of California Students
Association both praised outgoing
President Richard Atkinson's
efforts on access, and said his suc-
cessor should maintain the same
goals.

Atkinson's successor should pur-
sue diversity alongside access,

Ligot-Gordon said.

"We have an institutional com-
mitment to diversity," he said

Klass, who as UCSA chair will

select the student advisory commi^
tee, echoed Ligot-Gordon's com-
ments, saying the next UC president
should favor affirmative actkwtv
even though the state constitutibh
prevents the university fix)m using
race in admissions.

"If (affirmative action) is not
there in policy, it should be there in
principle," Klass said

President Atkinson and his pre-
decessor. Jack Peltason, both sup-
ported affirmative action. In 1995,
at the end of Peltason's tenure, the
regents voted to pass SP-1 and SP-2
despite his views, which ended the
use of race and gender as criteria in
UC admissions, hiring, and con-
tracting.

In May 2001, the regents unani-
mously voted to rescind the mear
sures, though their action was
lai^gely symbolic as Proposition 209,
passed in 1996, amended the state

constitution to ban state agencies
fix)m using racial and gender con-
siderations.

The next university president
may not already be a UC ofiBciaL At
the UC regents meeting in San
FYancisco last week, system-wide
Academic Senate Chair Gayle
Binion, who will sit on the academ-
ic advisory committee, said the
search for Atkinson's successor
would be national, and could even

SUCESSOR
I
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Police crack down on
counterfeit T-shirts

TRADEMARK AND LICENSING RAISES CONCERNS ABOUT
QUALITY OF MERCHANDISE ILLEGALLY DISPLAYING 'UCLA

By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhsjung(a)medla. ucla.edu

UCLA and USC students who are itching to
buy T-shirts that read "SUC and "FUCLA" at
the Bruin-TYt)jan football game Saturday will

need to purchase them immediately - before
the vendors are dted for selling illegal mer-
chandise.

Pasadena City police and private investiga-

tors will patrol the Rose Bowl Saturday to pro-
hibit vendors from illegally selling merchandise
with mu^gistered UCLA logos, said Cynthia
Holmes, general manager of trademark and
licensing for the Associated Students of UCLA

"We anticipate more (counterfeits) at the
USC game," Holmes said. "The theme of the
crosstown rivalry generates a lot of entrepre-
neurial activity."

I

She added that investigators are always on
the lookout for counterfeit merchandise during
home games as well as every game against USC,
regardless of the location.

"It's very rare that we don't see counterfeit
merchandise (at athletic events)," said Heather
Holdridge, who is an investigator of the Western
Anti-Counterfeit Coalition.

Though the T-shirts are illegally using the
UCLA logo, many UCLA students ei\joy their
presence on campus.

"They're entertaining," said fifth-year psy-
chobiology student Greg Mar. "There's enough
counterfeit stuff (on campus) that this isn't

going to hurt"
'

Fifth-year psychology student Leo Young
said though he generally doesnt care about the
legality of the matter, the T-shirts which bad-
mouth both universities is a tradition that
should be kept for the annual USC/UCLA rival-
ry

Investigators and policemen wiU be on guard
for poor quality merchandise that includes low-
quality screen printing where the colore bleed
into one another

But the most telltale counterfeits contain
"vulgar" slogans and "sexual innuendos," such
as the shirt that says, "A Trojan is good just
once, but a Bruin lasts forever," Holmes said,
adding that this particular slogan has been
around for maybe ten years. The shirt has been
so popular that it eventually found its way into
a T-shirt retail store in Westwood.

Third-year electrical engineering student
Kenneth Jenq said he has seen several of the
derogatory T-shirts on campus around the Bruin
Bear, but not usually on South Campus.

"They're just furmy; they should make more
of them ... tliere should be firee T-shirts for
everyone," Jenq said.

ASUCLAs trademark and licensing division
does not license the manufacturer of anything
derogatory to the university.

But sometimes problems with the sale of
counterfeit merchandise can go beyond a sim-
ple logo issue, said Elizabeth Kennedy who is

COUNTERFEIT
I
Page 5 Counterfeit shirts such as these are often illegally sold at football games. Pasadena Citv

on the lookout for counterfeit items at the Rose Bowl Saturday.

.JV>NATHAN YOlJNU/UAlLV liKLlN bEMOR tJTAKF

police will be

Madison's

fate topic

for public

debate
ESTABLISHMENT
VIOLATES PERMIT,

SOME VILLAGE
RESIDENTS SAY

By Brian Sullivan

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bsulllvan@media.ucla.edu

In a public meeting held
Wednesday, concerned
Westwood residents and the
Los Angeles PoUce Department
requested Madison's improve
its security staff and screening
of underage drinking, and
reduce the restaurant's hours of
operation.

The hearing was held at the
West L.A. Municipal Building
and chaired by Lourdes Green,
an associate zoning
Administrator with the Los
Angeles Planning Department,
which oversees land use.

The meeting was called on
the behest of the LAPD, which
had received numerous com-
plaints from some Westwood
residents that Madison's is not
abiding by its Conditional Use

I
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Local monument to remain intact

J RACHEL BKEN/Daily Bri'in

IKKLolo riBLE I Saul Williams performs during Rhymes of
Resistance, a free concert put on by USAC in Bruin Plaza Thursday
night.

By Shawna Wood
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
swood@media.ucla.edu

The Los Angeles Cultural and
Historical Heritage Commission
overturned a motion Wednesday to
expand the Westwood Village
Memorial Park by adding a mau-
soleum that would house over 400
bodies, said a commission staff
member
The park was declared a City of

Los Angeles historic-cultural monu-
ment in October, after nearby resi-

dents organized opposition against
the cemetery owners to regulate
construction in the fear that its his-

tory would be desecrated.
The declaration of the park means

that all development plans must go
through and be approved by the
Cultural and Historical Heritage
Commission.

Since the plans for the what
would have been mausoleum were
denied by the commission, develop-
ers have no less than 30, but no more
than 180 days to revise the plans.

Service Corporation
International, which bought the
cemetery in 1996, and had develop-
ment plans, is the "largest provider
of cemetery and funeral services in

North America," according to their

Web site.

Before the cemetery was deemed
a monument, many people hving
near the memorial park, south of
Wilshire Boulevard on Glendon
Avenue, had assumed it was already
a monument and were worried
about the owners' plans to expand
the cemetery.

Tammy Hoffs, president of the
Friends of the Westwood Village
Memorial Park, said a flyer was
found on the cemetery grounds
alerting a resident of the plans for
future development of a crypt eigh-
teen feet high, housing 16,000
corpses 10 feet from property lines.

MONUyENT
I
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JAY MICHAEL TAYLOR>T)AlLy Brlin

A proposal was denied to develop
Westwood Village Memorial Park.
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Today

12 to 1 p.m.

SAA
Beat 'SC Bruin Spirit Day
Bruin Plaza

310-UCLA-SAA
Kerri Kraft

FYee

Free goodies going out to those dis
playing their Bruin Pride!

3 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

Seminar: Social Change Model of
Leadership

Kerckhoff 152

310-206-5071

Required seminar for certificate.

(Open to all students.)

November 25

12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Chancellor s Office

Twins Presentation by UCLAs Dr.

Lazareff

James West Alumni Center
Conference Room
Price: Free

310-794-0660

Carrie Smith
Dr. Jorge Lazareff, lead neurosurgeon
and director of pediatric neuro-
surgery at Mattel Children's Hospital
at UCLA, will share his personal rec-

ollections and professional insights

about the coi\ioined Guatemalan
twins surgery at this exclusive pre-
sentation for the UCLA community.

1 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

Seminar: Social Change Model of
Leadership

Kerckhoff 152

310-206-5071

Required seminar for certificate.

(Open to all students.)

7 p.m.

SAA
Spring Sing Information
James West Alumni Center
310-825-2252

Keri Kraft

Find out how you can participate in

this year's Spring Sing and perform
for celebrity judges and an audience
of more than 4,500.

7:30 p.m.

UCLA Department of
Ethnomusicology
Music of Mexico Student Ensemble
(recital)

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg 1200
310-206-3033

Donna Armstrong
Free

a'.
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CORRECTIONS
•In -Fraternity serves high schoolers community" (News, Nov. 21), the quote by Alan Hanson in the 11th paragraph should read, "UCLA is in a situation where there is an awful lot of int^r

est m having a mix of students." '
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SpeedDating
the most popular Jewish singles program

in the world.

West LA
Nov 24 25-35

Nov 24 Wm 40-55

I

Men 45-60

Dec 5 25-35

Dec 5 30-40

(Aish Hanukkah Party!!)

Dec 8 21-27

Valley

Nov 10

Nov 10

Nov 24

Dec 8

Dec 15

Dec 29

35-45

30-40

35-45

Wm 40-55

Men 45-60

25-35

30-40

*** ***"Speedlasting"
Meet a new person and a new wine each time!

Ages 21-27

Coming in January

I

Psy^p* in Clinical-

Community Psychology

PROGRAM: 7 minutes per date

seven round robin dates

CONTACT: wvvw.speeddating.com
I 310.278.8672x401

PLACE: hip coffee houses

Secular academic

PROGRAM '

Program meets

requirements for

Caufornia Psychologist

licensure
i

Established cunical

network i

MULThDISCIPUNARY

faculty
i

Student and faculty

diversity
i

Year-round program

• GRE IS NOT REQUIRED

• WASC-ACCREDfTED

UNIVERSfTY

• Small class size

• Personalized academic

services

• Competitive tuption

COSTS

• Attractive campus
• LOCATION convenient TO

MAJOR FREEWAYS

Modern Library FACiLmES

»*^

>«*k. > \

Application Deadline: January 15, 2003
Application may be downloaded from

http://www.ulv.edu/~psych

For Information please call:
l-909'593'35 11, ext. 4244 or 4503

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

r».. r
(W.AS.C,)

RNIA NEEDS YOU!

Fellows work directly with state

legislators, the Governor's office

and other constitutional officers,

and the Supreme and Superior

Courts, to develop public policies

for the most challenging and

diverse state in the nation. The

programs offer a unique

experience in policy-making

and exciting opportunities

to jump start careers in

public service.

THE CAPITAL FELLOWS PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
SACRAMENTO

W '-"•^ "-«» Jt ^^

For more information, contact

The Center for Callfomia Studies

Calrfomja State University, Sacramento

6000J Street

Sacramento, CA 95819-6081

Td: (9 1 6) 278^906

E-mail: calstudies@csus.edu

Website: www.csus.edu/calst

Application Deadfinc; February 26, 2003
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Saturday, November 30, 2002
2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

Royce Hall, UCLA, Westwood

Special guests

Mt. San Antonio College Chamber Singers
Under the direction of Bruce Rogers

and Soloist Pam Pieson

UCLA Students and Employees

UpTo^^ Mm% All scats $15 for

students and employees
with proper ID

Tickets available at the box office or phone 310-825-2101
Box office hours: Mon.- Fri. 9 to 5, phone only Sat. 9 to 1, Sun. 10 to 2
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Meningitis death prompts concern
i

momumeht
i
commission

RESIDENCE HALL STUDENTS IN PARTICULAR
ADVISED TO GET VACCINATED FOR DISEASE

By Lindsay Spann
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
lspann@media.ucla.edu

After the recent death of a USC
student from meningitis last week-
end, health officials at UCLA are
now recommending that students
take a serious look into getting vac-
cinated for the disease.

"It is recommended that individ-
uals consider getting that vaccine,"
said Evi Desser, a registered nurse
in Primary Care at the Arthur Ashe
Student Health and Wellness
Center.

She added that it is especially
important for first- and second-year
students hving in the residential
halls to get vaccinated.

Jered Connon, a fu^t-year, on-
campus student at USC, died of
bacterial meningitis and septicemia
- or poisoning of the blood -
according to doctors at Mission
Hills Hospital in Los Angeles,
where Connon was pronounced
dead.

Since the death of Connon, the
rate of USC students getting the
vaccine has increased, according
to use's University Park Health
Center.

There has not been an increasing

demand for the Meningococcal vac-
cine at UCLA, but a couple of stu-

dents have inquired about vaccina-
tions at the Ashe Center, Desser
said.

Students living in the close-quar-
ter hving environment of the dorms
have a higher risk of catching
meningitis - an infection of the
brain and spinal cord coverings
that can also cause blood infections
- which can cause serious and
sometimes fatal results.

"Those students have a doubled
risk of acquiring bacterial
Meningitis, as compared with the
general population," Desser said.

Typical symptoms of meningitis
include high fever, nausea, vomit-
ing, severe headache, stiff neck,
sore throat and a purple-like rash.

Desser said the most preventive
measure against getting meningitis
is by getting the vaccine.

"The vaccines are made from
inactivated materials which cannot
cause disease," says Desser.

But some doctors disagree on
whether the Meningococcal vac-
cine is safe - there has been con-
troversy in the past about whether
it causes severe side effects.

To make the vaccine, manufac-
turers grow the virus in a chick

The book ("Special Pathology

and Diagnosis with

Therapeutic Hints") also says

meningitis typically occurs

during winter and spring and

is more likely to grow in damp,

overcrowded and badly

ventilated places.

embryo, said Dr. Aviva Boxer, who
specializes in homeopathic medi-
cine.

She added that chemicals such
as aluminum, formaldehyde and
monosodium glutamate are often
used to further process the vaccine.

Furthermore, people who are
allergic to eggs or egg products
should not get the vaccine because
of the chick embryos used the man-
ufacturing process.

According to the textbook
"Special Pathology cuid Diagnosis
with Therapeutic Hints" by Dr. C.G.
Raue, possible side effects of the
meningitis vaccine can be severe,
including nerve disorder, deafness
and possible paralysis.

The book also says meningitis
typically occiu^ during winter and
spring and is more Ukely to grow in
damp, overcrowded and badly ven-
tilated places.

I

The meningitis germ seems to

MENINGITIS SIGNS

Early detection of meningitis can save a

patient's life.

MENINGITIS SYMTQMS IN ADULTS

• Vomiting • Drowsiness

•Seizures -Stiff neck

• Headache • Sensitivity to light

•High temperature -Joint aching and pain

MENINGITIS SYMTQMS IN CHILDREN

• High-pitched cry, • Dislike of being

whimpering handled

•
Arching back, • Blank staring

neck retraction expression

•
Difficult to wake • Fever, cold hands

up, lethargic or feet

•
Refusing food, • Pale, blotchy skin

vomiting color

SOURCE: Meningitis Fomdation of America

thrive where it finds soil prepared
by insufficient nourishment, and
badly ventilated houses with
unclean ground floors, according to
Raue's book.
Consuming certain cheeses

could also increase the risk of
meningitis. Raue writes that eight
cheeses, including soft blue, green
vein, goat cheese and half-fat

cheese contain the bacteria associ-
ated with meningitis.

can review future building

from page 1

Because the cemetery is a spe-
cial place for family members of
those buried there, many people
did not want to see it be overde-
veloped.

Westwood Village Memorial
Park has been in Westwood since
the area was ranchland in the
early 1800s, and survived a devel-
opment boom and bust early in its

history.

Today the cemetery is a quiet
spot in the midst of urban sprawl
and bustle.

The 2.9 acre park has laid to
rest Civil and Spanish American
war veterans, as well as famous
actors and actresses, such as
Natalie Wood and Marilyn
Monroe. With upwards of $200,00
per grave, the park has some of
the most expensive real estate in
L.A., Hoffs said.

Policies constitute that there
must be a 300-foot area between
residential property lines and
cemetery structures, but SCI
applied for wavers for develop-
ment, Hoffs said.

"Nobody lives in a city assum-
ing there will be no building, we
just wanted it regulated,** Hoffs
said.

Residents and family members
united to research the history of

the park and find grounds for its

designation as a monument.
Hoffs said family members of

those buried in the cemetery, such
as Audrey Wilder and Robert
Wagner, advocated for monument
status by sending letters and
speaking at a Cultural and
Historical Committee meeting,
which voted on the subject.

After concerns were
researched, the Cultural and
Historical Heritage Commission
sent a five member committee to
the cemetery to inspect the
grounds. A report was made, the
nomination was approved by a
vote, and sent to the L.A. City
Council.

The decision, originally sched-
uled for Oct. 9 was postponed, but
the approval for monument status
was made on Oct. 15 by the city

council. This motion means that
the Cultural Heritage Commission
has the right to review any future
building permit applications by
the SCI.

"Now they won't be allowed to
sneak around and build," she said.

SCI felt the designation was
uimierited and representative
Greg Bolton said, "We didn't see it

as a historical monument but if

they designate it that, so be it."

Pre-health festival

to prepare students
FAIR ESPECIALLY GEARED TOWARD THOSE

INTERESTED IN GRADUATE SCHOOL

YOGA
lONALS

By Charlotte Hsu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
chsu@media.ucla.edu

Students contemplating a pre-
health major will be given a chance
to explore that possibility this com-
ing Sunday at the pre-health festival

being hosted by the Student Welfare
Committee.

|

The event, which will take place
in Young Hall CS50 at noon Sunday,
will feature a roundtable discussion
thaf will include four professionals
in different health fields - osteopa-
thy, dentistry, physical therapy and
psychology.

T^jana Srdanov, a third-year stu-

dent and member of the committee
planning the pre-health festival, said
the event is meant to serve all stu-

dents who have any remote interest

in pursuing a pre-health mgjor.

However, she said it would espe-
cially benefit students who plan to
pursue a career in health.

"They know they want to go into
the health field and this event will

give them a better idea ofhow to get
into graduate school in that field,"

Srdanov said.

Brooke Mitchell, the Health,
Nutrition and Fitness Coordinator
in charge of the pre-health festival,

said that among other provisions
the festival will give students an
idea of what they need to do in

order to be competitive in the s^pU-
cation process for graduate school
study.

"(The event) is meant to give stu-

dents tips on on getting into these
health-related schools and expose
them to different options they have
in health," Mitchell said.

Philip Duldulao, a microbiology
student who recently completed the
application process for graduate
school and wants to pursue a career
in medicine, said he wished he
could have had more guidance dur-
ing the application process.

Duldulao said he thought an
event like the pre-health festival

would definitely be helpful to stu-

dents contemplating graduate
school study in health.

Mitchell said the event should
give students an idea of an "admis-
sion timeline" - what students need
to do at various stages of the gradu-
ate school application process.

The pre-health festival will pro-
vide students with a chance to hear
medical students and professors
speak about the health field and the
process of applying to graduate
school in that field. Students will

also be given a chance to learn
MCATtips from the Princeton
Review.

Christine Yoon, a physiological
science student, said the event
would be helpful because it plans to
offer students a chance to speak
with real people in health fields.

"All you see here is books, books,
books," Yoon said. "Sometimes I

don't really understand what I'm
working toward."

Henry Lam, a fifth-year sociology
student and general staff member
on the event-planning committee,
said he hopes the event will provide
students with an opportimity to see
different aspects of the health field

and think about where their own
interests in the health field lie.

"I think a lot of students, espe-
cially first and second years, know
they want to get into the health field

"I think a lot of students ...

know that they want to get

into the health field but aren't

sure what exactly they want

to do."

Henry Lam
Fifth-year, sociology

but aren't sure what exactly they
want to do," Lam said. "I think our
festival allows them the opportunity
to sort of explore."

Lam said he believes a large seg-
ment of the population of pre-health
students are often "starved for
information about how they can get
into the particular fields."
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Real Beef, Real Chicken, Real Cheese
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Complete Meals
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Gore discusses I UCLA noisy, neighbors say
2004 elections

The .Associated Prsss

In an Interview on Nov. 20, 2002, Gore said the Democrats
have a good chance to reclaim the White House in 2004.

By Will Lester

THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS

WASHINGTON — Al
Gore says whoever the
Democrats nominate for

president could have an
excellent chance to
reclaim the White House
in 2004 because President
Bush's economic policies
have been "^a catastrophic
failure."

In an interview with
The Associated Press on
Wednesday, Gore also
said Bush is making seri-

ous mistakes in the war
on terrorism by shifting

his focus to Iraq before
finishing the job with al-

Qaeda.

But the former vice

president hasn't yet decid-

ed whether to make
another run for president.

If he does, however, he

plans to run a different

kind of campaign.
"I've learned a lot over

the last two years, includ-

ing some things about
myself," said Gore, the
Democratic nominee in

2000. "I think I'm better at

some things in politics

than others. If I did run
again, I would concen-
trate on two things —
talking with people in

relaxed settings, one-on-
one in small groups, and
listening carefully ... and
taking whatever time I

needed to find the words
with which I could com-
municate straight from
the heart on the m^yor
challenges facing the
country.

"The rest of it I would
tiy to completely leave to

others ... that includes

GORE
I
Page 8
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By Betsy Popken
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpopkengmed ia.ucla.edu

UCLA's neighbors were not hum-
ming to the tune of Mr. Rogers'
"Won't you be my neighbor?" when
they met to discuss the environmen-
tal impacts of UCLA's seemingly
never-ending construction. In fact,

most attendants denounced UCLA
as a poor neighbor.

On Wednesday night, worried
Westwood residents congregated at
the UCLA Faculty Center to express
their concerns with the deficiency of
the newly published Draft
Environmental Impact Report.
The updated DEIR, made avail-

able for pubhc review on Nov. 1,

assesses the potential environmen-
tal effects such as construction, traf-

fic, air quality and noise caused by
the increase of construction on cam-
pus.

The influx of construction on
UCLA's campus is a result of Tidal
Wave II, which stems from the
state's request to increase student
enrollment and therefore the
amount of students UCLA can
acconunodate.

The first concern addressed by
residents was that of the allegedly

illegal and irritating noise level cre-
ated by the existing campus bus ter-

minal at Hilgard and Strathmore, a
problem that will only be aggravated
by an increase in people and con-
struction, residents said.

"The (DEIR) is woefully inade-
quate in addressing the bus issue,"

said Strathmore resident Toni Gray,
who insists that "good neighbors
keep their noise to themselves."

Gray and other residents at the
meeting proposed moving the bus
terminal to a location inside of
UCLA in order to decrease the
inconvenience for UCLA's neigh-
bors.

"We're not trying to eliminate bus
service for students, but wouldn't
most students rather be dropped off
by Ackerman anyway?" she asked.

Other neighbors, such as Paul
Verdon, argued that the DEIR looks
only at the impact the construction
will have on UCLA, not the sur-
rounding neighborhood.

"My main complaint is how the
construction affects my daily life in

terms of peace and quiet," said
Verdon, citing the new Hillel Center
as contributing to the noise and traf-

fic in the surrounding neighborhood.
According to Verdon, UCLA's

neighbors are inundated with noise

every day that exceeds legal decibel
levels.

A second concern addressed at
the public hearing was the impact
that an increase in construction
would have on traffic. Two UCLA
professors, Harvey Gonic and Bruce
Dobkin, are among those opposed to
construction and its negative impact
on traffic.

Gonic, who has been involved
with UCLA since he first attended
as an undergraduate in 1947, said,
"My inclination is to be pro-UCLA.
But in this area I am in opposition
with UCLA because Westwood is
becoming more inundated with traf-
fic to the point where it is ahnost
impossible to live here."

Gonic believes that the situation
will become more aggravated as
more students and housing are
brought to UCLA.

Citing the increase in noise levels
and the growth in traffic that would
be caused by construction under the
current DEIR, Dobkin said, "We aU
want the university to be among the
best, but it's a question ofhow big of
a price we'll have to pay to get
there."

These complaints can be submi^
ted up until Dec. 16 in order for them
to be considered in the final report

MADISONS I Owner looking to sell business
from page 1

Permit.

Sergeant Carmine Sasso of the
LAPD's West L.A. Vice unit recom-
mended seven additional condi-
tions be added to Madison's per-
mit. The reconunendations includ-
ed reducing the restaurant's clos-
ing hour to 12:30 a.m., making the
establishment provide a state-
licensed security staff, and the
installation of a screening machine
for fake LD.s.

Sasso said that his officers,
while investigating Madison's over
some months, had issued several
citations to either underage
patrons drinking alcohol or to
employees for serving them.

Fights over the past year, some
involving UCLA athletes and
resulting in substantial injuries,
were mentioned as reasons for
Madison's to improve security.

But it was also mentioned there
have been no major fights since
May, and Sasso and Madison's prin-
ciple proprietor, Milton Zampelli,

have been working together on
solutions.

"We have all the tools necessary
... all we have to do is work it out,"

Sasso said.

However, some commimity
members are not interested in
working things out, alleging
Madison's has violated its permit.

Madison's permit maintains -
among other things - that it oper-
ate as a restaurant, and in doing so,

its alcohol sales cannot exceed
food sales.

Sandy Brown of the Holmby-
Westwood Homeowners
Association said Madison's is doing
only a small amount of business
selling food with most profits
earned through bar sales, which
violates its permit

Both Brown and Laura Lake, of
Friends of Westwood, urged the
zoning administrator to revoke
Madison's Conditional Use Permit,
claiming the establishment has his-
torically proven to be a "problem
site," even under previous owners.
Brown also mentioned that

h^py hour specials reducing drink
prices, such as Tuesday night "Pint
Night," are prohibited as one of the
conditions of Madison's permit.
She later recommended the restau-
rant's central bar be torn down.

"The physical aspect of the bar
contributes to these cheap drinks,"
she said.

In fhistration over what he feels
has been a systematic targeting by
special interest groups, Zampelli
said his staff voluntarily wrote a
petition to save Madison's, which
was signed by over 500 people.

"I feel that there has been a sys-
tematic elimination over time (of
nightlife in Westwood)," Zampelli
said, adding when he first came to
Westwood the Village had several
nightspots which have since
closed.

"I'm looking for a buyer and to
call it a day," he said.

Zampelli said he is looking to
sell Madison's by next year, and
that he will tell the new owners to
"tear down the bar, or not to both-
er."
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COUNTERFErT
from page 1

the director of trademark and licens-
ing at use.

I

"Both (UCLA and USC) are dam-
aged by counterfeiting - the quality
is poor, and we're concerned about
the conditions (the products) were
made under," Kennedy said, pointing
out that counterfeit T-shirts could be
produced in sweatshops.

Both universities are also con-
cerned about the clothing catching
fire, since they are unable to ensure
that they comply with the flammabil-
ity guidelines.

In the past, vendors have been
cited for selling various counterfeit
items that range fi-om T-shirts and
sweatshirts to pennants, baseball
caps and underwear.

Last year, ten vendors had run-ins
with the law when they were cited at
theUCLA-USC game for selling
counterfeit items that were illegally

bearing the UCLA logo, according to
records from the trademark and
licensing. I

Vendors are cited for a misde-
meanor if the total merchandise
being sold is worth less than $400 or
amount to less than 1,000 pieces. If

the vendors are cited for the second
time, it constitutes a felony arrest

These vendors usually obtain their

coimterfeited merchandise fi*om an
underground operations distributor

or directly from a printer where they
manufacture the T-shirts themselves,
Holdridge said.

"Most of the people that sell at the
games - that's their career,"

Holdridge said. They'll go to all

types of games - college, pro, base-
ball, basketball, concerts ... they have
a list of all the happenings and they'll

just travel from location to locatioa"
Because the UCLA logo is found in

other countries like Japan and
France, counterfeit merchandise can
exist beyond the world ofUSC-UCLA
football games and extend to coun-
tries outside the United States.

Though prohibiting the sale of
counterfeit items is easier to control
in the United States, trademark and
licensing depends on the overseas
company they licensed to identify

counterfeit manufacturers.
And that, Holmes said, is like

"searching for a needle in a haystack"
because international laws need
more interpretation than domestic.

In the late 1980s, a Japanese edu-
cation institute used the UCLA trade-

mark and went under the name of
"UCLA English Institute." Eventually
a trademark lawsuit ensued, which
UCLA won. Holmes said

5-- - - -
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Improvement District to fund audit despite current debt
By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cmignot ©media. ucla.edu

The Business Improvement
District for Westwood Village
moved to allocate money towards
completing a comprehensive
audit.

At a meeting held yesterday
morning, the Executive
Committee approved the designa-
tion of approximately $20,000,
plus or minus 10 percent, to pay
for a fully certified audit to be
completed by local firm Cannon &
Company.
The BID also voted to retain

operations director Tara Hannah
for six more weeks to help com-
plete the audit, a decision that will

entail paying a salary and addi-
tional one month severance pay
worth about $15,000 total.

A comprehensive audit of the

BID'S finances was called to
uncover more than $750,000 in

unaccounted capital improvement
funds, thought to be caught up in
the city's administrative loops.

Since the audit was requested
three weeks ago, Hannah said she
has only been able to uncover
information for one of three years
under investigation.

Members of the committee
unanimously approved the alloca-
tion of funds except Phillip
Gabriel, owner of local business
Scrubs Unlimited, who questioned
how the BID could be spending
more money before repaying debt.

"It's hke we are going to shirk
the responsibility to pay the ven-
dors what we owe them," he said.

But Jeff Abell, owner of Sarah
Leonard Jewelers and an
Executive Committee member,
said the audit was required by law.

"We have to audit to determine

what we owe and what other
money we might have coming to
us," he said.

Although the exact debt figure
is unknown, Gabriel said the BID
owed about $15,000 to UCLA to
cover services provided by
Community Service Officers and
at least $15,000 for street cleaning
services provided by the firm One
Source.

He also stated that had the BID
not allocated funds yesterday, the
approximately $40,000 in funds
remaining would have been suffi-

cient to cover all debts incurred.
Los Angeles City Clerk Mike

Carey explained to the board that
$220,000 aUocated to the BID for
street maintenance this year was
as yet unused and could be allot-

ted to cover all maintenance bills

since July 1.

There would then be enough
money to continue a reduced,

$15,000 a month maintenance pro-
gram in Westwood Village for the
rest of the fiscal year, which
would be administered by the
Westwood Village Community
Alliance, the BID's parent organi-
zation.

All debts prior to July 1, and the
money owed to UCLA for CSO ser-
vices, would have to be paid at a
later date to be determined.
The Executive Committee also

approved a motion to grant com-
mittee chairman Frank Ponder the
right to make day to day planning
decisions necessary in helping
along the audit process.

"The reason is that there are
quick decisions that need to be
made as BID winds down which
don't allow the time necessary to
call a board meeting," Ponder said.

There was also discussion
about whether the Farmer's
Market would be released to

another sponsor for it to maintain
operations in Westwood Village.

The BID concluded it would be
wiser not to allow the Farmer's
Market to pass into other hands at
this point. Sponsors who do not
have a stake in Westwood's econo-
my might not be as considerate of
problems caused by the market,
such as parking.

Decisions about the liquidation
of assets and further dealings with
the self-sufficient Farmer's Market
were postponed to next meeting.
Some committee members

called for vacating the BID's
office. Ponder said it would cost
more at this stage to move and
establish temporary headquarters
elsewhere than to pay one more
month of rent before the organiza-
tion is dissolved.

The next BID meeting will
occur in December at a date to be
determined.

FDA recommends inventor's robotic wheelchair for
CHAIR'S WHEELS AID

USERS IN CLIMBING
STAIRS, REACHING
HIGH BOOKSHELVES

By Lauran Neergaard

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GAITHERSBURG, Md. — Stairs
soon may no longer be insur-
mountable obstacles for some of
the nation's 2 million wheelchair
users.

The first wheelchair that can
climb stairs— plus shift into four-
wheel drive to scoot up a grassy
hill and even elevate its occupant
for eye-level conversation — took
a major step toward the market
Wednesday, as advisers to the
Food and Drug Administration
unanimously recommended it be
allowed to sell.

But the panel backed a few lim-
itations on the Independence
iBOT 3000 Mobility System —
which uses sensors and gyro-
scopes to balance on two wheels
and navigate stairs — including
that it sell only with a doctor's
prescription and strict training to
ensure users can drive it safely.

The FDA isn't bound by its

advisers' recommendations, but
usually follows them — and it

granted the iBOT a special fast-

track review reserved for impor-
tant new medical technology,
meaning a decision could come in
a few months.
How does it climb? Most wheel-

chairs have two big back wheels
and two smaller front wheels. The
iBOT has four wheels the same
size that rotate up and over one
another to go up and down steps.

Well-known inventor Dean
Kamen created the iBOT, and says
wheelchair users tell him another
feature is as appealing: The chair
lifts onto two wheels so that its

occupant, although still sitting, is

elevated enough to reach high
bookshelves and carry on eye-
level conversations with people
standing nearby.

"One reason I built it was to let

people stand up," said Kamen,
who hcensed the iBOT to Johnson
& Johnson. "We treat a lot of
adults like children because they
can't stand up."

"I wanted to take it home and
keep it," said Karl Barnard of
Tilton, N.H., who tested the iBOT
in a study required by the FDA,
which regulates wheelchair safe-

ty.

In the iBOT, he rose to the
height of a 6-feet-tall person to do
his grocery shopping without
help. Barnard, who lost use of his
legs 25 years ago, has no stairs in
his home, but was impressed with
the four-wheel drive that let him
roll up hills and through gravel on
his farm, places his manual wheel-
chair can't go.

But with a predicted $29,000
price tag, Barnard, 46, calls it

"more a luxury item" that he prob-
ably wouldn't spring for until he's
too old to push his manual wheel-
chair easily.

While several FDA advisers
called the chair potentially revolu-
tionary, they also cautioned that
it's not for everyone.

Patients must have the use of at
least one arm to operate the chair,

moving it with a joystick and
other controls, and so far it's built
only for large teenagers and
adults.

Also, it requires some exertion:
Users lean forward or backward,
directing the chair to climb up or
down as it senses and adjusts to
the person's center of gravity.
They must hold onto a stair rail to
help guide it, although there is a
feature that allows someone else

»
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to hold onto the chair back and
assist the more severely disabled
on stairs.

Picking the right patient is cru-
cial for safe use — someone who
not only is physically capable of
handling the iBOT, but has the
right judgment skills to discern
obstacles, such as which hills are
too steep to try climbing, without
risking serious falls, said Dr. Steve
Stiens, a University of Washington
rehabilitation specialist who uses
a wheelchair himself.

Sales will be strictly controlled,
responded manufacturer
Independence Technology, a
Johnson & Johnson subsidiary.
Doctors and rehabihtation thera-
pists must undergo special train-

ing to prescribe the iBOT, and
potential users would have to
pass a test proving they can drive
it safely before taking it home.

To prove iBOT works, 20 wheel-
chair users test-drove it for two
weeks, allowing scientists to com-
pare maneuverability, falls or
other problems with their regular
wheelchairs. They also took a
road test, scooting up hills and
over bumpy sidewalks, crossing
curbs, reaching shelves and
climbing stairs.

The patients performed most of

the challenges more easily with
the iBOT, said study leader Dr.
Heikki Uustal of New Jersey's
Johnson Rehabilitation Institute.
For example, everyone had to ask
for help to reach a book atop a
bookcase while in their own
chairs, but merely pushed a but-
ton on the iBOT to slowly rise and
reach it themselves.

Twelve patients could navigate
stairs alone with the iBOT, while
the rest used an assistant. In regu-
lar wheelchairs, two patients
could literally bump their way
down stairs, but no one could go
up a single step.

Three people fell out of the
iBOT and two fell out of their own
wheelchairs during the study, sug-
gesting the iBOT was as safe as
today's technology.
The iBOT's $29,000 tab is less

than some top-of-the-line models
for the severely impaired, but far
more than basic chairs. But
Independence Technology presi-
dent Jean-Luc Butel said the aver-
age cost for ramps, elevators and
other home modifications for
someone unable to walk is

$40,000, expenditures largely
unnecessary with the iBOT. He is

negotiating with Medicare and
other insurers to pay for the iBOT.
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Al-Nashiri captured, U.S. officials say
DV John J. Lumnkin spninr al-OaiHn lAoHar VioH Ua.an ^^nr^;^^;^ r -^ . , ...By John J. Lumpkin

. THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
. WASHINGTON— Al-Qaida leader
Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, the net-
work's chief of operations in the
Persian Gulf, has been captured,
senior U.S. government officials said
Thursday.

j
.,

Al-Nashiri, a suspected master-
mind of the USS Cole bombing in
October 2000, was taken in an undis-
closed foreign country earlier this
month and is now in U.S. custody,
officials said, speaking on the condi-
tion of anonymity.
He is the highest-ranking al-Qaida

operative captured since the CIA,
FBI and Pakistani authorities cap-
tured Osama bin Laden s operations
chief, Abu Zubaydah, in Faisalabad,
Pakistan in March.

U.S. officials had recently said a

senior al-Qaida leader had been
caught, but they had declined to
identify him. On Sunday Homeland
Security Director Tom Ridge said the
leader was providing information to
his interrogators.

Al-Nashiri is suspected in a num-
ber of other al-Qaida terrorist plots,

including the 1998 East Africa
embassy bombings. He is believed to
have recruited his cousin, Azzam, to
train in Afghanistan and serve as one
of the suicide bombers in the attack
on the U.S. Embassy in Nairobi. Al-

Nashiri, bom in Mecca, Saudi
Arabia, is believed to be in his mid-
30s and a longtime associate of bin
Laden.

U.S. intelligence believes he was
behind the Oct. 6 attack on the
French tanker off the coast ofYemen
that left one crewman dead, said a
U.S. defense official, speaking on

condition of anonymity.
Al-Nashiri oversaw the purchase

and transport of explosives, the leas-

ing of safe houses and planning and
financing of attacks, the official said.

He has also traveled under a num-
ber of other names, including Umar
Mohammed al-Harazi and Abu Bilal

al-Makki. U.S. officials believe he
was in Ghazni, Afghanistan around
the time the war began there in

October 2001. He is thought to have
moved to Pakistan when the Thliban
feU, and he may have gone to Yemen
in recent months. Some tribesmen in

Yemen, however, said he had gone to

Malaysia
In the Cole attack, U.S. officials

have said al-Nashiri gave telephone
orders to the bombers from the
United Arab Emirates. He then fled

to Afghanistan.

In addition to the Cole attack, offi-

cials say he has been involved with a
number of plots targeting the U.S.
Navy in the past three years.

He is thought to be behind a near-
ly identical attempt to bomb another
destroyer, the USS The Sullivans,

nine months before the Cole attack,
at Aden. That attack failed when the
suicide boat, overloaded with explo-
sives, sank.

Most recently he has been tied to
a failed al-Qaida plot to bomb U.S.
and British warships crossing the
Strait of Gibraltar, U.S. officials have
said. In June, three Saudis were
arrested in Morocco in connection
with that plot
He is also suspected of being

behind plans to bomb the 5th Fleet
Headquarters in Bahrain, a plot
revealed in January by another top
al-Qaida operative captured by
Pakistan after fleeing Afghanistan.
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By Brian Rabkin

daily bruin contributor
brabkin@media.ucla.eclu

As part of Global Peace and
Justice Week, students held an
information panel Wednesday night
in Young Hall where three anti-war
speakers shared their views.

The speakers were Susu Attar
from the Muslim PubUc Affairs
Council, Sonali Kolhatkar from
KPFK radio and Rosie Baldonado
from the Gabriela Network.

Attar, who has family in Iraq, crit-

icized the U.S.A PATRIOT Act for
reducing privacy rights and being
too vague about what rights remain
uninfringed. She also graphically
described the effects of sanctions
on Iraq.

The act gave sweeping new pow-
ers to domestic and international

law-enforcement agencies to moni-
tor various communications with
fewer legal checks.

Kolhatkar, an Indian-American
Muslim, advocated nonviolence and
accused the United States of being
the single largest cause of suffering
in Iraq.

"(The question) 'what can we do
to help?' has the assumption that
we are doing nothing," Kolhatkar
said.

Baldonado, who is Filipino,
spoke in advocacy of women's
rights, especially in the Philippines,
and said war has devastating effects
on women.
Many students who attended the

paftel had already made up their
minds gainst going to war with
Iraq for any reason. Shabnam
Jahangiri, an undeclared first-year

student, was one.

They have no logical justifica-

tion for why they're going to war,
and they have no explanation for it.

(In the) reasons that they claim
we're going to war, there are so
many contradictions that you can
find," Jahangiri said.

Students for Global Peace and
Justice coalesced last year to
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protest the war on terrorism. They
say the war is a veil to do things in
the government's best interest

'*The point of this week is to raise
awareness of how this war is really
a distraction," said third-year politi-
cal science and international stud-
ies student Yousef Tayisar.

Academic Affairs Commissioner
Chris Diaz said the "so-called war
on terror" is an important issue for
his office to confront because it

uses resources that could potential-
ly be directed towards education.

Pro-intervention advocate and
former Daily Bruin
Viewpoint columnist Andrew Jones
expressed concern that the AAC
was using its office to make a
minority political statement unrelat-

^
fed to academic affairs.

\ "It's not about education, it never
was, and it certainly isn't in this
case," Jones said

Diaz responded to this criticism
by saying it wasn't his responsibility
to p|-ovide any particular political
view. He added that all issues are
interconnected, and because of this,

his office's mandate includes oppos-
ing the war on terrorism.

"We're not obligated to organize
for the pro-war side ... it's up to
them to put in the effort to orga-
nize," Diaz said.

Jones said it was wrong for AAC
to use student fees to fund a politi-

cal agenda supported by what he
considered a small minority of stu-

dents.

"What makes all of this inappro-
priate is the question of context.
The first ni^t was impartial, you
had both sides speaking; every
other night is beating the anti-war
drum," Jones said.

The AAC's funding of anti-war
events is in compliance with UCLA's
student funding poUcies. Monday's
formal war debate was sponsored
by Diaz's office, and the AAC paid to
advertise anti-war events on cam-
pus this week.
UCLA poUcy restricts religion-

based and politics-based groups
from applying for funding from the
Undergraduate Students
Association CounciL

However, non-political bodies
such as AAC can still fund political

programs from their general bud-
gets.

Police to work

with citizens

to reduce

homicide rate

By Paul Chavez

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

An eruption of deadly street .vio-

lence in the nation's second-largest
city is provoking police and com-
munity activists to sound the alarm
and try to stop it.

Gang violence is a mayor con-
tributor to the surge in the city's

homicide rate; thirteen people
were killed between Friday and
Monday. Another seven were shot
in less than an hour Tuesday, one
fatally.

Not all those crimes were known
to have involved gangs, but much
of the violence has occurred in

gang-plagued South Los Angeles,
where top officers and community
leaders met at the 77th Street
police station Wednesday to pub-
licly take a stand.

"The message is, the conununity
isn't going to tolerate the violence
that's going on out here and we're
going to work with them," said
Capt. James Miller, the area com-
manding officer.

Chief WiUiam J. Bratton, who
took over the Police Department
last month, issued a challenge to
the city to fight back.

"I'm very disturbed and angry,"
he told the Los Angeles Times. "I

need this city angry about gang-
bangers shaping the perception of
Los Angeles."

yURDEIS
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Experiments now being done in Chi^a
|

SUGESSOR | UC presidents usually insiders
from page 1

j

"Dr. Fahey wa^ not a co-author
and did not collaborate on the
malaria studies," the statement said.

Chen, who is in China, was not
available for conunent.

The Fogarty program offers a
three-month visiting-scholars
course to select researchers from
leading AIDS control programs and
universities in developing countries.
The goal for the program is to

train these scientists in AIDS
research so they can help control
the epidemic when they return
home.
The HeinUich Institutes newslet-

ter also stated Fahey visited Chen
and malariotherapy patients in
China in the late 1990s.

However, a standard part of the
UCLA/Fogarty program is to follow-
up in the scholars' own countries,
according to a second UCLA state-
ment released Thursday.

Malariotherapy background

HeiinUch, founder of the famed
Heimlich Maneuver, proposed
malariotherapy as a treatment for
HIV in the early '90b.

He claimed high fevers induced
by malaria could restore and stimu-
late the weakened immune system
of a patient with HIV.

HIV carmot be directly combated
with drugs that intend to prevent
viral reproduction due to the virus'

mutable nature. Malariotherapy sug-
gests an indirect means of treatment
through the increased production of
immune cells stimulated by the

(Heimlich) claimed high fevers

induced by malaria could

restore and stimulate the

weakened immune system of

a patient with AIDS.

Malariotherapy suggests

indirect treatment through

increased production of

immune cells by the malaria

virus.

malaria virus.

Following Heimlich's proposi-
tions, experiments have been car-

ried out on human subjects in China.
HIV patients are ir\jected with a cur-

able form of malaria, resulting in

fevers of over 100 degrees for three
weeks before the malaria is cured.

However, the IRB z^proval that
Heinrdich obtained for these experi-
ments was questioned by the Food
and Drug Administration.

The ^ Heimhch Institute first

received IRB approval from the
Great Lakes College of Clinical
Medicine for its experiments.

In March 2000, the FDA issued a
warning letter to the GLCCM for
IRB procedural failures and prohib-
ited the institution's IRB from
approving new studies.

GLCCM ceased operation in
March 2001.

However, the institute's Web site

still states that approval has been
obtained for its m2ilariotherapy
experiments.

Heimhch has actively fundraised
and promoted his research and affil-

iation to UCLA through his "Caring
World" newsletter and in an inter-

view in the United States, but his
research has been conducted out-
side U.S. borders.

|

The HeinUich Institute Web site

states that "the U.S. is not a suitable
country for malariotherapy studies
at this time because malaria is not
readily available."

According to an article in the L.A.

Times in October 1994, Heimhch
also promoted malariotherapy in
the 1980s as a treatment for Lyme
disease, an arthritis-like disorder
caused by a tick bite.

American patients with Lyme dis-

ease were brought to Mexico to
receive malariotherapy treatment,
the article says.

Patients were ii\jected with
malaria-infected blood and experi-

enced high fevers and the symptoms
of malaria
No information on the benefits of

malariotherapy for Lyme disease
can currently be found on The
Heimhch Institute Web site.

Malariotherapy was used \n the
United States fi-om 1931 to 1965 for
the treatment of neurosyphilis, a
form of syphilis which attacks the
brain. Drugs or antibiotics were
ineffective toward neurosyphihs
because of the "blood-brain barrier"

that prevented medication from
reaching the brain tissue.

This treatment was discontinued
in 1975 in the United States with the
introduction of more effective
antibiotics and the near eradication
of the disease. i I

from page 1

be international in scope.

Atkinson and Peltason both held
UC offices before becoming presi-
dent: Atkinson was chancellor at
UC San Diego and Peltason held
that post at UC Irvine. The last UC
president to leave a UC position
immediately before taking the job
was Peltason's predecessor, David
Gardner, who was president at the
University of Utah before joining
theUC.

Gardner's selection is an excep-
tion; usually UC presidents are
drawn from the ranks of UC chan-
cellors and system-wide adminis-
trators.

Following Atkinson's announce-
ment of his plans to retire at the
regents meeting in San Francisco

"I think the senate feels

very strongly that a history

of superb scholarship is

important."

Gayle Binion

Academic Senate Chair

last week, Regent Ward Connerly
said there were already several
qualified candidates inside the UC
system.

He added that Atkinson's succes-
sor's administrative qualifications
will be more important than acade-
mic accomplishments.

**The next president is going to
be have to be a very strong leader.
It doesn't have to be an academic,"

r

he said.

Binion disagreed that leader-
ship skills alone can make a suc-
cessful university president.

"I think the senate feels very
strongly that a history of superb
scholarship is important," she
said.

UC Santa Barbara Chancellor
Henry Yang stated the regents
would do well to look to Atkinson
himself as a model for his own suc-
cessor.

Atkinson is respected as a schol-
ar and has done well managing the
UC and looking after students, said
Yang in a faxed statement.

In addition to having administra-
tive and scholastic skills, the next
president should also be a good
fundraiser, Binion said.

"We want everything," she said.
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• In one 14-year period!
Americans died in PSYcnrA^

HOSPITALS THAN WERE KILLED
World Wars I and IL the ,

Korean, Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars combined...

Learn the truth. Visit the Exhibit (Free) Oil Now 80(^869-2247. Located in the heart of Houywood at CmzEiis
Commission on Human RiaiB litiHattTioNAi, 6616 Sunsct Bivd, Los Ameles 90028. Waik-ms are welcome.

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

*?%«%^._._vff;

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1 1 04
Moviv.43S.com

jm»: ^yntr
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Bruins Receive
Kudos from Major
Brentwood Hotel

I

If you have ever driven to campus via the 405 freeway, or

taken Sunset Boulevard to the beach, you no doubt have

passed a familiar landmark. The Holiday Inn Brentwood/

Bel-Air, originally built in 1971, stands tall against the

Santa Monica Mountains.

Known for their complimentary shuttle to the UCLA
Campus, the Hotel strives to give the best customer service

to all guests — especially those visiting UCLA. It is with

that in mind that the Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air offers

their thanks and appreciation to UCLA staff, faculty &
alumni for making them the Preferred Hotel Choice

.

I

From valuable comments regarding services,

accommodations, meetings and shuttle services,

management has been able to improve efficiency at an

affordable cost, according to Linda Yonan, Senior Sales

Manager in charge of UCL\ accounts.

I

Known for their innovative style and generous spirit.

Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air has a little test question to

quiz all you Bruin brains. The first person to e-mail the

Sales Department at salesinfo@hibrentwood.com with the

correct answer wins a two nights stay at either San Diego or

San Francisco. Now test your knowledge of Brentwood

history by answering this question:

What kind of building was originally

planned for the site now occupied by the

Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air?

Along with their many thanks, the Hotel wishes everyone a

safe holiday season and a prosperous New Year. GO
BRUINS!

^^^%a^^^^^fi^

The
Princeton
Review
BetterScores. BetterSchools.

Classroom
USMLE

Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the right course for you.
r

USMLE Step 1 Online Course

• Prep anywhere, anytime with the most
comprehensive online learning

• More than 1,500 pages of the best material

available to supplement your online tools

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course
•«

All the benefits of our Online Course, pliis:

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert
teachers

• Personal attention with small classes of
fewer than 25 students

• Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor

-^
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GORE
I
Former VP critical of Bush's policies

from page 4

miming aromid from pillar to post, doing
these media events from town to town."

Gore is on the brink of deciding
whether he will seek the Democratic
nomination and, thus, the chance to
oppose Bush for a second time. He said
he would decide over the Christmas hol-
idays. I I

"It's not just about me, it's about how
I can best serve my country, whether I

would be the best candidate for
Democrats to put forward against Bush,"
Gore said Gore got the most votes of
any Democratic candidate ever and
more votes than Bush, even though he
narrowly lost the electoral vote count
after a drawn-out recount battle in
Florida.

He said he believes Democrats should
be in good shape to run against Bush in
2004.

Bush has not announced that he will
run again, but the presumption is that he
will seek re-election.

The Republicans dominated in the
elections this year, but that is because
the economy's problems "did not count
for a lot in the midterm elections
because they shifted the national dia-
logue to a war with Iraq and — as the
president's chief of staff put it — they

waited until Labor Day to roll out a new
product line," Gore said, referring to a
possible war with Iraq.

"As the fall elections approached, for
whatever reason, he decided to start a
new war," Gore said. "Saddam Hussein is

a bad guy who deserves to be removed
from power. But he is not the one who
attacked us Sept. 11. He is not the one
who is threatening to kill us right now.

Gore said growing problems with the
economy would offer Democrats an
opening because the Bush-Cheney eco-
nomic strategy of providing wide-rang-
ing tax cuts that include the wealthiest
Americans "has been a catastrophic fail-

ure."

Gore has said the entire Bush eco-
nomic program and economic team
should be thrown out, and the adminis-
tration should start over with tax cuts
aimed specifically at the middle class.

And he said the president has made a
mistake by shifting his focus from al-

Qaeda, blamed for the Sept. 11 attacks,
to Iraq.

Despite the U.S.-led military campaign
to destroy al-Qaeda's base in

Afghanistan, he said, "the warlords are
back in control, the. Taliban is back in,

and for a variety of reasons, al-Qaeda is

back at full strength, and Osama is back
making his threats against the U.S."

The former vice president was inter-

viewed by telephone from Los Angeles.
In response, Republican spokesman

Kevin Sheridan said "Al Gore's desperate
attacks are losing their shock value."

"Gore accuses the president of not fin-

ishing the war on terror but fails to grasp
the concept that our threats are not con-
fined to one man, one group or one
nation," Sheridan said.

After keeping a low profile for months
after the 2000 election loss, the 54-year-
old Gore has gradually re-emerged in
recent months through a series of policy
speeches and a hmited number of cam-
paign appearances for Democratic can-
didates. He's making a book tour with
his wife. Tipper, promoting the book
they wrote together, "Joined at the
Heart: The Transformation of the
American Family."

In the past few days. Gore has made
numerous TV appearances, including
interviews with Barbara Walters, David
Letterman and Larry King.

Gore acknowledged he has plenty of
work to do, winning over Democrats
who remain skeptical after his loss to
Bush.

He said he would "have to convince
the political insiders and the journalistic
community that I'd learned enough to
run a better campaign."

MURDERS
I
Gangs blamed for crime

from page t

There have been 583 homi-
cides in Los Angeles so far
this year. Miller said — the
most since 1996.

In the past week alone
there were eight homicides in
77th's area.

Bratton asked commanding
officers last week to help
develop an ongoing strategic
plan to deal with the rise in

crime. The multiagency
approach would involve state
and federal law enforcement
agencies as well as communi-
ty involvement.

Assistant Chief Jim
McDonnell also announced
Wednesday that detectives
have been instructed to
respond with patrol officers

to all shootings that result in
iryury or death.

Community leaders said
they would work with police
to stop the violence.

"The community is tired
and we will take it to the
streets to simply stop the
killing," said Ed Turley, direc-

tor of the Gang Intervention

^^^'-KiATLD Press
James Mays, right, assistant Police Chief Jim McDonnell, middle and
Commander Gary Brennan, left, at a news conference Nov. 20, 2002

Group Central Recovery and
Development Project.

Police said the violence
stemmed from deep-seated
gang rivalries.

"Most of it is over turf ...

and generational hard feel-

ings. We hate this gang
because we hate them, Uke in
Northern Ireland and the
Middle East," said Capt.

James Bower, the area patrol
commander.
He emphasized that police

were taking action.

"This was ... part of our
ongoing fight to control crime
and to control the gang mem-
bers, and I want to get that
message out, that we are mov-
ing forward to have an impact
on these gangs," Miller said.

AIR SHELL
Auto Care

Service Center

Show your UCLA
student, house staff,

or faculty ID and

receive:

• Safety inspection
/ battery & charging system

/ brakes & tires

/ belts & hoses

/ cooling system

• Up to 5 quarts of oil

and filter

Free Pick Up And Delivery
Offer good for most cars. See store for details

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM -5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Septilveda Blvd.

At Moraga
Los Angeles. California 90049

Bel Air Sliell

Tim Hansen
(310) 476-1979

NHL Vegas VinmIe
NtA

^^

NCAA Sinning and Winning

PicMng winners is our business

www v©gKj$v#tnte.c<wt»

Location
' 1 mile from UCLA)

Bel Air

Shell

Exit UCLA

Wilshire

DAZZLINGLY IMAGINATIVE.
A woniirously beautiful and
astonishing masterpiece!"
Kevin Thomas, LOS ANGELES TIMES

35mm
Print!

^ A Kino International Release
^^

www.kino.com

Ml liVPT EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY
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Get
will

Graduate
School!!! Join us at the:
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«:v Pre-Health
Festival
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Nov. 24th, 12pm CS-50
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internships *Volunteer Work

More information and FREE registration:

www.fitnessiiib .com/prehealth/
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New Tijuana guidebook outlines laws for U.S. tourists
By Catherine h/ey

- THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SAN DIEGO — Don't drink the

water. Don't drive without auto
insurance.

|

Tourists heading south for the
start of Mexico's high visitor season
now have another "don't" to consid-
er: Don't try to bribe the cops.

San Diego and Tyuana officials

on Thursday unveiled a legal guide

for U.S. tourists that spells out what
you can and can't do in Mexico if

you get into trouble with the law. It

sends the message that dealing with
poUce south of the border is not so
different from dealing with them at

home.
"The basic rule is to not do there

what you cannot do in San Diego,"
Tijuana Mayor Jesus Gonzalez
Reyes said.

Copies of the 14-page guide and a

pamphlet with similar information
are being made available at poUce
and government offices in the U.S.
and Mexico. They also are being dis-

tributed at San Diego college cam-
puses and military bases, where
many are attracted to Mexico's
drinking age of 18 and its lively

night life.

Details include what to do if you
find yourself being asked to give
police money - "You should always

politely insist on a written citation,"

the guide states - and a reminder
that offering bribes is as much
against the law as accepting them.

"You don't have to give them any
money," said Tyuana's police chief
Francisco Javier Arellano Ortiz,

who has made cracking down on
police corruption a priority since
being sworn in last June.

Each day, an average of five U.S.
residents are arrested for offenses

ranging from homicide to petty mis-
demeanors, according to Alfred
Anzaldua, chief of citizen services at
the U.S. consulate in Tyuana

The guide Usts fine amounts in
U.S. dollars for common violations -

at least $21 for pubUc nakedness,
$12 for drunkenness or disturbing
the peace, and $42 for sohciting
prostitutes.

Telephone numbers and locations
for judges are listed along with

instructions for pajdng or appeal a
fine.

The effort is the latest in Tyuana's
ongoing campaign to improve its

image from that of a violent, crime-
ridden city to a fun and safe tourist

destination. Last spring a "Comite
de Imagen" - or Image Committee -

announced plans to spruce up city

streets, landscape unsightly areas,

and replace shanty living quarters in

Tyuana with public housing.

mm^^^m^'T^ '^%>oking for an exciting job on compust
k in a fasf-poced but friendly otmosDherefGRAPHI Want to work in a fast-paced but friendly atmospheref

\% BiJ^ ^i^ llJJkB B^ '^°''>^ ^''"^'^ Advertising Production is looking for Graphic Designers. «

1^BW I%9 m% E IC ^"^^ ^^^"^ Quark, Photoshop. Bring samples of work.

_ ^PP^y A5UCM human Resources 2nd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall
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on campus
State of the Art

1

Laser Hair Remova

Call now for your

free consultation.

And New Low
Prices.

James Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice in Gynecolosy
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

#383

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

^10.208.2772 x 18

I

Mlegs ad lib fcing

iSS'Ji iite ipo
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THE CINEMATIC EQUIVALENT OF
AMIND-EXPANDIN6DRUGI"

- Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES T/MES

"CHALLENGING AND FASCINATING!"
- Joe Morgenstern. WALL STREET JOURNAL

'V /

Hair Cut •.vv^i'.^wvk-.-vvvv.'AA-.%ni\'.vv<*>v.v.vr«>A-.v.%-.vv^VA-.--•-iVMAV^,*.- .'^ /'MVj^-.y.v.-A-.wsr.

DIRECTED BY KIRBY DICK AND AMY ZIERING KOFMAN

NOW PLAYING
Fri-Sun. Wed: 12:30. 2:45. 5:00. 7:15. 9:30; Sat. Mon/Tues: 5:00. 7:15. 9 30

I Blyd*(310) 652-1330 Tburs: 4 00 • Presented in Oot>y SR
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FINE ARTS
8556 Wyskm Blyd.(310) 652-1330

FREE Shampoo w/ Student ID

25% off all professional products

Now Introducing

Yuko System Hair Relaxer

HAIR SALON
962 Goyley Ave.

Wtstwooi a 90024

(310)824-7697
by In & Out

FREE
PARKING
IN BACK

Stop by the

Haagen-Dazs®

Shop on

1 0878 Kinross Ave

& find out what

mai<es every flavor

a winner!

THE

INDULGENCE

OF

CHAMPIONS.

Get a second scoop

FREE with your

BRUINCARD
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10878 Kinross Ave

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-208-0770
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Motorola Ericsson Samsung
V70 T3G0 S105

149
Color
Screen

^93B
asr/TK)ntn

39.99
oer month

Motorola

3000
Rights & Weekends

600
Rollover Minutes

I REE
Long Distance

$0<199

Eriei^soii

T68i

per mont

We Will BeatANYAdvertise Price • Open 7 days
West Los Angeles

W.W. Wireless
11544 Pico Blvd.,

Los Angeles, CA., 90064

310.231.9111

We cany the latest phones and accessories
We are specialized in Business Plans
We cany family share plans
We install car kits

We deliver

One year wntract required. ERT68i MO V60g & SAM N625 pnc^

:=,.
Sales tax applies on MSRP of phones. - Two year contract required or 3.000 nights & weekends with one year AT&T contract. Activation fee applies Please see stores for more details
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FACULTY-IN-RESIDENCE GEORGIANA GALATEANU OPENS HER APARTMENT AND INVITES^' STUDENTS WHO ARE STAYING ON CAMPUS DURING THE THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY

NATHANIEL LAM/Daily Bruin

ateSTThSa^^^^^ ''''"''' professor Jeff Lew, his wife, Allison Lew. and Roxanna asneros. a first-year biology

Graphic Illustrations By PUJA PATHAK/Daily Bruin

By Lauren lacocca

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
I lacoccag) media, ucla.edu

Students who are not going home for
Thanksgiving can celebrate in the resi-

dence halls.

Georgiana GaJateanu, Romanian studies
professor and Sproul Hall's faculty-in-resi-

dence, is opening her apartment to stu-
dents who will be spending the holiday on
campus.

I

"The students do all of the shopping,
cooking and cleaning," said Galateanu.
This is an especially unique experience
because many students are away from
home for the first time, and this indepen-
dence is very new to them.**

First-year marine biology student

Barbara Lau plans on attending the FIR
celebration. Although she has httle cook-
ing experience, she hopes to make this her
first vegetarian Thanksgiving.

"I want to buy a tofu-turkey," she said.

Lau and her friend Ruth Young, also a
first-year student, are both from San
Francisco.

"I am staying for Thanksgiving because
if I went home, it would be too difficult to
say 'goodbye' (to friends) so quickly," said
Young. "I decided it would be best just to
wait for winter vacation."

Tabin Mann, a second-year undeclared
student, plans to spend time with friends
on Thursday instead of going back home.

"We will probably order a large, meat-
lovers pizza and rent some movies," said
Mann.

"I am gathering a bunch of menus for
take-out orders that will get me through
the rest of the weekend," she added.
Mann recalled some difficulty when she

stayed for the holiday last year. Without a
car, it was sometimes hard to get food.

"I understand why the dining halls are
closed on Thursday and Friday, but even
having one hall open on the weekend
would be helpful," she said.

Mann expressed sympathy particularly
for international students. "It is harder for
them to get home, and they don't neces-
sarily have anywhere else to go," she said.

"I at least had the option of going to my
mom's friend's house; (international stu-
dents) have less of a choice," she added.
Such students are welcome to join

Galateanu. Given the recent success of the

FIR Open House held in Galateanu's apart-
ment, Galateanu is confident her
Thanksgiving event will draw students.

This year will be the second FIR
Thanksgiving celebration in Sproul. The
idea began last year when a student
approached Galateanu asking to use her
kitchen to prepare a Thanksgiving meal.

With Galateanu's approval, a group stu-
dents gathered to make and eat
Thanksgiving dinner. They were accompa-
nied by FIR and Atmospheric Science
Professor Jeff Lew and his wife Allison
Lew.

"It was quiet at first and then, as we
filled ourselves with good food and got
more comfortable, things got louder with
people talking and laughing," said Jeff
Lew.

"You would be surprised that there are
some students who have never eaten
turkey," Allison Lew said. She described
her shock when people asked, "What is

cranberry sauce? What do I do with it?"

The dinner is a chance for Allison Lew
to provide a safe and comfortable place
for students away from home.
As many students eagerly await the

Thanksgiving holiday, the Sproul FIRs and
their guests have something special to cel-

ebrate: the reciprocal relationships
between students and faculty.

"(Especially on Thanksgiving), there is

a need for friendly company," she said.

"Everyone deserves to be treated well. I

hope to be able to provide a place where
students feel regarded."

CLUB & BAR REVIEW
By Keely Hedges

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
khedges@media.ucla.edu

Yankee Doodle's isn't so dandy.
Trying too hard to incorporate all

genres of entertainment into one build-
ing, this restaurant/sports bar/pool hall

comes up short in each of these arenas.
Lacking clear direction and purpose and
trying to make up for it with foosball
and buffalo wings, Yankee Doodle's is at
best a bar with too many TVs and too lit-

tle excitement
A two-story building with worn out

pool tables, big screen televisions, and a
minimal arcade is all Yankee Doodle's
has to offer. This huge establishment
would be better put to use as a dance
hall or lounge due to its vast interior.

You can can play pool by the hour for
a minimal fee. Many people like playing
pool on the top level, so you'll be hard-
pressed to find an open table there.

The restaurant has an outside patio

and too many tables crowded in the
inside. The overall cramped condition
of the restaurant prevents any intimate
conversation - not that you should try

to have one when you've got fifty televi-

sions blaring in the background.
Prepare yoiu-self to limit your vocabu-
lary to "huh" and "what" while you're
there.

Yankee Doodle's is not the place to
wine and dine a date. The bar is better
for a night out with the guys or the ran-
dom pool shark next door. With a menu
of lackluster appetizers and standard
sandwich selections, the food is what
you would expect fi^om your typical
sports bar.

Sundays and Mondays attract die-

hard sports fans who come and watch
professional football for hours on end.
For those interested in finding a new
spot to watch the game, Yankee
Doodle's is perfect for you. Take a group
of friends and get rowdy, and you'll fit in
just fine.

The drinks are stiff and at moderate
prices, so fill up on booze if that suits

your fancy. The background music con-
sists of everything from Missy Elliot to
Nirvana and is a nice change of pace
from the voice of John Madden.

The makeup of the people at Yankee
Doodle's is as diverse as the establish-

ment. Not only do Ma and Pop come,
adorned in full Raiders garb, but trendy
twenty-somethings also come strolling

in fi'om a day of shopping at Third
Street 1

While you won't have to worry about
parking, I wouldn't suggest coming to
the Promenade just for Yankee
Doodle's. But if you happen to be in the
area and would rather die than miss a
sports game, Yankee Doodle's is right up
your alley. You can grab a quesadilla, a
34-ounce mug of beer, and park yourself
for the night among other sports fans.

FOOD REVIEW

Yankee Doodle's is located at 1410 3rd
Street Promenade in Santa Monica.

By Jeanne M. Quirus

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jquirus@media.ucla.edu

One of the best things about Thai food is

how freshly it is prepared. The food at
Emporium Thai Cuisine is no exception.
The spring rolls were a very good start,

prepared with fresh cabbage, carrots, and
sprouts. The steamed rice, always a nice
compliment for curry, is served in a small,
cute basket. The curries themselves are
not the best, but still decent. The spicier
the curries are the better they become. The
sweet and sour chicken is also a good
entree to try. Most of the food mixes a nice
compliment of both spicy and sweet, not
something found in many places.
Of course, for the more adventurous, it

may be fun to try other types of foods. The
soups are created right at the table in a
round fire-lit pan. Or you might try a Thai
drink, as opposed to the drinks you would
normally order. The Thai lemonade in par-
ticular has a very unusual flavor, somehow

tangier, than other lemonades, yet still

sweet, and it comes highly reconunended.
A great thing about Emporium Thai

Cuisine is the friendliness of the servers
who warmly ask, "Are you happy with your
food?" I almost jumped, however when I

was greeted by a life-sized cardboard stand
of a woman smiling, her hands clasped,
and standing right in front of the entryway.
She looks real and is a Uttle bit creepy.
The rest of the small restaurant is deco-

rated nicely, but it is not particularly com-
plimented by the dinner music of choice:
coimtry. Other than the music, the restau-
rant is comfortable and friendly.

I wouldn't exactly rave about Emporium
Thai Cuisine, but I wouldn't condenm it,

either. While connoisseurs of Thai food
probably already know the best places to
go, someone new to the cuisine will find
Emporium a fi-esh and tasty dining experi-
ence.

Emporium Thai Cuisine is located on 1275
Westwood Blvd.

Do you want become
9 leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

SOCIAL CHANGE MODEL OF LEADERSHIP SEMINAR

Friday, November 22

I

Monday, November 25 *

3:00pm

1:00pm

152 Kerckhoff Hall

152 Kerckhoff Hall

(This is a required seminar for a certificate)

We hope to see you!
i For nioieinfom»lk» on tficBnm Leader ftioj^

l^>^oda.cdu or stop by our office at 1C5 KefckfaoffHafl.

(^ www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu )
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Homelessness

in Westwood

exaggerated
Westwood does not have a homeless

problem - it has homeless people, but
they are not present in numbers large

enough to present a nuisance to a reasonable,
socially-conscious person.

But many Westwood business owners dis-

agree - about 25 of them met with police offi-

cers this week to discuss how the homeless
may be hurting their business. In other words,
they discussed how potential customers may
be discouraged from entering a restaurant or
store if a homeless person either goes inside
or stands in close proximity to the entrance.

Westwood owners proposed some solu-
tions that may alleviate their situation. One
idea was to ship the homeless off to homeless
shelters in other parts of the city. But the
homeless probably wouldn't appreciate that
Not only does Westwood have fair weather, it

has students - many of whom are likely to be
empathetic enough toward the homeless to
give them money Non-students will likely be
the affluent local residents who, more often
than not, do have some change to spare. A
homeless person can hardly be blamed for
desiring this almost ideal combination of fac-
tors. It's a wonder that Westwood doesn't
have more homeless people.

Homeless people who present a physical
threat - and are therefore dangerous - should
be removed. But this rule applies to anyone
who presents a danger, and is not limited to
the homeless.

|

It would be unethical to arrest homeless
people on minor charges such as loitering.

After all, they have no choice. They have
nowhere to go where they are not in public. If
they are not loitering in Westwood, they will
loiter somewhere else. And when they're
removed, more will come and replace thent

Homelessness itself is a large social prob-
lem. Eradicating it will take money and effort
many cities and the government are not readi-
ly providing enough of. It seems cities are
more concerned with hiding the homeless
because of pressure imposed on them by
business owners.

This week in another part of town, busi-
ness owners complained to city officials

about Skid Row, a make-shift camp communi-
ty for a large number of homeless people.
They believe their presence hurts the eco-
nomic revitalization of the city, given the
potential health and public safety issues it

creates. Chief William Bratton also com-
plained Skid Row led to overly wide^read
panhandling - he recounted to a news agency
how he and his wife had an encounter with an
•'aggressive" panhandler. On Wednesday, a
few days after the complaints, the Los
Angeles Police Department coincidently raid-

ed Skid Row for parole offenders.

Los Angeles is not the only one baffled by
its homelessness problem - New York has
gone so far as to consider buying old cruise
ships to serve as homeless shelters.

Solving the problem is not easy. Estimates
of the number of homeless people living in
the streets of Los Angeles range from 9,000 to
15,000 - with about a third of them on Skid
Row. Westwood's problems are grossly exag-
gerated compared to these numbers.

Reversing homelessness trends overall
requires a government committed to spending
the time and funds necessary to stop the root
of homelessness, rather than temporarily
improving the city's image by sweeping desti-

tute fellow city-dwellers aside in an attempt
to hide a problem that will not go away any-
time soon.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^uority opinion of
the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
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FORUM QUESTION

What should be done about

the homeless situation in

Westwood? Does the presence of

homeless people ever keep you from
going into town or visiting certain

stores?

SUBMIT TO VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to hear it. Send
us a submission of 600-800 words or a letter of

300 words or less on any topic, including a

response to published material.

MAIL

viewpoint(a)media.ucla.edu

The Daily Bruin

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024-1641

Wb resent the right to edit letters for length and danty Vtxj must include
your name, maing address and telephooe number. Anonymous letters
wi be accepted but not pubished.

Honors priority enrollment system flawed
Do you have priority enrollment? I

certainly don't. Despite being a
senior with only two classes needed

to graduate, I didn't have my first pass
until Thursday morning, after many third-
years, second-years
and, gasp, first-years

had already enrolled.

Keep in mind that the

first-years who
enrolled before me
haven't even been here
for a full quarter. Does
that seem wrong to

anyone else?

The problems that

force me to enroll

David

Burke
dbtric(§>TBrifc^ ucteiedu

after some second-
year twerps who
squirm every time
their fake ID gets

scrutinized at

Madison's, lie in the honors program and
the enrollment process itself.

Let's start with the honors program. It

is poorly administered and its members

are excessively privileged, receiving pri-

ority enrollment and special counseling.
I know this because, days when I was

often the first person to enroll in any of
my classes and when I could strut like
the cock of the walk into the honors
counseling office, bypassing the lines of
"regular students."

The first problem with the program is

that incoming first-years are given hon-
ors status, and thus, priority enrollment,
before they set foot on campus. They
haven't proven anything, gotten any
grades or even taken a class. But when
winter quarter comes around they get to
choose their classes before I do. They
have unearned honors status when they
get to school and, even scarier, they
might keep it for a while.

Shortly after I got to UCLA I realized I

wasn't going to be honors material. I did-
n't want to take the extra honors sec-
tions, and it wasn't easy to motivate
myself to get the necessary grades.

But did that keep me out of the hon-
ors program for over a year? No way.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
By Jason Liu

Even though I didn't have the necessary
grades or honors units, I kept getting pri-

ority enrollment. I repeatedly passed
through honors screening checks unde-
servedly along with many others I know.
We basked in the honors privileges with-
out having to do any of the work.
Amazingly, my honors status wasn't
removed until I went to the honors coun-
selling office and honestly said, "Um, I

don't think I should be in honors any-
more."
The privileges of priority enrollment

and walk-in counseling are too much for
honors students anyway. The honors dis-
tinction should be its own reward, but
most students do it for the perks. The
honors program should be revised so
privileges are reduced and administered
to ensure that students in the program
have actually earned their keep with no
first-years or slackers allowed.
Then there's the evil of the enrollment

process. I can't follow the logic, but
maybe you can. Honors program first-

years and sophomores get to enroll

before non-honors upperclassmen. Those
undeserving first and second year stu-
dents with a myriad of classes to fill

requirements get to choose their classes
before third- and fourth-year students
with only a few classes left to choose in
order to fill their requirements. What
pea-brain came up with that?

Instead, the enrollment process should
be amended to reward seniority. Creepy
fifth-years should enroll first because we
need to get them out of here, then
fourth-years, third-years, second-years
and lastly pubescent first-years who still

think it's cool to hang out at Puzzles. If

the honors program insists on giving its

members priority enrollment, those stu-
dents can enroll before other students of
their class, but no honors second-years
should enroll before any juniors or
seniors.

Besides, if second-years with honors
status are so smart that they deserve to
enroll before seniors like me, they're
also smart enough to find some good
classes when they enroll after me.

jllu@media.ucla.edu

Women should not be ostracized
I

for appreciating erotic videos
FEMALES CAN ENJOY PORN
JUST AS MUCH AS MALES,
SINCE THEY BOTH HAVE

THE SAME SEXUAL DRIVES

By Shallon Lester

UNIVERSITY WIRE

It's a funny thing, pornography. Even say-
ing the full term "pornography" makes me
feel old and conservative, like I should be
using words like "dope" and "smart alec."

For centuries, people have been in an
uproar about it, claiming that it leads to
moral decay, the loss of innocence and sexu-
al perversion. And all of that is probably
true. But, then again, people have said the
same about drinking, swearing, dancing and
rock music. So I, the eternal logician, draw
the conclusion that if I partake of all these
other debaucheries, then isn't pom simply
next on the list? Go big, or go home, I

always say.

My interest in pom started the day I saw
the episode of "Friends" where Joey discov-
ers Rachel's naughty book.

"It's not pom, it's erotica," she insisted.
Hmm ... this concept of "erotica" intrigued
me. Most ^Is I know worship Jennifer
Aniston. I religiously straighten my hair, eat
Zone-perfect meals, and try to date guys
named Ross. And I believe that for years,
women have been pounding on the door of
dirtiness she opened with that episode.

Men, being the salacious beasts they are,
already watch raunchy, nasty, X-rated videos.
Women are different. We soft and sweet

creatures will read sexy and sensual novels
with coy smiles and blushed cheeks rather
than prowl around the back section of Studio
Video.

But are we so different? Is it so hard to
believe that we, too, would eryoy a camal
overload?

My street has set about changing that;

being the only women on a block full of frat

guys and football players has its advantages.
A mischievous roommate and I have been

known to rent "Barely Legal, Volume 3" and
watch all three hours of it with our scalding
hot neighbors. We fall asleep in their beds,
drifting off to the sounds of Houston's latest

adventure. We ask each other advice and
trade^stories while a German gangbang plays
innocently in the background. We'll cook din-
ner for the boys and find our Screensaver
changed from Britney to someone in bondage
spread-eagle, and all get a good laugh!

But, as with anything controversial, there
are pros and cons. Hustler magazine can
make shy women more familiar with the
frightening site of a naked male body, and
videos can take the mystery out of sex.
Many men have mistakenly thought watch-

ing pom makes them good in bed. Few
women want a man who is raunchy and
kinky all the time. It makes us feel cheap and
whorish. I'd say that perhaps one-fourth of
all hook-ups should be wild and nasty. If it's

too vulgar too often, you lose that erotic
charge.

Another big downside is that you stop see-
ing sex as tender and beautiful and see it

only as filthy and obscene. You forget how to
make love. This can lead women to feeling
guilty, because we are taught that sex is an
act bom of love and respect - not of thigh-
high boots and crotchless panties.

It is also highly addictive. Did you know
that every notorious serial killer cited their
compulsion for pom as a msyor cause of
their psychosis? That's what I heard. On a
much less sinister level, introducing it into a
relationship can add some spice if used in

moderation. But you might find that you are
unable to function sexually without it.

Make no mistake; I don't advocate putting
pomography near children, in our suburbs,
or on Christmas cards. It does objectify and
disrespect women; money shots don't help
the feminist cause. But it's funny and titillat-

ing and can bring some excitement to my
street on a rainy night. And, above all, it

should not be something that women feel
guilty about eryoying. Women have the same,
if not more, sexual impulses than men, and
we should be allowed to explore them with
the same leeway.

Boys will be boys? Rubbish! People will be
people. It's time to stop the negative stigma-
tism of women who embrace sexuality.

jViva la pasion! jViva el amor! After all,

what would men do without steamy and
seductive women slinking around this earth?

I guess they'd just have to fmd some other
senorita to write these muy picante columns
no?

VIEWT^OINT
COLUMNIST APPLICATIONS

for winter quarter are now available

T^T TXT*
*^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^rmn office in 118 KerckhofT.
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Bush has little evidence

to support Iraqi war
By Ehsan Zatfer

Statements from the president
seem to blur the lines between fact
and assumption, while at the same
time vilifying the Iraqi people.
There are however, several distinct

facts and a number of assumptions
- all of which clearly point to the
lack of any real justification for a
war on Iraq.

It is a fact that Saddam Hussein,
and thus his regime, is tyrannical,
and is generally disliked and even
despised by
most of the
world. He invad-

ed Kuwait in

early August,

1990, and was
reported to have
used chemical
weapons against

Kurdish rebels

14 years ago.

But the

assumption that

Iraq, in it's cur-

rently battered state, possesses
chemical weapons, or that it even
has the capability to produce a
nuclear arsenal, is a complete con-
jecture. We cannot know whether
these assumptions are tme until the
weapons inspectors in Iraq have
completed their examination.

E>ven proving these scenarios
would not establish Iraq as a clear
and present threat. The fact that
Iraq has a tyrannical government
hardly constitutes ground for an
attack - Saudi Arabia also has one
which is kept in power by the
United States. The fact that a
Kurdish minority was massacred in
Iraq also can't be seen as justifica-

tion for a war - especially since we
remained silent when thousands of
Iraqi and Turkish Kurds were
slaughtered.

Equally disturbing is the State
Department's use of Sept. 11, 2001
as a rallying cry for action against
Iraq. Before that tragic event, there
was no fervent talk of attacking
Iraq - why would Sept. 11 change
the situation?

No concrete evidence has been
exposed to directly link Iraq with
the attacks on the World TVade
Center. Could it be that the Bush
administration has and continues to
use the fear created by the attacks
to provide justification for a war
that has no reasonable rationaliza-

tion?

It may be that Iraq possesses or
at least has the capacity to produce
weapons of mass destmction. But
possession of weapons alone can-
not be the sole reason for justifying
war. Israel has nuclear weapons.
Pakistan and India both possess
known arsenals of nuclear wessons
and have even come quite close to
using them - their regimes are
either highly unstable or could
become unstable.

Surely we would not attack
those countries. And surely we

It is convenient for us to use

the United Nations to garner

international support for mili-

tary action, and still ignore the

fact that the same military

assault may violate the princi-

ples we value and perpetuate.

cannot exclude our country, the
largest possessor of nuclear
weapons fi-om the list, especially
since our nation is the only one
which has used a nuclear bomb in
war, annihilating thousands of civil-

ians.

This American double standard
is apparent in the United Nations as
well. A preemptive attack on Iraq,

especially when Iraq has taken no
aggressive action against any other
nation, would constitute a violation
of the United Nations charter and

the United
States would
be in violation

of several pro-

visions, includ-

ing Article 2,

Section 4,

which states,

''All members
shall refrain in

their interna-

tional relations

fi-om the threat

or use of force
against the territorial integrity or
political independence of any
state...**

It is convenient for us to use the
United Nations to gamer interna-
tional support for military action,
and still ignore the fact that the
same military assault may violate
the principles we value and perpet-
uate.

Moreover, the talk of the
impending war with Iraq has raised
concerns about American casual-
ties. Why should we send our sol-

diers to a foreign country to die for
a cause we aren't sure will work?
After all, we failed to instate

democracy recently in Afghanistan
and previously, in Iran.

More importantly, however, is the
concern for the people of Iraq, who
have asked for nothing but peace
yet received only hardship, death
and misery from both their leader
and from the West As Hussein
forced his nation through two suc-
cessive conflicts, the world pun-
ished his innocents. Sanctions
imposed on the nation have
destroyed Iraq's ability to feed its

people and repair it's infiastmcture,
and thus have denied the people of
Iraq any ability to uplift themselves
and call for their liberation. A war
on this country wiU effectively stifle

an entire generation of Iracps.

A war on Iraq has no legal

grounds, is morally indefensible,

and will be politically disastrous.

As the m^uority of students on this

campus stand with me, let us
together, through dialogue and dis-

cussion, search for a better resolu-
tion. The need for war is not as
pressing as the Bush administration
would have us believe. Let us use
other options that are available to
allow us to reach compromise and
understanding.

Zaffar is afourth-year cognitive sci-

ence student.

LETTER

Is there more to

sex than pleasure?
When I read that "even pre-

marital sex, so reviled by the
more uptight among us, has its

benefits" in Shiva Bhaskar's col-

umn titled "Sexual suppression
sustains social ills" (Viewpoint,
Nov. 21), I expected to read
some benefits of premarital sex.

However, not a single benefit
was discussed. Could it be that,

alas, there are none save sexual
pleasure?

I won't shove my conservative
views in the face of any writer

or reader, as many people like

to think we do so frequently. But
I will say this - just because
someone chooses premarital
abstinence does not make them
"uptight." I consider myself a
pretty laid back person, ready
and willing to listen to, but
sometimes not agree with, any-
one's personal views. Hanging
out with friends while they
drink is not an issue for me, I

simply don't partake. And I

chose to wait imtil marriage to
have sex. Not all conservatives
are uptight.

John O'Neill

Hrst-year, undeclared
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SCREENS

United Artists Corporation

iifv:.Die Another Day"
Starring Pierce Brosnan,

Halle Berry
Directed by Lee Ikmahori

i
James Bond goes to Cuba,

North Korea, South Korea, Hong
Kong, Iceland and England. It's

an itinerary that really gets
mileage out of gadgets, large set
pieces and punch lines.

That's what we expect from a
second-rate Bond film. What's
surprising is that Pierce
Brosnan actually gets some siz-

zling dialogue this time as Bond,
an angrier character with
impunity because of his
debonair style. It's thrilling that
after his previous Bond movies
with almost total reliance on big
technical effects, a director
finally knows how to use
Brosnan the actor

That director is Lee
Tamahori. Although he is a less-

er known name, he has churned
out the most entertaining
Brosnan Bond film yet It's a lot

closer to the style of the Sean
Connery films, which make a
sort of cameo in a scene with all

of Connery's ancient once-cool
gadgets (remember the shoe
with the pop-out knife and the
backpack rocket?).

The film gets the right tone
for a 21st century Bond. We
don't need Russian enemies
anjrmore. They're passe.
Political hot spot Korea gets
rightly used as well as other ref-

erences ripped from today's
headlines: gene therapy, global
warming, post-1997 Hong Kong
and post-film-flop Madonna.
Even the use of actor Rick Yune
(The Fast and the Furious") as
evil Zao in a snow-bound car
chase fulfills our dreams ofThe
Fast and the Furious on Ice."

What's next for this new hip
Bond? Halle Berry doing a "yo
mama" joke? You bet

-Howard Ho

,LSl\,E.iLi\L STbbioS

.»**The Emperor*s Club'
Starring Kevin Kline
Directed by Michael

Hofftnan

^^
The Emperors Club" takes

place in one of those prestigious

schools for the future CEOs and
senators of America

St Benedict's is just another
prep school seen through an
uninspired Hollywood lens.

Kevin Kline is just another one
of those aspiring teachers that

desires to teach his students
how to succeed and be remem-
bered by history as great Emile
Hirsch is the stereotypical class

clown. He plays the son of a
powerful senator and an "above
the law" type character that gets
into trouble and has daddy to

thank for not being exposed.
Sounds like the same old

story, but it isn't. The scenario
Kline faces as the good-hearted
teacher is the same - how is he
going to reach out and turn his
students into good men? The
answer, in the form of a plot
twist and a unique ending,
makes the "Emperor's" definite-

ly not great, but at least it's not
horrible.

The acting by Kline is great,

and Emile Hirsch holds his own,
but the script is too dry. While it

develops the characters well,

the story just doesn't seem to go
anywhere worthwhile. The
movie attempts to be a realistic

portrayal of human nature with
a positive perspective on the
power of a great teacher, but
Robin WiUiams did that in 1989
with "Dead Poets Society" and
most of this doesn't justify

doing it again. Wait for video to

see this one. I

-Mark Zabezinsky

i

^ Ratings^

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh... could 4 - Great

be better 5 - Classic

+

ARTS<gENTERTAINMENT

UCLA Film to showcase 'New Chinese Cinema'
FILMMAKERS CHALLENGE GOVERNMENT

CENSORSHIP IN PORTRAYALS OF HUMANITY

By Maria San Rlippo

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
msanfilippo@media.ucla.edu

There's a lot more to Chinese cin-
ema than kung fu and crouching
tigers.

The UCIA Film and Television
Archive presents a two-week series,

beginning Saturday at 7:30 p.m., of
"New Chinese Cinema," offering a
selection of films from mainland
China's so-called Sixth Generation
of filmmakers at the James Bridge
Theater And there's not a single
martial arts flick among them.

"These are filmmakers who are
very engaged in what's going on in
the society right now and in exam-
ining those issues in their films,"
said Cheng-Sim Lim, head of pro-
gramming for the archive and co-
curator of the series.

In 2000, the Archive highlighted
works from the post-Cultural
Revolution era of filmmakers
known as the Fifth Generation. The
new series devotes itself to the up-
and-coming cadre of talents who
face a foe more frightening than any
wu xia warrior: the Chinese Film
Bureau.

Ten years after the 1993 reform
that ostensibly allowed for more
leniency within the film industry,

China's young filmmakers continue

to teeter on the brink of illegality in

order to get their films made.
"With the Sixth Generation we

see the emergence of a truly inde-
pendent, underground segment of
young filmmakers who are willing

to forego official sanction," Lim
said.

Sixth Generation filmmakers
dodge censorship by having their

films officially produced abroad.
First-time director Emily Tang,
whose film "Coiyugation" (screen-
ing Dec. 5) delves into the aftermath
of Tiananmen Square, produced her
film in Hong Kong.

j

"We went directly to the filmmak-
ers, so there was no chance of run-
ning into a government dictate of
what we could or couldn't show,"
said Lim.

The opening night screening of
"Springtime in a Small Town" her-

alds the return of director Tian
Zhuangzhuang after a ten-year hia-

tus during which he was officially

banned from making films.

Considered a father figure to the
Sixth Generation, Tian remained on
the scene de^ite his exile from the
set.

"He stayed within the system and
even opened a production studio to
help young filmmakers come into
the fold," said Berenice Reynaud,
professor of film at the California

UCLA Film & Television Archive

Chinese filmmaker Emily Tang made her film "Coojugation" bypassing official
Chinese censorship. The film, which screens on Dec. 5 at the James Bridges
Theater, explores the aftermath of Tiananmen Square.

Institute of Art and co-curator of
the series.

Another film with a controversial
legacy is "Devils on the Doorstep,"
screening Nov. 30, which was with-

drawn from circulation world-wide
after it was first shown at the 2000
Cannes Film Festival.

Director Jiang Wen, whose film is

set during the World War II

Japanese occupation of China,
refused to confine his characters to

the official binary of heroic Chinese
versus villainous Japanese.

In the film, a family of Chinese
peasants come to recognize human-
ity in the enemy when they are
forced to hide two Japanese prison-
ers of war in their home.

"It presents a much more
nuanced vision of the situation, but
the Chinese authorities were not
ready for such a realistic humanitar-
ian statement," said Reynaud.

Where the Fifth Generation was
frequently censored for portraying
an exoticized and antiquated China,
the Sixth Generation's realist depic-

tions of modem Chinese society is

no less controversial with the
authorities.

Director Cui Zi'en, whose "Enter
the Clowns" will screen Dec. 7, has
almost single-handedly inaugurated
a New Queer Cinema in China
despite the Chinese government's
attempts to curtail his activism.

"The old guard of the bureaucra-
cy have no managerial abilities;

their only power is their ability to
say no and they're going to use it.

The censors are going to continue
to interfere," said Reynaud.

Zhang Yuan, known as China's
bad-boy filmmaker, has won a
decade's worth of international
accolades for films that were
banned back home. For his latest
feature "I Love You" (screening Dec.
5), Zhang made the controversial
decision to submit his film for offi-

cial approval from the Film Bureau.
Despite accusations that he was

compromising his work, Zhang
insists he simply wanted to have his
film shown in China

At the crossroads of an authori-
tarian history and the emerging
market economy, China's film
industry is poised for change. But
for the time being, collaboration
with the government is the only
choice directors have for domestic
distribution.

"Chinese people are pragmatic;
they'll find ways to keep the studios
afloat," said Reynaud. "They'll find
ideological reasons to keep going,
so I'm optimistic."

Sigur Ros relaxes fans

with pretty music
LEAD SINGER BIRGISSON HEIGHTENS BEAUTY
OF ICELANDIC BAND'S INSPIRATIONAL SET

By Anthony Bromberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

abromberg(i)medla. ucla.edu

Like pigeons to Bert's (of Bert and
Ernie on "Sesame Street") shiny bottle
caps on "Sesame Street," the audience
at the Wiltem Theatre Wednesday
night came for pretty things.

The prettiness on this night was
provided by Icelandic media darlings
Sigur Ros. The group played just over
10 songs and, as expected by fans who
know them well, did not utter a single

word outside of the songs or play an
encore.

The audience didn't seem per-
turbed by the lack of an encore. They
gave Sigur R6s a howling, nearly a ten
minute standing ovation as the band
came out and bowed twice. To the
audience's credit, it was an incompa-
rably pretty concert.

The four Icelandic lads were
accompanied by a string quartet and
other female performers who added
little touches on instruments like the
glockenspiel, a percussive bell instru-

ment played with hammers. In the live

atmosphere Sigur Ros' soimd gained
an immediacy that their newest album
"( )" lacks.

Lead singer and guitarist Jonsi
Birgisson was the centerpiece of the
Uve show. He was able to translate his
incredibly high vocal style flawlessly
live. He moved with long, thin arms
like Gollum from Peter Jackson's
"Lord of the Rings" as he used a violin
bow to play his guitar, or ran over to
the keyboards. Each sound he made
was gorgeous.

And that's the modus operandi of
the band. Sigur Ros plays wonderfully

pretty music that has little substance
or depth beyond the visceral level.

They play music best experienced in a
vacuum, and the hushed Wiltem
Theatre was a gorgeous backdrop for
the music. Accompanied by a simple
Ught show and images - mostly peo-
ples' faces and colors with the bands'
shadow projected onto a screen - the
music for the most part stood on its

own. i

The prettiness was achieved
through the song structures. Songs
started off as whispers and climaxed
with wailing vocals, cascading drums,
loud guitars and keyboard effects for
a dense soundscape that gently
assaulted the listener's ears. The best
songs that exemplified this formula
were "Olsen Olsen" and "Svefn G
Englar," from last year's album,
"Agaetis Byijim," and tracks three and
eight from "( )." The set gave new rea-

son for fans of the band to be opti-

mistic.

While **( )" was an underwhelming
collection of meandering songs that
mostly paled in comparison to all of
the "Agaetis Byijun" tracks, Sigur R6s
played two new promising songs. One
was rocker-heavy on guitars and
Jonsi's wail, while the other started

off with a lengthy strings-only section,

then built into a euphonious full band
number Both felt more like fully real-

ized songs than the "( )" material.

The concert moved the audience to

a fanatical level and Sigur R6s' music
was emotionally and aurally stirring.

Like the best of their songs, it provid-
ed a great disposable experience that

allowed the listeners to turn off their

minds and let the fairy-like assault

wash them to outer space.

KatCat Records

The members of Sigur R6s enchanted listeners with their ethereal music Wednesday
at the Wiltem Theatre.

Cube's gPQd
ICE CUBE'S LATEST
FILM REUNITES
CHARACTERS IN

FRANCHISE COMEDY

fcTiaay

By Mark Zabezinsky

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mzabe2insky@media.UCla.edu

Behind that calm, not too cool persona, Ice Cube is

a hardworking business man.
The one-time NWA lead rz^per has become an

enterprising multi-media star who attracts audiences,
actors, and, most of all, investors.

"FYiday After Next" is Cube's most recent project
(third in the "Friday" franchise), hitting theaters today
The film reunites several of the cast members fix)m
the original and second installment, along with some
newcomers. Cube discovered his most recent co-star
Mike Epps at The Comedy Store on Sunset Boulevard.

"I grew up listening to NWA, so I was real familiar
with Ice Cube," Epps said. "So when I met him, it was
almost like he was a family member for real, like a big
bro or a big cousin."

In fact, Cube (who was bom O' Shea Jackson) goes
out of his way to help actors come into their own - a
reflection of the treatment some veterans gave him
during the experience of shooting his first movie,
"Boyz N tiie Hood."

"Laurence FLshbume, Angela Basset, all these peo-
ple who were trained actors helped me witii the tech-
niques," Cube said. "Not setting your glass down on
your line, hitting your marks, and all that That is what
I try to help with all the new people, because you can
get overwhelmed by the new situation."

With the box office smash "Barberehop" this year,
as well as previous films like "Three Kings" and
"Higher Learning," Cube has become a mayor
Hollywood player, and an example for would-be rap-
pers turned actors. Not only does Cube star, he often

New Line Cinema

writes, produces, and does the soundtracks for his
movies. Cube keeps with this tradition in "Friday After
Next," with the exception of contributing to the
soundtrack.

In this latest installment, the pot-smoking antics of
Cube and company continue, as a Santa-impersonator
robs their crib. In keeping with tradition, "Friday After
Next" takes places on a single Friday, which this time
also happens to be Christmas Eve.

Cube and his supporters hope this film will contin-

ue to further the name that he's created for himself in

the business, as each "Friday" film has grossed at least

six times what it cost to make.
"If we do it right, package it right, everyone knows

they are going to make money off the movie, and that

is because we keep the costs down," Cube said "That
of course makes people who finance films very excite

ed."

The new "Friday" movie uses more physical come-
dy, similar to the slapstick style of the "Three
Stooges," which includes a clumsy, accident-prone
Santa Cube claims that the focus on physical comedy
was a conscious effort to make the "Friday" series

more universal and less "hood."

When asked which "Friday" he liked best, Cube
said, "The first one we did in 20 days, 2.4 million dol-

lars. A lot of new actors, new directors, new produc-
ers, we were new writers and we made something
special and that is the one that is closest to my heart."

But of course the one out in theatres now would
have to be his favorite, right?

"My favorite one though, is the third one. It was just

fim, it was Uke a ride," Cube added "We go for the
straight laughs, we don't go for the social commen-
tary"

What are you doing Friday after next?

Stephanie Uchima

Third-year, mathematics

Rhianna Tycholis

Third-year, sociology

"Hmm ... What is

Friday after next?

Most likely sleeping,

not studying for

finals, recovering

from the night

before, and avoiding

malls."

Angel Perez

Fifth-year, American literature and

culture

"Probably going to

the State Line and

doing some gam-
bling. That is always

fun. Then, a lot of

drinking."

I'll be in Orange

County, Huntington

Beach, probably

hanging out with my
sisters and old

friends. Nothing too

exciting."

Cara Luckiesh

First-year, undeclared

"Going home, go out

with my friends,

maybe they'll be a

party, and maybe go

see a movie.
M

Compiled by Hoivard Ho, Photos by Ed Liri/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
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iPod best MPS player,
\

Theater group updates Shakesp

and it works with PCs 'The Tempest' with an Asian

Robert
Esposito

respotio@me(lauciELfidu

It's
sad but true - MP3 players have,

amounted to piles of steaming dung for
the four years they've seen the Ught of

day. OK, Mac users have had the iPod for
about a year, but let's be honest, how many
people own a Mac? So I set out to find the
one player to rule them
all.

Like the bachelor
picking out women for
marriage, I have
scoured magazines and
e-zines alike for the
best dam Windows-
compatible MP3 player
on the market . . . and
the verdict ... the Apple
iPod.

•'Wait," you say. '^The

iPod only works on
Macs." First of all, that
was never the case -

programs like XPlay
have allowed the iPod to speak to PCs
since the beginning. But if you just have to
have a Windows-branded iPod, they are
now available at Best Buy.

Everyone must now put an iPod at the
top of his or her
Christmas/Chanukah/Kwanzaa list. Or sim-
ply put it on the top of your credit card
statement. It's only $300-500 dollars.

So how did I come to the conclusion
that the iPod is the best tympanic mem-
brane tickler this side of a Q-Tip? And
speaking of Q-Tlps, I won't settle for those
crappy "cotton swab" alternatives that
skimp on cotton and hard drive space.
We all want to walk around listening to

music, but we don't want a Gimli (the
dwarf from "Lord of the Rings") in our
pocket. We want a compact, sturdy joy-box
that will last all day on batteries, be easy
to operate, and never crash - kind of like a
hobbit, but not that idiot one who always
got the fellowship into trouble.

Anyway, my criteria were size, utility,

storage space, design, battery life and, of

coursersound. There are players out there
that are superior in one or another of these
traits, but none really even comes close to
the iPod in terms of pure er\joyment.

Sound quality from the iPod is top
notch, and after much testing, I can con-
firm that the iPod has the most powerful
headphone amp of any portable player on
the market. It's a veritable pocket-rocket.

If you want a player that is really small,

you have to spend $150-$200 on a "solid

state" player that has only a fraction of the
storage space of hard disk-based players
hke the iPod and Nomad Jukebox 3. The
difference between a solid-state player is

that, in musical terms, solid state usually
equals one hour of music while hard disk
allows the Ustener an entire respectable
music library.

If a Lilliputian player is absolutely nec-
essary, the Creative MuVo is your best bet.

It's small enough to fit on a key chain and
has interchangeable memory uiuts. On the
other hand, if you need more than 20 giga-

bytes, which is the maximum capacity of
the iPod, you should go out and buy an
external hard drive. But if you can handle
Gimli shoehomed in your pocket, you can
pick up a Nomad Jukebox 3 that packs a
mean 40-gig hard drive.

The player that comes closest to the
iPod in terms of size and capacity is the r

new Toshiba Mobilphile. It's five-gigabyte
hard drive is identical to the one used in

the iPod, but every other aspect of the
player is inferior It transfers music 30 per-
cent slower than the iPod, has worse
sound, worse software, and the navigation
buttons look like they were engineered by
LandRover (infamous for ambiguous but-
ton placement/function).
Go out and get an iPod already. I've had

one since August. While it may not help
you combat Ores, it'll go a long way to
conquering aural boredom.

Esposito's entertainment technology col-

umn runs Fridays.

By Kathleen Mitchell

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kmitchell@media.ucla.edu

In Elizabethan times, Shakespeare's
plays, with their puns and other linguistic
manipulations, appealed to the ear. Today,
Shakespeare's language challenges the mod-
em ear and often inhibits understanding of
his plays.

To remedy this, the East West Players
seek to promote a visceral e3q)erience with
a visual production of "The Tempest," now
playing through Dec. 15. The revamping of
the classic play uses visuals such as non-tra-
ditional costumes and martial arts move-
ments to accentuate and clarify the spoken
word.

East West Players is an Asian Pacific
American Theatre company that focuses on
Asian themes in its production. The Bard's
tale follows Prospero, a sorcerer, banished
with his daughter to an enchanted island.
The new adaptation by director Andrew
T^ao takes the classic, and brings it to life

using Eastern theatrical styles in choreogra-
phy, costumes and music.

T^ao said he sees the stage as a lab in
which to e3q)eriment vrith Shakespeare's
plays, and make them more readable and
meaningful for the actors and the audience.

"I find a disconnection amongst the actor,
the audience and Shakespeare," said Tfeio!

"(But) the text is more dramatically expres-
sive when the actors move a certain way."

Daniel Kim, who plays Prospero,
believes Shakespeare's plays traditionally

favor speech over action, but feels that body
language clarifies the verbal language.

"(Physical movement) communicates
more effectively Shakespeare's words and
intentions," Kim said

Tsao and the East West Players worked
with a choreographer fi-om Louisiana. All
the actors have a background in martial arts

so the choreographer, director and actors
borrowed fi*om the discipline to create the
body language for the play.

For the all Asian American cast and crew,

East West Players
A new adaptation of Shakespeare's 'The Tempest" is now being performed by the Asian ^
Pacific American theater company The East West Players through Dec. 15.

\^^"^^

interpreting martial arts movements and
incorporating their heritage into the perfor-
mance was a way to personalize a tale of
Western culture.

In the opening scene, as Miranda speaks
to her father on the deserted island,
Prospero's movements look like Teu-CIu,
standing in a vride stance and circling his
arms as if drawing in and pushing out ener-
gy-

The players also use undated costumes
and a timeless setting to show that the
themes Shakespeare focused upon rever-
berate across cultures and throughout gen-
erations.

Prospero, for example, wears dark pants
with gold splashes and a long black coat
with a purple velvet sash.

"We want to emphasize the timeless, uni-
versal themes," said Kim. "We want the audi-

ence to see that Shakespeare isn't so for-
eign."

Infusing words into their body, and using
cross-cultural genres, the players are aiming
to create a production that penetrates and
entertains all audiences.

"What Shakespeare says is so huge and
hard to understand, we must use every part
of our bodily instrument to convey meaning
... and create an eryoyable experience," said
Kim.

THEATER: "The Tempest" is playing at
David Henry Hwang Theater located in
Little Tokyo at 120 Judge John Aiso St.

lockets cost $25 to $30, with student dis-

counts available. For more information visit

unvw. eastwestplayers.org or call (213) 625-
7000.

Writers receive Book Awards
|

Rowling to sell outline of next

'Hany Potter' book for charity

The Associated Press

Ruth Stone received the 2002 National Book Award for poetry in

New York Wednesday, Nov. 20, 2002. She is the author of "In the
Next Galaxy" i

By Hillel Italie

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Steve Martin, comedi-
an and best-selling novelist, is known as
a well-read guy. But as host of the
National Book Awards, he sometimes
feels a Uttle stumped.

"I was so pleased to see Robert Caro
nominated this year because he brings
the total number of nominated authors
I've actually heard of to two," Martin
said Wednesday night, singling out the
wirmer of the nonfiction prize.

Awards judges Wednesday honored
both established and emerging authors,
citing Caro for "Master of the Senate,"
the third volume of his Lyndon Johnson
biography, and Julia Glass for her debut
novel, "Three Junes." None of the other
fiction nominees had written more than
two works of fiction.

Other prizes went to Nancy Farmer,
who won in the young people's literature
category for "The House of the
Scorpion," and to poet Ruth Stone, who
turned 87 this year, for her collection "In
the Next Galaxy."

"I think you probably gave it to me
because I'm old," Stone said with a
laugh.

Glass, a mother of two, was in tears as
she confided to the audience that she
hadn't felt this emotional since "my new-
bom baby sons were put in my arms —
only a whole lot of people weren't
watching."

"Three Jimes," a three-part family
drama, did have some following even

before Wednesday. It was the September
pick for the "Good Morning America"
book club. Another finalist, Adam
Haslett's "You Are Not a Stranger Here,"
was a "Today" show book club selection.

Caro, 67, has been working on his
Johnson series since the mid-1970s and
has yet to reach the presidential years,
the heart of a planned fourth and final
volume. Caro's first Johnson book, "The
Path to Power," was a National Book
Award finalist in 1983.

"I consider each of my ... books as
studies in political power, how it is

acquired, how it is used," Caro said in a
statement read by Soimy Mehta, presi-
dent of Alfi-ed A. Knopf, the author's
longtime publishing house. "If you care
about poUtical power, every day with
LBJ is an eye-opening sort of day."

Caro attended a pre-ceremony recep-
tion but left before his award was
announced when his wife, Ina, became
ill. . .

Philip Roth, a two-time wiimer for
"Goodbye, Columbus" and "Sabbath's
Theater," received an honorary medal
for lifetime achievement. He was intro-
duced by Martin, who read a long Ust of
the author's previous literary prizes. >^

"However, that doesn't impress me,"
Martin joked. "Where's his Golden
Globe? ... If he's so great, where's his hit
sitcom, Thilip?"*

Winners received $10,000 and finaUsts
$1,000. The awards are sponsored by the
National Book Foundation, a nonprofit
organization that runs educational out-
reach programs.

By Jane Wardell

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LONDON— How much is some-
one willing to pay to find out what
happens to boy wizard Harry
Potter in the next installment of
his adventures?

Sotheby's auction house figures
about $9,400.

That is its estimated price for a
93-word handwritten document by
author J.K Rowling that reveals
the outline of the plot of "Harry
Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix."

Sotheby's has released a teaser
of the highly prized document,
which alludes to "Ron ... broom ...

sacked ... house-elf ... new ...

teacher ... dies ... sorry."

The autographed statement is

titled "Edinburgh 2002 - Things I

can tell you about 'Harry Potter
and the Order of the Phoenix."'
The other 69 words written by

Rowling about the eagerly awaited
fifth Harry Potter installment will

only be disclosed to the buyer,
who must purchase the paper sight

unseen at the Dec. 12 auction.

The famously publicity-shy
Rowling agreed to the sale to raise

money for Book Aid International,

a charity that supplies books to

the developing world.

Harry Potter fans have grown

MANhL
Westwooa

increasingly ciuious about the fate
of their hero as the author has
declined to publicly select a
release date for "The Order of the
Phoenix."

Rowling has repeatedly deiued
she is suffering from writer's block
and said there was never any
intention of publishing book five

in 2001. The author, who married
31-year-old anesthetist Neil
Murray last year, is expecting a
baby; she has a 9-year-old daugh-
ter, Jessica, from her previous
marriage.

In September, after a U.S. feder-
al court rejected claims by an
American author that Rowling had
stolen ideas from her own chil-

dren's books, Rowling said the
stress of the lawsuit had hindered
her progress.

"There's a lot of book done.
That's all I want to say, because if I

give it a date and then I pass it

everyone will be i^)set," she said in
a British Broadcasting Corp. inter-

view. "I know a lot of Harry Potter
fans will say, 'Just give it to us.' But
I'm a perfectionist and I want a bit

more of a tweak."

In the meantime, fans will have
to make do with revisiting earlier

installments in print and on film.

"Harry Potter and the Chamber
of Secrets," the second movie in
the series, opened a week ago.

toADVERTISE
call

310.825.2161
sm-

VILAGE
961 Bfoxton

208-5576

948 Braxton

239-MANN

NATK)NAL
10925 Undbrook
208-4366

FESTWAL
10887 Undbrook
208-4575

PLAZA
1067 Glendon

208-3097

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby Dtdtal

R1-$un (11.00) 3:00 7:00 10:45

I

Femme Faiale (R)

THX - Dolby Digits

Fri-Sun (1:45) 4:30 7:05 9:45

Jackass: The Movie (R)

THX-DofcyDigjtt
Fri-Sun (12:25) 2:25 4:50 7:20 10:00

I

Fiw From Heaven (PG-1 3)

I
THX • Dolby OigNal

Frt-Sun(1:30)4:20 7 00 9:40

My Big Fat Greek Meddirw (PG)

I

DoDy Digital

I
Fri-Sun 2:45 7 30

i

Punch Drunk Love (R)

Fri-Sun 12:15 5:10 9:50

LAEMML
West Hollywood

Bargain Shows () For Al Theatres

^^jjwmi.

SUNSET5
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Auto Focus (R)

Fri-Sun (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00

Far From Heaven (PG- 13)
Fri-Sat (11 30)2:05 4:45 7:25

10:00 12:15

Sun (1 1 :30) 2:05 4:45 7:25 10:00

Santa Monica
CRfTERION 6

1313 3rd St.

Harry Potter and t^ Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Sat (9:30 1 2:00 1 2:30) 1 :00 3 30
4:00 4:30 7:00 8:0010:30 1145
Sun (9:30 12:00 12.30) 1:00 3:30

4:00 4:30 7:00 8:0010:30

Fnday After Next (R)

Fn-Sat (11:00) 1:40 4:15 7 15 10.00 12:15
Sun (11 00) 1:40 4:1 5 7:1 5 10:00

The Ring (PG- 13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-S«n (12:45) 4:00 7:30 10:40

Punch-Dnx* Love (R)

THX - Oolby Digital - Dolby Digitai

Fri-Sun (11:45) 2:30 5:15 7:45 10:15

My ag Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

I

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo
'

Fri-Sun 7:40 9:55

The Quiet American (R)

Fri-Sat (12:00) 2:25 4.50 7 20 9:50 12 15
Sun (12.00) 2:25 4:50 7:20 9:50

Roger Dodger (R)

Fri-Sun (1 1 45) 2:10 4:35 7:15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

i
Fri-Sat (1:1 0)4.05 7:00 9:55 12: 15

Sun (1:10) 4.05 7:00 9:55

f^Ktay & Satwdqr LJte NNb 12 15am
PLEASURE MN) nUN:

Spiie and •Mie's Sicfc and IwiiM Festive of Aninaion
Saluntoy & Sunday Iftorrang 10wn

FUPSOE
B NKB N

Bipli and Docs: Sat & Sun 10am
A Jmnah Oocuroemwy Series: TERRORISTS M RETIREMENT

Kino MotMomI: S« & Sun 10m
HA«^ TOGETHER

WLA/Beverly Hills
I

*
Fnda (R)

Rr-Sun (1:15)4:10 7:00 9:55

The Way Home (PG) .

Fri-Sun (5:05) 7:15 9:40

Ararat (R)

Fri-Sun (5.00) 7:30 10:00

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310) 394-9741

Santa Monica
El Crimen Del Padre Amaro (R)

Fri-Sun (1 30)4 20 7 15 10 05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Fn-Sun(1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:35 7:30 10:05

LAEMMLE
The Quiet American (R)

Fri-Sun (1:45) 4:20 7«) 9:40

The 4th Tenor

Fri-Sun (1:15) 3:30 5:45 8:M 10:15

I and Does Sat & Sun 11am
A Jewiali Documentary Sertes FAREWEU TO MY COUNTRY

Kino mtamaUonal: S«t & Sun 1 lam

KAOOSH
Saturday Mommg 11am I

MYOURFACE

THE BRIDGE
West Side

THE Bridge CINEMA DELUXE
6081 Center Drive
The Promenade at Howwd Hughes Center Center Drive
On the Howard Hughes Partnvay ofl the 405
1 7 SW»Kit the Art AudHoriums
Ful Stadhm-Styte Sealing ALL DWTAL SOUND
Purcheae TkMh by phone at (310)568 3375
or online O www.ttietiridgecinema.com
Directors HaN HoOine (310>569 9295
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE WITH VMJO 1.0.

• Director^ Hril Muring extra wide um^eattier
seali and premium reaerve seating

* Cei«Br SiBOe - UVE PRE-SHOW ENTERTA/NMENT
** GIANT LARGE FORMAT SCREEN

Cinema 1 Die Another Day (PG - 1 3)
Fri-Sat 10:15 •11:00 11:30 1:10 -IIS 2:25 4:05

•4:50 5:20 7:00 ^7:45 8:15 9:55 ^10:40 11:10 12:40
Sun 10:15 •11:00 11.30 1:10 ^1:15 2:25 4:05

•4:50 5:20 7:00 ^7:45 8:15 9:55 •10:40

Cinema 2 Friday After Next (R)

Fri-Sat 10:15 11:00 12.30 1:15 2.45 3:30

5:00 5.45 7:15 8:00 9:30 10:15 11:45 12:30

Sun 10:15 11:00 12:30 1:15 2:45 3:30

5:00 5:45 7:15 8:00 9:30 10:15

Cinema 3 The Emperor's Club (PG-1 3)
Fri-Sat 11:15 1:50 4:25 7:00 9:35 12:10

Sun 11:15 1:50 4:25 7:00 9:35

Cinema 4 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG-1 3)
Special D«g*tal Cmefna Presentation

Fri-Sat 10:55 11:20 •1 1:50 12:20 2:30 2:55 ^3:25
3:55 6:05 6:30 •7:00 7:30 10:05 •I 0:35 1 1 05
Sun 10:55 11.20 •1 1:50 12:20 2:30 2:55 •S 25

3:55 6:05 6:30 •7:00 7:30 10:05 •10:35

THE BRIDGE ^MC LANDMARK
Cinemas

Cinema 6

Cinema 7

Cinema 8

Cinema 9

Cinema 10

Cinema 11

Cinema 12

Cinema 13

Cinema 14

Half Past Dead (PG-13)
Fri-Sat 12:35 3:00 5:25 7:50 10:15 12:15

Sun 12:35 3:00 5:25 7:50 10:15

8 Mile (R)

Fri-Sat 10:30 11:40 1:15 2.20 4.00 5.00
6.20 7:10 7:40 9:5510:3012:30

Sun 10:30 11:40 1:15 2:20 4.00 5 00
6:20 7:10 7:40 9:5510:30

Frida (R)

Fn-Sat 11:00 1:45 4:30 *7:15 *9:55 12:30
Sun 11 .00 1:45 4:30 7:1 5 9:55

Femme Fatale (R)

Fri-Sat 9:45pm 12:25am
Sun 9:45pm

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Fri-Sun 11:15 1:50 4:25 7:00 9:35

I Spy (PG-13)

Fri-Sat 11:45 10:30 12:15

Sun 11:45 10:30

The Ring (PG-13)
Fn-Sat 1:00 3:20 5.40 8:00 10:20 12 30

Sun 1:00 3:20 5 40 8.00 10:20

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Fri-Sun 2:20 4:25 6:30 8:30

Star Wars: Attack of the Ctones (PG)

The IMAX Experience
Fri-Sat 1 1 :30 3:15 7.00 9:30 1 2:00

Sun 11:30 3:15 7:00 9:30

Santa Vs. The Snowman 3D - IMAX (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 10:15 2:00 5:45

8 Mile (R)

Fri-Sun 1:15 4:15 7:20 10:00

Die Another Day (PG-1 3)

Fri-Sun 12:20 3:30 7:00 10:30

The Emperor's Club (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 1:30 4:30 7:30 10:10

Beveriy Hills

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Fn-Sun 1 :50 9:50

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Fri-Sun (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Fri-Sun (11:20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun (11.00) 1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Beveriy Connectran

La Cienega at Beveriy Blvd.

4 hours validated

partying $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Friday After Next (R)

Fri-Sun 12:30 1:15 3:05 4:10

5:30 6:30 8:00 9:0010:30

Half Past Dead (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 12:20 2:45 5:10 7:40 10:15

8 Mile (R)

Fri-Sun 12:15 1.00 3:15 4:00 6:15

7:00 9:15 9:50

The Transporter (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 12:35 3:00 5:20 7:45 10:00

Santa Monica
NUART
•11272 Santa Monica Btvd

(310)478-6379

LANDMARK
Westwood

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Daughter From Danang
Fri 5.00 8:30

Sat-Sun (1:30) 5.00 8:30

The Evil Dead
Fri 12:00am

The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Sat 12:00am

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Fri-Sun (1.30) 4:15 7:30 10:15

Far From Heaven
Fri-Sun (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7 00 9:30

REGENT
1 045 Broxton Avenue
(310)208-3259

Roger Dodger (R)

Fri (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30
Sat-Sun (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

PACIFIC

Westwood

AMC

Westwood

Beverly Hills
CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Demda
Fri-Sun (12.30) 2:45 5:00

7:15 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of Wilshire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Fri-Sun 12:40 3.00 5:30 8.00

AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilshire Blvd

1 BIk. E. of Westwood
(310)777-FILM#330

West LA
Half Past Dead (PG-13)

Fri-Sun 1:30 4:30 7:30 10:10 WESTSIDE PAVILLION

10800 Pico Boulevard

(310)475-0202

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)
Fri-Sun (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:45 7:20 9:40
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dOOO FinancialAid

6000 Insurance

6100 ComputBT/fntemet

6180 For^ Languages

62O0 Health Beauty/Sen/ices

easOActing/ModeSng Classes(S)
630Q LegalAdvice/Attorneys

6400 Ai7vi9rs5toge

6600 A^tsc/^ssons

6600 ^tersona^Serwes

6700 Professional Sendees

6800 Resumes

6800 Telecommunications

7000 Tutoring Offered

7100 Tutoring \/\/^ntBd

7200 5P»^
7300 MtJttng/ilgt^i

Employment/Careers

7400

7800

7800

7700

7800

7820

7840

7900

8000

8100

8200

8300

Business Opportunities

Career Opportunities

am Care Offered

ChUCaremnted
HelpVi/SKrlBd

High-Tech Jobs

Actors/Extras V^/anted

Housesitting

Intemship

PersonalAssistance

Temporary Employment

Volunteer

Housing

8400 Apartments for Rent

9AI50 Apartments to Share ^^

85O0 Apartments Rjmbhed
8600 Condc/Townhouse for Rent

8700 GondcWoMfifwtJse/brS^

8800 Guesthouse for Rent

8900 House for Rent

9000 House for Sale

9\00 Houseboats kjr Rent/Sale

92O0 Housing Needed

9300 Room for Help

9m Room for Rent

9600 Roommates-Private Room
9600 Roommates-SharedRoom
9700Sublets

9600 Vacation Rentals

GUSSIFIED

Toplace anM call

310.8^5.2221
MoHf to P/ace an ill/;

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles,CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

Ad Writing Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features
I

3. Price-

Always include the price-

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price i

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DaadUms
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 1 2 noon.

aassMed Une Rates

Monthiy
One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

l^^^eUf 9iuutBrtf
5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

^^rIB
Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

RatM subject to change wHtiout notice.

Special Features & Issues

• Mofe^aw ( if«uknt-tv-AtfaicWgatns

M

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Every day!

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DISH
www.villagedisii.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Brai

Every 5tti and lOtti week

310.825.2161

..;->;-;-.-.v;: .-.-.v: ... vfe

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I Rnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPLACE.COM
The ASUCLA CommunK^atwns txiard fuiry supports the Untversity of Califomias po«cy on nocKlrscrim««t.on No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any ohqin
2^*^' °'!^!^!T'^ •" * '^^""^""^ '*'«y or to imp»y that they are limrted poertKXis. capat).lit«s. roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bmin nor the ASUCUV CommunK:atK3nBoard has investigated any of the service, advertised or the advert»emerrts reprMentad m this issue. Any person believing that an advertisement m this issue volated the Boards polK:y onnond.scrm.n««n stated herein should cofmxjnicate complaints in writing to the Assistant Director Daily Bru^. 118 Ke«*hoff HaJl, 308 Westv^ood Plaza. Los Angeles 90024-1641 FoTassis-

TS.^Z^:^!^^TTT "Si^ai^' ?* "^H^S**^ °^" '' '''°' ^^*^'' °' ^" "^ "^'^ "^^'^ ^^°^'"9 0^« ^ f310) 475-9671. Clas^ ads also appear on-hi

^^T^^^^I^^J^t*^^"^ T'^^;' !?:!^"c*
'^^"^'^^^ ^ customers and is not guaranteed. The Daity Bmin is respons.t>le for the first .nTolrect inser-hon only. M»w typographcal errtx, are not eligible for refunds. For any refund, the Daily Brum ClassrfHJd Department must be notrf«d of an error on the first day of publcation by noon

"^^d "iiiiiii m

(>T^^^^t^

announcements
1100-2600 ., .-

1100
Campus Happenings

.^'^

transportation
4600-5500

Ccrmputers

MEDITATION
A free two part workshop. Saturday 11/23,

12-2PM and Sunday 11/24, 1-3PM.
Ackerman Union #3517. 310-645-0271.

SECOND ANNUAL
WALTZ NIGHT @ UCLA
SAT NOV. 23 8PM-MID.

FREE! CELEBRATING 200 YEARS OF
WALTZING. Dance instruction throughout the

evening. RSVP requested. 310-284-3636

ballroom@ucla.edu.
www.sturipntnrniirvs.ucla.edu/ballroomdance

^ 1800
IVIiscellaneous

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office:

Ackerman A-level, www.ucu.org, call

310-477-6628.

^600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-

board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we doni want

your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.

^900
Autos for Sale

1 990 HONDA CIVIC LX. Red color. Automatic.

Excellent condition. lOOKmiles. $3300 obo.

Please contact 310-206-1629/310-618-9472

email prakku999@hotmail.com

1991 MAZDA MIATA. Good conditions. $180K
miles, $2500. Call 818-845-1114.

^2000
Personals

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@mail.com

1992 ACURA INTEGRA RS. White, 5-speed.

manual, AC. 90kmiles. Very good condition.

$5000. 310-57^9892 Of jgrogger@hotmalLcom

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models.
Paid instantly. Must have clear title. 310-

908-2333.

VINTAGE ITEMS AND MORE.
NOV23 8- 1pm. 1712

Santa Monica.

SATURDAY.
Franklin In

3700
iHealth Products

ATTENTION: 85 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie

1-888-974-7546.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.

Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings

1 -800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start

savlngnow.

5500
Vehicle for Rent

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Volce/video/chat/music.

050
egnancy

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event Is an important
milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human t>ehaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

BRAND NEW
REVOLUTIONARY

PRODUCT
BOOST ENERGY! BLOCKS CRAVINGS!!
BURNS FAT!! NO EPHEDRA. CHECK IT

OUT! www.healthy-in-out.com.

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source

for premium-brand condoms. Create your

own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders

over $10.

l^a Tmnsportation
itoa Patty or
"Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310^

or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

JW«MSS5«|K^ >*

2200
Research Subjects Research Subjects

2200
Research Subjects

% .•• Jit. .tt. .v. .v. .f* «% .v. .v. .v. .tf• .v* Jit. Jis .v. Jit. Jit^

•:i)^!^;im^¥'m<^'-^^i9m.iJaiirii*A^!wm

If you have problems around cots, you may be Interested in

participating in a dinicol study of on investigational use of a
FDfl-opproved medication.

During the study, you uulll receive:

Free allergy tests

Free medication for your allergies

Financial compensation up to $385

If you ore interested, please coll:

Dr. Jonathan Corren, MD
Clinical Faculty at UCm
310-477-1734

extension 242

Jit. Jit..^. .^. .^. Jit. Jit. Jit. .^. .tt. .^. .^.M « J^do «

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits).

310-845-8330.

3800
alth Products

iSEiSZ

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor

program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

tofs.com
mmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmm
1 ••00-94e-CLO6

oooooo

travel
5600-5720

iT Egg donors Needed
Healthy females aees 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

US'

k (818)832-1494 ~M

4300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS

Theradyne TM, Spirit SR. Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

wvkrw.fitnessgear4less.com/2478253.

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com
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^raiation Package

Wanna
Come?

Havana, Cuba
» US Government Approved

» Legal, safe, direct

» non-stop LA to Havana

For info call (310) 358-2980

CANCUH ACMnHQO JAMAICA
BAHAMAS FLORIDA S PADRE

BI0QEST PARTES!
ABSOIUTW 9MST PttiCESf

www.ENDLESSsummerTOURS.com

Rnancfaf Aid

FAST AND EASY
STUDEriT LOANS

Up to $20,CXX) in 24hrs. upon approval. 640
and up Credit Score. Call: 323-497-7059.

Reference* 1978.

STUDENT LOANS
Lhniversity Crecil Union is your Staffonj crxJ PLUS
ban lender (Lender Code 832123). Canpus oflioe:

Ackerman A^evet 310-477-6628. www.ucu.0fg.

>lllstate.
VbuYs in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Ager>cy. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Wostwood Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllshiiro)

24 Hours g Day Service

» 61OO
Compufer/fnternef

STUDENT SPECIAL: Internet Users Want to

Save $$!! Student Internet access only!

$9.95/mo! For details/sign-up see www.icolle-
gedirect net tocJav'

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy..create a system t>efitting your

skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay com/cmscott 3 1 0-403-2552.

Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GETATICKET IN LAS VEGAS? Tick-

et reduced k3 parking violabqri No point on DMV
record. No poirts to raise ycxjr insurance. No Traf-

fic School. Contact Dee 702-373^671. deeste-

gal@aoLcom, www.deeslegai.com.

ERSONAL INJURY/
EFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Century City, California

M 6400
^^ovcrs/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lie. -T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry@31 0-391 -5657

mmGSOO
Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam
310-826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member.
323-932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharor) Bear. Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

Meeting someone is easy

ifyou knew \Nbere to loold

Dateline

LA'S BEST
DateUne

(310)
(213)
(562)
(626)
(818)

696DATE
572 DATE
282 DATE
484 DATE
264DATE

Access Code 333

It's always free to call,

free to create your ad,
free to listen to ads

and free to send your ad

S700
*^i#'^ofessionaT Services

I

HYPNOTHERAPY=
RESULTS

Positive help for test anxiety, smoking ces-

sation, nrwtivation, goal achievement, self-

confidence, self-esteem, relaxation. Free

consultation. Affordable rates. Confidential.

Michael Moss, C.Ht. Brentwood office.

310-709-9934.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unk^ue strategies guaranteed to help

you gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

7000
Tutoring Offered

"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparatory, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

EXPERIENCED
JAPANESE TUTOR
Available evenings. Ask for Toshiko.

818-248-7084

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A'sAgraduates entering

business workj. Taught by experienced profes-

sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIES MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: pianoA^io-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime.

800-90-TUTOR.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Expenence. Catch up this Winter.

Doni waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty arKi High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.

UChk^ago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul:

310-387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help

with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

LATIN TUTOR for 11th grader. 2 hours, twice

a week. $15/hr. Call 310-287-2735.

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant.310-826-4445.
www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing,

formatting. Credit cards. Ace Words
310-820-8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chk:ago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptk)ns. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:
310-475-9585.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

MENTOR/TUTOR
WANTED FOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR.
Santa Monica. Special attention to math, sci-

ence, and architecture. 818-560-1848.

NEED STUDENT TO HELP W/ HOMEWORK
for 3rd grade boy Mon-Thurs. 4-6(flexible).

5th st.& Wilshire in SM. Starting $8/hr.

310-383-2397.

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay Classes in West Valley 310-

377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED Knowledge of

Spanish 1 ,2,3. Experience +. Must have car.

Start ASAP $17/hr. Call 310-474-1198.

TUTOR WANTED for 13 & 17 y/o for general

subjects. Spanish is a plus. 15-min from cam-
pus. $10/hr. 310-430-4000. i

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

Writing Help

MAKE YOUR PAPER AN "A" PAPER!
ni proofread your thesis, dissertation, term pa-

per for only $1/page! The EditBoss -www.ge-
ocities.com/edittx)ss. i

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

») »

employment
7400-8300 .-

7^00
Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign currency, initiaf Invest-

ments $500-25k. Returns up to 30.9%.
For more info call: (213) 747-3488. For

smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

7500
Career Opportunities

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
UP TO $500-$1 0,000. EXTRA PER
MONTH. P/TORF/T. EARN FREE VACA-
TIONS! CHECK IT OUT GET THE
FACTS, www.finallyownboss.com.

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-

munk»tk)ns company has immediate open-

ings for motivated individuals to promote

our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cyt)err>et-

com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1 110.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No more Westem
Union Fees. Receive a Visa ATM and Master-
card. Everytwdy qualifies! *Call home 1

cent/minute calling cards. 'Win a free laptop

PC. "Learn how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. SPOKE MODELS
WANTED. Go to www.spacebooth.com.
Email: bank@spacebooth.com. Telephone
1-800-303-3351. Fax resume 619-296-4532.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch

and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on

your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

RN CASE MANAGER, LVN, QA (RN/LVN
ONLY). Busy home health/hospice office

in Westwood Village. Excellent benefits.

310-824-9798.

m-mmrn JQOO
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by

UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

CHILDCARE
FOR PERSONABLE 10-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
Pick up form school/lessons. CDL, own car,

INS. Non-smoker. M-F 2pm (and time varies).

Experienced and references required. West
Side Residence prefered. $10/hr. Call
310-440-6738

CHILDCARE FOR 11 -year-old boy in ex-
change for room. 4-8pm weekdays. Room,
board, use of car, stipend. Brentwood. UCLA
doctors. 310-825-4098.

DRIVER/COMPANION FOR 14YR.0LD BOY
Thurs. 2:30pm, occasional other afternoons
and evenings. Need references, clean DMV
record. $12/hr. 310-472-8564.

7700
Child Care Wanted

'ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who toves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:

310-889-0119.
I

DRIVER/TUTOR for two children. $12/hr.

Mon&Wed 3-6, Tues 5-7. 405/Mulholland-
Coldwater Cyn/Sunset. Reliable car,in-

surance,&references needed. Teaching organ-
ization/writing skills a plus. 310-271-8885.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
warm/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light house-
work/cooking, English speaking.
310-433-1320.

FRENCH/AMERICAN FAMILY searching for a
serious and energetic french speaking au pair

for a 2 and 41/2 y/o. Call 310-995-3039.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/1 5-year-old daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from schoolA tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

MOTHER'S HELPER
For 9-year-oW boy & 16-year oW giri. Week-
days from 3-6. Must have car. Salary negoti-

able. Westwood. 310-470-9850.

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER Westwood
for4yo./boy. Own car and insurance. Ref-

erences. Up to 15hrs. Male preferred but

not mandatory. 310-481-6001.

WLA P/T Nanny 20hrs/wk, M-F, afternoon to

early evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,

creative to watch 2 young girls 7&4.
310-351-1767.

"irS^3*!F*'*#?'5.^ '-"-

7800
Help Wanted

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would
be also helpful, but not mandatory. Call

310-474-4521.

$14.50-$19/hr. TUTORS WANTED. In-home
tutoring for K-12. P/T. Upper classmen and
graduate preferred. Car needed. Call 24hrs.

310-335-5650.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational

Sen^ices, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F, 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickt>ooks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacatkins! Work at the

most famous tennis shop in LA. Work experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.

Advances in salary according to perfomiance.

Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gayley Ave.
310-208-6215.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/lalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

APPAREL4LESS.COM, EBAY COMPANY in

Westwood needs computer-literate or HTML
or Adot)e or Ebay junkie. P/T or F/T. David
310-717-7412.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTER NEEDED 1-2 daysMeek. Sal-
ary commensurate upon experience. Pacific
Palisades family of 2 children. 310-230-2067.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-
rate parties. Flexible hours. /Vpply in person,
937 Westwood Blvd. 310-208-1180.

BANKING
ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to worit in the
UCLA Ackerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-
perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org. or fax to 310-477-2566,
University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, CA 90025.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience

necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext U4.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

BH law firm need part time file clerks, $7.50/hr.

Interest in law preferred. 15-20 hr/week.

Flexible scheduling. Send resume/availability

(310)274-2794, Attn: Recruitment.

BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC dental assistant for

busy& growing Beveriy Hills dental practice.

Must be trained in all back office functions.

818-789-1615.

Student Nutrition (& body image) Action Committee

S c
Check out our new website for information on how to

eat well, be adive & feel good about your body.

www.studentheolth.ucla.edu

click on Nutrition

SNAC is cosponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men,

Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center,

Dining Services ond Office of Residential Life.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Banking

cx)nveniences
5 Tennis great —

Hart
10 Where hackles

rise

14 Tropical island

15 Prevent
16 Haley of -Roots"
17 Takes steps
18 Elephant of kids'

books
19 Uncommon, to

Uvy
20 Whirlpool (2 wds.)
22 Fish habitat

24 Wilcox or Raines
26 Andes empire
27 Found out
30 Survives (2 wds.)
34 Royal pronoun
35 Bedouins
38 Old photo color

39 Lincoln

nickname
40 Outer —
42 Word of disgust
43 Faint colors

46 Cafeteria items
48 Milne marsupial
49 Card suit

51 Souvenir
53 Acorn producers
55 Tiny Tim's

puciding

56 Pet
60 Had a rash
64 Cut grain

65 Vine product
67 Kind of dollar

68 A Great Lake
69 Conceit
70 Omelet base
71 Ratted on
72 Scoff at

73 Brake part
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DOWN
1 Far East maid
2 Pedro's snack
3 Mongrel
4 Marie, to Donny
5 Dilettantes

6 Caviar, actually

7 McEntireof
country music

8 Basra denizen
9 Readied a

longbow
10 Recount
11 Jai -
12 Pizarro's

conquest
13 Semester ender
21 Forearm bone
23 Top pilots

25 Acclimate
27 Unwilling

28 Pianist — Blake
29 Gladiator's

place

31 Rebuff
32 Fanatic

33 Lout
36 Prohibit

37 Rascal
41 Cosmetic item
44 Rocked
45 Galaxy unit

47 Chimney dirt

50 Is stingy

52 Game-show
hosts

54 Unsmiling
56 Worry
57 Right prefix

58 Colorado resort

59 Wiesel of

literature

61 Hefner or

Downs
62 As a result

63 Rx amount
66 Pindar forte
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UCLA

omecoming 2003
Executive Director Search

Applications due Monday, Dec. 2

Are you ready to make UCLA history? As executive

director for the SAA Homecoming Committee, you
and your committee will plan the 2003 Homecoming
Parade and Rally. Applications are available at the

James West Alumni Center and are due on Monday,

Dec. 2. Interviews will take place during 10th Week.

For infonnatlon, call (310) UCLA-SAA or

visit www.UCLAlumni.net/SAA.

(310) UCIA-SAA wwwLUCtJUumnLiMt/SAA

"SAA is the student chapter ofthe—

UCLAIumni
lAssociationl

Classifieds
825-2221
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8400
artinents for Rent
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Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
-

_
•- r . .

*
.

-

*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

^Wcfcomc CHruins riencfs

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We
in all the best locations with a host of amenities. Whether

W^

•*•

or 3-bedrooni
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

more.
If necessary, we have custom designer fumiture available as

well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators, and much
more, in short anything you mayneed wf can provide.

(310) 829-1700
(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404 ^

Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com
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7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

\]CLKFund
Want a Schedule That Allows You

More Room to Breathe?

-iSL.

Sr«fU per hour

PLUSBOHUS

• Convenient Scheduling

(Mon. - Fri. evenings & Sat., Sun.)

• Build Your Resume
• Speak Directly to Alumni
• We are an equal opportunity employer

Interview Times : 11/21 1-4 pm
11/22 1-4 pm
11/25 1-4 pm
11/26 1-4 pm

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

Call Sandin for Appointment

310-794-0277
CASH PAID

for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com. |

CHEMISTRY TUTOR for High school chem-
istry. Must have 4.0 in sut)ject area, and expe-
nence. ReferencesAransportation necessary.
$25/hr. 310-393-3000.

P/T BABYSITTER in Westwood area. For one
5year-old child. Some afterrxx^ns, flexible

hours. Must have car. Call Sharon
310-476-6059

CLIENT ASSISTANT Responsible female to

run lots of errands for personal shopper.

Have license, car provided. $10/hr. Flexible

schedule. 310-203-9704.

PART TIME
Sales Representative. Health & Fitness Co
seeks highly motivated individuals to help

increase sales. 15-20hrs/wk. Call today
310-242-6722.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Hourly
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

DRIVER NEEDED for Syr.oW boy to pk;k up
from UCLA Day Care to home. Mon ar>d Tues.
5.30pm. $16/day. 310652-6363.

EARN EXTRA $FT/PT Wbrk from home, help

others $1000-$3000 mo.
www.nellanfunds.com 800-518-8219.

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP Personal
Management Firm seeks P/T asst.. M-F 9-

11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call 310-209-
1244, ask for Kate.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT.
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perfonn a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-K, LA,

CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-
staff® aceeducation.com

PART-TIME COURT REPORTING AGENCY
in Beveriy Hills. Mon-Fri, 1-5. Phones, sched-
uling, typing and combining transcripts. Please
call Janice; 213-961-4440.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in leamirig

facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or

just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

FRONT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST and a MED-
ICAL ASSISTANT wanted in cardiok)gy office.

F/T, P/T, flexible hours. Encino. 818-905-1240.
Fax resume 818-905-1238.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to work Idy/wk.
Computer skills (Mac), must have car to run
en-ands. Start $10/hr. Call 310-951-4254.

8000
.ipernships

DESIRE EDUC/PSYC research experience?
Literacy project needs intern assistance. Col-

lect chiW data, manage informatran. Car/mom-
ing availability ideal. katie_kandm@ya-
hoo.com

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,

possible F/T. Fax resume or call

213-840-9200 Attn Nick. I

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Estsiblished Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

"^^"''^^ 81OO
Personal Assistance

TOP HOME CLEANING. My cleaner is seek-
ing more work in the Westwood area. She is

totally thorough, reliable, honest.
310-208-3335.

FULL TIME CSR
PULSE COPY is seeking bright, organized,

energetk:, indivkluals to assist UCLA students
and staff with retail document reproduction.

Excellent salary and benefits. Email resume
to ackerman@the-pulse.com or fax
310-206-4329

GLOBOPOLIS-The WorW's hottest new board
game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.
interested in a fun, money-making opportunity
for the holklays? Check out game & opp
at<www. gk)bopolis. net.>

GRAPHIC ARTIST/WEB
DESIGNER

Contemporary clothing co. is seeking F/T&
P/T graphic artist. Must be proficient w/MAC,
Photoshop* Illustrator. FAX; 323-234-8327.

GREAT WEEKEND JOB
$10/hr. Need enthusiasm to hokj sign to di-

rect buyers to new homes. Hiring immediate-
ly for LA, Hollywood, and Beverly Hills

1800-343-8368.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions. Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for busy saton.

Must be able to work 10-8. Stacy
310-824-7666.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publicatk)ns for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitk)ns available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient tocation

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

TANNING SALON
Positrans available. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

GREAT WORKPLACE
PfT Telemarketer for Santa Monica education
publisher. Hourty and good commissions.
10AM-2PM (3-5 daysA^veek). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-7
pm, Monday through Friday. MIn 4 worthing
days required. $11 and up per hour. Contact
Chrissy: 323-937-7737.

HOME CLEANERS: P/T-F/T, $10/hr up +tips

to dean in Westside areas. Must be depend-
able and have car. Immediate positions.

Apnl:31 0-471 -2024.

HOTEL DESK CLERK/NIGHT AUDITOR. Full

time graveyard. Small Westwood Village Ho-
tel. English speaking. 310-208-3945.

LOOKING FOR SALES PEOPLE Great P/T-

F/T opportunities in new music records store in

Hollywood. 310-617-7692

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dk) for upcoming assignments. Male/female,

pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Leam to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. /Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now.
310-485-0423.

NEED DRIVERS for busy Christmas season.

P/T, F/T. Make from $300-$600 per week.
310-445-2701.

j

NORM'S RESTAURANT is hiring for cashier

arKi server positions! Please apply in person

at 11001 Pico Blvd or call (310)479-2978

OFFICE ASSISTANT Must be computer-lit.

Contract-template.word, heavy phones.

Roofing exp • Temp to possible perm.

20-25+/hrs/week. Fax:310-838-7531.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Eam $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.k)-
selikemagic.com

WESTWOOD LITIGATION fimi seeks P/T
word processor. Must have excellent typing

skills and grammar. 10 hours/week, flexible,

email resume humanresources@gascouhop-
kins.com.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417,
714-648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineveryllfe.com.

7820
High-Tech Jobs

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T.

possible F/T. Fax resume or call 213-840-9200
Attn. Nick.

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdnn, 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets.

stove+ fridge. 1-year lease. Dishwasher, filed

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA
Studk), fumished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.

310-824-0601.
i

1B+1B LARGE, WEST LA. Available ASAP
$950rent+$850dep. Gated access, 2-parking.

New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio-»-storage.

5-min 10+405freeways. #12 BlueBus.
3 1 0-21 0-7380/2 1 3-446-5772.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated partying.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large

unit, balcony, fireplace. A/C. Pool, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET. Starting January,

2bdmi/1bth on Strathmore/Landfair. Across

the street fi-om campus. Lease ends Julylst.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550, 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dariington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of ctoset. Cats ok.

Arnie 310-207-1965.
i

PERSONAL ASSISTANT P/T possible F/T to

work for medium size computer software com-
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fcix resume or

call Nick 323-578-8208

BRENTWOOD- $2300
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with pafio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,

paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bidg,

close to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village

for shops, restaurants, and maritets. Open
Sat&Sun. 10-4, and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

I

8400
Apartments for Rent

310-824-9691
Unhappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 Bedroom
Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities Include: ^
• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• Roommate Matching Service Available
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BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2t)drm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCI^, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, h£U"dwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-

ing granted, laundry room. $1095.
310-230-1252 Adj Brentwood.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, . flreplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok.

310-473-5061.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-

ing. I^rge kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-

3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-
er, all new carpet, painted, $1200. One year
lease. 310-420-7884

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fiidge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-

ity bulWlng. 310-208-4796.

PACIFIC PALISADES
2bdrm/1bath. Brand new, redone unit. Tile

floors, gas cooktop, wall oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-

ered pari<ing, storage kx*er. 2nd floor, small

building (8 units). Ctose to UCI_A. Walking dis-

tance to beach and shopping area.
$1795/month. 310-589-5952. Available
Dec. 1st. -

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $985/mo. Stove, A/C.
large closets, 2ndfloor, gated-parking. Inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus, freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PALMS AREA, 1 bedroom, pool. $950/month.
All new. 310-420-7884.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated buikJing. Laundry.

No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1095.
310-870-1757.

PRIME WEST LA
Remodeled, bright, spacious, upper. Ibdnn,

$1150, available end Nov. Remodeled huge
3bdrm/2bath, $2250, available end Dec. Close
to public transportation and UCUV. By appoint-

ment, 310-207-7209.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Paridng, Hardwood floors, lots of win-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA 1+1, great area, r/s, carpet,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, .www.west-

siderentals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA 1+1, r/s, ctose to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, pariting, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA apartment by beach, private

room, r/s, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking. $500. www.westslderentals.com
310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA bachelor pad. near beach,

r/s, carpet, laundry, parking, utilities

Included, $650. www.westslderentals.com
310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $750. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s, great

views, laundry, parking, utilities included

$750.www.westskJerentals.com 31 0-395-7368

SANTA MONICA guest house, prime area, pe-

tok, r/s. carpet, garden, laundry, parking.

$1095. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsideren-
tats.com

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished/unfumished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned partying. Walk to 3rd

Street Promenade&Pler. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,

937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900
SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated partying. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

periling, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

8400
Apartments for Rent
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Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995

2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

^

J^

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran
#5.310-877-8817.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry, 2 car parking, quiet neighborhood. 2
miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

WESTLA
Large 1/bdrm, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, parking,

laundry. Near Santa Monlca+ Bundy. Water,

trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA, gated, r/s.

carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1100.
www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-7401.

WESTWOOD 1+1, walk to UCLA, R/S, CAR-
PET. A/C, LAUNDRY, POOL, PARKING, $950.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1, close to UCLA. r/s. balco-
ny, carpet, a/c, laundry, parking, $1250.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,

pool, utilities, clean, parking, best deal
in Westwood. $1100/month. Call Andrew
310-562-8397

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, catok,

r/s, bateony, a/c, pool, laundry, garage, $400.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachelor pad, walk to UCLA,
r/s. carpet, laundry, parking, utilities

included. $625. www.westslderentals.com
310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD fumished, 1+1, ctose to UCLA,,
catok, r7s, carpet, gated, laundry,
parking, $995. www.westsiderentais.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO
Cute, quiet studio. Covered parking/large ctos-

ets/huge kitchen/study area/laundry. Walk to

campus. $1082 through 7/31. 310-709-7060.

729 Gayley.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom, Hardwood fioors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, parking available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and

parking Included. Days:31 0-475-7533, even-

ings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 520 KELTON. Ibdnn/lbth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, balcony, laundry. Walking distance to

UCLA. $1200/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING. DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. 650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dish-

washer. Separate dinning room. Swimming
pool, parking, laundry. $1725/month.
310-578-7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parting spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WESXUVOOD
PBVZ ^

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom..$ 1545

•Low security deposit
* Move-In special

SOlOs^fieyAve

310-208-8505

Casablanca West
1 Bedrooms from $1095

and up

lichelors

Gdlslp^ii^sai^ reader, pod. te^f

530 Veteran
208-4394

8400
Apartments for Rent

Diamond Head
Apartments

single $895.n<.up

2beclroom $1 555 and op

1 bedroom $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft. ... $ 1 445
Within walking distance to UCLA, Gated

Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room.
Laundry facilities, AC/Refrlgerator, Stove.

Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $675-

925. Ibdrm $975-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Urge, luxury. Must see. Call for

free listing:31 0-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Ctose to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-

tor, stove, closets. Pool. 310-204-4332, ask
for Shirley.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8450
Apartments to Sliare

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOME to share- Non-
smoker m/f- $750/mo priv bed/bathroom, Incl

util & direct TV- pis call 310-820-8354,
Marsha.

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room arKi

Bath. Tandem parking. $775+utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell:
310-266-9748

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/bakx)ny+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

INCREDIBLE PRICE: Chill roommate wanted
to share 2bdrm/1bth in Brentwood, Iblk south
of Wilshire on Barrington. No Anal-retentives

$550/mo. 310-962-3546.

PALMS. Bright, Spacious Single. Full Kitchen,

appliances, parking, most utilities paid.

310-842-9797.

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk der^
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in

2bdrm/2bath. Male. Fumished, pool, security,

cable. $1100/month, $550/month share.
310-209-0382.

8600
Condo/Towntiouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. Ibdrm/lbth condo;
1 bdrm/1 bth+den on Montana. Security build-

ing. All amenities. Great location. Fireplace.

Paricing space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdnTi/2ba Condo. Spacious

room, pool, two indoor partying. $1700. Jimmy.

213-272-3316.

WESTWOODAVILSHIRE COR IDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,

granite kitchen w/new appliances/mariale bath-

rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking

w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-

dition, 1 /bedroom, furnished/unfurnished

guesthouse. Kitchenette. Prefer qulet/conskl-

erate/non-smoker. Cable/utilities/deaning In-

cluded. $1600/month. 1 .5/miles from UCLA.
31 0-804-3851.Available Dec. 1st.

WESTWOOD guest house, petok, r/s, patk),

carpet, pool, laundry, yard, parking, $950.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house, petok, r/s. great

views, laundry, parking, utilities

included, $750. www.westsiderentals.com

310-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO, near UCLA, r/s, hard-

wood floors, quiet area, laundry,
parking, $750. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 chlkJren in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Padfto

Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-

ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in exchange helping

w/househoW chores, errands and driving for

older lady. References and car needed.
310-477-6977 leave message.

Free yourself.
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Swimmers get set for home meet

spoms

AFTER WEEKS OF INTENSIVE TRAINING
TEAM FACES SUN DEVILS, WILDCATS

By Regina Yeh

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ryeh(a)media. ucla.edu

Sleekly swimming through
the lane lines, the UCLA swim-
mers can breathe easily in the
face of competition. But for this

weekend's two meets against
No. 16 Arizona State (3-1) and
No. 9 Arizona (1-0), the Bruins
are holding their breath.

It has been two weeks since
their last competition against
San Diego, and the swimmers
have been anticipating the
meets on Friday and Saturday
at the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center.

"Arizona State has beaten us
the past two years. We're ready
to change that," senior Sarah
Clark said.

The competition against the
Sun Devils and the Wildcats
gives UCLA the chance to

improve their current ranking
of 12th in the nation.

In preparing for the back-to-
back races, UCLA (3-0, 1-0 Pac-
10) has been holding race
rehearsals and intensifying
training. Their attitude has
remained positive and intense.

"I think we're mostly focus-
ing on swimming against
Arizona State," Clark said.
"Both (head coach) Cyndi
Gallagher and assistant Greg
Meehan have told us to take it

one meet at a time."

The tinung of the meet adds
further significance for the sea-
son as a whole. After this week-
end's competitions and
Thanksgiving weekend, the
swim team will then be prepar-
ing for the three-day Auburn
Invitational in Alabama.

"The team has been training

extremely hard, and I'm glad
that the team has been respond-

ing to the full weeks of train-

ing," Gallagher said. "These are
elite athletes, and when game
time comes, these swimmers
will rise to take the challenge."

"These are going to be great
competitions," she continued.
"I have a high respect for both
Arizona teams; they work hard,
they're tough and they have a
good makeup. But we're going
to go in thinking we can win.**

As the team camaraderie
seems to have grown stronger
in the past few weeks, the
swimmers all have hopes of
taking home wins this week-
end.

The expected tough match-
up for the Bruins has led to
strategic placements of swim-
mers in specific events to gain
the most winning finishes pos-
sible.

"We're going to do very well.

We've worked so hard for the
past two weeks for the compe-
titions," junior Taylor Spivey
said. "I think everyone's look-
ing forward to just being there
and swimming."

W.VOLLEYBALL
^

from page 2D

and failed to generate any
sort of rhythm offensively.

"I thought we came out
overconfident in game
four," head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "We
made it a little tougher on
ourselves tonight than we
needed to. We really did not
attack very well at all."

The teams traded points
early in game five before the

Sun Devils reeled off four
points in a row, culminating
in an error by UCLA sopho-
more Brynn Murphy, giving

Arizona State a seemingly
insurmountable 10-6 lead.

But Murphy redeemed
herself by playing tough
defense, and ultimately

serving the final four points

of the match for UCLA.
''We needed some serves

with some pace on them to

P'lt the pressure on the
other team," Banachowski
said. "Brynn hadn't been
serving particularly well
tonight, but she came
through at the end."

Perhaps the biggest key
for the Bruins was their

defense against the Sun
Devils' Juliana Escobar.
The Sun Devils leading

hitter torched UCLA for 23
kills in the first meeting
between the teams back in

September, but the Bruins
kept her in check last night.

Led by Cira Wright's career
high 5.5 blocks, they held
Escobar to just 15 kills with
as many errors.

"Escobar has been their

featured player,"

Banachowski said. "We set

up a good defensive allign-

ment on her, and executed
that very well."

The victory leaves the
Bruins with a golden oppor-
tunity to improve their play-
off standing with a victory
over No. 16 Arizona
tomorow night.

"I think tomorrow's
match is going to be even
more emotional," Murphy
said. "Arizona beat us the
last time, so we need to get
some payback against them
too."

NEWMim
from page 9

At one game, a team's obvious ringleader stood on
the sidelines, arms crossed over a tummy that showed
one txx) many Pint Nights, and looked very stem,
almost as if her life was riding on this game - in an eeri-

ly Toledo-esque fashion.

"They're throwing to the chick with the blonde hair,"

she yelled to the girls on the field. "She's the only one
who can catch!"

Besides the fact that all five of us on the field were
blonde (surprised?), Kristin (the receiver in question)
was not the only one who could catch. Instead, sideline
girl had unknowingly figured out our play, which had
worked for the entire first half.

Our team would have changed it up if the competi-
tion - "competition" - had only deciphered it sooner.
'What,' you ask, Vou have plays?' I'd share them, but
you never know who might dig this out next season
and prepare an adequate defense. All Fll say is that our
most effective was dubbed the "Rainbow".

There is certainly a stigma attached to being a
"sorority girl." The label always corresponds to shop-
ping sprees with daddy's credit card instead of going to
class, and of course, drinks afterwards.

But when the Bruin men invade the Rose Bowl
tomorrow, look around in the stands. The girls sitting

en masse with matching highlights and Ralph Lauren
sunglasses staring intently at the field are mostly likely
trying to decide how to convert the plays to five-on-five
match-ups.

After all, it's never too early to prepare for next sea-
son.

Koom for Rent

BEL AIR HOUSE, dose to UCLA, r/s, carpet,
walk-in closets, parking, utilities

included. $1100. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop k)catlon. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(indu util). 310-470-2142.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden.

Great location-Mar Vista. $685/mo.
31 0-678^)760.31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$650^-$650-security. 1-bdrm. WLA. Access
to garage &pool, full house privileges.

Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

mns
'nt-to-student deals _

Every Wedn^y and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise absolutely FREE* some of the best

deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

qutet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/nx)nth. utilities/breakfast

induded. 310-208-6931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good k)cation. dose
to UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo.
310-828-7768.

^ANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,

upstairs bedroom, downstairs study. Large
townhouse. Kitchen privileges. 310-453-6508.
6-8pm. Femcie gnd or^. $796/mo

-Z- I

Item

100MHZ COMPUTER

4LAKERFR1

Description

Pentium Win98. Office tX)

Price Phone

13decsec310r7#1-4

$65 310-488-7588

4LAKB)TlXFn
$73ea 213-371-1980

Item

TKO BOXING BAG

13decsec310r^1-4
TOAST-R-OVEN

ADIDAS KOBES

ADIDAS KOEBE II

ALIAS POSTER

silvef. size 14. new
453ea 213-321-1980

$55 310-914-3135

Description

free-standing new

good condition

Price Phone

$65 310-267-6810

VERHCAL DRSSR
ill

wtiite. size 14. new!

VIS STUDI0.NET

5 drawers, vellow $25

310-709-5579

310-614-2691

$75

BED. BOX&FRAME
BEDSIDE TABLE

abc promo poster iio.

310-914-3135

626-827-1234

microsoft sealed new
XP WINDOWS PROF microsoft sealed new

$84 310-824-2327

$78 310-824-2327

new twin sealy plush

wttite wicker

$100 310-709-5579

PEDSIOEIABU j»^

BEL AIR STUDIO, dose to UCLA, catok. r/s.

carpet. laundry, parking. utilities

included, $725. www.west6iderentals.com
310-395-7368

'Ummmw^m-
Ii0|twood

.M 310-209-2058

$15..
>

tinn

COMFORTER

COMPUTER KEYBOARD

new, king pastel $30

.^

COMPUTER MONTTOR

pS/2 interface & usfa

13"

COMPUTER MOUSE
DESK CHAIR

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT, private room,
gated entry, r/s, hardwood fkx)rs, laundry,

parking, $550. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc

seeking roomate (professional prefen-ed).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/nx)nth. Patrice

te<:31 0-626-6654

DESK LAMP

DESKW/HUTCH

ms wt)eel mouse w/scroll wheel $15

grey-swivel-armrests $20

60w great conditkw $4

310-234-0068

$10 310-312-2465

$30 310-312-2465

•
-

i 7>.i V\ *ai r, ' r» i'-TT7.- <•! rar ,K rr-â

'

x rj:ss^

310-312-2465

Wood

310-614-2691

310-709-5579

DRAWBt UNIT ikea white 3drawers

$40 310-488-7588

DVD PLAYER

EXPRESS aOTHING

RUNG CABINET

$45

Panasonic-no/remote

310-209-2058

$15giftcertifkate

$40 310-614-2691

RUNG CABINET

Black, metal. 2-dwr

$8

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( )
-

310-473-5453

$30 310-488-7588

IRON

Mack, metal. 2dfwr

sunbeam
») 310-488-7588

UU<ER GEARS

LAMPSHADE
jersey, cap

$6 310-208-7904

$22 626-827-1234

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2t)drm/2t)ath l&pt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,

washer/dryer inside apt. furnished, caWe.

Close-UCLA. Must be dean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Faht 310-446-6682.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.

Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.

Female-prefen-ed. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOO HOUSE, private room, r/s. hard-

wood floors, walk to UCLA, w/d,

parking. $650. www.westsiderentals.com

310-395-7368

^^ 9600
Roonimates-Slidred Room

WESTWOOO VILLAGE. Female roommate
wanted. Levering Ave. walk to campus. Sunny,

charming 1 bed/t)ath. Fully fumished, stove, re-

frigerator. Pool. Huge bakx)ny on top level.

Parking available. $525/month includes water.

Available starting 1/1/3 or 2/1/03. Betty:

310-208-3059.

LEATHER JACKET

MICROWAVE

wtrfte. 14 1/2'

suede. sizeM. new
$7 310-473-5453

$20 626-827-1234

PARKING SPACE

PRINTER

ROLLERBIADES

wofltt fine

Ketton/Levering

LexMarc-lyr. old

ill 310-709-5579

$55 310-208-0861

$45 310-614-2691

SCOOTER
new size 7 $75 310-234-0068

new metallic $30 310-234-0068

Item:
^

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
• Phone: ( )

-

To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to die Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( )
-

fc«W«««»«M»Wa«Mi.»V««W«.. ..___.__.

*Ad must be submitted in person or by mail. No phone orders allowed. Deadline is 1 work day prior to issue at 12pm. Bruin Bargains appear eveiy Wednesday and Friday Limit of 4 free ads per customer per week. We resent the
'

right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

T^e Daily Bruin does not authenticate, endorse, or verify the quality of the products advertised with the Bruin Bargains. In addition, the Daily Bruin is not responsible for transactions in association with the items being sold. The
ASUCLA Communications Board hilly supports the University of California's poliq on nondiscrimination. The student media i«erwes the right to reject or modify the advertising whose content discriminates on the basis of ancestory
color, national origin, race, religion, disability, age, sex, or sexual orientation.

conino soon:

^



O'Neal may be back in

action against Chicago
RETURN WOULD ALLEVIATE PRESSURE ON
BRYANT, BUT JACKSON URGES CAUTION

By Beth Harris

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EL SEGUNDO — Shaquille
O'Neal could make his season
debut FYiday night, but if he plays
he probably won't start the Lakers'
home game against the Chicago
Bulls.

O'Neal
received a shoe
support from
his doctor
Thursday to

ease the pres-

sure on his

arthritic right

foot, and he
wore the device
at practice.

"He said
everything was
OK," O'Neal
said. "I played
today, and I felt pretty good. We'll

just see tomorrow. Tonight is the
true test, when I'm sleeping."

Lakers spokesman John Black
said O'Neal's availability will

depend on how he feels after

Friday morning's shootaround.
"We'll just hold our breath until

tomorrow and find out what it's

like and see how he responds after

this practice," coach Phil Jackson
said. "He's had some swelling a ht-

tle bit after practice, and he's had
some soreness, but he doesn't have
soreness while he's running, and
that's the positive aspect."

Jackson said if O'Neal does
return, he would play only about 24
minutes and probably would come
off the bench.

"But he's going to be upset about
that," Jackson said. "He already
told me he would be."

Jackson said he urged O'Neal
not to rush back, even though his

presence would help the struggling

NBA champions, who are off to a 3-

9 start. They've lost seven of eight
games and are last in the Pacific

Division.

"If he felt that he has to get back
out there, don't do it because of
our record," Jackson said. "He's got
to do it because he's healthy and he
feels right."

Even when O'Neal returns,
Jackson said his influence would
be limited at first.

"We're going to have to limit his

minutes," he said. "We're not going
u> expect too much out of our-
selves. We'll bring him along as
best we can and progressively keep
playing him as he improves."

Guard Derek Fisher said fans
shouldn't expect the Lakers to
surge to the top of the standings
upon O'Neal's return.

"That doesn't mean we'll be the
best basketball team in the league,"
he said. "We'll still have a lot of
work to do."

''We're not going to expect

too much out of ourselves

We'll bring him (O'Neal)

along as best we can and

progressively keep playing

him as he improves."

Phil Jackson

Lakers head coach

BOiRIIHUH II
•••••

w, LA'S HOTTEST

Karaoke
7 Nights A Week
Starts @ 9:00pm

Happy Holr
Evlr\day5-9p\i

C\ii T()B4»()kY(hrL\R(j P\ki^ T(>r>\^!

Fine Dining • Fiw Parkii^
Heated Smoking Patio

10433 National Boulevard
# THi OvFRi A\n Exit oh the 10 Fwy

310.837.5245
WWW.BOARDWAlKll.COM

www.thebestkaraoke.com

ERASE D.U.I.?
• DUI defense

• DUI deletion from

your past record

• Car accidents

no recover/ : no fee

(800)242-9495

Law Offices of Ya-EI Trock

We Fisht For You!

STUDENT Rates!

However, O'Neal's presence
would decrease the burden on
Kobe Bryant, who's had to pro-

vide most of the scoring while
being guarded closer than ever.

! "Some nights he's done a
great job and other nights he's

struggled finding which way he

1

wants to

play the

game,"
Fisher said.

Jacksonsaid
Bryant's role

would
change
slightly.

"He's got
to set the
table a Uttle

bit more for

the big guy
and get the

ball in to him," he said. "It's

going to make it easier for him.
He's not going to have to take as
many tough shots."

O'Neal had surgery on his

arthritic right big toe Sept. 11.

At the time, he was expected to

be out six-to-eight weeks.

Weekend
By Jeff Elsenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

Temperatures in sun-
drenched Waikiki may reach
tlie mid-eighties this week-
end, but none of the UCLA
women's basketball players

will come back with a tan.

Although the squad trav-

els to Oahu to open the reg-

ular season at the Waikiki

Beach Marriott Resort
Classic, it will not be there

for a vacation, but rather on
a business trip.

"We all want to win so
badly," senior point guard
Natalie Nakase said. "The
seniors are really focused,

and the freshman are excit-

ed for their first game. If we
win, we'll celebrate after-

wards."

A victory might be hard to

come by, at least on
Satiu-day. The Bruins face a
Hawaii squad that returns

three starters fi'om a team
that went 23-8 and narrowly
missed the NCAA
Tournament last year.

The Rainbow Wahine
were one of the best defen-
sive teams in the nation last

year, yielding an average of
just 56 points per game.
They have been tabbed to

finish third in the Western
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in Hawaii to be more work than play
Athletic Conference in a pre-

season coaches' poll.

"Hawaii is really sohd,"
said UCLA head coach
Kathy Olivier. They have
good three-point shooters,
and they Uke to slow down
the tempo. They are not
going to beat themselves."

While the Rainbow
Wahine prefer to play a half-

court game, the Bruins will

employ full-court pressure
and try to create fast-break

opportimities whenever pos-
sible.

This contrast in style

could be what determines
the outcome of Saturday's

contest - and could hamper
UCLA if Hawaii is able to

establish 6-foot-5 center
Christen Roper, a preseason
second-team All-WAC per-

former.

"Roper is very mobile,"
said Olivier. "We've made
some ac^justments defen-
sively, and hopefully we will

do a good job on her."

The Bruins have their

own emerging post presence
in freshman Julia Btts, who
talhed 23 points and 14
rebounds in the squad's
exhibition victory over the

West Coast All Stars on
Sunday. But for UCLA to

pull out a victory, it will like-

ly require a supreme effort

from senior guard Michelle
Greco, who will be making
her first regular season
appearance since last

December.
"Michelle will be huge for

us all season," OUvier said.

"Even though she scored 26
points (against the West
Coast All Stars), 1 think she
would tell you that she is not
in a rhythm yet."

UCLA will top off its

weekend in Waikiki with a
game against Sacramento
State on Sunday afternoon.

The Hornets were 0-27 last

season, and are unlikely to

provide much of a challenge
to the Bruins.

"I don't think that they
can beat us," OUvier said.

"Last year you wouldn't
have caught me saying that,

but with our depth and tal-

ent, they won't give us a
problem."

While the Bruins may not
see the beach this weekend
aside from out the window
of their airplane, the squad
is focused on securing a pair

of victories rather than
ei\joying their stay on the
island.

This team likes to have
fiin, and I am much more fun
when we v^dn," OUvier said.

"We need to take care of
business."

>,-L MANTEL LIN

Freshman guard Nikki Blue will make her collegiate debut
Saturday when the Bruins head to Oahu to take on Hawaii.

5Cx3 beverlu hills Acne Okin Care Clinic

17 \eaps oi Lxpepience

930 S. PoUrfson BU. #6 (310) 389-1763

niTpy/www.acnesMn.com

Many suffer with unhealthy

looking faces for many
months, many years, due

to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

*Actual Patient Testimonial*

After just four facial treatments at the Acne Clinic in Beverly
Hills, I have seen a 100% improvement in the appearance of my sldn. In
the oast, despite having used all kinds of medication including strong
antiBiotics, nothing was able to help the frequent and persistant breakouts
on my face, mary at the acne clinic put a stop to my hopeless acne
problem and I am grateful for her incredible treatment. Mary, thank you
for all your help!

Sheri Sepaniou, USC Student

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed!
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Ice Cream & Yogurt
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10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCLA ID (in store only)

WE DELIVER!
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- or Brownie Sundae
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The one-stop shop lor all your beauty

needs and salon/skincare services.

15% DISCOUNT
for all UCLA students^

faculty and staff.

1 0863 W. Pico Blvd.
(Corner of Pico and Westwood,

across From the Westside Pavilion)

(3 1 0) 475-353

1
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Cross country eyes spot in top 15
_

By Katie RIbeck ranking. faced Flanagan last May at the very confideni that we conld build inHnHhw Qfar.f..rH Woi,^ i;^^.^.

PREVIEW
Sunset Rec Today 12 p.m.

Pauley Pav Today 7 p.m.

Rose Bowl AqSaturday 10 a.m.

Rose Bowl Saturday 12:30 p.m.

Honolulu, HI Saturday 4 p.m.

Drake Stad Saturday 7 p.m.

Honolulu, HI Sunday 4 p.m.
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By Katie RIbeck
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kfilbeck@media.ucla.edu

It wiU be the sanie story, with
hopefully a different ending, for the
No. 21 UCLA women's cross country
team Monday, as it prepares to com-
pete in the NCAA Championships in
Terre Haute, Ind.

The team advanced via an at-

liu^e bid last Monday, after return-
ing from the NCAA West RegionaLs,
where it placed third overall. The
women will attempt to outscore
competition they feel equally
matched up against, and are anxious
to disprove their No. 21 national

ranking.

Individually, third-year Lena
Nilsson placed second at Regionals
and is amongst the ruimers favored
to win the championships Monday.
Competing against her will be North
Carolina State runner Shalene
Flanagan, who is undefeated this

season. Head coach Eric Peterson
feels Nilsson has a good chance of
doing well for herself and the team.

"It would be foolish, for as well as
she has run, to count her out"
Peterson said.

However, Nilsson did get a late

start in the cross-coimtry season
this year due to an extensive break
from the summer track season. She

faced Flanagan last May at the
NCAA track and field champi-
onsliips. Nilsson finished first and
Flanagan third in Uie 1500m nm.

With tlie team healthy and hope-
fully at top performance level,

UCLA hopes for a top- 15 team fin-

ish. This goal is not unreasonable
considering they finished ,21st last

year.
|

But second-year Carmen Winant
felt strongly about last year's disap-

pointing finish.
i

"That's absurd," she said. "We're a
lot better than that."

Peterson agreed, albeit more
diplomatically.

"We started this season feeling

very confideni that we could build
on last season," he said.

Jenua Timinsky is one of two
first-year students who will repre-

sent the Bruins on Monday.
"All of our training has culminat-

ed into this final meet," she said.

Botli Winant and Timinsky feel

that on Uieir best day, UClJV could
achieve a top 10 finish.

The issue of weather has been
discussed, with Indiana's tempera-
tures ranging from 37-57 degrees
recently, but the general consensus
is tliat it will not hinder the women's
perfonuance.

The Bruins will be running
against several familiar opponents.

including Stanford, Wake Forest,
North Carohna State, Columbia,
Duke and Arizona State.
Additionally, the team has placed
higher than No. 22 Penn State, No.
15 Michigan State, and No. 20
Indiana. Peterson believes UCLA
matches up well with the teams
ranked 9-20.

"On the right day we could beat
all tliose teams," he said.

Also running for the Bruin
women is third-year Valerie Flores,
second-year students Lori Mann and
Alejandra Barrientos and first-year
Allison Hall.

The team leaves this afternoon
and the race begins at 12 p.m. EST.

Who says

chicks

can 't play

football':

^

?

Soccer team takes season 'one game at a time'
PLAYERS FOCUS ON UPCOMING
MATCH WITH AGGIES INSTEAD
OF CHANCE AT FINAL FOUR

I
By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez(a)media. ucla.edu

The UCLA women's soccer team beat USC in the second
round of the 2000 NCAA tournament, then defeated Texas
A&M in the third round. After that, the Bruins took a trip
to the eastern seaboard, where they defeated a favored
Clemson University.

That path took them to the final four.

In 2002, the Bruins defeated USC in the second round
and now face Texas A&M in the third round Saturday night
at Drake Stadium. Should UCLA beat A&M, they wiU
advance to the quarterfinals and face the winner of the
Tennessee-North Carolina third-round match.

If the Tar Heels and Bruins win as expected, UCLA
heads back to the eastern seaboard and wiU attempt to
make history repeat itself with a trip to the Final Four.

"I've not seen similarities," UCLA head coach JiUian
Ellis said. "It's a different team and it's a different year.
There's not a lot of speculation or assumption that we're
going to go the Final Four. We're here, we're in this game
and we're in this moment and whatever h24)pens, hap-
pens."

I I

.

The Bruins have taken special care to promote tempo-
rary amnesia by making inspirational shirts that succinct-
ly state "one game at a time."

UCLA would probably rather not look too far ahead, as
it faces a school that is one of the best in the nation.

If UCLA thought getting the No. 7 seed in the tourna-
ment was unfair, that was a gift compared to the hand the
imseeded Aggies were dealt.

"I almost thought about calling (Texas A&M head
coach) G. Guerrieri and consoling him, because I think his
team deserved a seed," Ellis said.

So now the Bruins (18-3) and the Aggies (19-4-1) are
stuck With each other. This is a tough match-up in the
Sweet Sixteen - with potentially an even tougher quarter-
final to follow. The Bruins however, claim to prefer it this
way.

!

"We're going to have to beat tough teams to get to the
finals," junior forward Sarah-Gayle Swanson said. "I would
rather play hard teams, because it shows that we should
be in the finals."

For UCLA, it's been a tough road just getting to the third
round of the CoUege Cup. It took them two overtime peri-
ods and 22 shots to beat USC, 1-0, in a physical second-
round match.

Elizabeth

Newman
enewTian@mflrfairtaeidu

KVE COHEN/Daiu Bri'in
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"We have to finish those chances," Swanson said of the
21 missed shots. i

"To be that close to ending our season on a team we felt
we outperformed that night was a wake-up call."

UCLA will have to face yet another physical team in the
Aggies, but the Bruins are unafraid of the prospect.

I

They are confident they will secure another victory and
gain passage to the quarterfinals for the third year in a
row.

"As long as we keep playing, there's nothing to worry
about," sophomore forward Lindsay Greco said. "I think
we'Udo fine."

You think we're nice. Or maybe
you don't. Maybe you think

we're elitist; maybe you think
we're promiscuous; maybe you think
we're things I can't print here.

But regardless of what you think
we are, I'm sure you would not label

sorority girls,

football players.

Even though
I'm pretty sure

UCLA's defen-

sive line doesn't

subsist on Diet

Coke and let-

tuce, football

has been on the

minds of more
than just the

"real" Bruin
players this past
week. Yes, it's

sorority IM foot-

ball playoff time.

You laugh, but this is no joke -
sorority IM football is intense.

There must be some Jekyll-and-
Hyde complex going on because
those girls you see on can^us clad
in Tiffany's and two pounds of lip-

gloss change completely when it

comes time to walk onto the North
Athletic Field. The term "game face"
takes on a whole new meaning for
sorority girls without mascara and
black eyeliner.

In fact, some of the moves girls

try to get away with warrant the cre-

ation of a tackle IM league - screw
the flags. It's clear that IM football is

becoming a better outlet than the
therapists at the Ashe Center. Katy,
one of my roommates, likes to
describe how her hair is consistent-
ly "mistaken" for a flag.

Please - that is not a mistake.
"At almost every game this sea-

son someone's tried to rip out my
ponytail," she said. "They try to get
away with these illegal moves, and
they all pretty much work."

If you Qdiik we're afi^d to break
a nail, you've got it wrong because
the girls who come out play - and
play rough. One of the girls had
acrylic nails that would make
Wolverine's adamantium claws look
tame, and she scratched at my back
to rip offmy flag - which, might I

add, was around my waist, not my
shoulders. EJven a sorority girl angry
at her boyfiiend cannot compare to

a sorority girl intent on taking you
out in football. And I have to admit;
I think we all like it

The only generalization that

seems to consistently hold true in

these games is the girls are a little. .

.

starts with a "b," ends with a "y,"

and has the word "itch" in t^ie mid-
dle,

j

I
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Squad regains momentum in

time to quell Sun Devils' fire

g' for tourney

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

Down 13-10 in the fifth set after hitting a
ball four feet beyond the endline, Brittany
Ringel could have wilted like a week-old
rose.

Instead the sophomore outside hitter
gathered herself and made two crucial kills

during the Bruins' decisive five-point run,
leading the UCLA women's volleyball team
past Arizona State on Thursday night at
Pauley Pavilion 26-30, 30-22, 30-22, 23-30,
15-13.

"Even when we got behind, we knew we
were going to win it," said Ringel, who led
the No. 21 Bruins with 17 kills. "We looked
each other in the eyes, and that was it."

The victory was particularly crucial for
UCLA (16-12, 9-8 Pac-10) because they
moved ahead of the Sun Devils (12-10, 8-9)

in conference play and likely secured a bid
to the NCAA Tournament. Nonetheless,
there were several moments during the
match when the Bruins appeared to be
headed for defeat. I

UCLA dropped the first game of the
match, before rebounding behind the pass-

ing of sophomore Krystal McFarland and
the arm of senior Lauren Fendrick, who
notched nine of her 16 kills in games two
and three.

But in the fourth game, the Bruins col-

lapsed as the squad's intensity seemed to

wane. UCLA hit an anemic .000 in the game,

I
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Sophomore Krystal McFarland tallied a team-high 32 assists and 17
digs, as the Bruins defeated Arizona State in three of five games.

I

By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters ©media. ucla.edu

Calling the No. 5 UCLA men's
water polo team's match against No.
3 USC at the Rose Bowl Aquatic
Center Saturday morning a must-
win game would be an exaggeration,
but calling it meaningless would
aLso be inaccurate.

An at-large bid to the NCAA tour-
nament is still possible, albeit
unlikely, for the winner of the
match. So Saturday's match main-
tains significance even as both
teams look aliead to Thanksgiving
weekend and tlie cmcial MPSF tour-
nament.

In a season that has seen UCLA
(12-7, 4-4 Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) dominate one week and
turn in a lackluster performance tlie

next, a win Saturday may give tlie

Bruins the momentum to sweep
through the MPSF tournament. This
is a necessary task considering the
probable absence of the at-large bid
as a safety net.

"We won four straight during the
NorCal tournament," head coach
Adam Krikorian said, referring to
the Bniins' tournament sweep in

Berkeley Oct. 5-6. "1 see no reason
why we can't do that again."

The prelude to the two schools'
afternoon football game doesn't
quite possess the same familiarity.

In three hard-fought matches this

year, the Bruins have already taken
two from USC (18-6, 5-3 MPSF).
Saturday will not mark the end of
Uie season series between the rivals

because they are scheduled to

NICOLE miller/Daily Bruin Staff

Dan Yellding plays against CSU Long Beach. The UCLA men's water polo team is

12-7, 4-4 in the Mountain Pacific Sports Federation.

square off in round one of the con-
ference tournament.

"This weekend we're going to see
where things stand," senior defend-
er Dan Yeilding said. "It's easy to
focus on the tournament, but it's

'very important to play well
Saturday."

Which UCLA team will meet the
end-of-the-year challenge: tlie domi-
nant one or the iminspired one? The
team's two personalities have seem-
ingly emerged every other week.

"1 think we're playing as well as
(we did) in the NorCal tournament,"

Krikorian said. "I don't want to get
complacent because it's been a
roller coaster year, but right now
we're playing very well in practice."
No game against USC can ever be

deemed insignificant, and Saturday
would be a big win for UCLA, both
in terms of the postseason hopes
and positioning to make a run at a
conference title.

The BruiiLs approach USC hoping
to set the tone for the first round of
the MPSF tournament, looming just
six days later over Thanksgiving
weekend.
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operator-assisted calls) is available within your regional calling area. Your use of the service constitutes acceptance of the T-Mobile terms and conditions
including the mandatory arbitrauon clause. Our PCS system is not compatible with analog TTY, which may prevent or delay emergency calls Additional
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Palmer's, Paus' similar paths diverge

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2002 • THE DAILY

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@media.ucla.edu

The bright lights of Los Angeles blur the
stars where senior quarterbacks Cory Paus
and Carson Pabner have spent the last five
years - Paus at UCLA, Palmer at USC. Each
shining brightly at moments, each radiating
a disappointing dull glow at others.

The sky is much clearer in Colorado
where Paus and Palmer first crossed paths
at a quarterback camp following their junior
year in high school.

"About two or three days into it this big
dog from California comes in and steals a lit-

tle of my thunder," Paus, an Illinois native,
once joked.

But when then-Colorado coach Rick
Neuheisel told Paus that Palmer was his
'*No. 1 guy, and you are our No. 2 or 3 guy,"
Paus said he appreciated his honesty.

"I know I wouldn't be here (at UCLA) if it

weren't for Carson Palmer," said Paus, who
chose UCLA under the impression that
Palmer was leaning toward Colorado.

Conung into camp five years ago, Paus
was the star but was quickly eclipsed by
Palmer, who possessed the assets that can't
be acquired: size and speed (Palmer is 6-

foot-5, Paus, 6-2).

Now is no different. As seniors in college,
it is Palmer who is the big dog, Palmer
whose size makes him stand out. Palmer
who is now a Heisman candidate.

"He was pretty much the same as he is

now: Big, tall, strong," Paus remembered.
"All that stuff that is giving him publicity and
making people take notice of him now."
And while Paus excelled at the beginning

of the 2002 season, his moment to shine was
cut short, this time by a season-ending ankle
ii\iury against California on Oct. 19.

Now it's freshman quarterback Drew
Olson who is left to tell Carson Palmer camp
stories.

"We were there at the Elite 11 quarter-
back camp every day together," Olson said.

"Great guy, real helpful. He didn't act like he
was above everybody."

Olson, a true freshman, will be starting
the biggest game of his collegiate career
tomorrow. Whether he leaves an impression
of his own is yet to be decided. Paus will do
his best to make sure that Olson does.

"I didn't know Cory before I got here, but
this year everyone has commented that his
leadership skills are so much better than
before - for whatever reason, for what he
went through in the past," freshman scout
team quarterback Brian Callahan said.

"Cory has helped bring Drew and Matt
along more quickly. It's almost like having a
second coach. How many true freshmen are
playing in the Pac-10, let alone winning three
games?"

Those leadership skills were hard-earned:
what Paus and Palmer share is how rocky
their college careers have been since those
W^ school days in Colorado.

? years of confusing losse,

makes decisive win vital

Agasc
jagase(§>TiRtlairiaedu

ii-i urn. 1.1 I iLr. 1 HOTO
use quarterback Carson Palmer goes back for a pass in last year's UCLA-USC game. This year
the 6-root-5 Palmer is competing for the Heisman Trophy, having thrown 24 touchdowns and onlv
eight interceptions. Palmer is second in the Pac-10 with a 144.4 quarterback efficiency rating.

Until this year, Palmer had been cast as a
huge waste of potential - all the tools of a
prototypical NFL quarterback with none of
the brains. His poor decision-making left

him with as many interceptions as touch-
downs (39) and a 16-16 record as a starter
going into his seiuor season with no Pac-10
title or bowl victories.

Paus had a similarly spotty record, going
into his senior year 14-14 as a starter After a
transitional year starting as a redshirt fresh-
man, he would have led the Pac-10 in efB-
ciency rating with 145.8 and 250.9 passing
yards per game as a sophomore; Paus didn't
qualify because he only appeared in eight
games.

Plagued by ii\juries his entire career, he
was hampered by a thumb ir\jury as a junior

although he did not reveal the ii\jury until he
re-jammed the thumb after the team's first

loss and Paus' first interception of the sear
son at Stanford in October 2001.

Paus' greatest run-in with media pressure
came last Nov 15, two nights before the 'SC
game when local media revealed to UCLA
head coach Bob Toledo that Paus had two
drunk-driving related offenses pending. It

came out in the papers that Friday morning,
a week and a half after tailback and
Heisnmn candidate DeShaun Foster's extra-
benefits suspension.

"(Carson and I) have grown and had to
deal with the Los Angeles media and the
pressures of playing early," Paus said.

QUARTERBACKS
I
Page 8

I
had a feeling this would be, by far, the
most difficult column to write in my four
years at UCLA.
It's not for a lack of things to say - I've

been known this week to talk at length
with complete
strangers about
UCLA's chances
tomorrow at the Rose
Bowl, even when they
don't really want me
to.

It's just that

thoughts and emo-
tions have been flying

through my head
faster than the Bruins
fell behind 14-0 last

year, as sudden as that

USC field goal turned
the tide in 2000, more
confusingly than the
baffling 17-7 loss of three autunms past.

And that makes for a column that
appears similarly confused. When I came
here as a freshman, they made it soimd
like beating USC was as ritualistic as
Thursday nights on Gayley and construc-
tion on campus.

So forgive me if I'm still trying to fig-

ure things out here in this newspaper. If

you're a senior, you probably understand.
If you're not, well, I hope you never have
to.

Three years of losing will do this to
you - three years of this year being the
year, of envisioning what it will be like to
jump up and down with 0:00 on the clock
and our guys ahead and no worries and
plenty to tell my Trojan friends come
Thanksgiving.

"Sure, we'll get around to beating
them," we promised people. Heck, we
promised ourselves it would happen.

Yet it hasn't. And still, I've been asking
myself questions all week.
ACHTUNG! Column attempting to take

a dramatic turn for the humorous.
The thoughts that have been scurrying

about
Is it socially imacceptable to drink a

beer at 7:30 a.m - you know, just to get a
head start?

What if said drinking takes place in the
shower?

That probably doesn't make it any bet-
ter.

How much would it hurt if a goalpost
fell on me?

Aren't they hollow?
I heard they butter them down.
You can't be arrested for telling a little

kid with a USC shirt that he's been woe-
fully misguided by his possibly pagan
parents, right?

How did Carson Palmer manage to get

what seems like 12 years of NCAA eligi-

bility?

Was the Mafia involved?
Was Todd Marinovich involved?
Isn't every Todd Marinovich joke

funny, no matter how stupid it is?

If an 'SC fan puts a two-finger victory
sign within five feet of my face, it's con-
sidered self-defense if I grab at his/her
digits, right?

Should I consider taking a fifth year if

the Bruins don't win?
Man, I'm scared.

How many turnovers are we gonna
need?

Three sounds about right.

What's more important: that Drew
Olson's never played USC, or that he's
never lost to USC?

Pepper spray won't hurt if I close my
eyes in time, right?

Even if it does, running to go take
back the Victory Bell would be worth it.

So who's gonna buy the first victory
round at Maloney's tomorrow night?

See, the hope's still there. Call it fool-
ish, pathetic, call it whatever you want,
but it's definitely there.

IPELIGRO! Colunm moving back to
wistful sobriety.

I was talking to a good friend from
USC on Instant Messenger last week, and
he started telling me how, "we need you
guys to beat Washington State."

You know, so they can get to the Rose
Bowl.

"Well," I responded, "w;e need us guys
to beat you guys."

You know, so we can get to the Rose
Bowl. Keep in mind, there's that most
improbable scenario where Washington
beats Wazzu and the Bruins win out. And
go to the Rose Bowl.

But it remains just that - improbable -
so I started to type to him, wishing all the
best.

"If we don't go to the Rose Bowl, I

hope you guy-"

I couldn't do it Not this year. Not with
no more years left.

Remember that special someone you
always liked and yet never worked up the
courage to tell, never in four years of
high school? How he or she still sticks
aroimd in your conscious, showing up
every so often, making your head shake
slowly left and right and your mouth take
on that grimacing, what-could-have-been
smirk?

Well, we're there. Tomorrow.
Obligatory sportswriters' hyperbole
aside, what we seniors are facing is a last
chance to avoid a lifetime of questions, to
sidestep an eternity of ridicule.

Here's hoping we go out wiimers and
never shake our heads.

'''- '•".
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BUfiGER SPECIAL
Cheese Burger Combo
Turkey Burger

Teriyaki Burger

BBQ Bacon Burger
All Items include sales tax.

$4.25
$5.00
$5.25
$5.75

SANDWICH SPECIALS SSsgRr
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Steak Sandwich Combo
Pastrami Sandwich

Veggie Burger

Hot Dogger Special
All Items Include sales tax.

$6.50
$6.50
$5.50
$4.00

BREAKFAST SPECIAlF^

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and toast

3.25

Breakfast
served all day!

All items include sales tax
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Sunny memory of game in '92

leaves Bruins with ray of hope

2002 UCLA - use RIVALRY INSERT

By Adam Titcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
atitcher@media.ucla.edu

Nov. 21, 1992, was an evening to
remember for all UCLA football
fans. That night, the Bruins sturmed
the TVojans, coining from behind in
the fourth quarter, down by 14
points to win 38-37.

"It was phenomenal," 1975 alum-
na Jane Blitz said, recollecting.

"With the 'SC game, I never doubt
the Bruins until the very end, and I

had a feeling we could win that

game." i i

Before the game could come
down to heroic plays by J.J. Stokes
and a missed two-point conversion
by use, a fierce stalemate took
place.

The TYojans began the fight with a
field goal, which was answered by
10 points by UCLA in the next six
minutes of play. USC continued
pushing and ended the quarter with
a touchdown, to end the period tied
10-10.

The second quarter was similar to
the first, with both teams playing
well, scoring orUy one touchdown
apiece. The 17-17 tie at the half was
not due to lousy officiating, or typi-

cal college mistakes. Rather, the
TVojans and the Bruins covered one
another perfectly^ and tightened
their defenses. |

"I didn't want (USC wide receiver
Curtis) Conway to have a big day,

and I wanted to do something to
help with the win," UCLA comer-
back Carlton Gray said after the
game.
And he held Cbnway tightly.

Conway, who is currently with the
San Diego Chargers, was held to 69
yards and zero touchdowns.

This was a unique game," then-
UCLA head coach Terry Dormhue
said after the game. The last two
quarters were totally different USC
totally donunated the third and
UCLA totally dominated the fourth."

At the time, the TVojans were the
best team in the Pac-10 at 5-2, and
they needed a win to stay in first

place.

In the third quarter, the TVojans
started to march on to victory with
two touchdowns, including a score
off a blocked punt. Meanwhile,
UCLA was held to nothing, and the
game appeared over

**We had a terrible quarterback
problem, but it was like a movie,"

Gary Beban alludes tacklers in UCLA's 14-12 victory over Michigan State in the 1966 Rose Bowl In that vear's urmiTr

testing ground for standouts

1 . >*»iiii—^ -*•

UCLA Sports Information

Against USC in 1992. receiver J.J. Stokes caught a pass from John Barnes for
a 90-yard touchdown with over four minutes left to give UCLA the 38-37 win.

1950 alumnus Leo Howard said.

"Half of our family left early, but my
wife and I stayed. It was just unbe-
lievable."

The Sim had set, and a m^yority of
the 80,568 announced fans had gone
home. The TVojans looked like they

were gods. But Bruin quartert)ack

John Barnes, in his third career
start, stepped up to lead UCLA to
victory.

|

"We blew it," USC head coach

ANNIVERSARY
| Page 10

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon(i)media. ucla.edu

The unhkely hero has become
such a common facet of the UCLA-
USC rivalry that he is no longer
unlikely.

"There is always a player that
emerges in a game like this

because of the emotion and excite-
ment of the game. A guy ends up
being a star player who hasn't
played much," UCLA head coach
Bob Toledo said.

So rather than bore yourself bet-
ting on the four-point spread, start

a pool on who will be this year's
Mr. Out-Of-The-Woodwork.

Toledo loves the whole team's
poise, but here are the contestants:

• Redshirt freshman lyier Ebell:

OK, so he does not qualify as
unUkely anymore, but he was USC
tight end Alex Holmes' bet.

Despite the fact that he has run
for 858 yards this season, his suc-
cess might still surprise some,
given use's strong run defense.
Ebell would be following in the
footsteps of DeShaun Foster, who
scored all four touchdowns in

UCLA's 34-17 victory in 1998 as a
true freshman.

• True freshmen quarterbacks
Drew Olson and Matt Moore:

The
Princeton
Review

Several LSAT course options to fit your scinedule.
Eight students or fewer in your class. The best instructors in the industry. Adaptive online lessons, tests & drills.

Comprehensive materials, including course materials, workbooks, and previous actual test questions.

Free extra help with your instructor. Guaranteed satisfaction!

West Los Angt^lRs

Course Start December 2nd

Testi

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Test2

Class 5

Class 6

Tests

Class?

Test4

Class 8
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Wed.

Wed.

Wed.

Wed.

Sat.

Wed.

Wed.

Sat.

Wed.

Sat.

Wed.

Course #FE-1 902-1
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Dec. 2 6.00pm-10:00pm

Dec. 4 7:00pm-10.00pm

Dec. 11 7:00pm-10.00pm

Dec. 18 7:00pni-10:00pm

Jan. 8 7:00pm-10:00pm

Course Start January 4th

Jan. 11 9:00am-12:30pm

Jan. 15 7:00pm-10:00pm

Jan. 22 7:00pm -10:00pm

Jan. 25 9:00am-12:30pm

Jan. 29 7:00pm-10:00pm

Feb.l 9:00am-12:30pm

Feb. 5 7.00pm-10:00pm

Course #FE-190M6

Jan. 4

Jan. 5

Jan. 7

Jan. 12

Jan. 14

Jan. 18

Jan. 19

Jan. 21

Jan. 25

Jan. 26

Feb.1

Feb. 2

9:00am-1 :00pm

10:00am-1 :00pm

7:00pm-10:00pm

10:00am-l :00pm

7-0Opm-10:0Opm

9:00am-12:30pm

10:00am-l :00pm

7:00pm-10:00pm

9:00am-12:30pm

10:00am-l :00pm

9:00am-12:30pm

10:00am-l :00pm

Space is limited. Call now to enroll.

.PrincetonReview.com - 800.2Review

"A lot of people think that USC's
defense is going to rattle those two
guys because they are both true
freshmen," senior defensive tackle
Steve Morgan said.

But history is on their side.

In addition to quarterback John
Barnes, the hero of the 1992 victo-
ry for UCLA, current radio and TV
personality Matt Stevens threw a
Hail Mary pass to Karl Dorrell to
seal the game at the half 31-0 in the
1986 game that UCLA won 45-25.
And in 1980, quarterback Jay

Schroeder came into the game for
Tom Ramsey and went 9-for-ll
passing to win the game 20-17.
Freeman McNeil grabbed a tipped
Schroeder pass and completed the
58-yard score with 2:07 left in the
game.

Perhaps Olson and Moore could
relate most to Gary Beban who, as
a first-year quarterback, threw a
touchdown pass to Kurt Altenberg
late in the game for a 20-16 victory
that sent UCLA to the Rose Bowl to
play No. 1 Michigan State.

On the million-to-one payoff
would be third and fourth strmg
QBs John Sciarra and Brian
Callahan.

"When we were at Cal, I had to
start doing the signals and that did-
n't work out too well," Callahan
laughed. "I just do the scout team.

You could probably sit in the meet-
ing and regurgitate it and under-
stand it but doing it is a totally dif-
ferent thing.

"If that situation comes up, I

would like someone to step up to
the plate for that one but the likeli-

hood of that is very slim."

• Senior wide receiver Jon
Dubravac:
He was the pick of several play-

ers. (Although Monday's concus-
sion might take him out of the run-
ning.)

"Sometimes you prepare for the
big players, you got the Tab Perrys
and everybody is watching them,
and maybe you sneak someone in
like Dubravac that they are not
keying on," safety Jarrad Page said.

Dubravac could pull a Rodney
Lee, mimicking the wide receiver
who in 1996, made a diving catch
for 23 yards on third-and-long to
put the Bruins at the USC 11 with
about a minute remaining.
The catch set up a Skip Hicks

touchdown that tied the game at
38; it eventually went into double
overtime, where the Bruins pre-
vailed 48-41 after being down by 17
with six minutes left.

• Senior defensive lineman
Steve Morgan:

HEROES
I
Page 9

Immigration
Law Offices of Neil J. Sheff

lOaSO WHshire Blvd., Suite 550

Westwood (next to Avoo Theatre)

iij8lawofficeecs.com

(310)446-3844

Hebrew and Spanish spolcen

Visas, Green cards, & Citizenship

($100 off ail Green Cards with Bruin I.D.)

Free Consultation

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

(310)477-7550

21 & Over with ID

1

1

8

3

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 and $5.50 pitchers

FREE POOL all day

and all night

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm
Ihr FREE POOL

Monday-Friday
Happy Hour 4-7

Specials

1/2 off selected appetizers

Thursday-Friday
Free Buffet during

Happy Hour

Upstairs Available for Private Parties

Free Pool with Lunch M-F, 1 1 :30-4:00pm

V
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Lewis to take crack at fellow Poly alums
By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@media.ucla.edu

Hundreds of photos form the wallpaper of the film
room at Long Beach Polytechnic High School. Photos
of former football players like Gene Washington,
Tony Hill, Mark Carrier, Brandon Whiting and
Marquez Pope - all ofwhom have passed through the
halls of Poly. They are constant reminders of the
memories, tradition and history of Jackrabbi^fbot-
ball.

i

Poly is a football factory that has produced more
NFL players than any other high school in the coun-
try. Last year, Poly had five of the top 100 football
players in the nation. They were known as the Poly
Fab Five and were on every college coach's dream
list

1

UCLA gained the first commitment fi-om tight end
Marcedes Lewis. But USC, already with four Long
Beach Poly players on its roster, inked the other four
on sigim\g day. It continues what seems to be a
pipeline of football talent that starts at Poly and ends
at USC.

"Over the years, I thirUc we've really established a
pathway to USC," Trojan comerback Darrell Rideaux
said. "Many of us have followed the trend. Guys like

Willie Brown, Willie McGinest and Mark Carrier have
paved the way for us. The legacy of Poly to USC was
established years before we came along."

Come Saturday at kickoff, Rideaux, offensive line-

man Wmston Justice, free safety DeShaun Hill, line-

backer Mike Pollard and receiver Kareem Kelly will

all take the field in cardinal and gold with the com-
mon bond that they have also worn the green and
gold of Long Beach Poly

Meanwhile, Lewis will don the blue and gold. He,
too, doubled the number of Long Beach Poly players
on the UCLA football roster when he joined line-

backer Dermis Link. And while the Bruins don't come
close to the sheer number of former Poly football

players now playing for USC, with Lewis, many
believe that the Bruins inked the best of the Fab Five.

"They said this guy and this guy was the best play-
er in the country," said Randy Taylor, UCLAIs Director
of Football Operations. "I think Marcedes has to be
mentioned as the best, or one of the best, players in
the country. Marcedes saw himself in a place where
he could be challenged athletically and academically,
and I think he and his family like the structure we
have at UCLA. I think the other four guys were look-
ing for a different environment than the one we
have."

Still, it was extremely difficult for Lewis to stay
committed to UCIA He aimounced his intentions of
beconung a Bruin during his junior year, which made
for a long senior year of abuse fix)m his USC-bcand
high school teammates.

"They were teUing me everyday about USC this
and USC that," Lewis said. "And I'd come back at
them with UCLA this and UCLA that I'm true to my
word, though. They'll do what's best for them, and HI
do what's best for me."
Even if it meant breaking up what was once called

the greatest assembly of talent on a high school foot-
ball teara Even if it meant breaking up a team that
some recruiting experts claimed could challenge sev-
eral Division I football programs. And even if it meant
having to toss aside fiiendships for three hours on a

Bruins
f(

lack sportsmanship

Gilbert

QuiAonez

STAT GEEK
guinonez@me(faajcia.edu

CATHERINE JUN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
_i «• •^niiiLjixii^iL. o\Jiy/UAlL1 DKUIN SENIOR STAFF

Freshman tight end Marcedes Lewis will face off against four USC players with whom he graduated from Long
Beach Polytechnic High School. He and the four Trojans made up the "Poly Fab Five" recruiting class.

Saturday in November for the next four years.

"I still talk to them all the time," Lewis said. "All of
us will be excited about the game, and there'll be
some emotions out there. Hopefully, they'll be able to
suck it up after the game, and we'll still be fiiends
afterward."

"I'm actually kind of looking forward to it," Justice
said. "I see him on TV all the time. We still talk, and
we're definitely still fiiends no matter what happens.
I want what's best for him, just like he wants what's
best for me. Except for, of course, that one game
each year."

So, what once was the bond ofhigh school football

teammates, now becomes the first of four rivalry
clashes. Lewis will no longer line up alongside
Justice, but rather, against the likes of Hill and
Pollard.

"I cannot wait for Saturday," hems said. "I've been
I watching the UCLA-USC games on ESPN Classic. I'm
all hyped up about it I'm just happy to be apart of it

all. It'll be my first time, so I don't quite know what to
expect yet We'll just see what happens."

In 1910, Long Beach Poly took on USC, falling 22-

6. While Lewis got no such chance while he was in
high school, he'll get his first of four cracks at the
TVojans on Saturday.

Southern Cal athletes are

thugs.

I came to this conclusion
after watching the UCLA-
Southern

Cal rivalry

on a much
smaller

scale

-

Sunday's

women's
soccer

UCLA-
Southern

Cal playoff

match.

The
University of
Scholastic

Conceitedness'

athletes

played a
style of soccer some would call

very physical. I would call it "if

you can't beat them, take them
out of the game."

Six different Bruins lay on
the field in pain and had to be at
least momentarily taken out of
the game as a result of Southern
Cal's overaggressive play.

Freshman midfielder Jill

Oakes was out of the game for

good, and she'll most likely have
to undergo season-ending
surgery.

Still, the Bruins dominated
Southern Cal. (If you havent
gotten it yet, I'm calling them
Southern Cal because Southern
Cal hates being called Southern
Cal. Ask Southern Cal why)
UCLA outshot Southern Cal

22-2, but the Women of TVoy still

managed to force the game into

double overtime, where the
Bruins finally scored just six

minutes away fix)m sports' most
dreaded way to settle a tie:

penalty kicks (yes, even worse
than rock, p2q>er, scissors).

How unsportsmanlike of
Southern Cal: try to vmi the
cheap way, since you can't beat
the Bruins for real.

"USC plays very direct,"

UCLA head coach Jillian Ellis

said. "They look to outmuscle
you off of the ball. It's fiiistrat-

ing when you play a team like

that"

Again, outmuscling is an
understatement Thuggery is the

right word
Southern Cal fans are arro-

gant and stupid. They booed
and hollered loudly when one of
their players appeared hurt on
the field, even though four
Bruins were already hurt, and it

was Southern Cal that was play-

ing the role of enforcers.

The fans also noticed their

team couldn't win. They
cheered when UCLA shots hit

the goalpost They cheered
when a Bruin made a good play
just to get a shot off, but
missed. They cheered when a
Southern Cal player slid and
forced the ball to go out-of-

bounds, causing a comer kick
when the scoring opportunity
for the Bruins wasn't even that

great anyway.

"It's always a big question
mark whenever UCLA plays
USC," first-year Southern Cal
student and soccer fan Ronald
Nunnsaid.

There is not a question mark
when it comes to the final

result, but there is one when it

comes to how many UCLA play-

ers get ir\jured.

Final thoughts about Beat 'SC
Week:

• I have figured out why the
rivalry means so much to

Southern Cal, courtesy of Daily
Bruin reporter Adam Tltcher.

Beatirig UCLA gives Southern
Cal fans an excuse to come to

Westwood for a day, as they
have after UCLA-Southern Cal
games in the past

• What's the purpose of a
bonfire? How does setting a pile

of wood on fire raise school
spirit? It doesn't make any

Just the fact that it's Southern
Cal should be reason enough to
hope the Bruins score 100
points on them - by the second
quarter Maybe that shouldn't
happen. If it did, the TVojans
would probably ii\jure all of our
players. All of thent

• Stat of the week: Southern
Cal was the only Pac-10 football

team not to finish the year in

the AP Top 10 in the 1990s.

Even Cal, Arizona, and Arizona
State did it Southern Cal is

pathetic.

\
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The Trojan defense is second in the Pac-W in both rushing and pass defense and shut out the Bruins 27-0 in last year's crosstown matchup. This season, the USC defense has allowed just 18.9 Ss'^rSr™
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Formidable

Polamalu leads

use's defense
I

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jelsenberg(|)medla.ucla.eclu

As the sun set beneath the lush foothills of the Pacific
Northwest, 13-year-old TYoy Polamalu jogged alone on the
practice field at Winston Middle School in Tenmile, Ore.,
clutching a worn-out football in his hands.

Practice had been over for more than an hour, but the
future All-American remained on the field at the bidding of
his uncle, Salu Polamalu, who sat in the car and pointed at
the fiekl whenever his nephew tried to skulk away to the

. locker room.
*That definitely left a mark on me,"

said Polamalu, a three-year starter at
"strong safety for the University of
Southern California.

The way I was raised has really

shaped my work ethic," he said.

^ The opportunity to get better when
everylxxiy else isn't is where

you separate yourself."

Despite being hampered

/

r

by an ankle injury sus-
tained in the game against

Washington State on Oct
5, Polamalu is the most
feared element of a TVojan
defense that has allowed
just 18.9 points per
game. He ranks second
on the team with 59
tackles, and has also

recorded a pair of
sacks and an inter-

ception.

"You have to be
aware of where
Polamalu is on the
field, but we are not
going to run away
from him every
time," UCLA head

coach Bob Toledo
said. "He is going to find

the ball carrier."

Troy Polamalu^Vfli^^ Oregon, PolLnX
was not too familiar

with the USC program. Nonetheless, when former TVojan
head coach Paul Hackett asked him why he deserved a
scholarship more than Southern California prep stars who
had faced tougher competition, Polamalu had the perfect
response.

T told him, 'If I come here, I am going to give you every-
thing I got," Polamalu said. "You can judge the level of com-
petition and the performance, but you can'tjudge the heart"

FOLAMALU
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Postseason plans on the line with

Trojans appearing to hold advantage
'SC HAS MOMENTUM.
HEISMAN CANDIDATE

ON ITS SIDE, BUT WONT
COUNT OUT UCLA t

By Bruce Iran i

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER '

btran@medja.ucla.edu

Los Angeles will be watching.
It has been a while since the UCLA-

USC rivalry game has meant anything
much more than city bragging rights.

But then again, it's been a while since
the TYojans have had the opportunity to
wlir' four, straight games against the
Bruins. It's been a while since the TVojans
have had a legitimate Heisman candidate
like quarterback Carson Pahner. And
most of all, it's been a while since both
teams have entered the game with a Pac-
10 title or a prestigious bowl berth on the
line.

Although the TYojans seem to have all

the momentum on their side, USC coach-
es are quick to remind players of the spe-
cial nature of the rivalry game - where
anything and everything goes.

|

"Our football team is pretty excited
about the position that we are in right
now," said USC head coach Pete Carroll,
who has led his team to an 8-2 overall
record and a 6-1 record in the Pac-10.
"UCLA has been on a good run and

done some great things with their team.
We will have to see whether we can stay
on track and do the things that we know

WHEN use HAS THE BALL I

USC (8-2) SCHEDULE/BESUITS

Date fJiMimil^^ Result

Sept. 2 Auburn W 24-17

Sept. 14 Colorado W40-3

Sept. 21 Kansas St. L 27-20

Sept. 28 Oregon St. W22-0

Oct. 5 @ Washington St. L 30-27

Oct. 12 California W 30-28

Oct. 19 Washington W 41-21

Oct. 26 @ Oregon W 44-33

Nov. 9 @ Stanford W 49-17

Nov. 16 Arizona St. W 34-13

Nov. 23 @UCLA 12:30 p.m

Nov. 30 Notre Dame 5 p.m.

how to do for a great game. The eye of all

fans in the area will be on this game."
Indeed, it was only last year that the

teams' roles were reversed. UCLA was
the senior-laden team and was favored
entering its match-up with USC. However,
behind its big, athletic defensive line, the
USC defense shut out the Bruins en route
to a 27-0 victory. Just like UCLA head
coach Bob Toledo, however, Carroll has
banned any talk of last year's game.

"It doesn't have any bearing on what
happens now," Carroll said. "We are going
to just go out and try to win the football
game. We want to do what we have
always done and see what this year's
story is all about"

So far, this year's story is more com-
plete than any in recent memory. Toledo
called this year's version of the USC team
the best he has seen in his nine years at
UCLA. The TVojans have won via a bal-

anced offensive attack and an aggressive,
stifling defense that applies pressure end-
lessly. Both elements are quickly becom-
ing trademarks of Pete Carroll's football
teams.

"This is the best USC team that IVe
seen since I've been at UCLA," TDledo
said. "It might even be the best team that
we've played since Tve been at UCLA.
They're playing with a lot of confidence
right now. Their defense is outstanding,
and their offense is as balanced as they've
ever been."

The Trojans know what's at stake. USC
has already sent representatives to talk to
BCS officials to inquire about a possible
BCS berth in the event that USC wins its

final two games over UCLA and Notre
Dame. Against UCLA it would seem that
USC has a decided advantage on paper,
but the TVojans also know the wrench
that would be thrown into their postsea-
son plans ifUSC should fall to the Bruins.

"We won't overlook them," USC cor-

nerback Darrell Rideaux said. "It's one
game at a time. We can worry about the
BCS later. I know well bring our *A' game
just because it's UCLA, just like I know
that UCLA will bring their 'A' game
because we're USC. Everything's on the

line on Saturday."

"In my opinion, thus is the best rivalry

in college football," TDledo said.

It's been a while since anyone has had
reason to think so.
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Date

Sept. 2

Sept. 14

Sept 21

Sept. 28

Oct. 5

Oct. 12

Oct. 19

Oct 26

Nov. 9

Nov. 16

Nov. 23

Nov. 30

Aubum

Colorado

Kansas St.

Oregon St.

@ Washington St.

California

Washington

©Oregon

@ Stanford

Arizona St.

@UCLA

Notre Dame

Result

W 24-17

W40-3

lW-20

W22-0

130-27

W 30-28

W 41-21

W44-33

W 49-17

W 34-13

12:30 p.m.

5 p.m.

how to do for a great game. The eye of all

fans in the area will be on this game."
Indeed, it was only last year that the

teams' roles were reversed. UCLA was
the senior-laden team and was favored
entering its match-up with USC. However,
behind its big, athletic defensive line, the
USC defense shut out the Bruins en route
to a 27-0 victory. Just like UCLA head
coach Bob Toledo, however, Carroll has
banned any talk of last year's game.

"It doesn't have any bearing on what
happens now," Carroll said "We are going
to just go out and try to win the football
game. We want to do what we have
always done and see what this year's

story is all about"

So far, this year's story is more com-
plete than any in recent memory. Toledo
called this year's version of the USC team
the best he has seen in his nine years at
UCLA. The TYojans have won via a bal-
anced offensive attack and an aggressive,
stifling defense that applies pressure end-
lesafy. Both elements are quickly becom-
ing trademarks of Pete Carroll's football
teams.

"This is the best USC team that IVe
seen since I've been at UCLA," Tbledo
said. "It might even be the best team that
we've played since I've been at UCLA.
They're playing with a lot of confidence
right now. Their defense is outstanding,
and their offense is as balanced as they've
ever been."

The TVojans know what's at stake. USC
has already sent representatives to talk to
BCS officials to inquire about a possible
BCS berth in the event that USC wins its

final two games over UCLA and Notre
Dame. Against UCLA it would seem that
USC has a decided advantage on paper,
but the TYojans also know the wrench
that would be thrown into their postsea-
son plans ifUSC should fall to the Bruins.
"We won't overlook them," USC cor-

nerback DarreU Rideaux said. "It's one
game at a time. We can worry about the
BCS later. I know well bring our 'A' game
just because it's UCLA, just like I know
that UCLA will bring their 'A' game
because we're USC. Everything's on the
line on Saturday."

"In my opinion, this is the best rivalry
in college footbaU," Toledo said.

It's been a while since anyone has had
reason to think so.
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Sophomore Matt Ware runs with the ball against USC during last year's loss. Ware will focus on stopping standout USC fre

Heart, hard work and recent wd

make Rose Bowl victory believal
OFFENSE HOPING TO
SCORE POINTS THIS

YEAR WITH HELP OF
REPLACEMENTS, EBELL

By DIanfiond Leung

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung@media.ucla.edu

You can forget about it

UCLA head coach Bob Toledo under-
standably isn't going to talk about last
year's game against USC.

"It's over," he said of the ignominious
27-0 loss. -It's done with."

Still, Toledo and his players claim that
the bitterness has subsided and that the
will to beat their crosstown rival
remains.

This year, the No. 25 Bruins (7-3, 4-2
Pac-10) are actually believable. They
have won their last three games going in
to play No. 7 USC (8-2, 6-1) unlike last
season when they went in after experi-
encing three straight losses.

"We know we can win now," UCLA
senior tight end Mike Seidman said.

And the Bruins have shown the heart
to do so. It was only a few weeks ago
when it looked as if UCLA were going to
be playing this game solely for pride and
some much-needed Lexus Gauntlet
points.

After senior starting quarterback Cory
Paus went down with a season-threaten-
ing ankle irgury, only freshmen were left

to play.

WHEN UCLA HAS THE BALL

Result

UCLA ff-3) SCHEPmE/BESULTS

Sept. 7 Colorado St. W 30-19

Sept. 14 @ Oklahoma St. W 38-24

Sept. 21 Colorado L 31-17

Sept. 28 @ San Diego St. W 43-7

Oct. 5 "@ Oregon St. W 43-35

Oct. 12 Oregon L 31-30

Oct. 19 @ Calffomia L 17-12

Oct. 26 Stanford W 28-18

Nov. 2 @ Washington W 34-24

Nov. 9 @ Arizona W 37-7

Nov. 23 USC 12:30 p.m.

Dec. 7 Washington St. 1:30 p.m.

SOORCE: www.MiM.CM

Now, UCLA is still holding onto hopes
of playing in the Rose Bowl on New
Year's Day. Highly-touted recruits Drew
Olson and Matt Moore have started well
in Paus' place. Olson will start on
Saturday, and Moore figures to get some
playing time.

Seidman, sophomore Craig Bragg and
junior Tab Perry are their main targets.

At tailback, fi-eshman Tyler Ebell has
shot up the depth chart and rushed for
over 100 yards in each of his last six
games. The effectiveness of the 5-foot>9-

inch, 170-pounder will be key against a
Trojan that is equally as fast

'*Tyier is the best thing to happen to
this offense in a long time," Seidman said.

Sophomore tailback Man]
who is recovering from
iiyury, will also get some cj

The offense hopes to
points this time around.

"You can make all the
want, but they won the gam<
Seidman said. "Nothing we die

ing, and everything they did
ing.
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the Pac-10 are continuing to sti<

goals of team unity and
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this game, because USC has woj
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have one last chance to def^
rivals.

Senior Ricky Manning Jr. lej

that is third in total defense in
and will need to play well
Heisman Th)phy candidate qi
Carson Palmer for the Bruins to
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"I've been licking my chops
Manning said. "Not winning
three years has been bitter."

Winning this year, on the ot

would make it a year to rememi
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Sophomore Matt Ware runs with the ball against USC during last year's loss. Ware will focus on stopping standout USC freshman wide receiver Mike Williams who has 931 receiving yards and'll'touch'downs.""°
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Heart, hard work and recent wins

make Rose Bowl victory believable
OFFENSE HOPING TO
SCORE POINTS THIS

YEAR WITH HELP OF
REPLACEMENTS, EBELL

By Diamond Leung

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung(i)media. ucla.edu

You can forget about it

UCLA head coach Bob Toledo under-
standably isn't going to talk about last

year's game against USC.
"It's over," he said of the ignominious

27-0 loss. -It's done with."

Still, Toledo and his players claim that
the bitterness has subsided and that the
will to beat their crosstown rival

remains.

This year, the No. 25 Bruins (7-3, 4-2

Pac-10) are actually believable. They
have won their last three games going in

to play No. 7 USC (8-2, 6-1) unlike last

season when they went in after experi-
encing three straight losses.

"We know we can win now," UCLA
senior tight end Mike Seidman said.

And the Bruins have shown the heart
to do so. It was only a few weeks ago
when it looked as if UCLA were going to

be playing this game solely for pride and
some much-needed Lexus Gauntlet
points.

After senior starting quarterback Cory
Paus went down with a season-threaten-
ing ankle iryiuy, only freshmen were left

to play.

WHEN UCIA HAS THE BALL
Starters' names are uppercase.

UCIA (7-3) SCHEDULE/RESULTS

Date Opponent

Sept. 7

Sept. 14

Sept. 21

Sept. 28

Oct. 5

Oct. 12

Oct. 19

Oct. 26

Nov. 2

Nov. 9

Nov. 23

Dec. 7

SOMCLwww.

Colorado St.

@ Oklahoma St.

Colorado

@ San Diego St.

"@ Oregon St.

Oregon

@ California

Stanford

@ Washington

@ Arizona

USC

Washington St.

Result

W 30-19

W 38-24

L 31-17

W43-7

W 43-35

L 31-30

L 17-12

W 28-18

W 34-24

W37-7

12:30 p.m,

1:30 p.nfi.

Now, UCLA is still holding onto hopes
of playing in the Rose Bowl on New
Year's Day Highly-touted recruits Drew
Olson and Matt Moore have started well
in Paus' place. Olson will start on
Saturday, and Moore figures to get some
playing time.

Seidman, sophomore Craig Bragg and
junior Tab Perry are their main targets.

At tailback, freshman lyier Ebell has
shot up the depth chart and rushed for
over 100 yards in each of his last six
games. The effectiveness of the 5-foot-9-

inch, 170-pounder will be key against a
Trojan that is equally as fast

"Tyier is the best thing to hs^pen to
this offense in a long time," Seidman said.

Sophomore tailback Manuel W^te,
who is recovering from a hamstring
iryury, wiU also get some carries.

The offense hopes to score some
points this time around.

"You can make all the excuses you
want, but they won the game last year,"
Seidman said. "Nothing we did was work-
ing, and eveiything they did was work-
ing.

"If you're not ready to play, there's

something wrong with you," Seidman
said. "This is for the city of LA"

That's all Toledo could promise as
well.

"We'll play hard and give our best
effort," he said.

One would think that more would be
expected from UCLA in a rivalry game,
the Bruins have won by giving their best
effort all year. The team that was picked
in the preseason to finish only sixth in
the Pac-10 are continuing to stick by their
goals of team unity and winning the
upcoming game.

But make no mistake. There is more to
this game, because USC has won the last

three matchups. The Bruin seniors only
have one last chance to defeat their
rivals.

Senior Ricky Manning Jr. leads a unit
that is third in total defense in the Pac-10
and will need to play well to stop
Heisman lYophy candidate quarterback
Carson Palmer for the Bruins to win.

"I've been licking my chops all week,"
Manning said. "Not winning the past
three years has been bitter."

Wmning this year, on the other hand,
would make it a year to remember.
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Former 'SC fan

Seidman brings

talent to UCLA
By Diamond Leung

. DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung@media.ucla.edu

It wasn't all too long ago when Mike Seidman actually
hated UCLA

No, it wasn't that the Bruin tight end was upset about not
getting enough balls thrown his way. Actually, he was raised a
USC fan and grew up listening to his father teU glorious sto-
ries about OJ. Simpson. In fact, he loved fol-

lowing the careers of Trojan receiving
greats Curtis Conway, Johnnie Morton
and, ironically, Keyshawn Johnson.

Even now, Seidman doesn't like to ^
advertise the fact that he is a
Bruin. He hates it when his

^ll»»^
fiiends introduce him as
"Mike Seidman, UCLA
football player."

But that's just him
being his usual modest
self. After all, he's no
Trojan.

"He's not arrogant
Mr. Big Man," fresh-

man quarterback
Drew Olson said.

"It's a surprise since

he's one of the higher

profile guys.

"But he always
says, 'When in doubt,

throw me the ball.'"

Four years after the

former USC fan and
top-ranked tight end
recruit chose to go to

UCIA at the last second, Bruin
coaches and quarterback have
obliged. Seidman currently leads

all Pac-10 tight ends with 535
receiving yards, which also makes
him seventh in the nation at his posi
tion.

He now only needs 42 more receiving

yards to tie Paul Bei:gmann's 1982 single-

season school record And with 35 recep-
tions, he needs 10 more to tie Bei:gmann's
1983 single-season mark in that category.

"I consider myselfto be good, but that's

not in a cocky way," Seidman said.

"It's in a confident way."

Seidman's stats also show that he has ,

caught more balls for more yards and more touchdowns
(four) in his senior season than in the first three fiiistrating

years of his career.

"The reason why you play the game is to have fun,"

I
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POLAMALU
I
Trojan gained national attention as a junior

from page I

The sales pitch was effective, as
Polamalu signed with the Trojans
and quickly made good on his
pronuse.

Although he did not arrive with
the hype or the press clippings of
some of use's other recruits,

Polamalu drew the attention of the
coaching staff with his grit and
determination.

"I went into fall camp trying to

hit everybody as hard as I could,
and trying to out-hustle everyone,"
Polamalu said. "I didn't know how
successful I'd be. I just looked at

players like Kareem Kelly and
Darell Rideaux, and thought I

couldn't play with those guys."

Poised to make the first start of
his career against Stanford midway
through his freshman season,
Polamalu suffered a setback that
delayed his progress. He coUided

with former Trojan fullbjick Charlie
Landrigan during practice, sustain-

ing a severe concussion that side-

lined him for a month.
The concussions scare me, but I

use them as motivation rather than
fear," said Polamalu who has suf-

fered four in his career due in large
part to his head-first tackUng tech-
nique. "I don't know when my last

game is going to be. That is more of
a reason to go lay it on the line and
not leave anything out there."

Polamalu started all 12 games as
a sophomore, but he did not
emerge on the national scene until

his junior campaign. The first-team

All-American led USC in tackling
with 118 last season, and taUied a
team-high of three interceptions.

Despite putting up such gaudy
individual statistics, Polamalu was
still urUiappy with his own perfor-
mance because it did not translate
into victories.

"A six-win Ail-American season
is really not very good at all," he
said. "Anyone can be a good player,

but a great leader can elevate the
whole team. Obviously I failed at

doing that."

This year, Polamalu is much hap-
pier with the course of the season.
The Trojans (8-2, 6-1 Pac-10) are in

second place in the conference, and
are still in contention for a berth in

the Rose Bowl.
|

Although USC needs to win both
of its final two games against tradi-

tional rivals UCLA and Notre Dame
to potentially secure a bid to a BCS
bowl, Polamalu is more excited
about Saturday's contest because
it's against the Bruins.

"We have been looking forward
to UCLA all year long," he said.

"Some of us have played on the
same teams as those guys in high
school, and we see them around
town. We don't hang out in Indiana

much."
Despite all of his success at USC,

Polamalu has remained as humble
and soft-spoken as he was in his
youth.

"What I like best about Troy is

that he has not changed at all," said
Kennedy Pola, Polamalu's uncle
and the special teams coach at

USC. "He is still the same person
that he was as a kid."

Nearly a decade after spending
weekday evenings practicing by
himself on a desolate field in

Oregon, Polamalu has kept the ritu-

al alive as a Trojan. Although his

uncle no longer waits for him out-

side of the stadium, Polamalu will

often run through drills long after

all of his teammates have showered
and returned home.

"Games are won every day you
step out on the practice field,"

Polamalu said. "The success of this

team is evidence of that."

QUARTERBACKS
| Palmer t(

face Paus-mentored Olson
from page 3

"Those things all go together"
What ensued that Saturday was

the worst game of Paus' career and
the most lopsided Bruin loss against
'SC since 1930, a 27-0 shutout. The
offense did not cross midfield until
the fourth quarter after Paus was
benched and backup Scott McEwan
brought in. Paus finished 7-of-15 for
45 yards with two interceptions.

"I'm kinda speechless," Toledo
said after the game. "We were total-

ly inept. We couldn't make any
plays."

It was so bad that even Palmer
pitied him in retrospect.

"I felt bad for him," last year's vic-

tor said. "I feel for quarterbacks a lot

because I know what it is like to go
through."

n

Trump
the

Trojans!!!
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But Paus said he wasn't distract-

ed by the pressure, even in the face
of fans at the Coliseum toting "SUV
+ DUI = UCLA" signs.

"I was really focused and ready to
play," he said. "Obviously, it didn't
work out that way.

"I felt devastated that we lost the
game, but at the same time I was
relieved that it's not going to be any
worse tomorrow," he added. "I'm
not going to open the paper tomor-
row and see something that I could-
n't imagine would be there."

It was a team loss, but it left ou^
siders wondering where the leader-
ship was.

"What makes a player great is ele-

vating everyone around him," USC
Ail-American strong safety Troy
Polamalu said.

Which is where these star-crossed
brothers meet again. At the begin-
ning of the season, Paus had
retained (or regained) the respect of
his teanunates.

"Itjust made me stronger as a per-
son because it was an opportunity to
keep my head up in the face of
adversity, all my own doings, and
show my true character," Paus said.

Before his season-ending ii\jury,

Paus ranked fourth in the Pac-10
and 16th in the nation in passing effi-

ciency (145.8), seventh in passing
yards (235.3) and ninth in total
offense (222.7). He was second to
Cade McNown on UCLA's career
passing list with 6,877 yards.

Across town, Palmer has led his
team to an 8-2, 6-1 Pac-10 record.

"In the huddle Carson is really a
general," Trojan tight end Alex
Holmes said. Palmer is second in the
Pac-10 and 10th in the nation with a
144.4 efficiency rating, completing
62.4 percent of his passes and aver-
aging 296.0 yards per game. One of
his most impressive statistics is his
24 touchdowns to only eight inter-

ceptions. He is now being called a
possible Heisman candidate.

"It feels great," Palmer said. "The
difference (from last year) is confi-
dence and comfort I've had two
years now with (offensive coordinar
tor Norm) Chow and this offense.
That has been a huge difference."

Saturday Paus and Palmer should
have met one last time. But their

intertwined paths diverged this sea-
son - Paus broke his ankle, ending
his collegiate career, while Palmer
has continued his spectacular senior
campaign.

"He and I had similar types of
roller-coaster careers and playing in

the same city I was looking forward
to this 'SC game to play him," Paus
said.

Instead of his cross-town coun-
terpart of the last four years. Palmer
will face a vision of the future jn
Olson and possibly freshman back-
up Matt Moore.
And instead of preparing to play,

Paus will act as a mentor to his

young successors, ensuring that the
future is bright

The fiill moon hung low over the
practice field this week. In crutches,

Paus walked around the sideline in a
cast and his lucky hat, watching
Olson and Moore.

There will be a new moon the
night before the game. It wont be
visible, but it will make the other
stars shine brighter.

SEIDMAN
from page 7

Seidman said. "The most fun is win-
ning. Another fun part is catching
balls and making plays, so it was a lit-

tle finstrating when I couldn't do
that"

And when UCLA didn't win and
Seidman didn't get the ball much, as
in the Colorado loss in September,
Seidman complained. He responded
with the biggest day of his career -
six catches for 134 yards and a touch-
down against San Diego State.

Seidman said he never thought
about transferring before that break-
out performance.

"& you're meant to make it, then
no matter where you're at, you're
going to make it," he said "Part of life

is earning your spot You just have to
wait your turn.

"Ifyou're too much ofa puss to not
stick around to beat someone out, I

can't respect you much. I've paid my
dues."

Even when UCLA brought in fi-esh-

man Marcedes Lewis, who was the
No. 1 tight end recruit in the nation
himself, Seidnian only saw him as
someone he could show the ropes.

"When I first came in I thought it

was going to be rocky, but he took me
under his wing," Lewis said. "All I'm
trying to do is watch and learn from
him. If I had to vote - and I'm not say-
ing this because he's on my team -
he'd be the best tight end in the
nation."

Head coach Bob Toledo agrees.

"He's the best tight end that we've
had in a long time because he's the
best tight end in the nation," Toledo
said.

"He doesn't have to play a down of
football after he graduates to be suc-
cessful, but we know he will be in the
NFL"

Seidman is sure to love that, even
if he says he isn't looking that for
ahead.
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HEROES
from page 4

It s pretty unlikely that anyone
on the defensive line would find
the end zone, in any game.

But at least one Bruin thinks it

could happen this year.

"They run a screen, the ball gets
tipped in the air and Steve Morgan
goes 45 yards for a touchdown -

running a 5.8 40," sophomore cor-
nerback Matt Ware explained.
Morgan would be in good com-

pany with fellow defensive lineman
Karl Morgan, who sacked Scott
Tlnsley in 1982 on a two-point con-
version to win the game 20-19 and
send UCLA to the 1983 Rose Bowl.

• Junior running back Akil
Harris or redshirt freshman run-
ning back Jason Harrison:

After getting buried in the back-
heavy depth chart, these two

would certainly be unUkely.
Harris has looked excellent in

practice and Harrison catches well
out of the backfield. They would
follow a long history of running
backs shining in the rivalry game
including, in 1995, backup running
back Ricky Davis who, playing for

an injiu-ed Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
rushed for over 100 yards in a 24-20
win.

And little-used ' rufiTiing back
Marv Kendricks who had the best
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game of his life, rushing for 186
yards in a 45-20 victory in 1970.

• True freshman strong safety

Jarrad Page:

Page has improved every week
and, although he has only one
interception, he has come close to
making several others. Saturday
might be the payoff.

He could pull a Marvin Goodwin,
who intercepted a Trojan pass in

the end zone with 50 seconds
remaining in the game to preserve

the win 27-21 and send the Bruins
to the Rose Bowl as in 1993.

• True freshman tight end
Marcedes Lewis:
The "gem", so nicknamed after

being ranked the No. 1 tight end
among the 2002 recruiting class,

has been httle-used as a receiver
this season, making him a perfect
candidate for an unlikely hero.

A fade pass to the end zone has
failed to work for Lewis on multi-
ple occasions this season, and sur-

prisingly he*s only caught four balls

all year. If the play works against
use tomorrow, it could make for a
climactic and unlikely game-break-
er.

But in the end, an unlikely hero
is, by definition, nearly impossible
to single out before they make the
play.

"That is what is so special about
this game," Skipper said. "You
never know who is going to stand
out."
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POSmON-BY-POSmOH BREAKDOWN

POSITION

Quarterbacks

ucu

Offensive line

The duo of Drew Olson and Matt Moore will be
counted on more to help relieve the burden on
Bruin running back Tyler Ebell. Additionally, both
true freshmen can't allow the pressure and
emotions to cause mistakes.

The line has jelled better than anyone could

have imagined, and aside from their run

blocking for Ebell, they have more than

adequately protected UCLA's quarterbacks.

Ebell has been phenomenal, rushing for 100-

plus yards in six straight games, and Manuel

White will continue his return from a hamstring

injury UCLA's offense is centered around the

running game, so their success is pivotal to the

Bruins' victory chances.

Wide receivers/ Craig Bragg is a burner, and Tab Perry has the
Tight end size, but it is tight end Mike Seidman who has

to come up big for UCLA. His ability to stretch

the field will keep the Trojans from blitzing or

stacking the line of scrimmage.

Running backs

Defensive Line

Linebackers

Comerbacks

Safeties

Special teams

Coaching

Tackle Rodney Leisle is questionable, but the

Bruins sure could use him. UCLA will need to

get pressure on the quarterback, and only

defensive end Dave Ball has been able to do so

on a consistent basis.

Marcus Reese has stepped up in filling the hole

left by Robert Thomas, but his sidekicks,

Brandon Chillar and Spencer Havner, have

been bailhawks as well as playmakers.

Matt Ware will be often matched up with Mike

Williams, who has put up huge numbers at

times. Rrcky Manning will be playing in his final

rivalry game, so he should be pumped up.

Ben Emanuel has performed well at free safety,

but it has been the consistent and steady play

of freshman strong safety Jarrad Page that has

been a pleasant surprise to coaches and fans.

Nate Fikse's punts have improved in

consistency over the season, but more
importantly for UCLA, his ability to kick field

goals have been a blessing. Fikse has

converted his last 10 field goal attempts.

Head coach Bob Toledo should come out firing,

and whether his job is on the line or not. his

offensive creativity will be pivotal in loosening

up what has been a very staunch USC defense.

Defensively, Phil Snow will have to find a way to

neutralize Trojan wide receiver Mike Williams

while applying pressure on Palmer.

EDGE

USC

UCLA

UCLA

EVEN

USC

Carson Palmer has proven himself in UCLA games,
completing 66 percent of his passes against the Bruins,
and he has improved by leaps and bounds from
previous seasons. As hard as it may be for UCLA fans
to swallow, he is a legitimate Heisman candidate.

It was a concern heading into the season, but their

experience has allowed them to get better. They do
just enough in terms of protecting Palmer and opening
holes in the running game.

Justin Fargas has supplanted Sultan McCullough as
the Trojans' No. 1 back. Fargas is a physical running
back who slams between the tackles. McCullough's
speed is dangerous if he can turn the corner on
sweeps and pitches.

The Trojans' duo of Kareem Kelly and Keary Colbert
has become a trio with the addition of 6-foot-5-inch.

210-pound freshman Mike Williams. Williams leads the
team with 931 receiving yards and 11 touchdowns and
knows how to use his height to get to the ball.

«

Even without tackle Shaun Cody, the Trojans are
stocked on the defensive line. They consistently get
into opposing teams' backfields and are the forefront
of Pete Carroll's defensive attack. They may be the

best in the Pac-10.

Mike Pollard has the experience, but Melvin Simmons
and Matt Grootegoed are extremely talented.

Grootegoed has great speed and leads the Trojans

with six sacks and 12.5 tackles for loss.

Darrell Rideaux and Marcell Almond are talented but UCLA
have blown coverages at times. They are susceptible

to big receivers but are fast enough to close quickly on
plays.

I

DeShaun Hill is good, but then again, that's enough USC
when your defensive backfield teammate is Ail-

American Troy Polamalu. Polamalu flies to the ball but
has been hobbled as of late by an ankle injury.

|

The Trojans struggled in special teams eariy on, UCLA
costing them a potential victory over Washington State
and a Pac-10 title. Ryan Killeen has taken over the role

well. Freshman punter Tom Maione is already booming
kicks.

Yes. Palmer is a Heisman candidate, but It's been Pete USC
Carroll's defensive style that has been winning the
Trojan's ballgames. It's where his NFL experience has
set in, and the dividends are starting to pay off. i

Offensive coordinator Norm Chow has made the
Trojan offense one of the most balanced in the nation,

and his spread offense makes it difficult to account for

each of use's weapons.

___^ Compiled by Bruce Tran/Dailv Bruin Staff

EVEN

ANNIVERSARY
from page 4

i

Lany Smith said after the game.
"(UCLA) made big plays and we did-

n't do well covering."

UCLA scored three touchdowns in

the fourth quarter, including two con-
nections from Barnes to Stokes.
Barnes threw for a toUU^85 yards -at
the time, the third4ughest total in

school history. He also connected
with Stokes for a 90-yard touchdown
to put the Bruins up 38^1 with over
four minutes left.

The two of them were the differ-

ence in the game.
''It was a great finish, and I thought

we could come back," Stokes said
after the game.
USC scored with 48 seconds left,

but instead of going for the tie, the
Trojans failed on a twoipomtt^KJUwer-
sion - a deflected pass - sealing the

win for the Bruins.

The win was the second in a string
of eight wins for UCLA.
And the memoiy remains 10 years

later. USC currently has strung
together three wins of its own against
the crosstown rival, but fans would
like to see an end to it

The Bruins do come back,"
Howard said. "My wife and I don't
leave many games, and when we do,
we know we won't win, but we were
there that night"

COLUMN

Brave Trojan confesses his

warm feelingsfor UCLA
By Andrew Dalton

UNIVERSITY WIRE

I've got a secret. I've been liv-

ing a lie. I've tried to make
myself change, but I can't. I've

been trying to hide the truth
from my friends, my family and
my fellow students.

But as bile is spewed around
me, as the bonfires bum and the
sleepy guards watch over
Tommy Trojan, I just can't hold
it in anymore. I've got to come
out of ^e closet.

I don't hate UCLA. In fact, I

really like the place. In many
ways I like it better than our
own fine institution.

There, I said it. I feel better
already. Let me get a tissue, and
we'll go on. While cardinal and
gold suit me just fine, I'll admit,
with my wintry complexion I

prefer cool blue. It offsets my
eyes.

Consider the price of the two
schools. In-state undergraduate
tuition and fees at UCLA came
to $4,225 for this academic year,

according to the school's finan-

cial aid office. USC's tuition and
mandatory fees came to $26,954
for the year. That's more than
six times as much.

While USC has outperformed
UCLA in football for the past
few years and will probably
destroy it Saturday, and while
academically USC has gained
quite a bit of ground on its pub-
licly funded rival, is USC six
times better than UCLA in all

these ways? Even the faithful of
Troy can't make such a claim.

You, young Trojans, are get-

ting ripped off. Or your parents
are at least.

Some of you are proud about
the fact this place costs so
much. You think it's proof of
your social class.

If you ei\joy paying six times
as much for an education that is

slightly inferior to the cheaper
one, congratulations. I just hope
you're not going to the business
school. -":-

And those of you who have
had to pay your own way as I

^have might be humming a differ-

While USC has outperformed UCLA in football for the past
few years and will probably destroy it Saturday, and while

academically USC has gained quite a bit of ground on its

publicly-funded rival, is USC six times better than UCLA in

all these ways? Even the faithftjl of Troy can't make such a
claim.

ent time than "Fight On!" when
you're still paying off your stu-
dent loans in 20 years.

By the way, isn't "Sons of
Westwood" a catchier romp than
our belligerent fight song? And
the UCLA band doesn't show up
on television wearing those
embarrassing sunglasses as
though being in a marching band
and wearing a fuzzy hehnet
weren't any different from being
a rockstar.

And can the surgery-enhanced
blondes that roam our campus
really compare with the Pacific
Rim beauties from UCLA?
Maybe I've just got an Asian
fetish, but I don't think so.

Consider also the political

devotion of the two student bod-
ies. A group of UCLA students
went on a hunger strike a few
years ago demanding a Chicano
studies program. Now, I'm not in
love with the idea of a Chicano
studies program, and certainly

don't think it's worth starving
yourself over, but you have to
admire their sense of social

responsibility.

I tried to imagine such a thing
happening at USC. What might
our students go on a hunger
strike for? Maybe for another
Carl's Jr. on campus, one that
doesn't close at 7 p.m. (A wor-
thy cause, to be sure, but I think
you get my point.)

USC squanders the advan-
tages it does have. Consider the
two schools' locales. USC is at
least in the gritty center of Los
Angeles, a true urban university,

unlike the stuck-up West side
that UCLA calls home.

But USC students don't appre-
ciate their home. They go here
in spite of, not because of, the
neighborhood, and most would

probably prefer spending a
Friday night in Westwood with
its vast entertainment possibili-
ties and chain-restaurant dining
options. USC students don't play
up their street credibiUty, they
do the opposite.

They sneer at Bruins for being
poor, public-school kids. Many
questions arise, I know, as you
read all of this.

Why am I going to USC? Well,
it has a journalism school, the
only real one in Los Angeles.
Had the late Walter Annenberg
left a zillion-dollar endowment
to start such a school at UCLA, I

would likely be writing this in
the Daily Bruin, talking about
the charms of USC.
Who will I be rooting for on

Satiu-day? Having spent a season
close to these Trojans, to Pete
Carroll, Norm Chow, Carson
Palmer and Justin Fargas, I've
grown a real affinity for them.
They're a memorable and Ukable
bunch. And I'm nothing if not a
fair-weather fan. I've never seen
a bandwagon I couldn't jmnp on.

But for me, Saturday will just
be a game between two of my
favorite teams.

I hope that my coming out
today will give others coiu^e to
do the same. I know you're out
there, you who are at USC
because it has a film school, or
because your parents wouldn't
have it any different, or because
you couldn't get into UCLA. It's

OK You don't have to live a lie

anymore. Take off that "FUCLA"
T-shirt. We'll start a support
group and get through this

together.

This column was originally pub-
lished in the Daily TYojan yester-

day.
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n\ne Always Good to Go!

Wb
"Are they good? Darlin', does a one legged duck swim in circles?"

Dove Klatt, Class of '94

I

"I love them! If only my stomach was as big as my ears"

David Medby, Class of '01

I

"2 Gaucho empanadas, the Dead & 3 Steel Reserves - the perfect night"

Kane McCoy, Undeclared

^^t^

Gaucho Combo Coupon
2 empanadas (chicken, beef 8f spinach) • 1 side • Drink

-OR-

3 empanadas • Soda

^9!f?M^!f^» • 9G0 Gayley (310)824-3225

Come see how many you can eat!
Current Champ -' Mike Martucci -10

Locafed Close fo Campus - next fo In N' Ouf - 960 Gayley (310)824
w w

i
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NINE-PERSON SELECTION GROUP
REPRESENTS LIBERAL. CONSERVATIVE VIEWS

By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@media.ucla.edu

The search for the next president
of the University of California
moved one step forward Friday
with the selection of a special UC
Board of Regents committee to find
a successor for current President
Richard Atkinson, who recently
annoimced his plans to retire next
October.

i

The nine-member committee is

scheduled to begin work following
the formation of faculty, student,
alunuii and staff advisory commit-
tees. The selection committee will

consult with advisory groups and
other board members; this is unusu-

al because traditionally, selection
discussions are held behind closed
doors.

Regents Chairman John Moores
selected five members to the selec-
tion committee, including its chair,

Regent John Davies. The others
chosen by Moores are Regents
Judith Hopkinson, Sherry Lansing,
Monica Lozano and George Marcus.

"I am pleased that such an expe-
rienced and able group of regents
will represent us in this important
task," Moores said in a statement.
The other four regents on the

committee - Student Regent Dexter
Ligot-Gordon, Alumni Regent FYed
Sainick, Gov. Gray Davis and
Moores - hold their seats by virtue
of their positions on the board.

Committee members are mostly
people Davis appointed. Aside from
Ligot-Gordon, Sainick and Davis
himself, who are not gubernatorial
appointments to the board, the only
member not appointed to the board
by Davis is Davies, one of the more
conservative members of the board.

Ligot-Gordon said he does not
want the nominating process "to

turn into a liberal versus conserva-
tive thing," adding that the individ-

ual views held by conunittee mem-
bers would help to avoid pohtical
bias.

"(The selection committee) looks
hke it is pretty balanced by per-
spective," he said.

Academic Senate Chairwoman
Gayle Binion, who will serve on the
faculty advisory committee by
virtue of her office, said at the Nov.
13 regents meeting that the selec-
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DEFEATED DEFENDER I Junior defensive end IVIat Ball wallcs off the field to the sound of USC
fans, who comprised the m^onty of the Rose Bowl occupants at the end of UCLA's 52-21 loss. See storv; back
page.

Greek system

cleans up streets
PROGRAM DESIGNED TO BRING STUDENTS.
VILLAGE COMMUNITY MEMBERS TOGETHER

GREG DODDS/Daily Bruin
Joining about 100 other Greek members in Operation Clean Sweep. Sigma Chi members (left to right)
Greg Dibiaso, Andrew Hahn, Mike Bradford and John Aldino pick up trash on Roebling Avenue.

By Paunie Sanfreth

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
psamreth@media.ucla.edu

Fraternity members arrived at the
Sigma Nu fraternity house early
Sunday morning, tired-eyed and
sleepy, but ready to dean up their

messy neighborhood
They were taking part in

Operation Clean Sweep, a citywide
program in its fourth year at UCLA
that aims to bring together fraterni-

ties and conununity members to
clean up Westwood.

Sponsored by the City of Los
Angeles Board of Public Works, the
event attracted about 100 members
from 16 of the 18 fraternities, one
sorority and two non-student
Westwood residents.

President and founder of the
North Village Improvement
Conunittee Shelly Taylor was one of
the two residents.

Taylor founded the North Village

Improvement Conmiittee, she said,

after she realized that basic conunu-
nity services do not get done unless
someone calls, asks, and follows
through on requests to perform
tasks such as painting signs and
picking up bulky items.

Taylor was disappointed by the
low turnout of non-student resi-

dents, saying, "It's horrible."

"Most people don't want to get
involved with the neighborhood,"
she said

She was, however, pleased by the
level of conunitment fraternities

showed
Members of the fi-atemities,

though, were undeterred by the low
community turnout

"Students should take chaise of
the community, then the residents
nuiy follow," said Jeff HoUis, a thiixi-

year political science and histoiy
student and a member of the Sigma
Chifiatemity.

Many students were at the semi-
annual cleani^) for the first time and
hoped that future events similar to it

would help change the perception
some have that fi-atemities and
sororities are all about partying.

This can be nothing but positive
for the conununity and fi-atemities.

Anything to tum the image of frater-

nities around would be good," said
third-year cultural studies student
Jack Seidman.

Community Service Director of
the Inter-fi-atemity Council Chris
Isola put together the event that
brought in three tons of trash
including common bulky items such
as refiigerators, sofas, desks and
chairs. This amount was down fixim
last year's five tons.

Isola had been involved in previ-
ous years and felt that Operation
Clean Sweep was a good way to give
back to the commimity.

All supplies and equq)ment nec-
essary to pick up trash and safely
remove graffiti were provided under
Operation Clean Sweep, a program
that can be used by any community
or service organization that seeks to
improve their neighborhood.

Protesters

arrested after

trespassing at

military fort
UCLA STUDENT COHEN AMONG
DEMONSTRATORS OBJECTING TO
TRAINING SCHOOLS PRACTICES

By Christina Jenkins

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
cjenkjns@media.ucla.edu

When Seth Cohen approached the fence that sur-
rounds a military compound in Georgia last Sunday, he
knew he was in trouble. But, harboring a five-year
grievance against the training groimd for Latin
American soldiers, he and nearly 90 others stepped
across the line anyway.
And now he's facing up to six months in jaiL
Cohen, a fourth-year political science student at

UCLA, flew to Columbus, Ga to participate in a two-
day protest of a militaiy school some say is responsi-
ble for human rights abuses in Latin America.

The protest, which police said drew 6,500 partici-

pants this year, is held every November to commenKv
rate the Nov 19, 1989 killings of six Jesuit priests in El
Salvador Some of the killers had attended the Army^
School of the Americas, which moved to Fort Berming
fipom Panama in 1984.

Cohen's interest in the protest was piqued by a
monthlong trq) to El Salvador as a junior at a Jesuit
high school in Sacramento.

I
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JOHN ANDERSON'S ACQUISITIONS

IN WESTWOOD
John Anderson, who the business school

is named after, has Invested heavely in

Westwood properties in the last year.

UCLA alumnus Anderson UCLA experts

buys sections of Westwood ^^^ security can

still improve

n Just purchased by Anderson. Nine

buildings total.

Three buildings being purchased by

Anderson. Deal is being finalized.

Building previously under

Anderson's ownership.

JORGE (AICEDO/Daily Bruin

By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cmignot@media.ucla.edu

Multi-milUonaire and local entrepre-
neur John Anderson sealed the purchase
of nine buildings in Westwood on
Thursday, in what could be one of the
most si^uficant property deals in recent
Village history.

Local business and property owners
have considered the transfer of owner-
ship from previous holders Credit Suisse
First Boston and managers Madison
Marquette to Anderson as a change
which could lift Westwood back to its

commercial glory days.

All nine properties give onto
Westwood Boulevard: eight out of nine
buildings are located on the 1000 block;
the remaining one is located at the inter-

section of Westwood Boulevard and

^ » i - r' i UC. y^ t^ Contact

Lindbrook Drive on the 1100 block.

According to Westwood real estate
and leasing consultant Steve Sann, the
deal was estimated to be worth more
than $60 million for approximately
140,000 square feet of retail space cur-
rently occupied by chain store giants like

GAP, Victoria's Secret and Office Depot.
The purchases will build on other

recent John Anderson ventures in

Westwood, with the acquisition of three
other properties on the 1100 block of
Westwood Boulevard currently being
negotiated and sealed.

He already owns the historic Shepard-
Mitchell building, at the comer of
Kinross and Gayley Avenues, which he
piuchased in August 2001 for $5.2 mil-
lion.

I

Anderson, whose $16 million donation

ANDERSON
I
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By Kelly Raybum
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
krayburn@medla.ucla.edu

Legislation calling for the largest gov-
ernment reorganization since World War
n is a positive development, but much
improvement is needed before the
United States can combat terrorism as
effectively as possible, two ofUCLAs top
national security experts said.

Both houses of Congress voted deci-
sively last week to establish a Homeland
Security Department, which will com-
bine 22 agencies to deter terrorist threats
and to respond to attacks. President
Bush called the legislation "landmark in
its scope."

SECURITY
I
Page 4

The Associated Press

Margaret Felt Clarke, among other thousands of people,
walks toward the gates of Fort Benning wrapped in a ban-
ner displaying a quote from Rep. Barbara Lee, D-Callf.
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WHAT'S BREWIN'
Ibday

12 to 1:30 p.m.

Chancellor's Office

Twins presentation by
UCLA's Dr. Jorge LazarefT

James West Alunmi Center
Conference Room
Free

(310) 794-^)660

Carrie Smith
Lazarefif, lead neurosurgeon
and director of pediatric

neurosurgery at Mattel

Children's Hospital at

UCLA, will share his person-

al recollections and profes-

sional insights about the

cor\joined Guatemalan
twins surgery at this exclu-

sive presentation for the

UCLA community.

1p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

Seminar Social Change
Model of Leadership

Kerckhoff 152

(310) 206-5071

Required seminar for certifi-

cate. (Open to all students.)

6 p.m.

Undergraduate Investment
Society

UIS General Meeting
Haines A44

(310) 824-3241

Free

Gabriel Leung
Uist general meeting for fall

quarter. We'll wrap up our
market outlook for this

month, as well as let you
know wliat we have
planned for winter quarter.

Current economic climate,

what makes a stock price
go up or down, "WTien to

Buy and Sell?" workshop.

7 p.m.

SAA
Spring Sing Information
James West Alumni Center
(310) 825-2252

KeriKrafl

Find out how you can par-

ticipate in this year's Spring
Sing and perform for

celebrity judges and an
audience of more than

4,500.

7:30 p.m.

UCLA Dept. of

Elthnomusicology

Music of Mexico Student

Ensemble (recital)

Jan Popper Theater

Schoenberg 1200

(310) 206-3033

Donna Armstrong
Free

Mother of two.

50-hour work week.

1-hour commute (each way).

Online auto loan reviews in

under 60 seconds.

Discover the great financial benefits of a credit union! Since

1951, members of the UCLA community have been enjoying

University Credit Union's full-service banking and lending.

Apply for your auto loan at University Credit Union.

2 UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
for UCLA tmployees. students & Alumni Association members

www.ucu.org 010)477-6628
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Theft at Los Alamos under scrutiny
By Noah Grand

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrancl@media.ucla.eclu

University of California President
Richard Atkinson pledged to "take
decisive action" in response to multiple

federal investigations at Los Alamos
National Laboratory.

In a statement released Friday,

Atkinson said he was "very concerned"
about recent allegations of theft and
cover-ups at the UC-managed nuclear

lab.

"We intend to find out what
occurred, correct any deficiencies, and
discipline anyone who has engaged in

improper activity," Atkinson said.

The UC oversees the operations of
three national laboratories - Los
Alamos, Berkeley and Livermore - for

the Department of Energy and the

National Nuclear Security

Administration.

An internal lab document leaked to

the non-partisan Project on
(jovemment Oversight listed over $1.3

million in lost and stolen computers,
power supplies and other equipment in

fiscal year 2001.

There are no suspects in any of the

incidents of theft, and no arrests have

been made, according to the document.
Atkinson's statement places the

value of unlocated items at a lower
number - slightly over $1 million.

Because computers are missing
from the lab - which is responsible for
maintaining the safety of U.S. nuclear
weapons - POGO is concerned that
national security has been breached.

"Whenever you have computers
going out the door you've got a prob-
lem because you don't know what was
on those computers," said Pete
Stockton, a senior investigator for
POGO.

Atkinson said it Ls up to individuals
to maintain national seciuity at the lab,

and anyone breaking that trust will be
punished.

"There will be zero tolerance for any
level of illegal activity by those entrust-
ed with safeguarding oiu* national secu-
rity," Atkinson said.

Lab press aide Jim Danneskiold said
there is no record of any classified
computers being missing or stolen.

Los Alamos uses methods of count-
ing its inventory that are conunon with-
in the federal government and is in
compUance wdth federal guidelines,
said UC press aide Jeff Garberson.

In addition to the DOE investigation

of missing inventory, the FBI Ls investi-

gating whether employees have made
unauthorized purchases wdth lab funds.
The UC is currently reviewing its

policy to try and prevent these pur-,
chases, according to Atkinson's state-
ment.

Stockton, who was a special assis-
tant on security matters for Energy
Secretary Bill Richardson during the
Clinton administration, said the current
investigations could jeopardize the
UC's lab management contract
The Congressional commerce and

energy committee and the conunittee
on science are also getting involved in
the investigation, he said.

The UC has managed Los Alamos
since 1943; its current contract to run
Los Alamos lasts untQ September 2005.

"The university is very anxious to be
perceived as a good, effective contrac-
tor," Garberson said.

But the recent security breaches at
Los Alamos bring the UC's effective-

ness as a contractor into question,
Stockton said.

"Change certainly should be consid-
ered," Stockton said. "Whenever you
have a government contractor that has '

lost control of its programs you should
definitely consider it" ^
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Come heara firsthand iKrcount ofthe conjoined twins'

miraculous journey from a one-room shack in rural

Guatemala to hi-tech ~ and high touch ~
UCLA medical facilities.

Don't miss this opportnnityl

A reservation is not required, but seating

is limited and will be on a "first come,

first served" basis.

For more information, call (310) 794-0660

Dr. Jorge Lazareff, lead neurosurgeon and director of pediatric

neurosui-gery at Mattel Children's Hospital at UCLA, will share

his personal recollections and professional insights at this

exclusive presentation for the UCLA community.
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Wimsatt, students discuss public awareness ANDERSON
By Shaun Bishop

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sbishop(a)medJa. ucla.edu

Fliers advertising the event read:
"Billy 'Upski' Wimsatt speaks on
*Why UCLA is America's best hope
to save our ass in the 21st century.'"

But "Upski" didnY want to come
3,000 miles to UCLAjust to bore stu-

dents with another anti-war seminar
on Iraq.

The session became a brain-
storming session on how to make
people realize and take action
against the wrongs of President
Bush and his recent foreign policy
decisions.

And so he turned the students
into the speakers.

About 60 people, mostly UCLA
students, showed up Friday after-

noon to the Third Floor Lounge in

Ackerman Union to meet Billy

Upski Wimsatt, a joumahst, author,
artist and community organizer.

Hailing from Chicago and now a
New York resident, Wimsatt has
worked in the hip-hop scene for
years - writing for such pubUcations
as the Chicago Tribune, Vibe and
XXL. Infamous for his graffiti writ-
ing in the Windy City, he has also
written two books - the most recent
being "No More Prisons," which dis-

—-

]

cusses urban life, home .-rhooling
and philanthropy.

Wimsatt admitted he had expect-
ed to speak to a 200 person audi-
ence, but ac^usted his plans to fit

the more intimate setting.

The event's purpose became help-
ing students come up with ideas for
bringing about tnie public aware-
ness on issues such as the possible
war on Iraq, and then thinking about
strategies for making these changes
in the real world.

Wimsatt said his goal for tl\e last

event of Global Justice Week was to
help UCLA students who he said are
"numb, isolated and cliquish" to
generate ideas and be inspired to
take action.

A few students started the gather-
ing with partially prepared opening
statements that set the tone for tlie

afternoon.

Third-year philosophy student
Mimi Lu asserted, "We don't try and
find the truth for ourselves ... People
do care, they're misinformed."

Fifth-year Asian American stud-
ies and Enghsh student Anunh Vang
compared today's protests to those
of the 1960s, saying, "Student
activism is a corrupted term that
limits us as to what we can do. We
need to talk to students as 'agents of
change.'"

The "agents of change" theme
resonatoil throughout the discus-
sion, as after the opening state-
ments were over, attendees got
down to business.

i

Wimsatt told the students, "Tliink
of a dream you have for yourself,
and think of taking a step toward
that dream. Now think of a dream
for something outside yourself, and
step toward that."

Next, students split into groups
of three, talked about things they've
struggled with in their lives, things
they've achieved, and things they
want to achieve.

Finally, they brainstormed ways
to make change happen in areas Uke
student govenunent, the media and
school administrators.

|

"I need all of you, that's why I'm
here. You all need all of you, that's
why you're here," Wimsatt told the
students near the end of the event.

"I've never done anything Uke this
before," Wimsatt said. "I feel hke
this is a model I want to do every-
where in the country. It started
here."

Gregory Hom, a fifth-year geogra-
phy student, felt the discussion was
creative and said, "I think now peo-
ple who haven't been involved yet
will take that extra step most, stu-
dents are afraid to."

ARREST
from page 1

"I met people whose family mem-
bers had been killed by people
trained at the School ofAmericas," he
said

I

Though he said he had known
about the annual protest since that
visit, he was only able to go this year
because he had a free plane ticket

Though he originally intended to
participate in the demonstration,
Cohen said he decided trespass "in

honor of my fiiends in El Salvador"
when other protesters began pushing
past the chain-link fence into the fort

Police arrested 89 people, includ-
ing Cohen, for entering the fort.

Cohen and 65 others received a 5-

year restriction from entering the
post, while 23 others were banned
fixjm entering the post ever again.

They were immediately taken into
custody, and interviewed by U.S.
Marshals. Aft^r being transferred to

the Muskogee County Jail, Cohen
spent the night in a cell he shared
with 40 other arrested protesters.

The windows were broken and
they had only one blanket, he said.

"We were all physically shivering
for the whole time we were there," he
said.

In previous years, post authorities
charged violators with trespassing
and then released them. This year,

however, protesters were held until

bond could be posted. After launch-
ing a fundraising campaign. School of
the Americas Watch - the oi^ganiza-

tion that staged the demonstration -

was able to raise approximately
$50,000 to cover bail costs.

Cohen was released on bail and
will return to court in January for sen-

Dailv Bki in File Photo
Seth Cohen, recently arrested for trespassing in Georgia, was also involved with
political demonstrations while at UCLA. In this file photo, he is being arrested
after staging a sit-in outside the Chancellor's office. .

tencing. He faces the possibility of
having to serve prison time, but
Cohen said he is not deterred.

"Fd definitely go to the protest
again," he said. "I'm just probably not
going to trespass again."

The School of the Americas was
replaced last year by a Department of
Defense school which still trains sol-

diers, but which has added courses
for pohce officers and civilian offi-

cials to help Latin American coun-
tries cope with terrorism, natural dis-

asters and the drug trade.

Cohen isn*f convinced the change
is anything other than cosmetic.

"We gave it such a bad name that
they changed the name - but you look
at the curriculum and it's still the
same," he said.

Meanwhile, Army ofticials called
the protest an example of positive
American democracy at work and
said they use it as a teaching tool for
the students from Latin America

With reports from Daily Bruin unre
services.
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from pa^c 1

to the UCLA business school iii 1987
resulted ill hiin becoming the name-
sake of the school, said buying
property in Westwood was a good
investment for the futiu"e.

"It's certainly not Rodeo Drive,

but it's a good location mainly
because of the proximity to tlie uni-

versity," he said. "I don't tJiink IK'LA
is going anywhere for a while."

Many local business owners were
disappointed with the outcome of
Madison Marquette's management
of the properties, suggesting that

Anderson would provide new life

for the Village.

"The previous landlords failed to

invigorate the Village," said Phil

Gabriel, owner of the local business
Scrubs Unhnuted. "Anderson needs
to improve the tenant mix, so that

local businesses can relate more to

students and homeowners."

Jeff Abell, owner of Sarah
Leonjird's Jewelers, said Madison
Miu-quette had the opportunity to
bring in new tenants when tJiey first

piu-chased in Westwood, but had
rushed to fill vacant s[)ac(\s with
anyone so tliey could make quick
turnovers.

"Perh^s as a long term investor,
Anderson has the ability to do what
Madison Marquette may not have
been in the position to do," he said.
"He may have time to sit on the
property and enhance its value with
carefully selected tenants."

Madison Marquette spokesper-
son Jeff Ingram declined response
to why the real estate giants were
leaving Westwood after only five
years.

"One of the tenants Madison
Marquette had announced was
Urban Outfitters, but they were
unable to close the deal, and instead
we now have tenants like Longs
Drugs^and AT&T Wireless," Sann
said. "Under Anderson's manage-
ment, we can begin to see the ten-

ants we hoped for."

In addition to the inherent prof-
itability that he foresees, Anderson
said he has emotional ties with the
VUlage which helped him make the
decision to acquire the properties.

Anderson, a native of Minnesota,
came out to UCLA in the late 1930s
on a scholarship for the ice hockey
team. He graduated with a degree in
business administration and holds
strong attachments to the Village.

In particular, the building he just
purchased currently holding the
GAP at the comer of Westwood
Boulevard and Weybum Avenue
holds special significance.

"I bought my first suit from that
building," he recalled. "It used to be
a Bullock's department store."

And accordingly, it may be the
Village's turn to try on a new suit.

"(Anderson) didn't get to where
he is through Mickey Mouse opera-
tions, so based on his previous suc-
cess and reputation, I think this is a
good change for the Village,"
Gabriel said.

Week 10
Ackerman Union,

LuValle Commons,
& Health Sciences

Mon^Fri 8:30am-'5pm

FinalsWeek
Ackerman Union
Mon-Tue 8:30am-5pm
Wed-Fri 8:30am-6pm

Health Sciences

tAon-fri 8:30am~Spm

LuValle Commons
Mon^Fh 8:30am-'5pm

Hill Top

Wed-Fri lOam^pm
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SECURITY
I
Zegart favors intelligence reform

from page 1

But both ciiancellor Albert
Camesale, a former advisor to numer-
ous presidents on national security

issues, and Amy Zegart, an assistant

professor of policy studies at UCLA
who served as a foreign policy advi-

sor to the Bush 2000 campaign, said
there are still fundamental flaws in

tl\e way tlie govenuuent works to

deter terrorism and that the new
Cabinet-leve! department will take a
few years to really get going.

Tlus is a good bill," Zt»giu1 siud of
the legislation. "Tliis is a ne<'ess;uy

bill. But there are going to be ;UI soils

of problems. Lets not kid oui-selves."

"What we have now is much bvUvr
than what we had a few days ago. but

is it as gof)d as it could be? No way,"

slie added.

Caniesale, in an interview last

w(»ek, pointed out that Uie primary
mission of many of tlie agencies that

will fall mider the Homeland Security

umbrella, such as the Coast Guard
iuid the Inmugration and
Naturalization Service, is not to com-
bat terrorism. It will be difficult to

- " -
I

integrate these agencies into a broad,
anti-terror effort, Camesale said.

"It s a redesign nightmare," he said.

Zegart said Uie legislation will help
by "consolidating Uie face of our bor-
der" One department will be respon-
sible for many coimterterrorism tasks
- everything from determining who
comes into tlie country to collecting

intelligence on suspected terror
groups abroad and working to con-
vict criminals in the Linited States.

But Zegart points out that the way

*^Ouf?ff
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iiitelligeiue Ls collected won't really
change witli the new legislation.
Tliere will be a new "customer" read-
ing Uie intelligence, but that doesn't
mean the intelligence will be gath-
ered differently, she said.

Before tlie country can most effec-
tively figlu terrorism, it needs real
intelligence reform, Zegart said.

Zegart's primary area of research
includes exploring why intelligence
agencies adapted poorly to new
threats after the end of the Cold War.
Many of the United States' intelli-

gence budgetary and programmatic
priorities changed little after the fall

of the Soviet Union, Zegart said, even
as experts identified a new and dif-
ferent Uireat to the United States.

Throughout the 1990s, the United
States continued to spend about 90
percent of its intelligence budget on
hardware, on items like satellites,
Zegart said.

"Satellites are really good at count-
ing Soviet warheads," she said.
"They're really bad at penetrating ter-
rorist groups."

In Zegart's view, after the Cold War,
an already pooriy organized intelli-

gence community was even more ill-

equipped to protect the country from
a new threat. She suggests giving the
director of the CIA control over near-
ly all of the intelligence budget as one
way t» help the intelligence efforts.

Currently, the CIA director has con-
trol over about 1-5 percent of the bud-
get while the rest is controlled by tlie

secretary of defense.

Additionally, she advocates the
creation of a domestic intelligence
agency which would operate under
the CIA. The FBI, whose mission Ls to
prosecute already-committed crimes,
will never be an effective counterter-
rorism agency, she said.

Though Zegart calls some of her
ideas "radical," she said they are not
without support from numerous
other intelligence experts. Still, the.se

changes have not been implemented.
Zegart points out that bureaucratic

agencies are not designed to change
but rather to perform routine tasks;
that the separation of powers in the
U.S. government allows for people
critical of an agency's task to have a
voice in how that agency is created,
thereby Umiting its abUity; and that
self-interested politicians don't put
intelligence reform on the top of their
agendas as it won't help them get re-

elected. Because of thes<^ "three
enduring realities," Zegart gives
broad intelligence reform "about a
zero percent chance."

"I hate to say this," sho said, "but I

think it will take anoUi-^i piiyor cata-
strophic terrorist attack tiotoie we
will see reform m the mtelligence
community."
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Ceremony

School of Law Ceremony
School of Law Reception

2003 UCLA DEGREE CONFERRING CEREMONIES
Location

Dickson Court North
Dickson Court South

Start

2:00 PM
4:00 PM

Date

School of Medicine Hippocratic Oath Ceremony
School of Medicine Hippocratic Oath Reception

Sunday

Sunday
May 11,2003
May 11, 2003

Dickson Court North
Dickson Court South

5:00 PM
7:00 PM

School of Dentistry Ceremony
School of Dentistry Reception

Friday

Friday

Royce Hall

Dickson Plaza

10:00 AM
12:00 PM

Sunday

Sunday

May 30, 2003
May 30, 2003

June 1, 2003

June 1, 2003

Graduate Division Doctoral Hooding Ceremony
Graduate Division Doctoral Hooding Reception

Royce Hall

Dickson Plaza

6:30 PM
8:00 PM

Thursday

Thursday
June 12, 2003

June 12, 2003

School of Public Policy & Social Research Ceremony
School of Public Policy & Social Research Reception

School of Arts & Architecture at UCLA Ceremony
School of Arts & Architeaure at UCLA Reception

College of Letters & Science Ceremony
College of Letters & Science Honors Reception

School Theater, Film & Television Ceremony
School Theater, Film & Television Reception

School of Public Health Ceremony
School of Public Health Reception

The Anderson School Ceremony
The Anderson School Reception

Royce Hall

Dickson Plaza

Dickson Coiut North

Dickson Court South

Pauley Pavilion

Royce Hall

Dickson Court North

Coral Tree Walk
Royce Hall

Dickson Plaza

Wilson Plaza

Anderson Alumni Plaza

9:00 AM
10:30 AM
9:30 AM
11:30 AM
5:00 PM
2:30 PM
4:00 PM
5:30 PM
5:30 PM
7:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Friday

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

June 13, 2003

School of Nursing Ceremony
School of Nursing Reception

Henry Samueli School of Engineering Ceremony
Henry Samueli School of Engineering Reception

Graduate School of Education & Information Studies Ceremony
Graduate School of Education & Information Studies Reception

Royce Hall

Dickson Plaza

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Plaza

Wilson Plaza

Wilson Plaza

9:00 AM
10:30 AM
12:30 PM
3:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM

Saturday

Satuiday

Saturday

Saturday

Satuiday

Saturday

June

June

June

June

June

June

14, 2003

14, 2003

14, 2003

14, 2003

14, 2003

14, 2003

2003 UCLA GRADUATION RELATED ACTIVITIES
Activity

American Indian Celebration

Location

Bradley International Center

Start

7:30 PM Friday

Date

June 13, 2003

Psychology Undergrad Celebration

Microbiology & Molecular Genetics Celebration

Physiological Science Celebration

Asian American Studies Celebration

NROTC Celebration

Communication Studies Celebration

Geography Department Celebration

Graduate Studies in Psychology Celebration

Women's Studies Celebration

Neuroscience Celebration

Earth and Space Sciences

Cesar E. Chavez Center for Chicano Studies

Humanities I

Physics & Astronomy Celebration

Humanities II*

Lavender Celebration

Chemistry / Biochemistry Celebration

Anthropology Celebration

Economics Department Celebration

Pauley Pavilion

KerckhofF Patio

Court of Sciences

Faculty Center

TBD
Dickson Court North

Palm Court at Bunche Hall

Schoenberg Hall

Kom Convocation HaU
Ackerman Ballroom

Young Hall Patio

Bradley International Center

Royce Hall

Schoenberg Hall

Royce Hall

Kom Convocation Hall

Court of Sciences

KerckhofF Patio

Pauley Pavilion

8:30 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:30 AM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:00 PM
6:00 PM
6:00 PM

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Political Science Department Celebration

Organismic Biology, Ecology and Evolution

Math Department Celebration

Sociology Department Celebration

Pauley Pavilion

Royce Hall

Court of Sciences

Dickson Court North

9:00AM
9:00 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM

Sunday

Sunday

Sunday

Sunday

une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003
une 14, 2003

une 15, 2003
une 15, 2003
une 15,2003
une 15, 2003

African Student Union Celebration

Asian Pacific Islander Celebration

Athletics Celebration

Atmospheric Sciences

Cybernetics Celebration

English Department Celebration

History Department Celebration

International Studies Program

Molecular, Cell & Developmental Biology Celebration

Raza Graduation Celebration

Samahang Pilipino Celebration

Statistics Celebration

Royce Hall

Dickson Court North

Morgan Center

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
Pauley Pavilion

Royce Hall

TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Humanities I

Comparative Literature

East Asian Languages ^Cultures

French & Francophone Studies

Germanic

Italian

Romance Languages

Scandinavian

Slavic Languages & Cultures

Spanish and Portuguese

Int*l Studies Overseas Program

African Area Studies

East Asian Studies

Islamic Studies

European Studies

Int*l Development Studies

Latin American Studies

History-Art History

Applied Linguistics

#Humanities II

Art History

Classics

Linguistics

Musicology

Philosophy

Religious Studies

Near Eastern Languages & Cultures

This announcement brought to you by the UCLA Commencement IM**! Jlk
Office, please check www.commencement.ucla.edu, for more EVENTS
information and updates. office
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Police sweeps of Skid Row raise disputes Miss World pageant
By Paul Wllbom

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

After 21 years living aniid the tent

encampments and trash piles of
downtown Los Angeles, friends call

Tyrone Taylor, tlie "Mayor of Skid
Row."

These days, the mayor is not
happy t

During sweeps last week by police
and probation officers, Taylor was
stopped and frisked and he saw
friends being hauled away.
They are stopping us at random,**

"ftylor said, as he pushed his shop-
ping cart along the street Sunday
"They searched me. I'm not on
parole. Tm not on drugs."

Officials estimate that between
3,000 and 5,000 people are on the
streets ofLA's Skid Row. Taylor has-
n't counted, but he's seen more peo-
ple sharing his streets, where the

morning sim cooks the mix of excre-
ment, urine and rotting food into a
bittersweet stench.

This isn't doing any good," he said
of the sweeps. "People here need
housing. They need jobs."

On two afternoons last week, Los
Angeles Police Department officers,

accompanied by correction officials

and federal agents, made an estimat-
ed 200 arrests - police did not give
exact numbers. Tliey said they were
targeting parole and probation violar

tors hiding amid the homeless
encampments.

The raids were designed to get
criminals off the streets, not the
homeless, said Capt. Charlie Beck, of
the LAPD.

The crackdown came just days
after a consortium of downtown
business and development groups,
along with two city council members,
called for new initiatives to combat

-f-
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the "crisis" of homelessness down-
town.

I

After a week of sweeps, tensions
are running high. At one outdoor
soup kitchen Sunday, a bloody brawl
broke out.

Barry Laskey 40, who grew up in
South Pasadena, was in a crowd
along Towne Avenue waiting for a
ticket to eat at sidewalk soup kitchen
when violence erupted. Blacks
fought Hisparucs and one man ended
up with a gash across his head.

"You can feel the tension," Laskey
said, backing away from the fight.

The cops have disrupted the normal
life down here."

)

Laskey said he's seen fewer tents
and fewer drug deals in recent days -
putting some people on edge.
The cops are making it hard on

the drug dealers, and that's upsetting
people," he said.

Donald Miller, 44, who lives in a
residential hotel, said the pohce
sweeps could be a good thing.

"A lot ofwhat you see down here is

just a party," Miller said. "It's hard to
say what is the right solution, but this

is a start"

Nelson Vernon, who wears new
running shoes and a Bob Marley T-

shirt, said Skid Row is a revolving
door for him. He cleans up a while,

then uses a while. His drug of choice
is crack, he said.

Jailing addicts, he said, is not the
answer
"Come on, you know it's more

expensive to lock people up than put
them in a housing program," said

Nelson, 38. "They don't have enough
housing here."

Word on the street is that the
authorities are trjong to push the
homeless toward the L.A river basin
at the far eastern end of downtown,
Nelson said.

"You watch the tents," he said
"They moving us east into some kind
of concentration camp thing."

City officials have said there is no
plan to relocate the homeless at this

time.

Wayne Jonathan, 41, said he used
to be just like Nelson - cleaning up,

then going back on drugs.

But Jonathan, who said he is now
in a rehabilitation program and has
been clean for six months, believes
addicts sometimes need a wake up
call.

If the police sweeps help, then
Jonathan is for it

article sparks riots
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By Glenn McKenzie

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
LAGOS, Nigeria — The regional

governor warned rioters would be
shot on sight Sunday as hundreds
of people fled the northern
Nigerian city of Kaduna after four
days of religious violence over the
Miss World pageant killed 200 peo-
ple.

The violence among Muslims
and Christians began after a news-
paper article last week said Islam's
founding prophet would have cho-
sen a Miss World contestant for a
wife. The pageant was then moved
to London and the contestants
packed their gear and flew to the
British capital.

By late Saturday, the Nigerian
Red Cross counted 215 bodies on
the streets and in mortuaries
throughout Kaduna, 100 miles
north of the c^^ital Abiya, said
Emmanuel Ijewere, president of
the orgaiuzation. Previous esti-

mates said 100 people were killed.

An unknown number of others
killed in the riots were believed to
have been buried by family mem-
bers uncounted, tjewere told The
Associated Press.

No new violence was reported
Sunday in Kaduna, a Muslim-domi-
nated city with a large Christian

minority. Still, hundreds of people
recovered what valuables they
could from their destroyed homes
and fled in cars, buses and by foot.

Those who stayed attended
church services and replenished
food stocks at markets, where a
few meat and vegetable stalls
reopened.

The Kaduna governor, Ahmed
Makarfi, told state radio that secu-
rity forces would "shoot on sight"
anyone inciting new violence.

Yakubu Ibrahim, 27, returned to
find his home in ruins Simday after
taking refuge at a local army bar-
racks for three days.

"I lost everything except my shirt
and my pants. I don't even have
shoes," said Ibrahim, whose par-
ents and four siblings were missing
after the riots.

The fighting began after the
Lagos-based ThisDay newspaper
published an article on Nov. 16 say-
ing Islam's founding prophet would
have approved of the pageant

"What would Muhammad think?
In all honesty, he would probably
have chosen a wife from among
them," Isioma Daniel wrote.

Muslim protesters burned down
the paper's office in Kaduna on
Wednesday and rioting briefly
spread to the coital, Abiya, on
Friday before ending a day later
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U.S. questions Saudi stance on terror
SENATORS ACCUSE COUNTRY'S ROYALTY
OF FUNDING OBVIOUS TERRORIST FRONTS
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By Calvin woodward

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON - Lawmakers

pressed for aiiswers Sunday on a
possible Saudi money trail in the
Sept 11, 2001 hijackings and said
regardless of whether one exists, the
kingdom must stop its "duplicitous"
coddling of terrorists.

Saudi officials spent the weekend
having bankers pore over the
records of Princess Haifa al-Faisal,

wife of their ambassador to the
United States, to see how thousands
of dollars from her account might
have ended up in the wrong hands,
said Saudi foreign policy adviser
Adel aWubeir.

But he said it was "crazy" to sug-
gest she had done anything inten-
tionally to support terrorism.

Lawmakers said the FBI's investi-

gation should pull no punches, and
the Bush administration should be
open about the findings, despite the
risk of offending an important ally

with whom relations have been
strained already.

In a harsh turn bound to be
uncomfortable for administration
officials as they seek Saudi assis-

tance in a possible war with Iraq,

senators upbraided the Saudi gov-
ernment for what they see as years
of comphcity in anti-American radi-

calism.

Saudis "have played a duplicitous

game, and that is, they say to the ter-

rorists, 'We'll do everything you
want, just leave us alone,*" said
Democratic Sen. Charles Schumer of
New Yprk. That game has got to

stop."

Sens. Joseph Lieberman, I>-Conn.,

and John < McCain, R-Ariz., who
together set up an independent conv-

mission that will investigate the ter-

ror attacks, offered piercing criti-

cism, i

Saudi leaders "have to decide
which side they're on," Lieberman
said on CBS' "Face the Nation."

"For too many generations they
have pacified and accommodated
themselves to the most extreme,
fanatical, violent elements of Islam,

and those elements have now turned
on us and the rest of the world."
Added McCain: "The Saudi royal

family has been engaged in a
Faustian bargain for years to keep
themselves in power."

Still, none of the lawmakers knew
whether the princess had meant for
her money to go to Omar al-Bayoumi
and Osama Basnan. U.S. officials

believe those men provided financial
support to two of the Sept. 11, 2001,
hijackers while the terrorists lived in

"The Saudis ... are not near-

ly conscientious enough in

determining whether or not

a 'charity' is genuinely a

Charity or a front for, or

back door for, terrorists."

Joseph Biden

Senator, D-Del

the United States.

Al-Jubeir said the princess sent
monthly checks to a Saudi woman
living in America who asked her for
help paying for medical treatment,
and it came out only now that the
woman was Basnan's wife and some
of the money ended up with al-

Bayoumi's family as well.

The adviser said Basnan is

believed to be back in Saudi Arabia
after his deportation and al-Bayoumi
is either there or in Britain. Saudi
officials will probably question them,
he said, but he noted pointedly that
U.S. and British officials akeady
interrogated them months ago.

AWubeir said Saudis had bank
officials in Washington, starting at 3
am. Saturday, begin going through
the princess' electronic transactions,
which include hundreds or thou-
sands of payments to expatriate
Saudi charities and citizens.

That's when we discovered that
some of the checks were endorsed
to third parties," he said on ABC's
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At Azusd Pacific University,

we'll give you the tools and training necessary to turn your talent into

a promising career Choosejrom two dynamic graduate programs:

Master ofArts in Clinical Psychology with an emphasis in

Marital and Family Therapy (MFT)

Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) in Clinical Psychology with

an emphasis in Family Psychology

Master-to-Doctoral Program

Bachelor^to-Doctoral Program

These programs:

Integrate psychology, theology, and ethics.

Provide practical training to strengthen your experience.

Offer evening class schedules for working professionals.

Are available in Azusa; the MFT is also in Orange County.

Information Meeting
Master of Arts in Clinical Psychology with an emphasis
in Marital and Family Therapy (MFT):
Azusa Campus Orange County Regional
(626) 815-5008 Center (800) 272-0111
Thursday, November 21, 7:30 p.m. Monday, November 25. 7:30 p.m.
Monday, December 2, 7 p.m. Monday. December 9, 7 p.m.

Doctor of Psychology

(Psy.D.) in Clinical

Psychology with an

emphasis in Family

Psychology:

Azusa Campus
(626) 815-5008

Tuesday, December 3, 7 p.m.

A
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901 E. Alosta Ave.

PO Box 7000
Azusa, CA 91702-7000

www.apu.edu
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"This Week." '

A legitimate explanation is possi-

ble, a senior White House official

said.

The official, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity, credited the
Saudis with helping in the anti-terror

war, in quiet ways that bring them no
credit in the West but also do not
attract the attention of fundamental-
ist elements at home.

(

Sen. Joseph Biden, outgoing chair-

man of the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, expressed doubt the
princess purposely supported terror-

ism. But Biden, D-Del., said on
CNN's "Late Edition" that Saudis
have a history of "buying off extrem-
ism," even if only by averting their

gaze from it.

It's "part of a saga where the
Saudis don't know, have not
checked, are not nearly conscien-
tious enough in determining whether
or not a 'charity' is genuinely a char-

ity or a front for, or a back door for,

terrorists or terrorist-sympathizing

organizations or individuals." I

Some senators said the allega-

tions of official Saudi support for the
hijackers, if true, mean a well-

fmanced terrorist structure still

could be in place.

Such a network could "facilitate

the next wave of terror," said
Democratic Sen. Bob Graham of
Florida, outgoing chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee.
Alabama Sen. Richard Shelby, top

RepubUcan on the intelligence panel,
said Saudi officials have promoted
shady charities and fundamentalism
hostile to America With the latest

allegations, "they've got a lot of
answering to do," said Shelby, who
appeared with Graham on NBC's
"Meet the Press."

|

AUabeir said Saudi officials dis-

covered only on the weekend that
Basnan was the husband of the
woman who had been receiving
monthly checks fi*om the princess
before the attacks. He said the
princess gave $2,000 a month; other
accounts have put the figure higher.

U.S. officials think the men helped
Khalif al-Mihdhar and Nawaf al-

Hazmi after they came to America
from an al-Qaeda planning confer-
ence in Malaysia Al-Mihdhar and al-

Hazmi were on the plane that
crashed into the Pentagon.
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• 30GB HD
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• DVD/CD-RW Combo
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United Students Against Sweatshops

ja Asian Pacific American

Leadership Development Program

'ji^'M©pt^^^

COMMITTEE
|
Search to extend beyond UC

sweatshop teach-in

The ABC's of the Garment Industry

r§i(iii@

from page 1 ^

tion committee would cast a wide
net to find a new president, and the
search would be nationwide, if not
international, in scope.

Atkinson's presidency has been
widely praised during his tenure: the
UC restructured admissions policies

and negotiated funding agreements
with Governors Pete Wilson and
Davis.

The state has not yet provided the
full funding laid out under the
Partnership Agreement made
between Davis and the UC.

The next president will face msyor

Even without the shadow of

Atkinson's reputation, or

looming fiscal troubles, Binion

said the next leader of the uni-

versity will have much to do
and will need to be a skilled

administrator with a strong

academic background and
fundraising abilities.

budget challenges, as the state is

projected to suffer a $21 billion

deficit in the 2003-2004 fiscal year.
The UC expects that over $400 mil-
lion in requested Partnership funds
will not be provided.

Additionally, the Department of
Finance has asked all state agencies
to cut spending.

Even without the shadow of
Atkinson's reputation, or looming
fiscal troubles, Binion said the next
leader of the university will have
much to do.

A good university president will
not only need to be a skilled admin-
istrator, but also have a strong acad-
emic background and fundraising
abihties, Binion said.

ie idea:

Sweat-free Bear Wear?

t

* what is a sweatshop?

^ sweatshops...in Los Angeles!?

* demystifying the cost of sweat-free clothes

/» iscA^
"^° understand that clothing DOES NOT have to be

y|v** produced under sweatshop conditions to be affordable!

€<i^ers from:

UCLA Labor Center

LA Garment Worker
The Garment Worker Center

Sweat-X/Team-X

KerckhoffGrand Salon

7:30-9:30 PM
Tuesday, Nov. 26

^^

Popular Education

'Sweathpuhds!

usas@ucla.edu

LOOKING FOR LEADERS!
Come to an Information Session for the

use

Master ofHealth

Administration Program

We're looking for future leaders in hospital and healthcare management,
finance,

infomiation technology, health policy & more.

Explore your options in the growing field of healthcare—apply
your skills and talents from any major.

m Learn about our unique Diversity in Healthcare Leadership
^ Winter Enrichment Program—free to qualified students!

Wednesday, November 6, 2002
and

Monday, December 2, 2002
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Ralph & Goldy Lewis HaU, Room 108

Refreshments will be served.

RSVP to Marisol Rios at 213.740.0527 or marisolr@usc.edu
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VIETNAMESE GANGS,
U.S. HISTORY IN ASIA

AND JUSTICE
The Asia Pacific Media Network
Presents Its Third

Policy Tea"
MEET FAMED CRIMINAL ATTORNEY
AND AUTHOR OF ABSOLUTE RAGE:

ROBERT K. TANENBAUM

FREE SNACKS AND DIUNKS
. IN THE SEgUOIA ROOM. 6:00 TODAY!

Free Delivery
We Accept

Teeth Whitening
*f6r new patients with dental insurance
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EVERVDA.V

SUPER SPECIAL
Fast, Free Delivery
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one topping pizza OM*-^

Any large 3 topping pizza

Free Delivery

I

Buy any large pizza
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FREE!
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$9.99
Specialties inciude Vegetarian, Shakey's Special,

Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh Garden Pizza

ff

NEWBRUIN A^EAL DEAL
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oM*-"* Shakey's
Combination
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$15.99
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DENTAL CENTERS

• Beautiful offices

• Stereo headphones for Music or TV
• Dental insurance welcome
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Change your silver

fillings to white!

Invisalign

Invisible

WESTWOOD VliXAGE
951 Westwood Blvd.

Comer of Westwood Blvd.

and Weybum Ave.

TEL: (310) 824-2225

BRENTWOOD
Country Mart

225 26th St.

San Vicente at 26th St.

TEL: (310) 451-2728

Free Validated Parking
Marc Rojtman DPS, Eric Yum DPS & Associates

wwM^h^terandBrighter.com
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Supreme Court

should uphold

Miranda rights
!

As guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment of
the Constitution, "no person ... shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a

witness against himself." But this protection
will prove largely moot if a suspects' right to
silence during police interrogation is revoked
in the case of Chavez v Martinez.

The case involves an Oxnard man,
Oliverio Martinez, who continuously voiced
his desire to remain silent after he was
involved in scufQe with pohce, which result-

ed in Martinez receiving gun shots that left

him blind and paralyzed. Police tried to
squeeze a confession out of him even as he
fell into unconsciousness in the emergency
room. Martinez' attorneys say this violated
his Miranda rights - which guarantee him
the right, among others, to remain silent

during police interrogation, and which must
be read by the police to people upon arrest

Opponents of the Miranda decision have
long claimed that the Fifth Amendment,
from which the Miranda rights are derived,
only appUes in court - not to attempts to
gather evidence - and say it has hindered
police efforts to capture criminals. They
also assert coercive poUce questioning,
which the Miranda decision was designed to
protect against, is not forbidden by the
Constitution.

While it is almost certainly true that
removing restrictions on police powers
would result in a higher number of su^ects
being prosecuted, the assimiption that it

would do so without unfairly convicting
innocents of crimes they did not conmiit is

dubious. Whether a suspect is innocent or i

guilty, the fact is police will conduct their
questioning in much the same way - using
intimidation and quick wits to try to extract
condenming information. Without the right
to remain silent, innocents could be hound-
ed or outwitted into making a statement
thatwill later be nususad to convict them in
court

Even if suspects are not forced to testify

against themselves in court, their words
outside it could lead to being witnesses
against themselves. Pohce are allowed to
cite reports, including witness statements,
as evidence, meaning suspects could indi-

rectly become witnesses against themselves
if they are not guaranteed the right to
silence. It has been suggested that suspects
could refuse to allow their statements to be
used in a court of law, but this would defeat
the purpose of expanding pohce powers. If

the statements cannot be used in court,
there is no reason to allow officers to
coerce or force suspects to make them in
the first place.

It is much more likely that elinunating the
Miranda rights would result in unchecked
pohce authority over suspects and the
potential for them to forge convictions. This
has been done even with the Miranda pro-
tections in place, as evidenced by the
Rampart corruption scandal in the Los
Angeles Pohce Department, in which three
pohce officers were found guilty of fabricat-
ing evidence.

This risk is especially high in cases where
suspects speak httle or no English, have ht-

tle education or are for some reason not
aware of what they are saying. Non-English
speaking inmugrants could foreseeably be
led to confess to almost anything without
their knowledge - especially if they are not
informed of their right to an attorney.

While suspects' rights during questioning
are not exphdtly protected by the Fifth

Amendment, to suggest checks on pohce
powers are imphcit within it flies in the face
not just of the Fifth Amendment but the
Constitution as a whole, which is designed
to guarantee individual hberties and linut

the state's abihty to manipulate them.
It is more important for the Supreme

Court to protect the rights that the constitu-
tion leaves ambiguous than the ones it

clearly states - it did this successfully m its

Miranda ruling and should uphold it here.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors. / i
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U.S. education bureaucratic,

creates unjust class system

« Joel
Schwartz

jschKwrtz@mBdhiria.edu

The homogenizing of America's
children begins at an eariy age in

the public school system where
everyone is told to color inside the
lines, get in line,

shut up, and
accept everything

the teacher says
"just because."

Though it is

important to set

the ground rules

for society and
preach the advan-
tages of disci-

pline, anyone
who dares to dis-

play an iota of
individuahty is

disciplined. As a
result, society

wrongfully expects everyone to grad-
uate fix)m high school and go to col-

lege.

The pubhc school system started
out of good intentions. It was a posi-
tive move by the government, secur-
ing a knowledgeable voter popula-
tion, and creating many employable
Americans who had attained hfe
skills and the intellect needed for
survival in post-industrial age
America

But this sj^stem has become a
bureaucratic monster. UiUike the
other three branches of govenunent
bureaucracies, the fourth branch isn't

in the hmelight and its power often
goes unchecked. These bureaucra-
cies are a predatory beast; one that
eats and breathes and grows until its

nasty tentacles are wrapped around
every facet of a free individual's hfe.

As more and more administrators,

imions, lawyers, and laws took over,

conunon sense was abandoned in

favor of a socialist school system.

American children were forced to

conform to a low standard, more
money was put into union and

,

bureaucrat pockets, and the choice

of educating oneself was destroyed
It is no wonder so many college pro-

fessors and school teachers consider

themselves leftists, for only the mod-
em liberal movement would condone
such a fascist system that robs peo-
ple of the right to educate their chil-

dren in the way they see fit, not by
some arbitrarily chosen national

standard
Yoiuig children are coerced to

beheve that every good person must
be educated. Those who don't get

their degrees are stigmatized no mat>
ter how intelligent and resourceful

they are. A GED will always be lower
on the social scale than a high school
dq)loma.

|

As a result of this assembly line

education, people are furmeled into

colleges and universities, attempting
to reach the awesome standard of
the college degree. The standard has
become so expected that society is

bending over backwards to ensure
that everyone has "access."

AfiBrmative action, grade inflation,

lower standards, and huge subsidies
funded by ta^ayers have all been
used to guarantee that everyone in

society becomes an unquestioning
student regardless of sldlls or worthi-
ness.

Ironically, the result is not a soci-

ety where individuals are treated

equally, but the creation of a caste
system based upon education instead

of wealth. The janitors, longshore-
men, carpenters, and construction
workers are looked upon as lowly
people who weren't smart enough to
join the decorated ehte in their posh
caps and gowns.

At least half of the students
tricked into thinking that education
is a necessity could have entered
trade schools, apprenticeships, start-

ed their own businesses, or attained
upwardly mobile entry level posi-
tions. These people, as well as soci-
ety, would have benefited due to the
creation of wealth and jobs. But
because of a forced education and
pubhc standard, taxpayer money and
valuable time are wasted learning
things that often have no practical
apphcation outside of an academic
setting.

Such an educational system cre-

ates a lingering impact on America's
future. Assembly line education has
created too many professionals.

America has become an economy of
services instead of goods. We depend
too much on foreign business for raw
materials, and hardly develop any
new technology. New capital is redis-

tributed instead of created
Eventually our economy will become
stagnant

We can't solely blame bureaucra-
cy. The beast likes to reproduce. But
since many graduates have pubUc
jobs that increase the beast's size,

one must wonder, where will

America be when there is nothing
left; to feed it?

Schwartz's column runs every
Monday.

Gender irrelevant

to professors'

teaching ability

By Jorge Magdaleno

I was appalled by Rachel Shasha's clahn that
female professors are superior to male professors at
UCLA ("Female professors vastly superior to males,"
Viewpoint Nov. 18). It doesn't matter what gender
the professors are! All that matters is their abihty to
corrununicate the goals outlined in the course syl-
labus.

The room decorations wouldn't help either. Unless
of course you are leammg the alphabet, then the
fuimy animals associated with the letters do not sup-
port the subject matter. But that is kindergarten; this
is UCLA. If the professor can't cut it, then reading
selection, class decorations, and fuimy jokes will
never be an adequate substitute for a good lecture.

If the professor can engage you in a subject, then
that person's gender, and for that matter the person's
race and age, should be the last thing on a student's
mind.

Racism and sexism are the same forms of discrim-
ination. If you were to change the nature of the arti-
cle, replacing every *'she" and "he" and every
"female" and "male" with "black" and "white" the
article would never be pubhshed. Why? Because it
would smell of racism, however humorous the pack-
aging.

Perhaps if the article were written m reverse
order, stressing the finer point of personahty first,
my response would be less beUicose.

The purpose of the imiversity is to move beyond
such superficial analysis and concentrate on the
underlying ideas and the mechaiusms that make up
the world we are preparing for. By stickmg to super-
ficial comparisons of gender, class, race and age, we
have only demonstrated that we have learned noth-
irig beyond those fuimy animals tacked up on the
kindergarten classroom wall.

L..,.>-1

Magdaleno is afourth-year political science student.

IMAGINE THAT ...

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu ECP requirement ignores student needs
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I know I didn't get any right, but I'm more
interested in the process.

B^ Mark Lagrimas

In hurrying to accormnodate the
influx of students created by Tidal
Wave n and in search of inunedi-
ate solutions to the anticipated
lack of funding in the near future,

our university has hastily made the
tradeoff between its quality of edu-
cation and a greater quantity of
education.

As the College of Letters and
Science states, students admitted
after fall 2001 must complete a
minimum of 13 units per quarter
upon entering UCLA during theu:

freshnwui year. They have to com-
plete between 13 and 16 units
every quarter thereafter - increas-
ing the amount of units in which
they enroll by at least one unit
every two quarters. Students
therefore must expect to take four
classes per quarter.

The move is intended to reduce
the amount of time it takes stu-

dents to complete their degree
requirements. The university's

administration hopes to eventually
boost the campus' state funding by
increasing the number of students
going through the system and
decreasing the cost of education
per student

The university has imposed the
new minimum progress require-

ment without considering stu-

dents' holistic needs. Equally
importantly, the pohcy has the
potential to undermine the univer-
sity's aim to make education readi-

ly available to students of every
socio-economic background We
have already observed this pohcy's
impact on minority students fix)m
the data compiled from the
Academic Advancement Program
and the Campus Retention Center.

Students who are in AAP are
j» generally students of color finom

low-income famihes. Students who
are on minimimi progress proba-
tion are predominantly AAP stu-

dents. The university should be
trying to support the efforts of its

imderprivileged students, not
unplementing pohcies that hinder
their academic piusuits.

The proposed minimum
progress requirement has no clear
plan for implementation. Students
are required to meet Expected
Cumulative Progress, which is

monitored on a biquarteriy basis.

Undergraduate students who do
not meet Expected Cimiulative
Progress in the previous two com-
pleted quarters are placed on ECP
probation and those who do not
meet the requirement in the previ-
ous four completed quarters are
subject to disqualification fix)m

further registration at the imiversi-
ty.

As stated in the UCLA Academic
Senate manual, petitions for
exceptions to these requirements
are granted only for extraordiimry
circumstances by the vice provost
for imdergraduate education.

However, these exceptions are
not exphcitly stated, and thus may
deter students from filing the peti-

tioiL The university and the
College of Letters and Sciences
does not state clear guidelines
regarding how to deal with stu-

dents whose petitions are not
granted. Many who receive exemp-
tions are contacted and excused
from meeting ECP for the follow-
ing quarters.

UCLA provides value to
California only as it provides a
high quahty educational program.
Currently the SRC, AAP, and the
Academic Affairs Commission has
made efforts to make students
aware of the ECP issues.

Hopefully, through the work of
both students and administration,

these problems may be addressed
before students are greatly affect-

ed

Lagrimas is a fourth-year political

science and Asian American
studies student.

LETTERS

Semesters and bars

have merits
In response to Sharmon Hawkins' let-

ter "Semesters give too much slack"
(Viewpoint Nov. 21), having experi-
enced both semesters and quarters
myself, I think semesters are better by
far. As an undergraduate at

Georgetown University, the so called

"slack" time during semesters gave me
and other students a chance to explore
Washington, D.C. and visit places such
as the Smithsonian museums. Quarters
go by way too fast, restrict the social
life at UCLA, and don't let students
fully appreciate what Los Angeles has
to offer. They can er\joy "efficient"

lifestyles when they leave college and
start working.

Also, Madison's is the best bar in

Westwood and it would be ridiculous if

the city shut it down. All it needs is a
better ID checking process. Westwood
Village could be more fun in general
with better development plans geared
to the huge student population next
door, but some self-righteous people
always want to stop college kids from
having fun.

Aidu Banaitis

Graduate student, applied mattiematlcs

Premaritai sex lias

consequences
I do agree with Shiva Bhaskar's

assertion that sex should be discussed
openly ("Sexual suppression sustains
social ills" Viewpoint Nov. 21), includ-
ing teaching every important fact there
is to know about sex, even contracep-

tion. I also agree that priests should be
able to marry and have famihes so they
can have the experience of relation-
ships and a healthy sex life.

Contrary to Bhaskar's opinion, a
healthy sex life doesn't include premar-
ital sex, and premarital sex with con-
traception education is not going to
lower pregnancies or STD rates. It

doesn't take a brain surgeon to figure
out contraception. Buy a pack of con-
doms or prescription of birth control
pills and follow the instructions.

One will also notice that those boxes
have warnings posted stating that these
products are not fool proof. This is in
addition to the fact that the physiologi-
cal purpose of sex is to procreate, ff

you have sex, be ready for the possibil-
ity of a child.

Joe GrofT

Second-year, history

Team should be

embarrassed
To the Bruin Football Team:
And I thought last year was bad.

Saturday's game was the most disgust-
ing, embarrassing experience I've had
as a Bruin. At least you guys got to
hang out in the locker room after the
game, and didn't have to listen to
hordes of drunk, ugly Trojan fans gloat
in our stadiiun. The scary thing is that
the game was not nearly as close as the
final score imphed!

Everyone on the team owes us fans,
who put oiur hearts into supporting
you, an apology. What a waste of our
time and energy.

Frankly, Tm tempted to root for

Washington State in two weeks - at
least that way we won't have to watch
Trojan red on the Rose Bowl field in
January.

BryanPaeMer
Alumnus, 1993

Time to send Toledo

packing
My question: Why is Toledo still head

coach? I don't care how many years he
has left on the contract that we just re-

upped before Dalis left; it will be worth
it to fire him and put anyone in his
place. He now has an unquestionably
dismal record agamst USC, and caimot
win any meaningful game when he
needs to.

My comment: Toledo should be fired.

Our football team gets worse under
him, and is not prepared to play against
any top opponent in any big game.
Miami? Wisconsm? USC? How many
more times does our university need to
be humihated before we learn oiu: les-

son? The only person in Los Angeles
who doesn't want him gone is Pete
Carroll, because he knows as long as
Toledo is coach, USC will be able to
beat us year after year.

Bill Lord

Masters in education, 2002

Editorial hits ttie nail

on the head
Hooray for the Daily Bruin

Viewpomt! Your unsigned editorial,

"Homelessness in Westwood
Exaggerated" (Nov. 22) was brave and
eloquent vis-a-vis the Westwood busi-
ness owners' contemptible views on

the Westwood homeless. It is clear now
that those owners not only work
against the interests of the student
population, but are also callous and
socially irresponsible. They scapegoat
away their financial shortcomings on
lack of parking and homelessness,
instead of on their lack of a real cus-
tomer draw and variation of business-
es.

ff Westwood businesses caimot
attract customers with a population of
40,000 students and professionals less

than a mile away, their problems far

surpass the handful of Westwood
\^age's "resident" homeless people. I,

for one, have never avoided the Village
or its businesses due to the presence of
homeless people. It's now clear to me
that there are better reasons to avoid
the Village.

Jason Fasi,

Third-year, Spanish

President should be a

visionary
The next president of the UC system

should be a visionary leader who
demonstrates an imambiguous conunit-
ment to promote multicultural access,
to advance intellectual diversity, and to
uphold the law.

The California State Constitution
mandates that there be no preferences
for or discrimination against any appU-
cant for imiversity admission based on
race, gender or ethnicity. The success-
ful candidate for the UC presidency
should agree to uphold that require-

ment without equivocation.

Charles Geshekter

ProfBSSor of history

Califbmia State University, Chico
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Separation

between art,

science lacks
I !

authenticity

Next to Knudsen Hall, FYanz
Hall and the Inverted

Fountain, home to physics,
astronomy and
psychology,

lies

Schoenberg
Hall, home of

the music
department

It seems
that placing

Schoenberg
Hall on the

cusp of North
and South
may have
been the best

case of going
into foreign

territory up
until Nixon in China. But upon
closer examination, music (and
maybe the entire artistic enter-
prise) belongs with its Einstein-
worshipping pocket-protecting
cohorts.

The division of art and science
curriculum is a silly renmant of
1950s coUege education, where
students were factory-made for
entry into corporate America
Everything was systematized into
stages and tests, and instead of
learning and experiencing, you
merely graduated. Rather than
force-fed facts, it's the wonder of
experience, of seeing the Leonid
meteors crashing into the atmos-
phere, and curiosity that makes
good scientists. Art certainly

helps create that while science
makes new art possible.

Let's dissect. Ideas about music
often originate from science.

Pythagoras, the ancient Greek guy
who made those theorems about
triangles, also made it possible to
have complex stringed instru-

ments (such as guitars) and
acoustics with his overtone
series. Musical notation repre-

sents mathematical fractions in

time, where the player must count
beats. Even Arnold Schoenberg of
Schoenberg Hall thought music
might benefit from being based on
12-note formulas that were later

used to generate entire pieces of
music like a quadratic equation
generating a parabola

There's more. In 1980, Douglas
Hofstadter won a Pulitzer Prize

for his book, "Godel Escher
Bach." Hofstadter compared the
work of mathematician Kurt
Godel with that of artist M.C.
Escher and composer J.S. Bach.
Godel found that any complex
system can never be completely
proven. While he used math to
prove this idea, it's not a far

stretch to place Godel's nihilistic

musings in a North Campus phi-

losophy class. Godel's idea means
that computers know only what
we tell them and that you can
never fully know yourself.

The connection between sci-

ence and Bach is clearer when
you look at Bach's final work,
The Art of Fugue." Bach created
music that could be played both
right-side up and mirrored upside-
down (if "mod" was mirrored
upside-down, it would look like

"pow"). Both versions of music
are different and equally beauti-

ful, the same way molecules can
have different properties when
their atoms are positioned in a
mirror image. Bach may not have
known math or molecules, but his

musical games hail from the spirit

of South Campus. Scientist Carl
Sagan decided putting Bach's
music into a space capsule would
constitute showing off to aliens if

they ever found it

With interdisciplinary studies

emerging, the arts and sciences
will no longer needlessly be divid-

ed at birth. They should be the

brothers they once were. Chaos
mathematics presents a nice place
where that's happening.

It produces fi:actais, swirling

images that look like abstract tree

branches on crack. With visuals

this attractive, science is becom-
ing artsy (yes, there is hope for

South Campus yet).

In 1972, meteorologist Edward
Lorenz coined the Butterfly

Effect, where a butterfly flapping

its wings in Brazil can set off a
tornado in Texas. This is based on
chaos math, where very simple
equations produce chaotic results

based on the "initial conditions,"

in this case, the butterfly's flap-

ping. However, 20 years earlier,

Ray Bradbury had already written

a short story "A Sound of

Thunder," where a prehistoric

butterfly's death affects the out-

come of a modem presidential

election. Coincidences between
what science discovers and what
art intuits is no mistake; they're

signs of a culture's intellectual

health. ;

Ho's North Campus Avenger col-

umn runs Mondays

ARTS^ENTERTAINMENT

Bands cross cultural barriers
By David Chang

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dch an gd) media, ucla.edu

Music has a way of blurring color
lines and breaking cultural barriers,
especially in the simmering melting
pot of UCLA.

Yiddishkayt L.A. and UCLA Hillel

will apply this concept in a two-part
event that explores Latino-Jewish
relations and L.A. multiculturalism.
A panel discussion today in 2408
Ackerman Union at 2 p.m. will be
followed by a free concert featuring
acclaimed fusion acts Hip Hop
Hoodios and Bayu in Tom Bradley
International Hall at 8 p.m.

Sacha Bodner, a senior Jewish
Campus Service Corps fellow at

UCLA Hillel, believes in the impor-
tance of not only developing strong
cultural identities, but also uniting
the multitude of ethnicities on cam-
pus.

I

"It's not just Jewish and Latino,"
Bodner said. "This is just the begin-
ning. It makes me sad that we keep
to ourselves when all of us have so
much in common. Eventually we'll

break down these barriers, and I

think we're the generation to do
that."

These topics are among many
that will be examined by a panel
including writer and political
activist Kenneth Burt, UCLA Yiddish
Culture professor Miriam Korsd, Self
Help Graphics director Tomas
Benitez, and Hip Hop Hoodios gui-

tarist Abraham Velez. Yiddishkayt
L.A. director Tali Pressman, who
will serve as moderator, would also
Uke to see panehsts discuss the
assimilation experience, the pres-
ence of recent Latino-Jewish coali-

tions - as well as those in Boyle
Heights during the early to mid-
1900s - and the multiculturalism of
fusion artists such as Hip Hop
Hoodios and Bayu.

Bands such as these are crossing
cultural boundaries every time they
produce a song. The word "hoodio"
is a twist on "judio," the Spanish
translation of "Jew." Members ofHip
Hop Hoodios, who came together
last November, are bilingual musi-

LATINO
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Yiddishkayt Los Angeles
Hip Hop Hoodios, a Jewish-Latino band, represents a crossing of cultural bound-
aries that will take center stage today in Ackerman and Bradley International Hall.

Put your

into it
LACMA EXHIBIT, 'MAKING,'

CHALLENGES STUDENTS TO
DEFINE ART IN PRACTICAL,

.
PHILOSOPHICAL TERMS

By Kim Okamura
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kokamura@media.ucla.edu

A new exhibit featuring a group of UCLA art

students at the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art not only exanunes the process of making art,

it also gives viewers a chance to throw some art
away.

"Making," the latest exhibition from
LACMALab, the museum's research and devel-
opment unit, presents the work of student teams
from four m^gor LA. art schools. "Making" asks
the question, "What does it mean to make art?"

The UCLA group has responded in turn with,
"What would it mean to ask someone to give
that art up?"

Running through Sept. 1, 2003 at LACMA's

Photo Courtesy of Todd Cheney
Professor Henry Hopkins talks with school children in front of UCLA's installation of a superslzed
Plexiglas bin, in which people are invited to throw their own works of art, at an exhibit on creating art.

PmoIo C ULRTESY of lOUb Lii£..\i:.V

UCLA professor Paul McCarthy speaks with UCLA
student artists at the LACMALab exhibit "Making."

Boone Children's Gallery, the exhibit showcases
an installation created by 10 graduates and
undergraduates from UCLA's School of the Arts
and Architecture and provides the emerging
artists with their first taste of large-scale public

.
exposure.

In addition to UCLA, Art Center College of
Design, California Institute of the Arts, and Otis
College of Art and Design were invited to create
participatory projects that would appeal to audi-
ences of all ages.

Given $10,000 and 1,500 square feet of gallery
space, each school was asked to think sibout
making art in both philosophical and practical
terms. The UCLArts team chose to explore the
relationships that people have with their own
creations, and what throwing those works away
might mean to them.

"We're not talking about discarding trash,

we're talking about discarding art," said inter-

disciplinary studio graduate student Sharon
Hayes. "What happens, if instead of putting it on
a shelf, they relinquish it to this pile? What hap-
pens if they let it go?"

The public is encouraged to ask themselves
these questions while tossing self-created art-

work into a 9-foot-tall steel and Plexiglas octa-
gon. A 48-foot ramp makes its way up and
around the container and provides access to its

lidless rim. A few hours after its unveiling, a col-

orful layer of construction paper and clay accu-
mulated on the bottom.

For the project, which LACMALab director
and curator Robert Sain calls "an exhibition by
dare," each school had less than a year to con-
ceive and produce its installations. The museum
allowed most schools the two- to three-year
planning process. Being that LACMALab had
previously only commissioned working artists -
some internationally recognized - the concept
of working with students via their art schools
was unprecedented.

"We asked ourselves, what's in the heads of
the next generation?" Sain said.

In addition, the groups were required to think
of themselves as part of a larger endeavor, pre-
senting their work in tandem with other schools.

"We didn't want for this to be like a science
fair, with everybody's individual little project,"
Sain said. "And that's what led to the notion of a
collective, collaborative approach."
The UCLArts team hopes that some of the art-

work generated by the other installations, which
include a hands-on potting shed and a mountain
of sculpting clay, will end up in their container.
But "throwing away" art into the giant recepta-
cle might not seem like the obvious thing to do,
especially for children. Project mentor and
UCLA professor Paul McCarthy noted that kids
seem to ei\joy running up and down the ramp,
making energetic circles around the container.

"It's turning into a jungle gym," he said.

I
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Bruin celebrates Mexican roots with music
By Graciela Sandoval

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gsandoval@media.ucla.edu

There was a time when Janell
Escalera hated mariachi music. It's

hard to believe that the second-
year ethnomusicology student and
mariachi performer ever felt this
way because Escalera now
devotes her life to the art form.

Tonight Escalera will be per-
forming with the rest of The Music
of Mexico Ensemble at

Schoenberg Hall's Jan Popper
Theater. She will be playing the
violin and singing a solo piece enti-

tled "Echame a nu la culpa" ("Give
me the Blame").

Escalera grew up in Brawley,
Calif., a small town that borders
Mexico 30 minutes away from
Calexico. She chose to come to
UCLA for her undergraduate
'degree partly because it was the
only university that offered the
major she wanted and partly
because of the city's diversity.

UCLA has a rich history of
Mariachi music. In 1961 the first

university-based Mariachi group,
later known as Mariachi Uclatlan,

was directed by Jesus Sanchez.
"I really wanted to come to L.A.

for the longest time. I wanted to be
able to go see a play, or go to the

beach, or to the mountains all in

NICOLE MILLER/Dailv Briin Stai-t

Janell Escalera, a second-year ethnomusicology student, will sing and play the vio-
lin with The Music of Mexico Ensemble performing tonight at the Popper Theater.

half an hour," Escalera said. "There
are so many opportunities here. It's

one of the main places for music
and Mariachi in California."

The strong Mariachi presence
Escalera sees in Los Angeles is

partially due to the fact that her
favorite all-female Mariachi group,
Mariachi Miyer 2000, is based out
of the city and performs every year

at the Hollywood Bowl during the

Mariachi USA Festival. Escalera
also plans on becoming a per-
former herself and dreams of join-
ing Mariachi Miyer 2000 after col-

lege.

"I respect them and admire their

professionalism. It's all women
and totally directed by women.
They also only play at places that

are going to give them what they're
worth," Escalera said.

Escalera has performed in
recitals, weddings, funerals and
traditional birthday celebrations,
or quinceaneras, since she was
five, but the naturally shy Escalera
still gets nervous before each per-
formance.

"(Mariachi music) is an outlet
for me to go and be another person
and get enveloped in the music,"
Escalera said.

Escalera believes mariachi
music is a beautiful expression of
her Mexican heritage and hopes to
teach other generations to love
their culture. She plans to further
her education at graduate school
in Ethnomusicology, and teach and
perform Mariachi music.

Ever since Escalera started
playing in a Mariachi group in high
school she felt at home singing and
performing mariachi music.

"Music is one of the most beau-
tiful things that anyone can learn
from their culture," Escalera said.

"I've learned that every culture has
beauty in it and that you should
never be ashamed of where you
come from."

Music of Mexico Ensemble per-
forms tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the

Jan Popper Theater Admission is

free.

Cage's film

^Adaptation'

mixes fictional,

real worlds
By Paul Mendoza

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
pmendoza@media.ucla.edu

The $20 tickets for the Egyptian
Theater on Saturday night were
worth it.

These pricey tickets were for the
sneak preview of Nicolas Cage's lat-

est project, "Adaptation," the center-
piece of the American
Cinematheque's Real Wild Child trib-

ute to the Oscar winning Cage last

weekend. The main draw for the
evening, however, was not just the
advanced screening (the film will be
released Dec. 6), but also the chance
to get a peak at the off center minds
of Cage himself, as well as tike direc-
tor/writer team of "Being John
Malkovich" and "Adaptation," Spike
Jonze and Charhe Kaufman, respec-
tively.

"Adaptation" features Cage as twin
brothers/screenwriters CharUe and
Donald Kaufman and is loosely based
on Charlie's real-life struggle to adapt
Susan Oriean's "The Orchid Thief"
Kaufman opted to script his own
struggle with adapting the book
rather than to continue adapting the
book itself, therefore writing himself
into his own screenplay. Kaufman
blends these real events with some
fictitious creations; for example, he
doesn't really have a twin brother,
and he is neither fat nor balding,

despite Cage's on-screen appearance.
"(Spike and I) prefer to have the

experience be one of befuddlement,
so that no one quite knows what's
true and not true," said Kaufman, who
has a full head of bushy brown hair.

Jonze, who first gained attention

for directing music videos (Weezer's
"Buddy Holly," Beastie Boys'
"Sabotage"), saw Kaufinan's trouble
with "The Orchid Thier firsthand
while the two worked on
"Malkovich."

"Charlie was really excited about
adapting the book, but after a few
weeks, the excitement disappeared,"

Jonze said. "Four months into it, he
decided to write himself in. He was
nervous, but I found it very encourag-
mg.
Once Cage signed onto the project,

his biggest challenge was connecting
with the elusive Kaufman.

"First, I wanted to stay at

(Charlie's) house, and I offered to

bring a sleeping bag, but he declined,"

Cage said. "Then, I invited him for a
fishing trip in Mexico, which he also

declined. Finally, he agreed to do long
interviews on tape, which I promised
to bum once the movie was finished,

which I did, in ritualistic fashion."

Looking more posh than his on-

screen personas. Cage said that play-

ing those two characters at once was
a challenge. He had to listen to click-

ing dialogue cues through an ear-

piece.

"Spike would ask me, *So, who do
you want to play first today?' If I

woke up on the Charlie side of the
bed, feeling a little withdrawn, I'd

play CharUe first," Cage said. "But I

still had to earn my keep and play
Donald, too. It was hardest to go from
Charlie to Donald, because some of
the crankiness still lingered."

The film intertwines several stories

and continues the mind-boggling tra-

dition begun with "Malkovich."

"What we're looking for is for peo-
ple to have their own experience with
it; then, there can be discussion after-

wards," Jonze said.

It's a rather cryptic response, but
fitting from a man whose last film

was an existentialist roller coaster
ride. This time, instead of creating a
strange puppet-wielding alter-ego for
John Cusack, Jonze and Kaufman
twisted Cage's screen time into a
bizarre reconstruction of reality.

"I thought that they'd be able to
create a different world for me to
move around in," Cage said. "Wliat
ended up happening was that they
created another world that ran paral-
lel to the real world but still had a
foot in it, which is amazing, if you
think about it."
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'Eclectic evening' entertains fans with its lineup
BECK, FLAMING LIPS' COYNE, DROZD ADD
LIGHT-HEARTED DUETS TO ENSEMBLE

By David Chang
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

Idiosyncratic special guests
Beck and two-thirds of the
Flaming Lips were delightful
treats among the smorgasbord of
talented musical artists perform-
ing at KCRVV s A Sounds Eclectic
Evening on Saturday at the
Universal Amphitheater.
The highlight of the four-hour-

l^>ng joy ride occurred midway
when Beck and Flaming Lips
Wayne Coyne and Steven Drozd
surprised and entertained the
audience with a few hysterical
duets.

The three, who have been tour-

ing together, dusted off Sonny
and Cher's "I Got You Babe" and
renamed it "I Got You Beck".
Coyne ended up playing both
Sonny and Cher since Beck was
sketchy with the lyrics. The two
then shared the role of Maureen
Tucker (no one claimed the role
of Lou Reed) in their rendition of
the Velvet Underground's "Who
Loves the Sun."
As Coyne departed to rousing

applause, Beck brought out
singer/songwriter Beth Orton to
sing "No Expectations." The two
obviously had Uttle, if any expec-
tations, as Orton mis-timed the
start of the song and Mr. Eclectic
himself mistakenly played the
wrong keys. Beck would goof on

the keys again during the start of
"Sleepless Nights" with
singer/pianist Norah Jones. Beck
finally got it right as he played
John Travolta to Zero 7 vocalist
Sia Furler's Olivia Newton-John
on the "Grease" classic "You're
the One That I Want."

Orton, Jones and Zero 7 were
marvelous in their own right as
well. The audience adored the
innocence of Orton, whose deli-

cate yet raspy voice suited her
ambient folk sound. Jones, riding
on the success of her break-
through hit "Don't Know Why,"
demonstrated to the audience
that her mellow voice is not with-
out power. The brainchild of pro-
ducers Henry Binns and Sam
Hardaker, Zero 7 proved that
electronic soul does exist by fus-

ing techno beats with R&B
vocals.

Artists who did not perform

duets with Beck were just as
crowd-pleasing. Singer/songwrit-
ers Aimee Mann and Pete Yom
provided enough lovelorn tunes
to break a thousand hearts.

But the show-stopper of the
night award was a tie between
underground hip-hoppers
Blackalicious and Latin electroni-

ca/rock band Kinky. The former
was responsible for waking up
the crowd with rapper Gift of
Gab's "alphaberobics" on "A to
G." His warp-speed freestyle had
fans roaring in amazement. The
audience then went into party
mode, courtesy of Kinky's ener-
getic vibe and Latin hand drums.
Kinky, as the name suggests, was
wild, with band members gallop-
ing all over the stage during
accordion interludes.

Beck said it best when he
declared to the fans, "It's every-
body's stage tonight."

RACHEL been/Daily Bruin
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If'^I? ? ^H^P^'s^ performance with The Flaming Lips' Wayne
Coyne at KCRW s A Sounds Eclectic Evening Saturday at Universal Amphitheater.

Bond shakes off Potter over the weekend
By David Germain

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Super-spy James Bond has
outcharmed boy wizard Harry
Potter.

"Die Another Day," the 20th
Bond flick, took in $47 miUion in

its opening weekend, the best
debut ever for the franchise,
according to studio estimates
Sunday. i

The Bond movie bumped last

weekend's top film, "Harry Potter
and the Chamber of Secrets," to
No. 2. In its second weekend,
"Chamber of Secrets" grossed
$42.4 milhon, pushing its 10-day
total to $148.5 miUion.

"Friday After Next," the third in
Ice Cube's series, opened in third
place with $13.1 million. Kevin
Kline's The Emperor's Club,"
about a prep-school teacher's rela-

tionship with a troublesome teen,

debuted at No. 7 with $4.1 million.

Both "Friday After Next" and
"The Emperor's Club" played in far

fewer theaters than the Bond or
Potter movies.

"Die Another Day" beat the
opening gross of the last Bond
movie, "The World Is Not Enough,"
the franchise's previous best debut
at $35.5 miUion.

Pierce Brosnan has drawn favor-
able reviews for his fourth outing
as agent 007. The addition of Halle
Berry as Bond's formidable
American ally and love interest,

plus a cameo and theme song by
Madonna, helped reinvigorate the
40-year-old fi-anchise.

"There's a great deal of pressure
on franchise pictures, especially
when you have 19 movies before
you," Adee said. "You can't just
have an aging audience. Young
men and women are embracing the
Bond franchise unbehevably well.

That puts us in a great place to set
up the next movie."

Warner Bros, expects a strong
hohday showing for "Chamber of
Secrets" this Thanksgiving week-
end, traditionally a prime time for

family films.

"You just watch on
Thanksgiving. I think 'Harry Potter'

is going to do very well, along with
'Santa Clause 2,"' said Paul
Dergarabedian, president of box-
office tracker Exhibitor Relations.

Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at North American
theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc. Final figures will

be released Monday.
1. "Die Another Day," $47 mil-

lion.

2. "Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets," $42.4 million.

3. "Friday After Next," $13.1 mil-

lion.

4. "The Santa Clause 2," $10.3
million.

5. "8 Mile," $8.7 million.

6. "The Ring," $7.6 million.

7. "The Emperor's Club," $4.1

million.

8. "My Big Fat Greek Wedding,"
$3.8 million.

9. "Half Past Dead," $3.3 million.

10. "Frida," $2.4 miUion.
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cians from Jewish and Latino back-
groimds.

There's the bilingual issue of
speaking Spanish in the United
States and also being Jewish - is it

an ethnic group or a reUgion?" Hip
Hop Hoodios founder and MC Josh
Norek said. "It means so many
things to so many people."

Norek and company have been
caUed the Beastie Boys of their
genre. MeanwhUe, Bayu, nonunat-
ed by the now-defunct New Times
for "Best Latin Band," is a coUec-

tion of musicians from both North
and South America. Formed in

1999, Bayu has drawn comparisons
to Latin alternative rock vanguard
OzomaUi. Both bands look to unite
different cultures during their
shows.

"We explore the conmion paths
of the Jews and the Latinos," Norek
said. "We do approach everything
with a sense of humor, which I

think is very important to have. I do
think there is room for poUtics in
music, but in the case of our band,
we just want to bring people with
different backgrounds together."

SPECIAL UCLA DISCOUNTS

^Z7 ."''
[regular $29.50 - save $2.50]

*45«"" [regular $49.50 -save $4.50]

$75.«» [regular $85.50 -save $10.50]

'^^*^^"^*^W"^W"W^^^I**WrtW*^ft*^*<WW/l^^lV,/VVV,VWWVWVtf^W^WWWWWWi^,iW.^.WV...
•
«'^>*'^*l'>^^f»WVtfVV*/I^IH>»V>rttWIVV.

A non-profit organization that
started in 1998, Yiddishkayt L.A.

aims to promote Yiddish language
and culture throughout the city and
beyond.

"There*s a big conception that
Yiddish is old world - Eastern
European Jews Uving in Uttle vU-
lages," Pressman said. "But it's

actuaUy much more than that. We
want to change people's ideas that
Yiddish is only for their grandmoth-
ers. That's why I got in touch with
Sacha (Bodner) to put on this show
at UCLA and start gearing our
activities to people in their 20s."

tv^mnt^ULs
'f^F?£iDf=JTiDFgS:

VS

LOS ANGELES KINGS NASHVILLE PREDATORS

Thursday, December 5th -7:30 pm

Order a group of 10 or more and everyone

gets a FREE Kings hat!. A portion of the

proceeds benefit the UCLA Ice Hockey Team.

MAKING
I
Exhibit to reflect audience's art

from page "B

IdeaUy, the octagon wiU accumu-
late a wide variety of objects over a
period of nine months. It would
evolve into a larger, collaborative
work reflecting the art and art-mak-
ing of its own audience.

"I know someone who's having
something framed, just to throw it

away," said new genres graduate

student JUl S. MiUer.

Although the team half-jokingly

speaks of the container making its

pennanent home among the bronze
forms of UCLA's FYanklin D.
Murphy Sculpture Garden, their
goal at the moment seems focused
on the effect their art has on Boone
GaUery viewers.

"Who knows? This thing could
flop," said Hayes. "It could be that

those kids never understand how to
use it But I stm think that it asks an
interesting question that we have
aU felt is reaUy important"

''Making" is now shounng in the

Boone Children's Gallery through
Sept. 1, 2003 at LACMA West, locat-

ed at Wilshire and Fairfax Aves.

Admission isfree.

to ADVERTISE
call

310.825.2161 0|S

.^^ym^^A}i^:.m^.^:. ^3m

Westwood
VUAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUN
948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL

10925 LifxJbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

PLAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

Promenade

Harry Pottef and the Ctiamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - DoJby Digital

Mon-Thuj11:00 3:00 7 00 10:45

Femme Fatale (R)

THX - Ddby Digrtal

Mon-Tlu 145430705945

iJackass: The Movie (R)

THX- Dolly Digibl

Mon-Thu 12:2J 2:25 4:50 7:20 10:00

Far From Heaven (P6-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu 12 00 2:35 5:15 7 55 10 35

My Big fiat Greek Wedding (PG)

Doiby Digital

Mon-Thu 2:45 7:30

Punch Drunk Love (R)

Mo«-Thu12l5 5:10 9:50

Santa Monica
6 Harry Potter and the Cttember of Secrets (PG)

THX - Doiby Digital

Fri-Sat (9 30 12 00 12 30) 1 00 3 30
4 00430700800103011 45
Sun (9 30 12 00 12:30) 1 00 3 30

40014:30 7 00 8 00 10:30

I

Fnday Atter Next (R)

Fri-Sat (11 00) 1 40 4:15 7 15 10:00 12:15
Sundl 00)1 40 415 7:1510:00

The Ring (PG- 13)

THX • Dolby Digital

Fn-Sun (1^45) 4 00 7:30 10:40

(»unch-Dnjnk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Dolby Digital

Ri-Sun (11 45)230 5:15 7:45 10:15

My Big Fat Greek Weddmg (PG)

Trt( - Dolby SR - Stereo

! Fri-Sun 7 40 9 55

MMLE
West Hollywood

Bargain Shows ()ForANTh«rtm

AMC
Westwood

.,i,^iim
LANDMAR
Beverly Hills

SUNSET5
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (11:40) 2:10 4:50 7:30 10:00

Far From Heaven (PG- 13)
Mon-Thu {11 30) 2 05 4 45 7 25 10 00

The Quiet American (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:25 4:50 7 20 950

AVCOCtNBMA
10840 VMWiiraBM

1 BlkE. of Westwood
(310) 777-RLM #330

lACIFia

Westwood

iw

Oodger (R)

Mon-Thu (11:45) 2:10 4':35 7:15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7 00 9:55

Half Past Dead (PG-1 3)

Mon-Tue 1:4 4:45 7:30 10:10

Wed-Thu 1:30 4:30 7:30 10:10

8 Mile (R)

Mon1:30 4<X)

Tue 1:30 4:30 7:20 9:50

Wed-Thu 1:15 4:15 7:2010*0

DieAnotherDay(PG-13)
Mon-Tue 1:00 4:00 7 00 10:15

Wed-Thu 12:20 3:30 7:00 1030

The Emperor's Club (PG-1 3)

Mon-Tue 1:15 4:15 7:10 9:40

Wed-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:10 9:50

CHECCI GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Derrida

Mon (5:00) 7:15 9:30

Tue (5:00)

Wed-Thu (12:30) 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30

West LA

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of WJisMre)

474-7866 or 777-FILM (#025)

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Mon-Tue 3:00 5:30 8:00

WLA/Beveriy Hills Beverly Hills
Royai

11523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

t

Frida (R)

Mon-Thu (1:15)4:10 7:00 9:55

The Way Home (PG)

Mon-Wed(5:05)715 9 40
Thu (12:30) 2:45 5 05 7 15 9:40

Ararat (R)

Mon-Wed(5:00)7 30 10 00
Thu (12:00) 2:30 5 00 7 30 10:00

Last Supper
Fani Ungmge vim English SuMltos

Mon-Wed(5:10)7 30 9:50
Thu (12:30) 2 50 5:10 7:30 9:50

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beveriy Blvd.

4 hours validated

pariting $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Friday After Next |R)

Mon-Tue 1 40 2 20 4 00 4 30
7:00 7:30 9:2010:00

Half Past Dead (PG-1 3)

Mon-Tue 2.00 4:15 7:20 9:45

WESTSIDE RAVILUON Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)
1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:40 7:20 9:40
(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 9.50

B Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

The Man from Elysian Relds (R)

Mon-Thu (11:20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 00) 1 40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica

' Santa Monica
SANTA MOMCA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 3 1 5 5:30 7:45 1 0:00

El Crimen Del Padre Amaro (R)

Fri-Sun (1:30) 4 20 7 15 10 05

8 Mile (R)

Mon 1 30 2:10 4:10 4.45 7:15 9:50 1015
Tue 1:30 2:10 4:10 4:45 7:15 7:40 9:50 10:15

The Transporter (PG-1 3)

Mon 1 50 4:25 7 05 9:25

Tue 1:50 4:25 10:10

LANDMARK

NUART
11272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Solaris (1972)

Mon-Wed 5:00 8:30

Thu (1:30) 5:00 8:30

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1.30) 4: 15 7:30 10: 15

Far From Heaven
Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

Westwood
The Quiet Amencari (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:20 7 00 9:40

The 4th Tenor

Mon-Thu (1:15) 3:30 5:45 8 00 1015

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Tue (2:00) 4 30 7:00 9:30

REGENT
1 045 Broxton Avenue
(310)208-3259

Pesonal Velocity

Wed-Thu (11:00) 1:00 3:00 5 00 7 15 9:30

flDVKTISf
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Mmv Id FCaotf an >lilr

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am
Friday: 1 0am

3:00pm
2:30pm

AdWriUngJIps

1. What is it?

Use words ttiat best

describe what you are

selling

i.

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

D^adHnss
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

CtassMed Una Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 Insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box „. $2.00 Box $40.00

QuartBrtf

50 insertions, up to 20 wofd...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box. ,. $100^00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

5 insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00

...each additional word 2.75

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change without notice.

Speti^ FetOmes i Issues

t l^i/oidsu tviukiH
urns

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

t

irfehdatf^
Evef7dayl

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DIStI
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

i Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUIGE.COM

l^^JLV^^!^t^^T^^l.\'^!rr^ P^"*^- ""P--**-. 'Otes. or «atus .o sooty. N«th.r m. 0*^ Bruin rx)r'tS>SiS?S^u'o^Kx.^ ^^^^nXSTll .^^T^ >dv«rtt.ed orth««dv>t»»rn>nt, f»pnwnted w^^mmmm. Ariy person bafcev^ig that ar, «^,«ti8erT*rrt iri this issue vwJrted the Boards poh^

tancev^hous».gtitocnrn|r«^ c3S ads aiso^I>peL o^i
at http://www.dBilyt)run.udaedu. I»1«:«nsrt on-llns is o«erwl ss a oorTH))imentary servx» tor custorrws and .s not guaranteed. The D«.ly Bruin is resporisiWe tor the first in^^ inser-
tion only. Minor typographttat enor* are not eiigibie for refunds. For any nsfund. the Daiiy Bruin Classified Department rru^st be notified of an error on the first day of^^

m iiHiliilli

>TlT>t>T*T*fl 2200
Research Subjects

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-
menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood
tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-
zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other
medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

announcements

1100-260a 1.^-

pampus Happenings

ARAB CULTURE NIGHT
TONIGHT 9-10PM

LEARN HOW TO BELLY
DANCE WITH

PROFESSIONAL
DANCER/TEACHER
GEORGIANNE @
KERCKHOFF HALL
GRAND SALON
SALSA LESSONS
7-9PM, 10-11 PM

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ballroomdance

www.geocJties.com/SwingSalsaTango Ball-

room Dance Club&lntemational Folk Dance-
Club@ucla Where Great Romances Begin:

310-284-3636. ballroom@ucla.edu

1800
iscellaneous

^3^^K 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous spenm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if you're
looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us :310-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.

California Cryobaiik, the worids leading rq)r()ductive tissue bank, is

looking for hcahhy guys, in college or with a college dc^cc. to become

a part of our anonymous sperm donor program. As a donor you will:

receive up to S900 per month,

experience a mtmmal time commitment with flexible hours.

receive a free comprehensive health and genetic screening.

help inferrile couples realize their dreams of parenthood.

For more information or to see ifyou qualify call (310) 443-5244 e3a:.39

or visit us on the web at www.crvobank.com.

2000
Personals

I

CAUroWM (310)44M2««t.39
[
v»«T^D«n^ i^Rm-. v«fv*rw,cryolMiBk.com

)«M0f»W3O**Cm« «»V*C«&

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

Pay your tu

with eggs

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Volce/video/chat/music.

2050
Pregnancy

Babies Hatcn*
The human hatching event Is an important
milestor>e in human devetopment and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compenktion is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Options. LLC

EGG DONORS NEEDED ^
Healthy females ages 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

jg
(818)832-1494 ^

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinrcal stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

Wdl-Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 18-30 years of age, 5'r-5'8",thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

rT OPTIONS
(80Q) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses

3300
Collectibles

2200
Research Subjects

John ± Christian
DESIGNERS a CRAFTSMEN SINCE tSSO

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular
spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coin 800 521 5211

C0UC6E MONOGRAM
RlN6

Free Brochure

•YEAR DATE
•DEGREE
•GREEK LETTERS

•YOUR Monogram

UK601.DS450

RiNGB0X.COM 1 «888-646-6466

2200
Research Subjects
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IF you have problems around cots, you may be interested In

participating In a dlnlcQl study of an investigational use of o
FDfl-opproved medication.

During the study, you uuill receive:

Free allergy tests

Free medication for your ollergles

FlnonciQl compensation up to $385

If you are Interested, please coll:

Dr. Jonottion Con-en, MD
Clinical Faculty at UCW
310-477-1734

extension 242

*ss* *ss* *s* •ti* •%• •%• *s« 'St* 4S* •ss* 4S* *st* 4{« •){• •$• <st* <s;*
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2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

For Couples Undergoing Fertility Treatment
lMMlllllIIIMMialliM•MMdk^Mft&^. . '. ....

"^-"^
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21 « 32 years of age

Non-smokers, No drugs

Attractive Compensation to
donor, if accepted into program

Access to Recipients from 11 Highly
Reputed Fertility Physicians

Special need for Asian donors

7"

i^'m

Genesis Egg Donor Corp
For information,

call Toll Free.,,877/375-8888

Wc art- a 100% Pbys?cb« Baked

www,genesis{vf,com

eggdonors@genesisivf.com

GiMnputers

America's
Lowest
Prices!

Guaranteed!
WWW.JAOISTRIBUTING.C ^L: 866 883 0048

3600
Garage Sales

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father arnj Sor) Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

.

Neea Transportation
#• a Party or
Special Event'

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)216ra71B
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go ^^ ^^

Transportation

"'^^^ 6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant,

www.marykaycom/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
^^egal Advice/Attorneys

S680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com.
www.deeslegal.com.

3700
j^ealth Products

ATTENTION: 85 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie 1-

888-974-7546.
i

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips earn cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

^ S700
Travel Tickets

COII:

IMMIGRATION
•Working Visas (H- IB)

• Green Cards, Labor Cent.
• Sponsor Companies

(310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865
e-mail: usgiobalserv@ool.com

Free Consultation

^B700
Travel Tickets

BRAND NEW
REVOLUTIONARY

PRODUCT
BOOST ENERGY! BLOCKS CRAVINGS!!
BURNS FAT!! NO EPHEDRA. CHECK IT

OUT! www.healthy-in-out.coin.

TRAVELv STUPEMTSp

Plqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your
own sampler pack! Free ship>ping on orders
over $10.

J4300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR. Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries,

www.fitnessgear4less com/2478253.

IMEXICO
OffTAWAYMCKAOES
4DinOW«MTf AJRmaUDfD

LOSCABOS—.^.349
MAZATLAN ^^.389

Pfo.VALLAIlTA-^,399

CANCUN ^H. . 509

COSTA na Biodi ».< iW
imw.VictorylrovelMiii

(800)878-9986y

RIO-SAO $259
COSTARICA... $209

GUADALAJARA.

GUATEMALA...
BUENOS AIRES.

CHILE

LIMA
TOKYO

$119
$119

$235
$249
$259
$189
$259

LONDON••••••• $239

CST# 2063«61-:»0

APFAPES iP5 ySHJ OH R'T PURCH4CE- TA^ES hOTHCUiOe

xia£'CT:^-^'^MriaiTNCI)(S.SCI€ REACTIONS M*yAP»Li}

PB»» 4700
to Insurance

Auto Insurance
^ :^bir^/OiZsir\\

M^^rcurv Brokermw«two(Ki. no Brakes v\^ii^ abo otner I

markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

(310)208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's pnce or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.
I

Vacation Packages

900
tos for Sale

1990 HONDA CIVIC LX. Red color. Automatic.
Excellent condition. lOOKmiles. $3300 obo.
Please contact 310-206-1629/310-618-9472
entail prakku999@hotmail.com

1991 NISSAN SENTRA. Good shape, new
tires and steering, stick shift. Leave country,
must go in 2 weeks. $2000obo. 323-466-0790.

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid
instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Odk\ today. Start sav-
ing now.

PARTY VACATIONS
CANCUN ACAPULCO JAMAICA
BAHAMAS FLORIDA S PADRE

Si^QSST PARTIES!
ABSOLUTS BEST PttiCeSf Kri

www.ENDLESSsummerTOURS.com

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
m^.yjA. DEFENSE^^

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee
|

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law offices of Donald R. Hartunian

Century Gty, California

:i;i.^i 0400
Movers/Storage

N««d a rid« to th« hoM«
football gamos, cooso yovr
hooso didn't rout a bos?

Cott l*f• 9« ti—»iii_H_|
Check out our Brum packages

(310)216-2718 (office)

(310)578-3112 (pager)

S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

BEST MOVERS. Ucensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST. VoicemaiI/pager:
800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

6SOO
Music Lessons

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

international Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

LAW, MEDICAL, AND
MBA SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

Learn unique strategies guaranteed to help
you gain admission to your dream schools.

For more information please go to

TheBluelvy.com

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

7000
Tutoring Offered

"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

EXPERIENCED
JAPANESE TUTOR
Available evenings. Ask for Toshiko.

818-248-7084

IMPROVE YOUR
C; R F . G M A T

' PRfVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONALIf
r Forms? t*st pr«p c«nMr iMr*ctor

> 10 yMr» t«ftchin« staixterdiMd mMMvsts
> Compr*rwnsiv« method p«rsor»aitz*d to a«N«¥«

maximuni succ*»s
I ^ Bottf AND ch««p«r than th« bm contoMtiM

(.1 - vrt !i 1.

orc»l(lafi Si-nps in '2i-«??-i7'5

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering

business world. Taught by experienced profes-
sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: pianoA^io-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
BACHELOR OF PHYSICS FROM UCLA off-

ers tutoring in physics and math at all levels.

Contact:310-925-9392 or sinatutor@aol.com

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various
subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call
Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

$16-20 PER HOUR
Urgent, immediate opening.

Tutor one on one
in Beverly Hills home.

SAT math, algebra, geometry, stats,

science, and calculus.

10 hours minimum per week.

Fax resume to:

(323) 931-4799 or visit

www.beverlyhillstutoring.com

Cell phone & car required

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

^» 7300
Writing Help

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

7^00
Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign currency. Initial invest-

ments $500-25k. Retums up to 30.9%.
For more info call: (213) 747-3488. For
smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

7SOO
Career Opportunities

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
UP TO $500-$1 0,000. EXTRA PER
MONTH. P/TORF/T. EARN FREE VACA-
TIONS! CHECK IT OUT GET THE
FACTS, www.finallyownboss.com.

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-
munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cybemet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1 110.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@ psvratings.com

RN CASE MANAGER, LVN, QA (RN/LVN
ONLY). Busy home health/hospice office in

Westwood Village. Excellent benefits. 310-

824-9798.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES to distribute

electric scooters on your campus. Enthusias-

tic, self-motivated students. Sales experiences

a plus. Unlimited flexibility, unlimited earning

potential. Demo scooters provided at no cost

to you. Dan 949-455-3154.

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

77OO
Child Care Wanted

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER Westwood
for 4 y.o./boy. Own car and insurance. Ref-

erences. Up to 15hrs. Male preferred but

not mandatory. 3 1 0-48 1 -600 1

.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

SEEKING RELIABLE, ENTHUSIASTIC, Trust-

worthy people to wori< various hours/days for

babysitting service. College, CPR/First-Aid,
fluent English a mu st. $9-11/hr. 310-545-5181.

WLA P/T Nanny 20hrs/wk, M-F, afternoon to
eariy evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,
creative to watch 2 young giris 7&4. 310-351-
1767.

7800
Help Wanted

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company.
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would be
also helpful, but not mandatory. Call 310-474-
4521.

7700
Child Care Wanted

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in aftemoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

Package A
$20.00 per irKlude r/t transportation to the game
One 6' sandwich (choice of ham, turkey, roast beef)
Bag of chips

Piece of lemon or chocolate cake
Cole slaw

1 cup of 1
6' beer or 1 bottle water

Package 6
$1 0.00 per person (roundtnp transportation only)

Package C
Ho transportatK>n to game. You get everything in

package A for S8.00

IES£RVE ASAP. CONTAa; Ms. Brown or Gina

/llistate.
"vbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WostvN/ood Blvd.
C2 b>lks. So. of Wllshilre)

24 Hours g Day Service

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small
jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-

ry@310-391-5657.

wm^-^-^M^*mm esoo
jsestsa-i^,* -^.iij-it ffVfftlSIC L,6SS0nS

61OO
Computer/Internet

323-938-4597
BA MUSIC

I
B A EDUCATION

SINGING LESSON!
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Studio by 3rd 4 Fairfax

let your soo/ come out and sing'

We create a new progress

and practice CD every lesson.

STUDENT SPECIAL: Internet Users Want to

Save $$!! Student Internet access only!

$9.95/mo! For details/sign-up see www.icolle-

gedirect.net today!

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-

826-9117.
I

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

LATIN TUTOR for 11th grader. 2 hours, twice

a week. $15/hr. Call 310-287-2735.

MENTOR/TUTOR
WANTED FOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR.
Santa Monica. Special attention to math, sci-

ence, and architecture. 818-560-1848.

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay. ^Hisses in West Valley. 310-

377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED Knowledge of

Spanish 1 ,2,3. Experience +. Must have car.

Start ASAP $17/hr. Call 310-474-1198.

TUTOR WANTED for 13 & 17 y/o for general
subjects. Spanish is a plus. 15-min from cam-
pus. $10/hr. 310-430-4000.

WESTWOOD TUTOR wanted to help kinder-

gartener w/afterschool homework 6-8hrs/wk,

some babysitting. Experience w/kids, interest

in education a plus. $10/hr. 310-552-1924.

ARE YOU OUR MARY
POPPINS?

Two Santa Monica giris (12&16) want upbeat
experienced Nanny/Driver/Homewori< Helper
(female 21+). Mon-Fri, 2:30-7:30pm. Need
car, insurance, nanny references. Call Nancy,
310-395-6648.

CHILDCARE FOR 11 -year-old boy in ex-
change for room. 4-8pm weekdays. Room,
board, use of car, stipend. Brentwood. UCLA
doctors. 310-825-4098.

DRIVER/COMPANION FOR 14YR.0LD BOY
Thurs. 2:30pm, occasional other aftemoons
and evenings. Need references, clean DMV
record. $12/hr. 310-472-8564.

$14.50-$19/hr. TUTORS WANTED. In-home
tutoring for K-12. P/T. Upper classmen and
graduate prefen-ed. Car needed. Call 24hrs
310-335-5650.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Sen/ices, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.
Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F, 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks.
Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacations! Wort< at the

most famous tennis shop in LA. Worit experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.

Advances in salary according to performance.
Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gayley Ave.
310-208-6215.

M B.H. Model Manag. Co. h
^^ Looking for new Talent A.S.A.P. for Nat'L tl

¥i Commercials & Magazines ^i

M For the Holiday Season ^
M Serious inquires!!! M
JJ^

310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 H

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

APPAREL4LESS.COM, EBAY COMPANY in

Westwood needs computer-literate or HTML
or Adobe or Ebay junkie. P/T or F/T. David
310-717-7412.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTER NEEDED 1-2 daysAveek. Sal-
ary commensurate upon experience. Pacific

Palisades family of 2 children. 310-230-2067.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-
rate parties. Flexible hours. Apply in person,
937 Westwood Blvd, 310-208-1180.

BANKING
ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to work in the

UCLA Ackerman Building. Must have lyr.

cun-ent experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT,
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,
University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, CA 90025.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.
Great student job, P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.eom

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Eam up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-
1884extU4.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-
cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

Are you a model...
or want to qet started?

fyP^P.

int & non-U r

I experience r(

vemodefs

commercial

.273.2566

BH law firm need part time file clerics, $7.50/hr.

Interest in law preferred. 15-20 hr/week.
Flexible scheduling. Send resume/availability

(310)274-2794, Attn: Recruitment.

BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC dental assistant for

busy& growing Beverty Hills dental practice.

Must be trained in all back office functions.

818-789-1615.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER For 1-2

Days/Week for a 2yr.old adopted Chinese girt.

Century City area. Please call: 310-475-
4949.

F/T NANNY Hancock Park; experienced,
warm/responsible nanny needed M-F, 9-5PM,
new baby in house, stay-at-home mom needs
help w/our sweet 22-m/o. Light
housewori^cooking, English speaking. 310-
433-1320.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/1 5-year-old daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from schools tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

Classifieds

825-2221
- =r ^-SiL^

,.%J-"

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CLIENT ASSISTANT Responsible female to

run lots of errands for personal shopper.

Have license, car provided. $10/hr. Flexible

schedule. 310-203-9704.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Houriy

plus tK>nus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

Display
206-3060
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FLU VACCINE
For registered UCLA students
Bring your Bruincard / 300 doses at each event.

First come, first served - no appointment needed.

TOMORROW

TODAY

Tues. Nov. 26, 1 2 - 3 pm
Brum Plaza (outside Ashe)

+ Qi Gong demo at each event -

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment
in the Ashe Center, while supplies last.

For more information or to request an appointment:

vvww.studenthealth.ucla.edu or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
Ashe at Covel Commons, 2nd Floor

5 - 7 pm, Mondays and Tuesdays, weeks 1-10

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Tubular pasta
5 Yakked
10 Dove into

se(X)nd
14 Idytlicspot

15 Acid in proteins
16 Halo, of sorts

17 Stioal

18 Caller's

annoyance
(2 wds.)

20 Well site

22 Open meadow
23 Ruff, as hair

24 More
i

accommodating
26 Falstaff's prince

27 Discernment
30 "Odyssey"

nympti
34 Give corrtfoft

35 Wacky
36 Melancholy
37 Join forces
38 Makina do
40 Kind of eagle
41 moment's

rK}tice

42 Stagehand
43 Free from doubt
45 Positive

47 Woolgatherer
48 Insurance gp.
49 Swells, as a river

50 Blizzard

53 Koan discipline

54 Hunt
58 Be persuaded

(2 wds.)
61 Have a hunch
62 Circle size

63 Al — of Indyfame
64 Natural impulse
65 Repair
66 Economically

disadvantaged
67 Fail to win

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A T M S

1

D O R 1 S

1

N A PmM A U 1 A V E R T A L E X
A C T S B A B A R R A R A
H T T u B PlA Q U A R 1 U M^^E L L A I 1 N c aIHH
L E A a N E D G E T S B Y
O U R

1
A R A B sps E P 1 A

A B E ^ P A c Em U G H
T 1 N T sIt R A Y s| R O to

H E A R T S ^H M E M E N T O
P^^o A K S P L U MlBH
F A V R 1 T ^1 1 T c H E D
R E A P

1

M E L O N

1

E U R
E R 1 E P R I D E E G G S
[t]ojjjdJ iJ nJ E E R S H O E

1 1-25-02 O 2002 Unrted Feature Syndicate, Inc

DOWN
1 None
2 Theory
3 Football stands
4 Boundlessness
5 Quick punch
6 Charm
7 More sensible
8 "Orinoco Row"

singer
9 PC system
10 Prudently
11 Moon goddess
12 Subj of rollovers

13 Wide valley

19 Tiber locale

21 Yearning sound
25 Limey's toast

26 Closet Items
27 Asimov of sci-fi

28 -48 Hours"
lead

29 Clean energy
30 Tin container
31 Choir selection

32 Ointment
33 More unusual
35 Pep
39 Reunion crowd
40 Arrogant
42 — globulin

44 Goose
formations

46 Tailor's need
47 InstiUed..

49 Be frugal

50 Fraudulent
scffeme

51 Zoomed
52 "May it not be

an ~l"
53 Region
55 Space preceder
56 Chair parts

57 MOMA artist

59 Compete in a
10K

60 Like a desert

TT

T7"

2a

34

37

41

8 9

6

m^

11 12 13

UCLA

Spring Sing Informational Meeting

i

Tonight! 7-8 p.m.

James West Alumni Center

Find out how you or your group can get involved

with this year s Spring Sing talent, company or

stage crew by attending this informational meeting.

Spring Sing will be on Friday, May 2, and tickets

go on sale at the CTO on March 31.

For information, visit www.UCLAlumni.net/SAA.

(310)UCtA^AA w«m.UCLAIumni.net/SAA

This event is cosponsored by SAA, USAC and the Bruin Leaders Project.

—SAA is thf sttident chapter ofthf-

*^ '-uLl
[Association!

Classifieds

825-2221

CLASSIFIED

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

\]CLAFund
Want a Schedule That Allows You

More Room to Breattie?

/^ .-*«-<-9isssoi?r.>+:^-:-r5e£i

09a7b per hour

PLUSBOHUS

• Convenient Scheduling

(Mon. - Fri. evenings & Sat., Sun.)

• Build Your Resume
• Speak Directly to Alumni
• We are an equal opportunity employer

Interview Times : 11/21 1-4 pm
11/22 1-4 pm

I 11/25 1-4 pm
I 11/26 1-4 pm

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

Call Sandin for Appointment

310-794-0277

Great food, great benefits,
and even greater rewards.

At Whole Foods Market
a career is only natural.

FOODSMARKET

JOB FAIR!
Tuesday, December 3
12 noon to 7:00 pm

At the new store location,

1050 South Gayley Ave.

(at Weyburn) in Westwood.

Or fax your resume to

(818) 990-1066

FORTUNE'

COMPANIES^
TO WORK FOR^

DANCERS WANTED
For Performing Egyptian Dance Troujse, Ages
21-29. 5'6-5'9, attractive; dance training a
plus. Call Isis 310-474-8433.

DO YOU LIKE TO
WORK OUT?

SALES POSITIONS available full and part-

time. Do you like to keep fit? Join the Shape-
Up-USA team opening in century city Mall and
Fox Hills Mall, November 30. 310-823-5542.

DRIVER NEEDED for 3yr.old boy to pick up
from UCLA Day Care to home. Mon and Tues.

5:30pm. $16/day 310-552-5363.

EARN EXTRA $FT/PT. Work from home, help

others $1000-$3000 mo.

www.nellanfunds.com 800-51 8-821 9.

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP. Personal
Management Firm seeks P/T asst.. M-F 9-

11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call 310-2P9-
1244, ask for Kate.

|

FRONT OFFICE RECEPTIONIST and a MED-
ICAL ASSISTANT wanted in cardiology office.

FfT, PfT, flexible hours. Encino. 818-905-1240.
Fax resume 818-905-1238.

FULL TIME CSR
PULSE COPY is seeking bright, organized,

energetic, individuals to assist UCLA students
and staff with retail document reproduction.

Excellent salary and benefits. Email resume to

ackerman@the-pulse.com or fax 310-206-
4329

HOTEL DESK CLERK/NIGHT AUDITOR. Full

time graveyard. Small Westwood Village Ho-
tel. English speaking. 310-208-3945.

LOOKING FOR SALES PEOPLE Great P/T-
F/T opportunities in new music records store in

Hollywood. 310-617-7692

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

NEED DRIVERS for busy Christmas season.
P/T, F/T. Make from $300-$600 per week. 310-
445-2701.

NEEDED FfT RECEPTIONIST for a Culver
City event planning company. Please fax or

email resumes to John Thomas 310-641-9825
jk_t2000@yahoo.com. •

NORM'S RESTAURANT is hiring for cashier

and sen/er positions! Please apply in person
at 11001 Pico Btvd or call (310)479-2978

OFFICE ASSISTANT Must be computer-lit.

Contract-template.word, heavy phones. Roof-

ing exp.+ Temp to possible perm. 20-

25+/hrs/week. Fax:310-838-7531.

Part-time Sales Folk Art/lntemational Crafts

Okj Town Pasadena. Prior sales experience.

Art background plus. Fax resume: 626-564-

2659.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in teaming
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or

just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pautey Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to work Idy/wk.
Computer skills (Mac), must have car to run
en-ands. Start $10/hr. Call 310-951-4254.

GLOBOPOLIS-The Worid's hottest new board
game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.
Interested in a fun, money-making opportunity
for the holidays? Check out game & opp
at<www.globopolis.net.>

1

GREAT WEEKEND JOB
$10/hr. Need enthusiasm to hold sign to di-

rect buyers to new homes. Hiring immediate-
ly for LA. Hollywood, and Beveriy Hills. 1800-
343-8368.

PART TIME
Sales Representative. Health & Fitness Co
seeks highly motivated individuals to help

increase sales. 15-20hrs/wk. Call today

310-242-6722.

PRIVATE ASSAYER Magazine of Individual

Urinary Studies wants writers. Must be over

21. Call Mr. Vandegrift: 310-207-4671.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick :310-208-7183.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA tecation. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

PART TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Lunch/dinner. Help

needed for 15-20hrs/wk. Minimum+tips.

WLA:31 0-479-4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Learn to wortt

with tools, machines, and raw materials. Wori<
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

7800
Help Wanted

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Editor will supply topics. Email

pat@onceineverylife.com.

7820
High-Tech Jobs

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,

possible F/T. Fax resume or call 213-840-9200
Attn. Nick.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT P/T possibte F/T to

work for medium size computer software com-
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fax resume or
call Nick 323-578-8208

78^0
Actors/Extras Wanted

TALENTED? GET EXPOSURE, www.weare-
talented.com, 702-308-3506. Free band clas-
sifleds.

8000
Internships

DESIRE EDUC/PSYC research experience?
Literacy project needs intern assistance. Col-
lect child data, manage information. Car/morn-
ing availability ideal. katie_kandm@ya-
hoo.com

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for
basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,
possible F/T. Fax resume or call 213-840-
9200 Attn Nick.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-
man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russlan/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/exce(tent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For infonnation ac-
cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tk)ns.htm

jsm^mmmmSlOO
Personal Assistance

TOP HOME CLEANING. My deaner is seek-
ing more work in the Westwood area. She is

totally thorough, reliabte, honest. 310-208-

3335.

Apartments for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagtey 2bdrm. I.Sbth.

httpy/LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1-year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (k5wer). 3 1 0-398-3572.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, fumished, dean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/nx).
310-824-0601.

** MAR VISTA * *

• 3 BD -^ 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat. Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigli Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon. - Sat. 10 - 4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

1B+1B LARGE, WEST LA. Availabte ASAP.
$950rent+$850dep. Gated access, 2-pari<ing.

New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.

5-min 10+405freeways. #12 BlueBus. 310-

21 0-7380/21 3-446-5772.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 MIdvate. Large, fuW

kitchen, fireplace, bakxsny, gated parldng.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, bakx)ny, fireplace, A/C. Pod, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET. Starting January,

2bdrm/lbth on Strathmore/Landfair. Across
the street from campus. Lease ends Jutylst.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550, 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP.
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BLOCK-
PICOBUS. 310-a39-6294.

WEST lA^^
IBD+1BA $II45/MO
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.wesfsideplQces.com

BEVERLY HILLS. 2+1. carpet, laundry, quiet
parking, $1300. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

URINARY FRACTIONS Magazine wants writ-

ers. Must be over 21 . Call Mr. Vendegrift: 310-

207-4671.

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemarketer for Santa Monica education
publisher. Hourly and good commissions.
10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-7
pm, Monday through Friday Min 4 worthing

days required. $11 and up per hour. Contact
Chrissy: 323-937-7737.

i

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-

ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K, LA,

CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-

staff@aceeducation .com

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dariington Ave. Large rooms &kltchens/park-
ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of doset. Cats ok.
Amte 310-207-1965.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

HOME CLEANERS: P/T-F/T, $10/hr up +tips

to clean in Westside areas. Must be depend-
able and have car. Immediate positions.

April:31 0-471 -2024. i

PART-TIME HELP w/garden & pool through

next year. M/F with some experience or in-

terest. References. Sunset/ Veteran. $9-

10/hr. 310-476-1235.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Eam $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-

selikemagic.com

WESTWOOD LITIGATION firm seeks P/T

word processor. Must have excellent typing

skills and grammar. 10 hours/week, flexible,

email resume humanresources@gascouhop-
kins.com.

BRENTWOOD- $2150
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,
paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bidg,
close to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village
for shops, restaurants, and martlets. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4, and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-
cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,
partying, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

Display
206-30^0
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artnients for Rent

0400
Apartments for Rent

0400
Apartments for Rent

0400
Apartments for Rent Apartments for Rent

0400
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

t .

^Wefcome Cgruins g^ friends

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

\ J

• The Roberts Companies

We

^^^l^ ^^^ best locations with a host of amenities. Whether
y6u need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the
Westside

!

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, Ifacuzzis, sundecks, patios,
more.
If necessary, we have custom designer furniture available a

yell. We can offer maid service, refrigerators, and muc
more, IN SHORT ANYTHING YOU MAYNFFQ WE CAN PWOVinF

I

(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

(310)
Armenian,

-1700
, Tagalog,

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

^t^^m^^itmmmem
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8400
Apartments for Rent

$49

The only LA website
approved to be partners

with Yahoo!

Why pay $60 for a list when you can get
One-on-One assistance based on area,

amenity, number of bedrooms, price and pet.
Use our phones to call landlords!

9,000+ Vacancies
Landlords list for free!

19pictures per property on most properties.
No hotel, no motels, no shares.

Apartments. Condos. Duplexes, Houses, Detailed

Deschptions.

• FREE maps, tum-by-turn driving directions
from one apt. to another

1 instant e-mail notificatk>n of new listings

• FREE change of address, moving planner,

bad credit assistant

Month-To-Month / Corporate Housing

WWW.apartmenthuntery rnm

310-276-NOME (4663)

8400
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished/unfurnished apart-
ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd
Street Promenade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,

937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, a/c, bright, utilities in-

cluded, parking, $975. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, carpet, pool, laundry,

parking, $950. www.westsiderentals.com 323-
634-7401.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. Ibdrm/lbth. Ful-
ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, balcony, laundry. Walking distance to
UCLA. $1150/mo. 310-208-7483.

9000
House for Sale

ELEGANT, 4+bdrm, 2.5bth, 3-car garage,
368sq.ft., secluded yard, UCLA Professor's

Bel Air home $1,020,000, 310-206-6392.

WESTWOOD 2+1, carpet, quiet, laundry.n ear
shops, parking, $1325.www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s, balcony, carpet, laun-

dry, parking, $1 200.www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD. Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to
UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-jn-closet.

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976. .

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

Laundry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.
|

Casablanca West

il Bedrooms from $1095

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 3+2. carpet, balcony, quiet, near
Wilshire, parking, $1865. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368 I

WESTWOOD
PLAZir

""

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
•IVIove-in special

801 Gaytey Ave

310-208^505

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $675-
925. Ibdrm $975-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, rnany
w/dishwashers, balcony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury. Must see. Call for

free listing :3 10-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Close to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-
tor, stove, closets. Pool. 310-204-4332. ask
for Shirley.

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overlooking the ocean, week-
ends only 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

HOUSEMOTHER/WESTWOOD: F/T, PfT
Live-in Retirement Residence. Free room and
board. Call 310-207-5818

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8A50
Apartments to Share

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-
ing granted, laundry room. $1095. 310-230-
1252Adj Brentwood.

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-

er, all new carpet, painted. $1200. One year

lease. 310-420-7884

k
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Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995

2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year leasa

ProtKSJOnally managtd t}y

Integrated Property Services, Inc

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-

ity building. 310-208-4796.

PACIFIC PALISADES
2t)drm/1 bath. Brand new, redone unit. Tile

floors, gas cooktop, wall oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-

ered parking, storage locker. 2nd fkx)r. small

buikjing (8 units). Close to UCLA. Walking dis-

tance to beach and shopping area.

$1795Anonth. 310-589-5952. Available Dec.

1st.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $985/mo. Stove. A/C.

large ctosets, 2ndfkx>r, gated-parking, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus, freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PALMS AREA. 1 bedroom, pool. $950/nx)nth.

All new. 310-420-7884.

Bachelor

{jaridng,0^ f^, pod. la^.
sumJed, s^ser dosets. lowSm^ D^fxs

530 Veteran
208-4394

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new. reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran
#5.310-877-8817.

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,

pool, utilities, clean, parking, possible dis-

count. Best deal in Westwood. $1100/month.

Call Andrew 310-562-8397.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, private

bath, r/s, cable, part<ing, $750. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,

r/s, near UCLA, parking, $700. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,

r/s. balcony, parking. $740. www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,

r/s. balcony, parking. $740. www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, carpet, laundry,

utilities included, parking. $625. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368
*

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, pool, laundry,

move in special. pari<ing. $800. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368.

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOME to share- Non-
smoker m/f- $750/mo priv bed/bathroom, inci

util & direct TV- pis call 310-820-8354.
Marsha.

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy Own Room and
Bath. Tandem partying. $775-»-utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-
9748

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in exchange helping
w/household chores, errands and driving for
older lady References and car needed. 310-
477-6977 leave message.

Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private
room, sunny hilltop location. 15-minutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$575(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

HUGE 2-STORy HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great
location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-
0760,31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$650+$650-security, 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to
garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 1 room in townhouse. Full

kitchen, washer/dryer. Good location, close to
UCLA, very nice inside. $850/mo. 310-828-
7768.

INCREDIBLE PRICE: Chill roommate wanted
to share 2bdrm/1bth in Brentwood, Iblk south
of Wilshire on Barrington. No Anal-retentives

$550/mo. 310-962-3546.

PALMS $434/mo. Share 2bdrm w/quiet, non
smoking female professional. Parking, walk-in

closet, laundry. Bus to UCLA. 310-559-6728.
Available 12/15/02.

PALMS. Bright, Spacious Single. Full Kitchen,

appliances, partying, most utilities paid. 310-
842-9797.

SANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,

upstairs bedroom, downstairs study. Large
townhouse. Kitchen privileges. 310-453-8508.
6-8pm. Female grad only. $795/mo.

^^mm 3SOO
Roommates-Private Room

WEST LA
Large 1/bdrm, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, partying,

laundry. Near Santa Monica+ Bundy. Water,

trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768. I

WESTWOOD BACHELOR, r/s. pool, laundry,

utilities included, parking, $775. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD studio, pet ok, r/s, a/c, near
UCLA, parking, $815. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

GAYLEY AVE. Bachelor apartment. Shared
bath, short-term lease. $578/month-».$500

deposit. Mk:rowave/refrigerator, partially fur-

nished. Minutes walk to campus. Prime
Location. 310-824-2521.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated buikJing. Laundry.

No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1095. 310-870-

1757.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace.

A/C, gated parking, poo^spa. Cats ok. 310-

473-5061.

PRIME WEST LA
Remodeled, bright, spacious, upper. Ibdrm,

$1150, available end Nov. Remodeled huge
3bdrm/2bath, $2250, available end Dec. Ctose

to puWk: transportation and UCLA. By appoint-

ment, 310-207-7209.

Diamond Head
Apartments

^

SInsIc $895.odup

2bedroom $ 1 555 .n^ up

1 bedroom $1 195
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within welkins distance to UCLA, Gated
Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room,

Laundry facilities, AC/Refrlserator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195.
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-

ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-

3068. 11069 Strathmore #3.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, tots of win-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry, 2 car parking, quiet neighborhood. 2
miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s, ctose to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.

www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD 1+1, cat ok, r/s, laundry, bright,

partying, $995. 31 0-395-7368.www. westsider-
entals.com

WESTWOOD studio, r/s, yard, near UCLA,
utilities included, $700. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WeSTWOOO VfLLAQE Adj 2 B««lroomBnd 3
Bedroom, Hardwood floors, very charming

new kitchen, washer/dryer, parking available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. All utilities and
partying included. Days :310-475-7533, even-
ings:3 10-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-

ING ROOM. DSL CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two btocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk den-
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in

2bdrm/2bath. Male. Fumished. pool, security,

cable. $1100/month, $550/month share. 310-
209-0382.

8600
CondoAownhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. Ibdrm/lbth condo;
1 bdrm/1 bth+den on Montana. Security build-

ing. All amenities. Great location. Fireplace.

Parking space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700.
Japanese owner. Jimmy. 213-272-3316.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE ' CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-

rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc
seeking roomate (professional prefen-ed).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patrice
tel:31 0-826-6654

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, furnished, cable.
Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition, 1 /bedroom, furnished/unfurnished
guesthouse. Kitchenette. Prefer quiet/consid-

erate/non-smoker. Cable/utilities/cleaning in-

cluded. $1600/month. 1.5/miJes from UCLA.
31 0-804-3851.Available Dec. 1st.

BEVERLY HILLS guesthouse, r/s. quiet, pri-

vate, parking, $1100. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD guest house, pet ok. pool, yard,

paridng, $950. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.
Female-prefen-ed. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD house, private room. r/s. w/d,
bright, parking, $650. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Female roommate
wanted. Levering Ave, walk to campus. Sunny,
charming 1 bed/bath. Fully fumished, stove, re-

frigerator. Pool. Huge balcony on top level.

Partying available. $525/month includes water.

Available starting 1/1/3 or 2/1/03. Betty:310-

208-3059.

9700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
*«' SERVICE
FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
I
Subletsin all cities!! i-877-FOR-RENT

|

The Museums Issue Coming Soon.

Classifieds
825-222»
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206-3060
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PALMER

quarterback

becomes leading

passer in Pac-10

Penalty kicks decide Bruin loss

TYSON KVANS/l»AiLy Briin SENIOR Staff
use's Keary Colbert approaches the end-zone to push the Trojans to a 14-0 lead
in the first quarter. Comerback Ricky Manning Jr. falls short of stopping him.

PAC-10 SCOREBOARD AND STANDINGS

from page 20

first quarter, going 7-of-8 for 128 yards to
put his team up 21-0. By the end of the
day the senior was 19-of-32 for 254 yards
with four touchdowns and no intercep-
tions.

"He was throwing to wide open peo-
ple," sophomore comer Matt Ware said
with a sigh of disgust.

The failures of the Bruin secondary
allowed the Trojans to run up the score
as they threw deep on nrst down well
into the third quarter.

|

"We did it because it was there," USC
head coach Pete Carroll said. "Our
receivers were wide open the whole day.
We absolutely did not run up the score.
We respect them so much that we played
our best football game from the first to
the fourth quarter."

Some of the Bruins had their doubts.
"It's the 'SC-UCLA game so they don't

have no respect for us," sophomore cor-
ner Matt Clark said.

Satmrday Palmer became the all-time
leading passer in Pac-10 history. His
11,090 yards broke the record held by
former Stanford quarterback Steve
Stenstrom.

"Palmer's probably the best I've played
against next to Joey Harrington,*'
Manning said. "The Xs and Os didn't real-
ly matter They just outplayed us."

But losing to one of the best teams -
and quarterbacks - in the nation did not
take any of the sting out.

"They basically came in and took over
our stadium," Emanuel said. "They won
in our house. And it was the UCLA-USC
game. And it was the score. It all makes it

about 50 times worse."
As the Bruins walked off the field,

Trojan fans crowding both end zones,
Palmer stood outside grinning in front of
cameras discussing his Heisman
chances.

He looked like he could have back-
flipped the length of the field.

Check out the

rne forums at

www.dailybruin.

ucla.edu/forums

FUN, OUTGOING
CONTESTANTS FOR

wm

H

I

BIG MONEY!
No book knowledge required.

Must be 18 or older

• It

ERASED.U.I.?
• DUI defense (

• DUI deletion from

your past record

• Car accidents

no recovery : no fee
;

(800)242-9495]
Law Offices of Ya-EI Trock

We Fisht For You^

STUDENT Rates!

on campus
State of the Art

Laser Hair Rennova
James Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice In Gynecolosy
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

#383

Call now for your

free consultation.

And New Low
Prices.

TEXAS A&M BEATS
WOMEN'S SOCCER
DESPITE TAKING NO
SHOTS ON GOAL

By Gilbert Qulfionez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

The best team didn't win on
Saturday. UCLA's women's soc-
cer team outshot Texas A&M 21-

0, but still lost 0-0 (3-1 in penalty
kicks).

"We came here to get a result
tonight and style points were
not a part of it," said Aggies
head coach G. Guerrieri, who
goes by his first initial. "It's

unfortunate that a team can take
no shots and still win."

Not only did Texas A&M not
take any shots on goal, but the
Aggies didn't muster any good
scoring opportimities or even a
comer kick.

**We play soccer to win,"
UCLA forward Iris Mora said.

"They didn't."

The Bruins actually did put
two balls into the back of the
net, but both were disallowed.

UCLA had a goal called back
in the 51st minute, but a Bruin
was offsides. In the 63rd minute,
another goal was disallowed
after another fouL

"There was at least four dif-

ferent occasions where I

thought to myself, 'Oh no!
There's a goal,'" Guerrieri said.

"It was a strange game."
In the 81st minute. Mora was

pushed down in the goal box,
but no penalty was called. The
refeeres were not in position to
see the play, with the surround-
ing action taking place.

Mora could not comment on
the potential missed call, as it is

school policy not to answer any
questions regarding referees.

Still, as much as the Bruins
dominated the game, it ended in
a penalty kick shootout.

. .. _ , . ,.„ .

TYSON EVANS/DAILY Bruin Senior Staff
Midfielder Whitney Jones fights for possession in Saturday's loss to Texas A&M

"Luck determines the out-
come of penalty kicks," Mora
said. "The way they played to
get to penalty kicks wasn't ethi-

cal."

There were some factors that
may have helped Texas A&M in
the shootout. The Aggies were
more experienced with penalty
kicks, as their second round
match against SMU was decided
by penalty kicks. Also, Texas
A&M's goalkeeper Katy Jo
Spisak was warm, having made
nine saves while UCLA's Sarah
Lombardo had seen virtually no
action.

"Once we got to penalty

win,'kicks, I knew we'd
Guerrieri said.

After Nandi Pryce's penalty
shot went wide, ending the
game, many of the Bruins burst
into tears.

"What's ringing in my ears
right now is what their coach
said to me right after the match,
which was 'life isn't fair.'" UCLA
head coach Jillian Ellis said.

This marks the first time in
UCLA history that the Bruins
held an opponent to zero shots.
And they still lost.

"Penalty kicks aren't right,"

Mora said. "They need to change
the rules."

"SProgs^--.
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DO you want to^^necome
a leader on campus?
Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for

Student Programming. AU students are invited to participate in developing

For more

seminar-

into onN leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certiHcate.

SOCIAL CHANGE MODEL OF LEADERSHIP SEMINAR

Monday, 11/25 1:00 - 3:00 pm 152 Kerckhoff Hall

Presenter: Mike Kockler, Advisor, Center for Student Programming

-tk-'wwt^''..tl

,{

We hope to see you!
f^racw inforn^km 00 the feuinLbdrasPr^^

(yblp#ucla.e(k<ystopbyW(^&»Ml(BKadkk^!M
.

C www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu ^

ANXIOUS?
^BBBB^^^^

Homeopathic
!£/ UlttddsOfiL and Herbal Pharmacy

Brentwood Homeopariiic

11670 San Vicente Blvd.

310.442.2667

Our Doctors Will Help You Choose
the Proper Professional Line of Product

With Correct Dosage

Staffed wjthpractltioners such as;

Chiroproctic Doctor, Licensed Acupuncturist,
Noturopothic and Homeopothic Doctors,

Nutritionists and Herbalists

20% OFF
Your First Purchase

e.lix.r Tonics (Energy Tonics/Tea)

Re. $4.00

One Coupon Per Person

Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

if you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc

888
IWI^IV. com
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UCLA V. USR ROy SCORE

SPORTS

Quarter Scoring

i use

UCLA

1st 2nd 3rd

^ 21 7 14 10 52

r ^ 14 21

.^,iV;.;ii;2Sri£Aii:i^ii^ .^--.x-.v.:....-c<-^...:.:.:...::->..

Quarter Recap

tstQuffller

i-»-T-T v_<ov_( \ai GoiM \citj 4.r* ju pais ii uiti

Carson Palmer (Ryan Kilteen

kick)

[
10:22 use Keary Colbert 51 yd pass from

^ Carson Palmer (Ryan Kieen

kfck)

5:42 use Justin Fargas 1 yd run (Ryan Killeen

11:27 UCLA Manuel White 7 yd run (Nate Fikse

kick)

3:56 use Malaefcu MacKenzle 2 yd pass from

Carson Palmer (Ryan KiHeen

kick)

1 13:34 use Keary Colbert 34 yd run (Ryan

IQUeenkick)

1:59 USCGreggGuenther,Jr.3ydpass

from Carson Palmer (Ryan

Kilteen kick)

NET YARDS PASSING

Passes Attempted

Passes Completed

TOTAL NET YARDS

Average (iain Per Play

Fumbles:

Number-Lost

Penalties:

Number-Yards

Punt-Yards:

Average per punt

Punt Returns:

Number-Yards

Kickoff Returns:

Number-Yards

Interceptions:

Number-Yards

271

34

?!

250

33

19

468 290

6.2 4.4

1-0 7-4

6-55 4-51

6-244 6-239

40.7 39.8

3-16 2-7

0-0 7-178

1-0 0-0

70.t1 97.^0

Punting

Nate Fikse

Totals

Defense

Sean Phillips

Matt Ware

Ben Emanuel II

Marcus Reese

Ricky Manning

Brandon Chillar

No

6

6

Solo Ast

5 2

Yds Avg ilong

239 39.8 49

239 39.8 49

Tot Sacks

Olson, Moore turn over ball, game
TROJANS CAPITALIZE ON MISTAKES OF FRESHMAN QUARTERBACKS

5

4

3

5

5

1

2

3

7

6

6

6

5

5 }

Individual Statistics - USC

RusNr^

Hershel Dennis

Justin Fargas

Keary Colbert

No Net TD LG Avg

8 57 1 38 7.1

16 41 1 8 2.6

1 34 1 34 34.0

^

Individual Statistics - UCLA

14:43 use Ryan Killeen 27 yd field goal

9:09 USC Hershel Dennis 38 yd run (Ryan

Kiileen kick)

2:42 UCLA Manuel WNte 10 yd pass from

Matt Moore (Mate Fikse kick

)

0:54 UCLA Marcedes Lewis 14 yd pass frOfT:

John Sciarra (Nate Fikse kkik)

Tyler tben

Manuel White

Akjl Harris

Craig Bragg

Totals

f^issmg

Drew uison

Matt Moore

John Sciarra

T(^als

No ffet TO LG Avg

12 56 13 4.7

7 45

2 5

2

3 40

1 13 6.4

4 2.5

7 0.0

1 13 1.2

Att-CrmhlTt Yds TD Sc*

11-7-0

5-4-0

t

FIRST DOWNS

r€T YARDS RUSHING
Rushing Attempts

Uiii; LKJLA

20 18

197 40

41 33

SOURCL

Craig Bragg

Manuel White

Mike Seidman

Tyler Ebell

Totals

64 1 1

65 1 1

33-19-1 250 2 5

No Yds TD Long

5 91 . 35

5 56 1 26

3 28 17

2 29 32

19 250 2 35

Sultan McCullough 7 29 10 4.1

Totals 41 197 3 38 4.8

^^^^^"'^j^^*^^'^^ Yds TDiSck

Carson Palmer 32-19-0 254 4 1

MattCassel 2-2-0 17

34-21-0 271 4 1

No Yds TD L(NTg

6

Totals

Rec^vff^

Mike Williams

Kareem Kelly

Keary Colt)ert

Hershel Dennis

Totals

4

4

2

21

66

94

84

17

271

1

1

4

25

41

51

15

TomMalone 6 244 40.7 53

Totals 6 244 40.7 53

Oeik^m S(^ Ast Tot Sacks

MattGrootgoed 6 2 8

2

1

Melvin SlmnrK)ns 5 1 6

KenecN Udeze 4 4

Marcel Allmond 3 1 4

Bernard Riley 3 1 4

DeShaun Hill 3 3

By Bruce Iran

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@nfiedia.ucla.edu

The Bniins were in the midst of
getting back the momentum.
Freshman quarterback Drew

Olson had just driven the UCLA
offense 89 yards to pull within 21-7

of the USC Trojans, and the Bruin
defense came up with a big stop to

force a punt.

What had been a horrendous 21-

start was now looking like an
opportunity for UCLA to come
back, just like it had done so many
times this season. And maybe a
chance for Olson to go down in

UCLA lore.

But Olson never got that chance
as Bob Toledo stuck with his pre-

game plan and inserted Matt
Moore in the game on the ensuing
drive.

**I was a little surprised to see

Matt in there," Olson said. "I felt

like I had finally settled down and
gotten into a rhythm. We had the

momentum. All of a sudden, I had
to sit on the sideline and watch. It

was very tough to get going again."

Standing helplessly in a baseball

cap, Olson watched as Moore bob-
bled his first snap, barely able to

hand it off to running back lyier

Ebell.

He watched desperately as, on
the very next play, Moore mishan-

dled the snap again. This time, USC
recovered the fumble.
He watched grimly as the

Trojans capitalized on the
turnover, and an opportimity to
pull within 21-14 became a daunt-
ing 28-7 deficit.

"I wasn't really uncontfortable,"
Moore said. "It was just one of
those things that happened. It's my
fault. I've got to keep my hands
under center longer. I got a little
excited and pulled out a little
early."

Olson never did get back into
the flow of the game. Coming backm after halftime, Olson lost two
fumbles and threw an interception
m the third quarter as any chance
of the Bruins making a comeback
evaporated. And for USC, the rout
was on.

UCLA knew entering the game
that its hopes of victory hinged on
the arms of its fi-eshmen quarter-
backs. The duo of Moore and
Olson had performed admirably in
the absence of senior quarterback
Cory Paus, playing relatively error-
free football for three straight
games, each a win.

But in this, their fourth game
without Paus, the quarterbacks
turned over the football - and the
game.

"I guess it was just bound to
happen," senior tackle Mike Saffer
said. "They're fireshmen. They had

three great games in a row, which
is amazing in itself, and it's really
hard to ask freshmen for four great
games."

"It's not their fault; it's just the
way the ball bounces sometimes."

In an effort to prove that the
team wasn't giving up, down 52-7
late in the fourth quarter, Moore
found Manuel White for a touch-
down pass.

After getting the ball back on an
onside kick, John Sciarra Jr. found
tight end Marcedes Lewis for
another touchdown. If anything,
the ending was a far cry fif-om the
finish of last year's 27-0 debacle.

"We just wanted to fight back,"
Lewis said. "We wanted to go out
with heart. Mistakes killed us this

game, but we lose together, we win
together. Everybody was fighting
imtil the clock hit all zeroes."
As for Olson, he'll just take the

game as a learning experience as
he's reminded of USC quarterback
Carson Palmer's freshman year
against UCLA, when the Trojans
fell 34-17. Now, four years later.

Palmer is a legitimate Heisman
candidate and played the biggest
role in USC's victory.

"Today wasn't the UCLA
Bruins," Olson said. "We made so
many mistakes, but we're fresh-
men this year. We'll have three
more chances at USC, and our day
will come."

FOOTBALL
from page S

He finished an ineffective 8-for-17

for 121 yards and an interception.

Moore went 7-of-ll for 64 yards with
a late touchdown.

Palmer, meanwhile, was masterful.
The fifth-year senior threw for 254
yards and four touchdowns, includ-
ing the one to Colbert that made him
the Pac-lO's all-time passing leader
He completed his first seven passes
against the confused UCLA sec-
ondary, finished 19-of-32 on the day,

and even had some deep balls left

late in the game.

ViCTUKU NGLYEN/Dailv Bruin

"Fm sure (Carroll) wants a
Heisman Th)phy candidate, so he did
what he did," Toledo said with a
snicker

Colbert's 34-yard touchdown run
on a reverse, Gregg Guenther's three-

yard touchdown catch, and three
third-quarter turnovers doomed the
Bruins. A Hershel Dennis 38-yard
touchdown scamper in the fourth
quarter put USC up 52-7.

"Their defense, well, sucked," USC
offensive lineman Winston Justice
said "We just outplayed them."
UCLA wasn't much better on

offense after getting out of its game
plan. Freshman tailback lyier Ebell,

who had rushed for over 100 yards in

his last six games, was held to 56

yards on only 12 carries.

The Bruins added two garbage-
time fourth-quarter scores when
White caught a 10-yard touchdown
fi^om Moore, and tight end Marcedes
Lewis hauled in a 14-yarder from
John Sciarra.

j

By that time, however, most of the
Bruin fans in the sellout crowd of
91,084 had left the stadium with the
TVojan faithful serenading them with
Steam's "Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him
Goodbye."

In the locker room, UCLA wasn't
so much steamed as it was in a state

of shock.

"It's a total disappointment," safety
Ben Einanuel said. "This is terrible in
all regards."

AGASE
from page S

same time those who made it in

on time were leaving in disgust.

"We know who our true fans
are," Ben Emanuel II said in

reaction to the exodus.
But if it seems like the effort's

not there on the field, can you
really hold it against the fans if

the effort is missing in the
stands?

Shrug.

And what would a post-USC-
game colunm be without some
armchair coaching?

Heck, it's become a tradition.

The scenario: After a shaky
start. Drew Olson leads the
Bruins on a solid 90-yard touch-
down drive to make it 21-7 and
iiyect even the smallest glimmer

of hope into the cause.
So then, naturally, Toledo

replaced Olson with Matt
Moore.

Wait. What?! He did what?
Yep. And Moore fumbled his

first two snaps, losing the sec-
ond one to give 'SC primo field

position and an expedited ticket
to a 28-7 lead.

But then, that was Toledo's
plan all along.

"We thought he could handle
the snap and make a play," he
said. "He's played in the past
and done a good job. Why not?
Our plan was to play him. We
thought he could do the job."

Ugh.
The quarterback fandango

appeared to be annoying fans,

especially after Olson was final-

ly looking comfortable on the
touchdown drive. So it made me
wonder: would students be will-

ing to vote "yes" on a
Undergraduate Students
Association Council referendum
raising student fees, if it meant
buying out Toledo's contract?

Ah, they never get quorum on
those things, anyway.

Shrug.

And just in case 52 punches
to the groin weren't enough,
Washington's upset over
Washington State in the Apple
Cup means USC goes to the
Rose Bowl if UCLA beats
Washington State on Dec. 7.

Ugh.
So that leaves us with a ques-

tion: is it better for the Bruins to
win and send USC to Pasadena
on Jan. 1 or to lose and screw
the Trojans?

At this point, deflated as we
all are, there's really only one
answer:

Shrug.

New Weight Loss Product!!!
• Dr. Recomended
• Ephedra-free
• Eat Your Favorite Foods
• Guaranteed
• Only $45

Call Toll Free: 888-231-9997

BOMBSIiELTER
November 25th'27th - Mon, Tues and Wed

TtiNl WMlc DMtyf The Bombshelter is doubling the

vaiMfX^ypur Ctorm coupon! A lunch coupon will

b« wiurtli ia.1t) and a dinner coupon $3.80. To

enhcnce^tjlw value of your dorm coupons, we

have lilive^ added 300 to each one - but now

we're ADDING MORE!

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

(31 0) 477-7550

21 & Over with ID

Rfce Bowls

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 and $5.50 pitchers

FREE POOL all day

and all night

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

11:30-4pm

1 hr FREE POOL

Monday-Friday
Happy Hour 4-7

Specials

1/2 off selected appetizers

Thursday-Friday

Free Buffet during

Happy Hour

Court of Sciences
Rn Enterprise of the

Rssociated Students.

tairs Available for Private Parties

r
Free Pool with Lunch M-F, 11:30-4:00pm
ttttMMMtmmttmmmtaatattM^tm



UCLA balances foul Saturday with Sunday win
OLDER PLAYERS

LEAD WAY AGAINST h >- '^. % *
SACRAMENTO ST. rL . ^

By Elizabeth Newman
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
enewman(a)media. ucla.edu

Saturday was not a great day
for Bruin athletes - women's bas-
ketball included.

However, a new day provides
new opportunities and the Bruins
countered Saturday's loss with a
Sunday win.

The Bruins traveled to Hawai'i
for the Waikiki Beach Resort
Classic hosted by the University
of Hawai'i to open their regular
season and fell to the Rainbow
Wahine on Saturday, 70-66. On
Sunday, the Bruins defeated
Sacramento State, 10^43.

Satiu-day's game found the
Bruins (1-1) scoring solidly, but a
plethora of personal fouls
benched freshmen forward Julia

Pitts, freshman guard Nikki Blue,
and junior guard Jamila Veasley
during the second half, giving
Hawai'i the opportunity to build a
lead the Bruins couldn't come
back from.

'•We took care of the ball, and
were defensively active," head
coach Kathy Olivier said. "We
were very aggressive, but we
need to niake sure we don't get
overly excited and foul. We gave
them too many chances to come
to the free throw line."

UCLA was ahead 31^ at the
half but Hawai'i managed to build

a 10-point lead with less than two
minutes left to put the Rainbow
Wahine ahead 65-55. Although the
Bruins scored an additional eight

points in the last minute of the
match, Hawai'i's lead was just too
large to overcome.
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Wildcats pounce on young Bruins
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Junior guard Gennifer Arranaga fights off a University of Hawai'i player
in Saturday's 70-66 loss.

"We should have won this,"

senior guard Michelle Greco said
following the loss. "We nussed
shots we normally would have
made. The foul trouble killed us."

Greco led the Bruins in scoring
with 20 points and freshman Lisa
Willis added 18 points including
the Bruins' three three-pointers.

"Lisa Willis did a great, great
job with her three pointers,"
Olivier said "Greco did a good
job, but she definitely doesn't
have her rhythm yet"

Saturday's game was her third
appearance since returning from
the concussions that sidelined
her last season, but she reported
a "full recovery."

"We need to work on our exe-
cution," Greco said. "We need to
improve our rebounding and
crash the boards. And keep off
the foul line - I've seen better ref-

ereeing in my career but you can't

blame a game on the refe."

Hawai'i had 15 personal fouls
to UCLAs 29, and a 52 percent

field goal percentage over UCLAis
38 percent - just enough to
squeak by with the win.

Sunday's match against
Sacramento State was a taste of
revenge for the Bruins. FYeshman
guard Nikki Blue was on fire with
24 points and was one assist
short of a triple-double.

"Nikki Blue had an amazing
day," Olivier said. "I thought the
upper classwomen set the tone
and the young ones followed and
never looked back."

The team certainly did not
even glance back, as Greco,
Willis, and Pitts led the Bruins in

scoring with 19, 14, and 12 points
respectively.

"Today we took care of the
basketball, upped the tempo, and
the charged defense," Olivier
added "We had a lot positive
plays today."

The Bruin will play another
weekend tournament Nov. 30 at
the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas.

By Jeff Elsenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
je

i
sen be rg(a)media. ucla.edu

It was senior night for the women's
volleyball team at Pauley Pavilion on
Friday, but ironically the Bruins' inex-
perience cost them the match.

Playing with just two upperclass-
men in the rotation. No. 21 UCLA
appeared flat during long stretches of
the match, falling in four games to No.
16 Arizona 32-34, 30-21, 30-21, 30-28.
The Bruins (16-13, 9-9 Pac-10) con-

cluded the Pac-10 slate in a fifth-place
tie with Washington. The squad has not
defeated a team ranked above it since
Sept. 2 when it swept No. 9 Ohio State.

"I think our inexperience showed
tonight," said outside hitter Lauren
Fendrick, the lone senior in the lineup
against Arizona (16-10, 11-7). "We have
the talent and the capability to beat
good teams, but the chemistry isn't

quite there because we are so young."
After a spotty performance through-

out much of the match, UCLA came
onto the floor with a renewed sense of
urgency in game four. Trailing 29-25,
the Bruins reeled off three straight

points before Arizona sophomore
Jolene Killough put away an overpass
to subdue the rally.

Kim Glass and Lisa Rutledge led the
Wildcat attack with 23 and 22 kills

respectively, as the Bruins struggled to
slow down the duo all night.

"We started playing hard too late,"

UCLA head coach Andy Banachowski
said. "It's really frustrating for the
staff, and I am sure the players feel the
same way. We know we are capable of
playing at the intensity level that it will

take to win. We're just not able to do it

100 percent of the time."

Following an emotional ceremony
honoring seniors Fendrick, Lauren
Hogan, and Angela Eckmier, UCLA
played inspired volleyball in the early
stages of the match.

Nonetheless, after capturing a hard-

MARY HOLSCHER/Daily Bk l> -^LMUK STAFF
Senior Lauren Fendrick played her last match at Pauley Pavilion on Friday night The
Brums fell to No. 16 Anzona, finishing the Pac-10 season in a fifth-place tie.

fought victory in game one, the Bruins'
passing deteriorated. The Wildcats
took advantage of a series of UCLA
miscues to wrest control of the match
from the Bruins.

With Arizona leading 20-11 in the
third game of the match, UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski tried to light
a fire under his team. He removed
Fendrick for the remainder of the
game, replacing her with sophomore
Teryn Spragg.

"We were just flat at that point, and
I thought we needed a change,"
Banachowski said. "Lauren has been
battling a muscle pull out there all sea-

son. She doesn't have the pop in her
legs that she's had in previous years."

With just three non-conference
matches remaining on the schedule,
the Bruins are running out of time to
develop the continuity necessary to
win a big playoff match. The brackets
for the NCAA tournament will be
announced next Simday, and the
Bruins will likely be on the road in the
first two roimds.

"We have one senior and one junior
out there," Banachowski said. "It's

easy to say that next year we'll be bet-
ter, but I think we can get it done this
year."
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Men's water polo surpasses Trojans despite disappointing goalie performance
By Adam fitcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
at itcher@)media. ucla.edu

use is never a threat for UCLA - at

least in men's water polo.

The numbers cannot prove other-
wise, and in their fourth match of the
year, the No. 4 Bruins again sank No.
3 use in the pool Saturday 12-10.

The latest victory for the Bruins
(13-7, 4-4 Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) was a playoff preview, a

typically hard-fought match between
two of the biggest rivals in water
polo.

"We never get sick of playing 'SC,

especially when we are beating
them," senior goalkeeper Brandon
Brooks said. "The game went well,
we played fast, tough, and we came
out on top."

Brooks recorded nine saves, but
gave up 10 goals. For one of the best
goalies in the nation, it was a disap-
pointing performance.

"It's always possible to play better,"

he said.

Regardless of that possibility, the
Bruins won because they were pro-
ducing more than the TVojans (18-7. 5-

3). UCLA has worked on its attacking
game and offensive execution, and it

showed on Saturday.

Head coach Adam Krikorian felt

the team did its share in order to seal
the the victory. I

"A win is a win," he said. "We've
stuck by our game plan all year, and

we play our best when we're conunu-
nicating and helping each other."

It was evident early.

After the TVojans scored in the first

28 seconds of play, the match was
over. UCLA tied it two minutes later

and responded with two more goals
to lead 3-1 after the first quarter
use could only play catch-up for

the remainder of the game, coming
within one goal on three separate
occasions. But the Bruins would pull
away with two more goals, leading to

RECYCLE

a couple of hat tricks for their imder-
classmen.

True freshman Michael March
recorded a career-high four goals.
March is a child in the collegiate
water polo world, but after facing
use so many times this season, he
imderstands what it means to be a
true rival.

"Every time we play 'SC, we're
more aggressive and we're pretty
pumped," he said. "It's hard to
describe the rivalry, but it's a lot dif-

ferent than playing other teams. I'm
just happy we beat the Trojans."

The Bruins are now 3-1 on the sear
son against USC. And they'll start

their quest for a conference champi-
onshq) by having to play USC for a
fifth and final time.

**It's the best college rivalry in
water polo," Krikorian said. "It's

always fun to play before the UCLA-
USe football game, but we're familiar
with each other because we play each
other so many times in a year."
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Karaoke
7 Nights A Week
Starts @ 9:00pm

Happy Hour
Everyday 5-9pm
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Fine Dining • Free Parking
Heated Smokii^ Patio

10433 National Boulevard
<» THF OvtRI AND ExiT OFF THE 10 FWY

310.837.5245
WWW.BOARDWALKll.COM

WWW.THEBESTKAR.\OKE.COM

-Wheel and Tire Packages

-Engine Perfonnance

-JDM Parts

-Custom Car Covers

-Suspension

-Body Styling

-Lighting

-Car Care
t Ill

-Custom Floor Mats

-And Much More for all
'

Cars, Trucks, And SUV's
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Store Hours:

Mon-Fri 10-7

Sat 10-6

2314 Westwood Blvd.

West LA, CA 90064

1/2 blocks, of Olympic

OF HARMONY

CALL us AT- 310-470-4910 Saturday, November 30, 2002
2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

Royce Hall, UCLA, Westwood

Special guests

Mt. San Antonio College Chamber Singers
Under the direction of Bruce Rogers

and Soloist Pam Pieson

UCLA Students and Employees
Save
Up To

*?

VISA

% All seats $15 for
students and employees
with proper ID.

Tickets available at the box office or phone 310-825-2101
Box office hours: Mon.- Fri. 9 to 5, phone only Sat. 9 to 1, Sun. 10 to 2
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V Under the Direction of Mark Hale
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W.X-Country @ NCAA
M.Hoops V. San Diego

M.Soccer v. LMU
M.WPolo @ MPSF Tourn

W.Volleyball v. Butler

M.Hoops V. Duke

W.Hoops V. NWern St.

PREVIEW :
Terre Haute, IN Today All Day
Pauley Pavilion Tuesday 7:30 p.m.

Drake Stadium Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Los Alamitos Friday All Day
Albuquer, NM Friday 4:00 p.m.

Indianapolis, IN Saturday 10:00 a.m.

Las Vegas, NV Saturday 1:30 p.m.

Monday, Noxt^mber 25, 2002
m:.: •j;«n-'i»*-&«i-%<:*»i'---;*»f*'j> .*f^*ei«a^vs*pa*»'ii.«;.-w-rt35^ssiste
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use 52 - UCLA 21
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PLENTIFUL MISTAKES, SUB PAR PLAY LEADS TO FOURTH YEAR OF TROJAN VICTORY

Sophomore free safety Matt Ware can't stop USC's Keary Colbert, who turned this first-quarter catch into a 22-yard gain,

JONATHAN YOtrN(?mAiLT BruTN Skmor ., , , r r

Two plays later, Colbert put the Trojans up 14-0 with a 51-yard touchdown catch.

By Diamond Leung

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
dleung(a)media. ucla.edu

After the rout, UCLA let it all

come out.

Curse words flew from tiie

mouth of muttering comerback
Ricky Maiming Jr. as he watched a
Gatorade-drenched Pete Carroll
lead a Rose Bowl victory parade on
the shoulders of his USC players.

Tears welled up in the eyes of
senior tight end Mike Seidman, who
will never experience a win over his
cross-town rival after USC won its

fourth straight game over UCLA
The realization that the No. 7

TVojans were the superior team was
simply too much for the No. 24

\

Bruins to take after a 52-21 blowout
loss.

USC (9-2, 7-1 Pac-10) spanked
some sense into UCLA (7-4, 4-3).

These Bruins weren't Rose Bowl
contenders, just pretenders who
now at best can finish third in the
conference. And they weren't the
gutless little Bruins who the
Trojans trounced 27-0 a year ago.

No, this UCLA team actually
tried to win and ended up being
exposed as an even bigger loser.

"USC has a really good team, and
they killed us," Seidman said. "I

don't know what the (expletive)
happened to us. At least we kept
fighting."

StiU, it was a losing battle right

fi-om start when Tab Perry fumbled

UCLA used a trio of quarter-

backs on Saturday against

USC to no avail, j Pa^ 18

away the opening kickoff- the first

of five UCLA turnovers. Then, on its

first play from scrimmage, USC
quarterback Carson Palmer tossed
a 34-yard touchdown pass to
Kareem Kelly.

The Trojans scored again on
their next possession as Palmer
threw a pretty play-action strike to
Keaiy Colbert for a 51-yard touch-
down.
And they scored again on their

next possession after UCLA's Rusty
Williams snapped the ball over the

head of punter Nate Fikse, and
Justin Fargas went in for a 1-yard
plunge.

"We had to play error-free foot-
ball to win this game, but we made
way too many mistakes," UCLA
head coach Bob Toledo said.

Toledo was right on target with
that. His decision in the second
quarter to replace fi-eshman quar-
terback Drew Olson with fellow
freshman Matt Moore was a big
mistake in retrospect Olson had
just led his team on a 10-play, 89-
yard drive, resulting in a Manuel
White seven-yard touchdown run to
cut the lead to 21-7.

An overly excited Moore came in
on the next possession, hobbled the
first snap he took, and fumbled

away the second, giving USC the
ball on the UCLA 14. Palmer even-
tually threw a two-yard dart to full-

back Malaefou MacKenzie for a
touchdown to demoralize the
Bruins with a 28-7 Trojan lead going
into halftime.

"We thought he could handle the
snap and make a play," Toledo said.

"He's played in the past and done a
good job. Why not?"

Because - according to Olson -
he was just getting into his groove.

"I didn't want to come out at all,"

Olson said. "It hurt. I was gaining
momentum, and then I had to do it

all over again. By that time, it was
too late."

FOOTBAU
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UCLA defense impotent against Palmer's backflips
MULTIPLE BRUIN TURNOVERS HELP THE TROJAN

QUARTERBACK TO GIVE IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE
By Hannah Gordon

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
hgordon@media.ucla.edu

Ricky Manning hit Carson Palmer with his
usual bravado, sending the Trojan quarter-
back into a backflip on the Bruin 1-yard line.

It was the kind of contact that could take
a player out of a game. But even one of
UCLA's few good hits on defense got thrown
back in its face.

"I was surprised when he got up like it

was nothing," Manning said.

Palmer jumped up pumping his fist, hav-
ing scrambled 22 yards to set up a second
Trojan touchdown on their second drive of
the game.

"He's a big boy," Manning added with a
shrug.

And it was the big boy's big day Saturday.
After his cheerleader routine, Palmer spent
the rest of the afternoon validating his statiis

as a Heisman Trophy candidate en route to a
52-21 blowout of the No. 24 Bruins at the
Rose Bowl. He and the receivers stymied the
Bruin secondary at every turn.

"This can't be happening," Manning said,

reflecting on his thoughts during the game.
"But it is reality and it hurts."

The secondary got hit hard early when
Palmer threw a touchdown pass to Kareem
Kelly seven seconds into the game. It was
the first of many times USC would capitalize
on Bruin turnovers, this time a fumbled
kickoff return.

"We didn't execute our calls too well.
Little things were turning into big things,"

sophomore safety Ben Emanuel said. "It

seemed like everyone was having their turn
of one little mistake and (USC) was capital-
izing on it.

"We couldn't afford that because our
backs were against the wall. It seemed like
we were out there after a turnover every
time."

Pahner followed the first touchdown with
five consecutive completions on the ensuing
drive, capped off by a 51-yard play-action
pass to receiver Keary Colbert. Pahner did
not throw an incomplete until the end of the

PAiyER
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Disgust gives

way to habitual

apathy as team

flounders aaain

Ugh.
Shrug.

Is there anything else to
say? Or do? After suffering

through seven touchdowns, four
turnovers and four straight years
of losing?

It's that two-part reaction
that's become
a Bruin fan's

way of life in

this rivalry.

There's the
frustration

(ugh) and then
the apathy
(shrug), and
the only thing
that made
Saturday any
different is the
quickness with
which the lat-

~

ter took over the former.
Twenty-one points in less than

10 minutes.

Ugh.

Thousands leaving the Rose
Bowl after just 120 minutes.

Shrug.

I'm not saying we should have
seen this coming. The newspaper
articles and the players' quotes
and the coach's speeches and the
fans' logic told us this was a dif-

ferent UCLA team, that it could-
n't possibly get any worse than
last year.

Not that it's really important
just how the latest of the Bruins'
harmless efforts compares with
those of years past. No, what's
important is that one team could-
n't play or act like the team it

wished it could be and the other
played and acted like the team it

is - a legitimate Bowl
Championship Series contender.
The team with everything to

lose played Uke it was thinking
about nothing but winning.
The team with everything to

gain couldn't gain more than 20
yards without fumbling.

With two freshmen platooning
at quarterback (more on that

later), a freshman running back
and a freshman snapping the

ball, UCLA simply couldn't play
straight up against University of
Southern California's personnel.

So that meant stripping the

ball from USC early, or maybe
forcing a special teams miscue,
or just doing anything to level

the field and see what oiu* gutsy
little Bruins could do against

these big bad Trojans.

And those things happened.
Just the other way aroimd.

I don't mean to open up any
saline-doused woimds, but Tab
Perry lost the opening kickoff

return before half the student

section had been kicked out of
its seats by UCLA Game Staff,

and not 30 minutes later, a punt
snap flew so far over Nate
Fikse's head that it should be
touching down in Portland any
time now.
The Bruins were like the

comic book guy from The
Simpsons, telling USC, "here,

take the ball, we do not want it."

Ugh.
So as the second half started, I

saw this bizarre flow of fans,

with people coming in from tail-

gaters that went a little too long
(they turned out to be the
smartest ones of all), while at the

A6ASE
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Aggies beat Bruins without taking a shot

JONATHAN YOUNG/Dailv Bri in Senior Staff

Lindsay Greco launches a shot past the Texas A&M goalkeeper that sailed high. Though the
Aggies were outshot 21-0, UCLA lost in penalty kicks, dashing UCLA's playoff hopes.

By Eric Perez

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
eperez@nfiedla.ucla.edu

"Life isn't fair."

Texas A&M head coach G. Guerrieri owed
that consolation to UCLA head coach JiUian
Ellis after his Aggies stunned the Bruins in the
third round of the NCAA playoffs, defeating
UCLA 0-0 (3-1 in penalty kicks).

His words were of little comfort to a UCLA
team who outshot the Aggies 21-0 and left the
field in tears.

"What's ringing in my ears right now is what
(Guerrieri) said to me after the game," Ellis

said. "I felt that we outclassed this team, we
dominated the game."

Junior defender Nandi Pryce put her hands
to her face in disbeUef and walked off the soc-
cer field after her penalty kick flew wide left,

sealing the Bruins' defeat
Texas A&M raucously celebrated as it gath-

ered on the west side of the Drake Stadium
track, linked arms, lined up side by side and
waved to its 20 or so supporters who had made

the trip from College Station to Westwood, and
were audible throughout the match. The
Bruins walked off the field in anger and ftns-
tration.

"We should have won the game," said
sophomore forward Lindsay Greco, who had a
frustrating night with seven missed shots.

"We missed our opportunities but we totally
outplayed them; it's just unfair. But that's the
game of soccer sometimes, you win and you
lose."

As they had all season long, the Bruins
defensively dominated their opponent all

throughout the 90 minutes of regiUation and in
the 20 nunutes of overtime play The UCLA
midfield and backline was spectacular in hold-
ing Texas A&M to zero shots in the match.

Junior goalkeeper Sarah Lombardo was
called into very Uttle action throughout the
match, occasionally coming out to retrieve
loose balls and errant crosses. Texas A&M cre-
ated no serious runs or any real scoring threats
throughout the game.

"We definitely outplayed them defensively,"
said senior Tracey Winzen who fiiushed her

UCLA career with a stellar defensive effort.

As it had all season long, UCLA again had
trouble finishing off its shots and scoring off
comer kicks. In addition to 21 shots, the
Bruins had eight comer kicks; the Aggies
never took a single comer kick in the match.

Texas A&M's defense did do a good job of
keeping the UCLA fi-ont line out of rhythm
throughout. The Bruins managed to put a cou-
ple shots in the net, but each time, the offside
flag went up and the goal was negated.
UCLA missed its best opportunity to score

in the second half when junior forward Sarah-
Gayle Swanson launched a hard shot which
went off Spisak's hands and dribbled in fi-ont

of sophomore forward Kim Devine for a clear
shot.

Devine then shot it straight at Spisak, who
blocked her shot. Freshman midfielder Stacey
Lindstrom came forward and took a shot off
the loose ball but her shot was saved.

"I don't know of any other game where a
team wins without taking a shot," Winzen said.

"I guess on any given day a team can lose
even when they outplay their opponent."
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despite deficit

By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aedwards@media.ucla.edu'

Muslim and Jewish students met
Monday evening to eat dinner together
after a day of fasting and to pray for peace.

The gathering, held behind Kerckhoff
Hall at 5:00 p.m. drew about 100 attendees,
including members of the Muslim Students
Association and the Progressive Jewish
Students Association. The groups sched-
uled the event as an opportunity to get to
know each other better, rather than debate
the political situation in the Middle East

In recent months, multiple instances of
friction between Muslim and Jewish stu-

dents have been reported on campuses
across the country, often resulting from
controversies surrounding the Palestinian-

Israeh conflict Monday's event was an
effort to focus on values shared by both
groups.

**We are here to promote the common
ideals across religions of peace and good
food," said Brian Sassounian, PJSA mem-
ber and third-year economics student
MSA students have been meeting at

Kerckhoff Hall throughout Ramadan, the
holiest month in the Muslim calendar,
when Muslims are called to fast from sun-
rise to sundown. On weekdays, except for
Friday, MSA students have eaten dinner
together to commemorate iftar, the break-
ing of the daylight fast

Jewish students at the event also fasted,

though Monday is not a traditional fasting
day in Judaism.

Jewish attendees refrained from food
for unity with Muslims, so all at the event
had spent the day fasting, said PJSA co-
president Stephanie Hanna, a second-year
sociology student

NICOLE MILLER/Daily Bruin Staff

Arif SJkora. a third-year business economics student, breaks fast Monday evening behind
Kerckhoff Hall.

The meal began after the conclusion of
Muslim students' evening prayers. Jewish
students who waited on the side joined
with Muslims, eating kosher pasta and
salad, and Kentucky Fried Chicken that
was specially prepared to meet Muslim
dietary standards.

As the students got to know each other
over dinner, prayers were read in Arabic
and Hebrew, later translated into English,
asking God for peace.

The first seven verses of the Quran were
read in Arabic and English by Alana
Kadden, a third-year business economics
student She was followed by Hisham
Mahmoud, a graduate stud«it in Islamic
studies who read a modem Jewish peace

prayer from a Hebrew text
''Let peace fill the earth as the waters fill

the sea," recited Mahmoud in Hebrew.
Kadden and Mahmoud read the prayer

in English together as a dialogue.

Students in both the MSA and PJSA
called the evening a success.

''It was very, very positive," said
Mohammed Mertaban, a fourth-year psy-
chobiology and French student and MSA
president '*A lot of the tensions (between
Muslim and Jewish students) have already
been dissolved."

The PJSA plans future discussions
between Muslim and Jewish students, and
asked all at the event to sign up for future
meetings.

By Menaka Fernando and

Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
mfernando@media.ucla.edu
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

In the face of opposition from student gov-
ernments throughout the University of
California system, a systemwide student lob-

bying organization is issuing unprecedented
stipends to both its chair and vice chair this

year, all during a budget deficit.

One of those recipients is Chris Neal, vice
chair of the University of California Student
Association and external vice president of the
UCLA Undergraduate Students Association
Council.

With the approval of the budget, the associ-
ation, responsible for advocating student
issues at the university-wide and state levels,

will issue Neal a stipend totalling $3,000 this

year.

Neal, along with UCSA Chair Steve Klass,
the EVP of the UC San Diego student govern-
ment, are the first UCSA chairs to be sUpend-
ed by .the association, Neal said. Klass will

receive $4,200.

Neal's USAC's office ciurently receives
close to $5,000 a year from student fees. An
additional $25,000 will be issued per quarter
with the implementation of the recently-
passed fee referendum.

Black Sunday
I

temporarily

discontinued
By Brad Qreenberg

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bgreenberg@media.ucla.edu

UCLAs infamous Black Sunday, the first

Sunday of fall quarter before rush, is known for
multiple firatemity parties.

"It has become a mythic thing where people
from other schools come down and it turns to
chaos," said Justin Pritchard, Sigma Alpha
E^psilon social chair

As next fall quartier begins, out-of-town stu-

dents may come to UCLA hoping to eryoy two
blocks of loud music, fi^ee alcohol, thousands of
students, and pohce officers bearing rubber bul-
lets, but they will arrive to a typically mellow
night in the North Village.

Last month UCLA!s Interfi-atemity Council
voted to stc^ Black Sunday for a period of three
years, said Mike Liu, IFC president

Despite the er\joyment students have experi-
enced during past Black Sunday's, many of the
community members and the Interfi-atemity

Council alike said the decision to cancel it for
the next three years is for the best

Second-year biology student Tferesa Gill said
that she has been both years of her college
career, and finds the night to be a good oppor-
tunity to bond with new fiiends. When told that
Black Sunday would not exist next year. Gill

said, '^Fraternities will still have parties during
the year, it does not matter if it is on Black
Sunday."

Community members are not opposing the
shutdown of Black Sunday either

''Fraternity parties result in noise problems
and trash problems," said Shelley Tkylor, presi-

dent and founder of The North Village
Improvement Committee. "And this is a time
when parties are really concentrated."

Some firatemity members said they are
thankful for the decision because not all firater-

nities have benefited from Black Sunday
Fourth-year Sigma Chi member Ryan Wagner

said in years past his house has foregone a
Black Sunday party because of their proximity
to the other fraternities. Located at the most
northem end of Gayley Avenue, Sigma Chi par-

ties have to be extravagant, which usually
means expensive, if they wish to compete with
the more centralized fi^mities, Wagner said

'*It is important it was abolished This levels

the playing field for rush. People will base
choice of house by character of people in

house, not on who has the best party" he said
Other fi-atemity members and UC police

department officers expressed concerns over
the growing popularity of the night

"Crowds get too big, and students are forced
out onto the sidewalk. When the sidewalk
becomes too crowded, they move into the
streets," IFC president, Mike Liu said.

Nancy Greenstein, director of community
services for UCPD, said Black Sunday has
''become a pubUc safety risk," and crime
increases as a result of the people the event
brings into the North Village. She said on the
night of Black Sunday, UCPD "assigns staff

extra hours to prevent the crime that is caused

The UCSA board, comprised of EVPs from
graduate and undergraduate councils from all

of the UCs, approved the new budget this
October.

Board members then presented the budget
to their respective student governments for
approval.

Many UC councils have
already voiced their disi^
proval.

The UCSA budget was
rejected without any oppo-
sition by the UCLA
Graduate Student
Association in early
November, GSA EVP
Hanish Rathod said.

GSA's opposition arose
from the fact that UCSA
will have a budget deficit

of $17,000 with the inclu-

sion of the newly-issued
st^)ends in its expenses.
The graduate student

council also opposed
Neal's "double dipping," Rathod said.

"He's afready getting paid by USAC for
doing the same thing," he said.

The imdergraduate student government of
UC Davis also passed a resolution rejecting
the budget, said Anthony Volkar, director of
the Associated Students of UCD's state and
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Michael Suman speaks with Rauneet B^wa, a first-year biology student, about a paper for his communication studies honors section.

A communication studies lecturer's life

MICHAEL SUMAN HAS FEW COMPLAINTS. ENJOYS FREEDOM OF JOB'S DEMANDS

By Jennie Herriot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jherriot@media.ucla.edu

While lecturers at the University of
California are engaged in an ongoing fight

for improved benefits, a number of a lectur-

ers remain seemingly unaffected.

Aiming to gain publicity for their
demands for better job security, higher
salaries, and more reqsect, over 1,000 lec-

turers went on strike at five UC campuses
last month.

But not every lecturer is up in arms.
Michael Suman has been a lecturer in the

conununication studies department at
UCLA since 1995, and he is satisfied with his
job.

Suman said he feels fairly removed from
the complaints
of his fellow

lecturers. In

)naLl
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Suman pes a lecture to his Communication
Studies 10 class of over 300 students.

his personal experience, he said he has not
come across the problems many other lec-

turers bemoan.
•^Personally, I think Tm quite well-treat

ed," he said "Sadly, that's not tme for all lec-

turers."

He credits his positive experience to the
communications department, though he
recognizes that things arent perfect He said
it would be better if lecturers had a little

more ii^)ut, and is debating whether or not
to participate in a possible lecturers' strike,

which the union has said will likely happen
in Januaiy.

But overall he's happy with his position.

Suman said he ei\joys the fi-eedom thejob
provides since he is able to separate his

teaching from his research.

I

"I have the best of both
worids; I can do both
(research and teach)

and I'm not under
the gun to do

research for my
department," Suman

said He said he doesn't
want to have to deal with the

intense "publish or perish" atti-

tude he's encountered in some
departments.

Suman, who eamed his Ph.D. in

sociology at UCLA in the 1980s, said he
does spend a considerable part of his

week focusing on research at the UCLA
Center for Communication Policy where he
is a research director focusing on the social

effects of the Intemet He has published

articles and books, but at his own pace.
"I just have to satisfy my bosses (at the

Center for Conununication Policy) from
year to year," he said
Suman added that he has found that pro-

fessors are under day-to-day pressure to do
research and publish, since that is what
advancement in their department is based
on.

The rest of his week is spent teaching an
introductory conununication studies lec-

ture, an upper division class on the effects

of the Intemet, and a few honors courses.

Suman recently came up for review and
passed in a process similar to a review that

would grant a professor tenure. Another key
difference between a lecturer and a tenured
professor, he said, is that he is not "locked in

for life."

Being tied down wouldn't suit Suman
veiy well, considering that before he settled

down as a lecturer at UCLA, he taught at

University of Maryland campuses in Japan,
Korea, China and the Marshall Islands.

"It combined my love of travel and other
cultures with teaching," he said.

Suman said he found teaching in Asia
interesting since he not only taught
Americans, but people fi-om all over the
world as well. When he was teaching in

Seoul, for instance, he said lus classes were
usually 50 percent Korean, 30 percent
American and the rest were firom several

other countries - Sweden, Argentina and
Yugoslavia, for instance.

. Toward the end of his time in Asia, he
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UCLA's The

Water Project

refreshes city's

homeless
By Sharitah WIHanis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
swllliams@media.ucla.edu

Students in small clusters walk down
a street where tents serve as homes,
passing out bottles of water to the scat-

tered residents.

It's another day in "Tent City," and the
homeless are thankful to receive a
necessity that is difficult to come by in

their community.
The Water Project, a registered UCLA

student organization, strives to provide
water and other siq)plies to stmggling
residents, but their main goal goes
beyond material charity.

"Our primary goal is to open up a dia-

logue, and change people's ideas on the
streets as well as our own," said Mark
Michalski, fourth year cybemetics and
neuroscience student, and president of
The Water Project

Many of the downtown homeless
don*t have hope for the future, and Tlie

Water Project's goal is to show residents
that different lifestyles are available to
them, he said

Last Sunday most of the residents
reacted well to the students and their
intentions, as they made their weekly
rounds.

"I tiiink (The Water Project) is a great
deed that (the students) are doing.
You're soldiers," said Stoney House, one
of the residents.

House told the groiq) that he needed a
jacket for the cold weather. The groiq)
tries to bring in supphes like clothing
and food, but their charity depends
mostly on informal donations.

Donators range fipom companies like

Fyi, a water company, to the volunteers'

fiiends. The groiq) takes whatever is

offered, giving a variety of necessities to
the downtown homeless, Michalski said

Fyi donated 480 one-liter bottles to
the group, who spread their supply out
over the summer.

Last Sunday, volunteers passed out
793 bottles of water donated by an
anonymous sponsor, and 150 sack lunch-
es provided by Mortorboard, a conunu-
nity service group.

Fyi's sponsorship of the project has
run out, and the group is in the process
of finding another sponsor, said
Michalski.

Volunteers handed out their supplies,

to the residents around the San Pedro
area

"We go down side-streets. We dont
set up lines," he said.

The student volunteers went through
areas usually avoided by LA residents.

The streets were lined with people who
spend nights without a roof over their
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" ^ ^ ^^ ^°"°^^ classroom, Michael Suman discusses getting materials for a PowerPoint pre-
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was offered ajob in Tokyo, where he
assumed he would spend the rest of
his life. But an old student of his who
now works in the communication
studies department at UCLA called
to offer him a position, and he was

faced with a difficult decision.

"(Teaching in Asia was) a job that

I toved; it was extremely difficult to
break away from," Suman said.

He said the opportunity to study
mass media at UCLA was too excit-

ing to pass up.

Though Suman does feel the pull

of his second home - he'll be going
back to Japan over winter break -
he's at UCLA for a reason.

R.\rHEL BEEN/Daiu- Brun
Suman walks through Royce Quad on his way to honors section.

"I'm here because I like my job. I

think it's a very important job
because university education is so
important. University education can
change people's lives," Suman said.

Not all of Suman's students find

that this attitude surfaces in his
teaching.

|

"He seems like a textbook teacher,

it feels like he reads what he says,"

third-year communication studies
student Marina Merkouris said, but
added that "he knows his stuff.

"

Suman's lecture's see /a to reflect

lus attitude toward his job other stu-

dents said.

"He does a really good job. He's
interesting and entertaining," said
first-year English student Beth
Gollnick.

Some students recognize that pre-

senting such a large amount of infor-

mation is not easy.

"He makes it pretty interesting

even though it's a long lecture," third-

year communication studies student
Ricardo Vazquez said.

For a person who loves to travel

and finds himself in a position many
would say has very little job security,

Suman is quite optimistic.

"I have a good set-up here," he
said "I think I'll be here a good
while."

•J.

Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1104
vinviv.435.co#n
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4 to 6 p.m.

Neuroscience Undergraduate Society
2002 Research Fair

Kerckhofif Grand Salon

neurosci@uclaedu
Hakam Al-Samarrai

Free

Ei\joy the opportunity to meet doctors, professors and researchers
from various labs at UCLA, learn about their work, and possibly join
their lab as a student researcher
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heads.

Volunteers were prepared to
assist these people by giving them
massive amounts of botded water

This is going to be something
that stays with me forever,** said
Carrie Ng, first-year undeclared
student, before the group set out
to Tent City."

Ng found out about The Water
Project through a flier, and
became increasingly interested in
the organization when she con-
tacted Michalski.

Michalski and his team have
been informing students about
their five-month-old project by
speaking in fix)nt of classes and
passing out fliers, he said.

Some of Michalski's friends
joined the organization to support
him, and found a new perspective
of the LA- community.

^^Volunteering really opens your
eyes. (You see) a completely dif-

ferent world," said Chris
Hoklotubbe, second-year philoso-

phy and study of religion student,

during the event
The seed for the weekly event

was planted on a hot summer's

day, when Michalski thought
about the downtown homeless he
had seen earlier, and wondered if

they needed water.

He went to San Pedro with a
few fiiends and handed out the
much-needed water, and The
Water Project was formed
The group goes downtown

most weekends with a number
that can range fi"om a few volun-

teers to about twenty.

They split up into small clusters

and bring as much water as they
can fit into their backpacks.

Each cluster goes to different

areas for distribution, and
restocks their supplies through-
out the event

Residents are usually grateful

and welcoming to student volun-
teers, while some keep to them-
selves and pass up the offer.

The students' assistance to the
community is highly appreciated,
said Lamon Hall, a "Tent City" res-

ident

"I love (The Water Project).

They bring something we all

need," he said.
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Ridge appointed head of Homeland Security

Associated Press
Tom Ridge, President Bush's choice to head the new Homeland Security
Department, smiles after Bush signed the bill creating the new department into law.

By Ron Foumier

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President Bush
on Monday named close friend Tbm
Ridge to head the new Department of
Homeland Security, but said even the
biggest govenunent shakeup in more
than a half century can "neither pre-
dict nor prevent every conceivable
attack."

"We're doing everything we can to
protect America," Bush said as he
signed a bill creating the department.
"In a free and open society, no depart-
ment of government can completely
guarantee our safety against ruthless
killers who move and plot in shad-
ows." I

With that sobering assessment
from an East Room stage, Bush
asked the Senate to confirm his non>-
ination of Ridge and named two high-

powered deputies: Navy Secretary
Gordon England and Drug
Enforcement Administration
Director Asa Hutchinson.

A lai:ge portion of the department
will take shape March 1, when the
Secret Service, Inunigration and
Naturalization Service and a few
other agencies transfer their employ-
ees and budgets to the new entity

officials said The final pieces will be
put in place Sept 30, 2003 - more
than two years after the attacks that

prompted the overhaul
The officials spoke on condition of

anonymity.

Ridge, 57, is a Vietnam hero, a for-

mer congressman and longtime poli^
ical ally of the Bush family who near-
ly 14 months ago left his position as
Pennsylvania governor to serve in the
White House. No one else was seri-

ously considered for the job, Bush

aides said.

As the president's homeland secu-
rity adviser. Ridge has won praise for
improving communication between
Washington and local governments.
His most visible creation - the color-
coded national warning system -
became an instant butt of jokes but
has helped Americans understand the

ebbs and flows in terrorism threats,
even if they're still unsure what, if

anything, to do about the dangers.
Bush initially opposed creation of

a homeland security department, but
after criticism from Democrats, he
embraced the concept in June and
used it in the midterm election cam-
paigns.

He has given Ridge a daunting
assignment to combine nearly two
dozen agencies, $40 billion in budgets
and 170,000 employees spread across
a broad swath of federal bureaucracy
and well-protected turf.

It is the biggest federal reorganiza-
tion since the Defense Department's
birth in 1947.

Class
starting soon!
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Card holders in debt from parent's fraud
By Martha Irvine

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
CHICAGO— It was her firet cred-

it card application, or so she
thought, until a rejection letter
uncovered troubling news - some-
one had already opened four credit
cards in her name and racked up
$50,000 in debt

That someone, it turns out, was
her father.

i

**I couldn't believe it," said the
^ young woman, who asked not to be
namecLjCoj: fear of humiliating her

^
father,ji^ ww never |tvMg^ criirt-

.

inally.

Now 25 and living in Chicago, she
said she knew her father was strug-
gling financially, but she never imag-
ined he'd fill out credit card applica-
tions sent to his home in her name.
'*He completely violated my trust
and my privacy and my future," she
said.

With the proliferation of credit
cards, experts said parents who've

botched their own finances are
increasingly tempted to dip into
their children's credit As co-signers,

all they need is a birth date and
Social Security number.
Tve seen it happen a lot - and the

damage it takes to correct it is

tremendous," said Howard Dvorkin,
president of ConsoUdated Credit
Counseling Services. These people
don't go in with the intention of
screwing up their kids' credit ... (but)
old habits are hard to break."

In some cases, law enforcement is

stepping in. Last month, a Montana
noia^ was sentencecj to five years in
prison for charging $12,000 to credit
cards in tus daughter's name.
Some parents put bills - cable TV,

utilities - in their kids' names. That's
what Teena Touch's father did.

"It started with my summer jobs -
checks my dad was supposed to
deposit but never did," said Touch,
28, whose father was convicted of
embezzlement in 1993.

Dionicio Campos, 29, said he's

been stuck untangling the trouble
caused by his mother's ex-boyfiiend
and others using his Social Security
number.
"rm sure a 17-year-old kid isn't

worrying about his mom taking his
stuff from him - but maybe he
should," Campos said.

Carl Pergola, national director of
firaud investigations for accounting
firm BDO Seidman, said young peo-
ple whose parents have money prob-
lems should consider running regu-
lar credit reports, and request that
the three mzyor credit agencies noti-

fy tbeai. vhen new accoimts are
opened in their name. i

Westwood Kaplan Center
1133 Westwood Blvd, Suite 201
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national affairs ofQce.

But the rejection was not based
on the stipends, Volkar said Instead,
the associated students of UCD
opposed a budget running on a
deficit

"When our main lobbying group is

operating on a deficit, it reflects

poorly on the groups (it repre-
sents).'*

i

Neal has not yet presented the
UCSA budget to USAC despite
UCSA bylaws that require board
members to present the budget at
the first student government me€^
ing following the budget's approval.
The budget is slated for considera-
tion at tonight's USAC meeting.

Neal said he needed the addition-
al money from UCSA to deal with
the increased amount of work that
the position encompasses.
The access of more resources is

needed to go beyond his normal
duties, Neal said.

**I felt I needed compensation for
the extreme amoimt of time put into
the position," he said.

Compared to a conventionally-
paying job, the pay firom USAC and
UCSA is fairly small, Neal added.

Neal also said the stipend would
encourage future council members
to run for UCSA chairs.

Some board members argued that
sitting on the UCSA board is includ-
ed in the EVP'sjob description itself.

"I am not doing this to be paid; I

am just doing my job," Rathod said.

But Rathod argued that the posi-
tions are prestigious and are sought
after by board members whether or
not a stipend is involved.

USAC President David Dahle said
he had mixed feelings about Neal's
additional pay.

"It's a hard issue," Dahle said.

"Because (Neal) is doing a whole
other job, a stipend is not totally

nongermane."
But, all the council members are

in the same boat, Dahle added.
"A lot of us sit on other boards

and don't get stipends from anyone
else," he said. "All of us don't get
paid much."

Undergraduate students, who
contribute 91 cents per quarter to

UCSA, had varied opinions about
Neal's pay increase.

"Because of the budget (deficit),

he shouldn't get paid right now,"
said Ricky Chung, a third-year elec-

trical engineering student
But third-year economics and

Asian American studies student
Diem Pham said Neal did have the
right to be paid as. he is spending
extra time working towards correc-

tive causes.

Princeton
Review

Tbnight's USAC meeting will be held
in 417 KerckhqffHaU at 7 p.m.
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Testi

Class 1

Class 2

ClassS

Class 4

Test2

ClassS

Class 6

Tests

Class?

Test4

ClassS

Men.

Wed

Wed

Wed.

Wed.

Sat.

Wed.

Wed.

Sat

Wed.

Sat.

Wed.
L

Course #FE-1902-18

Dec 2 6:00pm-10.*00pm

Dec 4 7:00p(n-10:00pm

Dec 11 7:00pm-10:00pm

Dec 18 7:00pm-10:00pm

Jan.8 7:00pm-10:00pm

Jan. 11 9:00am-12:30pni

Jan. 15 7:00pm-10:00pm

Jan. 22 7:00pm-10:00pm

Jan. 25 9:00am-12:30pm

Jan. 29 7:00pm-10:00pm

Feb.l 9:00am-12:30pm

Feb. 5 7:00pm-10:00pm

Course' Start January 4th

Sat

Course #FE-190M6

Jan.4 9:00am-1 :00pmTesti

Class 1 Sun. Jan. 5 10:00am-1 :00pm

Class 2 Tue. Jan. 7 7.'00pm-10:00pm

Class 3 Sun. Jan. 12 10:00am-1 :00pm

Class 4 Tue. Jan. 14 7:00pm-10:00pm

Test2 Sat Jan. 18 9:00am-12:30pm

ClassS Sun. Jan. 19 10:00am-1 :00pm

Class 6 Tue. Jan. 21 7:00pm-10:00pm

Test 3 Sat Jan. 25 9.*00am-12:30pm

Class 7 Sun. Jan. 26 10:00am-1 :00pm

Test4 Sat. Feb.1 9:00am-12:30pm

ClassS
1

Sun. Feb. 2 10:00am-1 :00pm

Space is limited. Call now to enroll.

iwww.PrincetonReview.com - 800.2RevieilP'
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Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the right course for you.
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USMLE Step 1 Online Course
I

• Prep anywhere, anytime with the most
comprehensive online learning

• More than 1,500 pages of the best material

available to supplement your online tools

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course

PARTIES
from page 1

by the masses of students."
Last year offense reports includ-

ed: a burglary, two accounts of van-
dalism, grand theft, battery, petty
theft and sexual assault. There
were also nine arrests for offenses
such as minors in possession of
alcohol, providing false informa-
tion, and failure to disperse,
Greenstein said.

In 2001, UCPD decided to shut
down parties because 2,000 to 3,000
people were obstructing traffic

between 400 and 600 Gayley
Avenue, Greenstein said.

Another problem arises because
the major patrons of Black Sunday
parties are UCLA freshmen who
have not yet been out of their par-
ent's home a week, she said.

"Lots of incoming freshmen go to
parties. They have not drunk much
in the past, and they end up
overindulging," said Greenstein.

Pritchard echoed Greenstein say-
ing, "Freshmen are too young to
drink responsibly." He said the
night is fun, but the "decision is for
the best."

Liu said the council, which is

made up of the presidents of each
fraternity, "did not want to continue

Black Sunday because of all the
trouble that goes on."

IFC secretary Chris Cheng said
that the decision was primarily
made because "Black Sunday had
gotten too much exposure with
other colleges and high schools."

"Thousands of kids who are not
famiUar with our (UCLA fraternity)

rules and do not respect houses
come in and cause problems,"
Cheng said.

IFC considered shutting down
Gayley, allowing students to hang
out in the streets without blocking
traffic, said Mark Hardin, Pi Kappa
Phi president. But Hardin said the
entrance to the new emergency
room is going to be on Gayley, and
IFC did not want to implement a
short-term solution.

Regardless of the temporary con-
sequences of IPC's decision. Black
Sunday is not gone for good.

Hardin said, "Black Sunday
needs to be cooled down, but it will
be brought back."

In the meantime, IFC is consider-
ing alternate events to replace
Black Sunday. It is possible that the
ft-atemities will pool together their
money and put on a large-scale
event in the name of the Greek sys-
tem. Hardin played around with the
idea of bringing a popular band to
UCLA to put on a concert in Drake
Stadium.

All the benefits of our Online Course, plus:

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert

teachers

• Personal attention with small classes of
fewer than 25 students

• Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor

UCLA
Animatio

800-2Review
\ www.PrincetonReview.com

•USMLE is a joint ^r«m o( the F«<tor«tion of State Medical Boards of the United States, Inc (FSMB) and National Board of Medical
^^Examiners* (NBMn.The Princeton Review is not affiliated witft Princeton University or The United States Medtcal Licensing Examination''
"Available in aelect cities.

StudentaS'
Organizati

presents an evening with

Tom Sito
Co-Directed the animated sequences

for Warner Bros. Osmosis Jones

Tonight, Novennber 26
7:00 pm

Melnitz 2487

U\ association with the Campus Rrograms Committee
and Center for Stuctent JW^rfmrnlns ••* («.
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punishable by a fina of up to $1000 and/

or imprisonment in a county jail for up to

6 months.' (CA VehiclB Cade) more importantly

it takes accessible parking away from

persons with disabilities who need it
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For more information contact:

• Office for Students with ^

Disabilities (310)825-15Of

* Student Legal Services

(310)825-9894

» UCLA Parking Services

(310)825-9871

To Report Placard Misuse!

(310)825-9555
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Seth Cohen

example of

model citizen
I

ee Seth. Seth Cohen is a fourth-year political

nence student at UCIA He is politically

'active and has repeatedly pushed for causes he
believes in.

See Seth protest '

Cohen flew to Georgia last week to a military

fort to protest some blame in human rights abus-
es in South America. He has also participated in a
sit-in outside of the chancellor's office advocating
for students to be granted more say in the profes-
sor tenure process and was a member of the
Student-Worker Front, which helped ASUCLA
employees gain previously nonexistent benefits,

See Seth get arrested.

Cohen was arrested last week for trespassing
on the military base he was protesting. He spent
a night in the local jail and could face up to six
months in prisoa Think that scared him off fix)m
further protests? "Fd definitely go to the protest
again," said Cohen.

In this way, Cohen embodies the ideal student
and modd citizen - he ^)eaks up \^en he per-
ceives irvjustice regardless of the consequences.
About 35 years ago, such activism was expected
of students. An education was more than lectures
and homework - it was using lessons to right
society's wrongs.

Today such passion is nearly extinct - save for
in the hearts of a few brave souls and model citi-

zens like Cohen.
See yourself emulating Seth.

Westwood

homeowners

hypocritical

Three tons of garbage were removed from
Westwood streets on Sunday by about 100
students and a whopping two non-student

Village residents.

The semi-annual trash pickup, called
Operation Clean Sweep, is ^)onsored by the
City of Los Angeles Board of Public Works and
brings fi-atemity members and non-student res-

idents together to clean up the Village. The fi»-

temities did their part - 16 of 18 houses were
represented and they even brought along mem-
bers of one sorority.

If the homeowners of Westwood are going
to badger students about the mess they make
of the Village, the least they could do is show
up when students decide to clean up the dty It

may not be their mess entirely, but the best
way to foment change is by leading through
example.

Operation Clean Sweep was siQ)posed to
bring students and non-students together and
cause all residents to take better care of the
Village. Instead, homeowners nrioaning about
living in a college town where people are noisy
and intoxicated on the weekends, failed to take
advantage of their best opportunity to improve
one of Westwood's fixable problems - its abun-
dance of litter.

Students certainly shouldn't be proud of the
mess they make of the Village on a regular

basis, but homeowners should be ashan^ of
themselves for failing to remedy one of their

primary complaints about the Village. Tliree

tons of txash may have been removed fix)m

Westwood on Sunday, but non-student resi-

dents certainly didnt pull their weight

Unsigned editorials represent a m^rity opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
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COLUMNIST APPUCMIONS
for winter quarter are now available

at the front desk of the Daily Bmin
office in 118 KerckhoCT.

Due December 2

SUBMIT ID VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to hear It. Send

us a submission of 600-800 words or a letter of

300 words or less on any topic, Including a

response to published material.
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Creative parking doesn't count in LA.
A'

11 roads lead to Westwood - but none
offer traveler's parking.

.Westwood is a
maze of streets, cor-

ners, meters and park-
ing booths turning and
twisting to infinitum. I

moved here fi-om

Germany 4 1/2 years
ago - compared to the
United States, it is a
snuill country, but it

squeezes more than 80
million people into

apartments or houses,
side by side.

I arrived at UCLA
thinking I was well

acquainted with equiv-

ocal districts - however, I have never expe-
rienced anything as confusing and stressful
as parking at this university. It is merely
impossible to stop anywhere.
On an hourly basis, several parking

Colleen
Yorke

cyytegmecfctudaedu

enforcement units circulate UCLA to himt
down illegal parkers. Citations are issued
to those who try to overstep the boundary
lines of denied parking. Even getting a per-
mit to park on campus is, as we all know, a
high-stake lottery game.

For six quarters in a row I have been
denied a parking permit So, I called the
Strathmore Center to find out why I was
never granted parking. A representative

responded rather crossly, "We consider
hardships." Apparently, you get a point, or
you lose a point for each "hardship.*'

Certainly, commuting fi-om Pasadena is not
one of them.

So, what options are left? "We have an
elaborate transportation network," Miss
Grumpy tells me. "There are eight vans
commuting fix>m and to Pasadena."

I know; I have been traveling with them
quite often.

"There is a wonderfully organized MTA
transit system; the trip only takes approxi-
mately tlu"ee hours."

I tried that too.

When I drive in every morning, circling

around Sunset Boulevard, I cross my fin-

gers that Lot 3 or Lot 2 are not filled up yet
so that I will not be late for class. And I am
not the only one. Many other students
jump out with their Starbucks coffee, flip

their backpacks and purses onto their

shoulders, and slam the car door shut,
dashing off in an astonishing sprint to
class.

Inteniationally, things look a littie differ-

ent. People walk, ride their bicycles, or use
the bus. In cities, such as in Amsterdam,
banana-colored bicycles lean against trees,

sign posts, house doors and staircases for
anyone to use. "You grab them, ride them,
and diunp them," a student says.

However, if parking spaces are needed,
Europeans make it look easy. France and
Italy, for example, cherish a different kind
of parking tradition. French people create
their own parking spaces. They pull up
behind a car in a slightiy diagonal angle.

Nudging the fi-ont vehicle a littie forward
and the shiny, new Cadillac behind them a
few inches back, they wiggle their automo-
bile into location.

Italians park in interesting angles on the
sidewalks. Sometimes, early in the morn-
ing, you step out of your house to leave for
work and your driveway is blocked. I have
seen students park their Volkswagen on the
streets, parallel to a small gap, get out and
heave the vehicle into the empty space
with rallying shouts.

So, what is the big deal? Instead of
cussing, you shift the troublesome car in
neutral gear (usually cars are not locked)
and push the automobile yourself.

Returning from the voyage abroad, we
settie back down in Los Angeles' jungle of
cars, signs and rules. Practicing interna-
tional parking techniques would be fun.
However, I doubt the police officers would
buy into any of the popular trends.

Yorke's column runs every other Tuesday.

IMAGINE THAT ...

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu
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I don't care which eight hours you wear it. as
long as you're consistent. Either at school or

when you sleep.

UC ensures accuracy of

GPA, extracurriculars
I

ADMISSIONS PROCESS ADAPTS TO
COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW CRITERIA

(Committee members)
believe it is important to

monitor the accuracy and

reliability of the information

used in the admissions

process.

By Dr. Bartara Sawrey

Each November, thousands of
high school seniors apply for

freshman admission to one of the
University of California's eight

undergraduate campuses, lb betr

ter evaluate those who apply to
one of the campuses with more
applicants than available seats,

the UC implemented a policy
known as comprehensive review
last year.

The six campuses using com-
prehensive review have 14 selec-

tion criteria

The criteria

and the

importance
placed on
academic
achievement
have
remained
unchanged in

recent years.

The differ-

ence is that these selective cam-
puses now look at merit in a
broader context for all students
instead of for only some, as pre-

viously occurred.

In addition to assessing grades
in college preparatory courses
and test scores, these campuses
look for tenacity, leadership, spe-
cial talents, creativity, conununity
service and evidence of the com-
mitment needed to successfully
pursue a college degree. In a nut-

shell, they are looking for acade-
mic and personal achievement -

which demonstrate a student is

likely to thrive at a UC campus.
This year, when the second

crop of applications undergoes
comprehensive review, the uni-

versity will expand its longstand-
ing verification of all students'

high school records to include
verification of some of the other
criteria used to make admissions
decisions.

It has long been our experi-

ence that the vast nuyority of stu-

dents are truthful in their amplica-

tions. A pilot verification pro-

gram that examined applications

submitted in Fall 2001Jound no
exceptions. When the^plica-
tions of approximately'400 stu-

dents were randomly sampled,
each and every one was able to

verify their iitformatioa

While the Board of Admissions
and Relations with Schools does
not expect the UC's expanded
verification processes will detect

m^yor irregiiarities, we believe it

is important to monitor the accu-

racy and reli-

ability of the

information

used in the

admissions

process.

So far,

news of this

expanded
effort has
been weU-
received by

many high school counselors and
students who say it will reinforce

the message that applicants must
complete their applications truth-

fully or risk being removed from
consideration for admission on
any UC campus.

Another important fact to keep
in mind is that comprehensive
review has not changed the UC's

eligibility requirements. All eligi-

ble applicants are still guaranteed

a spot on at least one of our cam-
puses, and anyone who is eligible

can succeed at any of our cam-
puses. Each one offers a stimulatr

ing envirorunent and a wide
range of opportunities for per-

sonal development The selectivi-

ty rate is not the sole or best

indicator of quality.

Sawrey is chair of the Board of
Admissions and Relations with

Schools, a committee of the

University of California's

Academic Senate.

Kennewick Man 's remains

reek ofgovernment cover-up

Mike
Hansen

nftiansen(S)mflffa icia.edu

A 9,000-year-old Caucasoid skeleton was uncovered
I\ near Kennewick, Washington in 1996. What an
XXamazing find; we should learn more about it,

right?

Not so fast A cover-up is under way, in every
sense possible. Four days after the sturming prelimi-
nary radiocarbon results of
"Keimewick Man," the Army
Corps of Engineers halted all

studies and took possession of
the Caucasoid skeleton. The
Army Corps, under the direction

of Clinton admirustration

Secretary of the Interior Bruce
Babbitt, decided to give the
remains of Kennewick Man to

local Native American tribes for

burial.

A group of eight leading

anthropologists filed suit against
the Department of the Interior to

prevent the rare Keimewick Man
skeleton fix>m being lost forever.

But a one-way ticket to Pluto is exactly what Native
Americans and hyper politically correct-cor^sdous
liberals want for Kennewick Man. How dare anyone
suggest that Caucasians may have settled North
America first It might take away the Indians' casi-

4K)8.X^c^veiybody, hi<te the evidence!
Now it's I?) to the courts. The judicial system must

make a decisive judginent as to whether Kermewick
Man is related to the Native Americans or not On
Oct 29, the U.S. government joined four Northwest
Indian tribes in an appeal of a U.S. District Court rul-

ing that allowed the scientists to study Kermewick
Man.

The U.S. government and the Native Americans
should just drop their appeal now. Their insistence
that no one study Kermewick Man smacks of the
medieval Catholic Church's demand that no one
question whether the Earth is flat Further scientific

irKjuiry is banned. Case closed
The whole situation reeks of cover-iq). It's time to

clear the air. Keimewick Man needs to be studied so
that the truth about the origins of the first Americans
can be revealed. And as it hs^pens, the truth may be
quite terrifying. Brace yourself.

The facial reconstruction of Kennewick Man looks
like a Patrick Stewart clone. Yes, Kennewick Man
from 10,000 years ago looks like Captain Picard fix>m
Star TYBk: The Next Generation. Archaeologist Jim

.

Chatters, who conducted a forensic study of

Kermewick Man, said in the Newsletter of the
American Antiu-opological Association, "^On the phys-
ical characteristics alone, he could fit on the streets
of Stockholm without causing any kind of notice."

Perhaps this is why a cult of neo-Vikings rr\ade a
pilgrimage to the Columbia River site of the discov-
ery and recited ancient pagan prayers to the remains
of Kermewick Man, whom they claim as their ances-
tor. The leader shouted, "In the sign of Odin, Balder,
Frey and Thor, may all evil be banished fix)m this
place!"

Before this really gets out of hand and Kennewick
Man becomes an idol for the Ku Klux Klan, or even
worse, an honored guest at 'Rrekkie conventions, the
remains must be released for further scientific

inquiry. The true shocker to the obstructiorusts out
there is that Kermewick Man may not be white after
all.

Just because Kermewick Man and several other
remains found in North America have Caucasian fea-
tures does not mean they were European. It is highly
possible that these Caucasian features are a result of
natural variation within the Native American popular
tiorL

In the same article. Chatters states, *^o matter
how long we might study Kermewick Man we would
never know the form or color of his eyes, skin and
hair, whether his hair was curiy or straight, his Iftw
thin or full - in short many of the characteristics by
which we judge living peoples' racial affiliation" No
one is asserting that Kermewick Man was white.
We will never know whether Kermewick Man had

European ancestry, birt even if he did. Native
Americans have nothing to fear. No matter \^o lived
in North America 10,000 years ago, the protections
and legal sovereignty Native Americans er\ioy will
not be jeopardized likewise, if Europeans are found
to have settled North America in ancient times, it

would be no excuse for the modem dedmatjon erf

Native Americans by EXiropeans.

Obstructing the study of Kermewick Man is irra-

tional "Native American Groups have nothing to
fear," said UCLA anthrc^)ology Professor Jearme
Arnold "Ifwe are to achieve the most balanced view
possible, it is better that we proceed with scientific

inquiry than throw \jp road blocks." Once Kermewick
Man is studied in the least invasive way possible, he
should be given to the Native Americans for burial
But please, let's not pretend he doesn't exist

Hansen's column runs every Tuesday.

U.S. pursues selfish ends in foreign policy
By Muneer AdhamI

Over the years we've read
and grown tolerant of these
kinds of headlines: "Fifty deaths
as American warplanes mistak-
enly bomb wedding celebra-
tion," "Officer attacks U.S. sol-

diers in Kuwait," "Afghan civil-

ians killed by U.S. bombs sur-

passes death toll of Sept 11
attacks," "Philippine forces con-
duct exercises in New Jersey,"

"Nigerian warplanes mistakenly
strike Miami night club."

Wait, those last two headlines
don't soimd right. Foreign
troops on U.S. land? The kind of
insecurity, uncertainty and fear
that comes from knowing that
foreign troops possess hegemo-
ny over our land would be intol-

erable. With only two excep-
tions - Pearl Harbor and Sept.
11 - in the last hundred years,
we have not experienced civil-

ian or military casualties as a
result of a foreign attack against
our people on our land. Such
casualties would require that
we actually be attacked and for-

eign troops placed on U.S. soil,

which has never hs^pened. This
is in starch contrast to the mas-
sive nulitary operations that the
U.S. military has taken part in

around the globe.

There are only a limited num-
ber of motivations for deploying
U.S. forces abroad, falling under
overlapping categories: self-

defense as opposed to offense,
and American interests as
opposed to foreign interests.

Let us not waste any breath
hypothesizing that the primary
motivation driving American
foreign policy is humanitarian
or foreign interests. If that was
the case, aid would be predomi-

nantiy spent on underdeveloped
coimtries in Africa in building
infrastructure. We see that par-
ticular region largely ignored,
and regions where natural
resources are abundant and sus-
ceptible to exploitation receive
the m^ority of U.S. aid.

The current fraqi situation is

case and point: When the Bush
administration advocates ous^
ing Saddam Hussein via military
invasion, he first justifies such a
stance by alluding to the
removal of a "dictator who
gases his own people" to bring
democracy to the fraqi people.
He calls fraqi armament a threat
to world peace, thus citing self-

defense. Yet the phrase
"American interests" pervades
the speech of congressman,
analysts and politicians alike. I

do not know anyone that can,
with a straight face, say "our
goverrunent is invading Iraq for
the welfare of the fraqi people."
That is some very optimistic,

but deluded thinking.

Logic brings us to conclude
that if the United States is not
there for the welfare of the fraqi

people, it is there to defend
itself and its own interests.

Taking care of one's own inter-

ests is not always wrong; in fact
it is a cornerstone in the liberal-

capitalist individualist thought
that pervades the world com-
munity. Yet, in a nutshell, self

interest is wrong when it explic-
itiy requires and causes harm to
others. This is particularly the
case when self-interest has dri-

ven our goverrunent to enforce
an embargo against Iraq that

UNICEF has deemed diametri-

cally opposed to himtianitarian

interests in fraq.

This embargo has killed

.A

monthly, more children than
total casualties we incurred on
Sept 11, 2001. That's a Sept 11,

month after month, in Iraq for

11 years. Is U.S. blood worth
more than the blood in other
countries?

In the United States, a few
powerful "suits" that represent
us in Washington D.C. com-
mand the fate of developing
countries and the welfare of
thefr people, and not the other
way aroimd. With such power
comes responsibility, but also
the threat of corruption. We
must constantiy question our
leaders when they make harm-
ful, cruel policies and then justi-

fy them with lies.

Call me naive, but I was
taught that it's the responsibility
of the strong to help the weak,
not to exploit the weak because
they can.

Some justify acting selfishly

for national interests as an
imfortimate reality in the game
of politics. But the "they're

doing it; so we must" mentality
is the kind of logic that allows
one wrong to justify the next
The United States is in the dri-

ver's seat to set a positive, just

agenda. Yet it has not done so.

It's time to call a spade a spade.
Until the United States can pur-
sue foreign policy for the pur-
pose of benefiting other coun-
tries and reinforcing universal
human rights, people across the
globe will liken us - and righUy
so - to corrupt police chiefs,

benefiting themselves while
only paying lip-service to the
phrase, "to protect and serve."

What a sham.

Adhami is afourth-year political

science student.

M
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ARTS<£ENTERTAINMENT
SOUNDBITES

Snoop Doggy Dogg
*Taid Tha Cost lb Be

Da Bo$$''
Priority Records

^^? ^^y ^^^p

"Paid Tha Cost To Be
Da BoSS," is an homage to
mafia culture. The open-
ing track begins much the
same way **The
Godfather" begins (a sub-
ject begging a favor from
the don), and the next
track repeats the names
Bugsy, Gotti, Capone, and
Soprano.

Alas, Don Doggy has
two personalities. On
such tracks as "I Believe
in You" and "I Miss That
Bitch," Snoop is a slave to
a woman, not a pimp to
hos, and marriage is a
virtue. On most of the
other tracks, however, he
is as pimpin' as they
come. The cheesy marital-
bliss theme of "I Believe
in You," is followed by
''Lollipop," where you can
guess what candy he's
referring to.

In fact, the best song
on the album is

"Lollipop," because it's

got nice flute work and
guest artists such as Jay-
Z, and it's not full of pre-

tentious ideas identifying

Snoop as Machiavelli's

descendant. In "Lollipop,"

Snoop is just having a
good time.

|

Another itandout,
while still pompous, is

"The One and Only,"
which is a more honest
story about where Snoop
came from, rather than an
entirely narcissistic

hyperbole. "Batman and
Robin" is complete silli-

ness, and Snoop is paro-
dying his power through
the image of ciUt siiper-

heroes.

The other tracks are
strange, often relying on
warped effects and pseu-
do-cataclysmic vocals
that make Snoop*s power
seem as thin as the CD it's

printed on.

-Howard Ho

The Roots
"Phrenology''
MCA Records

When asked why The
Roots' new LP is called

"Phrenology," ?uestlove's

choice response to Urb
magazine was that "heads
will love it" It's clearly in

jest, but the sad truth is

that the joke will fly right

over most fans' bobbing
craniums.

While The Roots
helped define under-
ground hip-hop and fans
of that scene (hip-hop
heads) have seen them as
the torchbearers of some
ambiguous indie ideal,

their increasingly accessi-
ble music hasn't comple-
mented that image since
1995's overtly cerebral
"Do You Want More?!!!??!"

That's not to say
they've dumbed down
their sound. The song
"Water" clocks in at over
10 minutes and hints at
the group's fi-ee jazz roots
with a jittery aural collage
that sounds filtered

through a transistor radio.

"Rock You" packs as
much menacing and vis-

ceral energy as anything
they've put out since their

rawer days in Philly But
here the members expand
their sound, letting that
intellectual style color the
background and enhance
their natural knack for the
hook. i

Reverent without wal-

lowing in a romanticized
past. The Roots are what
independent hip-hop
should be. No matter -

their return to the music
scene is reason why the
mainstream is looking up.

-Andrew Lee

J

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh ... could 4 -Great

be better 5 - Classic
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'Dance and Disability' to portray life stories of artists
Siddarth Purl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
spuri(i)media. ucla.edu

While Orwell's farm fiiends may
have believed "Two legs bad, four legs
good," Homer Avila is proving that
one leg is good enough in his perfor-
mance in "Dance and Disability."

Avila, who lost one leg to cancer a few
years ago, uses his other leg to keep
afoot his determination to dance.
The purpose of "Dance and

Disability," a one-night performance
this afternoon fi-om 3 to 5 p.m. in

Kinross, is to connect the public to
modem dance while also changing
people's ideas about disabilities. The
event showcases different dancers,
presenting their life stories and dance
performances.

"I've always been interested in
making art that challenges our habits
and the way we understand people
who are different," said assistant pro-
fessor and choreographer ofthe show,
Victoria Marks.

The afternoon performance is cen-
tered on Avila's solo performance, but
will also include a discussion with

associate dean of UCLA's School of
Theater, Film and Television Vivian
Sobchack, a screening of Marks' film

on disability and dance "Outside In."

The event will conclude with a perfor-

mance by Catherine Cole, a professor
of drama at UCSB who also lost a leg

to cancer
\

Avila's performance is a "choreo-
graphic portrait," according to Marks.
In this kind ofperformance, the move-
ments aim to mirror the person who is

performing. The choreographer and
dancer work together to create a
dance that will portray the essence
and the personal story of the per-

former
"I choreographed the routine with

Homer - 1 would give him an image to

work with and he would start danc-
ing," Marks said. "The music we chose
also reflects (him). It has an underly-

ing tone of urgency and energy - he
acts like a meteor throughout the

whole piece."
I

In this modem dance performance
set against a plain black background,
Avila makes use of every part of his

body as he spins and turns. He uses
these moves in order to take audience

_ . Courtesy of Victoria Marks
Physically Challenged Characters are shown In a scene from "Outside In," a film by
Victoria Marks. The film will screen at today's event "Dance and Disability."

and to re-open the public's eyes to the
art form.

"There definitely exists a cultural
war in L.A.," Avila says. "It's interest-
ing that people always know where
the UCLA football team is playing, but
they hardly ever know where the
nearest dance performance is."

According to Marks, disability isn't

something that only appUes to
amputees or other differently abled
people, but something that all people
can relate to, as everyone faces chal-
lenges on some level.

"In approaching my disability, I am
working toward not focusing on the
disability, but more on the wholeness
of the presentation of my dancing,"
Avila said. "Though disability is an
aspect of my life, I want the focus to
be on more of the fullness ofmy danc-
ing and how it affects people."

members to a new level of under-
standing dance, according to Marks.

"To me, this performance is about
redefining dance and what it means,"
said Avila "In my case, just because I

lost my leg, it doesn't mean I stopped

growing as an artist - this is my way of
presenting my art form and my new
development as an artist."

Though the performance showcas-
es physically challenged dancers, it

also aims to showcase modem dance

DANCING: "Dance and Disability" will

be performed todayfrom 3 to 5 p.m. at
the Kinross Building, 11000 Kinross
Ave., Studio 126. Admission is free,

but seating is limited. There will be a
Kinross holi/iuy party following the
event until 7 p.m.

NEWLY FORMED UCLA KARAOKE CLUB A MUSICAL
OUTLET FOR CASUAL CROONERS, LISTENERS ALIKE

By Dan Crossen and Avi Rutschman

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTORS
dcrossen@media.ucla.edu

a rutschman(a)media. ucla.edu

Sure, you can spend your FYiday
night getting drunk at a fraternity

and hooking up with some random
person, but wouldn't you rather sing
cheesy pop in front of strangers?

Tlie UCLA Karaoke Club has beeh
belting out the hits since the begin-
ning of the quarter The erstwhile
crooners have been meeting every
other Friday night in Ackerman
201A.

"We just do it for fun," said Sandra
Chen, a second-year biochemistry
student and president of the
Karaoke Club. Her favorite song to
sing in front of her friends is R.
Kelly's song "I Believe I Can Fly."

After receiving sponsorships from
companies such as Fiyi Link, DTS
Karaoke, Ace Karaoke, and Sing
Young rental store, the founders
decided to establish their UCLA
Karaoke Club on campus to avoid
the laborious task of performing at
bars.

"(Karaoke clubs) are expensive,
and there's no food," Chen said.

The UCLA Karaoke Club, which
usually attracts about 20 people to
its gatherings, offers a mellow
atmosphere so people to feel free
and comfortable to perform their
favorite songs and not be vexed by
an intimidating crowd.

"No one needs to sing alone, or
sing well, or at all," said Chen.

Featiuing both popular American
singles and hit Chinese songs, the
club offers a diverse selection of
music for anyone willing to step up
and embrace their inner Frank
Sinatra.

Though singing in front of as
many as 20 people may seem daunt-
ing, the Karaoke Club seeks to cre-
ate a low-stress environment. Only
one of the members, undeclared sec-

ond-year student Emily Lin, has any
experience performing seriously.
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KICKIN' KARAOKE TUNES
Some situations require particular songs

to karaoke to. Yeah, that's right karaoke.

Best drunk karaoke songs

"Fnends in Low Places" - Ganh Brx)oks

•Hit Me Baby One Mor^ Time" - Britney

Spear* > r ^,^ *

"Tubthumj^" - O^imba^urnba
-Ruff Ryder^ Arittfem**(W
"Svefn G Ef^ar^ - Sigur Ros

Best duets

"Endless Love" - Lton^l^cNe

and Diana Ross

"Summer Lowi*" - OMa l^ewton John

and John Tr'avolta

"Ain't No Mountain

Mar^nGaye
"You Doni Bring

Barbara

Diarrwnd

"A Whole New
Jasmine (

Salor^

Best port-tatiakup songs

"All by MyseC,r Celine Dion

-I WHI Si^v^- Gloria Gaynor

"You CXji^|tnow" - Alanis Morissette

"Jesse's• - Rick Springfield

"Move^|R"-Ludacris

Ch^iibt songs '

"Co|acabana" - Barr^ Manilow

"Daliing Queen" - ABBA
"Let iSe*- The Beatles

"YMCA" - The Village People

"Love Shack" - B-52s

DIANA lee/Daily Brltin

Most simply ei\joy singing with
their friends and generally having a
good time, though according to
Chen they have yet to "see anyone
get crazy." Often participants split

time singing and laughing along with
their chosen track if they don't
know all of the lyrics. I

For additional entertainment
options the club offers several
karaoke-related games to accompa-

ny the typical musical performance.
It has musical Pictionary, during
which the chosen person has to act
out the title of a song, and, if he fails

to get people to guess correctly, sing
it. In addition there is musical cha-
rades, in which one person hstens to
a song on headphones and has to act
out the lyrics and try to get the rest
of the club to get the song.
Though such pubHcT>^rformance

might be easier for some after a cou-
ple of drinks, the officers of the club
frown upon consumption of alcohol
at their events.

"You can bring your own; we'U
pretend we didn't see it," Chen said.

The Karaoke Club has yet to find
that perfect romantic pair to sing a
song Uke "A Whole New World." In
fact, the membership is almost
entirely female, though the mem-
bers would welcome more Aladdins
to sing with their Jasmines.

"There are a lot more girls than
guys," said Chen. "Nevertheless
there are plenty of enticements for
any interested male singers."

Such enticements may include
videos that play behind the lyrics of
the songs and consist mostly of
young, attractive women attempting
to look sensual at places like the
beach.

Though it hasn't yet nailed down
dates for next quarter's meetings,
and although spending money and
public interest remain pressing con-
cerns, the club remains optimistic
about the future and is planning
events for the near future.

"We might have a club dinner,"
Chen said. "We plan on continuing
regular meetings every two weeks
next quarter"

While the regular membership
remains low, the members' spirits

remain high.

"We don't have a goal for people
to come, but we welcome anyone
who wants to come," Chen said. "It's

not just for people who sing; it's for
everyone to torture each other's
ears."

Photos by ROSANNA BlTMP/DAiLy Britn

Students sing their hearts out at the Karaoke Club meeting. From
top to bottom: Auturo Bravo-Monsalvo, fourth-year electrical

engineering student; Catherine Vinh first-year undeclared stu-

dent; Mary Ann Gulterrez, fourth-year Japanese studies student;

Mary Lee Behar second-year psychobio and French student

War is focus of documentary screenings this week
CONTEMPORARY FILMS 'SISTERS IN RESISTANCE,' 'UNFINISHED SYMPHONY' SHOW STRUGGLES OF REAL PEOPLE

By Michael Ray
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mray(a)media. ucla.edu

Aside from the occasional
"Bowling for Columbine," documen-
taries often don't get media attention.

The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, along with the
UCLA Film and Television Archive, is

combatting this with its annual series
on outstanding contemporary docu-
mentaries. Chosen from the pool of
applicants from the previous years'

Academy Awards, two films of a simi-

lar theme are given a free screening
each Tuesday at the James Bridges
Theater

The first part of the series contin-

ues until Dec. 17. War is the focus of
this week's films with "Sisters in

Resistance" and "Unfinished

Symphony," screening tonight at 7:30
p.m.

I

''Sisters in Resistance" tells the
story of four young women actively
involved in the French resistance
against the Nazi occupation. After
passing messages, hiding refugees,
code-breaking, and distributing
underground newspapers, they are
captured by the Gestapo and sent to a
labor concentration camp for women.

"I was so taken by the whole story,"

said director Maia Wechsler "These
women weren't Catholics or Jews,
they were Christian, they could have
stayed home and done absolutely
nothing . . . like so many other people
did."

I

Told almost entirely through group
and individual interviews, the film

chronicles their journey to the camp
and the extreme hardships that

formed lifelong friendship between
the women.

"In documentary film you get to see
the faces," Wechsler said. "You get to

experience what the subject e3q)eri-

ences and hear in his or her words
what h£4)pened."

Previously a journalist by trade,

Wechsler entered the field of docu-
mentary film making in 1993, and
"Sisters in Resistance" was the first

film she directed.

Bestor Cram, producer and co-

director of "Unfinished Symphony"
also uses an emotionally anchored
film style.

"I was always interested in using
films to change hearts and minds . .

.

bring a world unknown to people to
be understood in its most empaihetic
and horrific ways," Cram said.

Vietnam veterans are the focus of

"Unfinished Symphony," specifically

in a 1971 protest march tracing Paul
Revere's ride in reverse. Told in three
sections, the film combines archival
footage of the Vietnam War with
recent interviews and rarely seen
footage of the march itself.

The march went smoothly until

Lexington, where town officials

refused to let the veterans sleep on
the Battle Green (site of the first bat-
tle in the Revolutionary War). In a his-

toric act of civil disobedience, over
400 veterans and townspeople were
arrested, the largest arrest in the his-

tory of Massachusetts.
"The film is a way not only to recall

something that hz^pened 30 years
back, but also present the role of dis-

sent in democracy, which may be
more urgent in the political times we
live in then ever before," Cram said.

When the project originally came to

Cram he rejected it since he had
already made several films about
Vietnam, but after reconsidering the

impact of the incident and the 1971

march footage shot, he changed his

mind.

"It was interesting both in its raw
nature and the way it was disturbing-

ly authentic because it captured the

nation, the issues and the times all at

once," Cram said

These films both work towards
capturing the visceral and political

power the documentary form allows,

and the series hopes to capitalize on
that

Information on other upcoming films
can be found at www.oscars.org,
including show times and synopses.
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Bumstead gives talk on art direction, 'Vertigo'
OSCAR-WINNING ARTIST DISCUSSES CREATION OF SETS FOR FILM, PAST WORK WITH HITCHCOCK

u.A r.^M .:« ir. .-.vMij.-N ARCHIVES

Most of the San Francisco-tinged settings were actually created on
studio lots by Alfred Hitchcock and art director Henry Bumstead.

By Maria San Rlippo

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
msanfilippo@media.ucla.edu

Alfred Hitchcock's spirit

visited UCLA's James Bridges
Theater last Sunday night.

At least it felt that way
with legendary art director
Henry Bumstead in atten-
dance to speak about his
work on "Vertigo," one of
four films in which he collab-
orated with the so-called
Master of Suspense.
The screening and subse-

quent question and answer
session with Bumstead and
production designer Tom
Walsh capped off the UCLA
Film and Television Archive's
"The Art of Hollywood"
series, a retrospective of
memorable achievements in

Hollywood production
design.

Bumstead was nominated
for an Academy Award for his

work on "Vertigo" and went
on to win two Oscars for his

later production design on
"The Sting" and "To Kill a
Mockingbird." He began
working in the industry as a

BRIEFS

contract designer at
Paramount Studios in 1937.

Bumstead has spent the past
decade collaborating with
Chnt Eastwood and received
his fourth Oscar nomination
for his production design on
"Unforgiven."

"Vertigo," which is consid-
ered by many to be one of
Hitchcock's most accom-
plished films, is notable for
drawing elements from its

Bay Area setting to coiyure
up the mood and tone of the
film. As art director,

Bumstead selected locations
that would serve to represent
both the metropolitan sophis-
tication of modem San
FYancisco and the deteriorat-

ing legacy of its Spanish-
styled past.

But appearances can be
deceptive: although some
exteriors for the film were
shot in San FYancisco, the
bulk of shooting took place
on soundstages at Universal
Studios here in Los Angeles.

"The equipment was so big
back then, if you ever see a
room that appears real-sized,

you can be almost sure it's a

I

set," Walsh said. "They had to
take the walls out in order to
get the camera in."

Hitchcock, who once
claimed that he never needed
to look into the camera
because he already knew
what he would see, was infa-

mous for exerting unprece-
dented control as a director.

"You couldn't get Hitch out
on location," Bumstead said.

"He hked to work in the com-
fort of a stage. Practically
everything he shot was a set."

Though Hitchcock pre-
ferred to leave the location
scouting up to his art direc-
tor, he briefly visited
Bumstead in San FYancisco
while exteriors for "Vertigo"
were being chosen.

"He asked me how I

expected him to get perfor-
mances out of his actors in
this cold," Bumstead said.
"You always left room on the
set for his car to drive in.

He'd get out and walk three
steps to the director's chair."

However, there was one
location that Hitchcock him-
self specified.

"He was very adamant that

from Jimmy Stewart's apart-
ment you should be able to
see Coit Tower," Bumstead
said. "When I asked why, he
said, 'It's a phallic symbol.'"

Employing a method
known as process shooting
(similar to today's blue
screen technique) the exteri-

ors shot on location were
projected onto a screen
arranged behind the actors
on a set. In a famous shot, a
360-degree moving shot
around the embracing lovers
(James Stewart and Kim
Novak) was created with
multiple process shots in

rear-projection behind the
rotating stage the lovers
stood on.

"This is all old-time stuff

compared to what they can
do now with computer graph-
ics," Bumstead said.

The production designer
works closely with the cine-

matographer, set decorator
and costume designer to cre-

ate the look of a film.

Bumstead, who suggested
using brown tones to give
"The Sting" its old-fashioned
look, had less in mind when

planning the color of
"Vertigo." Someone in the
audience suggested the
importance of green linked to
the film's title, whose root, he
said, is "vert," or green in
FYench.

"I got letters from all over
the world with theories about
what each color was sup-
posed to mean," Bumstead
said. "I guess I just hit it

lucky. I had no theory; I just
painted things the way I

thought they should be."

Bumstead also discussed
the legendary "Vertigo" shot.

The shot was created by con-
structing a model of the
inside of the tower and simul-
taneously zooming in while
tracking back. The resulting

effect is the visual equivalent
of the main character's fear of
heights.

The one filmmaking myth
that Bumstead did not dispel
was how much he loves his
job.

"It's sure been a wonderful
life for me," said Bumstead. "I

envy all of you who are study-
ing to be filmmakers. What a
wonderful career it is."

Music Arts
• The UCLA Philharmonia performs

tonight with conductor Jon Robertson and
guest viola soloist Paul Colletti. CoUetti,
new to the faculty this year, will perform
^^Tilliam Walton's "Viola Concerto." The pro-
gram will also include Hanne Helledie
Moller's "FYom the City to the Sanctuary"
and Brahms' "Symphony No. 2 in D M^yor,
Op. 73." The performance, at 8 p.m. in

Schoenberg Hall, is $7 general adnussion,
$3 for students and seniors.

• Sixties icon Marianne Faithfull, best
known for her relationship with Mick
Jagger and as the muse behind the song
"Carrie Anne" comes to Royce Hall this

Sunday to perform songs from her first

album in three years, "Kissin' Time," which
features collaborations with Beck, Blur and
Billy Corgan. Tickets are $15 for students.

• The Department of Architecture and
Urban Design is presenting an exhibit,

"Christine Tarkowski: Fortifications and
Landscapes." This Chicago-based artist

showcases her installation exploring space
and structure now on display in the gallery

in Perioff Hall through Dec. 6.

• "Making," a collaborative exhibit
between LA. art schools, including UCLA's
School of Arts and Architecture, explores
the concept of making art. The exhibit is

free at the Los Angeles County Museum of
Arts West

and starring Debbie Allen. No perfor-
mances Thanksgiving day. Student rush
tickets available one hour prior to perfor-
mance for $10.

Film

Tlieater
• "Pearl," a contemporary adaptation of

"Snow White" with music and dance, con-
tinues at the Gefifen Playhouse directed by

• The Fihn and Television Archive pre-
sent "Sisters in Resistance," about four
FYench women fighting against Nazi
Occupation, and "Unfinished Symphony"
about growing poUtical dissent set against
the backdrop of a protest rally in Boston
Common in 1971. Films screen tonight at
7:30 p.m. in James Bridges Theater.

• The Fihn & Television Archive is

screening "Raihroad of Hope" and "Devils
on the Doorstep," as part of the New
Chinese Cinema Series. The movies will

show at 7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. in the
James Bridges Theater on Saturday, Nov.
30.

Harry Potter: more than just

kiddie books about wizards

Manga all the rage in Japan, anthology debuts in U.S.

Anthony
Bromberg

abromberg@medELuia.edu

By Kim Curtis

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO— Comic books have a
lousy reputation in the United States, where
they're either the domain of prepubescent
boys or kooky collectors.

But in Japan, "manga," or comics, shape a
$4 billion industry. They are sold at street
kiosks and cut across gender and age
boundaries.

|

Manga accounts for 40 percent of all

printed nmterial in Japan. And in a country
where a movie ticket costs about $20,
manga is quite the entertainment bargain at
$2 for a small magazine and $3.50 for a thick
one about the size of a small phone book.

Jjqpanese manga (pronounced MAHN-
gah) and anime, or animated movies such as
"Pokemon," "Dragon Ball Z" and even
"Speed Racer" from the late 1960s, already
have migrated to the United States and
attracted legions of fans.

Now, Shonen Jump, a monthly anthology
series, debuts Tuesday.

"Most American Idds have been intro-

duced to these properties through anime or
on television," said Rick Bauer of Viz
Conununications Inc. "It's our intent to

carry the most popular stories and continue
introducing the hottest properties in their
original form."

At Comic Relief in Berkeley, Calif., man-
ager Todd Martine sets aside the fix)nt sec-
tion of his store for manga. He says its pop-
ularity grows as customers are drawn both
to the high-quahty artwork and the com-
pelling story lines.

"In Japan, you've got miUions of grown
adults reading manga, every week. There's
not the stigma that comics are for kids," he
said. "It's more of a respected medium, so
you've got higher quality stuff out there."

At 288 pages, the premiere issue of
Shonen Jump is a mostly black and white,
National Geographic-sized magazine that
reads Japanese style - from back to front
and from right to left. Bauer acknowledges
his company printed it that way "because
it's cool" and because that's how the art-

work originally was intended to be seen.
Viz Conununications abready had 10,000

Shonen Jump subscribers before the maga-
zine's release, Bauer said, and eventually
wants to make it a weekly.

Viz is targeting 12- to 17-year-olds who
"identify with the anime-manga lifestyle," he
said. Those teens spend a lot of time watch-

ing television, surfing the Web and sending
e-mail.

Rick Malixi, a 24-year-old anime and
manga fan, was thrilled to hear about
Shonen Jump. In high school, he looked at
manga for the pictures, but was always dis-
appointed he couldn't read it

"I love the art, the style," he said. "I think
it has much more detail than American car-
toons or comic books."
Manga offers complex stories and more

realistic characters than stereotypical
American comic books, said Seiji

Horibuchi, president and CEO for Viz
Communications.

"It's a superhero-driven industry," he said.

"Those characters are 50 years old now. U.S.
publishers didn't create or cultivate a
younger audience. They have to invent char-
acters for a younger group. I think they
missed that."

No independent group monitors comic
book sales, but the ICv2 Retailers Guide to
Manga estimates manga accounts for about
5% of the conuc store portion of the U.S.
comics market. When factoring in subscrip-
tions and bookstore sales, manga is proba-
bly a $25 miUion to $30 million market,
Bauer said.

Sometimes it's difficult to think of
things to be thankful for besides the
same old shlock, but not this year.

Sure, I love my fam-
ily, my fiiends, my girl-

friend, my school and
my dashing smile. Tm
thankful for all of that,

but Fm also thankful
for news of the
release of "Harry
Potter 5" (which I

hear is going to be
titled "The Order of
the Phoenix") suppos-
edly sometime next
year.

Right now all of the
madness surrounding
young Potter has to do
with the recent release of the second film
based on his life, but the books are still

what matters. Recall the madness
inspired by the release of volume four in
the series, "The Goblet of Fire," compared
to the relatively mediocre critical

response to the movies.
The thing about Hany, though, is that

he inspires madness in people of all

types. We've all had a grizzled Vietnam
veteran come up to us and wax philo-

sophical on the sport of quidditch, but
why is this? The answer may be a bit

more interesting than you think.

J. K. Rowling, the author of the
"Potter" books, has crafted wonderful sto-
ries of escapism based around the time-
honored human fascination with the
supernatural.

This is nothing new. The science fiction
and fantasy genres have made money on
the small but fanatic group of people who
continually digest this kind of material.

"Potter" is clearly more than that These
are the biggest selling books of all time. If

the Bible was the Bible himdreds of years
ago, the Beatles music was the Bible of
the 1960s and the "Star Wars" films the
Bible for a generation of dorky males,
then the "Potter" books are the Bible now.

Initially disguised as children's fantasy
books, Rowling's novels tap into the pre-

carious situation society is in right now.
"Potter," like the Bible's (lod complex,

the Beatles' love complex, and the "Star
Wars" force complex, has its own impetus
for the universe: magic. Rowling's
"Potter" world is a world where technolo-

gy takes a back seat to wizarding capabili-
ties. The only characters (outside of Mr.
Weasley's e3q)eriments in Muggle arti-

facts) in the series who use things like

computers are the much maligned
Dursleys (Harry's obese Muggle relatives
- and for those that haven't yet become
inundated by Harry's world, "Muggle"
refers to humans without wizarding pow-
ers).

It's no accident that the supernatural
characters in the "Potter" books directly

resemble homo ss^Diens, and that

Rowling, instead of creating an entirely

alternative fantastical space ( like, say
"Lord of the Rings" or "Star Wars"), uses
planet Earth. People are nothing if not
egotistical and there's nothing we love
more than to feel in control. Rowling cap-
tures this brilliantly.

Not only does she give humans the
edge over machines, but she also puts the
wizards in conflict with themselves.
People need conflict, and since the first

book the characters have developed a
depth and pathos that shade the conflict

all the more realistically. Rowling lifts a
mirror at us, and tweaks us so we look a
little better.

This is why the "Potter" fantasy crosses
all barriers. It's why my mom bought all

the books. It's why my friend who's a sec-
ond-degree black belt gets giddy like a Ut-

tle girl when talking about the budding
romance between Ron and Hermione.

It's why a literature snob like myself
feels fully comfortable embracing these
books. Rowling is a great storyteller Her
writing rings emotionally true. Ifs good as
social allegory. And it couldn't be more
fun. That's why I'm thankful that the new
book is reportedly longer than "(joblet of
Fire" (which checked in at over 700
pages). You want to pick up great litera-

ture again and again, and Rowling is giv-

ing us that chance numerous times over.

Westwood
VILLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUM
948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL
70925 Lindbrook

208-4366

FEsmw.
l0887Lindbrook
208-4575

PLAZA

1067Glendon
208-3097

Harry Potter and me Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Ooit>y Digital

Mo^-Thu 11.-00 3:00 7.00 10:45

Femme Male (R)

THX-Oaa)yOigltd
Mon-Thu 1:45 4:30 7:05 9:45

Jackass: The Movte (R)

THX-OcfcyOlgtal

Mon-ThM 12:25 2:25 4:50 7:20 10:00

Far From Heaven (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu 12:00 2:35 5:15 7:55 10:35

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

,

Dolby Digital

' Mon-Thu 2:45 7:30

Punch Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 12 15 5:10 9 50

Santa Monica
CRITERION 6 Harry Potter and the Chamber Of Secrets (PG)
1313 3rd St. THX - Dolby Digit*
Promenade Fri-Sat (9 30 12 00 12 30) 100 3 30

4:00 4:30 7:00 8:00 10:30 11 45
Sun (930 12:00 12:30) 1:00 3:30

,4:00 4:30 7:00 8:0010:30

Fnday After Next (R)

Frt-Sat (11:00) 1:40 4:15 7:15 10:00 12:15

Sun (11:00) 1:40 4:15 7:15 10:00

I The Ring (PG-13)

THX - Doiby Digital

Fri-Sun (12:45) 4.00 7 30 10:40

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Dolby Digital

Fn-Sun (11:45) 2:30 5:15 7:45 10:15

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Fn-Sun 7 40 955

West Hollywood
Ba^nShovvs () For All Theatres

Westwood Beverly Hills

toADVERTISE
call

31 0.825.2 16r

Westwood
SUNSET 5

SOOOSuraet
(at Crascant HeightB)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

Auto Focus (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 :40) 2:10 4:50 7 30 10:00

Far From Heaven (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2:05 4.45 7:25 10:00

The Quiet American (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:25 4:50 7:20 9:50

Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Thu (1 1 ;45) 2:10 4:35 7:15 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9:55

AVCOONEMA
l0e4O\IMMreBlvd.

1 BIk.E. of Westwood
(310)777-FILM#330

Half Past Dead (PG-13)

Mon-Tue 14 4 45 730 10:10

Wed-Thu 1:30 4:30 7.30 10:10

8 Mile (R)

Mon 1:30 4:00

Tue 1:30 4:30 7:20 9:50

Wed-Thu 1:15 4:15 7.20 10:00

Die Another Day (PG-13)

Mon-Tue 1:00 4:00 7:00 10:15

Wed-Thu 12:20 3:30 7:00 10:30

The Emperor's Qub (PG-13)

Mon-Tue 1:15 4:15 7:10 9:40

Wed-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:10 9:50

CHECCIGORIRNEARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

Derrkta

Mon (5:00) 7:15 9:30

Tue (5:00)

Wed-Thu (12:30) 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S.ofVWlBhire)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Mon-Tue 3:00 5:30 8:00

West LA

WLA/Beverly Hills Beverly Hills

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3

9036WMshire
274-6869

FrkJa(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15)4:10 7:00 9:55

The Way Home (PG)

Mon-Wed (5:05) 7:15 9:40

Thu (12:30) 2:45 5:05 7:15 9:40

Ararat (R)

Mon-Wed (500) 7:30 10:00

Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00

Last Supper
Farai LwgMOB wKti EngNih SuMttles

Mon-WM (5:10) 7:X 9:50

Thu (12:30) 2:50 5:10 7:30 9:50

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $i at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Friday After Next (R)

Mon-Tue 1:40 2:20 4:00 4:30

7:00 7:30 9.2010:00

Half Past Dead (PG-13)

Mon-Tue 2:00 4:15 7:20 9:45

WESTSIDE PAVILUON Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

1 0800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:40 7:20 9:40
(310)475-0202

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50 9:50

Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

The Man from Elysian FteWs (R)

Mon-Thu (11:20) 4:20 7:00

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310) 394-9741

Santa Monica
El Cnmen Dei Padre Amaro (R)

Fri-Sun (1:30) 4:20 7:15 10:05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 3:15 5:30 7 45 10:00

The Quiet Amencan (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:20 7:00 9:40

The 4th Tenor

Mon-Thu (1:15) 3:30 5:45 800 1015

8 Mile (R)

Mon 1:30 2:10 4:10 4:45 7:15 9 50 10:15
Tue 1:30 2:10 4:10 4:45 715 7.40 9:50 10:15

The Transporter (PG-13)

Mon 1 50 4:25 7:05 9:25

Tue 1:50 4:25 10:10

LANDMARK

NUART
11272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310) 478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310) 394-8099

Solaris (1972)

Mon-Wed 5:00 8:30

Thu (1:30) 5:00 8:30

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:30 10:15

Far From Heaven
Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

Westwood
Roger Dodger (R)

Mon-Tue (2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:30

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue
(310)208-3259

Pesonal Velocity

Wed-Thu (11.00) 1:00 3.00 5 00 7:15 9:30

fbVffilBt

nrnf

bpuin

rtOVIE

OUDf

JT0.825.2I6*
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8\00 PersonalAssistance

8200 Temporary Employment

8300 k»tn^)96f

Housing

8400 Apartments for Rent

84S0 Apartments to Share(mh
WOO Apartments Furnished

SdOOCondc/Townhouse tor Rent

Bf7O0Condc/To¥vnhouse torSale

8000 Guesthouse torRent

8900 House for Rent

BOOOHousetorS^
9)00 Housetjoats torRent^Sale
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CLASSIFIED

Topkiceanadc^
310.8^5.2221

How to Mace an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@medja.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mall

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

Ad WiWng Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and

features

3. Price-

Always include the price.,

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

Uns lUitBs

tKOmOmW
One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7.20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt headline 11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
Box $10.00 Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rale information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bmin"

We Accept:ram
Altow 5 working days for mailed payments.

RatM subiect to change MTtdKNit notice.

Spedai Features a Issues

VUHIuklti
itns

Evory Wodnttday and Friday

310.825.2221

Every dayl

310.825.2221

VILlfKif DlStl
w¥irw.villagedisli.cofn

FallAVInter & Spring/Sunwner

310.825.2161

Every 5tti and lOIti week

310.825.2161

»WJW»W« (Jilj l MWfcv»»WlWWWt»yWlHIO»WWi»Blt>l|IW l

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

ilte**'

i^i^

I Hnd everythingyou need online at

www.bruinmarketpuu;e.com
The ASUCLA Communcations board fully supports the Umverstty al CaMorraa's policy on nondncrimlrwtion. No medium shall accept advertiaements wh«h preaent persons o( any ohoin
race. sex. or sexual orieritation in a droning w^r or to rnpiy that they araNmftadpositi^ Neither the Oaiy Bruin rwr the ASUCLA Communicattori
Board has tnweatigled any ollhe aan>tea> ad»«maed or the advertiaemenf rsprsaented in thw isaue. Any person beNeving that wi advwtiaamant in this iaaua vidatad the Bowd'S policy on
nondrscrmination stated hafsin should coiTimuiicjiecofnplaintt In wrWng to the AaaiatantDre^ 1 18 Kerckhoff HM. 308 Wtat>woodPtea.LoaAnoalaa 90024-1641 Foranis-
tanct^ with housing (AscriminMion problams. cal the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or cai the Weatside Far Housvtg Office at piO) 475-9671 Classified ads also appew on-line
K Wtp wv/w.da«ybruin.>icla.e(>j Placement on-lne is offered as a compWmantary sarvica for customers and s not guaranteed. The OaMy Bojin is rMponsibie for the first mconect inser-
tion or tv Minor typographical errors are not eigiUa tor refunds For any refund, the Oai»y Bruin naaaWsiJ Department muat be notified of tr 9mr on the first day of puWicatton by noon

PWT^i=T^
a«SaS£*:*sft-4

m^i

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

r
announcements

1100-2600

1800
IVIiscellaneous

Egg Donors Needed ^

Healthy females aces 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

\^ (818)832-1494 ^

m^E-SALES
Needed in West Hills

Recycler Classifieds^ a TMbune Co.,
is accepting resuntes at our

West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
& join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,
avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potentiak commissions

+ bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
i-800-300-2777 x32603
ioe.moran@recycler.com EOE

Pay your tuiMon

Pi with eggs ^
If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

3 1 0/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Options. LLC

3300
Collectibles

John i Christian
DESIGNERS ft CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1850

UCLPi.
College Monogram

Ring

Free Brochure

•Year date
•Decree
•Greek Letters
•Your monocram

UK Gold $450

RINGB0X.COM 1-888-646-646^

400
Computers

m LAPTOPS
ELITE A *(¥) NOTEBOOK

FREE:printer, cable,'

i bakery, fdd. shipping,;

1 CARRY BAG, 3YR. warranty!

WWW.JADISTRIBUTING.COM TEL: 866 883 0048
|

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student toans, car kjans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

2300
^permf^g Donors

3700
Health Products

AID HANDY SENIOR drive, shop, housesit,

escort. Have a one majordomo references.

Call uncle Jim 310-390-1450.

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understarxls your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/manlwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people wrth HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Vok^eA/ideo/chat/musk:.

2050
Pregnancy

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're
looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tk^kets just for applying!

2600
Wanted

FEMALE MODELS WANTED! Professional

Modeling Inc. is curently looking for young
girls to pose nude for adult magazines.
$500/day with chance to have ypur photos
submitted to Playboy & Penthouse. If interest-

ed, email our agents at JTAznBruin@aol.com

rs?i5''i'^?'

BRAND NEW
REVOLUTIONARY

PRODUCT
BOOST ENERGY! BLOCKS CR/^Q^^SfJ
BURNS FAT!! NO EPHEDlU. ChIcR ff

OUT! www.heafthy-ln-outcom.

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source

for premium-brand condoms. Create your

own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders

over $10.

3600
Garage Sales

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human development and pres-

ents us with one of the earliest observable
human Ijehaviors. Ask your doctor about It

today. www.fk;u.org

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown mowing, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

^ 2200
Research Subjects

i 2200
Research Subjects

i 4300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fitnessgear4less.com/2478253.

4700
Auto Insurance

INSURANCE WAR!
Well beat anyone's price or we doni want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817,323-873-3303.

2200
Research Subjects

•v. *S* *SS* 4S* •${• 4S« 4S« •${• 'SS* 't* *^* *^* '^^ '^^ •^^ •^^ JiS .^.

9t^^ ^"IP HPHIlWiJ

^sws^^s pt-p?pag-^jLi'.,i.^w •s^

If you hove problems around cots, you moy be Interested In

porticipoting in o cllnicol study of on investigotionol use of o
FDfl-opproved medlcotion.

During the study, you ujIII receive:

Free allergy tests

Free medication for your allergies

Financial compensation up to $385

If you ore interested, please coll:

Dr. Jonathan Corren, MD
Clinical Faculty at UCm
310-477-1734

extension 242

•V* .v* .v* .v. .tf• .v.Ma.it Jib Jit Jit Jit Jit Jit.

Jit

Jit

Jit Jit
CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and leani to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-

8330.

^-^700
Health Products

4900
Autos for Sale

ATTENTION: 85 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie 1-

888-974-7546.

1991 NISSAN SENTRA. Good shape, new
tires and steering, stick shift. Leave country,
must go in 2 weeks. $2000obo. 323-466-0790.'
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6000
Insurance

6700
Professional Services

2000 BMW 323i Convertible, Silver and Black.
Navigation system. Excellent condition. 38K
miles. Stereo/CD player. Automatic. $35,000.
310-208-5535.

i

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid
instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys.
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today Start sav-
ing now.

I

CycleTime Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LIABILITY INSURANCE IS THE LAW!

IT'S LESS THAN YOU THINK!
No Kidding! Call for a free quote!

(310) 275-6734
Exchang* ad for minimum $10.00
discount w<th insurance purchase

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

Business Opportunities

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

7800
Help Wanted

$14.50-$19/hr. TUTORS WANTED. In-home
tutoring for K-12. P/T. Upper classmen and
graduate preferred. Car needed. Call 24hrs.
310-335-5650.

ssoo
VeWdes for Rent

Neea Transportatia
to a Party or

^ Special Eventli^
School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire,

call Gina (310)216^071^
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy..create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

TOP HOME CLEANING. My cleaner is seek-
ing more work in the Westwood area. She is

totally thorough, reliable, honest. 310-208-
3335. 1

7000
torfng Offered

7SOO
Career Opportunities

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
UP TO $500-$1 0.000. EXTRA PER
MONTH. P/TORF/T. EARN FREE VACA-
TIONS! CHECK IT OUT GET THE
FACTS, www.finallyownboss.com.

"THE TUTORS CLUB** IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

Including Test Preparations. Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

oooooo

rr

56G0-5ZM

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OflBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Centuiy Qty. California

S680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Ftonda, Texas! Campus
Raps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Maalsl 1-800-234-7007.

jmmertours.com

M ct^ssmcD Msnj^vf

S700
Travel Tickets

f.c^

S^M
ri

^ATS.JWaNtt

LOS CABOS

""AZATUR

3.
I

»

^.349

N.i399

!ilNCU!l. -,509

eefT4 iiCA ifiKii » $219

wKlTictorylravel^oni

(800)878-9986

RIO*SAO $259
COSTARICA... $209
MEXICO............ $119
CUAMLAJARA. $119
GUATEMALA... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249

TOKYO........ $259
LONDON $239.

CSTW 2093681-40

**F«*€S «f E4CH A»v S»SS5 OH RT PlI'CHACf - T*..ISItCT«iaJI

5UarCTOCH>WE*ITHaiTN0TasOiCf€S'^CI)ONSII*Wy
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720
Vacation Packages

Come?
Havana, Cuba
» US Government Approved

» Legal, safe, direct

» non-stop LA to Havana

For info call (310) 358-2960

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lic.-T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Volcemail/pager:
800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

t

VACATIONS
^^_ ACAPULOO, JUMAICA
BAHAMI6 fUmOk S PADRE

PARTmSf

www.ENDLESSsummerTOURS.com

HONEST MAN w/14ft tAJCk and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count Go Bfuinsl lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pk:k-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry@31 0-391 -5657.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprahemive DtsMrtatton AMManoe

Theses, Papsrs. and Personal Statements
Proposais and Bootes

inHmaiuiil Students Wekxxne. Since 1965
fltiaron Bear, Pti.D.

www.Bear-Wrlte.com
(310) 470-6662

6SOO
Music Lessons

iS900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Unk)n is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A- level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels arxJ

styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-

826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or I5min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your

personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

/illslate.
>ibuYs in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 \A/©stVN/ooGl Blvd.
<2 t>«ks. So. of Wlls»->lro>

24 Hours g Day Service

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professk>nal expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-
tional students weteome. Winslow 's;310-475-

9585.

ESL ENGLISH TUTOR
13 years experience. UC Bert<eley Grad. Con-
versation, grammar, and writing skills. Friend-

ly and helpful. Ellen 310-649-6038.

EXPERIENCED >

JAPANESE TUTOR
Available evenings. Ask for Toshiko.

818-248-7084

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-
munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to promote
our services. Assigned territory, flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrdOcybemet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1 110.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT, GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

7800
Help Wanted

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemari(eter for Santa Monica education

publisher. Houriy and good commissions.

10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-7

pm, Monday through Friday. Min 4 working
days required. $11 and up per hour. Contact
Chrissy: 323-937-7737.

HOME CLEANERS: P/T-F/T, $10/hr up +tips

to clean in Westside areas. Must be depend-
able and have car. Immediate positions.

April:31 0-471 -2024.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F, 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

HOTEL DESK CLERK/NIGHT AUDITOR. Full

time graveyard. Small Westwood Village Ho-
tel. English speaking. 310-208-3945.

LOOKING FOR SALES PEOPLE Great Pfl-
FfT opportunities in new music records store in

Hollywood. 310-617-7692

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

-/i^'^y^JlTH?

J

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering

business wortd. Taught by experienced profes-
sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vk)-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew.chemistry/blology.
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistkjal analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-

90-TUTOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
BACHELOR OF PHYSICS FROM UCLA off-

ers tutoring in physics and math at all levels.

Contact:31 0-925-9392 or sinatutor@ao(.com

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Doni waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796. I

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language— for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

LATIN TUTOR for 11th grader. 2 hours, twice

a week. $15/hr. Call 310-287-2735.

SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED Knowledge of

Spanish 1 ,2.3. Experience +. Must have car.

Start ASAP $17/hr. Call 310-474-1198.

TUTOR WANTED for 13 & 17 y/o for general
subjects. Spanish is a plus. 15-mln from cam-
pus. $10/hr. 310-430-4000.

|^ I

WESTWOOD TUTOR wanted to help kinder-

gartener w/afterschool homewort< 6-8hrs/wk,
some babysitting. Experience w/kids, interest

in educatk)n a plus. $10/hr. 310-552-1924.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

BETTER WRITING RESULTS. Expert Editing.

Papers, theses/disertations, articles, manu-
scrips, scripts, biographies, novels. Highest
qualifications. Credit Cards. Ace Words.
310.820.8830

NEED WRITING
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertatwns. Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531.

. NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign currency. Initial invest-

ments $500-25k. Returns up to 30.9%.
For more info call: (213) 747-3488. For
smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No more Western
Union Fees. Receive a Visa ATM and Master-
card. Everybody quanfies! Xall home 1

cent/minute calling cards. *Win a free laptop

PC. **Leam how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. SPOKE MODELS WANT-
ED. Go to www.spacebooth.com. Email:
bank@spacebooth.com. Telephone 1-800-

303-3351. Fax resume 619-296-4532.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie tovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do It on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

RN CASE MANAGER, LVN, QA (RN/LVN
ONLY). Busy home health/hospice office in

Westwood Village. Excellent benefits. 310-

824-9798.

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement Included
• It's not a job -it's a PARTYIH

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6499)
www.natlonalbartenclers.com

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,
patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,
Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Ouarter
Breaks and Summer Vacations! Work at the
most famous tennis shop in LA. Work experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.
Advances in salary according to performance.
Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 GayleyAve
310-208-6215.

NEED DRIVERS for busy Christmas season.
Pfl, F/T. Make fi-om $300-$600 per week. 310-
445-2701.

NEEDED F/T RECEPTIONIST for a Culver
City event planning company. Please fax or
email resumes to John Thomas 310-641-9825
jk_t2000@yahoo.com.

NORM'S RESTAURANT is hiring for cashier
and server positions! Please apply in person
at 11001 PicoBtvdor call (310)479-2978

OFFICE ASSISTANT Must be computer-lit.

Contract-template.word, heavy phones. Roof-
ing exp.+ Temp to possible perm. 20-

25+/hrs/week. Fax:310-838-7531.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host muslcAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

P/T POSITION 1-2 daysAveek, 8-5.30pm, will

wori( w/school schedule. Some ECE/CD units

prefen-ed & experience working w/pre-kinder-
garten chiWren. 310-459-0920

SALES REPRESENTATIVES to distribute

electric scooters on your campus. Enthusias-

tic, self-motivated students. Sales experiences
a plus. Unlimited flexibility, unlimited earning

potential. Demo scooters provided at no cost

to you. Dan 949-455-3154.

i''atif^iyrtMfftT'^'f''''lii

Child
7600
Offered

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents weteome. 310-475-9585.

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Ctose to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 1 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTER NEEDED 1-2 days/week. Sal-

ary commensurate upon experience. Pacific

Palisades family of 2 children. 310-230-2067.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-
rate parties. Flexible hours. Apply in person,
937 Westwood Blvd, 310-208-1180.

PART TIME
Sales Representative. Health & Fitness Co
seeks highly motivated individuals to help
increase sales. 15-20hrs/wk. Call today
310-242-6722.

PART TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Lunch/dinner. Help
needed for 15-20hrs/wk. MInimum+tips.
WLA:31 0-479-4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

'ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responslble/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter 4n^ft«TV>of» M-
F, 2:30-6;30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who k>ves to play/have fun. Locat-

ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

BANKING
ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to wort< in the

UCLA Ackemnan Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial Institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT.
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org. or fax to 310-477-2566,
University Credit union. 1500 S. 3epulyeda
Blvd. LA, CA 90025. ?:.. -'-V^-. r.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT.
Duties Include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastte, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K. LA,
CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424. Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation.com

PART-TIME HELP w/garden & pool through
next year. M/F with some experience or in-

terest. References. Sunset/ Veteran. $9-
10/hr. 310476-1235.

ARE YOU OUR MARY
POPPINS?

Two Santa Monica girts (12&16) want upbeat
experienced Nanny/Driver/Homewori< Helper
(female 21+). Mon-Fri. 2:30-7:30pm. Need
car, insurance, nanny references. Call Nancy.
310-395-6648.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.
Great student job, P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

Part-time Sales Folk Art/International Crafts

OkJ Town Pasadena. Prior sales experience.

Art background plus. Fax resume: 626-564-

2659.

BABYSITTER WANTED Mon-Tue during the
day. $7/hour. Please email or fax cover letter

and resume to sandy@animallaw.net or 310-
235-1011.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Eam up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in teaming
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546. or
just stop by our office, Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

BABYSITTER: West Hollywood. Responsibte
person 20-years-old/older to sit with 3-year-okJ
child. One evening/week up to 4 hours.

$15/hour. 323-822-2871, Kathyhites@sbc-
gk)bal.net

CHILDCARE FOR 11 -year-old boy in ex-
change for room. 4-8pm weekdays. Room,
board, use of car, stipend. Brentwood. UCLA
doctors. 310-825-4098.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-
cations. Discreet trial (LOV/^S 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okl autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

CHILDCARE WANTED, help mother w/2 girts

(3-year&new bom). During eariy evenings, 5-

7.30. 2-4 days/week. Westwood locations,

salary negotiable. 310-475-0865.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER For 1-2

Days/Week for a 2yr.old adopted Chinese girt.

Century City area. Please call: 310-475-

4949.

BH law firm need part time file clerics, $7.50/hr.
Interest in law preferred. 15-20 hr/week.
Ftexibte scheduling. Send resume/availability

(310)274-2794, Attn: Recruitment.

CASH PAID ~

for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun/ey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CLIENT ASSISTANT Responsibte femate to
run tots of errands for personal shopper.
Have license, car provided. $10/hr. Ftexibte
schedule. 310-203-9704.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to work Idy/wk.
Computer skills (Mac), must have car to run
enwxls. Start $10/hr. Call 310-951-4254.

PRIVATE ASSAYER Magazine of Individual

Urinary Studies wants writers. Must be over
21. Call Mr. Vandegrift: 310-207-4671.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Ctean driving record a must. Scooter atwiity

needed. UCLA Students who have compteted
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsibte woman
to help w/15-year-okl daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from school& tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

MOTHER'S HELPERA)RIVER Westwood
for 4 y.o./boy. Own car and insurance. Ref-

erences. Up to 15hrs. Male preferred but

not mandatory. 310-481-6001.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Hourty

plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

PT LEGAL DOCUMENT
ASSISTANT

For grad students Will train. MS Office, excel-

lent communication and customer service

skills. Afternoons, evenings, weekends, Pasa-
dena location. $10/hour. Fax resume:626-793-
2235.

RETAIL CLERK
Technteal bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA kxatton. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kxation
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner; 714-535-8078.

P/T CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr old daughter. Intematton-

al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-

erences required. Grand Piano. Bevertywood.

Lajrd:31 0-287-1 010.

REGULAR BABYSITTING AND DRIVING,
2/children ages 5 and 1 1 . Must enjoy being

w/chiWren, dog friendly. $12/hr. 310-470-

7058.

SEEKING RELIABLE, ENTHUSIASTIC, Trust-

worthy people to wori< various hours/days for

babysitting service. College, CPR/First-Aid,

fluent English a must. $9-11/hr. 310-545-5181.

WLA P/T Nanny 20hrs/wk, M-F, afternoon to

eariy evening. Need car/insurance. Energetic,

creative to watch 2 young girts 7&4. 310-351-

1767.

DO YOU LIKE TO
WORK OUT?

SALES POSITIONS available full and part-

time. Do you like to keep fit? Join the Shape-
Up-USA team opening in century city Mall and
Fox Hills Mall, November 30. 310-823-5542.

DRIVER NEEDED for 3yr.old boy to pick up
from UCLA Day Care to home. Mon and Tues.
5:30pm. $16/day. 310-552-5363.

EARN EXTRA $FT/PT Wori< from home, help
others $1000-$3000 mo.
www.nellanfunds.com 800-518-8219.

TANNING SALON
Positions availabte. P/T, F/T. Apply at:1156

26th St., Santa Montoa. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Leam to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. /\pplications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

URINARY FRACTIONS Magazine wants writ-

ers. Must be over 21. Call Mr. Vendegrlft: 310-
207-4671.

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP Personal

Management Finn seeks P/T asst.. M-F 9-

11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call 310-209-

1244, ask for Kate.

VALET
cashiers.

All shifts.

PARKING ATTENDANTS and
MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T
310-214-1888.

i£iiijis-^j4M^M

- 7800
Help Wanted

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company.
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping wouW be
also helpful, but not mandatory. Call 310-474-
4521.

Are you a model...
or want to get started?
Looking

.era/.

.

have Plus size & Children di
inJ & non-union commefciol:

< experience required No fees

0.273.2566

FULL TIME CSR
PULSE COPY is seeking bright, organized,

energetrc, individuals to assist UCLA students

and staff with retail document reproduction.

Excellent salary and benefits. Email resume to

ackerman@the-pulse.com or fax 310-206-

4329

GLOBOPOLIS-The Wortd's hottest new board

game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.

Interested in a fun, money-making opporfunity

for the holidays? Check out game & opp
at<www.globopolis.net.>

GREAT WEEKEND JOB
$10/hr. Need enthusiasm to hold sign to di-

rect buyers to new homes. Hiring immediate-

ly for LA, Hollywood, and Beverty Hills. 1800-

343-8368.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you tose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo^
sellkemagic.com

WESTWOOD LITIGATION firm seeks P/T
word processor. Must have excellent typing
skills and grammar. 10 hours/week, ftexibte.

email resume humanresources@gascouhop-
kins.com.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
well* ftexibte scheduling* Get started quickly*
No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417 714-
648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-
perience. Editor will supply topics. Email
pat@onceineverylife.com.

Classifieds
825-2221
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SAOO
partments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE^

^Wefcome Cgruins ^ friends

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We
iS^T »Sr*?*j|N'. r .

r*s

in all the best locations with a host of.amenities. Whether
you need a bacTielor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

more.
i

If necessary, we have custom designer furniture a
i

•

well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

more, in short anything you mayneed we can

Call for a list of our locations at (310)
snglish, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian, Ro
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com
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Want a Schedule That Allows You

More Room to Breathe?

ifa#O per hour

PLUfBONUS

• Convenient Scheduling

(Mon. - Fri. evenings & Sat., Sun.)
• Build Your Resume
• Speak Directly to Alumni
• We are an equal opportimity employer

Interview Times : 11/21 1-4 pm
11/22 1.4 pm
11/25 1.4 pm
11/26 1.4 pm

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email calIcenter@support.ucla.edu

Call Sandin for Appointment

310-794-0277

Great food, great benefits,
and even greater rewards.

At Whole Foods Market
a career is only natural.

sp^T

FOODS
M R

JOB FAIR!
Tuesday, December 3

12 noon to 7:00 pm
At the new store location,

1050 South Gayley Ave.

(at Weyburn) in Westwood.

Or fax your resume to

(818) 990-1066

FORTUNE*
100 BEST
COMPANIES
TO WORK FOR cvj

C^J

7820 """"""•'"" ^400
mgl-Tech Jobs Mmmmim Apartments for Rent

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,

possible F/T. Fax resume or call 213-840-9200
Attn. Nick.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. PfT possible F/T to
work for medium size computer software com-
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fax resume or
call Nick 323-578-8208

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,
separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo
310-824-0601.

8^00
artments for Rent

BRENTWOOD; $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell:3 10-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

TALENTED? GET EXPOSURE, www.weare-
talented.com, 702-308-3506. Free band clas-
sifieds.

18+1 B LARGE, WEST LA. Available ASAP
$950rent+$850dep. Gated access, 2-parking.
New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.
5-mln 10f405freeways. #12 BlueBus. 310-
21 0-7380/21 3-446-5772.

2BORM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 MkJvale. Urge, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated pariiing

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

COMPLETELY REDONE, upper one bed-
room, hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator, park-
ing granted, laundry room. $1095. 310-230-
1252 Adj Brentwood.

^000
^Jpfernshlps

DESIRE EDUC/PSYC research experierx»?
Literacy project needs intern assistance. Col-
lect chiW data, manage infonmation. Car/rrwrn-
ing availability ideal. katie_kandm@ya-
hoo.com

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER WANTED for

basic accounting and bookkeeping for medi-
um-size computer software company. P/T,

possible F/T. Fax resume or call 213-840-

9200 Attn Nick.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohk) Ave. Urge
unit, bakx)ny, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated pari<-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

A FABULOUS STUDIO
WESTWOOD. Cute, quiet studk). Covered
parking/large closets/huge kitchen/study

area/laundry. Walk to campus. $1082 through

7/31.310-709-7060. 729 Gayley.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET. Starting January,

2bdrm/1bth on Strathmore/Landfair. Across

the street from campus. Lease ends July 1st.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550, 714-323-2577.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/mhouseposi-
tions.htm

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UR
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL. ONLY 1/2BLOCK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995
2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

^. Integrated Property Services, Inc

^

BEVERLY HILLS. 2+1, carpet, laundry, quiet,

parking, $1300. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

^^-*

Temporary Employment

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED ENGLISH
MAJORS to create questions for chiWren's lit-

eratures. Please e-mail your questions and
resume to visionwork@hotmail.com. NOW!!

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Dariington Ave. Large rooms Akitchens/partt-

ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of ckDset. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

GAYLEY AVE. Bachelor apartment. Shared
bath, short-term lease. $578/month+$500
deposit. Microwave/refrigerator, partially fur-

nished. Minutes walk to campus. Prime
Location. 310-824-2521.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated partying, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061

.

_ 8^00
ApartmtfM for Rent

$1149 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdrm, 1.5bth.

http;//LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1 -year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (tower). 310-398-3572.

Classifieds

825-2221,

BRENTWOOD- $2150
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,

paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bWg,
ctose to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village

for shops, restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4, arxl by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Urge kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-
er, all new carpet, painted, $1200. One year
lease. 310-420-7884

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-
ity buiWing. 310-208-4796.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

PACIFIC PALISADES
2bdrm/1bath. Brand new, redone unit. Tile

floors, gas cooktop. wall oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-
ered parking, storage locker. 2nd floor, small
buiWing (8 units). Close to UCLA. Walking dis-

tance to beach and shopping area.
$1795/month. 310-589-5952. Available Dec
1st.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $985/mo. Stove, A/C,
large closets, 2ndfloor, gated-part(ing, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus, freshly
painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PALMS AREA, 1 bedroom, pool, $950/month.
All new. 310-420-7884.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,

stove. Gated periling. Gated building. Laundry.

No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1095. 310-870-
1757.

PRIME WEST LA
Remodeled, bright, spacious, upper, Ibdrm,
$1150, available end Nov Remodeled huge
3bdrm/2bath, $2250, available end Dec. Close
to public transportation and UCLA. By appoint-
ment, 310-207-7209.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, lots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s, close to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdnn fumished/unfumished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned periling. Walk to 3rd
Street Promenade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,
937 7th Street.

CATS OK 818-980-5900
SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, bateony, or patio,

gated partying. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+). pool/spa,
partying, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, pari<ing.

Uundry room In building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran
#5.310-877-8817.

WEST LA
Large 1/bdrm, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, paricing,

laundry. Near Santa Montoa+ Bundy. Water,
trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry, 2 car paricing, quiet neighborhood. 2
miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

WESTWOOD 1+1, cat ok, r/s, laundry, bright,

partying, $995. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsider-
entals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1. r/s. a/c. bright, utilities in-

cluded, parking, $975. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 1+1. r/s. carpet, pool, laundry,

partying, $950. www.westsiderentals.com 323-
634-7401.

WESTWOOD 2+1, carpet, quiet, laundry.n ear
shops, parking, $1325.www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s. bateony, carpet, laun-
dry, partying, $1 200.www.westskJerentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 partying spaces. Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 3+2, carpet, balcony, quiet, near
Wilshire, pari<ing, $1865. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,
pool, utilities, clean, partying, possible dis-

count. Best deal in Westwood. $1100/month.
Call Andrew 310-562-8397.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, private
bath. r/s. cable, partying, $750. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, balcony periling, $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, balcony periling, $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, near UCLA, pari<ing, $700. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, carpet, laundry,
utilities included, partying, $625. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, pool, laundry,
move in special, partying, $800. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR, r/s, pool, laundry,
utilities included, partying. $775. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD studio, pet ok. r/s. a/c, near
UCLA, parking, $815. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD studio, r/s. yard, near UCLA,
utilities included, $700. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO, walk to UCLA, fur-

nished, quiet, very charming and bright, new
kitchen, washer/dryer. $895. ASAP through
01/31/03(negotiable). Nick 310-890-2016.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom, Hardwood floors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, pari<ing available
$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064
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TODAY

TODAY

FLU VACCINE
For registered UCLA students

Bring your Bruincord / 300 doses at each event.

First come, first served - no appointment needed.

Tues. Nov. 26,12 -3 pm
Brum Plaza (outside Ashe)

+ Qi Gong demo at each event

FREE FLU VACCINE is also available by appointment
in the Ashe Center, while supplies last.

For more information or to request an appointment:

www.studenthealth.uclQ.edu or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

Ashe at Covel Commons, 2nd Floor

5 - 7 pm, Mondays and Tuesdays, weeks 1-10

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 — warming
7 Make a typo
10 Chuck wagon

dinner
14 Brass band event
15 Mermaid's

domain
16 Jazzy — Home
17 Dodge
18 Road crew's need
19 Plays a role

20 Shower attire

(2 wds.)
23 Nomad's beast
26 Legal thing

27 Consent to

28 During
29 Mongrel
30 Bout ender
31 Sinbad's bird

32 Basketball hoop
33 Clumsy
37 Not their

38 A Gabor sister

39 Before marriage
40 Baby babble
41 Expand
43 Rorem or Beatty
44 Mouse predator
45 Seine
46 Furrow
47 Bart Maverick's

brother

48 Kind of cuisine
51 "I knew it!"

52 Clock parts
53 Ford innovation

(2 wds.)
56 Avoid
57 Fall mo.
58 Tends a plant

62 Small aull

63 "- Baby Baby"
64 Not awake
65 "The Cherry

Orchard" girl

66 Barnyard animal

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1 1 -26-02 © 2002 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

67 Himalayan
guide

DOWN
1 Family MDs
2 Regulation
3 Crude metal
4 Like a fish hook
5 Tylenol

competitor
6 Bold look

7 Rolleof"Good
Times"

8 Hits the books
9 — avis

10 North AUanbc port

1

1

Happen again
12 Free
13 Tack
21 Roosevelt

successor
22 Chattered
23 Health-food buy
24 Love affair

25 Very small

29 Tropical cat
30 Peep
32 Use a coupon
33 Summer flower
34 Mall for Plato
35 Galley slave
36 Clumsy oafs
42 Feeler
46 Musical beat
47 Ladybug or

scarab
48 — la vista!"

49 Wan
50 Loan-sharking
51 Metalmaking

giant

52 Grind, as teeth
54 Oaf
55 framed!"
59 Poetic

contraction
60 Sales agent
61 Resort

TT

TT

55-

31

W

re"

53-

56

ST

ST

8 9 11 12 13

re"

IT

UCLA

Free Football Tickets for

Pregame Community Service

Saturday, Dec. 7
UCLA vs. WASHINGTON State

Get a free reserved seat ticket, T-shirt and $5 in

Foodzone coupons when you donate a few hours of your

time to the I'm Going to College community outreach

program. Greet K-12 kids, lead tours, and fill them with

Bruin Spirit before UCLA takes on Washington State.

For information, contact Kelly Reed at (310) 206-5990

or KReed@athletics.ucla.edu.

(310) UCLA-SAA wwwLUCUUumnUMt/SAA

This event is cosponsored by SAA, USAC and the Bruin Leadfrs Project.

—SAA is the sttuUnt chapter ofthe—

Association!
ij«^^

Display
206-3060
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Fans riot after

SPORTS

By John McCarthy

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Police

reviewed video footage Monday
to try to identify more people
who overturned and burned
cars and pelted officers with
bottles and rocks after Ohio
State's football victory over
Michigan.

Fans set more than 100 street

fires that started minutes after a
14-9 win Saturday, police said.

The Buckeyes completed an
unbeaten regular season and
clinched a spot in a national
championship game.

There also was weekend fan
trouble at Cal-Stanford in

Berkeley, Calif.; Clemson-South

Carolina in Clemson, S.C; and
North Carolina State-Florida
State in Raleigh, N.C. Players
fi:x>m both teams fought sifter

Hawaii's 20-19 win over
Cincinnati.

In Columbus, police said the
mood was peaceful for several
hours after the game, but after

midnight cars were overturned
and burned. Officers used tear

gas and wooden pellets to dis-

perse a crowd of several hun-
dred near the campus.

Police in riot gear escorted
firefighters through clouds of
tear gas to the fires as crowds
off campus tossed bottles and
rocks.

About 20 cars were damaged
by fire or overturning, and at

one time a chain of nine cars
was burning, police said. The
fires were so intense a section
of one street buckled. No seri-

ous iryuries were reported.

The damage amount in

Columbus had not been esti-

mated, police and fire officials

said Monday, but fire Capt.
Steve Saltsman said the total

most likely will surpass tens of
thousands of dollars.

Only one fire was in a home,
Saltsman said. Someone
entered the open door of a
duplex south of the stadium
where a party was going on and
set fire to a pile of clothes in the
basement, causing about $4,000
damage.

Police arrested 49 people,

mainly on charges of having
open alcoholic beverage con-
tainers or drinking underage,
police spokeswoman Sherry
Mercurio said.

Authorities earlier said more
charges would be filed as peo-

ple were identified on amateur
and news video. Police are ask-

ing that landlords whose apart-

ment buildings were damaged
provide lists of tenant names,
Mercurio said.

The university so far has
determined seven of those
arrested attended Ohio State.

Students arrested during the

disturbance will be suspended
and could be expelled if con-

victed, university president

Karen Holbrook said

KARON
I
Membership open to those

devoid of golfing talent and etiquette

FOOTBALL
|
'Life goes on' after loss, says Manning Jr.

from page 14

and going 0-4 against the
Trojans," senior comer Ricky
Manning Jr. said. **But life

goes on."

Sophomore receiver Tab
Perry sustained a high ankle
sprain in the first quarter.
Although he came back into
the game, his role had
changed by the end. Perry
gave support to his team-

mates, such as his good friend
Bragg who was hit in the head
on a catch in the fourth quar-
ter. Perry accompanied the
doctors with Bragg on the
bench.

Monday, Perry, senior wide-

out Jon Dubravac (toe) and
wide receiver Ryan Smith
(ankle) sat out, leaving a thin

receiving corps.

The Bruins emerged other-

wise unscathed from the beat-

as a sign of re.s|)ect to his

elders. Sucks for PYosty
Unlike baseball, it Is okay

to swing and miss. You need
not be embarrassed; Coach
Thumper will help you out.

The only reason he is coach
is because he shoots better

than bogey golf, so he did
not actually make the team.

If another golfer almost
hits you with an errant shot,

feel fi-ee to take aim at him
or her. The chances of you
hitting he or she are about
equal to the chances of me
making that two-foot putt we
talked about earlier.

Members of The Team use
irons off the tee, talk over
each other's backswings,
step in each other's lines, use
golf terms of which they do
not know the meaning, and
are granted unlimited mulli-

gans, whatever that means.
You may only golf twice

per week if you are a mem-
ber of The Team, lest you

unprove your game and
shoot better than bogey golf.

Perhi^s the biggest rule of
The Team is that all golf

equipment must be either a
hand-me-down bom before
1970 or an item purchased
on eBay While AK got a new
golf bag, FYosty just pur-

chased a full set of clubs, a
bag, some balls, a hat, a pair

of shoes and a few tees on
eBay for less than the cost of
my late fees at Powell.

The thing is, he has to

share. This is another rule of
The Team. We teach sports-

manship, which means that I

can ask FYosty for his shoes
in the middle of a hole, and
he has to give them to me.
Those are the terms.

Anything within 10 feet of
the hole is a "gimme," while
chips that go less than one
foot don't count
What happens if it rains?

We roU out title green carpet,

fix a Dixie cup to the end of
it, and practice our putting.

Over the course of the

day, AK is sure to hit any one
of his irons exactly 100
yards. Luclcy for us we have
Dom along to remind every-
one of his favorite maxim:
"Better straight than long."

:

This comes courtesy of
Dom's grandfather.

When Dom is hacking his
ball out of the dirt with a
pitching iron, AK is sure to
remind him to clean his ball

when the hole is completed
"Clean balls are happy balls,"

he says.

Yeah they are.

So if you promise not to
shoot better than bogey golf,

vow to quit but not get frus-

trated, and are not opposed
to having us talk on yoiu-

backswing, you just may be
eligible for The Team.

Just promise not to do
well, and you have a good
chance to become part of
this wonderful tradition of
mediocrity.

Karon's column runs every

Tuesday.

\

•
——^ ^

Team to play nationally televised game against No. 6 Duke after match
from page 14 UCLA 2002-2003 BilSKETBAU ROSTER

size inside."
I

The Toreros' center is senior
Jason Keep, who, standing at 6-foot-

10, has the potential to dominate the
post against the Bruins' inexperi-
enced big men.

|

"The biggest thing is that we
have to be motivated ... And
we must execute."

t.J. Cumnfiings

UCLA forward

Keep scored 19 points against
Nevada, and recorded five rebounds.

**Jason, because of his size and his

athletic ability, affords us an oppor-
tunity to put pressure on the interior

defense," Holland said.

Still, if UCLA comes out with any
intensity and concentration, they
shouldn't have trouble chalking up a
win against the Toreros.

NUMBER
1

2

4

5

10

13

15

21

22

24

25

34

43

45

52

54

55

NAME HEIGHT/WEIGHT
Thompson, Djjcwi 6-7/192 ^

Rubin, Janou 6-3/188

Lewis, Marcedes 6-6/240

Crispin, Jon 6-2/195

Walcott, Ryan 6-1/170

Barnes III, Gene 5-10/170

Hollins, Ryan 6-11/215

Bozeman, Cedric 6-6/183

Williams, Ike 6-2/190

Kapono, Jason 6-8/213

McKinney, Matt 6-8/200

Young, Ray 6-4/210

Cummings, T.J. 6-10/223

Fey, Michael 6-11/245

Hoffart. John 6-10/279

Johnson, Joslah 6-7/237

Hawking. Quinn 6-2/185

G = Guard C = Center F = Forward

POSITION

G/F

G
F

G
G
G
C
G
G
F

F

G
F

C
C
F
G

Unfortur\ately, one of their epicen-
ters for intensity, point guard Ryan
Walcott, is not eligible to play in

tonight's game because of an NCAA
penalty.

Walcott redshirted his freshman

year after playing in one of the pre-

season exhibition games - an NCAA
infraction. To restore his eligibility,

the NCAA issued a two game sus-

pension to start the 2002-2003 sear

son.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1100/month. AJI utilities and
parking Included. Days:310-475-7533. even-
ings .3 1 0-659-4834.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832

nbeni for Help

Mi&i/ISTA **

• 3 BD 3 BA Townhoflie,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitdieli Ave. $1695/M0
I

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Couftleigt) Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon..Sat.lO. 4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN. DIN-
ING ROOM. DSL CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. 1bdrm $1050. 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 520 KELTON. IbdmVlbth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, bakxxiy, laundry. Walking distance to

UCLA. $1150/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UR
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM.
HIGH CEILING. DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+. 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-
tor. A/C. pool. Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate parking. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

|

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

8A50
Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOME to share- Non-
snx>ker m/f- $750/mo priv bed/bathroom, incj

utjl & direct TV- pis call 310-820-8354.
Marsha.

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $775+utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-

9748

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/bateony+front patio. Spacious living-room.

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

PALMS $434/mo. Share 2bdrm w/quiet, non
smoking female professional. Parking, walk-in

ctoset. laundry. Bus to UCLA. 310-559-6728.
Available 12/15/02.

PALMS. Bright, Spacious Single. Full Kitchen,

appliances, parking, most utilities paid. 310-

842-9797.

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk den-
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in

2bdrm/2bath. Male. Fumished, pool, security,

cable. $1100/month. $550/month share. 310-
209-0382.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. Ibdrm/lbth condo;
1 bdrm/1 bth+den on Montana. Security buiW-
ing. All amenities. Great location. Fireplace.

Parking space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700.
Japanese owner. Jimmy 213-272-3316.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdnn/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-

rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children In

exchange for room/batti in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

HOUSEMOTHER/WESTWOOD: FfT, P/T
Live-in Retirement Residence. Free room and
board. Call 310-207-5818

NEAR UCLA. Female student only. Non-
smoker. Reliable, responsible. Fumished
room in exchange for house wori<. Nice pri-

vate room/bath. Utilities.-pakJ. 310-474-0336.

REDUCED RENT FOR PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH in exchange helping w/chores,
errands and driving for older lady. References
and car needed. 310-477-6977 leave mes-
sage.

9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, sunny hilltop location. 15-mlnutes
UCLA. Reponsible roommates/arts-related
interest. Washer/dryer. Studious non-smoking
male tenat to move-in. Available Declst
$525(inclu util). 310-470-2142.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style housel Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great
location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-

0760,31 0-398-7937. Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$650+$650-security. 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-

den 310-391-2718.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/rTK)nth. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,

upstairs bedroom, downstairs study Large
townhouse. Kitchen privileges. 310-453-8508.

6-8pm. Female grad only. $795/mo.

J 9500
Roommates-Private Room

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished. some w/pool. gated, kitchen, $675-

925. Ibdrm $975-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers. bakx>ny A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury, Must see. Call for

free listing :3 1 0-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Ctose to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-

tor, stove, ckjsets. Pool. 310-204-4332, ask
for Shirley

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition, 1 /bedroom, furnished/unfurnished

guesthouse. Kitchenette. Prefer quiet/consid-

erate/non-smoker. Cable/utilities/cleaning in-

cluded. $1600/month. 1.5/miles from UCLA.
310-804-3851 Available Dec. 1st.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc

seeking roomate (professional preferred).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patiice

tel:31 0-826-6654

BEVERLY HILLS guesthouse, r/s. quiet, pri-

vate, parking. $1100. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD guest house, pet ok, pool. yard.
part<ing, $950. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking.

washer/dryer inside apt, fumished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.

Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.

Female-preferred. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD house, private room, r/s, w/d,

bright, parking, $650. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD ROOM in bright, luxury

2bdrm/2bth, walk to UCLA, gated pariting. full

kitchen, laundry. Rent Jan-June. $850/mo. or

$425/share. 916-812-8783.

So without Walcott, sophomore
Cedric Bozeman will have sole
responsibility at the point against

San Diego and of helping bring some
much-needed intensity to the Bruin
squad.

The biggest thing is that we have
to be motivated," junior forward T.J.

Cummings said "We can't be think-

ing about the whole game or future
games, but rather individual posses-
sions. And we must execute."

But can UCLA bring focus to
tonight's game, and not be looking
forward to Saturday's nationally tele-

vised game against Duke?
Depends on whom you ask.

"^Diike is so far away," said fresh-

man center Ryan Hollins. "We take
things one game at a time. We're only
thinking of San Diego now."

But Crispin knows that with such
an important game lingering in the
future, tonight's game is clearly only
the second most important of the
week.

"If you beat Duke, you go into the
top 5 or 10 in the ranJdngs," he said.

"If you beat San Diego, you dont
even get a pat on the butt."

UCm 2002-2003 BASKETBALL SCHgDIII F

Date Opponent Location Outcome/Time
1V13/2002 Branch West (Ex) Pauley Pavilion L. 92-67
ll/ia/2002 EA Sports (Ex) Pauley Pavilion 1,70-64
11/26/2002 Sant^ego Pauley Pavilion 7:30 PM
11/30/2002 CHAe (Wooden Tradition) Indianapolis, IN 10:00 AM
12/08/200: long Beach St Pauley Pavilion 1«)PM
12/14/2002 Portland Pauley Pavilion 5.-0(PM
12/17/2002 Northern Arizona Pauley Pavilion 7:30 PM
12/21/2002 Kansas Lawrence, KS 2K)0 PM
i2/2a^o: McNgan Pauley Pavilion T1:0GAM
V02/2003 Wastwigton Seattle. WA 7K)0PM
1/04/2003 W^^^faigtonSt Pullman, WA 4:00 PM
1/08/2003 l^ Pauley Pavilion 7:30 PM
1/11/2003 St John's Pauley Pavilion 12:00 PM
1/16/2003 Arizona aate Pauley Pavilion 7:30 PM
1/18/2003 Arizona Pauley Pavilion 3:00 PM
1/23/2003 Stanford Stanford. CA 7:30 PM
1/25/2003 Califomia BerMiySA 1:00 PM
1/30/2003 Oregon PMSflJttiilOfL'N^ 7:30 PM
2/01/2003 Oregon St /,:#4^Pawion ^^ 7:30 PM
2A)5/2Q0i use '^ iw Armeies. CACUSC) 7:30 PM
2/08/20a" Georgetown WBShkigton. DC 10:00 AM
2/13/2003 Arizona "ftwHtfW A7 i 7'.30PM
2/15/2003 Arizona State "iS?M'

--"^'^
12:30 PM

2/20/20a Cailbrma Pauley Pavilion 7:30 PM
2/22>^200v" Stanlbrd Pauley Pavion 2K)0PM
2/27/2003 Or^onSt, % Corvsilis,^ 7:05 PM
3/01/2003 Ore^ V Eugen^W 1:0ePM
Zm/QOOi Washington St ^e»iteifPaflioo 7:3DPM

"

3/08/20a Vteshl^ai PaufeyfawHkm iMm
SOURCL «ww.udatiruln8.com

-—.-.---- —-1- -
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8000
Internships

8000
Internships

^: 8400
partments for Rent

APPLE COLJLEGE
INTERNS WANTED

Become a pc^of^^ay's
exciting technol^^^orld!

Develop ojrtlwsefi^^ that will

serve y^nor a lifetimeof successi G^ real life

sale#experience and make yourn
stable after graduation! Pfo<

Jciii«ary 2,003
AND

Get tw cooiest new product, the Af^plm IPodI
Earn an^ward of new Apple equipment valued at

- $3,000!

iO-824-9^A1

mai

Unhappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 B«droom
Ap«rtiii«nt

The initiation fee of $500 covers the

training wf^fch will uitlize the iPod
yours to keep/1^^i||giaM^
invite prospective customers to ke>

of sales

Wod is

|)ersonally

% Seminars.

To receive an Information package and application please provide your
name, phone number, school, and email address to:

Growth Development Associates

1.800.966.4321
or send email request to DADUNGEE@GrowthDevelopement.com

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

•

3 Blocks to

UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Amenities Includ*:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

• Roommate Matching Service Available

9lilllv

visit the
ie at liiiiiiiwalk.com
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Lauren Hogan hits court for first time in two years
ALTHOUGH INJURY ENDED PLAYER'S VOLLEYBALL
CAREER, SENIOR MAKES APPEARANCE IN MATCH

Sports Information

Lauren Hogan came back from a debilitating shoulder
ir\jury to play two points against Arizona on Friday.

By Jeff Bsenberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

It wasn't a huge serve or even a crucial
point, but to Lauren Hogan, it meant
everything.

Despite a debilitating shoulder iiyury
that has spelled a premature end to her
volleyball career, the senior outside hit-

ter stepped on the court at Pauley
Pavilion for the first time since 2000,
serving the first point of Friday's match
against Arizona.

''It's been a really long time since I

have been able to play," said Hogan. "It

was great to be out here playing with all

the girls again."

Two weeks before the Bruins hosted
Arizona in the squad's final home match
of the season, UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski suggested to Hogan that
she should attempt to play.

"She started practicing serving one
ball a day and then two balls a day,"
Banachowski said. "I could see how
excited she was with the prospects of
being able to serve."

Making her first start in over two
years, Hogan served the opening point of
the match, floating the ball softly over
the net. Arizona's Laurie Gardner was
whistled for an illegal set on the point,
giving the Bruins a 1-0 lead.

On the ensuing point, the Wildcats
managed to return Hogan's serve, as
freshman outside hitter Kim Glass
crushed a ball toward the far comer of
the court. Hogan dove to the floor and
dug the ball before being removed from
the match for good after the point.

"That wasn't in the script for her to go
to the floor like she did," Banachowski
said. "I am thrilled for Lauren. It was
great to see her score a point on her
serve, and then get a dig too."

Hogan emerged as one of the top
defensive players on the UCLA squad
during a promising freshman campaign,
but experienced intense pain in her arms
and hands each day after practice. She
was diagnosed with Thoracic Outlet
Syndrome, a set of neurovascular symp-
toms in the upper extremities caused by
pressure on the nerves and vessels in the
arms, chest and neck.

"They could do a third surgery ...

but there would still be a 50-50

chance that I'd be able to play ... I

have to draw the line somewhere.
My body has gone through a lot."

Lauren Hogan
Former UCLA volleyball player

"After practices, my hands would turn
blue and numb, and my arms would swell
up," Hogan said. "My first rib was block-
ing the circulation to my arms on both my
right and left side."

Hogan underwent surgery to remove a
rib in her right side and missed her entire
sophomore season. She returned in 2000
and saw limited playing time, appearing
in nine matches with starts against
Michigan State and Washington State.

Although Hogan attempted to play
again last season, the pain was too
intense for her to endure. She had a sec-
ond operation in January, but will be
unable to return to the court.

"They could do a third surgery on my
left side, but there would still be a 50-50
chance that I'd be able to play," Hogan
said. "I have to draw the line somewhere.
My body has gone through a lot."

Despite not setting foot on the court
this season, Hogan has found a way to
contribute to the team. She is a tri-cap-

tain along with senior Lauren Fendrick
and sophomore Krystal McFarland, and
acts as a mentor for some of the younger
players.

"I have realized there are other ways to
help out the team," Hogan said. "I've been
able to talk to a lot of the girls and help
them through things that I have gone
through in the past."

As drastically as the injuries have
affected Hogan's volleyball career, it has
had nearly as great an impact on her daily
life

"I have had to drop a lot of classes,"
said Hogan who is on pace to graduate
after this quarter with a degree in politi-

cal science. "When the pain got really
bad, it was hard to focus on classes and
finish papers on time."

Unfortimately for Hogan, school work
is all that has kept her at UCLA for the
last three years. While she will probably
never play volleyball again, her appear-
ance on Friday night was a reminder of
how much she eiyoys the sport.

"I get nostalgic thinking about all the
times that I was playing out here," Hogan
said. "It was really exciting to have the
opportunity to play with all the girls
again."

BRIEFS

Rowing signs

six recruits
The UCLA women's

rowing team has scanned
the nation for recruits,

signing three women from
each coast to National
Letters of Intent.

Christina Briggs, from
Greenwich, Conn.
(Greenwich High School),
is a rower for the Mianus
River Rowing Club. She is

also an accomplished stu-

dent who has studied at
Oxford University and
Harvard University during
the sunmier.

Hannah Hartman, from
Tiburon, Calif. (Tamalpais
High School), rows for
Marin Rowing
Association, an associa-
tion that has provided the
current Bruin squad with
members Anja Wanberg
and Enuna Winder.

Margaret Hoffecker,
from Arlington, Va., is a
coxswain at St. Andrew^s
School in Middletown,
Del. She coxed the Water
Street Rowing women's
senior eight to second
place in the New Jersey
State Championships.
Anna Lindel, from

Danbury, Conn. (Choate
Rosemary Hall), is a four-

year letterwinner in row-
ing and swinuning and a
Dean's list student. She
joins ciurent Bruin rower
Heather McCluskey from
Choate Rosemary Hall.

Megan McQuown, fi^om
San Diego, Calif.

(University City High
School), is a coxswain for
the San Diego Rowing
Club (SDRC). She is the
top coxswain at SDRC for
the second consecutive
year and will join Bruin
rower Liz Pallas-Jacobs
from SDRC.

Kirsten Moore, from
San Francisco, Calif.

(Lowell High School),
rows for Pacific Rowing
Club. Moore is extremely
versatile as she is able to
row both starboard and
port

"We are very pleased
with the results of our
recruiting efforts so far
this year and our six early
signees," head coach Amy
Fuller said in a statement.
"We continue to attract
some of the best members
of the top California
junior programs and we
are starting to see a
stronger interest in UCLA
rowing from throughout
the country."

Compiled by Robert Costa,

Daily Bruin Contributor

Boston's Epstein youngest GM ever in MLB
By Jimmy Golen

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ^

BOSTON — The Boston Red Sox
made 28-year-old Theo Epstein the
youngest general manager in baseball
history Monday, ending a long search for
a team that has undergone a fit)nt-office

overhaul.

The Red Sox had been without a per-
manent general manager since Florida
financierJohnW Henry bought the team
in spring training and fired Dan
Duquette.

Mike Port was interim GM for the sear
son and was a candidate for the long-
term job that went to Epstein. The team
said Port has been invited to remain as
vice president of baseball operations.

Epstein, who was raised near Fenway
Park in suburban Brookline, became
director of baseball operations for San
Diego in 2000, when Red Sox president
Larry Lucchino was running the Padres.
Epstein also spent two years each in San
Diego's media relations department and
as a baseball operations assistant

"The Red Sox are very much in blood,
which makes this standing here today as
the new general manager of this club a
himibling e^qperience," Eipstein said at a
Fenway Park hews conference.
The group headed by Henry and

Lucchino bought the Red Sox in
February, bringing Epstein to Boston as
an assistant general manager. From the
start, there were whispers the Yale-edu-
cated Epstein would eventually get the
GMjob.

"Irrespective of his age, we are confi-
dent Tlieo is among the best and bright^

The Associated Press
Boston Red Sox General Manager Theo Epstein, 28, is the youngest general manager in
baseball history.

. ._
^ o e

est in baseball," Red Sox chairman Tbm
Werner said "We believe that the team
hell assemble will achieve the results for
which we so yearn."

Oakland GM Billy Beane spoke glow-
ingly of Epstein on Sunday night Beane
had been Boston's first choice, even
accepting the job before deciding to stay
in Oakland for family reasons.

"He's a bright, passioimte individual,"

Beane said. "I think the world of Theo."

Epstein worked with Port to repre-
sent Boston at the recent general marv-
agers' meetings, and he also worked on
negotiating compensation for the As
when it was thought Beane would take
the job. But a day after accepting a five-

year, $13 million offer, Beane decided to
stay in Oakland.

On Nov. 14, Lucchino said the ideal
candidate would have e3q)erience as a
m^uor league GM.

X-COUNTRY
from page 14

Peterson felt Flores' perfor-
mance, in particular had a big part
in helping UCLA salvage its team
performance.

"Given the fact that both Lori
Mann and Jerma Timinsky were off
today, we really needed that per-
formance to salvage any sort of
respectable team finish with such
a deep field and so many good run-
ners out there," Peterson said.

Weather was an issue some of
the women struggled with during
the race, as the temperature was
37 degrees, and it was windy.

"It was a contributing factor but
not as big a factor as our youth and
inexperience," Peterson said in his
teams' defense. "I think some of
our more experienced and accom-
plished athletes, for example Lena
(Nilsson) and Alexandra
(Barrientos), handled the potential
distraction of the weather a lot

better than the rest of the teanu"
The top two finishing teams

stayed true to their national rank;
Brigham Young University won the
title with 85 points while Stanford
came in second with 113. Notre
Dame finished third, Georgetown
fourth and Colorado fifth overall.

The women's cross-country sea-
son is now officially over. All but
one ruimer is expected to return
next year.

"I am left trying to focus on the
positive aspect of the race today
and the season." Peterson said.

^ visit the bot^eatchamvisit the IxK^exchange at bniinwaHcxom
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• Over six million Americai
CHILDREN HAVE BEEN PLACEM
on addictive, mind-
altering psychiatric dru6l
Psychiatry in our schoois
underlies the american
educational crisis.

• In ONE 14-YEAR PERIOD^
Americans died in psychl
hospitals than were killet^'

World Wars I and II, the
Korean, Vietnam and Persian'
Gulf wars combined...

/^

.^

Learn The truth.^isit the Exhibh (Free) Caii Now 300-869-2247. Located in the heart of Houywooo at Gtuois
Commission on Human Rightss Internationai, 6616 Sunset Bivo, Los Angeus 90028. Wau-ins are welcome.
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BIG MONEY!
No book knowledge required.

Must be 18 or older
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Special!

Student & Faculty Rate

To/From LAX

DAYS OF OUR TEETH'S LIVES
Dr. Bo has a thing for his Patient, Gaily but risks

conviction for Unprofessional Conduct In the "Dental
Raider" charges! Nurse Jennifer must now call

Receptionist Whitney for help. And Dr. Roman has a
Dental Falling out with Nurse Isabella which affects the
Root Canal Treatment!

SPECIAL: $5

L .TajfeKll^Sj^tf V.-^ - S

Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning.

Regular Pnce: $160 - Expires 5/26/03

PRIME TIME^SHUTTLE
1-(800)599-9990
Offer good within a 1/4 mile radius

of campus

• TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING • Open Late Hours
. Veneers . Crowns and Bridges • Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
• Porcelain Facings • Gum Treatments • Free Validated Parking
. Root Canals . Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) . 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

I

Dr. L.R. FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshlre & Santa Monica Bl.)
onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.1800onthemark.com

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765
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CZTie University ^Cigious
Conference at IICLSI

invites UCLA students & their families

to a

UiianAsaioing
Dinner and Program

Tuesday, November 26
6:30 p.m.

at the URC Building
900 Hilgard Avenue

(below sorority row at the comer of Hilgard & Le Conte)
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Free meal for UCLA students
and their families
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For all that has been, thanks!
For all that will be, yes!

Dag Hammerslgold
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M.Hoops V. San Diego

M.Soccer v. LMU
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M.Hoops V. Duke

W.Hoops V. NWern St.
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PREVIEW
Pauley Pav Tuesday 7:30 p.m.

Drake Stad Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Los Alamitos Friday All Day
Albuque., NM Friday 4:00 p.m.

Albuque., NM Saturday 9:00 a.m.

Indianapolis Saturday 10:00 a.m.

Las Vegas Saturday 1:30 p.m.

www.dailvbruin .ucla.edu

Bruins finish 25th in
; J!^J^,

NCAA Championships

The Associatkd Prkss

North Carolina's Shalene Flanagan, center, is congratulated by teammates after tak-
ing first place in the NCAA Div. I Women's Cross Country Championships on Monday.

By Katie RIbeck

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kfilbeck(a)media. ucla. edu

High expectations were shat-

tered once again this week for

UCLA sports.
|

The women's cross country
team placed 25th out of 31 teams
at the NCAA Championships yes-

terday in Terre Haute, Ind. Going
into the race, the team was shoot-

ing for a place in the top 15.

"Fm less than pleased," head
coach Eric Peterson said. "We

I

obviously didn't accomplish the
team goals that we wanted to, but
1 think the level of improvement
individually is noteworthy."

Peterson singled out junior
Lena Nilsson and sophomore
Alejandra Barrientos, with both
showing significant improvement
from last year's race.

Nilsson finished 17th overall,
improving from 135th last year, to
earn the first Ail-American perfor-
mance by a Bruin since Karen
Hecox in 1994. Ail-American hon-
ors are given to the top 20 run-

ners.

Barrientos improved with an
86th place finish after coming in

125th last year.

Valerie Flores finished third for
the Bruins and 180th overall.

North Carolina junior Shalene
Flanagan won the race, setting a
new course record and maintain-
ing her undefeated season status.

Flanagan was favored to win the
title this year and ran the 6,000-
meter course with a time of 19:36.

X-COUMTRY
I
Page 13

puts unique

spin on

game ofgolf

UCLA to open season against San Diego
PRESSURE IS ON THE

MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
AFTER DISAPPOINTING
EXHIBITION GAMES

By Greg Schain '

'

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain@media.ucla.edu

There are no more excuses.
No longer can the UCLA basketball team

write off poor, low-energy performances as
preseason experiments designed to give
everyone pla>ing time, rather than win.
And no longer can out-of-sync offensive

and defensive efforts be attributed to the fact
that the games don't count in the standings.

Starting with tonight's season opener
against San Diego at Pauley Pavilion, every
game counts.

"I can pretty much guarantee we're going
to win," said guard Jon Crispin. "We're not
going to wait until Kansas to start playing.
We're goii\g to start now because we are
embarrassed."

The No. 15 Bniins need a victory badly,

particularly with the game against No. 6
Duke looming on Saturday. A loss against
the Blue Devils could put the Bruins at 0-2 to
begin the season. 1 i

"For a week now they've been hearing a
lot of negative press, so I'm sure they will

come out prepared," said San Diego head
coach Brad Holland, who played for UCLA
from 197rv-l})79 and was an assistant coach
here from 1988-1992.

i

San Diego (1-0), who went 16-13 last year
and won their season opener against Nevada
77-75. isn't exactly a national powerhouse.

However, the Toreros could give UCLA
problems, especially if the Bruins continue
to play as inconsistently as they did in their
two exhibition losses.

"They are a competitive team," UCLA
head coach Steve La\in said of San Diego's
team. They are well coached, and they bring
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Eli Karon

THE PEN IS

MIGHTIER
ekaron@me(la.udaLedu

r»^ u 04. I • .. I. -.L i-- . J . . .. MIKECHIEN/Daily Briii.n St.akk
Coach Steve Lavin talks with his team during last week s loss to EA Sports. The Bruins hope to do better in tonight's game against the Toreros

. . . • ,
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The first rule of The Team is that

everybody talks about The
Team.

From there, the rules get more
and more absurd.

Then again,

with the people
that make up
this group, any-

thing less than
ridiculous

would be unciv-

ilized.

Strap on a
golf glove, lace

up your shoes,

and get ready to

hit the Unks
with The Team,
sports fans.

The Team
consists of
Frosty,

Thumper, Dom, AK and myself. It

was not an easy final cut, but with
the exception of Thumper, we all

made it; Thumper is the coach. The
nicknames are essential for admit-
tance to our sacred club, by the
way
Our home course is Van Nuys

"country club," where the greens
are as hard as balls, (golf balls, that
is) and the water hazards are near-
ly dry.

The rules we abide by are what
make The Team special.

You see. The Team is not made
up of golfers, but rather of people
who golf. V

In fact, in order to be a member,
you cannot shoot better than bogey
golf. Not a problem, you say? Then
try following these other rules.

You must quit at least once per
round, and I don't mean your nor-
mal chucking-the-putter, cursing-
the- ball quitting scene. You must
quit using the following line jfrom

Bull Durham: "Well (bleep) this

(bleeping) game. I quit. I (bleeping)
quit." Then you can proceed with
throvving the putter

What makes this rule so great is

what is known as the frustration

clause. You cannot get frustrated,

period. The thing is, if you are

lucky enough to be on the team,
you already know that you are
worse things than the Lakers with-

out Shaq. Why pretend to get upset
when you nuss a two-foot putt?

Embrace your weaknesses.
A more general rule is that a

good day on the driving range
equals a bad day on the links, and
vice versa. That's just the way it

works, OK?
The youngest golfer keeps score,

KARON
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Team reflects on loss to USC I

Squad splits matches in Arizona
TURNOVERS, COACHING ERRORS
ON MINDS OF TEAM AS SENIORS
WILL LEAVE WINLESS V TROJANS

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@media.ucla.edu

Kedshirt freslmian Tyler Ebell said last week that the
ganie would huige on turnovers. Being right was little con-
solation after the loss to tlie TVojans.

"Yep. tl\at was nie," Ebell said, confessing to the prenio-
niUon. "P'ifty-two to 21. That's how big turnovers were."

IX'LA fumbled seven times, losing foiu-, while USC fum-
bled only onct» and recovered it. The Bniias also threw one
interception while the Trojans did not commit a single
turnover

"We hadn't turned the ball over in three games," defen-
sive coordinator Phil Snow siUd. "1 have no idea what hap-
pened. We're all embarrassed

"

"Since I've been here, it hasn't been pretty," Snow added.
•••

UCLA heiul coach Bcjb Toledo regretted true freshman
quarterback Matt M(K)re's costly fiunble, if not liis decision
to switch cjuarterbacks in the second quarter after true
freshnuui Drew Olson led a touchck)wn drive.

"Well, obvioiLsly 1 made a mistake," Toledo said at
Monday's press conference. "LcK)king back, it didn't work
out so now I look like crap. 1 will probiibly be criticized for
that forever."

To1(m1o said that lie had never seen Mcjore fiunble in

prac tice.

M(x>re finished 7-of-ll for CA yards and a touchdown.
Olson tinish«Ht HH)f-lt for 121 yarcls and an interception.

•'If «l«»esfrt matt<'r if we rotate," Olson said Monday. "Wc^'U

do uMatrvtT works."

"I )( wr wish there was a cleiu'-cut better g\iy? Of course.

Hilt this is our situatjion," sophomore wide receiver ('raig

Bragg siiid

•••

The senior class cif 2002 has had a couple days to sit

with the fact that it 'lost four in a row to its cTOSs-town
rivals at \ 'S(

•lONATIIAN VO|iN(;/l)Mi,v Hkiin Skn^.r Stakk

use's Troy Polamalu strips the ball from UCLA tailback Tyler
Ebell after Ebell's 28-yard reception in the first quarter.

"As bad as we feel right now, I think never beating
them doesn't set in luUil a couple years down the Une
when you are not playing football any more," senior
defensive tackle Steve Morgan said.

"I couldn't imagine four years ago coming to UCLA

FOOTBALL | Page 12

ByReginaYeh
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ryeh@media.ucla.edu

Moments before the final team
relays on Saturday's meet against
Arizona, the Wildcats suddenly
ceased activity to hear the score
at that point: "Arizona 144, UCLA
120."

The Bruins' opponent then
heaved a sigh of relief at its mar-
gin of victory.

While the Bruins did end the
day in defeat, their obvious capa-
bilities made Arizona uneasy.

"We had some good races and
an overall good experience this
weekend," junior Crissy Tirmey
said. "Swimming against Pac-10
teams made us step up, and we
saw a lot of positive things con-
tributed."

Having competed in back-to-
back meets over the weekend,
the swimming and diving teams
took home a victory on FYiday
against the Arizona State Sun
Devils 151-87, winning nine of the
first 10 events.

The divers set the standard
early on Friday morning, sweep-
ing the competition in the one-
meter dive. Senior Heidi Prosser
took first, while freshmen Paige
Thompson and senior Regan
Gosnell followed with second-
and third-place finishes, respec-
tively.

The second day also gave the
divers the opportunity to shine.
The swinmiers, expecting a more
difficult competition on Saturday,
requested that the divers score 27
points in their dives.

They ended up scoring 28

1 , \ I 1 ^ 1

1
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Junior Jackie Lobdell races through the water at a meet against the Wildcats on
Saturday. UCLA lost to Arizona, 160-140, but defeated Arizona State the previous day.

points, to the cheers of the swim
team.

"Our team is pretty deep, and
against Arizona we got first, third

and fourth in both events. These
were our first Pac-10 competi-

tions, and we did a really good
job," Gosnell said.

Throughout the swimming
events, the wild cheers of the

loyal crowd, who chose the meet
over the USC-UCLA football

game, kept the spirits of the

Bruin team high jus it continued
to compete against Arizona.

And, in the final results of the

200-free relay, the team of junior
Sara Platzer, freshman Kim
Vandenburg, junior Malin
Svahnstrom and senior Erica
Shugart won the fvtMit, inakinti

the finid score 1()()-140.

"This weekend was great.
FYiday against Arizona State was
a great performance, and we did
a good job against Arizona," head
coach Cyndi Gallagher said. "We
had a lot of close races today."

In gearing up for the Husky
Invitational in Washington in two
weeks, Gallagher expressed con-
fidence in her team.

"We're looking forward to the
Husky Invitational, which is

going on during early December
Hopefully have a few NCAA-qual-
ifying times," Gallagher said.

"This weekend was an experi-
ence for us," Tinney said. "We've
been recently swinmiing a lot of
season bests, and in the Husky
Invitational we're just going to
n^st iuid <(»ni[)ete at the level
we're on riiiht now."
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USAG passes resolution
|

Quarter fee hike

condemning war with Iraq
USAC'S ADOPTION OF POLITICAL STANCE IN

GLOBAL CRISES DEBATED BY STUDENTS

raises concern
COLLEGE OF L&S MAKES DECISION WITHOUT
STUDENT INPUT TO COMPENSATE FOR CUTS

By Menaka Fernando
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mfernando@media.ucla.edu

The small conference room of
Kerckhoff Hall exploded with
thunderous applause Tuesday
night as the undergraduate student
government voted to.pass a resolu-
tion condemning a U.S. attack
against Iraq.

The resolution was
with a 5-0-5 vote.

Undergraduate
Association Council
from the Student Empowerment!
slate voted in favor of the resolu-
tion. The other council members
abstained from voting.

More than 50 students from var-
ious student groups stormed the
USAC general meeting to present
the council with reasons to oppose
the war. The resolution was spon-
sored by Academics Affairs
Conunissioner Chris Diaz, Internal
Vice President TJ. Cordero and
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

approved
All five

Students
members

USAC discusses the UC

Students Association's bud-

get but takes no vote on the

matter.l Pagi 3

Robbie Clark.

Samahang Filipino President
Emerson Lego told the council
about the nation's long-standing
history of students taking stances
on political issues. From civil

rights to the Vietnam War to the
apartheid issue, students have
made a difference, Lego said.

''Students should utilize the
resources they have to benefit all

of humanity," he said.

Fourth-year student Sophia
Kozak added that the resolution
received support from 15 different
student organizations, and is repre-
sentative of student needs. More
than 700 students signed a petition
against a possible war.
The overwhelming presence of

COURTNEY STEWART/Daily Bruin Staff

USAC President David Dahle counts abstaining votes for a USAC resolution con-
demning a proposed U.S. war against Iraq. The measure past 5-0-5.

anti-war sentiment was contended
by one meeting-goer

Bruin Repubhcan President
Andy Jones, a former Daily Bruin

Viewpoint columnist, argued that
from what he has observed, most
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Thankful Bruins eat turkey, fast
By Christina Jenkins

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
cjenkins@media.ucla.edu

On Thursday evening,
Michelle Belo will be sit-

ting down for turkey, stuff-

ing, candied yams and
tamales at her grandma's
home in the city.

Meanwhile, Khattaab
Khan will be at home with
his mother in Laguna
Niguel, giving thanks by
breaking his 23rd day of
Ramadan fasting with a
light snack and prayer
Khan and Belo repre-

sent two cultures which
give thanks in nearly oppo-
site fashion this season,
taking part in traditions
that ask its participants to

either feast or refrain from
eating.

The overlap between
Thanksgiving and
Ramadan, a month on the
Islamic calendar that

requires Muslims to fast

daily, is rare because the
lunar calendar means
Ramadan is celebrated 10

days earlier each year.

To Khan, a second-year
international development
studies and pohticai sci-

ence student, "giving
thanks" means moderation
and sacrifice.

"When you contrast thai
with Thanksgiving, you're
giving thanks for what you
have, but you're indulging
yourself," he said.

"I'm not saying
American culture is not
characteristic of Muslim
culture," he continued, but
"to us, it's kind of like a
Hallmark hohday."

During Ramadan,
Muslims do not eat or
drink from dawn until

dusk - which, this year,
falls from around five in
the morning to five in the
evening.

At sunset, Muslims
break their fast by praying
and eating something
sweet, Uke dates - consis-
tent with practices of the
Islamic prophet
Muhanunad.

Students from UCLA's
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By Shaun Bishop

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sbishop@media.ucla.edu

^ The College of Letters & Science
has decided to raise a fee many stu-

dents don't know exists. The fee
increase could make a big difference
on a student's BAR account Students
were not consulted about the
increase.

The Instructional Enhancement
Initiative fee, charged quarterly to stu-

dents, will be increased from $4 to $7
per unit for the upcoming winter and
spring quarters to make up for fund-
ing lost in recent state budget cuts.

For a student taking an average of
15 units per quarter, this fee hike
induces a $45 quarterly or $135 yearly
increase in fees.

On Nov 15 Chancellor Albert
Camesale approved Provost Brian
Copenhaver's proposal to raise the
lEI fee charged to students, against
recommendations from the Student
Fee Advisory Committee not to raise
the fee.

SFAC stated in a letter to the
Chancellor, "We are uncomfortable
with campus-based student fees
being increased to offset reductions
in state funds that include some ofthe
core academic functions of the uni-

versity."

According to a letter written by
Copenhaver, the studient fee money
goes toward enhancements in

"instructional technology." The
money is split about evenly between
maintaining course Web sites and
funding for student computing labs
on campus, including compensating
lab staff and purchasing new hard-
ware.

Prior to recent budget cuts, the
state paid for approximately half of
the DEI costs, which total almost $6
million. Money from student fees
paid for the rest

INCREASING THE ENHANCEHENP

With the state's economy weaken-
ing the College is trying to recover a
$1.7 million cut from the "instruction-
al technology" budget The College
experienced $4.5 million total in bud-
get cuts.

The College had originally planned
to raise the fall quarter lEI fee to $6
per unit and keep it constant for the
rest of the year. But since the final

budget information for the current fis-

cal year was not available until
September, the fee was kept at $4.

To compensate for this, the fee
increase will be a dollar more than
planned, at $7 for winter and spring
2003.

If California's economy recovers
and funding to the College is restored,
the lEI fee will go back down to $4 in
fiscal year 2003-2004. But if state

resources are not restored, the fee
wiU be set at $6 per unit indefinitely,

starting in fall 2003, to maintain the
flow of funds.

"UCLA has had a national reputa-
tion for being a technologically
advanced university," said John
Sandbrook, assistant provost for the
College. "Unfortunately, it costs
money."

The College is raising the fees to
keep total funds for the Initiative at
just below $6 million, where they
were before the budget cuts.

The Instructional Enhancement
Initiative was created in 1997 to fund
the growth of technology that assists

student learning.

The fees were first assessed in 1997
at $2.50 per unit for humanities and
social science courses and $3.50 per
unit in life and physical science cours-
es. In 2001, the College raised the fees
to $4 per unit for all course divisions.

Until now, the student fees have
paid for half of the provided services
and the state has covered the rest

INCREASE
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The College of Letters & Science has decided to increase the quarterly fees students
pay to support the Instructional Enhancement Initiative. Here's a breakdown of the
spending of student fees.

Total Expenditures

$2,888,718

Student computing labs

$1,379,636

Technical maintenance staff $ 584.040

Servers (New & Renewal) $ 57.681

Server software $47,056

Workstations (New & Renewal)
\

$474,938

Workstation software $ 185,567

Staff equipment $ 25,371

Staff software $4,983

Miscellaneous

2 percent
Instructional software development— percent

Instructional software development

Web services

$1,434,591

PATRICK lord/Daily Bruin
Members of the Muslim Student Association pray outside of Kerckhoff Hall after breaking a dav-
long Ramadan fast Tuesday evening.

$4,204

Programmers
\

$-
Computer equipment

\ $2,482

Computer software
\ $1,622

SOURCE: CoihieofLrttMi&ScienM

Techincal maintenance staff
i $312,865

Content update staff ; $893,860

Web servers (New & Renewal)
\ $126,627

Server software $21,451

staff equipment
i $74,718

Staff software
: $5,070

JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin

Fate of Bunche kiosk
j

Classes go on, despite holiday
debated at meeting

I

JUNATilAN young/Daily Bruin sen

It S a toss up I Jordan Fassler, a third-year
mathematics student, juggles up a storm. The UCLA
Juggling Club meets every Tuesday morning from 11 a.m.
to 12 p.m. in front of Kerckhoff Hall.

Weather

By Christian Mignot

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cmignot(S)media. ucla.edu

A work session held
FYiday to discuss the future
of the controversial vending
machine kiosk in front of
Bunche Hall turned up sev-

eral possible solutions to the
ongoing debate.

Faculty, staff, representa-
tives from the Chancellor's
office and two graduate stu-

dent representatives were
among about 20 people
called to discuss alternatives

to the course of action
presently decided by
Executive Vice Chancellor
Daniel Neuman.

Corey Hollis, graduate
student representative for
the history department, said
the meeting produced three
main proposals, all of which
entailed spending additional

money on the issue.

"Doing nothing is appar-
ently not an option; money
will be spent, either to
remove the vending

machines or to alleviate aes-

thetic objections," Hollis
said.

Last month, Neuman
acceded to appeals made by
faculty members to have the
kiosk removed, based on
complaints that the struc-

ture ruined the aesthetics of
the plaza area.

The machines had initially

been installed over the sum-
mer following requests by
graduate students who felt it

was unsafe to walk to the
nearby LuValle Commons or
North Campus vending
areas. I

Hollis said the current
plan is to remove the vend-
ing machines but to leave
the kiosk in place with its

rear wall removed, enabling
those exiting the Bunche
Hall elevators to view
Perloff Hall through the
framework.
One possible alternative

would be to place a hedge
between the elevators and

KIOSK
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By Eriinda Santiago

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
esantiago@media.ucla.edu

At five this morning, Saia
Makakaufaki was on his way to
St. Louis, flying home to spend
Thanksgiving with his family
and friends.

He plans to watch movies,
play video games and take part
in the Thanksgiving dinner. But
what he is not planning on
doing is worrying about miss-
ing his 9 a.m. class.

"I ah-eady bought my ticket a
month ago, and besides, when
I come back, I'll find the notes
on the Internet," said
Makakaufaki, a fifth-year his-

tory student.

Many students share
Makakaufaki's sentiments.
They skip class in order to be
home in time for Thanksgiving.

Carol Oropeza, a first-year

undeclared student, said she is

skipping her math class to be
with her family in Delano,

EVE COHEN/Daily Bruin

Nimisha Ghandi, a second-year psychobiology student boarxls an airport
shuttle. She will miss multiple classes tomorrow to get home on time.

The science of

Thanksgiving ... see

Science & Health | Page 6

California and to beat traffic.

"My professor goes over
what's in the book anyway,"
she said.

Though many students have
no qualms about missing class,

according to Anita Cotter,

associate registrar for student

and faculty relations, today is

still "considered an official day
of instruction for the universi-
ty and counted as one of the
required days for fall quarter."

She said that professors do

CLASS
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students are in favor of the war or
don't know the facts.

He added that USAC had no
place to make any sort of policy
regarding the issue.

"This is not our fight ... it is the
fight of the international councils,"
he said.

|
. i

But peace proponent Eric Tang
said that it was students' responsi-
bility to get involved.

i

Fifth-year business economics
and international development
studies student Ghaith Mahmood,
who has family in Iraq, encouraged
USAC to make the connection
between the war and students.
A war would result in increased

military spending causing budget
cuts in education, health care and
labor, Mahmood said.

Following the vote of approval,
student group members, anti-war

4-

posters in hand, continued their
celebration out on the Kerckhoff
stairs applauding council and
chanting calls for peace.

Council members were split on
whether the student government
made the right decision.

General Representative Adam
Harmetz said he abstained from
voting because he didn't know how
all undergraduate students felt.

**! didn't want my personal views
to get in the way," he said.

General Representative Jenny
Lam said although she was satis-

fied with the outcome, she wished
more council members would have
voted.

"A lot of students on campus
have concerns and abstaining to

vote is like choosing to not voice
those concerns," Lam said.

Some students expressed differ-

ent views on the issue.

"I think we shouldn't go to war,
it just causes more hate and pain,"

said first-year business economics
student Laura Lin.

But fourth-year psychology stu-

dent Jason Drew said that he didn't

know enough about the issue to

take a stance.

Both council members and stu-

dents had varied opinions on
whether student government
should take official stances of
pohtical issues.

Harmetz said he felt that gener-
ally USAC should not take pohtical
stances, but the Iraq issue is justi-

fied.

**We need to be very careful
because (USAC taking) political

stances could marginalize stu-
dents," he said.

President David Dahle added
that student council should use
caution when taking political
stances and base its decision on
sufficient evidence from the stu-

dent body.

"I do beheve that the (student
government) should take a stance
... war and violence are issues that
divide and affect students," said
Hadley Salz, fifth-year world arts
and culture student.

"If (USAC) takes an anti-war

stance, it would be encouraging
peace," Salz said.

Fourth-year political science
and history student, Eric Haren
said he felt student government
had no place commenting on mat-
ters of foreign policy.

Haren added that students aren't
generally interested in USAC deci-
sions in the first place.

"You can look at USAC voter
turnout and see that students don't
care what USAC does," he said.

In the past, USAC councils have
set precedents for both sides of the
issue. Councils have both taken
pohtical stances as well as opting
to refrain from passing such reso-

lutions.

In 2001, the council voted 10-0

to withdraw a resolution condemn-
ing the Israeli government for
alleged violations of Palestinians'

human rights.

In the 1980s, student govern-
ment passed a resolution urging
the University of California
Regents to divest from South
Africa in protest of apartheid.
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Lindsay Mastergeorge models sweatshop-made clothing at the "No Sweat" sweat-
shop teach-in at Kerckhoff Grand Salon last night.

Sweatshops addressed

in mock fashion show
ORGANIZERS TRY TO INCREASE AWARENESS
OF CHEAP LABOR WITH VARIOUS SPEAKERS

By Brian Rabkin

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
brabkin@media.ucla.edu

United Students Against
Sweatshops worked to address
abuses in the garment industry
with speakers and a satirical run-
way show.
The Tuesday night event in the

Kerckhoff Grand Salon featured
Alejandra Domenzain from the Los
Angeles Garment Workers Center,

jg^ifjTient , workers , . . JE;?jB^i;anza

Hernandez and Beatriz Estevez,
UCLA Labor Center project direc-
tor Juan de Lara, International
Vice President of UNITE! Christina
Vazquez, and SweatX shop stew-
ard Enriqueta Sota.

It also included three satirical

fashion shows interspersed
between the speakers, as well as a
slide show. The first two fashion
show skits had student models
walking up and down the aisle
wearing clothes from popular
companies while another student
read information about the condi-
tions the clothes were made in.

The third had models wearing
clothes produced imder humani-
tarian conditions.

The former workers told the
audience about their abuse at the
hands of subcontractors while
they made clothes for major
labels. Domenzain translated their
comments from Spanish to
English.

De Lara explained how the
UCLA Labor Center has been edu-
cating students and helping
exploited workers.

"Because we're part of the UC
system, clear4y part of our role is

education ... part of what we do in
supporting events like this is

expanding the dialogue on campus
so that it includes topics like low
wage workers and sweatshops,"
de Lara said.

Vazquez and Sota lauded UCLAs
students for helping to improve
working conditions worldwide.
Vazquez also criticized corpora-
tions in general for being socially
and environmentally irresponsible.

Students found the presentation

well executed.

"I thought it was good in

between speakers, it was enter-
taining. I learned a lot and I had
fun," said fifth-year computer sci-

ence student Fernando
Guayasamin.

This quarter a small group of
students including Nathan Lam,
Judy Kim, and Triet Vo revived
USAS. They said their organization
has important work to carry out on
campus, and that Tuesday's event
was a positive step.

"Our hope is to educate stu-
dents about sweatshop issues with
speakers fi:;?^:^^^^^ UCLA labor
center and workers who have
worked in the Los Angeles gar-
ment district," Lam said.

USAS focuses on sweatshops in

Los Angeles to emphasize that
exploited labor is a problem in the
United States as well.

"A lot of people have the idea
that sweatshops are more interna-

tional, in third-world countries, so
when they see labels 'Made in

USA' they think that it's made with
proper labor," Kim said.

Lam said there is no organized
opposition to USAS, but that they
occasionally receive arguments
that in the developing world
sweatshops provide better wages
than the people could otherwise
earn. Student Yuka Matsukawa
brought up this issue.

"I think it seems impractical
because they're fighting for this

cause, but like the speaker
(Hernandez) said, there are four

other people to replace their posi-

tions," she said.

"These companies, it's not like

they can't afford to pay a living

wage, people at the top make (bil-

Uons of) dollars off the products
made by workers who make a
mere pittance compared to them,"
Lam said.

The large crowd at the event
was partly due to several profes-

sors offering credit for attendance.

Organizer Suzan Luu said USAS
asked for professors to give their

students extra credit to attract stu-

dents already interested in the
issue.

CORRECTIONS
•In the story "Local monument to remain intact," which ran on Monday's ftont page,

the Cultural Heritage Commission of Los Angeles was incorrectly identified. In the same
story some of the information about the initial plans by Service Corporation
International, were incorrect Tlie initial plans, in fact, included developing space for

about 2,100 corpses and more recent plans called for the addition of a mausoleum that

would add space for 463 corpses.
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USAC requests more

explicit UCSA budget
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Residents, business owners hope for retail stores

By Robert Salonga

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
rsalonga@media.ucla.edu

Undergraduate leaders decided on
Tuesday they needed more time and
information before they could
approve the budget of the student
lobbying organization that represents
them on a state level.

The Undergraduate Students
Association Council voted to table

consideration of the University of
California Student Association's bud-
get for the current year, raising con-
cerns about deficit spending and lack

of detail about where exactly UCSA
is spending its money.
A decision is not expected to

affect the budget's construction -

UCSA can consider suggestions by
council, but technically has no man-
date to ac^ust.

UCSA lobbies the state on behalf
of student issues, such as possible

student fee hikes and fixing student
housing costs. It is funded primarily

through student fees collected fi-om

each of the system's undergraduate
and graduate student governments.

BUDfiET
I
Page 4

KIOSK
from page 1

the kiosk, thus concealing the
machines and providing some view
of greenery to one exiting the ele-

vator,
j

"That would probably be the
cheapest alternative," HolUs said.

'^But it would probably negate the
safety issue by hiding the machines,
not to mention it cluttering up the
front area."

Another possibility would be to
move the machines to a niche at the
bottom of the Palms Court stair-

well, but participants deemed that
this would ruin the economic via-

bility of the kiosk.

Hollis said a vending services
representative present at the meet-
ing stated that the Bunche Vending
Kiosk generated approximately
$8,000 in gross revenue per month,
making it the fourth highest vend-
ing earner on campus.

Moving the machines to the bot-
tom of a dark stairwell would not
only decrease the profit made from
machines but would also invalidate
the safety purpose of the kiosk.
A final option would be to build

two U-shaped kiosks facing each
other in front of the Palms court
stairwell, Hollis said, in essence
shifting the machines a few feet to
the side of where they currently lie.

This would mean further money
and time spent on construction.

**At first, the general consensus
was that people were in favor of
this solution," she said. **Then we
discovered it would probably cost
$80,000 to complete."

For both proposals involving a
shift of machines, the current kiosk
would remain standing without its

rear wall, probably to be used as a
frame for vines.

All staff who attended the meet-
ing were tight-lipped about what
occurred.

Staff spokesperson and media
relations adviser Max Benavidez
said the session was part of an
ongoing discussion between the
parties involved which would cul-

minate with a final decision to be
made by Neuman at the appropriate
time.

But other students who found
out about the meeting were quick
to voice their concerns.

"(The machines) should be left

as they are," said Christopher
Bates, president of the History
Graduate Students Association, and
MIS manager for the Daily Bruin. "I

don't see the need to waste more
money when the reasons for which
they were installed are valid."

Hollis said social sciences dean
Scott Waugh left the meeting with
the understanding that he would
reconsider the solutions and possi-
bly present them to Neuman, who
was not at the meeting.

Fiona Galvin, president of the
social sciences council, was disap-
pointed by the fact that the kiosk
could not be left as it stands.

"It's a shame that no matter what
something has to happen to the
kioskj and that Dean Waugh isn't in

a position to change the executive
vice chancellor's mind," she said.

If the EVC decides to reconsider,
a public meeting will be held for all

concerned to voice their opinions.
But if Neuman refuses, then

UCLA will be left with an arch-like
monument in front of Bunche to
commemorate the controversy.

"Presumably, the machines
would get torn down and we will

end up with a brick shelter," Hollis
said.

By Michael Jahina

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mjahina@media.ucla.edu

Some Westwood residents and
business owners are disappointed
with the imminent closures of two
Village shops and the tenants who
may replace them.

Breadstiks market on Gayley
Avenue is on its way out, due to
increased competition, and
Copeland's Sports on Westwood
Boulevard reportedly may be
replaced by a CVS Pharmacy

Locals are concerned about the
stores' possible replacements:
instead of what they see as much-
needed apparel and specialty stores,

these prime locations could be
occupied by tenants who business
owners say will further take away
the glitz of Westwood

"One of the problems that
Westwood has been facing for a
long time is that they create the
same types of businesses in excess,

including salons, eating places, and
drug stores," said Clinton Schudy,
manager of Oakley's barber shop,
which has been in Westwood since
1929.

Schudy said he would like to see
a retail store, perhaps a clothing
store, replace Breadstiks.

Schudy would, then, be disap-

pointed if one of the tenants that
could take over the Breadstiks loca-

tion succeeds in doing so. The
Blood and Platelet Center was look-
ing at the Breadstiks location as one
of two Gayley Avenue spots into
which it could move, after it failed

to secure tenancy in other Village

locations.

Nicole Miller/Daily Brlin Staff
Westwood residents and business owners expressed concern about local busi-
nesses like Copeland's Sports closing down and the businesses replacing them.

CVS Pharmacy, meanwhile,
could be another addition to the
many drug stores in the area. There
are six drug stores on Westwood
Boulevard alone, with CVS
Pharmacy reportedly looking to
become the seventh.

"This area is getting saturated
with pharmacies," said Lila Rioth of
the Westwood Homeowners Board.

The Copeland's Sports building is

being sold by Madison Marquette,
who was Longs Drugs' landlord at

the time they signed their leasing
contract last winter

Jason Cochran, a Copeland's rep-
resentative, said reports that CVS is

moving in are unconfirmed, but the

Los Angeles Business Journal
reported that the 1001 Westwood
Boulevard complex, in which
Copeland's Sports is presently locat-

ed, was sold to CVS in September
On November 6, representatives

for CVS Pharmacy appeared before
the Westwood Conununity Design
Review Board seeking approval for
three new signs and architectural

modifications to the Copeland's
building, said Steve Sann,
Westwood real estate and leasing
consultant

Sann attended the meeting as a
member of the public and was not
present in any sort of professional
capacity.

Though CVS' possible move-in
date is unknown since Copeland's
Sports is still under contract
through July 2004, CVS Corporation
is reportedly currently negotiating
to buy it out.

CVS Pharmacy has already
ordered three sigr^s for the building
as well as customized automatic
doors, raising some people's specu-
lation that they may be operating as
soon as the first quarter of next
year.

"The Westwood Community
Design Review Board recommend-
ed approval for signage and facade
renovation," said Jae Kim, a city
planning associate with the L.A. City
Planning Department. He said the
final approval was imminent.

The multitude of drug stores that
have opened within the last two
years led to Breadstiks' decease,
said Bob Lippman, co-owner of
Breadstiks and UCLA alumnus.

"Rite-Aid had a small effect and
Ralphs had a substantial effect (on
the demise of Breadstiks),"
Lippman said.

Though Breadstiks was a fixture
in Westwood for many years as the
sole grocery store in the Village,

Copeland's Sports had never done
too well in Westwood. The store
went into further decline when the
chain opened another store in
Ackerman Union, siphoning off
many of their student customers,
Sann said.

Still, it has been the only sporting
goods merchant in the area

"I'm sorry to see it go," said U.S.
National Inline Downhill Champion
and Westwood resident George
Merkert

THANKSj Different cultures unite in counting blessings
from page 1

Muslim Student Association have
been breaking their fast week-
nights behind Kerckhoff hall, eat-

ing and praying together since
Ramadan began three weeks ago.

"Fasting tries to give you the
opportunity to feel the strife that
underprivileged people feel every
day," Khan said. "You gain a
greater appreciation for what you
have, so I guess it is a form of
Thanksgiving."

Belo's family celebrates the hol-
iday in the traditional sense, with
a massive gathering that fanuly
members from all over the state
will attend - flocking to taste what
she says are her grandma*s famous
tamales.

"Everyone brings a dish to help
her out, but my grandma' starts

cooking at six in the morning,"
said Belo, a first-year biology stu-

dent.

As for being thankful, she said
her family shares their blessings
aloud.

"We go around and say a prayer
- my grandma is Cathohc - and
everybody says what they're
thankful for," she said.

Like Khan, she acknowledges
that "giving thanks" can be shown
in different ways, be it by eating a
full diimer or by fasting.

"However you want to do it,"

she says, "you're still giving
thanks."

Khan celebrated a similarly tra-

ditional Thanksgiving with his
extended family until several
years ago, when he moved to
California with his mother.
He has fasted during Rainaclan

for "around 10 years," but the peri-
od during which he celebrated
both occasions did not threaten
his religious beUefs.

"(Thanksgiving) is pretty much
viewed as a Western holiday, but
there's nothing wrong with it," he
said. "We just don't go out of our
way to have a big feast."

"It has its historical origins but
recently it's become very commer-
cialized," he added, referring to
the day after Thanksgiving as the
kickoff of the holiday shopping
season.

And, he said, Muslims who do
celebrate the holiday still keep
moderation in mind.

"You can't use the justification
that youVe fasted all day to gorge
yourself with four plates of food,"

Mustirii
"*

stuieriS' *'are

quick to identify other differences
between the two occasions, but
most still suggest the paramount
similarity is spending time with
fanuly.

Jewelle Francisco, the vice
president of the Muslim Students
Association, fasts for Ramadan -
which she calls "more meaningful"
for her than Thanksgiving - alone
because her family is not Muslim.

"You wish they would share it

with me, but in the end, I'm thank-
ful to God and my family is also
thankful to God.

"It's a good time to be together,"
she said.

Both Khan and Belo agree, set-

ting religious beliefs aside and
saying thB time should be reserved
for family.

^. "F^ really close ^o ray family
andlget to see them," Belo said.
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INCREASE services
fijom page 1

Now, the SFAC says, UCLA students
will be paying nearly the entire oper-
ating cost of the lEL

"Obviously the students do not
wish to see services cut, but (the
increase) is absolute^ inappropriate,

especially when no student oversight
of that money currently exists," said

L :

Matt Kaczmarek, chair of the
University of California Council on
Student Fees and SFAC member, in
an e-mail.

Angle Cho, a fifth-year history stu-

dent, feels that raising costs will

force students who are already strug-

gling financially to work more, taking
time away from activities that allow
them to apply their education to the

real world.

"If you can't participate' in social

justice or other activities, the ideas of
the Ivory Towers' will remain just

that - ideas," she said.

First-year visual arts student lyier

Thacker supports the increase, but
admits, "It's a little scary that so
much is up to an outside force to

determine what's good for the stu-

dents."

Others in favor of the increase
said students should pay necessary
costs to maintain the quality of
instruction they receive at UCLA

"Are you going to compromise
education? It isn't ideal, but it's justi-

fied in the given circumstances," said

third-year political science student
Alison Harms.

S^^>
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CLASS
from page 1

not need to inform her office if they
are cancelling or shortening a class
meeting. Only if they are indefinite-

ly cancelling a class will her office

need to be notified.

Many professors and students
acknowledge the importance of
instruction today and work around
the school schedule to fulfill class

requirements.

Ronald MeUor, a history profes-
sor, said, "I canceUed my history
197 class. However, we are going to
meet the following week and wiU
still have to make up the class
(missed today)."*

He scheduled extra office hours
and invited his students to have din-

ner with him next week to go over
material that would have been cov-
ered today.

Mellor said professors have the
prerogative to cancel their class,

but he or she needs to provide a
replacement class.

Glenda Jones, graduate advisor
of the political science department,
agrees with Mellor that professors
can cancel class.

"Wednesday is a work day. But if

a professor chooses to cancel, he or
she should at least contact the
department and give prior notice to
the students," Jones said.

Some students are still hanging
around campus because they have a
test or just didn't want to miss
class.

Maya Oren, third-year political

science student, is flying home
Thursday because she doesn't want
to go through the trouble of bor-
rowing notes.

"My professor didn't want to can-
cel class. I don't want to miss it. It's

more of a pain to try and get the
notes than just to be there," she
said.

Melina Duenas, third-year physi-
ological sciences and Spanish stu-
dent, is planning to stay on campus
until 1 p.m. today because of a
Spanish test.

"I don't mind, but still, it would
be better if I could go home early,"

she said.

BUDGET
from page 3

The association's $294,000 budget
for 2002-2003 includes a $17,000
deficit, which UCSA Vice Chair Chris
Neal - who is also external vice pres-

ident for USAC - said is cushioned by
a savings pool of roughly $130,000.

Generzd Representative Adam
Harmetz shared with many the con-
cern of the organization operating
under a deficit

Neal argued that the association is

experiencing one of its most "robust"
budgets, with savings $40,000 above
its target level of $90,000. UCSA also

added another staff position which
accounts for increased operating
costs. Neal said it was a "privilege"

for UCSA to have enough savings to
budget a deficit for this year.

However, Harmetz cautioned Neal

against such a privilege when con-
structing the association's budget for
next fiscal year.

Other concerns raised during the
council meeting were the unprece-
dented stipends Neal and UCSA
Chair Steve Klass are receiving for
their work heading the oi^ganizatioa
Neal will receive $3,000 for the year,
and Klass will receive $4,200.

Neal said the increased responsi-
bilities of being vice chair - he said
he will oversee UCSA as one addi-
tional task - warrant the stipend

Hanish Rathod, external vice pres-
ident for the Graduate Student
Association - which unanimously
disapproved the UCSA budget - said
the chair positions' prestige and vol-
untary nature negate the need for
extra compensation.

Before tabling the budget, council
members requested that Neal come
back next week with a detailed
breakdown ofUCSA expenditures.

We'll tBke good carc of you

no matter how bad it is!

Make that appointment today!

o
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The new graduate student housing may mean an increased number of stu-
dents walking through Veteran's Cemetery just across Veteran Avenue.

I

1

Housing may raise
I

traffic in cemetery
By Jessica Chung

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchung® media. ucla.edu

While students and administra-
tors celebrate the plans to erect
graduate housing on Weybum and
Veteran, some neighbors to the pro-
ject are a bit more wary.

The director of the Los Angeles
National Cemetery is worried about
the changes tlie additional buildings
will bring to the quiet neighborhood
via increased foot traffic through
the cemetery, specifically on
Constitutional Avenue, the main
walkway that divides the cemetery
in half.

"I have concerns about the addi-

tional traffic on Constitutional
Avenue. We have funerals here and I

want to promote the right respect
for this national shrine," said
WiUiam Livingston, director of the
Los Angeles National Cemetery.
The cemetery, built in 1889, was

originally a burial plot for residents
of the National Home of Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers. I

"When Abe Lincoln started the
national cemetery system, he didn't

think of the problems of cities

infringing on national shrines. If

there wasn't a cemetery here, if the
people buried here hadn't given
their Uves for the country, there
might not even be a UCLA," said
Livingston.

Students who often walk on
Constitution Avenue have acknowl-
edged the reverence that should
come with the national cemetery.

**! always try to respect these sol-

diers when I pass through. After all

they've done for this country, they at

least deserve that," said John Lee, a
third-year biology student, who
walks through the cemetery to get
to campus.

Others agree that those buried in

the cemetery deserve consideration,
but not only because they were sol-

diers.

"I think students should definitely

show respect for the people buried
here, not just because they were sol-

diers but because they were human.
I know Yd want people to respect
the place I'm buried in when I die,

regardless of whether I died while in

mihtary service or not," said fourth-

year English student, Jennifer
CoUen.

I

Livingston is not overly con-
cerned about the students who cur-

rently pass through the cemetery.
On the contrary, he recognizes the
reject they have shown towards
the cemetery througliout the past
four years during which he has
served as the director of the Los
Angeles National Cemetery.

"Students only walk through the
cemetery on Constitution Avenue,
and that's okay. I just want them to

continue to respect it the way they
have in the years past," Livingston

PASSING THROUGH
Graduate housing built directly across the

street from Constitution Avenue, the

walkway students use to go through the

cemetary. raises some people's concerns
of increased traffic.

Los Angeles Graduate Walkway through

National housing cemetary on
Cemetary construction Constitution Ave.

said.

He suggested that a way to por-
tray this reverence for the deceased
is to get off one's bicycle and walk
through the cemetery while there is

a burial ceremony taking place.

**I want them to understand that
when they cut through the cemetery,
they need to show respect if there's

a burial. How would you feel if you
were burying your mom or dad, and
students, were just riding through
the cemetery on their bicycles?"
Livingston said.

Rather than worrying about the
construction and its noise,
Livingston is focusing more upon
what will happen once the area is

inhabited.

"We want to make sure that the
integrity and the serenity of the
cemetery is preserved," Livingston
said.

Livingston wants to prevent such
instances from occurring in the
future, rather than waiting for them
to happen before doing something
about it.

"These are things that I have to
address because these are things
that I'm responsible for We're a part
of the same conununity. I want to
survive with UCLA," Livingston said.

Livingston briefly spoke about
these issues with Director of
Housing Michael Foraker, who
referred him to another department.

Angela Marciano, the associate
director of housing, said that she did
not know detailed information
about this issue. Foraker was
unavailable for comment

ecial Egg Donor Needc
Compensation Starts at $8500

I

Intelligent & Loving couple is looking for a special woman to help them
achieve their dreams of having a child. Ideal candidate would be: 5'6" or
taller, light eyes, Blonde/Lt. Brown hair, SAT score 1260 or higher (or ACT

28 or higher), Caucasian with a caring/altruistic personality.

If you feel you are the right candidate for this couple, please visit

our website: CreatlveConceDtion.net and then contact

Creative Conception, Inc. at (888) 411-3447
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Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the rigiit course for you.

USMLE Step 1 Online Course

• Prep anywhere, anytime with the most
comprehensive online learning

• More than 1,500 pages of the best material

available to supplement your online tools

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course*'

All the benefits of our Online Course, plus:

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert
teachers

• Personal attention with small classes of
fewer than 25 students

• Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor
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Ashe, students prepare for flu season
By Christopher Golls ,

—^ , ,,,
By Christopher Golls

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cgolis@media.ucla.edu

As it has for each flu season dur-
ing the past seven years, the UCLA
Ashe Student Health Center is

offering free flu shots at events
around campus.

Tuesday's flu fair, the last of a
series of four, was held in

Westwood Plaza, next to the Bruin
Bear.

Organizers expected to vacci-
nate around 300 students, and at
one point, the line for flu shots
stretched down Bruin Walk, past
the end of the J.D. Morgan Center
toward the dorms.

Flu season, which runs from
October to February, is the time
when people are most likely to con-
tract the influenza virus.

The purpose of the flu shot is to
prevent contraction of influenza, a
viral infection affecting the respira-
tory tract While the immune sys-
tem normally becomes immune
after an initial infection, influenza
viruses mutate rapidly, making
them unrecognizable to the
immune system.

For this reason it is recommend-
ed that people get a shot each year
to protect them from the latest

strains.
j

Evi Desser, a nurse practitioner
for the UCLA Ashe Center said that

about 3,000 students are vaccinat-

ed each flu seasoa She also object-

ed to the common myth that flu

vaccine causes colds.

They have nothing to do with
each otJier,** she said.

Augustine Lopez, a second-year
economics student, said, "I live in

the dorms with five suite mates. If

one of them gets sick, we all will.**

NICOLE MILLKK/Daily Briin Staff
Alex Brandt, a second-year undeclared student, gets a flu shot administered by an Ashe Center staff member
Tuesday afternoon in Westwood Plaza.

Lopez also got a flu shot last

year, but never had before.

"I don't want to get sick during
finals," Lopez said.

According to Desser, academics
are a m^or concern for students
seeking the flu shot

"People who have had the flu

affect (their) academics are more
likely to get a shot later on," she
said. "Some people can lose (as

much as) two weeks (from their

studies)."

Another student, an undeclared
first-year, said she has only been
healthy a few weeks this quarter,

and that she's getting the shot
because she gets "sick a lot**

She added that many of her
fiiends in the dorms have already
received the vaccine.

While anyone could contract
influenza, it is especially recom-
mended that specific demograph-
ics get vaccinated.

People who have weakened

immune systems are particularly

susceptible, and are urged to get the
shot each flu season to protect
themselves. This includes the very
young and very old or those with
immune disorders or Q]ther illnesses.

Since influenza is a communica-
ble disease, people whose lives put
them in contact with susceptible
people or a large number of people
are urged to get the shot to prevent
the spread of the virus.

People in this group include

health care workers, childcare
workers, and people living in high
density housing, such as residence
halls.

Getting vaccinated is performing
a public service by helping to stem
the spread of the flu, according to
Desser.

The Ashe flu shots are paid for
by student fees and are free to
UCLA students with an appoint-
ment, while supplies last.

Other local pharmacies offer the
shot as well; Ralph's pharmacy
charges $17 and also requires an
appointment

To combat influenza each sear
son, scientists consult epidemio-
logical and statistical forecasting
models and put together a vaccine
battery of the viral strains that are
expected to be most common.
As with all vaccines, the idea is

to give the immune system a taste
of the disease-causing organism (or
pathogen) so the immune system
can rapidly detect and degrade it

The vaccines are typically filled

with dead pathogen (heat-killed

bacteria or deactivated virus) so
that they do not infect, but still inter-

act with the part of the memory
component of the immune system.

This can cause some complicar
tion, such as mild fever and possi-

ble allergic reaction.

There are three m^yor types of
influenza (and many subtypes) and
most newly discovered strains are
similar enough to existing strains

so that new vaccines are not neces-
saiy.

Influenza is responsible for
some of the worst world-wide epi-

demics in human history, including

20 million deaths in 1918-1919,
which is more than the number of
casualties during World War I.

BRIEFS

Med Center offers

midwife-assisted

delivery
The Department of Obstetrics and

Gynecology at the UCLA Medical
Center has created UCLA Maternity

Associates - a Midwifery and
Obstetrical Partnership.

Although the use of a certiHedf

nurse midwife is generally associated

with a home birth, the American
College of Nurse Midwlves reports

that 96 percent of births attended by a
midwife occur in hospitals.

Maternity Associates was created

to meet the increasing number of

women who want to work with a mid-
wife, yet also want the security of

being in a hospital during delivery.

Certified nurse midwives have
been delivering at the Medical Center
since 1996. UCLA has the only hospi-

tal on the Westside of Los Angeles
which offers women the option of

delivering with a midwife.

An urmiedicated delivery with a
midwife often results in a faster

recovery for the mom, and is more
cost efficient for hospitals.

New oceaii science

center to open
UCLA and the University of

Southern California received a $2.5

million grant from the National

Science Foundation to form the

Center for Ocean Sciences Education

Excellence-West

Tlie two universities will each get

$250,000 a year for five years, and
work with other institutions to

improve K-12 marine-science educa-

tion in Los Angeles through the new
ocean science center, one of seven
such centers located throughout the

United States.

The goal is to train teachers in the

LA Unified School District and other

LA County school districts to teach

ocean science, and to encourage K-12

students to pursue careers in ocean
sciences. »^''

The grant money will also go toward
developing a public lecture series, and
a Web site which will act as a free

resource for students and teachers.

TTie lectures will focus on themes
as diverse as extreme environments to

open ocean habitats.

The Web site will include real-time

links to weather and monitoring sta-

tions, and will have educational down-
loadable materials.

Researcliers linlc

sleep apnea to

brain damage
UCLA researdiers found that peo-

ple who suffer fix)m sleep apnea have
gray matter loss in brain areas which
regulate their breathing and speech.

Sleep s^nea causes loud snoring at

night and extreme sleepiness during

the day Tlie disorder causes makes it

hard for patients to breathe while they

sleep, because their throat and mouth

relaxes and their airway collapses.

Dr Ronald Harper, the lead investi-

gator and professor ofneurobiology at

the David Geffen School of Medicine
at UCLA, led a team which con^ared
the brain structures of men who had
sleep apnea to those who didn't Tlien

they compared their findings against

normal brain structures found in men
Tlie results showed dramatic gray

matter loss in the brains of men with
sleep apnea The matter loss occurred
primarily in regions of the brain that

control speech production, movement
andemotion.

"TYie repeated oxygen loss fix)m

sleep apnea may damage other brain

structures that regulate memory and
thinking," Harper said in a statement

Harper's team will now focus on
examining the brain structures of chil-

dren who have sleep apnea, but may
not have had the disease long enough
to develop brain damage.

Laptop bums
man's penis

A scientist in London burned his

penis after an hour of using his laptop.

Even though the man had been
wearing trousers and underpants, the

hot lap top had given him a blister 2

centimeters in diameter and infected

wounds on his scrotal skia

After about a week the urudentified

scientist was "healing quite rapidly."

Briefs compiledfrom Daily Bruin
wire reports and Daily Bruin
staff.

COURTNEY STEWART/Daily Bruin Staff

Easy Rider delivers fuzzies I Larry
Caldweiriooks into his rear-view mirror to ensure his package is safely
secured. Caldwell was one of an estimated 150 Harley bikers who visit-

ed the Mattel Children's hospital to give toys to children last Sunday.

The biology behind our holiday indulgence
By Malcolm RItter

ASSOCIATED PRESS
With Thardcsgiving around the

comer, the anxiety about Impend-
ing weight gain looms in the back
of many people's minds. What is it

about Thanksgiving that makes
people indulge so much?

The rare feast with friends and
fanuly is the obvious answer, but
there is "an exquisite interaction
between our psychology and our
biology 2md our envirormient" that
makes people over-eat and gain
weight during the holidays, said
Barbara RoUs, nutrition professor
at Perm State University.

It all starts long before anyone
buys the turkey.

|

Everybody needs to eat, of
course, but eat too much and you
get too fat. So your body has a reg-

ulatory system that works over
the long haul for controlling how
much fat you carry.

As many Americarw can attest,

it doesn't always work. But in fact,

scientists say, in general it works
very well at matching the number
of calories you eat to the number
you bum off over the course of a
week or more.

|

In Westem cultures, on aver-

age, people put on a half-pound to

a pound per year over much of
their adult lives, which translates

to an excess intake ofjust 10 to 20
calories a day, Drs. David
Cummings and Michael Schwartz

of the Uruversity of Washington in

Seattle note in a forthcoming
review of the biology of obesity.

That excess is about the equiva-
lent of a Ritz cracker a day, illus-

trating a remarkably precise regu-

lation of body weight.

How does the body achieve
that? So far scientists have identi-

fied two hormones, insulin and
especially leptin, that tell the brain
how much fat you're carrying.

Leptin and insulin appear to

influence how sensitive the brain

is to the body's satiety signals,

Schwartz said. If you've put on fat,

their levels go up, making it easier

for the brain to hear your body's
signals to stop eating, so you eat
less, he said. If you're under-
weight, low levels have. the oppo-
site effect.

Unfortunately for most of us,

this system appears much better

at keeping us from losing weight
than gaiiung it. That's probably
because it evolved at a time when
famine could appear anytime. In

that environment, weight gainers
were rewarded with survival,

while "the finicky guys are dead,"
Cummings said.

Much - maybe most - of your
hunger to start eating and keep
eating, comes from psychological
cues rather than any biological

signal that your body needs ener-

gy riglit away, scientists say.

During Thank.sgivuig, just being
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in a convivial crowd niakes you
eat more. You want to please the
cook. People urge you to take
another helping, perhaps to justify
their own.
As with any meal, huge por-

tions encourage you to eat more.
And the variety in the foods does
the same thing, because people
can tire of one kind of food but
remain ready to eat another, Rolls
said.

More generally, tasty foods
make brain ceUs release chemi-
cals that make you feel rewarded
and may suppress feelings of

being full, said researcher Bart
Hoebel of Princeton University.

Then there's the hormone ghre-
lin. Discovered orUy two years
ago, it is produced mostiy by the
stomach. Its bloodstream levels
start rising a couple hours before
each meal and peak about the
time you pick up a fork, £q)parent-
ly spurring you to eat, Cummings
said.

As you eat and eat, your body
mounts a campaign to get you to
stop.

Tiny stmctures in your stomach
sense that the stomach is stretch-
ing and send a message to the
nearby vagus nerve, which
extends up to the brainstem. The
vagus nerve is also hearing from
cholecystokinin, or CCK, a hor-
mone that pours out of the small
intestine to say, "Stop eating." At
least half a dozen substances from
the intestine reinforce the mes-
sage, Cumnungs said.

One messenger from the gut
made news last summer: PYY3-36,
a hormone that enters the blood-
stream and goes to the brain.
When ir\jected, it was found to
make people eat about one-third
less than usual over 24 hours.

With all these satiety signals

banging on the pipes, you'd think
the brain would get the message
pretty quick.

American meals tend to be so
brief - around 10 minutes - that

the signals my not have enough
time to restrain somebody who's
quickly wolfing down two cheese-
burgers, a shake and a sack of
potato chips. Woods said.

Even with ordinary meals, the
deck is often stacked against the
body's satiety messages, said obe-
sity expert Dr. F. Xavier Pi-Sunyer
of the St. Luke's-Roosevelt
Hospital Center in New York.

Nonetheless, we do stop eating

eventually. The signals grow
strong enough to restrain us, Pi-

Sunyer said, and people follow
their habits for whatever portion
sizes have satisfied them in the
past.

While scientists say they have
plenty to leam about how the
body controls eating, they're opti-

mistic that their findings are
revealing targets for dmgs that

can help people lose weight.

For example, since obese peo-
ple already have high levels of the
appetite-quelling homione leptin,

scientists can look for drugs that
will make their brains pay atten-

tion. Or they could try to meddle
wiUi the chemical messages in the
brain that promote or suppress
eating.

"We're just in our infancy in try-

ing to define what's out there to
curb our appetite,** said
researcher Sarah Leibowitz of
Rockefeller University in New
York.

Edward
Ghiao

echiao@mflffairiaedu

Interim Dean

Vijay Dhirmay

engineer success

for UCLA school

UCLA's Henry Samueli School of
Engineering and Applied Science has-
n't had a permanent dean since June

30, 2001 - and it shows in the School's
national rankings.

The search is still on
for a permanent dean,
but in the meantime,
the school's overall

ranking has fallen from
20th to 22nd among
engineering schools as
ranked by U.S. News &
World Report.

It wasn't long ago
when UCLA's engineer-
ing school was consid-
ered to be in the top
tier, but now schools
like Purdue University
and the University of
California at San Diego have crept past
UCLA in national engineering rankings.
How could a prestigious university like

UCLA's engineering school sudderdy find
itself looking up at other schools not
named Berkeley, Staitford, and Cal Tech?
More importantiy, who can step in as dean
and apply the brakes to this skid?

Enter Interim Dean Vjjay K Dhir.

"My key goal is to improve the ranking
(of the School of Engineering)," stated a
determined Dhir when he first stepped
into the job late last Febmary. "I want to
improve it several notches."

Dhir is no stranger to UCLA. He joined
the faculty in 1974 as a professor of
mechanical and aerospace engineering.
From 1994 to 2000, he was chair of the
UCLA Department of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineeririg.

Dhir came in with clearly defined goals:
improve the school's national ranking,
recriiit more faculty, strengthen alunmi
cormections, and publicize research pro-
jects. Granted, these are all common goals
shared by many in the school, but from
the begirming, Dhir showed that he is a
man of action.

Early on, one of his main priorities was
to ensure that the Executive Board of the
Academic Senate would recormnend to
the Chancellor the formation of a new
Bioengineering Department within the
School - which they did, urumimously, on
June 27. . ,

It passed with little fanfare outside of
the School, but the importance of this new
department is plainly evident.

UCSD was the first UC to create a
department of bioengineering in 1994. The
university recognized early on the rapidly
developing interdisciplinary field of biolo-

gy and engineering.

Today, UCSD boasts a top five national-
ly ranked bioengineering program, along
with an ascending national ranking for its

engineering school overall.

If they wanted to remain competitive
with other schools, UCLA had to get in on
the cutting edge research.

But staying competitive requires spend-
ing money to attract and hire new faculty
- money that Dhir knew may not be there
as a result of a possible cut in university
funding from the state budget
Any dean worth his or her weight must

be an effective fundraiser - just look at
former dean Frank Wazzan, who landed a
$30 million donation from Henry Samueli
in 1999.

In the last six months, Dhir has been
working to rebuild connections to UCLA
alunmi, in the hopes of attracting more
interest and private donations.

He began writing in a monthly newsletr
ter to alumni, informing and updating
UCLA graduates about the engineering
school, and how they could stay involved.

In one letter, Dhir went so far as to ask
for alumni for their support. He wrote:
"UCLA receives only 22 percent of its

operating budget from the state of
California, and eight percent from tuition

and fees. Support from alumni allows the
School to offer scholarships and fellow-

ships to outstanding students, attract and
retain faculty..."

Only time will tell if Dhir can land big-

time donations. He will need to attract as
many alumni donors as possible, because
the School has plans to hire nearly 40 new
faculty within the next few years to keep
up with increasing eru*ollment.

From 1998-99 to 2000-01, the number of
students in the School of Engineering rose
from 3,095 to 3,668 students. In 2002, that
number has jumped to 4025. The addition
of a new bioengineering department orUy
places more stress in attracting new facul-
ty - and more research dollars for each
new faculty member.

This will be Dhir's biggest challenge yet,

but thus far, he has proven he is capable
of delivering on his word.
Some may still lament that the School

hasn't had a permanent dean since June
30, 2001. In fact, a search committee sub-
mitted recommendations to the
Chancellor's office for a permanent dean
earher this month. But the ChanceUor
need only to look inside the office of 7400
Boelter Hall to know that the right man is

already on the job.

All Dhir has done in his nine months is

seal the approval for a new Department of
Bioengineering, begin overseeing the hir-
ing of several new faculty members, and
reestablished cormections to UCLA alum-
ni.

Not bad for an Interim Dean.

The "South Campus" column will publish
on odd weeks during winter quarter
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Neal's request

for stipend

uncalled for
Everyone is facing a budget crunch in the

United States. The state. The university.

The University of California Students
Associatioa And Chris Neal, apparently.

Neal, the Undergraduate Students
Association Council external vice president,
believes he needs to be paid for "the extreme
amount of time" he puts into his position on
the UCSA board. So now, the board to which
he serves as vice chair has approved giving
Neal $3,000 in compensation for his work this
year, along with $4,200 for the board's chair-
man, Steve Klass. Previous to this allocation,

board positions were not stipended.
The problem with Neal and Klass asking

for stipends now is UCSAs current difficulty

balancing their budget UCSA already has
about a $10,000 deficit for which it needs to
somehow account through their savings or
otherwise. By paying Neal and Klass, the hole
gets bigger UCSA now faces a $17,000 deficit

because Neal and Klass believe the work they
chose to do is too time consuming.
And that's the key word: choice.

Neal chose to run for EV^ knowing that he
would sit on the UCSA board and that it

would be a time consuming job. And, Neal
chose to run for vice chair of the UCSA
board, knowing it would be an even more
time consuming job.

There is no mystery here. Neal might argue
a stipend is necessary to avoid the need to
take on additional time at an irrelevant job to
subsidize his personal expenses, therefore
allowing him to dedicate more time to repre-
senting student interests. But it seems sparing
UCSA of almost doubling its deficit is a pretty
important student interest in itself. And if he
doesn't have personal expenses he needs
financial compensation for, why ask for a
stipend? The more noble thing to do is leave
the nwney with the entity that currently
needs it more: UCSA itself.

There's no logical drawback to leaving the
positions without stipends. Perhaps Neal
might say not having stipends lowers access
to those positions for lower income students
who might need to work a second job to sup-
plement their USAC stipend, thus making a
commitment to serving as chair or vice chair
impossible. But it's much more important for
students to have access to education than
access to UCSA board positions. The $17,000
debt Neal is helping impose on UCSA could
have been used by the organization to help
subsidize more lobbying of this nature. It will

be sitting in Neal's bank account instead
USAC members might not receive luxuries,

but they shouldn't be running for office

expecting financial gain in the first place.

Being a student representative means making
sacrifices for the overall student body - Neal
failed to do his job in this respect It may be
true the EIVP office is more time demanding
than other USAC offices, but it comes with
the territory. Other USAC members don't get
additional stipends for sitting on committees
and boards on campus in addition to sitting

on USAC, because it is their job to do so.

If Neal is so pressed for time, maybe he
should reconsider such things as taking
week-long detours to Ghana for purposes
completely useless to UC students.

It's a leader's job to sacrifice his own com-
fort or time for those he represents in tough
times. Taking money directly away fix)m stu-

dents' pockets for his own benefit, and doing
it as a UCLA representative, makes Neal an
embarrassment to our school.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^yority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

VIEWPOINT
COLUMNIST APPUCAnONS
for winter quarter are now available

at the front desk of the Daily Bruin

office in 118 Kerckhoff.

Due December 2

SUBMIT TO VIEWPOINT

Do you have an opinion? We'd like to hear it. Send
us a submission of 600-800 words or a letter of

300 words or less on any topic, including a

response to published material.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

MAIL
The Daily Bruin

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

We reserve the right to edit lettars for length and cJarity You must vciude
your name, maing address and tetephone number. Anonymous letters

wi be accepted but not published.

This Thursday, put the thanks back in Thanksg
The 21st century can be a scary place.

With snipers on the street, anthrax in

the mail and the economy down the
toilet, we can get so
caught up in the

world s many problems
that we often fail to

realize how good things

actually are.

But in commemora-
tion of a group of

hardworking pilgrims

and friendly American
Indians sharing a
turkey diimer many
Novembers ago (be
sure to picture the
happy 2nd grade ver-

sion of the story you
know, and not the

much darker taJe you
learned in your American History semi-
nar), we're lucky enough to have one day

Doug

Ludlow
dhidbM^^nedauda^du

set aside for nothing but reflection and
gratitude. Thanksgiving comes but once a
year, so I'd like to take this opportunity to

share a few things with you that I'm grate-

ful for, and why I think that the world
isn't such a bad place.

I'm grateful to be an American. I think
that some heart-pumpin', chest-thumpin'
patriotism is OK every now and then.

Taking my daily stroll through Bruin
Walk, I never fail to see someone bad
mouthing the United States and its "fas-

cist, oppressive, racist, sexist" poUcies.
And while I know it's en vogue for college
students to protest anything you can honk
a horn or sign a petition against, I wonder
if these people ever take a moment to

tnily realize what they are protesting. Do
they know that U.S. foreign policy, imper-
fect as it is, protects us from those who
hate us and want to see us wounded? Or
that U.S. economic policy is what helps
provide them with the innumerable luxu-

ries that they take for granted? Or that
U.S. social policy, while still a work in

progress, has given hope to millions of
individuals who only a few years ago
were hopeless? President John F.

Kennedy said 40 years ago that the United
States was "the greatest nation on God's
green earth", and you know what? I

couldn't agree more. -

I'm grateful to go to UCLA. Sure, we
didn't beat USC last Saturday, but it still

means a whole lot to be a Bruin. Have
you ever taken a moment during a basket-
ball game to gaze at all the national cham-
pionship pennants strung up around
Pauley Pavilion, and realize the incredible
legacy we have been handed? Have you
thought about what it means to be the 3rd
highest ranked public school in the coun-
try? There is no opportunity held from us
at UCLA - we can join any club, compete
in any sport, study any subject, or fight
for whatever cause we want to. And all

this for way less money than that other
school across town. I was thankful when
I got my acceptance letter, and I'll be
thankful when I get my diploma that I had
the chance to be a Bruin.

I'm grateful for the million things that
make life worth living. For my family, my
girlfriend Sara, my friends, my professors,
my scooter, my crew team, my cat Buffy,
my Daily Bruin colunm, my TV, the 49ers,
Oreo milk shakes from Jack-in-the-Box
and much more. You have 364 days a year
to worry about, stress over, and tiy to
solve the world's ailments. This
Thanksgiving, between the turkey and the
football and the mad cramming for finals,
take a minute and give thanks for every-
thing you have. If you do, then maybe the
world might not seem like such a scary
place after all.

IMAGINE THAT...

Doug Ludlow's column runs every other
Wednesday.

By David Keyes dkeyes@media.ucla.edu

"Wait, Dad ... I dropped my sweater."

LETTERS

Dont be duped by

homeless
I read the editorial concerning the

problem of homelessness in

Westwood ("Homelessness in

Westwood exaggerated," Nov 22). I

do agree with you that the problem
won't be easy to solve. I am the
owner of the Rocky Mountain
Chocolate Factory in the Village and I

see the panhandling going on all day.

Some of the homeless get very
aggressive and even curse at people
who don't give them money. I have
heard them curse out a college stu-

dent because she was going to give
him some of her fries instead of the
sandwich he requested.

What was not in your editorial was
mention of the fact that most of the
homeless elect to live that way. Also,
many of them are not, in fact, home-
less. They make between $2004500 a
day asking for money. Do you make
that kind of money - tax-fi-ee? I know
I don't

Some of the 'homeless" are

dropped off by vans who later come
by and pick them up at the end of a
days work. Some have been caught
getting out of their wheel chairs and
walking to their cars. Granted there
are truly homeless individuals out
there, but which ones? It is not
always easy to distinguish between
the homeless and the con artist

If you're gullible enough to believe
everything you see, try handing them
a job application or offer them ajob
and see what happens.

MikeMadvig
Owner, RodQf Mountain Ctiocolate Factory

Bruin fans owe team
an apology

After reading Bryan Peebler's letter.

Team should be embarrassed," I was
disgusted that a Bruin could speak
that way about his own team (Letters,

Nov 25). The letter says that the team
**owes us fans ... an apology," and I

ask for what reason?

The team played a good game
against "USC" and the only thing I

was embarrassed about was the lack
of support from the crowd. By the
end of third quarter, the UCLA stands
were deserted - admitting an early
defeat to the TYojans. Only the loyal

fans stayed around after ttie game to
cheer on their team while the so-

called fans left early to "beat traffic."

Despite the lack of support fi-om their

school, our athletes held on and con-
tinued to close the gap as well as pro-
vide a powerfiil defense against USC.

As for the team, I am proud to say
that I am a Bruin and will continue to
support our team at the Washington
game.

Meg Millett

Hrst-year, undeclared

Editorial Board

makes mistakes
See the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board.

See the Daily Bruin Editorial
Board endorsing illegal behavior.

It is utterly irresponsible of you
to advocate that protesters trespass
on nulitary installations to get a
point across ("Homelessness in

Westwood exaggerated," Nov. 22).

Even Cohen saw the error in his
ways - a point which you complete-
ly ignored in your piece. While he
did say that he would go back to
protest, he clearly stated that he
would not enter the base grounds
again. All Americans have the right
to peacefully assemble in public as
long as they don't break any laws in
the process.

Marc Levy

Fourth-year, mechanical engineering

Lives of U.S. citizens

must be top priority
I was dismayed that Muneer

Adhami's submission, "U.S. pursues
selfish ends in foreign policy" (Nov.
26), argued it was immoral for our
government to exclusively protect
the oft-reviled "American interests."

In making his argument, Adhami
ignores the one proper purpose of
government: the protection of indi-

vidual rights.
I

Any government's utmost inter-

est must be the protection of its cit-

izens' most basic right, the right to
life. This means that any moral
government must work to further
its own interests (the most impor-
tant of which is protecting its citi-

zens) as opposed to humanitarian
or altruistic concerns. Surely the
readers of the Daily Bruin can see
that any government which held
the interests of poor or hostile

nations above those of its own citi-

zens would be evil and would col-

lapse. 1

Unfortunately, the U.S. govern-
ment must sometimes kill in order
to protect American Uves and inter-

ests. Sometimes those it kills are
innocents. These casualties are
called collateral damage (not, as
many critics claim, wanton slaugh-
ter) because they are the unintend-
ed and undesired side effects of the
government's effort to protect
Americans. As tragic as these
deaths are, they must not stop the
government from taking the neces-
sary steps to save American lives.

Our government is and must remain
more concerned with our well
being than that of foreign nationals.
Just as the Iraqi government should
be more interested in saving Iraqi

lives than in saving American ones.
I Robert Johnston

President, The Otuectivist Club at UCLA

Saddam Hussein: Iraqi leader

or controlling dental hygienist?
By Jorge Magdaleno

Imagine that Saddam Hussein was more
concerned with the body odor of his fellow
Iraqis than with the acquisition of weapons of
mass destruction.

Impossible? Perhaps.
Hilarious? Definitely.

While Osama bin Laden is hiding in some
cave along the Pakistan/Afghanistan border,
his rival, Hussein, is busily commenting on
the hygiene of his subjects in a new 66
minute documentary, titled "Uncle Saddam"
by Joel Soler, a French filmmaker. Surely the
movie will reveal how the real Hussein ft^iter-

nizes with the people of Iraq; or, it will depict
how removed he is fi-om people he so heart>
edly defends as victims of U.S. sanctions
rather than his own cruelty.

In a recent interview on Good Morning
America, Joel Soler discussed the documen-
tary with host Charles Gibson. A translator
directly quotes Hussein in a segment as say-
ing, "It's not appropriate for someone to
attend a gathering or be with his children
with his body odor trailing behind him."
Charles Gibson then iterated the importance
Hussein places on dental hygiene. Once
again, the translator quotes, "If a woman
can't afford to brush her teeth with tooth-
paste and toothbrush, she should use her fin-

ger."

So there you go. Uncle Saddam wants us
all to wash regularly and brush our teeth. As
ridiculous as this may be, it is quite normal
for Hussein to issue these decrees.

Although Joel Soler's film is a satirical cri-

tique on the Iraqi leader it does expose a
prominent characteristic of all dictators. A
dictator would like to assimie total control
over every facet of a person's life. Franco did
it in Spain, closing the country off from the
worid until his death in 1975. Mussolini tried
to do it in Italy - his fascist policies included
a campaign to increase the birth rate by

awarding gold medals to women. Hitler went
one step further and incorporated the fascist
rhetoric of Mussolini's "new man" into the
doctrine of "the master race," eventually suc-
ceeding in transforming the German state
into a single-minded extension of his own
will; unta the allies defeated him in 1945.

Now, Hussein is trying his hand at totalitar-
ian rule. Providing daily instructions for his
people brings to mind horrible allusions to
Mao Zedong and the Great Leap Forward,
which forced himdreds of thousands of edu-
cated professionals, such as lawyers, teach-
ers and their families into labor camps and
agricultural communes in the countryside.

It's a conunon trait for every dictator to
believe he is acting with the best of inten-
tions for his people. However the uses of the
possessive "his" often disposes the people of
their own humanity. For example,
Robespierre came to power as the head of
the Committee on Public Safety during the
French Revolution. Going about renaming the
days of the week and the months at first, he
concluded his tenure as the leader of the
Directory by introducing the guillotine as the
most himiane form of execution. In the end,
Robespierre became the recipient of his own
policies and was replaced in quick succes-
sion by another dictator, the more notable
Napoleon Bonaparte. N2^)oleon tried to con-
quer the whole of Europe until he confit)nted
the terrible Russian winter and an English
general. The lesson to be learned is that all

dictators fail.

So Hussein wants us all to brush our teeth
and bathe regularly. Well, Hussein, you don't
have to tell us what to do. We hate bad
breath as much as we loathe you. So the next
time we think of dirty grime and mysterious
items between our teeth, you'll be in our
thoughts.

Magdaleno is a fourth-year political science
student.

Speaks Out
Black Sunday is going to be put on hiatus for three years because
IT HAS GOHEN out OF HAND AND BECOME UNSAFE. Do YOU THINK BlACK
Sunday is unsafe? Do you agree with the decision to take it away?

Bert Sutheriand

Fourth-year, pliysics

I think Black Sunday is

fine. I didn't see any-

thing going on that was
too out of control. The
more crowded it is, the

more fun it is. _ , ^ _,

TomLabordo

Second-year, p^ychobMogy

I think it was a fun expe-
rience for me because it

was my only chance to

go visit the frats. It's not

too dangerous because
there are all those peo-
ple Who are with you.

You're not all by your-

self.

Julia Inobe

First-year, undeclared

back.

I don't think it should be
taken away I don't think

it's that big of a deal just

because it's more par-

tying than normal. To

bring in S.W.A.I teams
and rubber bullets is a

little bit exaggerated. I

think people like to have

fun on their first night

Undssiy Mullii

Second-year, Kll I Is litlcal science

I think that Black Sunday
has gotten a little out of

control. It's a fun night

for students before

school starts, but the

parties have gotten

crazy and I know so

many people who have

gotten alcohol poison-

ing. It's gotten too crazy.

I don't know if I agree to

take it away, but definitely to tone it down.

fiffiany Chao

First-year, undeclared

Black Sunday was too

crowded. We couldnt

get into any parties and I

thought it was a little too

big. It should have been
more contained or orga-

nized. It shouldn't be
taken away I think the

frats should do a bettfer

job of organizing the

parties and lines. They shouldn't just go
crazy because the streets get wild and it is

a little dangerous.

Speaks Out compiled by David Burke, Daily Bruin Senior Staff. Photos by Jay Michael
Taylor, Daily Bruin.
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ARTS<£ENTERTAiNMENT
CURTAIN CALLS
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''A MulhoUand Christmas
Carol"

Tlieatreof NOTE
Through Dec. 21

^^ ^5f ^mf ^

Let's be honest; Los Angeles
is unlikely to have a Dickensian
postcard white Christmas.
Nonetheless, "A MulhoUand
Christmas Carof manages to
bring a taste of Dickens into

Hollywood's smoggy air.

The Tlieatre of NOTE pre-
sents its tongue-in-cheek musi-
cal, which parodies Dickens'
famous tale with Scrooge as
LA legend William MulhoUand.
In the play he's uncompassion-
ate in his tyrannical drive to
buUd the LA. Aqueduct

The characters mock the fan-

tasies of the California dream,
hilariously Ulustrated through
caricatures of American, hish,

Mexican and farcical London
cockney accents.

Behind the kitsch humor are
obvious digs at how the dream
corrupts and ruins, but you may
be laughing too hard to notice.

The Ghost of Christmas
Present strides on as Teddy
Roosevelt mocking the "head-
less horseman" by carrying a
toy tiger head under one arm.
His arrival provides some real

laughter, as does a young
MulhoUand's "sincere** ode to
the LA River. '

At times you may grow tired

of the actors' "aren't we clever"

pauses to glance at the audi-

ence. You may also find your-
self struggUng to get the refer-

ences to California history.

Mostly, you'U be giggling

harder as the play progresses,

and tapping your feet to the
witty songs. Christmas in

HoUywood is very funny.

-Anna Whitwham

**The Tfempest*'

David Henry Hwang
Theater
Through Dec. 15
(213) 625-7000

^^^^^sy ^^ ^^ ^P»

In the East West Players' pro-
duction of William

Shakespeare's The Tempest,"
the Asian American theater
troupe coi\jures a magical
world of light and shadow, har-

mony and discord, a worid of
ethereal visions. Andrew T^ao,

director and writer of the bril-

liant adaptation, emphasizes
opposing forces to show that

each force in life cannot exist

without its opposite.

Most of the actors skillfuUy

assume double roles, emphasiz-
ing the duality of human nature.

Gwendoline Yeo plays both
Miranda (Prospero's virginal,

love-struck daughter) and Ariel

(Prospero's spirit slave). The
contrasting faces of sexuality,

mischief and innocence mani-
fest in a single actor, who con-
vincingly gUdes between the
two.

Matthew Yang King plays
CaUban, the half man, half
beast who plots to murder
Prospero, as weU as Ferdinand,
the man who professes his love
to Miranda King's skillful per-
formance highlights conflicting

facets of man: the evU beast
and the lover

One standout scene features
a long, translucent red cloth,

guided by a spirit bearing a rod
topped \^ith the yin-yang sym-
bol. The cloth envelops
Miranda and Ferdinand after

their marriage. Tlie stage blacks
and a Ught projects Ariel and
Caliban's dancing, fighting shad-
ows onto the cloth. The beauti-

ful scene embodies the thought-
provoking duaUties in the play.

The many dichotomies
probe at issues of unity and bal-

ance, the melding of Eastern
and Western traditions, like yin
andyan^.

- KathJeen Mitchell

1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 -Eh., could 4 -Great
be better 5 - Classic

Multi-media artist draws interest
ROSrS COLLABORATIVE WORK RENTED
FOR RAVES; PAINTINGS SOLD ON WEB

iKK-SillN(i VANU/Dajly Bkuin

Artist Ammon Rest, a fourth-year art student,
demonstrates his creation of digital art incorporating
music and photography.

By Sommer Mathis

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
smathis(a)media. ucla.edu

Fourth-year art student
Ammon Rost would be the last

person to suggest that he
deserves to be singled out. His
unique artwork, however,
demands to be noticed.

Over the last year, Rost has
created a series of works by
photographing parts of the
swirling paintings he creates as
a part of his art curriculum.
Using a digital camera and a
computer, he then manipulates
and edits the images into a
streaming visual display. By set-

ting the completed piece to

music, the original paintings
practically come to life.

The impetus for this intrigu-

ing brand of media art came
when visiting faculty member
Bob Zoell pointed out that many

of Rost's paintings include
smaller elements that could eas-
ily stand on their own. Zoell
then suggested that Rost buy a
digital camera, and things grew
from there.

Rost has found that this kind
of work appeals to his desire to
incorporate many kinds of art
into a single experience.

"I've been frustrated not
b^ing able to combine all of
these different forms of art, like
sculpture, or even music," Rost
said. "Someone is always ask-
ing, 'What are you? Are you a
photographer?' Instead of say-
ing, Tes, here's my photos,' I can
say, 'Here, this is what I've

made.'"

His appetite for collaboration
led Rost and several friends to
launch lalafriend.com, a Web
site that soUcits writers, musi-
cians and dancers alike to par-
ticipate in the creation of digital

projects. Rost's paintings are
also available for purchase via
the Web site.

The finished digital pieces,
many of which are also available
for viewing on the site, have
become a popular addition to
many Los Angeles-area rave par-
ties. Dance party organizers rent
and project Rost's work against
walls and floors, as the images
complement the driving elec-

tronic beats that ravers adore.
Rost, however, would not like

liis work to be limited to one
musical geiu'e.

"1 don't prefer electronic
music at all," he said. "I love that

people dance to it, but there's a
huge difference between a DJ
who has been spinning for a
year and someone who has
played the violin since they
were 3."

Rost's appreciation for classi-

cally trained artists is one rea-

son why he is currently seeking
collaborators for a mini-sjmd-

phony that would combine clas-

sical music with digitally pro-
jected art.

Previous projections posted
on lalafriend.com, however,
have titles such as "Bringing the
Rock" for good reason. Many of
the ideas that Rost draws on
come from rock 'n' roll, and he
feels that as an artist, the more
you rock the better. It is impor-
tant for young people to
embrace the fact that they are
young, despite what some of the
older generations may be telling

you in a classroom, Rost said.

The spirit of individual
expression often attributed to
rock 'n' roll is one cultural ele-

ment Rost can do without, how-
ever. In his view, no artist should
be an island.

"A lot of artists kind of go
their own way, they think they
can do eveiything by them-
selves," Rost said. "That's what I

thought for a while, but you
need to see what other people
are doing and try to dance with
their art"

To view or purchase Rost's
artwork, visit lalafriend.com.

CrneW
KUROSAWA RETROSPECTIVE BRINGS
ACCLAIMED FILMS TO LOS ANGELES

By Howard Ho
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

hho@media.ucla.edu

For three months last sununer, even East
Coast himiidity couldn't stop New Yorkers
fi-om consistently forming lines trying to get
into a sold-out movie theater.

No, it wasn't the new "Star Wars" or
"Austin Powers." It was a retrospective of 11
films made by Japanese director Akira
Kurosawa and Japanese actor Toshiro
Mifune. The film series will come to Los
Angeles for three weeks at Landmark's Nuart
Theater starting Friday.

There is a hunger and a need for these
great movies," said Linda Hoaglund, who did
new subtitle translations for six of the films
to be screened including "Seven Samurai."

Voted by 144 international critics to be
one of the top 10 films of all time in Sight and
Sound magazine, "Seven Samurai" is consid-
ered Kurosawa's greatest film and will have
an entire week of screenings on its own.
Hoaglund subtitled the new 35 mm print of
the great film.

"To get to have the last word on 'Seven
Samurai,' how exciting," Hoaglund said with
a giddy laugh.

The film, which was remade in Hollywood
as "The Magnificent Seven" and has influ-

enced recent fihns such as "A Bug's Life,"

tells how a town enlists seven samurai to
defend itself against pUlagers. While it is

known for its well-staged action sequence in

the rain, Kurosawa also spends time on char-
acter.

"The reason why that film works so well is

that it combines the visual spectacle of
action with tremendous attention to the
development of the characters," said East
Asian languages and
cultures professor

Seiji Lippit, who
teach-

/A

Photo Courtesy of the Nuart Theater
Kurosawa's "Rashomon" features a dynamic Toshiro Mifune as an alleged murderer and rapist.

Toshiro Mifune (second from the right) stars as a
wannabe in Kurosawa's "Seven Samurai."

course on Japanese cinema "The first third
of the film sets up different personalities and
characters."

To accentuate the characters, Hoaglund
sought to recreate the experience of under-
standing the fihn in Japanese. "Throne of
Blood" employs, older, more formal
Japanese, akin the Shakespearean language
of "Macbeth," the play which "Throne" is

based on. "Samurai" uses language to sepa-
rate the social castes, which were enforced
by law and evident in speech.

"The samurai tends toward elegant brevi-
ty while the peasants tend toward very vis-

ceral, earthly gutsiness and great deference
in the presence of samurai," said Hoaglund,
whose recent work also includes the subti-

tles and translation for the Disney release of
Hayao Miyazaki's "Spirited Away."

The comic relief of tlie film is Toshiro
Mifune, who worked with Kurosawa on 16
films including the Oscar-winning
Rashomon," "Throne of Blood," and
Yojimbo." Mifune often played more lively

characters, and his role in "Samurai" is

no exception.

"The one maverick is Mifune, the
samurai wannabe, who has his own

wacky language," Hoaglund
said. "That's the one place I let

myself play (with the subti-

tles). I would do anything to

milk his comedy.
"The Mifune role is

incredibly important,

because the audience
has to laugh as much as

it can before the movie
gets into that relatively

grim third act of all that

fighting and mud,"

Hoaglund added.

While making epic films, Kurosawa
infused them with a social conscience and
often made his period pictures allegories for
modem times. "The Bad Sleep Well" deals
with governmental corruption and was
released amid a government Uquidation of
leftists in Japan by the prime minister.
"Rashomon" is famous for telling the same
story through four very different perspec-
tives, demonstrating the elusiveness of truth.

"'Rashomon' is ... about the immediate
post-World War II era period, the total col-

lapse of society, even though it's set in
ancient Japan," Lippit said. "It's about
attempts to create or invent a meaningful
social reality."

Kurosawa's identity is equally mysterious.
He was influenced by Western art, including
the films of John Ford and Shakespeare's
plays, which he often re-envisioned for
Japanese audiences. But in Japan, Kurosawa
is not as revered for his films as he is in the
West, according to Lippit Yet in the United
States, he influenced later filnunakers, such
as George Lucas (who has said "Star Wars"
was based on Kurosawa's "Hidden
Fortress"), Steven Spielberg and Francis
Ford Coppola. However, Kurosawa is not the
violence-happy director his influence has
helped create.

"One thing that does run throughout
Kurosawa's films is a strong current of
humanism and the belief in the goodness of
humanity," Lippit said.

i'HoKj CoLKTfcst ut iHE Nuart Theater

maverick samurai

The Nuart Theater is Located by Santa
Monica Boulevard and the 405 Freeway. The
"Kurosawo/Mifune" series starts Friday and
ends Dec. 19. CaU (310) 478-6379 for more
info.

Beck perfonns soulful tunes, moves in concert
By Anthony Bromberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
abromberg@media.ucla.edu

Beck Hansen is one of the
most talented men alive. Period.

Hansen, better known to fans

around the world simply by his

first name Beck, played at the
Universal Amphitlieater Monday
night with the Flaming Lips. This
lineup assaulted tlie audience (in

a really good way).

The Flaming Lips is no regular

opening act The band certainly

hasn't liad the mainstream suc-
cess of Beck, but it's one of the
biggest college rock radio bands
in the country and Wayne Coyne
and company know how to put
on a show.

When the opening act fills all

the seats in a venue as big as
Universal, you know you're in for

it, and the Flaming Lips didn't dis-

appoint. The band played fully

equipped witli confetti, a posse of
people dressed as stuffed ani-

I

mals, a wild light and video show,
and more confetti.

Tlie band put on a Vegas-wor-
thy show, while acid-rocking
through some of its best songs
including the current single "Do
You Realize." Coyne's signature

move was pumping his fist in the
air and waving the audience up
for more noise and clapping. Odd
from a nearing middle-aged white
guy with graying hair and goatee?
Yes. Appropriate for the surreal

show? Yes.

After a short break. Beck came
out (as Coyne had made sure to
teU the audience he would) and
opened with a solo acoustic set
Comprised mostly of songs fi-om

the new album on acoustic guitar,

which were mellow and nice, the
real highlights were two older
numbers. Beck broke out a har-

monium (he said he was just

learning to play) for a gorgeous
version of "Nobody's Fault But

BECK
I
Page 9

lchang@mecfa.ucia.edu

Movie reviews^

blurbs amount
to little more

than bad advice
Rules to Uve by: floss daily, leave the toilet

seat down, spin aroimd in your chair three
times before you salt chicken, knock on

your car window when
you're passing through a yel-

low light and/or passing a
car with one headUght, and
of course, yell "Run, Forrest,

run" when you see some-
body running.

With a set of rules like

that, I can Uve the rest of
my life without any worries
whatsoever. But I did for-

get to mention the most
important rule that must
never, ever, ever be forgot-

ten.

Never rely on blurbs for
deciding whether or not to
watch movies.
How many times have you heard "The fun-

niest movie of the year"? Or something about
"Edge of your seat excitement!" or some kind
of "Thrill ride!" But how often have you
looked at the source of the reviews them-
selves?

Let's get something straight. The Pacoima
Times isn't a credible source of information.
The Solvang Tribune is not the first pubUca-
tion we should go running to to see if a film is

worth watching. And contrary to popular
beUef, the Bellflower Journal, Monrovia Daily,
and Rowland Heights Herald aren't worthy
pubhcations either. (For those of you who
don't know, Rowland Heights is a small unin-
corporated district in California located
^^proximately where the 60 and 57 fi-eeway
meet - I'm from there).

But back to my point. When completely ran-
dom periodicals make such bold statements,
the truth is, the movie was so crappy that the
studio needed to rely on some lame reporter
that it wined and dined in order to get a good
quote. They the advertisers plaster said quote
on their movie poster so they can make back
all the money they dumped into the stupid
project

Do I sound bitter? Oh yeah, like you won't
beUeve. I guess that's what happens when
you've been a film and television editor for a
year and you're completely used to pubUcists
pushing a really crappy movie and trying to
get you to every showing of their movie so
they can use your review for a blurb. Bah.
And you know what the worst part is?

Oftentimes these blurbs are taken totally out
of context. Sometimes the blurb will read
something along the lines of "The movie was
great!" but in actuality, the second part of the
sentence says "if I really liked crappy movies!"
was omitted. Or sometimes it'll be something
Uke "I'm going to see it again!" but they forgot
to mention that the next part of the sentence
said "if I have to choose between watching
this or gouging out my eyes with rusty
scalpels" (notice the "Oedipus Rex" allusion).

People say "two thimibs up," but I don't
think a thumb is a good unit of measurement.
I guess people are referring to "thumbs up" as
being a good thing, but what about the A-okay
sign? Might as well give a movie two A-okays
or maybe two high-fives or chest bumps for
the sports fans who like movies. Besides, the
thumb is one of my least favorite evolution-
engineered digits. What about prehensile tails?

Two prehensile tails up!
Or sometimes movie critics will rate the

movie with stars, but they never say how
many stars it's out of! I get so flustered when
people give a movie four stars, but I'm con-
stantly wondering what fraction of stars that
is worth. If the total is four, that's super. But
think about it; there are Uke centilUons (1.00 *

10^60, for all the math foUcs) of stars in the
uiuverse, so what if it's four stars out of all

existing stars? That would be a horrible
movie.

Movie critics are inconsistent, blurbs are
unreUable at best, and thumbs are better for
biting (Shakespeare, too? Wow, I'm on fire). I

think I'm just going to rely on my friends for
movie reviews. If they teU me a movie is reaUy
good or funny maybe I'U check it out, or if
they give it two prehensile tails, then that
would be cool too.
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From script to rehearsals, Soderbergh's 'Solaris' is an evolution
By Christopher Cobb

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
ccobb@meclia.ucla.eclu

The word "experimental" has beer\
synonymous with director Steven
Soderbergh's name for some time
now, and his new film "Solaris" is no
exception.

However, instead of wrangling
actors with digital video cameras, or
focusing on international drug-run-
ners or casino heists, this time
Soderbergh chose to remake the
Stanislaw Lem novel that was first

filmed by Russian director Andrei
TarkovslQr in 1972.

While many consider Tarkovsky's
168 minute epic to be the Soviet
Union's answer to the Kubrick clas-

sic "2001: A Space Odyssey,"
Soderbergh offers a pared down 98
minute vision that promises to be
challenging.

"We went through some drafts that
were completely different - 1 wanted
to see if there was something in

them," Soderbergh said.

In addition to the A-list talent in

his film, Soderbergh found an unlike-
ly ally in a fellow filmmaker. The
director found that the movie rights

for "Solaris" were actually owned by
Titanic" director James Cameron.
With a specific vision for the piece,

Soderbergh got Cameron interested

enough to let him direct, while
Cameron himself produced.

"The movie is the script," Cameron
said, pointing out that this is not a
remake of the Tarkovsky classic. "It's

a script that Steven wrote."

In fact, "Solaris" is actually two

rwENTIETH CENTIRY FoX
Chris Kelvin (George Clooney) has a shocking reunion with his beloved wife Rheya (Natascha McElhone) in "Solaris."

stories in one. One is based on the
life of Clooney's character, Chris
Kelvin, aboard the space station
floating above the moon. The other
focuses on why he decides to go in

the first place. This involves his rela-

tionship with love interest, Rheya,
played by Natasha McElhone. While
it is Rheya's suicide that jettisons

Kelvin to the station, it is her myste-

rious reappearance that leads to the
greater questions in the film.

"It's really parallel storytelling,"

Cameron said, "and the structural

architecture of the film is very pre-

cise; I think it took (Soderbergh) a
while to arrive at that precision."

"And I think that it's a pretty
unique story in that regard,"

Cameron added
j

Although Cameron's take on
Soderbergh's film was rather con-
crete, the impressions given by his

actors revealed a less certain entity,

much like the glimpses Soderber^
gives viewers of the surface of the

planet that gives the film its title.

"1 still haven't digested what it was
about," McElhone said. "I'd just seen
it last night, and...there were four

drafts of the script that I first read,

which were all completely different,

and then we started (shooting), and
then we re-shot stuff and that
changed it."

Letting go of presumptioas quickly
became par for the course on the set.

"We just played the scenes,"
McElhone said. "We didn't even
know where the camera was half the
time."

McElhone came into the process
having met Clooney only once
before. However, she used this to her
advantage.

"I think Steven structured that
very well," she said. "It was easier in
the sense that you didn't know some-
one, because you're your character
and they're their character and that's

what you have to go on in terms of
the story."

Soderbergh's working relationship
with Clooney has grown fi-om when
they first worked together in 1997's
"Out of Sight." Since then, they have
collaborated on a number of fihns;
Clooney acted in Soderbergh's
"Ocean's Eleven" and through
Section Eight, their film production
company, the duo has executive-pro-
duced such fihns as Christopher
Nolan's "Insomnia" and Todd Haynes'
"Far From Heaven."

For Soderbergh, "Solaris" was just
another one of these steppingstones.
"I feel like from an actor-director
standpoint this was a big step for the
both of us," he said. "I felt that the
film was an important evolutionary
step for me as a director and I knew
it was an important evolutionary step
for George as an actor."

The compliment is more truth
than flattery, considering this is

Clooney's first real attempt at a char-
acter with serious emotional depth
since his time as Dr. Douglass Ross
on TVs "ER."

"We were able to (film) in a pretty
close approximation of sequence,"
Soderbergh said, "which was really

important and helpful ... because I

felt it was important to be in emo-
tional order."

Clooney found the linear shooting
schedule that left room for artistic

interpretation both fiightening and
liberating. Soderbergh's process
affected the actors in much the same
way audiences have reacted to his

film - complex, but ultimately com-
prehensible.

"We got into a position where we
got into a room and we'd start

rehearsal for a scene, and Steve
would go, 'Okay, let's try it,' and we'd
try it one way and we'd move around
(in order to) find where it wanted to
be," Clooney said. "Then he'd say,

That doesn't work, say this,' and
then he'd say, 'Okay, well this is actu-
ally more about this,' and then you'd
go, 'Oh,' and then everything would
change and then you'd say 'Oh, wait a
minute,' and then all of a sudden
you'd understand what the scene
(was about)."

Steven Soderbergh's "Solaris" opens
nutwnwide Friday, November 29th.

That same day, the Nuart Theater cm
Santa Monica begins its week-long
limited run of the 1972 Tarkovsky
classic.

SCREEN SCENES

Solaris '

Starring George Clooney,
Natascha McElhone

Directed by Steven
Soderbergh I

oiu OAk liUL
^23 4S9p #gi
^^^9 ^^^p ^^^y

Steven Soderbergh ("Traffic,"

"Full Frontal") and George
Clooney team up yet again for this

supposedly romantic sci-fi film.

"Solaris" stars Clooney as Dr.

Chris Kelvin, a lonely widower
summoned by an old friend to fig-

ure out what's going on aboard a
spaceship observing the title plan-
et Kelvin discovers corpses, dis-

gnmtled crew members, and
most importantly, his wife, Rheya,
back fi-om the dead. Or is she?
What is most fascinating about

"Solaris" is its composure and
patience. In an age where movies
go desperately faster and louder
in order to keep the audience's
attention, "Solaris" does just the

opposite. It maintains a steady
pace and uses sound sparingly
while still keeping the story
engaging and suspenseful.

Clooney is in top form as Dr.

Kelvin. His portrayal of a man
whose reason cannot match his
longing for redemption is highly
convincing. However, his tumul-
tuous relationship with Rheya
doesn't ring true, lacking the pas-
sion needed to vaUdate his strug-

gle on the planet Solaris.

By the fihn's end, "Solaris"
ends up feeling sterile and dis-

tant, like the ship. For all its fasci-

nating musings on life, morality
and God (e.g. "There are no
answers, only choices"), for all

the solid performances, and for
all of Soderbergh's skillful multi-
tasking, it's a shame none of it

really lingers once the credits roll.

But "Solaris" is still highly er\joy-

able and captivating, while it

lasts.

-Paid Mendoza

- Free Parking lulth Validation

- Birthday Gift: Free Meal Coupon
(picture l.d. required)

- Reservation flvoiloble for Private party

-Kids Discount (flge 1 2 or Vounger)
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My Own." Delving way back into his

catalogue. Beck performed a fast

foot-tapping "One Foot in the Grave"
on the harmonica

Soon enough, the Flaming Lips
took residency behind Beck on stage
and the energy hit another level.

Coyne flashed hand held lights on
Beck throughout the show, and as a
backing band, the Flaming Lips
ii\iected Beck's tunes with a psyche-
delic vitality.

The material off of "Sea Change,"
Beck's newest album, inspired the
audience to sit back and listen to the
rich tones Beck laid down with his
strong vocal performance. The best
of the "Change" material was a sped-

up version of "Lost Cause."
The songs fi'om Beck's other

albums had the audience standing up
- and Beck dancing around. Not only
did Beck's voice stand up incredibly
well, his guitar playing looked effort-

less, his harmonica, harmonium and
keyboards work was all great, and
the man can dance, dance, dance.
From the robot to the splits to slip-

pery groove moves, Beck jammed
through his hits. He played "Loser,"

"Where It's At," and "Devil's Haircut
He also played lesser hits but equally

compelling songs "Cold Brains,"
"Tropicaha," and "Nicotine and
Gravy," all of which resulted in

intense auditory pleasure.

The only thing that could have
used a bit of work was Cojnie and
Beck's not-so-witty banter.

Beck's oh-so-witty lyrics and musi-
cal skill more than made up for it
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Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Ddby Digital
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West Hollywood

Bargain Shows For All Theatres

AMC
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LANDMARK
Beverly Hills

PACIFIC
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Far From Heaven (PG-13)
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My B«g Fat Greek Wedding (PG)

I
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Punch Drunk Love (R)

,
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AVCO CINEMA
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parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911
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The Transporter (PG-13)
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Far From Heaven
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Roger Dodger (R)
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features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Une Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7 20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

Wsskiy
5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00

...each additional word 2.75
1 2pt. headline 8.50
16pt. headline 11.00
Box $10.00

Quartsrtj^

50 insertions, up to 20 wofd...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
1 2pt. headline 84.50
16pt. headline 103.15
Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please side oiir rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change wfthout notice.

Special Features & Issues

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

Every day!

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DIStI
www.viliagedisti.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

jtiliiCiNiiNins

Every 5th and 10th weelt

310.825.2161

^
Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

n *ww»A'www».

'<lmm'

Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUICE.COM
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(h>r>7^^>^ 2200
Research Subjects

NON-SMOKERS
NEEDED

For Research Bronchoscopy. 21-50 y/o.

$175 for 2 visits. 310-206-0396.

2600
Wanted

FEMALE MODELS WANTED! Professiorial

Modeling Inc. is currently looking for young
girls to pose nude for adult magazines.
$500/day with chance to have your photos
submitted to Playboy & Penthouse. If interest-

ed, email our agents at JTAznBruin@aol.com

announcements
n 00-2600

1800
Miscellaneous

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-
menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood
tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-

zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other
medication. $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

mm 1800
IMiscelJaneous

Needed i^Wsst Hills

Recycler Classifieds, a Tiribune Co,,
is accepting resumes at our

West Hiils faciiity.

View our Call Center, meet tite managers
& Join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,
avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

+ bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
1'800'300'2777 x32603
joe.moran@recycler.com EOE

3400
Contpiiters

Efes-^ 3700
Tfeattli Products

ATTENTION: 85 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie 1-

888-974-7546.

BRAND NEW
REVOLUTIONARY

PRODUCT
BOOST ENERGY! BLOCKS CRAVINGS!!
BURNS FAT!! NO EPHEDRA. CHECK IT

OUT! www.healthy-in-out.com.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office:

Ackerman A-level, www.ucu.org, call
310-477-6628.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your
own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders
over $10.

3800
Miscellaneous

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desifBS? European linguist/Writer,

good-looking/kjnd/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, ^njoys
literature/traveFing/outdoors, seeks
pretty/affectionate/natural/young female.

310-573-0270/maniwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. VoiceA^deo/chat/music.

20S0
Pregnancy

ADOPTION Let us help each other. We are
Jack and Anna, a happily married, financially

secure couple devoted to giving your newtx)rn
baby a lifetime of unconditional love, secuirty,

and a home filled with warmth and laughter.

Medical/legal expenses paid. Please call

410-507-8502 or email us at
Annaandjackl @aol.com.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/nrK), call

for details on our anonynrK)us sperm donor
program. Receive free oomprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

httpV/www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

Well-Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a.

family. We are looking for someone
between 1 8-30 years of age, 5' l"-5'8", thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

iToPTiONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expensesL
Babies Hatch

The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human developnjent and pres-
ents us with one of the eariiest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

«"
Egg donors Needed

thectogstOfe.conr^

T'800«4a'CLOG

%

Healthy females aces 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494

4300
Sports Equipiiient

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fitnessgear4less.conV2478253.

M
2200

Research Subjects
2200

Research Subjects
2200

Research Subjects

.M.

4%

.jgi .jg. f^. jj^.^4^.^f^.^ .]{. .y.^^..^ .j{.
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AS
If you hove problems around cots, you may be Interested In

porticipoting in o dinlcol study of on Investlgotionol use of o
FDfl-opproved medlcotlon.

During the study, you luill receive:

Free allergy tests

Free medication for your allergies

Financial compensation up to $385

If you ore interested, pleose coll:

Dr. Jonathan Corren, MD
Clinical Faculty at UCLfl

310-477-1734

extension 242

*St* <i* •){• •]{• 'St* 4S* •%• <{• 4S* »%• •t* •£• •%•<t 'St*
••• .V.

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study
being conducted Culver City (3 visits).

310-845-8330.

npply at ^SIKXA Muman Rp'^owces^Eg i

nd Floor KerckhoFF Hall Job H^ 2 UCLA Students Only!

rt:^
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Vacation Packages
5700

Travel Tickets
S700

Travel Tickets

PARTY VACATIONS
CANCUN ACAPULCO JAMAICA
BAHAMAS FLORIDA S PADRE

BIQOEST PARTIES!
HUTE BEST PRICES!

.www.ENDLESSsuniiiierTOURS.com

"Xtravel stupentsT
^I^NiWXJkCOW*^ AIT AMfAV BArVAJkaC

Aulo Insurance
4700

Auto Insurance

I Mercury broker in wwtwooq, no Brokers he«. aiso otner
I markets. Low Rates, Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

I (310)208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

OnAWAYMCKAOES
4Dirf.JNiOHrt AIIWaiiMD

L0SCAB0S-_^,349

MAZATLAN ^<389

Pio.VALLARTA-.^s399

CANCUN •.,509

(OnAiyCABefldi» $20

www.VictorylravelMffl

(800)878-9986
CST»» 2063861-40

Airfares
RIO-SAO $259

COSTA RICA.... $209

MEXICO $119
GUADALAJARA. $119

GUATEMALA.... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249

CHILE $259
LIMA ..... $189

UONPON $239

Steec, ...... -m'Tox S'Df^RESTFiCTCriiMviai

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don't want
your business. Student/staff/good driver

discounts. Request the "Bruin Plan."

310-777-8817, 323-873-3303.

6300
acation Packages te^Jega' Advice/Attorneys

- ^900
mos for Sale

1991 NISSAN SENTRA. Good shape, new
tires and steering, stick shift. Leave country,

must go in 2 weeks $2000obo. 323-466-0790.

2000 BMW 323i Convertible. Silver and Black.

Navigation system. Excellent condition. 38K
miles. Stereo/CD player. Automatic. $35,000.
310-208-5535.

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid
instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings

1-800-319-3323ext.A214. Call today.
Start saving now.

ssoo
Vehicle for Rent

Come?
Havana, Cuba
» US Government Approved

» Legal, safe, direct

» non-stop LA to Havana

For info call (310) 358-2980

Need Transportation
toa Party or^
Soecial Even

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire. _
call GIna (310)216-"27iS
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

I

S900

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
VbuYs in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Wostw/ood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of WMshiIro)

24 Hours g Day Service

Travel Destinations
_jS680

Travel Destinations

Wi

get hyped Por

^prfno bPQ

Get 15 people
together^ and
go Pop FREE!
Ask us how!

j

jC JJT

K»UC

Jannaica $o^9
Hawaii $689
Paris $584
jAnnstendann...$659
Includes air & accommodations from LAX
Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees

\r)ot included. Other departure c:t-e5 and

I
destinations available

920 Westwood Blvd.

fl^V or Jitfil95 Pr^om cannpus
cst# 1017560-40

I

www.statnavel.conn TRAVEL
online >> on THE PHone on cnmpu/ >> on THE /TR66T

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Can-
cun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!

Campus Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free
Parties & Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummert0ur3.com

MirV, h H- .ivhuk-i U .lurkf it'., C

z/,^-
'"m.

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your

skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Mane- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

Its like a garage
sale in the pa

^^Imm

in Classified display

206.3060

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com. 1

IMMIGRATION
•Working Visas (H- IB)

• Green Cords, Labor Cent.

• Sponsor Companies

call: (310) 440-3979 or (213) 388-3865

e-mail: usglobalserv^ool com
|

Free Consultation

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.UJ. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OfBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Century Qty, California

" ^aauiaf-:,.

6^00
overs/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast. courteous-K:areful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T- 163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378. 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society.
Jerry@310-391-5657.

Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam
310-826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member.
323-932-0089. mytsu@mac.com.

323-938-4597
BA MUSIC

BA EDUCATION

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Sludo by 3rd & Fairfax

let youf soul come out and smg'

We create a rtgw progress

and practtce CD every lesson

600
PersonaTServlces

AID HANDY SENIOR drive, shop, housesit,

escort. Have a one majordomo references.

Calluncle Jim 310-390-1450.
I

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Compret>ensive DissertatKxi Assistance

Tt>eses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

IntematKjnal Students Welcome. Since 1986
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your

personal statements? Get professional help

from renowned author/oonsuttant 310^264445.

www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing,

formatting. Credit cards. Ace Words
31 0-820-8830. delstrat@netcom.com

DENTIST WANTED Bilingual. Chinese, Vien,

Philipino, Lao. Thai. Excellent climate and
beautiful city of San Diego. Please fax resume
619-265-2262

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:
310-475-9585.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

6700
Professional Services

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom
Finish Carpentry

offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and morel We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

TOP HOME CLEANING. My cleaner is seek-
ing more work in the Westwood area. She
is totally thorough, reliable, honest.
310-208-3335.

WIN BRUIN WIN!
Help professional/ and athletes or stoked!

/and use it. www.juiceplus.com/+jr4528

.^^^m 7000
mii I I

ii#"torihg Offered

TUTOR
ALGEBRA/STATISTICS/MATH. Former Col-

lege Instructor. Friendly, patient. Will tutor in-

dividually or in groups. CaJI for rates. Call

Curtis at 310-968-1649.

I M P RO V E YOU R
c; R r G M ,\ T

.
OET PRIVATE UESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONALIt

i

^ Porrrwf f%t pr«p c«f>t«r director

j
> 10 y—at teaching tUndardlzed math test*

\
* Compf»h«n«Jv« method p«r»<>r)a*Lz«d to 8chi«v«

\ mmximum sucb««»
' B«tt«f AND ct)«ap«r thanth« bK) compantes
rf't "Vif*- »|if.-.

»apf I

'
<. Alt t-»n S"r,-.K .n 2 :S2K. 1; ".

"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

ESL ENGLISH TUTOR
13 years experience. UC Berkeley Grad. Con-
versation, grammar, and writing skills. Friend-

ly and helpful. Ellen 310-649-6038.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering

business worid. Taught by experienced profes-

sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages. Computer. Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments; piano/vio-

lln/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-

gramming. Computerized statistical analysis

available. Tutoring service. Call anytime.
800-90-TUTOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
BACHELOR OF PHYSICS FROM UCLA off-

ers tutoring in physics and math at all levels.

Contact:31 0-925-9392 or sinatutor@aol.com

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITERn"EACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. Intemational stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul:
310-387-7796.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language-for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Jutoring Wanted

LATIN TUTOfI for 11th grader. 2 hours, twice

a week. $15/hr. Call 310-287-2735.

SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED Knowledge of

Spanish 1 ,2,3. Experience +. Must have car.

Start ASAP. $17/hr. Call 310-474-1198.

TUTOR WANTED for 13 & 17 y/o.for general

subjects Spanish is a plus. 15-min from cam-
pus. $10/hr. 310-430-4000.

WESTWOOD TUTOR wanted to help kinder-

gartener w/afterschool homewort< 6-8hrs/wk,

some babysitting. Experience w/kids, interest

in education a plus. $10/hr. 310-552-1924.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.
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MindBody Workshop:
Components of Psychological "Hardiness''
in the Face of Stress (Free, drop in)

3:00 to 4:00 pnfi / Ashe Center 4th Fl. Conf. Rm. #414

^ Acupuncture in Ashe
One hour for $18. Wed. & Fri. from 1 to 5 pm,

Thurs. from 8 am to 1 2 pm. By appointment only.

Check out the Ashe Center website for more information,

ask a health related question, even request an oppoint-

n^ent www.studentheaith.ucia.edu
or call 825-4073

NationallyAccredited

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLF

ACROSS
1 Office fill-in

5 Movie parts

10 Distort

14 Bombay nanny
15 Occasion
16 Machu Picchu

builder

17 Succotash bean
18 Irk

19 Seabird
20 Kind of sauce
22 Single-file line

23 Orange pekoe
24 Large parrot

25 Opens
29 Paperwork

(2 wds.)

33 "- Rae"
34 In ttie distance
36 O.K. Corral

gunfighter

37 Hoover's org.

38 Ramp alternative

39 Lobster eggs
40 Util. bill

42 Proceed
43 Cut of beef
45 Bilk

47 Soutti Seas
wraps

49 Upper limb

50 Mgmt. biggie

51 Cratchits' dinner

54 Ttianksgiving pie
60 Nope (tiypti.)

61 Sound
62 Cay
63 Gambling stake
64 Sermon enders
65 Dozes off

66 Rock coverer
67 Selling point

68 Blow tiard

DOWN
1 Baby soother
2 Qatar ruler

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

G L B A L

1
E R R

1

G R U1]
P A R A D E S E A L E N A
S W E R V E T A R A C T S
I^B L R T H D A Y S u 1 T

C A M E LHR E SHA G R E E
A M 1 DHC U rHt K oMtm
R

1
R 1 M

1

A W K vWa R D
U R E V A N E E

1
G

B R OA D E N N E D OW L
I^^N E ! R u T BR E T
H A U T EHA H ^1 G E A R S
A S S E M B L Y L 1 N MBM
S H u N

f
C T

r
W A T E R ^

T E R N H A S L E E P
A nJ yJA R A M S H E R P A

1 1-27-02 (g' 2002 United Feature SyrxJicate inc

3 Nursery word Burr
4 Ghost 31 Pitchfork part
5 Ectio 32 Fencers' blades
6 Finistied 35 Blower
7 Ogle 38 Dog-paddled
8 Begrudge 41 Hits the sack
9 Canonized 43 Nesting place

Mile. 44 Rumbling
10 Place 46 Exist
1 1 Trouser part 48 Confront
12 Pantyhose 51 Pacific island

color 52 Cry of dismay
13 Taper off (2 wds.)
21 Composer — 53 Scoreboard

Bartok data
22 Math proof 54 Autumn flowers

abbr. 55 "Et tu" time
24 Deborah — of 56 Softball team

old films 57 Genesis hunter
25 Hungry 58 Heidi's

26 Greattiearted mountains
27 Quick 59 — pilot

28 Jaded 61 Trip-routing org
29 Police busts
30 Statesman —

Tl

UCLA
Awtixvoun

Homecoming 2003
Executive Director Search

i

I

M Applications due Monday, Dec. 2

$ I Are vou ready to make UCLA history^? As executive

^ i
director for the SAA Homecoming C>ommittee

^
I
you1l help plan the 2003 Homecoming Parade

i5
j
and Rally. Applications are available at the Jamt:s

^
i
West Alumni Center and are due on Monday, Dec.

."

Interviews will take place during 10th Week.

For information, visit www.UCLAlumni.net/SAA.

{310} UCLA-SAA
-^^

i

www.OCLAiumni.iiet/SAA

-5/L-1 /> r/v <ruiirnt chapter ofrhc—

it I
:--*. v:»M-}K;vM'^C«MtrMHC^4Hr^.: ^MMK^

[A s s o c i a t i o Hi
^

825-222
"TiTP^'^'f^^ fr»?va^?-T:j'VT:^l

ial^^feifeirfl-
Display

206-3060
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Apartments for Rent
8^00

Apartments for Rent
8400

Apartments for Rent
8^00

Apartments for Rent
8400

Apartments for Rent
8400

Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

• - '
'

^Wcfcomc Cgruins ricnds

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies

We
in all the best locations with a host of amenities. Whether

iin»ju(4r!H.rj en

you need a bachelor, a single or a 1; 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

more.
[f necessary, we have custom designer fumiture available a

>vell. We can offer maid service, refrigerators, and muc
nore, in short anything you mayneed we can pnovrnF

^all for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
(English, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian, Romanian, Tagalog,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com
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7700
Child Care Wanted

BETTER WRITING RESULTS. Expert Editing.

Papers, theses/disertations, articles, manu-
scrips, scripts, biographies, novels. Highest
qualifications. Credit Cards. Ace Words.
310.820 8830

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses. Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,

Manuscripts, Articles. International students

welcome. 818-345-1531. \

NIGHT OWL
Research. Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at

310-572-6500.

..•:;':-y>'^

7400

Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign currency. Initial invest-

ments $500-25k. Returns up to 30.9%.
For rrwre info call: (213) 747-3488. For

smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business

tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

^ 7500
Career Opportunities

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
UP TO $500-$1 0.000. EXTRA P€R
MONTH. P/TORF/T. EARN FREE VACA-
TIONS! CHECK IT OUT GET THE
FACTS, www.finallyownboss.com.

CYBERNET, a regional full service telecom-
munications company has immediate open-
ings for motivated individuals to pfonxjte
our services. Assigned temtory. flexible

hours, great compensation with no cap on
earnings. Send resume to: hrd@cybemet-
com.com or fax: 310-828-2288. Refer to

Job Code U-1 110.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/batf\^six)wroom. Danielle

4-5PM. 310-397-1140. Fax 3 1 0-397-3450.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! No nx>re Western
Unk)n Fees. Receive a Visa ATM and Master-
card. Everybody qualifies! 'Call home 1

cent/minute calling cards. *Win a free laptop
PC. "Learn how to make extra income selling

Grade A organic coffee, calling cards, and
health food drinks. SPOKE MODELS
WANTED. Go to www.spacebooth.com.
Email: bank@spacebooth.com. Telephone
1-800-303-3351. Fax resume 619-296-4532.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie tovers to watch
arxj review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratJngs.com

SALES REPRESENTATIVES to distribute

electric scooters on your campus. Enthusias-

tic, self-motivated students. Sales experiences

a plus. Unlimited flexibility, unlimited earning

potential. Demo scooters provided at no cxisX

to you. Dan 949-455-3154.

m 7600
„;JPfin)cn^re Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLAgrads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

'ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun.
Located in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:

310-889-0119.

ARE YOU OUR MARY
POPPINS?

Two Santa Monica giris (12&16) want upbeat
experienced Nanny/Driver/Homework Helper
(female 2U). Mon-Fri, 2:30-7:30pm. Need
car, insurance, nanny references. Call Nancy
310-395-6648.

BABYSITTER WANTED Mon-Tue during the
day. $7/hour Please email or fax cover letter

and resume to sandy@animallaw.net or
310-235-1011.

BABYSITTER: West Hollywood. Responsible
person 20-years-oW/okJer to sit with 3-year-old
child. One evening/week up to 4 hours.
$15/hour. 323-822-2871, Kathyhites@sbc-
global.net

CHILDCARE FOR 11 -year-old boy in ex-
change for room. 4-8pm weekdays. Room,
board, use of car. stipend. Brentwood. UCLA
doctors. 310-825-4098

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER For 1-2

Days/Week for a 2yrold adopted Chinese giri.

Century City area. Please call:

310-475-4949.

REGULAR BABYSITTING AND DRIVING,
2/children ages 5 and 11. Must enjoy being
.../«u:i-.„_ ^__ friendly. $12/hr.

2/children ages 5 and
w/children, dog
310-470-7058

7800
Help Wanted

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company.
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would
be also helpful, but not mandatory. Call
310-474-4521.

$14.50-$19/hr TUTORS WANTED. In-home
tutoring for K-12. P/T. Upper classmen and
graduate preferred. Car needed. Call 24hrs.
310-335-5650.

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC people
to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-
ite PH-K. LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F, 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center Immediately. Requirements:

Expenence in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quicktxx)ks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacations! Wort< at the

most farrwus tennis shop in LA. Work experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr
Advances in salary according to performance.

Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gayley Ave.
310-208-6215.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-1 5/hr. $200^per/show, plus fantastic

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

B.H. Model Management Co. kx>king for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BABYSITTER NEEDED 1-2 daysMeek. Sal-

ary commensurate upon experience. Pacific

Palisades family of 2 chlkjren. 310-230-2067.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-
rate parties. Flexible hours. Apply in person,

937 Westwood Blvd, 310-208-1180.

BANKING
ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to wortt in the

UCLAAckennan BuikJing. Must have lyr
current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT.
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,
University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, CA 90025.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.

Great student job, P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

• Earn $100-5200 a day -

• 2 weeK training & Job r"^
Placement Included \ f

• It's not a job -It's a PARTY?!! i

National Bartenders School^^J^
1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6493)
www.notionalbartoncJors.com

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

rrwnth by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es. 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartending3chool.conn

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

18d4extU4.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/1 5-year-old daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from school* tutoring. Car& in-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.old autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

M B.H. Model Manag. Co. m
^^ Looking for new Talent A.SA.P. for Nat'L ^^

\A Commercials & Magazines M
M For the Holiday Season H^ wAM Serious inquires!!! MH 310-360-1240 / 310-360*6992 M

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun/ey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishing.com.

CLIENT ASSISTANT Responsible female to

run lots of errands for personal shopper.

Have license, car provided. $10/hr. Flexible

schedule. 310-203-9704.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Hourly

plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-

nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurarice Agen-

cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

DANCERS WANTED
For Performing Egyptian Dance Troupe. Ages
21-29. 5'6-5'9, attractive; dance training a

plus. Call Isis 310-474-8433.

DO YOU LIKE TO
WORK OUT?

SALES POSITIONS available full and part-

time. Do you like to keep fit? Join the Shape-

Up-USA team opening in century city Mall and
Fox Hills Mall, November 30. 310-823-5542.

DRIVER NEEDED for 3yr.oW boy to pick up

from UCLA Day Care to home. Mon and Tues.

5:30pm. $16/day. 310-552-5363.

EARN EXTRA $FT/PT Work from home, help

others $1000-53000 mo.

www.nellanfunds.com 800-518-8219.
'^

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP Personal

Management Firm seeks P/T asst.. M-F
9-11am Perfect for UCLA student.

Call 310-209-1244. ask for Kate.

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

Great food, great benefits,
and even greater rewards.

At Whole Foods Market
a career is only natural.

FULL-TIME CSR
PULSE COPY is seeking bright, organized,

energetic, individuals to assist UCLA students

and staff with retail document reproduction.

Excellent salary and benefits. Email resume
to ackerman@the-pulse.com or fax

310-206-4329

GLOBOPOLIS-The Wortd's hottest new board
game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.

Interested in a fun, money-making opportunity

for the holidays? Check out game & opp
at<www.globopolis.net.>

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemarketer for Santa Monica education

publisher. Hourly and good commissions.
10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-7

pm. Monday through Friday. Min 4 working
days required. $11 and up per hour. Contact
Chrissy: 323-937-7737.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now.
310-485-0423.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun'Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly'

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-4417, 714-

648-2258.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling

experience. Edi-

t or will supply topics. Email pat@onceinever-
ylife.com.

7820
High-Tech Jobs

EBAY SELLER NEEDS HELP w/emails, inter-

net, phones, packing/shipping. Fun! P/T
(flexible hours). email resume to:

opps@ant91 .com.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT P/T possible F/T to

wor1< for medium size computer software com-
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fax resume or

call Nick 323-578-8208

NEED DRIVERS for busy Christmas season.
P/T, F/T. Make from $300-$600 per week.
310-445-2701.

NEEDED F/T RECEPTIONIST for a Culver
City event planning company. Please fax or

email resumes to John Thomas 310-641-9825
jk_t2000@yahoo.com.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Must be computer-lit.

Contract-template.word, heavy phones. Roof-
ing exp.+ T^mp tQ possible perm.
20-25+/hrs/week. Fax: 310-838-7531.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K, LA.
CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation.com

f 78AO
jClors/Extras Wanted

TALENTED? GET EXPOSURE, www.weare-
talented.com, 702-308-3506. Free band clas-

sifieds.

8000
^ Internships

DESIRE Li^wv/ro IV-- researth experience?
Literacy project needs intern assistance. Col-

lect child data, manage information. Car/mom-
ing availability ideal. katie_kandm@ya-
hoo.com

PART-TIME HELP w/garden & pool through
next year. M/F with some experience or

interest. References. Sunset/ Veteran.
$9-10/hr. 310-476-1235.

PART-TIME SALES Folk Art/International

Crafts Old Town Pasadena. Prior sales ex-

perience. Art background plus. Fax resume:
626-564-2659.

PART-TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Lunch/dinner. Help
needed for 15-20hrs/wk. Minimum+tips.

WLA:310-479-4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent

English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

8200
Temporary Employment

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED ENGLISH
MAJORS to create questions for children's lit-

eratures. Please e-mail your questions and
resume to visionwori<@ hotmail.com, NOW!!

j:mrsfr'^w:^m

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in leeiming

facility management? We offer a fun atnrws-

phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or

just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to work Idy/wk.

Computer skills (Mac), must have car to run

en-ands. Start $10/hr. Call 310-951-4254.

PRIVATE ASSAYER Magazine of Individual

Urinary Studies wants writers. Must be over
21. Call Mr. Vandegrift: 310-207-4671.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

^^mm 8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Liz Hospice,
we will train you, please call Eli at
310-824-9798.

-; :->K»^ ^

housing
8400-9800

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls, fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11 /hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. /Vpply at: 11 56
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.1

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

$1098 PALMS 3106 Bagley 2bdmri, 1.5bth.

http://LArents.home.attbi.com. New carpets,

stove+ fridge. 1-year lease. Dishwasher, tiled

kitchen (lower). 310-398-3572.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Partying extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-

taining equipment and facilities. Leam to work

with tools, machines, and raw materials. Wori(

on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-

$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are

available at the John Wooden Center.

URINARY FRACTIONS Magazine wants writ-

ers. Must be over 21. Call Mr. Vendegrift:

310-207-4671.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.

All shifts. 310-214-1888.

1B+1B LARGE, WEST LA. Available ASAP
$950rent+$850dep. Gated access, 2-pari<ing.

New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.

5-min 10+405freeways. #12 BlueBus.
310-210-7380/213-446-5772.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parting.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

itfOODS
M R K E T

JOB FAIR!
Tuesday, December 3
12 noon to 7:00 pm

At the new store location,

1050 South Gayley Ave.

(atWeyburn) in Westwood.

Or fax your resume to

(818) 990-1066

FORTUNE'

COMPANIES^
TO WORK FOR^

8400
Apartments for Rent

A FABULOUS STUDIO
WESTWOOD. Cute, quiet studio. Covered
parking/large closets/huge kitchen/study

area/laundry. Walk to campus. $1082 through
7/31.310-709-7060. 729 Gayley.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET. Starting January,

2bdmi/1bth on Strathmore/Landfair. Across
the street from campus. Lease ends Julylst.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550, 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP, 3BDRM $1500&UP.
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, 2+1, carpet, laundry, quiet,

parking, $1300. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-

ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

BRENTWOOD- $2150
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,

paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bkjg,

ctose to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village

for shops, restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4, and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

'
I * >

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdmn/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-

pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell :310-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

530 Veteran
208-4394

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok.
310-473-5061.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen, Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-
er, all new carpet, painted, $1200. One year
lease. 310-420-7884

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-
ity building. 310-208-4796.

PACIFIC PALISADES
2bdrm/lbth. Brand new, redone unit. Tile

floors, gas cooktop, wall oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-
ered parking, storage locker. 2nd floor, small
building (8 units). Close to UCLA. Walking
distance to beach and shopping area.
$1795/month. 310-589-5952. Available
Dec. 1st.

ftnd up

Diamond Head
Apartments

Sinsle $895.
2bedroom $1555.n„up

1 bedroom $ 11 95
1 bedroom w/loft....$1445

within walklns distance to UCLA, Gated
Parkins, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Rec room.

Laundry facilities, AC/Refriserator, Stove.
Short term avail. Summer discount

660 Veteran
208-2251 J

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $985/mo. Stove, A/C,

large closets. 2ndfloor, gated-parking, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus, freshly

painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PALMS AREA, 1 bedroom, pool, $950/month.

All new. 310-420-7884.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
IBDRM/IBTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated building. Laundry.

No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1095.
310-870-1757.

8400
Apartments for Rent

PRIME WEST LA
Remodeled, bright, spacious, upper, Ibdrm,
$1150, available end Nov. Remodeled huge
3bdrm/2bath, $2250, available end Dec. Close
to public transportation and UCLA. By appoint-
ment, 310-207-7209.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1 BDRM/1 BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, lots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

SANTA MONICA 1+1, r/s, close to everything,
hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished/unfurnished apart-
ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd
Street Promenade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1225. 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,

937 7th Street. CATS OK 818-980-5900

SINGLE $1295+, IBDRM/IBTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,
parking, fireplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.
LaurKJry room in building. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran
#5.310-877-8817.

WEST LA
Large 1/bdnn, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, parking,

laundry. Near Santa Monica+ Bundy. Water,
trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry, 2 car parting, quiet neighborhood. 2
miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

WEST lA^^
IBD+IBA $II45/M0
Gated Garage, Infercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.wesfsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD 1+1, cat ok, r/s, laundry, bright,

parking, $995. 310-395-7368.
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, a/c, bright, utilities in-

cluded, parking, $975. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, carpet, pool, laundry,

parking, $950. www.westsiderentals.com
323-634-7401.

WESTWOOD IBDRM/IBTH located on
Strathmore & Veteran. $1100(neg)/$500 secu-
rity. Includes pool, laundry room, refrigerator,

and stove. Great apt & location! Call for appt
310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD 2+1 , carpet, quiet, laundry.n ear
shops, parking, $ 1325.www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s. balcony, carpet, laun-

dry, parking, $1 200.www.westslderentals.com
310-395-7368

/
Westwood Village

433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995

2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

^

"fe

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated I*roperty Services, Inc^
WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business

center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 3+2, carpet, bateony, quiet, near

Wilshire, parking, $1865. www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Studios $ 895
1 bedroom. .starting @ 995

2 bedroom. .$ 1545

*Low security deposit
* Move-In special

SOlGaykiyAve

310-208-8505
WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,

pool, utilities, clean, parking, possible dis-

count. Best deal in Westwood. $1100/month.
Call Andrew 310-562-8397.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, private

bath, r/s, cable, parking, $750. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, near UCLA, parking, $700. www.westsld-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

»*
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Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, balcony, parking, $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, balcony, parking, $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, carpet, laundry,
utilities included, parking, $625. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, pool, laundry,
move in special, parking. $800. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Adj 2 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom. Hardwood floors, very charming
new kitchen, washer/dryer, parking available.

$1550-$2450. Call 310-271-7064

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1075/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days:3 10-475-7533. even-

ings :3 1 0-659-4834.

8450
Apartments to Share

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

PALMS $434/mo. Share 2bdrm w/quiet. non
smoking female professional. Parking, walk-in

closet, laundry. Bus to UCLA. 310-559-6728.
Available 12/15/02.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR, r/s. pool, laundry,
utilities included, parking. $775. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD Close to UCLA. Ibdrm/lbth.

furnished, parking, balcony, laundry. Short
term lease available. $750/mo. 213-247-0448.

WESTWOOD studio, pet ok. r/s. a/c. near
UCLA, parking, $815. www westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN. DIN-

ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

PALMS. Bright. Spacious Single. Full Kitchen,

appliances, parking, most utilities paid.

310-842-9797.

WESTWOOD studio, r/s. yard, near UCLA,
utilities included. $700 www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO, walk to UCLA, fur-

nished, quiet, very charming and bright, new
kitchen, washer/dryer. $895. ASAP through

01/31/03(negotiable). Nick 310-890-2016.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdnn $1050. 9-month lease,

no pets, parking. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. Ibdrm/lbth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, balcony, laundry. Walking distance to

UCLA. $1150/mo. 310-208-7483.
«

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

Unhappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 B«droom
Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Ain«nlti«t Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

• French doors

•Roommate Matching Service Available

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+. 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-

tor, A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate parking. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool. gated, kitchen, $675-

925. Ibdrm $975-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers. bateony, A/C and more. 3bdmn
$1895-$1 995. Large, luxury. Must see. Call for

free listing :3 10-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Ctose to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-

tor, stove, ctosets. Pool. 310-204-4332, ask
for Shirley.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle

Blvd. 310-477-4832.

8ASO
Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOME to share- Non-
smoker m/f- $750/mo priv bed/bathroom, inci

util & direct TV- pis call 310-820-8354,

Marsha.

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-

between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room
and Bath. Tanaem parking. $775+utilitles.

Available 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell:

310-266-9748

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk den-
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in

2bdrm/2bath. Male. Furnished, pool, security,

cable. $1100/month, $550/month share.
310-209-0382.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BRENTWOOD. 1bdrm/1bth condo;
1 bdrm/1 bth-HJen on Montana. Security build-

ing. All amenities. Great tocation. Fireplace.

Pari<ing space. $1500; $1800. 310-995-5518.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious

room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700.
Japanese owner. Jimmy. 213-272-3316.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-
rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doomian. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private

room, Declst. Arrive in a mountain like-setting.

15-minutes-UCLA. Literate roomates, non-

smoking male tenant. $525. 310-470-2142.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share

gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden.

Great location-Mar Vista. $685/mo.
31 0-678-0760,31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.

$650+$650-security, 1-bdrm. WLA. Access

to garage &pool, full house privileges.

Dr. Borden 310-391-2718.

Room for Rent

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,

upstairs bedroom, downstairs study. Large
townhouse. Kitchen privileges. 310-453-8508.
6-8pm. Female grad only. $795/mo.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdrm/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt, furnished, cable.

Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.
Female-prefened. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD house, private room, r/s, w/d.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc seeking

roomate (professional preferred). 2txl/2t)th.

Wa»<ing distance from San Vincente Restaurants.

$82a^7ionth. Patrice tel.-31062^6654

bright, parking, $650.
tals.com 310-395-7368.

www.westsideren-

WESTWOOD ROOM in bright, luxury

2bdrm/2bth, walk to UCLA, gated parking, full

kitchen, laundry. Rent Jan-June. $850/mo. or

$425/share. 916-812-8783.
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DO YOU USE EMAiL?H 20 megs of web storage

m -OT 8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition, 1 /bedroom, furnished/unfurnished

guesthouse. Kitchenette. Prefer quiet/consid-

erate/non-smoker. Cable/utilities/cleaning in-

cluded. $1600/month. 1 .5/miles from UCLA.
31 0-804-3851.Available Dec. 1st.

BEVERLY HILLS guesthouse, r/s, quiet, pri-

vate, parking, $1100. www.westsideren-

tals.com 310-395-7368
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WESTWOOD guest house, pet ok, pool, yard,

parking, $950. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

9300
Room for Help

HELP W/HW AND DRIVING for 3 children in

exchange for room/bath in beautiful Pacific

Palisades house overiooking the ocean, week-
ends only. 310-285-9612 or 310-990-8552.

HOUSEMOTHER/WESTWOOD: FH", P/T
Live-in Retirement Residence. Free room and
board. Call 310-207-5818

NEAR UCLA. Female student only. Non-
smoker. Reliable, responsible. Furnished

room in exchange for house work. Nice pri-

vate room/bath. Utilities.-paid. 310-474-0336.

REDUCED RENT FOR PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH in exchange helping w/chores,

errands and driving for older lady. References

and car needed. 310-477-6977 leave
message. i _ .
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-to-student deals

mns
Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise absolutely FREE* some of the best

deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

Item

10 ADULT DVD'S

13" PC MONfTOR^
18 SNY BETA-MAX

Description

many kinds, new 2hre^

Price Phone

OJkO.

150

m^
3MiCR0WAVES__
3MIN[ FRIDGES_^

3 PORTABLE FANS_

4 LAKER TIX FRI_
4 LONG DRESSES

_ksp-520 videotape cartridges $10
_Almost new $35ea
Jisefulj good condit |50ea
Medium size

13decsec31Gr2n-4

323-4872_

310-312-2465

Item

FUTON MATRESS

Description Price Phone

_310-838-41S«

_213_:706-2536_

213-706-2536

medium size ail

$15ea 213-706-2536

453ea 213-321-1980

5-DRAWER-DRESSR_

ARNELLSMOWBraL
BASKETBALL TIX

BED, BOX&FRAME
BEDSIDE TABL£
BEDSIDE TABLE

BEDSIDE TABLE

_4ft vertical-ljght yeJL

_PLnk, call for detail_

JL2/17J2/28^1/1J^

^0^ 310-838-4192

310-614-2691

170.

BREAD MACHINE _
C^I0N4IN1 MACH _
WMPUTER100J^HZ_
DESK CHAIR

_new twin sealy plwh

Jkea white 2drawers

Jflht-cotor wood

jf|ft)ite wicker

oster unused

$7eacti

$100

_31 0-488-71 02_

_3lb-488-71(tt

310-709-5579^ 310-209-2058

112

m.
JJ0-209-20M
310-209-2058

^0 310-829-1568
mac usb scan-copy-fax $100 310-488-1052

DESK CHAIR__

DESK DRAWER

DESK LAMP

_pentium cd-rom, modemLWindows$20_

jlfey swivel/updown $15
jgey-swivei-annrests $20

310-312-2465

DESK ORGANIZER

DESK W/CHAJR _
DESKW/GLASS_
DESK I

Jkea white

_60w great condition

_Wack metal trays sorteti

Jllass table (big)

new desk w/chair

m.

310-614-2691

_310-614-2691

_310-209-2058_

310-709-5579

115^

^0^
M^

310-440-1300.

626-379-2257_

626-379^2257

HALOGEN LAMP

KEYBOARD PUU. OUT TRAY fits any size desk

LAMPSHADE white. 14 1/2'

cream cover-t-cushions. black $100
pole black dimmer $20

310-440-1300

$20

310-829-1568

310-440-1300

LEXMARK PRINTER

MICROWAVE BROWN
1 yearold-qreat condit

17

MICROWAVE
o'keefe merrit

works fine

$20

MUSIC HST 5 BK

NICK NACK SHELF

history of rock n'roll

$15

310-473-5453

310-614-2691

310-829-1568

310-709-5579

3 mirror shelves

PRINTER

REPAIR MANUAL
TKO BOXING BAG

LexMarc-lyr. old

$65 310-267-9847

$20 310-829-1 568

geo storm 1990-93

$45 310-614-2691

$8

TOAST-R-OVEN

free-standing new $65

TWIN BED W/FRAM
good condition

310-838-4192

310-267-6810

TYPEWRITER

lyearold-great condit

VERTICAL DRSSR
must sell many features

VIS STUDIO.NET

WOODEN SPOONS

5 drawers, yellow

microsoft sealed new

XP WINDOWS PROF

2 sets hanging

microsoft sealed new

113__ 310-709-5579

$25 310-614-2691

$5 310-312-24^
$25 310-614-2691

$84 310-824-2327^

$15 31 0-838-41 92

$78 310-824-2327

DINING TABLE

DRAWER & SHELVES.

DVD PLAYER

JIflht brown w/3side drawers $45 310-312-2465
glass & 2chairs

big & good cond^

145

EXPRESS CLOTHING

FUTON FRAME

^anasonic-no/remote

$15 gift certificate

145
$40

.626-379-2257.

626-379-2257.

310-614-2691

rustic green-iron-high qual $̂100
J1 0-473-5453

310-440-1300

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( )
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To place a FREE* ad in

the Bruin Bargains, fill out

information on the right and

submit to the Daily Bruin

Classifieds.

•Item:

( 1 5 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Price:
.

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
•Phone: ( )
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•Ad must be submitted m pereon or by mail. No phone orders allowed. Deadline is 1 work day prior to issue at 12pm. Bmin Bargains appear every Wednesday and Friday Umit of 4 free ads per customer per weelc. We resei^ the right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the

standards of the Daily Bruin. N/A for price is disallowed.

The Daily Bmin do« no. aitoticate, ento. or .erift the quality of (he producB advertised with the Bmin Bargains. In addition, the Daily Bmin is not responsible for transactions in association with the items being sold. Tfe ASUCU Communications BoaM fally supports the Uniwisity of Califomias poliq on nondiscrimination TTk student
"'^'^ '^"*'™ "R"' to reject or modily- the advertising whose content discriminate; on the basis of ancestoiy, color, national origin, race, religion, disability, age, sex, or sexual orientation.

Classifieds

825-2221 ^^ttiHi^^
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Bruins look to match up against Blue Devils
I

By Jeff Agase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
jagase@media.ucla.edu

Duke has McDbnald's All-Americans. So does UCLA.
Duke has national titles. UCLA has more.
Teams get up to play Duke. They do the same against

UCLA
Duke lost three superstars from last year. So did UCLA.
Duke has Mike Krzyzewski, the can-do-no-wrong

demigod, the man with a home court named after him.
UCLA has Steve Lavin, eternally on the hot seat.

And that's where the comparisons become contrasts.
Duke pummels early-season opponents. UCLA lost to

teams like Northridge and Pepperdine early on in past
years.

While Krzyzewski's teams are often akeady in fifth gear
by early December, Lavin's teams are usually stuck in first.

So as the No. 15 Bruins (0-1) and No. 6 Blue Devils (2-0)
lock up Saturday at the Wooden Tradition in Indianapolis,
why is it that the differences are more apparent than the
similarities?

They're definitely doing something right," sophomore
guard Cedric Bozeman said. They have a great program
and are used to winning. Every program wants to model
itself aft«r theirs."

So what's going on at UCLA?
"We have so much talent, it's hard to imagine we have to

bring it every day," junior Jon Crispin said. "Duke, the
teams they should beat by 30, they beat by 50, and the
teams they should beat by 10, they beat by 20."

So it comes as little surprise that, at this young stage of
the season, most expect little out of Lavin's Bruins - espe-
cially against Ki^yzewki's like-clockwork Blue Devils.

Including Lavin.

Throughout Monday's press conference, the Bruin
headman kept trying to keep the focus of conversation on
Tuesday night's San Diego game. But, as it happens when
two basketball titans go at it, the subject kept coming back
to Duke.

I

"On offense against Duke, they put such great pressure
on you," Lavin said. "But you cant start running around
like a hamster, bouncing the ball off your feet, or else
they'll go on a 20-0 blitz."

It's just a creative way for Lavin to say that he expects
Bozeman to remain calm and to not get overwhelmed at
the point Lavin knows it will be no easy task, especially
since Bozeman is likely to see Chris Duhon, Dahntay Jones
and Daniel Ewing all competently handle the ball at differ-

ent times.

"Like us, they have new kids, but their guards started 30-

plus games last year and they have three guys who run the
point and transition, and they're all back," Lavin said.

Bozeman, Lavin explained, has had a tougher time find-

ing his game groove, especially after sitting out a month of
last season with a knee iryury. Hell also be without the
help of Ryan Walcott, who must sit out the game to finish

UCLA V. DUKE OVER THE YEARS
Both UCLA and Duke have rich basketball traditions. Here's a look at how their dynasties have evolved over the years

DUKE UCLA
1963 Duke loses to Loyola 94-75 in Final Four

1964 Blue Devils are the first of ten UCLA title game victims in the

next 12 years

1978 Duke loses to eventual national runner-up Kentucky 83-79

1966 Blue Devils again lose to Kentucky, but this time in the

national final — Duke still has yet to win a national title at

this point

1981 Mike Krzyzewski, now in his 23rd season with the Blue

Devils, comes from Army to Duke and becomes Coach K.

1986 Its Duke's third NCAA Final loss, 72-69 to Louisville

1988 Kansas tops Duke 66-59 in the national semifinals

1989 Coach K toses in the semis for the second straight year, this

time 95-78 to Seton Hall

1990 Duke gets to the Final but is blown out by high-flying UNLV,
103-73 1

1991 Krzyzewski finally gets his title with a 72-65 win ove/ Kansas
in Indianapolis

^992 Blue Devils grab back to back titles, as they slam Michigan's

Fab Five 72-52

1994 Arkansas' hogs give Duke *40 minutes of hell' and end its bid

for a third national title, 76-72
i

1995 Coach K misses most of the season with a back injury and
the Dukes go 13-18

1999 UConn nips Duke 77-74 in the NCAA Title game in St^

Petersburg, Fla.

2001 After beating UCLA, the Blue Devils top Arizona 82-

Minneapolis

SOURCE: www.HClitiruins.com and www.goduke.com
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out a two-game suspension.

And he said the Bruins are less likely to be in the same
kind of shape as Duke, who played seven exhibition games
overseas in August in London.

But while Lavin talks about taking a long view with his
team, promising it will be better come March, Duke just
wins. Exhibition games. Regular-season games. It doesn't
nmtter.

Jones was asked what would happen if Duke did the
unthinkable and lost an exhibition game.
They wouldn't be too happy, but they would still be

supportive," Jones said. There wouldn't be any outrage,

1948 John Wooden begins 27-year run as head coach

1964 UCLA wins first national title in school history, 98-83 over
Duke. The Bruins finish 30-0.

1965 UCLA beats Michigan, 91-80, to win back-to-back

championships

1967 Bruins complete a 30-0 season with an NCAA title over
Dayton, 79-64. It is also Lew Alcindor's (now Kareem-Abdul
Jabbar) first season at UCLA

1968 A 29-1 Bruin squad beats North Carolina, 78-55, in NCAA
Championship

1970 Bruins beat Jacksonville 80-69, making it four in a row

1971 It's a five-peat when UCLA downs Villanova 68-62.

1972 Bill Walton's first season, Bruins go 30-0, edge Florida State
81-76 at the Sports Arena, six straight titles

1973 Another 30-0 season, as UCLA beats Memphis State 87-66

in Saint Louis

1973 Walton, Wooden and the Bruins see their 88-game streak

snapped by nemesis Notre Dame, 71-70

1974 Bruins finish a lackluster 26-4, break championship streak

1975 With Walton gone, the underdog Bruins are written off going

into the NCAA Championship against Kentucky. Wooden
tells the team he is retiring after the tournament, and the

Bruins pull off a 92-85 upset of the Wildcats.

1975 Gene Bartow takes over in the fall, only loses nine times In

two seasons, but gives way to Gary Cunningham in 1977

1980 First-year coach Larry Brown leads Bruins to national title

game, but Bruins lose, 59-54 to Louisville

1995 Jim Harrick leads Bruins to 32-1 season and 11th NCAA title.

because it is still the beginning of the season. Exhibition
games don't mean anything."

The Bruins couldn't agree more. And if there is any pro-
gram that can't be counted out of a challenge like Duke,
even after two completely uninspiring exhibition perfor-
mances, it is UCLA
Tve seen us lose when we were supposed to win, and

win when we were supposed to lose," said junior T.J.

Cununings, who had narrowed his choice of schools down
to UCLA and Duke before deciding to come to Westwood.
"I haven't known it any other way."
Duke has.

JAY MICHAEL TAYLOR/Daily Bruin

Laying down the law I jim
Kawanito, oT'Law 2003," drives to victory past a
Scoreboard player In Monday night's IM hoops cham-
pionship in Pauley Pavilion.
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dominating defense could mean trouble for UCLA
By Greg SchaJn

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain(i)nnedi a. ucla.edu

Playing against Duke can be a draining
experience.

Just ask W^mthrop. Last year, in the
first round of the NCAA tournament,
they lost by an embarrassing 84-37 to the
Blue Devils, after averaging 68.5 points
per game during the rest of the season.

Or ask South Carolina, Temple, North
Carolina A&T, North Carolina State,
North Carolina, Florida State or St.

Johns, which were all held to less than 60
points by Duke last season.
The point is obvious: the Blue Devils

are one of the most potent defensive
teams in the NCAA.

•*Duke plays great defense," said UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin, who is 1-3 life-

time against the Blue Devils as a head
coach. "^They put such a great amount of
pressure on you."

Pressure is the key to Duke's game
plan. They press, play zone, man, or flip,

or do just about anything else to get into
the faces of the ball handler

"It's just a lot of pressiu-e," said guard
Jon Crispin, who said he grew up hating
Duke. "You never get open looks."

Such defensive intensity has been the
driving force behind Duke's domination
during the past five years.

Consider: they have reached the Sweet
16 in each of the past five years, and have
reached the championship game twice
en route to one national championship.

"It all starts with defense," said Duke
senior forward Dahntay Jones. "Defense
is our number one priority."

The Blue Devils' stats back that up.

Duke had more steals than its opponents
in 25 out of 35 games last season, and
won the turnover battle in 27 games.

Winning the turnover war is key to
Duke's whole game plan, because the
team strives for quick baskets and fast

break points to go on scoring runs.

"We score mainly off of defensive
rebounds and steals, so we make sure it

is there every night," Jones said.

Whether the Bruins are up for the
challenge is yet to be determined. They
struggled offensively in both exhibition
appearances, racking up just 67 points
against Branch West and 64 points
against EA Sports, but played better in
the season opener against San Diego.

To correct the problem, Lavin said the
most important thing for his team is to
play mistake-free basketball.

"We have to pass and catch the ball,

and we must have good ball security," he
said.

Crispin said if they can take care of
the ball, the next step is to try to cause
Duke to get out of their defensive
rhythm.

"W^ nee4ip swing the ball ^rourjd and
make them work," Crispin said. "We can
use each other to make their defense
rotate."

Executing that game plan is easier
said than done. Branch West and EA
Sports brought similar pressure to what
UCLA will see on Saturday, and the team
couldn't handle it.

"We've been playing against zone and
man, which are the same type of defens-
es that Duke plays," Crispin said. "(The
exhibition teams) were trying to pres-
siu-e us and were changing defenses, and
we struggled."

Volleyball faces

hard work over

holiday break
BRUINS HOPE TO IMPROVE

PLAYOFF SEEDING; ZARTMAN
NAMED TO ALL PAC-10 TEAM

By Jeff Bsenberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@ucla.edu

While most of the studentJbody will be eiyoy-
ing leftover turkey and mashed potatoes this
coming holiday weekend, the UCLA women's
volleyball team will be hard at work.
The Bruin squad travels to Albuquerque, New

Mexico to take part in the Albuturkey
Tournament. The No. 21 Bruins (16-13, 9-9 Pac-
10) wiU take on Rice (18-13) and Butler (14-18)
on Friday before facing host New Mexico (8-20)
on Saturday evening.
"We want to establish a rhythm," said women's

volleyball head coach Andy Banachowski. "It

will be a big confidence boost going into the
NCAA tournament."
The Bruins come into the tournament as

heavy favorites in all three of their matches over
the weekend, and will be looking to pad their
win-loss record in order to improve their playoff
seeding. The NCAA tournament brackets will be
announced at 6 p.m., and while the Bruins will
be in the field, they probably will not host a
match.

With two freshman and four sophomores in
the rotation, the Bruifis are not the most playoff-
tested bimch.

"It will be a new experience for some of these
kids," Banachowski said. "We'll try to look at it

as another match, but it's do-or-die. That really
intensifies everything."

•••

UCLA's Chrissie Zartman was named to the All
Pac-10 team yesterday. The sophomore libero
leads the Bruins averaging 4.48 digs per game.
Senior Laiu"en Fendrick also earned honorable
mention All Pac-10 honors, while Haley
Jorgensborg was named to the Honorable
Mention All-Freshman Team.
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December 15

For Adults & Children

FREE INITIAL EXAM
Maurice Firouz, DDS

"wrvsrw. brentwoodbraces.com

Orthodontist Specializing in beautiful smile!

• UCLA Graduate 1987

• UCLA Lecturer 1990-93

• Over 4000 Satisfied Patients

Please call Dr. Firouz at (310) ^47-5790 and schedule a

complimentary smile consultation.

0% Fimancing and no down payment plans available.

Delta Dental and most other insurance accepted.

Westwood Kaplan Center
1133 Westwood Blvd, Suite 201

11645 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1060
Los Angeles. CA 90025
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(310) 477-5790

Call us at 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit
us online at kaptest.com today to enroll!
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UCLA loses season opener

to unranked San Diego

(I )IRTN: A art/Dai I MAFP
Jason Kapono, clawing for the basketball, grabs San Diego's Jason
Blair during last night's 86-81 overtime defeat against the Toreros.

By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain@media.ucla.edu

Too bad college basketball games
are 40 minutes long.

Or, in the case of Tuesday night's

game, 45.

The Bruins played admirably for 35
minutes in their season opener Tuesday
night, but it was the final 10 minutes
that cost them the victory in an 86^1
overtime loss to San Diego in front of
6,845 spectators at Pauley Pavilion.

"We have to learn how to put teams
away," forward Dyon Thompson said.

UCLA was up by as many as eight

points in the second half, but costly

turnovers and poor shooting, combined
with dominant post play from San
Diego center Jason Keep, allowed the
Toreros to climb back to tie the game at

73 at the end of regulation play.

Keep finished with 30 points and 16
rebounds, both game highs. In all, the
Bruins were outrebounded 49-33, and
San Diego had 21 of those rebounds on
the offensive glass.

"We needed to contain their second
shots by getting more defensive
rebounds," Thompson added.

But despite Keep's domination on
the boards, the Bruins - specifically

guard Jason Kapono - had several
opportunities to quell the San Diego

fally by hitting key shots.

Needless to say, the Bruins came up
short. Kapono went l-for-9 from the
field in the second half before fouling

out in overtime. The whole team
seemed to take questionable shots
down the stretch.

"My leg was cramping up in the sec-

ond half," K^qjono said. "Those are

shots I usually make throughout the

fall, winter, spring and summer. I just

didn't have my legs."

Tuesday's loss puts UCLA in a tough
spot. They have yet to win as a team,
dropping two exhibition games and
then losing again Tuesday night. And
now they go against No. 6 Duke on
Friday on national television.

"We are on alert now," point guard
Cedric Bozeman said. "That red light is

coming on. We need to step up our
game."

To the Bruins' credit, they did step

up their game last night in comparison
to the exhibition games, which were
both embarrassing debacles.

"I feel like we got better today,"

Cummings said. "We made a big step
forward."

Despite the decent play, San Diego
(2-0) never quit, playing 45 minutes of
intense, smart basketball.

"They came out firing," guard Jon
Crispin said. "They would have beat a
iQt of teams with the way they played

tonight. They did everything right. You
have to give them credit."

"Obviously this is a big win for our
program," said San Diego head coach
Brad Holland, a former UCLA player
and assistant coach who is in his ninth
season with the Toreros. "To come in

and beat a ranked team, this is proba-
bly our biggest win since I've come
here."

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin possi-
bly handed San Diego the win by not
using the full-court press at all, opting
to go with a half-court man and zone
defense instead.

Lavin said the absence of redshirt
sophomore Ryan Walcott, who was sit-

ting out the first game of a two game
suspension, was the main reason he
didn't press.

But the breakdown of both the
perimeter defense (San Diego hit nine
three-pointers) and the post defense
left many spectators second-guessing
that move.

Whether UCLA should be ranked in
the top 15 is another story. With the
lack of a dominant inside presence, and
with trouble playing intense basketball,
the Bruins have a lot of work to do to
gain back their respectability.

"We are a long way from being a
good basketball team," head coach
Steve Lavin said. "We are short on
quickness and depth."

Men's water polo needs MPSF wins to stay afloat
By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters@media.ucla.edu

Every year, most teams enter the MPSF
tournament in do-or-die mode. Most years
the UCLA men's water polo team is not
among those teams - but this year it is.

If the No. 4 Bruins (13-7, 4-4 MPSF) do
not win the three-day tournament over
Thanksgiving weekend, their season will

most likely be over.

However, UCLA does have momentum
coming off of two straight wins, including
a 12-10 defeat of USC last Saturday, the
team's opponent in game one of the tour-
nament on Friday at th^ USA Water Polo
National Aquatic Center on the Joint Force
Training Base in Los Alamitos.
The game on Friday against USC "is

going to be a totally different ballgame,"
senior center defender Matt Flesher said.

"Five minutes after Satiu-day's game we
forgot about it because it was meaningless
and began focusing on Friday," he said.

With a win Friday, the Bruins' Saturday
matchup would likely be with No. 1

Pepperdine, against whom the Bruins had
their most heartbreaking loss of the year
on Oct. 12, falling 7-6 in four overtimes.

With a win Saturday, it is pure specula-
tion about a finals opponent, though it

would likely be either No. 2 Stanford or No.
3Cal.

However, none of these scenarios will

play out without a win Friday.

"Both of us have had two weeks to pre-
pare for this game," senior center defender
Dan Yeilding said. "It is going to be a really
tough game."

While many would label the Bruins' reg-
ular-season record a disappointment, the

Center defender Michael March looks to beat a
in Los Alamitos. ^

team did periodically reveal flashes of bril-

Uance, which if summoned for a string of
games, is powerful enough to drive them to
another NCAA championship.
On the other hand, the team has also

showed a knack for folding in important
games, an act they absolutely cannot
afford, even for one more quarter.

Long Beach defender. The Bruins will take on USC in

:lAWhich UCLA team emerges this weekend
will undoubtedly determine the Bruins fate.

"This year the tournament has more of a
sense of urgency," Flesher said. "I'm hoping
we're practicing next Monday. I've never
experienced a season we haven't been in
the final."

•••

NICOLE MILLER/Daiu' Britn Stait

the first round of the MPSF tournament on Friday

First-year center defender Michael
March was named MPSF Player of the
Week for his career-high four goals in the
second half against USC. Senior goalkeeper
Brandon Brooks needs 23 more saves to
become the Bruins' all-time saves leader
and surpass Matt Swanson's record of 695.

www.dailybniin.ucla.edu

Jason Keep

secures Torero

win, dominates

over Bruins

ByJefTAgase
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

jagase@media.ucla.edu

The single player who made the sin-
gle biggest difference in UCLA's 86-81
overtime loss wasn't Jason Kapono.

It wasn't Cedric Bozeman.
In fact, it wasn't any of the Bruins'

assorted Ail-American, all-league, all-

everything superstars.
No, it was a 6-foot- 10-inch, 280-

pound center named Jason Keep.
Jason Keep?
Yep, the senior center singlehand-

edly dictated the pace of the game,
from his early uncontested layups to
his snarling reboimd that gave San
Diego 35 precious more seconds on
the shot clock in overtime.

"This guy sitting next to me is just
hard to guard," Toreros coach Brad
Holland said in the postgame press
conference, a smiling Keep sitting
contentedly to his right.

Keep finished with 30 points and 16
rebounds in 39 minutes, but his mere
presence presented UCLA's largely
ineffective centers with such prob-
lems that he forced the Bruin defense
to collapse throughout the night.

"A lot of times, I had to come over
and help," junior T.J. Ciunmings said.
"And that stopped our rotation."
When the rotation stopped, San

Diego's guards needed only to swing
the ball around and set a couple of
screens to free up shots from behind
the arc. The Toreros shot just nine of
29 from three-point range, but they
sank shots at crucial moments.
UCLA head coach Steve Lavin

seemed to eventually concede the
paint to San Diego, as he tried to
rotate Cummings and sophomore
Josiah Johnson down low. Johnson
was most effective at damage control,
but Keep continued to rack up three-
point plays as the second half wore
on.

Freshmen Michael Fey and Ryan
Hollins played a combined five min-
utes - all in the first half - and
appeared reluctant to challenge the
bigger, more confident Keep.

With Cummings in his first season
as a starter and even less experience
behind him, Lavin and the Bruins
don't expect to be a post-oriented
team. But they'll also have to at least

contend with the likes of Arizona's
Channing Frye and Kansas' Nick
Collison, who - no offense to Keep,
the senior from Moscow, Id. - are far

more talented.

"He took us out of our shell and
gave them rebounds that led to sec-

ond and third shots for them," Lavin
said.

Not bad for a transfer from
Oklahoma State who was once a
bloated 300 pounds and didn't exactly

have a wide variety of schools from
which to choose.

"I heard from a lot of Division n
schools, but not as many D-I places,"

Keep said. "These guys (San Diego)
gave me the best chance."

After Keep's dominance and San
Diego's program-defining victory, the

Toreros might think it was more like

the other way around.

Bruins want record boost Men's soccer motivated for LMU playoff game

before leaving Las Vegas
By Elizabeth Newman

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
en ewmangmedia. ucla.edu

Senior guard Michelle Greco is confi-
dent the UCLA women's basketball team
can improve its 1-1 record.

"We just need to build more confi-
dence," she said, "and there's nothing
better than doing that on the road."
The Bruins v^dll have another oppor-

tunity to prove themselves away from
Pauley Pavilion this weekend as they
travel to Las Vegas for their second tour-
nament of the season hosted by UNLV.
Saturday, UCLA will play Northwestern
State (1-0) on Saturday and either UNLV
(1-0) or Texas El Paso (1-1) on Sunday

"Playing (UNLV) would be a good
match for us because our teams are so
similar," said UCLA head coach Kathy
Olivier, an alumna and former women's
basketball player at UNLV "We can play

up tempo defense with them."

But first, UCLA must defeat
Northwestern State, who amassed 22
wins last year and has defeated Texas
A&M, 65-59, in its only regular season

game of the year.

"We will create our offense from our
defense," head coach Kathy Olivier said.

"We just need to stay out of foul trou-

ble."

Foul trouble plagued the Bruins last

weekend and was a huge factor in their

70-66 loss to the University of Hawai'i

last weekend.
"Our starting lineup is really quick,"

senior guard Natalie Nakase said. "We
will do well if we work our running
game, get our rebounds, and make fast

breaks."

The Bruin starting lineup, according
to Olivier though, is yet to be determined
and will be decided after this week's
practices.

Freshman Ortal Oren will play for the

first time this season on Sunday after

being deemed ineligible for the first

three games of the season for playing in

a professional-level league this summer.
Junior Whitney Jones also returned to

practice this week since the women's
soccer season has ended. She will travel

with the team and may play this week-
end as well.

"If we play our game, we hold our
team's own destiny," Greco said. "We
just need to focus on what we need to do
to win."

And this weekend, the Bruins plan to

do exactly that.

By Gilbert Quifionez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

The day the UCLA men's soccer team
has been waiting for has finally arrived.

The team will play its first postseason
match tonight at home against Loyola
Marymount

"We feel good, we're really excited
that the playoffs are here," freshman
midfielder Eli Meschures said.

While this is UCLA's first playoff
game, it will be the second for the Lions.

The No. 3 seeded Bruins (13-3-3) had
a first-round bye while LMU (15-3-2)

played Cal State Northridge on
Saturday in the first round, and beat
them 1-0.

Earlier this season, the Lions beat the
Bruins 2-0.

I

However, the Bruins feel they are a
much different team than the one that
lost to LMU.

!

"We weren't as motivated to play
them last time because we hadn't lost

yet," senior forward Tim Pierce said.

"We're motivated now."
Since that game, UCLA has gone 9-2-

3, won the Pac-10 title, and wrapped up
the No. 3 seed in the College Cup, ensur-
ing themselves of home matches up
until the Final Four.

On the other hand, LMU hasn't beat-

en a single ranked opponent since that

game.

"We have a chance to redeem our-
selves," UCLA head coach Tom
Fitzgerald said. "We don't need much
outside inspiration."

In that early season game, the Bruins
were held scoreless, and the Lions' Yiyi
Teranishi and Michael Erush both tal-

lied goals.

"We know how they play now, and
we're not too worried about them,"
Meschures said.

While the two teams may not be
evenly matched now, the better team
doesn't always win in soccer. The UCLA
women's soccer game outshot Texas
A&M 21-0 in their third-round match on
Saturday, but the Aggies won the game
0-0 (3-1 penalty kicks).

"Strange things can happen in the
playoffs," Fitzgerald said.

One factor that may help the Bruins
tonight is the time off they have had
since their last game. The Bruins
haven't played in ten days, while the
Lions just played a close, grueling play-
off matchup on Saturday.

^ Also, midfielder/defender Jordan
Harvey will be back for the Bruins.
Harvey missed four games because he
was playing for the U.S. Under-20
National Team at the 2003 Worid Youth
Championships.

If the Bruins win tonight, their next
game will be on Saturday, at Drake
Stadium, 7 p.m., against the winner of
Cal and UCSB.

>uivn i-nit..N.'UAiLY Bruin Staff
Tim Pierce, who leads the team in goals with ten, battles for the
ball with a San Diego State University player.

— - - - - -
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State considers fee

policy for UG, GSU
By Andrew Edwards

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
aedwards@media.ucla.edu

The state conunission that over-
sees higher education will consider
recommendations for a long-term
student fee policy that would seek
to reduce the influence of poUtics
and budgetary cycles on fee
increases.

The California Postsecondary
Education Commission is sched-
uled to vote Tuesday at their meet-
ing in Sacramento on a set of poUcy
recommendations that, if written
into law, would place more author-
ity over fees in the hands of univer-
sity governing boards, rather than
the state legislatiure.

California has not had a statuto-

ry policy on student fees since
1996, and since that time mandato-
ry fees for University of California

students have dropped by close to

10 percent.

However, the state is projected
to suffer a $21 billion budget deficit

in fiscal year 2003-2004 and many
expect student fees to rise next
academic year.

A budget plan approved by the
UC Board of Regents in November
calls for a 6.5 percent student fee

hike unless the state absorbs the
costs to be covered by fee revenue.
UC press aid Brad Hayward said

at the meeting in November that
the UC does not expect the state to

provide over $400 million in

requested funds.

Fees could go up even higher. At

the November Regents meeting,
Regent John Davies said the board
would likely consider fee hikes
much larger than 10 percent.

If adopted, CPEC recommenda-
tions would apply only to the
state's four-year institutions, the

UC and California State University.

The CPEC plan provides for the

regents and CSU Board of Trustees
tx) collaborate with student repre-

sentatives in setting up a method to

ac^ust student fees.

Any process approved by the
governing boards of either system
would have to follow principles

outlined by CPEC.
Among their provisions, CPEC

recommends to the state that fee

FEES
I
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. /.uJ^^^I^'lO ' ^^^®^ "®^^'y ^^ "^'"'on and eight years of planning and construction,
hundredrof people gather outside thYnew Yitzhak Rabin Center for Jewish Life at UCLA on its opening Nov 1?!
Visitors prayed and rejoiced as the hanging of the mezuzah on the front door marked the building's official com-
pletion. For more information, go to page 2 for a photo essay on the new Hillel building.

Woyzeck' to run at Freud Playh Joint course to

provide context
INTEGRATION OF STATISTICS, COMPARATIVE

POLITICS TO GIVE MORE MEANING TO MATERIAL

The Ocular One
•Woyzeck,' a new play directed by Robert Wilson, featuring newly interpreted music by songwriter Tom Waits, will open Dec. 3 at UCLA's Freud Playhouse.

WILSON'S COLLABORATION WITH WAITS BRINGS MODERN, ANACHRONISTIC ASPECTS TO PLAY

By Charlotte Hsu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR

chsu(a)media. ucla.edu

Students striving to find more
meaning in statistics should be able
to enroll in a double course winter
quarter catered tx) that need.
The double course will consist of

Comparative Politics taught by
political science professor Dan
Posner, and Statistics and Data
Analysis taught by political science
professor John Zaller.

Although each coiu'se will have
separate lectures and will be grad-
ed as separate classes, they must
be enrolled in as corequisites.

Students enrolled in the double
course will have one two-hoiu* sec-

tion each week that will cover
material from both courses.

"What's nice about that is (stu-

dents) will have the same TA,
skilled in the statistics side and in

the comparative politics side,"

Posner said.

The idea behind the double
course is to integrate material
taught in each of the classes in

order to give more meaning to the

subject matter.

"When I've taught I've tried to
introduce students to the idea that
comparative politics is to look for
patterns," Posner said, adding that
the best way to look for patterns
would be to gather data on a partic-

ular issue and do simple statistical

analysis with the data.

Posner said teaching politics
was often frustrating because stu-

dents lacked the background in sta-

tistics necessary to perform the
analyses.

Posner said Zaller was frustrated
by the same problem but from an
opposite standpoint

"(Zaller's) job is to teach stu-

dents basic statistics," Posner said,

"but he doesn't have the time to
teach them why these numbers
have any meaning."
From his experience working

with graduate students on statis-

tics, Zaller deduced students would
not really internalize statistics

unless the numbers were related to
subject matter of their interest

Zaller said in the past, he felt as if

COURSE
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By Andrew Lee

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF .:

aleegmedia. ucla.edu

When UCLA Performing Arts announced the
lineup for the 2002-2003 season, nothing stood
as a more obvious testament to the program's
reach toward the cutting edge than "Woyzeck," a
fragmented play by director Robert Wilson
which starts its run at the Freud Playhouse
tomorrow. i

But in spite of consistent labeling of the pro-
duction as "modem," throwing songwriter Tom

Waits into the equation gives it a distinctly

anachronistic dimension. Waits' music is infa-

mous for including ancient and long-forgotten

instruments and styles, and the collaboration

between him and wife Kathleen Brennan to

write music for "Woyzeck" follows the same
path.

"I'm not sure I know what modem is," Waits
said over the phone from his home in Sonoma
County. "1 guess maybe 'Woyzeck' is (modem) in

the sense that they found all these bits and
pieces of the play and stitched them together
like a collage. Maybe that did push it into the

modem world; it wasn't written or ultimately
produced in the same way other pieces are."

Wilson and Waits have collaborated together
before, beginning with a play Waits wrote in the
early '80s caUed "Frank's Wild Yeare." The two
met later at a coffee shop and discussed working
together on "Woyzeck," a piece written in 1837
and left unfinished by playwright Georg
Biichner

They took the work and reimagined it, and the

WOYZECK
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Government boosts

recruitment efforts

Sewage overflow

invades the Hill
By Jessica Chung and

Christina Jenkins

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jchung@media.ucla.edu
cjenkins(a)media. ucla.edu

On Tuesday, as students on the
Hill were preparing to go home for

Thanksgiving and er\joy a few days
of no class, the smell called the
"Hedrick funk" got funkier than
ever
A main line backup in Rieber Hall

resulted in a sewage overflow that

W6ath8P^^68 ^w«w«iB«wa
Low: 52 C^- ->

reached as far as Sproul Hall and
Charles E. Young Drive Tuesday
night.

Clogged pipes caused sewage to

rise up through manholes and pour
down the steps leading onto the
Puzzles patio.

Students, walking out of their

dorm rooms expecting to get a meal
at the popular nighttime eatery,

plugged their noses, wondering
what the smell was.

i

SEWER
I
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YEE-SHING YANG/Dailv Bruin

The Puzzles eating area was surrounded with yellow tape and evacuated after
sewer pipes from Rieber Hall overflowed and sent sewage onto the area, Tuesday.

By Leila Kamgar
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
lkamgar(2)media. ucla.edu

Despite a multi-year economic
downturn and a decline in private
sector hiring, the federal govern-
ment is stepping up its recruiting
efforts on college campuses.
The government has been much

more aggressive in its job recruiting
this year, said Kathy Sims, director
of the UCLA Career Center.

Federal recruiting on campus has
been facilitated by a non-partisan
orgaiiization that informs the uni-
versity about upcoming recruiting
events and job opportunities.

According to a report released by
the Partnership for PubUc Service,
the federal government will need to
hire over 250,000 employees in the
next two years to replace retiring

workers and carry out the responsi-
bilities associated with the newly
created Department of Homeland
Security.

But Sims, a 25-year veteran of
career counseling, doesn't foresee
an immediate burgeoning of job
opportunities.

"As of now, we don't know the
exact plan for how many entry-level

X
jobs the new department will need
to fill, and when they will fill them."

Instead, a gradual increase in fed-

eral recruiting, as a result of the
passage of the Homeland Seciuity
Act, is expected to start winter
quarter.

The upswing in federal recruiting

coincides with a downturn in pri-

vate sector hiring.

"When the economy and job mar-
ket slowed down, the government
saw this as their window of oppor-
tunity to obtain highly qualified

recruits," Sims said.

The federal agencies recruiting at

UCLA include the State

Department, Federal Bureau of
Investigations, Central Intelligence

Agency and the National Security

Administration.

As Sims explains, in the Job mar-
ket, everything is relative.

"If you're in the job market when
salaries are high, then you want that
too, but now nobody in the private
sector is offering those incentives;

there are no signing bonuses this

year."

While last year jobs in the public
sector were mostly student's sec-

RECRUITIN8
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Moving in
NEWS

AFTER A CELEBRATORY OPENING, THE NEW
YITZHAK RABIN HILLEL CENTER BRINGS

COMMUNITY MEMBERS TOGETHER THROUGH
VARIOUS RELIGIOUS, RECREATIONAL EVENTS

UCLA alumnus Ida Unger leads a yoga
class on Monday evenings in the
Spiegel Auditorium. The class com-
bines traditional yoga exercises with
Jewish Mysticism.

l'Hi,n,.s H\ MCULK MILLEK/Daiu BKiii.N Stakk
Jenni Alpert rocks softly following the official dedication ceremony. Music was a staple of the opening and
IS expected to be an important aspect of artistic expression In the new building.

Michael Mishna (left) and Jason
Lowe prepare to put the Torah

scrolls in the temporary ark
inside the Spiegel Auditorium.

The torahs were carried from
the old University Religious

Conference building in a half-

hour procession through cam-
pus. A permanent ark will be

installed later this year.

Members of the Hollywood Klezmer Trio (left to right) Bobby Bruce, Jordan Chernofsky and Leo Chelyapov played
during the procession from Hillel's old home at the University Religious Conference building (900 Hilgard Ave ) to its
new location at 574 Hilgard Ave.

TOKYO
O CHI MINH CITY

HANOISEOUL
SINGAPORE

KUALA LUMUR

GKOK

evepii| rlills Acne okin Care Clinic
lOJ

Click & Save Now
TRAVEL FOR THE NEXT GENERATION

1/ Years of Lxperience

930 S. PoUffsoJ, BlyJ. #6 (310) 389-1763

niipy/ww\v.acneskin.com

Many suffer with utifmf0^'^[
looking faces for many

months, many years, due
to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

^Actual Patient Testimoniar
I was tired. Tired of the countless people who told me the acne would

disappear instantly, tired of the harsh treatments that just made my face more oily and
red, tired of all the topical medications that dried out my skin until it felt like
sandpaper.

I came to Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care Clinic onlv because mv parents
insiged I try it. Mary at the Acne Clinic seemed to understand mv skepticism, and would
confidently explain what she was doing and how it was going to clear up my face.
However, both Mary and I knew the omy way I would be convinced is to actually see
results, and I did. I felt and saw the redness leave my face, and the best part is that it

was only getting better.

Most people don't understand how hard it is to have bad skin, or how great
it feels to have it cured.

Jennifer Lee

( UC Berkeley, Sophmore )

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed!
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Karaoke
i^ 7 Nights A Week

Starts @ 9:00pm

Happy Hour
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Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers
Where Quality and Ethics Come First... Since 1946

Precious Memories
Come in

Sarah Leonard Jewelers

Gift Boxes

^ ^ Today ^

7 to 9 p.m.

neue ' "

Change Your World: a discus-

sion of world views
Rieber Fireside Lounge
(949) 439-0014

Sarah

Free

Seminar on various views on
religion, spirituality, morals, and
the world today.

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club
Swing Lessons

Ackerman 2nd floor Lounge
(310) 284-3636

ballroom@ucla.edu

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Celebrate America: learn ftm

dances.

Ackerman 2414

/^Be sure to ask for

\your UCLA discount!
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Events raise AIDS awareness worldwide
By Mike Ohen

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
CAPE TOWN, South Africa —

Southern African countries marked
World AIDS Day on Sunday with
hopes that the region, which has the
highest rate of HIV positive people
on the planet, can slow the spread of
the disease.

There are 42 niiUion HTV positive
people worldwide, with sub-
Saharan Africa home to 75 percent
of them, according to UNAIDS, the
United Nation's AIDS agency.

South Africa has more HIV posi-
tive people than any other country
in the world. Figures released by the
government more than two years
ago showed that 4.7 milUon people -
one in nine - were infected, and the
figure today is believed to be sub-
stantially higher.

The number of people with AIDS
in Asia threatens tx) reach epidemic
levels, and activists there also tried
to raise awareness of the disease
and of prevention methods. Events
were also held in Cuba, Brazil, Peru
and several other countries.

"The impact of this tragedy

has been such that each and

every one of us knows of a rel-

ative, a loved one or a friend

who has either died of the epi-

demic or is living with it."

Robert Mugabe

President of Zimbabwe

South Africa's government had
come under fire for not doing
enough to combat the AIDS epidem-
ic, and it has recently shown signs of
taking the issue more seriously.

This year the government almost
tripled its anti-AIDS budget to $108
million, and plans to up it to $194
million in the next financial year.

Tony Leon, leader of South
Africa's opposition party

Democratic Alliance, said South
African women's average life

expectancy would fall from 54 to 38
over the next 10 years and over 2

million children would be orphaned
by AIDS.

"South Africa's fight against AIDS
has been massively hampered and
harmed by government's dithering,

denial and dissent from the ortho-

doxies associated with the disease,"

he said.

President Thabo Mbeki has ques-
tioned the link between HTV and
AIDS in the past, but kept from com-
menting on the issue over the last

few months.
Countries across Asia conmiemo-

rated Worid AIDS Day with events
to raise awareness of the disease
amid warnings that the number of
infected people in China and India,

the world's two most populous
nations, will reach epidemic levels.

Carrying banners and signs, thou-
sands took to the streets in Hanoi
and Bangkok on Sunday to promote
AIDS awareness. India staged a
marathon to raise public knowledge
of the disease, while Bering's impos-
ing legislative hall hosted an aware-
ness event.

"Silence is death when it comes
to fighting HIV/AIDS," said Jordan
Ryan, the U.N. resident coordinator
in Vietnam, at a rally in Hanoi that
drew 3,000 people. "It's time to tear

down the walls of stigma and
silence."

The United Nations has estimat-
ed that at the end of 2001, 6.6 mil-
lion people throughout Asia were
living with HIV or AIDS, including
about 1 million newly infected that
year.

In India, where some 4 million
people are infected with HIV, offi-

cials in the eastern city of
Bhubaneshwar on Sunday unfurled
a record-long 3.7-mile-long banner
to mark the day.

In Thailand, a prison opened its

doors to family and friends of
irmiates in the final stages of the dis-

ease, the Bangkok Post newspaper
reported Sunday.

World AIDS day events were low-
key in most of southern Afiica

In Malawi, where about 9 percent

AIDS
I
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Former South African President Nelson Mandela speaks in ftx)nt of an AIDS quilt dur-
ing a World AIDS Day function in Bloemfontein, South Africa, Sunday.
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16 units per quarter (every quarter)

Online auto loan reviews in

under 60 seconds.

Discover the great financial benefits of a credit union! Since
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University Credit Union's full-service banKing and lending.

Apply for your auto loan at University Credit Union. I
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Canadian colleges draw more Americans aids
|
Group says many can't

EXPERT SAYS LESS INTRICATE APPLICATION
PROCESS AND AFFORDABLE PRICES AMONG
REASONS WHY U.S. STUDENTS GO NORTH

By Ayelet Ifrah

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
aifrah@media.ucla.edu

Canada, eh? '

In record numbers. American stu-

dents, looking for a cheap but high
quality education, have begim to
apply to Canada's universities when
going through the college admis-
sions process.

Over the past three years, the
numbers of Americans enrolling in
Canadian colleges has risen around
90 percent, said Matt Jonah, head of
international admissions at Mount
Allison University, in New
Brunswick.

According to Jonah, the reason
for the increase has been largely
financial. Due to both a favorable
exchange rate between the U.S. and
Canadian dollars and a greater gov-
ernment subsidization of college
costs in Canada than in the United
States, tuition at a top-ranked uni-
versity, including housing, fees and
meals, can cost around $11,500.

In a slowing economy, with many
prestigious universities in the

United States costing as much as
three times this figure, students are
increasingly being drawn to schools
up north.

In addition, there is not necessar-
ily a trade-off for the low costs, as
attending school in Canada does not
mean sacrificing high quality stud-
ies.

**The United Nations has ranked
Canada as having the best quality
education in the world for numer-
ous years, but Canadians are hum-
ble and do not promote themselves
as well as some other countries,"
Jonah said.

Mount Allison University was
recently ranked second in Maclean's
University Rankings, a magazine
used to judge top Canadian colleges.
Last year, of approximately 2,100
apphcations, 120 were sent by
American applicants, according to
Jonah.

However, while Canada is becom-
ing a more ^pealing option, some
believe it does not present as many
opportunities as American schools,
in terms of reputation and diversity

of career options.

**UCLA had a lot more to offer than
the Canadian schools I was accepted
to. It was a big opportunity for me to
come here," said Jacqueline Ng, a
first-year biology student. Ng is an
international student from Canada

Though she was accepted to the
University of Toronto, one of the
largest and most prestigious doctoral
schools in Canada, it still paled in

comparison to the science depart-
ments at UCLA, Ng said.

Some students are choosing
Canada because of other factors as
well. With universities in the United
States receiving more applications
every year, and the admissions
process becoming more competitive
every year, Canada has emerged as
another, less stressful, option.

The application process in Canada
is usually considered easier than that

in the United States, as neither the
SAT nor any other standardized tests

are typicaUy used in deciding admis-
sions.

Many universities also forgo
requiring personal statements or
admissions essays and accept stu-

dents primarily based on their high
school GPA and teacher recommen-
dations.

Adding to the simplicity of the

process, students generally do not
have to fill out an application for

each school they're applying to. In

ANXIOUS?
Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart pounding or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned

about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

Qualifed participants-may t)e compensated up to $225.00.

Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1104
www,435,com
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Canada's application system, appli-

cants complete a fonn for each of the

country's provinces, which then send
their information simultaneously to

all the schools within its boundaries.

Canada is also considered a good
option for students looking to expe-

rience a different culture while still

living close to the United States and
without having to study in another

language. Its reputation for cleanli-

ness and safety are also benefits that

have led to the attraction of so many
Americans, Jonah said.

Still, the transition may prove dif-

ficult for some students iU-prepared

for such a drastic change.

"Our American appbcants general-

ly compare with our Canadian appli-

cants in terms of their entering aver-

age, however, they often struggle

with the academic workload, rela-

tive to our Canadian students,"

Jonah said.

afford treatment
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of the population is HIV positive,
the government warned that AIDS
was decimating the civil service
and the economy.

"Every day we are burying our
workers, our teachers, our doctors
and other professionals," Vice
President Justin Malewezi said in a
statement issued together with the
findings of a new study on the
impact of AIDS in Malawi.
The study found that high

schools had to replace 77 percent
of their staff every year because
teachers die or are too iU to work.

In politically troubled
Zimbabwe, President Robert
Mugabe acknowledged that 2.2

million of the country's 13 million

people were HIV positive, and that

700,000 children had been
orphaned by AIDS.

"The impact of this tragedy has
been such that each and every one
of us knows of a relative, a loved
one or a friend who has either died
of the epidemic or is living with it,"

he said.

The human rights group
Amnesty International said
Sunday that millions of people are
doomed to early deaths because
they can't afford AIDS treatment.

"Those who are on the social
margins of society, who are denied
access to their most basic human
rights - to freedom from discrimi-
nation, to education, to physical
integrity, to health care and to eco-
nomic security - are the most vul-
nerable to HIV infection," Amnesty
said.
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New policy battles college drinking
By Adam Foxman

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
afoxman@media.ucla.edu

In iui effort to improve the rep-
utation of one of its neighboring
communities, the University of
Cahfornia, Santa Barbara this year
began sending notification letters

to parents of students who were
arrested in Isla Vista for alcohol-
related infractions.

i

Isla Vista, which is located near
I'CSB and is home tx) many of its

students, is famous for its wild
parties, and infamous for alcohol-
related problems.

Brandon Brod, one of three uni-
versity administrators who initiat-

ed the pohcy at U(;SB, said the
pohcy is aimed at making Isla
Vista a better place for students.
He described the Parental
Notification Policy as a deterrent

that has been shown to dramati-
cally reduce second offenses.

"This is quickly becoming the
best practice that schools on the

cutting edge should be using,"

Brod said.

Some students, however, are
indignant, dark Yeager, for exam-
ple, was arrested for public intox-

ication last Halloween but did not
see why his parents had to know.

**I wouldn't have told them if

there was a chance they wouldn't
get a letter," he said.

There is no Parental
Notification Policy at UCLA, and
according to Brian Carlisle, the
assistant dean of students, such a

policy would not be in the best

interests of the university.

"We hold students accountable
for their actions by treating them
like adults," Carlisle said.

"If a student is a danger to him

or herself we would notify par-
ents, but if a student is carrying a
beer around a residence hall, that

is not necessaiy"
Carlisle also said that according

to his colleagues at Columbia
Cniversity and the l^niversity of
Missouri, the institution of
parental notification policies has
caused student outcries. I

Brod said there has been "sur-

prisingly little response" at UCSB
thus far. f

"I received three comments
from students who were mildly
dissatisfied and said that the pro-
gram was an invasion of privacy,
but there have been more positive
than negative reactions," Brod
said.

I

Despite Brod's comment, some
students at UCSB - such as Carol
Orellana, a 20-year-old student -
do not feel it is proper for UCSB to
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inform their parents about their

arrests.

"If I want to keep something
from my mother, I think I should
be able to," Orellana said.

The parental notification policy
only applies in Isla Vista, because
the Federal Educational Rights
Privacy Act, which protects stu-
dents' educational records, bars
UCSB from informing students'
parents about on-campus alcohol
infractions.

University officials have sent
out 146 letters during the first

seven weeks of the school year.

UCSB obtains the information
from records made available to
the public at the local pohce sta-

tion.

RECRUITING | Poor salaries

deter some from federal jobs

With reportsfrom Daily Bruin wire
services.

from page 1

ond choices, this year morp stu-

dents are considering government
placement a good option.

UCLA students are more recep-
tive to and prepared for govern-
ment careers because of their
internships experience, Sims said.

Even before graduation, there
are several programs on campus
that help students obtain govern-
ment internships as a means of
gaining valuable work experience
and sometimes course credit.

But some students are deterred
by a long apphcations process and
low salaries.

Many federal departments deal-
ing with security and intelligence
require a lengthy security screening
and application process.

Pay is also a consideration.
According to a Partnership for
PubUc Service report, law school
debt prevented two-thirds of law
students surveyed from considering
employment in public service.

First-year law student Dave
Abbott echoes this concern.

"Levels of debt and the long
hours expected to work are among
the factors why I wouldn't put a
career in the pubhc sector as my
top choice," Abbott said.

While Sims said government jobs
are open to all majors, some stu-

dents still express doubts that a
government career would fit their
skills.

"I don't really see a government
job as the ideal fit for my skills,"

fourth-year applied mathematics
student Jennifer Cooke said.
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COURSE
fro^ page 1

after the final exams "students were
doing a memory dump in the haU and
never thinking about it again."

From a teaching perspective, Zailer
said students have more incentive to
learn statistics when the numbers are
given context and this is what he hopes
the new double course will accomplish.

"I think that would work," said Lorena
Nuno, a second-year political science stu-
dent currently taking statistics. "(The two
courses) are kind of based on the same
thing, so you're applying statistics to the
actual situation."

The politics segment of the double
course will focus on content and will give
a context to the numbers presented in sta-
tistics.

The statistics portion will provide stu-
dents with the necessary skills to back up
what they learn in the politics course with
evidence based on statistical analysis.

Professor Michael Thies teaches
Comparative Politics and thinks the dou-
ble course is a great idea because it coor-
dinates the material of the two courses.

**! think we don't have enough integra-

NEWS

tion in the curriculum, and knowing they
take it simultaneously, each faculty mem-
ber knows what the students are doing in

the other class," Thies said.

Thies said there would also be less rep-

etition in subject matter covered by the
two courses, making teaching a lot easier.

Michael Reyes, a third-year political

science student taking comparative poli-

tics this quarter, liked the idea of fusing
related coursework.

"They complement each other, the two
classes," Reyes said. "A lot of topics relate
to (both subjects) ... Uke globaUzation."

Both Zailer and Posner said while the
double course is experimental, they hope
the course will be offered again if it is suc-
cessful.

Some possible complaints about the
course, Zailer said, would involve less

flexibihty in scheduling for students.
Students who have previously taken one
of the two courses will not be able to take
the new double course and since the
courses are corequisites, students will not
have the option of taking only one.

To enroll in the double course for winter
quarter, students should call (310) 825-

3862, or e-mail Collette Niland at

niland@polisci. ucla. edu or Kathy
Escobedo at escobedo@polisci. ucla. edu.

WOYZECK
from page 1

final product is a disjointed piece that

eschews linear narrative for a more abstract

meditation on themes Waits labels as "duplic-

ity, jealousy, rage and murder"
"This was considered one of the first prole-

tariat operas, in that it dealt with the working
class," Waits said. "So that was attractive to

me."
I

The story revolves around a soldier who
undergoes medical experimentation prior to

going mad and murdering his girlfriend. The
music that accompanies "Woyzeck" - which
was released last year by Waits as the album
"Blood Money" - is appropriately nightmar-
ish, akin to a fever dream inside a claustro-

phobic's head.

A combination of broken carnival music,
woozy New Orleans jazz and even tender bal-

lads. Waits accentuates the surreal atmos-
phere with the use of calliope and stroh vio-

lin, among a sea of other instruments. Waits'

gravelly voice is the representation of an ou^
sider, a drunken rambler who sings of despair
and loss in a voice that carries a tinge of rage.

In a particularly memorable line in the open-
ing track. Waits barks "Misery is the river of
the world/ Everybody row!"

It's a role Waits has played before, but
never has his music been wrapped inside

such a suffocating production, giving the
sound a dusty surface and further evoking the
dementia that lies mired inside. The music
may be modem, but it doesn't sound modem.

"I guess I like old records because they
sound like they're struggling to reach you,"

Waits said. "Have you ever heard a record and
if it's got scratches on it, if it's too far away, or
if you're in between stations on the radio,

does it ever really affect the performance? It

doesn't. It makes you listen harder, so you
have to work. You're reaching in, like if you
get a phone call fi-om far away."

Waits embraces the interference of the

world. He likes it when tiiree radios are on at

the same time. He likes to record with the

door open. Yet in spite of his oddball procliv-

ities regarding music, Waits has gradually

gained mainstream recognition and respect -

his album "Mule Variations" won a Grammy in

1999.

But he's too left-field to be universally

appreciated, and that outsider role is some-
thing he shares with director ^\llson, whose
landmark work "Einstein on the Beach"
remains among composer Philip Glass' most
well-known musical contributions. A produc-
tion of that work will make its way to UCLA
in late 2004.

"I know that Wilson, regardless of where

he goes, is kind of a loose cannon," Waits said.

"Within the theater world people either think
he's a visionary, or they think he's a gorilla.

And he's wired with explosives. But he's
important because he takes chances and I

think it's healthy for theater and opera that
he's around, hanging out of a tmck with a
shotgun, taking shots at stop signs."

It's clear "Woyzeck" isn't conventional LA.
theater; it barely fits into the conservative
American theater scene. But the combined
vision ofthe two artists has resulted in a prod-
uct that's as vaguely familiar as much as it's

entirely alien.

"Wilson, he's always playing with time,"
Waits said. "I heard a recording recentiy of
crickets slowed way down. It sounds like a
choir, it sounds like angel music. Something
sparkling, celestial with full harmony and
bass parts - you wouldn't believe it. It's like a
sweeping chorus of heaven, and it's just
slowed down, tiiey didn't manipulate the tape
atall.

"So I think when Wilson slows people
down, it gives you a chance to watch them
moving through space," he said. "And there's
something t» be said for slowing down the
world."

"Woyzeck" appears at the Freud Playhouse
from Dec. 3 to 15. Tickets are $70, $20 for
students.
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Free screenings combat

increase in STD cases
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THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPHIA ^ The city's

public high school students will
be offered free screenings and
treatment for sexually transmit-
ted diseases after tests showed
girls at two schools were twice as
likely as other Philadelphia teens
to have chlamydia.
The voluntary, confidential

testing is part of a citywide
health department plan to cut the
rate of sexually transmitted dis-
eases in teens.

"It is an abstinence-first philos-
ophy, and we have to take it up a
notch," School District Chief
Paul G. Vallas said. "This is high-
risk behavior, and there are con-
sequences." I

More than 50,000 students who
attend Philadelphia's 40 public
high schools will be offered tests
beginning in December.

Officials estimate that up to
3,000 students could test positive
for chlamydia, a bacterial infec-
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of campus

tion that often goes unnoticed
and can lead to infertility.

One in 12 city females between
the ages of 15 and 19 - and one in
20 males - are infected with
chlamydia, health officials said.

However, pilot tests last year
indicated the rate at two high
schools was even higher, with
one of every six girls infected.

"That is enough to raise eye-
brows and indicate that it is a
serious problem," Vallas said.

The school district will notify

parents about the project by
mail, but state law allows for

confidential testing and treat-

ment of sexually transmitted dis-

eases for minors.

Some 3 million Americans are

infected with chlamydia each
year, according to the federal

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.

About three-quarters of
women and half of men don't

have any symptoms, the agency
said.

FEES
from page 1

hikes under a new fee policy

should be as "gradual, moderate
and predictable" as possible and
take into account the total cost

of university attendance.

"(The boards) can't just go off

and do whatever they want," said

CPEC chief poUcy analyst Karl

Englebach.

The UC supports a long-term
fee policy in general, said univer-

sity spokesman Michael Reese,
though he did not comment
specifically on CPEC recommen-
dations.

I

The university wants a more
stable poUcy that would provide
for moderate and predictable fee
increases, as appropriate, he
said.

I

Englebach said a long-term Fee
poUcy would reduce the influ-

ence of economic fluctuations
and resulting budget debates in

Sacramento about student fees.

"Student fees have been very
poUticized," he said, noting that
fee levels often freeze when the
state economy is in good shape,
and then increase dramatically in

a downturn.

SEWER
I
Clogged pipe results in foul stench

from page 1

"It makes me want to fall down
and die," said Kevin Chang, a first-

year undeclared student, when
describing the stench.

The backup was essentially a
clogged pipe caused by a buildup
of grease from the Rieber kitchen
that built up in the sewer line,

which is the main infrastructure for
getting rid of waste, said Gail
Cowling, executive officer of
Facilities Management and
Environmental Health & Safety.

Residential assistants patrolled

the area, telling people Puzzles was
closed.

"I stepped in that (stuff)," said

Jon English, a first-year poUtical
science student who was on the
scene. "It was Uke a fountain."

The call to Facilities

Management came in at 11:10 p.m.
and the leak was stopped by 11:45

p.m., Cowling said. Plumbers
quickly responded to the call with a
sewer jet, which blew out the stop-
page and cleared the drain.

After the pipes were cleared, the
ground the sewage had covered
was bleached for health reasons.

"It was a relatively small emer-
gency. Everything was cleaned up
relatively fast," Cowling said.

Since this incident was an infra-

structure problem outside the resi-

dential halls' jurisdiction, FaciUties
Management, rather than the main-
tenance crew, responded to the
problem.

Sewage leaks, such as this one,
are not new occurrences at UCLA.

"It's been a problem that we
experience throughout campus
wherever there are food facilities,

such as Taco Bell and LuValle. We
used to have the problem a lot on
ASUCLA food faciUties," Cowling
said.

Work to resolve such issues had
already begun in the central part of
campus with the installation of
clarifiers, mechanisms that sepa-
rate grease in pipes in a way similar
to lint traps in laundry dryers.

Afterwards, only the clarifier needs
to be cleaned, versus having to
clean out the entire pipe.

Plans to install similar clarifiers

on the Hill are also being consid-
ered, CowUng said.

Other measures to avoid such
incidents include cleaning the
storm drain on a regular basis, and
having preventative maintenance.

"We can make sure the drains
are clear of pine needles and such
before the rainy season starts. We
can do preventative maintenance,
but you can never truly avoid these
problems," CowUng said.

With reports from Derek Lazzaro,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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Senator John Kerry takes first steps toward campaigi
By Ron Kampeas

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON— Massachusetts
Democrat John Kerry, a leading
Senate liberal and decorated gun-
boat officer during the Vietnam War,
said Sunday he is taking a first step
toward running for president in
2004.

He took aim at President Bush's
policies on taxes, education, Iraq
and the Middle East, saying. There
is a better choice for this nation."

Bush, asked Sunday night about the
prospect of running against Kerry,

smiled at reporters but said nothing.
Kerry, a 58-year-old former prose-

cutor first elected to the Senate in

1984, has said for the past year that
he was seriously thinking about a
run in 2004. He was unopposed for
re-election in November to a fourth
term - the first Massachusetts sena-
tor in 80 years with no major-party
opposition.

"I'm going to file this week an
exploratory committee, a formal
conunittee, and I'm going to begin
the process of organizing a national
campaign," Kerry said on NBC's
"Meet the Press."

Official announcement of his can-

didacy is months away, Kerry said.

Exploratory committees are
established by budding candidates
mainly to raise money, finance trav-

els around the country and help

gauge voter support.

"When you really get into the for-

mal stage, which I am now entering,

you find out who's prepared to be
there, you see if you can raise the

money," Kerry said. "It becomes
real."

The best-known Democrat to

emerge from Massachusetts is

President John Kennedy - and Kerry

did not shy from invoking his mem-
ory. But other Bay State Democrats
have not fared as well in national
elections.

Kennedy's brother. Sen. Edward
Kennedy, failed in 1980 to win the
presidential nomination, as did Paul
Tsongas in 1992. Gov. Michael
Dukakis - a Kerry mentor - won the
1988 nomination, but lost by a wide
margin to Bush's father.

Democrats are expected to have a
crowded field of candidates, with
the party convention to be held in
Boston.

Vermont Gov. Howard Dean

already is running. Former Vice
President Al Gore, the 2000 nomi-
nee, and North Carolina Sen. John
Edwards expect to disclose their
plans after the Christmas holidays.
Outgoing House Democratic leader
Dick Gephardt of Missouri is
expected to begin telling colleagues
whether he plans to run. Also con-
sidering the race is Gore's running
mate from two years ago. Sen.
Joseph Lieberman of Cormecticut,
who has said he would not run if

Gore does.

A recent Los Angeles Times poll
of Democratic National Committee

presidency
members showed Gore and Kerry
topped lists when people were
asked their favorites.

During the NBC interview, Kerry
repeatedly mentioned his service in
Vietnam. He was an officer on a gim-
boat in the Mekong Delta and
received niunerous decorations for
his combat experience, including a
Silver Star and three Purple Hearts.
He later led demonstrations against
the war after he returned home.

"I served in the armed services -

1

love this country," he said. "I have a
great sense of what this country can
be and what it is."
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• Guaranteed
• Only $45
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with
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USAC must

not forget its

political voice

In
voting to pass a resolution against a United

States-led war on Iraq, the Undergraduate
Students Association Council made an

admirable decision. Well, half of it did
Five of the eleven members present at last

week's USAC meeting voted to pass the reso-
lution. Dahle does not vote outside of situa-

tions where there is a tie. The other five

abstained, some saying they believed USAC
taking positions on outside political issues
would unavoidably alienate some of the cant-
pus and so should not be done.

But USAC is a government entity - its job
is to reflect the opinions of its populace and
lead as such vaih its policies. USAC members
are elected every spring partially on their

own political stances. It would be counterpro-
ductive for council members to abstain fi-om
advocating once in office.

Regardless of whether its opinion will have
any real implications (this one certainly will

not), USAC needs to make its views heard. Its

function is largely symbolic - it is not granted
any feal authority over even university affairs.

The only power USAC has lies in its ability to
campaign on behalf of students on issues

confronting this campus and distribute fund-
ing.

President Bush may not be listening to
USAC's resolution, but students here are. If

USAC neglects to lead this audience, it for-

feits most of its influence.

Bunche vending

machihes should

be put on stilts

No member of the Daily Bruin editorial

board was invited to last week's discus-

sion about what should be done with
the now infamous vending machines outside
of Bunche Hall. But we have some solutions

we think would make everyone happy.
Put the vending machines on stilts like

the building they stand outside of.

Professors are upset about the vending
machines because they block their view of
the greenery surrounding Bunche. Well, if

Bunche were on the ground, it would block
everyone's view of the sculpture gardens.
Elevation is the answer.

Paint the vending machines green - that
way faculty would still have a clear view of
Bunche's "greenery" when they exit the ele-

vators. To raise money for this, the College
of Letters & Science could create a Kiosk
Enhancement Fee.

Convince a wealthy donor to pay for the
moving of the machines. A small plaque
reading "The David Geffen Former Place of
Kiosk," would preserve the memory for
generations to come and would allow for
grass-viewing

.

Pick the kiosk up and rotate it with heli-

copters and cranes, a la the legendary rota-

tion of Bunche decades ago. This way, less
of Bimche's greenery would be blocked and
orientation counselors would have another
story to tell freshmen.

The machines need inspectors - their
imtasty snacks could be coverups for dan-
gerous chemical or biological weapons. The
best way to remove this threat is through a
preemptive airstrike. Just imagine the harm
they might cause if left alone.

Unsigned editorials represent a m^rity opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.
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Republicans abandon traditional views
Those familiar with my columns may be

surprised to hear that I am angrier and
more concerned about the

Republicans than the Democrats.
After all, most rational Americans have

come to expect the conglomerate of spe-
cial interests' socialist policies and moral
failings. But at least the
Democrats are consis-

tent and openly
embrace socialist legis-

lation that invades indi-

vidual rights of proper-
ty, life and free speech.
But the GOP talks of
free markets, individu-

ality, rights and
defense, but in practice
is nothing more than
Democrat-Ute.

The current adminis-
tration serves as ^a

prime example of
Republican double
talk. One of the first acts passed by George
W. Bush upon claiming the presidency was
a tax cut. This was a highly beneficial
piece of legislation that gave money back
to Americans for the first time in a decade.

However, in pure Republican fashion.

Joel
Schwartz

jschMiartz@media.uda.edu

Bush catered to business interests at the
expense of the American people by pass-
ing tariffs on foreign steel and signing the
single largest farm subsidy bill in U.S. his-

tory. As a result, the price of produce and
steel, two commodities the Anierican peo-
ple need, rose. The yearly cost of these
bills will exceed the tax cut, thus making it

a worthless stimulus package.
And in the wake of Bush's financial

shenanigans and false promises, Sept. 11,

2001 occurred. Yet instead of following the

true principles of both America and the

GOP, Bush chose to push for thf (anti)

Patriot Act.

Sept. 11 occurred because the govern-
ment got too big for its britches. Instead of
focusing on the safety of the American
people, the Clinton administration made
drastic and harmful changes within the
CIA and FBI to limit the effectiveness of
intelligence while catering to all the spe-
cial interest groups who were filling their

pockets.

As a result, more bureaucracy was cre-

ated and more federal funding went to the
Department of Redundancies Department
than went toward the safety of America. It

is no wonder that our ineffectual govern-
ment didn't see these attacks conung and

EDITORIAL CARTOON
By Jason Liu jllu@media.ucla.edu

Only one may be a work of fiction.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

USAC shows

humanity, sensibility
I'd like to congratulate USAC on its

resolution opposing a U.S. invasion of
Iraq ("USAC passes resolution condemn-
ing war with Iraq," Nov. 27). It's hearten-
ing to see that humane and sensible poli-

tics persist on campus, even as the lead-
ers of our coimtrj' rush headlong into

mayhem and easily foreseeable conse-
quences.

Our country squanders well over a bil-

lion dollars a day on its war machine,
but is very stingy in humanitarian aid,

spending less per capita than any other
developed country.

This is not only inhumane, it's unwise;
finstration is the father of terrorism and
impotence within less extreme con-
straints its mother. Consider how many
farm tractors could be purchased for the
price of a tank, how much medicine for
the price of a rifle, how many schools
for the price of a warplane, how many
wells for the price of producing a bomb
crater.

Would young men be so angry that
they would give their lives lashing out at

us if we used our incredible wealth and
technology to make their lives better,

rather than dominating and intimidating
them?

I hope that your generation will prove
wiser and more humane than mine, and
that the students of UCLA will retain

and foster their wisdom as reflected in

this resolution.

' Brian Cobb, M.D.

Professor of Medicine, Tribhuvan University

Groolcs aren't reason

to ignore liomeless
As a business owner, Mike Madvig is

allowed his opinion regarding the home-
less near his business ("Don't be duped
by homeless," Nov. 27). However, he has
no right to make assertions regarding
the homeless that are untrue.

I've been working with the homeless
all this time, not even realizing the hun-
dreds of people sleeping at the local

park every freezing night had secret
houses that they were whisked off to
when no one was looking.

Yes, there are crooks in every city, in
every form, including those who pretend
to be homeless. Should I stop working
with the homeless because of those very
few crooks?

Madvig's mentality is to justify the
actions of those who do not want to
give. If you do not want to help the
homeless or work for improved econom-
ic and health legislation to combat the
true causes of homelessness, than so be
it, but do not blame your lack of com-
passion on those who bear the brunt of
society's carelessness and apathy.

Kristina Caberto

Alumnus, 1999

J

as of yet has failed to capture Osama lin
Laden.

But the current administration alsi
refused to focus on safety and has insteac
chosen to federalize employees of airlines,

create new departments and laws restrict-
ing access to all Americans, and spy on
U.S. citizens. Also there has been a strong
push to get all new ID cards, databases,
and e-mail-spying software included in the
government's grand watchful eyes.

So instead of going to the root of the
problem and focusing on the only job the
government is supposed to do (protection
of rights and property). Bush has expand-
ed government even further.

And the problem continues. The
Homeland Security Act has now been
signed into law and the government is bal-

looning again. Bush has created an entire

new department and bureaucracy that
must integrate into the muck left by
Clinton. The law also sets to put more
firearms in the hands of federal employ-
ees. And given the high rate of guns being
taken away from law-abiding citizens with
anti-constitutional gun control laws, it is

frightening to think about the power shift

Homeland Security would incite.

If a homicide bomber or airplane high-

jacker attempts to take liv^^ of Americans
again, it vidll not matter how many feds are
armed if the people have no means to fight
back.

So where did the true Repiblicans go?
What ever happened to men like Ronald
Reagan who refused to expand govern-
ment throughout his administration? He
was a president who stood his ground until
4 Democratic Congress forced lim to sign
a huge tax act in return for the defense
bi'dget and laws that ultimately destroyed
tht Soviet Union and saved the world.

These men stiU exist, but have aban-
doned the current spineless GOR They are
America's Independents and Ubertarianswho still beUeve in freedom from oppres-
sion and xmiversal human rights to liberty
property and happiness. But both major
parses frighten the populace with scare
tactics aiming to minimize axiy third party

After all, vrho would want to "waste"
their vote? Yet as long as we continue to
support power hungry Democrats and
Democrat-Utes (GOP), we can't expect any
positive change.

^

Schwartz' column runs every Moncky.

Human cloning badfor

babies, parents, future

Sarah
Jansen

^ansen(|>mecfa.ucia.edu

Forget Dolly the lamb. Let's raise the
stakes. Let's enter a new era of human
cloning.

In our warped, hypothetical new
world, Danny and Sallie are among three
fortunate couples.
Over the last nine
painful months, 95
women have miscar-
ried or aborted their

cloned fetuses. Two
other woman have
died due to complica-
tions. But Danny and
Sallie are the proud
new parents of Jesse
- a carbon copy of his

father, save for the
enlarged head,

deformed limbs, and
squashed face.

Reality check. Who
in their right mind would clone a human
being? That's pure science-fiction, right?

Wrong. Severino Antinori; who
became famous by artificially impregnat-
ing a post-menopausal, 62-year-old
woman in 1994; recently announced that
an unidentified woman is currently preg-
nant with a cloned embryo and will give
birth mid-January. According to Antinori
the pregnancy is "going well; there are
no problems."

Following Antinori's speech at a press
conference in Rome, hundreds of cou-
ples volunteered to attempt clone-births:

Already, masses of individuals are sense-
lessly committing themselves to an illu-

sion created by Antinori. The success
rate of cloning is around 97 percent, and
even then, who's to say that a "success-
ful" human clone will not develop fatal

deformities?

In the words of Rudolf Jaenisch, a
cloning specialist at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, cloning humans
is "irresponsible and repugnant and
ignores the overwhelming scientific evi-

dence from seven mammalian species
cloned so far."

The scientific community is up in

arms. It's well-known among many
researchers that clones are either

deformed, die early, or are miscarried.

When Robert Lanza of Advanced Cell

Technology implanted 500 cloned
embryos into 250 cows, only 24 healthy
cows survived to infancy. Eighty cows
miscarried, and even more never became
pregnant.

In the journal Theriogenology a simi-

lar study performed on calves reveals a 5
to 10 percent cloning success rate. Many
cloned calves were bom with both non-
lethal and lethal abnormalities; including

enlarged organs, caved-in faces, flawed
kidneys, intestinal blockages, immune
deficiencies, and diabetes.

Other researchers emphasize the fact
that ostensibly "normal" clones are bio-
logical time-bombs - fine one day and
dead the next.

"It is very probable that, at least for
some populations of clones, some unpre-
dictable defects will appear in the long
run," reported Atsuo Ogura of the
National Institute of Infectious Diseases
in Tokyo. Ogura and his team's work
with cloned mice reveals a shocking dis-
covery: many cloned mice can and will
die of diseases including cancer and
liver disease as much as 800 days (a sub-
stantial portion of a mouse's life span)
aftei birth.

This, even if a woman is able to beat
the ocids and give birth to a cloned baby,
defectsand deformities may lurk in her
child's Utuie. Is it really fair to subject
a child U) t^e emotional and physical
pain of being a clone - to knowingly cre-
ate an outcast?

There is lo reason to play with fire.

Adoption is in alternative, and one that
saves Uves rajher than taking them.
Although it's nice to have a child that
looks like daddj or monuny, would you
really want yourkid to look that much
like you - an exact clone of yourself?
Also, the child wo\ddn't be a unique mix-
ture of both parents' genes, but rather a
copy-cat of either th« mother or father.
Genetically speaking, the child would
only be the offspring of one parent.

Nonetheless, some iidividuals seem
to harbor an animal instinct to transmit
their genes from one generation to the
next. Unfortimately, it is tids same
instinct that doctors like Antinori will
use as a springboard from vi^ch to
launch their own lucrative careers.
As a result of Antinori and Ms eager

clientele, New Year's may deliver a
whole lot more than 2003. The cries of
fireworks and party horns may mingle
with another sort of cry - the birtii wails
of the world's first cloned human child.

With this baby, a new and frightening
epoch in fertility science will begin.
Mothers will give birth to deformed chil-
dren or die in the process. A profound,
scientific carelessness will be perpetuat-
ed, because infertile parents are
obsessed with having children imbued
with their own genes - genes concealing
the untold horrors that await in the
future.

Jansen's column runs every other
Monday.

Stipends for UCSA positions minimal, increase access
By Christopher Neal

This submission is in response to a
news article printed on Nov. 26, 2002,
"Neal paid more despite deficit." It is also
to give students greater knowledge of my
role as Undergraduate Students
Association Council external vice presi-

dent as well as vice-chairman for the UC
Student Association.

The news article focuses on my gaining
a stipend for my position as UCSA vice-

chairman and how this contributed to a
budget deficit. I and the UCSA Chairman
Stephen Klass did receive stipends which
increased the budget deficit. However the
key reason the board decided to go into
deficit was to hire a new staff member,
whose wages would be paid 70 percent by
the board and 30 percent by the Coimcil on
Student Fees. Money gleaned from the
deficit will go to the new university affairs

position for UCSA and a director for the
Council on Student Fees. This person will

work closely with the UC Office of the
President to present the student perspec-
tive on UC policies and will be housed in

the UCSA office in Oakland.
My role as EVP for USAC required me to

sit as the voting representative of the
undergraduates of UCLA on the UCSA
board of directors. I am responsible for

relaying the needs of UCLA students to the
board and the decisions of the board to

UCLA. I am also responsible for getting

students involved in this process. This can
be through attendance at lobby days in

Sacramento or through the numerous con-
ferences that will be held in the winter and
spring of 2003.

My role as vice-chairman of UCSA is

very different. I assist the chairman in

meetings, but I also supervise the organiza-

tion's executive director who then super-

vises the rest of staff. I am also responsible
for hiring staff and other staff related

issues concerning awards and discipline.

In addition to these tasks I am responsible
for creating a budget for the organization
with the executive director. In my opinion
a budget needs to be fiscally sound and
move an organization towards growth. The
current budget also contains a significant

savings for the organization, so going into

deficit was seen more as an organization
building decision, not one that was detri-

mental to the organization.

The need for stipends was presented by

myself and the chairman of UCSA as an
issue of access. The chairman and vice-

chairman positions are open to any board
member, graduate or undergraduate.
However, the positions have been tradi-

tionally held by graduate students who
have more time and flexibility in their

schedules to pursue the functions. These
positions have also been held by students
who have the means not to work in

exchange for the time spent doing their

duties as UCSA chairman or vice-chair-

man.
Stipends allow undergraduate students

who tend to represent a larger constituen-

cy to take on the charge of expanded lead-

ership. It enables students from lower
income backgrounds to exchange time that

would have been spent working with time
spent running a statewide organization.

The implementation of stipends is an issue
of access. Students from all walks of life

should be able to take on any role they are
qualified for without worrying about finan-

cial barriers.

I am a student from a low income back-
ground. I am responsible for the whole of
my education and rely on financial aid,

grants and loans. The decision for me to

I

run for vice-chairman was made out of
realization ofmy long experience with the
organization and desire to see it grow. I did
not take the role on as a matter of prestige
1 am still responsible for the work I do on
the UCLA canipus and related to state and
national affairs. The stipend I now receive
from UCSA is minimal compared to the
amour\t of hours and work I engage in.
Amounting to $250 per montii, the stipend
only goes to a partial supplement of my
larger e^cpenses. I have still been required
to take ajob at tiie UCLA Store so many of
you may be seeing me soon sellingyou
books to pay my rent while I also go advo-
cate for you in Washington, D.C. to nake
sure you have enough Pell Grant.

I hope tiis clarifies any misconcep'ions
or lack of knowledge stiidents have afcout
tiie role of LCSA and my role as their ier>-
resentative to tiie body and to the outsiie
world. I hope stiidents reading this will
want to get in^^olved in the work I do and
build organizaions like UCSA and USSA
so tiiat we can all work to effectively advo
cate for studen^. ^ ^^^

Neal 15 th^ US,c external vice president
and vice-chairmin of UCSA

aSBii
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Sound vital

to capturing

entire movie
I

experience

Arriving late to a movie theater

provides a wonderful experi-

fiftce. As you walk into the

dark room, /ou

Howard Ho

North Campus
Aienger

h>Qi>mBrtaidaedii

hear the mcvie

before you actu-

ally see it

Inana^e
where TKX
digital saind is

touted lijte a
mallet bulging

on your
eardmns
before the

movies' start,

listening is just

as important

as seeing. If

you can't hear

it, then it's not

real.

At the 2001 Academy Awards
ceremony, Mike M/ers sarcastical-

^ introduced the Oscar for sound
design as '*the a\^'ard we've all

been waiting for ... What I do
know is that what's in this enve-

lope is going to send Shockwaves
through the Industry." Taken at

face value, Myers' words may not
be far ofif.

One of filmmaking s many
unsung heroes, sound designers

make the film world palpable.

Without the loud sub woofer thuds
and reptilian screeches, the com-
puter-generated dinosaurs would
be just as flimsy as the stories and
characters in the "Jurassic Park"
films. The rippling water in the cup
seems real because your ear drums
are rippling fi-om the sound, caus-

ing your whole body to ripple with

cinematic wonder
Elmerging sound technology has

alwa3rs been a status symbol, from
the early days of high fidelity and
stereo to the current Dolby 5.1

Sound. While stereo is singly right

and left, the 5.1 means that you
benefit fiova five small speakers

(two on the left, two on the right,

one in the center) and a large sub-
• ^obfer for the low end. When the'

plidw flies across the Afilcan 'j!
*^

Sahaia, you can feel it zoom ^

through your living room and ito-
ble the earth beneath yoa

None of this is new, and
Spielberg had already proved the

power of sound in **Jaw9," in which
a dumb mechanical shark became
scary because ofJohn Wiliiams'

heart-pumping score. Silent films

weren't even silent, because
pianists were brought in to under-

score Charlie Chaplin falling dowa
But using sound itself to tell the

story is relatively new. Originating

in the 1970s, sound design has

been the culmination of improve-

ments in recordpig equipment and
speaker technology. While old

chopsocky films used the same
slap sound for every punch, today's

moviegoer is probably disappoint-

ed if Jet Li's punch doesn't have an
accompanying swoosh from the

left ^)eakers to the right ones and
lands with bass in the face.

For sure, South Campus efforts

made bfeath-taking sound possi-

ble. But North Campu§ artfulness

is knowing how to create a sound
or even if a sound is needed Jet

li's pummeling is actually done by
a foley artist, who is beating up a
chicken breast When li breaks an
arm, the foley people are breaking
celery and carrots. It may look stu-

pid, but it sounds realistic.

Big-budget movies promise loud
sounds, and when George Lucas
re-released "Star Wars," it didn't so
much get better, it got louder EJven
cool Jet Li punches are made mun-
dane when all of them have other-

worldly sonic properties.

Before "Star Wars," Lucas made
''American Graffiti," which showed
how sound could create an envi-

roiunent In the film, sound design-

er Walter Murch revolutk)ruzed

Vorldizing," where different layers

of sound are created. Murch found
that sound could be in focus or out
of focus, just as a picture has fore-

ground and background. When a
dog barks fiT>m the street, notice

how it sounds fuzzy and far away,

and thank Murch for his contribu-

tioa

In "Tlie Godfather," before

Michael Corieone murders two
people, we hear the drone of a

loud elevated train rushing unstop-

pably b>' on its tracks just as the

unstoppable Al Pacino races

toward his violent destiny. The
train, which you never see, is unre-

alistically loud, but it serves as a
sonic^ metaphor for what's going to

happen.

Next time you play

"C^unterstrike," listen to the syiri-

pHony of gunshots, bomb expla
sons and rifle cockings. Then turn

% off and realize how enpty the

game is and would be without the |

sound Shockwaves.

Ho's North Campus Avenger col-

umn runs Mondays i

i
J,

\ V.p 'l" 'A ' wmW!
-.^.^f.-

k-v.:

D D

examined
_ ,, , _ ,

- 'OUR CELLS,' A DOCUMENTARY BY ALMASI THAT OFFERS AN IN-DEPTH
Servr^^Sz^or °" '*' '*"^ '"^"'"^ ^^^'^^ ^ ^^^^ look at conflicts facing infertile couples, screens tonight

UCLA DOCl MENTARY SaLON

By Jake Tracer

daily bruin contributcr
jtracer(i)media.ucla.ec'u

The classified ads for egg donors are

often looked at with contempt because

they allegedly prey on poor college stu-

dents. But the large rewards offered

demonstrate the reil desperation

behind infertility.

In this vein, the UCLA Documentary
Salon Series screens the Hungarian

documentary "Our CeUs" tonight. The
screening will be followed by a ques-

tion and answer session with the film's

director and cinematographer, Taraas

Almasi.

Following the lives of three infertile

couples as they attempt the in-vitro fer-

tilizatign C*test tube baby") process,

the film's power stems from its simplic-

ity.

"I had made many documentaries

dealing with social issues carrying

strong social messages," Alm^i said.

''But lately I am more interested in the

basic questions of human existence

and I tend to make movies dealing with

that"

Showing couples desiring to have
children, Almasi shows the lives
behind the classified ads.

"'Our Cells' simply tells the stories of
three couples fighting for babies and
through that it sheds light on our most
basic fears, needs and joys," Almasi
said.

I

Alm^i began his career in feature
fihns, but the high costs of making fea-
tures convinced him to switch to docu-
mentaries. Having made over 20 full-

length documentaries, Alm^i believes
that it is a thin line between documen-
taries and features.

"At the beginning of my career, I had
to make that change because I got no
funding for feature films," Alm^i said.
"Later on I started loving to make doc-
umentary fihns. Nowadays my docu-
mentaries are more and more similar to
feature films in ways of editing and
subject matter, so much so that my
next film will be a feature film again."

"Our Cells" is no exception. Both the
focused camera work and attention to
emotion make the film play as a char-
acter drama as much as a documentary.

"I just want (people) to sit down,

lean back, and ei\joy the movie,"
Alm^i said. "This is a real story but
still a movie experience."

Alm^i shot the film, which was orig-

inally slated as a TV series in Hungary,
over a two-and-a-half-year period.
According to Bela Bunjdk, the film's

promoter, Almasi shot over 900 min-
utes of footage for the 90-minute film,

creating a challenging task in the edit-

ing room.
"Shooting and editing are equally

important to me," Alm^i said. "From
great footage with great editing I can
make a great film. If either one is miss-
ing the final product vvdll get hurt"

According to Marina Goldovskaya, a
UCLA documentary film professor who
also runs the Salon Series, "Our Cells"
is representative of the series' look at
breadth of humanity.

"It's a series that runs every month
to celebrate different walks of life,**

Goldovskaya said.

''Our Cells'' screens in the James
Bridges Theater tonight at 7:30 pm. For
more info, call (310) 206-8365.

UCLA School of Theater, riLv. am.' Television

One couple finds happiness in twins through in-vitro fertilization in

Tam^s Alm^si's documentary, "Our Cells."

Script treatments find cure
CBS STORY ANALYST GIVES PERSONAL
ATTENTION TO WRITERS IN UCLA CLASS

TYSON EVANS/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Fourth-year ethnomusicology student Jonathan Keyes poses with his guitar, a
staple of his life since age 8. He plays at the Northwest Auditorium Tuesday night.

Keyes to make voice
!

heard at free concert
' By Andrew Lee

• DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
alee@media.ucla.edu

Jonathan Keyes plays concerts at

Westwood Brewing Company and in

dorm study lounges, and he serenades

passersby in the Westwood apart-

ments. While his ubiquitous presence

around school may be a bit overbear-

ing, you can't fault singer-songwriter

Keyes for a lack of vision. Ever since

he was a kid, he's been working
toward one goal, to be heard.

"I made my first demo when I was
13. I funded it and produced it all on
my own," said Keyes. "I had a really

small budget so I called around a

bunch of drummers to find out if any-

one would do it for fi-ee, but every-

body kept trying to charge me. Finally,

the 49th one I contacted said, 'OK.'"

"So, I guess persistence pvays off,"

said Keyes, who performs a free con-

cert at the Northwest Campus
Auditorium Tuesday night

Keyes, a fourth-year ethnomusicol-

ogy student who began his college

years as a music business student at

use, isn't another walking cliche,

writing his music with an idealistic

career tr^ectory that steers clear of

corporate labels. The prospect of

signing on to a mayor label hasn't been
an issue yet, but signing on to a inde-

pendent one hasn't been an issue

either As a 21-year-old who is actual-

ly working on establishing his own
record label, you can safely say he's

someone walking his own path.

"It's a sacrifice," said Keyes. "I don't

spend money on what other kids

spend money on. I spend it on making
records and trying to distribute them."

Keyes, a native Sherman Oaks resi-

dent, has had a busy few months.
Responding to an e-mail sent out to all

the ethnomusicology students last

year, he landed a gig playing at a five

star resort in Bora Bora, performing
six times a week, all expenses paid.

Since his return, Keyes has been
busy making a name for himself, per-

forming throughout Los Angeles, but

mainly at UCLA Since his arrival at

the school and departiu^e from the
use music business program, he's

acted on the fact he's mainly the artis-

tic type. I

"I had a professor tell me that he
basically thought I didn't really need
the program," Keyes said. "He sug-

gested that I go out there and really go
for the music, and (concentrate on)
playing and touring. So I took his

advice and came to UCLA Now I'm a
lot happier"

In his recent studio sessions, Keyes
has been eager to incorporate new
techniques into his sound, using the
studio to explore new avenues of
recording, implementing sitar loops
and recording sounds backward.
Playing live provides an atmosphere
where he has a similar sense of cre-

ativity.
I

"If I'm playing something live I can
record it right there and have it play
back, and I can layer things on top of
it one after another," Keyes said. "So it

can basically sound like there are six

or seven guys behind me playing.

Sometimes I like to bring up people
on stage and have them speak into the
mic. Secretiy I'm recording them, and
when they leave the stage, I press play
on my pedals."

Now working on his third album,
Keyes eventually hopes to make time
for other artists to thrive under his

own record label. He'U embark on a
tour in the spring, making stops at

various college campuses throughout
the nation. It's quite a change from his

earlier days recording as 13-year-old.

"It's tough to listen (to those first

recordings) sometimes, because obvi-

ously I was really young at the time,"

he said. "But it's ei\joyable at the same
time, because I can see how I've

grown. It's kind of like looking at old
photo albums." i

By Christopher Saroki

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
csaroki ©media. ucla.edu

A bad treatment can be cured.
UCLA Professional Programs
currently accepts applications
for "Writing Treatments for Film
and Television," a class taught by
Harrison Reiner, story analyst
for CBS Entertainment.
A treatment summarizes plots

and characters in screenplays
and teleplays, putting the basic
elements of a story into a bite-

size package.
"Sitting in front of a laptop

and a blank ream of writing
paper and coming up with one
divinely inspired scene after
another to make up a 100-plus-
page screenplay can be pretty
daunting," Reiner said.

Usually five to 20 pages in

length, a treatment serves as a
blueprint for a screenplay or
teleplay. When constructing a
skyscraper, a flaw in the blue-
prints can lead to costly and dan-

gerous defects. By the same
token, to avoid the painful and
time-consuming task of rework-
ing an entire screenplay, a writer
can benefit from a strong out-
line.

"It's a way of mapping out the
broad strokes of a story before
writing a single page of screen-
play," Reiner said.

Reiner has had a hand in many
aspects of show business, from
production executive at
Sovereign Pictures to stage
actor. From his various past, he
has culled a knowledge of what
works structurally and super-
vised the script development of
the Stallone film, "CUfflianger."

Reiner currently works as a
story analyst for a production
company, where he reads treat-

ments and screenplays, and then
writes a report, usually called
coverage. Coverage can make or
break a treatment.

Reiner hopes to give personal
attention to writers and to help
them bring out the best version

of their vision, unlike screen-
writing gurus who often spew
philosophy in weekend semi-
nars.

"I become intimate with the
specific vmting styles of each
and every student," Reiner said.

Reiner's class is open to any-
one with a bachelor's degree.
However, the class, part of
UCLA's Professional Programs,
is designed for serious writers
looking for personalized guid-
ance.

"(I want) disciplined, highly
motivated writers of any age and
any race committed to bettering
themselves, (people who are)
unafraid to stumble and take
creative risks until they find
their true voice and in their work
demonstrate a joy for story-
telling," Reiner said.

For more info, go to www.film-
programs. ucla.edu. Class begins
the week ofJan 6, 2003, Tuesday
evenings, 7-10:30 pm.
Enrollment costs $750 ($650 for
current first-year Professional
Program in Screenwriting stu-

dents). The deadline for enroll-

ment is Jan. 6, 2003.

Jonathan Keyes perfb?i7is at the

Northwest Auditorium with guests DJ
Dez and the Grizzly Peak Tuesday
night 8 to 10 p.m. Admission isfree.

The Ocular One

Sing a song of insanity and death I a scene from -Woyzeck.- a new play
directea by Robert Wilson featuring music by eccentric songwriter Tom Waits, will open Dec. 3 at the Freud
Playhouse. The story about a poor soldier who goes insane and murders his girlfriend was originally written by
Georg Buchner, but has been reinterpreted by Waits and longtime partner Kathleen Brennan into a nightmar-
ish musical. The staging of "Woyzeck" at UCLA marks the only U.S. production outside of New York and is con-
sidered the highlight as well as grand finale of UCLA Live's International Theatre Festival. For the story, please
see the front page.
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FILMS OPENING DURING WEEKEND ARE NOT
THE BIGGEST DRAW AT THE BOX OFFICE

Harry 1

By David Germain

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It was a photo finish between

Harry Potter on his broomstick and
Janies Bond in his Aston Martin at
the box office over the long
Thanksgiving weekend.

"Harry Potter and the Chamber
of Secrets" won the regular week-
end with $32.2 million from FYiday
to Sunday, compared to $31 million

for the latest Bond flick, "Die
Another Day," according to studio
estimates Sunday.

''Die Another Day" led for the full

Thanksgiving holiday, taking in

$46.3 million Wednesday to Sunday,
compared to $45.8 milhon for
"Chamber of Secrets."

Rankings could change when
final numbers are released Monday.

Both films proved much bigger
draws than a rush of new movies

Boots Stilettos • Exotic Shoes (sizes 5-15)

AMOUR

that opened the day before
Thanksgiving.

|

Disney's animated sci-fi tale
"Treasure Planet" led the newcom-
ers, coming in at No. 4 with $11.9
million FYiday to Sunday and $16.5
miUion for the five-day hoUday peri-
od. It came in just behind Disney's
"The Santa Clause 2," with $12.3
million for the three-day weekend
and $17.2 million for the five days.
Another animated adventure,

"Adam Sandler's 8 Crazy Nights,"
opened in fifth place with $10.1 mil-
hon for the regular weekend and a
five-day haul of $15.1 million.

Steven Soderbergh and George
Clooney's brainy sci-fi drama
"Solaris" premiered at No. 7 with a
three-day gross of $6.8 miUion and a
five-day take of $9.5 miUion. The
horror flick "Wes Craven Presents:
They" opened at No. 9 with $5.7 mil-
hon for the three days and $8 mil-
hon for five days. The snowboard-

ing caper "Extreme Ops" debuted
out of the top 10 with a three-day
gross of $2.3 milhon and a five-day
total of $3.1 milhon.

"Typically, new pictures come
roaring out. But there's no question
the stuff that was already out
whether Bond or 'Harry Potter' or
'Santa Clause,' that's where people
wanted to go," said Disney head of
distribution Chuck Viane. "There's a
long Christmas hohday ahead of us,

so I'm keeping my fmgers crossed
that in the long run we'll end up
doing the numbers we expected."
The cerebral "Solaris" "maybe

wasn't quite the hohday fare we
thought it was," said Bruce Snyder,
head of distribution for 20th
Century Fox, which released the
film.

The overall box office was down,
with the top 12 movies grossing
$196.1 milhon Wednesday to
Sunday, off 1.6 percent from

{

Thanksgiving weekend la^t year
"It was still a ve-y solid

Thanksgiving weekend," s^^j p^^^j
Dergarabedian, president

>f ^,qj^_

office tracker Exhibitor Rei^^JQj^g

"There weren't any new moviv^ that
really generated a lot of intf^st
and when you have a 'Potter

2tn(j

Bond movie out there, it's goinj to
be hard for the new ones to knt^j^

those off their perch."

"Chamber of Secrets'* pushed iv:,

17-day total to $200.2 million

becoming the sixth movie released
in 2002 to cross the $200 milhon
mark, tying last year's record. That
record should fall after "The Lord
of the Rings: The Two Towers"
debuts.

"Die Another Day," "The Santa
Clause 2" and "8 Mile" aU passed
the $100 milhon mark, making 21
movies so far this year to cross that
level, one short of the record set in
2000.

TOP WEEKEND MO\|es

Estimated ticket sales
-jr prjday through

Sunday at North Ameri^^n theaters.

Final figures will be releb^ed Monday.

1. "Harry Potter and the C^Iy^^be^ of
Secrets," $32.2 million.

2. "Die Another Day." $31 milon. v

3. "The Santa Clause 2." $12.c million.

4. "Treasure Planet," $11.9 mill»)n.

5. "Adam Sandler's 8 Crazy Nigits." $10.1

million.

6. "Friday After Next." $7.8 miilloi.

7. "Solaris." $6.8 million.

8. "8 Mile," $5.9 million.

\ "Wes Craven Presents: They," $5.7 mil-
Ihn.

10"The Ring," $5.5 million.

^

*<»"«E«*ltDrCo.l«:.

10% OFF to

crit^udents

wNh i.D.

Pornographic

Picasso^lO.95
Posters

1 035 Gayley, Westwood

(310)443-9023

Adult Toys
& Videos

Kamasutrg • Videos • Lingerie • Dancers' Clothinq •

i

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

Come DiscoverAuthentic North Indian Cuisine at

*
lot

oL
^f^

Pi*

\)V1^^^
just

^bowsi
^demiD

^^lunch

Dinner Hours:

M-Th 2:30-10:00

F 2:30-10:30

Sat 3:00-10:30

Sun 3:00-10:00

I

I

Buffet Lunch • Dinner • Beer & Wine
Take outfood - Cateringfor all Occasions

(Ear(^ qjlrrf Sp^^^^f: 2:30pm'5:00pm {all dishes served with naan or rice)

Lunch Buffet

Monday-Friday
: 11:30 am-2:30pm

(310)996-0064 ,

-1 1321 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles ciSS^5;re"BTSich

MILK • ICE CREAM
HEALTH BARS PRODUCE

• SODA • HEALTH PRODUCTS
• GROCERIHS • BAKERY

DELI • CANDY FROZEN FOOD

with $15.00 iqlniiniii purchase • ^
Excludes Tobacco & Atecihol '»Wilte'supplies last.

''

(3 Blocks South of Wilshire)

FREE DELIVERY Romin

$9.95

I

. Saturday-Sunday

J J5 off any $25 or more Purchase. Dine in only. Excluding Buffet ! 12:00 noon-3:00pm

Sam Adams

6pk •H oz. bottles

• Winter Ale
• Boston Ale
• Pale Ale
• Weiss
• Boston Lager
• Sam Adams Light

Reg. $7.39

1057 Gayley Ave. 209^111

toADVERTISE
call

310.825.2161

Westwood

^ta "Sr^ ^<y.:g5.;-
^

iAEMMLE

VILLAGE

96lBroxton

208-5576

BRUIN

948 Braxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL

10925 Undbrook

208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbraok

208-4575

PLAZA

1067Glen(lon

208-3097

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PC)

THX-Ddby Digital

Mon-Thu 11:003:00 7:0010:45

I

Femme Fatale (R)

THX-Doiby Digital

Mon-Thu 1:45 4:30 7:05 9:45

Adam Sandler's Eight Crazy Nights (PG-13)

THX-DobyDigjtBi

Mon-Thi 12:00 2:45 5:30 7:45 10:20

'S(Ms(2002)(P6-13)

THX-Dofty Digital

Mai 11:30 2:10 4:45 7:30 10:15

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (P6)

Tue 11:00 3:00 7:00 10:45

Far From Heaven (P6-1 3)

Wed-Thu 12:00 2:35 5:15 7:55 10:35

MyBigFatGreei(WeddR)g(PG)

Dol)yDigtal

Mon-Thu 2:45 7:30

Punch Drunk U)ve (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 5:10 9:50

Extreme Ops

THX- Dolby SR- Stereo

Mon-Thu 11:30 2:00 4:45 7:35 10:10

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood
Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

Real Women Have Curves (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

The Quiet American (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:20 7:00 9:40

Rabbit Proof Fence (PG)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

UNDMARK

Westwood

PACIFIC

Westwood
REGENT

1 045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259

PesonalVek)city

Mon-Thu 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:15 9:30

Beverly Hills

CHECCIGORIRNEARTS

8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

SUNSET5

8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

FrwMdng
(323)848-3500 FarFfom Heaven (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2:05 4:45 7:25 10:00

Ratibit-Pnxrf Fence (PG)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:40 5:05

7:309:55

Westwood
AVCOQNEMA

10840 WHsfwe Blvd.

1Blk.E. Of Westwood

(310)777-RLM#330

The Quiet American (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:25 4:50 7:20 9:50

Personal Vek)city

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

Bo«4ing for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4:05 7:00 9:55

Wes Craven Presents: They (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:454:45 7:30 10:00

I

8Mi)e(R)

• Mon 1:30 4:30 7:20 9:50

Tue-Thu 1:30 4:30

Die Another Day (PG-1 3)

Mon-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:00 10:10

The Emperor's Club (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:15 4:15 7:10 9:40

Denida

Mon Tu€,Thu 4:45 9:30

Wed 12:00 4:45 9:30

The Man from Bysian ReWs (R)

Mon-Tue,Thu7:00

Wed 2:15 7:00

CREST Santa Clause 2 (G)

1 262 Westwood Blvd. Mon-Tue 3:00 5:30 8:0C

(S.ofWHshjre)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

flDvm
WestU

Santa Monica

CRITERION 6 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (P6)

1313 3rd St. THX - Dolby Digits

Promenade Mon-Thu 12:00 1 :00 3:30 4:30

I

7:008:0010:30

Friday After Next (R)

Mon-Thu.l2:15 2:45 5:15 7.45 10:25

TheRing(P6-13)

THX -Doltiy Digital

MofvThu 12:45 4:00 7:15 10:20

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX -Dolby Digital -Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu 11:45 2:15 4:50 7:30 10:15

WLA/Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC fMLL3

9036Wlshire

274-6869

Rida(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15)4:107:009:55

The Way Home (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:05 7:15 9:40

Ararat (R)

Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 10:00

Last Supper

Farsi Language wiVi Engisi) SuMJties

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9:50

Beverty Connectkxi

La Cienega at Beveriy Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Office

(310)659-5911

Friday After Next (R)

Mon-Tue 2:10 3:00 4:20

5:157:007:459:109:55

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:30 7:05 9:30

8 Mile (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:40 7:30 10:05

Adam Sandler's Bght Crazy Nights (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:40 3:30 4:45 5:40 7:15 8.00 9:20 10:10

WESTSIDEPAVIUJON Rabbit-Proof Fence (PG)

1 0800 Pk» Boulevard Mon,Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:40 7:00 940
(310)475-0202

Standing in the Shadows of Motown (PG)

Mon.Thu 11:20 1:50 4:35 7:20 9:55

El Crimen del Padre Amara(R)

Mon.Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon,Thu (11:00)1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica
NUART

11272 Santa Monica Bhrd

(310)478-6379

SANTA MONICA

1332 2nd St

(310)394-9741

Santa Monica
B Crimen Del Padre Amaro(R)

lion-Thu (1:30) 4:20 7:15 10:05

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

I Live in Fear

Mon 4:20 7:00 9:40

Dmnken Angel

Tue 5.00 7:30 10:00

The Bad Sleep Well

Wed 5:15 8:30

Hidden Fortress

Thu 5:15 8:30

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:1 5 7:30 10:1

5

Far From Heaven

Mon-Thu (11:30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

310.825.



'.r
•^'^'ik'=--^^^^Ht'^ik--ir'-k-'iir''Tk-^iir^it>ik'-'^^'ik''i^ "k 'ik-^'-^-Ht'-'^-^Tk''^--^^ .fr''k'''Tk-

Call to reserve Shakey's private upstairs room for your
Holiday parties, fundraisers, meetings, parties, etc. for FREE.

'if:-''0_ -Hf

'j>

W

lAMllNCH^SSlKES
TOPPING PIZZA

SUPER SPECIA15
•|*- '*-'• -Tir--'l|--'ir

Regular Price $W.99 (save $4.00)

2 medium one topping pizzas, only $ / 2. 98.

OtAL

1 Large Slice of Pizza, salad,

1/2 order ofmojos, with FREE
all you can drink beverage bar

(dine in or carry out)

ANY lARCE 3T0PPINC PIZZA

Specialties for $10. 99 include Vegetarian, Shake/

s

Special, Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh

Garden Pizza (Save over $7)
'" •'-" r'si

t^^wvypsjn^
111V^i'i'fl lili'nte''r ' fltMlt^""''iirtth- -'a^"i*'~*gfe'a

fHAKCVf COMBINATION

Any medium one topping pizza plus mop
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

[PQ22^

ALLIHE TIME
Free Delivery

'
*"•

"5^*1

T5Prt forget^

We Accept

ouc-»*''| laa*;
McHtefCord

BUYANY LAR6E PIZZA
ATRECULAR

PRICE&6ETA$ECOND
ONE FREE!

(LiMrrs PIZZAS)

alo wings, jumbo ravioli, and grilled chicken pomodoro sandwicti?

1 114 Gayley Ave. , Westwood
Sun - Thurs. 'til 1 :00 am

Fri - Sat 'til 2:00 am
^^fc»j»^^afcjMiiMiiiil>
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GIANT SUBMARINF^

1 0968 Le Confe Ave

208-7171
befween Gayley and Droxron

THE
TRADITION
CONTINUES
SIHCE 1970

^ 60 oz. Pitchers longest Tradition in Woslwood

$3.95 50 cents Any Smell
" Sepi's w/

couponOi
$1.00 AnyLorge

' Sepi's w/

coupon

PATISSERIE BOULANGERIE CAFE
Full Range of;

French Pastries, Croissants,

Danishes, Muffins
Quality cakes for all occasions

Coming Soon: New Healthy
Continental Breakfast, Lunch i Dinner

Cozy European Atmosphere
Qood Music • Open Late

PAT»SS6Rie BOULANGERIE CAFE

15% Off
with coupon

1099 Gaytey Ave.Westwood VHlago«?-

{310)208-6505
'^

'expires 1/5/03

10% Student Discount (minimum required)

V Serving Westwood for 24 years

1099 Qayley Ave. Westwood Village Phone: 310.208.6505

PATISSERIE BOOLAhlGEfiiE CAFE

Buy One Salad, Sandwich, or

Entree,

get one FREE
with coupon

1099 Qaytey Ave.Westwood VtHage
^- .(310^^^08-6505

'expires 1/5^

LiiNCH
SPECIAL
$4.99

• RiCE • SALAD
• SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI
•VEGETABLE
TEMPURA

j

• SHRIMP FRIED RICEJ
. J

DINNER
SPECIAL
$5.99

{^»: RICE • SALAD
IflP * SOUP

• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

BRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA
ROLLS '

mm XIIBI .'S i:P:a;T^^*

r:i~^

SAKE BOMB
SPECIAL
$13.00

JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

Lunch 11am -4pm
Dinner 4pm- 11pm

All /Op
CAN eAT

Lunch-$15.95

Dinner-$18.95

I PITCHER OF BEER
and

1 LARGE SAKE

.•^^.

^ Over six nillion Amciu^
children nave been ruci
ON ADDICTIVEi NINO*
ALTEWNS PSYCHIATRIC RUC
Psychiatry in our scHooii
UNDERLIES THE AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL CRISIS.

• In ONE 14*YEAR wi^ioo;^

Aneriuns died in rsyci

HOSRHALS THAN WERE Itllll

World Wars I and IL m
Korean, Vietnan and Per:

Gulf wars combined.. «

-1

Ufc^iM iMii,Vw tut liHiKT (Frii) Cau Now 800-869-2247. Locahd in the hhrt of Hoitmooo ai Citofns

^smmmm1^ Rkhi^ IwfwwnoMu 6616 Sunsft Blvo, los Angeus 90028. Wau-ius am wssm.
'v"f3,. . *» |f»?*"T ?« 1 -^ilfT***?.^**!*% *• '\\\. •4:{v^ r.nH.'.x

'li«?»* ^Vi.',^I,Tl^g

Watch out for the...

•?

coming soon on Daily Bruin newstarids!

^A
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Basking Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048
10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

r

WE DELIVER!
noon-10 pm m BRUIN

i_

I

I'

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Medium
\ Soft

$1 I

m
m

ivofifav

np. 12/U/02 Yogurt

any size

Smoothie,

Cappuccino Biast,

or Miiicshalce

F

•xp. 12/15/02

ANY HOLIDAY CAKE
$15 IMINIMUM

•xp. 12/15/02

Buy One
Scoop, Get
One Free

Lowest prices in Westwood!

$ 2.00 Oft

(Limited Area)

TUESDAYS
ExcIucNjs Sicillians

• Westwood
208-8671

NOT VALID ON SICILIANS OR WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION AD,

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
{After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes Sicilians.

No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

CouDors must be given tc driver.

'.

•f-~!i
.'.-'y- s.-fSr^tir-^::. ji,;' .^•..

EXP. 1 2/04/02

TWO PIZZAS FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE

I i

Westwood
ifi '-8671

Offer valid Monday Nights only

j

(After 5:30pm).

No mediums and offer excludes Sicilians.

No half and half orders. Must mention ad.

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must t>€ given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

EXP. 1 2/04/02m LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery Only

Westwood
2 -8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

N01/2&1/2's

I

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

EXP. 1 2/04/02

- LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery Only

Offer good only with this coupon,
one coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

N0 1/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

I

I

I

I

I

Westwood I

I

I

I

I

I

H

\ M

TL.
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Index
Announcements

1100 Campus Happenings

1200 Campus Organizations

1250 Greeks (Sew)

1300 Campus Recruitment

1400 Campus Services

1500 Birttidays

1600 Legal Notices
\

\T{XS Lost & Found
\

1800 Miscellaneous

1850 Obituaries (^)
1900 Personal Messages
2000 Personals

2060 Pregnancy

2100 Recreational Activities

2200 Research Subjects

2300 Sperm/Egg Donors

2400 7/c/cete Offerety

2500 r/c/cefs IVanfecf

2600 ^VaA7tec(

Merchandise

2700 Appliances

20OO Aft/Paintings

2900 Bicydes/Skates

JOODBooks
I

3100 C^^ C^tdSs

3200 Cameras/Camcorders

3300 Collectibles

3400 Computers Oiiw)

3ASD Software/Games (M)
3600 ^tm^ftin?

3600 Garage/yard Sales

Zm Health Products

3800 Miscellaneous

3900 Musical Instruments

4000 Office Equipment

4100 /te

4200 Rental Equipment

4300 Sports Equipment

4400 SatoMc Devices

4600 TableSports

Transportation

4B0O AutoAccessories

4mi Auto Insurance

4800 Auto Repair

4G00 Autos for Sale

dOOO Boats for Sale

5100 Motorcycles for Sale

530DParklng

5300 Scooter/Cyde Repair

^m Scooters for Sale

5500 Vehicle for Rent

Jtavel

5600 Resorts/Hotels

dB2D Rides Offered

sm Rkles \/\Mdd

5660 ^^x^S/XifflleSarvibe

5680 Travel Destinations

5700 Ifavel Tickets

5720 Itoflm /^Gfea^

Services

5800 1-900 numbers

5900 RiandalAid

eoOD hsurance

6100 Computer/lntemet

G\50 f^oreign Languages

62SJD Health Beauty/Sen/ices

6250 ActingMxIeling Classes

6300 LegalAdvice/Attorneys

6m Movers/Storage

6500 MusicLessons

6d00 personal Sen/ices

6700 Professional Sennces

6800 Resumes

6900 Telecommunications

7000 Tutoring Offered

7100 lUtonngWanted

7200 7>png

7300 WritingHelp

Employment/Careers

7400 Business Opportunities

7500 Career Opportunities

7600 Child Care Offered

WO Child Cere Wanted

T6f}0 Help Wanted

7620 High-Tech Jobs Cmw)
76110 ActDrse(tras Wanted (M)
7900 Housesitting

8000 Internship

8100 PersonalAssistance

8200 Temporary Employment

8300 ltxbr7fi°er

Housing

8400 Apartments for Rent

6i\S0 Apartments to Share ^

6500 Apartments Furnished

8600 Condc/Tomhouse for Rent

8700 Condc/Tomhouse forSale

8800 Guesthouse for Rent *

8900 HousetorRent

9000 House for Sale

9100 Houseboats for Rent^Sale

92O0 Housing Needed

9300 Room for Help

9¥30 Room for Rent

9600 Roommates-Pnvate Room
9600 Roommates-Shared Room
9700Sublets

9800 \^acation Rentals

GUSSIFIED

Toplace an ad, caH
310.8^5.2221

How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

MMIfS
Mon-Thu: 9am
Friday: 1 0am

3:00pm

2:30pm

Ad Writing Tips

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price-

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

Deadlines

Classified Line Ads:

1 b,usiness day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Una Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00
...each additional word 0.85

12pt. headline 2.00

16pt. headline 2.75

Box $2.00

VlfeeUy

5 insertions, up to 20 word.. ..$36.00

...each additional word...... 2.75
12pt. headnn9...:.:::...;:::::......8.50

16pt. headline 11.00
Box? .$tmo

20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00

...each additional word 7.20
1 2pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 39.00
BOl $40.00

V

Huartmtjf I

50 tnsertions, up to 20 word...$245.00

...each additional word 12.50
12pt. headline 84.50
1 6pt. headline « 1 03.1

5

Box $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate infonnatlon.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

r ^ ^
Meter CoiO

Altow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subject to change without notice.

Spe^ Feabms & Issues

• flukn-kv^ulmi
cirgams

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

^^irtMa^
Everyday!

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DISH
www.villagedish.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

BniiCeii

Every 5th and 10th week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I
Find everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUCE.COM
The ASUCLA Communications boartl

race, sex, or sexual oner?-

Board has mvestigaten ^'

rxxxiiscrmination 3t<r

tarx:e with hoosrng c .- ...
at http://www daifybrijin uc a f-;j '

tuiN supports the Untversity of Calrfomia's poUcy on nondiscnmination. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any ongin,
-aning way or to imply that they are limited poeitioris. capabilities, rotes, or status m society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA CommunicatKxi
•s advertised or the advertisements represented m this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Bowd's policy on

jnicate complaints in writing to the Assistant D.»ector Daily Brum. 118 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Weshivood Plaza, Los Angeles 90024-1641 For assis-
-all the UClA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the WestsKJe Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 Classrfied ads also appear on-line
• on-line 6 offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Bnjm is responsible for the first incorrect inser-

tion only. Mmor typographical erro^ are .xjt eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Boiin Classifwd Department must be notified of an error on the first day of puWcatkjn by noon.

!^iPiP -^

(^^^^^R\
.^^^y^Ssi^::

2200
Research Subjects

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

NON-SMOKERS
NEEDED

For Research Bronchoscopy. 21-50 y/o.

$175 for 2 visits. 310-206-0396.

announcements
1100-2600 «»

1100
Campus Happenings

SWING LESSONS
CELEBRATE USA
TONIGHT 7-11PM
©ACKERMAN 2414

www.studentgroups.ucla.eduyballroomdance

www.geocities.com/SwingSalsaTango Ball-

room Dance Club & International Folk Dance-

Club@ucla Where Great Romances Begin:

310-284-3636, ballroom@ucla.edu. Next les-

son January 6th.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 with and without pre-

menstrual syndrome wanted for a 3 month re-

search study which entails mood diaries, blood
tests, 2 OPTIONAL spinal taps and taking Pro-
zac for 14 days. Must not be taking any other

medication, $350 for your time. 310-825-2452.

mam 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

BE AN ANGEL &
DONATE EGGS

21-30. Responsible, healthy, and bright. Gen-
erious compensation FFC 800-939-6886.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So If you're
looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying I

Well'Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 18-30 years of age, ST-S'S", thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

fT OPTIONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses

Miscellaneous
wmm 1800
Miscellaneous

3000
Books

eededln West Hills

Recycler Classifieds, a Wbune Co.,

is accepting resumes at our
West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
& join the company's largest TelO'Center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CAHDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales expert good computer skills,

avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IH RETURH, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potential: commissions

+ Itonuses + other Incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
1'800'300'2777 x32603
joe.moran@recycler.com EOE

COMPARE TEXTBOOK
PRICES!

Search 24 bookstores with 1 click!

Shipping, handling, and taxes automatically
calculated. Save up to 70%!
http7/www.bookhq .com

'f>)

3400
Computers

. LAPTOPS
r LI ir f\ MUU r\i(.Mh P.Of >K

^ FREE:PRINTER. CABLE,

BATTERY, FDD, SHIPPING,

CARRY BAG. 3YR. WARRANTY

WWWJADISTRIBUTING.COM TEL: 866 833 ' 048

f3700
Health Producis

ATTENTION: 77 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie 1-

888-974-7546.

?
BRAND NEW

.•«•.>

i^

REVOLUTIONARY
PRODUCT

BOOST ENERGY! BLOCKS CRAVINGSII
BURNS FATfl NO EPHEDRA. CHECK ff
OUT! www.healthy-in-out.com. j,

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, emptoyees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

FRIEDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoll-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-
0270/maniwolf@mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

2050
Pregnancy

ADOPTION Let us help each other. We are
Jack and Anna, a happily married, financially

secure couple devoted to giving your newt)om
baby a lifetime of unconditional love, secuirty,

and a home filled with warmth and laughter.

Medical/legal expenses paid. Please call 410-
507-8502 or email us at

Annaandjackl @aol.com.

j^ 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

^ EGG DONORS NEEDED ^
Healthy females ages 1 8-31

Donate to infertile couples sonne of the

many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494

Pk)pak.com: A safe and inexpensive source

for premium-brand condoms. Create your

own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders

over $10.

3800
'WiilMi Miscellaneous

STUN GUN 100,000 volts $30. 888-321-4311

ext. 6201. Visa, MC accepted.

M

I

P^ftkAT tuition

with eggs

A 4i^ 4^A^A^

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important

milestone in human devetopment and pres-
ents us with one of the eariiest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about It

today, www.ficu.org

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can eam

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Ceivter for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Options. LLC

transportation

4600 5500

2200
Research Subjects

Consider o new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragnn with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Call 1800 521 5211

INSURANCE WAP!
We'll beat anyone's price or we ddnl want

your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817, 323-873-3303.

4900
Autos for Sale

1991 NISSAN SENTRA. Good shape, new
tires and steering, stick shift. Leave ojuntry,

must go in 2 weeks. $2000obo. 823-466-0790.

1998 FORD ESCORT SE. Very tow r^leage:

28700. $6000 OBO. See
http/bol.ucla.edu/~slkonen/car.html for details,

please contact 310-737-0924 or e-mairsiko-

nen@ednet.uclaedu

2000 BN4W 323i Convertible, Silver and Black.

Navigation system. Excellent condition. 38K
miles. Stereo/CD player. Automatic. $35,000.
310-208-5535.

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid

instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext.A21 4. Call today. Start sav-

ing now.

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and leam to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

CLASSIFIEDS

A

Ji

I
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fW

uto Insurance
^700

Auto Insurance

Auto Insurance
I

'vicrxury Drbk^f in W«tW(KK1. NO BrOk^ffi ^ti^ ABO OCTgr I

markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

^-T^^S^-

(310)208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

\

^

Vehicle for Rent

Need Transportation
to a Party or
Stfeciam^ent?

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)21(
or (310)578-311;

Let's Go
Transportation

Hmmd a rld« to fli« hoM«
football 9«Bi«s, ca«s« y«vr
hmm»m didn't r«iit a bvsY

Check out our Bruin packages
(3t0)216r27l8 t&ffica)

{310)57af-3TU(p»96r)

Package A
$20.00 per include r/t trtnsportatioo to the game
Oie 6' sandwich (choice of ham, turicey. roast beef)
Bag of chips

P»ece of lemon or chocolate cake
CoieaiMv
1 cup of 1 6' beer or 1 bottle water

Package B
$1 0.00 per person (roundtrip transportation only)

Package C
Mo transportation to game. You get everything m
packaoe A for $8.00

ASAP. CONTACt: Mt. Irown or Gino

S900
^nanclal Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS toan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-

6^28. www.ucu.org.

6000
Insurance

/illstaie.
^<^M>e in good harxte.

Mike Azer Irisurance Agorjcy, Inc
(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202

1281 \A/©stw/ooc« Blvd.
C2 fc>lks. So. of \A/llsr^lro>

24 Hcxjrs Q Day Service

CycleTime Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LIABILITY INSURANCE IS THE LAW!

IT'S LESS THAN YOU THINK!
No KJddirig! Call for a free quote!

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad for minimum $10.00
cfacount with lr^8orar)c« porchase

S680
'tanel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Fk)rida. Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK 2003 V\/ITH STS. America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. SeH Trtps earn cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

6200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant,
www.marykay.com/cmscott. 3 1 0-403-2552.

fvertise
in classified display!

206-3060

S700
l^^vel Destinations

5700
Travel Destinations

TRAVEL^ STUDENTS
CO f0S2)n>MEXICO^^ OrrAWATMCNAOIt

40flrf.)M«fTI Alt

LOS CMOS_
MAIATLAN ^«m
Plo.VALURTiU.s399

CANCUM ^,5W

COSIliltltfM. $21)

Mni.Victorytrovel.ceii

RIO.SAO $259

COSTARICA... $209
MEXICO......^. $119
OUAMLAJARA. $119

eUATEMAIA.. $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249

ON $239

CST» 20648«1-40

AiPfARESiPEEtCV.V, -i '.-fpUPCHA^- TAXES y^!^
•

6400
Movers/Storage

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry©310-391 -5657.

6500
^^usic Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-
ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

SINGING LESSONS

7000
Tutoring Offered

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language-for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

.^^^^^^.._
Y-^-g----

G R E • G M A T
GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESSIONALII
• Fonrwr f»»t pnp canxm dinsctor
»- 10 y««fs tMching tUndardirad m»th t*st«
f Compr»h«n6Jv« method parsonsiiMd to achi«v«

[JiMnth* big conuwnio

7SOO
Career Opportunities

7SOO
Career Opportunities

323-938-4597
B.A MUSIC

B A EDUCATION

POP R&B JAZZ
Lessorweb Studio by 3rd & Farfax

T-et your soul come out and sing'

tV9 cntte a new progress

and prectice CD wery lesson. I

71OO
Tutoring Wanted

6600
Personal Services

AID HANDY SENIOR drive, shop, housesit,
escort. Have a one majordomo references.
Call uncle Jim 310-390-1450.

LATIN TUTOR for 11th grader. 2 hours, twice

a week. $15/hr. Call 310-287-2735.

SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED Knowledge of

Spanish 1 ,2,3. Experience +. Must have car.

Start ASAP $17/hr. Call 310-474-1198.

WESTWOOD TUTOR wanted to help kinder-

gartener w/afterschool homewort^ 6-8hrs/wk,
some babysitting. Experience w/kids, interest
in education a plus. $10/hr 310-552-1924.

Help our customers get back on the road with a rewarding career in claims. Progressive InsiFance
IS hiring Claims Representative Trainees for our kxal CA offkies In Torrance. Burtank Orange
San Diego, Cartsbad, Pomona, Calabasas and Pasadena.

'

Here's vriol you get

• Competitive pay • Excelient benefits • Great culture • Ongotfig training

• Career advancement opportunity • Latest technotogy
'"' Ji-

'

. im'mir'mirmmimimmimifm ^fmmmnm mmmmmgmmmmmmm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

international Students WelconDe. Sir»ce 1985
Sharon Bear. Pti.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

$16-20 PER HOUR

""^^ 6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professtonaJ help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

Urgent, immediate opening.

Tutor one on one
in Beverly Hills home.

SAT math, algebra, geometry, stats,

science, and calculus.

10 hours minimum per week.

Fax resume to:

(323) 931-4799 or visit

www.beverlyhillstutoring.com

Cell phone & car required

wm
Here^ whM youVe got:

• Bachetor's degree (open to all majors)

• VaW driver's license and good driving record .
^•

• Strong communcatkxi skills (mufti-hngual a pkjs)

• Flexability regardingjob kxatwn and wof1( schedUe . .

• Good judgement, problem resolutkjn, customer service and time management skills

u.Nj..:,t.M..i.ii....,.j.i.L..
.. i., i, ii ..t,.M ijiM L......,u....h...jwjm!Lv.......j,.,...ij.....^w.

!Wi

i
ii

... y...m..u...u^^^^^

Ptease visrt our vyebsrte www.progresshre.com for detafled infomiation abou the comp»^
the Clairns Representative position. To apply, go toiobs4»ogrw«^^
and search for daims openings in CaWomia. In ader to be consKtered for this job, please indicale
Ad Code 008811 after submicting you resmie.

Serving

PmGR£SS/l/E
Not what you'd expect from

an insurance company.*

Since 1937
I

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

DENTIST WANTED Bilingual, Chinese, Vien,
Phillpino, Lao, Thai. Excellent climate and
beautiful city of San Diego. Please fax resume
619-265-2262

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-
tk)nal students welcome. Winsk)w's:310-475-
9585.

Teach the SATs

Need energetic

I
people wifh i

f High SAT scores

to prep students

'l
1 -on- lor in

classes.

^1 regions. $15-$20/hr.
Flex, hours, far required.

i

310.301.7189^
www.futorjobs.com

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED! No more Westem Union Fees. Re-
ceive a Visa ATM and Mastercard. Everytxxfy
qualifies! *Call home 1 cent/minute calling
cards. *Win a free laptop PC. "Learn how to
make extra income selling Grade A organic
coffee, calling cards, and health food drinks.
SPOKE MODELS WANTED. Go to
wvw.spacebooth.com. Email: bank@space-
booth.com. Telephone 1-800-303-3351. Fax
resume 619-296-4532.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom .

Finish Carpentry
offered by a Father and Son Partnership.
Crown mokjing, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/offlce a special
finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do It on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

SALES REPRESENTATIVES to distribute

electric scooters on your campus. Enthusias-
tic, self-motivated students. Sales experiences
a plus. Unlimited flexibility, unlimited earning
potential. Demo scooters provkjed at no cost
to you. Dan 949-455-3154.

7600
Child Care Offered

7300
iWriting Help

BETTER WRITING RESULTS. Expert Editing.

Papers, theses/disertations, articles, manu-
scrips, scripts, biographies, novels. Highest
qualifications. Credit Cards. Ace Words.
310.820.8830

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduatlonal pro-

gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.

Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

mm7800
i«H&j<.tex..a.aJleTb Wanted

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peopie
to teach SAT I Math and/or Vert>al and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportatk>n required. We win
train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or
email cover letter/resume, including test
scores (SAT. GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry. 9911 W. Pkx) Blvd.. Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructortiiring@aceeducatk)n.com.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free informatk)n
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.
Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F. 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:
Experience In medwal scheduling/Insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Qufckbooks,
Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacatk>ns! Work at the
most famous tennis shop in LA. Work experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.

Advances in salary according to pertormance.
Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gaytey Ave.
310-208-6215.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

Wanna
Con^c?

Havana, Cuba
» US Government Approved

» Legal, safe, direct

» non-stop LA to Havana

For info call (310) 358-2980

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to part<ing violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com.
www.deeslegal.com.

TOP HOME CLEANING. My cleaner is seek-
ing more wori( in the Westwood area. She is

totally thorough, reliable, honest. 310-208-
3335.

7000
Tutoring Offered

••THE TUTORS CLUB** IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,
including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call :3 10-234-0 101,
www.TheTutorsClub.com

ESL ENGLISH TUTOR
13 years experience. UC Beri<eley G/ad. Con-
versation, grammar, and writing skills. Friend-
ly and helpful. Ellen 310-649-6038.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign TA's&graduates entering
business wortd. Taught by experienced profes-
sors. 310-226-2996. ^ www.accurateen-
glish.com.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDmNG! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. Intemational students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

'ENERGETIC BABYSHTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to sen/e as babysitter in aftenioons M-
F, 2:30-6:30PM. Enomiously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-
ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Rnest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tk)nal students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

WORDSMITH. Improve papers, reports,

grants, with a touch of a professional
writer/editor. Low rates. 310.574.9495, rperi-

odsean@ earthlink.net.

ARE YOU OUR MARY
POPPINS?

Two Santa Monica giris (12&16) want upbeat
experienced Nanny/Driver/Homewort( Helper
(female 21+). Mon-Fri, 2:30-7:30pm. Need
car, insurance, nanny references. Call Nancy
310-395-6648.

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musrc/lalk-shows for our radk) statk>ns.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastfc

benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

B.H. Model Management Co. kx)king for new
talent ASAP for National CommerdaJs&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get pakl to deco-
rate parties. Rexible hours. Apply in person,
937 Westwood Blvd, 310-208-1180.

BABYSITTER WANTED Mon-Tue during the
day. $7/hour. Please email or fax cover letter

and resume to sandy@animallaw.net or 310-
235-1011.

PARTY VACATIONS
:ANCUN ACAPULgfcaWAICA
BAHAMAS FLORiM "aDRE>ADRE

9iO0JSTPARTt€Sf
UCSS.'

www.ENDLESSsuininerTOURS.com

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310)552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartuniaii

Century Qty, California

MELANIES MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All
Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,
typing, all musical instruments: pianoA^io-
lin/guitar, singing! 3 1 0-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-
tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology.
Econ/Accounting. AFrench, Computer pro^
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime 800-
90-TUTOR.

BABYSITTER: West Hollywood. Responsible

person 20-years-okl/oWer to sit with 3-year-okl

child. One evening/week up to 4 hours.

$15/hour. 323-822-2871, Kathyhites@sbc-

global.net

BANKING
ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to worV. in tf>e

UCLA Ackennan BuikJing. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer servk» or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC profkaent. XLNT.
veriDal, written, publk: relatkDns skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,

University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA. CA 90025.

CHILDCARE WANTED, help mother w/2 girts

(3-year&new bom). During early evenings, 5-
7.30. 2-4 days/week. Westwood locations,
salary negotiable. 310-475-0865.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER For 1-2
Days/Week for a 2yr.old adopted Chinese girt.

Century City area. Please call: 310-475-
4949.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced prefen-ed.

Great student job, P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuitton this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybariendingschool.com

PHYSICS AND MATH
BACHELOR OF PHYSICS FROM UCLA off-
ers tutoring in physics and math at all levels.
Contact:31 0-925-9392 or sinatutor@aol.com

BlfDEfll
\i trV. tr n" n ^nWi li
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Its like a gara^
sale in the paptk:

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many students

moved for $103. Lic.-T-1 63844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.
Don't waste your time on amateurs. Vfeirious

subjects including Math, Writing. SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call
Will 310-381-1525.

7400
ffusfness Opportunities

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business

tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

LOOKING FOR YOUNG responsible woman
to help w/15-year-oW daughter. Includes part-

time driving to&from school* tutoring. Car& In-

surance required. Jessica 310-440-1433.

P/T CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr oW daughter. Intemation-
al or bilingual background preferred, car&ref-
erences required. Grand Piano. Bevertywood.
Laird:31 0-287-1 010.

2iI3iHniIi2

7500
Career Opportunities

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small

jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-
tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

REGULAR BABYSITTING AND DRIVING,
2/children ages 5 and 11. Must enjoy being

w/children, dog friendly. $12/hr. 310-470-

7058.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
UP TO $500-$1 0,000. EXTRA PER
MONTH. P/TORF/T. EARN FREE VACA-
TIONS! CHECK IT OUT GET THE
FACTS, www.finallyownboss.com.

SEEKING RELIABLE, ENTHUSIASTIC, Tmst-
worthy people to wori< various hours/days for

babysitting service. College, CPR/First-Aid.
fluent English a must. $9-11/hr. 310-545-5181.

sSjW-7^1

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago PhD, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

7800
Help Wanted

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company.

Various office duties. Typing skills and com-

puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would be

also helpful, but not mandatory. Call 310-474-

4521.

Classified^
825-2221^

!5s!3^^^^^ '.:£&..** .wT-c^.

• Eani$100-$200aday
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included

• It's not a job -It"s a PARTYII!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6499)
www.nntionaibartonclors.coni

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience

necessary. Eam up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-

1884extU4.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavk>r Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy. 818-370-1138.

email bekinla@aol.com

CASH PAID
for yoyr opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/sun^ey. For details: www.adon-
ispublishir>g.com.

CASHIER NEEDED for young, hip ctothing/

skateboard/snowboard store. Holidays/wee-

kends. Up to $10/hr-def>ending on experience.

310-230-6085 or fax resume to 310-230-4536.

CLIENT ASSISTANT Responsible female to

run lots of errands for personal shopper.
Have license, car provkled. $10/hr. Rexible
schedule. 310-203-9704.
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7800
elp Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

THE

UCLAFund
Want a Schedule That Allows You

More Room to Breatte?

^Sm/D per hour

PLUSBOHUS

Convenient Scheduling
(Mon. - Fri. evenings & Sat, Sun.)
Build Your Resume
Speak Directiy to Alumni
We are an equal opportunity employer

Interview Times : Mon-Thu 1-4

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th
C^lS^din for Appointment

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu 3 7 Cr"/34'02//

Great food, great benefits,
and even greater rewards.

At Whole Foods Market
a career is only natural.

FOODS
M R K F T

JOB FAIR!
Tuesday, December 3

12 noon to 7:00 pm
At the new store location,

1050 South Gayley Ave.

(at Weyburn) in Westwood.

Or fax your resume to

(818) 990-1066

FORTUNE

P BEST^
COMPANIES§
TO WORK FOR^

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-FIexible hours. Hourly
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

DANCERS WANTED
For Performing Egyptian Dance Troupe. Ages
21-29. S'S-S'S, attractive: dance training a
plus. Call Isis 310-474-8433.

DO YOU LIKE TO
WORK OUT?

SALES POSITIONS available full and part-

time. Do you like to keep fit? Join the Shape-
Up-USA team opening in Century City Mall

and Fox Hills Mall, November 30. 310-823-
5542.

DRIVER NEEDED for 3yr.old boy to pick up
from UCLA Day Care to home. Mon and Tues.
5:30pm. $16/day. 310-552-5363.

M B.H. Model Manag. Co. m
^ Looking for new Talent A.Sj^.P. for Nat'L

Commercials & Magazines
For the Holiday Season

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-7
pm, Monday through Friday Min 4 working
days required. $11 and up per hour. Contact
Chrissy; 323-937-7737.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT
GREAT PAY &
BENEFITS!

F/T: Busy OB/GYN office in Beverly Hills look-
ing for a Medical Assistant. Must have phlebot-
omy experience, computer skills & pleasant
phone voice. Med.Off. experience preferred.
Warm and friendly office environment. Salary
DOE, excellent benefits. Fax 310-274-7025 or
email to formandyk@pacbell.net

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-
dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

PART-TIME PERSONAL ASSISTANT Cash,
flexible hours, work at your own schedule,
work from home, must have your own comput-
er. 310-286-9465

PART-TIME SALES Folk Art/International

Crafts Old Town Pasadena. Prior sales ex-

perience. Art background plus. Fax resume:
626-564-2659.

PART-TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Lunch/dinner. Help

needed for 15-20hrs/wk. Minimum+tips.

WLA:310-479-4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning

facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money Call 310-825-4546, or

just stop by our office, Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion

to schedule and interview.

4

>4
Serious inquires!!

310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992

H

>i
M
¥4

NEED DRIVERS for busy Christmas season.
P/T, F/T. Make from $300-$600 per week. 310-
445-2701.

. . ^J-" J-" .«-,'-'/ O'Vf ,>v/w-v/>f»^< W1

NEEDED F/T RECEPTIONIST for a Culver
City event planning company. Please fax or
email resumes to John Thomas 310-641-9825
jk_t2000@yahoo.com.

EARN EXTRA $FT/PT Work from home, help

others $1000-$3000 mo.

www.nellanfunds.com 800-518-8219.

Are you a model...
or want to act started?

female models

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP Personal
Management Firm seeks P/T asst. M-F 9-

11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call 310-209-
1244, ask for Kate.

commere I

I •xp«rienc« I

310.273.2S66

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to work Idy/wk.
Computer skills (Mac), must have car to run

en-ands. Start $10/hr. Call 310-951-4254.

PRIVATE ASSAYER Magazine of Individual

Urinary Studies wants writers. Must be over

21 Call Mr. Vandegrift: 310-207-4671.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

FULL-TIME CSR
PULSE COPY is seeking bnght. organized,

energetic, individuals to assist UCLA students

and staff with retail document reproduction.

Excellent salary and benefits. Email resume to

ackerman@the-pulse.com or fax 310-206-

4329

GLOBOPOLIS-The World's hottest new board

game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.

Interested in a fun, money-making opportunity

for the holidays? Check out game & opp

at<www.globopolis.net.>

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemarketer for Santa Monica education

publisher. Hourly and good commissions.

10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

NOW HIRING: Driver and waitress needed for

New India Grill. Indian food experience neces-

sary. Call Dave 310-996-0064.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K. LA,
CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA location. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient location
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to
Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls, fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11/hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

PART-TIME HELP w/garden & pool through
next year. M/F with some experience or in-

terest. References. Sunset/ Veteran. $9-

10/hr. 310-476-1235.

STOCK PERSON. Young, hip clothing,skate-
board* snowboard store looking for motivat-
ed, organized, detail-oriented person. Up to
40hrsAwk. 310-230-6085. fax resume 310-230-
4536.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at: 11 56

26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

7800
Help Wanted

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours main-
taining equipment and facilities. Learn to work
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7 75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

URINARY FRACTIONS Magazine wants writ-

ers. Must be over 21. Call Mr. Vendegrift 310-
207-4671.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdrm/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 Mayfield. Cell:31 0-480-7275.

310-271-6811.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

housing
8400-9800

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195.
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068. 11069 Strathmore #3.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WANTED: 29 people to lose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you lose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43rd
fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist ac-
count executive w/lead generation via tele-

phone for our lease/loan products to business-
es. Fun environment. Salary $10-1 2/hr plus
bonuses. Fax resume: 310-737-1974. or

email: billj@alliancecap.com.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-
648-2258.

lIlMHUN^^RS
$49

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-
perience. Edj.
t or will supply topics. Email pat@onceinever-
ylife.com.

7820
High-Tech Jobs

EBAY SELLER NEEDS HELP w/emails, inter-

net, phones, packing/shipping. Fun! P/T
(flexible hours). email resume to:

opps@ant91.com.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT P/T possible F/T to

work for medium size computer software com-
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fax resume or
call Nick 323-578-8208

78^0
Actors/Extras Wanted

PRODUCTION COMPANY: Casting attractive

women 21-29y/o to host TV show. Pay.
Applicants must speak Spanish/English,
improvise/interview. Energetic/outgoing,
charismatic/sexy. Send picture/bio by
12/20/02. Timecode Multimedia, 12340 Santa
Monica Blvd. Ste-228, West LA, CA 90025.

TALENTED? GET EXPOSURE, www.weare-
talented.com. 702-308-3506. Free band clas-

sifieds.

The only LA website
approved to be partners

with Yahoo!

Why pay $60 for a list when you can get
One-on-One assistance based on area,

amenity, number of bedrooms, price and pet.
Use our phones to call landlords!

9,000+ Vacancies
Landlords list for free!

19 pictures per property on most properties.
No hotel, no motels, no shares.

Apartments, Condos, Duplexes, Houses, Detailed

Descriptions.

• FREE maps, turn-by-turn driving directions
from one apt to another

instant e-mail notification of new listings

EE change of address, moving planner,

bad credit assistant

Month-To-Month / Corporate Housing

www,apartmenthunter^-nnm

310-276-HOME (4663)
^f^?^^^ 8000

Internships
8000

Internships

^ iV> <>• APPLE COLLEGE
INTERNS WANTED

8400
Apartments for Rent

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-
er, ail new carpet, painted. $1200. One year
lease. 310-420-7884

Tii*

Become a part of today's

exciting technology world!

Develop ajie^r$e?^«f^|^ that will

serve yc^or a lifetimeof success! Galh real life

sal^ experience and make yourself more
mar^table after graduation! Proglam starts

Jaiiuaiy 2003
AND \

Get th| coolest new product, the Af^lm IPodI
Earn an award of new Apple equipment valued at

$3,000!

The initiation fee of $500 covers the co#of sales
training whigh will uitlize the iPod, TKe iPocl\s

yours to keep. %t^ will use^ your ski lU to personally
invite prospective t^lWflers to kef Apple Seminars.

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-
ity buikJing. 310-208-4796.

PACIFIC PALISADES
2bdrm/1bth. Brand new, redone unit. Tile

floors, gas cooktop, wall oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-
ered partying, storage kxjker. 2nd floor, small

building (8 units). Close to UCLA. Walking dis-

tance to beach and shopping area.

$1795/month. 310-589-5952. Available Dec.
1st.

.

To receive an information package and application please provide your
name, phone number, school, and email address to:

Growth Development Associates

1.800.966.4321
or send email request to DADUNGEE@GrovvthDevelopement.com

PALMS $1250 UPPER 2+2 w/balcony. New
carpet. A/C. Rreplace. Skylight, stove, dish-
washer. Garbage disposal, laundry facilities.

2-car gated parking. Bus to UCLA. Available
immediately 310-390-5996.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $985/mo. Stove. A/C.
large closets, 2ndfloor, gated-pari^ing, inter-

com, Jacuzzi. 1/2-bk)ck to UCLA bus, freshly
painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PALMS AREA. 1 bedroom, pool, $950/month.

All new. 310-420-7884.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,

stove. Gated parking. Gated buiWing. Laundry.
No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1095. 310-870-
1757.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translation Company in SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-
man/French/Portuguese/ltalian/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/excellent
English language-skills. Possible paid-posi-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For information ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/inhouseposi-
tions.htm

8200
Temporary Employment

LOOKING FOR OUALIFIED ENGLISH
MAJORS to create questions for children's lit-

eratures. Please e-mail your questions and
resume to visionwori<@hotmail.com. NOW!!

8^00
^*^ Apartments for Rent

2BDRM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+.
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parking.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

PRIME WEST LA
Remodeled, bright, spacious, upper, Ibdrm,
$1150. available end Nov. Remodeled huge
3bdrm/2bath. $2250, available end Dec. Ctose
to public transportation and UCLA. By appoirit-
ment. 310-207-7209.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking. Hardwood floors, lots of win-

dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

§8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEQED: At St. Liz Hospice,

we will train you, please call Eli at 310-824-

9798.

8400
*^partments for Rent

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD Large 1 bed/1 bath. Hardwood
floors, patio, parking, $1250. 310-476-4165.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.

310-824-0601.

1B+1B LARGE, WEST LA. Available ASAP
$950rent+$850dep. Gated access, 2-parking.

New fridge, stove+dishwasher, patio+storage.

5-min 10+405freeways. #12 BlueBus. 310-

21 0-7380/21 3-446-5772.

2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225.

BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large

unit, balcony, fireplace. A/C. Pool, gated park-

ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

A FABULOUS STUDIO
WESTWOOD. Cute, quiet studio. Covered
parking/large closets/huge kitchen/study

area/laundry. Walk to campus. $1082 through

7/31. 310-709-7060. 729 Gayley.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
PICOBUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, 2+1, carpet, laundry, quiet,

parking, $1300. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-
ing, laundry/balcony Lots of closet. Cats ok
Arnie 310-207-1965.

SANTA MONICA 1+1, r/s. close to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. 1bdnm furnished/unfurnished apart-
ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned parking. Walk to 3rd
Street Promenade&Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1195 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.
Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,
937 7th Street. OATS OK 818-980-5900

SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym, large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

BRENTWOOD- $2150
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-in closets. New: carpets,
paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bidg!

close to UCLA. Walk to Brentwood Village
for shops, restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun, 10-4, and by appt. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, flreplace, balcony, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran
#5. 310-877-8817.

Classifieds
825-2221 "
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8400
Apattments for Rent Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

^Wcfcomc ^rmns^'^rxcnds

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
I

• Are Found at
r\

We

The Roberts Companies

•v»» %*r- ^ -•« »»»

ith a host of amenities. Whether
you need a bacheloi-, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside

!

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunasj Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

more.
If necessary, we have custom designer furniture available as

I

well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators, and much
more, INSHORTANYTHING YOU MAYNEED WF TAN PRnvrnir

(310)
(.lingiisn, ^panisn, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

Classifieds

825-24Q|t
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Display
,

206-3060
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Got a healfh-reIdled question

Here are some options for answers*

If you like e-mail, ask your question at E-nurse on the

Ashe Center website - www.studentheoith.uda.edu

If you pl-efer to ask your question .by phone, call the

Triage Advice Nurse at 310 825-4073

I

If you prefer an in- person discussion of your question or

area of interest, come to the first floor of the Ashe Center

and ask to see the Triage Nurse.

ucIq Ashe Center
Nationally Accredited

I

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Kind of agent
4 Society, briefly

8 Will-o-ttie- -
12 Baldwin of

"Beetlejulce"

13 Sushi ingredient

14 Love affair

16 Big blow
17 Basement

alternative (2 wds.)
19 Fasten
21 Pollen spreader
22 Banjo cousins
23 Insincere

25 Set dowm
27 Gets
31 Marlactii gig

35 Ttiurman of films

36 Rings out
38 PC ctiip maker
39 Corduroy ridges
41 Roof problems
43 Not sweet
44 Audibly

|

46 Rts of pique
48 Nest-egg letters

49 Admits (2 wds )

51 Big League hit

53 llth-grade exam
55 A Great Lake
56 Reed instrument
59 Cat s foot

61 Drill command
(2 wds.)

65 Rug or sofa
68 Wooded valley

69 Couples and
Waring

70 Almost never
71 Time periods
72 Misplaced
73 Self-images
74 Half-star movie

DOWN
1 Bland
2 Pulley part

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

T E M P

1

R L E S

1
S K EM

A M A H E V E N T 1 N C A
NL 1 M A P E E V E T E R

C R A N B E R R YHQ U E U E
P^^T E A K E A jHH
U N B O L T Sr E D^ T A P E
N R MlA lA F A R 1^ A R P
F B 1

1
S T A 1 Rm R O E

E L E C w E N D It B N E
D E F R A u D S R O N G SPIA R M c E OHM
G O O S EB 1 N c E M E A T
U H U H

1

A U D 1 o

1

1 S L E
A N T E A M E N s N A P S
ImJojsj sj A sjsj EJT GJ U S T

12-2-02 t 2002 United Feature Sytxjcate. Inc.

3 When
mammoths
roamed
(2 wds.)

4 Saved records
5 Knightly title

6 Union pariah
7 Stair post
8 -We - robbed!"
9 Nervy
10 Overcharge,

slangily

11 Brownish-
purple

12 Khan of note
15 Home: abbr.

18 Table extension
20 Paper fastener
24 Tolerates

26 Three in Rome
27 Not urban
28 Writer - Zola
29 Navigator

Sebastian —
30 Gin drink

32 Decorous
33 — Haute. Ind

34 Weddina locale

37 Skyline feature
40 Postpones
42 Attics and

closets

45 Bad-mouth,
slangily

47 Please
50 Takes a snooze
52 Had to have
54 Nevada resort

56 — the wall

57 Singer — Ives

58 Two-odor cookie
60 Bird part

62 Space preceder
63 Residue
64 Golfer Ernie —
66 Is, to Fritz

67 Mil. rank

category

W
W

35

36

44

W

TT

K^

10 11

r^

'RA ^
UCLA

SAA Study HalEu^/^o/?

Finals Week:

Dec 9-12, 10 A.M.-4 p.m.

James West Alumni Center
i

i

• Quiet study space -^

• Free neck and back massage by a massage therapist

• Free bluebooks, Scantron forms and highlighters

• Free coffee, cookies and snacks

• State-of-the-art break room
I

Need more reasons to go to SAA Study Hall?

Visit www.UCLAlumni.net/SAA

cr>

(310) UCtA^AA ivww.UCLAImmLmI/SAA
—SAA is thf student chapter ofthe—

UCLAIumni
^ * *L ^m^ * " >* a t i o nl

^

I'WfK^^-a^^^'i

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WEST LA
Large l/bdrm, 1/bth. Stove, fridge, parking,

laundry. Near Santa Monica+ Bundy. Water,

trash-included. No pets. Available now.
$895/mo. 310-440-0768.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 2 car parking, quiet neighborhood. 2
miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, private
bath, r/s. cable, parking, $750. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, balcony, parking, $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WEST LA^^
IBD+1BA $1I4S/M0
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideplaces.com

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, balcony, parking, $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s. near UCLA, parking, $700. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, carpet, laundry,

utilities included, parking, $625. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

**

WESTWOOD
1+1, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, dishwash-
er. Separate dining room, parking, laundry,

pool, no pets. 564 Midvale Ave. $995. 310-

578-7512.

MAR VISTA**

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $675-
925. Ibdrm $975-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers. balcony. A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury, Must see. Call for

free listing :310-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Close to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-

tor, stove, closets. Pool. 310-204-4332. ask
for Shirley.

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-
gles. Near UCLAA/A. Ideal for student. Suit-
able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
BJvd. 310-477-4832.

8900
House for Rent

WLA HOME PRIME
2+DEN, 1BTH. 2-car garage. Breakfast
area. Backyard. Close to shopping & bus.

$ 1 800/mo. 3 1 0-488- 1 774.

9000
House for Sale

ELEGANT, 4+bdrm, 2.5bth, 3-car garage.
368sq.ft., secluded yard, UCLA Professor's

Bel Air home $1,020,000, 310-206-6392.

WESTWOOD 1+1. cat ok, r/s, laundry, bright,

parking, $995. 310-395-7368.www.westsider-
entals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1. r/s, a/c, bright, utilities in-

cluded, parking, $975. www.westsideren-
taJs.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, carpet, pool. Jaundry.

parking, $950. www.westsiderentals.com 323-
634-7401

.

WESTWOOD 1BDRM/1BTH located on
Strathmore & Veteran. $1100(neg)/$500 secu-
rity. Includes pool, laundry room, refrigerator,

and stove. Great apt & location! Call for appt.
310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD 2+1, carpet, quiet, laundry.n ear
shops, parking, $1325.www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome.

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Couitleigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon. - Sat. 10 - 4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOME to share- Non-
smoker m/f- $750/mo priv bed/bathroom, inci
util & direct TV- pis call 310-820-8354,
Marsha.

9300
Room for Help

HOUSEMOTHER/WESTWOOD. F/T, P/T
Live-in Retirement Residence. Free room and
board. Call 310-207-5818

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem parking. $775+utilities. Avail-
able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-
9748

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,
fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth
310-471-9549 leave message.

PALMS $434/mo. Share 2bdrm w/quiet. non
smoking female professional. Parking, walk-in
closet, laundry. Bus to UCLA. 310-559-6728
Available 12/15/02.

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s. balcony, carpet, laun-

dry, parking, $1 200.www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces. Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 3+2, carpet, balcony, quiet, near
Wilshire, parking, $1865. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368 I

/
Westwood Village

433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995
2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

•with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

^

WESTWOOD bachelor r/s, pool, laundry,

move in special, parking, $800. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR, r/s, pool, laundry,

utilities included, parking, $775. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD Close to UCLA, Ibdrm/lbth.

furnished, parking, balcony, laundry. Short
term lease available. $750/mo. 213-247-0448.

WESTWOOD studio, pet ok, r/s. a/c. near
UCLA, parking. $815. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD studio, r/s, yard, near UCLA,
utilities included, $700. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD STUDIO, walk to UCLA, fur-

nished, quiet, very charming and bright, new
kitchen, washer/dryer. $895. ASAP through

01/31/03(negotiable). Nick 310-890-2016.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdrm. $1075/month. All utilities and
parking included. Days:31 0-475-7533. even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS.
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL. CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

PALMS. Bright. Spacious Single. Full Kitchen,

appliances, parking, most utilities paid. 310-
842-9797.

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk den-
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in

2bdrm/2bath. Male. Furnished, pool, secu.ity,

cable. $1100/month. $550/month share. 310-
209-0382.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700.
Japanese owner. Jimmy. 213-272-3316.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2lxlrm/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-
rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parking
w/doorman. $2999/080 310-276-0676.

NEAR UCLA. Female student only. Non-
smoker. Reliable, responsible. Furnished
room in exchange for house work. Nice pri-

vate room/bath. Utilities.-paid. 310-474-0336.

REDUCED RENT FOR PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH in exchange helping w/chores,
errands and driving for older lady References
and car needed. 310-477-6977 leave mes-
sage.

Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON house, private
room, Declst. Arrive in a mountain like-setting.

15-minutes-UCLA. Literate roomates, norv
smoking male tenant. $525. 310-470-2142.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmej kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great
location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-
0760,31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$650+$650-security. 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage &pool. full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition. 1 /bedroom, furnished/unfurnished
guesthouse. Kitchenette. Prefer quiet/consid-

erate/non-smoker. Cable/utilities/cleaning in-

cluded. $1600/month. 1 .5/miles from UCLA.
31 0-804-3851 .Available Dec. 1st.

BEVERLY HILLS guesthouse, r/s. quiet, pri-

vate, parking. $1100. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

SANTA MONICA 2 ROOMS. Secure, quiet,
upstairs bedroom, downstairs study Large
townhouse. Kitchen privileges. 310-453-8508.
6-8pm. Female grad only. $795/mo.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdmi/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking.
washer/dryer inside apt, furnished, cable!
Close-UCLA. Must be dean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.
Female-prefen-ed. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD house, private room, r/s, w/d,
bright, parking, $650. wv^rw.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. 1bdrm/1bth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
parking, baTcotfy. laundry. Walking dfstisince to

UCLA. $1150/mo. 310-208-7483.

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,

pool, utilities, dean, partying, possible dis-

count. Best deal in Westwood. $1100/month.

Call Andrew 310-562-8397.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD
650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath. Hardwood

fkxjrs, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher. Sepa-

rate dinning room. Swimming pool, parking,

laundry. $1650/month. 310-578-7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+, 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-
tor, A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate parting. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 parking spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

FOR RENT: Cozy studio cottage in Palms
area of West LA. $650/month (utilities includ-

ed). Mini-kjtchnette («ink, stove, refrigerator,

cabinets). Good closet space- bathroom
w/shower and skylight on quiet street near
buses. Shared backyard. Non-smoking.
Call/leave message for Woody/Dierdre 310-
204-1646 Tuesdays and Thursdays 8am-5pm.
Available 1/1/03 or 1/15/03.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME. GUEST-
HOUSE FOR RENT Fully furnished. Pool/Ja-
cuzzi use, Private Bathroom, Call Nina: 310-
471-6562.

WESTWOOD ROOM in bright, luxury
2bdrm/2bth, walk to UCLA, gated parking, fu|l

kitchen, l%indry. Rant Jan-June. $850/mo. <3f I

$425%haf^.916-81^783. ' '
*» ^ **»«4

?^!Sft^^l

WESTWOOD guest house, pet ok. pool, yard,

parking, $950. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

9700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
--*,, .SERVICE .-

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.com
Sublets in all citiesl! i-877-FOR-RENT

>ruinYrAHBDOK

BRUINLIFE
YEARBOOK

%S7

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 825-2640

Bruliillfe@meclla.ucla.eclu
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Freshmen may start at center I

m hoops
I

By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain@media.ucla.edu

INDIANAPOLIS — Saturday
was not a good day for T.J.

Cummings.
First, the junior center was

pulled from the starting lineup
because he was late for a film ses-
sion.

He then proceeded to have one
of the worst games in his college
basketball career, going one-for-
seven from the field en route to
just four points in 14 minutes.

Cummings also pulled down just
two rebounds, while committing
three fouls before halftime despite
playing for only seven minutes.

"I'm obviously not in a good
mood," Cummings said after the
game. "I was out of my rhythm
today. Mama said there would be
days like this."

Head coach Steve Lavin's plan
coming into the season was to play
Cummings as a center, even
though he is a natural forward, in

order to have someone with expe-
rience in the low post. Lavin felt

the two freshmen centers, Michael
Fey and Ryan Hollins, needed to

be eased into the role by coming
off the bench.

However, with Cummings strug-

gling at center, and with the fresh-

men both showing improvement
with every game, Lavin's thinking

_
\

might be changing.
"Whoever plays well is going to

earn more playing time," Lavin
said. "And the two seven-footers
(Fey and Hollins) are playing well."

In UCLA's loss to San Diego,
Torero center Jason Keep dominat-
ed at both ends of the floor. He
scored 30 points while not allow-
ing the Bruins any easy points in

"Starting would help me
out. I would be calmer,
instead of jumping off the
bench and right into the
game."

Michael Fey
Freshman center

the paint.

UCLA was again outscored in
the paint 42-22 by Duke on
Saturday.

The lack of a big body in the
middle has allowed opposing
defenses to clamp down on shoot-
ers Jason Kapono and Ray Young

on the perimeter, which has limited
the amount of open looks each is

getting.

"They didn't want to give me any
good shots," Kapono said. "They
played smothering defense."

With the Bruins struggling to get
open looks on offense, and the
freshmen both anxious to increase
their playing time. Young wouldn't
be surprised if Lavin tried inserting

one of the freshmen into the start-

ing lineup.
I

"Lavin is known to change up
lineups and try different things,"

Young said. "You never know who
will be starting."

Fey would Ukely get the starting

nod over Hollins because, at 7 feet

and 257 pounds, he is a more tradi-

tional center than the hthe, 215-

pound Hollins.

With more experience. Fey
could eventually fill the low post
role that Dan Gadzuric had last

year.

"Starting would help me out,"

Fey said. "I would be calmer,
instead of jumping off the bench
and right into the game."

If Cununings continues to strug-
gle. Fey might be getting help soon.

from page 24

their lack of sustained intensity is

showing.
"We'll get a win soon,"

Bozeman said with a glassy stare.

"We need a win."

Game Notes: T.J. Cummings
and Ray Young were pulled from
the starting lineup after being late

for a film session Friday night.

Cummings said he was late
because he had to use the
restroom after eating at a steak-
house for dinner, and Yoimg said
he thought Indianapolis was on
Central Time rather than Eastern
... Young bruised his hip pointer
after falling in the first half. He
will rest the next couple of days
and hopes to return to practice by
Wednesday.

M SOCCER
I
Persistence

of Cal insufficient for win
from page 24

of the Bruin defense - was kept
plenty busy in the last ten min-
utes of the match. What had
developed to a 3-0 lead by the
Bruins was slowly whittled away
by Cal forward Carl Acosta, who
scored twice in two minutes.
The Golden Bears would have
tied the game, but a shot that hit

the Bruin net was recalled after

Cal was called for offsides.

"Cal just wouldn't give up,"
Fitzgerald said. "There's some-
thing to say for that...we were
just too strong."

Cal's players took every avail-

able chance to shoot, and after

only having one shot on goal in

the first half, they finished the
game with 12 shots total - which
brings new meaning to the
phrase, "nothing to lose, every-

thing to gain." In this case, it was
two goals, but not enough to

bring the score to a tie.

"We knew we were the better
team," McKinley said. "We just
had to come out here and prove
it."

Mission accomplished. .

•••

In the quarterfinals, UCLA
will host Penn State on Saturday
at 7 p.m.
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e Best Programs

Make the Best Educators
'
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ERASE O.U.l.t
•DU I defense

• DUI deletion from

' your past record

• Car accidents

no recovery : no fee
^

(800)242-9495
Law Offices of Ya-EI Trock

We Rsht For Youl

STUDENT Rates!

Acapulco is a proud sponsor of the UCLA Brums! I
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TOUR OUR WEBSITE:

http://gsep.pepperd1ne.edu

Come in and enjoy

Dinner For $1.49
Buy any regular-priced entree for lui

or dinner and receive ttie second entra

egual or leiOT value for $1.49.
One discount per person. Not valid with any other advertised special

banquets or for carry-out.

Offer Expires 12/29/02

Westwood Village

1109 todon Ave.

West Los Angeles

(310)208-3884 MEXICAN RESTAURANT Y CANTINA
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M.A. in Education with
Teaching Credential

(one-year program or individual pace)

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles

Orange County

San Fernando Valley

Ventura County

If you are planning to begin a

teaching career, Pepperdine's program,

designed for new teachers, will help

you reach your goal.

Flexible class schedules allow you to

earn a Master of Arts in Education and

Teaching Credential with an optional

CLAD emphasis all in one y^r.

Seasoned faculty provide the

real-world experience required and the

personal attention you deserMe.

For more information

(800) 347-4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
Graduate School 0/ Education and Psychology

You Can't Afford Not To Eat At

Established 1946

Prime Rib & Steak House
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Banquet Room

"Honest Food At Honest Prices"

Ftn- the best in Prime Rib, Steaks, S^afotui, Chicken andMifref

VOTED BEST IN LA. FOR OUR MARTINI, VALUE DINNERS
& EARLY BIRD MENU

SHRViyG LOSASGFJFS FOR OVFR 50 YFARS
COMPLETE EARLY BIRD DDJNERS

7 Days a Week - 4:30-6:30

$11.95 to $12.95
PRIME RIB • STEAKS • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN AND MOREl

Dinner includes Soup or Salads Baked Potato, Rice or French Fries, Vegetables,
GarBc Cheese Toast, Beverage and Dessert

11326 W. Pico Blvd., West L.A., 310.477.1426
(1/2 block west ofSawteUe)

teaching tip o 39

Save your spot

at the next

information

meeting -

Tuesday,

January 7,

7 p.m.

Jj

AZUSAIMCIFICUNIVERSITY
901 E. Alosta Ave.

PO Box 7000
Azusa, CA 91702-7000

Give specific

guidelines for

show-and-tell day.

Azusa Pacific University's School of

Education and Behavioral Studies is

one of only three California private

schools accredited by the National

Council for Accreditation of Teacher

Education (NCATE). With credential

preparation course work at APU, your

credential is recognized by all 50 states

and internationally. K-12, bachelor's to

doctorate, we know teaching.

Go to www.apu.edu/education/tips for

a detailed look at APU's teacher educa-

tion programs, or call (800) 825-5278.

J
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UCI^ gets lift from Lady Luck in Vegas
\

Bruins to face old foe
By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@media.ucla.edu

Playing in the heart of Las Vegas,

it was only appropriate that the
UCLA women's basketball team
needed a little bit ofgood fortune to

pull out a victory.

W^ith the Bruins nursing a 66-58

lead against UNLV, junior Gennifer
Arranaga snatched a loose ball out
of the air and buried a circus shot
from behind the backboard, inciting

an 8-1 L^CLA run that put the game
away.

i

"It was more luck than skill,"

Arranaga said. "I was more sur-
prised than anyone that it went in."

Coming off the bench, Arranaga
earned all-tournament honors, tally-

ing 12 points on six-of-nine shooting
as the Bruins (3-1) upset UNLV (3-1)
to win the championship game of
the Las Vegas Shootout last night at
Cox Pavilion 72-64.

''It was a total team effort," said
UCLA head coach Kathy Olivier,

who played at UNLV for two sear
sons. ''I was a little nervous, but we
took care of business down the
stretch. This was a good victory for
us."

Tournament MVP Michelle
Greco notched 26 points, including
six huge free throws in the game's
final two minutes that essentially

iced the victory for the Bruins. The
senior guard moved into 10th on the
UCLA all-time scoring list with 1241
career points, passing former team-
mate Janae Hubbard.

"I can't say enough about
Michelle," Olivier said. "She's a fan-

tastic player. She handled the ball a
lot. For her to have only one
turnover against an up-tempo

defense is a amazing."
Greco had to carry the team

offensively in the early going as
UCLA fell behind 20-12 with 1 1 min-
utes left in the first half. UNLV
senior Constance Jinks scored 10 of
her 26 points in the first five min-
utes of play while the Lady Rebels
out-muscled the smaller Bruins on
the boards.

"It was a really physical game,"
Arranaga said. "They were very
tenacious on the glass, and I think
we were a little intimidated in the
early going, but the bench got us
back into it"

With UCLA freshmen Nikki Blue
and Julia Pitts a little rattled, Olivier

inserted Arranaga and Whitney
Jones into the lineup, and the move
paid off inunediately.

Despite just having rejoined the
team less than a week ago when the
women's soccer season ended,
Jones scored 10 points in 19 min-
utes of action as the Bruins closed
the half on a 29-14 run to take a
seven-point lead into the locker
room.

The squad shot 76 percent in the
first half, and then played tenacious
defense in the second half, as the
Lady Rebels never got within three

points.

Greco had 18 points and six

rebounds as UCLA defeated
Northwestern State on Saturday in

the first round of the tournament
82-74.

"It is great to win and bring home
some hardware," Arranaga said.

"Getting these two wins gives us a
lot ofmomentum going into the rest

of the preseasoa"
The Bruins return home fix>m the

tournament to host St Mary's on
Tuesday night
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ictp is looking for the brightest
and most energetic candidates to

beta test a new and exciting enterprise
networking curriculum. Help us test the
best Information Technol4|MpriM|wpig

r ever offeree*!
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Opportunity to learn enterprlse-tevel
Microsoft Windows 2000, Ciscd, Sun,
Linux/UNIX, and more!

O Full time and part time schedules.

O stipends of $250 to $1,000 per month.

e Free tuitionl (Please Note: Candidates are
responsible for materials, enterprise lab
access, and certification exam costs.)

Minimum requirement for consideration is that you must be
a current college/university student or recent graduate

Beta test session spots are limited and fitHng fast.

Only the best of the best will be accepted.

For more information on curriculum,
acceptance criteria and registration process,

please visit www.ictp.com/beta9.htm
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MICHAEL MANTEL/Daily Bruin

Guard Nikki Blue tallied eight points against hosts UNLV on Sunday as the Bruins
won the Lady Rebel Shootout, the first visiting team ever to win the tournament.

M POLO
«

from page 24

some even in tears because it

could have gone either way.
Just a day before, UCLA played

an extremely emotional game
against USC (20-8). The Bruins
barely won, beating the Trojans 7-

6 in sudden death overtime.
Ormsby had another stellar day
with five goals, but none of it mat-
tered after Saturday.

Lost in the Bruins' turbulent
weekend was a career milestone
for Brooks, who broke the school
career saves record with his 696th
against Stanford. He finished with

13 in the game and 701 in his four-

year career.

The Bruins were in prime form
for both games, but it wasn't
enough to get a win. So, the Bruins
did the next best thing.

With one game to play, for third

place in the tournament, they did

not quit, and beat a Stanford team
they had not defeated in six

attempts over two years.

The 8-6 win over the Cardinals

(22-5), left the team with a sense of
pride.

UCLA's close loss to Pepperdine
was probably the most important in

the eyes of the NCAA Nonetheless,
wins over its crosstown rivals and
longtime nemesis Stanford are a
hugemank^ off the Bruins^ backs
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Athlete
Do

lONALSPro
Undergra

C?ffl|p Stude
You!

The one-slo[i shop lor all \'our beaiit\'

necnls and salon/skincare serxices.

15% DISCOUNT
for all UCLA students,

faculty and staff.

10865 W. PicoEilvd.
(Corner of Pico and Westwood.

across Irom die Westside Pavilion)

(510)475-3531

*nuist haw a valid ID. Nt>l \ali<l with aliva(l\- ciiscountetl Items

YOGA
FOR

UCLA
^^-^Sfe

Over 90 Classes Weekly
L.A.'s Most Experienced Instrctors

12.56 Westwood Blvd. ..Walk from UCLA!
www.layogacenter.com 2.34-12.00

50% OFF
1ST 5 CLASSES

WITH THIS AD

in NCAA tournament
By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl@medja.ucla.e(ju

Two days after dominating the
field at the Albuturkey tournament
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, the
UCLA women's volleyball players
braced themselves and hoped for
good news. The NCAA tournament
brackets were announced Sunday
night, but unfortunately for the
Bruins, the draw wasn't kind.
UCLA methodically pummeled

Rice, Butler and New Mexico over
the weekend, wirming all three
matches without dropping a single
game. Sophomore Brynn Murphy
was named tournament MVP and
junior Cira Wright and freshman
Chrissie Zartman were named to
the All-Tournament team.

"We came out strong and took
care of what-we had to," sophomore
Krystal McFariand said. "We got
some good momentum for the tour-
nament.*'

In acjdition, Zartman set a school
record, becoming the first Bruin
ever to. record 500 digs in ^ single
year, finishing the regular season
with 504:.

Despite a mediocre Pac-10 sea-
son, the team hoped that an impres-
sive weekend might help its post-
season case and improve its draw
position. Instead, UCLA now has to
dig in and face an old foe.

The Bruins will play Long Beach
State in the opening round, the very
same team that knocked the Bruins
out of the playoffs in last year's
Regional Final.

Some circumstances have
changed, however. Last year's
match featured two powerhouses
playing for a trip to the Final Four.
In that match, the 49ers swept the
Bruins to remain undefeated, but
they would eventually lose to
Stanford in the championship
game.

This time around neither team is

ranked, and both teams would be
hard-pressed to advance that far
again. Still, the match will undoubt-
edly be extremely tough for UCLA.

"They're a very high-powered
offensive team that also plays great
defense," head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "I'm disappoint-

MARY HOLSCHER/T>AiLY Bri in Semuk >a.ky?

Outside hitter Brittany Ringel had ten
kills Saturday against New Mexico.

ed that we have to face them so
soon."

Even if the Bruins manage to get
past the 49ers, the team will proba-
bly have to face No. 9 Pepperdine in
Firestone Fieldhouse, the Waves'
home court. Only three weeks ago,
Pepperdine swept the Bruins in
Pauley Pavilion. Faced with such
difficult opponents in early rounds,
there is little wonder as to how the
team reacted to the announcement.

"Initially, I was a little shocked,"
McFariand said. "But I think it

would be great to have a rematch
and a chance to prove ourselves.**

One redeeming quality of the
draw might be the proximitjr to the
host school. Since the opening
rounds will be held in Malibu, the
team won't have to travel very far.

In addition, more fans will be able
to make the 20-minute drive and
support their team.

"I hope we have a strong follow-
ing," Banachowski said. "It would
be great to have all our fans out
there."

2002 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL NCAA TOURNAyENT
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Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 and $5.50 pitchers

FREE POOL all day
and all night

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm

1 hr FREE POOL

Monday-Friday
Happy Hour 4-7

Specials

1/2 off selected appetizers

Thursday-Friday

Free Buffet during

Happy Hour

Upstairs Available for Private Parties

r
Free Pool with Lunch M-F, 1 1 :30-4:00pm
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^^J PREVIEW
Event "location Day Time
W.Hoops V. St. Mary's Pauley Pavilion Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Swimming @ Auburn Invit Auburn, AL Thursday All Day
W.Volleyball V.Long Beach Pepperdine Thursday 5:00 p.m.
Football V. Wash St Rose Bowl Saturday 12:30 p.m.
M.Soccer v. Penn St Drake Stadium Saturday 7:00 p.m.
Hockey v. Washington Seattle, WA Saturday 9:45 p.m.
M.Hoops V. Long Beach Pauley Pavilion Sunday 1:00 p.m.
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Bruins beat LMU,

Gal in postseason

EDWARD LIN/D.MLY Briin Senior Staff
Helping to hold off Gal in the third round of the NCAA Tournament Saturday junior
forward Cliff McKinley maneuvers past Cal's Noah Merl. The Bruins won 3-2.

By Elizabeth Newman
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
enewman@media.ucla.edu

Don't tell the UCLA men's soc-
cer team about lingering regular
season losses that tainted their

record. This weekend, the
Bruins (15-3-3) polished off both
Loyola Marymount University 4-

2, and Cal 3-2 in spectacular
showcases of soccer competi-
tion to qualify for the quarterfi-

nals of the NCAA playoffs.

Although the Bruins lost to

LMU 2-0 in late September, they
blew tlie Lions off Marshall Field
last Wednesday And UCLA's
most recent 1-0 loss to Cal on
Nov. 8 meant nothing as the
Bruins sent the Golden Bears
back north victory-less on
Saturday night.

"We were excited about play-
ing LMU, because they were one
of our speed bumps during the
season," UCLA head coach Tom
Fitzgerald said.

The Bruins' postseason play,

however, took care of any
remaining questions as to who
was capable of contending for

the national title. The Bruin
offense, especially junior mid-
fielder Adolfo Gregorio, did not
relent against LMU's aggressive
play. After UCLA junior forward
Cliff McKinley netted the game's
first goal, the Bruins charged
forward and did not look back.
Gregorio was credited with two
goals and one assist, and was
imstoppable by LMU defenders.
LMU head coach Paul Krumpe

aptly described Wednesday
night's score as: "Adolfo
Gregorio 3, LMU 2, UCLA L"
"We wanted to come back

from that regular season loss
and show that we were the bet-

ter team," Gregorio said. "We
took the game to them instead of
letting them bring the game to
us."

"I would challenge any team
to try to come out and outscore

us, the way we're going,"
Fitzgerald said.

After Saturday's victory over
Cal, that challenge is not one
that many teams would voluntar-
ily accept. The Bruins dominat-
ed the game for the first 80 min-
utes with seamless plays and
footwork that made the field

appear peppered with dancing
light blue jerseys. The Bruin
offense again created a 2-0 lead
at the half from a free kick
rebounded by sophomore
defender Aaron Lopez and a
clean shot by McKinley. UCLA
junior goalie Zach Wells looked
downright bored in the Bruin
box as UCLA's defense played
up-field, keeping the Golden
Bears' chance at scoring remote.

"That first half was the best
half of soccer I've seen in my
whole coaching career,"
Fitzgerald said.

However, Wells - and the rest
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Basketball continues early losing streak
By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain@media.ucla.edu

INDIANAPOLIS — With 27
seconds left in the game, Steve
Lavin conceded defeat with a
lineup of Janou Rubin, Gene
Barnes, John Hoffart, Quiim
Hawking, and Ryan Hollins to
suffer through the final buzzer.

After another dismal start

in Duke matchup, center

T.J. Cummings' starting

job is in jeopardy | Page 21

But it was clear much earli-

er that winning was a hopeless
cause for the Bruins.

UCLA (0-2) continued its

early season losing streak on
Saturday, losing to No. 4 Duke
84-73 after getting outplayed
and outclassed before a sold
out Conseco Fieldhouse at the
John Wooden Tradition.

The Bruins started out the
game on a 12-2 run, with for-

ward Dijon Thon^son scoring
10 of the 12 points.

"Our starters did a nice job
of coming out and spotting us
a lead," Lavin said.

But after a Duke timeout,
the Bruins quickly faded and
never recovered.

|

The Blue Devils put togeth-
er separate runs of 13-0 and 1 1-

during the game, and had
five players who scored in

double figures.

"Duke played a great game,"
said center T.J. Cummings.
"Give them credit."

Throughout the g2ime, the
Bruins were plagued by the
same problems that nagged
them in their season opener
against San Diego and their

exhibition games against
Branch West and EA Sports.

Defensively, a lack of pres-
ence in the low post allowed
Duke to outscore UCLA 42-22
in the paint. Cununings, who
finished with just four points,
was a non-factor on both ends

of the floor, and freshmen cen-
ters Michael Fey and Ryan
Hollins were both too inexpe-
rienced to have a major
impact.

"Collectively we have to be
together in the paint," said
senior guard Ray Young. "We
need to help the big fellows
out, because the ft-eshmen are
young and T.J. is undersized."

Forward Jason Kapono
agreed. After the game, he
vented his frustration at his
team's lack of defensive
prowess.

"They got layups and were
driving in the paint, and we
need to find a way to stop
Chat," he said.

Offensively, the Bruins only
managed three fast break
points, compared to 20 for
Duke. Aside from Thompson's
early run, UCLA rushed shots
and no one was able to sustain
a hot shooting hand for any
extended length of time.

"We have a problem of being
patient," said Kapono, who led
the Bruins with 19 points.
"This was just like in the first

game. We got a lead and then
started shooting quicker and
not sticking to the game plan."

But credit also needs to be
given to Duke (3-0), which
combined cohesive play with
iiiitensity and sound basketball
to^ show why it is one of the
top teams in the coimtry.
The Blue Devils shot 54.2

percent ft-om the field, com-
pared with just 43.1 percent
for UCLA. Duke hit nine three-
pointers, five coming from
freshman guard J.J. Redick,
who finished with 20 points.
The team also had 17 assists

and just 12 turnovers, whereas
UCLA had more turnovers (14)
than assists (11).

"We're disappointed," said
Fey "We came all the way out
here and thought we had a
good chance to win."

The Bruins' losing streak is

in danger of shding into an
abyss if they don't win soon.
The players' frustration with

M HOOPS
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Duke s Shelden Williams (left) puts up a shot while being guarded by UCLA's Ray Young in Indianapolis, Saturday.

Team won't go to Final Four
WATER POLO BEATS STANFORD. USC, BUT

NARROWLY LOSES CRUCIAL PEPPERDINE GAME

NICOLE MlLLKk/DAiLY Brimn Staff

After a hard-fought season, including this loss against Long Beach
State, the Bruins closed falling to top-seeded Pepperdine.

By Adam Titcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
at itcher(a)media. ucla.edu

UCLA men's water polo has seen its

last days, at least for the 2002 campaign.
Entering this weekend's Mountain

Pacific Sports Federation tournament at

Los Alamitos Joint Forces Training
Base, the Bruins (15-8) were in a must-
win situation. On Thureday, every Bruin
felt that UCLA would come out the vic-

tor, sweeping the tournament and earn-

ing the automatic bid to the NCAA Final

Four next week.

Yet on Saturday, the second day of
the three-day event, those hopes were
dashed at the hands of No. 1

Pepperdine.

They fell short, losing 7-6, but not
before leaving their mark. The team
went out fighting, playing the hardest it

had all year.

"UCLA went on some good runs, and
we're definitely evenly matched,"
Pepperdine head coach Terry Schroeder
said following the upset. "Each day of
this tournament was a championship
game and we got the second victory"

The match was close throughout. The

Waves (16-9) jumped out to an early 3-0
lead but it was not enough to stop the
Bruins. UCLA kept pace, and within
three minutes the game was tied, with
fi-eshman driver Brett Ormsby providing
three of his four goals in that stretch.

The game continued back and forth
until the final minute, when the Bruins
had the final shot. But Pepperdine
squeezed out the victory and advanced
to the championship game.

"I still think were a top team and we
gave our best effort," Ormsby said after-

ward. "Yet, things don't always go the
way they should."

And it was tough to handle for the
team. Some players were speechless,

y POLO
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UCLA must

free Kapono

for effective

offense

ft!A Th

Jeff
Eisenberg

jeiserterg^meciELucia^du

igemaiis across the chalk-

board be damned.
There is not a more sickening

sound in the world than yoiu-
alarm clock buzzing at 9:30 a.m.
over

Thanksgiving
break.

As part of a
terrorist plot to

ensure that I

never have a
full night's sleep
this quarter,

Saturday's bas-

ketball extrava-

ganza between
No. 4 Duke and
No. 14 UCLA
tipped off at 10
am. PST.

Thus, in def-

erence to my responsibilities as a
basketball columnist, I stimibled
out of bed and into a recliner in

the living the room, resisting the
urge to put my alarm clock down
the garbage disposal.

After sitting through two hours
of typically schizophrenic basket-
ball from the Bruins, the result
was predictable - Duke 84, UCLA
73.

What was maddening to watch,
however, was how the Bruins ran
their offense.

Maybe I was still a little groggy
fi-om all of the tryptophan in a left-

over turkey sandwich the night
before, but did UCLA set a single
screen for Jason Kapono the entire
game?
The last time I saw that many

guys standing aroimd doii>g noth-
ing, I was walking by one of the
construction sites on campus.

Kapono, the Bruins' best offen-
sive pi^yer and perhaps the best
shooter in the country, did a
superb impression of H.G. Wells'
Invisible Man for the first 25 min-
utes of the game. He had just three
points at halftime on one-of-five

shooting, and was not a factor at
all.

Now before you get your head-
bands in a bunch, I am not criticiz-

ing Kapono himself. In fact, he was
much more aggressive in the sec-
ond half, as he created enough
shot opportunities for himself to
finish with a team-high 19 points.

What I want to know is when
are the Bruins going to take advan-
tage of their biggest asset on
offense - not John Hoffart's

dynamic turn-around jumper or
T.J. Cim:mungs' unselfish passing,
but Kapono's outside shooting?

Other squads run opposing
defenders through an obstacle
course of bodies to free their best
shooter for an open look at the
basket. On Saturday, Duke repeat-
edly used a series of plays
designed to get guard J.J. Redick
open fi-om behind the arc, and the
Blue Devil guard delivered, as he
led all scorers with 20 points,

including five crucial trifectas.

The only screen that UCLA
marksmen Kapono, sophomore
Dyon Thompson, or jimior Jon
Crispin saw in Indianapolis might
have been attached to the televi-

sion set in their hotel rooms.
"We have to do a better job of

finding Jason," UCLA head coach
Steve Lavin said. "Duke did a bet-

ter job than us of finding him on
the perimeter."

I will readily admit that I don't

imderstand every aspect of the
voodoo hexes and witchcraft that

comprise UCLA assistant coach
Jim Saia's motion offense, but

somewhere in that eight-inch play-

book there has to be a set

designed to fi-ee a shooter.

With an undersized Cummings
and a pair of fi-eshmen spUtting

time at center, the Bruin lineup

currently has all the interior pres-

ence of a donut, and it is allowing
opposing teams to key on Kapono
by extending their pressure
beyond the arc.

"They played smothering
defense," Ksqjono said. "They were
grabbing, tugging, and pushing me
the whole game. They didn't want
to give me any good shots."

Whether the Bruins need more
balance on offense or other play-
ers to step up, Kapono has to get
more open looks at the basket for
the squad to avoid falling further
into a preseason chasm.

Otherwise it could be a frustrat-
ing season in Westwood.

3
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On second thought, it was the
tryptophan. Eisenberg's column
will run following each men's
basketball game.
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UC student

fee policy

undergoes

more revision
By Vanda SuvansilpaWt

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
vsuvansilpakit@media.ucla.edu

University of California campuses are
reviewing the latest draft of the 2003 stu-
dent fee pohcy which could implement
significant changes in the student govern-
ment funding system.
The draft, sent out by the UC Office of

the President, must be returned with com-
ments from all UC student governments
by February of next year.

One of the major changes in the draft is
the elinunation of the distinction between
independent and officially recognized stu-
dent groups on campus.

Undergraduate Students Association
Council President David Dahle said this
basically means all groups will be eligible
to apply for funds regardless of their polit-
ical or religious standpoints.

This will open up a whole pot of USAC
funds," he said.

Budget Review Director Justin Levi
said during past years, few student groups
were able to obtain funds. So those that
succeeded received a relatively substan-
tial amount of money.

"Given that more groups will be eligible
to ^ply for funding, essentially what will
happen in the long run is that the alloca-
tion will even out," Levi said.

Levi also said the basic qualifications
for groups to receive fimds will not
change.

''They still have to go through the
process and prove that their programs
benefit the university," he said.

The draft elicited mixed responses by
independent student groups that would be
affected by the potential change.

Erin Walsh, chapter chair of California
Political Interest Group and coordinator
for its Water Watch Campaign, said the
possible source of funding would relieve
the pressure of a pledge system.

Since 1990, CalPIRG has been obtaining
its funds Uu-ough a pledge system. Fof- -

adequate funding, the organization needs
to secure the pledges of at least 15 percent
of the student population at UCLA. The
cost to the student is $5 each quarter
charged directly to their BAR account

"With this new system, CalPIRG can
focus more on its campaigns than on sus-
taining the number of pledges," Walsh
said.

However, not all groups see the new
funding system as significant to their
activities.

Bruin Democrats President Kristina
Meshelski, a Daily Bruin contributor, said
the group has been very successful in its

fund-raising campaigns so the new source
of funds would not significantly alter their
2u:tivities.

"(The activities) would just be nicer and
on a bigger scale," she said.

The draft also limits the funds allocated
to non-uiuversity organizations. Funding
would only cover their basic membership
dues in regional or national associations.

Dahle said this alteration would not
allow student government to arbitrarily
allocate funds to organizations.

"We can't give more money than needed
for basic membership dues to a particular
group just because we like it," he stated.

Lastly, the draft prohibits non-govern-
mental organizations fi-om using the refer-
endum process as a source of funding.

According to Dahle, this would permit
only student government use of referen-
dum to vote on establishing or increasing
compulsory campus-based student fees.
No other organizations would be able to
establish such a system.

However, he said the draft is not
"retroactive." He said the current wording
of the draft is unclear and may be inter-
preted as applying only to future cases.
Therefore, non-governmental organiza-
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Court to hear admissions case
By Noah Grand ;

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

The United States Supreme Court has
accepted a case that could determine
whether colleges can give preference to
minority applicants in admissions deci-
sions.

By June of 2003 the court will decide if
three white students were unconstitution-
ally denied admission to the University of
Michigan because the school's affirmative
action policies discriminated against them.
The case could affect admissions poh-

cies nationwide, but will not have an effect
on the University of California's admis-
sions process.

The use of affirmative action based on
race, gender and ethnicity was made illegal
in California's pubhc entities in 1996 by
Proposition 209. The year before, the UC
Regents passed SP-1, banning race in
admissions for the UC. The policy was
symbolically rescinded in 2001, but the UC
still faUs under 209.

While UC press aide Hanan Eisenman

said the court's decision will not affect UC
admissions, campus activists are trying to
use the case to restore affirmative action.
"We need to show that students of color

are being re-segregated to second-tier
schools in the UC system," said Erika
Dowdell, a first-year law student at UCLA.

Dowdell attended the University of
Michigan as an undergraduate before com-
ing to UCLA.
The Michigan case gives the Supreme

Court an opportunity to ban the use of
affirmative action in higher education or
place limits on how much weight is given
to race.

Supporters of affirmative action, includ-
ing Dowdell, say it is necessary to ensure
that the nation's top universities are as
diverse as the nation.

Opponents say the program gives minor-
ity students unfair preferences while hurt-
ing more qualified white students.

"I'm optimistic that a decision will come
down within the next six or seven months
that will essentially outlaw preferences

LAW
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The Associated Press
James Wilson. 22 left, a University of Michigan senior, attempts to share his antT-affimiative
action position to Tnstan Taylor, 19, a pro-affirmative action freshman from Eastern MichS
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Its that time of year again
SOME MUSIC. THEATER COURSES HAVE FUN, HANDS-ON FINALS, BUT STUDENTS STILL STRESSED

By Charlotte Hsu
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
chsu@media.ucla.edu

While their peers are busy filling out final
exam booklets and bubbling in scantrons
during finals week, some students will be
acting, performing, making music - and
having fun.

For students like music student Sonnet
Simmons, the final assessment of the quar-
ter will lie, literally, at their fingertips.

Simmons' final in her jazz keyboard class
will consist of playing a tune once and then
playing a second melody with different
chords underneath it.

TJimmons is nervous for her final for a dif-
ferent reason than most students at UCLA -
she does not need to write an essay on an
unknown topic, but she is anxious because
keyboard is not her specialization in music.

Introduction to Keyboard, a course
taught by Professor Axel Schnutt, will also
require students to play music for the final.

**(Students) will play a piece by memory,"
Schmitt said. "The goal is for everybody to
be able to play."

The keyboard course is for students who
want to develop basic piano skills to back
up their existing talents. Schmitt said the
final exam will reflect the coursework,
which resonates with the students' interest
in music and is not written work.

Professor Ian Krouse teaches

FINALS
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PSYCHOLOGISTS SAY GEHING ENOUGH SLEEP DURING
FINALS MAY BE MORE HELPFUL THAN CRAMMING

A FORMULA FOB FAILURE?
Students who stay up all night and use caffeine because they have not studied for their
finals might be producing an equation that only adds to their troubles. Here are a few of
the negative effect^ of losing sleep and using caffeine.

By Shaun Bishop

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
sbishop(a)media.ucla.edu

As the last week of the quar-
ter approaches, college stu-

dents traditionally lose sleep to
squeeze in those precious hours
of information absorption
before taking their final exams.

But students looking to for-

sake shut-eye before finals in

favor of doing some extra study-
ing might be setting themselves
up for failure when test time
comes.

Chris Miller, coordinator of

behavioral medicine at the
Arthur Ashe Student Health and
WeUness Center, cautions
against studying while not get-
ting adequate sleep.

"Even though you might be
able to cram during the time
you stay up, you won't be as
quick as you would be if you
were rested," she said.

Miller, a clinical psychologist
who works with student psy-
chological services when she
isn't at the Ashe Center, also
runs a weekly workshop called
"The Art of Sleeping." The
workshop teaches students

how sleep works and gives
practical advice on how to get a
better quality and quantity of
sleep.

Miller strongly advises that
students plan ahead on their
studying and miss no more than
one night of sleep.

"If someone loses an occa-
sional night of sleep, it'll affect
them the next day, but if they do
it on a regular basis, they could
walk into a test and their mind
could go blank," Miller said.

Some students still aren't

.
SLEEP
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Effects of using caffeine Effects of losing sleep

DECREASED

EFFECTIVENESS

1) Depression

2) Headaches

3) Rapid heartbeat

4) Jitteriness

5) Mental confusion

1) Drowsiness

2) Inability to concentrate

3) Impaired memory
4) Degraded physical performance

5) Reduced ability to carry out math calculations

6) Mood swings
SOURCE: llatlwal liwtitrta of llw^glcal Wsordtrj Md St^

JONATHAN WANG/Daily Bruin
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Lindsay Cook and Michael Cox, third-year political science students
display UC Nuclear Free" bumperstickers and meeting minutes. '

By Noah Grand and

Ewan Cameron
DAILY BRUIN REPORTERS
ngrand@media.ucla.edu

ecameron(S)media. ucla.edu

Most UCLA students know more
about weapons of mass destruction
being developed halfway across the
world than those their own university
helps to produce.

The UC manages two labs for the
Department of Energy - Los Alamos
and Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories - that design nuclear
weapons. But members of a campaign

bring 'UC Nuclear Free' campaign to UCLA
entitied "UC Nuclear FYee" argue that
developing nuclear weapons is immoral
and the university should not be
involved.

"Students from Berkeley, Santa
Barbara, Santa Cruz, Irvine and now
UCLA are now all working on this cam-
paign together," said Michael Cox, a
third-year political science student and
member of the UCLA chapter.
The group has raised its profile on

other UC campuses, but the UCLA
chapter held its first meeting last
month.

"To get the campaign started in
UCLA, students need a forum to voice
concerns on this issue and to know

about it," said Lindsay Cook, a third-
year political science student.

Both Cook and Cox get their interest
in the campaign from UC Santa
Barbara, where UC Nuclear Free has its

headquarters.

Cook said that it is appropriate to
have this group at UCLA, a campus
whose chancellor is an expert on
national security and who was a nego-
tiator for a mgyor international arms
control agreement.
The UC labs are not currently

responsible for the production or stor-
age of nuclear weapons, but they do
develop and maintain nuclear technolo-
gy.

University press aide Jeff Garberson
said debate over the university's

nuclear involvement has been a "regu-

lar and understandable" occurrence in
his 30 years at the UC.

"It is a sign of the strength of the
democratic process that people can
debate this publicly and openly,"
Garberson said.

The university started running Los
Alamos in 1943, as scientists gathered
there to create the world's first atomic
bomb in a secret mission known as the
Manhattan Project
Among those protesting UC involve-
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Tbday

4 to 6 p.m.
'

YRL Special Collections

Yxta Maya Murray talk and book
signing

A1713 Young Research Library

310-8244408

Eunice MacGill '

Free
|

7 p.m.

Graduate Christian Fellowship
Worship, Discussion and Prayer
Ackerman Viewpoint Conference
Room No. 2 .

310915-7642

Nate Leafgren

December 9

10 am. to 4 p.m
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SAA Study Hall

James West Alunuii Center
310825-2252

,

Keri Kraft

SAA Study Hall is Monday Dec. 9 -

Thursday Dec. 12, 10 am. to 4 p.m
at JWAC. Relieve stress with a
relaxing neck and back massage
from a professional masseuse
while studying for finals. Need
more reasons why you should go to
SAA Study Hall?

December 10
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Organization: SAA
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James West Alumni Center
310-825-2252

Keri Kraft

SAA Study Hall is Monday Dec. 9-

Thursday Dec. 12, 10 am to 4 p.m.
at JWAC. Relieve stress with a
relaxing neck and back massage
from a professional masseuse
while studying for finals.

By Charles Proctor

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
cproctor(§) me dia.ucla.edu

Senator Dianne Feinstein has
called for a congressional hearing
to investigate alleged "significant
misuses of FBI power" on UC cam-
puses since the 1960s.

An investigative series pub-
lished by the San Francisco
Chronicle last June exposed FBI
involvement against former UC
president Clark Kerr and student
activist groups on UC campuses,
especially UC Berkeley.
The articles prompted Feinstein

to send a letter to FBI Director
Robert Mueller asking for an expla-
nation and for details about what
measures protect citizens against
FBI infringement on rights guaran-
teed by the First Amendment.

"It is vital that we have a strong
FBI that er\joys the confidence and
trust of the American people,"
Feinstein wrote in the letter.

"If there are things we need to
do to tighten safeguards or to pre-

vent a return to past misdeeds, we
nmst do them now."

Feinstein also called the issue
"important to a successful fight
against global terrorism."

Although Feinstein received a
reply in mid November that denied
the allegations, she expressed her
dissatisfaction with its contents
and called for a congressional
hearing.

"I found the response frankly
disappointing in its inadequacy,"
she told the Chronicle.

The FBI declined comment on
the issue at this time.

Feinstein's comments followed
on the heels of the passing of the
Homeland Security Bill in early
November, a bill that some civil

rights groups view as a danger to
civil Uberties and the Freedom of
Information Act.

In addition, there is concern that
the FBI and the CLV could use its

new authority to carry out illegal

investigations on UC campuses in

the future.

Feinstein's spokesperson Scott

Gerber called Feinstein's actions a
chance to investigate past abuses
of power and to protect against
future ones.

"Everyone is concerned about
academic freedom and this would
set the record straight," he said.

The 1960s were a period of great
unrest on UC campuses, character-
ized by the 1964 Free Speech
Movement at UC Berkeley and fol-

lowed by sporadic anti-war demon-
strations during the height of the
Vietnam War.
Then UC President Clark Ken-

did little to suppress these move-
ments and was dismissed by the
UC Board of Regents in 1967.

The Chronicle reported that the
FBI conspired with the CIA to leak
discrediting material about student
activists to the press and that the
FBI accused Kerr of disloyalty,
resulting in his dismissal.
The Chronicle fought a 17-year

legal battle with the FBI through
the Freedom of Information Act
before they were granted access to
documents regarding Kerr.
The FBI is currently processing

an additional 17,400 pages for
release.

In her letter, Feinstein asked
Director Mueller if the FBI had

deliberately stalled in releasing its

information, whether or not the
allegations were true, and if they
were, what safeguards were in
place to prevent such interference
from recurring.

The response, written by Eleni P.

Kalisch, the Section Chief of
Government Relations, denied that
the FBI had deliberately prevented
the Chronicle from obtaining infor-

mation, calling the 17 year wait a
"miscommunication.

"

Kalisch also denied the allega-

tions of FBI involvement.
"Any allegation that the FBI

investigates individual American
citizens or groups merely because
of their pohtical views is without
merit," she said.

Kalisch also cited regulations
that prohibit the FBI from "investi-

gating ... based on the exercise of
First Amendment rights."

Congress does not reconvene
until Jan. 7 when Feinstein would
put her proposal before the
Chairman of the Judiciary
Committee. It is not clear who
would sit on the hearing, assuming
one was called.

With reportsfrom Daily Bruin wire
services.

POLICY
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UCOP awaits comments needed for final draft

from page 1

tions such as Campus Retention
Conmiittee, Community Activities

Committee and Student Initiated

Outreach Committee currently
using the referendum process for
funding might not necessarily have
to change.

"That's one of the things that
needs to be commented on," Dahle
said.

Steve Klass, chair of the

University of California Student
Association, said the draft has come
a long way in recognizing the educa-
tional values of political or other
activities that have until now been
denied funding. This includes lobby-
ing and general advocacy activities

by or under the auspices of the stu-

dent government.
However, Klass said UCSA

objects to the elimination of the ref-

erendum process as a source of
funding by student groups, as well

as what it sees as an attempt to limit
the power of student government in
the wording of the draft.

UCSA plays a significant role in
the evaluation of the draft. Each
UCSA representative, namely the
student governments' external vice
presidents, brings changes in the
draft to the attention of student gov-
ernment.

Since the UCOP places a lot of
weight on the comments from the
dean of students, Klass said it is

beneficial for the EVP to pass on the
coimcil's responses to the dean's
office, in hopes that student input
might be included in the draft com-
ments.

When the draft is turned in to the
UCOP, the office will then compile
comments, evaluate and incorpo-
rate them into a new draft that will
be distributed for review. After this
the UCOP will be ready to pass the
finalized version of the 2003 student
fee policy.
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Student hypnotist dazzles subjects, audience
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SECOND-YEAR MAH JARMAN USES SELF-HYPNOSIS
TECHNIQUES TO HELP CURE AILMENTS. BAD HABITS

By Jessica Chung
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jchung(a)media.ucla.eclu

During the school year, he's Matt
Jarman, second-year UCLA communica-
tion studies and Spanish student. But
during vacations, he's Matt Jarman, pro-
fessional magician and hypnotist who
performs at resorts in Mexico and
Florida.

Jarman has been performing magic for
eight years, and began studying hypnosis
about four years ago.

**I first got into magic when my parents
gave me some magic sets. Afterwards I

got some magic books and kept practic-
ing," Jarman said.

Four years after he began practicing
magic seriously, Jarman won the Annual
International Brotherhood of Magicians
Junior Close-Up -one of the world's
largest magic competitions with contes-
tants from 29 different countries.
Jarman is also a member of various

magician organizations, including the
junior group "The Magic Castle" in
Hollywood and the International
Brotherhood of Magicians.

"There aren't a lot of tricks that inter-
est me now. I'll try anything I see, but I've
reached the point where I make up a lot
of my own tricks," Jarman said.

After feeling that he was familiar with
the general way most magic tricks were
done, Jarman looked for another ability
outside of magic that he could learn.

"I started learning hypnosis because I

heard it could help with school work.
After doing it more often, I thought it

could be added to my magic as a stage
act. I like hypnosis because some of the
things you can make people do are really
incredible," Jarman said.

To make sure that hypnosis was some-
thing he wanted to pursue, Jarman began
by reading books on it. He then became
certified in hypnotherapy - defined as
psychotherapeutic treatment by means of
hypnotism or the treatment of disease by
inducing a trance-Uke sleep - and took
courses on hypnosis.

"The majority of my knowledge of hyp-
nosis came ft-om books. However, I took
courses in hypnosis because I wanted to
have a good grasp on it before going into
stage hypnosis, and thought it would
focus more on the main points of hypno-
sis," Jarman said.

Jarman felt he knew the majority of
what he would need after taking the hyp-
nosis courses.

"When I first started hypnotism, I was-
n't skeptical exactly, but nervous about
what it would do. I didn't believe in stage
hypnosis, but I did believe in self-hypno-
sis," Jarman said.

Self-hypnosis, some say, has been used
to help with relaxation, memorizing,
speed reading, breaking bad habits, and
performing better athletically.

People are able to hypnotize them-
selves because during hypnosis, the sub-
jects are still conscious and in control.
Consequently, if the self-hypnotist tells

himself to relax, it would basically be the
same as another hypnotist telling him to

"Everyone should learn self-hypno-

sis because you can use it to help

every aspect of your life. I use it

before midterms and finals and tell

myself that Tm going to get an W."

Matt Jarman
- Second-year student, hypnotist

relax.

"Everyone should learn self-hypnosis
because you can use it to help every
aspect of your life. I use it before
midterms and finals and teU myself that
I'm gomg to get an A.' Tests have shown
that anxiety can affect your performance
on a test," Jarman said.

Jarman normally practices and per-
forms his magic and hypnotism for his
friends. His first subject was a friend
from his hometown.
"When I first hypnotized him, he wasn't

scared at all. We were both really excited
and thinking. This is so cool.' He's my
favorite subject and I've hypnotized him
over 100 times. I usually try new hypno-
tism ideas on him," Jarman said.

Jarman has also hypnotized his floor-
mates a few times, in order to help them
relax.

"I had been having trouble sleeping,
but the next few nights I could sleep
whenever I wanted to. I felt very relaxed
all over," said Darren Lanning, a third-
year chemistry student who Jarman had
previously hypnotized.

After consecutive successes in his hyp-
nosis endeavors, Jarman began adding
hypnosis as a side act to his magic shows.

"I'm always Impressed with hypnosis.
The fact that you can make a guy think
he's falling is pretty cool," Jarman said.

•*?&'&

Through hypnosis Jarman has made a
subject believe that he was unable to sit

up from a chair because his butt had been
stolen, that he had nine fingers, that he
could speak his own alien language, and
that he was flying around the room.
Jarman also made Lanning believe that
his chair was saying mean things to him.

"Once I had a deck of cards and told a
guy to study one card and put it in the
middle of the deck. I shuffled the deck
and told him to find it with the card fac-

ing down, and he did," Jarman said.

During hypnosis, the subject must be
willing to be hypnotized and will remem-
ber everything he or she has done unless
the hypnotist tells the subject otherwise.

"It feels like role-playing because you
know you're being hypnotized. I was just
in a very different state of mind, very
relaxed, very open to whatever (Matt)
said," Lanning said.

In some ways, hypnosis can be used
for reformation of people. However, the
subject has to want

,

to be hypnotized,
which explains why
hypnosis cannot
reform convicts,

since most convicts
don't necessarily
want to change the
way they are, Jarman
said.

I

However, hypnosis
can be used to help
people change their

habits - for example,
heavy smokers who
want to quit smoking.

"I helped someone
to stop smoking at

one show, and she
had been a heavy
smoker for 15 years.

She hasn't smoked
since," Jarman said.

Jarman does not
plan to pursue magic
or hypnosis as his

main profession. He
plans to continue per-
forming throughout
college and turn to a
business profession
afterwards.

"I'm planning on
always doing magic
and hypnosis, it just
won't be my primary
source of income. I'll

mostly do it at night a
couple times a week,
only because it's

something I really

eivjoy," Jarman said.
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Residents complain of late or lost mail
By Betsy Popken

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpopken@media.ucla.edu

Forget Christmas cards and
Hanukah presents. Halloween
candy and Thanksgiving care pack-
ages should arrive just in time for
the holiday season if you live on
campus.

Since school began 10 weeks ago,
many student residents have com-
plained of either late or lost letters

and packages. As a result, dorm res-

idents have become disillusioned
with the UCLA mailing system.

**! have had a lot of regular mail
that is at least two weeks late, that
shouldn't be late at all," said second-
year undeclared student and De
Neve resident Andrew Whelan, who
spent his first quarter of last year
working in the Dykstra front desk
and mailroom.

Whelan blames the occasional
laziness of mailroom workers for
much of the delay and is among
many students who insist that their
mail regularly gets to them a couple
weeks later than it should.

Avri Rahanum, a De Neve mail-
room worker and fourth-year cogni-
tive science student defends the
mailroom staff by saying, "We're try-

ing as hard as we can, but mistakes
happea A lot of mail comes through
here.'*

(

Whelan is one of several students
who complained of receiving absen-
tee ballots late.

"I didn't receive my absentee bal-

lot until the day after the election,"

Whelan said. "I resent the fact that I

didn't get to vote."

Others are frustrated about not

receiving their absentee ballots at

all.

"I just never got it," said second-
year political science student
Kathryn Woodruff of her absentee
ballot "It's just frustrating when
everyone on campus is rallying sup-

port for voting and you're just stuck
here sitting on your hands because
you can't do anything, you can't

vote," she said.

Absentee ballots aren't the only
items that seem to arrive just when
the recipient has forgotten about
them. "I had one package with cook-
ies that was two weeks late and they
were stale by the time I got them,"
said first-year marine biology msyor,
Sproul resident TYicia Coyne. "And
my credit card bill was late because
it was in the same package."

Despite the abundance of com-
plaints from dorm residents, mail-

room employees insist that they are
for the most part prompt in deliver-

ing mail to an individual's mailbox.
"I'm not going to vouch for the

accuracy of sorting, but most of the
time you'll get stuff the day it gets

here," said Rahamim.
Residence Halls Manager Steve

Dundish states that if a delay occurs
in receiving mail, it is not the fault of
the UCLA staff.

**A11 mail received by us is sorted
daily and put into mail boxes,"
Dundish said. "No back-ups occur
because of us."

He also says all complaints of lost

mail he has received have been
about packages shipped through
USPS.
What is even more fiiistrating to

most student residents than receiv-

ing their mail late is not receiving it

at all.
I

.
Second year biology msyor,

Sproul resident Roy Yu said that he
never received the $200 technical
equipment he sent for last year.

"Somebody in the maifroom
signed for it from UPS, but I never
got it," Yu said.

Before student mail is delivered
to the UCLA mailrooms, it goes to
the ViUage Post Office. The delay
and loss of mail occurs somewhere
between the Village Post Office and
the student mail boxes, namely the
UCLA mailrooms, said Village Post
Office Customer Advocate Lisa
Moore.

"When they can't find stuff at the
UCLA mailroom, they call us, but it's

never here," Moore said.

The Village Post Office receives
these types of phone calls an aver-
age of three or four times a week,
she said.

|

Some students, like second-year
engineering student Cliff Payaro, do
not even have mail sent to their

UCLA address anymore because of
the delay and for fear something will

get lost in the shuffle.

"I don't even check my mailbox
anymore because it's so slow,"
Pgjaro said. "I just have all my mail
sent home to Orange County."

The problems of mail delay and
loss may be aggravated if student
mail needs to be forwarded to a new
address, said Whelan.

"Things about returning or for-

warding mail got lazily done when I

worked in the Dykstra mailroom.
The job just got passed on or swept
under the rug. It wasn't a big deal,

but I always thought it was a little

strange," he said.

Student evaluations can

impact professors' pay, tenure

NUCLEAR
from page 1

ment with nuclear weapons is Sir

Joseph Rotblat, one of the
researchers of the Manhattan
Project who is now lending his sup-
port to UC Nuclear Free.

He resigned from the Manhattan
Project before its completion after

realizing that Hitler's atomic
weapons program was not going to
succeed, he said.

In 1995 he won the Nobel Peace
Prize for his efforts to prevent the
spread of nuclear weapons.

Student activists argue that most
of the international community is

on their side, as the vast mzyority of
nations have agreed to a treaty ban-
ning all nuclear testing.

But the U.S. Senate voted against

ratifying this treaty in 1999, allow-

ing the labs to keep developing new
nuclear weapons technolo«r.

Ironically, a nuclear e5q)losion

monitoring system in the
Livermore lab is used to enforce
other nations' compliance with the
treaty, said Michael Coffey, the
Youth Outreach Coordinator for
UC Nuclear Free.

Members turned to one of
Camesale's speeches titled

"Rethinking National Security,"

delivered in February, for addition-

al support
"It is hard to argue that others

should have zero nuclear weapons,
but that the United States needs
thousands of them," Camesale said
in the speech. "To be credible, the
United States must reduce its own
nuclear arsenaL"

The group, which hisls both stu-

dent and non-student members, is

also concerned the UC could be
inventing new tactical nuclear
weapons that could be used in a
possible conventional war with
Iraq or North Korea

In spite of the university's long-
standing support of the labs' activi-

ties, UC Nuclear Free wants the
university to cancel its contracts
with the Department of Energy and
stop running the labs, because it

questions the morality of the uni-

versity.

"Please raise your voices and
demand that the University of
California get out of the business of
making weapons of mass destruc-
tion" Roblat said in an open letter

he sent to the university in May.
The UC Regents have yet to

reply to the letter They are sched-
uled to discuss the lab contracts at
their March meeting, which is at

UCLA. 1

By Jennie Herriot

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jherriot@media.ucla.edu

All across campus this week,
students have been filling out those
mysterious teaching evaluations
that seem to disappear into the
depths of UCLA after they are
slipped into their equally enigmatic
manila envelopes.

Evaluations, which allow for
individual comments and numeri-
cal ratings of a teaching assistant

or professor, have a greater impact
on an instructor's career than stu-

dents might realize.

Evaluations serve two purposes,
said Larry Loeher, director of the
Office of Instructional
Development.

"One is to improve the quality of
an instructor's teaching skills; (tliey

are also) used as data in the pro-
motion and tenure process for fac-

ulty members," Loeher said.

Evaluation forms originate in the
Office of Instructional
Development, an honors and
undergraduate program of the
College of Letters & Science that
extends its services to the other
colleges as well, Loeher said.

OID distributes about 300,000
questionnaires per year to aid pro-
fessors and TAs in assessing and
improving their teaching, accord-
ing to OID's Evaluation of
Instruction Program Web site.

"(There's a) university mandate
that all departments have to have
evaluations of some sort," said
John Hoover, OID office manager
"They are not required to use our
service; most departments do use
us."

Once completed, the evaluations
are returned to OID where numeri-
cal reports are put together,
Hoover said. These sununaries are
returned to the individual depart-
ments along with the original ques-
tionnaires.

In the English department, the
sununaries and original evaluations
go back to the faculty, said Joan
Aberbach, English personnel coor-
dinator.

"Teaching evaluations are meant
for the individual instructor so they
know what the students like and, in

some cases, dislike," Aberbach
said.

Sunmiaries of the evaluations
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are kept by the English department
chair's office. Though the chair may
not actually review them, Aberbach
said the chair does "try to make
sure the instruction is going well."

Some students, however, worry
that the individual faculty members
gloss over the results of their evalu-

ations, which may not be that useful

anyway.

"I question whether they are
actually helpful for the teacher and
whether they actually look at

them," said third-year communica-
tions student Shelli Griss.

"Students are good

observers of instruction. (Not

allowing student input is) like a

person eating a meal and not

being able to tell the chef if

they liked it or not."

Larry Loeher

Director, Office of

Instructional Development

Loeher maintains that this is not
the case.

"(Faculty members) appreciate
useful student comments," Loeher
said.

Medical history Professor Robert
Frank said when his evaluations
come back - usually eight or nine
weeks into the next quarter - he
looks over the numerical sum-
maries and comments.

"If something looks out of place,
I might take a closer look at it," he
said.

Frank emphasizes the impor-
tance of evaluations.

"Students should be very aware
that the evaluations do figure into

promotions and advancements in
pay," Frank said.

Individual faculty members hold
onto their evaluations so that they
can produce them when necessary.
If a professor has no evaluations for
a particular class, Frank said "it

raises a flag."

He points out that this method of
evaluation is much more reUable
than an online forum such as
BruinWalk.com where students can
post professor reviews. Frank said
a student who is unhappy with a
class is more likely to make the
effort to give information, often a
negative review.

Regardless of the evaluation
technique, many students are skep-
tical that their peers fill out the
forms accurately and thoughtfully.

"I don't think students take (eval-
uations) as seriously as they
should," said Ahcia Caton, a fourth-
year sociology student.

Third-year sociology student
Dinh Tran said she takes evalua-
tions seriously, but her responses
don't always reflect her feelings
about the course.

"I try to be nice because some
teachers really suck, and 1 feel bad,"
she said.

Loeher, however, said he feels
students do take evaluations seri-

ously, though there are occasional
comments like "so-and-so wears a
green tie too much."

"The more thoughtful students
are, the better the results are,"
Loeher said.

Loeher added that there are some
faculty members who don't want
students to be involved in the evalu-
ation process, but he disagrees.

"Students are good observers of
instruction," Loeher said. "(Not
allowing student input is) like a per-
son eating a meal and not being able
to tell the chef if they Uked it or
not."

In response to complaints about
the current evaluation form, the
Academic Senate is reviewing a
new questionnaire right now, said
Margaret Avila, the staff contact for
the Senate's Teaching Committee.

/

The Teaching Committee will pro-
vide comments on the new form
later this year With reports from
Shane Nelson, Daily Bruin
Reporter.
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• Beautiful offices

• Stereo headphones for Music or TV
• Dental insurance welcome

Change your silver

fllllngs to white!

Invisalign

Invisible

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
951 Westwood Blvd.
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TEL: (310) 824-2225

BRENTWOOD
Country Mart

225 26th St.

San Vicente at 26th St.

TEL: (310) 451-2728

Free Validated Parking
Marc Rojtman DPS, Eric Yum DDS & Associates
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Announcing 44 Fiat Lux Seminars for Winter
Since seminars will illuminate the many paths of discovery explored by

UCLA faculty, the new program has taken its name from
the motto of the University of CaliforniaI- - •'•-

\ ' -
' -

,

..•' "

; .

Let there be light!

Flat lux seminars are taught by faculty in their fields of expertise and span the rich array of disciplines studied at
UCLA. Lower division students will explore topics of intellectual importance and participate in critical discussion of
these topics with a small group of peers and faculty. Enrollment is limited to allow students close contact with the

instructor. Grading will be P/NI^ and valued at one unit of course credit.

Arts & Humanities
SEM 37 BAKHOS, C.A.

In the Begining: Reading the Book of Genesis

SEM 9 GAUTEANU, G.

Politics and Literature

SEM 35 HARRISON,U
Gnemo and Consdence: Italian Neorealism

SEM 19MANIQUIS,R.M.

Historical Violence and Literature

SEM 24 TANGHERUNI, T.R

Urban Legends: Politics of Narrative

SEM 28 WORTHAM, T.R.

'

Public Huck Pmn: Why We Misread Mork Twain

SEM 26 BATTEN, C.L
'

Rending William liogorth's Art

SEM 30 GANS, E.L I

Anti-Semitism: OM, New, and Right This Minute

SEM 29 JAGER, I i

Literature and Violence

SEM 10 PETERSEN, C
'

'The Biography of Mexican Painting":

A Mural by Raul Anguiono

SEM 34 TORRECILLA, J. '

From Colonial Power to Exotic Land: Change of Spanish

Identity in the 18th and 19th Centuries

SEM16Y0K0YAMA,0.T. ^

Language of Advertising

SEM13BURWICK,F.L

Ghost Stories and Rise of Experimental Psychology

SEM 23 6URVAL, R.A.

Representing Cleopatra: History, Drama, Film

SEM 20 KING, S.D.

Gty Tragedy: Los Angeles, New Yoric, and Their

Predecessors

SEM 22 SCHABERG, D.C

Chinese Strategies

SEM 33 TUTTLE, E.F.

Language and Ethm'dty

"'•'5 "^ll^'

Culture & Society

SEM 1 1 ZENTNER, J.

''Feltowship of the Ring": Tolkien's View of Good
and Evil in the Community

SEM 1 2 BARTCHY, S.S.

Honor and Shame in Clash of Worid Cultures

and Religions

SEM 39 COSGROVE, D.E.

Remembering through Landscape: Place

and Memory In Los Angeles

SEM 42 KLEIMAN, M.A.

Drugs, Drug Abuse, and Drug Policy

SEM 21 RHOADS, RA
Student Activism and Social Change in the Academy

SEM 38 SEIDLER-FELLER, C.

Isoac Encounters Ishmael: On Relotionship

between Ishim and Judaism

SEM 31 BIASIUS, D.M.

Cryptography Todoy

I

SEM 3 GORDON, M.S.

Does the Biosphere Hove a Future? If It Does Not,

Do We?

SEM 43 MCCABE, E.R.

Storefront Genome

I

SEM 8 NONAO, P.N.
'

Dorwinian Medidne: How Natural Selection Helps Us
Understand Why We Get Side

SEM 44 BINDER, D.A

Legal Disputes and Argument

SEM 25 KENNEDY, 6.E.

Origin of Modern Humans: Who Are We and Why Are We
the Dominant Spedes on This Pkinet?

SEMISIAU. '

Knowledge and Its Categories: Terrorism and Invisible

Holocausts in the 21st Century

SEM 4 RUIZ, T.F.

Utopias and Dystopias in Western Tradition

SEM 1 SUMMERHILI, W.R.

Conflict and Intemotional Peacekeeping m the 1 990s

Science & Technology

SEM 36 FOVELL, R.G.

Severe Weather

SEM 5 HURWITZ, E.L

Shots for Tots: Sdence and Ethics of U.S.and Global Childhood

Immunization Programs

SEM 41 MELKANOFF, MA
Language, Community, and Thought

SEM17PEPIAU,LA.
|

Psydiology of Loneliness and Love

SEM 27 CARNESALE, A.

Rethbiking Notional Security

SEM 14 KERR, Ai.

Perceptions of Americo from Abroad: Discussions

with Visiting Fulbright Sdiolars

SEM18L0EHER,LL

Creating Identity from Traditional Culture

SEM 40 SANLO, R.L

LGBT Is Not Sandwidi, or Straight Talk about Gay
Issues in America

SEM 2 TRIMBLE, S.W.

American Rivers: History of Environmental Change

SEM 32 FRERICHS, R.R.

Demfly Terror

SEM 6 MANN, T.L

Psydiology of Eating

SEM 7 NAGY, KA
Animal Adaptations to Deserts

ENROLLMENT: Freshmen may begin enrolling Friday, December 6tli and will open fo all students beginning
Monday, December 9th. Students may enroll through the end of Second Week, Friday January 1 6th without a fee.

For more information please visit tlie Registrar's web at: http://www.renistrnr.ucln.eHii
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Control of fees pending
UC, CSU MAY HAVE MORE SAY ABOUT MONEY POLICIES

By Andrew Edwards
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

aed wards® media, ucla.edu

Recommendations for a new student fee
policy were approved Tuesday by the state
agency that plans for higher education.
The California Postsecondary Education

Commission voted unanimously in favor of
proposals which, if enacted by the legisla-
tiu-e, would grant the governing boards of
the University of California and California
State University greater authority over stu-
dent fees.

Currently, student fees are subject to the
budget process in the state legislature. As a
result, fee levels can be significantly impact-
ed by economic fluctuations.

Both the UC and CSU are in favor of
adopting a long-term fee pohcy.

"It makes sense to have a pohcy that
makes fees more predictable for students
and their famihes," said UC press aide
Hanan Eisenman.

Under a long-term policy, fee increases
could be spread out over time, instead of

coming in bunches, he added.
California is projected to face a $21 bil-

lion-plus budget deficit in fiscal year 2003-
2004. Faced with this outlook, the UC Board
of Regents in November passed a budget
request with a probable 6.5 percent hike in
student fees.

The CSU Board of Trustees has not
engaged in any major discussions on
increasing student fees, said CSU press aide
Clara Potes-Fellow, but added that this
could change.

Gov. Gray Davis announced on Tuesday
he would ask for over $5 billion in midyear
budget cuts, which raises the possibility of
higher fees for CSU students.

"In Ught of the new cuts ... it's Ukely (fee
increases) will be on the table," Potes-
Fellow said.

Before either system can set up a new fee
policy, the legislature must approve CPEC's
proposal.

According to Karl Englebach, the chief
poUcy analyst at CPEC, his organization
hopes the recommendations will be carried
in a bill next session.

chair to present pros of student-run union
I By Jamie Hsiung

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
jhsiung@media.ucla.edu

Executive Vice Chancellor Daniel
Neuman will be present at the
Associated Students of UCLA's board of
director's meeting Friday for a special
presentation regarding the role of the
student union on campus.

Vice Chair of ASUCLA Randy Hall,

who will be making the presentation,

said he will be talking about why it's

important for students to have control
over the union.

"I hope to highlight some of the recent
successes of the student m^ority board
as well as discuss some of the chal-

lenges in the future," Hall said.

ASUCLA provides students with vari-

ous jobs, subsidizes both undergraduate
and graduate student governments, and
oversees the Student Media, among
other things.

Hall said the board hopes to estabUsh
a solid relationship with Neuman similar

to the one they had with his predecessor
Rory Hume, who supported the student-

centered model of ASUCLA.

Unlike most universities who lease
their college store to outside retailers,
the board chose to keep the ASUCLA
Store self-operated because students
would have more control as to what
goes on in the store. Hall said.

Though leasing the store to outside
retailers would be advantageous in that
"it's less risky," Hall said, perhaps the
most significant reason for keeping the
store self-run is that any extra revenue
the store makes automatically goes to
fund the student union.

This is considered a welcome source
of monetary inflow since, unhke most
other schools, UCLA's student union
does not depend highly on a student
union fee, but instead on the revenue
from various ASUCLA businesses.
Compared to other Schools whose

student union fees number in the hun-
dreds of dollars, UCLA's fee is low at
$7.50.

But self-operating the store comes
with a price.

"We're a small organization but we
need to compete with big retailers," Hall
said.

That's not good news for ASUCLA,

who will be looking for any source of
revenue it cam grasp.

After hiring 80 newly-unionized work-
ers last spring, they will be paying an
additional $800,000 in addition to paying
off the debt from a previous Ackerman
Student Union expansion in 1992.

Recently, ASUCLA rejected a long-
term proposal for another Ackerman
expansion which would have increased
the union by an additional 35,000 square
feet due to fmancial concerns.
The $20 million proposal, which

would have increased study lounges,
meeting rooms, and created more
Internet access terminals, would have
also cost students a significant amount
of money. This is because the student
union fee would have gone up from
$7.50 to $60 annually.

Ackerman expansion was originally
part of the Student Union Strategic
Initiative, a plan developed by ASUCLA
designed to increase student services.
The initiative includes plans like

increasing Internet access terminals in
Kerckhoff hall, and creating a brown bag
lunch program where students and pro-
fessors can mingle.

LAW
from page 1

based on race, gender or ethnicity,"

UC Regent Ward Connerly, who
spearheaded both the SP-1 and
Proposition 209 efforts.

Proposition 209 is seen by many
pro-affirmative action activists as
the beginning of a nationwide
trend. Shortly after it was passed,
Connerly led a successful anti-

affirmative action campaign in
Washington state. Additionally,
courts in Texas have declared con-
sideration of race in college admis-
sions unconstitutional.

The University of Michigan's
Law School admissions process,
which does take race into account,
was upheld by a divided appeals
court in May, which said the
Constitution allows universities to
use affirmative action as long as
quotas are not implemented.
A similar case regarding the

University of Michigan's under-
graduate admissions process was
still pending before the appeals
court when the Supreme Court
made its announcement to hear
both cases simultaneously.
The high court utilized a rarely

used power to combine the two
cases and rule on both at once
without waiting for a ruling by the

lower court in the case regarding
undergraduate admissions.

Dowdell testified in the cases,
and is organizing a student march
on Washington, D.C. for when the
Supreme Court hears the case.

"I brought to life the experi-
ences that many inner city stu-
dents face," DowdeU said. "I talked
about the segregation that still

exists."

She is currently trying to get
UCLA students to teach the com-
munity about affirmative action in
an attempt to rally support.

Popular support for affirmative
action could influence the court's
decision in this case, as it has with
previous cases, Dowdell said.

Connerly agreed that the court
will follow what happens in the
nation, but said the nation is going
in a different direction.

"Over the last 10 years the
nation is maturing so much that
the public feels it is no longer
appropriate to use race to benefit a
black or Latino student and hurt a
white or Asian student," Connerly
said..

**It's an idea whose time has
come and passed," Connerly
added.

The last time the Supreme Court
heard a case regarding affirmative
action in university admissions
was the Bakke v. UC Regents case
of 1978.

In that case, Allan Bakke sued
UC Davis' Medical School after he,
a white male, was denied admis-
sion while the school accepted
minorities with lower test scores
under a special program.
The Supreme Court has not

heard any cases on affirmative
action since the Bakke case, when
it ruled by a 5-4 vote that consider-
ation of race in admissions is legal
as long as racial quotas are not
used. Because UC Davis used quo-
tas, Bakke was granted admission.

Courts around the country have
set different rules regarding affir-

mative action since then, and the
Supreme Court had refused to
make further rulings, including
refusing to hear a case claiming
Proposition 209 was unconstitu-
tional.

"I think its taken so long (for
another case to be heard) because
this is a very unsettled territory,"

Connerly said. "The courts want to
do the right thing with regard to
race, just as we all do."

Connerly is currently campaign-
ing for the Racial Privacy Initiative,

which would prevent the state
from collecting most forms of race-
based data.

The initiative, slated for the 2004
ballot, has been criticized by
researchers and academics who
argue it would hinder research and
the university's outreach efforts.
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WestWOOd to loose holiday cheer
|

state denies the UC negotiation assistance

DETERIORATION OF BID LEAVES VILLAGE
VOID OF USUAL WINTER FESTIVITIES

By Michael Jahina

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mjahina(a)media. ucla.edu

Westwood has been robbed of
Christinas cheer by the dismantling
of a Village organization originally
intended to improve existing city
conditions and help in making its

atmosphere more attractive.

The vivacious carolers that have
invigorated the Village with holiday
spirit and the giant snowflakes
spanning across Wilshire Boulevard
will not be seen this year due to the
expiration of the Westwood
Business Improvement District's
charter in September.

Los Angeles City Councilman
Jack Weiss chose not to renew the
BID due to mixed feelings over
whether or not it fulfilled its goals
and over concerns of mismanage-
ment.

I

Merchants and residents alike
are saddened by the lack of holiday
festivities displayed in the Village
this year.

"It's like the Grinch came and
stole all the lights. It's bad for
Westwood," said Baskin Robbins
manager Robbie Schwartz.

This year will mark the first time
in a decade that Westwood hasn't
had festivities plarmed for the holi-

days.

For the last six years, five blocks
along Wilshire Boulevard had
snowflakes across their street

lights at this time of the year.

"I think it's kind of disappointing

that we do not have any festive

cheer," said Napa Valley Grill exec-
utive chef Frank Fronda

Since 1998, carols were sung by
UCLA's Awaken A capella through-
out Westwood during the three
weekends leading up to Christmas.

The BID'S failure to renew its

contract was escalated by the
resigning of BID executive director

Bob Walsh in October.

The Los Angeles Times reported
last week that a private audit was
underway in regards to the nearly

$200,000 assessed to BID members
that is missing.

Board member Phil Gabriel, who
owns Scrubs Unlimited, beheves
landowners who weren't actively

involved in the BID either didn't

pay their dues or received meritless
refunds.

Jeff Abell, board member and
manager of Sarah Leonard Fine
Jewelers said "there were definitely

going to be some negatives in losing

the BID, but unfortunately it was in

such bad shape from a management
perspective that it was virtually

unfixable."

The lack of a BID leaves
Westwood merchants without an
organization to handle Village mat-
ters such as parking and street
cleaning.

Though the Street Maintenance
Assessment District is still in place

to provide clean-up services such
as street sweeping and tree trim-
ming, it had been supervised by the
BID.

The Village will now have to rely
on the Department of Public Works
to ensure that the Street
Maintenance Assessment District
does its job in maintaining the
area's cleanliness.

Unfortunately for local residents,
it doesn't appear that Westwood's
hoUday festivities will resume any-
time soon, according to Gabriel.
He added that Walsh received

three months salary as part of his
resignation settlement.
Many merchants said this money

could have been allotted for hoUday
Ughting of Westwood streets.

The void left by the the BID may
be replaced by a voluntary organi-
zation driven by merchants and
restaurant owners, according to
Abell, who added that the BID was
run by mostly property owners.
Many merchants feel that Abell

and Gabriel would be superb candi-
dates for heading such an organiza-
tion, but it may be difficult for
either to be able find the time given
that they each have their own busi-
ness priorities.

Abell said Westwood real estate
and business consultant Steve Sann
would also be heavily involved in
the organization, given that he
coordinated the caroling program
the last four years.

Sann attempted to find sponsors
to support the caroling this year,
but was unable due to the short
notice expiration of the BID's char-
ter.

By Shane Nelson

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
sne I son (a) me dia.ucla.edu

The state labor relations board
delivered a double-punch to the
University of California last week,
sending them back to the bargain-
ing table with its clericals' union.

Last week the Public
Employment Relations Board
denied the UC's Nov 21 request for
state assistance to end its year-and-
a-half long negotiations by declar-
ing impasse with the Coalition of
University Employees.

In a letter, PERB urged both par-
ties to "return to the table in a good
faith effort to narrow the gap of
their disagreements."

The clericals' union is pleased
with the state's decision; it didn't

agree they were at an impasse
because the university failed to pro-
vide them with critical information
in a timely mamier, said CUE
President Claudia Homing.

"We think it sends a message to
the university that they are not
above the law, which is what they

have been acting like," she added.
If the state had determined both

parties were at impasse, CUE
couldn't have appealed the deci-
sion.

Ten out of 47 issues remain unre-
solved. Wage disputes continue to
be paramount.

The university thought indepen-
dent mediation and "fact finding"
would be the best way to move
toward resolution, said UC Press
Aide Abby Lunardini.

CUE maintains the university
declared impasse so it could end
negotiations and impose its last

contract offer on the union.
In addition to denying the univer-

sity's request for impasse, PERB
issued the UC an unfair labor prac-
tice complaint for bad-faith bargain-
ing with CUE the same day.

The UC has said CUE's charge is

without merit and plans to present
supporting information at the
upcoming settlement conference,
according to a statement.

When a party files a charge, it is

assigned to an attorney to investi-

gate, said PERB Regional Director

Les Chisholm. If he determines the
respondent violated state law, he
declares it a complaint, Chisholm
said.

"A complaint is not a finding that

a violation has occurred," he added,
explaining that the facts of the case
have to be verified in a settlement
conference where a state mediator
is assigned to work with both par-

ties toward a resolution of the com-
plaint

The UC and CUE should be meet-
ing sometime in January, Lunardini
said.

About half of the charges filed

result in complaints, and about half
of those are resolved at the informal
settlement conference, he said.

This is the ninth CUE complaint
PERB has issued to the UC, out of
more than 20 charges. The board
has also issued one complaint to the
union for its two-day system-wide
strike in October.

The University Council-
American Federation of Teachers
has also filed a number of unfair
labor practice charges against the
UC.

Expired permits elevate student fears

DlliGiaiyCLAi4Kep iSK ring now 8 receive a

$75 Gift Certificate!

By Jessica Hernandez and Eriinda

Santiago

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTORS
jhernandez@medja.ucla.edu
e Santiago©me dia.ucla.edu

Anica McKesey had to hike up
three flights of stairs to get to her
job in Kerckhoff Hall on
Wednesday.
The elevator that usually takes

McKesey to her office for the
African Student Union is closed for
maintenance until Jan. 13.

McKesey is not alone in her trou-
bles with on-campus elevators.

From the Mathematical Sciences
building to MacGowan Hall to the
domisj students and faculty often
encounter broken elevators. Many
more have expired permits.

"It's a large concern that most of
the time the permits don't meet cer-
tain regulations. It does affect the
students," McKesey said.

All elevators in the state are
required to undergo an annual
inspection under Section 7302 of
the California Labor Code.
Elevators are allowed to run as long
as a request had been submitted to
the Division of Occupational Safety
and Health and "not acted upon."

This means that as long as the
elevators are inspected and main-
tained by the in-house maintenance
facilities, the permits are still valid.

Nonetheless, many students are
concerned.

Jessica Cabalza, a fourth-year
communications student, was
alarmed by the expired permits she
saw inHershey Hall. One elevator
permit in Hershey expired in

September.

Cabalza said she contacted
Facilities Management to report the
permit had expired.

Cabalza said she was told it was
the inspector's responsibility to
order an evaluation.

"I still think that FaciliUes
Management should take the initia-

tive and request new permits them-
selves, for the students' sake," she
said.

Jeff Cornell, a senior elevator
supervisor who oversees elevator
maintenance on campus, said
delays are common and that though
the permits displayed have expired,
the elevators are maintained and
inspected every month by his office.

He said even elevators with
expired permits are safe.

Cornell added that the request for
elevator inspections in the Medical
Plaza had been filed and submitted
to the DOSH in September.

But expired permits exist all over
campus.

Elevator permits in Young Hall
expired Aug. 2001, while elevator
permits in Kinsey and Royce Halls

have also expired. The permits in

Powell Library will expire in

January.

Students also run into trouble
with elevators on the Hill. The ele-

vator permits in Rieber Hall expired
in September, and permits in

Hedrick Hall ran out in August. The
permits in the other high-rises and
suites are set to expire in Januaiy or
February.

Students said they have experi-

enced problems in every building.

Amanda Abramson, a first-year

undeclared student who lives in De
Neve Plaza, said "(De Neve) is a
new building but the elevators still

breakdown all the time."

These elevator malfunctions can
cause more than a waste of time or
frustration.

"Some people would try to force
the doors open or climb through the
shaft if they didn't want to take the
stairs to the sixth or seven floors,"

said Nicole Neclario, who used to
live in Hedrick Hall. "It seemed real-

ly dangerous."
|

Facilities Management is in
charge of all of the elevators on
campus, excluding residence halls.

Residential hall elevators are
contracted out to private business-
es.

The Housing Administration
could not be reached for comment
for this story.
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( A-Level, Ackerman Union)

1 0am - 5pm

November 25 & 26
• North Campus

(by Northern Lights)

10am - 3pm

Wltiterprise of the

Associated Students. UCtffer
!i

Dump
Your Bank
4nd c^sf\ In

on campus/

Unhfersiiy Credit Union

is bankmg for the needs

of students:

4

• Generous & flexible

Student Loans

• FREE Checking

• Classic MasterCard

• Computer Loans

• On<ampus ATMs ^

and office

(Ackerman Union, A-Level)

Todai Sushi Shabu House
All-You -Can-Eaf Sushi & Shabu Shabu

- Free Parking with Validation

- Birthday Gift: Free Meal Coupon
(picture l.d. required)

- Reservation fWalloble for Private party

-Kids Discount (flge 12 or Vounger)

Lunch «

$12.9S

;

Dinner

$14.95

Call today, start banking the "University" way tomorrow.

www.ucu.org •310/477-6628
Student Loan Lender #832 1 23

^^^ UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

11:30

12:00

Dinner

6:00

6:00

5:30

5:30

2:30 (Mon-Fri)

3:00 (Sot-Sun)

Wilshire Blvd.

9:30 (Mon - Thurs)

10:00 (Fri)

1 0:00 (Sat)

9:30 (Sun)

Sonta MonkQ

<io)

*(Fri-Sun & Holidays $15.95)

*Vol«d #1 Sushi in IH

-UCIA Doily Bruin Advartisingl
*5 Minutes from UCLA

BIG $Cii€€M TV

1 2400 UUilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Cfl 90025

310.979.8655
UUe ore not offiliote ujith Todoi Franchising LLC
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ABE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS REALLY PBEPABED?
statistics illustrate the level of UC/CSU preparation of students from ten unique high schools
in Los Angeles.

89%

USAC delays budget, works

to measure student opinion

44% 46%

21%

44%

n/a n/a
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state South Jefferson Los Winward Brentwood Eagle Garfield Venice Jordan Bravo

Average Gate (Thomas) Angeles School

Senior Senior Center

High High for

Enriched

Studies

School Rock (James A.) Senior (David (Francisco)

Jr/Sr. Senior High Starr) Medical
High High Senior Magnet

High High

Schools In Los Angeles

SOURCL California DapartMit of Edacatiofl 2002-2002

Low high school funding complicates admissions
By Sharlfah Williams

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
swilljams@media.ucla.edu

Last week applications from stu-
dents attending high schools across
the nation poured into UC admis-
sions offices.

I

In the Los Angeles area, some pub-
lic high school college counselors are
finding that their students' applica-
tions may not go as far as those from
magnet or private schools.

As counselors watch seniors set
out for their futures, some feel confi-
dent that the msyority of their stu-

dents wiU end up in a four-year col-

lege, while others struggle to send
their students to any college at all.

''We have, at our school, a whole
college-going culture," said Mary
Jane London, college counselor for
the Los Angeles Center for Enriched
Studies. i

LACES is a public magnet high
school, which involves an application
process in itself, and where students
and parents are constantly involved
in college preparations, she said.

For larger, non-magnet public
schools, like Jefferson Senior High in
East Los Angeles, the college prepa-
ration process can be difficult due to
lack of funding.

''We provide SAT test preparation
classes, but we have a limited
amount of students who can partici-

pate," said Esther Walling, college

counselor for Jefferson High.
She cited minimal funding *as the

reason behind resource limitation.
The problem of funding is a difficulty

many LAUSD high schools face.

Ann Keitel, college counselor for
Venice Senior High School, also said
lack of funding makes her job diffi-

cult.

"I would like to publicly embarrass
the state of California and the federal
government for the fact that (college
counselors are) considered off the
norm," she said

The status of college counselors as
"off the norm" means Keitel does not
get a budget for preparation
resources from the government, she
said.

Keitel believes legislators and
school board members are hypocriti-
cal when they discuss educational
improvements and stress the impor-
tance of getting students into college,

while simultaneously taking funding
away from the resources that will aid
these goals.

Another major hurdle for public
schools, especially in working class

communities like East Los Angeles, is

the lack of parent involvement in col-

lege preparation activities.

The parent education level (in our
community) on average is about sixth
grade," said Walling, the counselor at

Jefferson.

^j^ts cannot get involved with
tlv^^recess because they do not

understand how to help their chil-

dren with 2^plications and admission
procedures, she said.

The college counseling office at

Garfield High School is the primary
resource center for students because
their parents do not know a lot about
the application process, said
Deborah Head, Garfield's college
counselor.

Some high schools experiencing
this problem are trying to take an
active role in building parent partici-

pation.
I

"Parent education is a huge part of
what we do with our outreach pro-
gram," said Shawna Valbuena, col-

lege counselor for South Gate Senior
High.

Valbuena goes to parent meetings
a few times a year, and explains the
processes of applying to college with
the parents.

As the primary resource for col-
lege bound students, these schools
host activities such as college fairs,

application workshops, and have rep-
resentatives from college campuses
speak to students to get them
involved.

"The strongest preparation we
have is (the Early Academic
Outreach Program) fix)m UCLA," said
Keitel.

The goal of EAOP is to get under-
represented high school students into
college, according to their Web site.

They send representatives to high

school campuses as mentors, taking
students through the application and
admission process, Keitel said.

The UC system works to address
the different levels of resource avail-

ability to which high schoolers are
exposed. Under a new admissions
system, called comprehensive
review, the imiversity takes students*
different experiences into account.
A few years after the consideration

of an applicant's race was banned in
California, comprehensive review
was implemented to serve as a means
of taking students' personal struggles
into account during the application
process.

One of the criteria for comprehen-
sive review is to consider academic
achievement in light of circum-
stances such as low family income
and the s^plicant's educational envi-

ronment.

Comprehensive review may be the
extra push that will send acceptance
letters into the mailboxes of under-
privileged students, but for many
counselors, competing with private
and magnet schools for college
admission is an ever-present strug-

gle.

Counselors like Keitel, who aids
3,0(X) students with minimal assis-

tance, will always face resource
issues barring students from the lux-
uries other campuses have access to.

There are no resources. I have no
budget,** she said

"^^ ->
I

By Menaka Fernando

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
mfernando(a)media. ucla.edu

At the close of the fall quar-
ter, the undergraduate student
government is working on gaug-
ing students' opinions and
deliberating on whether or not
to approve the budget of its sys-

tem-wide lobbying organiza-
tion.

Analyzing student survey
results and voting on the
University of California
Student Association budget will

top the Undergraduate Students
Association Council's agenda
when council members recon-
vene in January.

Randomized survey sent out
Most undergraduate students

opened their MyUCLA mailbox-
es this week to find a survey
asking for student opinion
about various school and world-
related issues. Students who
complete the survey are entered
in a drawing to win a $200 gift

certificate to the UCLA store.

Administered by the USAC
presidential and first and third

general representative offices,

the survey was randomly dis-

tributed among 24,000 under-
graduate students, said USAC
President David Dahle.

Student opinion is being
polled on issues such as the
possible attack on Iraq, the
Racial Privacy Initiative and the
Minimum Progress
Requirement. Students were
also asked to rank which issues
they felt USAC should prioritize
- issues ranging from campus
diversity to parking.

USAC will use the survey as a
tool for the elected council to
better represent imdergraduate
students, Dahle said.

"It's a way of understanding
what students are thinking," he
said. "A lot of times, we don't
know (what students want) ...

it'll be a great help in making
decisions."

The surveys will be compiled
at the end of this week and the
results made public early winter
quarter, Dahle said.

The survey was generated
through the input of all council
members, said General
Representative Adam Harmetz.

Students had opposing views

of the survey's effectiveness.
"I feel the issues are impor-

tant, but I've seen these surveys
in the past and I don't feel they
take (student input) into con-
sideration," said fifth-year psy-
chobiology student Michael
Leung.

But third-year sociology stu-
dent Jennifer Flint said the sur-
vey was important so USAC
could get a feel of what stu-
dents wanted.

Second-year history student,
Ryan Teofilo said he wasn't sure
if he has received the survey yet
but would like to fill it out.
Td hope (USAC) would lis-

ten to what people are saying,"
he said.

Council cannot pass budget
After a lengthy discussion at

their meeting Tuesday night,
USAC was unable to take an
official stance on the UCSA
budget due to the council's fail-

ure to meet quorum.
The budget, which was

approved by UCSA board mem-
bers this October, has already
come under heat by many grad-
uate and undergraduate student
councils throughout the UC.
UCSA Chair and UC San

Diego External Vice President
Steve Klass and UCLA Campus
Organizing Director and UCSA
member Matt Kaczmarek pre-
sented a detailed budget to
eight of 13 present councilmem-
bers and others in attendance.
The council brought up con-

cerns about what specific bene-
fits UCLA receives. With this
year's payment of $65,000,
UCLA is the single largest UC
contributor to the organization.

Most of USAC also voiced
their dissatisfaction with UCSA
presenting an already approved
and implemented budget to
council.

Unlike previous years, UCSA
- responsible for advocating
student issues on a university-
wide and state level - will have
a budget deficit of $17,000.
UCSA will also be issuing
$7,200 in stipends to both Klass
and Vice Chair Chris Neal, who
is also USAC external vice pres-
ident.

Neal said the deficit should
not be a large concern since the
association has $130,000 in sav-
ings to adequately cover costs.
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WINTHROP EARLY PICK IN POLLS

1 WINTHROP

2 ARIZONA

3 KANSAS

4 OKLAHOMA

5 TEXAS

6 PITTSBURGH

7 DUKE

9 KENTUCKY

10 VIRGINIA

11 UCLA
-•t

12 MICHIGAN STATE

13 XAVIER

14 ALABAMA

15 MISS. STATE

16 OREGON

17 VILLANOVA

18 FLORIDA

19 UCONN

20 MARQUETTE

21 INDIANA

22 GONZAGA

23 MARYLAND

24 MISSOURI

25 use

Sweet Sixteen. Elite Eight. Final Four. And now the Talented
Twenty-Five. Will Kansas be at the center of this year's bracket?
Will the girl in the mail room pick the NCAA champion? Read on
for everything you ever wanted to know (but were afraid to ask)
about college basketball.

1 WINTHROP
Okay so they went 19-12 last year. And they are from the Big South
Conference. But Xiusi us, the Eagles can definitely hoop. Besides, these
guys are made up of 4,500 polygons, just like any other team

2 ARIZONA Q PITTSBURGH

Look for what could be the most
exdting duo in college basketball

to rate high in the on-screen player
ratings.

What's the 411 on the 'Cats? Not
only do they have all five of their

starters retuming but they also have
what most consider to be the best

frontcourt in college basketball.

Can you say Dynasty Mode?

^/Mt

3 KANSAS
7 DUKE

Add the slick job done in

recruiting to the usual Blue Devil
talent pool, and you get a team
that is bound to make some noise.

Get ready to hear Billy Packer
and Eddie Doucette saying ''And

the Blue Devils win again," a lot

this season.

Q GEORGIA

Despite losing a key player to the
NBA, look for the Jayhawks to
retum to the Final Four this year.

We've seen what they have been
doing in Praaice Mode, and, trust

us, we are thoroughly convinced.

4 OKLAHOMA
Another team we predict to be
retuming to the Final Four in

2003. Not only do they retum
with 70 new player models, they
look good doing it, too.

5 TEXAS

The Dawgs' poll position could
change in Gaober, depending on
their frontcourt production. If they
produce, prepare for this team to

move a litde higher in the polls.

9 KENTUCKY
I

Should come down to the wire
between them and Georgia for the
SEC crown. Use the over 30 new
dunks (including reverses, follow-

ups and 360-degree jams) and this

Wildcat team might overtake that

other Wildcat team.

I

10 VIRGINIA
I

The Cavs are not happy with last

season's late collapse that landed
them out of the tournament.
Don't let that fool you; they've got
the talent. Not a pushover com-
puter opponent. Not in the least.

^^ UCLA

They say everything is bigger in

Texas, but what we notice on this

team are the litde guys. The back-
court is the cream of the crop. End
of discussion. Obviously, some-
body did their homework before
this year's recmiting.

EVERYONE
•

£
COtJTfNt RAftOBY

MCM

BASKVrSAU.

ncouaGF^

UMVBRSfTYOF
NOTRE [y^^4E

No, it's not the 1970s Bruins, but
this team ain't bad, either. Besides,

the digital cheerieaders are really

easy on the eyes. Definitely easy
on the eyes.

40 MICHIGAN^ STATE

This year their most famous alum-
nus will make it into the NBA Hall
of Fame. That just might spark the
Spartans to play at an elevated level.

^3 XAVIER

"Who?" That's right, Xavier. Get
used to seeing this school in the
polls. The Musketeers are dearly
the class of the A- 10. How does a
team go from unranked to number
13? Practice Mode, Praaice Mode,
Practice Mode.

14 ALABAMA

19 UCONN

Expect the Huskies again to be
suong in the backcourt. Use the
right analog stick control to
perform spin moves and dropsteps
out of the post to put the solid

backcourt to good use.

20 MARQUETTE

The Golden Eagles open against
Villanova, marking the first dme
the two teams have met since the
1980 NCAA toumament. Can diis

young team hold its own in an
upcoming Conference USA? We
think so.

21 INDIANA

Can they get the support they need
inside? If not, the Hoosiers could
be off-balance even with what
should be an extremely productive
perimeter.

GONZAGA

Can the Bulldogs get the
top scorer they need to emerge?
Time spent in recmiting will be
time well spent. Everything else is

in place for another banner
season on the left coast.

23 MARYLAND

With the retum of some key play-

ers, the Tide possesses one of the
best inside-outside combos in the
league. If you are attending a
Tuscaloosa fish fiy this year, expea
to see some happy basketball fans.

15 MISS. STATE

The Bulldogs, coming off a
Southeastern Conference tourna-
ment championship, have a
tough schedule, playing both
Xavier and Oklahoma this year.

Said one player, "Hey, I'm all for

just selecting Toumament Mode,
and just get right to the toumey"

13 OREGON

Enjoying its first league champi-
onship in 63 years and one of the
last eight teams standing in last

year's tourney, Oregon's picked
second by us in the Pac-10, behind
No. 1 Arizona. Expect a long stay

in the NCAA tournament this year
for the Ducks.

17 VILLANOVA

We're considering these champs
an outside shot at defending
the tide after losing four starters.

Terps get a new arena this year.

Unfortunately, they are also
getting a mostly new team, as well.

24 MISSOURI

Mizzou's mn to the Elite Eight last

year was the Tigers' longest stint in
the toumey in eight years. And this

should be another promising year.

use

A long shot to win the tide. Let's

face it, they are no Winthrop. But
don't count them totally out either.

The pressure is really on to

produce and get the Wildcats
back into the tournament after a
three-year absence. In addition to

all the new faces on the team,
there will also be new duds for

the 'Cats as Villanova debuts a

new digital uniform.

18 FLORIDA

How about diat SEC? Yet anodier
entry from a very tough conference.

Tough conference or not, the
Gators hold their own against some
ofthe NCAA's best.

PlayStation,?

Ihe "OfTicially licensed CJollegiate Products
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•Over six million American
children have been placed

on addictive, mind-

altering psychiatric drugs*
Psychiatry in our schools
underlies the american
educational crisis.

• In one 14-YEAR PERIOD, Hi

Americans died in psychia"

hospitals than were killed

World Wars I and IL the
Korean, Vietnam and Persian
Gulf wars combined...
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lONALS

Undergrai

CjiSllp Stude
You!

YOGA
FOR

UCLA

^

Over 90 Classes Weekly
L.A.'s Mosr Experienced Instrctors

12.56 Westwood Blvd. ..Walk from UCLA!
WVVVV.LAVOGACFNTFR.COM 2.34-12.00

50% OFF
1ST 5 CLASSES

WITH THIS Ab

f

To
or not to waive

It's time to decide for the Winter Quarter whether to waive

out or keep the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP). You

have until the fee payment deadline for your term to waive

out of SHIP. See specific dates and messages with your

Winder BAR statement. The insurance fee is a Registra-

tion Fee. A waiver reverses that fee.

Beginning now, you can waive SHIP or enroll in a SHIP

Plan by going to v/ww.studenthealth. ucla.edu . choosing

On-Line Services and then the SHIP Enrollment/Waiver

page. Make sure you note your confirmation number and

check URSA On-Line to be certain the transaction went

through. It will take 2-3 days to be posted.

together

dream."

FINALS
from page 1

Composition, a course that gives

music students a chance to do what
they \o\^ - compose music of their

own.
There is no final exam, but on the

day of the final students will pre-

sent the product of their fall quarter

coursework, a piece they them-
selves composed.
The whole course is centered

around finishing an original compo-
sition," Krouse said. "In lieu of a
final everyone shows their finished

scores to me and everyone else."

Marco Cabrera, a first-year stu-

dent, is studying design and media
arts and is taking Introduction to

Design Culture,

I

a class in which
his final is in the

j

form of a cre-

ative product-
designing pro-

ject.

"We have to

actually draw
out a product
and present it in

a design-con-
scious way,"
Cabrera said.

He added that the written part of
the project, a description of the
product, is minimal.

Cabrera said the final project is

very flexible. Students choose any
product they want to improve upon
or create and design a product
using ideas they learned in class.

Cabrera is designing a hover-
board for his project - something
like a skateboard that has a jet-

propulsion system to propel it and
hovers by using magnets to repel
the floor.

"It's fun for me. It's been a fun
project. It's something I like to do
and it's not so restrictive," Cabrera
said.

Cabrera said he wants his hover-
board to be as realistic as possible.
One design element he is incoipo-
rating into his hoverboard is

streamlining.

"(The professor) wants it to be
very formal,** said Cabrera about
the final project. "He wants it to be
in a portfolio with the design of the
product and how it's going to be
constructed."

Many students in UCLA's theater
program will also be having finals

that are more hands-on.
Vanessa Mizzone is a graduate

student at UCLA who teaches an
acting, voice and movement course.

Part of the course, Mizzone said,

is for students to shed their familiar
or speaking voices in order to find
their innate natural voices.

"We've been doing a lot of work
all quarter on finding that voice ...

also on diction and prommciation
and losing the regionalism,"
Mizzone said.

She said the sixteen students in
her class are assigned homework -
exercises and drills sinular to those
they do in class - to help them on
their quest to find their natural
voice and speech.

Mizzone said the final is meant to
assess how much work students
have put into the course, including
whether or not they have been prac-
ticing at home.

"The final is just going to consist
of them incorporating the vocal and

"(For the final) we get put in

groups of ten people and we
have to collaborate and put

a five-minute

Megan Trimble

First-year theater student

speech stuff we have done,"
Mizzone said. "We're going to apply
it to a classical monologue -
Shakespeare, any type of elevated
language like a poem."

Mizzone said she feels her stu-
dents are nervous about the final,
especially because tiiere is a lot of
competition in the theater program
and the final could essentially feel
like a performance.

"We're not performing. This is a
workshop. Let's just explore this
together," Mizzone said.

To those people who may say it is
impossible to relive your dreams,
some theater students may beg to
differ.

Megan Trimble, a first-year the-
ater student, is nervous for her final
in Introduction to Performance - an
exam that will require her to per-

form in front of
classmates.

"We get put
in groups of ten
people and we
have to collabo-

rate and put
together a five-

minute dream,"
Trimble said.

She said her
group will be
recreating
through perfor-

mance a dream - not a night-time
escapade but actually a nightmare -
that one of the group members had.

"Most dreams you don't remem-
ber," Trimble said. "So we chanced
it a Uttie."

Trimble said the last couple of
weeks in the quarter were dedicat-
ed to rehearsal time and prepara-
tion for the performance of the
dream. She said Professor Michael
Hackett, who teaches the course,
said in regards to the final, "you
have to amaze me."

In a scenic design class she is

taking, Trimble will try to "sell" her
work to the class on the day of the
final.

"We've been learning the whole
quarter the basics of drawing, how
to draw a scenic design," Trimble
said.

The final will be the culmination
of each student's talent, hard work
and understanding of the material
learned.

"We've had three checkpoints,"
Trimble said. "Our first one was just
a rough sketch. Our second one was
a more finished version ... a third
version, the finished product, is

supposed to be really carefully
drawn."

This finished product will be a
scenic design for a play the students
read, and will be a careful rendering
that they will rftat and present to
their classmates ahd the professor.

In a three-minute presentation
the students will become salespeo- ^

pie, peddling their goods - their

scenic designs - to the class.

With all the conventional finals at

UCLA fall quarter, many students
will still be sitting at desks with
number-two pencils ready.

Caesar Nicholson, a senior histo-

ry student, said even though he will

be taking written finals, less con-
ventional finals are a good and per-
haps even more meaningful way to
assess student progress.

"The point of finals is to find out
what we learned, express what we
learned," Nicholson said. "I think
the whole education system can be
done in human expression."

SLEEP
from page 1

convinced that sleep loss can have a
noticeable effect on performance.

"It's one night of not sleeping and
you'll have the grade for the rest of
your life," said Cassie Powers, a
fourth-year psychology and sociolo-

gy student

"When it comes down to it, you
have to stay up," she said.

"I've done it

all," said third-

year psychobiol-

ogy student
Peyman Gravori.

"I stayed up all

night and aced
my Life Science

3 final. If it's only

one subject, I

can manage."
While no one

knows the exact
biological reasons of why people
sleep in the first place,

Howstuffworks.com highlights lead-

ing theories.

The Web site states that some sci-

entists think sleep is used to repair

muscles and tissues, and others say
it's to give the brain a chance to orga-
nize thoughts. Other theories say
sleep is a method of saving energy
since people can't do anything in the
dark anyway.

Gravori, like many students, does-
n't need an explanation. He knows
sleep is beneficial from personal
experience.

"If you don't sleep enough, obvi-
ously you can't focus as well," he
said.

Sleep researchers believe adeno-
sine, a chemical compound in the
brain, induces sleep. Because adeno-
sine levels in the brain rise during
wakefulness and fall during sleep,
some scientists think it is the body's
signal to the brain that it needs to
rest.

Many students use caffeine to

"If you get into a routine, your

body will pay you by increas-

ing your comprehension,

attention span and absorp-

tion of information."

Michele Pearson

Director of Ancillary Services

help them stay awake into the wee
hours of the morning. They ingest

coffee, cola, chocolate or caffeine

pills such as Mvarin.

While the National Sleep
Foundation acknowledges caffeine

will probably keep the user awake
and alert for a time, the very mecha-
nism of the drug produces undesir-

able long term effects.

Science News Online explains
that caffeine works by blocking
adenosine fi-om attaching to brain

cells. This gives a caffeine user's

body the illu-

sion that it has

regained energy
via sleep by not
sending the "Fm
tired" signal

associated with
adenosine,
where in reality

the user's

fatigue is only
being com-
pounded.

Miller said students should give
themselves time in the evening to
wind down through watching TV or
listening to quiet music before going
to bed.

"The worst thing you can do is

work right up to the minute you fall

asleep," she said.

Michele Pearson, Director of
Ancillary Services at the Ashe
Center, recommends that students
meditate, saying it encourages a
higher level of function.

Pearson also said one of the most
important things students can do is

plan their eating, sleeping and study-
ing.

"If you get into a routine, your
body will pay you by increasing your
comprehension, attention span and
absorption of information," she said.

Students with sleep or other physical
problems can drop by the Ashe
Center or consult its Web site at

www. studenthealth. ucla. edu for
health and study tips.

:
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Study examines American Indians in L.A.
COMPREHENSIVE REPORT OF ETHNIC GROUP
SHEDS LIGHT ON COMMUNITY HARDSHIPS

By Adam Foxman
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
afoxman(i)media. ucla.edu

A report released in November by
the UCLA School of Public Policy
and Social Research found that Los
Angeles is home to the largest num-
ber ofAmerican Indians in the coun-
try, the majority of whom live in
poverty.

i

The report notes that the low

income and imemployment that
many American Indians face is in

large part a result ofpoor education,
which may be a by-product of the
often inadequate schools provided
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

As of 1990, approximately 30 per-

cent of American Indians had less

than a high school education.

Despite the fact that ahnost
139,000 American Indians live in Los
Angeles Coimty, they are widely dis-

persed, and do not constitute a
mayority in any conununity.

While this distribution gives the
American Indian population strong
connections to many communities,
it makes it difficult to serve those in

need.

"In terms of being a service
provider, (dispersion) is a hardship
that our conmiunity represents,**
said Jason Lewis, Director of the
American Indian Recruitment pro-
gram, which provides weekly out-
reach in the form of tutoring and
mentoring to the American Indian
conunimity.

|

Lewis commended the report -

called Socioeconomic
Characteristics ofAmerican Indians
in Los Angeles Coimty - as one of
the most comprehensive of its kind,
partially because it was compiled
with the help of United American
Indian Involvement

"It is important that research
done on American Indians is done
with the guidance of the community
itself," Lewis said.

Many American Indians moved to
Los Angeles during the "relocation
era** of the early 1950s, when the
government moved American
Indians off of reservations and into
urban centers.
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Gov. Gray Davis pauses to answer one more question concerning the state's
looming budget deficit as he was leaving a Capitol news conference in
Sacramento. Calif.. Tuesday. Dec. 3, 2002.

coherence in

Budget deficit prompts

Davis to increase cuts
PARTISAN DIVISIONS INEVITABLE REGARDING
METHODS TO DECREASE BUDGET SPENDING

By Alexa H. Bluth

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO — Warning
California is facing "serious prob-
lems," Gov. Gray Davis said Tuesday
he will propose '^substantially" more
in midyear budget cuts to lawmak-
ers tius week than the $5 billion he
previously promised.

Davis also left open the possibili-

ty for the Legislature to enact tax
increases during a special legislative

session that begins Monday to close
at least a $21 billion budget deficit.

"We have serious problems and
they will only be solved if we deal
with them seriously, in a bipartisan
fashion," Davis said after a "Big
Five" meeting with the four top-
ranking Democratic and Republican
legislators.

On Friday, Davis will present a
slate ofmidyear cuts and savings for
lawmakers to take up during a spe-
cial session that he asked lawmak-
ers to wrap up by the end of
January.

Davis previously said the package
of midstream cuts would total about
$5 billion, but on Tuesday said it will
"be substantially higher than that."

School leaders have said they
fear the list will include massive
cuts in education spending, which
makes up nearly half of California's
general fund budget.

Davis declined to specify what
would be included in his proposal or
its sum, but said it would not
include fee or tax increases. He left

the door open Tuesday, however, for
lawmakers to propose their own
proposals for midyear tax increases
by signing a broadly worded procla-

mation formerly calling for the spe-
cial session.

Republican lawmakers have said
they will oppose any tax or fee
increases and will withhold their
votes, which are needed to pass fis-

cal proposals by the required two-
thirds majority.

Senate Republican Leader Jim
Brulte, of Rancho Cucamonga, said
he would propose cutting capital
gains taxes for sales, of commercial
property to encourage firms to sell

and buy parcels to stimulate the
economy.

But Assembly Speaker Herb
Wesson repeated his contention that
it is "mathematically impossible" to
address the large deficit by cutting
spending without carving into criti-

cal programs.
"I don't believe that the governor

can do anything other than endorse
a balanced approach," said Wesson,
D-Culver City.

Senate President Pro Tem John
Burton, D-San Francisco, said he
believes the Legislature will attempt
in January to raise the state's car tax
by a simple mzgority vote, a move
Republicans have said they will

immediately challenge in court.

Davis will submit a budget for the
coming fiscal year on Jan. 10 that he
said will be "balanced, be responsi-
ble and will have a mix of ideas." He
did not rule out tax increases for the
2003-04 budget

Davis, meanwhile, also said he
directed his Department of Finance
and the Legislative Analyst's Office— the Legislature's chief budget
adviser— to agree l^)on a projected
budget shortfall and together inven-
tory all possible solutions.
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Sarah Fenn
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Sanaz Taherria

Tatiana Hernandez*

Bahareh Safaie*

Mayra Serrano*
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Asian American

Tutorial Project (AA TP):

Jasmine Lai i

TomAu
April-Ann Cerillo

Gabriel Leung

Alex Leung
;

Christina Wong
|

Jenny Cheng i

Rlzza Gonzalez j

Kevin Lin

Sara Rodriguez

Cynthia Lee

Christopher Woon

David Leung

Melissa Moua

KimMira

Teak Lee

Jimmy Yuen

AmyKao
Jarissa Aquinde

Stacy Chan

Rob Lee

JoAnnCho

Wendy Shui

Alvin Haslifft

Murcy Huang

Celine Sin

XiaoCai

Ed Han

Caroline Burrel

Alice Ko

Kwok Natalie

Sean Yee

GigiTang

OmarAraiza

Amber CNng

Heather Chen

Grace Pranatio

Lut(eLee

Cyrus Chan

Eric Lee

Wei Ying U
Karen Mak

Laura LJn

Ricky Yau

Joan Shim

Eun JuRa

Janet Lee

ChongMoua

SerelleCom

VidortaLai

OMviaLau

TfffanySum

Feiicie Standfey

MaiHoang

Jennifer Do

Nancy Shen

Peggy Nguyen

StevmWu
Nancy de Guzman

LisaHigaki

Quhan (Dorothy) Zhuomei

Sangeeta Pate!

Arnold Tsai

Esther Ho

Eve Kan

Ma Annie

Vivian Chong

Sandy Lee

VikPatel

Aileen Chang

PaulCarreon

Vanessa Hiiario

MKhaelTam

BHtyPan

VfekyWang

AlexYu

Karen Tran

YeatYang

Brian Lee

Dorothy Kwok

Diana Phan

Sharon Lim

Christine Yang

Robert Hom
Davkl Johnson

Jennie Zhu

Lisa Bishop

Clara Lee

JimYu

Jorgk) Castro

Anita Kwan

Emily Chen

Jason Lee

Esther Chow

Shirtey Pong

Lindsey Chan

Elizabeth Huey

David Hsu

Wendy Chen

Sara Han

Yaeugsaeng Xayavong

Kristin Inouye

Ivan Ponce

SamKuo
Marc Uemura

Katie Wu
Tyrone Thom

ZhenShuo (Bobby) Liu

Andy Nguyen

KimbertyLam

Dominic Tang

Emily Yoshida

Jonathan Hung

Aileen Pang

Tracy Weng

Hilton Chu

Martin Chen

LewinLi

Michelle Chu

Michael Wan

AlanNgo

Angle Yi

AnVu

Jennifer Wang

" Juli Huang

Kathleen Rooney

Kristen Nakano

Laura Kwan

Michelle Bailey

Michelle Tran

MikeU

Mike Yamanaka

Rahul Bijor

Rhoda Pham

RosaPham

Sandra Sakai

Shannon Chin

Shireen Amini

Tabitha Abraham

TemTsang

Theresa Kim

Tracy Ohara

Tristan Hurtburt

Vicky Huang

6LP:

Andrui Nazarian*

Randy Tashjian*

LJnet Megerdomian*

Agnesa Keshishyan*

HunfftfPnf9ct

Imelda deVera*

Dipesh R. Bhakta*

Pauline Lay*

Gail Mootry*

Laurel Methot*

Bhavna Bajaja

KardCarias

KarolDeras

Andrea Ducusin

Daniel Healy

Chelsea Heredia

Theresa Huang

JonKimura

HieuLe

Melissa Lintag

Kaytie Nguyen

Thomas Phan

Jesse Rodriguez

Shwetha Sridharan

ieTrien

AnttKMiyUng

Catherine Yoon

Kkm Konttn

Ashley Gamayo

Amruta Kulkamy

Rachel Kassem

Claire Spafford

Meredith Hamilton

TanviVyas

RoshniVyas

Chintan Turakhia

Carrie Landin

Shireen Iftikhar

Meera Tejura*

NInaAdatia*

Kristian Wemeid

Helen Chang

Teresa Breen

Starsky Cheng

Laura Kwan

Swayta Reddy

Sri Sheshadri

LisaEwing

Anh-ChI Nguyen

Jasmlna Ponjavic

Masteneh Nassi

Hadis Reyhani

Venis Kalai

Andy Chu

Jonathan Hiller

KwinKhieg

Natalie Tang

Nk}usha Mm\
Debbie Novorr*

Lori Beth Switzer*

CaitJIn Patler*

Liana Grigorian*

Jodie Yoshida*

Monrca Sinha*

Sarah HarrofT

Protect Uteracr.

Alex Pazlenko

Alexis Moore

Andrea Perry

Andrew McElroy

Angela Escalante

Angela Ng

Anjali Putnam

ArtiDesai

Ashika Puliyanda

Audrey Jeung

Becca Bradley

Becky Phillips

BertCaine

Brian Johnson

BrietaFass

Bryon Tseng

Caitlin Henderson

Camille Dalmack)

Caroline Ouyang

Catherine Gross

Cathy Combs

Cecilia Canadas

Cedric Dussud

Chris Garcia

Christine Yusi

Cindy Tseng

Claire Spafford

Clara Yoon

Claudia Gonzalez

Courtney Gregory

Cynthia Li

David Major

Dinorah Vasquez

Durr-e-Shahwaar Sayed

Elaine Le

Elaine Yu

Elizabeth Durand

Elizabeth L Tran

Elsa Massey

Erim Sarbaland

Faiza Makhani

Grace Ragadio

Holly Kershell

Inder Atwal

Iroshl Perera

Jacob Song

Jade Chien

James Taing

Janet Franco

Jay Fehlan

Jennifer Minami

Jerome Angsuco

Jessica Boyle

Jessica Head

Joanne Orozco

Jonathan Hui

Joshua Mason

Julia Moffitt

Juliana Wilson

Julie Loh

Juliette Han

Karen Molleson

Kate Madden

Katj Boyd

Keeka Rivas

Kelly Fung

KimbertyKopp

Krystle Ziebell

Kula Koenig

Lisa Ashdjian

Lisa Jacobsen

Luanne Puno

Mai-Lan Ha

Mamta Singhvi

Margaret Tong

Mary Treanor

Matt Nguyen

McCreigan Michaelis

Megan Riddle

Melissa Fk)Ch

Melvin Ku

Michelle Council

Mike Chen

Mike Hansen

Misha Jade

Mustafa Rawaf

My "Lonnie" Ngo

Nancy Bui

Nandini Ganesh

Oliver Nguyen

Pamela Wong

Peony Liu

Phuong Quach

Rhonda Van Hasselt

Sabrina

Sarah Press

Sharon Pham

Snehal Shah

Steve Rivera

Tami Vuong

Tarang Saini

Tasha Sivarajah

Teny Leung

ThantTlnZar

Theresa Wang

Fma Hsieh

Tommy Do

TusharDutta

Valerie Cardenas

Vivek Gupta

VivianaOchoa

)(aiLee

Yan Yan Ley .

PH^inos for

Community Health (pch):

Anna Alcantara

Art Ambrosio*

Catherine Cocjin

Michelle Khoe

Julie Vo

Anna Bravo

Christine Corpus

Maria Paz Lady Garin*

Mari( Lagrimas

KrystaLandas

Cit Priagula

Rochelle Amurao

Chris Aquino

Erik Buyayo

Darwin Gabriel

Toni Oasay*

Natalie Sacramento*

Jon Sunk)

Joann Yatar

Diana Biason

Richelle Chuatuan

Diana Ngo-Vuong

Matthew Nguyen

Tom Nguyen

Mike Nondarakse

Debra Nonman

Aurora Orozco

Emi Ouchi

Mekxly Padilla*

Pia Patomo

Robyn Ramelb*

Sfieena Sanchez*

Sheena Ponce*

Lewis Dedios*

Richelle Chuatuan*

Sherry Modino*

Melvin Santiago

Francis Battasar

LJQuintana

Ariene Bravo*

Sean Hirota

Natalie Choi

Nancy Rodriquez

Sandy Choi

Lotus Loo

Mariefe Ramos

Michelle Gonzalez

Suzan Luu

Ethel Sale

Alicia Gonzalez

David Chung

Kevin Vu

Gary Rubiaco*

Jason Augustine

David Nguyen

Avegail Flores

Richard Quitasol*

Poonam Desai

Gareth Lacy*

Meera Gupta

Aegean Hoi Chan

Andrew J. Meyers

Alice M Chang

Katherine J. Clark

Claire Spafford

Leena Tekchandani

Jasmine Lai

Kate Retry

Punam Patel

Jennifer Bowie

Namrata Vamia

Rekha Rao

Daniel Wittenbom

Paul Shiri<

Amy Chang

Mackenzie Nolan

Rochelle Hasson

Daiia V. Gonzalez*

Elizabeth J. Wibell (Betty)

ErinBradrick

Gloria Hu

Justin Miyamoto

Alfarisi (Rezi) Arifin

Anna Marie Arias

Daniel (^onzalez

KacieYamada

Becky Wu

BRim
Caitie Unkovic

Patricia Munguia

Rosario Baltazar

Raquel Preciado

Rita Paz

Gabby Ordaz

Chris Greenwood

Tiffany Simon

Megan Niles

Carolyn Tan

Whitney Currier

Stephanie Aguilar

Monique Lane

Liza Mederos

Victor Salazar

Juan Navarru

Hector Mondrayen

Bruin Partners:

Chris Jarrett*

Joanne Ko

Suzy Halajian*

Kacy Tarin

Marissa Yenpasook

Joanne Orozco

Andy Song

Valerie Ramos*

Kyle Alldredge

Johanna Aubert ^*
'
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Andy Song

Jennifer Fischer

Leigh Harvey

Britta Jahn

Brad Messenger

Rock) Bravo*

D'Andrea Jacobs

KaroiCarias

LJ Quintana

Arman Haghighatgoo

Mike Huston

Jessk:a Veffer

Jessica Reid

AdamNarito

Yi-Jiun Wang

Amy Lee

Christine Lee

Renee Ropp

PreetiVissa

Nina Azer

Crystal Lee*

Grace Chiang

Lily LangloJs

Sehrish Akram

Maggie Surbridge

LeeannYu

Jessk^a Christie

Jillian Mcneil

Saqib Rahim

Denise Eckard

Lucerne Tsang

Daryt Dudum

Joshua Retcher

Jill Locke*

Grace Yang

Margaret Nguyen*

Amy Wong

Randi Elkins

Elizabeth Ecclestom

Justin Schreiber*

Michelle Cheung*

Phil Wade*

Diana Biason*

Casa Helwa andAngellno

Mentorship Program (CHAMfBt

Amy Shah* .

Caitlin Antos*

Candace Lee*

Christine Lee*

Eri Tsujil*

Holly Takenaga*

Jon Kimura*

Katy Tschann-Grimm*

Keith Masuda*

Marie lmwirt(elried*

Sun Hee Part<*

Tommy Koga*

Visho Thamotharan*

AmyFong

AmyUu
Annie Ishihara

Anthony Nguyen

Apurva Chandra

AyaOta

Cari del Casal

Charmaine Diaz

Chris Hokoltubbe

Elk)t Hu

Erik Meserole

Jane Uou

Jessica Teague

Grace Du

Connie Chan

Dan-en Chan

Jonathan Chang

Hannah Chung

Courtney Collins

Myley Dang

Kelli Ann Domae

Sylvia Ho

Faith Kato

Jamie Ko

Joshua Krol

Kenny Lam

Janet Lee

Andrew Lee

Gabriel Leung

Jonathan Li

Justin Ling

Jenny Loi

Jaclyn Lott

LeiLu

Violet Mayo

Anh Nguyen

Stason Nishimura

Jennifer Tam

Godman Tan

John Tang

Annie Thai

Dang Tran

David Tmong

Ella Vong

Teresa Woo

Isaac Yoshii

Kitty Yuen

William Lin

Gary Chang

Hao Meng

Christine Lee

Suh-Kyung Lee

Jennifer Quan

LinhDo

Mike Chiang

Susan Yi

Robert Boonyaputthikul

Grace Jun

Christina Lovie

Jennifer Chan

Shirtey Lam

Marie Koga

Kenneth Lee

Alex Liu

Ngay Tang

EmestNg

Edmund Sung

JimVu

Selina Zhong

Jon Reurat

Jacqueline Hsu

Ericlmato

GaryKao

,. Bart.RisI)

Jefifrey^

Patrick Ngai

Samson Chen

Camille Vergara

Kenji Ogura

Margaret Yew

KeHy Fung

Daren Chow

BenWu
Richanj Lee

Grant Umeda

Alice Chang

Christopher Chin

AmyTeng

Anita Chan

Ann-Chi Chen

Bernard Pang

Eric Lin

Jacquelyn Leong

Jeffrey Yee

Katie Liu

Linda Wu
Mary Tran

Tony Tmong

Winter Sy

Allen Chang

Amy Lee

Angle Sripoona

Brian Sam

Elizabeth Angennan

Evelyn Song

Helen Shen

James Chow

Mari(Ahn

Yauk (Sam) Lee

Sheila Wan

Sophia Pak

Malinda Lin

Amy Tung

Penny Saephan

Phyllis Chan

Larissa Fujii

Bethany Ng

Best Buddies:

Elizabeth Onsrud*

Sanjeet Sihota

Shanjean Lee

Christopher Lee

Shelly Leary

Sean Yee

Yvonna Cazares

Judith Nguyen

Hong Tong

Leslie Tai

Amy Blackwood*

Timothy Nolan

Lauren Pieczynski

Timothy Sexauer

Joanna Mussey

Elizabeth Leon

David Riley

Maureen Ray

Kristen Oshiro

Aimee Shimamoto

Jenny Wood*

Cathy Yu

Amanda McVety

Ashley Eidmann

Ana Femandez

(sauree (Baupa

Celeste del Rio

PREP:

Nick Perez*

Citadelle Priagula*

Anna Alcantara

Art Ambrosio

Sheryl Mariano

Michelle Gonzales

Marcie de la Cmz
Christine Corpus

Joel Verceles

Chris Aquino

Joann Yatar

Dan/vin Gabriel

John Dizon

John Sunio

Reyelisa Umali

CharitoViloria

Nelson Saldana

Victor Santos

Soutti Central Evening

Tutorial (SET):

Jacqueline Vu

Judith Gallegos

Jennifer Bando

Jennie Connen

Hadley Vargas

Stephanie Schneider

Adabel Padilla

Katherine Claris

John Bacigalupi

Kate Loster

Suzie Carol

Laura Gelberg

Veronica Yah

Javier Pena

Rachelle Tejada

Martha Mangahas

DanTl Molina*

Adelaine de Vera*

Greg Hom*

Lupe Tong*

Molly Brantz*

Emmy Kang*

Analisa Tan*

Special Olympics:

John HayashI

Steven LaFemina

Allison Milchanowski

Zach Taytor

Scott Yabroff

Lara Marie Pierpoint

Christine Ching

Mike Aldridg .

Christina Gunther

Ami Cuneo

AbbyUn

Jim Perry

Justin Williams

^ Alison Cubre ^^

Cheryl Kung

Vanessa Elena Gabrovsky

Kristin Withers

Jordan Manavian

Shivesh

Jen Famer

Jessica Sison

Ernest

Karrie Tomiska,

Mike Guiou

Jeff Wright

Emily Weiss

Kristin McCuily

Justin

Natasha

Nancy Allen

Kan-era Joseph

Ani Baghdassarian

KoKim

Emily Gugllelmo*

Robin Lee*

John Paul Henao*

Maya Narayanan*

VNLC:

Tracy Chiem*

ThoPham*

HuynhCao

Tracy Nguyen

HungVo

Ken Dang

HannaTran

ThuyTran

Mai Nguyen

Nhi Nguyen

Thy Dang

Dung Pham

Trac Nguyen

Matt Nguyen

Tam Nguyen

TungLe

AnThu Vuong

Miguel Ortega

LJ Quintana

Jenny Phan

KhanhTran

Huy Duong

ThieuPham

Kelvin Nguyen

KristyPhan

Vietnamese Reaching Out to ttie

Communtiy (VRAC):

ViLe

Van Dinh

SamUyen Do

Mai Hoang

Jennifer Bando

Linh Nguyen

David Nguyen

Cindy Dinh

PTLe

Linda Phan

Huy Pham

Jennie Vu

Jenny Tran

Tom Nguyen*

Matt Nguyen*

Kenny Bui

Aaron Chiang

Alex Chiang

David Do

Myley Dang -

Lionness Ebboy

Tina Liu

IgorLivshits

Christina Luu

Anh Nguyen

Shawn Nguyen

ShenyPham

Robyn Sunde

Hans Wee

Cindy Yang

BenWu*

Christine Lee*

WATTS:

WILD: V

Adrienne lynett r

Alice Ko

Alma C. de la Cruz

Ariadna Vallejo

Claudia Gonzalez

Denise Sanchez '

Diana Nguyen

Edison Kuo

Eileen Aghnami

EllemLam

Erika Villablanca

Francisca Rores

Heath HohwakJ

Hoai Nguyen

Ignack) Thayer

Jackie Curiel

Joey Lo (Director)

Johnson Hoang

Josefina Islas

Lily Kwong

Linda Luong

Lourdes Miramontes

Marissa Huang

Maurine Tong (Director)

Michelle Mui (Director)

Rebecca Hopkins

Robert Wang (Director)

RyanHaynes

SamLuong

Sienmi Du

Sofia Pacheco (Director)

Sophia Nguyen

Supraja Narasimhan (Intem)

Thai Lan Tran (Director)

Tryston Nguyen

Women and Youth ki Suppourt of

Each Other offrsQ

Megha Agrwal

Arille Bivas*

Sandy ChoT

Kim Jensen

Patricia Mikler

Gelareh Nikpour

Montea Ortega

Joanne Situ

Erika Ayon

Karen Chan

Julie Chuang

AlissaKo*

Erin Mooshagian

Katie 0' Loughlin

KatePlnkham*

CSCStafh

Suzanne Yu

Melvin Santiago

Lupe Tong

Richelle Chuatuan

Keith Masuda

Diana Biason

Avegail Rores
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Rudolph Giuliani
Leadership in Difficult Times

THURSDAY EVENING ADDRESS

DECEMBER 12, 7:30-8:30 PM

ROYCE HALL

Former New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani will provide the

keynote address to a national conference on Posttraumatic Stress

Disorder at UCLA. His remarks provide specific context for the

importance of understanding and addressing trauma's effects.

GENERAL ADMISSION $20
UCLA FACULTY, STAFF & STUDENTS $10

FOR TICKETS CALL 310-825-2101 OR
ORDER ON-LINE, WWW.TICKETS.UCLA.EDU

Lawyer accuses Berkeley officials of

'whitewashing' harassment incident

The Foundation for Psychocultural Research (The FPR) and UCLA present

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder:
Biological, Clinical and Cultural Approaches to Trauma's Effects

Thursday-Sunday, Dec. 12-15. 2002 on the UCLA Campus

$275 Conference Fee

$200 UCLA Faculty and Staff

$75 Students and Post-Docs

FOR CONFERENCE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION
SEE WWW.PTSDC0NFERENCE.ORG

By Michelle Locke

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BERKELEY, Calif. — The lawyer

for a woman whose sexual harass-
ment complaint led to the resigna-
tion of the University of California,
Berkeley's law school dean is accus-
ing campus ofiBcials of whitewashing
the incident

The university announced last
Wednesday that Boalt Hall Dean
John P. Dwyer was resigning effec-
tive Jan. 1 because of an allegation
made by a former Boalt student
Dwyer issued a statement in

which he acknowledged a serious
error in judgment but said the claim
stemmed from a consensual
encounter two years ago and there
was no allegation that any form of
sexual intercourse occurred.

However, the student's lawyer said
Monday the incident was not consen-
sual.

Berkeley attorney Laura Stevens,
said Dwyer sexually assaulted the
student after she passed out follow-
ing a night of drinking with Dwyer
and four other law students in
December 2000.

Stevens said the woman awoke to
find that her clothes were in disarray
and she was being molested.

"Characterizing what happened as
a consensual encounter is ludi-

crous," Stevens said.

University ofiBcials defended their

efforts Monday saying they launched
an investigation as soon as they
received the formal complaint this

October.

UC said both the student and the
dean agree the contact did not
include intercourse but there is a dis-

pute over what happened between
the two, who were alone in the stu-

dent's apartment
Campus ofiBcials said it's their pol-

icy to try to reach a resolution that is

agreeable to both sides, consistent
with school rules and protects the
privacy of all. Berkeley officials said

Dwyer wanted a confidential resolu-

tion and was discussing that with
Stevens when he resigned because
the incident was becoming known at

the law school. Berkeley officials

noted they kept the identity of the
woman confidential.

After the alleged assault, the
woman sought help, Stevens said,

going to the student health center,

where she had individual therapy
and participated in a group for vic-

tims of sexual assault

The student also went to the cam-
pus Title IX officer, charged with
ensuring the campus is complying
with federal laws against harass-
ment According to Stevens, the offi-

cer said she did not know the proce-
dures for a complaint against a dean
and could not guarantee the stu-

dent's name would be kept confiden-
tial or that she would be protected
fi-om retaliation if she went ahead
with a formal complaint.

However, Berkeley officials say
the Title IX officer gave the student
information about school proce-
dures, including a written copy of the
school's sexual harassment policy,
and told her Berkeley has strong
policies against retaliation. Campus
administrators say the student visit-

ed the office in May 2002. They say
she would not give her full name and
also did not name the dean afl«r
being told that would launch a for-
mal investigation.

Three women professors at Boalt
approached by the student for help
also were unsure about their respon-
abilities and worried about retalia-

tion, Stevens said.

Because of the response, the stu-
dent kept quiet until she had gradu-
ated and taken the bar exam this
summer, Stevens said. Now 27 and
working as a public interest lawyer,
the student filed a complaint under
the faculty code of conduct in
October.

Campus officials say separation
fi-om the university is the most seri-

ous sanction available for a faculty
misconduct complaint, so no further
personnel action will be taken. An
investigation into school policy is

continuing.

By Frederic J. Frommer

THE ASSOCIATED PRES

WASHINGTON — In 1946, a lead-

ing magazine editor dubbed
Minnesota's largest city, Minneapolis,
**the capital of anti-Semites." But in

five straight elections for one of the
state's two Senate seats, a Jewish
person has won even though
Minnesota is less than 1 percent
Jewish.

Neighboring Wisconsin, a state
with a Jewish population of 0.5 per-
cent, has elected two of the upcom-
ing Senate's 11 Jewish senators

Political analysts chalk it up to the
two states' tolerant attitude and his-

tory of reform politics.

Only once did a candidate's
Jewishness come up in a campaign -
ironically, in a race between two
Jews, when Democrat Wellstone
challenged two-term GOP incumbent
Boschwitz in 1990.

The weekend before the election,

Boschwitz wrote a letter to Jewish
supporters, saying Wellstone had no
connection to the Jewish community
and had raised his children as non-
Jews.

The letter angered many voters,

and analysts say it may have actually

helped Wellstone win. Wellstone
defeated Boschwitz again in a 1996
rematch, and was in a third iall-

Jewish contest this year with Norm
Coleman before he was killed in a
plane crash last month.

Coleman, a Republican who
defeated former vice president
Walter Mondale, was imavailable for
comment His spokeswoman, Leslie
Kupchella, said the Jewish string is

evidence of the state's open-minded-
ness.

Steve Schier, a political science
professor and a former colleague of
Wellstone's at Carleton College in

Minnesota, said demographics may

history
be a factor.

~ "Minnesota and Wisconsin have a
lot of northern Europeans, who tend
to have higher levels of political tol-

erance than people in other parts of
the countiy and therefore are more
willing to accommodate diversity."

Schier said.

The upcoming Senate's 11 Jews
will tie a record previously set in the
1990s.

Ira Forman, co-editor of the 2001
book, "Jews in American Politics,"

said the tradition ofreform politics in

Minnesota and Wisconsin opened the
door to Jews.

"Historically, the Jewish communi-
ty ... gravitated to more of an issue
politics" such as woman's suffice
and labor laws he said.

But Minnesota was not always
hospitable to Jews, there was a time
when Jews were denied entry into
the AAA and had problems getting
housing.
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United Nations

weapon inspectors

enter Al-S^oud
palace, one of

Saddam Hussein's

presidential

palaces along the

Tigris River, in

Baghdfad Tuesday,

Dec. 3, 2002.

Access to such
sites was an explo-

sive issue in the

previous round of

inspections in the

1990s. U.N.

Security Council

resolution 1441

adopted last month
mandates free,

unannouncea
access to all Iraqi

sites.
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Iraq angered by U.N.'s palace inspections
By Charles J. Hanley

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq— Iraq protested
sharply Wednesday over U.N.
weapons inspectors' surprise intru-

sion into one of Saddam Hussein's
presidential palaces, accusing the
arms experts of being spies and stag-

ing the palace search as a provoca-
tion that could lead to war.

The harshest criticism came from
Iraqi Vice President Taha Yassin
Ramadan

, who charged in language
reminiscent of clashes with inspec-
tors in the 1990s that the new teams
of U.N. monitors are gathering intel-

ligence for Washington and Israel.

"Their work is to spy to serve the
CIA and Mossad," Israel's inteUi-
gence service, Ramadan claimed to
a visiting delegation of Egyptian pro-
fessionals.

Ramadan, known for his fiery

statements, claimed to his all-Arab

audience that the inspectors went to
the palace hoping to provoke the
Iraqis into refusing their entrance,
something he said would be inter-

preted as a "material breach" of the
U.N. resolution that mandated the
inspections, and a cause for war.

The resolution includes "several
land mines," Ramadan said, "and the
aim is that one of them will go off."

Responding to Iraqi protests over
Tuesday's palace visit, a U.N. official

countered that the inspectors are
taking the right approach in navigat-
ing between Iraqi complaints and
U.S. pressure for more "severe"
inspections.

And, said inspections team leader
Demetrius Perricos, "we are getting

results."

Among other things, Perricos
reported that on a five-hour inspec-
tion of a desert installation his

experts secured a dozen Iraqi

artillery shells — previously known
to be there— that were loaded with
a powerful chemical weapon, the
agent for mustard gas. It was the
first report of such armaments
traced and controlled in the week-
old round of new inspections.
The inspections resumed last

week after a four-year suspension,
under a new U.N. Security Council
resolution requiring Iraq to surren-
der any remaining weapons of mass
destruction and shut down any pro-
grams to make them.
A critical deadline approaches

this weekend for the Baghdad gov-
ernment. On Saturday, a day ahead
of the deadline, it is expected to sub-
mit a declaration to the United
Nations on any Iraqi weapons of
mass destruction, as well as on
nuclear, chemical and biological
programs it says are peaceful.

everlif liills Acne okin Care Clinic
17 Yeaps of L>eon oi Lxpepience

920 S. Potepfson BU. #6 (310) 289-1763

hnpy/www.acnesMn.com

Many suffer with unhealthy
looking faces for many

months, many years, due
to the lack of the

knowledge on what to do.

*Actual Patient Testimonial*
I I was tired. Tired of the coundess people who told me the acne would

disappear instandy, tired of die harsh treatments diat iust made my face more oily and
red, tired of all die topical medications dial dried out my skin until it felt Uke
sandpaper.

I came to Beverly Hills Acne Skin Care Chnic only because my parents
rnsiged I try it. Mary at die Acne Chnic seemed to understand my skepticism, and would
confidenUy explain what she was doing and how it was going to clear up my face
However, bodi MJiry and I knew die oidv wav 1 would be con>mficed is to acniallv see
results, and I did. 1 felt and saw die redness leave my face, and die best part is dial it

was only getting better.
' Most people don't understand how hard it is to have bad skin, or how great

it feels to have it cured.

I Jennifer Lee
( UC Berkeley, Sophmore

)

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed!

An indescnbably funny, altogether remarkable movie

from the creators of 'Being John Malkovich!"

Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

SpeedDating
the most popular Jewish singles program

in the world.

Nicolas Cage
Meryl
Chris Cooper

West LA
Nov 24 25-35

Nov 24 Wm 40-55

Men 45-60

Dec 5 25-35

Dec 5 30-40

(Aish Hanukkah Party!!)

Dec 8 21-27

Valley

Nov 10

Nov 10

Nov 24

Dec 8

Dec 15

Dec 29

35-45

30-40

35-45

Wm 40-55

Men 45-60

25-35

30-40

*** "SpeedTasting" ***

Meet a new person and a new wine each time'
Ages 21-27

Coming in January

Directed by Spike Jonze
Screenplay by Charlie Kaufman and Donald Kaufman

Adaptation
PROGRAM:

I

1

CONTACT:

PLACE:

7 minutes per date

seven round robin dates

www.speeddating.com

310.278.8672x401

hip coffee houses aish
angeles
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ECSTASY USERS NEEDED
FOR A

RESEARCH STUDY

Healthy Voulnteers, Ages 1 8-45

You may be compensated up to $1 05
i

Study consists of 3 visits to UCU

FOR INFORMATION CALL

I

1-888-699-7878
I

This study is conducted by Thomas F. Newton, M.D.
and is coverd by a certificate of confidentiality issued

from the State Department and the Department of

I Health and Human Services.
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I Possible Harvard speech code unwiseSermiig the UCLA commmiity
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Ignoring race

would promote

social barriers
T^hnically speaking, affirmative action may

violate whites' right to "equal protection of
the laws." But then again, the courts did

not technically regard Jim Crow laws as viola-

tions of blacks' civil rights, so technicalities

should not dominate the Supreme Court's deci-
sion on whether or not affirmative action is con-
stitutional

The Supreme Court has decided to rule on
two cases from the University of Michigan on
whether affirmative action can be used in the
college admissions process. Three white appli-
cants to the University of Michigan Law
School were denied adraittance, they say,

because of the university's affirmative action
policy. While their claim may be true or not, it

doesn't mean affirmative action should be
done away with completely.
The reality of affirmative action is that

many pe<^le will have to surrender a part of
their share of the education and employment
opportunities available to them. Highly quali-
fied white applicants to colleges and profes-
sional positions will be passed over in favor of
minority applicants, and whites will not be
able to continue dominating high rank and
executive positions in the job market

But wasn't this the point of the civil rights

movement in the first place?
Affirmative action was implemented after

the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as
an executory policy. Just because civil rights
laws were in the books didn't mean they were
actually ^jawning social change. Affirmative
action was needed to help initiate this change
by helping move minorities into universities
and top rank jobs, addressing the obvious
inequality problems inherited from the segre-
gation era

|

California's Proposition 209 banned the use
of affirmative action statewide in 1996. As
such, the University of California cannot use
the policy- in fomiulating admissions deci-
sions. Affirmative action, though, is not just a
state issue. It's a federal issue too, especially
since the federal government grants money to
universities. But according to how the court
decides to swing this time, it can be interpre^
ed either way - or more accurately, whatever
way current conservative politicians in power
want it to be. i

The worst thing the Supreme Court can do
is pass a blanket policy that eliminates affir-

mative action everywhere. Universities should
be allowed to decide for themselves what
admissions policies yield the most diverse,

interactive and educational classes, and still

be able to receive federal support No one
knows how to produce the best university

environment more than the university itself.

If affirmative action is abolished entirely,

the United States will be taking a step back-
ward, likely finding itself in the same static,

racially-stratified condition that typified its

social hierarchy before the civil rights move-
ment for even more years to come.

"Separate but equal" may not be subscribed
to any longer, but to suggest the renmants of
institutional racism that subjugated blacks,
latinos, and other nunorities up until just forty

*

years ago have been eliminated entirely would
be, at best, optimistic naivete. All one has to
do is look at the correlation between neigh-
borhoods of a low socio-economic stratificar

tion and the number of minorities living there
to understand this basic fact

Opponents of affirmative action have
argued it is impossiWe to achieve a racially

blind society by intentionally making our-
selves constantly aware of race in admissions
and employment decisions. Such a stance will

only serve to perpetuate the racial barriers
still inherent in American society, preventing
minorities fix)m achieving success in large
numbers.

The issue will always remain - without a
social equalizer, racial discrepancies and
inequality will be all the more difficult to rem-
edy. Affirmative action provides us with this
equalizer.

j

Ending it in itself would contradict the spir-
it of "equal protection of the laws."

Unsigned editorials represent a m^ority opinion of

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,

letters and artwork represent the opinions of their

authors.

SUBMIT TO VIEWPOINT
Do you have an opinion? We'd like to hear it. Send
us a submission of 600-800 words or a letter of

300 words or less on any topic, including a

response to published material.

MAIL

viewpolnt@media.ucla.edu

The Daily Bruin

TI8 KerckhofT Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Wb reserve the right to edit letters for length and ctenty Vbu niust indude
yar name, maing address and telephone nun*er. Anonymous letters
wi be accepted but not published.

BAN ON 'OFFENSIVE LANGUAGE' RISKS INFRINGING
ON FIRST AMENDMENT. INCREASING STUDENT FEAR

The Constitution guarantees Americans
certain inalienable rights, but nowhere
does it guarantee the right to "not be

offended."

Apparentiy some at

Harvard Law need to

brush up on their con-

stitutional studies. The
Boston Globe reports a
Harvard Law Students

Association, in addition

to some faculty, have
been pressing for a
speech code that would
ban harassing, offensive

language from the

classroom. This is,

according to the Globe,
a "highly unusual step for a law school and
a move that runs counter to a national trend
against interfering vdth campus speech."

Ian Eisner
iesner(|»nedBjjcta.edu

Though language used in a private class-

room is not constitutionally protected

speech, it is baffling that Harvard Law
School, an institution whose alumni have
worked hard to protect and strengthen the
First Amendment, is on the verge of aban-
doning its principles inside its hallowed
halls.

The push for speech codes intensified

last spring as a reaction to a handful of
racially inappropriate incidents - a student's

use of the word "nig" in an online course
notebook, a professor conung to that stu-

dent's defense, and another professor's con-
tention that feminism, Mandsm, and black
studies have "contributed nothing" to tort

law, which is used in cases of a wrongful
act other than a breach of contract for
which damages or an ii\junction may be
awarded.

There is no doubt terms like "nig" are

C^EST LA VIE
By Jennifer Babcock

offensive. But the proper response to offen-
sive speech is speak against it, not censor it.

Indeed, an intellectual argument pointing
out the misguided nature of offensive
speech can go further in stomping out the
roots of insensitivity than can any speech
code. And it can do so without hampering
free speech.

According to UCLA law professor
Eugene Volokh, "speech codes risk deter-
ring even reasoned, polite argument ..

.

when faced with a vague standard such as
'harassing' or 'offensive,' wise students tend
to avoid anything that might get them sus-
pended or expelled."

In addition to imposing a nebulous cloud
of regulation, speech codes present an addi-
tional danger. Volokh contends speech
codes "lead people to see offensive speech
not only as bad manners, but a violation of
their rights . . . and the result is more felt

offense, not less."

It now appears as if the very drafting of
code particulars may cause some racial

groups a great deal of "offense." Clearly,

what is and is not offensive is in the eye of

the beholder Are slurs against whites ever
as offensive as the "N-word"? Is usage of
the term "Indian" instead of "Native
American" offensive? And if so, is it enough
to warrant a ban?

These are the kinds of subjective ques-
tions a board of Harvard administrators will

foolishly attempt to tackle. As Harvard pro-
fessor and speech code-critic Alan
Dershowitz 2^tiy points out, "Result-orients
ed distinctions will not suffice in an area so
dominated by passion and experience ... It

would be wrong for a great university to get
into the business of comparing historic

grievances."

But this is exactiy what Harvard has
done. Despite Dershowitz's warning, it

seems political correctness is on the verge
of trumping common sense in our nation's
most heralded educational institution. We
can only hope this misguided policy stay?
locked in Harvard's ivoiy tower, away from
universities which still value free speech.

Eisner's column runs every Thursday.

jbabcock@media.ucla.edu
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Community key to

helping stop crime

Political campaign unfairly
I

bashes UCLA sororities
FREE SPEECH MUST BE TEMPERED WITH DISCRETION

By Christina Johnson

Freedom - to believe, to
speak, to do - is inarguably
the greatest virtue of
American society.

The fact that we live in a
coimtry where people can
openly support unpopular
views or debate controver-
sial topics is a blessing I

hold dear. Accordingly, I

fully support the free speech
rights of those who table on
Bruin Walk and around cam-
pus for political, social and
religious causes.

I would, however, caution
these folks to wield their

power wisely and conscien-
tiously. Just because you
have a right does not mean
you should abuse that right
in an exploitative and crass
manner, even for a worthy
cause.

As I walked by the Public
Policy building last

Wednesday afternoon, I saw
a table with posters endors-
ing a little-known

Democratic poUtical candi-
date. One poster prominently
displayed in front said, "The
Economy is Going Down
Faster than a UCLA Sorority
Girl." To say that I was
offended is an understate-
ment. I was disturbed by the
content of the message, and
even more so by the fact that
these campaigners would
choose to bUthely denigrate
an entire group of people
(most of whom they Ukely do
not know) for a publicity
ploy. Did they understand
that this type of message
would make at least some

I was disturbed and dis-
*

appointed the campaign-

ers would resort to a trite

stereotype that perpetu-

ates detrimental and out-

dated notions. Such
cheap shock value under-

mines the intellectual

integrity of our campus.

people unnecessarily self-

conscious or uncomfortable
while going about their daily
routine?

I

Upon expressing my dis-

pleasure to the men at the
table (who appeared to be
students), I was told that the
poster had been made by a
woman, a feminist nonethe-
less, who thought "everyone
would find it funny." I am a
Democrat, a woman, a femi-
nist and a former "UCLA
Sorority Girl," and I did not
find it funny at all. I was dis-

turbed and disappointed the
campaigners would resort to

a trite stereotj^e that perpet-
uates detrimental and outdat-
ed notions. Such cheap
shock value not only under-
nunes the intellectual integri-

ty of our campus but is coun-
terproductive to the cause. I

will always have a negative
connotation associated with
that candidate, as will many
other students, I am sure.

I do not take offense easi-

ly, and can toss around crude
jokes with the best of them.
What I resent, however, is

the pigeonholing of an entire

segment of the school popu-
lation without regard to the
truth.

Having spent almost four
years in a UCLA sorority, I

will admit that there were
some people who could be
described as promiscuous. I

can also tell you that I knew
at least as many non-sorority
members who deserved that
label as well. In retrospect,
the women in my sorority
were the most intelligent,

hard-working, motivated
individuals that I have ever
had the pleasure to know.
They constituted a remark-
able presence within UCLA:
a richly diverse yet cohesive
collection of people all work-
ing toward the same goals of
friendship, understanding,
respect and support.

I did not find such an orga-
nization anywhere else with-
in this university, and I am
proud to have been a mem-
ber of such a rarified group.

It is because of my deep
and abiding respect for my
sorority sisters, and for all of
the women in the Greek sys-
tem, that I could not just
walk by the offending poster.
I would entreat the cam-
paigners to also have some
respect - if not for students
and UCLA, then at least for
the candidate. I am certain
he would expect his support-
ers to use discretion, judg-
ment and good taste in exer-
cising their free speech
rights. -

Shiva
Bhaskar

sbhaskar@mecfa.iJci£Ledu

Johnson is a third-year law
student.

I'm
willing to bet a large sum of

money that you heard about the
1997 murder of rap superstar

Notorious B.I.G. on Wilshire Boulevard
in Los Angeles. And of course, you
heard about the murder of Clive

Jackson near Western and Vernon in

South Central.

Wait, who? I thought so. Jackson
and hundreds of
other Angelenos
are the faceless

victims in a war
going on in our
own city.

Jackson was a
talented 14-year-

old basketball

player Those
who knew hin>

remember him
as a caring per-

son with a love

for sports.

Jackson was
gunned down by
a gang member on a block that
could be best described as a run-
down version of Westwood's Gayley
Avenue. But since Jackson had the
misfortune of being bom in South
Central, his life was snuffed out, and
there was no palpable outrage from
the greater commimity of Los
Angeles.

If the community Jackson lived in

and the police force that patrols it

had done their jobs, he might still be
alive today. Jackson is just one of
the 640 people expected to be mur-
dered in Los Angeles by Dec. 31, a 9
percent increase over last year. To
deal with this probleni, LA. mayor
James Hahn recentiy appointed for-

mer New York Police Commissioner
William Bratton as the LAPD chief.

But the solution to this debacle
lies only partiy with the police. The
residents and leaders of these poor
neighborhoods can play a msyor part
in closing the gaping wounds of
these local killing fields. In areas like

South Central, conununities exist in
name only.

Many children grow up without
fathers, and lack any responsible
male role models, which is a large

influence on the occurrence of
crime. The lack of an educated labor
force has driven jobs to more afflu-

ent suburbs, and young males, most-
ly Latino and black, are left with few
positive paths in life. Being bad has
been glorified, and all too often,

criminal behavior is excused and
rationalized.

Still, though, the police do have
certain key obligations. Precinct and
squad commanders must be forced
to devise detailed plans for reducing
crime and be held accoimtable.
Officers should be able to investigate
crimes without fear of msyor discipli-

naiy action for inadvertent mistakes,
as was the case during Bernard

Parks' tenure as chief.

Police detectives must work more
closely with street cops to identify
the most influential gang members
and conduct aggressive sweeps to
round them up and prosecute. Most
of all, police have to be willing to lis-

ten to residents, understand their

concerns, and realize that their

utmost responsibility is to the com-
munity being served

Chief Bratton has vowed to make
this a top priority, and he had suc-
cess with it in New York. Residents
know what gang is on which block,
who is selling the drugs, and where
to look for criminal elements. These
residents must be respected and
treated as partners.

Outside oversight of the police
department is paramount, and police
conunission reforms must be fol-

lowed. The police cannot continue
to argue that others have no right to
tell them how to do their jobs, for
the way officers conduct business
intimately affects an entire commu-
nity.

But this is not to say the police
should be derided for every ques-
tionable action. Opportunistic politi-

cians like Congresswoman Maxine
Waters pounce on virtually any
police mistake, while the infinitely

more costly violence occurring
among residents of the neighbor-
hoods is given a cursory mention at
best

Also, it seems that residents fi^
quentiy cannot decide what they
truly want; we hear demands to stop
the epidemic levels of violence in

South Central, yet police sweeps
that round up known gang members
who happen to be relatives of local

residents are quickly accused of
"racial profiling" or "civil rights violar

tions." The community must accept
the role police play in reducing vio-

lence, and needs to imderstand that
for law enforcement to remove dan-
gerous criminals fix)m the streets,

residents of their neighborhoods will

have to be incarcerated

, Crime devastates a community in
nimierous ways, most notably in that
lives full of potential are needlessly
lost The residents of the fearful, for-

gotten wastelands, and the police
force that patrols these areas, are
the only actors who can alter the
plot of this Shakespearian tragedy of
urban America
We must wage a 'Var on terror-

ism" in our streets, against terror

that slaughters more slowly but just
as surely as the atrocities of Sept 11,

2001. That is the least we can do for

Clive Jackson and all the other
silenced voices that tug at the con-
science of this city.

Bhaskar's column runs every other

Thursday.

Affirmative act:

By Calvin Hennick

UNIVERSITY WIRE

On Monday, the U.S. Supreme Court
agreed to hear a pair of cases against the
University of Michigan. Michigan, a state-

funded institution, thinks it should be
allowed to discriminate on the basis of
race. Funny, I thought this was the 21st
century.

Don't worry, though - Michigan is only
discriminating against white people, and so
instead of "discrimination" or "racism,"
we're supposed to call it "affirmative

action." We're supposed to laud the school
as diverse and open-minded and progres-
sive, and if we don't, we're not liberal-

minded people.

Michigan's race-conscious admissions
policy, President Mary Sue Coleman
explains, is designed to enhance the educa-
tional experience by exposing students to
other-colored students. Unfortunately for

Barbara Grutter and Jennifer Gratz, howev-
er, they will never experience Michigan's
carefully planned cornucopia of ethnicity;
they were both deiued adinission because
they are white.

Gratz was derued admission to the
undergraduate program in 1995, when the
school still used its now-defunct 150-point
scale to judge an applicant's record; minori-
ties were automatically granted an extra 20
points simply for being nonwhite (the
equivalent of bumping a 2.5 GPA up to a
3.5).

Frankly, Fm sick of taking this discrimi-
nation with a smile. I'm sick of pretending
that equality and color-blindness can ever
be brought about by inequality and color-

consciousness. And I'm sick of people
thinking that it's racist to disagree with this

racism, even if we "honkeys" and "crack-
ers" are the only victims.

In particular, academia's obsession with
ethnicity in recent years has no doubt cost

me and others like me thousands of dollars
in scholarship money. I assure you, this is

money we could very well use; contrary to
popular belief, not all white Ainerican
males are rich.

Critics will say that I've already been
given advantages in life, that being white
inherentiy comes with myriad privileges
and opportunities that simply aren't avail-

able to minorities. Never mind that as a
kid, I lived in low-income housing and had
to pay for my school lunches with state-

provided blue tokens instead of real

money.
Never mind that my family lived on food

stamps and, for a brief period of time when
my mother couldn't find a job, welfare.
Never mind that I grew up without a father.

Just look at the color of my skin, and you'll

know exactiy what opportunities I've had
in life, right?

Hey, I've got nothing to complain about
- I've had a great life, and probably many

have experienced circumstances worse
thanm ever know; for that, Tm thankftil.

But take a minority kid from the suburbs
whose parents are both doctors: Has he
really had it worse than me, just because
his skin is a littie darker than mine? Should
he get into Michigan's law school ahead of
me, simply because he's suffered such "dis-

advantages?"

I'm willing to compromise here - Tm not
asking for a National Association for the
Advancement of White People (after all,

we've already got the Republican Party for
that). I won't even demand a United Whitey
College Fund. But I do ask that when it

comes to employment and education
opportunities applicants be evaluated
based solely on merit and qualifications,

without regard to sex or ethnicity - any-
thing else is racism.

Proponents of affirmative action main-

HENNICK
I
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Pauley pepper spray

policy perilous
Pauley Pavilion needs to change

their poUcy on pepper spray. The
other night when I went to the
UCLA V. San Diego basketball
game, I was very upset to learn that
the pepper spray I carried for pro-
tection on canipus would not be
allowed in and would be thrown
away. I understand why it shouldn't
be allowed into Pauley, but as a
female student walking to the bas-
ketball game in the evening and
then back to my apartment much
later the same evening, there is no
reason why I shouldn't be given my
pepper spray back after the game.
Having my pepper spray taken
away and thrown out for no valid
reason puts me in danger. For the
Pauley security staff to not under-
stand that is ridiculous.

Something needs to change.

i VI Huynh
Fourth-year, sociology

GOP views safe in

the Homeland
As big a fan of Joel Schwartz as I

am, I must take issue with his con-
clusion about the RepubUcan Party
("Repubhcans abandon traditional
views," Dec. 2). The creation of the
Department of Homeland Security
does not signify abandonment of
the OOP's traditional small-govern-
ment values.

The Department of Homeland
Security will condense about 100
agencies into a cabinet department

that the president will be able to
have more control over. Such a
reorganization will effectively

downsize the security policy
bureaucracy, not expand it.

The fact remains that the
Republicans are the only people in

the country still in favor of return-
ing the country to the people with
lower taxes, higher standards of hv-
ing, freedom in education (vouch-
ers), and a more conservative,
tough-on-crime judiciary to serve
the purpose that this country was
created for - freedom, prosperity
and equality.

J. Daniel Williams

Second-year, chemical engineering

Local news coverage

much improved
Congratulations to the Daily

Bruin for its strong coverage of
campus and local news this year.
Your new emphasis on original

reporting by staff members is catch-
ing the eyes of off-campus media as
well as the UCLA audience.
Apparently the Los Angeles Times,
which trimmed its local focus when
its "Metro" section became
"California," noticed your piece
about how the Westwood Village

business improvement district's

recent audit determined that most
of its funds are missing.

Of course, iohould be nice if the
Times article (Dec. 1) cited the
Bruin for breaking the story - but at
least you know their editors have
made your paper required reading.

Russell Johnson

Biomedical library

HENNIGK
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Skin-deep diversity not of ultimate importance

from page 17

tain that racism is the only way to ensure a
diverse student body. But if we're truly striving
for a color-blind culture, how much does this

skin-deep diversity really matter? One of my
best friends is as white as the day is long - but
he's also an Israel-bom Jew who gives me a
first-hand perspective on the Middle East that I

could never get from the news media Another
hght-skinned friend is the Muslim son of a
Palestinian. Yet another white fiiend is the first

openly gay fiiend I've ever had. These people,
with their variety of perspectives, are con-
tributing to my education even though they

aren't black.

I've met a number of people who have faced
adversity because of their ethnicity, and their
culture does add to my education. However;
I've also met people on minority scholarships
who, after several weeks of acquaintance, I

genuinely thought were white. They had more
money than me, their skin was the same tone
as mine, and they spoke the same language
(and only that language) as me. Because one of
their parents happened to be Latino, however,
they cashed in. Where's the justification?

Of course, the initial goal of affirmative
action was equality of the races, and we still

need to do everything in our power to make

that a reality. Some appear U) think that racism
is the only answer.

"This issue is nothing less than whether the
doors of opportunity remain open for students
of color," said Ted Shaw, the assistant counsel
oftheNAACP

Not necessarily There are, after aU, many
students of color who have been left behind in
the inner cities because of a lack of resources.
Their actual lack of opportunities should be
taken into account, and colleges should let
them in based on their potential and the obsta-
cles they've overcome. This will breed a cul-
ture of real diversity and opportunity, rather
than racism.

Political parties prostitute their platforms
By Matt Lynch

UNIVERSITY WIRE

Since the dawn of civilization, three profes-
sions have stuck around: farmers, artisans and
prostitutes. The job of poUticians is usually a
subset of the last category.

Democratic and Republican party leaders in

the modem United States have proven them-
selves both the pimps and hookers of ideology,

selling their candidates as they sell their own
party platforms.

I find it hard to believe anyone in this coun-
try with consistent, strong ideological beliefs

could call themselves a full Democrat or
Republican - there are just too many anom-
alies in their party stances, too many examples
of selling political philosophy to the highest
bidder Here are a few:

Abortion
|

"Compassionate conservatives" may claim
to care about the welfare of children stricken
by poverty or the state of the public schools
they attend. But their legislative priorities cer-

tainly don't reflect that, which makes the anti-

abortion stance puzzling. As George Carlin

^WAWdVUV

once said, "(Conservatives) will do anything
for the unborn - but once you're bom, you're
on your own."

Democrats, meanwhile, find the abortion
issue at the junction between two different
soUcitors: feminists and the young. But the
feminists have money and political pull so
they get the pimp's attention.

Big government
Republicans champion themselves as ene-

mies of "big government," adversaries of
bureaucracy and huge taxes. Yet this opposi-
tion to government is selective at best.

Republicans don't like government sticking
its nose in business, gun ownership or the
environment, but they're perfectly comfy with
bringing it to your front door in the form of
morals legislation such as severe dmg laws,
pornography statutes and dissident witch
hunts like the Patriot Act. The pimp is an
equal-opportunity provider

At the same time. Democratic pohcy looks
for big government solutions as it simultane-
ously tells us not to tmst the privileged. But
the same Democrats who so distrust the privi-

leged offer government (the most privileged

institution of all) as the solution; the pimps are
their own sohcitors.

Civil Liberties

RepubUcans say they have the spirit of Old
America, but their commitment to its spirit is

shaky. Gun owners slip them cash and publici-
ty, so they fight for the right to bear arms. Free
speech for the politically incorrect is resis-

tance to brainwashing; free speech for state-

ments that are un-American or inunoral is dan-
gerous.

Democrats call themselves the defenders of
civil liberties, but they also tend to be rather
picky regarding which elements of the Bill of
Rights they choose to defend. Privacy advo-
cates, minorities and defense lawyers flock to
their side, so they fight for proper search-and-
seizure laws, equal treatment under the law
and due process. They take bold stands for the
free speech of the artists and protesters who
are regular customers; the free speech of the
politically incorrect is deemed "bad for busi-
ness" and fought with censorship.

A little consistency in overarching theories
of govemment is not too much for Americans
to ask of their political parties.
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^student Discou • with ID only

• Dine In only

•3-6pm

BRUIN CARD accepted
Italian Pastas • Asian Noodles • Roasted Chicken • Quick Wraps • Salads

Our entire menu is UNDER $8

^i^mMV Dine-In • Take Out
1 147 Westwood Blvd.

208-9200

LOLLICUP

Lollicup serves a

variety of hot tea

drinks to keep

you warm and

revived while

studying late

into the night!
.< • > 1 « .

Grab a hot te|^1iik
from Lollicu^od^
Lollicup Locations Clitfc* our websHe for the address A phone numbers!
Alhambra
Arcadia

Artasia

Chinatown Los Angeles
Diamond Bar

Downey

Irvine

Korea Town - Los Angeles
Monterey Park

Northridge

Panorama City

Pasadena

Riverside

Rosemead
Rowland Heights

SanGat>rlel

Temple City

Torrance

Walnut

West Covins

Westminster

Westwood - Los Angeles
West Los Angeles - SawteHe
Whittler

W¥n¥Jolli€up.i0m 1'800-857' 1988
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Thepath you choose today
can leadto tomorrow's success.

State Compensation Insurance Fund

Friday, December 5 & 6:

HIDDEN FORTRESS (1958)
Daily: 5:15, 8:30

Saturday & Sunday, December 7 & 8

RASHOMON(1950)
Daily: 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

Tuesday, December 10:

HIGH AND LOW (1963)

5:15, 8:30

l»l.'lti.'.M:rW

fSIUART
1 1272 SanU Montca Btvd • (310) 47»-6379

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!
For more details visit www.LanclmarkTheatres.com

If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post-graduation job
market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.

State Fund, the leading workers' connpensation insurance carrier in California, is

interested in graduates seeking opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of
positions throughout California, plus an environment that will foster your
continued growth.

|

At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to expand your
horizons, and many advancement possibilities.

Learn how you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by contacting Human
Resources at 41 5-565-1 722.Then launch your career with State Fund and rise to

new heights.

State Furtd I5 an equal opoorttmfty emdoyec.

Career opportunities

may be available in:

• Marketing

•Communications
• Underwriting

•Claims
• Loss Control
• Business Services

• Customer Service

•Legal
• Information Technology
• Finance and Accounting
•Human Resources

•Administration

COMPBNSATIONINSURANCE
FUND

Get More. Worry Less!"

Accomodation also available for

Hawaii, Spain/lbiza and Florida!

'Rates including roundtrip airfare from LAX,
6 nights accommodation and ground transfers
Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.
Restrictions apply. cst«2038366-4o

::iRAVELOUIS
See the world your way

901 Westwood Blvd.
(Conm of Westwood Blvd and U Cont«.)

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-824-2500

800-592-CUTS (2887)
losangelesetravelcuts.com

www.travelcuts.com
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SCREENSCENES

Nkw Line Cinkma

**The Lord of the Rings: The
TWo Tbwers"

Starring El^ah Wood, Ian
McKeUan

Directed by Peter Jackson

^^^^^^y ^^^^^^^y ^^K^^^^B I^^

As the second installment of
the famed Tolkien trilogy, The
Lord of the Rings: The Two
Towers" focuses on the now-shat-
tered fellowship of warriors cho-
sen to return the One Ring to
Mount Doom in order to destroy
it

The most impressive aspect of
this film, which surpasses its pre-
decessor, is the amount of believ-
able computer-generated effects
in use. The Two Towers" features
an entirely digital, albeit very real-

istic GoUum (voice by Andy
Serlds) accompanying Elijah
Wood's FYodo Baggins and Sean
Astin's Samwise Gamgee on their
journey.

Women wiU once again swoon
over macho Viggo Mortensen's
Aragom and too-cute Orlando
Bloom's Legolas as they impale
countless Ores while defending
Helm's Deep in a battle sequence
that rivals **Star Wars: Attack of
the Clones" in technical splendor
Much like the second book's

opening, director Peter Jackson
does not spend too mtich time re-

acquainting audiences with char-
acters and the prequel's plot,

deciding rather to dive into new
material. There are a couple flash-

back sequences, but for some, a
reviewing of 2001's The Lord of
the Rings: The FeUowsh^) of the
Ring" might be necessary.

Still, Jackson does a fantastic

job of capturing what many have
said to be an un-filmable series,

and this installment will no doubt
give audiences their Middle Earth
fix until the release of next year's

final installment, The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of the King."

-Christopher Cobb

Columbia Pictures

''Adaptation"
Starring Nicolas Cage,

Meryl Streep
Directed by Spike Jonze

^^7 ^^7 ^^p ^^ ^

Every so often, there comes a
film that shatters conventions,
picks up the pieces, and creates a
new, exciting filmic e3q)erience.

"Adaptation" is one of them.
While writing standards for
movies are loosening to a fiight-

ening degree, Charlie Kaufman
has reinvented the screenplay to
an astounding extent

After all, he is the twisted mind
behind "Being John Malkovich,"
the 1999 hit that made heads hurt
the world over Here, Kaufinan
has taken his delightful dementia
to the next step by featuring the
most enigmatic character imagin-
able - himself. The on-screen
Charlie Kaufinan (Cage) attempts
to adapt Susan Orlean's The
Orchid Thief," a novel about John
Laroche, a Floridian flower fiend.

Kaufinan's struggle to make an
original "movie about flowers"
drives the story fi^om neurotic
amusement to tongue-in-cheek
predictability.

Cage does an incredible job as
both Charlie and his brother
Donald, model idealistic creativi-

ty and naive amateurism, respec-
tively. Chris Cooper makes a big
^lash as Laroche, Jed Clampett's
long-lost Darwinist cousin. Meryl
Streep is divine as author Orlean,
with a hotel room scene too good
to^x)iL

These stellar performances all

play second fiddle to Kaufman's
incredible screenplay, which
functions on as many levels under
the hood as it does behind the
wheel There are great character
studies, quotable quotes, a wild
combination of narrative struc-

tures, and a whole lot more.
Most of all, it challenges the

viewer to comprehend the real

struggle behind the movie itself,

and the payoff is huge.
"Adaptation" bre2iks the mold,
and must be seen to be believed.

It is, without a doubt, one of the
best films of the year.

-Paid Mendoza

^ Ratings^
1 - Sucks 3 - Good
2 - Eh... could 4 - Great

be better 5 - Classic

'SECURE THE CROWN!' COMPLETES UNDERGRADUATE'S
OFFBEAT SERIES ABOUT PRINCE, EVIL BILLIONAIRE

By Nick Rabinowitsh

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
nrablnowJtsh@medla.ucla.edu

Somewhere behind a dildo-obsessed
vixen, a pair of secret agents, a hairy
pedophile, a 117-year-old evil billionaire,
and a narrator who'd rather be hitting the
reefer, lies the crown to the kingdom of
Athenius.

This weekend will herald the third and
final installment of the "Secure the
Crown!" trilogy, a play written, directed,
and co-produced by fifth-year theater stu-
dent Michael Day.

"Basically, it's complete insane come-
dy," Day said. "It's 'Robin Hood: Men In
lights' meets crack."

Playing three nights only on Dec. 6-8,

the play will bring to a close the trilogy
that Day began two years ago. Since then,
the shows have generated a kind of cult
following, according to Day.
He and Nasim Pedrad, the other co-pro-

ducer (and archfiend of the show), said
the show is for those with an offbeat (and
possibly sick) sense of humor

"If you hke The Simpsons,' you'll love
Secure the Crowiv!,-'i Pedrad said.

The basic premise of the trilogy
revolves around a prince, named
i^artagnione, trying to maintain his reign
over Athenius. In this episode, an evil 117-

year-old billionaire has kidnaped a chain
gang's worth of children and is concocting
evil plans to steal Dartagnione's crown.

Although this weekend's show is the
third in the series. Day and Pedrad reas-
sure that it isn't essential to have seen the
first two to get the third installment.

"It is basically just a bunch of funny
skits tied together with a great storyline,"

Pedrad said.

UCLA professor Gary Gardner admires
the show not only as good for a laugh but
as good theater.

"It's the kind of talent they don't recog-
nize in academia," he said. "It's funny, it's

current, and it's beautifully played."
"Secure the Crown!" is intended to conr

trast sharply with traditional UCLA the-
ater Rather than an elaborate, prop-based
play with a full set and a costume budget,
"Secure the Crown!" is what Day calls
"guerrilla theater;" a play with no set, a
minimum amount of props, costumes
from actors' closets, and a relentless pur-
suit of randomness.

"A lot ctf the productions at UCLA are
really avant-garde, pretentious-type the-
ater, and they have little entertainment
value," Pedrad said. "But whatever hap-
pened to theater that just entertains and
makes people laugh?"
The "Secure the Crown!" trilogy gives a

rare glimpse into the world of original

Photo Illustration by TYSON EVANS/DauY Bruw
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Michael Day takes hold of his performariGe In

his student play "Secure the Crown!" with co-
producer Nasim Pedrad.

undergraduate theater Graduate students
write most of the student productions put
on at UCLA, so it is often'very difficult fe>r
a play written by an undergraduate to find
a stage.

"The only way a playwright learns is by
seeing his work onstage," Gardner said.

"We can teach playwriting until we're blue
in the face, but the writer has to see how
his work emerges on the stage. The only
critic, or even teacher, that matters is the
audience."

Based on his experience with the
series. Day already knows that creating
this type of coinedy is what he wants to do
with his life. Hi is currently in a writing
lab at the Grounding Theater

"If he gets to be a Uttle more vulgar,!
hell be the new Adam Sandler," Gardner!
said. "The ability to earn laughs, not just
to make fun, is a rare talent and Mike has
it. He wisely put together a group of peo-
ple who share his same insanity."

Although Theater Underground has
helped with pubhcity and funding for the
show. Day and Pedrad put it all together,
from organizing the 25-person cast to
doing publicity.

The soundtrack was dlf&cult to put
together and time correctly, btit is an inte-
gral part of the show's comedy that they
wanted to get right. The play uses some
40-odd sotmd cues as punchlines, saoging
from the theme of "The Rock** Im the
baggy pants-flapping hit "You Cant%uch
Jhis."

**If you can weave MC Hamnwr vs^ al
play, the public deserves to see it," saeld

Day. I ,

%{%•' rttn i rtf
'r

^'Secure the Crown! 3" will be performed
Dec. 6S at 8 p.m. in Northwest Campus
Auditorium (Sproul Turnaround).
Admission is free.

I
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Musical tastes clash in dorms
By David Chang

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
dchang@media.ucla.edu

The hills may be ahve with the
sound of music, but the halls are
bumping with a nux-tape of artists

ranging from Sublime, Missy EUiott to
Del Tha Funkee Homosapien.
As students stroll down the corri-

dors of any given UCLA residence
hall, a diverse blend of music invades
their ears, but the blend isn't always
smooth.

For Hedrick inhabitant and unde-
clared first-year student Charlie
Brandick, who doubles as the resident
electric guitar player, the exposure to
new and different kinds of music is

met with open ears.

"I think the diversity of people and
music is really cool," Brandick said.

"Since I'm kind of the resident musi-
cian around here, a lot of people come
in and introduce me to new songs,
wanting me to play them on my gui-

tar."

However, for every positive aspect,
there is an equal and opposite nega-
tive side effect. Unlike Brandick,
many dorm residents cringe the very
moment their roommates or neigh-
bors press play on their stereos.

By holding up the universal hand
sign for rock 'n' roll as he gets up from
his chair in his dorm room, Rieber res-
ident and first-year undeclared stu-
dent Aaron Torchio declares his alle-

giance to all things rock. Torchio
understands that everyone has differ-

ent tastes in music, but he is wary of
the influence they may have on him.
"My roommate listens to a lot of

country," Torchio said. "So now I've

learned the words to like four country
songs."

I

A first-year math and economics
student, fellow Rieberite Shan
Fernando sees bad tinung as a msyor
source of aggravation, especially dur-
ing tenth week's extended quiet
hours.

"What is really annoying is when
my roommate's alarm clock goes off
in the morning and Spanish music
starts blaring," Fernando said.

Dykstra dweller and second-year
computer science student Amy Kao
beUeves the most obnoxious aspect of
suffering through her neighbors'
music is the ear-spUtting volume.

"I have neighbors that blast their

heavy metal really loudly," Kao said.

"Sometimes I can even hear them
sing. The singing can get pretty
painful, and there hasn't been any

improvement. Every time they start
blasting, it's Uke 'here we go again.'
I've gotten used to it, but my room-
mate has a big reaction to it."

Second-year communication stud-
ies student Sarah Michaels hves in the
part of De Neve Plaza that faces
Dykstra. According to Michaels, she
can hear music all the way from the
neighboring building.

Repetition is also a cause for
headaches. Whether the weapon of
choice is FM orAM radio, CD, or MP3,
some feel that students use electronic
devices to shove their musical prefer-
ences down fellow residents' throats.

"This person from Dykstra plays
the same songs over and over again,"
Michaels said. "It's so irritating -
especially if the songs suck. Every
damn hour, it's always that pill song
by Pink or the Ludacris song."
As a proponent of the subwoofer,

undeclared second-year student
Stephen Park occasionally engages in
stereo speaker battles with his neigh-
bors. The Rieber resident also pays
great attention to what music genre
his neighbors and roommates play. He
has become a music critic since enter-
ing the dorms.

"I don't really Uke trance," Park
said. "Trance is for drug users."

Photo lujJsrrRAnoN by JAY MICHAEL TAYLOR/DAiLy Bruin

First-year chemistry student Nick Hertz (left) and first-year history student
Pouya Bavafa manage to reconcile their different musical preferences.

UCLA ensembles to add spark to Christmas'carol canon
< By Jessica Rodgers

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
jrodgers@media.ucla.edu

Don't be surprised to hear carols about
inviting a goblin home for Christmas, or a
song about er\joying the holidays in a tropical
climate replacing the usual white Christmas
fantasies this Saturday.

Strongly influenced by Grimm's Fairy tales,
the collection of eight songs in composer
Roger Bourland's and lyricist William
MacDuffs "The Crocodile's Christmas BaU
and Other Odd Tales," are not the typical
Christmas carols. The UCLA Chorale and
Wind Ensemble will premiere the works
Saturday night in its holiday concert under
the direction of Donald Neuen. The concert
will also showcase the University Chorus and
the Angeles Chorale.

"We just wanted to write a different, new

point of view of Christmas," Bourland said.

"My dad is a minister and I grew up singing all

the (traditional) Christmas hynms ... so I

decided to write some of my own."
The title song, "The Crocodile's Christmas

Tale" is the story of a crocodile who invites all

of his friends in the African jungle to come to
a Christmas Ball. The song describes the ani-

mals making the joiuney across Africa to
attend the dance, and the misfortune that
occurs to them as the crocodile begins to eat
his guests. The song is meant to be in the tra-

dition of Grinmi's fairy tales where things
often become strange and animals are eaten.

Similarly, most of the songs are about non-
traditional Christmas characters such as cats.

Southerners colonizing Mars, and Halloween
ghouls. The eighth song, titled "A Fly on the
Wall in a Stable in Bethlehem," looks at Jesus'
birth from the viewpoint of a fly. The fly, who
in its thirty days on Earth has never seen any-

thing as miraculous as birth and has no
understanding of who Mary, Joseph and Jesus
are, perceives the miracle of Christmas at
face value - a human being bom.

"It's funny There's humor It's friendly
music - it's not wild and dissonant," Bourland
said, "It's meant for the family, not highly edu-
cated musicians."

The composition is not reUgious, which is a
sharp contrast to Bourland and MacDuff's
first m9jor composition, "Rosarium," which
premiered in Royce Hall in 1999.
A Calypso Christmas song among other

surprises adds variety to the traditional
Christmas carols that will be sung in
Saturday's concert.

"My favorite song is 'Mary had a Baby'
because it has a dark sound. It's a Negro spir-
itual so it has a color to it unlike the other
songs," said Michelle Jackson, a third-year
study of religion student and University

Chorus member "I also think that (the con-
ductors) are doing a good job of getting the
best out of us, especially for the Negro spiri-

tual. Each song has a different style to it and
they can get that sound out of us."

Among the more original and non-tradition-

al material, however, students have a chance
to give the traditional carols an added dimen-
sion, with a little help from the audience.

"*0h. Holy Night' is one of my favorite

songs," said Nathan Waxer, a third-year stu-

dent and University Chorus member "There
are three hundred plus people singing it and
you can feel the shivers down your spine. It's

really magical."

''The Crocodile's Christmas Ball and Other-
Tales'' will be held Saturday 8:00 p.m. at
Royce Hall. Tickets are $10 general admis-
sion, $7for students and seniors.
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Symposium to exhibit cultural blends in supernatural 'Dybbuk'
ISRAELI PRODUCTION TELLS MYTH OF DOOMED LOVERS
INSPIRED BY YIDDISH TALE, JAPANESE NOH THEATER

By Kelsey McConnell

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
kmcconnell@)media. ucla.edu

Forbidden love and exorcism help marry
Yiddish and Japanese traditions in a unique the-
atrical experiment that fuses two distinct cultures
into one tale.

As part of the UCLA Symposium on Israeli

Theater, actors will demonstrate sequences from
"The Dybbuk," a Yiddish tale that uses Noh acting
technique (traditional Japanese style of theater),
staging and props. The demonstrations, as well as
a screening of a film of the June 2002 perfor-
mance in Israel, will take place on Dec. 8 in the
Macgowan Little Theater.

The Dybbuk,** a story of star-crossed lovers, is

directed by Tel Aviv University professor Zvika
Serper, with music composed by Ofer Ben-Amots,
wirmer of Japan's Kobe Award, and is co-adapted
by UCLA theater professor Carol Fisher
Sorgenfrei.

|

i

"Dybbuk** is a Yiddish word for a wandering
spirit who comes back to the living world because
they'd left something unfinished. In the story, the
male lover dies of grief when his paramour is

arranged to be married to another, but then
comes back as a spirit to overtake his lover's
body.

According to Sorgenfrei, Japanese Noh theater,
which is based on myth and legend, also incorpo-
rates ghosts that return to earth after death, and
was one of the main parallels she saw between
the two traditions. By coupling the two, it allowed
for an examination of culture and tradition.

"We wanted to find a way of producing the play
which explored its cross-cultural significance,"
said Sorgenfrei.

Japanese art was also an inspiration to

Sorgenfrei's vision in presenting the Jewish play
"Minimalism is very important in Noh theater,

in the way of sets and Ughts," Sorgenfrei said!
The focus is on the actor and the beauty of the
language and music. The fabric of the costumes
and the movement of the actor's body create
sculptural patterns that evoke strong, emotional
responses."

While the idea for this type of fusion may seem
unusual at first, "The Dybbuk" played to rave
reviews in Israel last June. As a result, people
began to seek out Sorgenfi-ei to tell her about
their experience with the play.

"I had people come up to me and say it was one
of the most important contemporary theatrical
productions in Israel," Sorgenfrei said.

With the success of the play fresh on every-
one's minds, Sorgenfrei began looking for another
location for the production. She was contacted by
the Jewish Center for Culture and Creativity as
well as the Tel Aviv-LA Partnership, which were
both interested in producing examples of Jewish
creative endeavors and led to the UCLA
Symposium on IsraeU Theater.

Los Angeles County Museum of Art will also
hold a screening of "The Dybbuk" with its

Symposium on Japanese Tradition and Fusion:
The Arts of Noh and Kyogen Theater.

People will have a chance to see these two
dynamic cultures through art, and in timi, it's

hoped they will have a better understanding of art
through these cultures.

"It is sort of magic the way things come togeth-
er," Sorgenfi-ei said.

The symposium will begin at 12 p.m., with the
screening beginning at 7 p.m. in the Macgowan
Little Theater on Dec. 8. Admission is free. Call

(310) 206-6853for more info. A * r xu I I- -J X- j> -
Photo Courtesy of Teri Bond Michael

Actors for the Israeli production, perform a scene from "The Dybbuk," a Yiddish play using styles of Japanese Noh Theater.

anese animations testify
By Howard Ho

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
hho@media.ucla.edu

Though different in style, the Japanese
and American cultures share an affinity
that runs deeper than baseball and
Pokemon. And though cartoons are rarely
taken seriously in America, the merits of
anime are starting to change perceptions
as they make their way west.

University of Texas professor Susan
Napier demonstrated the potency of
Japanese animation Monday night in the
UCLA EDA Space of the Kinross Building.
Sponsored by the department of design
and media art, Napier's lecture touched on
nostalgia and liminality, or being in a cwi-
tinual state of transition, in the tw'cT
Japanese animation films "Spirited Away"
and "Serial Experiments Lain."

While the topic may initially seem to be
too deep an analysis of what most consid-
er to be popular culture, Napier assured
the audience that in "Spirited Away" in
particular, you can't read too much into it.

Recently released in America by Disney,
the Hayao Miyazaki film features the pro-
totypical Japanese "shojou," or coming-of-
age girl, trying to navigate a strange, fan-
tastic world a la "Alice in Wonderland."

Walt Disney Studios

Labeled "stunning" and "sublime," Hayao Miyazaki's film "Spirited Away" won the Japanese
government s grand prize in animation.

Napier connects it to issues of identity,
nostalgia for traditional Japan, and the fan-
tasy of being in a transitional world.

"Miyazaki says he just let his subcon-
scious flow on this film," Napier said.

In contrast with the colorful, lavish ani-
mation of "Spirited," "Lain" provides a
much darker view of a shojou.

"'Lain' is also asking questions about
God, identity, and again (it) problematizes

the family," Napier said.

With its depictions of dysfunctional fam-
ily life, numbing technology, and ominous
conspiracies and secrets, "Lain" provides a
stark contrast to bright and shiny
American animation. Perhaps precisely
because of this polarization of the arche-
typal Disney film, American audiences are
warming to anime.

"In Japan, there is no border between
being an artist and working for a game
company or anime production because
animation and games are respected fields,"

said visiting professor Machiko Kusahara,
referring to anime .and another Jgpane^e
import, video games such as "Final
Fantasy."

Kusahara organized the lecture with
associate professor Erkki Huhtamo as part
of a series of lectures called "Media
Bunka," which invited mainly Japanese
artists to speak about their cutting-edge
work. Kusahara introduced Napier as a
current authority on anime.

Yet, according to Napier, she didn't real-

ly get interested in anime until her stu-
dents pointed her toward 1988's "Akira."
As the child of an art historian, Napier was
introduced to Japanese fine art at a young
age, such as woodblock prints, tapestries
and scrolls. An expert on Japanese culture

and literature from Harvard, Nsqpier brings
her critical lens to anime, which she says
is ripe with culture.

"I consider anime, some of it at least,
genuinely high culture," Napier said. "This
is really thought-provoking sophisticated
work."

"I teach anime, but I always say this is

not an easy A," Napier added. "We're going
to talk about the relation between technol-
ogy and the body, technology and the spir-
itual, questions of gender identity, pornog-
raphy, violence against women, and the
whole question of violence in the media."

In Japan, the government actually sup-
ports anime with awards for the ai&iual
achievements. It's no mistake that Napier
chose to talk about "Spirited" and "Lain,"
both of which were past award-wiimers.
With the lack of comparable support of
animation in the United States, Napier's
efforts are considered by some as even
more necessary to keep vital discussion
about the subject alive.

"I really appreciate Napier's approach to
deal with anime from her background ana-
lyzing literature and film, making relation-
ships with other studies so that people
here imderstand that animation can be
dealt with seriously as a field of research,"
Kusahara said.
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Performance of 'Woyzeck' a vibrant
1

I

visual surreal feast for its audience

ARTS^ENTERTAINIIENT

By Tom McEnaney
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
tmcenaney@media.ucla.edu

Murder, insanity, sex and a robot-
ic monkey had the crowd standing
in applause last night at the pre-
miere of "Woyzeck," which will run
through Dec. 15 at the Freud
Playhouse.

Nowhere this side of the mad-
house or a gonzo acid trip have you
seen chaos organized with such
stunning color, murder enacted so
tenderly, nervous breakdowns
played out with potent, demented
logic. To put it simply, it rocked.

Although the original text on
which "Woyzeck" is based lends the
story of a soldier who goes insane
and murders his girlfriend, Robert
Wilson's version is very much an
original piece. In fact, Wilson's
transformation of the play into a
surreal, camivalesque musical cre-
ates a largely new text from the
lyrics and musical personality of
Tom Waits.

Those already familiar with
Waits' music will inunediately rec-
ognize the original mark of the
artist's vision. To watch Wilson's
**Woyzeck," is Uke seeing the musi-
cal eccentricities of such albums as
"Swordfishtrombones," "Rain

Dogs," and the Grammy-winning
"Mule Variations" stumble into elec-

trifying art on-stage.

For newcomers to Waits, it is

best to imagine a late-night jam ses-

sion during Mardi Gras and the
drunken, fumbling exhaustion of
extremely-skilled musicians.

This is not to say that the music
fails. The fragmented style is inten-

tional and carefully orchestrated
into arrestingly brilliant music.
The carnival atmosphere of

Waits' music is present in the play's

opening scene, in which an
announcer, dressed in neon green
with his face slathered in clown-
like makeup, stands on stilts

singing the play's theme song,
"Misery's the river of the world,
everybody row!"

Waits' odd-ball sense of humor
shows up as well. Bawdy limericks
with punch lines Uke, "the plural of
spouse is spice," and characters
like the Drum Major, a stereotypi-

cally devilish American southerner,
who says, "I wish the whole world
was schnapps," exemplify this.

Along with Waits' humor and
eccentricity is a jagged tenderness
expressed through violin-backed
love ballads, which emerge in the
midst of the play's crumbling sanity.

Waits' appreciation for the trials

of hard-luck anti-heroes and his
mad vision fit easily into the world
Wilson has created from Buchner's
text. The synergy of the two artists,

is shown in a scene in which
Woyzeck, dressed like a Picasso
harlequin sent to the madhouse,
runs desperately in place against
the neurotic chorus, "God's away
on business." Wilson's staging and
Waits' music grippingly convey the
protagonist's mental angst and the
hopelessness of his universe.
The play's lighting is effective in

capturing the character's emotions.
The spectrum of colors that shifts

behind the actors, and occasionally
upon the actors themselves, ranges
from lustful red to eerie, toxic
green.

Wilson is able to paint with the
lights, and in doing so fuses music,
literature, and painting into the sin-

gle realm of theater.

Perhaps the best example of this

occurs when Woyzeck and his

unfaithful wife Marie sing a love
ballad together. It ends in a tender
embrace, while the hghts paint a
golden sunset, and Marie's prere-

corded voice angrily repeats her
disdain of Woyzeck's touch. Here
the arts collide, Marie's thoughts
reveal the scene's artificiality, and
the audience is torn with emotion.
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Westwood
MANN LAEMMLE

VILAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUM
948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL
10925 Undbfook
208-4366

FESTIVAL

10887 Undbrook
208-4575

PLAZA
1067Gl6ndon
208-3097

Harry Potter and ttie Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - DoJby DigrtaJ

Mon-Thu 1 1 :00 3:00 7«) 10:45

Femme Fatale (R)

THX - Dolby Dignal

Mon-TTw 1:45 4.30 7:05 9:45

Adam Sandler's Eight Crazy Nights (PG-13)

THX-OofcyDlgU
Mon-Thu 12:00 2:45 5:30 7:45 10:20

Solans (2002) (PG-13)
' THX - Do«»y Digrtal

Mon 11:30 2:1 4 45 7:30 10: 15

H»ry POUk and tfie Chamber of Secrets (PG)

Tue 11 00 3:00 70010:45

Far From Heaven (PG-13)

Wed-Thu 12:00 235 515 7 55 10:35

My Big Fat Greek MMdbig (PG)

{

Dolby Dtgital
' Mon-Thu 2:45 7 30

Punch Drunk Love (R)

Mon-Thu 12:15 5:10 9:50

Extreme Ops
THX - Dolby SR - Stereo

Mon-Thu 1
1 30 2:00 4:45 7:35 10 10

LAEMMLE
West Hollywood

Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

Real Wtomen Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 315 530 7 45 10:00

The Quiet American (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 20 7:00 9:40

Rabbit Proof Fence (PG)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

LANDMARK
Westwood

PACIFIC

Westwood
REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310) 208-3259

PesonaJ Velocity

Mon-Thu 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:15 9:30

Beverly Hills

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

(S. of Wilsrure)

474-7866 or 777-RLM (#025)

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Mon-Tue 3:00 5:30 8:00

CHECCI GORI RNE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

FreeParkjng

(323) 848-3500

Rabbit-Proof Fence (PG)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:40 5:05

7:30 9:55

Far From Heaven (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (11:30) 205 4:45 7:25 10:00

The Qutet Amencan (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:25 4:50 7:20 9 50

Personal Velocrty

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4:45 7:15 9:45

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4 05 7 00 9:55

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
1OB4OM(Miir0avd.

1 Blk.E. Of Westwood
(310) 777-RLM #330

Wes Craven Presents: They (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1 45 4:45 7:30 10:00

8 Mile (R)

Mon 1:30 4:30 7 20 9:50

Tue-Thu 1 30 4:30

DieAnother Day (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:00 10:10

The Emperor's Club (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:15 4:15 7:10 9:40

Derrida

Mon Tue.Thu 4:45 9:30

Wed 12:00 4:45 9:30

The Man from Elysian Fields (R)

Mon-Tue, Thu 7:00

Wed 2:15 7:00

West LA

Santa Monica

CRrrERK)N6
1313 3rd SI
Promenade

WLA/Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mof»-Thu12:00100 3:30 4 30
7:00 8:0010:30

Friday After Next (R)

Mon-Thu 12: 15 2 45 5 15 7:45 10 25

The Ring (PG-13)

THX - Doiby Dtgital

Mon-thu 12:45 4:00 715 10:20

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu 11 45 2 15 4 50 7:30 1015

Royal

11523 Santa Monica Bl.

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Frida(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15)4:10 7:00 9:55

The Way Home (PG)

Mon-Thu 2:45 5:05 7:15 9:40

Ararat (R)

Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 10:00

Last Supper
Farai Ijnouasa witti English SuMMh

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9-50

Santa Monica
SANTA MONICA El Cnmen Del Padre Amaro (R)

(310^ 3W 9741
'**°"'^" ^^^^ ^^ ^'^ ^° °5

Beverly Connection

La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

4 hours validated

parking $1 at Box Offk»
(310)659-5911

Friday After Next (R)

Mon-Tue 2:10 3:00 4:20

5:15 7:00 7:45 9:10 9:55

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Mon-Thu 2:00 4:30 7:06 9:30

8 Mile (R)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4:40 7 30 10:05

Adam Sandler's Eight Crazy Nights (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 2:40 3 30 4 45 5:40 7:15 8:00 9:20 10:10

WESTSIDE PAVILUON Rabbit-Proof Fence (PG)

1 0800 Prco Boulevard Mon.Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:40 7:00 9:40
(310)475-0202

Standing in the Shadows of Motown (PG)

,
Mon.Thu 11:20 1:50 4:35 7:20 9:55

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon.Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

Bowling For Columbine (R)

MonThu (11:00) 1.40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica
NUART
11 272 Santa Monica Btvd

(310)478-6379

I Live in Fear

Mon 4:20 7:00 9:40

Drunken Angel

Tue 5.00 7:30 10:00

The Bad Sleep Well

Wed 5 15 8:30

Hidden Fortress

Thu 5:15 8:30

llDVMf
initif

bpuin

rtovif

OUIDf

NuWILSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:30 10:15

Far From Heaven
Mon-Thu (1 1 :30) 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

3 10.825.2 1 6if
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GUSSIFIED

To i^ace anad call

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bruinmarketplace.CQm

By Email

classjfieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

By Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

LosAngeles.CA 90024-1641

Hours
Mon-Thu: 9am - 3:00pm
Friday: 10am -2:30pm

AdWriUngTIps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-

dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DeadUnos
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

OassHM Une Rates

One Insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 word...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7 20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

Wtakty Qiurtsffy
5 Insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
..,each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 12 50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt,i)8^i[i«
Box...-

•V7»»VM/ ....11.00 16pt. headline 103.15
$10.00 Box $100.00

For dassified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Dally Bruin"

We Accept:

r ^ ^
Masfc Coia

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rates subfect to change without notice.

Spedai Features a Issues

• ktM(

irgatns

Every Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

6

ntliM^s
Every dayl

310.825.2221

VILLflOE DISfl
www.villagedisli.com

Fall/Wkiter & Spring/Sumnier

310.825.2161

Every 5th and 10th weeic

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

I

Rnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUIGE.COM
The ASUCL> CommunK^tions t»»f^^*y Wo^s th« UniverBrty oT C«Womi«'8 policy on nondtocrtminrtioo. ^to rrwdlum .hrtl accept advertisements whch present persons of any

2^'!!L'l!!!i!!l2!!!^!!f^
"^"^ P"^"*^.- .c«P->«««»- role^ or statu. « society. Nerttw the Da.^ Bmm nor^tl^ualS,mr^n.SS^Bovdhasi

L*!21fL
*'^'^****'^*^y/*''* edvertiaaments rspfesentad in this issue. Any person beiteving that an advertisement tn tha issue vioteted the Board's policy ond harsm should coniiix«ic«ecomplainls in wrtlnQ to the Aseirtart Director Daily Bruin. 118 Karck^ ForaMis-

tance with housing dacnmwwtion probiems. ca* tha UCLA Housing Omce at (310) 825^271 or caN tha VMsstside Fair Housing OfTce at (310) 475-9671 ClamifM ads also aooear on^,L
f-!^_^^'*f^^:"f^-*^ Pteernant02Hij»iso|lsr«laaaoompfcT«Ttar^ The Da.^ Brum « rdsponsrt)le for the first .ncSroct inser-
tion orty. MnortypograpNcai errors are rwtaiglbia tar raftjnds. For any rafund. the Daity Bruin Claaaiflad Department rnust be notified of an error on the first day of publication b^

m m wmmmm. mmmiKmmm
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announcements

1300
Campus Recruitment

2000
Personals

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your

needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-

tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys

literature/traveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-

fectionate/natural/young female. 310-573-

0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

20S0
Pregnancy

ADOPTION Let us help each other. We are
Jack and Anna, a happily mamed, financially

secure couple devoted to giving your newtx)m
baby a lifetime of unconditional love, secuirly,
and a home filled with warmth and laughter.'

Medical/legal expenses paid. Please call 410-
507-8502 or email us at
Annaandjackl ©aol.com.

^^iB 1300
Campus Recruitment

Aomas Jeffcfson's
op TcH list

Top10 Reag^na niw A]pTh^>t-T.r.s AiB SlqrrDckB*-^

1. OkikfdMmdAemttkh Fmllf Mrko have gained rogional, national and infamafional

re^atafions as scholars in tlieir fields

2. Mkfafi Aammk Cmlm offer certificates in: Law, Technology and Commanications;

Global legal Studies; Law and Social Justice

3. Imffmim 6maUdm Pngnms, featuring U.S. Supreme Court Justices Antonin Scalia

(Sl^ng 2001) and Ruth Bader Ginsburg (S|>ring 2003) and other prominent jurists

4. Miiv M$tt C$mtmd M$ck Trhl Tmm that placed first at ^flA Regional and ninth

out of 226 teams at ^^\^ N^onal Competitions, sixth ^ National Entertainment Moot Court

Competition, second at the State Bar of Callfbmia's Environmental Negotiations CompetitiMi,

and Honorable Mention Best OraRst at the Jessup International Moot Court Competftion

5. htOifm P$tt^nhil$ PImmmIt including Shearman & SteHing; Arnold & Porter;

Union Oil; Price M^aterhouse; and federal and state courts and agencies

6. ¥ikdh hhmtkl^ with judges, law firms, and local government agencies

7. TmcuiklMmtl include San Diego's new District Attorney, partners and associates in leading

law firms, numerous judges, and a member of the United States Congress

8. SimtJmmfm hifui in our flexible full-time or part-time programs

9. MmdPtMLSAT tMti^i for average scores of 1 50^

to. Umtl TMm of any private folly ABA^roved law school in California

\hrVr1rv,Ar o^tiwln'i -l».-Uifctr.rffc»^i C^-

2000
Personals

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/music.

Its like a garage

sale in the paperI \

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY

moo
Miscellaneous

1800
Miscellaneous

ceded in West HWs
Recycler Classifieds, a Ttibune Co.,

is accepting resumes at our
West Hills facility.

View our Call Center, meet the managers
& join the company's largest Tele-center.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE
WILL HAVE:

Inside sales exper, good computer skills,

avail for flex hrs, bilingual (helpful)

IN RETURN, YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Great earning potentiak commissions

+ bonuses + other incentives.
Guaranteed 25 hrs a week

Call Joe Moran
i'800'300'2777 x32603
joe.moran@recycler.com EOE

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for

students, employees & alumni. Free checking,

student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-

erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-

6628.
*^^^. in classified display

' ^ «a)6.3060

Babies Hatcti
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the earliest observable
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about It

today, www.ficu.org

msi^Mm 2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-
ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-
8330.

^^m^^wmm 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs

If you're a woman l>etween ttie

ages of 18 and 32, you can eam

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Optioru. IIC

Egg Donors needed *
Healthy females aees 18-31

Donate to infertile couples some of the

many eggs your body disposes nx>nthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

\^ (818)832-1494
,

Wdl'Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 18-30 years of age, 5'r'-5'8", thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams cams true.

rf 01OPTIONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses

IF YOU ARE MALE, in c»llege or have a col-

lege degree, you can eam up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous spemi donor
program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help Infertile couples. So If you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,
call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http7/www.cryot)ank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

3000
ipoks

COMPARE TEXTBOOK
PRICES!

Search 24 bookstores with 1 dick!
Shipping, handling, and taxes automatically

calculated. Save up to 70%!
http7/www.bookhq.com

ai^fesiaaitieii 3700
Health Products

ATTENTION: 77 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie 1-

888-974-7546.

Piqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source
for premium-brand condoms. Create your
own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders
over $10.

3800
;cellaneous

t>eck3gstofe.conn
I ^600^«4ld^CLOCI
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2200
Research Subjects

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregoncy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

' Con 1 800 521 5211

5680
Travel Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida, Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS. America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Sell Trips earn cash
Travel Free. Information/Reservations. 1-800-

648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

^'^iS900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-
6628. www.ucu.org.

Wanna
Come?

Havana, Cuba
» US Government Approved

» Legal, safe, direct

» non-stop LA to Havana

For info call (310) 358-2980

- 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

^*"' Couples Undergoing Fertility Treatment
- ^ _^ _ ..

- - .v<r-r.>-.rfiM ii.»^^.>^-.i.^».^w.'^w*ai>s-^Wi« ^ f .aMM.. ^. - --.

PARTY VACATIONS
CANCUN ACAPULCO JAMAICA
BAHAMAS FLORIDA S PADRE

BiOeeST PAKTiSSf
^€STPRiC€S.'

www^ENDLESSsummerTCURS.com

MiMMMIMIIMaMMMMMMM
1

,^M.%WWWW <^W»MM<M». W^l»#»^wvM>l>r

21-32 years of age

Non-smokers, No drugs

Attractive Compensation to
donor, if accepted into program

Access to Recipients from 11 Highly
Reputed Fertility Physicians

Special need for Asian donors

jtm mm
W

f
# i

6000
Insurance

^<k^\\Y

Genesis Egg Donor Corp
For information,

call Toll Free.,.877/375'8888

Sperm/Egg Donors

Wc arc a 100*4 PhvsicJiin B'Amd

DoDOf Oocyte Program I

www.genesisivf.com

eggcionors@genesisivfxom

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

/llistate.
You're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WestVN/ood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wllshilr©)

24 Hours g Day Service

Egg Donor Needed
Immediately!

Loving GayXQuple looking for an intelligent

and attractive Egg Donor who is warm
and has 3 great sense of humor.

Prefer 5' 5" or taller between the ages of 19 and 26.

(Jewish preferred)

Compensation to

$10,000

Please call Client's Los Angeles Surrogacy Agency
for Confidential Application Process and Materials.

1.800.877.GIFT,ext.4721

B200
Health Services

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy...create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant.

www.marykay.com/cmscott. 310-403-2552.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET tN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking violation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,
www.deeslegal.com.

^'-^

PERSONAL INJURY/
I^ai. DEFENSE*^

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OflBces of Donald R. Hartunian

Century City, California

Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Spirit SR, Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fftnessgear4Jess.com/2478253.

4900
ititos for Sale

1993 PLYMOUTH
SUNDANCE

Red, 2door. hatchback. 70k miles. Clean in-

terior, STDog checked, new tires, AC, CD, air-

bag, great conditbn, great value. $2450. 310-
451-0989.

AAAAAw^ 1994 FULL SIZE WHITE BLAZER. Loaded.
Original owner. Custom CD stereo. $7000
obo. Adam 310-625-1080.

oooooo

m 6^00
irs/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-^careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lie. -T- 163844. Two 24 foot
trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voicemail/pager:
800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

1999 GOLF GL, NEW MODEL $9,500 obo.
32,000 miles, no accident, 5-speed, cd chang-
er, blue, and black interior color. 310-980-
7154.

iravBi
5600-5720

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small
jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV. SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up
donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry©310-391 -5657.
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transportaUon

2000 BMW 323i Convertible, Silver and Black.
Navigation system. Excellent condition. 38K
miles. Stereo/CD player. Automatic. $35,000.
310-208-5535.

5700
Tiavel Tickets

^700
Aiil^ltsuranee

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid

instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,

Toyotas. Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1-

800-31 9-3323ext./\2 14. Call today. Start sav-

ing now.

^TRAVEL -STUPEJiTST
tiil^^MEXICO

INSURANCE WAR!
We'll beat anyone's price or we don1 want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bruin Plan." 310-777-

8817. 323-873-3303.
I

^900
huXos for Sale

1989 GOLD ACURA LEGEND: 4-door, auto,

leather, sunroof. CD. alloy wheels. $4000 obo.
Heather 310-963-2866.

1991 NISSAN SENTRA. Good shape, new
tires and steering, stick shift. Leave country,

must go in 2 weeks. $2000obo. 323-466-0790.

Need TransportaUon
to (Hearty or ^

1 EventZ...

School buses, coaches,
vans, and Limousines

for hire,

call Gina (310)216-271B
or (310)578-3112

Let's Go
Transportation

OnAWAYPytCKAOef
4Mn>3llt«(TI AMMaVMP

LOSCABO$-_*.*349

MAZATLAN ^^.3S9

no.VALLARTA-^.,399

CANCUN ».,509

COSTA nCABefldiw, $219

«ww.Victorylravel

(800)878-9986

Airfares
RIO-SAO $259
COSTARICA.... $209
MEXICO............ $119
GUADALAJARA. $119
GUATEMALA.... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
CHILE $259

TOKYO $259
LONDON $239

6SOO
Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-

826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic

teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-

932-0089, mytsu@mac.com.

SINGING LESSONS

7100
Tutoring Wanted

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-
ty and High School levels. International stud-
ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D, Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul- 310-
387-7796.

323-938-4597

B A. MUSIC

B A EDUCATION

POP ! R&B JAZZ
LessonWeb Studio by 3fd & Fairfax

let your soul come out and sing'

We cre^e a new progress

and practice CD every lesson.

'gw 6600
Personal Services

AID HANDY SENIOR drive, shop, housesit,

escort. Have a one majordomo references.

Call uncle Jim 310-390-1450.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon B«ar, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Write.com
(310) 470-6662

-!^ias 6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-

4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MEO

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

DENTIST WANTED Bilingual, Chinese, Vien,
Philipino, Lao, Thai. Excellent climate and
beautiful city of San Diego. Please fax resume
619-265-2262

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Interna-

tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-

9585.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language -for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR WANTED for
9th grader. Wori< Mon-Thu, 4.30-5.30. Santa
Monica. Must have car, no experience
required. 310-679-2133

TUTORS WANTED. High School Math-Trigo-
nometry. Analysis, Calculus, Statistics, etc
$25-t-/hour. Call Bryan 3 1 0-770-05 1 5.

WESTWOOD TUTOR wanted to help kinder-
gartener w/afterschool homewori( 6-8hrs/wk,
some babysitting. Experience w/kids, interest
in education a plus. $10/hr. 310-552-1924.

Teach the MTs
Neecf energetic |
people wHh

H^h SAT scores

to prep students

1 on- 1 or in

dosses. ,

i

^regions. $15-$20/hr.
Flex, hours. Cor required.

310.301.7189
www.tuforiob5.com

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing In theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-
ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

BETTER WRITING RESULTS. Expert Editing.

Papers, theses/disertations, articles, manu-
scrips. scripts, biographies, novels. Highest
qualifications. Credit Cards. Ace Words.
310.820.8830

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Cu$ti^ .^

Finish Carpentry
offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and more! We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-346-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

TOP HOME CLEANING. My cleaner is seek-
ing more work in the Westwood area. She is

totally thorough, reliable, honest. 310-208-
3335.

WORDSMITH. Improve papers, reports,
grants, with a touch of a professional
writer/editor. Low rates. 310.574.9495, rperi-

odsean@earthlink.net.

WIN BRUIN WIN!
Help professional/ and athletes or stoked!

/and use it. www.juiceplus.com/+jr4528

»» >

7000
Tutoring Offered

"THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:31 0-234-01 01,

www.TheTutorsClub.com

ESL ENGLISH TUTOR
13 years experience. UC Bericeley Grad. Con-
versation, grammar, and writing skills. Friend-

ly and helpful. Ellen 310-649-6038.

employment
7400-8300

7^00
Business Opportunities

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign TA's&graduates entering

business world. Taught by experienced profes-

sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-

lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology,
Econ/Accounting, AFrench, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

LET YOUR $
WORK 4 YOU!

Invest in foreign cunency. Initial Invest-

nr>ents $500-25k. Returns up to 30.9%.
For more Info call: (213) 747-3488. For
smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomorrow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

IMP ROVE YOUR
— -'^7500
Career Opportunities

G R F G MA f

GET PRIVATE LESSONS FROM A PROFESS<ONAUf
>• Fomm t»st pftp ctMt iMr*ct»r

> 10 yM» tMchins BtanctardiMd matMnts
> Comprthmnuv iTMthod p«rsonaliz*d to acMcv*

maxtTium succ«»«
^ B«tt«r AND ctMapw tn«n th« bm compcflWs

BEST SELLING AUTHOR. Needs
ofTice/en-and help. Excellent computer skills

required. Flexible Hours. $10/hr. 310-205-
0226.

J
CSTW 2063«ei-40

i ^'=»P£S APE EACHm B^sa? 0. RT Pgi^CHiCE. ft.«ES HOT (NCUffi:

Sy3jrCTCCi4«GErHlff>0T;CES:€FfS^C]lC««.iVAPPD

PHYSICS AND MATH
BACHELOR OF PHYSICS FROM UCLA off-

ers tutoring in physics and math at all levels.

Contact:31 0-925-9392 or sinatutor@aol.com

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter
Don't waste your time on amateurs. Various

subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED! No more Westem Union Fees. Re-
ceive a Visa ATM and Mastercard. Everybody
qualifies! *Call home 1 cent/minute calling

cards. *Win a free laptop P.C. "Learn how to

make extra income selling Grade A organic
coffee, calling cards, and health food drinks.

SPOKE MODELS WANTED. Go to

www.spacebooth.com. Email: bank@space-
booth.com. Telephone 1-800-303-3351. Fax
resume 619-296-4532.

Classifieds

825-2221

FIELD HOCKEY COACH
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEASON. (MIDDLE
SCHOOL) (late Feb.-earty May), 3 daysMeek,
salary starting at $1800. 310-288-3311

Display
206-3060
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8400
Apartments for Rent

.. 8^00
Itpmtmefrts for Rent

la^ft 8400
parfments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

Wefcome Cgruins ^ friends

*i/ t-^Ci. t.,'1

The Best Apartments
I

Close to Campus
I

• Are Found at

he Roberts Companies.

tost
tiiQinor* nwo nK>\' 9vb/1 t^u^ ^ii^iow .^r^yoz':-

We offer a wide selectior

in all the best locations wi
a '-' tdn! '^sTr* -luv'irj;' [iwo HioY 3VBn wL.fr Jii :«iow t*J-'^t 0*^'"

-
'

you need a bachelor, a single or a 1, 2, or 3-bedroom
apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside!

•^ yz:r :.
-^

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

more.
If necessary, we have custom designer furniture

well.' We can offer maid service, refrigerators,

more, in short anything you maynffh wf can

Call for a list of our locations at (310) 829-1700
pnglish, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

Tagalog,

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

M^... --':-



CLASSIFIED

GET PAID TO WATCH
MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:
jobs@ psvratings.com

SALES REPRESENTATIVES to distribute
electric scooters on your campus. Enthusias-
tic, self-motivated students. Sales experiences
a plus. Unlimited flexibility, unlimited earning
potential. Demo scooters provided at no cost
to you. Dan 949-455-3154

7600
Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLAgrads. Ages 2.5/6years. Eduational pro-
gram. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-5:30.
Close to UCLA. 310-473-0772.

[
7800

ilp Wanted
^aoo

Hel^'V/anted
m7800
p Wanted

THE

7700
CWM Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC BABYSITTER NEEDED*
LOOKING for responsible/caring/energetic

person to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-
F, 2:30-€:30PM. Enormously bright/intelligent

6-year-old who loves to play/have fun. Locat-
ed in BelAir/Roscomare Valley. Call:31 0-889-

0119.

UCLAF^;^^^
^r!Wmi2^'^¥l''-ff1<A^;u 'i V iV i f»-tf.ii '•f^- "'rfifitiSmmimiimsf:

Want a Schedule That Allows You

MoK Room to BnaHie?

ARE YOU OUR MARY
POPPINS?

Two Santa Monica girls (12&16) want upbeat
experienced Nanny/Driver/Homework Helper
(female 21+). Mon-Fri, 2:30-7:30pm. Need
car, insurance, nanny references. Call Nancy.
310-395-6648.

^SfawS per hour

PUIS BONUS

BABYSITTER WANTED Mon-Tue during the
day. $7/hour. Please email or fax cover letter

and resume to sandy@animallaw.net or 310-
235-1011.

BABYSITTER: West Hollywood. Responsible
person 20-years-old/older to sit with 3-year-old
child. One evening/week up to 4 hours.
$15/hour. 323-822-2871, Kathyhites@sbc-
globaJ.net

CHILDCARE WANTED, help mother w/2 girls

(3-year&new bom). During earty evenings, 5-

7.30. 2-4 days/week. Westwood tocations.

salary negotiable. 310-475-0865.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER For 1-2

Days/Week for a 2yr.old adopted Chinese girl.

Century City area. Please call: 310-475-
4949.

Convenient Scheduling

(Mon. - Fri. evenings & Sat., Sun.)

Build Your Resume
Speak Directly to Alumni
We are an equal opportunity employer

Interview Times : 12/9 1-4 pm
12/10 1-4 pm

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

Call Sandin for Appointment

310-794-0277

P/T CHILDCARE
For Very special 4yr old daughter. Internation-

al or billrigual background preferred, car&ref-

erences required. Grand Piano. Bevertywood.
Laird :31 0-287- 1010.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% savings on tuition this

month by showing student ID. Day/eve class-

es, 1-2week classes. 1-800-974-7974. Inter-

national Bartender's school. HUNDREDS OF
JOBS! www.mybartendingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Eam up to $300 a day. 1-866-291-
1884extU4.

REGULAR BABYSITTING AND DRIVING.
2/children ages 5 and 11. Must enjoy being
w/children, dog friendly. $12/hr. 310-470-
7058.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavior Modifi-

cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadow for 9yr.okJ autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

7800
Hblp Wanted

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSlA§JIC people
to teach SAT I Math anc*^ Verbal and Acade-
mic Subjects. Transportatkjn required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available
throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax. or
email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE, etc.) to ACE Educational
Services, Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Bfvd., Su-
ite PH-K, LA, CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;
Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 203-683-0202.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a
must. M-F. 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from
UCLA 310-476-4205.

CASH PAID
for your opinion! Complete simple online sur-

veys $25-$90/survey. For details: www.adorv
ispublishing.com.

CASHIEP WEEDED for young, hip ctothing/

skateboard/snowboard store. Holidays/wee-
kends. Up to $8/hr-depending on experience.
310-230-6085 or fax resume to 310-230-4536.

CLIENT ASSISTANT Responsible female to

run lots of errands for personal shopper.
Have license, car provided. $10/hr. Flexible

schedule. 310-203-9704.

NOW HIRING: Driver and waitress needed for

New India Grill. Indian food experience neces-
sary. Call Dave 310-996-0064.

P/r POSITION 1-2 daysMeek, 8-5.30pm, will

work w/school schedule. Some ECE/CD units

preferred & experience working w/pre-kinder-

garten children. 310-459-0920

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiasts, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously. Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services. Attn:

Becca, 9911 W. Pkx) Blvd., Suite PH-K, LA,
CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation.com

WESTWOOD BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
firm needs bookkeeper/office help. Ideal for

students. Part-time 20-25 hours/week. Light
bookkeeping, type letters, filing, some phones.
Must be computer-literate. Fax resume to 310-
443-1997.

PART-TIME HELP w/garden & pool through
next year. M/F with some experience or in-

terest. References. Sunset/ Veteran. $9-
10/hr. 310-476-1235.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43rd
fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist ac-
count executive w/lead generation via tele-

phone for our lease/loan products to business-
es. Fun environment. Salary $10-12/hr plus
bonuses. Fax resume: 310-737-1974. or

email: billj@alliancecap.com.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
well* flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 714-
648-2258.

PART-TIME PERSONAL ASSISTANT Cash,
flexible hours, work at your own schedule,
work from home, must have your own comput-
er. 310-286-9465

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Flexible hours. Hourty
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilir>gual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Aid. UCLA students wtx)
have finished Freshman/Sophnx)re year only!

Call Pat:31 0-208-71 83

PART-TIME SALES Folk Art/International

Crafts OW Town Pasadena. Prior sales ex-
perience. Art background plus. Fax resume:
626-564-2659.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. Edi-
t or will supply topics. Email pat@onceinever-
ylife.com.

7820
High-Tech Jobs

PART-TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Lunch/dinner. Help
needed for 15-20hrs/wk. Minimum+tips.
WLA:31 0-479-4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood
Surgery Center. Immediately Requirements:
Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,
Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

AFTERNOONS DURING
SCHOOL

SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacations! Wori< at the
most fanx)us tennis shop in LA. Wori< experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.

Advances in salary according to performance.
Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gayley Ave
310-208-6215.

DO YOU LIKE TO
WORK OUT?

SALES POSITIONS available full and part-

time. Do you like to keep fit? Join the Shape-
Up-USA team opening in Century City Mall

and Fox Hills Mall, November 30. 310-823-
5542.

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOU! Are you a
sport-minded person Interested in learning
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our office. Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion
to schedule and interview.

EBAY SELLER NEEDS HELP w/emails, inter-

net, phones, packing/shipping. Fun! P/T
(flexible hours). email resume to:

opps@ant91.com.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT P/T possible F/T to

wori< for medium size computer software com-
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fax resume or
call Nick 323-578-8208

-C57^*^*"'

7840
Actors/Extras Wanted

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP Personal
Management Rrm seeks P/T asst. M-F 9-

11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call 310-209-
1244, ask for Kate.

GLOBOPOLIS-The Wortd's hottest new board
game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.

Interested in a fun, money-making opportunity

for the holkjays? Check out game & opp
at<www.gk)bopolis.net.>

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host music/talk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $^0'^5/hr, $200-»-per/show, plus fantastk:
benefits. 323-468-0080. 24-hours.

ASSISTANT NEEDED
By busy broker/producer, heavy phones, flexi-

ble hours. hourty-»-bonus. Call Andy before 2 at

800-648-0519.

• Eam $100-$200 a day
• 2 week trajnmg & Job

Placement included
• It's not a job -rts a PARTY!'!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) SAG ' MIXX (&499)
www.nationalbartonciers.com

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemari<eter for Santa Monrca education

publisher. Hourty and good commissions.

10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-7

pm, Monday through Friday. Min 4 working
days required. $11 and up per hour. Contact
Chrissy: 323-937-7737.

Are you a model...
or want to qet started?

PRIVATE ASSAYER Magazine of Individual

Urinary Studies wants writers. Must be over
21. Call Mr. Vandegrift: 310-207-4671.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera. Editing, Submissions. En'ands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick :310-208-7183.

I

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publicattons, Inc.. a
leader in technk:al publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitkxis available at its WLA k)catk)n. $7/hour
starting. Rexible hours, convenient kxation
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attention to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls. fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11 /hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742

PRODUCTION COMPANY: Casting attractive

women 21-29y/o to host TV show. Pay.
Applicants must speak Spanish/English,
improvise/interview. Energetic/outgoing,
charismatic/sexy. Send picture/bio by
12/20/02. Timecode Multimedia, 12340 Santa
Monica Blvd. Ste-228. West LA, CA 90025.

TALENTED? GET EXPOSURE, www.weare-
talented.com, 702-308-3506. Free band clas-

sifieds.

8200
Temporary Employment

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED ENGLISH
MAJORS to create questions for children's lit-

eratures. Please e-mail your questions and
resume to visionwork@hotmail.com. NOW!!

8300
Volunteer

I exparwnc*

• mmale models
9 Plus size & Children
fxarvunion commere i

rsquiri

STOCK PERSON. Young, hip clothing, skate-
board* snowboard store looking for motivat-
ed, organized, detail-oriented person. Up to

40hrs/wk. 310-230-6085, fax resume 310-230-
4536.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Liz Hospice,
we will train you, please call Eli at 310-824-
9798.

.273.2566

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials*Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
inquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-
rate parties. Flexible hours. Apply in person,
937 Westwood Blvd. 31 0-208-1 1 80.

BANKING
ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to work in the

UCLA Ackerman Building. Must have lyr.

current experience in credit union, banking,

customer service or financial institution ex-

perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT.
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,

University Credit union. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA. CA 90025.

BARISTA wanted. Experienced preferred.

Great student job, P/T hours. DUTTONS,
11975 San Vicente Blvd. Brentwood.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT
GREAT PAY &
BENEFITS!

F/T: Busy OB/GYN office in Beverty Hills k)ok-

ing for a Medical Assistant. Must have phlebot-

omy experience, computer skills & pleasant

phone voice. Med. Off. experience preferred.

Warm and fi'iendly office environment. Salary

DOE. excellent benefits. Fax 310-274-7025 or

email to formandyk@pacbell.net

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-

dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,

pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

NEED DRIVERS for busy Christmas season.
P/T. F/T. Make from $300-$600 per week. 310-
445-2701.

TANNING SALON
Positk)ns available. P/T, F/T. Apply at: 11 56
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to wori( flexible hours main-
taining equipment and fadlrties. Learn to wori<
with tools, machines, and raw materials. Wori<
on athletk: and special events. Pay is $7.75-
$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applications are
available at the John Wooden Center.

URINARY FRACTIONS Magazine wants writ-

ers. Must be over 21. Call Mr. Vendegrift; 310-
207-4671.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS and
cashiers. MDR/Santa Monica area. P/T-F/T.
All shifts. 310-214-1888.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to tose
weight. Natural/no drugs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

I

WANTED: 29 people to tose weight. Eam $$$
for the pounds and inches you tose. Safe.
Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemaglc.com

fvertise
in class display

NEEDED F/T RECEPTIONIST for a Culver

City event planning company. Please fax or

email resumes to John Thomas 310-641-9825

jk_t2000@yahoo.com.

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. h
^4 Looking for new Talent A.SJ^.P. for NafL

^^M Commercials & Magazines M
^ For the Holiday Season M
M Serious inquires!!! HN 310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

-^^400
Apartments for Rent

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD Large 1 bed/1 bath. Hardwood
floors, patio, parking, $1250. 310-476-4165.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
Studio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laundry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100/mo.
310-824-0601.

2BDRM/2BTH $1695, 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/1BTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, gated parking.

Cats ok. 310-478-8616.

Classifieds

825-2221
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Want to be a SHA? > ^

Watch the Daily Bruin for recruitment

ads in the beginning of

Winter Quarter.

uda Ashe Center
Visit the Ashe web site for all kinds of infomtarien,

http;//www. sqenet.ucig.edu/heqith.htni

SHIP Waiver info, see page 10

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Disagree
6 Thick slice

10 Home, to Pierre
14 Book category

(hyph.)

15 Poet — Sandburg
16 Goose egg
17 Declares
18 Poker stake
19 A.D. word
20 Change the clock
21 Practice
23 Move to and fro

25 Checkout ID

26 Pot covers
29 RtzGerald's poet
32 Cat, informally

37 Before, to a poet
38 Iffy attempt
39 Dawn goddess
40 Meteorology term

(2 wds.)
43 Campaign topics
44 Scruggs of

bluegrass
45 New England cape
46 Luster
47 Syllogism word
48 Units of resistance
49 Nonflying bird

51 >Pipe downr
53 Economize
58 Lightweight quilt

62 Opera highlight

63 Nailed obliquely

64 Shake awake
65 Thaw
66 F=encing weapon
67 Beatrice's admirer
68 Mexican dollar

69 Laura — of "Juras-
sic Park"

70 Skulk around

DOWN
1 Blacken
2 Strong emotion

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

I F B 1

1

A S 8 N
1
W 1 S P

A L E C R i C E A M uH
G A L E C R A W LS P A ClEl
A T T A C HHB E £HU K E S^
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1
D E L L

F R E D s

1
N C E E R A S
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3 Amazes
4 Casts about
5 Shade-loving

plant

6 Leave a mark
7 Freeway strip

8 Legendary king
9 Censor

' 10 Despot
1

1

Egg producers
12 Sea eagle
13 Hectic place
22 Real
24 Sackers of

Rome
26 Rocker Jerry

Lee —
27 Notre Dame
28 None too bright

30 Printemps
month

31 More adept
33 Equator

segment
34 Mess up

35 Cleaning tool

36 Enclosures
38 Stage sets
39 Frizzy hairdos
41 Expected to

arrive

42 Fail to keep up
47 Alps locale

' 46 (Cincinnati native

50 —out
(distributed)

52 Buffalo groups
53 Hudson Bay

tribe

54 Rxes a squeak
55 Pact letters

56 Go off at an
angle

57 Idyllic spot
59 Sand hill

60 This senora
61 Smell terrible

62 Roadie gear

w

w
4(r

^
W

9

r

11 12 13

5r

SffRADITIONSf
UCLA

SAA Study HalKu^.^o/?

Finals Week:

Dec. 9-12, 10 A.M.-4 p.m.

James West Alumni Center

• Quiet study space

• Free neck and back massage by a massage therapist

• Free bluebooks, Scantron forms and highlighters

• Free coffee, cookies and snacks

• State-of-the-art break room

Need more reasons to go to SAA Study Hall?

Visit www.UCLAliunni.iiet/SAA.

(310) UCUWSAA www.UCUUuniiiijiet/SAA

—SAA is the stwUnt chapter ofthr—

^

IA s s o c i a t i o nl

^^^E^idtiM^^^^ 206-3060
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Apartments for Rent

2BDRM/2BTH $1750-^, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225.
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohio Ave. Large
unit, balcony, fireplace, A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310-477-6856.

A FABULOUS STUDIO
WESTWOOD. Cute, quiet studio. Covered
parking/large closets/huge kitchen/study

area/laundry. Walk to campus. $1082 through
7/31. 310-709-7060. 729 Gayley.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET. Starting January,
2bdrm/1bth on Strathmore/Landfair. Across
the street from campus. Lease ends Julylst.

$1600/mo. 310-569-0550. 714-323-2577.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1BDRM $950&UP,
2BDRM $1200&UP 3BDRM $1500&UR
LARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY. DSL. ONLY 1/2BL0CK-

N. PICO BUS. 310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS. 2+1, carpet, laundry, quiet,

parking, $1300. www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Darlington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/park-
ing, laundry/balcony. Lots of closet. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

BRENTWOOD- $2150
3BDRM/2BTH

Cheery apt with patio, north of Wilshire. 4
spacious walk-In closets. New: carpets,

paint, oven: dishwasher. Owlet 8-unit bWg,
close to UCLA. WaJk to Brentwood Village

for shopSj restaurants, and markets. Open
Sat&Sun.'l0-4, ^nd by appf. 11921 Goshen
Ave #1.310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdn7T/2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap-
pointment 11728 MayfieW. Cell :310-480-7275.
310-271-6811.

JR EXEC $1150, 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace,

A/C, gated parking, pool/spa. Cats ok. 310-
473-5061.

KELTON/STRATHMORE 1BDRM $1195,
2BDRM $1750. Hardwood floors, gated park-
ing. Large kitchen, Pets ok. Neko 310-824-
3068, 11069 Strathmore #3.

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-
er, all new carpet, painted. $1200. One year
lease. 31t)-420-7884

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

stove, fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC, secur-
ity building. 310-208-4796.

PACIFIC PALISADES
2bdrm/1bth. Brand new, redone unit. Tile

floors, gas cooktop, wall oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-
ered parking, storage k«ker. 2nd floor, smaH
buikjing (8 units). Ctose to UCLA. Walking dis-

tance to beach and shopping area.

$1795/month. 310-589-5952. Available Dec.
1st.

N

NEW EPISODE TONIGHT!
Channel 29 UCLAtv

THEME i BEN SNOW.

Thursdays at lOpm
and reruns constantly.

should be on right now.
Arrr! It's sketch comedy

of the future, matey!

for \\\m\ information conurt ptK!tiram(a^nKx]!a.urlci(jdiL but wliy arc you njading the finf> print? (|o m\d\ thf^show!

AOO
Apartments for Rent

SINGLE $1295+. 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750, 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym. large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-4470.

7^450
Apartments to Share

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, carpet, laundry,
utilities included, parking, $625. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

I

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony, or patio,

gated partying. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

WESTWOOD bachelor, r/s, pod, laundry,

move In special, parking, $800. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+), 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,
parking, fireplace, bakx)ny, walk-in-closet,

full-kitchen, laundry, recreation room.
Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

WESTWOOD BACHELOR, r/s, pool, laundry,

utilities included, parking, $775. www.westsid-

erentals.com 310-395-7368

8^SO
Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE. Beautiful private
Ibdmi/lbth in HUGE 2bdrm/2bth condo. Nice
view. Pool&spa heated year-round. Female
grad student preferred. $1000. 310-472-4354.

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gorham Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy. Own Room and
Bath. Tandem pari<ing. $775+utilities. Avail-

able 12/1. 310-826-7740 or Cell: 310-266-
9748

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Floor/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, part<ing.

Laundry room in buikJing. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3bed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran
#5.310-877-8817.

WESTWOOD Close to UCLA, Ibdrm/lbth,
furnished, partying, balcony, laundry. Short
term tease available. $750/mo. 213-247-0448.

WESTWOOD studio, pet ok, r/s, a/c, near

UCLA, parking, $815. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD studio, r/s, yard, near UCLA,
utilities included, $700. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patio. Spacious living-room,

fireplace, kitchen. Parking included. $695/mth.
310-471-9549 leave message.

PALMS $434/mo. Share 2bdrm w/quiet, non
smoking female professional. Paridng, walk-in
closet, laundry. Bus to UCLA. 310-559-6728.
Availabte 12/15/02.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry, 2 car parking, quiet neighborhood. 2
mites to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $995
2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private l)alcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*with 1 year lease

Professionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

%.

WESTWOOD STUDIO, walk to UCLA, fur-

nished, quiet, very charming and bright, new
kitchen, washer/dryer. $895. ASAP through
01/31/03(negotiable). Nick 310-890-2016.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

Small 1-bdmi. $1075/month. All utilities and
parting included. Days :310-475-7533, even-
ings:31 0-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2BDRMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS, LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL, CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPER/LOWER APT W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two blocks. Ibdrm $1050, 9-month lease,

no pets, pari<ing. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 520 KELTON. Ibdrm/lbth. Ful-

ly equipped kitchen. Jacuzzi, underground
part<ing, bakx)ny, laundry. Walking distance to

UCLA. $1150/mo. 310-208-7483.

PALMS. Bright, Spacious Single. Full Kitchen,

appliances, paridng, most utilities paid. 310-
842-9797.

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk den-
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in

2bdrm/2bath. Male. Fumished, pool, security,

cable. $1100/month, $550/month share. 310-
209-0382.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2ba Condo. Spacious
room, pool, two indoor parking. $1700.
Japanese owner. Jimmy. 213-272-3316.

" ~

—

WESTWOOD/WILSHfRE CORIDOOR
2bdnTi/2bth, w/ocean view. Totally renovated,
granite kijfc:heryv/new apoMances/marble bath-
rooms, w/spa in mastSi'. Secured 'parking

w/doorman. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UP.
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING. DSL CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition. 1 /bedroom, furnished/unfurnished
guesthouse. Kitchenette. Prefer quiet/consid-

erate/non-smoker. Cable/utilities/cleaning in-

cluded. $1600/month. 1 .5/miles from UCLA.
31 0-804-3851 .Available Dec. 1st.

** MARVigTA**
BEVERLY HILLS guesthouse, r/s, quiet, pri-

vate, parking. $1100. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD
1+1, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, dishwash-
er. Separate dining room, paridng. laundry,

pool, no pets. 564 Midvale Ave. $995. 310-
578-7512.

WESTWOOD 1+1, cat ok, r/s. laundry, bright,

partying, $995. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsider-
entals.com

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, a/c. bright, utilities in-

cluded, parking, $975. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

PALMS $1250 UPPER 2+2 w/bakx)ny New
carpet. A/C. Fireplace. Skylight, stove, dish-

washer. Garbage disposal, laundry facilities.

2-car gated pari<ing. Bus to UCLA. Available

^ immediately. 310-390-5996.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $985/nrK). Stove, A/C,
large ctosets, 2ndfloor, gated-parking, inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus. freshly

pajnted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PALMS AREA, 1 bedroom, pool, $950/month.
All new. 310-420-7884.

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, carpet, pool, laundry,
paridng. $950. www.westsiderentals.com 323-
634-7401.

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

Sec Alarm, Cat OK
,

12630 Mitchell Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BD, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 Courtleigti Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

OPEN HOUSE Mon..Sat.l0- 4

(310)391-1076

www.westsideplaces.com

FOR RENT: Cozy studio cottage in Palms
area of West LA. $650/month (utilities Includ-

ed). Mini-kitchnette (sink, stove, refrigerator,

cabinets). Good closet space- bathroom
w/shower and skylight on quiet street near
buses. Shared backyard. Non-smoking.
Call/teave message for Woody/Dlerdre 310-
204-1646 Tuesdays and Thursdays 8am-5pm.
Available 1/1/03 or 1/15/03.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME, GUEST-
HOUSE FOR RENT Fully fumished. Pool/Ja-
cuzzi use, Private Bathroom, Call Nina: 310-
471-6562.

WESTWOOD guest house, pet ok, pool, yard,

pari<ing. $950. www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

8900
.ri^ouse for Rent

WESTWOOD 1BDRM/1BTH located on
StrathnrKjre & Veteran. $1100(neg)/$500 secu-
rity. Includes pool, laundry room, refrigerator,

and stove. Great apt & kx:ation! Call for appt.
310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD 2+1, carpet, quiet, laundry,n ear
shops, parking, $1325.www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+, 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-

tor, A/C. pool. Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate paridng. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to

UCLA. 2 partying spots. Pool and Jacuzzi.

$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

BEACH HOUSE
IN MALIBU. 3bed/3bath. Directly on the
ocean. Pch. Fully furnished,

$5800/month+utillties. Alexis 805-570-2313.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony Refngerator.

stove. Gated partdng. Gated buiWing. Laundry.
No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1095. 310-870-
1757.

WESTWOOD 2+1, r/s. balcony carpet, laun-
dry, partying, $1200.www.westsjderentals.com
310-395-7368

PRIME WEST LA
Remodeled, bright, spacious, upper, Ibdrm,
$1150, available end Nov. Remodeled huge
3bdrm/2bath. $2250, available end Dec. Ctose
to publk: transportation and UCLA. By appoint-
ment, 310-207-7209.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Rreplace, batoony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 pari<ing spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 3+2, carpet, balcony, quiet, near
Wilshire, pari<ing, $1865. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

««WEST
IBD+1BA $II45/MO
Gated Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sowtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.wesfsideplaces.com

WLA HOME PRIME
2+DEN, 1BTH. 2-car garage. Breakfast

area. Backyard. Close to shopping & bus.
$1800/mo. 310-488-1774.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Paricing, Hardwood floors, tots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

WESTWOOD 5 min from campus, Ibd/lbath,
pool, utilities, clean, paridng, possible dis-

count. Best deal in Westwood. $1100/month.
Call Andrew 310-562-8397.

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s, ctose to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 31 0-395-7368.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm furnished/unfurnished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. Assigned part<ing. Walk to 3rd

Street Promenade* Pier. 310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1195 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood floors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,

937 7th Street. CATS OK 818-980-5900

WESTWOOD
650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath. Hardwood
floors, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher. Sepa-
rate dinning room. Swimming pool, partying,

laundry. $1650/month. 310-578-7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, private
bath, r/s, cable, parking, $750. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, balcony pari<ing, $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool. gated, kitchen, $675-
925. Ibdrm $975:$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers, balcony. A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury. Must see. Call for

free listing :3 1 0-278-8999.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Ctose to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-

tor, stove, closets. Pool. 310-204-4332, ask
for Shirtey.

9000
House for Sale

ELEGANT 4+bdrm. 2.5bth. 3-car garage.
368sq.ft.. secluded yard. UCLA Professor's

Bel Air home $1,020,000, 310-206-6392.

9300
Moom for Help

HOUSEMOTHER/WESTWOOD: F/T, P/T
Live-in Retirement Residence. Free room and
board. Call 310-207-5818

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-

able for two. Definite must seel 1525 Sawtelle

Blvd. 310-477-4832.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s. balcony, partying. $740. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room/bath,
r/s, near UCLA, parting, $700. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368.

8^50
artments to Share

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOME to share- Non-
smoker m/f- $750/mo priv bed/bathroom, inci

util & direct TV- pis call 310-820-8354,

Marsha.

NEAR UCLA. Female student only Non-
smoker. Reliable, responsible. Furnished
room in exchange for house wort<. Nice pri-

vate room/bath. Utilities.-paid. 310-474-0336.

REDUCED RENT FOR PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH in exchange helping w/chores,
errands and driving for older lady References
and car needed. 310-477-6977 leave mes-
sage.

9AOO
torn for Rent

BEL-AIR AREA house, private room, Declst.
Arrive in a mountain like-setting. 15-minutes-
UCLA. Nonsmoking studious male tenant.

Need car. $500,310-470-2142.

Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS 2 ROOMS separate from
house. Grad student preferred. Must have car,

kitchen privileges, utilities included
$500&$600. Washer/dryer. Abby:31 0-275-
3831.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

CULVER CITY. 5 miles to UCLA. Private bed-
room, shared bathroom. Brand new. Quiet
neighbortiood. Gated, pool, laundry, furnished.
Female preferred. $500+utilities. 310-915-
6470.

HUGE 2-STORY HOUSE
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great
location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-
0760,31 0-398-7937, Pat or Tony.

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$650+$650-security, 1-bdrm. WLA. Access to

garage Apool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-
den 310-391-2718.

PRIVATE ROOM In house. Near UCLA.
Washer/dryer. Shared kitchen& bathroom.
Parking. DSL. Prefer non-smoker 21-28-
years-old. $650/mo.+$975-deposit. 1-year
lease. Maggie 650-776-8026.

SANTA MONICA LARGE BEDROOM. Secure,
quiet. Large townhouse. Kitchen privileges.

310-453-8508. 6-8pm. Non-smoking, female
grad only. $575/mo.

WEST LOS ANGELES: LONG-TERM STOR-
AGE. Private entrance. 11ft.x 20ft. Veteran
and Brookhaven. $150/month lease. 310-234-
2640.

^^^^ 9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdnTi/2bath apt.

Own room/bath. Covered/gated-parking,
washer/dryer inside apt. fumished, cable.
Close-UCLA. Must be clean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighbortiood.
Female-prefen-ed. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD house, private room, r/s, w/d,
bright, parking, $650. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD ROOM in bright, luxury
2bdrm/2bth, walk to UCLA, gated parting, full

kitchen, laundry. Rent Jan-June. $850/mo. or
$425/share. 916-812-8783.

WESTWOOD SUBLET
LOOKING FOR a person to subtease...mov-
ing for the rest of the year. Begin on Jan.1.
714-812-3644.

BRENTWOOD: French male post-doc
seeking roomate (professional prefen-ed).

2bd/2bth. Walking distance from San
Vincente Restaurants. $820/month. Patrice
tel:310-826-6654

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
i SERVICE* 1

.j^^^fe

FIND or LIST A SUBLETIi.

www.sublet.com
Sublets in all cities!! i-877-FOR-RENT

DAILYBRUII\r

TOY DRIVE
• •

^

To benefit tlie

El Faro Orphanage
Tijuana, Mexico

Please bring unwrapped toys or checks

made out to "Northwest Outreaches, Inc."

to the Daily Bruin Offices, located at 118

Kerckhoff Hall. The toys will be delivered on

Saturday, December 14th, so please make your

donation by Friday of finals week

(December 13th).

)
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Home field advantageous for the Bruins

from page 3S

or four goals a game," UCLA head coach
Tom Fitzgerald said. "With the good players
on this team, I expect it, though it is diffi-
cult to score goals against good teams like
Penn State."

In their second-round game against LMU,
junior midfielder Adolfo Gregorio scored
three goals, leading the Bruins to a 4-2 vic-
tory.

"I have high expectations for myself,"
Gregorio said. "I like putting the ball into
the goal." \ I

Penn State has reached the quarterfmals
with 1-0 overtime wins against William &
Mary, and defending champions North
Carolina. The Nittany Lions do have more
losses than any other team in the quarterfi-
nals, but six of their losses - and seven of
their wins - came against tournament
teams.

"Penn State has played an excellent
schedule," Fitzgerald said. "I expect it to be
a very good game."

"Penn State has played an excellent

schedule. I expect it to be a very good
game."

Tom FrtzgerakJ

UCLA head coach

In comparison, UCLA went 9-2-1 against
tournament teams. The Bruins have the No.
3 seed, Penn State No. 15. UCLA has
outscored Penn State, 43-36, and has
allowed fewer goals, 17-24.

Not to mention the Bruins are at home,
where they are 10-1-1 this season. The
Nittany Lions went 5-3 on the road.

The winner of Saturday's game plays the
winner of No. 2 Maryland (19-4) and No. 7
Connecticut (17-5) in the national semifi-
nals. The other two quarterfinal matches
include No. 5 Boston College (18-4) against
No. 11 Creighton (17-3-2) and No. 9 Stanford
(16-4-2) against No. 13 Clemson (14-4-3).

UCLA's season is nearly over. Frazelle

hopes it lasts as long as possible.

"The dream is to end your career with
the championship," he said.

2002 DIVISION I MEN'S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP
First three rounds not listed.

Clemson

•••

The Daily Bruin will cover all remaining
soccer matches online, at www.dailybru-
in.ucla.edu

Stanford

•••

One of the semifinal matches will be
shown live on ESPN2 at 2 p.m. on Dec. 13.

The other will be played at 5 p.m. and will
be tape-delayed on ESPN2, showing the
following day at 9 a.m. The final will be
shown Uve on ESPN, on Dec. 15 at 1:30

Boston College

Creighton

SemiUfials

Dec. 13

5 or 8 p.m.

E.T,

UCLA

p.m.
I •••

Five Bruins were honored by the
National Soccer Coaches Association of
America (NSCAA) on Tuesday. Senior for-
ward Tim Pierce was named first-team All-
West Region. Both junior goalkeeper Zach
Wells and senior defender Scot Thompson
were given second team honors, and senior
midfielder Ryan Futagaki and Gregorio
were given third-team honors.

Penn State

Connecticut

Maryland
immnisii

Dec. 15

SorBp.m,
E.T,

National

Championship

SOURCE: ncaasporti.com
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LOWEST PRICES TO EUROPE!
R/T air, 3 nts hotel, breakfast $429LONDON 3 Day Special

LONDON Presidents

"fh^ Special r/t air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

ATHENS Winter^Sfecial ^ r/t air. 6 nts hotel, breakfast

AMSTERDAM Winter Special R/T air, 6 nts hotel, breakfast

SWISS Ski Special r/t air. 6 nts hotel. Swiss Rail pass
Guaranteed best prices. Hundreds of packages.
Taxes and restrictions apply Valid for select travel dates.

Mother of two.

SO-hour work week.

1-hour commute (each way)

Online auto loan reviews in

under 60 seconds.

Discover the great financial benefits of a credit union! Since

1951, members of the UCLA community have been enjoying

University Credit Union's full-service banking and lending.

Apply for your auto loan at University Credit Union.

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
for UCLA imployns. students & Alumni Associdion nwmbars

www.ucu.org (310) 477-6628

Loans made subject to cradit approval. Loans made to CaMomia reaidants orty. Rates suited to chnge
wWioutM6ce.Univenlty(>edttUnim(UCU)ftoar¥»new«N^ 100%
fmarKtng avaiabto. up to 72 month repayntenl (^ muat be purctaaedjn Cri^^
la requM to fund loans (membership raqukes a mMiwn $5 depoett to UOJ aavlngs account) Ctf UCU
for detaHs or go online for information.

$609
$799
1919

1919

'!«BS8teiig»^Ss5«a(«Sfte-^

1

I'or a smootti start in 9003 bcsin your hair
removal process in December and set

your 2nd treatment FREE!!

on campus
James Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice in Gynecology
100 UCLA Medical Plaza

#383

State of the Art
Laser Hair Removal

^.208.2772 X 18

Call now for your
free consultation

New low prices

$2.00off
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Prime Rib & Steak House
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Banquet Room

**Honest Food At Honest Prices"

Fw the best in Prime Rib, Steaks, Seafood, Chicken and More!
VOTED BEST IN I^A. FOR OUR MARTINI, VALUE DINNERS

& EARLY BIRD MENU
SiKVIXC; lOSAXCFIES lOK OMK 50 YI AKS

Shane's Jewelry
32"'' Annual Holiday Storewide Sale

^

COMPLETE EARLY BIRD DINNERS
"' Day» a We«k • 4:30^-30

$11.95 to $12.95
PRLME RIB . STEAKS • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN AND MORE!

Dinner Includes Soup or Salad, Baked Pdcato, Rice or French Fries, Vegetables,
Garlic Cheese Toast, Beverage and Dessert

V 11326 W. Pico Blvd., West L.A., 310.477.1426 JX^ (1/2 block west o^SawteOe) y/

Dedicated to the

highest ofstandards

Knownfor great quality, best

prices, and best service

FREE YOGA
Mark Blanchard's

Power Yoga

ONE PK« CLAM
21.S0Westw.H)dBlvd.

Suite 2A. Los Anj;clcs

www.MarkBhinchardsPowerYoKa.coin

Serving UCLA Students,

Faculty and Staffsince 1968

Diamond Engagement &
Promise Rings

Platinum 18K, 14K, and Silver

Manufacturing on Premises

Layaway on Holidays

IJfeNTY OF FREE PARK|^^ @ l^il^cross from store

SHANES JEWELRY
1065 Broxton Ave.

Westwood Village West L.A., CA 90024

310/208-8404 • 888/927-4539

www.shanesjewelry.com
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SPORTS

MILLER
I
Shopping, seating stratification,

celebrities detract from sports atmosphere

M.POLO

I

from page

the basketball game is in progress?
In my day, the Forum's lights were
dimmed during play, but the Staples
Center is ht up like a Christmas
tree. With the lights shining bright,
the advertisements become a main
focus - the Budweiser signs were
bigger than Kobe Bryant's late game
free-throw attempts.

The fact is, the Staples Center is

a giant advertisement for beer, fast
food, staples, and above all, celebri-
ty. During a timeout, the Lakers
girls (all very talented dancers, and
sweethearts, I might add) did a rou-
tine wearing black shirts embla-
zoned with the command "buyTV
across their chests.

Even the Laker girls' chests are
advertisements.

At least we know people will be
looking there.

During the second half of play, I

treated myself to a four-dollar ice
cream. It was worth every penny.

The Staples Center is a bastion of
sizzUn' ladies - all dressed in the

The Staples Center is a

giant advertisenfient for

beer, fast food, staples, and
above all, celebrity. A trip

there is like going to Neiman
Marcus on a Saturday

afternoon. It's a superficial

social hierarchy.

latest haute couture. For example, I

saw one girl who was wearing a
Chanel beanie.

A trip to the Staples Center is

like going to Neiman Marcus on a
Saturday afternoon and even more
so the closer you sit to the court.
See, as far as seating is concerned,
it's a superficial social hierarchy.
The super ultra rich dudes sit in the
biUion-dollar seats on the floor, the
ultra rich guys sit in the million-dol-
lar a seat first section, and so on.
Pretty much, you have to be afflu-

ent to get a decent seat.

That makes a lot of sense.

The fans that actually care about
the team are stuck up in the nose-
bleed seats, which ironically made
the third level of seating the most
full on Sunday night. The whole
scenario reminds me of the historic

meeting of the three estates in

France at Versailles before the
French Revolution, when the First

and Second Estates (clergy and
nobles) got great seats for the
meeting, while the Third Estate
(the largest of the three, made up
of commoners) had to sit ridicu-

lously far away from the proceed-
ings and use binoculars and mini-
radios to determine what was going
on in the meeting.

We all know what happens when
the commoners don't get a good
view of the action.

|

By the way, all those celebrities

left the game early, except for
McGrath and Reeves who are true
blue fans. McGrath even yelled a lot

when the game got exciting.
|Oh yes, and the Lakers lost a

heartbreaker. It was a great game, I

think.

from page

at these two vital positions hurt the team's consistency.
Lost in the youth were three strong performances by seniore

- goalkeeper Brandon Brooks and center defenders Yeilding
and Matt Flesher Brooks capped off a celebrated career with
the all-time UCLA saves record of 701 and was named to the All-
MPSF First Team along with sophomore driver Brett Ormsby,
who led the team with 58 goals. Flesher earned third-team hon^
ors and Yeilding took home honorable mention, as did Peck.

"Every year we aim for the tournament, and obviously since
it's my senior year, I'd say it's a minor disappointment," said
Flesher, "but we were a young team and got better all year."

"The toughest thing about the year is looking back at all but
two of the losses and thinking, 'What if?' What if we had done
things differently or put a shot away," said coach Krikorian.
"Those six games, we lost"

Indeed, the "What ifs?" hang mightily over the six losses in
question, as the Bruins lost four overtime games and two more
by a lone goal.

Looking ahead to next year, the Bruins will look to compen-
sate for their three departures with 12 redshirt fi-eshmen, an
abnormaUy abundant class. Hence, the 2003 squad again looks
youthful with only two will-be seniors - drivers Albert Garcia
and Nick Pacelli. The team will also feature will-be junior
Joseph Axelrad trying to live up to Brooks' legacy after two
years spent observing him from the bench.

"We're still going to be young and may be even younger," said
Krikorian. "But there are a lot of bright spots, and we will have
as good a shot as any."

Added Flesher about his now-former team, "This is definitely
going to be a championship caliber team next year."

YANKEES
from page SI

the Yankees signed outfielder Chris Latham
to a one-year contract that would pay him
$400,000 if he is in the m^yor leagues and
$100,000 if he is in the minors. Latham, 29,
hit .232 with six home runs, 43 RBIs and 26
steals last season for the Mets' TYiple-A
team at Norfolk.

"As a switch-hitter who has good speed
and can play all three outfield positions,
Chris Latham will give Joe Torre some
viable options in late innings and in case of
injuries, " Cashman said in a statement
New York also must decide by Saturday

whether to offer salaiy arbitration to six-
time Cy Young Award winner Roger
Clemens, right-hander Ramiro Mendoza,
outfielder John Vander Wal, backup infield-
ers Ron Coomer and Alex Arias and backup
catcher Chris Widger.

Clemens is coming off a $30.9 million,
two-year contract and wants to re-sign with
the Yankees. His agent. Randy Hendricks,
has said the 40-year-old right-hander will
make every effort to work out a deal

Also up ahead for the Yankees are talks
with fi:ee-agent outfielder Hideki MatsuL
The three-time MVP of Japan's Central
League this week decided to hire Am
Tellem, whose Yankees clients include
Jason Giambi and Mike Mussina.

FOR ALL UCLA STAFF & FACULTY
Borders Westwood invii

ALL UCLA STAFF
n their holiday shopping for UCLA Annual Appreciw

December 9th - 15th, 2002!
Receive a 25% discount on books, music & videos (DVD's are 15% off)

• the discount does not apply to the foUowlng^ Periodicals. 'Net' tides, non-stock special orders & gift certlflcates/EGCs. Discounts are not combined.
Oflfer is valid ONLY AT BORDERS WESTSVOOD. This offer expires on the close of business 12/15/02.

OUT NOW

www.thetranspiants.com

www.heil-cat.com
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Westwood resident defines new skating genre UCLA Tae Kwon Do
By Ashley Skipwith

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
askjpwith@media.ucla.eclu

On Wednesday nights, you may be
able to witness George Merkert's fast-

paced lifestyle as he whizzes by you
on Venice Boulevard during his
Wednesday night skating.

Merkert - at age 51 - is doing any-
thing but slowing down.

The Westwood resident recently
secured his second consecutive
National Championship in the inline
downhill category at the San
Francisco Gravity Festival on Nov 9
and 10 by out-skating 24-year-old
Sebastien Laffargue.

He is also in the process of defining
a new sport - competitive inline
downhill skating, which he describes
as a combination of NASCAR and
alpine ski racing.

At age 46, Merkert used inline
downhill skating as a way to train for
ski races. He would build breakaway
gates, much like the gates at the begin-
ning of slalom ski run, at the top of a
hilL

What began as a method of training
soon evolved into its own sport
wherein up to five competitors race
down hills on inline skates reaching
^)eeds over 50 mph.

Now, Merkert and his fiiends are
constantly finding new speed control
techniques, more effective skating
techniques and improved equipment
The cool thing about this sport is

that we are inventing it," Merkert said.

The dynamic aspect of the sport, he
claims, is what makes inline downhiU

r\TKICK lord/Daily Bruin

Inline downhill skater and two-time national champion George Merkert, age 51 and a
Westwood resident, began the sport as a way to practice for skiing

I

skating interesting.

Introduced to skateboarding at a
very young age, Merkert has had a
continual interest in fast-paced sports.

He competed in stunt and fi-eestyle

skiing before becoming involved in

downhill inline skating. His avid child-

hood interest in hockey has been
replaced late in his life.

A lot later.

Merkert is well out of the age
bracket of his competitors, but he has
found methods to use his age to his
advantage.

"My physical skiUs are well beyond
their peak, but I use my experience
and ability to use the technology to
compete effectively," Merkert said.
"It's not just strength."

As for strength, "the fountain of
youth is in the weight room," Merkert
said. Lifting weights doesn't help with
reaction time, but keeps him healthy
and young.

He hopes to set an example for his
two younger daughters, one of whom
he is teaching how to skate.

In addition to irUine skating,
Merkert has succeeded in his career
as a freelance visual effects producer
for motion pictures as well as TV com-
mercials, music videos and short
films.

He won an Academy Award in 1990
for his work in "Total Recall" and was
nominated again in 1998 for his visual
effects in "Starship TVoopers."

Merkert asks himself every day
how long he will continue competing.
Of all people, he looks to skier Debbie
Armstrong.

An underdog in the 1984 Los
Angeles Olympics, Armstrong turned
to her teammates right before she hit
the slalom run and shouted "I'm just
going to have fun out there, just have
fun, have fun!" Armstrong won the
gold medal in that event quickly there-
after.

With "Have fun!" echoing in his
mind, Merkert now has two champi-
onships of his own.

springs to new level

W.VOLLEYBALL
| UCLA's chances at championship slim

from page S
doomed its upset efforts. The Bruins
know that if they are going to win in

the tournament, they must continue
to get over their late-game woes.

"We have the potential, we've had
it all season," senior Lauren
Fendrick said. "This is the time to

bring it"

It seems only fitting that the
Bruins will face Long Beach State,

the very same team that knocked
UCLA out of the tournament last year.

With a chance to play in the Final
Four, the 49ers beat the Bruins 4-1 to
remain undefeated. In fact, the only

y^e had a great chance last

year and they ruined it. It's a

different team, but it's still Long

Beach State."

Brynn Murphy

Sophomore middle blocker

game that Long Beach State lost last

year was a 3-0 decision to Stanford in

the NCAA championship game.
Although Long Beach lost seniors

Tayyiba Haneef and Cheryl Weaver to
graduation, it remains an extremely

potent team led by national player of
the year candidate Brittany Hochevar.
As if there wasn't enough motivation
already, revenge is firmly in some of
the Bruins' minds.

"We had a great chance last year
and they ruined it. It's a different

team, but it's still Long Beach State,"

sophomore Brynn Murphy said.

Fendrick, the only current member
of the team that played significant

minutes in last year's tournament run,

recalls last year's loss most acutely.

"Revenge is definitely a factor," she
said.

Realistically, neither Long Beach
State or UCLA has a chance at a

national title this year. Banachowski,
for his part, thinks an all Pac-10 final
is likely, with defending champion
Stanford matched up against No. 1

seed use.
"Stanford's primed to repeat. It

could be a great finals match between
Stanford and USC."

Still, even though the Bruins know
their championship hopes are slim,
the team maintains a confident atti-

tude.

"We're going to play hard, and play
with heart," sophomore Krystal
McFarland said. "It doesn't matter
who we're playing, we can't psych
ourselves out"

By Andrew Rnley

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
afinley@media.ucla.edu

Establishing a winning athletic

program fi-om scratch can take
years, but UCLA coach Randy
ChambUss does not want to wait.

Last year around this time, the
Tae Kwon Do team was a new stu-

dent organization looking for
members and a place to practice.

Today, they are a nationally-recog-

nized club sport, talking about
becoming one of the top colle-

giate teams in the country.

At the Ventura Open Tae Kwon
Do Championships Nov. 2 in
Ventura, the UCLA team took first

place, finishing with 172 medal
points. The next closest team had
99.

It was their first competition as
a club sport, and it was good
enough to put UCLA on the map
in the Tae Kwon Do community.

"It's great to be recognized by
the university and to be able to
use the UCLA name and logo,"
said sophomore team cE^tain
Kevin Stephanoff. "Now everyone
knows who we are when we go to
tournaments."

More surprising than the team's
early success is that they have
become a club sport so soon. At
the beginning of last year,
Chambliss and Stephanoff
approached USAC, hoping to
form a Tae Kwon Do student orga-
nization. Chambliss advertised
the program by paying for ads in
the Daily Bruin and putting up
signs on Bruin Walk.

Once able to find students
interested in joining, the next task
was to find training space. Even
with numerous activities, limited
space and a limited budget at the
Wooden Center, plans were made
to make Tae Kwon Do into a club
sport.

"I'm surprised it hs^pened so
quickly," said Stephanoff. "There
was lots of paperwork to fill out,

but we got a lot of help."

The Ventura Championships
was just the first of what will like-

ly be a long tradition of success
for UCLA Tae Kwon Do. In
Chambliss' first year as head
coach at Colorado University, he

guided the team to a No. 5 nation-
al ranking, yet he feels the talent

pool here is even stronger.

Sixteen of the 23 athletes on
the UCLA roster are black belts,

and several have experience at

high-level tournaments. For
instance, James Trinh, who placed
first in the light-weight Black Belt
sparring division and third overall

in the Grand Championship Black
Belt sparring competition finals at

Ventura, has six years of experi-
ence and participated in the
Junior Olympics throughout high
school. Carsten Ryttersgaard is on
the Denmark national team.

"My goal is to finish in the top
three in the next couple years,"

Chambliss said.

Although the team was unable
to compete in the National
Collegiate Tae Kwon Do
Championship in November, they
will head to Las Vegas in February
to compete in the United States
Open. This event features com-
petitors fi-om over 80 countries,
many of whom are Olympic team
members.

Additionally, Chambliss hopes
a Pac-10 tournament division will

form next year, which would give
UCLA a chance to compete
against schools such as defending
national champion UC Berkeley.

"We want our athletes to com-
pete against the world class
elites," Chambhss said. "It will

help them gauge the level they're
at and inspire them to train hard-
er."

Many team members have
Olympic aspirations themselves.

"The competition has redefined
my view of what it takes to make
the Olympic team," said first-year

Sean Yee, who placed silver in
sparring and gold in forms at the
Ventura Championships. "It's a
goal of mine to make the Olympic
team, and training here has
he^)ed me realize what I would
need to do."

With a core of such young,
ambitious and talented athletes,

Chambliss is very excited about
the future of UCLA Tae Kwon Do.

"I think the notoriety we will

bring UCLA will make us a leader
within the club sports depart-
ment," said Chambliss.

"The Crocodile's

Christmas Ball"

^ William McDitff, Lyricist

THIS ANNUAL HOLIDAY CONCERT WILL
ALSO INCLUDE FAVORITE MUSIC OF

j

THE SEASON.

UCL!^ CfwraU
Trof. (DonaCd0\(euenj Conductor

UCLA University Chorus
Lloyd Mallory, Graduate Conductor

)ou gef behind the whed, ^^4^y ix)t put ihe ''pecbl to

et your dreams take off? American Honda's National Trainee

Program will take you on a 1 3-montti trip around the company

and give you tools for a career in the automotive industry.

Your training will be based in Torrance, California, with

extended assignments at other Honda kxxitions throughout

the country.

Upon completing the Program, get ready
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Customer
» Service

• Parts

• Sales Consulting

UCLA Department of Music

Tickets: $10 gen, $7 stu & sr

UCLA Central Ticket Office _
(310)825-2101 uCL3ffi

Wind'EtisemSCe
^rof. l^omas Lee, Conductor

Royce Hall, Dec. 7th, 2002, 8pm

A Bachelor's degree and three years of prior work experience is strongly prefenBd. We're kx>king for

creative thinkers, self-starters, and team players with superior multi-tasking abilities. Strong
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Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. You must also be able to relocate and travel extensively. Automotive
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American Honda offers competitive salaries, comprehensive benefits, car leasing/purchasing

benefits and opportunities for growth. Please send your resume and salary history to National Trainee

Program, American Honda Motor Co., Inc., 1 91 9 Torrance Blvd., M/S: 1 00-1 C-3A, Torrance,

CA 90501 -2746. Fax: (310) 783-21 1 or apply online at vs^ww.honda.com. We are an Equal
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American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
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Bruins rally for win against Gaels

SPORTS

FROSH NIKKI BLUE'S
DEBUT LEADS THE
SQUAD'S SCORING
IN SECOND HALF

By Jeff Eisenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jelsenberg@media.ucla.edu

It took all of one home game for
Nikki Blue to give notice that she
is as good as advertised.
Making her regular season

debut at Pauley Pavilion, the
vaunted freshman poured in 24
points, all in the second half, as
the UCLA women's basketball
team rallied from a nine-point
halftime deficit to defeat St.

Mary's on Tuesday night 72-60.

"In the first half, my body felt

tired," said Blue, who also tallied
six rebounds and three steals
against the Gaels. 'But I knew if I

didn't step up, I'd be on the
bench."

After an emotional victory
against UNLV on Sunday, the
Bruins (4-1) were wary of being
complacent against St. Mary's, yet
the entire squad appeared listless

early in the game. UCLA shot 28.

1

percent from the field in the first

half and nussed all six of their
three pointers as the Gaels,
stretched their halftime lead to 32-
23.

An 8-2 burst coming out of the
locker room got the Bruins back
into the game and paved the way
for Blue's heroics. After missing
all three of her first-half shots,
Blue went nine-oMl from the
field after halftime and scored
UCLA's final nine points of the
game.

''Nikki was in a zone out there,"
UCLA head coach Kathy Ohvier
said. "She picked up her on-ball
defense, and that really sparked
the rest of the team. She knew she
had to pick up her game to stay in
there."

|

Earlier in the game, Olivier was
unhappy with the lack of intensity
displayed by Blue and the rest of
the starters. As the Bruin deficit

slowly moimted, Olivier emptied
her bench to find an effective
combination, as 14 different
Bruins saw action in the first half.

Even All-American candidate
Michelle Greco struggled to find

MIKE CHIEN/Dajly Bruin Staff

Nikki Blue throws up a shot in Tuesday night's 72-60 win over St Mary's
College. Blue scored a total 24 points.

j

"Once we got pumped up

and started running, that is

when we got on a roll. I

think that really changed
the whole game."

Nikki Blue

Bruin freshman guard

open looks at the basket as the
Gaels perimeter defense hounded
her all night. Greco finished with
just nine points on three-of-10
shooting, well below her season
average of 21.

"Michelle had been on a roll

running down the floor and get-
ting shots off of screens, and they
took that away from her," Olivier
said. "They had two or three peo-
ple running at her every time she
touched the ball."

With Greco a non-factor offen-
sively, it was Blue who played like
the senior. She repeatedly called
for the ball down the stretch,
attacking the basket and penetrat-
ing the St. Mary's defense at will.

"Once we got pumped up and
started running, that is when we
got on a roU," Blue said. "I think
that really changed the whole
game."

ash for yoiiT
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expectations

DESPITE UPSETTING
END TO SEASON.
BRUINS POSITIVE

ABOUT FUTURE

By Ben Peters

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
bpeters@media.ucla.edu

lb call the Bruin men's water polo
team's 15-8 season a disaster would
be a vast overstatement

However, for a team tihat annually
makes the NCAA tournament and
took four chan^)ionships in the last

seven years, the season is definitely a
down one.

Needing to sweep through the
MPSF tournament last week to
advance to the NCAAs, the Bruins
pulled out an amazing overtime win
over use and ended a string of losses
to Stanford that dates back two
years.

Unfortunately, those wins sand-
wiched a crucial loss to No. 1

Pepperdine, meaning UCLA can only
regroi^) and tiy to re-establish their

winning tradition next year.

"The difficult thing is the e3q>ecta-

tions placed on us because we're
expected to win the championship
every year," said head coach Adam
Krikorian. "We wouldn't want it any
other way, but looking back it was
still a good season considering we
were one of the youngest teams. Plus
there was a lot of parity and the con-

.
NICOLE miller/Daily Bruin Staff

Dan Yeilding eyes the goal in UCLA's match against Long Beach State on Nov 8 in
which the Bruins lost 6-5. The Bruins finished with a 15-8 record

'
'

ference was as tough as Tve seen in

the 10 years I've been here."

Periodically throughout the sea-

son, a dominant Bruin team would
teasingly threaten to establish itself.

Invariably, though, just as they had
everyone believing they turned the
comer, a mediocre version would
emerge resulting in a baffling loss.

"It was definitely a roller coaster
ride. But I wouldn't blame the incon-
sistency on the youth," said senior
center defender Dan Yeilding. "When
we focused we played well, and when

we lacked focus we didnt"
Whether youth was the Bruins'

downfall is debatable. The team
relied heavily on true freshman cen-
ter defender Michael March and inex-
perienced sophomore center Ted
Peck. March, whom Krikorian called
"the best true fi^eshman in the coun-
try," started all but two games, and
Peck, who was the team's only center,
started all 23. While both performed
admirably, occasionally the rawness

M-POLO
I Page 28

M.HOOPS NOTEBOOK

Back in action
Sophomore guard Ryan Walcott

will r^in the team for the Lor\g

Beach State game, after being sus-

pended two games. He could not
even fly with the team to
Indianapolis this past weekend
because he played in an exhibition
game his redshiit season, two years
ago.

More disappointed than Walcott
about missing the game against
Duke was his mother, who wanted
to watch him play She had to settle

for watching tiie game with her son
by her side.

"It was rough to watch the team
play, and all my fiiends just wished
that I was out there playing against

Duke," Walcott said

Improving shooting

record
Despite their second loss of the

season, the Bruins improved their

overall statistics against No. 4 Duke.
The team shot 46 percent from
three-point range and 74 percent
from the fi"ee-throw line. UCLA also
out-rebounded Duke with a season-
high 37 rebounds.

Iiljury report
Triie fi-eshman Ryan Hollins did

not practice Tuesday. He was recov-

ering fix)m a viral irtfection, but is

e3q)ected to play Sunday.

Team gives time to

cancer victims
On Wednesday, the players and

coaches visited the City of Hope
Cancer Center in Duarte. They
brought some cheer to patients who
have imder:gone advanced cancer
therapies, including bone marrow
transplantation.

The players signed autographs,
handed out sports memorabilia, and
took photographs with the patients.

Notes compiled by Daily Bruin
ReporterAdam Titcher

Playstation 2

PS2 Spiderman Game
Avril Lavigne Let's Go CD

Star Wars Episode I DVD

DMB Live @ FoLsom CD

Lord of the Rings DVD

1 Pizza

1 Grande Caffe Mocha

Retail

Price

$199.99

$57.99

$17.98

$29.99

$21.98

$29.95

-$3776^

Buy on
Half.com

$149.99

$29.99

$10.99

$13.99

$11.25

$7.00

$9.00

$3.78

OTAL $371.80

You Could Save

$134.66!
' 4Bi^«uu^

"^''-'-''^^^1 uick & Easy Iniisitlng EBfiS & seicure

by

.com

eSjaY

TM

(g)

»15off
^50 purchase

Enter promo code

"WINTER2002'
in your shopping cart

'^rJ^'^^'-^z,^^"'il>^rj:^'^'^^^^^^
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STANDINGS/

SCORES/

SGHEOUIIS
NCAA Football

PAC-10 STANOINSS

Tiebreaking penalty kicks find few supporters i

Yankees setue

Pac-10
use 7-1

Washington St 6-1

Arizona State 6-3

UCLA 43
Oregon State 4-4

California 44
Washington 44
Oregon 3^
Arizona 1-7

Stanford 1-7

Overall
10-2

9-2

8^
74
a4
7-5

7-5

7-5

48
2-9

College Football Schedule

1>ursday, Dec. 5
SOUTH
Fresno St (7-6) at Louisiana Tfech

(47), 6 p.m.
I

Friday, Dec. 6
Cincinnati (6-6) at Elast Carolina
(47), 4 p.m.

Saturday, Dec. 7
EAST
Army (1-10) vs. Navy (1-10) at
East Rutherford, NJ., 9 am.

SOUTH
Virginia Tfech (9^) at Miami (11-0),
10 a.m.

Georgia (10-1) vs. Arkansas (93),
SEC championship at Atlanta, 3
p.m.

MIDWEST I

Tbledo (^) at Marshall (9-2), Mid-
American championship, 11:30
am.

SOUTHWEST
Oklahoma (10-2) vs. Colorado (9-

3), Big 12 championship at

Houston, 5 p.m.

FAR WEST f

Washington St (9-2) at UCLA (7-

4), 1:30 p.m.
San Diego St (4-8) at Hawaii (93),
8 p.m.

I

NFL

Miami
New Ehngland

Buffalo

N.Y. Jets

Indianapolis

Tennessee
Jacksonville

Houston

East
W
7
7
6
6

South
W
8
7

5
3

L
5
5
6
6

L
4
5
7

9

Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cleveland
Cincinnati

Oakland
San Diego
Denver
Kansas City

North
W L
7 4
6 6
6 6
1 11

West
W
8
8
7
6

L
4
4
6
6

T Pet
.583

.583

.500

.500

T Pet
.667

.683

417
.250

T Pet
1 .625

.500

.500

.083

T Pet
.667

.667

.683

.500

MTNNUL CONFERENCE

Philadelphia
N.Y. Giants
Dallas

Washington

TunpaBay
Atlanta
New Orieans
Carolina

x-Green Bay
Chicago
Detroit

Minnesota

East
W
9

6
6
5

South
W
9
8
8
4

North
W
9
3
3
3

West
W

L
3
6
7
7

L
3
3
4'

8

L
3
9
9
9

San Francisco 8
St Louis 6
Arizona 4
Seattle 4

x-clinched division

NBA

L
4
7
8
8

T Pet
.750

.500

.417

417

T Pet
.750

1 .708

.667

.333

T Pet
.750

.260

.260

.250

T Pet
.667

417
.333

.333

EASTEIN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Diviaon

W
Fliilade^hia 14
Boston 12

L Pet GB
4 .778 —
6 .706 11/2

New Jersey 12 7 .632 2 1/2
Orlando 10
Washington 7
New York
Miami

8 .556 4
10 .412 61/2

5 10 .333 71/2
6 12 .294 81/2

Central

W
Indiana 14
Detroit 12
New Orieans 12

Milwaukee 8
Atlanta 8
Toronto 6
Chicago 4
Qeveland 2

Division

L Pet GB
3 .824 —
5 .706 2
6 .667 2X/2
9 .471 6
10 .444 61/2
11 .363 8
13 .236 10
17 .106 13

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W
Dallas 16
Houston 10
San Antonio 11

Utah 10
Minnesota 10
Denver 5
Memphis 2

L Pet GB
1 .941 —
7 .588 6
8 .579 6
8 .556 61/2
9 .526 7
12 .294 11

16 111 141/2

Pacific Division

W
Sacramento 15
Seattle 10
Phoenix 8
Portland 7
Golden State 7
LA Lakers 7

L Pet GB
5 .750 —
8 .566 4
8 .500 5
8 .467 51/2

11 .389 7
12 .368 71/2

LA Clippers 6 12 .333 8

TYSON EVANS/Daily Brvin Senior Staff

Bruins Kim Devine (left) and Sarah-Gayle Swanson react after Texas A&M's 3-

1 overtime shootout win. after a game in which UCLA didn't allow a single shot.

AGGIES' SHOOTOUT
WIN OVER UCLA
UPSETS PLAYERS,

COACHES
By Gilbert Quiflonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gqulnonez(a)media. ucla.edu

Soccer coaches and players
around the world don't like penalty
kicks.

On Nov. 23, the UCLA women's
soccer team played Texas A&M in a
third-round NCAA tournament
match. The Bruins outshot the Aggies
21-0 in a game in which their oppo-
nent rarely got the ball on the Bruins'
side of the field.

However, the game went into
penalty kicks, where Texas A&M
won, outscoring UCLA 3-1 on penalty
kicks.

"What's ringing in my ears right
now is what (Aggie head coach G.
Guerrieri) said to me right after the
match, which was 'life isn't fair,'"

UCLA head coach Jillian Ellis said
after the game.

"It's unfortunate that we won with-
out taking a shot," Guerrieri conced-
ed after the game.

Both Luiz Felipe Scolari, BrazU
head coach during the 2002 FIFA
World Cup, and Germany head coach
Rudi Voller went on record saying
they hoped the World Cup final
wouldn't come down to penalty
kicks.

Yet penalty kicks still exist today,
used by international, professional
and collegiate soccer as a tiebreaker.

"Penalty kicks are a crap shoot,"
UCLA men's soccer head coach Tom
Fitzgerald said. "A lot of luck is

involved."

Under current NCAA rules, If

teams are tied after the end of regula-
tion, two 10-minute overtime periods
are played, with the team that scores
first wuming. If no one scores during
overtime, a tie is given during a regu-
lar season game. However, in a tour-

nament match, there cannot be a tie.

A team must win to go on to the next
round, and penalty kicks are used to
quickly determine a wimier and pre-
vent ii\juries.

Critics say that winning a penalty
kick shootout doesn't prove which
soccer team is truly better.

However, Nelson Bobb, Athletic
Director at UNC-Greensboro and the
chairperson of the NCAA soccer
rules committee says otherwise.
The rules are the rules," he said.

"As long as it's by the rules, it's a win."
Prior to this season, an NCAA tour-

nament game could go into four 10-

minute overtime periods before
resorting to penalty kicks. However,
that was changed to two.

"We switched to two overtimes
because of the welfare issue for stu-

dent-athletes," Bobb said. "With the
players' fatigue level, the game has to
stop and go to PKs."

Still, many players would rather
have the game end with a goal.

"Penalty kicks aren't right," UCLA
fireshman forward Iris Mora said after

the loss. "They need to change the
rules."

Like them or not, players realize

that penalty kicks must exist

"Penalty kicks are a tough way to
go down," Bobb said. "But is having
two teams with no legs in the best
interest of soccer? Also, teams may
have to travel after the game and play
somewhere else the next day."

For some, logistical reasons don't
necessarily mean penalty kicks have
to be embraced.

"To have teams play until someone
scores is on my wish list," Fitzgerald

said.

Ventura contract
By Ronald Blum

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The New York
Yankees reached a preliminary
agreement Wednesday on a $5 mil-

lion, one-year contract with third

baseman Robin Ventura
Ventura, 35, must pass a physical

for the deal to be finalized, a Yankees
official said on the condition of
anonymity.

Ventura hit .247 with 27 homers
and 93 RBIs in his first season with
the Yankees, who acquired him fi'om

the Mets in a three-way trade last

December Hell be taking a cut fi-om

his 2002 salaiy of $8.25 million
The Yankees originally had hoped

prospect Drew Henson would be
ready to take over at third base by
now.

But the former Michigan football

star has struggled in the minors, bat-

ting .240 with 18 homers and 65 RBIs
at Triple-A Columbus last season,
along with 151 strikeouts in 471 at-

bats. He then had trouble in the
Arizona Fall League.

The Yankees also informed leftr

hander Mike Stanton that they are
likely to offer him salary arbitration,

a person familiar with those talks
said, also on the condition of
anonymity.

A fiiee agent who isn't offered
arbitration can't re-sign with his for-

mer team after Saturday Those
offered arbitration have until Dec. 19
to accept or reject the offers and can
re-sign through Jan 8.

Yankees general manager Brian
Cashman was in Tampa, Fla., for
meetings to decide the team's next
personnel moves and did not return
a telephone call seeking comment

In a move that was announced,

YANKEES
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Dodgers' and Cubs' trading agreement is a done deal
By Nancy Armour

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — The Chicago Cubs
completed their big deal with the
Los Angeles Dodgers on
Wednesday, trading catcher Todd
Hundley and outfielder phad
Hermansen for first baseman Eric
Karros, second baseman Mark
Grudzielanek and $2 million.

The teams had reached a tenta-
tive agreement Tuesday^ and were
given 72 hours to complelelt:

'***'''
-

Since finishing 67-95, the Cubs
have hired manager Dusty Baker,

signed free agent reliever Mike
Remlinger and traded for catchers
Damian MiUer and Paul Bako.
The Dodgers went 92-70 and

were in contention for the NL wild-
card spot until the final week.
Minus Karros, Los Angeles could go
shopping for a first baseman — a
candidate would be fi^ee agent Cliff

Floyd, who once played for Dodgers
manager Jim Tracy in Montreal's
minor league systenri^

^^gos is o\^eO&jnimon next
i^t^Sid his ^offlHRt includes a
2004 club option for $9 million with
a $1 million buyout. If he reaches

500 plate appearances next season,
his 2004 salary would be guaran-
teed.

Hundley will get $6 million next
year and $6.5 million in 2004. The
catcher will get an extra $500,000
for 2004 if he makes 100 starts next
season.

Grudzielanek was due to get a
$5.5 million next season, with a
2004 club option for $6 nuUion with
a $500,000 buyout. As part of the
trade, he agreed to restructure his

contract"fl^ is^^ite^ 'dedftRat Mis*
for a $2 nullion signing bonus, a $1
million salary in 2003 and a payment

of $3 million within two months of
the end of the 2003 season.

Both Hundley and Karros are
coming off disappointing seasons.

Karros, 35, hit a career-low 13
home runs while batting .271 with
73 RBIs. He was drafted by the
Dodgers in 1988.

The Cubs have high hopes for 23-

year-old first baseman Hee Seop
Choi, who made his msyor league
debut last season and hit .180 with
two home runs in 50 at-bats.

HuMey, 3S, hir 211 witat^ie
home runs and 35 RBIs. In his two
seasons with the Cubs, the former

All-Star has hit only 28 homers with
66 RBIs.

Hundley played for the Dodgers
in 1999 and 2000, and would back
up Paul Lo Duca if he returned to
Los Angeles.

Grudzielanek, 32, hit .271 with
nine homers and 50 RBIs for the
Dodgers. With the Cubs, he could be
backup to young Bobby Hill, who
showed signs of promise as a rook-
ie last season.

Hermansen. 26, hit .207 with
eighfUttftfe mk afta 18 RBIs in 100
games for the Cubs and Pittsburgh
last season.

TEL
BINOCU!

HAPPINESS IS BEING A BRUIN ALUM

MICROSCOPES
MEADE 60AZ

SCOPE CITY - World's largest and most
complete optical supermarket • EXPERT HELP

SAVE
UP TO

See the Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Nebulae, Comets and much more.
• 60mm Coated Optics • 6 Different magnifications
• 5 X 24 Rnderscope • Adjustable Aluminum Tripod
• Plus FREE Star Locator Astro Software CD-ROM.
Valued at $79.00

• Plus receive FREE Meade Electronic eyepiece to send live

video images from the telescope to your T.V. or camcorder Valued at $100

nuch more.

Ol
id livfi WW

IN SHERMAN OAKS V40%
14324 Ventura Blvd. • (818) 789-5805

OTHER SCOPE CITY LOCATIONS:
SIMI VALLEY • COSTA MESA • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LAS VEGAS

WWW.SCOPECITY.COM

SEPT CALIFORNIA CA67

BRUIN EYE GUY
GO BRUINS

$129.00 SPECIAL: Eye exam and glasses or contact lens exam and contacts

Village Eyes Optometry Jon. D. Vogel, O.D.

1069 Broxton ave, Westwood Village (310) 208-3011 Call office for details.

*An Event Not To Be Missed! *

WOM^A) OF T-H^ BAST
jL 2003 CALENDAR SIGNING -A-

Christine Mendo Tanaka yancine Dee]
> Jalin I

Re-^Hif & NontraditJonal Student
Brown Bag Lunch

If you are an undergrad. (25 and over) or a grad. (29 and over) join

us for our monthly informal chat sessions. Bring your lunch and
meet other students who share your experience as a UCLA

student. Discuss topics such as adjusting to life as a re-entry/
nontraditional student, balancing family & school responsibilities,

managing time, coping with stress, child care and much more!

Join us on the first Wednesday of every month,
(when classes are in session)

December 4
12-1 pm

2 Dodd Hall

For more infomiation please call 825-3945, or visit

www.thecenter.ucla.edu

Sponsored by the UCUV Center for Women & Men i Ccnfct
womeng,men

xS'k.

COMEMEETSOMEOF THEHOTTESTASIANMODELS ON THE PLANET'
(ONE NIGHTONLY!)

Friday Night - Dec. 6th 2003 - 7:30pm to 9:30pm SPECIAL:

THAT WAS THEN...
(before tooth bonding)

THIS IS NOW!!!

^ Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning.

Regular Price: 8160 - Expires 06/05/03

. (Early Arrival Is Suggested)

90024 (310)824-1688

More Information Go To: mostbeautifulgirls.com

• TOOTH BONDING • BLEACHING • Open Late Hours
• Veneers • Crowns and Bridges • Checks & Credit Cards are Welcome
• Porcelain Facings • Gum Treatments • Free Validated Parking
• Root Canals • Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) • 23 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

|

Dr. L.R. FRiEDiVIAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wllshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

onthemark@cheerful.com http://www.1 800onthemark.com
For Appointment Caii: (310) 474-3765

i*
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More Stories INSIDE

• Women's hoops beats St. Mary's
• Men's water polo season wrap
• Champion inline skater in Westwood
• UCLA Tae Kwon Do club team victorious
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Swimming @ Auburn Invit

W.Volleyb v. Long Beach
Football V. Wash St

M.Soccer v. Penn St

Hockey v. Washington

M.Hoops V. Long Beach

PRE
Auburn, AL

Pepperdine

Rose Bowl

Drake Stad

Seattle, WA
Pauley Pav

VIEW
Today All Day
Today 5 p.m.

Saturday 12:30 p.m.

Saturday 7 p.m.

Saturday 9:45 p.m.

Sunday 1 p.m.

Thursday, December 5, 2002
www.dailybniin.ucla.edu

Honor at stake in Washington game
SATURDAY'S GAME
WILL DETERMINE
THE BOS AND
ROSE BOWL
PARTICIPANTS

I

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@media.ucla.edu

:There is plenty of buzz around
the UCLA-Washington State
game this weekend.

It just isn't about UCLA.
In a game that threatens to

show the flaws of the much
maligned Bowl Championship
Series, No. 7 Washington State (9-

2, 6-1 Pac-10) travels to the Rose
Bowl this weekend in hopes of
earning a Rose Bowl berth.
Should UCLA (7-3, 4-3) prevail, it

will send its cross-town rival USC
(10-2, 7-1) to the Rose Bowl.
"We don't care about 'SC. If we

win, that is all we care about,"

said true freshman quarterback
Drew Olson.

Because USC is No. 4 in the
BCS rankings, it is guaranteed a
BCS bowl, regardless of whether
it wins the Pac-10. Thus, if

Washington State wins, the BCS
will have two Pac-10 teams and
No. 5 Iowa could get shoved out
should one of the BCS bowls pre-
fer to take No. 10 Notre Dame. If

this sounds like it makes no
sense, well, welcome to the BCS.

"It's exciting, we can change
bowl pictures, we can affect the
BCS," UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo said. The Bruins can
determine their own bowl picture
as well; a win will leave them tied

in third for the conference with
Arizona State.

The Bruins could use the ABC
national TV coverage after a 52-

21 shellacking by USC.
"It always leaves a bad taste in

your mouth when you lost to a
team last year," said sophomore
receiver Craig Bragg of last year's
20-14 loss to Washington State.

"And we have a lot of respect
to gain back after what happened
two weeks ago," he added.

That respect might be hard to
come by against a Cougar offense
that ranks third in the Pac-10 in

_ i it>UiN LvANb/DAiu Bruin Senior Staff
Sophomore wide receiver Craig Bragg fights off a USC Trojan during UCLA's 52-21 loss to USC. The Trojans go to
the Rose Bowl if the Brums win this weekend.

both total offense and total

defense, putting up 427.4 yards
per game while allowing only
341.7 yards per game.

"They are real explosive,"
defensive coordinator Phil Snow
said. "Coach (Mike) Price's best
offense is when they can run it

and they can run it this year.**

Perhaps the biggest concern
for the UCLA defense will be
whether WSU quarterback Jason

Cesser plays on his sprained
ankle and if he can still get the
ball off to his huge receivers,

Mike Bush, Devard Darling and
Jerome Riley.

"Knowing how tough Cesser
is, they are going to have to put
him in a straight jacket to keep
him from playing," Snow said.

Last year, the UCLA defense
kept Cesser in check largely with
the help of sophomore safety Ben
Emanuel, who intercepted two
passes, returning one for a touch-
down in his first start.

"I'm not trying to repeat it

because it probably won't hap-
pen," Emanuel said. "Their
offense is pretty tasty."

Last year, in the second loss of
the late-season slide, the offense
cost the Bruins the game with
Cory Paus and since departed
Ryan McCann combining for five

interceptions.

The Bmins hope to establish
the running game with redshirt
freshman tailback lyier Ebell
and sophomore tailback Manuel
White, both of whom have run
well all season but were not uti-

lized against USC once the
Bruins were down 21-0 and
knocked off their game plan.
The greatest key to the game

may be the freshmen quarter-
backs Olson and Matt Moore who
cannot afford to turn the ball
over as they did against USC. In
the quarterbacks' three com-
bined wins, neither turned the
ball over. After splitting reps
evenly again this week, Olson
will start with Moore Ukely to
play as well.

"That wasn't us out there,"
Olson said of the Trojan humilia-
tion.

They had best figure out who it

was before they face a speedy
defense that includes Marcus
Trufant, one of the best comer-
backs in the conference. The
Bruins will be without the help of
junior receiver Tab Perry, who
sprained his ankle two weeks
ago.

"(WSU comerback Marcus)
Trufant had a broken hand and he
was still making plays. As a
receiving corps, we are going to
have to pick it up," Bragg said.

The Bruins' friends and ene-
mies are waiting to see if they are
made for TV.

Staples Center

turns seating

into symbol of

social status

So,
I went and saw me a Lakers

game Sunday night.

My $175 ticket was a gift from
a friend, and I sat in seat 18, row
nine, section 119. Man, was that a
great seat. I could see everything
from it.

Three rows in fi-ont ofme sat
Keanu Reeves,
looking dashing
and debonair in

a dark suit.

Next to him sat
Sugar Ray
singer Mark
McGrath, hiding
under a foam
mesh hat, work-
ing the "I am
trash" look.

Across the

court sat Eddie
Murphy and
some guy I

think is in Run-
DMC. Those
guys looked like they were having
fun too.

Finally, sitting courtside was
rock-and-roll's newestliottest cou-
ple, Owen Stefani and Gavin
Rossdale. To be honest, I don't
think Rossdale knew where he was
or what he was watching, but he
sure looked pleased when his wife
spoke to him. They were SUPER
CUTE and when they were shown
on the arena's video screens, every-
one cheered! So loudly!

At halftime, I joined my buddy
outside on a crowded third-level

veranda designated for smoking.
While my friend smoked his

Parliaments, I looked into the car-

cinogen-enhanced sky - a foggy
mixture of smoke and ambient
green light (courtesy of the Staples
Center's garish lighting), and real-

ized that this arena was the stupid-
est thing in the world.
Do you know what is the most

nuts thing about the Staples
Center? It's a mall. Need a cell

phone? Staples Center has got
phones. Need a bimch of ugly
clothes? Check.
Need a coffee table or a perm?
Just kidding.

What's the deal with the Staples

Center management's insistence on
not dimming the house lights when

mUER
I
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Daniel
Miller

MILLER TIME
dniier(Sime(fa.iJCtELedu

Bruins trying to keep spirit high for next game

JONATHAN young/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
Junior midfielder Adolfo Gregorio drives with the ball in last Wednesday's win
over LMU, in which he scored three goals.

I

UCLA meets Penn in

soccer quarterfinal

By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain ©media, ucla.edu

Former Bruin Earl Watson
gave a pep talk to the UCLA
men's basketball team on
Tuesday when his Seattle
SuperSonics were in town to
play the Lakers.

It's just another strategy by
Steve Lavin, who hopes to
spark a Bruin team that is off

to their worst start in 41 years.

Not since 1961 has UCLA been
0-2, when John Wooden's
squad lost back-to-back games
at Brigham Young to open the
season.

"Obviously, we didn't expect
to be 0-2," forward Jason
Kapono said. "But we can't

panic or get worried."

The good news for Bruin
fans is that in that 1961-62 sea-

son, UCLA turned its fate

around, finishing 18-11 and
going all the way to the Final

Four.

The bad news is that this

year's Bruin squad doesn't
have a Walt Hazzard to help
turn the tide around.

Their best chance for a sav-
ior could be redshirt sopho-
more Ryan Walcott, who
returns from his two-game
NCAA suspension on Sunday
to try to get the Bruins their

first victory against Long
Beach State at Pauley Pavilion.

"Walcott brings depth,
quickness and experience,"
Lavin said. "He will help us
push the ball up the court."

The energetic point guard
could also help out on defense,
as the Bruins will likely

increase their use of the full-

court press that was mostly
absent in their first two games.

"As we get more depth and
quickness, we can extend the
defense more," Lavin said.

Long Beach (1-3) is one of
the easiest teams on UCLA's
schedule, having already lost

to Charlotte, Pepperdine and
Southern Utah.

The 49ers also don't have
enough of an inside presence
to dominate the low post, as
San Diego's Jason Keep did
against the Bruins in their sea-
son opener.

"But the easiest games are

the toughest ones," said guard
Jon Crispin. "Long Beach is a
team with a lot of talent, but
you don't hear a lot about
them."

After last week's two loss-

es, UCLA has dropped out of
the AP Top 25, and are already
being written off by many
fans and members of the
media.

So Lavin knows the Bruins
need to put together a full

game of solid basketball on
Sunday in order to help quell
the barrage of criticism by
fans and the media.

"For 40 minutes, we have to
be able to sustain effort and
execution," Lavin said.

"(Sunday's) game is less about
Long Beach and more about
us making progress and ele-

vating our game."
For now, UCLA is trying to

keep the morale in the locker
room high, despite its early

troubles.

"There are still a lot of
games to go," Kapono said.

"Everyone is positive and
upbeat, and looking forward
to playing on Sunday."

1 TV .N .-.ENioR Staff

By Gilbert Quinonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

gquinonez@media.ucla.edu

The seniors on the UCLA men's
soccer team know for sure that

Saturday's NCAA quarterfinal
match against Penn State will be
their last game in front of the home
crowd at Drake Stadium.

"It's really sad that this will be
my last game here," midfielder
Jinuny Frazelle said. "I wish I could
start it all over again."

If the Bruins lose on Saturday,

their season ends at home; if they
beat the Nittany Lions (16-7),
UCLA will be one of four teams at
the NCAA College Cup in Dallas
trying to win a national champi-
onship.

They've got a chance. The No. 3
Bruins are coming off a week in

which their offense was on fire,

recording seven goals in two play-
off games last week against Loyola
Marymount and Cal.

"I'd love to be able to score three

M.SOCCER
I
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Jason Kapono drives to the hoop in last Tuesday's loss
to San Diego. UCLA to play Long Beach St. on Saturday

Women's volleyball hoping for

big win, revenge at Long Beach

MARY HOLSCHER/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Sophomore outside hitter Brittany Ringel digs the
ball in UCLA's 3-2 win over Arizona State Nov. 21.

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl@media.ucla.edu

The beauty of the NCAA tournament lies in its

simplicity. A win keeps a team alive, a loss ends
it The UCLA women's volleyball team has been
waiting for a big win all season, and the first-

round match today against Long Beach State
may be its last chance.

Throughout the year, the Bruins have been
tantalizingly close to upsetting a higher ranked
team, but haven't been able to win those crucial

points that lead to victories. The team feels con-

fident, however, that it has progressed far
enough to finally get its biggest win of the sea-
son.

"It's a maturation process," head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "I think we've come along far
enough to finally knock off someone ranked
higher than us."

This year's team is not the traditional power-
house that UCLA usually produces. However, the
team has shown a great deal of mental toughness
in staying close to teams like USC and Stanford.
But, its inconsistent play late in games has

W.YOLLEYBALL
| Page 29
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Holiday greetings from VIDA Knowledge/

We are an educational and lifestyle portal and online

community.

Our mission is to better people*s lives by sharing

profound knowledge^ products and services that

enhance the learning and living environment/ and

to give back directly to our community in the process.

Would you like to support your favorite charity or

cause with every dollar you spend this holiday season?

-i-

1

mmb^ __JQb^n;^iiy^ spirit of (he sea^p/ please

wi» WW—pawr—

I

portion of our net profi

by visiring and shopping with us and our I

affiliate companies. Please visit our websi

www.vidaknowIedge.com to see the full

affiliate companies/ which include many o

favorite online retailers, like the top online boolv

choosing

video/ music/ brick and mortar stores through

virtual mall, and travel sites. This holiday season,

spend the same money you already plan to spend ar

avoid long lines and crowded parking lots, all while

making a difference for a cause or organization you

really care about

AAay your holiday std&on be full of joy and blessing.

Sincerely,

The VIDA Knowledge Family
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Too many losses = fired coach? Hot, soft seats go for cold, hard cash
T'm sick of it all Werner Heisenberg has his GF?theorv CHD (1^10 OnO A CCACnM OnroXAX/^no /-i a m t^fh^o^K^i ".„;^r,:^,.T^._jI'm

sick of it all.

I've been hearing it ever since I

have been foUowing UCLA bas-
ketball.

"Fire Lavin!"

Over and over
again after every
loss.

Some have
even used
sophomoric
plays on words
dubbing the

UCLA head
coach "Osama
bin Lavin."

Lavin is no
terrorist, and he
has not orches-

trated any mass
murders. When
the Lavin-bash-

ing has reached
these proportions, it has gone too
far.

Therefore, I have emerged from
my Stat Cave (in the Statmobile) to
come to save the day.

For all of you Lavin haters (and
lovers) out there, Fve decided to
statistically analyze how many loss-

es it wiD take for Lavin to get fired.

That way, until he reaches that
number, no one should complain
about him. Ever. I

And in case you didn't notice, I

am returning to my roots. I haven't
used Excel for a column lately, and
Fve gotten away from my stat geek
title. I've just been plain geeky. So,
Tm giving gymnastics the week off. I

solemnly swear not to make fun of
their glorified artistry at all. Happy
holidays, my diminutive fiiends.

Gilbert

QuiAonez

STAT GEEK
gqunofBz(amedBLiJdaedu

Werner Heisenberg has his

Uncertainty Principle of electrons. I

have my How Many Losses Until
Lavin Gets Fired? theory.

For the test data, I looked at six

college basketball coaches who
have been fired in the last few
years.

Nolan Richardson (Arkansas): He
was cut loose for making some
racial comments, but it came on the
heels of a 14-loss season.

Bob Bender (Washington): He
beat UCLA four years in a row, an
impressive feat until this season.
Bob Knight (Indiana): He'd

always been a little bit too fiery, but
Indiana didn't fire him until his team
began to struggle. I wonder why?

Dave Bliss (New Mexico): He
couldn't get to the sweet 16, so he
was fired. If Lavin gets fired, he
should go there.

Rod Jensen (Boise State) and
Mike Heideman (University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay): Yeah, they
have basketball teams.

I also looked at six coaches who
have been on the hot seat, but
weren't fired.

Steve Lavin: His seat is so hot,

the flame is blue, not red.

Matt Doherty (UNC): Finished 8-

20 at a school that was second in

most consecutive seasons without a
losing record (UCLA was first). And
he still wasn't fired. UNC is now No.
14 in the country. Patience worked.

Pete Gillen (Virginia), Larry
Shyatt (Clemson), Tommy Amaker
(Michigan) and Tubby Smith
(Kentucky) have also been on the

hot seat

Now for the math in the HMLUL-

GF? theory.

I'm going to compare these two
groups of coaches separately, and
use a few main stats: careerVimiing
percentage, last season's winning
percentage, total losses, tournament
success and standard deviations of
the above.

|

After crunching the numbers, I've
determined the following:

With 18 losses, there is a 94 per-
cent chance Lavin will be fired.

Seem a litUe high? Blame North
Carolina for not firing Doherty,
which skewed the values.

If he finishes just below .500 (13-

14), he'd have a 76 percent chance
of getting fired.

Of course, this doesn't factor in a
miraculous, Lavin-esque Pac-10
tournament run. I can see it now.
UCLA goes into the tournament as
the No. 8 seed and luckily wins
three games. J

So, let the countdown begin.
Choose the percentage you want:

11 losses = 52 percent chance
12 = 61 percent
13 = 69 percent
14 = 76 percent
15 = 82 percent
16 = 87 percent
17 = 91 percent
18 = 94 percent
Have fim with the stat geek's

Lavin Countdown! And don't talk
about him getting fired untU he
reaches these numbers.

FOR $10,000 A SEASON, SPECTATORS CAN
NOW SIT COURTSIDE IN PAULEY PAVILION

By Adam Titcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
at itc herd) media. ucla.edu

The hottest commodity at Pauley
Pavilion may not be the UCLA men's
basketball team.

Bruin fans are lining up to snag
courtside seats that allow them to
view the game up close. While the
student section offers a fim experi-
ence and cheap tickets at seven dol-

lars each, courtside spots are
$10,000 a seat.

It's expensive, but people are buy-
ing into it

"I like them, because they have a
softer seat," said Tony Thompson
during the season's first game. *'It's

worth it and it's a good deal to be in

fi-ont of the best fans, the students."

Thompson has been a Bruin bas-
ketball fan for the last 40 years.

Years ago he watched games in the
last row, up in nose-bleeds, and
slowly moved his way down to the
arena level over the years.

Price was never an issue for him.
"If you have a passion for some-

thing, you get it," he said. "It's a
faster game down here, but it's a
fundraiser for the school too."

Boosters with Thompson's atti-

tude are exactly the type of fan that
the athletic department targets with
the new row of seats.

"It's a win-win situation because
the people who have the seats are
long-time season ticket holders, and
have had a significant contribution

to the school," said Rick Purdy asso-
ciate athletic director

"We're trying to replicate the pros
and other universities that have
courtside seating," he said.

This is the first time ever UCLA
has offered such a prestigious seat-
ing format. Originally the media
occupied desks on the court, but
now the press section is above the
band. Currently all 44 seats are pur-
chased for the 2002-2003 season and
there is a waitlist of eight people.

The ultimate goal of the project is

to give the fans an opportunity to see
a game fi:-om the best view - and to
generate a lot more revenue for the
school and the basketball program.
The seats provide several thousand
more dollars and could continue to
be a permanent part of Pauley
Pavilion and UCLA basketball.

"Nothing lasts forever, but we
look to continue with the seats,"

Purdy said

The Stat Geek eocpects to see signs
with the HMLULGF? theory count-
down at Pauley Pavilion. E-mail him
at gquirumez@niedia. ucla. edu.

UCU HEN'S TEAM STATISTICS
Through two games.

NAME
Jason Kapono
Djjon Thompson
Ray Young ^

Cedric Bozenian

GMS MIN PTS REB AST TO AA STL BLK PF FG% FT%
0.5 OO 4.0 0.419 0.875

T.J. Cumm ings

Josiah JohnsorT

Jon Crispin

Michael Fey
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STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13TH AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

15% off any $50-74.99 purchase

20% off any $75-124.99 purchase

20% off any purchase $125 & more

I
^—^-^^—^^^— Clip this coupon and use it for savings! Offer expires 12/13/02.

^^' -x^y
. .

^^ ^^ ^^ ^~ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "B ^^ B^

* Total amount before tax Purchase must be made in a single day. Ackerman Union only. Excludes UCLA Rings, cosmetics/fragrances. Limited to stocK on hand.

BearWear 3IO206.08I0

Fast Track 3 1 0206.08 1

6

www.uclastore.com

fln Enterprise of the

Rssocidted Students. UCLlMRr
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Motion offense lacks execution ASSOCIATED PRESS MEN'S TOP 25

ByJeffAgase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
jagase(a)media. ucla.edu

Contrary to popular perception,
Steve Lavin's Bruins actually do run
an ofifense.

When UCLA players are swinging
the ball around the three-point arc for
what seems like an eternity, they're
actually looking for favorable passing
lanes.

'

When Bruins run the floor in seem-
ingly h2^)hazard patterns, they're
actually assuring themselves neces-
sary floor spacing.

And when it seems like Cedric
Bozeman and Ryan Walcott aren't
even calling plays, it's because, well,

they aren't

Technically at least The Bruins
typically run a motion offense - a
structure that can break down almost
any defense when it's working or
look like muddled nonsense when it's

not
"When you get into a game, most

teams are going to disrupt set plays,"

senior Ray Young said. "And you need
to be able to realize this and adjust"

Instead of restricting players with
forced movements and predeter-
mined plays, the motion offense
operates under a short set of rules.

Beyond those regulations, players are
free to create shot opportimities,
which highlights the individual cre-

ativity and athleticism that is abun-
dant in the Bruins.

Simple as that, right? Well, not
exactly.

Any UCLA fan with even the slight-

est amount of basketball knowledge
can tell that the Bruins' ofifense can
often look stagnant (Young actually
used the exact word after the team's
0-2 start) or, worse, like nothing betr
ter than pickup basketball.

And more than anything else, that's

because the motion rules still require
tremendous discipline and decision-
making acumen. Players must be
sure not to pick up their dribbles (and
draw a possible double-team).
Screens must be set with purpose.
And most of all, the motion ofifense

requires motion, and lots of it

Once the movement stops, the
defense gets a chance to adjust and
all unpredictability is lost It's a point

First place votes in parentheses, as of

Saturday

hardly lost on Lavin.

'*As a coach, what I've learned is

that it's not whether you run more
structure or more motion, it's how
you execute," he said.

Lavin has also learned that one
offensive approach usually isn't

enough. After spending much of last

season in a 1-4 set play structure
around center Dan Gadzuric, the
Bruins brought in more motion and
looked like a new team.

Contfortable, but at the same time
lethal, UCLA became one of the
tougher teams in the conference for
which to prepare. The freewheeling
motion was a good match for a full-

court press, too.

"With the motion, once we make
stops it's easier to get into our
ofifense," sophomore Ryan Walcott
said

I

But even freedom takes some get-

ting used to, especially for the
younger Bruins.

"Any system takes a while," Lavin
said "There is a set ofprogram build-

ing blocks, and when you have older
players it's easier for them to get a
better grasp."

Rank School Record Votes

1 Arizona (71) 3-0 1.799

2 Texas 5-0 1.650

3 Alabama 5-0 1.620

4 Duke 4-0 1,550

5 Pittsburgh (1) 4-a 1,543

6 Oklahoma 4-1 1,321

7 Oregon 4-0 1,227

8 Florida 4-1 1.147

9 Maryland 3-1 1.113

10 Indiana 5-0 1.044

11 Connecticut 4-0 1.001

12 North Carolina 5-1 997

15 Marquette 5-0 958

14 Kansas 2-3 949

15 Missouri 3-0 677

18 Xavier 3-1 630

It Stanford 4-1 477

18 Kentucky 3-1 471

W Tulsa 3-0 468

20 Minnesota 2-0 433

^ Michigan St. 2-2 345

22 Virginia 3-1 312

23 Wisconsin 4-0 268

24 Mississippi St. 3-1 206

26 Illinois M 170

Pac-lO's second stage

status limits exposure

Scheduling difficult

for mid-major teams
MAJORS DONT WANT TO RISK PROGRAMS,
LOSS OF REVENUE FROM AWAY GAMES

Others receiving votes: Creighton 125.

College of Charleston 116. UCLA 95,

Gonzaga 92, Georgia Tech 88. Cincinnati

76, Georgia 65, Texas Tech 55

JefT
Eisenberg

jeisenberg@meclia.ucla.edu

UCU MEN'S 2002-2003 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE/RESULTS

By Jeff Bsenberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF

jeisenberg(a)media. ucla.edu

Not even Santa Claus was as effi-

cient as the Pepperdine men's bas-
ketball team last December.

In the course of a week, the
Waves upset local rivals UCLA and
use, staidng their claim as the pre-
mier basketball team in the greater
LA- area.

Nearly a year later, Pepperdine
will not have the chance to defend
their erstwhile city championship.

Since facing a mid-mayor school
on the rise like the Waves is often a
risky proposition for a marquee
program, both the Bruins and the
TYojans decided not to schedule a
game with Pepperdine this season.

ri think UCLA wift^lay Us mMfk
future, but they are unlikely .lio

-1

come to Malibu," Pepperdine head
coach Paul Westphal said. "USC is a
little more bothersome. They won't
play us at home or at their place
anymore. It is clearly a function of
us beating them last year."

This predicament is becoming
more and more common through-
out college basketball, as mid-
mayor programs continue to strug-

gle to schedule big-name oppo-
nents.

No. 22 Tulsa, a squad that won 27
games last year and was one victory
away fix>m the Final Four in 2000,
has had similar trouble finding an
elite team who is willing to play
them at home. The Golden
Hurricane staff negotiated with
Kansas head coach Roy Williams
for three years before he relented,

'ages

Date

11/13/2002

11/19/2002

11/26/3002

11/30/2002

12/08/2002

12/14/2002

12/17/2002

12/2V2002

12/28/2002

1/2/2003

V4/2003

1/8/2003

1/11y^003

1/16/2003

1/18/2003

1^3/2003

1/25/2003

1/30/2003

2/1/2003

2/5/2003

2/8/2003

2>^3/2003

2/15/2003

2/20/2003

2/22/2003

2/^7/2003

3/V2003

3/6/2003

3/8/2003

SOUfKE: www.uclabruin8.coni

Opponent

Branch W6st (Ex)

EA Sports (Ex)

San Wego

Duke (Wooden Tradition)

Long Beach St

Portland

Northern Arizona

Kansas

Michigan

Washington

Washington St

use -

St John's
I

Arizona State

Arizona

Stanford
;

Callforrea

Oregon ^

Oregon^ I

use
Georgetown

Arizona '

Arizona State

California

location

Stanford

Oregon^

Oregon '^

Washington St

Washington

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Indianapolis, IN

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Lawrence, KS

Pauley Pavilion

Seattle, WA
Pullman, WA
Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Paul^fMfion

Stanfbrtl. CA

BericBle^CA

Pauley Pavilion

Los Angetes. GA (USCf
Washington, DC
Tucs6ii,A2

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Corvallis.OR

Eugene, OR

Pauley Pavilion

Pauley Pavilion

Outcome/Time-

L, 92-67

L. 70-64

L 86-81

L 84-73

1p.m.

5 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

2pjn.

T1a.m.

7 p.m.

4 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

12 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

1p.m.

7:30 p.m.

? 7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m

10 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

2 p.m.

7:05 p.m.

1p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

If
you've ever been to

Lollapalooza, Ozzfest, or any
other glorified riot disguised as

a concert, then you are familiar

with the dismal notion of the sec-

ond stage.

Tucked
behind the

trees,

sequestered

from the rest

of the venue,

a couple of

bar\jo-toting

local hacks
wail inces-

santly as a
half dozen
people wan-
der by.

Meanwhile,
merely a
football field away, hoards of
screaming fans crowd the main
stage, trying to catch a glimpse
of whichever band du jour is

headlining that day.

Sadly, in the world of college

hoops, the Pac-10 has been rele-

gated to the second stage. While
the other elite teams around the

nation are showcased every
week on ESPN, Pac-10 powers
like Arizona and UCLA are con-

fined to Fox Sports Net, the red-

headed stepchild of the sports

broadcasting industry.

This season's Pac-10 television

package featiues 60 regular-sea-

son men's basketball telecasts,

but only six of those will be on
ESPN or ESPN2. All six of those
games are in November or
December.

That means until the Pac-lO's

three-year contract with Fox
Sports Net runs out, the confer-

ence will get about as much
exposiue as a group of Amish
men sunbathing in Waikiki.

Former Bruin Earl Watson has
yet to see his Alma mater play
thus far this season.

"I'm so far away that I can't

get Fox Sports," the Memphis
Grizzlies' point guard said. "I

haven't seen them play yet The
Duke game was the only nation-

ally televised game that came on,
and 1 had a game that day."

It's not that FSN embaixasses
itself with its basketball cover-
age. Former UCLA Ail-American
Marques Johnson and current
Anaheim Angels play-by-play

man Steve Physioc are an unlike-

ly combination, but they do a

credible job (though every time
Physioc gets any airtime, I won-
der if he has to use spackling
compound to get his hair to stick
like that).

But ESPN is the foremost
source of college basketball
news, so a weekly appearance
on the network could only
improve the coverage that the
conference receives.

Even Associate Pac-10
Commissioner Jim Muldoon
readily admits he would like to
see ESPN work out a deal with
the conference, but the two
sides have been unable to come
to an agreement in the past.

"ESPN has approached us
before, but they have offered us
the late time slot on Monday
nights," Muldoon said. "That
would offer us excellent expo-
sure, but the games would not
tip off until 9 p.m. PST or 10 p.m.
in Arizona. It's not worth it to
sell out the schools like that."

Right now most ESPN talking
heads have a very cursory
knowledge of Pac-10 basketball
to say the least. Since most West
Coast schools including UCLA
do not appear on the network all

season, the ever-shouting Dick
Vitale must still think that UCLA
guard Dyon Thompson is some
exotic type of French mustard.

While this ignorance may
seem harmless enough, it has
certainly contributed to the per-
petuation of "East Coast Bias" in
the national media.
ESPN does not promote Pac-

10 schools like it does teams
from conferences like the
Atiantic Coast Conference or the
Big-10 that have signed lucrative
contracts with the network. This
has a negative impact on nation-
al recruiting and affects the pub-
lic's perception of the Pac-10
come tournament time.

"Exposure in the East is a
problem we have in every sport,"

Muldoon said. "Fox has done a
great job for us. We are one of
their premier clients, and we
have one of their better time
slots."

Their premier client?

That doesn't mean much, when
you are playing the second'^tage.

.' »/

Eisenberg 's column regularly

runs following each men^
basketball game.

A i;^%-. isr

Get a little taste of what PlayStation®2
'

Is all about with a

'JamPack:

Winter 2002"
game sampler instantly

with purchase
i

If you're ready for some hard-core

head-to-head action, then BRING IT!

Circuit City's got all the hot titles and

accessories to help you stomp all

your gamer friends. »

We're with you
SM

PlayStatlon<D2 VWeo Game
System Creates Amazing

Graphics & Sound for a Superior

Gaming Experience
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Nationwide Long Distance

2600 Wilshire Blvd.
I

(Formerly Home Savings Building)

Santa Monica, Ca 90403

Toll Free: 866-888-4100
OR

310-315-8300

requires tax to be calculated on actual cost ofthe

vpiccmail connects, incomplete calls, calls to a prepaid wireless ohone, callsvoicemail connects, u
•^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ '^^^
^^^ ^^^ ^^^' ^^i' ^^^ ^^i"
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TOY DRIVE
^

• •

t

Please bring unwrapped toys or checks made out to "Northwest Outreaches, Inc." to the
Daily Bruin Offices, located at 118 Kerckhoff Hall. The toys will be delivered on Saturday,

December 1 4th, so please make your donation by Friday of finals week (December 1 3tti).

Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers
Where Quality and Ethics Come First... Since 1946

Precious Memories
Come in

Sarah Leonard Jewelers

Gift Boxes

/^Be sure to ask for\
\your UCLA discount!/

1065 westwood blvd.

westwood village
bs angeles, ca 90024

(310)208-3131

free validated parking • monday thru Saturday 9:30-5:30

fine jewelers®

Dec 9-14, ^til 7:00 Dec. 16-23 ^tll 9:00 • major credit cards

Former UCLA
recruit eligible

to play for

San Diego St.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN DIEGO — San Diego State
freshman forward Evan Bums, who
was recruited by UCLA but was
eventually denied admission, was
ruled eligible by the NCAA on
Thursday and will make his debut
against No. 1 Arizona at home
Saturday night.

"I was so excited when I heard
the news, I almost had tears in my
eyes," Bums said before practice
Thursday "I was ready to go. I was
ready to practice at 11:01 this morn-
ing.

"It was a long time coming but I

learned the virtue of patience"
Bums, a McDonald's Ail-

American while at Fairfax High in
Los Angeles, enrolled at San Diego
State in September after being
denied admission to UCLA when his
transcripts weren't approved by the
NCAA Clearinghouse.

Since then, he had been awaiting
word on whether he'll be eligible to
play for the Aztecs this year.

Bums' eligibility request was
approved by the NCAA's Initial
Eligibility-Waiver Committee. Bums
is now considered an academic
qualifier and can receive a full
scholarship.

"Right now, I'm still learning the
ups and downs of the offense and
where to be in defensive positions
and all that but pretty soon, I'll be
ready. I'll be good."

"Now he's legitimate," coach
Steve Fisher said.

Fisher didn't know how much
Bums will play against Arizona

"He's a very talented basketball
player," Fisher said. "We're starting

to get a few more pieces into the
puzzle."

I
Call fo reserve Shakey's private upstairs room for your

l\HolidaY parties, fundraisers, meetings/parties, etc, for FREE. t*

•

SUPER $PECIA15!

v^

1 MEDIUAM2 INCH,8 SUCES
ONE TOPPINCPIZZA

Regular Price $10.99 (save $4.00)
2 medium one topping pizzas, only $12. 98.

ANY IAR6E 3 TOPPINC PIZZA

-wT*»i?fgsBip('

Specialties for $10.99 include Vegetarian, Shake/s
Special, Bruin Deluxe, BBQ Chicken, and Fresh

Garden Pizza (Save over $7)

HiifBRUI
'^$¥m

PEAL SHAKETSC iw TT HON
/ Large Slice of Pizza, salad,

1/2 order ofmojos, with FREE
all you can drink beverage bar

(dine in or carry out)

/

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or 8 Buffalo wings or
Pasta & Garlic Bread or 5 Chicken Breast Strips

55^33 m
EVERVDtAV
AH THE TIME

Free Delivery
M' .F

^i

-^:i

'**^'^

NY LAR6E PIZZA
<TRECULAR
&6ETASECOND
ONE FREE!
LIMIT3 PIZZAS)

OtF ri§w red hot buffalo wings, jumbo ravioli, and grilled chicken pomodoro sandwich!

We Accept
^^^CTi

1 1 14 Gayley Ave., Westwood
Sun - Thurs. 'til 1:00 am

Fri - Sat 'til 2:00 am

I
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REDSHIRT JUNIOR TRANSFER EXPECTED TO BE
PART OF SCORING THREAT ON BRUIN OFFENSE

By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain@media.ucla.edu

Jon Cri^in was sitting on the bench dur-
ing a home game last year, sporting a suit
and tie while watching his new team play
without him.

A fan approached him with a curious
comment

|

**! didn't know managers had to wear a
suit and tie," the fan said

Teah, we do. We have to,** responded
Crispin, fooling the fan into thinking that he
was a manager, rather than a redshirt who
just transferred from Penn State after his
sophomore seasoa
Some players would be bothered by the

anonymity, but not Crispin.

The junior guard eryoys his newfound
anonymity, saying it has been a humbling
experience not to be recognized all over
campus, like he was at Penn State.

Tn Los Angeles, ifyou arent Shaq or scor-
ing 30 points a game, you're a nobody,"
Crispin said It's been good for me. Fm just
a six foot white guy at UCLA."

De^ite being undersized, Cri^in will be
called upon to add a much-needed scoring
threat to a Bruin team that, besides for
seniors Jason Kapono and Ray Young, does
not have many outside shooters.

"He will help this team a lot before this

season is over," said UCLA head coach Steve
Lavin. ''He is a very savvy and heady player."

At Penn State, the New Jersey native aver-
aged 8.2 points per game in his career, start-

ing all but two of the Nittany Lions' games
while averaging 27.8 minutes in his s<^ho-
more season.

But he decided to transfer, in hopes of
going to a bigger program that had a chance
at winning a national championship.

"Penn State is a football school," Crispin
said **So it is tough to build a program and

get recruits."

According to Crispin, the other main dif-

ference between the programs is the pres-
sure to win at UCLA.
The atmosphere at Penn State was good,

if we were winning," Crispin said "Here the
atmo^here is *you better win.' That is why I

came here."

Cri^in's role in helping UCLA win this

season will be to come off the bench as a
scoring compliment to Kapono, whom most
other teams' defenses smother with double
teaming or other schemes.

Therefore, he will have to be aggressive in
getting shot opportunities and creating open
shots for his teammates.
Tm going to make a constant effort to

attack," Cri^in said
So far, he hasn't been nearly as aggressive

as he wants to be. He took only two shots
against San Diego in 13 minutes, missing
both.

And against Duke, he took just three
shots despite starting and playing 22 min-
utes. He made two of the three, finishing
with five points.

"He is still trying to figure out his role,"

Lavin said "I think he doesn't want to add to
bad stretches that the team is having by
shooting the ball quickly."

Cri^in agrees, saying he only has five

shot c^portunities on the season because he
wants to get everyone involved in the
offense.

Tm trying to be as patient as possible," he
said "It is tough because Tm passing up easy
shots, and I'm a scorer."

Before the San Diego game, Crispin said
he hopes this team can win a national cham-
pionship and break school records in order
to earn a spot in UCLA lore.

He may just get his wish. The Bruins are
off to their worst start in 41 years.

"I said I wanted to be a part of something
special but not that," Cri^in said "Not (W."

t- W

m

%

Oregon women's

basketball point

suspended
ByHankHager

UNIVERSITY WIRE

EUGENE, Ore. _
Oregon women's basket-
ball head coach Bev Smith
announced Wednesday
that senior point guard
Shaquala Williams did not
play Thursday night
against Portland, and is

suspended indefinitely

because of disciplinary
reasons.

"It is what it is," Smith
said about the situation,

declining to go into detail

about the reasons for
Williams' suspension.

\^^illiams, Oregon's
leader in points per game
last season at 18.4, has
struggled this season as

the Ducks have started
slow and are currently 1-3.

Williams has averaged 10.9

points, one assist, and 0.8

rebounds per game for
Oregon.

Most recently, Williams
shot 5-of-12 from the field

for 11 points in the Ducks*
64^7 loss to No. 18 Boston
College last week as
Oregon went 0-2 at the
Paradise Jam in the Vii^
Islands.

"I respect coach Smith's
decision, although Tm very
saddened by it," Williams
said in a release
Wednesday afternoon. "I

apologize if I have disap-

pointed my teammates, my

WILLIAMS
I
Page 8

UCU 2002-2003 lUSICETIULL ROSTFR

MIKE CHIEN/Daily Bruin Staff
Junior guard Jon Crispin plays against EA Sports in an exhibition match. After trans-
femng from Penn State. Crispin Is expected to be a scoring threat for the Bruins.

NAME
1 Djjon Thompson
2 JanouRukHn

4 Marcedes Lewis

5 Jon Crisp«

10 RyanW^iteott

13 Gene Barnes 111

15 Ryan Holins

21 CedricBozeman

22 Ike WIfliams

24 Jason Kapono
25 Matt McKkin^
34 RayYojf^,

43 T.J. Cumnw^s
45 Michael fi^

52 JoftfiHc^ftrt

54 Joslah*tohnson

55 Qukmh^kk^

SOOKL- wwwjKUmiMXM

HEIGHT/WEfGHT POSITION

G/F

G
F

G
G
G
C
G
G
F

F

G
F

C
C
F

G
F = Forward

6'-11"/215
^

.

6'-6"/183

6'-2"/190

6'-8'/213

6'-8"/200

6'-10"/223

6'-ri"/245

6'-10"/279

6'-r/237

6'-2'/185

G = Guard C = Center

'tiS^Vt4£^^^^^1

OVER 50 DIFFERENT FRESH INGREDIENTS
•^ < kc .»V r We acceptliCLA P.O. 'si

Baked Potatoes

,'!'<*

**N£W**
Baked Potatoes

CITY CHOP

To Benefit the

El Faro Orphanage,

Tijuana, {Mexico

Please bring unwrapped toys or checks made out to

"Northwest Outreaches, Inc." to the Daily Bruin

Offices, located at 1 18 Kerclchoff Hall. The toys will be
delivered on Saturday, December 14th, so please

make your donation by Friday of finals week
(December 13th).

Fresh Chopped Salads . . . Tossed to Order
MieoiMChop 6.95/S.95

Romaine, Tuna, Hard Boiled Egg, Marinated Green Beans,

Olives, Artichokes, Red Oman, Tomato

Sub/Add: Jtcama, Roasted Red Peppers, Hearts ofPalm

OriginaiChop 6.95/8.95

Iceberg, Salami, Turkey, Mozzarella, Tomato, Garbanzo

Beans

Sub/Add: Cucumbers, Roasted Red peppers. Avocado

drilhdVtggitChop. 6.95/8.95

Romaine, Mozzarella, Mixed Grill Veggies, Roasted Red

Peppers, Asparagus, Tomato, Red Onion

Sub/Add: Tofu, Olives, Mixed Grilled Mushrooms

GrUUdChidnnCoMar. 5.95/7.95

Romaine, Grilled Chicken, Parmesan, Tomato, Croutons

Sub/Add: Radicchio, Avocado, Roasted Red Peppers

ChintfChiekm. 6.95/8.95

Asian Mix, Grilled Chicken, Bean Sprouts, Carrots,

Radicchio, Chinese Pea Pods, Fried Rontons, Almonds

Soiithmstem. 7.95/9.95

Romaine, Grilled Chicken, Cheddar, Black Beans,

Avocado, PicodeGallo, Cilantro, Tortilla Strips

Sub/Add: Roasted Corn, Beets, Olives

^•** 7.95/9.95

Romaine, Turkey, Bacon, Hard Boiled Egg, Blue Cheese,

Avocado, Tomato

Sub/Add: Spinach, Radicchio, Hearts of Palm, Beets

Sprint Hing 6.95/8.95

Romaine, Blue Cheese, Avocado, Cucumbers, Endive,

Candied Pecans

SpaChop. ....U.95/8.95

Spinach, Feta, Carrots, jicama, Chinese Pea Pods, Raw
Mixed Peppers, Asparagus, Spring Onions _

Sub/Add: Grilled Chicken, Roasted Corn, Beeti

City Chop Chef. 7.95/9.95

Romaine, Turkey, Smoked Ham, Hard Boiled Egg, Smoked
Gouda, Mixed Grilled Mushrooms, Spring Onions, Tomato
Sub/Add: Olives, Red Onions

ThaiChiektn. 6.95/8.95

Asian Mix, Grilled Chicken, Bean Sprouts, Carrots,

Cucumber, Endive, Cilantro, Peanuts

Sub/Add: Grilled Shrimp, Spring Onion

C^* 5.95/7.95

Romaine, Feta, Tomato, Cucumber, Olives, Red Onion

Sub/Add: Spinach, Grilled Shrimp, Avocado

ANY COMBINATION OF INGREDIENTS:
HALF FULL

UP TO « PT5: S.9S 7.W
7-9 PTS: 6.95 S.95
10-12 PrS: 7.95 9.95

Lttta^MbiuandBakwdFotaioes-OPnintt
Romaine Spinach Iceberg

Asian Mix: Romaine, Napa and Red Cabbage
Baked Potatoes (priced the same as a halfsalad)

Moata, ChMautMon - 2 Points

5"'°'"' Grilled Shrimp
Grilled Chicken Bacon
Smoked Ham jofu

^"''^r/ Tuna

V0ggio§l€a-1 Point

Artichokes

Arugula

Grilled Asparagus

Bean Sprout

Beets

Black Bean

Carrots

Checca

Cilantra

Roasted Com
Cucumber

Endive

Hard Boiled E^
Garbanzo Beans

Marinated Green Beans

Grilled Veggies

Cheddar

Mozzarella

Parmesan

Blue Cheese

Hearts of Palm

Jicama

Grilled Mushrooms

Olives

Red Onion

Orange Segments

Mixed Raw Peppers

Chinese Pea Pods

Feta

Smoked Gouda

Tri-ColortMix

Avocado

Pico de Gallo Salsa

Radicchio

Roasted Red Peppers

Springs Onions

Tomatoes

Bxtnt- 1 Point

Sliced Almonds

Croutons
Peanuts

Candied Pecans

Pine Nuts

Tortilla Strips

Fried Hontons

Dntsingt and Ciauie Potato toppinga
^°^^'^ Thai Vinaigrette
Vinaigrette

«<,„<./,

Balsamic Vinaigrette Blue Cheese

Mini

Sandwiches 2. so

Salami and Mozzarella on a
Rosemary Roll

Chicken, Mozzarella l Radicchio on
a Pumpernickel Roll

Tuna on a Potato Dill Roll with

Arugula i Tomato

Grilled Veggies v^ith Tomato I
Mozzarella on 9-Grain Foccacia

Smoked Ham £. Smoked Gouda on a
French Roll

Southwestern Chicken on a Honey
V^hole meat Roll

Soups 2.75/4.50

Two Different Homemade Soups

Daily, Choice of Roll

Homemade Soups Baked Goods A Catering

All Salads include a choice of roll:

French Roll, Pumpernickel, Potato Dill, Country French Sourdough,

Rosemary Honey Sunflower Mhole meat, 9-Grain Onion Foccacia

OPointM

Chinese tow Fat Citnis Vinaigrette

Low Fat Creamy Herb Low Fat Ranch
Fat Free Sour Cream Butter

Homemade
Desserts .tb-s.oo

Grandma Evy's Banana Bread

Muffins

Lemon Bars - the best ever!

Monster Cream Cheese Brownies

flourless Chocolate Cakes with

Crunchy \Halnut Topping

Chocolate Melt-Away Cookies

with four kinds of chocolate

Heathbar Cookies

Old Fashioned Peanut Butter

Cookies

Date Oatmeal Bars

Pecan Shortbread Cookies

Almond Praline Biscotti

Chocolate Almond Orange Biscotti

... and more

Weekday Combos

we DELIVER! TEL (310)873 1388
10904 Lindbrook Dr. • Westwood Village

(1 bik N. of Wilshire, Just west of Westwood Blvd.)
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I
ESPN to host event for teams gg^^"'*""°""°""«^

ifrom page 4

agreeing to a Dec. 11 matchup at
Reynolds Gym in Tulsa, Okla., in
exchange for a pair of home games
in Lawrence, Kan.

''We basically had to get down on
our hands and knees, and beg
Kansas to come," Tulsa head coach
John Phillips said. "They have
enough tough games on their sched-
ule. They don't need a TiUsa, but it

means everything to us to be able to
play them here."

i

Scheduling may be the most diffi-

cult task that mid-msyor programs
face. While a team must play strong
non-conference competition in order
secure an invitation to the NCAA
tournament, it is often difficult to
find quality opponents who are will-

ing to venture out on the road.

Most powerhouse teams do not
want to risk tarnishing their reputa-
tion by losing to a smaller school,
even if that school has a successful
track record like Tulsa or
Pepperdine. i

For those squads already in the
national spotlight, it is not worth the
loss of revenue to play an extra game
away fix)m home.

"It's tough to play a mid-msyor
school on the road because of the
financial considerations," UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin said. "You
have to take television into consider-
atioa If we go on the road, it's going
to be against one of the traditional
powers."

According to UCLA Associate
Athletic Director Marc Dellins, each
home game generates between
$200,000 and $300,000 for the Bruin
athletic department depending on
the opponent UCLA tries to sched-
ule six homes games and three road
games in the preseason every year.

This year, the Bruins' non-confer-
ence slate includes road games
against No. 9 Kansas and
Georgetown, and a neutral-court
matchup with No. 3 Duke. The
Bruins have already played the
University of San Diego and Long
Beach State at home, and Lavin
believes that those games will pay
dividends later in the season.

"I like the mid-msyor programs
that we play," Lavin said.

"Sometimes they play a tempo that
forces our kids to play defense for
the full 35 seconds, exposing some
of the things that teams fi-om high-
power conferences don't expose."

San Diego head coach Brad
Holland accepts the Bruins schedul-
ing policy more readily than most
mid-major coaches might. A former
assistant at UCLA under Jim Harrick
from 1988-1992, Holland remembers
what it was like to work in
Westwood.

"We'd go on the road only when
we could get national recognition,"
he said. "We always looked to bring
in teams to Pauley Pavilion in order
to make revenue and balance the
budget"

Nonetheless, Holland is in his
ninth year at the helm in San Diego,
and he too has seen first-hand how
difficult it to construct a balanced
non-conference schedule.

"Scheduling is the most difficult

thing we do at this level," Holland
said. "We've talked to teams like

Arizona and UCLA 2ibout playing us
at home, and they have said no. The
reality is they don't want to give up
the revenue of home games. Why
would you go to San Diego when you
can make revenue from ticket sales
and concessions?"

With that in mind, many mid-
msyor programs are getting creative

when it comes to scheduling.

Kent State head coach Jim
Christian has virtually given up try-

ing to schedule msyor-conference
opponents, instead focusing on play-

ing other elite smaller schools. This
season, the Golden Flashes will try

to prove last year's run to the Elite

Eight was not a flash in the pan by
facing the hkes of Southwestern
Missouri State and Illinois State.

Furthermore, Kent State will take
part in ESPN's Bracket Buster, a one-
day, nine-game slate of games on
Feb. 22 featuring some of the top
mid-msyor programs in the nation.

The event, which will be televised
by ESPN, features under-exposed
teams from leagues around the
nation including the Mid-American
Conference, Missouri Valley
Conference and West Coast
Conference.

"It's a great venue and a great
event," Christian said. "We are excit-

ed to be a part of it. We were fortu-

nate enough to get a home game, and
now we have a chance to show the
nation what this team is capable of."

Pepperdine will not take part in

the Bracket Buster event, but
Westphal has managed to put togeth-

er a very challenging schedule for his

squad anyway. The Waves will face
Stanford and Utah later this month,
and host Oregon on Saturday, mark-
ing the first time a Pac-10 team has
come to Mahbu in 27 years.

Whether the squad fares well
against those schools or not,

Pepperdine will be hard-pressed to
top last year's historic sweep of Los
Angeles.

"Beating UCLA and USC was
something you couldn't ignore,"
Westphal said. "To accomplish that
in the same week gave our program
a lot of credibility."

Standings
as of Saturday

Oregon

California

lArizona

use
Istanford

UCLA
Arizona St.

{Washington

Oregon St.

WasNngton St.

Team Scoring

Offense

School

Oregon

Arizona

Stanford

Arizona St.

USC

Individual

Points

W-L W-L

26-9

23-9

24-10

22-10

20-10

21-12

14-15

11-18

12-17

6-21

PF PA

85.5 /2.b

72.2 66.6

82.1 77.7

77.9 69.8

80.7 72.7

75.0 72.7

76.9 /3.9

72.0 77.1

64.3 66.5

70.4 80.4

Defense

87.7

83.0

81.5

77.0

76.8

scrK)oi mPG 1

California 63.9

Oregon St. 66.1

USC 68.8

Stanford 71.0

Oregon 71.7

C. Jacobsen

J. Gardner

D.Wrem
S. Clancy

F. Jones

School

Stanford

Arizona

Washington

USC
Oregon

PPG

22.6

20.4

20.0

18.9

18.6

Rebounds

Pl^y^

C. Borchardt

S. Clancy

D.Dixon

L. Walton

R. Johnson

School

Stanford

USC
Washington

Arizona

Oregon

Assists

Pfa^er

L Walton

B. Granville

L. Ridnour

M.Moore
J. Gardner

W-L=Win/Loss, PCT=Percent. PF=Points for. PA=Points against. PPG=Points per game, PAPG=Points against per
game. RPG= Rebounds per game. APG=Assists per game, FG=Field goal

Sc^K)Ol AP6

Arizona 6.4

USC 5.5

Oregon 5.0

Washington St. 5.0

Arizona 4.8

Field-goal shooting

Pl2^r

J, Davis

School FG%

Stanford .618

S. Hughes California .606

C.Frye Arizona .593

C. Borchardt Stanford .581

OiQadzuiG UCLA .663

SOURCt www.ei|m.ean
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coaches or the university in any
way I will do anything it takes to
be a member of this team again.*

"If given the opportimity to
return, I'm going to do everything
I can to try to make this team the
best it can be."

This is not the first time
Williams has been disciplined by
Smith.

As Oregon faced-off against
California last season at
McArthur Court on Feb. 9,
Williams was absent from the
starting lineup because she violat-
ed a team rule.

Senior Alissa Edwards is

expected to take over the point
guard spot fi-om Williams untU
her return. Although no replace-
ment has been named yet, sopho-
more Brandi Davis could come
off the bench and start, though
Smith hasn't named a fifth starter
yet.

Davis has batded sophomore
Kedzie Gunderson for a starting
spot since the season began, and
against the Pilots, the two could
see significant playing time, posa-
bly on the floor at the same time.

Davis has averaged more min-
utes per game than Gunderson,
but has yet to start

Junior transfer Kayla Steen,
who has averaged<two points and
18 minutes of playing time per
game, should also see more
action.

•*»x
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lioto Studios

Ackerman A-Le
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it's your

LAST CHANCE
to take your senior
portraits & be in the
UCLA yearbook.
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wdco
selected designer frames

me,

on tiny comf^ete

eyeglass^

(frame andlwses)

Must t)e prsseff^ed 01 fime of pufchcisi

*w/valkJ IK)LA ft). Bi^e& ) 1/30/02^

GUCCI
Cnri5tian Oior

GtORGlO ARMAM

Calvin Klein

Modo
Soki

VERS^VCE

I

J seteded designer sungkjsses

DKNY
Koto

CgzqI

Dito

Porsche

I Chanel

GUCCI
D&G

Silhouette

Calvin Klein

Arnette

v^nri«tian xJun

Maui Jim

f'^Comc^'Wi

Musf b6 pres^ited'c^ ^ne erf m^^ith^^'^

*wA«i*kf UCiA ID. Exp^es 1 l/SCWX^

be comtMned with any (^f%f coupon.
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authorized dealer

Motorola Ericsson Samsung
V70 T300 SI05

Siemens Motoroia
0332

>0
r5^^:

sai^slH

FREE*
POamora
Phone

$149*
Color
Screen

:^^ J«& ^

Xcingular

Wh«r!«v«f IjlSiuttft «%>«•«>»««»*-•*.«

p&mom

Anytime Mlftuto««<.^^*«««,«.

Nokia

33jlO
Satnsuri3

N62S

Motorola

What do you have to

3000
Nights & Weekends

600
Rollover Minutes

FREE
Long Distance

$OA99

Ericsson
T68f

t-^
<'j>

'per mont

/

One y^^requirBd ER T^, MO V60g 4 SM< N625 prK»s are after $50 00 ma.l-»i rebate NK 8390 pfice s after SlOO 00 mainn rebate Free pre-paid phone with Cinguiar pre-pa«J activation.
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Duke defense overpowers Michigan Tar Heels lose to Wildcats at home
BLUE DEVILS WIN
FIRM STRAIGHT;

AMAKER WELCOMED
ON FORMER COURT

The Associated Press

DURHAM, N.C. — The Cameron
Crazies cheered loudly for Tbiruny
Amaker on Saturday, giving the for-
mer Duke player and assistant coach
a wann welcome in his return to
Cameron Indoor Stadium.
Duke then treated Amaker's

Michigan squad as rudely as it does
every other visitor

Daniel Ewing and Dahntay Jones
had 17 points each as the fourth-
ranked Blue Devils beat the
Wolverines 81-69 on Saturday, win-
ning for the fifth straight time in the
series and the 16th straight at home.
On a day when its three-point shot

wasnt falling, Duke (5-0) used its suf-

focating defense to provide an offen-
sive spark, converting 25 turnovers
into 26 points. The Blue Devils had 14
steals and five blocked shots, and
held the Wolverines (0^) to 36 per-
cent shooting in the second half.

Duke, which came into the game
shooting 38 percent fi^m behind the
apoint range, was 3-of-18 fixjm long
range.

"The key lesson of the week was
we needed our defense to be consis-
tent every game," said Chris Duhon,
who had 15 points and six first-half

steals. **No matter how poorly we
shoot the ball on offense, every day
we can play defense and shut people
down."

Lester Abram scored 14 points for
Michigan, which is off to its worst
start in its 93-year history.

It was the second matchup
between Amaker and Duke coach
Mike Kizyzewski. Amaker was a four-
year starter for Krzyzewski from
1983-1987 and ^)ent nine years as an
assistant coach at Duke before leav-
ing to take over at Seton Hall in 1997.

1 H E Associated Press
Michigan's Sherrod Harrell gets trapped by Duke's Sean Dockery (center) and
Shavlik Randolph during the first half of Saturday's game in Durham, N.C.

He is in his second year at Michigan.
**Coming in with 0-5 on our chest, I

had a lot of other things on my mind,"
Amaker said of his return. "My
thoughts, quite fi^ankly, were on my
team, trying to see if we can find a
way out of the situation we're in."

This is a very difficult team and
place to play I'm as qualified as any-

one to make that assessment**
While the Cameron Crazies were

typically loud, there was certainly a
friendlier vibe to the matchup
between mentor and pupil. The
crowd chanted "We love Tommy!"
before the game, and Krzyzewski
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WINNINGEST TEAMS FACE OFF; KENTUCKY
VICTORIOUS FOR THIRD STRAIGHT SEASON

The Associated Press

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — There stiU

appears to be a wide gap between
the two winningest programs in col-

lege basketball.

Gerald Fitch and Marquis EstUl
scored all of Kentucky's points dur-
ing an 18-2 run to start the second
half as the 18th-ranked Wildcats
defeated North Carolina 98-81
Saturday.

Kentucky beat the Tar Heels (No.
12 AP) - the two programs have
combined for 3,615 wins - for the
third straight season by 17, 20 and 17
points.

They have a couple of things we
don't have," said North Carolina
coach Matt Doherty, who fell to 0^

against the Wildcats. "They have tal-

ented big guys who can score."

Fitch finished with a career-high

25 points, while Estill and Keith
Bogans added 20 each for the
Wildcats (4-1), who made 10 of 16
fi-om 3-point range to beat the young
Tar Heels.

"We take pride in this, especially
when you beat North Carolina in
North Carolina - that's huge," said
Fitch, who was 7-for-lO fi-om the
field and 7-of-8 fi-om the foul line.

"In the second halfwe went down
low and they lost their confidence,"
Fitch added. "When we took the lead
they weren't attacking as much and
they weren't as aggressive."

North Carolina (5-2) lost its sec-

ond straight since jumping into the
Top 25. The Tar Heels, who won just
eight games last season, lost to
Illinois by 27 points on Tuesday
night.

"It's better to learn from a win
than a loss, but these two games
helped us," said freshman Sean May,
who had 14 points and 10 rebounds.
"We've just got to keep fighting. I

can't wait to play Vermont. It's going
to be hard sitting on a loss for 12
days."

Rashad McCants, who hurt his
left ankle in the final seconds,
scored 22 to lead the Tar Heels, who
were step for step with the Wildcats
until point guard Raymond Felton
and May got into foul trouble.

Once that happened, Kentucky
pounced on North Carolina's zone,
using the big run over the first four
minutes to take control. Fitch

UNC
I
Page 10
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Estill makes four straight shots in second period
from page 9

scored 10 points and Estill had eight
during the burst. '

"We had basic fundamental break-
downs, and we can't accept that,"

Doherty said. Tes, we're a young
team and all of that, but we've got to
play 40 minutes against teams like

Kentucky. We've got to play 40 min-

utes - I don't care who we're play-
ing."

Estill didn't score in the first 20
minutes, but made four straight
shots out of the gate in the second
period, while Fitch sank two mid-
rangejumpers and two 3-pointers for
a5&451ead

Felton picked up his fourth foul

on Estill's last basket of the run, and

he missed 5 1/2 minutes as North
Carolina's defense fell apart.

The Tar Heels pulled within eight
on two straight 3-pointers by Jackie
Manuel, but Bogans countered with
two shots behind the arc and Estill

added a layup as the Wildcats went
up by 18 with 9:38 remaining.

"Keith has matured a lot," coach
Tlibby Smith said of his senior guard.

"He showed some All-American
heart and toughness today. He got hit

in the face, turned his ankle and he
pretty much got beat, but he showed
why he's an AU-American."

The Wildcats made 22 of their 33
second-half shots. They started the
second half going 12-for-15, at one
point making nine straight shots to
dispatch the upstart Taoc Heels.

ALL UCLA STAFF & FACULTY
orders Westwood invites

ALL UCLA STAFF
UCLA

December
Receive a 25% discount on books, music & videos (DVD's are 15% off)

• the discount does not apply to the foUowlng: Periodicals. Nef titles, non-stock special orders & gift certlflcates/EGCs. Discounts are not combined
Offer is valid ONLY AT BORDERS WESTWOOD. This offer expires on the close of business 12/15/02.
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Xavier forward David West (center) is trapped by Cincinnati defenders Taron
Barker (left) and Rod Flowers in the first half, Saturday, in Cincinnati.
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CINCINNATI — David West
missed his first shot, banking it too
hard off the backboard. He missed a
layup and a dunk, too.

He didn't miss much else in
Xavier's biggest grudge match of the
season.

West scored 23 points, proving
that no one on Cincinnati's fix)nt line

could guard him, and No. 16 Xavier
held on for a 5(M4 victory Saturday
on its rival's court

Xavier (4-1) has won five of the
last seven games in the crosstown
series. West's fourth and final game
against Cincinnati (3-2) was by far his
most impressive.

The Musketeers set up their
offense to get him the ball and let him
shoot.

"He had to play well for us to win
tockft" coach Thad Mattasaid "That

WAR
"Blessed are the peticemakers,

for they will he called children ofGod "
(.Kit 5:9)

The Catholic church, along with every

other major faith tradition and nearly every

country in the world, rejects US military

action against Iraq. Such a war would in-

evitably kill, injure and traumatize numer-

ous innocent men. women and children

and only destabilize the Middle East even

I
" M\ ^^®'" ^'^^^ American soldiers and in-

^ ^ nocent civilians die for what many in Con-

gress are calling a war for oil and political

expediency?

For more information on what you can do
to help halt the move toward war with Iraq, contact Pax Christi

USA - the national Catholic peace movement

Pax Christi USA
532 W. Sth St.

Eiic, PA 16502
814-453-4955 or info(^paxcbiistiu$a.org

www.paxchnstiusa.org
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was the bottom line."

The preseason All-America and
two-time Atlantic 10 Player of the
Year took on all comers, and handled
them easily. He also made the game's
statement play on defense, emphati-
cally swatting Field Williams' jumper
over the Cincinnati bench.

Overall, he was lO-of-19 from the
field, the only player who made more
than half of his shots in a game dic-

tated by tight defense.

"We knew that if we executed out
sets, we would have an advantage,*!

West said, referring to the plays that
got him the ball. "It paid off."

'

Cincinnati power forward Jason
Maxiell had bragged that he was
tougher than West and would shut
him down if he got the chance to
guard him. The foul-prone Maxiell
never got the opportunity, and grudg-
ingly conceded that West made the

qdifference^j.j.HMioH^ *^x^fcnieHjno
^He madte the tough shots that put

them up," said Maxiell, who had eight
points.

Cincinnati went with its assort-

ment of unimpressive centers, and
West had his way with each of them.
He drove past and shot over Kareem
Johnson and Rod Flowers while
scoring 13 in the first half.

The Bearcats were forced to go to
zone defense - something coach Bob
Huggins dislikes - to keep West from
blowing the game open all by him-
self.

After Cincinnati cut the lead to

two points on \^^lliams' 3-pointer
with 29 seconds left, Dedrick Finn
made both ends of a one-and-one.
West then rebounded Williams' miss
and made both firee throws to snap
Cincinnati's streak of 20 straight

home wins.

At the buzzer, Musketeers players
celebrated on court, then walked off^

rankling their counterparts.

"They ran off .without shaking
hands," said Leonard Stokes, who led

Cincinnati with 13 points. "That's

what hurts the most about this game.
It's respect."

"I guess you're supposed to shake
hands," West said. "I just got caught
up in the emotion. I didn't worry
about their guys as much as congrat-

ulating my teammates."
Cincinnati dominated last year's

game at Xavier, winning by 20 points.

West severely sprained his ankle in'

the first half.

In the rematch, the Bearcats shot
only 30 percent from the field as they
lost on their home court for the first

time since Feb. 18, 2001, when they
lost in overtime to Marquette.
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DUKE
from page 9

even pointed out a mistake by offi-

cials that gave a jump ball to Duke
instead of Michigan midway through
the first half.

Krzyzewski said he didn't think
about coaching against Amaker, who
was on Krzyzewski's first Final Four
team in 1986.

"I don't like Tommy - I love
Tommy," Krzyzewski said. "Tommy's
part of my heart and part ofmy fami-

ly. I'm glad it's over and I'm glad his

kids played so hard."

The Wolverines hung with Duke
early, but the Blue Devils pulled
away. They have won the last five

meetings by an average of 27 points.

Duke led 44-25 at halftime after

forcing 19 first-half turnovers. They
opened the second half by forcing

four Michigan turnovers in the first

two minutes, and pushed the lead to

50-26 on a dunk by Dahntay Jones off

a turnover with 16:50 to play.

^
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Georgia scores another close win Tigers defeat Trojans in Wooden Classic
By Beth Harris

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ANAHEIM — After three losses

on the road by five points or less,
Georgia won its second consecu-
tive close game away from home.

Ezra Williams scored 23 points,
including the go-ahead three-point-
er in overtime, as the Bulldogs
defeated Cal Golden Bears 78-73 in
the John Wooden Classic on
Saturday.

Georgia fell out of the Top 25
this week after losing 72-69 at No.
20 Minnesota. Their other road
losses to No. 2 Texas and Georgia
Tech also were by five points or
less. But they held on for a 71-70
victory at Colorado on Tuesday,
then won at Anaheim Arena.

"We were a little sluggish. We've
been on the road since Monday,"
said Georgia coach Jim Harrick,
who headed east after being Hred
by UCLA in 1996. "To win on the
road and then on a neutral coiut
helps you a little bit, and it'll show
up in March."
The Golden Bears outscored the

Bulldogs 12-7 over the final 6 1/2
minutes of regulation but could
only manage a tie at 69. Georgia's
Rashad Wright missed the game-
winning shot from the right side to
force overtime.

"We just wanted to win. We lost
some tough games," Georgia's
Jarvis Hayes said.

Joe Shipp's fastbreak dunk gave
Cal its only lead to start overtime.
Then WUUams and Jarvis Hayes
scored consecutive baskets to put
Georgia ahead 74-71. Shipp scored
inside for Cal's final basket before

GEORGIA
I
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Cal's Brian Wethers drives past Jarvis Hayes of Georgia in the
game in the John Wooden Classic on Saturday in Anaheim.

E Associated Press

first half of the

By Beth Harris

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANAHEIM, Calif. — After blow-
ing out their first three opponents,
the No. 15 Missouri Tigers found out
they can survive a close game
against a quality team.

Arthur Johnson had 24 points
and 12 rebounds as the Tigers over-
came an 11-point deficit in the sec-
ond half to beat USC 78-72 Saturday
in the John Wooden Classic.

"That showed us if we can come
from behind on the road, we're
going to be a really tough team to
beat," said Jimmy McKinney, who
had 12 points despite rolling his
right ankle early in the game. "Once
we got clicking, we knew we could
win."

Having lost offensive stars
Kareem Rush and Clarence Gilbert,

the Tigers were discovering they
have several options.

"Last year we were a scoring
machine," McKinney said. "This
year we're spreading the ball
around the floor.**

Ricky demons added 16 points
and Rickey Paulding had 12 for the
Tigers (4-0), who improved to 7-11

playing in California.

"We beat a really good team,"
Missouri coach Quin Snyder said.

"We knew we were in for a great
game and we got one."

Georgia defeated California 78-73
in overtime in the first game of the
doubleheader at Anaheim Arena
that honors Wooden, the 92-year-old
former UCLA coach who received a
prolonged standing ovation fi^om
the crowd of 9,889 during the late

game.
Missouri held all four of its oppo-

nents to 40 percent or less fi-om the
floor. The TVojans shot 33 percent.

The Assocjateu Press
I IOr» ^ r\

rtSSOClATEU rRESS
use guard Desmon Farmer (33) is defended by Missouri's Trevon Bryant (5)
and Rickey Paulding in the second half of their game Saturday in Anaheim.

They got the ball inside. Johnson
camped in there and he got it where
he wanted. He made some easy bas-
kets," USC coach Henry Bibby said.

"I was very pleased with our effort.

We played smart and as a team. We
didn't shoot a good percentage, but

we got some good looks and I'll take
those looks the next game."

The Trojans (2^) took the lead
into halftime for the fifth consecu-
tive time this season, but they've

MISSOURI
I
Page 13
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* 0/.

«2iS
Aew^

» -1

atie

^X0
lUst shows.

^dentiD
"^^lunch

Dinner Hours:

M-Th 2:30-10:00

F 2:30-10:30

Sat 3:00-10:30

Sun 3:00-10:00'

Buffet Lunch • Dinner • Beer & Wine
Take outfood - Cateringfor all Occasions

^ixr[^ qjirtf Spcciaf: 2:.S0pm'5:00pm (aff (fishes served with waan or rice)

(310)996-0064i

Lunch Buffet

Monday-Friday

H 1321 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles
!

(3 Blocks South of Wilshire)

FREE DELIVERY $20 min

ill^—fJ^^^P"^ I
$5 off any J25 or more Purchase. Dine in only. Excluding Buffet

Champagne Brunch

$9.95
Saturday-Sunday

j
12:00 noon-3:00pm

I

I

I
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GEORGIA
I
Cal coach blames hastiness Arizona narrowly defeats San Diego State

from page 11 27 points and 1 1 rebounds while make things happen," Williams
^ r.

playing all 45 minutes, but he said. ' 1 Bv Bemie WilSOn easier than we did " AndersonsaiH "Wp har^r^xr ok 4.Hayes scored three Doints and HiHn'f <nf^r^ Jr, ^.r^^irr.^ d-;„^ «r... I

^ ucimc Tfiiouii easier uiaii we oia Anaerson saia We happy about our abihtv to out them

from page 11

Hayes scored three points and
Wright made one of two free

throws for the Bulldogs (3-3).

Cal coach Ben Braun lament-
ed his team's lack of patience,

which led to airbaUs in over-
time. I i

'*Every guy took one or two
unadvised shots, and in a game
hke this, that adds up," he said.

"We had some opportunities
down the stretch to put the
game away, and we lost those

opportunities. Perhaps some of
the decisions we made hurt us."

Amit Tamir led Cal (3-1) with

27 points and 1 1 rebounds while
playing all 45 minutes, but he
didn't score in overtime.

"I was fatigued. I think adren-
aline should keep you in the
game and not be tired," said
Tamir, whose five three-pointers
tied his career high. "I was dis-
appointed at the end we could-
n't pull it out. It didn't matter
what I did, we didn't get the
win."

Tamir's three-point attempt to
tie the game at 76 was short
with less than 30 seconds to go.

I

**Once Tamir got the ball, it

seemed the other guys stood
around and waited for him to

make things happen," Willianu
said

Brian Wethers added 15
points for Cal, which is 1-1

against Georgia.
Shipp, coming o/f consecu-

tive 30-point games for Cal, was
held to 12 points against a
Georgia defense that clamped
down on him throughout the
game.

"The last 10 minutes of the
game, our defense was out-
standing," Harrick said.
"Keeping Shipp to 12 was a
great, great job."

The Bears were out-rebound
ed 43-33 in the game.

By Bemie Wilson

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SAN DIEGO— Away from home for

the first time this season, the No. 1

Arizona Wildcats actually played a
close game.
And they weren't too happy about it.

Will Bynum scored 19 points and
Rick Anderson had 17 points and 10
rebounds as Arizona beat San Diego
State 89-81 Saturday night, the
Wildcats' narrowest victoiy margin this
season. The Wildcats (4-0) had won
their first three games by an average of
36 points.

'We should have won this ganie a lot

easier than we did," Andersonsaid. "We
just got too careless and didn't take
care of business."

The Wildcats took their biggest ll

70-51, on a 3-pointer by Bynum wit

10:48 left, one of his four shots from^
behind the arc.

But the Wildcats blew scoring
chances on their next four possessions,
including a couple of alley-oop
attempts, and coach Lute Olson fumed
on the sideline. Meanwhile, the Aztecs
(2-3) pulled to 70-57.

"We had the game in hand and on
four consecutive plays down the court
we tried to get too fancy instead ofjust
making the play," Olson said. "I'm not

happy about our ability to put them
away when we should have put them
away We needed to face this kind of sit-

uation."

The Wildcats led by 17 points wiUi
six minutes left after a hook shot by
Anderson. San Diego State kept it inter-
esting, though, by scoring the next
seven points to close to 7^S8, including
a 3-pointer by highly touted freshman
forward Evan Bums, who was making
his debut after being declared eUgible
by the NCAA on Thursday

The Aztecs couldn't get any closer
until the final minute, when Tony

ARIZOMA
I
Page 14

LOS ANGELES
FRIDAY, DECEMBER \y^

XXX-MAS C?0(^fflD P

AMERICA'S LARGEST TOURING FOAM PARTY
• ALL NEW NO COUGH. NO ITCH FORMULA!

GOTO www.dafKepaitx.cofn TO SEE VIDEO A PIX

OR GET IN FOR $7 BEFORE IIPM
WHEN YOU RSVP AT boyU.com

+ 1

1642 LAS PALMAS AVE, HOLLYWOOD
JUST S. OF HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

AT boyLA.cofn YOU CAM: MEET A RATE OTHER BOYS
| BUY PmOMTY ENTWr nCKETS

WANT TO BE IN THE KNOW? GO TO borLAcem FOR ALL THE ANSWERS!

vwVw.bovLA.com

boylA BRINGSWV

This Winter Break Celebrate
a culture living by its wits!

"THE ART OF YIDDISH - A Tour de Force"

Jhe Only Winter Yiddish Institute in the World
Here at Royce Hall, UCLA
December 14-21,2002

Try it for a day: One-Day Yiddish Experience (Lebn a Yidishn Tog) -
1 2/1

5

Try it for a Week: Yiddish Language Classes at all levels - Mornings, 1 2/1 6 -
1 2/20

Or even for an Afternoon or Evening: Cultural Programs - 1 2/1 4 - 2

1

Theater - Dance - Klezmer music - Literature

Experience Living Yiddish Theater: Mentshn (''Folks"')
o Sholem Aleichem Upstairs/Downstairs comedy, narrated (in English)

,

by Special Guest Edward Asner - 1 2/21

Student discounts available

y/y.

18+GAY FOAM PARTY

1 090 Westwood
310-824-1688
Corner of Westwood and Kinross

For More Information: 310/745-1190 miriam@viddishinstituteorg www.viddishinstitute.org

fhe Arf oi Yiddish is Presented by:
The California Institute for Yiddish Culture and Language Enrichment (The New CIYCLEJ

In collaboration with The UCLA Center for Jewish Studies

_ With the support ofJhe Yablon Cultural Foundation and Yiddishkayt Los Angeles

THE ULTIMATE CARD & GIFT STORE
itmMM

Electric
Scooters

.^ E-Scooters

f ?$149
^^^K^ each

^^Tornado

T$119
eacn
w/ seat

*\- ^ MMwiMMiii "^^•^^^ikMs^^iM^i'-^'.-^fiAm^^yMii'^ii^

Gas Scooter
byOrwin

$299.99
sells elsewhere
for $499-$799

iSS^S&^SSSSSS

Set of-

4 Mugs
.99

» ' I -T-

# «

Stationary

Set

$4.99

The Osbournes

4, ^ T-Shirts

$9.99
*->ii

(nfOOfi)"
'^

S||f^

Playboy
^

each
Lowest Price Ever

e^^lWirg
1^

Tilci Fountain
..o ^v-5v>;:^"-v. ,..•;-:•: x-:^>N':.;,x-'-:^

^heering
Baslcet^

Bungee
Watches

5 for $9.99

^,

Calendars

Pogo
Sticks

^
>^^^^^^^^r^^^^^^^^^;s^3^^^^^!^^g^^'.

v'smimtmitima!!^s»xtie)n.^SiS}>v

Mini SIcateboards
Approx. 1

7"

by
Techno

Radio Mini Cars
Controlled w/Remote

Magna & Glitter

Lamps
SpongeBob

Hea(lquaj's||ij;;s

0% of
All Plush

by
ilorby

Lava
Lamps

$19.99
for regular size only

iiii iumi

$9.99

#

Yu-Gi-Oh!

Cards

Complete ad expires on 12/18/02. Flyer specials
not combined with any other coupons or discounts.

Fantasy Fish

$8.99
reg. $19.99

Candle Sta

" '°':$9.99:
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Oregon avenges March loss against Kansas

MONDAY. DECEMBER 9, 2002 THE DULY BRUIN M

LUKES NOTCH TOTAL OF 51 POINTS, HELP
NUDGE THE DUCKS TO AN 84-78 VICTORY

The Associated Press

PORTLAND, Ore. — For Luke
Ridnour, it was like March in
December. Only better.

Ridnour had 25 points, nine assists
and seven rebounds Saturday as No.
7 Oregon avenged last season's
NCAA Tournament loss with an 84-78
victory Saturday over No. 14 Kansas.

"This was like a March game,"
Ridnour marveled. "It will be good
for us down the road."

Fellow guard Luke Jackson had 26
points and nine rebounds for the
Ducks (6-0), Who fought off a sec-
ond-half Kansas rally.

Td like to call it a statement
game," said coach Ernie Kent, who
earned his 99th win at Oregon. "It felt

like a postseason atmosphere."
Kirk Hinrich led the Jayhawks (3-

3) with 24 points and Keith Langford

added 21 in the rematch between the
two teams, played before 20,762 fans
at Portland's Rose Garden Arena.

Last season, the teams met in the
Midwest Regional final in Madison,
Wis., and Kansas emerged with a 104-

86 victory and their first trip to the
Final Four since 1993.

They did put us out last year,"

Ridnour said. "And that sticks with
you all simimer.**

The victory snapped Oregon's
three-game losing streak against
Kansas. The Ducks had not defeated
the Jayhawks since beating them
twice in the 1947-48 seasoa

"Die Ducks, who led by just four at
the half, stretched their lead to as
many as 11 points when Andre
Joseph's firee throws made it 72-61
with 8:40 left

But the Jayhawks came back to tie

it at 74-all on Langford's layup with

3:39 left '

Speedy Oregon inched away,
going on a 10-2 run that was
punctuated by Ridnour's three-
pointer and a foul shot that made
it 84-76 with 49.6 seconds left

Kansas guard Michael Lee,
who went to high school in
Portland, made a tip-in with 23
seconds left for the final margin.

Nick Ck)llison, who gave the
Ducks so much trouble with 25
points and 15 rebounds last year

in the tournament, got into early
foul trouble early and played
sporadically. He finished with
seven points and four rebounds
in 24 minutes.

The Ducks built their lead to
as many as 14 points in the first

half when Ridnour's three-point-

er made it 39-25 with 5:27 left.

After the shot, Ridnour raised

his hands to the crowd, eliciting

a rousing ovation.

OiEOON
I
Page 24

MISSOURI
from page II

been outscored 200-171 in the second
half of their games.
use opened the second half with a

12-6 nm to take its lai:gest lead, 5140,
with 15:41 remaining. Missouri settled

down aft^r committing some of its 18
turnovers against USC's zone defense
and outscored the Trojans 20-9 to tie

the game at 60 with nine minutes left.

McKinney made two 3-pointers and
Josh Kroenke added another in the

^spurt

The TVojans had 16 turnovers, but
managed nine steals, including four by
Roydell Smiley.

Even thou^ they lost their second
straight game, the young Trojans
learned something, too.

"We're playing together more," said
Desmon Fanner, who led USC with 16
points. "A lot of people thought we
were selfish. We showed we can play
together."

Farmer's hook shot gave USC its last
lead at 69-67. The Tigers scored six
straight, including a 3-pointer by
Paulding, for a 73-69 lead. USC made
just one field goal in the final 2 1/2 min-
utes.

To waiv
.v£««-:3^<^S

New Weight Loss Product!!!

I

• Dr. Recomended
• Ephedra-free
• Eat Your Favorite Foods
• Guaranteed
• Only $45

Call Toll Free: 888-23 1 -9997

qM PEP

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

or not aive

Psy.D. in Clinical

Community Psychology

• GRE IS NOT REQUIRED

• WASC-ACCREDfTED

UNIVERSmr

• Small class size

personalized academy

Secular academk:

PROGRAM

Program meets

requirements for

Caufornia psychologist

.licensure

• Established cunical

network
;

• mult>-d«scipunary

FACULTY

• Student and faculty

diversity

• year-round program

Application Deadline: January 15, 2003
Application may be downloaded from

http://www.ulv,edu/^psych

For Information please call:
1-909-593-3511, ext. 4244 or 4503

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

(W.A.S.C.)

• CdMPETmVE TUITION

COSTS

• Attractive campus
• LOCATION CONVENENT TO

MAJOR FREEWAYS

Modern Library FAauTcs

It's time to decide for the Winter Quarter whether to vs/aive

out or keep the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP). You
have until the fee payment deadline for your term to waive
out of SHIP. See specific dates and messages with your
Winter BAR statement. The insurance fee is a Registra-

tion Fee. A waiver reverses that fee.

Beginning now, you can waive SHIP or enroll in a SHIP
Plan by going to www. studenthea Ith . ucin f^Hi

i

choosing
On-Line Services and then the SHIP Enrollment/Waiver
page. Make sure you note your confirmation number and
check URSA On-Line to be certain the transaction went
through. It will take 2-3 days to be posted.

<infifA^iTrgRTRTi» ^
-n4'

daily bruin

Dump
ITouR Sank)
and c^sli in

on campus/

is banking for ffce needs

of students:

Generous & flexible

Student Loans

FREE Checking

Classic MasterCard

Computer Loans

On<ampus ATMs *

and office

(Ackerman Union, A- Level)

^^^

,,-*'<'-'-*«*«i

4^ .

')
\

Call today, start banking the University'' way tomorrow.

www.ucu.org • 310/477-6628
Student Loan Lender #832 123

^^? UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

To Benefit the

El Faro Orphanage,

Tijuana, Mexico
Please bring unwrapped toys or checks made out to "Northwest
Outreaches, Inc." to the Dally Bruin Offices, located at 118 Kerckhoff Hali.

The toys will be delivered on Saturday, December 14th, so please make your
donation by Friday of finals week (December 13th).
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Gonzaga proves dominance thrice
I

Batteast leads Fighting Irish in Sun Devil battle

STEPP PLAYS WELL IN OVERTIME VICTORY OVER WASHINGTON STATE
The Associated Press

PULLMAN, Wash. — Three of
Gonzaga's neighbors took their best
shots at the Bulldogs in the past six

days, and Blake Stepp was there to
answer each time,

i

Stepp scored 34 points as
Gonzaga beat Washington State,
110-104, in overtime Saturday night,
sweeping both Pacific-10 schools in
the state in overtime in the same
week. Marcus Moore scored a
career-high 42 points in the defeat.

Gonzaga coach Mark Few was
glowing with pride aifter his team
beat Washington, Montana and
Washington State in close games
this week.

60NZAGA
I
Page 22

By Mel Reisner

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TEMPE, Ariz. — Notre Dame
had a famihar game plan - get the
ball in Jacqueline Batteast's
hands.

Batteast scored 20 of her sea-
son-high 24 points in the first half,

leading the ninth-ranked Fighting

Irish past Arizona State 81-52
Saturday.

"My teammates did a good job
of getting me the ball, and the
shots were dropping for me," said
Batteast, the Irish's leading scorer
who entered the contest averag-
ing 15.3 points per game.
The game was the opener in the

AstraZeneca Hoops for the Cure

Classic II, a one-day benefit for
breast-cancer research. No. 6
Purdue played No. 8 Vanderbilt in
the second game.

Batteast, the Big East
Conference rookie of the year,
matched her career high for field
goals with lO-of-15 shooting, and
came up three points short of a

HOTRE DAME
I
Page 23
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$2.00 off

TUESDAYS

Excludes Sicillians

Westwood

208-8671
* NOT VALID ON SICILIANS OR WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION AD.

OFFER VAUD

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes
Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery Only

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.*
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

NOl/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons nriust be gi^m to driver.

Coupons vaFId at Westwood location only.

IXP. 12/16/02

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery Only

Westwood
208-8671

Offer good only with this coupon,
one coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
N0 1/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

EXP. 12/16/02

' LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Take Out or Delivery Only

. Westwood
208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.*
Limit 3 pizzas per address.

N01/2&1/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood location only.

The
Princeton
Review
BetterScores. Better Schools.

Classroom or Online
USMLE Step 1 Test Preparation

Two new courses in 2002! Enroll now in the right course for you.

USMLE Step 1 Online Course
!

• Prep anywhere, anytime with the most
comprehensive online learning

More than 1,500 pages of the best material

available to supplement your online tools

• Log onto www.PrincetonReview.com and
take our free 1-hour USMLE online test

USMLE Step 1 Classroom Course

All the benefits of our Online Course, plus:

• 18 hours of live instruction with expert

teachers

• Personal attention with small classes of

fewer than 25 students

• Review your online lessons, tests, and
drills with an instructor

1 HE ASSuCiAitu I'rthSh

Arizona's Andre Iguodala dives for a loose ball during the first half against San
Diego State, Dec. 7. Iguodala got possession and started an Arizona fastbreak.

ARIZONA
I
Walton's, Gardner's

performances are unusually off

from page 12

Bland, who'd had a horrible game up
until then, hit a 3-pointer and a slam
dunk. He and Deandre Moore led the
Aztecs with 16 points apiece.

Still, Bland made just seven of 21
shots. The rest of the Aztecs were 25-

of-52. Mike Mackell scored 15 before
fouling out.

Arizona still handled San Diego
State even though the Wildcats' two
best players, Luke Walton and Jason
Gardner, had offnights. Gardner, who
averages 17.3 points per game,
scored just nine, making only one of
ten from the field. Walton scored
seven points, three more than his
average for this season but well
below the 15.7 points he averaged
last season.

This game would have been a

matchup of Walton brothers in their

hometown, but San Diego State's

Chris Walton is redshirting. Their
father. Hall of Famer Bill Walton, did
color commentary for ESPN.

"They had a great atmosphere
here," Luke A^ton said. "It was fun
to come back here and play in fix)nt

ofmy family and fiiends."

The crowd of 12,414 was the first

sellout in six seasons in Cox Arena
"Our involvement tonight with

Arizona will be good for us," said
Aztecs coach Steve Fisher. "They
have excellent talent and are an
expertly coached team. They've been
there, done that"

Bums, a McDonald's Ail-American
while at Fairfax High in Los Angeles,
scored seven points in his debut. He
enrolled at SDSU in September after

being denied admission to UCLA

SSPT

ift

Immigration
Law Offices of Neil J. Sheff

10850 Vinishfre Blvd., Suite 550

WestMfood (next to Avco Theatre)

njslawoffice@cs.coin

(310)446-3844

Hebrew and Spanish spoken

Visas, Green cards, & Citizenship
($100 off all Green Cards with Bruin I.D.)

Free Consultation

50% off any hair service*

with

Tanya Bisker

'^

Call for an appointment & mention ad.

for first time customers to the salon only

coupon expires 3/1/03

%
9640 S. Santa Monica Blvd

Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(310) 288-LUSH (5874)

lushbeverlyhills.com

^ TOKYO
P CHI MINH CITY

HANOISEOUL
SINGAPORE

KUALA LUMiUR

BAJ/GKOK
Click £r Save Now

TRAVEL FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
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Advertisement

WINTHROP EARLY PICK IN POLLS

1 WINTHROP

2, ARIZONA

3 KANSAS

4 OKLAHOMA

TEXAS

PITTSBURGH

7 DUKE

8 GEORGIA

9 KENTUCKY '

10 VIRGINIA

11 UCLA

12 MICHIGAN STATE

13 XAVIER

14 ALABAMA

15 MISS. STATE

16 OREGON

17 VILLANOVA

18 FLORIDA

19 UCONN

20 MARQUETTE

21 INDIANA

22 GONZAGA

23 MARYLAND

24 MISSOURI

25 use

^^ UCLA ^9 UCONN

Sweet Sixteen, tl.te Eight. 1-inal Four. And now the Talented
lwent>-live. \MI1 Kansas be at the center of this year's bracket?
Will the girl m the mail room pick the NCAA champion? Read on
for everything you ever wanted to know (but were afraid to ask)
about college basketball.

i WINTHROP
Okay, so they went 19-12 last year. And the>' are from the Big South
Conference. But trust us, the liagles can definitely hoop. Besides, these
guys are made up of 4,500 polygons, just like any'other team.

No, it's not the 1970s Bruins, but

this team ain't bad, either. Besides,

the digital cheerleaders are really

eas)^ on the eyes. Definitely easy

on the eyes.

49 MICHIGAN^ STATE

Ihis year their most famous alum-
nus will make it into the NBA flail

of Fame. Itiat just miglit spark the
Spartans to play at an elevated level.

13 XAVIER

"Who?" f hat's right, Xavier. Get
used to seeing this school in the
polls. Ihe Musketeers are clearly

the class of the A- 10. flow does a
team go from unranked to number
13? Practice Mode, l^ractice Mode,
Practice Mode.

14 ALABAMA

lixpect the Huskies again to be
strong \n the backcoun. Use the
right analog stick control to
perform spin moves and dropsteps
out of the post to put the solid
backcoun to good use.

20 MARQUETTE

Ihe Colden Lagles open agamst
Villanova, marking the first time
the two teams have met since the
1980 NCAA tournament. Can this

young team hold its own in an
upcoming Conference USA? We
think so.

21 INDIANA

Can they get the support they need
inside? If not, the Uoosiers could
be off-balance even with what
should be an extremely produaive
perimeter.

GONZAGA

2 ARIZONA 6 PITTSBURGH

f.ook for what could be the most
exciting duo in colk>ge basketball
to rate high in the on-screen player
ratings.

What's the 411 on the 'Cats? Not
only do they have all five of their

staners returning, but they also have
what most consider to be the best

frontcourt in college basketball.
Can you say FXnasty Mode?

Can the Bulldogs get the
top scorer they need to emerge?
lime spent in recruiting will be
time well spent. Everything else is

in place for another banner
season on the left coast.

23 MARYLAND

3 'KANSAS
7 PUKE

With the return of some key play-
ers, the I1de possesses one of the
best inside-outside combos in the
league. If you are attending a

luscaloosa fish fry this year, expect
to see some happy basketball fans.

15 MISS. STATE

I 1

Add the slick job done in

recruiting to the usual Blue Devil
talent pool, and you get a team
that is bound to make some noise.

Cet ready to hear Billy Packer
and Kddie Doucette saying, "And
the Blue Devils win again," a lot

this season.

8 GEORGIA

Despite losing a key player to the
NBA, look for the layhawks to
return to the 1 inal 1bur this year.

We've seen what they have been
doing in Practice Mode, and, trust

us, we are thoroughly convinced.

4 OKLAHOMA

Ihe Dawgs' poll position could
change in Ortober, depending on
their frontcourt produaion. If they
produce, prepare for this team to
move a little higher in the polls.

9 KENTUCKY

Another team we predict to be
returning to the final four in

2003. Not only do they return
with 70 new player models, they
look good doing it, too.

5 TEXAS

Should come down to the wire
between them and Ceorgia for the
SIlC crown. Use the over 30 new
dunks (including reverses, follow-
ups and 360.degree jams) and this
Wildcat team might overtake that
other Wildcat team.

10 VIRGINIA

The Bulldogs, coming off a
Southeastern Conference tourna-
ment championship, have a
tough schedule, playing both
Xavier and Oklahoma this year.

Said one player, "Hey, I'm all for
just selecting Tournament Mode,
and just get right to the tourney."

*

16 OREGON

Enjoying its first league champi-
onship in 63 years and one of the
last eight teams standing in last

year's tourney, Oregon's picked
second by us in the Pac-10, behind
No. 1 Arizona, f-xpect a long stay

in the NCAA tournament this year
for the Ducks.

17 VILLANOVA

We're considering these champs
an outside shot at defending
the title after losing four starters.

Terps get a new arena this year.

Unfortunately, the>' are also
getting a mostly new team, as well.

24 MISSOURI

Mizzou's run to the hlite Kighl last

year was the Tigers' longest stint in
the tourney in eight years. And this
shoufd be another promising year.

Ihe Cavs are not happy with last

season's late collapse that landed
them out of the tournament.
Don't let that fool you; they've got
the talent. Not a pushover com-
puter opponent. Not in the least.

25 use

A long shot to win the title l.et's

face it, the>' are no Winthrop. But
don't count them totally out, either.

Ihc}' say ever>ihing is bigger in

I'exas, but what we notice on this
team are the little guys. The back-
court is the cream of the crop, fjid
of discussion. Obviously, some-
body did their homework before
this year's recruiting.

rhe pressure is really on to
produce and get the Wildcats
back into the tournament after a
three-year absence. In addition to
all the new faces on the team,
there will also be new duds for
the 'Cats as Villanova debuts a
now dieiMf ini i ff^^nn.

18 FLORIDA

How about that Sf-:c? Yet ariother
entry from a very tough conference
Tough conference or not, the
Cators hold their own against some
of the NCAVs best.

5?>r:Sft¥SS;ftviS3W«w»>r::

vr rndNi

r PKOOtlCl PlayStatlon.2
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Romar, Dollar plan to up game

tempo to attract recruits, fans
ASSISTANT COACH WANTS TO MOVE PAST SUMMER SUSPENSION

PAC-10 BASKI

By Greg Schain

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
gschain(a)media. ucla.edu

The Washington Huskies are used
to being mocked.

Throughout the past 15 seasons,
the team has been incessantly bad,
finishing in the bottom half of the

conference in 13 of those seasons and
only making the NCAA tournament
twice.

There have definitely been some
down times here in the past 15 years,"

said Washington head coach Lorenzo
Romar, who is beginning his first sear

son with the Huskies.

But now they're making a serious

push to get out of their doldrums and
become contenders in the Pac-10.

After last season, head coach Bob
Bender resigned following a dismal
116-142 record in nine seasons.

Washington athletic director

Barbara Hedges hired Romar ^o
weeks later. Romar, a former
Washington letterman and UCLA
assistant coach, came in from Saint

Louis, where he led the team to a 51-

44 record in three years.

1. was torn between leaving Saint
Louis," Romar said "We had a lot of
good players, and after going 9-7 last

year I knew we were ready to make a
move in Conference U.S-A"

But in the end, returning to his

alma mater was too good of an offer

to turn down.
**! just knew Washington would be

a great place to go," he said
Romar moved to Washington, and

one of the first moves he made was to
hire Cameron Dollar, one of his Saint
Louis assistants and a former UCLA
player, to become an assistant on his

new Washington staff

"I knew it would be something I

was interested in," Dollar said, recall-

ing his first tlujughts after getting the
invitation.

Little did Dollar know the rough
start he would be in for.

Over the sunmier. Dollar was
slapped with a one-month suspension
for recniiting violations. Both he and
Romar had to suffer through the neg-
ative national media attention that
came with the infractions.

"Cameron is like a son and a little

brother to me," Romar said. "To see
that happen really hurt, because we
are in this together. But he admitted
his faults, and was up front about
everj^thing."

Obviously, the suspension dis-

pleased Dollar. He said his actions
warranted the penalty, but to sit out
in late September and early October
was bad for him and the program.

That period is crucial to both
recruiting and planning for the cur-
rent season. "I wasn't ^ad at the tim-
ing of it," Dollar said. "But that is the
reality of the situation."

Both coaches say they put the inci-

dent behind them, and are ready to
tackle the upcoming season.

They say turning the program into

a winner might take some time, but
that they have a plan in place.

First, Romar wants to play an up-
tempo game that will attract high
level recruits.

He hopes that the more exciting

style of play vidll also attract more
fans to home games; crowd support
is crucial in college basketball.

So far it's worked. He recently
signed TVe Simmons, a junior college

sophomore, who is rated a preseason

COAQH? Lute Olson, 20th season

LAST YEAR: 24-10, 12-6, tied for 2nd in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior guard Jason Gardner (20

NEW FACES: guard Hassan Adams, guard Chris Rodgers

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: With a staggering 99 percent of their scoring]

of any othe^c-10 team when conference play starts. They have a
'

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: They probably won't. But even with all their

COACH OLSON SAYS: "In terms of athleticism, we've never been as

Oregon

U .N i \ r, nM 1 1 I ' I- rt A Ml I M I I ON

Cameron Dollar coaches on the
sidelines.

fifth-team All-America selection by
Street & Smith. "He's from Seattle,"

Dollar said. "It's great to sign a home-
grown product."

Romar and Dollar hope to sign

more recruits in their continued quest
to turn the Huskies into contenders.

Both say they are now on the right

track after the initial turbulence, and
Washington could one day be a
national force in the NCAA.
To become a contender in the

Pac-10 might take a year or two,"
Dollar said. "Nationally, we could be a
contender in two to three years,

depending on how the personnel
floats in our system." 1

COACH: Ernie Kent, 6th season

LAST YEAR: 26-9, 14-4, 1st in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): junior guard Luke Ridnour (15.5

NEW FACES: center Ian Crosswhite, guard Brandon Lincoln

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: The Luke n' Luke duo is as good as any in th(

Oh, and there's also a little gym called McArthur Court.

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: Freddie Jones and his high-wire heroics will|

COACH KENT SAYS: "I don't feel like we will be as spectacular as laj

COACH: Steve Lavin, 7th season

LAST YEAR: 21-12, 11-7. 6th in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior forward

NEW FACES: guard Jon Crispin, center Michael Fey

WHY THEYIL IMPRESS: The Bruins are at their best!

for Lavin's squad, and they still have Kapono, who

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: With only undersized TJ Gai

ters or even athletic power forwards. Point guards

COACH LAVIN SAYS: "We could be dangerous and a I

Doug Wrenn

Washington

COACH: Rob Evans, 5th season

LAST YEAR: 14-15. 7-11, 7th in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior guard Cu^

NEW FACES: forward Ike Diougu, forward DeWy Di

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: The Sun Devils have perhap;

seven seniors for leadership. Diogu is almost a lock

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: Even with the mob of senioi

higher this season and during conference plaV they'll

by Arizona two nights before.

COACH EVANS SAYS (on the media putting ASU fbi

doing, or you don't know what you're doing."

COACH: Ben Braun. 7th season

LAST YEAR: 23-9. 12-6. tied for 2nd in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior forward Joe Shipp (14.8 ppg, 47 rpg). scj

NEW FACES: center Rob Benson, guard Richard Midgley

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: Cal has lost just four games at Haas Pavilion in two years, ar]

Bears play tough defense and are always fundamentally sound.

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: The transfer of Shantay Legans has led to a vacuum at poll

COACH BRAUN SAYS (on being moved ahead of Lute Olson on the media day spealpi

COACH: Henry Bibby. 8th season

LAST YEAR: 22-10, 12-6, tied for 2nd in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): sophomore guard Errick Craven (11.8 ppg. ZJ
NEW FACES: guard Brandon Brooks, center Jonathan Oliver

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: The Trojans' success over the past few seasons is drawmi
end up on the All-Pac 10 first team if his shooting improves.:

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: When Pac-10 Player of the Year Sam Clancy, point guard
72 percent of its rebounding from last season. The losses will be most dearly fett

COACH BIBBY SAYS: "We lost three guys that were probably the cornerstone of lJ

_ _ • UCLA Sports Information
Cameron Dollar played in every game of the Bruins' 1994-1995 national title campaign, logging 36 minutes. 6 points and 8
assists in a spot start in the NCAA tournament final.

., f ^anuo

Stanford

Pac-1 predictionsfind Oregon

schools, Arizona earlyfavorites

COACH: Mike Montgomery, 16th season ,

LAST YEAR: 20-10, 12-6, tied for 2nd in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior guard Julius Barnes.j

NEW FACES: forward Dan Grundelf, forward Matt Harysaz
WHY THEYIL IMPRESS: Despite an unusual lacl< of early-seasoi

the finals of the Preseason NIT. Even if the talent isn't as strong,

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: Five words: Casey Jacobsen and Curtisl

rience in the starting five.

COACH MONTGOMERY SAYS (before the season began): "We'i

Colin Yuhl
c^i#)i@^Tiecfa.ucta.edu

Only Miss Cleo, fully anned with
tarot cards and a gigantic bot-

tle of rum could have predicted

last year's Pac-10 season. UCLA was
picked to finish first, and ended up
sixth, its worst
conference fin-

ish ever.

So wiU this

year be any dif-

ferent? There is

a lot of potential

on this team: if

Cedric Bozeman
and Dyon
Thompson con-

tinue to mature
and play well, if

Steve Lavin can
cfiscover the

mystical secrets of setting screens

for Jason Kapono, if T.J. Cununings

or Michael Fey can provide some
interior defense and rebounding,

and if ... oh, who am 1 kidding?

This team couldn't finish first if it

were allowed to play all 12 men on

the court

Be that as it may, here is this

''expert's" analysis of the Pac-10

standings, in order of worst to first.

Washington State: Perennial

cellar dwellers the Huskies were 1-

17 last year. They're going to

improve on that rather dubious

mark, but not by much.

They're the Cleveland Cavaliers

of the Pac-10, without the incompa-

rable Paul Moekeski (give yourself a

pat on the back if you got that one).

Junior guard Marcus Moore, an
Inglewood native, is going to end up
leading the Cougars in scoring,

rebounding, assists, minutes, steals

and comrows. He's probably the
best player you've never heard of,

with one possible exception at

Oregon State.

Washington: Junior Doug Wrenn
is a nice talent, but I'm not so con-
vinced he can lead a team. He
seems to have Rasheed Wallace-
type issues. Add to that a low field

goal percentage and you've got a
bad situation.

Sophomore guard Will Conroy
has a nice stroke from three-point

land but is streaky at best. They're
better than the Cougars, but not by
much.

Arizona State: Freshman for-

ward Ike Diogu has hops and a nice
post-up game.

He's my bet for Pac-10 Freshman
of the Year, since he's going to get

more than a whole lot of minutes.
Senior guard Curtis Millage is the
leader of the team, and senior cen-
ter Tommy Smith might lead the
Pac-10 in blocks.

This isn't a bad team at all, but
just not good enough to place high-

er than the rest of tlie Pac-10.

Besides, it's pitifully overshadowed
by Arizona; the Sim Devils are the

CUppers to the Wildcats' Lakers.

USC: The Trojans lost Sam
Clancy, David Bluthenthal and
Brandon Granville to graduation.

That's a huge hit to the program, a

loss of 43.9 points per game. Errick
Craven and Desmond Farmer can
ball, but will Southern Cal be able
to board? I don't see anybody on
that team that can rebound the way
Clancy and Bluthenthal did.

Plus, USC lost to Rhode Island
and was recently ripped 69-53 by
UC Santa Barbara

What's the deal TVojans; you're
starting to look like the Bruins.
Better get your act together, other-
wise the L.A. media just might start

getting on your case instead.

Oregon State: It's all about
senior Phillip Ricci. The boy has
mad game. He's like a white Charles
Barkley At 6 feet, 7 inches he just
may end up leading the Pac-10 in

rebounding.

When you think of Oregon State
basketball, you think of Gary
Payton.

But the SECOND name you
should think of is Phillip Ricci. I'm
actually frightened - yes, frightened
- of what he's going to do to the
Bruins.

The Beavers were 4-14 last year,

but fellow seniors Brian Jackson
and Jimmie Haywood are going to
help Ricci out.

Plus, they've got a guy named
Floyd North III. I don't even have a
joke for that, because I think it

would be redundant. (But do you
wonder if North in owns a yacht
called "Beaver Ball" or is it just

YUHL
I
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Washington
COACH: Lorenzo Romar, 1st season

LAST YEAR: 11-18, 5-13, 8th in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): junior forwan
NEW FACES: forward Bobby Jones, forward AnthI

WHY THETLL IMPRESS: It won't be so much they
ence, and he finally has experienced guarcte to g(

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: The Huskies have tripi

unclear. This team is still a couple of years away fi

COACH ROMAR SAYS: ''We're awfully young. (Out

on St.

W^^ -' .^airiMfli^^^^HHIl^iu.^..

COACH: Jay John, 1st season

LAST YEAR: 12-17, 4-14. 9th in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior foi

NEW FACES: guard Lamar Hurd, guard Chris _

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: Other Pac-10 coaches
what is probably the most experienced squad H

WHY THEYIL DEPRESS: Though John wants tol

made famous, the Beavers are going to have al|

COACH OLSON SAYS: "I have no realistic timetf

10. Washington St
Philip Ricci

Oregon St

NEW FACES: junior Ezenwa Ukeagu,

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: Well, there's

cially after losing J. Locklier, their sol(

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: Wazzu didntl

conference. And there's no substitute]

COACH GRAHAM SAYS: "If you loolc

close games. Last year, we had 10 ga'
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COAQHjlute Olson, 20th season

LAST YEAR: 24-10. 12-6, tied for 2nd in Pac-10

K£Y returners (2001-2002 stats): senior guard Jason Gardner (2Ci» PPg, 4.6 apg) senior forward Lul<e Walton (15.7 ppg, 7.3 rpg)

NEW FACES: guard Hassan Adams, guard Chris Rodgers ?

WHY THEril IMPRESS: With a staggering 99 percent of thai! scoringfrom last season returning, the 'Cats are likely to be leaps ahead
of any other Pac-10 team when conference play starts. They have a rt*li of Fame coach and enough talent to field two solid teams.
WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: They probably won't. But even with all theict re-power, they might have a tough time staying at No. 1 all season.
COACH OLSON SAYS: "In terms of athleticism, we've never been as (jeep as we are with this group."

Joe Shipp

California

Ot^egon I

COACH: Ernie Kent. 6th season

LAST YEAR: 26-9, 14-4. 1st in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): junior guard Luke Ridnour (15.5 |»Pg, 5.0 apg), junior guard Luke Jackson (16.7 ppg 5 4 rpg)
NEW FACES: center Ian Crosswhite, guard Brandon Lincoln

^anS'So Si^^^^^^^ " "^
'" ''' ""'''• "' ''' '"^^ """^ '' ''' °"'^ ^-^° ^-"^ ''^'-- ^or 40 minutes w.h Arizona.

WHY THEYIL DEPRESS: Freddie Jones and his high-wire heroics will be sorely missed, as will big man Chris Christofferson's presence down low.
COACH KENT SAYS: "I don't feel like we will be as spectacular as laslt year, but I feel like we've got more energy.'

3. UCLA
pOACH: Steve Lavin, 7th season

LAST YEAR: 21-12. 11-7, 6th in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior forward Dason Kapono (16.0 ppg, 5.1 rpg), sophomore forward Duon Thompson (4.5 ppg. 2.2 rpg)

NEW FACES: guard Jon Crispin, center Michael Fey '

WHY THEYIL IMPRESS: The Bruins are at their best when playing free-spirited, high-tempo basketball. UCLA's Jekyll-and-Hyde nature means ifs tough to oreoarefor Lavin's squad, and they still have Kapono. who ra-nains the best pure shooter in the Pac-10.
^^

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: With only undersized TJ Gamiriings owning any experience in the post, UCLA is going to have a tough time against teams with stranfi cen-ters or even athletic power forwards. Point guards Gedric Bozeman and Ryan Walcott are still settling into a much.-needed backcourtleSenship!
COACH LAVIN SAYS: "We could be dangerous and a trtjgh out come tournament time.'

ASU

Doug Wrenn

Washington

COACH: Rob Evans, 5th season

LAST YEAR: 14-15, 7-11, 7th In Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior guard Curtis Milage (13.5 ppg, 2.5 apg), senior forward Tommy Smith (11.7 ppg, 5.3 rpg)
NEW FACES: forward Ike Diougu, forward DeWy DeVBtt

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: The Sun Devils have perha0£ttre most experienced team In the conference and need not look far past their
seven seniors for leadership. Diogu is almost a lock ttr the AII-Pac-10 Freshman team and leads ASU in scoring thus far.

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: Even with the mob of seniQFS;this is not a team accustomed to winning. Expectations are
higher this season and during conference plaj^ they'llihave to play Saturday games against teams that were battered
by Arizona two nights before.

i

t

COACH EVANS SAYS (on the media putting ASU fboj hln the preseason poll): "Either you guys know what you're
doing, or you don't know what you're doing." I

Curtis Millage

Arizona St.

COACH: Ben Braun, 7th season

LAST YEAR: 23-9, 12-6. tied for 2nd in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior forward Joe Shipp (14.8 ppg. 47 rpg). salm guard Brian Wethers (10.3 ppg, 4.2 rpg)
NEW FACES: center Rob Benson, guard Richard Midgley

,

r^ZJoTSe'^lS^^^^^^^^^
'" ^° 7"" "*^^^ '""' ^°"^^ '^ ^^^'""^"^ ^° '^'^ ^^P'- P-"'- ^°^ B^ Area arena supremacy. The

l!I^r?^il".S??v??'' ^J^.*'"^"'^^''^T^T^ '-^^^"' ^^^ '^"^ *° ^ ^^'"""^ ^* P^*^ ^"^''^' ^"^ C^' is still starved for a gamebreaker-type of superstar that can take over a gameLUACH BRAUN SAYS (on bemg moved ahead of Lute Olson on the media day speaMlig: schedule): "Well, the goal is to go ahead of Lute, and here I am.

use
1

COACH: Henry Bibby, 8th season

LAST YEAR: 22-10, 12-6, tied for 2nd in Pac-10

IS(,'!?i''''*'^"^
(2001-2002 stats): sophomore guard Errick Craven (11.8 ppg. 22st)g), junior guard Desmon Farmer (9.5 ppg, 3.3 rpg)

NEW FACES: guard Brandon Brooks, center Jonathan Oliver

!l!UI.Si 'Jli^l^ri
I^^e Trojans' success over the past few seasons is drawing higher-caliber recruits that finally consider 'SC at least in part a basketball school. Craven mightena up on tne Aii-Pac lO first team if his shooting improves.

??IIJISrSi ?c^k5"h^5^." ^^V°.
^'^^^ ^tl^^Year Sam Clancy, point guard grandon Granville, and outside threat David Bluthenthal graduated, USC Tost 56 percent of its scoring and

72 percent of its rebounding from last season. The losses will be most dearly felt it the point, where Robert Hutchinson must be able to run the offense.
COACH BIBBY SAYS: "^e lost three guys that were probably the cornerstone of 1360 basketball in the last four years."

Stanford
COACH: Mike Montgomery, 16th season

LAST YEAR: 20-10, 12-6, tied for 2nd In Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior guard Julius Barnes
NEW FACES: forward Dan Grundelf, forward Matt Harysaz
WHY THEYIL IMPRESS: Despite an unusual lack of early-season

0.9 ppg, 2.^ apg), junior forward Teyo Johnson (5.8 ppg, 4.0 rpg)

,^ r t ^.^ r. ...^ .
^^^^^^' Montgomery's Cardinal already showed it can compete when it advanced to

the finals of the Preseason Nil Even if the talent isn't as strong; flonty'8 men are always well-disciplined and lethal at the line.

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: Five words: Casey Jacobsen and Curtis Borchardt. The two jumped ship for the NBA and have left the Card with little exoe-
rience in the starting five.

'
i

^

COACH MONTGOMERY SAYS (before the season began): "We'rd pfx)bably a middle of the pack team right now."

Washington
4

COACH: Lorenzo Romar, 1st season

LAST YEAR: 11-18, 5-13, 8th in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): junior forwanj'-Doug Wrenn (19.5 ppg, 6.4 rpg), junior guard Curtis Allen (12 dd^ 4 3 aofi)
NEW FACES: forward Bobby Jones, forward Anthl ^['Washington

'

WHY THETLL IMPRESS: It won't be so much they
J

.it will be him. Wrenn may be the most athletic and entertaining player int he confer-
ence, and he finally has experienced guards to gdl «tn the ball.

WHY THEYIL DEPRESS: The Huskies have tripp^ ^^ly out of the gate, and whether it's a product of an acJiustment to Romar is

unclear. This team is still a couple of years away fj 'fn contention.

COACH ROMAR SAYS: "We're awfully young. (Out! ring coach) Bob Bender didn't leave the cupboard bare, just very young."

iS

X if

u^fSfc.'fl

9. Oregon St
V>r

8«««*3

1U9

COACH: Jay John, 1st season

LAST YEAR: 12-17, 4-14, 9th in Pac-10
!

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): senior forvlard Philip Ricci (16.2 ppg. 7.1 rpg), senior forward Brian Jackson (11 5 ppg 3 8 roi)
NEW FACES: guard Lamar Hurd, guard Chris Stphens
WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: Other Pac-10 coaches fire already plenty Impressed with Jay John's Beavers. Four of five starters return on
what is probably the most experienced squad If i the Pac-10, and Ricci is a sleeper AII-Pac-10 guy.

reinstitute the run-and-gun offensive style that OSU coaching legend Ralph Miller

ugh time matching up athlete-for-athlete with teams like Arizona, Oregon, and UCLA.

,
as far as what it takes to get this program back to the level it has been at."

" Julius Barnes

Stanford

##
^^

-^~^,^r

'^'m^

i

WHY THETLL DEPRESS: Though John wants ta

made famous, the Beavers are going to have al

COACH OLSON SAYS: "I have no realistic time

Washington S
Philip Ricci

Oregon St.

COACH: Paul Graham, 4th season

LAST YEAR: 6-21, 1-17, 10th in Pac-10

KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): junior guard Marcus Moore (16.6 ppg. 4.9 apg)
senior guard Jerry McNair (11.6 ppg, 2.1 rpg)

NEW FACES: junior EzenwaUkeagu.tKJeshman Randy Green

WHY THEY'LL IMPRESS: Well, there'ste^ly no kind way to say this, but...the Cougs are In store for another tough year espe-
cially after losing J. Lockller, their soldrioside presence. The backcourt - especially Moore - Is solid.

WHY THEY'LL DEPRESS: Wazzu didn'thvin a road game last season and has been a veritable bye week for the rest of the
conference. And there's no substitutakor talent, especially in a conference where athleticism often wins out over structure.

COACH GRAHAM SAYS: "If you loolcA any great team like Arizona, they always win
close games. Last year, we had 10 gaileB we could have won but didn't win."

r
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UCLA basketball fans

selves with the name Walt(

Thirty years ago Bill, the|

one of the greatest basket

has turned, and Luke, the|

shadows.
The bloodline is taking

of a national title, but at

tear down the rafters at Pal
Luke Walton is one of

college basketball, and he|

nation, the Pac-10, and
Wildcats.

"Luke is a threat to an:

Ray Young said. "He looks
and he poses a threat to
the five positions."

Last season Luke was
6.3 a game, but more notabl
as a forward.

Bill was an amazing pas*
aged 5.6 assists a game
point-forward who can avei

I the boards for seven reboi
"I take a lot of pride in

aspect of my game," he
lifestyle for me since I was
on my game every day.'

Luke was bom and raispf

the typical life basketbai.
brothers, two of whom (Adi
college ball and one (Chri*

^^^B^Wrf^*

1999-2000

200t-2002

jmp

Redshirted

34 868

56 736 /
31 1138

101 2742
Q-tanMs.Mi

OregQ

again;
ARIZONA, CAL,

INTIMIDATE MORI

ByJefTAgase
DAILY BRUIN STAFF'

jagase@media.ucla. el

Just how insane does
inside of Oregon's McArthur
aka The Pit, aka the house
rors for visiting teams?
Two years ago in a game

Top-10 Arizona, officials toh
coach Ernie Kent that he ne<
quiet the crowd while Arizoj
free throws or else face a tecj

foul.

Kent had no other solution
get on the public address
phone and explain, "You n<

quiet down."

" n

t*-^aA.a."-_ .^e
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An overhead view of Pauley PavilK

Championship banners), Pauley d(
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PPg, 4.6 apg) senior forward Luke Walton (15.7 ppg, 7.3 rpg)

i :

i

from last season returning, the 'Cats are likely to be leaps ahead
ill of Fame coach and enough talent to field two solid teams,

re-power, they might have a tough time staying at No. 1 all season,

[eep as we are with this group." '

Joe Shipp

California

)pg. 5.0 apg), junior guard Luke Jackson (16.7 ppg, 5.4 rpg)

hation, and the Ducks might be the only Pac-10 team that can run for 40 minutes with Arizona.

08 sorely missed, as will big man Chris Christofferson's presence down low.

year, but I feel like we've got more energy."

lason Kapono (16.0 ppg, 5.1 rpg). sophomore forward Djjon Thompson (4.5 ppg. 2.2 rpg)

Iwhen playing free-spirited, high-tempo basketball. UCLA's Jekyll-and-Hyde nature means It's tough to Dreoare
nains the best pure shooter in the Pac-10.

imings owning any experience in the post. UCLA is going to have a tough time against teams with strong cen-
-ednc Bozeman and Ryan Walcott are still settling into a much-needed backcourt leadership^

I

tough out come tournament time."

Milage (13.5 ppg, 2.5 apg). senior forward Tommy Smith (n.7 ppg. 5.3 rpg)

-the most experienced team in the conference and need not look far
Irthe AII-Pac-10 Freshman team and leads ASU in scoring thus far.

;;this is not a team accustomed to winning. Expectations are j
have to play Saturday games against teams that were battered

nJn the preseason poll): "Either you guys know what youVe

3C guard Brian Wethers (10.3 ppg, 4.2 rpg)

the Bears' home Is beginning to rival Maples Pavilion for Bay Area arena supremacy. The
I

guard, and Cal Is still starved for a gamebreaker-type of superstar that can take over a game.
"^schedule): ''Well, the goal is to go ahead of Lute, and here I am.'

opg). junior guard Desmon Farmer (9.5 ppg, 3.3 rpg)

I

higher-caliber recruits that finally consider 'SC at least In part a basketball school. Craven might

-andon Granville, and outside threat David Bluthenthal graduated, USC lost 56 percent of its scoring and
the point, where Robert Hutchinson must be able to run the offense.

IG basketball in the last four years."

D.9 ppg, 2.^ apg), junior forward Teyo Johnson (5.8 ppg. 4.0 rpg)

[fanfare, Montgomery's Cardinal already showed it can compete when It advanced to
lonty's men are always well-disciplined and lethal at the line.

Borchardt. The two jumped ship for the NBA and have left the Card with little expe-

probably a middle of the pack team right now."

Doug Wrenn (19.5 ppg. 6.4 rpg), junior guard Curtis Allen (12.0 ppg. 4.3 apg)
ly. Washington

i It will be him. Wrenn may be the most athletic and entertaining player Int he conferm the ball.
|

3arly out of the gate, and whether it's a product of an ac(justment to Romar is

m contention. '

)ing coach) Bob Bender didn't leave the cupboard bare, just very young."

^Mf(M'

;
Vrf

rd Philip Ricci (16.2 ppg. 7.1 rpg). senior forward Brian Jackson (11.5 ppg, 3.8 rpg)

hens 1

re already plenty impressed with Jay John's Beavers. Four of five starters return on
the Pac-10, and Ricci is a sleeper AII-Pac-10 guy.

reinstitute the run-and-gun offensive style that OSU coaching legend Ralph Miller

:ough time matching up athlete-for-athlete with teams like Arizona, Oregon, and UCLA.

,
as far as what it takes to get this program back to the level it has been at."

^, COACH: Paul Graham, 4th season i-

•'"''"* BamOS
>: LAST YEAR: 6-21. 1-17. 10th in Pac-10 I Stanford

•'KEY RETURNERS (2001-2002 stats): junior guard Marcus Moore (16.6 ppg. 4.9 apg)
' senior guard Jerry McNair (11.6 ppg, 2.1 rpg) >

jshman Randy Green '

[eally no kind way to say this. but...the Cougs are in store for another tough year, espe-
joside presence. The backcourt - especially Moore - is solid.

a road game last season and has been a veritable bye week for the rest of the

for talent, especially in a conference where athleticism often wins out over structure.

any great team like Arizona, they always win

,68 we could have won but didn't win."

i

4

? UCLA ALUMNI'S SON CREATES
OWN BASKETBALL LEGACY AS
ARIZONA WILDCAT IN PAC-10

By Adam Trtcher

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
atitcher@media.ucla.edu

UCLA basketball fans need to refamiliarize them-
selves with the name Walton.

Thirty years ago Bill, the dad, helped make the Bruins
one of the greatest basketball dynasties ever. The tide
has turned, and Luke, the son, has emerged from the
shadows.

The bloodline is taking the nation by storm in pursuit
of a national title, but at the same time, it's looking to
tear down the rafters at Pauley Pavilion.

Luke Walton is one of the best all-around players in
college basketball, and he is leaving his mark on the
nation, the Pac-10, and his team, the No. 1 Arizona
Wildcats.

"Luke is a threat to anyone he plays," UCLA guard
Ray Young said. "He looks so good in Arizona's system,
and he poses a threat to us because he can play any of
the five positions."

Last season Luke was the Pac-10 assist leader with
6.3 a game, but more notable was the fact that he did so
as a forward.

Bill was an amazing passer too. As a center, he aver-
aged 5.6 assists a game in 1973 for UCLA. Luke is a
point-forward who can average 15 points while crashing
the boards for seven rebounds a night

"I take a lot of pride in trying to be good in every
aspect of my game," he said. "Basketball's been a
lifestyle for me since I was little, and I go out and work
on my game every day."

Luke was bom and raised in San Diego, and has lived
the typical hfe basketball legend's son. So have his
brothers, two ofwhom (Adam and Nathan) used to play
college ball and one (Chris) currently with San Diego Jacob Chenn

Last season, Luke Walton led the Pac-10 with 6.3 assists per
|an]e, and i$ ^tfl(^H hiSiaU-arouP^ game and court saw^

1^9-2000 34

56

31

101
SOURCL www.arizcats.ciMi

2001-2002

Redshirted

868

736

t138

2742

11-55

9-41

17-60

37-156

,353

.420

.429

.200

.220

.283

.237

52-73

41-61

122-179

215-313

J12

.672

.682

.687

4J

3.9

7.3

5.0

131

115

194

440

79

61

HP

2\ 36 m^
11 39 198-5.5

W 50 487-15.7

51 125 878-8.7
G=games, MlN=mK>utes. FG-F«W goals. FGA-FieW goal attempts. 3FG=3 point fieW goals. PCT-pereert. REB=flB*x)un(l. AST=Assists. 7D=Tuma«rs. BUCxBkxAs. STL-SteaJs.PTS^

Oregon pits visiting teams

against McArthur Court
ARIZONA. CAL, STANFORD VENUES ALSO

INTIMIDATE MORE THAN PAULEY, MANY SAY

ByJeffAgase

DAILY BRUIN STAFF
jagase@medla.ucla.edu

Just how insane does it get
inside of Oregon's McArthur Court,
aka The Pit, aka the house of hor-
rors for visiting teams?
Two years ago in a game against

Top-10 Arizona, officials told head
coach Ernie Kent that he needed to
quiet the crowd while Arizona shot
free thfows or else face a technical
foul.

Kent had no other solution but to
get on the pubUc address micro-
phone and explain, "You need to
quiet down."

And even after Kent's warning, a
court-level camera later showed
the rim literally swaying left and
right as a hopeless Wildcat tried to
shoot ft-om the charity stripe.

Playing at Mac Court? It's the
pits.

Last year, the Sporting News
named Oregon's 9,087-seat, 76-year
old arena "best gym in America,"
and for good reason. The Ducks
went a perfect 16-0 at home during
the 2001-2002 season, thanks in
large part to a raucous crowd that
is just feet from the action.

"They have rambunctious fans,"
senior forward Jason Kapono said.

"There's not much to celebrate in

terms of nightlife in the area, so
they glorify all their sports teams."
One of UCLA's two losses in the

1994-1995 championship season
was at The Pit, .and Arizona also
lost in Eugene two years later dur-
ing its own title year.

When Oregon changed Mac
Court's lower-level seats from
bleachers to bucket seats, then-
Ducks coach Jerry Green got an
idea of the arena's fan connection.

"A lady came to my office with
handcuffs on," Green says in the
team media guide. "She said, I've
had the same seat for 35 years. You
can't do this to me.'"

Sure enough, the woman sat
cuffed to her seat during the next
Duck home game.
The Pit was the one place that

ARENAS
I Page 25

.
, ^ ^ ^ COURTNEY STEWART/DAiLy Britn Staff

An overhead view of Pauley Pavilion at the Bruins' season-opener against San Diego. Though rich in tradition (and National
Championship banners), Pauley does not intimidate opponents as much as other Pac-10 arenas like Oregon's McArthur Court.
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WOMEN'S PAC

1. Stanford

2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: Tara Vanderveer

LAST YEAR: 32-3 overall, 18-0 Pac-10/1st

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 2001-2002

BY THE NUMBERS: 0; the number of seniors on the Stanford roster.

OOTIOOK: The Cardinal have been ravaged by injuries in the early season but the bififiest
concern has to be the back injury sustained by sophomore Nicole Powell The 2001-2^2
Pac-10 Rayer of the Year has been sidelined by a bulging disk in her back' but is exoected

frnm^."'Zl^°^p/r^S^p" H^" fl^y
^®^'^^y \"^ P°'"^ ^^^'"^ Susan King has'fully recovered

from a torn ACL, the Cardinal have more than enough talent to reoeat as Pac-10 rhamnq
and advance deep Into the NCAA tournament this slason ^ ^

2. WashingtoT^"

2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: June Daugherty

LAST YEAR: 19-12 overall, 12-6 Pac-10/T2nd

_ LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 2000-2001
BY THE NUMBERS: 99.7; the Huskies' returning players accounted for 99.7 percent of the

team's total points last year.

uu^owSSfll;??!^* ^J^ ^' ^lye starters returning from a squad that won 19 games last season,

^?3ES^2JSii^.'i?f^ ^°.^ very good. The Huskies are led by a pair of All Pac-10 guards.

o^JtSJ^SS^ (12.5 ppg) and Loree Payne (14.3 ppg), the team's leading scorer last sea-

^.J^m ^ ^'I^ ®"^ ^^^^^ o^ense to force opposing teams to collapse their
defense, the penmeter players wfll make them pay Expect the Huskies to return to the NCAA

tournament, and maybe even challenge for a conference championship.

3. Oregon
2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: Bev Smith

LAST YEAR: 22-13 overall. 10-8 Pac-10/T6th

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 2000-2001

BY THE NUMKRS: 36.5; the average number of rebounds per game tallied by the Ducks
last season, the lowest in the Pac-10.

OUaOOIC: After captunnfi the WNIT title last March, the Ducks will look to build on that
success this season. 2000 Pac-10 Rayer of the Year ShaquaJa Williams is back for her
senior season, and she will provide veteran leadership for Oregon. The three-time All
Pac-10 selection averaged 16.4 ppg last season, and was sixth on the Ducks' career scor-
ing list entenng the season. If Oregon can improve their rebounding and find another
capable tjackcourt scorer besides Williams, the squad could be back in the postseason
agajn in March.

4. use
2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: Chris Gobrechdt

LAST YEAR: 16-14 overall. 11-7 Pac-10/T4th

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 1996-1997

BY T>€ NUMBERS: 6; the number of years since USC has made it to the NCAA tourna-
ment, by far the longest such drought in school history.

OUTLOOK: The Trojans inked one of the top recruiting classes in the nation three years^ago and it is starting to pay dividends. Juniors Ebony Hofftnan (14.9 ppg) and Aishj^
Honns (17.6 ppg) lead a USC squad that might be the most physically gifted team in the
conference. If former Duke guard Rometra Craig can solve the Trojans' dilemma at the

point guard position when she becomes eligible Jan. 19, USC should be in good position to

I

end its tournament drought.

5. Arizona
2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: Joan Bonvicini

LAST YEAR: 14-14 overall: 10-8 Pac-10/T6th

"^IPPBAA Af^FEAAANCE:199^2011^"

BY TVC NUMBB^; 8; tt)e nuniber of newumn^awrwiyjvwg u tis season.

OiniOOK; The Wildcats missed the postseason last year for the first time since 1995 but
have a wealth of new talent that will bolster the program immediately. Joining last sea-
son's Pac-10 Freshman of the Year Dee-Dee Wheeler (12.3 ppg) will be an abundance of
newcomers including Parade All-Americans, center ShawntWce Polk and guard Natale
Jones. If all the new talent can jell quickly with the Wildcats' four returning starters the
squad will be a force by the Pac-10 season.

6. Arizona St.
2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: Charii Turner Thorne

ASO^ LAST YEAR: 25-9 overall, 12-6 Pac-10/T2nd

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 2001-2002

BY THE NUMBERS: 7; the Sun Devils open the season with seven straight games at home,
a big advantage for such a young team.

OUaOOK: The Sun Devils secured the Pac-10 Tournament Championship and reached the
second round of the NCAA Tournament last season, but they will be hard-pressed to

repeat that success. Leading scorers Amanda Levens and Melody Peterson have gradu-\ ated leaving a big void offensively for the squad. Arizona State signed a nice recruiting
Class, and junior forward Betsy Boardman should emerge as a go-to player on offense,^

but this is likely a rebuilding year in Tempe!

7. UCLA
2002-2003 rsGord:

HEAD COACH: Kathy Olivier

LAST YEAR- 9-20 overall, 4-14 Pac-10/8th

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 1999-2000

BY THE NUMBERS: 2; the number of freshman in the starting lineup for the Bruins.

OUTLOOK: After a pair of 20-loss seasons, the Bruins appear to be headed in the right
direction. Pac-10 Player of the Year candidate Mkshelle Oreco is back after sitting out last
season due to a history of mild concussions, and five talented freshmen will join her on
the squad. If freshman guard NUd Blue lives up to her hype and UCLA's interior players
can exceed expectations, the Bruins should challenge for a postseason bid

8. Oregon St. 2002-2003 record

HEAD COACH: Judy Spoelestra

LAST YEAR: 17-15 overall, 11-7 Pac-10/T4th

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 1995-1996

BY THE NUMBERS: 39.7; the percentage that opponents shot against the Beavers last

I
year.

amOOK: The transition to the post-Fellda Ragland era could be rocky for Oregon State.
Ragland averaged 19.9 points and 6.6 rebounds per game as a senior, and her graduation

leaves the Beavers without a viable threat from behind the arc. Point guard LeIlanI
Estevan is one of the best distributors in the conference, but unless someone can fill up

the stats sheet like Ragland, the Beavers will not make their third consecutive postseason
appearance.

9. Gal
2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: Caren Horstmeyer

LAST YEAR: 7-21 overall, 2-16 Pac-10/9th

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 1992-1993

BY THE NUMBERS: 9; the number of losses in games decided by 10 points or less, com-
pared to just two victories.

OUTLOOK: The Bears had nine newcomers on the roster last season and it showed as
me squad struggled to hit crucial shots down the stretch of close games. Nonetheless all

mat experience could be a coup mis year Point guard Kristin Iwariga (7.1 ppg) and shoot-
ing guard LaTasha OXelth (9.2 ppg) lead a young Bears squad that must improve offen-
sively Cai should be better this year, but will it translate into more victories^ Probablv
not.

'

jtm. Washington St.
'^B LASTYEAR

2002-2003 record:

HEAD COACH: Sherri Murrell

YEAR: 2-27 overall. 0-18 Pac-10/lOth

LAST NCAA APPEARANCE: 1990-1991

BY THE NUMBERS: 24; the Cougars lost 24 games in a row to close out last season.

OUTLOOK: How bad was Washington State last season? Of the Cougars' 18 Pac-10 losses
only a home loss to Washington was in single digits. New head coach Sherri Murrell has

implemented a new system, and six new players dot the Cougar roster While that is rea-
son for optimism, Washington State's top scorer. Brfttney Hawks, has graduated, and the
squad's talent level does not match up well with the rest of the Pac-10. Count on another

dismal season in Pullman.

PAC-10 BASKETIULL PREVIEW 2002
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FRESHMAN LISA WILLIS

CONFIDENT IN DEFENSIVE,

OFFENSIVE ABILITIES;

COACH KATHY OLIVIER

CALLS HER 'A WINNER'
I

By Elizabeth Newman
DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR .

enewman@nriedia.ucla.edu

Lisa Willis has loved UCLA ever since she
first picked up a basketball in the third grade.

Although two of her prep teammates at

Narbonne High School, juniors Jessica Cheeks
and Ebony Hoffman, currently start for the
USC women's basketball team, WiUis chose to

come to Westwood.
"I have wanted to come to UCLA for years,"

the Bruin freshman said.

"I didn't want to be in anybody's shadow,"
Wilhs said. "I feel Uke I've been under Ebony
and Jessica's wing a Uttle bit."

But that was hardly the reason WilUs came
to Westwood. Talking to other coaches during
the recruiting process, she says, was simple.
Five minutes was all she needed to thank them
for their interest, but she always let them
know that she would be wearing blue and gold
come fall.

And Willis has proveti more than just the
fact that she can hold her own on the court.

She brings both a very strong defensive pres-
ence and valuable offensive skills to UCLA's
program but also shares the court with eight
other guards on the Bruin roster.

"

"I'm confident in my game," Willis said. "I

know that if I'm not playing, it's about me, not
another player."

It is clear that UCLA head coach Kathy
Ohvier is confident in Willis's game as well.

''Lisa's a winner," Olivier said. "She sneaks
in there for rebounds ... and makes great deci-
sions on the offensive end."

Willis's potential was clear from the begin-
ning of this season when she came off the
bench at the University of Hawaii tournament
Nov. 23 and added 18 points, three of which
came on UCLA's only three-pointer. She is now
surpassed in scoring only by senior guard
Michelle Greco, freshman guard Nikki Blue
and freshman forward Julia Pitts.

Willis's defensive skills are likewise show-
ing, as she is one of only six Bruins with dou-
ble-digit defensive rebounds this season.

"A lot of people can score at this level," she
said. "(Coach Olivier) has been pushing my
defense and my rebounding skills ... I guess it

helps that I can defend."
Yes, it does.

|

But what is most telling about this freshman
Is no^t her comprehensive court skills, but tlie

sights she 'has set for herself anc! the entire
squad.

"I want to win," she said. "We're on the rise
- the freshmen are here to bring the program
up. If we get recruits like this year, we'll be
looking really, really good."

USA WILUS' STATISTICS

'

I loi A fc^ u . • ....... ._
MICHAEL mantel/Daily Bruin

UCLA freshman Lisa Willis has emerged as one of the team's top on-ball defenders. The forward has earned
more playing time of late with her defensive intensity and marksmanship from behind the three-point line.

The next few years are indeed looking good
for Willis, as her role on the Bruin team clear-
ly has the opportunity to develop in multiple
areas.

But regardless of the years ahead, she will
never forget the hard work and hours it took

to get here.
. , v^'

"I always wanted this - but I never knew for
sure that these would be the hills I'd be walk-
ing to class on," she said.

"I am so thankful that this is where I ended
up. I feel blessed, really."

5
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Pac-10 looking for redemption
AFER LAST YEAR'S
DISMAL RECORD,
CONFERENCE HAS
PROMISING START

By Jeff Hsenberg
DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jelsenberg@media.ucla.edu

About the only thing that
plummeted further than Enron
stock last year was the Pac-lO's
reputation among women's bas-
ketball fans across the nation.

Typically one of the premier
conferences, the Pac-10 managed
to secure just two NCAA
Tournament bids last season -
the lowest total in the history of
the league.

"We just didn't get enough
wins," Associate Pac-10
Commissioner Jim Muldoon said.

"I was a httle surprised that we
only got two bids, but we had a
down year. We weren't worried
though, because these things are
usually cychcal." •

i

The conference has earned at
least four invitations to the
NCAA Tournament every year
since 1996, but the inexperience
of several marquee teams made
that very difficult to achieve last

season.

Perennial powers Oregon and
USC failed to beat any top-notch
teams during the preseason, and
by mid-March, only Stanford was
ranked in the RPI top 40.

The Cardinal and Pac-10
Tournament Champion Arizona
State were the lone bright spots
in what was otherwise a dismal
campaign.

|

Four other teams saw the Ught
of the postseason, Washington,
USC, Oregon and Oregon State,

each via their participation in the
Women's National Invitational
Tournament.
The bottom three teams in the

conference - including UCLA -

finished a combined 6-48 overall
last season.

"Every coach personally had
to look at their own team," said

ASSOCIATED PRESS WOMEN'S TOP 25
First place votes in parentheses, as of

Saturday.

Rank School Record Votes

1 Duke (42) $^ 1,098

2 LSUd) io 1.018

3 Connecticut (1) 5-0 963

4 Tennessee §-1 959

5 Stanford 4-0 932

6 Purdue M 884

y Kansas State tN 840

8 Vanderbilt 4-t 789

9 Notre Dame 3*0 753

10 Texas Tech S^l 635

n Penn State m' 599

12 Minnesota ^ 576

13 Arkansas H , 544

14 Georgia M 490

15 Louisiana Tech W 482

16 North Carolina 4i 407

T? TiBxas 1^ 359

18 Oklahoma m 340

19 BYU M 280

20 Mississippi State 4^ 269

21 Arizona M 213'

22 Boston College 3^1 170

23 South Carolina 4*0 167

24 George Washington *M 109

25 Cincinnati 2^ 81

Others Receiving Votes: Iowa State 61,

Villanova 58, Virginia 45, UCSB 43,

Michigan 23, Colorado State 17, TCU 16,

Tulane 15, Arizona State 9, USC 9, Temple

8, Colorado 7, New Mexico 5, Pittsburgh

5, Depaul 4, Auburn 3, Florida 3, Drake 2,

Western Kentucky 2, Wisconsin Green
Bay 2, Wyoming 2. Harvard 1, Liberty 1,

Ohio State 1, Washington 1.

WOMEN'S BASKETBAU ROSTER

2002-2003

NAME IHT POStYR

Stanford Spokts Information

Nicole Powell leads a Stanford team that is favored to win its second straight
Pac-10 title. The Cardinal should be at the head of the Pac-10 resurgence this year.

Arizona head coach Joan
Bonvicini, whose squad finished
a disappointing 14-14 last year.

"We all felt hke we had a
responsibility to the Pac-10, and I

don't think we did a good job as a
whole last year. I think all of us
as coaches felt that we had better
programs than we showed."

According to Bonvicini, the
Pac-10 coaches met during the
spring, and emphasized the
importance of restoring the cred-
ibility of the conference in the
eyes of the NCAA Selection
Committee.

W.PAC-10
I
Page 19

13 Gennifer Arranaga 5'-i

32 Nikki Blue

21 Jalina Bradley

20 Michelle Greco
14 Natalie Jarrett

55 Krystle Johnson
10 Whitney Jones

5 Melissa Maurin

1 Natalie Nakase
00 OrtalOren

54 Sissy Pickett

11 Julia Pitts

44 EmmaTautolo
35 Jamila Veastey

40 UsaWHIis
2 BriannaWinn

G = GUARD, F = FORWARD. C = CENTER
SOURCE: www.iicbbniim.coin

-^^
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Conference members have

already defeated several big-name teams
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from page B
Thus far, they have done just

that.

Three Pac-10 squads have
defeated top-10 opponents, high-
lighted by Stanford's 63-57 victory
over No. 2 Kansas State on Nov. 31.

Several more teams have already
defeated opponents that are likely
bound for the NCAA Tournament.

''Last year was a fluke for us not
to have a lot of teams be success-
ful," UCLA head coach Kathy

Ohvier said.

"We were young as a conference,
but now we have one more season
of experience. This year I expect to
see a lot more Pac-10 teams in the
tournament."

Olivier's Bruins are one of sever-
al pleasant surprises in the confer-
ence thus far. UCLA (4-2) has
already defeated 2001-2002 NCAA
Tournament teams in

Northwestern State and UNLV.
use (4-2 through Saturday),

Washington (4-1), Arizona State (5-

1) and No. 4 Stanford (4-0) are also
er\joying fast starts this year.
The season is barely three weeks

old, but the Pac-10 can take solace
in the fact that the conference
appears to be on a badly needed
upswing again.

"We've knocked off a few big-
name teams early in the season,"
Muldoon said.

|

"We thought we were going to be
a lot better this year, and early indi-
cations are that that is going to be
the case."

UCLA WOMEN'S TEAM STATISTICS

Through five games.

NAME
Michelle Greco

^ M'N PPG RPG AST TO AA STL BLK PF FG% FT% 3P%

Nikkj Blue

30.2 18^ 3.8 m
Julia Pitts

Lisa Willis

5

T
26.6 14.6 5.8 %
29.4 10^ 7.4 W

21

&1 13 5 0464 0.828 0^31
.8/1

Gennifer Arranaga

Emma Tautolo

6

T

12.8 8.8 3.6

12

19.4 8.8 3.2

1 19 a43f 0.565

13 0.450

12

02^
ao0i^

9
t

Natalie Nakase
12.2 4j? 2.0 4

Whitney Jones

Sissy Pickett

Jalina Bradley

3

T

21.6 4^ 1.4

6.8 3J 1.7

2.2/1 10

4500 0.500 "M^
t 10 0.889

17 14 1.2/1
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16 16 .m 7 21
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Bulldogs nip Bruins

in hard-fought game
YOUNGER PLAYERS STEP UP OFFENSIVELY;
TEAM WORKING OUT DEFENSIVE l<;iNKS

UCm WOMEN'S 2002-2003 BASKETBaii SCHEDIII F/RF.SIIITS

Date

School

Arizona St.

Stanford
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Oregon St
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PWPG
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bianford 6.29

Oregon St. 5.44

UOLA 5J0

Washington 4.90

Arizona St. 4.39
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B. Donaphin Stanford

M. Johnson Arizona St.

e. Kraayeveld Oregon

A. Forney Oalifomia

A. Bis Oregon
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By Elizabeth Newmar
DAILY BRUIN OONTRIBUTOR
enewman@media.ucla.edu

The UCLA women's basketball
team just was not meant to bring
home a victory over the
University of Georgia last Friday
night

They did try - with 30 seconds
left, UCLA was only trailing by
three points - but they didn't
quite succeed as Georgia was up
91-83 at the buzzer.

The fact that Georgia sopho-
more Kara Braxton added a
career-high 30 points to the
board didn't help the Bruins'
chances.

Nor did the Georgia home
crowd of nearly 3,000 fans, eager
to see their Bulldogs defeat a
Pac-10 school after losses to both
Arizona and Arizona State.

Nor did a first half that saw the
Bruins (4-2) miss chances to
score that they should have
made.

i

"We came out a little flat and
missed some easy shots and
came down on ourselves," said
UCLA head coach Katy Olivier.

Although a siniilar situation

occurred at Pauley Pavilion last

Wednesday against St. Mary's,
the Bruins came back on fire in

the second half with fi-eshman
guard Nikki Blue scoring an
amazing 24 points.

At Georgia, even freshman for-

ward Julia Pitts' 20-point addi-

tion to the scoreboard couldn't

push UCLA ahead.

The younger Bruins seemed
again to dominate offensively, as
fi-eshman guards Lisa Willis and
Blue contributed 12 and 11

points, respectively. All of Willis'

points came from three-pointers,

once more an exhibition of one
of her strengths.

The older players' scoring was
lower than expected, with senior
guard Michelle Greco and junior
Gennifer Arranaga adding 12 and
10 points, respectively. Greco
entered the game averaging 18.2

points per contest
''We feed off our old (players)

and Greco wasn't doing what she
normally does," Olivier said.

They mixed it up a lot defen-
sively - they pressed us early and
I think that threw off any kind of
rhythm we had."

The Bruin defense has been
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working on strategy since its game
against St Mary's on Dec. 3, when
they should have had a stronger pres-
ence on the court

"We need to prevent them from getr
ting the ball," Willis said. "If (Greco)
doesn't get the ball she'U take herself
out of the game."
The second half the Bruins were

stealing more and anticipating rather
than reacting, according to Olivier.

"We were more active and took
more chances," said Olivier. "We did
the right things."

The Bruins must be tired from their

whirlwind beginning games, because
Georgia was their third weekend road
trip in three weeks. The previous two
weekends found the Bruins playing
two-game tournaments, first in
Hawaii and last weekend in Las Vegas.

"Georgia seemed to be much more
comfortable at home," Olivier said
"They picked it up a level and played
hard - and we kept fighting and
stayed together and I'm really proud
of the girls for doing that"
UCLA takes to the road again this

week when they play at Pepperdine
Saturday at 5 p.nu

V

The Merrill Lynch Case Study Challenge has been an Immensely successful team-based competition
offering undergraduate juniors a firsthand look at careers In Debt Markets, Equity Markets and
Investment Banking. We want to thank all the participants for their hard work, dedication and
incisive analysis.

Merrill Lynch is proud to congratulate the University of California - Los Angeles winners:

Winning Team
UCLA Bulls - Vikas Gupta, Jules Guerra, Angela Chen, Joyce Lee

First Runner-up
UCLA Undergraduate Investment Society - Robert Lin, Gabriel Leung, Anthony Pena

Second Runner-up
Halo - Ernesto Leon, Enoch Cheng

i

Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer.

Our advice about your next career move: be bullish.
MerrillLynch
© 2002 Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
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Loss to Washington St
COUGARS GOING
TO ROSE BOWL;
UCLA HEADS TO
LAS VEGAS BOWL

I !

By Hannah Gordon
DAILY BRUIN STAFF

hgordon@medJa.ucla.edu

You knew it was going to be a
strange day when Trojans clad in
Carson Palmer jerseys started
doing the 8-cl2^.

The 50 or so Trojans hoping for
a Rose Bowl berth outnumbered
the UCLA student section at the
nationally televised UCLA-
Washington State game at the
Rose Bowl.

Yet it seemed appropriate
because everyone was watching as
the Bruins (7-5, 44) put up a fight
before falling 48-27 to No. 7
Washington State (10-2, 7-1).

As several teams waited for
their futures to be determined, it

was the Bruins' own prospects left

in the air when the game ended.
The win will send the Cougars
back to the Rose Bowl Jan. 1, but
whether UCLA head coach Bob
Toledo will return for next season
is less certain.

The decision is made by some-
one other than me," Toledo said.

Tm sure we (Athletic Director
Dan Guerrero and Toledo) will sit

down sometime this week."
It seems odd that Toledo could

be fired when the Bruins finished
the season in fourth place in the
Pac-10, boimd for the Las Vegas
Bowl after losing their senior quar-
terback in mid-season, after pre-
season poUs predicted they would
finish sixth. But rumblings around
Westwood and in the media sug-
gest that his job is in jeopardy
after poor finishes for the fourth
season in a row.

"I think the big thing is we have

Toledo's job in jeopardy

RACHEL tJt-L.N.UAlLV ilRblN

Junior Taylor, who rushed for 103
yards on 4 carries, Including one
touchdown, gets a tug from a Cougar.

a young football team," Toledo
said.

That youth showed against the
more experienced Cougars, led by
quarterback Jason Gesser, who
finished 15-of-24 for 247 yards,
with two touchdowns and two
interceptions despite playing on a
sprained ankle.

On the second offensive play of
the game, Gesser lateraled to
Colin Henderson, who launched
the ball to a wide-open Mike Bush
for a 66-yard touchdown to put
WSU on the board first. Bruin
sophomore free safety Ben
Emanuel responded with an inter-

ception of Cesser's pass on third-
and-lO fi-om the Cougar 30 and
returned it for a touchdown to tie

the game at seven with 12:00 left in
the first quarter.

The UCLA offense had its own
tricks with a pitch to senior wide
receiver Jon Dubravac who passed
to sophomore tailback Manuel
White for a 55-yard touchdown to

CATHERINE JUN/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Cougar running back Jermaine Green sprints past Bruin DT Steve Morgan in UCLA's 27-48 loss to Washington State.

give UCLA its only lead of the day
at 14-7, and the momentum
seemed to swing toward the
Bruins.

However, after being taken out
on one play, Gesser led the
Cougars on a lO-play, 94-yard drive
that culminated in an 8-yard touch-
down pass to Devard Darling to tie

the game at 14 at the end of the
first quarter.

''It wasn't meant to be," senior
comer Ricky Manning said,
"Washington State was meant to
go to the Rose Bowl. They deserve
this win."

From there on, things got ugly
for UCLA with a fumbled kickoff

return, a blocked punt and two
interceptions.

Jermaine Green appeared to put
the game out of reach at 31-14 with
an 80-yard touchdown run on
third-and-lO with 48 seconds left

in the half, but after a miscommu-
nication between Cougar coaches
and the kicker led to an onside
kick instead of a kickoff, the
Bruins capitalized with a 39^yard
touchdown reception by freshman
receiver Junior Taylor from fresh-

man quarterback Drew Olson.
It seemed that every time UCLA

was out of the game, they found a
way to hang on. Down 41-27,
Emanuel intercepted Gesser in the

Box Score and complete

game summary and statsj

Pa|i26

end zone, keeping hope alive. But
on the very next play, Erik
Coleman intercepted Drew Olson
and returned it 25 yards for a
touchdown with 10:20 left to seal
the game.

"As the game goes on, it kind of
affects you," Emmanuel said. "You
want to keep playing hard and
think positive but you're looking
at the clock and time is running
out."

It may have already.
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PAC-10 STANDINGS
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Wash&^on state 71 10 2

Arizona Stme 65 8 18
*

Oregon St^e^ 44 8 4

Csifomla 44 7 5

iicu 44 7«

Washlr^on 44 7 5

Oregon 35 75

Arizona 1 7 48

J^anfofd 17 29

SOURCLMtnxom W: Win L: Loss

UCLA gets

early holiday

present with

Bowl invite

BRUINS HEAD TO
'

LAS VEGAS TO FACE
NEW MEXICO ON
CHRISTMAS DAY

By Bruce Tran
DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
btran@medla.ucla.edu

All UCLA wants for Christmas is
its bowl game.

Going into Sunday, UCLA could
have ended up anywhere from San
Diego to El Paso to Phoenix, but the
Bruins eventually ended up in Las
Vegas.

By acc^ting the Las Vegas Bo^
invitation, the Bruins get the chance
to take on the New Mexico Lobos at
Sam Boyd Stadium on Christmas
Day, UCLA!s first bowl game oppor-
tunity in two years.

"We are thrilled to have the oppor-
tunity to host a team with the histoiy
and tradition ofUCLA," Tina Kunzer-
Miuphy, SEGA Sports Las Vegas
Bowl executive director, said in a
statement
The Bruins are certainly an

attractive team on a local and nation-
al level, and we're excited about the
prospects for Christmas Day. " ^

While UCLA will be playing in its

23rd bowl game, New Mexico will be
playing in only its second bowl game
in 44 years.

To say the Lobos are excited
would be an understatement

"It will be an enjoyable experi-

ence for our players. We are

looking forward to what we
feel will be a great time and a

nice reward for our players,

especially the seniors."

Bob Toledo

UCLA football head coach

According to the school newq)a-
per, the Daily Lobo, New Mexico
Athletic Director Rudy Davalos has
vowed to provide every full-time stu-

dent with a firee ticket to the bowl
game.

The enthusiasm was enough to
convince Las Vegas Bowl officials to
select New Mexico over Air Force.

Additionally, the matchiq) of head
coaches will be intriguing by itsell

Rocky Long, a former UCLA defen-
sive coordinator, left the Bruins to

become head coach for the Lobos in

1998.

"Our players were so excited they
could hardly stand still," New
Mexico head coach Rocky Long said

in a statement "It's fun to compete
against your friends. It adds a Uttle

spice to the action."

New Mexico (7-6, 5-2 MWC) fin-

ished second in the Mountain West
Conference and has won four of its

last five games behind fireshman run-
ning back Dontrell Moore. The Lobo
defense has been inconsistent, but
as of late. New Mexico has devel-
oped an aggressive pass rush.

The bowl matchl^) will mark the
final time that the seniors, including
tight end Mike Seidman, tackles
Biyce Bohlander and Mike Saffer,
linebacker Marcus Reese and cor-
nerback Ricky Manning, will don
UCLA uniforms.

UCLAis season, after a promising
beginning, has taken a sudden down-
turn, and the Bruins (7-5, 44 Pac-10)
will be looking to snap a two-game
losing streak and end the season on
a good note.

"It will be an eiyoyable e3q)eri-
ence for our players," UCLA head
coach Bob Toledo said in a state-
ment "We are looking forward to «

what we feel will be a great time and
a nice reward for our players, espe-
cially the seniors.

"I am also looking forward to play-
ing against Rocky Long, who has
done a great job at New Mexico."
Come Christmas Eve, UCLA will

have a new Christmas wish - a boWl
victory.

^^
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Bruins flounder in fourth game against Waves, exit NCAA tourney

EDWARD LIN/Daily Briin senior Staff

Redshirt Sophomore Krystal McFarland stretches out to
make a return against Pepperdine in Saturday's game.

By Colin Yuhl

DAILY BRUIN REPORTER
cyuhl(a)media. ucla.edu

If' the UCLA women's
volleyball team's dominat-
ing win against Long Beach
State was a surprise, then a
victory over the
Pepperdine Waves in the
second round of the NCAA
tournament might have left

some people wondering if

that was a pig that just
landed at LAX.

Unfortunately for the
Bruins, however, the run-
ways are safe for now.

Despite one of their best
efforts of the season,
UCLA came up empty
toward the end of Friday's

match, and the Waves won
a hotly contested battle in

four games. Even
Pepperdine head coach
Nina Matthies was
impressed by the way
UCLA played.

"I told my team that was
just a little bit more than
we wanted," she said. "It

could have gone either
way. This year we were
just the better team."

Early in the first game it

seemed the Waves would
have little trouble dispatch-
ing the upstart Bruins.
UCLA's main strength, their

defense, appeared totally

unable to stop Lyndsey
Hache and Katie Wilkins,

the big outside hitters for

Pepperdine, as the Waves
hit .333 in the first game.

After a long rally, a

Pepperdine kill pushed the

lead to 19-12 and then to

21-13. But instead of sim-

ply rolling over, as the
Bruins had when the two
teams played in Pauley
Pavilion during the regular

season, UCLA managed to

stage an intense rally.

A kill by Brynn Murphy
cut the score to 24-21 and
prompted a Pepperdine
timeout. UCLA got even
closer, as another tremen-
dous kill by Murphy nar-

rowed the gap to 25-23.

However, two costly errors

by Brittany Ringel and
Lauren Fendrick stymied
the comeback effort, and
the Waves went on to win
30-26.

Still, the momentmn
gathered in that rally car-

ried over to the second
game. The offense passed
the ball crisply and set up
easy kill opporturuties.

More importantly, the
defense tiuned things
around. Chrissie Zartman
began asserting herself and
made a major impact

defensively, helping to limit
the Waves to .173 hitting

percentage.

A booming loll by
Fendrick gave the BruiiLs a
13-8 lead, and the Waves
were never able to get any
closer than four points
throughout the rest of the
game. Leading 26-21, a ser-
vice error by Pepperdine
ended any chance of a
rally, and the Bruins
cruised to a 30-23 victory.

In the critical third
game, however,
Pepperdine showed ' the
form that earned them a
No. 7 national ranking.

After a kill by Lauren
Fendrick cut Pepperdine's
lead to 11-9, the Waves
regained their offensive
flow and jumped out to a
20-14 lead. Pepperdine

ended the third with a 30-

26 win.

The fourth game was
nothing short of a slugfest.

Early on, the Waves and
Bruins essentially traded
points and errors. The
Bruins eventually got the
upper hand and took a 19-

17 lead.

With their momentum,
UCLA quieted the large

Pepperdine crowd and
caused a stir among the
Bruin fans in attendance.
The Waves took a much-
needed timeout, and it

appeared the match would
go to a tie-breaking fifth

game.

However, the Bruins
blinked during the crucial
stretch period. Two errors
by fi^eshman Nancy Barba
and a Pepperdine kill gave

Read about how the volleyball squad's youth

proved costly in the decisive fourth game
against Pepperdine

I
Pago 26

the lead back to the Waves,
and at that point the Bruins
began to self-destruct.

Down 23-20, all six UCLA
players watched as a soft,

arcing serve from
Pepperdine dropped in

untouched for an ace.

The two point lead
turned into a four point
deficit, and the Bruins
were unable to muster
another comeback.

"It came down to execu-
tion and commimication
errors in that fourth game,"
head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "We
battled them very well and

they battled back. They
came through when they
needed to."

In the final game of her
collegiate career, Fendrick
played brilliantly. She led

all players with 20 kills, hit

a solid .250, and also

notched 17 digs and a solo
block. Barely holding off

tears, the senior was proud
of the effort put out by her
team, despite the loss.

"It's definitely hard to
end this way," she said.

"Everybody played really

hard, and that was good to
see. We came a long way,
this season."
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Bruins score landslide victory, 7-1
By Elizabeth Newman

DAILY BRUIN CONTRIBUTOR
enewman@media.ucla.edu

UCLA men's soccer head coach
Tom Fitzgerald said he got goose
bumps when UCLA scored its fifth

goal against Penn State in the quar-
terfinals of the NCAA tournament
Saturday night.

"I woke up this morning at 4:35
and said ... there's no way we're
going to score more than five goals
today," he said.

Apparently there was a way to
score not just five, but seven, as
UCLA's offense took 21 shots com-
pared to Penn State's four, in their
7-1 quarterfinal win Saturday night.

Junior forward Matt Taylor had a
standout performance with his furst

career hat trick, all netted late in
the second half.

"Its awesome," said Taylor. ''It's

pretty easy when you have these
guys out there passing the ball - it

almost makes it too easy."

It did look almost too easy for the
Bruins. Senior forward Tim Pierce,
who leads the team in scoring with
10 goals this season, added two in a
five-minute span to the Bruin score-

board after the half, both off assists

from Taylor.

Jimmy Frazelle was so excited
about his successful shot in the 85th
minute that he ripped off his jersey
and twirled it in the air as he ran to
the Bruin bench in celebration.

**Our team has a lot of good offen-
sive players," said Pierce. "We can
attack at all angles."

UCLA's scoring fi-enzy, however,
was entirely relegated to the second
half. The match began on an appar-
ent low note for the Bruins as Penn
State's David Walters scored in the
third minute of the game.

"I think (the early goal) made us
play better," said Fitzgerald. "It got
us focused to what we needed to
do."

Although UCLA certainly knew
what was necessary to gain a ticket
to the Final Four, the next 20 min-
utes did not see much progress
toward that goal. Although the
Bruins often found themselves in
the Nittany Lions' box, they could
not find clear shots on net

Penn State's defense was smoth-
ering; whenever a UCLA player
dribbled close enough to score,
multiple Penn State defenders led

successful counter attacks.

It looked like the Bruins were in
for a close match - but anyone who
was there knows better.

One dramatic moment that gar-
nered gasps from even the home
crowd of over 1,500 Bruin fans
occurred 25 minutes into the game,
on a breakaway by junior forward
Cliff McKinley.
As he dribbled toward Penn

State's goal at full speed, a collision
with Penn State keeper Ryan
Sickman prevented McKinley from
scoring.

Sickman was given a red card
and suspended from the game for
denying a goal-scoring opportunity.
Gregorio took the successful penal-
ty kick to tie the game and start the
offensive Bruin barrage.

''The tying goal was what
changed the game," said Fitzgerald

That it did - and it showed just
what an aggressive team UCLA is.

The third-seeded Bruins will

have to keep up their aggressive
play as they take on No. 2 Maryland,
a team that Fitzgerald describes as
"going 100 mph for 90 minutes,"
Friday at the NCAA College Cup in

DaUas.
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Rudolph Giuliani:
In Difficult Times

THURSDAY EVENING ADDRESS

DECEMBER 12, 7:30-8:30 PM

ROYCE HALL

Former New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani will provide the

keynote address to a national conference on Posttraumatic Stress

Disorder at UCLA. His remarks provide specific context for the

importance of understanding and addressing trauma's effects.

GENERAL ADIMISSION $20
UCLA FACULTY, STAFF & STUDENTS $10

FOR TICKETS CALL 310-825-2101 OR

ORDER ON-LINE, WWW.TICKETS.UCLA.EDU

The Foundation for Psychocultural Research (The FPR) and UCLA present

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder:
Biological, Clinical and Cultural Approaches to Trauma's Effects

Thursday-Sunday, Dec. 12-15, 2002 on the UCLA Campus

$275 Conference Fee

$200 UCLA Faculty and St^ff

$75 Students and Post-Docs

FOR CONFERENCE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION
SEE WWW.PTSDC0NFERENCE.ORG

DANIEL FELDMAN/Daily Bruin
Celebrating their victory, Matt Taytor (left), who was involved in five of the team's
seven goals, embraces teammates Tim Rerce (center) and Adolfo Gregorio.

GONZAGA
from page 14

**I couldn't be more proud of
these guys," Few said Saturday. "We
showed tremendous heart and char-
acter and poise in these games."

Stepp scored at least 20 points
for the fifth consecutive game, and
added seven rebounds and six
assists. He hit all 12 of his free
throws.

"When you have a guy like that
who competes from buzzer to
buzzer, it's very comforting," Few
said.

Ronny Turiaf added 21 points
and Richard Fox 18 points and nine
rebounds for Gonzaga, which led
most of the game only to see Moore
tie the score as time expired with a
3-pointer from half court.

"I just didn't want to lose," Moore
said of his career-best effort, which
included going 9-for-15 fi-om 3-point
range. "We showed that we won't
quit."

Moore was coming off the worst
game of his career, when he scored
two points in a defeat against
Idaho.

He said he felt the Cougars
would win after his half-court shot.

"But we got tired, Thomas
(Kelati) fouled out and we missed a
couple of shots and that was the
ball game," Moore said.

Turiaf scored eight points in
overtime for Gonzaga (5-2), which
beat Washington State for the
fourth time in a row.

Moore's desperate three^ointer
tied the game at 93 as regulation
expired. Moore scored 17 of WSlTs
final 20 points in regulation, all in
the final 3:17.
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Men's soccer capitalizes on red card, one man advantage NOTRE DAME
By Gilbert Quinonez

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
gquinonez(a)media. ucla.edu

One play niade the difference in
the No. 3 UCLA men's soccer
team's victory over Penn State
even though the Bruins won by a
lopsided score of 7-1, to advance to
the College Cup in Dallas and play
No. 2 Maryland Friday

Twenty-five minutes into the
game, the Nittany Lions were lead-
ing 1-0, and outshooting the Bruins
3-2.

Then the momentum changed.
UCLA junior forward Cliff

McKinley had a breakaway, and
Penn State's senior goalkeeper,
Ryan Sickman, rushed forward to
try to prevent a goal. Sickpian ran
into McKinley, knocking him down
in the process and earning himself
a red card. And the game was
never the same.

"Absolutely not (was that a red
card)," Nittany Lion head coach
Barry Gorman said. "Yeah, it was a
yellow card, he tripped him. But
officials are like players, they can
'have nightmares."

Not only did the red card give
the Bruins a penalty kick, which
junior midfielder Adolfo Gregorio
drilled into the back of the net,

tying the game, but Penn State had
to play the rest of the game with
only ten players instead of the nor-
mal 11.

"The game opened up," UCLA
junior forward Matt Taylor said.

The holes were huge. We're the
kind of team where if you give us
an inch, well take a mile."

And they took more than a mile
- although not right away. With the
one-man disadvantage, the Nittany
Lions seemed to be doing fine for
the 26 minutes after the red card,

not allowing the Bruins to score

and creating scoring opportunities

for themselves.

Then, UCLA senior forward Tim
Pierce scored off a pass from
Taylor, dribbling around two
defenders to get the shot off.

Down 2-1, Penn State had to

play aggressive, and Gorman had
one of his backs play up front, even
though the Bruins outnumbered
them.

This opened up even more holes

for UCLA, and Pierce scored again

five minutes later on a breakaway,
after Penn State was trying to set

up a shot on goal.

That was the goal that broke
our backs," Gorman said.

The Bruins went on to score
four more goals on backup goal-

keeper Ryan Moate, who entered
the game after the red card.

Sickman, the starter, had recorded
two straight shutouts and hadn't
allowed more than one goal in a

game since Sep. 15 against
American. Moate had allowed five
goals in the last two games he had
played. Moate ended up allowing
seven goals and recorded only two
saves.

"We would've scored anyway (if

Sickman hadn't knocked McKinley
down)," Pierce said. "But we
wouldn't have scored seven goals."

Despite the red card, it was
UCLA's talent - shown by the fact
that the Bruins made more goals in
the NCAA tournament than anyone
- that allowed them to score seven
goals. After the red card, the Bruins
outshot the Nittany Lions 19-1.

"Hats off to UCLA," Gorman
said. "They are a good team. We
wish them well in the College
Cup."

Giving a good team that is offen-
sively on fire a man advantage can
prove deadly, as was shown
Saturday night

^aMn KM 11 ! W W Ml fl W Bj 11 11 MHM B,„
NHL, NFL, NBA, NCAA

from page 14

career-best scoring performance.
"Jacqui sort of took over the game

in the first half," Muffet McGraw said.

"That's the kind of game she's capa-
ble of playing. It was a thrill to watch
a game like that."

Teresa Borton had 14 points,
Le'Tania Severe scored 11 and Katy
Flecky contributed 10 for the
Fighting Irish (4-0), who won for the
first time in the state of Arizona in
school history. They lost to Arizona
State in 1983 and to Arizona last sea-
son.

Arizona State freshman Jill Noe
had 19 points, eight rebounds and
three steals. Kristen Kovesdy added
12 points and eight rebounds for the
Sun Devils (5-1), who were coming
off their best game - a four-point
upset of No. 14 Georgia on Dec. 2 in
which Noe scored 20.

"They're a team that's always going
to find ways to get the ball down and

low and score," Noe said. "But we
needed more ball pressure and to

close the lanes."

Notre Dame made only one of its

first 10 shots, but then made five

straight to start a 25-2 run that sent

the Irish to a 27-5 lead with 7:29

remaining in the first half.

Batteast capped the surge with a
driving layup, a layup off an ihbounds
pass and a three-pointer within a
span of 62 seconds.
"We got a little tentative when they

went at us and we weren't matching
them, and they proceeded to kick our
butts for about five or six minutes,"
Arizona State coach Charli Turner
Thome said.

The Sun Devils had just four field

goals and conmiitted nine turnovers
in the first half, falling behind 46-17.

Noe scored 16 points in the second
half.

Up next for the Irish is a
Wednesday contest against DePaul.

Arizona State plays Denver today
and will face UCLA twice this season
- Jan. 16 at home and Feb. 16 at

Pauley Pavilion.
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Over 90 Classes Weekly!
L.A.'s Most Experienced Instrctors

12.56 Westwood Blvd. ..Walk from UCLA!
WWW.LAYOGACENTER.COM 2.34-I2.OO

50% OFF
1ST 5 CLASSES

WITH THIS AD

BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care ,

Service Center

Don't be fooled by low prices
in downtown hotels... stay on the beach!

Mazatlan

Jamaica

Cancun
Acapuico

$459.00

$669.00

$729.00

$74900

• Safety inspection
/ battery & charging system

/ brakes & tires

/ belts & hoses

/ cooling system

Show your UCLA * Up to 5 quarts of oil

I
student, house staff, a"*" ^'ter

I
or faculty ID and

Hours of Operation:

8:00 AM -5D0 PM
Monday - Saturday

, 800 North Sepulveda Blvd.
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Los Angelos. California 9004C

Bel Air Shell
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(310*476 1979
- «ax:(310i 476 7644

^Pwr
Location
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Bel Air

Shell

^ Moraga
Exit UCLA

Free Pick Up And Delivery
receiver *Offer good for most cars. See store for details Wilshire

Accomodation also available for

Hawaii, Spain/lbiza and Florida!

'Rates including roundtrip airfare from LAX,
6 nights accommodation and ground transfers.

Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.
Restrictions apply. csT*203a3M 40
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Boots • Stilettos • Exotic Shoes (sizes 5-15)

ZONE D'AMOUR
10% OFF to

all students

with I.D.

Shane 's Jewelry
32"'' Annual Holiday Storewide Sale
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1035 Gayley, Westwood
(310) 443-9023

Adult Toys
& Videos

Videos • Lingerie • Dancers' Clothiing

Diamond Engagement Rings,

Promise Rings, Necklaces,

Bracelets, Earrings, etc.

Platinum 18K, 14K, and Silver

Manufacturing on Premises

Layawayfor the Holidays

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING @ lot across from store

SHANES JEWELRY
1065 Broxton Ave.

Westwood Village West LA, CA 90024

310/208-8404 • 888/927-4539

www.shanesjewelry.com
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YUHL
I
Wildcats are best bet, but Bruin roster has talent

from page M
me?) Anyway, Fm convinced the
Beavers will improve on an ugly 4-

14 season this year. They're my
sleeper team in the Pac-10.

Cal (tie): Senior guard Joe
Shipp can light it up, and certainly

he's going to take a lot of shots this

year. Senior Brian Weathers and
sophomore Amit Tamir will help to

score, and both are solid rebound-
ers. I

Last year, the Golden Bears won
games based on a tenacious
defense and clutch scoring. But
Solomon Hughes graduated and
Jamal Sampson foolishly left for the
NBA, so the Bears are lacking size

in the middle.
|

Still, the same strengths that car-

ried them to the NCAA tournament
last year will get them there again
this year.

Stanford (tie): They lost Curtis
Borchardt and Casey "Backstreet
Spice" Jacobsen, and at times the
Cardinal are going to struggle to
score.

Senior guard Julius Barnes and
sophomore swingman Josh
Childress will have to score a whole
lot, especially if Teyo Johnson

^
keeps thinking he can hit threes.

' You're a football player, Teyo. Go
rebound.

And please, help Josh fmd his
way to a weight room. A stiff breeze
might shatter the poor kid's bones.

Despite their shortcomings on
the offensive end, head coach Mike
Montgomery (winner of Most
Arrogant Coach of the Year, a cere-
mony on Fox Sports Net is in

order) will get his team to play hard
every night

UCLA: Yeah, I ripped it earlier,

but the rest of the conference just
doesn't thrill me that much.

Except for Oregon State. Man I

love the Beavers. Did you know
that Brent Barry, one of my favorite

players in the NBA, went to Oregon
State? And he's the teammate of the
aforementioned Payton. Great stuff.

Oh yeah, this is the UCLA sec-

tion. I think my colleague Jeff

Eisenberg said it best when he

described the Bruins as having all the
interior presence of a donut. Plus,

the Lavin factor is like an automatic
handicap of around five to seven
points a game. Still, with a roster of
Kapono, Bozeman, Thompson, Ryan
Walcott, Ray Young, Cummings and,
(if he can manage to pass a few
classes) Andre Patterson, UCLA
should be good enough to finish

somewhere around 12-6 in confer-
ence play.

Oregon: The two Lukes, Jackson
and Ridnour, are crazy good.

This team lost FYeddie Jones, who
was its only legitimate threat to
attack the basket every time he had
the ball. It also lost Chris
Christofferson, the very same guy

"

that Yao Ming was last seen abusing
in his draft-camp workouts.

Stop laughing. That will hurt the

Ducks more than you think.

Still, when considering the fact

that the team plays in Mack Court
and has tons of talent, there's no way
it will finish lower than second place
in the Pac-10.

Arizona: Is this an NBA team or
what?
Luke Walton, Jason Gardner,

Channing FYye and one of the best
recruiting classes in the nation com-
bine to form Lute Olson's most tal-

ented team since, well, maybe ever.

In fact, after a 1000-16 thrashing of
the Sisters of the Poor, Lute actually

quipped, "We're going to beat a lot of
teams by a lot of points."

Those are big words from an oth-
erwise humble man. The Wildcats
are the No. 1 team in the country
right now and might be all season
long.

OREGON
from page Q

One fan borrowed a line
from "Star Wars" to cheer on
Oregon's two Lukes, lofting a
sign that said "Use the Force
Lukes."

"We had ^ sour taste fi-om
last year's loss and from them
beating us up down low,"
Jackson said. "For our guys to
dominate fi-om the beginning
was good for us."

But Kansas whittled away
cutting Oregon's lead to just
47-43 at the half.

Hinrich was back for the
Jayhawks after sitting out their
decisive 97-70 victory over
Central Missouri State on
Wednesday night with a
strained back.

He had a scare in the second half

when he left the court limping, but
he returned after treatment on the
bench.

Kansas was already reeling fi*om

losses in the Preseason NIT to North
Carolina and Florida After Oregon,
the Jayhawks play on the road
against No. 19 l\ilsa on Wednesday.

"It was a tough atmosphere and
to hang in there was good for this

team," Kansas coach Roy Williams
said. "But we're not into moral vic-

tories. Never have been, never will

be.",

fr\T.

smooth start in S003 beaiL- ,
removal process in December and get

your Snd treatment FREE!!

on campus
James Heaps, MD
Russell Rapoza, MD
Practice in Gynecology
100 UCLA Medical Plaza
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State of the Art
Laser Hair Removal

310-208.2772 x 1B
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Call now for your
free consultation
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Ice Cream & Yogurt

i 208-8048
1 091 6 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCLA ID (in store only)

WE DELIVER! ^ _
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OFF
Any Ice
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Drink

Baskin(^Robbias
Ice Cream 6 Yogurt

208-8048 • Westwood Village

1091 6 Kinross Ave exp. 1/9/03

-10pm
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needs and salon/skincare services.

15% DISCOUNT
for all UCLA students,

faculty and staff.

10cS(,oW. Pico Blvd.
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and attractive Egg Donor who is warm
and has a great sense of humor.
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(Jewish preferred)

Compensation to

$10,000

Please call Client's Los Angeles Surrogacy Agency
for Confidential Application Process and Materials.

1.800.877.GIFT,ext.4721
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Worrying?

Difficulty concentrating?

Heart poundipg or racing?

Muscle tension?

Increased sweating?

Any other physical discomfort?

Yf)i^ i" xpressmart^ ^^^^ ' 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

Village >
If you are bothered by some of the above symptoms, and are concerned
about your anxiety, there may be help for you. Southwestern research

specializes in studying medication research programs for anxiety &
depression. All of our reseach studies are confidential and free.

VISA
FREE PARKING
(While Shopping in store) MasterCard

Qualifed participants may be compensated up to $225.00.
Call toll-free for more information

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1 1 04
IVIVIV. com
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Aquaf^v Aquafina
20 oz. water
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One coupon per customer per week.
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ARENAS
I
Fans complain about Pauley Pavilion's dead space, narrow student section

from page 17

every current UCLA player or
coach brought up when asked
about the toughest places to play
inthePac-lO.
The sea of red at Arizona's

McKale Center was also a popular
choice. Though the Wildcats didn't
have a specific student allotment
for tickets until this season, the
14,545 seats, mostly filled with
alumni and other boosters, still

"(Oregon fans) are borderline

rude, disrespectful. I don't

mind them taunting me, but

when they get into my
personal life and my family,

they're crossing a line."

Jason Kapono
UCLA senior forward

make for a cacophonous headache.
"Every time they score, they

have this stupid Wildcat sound,"
senior guard Ray Young said.

UCLA hasn't won at McKale
since Steve Lavin's first season at

head coach.

"Great coach; great fans; great
players," Lavin said.

The Bay Area schools have also
made their mark with unique, rim-
shaking venues. Stanford's tiny
Maples Pavihon seats just 7,391,

but the intimate atmosphere and
springs underneath the floor make
it as uncomfortable as arenas
twice its size.

But Maples' most fearsome fea-
ture is the Sixth Man, a student
section as crass as it is loud.

Former Bruin Matt Barnes felt

the Sixth Man's wrath last season.
Two days after being ejected from
a game at Cal for elbowing diminu-
tive Bear point guard Shantay
Legans, the Cardinal fans had a gift

for Barnes.

1 Mug shots. By the hundreds, in
the hands of bloodthirsty Stanford
students.

Barnes' crime: "assatilting a
midget."

On another occasion, the
Cardinal faithful brought in a
gigantic marijuana cigarette to
mock UCLA's Jelani McCoy, who
was serving a suspension at the
time.

Across the Bay, Cal's Haas
Pavilion is quickly making a name
for itself with vertical seating and
an environment that has done its

best to retain the old-school feel of
Harmon Gym, the Bears' old home.

But still, there's just something
about Oregon.

Something not so classy.

"Oregon is a httle more ... what's
the word ... annoying," Young said.

"They are borderline rude, disre-

spectful," Kapono said. "I don't
mind them taunting me, but when
they get into my personal life and

• my family, they're crossing a line."

It's a line that some would Uke to

see better toed at Pauley PaviUon.
Attendance has been down over
the years and students routinely
complain about what they perceive
to be ignorance by the athletic
department of their concerns.

Instead of placing students along
an entire side of the court, as is the
case at places Uke Stanford and

Oregon, UCLA seats its students
from the floor up to the rafters in a
much narrower swath of seats.

"They definitely need to make
some changes to make this a more
imposing place to play," Kapono
said. "There's something about
Pauley - with the banners and
everything - that makes every team
come in here focused."

When compared to Haas, an
arena with similar capacity, Pauley
is cavernous and has more "dead"
space behind the baskets.

Part of it is because Pauley was
built as an all-purpose gym (volley-

ball plays there, too) and thus
needs more floor space. Recent
talk about renovating the 37-year
old arena has included efforts to

pare the atmosphere down and
make it more intimate.

"The first thing they need to do
is bring the seats closer to the floor

and get rid of the dead area," Yoimg
said. "Bottom line, they need to

make student seating the top prior-

ity.

"You come in here sometimes
and it's like a neutral court."

t
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If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post-graduation job
market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.

State Fund, the leading workers' compensation insurance carrier in California, is
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positions throughout California, plus an environment that will foster your
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At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to expand your
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Learn how you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by contacting Human
Resources at 41 5-565-1 722.Then launch your career with State Fund and rise to
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Christmas Day
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GINGER-CRUSTED CHICKEN
sweet tempura onion, moui pineapple

10.5

GRILLED SOURDOUGH SANDWICHES
avocado, wasabi mayonnaise, mixed gren

salad, ginger dressing, lotus root chips
ani, Tuna, chicken, or steak

13.5

SPICY BEEF
Pan seared in a spicy papaya-tomato glaze

SEARED TOFU STEAK
grilled portobello mushrooms, soy-mirin glaze

GRILLED SALMON
cucumber-dill marinade

11

GRILLED VEGCTABLE TOWER
Portobello Mushrooms, baby bok choy,
asparagus, Japanese eggplant, red
pepper rice, ponzu-basil sauce

SUSHI PLATE A
1 shrimp tempura cut roll, 3pc California
cut roll, 1 pc albacore toro. 1 pc seared

tuna, 1 pc eel

14.3
SUSHI PLATC B

1 tuna, 1 yellowtail, 1 albacore, 1

salmon, 1 halibut, 1 shrimp^ 1 spicy tuna
hand roll, 3 pc California cut roll

SASHIMJ PLATE
3 pc tuna, 2 pc yellowtail, 2 pc salmon

14.5

10853 Lm^Urock Dr. Wcstwoob VillA5c
{Orse block non^x ofWlUdire AM& Two blocks CASt ofWcstwoot) Blv&.)

(310)209-0071
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WALTON
I
Bad-boy look just an image

RAC-IOBASIinBIUl PREVIEW 2002

from page 17

. State. \

The opportunity to play in

Westwood was available to
Luke, but he chose Arizona,
and it has been a blessing for
him ever since. i

"I like Lavin. I Uke a lot of
the players, but I would love
to come in there and demol-
ish the team," Walton said.

**There are no bad feelings,

but UCLA was hot the right

choice for me and it'd be real

nice."

Every team that faces
Arizona sets its defense
specifically to contain
Walton.

But he plays for a team
that is 10 guys deep, making
it difficult to just focus atten-
tion on him or one other
player. He is free to do as he

pleases.

"Luke's a playmaker, and
not a superior athlete in the
traditional sense, but
because of his basketball IQ
he's able to compete," UCLA
head coach Steve Lavin said.

**We definitely look at (point
guard) Jason (Gardner) and
Luke as the critical leaders
of that Wildcat team."

Lavin calls Walton's abihty
to make his teammates look
better "a sixth sense."
Whatever Luke does, it

works.

"^Team is everything and
stats are just way overrated,"
he said. "I'm trying to make
everyone better and team
must go before my stats."

One statistic not in the
box score is character. While
the Wildcats are dominating
the media, Luke's appear-

ance is exploited.

His arm is tattooed with
Grateful Dead skeletons
playing basketball and his
well-known curls are grown
out, but he's not trying to be
a bad boy.

Luke defends the image,
saying he just wants to have
ifun and make people look at
the Walton name differently.

"He can put his own lega-
cy on the Pac-10, but I'll still

have to guard him straight
up," UCLA forward Jason
Kapono said. "You can't shut
him down, but you can try
and stop him."

With the rebirth of the
Walton phenomenon, players
can just sit back and watch
the best team in the nation
do its thing.

The son is coming to town
very soon.

UCIA V. WASHINGTON STATE BOX SCORE

Rn^ 1st

.Washington St M 14

' UCLA
~'"' "

14

2nd 3rcl

17 7

7 6

4tli

10

T

48

27

^ftirt^fmcajp, :P|
fetOisrter

14:23 WSU Mike Bush 66 yrd pass from Crt. Henderson (Drew Dunning kickj

12:00 UCLA Ben Emanuel, fl 41 yd interception return (Nate Fikse kick)

7:33 UCLA Manuel White 55 yd pass from Jon Dubravac (Nate Fiske kick)

0-39 W<5ii Oevard Darting 8 yd pass from Jason Cesser (Drew Dunning kick)

mmtMmmMtmm

WSU ucu
FIRST DOWNS
Rushing

Passing

Penalty

20

9

11

18

5

11

2
^4^-<-y<-.^^>»y^<<-\<.->>^^^^^

^rdQuaner

10:46 WSU Jerome Riley 22 yd pass from Jason Cesser (Drew Dunnmg kick)

8:32 WSU Drew Dunning 30 yd field goal

0:48 WSU Jermaine Green 80 yd run (Drew Dunning kick)

0:41 UCIA Junk)r Taylor 59 yd pass from Drew CMson (Nate Fiske kick

)

3rd Quarter

I

I 7:27

I 3:37

WSU
uaA

14; 56

10:20

WSU
WSU

Jdtm TIppfeK 1 yd run (Drew Dunnir^ kick)

Mike Sekjman 27 yd pass from Drew CHson (Nate Fiske kick failed)

Drew Dunning 37 yd fteW goal

Enk Coleman 25 yd interception return (Drew Dunning Kick)

mm: dilSl

NET YARDS RUSHING
Rushing Attempts

220

41

53

27
•:<<:*;^-x-:-:':::;-x^»«»««<<«*:-X'>x<-:o*«««»»x«.>?6««:<<<-yj«*:wX':-:

NET YARDS PASSING
Passes Attempted

Passes Completed
Had Intercepted

Tinies Sacked

TOTAL NET YARDS
Average Gain Per Play

Fumbles:

Numt)er-Lost

Penalties:

Number-Yards
Punt returns:

Number-Yards
Kickoff returns:

Number-Yards

Interceptions:

Number-Yards
Fumble returns:

Number-Yards
Possession time

321

27

17

2

J.............

541

8.0

0-0

6-53

5-69

3-57

2-55

0-0

32:41

254

36

18

2

4

307

4.9

2-1

4-50

1-26

6-129

2-41

0-0

27:19
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Grand Opening
W.losJlngeles

11580 W. Pico Blvd.

(310) 235-2050
laws:

IKI-5
S«8-4

Oil Change Lube & Filter

with purchase of a

maintenance Tune-Up

Se Nabla EspaAol VOA

Brake Special Quality Oil Change & lube

Front $59.90'+ Pirailo

lortlii ears,ndn AMMMfl

Maintenance Tune-Up

QiG3.|DriO hanks

IfMfc$9.90

onvMSiisioimi

$2490 4C|liAiC|l

•fIBIralM
nSMIcii

Fuel Injection Service 30/6O/90 scheduled Maintenance

OMCI flMl AMiSSlM SfStMK

^^•OPW^^ IW^Mi i^^MwV Wt i^VvVw

tvumm

RMfc $39.90*
Radiator Service

itvM/na
snawtaMlMm are a»r Um vans mkmy transverse t hart

M

mm aames aM

I

-mt itm-im

nwo: $159.90* 4CII
iticn

$19.90From:
BnPMIKTBMIMi
CtOUMTtTflHinOBWI I

apiiiitf

tVM/tlH

IM
Mttthtfivs

name arafces are huher service iMa» fcquire aid I parrs i labor at an extra charge Environaienial fee may apply

Horn
Homeopathic

ithic. Nutrifionai. and Herbal Pharmacy

Brentwood Homeopathic

11670 San Vicente Blvd.

310.442.2667

III' Ciirru Tn 'A'.v.

v

avu il lines

of Tivifnas Kv iiour •PITS

The true story of a real fake

The DAILY BRUIN and DreamWorks

Our Doctors Will Help You Choose
the Proper Professional Line of Product

With Correct Dosage

Staffed withpractitloners such as;

Chiropractic Doctor, Liconsed Acupuncturist,
Noturopothic and Homeopothic Doctors,

Nutritionists and Herbalists

20% OFF
Your First Purchase

e.lix.r Tonics (Energy Tonics/Tea)

Re. $4.00

One Coupxxi Per Person

Invite you and a guest to see

Catch Me
If You Can

Tuesday, December 17th at 7:30 pm
at The Bridge at Howard Hughes Center

To receive your complimentary movie pass, visit:

Qaucho Express

;^
960 Qayley Ave.

rio purchase necessary, one pass per person,
passes available while supplies last on a first-

come, first-served basis.

L, . ^^^

MANN
Wesiwooa

PPM

Rusiiing

Manuel White

Craig Bragg

Tyler Ebell

Drew Olson

Totals

Drew Olson

Matt Moore

Jon Dubravac

Totals

No Net TO Ig Avg
8 48 13 6.0 I

2 10 8

9 10 3

8 .15 6

27 53 13

Att-Cmrdm Yds

Junior Tailor

Mike Seidman

Tyler Ebell

Manuel White

Craig Bragg

Mercedes Lewis

Keith Carter

Total

Nate Fikse

Totals

27-13-2 183

8-4-0 36

1-1-0 55

36-18-2 254

No m tD long

4

5.0

1.1

-1.9

2.0

m
2

1

3

4

4

2

2

1

1

18

No

7

8

86

68

2

58

22

16

2

254

Yds

303

303

1

1

1

3

Avg

43.3

39

27

9

55

15

16

2

55
'

Long

57

37.9 57

Possible upset

I

of Pepperdine

! unrealized after

late game falters

I
By Jeff Bsenberg

DAILY BRUIN SENIOR STAFF
jeisenberg@meclia.uGla.edu

Not even a Tony Danza sitcom
could end more suddenly then the
UCLA women's volleyball team's
season did Saturday night.

Poised to upend its second top-
10 opponent in two days, the No.
21 Bruins (20-14) instead col-
lapsed like a folding chair against
No. 7 Pepperdine (25-6), as the
Waves reeled off an 8-1 run late in
game four to advance to the third
round of the NCAA Tournament.

"I think we tripped over our
youth at that point," UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski said.
"We had a couple of conununica-
tion errors that gave the momen-
tum back to Pepperdine when we
looked to be in a very good situa-
tion to win that fourth game."

Trailing two games to one, the
Bruins had Pepperdine on the
ropes in the fourth game after tal-

lying three straight points to take
a 19-17 lead. But with momentum
on their side, the Bruins faltered

^ the worst possible tim^
-""The Waves' Katy iSiJP^t the
lead to one with a clean cross-
court kill, and then Pepperdine
caught a break when UCLA fresh-
man Nancy Barba smashed an
overpass into the net. Moments
later the Waves broke the dead-
lock after another Barba miscue
led to an easy putaway for 6-foot-

2-inch middle blocker Lindsay
Hache.

After a pair of Pepperdine
points sandwiched around a Katie
Wilkins service error, the Waves
took control of the match for
good. Pepperdine took a 23-20
lead when Stacy Rouwenhorst
buried another UCLA overpass.

While the Bruins battled back
twice to draw within two, the
damage was done; Pepperdine
ultimately sealed the game and the
match.

"We could see it in their eyes
that they were starting to question
themselves," Hache said. "We
stayed really steady and stable,

and just battled harder than they
did."

toADVERTISE
call

310.825.2161
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LAEMMLE

VILLAGE

961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUIN

948 Broxton

239-MANN

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

Analyze That (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Moo-WBd (11:45 2 15 5:00) 7:45 10:20

Solaris (PG- 13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon,Thu(1:45 4 45)7:20 9 55

Adam SandMr's 8 Crazy Nights (PG-13)

THX-DoDyDigCal
Mon-Thu (12:45 2:50 5:10) 7 35 9:45

West Hollywood
Bargain Shows () For All Theatres

Rabbit Proof Fence (PG)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

LANDMA
Westwood

PACIFIC^

Westwood

'^iii^ji

SUNSETS
8000 Sunset

(at Crescent Heights)

Free Parking

(323) 848-3500

FESTIVAL Harry

10887 bndbrool(

208-4575

Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Ttu (1 1 30 3:00) 7:00 10:30

Santa Monica

Rabbit-Proof Fence (PG)

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:40 5 05
730

Far From Heaven (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (11 30) 2:05 4:45 7 25

10:00

The Quiet American (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2 25 4 50 7 20 9:50

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:10) 4 05 7 00^55

Personal Velocity

Mon-Thu (12:15) 2:30 4 45 7:15 9:45

REGENT
1045 Broxton Avenue

(310)208-3259

Pesonal Velocity

Mon-Thu 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:15 9:30

Westwood Beveriy Hills

AVCO QNEMA
10e40MMirmBivd

1 Blk.E. of Westwood
(310)777-F1LM#330

CRITERION 6
1313 3fdSt.

Prommade

Adaptation (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11:00 12 30 2 00 4 00 5 00)

715 8 0010151100
I

Extreme Cos (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12 15) 10:05

Fnday After Next (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (2 45 5 15) 7 45 10 30

Harry Potter and th« Chamber of Secrets (PG)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Th<i (12:00 3:30) 7 00 10 45

Punch-Drunk Love (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Tliu (11 45 2:15 4 45)7:30

WLA/Beveriy Hills

Equilibrium (R)

Mon.Thul 45 4:45 7:3010:00

Wed 1 45 4:30

8 Mile (R)

Mon-Thul 30 4:30 7:20 9:50

Die Another Day (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:00 4:00 7:00 10:10

The Emperor's Club (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 1:15 4:15 7 10 9 40

CHECa GORI FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)652-1330

My Kingdom
Mon-Tue,Thu 4:15 7:00 9:35

Wed 1:30 4:15 7:00 9:35

West LA

Royal

11 523 Santa Monica Bl

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Frida(R)

Mon-Thu (1:15)4:10 7 00 9 55

The Way Home (PG)

Mon-Thu 5:05 7 15 9:40

Ararat (R)

Mon-Thu (5:00) 7:30 10 00

Last Supper
fmi LangiMgt mMi EngWi Subtitles

Mon-Thu (5:10) 7 30 9:50

Beverly Hills
Beverly Connection

La Cwnegi ai BM«ny Blvd

4 hours vaiktoted

parking $1 at Box Office)

(310)659-5911

Santa Monica

The Ring (PG-13)

THX - Dolby Digrtai

Mon-Thu (12:45 3 45) 7 05 10 00

SANTA MONICA
1332 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

The Crime of Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (1 30)4 20 7 15 10 05

Real Women Have Curves (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (1 00) 3 15 5 30 7 45 10:00

The Quiet American (R)

Mon-Thu (1 45) 4 20 7 00 9:40

Friday After Next (R)

MonWed-Thu 240 4 50 7 20 9:45

Tue 2:40 4:50 10:15

Empire (R)

Mon-Thu 2 50 5:10 7:50 10:15

8 Mile (R)

Mon-Tue4:2010 00
Wed 2 10 4 30 10 00

Thu 2 10 4:45 7:30 10:00

Adam Sandler's Eight Crazy Nights (PG-13)

Mon-Thu 2:20 4 40 7 10 9:15

Equilibrium (R)

Mon-Wed 2 00 5:00 7:40 10:10

Thu 2:05 4:20

Santa Clause 2 (G)

Mon-Tue 200 700
Wed-Thu 2:00 4:30 7 009:30

WESTSipEPAVILLION Rabbrt-Proof Fence (PG)
10800 Pico Boulevard Mon-Thu (1 1 30) 2 00 4 40 7 00 Q 40
(310)475-0202

^^hw
Standing in the Shadows of Motown (PG)

Mon-Thu 1 1 :20 1 :50 4:35 7:20 9:55

El Crimen del Padre Amaro (R)

Mon-Thu (11:10) 1:55 4:45 7:30 10:15

Bowling For Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (11:00) 1:40 4:30 7:10 10:00

Santa Monica
NUART
11272 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)478-6379

NuWILSHIRE

1314 Wilshire Boulevard

(310)394-8099

Red Beard

V Mon 4:40 8:30

High and Low
Tue 5:15 8:30

Yojimbo

Wed 4:20 7:00 9:40

Sanjuro

Thu 5:00 7:30 10:00

Bowling for Columbine (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4 15 7:30 10:15

Far From Heaven
Mon-Thu 2:00 4 30 7:00 9:30

CREST Treasure Planet (PG)

1262 Westwood Blvd. Mon-Tue 1 2:00 2:30 5:00 7:30

(S. of Wilshire)

474-7866 or 777-nLM (#025)

flDVfm
mitif

bpuin

rtovif

QUDf

310.825.216
4
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Electricity outage doesn't stop Duke's power
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BLUE DEVILS SET SCHOOL
SCORING RECORD AGAINST

HOWARD LADY BISON
i

The Associated Press J
•

DURHAM, N.C. — A power blackout in the
area wasn't enough to stop Duke or the 15th
annual Duke Women's Basketball Classic.

Iciss Tillis had 22 points and 10 rebounds,
and top-ranked Duke set a school scoring
record in a 128-53 victory on Friday night over
Howard in a first-round game.
Duke set the previous record of 120 points

in a 121-120 quadruple-overtime loss to
Alabama in the 1995 NCAA Tournament. Long
Beach State holds the record for most points in
a game, set in a 149-69 win against San Jose
State in 1987.

In Friday's game, freshman Mistie Bass
scored 19 points, and Alana Beard had 16
points and eight assists as seven Blue Devils
reached double figures in scoring.
The power blackout that hit hundreds of

thousands in North Carolina didn't affect
Duke, which has a power generator for its
Durham campus.
Duke (6-0), which had a 28-0 run of more

than seven minutes in the first half, will face
St. Joseph's on Sunday in the championship
game. St. Joseph's defeated Buffalo 68-59
Friday.

i

"It's really been cold," Tillis said as tempera-
tures outside Cameron Indoor Stadium headed
toward the teens. "The power's been out at my
apartment. We got it back on about noon.**

Tillis leads the Blue Devils at 6.7 rebounds
per game to go along with 15 points per game.
Friday night she hit her first six shots from the
floor on the way to 15 fu^t-half points as Duke
charged a 60-23 halftime lead.

Bass scored 10 of her 12 first-half points
during the 28-point run that broke the game
open.

"I tried to go into the game like any other
game. I didn't want to get too nervous about
starting my furst game, so I tried to make like I

was coming into the game off the bench," Bass
said. I

"I wanted to be calm. I wanted to take what
came to me and not rush too much. I know I

rushed a Uttle in the beginning, but then I set-
tled down."
Duke scored 49 points off 29 Howard

turnovers. The Blye Devils' reserves scored 58
points - led by freshman Brooke Smith's 14
points. Lindsey Harding, Jessica Foley and
Wynter Whitley each added 12.

"I thought we did a great job passing the
ball," said coach Gail Goestenkors, who slept
in her office Thursday night after she lost
power at her house.

"I thought we stayed focused most of the
game," she added. "We came out in the second

STANMNGS/SCORES/SCHEDULES
NCAAMASHIiTiiALL
DIVISION I MEN'S

CONFERENCE STANDINGS/STATS
niron^ Saturday

NCAA BASKETBAIL
DIVISION I HQMEN'S

CONFERENCE STANDINOS/STATS
Throu^ Saturday

Pacific-10

TEAM
Oregon
Arizona

Stanford

California /

Oregon State

Arizona State

use
Washington

Washington State

UCLA

CONE OVERALL
W L W

5

4

4

3

3

5

2

2

2

L

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

2

Paciflc-10

TEAM
Stanford

Arizona State

Arizona

Washington

UCLA
use
Oregon State

California

Oregon

Washington State

CONE OVERALL
W L

^
w
4

5

3

4
4

4

4

3

3

L

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

6

Conference Leaders
Points PPG FG% FB6 3-PT%
Moore, WSU 21.5 .417 .731 .241

Shipp,Cal 24.7 .^71 .750 .692

Ridnoiir,Ore 20.2 .491 .750 .385

Conference Leaders
Points PPG FG FT PTS
Polk, Ariz 18.3 23 9 55
Greco, UCLA 21.5 32 24 91
Payne, Wash 20.2 32 3 80

Rebounds
T^mir, Cal

Davis, Stan

Ri6ci,0SU

RPG OFF DEF BPG
9.7 2.0 7.7 ; 0.3

9.e 3.8 5.8 0.2

9.0 43 4.7 0.7

Rebounds RPG
Polk, Ariz 140
Ferryman, Stan 11.8

Kraayeveld, Ore 10.0

OFF DEF TOT
4.3 87 42
4.0 7.8 47
2.6 74 50

Assists APG SPG TOAST/TO
Ridnour, Ore 75 2.8 2.8 2.73
Bozeman, UCLA 70 1.5 2.0 3.50
Hurd,OSU 5.7 1.3 3.3 1.70

West Coast Conference
CONE OVERALL

TEAM W L W L
San Diego 4 1
Portland 3 1
Gonzaga 4 2
Santa Clara 3 2
StMaiys 3 2
Loyola Maiymount 3 3
Pepperdine 2 2
San Francisco 14
Western Athletic Conference

CONE OVERALL

Assists APG TOT G
Mendiola, Wash 5.4 27 5
Estavan,OSU 4.8 24 5
Giyzb,Ariz 4.3 13 3

West Coast Conference
CONE OVERAIi.

TEAM W L W
Loyola Maiymount 4
San Diego 3
Santa Clara 2
StMai^s 2
Pepperdine 2
Portland 2
San Francisco 2
Gonzaga 2

Western Athletic Conference

L
1

2
3
3
3
4
4
4

jTHE ASSOCIATPD PRPQ*l

Howard's Lauren Wiggins tries to pass the ball around the defense of Duke's Wynter Whitley (31) and
Lindsey Harding (10) during the second half of the game Friday at the Duke Women's Basketball Classic.

TEAM W L
Tulsa

Fresno State

Boise State

Hawaii
San Jose State
Rice

SMU
Louisiana Tech
UTEP
Nevada

Mountain West Conference

W
4
3
3
2
2

2

2
1

1

1

L

1

2
2
2
1

3
3

TEAM
Fresno State

Louisiana l^ch
Nevada
Hawaii
IXilsa

SMU
San Jose St
UTEP
Rice
Boise State

CONE
W L

OVERALL
W L
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
1

1

1

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4

half and lost our focus, but we seemed to get it

back. It was a great team effort."

Asia Petty led Howard (0-6) with 18 points
and was the only Bison in double figures.

"There's nothing they lack," Howard coach
Cathy Parsons said. "I applaud my team for the
effort they gave, because they never gave up. It

was evident we gave our best shot, but it was
just a situation where we were out-manned."

Howard shot 18-for-63 from the floor.
The Blue Devils are currently ranked first in

both the Associated Press and Coaches' polls
after advancing to the Final Four in the NCAA
tournament last season.

TEAM
BYU
UNLV
Colorado State
Utah
Air Force
\\^oming
San Diego State

New Mexico

CONE OVERALL
Mountain West Conference

W L w
5
4
5
3
3
3
2
2

L

2
2
2

2

2
2

TEAM
)^oming
UNLV
Colorado State

Utah
New Mexico
BYU
Air Force
San Diego St

CONE OVERALL
W L w

4
4
4
3
4
4
3
2

L

1

1

1

1

1

1

3
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Intro to Economics

Intro to Psychology

Intro to Calculus

College Writing Skills

Principles of Marketing

Buv-Back
Price

$20.00

$21.00

-$«
$10.00

$28.00

Sell on
Half.com

TOTAL $89.00

You Could Get

$146.99
MORE!

Playstation 2

PS2 Spiderman Game

Avril Lavigne Let's Go CD

Star Wars Episode I DVD

DMB Live @ Folsom CD

Lord of the Rings DVD

1 Pizza

1 Grande Caffe Mocha

Retail

Price

$199.99

$57.99

$17.98

$20.99

$21.98

$29.95

-$37^6-

Buy on
Half.com

$149.99

$29.99

$10.99

$13.99

$11.25

$7.00

$9.00

$3.78

TOTAL $371.08

ick & Eas olisting Fees

You Could Save

$134.66!

by

.com

eW
TM

®

*15off
^50 purchase

Enter promo code

WINTER2002"
in your shopping cart

I

I

I

I
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CLASSIFIED

Toiriaceanad.call

310.8^5.2221
How to Place an Ad:

By Phone
310.825.2221

By Fax

310.206.0528

On the Web
www.bminmarketplace.com

By Email

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

In Person

On-Campus (UCLA)

118 Kerckhoff Hall

Bv Mail

UCLA Daily Bruin Classifieds

118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Houn
Mon-Thu: 9am -3:00pm
Friday: 1 0am - 2:30pm

AdWrtUngTIps

1. What is it?

Use words that best

describe what you are

selling

2. Just the facts-

Include all the facts: con-
dition, year, make, and
features

3. Price-

Always include the price...

many classified readers

will not respond without

the price

4. Avoid abbreviations-

Make your ad easy for

readers to understand

5. Phone Number-
and area code with best

times to call

6. Compare-
Check out other ads in

your section for examples.

DoadUnoa
Classified Line Ads:

1 business day before printing @ 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:

2 business days before printing @ 12 noon.

aassmed Una Rates

One insertion, up to 20 $10.00 20 insertions, up to 20 wofd...$1 20.00
...each additional word 0.85 ...each additional word 7 20
12pt. headline 2.00 12pt. headline 33.00
16pt. headline 2.75 16pt. headline 39.00
Box $2.00 Box $40.00

5 insertions, up to 20 word....$36.00 50 Insertions, up to 20 word...$245.00
...each additional word 2.75 ...each additional word 1 2.50
12pt. headline 8.50 12pt. headline 84.50
16pt headline.. II.OO 16pt. headline 103.15
^Bl«;.:...:^^Ci;-^...;lC/.^u:.j:^;u$t0.00 Box;....: $100.00

For Classified Display ads, please see our rate card for

variable rate information.

Please make checks payable to "The UCLA Daily Bruin"

We Accept:

Allow 5 working days for mailed payments.

Rites subject to change without notice.

Special Features & Issues

rgams

Evtry Wednesday and Friday

310.825.2221

'^ Everyday!

310.825.2221

VILLflOf DlStl
www.villagedisli.com

Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer

310.825.2161

&:^
Every 5tti and lOtti week

310.825.2161

Your Classifieds

are a click-click

away every day

' Hnd everythingyou need online at

WWW.BRUINMARKETPUCE.COM
^ASUCLACon^uraca^ No m«jHim shalt ac(^ advertisements whK:h pr««^ persons of any ortgin^^ nvl't'^,';;rrT.;i*.^r**!Sl'Lr

to^ th* they ., imtod po^t^n.. cp^Mitt-. mte.. or statu. ». «x«ty. N«tt>er the Da«y Bru,n nJ^T^^ScLA^on^Jn^
^^^^Z^V.TJZ Itr:'^ ^^V^ '^ "^ adv«t«ements represented », thie «»ue. Any per«x>M^^ that an adverfement .n th« issoe vK)lated the Board's polnry onnond«cmn.natK)n stated herwn shojtd communicate complaints in writing to the Aaswtant Director Daity Bnjm. 118 Kerckhoff Hall. 306 Westwood Plaza Loe Anoelea 90024-1641 For a«,starxe wrth housing d«cnm«at«n protXema. caN the UCLA Houaing Ofllce at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westskle Fair Housing Office at (310) 475-9671 CtanMed ads also aooeer jThne

tl^^'T^fS^:::^ ^I*^
« . Comp*««i..,y ..^^ cu^omer, and ,s not guarant^. The Daily Lin frespcSSTS^ S^^^S^Tni:^tononly Mmor typographK^al enors are not el.g*)le for mfunds f^ *Ty rtlUrxt the D*ly Bruin Oawfied Departmert must be notmed of an error on the first day of poblK:^

mam iXCV^^^i-iK<X >' VTTZ^

rh-^TT^T^M 2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Asian Egg Donnor Needed. Healthy UCLA
Student under 28. Chinese or Japanese.
For details, please contact Mami mami-
famille@yahoo.com.

ml

announcements

1300
Campus Recruitment

^ EGG Donors Needed ^
Healthy females aees 1 8-31

Die

%

Donate to infertile couples some of the
many eggs your body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call reproductive Solutions

(818)832-1494 M
1300

Campus Recruitment

op TcH list

Top 10 Reasons Our Appications Are SkyroclcAtaijf

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

your tuition

%|ith eggs

If you're a woman between the

ages of 18 and 32, you can earn

money easily and anonymously

by donating your eggs to an

^

infertile couple.

Compensation is $5,000

For more information, please call

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•The Center for Egg Options. LLC

1. vIm kive gained r69ioiifl(, MtioMf and intemtftkKtflf

re^attHofit as yMim in fHeir fieias

2. CtHkiHii Mmimk Cmkn offer eertifieates In: Lav, TeeHnolo^y ittd Comnonleafioni

;

Global Usal Shulios; Law and Social JosMee

3. hi^mikn 6mti Utkn Fm§nms, fBaf«rfn§ U.S. Supreme Coorf JasHees Airtonin Sealia

(SpHiif 2001 ) and Ririh Bader Clnflwrg (Sj^n^ 2003) and oflier prominent jirists

4. 9flmki§ ami Cmfmimtk TlUTmm^9^ placed flrtt at ATLA Regional and nintli

oat of 226 teams at ATLA Ht^tk CompetHlont, tixtii at Natkmal EntertaimMnt Moot Coart

Competttlon, teeond at the State Bar of Callfbmla'f Environmental Ne9otiatioM Competition,

and tlonorable Mention Best Orallst at the Jessap IntemaHonal Moot Coart Competition

Weil-Educated Japanese

Egg Donor Needed!
Loving couple needs your help to start a

family. We are looking for someone
between 1 8-30 years of age, 5'

1 "-5'8", thin

build, and brown/black hair. Please call to

help make our dreams come true.

tT OPTIONS
(800) 886-9373 ext 942

Compensation:

$5,500 plus expenses

5. Na§km hdCfiimk Pkmmmii indadln^ Siieaman & SterOn^ Arnold & Porter;

Union Oil; Prtee Waterlioase; and federal and state eoirts and afeneles

6. M jodfes, hw firms, and local fovemment afencles

7. ^mmdmAmml indode San Diego's tmt District Attorney, partners and associates In

lav firms, nameroas ladies, and a member of tlie United States Con§ress

8. Stmt Jmm̂ ' §r Aagmf in oar flexible falMlme or part-time pra^fams

9. Fatmi^mMU/ITSMmki^ for averase scores of 150^

1 0. ijMMifmm of any private fully ABA-approved la« scbool In CaMomia

Appliances

GE WASHER & DRYER brand new in boxes.
Full factory wan-anty. Washer $399, Dryer

$329 or both for $500. 323-463-9963.

^OOO
Bock:

1700
Lost and Found

Class ring found on campus. To claim ring

please email Mandalorearmor@hotmail.com

pleaseease

recycle

•4m

COMPARE TEXTBOOK
PRICES!

Search 24 bookstores with 1 click!

Shipping, handling, and taxes automatical/y

calculated. Save up to 70%\

http7/www.bookhq.com

1800
Miscellaneous

for Joe

weoo
Micellaneous

Health Products

ATTENTION: 77 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Serious people only. Call Debbie 1-

888-974-7546.

Pjqpak.com: A safe and inexpensive source

for premium-brand condoms. Create your

own sampler pack! Free shipping on orders

over $10.

ON CAMPUS BANKING
Your on-campus & on-line banking source for
students, employees & alumni. Free checking,
student loans, car loans. Campus office: Ack-
erman A-level, www.ucu.org, call 310-477-
6628.

2000
Personals

25-yr old seeks dates for big oil Christmas
party aboard the Queen Mary on 12/21 Brian
@ 310.710.3575

2200
Research Subjects

2200
Hesearch Subjects

FRIENDSHIP? LOVE?
SEEKING a man who truly understands your
needs/desires? European linguist/writer,

good-looking/kind/accomplished/cosmopoli-
tan/mature/healthy lifestyle, enjoys
literatureAraveling/outdoors, seeks pretty/af-
fectionate/natural/youn^ female. 310-573-
0270/maniwolf@ mail.com

STD DATING
HERPES DATING, stdfriends.com has photo
personals for people with HSV, HPV, HIV and
others. Voice/video/chat/muslc.

20S0
tegnancy

Consider a new vaginal gel designed to protect

against pregancy and infection. Couples who
join a major, federally funded study will test a
diaphragm with either the gel or regular

spermicide as birth control for 7 months.

$300
plus free supplies, movie passes/CDS/video rentals

Coll 1 800 521 521

1

;

ADOPTION Let us help each other. We are
Jack and Anna, a happily married, financially
secure couple devoted to giving your newbom
baby a lifetime of unconditional love, secuirty,
and a home filled with warmth and laughter.
Medical/legal expenses paid. Please call 410-
507-8502 or email us at
Annaandjackl @aol.com.

Babies Hatch
The human hatching event is an important
milestone in human development and pres-
ents us with one of the eariiest obsen/able
human behaviors. Ask your doctor about it

today, www.ficu.org

Healthy, 8-17 yrs
Participate in a research study on

how people react to pain tasks

Come to UCLA for 1 or 2 research

sessions to fill out forms & experience

3 pain tasks. Each sessk>n lasts 31/2 hrs.

Researchers will monitor responses

to 3 tasks (pressure on finger, hand in

cold water, arm over dot of heat).

Receive a $30 Blockbuster certificate(s)

(310) 825-0731
contact Xio or Reema at UCLA Peds

3800
Miscellaneous

PUBLIC AUCTION. When: Jan. 6. 2003.
Where:901 Levering Apts. What: Wide var-

iety of items: Misc. tools, misc. wood, various
wood tables, extension cords, High power
blowers, wheelbarrow, shovels, and much
much more. Contact Richard at 310-824-7679.
Viewing will begin 1 hour before sale.

3900
Musical Instruments

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

EARN $50. SUBJECTS WITH YELLOW
TEETH needed for a teeth whitening study be-

ing conducted Culver City (3 visits). 310-845-

8330.

IF YOU ARE MALE, in college or have a col-

lege degree, you can earn up to $900/mo, call

for details on our anonymous sperm donor

program. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if you're

looking for a great job and a little extra cash,

call us:31 0-443-5244 ext. 39 or visit us at

http://www.cryobank.com/donors. Get 2 free

movie tickets just for applying!

WORLD'S BEST
$100 GUITAR
GUARANTEED
BEST PRICES ON

MARTIN GUITARS @
WESTWOOD MUSIC,
1627 WESTWOOD

BLVD., (310)478-425t



CLASSIFIED

2300
perm/tgg Donors

California Cryobank. rhe world's leading reprwlucr ive tissue hank,

is looking for healthy malc$» in college or with a college degree, to

become a part of our anonymous sperm donor program. As a donor

youll receive up to $900 per month. In addition, you will:

receive a free comprehensive health and genetic screening.

experience a minimal rime commitment with flexible hours.

help infertile couples realize their dreams of parenthom!.

For more information or to sec if you qualify call (310) 443-5244 ext.39

or visit us on the web at www.cryobank.com.

I

CAUFORNA (310) 443-5244 en. 39
www.crvobaiik.com

»»o»«opucT»vt scm<»cc»

maoo
Autos for Sale

1998 FORD ESCORT SE. Very low mileage:
28700. $6000 OBO. See
http://www.bol.ucla.edu/~sikonen/car.html for

details, please contact 310-737-0924 or e-
mail: sikonen@mednet.ucla.edu.

1999 GOLF GL. NEW MODEL. $9,500 obo.
32,000 miles, no accident, 5-speed, cd chang-
er, blue, and black interior color. 310-980-
7154.

Free yourself.

Xn •JMil-kv'Jtiitit A^t.
rgatns

2000 BMW 323i Convertible, Silver and Black.

Navigation system. Excellent condition. 38K
miles. Stereo/CD player. Automatic. $35,000
310-208-5535.

2002 COROLLA LE. White, auto, a/c, cd,

clean. Salvaged tiUe. 6k-miles. $8,900.
Excellent condition. 310-843-9093.

Free Advertisingfor
Items under $100.

118 Kerckhoff.

CASH FOR CARS! All makes all models. Paid
instantly. Must have clear title. 310-908-2333.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars for $500. Chevys,
Toyotas, Jeeps, etc. from $500. For listings 1 -

800-319-3323ext.A2 14. Call today. Start sav-
ing now.

ssoo
Vehicles for Rent

« '^•f-r # • >»

^300
Sports Equipment

TREADMILLS 4 LESS
Theradyne TM, Sp»nt SR. Star Trac TR, Dia-

mondback. Warranties and deliveries.

www.fitnessgear4less.conV2478253.

Need Transportation
to a Party or
Special Event?

School buses, coaches,
vans, an(j Limousines

for hire.

call Gina (310)2:
or (310)578-311:

Let's Go
Transportation

a«c««**a«^«™ advertise iansportattonm m classified dismay

A600-5500 ^^

A700
^uto Insurance

Auto Insurance . _.^^
'^'iySl P^^*^*^' '" W65IWOOU. NO BTOKCB ^6e5. ABO offier "^l

markets. Low Rates. Foreign Students and New Drivers OK.

(310)208-3548 1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 221

INSURANCE WAR!
Well beat anyone's price or we doni want
your business. Student/staff/good driver dis-

counts. Request the "Bmln Plan." 310-777-

8817.323-873-3303.

"^900
Autos for Sale

1989 GOLD ACURA LEGEND: 4-door. auto.

leather, sunroof. CD. alloy wheels. $4000 obo.

Heather 310-963-2866.

^^j^jgap SS80
^^i Iravet Destinations

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas. Florida. Texas! Campus
Reps Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007.

www.endlesssummertours.com

1993 PLYMOUTH
SUNDANCE

Red. 2door. hatchback. 70k miles. Clean in-

terior. snK)g checked, new tires. AC. CD, air-

bag, great condition, great value. $2450. 310-

451-0989.

S700
Travel Tickets

WWW.TRAVELBUILDERS.COM low fares for

domestic and international airtine travel.

1994 FORD EXPLORER Limited edition.

Great condition. 84K miles. Black/tan leather.

Automatic everything. Grillguards/side

step/roof rack/stereo system. $5000. David
310-435-9052.

1994 FULL SIZE WHITE BLAZER. Loaded.
Original owner. Custom CD stereo. $7000
obo. Adam 310-625-1080.

S900
Financial Aid

STUDENT LOANS
University Credit Union is your Stafford and
PLUS loan lender (Lender Code 832123).
Campus office: Ackerman A-level. 310-477-

6628. www.ucu.org.
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o o o o o o 6200
Health Services

avel
5600-5720

CUSTOM-MADE
SKIN CARE

Make it easy., create a system befitting your
skin type and your style. FREE consultation.

Crystal Marie- Mary Kay Consultant,
www.marykaycom/cmscott. 3 1 0-403-2552.

S680
Travel Destinations

§et hyped Por

/pring breol^ '03

Get 15 people
together and
go Pop FREE!
Ask us how! i>f t

y> :'>:' •^•-
•

..-,:.<::;-.>.:_. .:>. •-c«-,-x% ''y

Jamaica $82^
Hawaii $689
Paris $584
Amsdendam...$659
Includes air & accommodations from LAX.
Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees
not included. Other departure cities and
"'"

'i available.

920 Westwood Blvd.

(310) UCLfl.FLV or x60795 Pr-om campus
cst« 1017560-40

www.sCatnavel.com TRAVEL
online >> on the phohe >> on c«mpu/ >> on the /trget

S700
Travel Tickets

5700
Travel Tickets

L0SCASDS__»..349

no.VAJ.LARTiLk.,399

CAMCUN ^.509

COSTA RICA Bi(Kii«» $219

www.Vi€toiYlraveLoin

(800)878-9986

RIO-SAO $259

I COSTA RICA.... $209

cuAimUjara. $119
GUATEMALA... $235
BUENOS AIRES. $249
CHILE $259
LlftUL. ...... $189

LONDON $239.

CST#206»8«1-40

mf^% kfi EACHm wsEDmm f^jrcha^. ta€s «ot ihou

3

S720
Vacation Packages

Wanna
Come?

Havana, Cuba
» US Government Approved

» Legal, safe, direct

» non-stop LA to Havana

For info call (310) 358-2980

Legal Advice/Attorneys

DID YOU GET A TICKET IN LAS VEGAS?
Ticket reduced to parking vioiation. No point

on DMV record. No points to raise your in-

surance. No Traffic School. Contact: Dee
702-373-9671. deeslegal@aol.com,

www.deeslegal.com.

^. PARTY VACATIONS- ..
C«MCUN ACAPULCO JAMAICA
BAHAMAS FLORIDA S PADRE

9I09EST PAKTtSSf
SeST PRiCMSL

www.ENDLESSsummerTOURS.com

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE
Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

UCLA Alumni

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law OflBces of Donald R. Hartunian
Century Qty, California

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courleous+careful. Many students
moved for $103. Lic.-T-163844. Two 24 foot

trucks NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO
LARGE! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Volcemail/pager:

800-246-2378, 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies, small
jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD. Student dis-

count. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-285-8688.

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-up

donations for American Cancer Society. Jer-
ry©310-391 -5657.

6000
Insurance

6000
Insurance

1995 MERCURY VILLAGER-LS 7 passenger
van, low miles, excellent condition, bur-

gundy/sHver. $6000 obo pp. 310-837-2776.

1996 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LORREDO
V6. 62500Miles. 4WD. Excelent condition. No
accidents. Dealer service. Alarm/low jack. 6
CD-changer. $11000. 818-981 0591.

CycleTime Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LIABILITY INSURANCE IS THE LAWl

ITS LESS THAN YOU THINK!
No Kidding! Call fof a free quote!

(310)275-6734
Exchange ad for minimum $10 00
discount wfth Insurance purchase

>lllstate
^fbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WostNA/ood Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllsnir©)

24 Hours g Day Service

6500
Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years experi-

ence. Patient and organized. All levels and
styles. Fun from the firts day! Call Sam 310-
826-9117.

PIANO LESSONS All levels. Enthusiastic
teacher with extensive experience. Westwood
or 15min from UCLA. MTAC member. 323-
932-0089, mytsu@mac.com. •

323-9384597
B A MUSIC

B A EDUCATION

6SOO
Music Lessons

SINGING LESSONS
POP R&B JAZZ

LessonWeb Studio by 3fd 4 Fairfax

"Let your soul come out and ang'

We create a new progress

and practice CD every lesson.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

www.Bear-Wrlte.com
(310) 470-6662

AID HANDY SENIOR drive, shop, housesit,
escort. Have a one majordomo references.
Call unde Jim 310-390-1450.

^m7oo
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS! Frustrated developing your
personal statements? Get professional help
from renowned author/consultant. 310-826-
4445. www.winningpersonstatement.com.

CREATIVE RESUMES
MBA/LAW/MED

Personal statements, dissertation finalizing.

Professional expertise. Writing, editing, for-

matting. Credit cards. Ace Words 310-820-
8830. delstrat@netcom.com

DENTIST WANTED Bilingual, Chinese, Vien,
Philipino, Lao, Thai. Excellent climate and
beautiful city of San Diego. Please fax resume
619-265-2262

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chlcago, edits/word processes disser-

tations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes, transcriptions. Intema-
tional students welcome. Winslow's:31 0-475-
9585.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-

tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTERS

Custom y

Finish (barpentry
offered by a Father and Son Partnership.

Crown molding, paneling, chair rail, base-
board, windows, doors, and morel We can
give your home/apartment/office a special

finished touch.

Gregory & Chris 818-321-5408

TOP HOME CLEANING. My cleaner is seek-
ing more work in the Westwood area. She is

"totdly tft^ough, reliable, honest. 31Q^8-'
3335.

7000
Tutoring Offered

•THE TUTORS CLUB" IN-HOME TUTOR-
ING for grades K-12. All Academic Subjects,

including Test Preparations, Foreign Languag-
es and Computers. Call:3 10-234-01 01.
www.TheTutorsClub.com

ACADEMIC TUTOR. Chemistry, math, and
science. Creative Activities. Rexible hours.

Competitive rates. High school/graduate
school/MCAT. Call 310-573-2284.

ESL ENGLISH TUTOR
13 years experience. UC Beri^eley Grad. Con-
versation, grammar, and writing skills. Friend-

ly and helpful. Ellen 310-649-6038.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Communi-
cate with clarity&accuracy. Especially recom-
mended for foreign T.A's&graduates entering
business wortd. Taught by experienced profes-
sors. 310-226-2996. www.accurateen-
glish.com.

MELANIE'S MASTERS: AFFORDABLE TU-
TORING. All ages-subjects English, Math, All

Languages, Computer, Standardized tests,

typing, all musical instruments: piano/vio-
lin/guitar, singing! 310-442-9565.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-
tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology.
Econ/Accounting, &French, Computer pro-
gramming. Computerized statistical analysis
available. Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-
90-TUTOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
BACHELOR OF PHYSICS FROM UCLA off-

ers tutoring in physics and math at all levels.

Contact:31 0-925-9392 or sinatutor@aol.com

PROFESSIONAL
TUTOR

Top-notch, results-oriented, private tutoring:

8 years Experience. Catch up this Winter.

Doni waste your time on amateurs. Various
subjects including Math, Writing, SAT's &
other standardized tests. Personable. Rea-
sonable rates. Excellent references. Call

Will 310-381-1525.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER/TEACHER will tu-

tor English, writing, conversations at Universi-

ty and High School levels. International stud-

ents welcome. 310-475-9585.

UCLA MATH PROF Tutor all levels of math.
UChicago Ph.D. Assistant Professor, UCLA.
Winner of teaching award. Call Paul: 310-
387-7796.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

1
$16-20 PER HOU ]

URGENT!
Tutor one on one

in Beverly Hills homes.

High school math & science.

Engineering majors preferred.

e-mail resume to:

I

jobs@beverlyhillstutoring.com
Cell phone & car required

10 hours minimum per week.

Teach the SATs
I

Need energefic

people with

High SAT scores

to prep sfudenfs

1 on- 1 or in

classes.

All regions. $15-$20/hr.

:|ex. hours. Car requir^

310.301.7189
^ www.tutorjobs.com g

SPANISH TUTOR
NEEDED

For High school Spanish 3. Must have 4.0 in

subject area, and experience. Referenc-
es/transportation necessary. $25/hr. 310-393-
3000.

TUTOR-WLA 11th grader needs female to

help w/studies. Strong math/science/organlza-

tlonal skills. 3-4days/wk, 4:30-6:30, flexible

schedule. References preferred. $15/hr+
DOE. 310-470-8884.

TUTORS WANTED for high school stu-

dents beginning spring semester. Previous
experience prefen-ed. $16-$18/hr. Aspiring
Minds Tutoring, 323-422-0085.

TUTORS WANTED. High School Math-Trigo-
nometry, Analysis, Calculus, Statistics, etc.

$25+/hour. Call Bryan 310-770-0515.

7200
ypingl

RIGHTPAPERS.COM offers Custom term
papers with absolutely FREE PAGES. Check
out http7/www.rightpapers.com or contact us
at info@rightpapers.com

WORD PROCESSING specializing In theses,
dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7300
Writing Help

BETTER WRrriNG RESULTS. Expert Editing.

Papers, theses/disertations, articles, manu-
scrips, scripts, biographies, novels. Highest
qualifications. Credit Cards. Ace Words
310.820.8830

EDITING. Stanford grad. Master's degree. 12
years experience. Attention to grammatical
nuances and overall coherence. Enthusiastk:.

encouraging, reliable. Suzanne :3 10-274-

8991.

NEED WRITING HELP?
WE HELP YOU WRITE WHAT YOU WANT
TO SAY! EXPERT EDITING! Theses, Dis-

sertations, Essays, Personal Statements,
Manuscripts, Articles. International students
welcome. 818-345-1531.

NIGHT OWL
Research, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates. Intema-
tional students welcome. Call Ron at 310-
572-6500.

employment
7400-8300 -

Business Opportunities

LET YOUR $WORK 4 YOU!
Invest in foreign currency. Initial invest-

ments $500-25k. Returns up to 30.9%.
For more info call: (213) 747-3488. For
smaller investments, ask for Daniel.

WRITING TUTOR
KIND AND PATIENT Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of all

ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

Tutoring Wanted

SAT INSTRUCTORS. Verbal&math. Must be
energetic, w/a BA&teaching experience. P/T.

Excellent pay Classes In West Valley 310-

377-4509, fax resume 310-914-3044.

MARY KAY! YOUR OWN BUSINESS! You
can own a home-based/spare-time business
tomon-ow! Enrich other women's lives by
empowering yours! 310-403-2552/Crystal.

7500
Career Opportunities

SEEKING "STUDY BUDDY" for junior high-

school boy Sundays aprox 2:30-4:00pm. 30
minutes to UCLA. Male prefen-ed. $20/hour
+travel time/gas. 323-931-9242.

BEST SELLING AUTHOR. Needs
office/en-and help. Excellent computer skills

required. Flexible Hours. $10/hr. 310-205-

0226.

DESIGN/SALES
Positions for kitchen/bath showroom. Danielle

4-5PM, 310-397-1140. Fax 310-397-3450.

Classifieds

825-2221;
2?^J2C^^^ Ka
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZ7I

F

ACROSS
1 "Nova" network
4 Health-food buy
9 Fall mo.,

12 Honk I

13 Bryant or Ekberg
14 Ground corn
16 Movie terrier

17 Subject
18 Raines of 1940s

films
I

19 Stockpiled

21 Competent
23 Yellow Sea

country
25 Elegant
26 Roswell visitors?

29 Perch
31 Worshiper of Rama
32 What "vidi" means

(2 wds.)
33 Admonition to kitty

37 Broncos' div.

38 Pubs
41 Yes. to Jacques
42 Admirer
44 Camera's eye
45 Slander's kin

47 Chili-pepper dip
49 Trill

50 Hinder
53 Pay to use
55 Bi^ waves
57 Gridder or eager
61 The chills

62 — bumps
64 Nile sun god
65 Grand totals

66 Ne'er-do-well
67 Ec)g drinks

68 Hh?i records
69 Tea container
70 Chromosome

material
I

DOWN
1 100 centavos
2 Fraternity letter

PREVICXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

C L A S
HOW T
AVER
R E S E

SLAB
A R L

A NT E
R EH E

E R

saas mwa

H E Z
E RO
N NO

OM

ISSUE
SHEEN

EAR
RGO

W_LN DC H I L L F A C TOR
T A

TABBY
UR OR A

A R
MEL
PES

O D
MS

E R V E
O E
P E
E R

D E R
O US E

DANTE
SNEAK

^2^9^0^ (g) 2002 Unned Feature Syndicate, Inc

3 Setoff
4 Feeds a crowd
5 Battery

terminal

6 Ck)thing defect
7 Soul singer —

Redding
8 Retreat (2 wds.)
9 Fokled egg

dishes
10 Spreadsheet

units

11 Bedtime stories
12 Snort of disgust
1 5 Disney dog
20 Coffee go-with
22 Treasury dept.

24 Ammo clump
26 Moby Dick's foe
27 Long sentence
28 Pizarro foe

30 Dinghy's need
32 Currier's

partner

34 Baseballer

Ty-
35 Ayla's creator

36 Piece of

floorinci

39 Sensitive to

40 Hack
43 Futile

46 Limerick locale

48 Fruit cooler
49 Diluted

50 Levin and
Gershwin

51 Ski slope bump
52 Like nrce

grapes
54 Maneuvered

slowly

56 Kind of cracker
58 English school
59 Frat-party

attire

60 USCG officer

63 Passe

19
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UCLA

INGRATULATIONS!

Congratulations to the winners ofthis
years Homecomingparade:

Sweepstak^ Award - Best Overall:

Beta Theta Pi and Alpha Delta Phi

Best \}%e, ofTheme - Float:

Sigma Pi and Delta Delta Delta

Best Display of Bruin Spirit - Float:

Pi Kappa Phi and Gamma Phi Beu

Best Design and Craftsmanship - Float:

SAE and Kappa Alpha Theta

Best Use ofTheme - Marching:

Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi Eta Sigma, Golden Key and
Monar Board Honor Societies

Best Display of Bruin Spirit - Marching:

Rally Committee

(310)UCLMAA www.UCtAluninijiel/SAA

•SAA is the niuUnt chapter ofthe—

lAsjo c i a t i o nl

7SOO
Career Opportunities

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED! No more Western Union Fees. Re-
ceive a Visa ATM and Mastercard. Everybody
qualifies! *Call home 1 cent/minute calling

cards. *Win a free laptop P.C. "Learn how to

make extra income selling Grade A organic
coffee, calling cards, and health food drinks.

SPOKE MODELS WANTED. Go to

www.spacebooth.com. Email: bank@space-
booth.com. Telephone 1-800-303-3351. Fax
resume 619-296-4532.

j

FIELD HOCKEY COACH
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEASON. (MIDDLE
SCHOOL) (late Feb.-early May), 3 days/week,
salary starting at $1800. 310-288-3311

GET PAID TO WATCH
' MOVIES!!!

Media company needs movie lovers to watch
and review movies. $$ per movie, do it on
your own time. Email resume to:

jobs@psvratings.com

GREAT FASHION INDUSTRY OPPORTUNI-
TY! Create your schedule. Computer literate

individuals w/good communication skills.

Several positions (operatjons/customer-serv-
ice/marketing/web-design, etc) Fax/voicemail
310-388-5391, resumes@mellies.com.

PHIFTY WAYS TO LEAVE YOUR DAY JOB
www.bigphatdragon.com. BigPhatDragon Is

living large. Now you can too . Check it out!

SALES REPRESENTATIVES to distribute

electric scooters on your campus. Enthusias-
tic, self-motivated students. Sales experiences
a plus. Unlimited flexibility, unlimited earning
potential. Demo scooters provided at no cost
to you. Dan 949-455-3154.

Child Care Offered

AFFORDABLE
CHILD CARE

WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages 2.5/6years. Educational
program. Two play-yards. Year-round 7:30-

5:30 Ctose to UCLA 310-473-0772.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Full/Part time.

Will train, entry-level. Computer knowledge a

must. M-F, 9-6. Salary+benefits. 10 min from

UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Inglewood

Surgery Center. Immediately. Requirements:

Experience in medical scheduling/insurance,

patient relation/charts file maint/Quickbooks,

Spanish . Fax resume: 310-273-4689.

AFTERNOONS DURING

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

GOT CREPE?
Believe or not, this is the best in town!

SCHOOL
SAME POSITION is Fulltime during Quarter
Breaks and Summer Vacations! Wort< at the

most famous tennis shop in LA. Wori< experi-

ence not necessary. Minimum pay $7.50/hr.

Advances in salary according to performance.
Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gayley Ave.
310-208-6215.

ftawtrllr
CCRlXt

8a«l*ll« Miv4

GRAND OPENING!
It's Tomy's Unfamous Crepe in Westwood
Add:2117 SawteUe Blvd L ACA90025 Tel: 310-210-9817 (temporaUy)

ANNOUNCERS, no experience necessary.
Host musicAalk-shows for our radio stations.

P/T. $10-15/hr, $200+per/show, plus fantastic
benefits. 323-468-0080, 24-hours.

ART/CRAFT GALLERY SALES. Immediate
Full or Part-time. Experience helpful. Perma-
nent or Holiday. 310-476-8508.

ASSISTANT FOR SMALL BEV-HILLS
OFFICE Reqts: hands-on, comml. property
mgt. exp. all bsns. and office skills, q-books.
Flexible-hrs. Please fax resume: 310-273-
4689.

ASSISTANT NEEDED
By busy broker/producer, heavy phones, flexi-

ble hours, hourty+bonus. Call Andy before 2 at
800-648-0519.

GREAT WORKPLACE
P/T Telemari<eter for Santa Monica education
publisher. Hourty and good commissions.
10AM-2PM (3-5 days/week). Knowledge of

foreign language helpful. 310-395-9393.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 4-7
pm, Monday through Friday. Min 4 worthing
days required. $11 and up per hour. Contact
Chrissy: 323-937-7737.

Hair Models wanted. Color only High end sa-
lon k)oking for hair models for highlights/color.

Product and salon fee. 310-274-0851.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT for busy Beveriy Hills

Dermatotogy office. F/T. Fax resume 310-550-
1920.

TANNING SALON
Positions available. P/T, F/T. Apply at: 11 56
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-488-3957.

TEMP PERSONAL ASSISTANT, work out of

private residence within 3 miles of campus.

Organizational and some computer skills

needed. (4/5hrs/day, 3/5days/wk) Days/hours

flexible. M/F btwn 9am-4pm. $15/hr. 310-476-

2895.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows proficient.

Car/insurance prefen-ed. Opportunity for tots

of flexible hours. No dress code. $9/hour. Fax
resume: 310-479-2402.

B.H. Model Management Co. looking for new
talent ASAP for National Commercials&Maga-
zines. 10 years established business. Serious
enquiries! 310-360-1240 or 310-360-6992.

7700
Child Care Wanted

ARE YOU OUR MARY
POPPINS?

Two Santa Monica giris (12&16) want upbeat
experienced Nanny/Driver/Homework Helper
(female 2U). Mon-Fri, 2:30-7:30pm. Need
car, insurance, nanny references. Call Nancy,
310-395-6648.

Are ^immm m o d el^psr
or want to qet started?

nmcue models

• «xperi«nce

commere i

.2566

BALLOON COMPANY LOOKING FOR CREW
MEMBERS and assistant. Get paid to deco-
rate parties. Flexible hours. Apply in person,
937 Westwood Bh/d, 310-208-1180.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT
GREAT PAY &
BENEFITS!

F/T: Busy OB/GYN office in Beveriy Hills kx)k-

ing for a Medical Assistant. Must have phlebot-
omy experience, computer skills & pleasant
phone voice. Med.Off. experience preferred.

Warm and friendly office environment Salary
DOE, excellent benefits. Fax 310-274-7025 or
email to formandyk@pacbell.net

MODELS WANTED by professional photo stu-
dio for upcoming assignments. Male/female,
pro/non-pro. Call for an appt 818-986-7933.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Real people needed for feature films, music
videos and commercials. All ages. Work
Guaranteed. Call 323-463-2278.

NEED DRIVERS for busy Christmas season.
P/T, F/T. Make from $300-$600 per week. 31 0-

445-2701.

UCLA RECREATIONAL MAINTENANCE
seeks students to work flexible hours mairv

tainlng equipment and facilities. Learn to wof1<

with tools, machines, and raw materials. Work
on athletic and special events. Pay is $7.75-

$10.50. Call 310-206-1399. Applteatlons are

available at the John Wooden Center.

WAITRESS/WAITER
Experience required. Familiar with full

American menu. Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday lunch shift. Upscale cafe In

Westwood. David 310-473-5045.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE. Will pay you to lose

weight. Naturai/no dmgs. Call now. 310-485-
0423.

WANTED: 29 people to tose weight. Earn $$$
for the pounds and inches you tose. Safe.

Doctor recommended. 800-296-0477 www.lo-
selikemagic.com

BABYSITTER NEEDED for adorable 5-yr-

old some afternoons and evenings. Very
flexible. Brentwood. Please have experi-

ence and references. 310-440-8811.

BANKING

BABYSITTER WANTED Mon-Tue during the
day. $7/hour. Please email or fax cover letter

and resume to sandy@animallaw.net or 310-
235-1011.

BABYSITTER: West Hollywood. Responsible
person 20-years-okJ/older to sit with 3-year-oW
child. One evening/week up to 4 hours.
$15/hour. 323-822-2871. Kathyhites@sbc-
global.net

BEAUTIFUL BABY BOY
needs toving, happy person for P/T care
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. 8am-
4:30pm. Short term/long term. Near campus.
310-889-9243.

ACKERMAN SERVICE CENTER REPRE-
SENTATIVE University Credit Union seeks
a part-time representative to wori< in the
UCLAAckerman BuikJing. Must have lyr.

cun-ent experience in credit union, banking,
customer service or financial institution ex-
perience. Must be PC proficient. XLNT.
verbal, written, public relations skills. Hours
11am-3pm Mon-Sat (flexible). Resumes:
jobs@ucu.org, or fax to 310-477-2566,
University Credit unton. 1500 S. Sepulveda
Blvd. LA, CA 90025.

OFFICE ASSISTANT W LA. F/T or P/T.

.Experience and computer skills required. Fax
resume 310-204-3076.

WEBCAM MODELS
Very muscular men wanted for at-home
webcam chats. Must have cam. No nudKy.

Easy cash! 323-932-1133.

P/T ASSISTANT to help w/ home office.

Mother's Helper. Excellent pay Driving and
references a must! Please call Fay 310-394-
9781.

WESTWOOD BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
firm needs bookkeeper/office help. Ideal for

students.' Part-time 20-25 hours/week. Light

bookkeeping, type letters, filing, some phones.
Must be computer-literate. Fax resume to 310-
443-1997.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. Earn
$150-$250/night. 50% discount w/student ID.

Day/eve classes, 1-2week classes. 1-800-
974-7974. International Bartender's school.
HUNDREDS OF JOBS! www.mybarten-
dingschool.com

BARTENDERS NEEDED. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day 1-866-291-
1884extU4.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT.
Duties include answering phones, light filing,

ordering supplies, data entry, & collating docu-
ments. Must be bright, enthusiastic, detail-ori-

ented, & able to perform a variety of tasks si-

multaneously Mail, fax, or email cover let-

ter/resume to ACE Educational Services, Attn:

Becca. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K, LA,
CA 90035, Fax 310-282-6424, Email: admin-
staff@aceeducation.com

PART-TIME PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Cash,
flexible hours, worit at your own schedule,
work from home, must have your own comput-
er. 310-286-9465

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43fd
fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated indivkjuals to assist ao>

count executive w/lead generation via tele-

phone for our lease/toan products to businese-

es. Fun environment. Salary $10-12/hr plus

bonuses. Fax resume: 310-737-1974. or

email: billj@ailiancecap.com.

WORK AS A MOVIE EXTRA. It's Fun*Pays
weir flexible scheduling* Get started quickly*

No crazy fees* Call 24hrs 323-850-441 7, 71

648-2258.

BILINGUAL FAMILY (French/English) tooking
for person to help with the actor school care of

our two boys. Hours are 2-6, can be flexible

w/days. School, home and activities all on
west side. $12/hr. Must have a valid California

license, oun car prefen-ed. Courtney 310-650-
0604.

CHILDCARE WANTED, help mother w/2 giris

(3-year&new bom). During eariy evenings, 5-

7.30. 2-4 days/week. Westwood locations,

salary negotiable. 310-475-0865.

CHILDCARE. To pick up 9 & llyr old, activi-

ties/homewori<. Begins 01/06/03, MTW 3pm-
6pm. $11 /hr. Responsible, kid oriented.

References/car. 310-399-3518, irinacool-

beans@yahoo.com

LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC responsible per-

son to help with my 3 y/o daughter over winter

break. P/T, fexible hours. $10/hr. 818-981-
4938.

H B.H. Model Manag. Co. M
^^ Looking for new Talent A.SJLP. for Nat'L M
H Commercials & Magazines H
M For the Holiday Season M
H Serious inquires!!! H
^^

310-360-1240 / 310-360-6992 M

PART-TIME SERVER
ChanDara Restaurant. Lunch/dinner. Help
needed for 15-20hrs/wk. Minlmum+tips.
WLA:31 0-479-4461; LA: 323-467-1052.

PART-TIME-FULL-TIME your choice. Comput-
er programmer-Part time or Full time we will

wori< with your schedule. Cbse to campus.
Must have strong knowledge of Microsoft of-

fice. Clean professional environment. Please
call an appointment, ask for Mr. R. 310-444-
9800.

BASEBALL COACH FOR my nine and seven
year old grandson. Email: bisan2io@aol.com.

BASKETBALL COACH for my 9yr oW grand-
son. Email: bisanzio@aol.com.

P/T BABYSITTER. Weekends and over X-

mas break. Near UCLA. Experience and ref-

erences required. 323-783-7220.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION A.B.A. POSI-
TION. Salary negotiable. Psych, ED, or Spe-
cial ED Degree. Experience Behavwr Modifi-
cations. Discreet trial (LOVAAS 170A). One on
One Behavior modification home/school
shadov(Nor 9yr.okJ autistic boy. 818-370-1138.
email bekinla@aol.com

PAULEY PAVILION WANTS YOUl Are you a
sport-minded person interested in learning
facility management? We offer a fun atmos-
phere and good money. Call 310-825-4546, or
just stop by our office, Gate 1 , Pauley Pavilion
to schedule and interview.

WRITERS WANTED
ARTICLES for relationship website. Degree in

family studies, psych and/or counseling ex-

perience. E(tf>

t or will supply topics, ^mail pat@oncelnever-

ylife.com.

.,„ 7820
High-Tech Jobs

EBAY SELLER NEEDS HELP w/emails, Irrter-

net, phones, packing/shipping. FunI P/T

(flexible hours). email resume to:

opps@ant91 .com.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. P/T possible F/T to

worti for medium size computer software conv
pany. EBAY experience a plus. Fax resunfie or

call Nk:k 323-578-8208

REGULAR BABYSITTING AND DRIVING,
2/chiklren ages 5 and 11. Must enjoy being
w/chlldren, dog friendly. $12/hr 310-470-
7058.

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MEDICAL COLLEC-
TION ASSISTANT for medical practice. F/T.
Fax resume 310-550-1920.

RELIABLE NANNY/DRIVER for two fun kids

(10 and 13). 4-5 days/week, generally 3-6pm.
Need car, insurance, references. Call 310-
825-9114.

WLA FAMILY needs babysitter for 10 week
old. 10-12hrs/wk, flexible schedule. Pay DOE.
Provide references. Jessica or Buzz 310-268-
9176.

CASHIER NEEDED for young, hip ckDthing/
skateboard/snowboard store. Holidays/wee-
kends. Up to $8/hr-depending on experience.
310-230-6085 or fax resume to 310-230-4536.

CLIENT ASSISTANT Responsible female to
run lots of en-ands for personal shopper.
Have license, car provided. $10/hr. Rexible
schedule. 310-203-9704.

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES ASSOCIATE
Great-student-job. P/T-Rexible hours. Hourty
plus bonus. Computer skills/bilingual en espa-
nol a plus. Westwood Village Insurance Agen-
cy across from Rite-Akl. UCLA students who
have finished Freshman/Sophmore year onlyl
Call Pat:3 10-208-7183

INTERNS NEEDED for Managerial company.
Various office duties. Typing skills and com-
puter literate a must. Bookkeeping would be
also helpful, but not mandatory. No pay. Call

310-474-4521.

:^:^;irfh><:iiT^

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included

• ITS not a Job -It's a PARTyill

National Bartenders School
1 (8OO) 646 - MIXX (6499)
www.nationalfc»artoncJors.coi-n

$15-$20/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC people

to teach SAT I Math and/or Verbal and Acade-

mic Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Positions available

throughout LA and the Valley. Send, fax, or

email cover letter/resume, including test

scores (SAT GRE. etc.) to ACE Educational

Services. Attn: Barry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Su-

ite PH-K, LA. CA 90035; Fax: 310-282-6424;

Email: instructorhiring@aceeducation.com.
I

$15-$20/HR. Cash paid daily. P/T. Gay artist

seeks totally clean-shaven male under 22 for

figure modeling etc. Inexperienced prefen-ed.

Danny@81 8-980-1 666.

DANCERS WANTED
For Performing Egyptian Dance Troupe, Ages
21-29. 5'6-5'9, attractive; dance training a
plus. Call Isis 310-474-8433.

DATA ENTRY, CUSTOMER SERVICES. Good
organizational skills, get along well with oth-
ers. Call 323-936-3055.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT/computer skills(pc),

errands, event&travel planning/pvt. residence
in Brentwood. Rexible hrs. Nice surroundir>gs.

Experience. References. Email resume merte-

mllleria@aol.com

PHONE SURVEYOR & ADMIN WORK. Con-
duct phone surveys. Need callers with great

phone manners. Good computer skills.

$10/hr+lncentives. 310-914-5148.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AID. F/T or P/T. occa-

sional Saturdays. Fast paced, outpatient office

in Culver City. Well trained, massage skills a
plus. Fax resume: 310-837-9701.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT Westwood Vil-

lage production company hiring student PA.
Camera, Editing, Submissions, Errands.
Clean driving record a must. Scooter ability

needed. UCLA Students who have completed
Freshman/Sophmore year only. Call Pa-
trick:31 0-208-71 83.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club. Permanent
hours available. Please ask for Allison or
Chris:31 0-659-5002.

78^0
rs/Extras Wanl<Ml

PRODUCTION COMPANY: Casting attractive

women 21-29y/o to host TV show. Pay.

Applrcants must speak Spanish/English,

improvise/Interview. Energetic/outgoing,

charismatic/sexy. Send picture/blo by
12/20/02. Timecode Multimedia, 12340 Santa
Monica Blvd. Ste-228, West LA. CA 90025 .

WORK IN THE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRYI Nude talent is kx>king for r>ew

faces, male and female over 18 for all types of

shoots. Visit us online at www.ntalent.com, or

call your kx^l casting director® 1-800-340-

7014 for more infonnation.

DO YOU LIKE TO
WORKOUT?

SALES POSITIONS available full and part-

time. Do you like to keep fit? Join the Shape-
Up-USA team opening in Century City Mall

and Fox Hills Mall, November 30. 310-823-
5542.

$1 500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars.

No experience required. Free information

packet. Call 203-683-0202.

DRIVER WANTED: with S.U.V. to drive DJ to

gigs. Saturdays, occasional wori^/evenings.
$50/per show. Call Jeff's cell: 949-510-1730.

EARN EXTRA $FT/PT Wori< from home, help
others $1000-$3000 mo.
www.nellanfunds.com 800-518-8219.

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNSHIP Personal

Management Finn seeks P/T asst. M-F 9-

11am Perfect for UCLA student. Call 310-209-

1244, ask for Kate.

GLOBOPOLIS-The Worid's hottest new board

game is seeking enthusiast/marketers.

Interested in a fun, money-making opportunity

for the holidays? Check out game & opp
at<www.glotx)polis.net.>

RENTINLA.COM
NEW APARTMENT RENTAL website needs
people with computers for Data entry. Wori<
from home. 310-770-8648.

RESTAURANT
FLOOR SUPERVISOR/CASHIER/SERVER.
Restaurant experience required. Personable,
competent and friendly individual for an up
scale cafe in Westwood. 3 mid-week
nights/week. 5-8.30pm. This position offers an
opportunity for a good income and is suitable
for someone looking for long term and contin-

uous employment. Call David 310-473-5045,
310-502-2099.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNI Publications, Inc., a
leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time po-
sitions available at its WLA tocation. $7/hour
starting. Flexible hours, convenient kx»tion
near 405/10 fwys. Fax resume. Attentton to

Martin Eisner: 714-535-8078.

SECRETARY WANTED Make phonecalls. fil-

ing, computer skills. 2-3 days/week (flexible).

$11 /hour. Fax resume 310-772-0797. Phone
310-712-0742
-

STOCK PERSON. Young, hip ck)thing,skate-

board& snowboard store looking for motivat-

ed, organized, detail-oriented person. Up to

40hrs/wk. 310-230-6085, fax resume 310-230-

4536.

8000
Internships

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Established Translatton Company In SM offers

unpaid-internships for Spanish/Ger-

man/French/Portuguese/ltallan/Russian/Ja-

panese/Chinese native speakers w/exceHent

English language-skills. Possible pakj-poal-

tion with INS-sponsorship. For informatton ac-

cess www.wordexpress.net/lnhouseposl-

twns.htm

West LA Accounting Rmi Internship Part time
$10/hr FonA^ard resumes to 310-312-1345, or
call 310-312-1303.

8200
Temporary Eniploynieni

5 DAYS/WK: Choose your hours. Computer
skills and good telephone votee. Native Eng-
lish speaker. Call Debbie or Fred 310-444-
9800.

HOLIDAY JOB DRIVER. Must car own small
car. $8-11/hour. Must know LA area. 310-452-
6660.

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED ENGLISH
MAJORS to create questtons for chiWren's lit-

eratures. Please e-mail your questk>ns and
resume to visionwor1(@ hotmail.com. NOWII

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At 'St Liz Hosptee.
we will train you, please call Ell at 310-824^
9798.

f
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NO COST OR FEES
*FREE RENTAL SERVICE*

-.
I

'

I .
-.- *-. '-:'.'..'.

Wefcotne ^ruins^ friends

.•• t-

The Best Apartments

Close to Campus
• Are Found at

The Roberts Companies.
It

We
x 7

in all the best locations with a host of amenities. Whether
' -ev/?- r ,?(A;»aplo ovriVysO

»V»*irnn PK

you r

apartment you will find we have the best choices on the

Westside

many amenities available, we offer gyms,
swimming pools, saunas, 'Jacuzzis, sundecks, patios,

more. '

If necessary, we have custom designer furniture available
well. We can offer maid service, refrigerators, and mu
more, IN SHORT ANYTHING YOU MAYNEED WF. CAN PROVID

(310)
(.tLngiisn, Spanish, French, Farsi, Korean, Russian, Armenian,
Singhalese, and Japanese Spoken)

-1700
, Tagalog,

The Roberts Companies

Roberts Business Park, 2886 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404
Phone: (310)829-1700 Fax: (310)829-2630 E-mail: therobertsco@therobertsco.com

Passifieds
C25-2221 Displaf^^

206-3060

r I
- ^ ..
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8^00
Apartments for Rent

PALMS $1250 UPPER 2+2 w/balcony. New
carpet. A/C. Fireplace. Skylight, stove, dish-
washer. Garbage disposal, laundry facilities.

2-car gated parking. Bus to UCLA. Available
immediately. 310-390-5996.

8400
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD 1+1, r/s, balcony, laundry, wet-
bar, parking, $995.www.westsiderentals.com
310-395-7368

8400-gH

Apartments for Rent

$795 ELEGANTLY REMODELED Ibdrm,
Valley Civic Center. Minutes to Sherman Oaks
shopping. UCLA buses, freeways. Oak-floors,
ceiling fans, carport. 818-399-9610.

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
WESTWOOD Urge 1 bed/1 bath. Hardwood
Ikxxs, patio, parking. $1250. 310-476-4165.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
^tadio, furnished, clean, security entrance,

separate kitchen, laurxlry room, pool, lyr-

lease. $850/month. Parking extra $100Ano
310-824-0601.

PALMS 1BDRM/1BTH $985/mo. Stove, A/C,
large closets. 2ndfloor, gated-parking, Inter-

com, Jacuzzi, 1/2-block to UCLA bus, freshly
painted/new carpets. Kay 310-842-9127.

PALMS AREA
2BED/2BATH. $1375/mo. apartment. Central
/VC. balcony 2-parkings (Gated), new build-

ing, dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, close to

school. 3635 Veteran. 310-558-1295.

PALMS AREA. 1 bedroom, pool, $950/month.
All new. 310-420-7884.

PRIME BRENTWOOD
1BDRM/1BTH UPPER. Balcony. Refrigerator,
stove. Gated parking. Gated building. Laundry.
No pets. 11842 Goshen. $1050. 310-870-
1757.

PRIME WEST LA
Remodeled, bright, spacious, upper, ibdrm,
$1150. available end Nov. Remodeled huge
3bdrm/2bath. $2250. available end Dec. Close
to public transportation and UCLA. By appoint-
ment, 310-207-7209.

2BORM/2BTH $1695. 1BDRM/1BTH $1250+,
SNG/IBTH $1025. 1409 Midvale. Large, full

kichen, fireplace, batoony, gated parking.

Gatsok. 310-478-8616.

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE 1BDRM/1BTH
$1195. Parking, Hardwood floors, tots of win-
dows. Pets ok. Anne 310-478-8616.

.2BDRM/2BTH $1750+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1225,
BACH&SNG $895+. 10905 Ohto Ave. Large
iWt, baloony, fireplace. A/C. Pool, gated park-
ing. Cats ok. 310^77-6856.

A FABULOUS STUDIO
WESTWOOD Cute, quiet studto. Covered
pafKing/large closets/huge kitchen/study

jji'lpa^undiy. Walk to campus. $1082 through
>/3l. 310-709-7060. 729 Gayley.

MAR VISTA*^

• 3 BD + 3 BA Townhome,

FP, Central Air/Heat, Gated Garage,

SeciUann,CatOK

12630 Mitdieil Ave. $1695/M0

• 2 BO, 2 BA Townhomes

11748 CourtJeigh Dr. $1245/M0

12736 Caswell Ave. $1395/M0

pPENH0USEMl)n.Sat.l0-4

I (310)391-1076

;Www.westsideplaces.com

APARTMENT FOR SUBLET. Starting January.

Sbdm/lbth on Strathmore/Lar»dfair. Across
file street from campus. Lease ends Julylst.

$i900frrK. 310-569-0550, 714-323-2577.

a^VERLY HILLS ADJ $1425. Urge
ibdnT>/2bth. gated building. 9025 Alcott.

A
yrtaible Jan. 1st. CaH 310-385-0092.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. IBDRM $950&UP.
2BDRM $1200&UP. 3BDRM $1500&UP.
lARGE/CHARM. SOME W/HARDWOOD.
SOME W/BALCONY DSL ONLY 1/2BL0CK-
P^COBUS. 310-839-6294.

Roommate wanted. 2kxJnTi/1ba. Beverly Hills

Duplex. Parking available. $1050. Utilities in-

cluded. Very Nwe home. 310-994-1077.

310-824-9691
Unhappy with

your roommate?

We can help!

Luxury 2 B«droom
Apartment

GLENROCK AND
LEVERING

3 Blocks to
UCLA Campus
Call Today!!

Ain«nltl«t Include:

• Rooftop Sundeck, Spa, & Sauna

• Fitness Room

• Study Lounge

• Laundry Facilities

• Gated Assigned Parking

• Individual alarm systems

• T1/DSL Ready

•A/C

• Extra large closets

• Fireplace

• Microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator

• Extra large balcony with city view

reNSh doors k
• Roommate Matching Service Available

WESTWOOD 1+1. r/s, pool, laundry, parking,

$950.www.westsiderentals.com 323-634-
7401.

WESTWOOD 1BDRM/1BTH located on
Strathmore & Veteran. $1100(neg)/$500 secu-
rity. Includes pool, laundry room, refrigerator,

and stove. Great apt & location! Call for appt.

310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD 2+1. r/s, balcony, laundry, park-

ing, $1 200.www.westsiderentals.com 310-
395-7368

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BTH from $1800.
Fireplace, balcony, pool, spa, gym. Business
center, cable included, 2 parking spaces, Mon-
Sat 9-5. 310-208-1987.

WESTWOOD 3BDRM
3bdrm/2ba. Umfurnished. Washer/dryer in

unit. Fireplace, patio, secure parking for two.

$2675. Available. 31 0-4f
1-3783 or 310-472-

4951.
I

WESTWOOD
,

650 Levering Ave. 2bed/bath. Hardwood
floors, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher. Sepa-
rate dinning room. Swimming pool, parking,

laundry. $1650/month. 310-578-7512 JKW.

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, private

bath, high ceilings, utilities included, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, private room, private

bath, r/s, high ceilings, a/c, $650. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD apartment, r/s, w/d, balcony,

fireplace, bateony, $570. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD bachelor, pool, laundry, utilities

included, parking. $775. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachetor, r/s, carpet, laundry,

utilities included, parking. $625. www.westsid-
erentals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD bachetor. r/s, hardwood ftoors,

laundry, utilities included, parking, $750.
www.westsiderentaJs.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD Ctose to UCLA, Ibdmfi/lbth,

furnished, part<ing, balcony, laundry. Short

term lease available. $750/mo. 213-247-0448.

WESTWOOD LARGE LOFT APARTMENT,
newly remodeled, fridge, dishwasher/stove,

fireplace, A/C, laundry in buikJing, parking, 10-

mln walk to UCLA. 6month-min-lease.

$1300/month. Available immediately. Cats OK.
310-208-4934.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WLA/PALMS
3bdrm/2bth. Large unit. 2.5 miles from cam-
pus, half a block from blue-line bus.
$l500/month, one year lease. Call 31 0-276-

3138 Henry.

WLA/PALMS: Single for $775 (has beemed-
ceilings). Close to UCLA/shopping. Refrigera-

tor, stove, closets. Pool. 310-204-4332, ask
for Shiriey.

8900
House for Rent

BEACH HOUSE
IN MALIBU. 3bed/3bath. Directly on the
ocean. Pch. Fully furnished.
$5800/month+utilities. Alexis 805-570-2313.

WESTWOOD guest house, r/s, bright, yard,
cable, parking, $1140. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WLA:$710&up. Move-in special. Attractive sin-

gles. Near UCLA/VA. Ideal for student. Suit-
able for two. Definite must see! 1525 Sawtelle
Blvd. 310-477-4832.

WESTWOOD house, pet ok, r/s. fireplace,
w/d, yard, parking, $550. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD house. Spanish style, fireplace,
r/s, hardwood floors, utilities included, $650.
www.westsiderentals.com 310-395-7368.

WESTWOOD PRIME
Large 2bed//2bath. Ctose to Village, walk to

UCLA, full kitchen, fireplace, l>alcony, laun-

dry room each/ftoor. rooftop heated pool+ja-

cuzzi, gated garage/intercom entry. 310-
470-1513.

WESTWOOD studio, cat ok. r/s, a/c. laundry,

bright, parking, $875. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

BIRENTWOOO Ibdrm/lbth, living and dining
zoom. WaJk-in doset A/C, fridge, stove, dou-
W0 car parWng. Possible Short term lease.

$1100/mo. 310-980-8911.
-'

BRENTWOOD 2BORM/2BTH $1595. 11933
Qfirtington Ave. Large rooms &kitchens/part<-^ laundry/bateony Lots of ctoset. Cats ok.

Amie 310-207-1965.

SANTA MONICA 1+1. r/s. ctose to everything,

hardwood floors, laundry, parking, $925.
www.westsiderentals.com 3 1 0-395-7368

.

SANTA MONICA PANORAMIC OCEAN-
VIEW. Ibdrm fumished/unfumished apart-

ment $1400-2500. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fur-

nished $3400. /Assigned paridng. Walk to 3rd
Street Promenade* Pier. 310-399-3472.

^ ¥fi$T LA**
IBD^IIA $II45/M0
fiofed Garage, Intercom Entry, A/C Unit

2884 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)391-1079
www.westsideplQces.com

BtorrWOOD ONE BEDROOM UPPER in

•garden setting. Bright, modem european krtch-

en, aN a^pUnces, fireplace, fully carpeted.
One year lease. No Pets. 11644 Montarwi Ave
$t395. Cal: 310-410-1575.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION NORTH OF

WILSHIRE NEAR BEACH
$1195 1 bedroom. Charming split level.

Hardwood ftoors. Newly tiled kitchen and bath.

Dishwasher, refrigerator. Covered Parking,

937 7th Street CATS OK 818-980-5900

SINGLE $1295+, 1BDRM/1BTH $1695-
$2750. 2BDRM/2BTH $2300-$3700.
Prestigious full amenity apartment homes:
Pool/gym. large master suites/bath. 10530-
10540 Wilshire. 310-470-447a

SINGLES $995/$1050. 10992 Ashton Ave.
Large full kitchen, fireplace, balcony or patio,

gated parking. Cats ok. 310-479-8977.

^'^

Westwood Village
,

433Kelt
(31t) 20§-g6

1 Bedroom from $995

2 Bedroom from $1600

Extra large luxury units include.

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*with 1 year lease

Pcofessionally managed by

Integrated Property Services, Inc

WESTWOOD studio, r/s, a/c, laundry, walk to
WW Village, parking, $850. www.westsWeren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WESTWOOD studk), r/s, laundry, utilities in-

cluded, parking $850. www.westsideren-
taJs.com 310-395-7368.

BRENTWOOD- $1990
3BDRM/2BTH

Spadoua apt with patk>, north of Wilshire.

4 apMlAis waJk-ln ctosets. New: carpets.

paint, oven, dishwasher. Quiet 8-unit bWg,
dOMlD UCIA Walk to Brentwood VWage
for shops, restaurants, arid markets. Open

Sat&Sun, 10-4. and t)y appt. 11921
Goshen Ave #1. 310-571-0293.

SPACIOUS, LUXURY 1/BD APARTMENT
in Atrium Court. (Strathnrwre and Levering).

Available for sub-lease beginning Jan. In-

cludes parking spot. $1300. Call Phil at

310-208-0368 or email at masta-
py@aoJ.com.

WALK TO UCLA
1+1 ($1250+). 2bdrm($1900+), pool/spa,

parking, fireplace. bakx>ny. walk-in-ck)set,

full-kitchen, laundry, rdcreation room.

Gas/water paid, www.keltontowers.com
310-208-1976.

BRENTWOOD: $1640, 2bdnW2bth upper, bal-

cony, refrigarator/stove, new carpet/drapes,

parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by ap^
pointment 11728 Mayfiekj. Cell :310-480-7275
310-271-6811.

FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENTS.
$7D0/mth, deposit $400. UtMlties included,

jQl^, very quiet. 6-rTxxith minimum. 5-miles
frtsim campus. Pool. Linda Alvarez marwg-
9r:31 0-837-3556.

Jf^ EXEC $1150. 2BDRM/2BTH $1895. 10933
Rochester. Extremely large unit, fireplace.

A/C. gated paridng. pool/spa. Cats ok. .310^

473-5061.
I

KELTON/STRATHMORE IBDRM $1195.
^DRM $1750. Hardwood fkx>rs, gated party-

ing. Large kitchen. Pets ok. Neko 310-824-

ioea. 11069 strathmore #3.

NEAR UCLA. 1 bedroom, fireplace, dishwash-

m, aM new carpet painted, $1200. One year
Isate. 310-420-7884

NOVEMBER 15th MOVE-IN. $1200/month 1

bedroom. Free cable, underground parking,

•tove. fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, AC. secur-

ity buiWing. 310-208-4796.

PACIFIC PALISADES
2bdrm/1bth. Brand new, redone unit. Tile

floors, gas cooktop, wail oven, refrigerator,

dishwasher, laundry room on premises, cov-

ered parking, storage locker. 2nd fk)or. small

building (8 unjts). Ctose to UCLA. Walking dis-

tance to beach and shopping area.

$1795/nx)nth. 310-589-5952. Available Dec.m
I

Classlfierfs

825-2«l

WALK TO UCLA
SHORT LEASE
AVAILABLE

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood
Fkx>r/Carpets. Stove, Refrigerator, parking.

LauTKJry room in buikJing. Two weeks rent free.

$1495 and $1650. Two parking spaces avail-

able. 310-824-2112. Accepting applications for

winter quarter.

WALK TO UCLA! Prime Westwood Huge
3t>ed/3bath remodeled, new, reduced rent.

Take over lease for $2600/mo. 1624 Veteran

#5. 310-877-8817.

WEST LA 2bed/1bath. charming duplex.

Completely renovated, hardwood fkx)rs, pnme
tocation. Washer/dryer hook-up. $1500/month.
310-966-9960.

WEST LA. 2bdr/1.5 bath, stove, refrigerator,

laundry, 2 car partOng, quiet neighborhood. 2
miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385.

WESTWOOD
1+1, hardwood ftoors, stove, fridge, dishwash-
er. Separate dining room, parking, laundry,

pool, no pets. 564 Midvale Ave. $995. 310-

578-7512.

WESTWOOD STUDIO, walk to UCLA, fur-

nished, quiet, very channing and bright, new
kitchen, washer/dryer. $895. ASAP through
01/31/03(negotiable). Nick 310-890-2016.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large fumished stu-
dlo. $1025/mo. Security deposit negotiable.
George 310-493-0014.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE 1&2B0RMS,
EXCELLENT VIEWS. LARGE GARDEN, DIN-
ING ROOM, DSL. CHARM. FRONT&REAR
ENTRANCE. UPPERAiOWER APT. W/HARD-
WOOD FLOORS+PATIO. 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to campus, less

than two btocks. Ibdnn $1050, 9-month lease.
no pets, parting. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BTH. $1400&UR
TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING ROOM,
HIGH CEILING, DSL. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BALCONY.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD/UCLA- Singles $1075+. 1

bedrooms $1400+. Move-in special. Refrigera-
tor, A/C, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, fitness center,

gate pari<lng. Ariel Court 310-208-3818. 535
Gayley Ave.

WESTWOOD: Large 2bdrm/2bth. Walk to
UCLA. 2 pari<ing spots. Pool and Jacuzzi
$1800 & 2weeks free. 310-824-0833

WLA $1425/up. Large 2bdrm/2bth, gated
buiWing. 2437 Corinth. Available Jan. IsL Call
310-477-1120.

WLA AMAZING DEAL
1629 Brockton. Starting at $685. Full kitch-

en, refrigerator, cable-ready, vertical blinds,

gated, quiet area. Non-smokers. 310-479-
8876.

WESTWOOD U1. cat ok. r/s, laundry, bright,

partying, $995. 31 0-395-7368.www.westsider-
entals.com .

WESTWOOD 1+1, pet ok, r/s, laundry, quiet,

cable included, $975. www.westsideren-
tals.com 310-395-7368

WLA. LARGE IBDRM Unfurnished.
$1025/month. 1-yr lease. Carpeting, gas
stove, refrigerator, stove, laundry. Near bus
lines/food/malls. No pets. 310-551-5791.

WLA/PALMS
BACHELORS/SINGLES-Furnished/unfur-
nished, some w/pool, gated, kitchen, $675-

925. Ibdnn $975-$995 many w/fireplaces, lux-

ury and more. 2bdrm $1350-1525, many
w/dishwashers, batoony, A/C and more. 3bdrm
$1895-$1995. Large, luxury. Must see. Call for

free listing :310-278-8999. i
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BRENTWOOD TOWNHOME to share- Non-
smoker m/f- $750/mo priv bed/bathroom, inci

util & direct TV- pis call 310-820-8354,
Marsha.

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE. Beautiful private
IbdmVlbth in HUGE 2bdmn/2bth condo. Nice
view. Pool&spa heated year-round. Female
grad student prefened. $1000. 310-472-4354.

GREAT LOCATION. Brentwood- Gortiam Ave-
between Westgate&Bundy Own Room and
Bath. Tandem partying. $775+utilities. Avail-
able 12/1. 310-626-7740 or Cell: 310-266-
9748

WLA HOME PRIME
2+DEN. 1BTH. 2-car garage. Breakfast
area. Backyard. Close to shopping & bus.
$1800/mo. 310-488-1774.

9000
House for Sale

HEART OF BRENTWOOD: Roommate want-
ed. Female. Sunny/charming 2bdrm/2bth
w/balcony+front patto. Spacious living-room,
fireplace, kitchen. Pariting included. $695/mth
310-471-9549 leave message.

PALMS. Bright. Spacious Single. FuH Kitchen,
appliances, pari<ing, most utilities paid 310-
842-9797.

WESTWOOD. 5min walk to campus, own
room in 3bdmTyibth, small building on Kelton.
Grad student prefened. Available 12/16/02
Call 310-208-1940.

ELEGANT, 4+bdmi, 2.5bth, 3-car garage,
3680sq.ft., secluded yard. UCLA Professor's
Bel Air home $1,020,000, 310-206-6392.

9300
Room for Help

NEAR UCLA. Female student only Non-
smoker. Reliat>le, responsible. Fumished
room in exchange for house work. Nice pri-

vate room/bath. Utilities.-paid. 310-474-0336.

REDUCED RENT FOR PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH in exchange helping w/chores,
enands and driving for oWer lady References
and car needed. 310-477-6977 leave mes-
sage.

WESTWOOD: 969 Hilgard. 5min walk den-
tal/medical schools. Private room/bath in
2bdrm/2bath. Male: Fumished, pool, security
cable. $1100/month, $550/month share. 310-
209-0382.

600
Coiido/lownhouse for Rent

PACIFIC PALLISADES 2bdrm/2bth beach
front condo. Large deck, great views. Available
12/15/02. $2150/mo. 310-459-8502.

UPPER BEL AIR- 2bdnTi/2ba. Condo, large

patto, tennis, pool. gym. Beautiful sunound-
ings. $2400/mo. 310-470-8168. Near UCLA.

Walk to UCLA. 2bdmV2ba Condo. Spacious
room. pool, two indoor parking. $1700.
Japanese owner. Jimmy 213-272-3316.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORIDOOR
2bdrm/2bth. w/ocean view. Totally renovated,

granite kitchen w/new appliances/marble bath-

rooms, w/spa in master. Secured parting

w/doonnan. $2999/OBO 310-276-0676.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPANISH STYLE, excellent con-
dition, 1 /bedroom, furnished/unfurnished

guesthouse. Kitchenette. Prefer quiet/consW-

era^lfljQPlgffigigilj^ble/utili^iS^^aning j^^
eluded' $Tw5?T^th. 1.5/miles^tfbm UCLA.
310-804-3851 .Available Dec. 1st.

BEL AIR house, rs. quiet, carpet, utilities in-

cluded, $1100. www.westsiderentals.com,

310-395-7368.

ROOM&BOARD IN EXCHANGE FOR HOME
EVENINGS. Private bed+bath. Nice neighbor-
hood. Close to martlet and transportatton.

Female prefened. Serious person. 310-454-
6757.

9^00
Room for Rent

2BO/2BTH TO SHARE
in Levering and Glenrock. Own bed-
room/bathroom. Off street-parking. Luxury
building. 310-824-9691.

2BDRM/BA in a private yard for graduate
students. No utilities paid. Non-smokers.
Fumished. $975. Santa Monica. 310-450-
6826.

BEVERLY HILLS 2 ROOMS separate from
house. Grad student prefened. Must have car,

kitchen privileges, utilities included
$500&$600. Washer/dryer. Abby:31 0-275-
3831.

ENCINO HILLS AREA room in private home. 8
miles to campus. Fumished. Kitchen, laundry,
utilities included. Security patrol. $550/mo.
818-905-0508.

BEVERLY HILLS guesthouse, bright, ac, pool,

parking, $1250. www.westsiderentals.com

310-395-7368

ENCINO HILLS in private home. Large room,
private/bth. Utilities, kitchen, laundry, paridng.

Security patrol. $725/mo. 818-905-0508.

.. HUGE 2-STQBY HOUS„
LARGE ROOM in Spanish-style house! Share
gourmet kitchen. Backyard w/garden. Great
location-Mar Vista. $685/mo. 310-678-
0760.31 0-398-7937,Pat or Tony

MALE PROFESSOR Non-smoker.
$650+$650-security. 1-bdmi. WLA. Access to

garage &pool, full house privileges. Dr. Bor-

den 310-391-2718.

9AOO
Room for Rent

PRIVATE ROOM in house. Near UCLA.
Washer/dryer. Shared kitchenA bathroom.
Parking. DSL. Prefer non-smoker 21-28-
years-old. $650/mo.+$975-deposit. 1-year
lease. Maggie 650-776-8026.

ROOM In beautiful WESTWOOD
HOUSE. Share with females. Yard, laundry,

free-cable, 1/2 mile from UCLA. Available

12/14/02. $850/$850 Deposit. 310-925-1743.

ROOMS FOR FEMALE UCLA STUDENTS in

quiet/courteous boarding house across UCLA.
Rates start at $500/month. utilities/breakfast

included. 310-208-8931.

SANTA MONICA LARGE BEDROOM. Secure,

quiet. Large townhouse. Kitchen privileges.

310-453-8508. 6-8pm. Non-smoking, female
grad only $575/mo.

UNFURNISHED ROOM AVAILABLE IN SPA-
CIOUS 2BD/1BTH. Rent $675 and shared

utilities. Location: 3rd and La Brea, near the

Grove and Fanners Mari<et. Avail-01/01/03.

323-937-7267.

WEST LA. Large bedroom, separate from
house, w/kitchenette&bathroom. Close to

UCLA. Gated, pari<ing. $750/month adjustable
for tutoring Spanish. 310-472-1592.

WEST LOS ANGELES: LONG-TERM STOR-
AGE. Private entrance. Ilft.x 20ft. Veteran
and Brookhaven. $150/month lease. 310-234-
2640.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

CULVER CITY, 5 miles to UCLA. Private bed-
room, shared bathroom. Brand new. Quiet
neighborhood. Gated, pool, laundry, fumished.
Female prefened. $500+utilities. 310-915-
6470.

LA/PARK LABREA Private room/bath. FuWy
fumished, 11th ftoor. Large windows, hard-
wood floors. Secure gated entrance. City view.
$900/mo negotiable. 323-571-3063.

SEEKING SINGLE. Share 2bdmT/2bath apt.
Own room/bath. Covered/gated-paridng,
washer/dryer inskle apt, fumished, cable.
Close-UCLA. Must be dean. Avail Dec 1/2.

$850/month. Fahti 310-446-6682.

WEST HOLLYWOOD: Spactous 2bdnn/2bath.
Close to UCLA. Great area, quiet. $765/hx)
includes utilities. $828.75 deposit. Available
Dec. 14th. Amanda: 310-583-8302.

WEST LOS ANGELES near Century City. One
bathroom w/private bath. $650 each/month.
Access to all facilities. Nice neighborhood.
Female-prefened. 310-994-7677.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE ROOM $680/month.
Paridng and utilities included. $350 to share.
Female only. 10-minutes from UCLA. 310-
824-3931 , leave message.

WESTWOOD ROOM in bright, luxury
2bdnn/2bth, walk to UCLA, gated paridng, full

kitchen, laundry. Rent Jan-June. $850/mo. or
$425/share. 916-812-8783.

^ ^^600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD 3/giris seeking 1/Female to

share 2bd/2trth. Atrium Court: gated paridng,

Jacuzzi, gym. Ctose to UCLA. Under $600/mo.
Call 310-824-2644.

WLA Seeking roommate to share 3bdrm/3Wh

in apt, pandn^. ''v^vaiiable

Male/Female. Cyntia 310-473-5524.

FOR RENT: Cozy studto cottage in Palms
area of West LA. $650/month (utilities includ-

ed). Minl-kltchnette (sink, stove, refrigerator,

cabinets). Good closet space- bathroom
w/shower and skylight on quiet street near

buses. Shared backyard. Non-smoking.

Call/leave message for Woody/Dierdre 310-

204-1646 Tuesdays and Thursdays 8am-5pm.
Available 1/1A)3 or 1/15/03.

PACIFIC PALLISADES HOUSE Large, private

room, satellite, refrigerator, sink. Non-smoking
mature female. Available Dec. 15. $700/mo.
310-454-0098.

PERFECT WESTWOOD LOCATION. 4/bd
condo, seeking M/F roommate lor own room.
Abt/us: 2dudes/1giri, cool, down-to-earth.

worit-hanJ-and-play bunch. $650/mo. tooking

for same personality. 310-477-6996.

9700
Sttl)lets

WESTWOOD SUBLET
LOOKING FOR a person to sublease-mov-
ing for the rest of the year. Begin on Jan.1.

714-812-3644.

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.sublet.con^s
[Sublets in all citiesl! 1-877-FOR-rent

•»
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With its sport-tuned suspension, power-assisted •

rack-and-pinion steering and finely balanced
1

weight distribution, you get the maximum in

precision handling and cornering. So even

competitors &s BMW, Porsche and driving up Fifth and Elm, you'll feel like you're

Audi. But what's more intriguing for us behind the wheel of a race car. You may want

nonprofessional drivers is that the I-S performs to leave off the decals and the helmet, though.

Your Lexus Dealer. Pursuing Perfection. ®
LEXUS.COM

1

See Your Southern California Lexus Dealer

OrCall(800)USA-LEXUS

I

;
.-

•MSRP of base mcxlel incK.ding delivery, processing and handling fee. Excludes taxes, title, license and optional equipment. Actual dealer price may var>'. ©2002 Lexus, a Division of Toyota Motor Sales U.S A Inc
.

Lexus reminds you to wear seatbelts, secure children in rear seat, obey all speed laws and drive responsibly.
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